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WHEN the unabridged edition of Webster's
dictionary first appeared (without a definition
of the word unabridged), that great scholar,
A FRENOIJMAN'S estimate of humanity in Caleb Cushing, wrote a criticism on the
1886 foots up " a lot of fools who spend most stupendous work, saying that, for its size, it
of their time and money in making iron balls bad as few errors as could be expected. This
to go through steel plates and in making steel puzzled the editors, who asked an explana.
tion of Mr. Cushing on the subject of these
plates to keep out iron balls."
errors.
In reply Mr. Cushing marked 5,000
A DAILY paper avers that a sheet of ordinary paper warmed in front of a fire will, in mistakes in the volume which had been sent
a dark place, giv a very decided electric to him, and sent it back.
spark upon the application of the knuckle,
NEw YoRK has a fair thirst. It consumeij
with a crackling sound. On placing a .sheet six million barrels of lager beer a year, or at
of gold leaf between two sheets of paper thus the rate of about five barrels for each man,
electrified, and passing a pencil point over woman, and child. Considering the large
them in a zigzag course, a luminous flash number of Prohibitionists, other total ab.
quite strong will appear.
stinence people, and children not of drinking
Miss ANNA BALLARD, well known among age, a good many citizens must drink a good
journalists in this city as the only female many kegs in the course of a year. That's
member of the Press Club, writes from Co- all right, provided thfl beer is good and they
lombo, Ceylon, that the Salvation Army has do not exceed their limit. We suspect, howattacked the island, but that the soldiers arc ever, that the vast crowds of strangers who
regarded there with little favor. The nativs visit the town consume a million or two kegs.
havn't the least idea what they are up to, and The out-of-town man in the metropolis is apt
think that their peculiar antics and goings-on to stay himself with flagons, especially if he
are only amusing illustrations of the peculiar- comes from a Prohibition state.-New York
ities of the English people.
Sun.
IF Christ had lived to-day and performed
TilE business men of Auburn, N. Y., are
the "miracle of making wine, as he did at Cana very enthusiastic over Revivalist Moody's reef Galilee, the officers of the internal revenue cent meetings in that city. This does not
would hav arrested him, aud after carting mean that the business men are interested in
him all over the state for trial before the religion, but that the people drawn to Auburn
United States court, then he would hav been by the meetings make business livelier.
sent to the Albany Penitentiary for one year "One of them is reported as saying: 'I will
and a fine of five hundred dollars and costs. giv $10, and my partner will do the same, I
If old Noah had lived in these days he would know, to keep these meetings up a week
hav been arrested for being drunk, and sent longer. Mr. Moody draws to the town peeto jail to break stone for ten days at least.-- pie who hav money to spend. They come
Star of Lflmtv.
I into our store with their Auburn friends, l!ei

GREETI'NG.

some of our fine goods, and perhaps goods
they hav not seen at home, and we catch
them for anywhere from $5 to $100.'" The
Auburn business man has evidently learned
all that the scriptures hav to teach on strangers and taking them in.
CARDINAL TAOHEREAU, of Quebec, bas prohibited Catholics from attending the meetings
of the Salvation Army, and instructed them
to throw the tracts and hymn-books distributed by the Salvationists in the fire. The
cardinal has a clear conception of the appropriatP.ness of things in this regard. The
tracts and hymn-books of the Salvation Army
are mischievous documents, and are fit for
nothing better than kindling material. Still
they are not so mischievous as that dogma 9f
the Catholic church which permits a priest or
cardinal to peremptorily order what disposition others shall make of reading matter that
falls in to their hands.
A NEW paper out West bas started under
difficulties. It tells its own story as follows :
"We begin the publication of the Roccay
Mountain Cycwne with some phew diphphiculties in the way. The type phounders
phrom whom we bought our outphit phor
this printing ophphice phailed to supply us
with any ephs or cays, and it will be phour
or phive weex bephore we can get any. The
mistaque was not pbound out till a day or
two ago. We hav ordered the missing letters, and will hav to get along without them
till they corn11. We don't lique the Joox ov
this variety ov spelling any better than our
readers, but mistax: will happen in the best
regulated phamilies, and iph the ph's and c's
and a:'s and q's hold out we shall ceep (sound
the o hard) the Cvclonf whirling aphter a

phashion till the sorts arrive. It is no joque
to us-it's· a serious aphpha!r."
CHESTER BuRROUGHs, of Williamsburgh,
found eleven-year-old Ida Kaufman wandering in the streets on Christrnns night. He
took her horne, and then went to the police
station and told her story as follows: ''Her
parents are both dead. After their death her
Sunday-school teacher took her to her home.
She kept her for a time, but she had occasion
to use all the rooma in her house, and. so th~
other day she told the child she must go and
find a home for herself. From what I can
ascertain from her I think she attended Sunday-school in one of the churches in Ainslie
street." The Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children will look after that Sunday-school teacher.
SA vs a dispatch from Rome: "The pope,
receiving Christmas congratulations from the
College of Cardinals, spoke at some length of
the position of the church in Italy. He protested against the anti-clerical movement, and
said the holy see was now despoiled of the
last remnants of its patrimony. The only
liberty left to him was that held by the
Roman pontiffs in the earliest ages. The
Italian government, he declared, had assisted
the laity in unduly interfering with the administration of the church, had expelled religions bodies, and had tolerated an organized
hostility against the Vatican. As the head of
the church he must continue to protesl
against the position in which be is placed."
The pope should come to America, and if hr
finds rents are too high in New York, he
could go West, get married, and grow up
with the country. His mind needs the
broadening influence of travel.
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~ould be no need of it; they would be so prosperous new remedy consigns the pulpit to oblivion. Hygiene
flomntunications.
in action that belief would have no value. Faith is heresy per se.
The New God.*
It is an open secret that man has always made his
gods. If they have not suited him, it is his fault. He
has had the power to consult his own taste-like the
artist who paints the picture or carves the statue.
If the gods have been bad, it is because man, the
maker, has been a bungler. He has not made good
use of his material.
The gods exist in and through man, as the image
exists in and through the mirror. Take away man
and you take away God-the image vanishes. ..If
there were no humanity there would be no divinity.
Disturb certain molecules in man's brain, and the
deity is at once dethroned. In him-that is, in man" we live and move and have our being," must be
the honest confession of every God. If one must
worship his maker, then innumerable divinit~es
must hymn their peans to man. When humamty
passes from the theater of universal action, then every
heavenly power will "shuffie off its mortal coil."
When the wave, man, subsides into the vast ocean of
being, then its sparkling crest that caught the manycolored rays, and for a moment flashed above the
wave most resplendent of all, that also subside~, for
its glittering movement was but a part of the mighty
billow itself.
It has seemed in the history of the world as if man
wanted to deceive himself with his own splendid creations. He has delighted in his gods, and as Saturn
was overcome by his child, so man has been overcome and ruled by the offspring of his brain. He
has made the mechanism of his heart a· commanding
voice from heaven. Perhaps this is necessary, as the
doll is necessary to the pleasure of the little girl. It
may be a radical weakness. Perhaps it is an art element, a poetic demand. Perhaps man needs this
halo, this phosphorescence of his mind, to give an
added charm to existence. We all like to see the
moon over our right shoulder, we like to have the
cards run in happy fashion, we like to be told that
the stars make fortune for our way, and that the
lines of our hand betoken good fates and pleasant
paths. We like to feel that the universe is our friend;
that the sun loves us and because he loves us gives
the blessed light; that nature is interested in our
welfare, and the winds of summer blow expressly for
our benefit, and the seas roll softly in order that our
ships may come to land. Every man has his pet
superstition. Fate is so hard, things are so cruel,
and life so soiTowful_ that man asserts a supreme
beneficence with a kipd of despairing faith. As
Rousseau pathetically says, " If there were no God
man would have to make one." It is for this very
reason that there is no God-that is, no sovereign
goodn~ss-that man makes a God, because if man
were not unhappy he would not manufacture deities
to console him in the midst of his innumerable
troubles. Every God that man has made has been
at heart a representation of the tragedy of life. It
is man's protest against the awfulness of fate. In
old times the priest and the medicine-man were one
and the same. Their function is similar-so long as
there is disease there must be medicine, and so long
as there is suffering there must be theology. The
perfectly happy man will be thoroughly Atheistic.
He will need no gods. With the last form of suffering will vanish the last form of deity. The more
gods a man has, the more woes he has to combat.
The gods symbolize catastrophe by what Stephen
Pearl Andrews would call a "terminal conversion of
opposites." A belief in an infinite God is an assertion of infinite unhappiness in the universe. The
more God, the more evil, is an invariable_ coordination. The man who doesn't want a God IS the man
who ·has no sins to atone for, and no pains to assuage.
Only when one is sick does he send for the doctor,
and only when mankind is in trouble does it resort to
theology. As Ingersoll says, the best way to make
men believe in gods is to increase the number of
earthquakes and cyclones. If there was an earthquake every day, the churches would be thronged.
Financial disasters always enlarged the _prayer-meetings. ·when a man can't pay his note, he is ready to
become a Christian. The way to produce big revivals
is by a depression of trade. When the markets are
lively the churches are dull, and when the markets
are dull the churches are flourishing. Thorough
happiness and business prosperity are the greatest of
Infidels.
If there really were a God, there would be no belief in God. The fact that there is a belief in God is
proof positive that there is no such being, and the
more universal that belief the stronger the demonstration of Atheism. Universal 'Belief in God has
been used by theologians as an evidence that there is a
God. A little deep consideration, however, will show
that this universality is evidence to the exact contrary, for, as I have said before, if men were perfectly
happy they would not believe in a God. There
*A lecture delivered before the Society of Humanity by
Samuel P. Putnam.

would cease, and life would be all. in all. Every
'fhe devil was sick· the devil a saint would be.
Christian-every religionist who believes in a GodThe devil was well'; the devil a saint was he.
The wit of Rabelais prophesies the result of the
always affirms that he does it for the sake of happiness. He must do it, or he would be miserable. science of right living. There never was a saint yet
This is the supreme argument of orthodoxy. There- who was not on the sick list. No one in perfect
fore, if in the nature of things one .were supremely health ever sat on the. anxious seat, or was born
happy, he would not have the slightest moti~e for again. Confirmation in the church is simply hospital
believing in God, and since no one acts Withol~t treatment. It is for invalids, not well people.
motive, he would not believe in God. So I say If
Man in his highest estate, when he has reached the
there were a God-that is, a real God, a real, infinite, serene bights of imagi~ation ; whe~ he can overlook
and eternal goodness-there would be no conscious the universal world with exalted wisdom; when the
belief in him. The fact of his existence would to splendid reality is understood, and countge comes
every- perfectly happy mind be an unconsci-ous state. with discipline; when unselfish knowledg_e takes the
It could not be otherwise, and Atheism would be the place of selfish faith · when brotherhood IS so firmly
natural result. The conscious belief could only come established that so;rows are ameliorated; when
with t.he existence of evil, but the existence of evil is there is so much humanity that suffering is lost in
inconsistent with the existence of a good God. No sympathy; when laws 0 ~ health so prevail t~at death
good God out of vanity would affiict men in order that is always a happy endmg ; when nature IS so conthey might know he was in e~stence. God co~ld troled that cyclones become zephyr~, an_d ear~h
only be introduced to the acquamtance of _human~ty quakes only melodious thunders, and hghtmngs, hke
by the devil himself, and no self-respectmg _deity angel visits, are few and far between; when there are
would resort to such a surety. Therefore God by no grasshoppers in the land,_ and golde~ harvests
his very goodness is forever preclude~ from endeavor- shine-! believe in that beautiful and sublrme estate
ing to convince men of his actual bemg. He cannot all men will be Atheists. They will be so happy, so
do this except by doing something wrong, a~d then wise so contented so neighborly-they will have
he is no longer God, but Satan. Therefore, If there such confidence in o~e another-that they will need no
were a God-infinite goodness-there could not by gods. In themselves t~ey. will find all wealt~ of
In ~he elevatwn,
any possibility be a conscious belief in him. There- thought, nope, and as~nratw~.
fore if there is a conscious belief in God, this belief dignity and splendor of man himself will be seen the
is a 'demonstration that there is no God; for the be- brighte~t form of existence. In life it~elf ":ill be dislief arises out.of man's perception of his misery and covered a magnificence of power whiCh will render
as a relief from it. Theism is simply an effort after every god a useless encumbrance.
If men were ideally perfect, we should need no
happiness, and in its very nature disproves the thing
believed in.
· state as a police force any more than we should need
To illustrate: Is it not physiological fact that if. a God. But as men are not ideally perfect, and
a man is perfectly healthful he is unconscious of the therefore there must be a state authority, as a mark
fact~ The moment knowledge comes, disease comes; of imperfection for the time being, so, as a sor~ of
for knowledge comes not by harmony, but by disturb- necessary evil, there mu~t be a God for the time
ance. When one is conscious of digesting his food, being; but, as we try to Improve the state and have
he has incipient dyspepsia. When one consciously as good a one as we can, so we must have as good a
says, "I am healthful," that ve!y moment he is be- God as we can. As we must have a state that will
ginning to be unhealthful, for If he were absolutely advance and not retard, humanity, so we must have a .
healthful he would not think of saying anything God th~t will advance, and not retard, humanity-a
about it. · Carlyle says that perfect health as one ·constructive God a God of progress. Therefore let
supreme characteristic includes per~~ct unmindful- us proceed to m~ke a God. I~ th~ Genesis of the
ness of it. The first flash of recogmtwn announces new Bible, the process of creatwn IS reversed. . In
a molecular disarrangement.
the old Bible God makes man. In the new Bible,
Intensity of life always flows to unconsciousness of man makes G~d-and I hope that man will be more
life. The highest life, as the Buddhists say, is the successful in deity-making than God was in manNirvana, the unconscious life. The highest poetry making. God had to drown his creation, and reis that which knows not itself. The greatest poet, pen ted that he had made it. Let us make a God that
Shakspere, was so thoroughly unconscious of what we can pronounce excellent, an~. ~av~ no repentance
he himself was that his highest ambition was to be a afterward-a God suitable to CivilizatiOn, a God that
successful business man, and own a little property. we shall not be ashamed ·of in the day of judgment.
If he had been as ambitious as a poet as he was as
There is not an existing deity who can pass a civil
stage manager, he would not have written his great service examination for promotion to the rank of_ the
dramas. The element of unconsciousness was abso- new God. Therefore we must start from the beginlutely necessary to enable him to be the wonder that ning. We need a brand-new divinity.
he was. Self-knowledge would have destroyed the
First of all the new God must be a God of law,
transcendency of his genius. When a poet thinks and not of m'iracle. In the progress of civilization,
himself a poet, he ceases to be a poet. When he miracles have been entirely abolished. They are no
says to himself, "I am writing something good," we good. They accomplish nothing. They cannot
may be quite sure he is writing something bad. build steam-engines or telephones. They cannot even
When an actor thinks to himself, "I am acting well," cure disease. A God who would resort to a miracle
the charm is broken, and perfection ceases. Abso- nowadays is very unwise, as well as weak. He loses
lute abandon is what makes the flower of perfection. his dignity. It is like putting on cast-off clothing.
When the woman stands before the glass and says, It's out of date, besides being pretty well ~orn to
"I am beautiful," then she ceases to be perfectly pieces. Law is the fashion now. It is the acknowlbeautiful. The beautiful woman must not recognize edged power. Law is the illumination of the intelher own charms. When she herself beholds them, lect and the record of all knowledge. What has
they begin to vanish. The mirror is the greatest miracle ever done1 Nothing. It has been destrucfoe of beauty. It is worse than old age. It makes tive not constructive. The triumphs of law are on
too many reflections. It is a glass too much, and in- eve~y side. The march of day and night, the fair
toxicates only to destroy.
ranks of stars, the procession of the flowers, even
Thus ·in all life-in art, beauty, healthfulness, thought in its illimitable flight, are the expre~sions
action-it is the unconscious life t-hat is the grandest of law. Without law they cannot be. Outside of
life. It must be so with the God element, if there is law there is no force. From beginning to end law
one. It must be a perfectly unconscious life. To sweeps with resistless energy. It cannot be_changed;
come into consciousness is the negation of itself. it cannot be annulled. God must accept It. If he
To think God, is to annihilate him. To attempt to rejects law, he rejects life. If he attempts miracle, it
prove his existence, is to reveal his nonentity. The is suicide. Miracle is simply a trick of law. It is
highest possible evidence, therefore, of the being .of pettifogging. It cheats only the vulgar. A God
God would be absolute and unqualified non-belief. who can only manifest himself by signs and wonders
If God existed, the highest compliment we could pay is unworthy of notice. It is like wearing a placard;.
him would be ignorance of his existence. Demon- it is like the artist who painted the picture of a horse,
stration is dethronement.
and, for fear it might not be recogn~zed, w~·ote underThe making of gods and the belief in gods demon- neath: "This is a horse." A mrracle IS such an
strate that there are no gods, and so the field is clear announcement of deity. Any potentate who cannot
for the making of a new one. There is no real god win recognition through law, but must perform like
in the way, and hence in the making of a god we can a clown in a circus for effect, cannot carry off the
suit ourselves. We have the raw material to our honors of to-day.
.
.
.
.
Law is democracy-miracle IS anstocracy. It IS
own hands to mold as we desire.
Man is in so much trouble and vexation, and is so the weapon of tyranny. God must. be democracy, or
worn and weary with sorrow, broken in hope, that resign leadership. He must do _like the rest of us,
without doubt for the next few thousand years he or vanish from the theater of actwn. He must rewill need a god. So long as there is dyspepsia, gard the order of things. He must study cause and
liver complaint, headache, and heartache, there will effect, sequence and consequ~nce. He must accombe gods. So long as there is a doctor, there will be modate himself to mathematics and the process of
a theologian. But when the doctor has cured the gravitation. He must be patient, like H:nmbol?t,
last disease, he will have buried the last priest. The and recognize the cosmos. He must thmk with
skilful surgeon is the greatest foe of the churc)l. Huxley, and experiment with Tyndall, and invent with
His scalpel cuts deeper than any swor_d. Every Edison. He must rely upon knowledge and the copain removed destroys an argument for deity. Every relation of forces. The God-like to-day is that which
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is obedient; which is perfectly natural; which fol- army and do watch and ward for human welfare. this would improve their health and morals ! To
lows the line of the least resistance. The more God 0 t
h
the less miracle. Miracle betokens weakness-dis~
~ ~pon t at old sovereign, sitting upon his throne prevent people from borrowing money on land, the
It
dnnkmg the sweet incense from this accursed earth 1 govern~ent should ce~se to tax anything but land
ease:
no 1onger means regeneration, but degen- Away 'Yith the musi_c !-away with the seraphim and and raise the tax on It to a full rental. Then it
eratw~. No respectable divinity would any longer cheru_bim !-away with the golden mansions built on would cease to hav a commercial value and could not
of a miracle. He would ago~Ies.1 0 onfiscat~ heaven-fling it open to hu1be gmlty
h" of the
t" performance
I
be given as security for money.
'
ose IS pres Ige.
t's like playing with loaded dice mamty-draft the kmg and all his courtiers into the
6.
If
money
ccmld
not
be
borrowed
on land the
or marked cards. It won't do. The game must be squads of industry and train them to service! Teach
s9.uare and the deal straight. There must be no them the art of living, for themselvs and others ! rate of interest would decline to the point wh~re it
hidden aces. There must be no Gladstone agility Turn the great white throne into a machine shop ough~ to be. It would be more difficult then to giv
who, a~ Labouchere asserts, always plays hi~ and set the a_rchangels to greasing the wheels. Let s~cunty for money, consequently it would be more
game With three aces up his sleeve, and then swears th~ art;n of deity be the arm of some mighty enginery, difficult to keep out any fixed sum per capita. This
that the Holy Ghost put them there. Our new God ghttermg, wonderful, sweeping with superb poise would cause interest to decline.
must be no such juggler-no charmer charm he and curve, so th&t ten thousand happy hands find . 7. It will be noticed that at present, when money
never so wisely. . He must be a legal lu~inary. He work to do. That's the new God-the God of ser- IS scarce among the people, that is, when it is hoarded
must_swe~r by the constitution of things. He must vice, the God of work; a mighty .God indeed who up in bank vaults, interest is high, and when it is
pr~cbce m the open court of the universe; stick to finds the making of a pin as glorious as the m~king plenty among the people and scarce in bank vaults
evidence, and win his case on its merits. Tbe new of a star, who finds all action equally sublime, who interest is low. This condition of things would b~
God must be loyal to what is. He must take the finds al! lab?r equally sovereign; who feels that a exa.ctly reversed by the national system which I hav
oat~ 0 ~ allegia~ce to reality. If he rides upon the throne IS a disgrace, that to receive worship is dis- outlined. Interest would be lowest when the people
whirlwmd or directs the storm, he must take counsel hon~rable, that to rule is criminal, that to serve is had the least and the banks the most money.
8. Under the national system, if it should be found
of nature and get her good-will before he does it or g?dhke, that to give is divine. The God of the future
he will inevitably be destroyed.
'
will no longer be sought for in the skies-that is the imp?ssible to put out a sufficient sum of money by
The Go~ of the future, the God of humanity, the p~orest place for a deity. He will be found in the loam_ng,_ the government could increase it by making
God of this world; _must forswear all signs and midst of poverty and disease. He will be found in public Improvements. The whole railway system,
wonders; all extraordmary and abnormal things · all hospitals by the bedside of the sick. He will be the telegraph system, and the express business
s_tran~e appearances; all cyclones, earthqu~kes, where suffering is. He will be with the aching body, should be carried on by the government. They
hghtnmgs. He must renounce all fish stories. He the torn heart, the tortured mind. He will set the should build railways, canals, bridges, etc. This
~ust let the SUJ?- keep on its way, and the hands on broken limb, ~ool the fevered brow, calm the raging would fm·nish employment to the people and would
dial-plates of time. He must not make iron float or pulse. _He will be the_ physician and the nurse, the put the national money in circulation.
9. The probability is that under this system interpoison cease to kill. He had better not try to walk mechanic and the artist. · He will be the schoolupon the water, for he will have a cold bath and the master abroad. He will be learning education est would be very low, probably two or three per
cold shoulder. He had better not cure disease with- knowledge, discipline. He will be the wa:m heart, th~ cent on an average. But let me compare the results
out a physician's certificate. He had better not send strong arm, the foot that keeps step to the music of of the two systems upon the average laboring man.
Let us suppose that Mr. A. is a mechanic working
devils into swine, or he will assuredly be sued for eternal progress.
That will be the God of the future the beautiful at $2 per day, and that he works three hundred days
damages. We need no such disturbers of the peace.
We want ~ gentle, orderly God, who pursues the even God, the loving God, the God of ser;ice, who shall a year. His salary is $GOO. If he is married, he can
hardly liv on less than $10 per week, including $2.50
tenor ~f his way wi~h divine complacency; who has be a flaming minister to the wants of humanity.
for rent of house. Let us suppose, then, that he
no desrre for notonety; who will not advertise him(coNCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
saves $100 a year. A lot of land suitable to build on
self, ~ike Barnu~ or Buffalo Bill; who will go with
will cost him $400. This will take him four years to
the ~Ide; who will seek favoring gales; strenuously
The Money Question.-11.
earn. He cannot build the poorest kind of house
cultivate the matter of fact; attempt no royal road,
but tread the popular way; who will stick to nature.
Wh_at would be the effects upon the nation of the for much less than another $400, which it will take
truth, reality, and common sense and who will be
ad~ptw~ of such a system of national money as I de- him another four years to save up. If he has been
~ivinity simply because he has the deepest insight scnbed m my former article on this subject'? Let us ~ealthy and fortunate, he can, we will suppose,_ get
mto a small house on a poor lot at the end of eight
mt? l~w and the most undeviating regard for its try to study them carefully.
maJestic course.
.
1. No person would be treated unjustly by the years. Very few are so fortunate as this. Then he
Miracles hereafter mean littleness and not great- change. Those having money now would be able to will hav to pay taxes on his lots and house; also revness. . In order only can any valid rulership appear. change it for the new money, or they would be at enue on his clothes and food. Let us now see how
it would work with the same man on the new system.
Agam, the new God will be a servant and not a liberty to keep the old money if they pleased.
~a~ter. There will be no divine despot, but a
2. Under the new system any person having the He would not hav to buy any lots. He would simply
divme worker-one who can do something-a service- requisit security would always be able to borrow take them up on condition of paying the rent to the
able deity, not an ornamental one. We want a useful money;_ for it would not be necessary to stop loaning government. In two years he would hav $200 saved,
God -no e~alted dr?ne ; no God to pose as sovereign; money m order to prevent too much getting into cir- and could begin to build his bouse. The government
no dude deity who IS on dress parade, who can think culation, as that would be effected by increasing the would loan him the other $200 and insure his house
of no higher function than to show off, who studies rate of interest. The higher the rate of interest, the for $200 for about $8 a year or less. He would get
go~d loo~s and desires compliments, who is to be fewer would borrow, and the more would make de- into as good a house in two years as he now does in
praised mght and day, who must have golden service posits. The amount of money in circulation could eight. If he and everybody else paid the rent of his
and perpetual incense. Away with such a God l be controled in this way as certainly as the amount land to the government, then he and everybody else
Away with the master and the despot, away with the of steam going to the engin is now controled by the would get back an annual pension from the govern~olden throne and subservient multitude, away with governor. ~anks would therefore never hav to cease ment. Those who would rent a great deal of land
mcense, the worship, and the prayer; away with any loaning, and they would always loan to all on the would hav to pay more taxes than they would hav
retm·ned in pensions. Those having large families
deity who will command ! We want no God on the same terms and at the ·same rate.
throne-not one. Such a God must abdicate, and if
3. No person would then hoard money. It would and not renting much land would get more in penhe can't join the toiling millions and do his share of always be secure in the banks, and money loaners sions than they would pay in rents.
In two years more Mr. A. could pay the govthis world's labor, let him cease to be. Bury him could then only get interest by loaning to the banks,
with all his tinsel. Such a God is a di.sgrace and a as all borrowers would go to the banks. There ernment the $200, or could expend that amount
curse.. The god of the future is the god of service, would then be nothing gained by hoarding it up, and in enlarging his house and increasing his comforts. It is easy to see how much Mr. A.'s conof labor, M helpfulness; who can lend a hand; who when not in use it would be placed in the banks.
4. Under the new system, money would always be dition would be improved under the new system.
will plow and sow and reap. We want a god of
One more illustration: Some years ago the people
vigorous muscle, of nerve and brain; who can earn a equally plentiful, and, consequently, of a constant
living in the sweat of his face; who can dig and and uniform value. This would make the prices of of Flint., lVIichigan, decided they must hav a system
delve, go into the bowels of the earth, sail the high everything else much more steady than now, and this of water-works. A company was formed and the
seas, furl and unfurl the canvas, load and unload the would take a large part of the speculativ element ont cit.y council agreed with this company to pay them
ship; who will pull down old tenement houses and of business. The prices of things now depend largely $7,500 a year for one hundred hydrants, to be used
build new ones, who will clean the streets, remove upon the amount of money per capita in circulation, only in case of fire. The company was to charge for
filth and disease ; who will make bread for the starv- and this again depends upon the will of our bankers. water for all other purposes. The water-works cost
ing poor, bring the cattle from the thousand hills to When it is to their interests to lower prices, they less than $100,000.
Now, suppose the city of Flint could hav borrowed
. the homes of toilers; who will put out the darkness stop loaning money and decrease the amount per
money of the United States government at about
capita
in
circulation.
When
it
is
to
their
interest
to
~.with electric lights; who will weave a network of
. 'railroads with deft and wondrous power; who will set raise prices, they loan money freely. The present three per cent, and put in the water-works and
owned them; they could hav then sold $2,000 more
_~a million machineries at work; who will strike at the system of banking is like a game of cards, the result
water
than the cost of operating the works. One
; forge, tug at the engine, poke the fire, snap the whip. of which is to be decided by skilful tricks. Bankers
hundred thousand dollars at three per cent would
:spur the horse, drive the herd, lug brick, hit the nail are the professional gamblers, and the people with
cost $3,000 a year. Deduct from this $2,000 de· · on the head, saw logs, chop wood, b'uild the fires, whom they play are their ignorant and innocent vicrived from the sale of water to private parties, and
\sweep and dust-yea, sew on shirt buttons, darn the tims, not one in ten thousand of whom even pretends the citizens would then hav to pay only $1,000 a
:·stocking, black boots, and kill fleas, musketoes, bed- to understand the tricks of the game.
5. Under the new system we should only accept as year for the one hundred hydrants to be used for fire
,bugs, and grasshoppers. That is what the;god of the
security
for money things that are the products of purposes, instead of $7,500.
;;future must do. He must be a menial god, a slave
I am well aware that there are people who will see
None of the natural things of the earth or of
·~:god, a servant god. That's the glory of deific power- labor.
the heavens should be accepted. Land, mines, na.t- great objections to such a system of banking as I
;. to be a ministry.
hav described. Such people can see great objections
We can't afford to have the old God. It's too much ural timber, air, water, the sun, moon, and clouds, as to the world revolving around the sun, and to the
·waste of material. We need all the force we can get well as the bodies of men, should be rejected. because earth revolving ·upon its axis. They can see great
for practical business. This fierce, tumultuous, in the very nature of things private individuals can- objections to anything that was not invented in the
;intense age-every potency of it strained to the ·ut- not justly own any of these things. No person can Dark Ages.
J. G. MALCOLM_most-every faculty on the alert-the brain radiating justly acquire an exclusiv right to natural things.
.;:with electric strife-poor girls making shirts at fom· All kinds of fixed improvements on land could be
An Enterprising Priest.
i:;lcents apiece-why, we can't allow that old God to accepted as security; so also could gold, silver, diaFather Palmer, a Catholic priest, of New Orleans, has
remain on his throne. He must come down. He monds, etc. The government could loan safely to
cannot sleep and dream dull care away. He must anyone one-half the value of his house, and could been arrested on the charge of selling imported wines to
awake; he must fling off his regalia and put on the assist anyone to build to the extent of one-half the saloon men. Father Palmer admits he sold wine which he
blouse of the workingman. He must stand at the cost of his house by simply charging enough more had imported for sacramental purposes, and which had been
bench, at the oar, at the mast. He must ply the than the interest to pay the insurance also. How left over. It should strike religious people as something
needle; he must tug and tussle with the necessities of this would stimulate building! How it would in- worse than blasphemy for an ordained priest to thus turn
life; he must put on the harness; he must learn his crease work! How it would raise wages l How it into the beverage of commerce the blessed blood of a crucitrade; he must acquire skill; he must join the grand would improve the homes of the people ! and how fied deity.
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A. Liberal Mutual ·Aid Association.

In case of the death of even some of our best
workers, if preceded by misfortune or long sickness,
their dependent loved ones would be left unprovided
for. And we know the meager pittance rAsulting
from appeals to charity would afford but slight temportJ.ry relief.
In time of sickness, the more prolonged the greater and more intense must be the mental anguish of
knowing not alone that lack of necessaries prevents
the chance of restoration to health, but coming death
will leave loved ones destitute.
I am in receipt of a number of letters in regard to
a Liberal Mutual Aid Association, and all without
exception express hearty approval of such an organization. Some, however, hav erroneous conceptions
in regard to the matter, that I desire to remove.
There is very great need of such an association,
but it does not yet exist. To avoid mistakes, and
insure the greatest possible good, the discussion in
THE TRUTH SEEKER and other leading Liberal periodicals of everything pertaining to such an organization
is much to be desired. It is a matter of personal
interest to every Liberal man, woman, and child in
the United States and Canada.
It would greatly expedite the formation of such an
association if all in favor would at once send me their
names and addresses.
The selection of location for the office of the Association is a matter for decision by those desiring to
join. There are many good reasons why it should
be \Vest, as far as Chicago or, perhaps, Omaha. Yet
New York city has some claims as the great metropolis, tlle center to which all business gravitates; then,
too, the laws governing such organizations in New
York state are of the very best, insuring, as far as
human forethought and enactment can do so, protection of every member, and impossibility of fraud or
mismanagement; although the judicious selection
of officers, and the publication every three months of
an itemized account of all receipts and expenditures
in THE TRUTH SEEKER and· other Freethought periodical:;;, would afford ample safeguards to all members,
no matter where the office may be located. There is
no chance for sectional jealousies in the Mutual Aid,
3ince all its members claim, "The world is my country; to do good, my religion." Will all the Liberals please send me their names, addresses, and tlleir
choice of location for the office of the Association!
The Mutual Aid should be established for the
greatest good to the greatest number, and not to
afford fat perquisits or big salary to some one person or a favored few. No remuneration should be
allowed any officer, except the secretary in charge of
the office, and he or she should only be paid, as in
any other business, reasonable compensation for
actual service rendered. The office, and all pertaining
to it, must be conducted with the most rigid economy
compatible with efficient conduct of the business of
the Association. Under no pretext should the total
expenses-including percentage to agents, secretary
and clerk salaries, office rent, printing forms, blanks,
etc., etc.-exceed the semi-annual dues and one-half
the mel.llbersllip fees. When the number of members has increased so that there is more money thus
received than sufficient for the most careful and rigid
economical administration of the affairs of the Association, the semi-annual dues should be at once reduced.
The Mutual Aid must not be in any way connected with any other organization, but stand entirely independent, relying solely upon its own
merits. Liberals of every shade of opinion can unite
in the noble work of affording mutual aid, and thus,
becoming personally interested in each others welfare,
a stronger bond of unity and more fraternal feeling
will be cultivated-" a consummation most devoutly
to be wished for."
It is a very grave mistake to regard mutual aid as
charity. It is not a charity, but a legitimate business enterprise, conducted· on strict business principl-es. Its objects are to enable its members while in
health, by means of cooperation, to make prov:ision
for sickness, provide for their dependent loved ones
in case of death, and secure services of Liberal lecturers at burial.
The best and most equitable way to provide aid
for sick members would be by creating a reserve
fund, formed by one-half of all membership fe~t-s, and
ten per cent of all death claims paid.
After one year's membership any member totally
incapacitated by sickness-that is, dangerously sick,
confined to bed-for more than one full week, would
be entitled to loan from the reserve fund. The
physicians of the society and of the sick member
should consult and report to the secretary of the
society the nature of the sickness and rlmount necessary per week to provide nursing and comforts for
the sick, aud necessaries for the Jamily ; and on approval by the executi:v committee and the surrendering of certificate of membership to the association as
security for amount loaned, amount so agreed on
shall be paid each week to such sick member during
total disability from sickness. If member recovers,
the amount loaned or part thereof may be repaid any

time within two years without interest. !f not re-I
paid withi? that time, amounts loaned and interest
thereon will, on dea~h of such member, .be ded~cted
fr~m amount of certrficate, and the remamder paid to
he1rs.
Until all Freethinkers practice the ennobling precepts of ~iberalism there will always be. ne~d to
guard agamst fraud. It would not be JUStiCe to
offer a premium to people to encourage or feign sickness. 'fhe organization would speedily come to
grief if certain amounts were to be paid in every case
of sickn~ss, with no provision to. i.nsure repayment.
No. so~Iety ~ould be self-sustam~ng on an~ such
9mxobc. basis. We wan~ ~rn~tual aid, not c~anty. It
IS ~o. a.vmd the _cruel humiha~wn of dependm.g on or
s?II~Itmg chanty .tha~ the Liberal l\'Iutual Aid AssoCiatw~ should be msbtuted.
UmforJ? ~ssel5sment.s and graded amounts of death
bene~t willm~ure eqmty for all. :'he mos~ able and
expenenced msurance men advise making three
classes:
.Aged 21 to 3~, death bene~t ....................... $3,000
Aged 35to 4<.~, death benefit....................... 2,500
Aged 45 to 60, death benefit....................... 2,000

These amounts constitute whole benefits. Members can take whole, half, or whole and half benefits.
Membership fee, whole benefit., $5.00; half benefit, $2.50; whole and half benefit, $8.00. Semiannual dues, payable January and July, whole benefit,
$2.00; half benefit, $1.00; whole and half benefit,
$3.00. Thirty days' notice to members to pay assessments.
The Mutual Aid should be just what its name implies; it is not really an insurance company; there can
be no profits or dividends to divide. There is no
compulsion to pay assessments; it is an agreement
among men and women of honor to secure to each
other aid in sickness, and, in case of death, provision
for loved ones, by each paying small specified sumsassessment of one dollar to pay death claims, membership fees to make reserved fund to loan the sick,
and semi-annual dues to defray the expense of conducting the business of the Association. A person
is a member and entitled to the benefits of the Association just so long as he complies with the conditions. When any member neglects to pay dues or
assessment, that neglect forfeits membership, and aU
claim on the Association. Repayment of dues and
assessments to disaffected members is an absurd impossibility. The dues paid would hav been expended
in conducting the business of the Association. Every
cent of every assessment-less ten per cent for reserve fund-would hav been paid to heirs of deceased
members. How then could the money be paid back?
WOMEN MEMBERS oN EQUAL TERMS.
The most experienced actuaries assure me the objections to insuring women are the result of ancient
tradition and prejudice. There is very trifling, if
any, more risk in women than men. The Mutual Aid
being founded and composed of those who advocate
equal rights, should accept women members on
exactly the same terms and conditions as men.
There should be women on the board of officers
and directors. Many women hav loved ones, in part
or wholly dependent on them, who would be left to
suffer but for such provision as the Liberal Mutual
Aid would afford. It will be the only society of the
kind that accepts women on exact equal terms with
men, and will doubtless attract large numbers of
women, who, thus becoming interested in the good
work of mutual aid, would be induced to take activ
part in Liberal propaganda work.
Too long the organization of sucP, a society has
been delayed. Let us to work! Will the Liberals
who favor such an organization please write me at
once, giv name and address with choice of location
for the office of the society, and any other suggestion
or proposition deemed of interest?
Box 104, North Parma, N. Y. C. B. REYNOLDS.

Woman's Constitutional Right to Vote.
A portion of the argument of Mrs. Lid~ Johnson,
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 11th, seems to be unsound. The right to vote is restricted by state Jaws,
on account of age, crime, and sex. The right to vote
is not such a privilege or immunity necessarily belonging to the citizen that its denial is unconstitutional under Art. 14, Sec. 1. There must be a limitation as to age ; it is proper that there should be a
limitation as to crime ; and limitation as to sex is not
forbidden in Art. 15. The same principle applies to
Art. 1, Sec. 2, for children and criminals are people,
as well as women.
But the provision in Art.. 4, Sec. 4, is not so readily
dismissed. Is that a republican government, to which
one-half the people hav given no consent, in which
they hav no share, and which has been accepted only
by a majority of the other. half? Is that a republican form of government which allows a little over
one-fourth to rule over the other three-fourths?
This is a question which the disfranchised class bav
a right to bav decided by the Supreme Court of the
United States.
HENRY M. PARKHURsT.
New York, Dee. 22, 1886.

w. s. nell

in Texas.

After leaving the Pineries I had a long trip to my
next stopping-place, which wa~ Trenton. Here I
found many wide-awake Freethmkers. The first of
them I met was Mr. J. W. Bell, who very kindly
took me under his care. I gave a lecture in the
Bailey school-house, about two miles from the town,
and another in the town hall. In both cases I had
large and enthusiastic audiences. I did not find in
all ·Texas a more earnest set of Liberals than I found
here. The orthodox sun stood still for the space of
two days, while the hosts ?f Liberals were rallying. at
liberty's call. I hav nothmg but pleasant memories
of my short stay among the Liberals of Trenton.
At Paris I made the acquaintance of J\'lr. R. Peterson, Mrs. Peterson and daughter, and was very
courteously and attentivly entertained by them I
was greatly interested in their accounts of their
travels abroad, as both Mr. and Mrs. Peterson are
good talkers. But on my audience I bav no lavish
praise to bestow. If you will take m_y word for it,
every time the door opened the people of that audience (with a few exceptions) turned their heads to
· m.
·
A s many of th·em came late,
see wh o was commg
and as they came straggling along one after another,
the reader can imagin how often the head-turning
was repeated. And, to make matters still worse, they
would turn around at such critical moments as I was
just making a clinching argument, or getting off a
witty point in illustration. It may possibly hav occurred to some of them in the course of the week
following that I intended certain remarks to pass for
a joke, but, good souls, they evinced no such conclusion while I was talking.
This was one of the first lectures of the kind these
people had ever heard, and, it being Sunday, possibly
they may hav bad too sensitiv an appreciation of the
sanctities of the holy day to allow tbemselvs to indulge in a profane hmgh.
Another long railroad ride brought me to Henrietta. My right-hand man, Mr. John W. James, I
found sick-abed, but after a few hours he was on his
feet, and we were soon busily engaged in making arrangements for lectures in the Court House. There
are but few Liberals here who are willing to show
their hand (with anything in it). As it is a Prohibition town, quite a good many of the townspeople
came out to hear me; and one, a Prohibitionist, said
my lecture had converted him from the error of his
way. On the second evening my audience was not
so large, as the Prohibitionists had gotten up a
counterblast.
Next day, on my way back to Fort Worth, while
the train was stopped at Bowie for dinner, :Mr. Clark
Arnold came in the car to see me and to explain why
the Freethinkers of Bowie could not hav Liberal
lectures.
My last lecture point was my worst. I went to
Weatherford without knowing much about the place
or the Liberal sentiment, and so, when I got there, I
found it a priest-ridden place, and could get but
a very few to come out to bear me. It will take a
good deal of Liberal talk to wake up the people .. I
was very pleasantly entertained by ~1r. E. P. Nicholson and daughter. I had one hearer from Slip Dowu
Mountain who came all the way on horseback to bear
me ring my· bell. On the day I left ·weatherford it
was necessary for me to take an early s~art.. I am
not partial to early rising. The old saw about the
early bird getting the worm never seemed particuJarly brilliant to me. I hav always cherished a wish,
when I hav had this early-bird chestnut dinned in my
ears, that some "varmint" would catch the early
bird for being so previous; and although it is a hard
thing for any one possessed of kindly humanities to
say, yet I must confess that I never bear this oracle
about early rising repeated without wishing that the
man who originated it had been that veritable worm
himself.
As I had lectured some years ago in Joplin, Mo., I
thought I could do so again, and accordingly after
leaving Texas, and a long ride through the Indian
Territory, I reached Joplin to meet with disappointment. Some of the good Liberals who Jived here
years ago bav moved away, and some hav become
poor, and others, who hav become richer, hav not
worked much at the Liberal cause. I gave a talk to
the Knights of Labor, when I gave my lecture on
"Liberty and Morality," and had but very few out to
hear.. 'fhere was a free show in town, and Liberals
and Christians, such as they are in Joplin, prefer a
"nigger show" to au instructiv lecture.
At Carthage, Mo., I gave only one lecture. I was
very cheerfully and nicely entertained by Mr. Watson
Heston and wife, and part of the time by Mr. and
Mrs. ·warner. We had a very good audience, keen
and appreciativ. Several expressed a desire to hav
me come again and giv a course of lectures.
Mr. Heston is not very robust, and his wife is ill,
and, consequently, he is financially embarrassed. He
has pluck, but, poor fellow, I was sorry to see him tugging away at duty and destiny under such a heavy
load. Perhaps some large-hearted, open-handed Liberal may become to him an earthly providence.
Going back west two hundred miles I reached
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Wichita, Kan., November 30th, and lectured December 1st. I found this the most activ of all Western
towns, ex~epting, of course, Chicago, St. Louis, and
Kansas City. But the people hav gone wild. It is
speculati?n up"on speculation. Smith buys a piece of
land at h1gh _rates, and sells it again to Brown at an
adva~ced pnce, and B~own raises the figures and
sells It to Jones, and so It goes, but where is the end 1
.And what kind of an end will come to this balloon
business~
There are many Liberals here but
they, _too, are as crazy as their more orthodox ~eigh
bors m the mad chaRe after the almighty dollar.
I spoke to a good audience, but in the worst hall I
ever attempted to speak in. It is a hall with a horrid
echo. Mark you, my reader it was not the worst
hall to speak in simply becau~e it had an echo but
because it had the :most tormenting echo I 'ever
heard. If there is anything we hate in this world it
is to hear two persons talking at the same time but
in this case it was one talking twice at the same time
one voice going down the hall, and another coming
back. That makes too much of a good thing. One
lecture at a time is enough.
W. S. BELL.
302 State st., Ckioago, Ill.

J. L. Andrew.
.After meeting my engagements in New Jersey and
Eastern Pennsylvania, I made my way to Western
Pennsylvania, lecturing in Butler, Millerstqwn, Petrolia, Parkersburg, and Oil City. In all of those
places there are some stanch Freethinkers, and in
nearly every place the audiences were quite satisfac·
tory. In Butler the lecture was given in the parlor
of Nixon's Home. The Methodist minister was invited to be present, and duly came. H6 was courteously offered the privilege of making what remarks
or criticisms he considered necessary. He only stated
that., as he was desirous of making the right preparation for the next world, he could not afford to dabble
in philosophical questions. He also affirmed that
Paine and Voltaire regretted their antagonism of
Christianity, which was conclusiv proof that they had
done a mischievous wrong. .Avoiding, under the circumstances, anything that savored of a discussion, I
reminded him that neither Paine nor Voltaire had ever
expressed any sorrow because of their assaults on
Christianity, and that true wisdom consists in the
making the best of this life, rather than in a superstitious preparation for the next.
For some time it has seemed to me very strange
that a man who is at aU acquainted with the real
thoughts and feelings of the age could really accept
the religious theories that were extant in the darkest
days of European civilization. The reluctance of
Christian ministers to publicly discuss the gravest
problems of religious thought can never be justified
by the statement that unbelief is confined to a few.
It is not skepticism that the church has to deal with
to-day; it is not mere doubt; it is a condition of
widespread unbelief, affecting nearly every class and
condition of society. Nor is this unbelief limited to
men. I hav found among women of several churches
as strong unbelief as I hav found in the minds of
rrien. .And it would be no discredit to the intelligence of the ministers to claim that they share the
prevailing unbelief. ..With this conscious and evident
decline of faith comes a declining zeal ; and there is
more attention being given to practical questions
than ever• before. It is interesting to see what hold
the church has on the masses.
La!!!t week the ministers of Davenport, Ia., met to
discuss the question of public attendance at church.
That city has a population of at least twenty-three
thousand, and yet, on actual count, only about three
thousand two hundred attended church on a recent
Sunday evening. .All those who ever attend church
would amount to no more than eight thousand, leaving fifteen thousand who never avail themselves of
the qenent of the clergy. Without a doubt, this is
an average attendance in cities of that size. The
churches hav reasonable cause for alarm when the
people pay no heed to them. The disregard of sensible people toward religion is the argument of the
Catholic clergy against a purely secular education.
Speaking of this question, there is some reason to
expect serious troubles in this country respecting the
con:fl.icting claims of the state and religious sects concerning public education and general taxation for its
support. Either etate authority in that line must be
ignored, or people, irrespectiv of their religious belief, must contribute to its support.
In Indiana lectures were arranged for in Rome
City, Ligonier, and Corunna. In spite of cold weather
we had good audiences. .At Ligonier on the first
night there was about one hundred and fifty present,
and over three hundred the second night. It is the
desire of the Liberals of Noble county, Indiana, to
hav a large meeting next summer at Rome City.
There is every necessary facility to make such a
meeting a success. The cl.ty itself has less than a
thousand population, but there are several large
hotels within a mile for the accommodation of visitors. There is a large lake, in which there is an
island of about ten acres, which contains a pavilion
that will seat aboat four thDl.J.Sand ¥>ersons. Excur-

sions are very frequent to this place during the summer months. If the Liberals of northern Indiana
begin in time there is no reason why a successful
gat~ering should _not be held there.. They are very
desirous of securmg Mr. Ingersoll for one lecture.
If they succeed they would expect an audience of
several thousand. It was estimated that at least
twenty thousand went to hear Sam Jones at 'Rome
City last year; and it is very reasonable to suppose
that Mr. Ingersoll could draw a much larger audience.
On my way West I lectured in Molene and Rock
Island. I expect to spend the winter in Kansas, and
shall be glad to hear from all those in that state who
desire lectures. .Address, care of Prof. D. D. Bryant,
Ft. Scott, Kansas.
J. L . .ANDREW.
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The Roman Catholics.

The writer is a Liberalist of the extreme truth
seeking _order, and .Agn_ostic to everything not appare~t to his reason.
He IS not opposed to religion. In
his survey of all religions which now interest the inhabi~ants of our extended Union, he has always
chensh~d the ho~e that enlightened humanity" as a
w~wle, _If left to Itself, :vould select that religious
farth mghest the elevation of its mind; the outcot;ne of which would be something like a competitiv
umversal brotherhood of kindness.
But it seems the Roman Catholic reliaion is one
that scorns to .c<?me wi~hin the scope of this brotherly
compact of rehgwus faiths. With the Roman Catholic "submission" is the word, and subserviency to the
will _and dictum of the" holy father" at Rome, exNew York :Freethinkers' Association.
tendmg through his endless line of priests bishops
and cardinals, etc.
'
'
archbishops,
Since my ret~rn from New York sickness has preIn fine, this pure phalanx of priests of the holy
vented my domg any work for the .Association.
While in New York the executiv committee convened. ~ather assumes to do the th!nking, praying, and cursIt was then decided, 1. To hav certificates of mem- mg for the whole world, as m the past, for all nations
bership designed and printed at once; C. B. Reynolds an? ~II. pec.ples. yerily, how surpassingly good is
was to attend to this. 2. .A list of the names of this dismterested kmdnes,., tbis voluntary act! But
members of each county was to be forwarded to the are not these Ca~holics, these holy men, presuming too
president, T. B. Wakeman. 3. Circulars of instruc: much upon the Ignorance of us .Americans~
The writer has been drawn to examin into these
tiori were to be prepared containing hints and suggestions as to the best methods of carrying on the priestly exertions just now through their unusual
work in each county-until such circulars were pre- efforts to Romanize this vast republic. In looking
pared the lea:fl.ets of the Canadian Secular Union into the past history of the holy apostolic church of
were to be used. 4. T. B. Wakeman was instructed Rome, dating far, far away in past centuries, we find
to prepare Liberal lesson leaves to be used in its history a trail of blood, butcheries, tortures, and
science schools; Prof. G. G. Grower, lesson leaves on med?lesome intrigues with all nations ! Its holy prechemistry and electricity. Only a part of the plan of ten~wns hav ~ver been found those of hypocrisy, auwork has been carried out. The county committees damty, and cnme. Based upon ignorance, they hav
hav not been appointed. .An organizer was to hav ever been antagonistic to progress and learning.
been sent to the different counties. We hope by They hav ever suppressed advancement in. the arts
earnest work to redeem the time lost. To carry out and sciences, but when by circumstances a new disthis plan there is need of funds. Let the Liberals covery has forced itself upon the world, this holy
who are desirous of seeing the work move in this autocrat at Rome was the first hypocritically to claim
state send in their names and donations. Remember its _merit-vide astronomy, printing, electricity, magnetism, animal and mineral; galvanism, etc.
the membership fee is only twenty-five cents.
Is our glorions republic prepared to surrender all
The donations and membership fees since October
its political power and greatness to the dictum of the
17th are as follows :
holy father-the holy buffoon at Rome~ .Are we to
Ada)ade Cosad ............. $1.25! A. L. Watson ............... $ 25 forget the cruelties and butcheries of the Conquest
John Tompkins ............ 1.00' Cbas. Lownd ............... 1.00
Geo. A. Kenyon..........
25 Mrs. Wm. Thorp ......... 1.00 of Mexico~ .Are we to forget the tortures of the InJ>tsper Grig~rs ......... ,....
25 J. H. Horton ............... 1.00 quisition 1 .Are we to forget the sale of indulgencu,;
Wm. A. Jenkins .......... 1.00 W. E. S......................
25 for uncommitted and premeditated crimeR, for the
James L. Parshall ......... 1.00 Edward Ross...............
25 support of the holy father? .Are we to forget the
E. B. Foote, Jr ....... ··.. 1.00 Mrs. Sarah Ross..........
25
E. H. Gault..................
50 Annie Ross..................
25 absol?tion for crime? .Are we to forget that no conS. F. Pearsons ............. 1.00 Napoleon B. Ross.........
25 tract IS held binding when mat1ewith aberetic? .Are
B. l\1. Knapp...............
25 Cl1arles Travers.........
25 we to forget that the term " Protestant " took its
S. Block ...................... 1.00 Wm. Travers...............
25 name from its conflicts with the holy father at Rome?
0. H. Davis ................ 1.00 Mrs. Mvm Travers.......
25 ·Were it possible to believe the exertion of this holy
Chas. L. Tompkins....... 1.00 i\bbel Travers.............
25
i\Trs. E. E. Curtis.......... 1.00 Geo. Broom................
25 hierarchy was really philanthropic in thns attempting
E. G. Fowler................
25 T. B. Wakeman...........
50 to control the thoughts of mankind to the acquireW. M. V>lil..................
25 Samuel P. Putnam ....... 1.00 ment of a higher state of happiness, we could not but
Mrs. Elizabeth Weed....
25 lfelen H. Gardner ......... 1.00 applaud the benevolence of the intention. But the
Mrs. Samh A. Smith......
25 A. M. Booth ................ 1.00
Frank Smith................
25 Charles Booth ............. 1.00 history of its past horrid acts, and the present
Wm. Shrekgast............
25 Halph Helm ................ 1.00 priestly masquerading-, from the altar-boy here to the
l\Irs. Elizabeth H. Mead
25 B. F. Bissell. ............... 1.00 holy buffoonery at Rome, giv only the assurancl3 of
Charles H>tll....... .........
2.5 l\I. E. Itose..................
25 a priestly grasp for power. This peculiar church
James J. Mills.............
25
well knows the art of fascination. From their
Will Ralph Helm and B. F. Bissell please send me costly cathedral down they hav this object in view.
their address, that I may send them certificates?
The eye, the ear, and the smell are to be gratified.
F. c. REYNOLDS.
Even the pealing echoes from the Gothic arches hav
a solemnity, and subdue even a simple-minded Infidel
into subjection. ·we ask, Hav we not reason to be
Samuel P. Putnam's Lecture Engagements.
alarmed when they, the Catholics, unblushingly de·
Martinsburg, West Va .................................... Jan. 5, 6
mand a separate appropriation of the state school
Greensburg, Pa ..................................................Jan. 7
fund for their schools 1 .And why? To indocPittsburgh, Pa ................................................. Jan. !}
Kent, 0 ...................... · ...................... Jan. 10, 11, 12
trinate their children with bigotry and ignorance, nnd
Alliance, O ...................................................... Jan. 13
a hatred and contempt for every other species of
Akron, 0 ...................................................... Jan. 14
faith.
JESSE.
Columbus, O ................................................... Jan. 16
Brooklyn.
Piqua, 0 ................................................... J>Ln. 17, 18
Cincinnati, 0 ............................................ Jan. 19, 20
Rome, Ind ...................................................... Jan. 23
Linesville. Pa ........................................ Jan. 24, 25, 26
Chicago, Ill. ............................................... Jan. 29. 30
Nekoma. Ill.. ............................................... Feb. 1, 2
Fort Madison, Ia ........................................... Feb. 5, 6
Belton, Mo ................................................... Feb. 7. 8
Bavaria. Kan .............................................. Feb. 9, 10
Salina, Kan .......................................... Feb. 11, 12, 13
Brookville, K>tn .......................................... Feb. 14, 15
Fort Dorlg;e, K'ln ............................................ }'eb. 20
Garden City; Kan ....................................... Feb. 21, 22
Denver, Col.. ..................................... Feb. 27, March 6

TO THE FRIEND3 OF THE AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.
The work of the .American Secular Union for the
coming year will be the same as that of the last year.
It will include lectures in the field by the secretary,
the pushing forward of the Nine Demands by legislativ action, the publication of documents in regard
to these Demands, the organization of societies, etc.
The contributions show the generosity and determination of those who are interested in the work of the
Union. We ask those friends to giv to the fund who
believe in the work, and who are able to do something. If all will contribute, a sufficient sum will be
raised to vigorously prosecute the work. .Already
under the auspices of the Union an effort is being
made in the territory of Idaho for the enforcement of
church taxation. These efforts will be continued
wherever opportunity occurs; and every point of
advance be made !l.Vail!lble throughout the whole
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
country,

------~~.-------

The Blessed Doctrin of SnlJstitntion.
F1·mn ll1P Lrmd.rJn. 'l'nltltSPr ICP1~.

It is sometimes said-and truly said-that even l\Tr.
Spurgeon is becoming less Calvinistic; but a strong
paragraph, in one of his latest published sermons,
shows that the Ethiopian does not change his skin.
He said:
It has hccn my joy to prrneb to yon for many years the
blessed doctrin of substitntion. Now. if .Jc.~us became onr
surety Rnrl substitntc, a1HI sn1Tererl in nnr s1earl. it han inevitable conseqnence that we cannot sniTr,r pnnishmcnt. nnd
that the sin laid upon our snrcty cannot nOJW be laic! upon
us. If our debt was paid, it was "paid, anrl there is ltn eiHl of
it; >L second payment cannot be demanrkcl. Yon know the
story. the very excellent story, which I think was first told
hy l\tr. Moorly, of the man who in the French war was
drawn for >L soldier. but a frienrl stepper! in, and was accepted
as hi~ substitute. Th>tt substitute served iu the war till he
was slain in battle. The mau for whom he served was
dr>twn a second time, lJUt he declinerl to serve. He appeared
before the conrt, unci pleaclerl that. he hat! hecn rlmwn once,
had served in the war by his snhstitntc. ami mnst. now be re_!!anled RS clrarl, becnme his rrpresrmtativ harl been killer!.
He plearlerl that his substitute'~ service was prnetically his
service; and it is mill that the law allowed his plea. Assurcrlly it is accorrling to divine equity C\'en if it be not accorrling to human law. No criminal ran lJe hanQ,"crl a srconcl
time; one cll'ath is all the law require~; believers died in
Christ unto sin once, and now they penally rlie no more. Our
condemnation bas spent itself upon our gracious reprcsentativ. The f,J]J vi>tls of rlivine wrath a~rainst sin h>tv been
poured upon the head of the great shepherd, that his sheep
might iO free; and therein in our joy, our comfort, our se"
curity.
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f/1ommunications.
Irel~nd

and the Papacy.-11.

These archers carried the cross-bow, the most potent weapon of those days, and an arm altogether
un:\mown to the Irish. So powerful was it that at
one hundred yards it would shoot a bolt completely
through a fully-armored man, and consequently death
would be almost instantaneous. .A.ll good Catholics
believe that when a man dies in a state of sin he goes
straight to ·hell. When passions are awakened one
will be apt to say and do what he might not in
calmer moments. The church, knowing full well
that in the excitement incident to a battle, with his
passions fully aroused, a man would be very likely to
commit some sin, considered the advisability of prohibiting the use of this deadly weapon; but the matter was compromised, and the Lateran Council, in
1139, "strictly forbade its employment r.tmong Christian enemies."
The atrocities committed by the invaders are almost unparalleled in history-one of the favorit
amusements being to cut open a pregnant woman
and carry the unborn infant aloft on their lances,
tossing it to and fro. I know of no historian who
disputes their atrocious conduct; they only differ on
the quantity, not on the quality.
In 1171 Henry went to Ireland in person. Six
months thereafter the island was subjugated, and, at
a council held at Cashel, he fulfilled his part of the
contract with Adrian by making" special provisions
for the support and protection of the clergy." He
also appointed an English lord high constable, an
earl marshal, and high steward, and " distributed
vast tracts of Irish territory among English nobles,
on the strictest feudal principle." In April, 1172, he
returned to Wales, where, at St. David's church, a
solemn high mass was offered up in gratitude for his
success. The principal celebrant was the pope's
legate.
It is claimed that the English occupation was intended for the benefit of the inhabitants, who had
f&l.len into evil ways, become dissolute, and were no
better than so many wild beasts. Catholic writers
say the holy father was so moved by these reports
that he was compelled to act as he did. Be it so. It
is a question too lengthy to be diRcussed here. I
simply claimed the donation. Yet even on this point
I might take an exception and say that the Irish laymen were as good as their clergy. We look for the
highest possible standard among teachers of morality
and religion, and very frequently look for it in vain ;
and if St. Anselm and St. Bernard can be believed,
the Catholic clergy of Ireland led very irregular lives,
and daily broke every one of the Ten Commandments.
I think the true reason was that the Irish colleges
had become somewhat independent of Rome. Their
scholars were continually bringing up questions
which troubled the holy see. The two saints above
quoted, being deeply imbued with the Italian ideas
of the papacy, were unable to hold their own in controversy with the Irish clergy. It was mainly on
their representations that Adrian gave the English
in~asion the color of a "holy war." Moreover, the
orders were too numerous to suit the pope, for, at
the synod of Kells, in 1152, three thousand members
of these orders attended, and there were less than
three hundred secular priests.
Possibly, if the discussions and writings of the
Columban order were more closely scanned, impartial criticism might discover that they were a thorn
in the side of the holy father. In speaking of them,
McGee says: "The Columban order, which attached
more importance to the acquisition of knowledge and
missionary enterprise . . . issued out of their
remote island, carrying their strongly-marked personality into every controversy and every correspondence."
No early Catholic. writer seems to question the
right of Adrian to make this gift. Every country
was considered the property of the holy see. Boniface VIII. claimed Scotland, and, had it not been for
the dauntless courage of Edward, it would hav been
donated to some favorit. Boniface boldly declared
that it belonged to Rome because "it was contained
in the universal grant of Constantine, the emperor, of
all islands in the ocean, ·to the successors of St.
·Peter." America, claimed on these grounds, was divided, almost before its discovery, between the Spaniards and Portuguese. By the same right, the popes
meddled with the election of all rulers, and, whenever
it was judicious, refused their sanction to the elevation of any obnoxious prince, and denied the rights
of the church to the people who served them.
.A.nd this selling of. countries was nothing unusual,
the pope always making a shrewd bargain. In 1265,
Clement IV. sold to Charles of .A.njou a certain portion of Italy, and ordered the people, several millions
in number, to accept Charles as their ruler. By the
terms of sale Charles was to pay the holy see eight
hundred ounces of gold yearly-and it was expressly
stipulated that, should any payment be delayed,
Charles was to be excommunicated. If this happened
a second time, all the inhabitants were to be placed

under the ban and deprived of their sacraments and
divine ·worship. But the ban operated differently
with different parties. Charles of .A.njou was a weak
prince; Charles V. was strong. So, when his soldiers
occupied Placentia, which was claimed by the pope,
the ban was placed on the soldiers, not on Charles V.
N oevadays we laugh at the "anathema sit" of the
holy father, and it affects THE TRUTH SEEKER and
Brother Macdonald as much as it. changed the course
of that comet which excited the ire of one of Leo's
predecessors. But a few hundreds of years ago it
was different. Then superstition was rife, and when
the successor to the meek and lowly Jesus sent out
his curse, it had both a moral and physical effect.
The churches were draped in mourning and then
closed; the bells refused to ring; the sacraments,
without which they could not enter their. heaven,
were refused the dying; the clergy, who were also
the doctors, left the sick unattended; the dead were
refused burial, and their putrid corpses filled the atmosphere with disease, sweeping off the inhabitants
by the score. The devil, always hovering around,
seeking whom he might devour, in the shape of a
ghoul feasted on the unburied child, and the fond
mother knew full well that, having died without baptism, her darling was condemned to everlasting torture. Every thunder-shower was magnified into an
exhibition of God's wrath, and the commonest incidents of a daily life plainly showed that the deity
sided with the holy father.
Even Jesus, who had shown eo much compassion
for suffering humanity by becoming one of themselvs;
passing through all the trials and troubles incident
to infancy, and ending his career by dying for them
on the cross; and who, in his glorious ascension still
not unmindful of their claims, refused to allow his
heart to become etherealized, so that it might ever be
sensuous and sensible to human pangs-even he, at
the command of the pope, withdrew from the interdicted country ana informed its inhabitants through
his earthly representativ that his return hinged on
their paying the disputed Peter's pence.
The English pope, with his Italian surroundings,
not considering the Irish as Cb.J:istians, authorized
the use of the cross-bow against them, and his" anathema sit," working on the superstition of the people, enabled his late master, Henry, to conquer the
island. He obtained what he sought, and for years
each Irish household paid into the hands of an English collector the sum of one denarius-say, on~'!
penny. When Henry VIII. broke from Rome this
collection was still continued, only it was dive1'ted
into another channel-kine illce lachrymce. '
Now, for my second proposition. I might hav
said very truthfully that the redeeding of Ireland
was made by the pope on the accession of each English ruler, from the time of Henry II. up to and including Mary, wife of Philip. For, in the papal
benediction bestowed on a new ruler in sympathy
with Rome, the various English kings were al'\\ays
mentioned as rulers of Ireland. But when I made
that statement I particularly had in view the Spanish
Invasion, known as the Armada.
Henry VIII. had upset all the papal calculations.
He believed himself equally infallible and started a
popedom of his own, with himself as head performer.
When his daughter Mary ascended the throne, Pope
Julius III.-ex-Cardinal Del Monte of Council of
Tn•nt fame-negotiated her marriage with Philip of
Spain. .A.s Spain was intensely Catholic, the reasons
are obvious. They were married in 1554, and by
agreement the pope waived (for the present) the
restoration of the church property which bad been
confiscated by Henry VIII.
On St. Andrew's day, November 30, 1554, the
queen, Philip, and both houses of Parliament knelt
before Cardinal Pole, who gave the papal absolution
to the entire nation, freeing them from all the penalties of schism, and "restored them to the communion
of the holy church."
But, contrary to all expectations, Mary died without issue, and Elizabeth, a Protestant, in due course
of time mounted the throne. Philip made advances
to her, but couched in such language that the queen
peremptorily declined. Imagin a lover of to-day, in
claiming a lady's hand, telling her, through one of
his friends, and a male friend, too, that she must not
expect him to remain with her only till she btcame
pregnant. _This was the language of this favorit son
of the church.
Angered at the refusal, Philip prepared the Armada. It consisted of 132 ships, fully equipped, and
the priestly element was represented by over three
hundred members of the Holy Inquisition.
Before sailing from Lisbon, it was placed under
the special protection of the Holy Virgin and St.
J ago. .A. solemn pontifical high mass was celebrated,
at which the body of the omnipotent God was offered
up to appease the wrath of those very elements he
had created and "carried in the hollow of his hand."
But the storm king, unmindful of the commands of
his lord and master, dispersed the fleet, destroying
p1any. The hardy Briton captured and sunk nearly
the balance, and the papal anathema hurled at them
with impotent rage culminated in their little island
becoming the commercial metropolis of the world.

McGee says there was no religious significance
attached to the fitting out of this expedition. Let us
see. The pope's legate attended to the religious part
of the affair, and the fact of the Inquisition taking
such a prominent position seems somewhat signifi-·
cant. Moreover, there is no question that Pope
Sixtus V. both recognized Philip's claims and promised monetary aid. Adrian had deeded Ireland to
the English; he, by the same right, could deed both
Ireland and England to Spain.
There is voluminous· testimony in proof that Sixtus
V. promised to pay one million gold crowns when the
Spaniards landed on English soil. This amount was
never paid, and the interviews between the pope and
the Spanish ambassador, as reported to Philip, show
in bright colors the inconsistencies of his peculiar
character. Being the son of a· vine-dresser, bis ideas
never seemed to soar above his origin, and he showed
that peculiar attachment for money which is a prominent characteristic of the Italian peasant even to
this day.
"I told him," says Alvarez, in writing to Philip,
" that your majesty had fairly earned the million
crowns; ha1f a milliori was due immediately, and
your majesty hoped that when .he understood the
distress of )'Our army in Flanders he would not only
make no difficulty in providing that sum for you, but
would let you hav the second moiety in advance.
He replied that he did not see why he should be expected to go beyond his engagements. I said your
majesty looked rather to the spirit than the letter,
and you considered that even if he had given no
promis at all, he was bound to come forward and
assist your majesty, considering what you had done
and spent in the cause of God." "His holiness did
not reply, but turned up the whites of his eyeP, and
looked piously to heaven."
·
I consider the above as having a "religious significance." Had this, .and other interviews of a like
nature, never been held, it is hardly possible that
such damaging evidence would hav been so securely
kept in the archives of Catholic Spain.
The present position of Ireland, politically, morally, commercially, would be too lengthy a subject to
discuss here. It is an. open book, and can be read
by any who so desire. The reasons given are as
diversified as the mental status of the various reasoners. We can agree, however, that the Catholic
portions of the island are as loyal to the pope as the
other sections are hostil. Had all, regardless of
creed, been allowed the means of education and selfimprovement, possibly the " Isle of Saints " would
not now be such a strong recruiting station for the
holy see.
But religion, or want of it, was the prime factor in
placing tl::Jat once prosperous island in her present
pitiable position, and the careful reader of history,
while he deplores England's treatment of her, feels
to condone the crime; for it was the only way in
which her possession could be assured.
.A.nd on what is the Irish loyalty to Rome founded~
Merely an idea which Ignorance and her twin sister,
Superstition, hav fastened on these people. It is
ridiculous to say that Rome desires the Irish to be
educated. She has always been opposed to popular
education. She knows too well that when her children begin to read, they begin to think, and the various schisms that hav torn hu asunder hav proven
to her that thought is destructiv to arbitrary creed.
Nothwithstanding Gladstone's heroic struggle, he
was doomed to defeat from the start. The Vatican had not forgotten his "Controversy." His
" Dawn of Creation and of Worship" was issued
as a mild sop, and met its inevitable fate. Rome
recognizes no Christianity outside of her pale.
To her all are pagans but the jnhabitants of t]Je
Eternal City. Parnell will be equally unsuccessful
unless he joins her communion. Some time ago
there was a rumor to that effect. If it should prove
true, then, being compromisf'd to the Italian method,
he will receive the support of every priest.
In connection with the recent election in England,
I noticed in the July 18th issue of the New York
Sun, a paper notorious for its subserviency to Catholicism, the following from the pen of its London correspondent, W. H. Hurlbert. It is a quotation from
a private letter received from Louis J. Jennings, one
of the most advanced English friends of Home Rule:
The priests were not heartily with us, they fearing a secular, gratuitous, and compulsory state of education far more
than they love Erin, your friend the cardinal to the contrary
notwithstanding.

However, the present agitation must be productiv
of good. 1 reason thus because I hav noticed that
the son of the Irish emigrant is not so loyal to Rome
as was his uneducated father .
I might also make a remark about that body known
as the Knights of Labor. When they first came to
the front, their platform received the indorsement of
many true humanitarians, as also the support of
thousands, possibly millions, who hav since turned
away in disgust. .A.nd what was the cause of this
change~ Simply, Rome.
T.V. Powderly, an Irishman by birth, and Catholic by profession, elected to
his present position by Irish votes, prostituted his
high office by submitting the rules and regulations
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to the approval of the successor of the very man who
was the ca:use of ~i~ nativ country occupying her
present abJect positiOn. Mr. Powderly, being an
educated man, should know that wherever Rome
rules ruin· ensues. She is Rome first, last, and all
the time.
If Colonel Ingersoll could only be induced to look
into this Irish question, .sift it thoroughly, and then
lecture on it, I feel to say it would be productiv of
immense good. Hundreds of thousands, ignorant of
these facts, would be made acquainted with them,
and one lecture from him would bring them more
quickly to the notice of the public than if a dozen
"high privates in the rear rank" of the Liberal
army, like myself, were to write them up for a hundred years.
Personally, I disclaim any antipathy to Rome, beyond what should be naturally expected from a Lili>eral, from one who is desirous to see the great human family advance rapidly on its grand march of
improvement. Catholicism, per se, is no better, no
worse, than any other form of Christianity, and so
long as a certain portion of humanity are so constituted that they must be shaken over hell at stated
periods, in an attempt, vain at times, to make them
bearable as citizens, so long can £he be tolerated.
I do not suppose this article will hav any weight
with those who are wedded to their Italian masters.
They will bow to the decisions of Rome. She owns
them, and therefore can commit no wrong, or, as Pope
Gregory IX. more graphically puts it : "Of nothing
the pope may make something. He may render
valid a sentence which is null, because in the things
that he desires his will takes the place of reason. He
can dispense with right; he can make injustice to
become justice."
.
But there are thousands of noble Irishmen throughout our land, men who dare to read, to think, to act
for themselvs. To each one I say, These are facts,
historical facts; indisputably historical. Investigate
them for yourself, and on being satisfied of their
truth, remember the lines of the poet :
Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest a,re these, "It might hav been."
And ask yourself the question, What might hav
been the position of my nativ land among civilized
nations had it not been for papal interference~
McARTHUR.

It Is a Question of Free Speech.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: After
the support which you received in articles published
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, it seems like a work of supererogation to say more in that line, but noticing how
difficult it is to beat the simplest ideas into heads
enveloped with rank prejudice, I desire to say a few
words. It seems incredible that intelligent men,
after having a matter explained to them as clearly as
language can explain it, will continue to argue from
their own standpoint of egotistic prejudice, instead of
from the standpoint of facts. To say that we hav
free speech, but everyone is held responsible for the
abuse of his freedom, is simply to state in another
way that speech is not free. Who is to decide when
speech has transcended its proper limits~ The majority 1 Hav not the majority been shown to be
wrong in innumerable instances' It ought to be
clear as the noonday sun that if a man has a right to
advocate a change of government, he has an equal
right to advocate the abolition of governme~t. To
deny this is to deny that any man has a nght to
express any opinion whatever.
After all that has been printed in THE TRUTH
SEEKER on this subject of Anarchy, it would be quite
• as logical and quite as. just to accuse you of a "leaning" toward Christianity because you do not demand
that police shall be stationed at the church doors to
prevent the clergymen from entering on Sundays, as
to accuse you of a leaning toward Anarchy because
you advocate freedom of speech on social and political subjects. After reading all the arg~ments of
Anarchists, I cannot see any prospect of a time when
Anarchism will become practicable as an actual system of civilization but my respect for THE TRUTH
SEEKER will begin to wane the moment it ceases to
advocate absolutely free speech on all subjects of
human interest.
It is cleai' that C. L. Ca~·ter, M.D., has a long way
to travel before he will be a free thinker. He says,
"Those people are mistaken as to what is a free government." Well, is it justice to hang a man for
being mistaken 1
My private opinion publicly expressed is that if
every mother's son of those policemen at the Haymarket had been blown to the Catholic hell in which
he so implicitly believes, it would hav served him
perfectly right. Of course I shall be accus~d of sympathizing with Anarchy. Not so. I say this beca~se
from all the evidence it is clear that the police will
fully precipitated the conflict on that trag_ic nigh~.
Mr. J. Tomkins says they were " nobly domg their
duty." They were doing nothing of the kind. If
they had been "nobly doing their duty" none of
them would hav been injured, so far as it is possible
to foresee, Mr. Tomkins kindly informs you that
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"there are plenty of people ~ho are ready to make
Liberalism and Anarchism synonymous terms." So
the editor ·of the fore·most Freethought journal in
America must ascertain what "plenty of people" are
"ready to make," and trim his sails accordingly.
Don't worry, Mr. Tomkins, about what "ple•ty of
people" are ready to do. Though people as "plenty"
as sands on the sea- shore should try to make a lie the
truth, they could not succeed. I want our weakkneed, soi-disant Liberals to understand that the
verdict against the Anarchists was not simply a verdict against Anarchy nor against murder, but against
Freethought. Christians are chuckling fully as much
at the thought that they hav given Infidelity a blow
as that they hav silenced a few Anarchists. I want
our weak-kneed friends to understand that when they
join in the Christian clamor against free speech, they
are digging away the foundation from under their
own castle. They·will see it by-and-by.
Mr. Editor, in all the years you hav occupied the
editorial chair, the grandest, richest laurels you hav
ever won hav been won during this very summer in
connection with these Anarchist cases.
Instead of favoring treason and disunion, it is clear
to every unprejudiced observer that you hav advocated only simple and exact justice, and you will
hereafter be honored for possessing the coirrage to
stand by your convictions in the face of adverse
criticism. Nail to the mast the motto ".Absolutely
free speech and free press," and if '.L'HE 'fRUTH SEEKER
must go down in consequence of sustaining that
motto, it will go down like a majestic ship, with its
colors flying.
N. G. W.

Prosecutions and executions like this were common
in every Christian country, and all of them were
based upon the belief that an intellectual conviction
is a crime.
No wonder the church hated and traduced the
author of "The Age of Reason."
Some one not connected with the church had 'to attack the monster that was eating out the heart of the
world. Some one had to sacrifice himself for the
good of all. The people were in the most abject
slavery; their manhood had been taken from them
by pomp, by. pageantry, and power. Progress is
born of doubt and inquiry. The church never doubts
-never inquires. To doubt is heresy; to inquire is
to admit that you· do not know-the church does
neither.
More than a century ago Catholicism, wrapped in
robes red with the innocent blood of millions, holding in her frantic clutch crowns and scepters, honors
and gold, the keys of heaven and hell-trampling beneath her feet the liberties of nations-in the proud
moment of almost universal dominion, felt within her
heartless breast the deadly dagger of Voltaire. From
that blow the church never can recover. Livid with
hatred, she launched her eternal anathema at the
great destroyer, and ignorant Protestants hav echoed
the curse of Rome.
In our country the church was all-powerful, and,
though divided into many sects, would instantly
unite to repel a common foe.
Paine struck the nrst grand blow.
" The Age of Reason " did more to undermine the
power of the Protestant church than all other books
then known. It furnished an immense amount of
'l'he Past and Present.
food for thought. It was written for the average
From the IrLVestiuator.
mind, and is a straightforward, honest investigation
'fhe Christianity of Paine's day is not the C1uis- of the Bible and of the Christian system.
tianity of our time. There has been a great improvePaine did not falter from the first page to the last.
ment since then. One hundred and fifty years ago He givs you his candid thought, and candid thoughts
the foremost preachers of our time would hav per- are always valuable.
R. G. INGERSOLL.
ished at the stake. A Universalist would hav been
torn to pieces in England, Scotland, and America ; ·
Unitarians would hav found themselvs in the stocks;
The Result of Meddling with the Unknowable.
pelted by the rabble with dead· cats; after which
When Mr. Lilly, like another Solomon Eagle, goes about
their ears would hav been cut off, their tongues proclaiming, "Woe to this wicked city," and denouncing
bored, and their foreheads branded. Less than one physical science as the evil genius of modern days-mother
hundred and fifty yea~·s ago the following law was in of Materialism and Fatalism, and all sorts of other condemnforce in Maryland:
able isms-! venture to beg him to lay the blame on the
Be it enacted by the Right Honorable, the Lord Propri- right shoulders; or at least to 'put in the dock along with
etor, by and with the advice and consent of his Lordship's Science those sinful sisters of hers, Philosophy and TheolGovernor, and the Upper and Lower Houses of the Assem- ogy, who, being so much older, should hav known better
bly, and the authority of the same:
That if any person should hereafter, within this province, than the poor Cinderella of the schools and universities over
wittingly, maliciously, and advisedly, by writing or speak- which they hav so long dominate«;!. No doubt. modern sociing, blaspheme or curse God, or deny our Savior Jesus ety is diseased enough; but then it does not dificr from
Christ to be the Son of God, or shall deny the Holy Trinity, older civilizations in that respect. Societies of men are ferthe Father Son, and Holy Ghost, or the Godhead of any of
the three persons, or the unity of the Godhead, or shall utter menting masees, and as beer bas what the Germans call
any profane words concerning the Holy Trinity, or any of oberhefe and unterhefe, so every society that has exthe persons thereof, and shall thereof be convict by verdict, isted has had its scum at the top and its dregs at the bottom,
shall for the first offense, be bored through the tongue, and and I doubt if any of the " ages of faith" had less scum or
be fi~ed twenty pounds, to be levied off his body. And for Jess dregs, or even showed a proportionally greater quantity
the second offense the offender shall be stigmatized by burning in the forehead the letter "B," and fined forty pounds. of sound, wholesome stuff in the vat.
I think it would puzzle Mr. Lilly, or anyone else, to adAnd that, for the third offense, the offender shall suffer
duce convincing evidence that at any period of the world's
death without the benefit of clergy.
The strange thing about the law is that it has history there was a more widespread sense of social duty,
never been repealed, and is still in force in the Dis- ·or a greater sense of justice, or of the obligation of mutual
trict of Columbia. Laws like these were in force in help than in this England of ours. Ah ! but, says l'!Ir.
most of the colonies, and in all countries where the Lill; these are all products of our Christian inheritance; when
Chri~tian dogmas vanish, virtue will disappear, too, antl the
church had power.
ancestral
ape and tiger will bav full ~lay. But the~c _ar~ a
In the day of Thomas Paine, the church was
good many people who think it ob~wus that Clmstm_mty
ignorant, bloody, and relentless. In Scotland t~e kirk also inherited a good deal from pagamsm and from Judmsm,
was at the summit of its power. It was a full Sister of and that if the Stoics and the Jews revoked their beqUl~st the
the Spanish Inquisition. It waged war upon human moral property of Christianity would realize very little.
nature. It was the enemy of happiness, the hater of And if morality has survived the stripping of[ of several sets
joy, and the despiser of relig~ous liberty. It taught of clothes which hav been found to fit badly, why sboulcl
parents to murder their children, rather than to it not be able to get on very well in the light and bandy garallow them t~propagate en-or. If the mother held ments which science is ready to provide? But this by the
opinions of which the infamous kirk disapproved, her way. If the diseases of society consist in the w~uknes~ of
children were taken from her a~·ms, her babe from .its faith in the existence of the God of the theologians; m a
her very bosom, and she was not allowed to see them, future state and in uncaused volitions, the indication, as tlw
or to write to them a word.
doctors say: is to suppress theology and philosoph~, whose
It would not allow shipwrecked sailors to be bickerings about things of which they !mow nothmg lm~
rescued on Sunday. It sought to annihilate pleas- been the prime cause and continual suste~ance ?f that evil
ure to pollute .the heart by filling it with religious skepticism which is the nemesis of meddling With the uneru~lty and gloom, and to change mankind into a knowable.-Huxley, in the Fortnightly Review.
vast horde of pious, heartless fiends. O~e of the
most famou3 Scotch divines said, "The kirk holds
that religious toleration is not far from blasphemy."
Pope Powderly.
And this same Scotch kirk denounced beyond measFrom the New York Suri.
ure the man who had the moral grandeur to say,
Mr. Powderly issues orders like an unquestionable_ auto" The world is my country, and to do good my re- crat. He commands the Knights of Labor not to giv !tny
ligion." And this same kirk abhon-eil. the man ~ho money to the condemned Anarchists, and this he does, apsaid "Any system of religion that shocks the mmd parently, not as a matter of argument and opin_ion, but as an
of ~ child cannot be a true system."
absolute decree. For our part, we hav no anxwty about the
At that time nothing so delighted the church as Anarchists, and are just as willing that they should be hange.tl
the beauties of endless torment, and listening to the with their pockets empty as with their pockets full; but_ It
weak wailings of infants struggling in the slimy coils seems a queer thing in this country for a gentlen;an with
and poisonous folds of the worm that never dies.
spectacles to set up as a positiv lord over the mi.nds and
About the beginning of the nineteenth century a thoughts of thousands of intelligent and self-supportmg n;en,
boy by the name of Thomas A~enhea~ was i~dic~ed and to tell them whether they may or may not bes~ow a little
and tried at Edinburgh for havmg demed the mspu·a- alms upon a few poor wretches who are trembling on the
tion of the scriptures, and for having, on several oc· brink of the grave.
_
.
Upon what meat doth this our Crosar feed,
casions, when cold, wished himself in heII so t h at h e
Th t heis grown 80 great 1
might get warm. Notwithstanding the poor boy rea _ _ _ _._.....,_ _ __
canted and begged for mercy, he w~s found guilty
t T
Tnu
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and hanged. His body was thro~ m a hole at the
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foot of the scaffold and covered With stones.
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admi~~ti.onforNewEnglandmen-butfortheAdan1ses,and soh that did not make it. George has a choice between the
he specially named John Adams, they could not hav con- two persons, viz., the state and· the individual, and says it
ducted the Revolutionary war, and could not hav made the must be. the state. So far as he should say it must be the
state from expediency, because ownership by the state
Declaration of Independence."
causes a more activ production, or a more widespread disIt is always difficult to tell what would hav hap- tribution, or a more equal consumption of wealth, I would
pened if something else had not happened, and no be prepared to meet him on economic grounds, for . this
one can ever know whether or not we could hav had would be an economic question.
"But when he leaves economics and plumps at us the
the Declaration of Independence without the Purltans. But one thing is tolerably certain, which is, pseudo-theological assertion that man cannot own land bethat the Declaration of Independence never would cause he does not make it; that God alone makes land, and
that no man can hav the moral right to own what he does
hav been written or realized but for those who were not create, then it becomes a valid answer to say that on this
not Puritans. Of the four foremost men in the Revo- moral ground the state can hav no better right than the indilutionary days, not one was a Puritan or of Puritan vidual, since, relativly to God, the state is merely man, like
the individual, and, not having made the land, cannot owri
ancestry.
Washington was a Virginian, and his ancestors it. The land nmst be left unowned, under George's ethics,
V. B. DE.NSLow."
to the God who made it.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
THERE are about a thousand of our subscribers in
arrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two or
three thousand dollars. To each one of these
debtors, of course, the amount is small, but to us the
amount is very large, and sadly hinders our work.
We need this money-need it now-and we respectfully ask that it be remitted.
It costs a great deal of money to publish a large
journal, and we hav no extensiv advertising patronage
to help us out. We depend entirely upon the subscription list and book sales to obtain cash to pay
bills, and when so large a sum as two and three
thousand dollars is kept from us, the financial shoe
grows painfully tight.
Every subscriber can see" upon his tab just to what
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has
expired, are requested to remit at once.

to see it. If Washington had any religion, it was
very far from being Puritanism.
Thomas Jefferson was another Virginian, whose
ancestors came to Virginia before Plymouth rock had
been pressed by the feet of the Pilgrim Fathers.
He was an Infidel, and held Puritanism in contempt.
Thomas Paine was an Englishman, and if anything
could be greater than his love for liberty, it was his
abhorrence of religious bigotry.
Benjamin Franklin was as far as possible from
being a Puritan. He cannot be mentioned in an
article on Puritanism without changing the subject.
John Adams was perhaps of Puritan stock, but not
of Puritan sympathies.
·
It will be seen, therefore, that Mr. Blaine's statement that the Puritans and Pilgrims were the real
founders of this country is not only untrue, but does
great injustice to the actual fathers of our republic.
The Puritans did as well as could be expected considering the religious views they held, but the fact remains
that while they were quarreling among themselvs,
exiling Quakers and hanging witches, others uncursed
by their execrable creeds were laying the foundations
of political and religious liberty.

Professor Denslow was Misunderstood.
The following note comes from Baltimore, Md. :

"Mn. EDITOR: I hav read Professor Denslow's answer to
the prepositions of the lecturer in the Manhattan Liberal
Club. I do not now wish to discuss or criticise Mr. George's
or Mr. Clark's axioms of political economy, but it strikes my
mind that Professor Denslow, who would consider the lecture of the day as, at least, an intellectual amusement, did not
even reach in his answer 'a good way above the minstrels.'
Every law scholar will agree with me that the state is more
than an aggregation of individuals, and can, therefore, hav
rights which no individual can possess. Hence the state,
the nation, can hav claims to the land, though man did not
The Pilgrims and American Independence.
make it. Where is the logical absurdity in asserting that the
The Boston Congregational Club held a celebration state keeps the land (and landed interests of the nation) in
trust for the people, though man as an individual cannot own
on the 21st ult., in honor of Forefathers' Day, the it?
GEORGE DYRENFORTH."

occasion being the 266th anniversary of the landing
of the ilgrims Pat Plymouth, Mass. December 23d
is generally regarded as the day when the landing
was made ; but this is immaterial. The solemn fact
that these old Puritans landed is one which cannot
be gotten over.
At the gathering above mentioned, Mr. James G.
Blaine, of Maine, made an address, and, rather
strangely, he said nothing about the tariff. At the
same time everybody must regret that, there was not
in 1620 a duty on Puritanism sufficiently high to hav
kept it out of the country. Among other things,
Mr. Blaine said:

"In a notable paper from Lord Bacon he defines the rank
in which men connected with states should be held in history, and in his favorit Latin he gave the founders of tl;le
states. One of the most eminent New England ministers not
many years since, in .quoting that paper from Lord Bacon,
gave, I think with great justice, to the Puritans and Pilgrims
of New England the classic title of Conditores Rei Publicrethe actual founders of the republic-and I hav often thought
since I hav made personal acquaintance of the Puritans and
Pilgrims, or their descendants, not sharing their blood myself, that, if the civil influence can be separated from thereligious, the Puritans and Pilgrims hav made a far deeper
impression upon civil and patriotic America than even on
religious America. They had .divisions and sects. They
had their share of differences. They were troubled with
damnable heresies. They quarreled with neighbors, and had
exactly that kind of trouble that belongs to the aggressiv theologian ; but when their descendants put into the cause of
liberty thE real teaching of their religion, they then had for
force.s the Baptists of Rhode Island, Dutch Reformers of New
Yorli, Presbyterians of New Jersey, Quakers of Pennsylvania,
Catholics of Maryland, Royal Episcopalians of Virginia,
Huguenots of Carolina, and Methodists of Georgia, and they
could not hav made that union upon a single tenet of creed,
with the exception of their belief in God ; so that when Dr.
Bushnell spoke of the Puritans as the Conditores Rei Publicre,
he spoke the verdict of history; for, accor:!}ing to Jefferson
-coming from & repon that did not hav an over degree of

"

Professor Denslow may hav been misreported.
In condensing a fifteen minutes' address into a few
lines it is not always easy to preserve the full meaning of the speaker. Our correspondent's criticism
has been submitted to Mr. Denslow with the following result:
"NEW YoRK, Dec. 21, 1886.
"MR. EDITOR: Before Mr. Dyrenforth answers my point,
he must first see it. At the date of his attempted answer he
had not yet seen it. He supposed it to be that the state
could hav no rights that an individual does Ifthav. That is
not my point by any means. On the contrary, I assert that
the rights of a state consist mainly of those which individuals
do not ha"~;. My point is that if labor is the only rightful
source of title to land, as George asserts, then land is not a
thing to which title can be asserted, except that title is based
on labor. It is not a ,question. as to the rights of a state, but
as to. the O'IJJnability of land. George's dogma is, 'Land is
not ownable by man, en moral grounds, bel!ause it was not
created by man.' George says 'it was created by God.' I
say it was never created at all as substance. Neither does
man create the substance of a chair or table. All he can do
is to appropriate its substance to himself, and then modify
from something that is useless into something that is useful.
This he does also with land. The value of land is due to the
demand of society, and not mainly to any labor done upon it
by its owner. But so are all values, whether of goods or of
labor itself, due to· the social demand for them, not to the expenditure of force or effort in producing them. Hence land
and labor and all commodities derive both their title and
their value from like sources. Title originates in appropriation, and value originates in demand. One economic principle governs them all-they are paid for as they are desired or
wanted. In this sense want is mother of wealth, and poverty goes with progress.
"Mr. George comes down with a hard and fast pseudotheological assumption that man cannot own land because
nothing is ownable except by the man whose labor makes it.
"This principle, if true at all, is true as' to all attempted
owners who did not make the land, whether they be men,
beasts, angels, corpQrations, devils, states, empires, ot what
not. The land either is or is not morally ownable by a per-

It is well to encourage the discus!:lion, in an intelligent and understanding manner, of the social theories
of Mr. Henry George; not because they are in themselva of any more importance than many other men's
theories, but because they are at present occupying
more than any others the attention of the public at
large. The practical working-out of these theories
means the abolitioJ). of taxes upon everything but
land-values; and Mr. George would hav it distinctly
understood that there is a difference between a tax
upon land-values and a tax upon land itself, though
that difference is not conspicuous to a casual observer.
Further, these theories mean free trade, and, according to Mr. James Redpath, the abolition of patents,
of collection of debts by law, and of copyrights on
books. It may be noted, though, that the publications of Mr. George bear upon the back of the titlepage the customary "Entered according to act of
Congress," etc., and he is at present receiving a hand~
some "increment" which he would not hav enjoyed
but for the fact that the interest which society feels
in these wor.lrs has created a demand for them.
When this " increment " arises from land that society
has rendered valuable, Mr. George defines it as "unearned." The distinction is a fine one. It is true
that the books are the product of Mr. George's
genius, but it often requires as much genius to buy
land judiciously as to write a book, and the value of
either depends, as Professor Denslow says, on the
demand of society.
Mr. George's theories, like any others, should be
closely scrutinized before they are adopted. There
may be flaws in them.

The First Churches.
"1\{R. EDITOR: Will you hav the kindness to answer
through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER the following
questions, viz.: 1. When and where was the first Roman
Catholic church founded? 2. When and where was the first
Protestant church founded? 3. Was there a Christian
church founded before the Roman Catholic church?
"c. H. BETTS."

1. The Roman Catholic church, as its. name denotes, was founded at Rome in Italy. Its history is
generally traced oack to about the year 100. In the
fourth century Roman Catholicism was embraced by
Constantine, the first Christian emperor, and the
sword was brought to the aid of the cross. Catholicism flourished best under the worst emperors.
2. As far as we can ascertain, the first Protestant
church was founded in the lower states of Germany,
by Martin Luther and his followers, about 1524-1529. •
The Lutheran church is the oldest of the Protestant
sects.
3. History says that when Peter and Paul came to
Rome in the year 60 they found a Christian church
established there. It is supposed to hav been
founded by those who had heard of the alleged miracles of Christ. The scene described in Acts ii 1-10
. somet1mes
. sa1d
. to hav marked the birth '·of the'
1s
Christian church. The apostles, says the account,
were all with one accord in one place. . There were
the regulation "rushing sounds," " cloven tongues of
fire,'' and other manifestations of that character.
The apostles were thereupon filled with the holy
spirit, passed under control, as our Spiritualist friends
hav it,. and used language which surprised the bystanders. They were accused of being "full" of new
wine. True, Peter lifted up his voice in protest and
~aid,." ~or these are not drunken, as ye suppose, seemg 1t 1s but the third hour of the day," that is 9
o'clock. But if Peter had fully understood the tenacity of intoxication from the beverage specified he
would hav realized the weakness of his defense. It
is a well-known fact in the science of over-stimulation
that 9 o'clock A.M. is an early hour for the effect of a
new-wine drunk on the preceding night to pass en-
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tirely away. The scoffers were doubtless aware of
this, hence their mention of new wine in connection
with the remark that the apostles were "full." Relig~ou~j people will th~nk us for thus digressing to
pomt out a fresh illustration of the divine observation that the children of darkness are wiser in their
day ·and generation than the children of light.
As a matter of fact, the time when Christianity
emerged from paganism, in which it had its source, is
a very indistinct point in history, even admitting that
such a point exists. The Christianity of to-day is
the outgrowth and descendant of the first superstitious notion that found an abiding-place in the brain
of ignorant and barbaric man. The church of to-day·
is "rebaptized paganism," and its prototype is buried
beyond discovery in the dust and ashes of ten thousand years.

Shining Lights.
The attention of the religious world is distracted
nowadays from strictly theological subjects, and
centered more particularly upon distinguished exponents of Christianity. For instance, considerable
interest is felt in the Rev.l\ir. Goodell, of Providence,
R. I. This gentleman's ministerial conduct toward
Deacon Foster's wife has got him into a divorce suit,
and Deacon Foster's diaconal relations with :Mrs.
Goodell hav complicated the matter very much.
Which of the four is the guiltiest depends upon the
opportunities each has enjoyed for being wicked.
In Philadelphia. the Rev. Mr. 1\iessaros is before
the Court of Quarter Sessions charged with attempted
criminal assault upon a lady of his congregation. The
conduct of which he is now said to be guilty cannot
be mentioned here, and his previous record is bad.
Over in Brooklyn the case of Father Sherman and
his victims comes up occasionally, and Pastor Staunton still holds the public eye; while the Rilv. :Mr.
Downs, of Boston, is as irrepressible as ever. There
is no ·doubt that when these religious· lights hav sunk
below the horizon of forgetfulness, others equally
brilliant will successivly appear.
Right here we would say that Bishop Missionary
Taylor is trying to raise twenty thousand dollars for
a steamboat to carry Christian morality into the
interior of Africa. If Christian morality may be
judged by its effects on some minisLers, it would,
perhaps, be worth twenty thousand dollars to this
country to hav it carried up the Congo as far as that
river is navigable-and left there.

Well, why nottake the ".suffrage of the plow" as well as
the suffrage of the pen or sword ? Also as the three hundred millions of British subjects are directly interested
in the proposed war with Russia, in which they will be
called upon to take an activ part, their feelirgs cert11inly
should be c nqulted.
There is too much talk going on to suit Brother Tennyson.
The tonguesters may overthrow the English government:
" Chaos, cosmos l Cosmos, chaos ! Once again the sickening game,
Freedom free to slay herself, and dying while they shout her name I
Step by step we gained a freedom known to Europe, known to all;
Step by step we rose to greatness; through the tonguesters we may
fall."
Following is his ironical exhortation to the republicans :
"Tumble nature heels o'er head, and, yelling with the yelling
street,
Set the feet above the brain, and swear the brain is in the feet,
Bring the old dark agPs back without the faith, without tile hope,
Break the State, the Church, the Throne, and roll their ruins down
the slope.

Buckley draws the inference that it is a prurient curiosity
rife in the public mind which calls for the vile stuff in question, and that the newspapers are merely filling a long-felt
want. At the same time, .it is deplorable that the official
organ of the Methodists should hav offended against the law
which makes the direct or indirect advertising Qf immoral
literature a misdemeanor punishable by fine and imprisonment.
A GREAT deal of interest is taken by the Chieago Knights of
Labor in the case of the Rev. Dr. McGlynn, of New York.
They are anxious, it is said, for a speedy decision in the matter, so that the order will know what to expect from the
Catholic church. In an article in the organ of the Knights,
in which the labor and Irish landlord questions are discussed
in connection with Dr. McGlynn, is the following paragraph:
"When the church strikes at the means of life, and makes it an
article of faith that the tens of thousands of Irishmen must toil and
starve that a hundred English landlords may liv in idle lnxnrv, it
simply dtives the great masses of the people out of its fold. Life is
a struggle for existence, and when the church proposes to use the
religions sentiment an<l theological sqperstition of men to make
the struggle hard for the thomands, while relieving the one from
any strnagle, then is rung the death knell of any chmch. . . .
Henry George's theories can wellstancl the anat.hema of the church,
but the church cannot afford to anath•matize them."
The Chicago Knights are evidently made of sterner stuff
than their Eastern brethren, their general master workman,
or even the leader of the political movement in New York.
A declaration of independence of the church would not be a
bad thing for the Knights of Labor to draft and sign.

Author,. Atheist, essayist, novelist, realist, rhymester, play your
part;
Paint the mortal shame of nature with the living hues of art;
Rip your brother's. vices open, strip your own foul passions bare :
Down with reticence, down with reverence, 'forward,' naked let
them stare.
Feed the budding rose of boyhood with the drainage of your sewer:
Send the drain into the fountain lest the stream should issue pure;
Set the maiden fancies wallowing in the troughs of Zolaism;
Forward, forward-ay, and backward, downward, too, into the
abysm;
Do your best to charm the worst, to lower the rising race of men;
Lectures and Meetings.
Hav we risen from out the beast? then back into the beast again.•,
J. E. REMSBURG lectured in Paris, Ill., December 21st.
We should say that something needs turning ''heels o'er- Paris was once the home of D. li'L Bennett, and it was here
head," when, as a result of the present state of affairs, such that THE TRUTII BREKER was first published. Mr. Remsburg
things exist as the rhymester describes a little further on:
met many of Mr. Bennett's old neighbors, all of whom rememtiered him as one of the most honorable and generous of
"Is it wdl that while we range with Science, ghrying the time,
men.
City children soak and blacken soul and sense in city slime 1
There among the glooming alleys Progress halts on palsied feet,
MRs. H, B. LAKE is speaking at Haverhill, Mass., this
Crime and Hunger cast our maidens by the thousand on the st.reet. month. The first Sunday of January she spealts at the BosThere the master scrimps his haggard sempstress of her dail; ton Spiritual Temple; the last two Sundays of January at
bread.
Worcester, Mass.; the first two Sundays of February at BerkThere a single sordid attic holds the living and the dead.
ley Hall, Boston. She may be addressed for further engageThere the smouldering fire of fever creeps across the rotted floor• ments in ca,re of the Bannm· of L1:g1tt, Boston, 1\fass.
And the crowded conch of incest in the warrens of the poor l ;,

The next two striking lines are rather difficult to scan.
They are poor poetry. No wonder old Poetry passes hence
at the sight of them :
"Poor old Heraldry, poor· old History, poor old Poetry passing
hence,
In the common deluge drowning old political common sense ! "
It will be remembered that in his first poem on the subject
plain Mr. Tennyson denounces the lord of Locksley Hall as
in every way an undesirable person. Now he says of him:
"Worthier soul was he than I am, ~oUnd and honest rustic squire,
Kindly landlord, boon companion. Youthful jealousy is a li~r!"
The whole tenor of the poem is in favor of that reversion
which, as the poet expresses it, "drags evolution in the
mud." It is a plea for the established church, for the
aristocracy, and for all the conservatisms which block the
way of progress. In his first "Locksley Hall" the poet
said:
Locksley Hall Sixty ·Years After.
"Yet I doubt not through the ages ono increasing purpose runs,
And the thoughts of men' are widened with the process of the
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, has written a new poem, entitled
suns."
"Locksley Hall Sixty Years After," and the New York IndeThe process of the suns for sixty years does not seem to
pendent has taken the trouble to hav it cabled to this counhav had a widening effect upon the thoughts of Mr. Tennytry. The poem is a long one, containing some three hundred
son. The life of an author cannot be called a success when
lines of eight trochees each. In the first part of the poem
it is a contradiction of his own best and bravest words.
tlw author devotes himself to a melancholy retrospect. He
sees that the enthusiasm of his youth was mistaken. Now
Editorial Notes.
he would hav the world stand still. We quote :
TrrE Winsted Press has given its readers J. E. Remsburg's
"Forward rang the voices then, and of the many mine was one ;
Let us hush this cry of Forward till ten thousand years hav gone.•' lecture on the Sunday question delivered in that town reB .It if the world must Rtand still, why this attention to evo- cently.
lution?
THE article by Colonel Ingersoll on another page we hav
"Is thera evil but on earth? or pain in evet·y peopled sphere 7
credited to the Investigator. It reads very much like an exWell, be grateful for the sounding watchword, Evolution, here.
tract from a speech which Mr. Ingersoll delivered some fifEvolution ever climbing after some ideal good,
And Reversion, ever dragging Evolution in the mud."
teen years ago jlr the benefit of the Paine Monument Fund.
If we are not to shout forward any more for ten thousand years, evolution will get tired of waiting for the procesAs a sample of the intelligence the average editor brings to
sion.
the consideration of the cases of the Chicago Anarchists the
Tltese two lines may be regarded as a shot at the Roman following may be taken from the San Antonio Ligltt, Texas :
Catholic church:
"No mere sentimentalism should be permitted to stand for one
"From the golden alms of blessing man had coined himself a curse: moment between the men who threw those bombs in the HaymarRome of Cmsar, Rome of Peter-whioh was crueler, which was ll et Square and the gallows. The time has fully come for all such
methods of obtaining redress of grievances, real or imaginary. to
worse?"
It is not easy to understand what the following couplet re- be pnni"hed as redhanded murder of the most inexcusable and
unjustifiable kind. The bomb-throwers are in the same catalog of
fers to. What was the light which France showed, and who criminals
with passenger-train wreckers who to spite an official will
is the Irishman that put it out? Let no guilty man escape. endanger the lives of a whole train-load of innocent men, women,
·~ France had shown a liaht to all men, preached a gospel all men's and children."
good;
If this sapient scribe will kindly catch the man who threw
Celtic Demos rose a demon, shrieked and stayed the light with the bombs, no doubt the condemned men will help him deal
blood."
with them as specified. But the men he desires. to hang are
It is when the poet touches the evils of the times that he not, according to the judge who sentenced them, the culprits.
writes the wildest. The notion of human equality is scouted : There is where the whole trouble is, and that is just what
"Ay, if dynamite and revolver leave you courage to be wise,
the enlightened public protests against-han~ing men aCWhen was age so crammed with menace, madness written, spoken
knowledged to be innocent.
lies 7
Envy wears the mask of love; and, laughing sober fact to scorn,
Cries to weakest as to strongest,' Ye are· equals, equal born !'
Equal born 7 0 yes, if Yonder hill be level with the flat,
Charm us, orator, till the lion look no larger than the cat;
Till the cat, through that mirage of overheated language, loom
Larger than the lion, Demos end in working its own doom.
Russia bursts our Indian barrier. Shall we fight her 1 Shall we
yleld 1
Pause before you sound the trumpet? Hear the voices from the
field?
rhose three hundred millions under one imperial Ecepter now,
Shall we ho[d them ? Shall we loose them 1 Tttke the suffrage of
~he plow?"
'
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THE editor of the Cltristian Advocate is not satisfied with
the result of his labors in the cause of metality. Not long
ago he printed a very proper editorial article pointing out
the deleterious nature of a letter in the World detailing the
proceerlings of the Lord and Lady Colin Campbell divorce
trial. He has now discovered that "though the strongest
terms were used in characterizing the evil, three ladies
of respectable position called at the house of a neighbor to
borrow his copy of the paper referred to, that they might
read the letter denounced." The editor adds, "Nor is this
the only instance of which we bav heard." From whi-ch Dr.

W. F. JAMIESON is having good success in Denver, Col.,
where he is engaged for Sunday evenings for six months.
He says that he will, however, giv way for any of his brother
lecturers traveling through the West, so that they can hav an
opportunity to address the Denver people. Notice, severn!
weeks in advance, should be given, so that Mr. Jamieson
can respond to the many calls for lectures ·Which he is receiving. He has calls at Abileue, Industry, and Enterprise,
Kansas; Osceola, Wilber, and other towns in Nebraska.
These calls lie cannot get time to fill until ~priog. He will
giv four lectures in Canon City, Col., December 21st, 22<1,
23d, 24th; in Black Hawk, two lectures; three in Central
City; Loveland, some time; in January. He has concluded
to make Colorado his future home. He considers it ~uperior
to Minnesota as a state:.....far ahead of it in climate, and more
Liberal people than he ever met in any one state.

Literary Notes.
IN the Forum for January the Rev. J. M. Buckley has an
article on "The Morality of Ministers." A treat is on this
subject is always timely.
ATTENTION is call to the attractiv advertisments of Colonel
Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon," and Aunt Elmina's "Little Lessons for Little Folks." The address, 28 Lafayette Place, is
appended because after January, 1887, that will be the home
of Tllll: TRUTII SEEKER for the next ten years.
HENl!Y W. AusTIN will pnhlish in the January issue of the
Soutltern Bivouac an article entitl<'d, "My Pilgrim Fathers."
The tenor of the article is widely different from that usually
employed in describing these distinguished gentlemen, as the
following extract will show: "Some people, the other day,
found fault with Mr. Froude for bleaching Henry VIII., but
who has protested against the whitewashing of the Pilgrim
Fathers which has been going on systematically for two hundred years? Occasionally, 'tis true, at the Plymouth memorial banquets, some gentle speaker gently suggests thnt
while the good old times were very grand, they ware somewhat hard and narrow in their religious practices. But such
historical heresy is quickly quenched by some historical
fountain of eioqnent whitewash, and the doubly false, because only half trnc, pictures of history are disseminated
through our newspapers, so that they strengthen the wrong
teaching of our school-boolts."

Obituary.
DIEo.-On Sunday, Dec. 19th, nt St. Lnlte's Hospital, of
cancer of the stomach, John B. Johnson, weaver, in hi"
79th year.
The deceased wa~ born in Manchester, England, where iu
1832 he activly assisted in the founding of the weavers' union.
He was an early convert to the social theories of Robert
Owen, and was an enthusiastic advocate of the famous
"People's Charter." After the disastrous failure of 1848 he
fle11 to America, where he continuerl his efforts in the cause
of popular progress, and ultimately identified himself with
the So'cialistic Labor Party, and was its nominee for mayor
of New York in 1880.
When recognizing the approach of death he refused the
Christian sacrament pressed upon him and declared his
completo acceptance of the Positivist religion founded by
Auguste Comte. He retained possession of his strong common sense to the last, and passed over. to the great majority
as a child sinks ~ sleep.
HUGH MoGuEGOR.
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off evasivly. You will think of the two " nigs" stealing
chickens. The one up on the roost says to the one on the
ground, •' Jim, ain't dis kind er wrong ter carry on like
dis?" The one on the ground says, "Pete, dat am a great
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 20, 1886.
moral
queshtun-han' down anodder pullet I" So they go
MR. EDITOR: Now that the pope is mixing up his religion
with our politics, is it not time for us to m;x up our politics right along, and follow the priests. The great moral queswith his rl)ligion? Ought men who are the mental and moral tions are passed over in full faith that faith is the thing most
slaves of a foreigner to be elected to offices of honor and needed. In fact, it is about all ·that there is, as it were, visible; for the Christian work of our savior is passed over and
trnst in a free republic?
W. H. BENSoN.
forgotten-lost to sight in the fashionable scramble to exhibit
millinery on living show.frames, in temples with fine carCoLUMBus, 0., Dec. 20, 286.
~IR. EDITOR: Glad to see the "Petrified Blasphemer." It's pets, stained windows, and cushioned seats. " Why will not
Sw HYcUM.
splendid ! A copy of the paper containing the account was men think?"
mailed me to discourage and strike a blow at my pernicious
blaspheming, and the same, as soon as read, 1 mailed you,
MINIER, ILL., Dec: 15, 1886 ..
and am convinced the blow is now the other way-b
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find 50 cents, for which you will
oomerd me one d ozen copies
. of Mr . I ngel'l!o11' s " L ay
ang! Go on in the good work of n"dicule ., con t"mue
th e P1ease sen
,
.
work of illustration.
Respectfully,
R. H. RALSTON.
Sermon.. Some _of the good church people hav asked me
___
several times for It.
. HALE, KAN., Dec. 10, 1886.
The Christian church is holding a protracted meeting here
MR. EDITOR: I see so much about chess turning to wheat at present. The other night the preacher showed us the
that I hav concluded to add my knowledge upon the sub- beauties of the conspiracy between God and Moses against
ject. In your issue of December 4th Mr. A. Moot says: "1 Pharaoh the king and his people. I must say he made a
am positiv that he [Mr. Burk] nor any other man ever saw gr.and fizzle of it. Think of it-God, in the dead hour of the
wheat and chess that grew from the same root." I "'ant to night, killing the first-born in each family, so while there
say to all your readers that I hav seen wheat and chess grow- was confusion his good people might escape. Is this not
ing from the same root, on the same stalk, on the same head; sublime? I was amused last night when I entered the church
and-will make affidavit to it.
FRANK WILLETT.
a little late to find but a small audience, of which a good
number were Infidels, and, most of all, one of our most LibFREDONIA, N.Y., Dec. 2, 286.
eral ladies presiding at the organ helping them out with the
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $1 to replenish TnE TRUTH music. Would they do likewise for us? In the sermon we
SEEKER's magazine on my delinquent subscription, which I Infidels were carried back to the beginning of life, in which
think ought to be stopped as soon as the ammunition runs connection the preacher made the statement that from nothout.
·
ing came nothing, which we heartily indorse; also, that this
I readily see by the contributions of THE TRUTH SEEKER country had made great advancement on account of liberty,
that the greatest need is organization to more effectualJl ad- which again is true. Since the shackles hav been broken,
vance liberty, which is the true source of all happiness. at least in part, from mind, lips, pen, and press, we are glad
Professions nowadays are stale commodities. Wh!l,t you are to note the a~vancement. I hope to see the day when the
doing is what moves the world. We must hang together or balance of the locks and chains will be broken and fall from
in the end we must hang separate.
PLINY SMITH.
humanity, which will be sure death to the church.
As soon as we can obtain a good lecturer, we will hold our
BEAVER DAM, Wis., Dec. 13, 286.
meetings, where. we will giv advanced ideas instead of superMR. EDITOR: As the presiding elder of the Broad Gauge
stitious sermons. Best wishes to THE TRUTH SEEKER and
church, of this place, I am requested to seild you $11.05 for
Brother Heston. Every number speaks volumes.
the following Inissionary documents, as per inclosed bill.
J. ScHAAF.
These documents are to follow a Bible-smelling committee,
who hail been appointed by the other gentlemen of the cloth
Mu.FoRD, NEB., Dec. 14, 1886.
-or sky-pilots-of our city to sell or giv away Bibles. Our
MR. EDITOR: What course does THE TRUTH SEEKER adchurch, being opposed to the circulation of obscene litera- vise, what course does it take, in these gusty times, " presagture, has appointed a siinilar committee to circulate docu- ing the storm?" That is a fine bit of verse of Mr. Putnam's:
ments showing what their Bible really is. This is the first
Yon say there is a God above the boundless sky, . • .
instalment. We shall probably send for another soon.
What is this monarch doing upon his golden throne
To right the wrongs stupendous, giv joy instead of moan 1
ELDER ANDREW WILLARD.

vtttrs Jrom t/ritnds.
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SouTH RoYALTON, VT., Dec. 18, 1886.
~IR. EDITOR : I wish to express my sincere thanks to you
for the last cartoon in your very interesting paper (December
18, 1886). · .That number ought to be circulated all over our
country, to wake up every man and woman to the situation
of things in regard to our free speech, free press, and political liberty._ Even here in these United States--so called-of
America we hav slumbered too long on the brink of a
worse than Vesuvius. Catholicism is fast sapping the very
foundation of all freedom and liberty. How can our statesmen be so blind to the dangers which are at the door of the
temple of freedom? Oh, for a Gabriel to blow a trumpet
which would echo through the land, and raise the dead to
ife before it is too late to ward off a bloody, cruel war!
Please find $1; I wish it were $1,000 instead; but we bav
to struggle to take care of onr bodies. But the mind must
be fed as well as the body, in order to liv and be a blessing
in our day and generation.
Please send me THE TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1887 and
four copies of the last number of TB.E TRUTH BEEKER, to giv
away where they will do most good; the remainder to help
you publish your paper. Wishing you every good that can
come to a friend of humanity,
Yours ever,
MRs. H. J. SEVERANCE.
LINcoLN, ILL., Dec. 14, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I was just reading ·about a saloon-keeper
buying a church to get rid of it. It was in his way-the law
would not permit him to sell whisky so close to a meetinghouse. It reminds me of a saloonist in my boy days, keeping a saloon in a church basement, and renting the upper
room to a body of good Christians. Some wag, being of the
poetical persuasion, placarded the building with these
lines:
There's a spirit of joy, a sphit of woe,
A spirit above, and a spirit below;
The spirit above is a spirit divine,
The spirit below is a spirit of wine.

We hav in our beautiful little city .a holy evangeli€al
church, run by saloon-keepers-a snug, well-appointed gos..
pel mill, where a beer-drinking priest deals out his stuff to a
beer-guzzling laity, and all goes right, as the whole mess is
neutral in politics and religion. · How reaching and allembracing our lovely Jesus is ! The sins of drunkard-makin"'
are washed out every Lord's day, and the bedrabbled line~
is cleansed of the blood of the drunkard by the blessed bier
of the lamb. How easy things go"!-come to the flock, and
get this evangelical faith; it covers up all-come in-we will
sing; and such a song, and how the melody floats around the
holy room! and while the auriculare take up the words
"This is the way I long hav sought," the olfactories gathe;
the sweet fumes of the garden of Gethsemane as they exude
from a hundred beer-sotted throats. Oh, our blessed religion is so expansiv! Like a rich man's conscience, it will
stretch and never tear. Ask one of these jovely Christians
about the style of religion he embraces, anli he will put you

'Tis we must build the paradise, and bravely right the wrong;
The God above us faileth, the god within is strong.

I quote from memory, and perhaps quote at it rather than
quote it. What is this "god-within ?" or what are we doing
to "build the paradise and bravely right the wrong?" Is it
enough to say of all the churches that they are centers from
which emanate bigotry, tyranny, superstition, and hypocrisy?
that they cause more immorality than morality? more vice
than virtue? more greed than charity? That from the
smallest and weakest to the largest and most powerful they
are a fraud and a humbug, affirming "the things ye know
not of," and preaching " the things whereof ye cannot
prove?" Must we not hav something to take their place that
will promote .rue morality, hence happiness, charity, "peace
on earth," and "good- will toward men?" Must we not do
all we can for the general welfare? It cannot be exactly
true that " the love of money is the .root of all evil," but it
certainly comes very close to it. And should not we and
everybody else encourage cooperation-Socialism-among
those who hav. sufficient confidence in each other to undertake it, but no law to enforce any such thing? And will not
we advocate graduated taxation, government control for the
public as well as the stockholders of all public institutions,
so that one class cannot-to so great an extent as now, anyway-be the robbers of another or all the others? If not this
much, what then ?
ff]. M. CLARK.
CARTHAGE, Mo., Dec. 17, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: On the 29th of last month, Prof. W. S. Bell
paid our little city a tl.ying visit and gave this church-ridden
community his lecture on "Liberty and Morality." Owing
to short notice, many Liberals in the city and surrounding
country did not know he was here, yet a fair audience
responded, and enjoyed his lecture most thoroughly. Mr.
Bell is a logical, incisiv, and gentlemanly speaker, and his
numerous· witty illustrations of the shams of Christianity and
society often set the audience in a roar and kept the few
Christians among them in a good humor. It was an intellectual feast to all the Liberals who heard him, and even the
piously inclined admitted that his discourse was able and enjoyable, although they did not agree with him in some things.
If he could hav given several lectures here, he would bav
drawn crowded houses, as he aroused many careless Liberals,
and quite a number of church people seemed disposed to
hear the witty Infidel. We found Mr. Bell a very genial and
pleasant comrade, and his brief visit here has made him
many warm friends. As he is abundably able, and is doing
splendid work in the cause of Freethonght, we wish him
great success. Out of about twelve hundred voters here,
there are not less than seven hundred who are Liberals, but,
with the exception of a noble few, they are afraid to do anything not agreeable to the church for fear of hurting them in
business. Such craven cowardice and niggardly servility is
contemptible, and they deserve to be domineered over by the
church until they die off and make room for men who bav
courage enough to stand by their convictions. This place
has eleven God.houses, but o.nly two sma.ll factories. Every.

thing is stagnant except the heartless and hypocritical curse
of Christianity. Large sums of money are collected at fairs
and festivals for the benefit of worthless preachers who enjoy
good salaries, and yet we see men tramping the streets in
search of work, and little children shivering in scanty rags
and half-starved. But Carthage is very respectable, painfully
so-aristocratic mediocrity I respectable hypocrisy! Honesty in rags, and muscle and brains ·begging I Delenda est
Ca;rthago!
WATsoN HEsToN.
BLUE SPRINGS, GA., Dec. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : As I hav never had an education in school,
I never thought that it would do for me to expose my ignorance, though I hav a practical education. I left a mother
in August, in 1861, to join Company F of the Eighth Geor-.
gia Battalion. I was captured at Lost Mountain, in this
state, and was in prison in Camp Do"uglas, Chicago. From
there I enlisted in the Sixth U.S. Volunteers, for the Western frontier. My company was ordered to Fort Douglas, ·
Utah, among the Mormons. On the trip after we left Fort
Laramie I became herniaed, and was left at Fort Hallock, in
the hospital. I became a cook for the lieutenant-colonel of
the Fifth U.S. Volunteers, he taking me back to Denver, Col.,
and from that I got into the mines at Black Hawk and Cen~
tral City, Col. I served for seventeen years in the mines.
I came home in 1881. I hav spent $1,300 in prospecting
in Georgia. I find plenty of gold, silver, and galena in this
county.
For fear I should occupy too much time and space, I will
tell yon what I want. I want a Liberal chemi~t. I want an
honest man, who can analyze and tell me the truth, so that
when he makes a decision I can say on oath exactly what a
metal is and the worth of it in gold, silver, copper, or galena.
I hav some samples now on hand that I want tested. I bav
some that looks like silver and galena, though the party who
brought it to me gave me some metal which, they say, came
out of the quartz. It is tin, and I don't believe that it came
out of the rock. I propose to prospect and open at my own
expense until it will pay one dollar a day for a deed to onehalf-of the discovery of the lode, ledge, or deposit, with all
deposits, pockets, and angles pertaining thereto. They will
make a deed to .this effect.
I hav a history of seventeen years on the western frontier aud how I learned to read and write. " The Age of
Reason" was the first book that ever I saw that Cf~used me
to study. I sent with a club from Quartzburg, Boise Basin,
I. T., in 1880, and got the "Life of Thomas Paine," morocco bound and gilt edged. That is roy guide to-day. As
ever,
Your true friend,
W. FELT LINDEY.
CRAWFORDSVILLE, OR., Dec. 6, E.M. 286.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $4 for THE TRUTH
BEEKER for next year, and "Men, Women, and Gods," by
Helen Gardener, and "The Order of Creation," by Gladstone, Huxley, Reville, Miiller, and Linton.
You will please conduct your paper as seems best to yourselva, either with or without illustrations (I like it best with),
and I shall be satisfied, as I hav been. Only continue to aL
low all kinds of Freethinkers to be heard when they debate
and don't get angry. Yesterday I went to Brownsville in
company with a school-teacher. · While passing a beautiful
house the teacher noticed and called attention to an elegant,
large, gilt-edged Bible which was conspicuous in the baywindow in the second story. I said that it reminded me of
some words ascribed to Jesus about whited sepulchers
which were clean without but impure within. He said that
those impure stories were historical and necessary to complete
revelation. I said that I did not see that it was either necessary or of any use whatever for God to tell stories which
were so obscene that neither of us would be willing to read
them in public. And further, it was blasphemy to accuse
God of being their author if he was pure. Blasphemy was
mild when compared to the dogma that as in Adam we all
died, so in Christ are we all made" alive. "What could be
more preposterous than to believe that an all-wise and absolutely just being either would or could create a pair of beings
about six thousand years ago and place them in a garden
and forbid them to eat of the fruit of a tree that was there
when he foreknew that they had that in their natures which •
would cause them to eat the fruit, and when at the same
time he had given them their dispositions and could hav
given them different ones (or else he was not omnipotent), or
he could hav left them unmade, or at least he could hav removed some of the temptations or told Adam that there was
a very shrewd enemy in the form of a serpent? My friend,
the school-teacher, listened patiently and said he would reply when going home if I would listen as long as he had. . I
promised to listen and did so, but although he talked quite
as long, I failed to see that he bad refuted anything I had
said. He said he should deny my premises, and then proceeded to make some dogmatic affirmations without proof
and build an argument on them. If I could see the least bit
of reason in them, I could remember them, and wouid willingly giv them to you. But as I fail to do either, I hope you
and be will forgiv me.
GEoRGE F. ELLIOTT.
ALLIANcE, 0., Dec. 5, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Procrastination is the thief of time. I thank
you for sending the paper after our subscription expired.
We could not get along without it. We hav tried to get
some subscribers for you, but failed. Then l'vlr. Rockhill
said, ''Send $5 for two years' subscription;" and now I send
$5 to apply on subscription, and $3 for I. R. Hains.
I am glad that the second sober thought has prevailed, and
Chicago will not write her name in so dark an infamy as the
hanging of those seven men would hav entailed. And when,
oh, when, will the peoples of the world rise above the barbaric age of the gallows? Is it any better than legal murder
done in a spirit of rovenge ~ A~<l we ft.r(l all made murderers.
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No, not all. I, as a woman, hav no voice in making the
laws, and. I hope that when women hav the franchise one
of their first acts will be to wipe from our statutes that
most revolting of public crimes, and I here and now utter
my protest against it, even if those men in Chicago were
worthy of death. But I think, as you do, it should not be
considered a crime in our free country for anyone to express
his thoughts. Yet there are some thoughts· we wish people
were educated above indUlging in.
I hope you will excuse me for saying that I am sorry you
resigned your position with the officers of the Secular UniGn
because some of the Freethinking public misrepresent and
misunderstand your position and principles. If reformers
wait to be appreciated by those they. seek to benefit, the
Golden Age will be indefinitly postponed.
If we are truth seekers, we should divest ourselvs of bigotry and intolerance ; should be willing to accept evidence,
and not let prejudice blind our perception of truth. I suppose the Secular Union has enough work on its hands when
it takes the Nine Demands as a text to preach from, to
try to educate the people up to a recognition of the justice of
the Demands, and also the danger of disaster to our nation
when they are ignored. But I think we should seek for the
• truth on all subjects, and present it through its organ, THE
TRUTH S&EKER. In whatever direction we look there seems
to be great need of reforms, and so ma~;~y of these are questions of vital importance to the well-being of the people!
We need the light of knowledge shed on the evils of society,
and many seekers for the truth in regard to the causes of
disease, crime, unhappine!ls, and the many wrongs that
crush out the joy of living-for I believe with Ingersoll that
happiness is the birthright of all, or should be.
I must say we read with interest and appreciation of the
abors of Watts, Putnam, Remsburg, Reynolds, etc., who
· nav all spoken for us "allies in Alliance," as T. 9· Leland
used to call us. I don't see the point when C. Fannie Allyn
thinks the Spiritual papers not as Liberal becaucle they don't
publish the other side of the question. I don't see as it is
necessary for them to; but it would be wrong, perhaps, if THE
TRUTH SEEKER should refuse to publish both sides of the subject, or of other subjects of public interest. And, although
we are Spiritualists, we appreciated largely Nelson Hunt's
poetry, "There is no Death." And Mr. Rockhill says he knows
what the Indian wanted of his dog and gun. He could shoot
at a mark with the gun for pastime, and the dog was to bark
when Nelson Hunt got there.
MRs. S. S. RooKHILL.
SAORAMENTo, CAL., Dec. 14, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I must" say that I presume that you know
your own business, but whether you do or not you certainly
hav the right to manage it in your own way, and do what
you think is the best for yourself and your· patrons. I must
say also that I am sorry to s~e you show ~o much s~mpathy
toward the Chicago AnarchiSts. Mr. Editor, when It comes
to this that you nor I can do business in our own way while
we ob~y the laws of our country, it is about time to sell o.ut
to some one who likes to do it in the other way. For Instance I am doing a legitimate business, am employing, say,
six, ei~ht, or ten men, more or less. Tom, Dick, and H~rry
along from Europe (for we kaow that almost all stnkes
come
.
11 y
h 11 t
re caused by foreigners); they say to my men,
ou s a no
~<Jrk for Goodell any longer unless you join our league, and
charge him a higher price." Now, what right hav they to do
that? When the people of our nation hav to submit to such
things, can we call this a free nation? Talk about free
-where is the freedom when you or I are allowed to
th
speec h
d · ·
go throu"'h
the country talking publicly and a VIsmg
e
0
people to strike for higher wages, and if the employe.rs don't
submit to their dictation. to murder them, or burn their property-do anything, but make them obey their orders? You
call that free speech? Now, I don't know whether those
are sentenced to death in Chicago threw the bomb
men Who
.
·
d'
that caused death or not, but if they made mcen Iary
speeches, as has been represented they. did, they deserve
death for 1 hold that you nor I has the nght to go through
the c~untry exciting the people in any such way. If the
ignorant, or any others, accept our a~vice, an~ do as .we
hav dictated and recommended, we certainly are J_nst as gu~ty
as those who really committed the act. Mr. Editor, I thmk
th
has been too much sympathy expressed by several
w~~:rs in your paper, for the good of it. Some people believe and express that belief boldly, that THE TR~TH SEEKER
advo~ates all sorts of wrong-doing by the Anarchis:s; but, of
course, that is not so, yet I would rather see less of It. I_hav
long thought 1 would write a few lines to you on .the subJect,
but now 1 hav done. THE TRUTH SEEKER I. pnze much as
a whole; it grows better every year. Of course, we must
t expect that every article pleases every reader.
nol shall send you some money the fore part of the year for
N. D. GooDELL ..
the general good of our cause.
[Our correspondent expresses regret t~at we should show
s m athy toward the Chicago .Anarchists. We were n_ot
y p of h avmg
· shown any speCial sympathy
for these
mis.
.
·
aware
'd d d foolish enthusiasts. We are mterested m seemg
gme an
.
th'
ff e
them fairly tried and punished accordmg to
mr o . ens .
This interest we hav from time to time ex~ressed, and future
'll show whether or not 1t has been unduly
deve1opments Wl
d'
·
f
.• d Strikes are a different mattter, the Iscussion o
~:i~~~ •. as the story-writers say, may be "reserved for another chapter."-Eo. T. S.]
BRoNSTON, KY., Dec. 15, 1886.
M EDITOR: The outlook at present is not encouraging
for tRh.e ·great American republic. Unless the great mass
· · 1es of the governshow that they understand the true pnnCip
ment of the United States-that is, that the true power of government is based on !l.lld derived from the vol~tary ~:~~~t
.of the ggyerl).edl .f!-1}-4 ~~ from any priest, or kmg, or
-

habiting the skies, or any other place, and that this govern~
ment, by the cqnsent of the governed, is for their own individual, mutual, and collectiv benefit, that they may thereby
enjoy life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of happiness
here on this earth and in this life, acknowledging no other
power to govern them than their own written Constitution,
which may be changed from time to time to suit the advance
made by science and civilization-! say that, unless the great
ma~s of the A.meric!Ln people truly understand their Constitution, it will not be a great while till we will see our
dear republic torn to pieces and governed by a lot of petty
kings set up by the "power and grace of God," with such
mottos as these everywhere to be seen: "Be subject to the
powers that be," "All authority comes from God," 11 'Tis
better to obey God than man." Priests and kings hav always
governed, and laid under tribute, and fleeced the great mass
by pointing them to a God in the skies, claiming that they
are this God's agents, and that unless we do as they tell us,
this great God of the skies will, when we die, cast us
into a great lake 0f fire and brimstone where we will hav to
burn and suffer forever and forever in a world that will hav
no end. Will the priests and kings succeed in getting the
great American republic completely under their control? A
word or two to the great mass, and I will close. No great
civilization can be built up unless it be on the corner-stone of
the family. A man and his wife, and their sons and
daughters, properly educated, form the greatest and grandest
foundation of human society. The ownership of land should
be limited to the actual necessities of the individual or company. Trade should be positivly free; church and state
forever separate. All property should be taxed alike. The
government should find out . what amount of money was
most healthy for its citizens, and furnish that amount. Our
present circulation per capita is not enough. There should
be no conll.ict between cftpital and labor. Every man should
become rich if he can by fair, square, and honest dealing.
The doctrin taught by the God of the skies on the subject of
riches has caused an immense amount of poverty, misery,
and wretchedness to the inhabitants of this earth. It is
right that each man and his family should support themselvs,
and-make property in some way by their own exertions.
I will giv a rule that will make everlasting friends of capital and labor. That is this: Let each man keep an exact account of his business; if he be a daily laborer, let him see
to it that when Saturday night rolls around his income is
greater than his expenses ; if the expenses should be the
greater, he must economize at every point. This is a free
country. He must change his business and never cease trying until he gets the income greater than the expenses, and
th~n all w"ill be lovely. So of every busin!JSS. When this
rule is adopted, there will be no more trouble between capital
and labor.
J. N. BRowN.
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better, and who should be taught better if they do not know
-are guilty not only of disrespect, but of positiv abuse, when
the questioJ!. of their belief is assailed.
Under this score could be named many of the popular
divines of the day, among the first ·of whom is ranked T.
De Witt Talmage, of Brooklyn. Mr. Talmage is guilty of
using language which would put to shame an honest unbeliever. Indeed, I believe it to be almost a characteristic of
the average Christian. Mr. Ingersoll deals fairly with the
faith, and uses it no worse than necessity demands. Again,
upon the other hand, Judge Black (from the reading) seems
to be personally arrayed against his antagonist, and fully
meditates total annihilation. The force of his argument is
fully lost by his endeavors to convict his opponent of inhumanity and immorality. He completely loses sight of the
main theme in places, and entirely devotes himself to making charge:;~·which he must certainly fail to prove. Would
it not hav been better for Mr. Black to hav boldly attacked
the ground-work of Infidelity-shown wherein the unbeliever was wrong, and carefully corrected him, if this
were possible-not losing sight of the fact that liberty of
thought is the one great object of his opponent's work?
Why not show as noble a spirit, and one as free from vindictivness and that ~pirit of intolerance of the belief of others
which was characteristic of the Roman church of the Middle Ages, as does the great apostle of liberty? A calm ann
deliberate course of reasoning alone will suffice to settle this
question in the minds of the thinking people of to-day. Infidelity will exist as long as facts remain substantiated in
the minds of philosophers and profound thinkers. If Christians can confute the arguments brought to bear upon the
.bulwarks of the church, let them proceed to ·do so at once
-however, not indulging in matters pertaining too much to
the spleen, nor in the things which pretend .to be confutations, but which are in reality only subterfuges to evade
the points at issue. If Christianity will not bear the light
of philosophy and science, it is not a sufficient thing for
men to pin their faith to. If it will, let us keep the fact
no longer from the world, but open wide the door of salvation that all may see and enter in. 'Tis true, the world was
saved, if the world needs salvation.
If Christianity can save, if it has saved, if it ever will save
the world, it is time we were seeing some of the fruits. It
is evident that it does not save the people from sin, for here
in our own America-the center of Christianity, we might
say-we behold a degradation that is appalling. 'fhe Christian world is boasting to-day of the churches it has erected,
the school-houses it has built, the colleges it has founded, but
it neglects to say anything about the asylums it has bee11.
obliged to prepare for the insane of its own making, the jails
and penitentiaries for the confinement of those it has failed to
save, the almshouses it has caused to be built for the benefit
of those who are not benefited by this. wonderful light of the
church. We never hear from the pulpit anything about
what Christianity has failed to do. So far as I can see, Christianity is not saving mankind to any great extent. If the
Bible is true, three times as many more souls sink into hell
every year than soar on wings eternal into paradise. How is
this? Of the population of the globe, which is estimated at
1,294,000,000, the Christian world can only claim at its best
371,000,000. Why is this? There are sti11483,000,000 Buddhists, and 189,000,000 savage tribes, not including Mohammedans and Hindoos, which are respectivly 103,500.000 and
139 500,000. Then we must still count the Jews, who reject
Oh;ist-8,000,000. This looks bad for Christianity, if it is
the only true way. She has been in existence eighteen centuries, and do you think she is saving the world? If Go( I is
depending on this religion for the salvation of the wo~ld,
most of the inhabitants stand a poor chance of ever seemg
the pearly gates or the golden st~ee~s of the Ne~ Jerusalem.
If she progresses in the same ratiO In the next .mg~1teen h?ndred years, perhaps she will hav made some famt ImpressiOn
on the unsaved of other clime3; but we can never hope to
see the majority of the race in that land where all is bliss,
while hell will be so thickly populated that there will not be
standing-room !~ft. When we apply the test of figures, we
find that Christianity is not saving the world. Even the
ranks of the church are broken, and those she relies most
upon are found to be rotten sticks.
If we view the matter from a philosophical standpoint, we
must conclude, then, that no system of religion is entirely
true; that no one doctrin or creed will save the world;
that man must rely upon himself and look to .none otl.wr for
aid. that all the Gods that ever had an existence In the
bralns of the people never did, nor never can, affect the race
one iota. Christianity may sound well when preached r:ol_ll
an orthodox pulpit, but when tested by a_practical t~qt It IS
weighed in the balance and found wautmg. I am m sympathy with all Freethought mo_vem~nts that are reasona.b!e.
I believe that a higher educatiOn IS needed for mankmd.
This is all that will elevate and benefit. And we, who hav
entered the fields of research, should be willing to do anything to gain that end, and thereby accomplish the good. we
I would force upon the world, If I
80 devoutly long for.
could, the sentiments so ably expressed by the poet Lowell:

CHATTANOOGA, TENN., Dec. 15,1886.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot but note, in reading in the North
.Amer{r.rm Review ·the ·essays of Robert G. Ingersoll and Jeremiah S. Black respectivly, the philanthropy and generosity of
the one, and the selfishness and maliciousness of the other.
I hav especially noticed in the works of R. G. ln~ersoll th.e
absence of all that which tends to promote a feelmg of animosity in the mind of the reader who may differ from the
author in the vital points that are treated of. I hav utterly
failed even once, to find the place and circumstance of his
abusi~g any professor of religion or believer in the faith
which he is professedly arrayed against. I hav utterly failed
to find the place in any of his numerous works, whether the
nature of the work be agressiv or defensiv, where he attacks
the character of his opponent or devotes himself to the ta~k
of proving the inhumanity and consrquently the f~lse motiv
of the other. I hav yet to find the paEsage recordmg an accusation against any Christian man or woman, either personally or indirectly. In his essay Mr. Ingersoll confines
himself entirely to the Christian religion, giving no c~use ~f
offense to any professor or believer beyond that which his
statements would naturally contain. Upon the other hand,
Judge Black regales himself with comments upon the personal character of his opponent, and in many places meets
decisiv arguments and statements with invective an~ as.saults
upon the motivs and emotions of Mr. lngers~ll. This I~ not
gentlemanly nor is it acting in accord With the claimed
divine com~and of the God whose character Mr. Black is so
carefully trying to clear from the accusations of the eminent
Infidel. For my part, I think it would be a. much. more
manly thing for any believer, and f?r Mr: Black m part~cular,
to confine himself strictly to the discussiOn of the pomts at
issue as is clearly the aim of R. G. Ingersoll. Then would
he m~et the Honorable Believer upon his own ground-free
from all emotions and motivs which tend to make his arguments pueril and defectiv. Let gentlemanly conduct beget
gentlemanly conduct, and so fulfil the law of hum~nity. Let
Infidels and believers alike confine themselvs stnctly to the
subject under discussion, and leave revilings and perso~al
ities to those who can find no better argument or persuasiOn.
As Colonel Ingersoll strikes at the root of Christianit~ by :eviewing the Old Testament scripture and ~etectmg Its
weaknesses-of which it has many-and placmg them beBe noble ! and the nobleness
fore the world parallel with his own opinions and belief, it
That lies in other men,
is necessary, and therefore becomes ev~ry man w~o attempts
Sleeping but never dead,
to meet him openly before the world With the obJect of conShall1ise in majesty
To meet thine own :
futing his arguments, to meet him fairly and squarely, and
Then shalt thou see it. gleam in many eyes,
attack nothing but Infidelity and the arguments br~ught forThen will pure light around
ward by him in support of his belief. I know nothmg of the
Thy path be shedpersonal character of either the one or th~ other, _onl:y_ so
And thou wilt never more be sad and lone.
fa~ as the writings of both authors reveal It; and JUdgmg
This nobleness can only be obtained by strict conformance
from these alone I conclude that Mr. Ingersoll is phil?so~~er
enough to deal fairly with everyone and attack no mdivi.d- to the rules of morality and humanity laid down and enual personally or in a disrespectful mauner. Many Chns- graven upon all refined and educated minds.
MARION F. HAM.
tians, and prominent ones at that-men who should know
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Presently Dora father called again, "Dora,
my child, .oome here."
Again she ran to his side, when he questioned once more, 11 Dora, are your h~nds
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
clean?"
Ri'Oer, Mass., to whom all Comm:unicationsfor
" Of course they are, papa, I've just
Chis Corner should be smt.
washed them," and back she ran to listen to
the unkind words and to add her own to
'' Between the dark and the daylight,
them about Alice. Their tongues ran on,
When the night is beginning to lower,
and their voices rose to a higher key as they
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
rehearsed the evil qualities and bad conduct
That is known as the Children's Hour."
of the little absent playmate. In the midst
of the din of voices they heard the deep tones
of Dora's father calling, "Dora ! Dora! my
'l'he Children's Christmas Tree.
child, come here !"
Come and see, see, see,
Our bending Christmas tree
"What is it, papa?" she inquired as she
Full of mystery and splendor
leaned upon his arm.
Drooping down and over me ;
" Dora, are your hands clean?" he inquired
Full of little lights a-shining
slowly and sternly.
As 11tars upon the sea,
That our Santa Clans, Clans,
"Why, papa, are you crazy?" asked the
With his funny, forry paws,
child. "Don't you see they are clean?" holdIgnoring gravitation
ing her ht nds close to his face. 11 They're
And its laws, laws, laws,
just as white and clean as they can be."
Brought through the gleaming spaces
And the snow, snow, snow,
"Dora," said her father, gravely, "I
From a land of northern pines
thought they could not be clean, nor those of
Where the Borealis shines,
your friends, either, when you are engaged
With a radiance almost awful
in such untidy and unfriendly work as pickIn its glow, glow, glow.
ing to pieces another's character. Alice is as
Happy" time, time, time,"
good a child as either of you, and yet you are
Says the clanging Christmas chime,
And the bells are sweetly telling,
making her out worse and more wicked than
In a tuneful, rhythmic rhyme,
it is possible for any child to be. My little
Of the toys, toys, toys,
daughter cannot be engaged in any such dirty
For the darling girls and boys,
work and expect to keep her hands white and
Though they rend the winter morning
With t.heir laughter and their noise.
unsoiled. Are you and your companions
Oh ! the buns, sweetest buns,
above reproach? Hav you no evil habits,
For the merry little ones,
no bad qualities, no wrong motivs or imAnd a thousand hands hav wrought them
pulses? Think, ·my child, before you cenWondrous guns, guns, gnus.
sure and deprecate others, if you are wholly
Such a clatter and a bang,
Like an army's measured clang
blameless, if you are above criticism, if your
Of jolly soldiers marching
conduct is always right and proper-if your
To the strains their fathers sang.
hands are clean!"
And the doils, cunning dolls.
Dora saw the drift of his meaning, and re.
'Till the number quite appalls,
tun:ed to her companions, pondering her
That the doting little mothers
.
father's words. She said no more of Alice
Guard from careless haps and fallR,
And from Rover's racing raids
Bradley in an unkind or thoughtless way, but
Through the gardens and the glades.
turned her attention, and that of her mates,
These miniature matrons, •
each one upon themselvs. The lesson was
In their gloss;, bangs and braids,
fixed in her mind, at least, forever; and, now
Tending dollies through the chills,
And a hundred other ills,
she is a woman grown, I heard her say that
And, with more mature mammas,
whenever she was tempted to speak an evil
Ha v their heartaches and their thrills.
word of another, or think an ~vii thought,
Here are books, books, books
her father's face, long since b1uied from her
In the branches and the nooks,
sight, would rise before her, and his deep
Full of pretty,. painted pictures
Of the robins and the rooks ;
voice would penetrate her ear-"IJora, are
And their little throats would sing
your hands clean ?"
Songs to charm the proudest king,
Let us take the lesson home. It is a good
But they evPry one are frightened
one. Let us strive to keep our hands and our
At Madam Fashion's looks.
minds clean and unspotted. Let us look for
Hark the drums, warning drums,
the good in our friends, and not the evil, and
Sound a solemn call that comes
With a thrilling tap to tell us
liv the good that is within ourselvs.
Of the sorrow in the slums.
S.H.W.
Of the ~ilent grief that grieves

g[llildren's f!Iorner.

Summer morns and winter eves
That so many thorns are scattered
With the roses and the leaves.
Oh ! the joys, joys, joys
Of the precions ghls and boys,
What makes the hPme an Eden
But their prattle and their noise 1
Bring them in from all the valleys,
And the prairies rolling wide,
From the homes upon the highland~,
Where the summer flowers died;
From the hills of far Europa,
With its castles on the Rhine,
From the western world of s::mset,
Where the golden glories shine ;
From the snowy, frozen Norseland,
Where the Vikings used to be,
From the flowing, classic Tiber,
And the islands of the sea..
?tlay our love for each be tender
As an angel's falling tear,
Strong to aid earth's lonely children
With our cheer, cheer, cheer,
And the ready hand of wP!come
Reaching far or clinging near,
Is the spirit to remember
Just a :rear, year, year.
C!Parwater, }oeb.

MARY

"If it lose its savor," 'tis little worth.
11
Remember Lot's wife" is wholesome talk
When salt is salt, and chalk is chalkFor the pun of our Lord
On this very word,
"Thou art"Peter, and on this Rock"This petrified fos~il;
The cranky apostle,
Who knew to lie, to curse, and to mockOn him the church of Rome has built,
And guilded his guilt with greater guilt.
Hock, saint, salt, sin, it's all the same,
Our figures outer bounda?"l/18 name
Will help each chick to crow its grief
For Peter's shame.
J. K. P. BAKER.

5.-DIAMOND.

~

tion she would tell a lie. One day her mam.
rna said that she should 1ro to New York
(she lived in the suburbs of the city) in the
afternoon. Bhe told her·friends that she was
going away. ''Where-to New York?"
"Yes," said Lillie, "and then take the
steamer for Europe." One of the little l!irls
was to hav a large party the next day. She
thought that Lillie could not come to it, so she
said nothing nbout it, for she did not want to
make her feel b11d.
That afternoon Lillie and her mother took
a public carriage and went to New York.
When she came bnck and found that the little girl wns going to hav a party, and had not
invited her, she felt very bad. " There l I
will never tell any more lies," said she. She'
was cured of a bad habit.
P. S.-Habit is hard to overcome. If you
take off the first letter, it doe~n't change
a bit. If you take off another, the whole of
it remains. If you remove another, it is not
t-totally used up. All of which goes to show
that if you wish to be rid of a bad habit you
must throw it off altogether.
Yours truly,
MARIE STEW AnT
(aged 10 years).

FooTE, lA., Dec. 18. 1886.
DEAR MIRS WixoN: I thought I would
write a few lim•s for the Corner. Pa taltes
THE TmJTrr SEEKER anrl I like to read the
Chilrlren's Corner. I am six years old and
read in the Second Render. I liv on a farm
in Iowa. I hav four brothers and one sister
older than myself. I do not go to ~chool this
winter. Well, I will close for this time.
Your little friend, LoLA E. Or.DAKER.
The central word reads the same downward or across.
[We call the above a nice little letter for a
child of six years.-Eo. C. C.]
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OffiLDRRN'S OORNER,
DEO. 18, 1886.
BRUNswroK, 1\Io., Dec. 20, 1886.
DEAR MISS vVIXO;:.l: My father has been
1.-Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and the
taking . TrrE TnuTII S!i:KKER four or five
Moon in conjunction.
months and is sorry he did not take it sooner.
2.c
There are about twenty-three hunrlred inhabFOR
itants here, and there are ten churches. My
CRUET
father thinks that· there was never a lecture
FRANTIC
on Freethought here. I do not go to church,
COUNCILOR
but I go to school. I 11111 a little girl twelve
RETIRED
years olcil, and I think that the Freethinkers
TILES
are the best and wisest people in the world.
COD
Yours truly,
BESSIE IsAAOS.
R
3.-A in star, artisan; pears in L, personal;
BRADFORD, 0., Dec. 12, 1886.
Three hats on S, hearthstones.
DEAR liiiss WixoN: I see so many letters
from little boys and girls in TnE TnUTII
Correspondence.
SEEKER I thought I would write. I am nine
years old. I go to school every day. I like
BANGOR, 1\!E., Dec. 12, 1886.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav not written a let- all my studies very well. I first studied
ter for a long time, so I thought I would geography last winter. I like it better than
amuse the readers of the Children's Corner by all my other studies. I read the Children's
Corner every week, and I like to look at the
telling a little story.
pictures.
Yours tr11ly, CLAUDE SMITH.
A BAD HABIT.
Lillie had a very bad habit. She would
[J. R. PERRY.-Thanks for your pleasant
tell lies. Though her mamma tried to make
her tell the truth, she would not, and it got letter. Yes, we would like to hav the story,
so bad after a while that when asked a ques- if not too long, for our column~.-ED. C .C.]

Our Puzzle Box.
!.-TRIANGLE.
1

2

7

3
8
4
9
5
10
6
11
1.-A letter. 2 to 7.-Referring to some
male. 3 to 8.-A twig. 4 to 9.-Thought.
5 to 10.-To shed feathers. 6 to 11.-A small
basket for holding fruit. 1 to 6.-A !~hell
fish. 1 to 11.-Calm.
N. Boothbay, Me. WARREN B. OnoHARD.
2'-R.KBUS.

BAIRD-EINCH.

Are Your Hauds Cleau 1
Dora, Nellie, Katie, and Mary were busily
engaged in discussing the character of one of
their schoolmates, Alice Bradley.
11
Oh, she is so vile l She tells fibs and
cheats, and she is as cross as two sticks. She
talks about people "-and oh, dear, there
was hardly a fault known that these little
girls did not bring up as being possessed by
Alice. In the midst of the conversation, the
father Gf Dora, who was in an adjoining
room writing, callerl, 11 Dora! Dora!"
11
What, papa?" she answered.
" Come here, my child."
She obeyed him, and he asked quickly,
" Dora, are your hands clean?"
"Why, yes, papa!" the child replied.
" See!" holding up her little white hands,
and then ran back to her mates and resumed
the conversation about the absent Alice.
Each child tried to outdo the other, seemingly, in bad remarks concerning Alice, who
had somehow incurred their displeasure.

A proverb.
3.-SQUARE.
1.-Too long-. 2.-A boy's name. 3.-.
Maxim. 4.-Ex:act. 5.-Poor.
Lyons, N. Y.
C. RooKE.
4. -SUBTRACTION.
From" a figure's outer bound,"
To make it neat,
Take clay reversed or swampy ground,
And leave St. Pete.
Or take direct a jingling sound,
St. Pete you greet.
Four letters, just one-half, 'trls found
You must delete;
And yet, what will the most astound,
The last reversed
Is not the first,
But shows, in brief,
A sort of A8iatw chief.
But these subtracted as I say,
Will always that same name display;
But Pete or Peter, saint or salt,
Whether it be for worth or fault,
11
For ye," says Ohrist, "arc the salt of t4e
earth;"
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OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

NEW ENGLAND

PROGRAM FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
IMMENSE STOOK OF

Reported for the "Truth Seek..-:,; b~

Freethinkers' Convention

Fine Gold and Silver Watches, Diamond Jewelry,
Gold and Plated Chains, Bracelet.s, Necklaces,
Lockets~ Pins, Drops, Studs, Sleeve Buttons;
Plain, Cnased, and Set Rings (a specialtY).i Gold
and Silver Headed Canes; Gold Pens, PencilH, and
ToothpiCks; Gold.and Silver Thimbles, Si!vel" and
Plated Ware, Cutlery, Razors, Revolvers.1 ,Opera
GlaBses, Gold Spectacles, Eye Glasses, Albums,
Harmonicas, Plush Comb and Manicure Sets, etc.
All these goods will be sent subject to approval
and return if not entirely satisfactory and cash
refunded, and as a. special inducement I shall deduct 20 per cent from lowest bottom prices elsewhere.
For a. Christmas
gift, nothing is nicer
than one of my beautiful badges, enameled on solid gold in
four colors.
Prices, size of cut,
$3, $3.50, $4. With
gennin diamond, ~6
to $10.
Just out: Exactly
like above1 but sma.l~
!'!"" .J
ler,$2. A little gem.
_...._
_.p
Also, Watch Charms
~itl ~
~
of larger model, :f5
~~·~
n~-q 1 ~
to$15.
1
-......:
'!,!~!A..,....Nothing nicer for
a Holida~ Gift than one of these beautiful emblems of .l!reethonght and Progress.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

I. N. BAKER,

and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

WILL BE HELD AT

PAINE. MEMORIAL, BOSTON,
Janm.~ry 29th a.nd 30th, 1887.
To which all Liberals are Cordially
Invited.
Good Speaker..;;;, Good Music, and a Good Time
w-ill be had
·
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George Longford, 1106 Leopard st .• Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,70613utlcrstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenl>er, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt. G. ln2"ersoll's
in the suit of the

Bankers' ond lflercbantt.' Tele·
grapll Company
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company.
-oBo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that TnE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
lihem, for ten cents each.

LITHOGR.APIIS
01!'

CHARLES DARWIN
--a-

Admirers of the Great Naturalist, a.nd practically
the father of Evqlution, will J>e ~lad to know that
we hav a tine hthovraph of hun for sa.le-s1ze
18Mx24 inches on heavy plate p.tper. Framed, the
picture will make a splendid ornament for the
parlors of Freethinket·s. Price. 25 cents.
.,
,4.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKE~..

.,rn6S

BLASPHEMY

F5HE ONuY ~o~~EGJII

-AND-

THE BIBLE.

€.DIJIIION.

BY 0. D. REYNOLDS.

NEw

Showing that the Bible and the believers in it
a.re the real blasphemers, and not the Secularists.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution of
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

YoRK:

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

next January.

28 LAF AVETTE PLACE.

PRICE, 10 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

S. P .. Putnam's Works.

PRICE, 1i CENTS.

SPIRITO.ALIS M
Sustained
By the Bible.
BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
OONTENTS:
BY THE

CHRIS-

SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD'S

GEN-

ERAL GOVERNMENT.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSHIP.
OBJECTIONS

TO

SHAKER EYE and EAR

B~LSAM

SIXTY-FIVE YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.
Best known remPilY for all affiidions of t.bese
onran~.
WEAR EYES. WEAK EA.RS, DEaF.
NESS, and CATARRHAL AFFECTION:> immediately rPached. FAILI:-IG SIGHT prevented.
ROARING or DRUl\Il\iiNG OF EARS will cease.
One box tells the whole story.
Price, by mail, ao cents.
G. A. LOJ\t:AB, Shakers, N. Y.

Use Shakers' Sph·itene for the Piles.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEA.'l'H IllPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.

SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.

Like all THE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical ex• cution of the work is all that could
be desi1·ed. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
The primary ubj.;ct of the work, as its title indicates, is to sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdities of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. The book contains much to ·interest every
intelliA"ent reader. • . • Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Freethought
and Liberalism all over the land. Bend for his
uew book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
wili certainlr find his "Spiritual" strength re·
newed.-Jolm Peck.
Bound in cloth, 245 pp., price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
tf
3:3 Clinton Place, New York.

WHAT'S TO BE

The Problem of the

THE

SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED
TIAN CHURCH.

DON.E~

A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.

OPENING SPEEOH TO THE JURY

\.

By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWBKY. Wfth a. portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER.
Written in Prison. Supp_ressed b:v the Czar. Tht>
A'1thor Over Twenty Yean an Exlie in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
Ready. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
PRESS COMMENTS :
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism is scarcely extrava.gance.-Boston Adt•el··
tU;{{"ia perhape the book whicl:J has ~os~ powerfully intluenced the youth of Russta m their
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work 1"\lich has pla:s;ed S!J important a. part in the pohtwa.l and soCial h1story of
the century.-Boswn Courim·.
As a revelation of folk; hfe it is invaluable; we
ha.v no other Russian ptctures that compare w1th
it.-Provtaence Star.
. .
The characters are so strongly and vtvt!llY drawn
that the interest in their fate becomes mteuse as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Boston Sattll"claY E·vening Gazette.
When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flaubert•s "Balammbo" and Tchernychewsky's "What's To Be Don~?" we cannot
avoid the conclusion tha.t somethmg must hav
happened to the sociaty for the su~prossion ot
indeoent litera.ture.-St. Louts Republtcan.
In oloth, $1; paper, 711 cents.

Addl\lles THE TB~'lah~!'e, New York.

Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Universe~ and

Its Scientific Solution, with some CritiCl.Sms of
Universology. Price, 20 eta.

Waif~ aud Wanderings, a New Ameri
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with incident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Jolm
SWinton's Paper.

Golden Throm•, a Romance. '' The
author certainly has g~nius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book IS filled with
manly thoughtsJ expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpt or a manly mind. ·Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne. • "-INGERSOLL. $1.

lnget·soH and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Ga.li!ean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta.

Prometht>ns, A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraorclJnary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLows. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A. Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

C. B. REYNOLDS-

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

35 Cents Each.
Address THE TRUTH . SEEKER CO.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. l\Iore
th"an 30,000 copies ha v been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale a.t th1s office.

other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

version of the Indian Stor;v of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilate<!
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
CPnts.
For aJ1 of thE' above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. l\Iarie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J.l\1. Pryse and J.
l\I. Burgler, Printers. 'l'his paper is devot.ed specially to the intereRts of our colomza.tion enkrprise, the Credit Fancier of Sinalna. and generally
to the practical solution of the problem of Integrnl

ThoS~h~~~Bf.~~~!~BO. s~~~~h~B;;;k;~g:
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-'J:'he
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-'J:'he Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the B!ble.-Tht>
Prophecies -The Devil or Satan of the B1ble.-The
Heaven aU:d Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
.
Crownootavo,833pp. Splendidly executed Bent
by mail. PORt paid.
rice. $~.00.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand mmisters of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
Price 15 cents.
· For sale a.t this office.
tf2'1

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
By B. W. Lacy,
A. thorough exposure of the Oa tholio priest·
ioal misstatement.
Prttl\. (Jio&b, U; Paper, GO «Jeut..

BY J. E. REMSBURG.
A th
u or

0f

"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible

The best a.nd most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a. r ..tional point of
view.

Largt- ann Handlilome Print.
SrNGLK CoPIES,
Six CoPIES,

25 cents.
$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

GOD AND HIS BOOK.
THE BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT
AND WHAT IS IT?
By SALADIN, editor of the London "Becnlnr
Review."
Issued in six parts. Four parts now ready. Price
· 115 oen ts each.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER oflloe.
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Leadville Piety.
Republi,•hed. by Request,

I was standing in front of the hotel when
my attention was attracted by a dilapidated,
antiquated-looking specimen of a saloon bummer, who was passing along the street ringing a bell. At intervals he would cease ringing and shout: "Religious racket right awny
at the big tent l Roll up, tumble up, or slide
up on yer y-ear, for we'll hav a bang-up dish
o' gospel talk from Faro Bill, and d-o-o-o-n't
you forget it."
Turning to a dapper little gambler who
stood near, I asked:
" Who is this Faro Bill ?"
"Who is he? Well, now, if that ain't the
boss play for high! You kin break me right
· here if I thought there was a bloke in the
mines that didn't know Bill. He used to be
one o' the boys, ·but got capped into a religious game by a slicj;:-tongued gospel sharp
about two months ago .. He's chopped on all
his old rackets, antl.dori't stand in with nothin•
that don't show up a Bible or a prayer-book
in the lay-out. Billy used to be the boss
gambler of the camp, and warn't afeared to sit
in a game with the flyest sport that ever slung
a card ; but he's clEian gone on the pious lay
now, and seems to hav lost all the good there
was in him. The boss mouth-piece of the
heavenly mill has gone down to Denver, an'
Bill is a-goin' to stand in an' sling gospel to
the boys as well as he can."
This explanation, given in the most earnest
tone, started me in~tanter for the big tent. It
was used at night for a variety theater, where
" artists " of questionable character performed
acts of still more questionable decency, and
was rented for religious services every Sunday morning. I found the tent filled to its
utmost capacity. Many had, no doubt, come
through curiosity to see how Bill would deport himself in this, his initial sermon. Upon
the stage sat a burly, red-faced man, with
arms folded in a careless manner, who looked
over the large audience with an air of the
most decided independence. This was Faro
Bill, the speaker of the occasion. When he
arose he glanced around the tent for a mo-'
mmt, evidently collecting his thoughts, and
began:
''Feller citizens: The preacher bein' absent,
it fails on me to take his hand and play it fur
all it's worth. You all know that I'm jl16t
1earnin' the game, an' of course I may be expected to make wild breaks, but I don't
believe there's a rooster in the camp mean
enough to take advantage o' my ignorance
an' cold-deck me right on the first deal. I'm
sincere in this new departure, an' I believe
I've struck a game that I can play clear
through without copperin' a bet, fur when a
man tackles a lay-out like this he plays every
card to win, an' if he goes through the deal
as he orter do, when he lays down to die, an'
the last card is ready to slide from the. box,
he can call the turn every time.
" I was readin' in the Bible to-day that
yarn about the prodigal son, an' I want ter
tell yer the story. The book don't giv 1).0
dates, but it happened long, long ago. This
prodigal son had an old man that put up the
coin every time the kid struck him for a
stake, an' never kicked at the size of the pile,
either. I reckon the old man was purty well
fixed, an' when he died he intended to ~iv all
his wealth to this kid an' his brothers. Prod
givs the old man a little game o' talk one day,
an' induced him to whack in advance o' the
death racket. He no sooner got his divvy in
his fist than he shook the old man an' struck
out to take in some o' the other camps. He
had a way-rip time for a while, an' slung his
cash to the front like he owned the best payin'
lead on airth; but hard luck hit him a lick at
last an' left him flat. The book don't state
what he went broke on, but I reckon he got
steered up agin some brace game. But, anyhow, he got left without a chip or a four-bit
piece to go an ante on. An old granger then
tuk him home an' set him to herdin' hogs, an'
here he got so hard up an' hungry that he
piped off the swine while they were feedin',
an' he stood in with 'em on a husk lunch~
He soon weakened on such plain provender,
an' says to himself, says he : 'Even the old
man's hired hands are livin' on square grub
while I am worryin' along here on corn husks
straight. I'll jist take a grand tumble to myself an' chop on this racket at once. I'll skip
back to the governor an' try to fix things up,·
an' call for a new deal,' so off he started.
"The old man seed the kid a comin', an'
what do ye reckon he done? Did he pull his
gun an' lay for him, intendin' to wipe him as
soon as he got into range ? Did he call the
dogs to chase him off the ranch? Did he
rustle around for a club an' iiv him a standoff at the front ~tate? Eh ? Not to any

alarming extent he didn't. No, sir. The
scripture book says he waltzed out to meet
him, an' froze to him on the spot, an' kissed
him, an' marched him off to a clothin' store
an' fitted him out in the nobbiest rig to be
had for coin. Then the old gent invited all
the neighbors an' killed a fat calf, an' giv the
biggest blow-out the camp had ever seen."
At the conclusion of the narrativ the speaker paused, evidently framing in his mind a
proper application of the story. Before he
could resume, a tall, blear-eyed gambler,
with a fierce mustache, arose and said:
" 'Tain't me as would try ter break up a
meetin', or do anythin' disreligious. No, sir.
I'm not that sort of a citizen. But in all public hoo-doos it is a parliamentary rule fur
enybody as wants to ax questions to rise up
and fire them off. I don't want ter fool away
time a.questionin' the workin's of religion; oh,
no. As long as it is kept in proper bounds
an' does not interfere with the boys in their
games, I don't see as it can do harm. l just
want ter ax the honorable speaker if he has
not giv himself dead away? Does it stand to
reason that a bloke would feed upon corn an'
husks, when there was hash factories in the
camp? Would. enybody hev refused him the
price of a square meal if he had struck them
fur it ? Would eny of the dealer3 who beat
him out of his coin see him starve? As I remarked afore, I don't want ter make eny disrespectable breaks, but I must say that I hav
·got it put up that the speaker has been a
tryin' ter feed us on cussed thin taffy, an' no
one but a silly would take it in."
Bill glared upon the speaker and fairly
hissed,
" Do you mean to say that I am a liar?"
"Wall, you can take it just as you choose.
Some folks would swallow it in that shape."
Bill pulled his revolver, and in an instant
the bright barrels of numerous weapons
flashed in the air as the friends of each party
prepared for activ duty.. The brevet preacher was the first to fire, and the rash doubter
of spiritual truth fell dead on the ground.
Shot followed shot in quick succession, and
when quiet was again restored a score or
more of dead and wounded were carried from
the tent. Having secured attention, Bill
said:
" Further proceedings is adjourned for the
day. You will receive the doxology."
The audience arose.
·
" May grace, mercy, and peace be with
you, now and forever, Amen; an' I want it
distinctly understood that I am going ter
maintain a proper respect for the gospel if I
hav ter croak every dirty son-of-a-gun in the
mines. Meetin' is out."

Bad News from T. Winter.
T. Winter now is very sick,
But still his mind is bright;
And whilst his hand can hold a pen,
He is resolved to write.
So all my brothers, far and near,
Who love a brave Freethinker,
Let your friendship now be felt,
And never prove a sinker.
Now's your time to float me on
O'er floods of pain and sorrow ;
And what you wish to do to-day,
Leave none to do to-morrow.
My heart is with you, every one,
I wish your lives bright cheer,
But as to me, the way I feel,
My end is drawing near.
T. WINTER.
Cincinnati, 0., Dec. 1, 1886.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

Spiritualists, no matter how much they may
denounce Spiritualism as a doctrin of the
devil, as I hav heard many of them do. As- False Claims Revised and Enlarged.
suming Spiritualism to be a fact, the work
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
will be a very interesting one to those who
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburl!' are:
are fond of such reading. If ~Ir. Kelso had
The Church and Morality; Ciiminal Statistics,·
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the pengiven his own personal experience in investiitentiaries· the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
gating the subject which was the cause of his
the Church and Libertyh· the Church and the
conversion to the new faith, I presume
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Tem];leranoe Reform; the
skeptics would hav been better satisfied.
Church ana the Republic.
E. W. CouNciLMAN, Materialist.
~ible .Morals.
Twenty Crimes and
Vices Sanctioned by Soiipture : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woma11;
UnkindneHs to Children: Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft ;
Slaven•; Polyg_aruy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idioc~'; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Paine VinDicate~!

-oA. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New

York Obsiii"'Jee''S slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer <Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at tluJ Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

MR. EDITOR: I take great pleasure in
seconding the excellent notice by John Peck
of John R. Kelso'sgrand book, " Spiritualism
Sustained."
I hav but recently finished reading it-and a
grand treat it was. I said to my friend,
" Whoever sends a dollar for that book and
reads but the last chapter richly gets his
money's worth." If all of Brother Kelso's
books are as ably written as this one-and I
hav no doubt they are-no thinker can afford
tci be without them. I lent the book to a
friend, and, after reading it, the lady said to
me, "Mr. Mitchell, when you die I want
you to will me that book, for it is the best one
SEWARD ~IrTonELL.
I ever read.".
Newport, Me.
MR. EDITOR: I see that John R. Kelso is
out again with a new work entitled, " Spiritualism Sustained." He handles the subject
with the proof at command in his usual
masterly style characteristic of all his writings. There is one thing very evident-he
proves beyond a question that all the old
patriarchs, prophets, and apostles, and all believers in the orthodox religion, were or are

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
·and handsome print. The question is iliscnssed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath· The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda_y Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Uhristian Fathers; The
abb ath dminl{ the Middle A.!fes; The Puritan
abbath ; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
Rcholars 1 and Divines ; Abrogation of Sunday
25 cents; six ooDles, $1.00.
Laws Pnoe,

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi 9 name from the aspersions oast upon
it. Choiue extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and ''Age
of Reason " are given ; ruso, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and AmericaJ many of them
written expi·essJ.y for this worK. Second edition.\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper.
nea~y bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 oenta;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alll)ged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Br~akflr.

Six Lectures:

De-

oline of Fait-h, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver j..Jefferson 1m Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Babuath. Each
6 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 otB.

The Apostlt' of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention • .January 29, 1884. Price.
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
AA Olint.on Pln.oe. New York

=-=======================---::-::--:::::-:----=:==::-::=:=:

Books for Presents.
This being the time of year when friends bear testimony to their friendship by making
presents, we respectfully call the attention of Freethinkers to the following
list of books which are eminently fit for Christmas and New
Year'~ presents.
At the head of the list stands

PROSE POEMS AND SELECTIONS. By RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.

The

work is desi~ned for and will be accepted by admiring friends as a rare personal eouvemr. To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait, with
autograph fac-simile, has been prepared e~pecially for it. Price, in silk
cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges,
elegant library style, $4.50; in full TurkPy morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine,
$7.50; in full t'ee calf, highest possible style and finish, $9. " Prose
Poems" is the book for one heretic to present to anotber.--But to do good
as well as confer pleasure, Liberals can place upon the Christmas table of
their Christian friends

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES COMPLETE.

Bound in one volume, half

calf, library style, and containing over 1,300 pages, which is sold at the
exceedingly low price of $5.--For a present to a Christian lady (and Christian gentlemen can profit by it as well) no book can be more appropriate tlian

MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS. By HELEN H. GARDENER. Introduction by
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.
vised and enlarged, and haqdsomely bound.

This edition is re-

The following novels and romances are all Freethought works, inculcating truths, and
are handsomely bound :

NATHANIEL VA.UGHA.N, PRIEST AND MAN. By FREDERIKA MAoDON,A.LD.

Colonel Kelso's Book.

Sabbath-BJ•t>aking. This is the best

Price $1.25.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN. By WmwooD READE. Price $1.75.
THE STORY HOUR. For the children. By Miss SusAN H. WIXON. Price
$1.00.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES. Cloth,. $2.00; half calf or half morocco, $4.
APPLES OF GOLD. For the children. By Miss SusAN H. WixON. Price
$1.25.

ALL IN A. LIFETIME. By Miss SusAN H. WIXON. Price $1.25.
THE DA. WNING. A Labor Reform novel. Price $1.50.
CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY. For the Boys. By JAMES PARTON. With
Portraits.

Price $1.25.

GOLDEN THRONE. By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. Price $1.
W A.IFS AND WA.NDERINGS

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Price $1.

Romances are more specially in keeping with the season (Christmas is a pagan romance),
but the foregoing list includes books containing a great deal of fact.

--oIF THE LIST IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY EXTENSIV7 SEND FOR A CATALOG.
These books will be sent by mail postpaid. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., SS Clinton Place, New York.

•
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Ingersoll's "Works. Ina-ersoll's Tributes
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures.~- comprising, "The Gods "
"Humboldt~ "'J.'nomas Paine," " Individua\ity," and " .tleretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'J.'he Declaration of Independence," "About Farmil!g in Illinois,"
•· The· Grant Banquet:• "The Rev. Alexander
Clark,'' "The Past .tti.ses before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1. 25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa-

•

per, 25 cents.

The Christian Relhdon.

By R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiali 8. Black, and Prof.
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Ort.hodoxy.
·

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand mission~try document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton PL. New York.

Bo~ JJ'actur•
.Acquir~t

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San F'rp.noi8can. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen: 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $8.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'fhomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 11lcents.

Address on the Civi I Rights Bill.
. Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

.Bound in.one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
PO.I!'es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
PriCe of $11. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

ll.PPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother,'' "The Vision of War,''the "Grant
Banquet Too.st," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea~ toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and~n large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50ots, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In faott one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a. rare personal souvenir. To hel~ it serve thiS
purp9s~\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ;lh
fao simile, has been prepared especiallr. for It.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges_, g_ilt back
a.nd side, $2.50; in half calf, mottlea edges, elegant library style, $4.50; m full Turke;)' morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

. The Busts of Voltaire. Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, price~ $1.50 each. ETery admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav them.

Photo~raphs

of Colonel Ing..rsoll.

panel, 10Mx17, «3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents; card, 20 eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a qua.rter," but as full of meat as an eg~r. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks,!eese, and turkeys1
are J>articularly discussed an their economica..L
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

Protection or Free Trad~
An Examination of the Tariff Question with
Especial Regard to the Interests of Labor.

BY HfNRY CEOROE
In this book the author designs to show that
beneficial results would follow the abolition
of all tariffs on importations.
Octavo, 360pp.; price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON .MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrat~d. Cloth, $8.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SOillNCE IN STOUY; OJ,J, Sammy Tubbs, the
:Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
:By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $II
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagest illustrated aild cloth bound. (The 1ifth
volume oi "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
:By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCillNOE BERmS (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,'' representin_g the geriU
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. BY mail, 10 ceBts each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 p_ages1 cloth
bound, $2 • "Heredity1" by Loring__Mooay, 159
~ages, cloth1 75oents; • The Law of Heredity," by
l!'. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperamental" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents_;_ ' Generation before Ref!:eneration" by Dr. E. ll. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ' Re·
1ports of Conventions and Parlor meetin¥B during
:15821" 10 oent.!!J "Third Annual Convention of the
Jnnitute of .t:Leredity,MM' 1888,,_10 cents.
4,ddre's
.
TBUTH SEEUB.

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's 11 Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
38 Clinton Place, New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

and .IG~ .BafioB in Its
and :Apportiomnent.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

By J. K. INGALLS.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

LI(llJOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and E11joined
by the Bible.

WEALTH

atOCIAL
The

Bible Tomporanco:

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase :
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tonls and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth ; Land Ownership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the PrO'iuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, net Remedies ; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

Price, «::loth, $1 00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Olinton Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present and the Future
Republic of' North America.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, viceJ and crime. It deals with the J;lresent
conditwns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossilile that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid pictlite of~ the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book 18 vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,liOc; cloth. 81.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Olin ton Place, New York.

A STUDY
OJ'

PRIMITIVE CHRISTl ANITY
BY LEWIS C. JANES.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Cllristian reli~on, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paga11ism ; in,
Testigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest acientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
se_p_arable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded hinl with the mythical
Christ1 and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 320pp. Svo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50•.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

A SKETCH O.F THE LIFE
OF

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA,
OB TBB

Fi'l"st Ten Decades of Ou'l" Era.
BY
DANIEL M. TREDWELL.
Designed to show upon the authority of History
that Apollonius of Tyana performed miracles and
I!Jloke wise sayings equal to those attributed to
Jesus Christ. 350pp., octo.vo, best style. Price $2. 50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
· Price; Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Trade Swpplied at Special IJiscounts.
Address '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50o.

V0L~r AIR£' S R0MABC E8.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty CroWilH. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~a~.
The World as it Goes,-The Black and the White.
-Menmom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Cllinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
. Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
A1Jdress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

MaJaS and tile quiches 11,600
Tears Ago.

The

~ecret

CAPTAIHS OF INDUSfftY1
OB,

MEN ol!' Busorwss WHo Dm SoMETHING BzsmEB
M.uuNG MoNEY. .
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BT .JAlDES PARTON.
This book contl!-ins 400 page~, p~ainly printed,
treating of forty-Slx character!! m }l!story who l).av
helped the world; together With· eight .Portraits.
Mr Parton's works need no commendation. They
ar; standard.
·
,....,

Pric.,,

Address

- 11111
"" .......
·THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
aa Olblwa Flaae. New York.

A.~D

SHA.KSPERE.

DR. R. P. FELlOWS

i-o-o-o-·

o

La a regularly educat
ed and leifallY qualified physician, and
the most successf~J1
as his practice wiu
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly all diseases
of the Sexual @rgans,
in the cures of which
he stands preeminent
SPERMATOURH<EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
night emissions by
• - - o - o - o - - • dreams, loss of sex:nlil
power, rendering
marriage improper and unliappy, etc., are cured
perma.nenttlo: by_an outside application in sixty
days. NO BTOMAOH MEDIOIN USED. It is one
of Dr. Fellows• valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the madical profession. It is
not a catch-penny get up, such as a pad, belt, pastille1 nor magnetic appli~tnce, but srmp!y a medicin ro be ap~lied externally on the parts affected,
which cures by absorption. Send five kent stamps
for his" Priv~tte Counselo!:t" givin_g full Worma.tion. Address Dr. R. P. J!·ellows1.Vineland, N.J.
and say where you saw this adverliiNJneut.

1

j

l

N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs lea.ve to say that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro.
Liberals, your patronage IB solicited.

of the East ,
OR,

The Origin of the ~'hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

''SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3.
(Just Publtshea, JUly 1, 1886} CONTAINS:
A. colored frontispiece shoW1nf;l' the modem lltyle
of pain tin II'•
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
FREI:THOUGHT ~OVELS.
colored. to supply all the neccessacy W,eoea for
Tile Heathens of the Heath. A finely constnicting a modefbou~e, with pl!Ull Qirections
written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1 fo!'_pu_ttin!l' them togoetber,
While the supplement ~jfor4a both old &nd
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeas, Day 01
Rest, etc. 500 pages. ·Price reduced. Paper, yonn~t the ~tren.test &mnaewent. it 1·a more tlllln a
toy. .J.t is, 111 t&ct, a mo~t ~r11cticnl euon in Al'ch90 cents: cloth, $1.25.
; a perfect, scaled !llOdel of oue of our
E &:eter Hall. " One of the most excit- itecture
most popular designs, so exact that It is useful to
ing romances of the day."· Price. paper, 60 builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
$500 to $15,000}.
N:atbaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. 2 New
Designs for Barns.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
George Eliot's works. By Frederika MacdonDrawings and description of a model Kitchen
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
(by Maria Parloa} and a perfect Cistern.
Article on Villa Park A.Bsociations.
T'b.e Outeast. A deep, finely written An SENT,
PosTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Radical story. From the London editiOn. By
Address
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.
'l'H E C:0-0 r U A'l'IVE Bt7IL tiNG PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway (Box 2702}, New York.
A II in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de~rre~. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
A double-page picture contrasting science and
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to theology, showing how the one has labored !01
m.oat readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Plice, human advancement, and how the other haE
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies f01
$8. We wish that the friends of Free thought would
From. Tradition to Reason. distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

Price. $1.00.

For ,sale at this ofi.Cf'.

ASHORf LESSOB IN HISTORY.

TRAVELS IN FAiTH

BY ROBERT C. ADAMS. ·
For Sale at this Office.
(Jloth, $1.25.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. :Sz_Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heaV¥
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red .Mittens. A Sto:ry of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

of Gold. A Story-Book for
ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH A \)Dies
t'he Youn~ Folks. ·By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Dlustrated.
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this office.

BACON

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not wlite
The Sonnetil written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Easex aJ;J.d his bride, A.D., 1590. By W:M. HENRY
BUBR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
en~rravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Ha.J.f calf or half morocco, marbled edges,.$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,

PHILA.DELPHL\.LIBERALLEA.GUE, 2o7
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad ~nd
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers-interest the audience. N.B.-TrutL
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

Tile Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume ainls at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates morru duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

ntble Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositions,
with numerous references and mtat10ns, thal
are contradicted in teriUs by the .same number
of other propositions in the ll8ollle book. Prioe

•aelik

CHRISTIANITY
A. REWARD FOR CRIJl
Substantiated by the Bible.
BY
O.B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Price 10 Cents. I Per Dozen, $1.00
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New Yorlr.

THE

CONVE~TIONAL

l.IE~ OF Ol.R
CIVILIZA.TION.

From the GeriUan of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phila. Record.
This Book is not a Book! It is a Deed l anu
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna Netos. Pric~ c6nts.
Address T.ti.Jj) TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·
ical misstatement.

Prtc" Cloth, U; Paper, 30 Ceut..

16

lJews of lite lfeelt.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JANUARY 1, 188't'.

THE ORDEROFCREATIOJ.·

.A D!scu.•Bton Bettlle6n
Gladstont•, Huxle), Muller,
THE eleven horse-car lines of the Brooklyn
Linton,
IIC el'Hie.
City Railroad were tied up last week ThursOn the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
day by <'rder of the Knights of Labor. At
coNTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. ByHon.
the end of fourteen hours a settlement was
W. E. Gladstone.
reached, and the men went back to work.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterThe Knights claim that it was a victory for
preters
By Prof.By
T. H.
Huxley.
III. PostscriptoftoNature.
Solar Myths.
Prof.
Max
them.
Muller.
PETER MASTERSON, a
New York alderman, was
killed last Sunday by
being thrown from his
carriage while riding in
Central Park.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A. Pies for a. Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answet· to Mr. Glad·
stone. By Albert Reville, D. D .
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
.
VII. A Protest and a Plea.. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton
This is a ne'Y book an,dcontains the latestdtscus, SJO~.o~ the mtstakes of Moses..The names ?f the
pa.Ittmpa.nts are a. guarantee of ItS able chatacter.
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 711 cents.
THE TRUTH. SEEKER CO :1
88 Clinton Pl., New :r.ork

I.

I

9§ems oJ Ufhougllt.
THE wm·k of persecution, torture, tyranny, and
death to those who dared to dissent, as a matter
of course, extstecl longer in the Rom ish church
1
than in tts offdpdn~. tb.e Pl'Otestaut, but tb.is was
1 only because its opportunities were more fa.vorI able to it.
So far as the newer church has had
the power and the opportunity, it has shown the
bl
d
· t y, f eromous,
·
t yranmzmg,
· ·
same oo thn·s
an d
persecuting despotism-D. Jl. Bennett.

I

DESCARTES lived and died
n good Catholic, nnd prided
himself upon having demonstrated the existence of
God nnd of the soul of man.
As a reward for his exer- •
tiona, his old friends the
Jesuits put his works upon
the" Index" and called him
nn Atheist; while the Protestant divines of Holland
declared him to be both a
Jesuit nnd nn Atheist. His
books narrowly escnped being burnt by the hangman,
. • . and he wa~ driven
into subterfuges nnd evasions which were not worthy of him. "Very cowardly," you may say; nnd
so it was. But you must
• make nllownnce for the fact
thnt in the seventeenth
centttrl·, not only did heresy
mean possible burning or
imprisonment, but the very
suspicion of it destroyed n
mnn's peace and rendered
the calm pursuit of truth
difficult or impossible. . .
Let those who nre sure tbnt
they would hav dono better
throw stones at him. I hav
no feelinga but those of
gratitude and reverence for
the man who did what he
did, when he did; and a
sort of shame that anyone
should repine against taking n fair share of such
treatmEnt as the world
thought good enough for
him.- Huxteu•s Lav Sermons.

0

MoRE people got drunk
on Christmas day than
on any other day of last
year.
Within twentyfour hours from noon on
that day the police arrested nearly seven hundred "drunks."
GEN. JoHN A. LoGAN,
of Dlinoi~>, the candidate
for vice-president on the
Republican
ticket in
1884, died in Washington
last Sunday afternoon of
rheumatism and brain
disease. General Logan
was born in Murphrysboro, Ill., in 1826, and
was of Irish descent. He
served in the war and in
Congress for many years.
THE Rev. Dr. Samson,
a Baptist preacher of
ihis· city, will hold a
"conference of skeptics"- every Sunday; for
twenty-five
successiv
weeks, in the lectureTURNED OUT TO GRAZE.
room of the Berean Baptist church, where he will
And Noah went forth and his sons, and his sons' wives with him; every beast, every creeping thing and
" answe:t:" all questions·
w.hstsoever creepeth upon' the ear~, after their kinds, went forth out of the srk.-Gen. viii, 18, 19.
asked-. by those who do
not believe- in religion.
quired,' Hav you any Cnmpbellites about here, as
Dr. Samson is an able man, but he is misthey call them?' She replied,' I really don't know,
taken in supposing that bB will answer the
my husband hunts and kills all sorts of varmmt•
questions of skeptics. He will merely disand stretches their skins ·on the side of the house_
You can go nnd look at them and see for yourplay his skill at evading them.
WE hav long suspected Baron Tennyson of hav- self."' The prencher, of course, did not examm
ing the gout, and his latest poetical feat confirms the'' varmints"' skins to find a Campbellite, but he
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND still suffers from the su.picion.
no doubt concluded that they needed a missionary
rheumatism.
THEBE ts n man out in TI!inois whose name is in the Lake settlement.
"I DIDN'T intend that you should see it just yet•
TnERE were twenty-six excise arrests in the JoBeph Gotobe•l. He ts said to be of a very t·etiring disposthon.
Georl{e," remarked a young wife to her hnsbaud,
city last Sunday.
A NEWSBOY who jumped from . the Brooklyn "nnd I was afra1d that yon might think me foolGovERNOR HILL has refused to commute bridge into the river still langmshes in jail. No ish to spend so much money for n chair, but 1t i•
so comfortable and lnxnriono, and I thought yon
one WJll undertake the job of bailing him out.
the sentence of JHn,, Druse.
would be pleased-" "Pleased!" he repeated enIN Rixteen million years not a drop of water will thusinotically; "why, I am delighted. It's just
DR. McGLYNN, the supporter of Henry rem am on the surface of the earth.-R. A. Proctor. what I've wanted for a long-" ·• Oh, it isn't fot·
George, bas probably been suspended from The outlook for the Prohibitionists grows gloomier yon, George, dear, it'• for mother."
his priestly functions, as he has not officiated every year.
CALLED BACK.
AN Illinois citizen became enthusiastic upon
at his church for two weeks. We rather thought, Padre McGlynn,
first seeing the Atlantic oc.-ean. "Why," he said,
You somewhat of a goose,
TnE. Knights of Labor pickets who hav ·• it's immense ! grand! What a prairie it would<
When yon came out and stepped aboard
make tf it would only keep still!"
The Henry George caboose.
been on trial in Amsterdam, N. Y., bav been
AN austere-looking lady wnlked into a fnrrier•s
And now yon see we were not wrong,
held as disorderly persons, and required to
For you hav raised the dander
giv $250 bail for their good behavior for one yesterday. and said to the yellow-headed clerk:" I
would like to get a muff." ''What fur?" inquired
Of him who livs m ancient Rome,
year.
the.dnde. "To keep my hands warm, yon simperYour daddy, Proper-Gandc;r.
-Life.·
ing idiot,• exclaimed the madam, crllBhing him
A li!OTHEB l{ave her little boy two bright new
A PROMINENT life insurance man in Hart- liken thunder storm.
pennies and asked him what he was going to do
ford, Conn., says that his experience and the
HE was a traveling printer, and being out of with them. After a moment's thought, the ch1ld
records of life insurance hav shown him that emplorment he hired him"elf out to a farmer. replied : "I am gomg to giv one to the rui•siouyoung men of twenty years of age who ab- One day the farmer said : "I want yon to set that anes, and with the other I am going to buy a stick
stain entirely fr<'m all kinds of intoxicating hen." "How do you want me to set her-fnllface of candy." After a while he t·etmred from hi•
extended and di•played 1" "No," said the simple play and told his molhtr that he had lost one of
drinks hav a good prospect of living to be sixty- farmer; "condensed, in a' box."'
the pennies. "Which did you lose she a~ked ?''
four years of age, while the moderate drinker,
"I lost the missionary penny," he promptly
A.
LoNG
head:
Mrs.
Greene:
"Timothy,
what
replied.
at tw•'nty years of age, can only expect to liv
hav yon done with the letter that was lying on the
to be thirty-five and a-half ywrs old.
A MILESIAN living on Morgan street re~ently re·bureau?" Timothy: •· I put it into the letter-box,
ma'am." Mrs. Greene: "Oh, provoking! Didn't tained a lawyer to pro~m·e a divorce for him from
THE Rev. H. C. Higgin~, of Kirksville, Mo., yon see there was no address on the envelope?" his wife. "What ground• hav yon for the applicaan inmate of the state insane asylum there, Timothy : "Yes, ma'am, but I thought yon didn't tion?" asked the lawyer. "Well, sor," rtplied he,
"me wife, Mary Ann, was a widely fwhin I married
was found dead on the brick walk which sur- want nobody to know who yon was writin' to."
her, an' she diz be blowin' in the wages I makes
rounds the asylum last Saturday morning.
A MAN of tact always manages to get out of dif- at the gas fonndhry fur masses fnr her other old
Higgins had a room on the fourth floor. He ficulty, The clerk of the palish whose business man, an' I can't be shnpportin' her here and him
was
to read the "first lesson," came across the in purg•thory at all; that's me case, sor, an' I
had constrncted a rope from his bedding and
chapter in Daniel in which the names Shadrach, want th' bill afore next pay day."
attempted to reach the ground, but, the rope 1\Ie•hacb, and Abednego occur twelve times, and
"How marvelous this cha.rm of Christmas
breaking, he fell to the pavement and W!IS finding it extremely difficult to pronounce these
killed. He was seventy-one. years old, and names, he went through the chapter referring to time," said a lady to her husband. '·There is
something in the very air that thrills, and kindles,
had been a prominent clergyman in :1\'lisc them as" the aforesaid gentlemen."
and ennobles. How can anyone deny the divine
souri.
FASHIONABLE young woman (to dealer) : "I want origin of the day in the face of this universal
to look at a cane that would be suitable for a kindly feeling, this 'good-will toward men,• that
ON Christmas day Mr H. H. Warner, of Chri•tmas gift." Dealer : "For a young or old can only be heaven-born." "Yes, indeed," hereRochester, N.Y., made a free will offering to gentleman, ma'am 7" Fashionable young woman: plied. "What is it yon hav there, my dear?"
his re~ponsible employees of a choice of "Oh, quite ron·ng." Dealer: "Do you know what ''It's the satin lining for the table scarf I'm makstze hat he wears?" Fashionable young woman: ing for Mrs. Crabapple. She sent me a bureau
$250,000 worth of stock in his business, "Fiveand~thalf,It.hink." Dealer: "I see, The cover last year with common si!esia, and I fancy
or the same amount in cash, the deciswn to largest size will please him best. The smaller th!l that when she sees thio four-dollar lining, she will
feel cheap enough."
be rendered by July 1st, next. Mr. Warner hat, ma'am, the larger the ·cane."
is the founder of the Warner Astronomical
A YOUNG man living in Arkansas, wrote to his
Observatory and organizer and director of father in Daviess county, Ky., some months ago
JliEDUCED TO $1.00,
probably the largest proprietary medicin the following. He said: "A. Campbellite preacher
THE
STORY HOUR.
once came into these parts and one Snnd~ty afterbusiness in the world. This ~ift is in line noou went to see some of the families down in the
A. Book for Children and Youth.
with a purpose which he long ago formed to Lake settlement. At one house he asked the lady
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
giv his responsible employees a share in where her husband was. She replied: 'He is out
Over a hundred tine illustrations.
his business when it was successfully estab- hunting.' 'What,• said the preacher, 'Has he no
fear of God 7' 'Oh, no I' she replied;' he has hil
lished,
·Address THE TRUT:H SEEKER,
eun and dogs with hhn.i The preacher then in-

fldds and gnds.

THE man who in his day
was the grandest of Freethinkers; the man who
dared qnestion even the authority of Mo•es; the man
who said. It ha• been snid by them of old time so
and so, but I say unto yon something else; the
man that dared utter new thoughts concerning
God, concerning pra~tical questions o! morality;
the man that dAred even criticise the very heart
of the nation, the temple alld tiB wor•hip; who
dared touch the people in the most sensitiv and
tender part of thtir religions life-he has been
erected into a despot and set np as an enemy to
that which he himself practiced ; held up as a reason for our uot doing that which he set• us an example of doing in the grandest possible way.-Savag,.~•.,. What Are n~·ai'IIS Pur t
0 FREEDOM! tiwn art not, as poets dream,
A fair young girl, with light awl delicate limbs,
And WAVY tresses gushing from the cap
Wnh which the Homan master crowned his slave
When he t"ok off the gyve"· A bearded man
Armed to the teeth art thou; one mailed hand
Grasps the broad shield aud one the sword I

every fowl, and

-Witltau>_Cullen BrVant.

THE smallest pilgrimR!1e was that to Rome; the
greater, that to the Holy Land, by which the
palmers o utaincd remi••ton of their sins and alw
were shown by the monks of Egypt, Sinai, and
PalestinP many interesting relics, and vestiges of
supernatural event•. They were shown the bat·ns
which Joseph hnd built, vulgArly called the pyramid•; tile buAh wllich hRd burnt beforA Moses
Rnd wa• not consumed, nnd the cleft of the rock
out of which he peeped at tile "bAck parts" of
Jehovah; lhA pillar of BRit which was once Lot's
Wlfe, an<l which, tloongh the she<·p licked it out of
shape, was conUunally restored to its pristme
form; the ruins of the temple which Samson
overthrew; tile well where Jesus nRed to draw
water for loio mother wlu-n he wasalittle boy, and
where he used to wash his clot.hes; the manger in
which he was born, and the table on which he was
circumcised ; the caves in which the discipks
concealed them•elvs during the crncifixiou, and
the crad<s in the grourul produced by the earthquake; tlw tree on which Jurlas hangPd him•elf
and the house in which he resided, which was sm·ronnded by the Jews with a WR1i that it might not
be ilojured by the Christians.-Reade's Jlai'IIJI'!lom.
of Man.

To ask for evidence is not gc;nerally regnrded as
a symptom of a d1sca8ed brain. Delnswns, illusions, phantoms, balluciuations, apparitions,
chimeras, and visions are the common property of
the religions and the insane. Persons blessed
w1th sound minds and healthy bodies relr on
facts, not fAncies-on demonstrntions instead of
dreams. It seems to me that the most orthodox
Christian must admit that many of the miracles
recorded in the New Testament are extremely
childish, They must see that the miraculous
draft of fishes, changing water into wine, fasting
for fortv days, inducing devils to leave an insane
man by allowing them to take possessiou of swine,
walking ou the water and using a fish for a pocketbook, are all unworthy of an infinit God, and are
calcnlated to provoke laughter-to feed sllBpicion
and engeuder douH.-Co!rmel .Inoersoll.
As supernaturalism retires to the rear, and rationalism and a belief in the laws of the universe
advance and are looked to for guidance aud wisdom, the more the happiness of our race will be
seemed, and the sooner will the enmity nnd crnel
jealousies arising from diverging rehgious creede
cease to hav an existence among the sons of meQ,
-D, M. Bennett.
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A Christian woman in Northwest Dakota, whose favorit phrase was, "The Lord is my shepherd," etc., was recently lost in a snowstorm and. devoured by wolves.-Newapaper (Jlippinq.

iJofts and Qllippinns.
WARNINGS multiply. While standing during the opening prayer on Sunday, Dec. 26th,
with the congregation of the Winter Hill Congregational church in Somerville, Mass., of
which he was a member, the Rev. Dr. S. H.
Keeler, a man of 86 years, fell dead.
JUDGING from the way money is coming
into the benevolent treasuries of the various
denominations, it looks as though a good
many people were spelling missions with an
o-o-missions. By-and-by, if things go on i.R
this way, it will be oh-mlssions I It is a bad
spell.-Ohicago .Ad11ance.
ABNER MAGOUN, of South Hanover, Mass.,
visited New York a short time ago, and took
rooms at the Fifth Avenue Hotel. He is
crazy on the subject of religion, and imagins
that he is a savior like Jesus Christ. He made
known his divine mission, and was committed
as a lunatic. Nineteenth-century messiahs
meet with poor encouragement.
ARTnUR E. ~AUNDERS and Alfred W. Granof Westfield, Mass,, were recently arrested for violating the "Lord's" day by
fishing for pickerel through the ice at Southwick ponds on a Sunday. At the trial they
produced several witnesses to prove that their
catching of a fish was a work of charity, and
was not done until attempts had been made to
buy one to satisfy the craving of a sick
)Voman. One of Southwick's doctors testified
that he had ordered a fish for young Saunders's mother, who was recovering from P
serious illne.ss. The young men were dis
charged,
~er,

No attention is paid in. New Orleans to the
new Sunday closing law, and no effort is
made tQ.Jlllforce it. A law will not avail much
unless there is public sentiment back of it.
Sunday is the busiest day of the week there
for the theaters, and for many of the stores,
while cocking-mains and other such amusements are publicly advertised for that day.
IT is now definitly settled that Father
McGlynn is suspended from his clerical functions. Whether or not he will go to Rome
has not been made public. The best way
for Brother McGlynn to put the matter at rest
would be to send the pope his address, with
an invitation to call the next time he comes to
New York to see the city, and then await results.
THE following statement is by a Catholic
bishop of France, and its accuracy is attested
by a writer in a Protestant journal of this
city: "We need. not deceive ourselvs, gentlemen; the mass of our people is no longer
Catholic except in name. The m~jority are
pure Deists, if they are not avowed Materialists. The spec~al doctrins of Catholicism are
no longer held except by a continually decreasing number of the laity."
THE. Philadelphia Inquirer says, sarcastically: "Among the demands of the striking
street-car drivers in Brooklyn is a recognition
of the dogma that ' if a man is compelled to
work for a living he is nevertheless a man,
and should be treated as such, and not as one
of the brute creation.' These men are preposterous. Street-car horses never make
more than two or three trips a day; they are
well fed and comfortably housed, all at the
company's expense, and we should like to
hear of a street-car company that treats its

men as well. Not want to be treated as
brutes! We venture to assert that the company never had the remotest intention of
treating them that way."
AT a meeting of the St. Louis Evangelical
Alliance, a resolution was presented saying
that since the recent resolution of the Alliance
condemning the ballet had seemed to imply
an approval of the opera, and thus tended to
the disparagement of the character of the
Christian ministry and Christianity itself,
therefore the Alliance heartily disapproved of
all theatrical plays and performances whatsoever as worldly and carnal divertisments, unbecoming the Christian character and conversation; that they disapprove of the opera,
because the art of music was invariably more
or less combined in it with carnal and worldly
displays, and that they warned the members
of their churches not to frequent the opera in
any place, or any other theatrical display apt
to make people worldly, carnal, sensual, and
criminal.
THE trustees of the chief public museums
of this city seem to be seriously considering
the question of Sunday opening. Such a CQnsideration can lead to but. one result. This is
a result for which those who favor a rational
and humane observance of Sunday by those
whose only day of leisure it is can afford to
wait. Among the trustees of the Museum of
Natural History, Mr. Morris K. Jesup seems
to be the most strongly opposed to the ~un
day opening. His wishes are entitled to special respect because the museum owes to him
what those who are able to inspect it on week
days know to be one of its chief attractionsthe admirable collection of native woods. If
he should be outvoted, it would be feasible to

screen the collection from the sacrilegious
gaze of Sunday visitors, or to put up a placard
setting forth the wish of the giver that his gift
should not be looked at by them. Such a request it is not lightly to be supposed that they
would disregard.-.7'imes.
THE New York exdse commissioners hav
decided not to license places of amusement in
the vicinity of churches. They should hav
added, especially Catholic churches, since
the Catholic church runs New York. The
decision was rendered in the case of Webster
Hall near St. Ann's church. The proprietor
is a Jew, and probably objected to buying
his license of the priest. Hence the priest
protested, and the license was refused.
A l.l.fETHODIBT clergyman of Chicago has
prepared an Inde-JJ Lilmrrum Prohibitorium,
which he submitted to a council composed of
his fellow-ministers. The Index includes,
among others, the works of Charles Dickens,
Frangois Voltaire, Ernest Renan, Oliver Wendell Holmes, George Elliot, Matthew Arnold,
and Theodore Parker. The writings of these
authors hav, according to the reverend censor,
been injurious to the minds of their readers,
and it is likely that, if he possessed the power,
he would hav them publicly burnt after the
manner of the inquisition and of John Calvin.
The Chicago Times remarks that " the author
of the new Index is probably one of ' those
well-intentioned persons,' of whom Dickens
spoke, 'who do not perceive the difference
between religion and the cant of religion,
piety and the pretense of piety, a humble reverence for the great truths of scripture and an
audacious and offensiv obtrusion of its letter
and not its spirit in the commonest dissensions
and meanest affairs of life.' "

..
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to Mary. The Father and the Holy Ghost have Yo_u thus improye ~our possiJ:>ilit~es, if not y_our real
been constantly neglected. All . warmth. of affec- gam. Change IS hfe; and hfe, m the end; IS moral
tion, all glows of feeling, have bee:r;t poured out upon advancement.
.
_
.
.
T
the earth deities. They have had the poetrJ of the
The New Go~ must be a growmg God, a changmg
he New God.*
church. The glories of art have clustered around God, a God of hfe ;_ not the same yesterday, to-day,
Again, the God of the future must be a limited them. They are the fountains of perpetual interest. and forever, but different, because he advances, beGod. An unlimited God is no God at all. The mo- They are the sources of enthusiasm. Christ has al- cause he _reaches the new, the bettei:.~d the nobler.
ment anything becomes unlimited it ceases to be an ways been the power of Christianity.
Only an Imperfect God can be the hvmg God-more
o_bject of thought, and becomes as nothing. Pracbeautiful to-day than yesterday, grander to-morrow
In the cross of Cl,lrist I glory,
than now; a constant attraction, because a constantly
twally, it is nothing. We cannot think infinite space
or infinite time~and there is no such thing for us.
Towering o'er the wrecks of time.
new quantity, widening and brightening wit? the
Real space and real time, that which we can picture,
This is the song of religion. It could have no fresh horizons of the world. The New God IS not
conceive, imagine; that which is related; that which song, no rhythm, no movement, no dynamics, without far off. but close by-just a little ahead of us-just a
contains things, events, persons, powers, are finite, this human picture---without this man like ourselves .little better than we-" not too bright or good for
are -bo1,1rided, are limited. We csn think nothing -made ideal and beautiful in suffering and glory. human nature's daily food." As we advance,hertd- ,
else. So with God~ If we are to hav a real God, he Every God has been a man-god, and. must be. It is ;ances · as we grow, he grows; as we att~;tin .wisdom" i
~ust be subject to limitations. He must be hedged not the fault of religion-it is .the eternal ne.cessity of so doe; he; as we acquire virtue, so does he~ He is ,
~ or we cannot picture •him;........there is no thought of .nature. Man cannot worship an abstraction; he can simply a little_ farther along. than ourselves, that is
him. · An infinite God is an infinite nonentity-a not bow down to the unknowable; not knowing, he all; not enough to discourage; but encourage---just
mental negation. He is of no use. Nothing is just does not care. Man will worship only what he sees enough to keep our spirits up, so that we. keep. on ,.
as good as the infinite. Neither is definable and so and knows. He can worship nothing else, he can trying. A perfect God would be of no avail, but an
neith~r is serviceable. The finite is the. p~actical. love nothing else, he can aspire to nothing else. Man imperfect God, striving along that upward path that
Mankmd has never been satisfied with a limitless cannot wish to be other than himself. This is im- we ourselves attempt-a ~autifu), -glorious, entrancGod. The doctrine of the trinity is an attempt to possible. He cannot think of anything, greater than ing picture of what we mean to be-our heart's !Sweet
b~eak up the barren conception of infinite being-to himself. His -gods, therefore, are simply himself- hope-that God, the deepest of ourselves, the highest ,:
give some outline and color, some relation, some -ennobled and maj(lstical, with ampler conditions-but of ourselves-ourselves in disappointments and in ·
companionship, to God. The trinity was an endeavor still him-self. In the bosom of every deity beats his victories-this is the God to which we surrender ourafter_ a conceivable God, after limitation, and compre- burning heart; .:in th~ brain of Jove and Jehovah selves with reckless joy. . Through this God we tri- ·
henswn, and imagination. All the glorious pictur- radiates his glittering mentality. We cannot violate umph over fate; through this God we sco~n death
esque deities have beenlimited finite deities.- There .this law in the making of our new Q-od. He must be and disaster ; through this God life acquires worth ;
i~ no poetry in the infinite. You cannot put it into a entirely human, We must make him in our own im- through this God there is eternal progress.
smgle dramatic situation. It has no incidents. To age, or we cannot pronounce him good. He must be
Again: the New God is a result, and not a cause; ·..
give a chance for poetry, passion, pathos, sublimity; our fellow-being·;· he must be made of our affections, the product of the universe, and not its maker; the ere-. ·
there must be three at least, and not one. Man is com- of our sympathies, of our aspirations, of our thoughts, a tee, not the creator; the outcome of things, and not ·
pelled to believe in a triune-that is, a divided, lim- of our virtues. He must be the transcendent ex- the beginning. The question of original cause mus~,
ited, bounded, related God-in order to believe in .. pression of simple human nature; he must be with forever be abandoned... We cannot discuss it. A great ,
~ny God at all. Such is the assertion of orthodoxy man and. of man;, no less _than, no more than, man; first cause is not in the vocabulary of science. It is a
Itself. There must be a trinity, it affirms, in order to the choice extract of humanity; the intensification of shadow and a myth-a fleeting imagery. Travel far
have a God that can by any possibility be recogni.Za- our mortal being.
_
. ·
.
_ as we may; it is still unattained. ·we know nothing
ble by the human mind. Every religion must have
Moreover, the. God of the future must be an. of the origin of what is. _We simpl_y k:~ww life itself, ·,
more gods than one, or it would die of starvation. imperfect God. A per.fect God. would be _a per- That is the fundamental term. Life Is, and alway~ . :
It would have no spiritual or intellectual nutriment. feet failure. Perfection is the beginning of decay. was. We trace its path, but not its source. There :
Art must have a thousand gods. As Goethe says,- It is the end of progress. It is nothingness; is only evolution, process, motion, change. Nature is ., 7
polytheism is necessary to art. It must have gods for after perfection there is no more-:-no more an eternal fact. That wall we cannot scale. What .·., .
many and-finite. The gods of Greece---they are the life, no more growth, no more struggle, no more is on the other side no mind, however vast, can dis- -~
gods that make art, poetry, romance; they are the attainment. .,Perfection is death. A perfect God cover. We know not there is another side-::that )
gods that make music, that fill the heavenB with would be a. dead God. He would do. nothing; there is anything more than phenomena. , Nature as ._·_
color, that make all nature a storehouse of wondrous he would be nothing. Imperfection is the condition a fact breaks in lines of law upon the brain of man.
pictures and imageries; they are the gods that-haunt of life. It is the source of all wisdom, of all energy, Law is our interpretation of nature-our way of ach~l, and dale, and piney grove, and sparkling foun- of all labor. It is the creative power; it is the soul cepting facts. It is our impression of things, and so
tam;· they are the gods that we. see flashing glori-·· of evolution, .. With imp~rfection there is something our guide, and the best we have. But man is thEJ
ously in the dim woods, or resplendent on the moun- to attain-there is a future, there is a best. With law-maker, not nature. Nature gives facts, not ltiw.
tain heights; they are the gods that sit upon the perfection there is no future, no best, no charm. Im- Law is our intellectual method, the classification of
clouds oro build palaces in the evening sky; they are perfection is the artist, the poet. It shapes and re- our intelligence. Nature is fact, ever on the move, ·
the gods that wheel the sun on its glowing round, or shapes. It is never satisfied. It eternally goes on. uncreated and indestructible. As law is the result of
pour the glittering moonbeams; they are tlie gods It is forever new, forever bright. It is what makes that fact in man's mind, so God is a similar result of
that come to human sense, that radiate in the human folks interesting, and _God among th_e rest. I don't the same fact in cJnjunction with humanity. There
mind, that thrill, enchant, till poesy becomes the like perfect men and women, if there are any. They is no God to be,s·in with, any more than there are
voice of every bosom, and genius kindles the imagi- are altogether too nice. They cannot keep you fruit and flower-any more than ~here are sea and
nation of the rudest worshiper. Christian theology awake. They have no points. They are so smooth sky. ThPse come, and so God comes. 'J'his is the
was no improvement upon the magnificent mythology that there are no electric. flashes. They never stir only possible God there can be-a created God. In·
of Greece.
you. Perfection is the height of stupidity and dull- the long process of time, choice elements may pre'Wben Pan bade farewell to this world and Christ ness. We never want to reach it. It is like putting vail, and a superior and splendid power appear. God,
appeared, poetry ceased to be for centuries, and art on grave-clothes. Imperfection is the salt of the if there were one, could not make a universe, but the
was entombed in a sepulcher more lasting than that earth. It keeps things fresh. Mistakes and failures universe might make a God. And such might bethe
of the son of Joseph. The soul of man wandered are the occasions for growth and new power. To fall New God-not the cause, but an effect; not anteamid the barren speculations of the philosophy of is to rise; to go wrong is to create a greater motive cedent, but consequence; not going before, but folthe infinite, and there was no light and joy for the to go right the next time. We gain wisdom by being lowing after; not the root, but the blossom; not the
common way, only so far as' Greek mythology re- compelled to experiment. Ari infinitely perfect being prologue, but the epilogue to the immeafmrable
mained in the face of Jesus, and the blessed halo of could not be a wise being. He would have no power drama of the world, or rather an overture in the
the Virgin Mary. In the new God we must have the of choice. He would have to do right, whether or no orch~ation of manifold existence, not to be played
splendor, the vividness, the distinctness, the imagery -like a machine. All per.fection must be mechanical., until after the instruments are tuned. It has taken.
of the Greek mythology. We must have a God perfection. There can be no intellectual or moral' millions of years to tune the universe to the right ,.
limited, comprehensible, understandable-a God of perfection. In the very nature of things it is impos- pitch in order that a respectable deity might be intraoutline, of color, of relation-a God that is something, sible. Wisdom involves choice---decision. It means duced. The older the universe the nobler the Gods ..
not nothing; that is physical, not metaphysical. We that one can go wrong, and does go wrong, and so As wine improv.es with age, so does the God-element;
want a man-God, and not a shadow-God.
finds the better choice, the nobler decision. This is in humanity. It works itself clear; the lees settler
So, again, I say, the new God must be a the road of virtue. It is up and down, down and up; and the diamond sparkle discloses the subtlest;
thoroughly human God. He must be anthropomor- it is failure and gain; it is folly and then wisdom. flavor of excellence.
·
phic. He must have body, parts, and passions. He The wisest man has some time been the biggest fool.
Having our new God, with the characteristics almust be like ourselves, for we niake him out of our- If he had not been the biggest fool he never would ready noted, the question arises where to locate him. "
selves. His substance is humanity and all the have been the wisest man. That is the way he got Shall we find some beautiful star for his residence 1
noblest qualities of our own being. His virtues are his wisdom. He learned it by his folly. Our mis- Shall we build him a palace in the sky~ All Gods
our virtues, his thoughts our thoughts, his feelings takes are our best teachers, our defeat is our disci- hitherto have been objective aud parts of the
our feelings. He is our representative on the bights pline, our weakness is our strength. Pain is the natural world, and when they have disappeared as
of life, woven from every fiber of natural existence. mother of progress, ignorance compels information. entities and remained·as ideas or principles, still they
He is our image, thrilled with our life-blood, bone We toil because we are dissatisfied; we push forward have been put iu the outward universe. Go where
of our bone, flesh of our flesh. The gods of poetry, because we see the better; we seek the ·future be- we will, however, there is no throne of God. The
of art, are always human-intensely human. The cause it is more brilliant than the past. Our errors telescope discovers no deities. The divinities vanish
divine is but the concentrated elixir of the human. are the spurs to activity, our Eins are electric batter- as the stars multiply. If the undevout astronomer
All the gods are earth-born, and they mount the ies that make us more splendid men and women- is mad, so also is the theological astronomer. He
skies. They go from earth to heaven. This is the they give the spru:kle and the vim. It is sin that needs no God. The dissolving nebulre are the vanconstant procedure. No Gocl ever came from space makes the wine of viJ;tue. "Take away sin, and virtue ishing points of the miraculous. The glasses of the
any more than a tree or a flower. Every God smacks would be like wax, something to be molded, not a telescope, like a burning focus, destroy every vestige
of the soil. He grows from it, and holds his title to fiery impulse. I do not want perfection. I want of creation, and discover only evolution. There is no
divinity from the natural power that glows within that which is always growing-growing better, wiser, dwelling-place for deity in the outward world-not
him. Christianity was compelled to have its earth nobler, truer-and this cannot be except by constant in evening's gold or morning's fire'-not in star or
deity or it would have died on the dreary shores of imperfection. Of course we don't want the same sun, m:>t in wind or wave, not in fbrest or hill, not in
speculation. It had to have its Jesus-the son of imperfection. Variety is the spice of imperfection, as grotto or fountain's play. Man makes the bubble
man-with the face of a man, the heart of of life itself. We must not stay where we are; we divinity. It floats awhile in the air. It catches the
a man, the brain of a man; who could eat must change; we must pass from one imperfect state thousand colors of heaven~:more beautiful than alL
drink, sleep, walk, and talk like the rest of us. Ali to another. To remain inactive is the infinite curse; gold and jewels; but· it is only a bubble blown by man
the worship of Christianity has gone to Jesus or to be to-morrow exactly what one is to, day is a himself-his breath made it, a.nd when Galileo's indamnable iteration. Better change for the worse strument swept the starry skies it smote that bubble
*A lecture delivered before the Society of Humanity by than not change at all. Do something different. If and it cari never flash again. The universe sparklesSamuel P. Putnam.-Concluded.
you cannot get a new virtue, then get a new failing. with divinity only in the effervescence of our 6wn con··

flomrq:unicatiQns.
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sciousness. Strive as we may, we find no God in
nature _; no fatherhood, no motherhood, no love, no
mercy, no goodness, no justice. Matthew Arnold
endeavors to save a resemblance of God in the
phrase, "The power, not ourselves, that makes for
righteousness." There is no such power. There is
no righteousness in the universe outside ofhumanitynot a particle. Man is the only wise and good being
that we know anything about. The stars are not
righteous. They do not represent virtue. The sun
is not good, nor the sea, nor the winds. Nature
in her essence is absolutely indifferent to all morality.
She cares not for beauty even. The beauty of
nature is woven from our ·imagination. Take away
our thought, our sense, and the magnificence of
beauty disappears. Its home is within, not without.
So with goodness; all goodness is human goodness,
all virtue is human virtue, all wisdom is human
wisdom, all righteousness is human righteousness.
Matthew Arnold's phrase is only a remnant of savage
faith. The pure intellect disdains it. The pure intellect knows that nature is neither right nor wrong,
neither good nor bad, neither righteous nor unright. eons. Nature has neither heart nor brain. There is
no intelligence in nature, as we understand intelligence; no thought, no purpose, no choice, no wisdom, no design, no progress, as we understand progress. · Nature is no better to-day than she was
yesterday, and no worse. Nature does not grow-l
mean in substance. She simply changes her form,
and for no reason that we can give-or nature either
-and I suppose that is why we call her Dame
'Nature. She does not reason, she does not provide.
She does nothing except simply be, and glance from
mask to mask of eternal mystery. Ingersoll says
that nature-simply nature-has no sense. Does it
not seem so ? · She makes idiots; the blind, the
lame, the halt. She makes disease catching instead
of health. She makes millions of creatures to prey
upon millions of other creatures. She makes death
the most infinitely cruel and senseless thing that is
possible to be. Nature is wasteful-a miser in regard to happiness, but a prodigal in regard to life.
She wouldn't deviate a hai.J.·'s breath to save twelve
hundred millions of human beings.
We cannot trust nature; she must be constantly
watched. We have to carry umbrellas to ward off her
sun and rain, wear overcoats to shield our bodies
from her storm and cold, and shoes to keep clear of
her mud and thorns. Every stitch of clothing is an
~gument in favor of Atheism. It proves there is no
God. The shirt that the theologian wears is a protest against his creed. If be 'thoroughly believed
his theology, he would go naked and unshaved. A
new suit of clothes is a fresh argument against deity.
Evuy time we shave we cut the friendly acquaintance
of nature. Every tailor, every mason, every barber,
every shoemaker, is practically Atheistic. They flourish because they take the place of God, and do what
he ought to do.. Even the minister's gown and cardinal's hat are anti-theological, and flout the metaphysics of the sermon. Every drug we take, every
dose of medicine, every doctor's case of instruments,
every pharmacy, are demonstrations of nature's unrighteousness-they are means of warfare. We are
always fighting nature. · We must do it in order to
live. On sea and land, on the. farm, in the shop, in
the laboratory, in the hospital, at breakfast, dinner,
and supper, when we lie down at night, when we get
up in the morning and wash our faces, whGn we build
the fires, everywhere except at the church and altar,
we are fighting nature, trying to get the better of
her, to gain an advantage. At the church and altar
there has been a kind of armed neutrality. Theology
has been an attempt to reconcile man with natureat the expense of man and for the glory of naturein her rudest aspect, as witness Bishop Butle1Js
"Analogy," the greatest of theological arguments,
and which contains the substance of all theology.
Butler's argument is this, that nature herself is orthodox. Therefore if we be!ieve in the benevolence.
of nature we must believe in the benevolence of the
orthodox' God. The only answer to Butler's Analogy
is Atheism. . The attempted reconcilation fails. Van
will not agree with nature. He cannot wi~~~ut
ing a slave, a savage. Every stroke for ClVIhzatwn
has been a battle with environments. The first plow
wounded the heart of nature in man's behalf. The
first boat was the signal of liberty from her land
forces. The first sail was a flag of defiance to the
winds of heaven; the first steamship put its mailed
breast against her waves ; the first telegraph conquered her lightnings; the first telephone gave man
a chance to talk back, and say his say in spite of
thunder; and the electric light is a proclamation tb~t
we can do without the sun and make our own day 1f
need be. Nature is not divine. She gives no God,
no righteousness-only eternal force, eternal fact.
Nature does not even give law. Man gives law by
the action of his own mind-no brain, no law. Man
infuses into nature that order which to him is so admirable. So nature, bare, simple, outward nature, is
no palace for the new God. He is in the re~lm of
mind only, in the heart and hope of m~. ~e IS subjective, not objective, and becomes an obJect~ve power,
law, righteousness, wisdom, providence, vrrtue only
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through the struggle of man. The God element is a
E'en if thou wert, thou wert a useless thingA. hanger-on to law, a shadow vast,
human element. It is ideal, not real. It is a process,
Out of whose empty breast no force is felt.
not a thing. It is not entity, but movement. It is
essentially spirit, that is, motion. It is not existence
-But as I look within my soul's wide realm,
per se, but a mental exhibition of it. It is a stream
Its thoughts, emotions, feelings, vague ami dim,
There is a ray ineffable-a flame
of tendency, the ideal, the choice moments of existTender and mighty-a glory marvelousence, the survival of the fittest in man's mental stages,
A mystic and unfathomable lightthe stored·memory of the race of all that is good and
The ric4 effulgence of a stainless fire
beautiful, the magnificent pov•er and presence accumBurning upon our being's utmost heightsulating through innumerable centuries; tbe splendor
And to thisferfectness of Nature's zestThe blaze o virtue-excellence of selfof heroism, the beauty of love, the grandeur of jusThe grandeur of the ever-beaming truth
tice, the glory of mercy.
That bursts athwart the dome of inward lifeThe poet has sung of this until his melody has reTo this I give the gracious name of Godcreated earth and heaven, and the sun has been made
This is the deity alone I find,
To which I bow with utter reverence.
beneficent, and bursting with Apollo's music; and the
moon is the lovely Diana, and the stars her glowing
I scorn the outward deity of men,
nymphs; and the forests, and t.he rivers, and the
The sovereign of the skies-the image cold
ocean caves, and the blue dome have radiated with
Of a dull terror and barbaric thought;
But to the infinite sublime withineffulgent forms. The painter has painted this, and
The deity that honest manhoo~ makesthe sculptor has carved it. It has rolled forth in
To this I yield with ready heart and hand.
mighty symphonies, amid whose jubilant notes joy
wings its flight like a bird. In himself man bas al. Wanted, a Better Reli~ion.
ways found the glorious consolation ; in himself, the
sovereign majesty; in himself, the throne of the inA correspondent of the New York Everdng Post
visible; in himself, the luster of creation's dawn, and says:
all the wonder that will be. There is no outward · I was so impressed with the story of the deserted churches
God. In ourselves we find the brightest and the and decaying piety which Dr. Prime and your correspondent
best-in ourselves, not as iiJ.dividuals si.J.nply, but as saw in their visits to a few special localities iu New England,
one grand humanity. The sorrows of life, the paiD, that I determined to examin the same prop•Jrtional extent
of locality in this city, to see if a similar state of things did
the disea~:e, the death, the awful force of nature con- not
exist here. The result is that I find the condition of
stantly thwarting, the vastness of space wherein social and religious life in certain localities in this city is
thought sinks trembling, bind us together in a noble even worse than that which those gentlemen say exists in
localities of corresponding extent in New Englu.nd.
comradeship, such as no deity could·do.
I hav lived all my life in New York, and by ancestry and
Because there is no God, therefore the strong shall
I am a Presbyterian, and my children adhere t.o the
aid the weak, therefore the skilful shall help the choice
same faith. I think I know of every Presbyterian church
ignorant, therefore health shall administer to disease, which has ever existed, or which now exists, iu this city. I
therefore affection shall be more sweet. Atheism am not yet fifty, yet I can remember when my parents
makes the .sublimest moral motive. It is the nurse attended Dr. Phillips's church in Wall street, and when I
attended Sunday-school at the Brick church in Park Row,
of the most splendid virtues. Because there is no and
Sunday-school anniversaries at the Tabernacle in Broadpower above us we are to be our own p1·ovidence. way. About that time there were more than twenty PresWe invent. We build. We reconstruct. We re- byterian churches in the locality bounded by the Battery,
mould. We plant. We reap. On the vast fields of Bleecker street, and the North and East Rivers. In faet,
was a church iu each of the following streets: Broad,
nature we combat with her thousand forces, and under there
Wall, Nassau, John, Fulton, Dey, Murray, Chambers,
the flag of our united humanity make our homes, Duane, Park Row, Roosevelt, Cherry, Catherine, Market,
amid the harvests that our hands have wrought.
Rutgers, Allen, Rivington, Canal, Hudson, Houston, Spring,
Grander than all is our humanity, and the New besides three in Broadway. Now there are but two PresGod is not above humanit.y, but in ancl of it, the byterian churches in that entire locality, and take away
and St. Paul's and twe Methodist churches, there is
brilliance of its flowing life. In the making of the Trinity
not a Protestant church left. Theaters, tenement-house~,
new divinity we reverse the plan of ages. The New drinkin~-saloons, etc., etc., stand in their places. Is this
God is subject, not sovereign; servant, not master; an conclu21V evidence. that ''the old faith" is dying out ? I
instrumentality, not a king of heaven. He is for use, can remember when the great portion of the population in
that section was church-going, educated, and refined. Now
not for ornament. · He is finite, not infinite; human, few
reside there, except those who swear, drink, quarn,J,
not superhuman ; .imperfect, not perfect-a strug- and gamble. Is this unquestioned evidence of the degeneraey
gling, growing, achieving God-a changing God. of the children of church-going people in this city?
Man is the maker, and the power and authority of God
Chicago is nearly as bad.
are derived from man himself. So long as this God
The.
issuse of the Knights of Lctbo1·, a Chicago
represents the ideal of humanity-the beautiful, the journal,current
contains an editorial.el!-titled "A. ~lea for the Chilsublime, the progressive-so long as it grows better dren," addressed" To tlw.Mm1sters of Chwago." It urges
with experience and is thoroughly humanitarian, so ministers to " get less material for sermons out of dusty
long as it makes harmony, and not discord, unites books and more out of dusty factories and musty tenement
and not disintegrates; so long as it is poetic, artistic, house~." It says that children brought up iu unwholesome
quarters hav; before them an. almost. certain future of igrhythmic, musical, evolutionary-so long as we make norance shiftlessness, and 1mmorahty. It charges that
it and unmake it, get rid of it when we want to, and ".this Christian civilization about which ministers speak ~o
follow our own sweet will, so long as it and science much seems bent only upon grinding young lives into coin."
will not quarrel, so long we will keep the new God ; In Chicago there are 3,750 children nuder fifteen year~ of
age and many of them under twelve yeurs of age, worlang
but he must be ever the New God. He must not all ~lay in the mills, foundries, and Jactories. '' Over one
grow old. He must shine with glorious youth. He thousand of these are girls, who, besides caming twenty-five
must be ever active, ever burnished, ever at his best; cents a clay, are learning something by the contact ·with
and- when he comes to be anything less, and grows machinery and men." Between 1870 and 1880 the numb~r
of ntlult males employed in the United Stales increaser!
dry, cold, unimaginative, and unromantic-when he twenty-five
per cent; the number of children, fifty-nine per
becomes dogma-then put him on the shelf. It may cent. In the tobacco iuuustry seventeen per cent of the embe best for the present to preserve and fructify the ployees are children. In commenting, the .Knigl!t8 of .LalJU1'
God-element, as the art and literary element of human says: "A.re not these ~acts omino.us, and their tli;,c.ussion
more important than mfant baptism? . . . W11l the
life as the shimmer of romance and the glitter of ministers
of Chica~ro lock up their study rooms long enough
sen'timent; but the highest excellence of humanity is to seG what is goin"'g on in.our city? . : . Ask the sakHwhen there are no Gods, neither new nor old, when girls how much they are fined for lauglung? . . . Go to
man is all in all, cultivated, dis<;jplined, lofty, the hiinonk, where gil:Is working. i!l the t1le aud brick facto ric~,
master of himself, the champion of 'his natural rights, wheeling bricks m the br01lmg sun, earn the bread the1r
fathArs' wages taken out of a tnlck store will not buy, . .
and the lord of his own heart.
. then cr1me home o.nd giv us a sermon on the bea~ties of
I find thee not, designer of the skiesShaptr of worlds-the mind that planned the scheme
By which the universe is smoothly runThe wisdom that from nothing made the whole
And crowned. the blank of space with perfect stars;
Though search I everywhere from point to point,
From sparkling sun to sun, from void to zone
Packed with the glittering dust of million spheres
I spy no throne for thee-no palace brightNo dazzling heaven-no holy dwelling-placeWhence thy great mandates drive the wheels of time;
I see no angeh hovering round thy car;
No faintest motion of that car I catch
l\iakin~r new music in the fields of space;
I only flnu the sweep of mighty LAW,
Unending. nnbeginning, needing thee·
No more than tossing billow needs the leaf
That drops upon its 'bounding bosom swift.
Outside of law thou art not, and in law
What more is worldng than pure life itself? ·
The atoms are eternal, nncreate;
They speed forever on tlleir circling way,
Make and unmake the forms that flash and fade,
Now congregate in splendor like the suns,
Then separate in fierce, diffusive fire,
.And with new motion whirl new heavens again.
The world itself is infinite-in the past
.And in the future meets no shining bound,
.And throughout space no wall to hedge it in.

It needs no deity; itself so strongSo beautiful-so orderly-so sureNo touch of thine is traced along its course.

Christian civilization." The dead earnestness of tins plea
nnd the accuracy of its statistics make it worn1y of attention.
The employment of children in factories has a tem~ency to
lower wages until this employment becomes a necessity. In
addition to this it injures the child in mind, in body, anrl
character.

To us it does seem as though that kind of socalled Christianity was dying out. Forms, ceremonies,
beliefs creeds and shams that make one no better
are w~rse th:m useless-they hinder Christianity
which is love to God and man. Church machinery
is usually very far from religion, very expensiv, and
costs more than it is worth.
G. F. LEWIS.
Corry, Pa., Dec. 26, 1886.

For Mr. Reynolds's Defense.
Wm Waterman, $1; Thomas Knight, $2; S. H. San<lford, $1; J. E. Phelps, $1; Lyman Smith, $1; Wesley F.
Mills $2 · John D. Powers, $3; F. H. Nicoles, 55 cents; H.
·w. Barcr~ft, $2.50; Peter Hope1 $1; I. Child, 50 cen~s;
Wm. Gray, Br., $1; Benj. Parkms, $1; James Body,$~;
Silas B Latham $2 · }:[orris Johnson, $1; L. W. Gallup, oO
cents; ·H. S. B~ook~, 50 cents; Joseph Tibb:ts, 50 cents;
David L. Evans, 50 cents; H. M. Don gall, 50 cents; I~.
Garlick, $1; W. Thorpe, $1; Jacob Allen, $1; George B•
Lawrance, 25 c:ents; George Mincle, $1 ;·Chas. JVIassey 1 $;;
Mrs. W. Thorpe, 75 cents; Ira .Adams, $1; Wm. Francis, oJO
cents; B. Warner, 50 cents; D. H. Clough, $1; E. Daley,
$1.50; Mrs. 0. D. Sherman, $1.50.
·
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To the Subscribers to the American Secular the country there is a generous response, and, with- evangelists, who hav got their boodle, instead
out doubt, during the coming year the American Sec- of the by-gone evangelists who were fighting and
Union Fund.
I conceive it my duty, from time to time, to make
acknowledgment to the supporters of said fund, of
all moneys received and how disbursed. The patrons
. of the fund will· see the propriety of occasional statements from the treasurer. It givs an opportunity
for correcting errors, and verifying their donations.
I am not responsible for moneys others receive and
expend for the American Secular Union, and shall not
recognize as these funds moneys so received and expended. I call the attention of the subscribers to
this fund to the following, from the Constitution of
the American Secular Union:
BEonET.A.mEs.-Article VIII. The Secretary's duty shall
l1e to keep the records, complete lists of members and other
papers of the League, and also of the Board of Directors;
to report promptly to the Board of Directors all facts communicated to him by the secretaries of local auxiliary
Leagues, and to prepare a careful co"ndensation of the same
for the Annual Congress ; and to conduct such a correspondence as usually pertains to his office. It shall be the duty of
the Assistant Secretary to assist in this work under the Secretary's direction.
TnE.A.SURER.-Article IX. The Treasurer, after gJVIDg
security satisfactory to the Board of Directors, shall· receive
and hold all funds of the Leagues subject to orders duly
drawn by the Secretary and countersigned by the President.·
He shall report the state of the finances of the League at every
Annual Congress, and oftener if required by the Board of
Directors or Finance Committee; and upon the election of a
successor he shall deliver to him all the property of the
League that he may hold.

Subscribers wishing their money applied to especial
purposes-such as the free distribution of tracts,
pamphlets, etc., legislation for advancing the "Nine
Demands," aiding individual lecturers in the :field, or
any other legitimate purpose in the province of the
American Secular Union-should clearly state to the
Treasmer when remitting how they want their money
URed. On this point I quote from the Constitution,
Article II., Sec. 5 and 6 :
5. To promote, by all peaceable and orderly means, propagandism of the &'reat principles of religious liberty and
equal rights, devotiOn to truth for its own sake, and universal
brotherhood on the ground of a common humanity; more
particularly to establish a Liberal Lecture Bureau for the
mutual benefit of hearers and lecturers, by which the formation of local Liberal societies may be facilitated and stimulated, and by which Liberal lecturers of sufficient ability and
unblemished moral character, without the least discrimination on account of their religious opinions, may be encouraged, furnished with employment, and helped to devote
themselvs to the Liberal cause.
6. In all other practical and proper ways to promote the
emancipation of the state from the control of the church, and
to foster the development of that natural intelligence and
morality which constitute the necessary and all-sufficient
basis of secular government.

The following is a statement of the financial condition of the Union up to December 31, 1886.
.A.MERIO.A.N SEOUL.A.R UNION FUNn-llEOEIPTS.
November 28th, Tenth Annual Congress receipts, per S. P.
Putnam, $39.50. Subscriptions: Fred Koezly, $2; John
Engstrom, $15; A. Pionnie, 50 cents; B. G. Smith, $10;
Frank B. Hunt, $5; Helen H. Gardener, $5; J. E. Phipps,
$1; S. Hunt, $2; F. M. Borden, $1; Mrs. Mary Johns, $2;
Dec. 7th, Walter C. Wright, perT. B. Wakeman, $10; Mrs.
C. Schofield, per S. P. Putnam, $2; Robert Riddell, $2; A.
F. Manert, $1; Wm. Wadsworth, $1; Dec. lOth, Dr. E. F.
Beale, per TRUTH SEEKER, $1; Dec. lOth, John D. Powers,
$7; N. H. Schwartz, $1; George Maddocks, $2; J. McClemont, $2; Stephen Carter, 50 cents; M. :M:cCarty, 50 cts.;
Mat. Whalen, 75 cents ; Chas. Sach, $1 ; E. N. Dunckel;
$18; Dec. 28th, R. W Bancroft, $2.50; Chas. Ahlstrom, $1;
P. F. Spencer, 50 cents; Wm. Gray, Sr. (An. Mem.), $1;
J. J. McCabe, $10; A. E. Smith, $1; Elmina D. Slenker, $1;
E. M. Davis, $10; Wm. Mansfield, $1; John Price, $1;
Mrs. Wm. Raynor, $1; Wm. Hunt, $2; total subscriptions,
$164.75.
DISBURSEMENTS.
November 22d, Chas. H. Johnson, per S. P. Putnam, $5;
Nov. 28th, D. A. Blodgett, per treasurer, $50; Dec. 7th,
blank book, 40 cents; Dec. 11th, Samuel P. Putnam, $50;
total, $105.40.
.

Editors of Freethought papers will please insert
this communication and statement as written, as it is
the only check between the American Secular Union
and the subscribers to the fund.
CHA.s. EoKHARD, Treas. Am. Sec. Union,
Society of Humanity Building, 28 Lafayette Pl.
New York, Dec. 31, 1886.

Lecture Engagements of Samuel P. Putnam.
1\fartinsburg, West Va ................................... Jan. 5, 6
Green5burg, Pa ................................................. Jan. 7
Pittsburgh, Pa ................................................. Jan. 9
Kent, O ................................................ Jan. 10, 11, 12
Alliance, 0 .................................................... Jan. 13
Akron, 0 ....................................................... Jan. 14
Columbus, O ................................................... Jan. 16
Piqua, 0 ................................................... Jan. 17, 18
Cincinnati, O ............................................. Jan . .19, 20
Rome, Ind ...................................................... Jan. 23
Linesville, Pa ....................................... Jan. 24, 25, 26
Chicago, Dl. ............................................... Jan. 29, 30
Nekoma, Ill ............................................... Feb. 1, 2
Fort Madison, Ia ........................................... Feb. 5, 6
Belton, Mo ................................................ , .. Feb. 7, 8
Bavaria, Kan .............................................. Feb. 9, 10
Salina, Kan .........................................Feb. 11, 12, 13
Brookville, Kan ........................................ Feb. 14, 15
Fort Dodge, Kan ............................................ Feb. 20
Garden City, Kan ...................................... Feb. 21, 22
Denver, Col. ..................................... Feb. 27, March 6

ular Union will be well sustained. The contributions,
so far, manifest the excellent spirit of its supporters.
Courtlandt Palmer subscribes $200; Dr. E. B. Foote,
Sr., $100; the Chicago Secular Union, $50, and
others, as already noted, together with what has before been paid into the treasury, according to the
report of the treasurer, published in. this issue. Reports will be made monthly, and the progress of the
work made known. The secretary welcomes all criticisms, and will profit by them in the best manner ;
but when it comes to fighting, he will reserve all his
fire for the enemy. He has no blows to strike against
any Liberal. He leaves his work to be judged by
the good sense of the friends of the cause all over
the country. He has only the best of wishes for
those who differ from him. So far as they are in
favor of Freedom he will cooperate in every possible
way. But he will enter into no contest with Liberals
whatsoever. He has neither time nor inclination.
He will answer all attacks simply by doing the best
he can. When he is convinced that any mistakes are
made, he will proceed to do better. We need all our
force for the common enemy-for opposition to the
tyranny and superstition in the world to-day.
The American Secular Union no doubt will hav a
prosperous year, and 1887 will not go by without
seeing some advance for Liberty. The Board of Apportionment of New York city hav voted the sum of
$10,000 for the opening of the museums on Sunday.
This is the direct result of the work of the Union; of
the notable petition signed by the citizens of New
York last year, under the management of our national organization. There is no failure for us. But
because our work is in the advance, we must use
small means; but with small means we can accomplish large results. Where the Christian church has
its thousand of dollars, we only hav one·or two; but
what we do hav shall count for all that it is worth.
In the spirit, therefore, of humanity looking forward,
we hope that all friends will aid in the advance work
of the coming year, and generously sustain the national organization.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Chance for Practical Work.
Under certain Catholic laws of 1864, amended in
1881, '82, '86, and applicable to certain judicial districts of this state, committing magistrates could
send children under :five and not over sixteen years
to institutions of the same religious faith as parents
or guardians, the maintenance to be a county charge.
For two years persistent and strenuous efforts hav
been put forth to hav the Board of Supervisors of this
county pay for about fifteen children committed to
the Catholic Protectory at Buffalo and Home for
Juvenil Delinquents at Rochester, N.Y. The b<;>ard
hav persistently refused to pay. On the final adjournment a preamble and resolution were offered by
one of the members, calling upon our representativs
in Assembly and Senate to use all honorable means
to hav said laws repealed, and during debate and be-fore adoption I secured an amendment applying to
all religious laws, regardless of sect or denomination,
whereupon the preamble and resolution were unanimously adopted. The people of this county are
fully aroused. Many prominent lawyers came before
the board, and addressed them on the law, stating:
the aims and objects of the Catholic church, charging
them with hostility to our institutions, and calling:
upon the people for vigilance and a strict enforcement of the law, which, being bad, would cause an early
repeal, of same. Here is a chance for Secular work,
and whoever in this state can use any infl.ucnce with.
assemblymen or senators, should at once commence
work and assist our Cayuga county representativs in
repealing all ob&xious sectarian laws. Sound the
alarm along the line through your paper; rouse up
New York city infl.uence; bring to bear the strength
of the State Association and Secular Union ! People
are reading, and watching, and awakening from their
Rip Van Winkle sleep; and here is a glorious opportunity, and proper efforts may secure from this legislature and the Constitutional convention our stolen.
rights.
Enw.A.RD Ross.
.Montezuma, N. Y
~----~~~------

"Good Advice."
"My son," says Robert J. Burdette, in the Brooklyn
Eagle, "I observe that you are pleased to be a little bit sarcastic on the subject of the 'modern evangelist.' Now, do
let the evangelist hav his way, as well as the ' reformers.'
Let him go where the crowd is. He won't hurt the crowd.
He doesn't teach the multitude to do anything wrong. Herr
Most didn't get into jail for listening to Sam Jones. The
Chicago Anarchists were not the outgrowth of a revival.
meeting. No Presbyterian elder, no Methodist class-leader,
no Baptist deacon, has been indicted for throwing bombs at
the police. There may hav been an Infidel or two, a Freethinker, may be; an Atheist, perhaps, mixed up in that
crowd of Anarchists; I do not positivly know, but there may
hav been; you can easily ascertain. But I do know that the
deacon and the elder weren't there. None of Sam Jones's
converts were there. The evangelist may hav some odd,
rough, funny ways of te~tching, but he doesn't teach eviL"

The applicatibns for his services in the field reWhat is the sophism of Bob's advice~ I conceive
ceived by the secretary show the great interest that it is this : Anachronism in the comparison of the
if! felt in .the work of the Union. From all parts of evangelists and Anarchists. He takes the present

striving to obtain their boodle for themselvs and
successors.
Cromwell was an Anarchist as regards royalty. Luther was an Anarchist as regards
the papacy. George Washington was an Anarchist
as regards British rule; so are the Fenians. Jeff
Davis was an Anarchist to the Union. Jesus Christ
was an out-and-out Anarchist; that is, if we are to
take for granted that there existed such a person as
is portJ:ayed by the ecclesia and its books. All these
Anarchists the moment they gain their ends, hav
their own plans ready to execute, and they institute
a regime-a government which takes the place of the
defunct or minority one. Theirs is no more Anarchy,
and their future care is to keep their guns leveled and
ready to shoot down any new-fangled Anarchism.
Maybe Bob is correct in saying that the preacher
and tbe deacon were not in the ranks of the Chicago
Anal\..lhists, for what would they want there! Yet I
do not know. I would sooner suppose they were too
busy guarding their already gotten boodles to interest themselvs in such a thing as cuiTent Anarchism.
But their forerunners and predecessors, the founders
of their systems, were Anarchists.
Now as to the bomb. My impression when I :first
heard of it was that it was brought in and thrown by
those who wanted to implicate the Anarchists.
0Bi3EBVER.

Random Remarks.
I hav observed there is a call for an album containing the cartoons of THE TnUTH SEEKER. It would
be one of the best things to lay on the table for
visitors to look at. It would sell too. I hav bought
a large dollar scrap-book to paste them on, but it is
quite a cumbersome and troublesome affair.
Considerable has been said and written by the
readers and cor:t:espondents of THE TRUTH SEEKER on
Freemasonary. !know something about this matter
that, if presented, would shed light on many important points connected with it, and that without
doing violence to the Masonic cause. It is a fact
that only a very small percentage of even Masons themselvs understand the system which they hav undertaken to honor. The question of the presence of the
Bible is one of the points least understood. Masonry itself is pagan. It is not even Jewish. This
question does not touch the "mysteries," so called.
yet it is a deep mystery, unfathomable to ninetynine out of one hundred of even the thirty-three <iegree Masons. It comes within t,he scope of the
scholar and antiquai-ian, and such alone can solve it.
Let me invite the Masonic correspondents of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to try their hands on this question.
The published authorized hand- books of Masonry tell
the wide world that on their altar is placed the holy
Bible, and that without it there is no Ma8omy. The
"Landmarks" say the same thing, in substance, and
add that Atheists are not allowed to be connected
with Masonry. How came the Bible to occupy this
position? And when? lVhat 1oa.s ther-e bejm·e?
i. e., on the altar and on the spot now occ·upied by
the Bible .'P This is the grand question. Masons
tell us without blushing that Masonry is older than
Solomon of .Palestine, and that it refeJs back to
Egypt-that there it had its origin, where it buiit
pyramids and other lasting monuments. May we not
ask what was that which stood on its altar occupying
the place where the Bible now has the honor to rest "I
Masons also allow that in those days Masonry was
better thari it is now. Should not we then try and
find out that ancient relic and restore it on the altar
as the legitimate occupant, and eject the profane
Jewish-Christian Bible? Then, again, we are informed every day that Turks, Hmdoos, Africans
(heathen), Chinamen, Japs, etc., Brahmans, as well as
Buddhists, are to be found not only to hold membership, but to possess lodges. WLat about the Bible
in this case? A 'furk would see us all damned and
belled before he would admit a Christian Bible on the
altar of his Masonic lodge. Then does he put the
Koran thereon ? If he does, I do not see that his
I\,Qran would answer at all to the Masonic Holy Bible
of' the United States Masons. That would cut all
Masonry in two, square through the vitals. Then
would a Brahman or a Buddhist admit a Bible,
whether in part or with its usual Christian supplement, to ornament his Masonic lodge? I rather
think not; and more, even the sight of such a book
would drive him to :find purification for his person.
Then what about a Chinaman and the Japanese, who
hav no reverence whatever for this Bible 7 There is
a terrible inconsistency here somewhere. Who can
explain it 1 May I ask some Mason, who is acquainted with the Grand Orient of France, what does that
body use on its altar in place of the Bible~ I do not
happen to know, and it is a question of interest to us
all.
Anti-masonic writers place Masonry among the
pretentious and bogus organizations. I think I hav
good grounds for believing that their representation
is very false. There is a sure link here which connects with the heathen religion of Greece and Asia
Minor. Nay, there are several or many links. The
heathen system is here without a doubt, perpetuated
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under difficulties. Masons of high degree do not
deny the fact, even when con versing with the profane. Then what about Solomon, Hiram, the Tyrian
king, and the two Johns of Jerusalem? What are
these characters 7 The remote parent of Freemasonry, which was neither Jewish nor Christian, was infinitly purer and worthier than either Judaism or
Christianity. The Jewish God is the devil borrowed
from the regions of northern India, and 1:econstructed
into number one God, but without stripping off his
diabolic and cruel characteristics. The Christian God
is the same. He is identical also with Typhon of
Egypt. The Masonic god, sometimes entitled the
" Great .Architect of the Universe," is not by any
means identical with the Jewish God or with the
Christian God.
SoL-AMMoN.

The Primitiv Church at Rome.
History says that when Peter and Paul came to Rome in
the year oo; they found a Christian church established there
(Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER).

The "Man of Sin" is sorry to hav to contradict
the above statement in toto. The book of Acts,
which is the only history we hav (if, indeed, it may
be called history) of the incipient church at Rome,
tells us in substance this:
Paul landed at Putioli (i. e., Pontioli, formerly
Dicearchia), and traveled by land to Rome, a distance
of about a hundred and fifty miles. A few brethren,
hearing of his approach, went out, and met him at
Appii Forum, forty-three miles from the city. When
he arrived at Rome, the centurion delivered him to
the captain of the guard, who allowed him to reside
where he pleased, attended by a soldier. After three
d!J-ys Paul called together the principal Jews and told
them the cause of his being brought there as a
prisoner. He alleged that he had been unjustly accused by the Jews, and had appealed to Cresar. He
said he had nothing of which to accuse the people of
his nation, and that it was on account of the hope of
· Israel that he was bound with this chain. To this
the Jews replied:

(Onias, the martyr, B.C. 66); Herod (the Great), friend
of Pollio and Man ahem; Bernice, his niece; Agrippa
(M. V.), chief minister of Augustus Cresar; Gamaliel
(Hillel?), preceptor of Paul ; Sopater or Sosipater,
embassador of high priest Hyrcanus; Silas (Silvanus),
pretor of Ephesus; Tyrannus of Ephesus; Secundus
of Thessalonica (J ucundus ~); Tertullus the orator
(Nicolaus of Damascus); Augustus Cresar, Roman
emperor, B.c. 31 to A.D. 14.
Who but the first emperor was ever designated as
Augustus Cresar? See Acts xxv, 21, 25, 26, and
xxvii, 1. Compare Greek and Syriac.
'fhere are also two probable identifications of persons named in the fourth gospel, to wit: Malchus
(Malichus), an attache of the high priest Hyrca:tius,
B.c. 79-40; and Nicodemus, a minister of King Aristobulus, B.c. 64.
The nucleus of all the gospel stories antedates the
Christian era. But the text has been corrupted and
enlarged so as to describe a mythical Jesus crucified
under Pontius Pilate.
ANTICHRIST.
[We hav it upon the authority of Philip Schaff,
Ph. D., S.T.D., LL.D., Baldwin Professor of Sacred
Literature, Union Theological Seminary, New York,
that " the earliest record of a Christian church in
Rome we hav in Paul's Epistle to the Romans
(A.D. 58).
Though not foc.nded by Peter or Paul,
who came to Rome in the year 60, it may possibly be
traced to those ' strangers of Rome, Jews and
proselytes,' who witnessed the Pentecostal miracle."
Whether or not history agrees with our statement
must be settled by deciding whether or not Professor
Schaff is reliable. The early history of the church
is involved in such doubt and obscurity that it is at
best but guesswork on the part of honest historians.
By Romans it is learned that Paul had religious
brethren in Rome, but probably they ha9- not yet
gone into the " dome business." It is a matter of
inconsiderable consequence, as a church in Rome
A.D. 60 would no more prove the truth of Christianity than would a ·church in New York in A.D. 1887.-

We hav received no epistle from Judea against thee, and
none of the brethren who hav come from Jerusalem hav told
us any evil thing of thee. But we are desirous to hear from
thee what thou thinkest, for this doctrin, we know, is not re- ED. T. S.J
ceived by anyone (Acts xxviii, 21, 22).

This is the Syriac version, which is doubtless more
correct than the Greek, for Paul spoke the Syriac
language, and could not hav addressed his Jewish
brethren in Greek. The Greek translator, or later
sc!'ibe, took the liberty of amending the la~t sentence
thus: "For as concerning this sect, we know that
everywhere it is spolcel< against." He doubtless saw
that to admit that Paul's doctrin was not received by
anyone (i.e., scarcely anyone) in the great city of
Rome, would be a bar to the claim set ~p as early as
the time of Irenreus (A.D 190) that Simon Kepha,
alias St. Peter, was bishop of Rome from the early
part of the reign of Claudius to the close of the reign
of Nero (i.e., from A.D. 42 or 44 to 66 or 68).
And they appointed a day, and many assembled and came
to him at his l9dgings (xxviii, 23).
.

Where, oh, where, was the church of Rome when
the great apostle to the gentiles found no house of
worship open for him in that great city, but had to
proclaim the gospel to a handful of. Jews at his own
lodgings under the guard of a soldier~
And now as to the time of Paul's arrival at Rome,
Canon Farrar in his elaborate "Life of St. Paul,"
has compiled 'a table of dates of the apostle's life
from twenty-six leading authorities, and to these we
hav added nine more, including Dr. Davidson, Rabbi
Wise Smith's Bible Dictionary, and McClintock &
Stro~g's Beligious Cy~lopedia.. The result is cu;ious.
Three of the authorities dechne to guess; thirteen
guess, A.D. 61; five, A.D. 62; five, A.D. 63; two, A.D.
60; two, A.D. 58; two, A.D. 56; one, A.D. 57; one,
A.D. 59; and one (Wise), A.D. 65.
The reason of this bewilderment is that Paul had
been dead sixty or seventy years before Nero came
to the throne. Paul doubtless went to Rome in his
old age and died there. But there is no evidence at
all that Simon Kepha (falsely called Peter) was ;ver
there. He probably died at Babylon some twenty
years before Paul went to Rome..
.
The historical characters mentwned m the book of
Acts and known to hav lived in the first half of the
first 'century, are: Judas of Galilee; Annas, Caiaphas,
and Ananias, high prie~ts; Gamaliel, lawye~; Theudas rebel· Hat·od AO"t'Ippa I.; Herod Agnppa II.;
Cla~dius Cresar, emp~·or ; Pilate, Felix! and. Festus,
governors of Judea; Drusilla and Bermea, Sisters of
Agrippa II.
. .
.
.
.
There is not a scmblla of histoncal evidence to
connect a single one of these perso~s .with Paul or
with any apostle or contemporary. disciple of .Jesus,
the adored messiah much less with Jesus himself.
But on the other hand we claim to hav discovered
with more or less certainty in the works of Josephus
traces of the following persons named in t~e book of
Acts all of whom lived and most of whom died before
'
the Christian
era:
Paul (Pollio the Pharisee); Manaen of Acts xiii, 1,
Vulgate Manahen (Manahem the Essene)j Stephen

Missionaries in China.
J.i'rom Outin(J.

CREE Foo, March 31st.-At anchor in this beautiful
harbor of the province in which Confucius was born
just 2,427 years ago. But a famous Protestant mission at this p1ace interested me on this occasion more
than anything relating to the venerable sage. Some
time ago, so the story runs, the head of this mission
wrote home that he had purchased bricks, and had
with them built a chapel in which his nativ converts
could hold service. In a postscript to his letter it
was stated that "with the few remaining" bricks a
humble abode had been erected for himself. Those
that I met made a joke of this by informing me that
the house was twice as large and as costly as the
chapel. I determined to investigate, and so, callirig
a boat, rowed ashore and started up a long hill to the
mission in regard to which this unkind story was
told.
Chee-Foo is quite a. summer resort for the European residents of Shanghai, and the men-of-war are
apt to make a pleasure station of it. There is
a small colony of merchants in the town, and between
its prominence as a health resort and a trading station, about as agreeable an exile as can be imagined.
I found the chapel, at lafilt, on a hill commanding an
extensiv and beautiful view of the water. The only
visible furniture in this house of worship was a row
of wooden benches. . I commenced inspecting the
premises from the outside when my attention was
arrested by a lady who could be none but a missionary. You can never mistake them. I introduced
myself as a stranger desirous of seeing her famous
mission, whereupon she invited me in, gave me tea
and cake, and an instructiv talk on her missionary
life. The house she lived in was certainly more
spacious and comfortable than that of many parsonages I know. Such luxuries as glass window·panes,
stoves, beds, etc., she had. Books and periodicals
surrounded her. I looked upon her home as a
palace, after what I had experienced of Chinese living,
and even the homes of the Jesuits in Pekin.
· She told me that she had lived here many years,
and when I expressed my wonder at her fortitude,
she admitted that it was a hard life, but that she was
sustained by the grace of God.
Her salary is about $1,00~, which enables her out
here to liv on a scale that would be impossible at
home under $10,000. She has an excellent cook at
$6 a month. By the way, she pays her teachers, nativ converts, the same wages as her cook.
She told me she had fifteen pupils. These she
calls "converts." She clothes and feeds them, and
the cost of doing this for a year is $400 .for the whole
lot. All her work about the house and garden is
done by converts on a sort of Christian cooperativ
plan. She employs none that do not become converts. I asked her whether she had ever known of a
Chinaman who had been converted strictly through
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his spiritual nature. She regretted that she did not
recall an instance.
It is necessary to board and clothe your converts
if you want them to stay converted out here, missionary reports notwithstanding.
However, my missionary friend wished me to bear
in mind that she never resorted to paying Chinamen
in cash for becoming converts, as, she said, "many
missionaries do out here.''
I came away from this mission somewhat depressed
in mind regarding our workers in the Lord's Chinese
vinyard.
Once at school I put a whole week's
pocket-money into the church plate after a sermon on
foreign missions. The pastor had drawn a touching
picture of the sufferings endured among the heathen
for the spread of the truth. I was told that millions
of benighted souls were yearning for the "light," and
that we had but to raise the money and ship off a
missionary in order to draw into the Christian fold
thousands of lost heathens who spend their lives in
sunning themselvs under cocoanut-trees, and worshiping sticks and stones. I was distinctly given to understand that the nativs lined the shore of every
heathen country, and that the Christian emissary had
but to address them in order to win their hearts to
himself, and their souls to Christ. The faith in
foreign missions I had once entertained was certainly
not strengthened by this day's experience. This
woman evidently supposed that she was about her
master's work. She undoubtedly believed that she
was doing good. But for the life of me I could not
but think that in this delusion she was as much of a
heathen as the benighted creatures around her.*

* It is not unlikely that one reason why our missionaries
make so little headway among the followers of Confucius is
that the best of them must hav difficulty in following the elevated precepts of that illustrious philosopher. For instance,
when asked what he considered the most valuable of precepts, he answered : " Do not unto others what you would
not hav them do to you."

Lectures and Meetings.
CAPT. R. C. An.A.Ms, of Montreal, is delivering before the
Freethought society of that cit.y a course of lectures on
"Business Morality." The lectures are reported every Monday by the Montreal Gazette. They are of a very able anrl
interesting character. Captain Adams is the author of the
work, "Travels in Faith," and is among the ablest and most
activ of the Canadian Secularists.
FRoM the beginning of his fall campaign to the last of December, J. E. Remsburg delivered one hundred and forty-six
lectures. His appointments for January are as follows:
Waterloo Ind ...................................... Sat., Sun., 1, 2
Montpeli~r, 0 ...................... Mon., Tues., Wed., 3, 4, 5
Adrian, Mich ................................................ Thur~. (i .
Bowling Green, 0 .............................................. Fn. 7
Ai, O ............................................................... Sat. 8
Metamora, 0 .................................... Sun. (forenoon) !J
Berkey O ....................................... Sun. (afternoon) !J
Sylvani'a 0 ........................................... Sun. (night) !J
Laingsb~rg, Mich ........................... Mon., Tues., 10, 11
St. Johns, 1\iich ............................................. Wed. 12
Fremont Mich ............................................. Thurs. 13
Wayland, Mich ................................................ Fri. 14
Nashville, Mich ................................. Sat., Sun., 15, Hi
Scotts, Mich .................................................. :tvron. 17
Kalamazoo Mich .......................................... Tues. 18
Belding, Mich. ............ ; .................................. Wed. 1!J
Charlotte, Mich ........................................... Thurs. 20
His work during the remainder of the winter will be confined to Missouri and Illinois.

Does Socialism Mean

Faith~

It is the practice of most denominational, and many secular
journals, to identify Socialism with Anarchy, and ~hen to
represent all Socialists as " Infidels." In view of this fact,
the following paragraph with which Laurence Gronlund, au
able Socialistic author, closes a letter in the Chicago Intm·Ocean, has a timely interest : " I can only add that there are
numerous circies of Christian Socialists, with two excellently
written organs, just as determined in their Socialism as in
their Christianity ; that in all the British universities classe~
are formed for the study of Socialism, and that the present
writer has been listened to and applauded by hundreds of
students of the universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow, with
professors in the chair ; that a prominent minister of the
Established church of Scotland declared to me that he only
waited for disestablishment to become a Socialist lecturer,
and that the English trades-unions, in congress assembled,
hav found it prudent to affirm that they were' not unfriendly
to Socialism.' Great Britain will be the first country to
realize Socialism, believe me, and let all men of good will
rejoice . for Socialism does not mean a leveling down, but a
levelin~ up; not disorder, but order; not denial, but faith.''
-Exchange.
THE Rev.· Charles F. Deems, pastor of the church of the
Strangers, in this city, received the following letter from I he
superintendent of a Sunday-school:
"My zeal in the matter of building the church has been. so ovct'powering that I bav even been tempted in the .spirit of humhle
trust and much prayer, to that which is (considered} wnmg-that
I mi~ht thereby do good, to wit: I took $500 and consecrated ~t to
the Lord. and asked him to di•ect the wheels of fortune, as mtght
be for the best in its investment in the Louisiana State Lottery. I
asked that if it could be consistent with God's will I might draw
enough to build the church. I lost the $500, and believe that the
Lord so directed."

Mr. Deems thinks that the superintendent might hav as
righteously planned to rob a bank and asked God to pardoQ.
the burglary,
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f!Iommnnications.
The Catholic Church and the Laity.
Catholicism makes a broad distinction between the
church and the laity. The church is one thing, the
laity another. The first is divine, the second human.
The one arrogates to itself supreme power and dominion, and irons the other with a despotism that
bids it hear, tremble, and obey. Guistiniani, D.D.,
an ex-Catholic priest, born, educated, and ordained in
Rome, but in 1840 a Lutheran missionary in this
city, in a work entitled, "Rome as It Is," observes,
"In that church [the papal] the member A and professors do not constitute the church, but the bishops
and councils, with the infallible pope at the head,
constitute the visible and invisible church." The
church is all; the laity nothing. The laity are
obliged, under pain of excommunication and anathema, to surrender their natural rights of conscience,
reason, opinion, private judgment, and interpretation.
'l'hey are debarred from any voice in Catholic synods
and councils, and from any participation in the management of the spiritual, temporal, or financial
"'affairs of the church. They are kindly relieved of all
concern about their souls and conduct, and hav nothing to do but reverently accept and implicitly obey
the arbitrary mandates of the church, observe its
rites, contribute to its support, and trust their eternal welfare to its custody.
Such being the despotism of the church, and the
servitude of the laity, the latter cannot be held re~
sponsible for the injustice, absurdity, and barbarism
which so. much degrades the canons, bulls, letters,
and proceedings of the former. Instead of being answerable for the faults of matters in which their participation is inhibited, they are entitled to the
sympathy and charitable consideration of the more
fortunate heretics.
They hav, it is true, sanctioned by acquiescence the
catholicity of the inviduous election; but it is also
true that they hav often murmured against the corruptions and inconsistencies of the church, and not
unfrequently remonstrated against them, and sometimes opposed them by open hostility. GuiE,tiniani,_
from personal observation, declared: "The people of
Rome are not as stupid as the priests would wish.
The secret police of the establishment, the paid spies
of the confessional, and the multitude of gen's arms
may tenify them, but they cannot chain their mind
or fetter their intellect" (Rome as It Is, p. 88). The
doctor speaks also of the scoffs, jeers, and derisiv
laughter with which the men and women of Rome
assail priests and monks on occasions of public ex. citement.
His descriptions are not overdrawn.
Archbishop Spaulding has more than corroborated
them in a sermon which he preached in the cathedral
of Baltimore after his retum from the late ecumenical council held at Rome. The Baltimore Sun
reports him as saying: "There hav been 288 incumbents of the papal office since St. Peter, of whom 69
hav laid down their lives. Afterward, when the eras
of fire and bloody persecution had ceased, 45 were
driven from their places. The forty-sixth is now imprisoned by men who call themselvs Catholics, under
pretext that they want him to be a spiritual prince,
and to be relieved from the cares of temporal government. A.n army of six hundred troops and camp followers invaded the papal territory, committing every
species of villainy. Four priests were stabbed in one
day and night. One bishop was almost murdered.
He had seen that spirit of hatred to the church
throughout the south of France and Italy. When in
:Marseilles, wbile riding in a carriage in company with
two abbots, the soldiers hooted at the abbots, so that
they were obliged to leave the carriage."
In the Courier des Etats Unis, Nov. 13, 1886, p.
5, we find an item which we translate as follows:
" Seven thousand persons. participated in a demonstration which took place to-day [Nov. 7th] at Mentana, in Italy, in commemoration of the battle of
1867. Many speeches were pronounced. The orators
denounced the temporal power of the pope and the
pretensions of the clergy."
·
A similar spirit prevails in all Catholic countries.
Sometimes it is expressed in raillery and pasquenades,
sometimes in parochial or diocesan riots, sometimes
in combats within consecrated walls, and sometimes
in the open collision of arms. How often in the
cause of church reform hav Catholic princes and subjects armed themselvs against the pope, invaded his
territory, tried him before councils, condemned,
incarcerated, and expelled him from his throne !
Into what disastrous schisms has the antagonism between the church and the laity rent the Catholic
communion! How often has it cost the church the
membership of its brightest luminaries! And how
often has the vica1: of C!hrist fled for perso~~ safety
to Anagna, Perug1a, V1terbo, and ot4er mties, from
the enraged laity of St. Peter's patrimony ! Hume,
in his "History of England," vol. i, p. 419, says:
" Though the name and authority of the court of
Rome were so tenible in the remote countries of
Europe, which were sunk into profound ignorance
~ ud were entirely unacquainted with its cbaracte;

and conduct, the pope was so little revered at Rome
that his inveterate enemies surrounded the gates of
Rome itself, and even controled the government of
that city, and the embassadors from a distant extremity of Europe who carried to him the humble, or
rather abject, submission of the greatest potentate of
the age, found the utmost difficulty to make their way
to him and throw themselvs at his feet." Gibbon, in
his "Decline," vol. vi, ch. lxix, p. 427, speaking
of the tumultuous laity of the holy see, says:
"On Holy Thursday, while Pascal [pope] officiated before the altar, he was interrupted by the
clamors of the multitude, who imperiously demanded the confirmation of a favorit magistrate; his
silence exasperated their fury ; his pious refusal to
mingle the affairs of ea1·th and heaven was encountered with oaths and menaces that he should be the
cause and the witness of the public men."
During the festival of Easter, while the bishops
and the clergy, barefoot and in procession, visited
thi:dombs of the martyrs, they were twice assailed,
at the bridge of St. Angelo and before the capital,
with volleys of stones and darts. In the riot that ensued the houses of Pascal's friends were destroyed
and he himself barely escaped with his life. In alluding to the scenes that followed the election of
Pope Gelasius II., G1bbon writes: "Cencio Frangipani, a pot~:~nt and factious baron, burst into the essembly furious and in arms; the cardinals were
stripped, beaten, and trodden under foot; and he
seized without pity or respect the vicar of Christ by
the throat. Gelasius was dragged by the hair along
the ground, buffeted with blows, and bound by an
iron chain in the house of his tyrant." Glancing at
the popular tumults which agitated the reign of
Pascal II., the distinguished historian relates that,
"in acivil commotion, several of his [Pascal's] priests
were made prisoners; and the inhuman Romans, reserving one as a guide for his brethren, put out the
eyes of, the others, crowned them with ludicrous
miters, mounted them on asses, with their faces toward the tail, and extorted an oath that in this
wretched condition they should offer themselvs as a
lesson to the head of the church." Such brutality,
though paralleled by papal atrocities, cannot be mentioned without disapprobation, nor .can the sanctity
or importance of any cause atone for the guilt of
their perpetration.
From the above statement we infer that the
Catholic laity are not responsible for the ignominious
character and conduct of the papal church, and
though their practical acquiescence may expose them
to the reproach, yet they hav vindicated their immunity from such a charge by many strenuous efforts to
reform the church in its body and head, and that they
still lie at its foundations as a sleeping volcano, giving fitful evidence of smothered disaffection, and
destined in the future to repeat ihe convulsions of
the past.
JOHN ALBER GER.
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 22, 1886.

Life.
F1·am the New Ym·Jc lffir?·or.

Born of love and hope, of ecstasy and pain, of
agony and fear, of tears and joy-dowered with the
wealth of two united hearts-held in happy arms,
with lips upon life'B drifted font, blue-veined and fair,
where perfect peace finds perfect form-rocked by
willing feet and wooed to shadowy shores of sleep by
siren mother singing soft. and low-looking with
wonder's wide and startled eyes at common things of
life and day-taught by want and wish and contaCt
with the things that touch the dimpled flesh of babes
-lured by light and flame and charmed by color's
wondrous robes-learning the-use of hands and feet,
and by the love of mimicry beguiled to utter speech
-releasing prisoned thoughts from crabbed and
curious marks on soiled and tattered leaves-puzzling
the brain with crooked numbers and their changing,
tangled worth-and E<O through years of alternating
day and night, until the captive grows familiar with
the chains and walls and limitations of a life.
And time runs on in sun and shade, until the one
of all the world is wooed and won, and all the lore of
love is taught and learned again. Again a home is
built with the fair chamber wherein faint dreams, like
cool and shadowy vales, divide the billowed hours of
love. Again the miracle of birth-the pain and joy,
the kiss of welcome and the cradle-song, drowning
the drowsy prattle of a babe.
And then the sense of obligation and of wrongpity for those who toil and weep-tears for the imprisoned and despised-love for the generous dead,
and in the hea1·t the rapture of a high resolve.
And then ambition, with its lust of pelf and place
aud power, longing to put upon its breast distinction's worthless badge. Then keener thoughts of
men, and eyes that see 1>ehind the smiling mask of
craft-flattered no more by the obsequious cringe of
gain and gr~ed-knowing the uselessness of hoarded
gold-of honor bought from those who charge the
usury of self-respect-of power that only bends a
coward's knees and forces from the lips of fear the
lies of praise. Knowing at last the unstudied gesture
of esteem, the reverent eyes made rich with honest

thought, and holding high above all other thingshigh as hope's great throbbing star above. the darkness of the dead-the love of wife and child and
friend.
Then locks of gray, and growing love of other days
and half-remembered things-then holding withered
hands of those who first held his, while over dim and
loving eyes death softly presses down the lids of
rest.
•
And so, locking in maJ.Tiage vows his children's
hands and crossing others on the breasts of peace,
with daughters' babes upon. his knees, the white hair
mingling with the gold, he journeys on from day to
day to that horizon where the dusk is waiting for the
night-sitting by the holy hearth of home, as the last
embers change from red to gray, he falls asleep
within the arms of her he worshiped and adored,
feeling upon his pallid lips love's last and holiest kiss.
R. G. INGERSOLL.

Civil Service and Catholic Schools.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 13th appeared
an extract from one of your exchanges stating that
at a recent examination before the civil service commission, three of the applicants failed to pass for
want of a proper understanding of the methods of
doing business, all three being Catholics, educated at
Catholic schools. That was no surprise to me. I
hav observed similar failures going on around me for
twenty years past. And I hav known men like Mr.
McCullough who, when they discovered the cause of
their inefficiency, determined to boycott the Catholic
schools, and giv their children the benefit of a secula1·
education. If items of that kind are looked for and
published as often as they occur, this civil service
business will do more good for the country than its
originators had any idea of. When those competitiv
examinations shall hav proved beyond a doubt that
those religious schools are in fact nothing better than
laboratories for the manufacture of imbecility, their
occupation will soon be gone, and a vast amount of
poverty and ignorance will disappea1· along with
them.
Heretofore a young man having graduated at one
of those institutions was compelled to spend a term
or two at some school or college where practical
methods were taught and illustrated before he could
obtain employment in any lucrativ position. If this
new-fangled arrangement compels him to undergo a
public examination before he can draw salary from
the government, he has ·nothing to fall back on but
preaching or pedling.
I am going to be a civil service reformer from this
time forward, and the man that means to enforce it
shall get my vote.
At the city c·f Utica a short time ago, I called at
the house of a widow, whose husband was one of my
schoolmates. I soon got on friendly terms with the
youngest son, a lad of twelve or thirteen years. I
got him to show me his school-books and tell me
how far he had progressed in his studies. I was surprised to see that the books were the same as are
used generally in the common schools, whereas I
thought the boy was attending one of the Catholic
institutions, with which the city is too well supplied.
An olde:t brother explained to me that it was by his
direction that the boy was sent to the district school,
because he had found by experience that it was a
better place to learn than at the Catholic schools.
He went on to tell how too mu~h tinie was spent
at the " Brothers' School" in studying the history
and mystery of religion, and but little attention paid
to the affairs of this world. Tbat had been my own
experience exactly, and the experience of every one
whom I had consulted upon the subject. This young
man got his eyes opened earlier in life than we of the
preceding generation---,-as, indeed, he had better opportunities for doing.
His father and I got what little education we had
in a school so intensely Catholic that the teacher
(Bartholomew Lynch) one afternoon, just before
prayers. caused his own son to be mounted upon· the
back of one of the largest scholars, his pants stripped
d~n, and a birch-rod laid on to his bare haunches in
punishment for taking the name of the Lord in vain.
This method of inculcating the fear of God (which
Solomon tells us is the beginning of wisdom) into the
minds of young Catholics was technically called
"hoisting," and only very few youngsters who went
to school to learn wisdom were fortunate enough to
escape it. Indeed, the efficiency of a teacher was
rated according to the number of hoistings he executed in the course of a term. I was hoisted before
reaching the end of my ninth year for disobeying an
order I had never heard. I stopped on the way
home from school to eat some blackberries that grew
alongside of the road, not knowing at the time that I
was eating forbidden fruit. The punishment had its
natural effect.. I hated the tell-tale that informed on
me, and afterwards I took ca1·e to eat my blackbe1 ries
on the sly. I soon learned that my schoolmates had
a code of morals among themselves quite different
from that which we learned in the catechism. Being
punished indiscriminately for almost everything we
did, and for things we never thought of doing, we
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were forced to the conclusion that whatever act of the New Testament supposed to belong to about cisely what they should represent. During this time
pleasure or mischief we could do without being the fifth century, and in the_ original Greek, the copyists were changing the text and adapting it to
caught at it was right, and the rest was all wrong. I words which our English translators hav converted the various beliefs.
hav known many pious men and women since that into names were simply substantivs or common
It was in this way many of the one hundred and
time whose moral code was much the same. These n_ouns, expressing abstract ideas of good and evil, fifty thousand different readings became established.
things happened on the other side of the Atlantic in nght and wrong; terms denoting the moral virtues The pagans of Western Europe formd but little difthe "Island of Saints." Mr. Lynch's penitenti~ry, and their antitheses. They went back in their re~ ficulty in adopting the phraseology of the text to
. ab_ove referred to, was located here in Oneida county, searches ·with the view and for the purpose of finding their prevailing idolatrous conceptions and predilecwhich goes to show that the "holy Catholic church as much of the original truth as possible, made tions. The revisers could trace all this comse of
is alway the same, in every age and country," wher- this discovery, and tell us so.
.
history, and thus accormt for the conuptions and deever she dares to ewereise her authority. Doubtless
l'hey claim to hav been much more critical, care- partures from the older Greek copies; They own to
some of your young readers will be surprised to hear. ful, and thorough in their researches than King having discovered these many errors and misrepretb.at such savagery was practiced so late as the mid- James's committee, who furnished us our authorized sentations. They know the scriptures are not
dle of this nineteenth century. But if you writers copy, our Protestant standard for over two hundred literally true,. and are falsely taught.
and publishers did your whole duty to the rising and fifty years.
·
'While in their revision they made many minor
generation, these things would be better known than
If, as the revisers tell us, there were no such per- verbal and grammatical changes, which only tend to
they are. I get out of patience with men who are sonages as Christ, or Lord, or Savior-then conse- make the false teachings more plain, easy, and cercontinually writing about the "dark ages" and lo- quently no son· of · God-refer;red to in the earlier tain, they hav done comparativly nothing to correct
cating them three or four hundred years back, when, Greek scriptures, which giv us the first ideas we hav the gross, serious, and important errors by which all
in fact,. the darkness is so thick even now that only of what occurred in. Judea over eighteen hundred Christendom has been led and is held in superstition.
few persons are able to see that those religious years ago, then he or they could never hav lived or They were frank enough in the fraud to say they
schools are instituted and kept going for the pur- died there. If they were never there, then they had would not, and did not, mean to conupt them. In
pose of shutting out the light.
nothing to do with our sins or our salvation. regard to the -verbal changes they made, they say, in
The founders and managers of ·those schools hav None of this fabrication originated in Palestine. It their " Companion," that " these improvements occur
perception enough to know that without their aid it was a scheme got up, and was many years in matur- on every page, and almost in every verse, but the
would be impossible to make people believe that the ing, not in Greece alone, but in western Europe. To majority of readers and hearers will scarcely observe
first of all virtues is "obedience to lawful superiors," Augustine may be ascribed the credit, or the infamy, them, and few of them alter the sense very maand that disobedience is the blackest of all earthly more than to any other one man, of establishing the terially." "They do not change a single article of
· · crimes ; that poverty, humiliation, and suffering doctrins and formulating the faith of modern ortho- faith, nor a single precept of duty." "In this vast
constitute the true basis of happiness, both for time doxy. The Galilean teacher and his disciples had mass of improvements we may well say in ninety-nine
and eternity. No full-grown· man, either savage or nothing to do with it. It was not born till centuries out of every hundred changes the two committees
civilized, was ever made to believe such stuff as this. after their time.
are agreed."
In order to propagate the id.ea at all, it must be
The learned African pagan, Augustine, who lived a
Knowing as they did the gross fraud perpetrated
planted in the soft and simple mind of childhood; dissolute life till the age of thirty-two, when he went upon us in our Engfish translation by converting
nursed, cultivated, and made to grow along with its to Italy and. joined the church (386 A.D.), enlist- these simple Greek words into names, that we should
seed bed.
ed his genius and imagination in the work of com-· believe that they represented personalities whom we
Another monstrous fallacy must be planted at the pleting this orthodox scheme of salvation. It had must admit existed or now exist, for the purpose of
same time to grow along with it, as it were, to prove lacked· exactness and coherence in some points, and saving our souls and securing our final abode in
one absurdity by another. They hav told us of a did not entirely commend itself to the skeptical heaven, they hav praetically done nothing to undeGod, a ghost, or some kind of a supernatural being, pagan mind. But St. Augustine wrote his "De Pec- ceive us by making a proper correction of the text.
who " created man in his own image and likeness," cato Originali" ("Original Sin"), his "De Gratia The cool, complacent piety they virtually assume,
and soon after he got sorry he did it. Since then Christi" ("The Grace of Christ"), and his "De Civi- and the assurance they parade as a virtue on ·their
he has been doing his best to destroy his own tate Dei" ("The City of God") "to subvert the part in not doing it, indicate a state of mind difficult
creatures; cursing, drowning, crucifying, and damn- foundations of paganism and establish those of for honest men to understand. They tell us we hav
ing -them. They tell us that a man having all this Christianity." "Of all the fathers of the Latin been misled, and then claim it is a virtue that they
· hammered into hirri when he is a child, and retaining church," says ,Villemain, " St. Augustine manifested did not intend to undeceive us; rather that their
it up to his dying day, has a chance to escape damna- the most imagination in theology." His subtle and task was to make the text less doubtful and more extion ; but the opinion is gaining ground every day vigorous mind has often displayed, on mystical prob- plicit in enforcing on us the deception. Their design
that a man who fails to get rid of most all of it be~ lems, an amount of sagacity which would hav suf- seems to 'hav been more to fix and fasten the fraud
upon us than to make it more easy for us to underfore reaching the period of middle life deserves to be ficed £or the ·most sublime conceptions."
damned.
JEREMIAH O'BRIEN. ·
The Greek scholars or writers who compiled and stand it and to cast it off. They hav done their task
·put on separate parchments the gospels, acts, and and shown us how they hav done it, in which we see
epistles of the New Testament, St. Chrysostom; their design. In a quiet exultation over their sucAn Orthodox Fraud.-III.
bishop of Constantinople at the close of the fourth cess, they say through the " Companion:"
We all know the Bible, our "holy book," is the century, says, were unknown, as" none of the apostles
It is a matter of wonder and congratulation that two
source from whence we draw our inspiration, our affixed their· signatures to the gospels now bearing committees, divided by the ocean, and representiug two inideas, sentiments, and beliefs which constitute our their names." That was the work of the church long dependent and high-minded nations, sensitiv of their honor,
afterward, and we hav simply the church's word should, after several years of unbroken aud couscientiuus
religion.
hav arrived at such a substantial harmony in the
The language, words, style, phraseology, and the that they are genuin. "The first collection of these labor,
translation of their most sacred book, which is recognized by
personifications, with the agencies and functions Greek manuscripts," Tertullian, another saint of the both as their infallible guide in all matters of Christian faith
which they perform, are all quoted, copied, and rev- early part of the third century, says, "was made by and duty. And herein is the finger of providence, and the
erenced as the meanf! through which, by divine Marcion, the heretic, a Greek scholar, about the year best guarantee of success.
appointment, we are to be enlightened in. regard to 145 A.D. It consisted of one gospel and ten of
To arrive at this "'substantial harmony," the
the mysteries of life and its duties, the methods of Paul's epistles, and they were ·not then considered American committee had to yield its preferences to
the word of God." Bishop Irenams, Tertullian, and
salv~tion, and our future destiny.
.
Without this holy book and its inspired teachings; Epiphanius charged Marcion with mutilating th~se the English.
The· American renderings [they ~ay], if judged by the
we are told, we could be nothing but pagan 3, igno- first copies. This mutilating was a common practiCe
rant of God, without a knowledge of the means of with copyists, in those days. - Everyone took the lib- Greek text, may be traced chiefly to greater fidelity aud coubeing· saved; we would liv and die savages, unre- erty of changing the text to make it support his own siste:ncy.
mythological or metaphysical opinions. The testiThe English favored being "faithful to the idiom
deemed from sin, and we must be eternally lost.
The church,J:>eing impressed with the inestimable mony of scholars, including the late revisers, is that and vocabulary of the 'Authorized Version,' because
value of this precious. book, knew the eternal _conse- the oldest manuscripts now extant a.re the most ra- it is incorporated into their liturgical and devoti~nal
quences for evil that would grow out of any Imper- tional and sensible; and we hav every reason to be- literature, and that the Book of Common Prayer Ifl a
fections or misunderstandings of its contents; and lieve that the original gospels were still more pure greater power in England than in the United States."
In thus compromising for the sake of harmony, the
in orde; to see if there were any obstacles in it that and practical in their ethical common-sense lessons.
should be removed which were making it repulsiv or The many forgeries and doctrinal changes introduced more liberal and rational of both committees had to
objectionable to an; clas~ of readers or ~hinkers, it set by each of the copyists, to propagate his own faith, surrender their convictions and preferences to the
apart the revising comm1t~ee, ~hus makmg as~u~an~e making such a diversity and c~nflict in the teac~iJ?-gs conservatism the prejudices, and traditional rigidity
doubly sure that it was domg Its whole share m mmt- of the text of the different copies, led to the exmtmg of those whd attached more importance to faith ill
ing sinners to repentance by makin~ the. means of controversies as to what was the correct religious be- the authorized text than in fidelity to the truth. This
salvation, if possible, more easy, sure, mtelhgent, and lief whence oriainated- the great Arian revolt; and disagreement was all anticipated and pr~~ded for in
it led to the fifty councils that were held in the the rules adopted to control the demswns. The
attractiv.
parties went into the r~vision ~ied. and pledged to
This committee tells us in part what gross mis- fourth century to settle the faith.
We can imagin how easy it would be for a credu~ . submit to the result be It what It might. It shows a
takes misleading errors, and false representations it
found. It reveals to us that we hav been decl!lived, lous, ignorant, idolatrous people, of whom not one uniform disposition 'to surrender to superstition, and
that the whole superstructure of our faith is ?n a in ten thousand could read-overrun and con- to unite in perpetrating on the credulous. what they
false foundation or rather without any foundatiOn; quered by· the Roman armies, with their idols and di- all virtually discovered to be a P?Pular, p~o~1s f~·aucl ;
that the person~lities which hav been repr~sented as vinities captured and confiscated-to accept the laws and then say: " The Anglo-Amen_can ReVIs~~m IS ~he
appointed and instituted by divine authonty as the and the religion of their conquerors after the first noblest monument of Christian umon and cooperatiOn
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
agencies through which only we can be saved, are but generation had passed away and the missionaries of in this-nineteenth century."
Philadelphia, Jan., 1887.
myths of copyists and translators,_ and are n.ot found the church had introduced to them the doctrins and
in the earlier manuscripts of whiCh our Bible pur- dogmas, the personifications an~ miracles, and all the
ports to be a copy. In these more an~ient Greek vulgar pagan and idolatrous Ideas they had wo~en
"NEVER deny the babies their Christmas," says
manuscripts there was no person~l God m the s_ense into the scriptures for the sole ·purpose of adaptmg Marion Harland. "Let them believe in Santa Clans,
them
to
the
mental
and
moral
condition
of
the
bar.- our scriptmes present it, to be ?fiended, t? be_ disap·
or St. Nicholas or Kris Kringle,. or whatever name
pointed and thwarted, by the wwked machmab~ns of barian hordes whom they wished to enlist in the the jolly Dutch 'saint bears in your region.'_' T_his has
men. Nor did he doom the whole human family to church of what they still called, with all its corour hearty indorsement, but the case IS different
·
destruction, then afterward relent, nor send any per- ruption, the Christian religion. ·
when a similar appeal is made in behalf of full-grown
It
was
after
the
Bible
had
been
taken
into
Western
. sonality into the worla in the name of an only begotmen and women who build steeples and erect altars
ten son, a Christ, a Lord, a Savior, a Redeemer, a Europe that these words had beconie names to rep- to deities and saints more fanciful and impossible
resent
personalities
or
mythic
divinities.
The
conHoly Spirit, or Holy Ghost, or Comforter, 'through
than even this good-natured god of the babies. This
whose sacrifice inteJ"cession, atonement, or agency, test for changing them began around the Mediterra- particular delusion of childhoo~ does no har_m; the
nean
in
Greece,
Africa,
and
Italy.
Centuries
were
the world might not perish, but hav eternal life.
similar delusion of manhood IS fraught mth the
· Our_ Bible represents that Palestine was the loc~l Iarg~ly spent in bloody wars amo~g the early Chrisgreatest mischief to t~.() h,u.m!J.~ r~ce,- Win8ter!
tians
tu
decide
and
settle
among
d1sputants
the
exact
ity of this plot-that it was all devis~d and exe_cuted
J>ress,
definitious
a.nd
statuEJ
gf
these
t(lrms
~~>nd
!li!l
to
pre1
there, But the reviEJerl'l t@ll us th~t m thEl Gopies of
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

panied it with the offer of $5,000 to each museum to
pay the extra cost. The museum trustees are now in
a quandary. They want that money, but they do not
want to open the museums. They know the public
is with the Board, for the agitation by the American
Secular Union last year plainly brought this out, but
the trustees are mostly pious, and desire to "preserve
the purity of the Sabbath." But they do not desire
to :flatly refuse upon religious grounds, for such reasons are not popular in a great city like New York,
where even one portion of the religious people are
not Sunday-keepers. They are, therefore, busily inventing excuses. Mr. Jesup says the $10,000 is not
,enough; also that those who hav donated treasures
of art to the museums hav done so on condition that
the treasures shall not be looked at on Sunday ; the
treasurer of the Metropolitan Museum says he is
afraid the crowd on Sundays would be so great as to
injure the exhibits; while the president of the museum
is to ill to talk about it. Altogether, the trustees are
in a muddle.
Meanwhile, the Board of Estimate and Apportionment keeps the bait of $10,000 ·before them; they
hav the petition representing the wishes of over a
hundred thousand of the citizens of the city; they
hav a lively recollection of last winter's agitation of
the subject, and they hav the unanswerable argument
of the secretary of the American Secular Union on
file. The best thing they can do is to gracefully
yield to the popular demand, and open the doors, that
the people may see the treasures their absurdly ap·
plied piety has so long concealed, and which are in
large part paid for by the self-same public that has
so long bumped its nose against their locked doors.

THERR are about a thousand of our subscribers in
arrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two or
three thousand dollars. To each one of these ·
The Religion of a Rationalist.'
debtors, 'of course, the amount is small, but to us the
amount is very large, and sadly hinders our work.
An article with this title is in the last Forum, by
We need this money-need it now-and we respect- the Rev. M. J. Savage, who claims to be a Rationalist,
and he not.only declares what a Rationalist may befully ask that it be remitted.
lieve,
but what he must believe. This is just like a
It costs a great deal of money to publish a large
clergymen. Now, it will be admitted that a Rationjournal, and we hav no ·extensiv advertising patronage
alist, with a certain kind of temperament, will believe
to help us out. We depend entirely upmi the sub- exactly as Mr. Savage does. He may do this
scription list and book sales to obtain cash to pay honestly; but that he or any Rationalist must bebills, and when so large a sum as two and three lieve this is a most preposterous assertion. All those
thousand dollars is kept from us, the financial shoe beliefs that Mr. Savage mentions are not capable of
scientific evidence. They are simply beliefs of the
grows painfully tight.
Every subscriber can see Hpon his tab just to what emotions, and not of the intellect. They are the
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has outcome of feeling, and not knowledge. Every man
has a creed, says Mr. Savage. This is true. Every
expired, are requested to remit at once.
man has a belief. But what is belief T It is not
knowledge. When knowledge comes, belief ceases.
The Museums in the Park.
Belief is of the heart. What is a rational belief 1 It
The Board of Estimate and Apportionment of this is not necessarily that which results from the use of
city is entitled to much credit for the persistency the reason, but it is simply that heart.feeling which
with which it labors to unlock the doors of the Met- is not contrary to reason, and therefore reason allows
ropolitan Museum of Art and the American Museum it to be. But reason does not justify the belief,
of Natural History on Sundays. The habitof the mucli less does it make the belief imperativ.
Of the beliefs which Mr. Savage mentions, not one
Board has been to giv the two museums $15,000 each
per annum. Last year, the readers of THE TRUTH is the result of science. All that science declares is
SEEKER will recollect, the gift was accompanied by that these beliefs held in a certain way, carefully
the request for Sunday opening. Mr. Morris K. defined, are not unreasonable. If Mr. Savage had
Jesup appeared before the Board and argued that "walked humbly with his God," we would not critithe museums could not be opened. The American cise; but when he insists that we must believe these
Secular Union thought differently, and took the mat- things, we object. They are matters, not of reason,
ter up, and obtained the indorsement of the Oentral but of choice and taste, like beefsteak and plumLabor Union, an organization representing some hun- pudding. The Theist believes in God because he
dred thousand laborers, besides the signatures of likes it. The Ohurchman believes in the church besome ten thousand citizens of the city, judges, city cause he likes it. Religion is like oysters-people
officials, and merchants of high repute. These were take it as it suits them. Mr. Savage might as well
presented to the trustees of the museums, together insist that all must be fond of oysters as that all
with an argument in favor of Sunday opening. The must hav a "religious belief."
Mr. Savage givs a big definition to religion. · He
most that the trustees would do in the matter was to
appoint a conference committee, which committee is like the boy who set the old hen. His father
has had the petitions under consideration ever since, asked him how many eggs he put under the hen.
but refused to report thereon. Mr. Jesup's reasons " One hundred and twenty," replied the youth.
for closing the museums are purely religious, as every "Why so many?" said the father. "I wanted to giv
one knows; but, with the hypocrisy natural to church the old hen a chance to sprea,d herself," answered
people, he stated that funds were lacking to hire em- the boy. Mr. Savage is bound to giv religion a
A bill was introduced at chance to spread itself. He has put everything
ployees for Sundays.
Albany, and passed the lower branch of the legisla- under it he can. Even the Atheist has a snug, warm
ture by a large majority, givi11g the museums several place. Mr. Savage in substance says that religion is
thousands of dollars additional on condition that simply man's thought of the universe. Such a defithey were accessible to visitors to the park on Sun- nition includes for religious belief every intelligent
day. Mr. Jesup defeated this bill in the Senate, and animal-the horse, the dog, the ant, the caterpillar,
the moyement came to an end, as nothing could in- and the flea. Do not all these hav a "thought of the
duce the conference committee to act.
universe " and their relation to it and the power not
Last month the same Board of Estimate and Ap- themselvs 1 Hence they are religious; only they do
portionment sat again to parcel out the city's cash. not build churches and hire ministers. Sensible
. When it came to the museums, the Board again pre- :fleas, sensible horses and dogs ! You hav the religion
ferred their request for Sunday opening, and accom· that man has, according to Mr. Savage, but you

make a better use of your material. It does not cost
you so much as it does man!
It always has seemed to our mind that religion was
a feeling based upon a certain kind of thought; not
merely upon thought per se-upon the thought that
the powers that be are good, beneficent, worshipful,
admirable, and intelligent. When one thinks thus, he
is religious; if he does not think thus, he is not
religious. He may be moral, but he is not religious.
Now, science does not necessarily giv any such
thought of the universe as religion demands. It
reveals as much badness as goodness, and .so implies
that the powers that be hav nothing worthy of our
adoration. We hav to build more factories than
churches in order to fight these powers. Mr. Savage
says, "Man is love, pity, tenderness, self-sacrifice, devotion, worship, aspiration." Whence came these T
Mr. Savage implies they must come from a God, and
therefore God exists. But man is also lust, selfish·
ness, bigotry, murder, lying, theft, meanness, etc.
Whence came these? By the same reasoning, from
the devil. We can therefore prove as big a devil as
Mr. Savage can a God.
Mind, however, is a process, not a thing, and its
antecedent is not necessarily similar, any more than
water or fire are like their antecedents. Mind is the
result of conditions, like heat. Because certain con·
ditions of matter produce hydrogen, therefore hydro.
gen is the original cause of all things, is just as rational a statement as to assert that m.lnd is the
original cause. Mind is only a result, and has never
been demonstrated to be anything else.
Mr. Savage is too dogmatic, too imperious, and he
cannot be allowed to stand as a representativ of Rationalism. If he had come before the bar of science
and graciously asked permission to hold these be·
liefs ; if he had said, These belieffi.l, as I hold them
and define them, are not unreasonable, t~ey are not
against science, they are nice, comfortable, happy,
and, to me, noble and consoling beliefs, and though I
do not know they are true, but I hope they are--if
Mr. Savage had come in this way, no donbt science
would smilingly consent to his having these intel·
lectual .and emotional luxuries so long as he held
them in the spirit of humility which becometh him
who knoweth not; but when Mr. Savage :flourishes
his clergyman's baton, and orders science, on pain of
excommunication, to affirm these beliefs, as neces·
sarily rationalistic beliefs, then science will meet the
issue and will proclaim itself a most glorious rebel.
It will resent the imposition on its li~bs of these
manacles of "necessary beliefs." We grant that Mr.
Savage is a Rationalist. We grant that some of his
beliefs are not irrational; but when he asserts that his
belief is, or must be, the belief of all Rationalists, then
his assertion is irrational, for there are thinkers deep
and broad as Mr. Savage--giant thinkers-who do
not, and will not, accept a single one of his "rational
beliefs," but oppose them all as childish. beliefs.·
They are rational only in the sense that a child's belief in the ability of its father to carry it over a roar·
ing stream is rational. It may be true. . The feat is
not an utter impossibility. These beliefs are not
shut out entirely from human acceptance. This is
all the rationalism that Mr. Savage can claim for any
of his beliefs. He is not obliged to giv them up.
He can hold them without being laughed at. That
is all that the " Religion of a Rationalist" amounts to.
It is a pleasant dream and possibility against which
human reason pronounces no decisiv mandate. But
to announce that the human reason has peremptorily
declared in favor of these beliefs, so that every Ra·
tionalist must hold them, is simply an untruth, and
is tne proclamation of a priest, and Dot a thinker.

Jesus and His Family.
In his sermon on the Sunday after Ohristmas,
Henry Ward Beecher said of Jesus and his family ;
" The mother and brother of Christ did not believe him to be
what he declared himself to be. Between this Mary, cele.
brated in the magnificats for two thousand years, and the real
Mary there is a wide difference. That she had the slightest
spiritual perceptions or insight there is no proof, and she and
her other sons though Jesus was' cracked.' They saw not
what he did; they could not enter his sphere. When he was
grand and great they said that he was crazy, and begged him
not to tramp around and exhibit himself to the common multitude. They wanted him to stay at home and be a good
citizen." .

A daily journal of this city censures Mr. Beecher
severely for- these "flippant and slangy" words.
" From a Ohristian pulpit," says the Sun, "he ridicules Christian theology, and handles what it regards
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as its holiest mysteries with the carelessness of contempt. He is worse than the Infidel, though he presumas to speak as an expounder and defender of the
gospel. He does not even think it worth his while
to giv more than slap-dash conclusions as to the chara.cter of Christ and the holy fami1y."
If the journal rebuking Mr. Beecher were a Christian journal, we should allow this flagellation to be
just. To Christian journals truth. is of less importance than theology. A secular paper, however,
should first hav compared Mr. Beecher'e words with
the record of ·Christ and his family, and found
whether they a.t:e just or unjust. Mr. Beecher should
not be condemned for speaking the truth.

Names Wanted.
Will the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER send us the
names of all th!'lir friends who are Liberally inclined,
so that they may: receive a. sample copy of this pa.per1
We desire to :largely increase the subscription list,
and shall be grateful for all aid extended.
If our presepJsubscribers would mention to their
Liberal friends that THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good paper to subscribe for, it might be. the means of materially helping us.

The Heretic Priest.
The following conversation between a Sun reporter
and Monsignor Preston, vicar-general, is an authorita.tiv statement, so far as it goes, of the attitude of
the Catholic church toward Edward McGlynn, pastor
of St. Stephen's church, and land reformer of the
Henry George school. Monsignor Preston said:
"Dr. McGlynn has been suspended from performing any
of the functions of a priest. He cannot officiate at mass, and.
he cannot preach. It has been asserted that Dr. McGlynn's
political acts had less to do with his suspension ·than his refusal to build parochial schools, but they who say this speak
without knowledge. It is not true. He has b!len suspended
because he holds doctrins as to the ownership of land which
, are contrary to the teaching of the church, and also because
he disdained to notice or obey the request of Archbishop Corrigan to cease meddling with politics in the way he did.. We
are all soldiers of one army, you know, and we must obey."
"To answer what charge has Dr. McGlynn been summoned
to Rome?"
" He has not been summoned to Rome to be complimented," Monsignor Preston replied. " He has been summoned to be criticised. Further I may not say. This doctrill of denying man's right to property in land is. preposterous. The world will never permit it to prevail. The church
· will, in my opinion, never allow it to be held within her
borders. It is contrary to the pope's encycl~cal, ·as the archbishop showed in his letter."
"How can Dr. McGlynn be restored to his pastorate?"
"By recanting his land theories."
"By no other way ?"
"By no other way."
" Is there a possibility of the archbishop ·and Dr. McGlynn
coming to an agreement in the matter, and thus ending the
trouble?"
" Their agreement or disagreement amounts to nothing in
this matter until Dr. McGlynn recants."
"What if Dr. McGlynn should refuse to. go to Rome?
Would he by that act put himself outside of the church?"
· "By no means. He would remain a priest, but a priest
without a charge. To the charges already preferred against
him would be added the charge of contumacy, a very serious
matter, one possibly resulting in the severing of the conneCtion between church and priest."

Whether Dr. McGlynn will get upon the stool of
repentance or not, no. one at present kn~ws. .I~ti
ma.tions are not wantmg from some of h1s poht1cal
friends that he will not.
It is the well-known policy of the church to allow
none of its preachers to harbor any ideas but its
own. Dr. McGlynn is not the first man asked to recant, but he is fortunate in living in this century
when he cannot be put upon the rack or wheel to
force his retraction. There is an inquisition still at
Rome but it is not the institution of Seville, and its
powe; over the bodies of its heretical priests is
limited. Dr. McGlynn can return to America after
his interview with the authorities at the Vatican.
Unconsciously in this interview, Monsignor Pres'
.
ton has revealed a policy of the church h1therto
denied. Dr. McGlynn, he said, has been suspended
because he "meddled with politics in the way he
did." A few weeks ago, the World, of this city, reported that "few men did more than Dr. McGlynn
· to secure the nomination of Governor Cleyeland · for
president by the timely and e:ffectiv assurance which
he gave at the final moment that the voters w~ose
interests he had at heart would support that nommation." But Dr. McGlynn was not then suspended,
refused the p9Wf/f t9. qfficif!,te 111t JP-a,ss, nor pr~hibited

from preaching. The manner of his political maddling then was not offensiv to his superiors.
Whether the world or the Roman Catholic church
will permit the idea -to. grow that land should be
free is not, we think, a matter for Monsignor Preston
to airily .settle off-hand. The church may excommunicate all Catholics who hold such sentiments,
and thus keep the Catholic fold clear of the heresy,
but th~ world has an obstinate way of thinking for
itself, and any idea that is prohibited seems to spread
the faster because of the prohibition. Numerous
instances of this kind might be cited, were their
recital not calculated to injure the feelings of the
Romish authorities. Dr. McGlynn himself recalled
one such to the recollection of Archbishop Corrigan
during the campaign.
Whatev~r the outcome may be of this disagreement between a. Catholic "soldier " and his officers, it
will hav served to show that the Romish church is
still the same dungeon for the brain that she· has
been through all the centuries. Within her borders
thought is a prisoner, and every tongue a convict
locked in its narrow cell. Before freedom can come,
the Roman Catholic church must go.

Of course the Catholic church authorities are
angry at having the school taken from them, but it is
vastly better for the school itself. Under the present management the children will possibly learn sufficient to make them good citizens. Under Catholic
management they would learn only sufficient to make
them good Catholics. And there exists a wide
chasm between a good citizen and a. good Catholic.
The government should recall its Indian gifts to the
churches, and itself maintain thoroughly secular
schools. In no other way, it seems, can the. peace be
preserved and the education of the Indians satisfac·
torily accomplished.
---------4~~--------

Editorial Notes.

DEAN GRAY, of Harvard, told the Fifth avenue worshipers
last Sunday "how to approach God." This, we imagin,
should read like the old recipe of "how to cook a hare?
First catch your hare."

------

THE court which will try C. B. Reynolds for blasphemy
convenes at Morristown on the 18th inst. Mr. Reynolds's
case is set down as the first to be heard. · Let us hope that it
will be the last of the kind that will ever be heard in the
world.

ABouT every paper in the country has this week an obituary
of 1886 and a prophecy for 1887. It occurs to us that most
folks know what happened last year, and that no one knows
The Umatilla Reservation Schoo].
what will happen this year. Therefore the utility of the
· The fight over the Indian agency school on the articles is very doubtful.
,__

Umatilla reservation in Oregon is one of the evil results of parceling out the education of the Indians
to tll:e different religious sects. Pursuant to that
policy, this school fell to the lot of the Roman
Catholics, and they established a so-called school
conducted by so-called Sisters of Mercy. The excommunicated Agent Coffey was given charge of the
agency . by the government at W a.shington, but
though a good Catholic, his appointment was distasteful"to Archbishop Gross, and a warfare between
the agent and the church has since been waged.
The archbishop accuses Agent Coffey of dismissing
two of the " sisters" from the school to make room
for two teachers of his own selection, and of a general desire to make the school undenominational.
This latter constitutes the most serious offense in
the eyes of the archbishop, and the sisters were
directed to resign. Then Agent Coffey ari.d the
Indian commissioners took hold and placed other
teachers in charge of the school. Of this action the
archbishop writes indignantly:

____ ____

THE Russell Manufacturing Co., of Middletown, Conn.,
made the Methodist church fair a donation of a sample case
of suspenders· to be sold for the benefit of the Lord, and on
the same day reduced the wages in. one department of their
work five per cent. Their employees hope no more church
fairs will be held.

A MORE or less sensible guess as to what will happen in
the next world to Christians and heathens was made last
Sunday by Rev. Dr. Kimber, of Augustine's chapel, in this
city. " I believe," he said, " that a good, conscientious
heathen, who acts according to his lights, will stand a much
better chance in the next world than those Christians who
belie their creed by their unrighteous lives. In fact, I think
the lot of the latter will be infinitly worse than that of the
heathen." If there is a" next world," we think the Rev. Dr.
Kimber is right.
THE Andover heresy trials are still go~ng on, and the professors who hold and teach "the larger hope "-i. e., that
dead people may be given a chance to repent and be savedhav had a hearing. The discussion has involved the waste
of a large amount of brea.th, and that is about all. The
scriptures may, or may not, teach future probation, and the
Andover creed may, or may not, teach the same doctrin.
The facts in the matter are not altered in the slightest degree
" Had even all of the sisters resigned, did that giv the by either; and what the facts are nobody knows or can
commissioners and Coffey the authority to change a school know. All discussion of the subject, therefore, is, in the
given us Catholics by the government, into an undenomina- language of Ecclesiastes, "vanity and a stri"ving after wind:"
tional one? But the commissioners hav not even that poor
IT is a very short peg indeed upon which the Roman
excuse, for of their own authority they, without consulting
Catholics authorities cannot hang a plea for special generosity
the Catholic authorities, turn out the priest, the principal,
in giving by their followers. This year is the jubilee year
and two of tho sisters. In the same arbitrary manner they
of the pope's ordination as a priest, and the archbishop of
took from us Catholics a school given us by the government,·
Paris has set the example for other archbishops by commandand turned it into an undenominational one. Who gave
Coffey and the commissioners such powers? Without a ing that all the faithful shall pray for the pope, shall make
heavy donations to the Peter's pence fund, shall giv him
word to the Catholic authorities, a Catholic school given us
chalices and other gold and silver sacramental objects, and,
by the United States government has turned into an undeas the special homage of Paris, a tiara is to be subscribed
nominational one-that is, a school where no religion whatfor, the jewels of which, the archbishop suggests, shall be
ever, whether Catholic or Protestant, can be taught to our
those now only" ministering to vanity." This suggestion
poor Indians."
means that the women are to be asked to giv up their jewel
The other .side of the case is given the public ornaments to make a hat for the pope.

through the columns of the Oregonian by Col. Wm.
Parsons, special United States Indian agent, who investigated Coffey's charges against the sisters and
priests, and because of which Commissioner Pearson
removed them. The most flagrant of the sisters'
offenses was maintaining two schools with a force of
teachers sufficient for only one. They drew pay
from the government for conducting the Umatilla
reservation school, but devoted most of their time to
a school at Pendleton. The money which supported
the Umatilla school was raised by the sale of a square
mile of land belonging to all the Indians, regardless
of sectarianism, upon which the town of Pendleton
now stands; and they complained that it was not
right that this money should be Ul:led to support a
sectarian school. Only a small proportion of the Indians on the reservation were Catholics, the remainder being either Protestants or not members of any
church ; consequently a large proportion of the
children who ought to ha.v been in school did not go
at all so long as the sisters had charge of the only
school on the reservation: When the two sisters
were removed, and the others deserted, and. the
school was made unsectarian, the attendance of the
Indian children more than doubled. The school is
also much better conducted, the scholars advance
more rapidly in their studies, th~ buildings are better kept, and the sanitary condition of tbe school is
much improved.

IN a recent issue of TnE THUTII SEEKER we noted that
Lillian Harman's sentence having expired, she was released.
We gave the notice on the authority of Lu~ifer. But when
Mr. Harman went to Oskaloosa to pay his daughter's half of
the costs, and take her back to Valley Falls, she absolutely
refused to ha v the costs paid, claiming that she had wronged
no one and could not acknowledge the justice of the sentence t~ pay costs. Therefore she is still in custody, along
with her husband, and the state officers say she will be held
until the costs are paid. Mr. Walker also announces that he
will not pay costs when his sentence expires, and unless the
supreme court reverses the decision of the court which convicted them, their sojourn iu jail is likely to be long.
PoLITIOAL success does not always bring happines~.
Abram S. Hewitt got about thirty thousand more votes than
any other candidate for mayor of New York,, and was
elected. He is a man of nervous temperament, and IS troubled
with insomnia which the excitement of the campaign aggravated so that he did not get much sleep until after the election. Last Saturday Mr. Hewitt went down to the City Hall
and took the oath of office, an·d, while standing in a draught
receiving the congratulations of his friends, he took cold
and is .laid up with rheumatism. His message had to be
sent to the board of aldermen by a messenger, and another
man is acting mayor. Meanwhile the defeated candidate,
Mr. Roosevelt, went away to Europe and married a nice
girl· Henry George is about to enter upon an editorial career
at the helm of the Standard, and Mr. Wardwell is doubtless
comfortably fixed somewhere near the fire. Not one of
them, probably, would exchange places with ~ayor Hewitt,
and take his insomnia and rheumatism. It IS better to be
healthy than to be mayor, even of " the great metropolitan
city of New York."
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~lttrs Jrom Jlritnds.
ToRONTo, ONT., CANADA, Dec. 20, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: I forward $5, for which you will p~ease giv
me credit on my subscription for THE TnuTrr SEEKER for
1887, and kt $1 be applied for the defense of Mr. Reynolds.
The rest of the money is for pamphlets as per list inclosed.
Continue the pictures; the balloon was first-rate.
JAMES BoDY.
PERRis, CAL., Dec. 16, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5.00 for THE TnuTrr
SEEKER for 1886-87. Accept many thanks for continuing to
send the paper. If I tell you I cut wood and drew it twenty
miles to get the $5.00 sent, you will understand how much I
think of the dear, grand old TRUTH SEEKER.
Hoping not to be in arrears again, I remain,
Yours for the truth,
H. L. WRIGHT.
WILBON, !LT.., Dec. 23, 188G..
lin. EDITOR: Your subscriber, Eli Erickson, of Wilson,
TIL, emigrated from here some time ago, and I bought the
unexpired time of THE TRUTH SEEKER. As that time is now
expired, I remit a year's subscription, and also one new subscriber. We are both activ workers in the cause. Campus
contains a Catholic and a }fethodist church. Your paper,
with its cartoons, keeps them red-hot. They had rather see
the devil come there than THE TIWTH SEEKER.
E. T. PoTTER.
ToP>:KA, KAN., Dec. 24, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Find inclosed $8.50, for four subscriptions
to the grand old journal of liberty. We hav commenced
work here, and will organize a union soon. I think we can
muster up close to one hundred faithful soldiers to the cause
of humanity and reality. We havbeen receiving THE TRUTH
SEEKER through the news stands. I think by spring we can
raise the subscriptions to twenty-five, as we intend to work
faithfully.
C. H. ST. CLAIR.
FoRKS CnEEK, CoL., Dec. 19, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: Received your circular to-day, and will
send you two dollars on my subscription, as it is all the small
bills I hav. Would not do without the paper for twice the
amonnt. We take the Fn'llestigator, Freethinkers' Magazine,
and the Liberal. So you see we are well supplied with food
for the mind.
We look forward to Mr. Putnam's coming with pleasure.
Would like to get up a club for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but I
liv at a railroad station, where there are but few people,
most of tht:m Catholics.
Mrs. Buckner-Johnson has left us for "sunny" Florida.
All her friends miss her very much.
And now, hoping that prosperity and success will follow
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Liberal cause in general through
all time to come, I am, Yours truly,
B. L. SMITH.
FARMINGTON, UTAH, Dec. 15, 286.
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5.75-$5 on subscription for the best of papers, 50 cents for Colonel Ingersoll's.
"Lay Sermon" to mail to my orthodox friends, and 25 cents
for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
I feel to say that the cartoons are excellent and full of
.meaning; besides, they assist in introducing the paper in this
(Mormon) community, so we must not be so scnsitiv " out
West" here over the ridiculing of " sacred " things as some·
of our Eastern friends. THE TRUTH SEEKER is a fine mis.sionary for the cause about here, as the Mormons think it hits
the other Christians more direct than them. So they venture
to read, not seeming to realize that thereby they will be led
to qnestion the divinity of their own creed.
What seems best of all, we are to hav the genial S. P. Putnam with us again, and before the winter is gone the Utah
orthodox will begin to think Ingersollism and Infidelity is
HEOTOR w. HAIGHT.
growing.
JAMESPORT, Mo., Dec. 25, 188G.
Mn. ·EDITOR : It makes me sad to think tha" there is one
manin this land of boasted liberty wbo is compelled to be a
hypocrit in order to make. a success of any business. }lust
the teachers of this country surrender their manhood and religious independence in order to keep their positions?
"Schoolmaster" writes very discouragingly about his liberty.
God's Town must be completely engulfed in the darkness of
superstition and intolerant ignorance.
Come farther West, brother, and you can gain your freedom and manhood for which you pine and weep. We, as a
class, in the West set store by a man according to his value
to society. The teachers here do not find it necessary to act
the hypocrit to keep in the profession. I am out~poken at
all times on my religious opinions, yet I respect and consider the fr.elings and opinions of others. Some of my best
friends are in the Christian ranks, although I am known by
everyone to be past redemption. I work and argue against
Christianity on every occasion, and yet am now employed
for the sixth successiv term in a Christian district by Christian directors. For seven years hav I contended against
every class of religious fanatics without mercy or fear, and
during all that time hav been employed continuously in three
districts, one after another. Christianity is certainly on the
wane here.
Mr. Remsburg writes me that he will be here sometime in
January, and I hope he will awaken a spirit of investigation
and inquiry. We need hundreds more such men in the field
constantly, if we wish to accomplish a final triumph of our
cause. I am often surprised at the ignorance of the people
with regard to religion. Can there not be some more perfect system of organization proposed? It seems to me that
the Libem!B l~ck syst!lP.1 1 especi!l-lly as to revenqe, The fund

A good many Christians hav more faith in a lightning-rod
of the National Secular Union is uncertain, and depends en.
tirely upon the liberality of its friends. This is .not as it than in God.
There is a moral about the betrayal kiss of Judas; It
should be. A few pay all the expenses, while the great mass
shows the folly of kissing a man.
of Liberals pay nothing.
U. F. SHULER.
There are not· many Christians who would kneeJ. in the
MoNTROSE, IA., Dec. 2, 1886.
mud with their Sunday pants on to thank God for anything.
Mn. EDITOR: Assuming that you will pardon a stranger
I think a man with a bTl foot would stand. a l'Joor: chance
friend for addressing these few lines to you, I will state our on the narrow path.
. ...'·.. "
case, and solicit some advice. There are a great many LibThe Salvation Army bas nominated Jesl'fs':as··:a.candidate
erals in this vicinity, but we are unorganized, and hav never for governor of Oregon. The members go !'l~onml b_ollering,
had any Liberal lectures in this neighborhood. So .the field "Hurrah for Jesus!" The Salvation Army IB boommg town
is all open to the preachers, who hav been striving hard for property in the New Jerusalem.
. .
.
the last ten or twelve days and nights to get up a revival,
I hope that my readers will pardon any Irrever,eut. remark
but without success, or a very poor one, as they got only I might make; as I am not much of a Jesus mail .. ·
·.
one old darkey woman and one white man and his wife to
Everybody will be going to heaven pretty soon, for hell
come forward, the latter having once been Methodists, and will soon be full.
· · ·· ·
·
then Baptists, and now Methodists again.
The Christian religion o:ffers a greater reward for one thief
The preachers tried all their arts to get the people to join. that repents than for ninety-nine men who hav always been
They first called on all who wanted to go to heaven to rise- honest.
only one or two responderl. They then called on all who
I wonder what they would do in heaven if there should be
wanted to go to hell to keep their seats-when about all re- two saints to one harp.
G. W. BowMAN.
mained seated. Now, we are tired of this thing, and wish to
STEUBENVILLE, Dec. 24, 1886.
organize and hav some lectures from a good Liberal speaker.
Mn. EDITOR: Presumption gone mad is what I should
Please tell us how to proceed, and what would be the probdesignate the disease of the religious fanatics who I?retend to
able cost; and by so doing you will oblige,
describe what they call God as a monster man, with all the
Yours respectfully,
W. B. VAN VLIET,
passions and attribntes of man. The idea that man should
RoANOKE, VA., Dec. 19, 1886.
attempt to fathom the power that originated the drculation
l\In. EDrrou: Enclosed find one dollar, to continue my pa- of the blood, a blade of grass, or even the growth of a fingerper three months more, and then I hope to be able to hav a nail with bis limited capacity, seems to me the most preclub of three here. This iRa very religious place. I know suU:ptuous, anrl at the same time the most. ridiculous, thing
of but one Infidel besides myself that has got the sand to say in the world. When will we learn to know that we do not
so. My next-door ntighbor, our ex-mayor, reads my TRUTH know anything about it? We are of the earth, ear.thy, and
SEEKER, and is as anxious for every issue as I am, but don't when we attempt to go beyond that we are attemptmg more
want people to know it, for fear of losing popularity. I hav than our capacity warrants.
long since publicly expressed my unbelief, and I don'.t see as
How much better" Agnosticism!" It does not pretend to
it hurts me in my business, for I try to show my neighbors know anything beyond this life, and uses all the pow~rs that
that it does not require a Christian always to be a charitable nature givs us to better the condition of our fellow-creatures
and benevolent man. I like THE TRUTH SEEKER, and always and those who are to come after us. We waste no energy on
intend to read it as long as I can get it. The letters from other worlds, but endeavor to improve the condition of those
frienrls are very interesting. I like the pictures; but of who hav to occupy this, and, when our time comes to leave
course I don't indorse everything that comes under the head it, we resign our place and only know that if we ever are
of Freethought. Some able and good men are Atheists, but. conscious aO'ain we hav nothing to regret, and hope to use
I think I havharl sufficient evidence for me to be a Spiritual- the talents given us to do all the good we can in a second life
ist. I don't doubt that half the mediums claiming to operate as we hav done in this.
between this condition of man and the next are frauds; but
Why will man run after baubles in another world and le~ve
if we can prove one genuin communication, though there be undone his evident duty in this? It is the fact that cnnnmg
a million frauds, the fact that it is possible still remains.
priests hav learned that they can liv sumptuously on the
E. STODDARD.
labor of others, so long as they can tum the attention of the
masses to a future world, while they gull them out of the
M·oNTEBANo, W. T., Dec. 14, 188G.
Mn. EDITOR: Your ·most highly-appreciated paper is re- bl~ssings they might hav in this. T!tlk about political rings;
ceived regularly, and I find many communications and edi- why they are harmless in comparison to the rings of the
torials upon the important issues of the day that are worthy prie;ts, that encompass the whole world, both civilized and
savage. They must be broken up by the organization of
of the highest praise.
Our small city is at present in a quiet state, but it has been those who can burst the chains they hav placed on the
but a few weeks since the good· people had a serious church minds of men, before mankind can . be raised to the full
J. DoWNES.
trial, which ended in one or more of the truly good being stature of manhood.
"fired,". and finally in the burning of the church, by whom
no one knows.
I believe that but a short time will expire before an organization will be perfected in this valley, as there are, to my
knowledge, many Freethinkers here. and it needs only a
starter to bring thing~ to a business basis.
We are suffering at present from the iron hand of the local
option law. The city is cheated out of a revenue of about
$500 a year, and there is more whisky sold than when they
granted a license.
The county has been, and is now, to a great extent governed
by a set of cranky temperance fanatics, but it will not be so
long, as we are gaining ground slowly but surely.
Knowing that yon are working in a good cause, I expect
entire success of your faithful organ.
Inclosed please find $3.00 to apply on subscription.
FRANK LESSJ\IAN.
PoRTLAND, On., Dec. 20, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: There is a young preacher out West who
promised to marry five young ladies. Everyone agrees that
he is a very promising young man.
It would be just as reasonable to expect a man to climb a
tree headed up in a barrel, as to expect a man who is a slave
to a creed to think clearly on scientific subjects.
A preacher not long since accused me of lying. He said I
had no right to infringe on his patent.
Preachers compare themselvs to worms. I wonder how
they would like to be used for bait.
Christians should be careful what they pray for. They
must remember the flood was brought about by a Baptist
prayer-meeting.
I had a splendid dog, until he followed a friend of mine to
a Presbyterian church. After that he went to sucking eggs
and killing sheep.
I guess Christians will quit climbing the golden stairs
pretty soon. They will be going up in an elevator.
The Bible was made for impostors to preach, and fools to
believe.
The people are farther advanced in religion in the West
than in the East. We hav a god factory in 'Frisco.
Preachers generally use large words and small sense. The
man with the longest head generally uses the shortest words.
Preachers go 'round the country pedling heaven and begging on the Lord's credit, wherever his credit happens to be
good.
Preachers say we must be washed in the blood of the Lamb.
Why not he washed in the hlood of the Pig? I would like
to ask the question whether if Jesus Christ should walk into
Trinity church in New York with his old clotheil on he wou!q
be welcome ?
·
I wonde.:r how old Oh:rist wa!J wheu he wp,a born,

SPRINGVILLE, UTAH, Dec. 19, 1886.
Mn. EDITOR: I desire to write a few lines to comfort and
cheer all those. who are advocating the cause of oppressed .
humanity. We hav !Jere to labor under at least an aver-·
aO'e of adverse circumstances, and for one I will do my
b~st to "look upon the bright side," and hope for the best.
I like the idea of Putnam and others for us to organize as
far as possible in order to more effectually combat the errors
of the past, and also to build up something better adapted to
the higher wants of humanity. But for the present here in
Utah we shall most likely hav to be satisfied with organizing politically in self-defense with all classes who are nonMormon against the People's Church and State party.
Now a few words about subscribers for our TROTH SEEKER.
Various excuses are made for not subscribing. The few who
feel inclined find it difficult to raise the money; for the little
they get has to be spent for the necessaries of life. I ha v
offered the journal to any new subscriber for two dollars,
while I pay three, so, if possible, to induce others to come
along. I show it, and use encouraging words. Now, by
waiting till a few days after New Year, I hav thepromis of
one new subscriber; therefore I delay to send till then my
amount. I cannot refrain from acknowledging. my grateful
feelings to you and many others who write for our excellent
journal; for it is a feast of mental food to all who r.ead it,
unless their appetite is depraved; and as for the pictures, I
look over them with delight every time.
I cannot omit to say we hav a few good and true Freethinkers here in Utah that I lovt much to associate with.
But for fear of trespassing too much by being too lengthy I
will close, after stating in short what pertains to. C. B.
Reynolds for his defense and services in our cause, who
deserves much more than he gets from his friends. The
$2.50 sent is from H. S. Brooks, Joseph Tibbetts, David L.
Evans, H. M. Dougall, and L. W. Gallup, each fifty cents.
Fraternally,
L. W. GALLUP.
HAVANA, ILL., Dec. 22, 1886.
· Mn. EDITOR: As I hav not written a letter for TrrE TRUTH
SEEKER for1 some time, I thought I would giv you a short
sketch of our Freethought work here.
··
·.
Quiver township is in Mason county, Ill. It is. noted for
its great revival meetings, which are held .here every'winter·
by Rev. Mr. J uda, pastor of the Christian church; Last
winter this Rev. Juda was conducting his orthodox ·circus,
and about fourteen were converted, baptized, and declared
members. All.were baptized in winter, when the themometer
was about zero. They were afraid to put it off until warm
weather for fear they might die, and if they should die without being baptized they thought sure the devil would get
them. This same Juda who did all this work lasfwinter,
has just closed. his bi~ ~~etin~s to ~!8 sorrow. ·':A:fte<-~ll his
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preaching, begging, and kind invitations for people to accept
his doctrin, I am glad to say he did not get a convert. Disheartened-looking, sad, and melancholy, he gave it up as a
bad job. This was rather sad for the man of God, but what
was the cause of all this? Why, the good people of Quiver
are beginning to think and reason upon this subject, and during his meetings a couple of true and not-afraid-to-speak
Liberalists scattered the doctrin of Freethought among this
good people, and that is what opened their eyes and caused
them to think. The minister tried to stuff them with his
Bible myths and prodigal-son stories as he had done before,
but it was all of no use.
Last Sunday, December 19th, the members had the pleasure of baptizing a lady who united with the church last summer, but at that time was iu feeble health, and they thought
it unsafe to baptize her then, but last Sunday, when the
thermometer ranged about zero, she was taken to the beautiful Quiver creek, and, when all the congregation had assembled on the banks, she was led down into the icecold water and ducked in the name of the Lord. The
waters in the creek seemed to laugh at such ignorance
as this. It was a disgrace to a civilized community like
Quiver. But the great time is over, and the minister has
gone to labor in some more promising field. I am happy to
say that Freethought gained more converts than he did.
I think if we can keep the ball of Freethought rolling, we
can do a great deal of good in this community. I for one
am always ready and willing to, and do spread Freethought
every time I hav a chance, and I- think it's every true and
honest man's duty to do all he can to keep the flag of liberty
flying in the air. Our forefathers fought hard_ against the
church that we could hav the pleasure of enjoying liberty,
and now to stand by with our mouths shut, and say nothing,
and let our country go back into the bands of the church
again, would be like standing by and seeing a thief run off
with the goods of an honest man's labor.
I am a Freethinker now, and will continue one until this
mortal frame of mine is laid to rest.
J. A. WEAJJER.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Dec. 19, 286.
MR. EDITOR : The worthy secretary of the American Secular Union has hit the right nail on the head when he says:
"If it were not for political power I should never think of
a Freeth ought organization." That sums the whole thing up
in a nutshell. Liberals, did you ever consider that as long
as you are about equally divided up among the political
parties you are not the " kind of cats" that politicians cater
to? The majority of Catholics are Democrats, and the majority of Protestants are Republicans; and do they not both
receive favor from their respectiv parties? Hence the ad-.
vantage is apparent of being organized and throwing our influence in a body; then we can accomplish something and
obtain recognition. What is the use to write to the candidate of your respectiv party when it is a foregone conclusion
that you allow to vote for him no difference what his answer
may be, which is generally this: ""While I am in favor of a
total separation of church and state, if I am elected I would
vote against any measure favoring the Nine Demands of
Liberalism." Is not such an answer a contradiction in terms,
because the Nine Demands of Liberalism show just wherein
church and state are united? And can it be possiole that he
doesn't know the meaning of the word "total?" No, he
knows your prejudices for your party, and that with the
fact staring you in the face that you can expect nothing
better from the other parties you will support him.
Liberals how do you intend to accomplish the Nine Demaw Is of Liberalism.? Only through a political effort. But
om h aders must not wait for us to become strong through
organization before they make a political effort. Did our
Revolutionary f!lthers wait until they became strong before
they made an effort for national independence? Did the advocates of Abolition wait until they had become strong
through organization? Did the noble men and women
throughout all ages wait until they gained enough friends to
defend them before giving their grand truths to the world?
No ; the word wait is not the stuff of whicn heroes are
made. The only way for us to succeed is to make a bold
stand, and then, and not till then, can we surmount _what
seems to be an impossibility. To pave the way for thrs, _attend y~ur respectiv parties' convention, and tell them in plain
words what plank you are most in favor of in their platform,
and insist if they don't intend to carry out the plank to the
letter for the sake of truth and contempt of hypocrisy not to
insert it. And then compare notes, and if there are any of
the parties that will make a faithful promise to carry out our
plank, then it is the bounden duty of every Liber_al _to support that party, and this you can do without sacnficmg any
of your political principles, of course, except you are
prejudiced because there is no other issue between-especially the two old parties-except the tariff, and they are
divided on that there being free-trade Republicans and protectiv Democra~s. But if there are none that will make a
faithful promis to carry out the Nine Demands of Liberalism, then we" should ally ourselvs with some new party, ?ecause they are most always progressiv, and hence the easier
to ingraft upon. Remember that the Abolitionists had received no promises from that once hale and buoyant party,
the Republican, who carried out the Abolitionist movement
to their entire satisfaction. What would such an effort accomplish in my opinion? It would force all pa~ties ~o expunge from their platforms planks they hav no mtentwn of
carrying out. What effect would this hav? Why, the~e are
thousands that would leave their party if it should omrt one
plank in the platform, no matter if there never had been any
other ;use made of it any more than an ornament; and who
cOil<Iil-d !blame them, that b~Jing tlw most beautiful part about
the platform ? Besidell, this would force an issue and would
giv .an im~tllil :liJj) Li)}~r!fl!sm ~WOIJ~hout the country. I am

aware that new movements are made up of individuals who
hav been ostracized more or less, but if you can get them
to take hold once they will sweep every thing before them,
no matter if their social faculty has been forced to lie
dormant on account of their uncongenial surroundings.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
KENT, 0., Dec. 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: 1\Iuch is being said at the present time about
landed equality. Many claim that the god of nature intended all land to be free, and to belong to his people in equal
proportions ; that no one has the right in equity to hold in
"fee simple" any part of Mother Earth, but that each and
every one should hav the right to enter upon any lands they
may desire, to grow the necesmries of life, without hindrance
or objection by anyone else. I know this field of argument
is open and broad enough for many fluent speeches, but I
wish to giv in a few words my idea of the question, and, to
represent the same, I wish to place man back to the more
primitiv state, and imagin every man to be in possession of
forty acres of land. On this am01mt of land every man could
certainly grow- enough to feed a large family. But I soon
learn that we need something besides food for our comforts.
We need clothes to keep us warm. What are we to do?
Why,- we hav only to grow the cotton, and raise the sheep,
and we are fixed. This seems easy, but we shall need some
device for making the cotton and wool into yarn, the yarn
into cloth. How are we to do this from the ground? Why,
one man says, you take my land and grow food for us
both, and I will make machinery to make the yarn. Then
comes another and says, Yon take my forty acres and raise
keeping for all three of us, and I will make the clothes for
all of us. We now hav food and raiment, but we need
houses to liv in. What shall we do in this case? We can
not grow our houses. Now comes the fourth man, and says,
Farmer, ymi take my laml and raise food for the manufacturer, the tailor, and the laborer, and we will make the sawmill, saw the lumber, make the iron and nail mill, make the
nails, etc., to build us all houses, and we will exchange our
work and product for your work- and product. By this
plan all are fed, clothed, and housed. No price seems to be
set to any article of production on either side. A mutual
and equitable exchange or barter is expected. When the
farmer takes his product to the manufacturer to barter for
artieles of manufacture that he needs, he finds a great deal
of time and labor is required to make the exchange ; also
finds that many times other farmers hav supplied the wants
of the manufacturer and laborer, and he fails to make an exchange. He may desire to cross the Atlantic, but finds no
place where he can trade corn for a ticket of transit. Neither
is it convenient to carry with him potatoes or onions to pay
his other expenses while making the trip. To remedy this,
our government, like others, has said that certain metals of
certain size and quality shall hav a certain denominate value,
and such minerals (called money) shall be taken and given
in exchange for all articles Of value; also shall be taken for
all labor, service, or assistance rendered by one to another.
The law-makers when making such law did not, nor could
not, put a price upon any article of traffic or commodity, but
left each and every one to determin what he should, or can,
get for such article or service. If law should fix the price of
corn or a day's work, and it was afterward found the price of
corn was too high, the laborer would soon be found a producer of corn, and a surplus would be the result. ·Then a
reaction would come, and the number of laborers would be
augmented, and corn would become scarce.
Where the price of ev.erything is left to be governed by
circumstances, equality of prices can be better fixed. When
there is a surplus of corn, the_price of corn decreases. When
more manufactured articles are on the market than there is
a call for, the prices must decline. When there is a surplus
of laborers, and men are looking for work, there must be a
reduction in wages.
Thus we see how it is that landed property came to be
in the hands of a few. We do not all want land. - The doctor, the lawyer, manufacturer, mechanic, etc., hav no use
for land, but each earns his living by his brain and skill.
Land did not grow everything needed to make us comfortable, and barter or exchange was a failure. We find that
although each had an equal proportion of Mother Earth when
we started, necessity compelled us to barter away o~r
rights in such land that one man might hav more land m
order to raise produce for those who choose to utilize the
other blessings that nature has placed within our reachEven those that wish land do not need the same amount.
One man wishes land on which to graze his flocks, and needs
more acres. Another wishes to grow grain, and requires less
acres. Another livs near town, and wishes to engage in
"truck farming," and can till but a small amount of land.
No two require the same amount. Again: if there were no
individual lands, who would take the trouble to enrich the
poorer lands for others to work? Who would v.:ork the
poorer land when the rich valleys are m~re productrv? To
remedy this difficulty, man, from the earliest ages,. ha~ ~ade
natural, just, and equitable laws to protect ~ac~ mdrvrdual
in his natural rights. No one is allowed to mfrmge or trespass on the rights of another. I believe it as much impossible to keep up and maintain a civilized nation or government
without individual rights and individual property as it is for
vegetation to grow without the light and heat of the sun.
All are not, nor cannot be, farmers. It requires skill and
hard work to grow the necessaries of life. No two farmers
can grow the same amount of crops, even on the same land.
The farmer who uses the best judgment, does the most work,
and that at the proper time, who is the most economical, and
sees to his business the best, is the most successful. As with
the farmer, so with the manufacturer, the doctor, lawye_r,
mechanic, and the common laborer. No two laborers_ will
do the same amount of work in a day of the same quality.
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No two use the same economy, etc., consequently one makes
a better living than another.
Would it be right for the economist to be compelled to
divide with the shiftless spendthrift! No two trees in the
forest are of t-he same commercial worth, although growing
side by side on the same ground, their leaves drinking in the
same rains and dews, and breathing the same air. Nature
has so decreed, and man cannot change her laws. We may,
and it is our duty to, improve our condition in life all we
can, but we cannot all arrive at that same moral, physical, or
financial worth. We should not envy those who succeed
better than ourselvs. If we do as best we can, the same god
or power that brought us into this world, and to which we
are all subject, will, when the separating link is broken that
binds the present with the eternal future, if he has so decreed,
waft our never-dying soul to its future destiny-our material
bodies back to mother dust to foster the minute gel'ms of ll.
new creation.
From whence we came, or where we go,
Is not for mm·tal man to know.
We need not ask-no one can tell
Whether we stop here, or go hence to dwell.
While we are permitted here to liv,
Ask not what we would not freely giv.
Make the best of everything all we can,
And envy not our fellow-man.

A. D. SWAN.

CoNooRn, KY., Dec. 17, 286.
MR. EDITOR: "Chilton A. White has joined the Christian
church." So says one @f our country organs. Not that
t-here is anything remarkable about a man of this name joining this church or any other. It is a simple fact, an everyday occurrence, but there is a point or two of which I wish
to make a note.
Chilton A. White has been a distinguished light in our political circle. He has heretofore been regarded as a profound
jurisconsult, gifted with a large share of forensic eloquence,
and has held positions of trust and emolument. As -y."e said
before, this thing of itself is of little moment, but we believe
one logically inclined might get an argument out of it, might
draw an inference.
Why did Chilton A. White wait until this time in his life
to seek ingress at the door of salvation? That entrance
would hav welcomed him years ago. There is a reason, and
I propose to voice it. He, unless compelled, would never do
it. He has harbored the reason· long, but he smothered it
too, and would hav suffocated it if he could. But it seems
secrets are tired of concealment, and are avenging themselvs
by revelation, so this one has strengthened with his weakness,
overmastered, and, at last, betrayed him.
Our reason or inference is this-and if our distinguished
subject can detect an_error in it we would be glad to hav him
do so : He_ is growing old. Whisper it as softly as you
please, but it is all too true. He is growing old in that sense
that bespeaks inanition and decay. The kind of vitality
which he has been utilizing is running low, and he seeks this
holy receptacle for his waning powers. Yes, after having
harvested the fruitage of his prime ancl vigor, he is going to
devote his exhausted energies to God. It seems as though
God gets a great deal of this kind of largess. I do not know
whether he ever inspects the nature of the compliment or not,
but if he does he cannot feel very highly flattered, one would
think. But what matters it so Chilton A. White turns !!;OOd
and goes to heaven ? And then here is something else of consideration. If younger and more effectiv men hav crowded
him from the rostrum and forum, he may yet occupy the exhortation platform, and it may be in time the pulpit, in his
turn filling the place of some one still more effete than himself-not be hustled into obscurity all at once, but by kindly
imperceptible degrees. If he is compelled to forsake Blackstone, his God of civil law, which he never desecrated by
question or deviation, he still as a dernier re.qort has the supreme head of the new Jerusalem for quotation and interpretation. Quite a philosophical deduction and a pleasing
perspectiv.
We will close our brief criticism with an antithesis. We
quote verbatim tlH! brave words of one whose name is as
familiar to TnE TrmTH SEEKE!t family as a household word:
"HavinO' been victimized by this sentiment called religion,
and the best part of my life lost, I feel certain that it is, and
always has been, a curse to the race, and I am striving to rid
myself, and wish I could the worlcl, of the last dregs of it."
What a contrast! The author of these grand utterances
has had the advantages of time, experience, and education.
He is a man of letters, has figured conspicuously in court
circles and been made the recipient of many honors due his
superi~r abilities. But greater than all are his unswcrv~ng
integrity, his deep insight into truth, and his unwaverwg
fidelity to it. It is these supereminent qualities that hav
lifted him above his fellows and made him the greatest
"Roman of them all." Accumulating years hav not robbed
him. They hav, instead, added majesty to hi~ mind :u;rd
dignity to his name. Unlike our newly-made chrld of Chnstianity the act of whom proclaimed retrogression, deterioration a~d decline his course is marked by development,
progress, and adv'anc~ment. ":hile .the one has sunk int_o
the O.riveling occupatiOn of savmg hrs. own. soul, the oth.e~ IS
working earnestly and intently in mehoratn~g the condrtwn
of the race. The act of the one abets and mdorses ens! avement while every thought and deed of the other make f<:r
eman'cipation. The one is forging manacles; the other JS
striving by every honorab~e ~eans ~o break them. The .one,
as the crowning act of hrs hfe, blindly embraces delusiOn ;
the other as indignantly rejects it. The. ~h.urch may vauntingly boast of its newly-acquired acqmsrtwn! and prate of
the wonderful influence likely to re~ult from 1t, but .a thm~
sand such acquisitions are as nothmg compared· wrth tins
name which glorifies the splendid domain of Freethought..
Begging our friend's pardon for the contrast, we wrll
leave, for the time, the "regenerated," who, like the po~r
canliual, turns to his God when he can no longer serve IllS
king. 0 religion, thou art a iewel!
V
"

VIRGINIA

E.

AN(;g,
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flhildr~n's flom~r.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
Ri'ller, .Mass., to whom all CommuniMtionsfor
this Curnflio slwuld be sent.
•• Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Hail, Thou New Year!
Hail, thou New Year! though thou hast come so
soon,
I'm hardly willing yet to say good-bye
To the old friend who lays aside his crown,
A.nd in the grave of time lies down to die.
I had grown fond of him, and learned to know
The faults and virtue• of the dear Old Year;
He brought me many a comfort, many a joy,
Although-ah, yes-he caused me many a tear.
But for the tears, as often as they flowed,
He gave me peace, he gave me Rmilts again,
A.nd taught me to look upward to hope's skies,
AndRee the rainbow gleaming through the rain.
The dear Old Year! He came as merrily
As thou dost come, just twelve shm·t months
ago;
And nnw, because he has grown old at last,
Shall we forget the faithful life? Ah, no!
Thou art a stranger; what know men of t.hee?
Thy promise• may all be fair and bright,
But many a morning ilawning cloudlessly
Has brought a weary day and stormy night.
Well, we will welcome thee-ay, trust thee, too;
Thy face is fair, and young, and o::lad, and we
Will aRk a blessing on t.hy reign, 0 king!
Till a new year shall take thy throne from thee.
-Hnrper•s WeeJ.:lv.

RebPcca.
Rebecca lived away back in the last century, when the people spun and wove all the
garments they WO!'e. The spinning-wheel
was more important than any other article of
household furniture, and it was not ornamented with p;ay ribbonR and set up in the
best room, as sometimes seen in these days,
but it was in almost constant use, the big
wheel going ronnd and round from the rising
to the setting of the sun. Rebecca was very
handy at spinning all kinds of yarn, except
street yarn, and also knew how to weave the
yarn into cloth ; then, too, she knew how to
fashion the cloth into clothes. She was a
bri.~ht-eyed, smart, capable Yankee girl when
she attracted the attention of the wife of Governor Belcher, who was in pnrs1Iit of a mairl
to assist her in such work ag RP.becca was
versed in. Jonathan Belcher made the
acquaintance of Lady Belcher in England.
where they were married. anrl she followed
his fortuues to the wilds of America. Mr.
Belcher was a graduate of Harvard College in
the year 1699, and was regarded as a very
promising young man. and in England agsociated with the Princess Sophia and her son,
who is known in history as George I.
When Governor Burnet of the Colonies died
in 1730, Mr. Belcher was appointed by the
king governor of Massachusetts and New
Hampshire, and he held that honorable position for eleven years. Afterward he visited
En~land for the third time, and then was appointed governor of New Jersey, and went
there to liv. He became the patron and
great benefactor of Princeton College. But
it was while he lived in Boston, and was governor of Massachusetts and New Hampshire,
that Rebecca went to liv in his family. Larly
Belcher was greatly interested in her tidy
waiting-maid, and was often amused at her
witty remarks. Sometimes Lady Belcher
wll.s sad when she thought of her distant
home and her relativs far across the deep Atlantic. At such times Rebecca would strive
to interest her in various ways.
"If I could read, dear lady," she said one
day, "as you can, I would n()t be lonely."
"Would you like to learn to read?" inquired Mrs. Belcher.
"Oh, I would indeed," answered Rebecca.
"Then I will teach you," said the good
lady. "We will commence now."
Rebecca clapped her hands, and danced
about in great glee. She was so apt a scholar
that she soon learned to read, write, spell,
and cipher.
Oh, how proud she was of her attainments!
And how hard she studied! She did not
neglect her other duties, but repeated her
spelling lesson while at the spinning wheel, or
while ·washing dishes;
At length, when the news spread that Rebecca had beeome a scholar, she was invited
to teach a school. So she opened a school
for little girls and boy& in her father's house.
There was a big fireplace in the room, for
there were no stoves then, and the children
sat about on benches, stools, and little
crickets. She taught them well and faith-

fully, however, and imparted to them all the
book knowledge that she knew.
After a while Rebecca married, and went
to liv in a home of her own out among the blue
hills at Milton. Little children of her own,
boys and girls, came to her, and she tanght
them how to grow into good men and good
women. When they were grown they never
forgot her lessons, and, as after awhile they
went away to liv in other parts, they never
forgot her. When children they used to hav
great fun, piling into the big wagon, which
was drawn by oxen, and riding into Boston
to see the sights.
The time came when their children, Rebecca's grandchildren, had greater enjoyment
riding out to Milton to visit her. Rattlesnakes wt>re in the woods, it was said, and
along the fences, but they did not care for
rattlesnakes when they went berrying. Berries, wild cherries, and all kinds of nuts were
abundant there in their season. One of her
grandsons was one day up in a tree, picking
cherries, when he accidentally disturbed a
nest of hornets. Qnick as thought, when he
saw what he had done, he threw his basket
over his head, and as it bounded to the
p;round, he jumped, and fell fiat upon his
face. The hornets in their wild rage flew at
the innocent basket and commenced stinging
it. The boy, whose name was Isaac, lay as
still as a mouse, peeping with one eye occasionally at the enraged hornets stinging the
old basket. There he lay until the hornets
had had their revenge out, and left, which
was not till near nightfall, when he cautiously
arose, and ran home to tell the tale to Rebecca, his grandmother, who drew a moral
from the action of the hornets toward the innocent ba&ket.
Rebecca lived to a great age, and her life
was honest, just, and useful, and she often
told of the happy days she passed as lady's
maid at the residence of good Governor
Belcher. She was wise, thrifty, and industrious, and her traits of character may be still
S. H. W.
seen in her descendants.

So they appointed a great many committees,
and drafted constitutions and by-laws, and
circulated petitions, and by the time th~ elephant had killed several more· boys and
trampled down a quantity of gardens, they
had erected very comfortable toll-houses for
the gate-keepers and gates for the elephant;
and then they waited with great satisfaction
to see the animal regulated.
Slowly the great feet tramped onward;
slowly the great proboscis appeared in view;
and, with a sniff of contempt, the elephant
lifted the gate from its hinges and walked off
with it, while the crowd stared after him in
dismay.
"Well!" exclaimed the keeper, catching
his breath ; '' we havn't made much money
so far, but the regulation plan would hav been
first-rate if the elephant hadn't been a leetle
stronger than the obstruction." The elephant's name was Whisky.

Susie's Perplexity.

3.-REBUS.

" What can they giv me, I wandel'?
They gave me last year such a lot,
I really can't think of a present ·
I havn•t already got.
" Books with the prettiest covers,
The prettiest pictures, too,
And full of the sweetest stories! havn•t yet read them through.
"Work-boxes, thimbles, and needles,
And dresses, and gloves, and shoes
And tables, and china dishes,
How many nobody knows.
"I looked in the windows in Boston,
Full of everything nice and fine,
But I did not see a collection
One-half as pretty as mine.
" My room is perfectly lovely,
Just perfect, and ll.nytbing more
Would make it dotted and cluttered,
'Twould spoil it, I feel quite sure.
"Ah, I know of another Smie,
Sbe !iva just over the way,
Her room looks bare, and her mother
Goes out to work by the day.
" She has just the sweetest of faces,
Sh~'s just as good as Hhe looks,
But her mot·her can scarcely giv he1·
Her food, and her clothes, and books.
"So I won't take any presents
This year, but th1s I will say,
Giv thtm all to the other Susie,
Who livs just over the way." -M. W. R.

Regulating the Elephant.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

Six masculin names.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

2.-DLI.MOND.
A letter from Southampton.
To lay in order.
Departed souls.
A title of nobility.
A river in the United States.
Compactness.
Denon:;.inations.
To dally amorously.
A letter from Southampton.
W .A.RREN B. 0ROILI.RD.

Arit!Imetical.
4.-DIVERSIFIED ANAGRAMS,
Giving the sequel to " Adam's Adventures," as suggested by Heston's eighth cartoon in TRUTH SEEKER of September 11th.
Altho' it was not harp.time yet,
A creature with a ha1-p I met.
'Twas Erin's harp, and Hirem Pat
Was playing" Adam's old prime hat."
The tunA to me did he impart
With all the vim of his·impheartj
Yet ne'er before did hall'p emit
Such discord as did hamper it.
Poor mother Eve cried, '' Hie, tramp fly!"
" With widow's weeds don't tamper, Hi/"
''You cannot trap me, Hi," she said,
And knocked that prime hat off his head.
But Hirem cried, "Oh, I'm her Pat,"
And begged, "Pray, do not rip me hat!"
So fierce she grabbed him by the hair,
I knew we ne'er should see them pair.
A perfect e(JJJ'th-imp now in ire,
Revenge has set his soul on fire ;
With cunning now he eyed their map
To know the place where Eve must nap.
•• So when her eyes in sleep are closed,
I'll steal the monkey unopposed ;
And so of household gods bereft,
The hat by will, the beast by theft,
•Twill leave her sad and desolate."
'Twas thus I overheard him prate.
"A thrim ape 'tis," Pat swore in court,
For he had bobbed the monkey short.
In vain the trick the rogue to save !
Justice still overtakes the knave J
He sees her with a rope, not far,
And hears her warning, "hemp ItaJr."
'Tis ever thus since Eden's blight
Our '' household gods" work Love's despite.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
NoTE.-All the italicized words contain in
each place all the letters of a name for certain
''household gods." Only eight letters; and
if anyone will try to accomplish something of
the same kind perhaps he will giv me some
credit for what I here offer in the form of a
story-the sequel to" Adam's Adventures."

Everybody had heard that the great elephant wae loose, and several families whose
gardens he had torn up and whose boys he
had trampled upon, were sure of it. There
was great excitement, and the town held a
meeting to decide what should be done. They
did not want to exterminate him ; in fact.,
many of them did not believe that they could
cxtermiuatc him, for he was a pretty big elephant. Besides, he was useful in his proper
place-in shows, in India, and in story-books.
·• Onr best plan is to try and regulate him,"
said an enthusiastic speaker. "Let us build
toll gates along the routes we find he is going
to take, and make him pay--"
"Yes, but that leaves him roaming round,"
shrieked an old woman. "And I don't want
my boy killed." •
''Keep your boy away from him; that's
your business. Why, madam, don't you
know that an elephant's hide and tusks are
valuable for mechapical and surgical pur.
poses, and that he is useful in India? Besides, there's the toll he will pay. We shall
J. B.
by this means get money enough into the public treasury to build schools for a good many ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OORNER,
DEO. 25, 1886.
boys who are not trampled to death."
1.-A high pitch. 2.-Alexandria. 3.-The
"That's the plan. Regulate him! Regu. (k)nights at the poles are longer than those
late him!" shouted ·tb,(;l crowd,
on the line.

Correspondence.
ELY, V-r., Dec. 21, 1886.
DEAR Miss WrxoN. As I am a Freethinker,
and a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I think I
will write a few lines for it.
I liv among the snowy hills of Vermont, but
in spite of the snow and dismal weather which
we are now having, it seems quite pleasant
here to me, as this has always bel!n my Jwme.
There arc not very many Freethinkers here,
but those that are are so cowardly that they
dare not speak the word Freethought outlight. There are one Catholic and two Protestant churches here. I go to the Protestant
church quite often, as I like to hear both
sides of the story.
It seems so strange to think that people
will believe such stories as there are in the
Bible. If the fairy tales had the word Bible
printed upon them, the people would believe
they were true. I think that Frecthought is
one of the greatest beliefs in the world. Y ct
how many people hav been put to death on
account of it-a business that would be carried on to-day if the churches had the power.
A great many people think that a person is
not human unless he believes in some church,
and yet how many of the greatest and most distinguished men were, and are, Freethinkers !
How the people of the church dislike Robert G. Ingersoll l I heard it preached the
other evening that '' he would not be the orator he is if it wasn't for the Christian world."
Now,. dear 1\Iiss Wixon, I think I shall hav
to close, as I am afraid I shall tire you with
my letter. If you think this worth printing,
I should be pleased to see it in print. I reYours respectfully,
main,
DENA L. DIMOND.
P.S.-I should be pleased to correspon,d
with some of the young folks of THE TRUTH
SEEKER who are about sixteen or more years
old.
D. L. D.
OAK PoiNT, W. T., Dec. 12, 1886.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I saw in TnE THUTR
SEEKER of Nov. 6th that some kind friend offered to giv a small prize to the little girl
who can write the best piece in regard to the
world we liv in.
Although we hav but a slim chance for education in this part, I thought I would try my
hand at it. I am eleven years and three
months old. We liv on the north bank of the
Columbia river, forty miles from the Pacific
ocean, and sixty miles from Portland, Or., the
principal city of the Northwest. Lumbering
and fishing is the principal business. Trees
grow very large here, from two hundred to
two hundred and fifty feet tall, and from six
to seven feet in diameter; they are mostly fir,
spruce, cedar, and hemlock, and there are
logging camps here, where the men cut down
these big trees and saw them into difftrent
lengths, and oxen, some six or seven yoke,
haul them to the streams, or else to the railroad. A railroad passes by our schoolhouse
with logs, where it rolls them into the Columbia river, and then these logs are made into
rafts, and towed by steamers up or down the
river to mills, where they are sawed into lumber, and ships carry it to every part of the
world.
There are a great many salmon in the Columbia river, and, in the early spring and summer, men go out in boats, two men to each
boat, with long nets six hundred and seven·
hundred yards long and thirty feet deep.
They drift all night and take their fish in the
morning to the canning houses, where they
are cut up and put in cans, cooked, and then
labeled and sent to all parts of the world.
Some of these salmon weigh forty and fifty
pounds.
.
In the fall we can see the ships go right below our house, up to Portland, empty, and go
back down the river loaded with wheat,
which comes from Eastern Oregon and Washington Territory, and which goes mostly to
Europe, where there are many people and
bread is hard to get.
The largest city in the world is London;
the largest in the United States are New York,
Boston, Chicago, New Orleans, and San Francisco. In Chicago they pack large quantities
of beef and pork and send it to all parts of the
world.
In the Southern states there are great quantities of sugar, cotton, tobacco, and rice; the
Middle states produce plenty of fine fruit,
grain, and vegetables. The climate of the
northern part of the United States is cold,
temperate in the center, and ho~ in the South.
Europe produces large quantities of frnit,
wool, wme, and grain. There are many
beautiful rivers, mountains, and lakes in the
world. The largest river is the Amazon, and
the largest in the United States is the Mississippi.
This is all I know of this world as yet; but
I· hope, by reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
especially the Children's Corner, I may grow
wiser as I grow older. And, in crnclusion, I
think this world is just as we make it ourselva. If we be kind and peaceable to others
we will get kindness in return. I am your
little friend,
LrzziE LAwsoN.
[Lizzie's letter did not come to hand until
after we had selected the little essay for the
toy prize. We thank her for the interesting
sketch of the place where she Iivs, and shall
be pleased to hear from her any time. Perhaps some girl or boy in the East will tell us
now about our manufactures and industries,
which will interest our Western friends. We
are truly proud of the intelligence and capacity
of our cliU4r!lP. t~e Oorn!J:r,-ED, Q. C.]
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TIAN CHURCH.
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD'S

CHRIS-

TO

SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.

Like all TBoE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical execution of the work is all that could
be desired." Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
The primary objGct of the work, as its title indi·
cates, is to sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdi·
ties of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. The boolt contains much to interest every
intelligent reader. • • . Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Freethought
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
will certainlr find his "Spiritual" strength re·
newed.-John Peele.
Bound in cloth, 245 pp., price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
tf
33 Clinton Place, New York.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
Price 15 oeuts.
For sale at this office
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Price, 10 cents.

P'ublished and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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PERSONAL EXISTENCE .AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
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portraii
()f' the Author. Translated by BENJ.
VIRGINIA.
R. TUOKEB.
Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
Written in Prison. Suppressed b:[_the Czar. ThP
ENGLAND.
Anthor Over Twenty Yearfi an Exile in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
First American Edition Exhausted
London.
in Four Days. Second now
Rea~.
An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
PRESS COMMENTS ;
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" ol
OPENING SPEEOH TO TilE JURY
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston Ad:vertiSer.
in the suit of the
It is perhaps the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth of Russia in their
Bankers' sod Merchants' Tele· growth
into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
graph Company
noteworthy as a work which has played so important a part in the political and social history of
the century.-Boston Courier.
against the
As a revelation of follt life it is invaluable; we
Western Union Telegraph Company. hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
it.-Promaence Star.
-aThe characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
So many hav asked for copies of this fainous that the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a Boston Saturaay Evening Gazette.
supply and can mail them to those who desire
When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flaubert's "Salammbo" and Tcherthem, for ten cents each.
nychewsky's "What's To Be Done1" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
indll'Jent literature.-&. Louis Repulllican.
In cloth, $1 ; paper, 75 cents.
AddJ~<~ss THE TBU'l'H SEEKER,
33 Olinton Pl..,e. N••w York
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Copernicus.

,
.
By FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND, Author of "The
Reign of the Stoics."
"This is a book not only to be read once, but t~
be kept and referred to, and pondered over f'ron.
year to year. It is a ~uide-book of Liberalism
through the past centunes prior to 1600, the era of
Copernicus and Bruno. It does not take the place
of other histories like Gibbon, Hallam1 or Lecky,
but it makes them mtelligible by pointmg out the
white light that h•ts been cast npon the lurid
clouds of ignorance, superstition, and cruelty,
from the little stream of Freethought that has
flowed in its ragged, broken, and obstructed course
down through the ages which now liv only as our
realm of Memory and Admonition."
Octavo, 458 pp.
PRICE, $3.50

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims.

As a text-book in schools, the book would occup:v''
an important place; in the family it would be no
less im{lortant, as conveying information that all
Hbould be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger•s intentions in writing this book
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J!lotlrg.
Uncle Bill on the Preachers.
They tell me this, and they tell me that,
And theY tell me everything,
_ The road forks here, and the road forks there,
And.the road goes round in a ring.
They giv me wheat, and they giv me chaff,
And call it the bread of life,
They claim religion·is pleasure and peace,
They claim it is penance and strife.
They reason fro~n love that God is good,
From hate-and they make him bad;
They preach : "His mercY for ever endures"They preach that he will get mad;
They figure and twist and make him one,
They twist him again-he is three;
1'hey split his kingdom in two, and yield
The devil the earth and sea.
They muddle my brain with doubt and dirt
And talk of his marvelous light-They say I am blind when I cannot see
A dawn through eternity's night;
They stand me up in a row and draw
A crooked line in the dark,
And tell me to toe the scratch. and say
I'm damned if I straddle the mark.
They prove the Bible is true, and pt·ove
It teaches an endlel\8 hell;
They prove it is truer than th~t, and prove
That all shall at last be well.
They say that it saYs what it does not say,
And what it does say-deny,
And, say what you will, if yon say they are wrong,
They say what yon say is a lie.
There's Elder Brown of the Baptist church,
He argues it plain and square
That ducking a man is saving a man
And no other method is fair;
But the Presbyterian parson, White,
He atgues it sqna,re and plain
/'hat spraying a man is saving a man
And all other methods are vain.
While Rev. Green, the Methodist man,
Declares, with a two-sided wink:
The odds doesn't matter a single drop,
But just as you happen to think;
And Quaker Smith has a broad-rimmed view,
And says, with a "thee" and'' than,"
That water baptism don't wash with him
(His claim I'm inclined to allow).
Bnt how in the devil, or how in the Lord,
Snch mysteries may abound,
And celestially be all the truer because
Th'ey are not terrestially Ponnd,
Is more than my noddle can manage, and so
I say to the preachers : Go on!
What God wants of me he can tell it to me
As well as he could to St. John;
And I say to the Lord, and believe if the Lord
Has g9t .any sense he can see,
He needn't to send any drummers around
When he has any business with me.
'
FRANK FELT.

Jesus and the Jews.
She was a charming young widow of the
Oat]).plic persuasion. The subject of conversation was the rejection by a young lady, a
devout member of ~!other Slmrch, her affianced, a gentleman of Jewish descent, well
cultured and of unblemished character, whom
she fondly loved. After a long courtship and
au exchange of plighted vows, sealed by many
tokens of genuin affection, by persuasion of
parents, mother superior, and other devotees
of the "true faith," reluctantly, tearfully, she
told him she couldn't marry one of Hebrew
extraction. No, not even if he should consent to kneel·at the same altar with her.
I expressed my regret that hearts cemented
by the holiest ties should thus be ruthlessly
torn asunder, and that the poor girl should
sacrifice her happiness at the dictation of those
who regarded the most sacred affections of
the soul as secondary to religious prejudice.
'' Indeed," said the young widow, '' I think
she did perfectly right.
Nothing could induce me to marry a hook-nosed Jew. I despise the race."
"Now, Mrs. J.," said I, "listen. Young
widows, having tasted the charms of married
life, are not usually indisposed to matrimony.
Suppose you should meet a man, brilliant in
intellect, pure in morals, possessed of every
element of manly beauty, and, withal, blessed
with an abundance of this world's goods,
would you reject his suit simply because he
was a Jew?"
"Yes;'' she returned. "I wouldn't marry
him if he was the last man on earth."
"This strikes me as marvelous," said I.
"Yon would refuse a Jew under such circumstances, and yet you and your church
worship a Jew as God •. Do y:m not suppose
your savior loves his own people?"
· "Oh," she replied, "the blessed master
doesn't love 'em any more."
B. W. L.

Obituary.

covered from the attack. .The immediate
cause of death was cancer of the stomach.
Mr. Willis was born in Philahelphia, his
father being English and his mother Welsh.
The former died when he was two years old,
the latter when he was seven. He spent his
boyhood days in working at shoemaking on a
farm. He then began work on the old Pennsylvania Central railroad, built in 1827-34.
In 1835 he was appointed superintendent of
the old Portage railroad which crossed the
Alleghany mountains. In 1837 he came to
Detroit and superintended work on the
Michigan CentraL 'fhe next year he took
charge of the work of building a railroad
from Kalamazoo to AJlegan. In 1840 he settled in Battle Creek when there were not
sixty people there, and has ever since lived
there, engaged in many enterprises designed
to develop the county. He helped to organize
the National Republican party with Thaddeus Stevens in 1834, was an activ Abolitionist and supporter of the underground railroad, and a Republican from the birth of the
party. He was also a strong temperance
man, never having used liquor or tobacco.
In religious faith he was a Spiritualist. He
married twice and leaves five children. He
was a man of immense energy and perseverance, and had achieved almost a national reputation by his pushing of the project of a
ship canal across the lower part of Michigan,
from lake to lake. He also traveled extensivly throughout the country.

11ottoes for Freethinker~.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. 'fhese mottoes are
intended to take the place of tho "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many
houses. They are printed on heavy cardChfef editor, Charles Watts. Associate editor, H.
board, 9 inches by 22 1-2. 'fhe mot to is in black,
Clay Lnse.
with colored borderB, with an illuminate<l monoITS PRINCIPLES.
"Secular rhonght" will be devoted mainly to . gram of u, M. L. The following are the various
the promulgation of Constrnctiv Secularism in the readings:
afl:'airs of every-day life.
. .
"Secular Thought" will be purely Agnosttc m
·······················································
reference to all phases of Alleged Spiritualism.
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
"Secular 'J.'honf<'ht" will contain articles from
THE WORLD.
leading writers m Europe and America uoon
······················································
Se1ence, Plul.osophy, and General Educational
'fopics. It will also set apart special de_partments
to the consideration at' Progressiv thought in
•
l!"'REE THOUGHT WILL GIV US. TRUTH.
:
Great Bnt.ain, the United States, and Canaoa.
······················································
"Secular Thought" will not assail the Truth
found in any religion ; it will a1m only at destroying the_ inttuence of errors born of priestcraft,
dogmatism, and Perpetuated prejudice.
~~~~~~~:~~-~. ~~.:~~-.a.~~~. ~:.. ~~~~~~~:
"Secular Thought "will giv notices of new books
havmg for their object the Physical, Intellectual,
.
1\'Ioral, and Social elevation of the people.
"Secular Thought" will vindicate the right of
Free Inqnir~ and Free Speech, while always maintaming due respect for the views of those who differ from its own line of thought.
TH.E SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.
SECULAR THOUGHT
Will be published every Thursday. Terms, $2.00 a
year, paid in advance. Single copies, 5 cents.
Ail communications for the_:{?aper to be ad•
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
,
dressed, at present, to Charlee Watts, S'.a Berkeley
street, To ron to, Ont.
'l'he first number of "Seonlar Thought" will
.
contain articles, specially written for thts journal,
THE TilliE TO BE HAl'PY IS NOW.
by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Miss H. Gardener, and
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAl'PY IS HERE.
Dr. Foote, of New York. Also contributions from
Mrs. E. Lynn Linton, and other well-known
writers.
·.
.
2t52
SEND ORDERS AT ONCE,
;
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
:
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

Secular Thought.
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THE .WORLD IS MY COUNTRY i
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

.
•
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Parallels in Other Religions.

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
Mr. Willis was for some time previous to'
For Freethonght societies there is " large card
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testahis death a patron of TaE TRUTH SEEKER.
ment Myths and Miracles with thoMe of
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heathen nations of Antiquity, Conheading, containing the Nine Demands of Libersidering also their Origin
Book Notice.
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
and Meaning. With
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
nnmerons illus"MEN, WOMEN, AND GODS.''
trations.
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
This is the title of a very radical book by
The object of the work 1s to !?oint ant the myth wrapped, on receipt of price.
Helen H. Gardener, with introduction by with which the Old and New 1estaments abound
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
to show that they were held in common with a the
33 Clinton Pl., Now York City.
Robert G. Ingersoll, which has been sent . to nations; and then trace them to their evident origin
and
explain
their
meaning.
this office with a request for a review. The
"It is unquestionable trne that the results of a
book is a striking illustration of the way in- rationalist.tc study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere
else so accessible as they are now made
dependent women are upsetting things in n the work
before ns."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages,
these latter days, and by their logic tearing
Price, $2.60.
to pieces the wisdom of their elders, and by
their ready wit exposing the weak sophistry
-oof time-honored customs, that, coming down
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
to us through the misty vistas of the musty
A NOVEL.
York Observer's slanderous attacks
past, had been supposed to be infallible till
" Oh, heaven ! Apollo is once more among the
npon the Anthor-Hero of the Amerthe so.called illogical sex got ready to invesherdsmen of Admetns, and the herdsmen know
ican Revolution. Containing
tigate them. This. spirit of research may well not it is the Snn-god !"
both the slanders and .
alarm the elders, chief priests, scribes, and
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
their refutation.
Pharisees of the present day, who hav fool- cloth. Price, $1.50,
ishly preserved the records of their theocratic
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
tf
33 Clinton Place, New York.
dynasty, and with strange blindness permitted

Paine VinOicateU!

THE DAWNING.

women to learn to read for themselvs.
"Men, Women, and Gods" is a handsome
duodecimo volume of 175 pages, including
appendix, and is devoted to three vivacious,
scathing, and witty lectures, excoriating the
bUnd belief and unthinking credulity of the
devoutly orthodox Christian women of the
age, who hav no more idea of the real intent
of the Bible history they worship than the
benighted heathen they work for in the missionary societies hav of the internal mechanism of the mean. The volume can scarcely
be called attacks upon religion or religious
sentiment, since there is a divine breath of
charity toward humanity permeating its
pages. The author's leading opinion seems
to be that women should take no stock in religion or science at second hand, but should
industriously investigate everything pertaining to themselvs from a stand-point of their
own judgment. The book, which has already
run through five editions, is embellished with
a fine portrait of its author.-:-New Northwest.

A

NEW ENGLAND

Freethinkers' Con~
vention
WILL BE HELD AT

PAINE MEMORIAL, BOSTON,
January

29~h

and 30th, 1887.

To which all Liberals are Cordially
Invited.

-o-

WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

Good Speakers, Good M usic, and a Good r_rime
-w-ill be had.
IWCOME!..J!oll

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued it.s assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

10c.

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,

A Fabricated Account of a Scene at tlw Deatltbed of Tlwmas PaiM.

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15c.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12m a, 36 pages,
15c.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER.
33 Olin ton Pl.. NAw Yo1 k

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to llishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obsm·ver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
Address

78pp. Price 15 cents.
THE 'fllUTH REEKEH CO.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.

The Greatest o:f all Anti·Bibll· 'fhe History of Freethought. Bound
• in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
cal Works.
Section I. Definition of Freethonght and its
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies,. 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more snch
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation.J'

Price, a:; cents.

For either of these works, or any of Paine·s
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Early Struggles for.Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Ei;;;hteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght 'frinmph- in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Sl'cular Union; its

Necessity, and the J nstice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Sel·ularism; Destructiv and Construe~
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christ·an Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlangh. Contents : The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New TeBtament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

GOD AND HIS BOOK.
THE BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT

From the Tribune.

Henry Willis, of ship canal fame, died at
the residence of his grandson, Milton Willis,
December 20th, aged 85. He retained his
mental vigor and faculties until the last. In
August, while in Washington, he was taken
sick with a cougestiv chill, audneverfullyre-

BRIEF PROSPECTUS
of a new weekly Secular paper, to be published in
Toronto, Out., the first number to appear on
Thursday, Jan. 6, 1887, its name to be

AND WHAT IS IT?
By SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular
Review."
Iss ned in six parts. Fonr parts now ready. Price
25 cents each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity:
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianit_y, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ant~onistic i
Christian Scheme of Redem_lltion. .l!'or all oz
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE TRUTH SF.EKl<1R ANNUAL
Price, 25 cents.

.THE TRUTH SEEKER. JANUARY 8. 1887.

Ingersoll's 'Works. ln&"ersoll's Tributes
•

The· Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
In· five 1ecturesl.. comprising,· "The Gods ,;
"H~mboldti' "".i.'homas Paine," "Individuai. offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingerity1" _and "J:teretics and Heresies."
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25. printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiContents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man nated border, large clear type, suitable for framWoman, and Child," "The Declaration of
de_l)_en_dence," "About Farming in Illinois " ing. The titles are:
•· The .Grant Banquet," "The Rev. Alexand~r
Clark," "The .Past Rises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
D:reain," ·and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

rn:

Some JH:istakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
·
. c
Inte:.:views on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plam cloth, $1.25.

Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at HaiTy Miller's Grave.

The price of these hgretofore has been $1. We
What .Must We Do to Be Saved~ Pa- offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
per, 25 cents.
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secm·a
The Christian Relig-ion. By R. G. from
breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
IngersoJb Judge Jerentiali B. Black, and Prof
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.; cloth, $1. •
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Ort.hodoxy.

56 pages, 12nio, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing· as much as
col1ld be delivered in two ordinary lectures
Thiij makes a grand ntissiona.ry document"
Liberals should scatter it generously..
·

Ingersoll Catee.hised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editov-of the Ban Franciscan. 5 cents; 5o
ce_n~s per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated

Vindicatio11 of' 'fbomas Paine from

the attack_s of the NflW York Observer, by Rob.
ert G. Ingersoll. Pnce, 15 cents.
.

Address_ on the eivil Rights Bill.
Large SlZe !)Ctavo, paper, 10 cents.

Ingt>rsoll's Lectures Complete

Bound in one volume. To meet the 'demand
for 1\[r. Ingarsoll's works1 the publisher has had
all hiB lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy,". bound 1n one beautiful volume, iu half
calf, library s~yle, and containing over 1 300
pajl"es; wh10h 1B sold at the exceedingly iow
ilnce of $5, . Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav beerl. so many

!LPPlications for .Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
~s Brother," "The Vision of War;" the"Grant
~!tl!q1iet Toast," 1!-nd the recent· address over.
' L1ttle. Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav·
be.en Prlllted ali hea:ry" toned paper, 1Sx22,·illurq1nateq border, and m large, clear t_;YJ:>e, suitable, for frammg, and the four will be forwarded
t?:.~~y-address, for 50cts, or either (me for 15cts.

Pro~~ :].>oems

and Selections.

tiaw: book is a gem.

This

It is a model in every reBJ1ect. In factt one of the richest, brightest,
best ever· issue a. It contains, besides the celElhrated '~Decoration Day Oration," never before publishet;t, and. all the famous "tributes "
he~;etbfore prmted m various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems
selected fl'om the· speeches, arguments, lee~
ures; ~etters, table-talks, and day-to-day .con-.
ve_~·a_a_twn~of the author. The work is designed
fm; _apd wi)l be accepte<I by admiring friends as
a :rare personalsouvemr. To-help it serve this
purp9s~ 1 a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
faq smp.te, .has been prepared especiallx for 1t.
Pnce 1 m s1lk cl!Jth, b,eveled edges, gilt back
. and s1<Ie, $2.50; m half calf., m9ttled edges, elegant hb!'ary sty)e1 $4.50; m full Turkex morocco, gilt, exqms1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

OR,

; )?~dicated to the clergy
BY
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
._.,.,.. ,,,.
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
'

·

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex aJ?-d his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. PrlCe, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

JOLT AIRE' S ROMANCES.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paJler. With 67
The Present and the Future
eng~avings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Republic or North America. Hn.lf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
BY A CAPITALIST.
· 33 Clinton Place, New York.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
pove,t;v, vice 1and crime. It deals with t.he J?resent

con.di~wns of sqciety in this co_untry, pointmg out
the1r 1~perfectwns, and shownig liow it is almost

1mposs1ble .tl:)at the people should be other than
poor and VlClOUB under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amer10a, as it will be when
SOCl!'tY shall be organized on the principles of
Ratwnal Communism. The book 1B vigorously
and· interestingly written.

The Secret of the East ,
OR,

Th~ Origin of the

Christian Religion
and the Significance of .its
Rise and Decline.

Paper,iiOc; cJoth. il.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place. New York.

OJr

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY

illustrated.
For Sale at this office.

Price, $2.50.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
OB,

MEN OF BUSillliSB WHo DID SoMETHING BESIDES
MAluNG MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Pric",

Address

- $1.2ii.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
U Olintoa !'lace. New York

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
Author of

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price. $1.00.

A STUDY

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
SUBJECTS:

Th;e Forgety of the Old Testament.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions •
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trutl!
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

BY LEWIS C. JANES.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Judaism and Roman Paganism· inPhotographs of Colonel Ingersoll. Palestinian
panel, 10>,i'x17, $3; boudoir,. $1; cabinet, 40 ~·estigates the history of the founder of Christianity
in
the
light
of the latest scientific criticism of
cents.
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
11ep.arable from the late~ legflndary accretions
whi<;h hav confounded him Wlth the mythical
Practical Experience with Poultry.
1 and traces the natural development of
By GEo. M. DAvENPORT. This is a little book- Chr!st
dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
a pamphle't of 32 well-filled pages, costing only Chnst1an
Complete
and full index. 320pp. 8vo,
" a quarter,-" but as full of meat as an egg. It is cloth, gilt references
top.
Price $1.50.
well call~d. ".practical," for we find nothing unSold
at
THE
TRUTH SEEKER Office.
practical 'in it. Hens, ducks,!eese1 and turkeysi
are particularly discussed an the1r economica
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
SACRED MYSTERIES
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additwn to
the poultry literature of the day.
·
AMONG THE
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
MaJa8 and tile Quiches II,iiOo
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Years Ago. ·

.MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

LHt,UOR DRINKI!\G

Commended, DefeiJded, and Er,joined
by the Bible.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 25 7

is a regularly: educa t.
ed and le!fallY qualified phys1Cian, and
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
the most successf'u~1
as his practice wiu
prove. He has for
twenty years treated
SOCIAL WEALTH.
exclusivly all diseases
9f the Sexual ®rgans,
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
The Sole Fadws and .ErMd Ratios in Its
m the cures of which
Introduction by
Acquirement and Apportionment.
he standspreentinent
SPERMATORRH<EA
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
By J. K. IN(ULLS.
and IMPOTENCY
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
as the result of selfCONTENTS: EconomlC Schools: a brief reabuse in youth and
The
Tra-de
Supplied
at
Special
Dis(J()Unts.
view of their Origin and Growth· Rise and
sexual excesses in maAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
turer years, causing
Growth of Capitahsm; Unearned Increase·
33 Clinton Place, New York.
night entissions by
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
•---o---o---o---J
dreams, loss of sexual
Photo-engravings
of
Miss
Gardener
are
for
sale
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
power, rendering
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.
marriage improper and nnhappy1 etc., are cured·
Wages; Pnvate and Socia.' Wealth· Land Ownpermanently
by
an
outside
a])plication in sixty
ership; Private Pror.erty in Land;' Capital and
days. NO S'fOIIiA.CH MEDICIN USED. It is one
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opof Dr. Fellows' valuable discoveries, which is entirely unknown to the madical profession. It is
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit·
D:Ot a catch-pennY. get u.P, such as a pad1 belt, pasOf Value or EconomlC Ratios; Taxation as ~
CONTENTS:
tille1 nor magnetic appliance, but Blll1P1Y a mediRemed,Y; Reforms, nC't Remedies ; Suggestwns
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig; cin to be otpplied externally on the parts affected,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess which cures by absorption. Send five 2-cent.stamps
to Leg1slators; Conclusion.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The for his "Private CounseloJ.>" givin_g full imfor.maPrice, Cloth, $1,00,
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromeg:as.- tion. Address Dr. R. P. Jrellows 1 Vineland, N. J
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White. and say where you saw this advertisment.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
-Memnom
the Philosopher.-Audres Des Touches
Clinton Place, New Yor~.
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
N. B.-Dr. Fellows begs leave to say that he is
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in otn Infidel of the most pronounced character. Bro
H:~vmg No Pleasure.-An Adventme in India.
Liberals, your patronage 1B solicited.
•

life, price1, $1.50 each. ETery admirer of these
apostles or RE)ligious Liberty should hav them.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo VJ>lume of nearlY 11000 pages, fully
illustra t~d. Uloth, $3.25-in EngJish or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; Dl.J. Sammy Tubbs, the
BoxDoctor, andSponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pJLges, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volmhe of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Heady Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
.
SANITARY-SCIENCE BEHIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representing the ger.m
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeamk" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sic and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of H.~redity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_a_gesl cloth
boul).d, $2h· "Heredity!" by Loring Mooay, 159
R_ages 1 clot 1 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F. H •. MarsJi, 10 cents; '"fhe Alphabet of the
Human-Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B" Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Rellen·
erationJ'' by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; ''Re·
ports ·or· Conventions and Parlor Meetings during
18821" 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of the
Institute of Heredity,May 29, 188-fu" 10 cents.
t\_dd.~e~"
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"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
view.

Large an '1 Handsome Print.

25 cents.
SrNGLE CcPms,
$1.00.
Srx CoPIEs,·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

For sale at this ofi&.

FREETHOUGHT

~OVELS.

T lie Heathens of the Heath. A finely

writtenRadicalromance. Br.Wm. McDonnell
author of Exeter Hall, Family Cree~ls, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.

E K.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.''
cents ; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N·itthaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tile Onteast. A deep, finely written
Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Winwood P.eade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. S•
(Just Publishea, Jul'IJ 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam di1·ections
for putting them tog;ether.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~rea test amusement, it is more than a
toy. lt is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinp from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associa tiona.
SENT, POS'£PAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE: 00-0PEltATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.

191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exA double-page picture contrasting science an '
pect to find, in such a marked def'ree even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon, theology, showing how the one has labored fo1
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to human advancement, and how the other ha•
most readers in the Freethoug]lt ranks." Plice, always opposed it.
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 ceu ts
twen,!y-five copies for $1; one hundred copies f'OJ
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
TRAVELS IN FAITH

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Offioa.
moth, $1.25.

BOOKS .FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. Fcir Children and

Youth. f!x Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. 'l'he Only illustrated I<'reethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large :type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

.A·~ules

of Gold.

A Story-Book for

THE

CONVEI\TIONAL LIE~ OF OIJR
f?IVILIZA.TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDI'£ION.
A most powerfully written book.-Pidla. Record,
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Deed a.ud
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna News. Pric~ 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton PL. New York.

Tho BiDlo Analyzo~.

the Youn&" Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
BY·
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and ntisses, has
.John R. :Hel8o, A..M.
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
CONTENTS:
$1.25, free of postage. Thia_, new edition has a
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
photogra.[lh of the author which adds very Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodns.-The Miramuch to the value of the volume.
·
cles cf the Bible.-1'he Errors of the Bible.-The
Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Tie Youth's Liberal Guide. By Prophecies.-The
Heaven
and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This the Bible.-The
God
of the Bible.-The Messiah or
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time Savior.
Crownoctavo,833pp. Splendidlyexeonted. Sent
that it inculcates moral duties and human by mail. post Paid. Price. $3.00.
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In·

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositwns1
with numerous references and mtatwns, tha\
.ue contradicted in ter.ms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Prioe
zr; 11enta

BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
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THE 0HDEB 0FCBE 4I TIoBU•

I IV. Pr'l3~mHtgn?W.e-N.s i:utds1~~-for a. Fair Trial. I
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
.A DW:usstcm Between
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
.
.
THE Rev. 'William J. Sherman who was a
Gladstone, Huxle)', Mnller,
Huxley.
.
IF through the weakness of human nature you
Ro a c th0 r
. t t"l1 h 't
. d
Linton,
Revill e.
VII. A Protesta.nd a. Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- I should sometimes deviate from the strait path
m n. a
IC pnes ~~
e go marne a On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
. .ton
.
.
. of rectitude and propriety, play not the false part
short trme ago, has Jomed the Reformed
coNTENTS:
. This iB a. ne~ book and contams the latest discus- ' to deny your nn·stake but fraakly admit that ye
0·1
·
1. D awn ofC reat"1on and ofW orah"ip. BH
Thenamesofthe:
•
at w ]"ICch urc h , of w h"hF
IC
ath er O'C onnor IS,
Y on. lsiOnonthemistakesofMoses.
pa~·ticipants are a guarantee of its
able character.~ were weak,for the moment,
and resolve that theu
the head. . Fathe~ Sh~rman denies the . II. TJ!i~ie~~~:;~~~f Genesis and thelnterPrice, paper, 58 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
fault shall not be repeated.-». M. Bennett,
charges of Immorality which hav been made
prete~s of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
DoN'T be satilified with telling the young student
against his character.
m. Pos~:i'il~~ to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
88 Clinton Pl., New York
that a magnet attracts iron. Let him see that it

Jltws of lht fflttlt.

THE New Year came
in wet, and then froze.
MAYOR HEWITT went

~

1

I

.

~w~~·~~

___

into office last Saturday.
PARSON MxssARos, of
Philadelphi!l, has been
found not guilty of the
charge of criminal assault.
THERE was a great fire
on the 31st ult. in the
People's park, Madras•
India, where. the annua
fair was being held. It
is reported that three
hundred lives were lost.
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sermons.

ONE hundred and forty
open bars are reported
from the prohibition
city of Bangor, Me. If
the count is correct,
Bangor has as many bars,
according to its population, as New York.
ON January 1st the
proprietors of the Boston
He;rald announced to
their employees a proposition to giv to them
during the current year
a proportion of the net
profits of the business
after reserving the interest ·on the value of the
property. Theemployees
are to share in proportion to the wages received during the year.

the one upon the other for
himself. And especially tell
him that it is his duty to
doubt until he is compelled
by the absolute authority
of nature to believe that
which is written in bookP.
Pur~ue this disciplin carefully and conscientiously,
and you may make sure
that, however scanty may
be the measure of information which you hav poured
into the boy's mind, you
hav created an intellectual
habit of priceless value in
practicallife.-Hu:.:let/'B LaiJ

A SLTGHT DISAGREEMENT.
And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the earth.-Gen. ix:, ii.

•

CHRISTIANITY not being a
revelation but a conception,
the gospels not being either
inspired or accurate, but
fallible and imper.fect human records, the practical
copclusion from such premises must be obvious to all,
Every doctrin and every
proposition which the scrip•
tures contain, whether or
not we believe it to hav
come to us, umnutilated
and unmarred from the
mouth of Christ, is open,
and must be subjected, to
the scrutiny of reason.
Some tenets we shall at
once accept as the most
perfect truth that can be
received by the human intellect and heart ; others
we shall reject as contradicting our instincts, and
offending our understandings; others, again, of a
more mixed nature we must
analyze, that we may extricate the seed of truth from
the trash of error, and elicit
to use Fichte•s words," the divine idea that lies at
t)le bottom of appearance. "-Greg's Oreea qf Christenaom
FoB weariness comes of having
When happiness means pursuit,
And love grows dwarfish arid stunted,
And bears but little fruit,
When the serPent of self forever
Is coiling about its root.
So lips which hav met in kisses
Grow chary of tender speechSo hearts which are bound tbgether
Grow burdensome each to each,
Since the only things men value .
Are those which they cannot reach.
-.Anon.

new Sunday-school at the hall!" "I didn't know
it was naughty to go there. What is the matter
with the new school?" "Why, didn't you know 1
They havn't got any hell there."
THE Law and Order Society of Pittsburgh, ====================~
Pa., began a war on the Sabbath-breakers last
"WHAT is education?" aliks a writer. Well, it
is something a college graduate thinks he has
DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
Sunday, and as a result all of the cigar stores, until he becomes a newspaper man.
confectioneries, and a large number of saloons
THE DEA..D1
MANY a young man who has been too bashful to
were closed. The cigar dealers threaten to propose to a girl has had her father come into the The Evidences for the Resurrection Tried
retaliate by stopping the street cars and clos- parlor at eleven o'clock and help him out.
and FQ'Und Wa::'l.ting.
ing up all kinds of business next Sunday.
1 THE man who invented the·English language
By Saladin.
THE New York Herald's dispatches report m:nst hav been a humerous sort of chap. OtherPRIOE,
25 CENTS.
. . .
.
. mae he would never hav called servants "help."
that the SoCialistiC element has trmmphed m
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SoLOMON had seven hundred wives, and he was
the Chicago trades assembly. A Socialist considered the wisest man of his time. In these
named Kleh:er, nominated by George Schil- degenerate days Solomon's wisdom would hav
ONE man prays thus: How shall I be ablAto lie
ling, has been elected president, and F. W. been questioned.
with that woman 1 Do thou pray thus: How
Long, a member of Parsons's assembly of the
PRoFEssoR ZWEIBEEB is a very absent-minded
B G W L'OOT'E
shall I not desire to lie with her? Another prays
'
Y
•
• ..._,
•
thus : How shall I be released from this 1 Another
Knights of Labor defeated a conservativ man. He was busily engaged in solving Pome
prays : How shall I desire not to be. released T
.
'
!scientific problem. The servant hastily opened
Price,
25 cents.
candidate for secretary.
.
the door of his studio and announced a great
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Another thus : How shall I not lose my little son T
Then thus : How shall I not be afraid to lose him T
UNDER the heading of "A Clergyman's ·family event.: "~ little strang~r has arrived.'•
. • ,
•
I "Eh ?" "It iB a little boy." "Little boy? Well,
-M.A . .Aritontnus.
VIctim, the news comes from Chicago that ask him what he wants."
WJUTDOES ITMATTEBT
Miss Fannie Matthews, who eloped with the I A NOVELIST makes his heroin throw $lCO,OOO of
Wealth, and glory, and place, and power,
1 8 87 ·
Rev. C. B. Seals, of East Lynn, ill., has been her own money into the sea so as to relieve her
What are they worth to me or you'
Edited by CHARLES ALBERr WATTS.
Fur the lease of life runs out in an hour,
laced
in
her
mother's
care
by
the
Pinkerton·
lover
of
the
suspicion
of
being
mercenary.
She
h
d
· h" d
·P
·
h
CONTENTS:
A~d deat stands rea Y to c1aim iS ue;
detectiv agency. Seals, who was fifty years should h~v given the money to er lover to "tart
The Modesty of At.rnosticism, by E. Lynn Lin- Soundmg honors or heaps <?f gold,
old, had a wife and family, and was highly; ~o~~~e~a~nl~s~~~~u!~ !~ ~~~n~~~lit :~:\·d ~~~ ton.-~o!alit.Y and Theology, by Charles Watts.- j What are they all when alliS told 1
1
esteemed as a pastor. He engaged Miss . been a little more natural.·
'
~~~D~~~:Ifgl~~~ef!~~~etyby1~·u~:-lh'1\t~,:~~~ A pain or a p!easure, a s~ile or a te~r
Matthews as an amanuensis, and then elopecl
BBUTE force again. Edith: "I was 80 shocked '.rhe Vocabulary of Agnosticism, by Albert SimWhat does it matter which we cla1m?
with her.
.
last night. 1 don't believe 1 will see George If' he mons (Ignotus).-Man the" Creator" of the Uui- For we step from the cradle into the bier,
And a careless world. goes on the same.
calls this evening." Maud: "What did he do?'' verse, by W..S_tewa~·~ Ross (Sa!adin).-Con<;ernmg
the Counterfett Spit:ituald>~ G. M. McC.- rhe·Bl- , Hours of gladness or hours of sorrow,
1
THE Rhode Island Supreme Court has "Why, last evenint.r he suddenly took hold· of me, ble, by H. J. Hardwwke, .ll1.ll., F.R.C.S.-My limfound the Rev. Mr. Goodell guilty in two twisted me around into hi~ arms, and forcibly dred: fi. Poem, by .Wm. Maccall.-J?arwin !l',Ud 1 What does 1t matter to us to-morrow?
.
kissed me a dozen times. I don't believe your Evolu(wn, b~ Wmifred Lady Robmson.-lhe ·Truth of love or vow of friend
cases. Deac~n Fo~ter gets a divorce, bqt little Wilhe ever insult~ you that way, does he?" "Qua itY" of orals, by W. A. Leonard.
Tender caresses or cruel sne~rs,
Mrs. Goodell Is demed one on account of her "No, he's a regular gump.''
1
Price, 2:i Ceuu.
What do they matter to us in the end 1
own improprieties. Thus after having shown
NononY outside of. the profession has any idea •
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Fur the brief day dies and the long night nears.
each other to be without honor or virtue, Mr. how difficult it is for an editor to satisfy his paPassionate ldsaes, or tears of gall,
and Mrs. Goodell must still acknowledge each trona. For instance: A Western paper announced
JI.FDUCED TO $1.0&,
The grave will open au~ cover them all.
other as husband and wife. There is how- ~s follow•: "Mr. Mag~ire will w_a~h himself beTHE STORY HOUR. Homeless vagrant, or honored guest,
Poor and humble, or rich and great.
.
.
'
.
fore he assumes the office of sheriff." This made
ever, some consolatiOn left this wwked m~- Maguire mad, and he demanded a retraction,
A Book for Children and Youth.
All are racked with the world's unrest,
ist~;>r.
The committee of the Methodist which the paper made thus : "Mr. Maguire re- 1
All must meet with the common fate.
church, after spend'ng two days investigating quests us to deny that he will ~ash himself before :
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Life from childhood till we are old,
the charges has unanimously acquitted him. he. assumes the office o~ sheriff." Oddly enough 1
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
What is all when all is told 1
'
.
thlB only enraged Magmre the more. Some peoAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
-Ella Wheeler wucr.x.
WHILE worshipers were going in and out of pie are so hard to Please.
I
CoNSIDER that thou doest many things wrong,
St. James's Catholic ,church in this city, last
SHE and her brother, aged eight and ten, were - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and that thou art a man like others, and even if
attendants upon the Sunday-school of the ortho-;
A CYCLOPEDIA FOR SALE.
thou dost abstain from certain faults, still thou
Sunday • a feeble old woman came along, and dox church in the village in which they lived.
hast the disposition to commit them, though eit.her
AFreethinkerin straitened circumstances desires
sat d own upon th e steps. Tl le weat h er was The Universalists were endeavoring to establish a to sell a set of Zell•s Encyclopedia, revised edition through cowardice or concern about n•putat.ion,
the coldest of the season; she wore slippers church there, and held Sunday services and Sab- for 1883, four large volumes bound in leather. or some such mean motiv, thou dost abstain from
instead of shoes, and her clothes were of the bath-school in the town hall. As the children Condition as good as ne<J.Ycl.'d~:E~l/l, Add•ess from such faulta.-Eptctetus.
thinnest material. She laid a bundle beside were on their way to Sunday-s~hool one day, the Care of the Truth Seeker Co., 33 Clinton Place
Is there anything which is more certain to sap
51tf
the foundations of morality than the public main
boy insisted upon leaving the beaten path and at- New York.
her, and leaned her face in her hands. It tending the !atelv organized school, greatly to
tenance of a creed which h as long ceased to comseems that no one paid her the slightest at- his sister's indignation. In consequence of the
mand the assent and even the respect of itsrecogtention, until, after a few minntes, she fell young man's contumacy the affair reached the
H I S T 0 R Y
nized defenders ?-Farrar's Seekers .A,fter Goa.
over to one side-dead. Then the sexton dimensions of a regular " scene" upon the public
OF THE
street, iu which a sturdy boy was marching off
OUR evidence that any particular writing is from
came out and raised her up, and she was car- toward the hall, with a little girl hanging to his INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPlJENT God can never be stronger than the evidence of
ried to the station-house, and thence to 'the jacket skirt, weeping in a heart-broken fashion.
reason for or against the matter contained in it.
morgue. On the third fir.ger of her left hand "What•s the matter, sis?" asked a gentleman
O:f Europe.
-Dr. Hoaue.
was a marriage-ring, but no one knew who whom they met. "Has your brother been whip- By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
LIFE would not go down, if it were not admitted
Revised Edition-2vols-Price, $3.
that impulses must be conlroled, and that reaso"
ping you?" "No, sir; but he's -real naughty." I
11he was,
"What has he been doing?" "He's goin' to that
tf
88 Clinton Pl., New York city ought to govern our actions,-J, s. Mtll,
A FUND is now being raised for the widow
of John A. Logan.
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AN
scientific theory
THERE was a missionary concert at a Rockland church the other evening, says the Rockla~d, Me., Courier- Gazette, and among other
thmgs was a long paper on missionary work
read by a young lady. When she had ftnis?ed, the leader of the meeting said, "We
wrll now sing, ' Hallelujah, 'tis done,'"
Whereat everybody smiled.

EARNEST

PROFESSOR HuXLEY says : " :J.'olerably early
in life I discovered that one of the unpardonable sins, in the eyes of most poeple, is for a
man to presume to go about unlabeled. The
world regards such a person as the police do
an unmuzzled dog, not under proper control.
I could find no label that would suit me, so,
in my desire to range myself and be respectable, I invented one, and as the chief thing I
was sure of was that l did not know a great

-

;.

~-·~

CHRISTIAN.
many things that the -ists and the -ites
about me professed to be familiar with, I
called myself an Agnostic. Surely no denomination could be more modest or more appropriate, and I caanot imagin why I should be
every now and then haled out of my refuge
and declared sometimes to be a Materialist,
sometimes an Atheist, sometimes a Positivist,
and sometimes, alas and alack, a cowardly or
reactionary Obscurantist,"

a depth, even in Siberia,
geologists hav concluded
that the well has penetrated a frozen formation of
the glacial period which
has never thawed out.
MICHAEL GrLRoY, of Scranton, Pa.; aged
65 years, died suddenly at St. Peter's Cathedral while the service was in progress. He
had knelt down in his pew to pray, when it
was noticed that he suddenly moved forward.
Those around him supposed he had fallen
asleep, and no attention was paid to him until
the service was concluded, when an effort
was made to arouse him and he was found to
be dead.
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Qioniufunications.
Christian

•

.A.bsurditi~s.

No doubt many Cb):isti$s will be shocked at the
title of this article. For the Christian will claim
that Christianity has no absurdities.
In my da.y infant damnation has been preached,
and only a short time ago the ministers left off
preaching a burning hell. Fifty ·years ago every
. Christian believed the Mosaic account of creation, and
all the Muncbausenisms of the Bible. In short,
every word and every line was the inspired word of
God. To-day Talmage and Sam Jones are about the
only ones outside of a lunatic asylum who entertain
such belief. Three hundred years ago nearly every
Christian believed in a flat earth. Fifty years ago
the Bible was on the side of slavery. Within that
time nearly every minister drank spirituous liquors,
and quoted texts of scripture to sustain the practice.
Indeed, the Christian believed that each and every
orie of ihese now abandoned ud absurd propositions
had the broad foundation of the scriptures to rest
upon. If these a.re not absurdities, why are they not
believed and preached now? If these are absurdities,
may it not be just possible that, aJl unknown to himself, the Christian may be the champiOlll of other absurdities equally glaring! If so, can. it be wicked .to
point them out~
We are the creatures of circumstaJ.lces. We a!re aff•cted by influences put in operation a t,bousand
years ago. As one writer expressed it, "We are the
result of all f1hat has preceded us." We, in turn, are
destined to influence those who may come after us
wany generations hence. How important, then, that
we strive to eliminate truth from error, inaugurate
the reign of reason, and make a lofty manhood our
constant aim. For, according to the laws of heredity,
the higher we mount in the scale of moral and intellectual excellence, the higher the plane on which our
children will begin the career of life. Whoever
points out an error should be regarded as a benefactdJ" Yet it is a sad fact that Christianity has proved
itself to be l{he bitterest foe to those who hav been
most activ in hmding men out of the error of their
ways.
.
For more tb!n eighteen hundred years Christians
hav turned a deaf ·ea:r to nearly every claim of humanity, under the fallile impression that everything
must be ·dome for the "glory of God." What is the
condition of those nations which hav been Christianized, and where the experiment has been most thoroughly tried 1
There is no Christian nation which has not been
engaged,.first or last, in blowing out the brains of
some other Christian nation. The Christian nation
of England made opium-eaters of the Chinese, and
forced this loathsome habit upon an unwilling people
at the point of the bayonet. This Christian nation
has reduced the people of India to a state of servitude which would disgrace a heathen ruler. A long
time we were fairly holding our breath, expecoting the
British lion and the Russian bear (both Christian
pets) to close in a deadly encounter, and that rivers
of Christian blood would flow. The British lion has
been tugging away at the vitals of Eglypt, just to let
her know that the "Prince of Peace" still reigns
throughout the British possessions. In Ireland, one
Christian tears down the shanty over another Christian's head, just to remind him that Christ had not
"where to lay his head," and that he is no better than
the meek and lowly savior.
Bonaparte s-aid that God always favored the big
guns and heavy battalions. In every Christian
.auntry God ha~> favored the rich, the high-born, and
powerful, and suffered the poor and the helpless to
be trampled into the dust.
Go into any Christiau city where the greatest numher of church ~:<pires can be counted, and there you
will find the greatest amount of poverty and misery,
and the most degrading ignorance. ·
Brothels under the very ~Shadow of church steeples;
grog-shops within sound of the church organ; gambling dens as plenty as mushrooms after a shower,
a.nd gambling, robberies, and murders are the order of
the day. Defaulters, bank-swindlers and confidencemen seem to be running neck and n·eck with Sabbathschool teaehers and members of the Young l\'len'8
Christian Association.
·
Rome is one of the most Christian cities in the
world; and yet, for pe1·fidy, licentionsneils, and pure
cussedness, it has not a peer on the face of the globe.
Nothing is more common than to bear Christians
prating about the high standard of morality and civilization in Obristian countries, as though these were
the results of Christian teaching.
I maintain that we h11.v reached our moral standing and our high state of civilization through many
tribulations, and in spite of the church or Christianit_y. The truth is, we hav made headway only as
Christianity has been beaten back by the f1iends of
human progress.
From a Hottentot to a Byron or a Webster, what a
long, long journey 1 The difference in regard to
mental capacity can scru.·cely be expressed. The ilif

ference in personal appearance is no greater tha~ the
difference in the structure of the brain. There IS no
process known to Christianity to make these brains
similar. It is the work of. centuries, of influences, of
teaching, of circumstances and environments. The
"change of heart" which the Christian talks so much
about \Vill not reach the case.
Christianity never turned rascality into honesty,
nor ignorance into intelligence. In the earthquake
district to-day may be seen the workings of religion.
Acres are covered with prostrate human beings.
Their screeching and wailing can be beard incessantly. The places of worship are not closed. It is
one continued camp-meeting. The same scenes are
enacted many times on board of a vessel in time of a
storm. At such times they call on a God for assistance who never puts in an appearaJ.lce when most
needed. They confess acts which they never ought
to hav been guilty of. They make pledges which
they never fulfil. They promis things which they
never perform. When the danger is past and the
scare is over, they are not one whit better than they
were before. Men and women ru.·e not made better
by being scared, no matter whether the scare comes
from a storm, or an earthquake, or a fiery hell.
Sober thought, careful study, and close investi~tion,
and not big scru.·es, hav elevated the race. Christianity has rendered no service to mankind, but it has
deceived them and made them dishonest.
A Catholic who worked for me said one day, "Well,
Miesthur Pake, I have been radin' your bucks and
papurs, and it all looks rasonable, and if it was not
for the fear and dread of hell I wad belave it." Now,
Christianity made him dishonest with his God, himself, and everybody else. For if "it all looked rasonable," he could not help but believe it, and he lied
every time he denied his honest convictions.
At a temperance meeting the ministers were talking about the best method for advancing the cause.
One minister said he ·believed in prayer-"if we
would advance the temperance cause we must all
pray. God would answer prayer." He said he knew
it. The next Saturday night his horse got into the
grain, and filled himself. On Sunday morning he
took the horse to a neighbor, and wanted to know
what he must do. The man told him he had better
pray, but he had not the least bit of faith in prayer
as a horse medicin. Christianity had deceived him,
and made him say he believed what he did not
believe.
Colonel Ingersoll's story of the man who stole the
bread and meat illustrates a point. "What did you
do with the bread and meat1" "I ate the bread and
threw the meat away; it was Friday." To eat meat
on Friday was a greater crime than stealing.
Nothing is more common than to hear ministers
say that all great and good men are Christians. Has
Christianity ever produced greater orators than
Demosthenes and Cicero, or a greater philosopher
than Plato, a greater mathematician than Euclid, or
a man of higher moral standing tha.n Socrates T Yet
these were all heathen. What better evidence is
neeced to show that great and good men ca~ be produced outside of Christianity T The study of the
sciences, especially astronomy and mathematics, has
done more to elevate the race than Christianity.
Christianity binds and dulls the human intellect,
while the study of the sciences makes the most exact
and accurate reasoners, and "reason makes the full
man." As Webster expressed it, "mind is the great
lever of all things."
Christianity has not only made men dishonest with
themselvs and others, but it has turned them into
tyrants. Father Lambert says in regard to Colonel
Ingersoll, "All this time he has delighted in tearing
and wounding and lacerating the hearts and faith and
feelings of those by whose tolerance he is permitted
to outrage the common sense and sentiment of
Christendom." Nobody knows better than Colonel
Ingersoll how Father Lambert plays the liar when
he pretends that it is by the "tolerance" of Christians that he and other Freethinkers are allowed to.
express their opinions, And the disposition which
be manifests towru.·d Colonel Ingersoll is ample proof
that he has aU the elements of a tyrant. The decrees
of Christian emperors, the persecutions and imprisonments, and the tortures of the inquisition furnish the
most undoubted proof that the Christian taint bas
had a tendency to produce tyrants all through the
Christian ages.
The fair import of Father Lambert's language is
that Freethinkers are only allowed to speak and
write through the tolerance of Christians, and that
the Freethinkers hav no rights which Christians are
bound to respect. In other words, that every priest
and minister has the right to berate a Freethinker as
much and as long as he pleases, and then to stop his
mouth if he attempts to reply.
What Father Lambert says as an individual is not
a matter of so much consequence. But the fact that
he is backed by all the churches, and by all the
priests and ministers, shows that free speech (notwithstanding the guarantees of the Constitution) is a
matter still to be fought for in this country.
I will not say, like Foster, that "every church is a
, d~::n of Lhif:\"es,·· but I do say that in their corporate

capacity the churches do lie and play the hypocrit
and tyrant. A presiding elder at the dedication of
one of our ehurches said that Infidelity had never
done anything that the world was proud of; that
Christianity had produced every truly great man, and
that we are indebted to the churches for every reform.
The churches are so much given to lying and hypocrisy that they frequently deceive, and tell a halfdozen lies during the life of one generation.
Keeping in mind these high-sounding claims of the
churches, let us hear what Mrs. Lucy N. Colman
has to say in regru.·d to the .position of the churches
only thirty or forty years 11-go. She was an Antislavery lecturer" All the churches were closed against us. The
ministers often led the mobs who assailed and insulted us. I hav been mobbed several times, and in
more than one instance the mob was led by a
minister, and the persons composing the mobs were
eminently Christian."
It is only a little while since the churches stopped
teaching the doctrin of endless punishment, and
many can remember when nearly all the churches
indorsed the doctrin of infant damnation. Thousands
like Mrs. Colman, hav lived to see the churches turn
all these somersaults.
In onr village to-day the churches hold what they
call a temperance union meeting, and the ministers
will throw froth all over their white jackets in denouncing the rum traffic.
In almost every town old men can be found who
hav set out the bottle to ministers and drank with
them. Many a time whei:l I was a boy I hav heard
ministers quote scripture to prove that God was not
on the side of the ''Cold Water Party," as the temperance pru.·ty was then called.
"Be temperate in all things," I used to hear them
shout; which, being interpreted, meant that one
must not take big drinks if he drank often, and that
ministers must be tolerably sober when they delivered their sermons.
To-day the church claims all the glory of the temperance and antislavery reforms-such has ever been
the hypocritical pretensions of the church. It has
opposed every reform until it has seen that it would
be crowned with success; then it has thrown the
whole weight of its influence in favor of the reform,
and then claimed all the glory.
The claim so frequently put up by Christians that
the church is at the head of every humanitarian movement is founded more in hypocrisy than in truth.
Nearly every step in the useful arts and in the
sciences has met with opposition from the church.
It was but as yesterday that nearly all Cru:istians
were laughing at the theory of evolution, and calling
Darwin the descendant of a monkey. Nearly all men
regarded as scientists hav indorsed evolution. When
the theory comes to be adopted by the masses, as it
certainly will be, the church will make the discovery
that it is in perfect harmony with holy writ, and will
claim that the discovery was made by some monk or
priest or pious minister, and that Darwin stole it
from him. And this may be taken as a specimen of
all the scientific discoveries which the church has
ever made. She has reduced lying to a fine art, and
false pretenses and the moiSt brazen hypocrisy will
be made to serve her turn as long as dupes can be
kept in ignorance of the truth.
From the beginning of the fourth century to the
end of the fourteenth century Christianity had every-.
thing its own way. By bolts and bars, by excommunications and tortures, it silenced every voice
raised against it. That thousand years was an age of
superstition and mental darkness such as the world
bad not seen for a thousand years before. Through
the ignorance and degradation of that thousand
ye!trs we cast our vision bac-kward, like looking
through a desert, to the painters and poets, the
sculptors and orators of pagan Greece and Rome.
Tbefertil field of paganism contrasts in a telling manner with the desert of Christianity.
For this ignorance and superstitition the historian
holds the church responsible. The power of the
chmch was supreme. It commanded the purse and
the S'Yord in every Christian country. It built some
of the most splendid churches and cathedrals the
world ever saw. Could it not hav endowed institutions of learning as well 7 Be it remembered, the_
church has always known that "ignorance is the
mother of devotion." The Christian will claim that
he is just as much in favor of good schools as the
Freethinker. Just so ! But. to run a school to suit
a Christian there must be scriptural reading, prayer,
and a hymn sung every morning, and the old hag of
superstition must be installed as teacher. Then
every scholar must be impressed with the idea that
the Bible is the word of God. Then how will the
story of the three Hebrew children, and that of
Jonah, and the feats of Samson, and the astronomical legerdemain of old Joshua, and the Mosaic
account of creation, he made to tally with science~
Science will be made to tally with this worse than
heathenish nonsense. Rnn the schools to suit the
average Christian and we should soon be enshrouded
in the ignorance and superstition of the Dark Ages.
"En'rything withers which Clnistianity touches.
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Taking no thought of to-morrow; selling everything
one has and giving to the poor; giving a thief your
coat after be has stolen your cloak; turning the
other ch~ek after OJ?-e has been battered by the slug~er; hatmg yo~r friends and relatiovs; using a sword
mstead of making peace, is pure Christianity. And
Christianity unadulterated and unmolested will drag
its votaries down to barbarism.
Man is by nature a progressiv being. Every system of religion which does not recognize this fact
will hav no other effect than to load him with dead
weight. There must be a never-ending conflict between the spirit of progress and any system of religion founded on so-called divine revelation. All
such systems of religion, in the very nature of things
must be stationary, and therefore can operate only a~
fetters on progressiv beings. Christianity bas been
tried and found wanting. It has been in the crucible
for eighteen hundred years, and bas proved to be
mostly dross.
The poor regard the lofty temples dedicated to the
meek and lowly Jesus as monuments of hypocrisy.
Into them they are never invited, nor would they be
welcome if they should come. They are built for the
rich. These gorgeous temples are found in every
city, where the worshipers follow the example of the
meek and lowly by despising the poor. Poor fishermen like those who followed Christ would be kicked
out without ceremony. Even Christ himself, if be
should appear, meek and lowly and riding on an ass,
would not be allowed to enter one of tJ:tese fashionable churches. Talmage would not go near enough
to him to spit on him. And if his photograph should
be found in an art gallery, "Mad Anthony" would
order it taken down.
The prayers of such men could not be put on the
market for a cent on the dollar, and they avail just as
much on earth as they do in heaven. It is a wonder
that Garfield did not liv forever when all the Christian scullions were praying for him. The whole system is a sham, and the people are outgrowing it as a
robust youth outgrows'· Mother Goose's Meiodies."
Hell is played out, and the devil has retired from
acti v service.
We bav in this country about eighty thousand
men-good, bad, and indifferent-known as priests
and ministers-! call them Christian brokers. Ask
any Christian what service these eighty thousand
men render to the country, and the answer is, "Ob,
they explain the word of God!" Didn't God know
enough to write so as to be understood without
eighty thousand men to help him out with his meaning 1 Moreover, this word of God expressly states
that " it is so plain that the wayfaring man, though a
fool, need not err therein."
Marched in single file, the eighty thousand priest"
and ministers would form a line more than forty
miles in length. They add little or nothing to the
productiv industry of the country, and doubtless it
takes the labor of a million of men besides to run the
Christian racket in this country. Ob, how I do wish
that I could induce my countrymen to fairly figure
up the output of this great outlay. If these eighty
thousand pulpit pounders were divided into two
gangs, and one gang should dig holes in the ground
and the other gang should fill them up again, the
country would be just as well off, and then perhaps
the people could see bow little is accomplished by
the expenditures. If the people in every village and
hamlet, where there is a church, would just figure
out the outlay of running it each year, and then
calmly consider bow little the people bav to show for
the money expended, they would say in a quiet way,
"What fools we mortals be!"
I am aware that the average Christian will say
that I am lacking in reverence for the ministry, and
for what he deems sacred things; but I bav no desire to wound his feelings. At the same time, I must
speak the truth as I understand it. I believe rumselling to be a bad business, and I must not refrain
from saying so because, forsooth., I may injure the
feelings of the rum-seller. I denounce gambling because it is too much like stealing. If the gambler
does not like the way I classify his business, Jet him
stand from under. I denounce the rum-seller, the·
gambler, the horse-racer, tb~ prize-fighter, in
short, any kind of business which absorbs the sweat.
and the toil of the people and givs them nothing in
return.
These priests and ministers are quartered on the
people like so many leeches, and ab»orb a great pro
portion of what they produce; and all they get back
is claims on the promised land and aR interest in
the prayers of these gospel bummers, which woulrl
not affect a shadow. If the gambler does no good.
and is a positiv injury to society, kick him out. If
the rum-seller is an unmitigated curse, why should
he .be tolerated? Away with all these leeches! Why
should priests and ministers hav exemption from
their fair turn at the oar, and still suck up the substance of society!
Why should ministers and churab property hav
exemption from taxation more than other men and
other property 1 As obtuse as the ChriBtian is, he
would feel the outrage if he were compelled to pay
taxes on Infidel property.

I am unable to see why I should be compelled to
pay taxes on church property more than on a racecourse. I am no more more interested in the one
than the other. I think both are pernicious in their
effects and influences. Why should the people at
large be made to pay for prayers in the legHllativ
bo_dies, in the army and navy, and in prisons f Is
this government a church iBst1tution, or is it a government of the P.eople! As the parrot said to the
monkey, there would be " a bell of a time" in the
Christian camp·if they were compelled to pay for Infidel lectures.
Where do the president and the governors get the
constitutional authority to set apart a day of thanks
giving and prayer! Is it any part of their civil
duty 1 Is it not a matter of the church and not of
the state 1 By what authority am I compelled to
observe and keep holy one day in the week 1 'Vbat
business of the state whether I work six days and
keep one, or keep six days and work one, or none at
all? Why should the motto, "In God we trust," be
pu~ upon the coin of the country 1 Who is empowered to say for me that I put my trust in God 1 Is
this coin exclusivly for the use of Christians! Hav
I no rights under the Constitution which the Christian is bound to respect 1 When the Constitution
was established, did the fiat come from the church or
from the people 1
.
If a man be a good citizen, what right has the state
to inquire whether be is a Christian, Infidel, Mohammedan, or Jew-whether he believes in one god or
twenty, or no god at all?. If a citizen is called as a
witness, what right has the state to inquire into his
theological views? If a man see another commit
theft or murder, the Christian infers that it is better
for the thief or the murderer to escape justice than
to allow a man to testify who is not sound on the
"goose question." In some states, if a thief is a
Christian, his oath would be allowed, while an honest
Agnostic would not be allowed to testify-not to
bring a thief to justice-not even the murderer of his
wife or child.
When we formed this government, did we not hav
it written down in the Constitution that Congress
should pass no law to establish any system of religion, nor to prohibit the free exercise thereof! Can
not anyone see that each one of the cases cited is
mere church usurpation-that the church and the
state bav never been entirely separated 1
Still Christians a,re constantly talking about "God
in the Constitution," Christ the " supreme ruler," and
the "Bible as the foundation of all law." Instead ol
granting more power to the eburcb, the people should
take away from her every power which she ha;,
usurped. All the fangs of the old ecclesiastical reptil bav never been extracted-the coils of the sliw)
old serpent are still to be dreaded. I once beard of
a boy who bad a pet ben, and in due time she became imp1 essed with the scriptural command to "in!'rease and multiply." The day the boy arranged the
nest to set the old hen, some of the older brothers
found an owl's nest.. They took two eggs frow
under the hen on the sly, and put under two owl'~:
eggs instead. One day the boy went to look after
the old h•m, and be saw the head of a young owl
protruding from one of the eggs. For a moment be
stared with mute astonishment at the hooked beak
and big eyes of the owl, and then, with bat in band
and eyt-s a· glare, and hair standing erect, be ran to
the bousP and said, "Father, you just wait a day or
two, and if them chickens cowe out with bodies pro
portioned to their beads, I'll show you some of the
cussed est chickens ever hatched out in America." Now,
if the American people do not want to batch owls instead of chickens, let them count the cost before they
vote God into the Constitution, thereby putting
more power into the bands of the church. Power in
the church means chains for the people. The darkest day in the history of Europe was when Christianity bore rule without restraint.
I would like to ask if the ignorance, the poverty,
the mit=:rulP, the worse than heathenish darkness of
Christian Europe for more than a thousand year~;~, se·
cured the eternal happiness of a single soul. Will
anyone pretend that good conditions, enlightenment,
and happy surroundings here will cut off all hope of
happiness hereafter 1 Does the happiness of God's
children in this world so inflame his wrath that be
will punish them forever in a world to come 1 Such
bas been the teaching of the church.
No matter about being happy in this life, no matter what we suffer or endure here, if we can only
walk the streets of the New Jerusalem. "This world
is but as dross and filthy rags; this wor!d is but a
wilderness, this world is not my home," bas ever been
the song of the church, and bas caused more ignorance and suff... ring than all other causes combined.
It draped all Europe in mourning for more than a
tbonsand years.
This world is our home. Here we are born, here
we must liv. We can neither sow nor reap in the
skies. From the earth every blessing must come,
and it behooves us to make it yield all the blessings
possible. Let us bav good homes, good clothing, a
good supply of healthy food, hours for sleep aud
recreation, and let us strive to make it possible for
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even the poorest to enjoy these blessings. No human being should be considered so low as not to be
entitled to the consideration and help of t be highest.
Acts of kindness from each must ult1mately ri'Sotlt in
happiness to all.
JoaN PEcK.

A. Reminiscence of' Nearly

~ixty

Years Ago.

In the little town in western MasE>achusetts where
1 then lived, the minister of the only church in the
place (Presbyterian) was an arrogant, tyranfiical man,
settled for life, with a salary of six hundred dollars a
year, having, in addition, a fine farm, which he married with h1s wife soon after his settlement.
This man acted as though "be was monarch of all
be surveyed "~be took control of the ~;cbools, suggested the disciplin, ordered the recitation once a
week, by all the pupils, of the Westminster Catechism;
appointed church meetings, in which he told the
brethren which one of the political candidates they
were to vote for-in short, in all matters of any interest he was both judge and jury.
When the Methodists made their entrance into the
place, this dictator said they were not to be tolerated.
Keep away f.rom them, was the command ; but
then, as now, there were some people who obj~:>cted
to arbitrary rule; they broke over the command, went
to hear these enthusiastic, earnest men, and brought
away such glowing de~criptions of the exercises that
others ·ventured to disobey the edict; and at last a
~ociety was formed, and a demand made for the use
of the meeting-bouse a portion of the time. At a
town meeting called to decide the claims of this new
society, it was unanimously vot~:>d to grant the use of
the church (meeting-house, I should bav said; it was
heretical in those days to talk of a building as a
church) every•fourtb Sunday to the Methodists. The
members signed off from the Presbyterians, and their
minister-tax was henceforward to be paid to support
this new sect. The fourth Sunday at length arrived.
.\iy father decided to go and hear the new spl•aker,
caking his cbtldren with him. ·we arrived in good
::.eason, and, when the b~ll ceased tolling, the Prt-t:.byterian minister walked up one fl1ght of stairH into the
pulpit, the Methodist winister the other. The Methodist, as is their custom, proceeded to open the services by reading a hymn; the Pre~:-byterian stepped
in front of the one who bad a clear right to be beard,
raised his bands, and said, "Let us ask for the presence and blessing of God." Either his voice was so
loud as to drown the reading of the hymn, or the
brazen audacity of the act, completely overcame the
stranger miuister, and be shut his book.
The congregation was in a wonder as to what further was to come. In a momt-nt the ~ilence was
brok~n by the loud voice of a wan known to all the
town as an Infidel, but whose character was~ ucb that
any office of trust to be given by the town was given
to this man. He invited the new society to occupy
his house, a large, commodious dwellmg just opposit the holy edifice. The minister followed (let me
write his n"'me in full, as be never married, and no
children bav btougbt his name down to this time)Dennis Wood, and the congregation was soon reduced
to small size, and the P1·eBbyterian preached his sermon. I wish I could recall his subject.
What of the old society' From that day their
prosperity ended-the congregation diminiBhed, it
was impossible to raise the Balary required. The
minister's farm was so badly managtd that it yielded
very little. A miuister's family is generally a growing one, and this was no exception to the rule. The
family became so poor that tb~:>y were obligtd to lose
their home A brother of the minister owned a home
in a neighboring town, whither they removed, were
supported by charity, and finally, in the last days of
the Lusband and wife, by a young wowan whom they
took in her childhood to be a servant to their children and treated so shabbily that wembers of their
tbei; own church sometimes prayed for her, hoping
the Lord would do for her .what they dare not do.
Perhaps their prayerA were h.!ard. At any rate, this
neglected orphan was a success. Sh~ removed to a
flourishing cit.y, did a prosperous busmess, and, wbun
she knew of the needs of these, her o \d oppres!'ors,
went to them and cared for them till they died. One
of the moBt bitter opposers of the MetbodiAt church
in that little town was a man, considered rich in those
days of small fortune. He was superintendent of the
Sunday-school, and in a g_eneral way cfficious. His
eldest daughter had marned a man who was afterward converted to the new sect. I think the fatherin-law never forgave him for so great a crime, and
made public announcement, when the new cburc_b
was built, that, if be could see the steeple from his
garret window, be would board ,!t up._ "See bo~
these Christians love each other, was JUSt as applicable sixty years ago as to day. LucY N. CoLMAN.
A PASTOR in a state adjoining thifl, preaching from
t.he text, "Beware of covetousness," said: ''Last
Sunday night the collection in this bouse amounted
to $1.SO, and the dollar was thrown in by a _Baptist
brother from Richmond, Va., who happened to be
here and did noo know any better. The other six
hundred of you dropped in the eighty cents."-Richmond Religiou8 .Herald.

"
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I hope to visit Martinsburg on my return-trip, and [teach the absolute f~ee~o~ of the mind, the_utter ingreet again these vigorous and noble comrades of dependence of the mdividual, the perfect hber~y of
Liberty who hav done 80 much to giv me pleasure speech. We should remember ~hat the world IS as
and coura e for my work. I am writing this on the it must be; that the present IS the necessary offNews and Notes.
express tr~n, going forty miles an hour, and I hav spring of the p~tlt; that the future must be what t?e
Again the familiar rumble of the wheels and the
no doubt the compositors will scold when they see present makes It,,and tha~ th~ real work of the I~
snort of the engin, and the journey across the con- my hieroglyphics made while the coach is shaking former, of the philanthropist, 1s to change the conditinent is begun-from the shining portals of the East like a ship at sea. But I must take times as it flies, tiona of the present, to the end that the future may
to the Golden Gates of the West. Farewell, myriadR. G. INGERSOLL.
lighted city, the moonlight on the Hudson, the glanc- lightning-train and all. The day is lovely. We be better.
ing bridge glittering like a fairy palace, and the speed along the ice-bound river, amid the ever-varyMen, Women, and Books.
torch of Liberty. Away through the blackening ing mountain forms, with crests of blue and mantles
night to the misty morning. Away to the blue Po- of sparkling snow, beneath an almost cloudless sky,
It is a strange fact that no matter how fully men
tomac (blue with cold at present) and the "old intensely radiant. I am hurrying on to greet our think that they believe in a principle of reform, if it
Virginia soil." At about noon, amid a sweeping Pittsburgh friends, that Roman company who keep does not touch them personally, or, at least, as a class,
storm, I strike Harper's Ferry. Here is where I first our eagle standard ever at the front. I shall lecture they hav to be waked up to the realization of their
buckled on the knapsack and, with a new pair of at Pittsburgh to-morrow, Sunday; at Kent, 0., Mon- own standard of belief every time the subject is menarmy shoes, tackled the Virginia mud. A hopeless day, Tuesday, and Wednesday; at Alliance, Thurs- tioned.
task. I found it much easier to wrap my blanket day; at Akron, Friday, and at Columbus, 0., JanuI was a good deal amused by an illustration of this
about me and recline upon its downy bed-that is, ary 16th. My other lecture engagements are as human weakness a few days ago.
away down almost to the bottomless pit. It seems a follows:
A friend and I had started to take a stroll one
Piqua, 0 .......................... :... ..................... Jan. 17, 18
million years ago since I was in this valley. Perhaps
lovely
Sunday morning out on the Riverside drive.
()incinnati, o ............................................. Jan. 19, 20
it was-who knows? What is time anyway? It was
The
walk
was so enjoyable that before we realized the
Rome, Ind ...................................................... Jan. 23
in this valley that I was "converted," one rainy day
fact we were beyond the point where streets are cut
Linesville, Pa .................-...................... Jan. 24, 25, 26
Chicago, III ................................................Jan. 29, 30
when the mud was knee-deep, and the musket was
through to the drive, except at. long distances. .
Nekoma, lll. .............................................. Feb. 1, 2
like a cannon on my shoulders, and my liver was out
This fact being once borne m upon my consCiousFort
Madison,
Ia
...........................................
Feb.
5,
6
of order-a propitious time for " regeneration "
ners, I immediately discovered that I was tired. · The
Belton, Mo ...................................................Feb. 7, 8
Anybody would be anxious for a "change of base"
prospect was not encouraging. It would be a long
Bavaria, Kan .......................................... ~ .. Feb. 9, 10
under such circumstances. It was a curious psychoSalina, Kan .......................................... Feb. 11, 12, 13
walk to the nearest car at best, and no unoccupied
Brookville, Kan ........................................ Feb. 14, 15
logical experience. I don't quite understand it mypublic carriages appeared.
Fort Dodge, Kan ............................................ Feb. 20
self. I must leave it to the doctors, for, without
Therefore we fell to leaning over the railing looking
Garden City, Kan ...................................... Feb. 21, 22
doubt, it belongs to pathology. Neither Moody nor
out on the river, and idly speculating on the best way
Denver, Col. ......................................J.'eb. 27, March 6
Sam Jones ever had a more thorough trial of the
to get home.
Janua-ry 8, 1887.
· SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
"new birth" than I did; I was just as much a
A gentleman walked briskly past us, and then he,
" miracle of grace" as anybody.
also turned to get the fine view from where we
Liberal.
I arrived at Martinsburg, W. Va., at 2 o'clock
stoo'd. My friend told him of our desire to get back
Wednesday afternoon, and the moment I greeted my
From Seuular Thought.
home, and asked if he could tell us which way to walk
good friends, Louis Wolfes, Sr., and Harmon H.
A Liberal paper should be edited by a Liberal man. to find the nearest cross-street to the cars. Should
Bohda, I felt at home. I knew they were of the And by the word Liberal I mean, not only free, not we go on or back ! He assured us that four blocks
right stuff, although I had never seen them before. only one who thinks for himself, not only one who further on was what we wanted, and that it would
They are subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and, of has escaped from the prisons of custom and creed, also bring us out where we could take an elevated
course, we were comrades of long standing. I went but one who is candid,_ intelligent, and kind-that is train.
·
firRt to the pleasant home of Mr. Wolfes, where I met to say, Liberal toward ethers.
This seemed hopeful, and as we walked we talked.
his wife, a stanch Freethinker, so full of life that it is
This Liberal editor should not forever play upon
The gentleman was evidently a professional man,
impossible for her to be anything but a heretic; also one string, no matter how wond~>rful the music. He well-to-do, and of fine instincts.
I met Louis Wolfes, Jr., and wife, who were just in should not hav his attention forever fixed upon one
We talked of the value of land along the drive, and
the splendor of honeymoon, and I gave them all the question-that is to say, he should not look through of the fine locations for beautiful homes. I said that
Secular benedictions that belong .to this world; and a reversed telescope and narrow his horizon to that I should like_ a certain lot, that_ the outlook would be
Charles H. W olfes, the younger son, who, like his degree that he sees only one thing.
quite inspiring from that point.
father, is a stalwart of Liberalism.
To know that the Bible is the literature of a barThe gentleman at once began to pass judgment, in
In the evening at Feller's Hall, whose proprietor, barous people, to know that it is uninspired, to be a mild way, upon my wish. He held that no one had
Mr. John Feller, and his wife are Liberals, I gave my certain that the supernatural does not and cannot a right to own such a lot, etc., etc.
lecture, " Universal Mental Liberty." The hall was exist-all this is but the beginning of wisdom. This
It was just after the Henry George campaign, and
filled, and the audience was of a miscellaneous char- only lays the foundation for unprejudiced observa- he drifted into that. He talked well.
acter. There were some Christians present, and a tion. To kill weeds, to fell forests, to drive away or
Finally he said : " I tell you, sir, and madam, that
portion of these took a somewhat noisy departure exterminate wild beasts-this is preparatory to there are to-day just two great questions before the
before the close of the lecture. Evidently they had doing something of greater value. Of course the world. Both affect every poor man. These quesheard something new. The majority of the audience weeds must be killed, the forests must be felled, and tiona cannot much longer be kept down and thrust
received what I said with approval. It was the first the beasts must be destroyed before .the building of aside. They are the questions of the labor moveFreethought lecture ever given in Martinsburg, and homes and the cultivation of fields.
ment and of prohibition, and they are the only questhe next day there was an immense amount of disA Liberal paper should not discus'!~ theological tiona of importance to-day or for the near future."
cussion on the streets. It was the opinion of some questions alone. Intelligent people everywhere hav
"Well," said I, ''I agree with you as to the importhat the Infidel should be driven out of town. He given up most of the old superstitions. They hav tance of these questions, but I think that you might,
had no right to disturb the peace of orthodoxy.
pretty well made up their mllids what is false, and without doing violence to the truth, add another
After the lecture I had a bit of a sleighride in the they want to know something that is true. For this question, if not two others, that are quite as impormoonlight to the house of Mr. Bohda, about a mile reason a Liberal paper should keep abreast of the tant, and which will affect quite as many, perhaps
out. On the way we passed a party coasting down discoveries of the human mind. No science should more, people." He stopped short, and stared at me.
hill. For a moment New England flashed over my be neglected; no fact should be overlooked. Inven- He had, up to this time, thought me harmless, and,
mind, and I thought I was on the glorious New tiona should be described and understood. And not after giving me a casual glance, had addressed most
Hampshire hills, dashing along the glittering road. only this, but the beautiful in thought, in form and of his remarks to my more impressiv-looking comHow I wanted to jump on those flying sleds and be color, should be preserved. The paper should be panion.
a boy again!
filled with things calculated to interest thoughtful,
I waited for his jaw to assume its normal position,
Mr. and Mrs. Bohda made my stay delightful intelligent, and serious people. There should be a and for his eyes to return to their sockets. Then .I
in their hospitable home. I could not find a better column for children as well as for men.
said, "And I may go farther and say that one of
place than Martinsburg for the beginning of my
Above all, it should be perfectly kind and candid. -these questions deserves and should hav precedence
labors. All was cheer and comfort. On the second In discussion there is no place for hatred, no oppor- to all others."
evening the hall was again filled, and on Friday tunity for slander. A personality is always out of
Then he began to brace up for a fight.
evening I gave a parlor lecture at Mr. Bohda's, where place. An angry man can neither reason himself nor
"I cannot conceive, madam, of any question that
agreeable sociability was mixed with the intellectual perceive the reason of what another says. The or- any human being can feel should stand ahead of these
entertainment. Christians were present and received thodox world has always dealt in personalities. in point of either time or importance."
our declaration of views in a very generous manner. Every minister can answer the argument of an op"Well," said I, "this question should hav beensetThe . work thus accomplished at Martinsburg has ponent by attacking the character of the opponent. tied before the first man ever got drunk, and theredone great good. It has stirred the community This example should never be followed by a Liberal fore before temperance, not to say prohibition, could
wonderfully, and Freethought has received a splendid man. Nobody can be bad enough to prove that the hav been thought of, and before competition in labor
impulse.
Bible is uninspired, and nobody can be good enough ever created a problem to solve. Therefore I claim
Messrs. W olfes and Bohda are the chief supporters to prove that it is the word of God. These facts hav that it should havo precedence in time. And since it
of our cause in Martinsburg. They are both from no relation. They neither stand nor fall together.
affects more than one-half of the race directly, and
the old country, of good German stock. Mr. Bohda
Nothing sho.uld be asserted that is not known. every human being by heredity, I claim for it prececame to Martinsburg in 1840, and Mr. W olfes in Nothing should be denied, the falsity of which has dence in importance; for those who are affected most
1853, and both hav been residents there ever since. not been, or crumot be, demonstrated. Opinions are by it are also most affected by the two questions
They were Union men during the war, and passed simply given for what they are worth. They are named by you."
through many incidents of that tremendous drama, guesses, and one· guesser should giv to another
The man gasped~ Then he said, "I am totally
many of whose great actions occurred in the imme guesser all the right of guessing that he claims for unable to cpnceive of what you mean." "That is
diate vicinity of their home. They hav always been himself. Upon the great questions or origin, of des- because you are a man," said I, " and are therefore
Freethinkers, and hav manfully expressed their tiny, of immortality, of punishment and reward in unable to conceive of an important question which
views. They are well known in the community and other worlds, every honest man must say, "I do not has not for its object the happiness and ambition
occupy honorable positions. Among other influential know." Upon these questions, this is the creed of first of all for man~ The question I refer to is
and outspoken Liberals of the place are John Heller, intelligence. Nothing is harder to bear than the human equality between the sexes, in this country
Arthur Stevens, John Hutzler, John Pickens, Thomas egotism of ignorance and the arrogance of supersti- expressed most directly by the ballot, and called
Kratz, and Mrs. Catherine Brantner, with those al- tion. The man who has some knowledge of the dif- woman-suffrage."
·
ready mentioned. There are many who hav taken no ficulties surrounding these subjects, who knows someHe brightened wonderfully, and my companion
decided stand, but th<!re is a large element in this thing of the limitations of the· human mind, must of said, " Good. She hit you fairly that time. .And I
place and vicinity of intelligence a11d power which is necessity be mentally modest. And this condition of am with her heart and soul. You are in a hopeless
in favor of Freethought. The churches, however, mental modesty is the only one consistent with in- minority in this company." Then we all laughed,
still cast their overshadowing superstitions. The dividual progress.
but the gentleman hastened to say that he, too, was
majority of the people are unprogressiv.
Above all, and over all, a Liberal paper should a most earnest believer in that cause-only he did
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n.ot hold it " so important, nor so urgent, as the
other two, though," he added, "I've advocated it
strongly, because I feel sure that the woman's vote
would carry Prohibition !"
As an aid in itself still the question of human
equality and justice was utterly sunk in the pitiful
question of whether she would "carry" another
measure. We had reached our cross street and said,
"Good-morning."
Then there was a moment of silence in which I
knew that my companion was in the depths of humiliation. Then I laughed, and he said: ·
"I don't wonder you laugh. How utterly inconsistent men are ! And, great God, how little they
realize the altitude of their own selfishness and selfconceit ! Now, that man really thinks that he is a
strong believer in human equality, and would be
highly indignant if told that he thought more of his
own comfort and happiness and future welfare than
of that of his mother or wife or daughter; and yet
he had to be waked up out of a deep sleep before he
was even able to grasp the idea that there is still one·
half of the human race prevented from expressing
even an opinion upon the topics he named, and which
are of equal, if not of greater importance to that very
half." "But he is a 'thorough suffragist,'" said I.
" Thorough nonsense! He is nothing of the kind
Manly men are ashamed to say that they are not, but
so long as they hav to be waked up with dynamite
before they even recall that such a thing exists as a
disfranchised and humiliated class--why, they don't
believe in helping to crush such an ignominy half as
much as they believe in toasting their own toes before a club-fire which shall agree never to warm their
wives or daughters." "Tut, tut, tut," said I, "you
are excited. Why, that poor man has no idea that he
did not come off with flying colors. He doesn't even
know that his last remark indicated that he believed
women to be so soft-headed that they'd vote the
sentimental ticket always, and not be divided in their
opinion and healthy in their differences as men are.
He thinks they could be 'voted ' in a body to carry
conservativ and prohibitiv measures."
Speaking of that, it may be news, and bad news to
some that in the recent election in Washington Territory the woman's vote, quite contrary to all predictions defeated prohibition.
The governor of Wyoming has sent me some
reports from his territory, and some information
which I may share with you later on. It would be
very wholesome information for our weak-kneed
Liberals who are "afraid to risk" the experiment of
human equality for women.
But, speaking of wholesome fufo~ma~ion, if you
want to get more of that desirable artiC~e m one boo~
than you ever saw before in so small a space, and 1f
you want to get it in such a charming style that you
will be tempted to sit up nights to read it, why, I
strongly advise you to get the " His~o;y of Woman
Suffrage," edited by those three brilhant and deservedly famous women, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Susan B. Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage.
While it is edited by these three able women, it is
written by many different people, and no one could
believe without reading it, how interesting it could
be in ~attar, and how attractiv in manner of presentation.
It is as interesting as a story-book, and twice as
instructiv. It has a good deal of Freethought talk
in it too. It is humorous, pathetic, forcible, thoroughly dignified, and at the same ~ime "~igh~." One
does not hav to " wade" through 1t. It 1s h1story at
its best.
There is a chapter (the last one in the first volume)
by Mrs. Gage on " Woman in Church and State''
that is as heterodox as Colonel Ingersoll, and as care·
fully collected as are Mr: Remsburg's stati~tics.. .
Mrs. Stanton never misses a chance to stick pms m
wherever they will do the most good, and if the situation demands a safety-pin it is always on hand and
is carefully adjusted. M~ss. Ant~ony is m~r~ orthodox in her methods · but 1t 1s a v1gorous t.rm1ty, and
"the word, the truth, and the life," which they hav
given, will do your hearts good to read, whether you
believe in the " cause" or not.
Read it and see if I hav not come even far within
the truth ~s to the merits of this remarkable work.
I believe that I used to hav a little prejudice
against Miss Anthony, but I take it all back. I heard
her say something once that ru:ffi.ed my temper. .
After reading these voluines I am only surpr1sed
that her language was not often so vigorous as to
ru:ffi.e my entire costume.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
l7ery sincerely,

c.

----~~~--------

B. Reynolds's Defense Fund.

Photius Fisk, $10; G. N. Hill, $1; B. F. Runels, $1;
Walter Runels, $1; Thos. z. Furges~J $1; B. B~ewer, $1;
H. Celler, $1. By sale of pho~os: vv. W. Mom_s, $~; H.
G. Avery, 35 cents; A. Jarvis, 35 cents; A. Pwnme, 35
cents; Miss Patterson, 35 cents; Henry AI! en, $4; Chas.
Douglas, $1 ;· A. C. Lake. $1; Rufus Perkms, $2; Frank
Schuneman, $1: Andrew Bevcrirlge, $1 ; ThoG. Beales, $2_;
Chas. Zeigler, $1; Ben Turner, $1.

Mr. Reynolds's case is down for trial at Morristown, N. J., Tuesday, the 18th.

Henry George Attacks the Catholic Hierarchy.
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Dr. McGlynn's offendinp;, thinks Mr. George, is not for
having taken sides in politics, but having- "taken a side
In his new paper, the Standard, Henry George which Archbishop Corr\gan does not like. What Dr.
givs Dr. McGlynn and his church superiors the bene- McGlynn is punished for is, for taking the side of the workfit of nearly ten columns of praise and abuse. It is ingmen against the system of injustice and spoliation, and the
rings which hav made the government of New York
needless to say Dr. McGlynn receives the praise, and arotten
byword of corruption. In ti).e last presidential election Dr.
Archbishop Corrigan the abuse. The conclusion at McGlynn made some vigorous speeches in behalf of the
which Mr. George arrives is one that exactly agrees Democratic candidate without a word or thought of remonwith THE TRUTH SEEKER's prediction all along, and strance. His sin is in taking a side in politics which was
to the rings that had the support of the Catholic
allows us the finest possible opportunity to say to Mr. opposed
hierarchy."
George, We told you so. His conclusion is this:
Mr. George continues: Whether Dr. McGlynn will go to
American workingmen might as well make up their minds Rome is something which rests with himself; whether he
that in their fight for the enfranchisment of labor they must ought to go to Rome is a matter which may properly be dismeet the opposition of the Catholic hierarchy.
cussed. Some of his friends, following the lead of the imThe following are the vital points of Mr. George's pulsiv Michael Davitt-who, on the eve of his marriage with
a charming lady, was disposed to take roseate views-hav
attack:
·
seemed to think that Dr. McGlynn ought to obey the sum"The Catholic church," he says, "has been used to mons to Rome, in order to present the case of those Catholics
bolster the power of tyrants, and to keep the masses qJiiet who believe in the common right to land, and force the quesunder the social injustice; the Greek church to support the tion to an issue, which would forever still any pretense that
absolutism of the czar. Luther hurled his direct anathemas this doctrin was condemned by the church.
ag-ainst German peasants driven into agrarian revolt by the
This might be all very well if Dr. McGlynn could go to
unbParable oppressions of their lords; the Eng-lish church
after some such unequivocal popular expressions us
has been the stanch supporter of regal tyranny and landlord Rome
convince the Roman authorities that he was the
robbery, and Presbyterian ministers hav preached to Scottish would
of American Catholics, and that they did not
clansmen that in resistinfi eviction from their homes they embassador
to be trifled with. But for him to go to Rome as a
would be resisting the wi 1 of God, while in our own day and propose
priest with any expectation of getting a hearing as
place the popular preachers of the great liberal denomina- susl?ended
agamst an archbishop backed up by all the iQfiuence of the
tions, however careless they may be of the charge of hetero- rich
Catholics of the United States, and by all the powerful
rloxy, are careful to temper the gospel to their wealthy sheep. influence
of the English colony and English intnguers at
But never before in the history of this country," he says, Rome, would be folly. Dr. McGlynn would hav no chance
''has there been such a barefaced attempt to use the Catholic in Rome to make any presentation of the case, even if the
church as a political machine-such an audacious exercise of Propaganda were a perfectly impartial tribunal.
ecclesiastical power to stifle political opinion and control
But it is not. The cardinals of the Propaganda are a set
political action."
ofltalianBourbonpoliticians, bitterly opposed to everything
Dr. McGlynn, it appears, was silenced once before savoring of freedom and progress, and committed in advance
by the church authorities. In welcoming Michael against Dr. McGlynn and the doctrin. of "the land for the
Davitt, in 1882, Dr. McGlynn said that the soil of people."
What it would do if Dr. McGlynn went to Rome would be
Ireland belonged to the people of the country, and
simply to side-track the issue and drop Dr. McGlynn, metanot to a few landlords. For this a letter was sent by phorically, through some ecclesiastical trap-door. He would
the cardinal prefect of the Propaganda directing be worried and heartbroken by delays, compelled to defend
Cardinal McCloskey to suspend "the priest M c- himself against all sorts of Ride charges, and finally sent
Glynn." Cardinal McCloskey did not do this, but into some convent, or ordered off to Africa or Cl..tina.
As Puck, chuckling over the suppression of Dr. McGlynn,
Dr. McGlynn was ordered to make no more Land declares,
"The church hath a million ways of squelching the
League epeeches, and he obeyed, remaining silent for insubordinate, and Dr. McGlynn is marked for squelching.
years.
The job will be done delicately, but it will be done effectivly."
When Dr. McGlynn and other Catholic clflrgymen Nor does "Monsignor" (my lord) Preston hav any doubt as
what will become of Dr. McGlynn if he gqes to Rome.
had given Mr. George assurances of their support in to
" He is not sent for to be complimented," says this "My
his race for mayor last fall, Mr. George heard that Lord" Preston; "he is sent for to be disciplined."
Archbishop Corrigan was offended by the attitude of
The truth is that having Dr. McGlynn ordered to Rome is
Dr. McGlynn, and at Dr. McGlynn's suggestion Mr. a cunning scheme to get rid of him with the least possible
George called on the archbishop with a letter of remonstrance from his congregation. It would be unpleas.
to say the least, to try to cut off his head here among
introduction from Dr. McGlynn. This is Mr. George's ant,
those who know him and love him, so he is to be sent away
account of the interview:
to be executed, and time is to be allowed to dull feeling.
I called accordingly on the archbishop, who received me
There are the stron!J;est possible reasons why he sl..tould
courteously, but gave me little opportunity to speak on mat- not go to Rom~: In. ~his matter a !J;reat pr!f!ciple is at stake.
ters as to which I could speak with propriety, insomuch as Does an Amencan Citizen·cease to be a Citizen when he behe opened the conversation by reading to me two letters from comes a priest? Is an American citizen, because he is also
the propaganda, dated in 1882 and addressed to his predeces- a Catholic priest, to. be ~eld. to ans~cr bef?~e a foreig_n
sor, Cardinal McCloskey. In these the suspension of "the tribunal because of his actiOn m Amencan politics ? If this
priest McGlynn" was demanded at the express order of the is so, then the sooner we know it the better.
pope, because, in his Land League speeches, he had taug-ht
Dr. McGlynn has not been summoned to Rome at the indoctrins openly contrary to the teachings of the Catholic stance of Rome, but at the instance of Archbishop Corrigan,
church, and he was censured because in other ways he had prompted undoubtedly by the "castle Catholics" and the
shown "propensity to favor the Irish revolution." The ring politicians of New York.
archbishop gave me at some considerable length a history of
But whether the Roman ecclesiastical authorities are used
the matter. the essential point of which wa~ that the execu- through Errington by the British government, or through
tion of this sentence had at that time been suspended on the Archbishop Corrigan by a New York ring, or whether they
understanding that Dr. McGlynn should make no more pub- act in American politics on their own motivs and for their
lic utterances. The archbishop said that that understanding- own purposes, makes little difference. The prime fact is in
had now been violated by Dr. 1\IcGiynn-so much so that a the outrageous claim that the Am~rican C!ltholic clergy, pe_rProtestant gentleman with whom he had recently dined had haps for their numbers the ~!lOSt Influential class of men In
complained to him of the scandalous declarations of the doc- this country, are to be in their poli~ical a~tion tl!e puppets of
tor in reg-ard to the ri!J;hts of landowners. The archbishop a foreign power, four thousand miles distant m space and
told me that he had called his council to meet at 12 o'clock many centuries distant in ideas.; that these men, each of
that day for the purpose of taking into consideration the case whom may influence hundreds and thousands of votes, are
of Dr. McGlynn, and, as I understood, of at once suspending to be subject to disgrace and punishment, to be thrown- out
him.
of their homes and means of livelihood if their political
On leaving the archbishop I called on Dr. McGlynn and action does not suit the Italian cardinals of the Propaganda
informed him of the result of my interview. He said that his or the worthy gentleman who livs in the twelve-hundredunderstanding of the promis he had felt himself obliged to roomed palace called the Vatic~~;n. If. Ameri?an Cat~oJics
make in 1882 was that he should deliver no more speeches hav not more spirit than to submit to this, then IS Cathohmsm
on the IriRh question, which promis he had kept; that he indeed utterly Inconsistent with free institutions!
had since made speeches in behalf of Mr. Cleveland, to which
But I am confident that there is too much spirit in Amerithere had been no remonstrance whatever, and that, although can Catholics to submit to such dictation, and for my part I
he had not up to that time received any inhibition from would rejoice to see Dr. McGlynn make the issue clear and
speaking at the _Chickering Hall meetin!J;, yet even should plain by utterly refusing to go to Rome. to answer for his
one come he could not, now that he had been announced to conduct as a citizen. In his case the pomt has long been
speak, refrain from doing so consistently with his own self- passed at which endurance cease~ to be a.virtue. H;is subrespect and without publicly renouncing the rights of an mission when arraigned for favonng the Insh revolutiOn has
American citizen.
merely encouraged ecclesiastical tyranny. The time has
October 1st Mr. George held a campaign meeting come when he ought to make a stand for the sake of his
at Chickering Hall, at which several Catholic priests brethren in the priesthood, as well as for the sake of the
of American liberty.
were expected to speak. Of this meeting and its re- principles
Even without going into the question of why the governsults Mr. George says:
ment of a world-wide church should be allowed to rest In
Dr. McGlynn went to Chickering Hall and spoke, thoup;h the hands of a knot of reactionary Italians, it is clear that
the other Catholic clergymen who were to hav been present the organization of the Cath~Uc church i_n this country is not
did not come, having, as I afterward learned, received an such as self-respecting Amencan Cat~ohcs ough.t t~ be.conexpress command not to do so .. I did not hear Dr. McGlynn's tented with, or as is suited to th~ gen_ms of our .mshtutwn.s.
speech, but I know how it impressed those who did. A The organization of the church m this country IS autocratic
lady who waB present, and who had no idea of the situation, in the last degree. The American C~~;tholic priest has no
said to me after the meeting, "Dr. McGlynn spoke like a such independence as belongs to the pnest ?f Italy, France,
man who expected this night to be his last." She did not or Spain. Ecclesiastically he is under martial law, for, by a
know that he spoke under the shadow of what to a Catholic fiction which the ecclesiastica~ politicians ?f Ro~e hav seen
priest is worse than death. Dr. McGlynn informed me the fit tA preserve, this country, hke Ireland, IS considered as a
next morning that he would not speak ap:ain during the missionary country, and is, therefore, under the absol:ute
campaign. And he kept his own counsel. Not until weeks government of the Propaganda. So!lle pretense of securmg
after the campaign, and until the matter, bruited about from to American priests a.httle show of m~ependence was made
the archbishop's palace, had found its way into the press, did at the council of Baltimore, but what It amoun~s to may_be
I learn, or had I the faintest suspicion, that on the morning seen from the fact that there are in New York CitY: only nn?-e
after that speech Dr. McGlynn had really been suspended pastors who cannot he removed at .a moment's .notiCe by Will
for two weeks. Dr. McGlynn made no more speeches in the of the archbishop. As for Cathohc congregati~ns,_ they hav
campaign, obeying to the hitter the command' -of his ecclesi- not only no choice as to their pastors, and no voiCe_m church
astical superior. But he did show his sympathy in all non- matters but hav no control whatever over the edifices they
forbidden ways, and when, on the eve of the election, "Mon. build a~d the property their contributions create. The consignor" Preston, the archbishop's right-hand man, issued a gregation of St. Stephen's now see their beloved pastor
pronunciamento designed to prevent Catholics from voting thrown out of the church their contributions hav raised and
the workingman's ticket, which pronunciamento was dis- beautified and thq are helpless to prevent it.
Howev~r, there IS one thing they can do. They can ke~p
tributed at the church doors, Dr. McGlynn volunteered to
ride around with me to the polls-in this silent way to show a tight grip on their money. That would be the mo_st effectiV
means of bringing the ecclesia.l!tical autocracy to Its sei!ses.
th&t a <Jouscien.tious Catholic could and did support me,
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the throne of Israel Whether or not he kept his subject to her husband as the church is to Christ; orthe husband is as superior to the wife as Christ is to
promis does not concern us now.
Christian apologists say that God had to counte- the church. Does this declare the equality of the
nance many of the vices of the Jews; was obliged to sexes 1
First epistle to Timothy ii, 11-15, says: "Let the
lead
them gradually in order to civilize them. The
Has Christianity Benefited Woman 1- I.
omnipotent ruler of the universe obliged to counte· woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I
In the discussion of this quPstion, I shall divide nance such vices as polygamy and slavery in order to suffer not a woman to teach, nor usurp authority over
the subject into three heads. First: As the Bible is control his chosen people! He could harden and the man but to be in silence. · For Adam was first
the foundation of the Christian religion, I shall soften the heart of Pharaoh at his pleasure; why formed, 'then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but
briefly examin its contents and ascertain its attitude could he not hav done the same with the Jews! the woman being deceived was in the transgression.
toward woman-whether or not its teachings, when Why not hav made mankind better anyway? Man Notwithstanding she shall be saved in childbearing,
carried into practical life, would tend to ameliorate was made bad and governed worse, and Jehovah not if they continue in faith and charity and holiness
the condition of woman. Second: To compare the being able to manage all the different people, he with sobriety." Here again woman is commanded to
condi ion of woman in the ancient pagan civilizations takes one tribe under his especial care, and leaves say nothing, and if she ventureR to teach she violates
with her condition in Christian countriPs. Third: If the rest of mankind to take care of themselvs, many the commandment; and, if the doctrins of the church
Christianity has not been the cause of woman's ele- of whom worked out a far better and nobler civiliz~t be true she will suffer eternal torment for her temervation, what has 1
tion.than the Jews ever attained. If polygamy and ity. B~t the strangest part of it is that man is s~
Throughout the entire Bible we find woman treated concubinage were displeasing to the Lord, he might perior to woman because he was first made. If this
with that inferiority characteristic of all barbarous hav said something about the sacredness of the be true, then the necessary inference is that the
people. She is treated as a being for no other pur- family ties and the equality of the sexes. Amid the oyster is superior to man because it was foriQed bepose than to gratify the sensual appetite of man and thunders and lightnings of Sinai he might hav fore man. And Adam was not deceived, and conseas man's physical slave. In the second e>hapter of declared that the husband should hav but one wife. quently was not in the transgression, but Eve, being
GeneHis she is simply an after-consideration, and, in and the wife but one husband But instead of thi~' deceived, was in the transgression; or, in other
connection with this legend of Eden's sin and curse, he sustains the bru barian in his prejudices, and forti- words, if you sin knowingly you are excusable, but if
woman is considered as having caused all the crime fies the heathen in his crimes. If Jehovah was really you are deceived into sinning yon are judged guilty.
and suffering in the world; and this cursed dogma is desirous · of civilizing the Jews, instead of being so Rematkable juriE>prudence that! And the abominthe central idea around which many minor do... trins precise about the fashioning of candlesticks, the kill- able dogma is again brought forth, that for woman's
hav clustered that for centuries hav been the cause of ing of goats, and the dyeing of ram-skins red, he sin in Eden she is to be forever subject to her huswoman's degradation in Jewish and Christian coun- might hav !'aid that the master should not hold his band, and he is to rule over her.
.
GEORGE H. DAWES.
tries. The writers of the Bible treated women al'l maid-servant in concubinage, that a man should not
property-creatures to be bought and sold, bartered sell his daughter, or take to himself more than one
Post Mortem Probation of Infants.
or given away, like so many cattle. The female ser- wife. He might at least hav hinted to Moses that he
vant or handmaid belonged to her master, who had not shown the highest respect to the weaker sex
This world's social problems solved, labor subusurped the rights of a husband, as in the case of all when he ordered several thousand captiv maidens to jected, crude notions of justice smothered under
the patriarchs. That woinen were bought and sold be given up to the lusts of brutal soldiers and featherbeds of privilege, crime manacled, prolificais amply sustained by such incidents as in GenesiB licentious priests. Omnipotence certainly ought to tion checked, authority triumphs all along the line.
xxix, where Jacob agrees with his uncle, Laban, to hav been able to hav said something that would .hav
The poor we hav always with us, simply in order
work seven years for Rachel, but, according to the bettered the condition of wife aud mother. But if that the scripture may be fulfilled.
Our great procustom of the country, when the seven years were we read the Bible with an unbiased mind we will find ductivit.y renders misery superfluous. The rich, as
ended, Laban required Jacob to take Leah, the oldest that Jehovah had all the prejudices and vices of the usual, feed the poor; fashion, inventiv and refining,
daughter, and work seven more years for Rachel. Jews.
employs thousands in shooting and stuffing little
Thus Jacob's two wives represented the price of fourOf all the passages of the Bible that treat woman birds for ladies' bonnets. At Newport banquets, that
teen yf'ars' labor.
with disrespect and contempt, the twelfth chapter of recherche dish, a pate of humming bird's tongues ! .
In the Decalog, woman is placed in the same Leviticus caps the climax. Here Jehovah declare"
Our "vale of tears" thus redolent of Christian
catalog with other property. '·Thou shalt not motherhood a sin. The mother that has given birth graces, let us turn from the serene enjoyment of this
covet thy neighbor's house, thou shalt not-covet t~y to a son is urc"ean for forty days, and if she giv b€-st posl'lible of worlds, to provide for little truants
neighbor's wife, nor his man-servant, nor his mrud- birth to a daughter she is unclean for eighty days. that hav flown away from its school lessons.
servant, nor his ox. nor his ass, nor anything that iB During her "purifying" she is unfit to enter a synaIn the IIomiletic Review, Dr. J. L. Withrow, with
thy m·ighbm'l:l" (Ex. xx, 17). In chap. xxi of the gog, and, to add insult to injury, she mm;;t take a sin- benevolent solicitude, remru·ks: "It might clear the
same book, seventh and eighth verses, we find these offering to the priest, and he must offer it· as an atmosphere of some of these progressiv theories to
words:
atonement for her trant-gression. If there is any- preach them f'quarely.
"And if a man sell his daughter to be a maid- thing that thrills the bm.band's heart with tender
"Let thol'le who hold to this probation frankly say
servant, she shall not go out as the men-servants do. emotions, that fills his soul with love and adoration to the afflicted parents, at the next funeral: 'Your
If she please not her master who hath betrothed her for the gentler sex, it is the pure and lovely mother. child may indeed hav been regenerate, but. its choice
to himself, then shall he let her be redeemed. To !'ell clasping to her breast her darling offsprinj,!. But of God is a matter to be determined in the future.
her unto a strang-e nation he shall hav no power, see- upon this loveliest of objects Jehovah looks with Of course, if it shall not choose God for itself in the
ing he hath dealt deceitfully with her."
supercilious contempt. Be pronounces her unhol~ unseen world, your infant will go into everlasting
Here we hav the selling of one's own daughter to and unclean. But why must her days of purifying punishment.' Let the preacher venture to speak out
be a wife, or concubine. or handmaid, sanctioned b:v be twice as long for a daughter as for a son~ Because ~;uch a speculation, and then settle with the bereaved
the scriptures, and if she plea&e not her master he iE> the daughter will, in her turn, become a mother. as best he can."
to let her be redeemed. A man may buy a maid and Such a doctrin, whether it comes from gods or devilf',
You are wittier than you wot of, Dr. Withrow.
rob her of her honor, and, if he is not in every way heaven or hell, from the church or the lowest sink~ Your speculation is a double enttnte. If it would
satisfitd with his bargain, her father may redeem of perdition, is savagery pure and simple, and it not pay, that settles the question, but why not take a
her. Are these the teachillgs that are intended to ought to consign to eternal oblivion the god that iF- majority vote at the grave? The Andover Review
purify and elevate woman~ Is this an example that said to hav inspired it, the book that contains it, and palliates the shock by assuranc.e that "infants transwould influence the stronger sex to regard with af- the church that indones it.
ferred to the heavenly home are under influences perfection and respect the weaker sex 1
. The Ghristian here tells us that the· old Mosaic fectly Christian, and develop gradually into spiritual
If there is anything that tends to brutalize man laws were done away in Christ-that the O.d Testa and intellectual maturity, and with a certainty as
and degrade woman, it is the curliled system of polyg- ment laws are abrogated. Be this as it may, they nearly absolute as any moral certainty can be; so
amy, yet nowhere in the Bible is polygamy con- ~:;how the barbarism of the timel'l, and if Jehovah in- nearly absolute that it is unnecessary to take alternademned, but in many instances actually encouraged. spired the writing of them he was a devil instead. of tivs into consideration."
The Btble characters that are taken as models· of a god. Whether we are subject to the Mol'aic Jaws or
Just a delicate seasoning of doubt to flavor the
righteousness were polygamists. We read in Genesis not, they hav influenced Christendom even to our dead sweet of a humdrum routine! And but for the
xxvi, 5, that God blesses Isaac, and givs this reason day to such an extent that it has been, and is yet exceptions, what would become of the best of good
for it: " Because that Abraham obeyed my voice, among a certain class, considered a sin, as an attempt rules-class privilege of babydom for instance?
and kept my charge, my commandments, my statutes, to· thwart the will of God, if the suffering of the
The Andover allowance of post mortem influences
and my laws." Yet Abraham kept concubines, and mother was in any way relieved during child-birth, might be even too liberal for the corporeal safety of
was cruel enough to turn his handmaid, Hagar, and and we must judge these teachings by their influence. babies, were not allowance also made for the decline
her child into the wilderness to starve. Clearly, then, And it is but recently, and now only by the more of modern faith, and the· force of the animal storge in
God is not displeased with the ~ystem of a plurality liberal, that Christians consider themselvs not bound parmts. Without irreverence toward the vox populi
of wives, for Abraham obeyed his commandments, hy the Old Testament. But when we examin the of graveyard majorities, is not such appeal to the
his statutes, and his laws.
.
New Testament, we iind the same ideas prevailing. pa:rties most immediately interested like subjecting
David also walked in his ways and kept his com-· that woman is in every way inferior to man, and the tariff legislation to our manufacturers? Of course
mandments, and was a man after God's own heart, apostolic writings tend to subjugate and degrade her. they will decide in favor of it.
and yet had a score of wives. It is often said that
1 Cor. ii, 8, 9, says: "For the man is not of the
As Grover Cleveland substantially allowed in his
God punished David for'his polygamy, but this is woman, but the woman of the man; neither was the inaugural, class interest is the legitimate aim of demnot true. The punishment was for David's action man created for the woman, but the woman for the ocratic government. Hell, then, must hav been detoward Uriah, not because l:Je had more than one roan." 1 Cor. xiv, 34, 35, again says: "Let your vised for some party's advantage. A chief source of
wife. When God reproved David for his crime he women keep silence in the churches, for it is not per- clerical incomes, without which the precious influence
says: "And I gave thee thy master's house, and thy mitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded of Christianity might be .lost to this world, hell is
master's wives into thy bosom, and gave thee the to be und.er obedience, as also saith the law. And if implied by heaven as the foundation by the superhouse of Israel and of Judah, and if that had been they will learn anything, let them ask their husbands structure.
too little I would moreover hav given thee such and at home, for it is a shame for women to speak in the
Would it be reasonable, or faithful, to deny the insuch things." If this is not conclusiv enough to church." A woman is here commanded to keep fluence of heredity over heaven, or to assign equal
prove that God countenanced polygamy, and that silence, and if she wishes to learn anything, let her chances of the sinister alternativ to a respectable
David was only puni~hed for his crime against Uriah, ask her husband at home. Supposing she has no pew· holder's baby, as to an Infidel's o.r a pauper's 1.
a passage from 1 King-s xv, 5 will, no doubt, be husband, or supposing her husband is a dunce, as Christians no longer burrow in catacombs, nor hold
sufficient: ''Because David did that which was many husbands are, then the. woman must rem9:in an conventicles on the sly in Scottish woods. Nay, Parright in the eyes of the Lord, and turned not aside ignoramus or violate this plain injunction of scripture. son Malthus has united Mr. Church with Miss Polly
from any thing that he commanded him all the days
Ephesians v, 22, 23, 24, f:ays: "Wives submit Conomy in holy bands of wedlock.
of his life, save only in the matter of Uriah the yourselvs unto your own husbands, as unto the
Like the high and low dilutionists of hbmeopathy,
Hittite.".
Lord, for the hmband is the head of the wife, even we way agree in principle, though d1ffering in dosage
Solomon was another of God's favorits, and yet as Christ is the head of the church; and he is the of damnation. I think there ought to be enough to
had a harem of a thouf:and wives and concubines. So savior of the body. Therefore as the church is sub- I flavor a heaven rather too insipid for the vulgar taste,
much did God think of David and Solomon that he ject unto ~hrist, so ~et the wives. be to th~ir own I and ':~'here "the tune the old cow died of" is S!\id to
decla.red that their posterity slwwd forever sit upon husba.ndfl :m everythmg." The wife then lfl to be be still all the rage.
·
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The~logic endowments are differential. If the
Cathohc owns the mos.t effectiv hell, Islam and Utah
boas~ a more attracbv heaven, especially for the
~ermc sex. Let each _make _the best of his belongmgs. Measured by therr clerical revenues fear seems
to be the more efficient tax-collector. A ;irile Christendom repudiates sheol and hades dilutions it takes
~ell-_fire ~everend. . Dr. Withrow says Andov~r cheats
m divertm~ attentiOn from an "intermediate state"
~here the mfant school arrangements may be wantmg. It seems that the "progressiv theology" has
borrowe~ from Rome a little purgatory. He conclu?es with true J?aternal pathos: "My dear baby of
whiCh death deprives me, and which I felt sure beyond doubt the dear Lord took to himself was it one
~f those ~lternativ _children that fail of 'everlasting
·life? Tried by this fact, who wants aught to do
with the theory?"
.
Of everlasting life? Everlasting ephemera, everlasting ,phenomena, eternal nonsense. What do you
know a,bout the duration of souls, Dr. Withrow!
How unfair, or how unfortunate, that in a universe
w_here wor~ds. are seen dissolving and suns flying to
pieces, while Ideas and societies follow suit in spiritual spac_e, your l~ttle jelly-bud, that never had
opened mto consciousness, but trembled between
plant and animal, should fail of an immortal career 1
If in the absence of reason, any dogma of faith could
be found between the covers of the Bible, to avert
such a catastrophe ! But none has ever beamed on
my benighted eyes.
Really, it is very illiberal first to beg the question
of existence, and then damn it before the dawn of
vital consciousness.
' ·
But I suppose infants must take their chance of
grace, a celestial class privilege, with the rest of us.
Swedenborg wants hell by way of contrast. Should
we appreciate light and its colors without a dark
background 1 Or perfumes without stenches or
music without noiHes' Must not some throat~ be
burnt with fourth-proof spirits or red pepper, in order
that others shall delight in pure cold water!
As the sun cools his fires in a sea bath, so the
ner.vous or the bil~ous wed with plastic lymph, and
m!'"den rosebu_d~ With old money-bags. .As howling
wmds and· drivmg sleet make cosy hearths, so our
holy fathers opine to found the heavenly mansions
~>n the hells, the Lord's vinyiu-d sending down roots
mto the lava of craters, and 'frinity church leasing
brothels.
M. E. LAZARUS.
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missionaries
ton murdered.being expelled, and Bishop Hanning- save h"Imse1f. H ad he remained in the vicinity of the
The king of Ukara is a charming and amiable chief stations he would not hav had to do it. He would
~d h?nest man, comparativly speaking. The mi·s- hav had the protection of the authoriti-es. The!)e are
the causes that imper~ missionaries ; their own imswnaries wen t t h ere. At first they located at the
d
th ·
f
southern en~ of the lake. They then crQssed over pru ence, err own want o judgment.
an~ made friends with this honest man, the king, and
their leaders were very enthusiastic for the king. To New York's Progressiv Excise Commi~'sioners.
cut the story s~ort,_ they bought a ship and finished
The excise commissioners of this city hav decided
her for somethmg like £1,000. They were prepared to encourage the sale of beer and light winPs by fixt? launch ~er. The king-this honest man compara.- i?g a new grade of license between the $'i'5 saloon
tivly speakmg-came with his long staff in' his hand hcense and the $30 ale and beer license whli.,lb doe,s
~s the et~eto~ of . the African chief is, and he said ; no~ permit the sale of wine. They hav 'also decided
The ship IS bmlt. It is a very fine, nice ship in- to mcrease the fee for the saloon license under which
deed.. Now, do tell ~e, who is ~oing to pay m~ for spirituous liquor is sold with ale, beer, and wine.
th_e ~Imb~r from whiCh that ship was built!" The·
One thing they :fi.hd lacking is a sufficient force to
miSSionaries sai?: "We hav bought her as she is. If detect violations of the law. The commissioners hav
you hav any hen upon her, you should go to the no power to e~forc~ the l~w, and while they acknowlArab who sold her to us." " Well perhaps you say edge the cordial cooperatiOn of the superintendent of
, true ; I will go."
'
police, they say that it is nevertheless a fact that men
~e marched off with his staff in his hand, a slow, '!hose licenses hav been revoked, and l!lOre to whom
dehberate man, and went to the Arab and said "I hcenses hav been refused, hav gone right on selling
see you hav built the ship and sold her but .;hat in defiance of law.
about the timbed"
' ·
They attribute much ~ this difficulty in enforcing
. "W_ell, but yot;~ know," said the Arab, " the mis- the law to the fact that m some respecm the law is
swnanes only pa~d me for the ship. They did not deemed by a large number to be unjust and absurd
pay me for the timber, or for the nails or for the especially where it prohibits the sa,le of laeer and
work on it, but for the ship; and they t~ok her with wine at a musical or other entertainment. The law
all the debts upon her, whatev~r they were."
they say, was evidently directed at disreputable r;_
"Well, there is some sensein that," said the king. sorts, and was not designed to affect rational 1¥1d
" He w~nt. back ~o the missionaries, and they said, orderly amusements. They say that
. That IS Impossible, we did not buy the debts. It
A v_ery lar~e class of our citizens, and by no means ·the
IS Sungoro, the Arab, that must pay you."
·
l~ast md11;strwus and respectable among them, feel the opem"Ah, well," he said, with a deep sigh "you two t~on of this law to be a purposeless outrage of their pe:.:son!il
parties in this affair do not know whether' I am to re- nghts.
_That the leg_islature did not consider the combination of
ceive anything or not, and therefore I put my staff WI?e
and music as wicked or very injurious in all cases is
on the ship and say she shall not leave here until the ev.Ident from the fact that th_e:l;' ~pecially exempted church
money is paid."
farrs and Sunday-school exhibitiOns from the operation of
" Well," said the missionaries, "if you talk like this law.
Many people fail to understand why they should not be
that, help us to launch the ship and we will go and
allowed to enjoy a glass of beer at a secular concert as well
bring our goods in her, and the~ pay you."
· as at a church fair.
" Good," he said; ''that is honest, that is fair.
They suggest also that shorfl term licenses for
Now, boy_s, help these white men launch the ship."
The ship was launched, the missionaries embarked balls, fairs, and excursions should be provided for by
but in J?aking the trip she foundered, and they lost law, anrl they hope that the incoming mayor will
everythmg. TheY: swam ashore, and received a letter recomm~nd to the legislature a bill eii!lbodyi.ng their
from the Arab tellmg them that the king had heard suggestiOns.
As long as alcoholic drinks are to be sold, it is best
of the loss of the ~hip, and as he had not been paid,
he was sure they mtended to cheat him and there- ·to hav the sale regulated, if at all, in a sensible and
fore, he was determined to seize upon the~. ,: Now" impartial manner. This certainly is not done when
said he, " you bring your small boat and help me to beer and wine can be sold at church fairs without a
license, while the respectabie and orderly concert.
Missionaries on the Congo.
escape."
hall next door is refused a license on accoun11 of its
[Wben Henry M. Stanley, the African explorer, was in this
The missionaries b~ought their.boat alongside the
city, the Methodists invited him to aflflress a preachP.rs' meet- shore, but all around It were the kmg and his people. propinquity to a church building.
ing, and answer a few questions relativ to the Congo as a The missionaries were killed, the .Arab was killed
basis for duping Christians into giving money for mission- and sixty of their people were killed. That is an~
Lucky for Him.
ary purposes. The following is the seventh inquiry and other of the causes that hav imperiled the missionFrom the New Yorio:: Sun.
Mr. Stanley's reply:]
aries.
The Rev. Dr. Heman Lincoln, the learned Baptist
What caused Bishop Hanning ton's death! You
7. What hav been your relations to missionaries?
Where missionaries hav been imperiled, what hav cannot serve God and mammon. You· must serve theological professor and politician, explains, or tries
been the causes!
one or the other; and there is the mammon of wealth to explain, that he didn't mean what he was thought
This is a very delicate subject. "Where mission- and the mammon of famE>, and the mammon of ambi~ to mean when he told Mr. Blaine and his hosts, the
aries hav been imperiled, what hav been the causes?" tion, and if a missionary becomes also an explorer for Boston Congregational Club, on Forefathers' Day,
My relations to missionaries hav been very cordial, fame, he must needs meet the dangers that involve that "the city of Collins and O'BriPn is not quite the
indeed. Here and there I hav met people who did the explorer; and when the bishop left the well- city of Winthrop and the pilgrims." The inference
not seem to ·understand their avocation, and who known roads, and came with a well-armed force seemed plain, but it is due Dr. Lincoln to say that he
would hav been far better employed in their own through Uganda, the people of that country took him is averse to being considered a disciple of Dr. R. R. R.
country. I will giv you this instance: A missionary, for one of those Germans bent on annexing the whole Burchard. Moreover, he is a voluminous volunteer
who seemed very intelligent, arrived on the Upper of tl.'J;!.t region. Tht:y could not understand why a contributor to our valued contemporary, the Boston
Congo, and asked me for land. I gave him two hun~ man ~ltould come to the back door when the front Journal, and his communic11.tions show in him a commendably low opinion of Mugwumps. He is entitled
dred acres, at a penny an acre; granted it to him in door was open to all comers.
perpetuity. I introduced him to the chiefs of the . On ~he Congo_ there. are some forty or fifty mis- to the benefit of this certificate of good sense.
It may be well, however, for the purpose of re.neighborhood, and they agreed to accept him as a swna~es to-day, mcludmg Cll.tholic missionaries. It
friend. There was every prospect of that man being is not likely that they will be permitted to imperil minding him to be cautious in his excurliJi.ons from
able to be useful in that region. Founding a state. themselvs or their cause, because then they would theol?gy into Boston politics, that it is mighty lucky
as we were, we were glad to hav missionaries, and come. in c~n:fl.ict with the state. Nevertheless, they for him that Boston and Massachusetts are very diftravelers, and tourists, any and everybody who came may Imperil themselvs by going beyond bounds by ferent from what they were in the time of the elder
and could behave himself in that region, because the such conduct as the race wl!J.ich I described in my last Winthrop. If they were the 81£me now as then, the
larger number of white men.I could show to the na- work on the Con~o ?etween. t~e English Baptists Rev. Dr. Heman Lincoln would 'not be a professor in
tivs of Africa, the greater would be our influence, and the undenommatwnal miSSionaries, headed by the Baptist Theological Seminary at Newton. ~here
and the sooner would civilization be diffused among Dr. Sims. It was simply a race from Stanley Pool would be no Baptist theological seminary in Massathem. This missionary bargained with one of the toward Stanley Falls, thinking they were doing God's chusetts, CongregationaliRm would be the established
· nativ chiefs to build him a number of houses for a work: It was very nice to see. No sooner had I church of that state, and Baptist preaehers l.llild teachcertain specified number of brass rods. The chief given permission to the English Baptists to establish ers would hav to keep their convictions to thf'/ll'lselvs
assembled the men and built the houses; and when themselvs at Leopold ville than the undenominational or make for the Providence Plantations. It seems to
us that the Rev. Dr. Heman Lincollil and eve,rybody
they were completed and he asked for payment, the people came and asked for permission to establish at
else in Boston who doesn'.t 'Yant to stand on tpe Saymissionary refused. Consequently, if we had not Bolobo. Then the other party asked permission to brook Platform, and bas· st111 less desire to stand in
been there, this would hav been one of the causes establish . at Lukolela, and then the other party at
the pillory, should be very glad that Boston is not
that imperiled that man. I told you that this was a Equatorville; and then they came to me to negotiate
the same sort of place it used to be two hundred and
delicate subject. I need not say to you that I argued for a grant 400 or 500 miles ahead of them and I
fifty years ago.
with that missionary-! preached to him. I told also gave localities there.
•
'
It is a curious thing, however, that many moo, inhim that his word should be as good as his bond,
Lat~ly a missi_onary, who has done a great deal of
stead of being grateful for the religious toleration
and, however heavy the demand was, he had prom- work m exploring, came very near imperiling the which they enjoy, are angry because some creed
ised to pay, and therefore it was his duty to pay. He work of the missionaries on the Congo. Of course, which they dislike is not excluded from it. We do
said, "I do not see why you should interfere in our when he had a fast steamer he could escape the not believe that Dr. Lincoln is one.of that sort. All
private affairs." I answered: "I hav but to say the nativs. He was safe enough. But suppose he had Burchardesque remarks indioo.te a suspended conword, and you will hav good reason to understand been pursued, and his steamer had gone aground, sciousness in the maker. It is as if he had gone to
why I do interfere in your private affairs. If I say then. what would_ hav been the outcry in England im- sleep in the time of the Mathers 11111d woke up in th,e
to this chief that I wash my hands of the matter, then mediately T It IS useless to struggle agairist the Boston of Collins and O'Brien. His surprise ait
good-bye to you." Well, he paid.
barbarism of Africa. It is enjoined upon the mis- finding that "papistry" flourishes and that ill- favored
" Where missionaries hav been imperiled, what hav sionary that he shall not use deadly weapons · and old women can walk past the frog-pond without bebeen the causes~" I told you it was a delicate sub- when these people meet them with drawn bow~ and ing ducked for witches is natural.
ject. I dare say some of you read some remarks in leveled spearR, they run. T~at implies to the nativs
some of your New York papers-something relating that they are cowards. The nativs say, "Whatever
to the fact that I was the cause of these missionaries they hav got-is ours. . Let us pursJle them." ThereSEND to THE TRUTH SFliKER office for a catalog of
having been murdered-some three thous~md 1 all the 1fore1 one of these missiou!Uie!il h~d to use ll~s rifle t9 the books we h3v for sale. The cl);ta.log is free.
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THERE are about a thousand of our subscribers in
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grows painfully tight.
.
Every subscriber can see tipon his tab just to what
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has
expired, are requested to remit at once.

Names Wanted.
Will the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER send us the
names of all their friends who are Liberally inclined,
so that they may receive a sample copy of this paper?
We desire to largely increase the subscription list,
and shall be grateful for all aid extended.
If our present subscribers would mention to .their
Liberal friends that THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good paper to subscribe for, it might be the means of materially helping us.

.Mr. Henry George and the Catholic Church.
When Henry George ran for mayor of this city
last fall, the elements supporting him were the most
incongruous ever united by a common purpose.
First of all were the tredes-unions and the Knights
of Labor, then the German Socialists, then the Freethinkers and a large dissatisfied element of scholarly
voters who bav for yearf!. been so disgusted with common politics that th~y hav altogether refused to vote.
Added to these were a few heretical Protestant
clergymen, and a few Catholic priests, at the head of
whom was Dr. Ml'.Glynn. The Knights of Labor
and trade-unionists are largely Catholics, the Socialists are mostly Infidels, but pay no attention whatever to that phase of reform, and are not reckoned•
among the working Freethought contingent of this
city. Aside from the clergy, nearly all the George
campaign speakers were Infidels, and not a few were
drawn from the membership of the Manhattan Liberal
Club. The compilers of the" George-Hewitt Campaign," just issued by the Lovell Company in the
interest of Mr. George, are both sturdy Freethinkers.
As the candidate of this mixed multitude of supporters, Mt·. George proved himself a remarkably expert politician. He had an ear for all sorts, agreed
with about everybody, but put his main dependence
upon "working the religious racket," as the ordinary
politi.cianf!! expreao it, It is probable, though, that

he would hav extended at least a :finger to the Freethought element but for the advice of one gentleman.
Near the beginning of the campaign, seejng the
general support that Liberals were extending to Mr.
George, we thought it well to obtain from him some
expression nf views upon the objects for which Liberals are working. We wanted to know if, in case
the Liberal paw helped pull the mayor~ty chestnut
out of the fire, the Liberals would be appreciated.
In pursuance of this desire for information, we wrote
Mr. George an open letter, and sent it to him by the
hand of one of his chief lieu tenants. Our readers will
perhaps recollect the drift of the letter. Mr. George
found time to read it, graciously expressed the opinion
that it was " not bad," and had not one of his campaign
speakers been at band-a Positivistic gentleman with
a perennial sneer upon his lips-who said that the
Liberals were hardly worth catering to, Mr. George
would hav answered it. However, he never did, but
continued to kneel before the Catholic and Protestant
altars impartially. Mr. George is no sectarian. We
continued to express the opinion that the dalliance of
the reform party with the church would turn out
to be another Delilah affair, disastrous to all but
Delilah, who would get her eleven hundred pieces of
silver from all the lords of the Philistines.
And so it proved. The Chickering Hall meeting
was intended by the managers of the George campaign to catch all the :floating piety of the city and
land it on the George platform. The campaign
speakers known to be Infidels were sent elsewhere
or kept quiet, and the "religious racket" had the
:floor. To the eye of the public the meeting was a
spontaneous expression of a desire for George's election. The immense audience did not know that it
was the floating piety of the city, and the absence of
a few advertised Catholic priests- was not noted.
Th9 result of the meeting, however, would probably
hav opened Mr. George's eyes had he known what
he knows now-that all the Catholic priests were
ordered not to attend, and that the result of Dr.
McGlynn's speech was his. arbitrary suspension for
two weeks.
The disciplining of his friend very naturally makes
Mr. George angry. Perhaps he is also chagrined
that so powerful an organization as the Catholic
church has sat down upon him. But, in the end, it
will be helpful. Mr. George is the friend of social
progress-its advocate, and an efficient worker for it.
He has stirred up the country as has no other man
upon any subject, except Col. R. G. Ingersoll
upon religious questions. Whether one agrees with
his theories or not, he must be thanked for that. It
is a matter of history, we believe,,that the Roman
Catholic church never agreed with a single progressiv idea until the rest of the world forced it to. Its
opposition now will benefit rather than harm Mr.
George. We never could see upon what grounds he
expected its aid, or why he even expected it to keep
silence. His land theories are heretical, and subversiv of the existing order of things, and when did the
Roman Catholic church fail to denounce such theories?
Mr. George is an able man, a student of history,
and he knew these things as well last summer Hll he
knows them now. Yet he endeavored to "work the
church " for votes, but boils over with hot indignation now that his theories are officially condemned.
We can applaud every sentence he writes exposing
the trickery, the duplicity, the tyranny, of the Catholic church, but we cannot sympathize with him. Dr.
McGlynn is the injured party, and every American
citizen should feel his pulse jump when he considers
the danger American liberty is in from the machinations of a powerful hierarchy, directed by unscrupulous men.

open on Sunday. At present these museums are
rather costly toys for the people to support, considering that they are of value only to an exceedingly
limited number of persons. It is better to pay. the
extra $10,000 and make them of some use.

The· Andover Farce.

The Boston Post has given the Andover trial the
title of "The Trial of the .Century." The Post is
right. It is the trial of the century-for childish absurdity. · A rational person can scarcely regard the
trial as a serious thing. It seems like a farce, or the
play of children. Yet the men conducting it-the
complainants, the defendants, the board of visitors
forming the court, the advocates-are men of learning, of prominence in the community, and in. their
daily walks command the respect of all. But among
rational folks how can seriousness attach to a trial
where the complainants gravely accuse one of the
offenders with having taught his students to "pro·
nounce sheol with the circumflex accent, indicating
doubt," and the accused considers the charge of -sufficient importance to indignantly deny it, and affirm,
with the deepest earnestness, that he teaches students
to pronounce the word with the downward accent,
"indicating power and a full acceptance of the idea
conveyed!
The charges against the five professors amount to
nothing in their bearing upon the disputed points of
Christian theology. The trial is a sane proceeding
only when the questions discussed are whether the
teachings of the professors agree with the Andover
creed. The founders of the seminary settled upon a
certain creed, to the propagation of which they
wished their money applied. This was their right.
The five professors are now accused of teaching doctrins for which no authority can be found in the
creed. If they ·hav done this, they ought to resign,
for it is not honest to misuse trust funds. The board
of visitors of the seminary can remove a professor
only for "misbehavior, heterodoxy, incapacity, or
neglect of the duties of his office." As neither of the
professors has misbehaved, or is incapable, or has
neglected his duties, the charge has narrowed to
''heter{)doxy." ·
Professor Smyth is the head and front of the
offenders, because, as editor of the Andover .Review,
and joint author of a book called "Progressiv Orthodoxy," his opportunities hav been larger, and he is
alleged to hav zealously improved them. The charges
against him may be taken as the substance of the
complaint against the five professors. He is accused:
Of having maintained and inculcated that the Bible is
not the only perfect rule of faith and practice, but is fallible
and untrustworthy, even in some of its religious teachings.
'l'his Mr. Smyth denies, but kind-hearted people
would honor him more if he had maintained that the
rule of faith laid down by Christ, that except a man
hate his wife, and mother, and father, and brother,
he could not be a disciple, is fallible and untrustworthy.
Of having taught that men " are not sinners who hav not
heard of Christ, or, at any rate, not in danger of being lost."
This charge was likewise denied by Professor
Smyth, who said that he predicated sinfulness of man
universally.
·
Of having taught that no man can be lost without a
knowledge of the historic Christ.
Professor Smyth likewise denied this teaching, but
he ought to hav maintained it. For if no man can
be lost w~thout a knowledge of Christ, every one is
safe. There is not a judge in the world who would
giv. a ten-day sentence on snch incomplete. evidence
as the world has regarding Christ.
.
Of having held that the atonement of Christ consists in his
becoming identified with the human race in the incarnation.
CostJy Playthings.
or having taught a modal trin;ty (that is, that the trinity
Among the financial burdens which the people of consists in modes of being, and not really of three persons).
this city hav·to bear in 1887 are the following large
Of holdiiig that the work of the holy spirit is chiefly con-

interest accounts on bonds issued for the benefit of fin~~ ~~s!~~:~~::~ ~i~~~~[~n~e:t:~~:~LhQ historic Christ
the two museums in the Park. The bonds are due man does not stand under the law.
in 1903, when they must be taken up:
Of having taught that faith ought to be scientific and raPrincipal
In~erest tiona!, rather than scriptural.
Of teaching that there is and will be probation after death
Consolidated stock-city-Metropol- ____ _ _
itan Museum of Art ........... :.. . $25.000.00 $750.00 to all men who do not decisivly reject Christ in their earthly
Museum of Art and Nat. Hist. stock
2.000 00
80 00 lifA, and that this should be emphasized and even made cen291,000 00 14.550.00 tral in systematic theology.
" " " " " "

"

"

"

"

"

"

665,000.00 39,900.00

----- ----

Professor Smyth denied all but two of these gentle
While
This year the city raises $55,280 for the mu- he insisted that the " work of the spirit" was uniseums, besides. $30,000 for running expenses, and versal for the race, he held that such work had been
an additional $l010GO if the m.useumf:l are kept; i <~hietly coP:fined to the sphere of historic Christianity.
983,000.00 55,280.00 impeachments of his Calvinistic orthodoxy.
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" If it has not been confined to the sphere of historic
Chri~tianity," he triumphantly asked the court, "why
has It not converted Asia and Africa without the
preaching of the gospel at all?" As to probation
after death for those who had never heard of Christ
he held that question to be one for further inquir;
rather th~n fo~ dogmatic teaching. Of whom he prop.osed to mqmre, Mr. Smyth did not say. The questwn was a temporary one, he added, for in time all
men. wo~ld hear of the gospel. Therefore, though
the Idea IS not wanting in practical and present importance, he would not insist on making probation
after death a central doctrin in theology, but only an
infere~ce from a doctrin or fundamental principle.
That IS to say, rather than lose his position and salary as a professor at the Phillips Academy at Andover,
Mass., he would let all those who had the misfortune
to be born before Christ, and all those since who had
not heard of his birth, go straight to hell ! The
heathen and the others should feel obliged to Mr.
Smyth, and endeavor to do something for him.
The board of visitors will hav difficulty in fastening upon the five professors the charge of hetero·
doxy. They hold a great deal closer to Calvinism
than they do to common sense. They are not even
Liberal Christians. The present Congregationalism
of New England is heresy itself compared to their
creed. They hav proved in this trial their right to
rest peacefully among the fossil relics of Andover.
If this trial shall be generally known as the " trial
of the century," the title will also generally be qualified by some such word as " absurd." Tilting at
windmills is seriousness personified beside this
"trial."

Genesis and Geology.

In expounding the Sunday-school lesson from
for the little Methodists recently the exigetIst, Dr. Vail, said: "But the records of the rocks
the account written on the stone leaves of the book
of nature, declared that these six days must hav
meant six long periods of time." This statement has
been th~ cause of many letters being written to the
Methodist official organ asking if this is the doctrin
of the Methodist church.
The reply of the organ is that the church has not
formulated_ a doctrin on the conflict between geology
and G~nes~s. Many M~thodists, says the organ, no
doubt behave that these six days must hav meant
s~x long periods of time. But many Methodists behave that six literal days are meant; and some of the
ablest scholars among us hold that view, and also
some who are most proficient in the natural sciences.
Still others take the ground that the narrativ is not
to be _interpreted literally, except as to its fundamental facts-the creation of matter and man by a
personal God, the free agency of man, and his falland hold that the rest is a semi-poetic drapery.
Some of the clearest thinkers who believe both the
testimony of the rocks and the testimony of Genesis
hold that immeasurable ages ago God created matter'
and left it without form and void to the operation ;f
natural laws, which natural laws account for what
geology reveals, and that he then fitted up the earth
for the habitation of man in six days. Under these
.circumstances let every intelligent Sunday-school
~eacher and superintendent teach without impeachmg the sacred record what seems to him to be the
truth."
This is a yielding on the part of the church quite
The .Annual Religious Steal.
unexpected, but we .doubt if the view will be acThe following is a list of the money to be spent by cepted by the majority. Of all Protestant denomiour city government during 1887 upon institutions of nations, Methodists are usually the last to get a new
the various churches-a few of which are worthy of idea, but cling tenaciously to the ancient doctrins of
aid-the most of which are not. The total amount the sect. Nevertheless, if the chuich makes the six
days of creation mean six "good whiles," she may at
exceeds by $221,003.30 the grant for 1886:
last accept the science of evolution, and then where
New York Asylum for Idiots............................
$778 00
American Female Guardian Society.................. 25,000 00 is theology~
We should like to get the views of the late Mr.
Children's Aid Society............. ..................... 70,000 00
The Children's Fold of the City of New York...... 17,680 00 John Wesley upon the subject. We fear they would
Foundling Asylum of the Sit<ters of Charity....... 279,893 00 not coincide with this advice of the editor of the organ.

Hebrew Benevolent Society of the City of New
York..........................................................
Hudson River State Hospital............................
Institution for Improved Instruction of Deaf
Mutes ....................................................... .
New York Institution for the Blind .................. .
N11w York Catholic Protectory ........................ .
New York Infant Asylum ................................ .
New York Infirmary for Women and Children.. .
New York Institution for the Instruction of the
. DeafandDumb ...........................................
New York Juvenile Asylum ..........................
. New York Society for the Relief of the Ruptured
and Crippled............................................. .
New York State Lunatic Asylum .................... ..
Protestant Episcopal House of 1\Iercy............... .
Nursery and Child's Hospital. ......................... .
Roman Catholic House of the Good Shepherd ... .
St. Joseph's Institution for the Improved Instruction of Deaf Mutes.......................................
State Asylum for Insane Criminals at Auburn....
The Shepherd's Fold of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the State of New York .................. .
State Homreopathic Asylum for the Insane ........ .
Five Points House of Industry ........................ .
Association for Befriending Children and Young
Girls..........................................................
New York Magdalen Benevolent Asylum and
Home for Fallen Women............................. .
For support of children committed by magistrates
to various charitable institutions in the city of
New York, at a per capita allowance of $2 per
week for each child, including deficiency for
the year 1886. .. . . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . . . ... ....... .. . . . . . . ... .. .

75,000 00
11,697 00
15,750
8,750
247,500
100,157
4,500
1'3,950
107,260
25,950
1,074
2.200
110,000
6,000
20,040
1,560
5,000
3,546
10,400
12,000
400

Editorial Notes.
"IF the number of women admitted to the clergy were much
larger, and· they were allowed tci PXercise the pastm·al function in
all churches, they would be likely to hav a poor chance in competitiOn with clergymen."-Dai!v Paper.

00
00
00
Yes, there would undoubtedly be a falling off in the church
00 attendance now composed largely of parson-worshiping wo.
00 men; but might not a boom in morality be reasonably ex.
pected?
00
MosEs HULL, who was arrested in the suit against him by
00 one Hale, has come off victorious Hale advertised in
various papers that he gave a great number of books away
00 with every subscription to his insignificant journal, and Mr.
88 Hull expressed his doubt of the genuinness of the trans00 action. Hence the arrest and subsequent acquittal. Mr.
00 Hull is to be congratulated upon the good work he bas done.
00
THE Evening Post of this city makes the charges that
00 church statistics are wilfully falsified by church officials to
00 show that the churches grow faster than the population; that
church statistics are less trustworthy than others; and that
00 church membership lists are intentionally inflated, as also are
92 the returns of church benevolence. The Post seems to under00 stand the effect that Christianity has upon its professional
supporters.
00
GEoRG& MACDONALD, the English novelist, is a reverend,
and consequently an authority upon what constitutes a
00 Christian. Here is his latest definition :

250,000 00

$1,426,076 80

This last item of a round quarter of a million: will
be divided up among those enterprising institutions
which find the care of children at two do11ars per
week so profitable that they keep salaried agents at
the various police <Jourts to induce the magistrates to
commit juvenil delinquents to their tender merciee.
The Roman Catholic children's prisons will get the
most of this quarter of a million, and the Protestant
and Infidel taxpayers can hav the satisfaction of
knowing that they are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars annually to train up good Catholics.
It is a cheerful prospect, and we congratulate the
Roman Catholic authorities upon their success in
grand larceny. Tb~ boodle aldermen can sit at their

feet and learn..
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are his own, and he has abundant ability to defend them.
He had won a repJttation as a writer before George Macdonald was born. Like other men of merit he is modest and
does not write for glory, so that no great harm bas been
done. But if some day the writings of the younger Macdonald should be attributed to Mr. Slokum the injustice
would be of a serious nature.

------

. WE print ~n ~his issue an article by Colonel Ingersoll, set•
tmg forth his Ideas as to what a Liberal paper should be.
These are among his sentences :
;: A Liberal paper should not discuss theological questions alone."
The pap~r sh~uld be filled with things calculated to interest
th,~ughtful, mteliigent, and seriou• people."
"There sho~ld be a column for children as well as for mon.,
"Abov? all, 11. should be perfectly kind and candid."
"Nothmg should be asserted that is not known."
Above all and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the individual,
THE PERFECT LIBERTY OF SPEECH."

We ~nd in the article nothing with which we can disagree,
and this ~or the reason that THE TRUTH SEEKER is exactly the
sort. of Liberal paper the colonel has described; and, besides
havmg all the features enumerated, THE TuuTH SEEKER is
illustrated, though this may be covered by the passage which
says that "the beautiful in thought, in form and color.
sh?uld be preserved." Altogether, the prospectus applies to
this paper about as closely as words can be adjusted to fact.
OuR Canad~an friends hav another Freetbought journal,
and we trust It may be longer lived than its predecessors.
Mr. Charles Watts and H. C. Luse hav begun at Toronto the
publication of Seeular Thought, and the first number is
out. Mr. Watts tells us in his usual dignified and dispassionate style why he publishes the journal, Dr. E. B. Foote
writes upon the Secular value of the laws of health, C. A.
Watts seRds a short account of SeculariRm in England, E. A.
Stevens shows Secularists their present duty, Helen Gardener
writes a letter from this city, Colonel Ingersoll informs Mr.
W~tts how t? conduct a Liberal paper, Allen Pringle describes the failure of theology, the associate editor, Mr. Luse,
tells a story for the children, J. A. Risser briefly surveys the
Secul~r movement in Toronto; there are some short thoughts
for thmkers, a few sunbeams, and some editorial notes and
comments .of great luminosity. The paper is well printed,
and contams about half as much matter as TrrE TRuTH
SEEKER. It will undoubtedly be a powerful force in civilizint; Canada, and no country is in greater need of reclamation
from Christian barbarism. Mr. Watts also professes to be
not unwilling to send a copy or two into the United States.
We extend to our esteemed contemporary a cordial welcome
to the battle against ecclesiastical wrong, and the hope that
it will meet with the success the talents of its distinguished
editors deserve. There ought to be a hundred Liberal jour.
nals where now there is only one.
IN the Progressiv Age of December 18th, Mr. J. M. Jamison,
who writes the "Current Jottings," asserted that the editor
of THE TauTH BEEKER had been obliged to refrain from condemning the conviction of the Chicago Anarchists because of
loss of subscribers. J\Ir. Jamison was asked why he printed
such a statement when he knew nothing about the facts. Up
to this time he answereth not, but in the Age of January 1st
we observe the following :
"PARDON.-The editor of the Prouresst·v Aue is not responsible
for the article which appe&I·ed against THE TRUTH SEEKER1 nor
does the publisher claim to knoW anything about THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER'S ~rains or losses The article in question which aPPeared in this
paper December 18th last was contributP.d by Mr. Jamison. How
Jamison received his information about THE TRUTH SEEKER's
affairs we do not know, but we are under the impression that Ml'.
Jamison, as a Liberal, would nGt mia.:onstrne things; but it the
editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER does cherish such sentiments we
trust that Mr. Jamison will use some method to right him•elf.' As
far as the ProoresstvAoe is concern•-d, it disapproves of all personal
controversy. In addition, we must state that WA look upon TnE
TRUTH BEEKER as an honPst, upright journal, and fearlessly expressing its views on all subjects, and de•erves the support of every
Freethinker.
H. HAMMERscHLA.G 1 Publisher."

This exonerates the Age, and Mr. Hammerschlag's friendly
feelings are reciprocated; but, with him, we wish Mr. Jamison would ''use some method to right himself," as that
gentleman is wron~ on both counts. We hav not lost subscribers because of our position on the Anarchist case, and
we hav not refrained from expressing our opinion when we
considered it advisable. And perhaps we may be allowed
to suggest here. that an addition to our subscription list
would not induce us to say what we do not think, nor would
the discontinuing of his subscription by some dissatisfied
"A Christian is just one whl) does what the Lord Jesus tells him. reader induce us to keep quiet when we think it necessary
Neither more nor less than that maked one a Christian."
to speak. That would not be Freethought, and THE TRUTH
It is well that the world should know this. Jesus said, SEEKER would not then be a Freetbought journal.
among other things, that if any man come to me and hate
not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and
Lectures and .Meetings.
brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot
Two
clergymen
came all the way from Illinois to attend
be my disciple." By doing just as Jesus tells him a man may
become a good Christian, but he would scarcely be deemed J. E. Remsburg's lectures at Mt. Vernon, Indiana.
fit to asRociate with decent folks.
• MR. W. F. JAMIESON has obtained the promis of Brother
Putnam to go to Denver, Colorado, and occupy his "pulpit,"
MR. GEoRGE MAODONALD desires space in THE TRUTH
for two Sundays. Other speakers will fill three other SunSEE l:ER to remove a misapprehension. Many discriminating
days during Mr. Jamieson's absence in Nebraska. January
persons hav thought that he is the author of the articles pub25th and 26th he has an engagement in Minden, or near
lished in this paper signed Si Slokum, and he has received
there; 28th, 29th, and 30th in Central City; February 4th,
assurance of distinguished regard on that account. This he
5th, and· 6th in Osceola; 7th, 8th, and 9th in Stromsburg;
does not object to, but when a correspondent' comes forward
dates not yet filled for other points; will probably visit
and accuses him of seeking io inaugurate chaos and to inWilber, Waverly, Eagle, Clearwater, Neligh, Syracuse,
volve the country in civil war, he conceives it his duty to
.3alem, Frenchtown, ludianola, and Arlington. He will hav
arise to a question of high privilege. Mr. Slokum is a sep.
about twelve nights left, and invites Liberals who would like
arate and distinct individual, and resides at 2 Lewis avenue,
to hav him giv them from two to five lectures to write him
Brooklyn, N. Y.- He is a litterateur whose name has been
without delay. He would be willing to dip down into Kanin the papers almost as long as that of Ned Buntline. He is
sas for a half dozen lectures, and will invade Iowa if the
a story-writer, and has furnished a tale for the TRUTH SEEE:ER
" call " is loud enqu~h. Addr~~s ~7l Fifteenth street, Den-,
ANNUAL for 1887 that Mr. Macdonald is sure he never could
ver,
Colorado,
bav written. ·His views as published in Tmli TRUTll Sli)&KER
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ELYSIA, 0., Dec. 19, 286.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say that we hav had Mr. John E.
Remsburg here. On the 13th he gave us a lecture, " False
Claims," and everyone was very much pleased with it. It
was very hot 'for the lovers of the Bible, but it was the truth,
and they could not deny it, and they want him to come again.
I wish every Liberal would try and get Mr. Remsburg to
lecture in his town. He sows good seed, and they will all
take root and grow. He is a grand orator.
CHARLES A. wOOD.
GARRETTSVILLE, 0., Dec. 28, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: The cartoon on the first page of THE TRUTH
SEEKER of Dec. 25th illustrates plainer than words. the situation of many professed Liberals, who claim to stand on evolution, yet cling to orthodoxy with a death-like tenacity,
worthy of a·better cause, afraid of Mrs. Grundy, fearful of
losing patronage, or it might stir up unpleasantness in the
family or church to which wife or daughter belongs. A fig
for such Liberals. " Git offen dat platform, or Jeff go de
critter."
A. C. LAKE.
MAMMOTH HoT SPRINGS, WYo. TERR., Dec. 31, 1886.
To READERS OF THE TRUTH BEEKER : i sent for " What's to
be Done." It is one of the most interestin6 and original books
that has ever been written. My copy has been in constant
use, and those wh0 read it are compelled to see the follies
and crimes that grow out of Christian Paganism. It is not
Anarchistic, but rather highly Socialistic. Its morality is of
an order so high that the best among us will stand self-condemned in the presence of the moral ideals that are therein
presented.
The author is all the more grand and worthy that he dared
to confront a merciless despotism, and present ideas that
must ultimately govern men's thoughts and lives if we are
ever to reach that heaven to which we expect to attain.
Many portions of the book deal with the most complex
problems of Sociology. Altruism is taught as the fundamental principle that should guide human conduct.
G. L. HENDERSON.
SoLDIER's HoME, Wxs., Dec. 29, 286.
MR. EDITOR: "What an awful malediction where God
threatens, ' If ye will not hear and lay to heart to giv glory
to my name, I will curse your blessing.' The curse of God
is bad enough, but when it falls on our very blessings, in
what a sad case we shall be! Let us hasten then to giv glory
unto his name, by lips and life, by word and walk" (Christian
Standard). Poetical surely, though it savors somewhat of
the Don Quixote persuasion, which existed way back in
Spanish lore of frenzied knight-errantry. Doubtless this
editor of the C!tri.~tia~t Standard is abundantly familiar with
God to giv him all the lip he wants to. And yet it would not
be a safe investment for us poor heathen who never knew
this God, lest he become angry and curse our bleasing. Now,
Mr. Editor, if this immaculate journalist of the great Christian Standard keeps on the track of his God as he has found
it, there is nothin~ on earth to prevent him from becoming
the greatest hound in the orthodox pack, except his overzealous pursuit, which might run him into a strait-jacket.
Respectfully,
NELSON HUNT.
THoMPSONTowN, PA., Dec. 29, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : . Please find inclosed $5, to be used as
directed.
I want to <lo all I can afford to to spread abroad the work
of L. R: Smith, " Personal Existence After Death Irilprobable," of which I order several copies, so that it may be read
all over the land. It expresses a thought well worthy of
consideration. Let the eyes be opened of those who so unfortunately are forced to dread hell in a personal e:~~:istence
after death, and of those as well who are made to believe
that they alone will go to heaven without a thought of others.
Let humanity learn to be good here-now-in this world,
the only one we know of. · ·Establish happiness here by acts
of justice and right. Enjoy this and rejoice over the coming
of a profound and dreamlesss sleep in nature after (at best) a
toilsome life here. How sweet an unconscious sleep!
Rest, instead of a doubting, dreading, endless torment or
fancying a monotonous hom-blowing, harp-snapping,
golden street-walking, starry crown-wearing heaven. Any
sensible man or woman would rather sleep than march in
the ranks of a Salvation Army. Friend L. R. Smith, let's
shake!
JAY F. HALDEMAN.
LUNENUURG, MAss., Dec. 26, 1886.
M11.. EDITOR: Please say to your artist that the cartoons
during the past year hav, as educators, been a success.
Folly and fraud, secure from pulpit, law and throne,
Are reached by ridicule alone.

Those illustrations that hav so keenly presented to tlie
understanding of your patrons the ridiculous fables and
legends of a most superstitious age, are priceless. Take the
last, if you please. As a fact, what a blasphemous reflectiol!
upon God who had just fitted up the world as good as new,
and got everything running as nice as a cotton hat. A most
roundabout way to gain a desired end, 'Di~., to get a good
sort of people started on this planet, worthy of the cost of
time and material.
After Noah had got everything secured for a sea-voyage,
port-holes all calked and "payed," hatchways tarred and
canvassed, it is reported that an Irishm!ln appeared before
the ark, claiming audience with the captain, whom he addressed as Mr. Noah. Standing knee-deep in water, he cries,
" Good Mr. Noah, do let me take passage with you during
the stonn !" But tlle ip.e;tor!l."ble "No" rang from. the upper·

deck, and the supplicant withdrew. Still the rain fell, and
the flood increased, and Pat, submerged to his loins, return~d
to the ark and renewed his supplications, with prompt demal
from him he. had so lately addressed as Mr. Noah. 'fuming
on his heels with dauntless heroism, he exclaimed: " Go to
hell with your ark, Old Noah, there will be no great of a
shower after all.''
I consider this story as authentic as anything about Noah's
voyage, and any methods, and all methods, that turn the
mind of readers, hearers, or seers to the folly and fraud of
such fables are commendable; and truly horrible as those
illustrations hav been, they are ·as mild as daisies and
gentians to the terrible realitielil they aim to lay before the
mind's eye.
A. H. WooD.
EAsT HIOKORY, PA., Dec. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : Perhaps you don't know that I liv in a hothole of euperstition and bigotry .. There are a great many
here that will read THE TRUTH SEEKER and call it good, but dare
not subscribe for fear of their friends. I hav got some of
them to think that the Bible God hates a coward. I guess I
can get two or three subscribers by New Year's. I hav had
bad luck for a year-burnt out once, now hav a broken leg.
I am going to the post-office tO-day, and will send you some
money. I will also try hard to get a subscriber or two. As
soon as I can afford it, I want to get Paine's works and lots
of others; but for the present THE TRUTH BEEKER will hav to
fill the bill. It is a thunderbolt in this community. The
cartoons are just the ticket. They tell longer stories than
could be printed on twice the space they occupy, and some
people will look at thetn who would not read, and it starts a
train of thought they other~ise never would hav had.
There is a tough set of citizens in this neck of woods, but we
thank God we do not livin New Jersey.
N. BPENOER.
CoLUMBUs, KAN., Dec. 25, 1886.
To THE HUMANE READER: For fifty yeara "without money
and without price," with tongue and pen, under persecutions,
prosecutions, pecuniary losses and sacrifices, mobs, injury of
person and perils of life, I hav advocated and defended
truth, liberty, individuality, justice, and humanity against all
usurpations of power over natural and individual rights,
all monopolies, slaveries, and tyrannies, under every name
and in every form.
·
.
During all this time I had hoped that now, at sixty-eight, I
should hav a home, but I am at present a homeless tramp. I
hav not been shrewd and selfish enough to keep my home,
and pretended friends hav unjustly deprived me of.it and
what little I had, and I hav but $150 left.
I suffer much from insomnia and several chronic ailments,
and I need a warm, quiet room to myself, near liberal, congenial, humane minds.
If any who read this are able and want to let me hav a life
lease of an acre or half an acre of land, on which to build me
a small, cheap house, I will be very grateful, and they can
address me at Columbus, Kan.
J. H. CooK.
FABIUs, N.Y., Dec. 31, 1886.
FRIEND MAoDoN.A.LD : Please mail me six copies of Ingersoll's Lay Sermon, so I can distribute them to friends in
various parts of the United States. Did my finances permit,
I would scatter them broadcast over the land to set people to
thinking. As it is, I am compelled to pay tax to the powers
that be-which are erdained of Gold-else I must take a
respectful leave of my home and its surroundings, which
"Barkis" must obey nolens 'llolens.
That book notice by Chamberlain was splendid. I guess
Hageman is on the right track. Mrs. Freeman's letter was
very interesting. McArthur, too, deals sledge-hammer blows
to the " Mither Choorch" that tell every time. Historic facts
are, indeed, stubborn things.
·
- We shall anxiously watch for full reports of Reynolds's,
also the Anarchists' trials in the columns of THE TRUTH
BEEKER.
Am glad to learn my frien.d McMillan, of Wamego, Kan.,
gets some Freethought sentiments in local papers, a thing
l'v been doing for several years with fair success. Hope
many of your readers will do the same, so as to kindle and
keep the camp-fires burning. Eternal vigilance is required
for safety.
HoMER A. BILLINGS.
GRIDLEY, KAN., Dec. 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: In renewing my subseription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I am happy to inform you .hat I am impelled to do
so from a sense of justice, not so much for myself or for you
and for those who are already enlisted and fighting against
the evils of the church, but I feel this to be one of the best
methods Freethinkers hav to build up and keep up the march
of thg human race to freedqm and happiness. I feel that I
hav enlisted in, and am now engaged in, the grandest undertaking of my life-that of trying to disabuse the minds of the
rising generation of the great church idea. In my feeble
way I try to. make plain to all with whom I talk upon the
subject that we hav nothing to do with anything but this
world, and that it is an impossibility for us to know anything
of any other. Consequently it behooves us to improve all
our time and energies to make this world and-its inhabitants
better. I am happy to note the forward strides made in the
past year by the American Secular Union, and especially the
solid work performed by its secretary, Mr. Putnam. I long
for the time"when he may again be on the wing, and fly from
city to city, or hamlet to hamlet, sowing the good seed which
will fall in good groun,d, to be safely garnered in. due season.
His" News and Notes" are so full of everything that makes
or puts life in literature that I am always desirous for the
paper when he is on the road. Yet there are many more
reasons why I like THE T~UTH BEEKER. First, I like the editorials, t»e management, the letters from friends, the Manhattan Liberal Club, and last, but not least, the pictures;
'fhe;v c~tcll tqe ey~ ot tile youn!?, anq sqcq as woqlq ot4er.

wise pas11 the paper unnoticed. I trust that you maybe fully
supported, to the end that the paper may always appear as
bright and buoyant as in the past year.
Wishing you and all truth seekers a happy and prosperous
New Year,
C. H. CusTENBORDER.
NEw CAsTLE, WAsH. TERR., Dec. 20, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed 25 cents in stamps for
"Truth Seeker Tracts" as per order.
One would think by the appearance of your columns of
letters from friends that Freethought has hut few followers
in this far-off corner of the world. Very seldom a letter is to
be seen. But one who livs here a little while will soon satisfy
himself that the seed of Freethought has been sown, and
that a grand harvest is at hand. The only thing that is
needed is a good lecturer to urge organization among us, and
form leagues. The church has but very little influence, although she has her ambassadors in the field.
I think if Brother C. B. Reynolds should be so fortunate as
to get clear from the baboons of New Jersey this time he
would do well to immigrate at one with his tent also, and we
will assure you that he will find a race a little further advanced from the ape.
The noble TRUTH BEEKER is anxiously looked for every
week. All your subscribers are well pleased with it. Its
appearance creates considerable discussion with our Christian friends, though it is pretty hard to get any of them to
read it. But if they won't read, they hav to talk.
Yours fraternally,
J. MoRGAN.
MrssoULA, Dec. 18, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Plea1:1e find inclo~ed $10 as my subscription for 1886-7. With balance send me Lacy's criticism on
Lambert, and also Antichrist .on Jesus, and Gladstone ·and
Huxley on order of creation. I do not think they know much
about it, but man must talk anyhow. Think of Argyll and
Sir. W. Thomson. The latter givs the age of the earth at
. about fifteen millions. and the. former about ten millions-only
a jump of five millions in fifteen. Did ever you see boys at
marbles? They make no mistakes like the above.
In the "Reign of Law," by Argyll, he labors through
pages on pages to tell us about it. The preposterous egotist! Why, any Rocky Mountain savage will say more in
two or three simple observations than his clukeship in all his
pages of law. The Indian thus saith, " Behold, everything
you see has its own way to act or ·to be, and the way of
everything is the way fixed for it by the ' parent power' sustaining it.''
After all, science can only be the perfection of common
sense. Scientific speculations are of another kind, are they
not? Theology is only the exercise of specu!ativ desire.
Well, I suppose those giants will ever be at it. Tne field is
grand and tempting, but, oh, how futil the trial that must
forever end in throwing up the sponge! As f0r myself, I
think I see that parent power every day, call it what you
choose.
A. McDoNALD.
GREAT VALLEY, N. Y., Jan. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It becomes my sad duty, on the present occasion, to inform yourself and.the many patrons of THE TRUTH
BEEKER of the death of F. N. Albright, my only brother, who
passed away at his recent home near Huclson, Mich., on the
first day of December last, at the advanced age of seventy-four years. I hav not learned the particulars of his demise
further than that his death was not prececle<l by a long and
painful term of sickness; that, after the first day or two of
suffering from a quite acute pain in his sicle, there appeared
to be but little if any pain up to the time of his death, which
ensued in about two weeks. He passed away without a
struggle, like one passing into unconscious slumber, so peaceful and quiet that the friends in attendance hardly p"'rceived
when the heart ceased beating. Our brotht'r, as you were
aware, no doubt, Mr. Editor, was a ·stanch Freethinker of/
the Materialistic order-one whcse mental ability, logical
acumen, and quick perceptions made it quite eaqy ft~r him to
discard those ancient f>ibles misnamed the holy Bible.
Our brother, though cleacl, 8peaks to the world through the
influence which he wrought while living, which was to console the broken in spirit, to destroy the theological scarecrow, to giv in its place human sympathy and brotherly
love. Brother was an admiring friend of D. M. Bennett, THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and yourself, writing Mr. Bennett letters of
condolence while in prison; also writing to President Hayes,
in his behalf-those friendly missivs and urgPnt appeals in
behalf of one who was wrongfully incarcerated, and whose
greatest desire was to liberate his fellow man and sister
woman from theological shackles. Yours truly,
·
A. F. ALBRIGHT.
MoNTROSE, IowA, Dec. 27, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will find three dollars to apply
on my subscription for THE TRUTH BEEKER for 1887, a paper
that has been coming to this office before and ever since it
became a weekly, and never missed but one number to date.
Perhaps you would like to know whether it has filled its
mission here or not. So far as I am concerned, THE TRUTH
BEEKER, in connection with other Liberal papers an<l books,
has placed me in a position to defend the truth as I see it.
Their influence was not confined to me. All those who are
capable of thinking for themselvs hav more or less read your
paper. Most of them are convinced that there is no truth in .
the doctrin of a personal devil, the divine inspiration of the
Bible, or in the divinity of Christ. And the teachings of
Liberal works are so reasonable, so convincing, and so true,
that these views hav penetratPd the churches, even to the
front seats, and the clergy know it. Hence their raving
madness. With maliP.e theywilfullyand maliciously misr@present the moral character of those they call Infidels. They do
not tell their non-thinking sheep that ~he inmates of all penitentiaries, llousea. of ill-fame, lowest dens of vice, a11d all
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murderers are Christians. At the ~arne time many there be
skeptical to the core who pat them on the back and tell them
to "go in; we will foot the bill," claiming to be Christians,
yet believing not a word of it.
There are two or three here whom the priests hav given up
for lost. We thank them for it; we hope their voices may
.be heard all over the land. May they echo and reecho from
ocean to ocean, that all may "rejoice and be exceeding
glad." But the truth of the matter is, Christians are the ones
who are lost-lost in the fog of superstition, a fog of their
own manufacture.
The cartoons are all right. Go on with them. Those who
cannot comprehend simple truths by reading should be accommodated with something they can comprehend. Yours
in Liberalism,
A. CRANDALL.
NATIONAL MILITARY HoME, VA., Jan. 2, A:s. 287.
MR. EDITOR: You. must surely hav had a happy New
Year yesterday over your success in preparing such 11. splendid paper as is the first number of THE. TRUTH SEEKER for
287. Let me say I wish you would change your chronology,
and use the Bruno calendar. Even the Mohammedan era
would be more honest than the Christian, for from the Arabs
monkery filched the almanac, both name and art.
To begin with, the picture of the year "1887," so-called,
is a bright idea fit to be lithographed and framed for the
office or library. If the artist will turn his hand to that kind
of work, though he do only one sketch a month, I venture
that not a reader will rail at " them horrid pictures," and all
subscribers will be satisfied.
Samuel P. Putnam's" New God" is the best one ever gotten out of the fire. Pain's furnace heat must hav been seven
times more intense than ever to hav freed the old demo from
so much dross, and brought out a boss democrat. This
piece of work is the author's best poetic production, and all
the better poetry because it is thoroughly logical. Yet, the
more you refine God the worse you make him, for then he
must suffer to see the misery which he is unable to amend.
Let us build heaven on earth.
JoHN P. GmLD.
HAVRN, KAN., Dec. 31, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith you will find 80 cents, for
which please send me books, etc., indicated by the inclosed
list. I hope you will continue the illustrations in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, as each _one seems to be better than most of those
that appeared before. I hopt. ycu may make arrangements
for printing an edition of the Bible with illustrations by
Heston. I had thought to ask you to print the year's pictures in a book, but I sec that some one else has done so, so
I will second the motion.
I must tell you of the revival at the church near here this
fall. They had a numbPr of preachers, and preaching two
and three times a day for several weeks, and· when they
closed they had caught fourteen converts-one lady, six
girls, and seven boys. It was a Hardshell Baptist meeting,
so, of course, the converts had to be baptized, and that was
where the fun came in for some of the outsiders. At the
time set for the wa·er part of the program all hands repaired
to a place in a ravine near by in which there was a small
quantity of water, and the performance began by the dipping
of the boys, and by the time the seventh one had been dipped
the water was very muddy. A man who is the father of
three of the girls that were to he baptized, told the preacher
that he would not allow him to baptize one of his hounds in
that mud-hole. The preacher then said that the ladies would
be excused until some future time. About a week after the
postponf'mPut the managers -found a more sat?sfactor! p~ace
in a creek about six miles away, near where It empties mto
the Arkan'sas river, and-took the females there to dip them.
The ice was three or four inches thick, the day bitter cold,
and they had to cut a hole through the ice before the performance could begin. The old lady was the first to be baptized. The immersion passed off quietly, but the next was
a girl who was not used to wading in the water, and as ~he
waded in her dress tloated on the surface of the water, which
caused much merriment among the small boys standing on
the ice. The last to undergo the torture was a nervous girl
who seemed to hav no control over her feelings, and as she
was led iuto the water she said, "0-o-o-h, I can't stand it!"
and kept ~epeating it till the preacher tipped her over backwards, wheu, as she forgot to close her mouth as she went
under the water, she strangled, and as she came up she
screamed, and crying," Help! help I" bounded for th.e shor~.
If the church people had known how much profamty thtm
cold water performance would tempt people to indulge in,
perhaps they would hav waited till a warmer day. Such
performances should be prohibited.by Ia~. Several of those
young ladies caught cold, but nothmg senous resulted. T~e
preacher was protected by water-tight rubbers under ,his
"jeans."
G. S. BisHoP.
SToNEHAM, MAss., Jan. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I write because I hav two things to say.
First I want to add to others my thought that I am glad, as
a truth seeker, you express a desire for justice to be given t.o
the Uhicago Anarchists. If killing can be made legal (as It
is), it is hard for some of us to see why some of the illegal
killing is wrong. I am totally opposed to murder, whether
private, legal, or scientific. To me, all are wrong.. Perh~ps
it may be because I like the golden rule
Conf~cms, wh~ch
it is said Jesus told again. I should certamly obJect to bemg
killed myself, aud should not advocate what I dislike. I believe the Anarchists are sincere. But, if they are dangerous,
theu .they can be restrained. If other wrong-doers wer~ as
summarily dealt with, we should hav a few less monopolists
for-. Anarchists to preach aga_inst. Factories, __ shops,. a:nd
mines
are in many
cases produgtiv
of de~t~, f:lo~etim~f;l ~e
...... ':
•
i
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owners know it, but the world takes off its hat, givs them the
best pew, and silently ignores the slow bomb that has killed
many.a girl, woman, boy, and man. Overwork, to fill some
one's greed, is another bomb that slowly kills many. I think
a person hardly Liberal who advocates death for his brother
man. That is better for Noah and his friends, whom Brother
Heston is now representing. Let me add to J. N. Brown's
.rule for capital and labor. "Let each man keep an exact account of his business," and if he is an employer and finds
that his men and women are faithful, and are earning three
times as much for him as they are for themselvs, let him follow the example of Warner, Godin, Leclaire, DeCourcy, and
others, by introducing profit sharing. This will stop all
strikes and Anarchists, and decrease ninety-nine per cent of
soup houses and pauper houses, and increase civilization at
the same rate. I would say more, but abler pens than mine
are ready.
Second: Why cannot ·Miss Wixon, Mrs. Blenker, and
others get up some cheap story books for our children ? I
will do what I cari. I mean this for Spiritualists and Liberals. Let them be sold for five and ten cents. Can we do
this? I am ready to work in this direction. Educate the
children, and the old folks will be all right. Mrs. Rockhill
cannot see my point. It is this. We claim (and I am a
Spiritualist) to be Liberal, to prove all things, to hear all sides,
and to feel that the church, in restraining free discussion, has
more Christianity than I;mmanity. So it seems to me that all
that tends to enlighten and Liberalize _rightly belongs in a
spiritual paper. If my point is still dull, I will say that our
papers are doing this more and more. The Banner has a
Freethought department, and other papers, like· the Oli'IJe
Branch, are seeing the point and acting up to it, for which I
am heartily glad. The Independent Pulpit, with a Materialist editor, is extending to Spiritualists a hearty greeting. I
am glad that both sides of the question are to be given. We
shall all be wiser and better for it. ·Investigation will injure
no truth or fact. Let it. tear down the false, eliminate the
mistakes, and giv us chance to grow.
Brother Macdonald, send me for the inclosed stamps Ingersoll's ... Lay Sermon." Burns says:
"What's done we partlY may compute
But know not what's resisted."
If the family circle knew how much I hav refrained froin
saying, they would breathe a sigh of- thankfulness. I will
close with what may be in the next Bible revision. And he
said unto his disciples, " Giv me the storm_ and tempest of
thought and action rather than the.dead calm of ignorance
and faith." Verily, verily, I say unto you, ye shall hav
"malice toward none and charity for all."
c. FANNIE ALLYN.
BURTON, MroH., Jan. 1! 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav often thought within the past ten years
I would present a few ideas through your excellent paper on
.some of the objectionable features of funerals as practiced in
most of the towns and cities of this country-costly caskets,
expensiv hearse outfits, dark or black mourning habiliments,
required, black crape for badges and door-kn?bs; whisperi~g
and muffied tread in the house of mournmg, and while
handling the remains before burial. The popular and wealthy
and highly connected must lie in state with great pomp and
circumstance, and sometimes on a gorgeous catafalque or
cenotaph. Most of these customs grew out of the church
dogma taught in the Bible, that death is ~an's. greatest
enemy, his implacable foe. He comes on his wh1~e horse,
silent and invisible, like a thief in the night. He stnkes, and
none can stay his fatal blow. He is sent of God. The smiling infant, the blooming maid, the stalwart man, must go at
his call.
Death, the tyrant, heeds no cry,
And none can from hispr•sence tly.
He is ever watching in all the abodes of men, on the farm,
in the shop, the cottage, the palace, on railroads, steamboats,
and in the awful tempest,
l'he angel of death spreads his wings on the blast,
And breathed in the face of his foe as he passed.
He is here. Yes, his victim is now stiff and cold in his
unyielding embrace in this house _of. mourning.. Step light,
speak in whispering sighs and ag.omzmg f e_ar.' h IS fl..ngers may
now be feeling for your heart-stnngs. This IS ternble to contemplate and much worse to observe by sensitiv philosophic
souls.
do not wonder many do not liv out half their days.
These funeral scenes, with their grief, fear, and h?rror, make
many sick, and fill their few lingering years with sadness
and gloom, especially if the lost friend did not accept the
faith of the saints. If he be a Catholic, priests may mumble
Latin prayers for his release from purga.tory, if his friends ?an
pay enough money. If not, his doom IS sealed. .A.cc?rd.mg
to the faith of both Catholics and Protestants, the maJOrity,
if not two;thirds, are doomed to unmitigated and remediless
woe. So they join hands to drape the worl~ in black, emblem of night, sorrow, and gloom. The. churches rec?mmend
and encourage the undertakers, sanction and sustam these
customs to giv solemnity and power to priestly rule: The
casket-makers charge "treble the cost of their caskets,_ and
treble for hearse and attendants. This is a terrible tax on the
community. Let people join hands to produce plain, cheap
coffins and their neighbors and friends will- convey the deCeased ' to hi's narrow house. Especially let the poor and
common classes start shops for this kind of work, and they
will soon regulate this merchandise of death. See how this
works. The opulent say, "May as well be out of this world
as out of fashion." So the poor, not to be thought odd or
ridiculous, often ape the ways of pride, and the bur.den is too
great. Shall the living struggling poor suffpr to display the
insignia of death? A casket costing $20, $25, $40, $150, and
even more, to be gaz_ed at a few minutes, then hidden forever
lJeJ:I~~th. ~~ f?Od l Ye~fS ~~ often required Qefofe the poor
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man can cancel this debt, with the wants of a surviving
•
family pressing him hard.
I write this to help the church man, the poor, the opulent,
to throw off most of this burden, and if we must squander,
help the living brother. I believe in paying due respect to
the dead-a plain, cheap coffin, stained or simply varnished,
decent, ordinary clothes, moderate and unaffected grief, not
fashionable p11blic wailing, fainting, and screaming.
Brother Liberals, Spiritualists, and reformers of every
shade let us try and min,.le reason aud common sense in our
deali;gs with both the li~"'ing and the dead. Friends of reform, let us hear from you on this subject. Help make and
direct public sentiment. Let us begin this reform in our own
homes. When death by accident, disease, doctors (for doctors sometimes kill), old age, earthquakes, cyclones, shipwrecks, railroad disasters, removes the vital forces, and
allows the chemical to fully enter the once activ form of
some one in our family circle, let us not allow those to
mouth platitudes over ·them who hav fostered the crape,
the pall, the night of endless woe. Death is as natural and
beautiful as life. It is the portal to better conditions and
fairer scenes. Man is immortal in his personality. I know
it, but will not here try to prove it. There is no resurrection
of this mortal body, as the church holds.. It never will be
needed. A fine, beautiful, electro-magnetic, spiritual boily
will be his. He -will start " over thel"e" in his progressiv
career where he left off here. Forever will bloom before him
the realizations of hopes deferred here, with kindred to share
and enjoy. The custom of using flowers in moderation,
evergreens, etc., at funerals is beautiful everywhere. Let us
liv right, die right, and be buried inexpensivly, until cremation comes to dispose of our dead as the most healthy, economical, and expeditious. This will relieve the masses from
the tax of caskets, tombstones, marble monuments, slabs,
etc., that indicate the GolgLithas of our land. A cheap headpiece for the grave is dry, smooth, two-inch plank, boiled in
pitch, painted white, with name, date, etc. It is ·very durable.
D. HIGBIE, M.D.
CoNOORD, KY., Dec. 29, 286.
MR. EDITOR: Theology would hav us think that it has
made a discovery. It now says that God is not God, but the
divine principle of love. Hence, we may infer when we hear
the word god that it is only a soubriquet for love.
It is by no means flattering to our self-respect to be called
profane, blasphemous, or hav applied any of those harsh epithets which superstition so cunningly makes the means of
shielding itself, but how mnch does this divine principle resemble that God described in the Garden of Eden? I am
always sorry to spoil a pretty legend, but whenever I read
that story, I invariably think of the deity as an unusually
large man, wearing a broad-brimmed liat drawn .considerably
over his eyes, stogy boots, the remainder of his garb of
some coarse, substantial material, and himself as exercising
that gruff kind of authority that some landlords are wont to
nse toward a dependent.
Now we are quite willing that the divine principle shall
here b~ supplemented, but do solemnly protest against the
surreptitious manner in which it is done. This love idea
never grew out of the church. It has been sweeping through
the realms of Freethought for ages. It is the legitimate child
of Freethought. Nor will she relinquish her claim without
a struggle. Call it kleptomania, or by any other refined
species of nomenclature, but this sort of transfer of others'
rights should be restrained. It is a well-known fact that the
church requires strong propensities and weak faculties. H~
verse these properties, and we would soon know her as she IS
no more. But with all this, prosperity, attained by piracy,
should feel the weight of an embargo.
If God and love are synonymous, or rather, if love is going
to annihilate Jehovah, we shaJI sheath our sword, discard
our proud title of lnlidel, and believe. This divine principle
bas demonstrated its ego in manifold ways. It finds a delightful and delicate rendering at the hands _of one who p~ys
·his devoirs to the tangible only that he may mvade the holier
sanctum of the intangible. Thus
Spact> is as nothing to spirit, the deed is outdone by the doing;
The heart of the wooer is warm, but warmer the heart of the
wooing.
. h
And up
fromthose
the pits
where these shiver, and up from the h1g
where
shine,
. ts
.
Twin voices and shadows swim starward, and the essence of hfe IS
divine.
This essence is a pantheism in which the student of nature
has implicit confidence. Science, that reli~ble _witness that
was never known to shrink at cross-exammatiOn, and has
never been guilty of perjury, attests it.
. .
It may vary with the medium through wh1c~ It passes,
manifesting itself in the crude forms of unt~tored 1gnor~nce,
no less than upon passing through the refimng cupel of mtelligence.
.
It reveals itself in the clutch of avariCe, the scowl of
hate the mad frenzy of jealousy, and the brooding spirit of
reve~ge, these being forms of "elemental strife" by which,
we are told, all subsist&.
It can be read in the caress or infancy, in ~he b~trot~al
seal the parting clasp of friendship, and the lingermg kiss
of d~ath; in the gladness of a smile, the pathos of a t~r,
the moan of misery, the shout of joy, the cross of suffenng,
and the Christ of compensation; for
Chords that vibrate sweetest pleasure
Thrill the notes of deepest woe.
The student of nature discerns this essence al_ike i_n the
heart of society and the depths of solitude. It resides~~ the
atoms, diffuses itself everywhere, and permeates all thmgs.
It is a republicanism, disdains a shackle, and sho~ld serve as
the archetype of every nation on the globe .. It IS the affection of the universe, and with the completiOn of the bar.
molti.~s wUl make heaven.
VIRGINlA E. VANoK.
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this Ocn'ne'l' should be sent.

" Between the dark and the daylight.
Whee the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Five and Ninety-Five.
sat in happiest mood
Whiling the hours away,
With pondering t-hought of the many gifts
That made her life so gay.
For she had Youth, and beauty, and wealth,
And friends of honored name;
Said ahe, "I'll heed ambition's voice,
And add to ali sweet fame.
"Out of every hnndred, the proverb says,
But five of these are wise;
So I'll try to please the ninety-five,
For in numbers the mRgic lies.
I'll write bright stories from day to day,
~nd string pretty woros of rhyme,
But I'll never say aught that will giv offense,
Not even for truth sublime.
I'll never pen one odious word,
Lest friends might grow estranged.
But twine my laurel wit-h love and praise
That it may bloom unchanged."
And so she wrote, and wrote, and wrote,
And the ninetv-five g&ve praise;
But scarcely heeded the other five
Her paltry prose and laYs.
Her laurel has faded. This lesson learn,
Would you keep your fame ali.ve,
Grapple the truth though th• heavens fall,
And seek praise of wisdom's five.
~lady

VIRGINIA

E.

VANCE.

Concord, K!t., Jan. 2, 287.

A. Selfish Girl.
The school children at Maplewood were a
very dull set, both at books and at the playgrounds. Everything seemed to be so uninteresting, especially for the younger ones.
The schc>olhonse was a tottering shanty', situated on the side of an old red hill, very
uncouth in appearance, the only ornament
being a gourd-vine, which had crawled up the
mud-and-stick chimney. Scarcely a quarter
of a ILile from this house a beautiful little
river flowed, but none of the smaller children
were allowed to go there alone, and the larger
·ones did not hav the inclination to go with
them.
The teacher, who had noticed their discontent, one day called them up and told them to
study hard for three weeks, and if at the end
of that time they had 11aid perfect lessons, she
would giv them a long play-time, and let
them spend it on an island in the river.
They clapped their hands and readily consented, all but Ethel Hammon, who was very
stubborn, and never willint to learn. !:lhe
was not liked by the other pupils because she
was so easy to get mad, and so liable to quarrel and fight.
Mabel True, who had heretofore stood about
the middle of her class, was encouraged by
the hope of a reward, and soon stood at the
head. Mabel was quite different from Ethel,
being of a good and kind nature. She was
not worshiped by the other pupils, but could
make herself liked when she tried; but you
know people don't always feel in a mood to
be liked.
For the time being, Maplewood school was
changed-a spirit of interest was now among
the pupils. At noon they laughed and talked
about their long playtime, and learned their
lessons without any tronble. Mabel, after
learning her own lessons, would teach the
smaller ones theirs.
Finally the much-talked-about day was at
hand. Of course some novel way of enjoying
it must be thought of. After a short discussion, they decided to crown one of the little
girls their queen.
"Who shall it be?" asked Shelley Benton.
"I want Mabel !" said several of them together.
"I don't," Ethel said, trying to get in front
of each. "I don't want Mabel, I don't want
her, and if you don't crown me 1 will not
play."
"Well, we will not hav you," Ledonia Wall
retorted. "Mabel is so good we will giv her
the crown."
"She is not," and Ethel slapped Ledonia
in the face.
·
Ledonia did not resent, and they decided
to crown Mabel.
All the large girls consented to go with
them down to the river. When they were
safely rowed over to the little island Ledonia
'
.
.
and several other of the little girls proceeded
to make the crown-some to gather pretty
autumn leaves, some to pull the thorns, and

some to pin them together. The boys walked
around in search of pretty flowers so it would
resemble gold. Shelley procured a whole
handful of dandelions and goldenrods. How
beautifully the colors of the autumn leaves
blended with the yellow flowers ! The shade
of a large dogwood-tree was selected, so they
marched to the cool, shady bower in pain1.
Mabel walked in front. Shelley and Ledonia
followed close behind bearing the crown.
Poor little offended Ethel who sat on the
bank looked up through her tears and saw
the proces8ion. She immediately ran up to
the other children as if she meant to join in
the play.
"Is it possible," said Ledonia, " that you
mean to join ?"
"Yes," she said, snatching the Grown and
placing it upon her own head, "but J won't
let Mabel be queen, for I wish to be it mysdf."
11
We don't want you Ethel," said Ledonia,
"because you are so mean."
A struggle followed, and Ledonia procured
the treasure. Ethel snatched it from her,
tore it and threw it on the ground. " I shall
not play with you," so she ran back down to
her old seat and continued to weep.
When Ledonia saw that the beautiful crown
was torn, she began to cry, but Shelley took
up the shattered leaves and said, "Don't cry,
we can soon mend it," and they did. This
time they succeeded in crowning Mabel, and
all of them declared that the colors were very
becoming to her.
When they came back to the school-house
the teacher saw that all had enjoyed themselva but Ethel, but the little girl excused
herself by saying, " I wanted the crown and
they would not giv it to me."
Mabel did not part with the wreath until
school-time, then she took it off and hung it
on a bonnet-rack. Later on, when all the
pupils were engaged in learning their lessons,
Ethel reached over, took it, and placed it on
her head. She did all she could to attract the
attention ef the others, but they refused to
look up from their books. The teacher, however, looked up and called her to stand up in
the middle of the floor the rest of the afternoon. She felt terribly ashamed, and did not
take her eyes from her· book the whole time,
and as soon as school was out she threw the
wreath upon the floor and hastened home.
Ethel was the only one who had been selfish,
and, consequently, the only one who did not
enjoy herself. She ought to hav learned a
good lesson by this, but, as it is a true story,
DARLINA BELL.
she did not.
Ove-rton, Ga., Dec. 25, 286.

Long ago they compelled me, both early and
late,
And always, to carry a pendulous weig~t;
But, having at last lost the pendulous th!ng,
I hav p;one ever since, as I should, with a
spring.
In argument, too, on some questions, I fl~d
I hav really convinced the most skeptiCal
mind;
So the very same person who "wound me up
tight II
Will ack~owledge at last all the time I was
right.
.
.
I sometimes the truth, by my silence, mamtain,
But sometimes I speak it out loudly and
·
plain.
In Germany, Italy, England, Spain, France,
All know what I tell them, or show, at a
glance.
To enlighten mankind is my mission sublinie,
Nof on questions of Heaven, but questions of
time.
I am priest to the present, the hours as they
fly,
And giv no attention to gods, ghosts, or sky.
I am peaceable always, and yet, if you like,
WhP.n the proper time comes, for the right I
can strike;
And I strike without moving my hands from
my face,
Yet this striking is no metaphorical phrase;
I strike with my tongue, which no one may
dispute,
Be it angel or devil or human or brute.
I1"'llin, IO'Illa.
J. K. P. BAKER.

in reverse); rime, reversed, emir; word left,
Peter.
J
6.CAN
LAVER
JAVELIN
BALLS
PIN
N

Correspondence.
Dec. 22, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WIXON : I am a little girl eleven
years old. I liv in Ole Elum. It is in Washmgton Territory. The coal mine is about
three miles, and the silver mines are about
twelve miles from Ole Elum. Ole Elum is a
nice little place. It has no school and no
churches. I like to go to school, but I don't
like to go to church vr:ry much. My mamma
and papa hav a ranch on the Snack River. It
is very nice on the river. I hav a nice little
horse. He is a pacer. His name is Casie
Eye. My sister and I hav a large Newfoundland dog. His name is Crucan.
From your little friend, IliA Y KAHLow.

OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 14, 1886.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I hav written twice,
and, seeing my letters published, I will write
again.
This fall, mamma. my little sister Mary,
and I went out to Wisconsin to see grandpa
and grandma. We had a very nice time.
Once I went to giv the cow some corn, and
shli came after .me, and I ran into the hencoop, and she came in there, and I began to
4.-WHAT IS PEOULIAR ABOUT THESE LINES? scream, and grandpa came out and told me to
Suggested by W. Heston's picture, ".A Trial of giv the corn to the cow, and then grandpa
Faith."
drove her to the stable, and I ran to the house.
I.
Well, g-ood-bye for this t.ime. I am rocking
Do not play a gay Alp to nod,
the cradle, so I can't write very good.
Like Jupiter shaking the Earth;
With good wishes, I rr:main,
You've a very poor head for a god,
Your friend,
MAGGIE GRIFFITH.
And your effort provokes only mirth.
MYBTIO BRIDGE, CoNN., Dec. 26, 1886.
II.
DEAR AUNTIE : I was so glad to get the
Ye Boot-straps, as parts to obey,
"Story Hour." I hav wanted it for a long
Your soles are in danger of woe ;
time. Little Susit's face is beautiful. Mamma
Ye can heel-up, a Fraud if ye stay,
read me about little Susie. It made me feel
But must surely "raise cane" if ye go.
so sad I could not help crying. It was wicked
I1"'llin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
that she had to die, so lovely, and all you had,
too. I commenced this letter one week ago
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN1B OORNER, to-day. Now I will finish it. I hav read
JA:!j. 1, 1887.
with mamma nearly every story, and it is so
1.s
lovely all the way through. Some of the
HE
stories are so sad, others so funny ; one
ROD
makes me laugh, and then I feel like crying.
IDEA
Mamma says you are a natural writer. I
MOULT
wish I could, when I grow up, write such
POTTLE
lovely stories. Do you like fairy stories ?
2.-" A sleeping fox catches no poultry."
Mamma doesn't, but I do. ·I hall a pretty tea
3.YEARN
set from mamma, a fairy book from Ira,
EDDIE
Christmas cards, candy, nuts, and other little
ADAGE
thing, whole suits of clothes for my dollie. I
RIGID
hav got mamma to finish my badly-written
NEEDY
letter. I will try to do better by and by.
. 4.-Perimeter-deleted words : mire (found
From your little friend,
CoRA.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

XXIII.
Six girls' names.
2.-DIAMOND.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A letter.
A drink.
To make ashamed.
Giving form.
To bar.
6. A part of the body.
7. A letter.
SNoWFLAKE.
Lyons, N. Y.
3.-A TIMELY ENIGMA.
For Arabic precision, or bold Roman gra<le,
Examin me carefully, look at my face;
Of all the :figures that one can see
There is none more graceful than mine may
be.
My eyes, too, are black, black as jet, you
must know;
But my face is as white as the driven snow.
Connoisseurs hav declared that my frame at
its best,
Would surely be found to be most statuesque.
I'm certainly activ, I am just built to go,
Tho' sometimes folks say, I'm a "little too
slow;"
Then my time-serving critics discover at last
That they "really believe" I am "going too
fast;"
And it may be the truth in either case,
For, tho' always I run, yet l keep the same
place.

l
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SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.

Like all THE TRUTH BEEKER'S publications, the
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he desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
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should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERROLL. $1.

Ingf'rRoll aud Jf'SUS. A. conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it i•
shown there is much in harmony het.ween
them. Price. 10 cts.
Pr01m·th• Ill'! A. poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profmm<l emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extram·•ii·
nar:v beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLows. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A. Romance of
Earth. Heaven. and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Wh\' Don't He Lt>nd a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price. 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A. Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr. of the Gar,ten of
Eden, in which its superionty to the rnnt.i'otPn
ooPv-the Genesis legend-is shown Price 10
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.

Published 11t Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. !'vi. Pr:vse ani! J.
The Apostl~ of Liberty. An address M. Burgler, Printers. This paper is deyoted ape·
delivered in Paine Hall.l before the N. E. F~ee cially to the mterests of onr colomzatwn enterthinkers' Convention• .lannal'Y 29, 1884. Price, prise, the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa! andfenerall:y
to the practical aolution of the prob em o Integr!LI
10 cents. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00
<Jo.oJ!eration. Price. $1 a year; 60 cents for su:
aa OliDtoD. Plaot, New 'fork JD.OD.tllll 15 oenk for three D.lonthl.
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Scriptural Wine •

1/lotfrg.

Uncle Pete's Religious Experience.
I•ve been thin kin•, as I pondered
O•er my Testament to-day,
How I learned to love my xpaster
And his bles•ed laws obpy;
How I traveled on in darkness
Many long and weary years
'Till a big protracted meet in'
Rather ruffied up my fears.
I had kind o' got to thinkin'
On my !aRt etarnal rest;
And in hun tin' the division
'TWixt the cursed and blest,
I found it where we register
And sip the •acred cup,
But now, in mY. opinion,
It's a little higher up.
If I ever served the devil,
It was in a modest style,
And my conscience kept a botherin'
•Bout the end-up, a'l the while;
And when e'er they prayed in meetin• ·
For the sinners who were there,
I felt that my roost was twisted
By the magic of their ·prayer.
But with rallied resolu tiona,
I determined on a start
For to find that sweet salvation,
And that blissful change of heart;
If I misRed the gates o' heaven,
Of which I'd hearn 'em tell,
Still I'd merit moderation
In the temperature of hell.
Though the devil was a lurkin'
•Round about mv carcasa still,
I rather thought sensation
Would pull-me up the hill;
It came IT'll ne'er forget it)
In a noble-looking man,
He had a bald place on his pate
And a warm grip in his han'.
He was erect of stature,
Was rather long and slim;
He had an lle lie features.
And a traveling agent's grin;
He made me a sort. o' study,
And oft partook my cheer,
And I found him strictly human
In his masticating gear.
On life he spoke of dangers
That beset us goin' through:
He led me out in Eden
And portrayed a thing or two;
He made the cities solld gold
For old rusty ones hke me,
If I only took the sacrament
And dropped in a liberal fee.
He said angels sang the louder,
And thumped their harps the more
When they snatched a veteran sinner
From pandemonium's door;
And ended np by sayin',
Though not exactly in what way,
•Twould increase my earthly blessin 's
What time I had to stay.
I had often felt forsaken,
And lon~ly, and depressed,
Since my good wife smiled so faintly
And passed to eternal rest;
Now, I felt my sin thd greater,
The heavier my care,
For in her dying moments
I agreed to meet her there.
I felt my heart had melted,
I felt sure of a reward,
I had no fear of evil,
I had learned to love the Lord ;
But as a sort o' passport
To the mansions of tlie blest,
I told the world about it
And was converted l·ke the rest.
The preacher heard us witness,
Each conv~rt in his tnrn.
And, pointin• out God's Precepts,
Their meanin' bade us learn;
Some went off m to trances,
While some indulged in fits,
I felt no end of feelin',
But I didn't lose my wits.
He stood us in a circle,
And, with big tPars in his eyes,
Asking that Gods gentle blessin•s
Might be showered from the skies;
He described our gen tie savior
In his melting monotones,
While our good old white-haired deacon
Filled the pauses up with groans.
Since then I've lived a Christian,
Though it often tlies my steel,
And I sometimes tell of glory
That I don't exactly feel;
And.it often makes me waver.
Bem' a little steeped in sin,
To see so many out o' church
Better than them that's in.
That modest village preacher
Has never come a-near
Since our ltbei·aJ contribution,
And our hearty welcome here;
And I've hearn he frankly stated
<Just where I now forget)
That" he saved that batch of sinners
On a hundred-dollar bet."
Now, when in the lofty steeple,
The bell swinlls to and fro,
And I think of all that's happened
In the years so long ago,
I feel a secret, sneakin' dread
To rally at the call,
When I think I was converted
By the devil after all.
s~~ KfR
Price, 25 centl.
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A work of unusual interest at the present
time when "Christian Temperance" is widely
advertised as something efficacious in destroying the evihl of intemperance, is a'publication
in pamphlet form by the New York Truth
Seeker Company of a compilation by E. C.
Walker, of Kansas, of the texts of scripture
bearing directly or indirectly on the question
of liquor drinking.
The writer holds that the " overwhelming
weight of its [ihe Bible's] argument, precepts,
and the example of its saints, is against temperance," and to sustain his position he has
gone to the book itself and ccpied its texts,
which constitute the bulk of his pamphlet.
In List A he includes " all texts which unequivocally condemn the use of intoxicants."
The list begins with Proverbs xx, 1, and concludes with the remark that " of the New
Testament writers not one has clearly said
that wine and strong d~ink ·are curses to the
children of men."
List B is composed of those passages
"which commend or enjoin the use of wine
or strong drink, or which promis an abundance
of wine as one of the blessings to"be bestowed
upon certain favored individuals or families
or tribes, oi: upon the Israelitish nation, or include the deprivation of it among the punishments inflicted upon the disobedient." This
list is a long one and includes forty-five texts,
which are printed in full, with irreverent
comments tha.t make the Bible temperance
preachers stand in a ludicrously inconsistent
light.
In Num. vi, 20, the Nazarite is told that he
may drink wine; in 'Deut. vii, 13, God is
represented as promising Moses to bless the
wine of the Jewish people; in Dent. xi, 14,
God promises rain to help out the wine crop;
again (ib. xiv, 26.) the command is given to
buy wine arid strong drink and drink it; in
xv, 14, the " fruit of the wine-press" is to be
given liberally as a blessing, and in xxviii, 39,
the prohibitory doctrin is set forth as a curse,
as also in verse 51, where wine is to be taken
away as a punishment for disobedience.
In Judges ix, 13, it appears that God himself drinks more or less and feels it; and
David, the man after God's own heart, dealt
out wine, according to 2 Sam. vi, 19, to men
and women; the same book, ·xvi, 2, says that
wine exists " that such as faint in the wilderness may drink." Solomon, according to 2
Chron. ii, 10, when he decided to build a
house for the Lord, promised to pay for the
labor in wine among other things.
In Ps. civ, 15, we are informed that "wine
maketh glad the heart of man," and that the
Lord is in the wine business. In Prov. iii,
10, abundance of wine is promised as a blessing, and in xxxi, 6, 7, is found the famous
quotation: " Giv strong drink unto him that
is ready to perish, and wine unto those that
be of heavy heart. Let him drink and forget
his poverty, and remember his misery no
more."
"Drink thy wine with a merry heart," is a
quotation from Eccl. ix, 7; and the author
discovers the es.rliest mention of milk punch
in the Song of Solomon v, 1 : " I hav churned
my wine with my milk ; eat, friends, drink,
yea, drink abundantly, 0 believers." Passing over a number of texts, alfshowing that
wine was regarded as an article of luxury to
be freely parta~en of by the righteous and
withheld from the unrighteous as a punishment, we come to the familiar passage in Isa.
lv, 1, "Ho, every one that thirsteth,
come buy wine and milk, without money and
without price."
In Jer. xxxi, 12, the goodness of the Lord
for his provision of wine is to be sung. Wine
is placed iu the list of blessings in J er. xi, 10,
xlviii, 33, and in Dan. i, 5, it is spoken of as
"nourishing." God threatens to take away
his wine as a punishment, Hosea ii, 8, 9 ; ix,
2. In Joel i, 5, drunkards and priests and
ministers of the altar are commanded to
awake and "howl" because the new wine
and the drink offering is cut off, but later
the howling should cease because" the mountains shall drop down riew wine," accordhig
to Joel iii, 18. In Amos ix, 14, the Lord
commands the making and diinking of wine,
or prophetically says, "They shall drink."
The destruction of wine is continually
threatened as a punishment (as is also the destruction of corn and oil), .and its restoration
promised as a blessing. See Mich. 'vi, 15 ;
Zeph. i, 13; Zech. ix, 17.
In the New Testament the wine business
seems to hav been respected. In Luke vii,
83-35, we read that the son of man. came
drinking, and was pointed out as a winebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners. " Here
was his opportunity," says the author, "to

condemn the drinking of wine, to speak for
that which is now called temperance; ·but
from his lips fell no word of warning ; to
th()se gathered apout him he said nothing in
favor of the great reform which Christians of
to-day, falsely assuming to speak in his name,
declare finds its sanction and inspiration, its
bulwark and tower of defense, in the Bible."
The good Samaritan (Luke x, 34) had· a
supply of wine with him. Jesus, according
to John ii, 3-11, made wine at a feast by miracle to "manifest forth his glory," and when
he came again into Cana he repeated the performance (John iv, 46). Finally we come to
the passage in 1 Timothy v, 23, "Drink no
longer water, but me a little wine for the
stomach's sake and thine often infirmities."
And to show at what complete variance is the
Bible with prohibition, Col. ii, 16 is quoted:
" Let no man therefore judge you in meat or
in drink,- or in respect of a holy day, or of the
new moon, or of the Sabbath days."
List C., covering eight pages, givs passages
conditionally condemning the use of wine
upon certain occasions by certain persons.
Luxe x, 9-11, forbids the priests to drink
wine when in the tabernacle; forbids communion wine as well. Num. vi, 3, 20, forbid
and permit the drinking of wine. Judges
xiii, 4, warns a woman against wine-drinking
and the eating of "unclean" things now
freely eaten. Prov. xxxi, 4, 5, tells kings
and princes not to drink wine lest they forget the law. Eccl. ii, 3, and Isa. v, 11, are
quoted with comments that show the inhibition to hav been against excessiv drinking,
and verses 8 and 10 show that failure of the
vintage was threatened as a punishment, as
usual.
·
In Jer. xxxv, 6, the Rechabites abstained
from wine because their father commanded,
"Ye shall drink no wine, neither ye nor
your sons forever," but for the same reason
they would neither build houses Iior sow seed
-verses 7, 8, 9, 10. "Is living in a bouse
and planting seed equally wrong with planting vinyards and rlrinking wine?" queries the
author.
Daniel would not drink the king's wine nor
eat the king's meat...:...because it was the
king's. He went without wine for " three
whole ~eeks" (Dan. x, 3). Joel iii, 3, speaks
of selling a girl for wine; Rom. xiv, 21, says
it is not good to eat flesh or drink wine; Eph.
v, 18, says, " Be not drunk with wine,
wherein is. excess;" 1 -Timothy iii, 3, says
the deacons must not be "given much to
wine," or filthy lucre, or lying! 1 Peter iv, 3,
speaks of" excess of wine." In conclusion
the author says of this list : " The condemnation, where there is any, is of its excessiv use,
and especially of its excessiv use by the
priests when engaged in the duties of the
altar."
List D contains passages which incidentally
mention the use of wine and strong drink
without condemiing or commending them,
which " amounts really to the sanction and
authorization of their use." Melchizedek,
who was priest of the most high God,
"brought forth bread and wine" (see Gen.
xiv, 18). Lot got very drunk without rebuke, according to Gen. xix, 31-36.
List E is devoted to passages showing that
scripture wine did intoxicate. This is largely
a repetition of List D. Gen. ix, 21, shows
Noah drunk on wine. Lot (Gen. xix, 31-36)
was made drunk by his daughters, who apparently knew that Bible wine was intoxicatinl!:. About thirty texts are referred to, showing beyond possibility of doubt that the wine
of the scriptures was an intoxicating liquor.
):t may be well to mention that Mr. Walker
is himself a total abstainer and an advocate
of the strictest temperance. He simply undertakes to show, and succeeds perfectly, that
the claim that the Bible is the. great bulwark
of temperance is absurdly false. In conclusion he says: "There are but a very few
passages, none of which are found in the New
Testament, which condemn the use of intoxicants; more than five times as many encourage or enjoin their use; a few condemn the
use of wine on stated occasions, by certain
persons, or in excess, while a large number of
other passages make mention of its use as a
matter of course, and with no hint of censure
or of its evil effects; and, finally, there is
nothing found in the Bible which supports
the assumption that Bible wine was not intoxicating."
We heartily commend. this pamphlet to the
ladies of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union in this and other places, and to ministers of the gospel who hav imposed upon
themselvs or are imposing upon others the
notion that the Bible is a temperance book.
Ten cente sent to_the Truth Seeker Publishing

Co., 33 Cliaton Place. New York, for "Bible
Temperance," by Edwiu C. Walker,· will
bring ten times its worth of iuformation to all
who are interest~d in this prominent modern
phase of the temperance question.- Win~ted
Press.
·
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NEW ENGLAND

Freethi11kers' Convention
WILL BE IIELD AT

PAINE MEMORIAIJ, ROSTON,
J a.nu&ry 29th and so.h, 1887.
To which all Liberals m·e Cordially
Invited.
Good Speakers, Good Music, and a Good Time
-will be had.
~WCO:l\1:E!a

DID JESUS f,HHIS1' RISE FROM
THE DEAD1
The Evidences for the Resu1·rection ~l'ried
and Found Wa:~ting.
By Saladin.
PRI''E,
25 CENTS.
Address THE TIWTH SEEKER.

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. W. :FOOTE.
Price,
Addres~

25 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE AGNOSTlC ANNUAL.
1887
Edited by CHARLES ALI1ERr WATTS.
CONTENTS:

The Modesty of A~rno8ticism, bY E. LJ"nn Linton.-Morality and 'l'lwology, by ChHI€8 wa.ftH.A~rnosticism in the Churches, by lt. Bltht>Jl. B Sc.,
Ph.D.-Religious Poetry, by Houert Aitk• n.The Voc~bulary of ~gnuBtict"m. by Albert Simmons (lgnotn•).-Mau tile·' Creator" of the Uuiverse. by W. Sr.ewart Ros" <Sal"dtn).-Cuneerntug
the CountPrf~' t Spiritual~ b;· G. M. l.VIcC.-l'lw BIble, by H. J. Haruwicke,llf.D., F.RC.H.-MyKinrlrerl: A Poem, hy Wm. Maceall.-Darwin aud
Evolution, bv Wimfred Ladv Hobm80D.-The
''Quality" of Morals, by W. A. Leonard.
Prlc·t>, 2a t·cn•s.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

HISTORY
OF THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Eurotu'.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vols-Pnce, fll.
tf
33 Clinton Pl.. New York cit.y

GOD AND HlS ROOK.
THE

~IBLE:

WHERE DID WE GET IT

AND WHAT IS IT?
By SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular
Review."
Issued in six parts. Four part.s now ready. Price
25 cents each.
AddreRR THE TRUTH REEKER offine.
WORKS OF' 0.

B.

WH!Tfi'ORD, M.D.

Christianity a ltewal'd f'ol' Cdme.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

lOc.

BIBLE FABRICATIO'XS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15c.

Odgin of the Cht·istian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
15c.
Address THE TRUTH REEKER.
33 Olint.on PI . N~w Vmk
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SEL.l!,·CONTRAHICTIONS OF THE

BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it. is now known t.o be the work of W
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than ao,ooo copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For Bale at this oftice.
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IJ:lgersoll s Works. Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures,~.. comprising, "The Gods"
~· Humboldt::.' " 1:homas Paine," " Individua1Ity," and ".tleretws and HereiJles."

The Ghosts Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Gb.ost!!i" "Liberty for Man
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of In:
dependenue," "Allout Farming in Illinoi• "
•· The Grant Banquet " "The Rev. Alex~tnd~r
Cl~trk," "The Pa~t ilises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
Printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribnte to his Brother,
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
The Grant Banqnet Toast,
IntN·vwws on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
Address at Harry ltliller's Grave.
plain cloth, $1.25.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

Reli~ion.
By R. G.
lngersolb J~dge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

The t:bristia.n
Orlbnduxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Prtnted in
large, clear t.YPe• and containing as much as
COl"!ld be delivet·ed in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document
Liberals shquld scatter it generously.
·

Bi~lo
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Tomparanco:

LI(llJOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Erjoined
by the Bible.

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LE.A.fWE, 25'1
meets every Sunday in Indu•trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-TrutL
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnet• written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex ftnd his bnde, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. C. WALKER.

This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
The price of these heretofore has been $1. We Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
33 Clinton Place, New York.
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secur&
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

SOCIAL

WEALTH.

TM &~ Jf'actora and /Cxact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By.J. K. IN6A.LLS.

Ingersoll Uatt-wbised: His Answers to

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

is" regnl~trl~, educat·
ed and lelljauy qualified phystcian, and
the most successful.
as hi~ oractice will
pl"Ove. GivA chPPr ftnd
hope to the afllicted
bysayin IZ R nd proving
t-h"t Sf'ER~IATOR
RHCE.tl and IMPOTENCY as the result
of self. abuse in youth
and sexual excesses
in maturer years,
cauain~ night emisSIOns b;r dreams, loss
of sexual power, rendering marnage 1mproper and nnhappy1
etc., can be cured
permanently by an
outside application in sixty days. No failure in

CONTENTS: Economic Schools:· a hrief reThe Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Growth of Capitahsm; Unearned Increase:
33 Clinton Place, New York.
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth· ·
Vindit-ation ot' 'l'tu)mas l:'ain~ from Tools
Photo-engravin_ll"s
of Miss Gardener are for sale
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Improved
Machmery;
The
Nature
of.
the attacks of the New York Ol>server, by Robat this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, roc.
Wages; Pnvate and Socia.! Wealth; Land Ownert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
Private Property in Land; Capital and
Address on •he t:ivil Rh:;hts Bill. ership;
the . Productiv Factors ; Partnership and Co-opLarge siZe octavo, paper, 10 cents.
eratiOn; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
In~t'rsoll'l!l Lect.urt'S Uom plete.
Of Value or EconomiC Ratios; Taxation as a
<lONTENTS:
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had Remedy; Reforms, n<"t Remedies ; SuggestiOns
.
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
all !us lectures, except the latest on "Ortho- to Legislators; Conclusion.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty CroW!ls. 'l.'he
doxy,".bound 1n one beautiful volume, in half
Price, t:loth, 81 oo.
.
Huron ; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microru~gaa.
calf, library style, and containing over 1l800
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White. alH r:~~e of Dr. Fellows's valuable iliscoveries,
pa~res, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
-ME'mnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches "which is entirely unknown to the m•dical profespnce of $5: Sent by mail postpaid.
Clinton Place, New York.
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversati.pn sion. It iP a med10in to be applied externally on
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H."lvmg No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
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Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67 Sexual
Power.
"Little.Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav The Present and the Future
e11gravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
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be.en pnnted on heavr toned paper, 18x22, illuRepublic of" North America. R llf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
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33 Clinton Place, New York.
Dr. R. P. FELLOWS, Vineland, N. J, and say
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A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
where you saw this advertisment.
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Prose Poems and Selections. This conditiOns
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Origin
of
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and the Signiftcan.ce of its
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Rise and Decline.
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for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
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a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with autogra~;~h
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
fac simile, has been prepared especiallr. for It.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
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a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Fr_an"iscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen: 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated

VOLTAIRE'S. ROMANCES.

B.AT10NAL COMMUNISM,

----

The Secret of the East,

The Husts ot· Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

PRIMITIVE CHRISTJANITY

BY LEWIS C. JANEJ.
This t;ook treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its histo,ri.cal antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and ROman P!>-gaBism; inTes~igates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
se_p_arable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Practical Experience with Poultry.
traces the natural development of
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Christ1 anddogma
and ecclesiastical institutions.
a pftmphlet of 32 WPll-tilled pages, costing only Christtan
Complete
references
fnll index. S20pp. Bvo,
"a quarter," but ""full of meat as an eg!f. It is cloth, gilt top. Price and
$1.50.
well called "practical,'' for we lind n otlnng unSold
at
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER Office.
practical in it. Hen•, dneks, geese, and turkeys!
are particul~trly discu8sed and thetr econ01uica
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping "poultry on a large
SACRED MYSTERIES
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of t.hA day.
AMONG THE
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
Maras and ltle Q,uiches 11,600
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Years A;-o.
life, pricet $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles ox Religious Liberty should hav them.
Photographs of ~olonel lng. . rsoll.
panel, 10Mx17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS UN

A:O..O ~UU!AL ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
SUBJEC'rS:

M.EOl~AL

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON i:lENi:lE. By Dr. E. B. Foot-e. In one handsome 12mo volume of near.!Y 11000 pages, fnlly
ill ustra t&d. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap edltion at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STOHY; O':J. S~tmmy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, ami Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volume•, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
~ pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in I:! tory.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of He~tlth Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jt·., viz.: "Bacteria
In their Relation to Disease,'' representing the germ
theory, advocating personal aud public hygiene
and opposing vaccin~ttion; "Health in the Sunbeamk" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to SIC and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEHEDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
bound, $2" "Heredity,'' by Lonng_l.Hoouy, 159
pages, clot.hh75cents; "The Law of Heredity,'' by
F. H. Mars , 10 cents ; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Rejl"eneration1" by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ' Re·
ports of Conventions and Parlor meetings during
1582," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the

lnstl~~A~; Heredity,JI:lW~·~mt~lf ~?.~irER.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The "Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Price, $2.50.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
OB,

MEN

OF Busllflss WH:o Dm SoMETHil'IG B:Esml!IS
MAKING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERIOANS.

BY JADES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

- 81.26.·

Pric",

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

13 Olint.on PI""~· NP"' Vnpl<:

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
Author of "False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

LargP

an'~

SINGLE CCPIBS,

~0\'ELS;

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
~Jlthor of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day ot
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.

E l(eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.• Price, paper, 60
cents; cloth, 60 cents.
N:athani~l Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editiOn. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

All in a Lif('time. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The ll"reat charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and ftre portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked dejlre~ even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freathoug_ht ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Fro:m. Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.
fnoth, S1.25.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Tbe Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. ByBusan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated FreethinKers'
Children's Stoi"¥,-Book ever issued. 66 fnll-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large J;ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
COVel"l!; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

.A ~vies of Gold.

Handsome Print.

25 cents.
$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
88 Clinton Place, New York.

A Story-Book for

t'he .Youn_g Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young master& and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

By

Prof. H. M. KottingerlA.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
J>rinciples of Freethought, at the same time
th,.r it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pam~;~hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible proposit10ns1
with numerous references and mtat10ns, thal
ve contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propoeiiioll8 in the eame book. l'rloe

•oen$1..

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.8,
(Just Published, Julv 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the moderra style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam ai.rections
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Ch~tpel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by MAria Parloa) Rnrl·ft perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE CO-OPEliATIVE BUILriNG PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

ASHORT LESSON IN HlSTORY.

TRAVELS IN FAITH

"Bible T :te Youth's Lib('ral Guide.

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Su.nday Question fi;om a rational point of
view.

Su CoPIES,

Secularist.
Price,

Illustrated.
For Sale at this office.

FREETHOUGHT

Tile Heathens-of the Heath, A finely

A double-"Page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other hae
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twen_!y-five copies· for $1; oue hundred copies for
SlJ. We wish that the friends of Freetlwught woull
distribute thousands of theue telling pictures.

THE

CONVEl\TJONAL J.JEIO OF 01JR
CIVJLJZ,\TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written buok.-Pilfla. Recora.
This Book is not a Book! It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna N~dre:Sr~c!i'l'f~Ut~.H SEEKER CO.,
3~ Clinton Pl.. N"w York.

The Bi~lo Analyze~.
BY

John R. I' el11o, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Delnge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errora of the Bihle.-Th6
Prophecies -The Devil or Ratan of the Btble.-The
Heaven an"d Hell of the Bil?le.-The S~tbb~th of
the Bible.-The God of the B1ble.-The Messiah or
Savior.
.
Orown octavo, 883 p_p •. Splendidly
executed. 8 en.•
b:v mail, post paid. l'rioe, $8.00.
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a Fair Trial •.
Dawn· of CreatiOn. An Answer to Mr. Glad~
stone.
By Albert
Reville, D.D.
.A DUtm.•ston Between
VI. Mr.
Gladstone
and Genesis.
By Prof. T. H.
PARSON GooDELL returned to his pulpit in
Glad!ltotw, Huxle)', Muller,
Huxley.
Oun race is as susceptible of improvement AS tb('
VII.
A
Protest
and
a
Plea.
By
Mrs.
E. Lynn Lin- . races of any ef the animals below us. If it is
Providence last Sunday after an absence of
L~ ntnn ·
Kev~He.
five months
d ·
d t h'
On the Confiict between GenQslSand Geology.
ton
found possible to spend time, care, and expense in
, an m a pre1u e o IS sermon '
CONTENTS:
This is a new hook and contains the latest cli.scus- improvina the breeds of horses, c.attle, sheep, and
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
~
declared to a sympathizing congregation his J I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. ByHon. participants
are a guarantee of Its able character. swine, is it not vastly more important to hav a
innocence of the scandalous things charged to
W. E. Gladstone.
.
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 71i cents.
care for securing a vigorous, healthful, and long
.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and th eln tarlived progeny 1--,.D. M. Bennett.
him.
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO~
1 III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
88 Clinton PL, New xork
THE religious demand of to-day is religion B
Muller.
1
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND
truth, and men who dare
is getting better.
speak it. Better that the
truth should sever the
DR. McGLYNN has exchurch than tbatliesshoulcl
pressed his determinabe told to keep it together.'
the truth would prove
tion not to go to Rome.
everything that we now
hold holy and sacred to be
A STRIKE among coalfalpe and base, we must
handlers has caused a
still say, Let us hav the
stringency in coal in this
truth !-L. K. Washburn.
vicinity.

I

To a believer in Christianity nothing seems so like a
special act of providence as·
the preparation made for
the coming of Christianity
through the
preceding
.events in the history of
Greece and Rome. To a
believer in Christianity, I
say, it seems so, But those
who do not believe in
Christianity say," Yes, that
is the true account of the
. matter. Christianity arose
from a happy confluence of
the Greek and Roman with
the Hebrew civilization.
This is the source of that
excellence you call divine."
-Golawtn Smith's Stua11 of

IT is reported that the
Socialists hav captured
all the offices in the Chicago trades assembly.
JUDGE PICKETT,
of
New Haven, Conn., has
:fined an employer $50
for blacklisting workmen.
HENRY WARD BEECHER's son, Herbert, has
been appointed special
agent of the United
States treasury.
JoSEPH Tosso, the man
who composed the "Arkansaw Traveler," died
at Covington, Ky., last
week, aged 85.

HiStor'/1.

THE ability to think is
never found Except as an
ability of animal organization, and the ability is always found higher or lower
FoUR young men hav
as the organization is highjust suffered the death
er or low&r. The exercise
penalty by hanging in
of this ability varies in
childhood, youth, prime,
Sydney,
New
South
and old age, and is proWales, for assaulting a
moted or hmdered by cliDID NOAH AND FAMILY EAT BUGS AND REPTILS?
servant girl.
mate, fo<>d, and mode of
life, yet the orthodox mainEvery
moving
thing
that
liveth
shall
be
meat
for
you;
even
as
the
green
herb
hav
I
given
you
all
things.-Gen.
ix,
3.
TwENTY-SEVEN liVe S
tamers of "soul" reqmre
were lost last week by
us to believe that the abilthe wrecking of the German ship Elizabeth,
ate him up, burnt our Bibles, and resumed busi- ity to think might he found without animal ornear Cape Henry, Va. A dozen ·or more
ness at the old stand. Boys, put the par•on in the ganization, and might, nay, will exist in. dependent of all vital conditions. They contend that
cage and fat him up for Tkanksll'iving day."
bodies hav been recovered. Twenty-one of
what they call the "soul" willliv when the human
the crew of the Harvey Mills were lost in the
"I SEE that your brother Moses was arrested in being has ceased to liv; but they do not explam
TENNYsoN
was
once
a
peerless
poet,
Now
he
is
a
Chicago
the
other
day,"
he
remarked
to
old
Abrafoundering of that ship between San Franwhether it did liv 1:-efore the human being began
poetle~s peer.
hams yesterday, '' Vhell, dot doan' signify noth- to liv. The orth.odox contend that as what they
cisco and Seattle, W. T.
1 THE congregation were singing "I would not, ings, does sheT" "Ye_s, but he was charged with call the elementary substances, taken separately,
BRIG.-GEN. MARVIN LUBE, a Salvation Army liv always, 1 ask not to stay," when lightning: arson. That's a serious offense." ."Dot doan' do not thmk, therefore man without a "soul"
warrior of Pittsfield Ma~s was brought into struck the church steeple and the scramble began. amount .to shu~ks ! To ~how you how ea~~he get cannot think, and that as man does think he muot
'
'
''
oudt of It I hat a letter m my pocket, wntten two hav a soul. This argument, If vahd at all, goes
court the other day charged with threatening
ADAM, in Eden's Garden, was by heaven
weeks ago, in which lie sa>A it vhas all fixerl up for much too far. A trout thinks, a carp thinka, a rat
to kill his wife.
1
In restful slumber cas_t:
.
•
his Wife to set der place on fire while he vhas off to •hmk•• a horse thmks, and by panty of reasoning,
. . .
.
Then woke, and lo ! a Wife was to him given;
his lodge. All I hat to do to clear Moses is to send all these animals should hav immortal souls.JoHN RoACH, the shipbUilder, died last
That first rest was his last.
on dot letter,"
Braal,ugl<'s Ha.• Ma" a Soul 1
.
Monday of cancer of the tongue similar to
A BAOIIPLOR, upon reading tbat" two lovers will
AN estimable old sheep-raiser of Vermont,
THE spell of sanctity once broken, the Bible once
that which caused the death of General Grant. Ait np all night with only one chair in the room," though a church-memb~r and a deacon, was sadly ~tpproached, examined, and studied, as other
Mr. Roach, it is said, never used tobacco.
said it could not be done, unless one of them sat addicted to the ardent. He was indnced by book•, an analogous result has followed. The
on the floor. Such ignorance is positivly shameful. the reform committee of the local church to critic has approached tenderly and respectfully,
A MONKEY was the :first comer at a leading
Gus: "I see that the queen has forbidden the take the abstaining pledge, subject only to the but the approach at all impiies an assumption of a
church in Providence, when it was opened admission into the household of Windsor Castle of sheep..washing peliods, during which taskmg right to queHtion the supernatural character of
last Sunday for morning service, and there all newspapers containing reports of the Campbr·ll times it was deemo·d essential to allow of sowe the object of his investigat·on. Certainty passes
mto probability, ana the difference between cer~as considerable of a time in getting him out. divorce case." Jack: "Yes, I suppose she thinks stimulant. But matters did not seem to mend tainty and probability is not in degree but in
they might poison the moral sensibilities of the with th" worthy deacon very much and the committee paid another remonstrating visit after a kind. A human witness is substituted for a
A TERRIBLE railroad accident was caused prince,"
••
THE ministers who oppose the ballet do so upon while, whPn they found him m a woeful state of divine witnes"' and faith is changed into opinion.
0011
on the.4th by the • ISion of a passenger and principles of humanity. It is cruel to Pxpose.so intoxication. "You see that 'ere she~p?'; he The authority of the translatiOn was the first to be
freight train near Tiffin, 0. Sixteen passen- many girls of sixtv years of age and upward to 1 asked, pointing to a dejected looking Cots wold; shaken. Then variation in the manuscripts degers were burnt to death by the cars taking the draughts of the stage, with such slight protec- "that's (hie) cleanest sheep in Vermont; wash him stroyed the confidence in the original text. If the
original language was miraculously communicated
fire from a stove.
tion agam11t lumbago. rheumatism, and sciatica as every fifteen minutes."
there was a natural presumption that it would be
.
they wear.
WARNINGS against the custom of praying
"THE great trouble ~ith you, John, is," said a
THE unlucky Tom-tit: A certain Tom-tit, feeling miraculously preserved, It bad not been miracu·
himself somewhat swelled up by the salubrious- lously presei·ved, and the inference of doubt exand otherwise worrymg the Almighty are .lady to her husband, who was suffering.from the ness of a fine large October morning, thought .l'>e tended backward on the mspiration.-Frouae•s
growing more terrible every day. On Jan. effects of the night before; "you can!lot say' No.' would go ahead and puff out his plumage to such Scte••ce ar,a TheolofJ'II,
of Maysville Ky
Learn to say 'No,' John. and you· will hav fewer an inordinate extent that his fellow-tits would
4th MI·ss Kate. Nicholson
LET the young student but remember that truth
• '
.
'
:' headaches. Can you let me hay a little money this
while preparmg to retire at mght, knelt m 1morning?" "No," said John, with apparent ease. mistake. him for an owl; and, scurrying away, can never contradict itself, and that ~ vigorous
afford him much amusement of a r~fined and in- confi1ct between counter-claims can permanently
front of the grate to say her prayers. Her
THE news editor prepared an article in which he tellectual character. His little racket would hav
clothes caught :fire and she was burnt to said: ''Mr. Dash is hopelessly ill." Before going worked all right, had it not happened that, just a" injnre only error. For what fails to survive the
death.
to press Mr. DaAh died, and a hasty alteration was he was indulging in the preliminary chuckles over te•ts of truth deserves to fall, even though it lacour heart-strings to surrender it up.made in the sentence to meet the new condition his success in frightening his comrades, a .Phila- erate
GEN. W. S. SMITH, the hero of the cavalry of affairs. When Mr. Dash's friends read in their delphia gunner came along, and, mistaking him Hawara K•boor.
charge on Mobile, met the Rev. Mr. Booth, paper that "Mr. Dash is hopelessly dead,'• th\:y for a partridge, bowled him over without further
I HAV always found that the honest truth of our
ceremony, Moral: This fable teaches that safety own mind has a certain attraction in it for every
of Buffalo, on a Niagara Falls train, one day were naturally shocked.
THE Salvation Army in Portland, Oregon, held does not necessanly lie in msignificance, unless other mmd that ~oves truth honestl:V.-Oarl!lle.
last week, and grabbed him by the tln·oat.
DEATH is universal, Rich and poor, young and
The men were separated, but met again, and service in the jail there on a recent Sunday; and th6latter receives the undivided attention of the
the leader told such a startling story of his wick- individual.
old, happy and sad, all go down before it and it
the general drew a pistol on the clergyman.
asks no q'!lestions. It does not wait upon your conedness before he jomed the army, that, after the
Peace was again restored by timely interfer- performance was over, one of the convicts said,
v. nience or mine; it does not ask wliether it is
conferring a boon or wrecking a life; it goes right
ence. General Smith charges Rev. Mr. Booth ''The lamp can now be extinguished; the vilest
sinner has retumed."
on, and all the arts of thousands of years hav not
with ministerial attentions to Mrs. Smith.
disarmed that old foe,-FrotM,.gh.am's Consolation
DISHEAR rENED missionary, returning to his field
of Rationattsm.
AND THEIR
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK recently seized a big after years of absence : "Ob, unhappy man, you
"OH," but they say to me, "you take away imsquash in the window of a Harlem .clothing hav lapsed into error and darkness and paganism
Parallels in Other Religions.
mortality." I .do not. If we are immortal it is a
store, and charged the owners of the squash again !" Cbief heathen, apologetically: "·Well,
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testa. fact in nature, and we are not indebted to priests
with violating the lottery laws. They had you see, after you went away a Catholic missionment Myths and Miracles with those of
for it, nor to Bibles for it, and it cannot be deary came along and told us the bad place was fnll
heathen nations of Antiquity, Conoffered a gold watch and chain to the cus- of Methodists, and so he scared us into communstroyed by unbelief. As long as we love we will
siderin_g also their Origin
hope to liv, and when the one dies that we love we
tomer who should come nearest to guessing ion; then he went away and a Presbyterian came
and Meaning. With
numerous illuswill say, "Oh, that we could meet again!" and
the number of seeds in the squash. Justice along and waked us up on regeneration, adoption
trations.
whether WA do or not it }vi!! Dot be the work of
Welde has decided that the squash has com- and election, and we joined his church; then an
theology.
It will be a fact in nature. I would not
The
objectof
the
work
IS
topoint
out
the
myth
Episcopalian came and we burnt our Westmins- with which the Old and New "I'estaments abound
mitted no offense, and its owners were disters and stocked up on prayer-books; then he left, to show that they were held in common with othe for my life destroy one star of human hope, 'but I
missed. The squash was returned to them, and a Baptist landed and walked us into the nations; and then trace them .to their evident ori want it so that when a poor woman rocks the
craclle and sings a lullaby to the dimpled darling,
and four stalwart negroes wrapped it in the water and baptized us right, and we'd just about gin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionable true that the results of a she will not be compelled to believe thl\t ninetyStars and Stripes and bore it back to the got settled when a New Congregationalist came rationalishc study of the Christian scriptures are nine chances in a hundred she is raising kindling over and told us f.hat so long as we were heathens nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
store on a litter. A brass band preceded the
wood for hell.-Inuersoll.
we had a dead sure thinll' of going to lleaven; but n the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
squash through the streets. The question of if we became Christians we had to walk mighty
1 vol. Bvo. Oloth. About 600 pages.
BE not simply g.ood; be li'Ood for something,Phoreau,
Price, $2.1i0.
straight or go bo the everlasting bonfire. So we
the number of seeds has been resumed..

tldds and ~nds.
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" His track I see, and I'll pursue."- Old Hymn.

IJlotts and flklippings.
A MAIN:&. clergyman writes to a Portland
newspaper to say that his salary has been cut
down one-half because he voted for St. John.
A MINISTER may occasionally be carried
away with the inspiration of ltis theme, but
he generally gets back in time to take up the
collection.
JoHN SwiNTON enters his earnest protest
against Heury George's stirring up of the
Catholic church. Michael Davitt also takes
sides against George.
A RELIGIOUS newspaper says that it does not
seem to be quite ihe thing to depend on the
· profanity of the passengers to keep the street
cars hot in these cold days.
OMAHA preachers are struggling with the
question whether hell is larger than heaven
or not. It is pleasant to note that the question is generally decided in the negativ.
CoNsciENCE is said to be the voice of the
soul, but it does not follow that the man
whose sole squeaks all the way down the
broad aisle has a troublesome conscience.
CHARLEs H. McKENZIE, who died in this
city last week, was one of the ''noble six
hundred" who made the charge of the light
brigade at Balaklava, of which Baron Tennyson wrote when he was a poet.
THE most heavily endowed educational
institutions in the United States are: Girard
College, $10,000,000; Columbia, $5,000,000;
JohnsHopkins,$4,000,000; Princeton,$3,500,000; Lehi11;h, $1,800,000; Cornell, $1,400,000.

LAST week the German Reichstag failed to
pass a bill which Bismarck favored, and Bismarck dissolved the parliament and sent the
members home. A new election will be had,
and if Bismarck is again defeated it is believed that something like a crisis will occur
in German affairs.
AuGusT SPIEs, the condemned Anarchist, is
to be married to Miss VanZandt, who is said
to be an estimable young woman. The general sentiment is that it would be in better
taste for Mr. Spies to refrain from taking a
wife just now. The prospect is that she
would soon be a widow.
A WRITER in one of the Washington Sunday
papers calls the attention of the American
Bible Society to the fact that he recently
sought in vain to find a copy of the Bible in
one of our largest federal buildings in the
capital of the nation. He wants a few home
missionaries sent into this field.
A MAN who delights in· calculations contributes this: "If the immortal George Washington, when he was forty-eight years of age,
had stepped into a railroad office and pawned
his little hatchet for a ticket to the planet
Mars, he would at the rate of fifty miles an
hour hav arrived there this year."
JUDGE DANIELS, much to the delight of the
labor reformers·, has recently decided that the
" cornering" of food products by monopolists
is a conspiracy punishable as a crime. Judge
Daniels was a candidate for the Court of
A.ppeals last. fall and was defeated by the
Labor vote, which, as is charged by John
·Swinton, was sold out to Peckham by a
bargain between the Labor party leaders and
the Irving Hall Democrats. Regret is now

expressed that labor should hav opposed its
friend ; but politics seems to be politics the
world over, whether it goes under one name
or another.
THE Journalist does not giv the name of
the hero of the following story, but it cannot
be Dr. Buckley, for the .Advocate office is
nearly two miles from the Alderney Dairy :
" The editor of one of the religious weeklies
patronized the Alderney Dairy for ten days
running last month. At his last visit, he
called the waitress to him, drew a large handful of money from his pocket, and remarking,
' You are a very faithful servant, young woman, and shall be rewarded,' put some coin
beneath his place. He ate his usual dinner
of oatmeal, baked apples, milk and pie, and
departed. Tho expectant waitress raised the
plate and found two cents!"

found a person who could not read and
write ; in the cathedral towns I found very
few who could." According to general testimony, the inhabitants of cathedral towns are
exceptionally ignorant and drunken.

CoNGRESSMAN GALLAGHAN, of the Pennsylvania legislature, has a queer reason for objecting to prayers in Congress. In the House
the other day he made a sensation at the opening session by moving that the custom of
opening the House with prayer be dispensed
with. He said he did not make the motion
because he was opposed to prayer. The
legislature proposed to force upon the people
a prohibition amendment to the Constitution,
which would be an abomination in the sight
of God, and it would be little less than sacrilegious to hav the proceedings of a body
which proposed this opened with prayer.
God had sanctified the use of wine, and it
IT is strange, says the editor of the Secular would be an abomination to abolish its use.
Review, what an intimate connection there is
Srx coal carrying corporations-the Philabetween bishops and brewers, how naturally
the cathedral runs to drink, and what" beauty delphia & Reading, the Delaware & Hudson,
of holiness" sits enshrined in the sublime al- the New Jersey Central, the Delaware, Lackliteration, Bible and Beer, Gospel and Gin, awanna & Western, the Lehigh & WilkesLush and Litany 1 The fact has lately been barre, and the Lake Erie & Western-hav
ascertained that the largest owners of gin- combined to put up the price of coal and
shops and beer-houses in London are its two to put down the wages of the coal-handlers.
cathedrals, St. Paul's and Westminster Abbey. These corporations control immense quanThe bishop of London, it is said, in riding tities o~ coal. Recently the coal-handlers
from his abode in St. James's square to his hav struck, the coal supply has nearly
official palace at Fulham, pa2ses more than a stopped, and prices are something enormous.
hundred gin-shops built upon land belonging This action on the part of the monopolists
to the church. A writer in the Examiner furnishes to the Socialists a strong support
says: "Some years ago, after residing three for the argument that the state should own
or four months in Scotland, I had occasio~ to the coal fields, pay handlers living wages,
visit several cathedral towns-Norwich,Peter- and supply the consumers at the lowest
borough, and others. In the North I hardly possible rates.
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And then these men to have from fifty so a thousand fancy women, and some of the rest of us not to
have any. Queer heaven that! I want to see all the
women in heaven, and I want my choice among them
all, and then I want to be the choice of the woman
who is my choice. And then occasionally-if they
could only stop the twang and bang of the harps for
a little while-! would like to hear the innocent
prattle of lovely children. And then, too, if there is
to be anything like a perfect heaven, there must be
some courtship going on. It would. afford me a
thousand times more delight to see a loving couple
in some secluded nook making love, with the birds
singing over their heads, than to see old David
straddling round with his bloody clothes on.

The money spent in the vain endeavor to get men
to heaven would make all comfortable on earth.
The Methodist society in twenty-six years has
spent $19,000,000 on missionaries and for missionary
purposes; so s·ays the editor of the New York Independent, while right under his nose to-day, in the
same city, in four blocks are eight hundred destitute
and starving people.
·
Trinity Church owns $15,000,000 worth of property, and derives an income therefrom of $400,000 a
year. Nine million dollars' worth of this property is
happy love l where love like this is found l
exempt from taxation. Some of the most disrepu- Oh,
Oh, heart-felt raptures l bliss beyond compare!
table places in the city of New York, according to I've paced much this weary mortal round,
report, are owned by the Trinity Corporation.
And sage experience bids me thus declare :
About a year ago a committee was appointed to "If heaven a draught of heavenly pleasure spare,
examine into the condition of tenement houses in the Our cordial in this melancholy vale,
when a youthful, loving, modest pair
city. In their report, Jan. 6th, Dr. Gunn, chairman In'Tis
others' arms breathe out the tender tale
of the committee, said that among the tenement
Beneath the milk-white thorn that scents the ev'ning gale;"
classes, Trinity Church had the reputation of being
"Love rules the court, the camp, the grove,
the meanest landlord in the city. He says he found
Love is heaven, and heaven is love,"
halls covered with filth from overflowed closets. In
one instance he found a cellar covered with filth a
Yes, I have an idea to have anything like a tolerfoot deep, from a broken sewer pipe. Dr. Gunn says able heaven, there must be a great deal of love there :
it is the policy of the church never to repair a build- love of wife, love of children, love of friends-that
ing until no one, however wretched, can live in it. is, if I consent to stay there. And with heaven full
Yet Trinity, like other churches, spends vast sums of love, whom will such bloody old tyrants as Da.vid
for missionary purposes.
and Joshua find to fight~
Oh, how long will the people be deceived! Can'
Now because I have no desire for the Christian's
not anyone see that the churches are not founded on heaven, and because I do not_· fear his hell, he is
the principles of humanity? Cannot anyone see that anxious to have me wafted to the most uncomfortable
the missionary is not moved by the lofty desire of region that his imagination can paint for all eternity.
taking the poor and ignorant by the hand and lead- This may be extremely orthodox, but it is very inhuing them up to a nobler manhood and a higher civ- man. In some states I would be imprisoned. This
ilization, but by the groveling and ignoble device of shows that it is not policy to differ from a Christian.
adding numbers and power to the church! For this If one is in the state of Delaware or New Jersey, he
the missionary is hired. And yet the Christian must had better get out before expressing an honest
eat the broken body and drink the blood of his opinion.
savior, and wear a long face, to let you know that. his
The Christian need not wonder that I have no
kingdom is not of this world.
taste for his society, nor any desire for his heaven.
Did a long puritanical face ever get anyone to If a Christian should go into one of our large cities
heaven?. Do the clanging of bells, and forms. and and open just such a heaven as is described in the
ceremonies, have an upward tendency? Must a man New Testament, he could not loop in one out of a
wade through fountains of blood, and be splashed , thousand, especially if· there was · a good minstrel
under water, to win a white robe and golden crown! ·troupe on the next block.
·
Must a man turn cannibal, and eat the body and
How long will the brains of men be muddled with
drink the blood of a mari who died eighteen hundred such heavenly (or hellish) nonsense? The idea of
years ago, in order to be saved? Must a man believe divine inspiration, or that God has been in the book
in an old book written by semi-barbarians, abounding business, is exceedingly ridiculous. Still more ridicin tales and fables, and filled with obscenity and ab- ulous the idea of a class of men once existing who
surdities-with all manner of nastiness and impossi- could foretell coming events. But whEm the statebill ties-in order to secure a through-ticket to the ment is made that a man wrote an account of his own
New Jerusalem?
death and burial, it would seem that the very bight
In order to secure heaven must a man wander of absurdity had been reached.
·
through the earth enshrouded in gloom, and look as
It is well understood by scientists that as we trace
though he was struck with death? Judged by the back the history of man he descends in the scale
sermons of fifty years ago, a smile would send a man of civilization until he reaches a state of brutish
to hell, and a dress finer than sack-cloth would cut ignorance. Hence it is but natural to suppose that
off a woman's hope of heaven. There was gr.eat the writings of three thousand years ago would be
danger of hell if everything was not as gloomy as the . stained more or less with error. If the scientific
attainments of that age be considered, it will be no
grave.
If it. isn't going to be a little cheery in heaven, I surprise to find the writing's of that age marred with
don't want to go there. If a little fun on earth is the grossest conceptions. We must not wonder at
going to send us all to hell, then hoorah for hell, say the Mosaic account of creation. It was the nearest
I. Let us make the most and the best of this life. approach to science that they could make.
When the last cloud of superstition is dispelled, we
This, to my mind, is the surest way to stave off hell,
and the shbrtest route to heaven. Let us have a shall find that all the Bibles which hav ever been
little of the sunshine of life, with smiles and joy and written reflect only the knowledge of the times in
· which they originated. Not one of the score of
cheerfulness, while we may.
In the broad light of the nineteenth century ought books claimed by different peoples as sacred rises
we not now to begin to outgrow their superstition. above the ignorance and superstition of the age
But the moment you bring a man's superstition which gave it birth. Not one of them transcends
under the focus of common sense he begins to stare the powers of the human intellect. The belief that
like a stuck pig. This is partly because he is afraid those writings originated at the throne of God has
of hell, and partly because the priest has taught him had a blinding effect upon the minds of men. Bethat common sense will be at a discount in heaven.
cause the chains of superstition forged by these
Nothi:ag but gold will satisfy the Christian avarice writings must be broken before men can outgrow
here, and gold is to be the chief attraction in heaven. the ignorance of these so-called sacred writers. And
The streets of the New Jerusalem are to be paved to-day we are struggling to free ourselves from the
with gold, and he is to have a golden harp. Then he meshes of ignorance thrown over us three thousand
is to have a white robe, and walk over the gold-paved years ago.
streets, and twang his harp, throughout a never-endThere is no system of supernatural religion which
ing eternity. The Christian declares that this is just will stand the full blaze of reason. Honest historical
to his taste; no change of dress, no change of occu- and strictly scientific tests would sweep them all
pation; never dreaming that this may grow just a from the face of the earth. Faithful historical
little monotonous after fifteen or twenty thousand records would show each and every one of them to
years. One would think that after one or two hun- be of human origin.
dred thousand centuries he would joyfully glide into
The scientific delvers have brushed away the last
the land of forgetfulness just for a change. Jewels vestige of the miraculous. Among scientists scarcely
and gems and gold would have no attractions for me, a man can be found who is considered sound by
and I would much prefer my every-day clothes to strictly orthodox men. The fall of .man is not acwhite robes. And as for wings, I think they would cepted by men of scientific attainments. Mr. Beecher
be terribly in the way when I want to put on my ridicules the :idea. Man has occupied millions of
overcoat. I am quite fond of music, but I think the years in his ascent from the most brutal savage up to
eternal blare of a brass band, or any other kind of his present condition. His fall has been gradually
music, would become tedious after a while.
upward. The plan of salvation must follow the fate
What kind of companions would old Abraham and of the fall.
David and Solomon and Joshua make for such men
Moreover, crucified saviors have been too plenty to
as Emerson, Bryant, and Phillips? Who that has give to any one particular significance. The story of
been put through the modern schools of civilization Christ agrees so perfectly. with the story of the
would want to associate with old David and Joshua, Indian savior, Christna, as to leave no doubt of its
splashed all over with human blood? ·
borrowed origin. When two stories are told exactly

alike, it is reasonable to believe that the one has been
copied from the other. If one story is many centuries older than the other, it is evident that the older
was not borrowed from the later.
The Freethinker marvels at the stupidity of the
Ghristian. But it should be borne in mind that probably as soon as he could talk he was taught to say
his prayers, and the sacredness of the scriptures was
firmly impressed upon his mind. Through years of
Sabbath-school teaching, and by hundreds of sermons
and exhortations, this idea has been ground into his
very soul. And then it should be remembered that
the constitution of the mind is just as much inherited
as the constitution of the body. And according to
the rules of heredity, for centuries this idea has been
wearing channels into the brain, widening and deepening as the generations have <;~orne and gone, until·
finally men became so blinded by superstition that
they tortured and murdered those who differed from
them in opinion. Thousands have been hanged for
the unmeaning crime of witchcraft, because people
had been taught in an old book that they must not
suffer a witch to live. The most cruel wars have
been waged, and millions have been slain, because
Christians believed that the most high God was
tickled by blood-letting and throat-cutting. . For
hundreds of years men were kept in the most besotted ignorance because they believed that the Bible
contained· all they ought to know. When these
things are held up before the followers of the " meek
and lowly," they say that Christianity is the handmaid of learning, and that it never persecutes-that
it is full of patience and long-suffering, that it upbraideth not, thinketh no evil, is full of love and charity •
even unto the end.
If this is true, then there was no Christianity in the
world for more than a thousand years. Was the Inquisition instituted by some power outside of Christianity? Can what are known as the Dark Ages be
attributed to anything but Christianity? During
that time were there not the most terrible wars recorded in history, and such tyranny and oppression
as the world never saw before? For hundreds of·
years was it not death, and that ey slow -torture, to
say a word against the church? May the world
never see the like again !
I am glad that it is better now ; but it is not because the church has reformed, but. because she has
been crippled; but she longs for her former strength.
She still believes that there is no salvation except
through blood; Allow her to get God into the Constitution, and to make Christ the supreme ruler of
the country, and then see how long it will be before
she will go back to her old tricks of making converts
by the rack and thumb-screw. Allow me to say to
every Liberal in this land· that the battle has not been
won as long as Christianity gives to men preference, :
place, and power. . Let every man stand upon his
mental and moral worth.
When ~pen and women depend upon faith and
prayer, and let people die without medical treatment,
it shows that Christianity has not lost its blighting
grip upon the minds of the people, and that there·
yet remains much for Liberals to do. When an old
feeble woman past eighty is plunged through the ice
into the water, when the mercury is below zero, and
dies the same day from the exposure; when our
asylums are peopled with Christian lunatics; when
men and women turn cannibals and eat the body and
drink the blood of their savior,- it all goes to show
that there is yet work for the lovers of freedom to do.
Fifty years from now we shall make the 'Christian
as much ashamed of these superstitions as he is now
of the fiery hell and infant damnation of fifty years
ago.
Fifty years from now religion will consist in doing
good and making our fellow-beings happy. To-day
all the merit of the Christian religion lies in belief.
."He that believeth not shall be damned." No matter about good works; you must believe. A more
damnable doctrine was never taught. The Christian
is sure he believes, and therefore he is_ as confident
of heaven as though he held a full covenant deed of
it, without being troubled about good works.
Now, I want to show the Christian by his own
standard, the New Testament, just what his chances
of heaven are worth (Mark xvi, 16 to 19) : ''He that
believeth and is baptized shall be saved ; he that believeth not shall be damned. And these signs shall
follow them that do believe : In my name shall they
cast out devils ; they shall speak with new tongues;
they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any
deadly thing it shall not hurt them ; they shall lay
hands on the sick and they shall recover."
Now, my dear Christian friend, step forward. In
addition to a check which will secure for you a crown
and a harp, I will give you one hundred dollars for
the first lively, healthy, robust devil that you will
cast out. If you have never learned anything but
plain English, I will give you another hundred dollars if you will utter a few sentences in Greek,
Hebrew, or Sanscrit. And if you will handle a good
big rattlesnake without mittens you shall be rewarded
with his rattles ; they will prove a fine accompani.
ment to your harp. Now, I will take a little strychnine-just what will lay on the point of a s:rpall pen~
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knife-and drop it into a little water. Don't tremble
now, becauseif you take it and pull through all right
you will not only escape hell, but will secure heaven.
Remember the promise in the New Testament· and
down with it; if you have faith like a grain of 'mustard, there is not the least bit of danger. Webster
says that to be sick is to be affected with any kind of
disease. Now, most people die of some kind of disease. But why should any one die of disease when
the simple laying on of hands would cause one to
recover?
·
Either there are no believers, or else the promise
il'! not worth a penny whistle. Now, Christian, how
is it ? If you can't heal the sick; you don't believe;
you must go to hell sure. Allowing the promise to
be good, and that every Christian is a believer, all
the doctors' diplomas in America would not be worth
a J;Upee.
Unless. these Christians are very great liars, they
. are praymg for my conversion every day. But is
there a sane man who believes that any Christian can
exhibit these signs any more than I can ~ Consequently, his chances of heaven can be no better, and
I am nothing but a poor Infidel, whose oath would
not be taken in a court of justice in some of the states
in this Union, and who has been loaded with a
thousand Christian curses.
JOHN PECK.

from the earliest times, strictly enjoined, and it was
one of ~he great benefits that hav resulted from the
expansiOn of Roman power that it made this type
dominant in E~ope. In the legends of early Rome
we hav ample eVIdence both of the high moral esti~ate of women n:nd of their prominence in Roman
hfe. The ~ragedies of Lucretia and of Virginia display a delicacy of _honor, a sense of the supreme
e;x:cellence of unsulhed purity, which no Christian. nati?n could surpass." Hallam says, in his "History of
Literature:" " Love with the ancient poets is often
ten~er, and sometimes virtuous, but never accompamed l?y a sense of deference or inferiority. This
eleva~o~ of the female sex, through the voluntary
submissiOn of the stronger, is a remarkable fact in
the philo~ophical histo17 of Europe. It originated
partially ill the Teutomc manners. Some hav said
the reverence and adoration of the female sex which
has· desc?n~ed to. our own times, is the offsprlng of
the Christian dispensation. But until it can be
s~own that Christianity established any such prinmple, we must look a little farther down for its
origin. Without rejecting the Teutonic influence
we ·might ascribe more direct efficacy to the favo;
shown to women in succession to lands through inheritance, or dower, by the later Roman' law."
.The early C~istians did not look upon marriage
with that sanctity that characterized the later Roman
and Teutonic nations, but in its grossest forms.
Has Chri.stianity Benefited W-Oman ~-II.
Lecky says that marriage under Christian rule was
But we find woman in the pagan countries of viewed in the most degraded form. The notion of
Egypt, Greece, and Rome not only regarded with its impurity took many forms, and exercised for
bat respect and adoration due the weaker sex, but some. centuries an extremely wide influence. 6 ver the
having the opportunity of reaching the highest pin~ chu:c~. . Polygamy was not uncommon . among
nacle of fame. Minerva occupied as exalted a place Christians, even down to the eighteenth centmy.
in the hearts of these pagans as Hercules. With And how could it be otherwise? Believing in a book
them woman was considered the social and ·intellect- that teaches polygamy and a God that sanctions it
ual equal of man, and instead of motherhood being a their lives could not be different than they were:
curse, the mother was considered the highest type of And, strange as it may seem to Christians, the early
womanhood. Centuries before Christ was born apostles, nor did Christ, ever say one word against
women sat upon the Egyptian throne. The educa- that debasing system. William Ellery Channing, one
tion and religion of that country were largely in the of America's ablest divines, says: "There is no pro~ands of women. Sibyls wrote the books of" Fate." hibition of polygamy in the New Testament. It is
Hundreds of years before om era women had been an indisputable fact that although Christianity was
accorded as high places as the intellectual arena af- first preached in Asia, which had been from the
forded. Sappho flomished 600 B.c., and so highly earliest ages the seat of polygam:y, the apostles never
was her intellectual endowments considered that denounced it as a crime, and never required their
Plato assigned her the honors of sage and poet, and converts to put away all wives but one."
familiarly entitled her the " tenth muse." Women
The biography of the popes is almost one conoccupied places in the philosophical schools and tinuous recital of licentiousness and crimes against
lectmed on literary and scientific subjects, the last females. For many years the Vatican was nothing
representativ of which was the ill-fated Hypatia, who but a brothel, and one historian declares that the
was murdered by St. Cyrel and his mob of Christians licentiousness of the clergy had ruined Italy.
at Alexandria, A.D. 414.
Justinian was a polygamist and a companion of
It is true that in early times women had been sub- prostitutes. Charlemagne, who spread Christianity
ject to barter and sale between their male relations, and devastation by fire and sword throughout a
according to barbaric customs. "But the later large part of Europe, had a harem of nine wives and
Roman (pagan) law having assumed on the theory of several concubines. And Louis XV., the "most
natural law the equality of the sexes, control of the Christian king," had a harem that cost more than
persons of women was quite obsolete when Chris- $100,000, and consisted mostly of young girls.
tianity was born. Her situation had become one of
The Protestant critic will say that all this Chrisgreat personal liberty and proprietary independence, tianity was not responsible for; that those people
even when married, and the arbitrary power over her were Romanists, and had turned aside from the
of her male relations or her guardian was reduced to principles of Christianity. However this may be,
a nullity, while the form of marriage conferred on the they lived lives which were consistent with the teachhusband no superiority.". Thus, as a daughter and a ings of the Bible; nor, as has been shown, can they
wife, she had grown to be honored and recognized find that Christ or the apostles ever uttered a word
as an equal with the son and husband under pagan against. a plmality of wives. But if Catholics prac.
ticed polygamy, Protestants did the same. Sir Wm.
law.
Sir Henry Maine, speaking of this great liberty of Hamilton, in his Discussion of Philosophy and
the pagan women, says : " Christianity tended from Literatme, speaking of Luther and Melancthon says:
. the very first to narrow this remarkable liberty. No "They promulgated opinions in favor of polygamy,
society which preserves any tincture of Christian in- and went to the extent of vindicating to the spiritstitutions is likely to restore to married women the ual minister the right to private dispensation, and to
personal liberty conferred on them by the middle the temvoral magistrate the right of establishing the
Roman law. The expositors of the canon law hav practice, if he chose, by public law."
deeply injured civilization. There are many vestiges
On Dec. 19, 1539, at Wittenburg, Luther and Meof a struggle between the secular and ecclesiastical lancthon drew up the famous "Concillium," authorizprinciples, but the canon nearly everywhere pre- ing Philip of Hesse to hav a plurality of wives. This
vailed. In some of the French provinces married document bears the names of Martin Luther, Philip
women of rank, below nobility, obtained all the Melancthon, Martin Bucer,Dionysius Melander, John
power of dealing with property which Roman juris- Laning, Antony Corvinus, Adrian Kraft, Justus
prudence had allowed, and this local law has been Winther, and Balthasar Raida, nine of the most amilargely followed by the code Napoleon. The sys- nent of the leaders of the Reformation.
Luther advised Henry VIII. to hav a plurality of
tams, however, whi~h itre least indulgent to married
women are invariably those which hav followed the wives, but by murdering two, and divorcing two
canon law exclusivly, or those which from the late- others, the fqunder of the English church avoided it.
John of Leyden established polygamy at Munster,
ness of their contact with European civilization hav
never had their archaisms weeded out."
and drove from their homes all those who dare op. When Christianity came into power in the Roman pose the odius custom, and other Protestants folworld, Maine says, "again began the sale of women. lowed his example.
Christianity held her as unclean and in all respects
With such a record as this, it ill becomes Christians
inferior to man, and during the era which begins to point the :finger of scorn at the Mormons, and, with
modern history the women of dominant races are the most glaring inconsistency, the Congress of the
seen everywhere under various forms of archaic United States will employ a chaplain to open the
guardianship, and the husband pays a money-price business of the day by reading a chapter from a
for her." Unlike the polygamist practices of Bible polygamous book, pray to a polygamous god, and
characters, and as was the custom of the early Chris- then enact a law for the suppression of polygamy in
tians, the pagans of Greece and Rome strictly ~n- Utah.
joined monogamy, and to them Christians are illNeither did Christians think it necessary to edudebted for the system of monogamy, and not to the cate women, and to<? many of them now think that
teachings of the Bible. Lecky says in his "European money spent for the higher education of women is
Morals": " The Roman (Pagan) religion was es- thrown awa.y. Less than three hundred years ago a
sentially domestic, and it was a main object of the woman was hardly per?Ji~te~ to learn the alphabet,
legislator to surround marriage with every circum- a~d to learn the multiplic~twn table was overstepstance of dignity and solemnity. Monogamy was, 1 pillg the bounds of propnety; an4 Luther had the
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manliness to say that " no gown worse becomes a
woman that she should be wise." The most of the
Christians are to-day opposed to giving women
equal educational privileges with men, setting forth
th~ monstrous and unjust excuses that they are too
frail, or that it would make them vain and forgetful
of their motherly duties; and these excuses are fortified by paSsages from St. Paul, " Women should
learn in silence with all subjection." Yes, woman is
too frail to be the intellectual and political rival of
man, but she is not too frail or vain to be his sexual
and physical slave. She is not too frail to enter the
workshops and factories and help support a family.
She is not so frail but Christians will take advantage
of her circumstances and employ her for a mere pittance to do labor in mines that the strongest men·
and mules should do; and the Christian church looks
on and says, "'Tis well, she must not be suffered to
teach nor usurp authority over man."
GEORGE H. DAWES. .

The Liberal Club.
It is hoped that the absence from these columns,
the past few weeks, of reports of the regular meetings of the Manhattan Liberal Club has not led any
to believe that those meetings hav been discontinued.
Not by any means. Except during vacation, the
Liberal Club never suspends. When the :final smash
of matter and crush of worlds takes place, and " this
old hulk we tread shall be a wreck, a slag, a ~inder,
drifting through the sky without its crew of fools,"
the president of the club will secure the attendance
of some lectmer who makes a specialty of seismic
cataclysms and other judgment-day phenomena, and
the subject of the recent disturbance will be ably dis·cussed in speeches of ten minutes each. Admission,
five cents; ladies and Presbyterians free.
The 429th regular meeting of the club was well
attended. The writer of this was present, and having taken a seat, and satisfied himself that the
beauties of his new ten-dollar diamond badge-pin
were not concealed, he was enabled to make the ensuing observations. He found himself surrounded
by a distinguished company. Mr. Eckbard, treasurer
of the American Secular Union, was seated by the
register, near the door. If a man was ever designed
for any special purpose, Mr. Eckbard was designed
for a treasmer. His substantial structUI"e suggests
a granit bank building with burglar-proof vaults. A
little way up the aisle Mr. Edward King sat upon
the front edge of a chair, this position being necessarily assumed in order that the feet of Mr. King
might rest upon tlie floor. Although still a young
man, deep thought has made Mr. King partially
bald, but he still remains the favorit orator of the
workingmen, and has a walkover among the fair sex.
Over against the wall reposed Herr Eckstein, a
mysterious individual from the West, who is known
to hav set type on the Ironclad Age, and to hav an
acquaintance with the Anarchists of Chicago. On
the present occasion he wore a look that plainly
expressed his dissatisfaction at the mild character of
the proceedings. The legal profession was represented by nearly all the Law Committee of the Labor
party.
The Chair opened the meeting by expressing regret at the continued absence of the secretary. Dr.
Leverson, one of the oldest members of the club, was
the orator of the evening, and " The Coming Constitutional Convention" was his subject. He held that
there was a science of legislation, which, if understood by all, would make difference of opinion upon
law-making unnecessary. This science was the result of a study of all legal experiments since the time
when the first law was made of which we hav any
historical record. These e:x:.periments were first
methodized and reduced to a system by Jeremy
Bentham. The legal science is almost unknown
among om legislators. The first reform which Dr.
Leverson would ask the Constitutional Convention. to
make would be the establishment of the referrendum,
as in Switzerland, where all laws are submitted to
the people for ratification. Then there should be
proportional representation, the method of securing
which the speaker described. It is in operation in
Denmark. All other desirable reforms would follow
from the adoption of the referrendum and proportional
representation, and a vast amount of highcockalorum
would be gotten rid of. Dr. Leverson is a member
of the Law Committee of the Labor party .
Mr. Wakeman announced that he was on the Law
Committee of the Labor party and had helped to
draft a code which would substantially abolish the
legal profession.
Lawyer· Searing opened the discussion by invitation. He would hav the Conventivn inaugurate some
measme to limit the time covenants may run on land.
At present if land is sold under the covenant that it
shall never be used for certain purposes stated in
the conveyance, the covenant holds good forever.
The conveyance of property by wills and testaments
should likewise cease. Mr. Searing is a member of
the Law Committee of the Labor party.
Colonel Hinton argued with great earnestness
that there· should be some provision made to remunerate hired journalists for their services in buil~g
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other cooperativ enterprises on record. All of these aw~y, and the glasses brushed and wiped with the utmost
were inaugurated by able and earnest men, but not I d~hcaey. by Mr. ;Frazer, in accordance with instructions
all were successful
I g1ven
lum by Alvm Clark. This done, the glasses, set on
. ·
·.
.
.
e?-ge on ~teel rollers, w~re put in a cast-iron cell inlaid with
. Mr. ~enry did not beheve m altrmsm. He be- s1l":er, With a spf!-ce of s1x and"* half inches between them.
lieved m thorough selfishness. No man deserved This space has mght oval houses for cleaning and ventilation.
any more rights than he claimed and exercised. If The next move.w~~;s to ·tran@port .the cell, with its valuable
people want more rights than they hav let them take attach!llent, we1ghmg altogether s1x h';Jndred. pounds, to the
th
'
vault m the north room under the p1er whiCh supports the
em.
.
twelve-inch equatorial. Here every precaution bad been
A stranger, who developed mto a strong supporter taken to prevent moisture, and here the glasses will remain
the theories of Karl Marx, took the floor. We couldn't until the time comes for mounting them. Investigation
afford to wait he said for cooperation It was too slow shows that neither the flint nor the crown glass had been in.
k 'a li 'd h'
If · h · t
G
· jured at all. Each was in as _good a condition as when it
Th IS
spea er e vere. _1mse _wit a s r~ng erman left the hands of the Clarks. Captain Floyd thinks that the
accent. He had bnstlmg hair and whiskers, each observatory will be ready to be turned over to the trustees of
particular one of which stood on end in an aggressiv the university by the 1st of September.
way, and i;t the midst of which his face l?oked l~k~ a
The Lick observatory, an illustration of which was
bare spot m. a buffa:Jo robe. Why the typical ~om~Ist published in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1886, was
should ~onsider this the proper way_ of gettmg JnD,I- built with $750,000 left. for that purpose by James
s~lf up _Is one of the pro~lems to whiCh an evemng s Lick, a pronounced Freethinker. The observatory
diSCUSSlO~ at the_ clu~ mJght ~e profitably_ devoted. is located at San Jose, Cal., and is so far advanced in
If. t~ere ~s anythmg m the smence of ph;rsi~gnomy, construction as to be ready to receive the monster
thi~ J~ck-J.?-t~e-box ~tyle must hav a d~ep_s1gn~cance. telescope which it is designed to support. The
This Is sa1d m all kindness, because It. IS plalll t~at telescope will be the largest and best ever made.
fl:ll orator who app_ears befm•e an au~Ience lookmg When completed, the observatory is to be connected
hke. an. unkempt prrate must plead his case under a with the University of San Francisco.
preJudice.
THE SAME PROTRACTED.
Following this lecture, William Snyder, Esq.,
The meeting following the one of which the foreThe Privacy of Mail Matter.
speaks,
Jan. 21st, on "The Land Grant System
going is an account was ·addressed by Prof. Thomas
and
Its
Abuses;"
and
on
the
28th
Dr.
R.
G.
Eccles
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Permit
Davidson, of Boston, on the subject of cooperation.
me through your columns to make an appeal to all
The professor is one of the most learned of men. He will present "Evolution, Illustrated by a Flower."
Among the resolutions which the writer of these Liberals, of whatever name, in reference to the quesbelongs to the Concord School of Philosophy, is a
student of the occult, and is able to read and write lines made on New Year's Day was one to the effect tion involved in the following extract taken from the
many dead and most of the living languages. He that, with divine assistance, he would hereafter re- Topeka, Kan., Commonwealth. I am not in a state
also speaks Latin with fluency and Greek with safety. port the meetings of this club with regula~·ity. · That of health to do the subject justice, but the intelWhat is more important, he has a good command he will do so with veracity he trusts the reader ligence of your readers is such they cannot fail to see
needs no assurance. Long familiarity with the truth that it is a question in which we are all interested;
of English.
has
taught him to prize it highly. His Friday eve- for we know not how soon any true Liberal may be
The usual audience had assembled to hear about
" Cooperation." The secretary of the club, it is well nings shall be lent to visiting these meetings, and called upon to occupy a prison cell.
It seems that E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman
known, is treasurer of the W orkingwomen's Fair As- after a few moments spent in interchange of greet-.
sociation, which is now holding a fair to raise money ings, he will proceed to make a note of all who take object to having their correspondence read by the
for the purchase of a press to print the labor daily the floor, whate'er their name, transcribe the same, prison officials, and as a consequence are not allowed
on. The duties of that position prevent the secre- and print it as before. Then as a casual line of to send or receive letters. It makes no difference
tary from attending the club, and the minutes of the verse in an agreeable meter ne'er made a story sound whether we sanction the course pursued by those
previous meetings hav not been read for about six the worse, but winds it up the neater, he will hence- parties or not. They are imprisoned for what they
weeks. In opening the present meeting the Chair forth, from time to time, evolve a closing bit of believe to be right. So. was Bennett; so was Heywood. The question is, Hav prisoners rights that
expressed regret at this state of things, and exhorted rhyme.
officials are bound to respect? I hope the friends
the members to attend the fair in a body and do
Law and Order.
will look into this matter-test this question to its
what might be done to induce the secretary to re- .
From the Stanaara, Henry Georue, Eaitor.
utmost.
turn. The Chair would go itself. The man with
The Anarchist cases hav proved that while organMr. Dodge is stated to be assistant U. S. district
the badge-pin cannot too highly praise this resolve
on the part of the president of tlie club. The fair is ized workingmen are as a class in favor of due ad- Attorney of Cleveland, 0. The Oornmon'/Cealth says :
a very attractiv institution, and affords more pleas- ministration of law, the society-saving class is at
Mr. Dodge has 'written an opinion in which, after careing young ladies to the square inch than any other heart a lawless class. Spies and his associates were fully reviewing the law governing the delivery of the United
convicted
by
a
jury
chosen
in
a
manner
so
shameStates mail, he declares that no priso;n official has the right .
place except the Liberal Club. The president's deto open a prisoner's mail, and that any official who does so is
termination to take it in, therefore, needs no further lessly illegal that it would be charity to suspect the liable
to fine and imprisonment under the federal statutes.
judge of incompetency.
commendation.
The only law in the Revised Statutes which would seem in
The
accusat.ion
was
murder
by
an
explosiv
thrown
Professor Davidson was introduced with appropriany way to apply to the almost universal practice of opening
ate ceremony, and received with applause. l!oopera- by an unknown person between whom and the and reading letters addressed to prisoners before delivering
tion, said the professor, is simple social justice. It defendants no conmction was shown. The meeting, them is contained in section 3,892, which provides that "any
person who shall take any letter, postal card or packet . . .
is not Socialism, for Socialism is slavery. It is not at which it wzts thrown, was peaceable and lawful. before it has been delivered to the person to whom it was
Anarchy, for Anarchy is confusion. It has all the The mayor so declared it; and although the chief of directed, with a design to obstruct the correspondence or pry
good points of both. Its end is Anarchy-that is, police agreed with him, hardly was the mayor out of into the business or secrets of another, or shall secrete,
the abolition of government, which would come when sight when the chief, at the head of a squad of police- embezzle, or destroy the same, shall for every such offense
be punishable by a fine of not more than $500 or by imprisonpeople became perfect; not before. But Anarchy is men, ordered it to disperse. Then the explosiv was ment
at hard labor for not more than one year, or by both."
an end, n&t a beginning, and if the Anarchists dealt thrown.
This provision apparently applies to. all letters pa~sing
The
only
evidence
against
the
defendants
in
conmore in thoughts, and less in words, they would see
through the mails, and no exception is made in the case of
that free cooperation is the proper thing for them to nection with this meeting was that they were present convicts or any other class of persons.
advocate. Many things are mistaken for cooperation and that some of them spoke. Yet this jury, many
Longmont, Ool.
Lms W AISBROOKER.
which are not such. Among these are profit-sharing of whom confessed to fixed opinio;ns against the
and those so-called cooperativ institutions carried on accused, found a verdict of murder.
The "New God."
Upon this the labor organizations, although opWith borrowed capital, like Godin's enterprise at
Guise in France. Cooperation must begin in a small posed in opinion to the defendants, raised a fund to
I like Mr. Putnam's "New God" very well, if he
way, and before it can begin people must be edu- vindicate the law. How different the position of the. would call it by some other name than "God." In
"better classes." No well-informed lawyer can de- fact, it is now thirty-five years since I hav believed
cated in its philosophy.
fend
the conviction upon legal grounds. Laymen in an "outward God" or an inward God, the highest
Professor Davidson's lecture was full of interesting
remarks, and, as the st.lying has it, should be heard to may think the proceeding lawful because outward aspiration in myself and others being my standard
forms of law were observed, but the lawyers 'who which I would not disgrace by calling it "God."
'
be appreciated.
We hav had too many Gods, most of them very
Captain Clark was first on deck. He conceded defend it do so solely on the ground that "Anarchy,"
that the lecturer showed marked ability, but re- and "Communism," and "Socialism" must be stamped bad ones, too long for a new God-one thus chrisgretted that he could not agree with him. The cap- out. They concede that it was a mere subterfuge to tened, I mean. We may exalt the better life within
tain here hoisted a large roll of paper upon the desk, punish men for opinion's sake, but urge that the ourselvs, but for humanity's sake, and progression's
ballasted it with the glass of water which stood con- opinions are dangerous to society; and when a lay- sake, let us not call it ''God." Let us drop that misveniently at hand, and otherwise prepared himself for man is confronted with the truth that this trial was a nomer, and, if we must worship something, worship
action. He did not believe in cooperation. It was legal farce, he falls back upon the same plea. An ourselvs and others, since the worst of us are better
only a substitute for something worse, and bore the opinion more dangerous to society than that men than any God ever made. Bu.t I do not belii:Ve in
same relation to Socialism that varioloid bears to who teach unpopular doctrins may be silenced by il- worship. A worshiper is a cringing sycophant, a
small-pox. "It has been suggested to me," said the legal convictions of infamous crimes could hardly be very slave. A venerator, an aspirator, is a noble being.
Hav we not outgrown substitutes? We want
captain, "that I should follow the Socialist, Dr. conceived.
Which then is the law and order class ?-the class nothing in the place of religion. We need no God.
Aveling, about the country, and take the platform
with him in the interests of Socialism. I was told that demands a lawful trial for victims of popular All we need is to search out the good within oursehs
that what he would say in favor of Socialism could hate and fear, and out of its slender means contributes and cultivate it. A.way with a church of humanity!
never do it half so much good as I could accomplish to that end, or the class that uses the machinery of We want humanity without the church. The church
by making an unmitigated ass of myself in opposing the law to mangle the law itself in an endeavor to has been cursing humanity for eighteen centuries.
it." Captain Clark regarded such language as un- silence doctrinal adversaries?
Its God, devil, Bible, creed, and priests hav been
just.
right in the way of all reform, progress, and philosoLenses for the Lick Observatory.
phy ever since there was a church. Let us not pick
Colonel Hinton said that the previous speaker
could not be called a Socialist or a Communist.
TheSanFrancieco Chronicle's San Jose correspond- up these old fungous words and clothe our new views
and reforms with them as Christianity gathered up
There was nothing social about him, and he seemed ent writes under date of December 28th :
pagan mythology and wove it into her church of huto hav no views in common with the rest of mankind.
The crown and flint glasses ot the great objectiv of the manity eighteen hundred yea~·s ago.
The reform of our present unjust system, Colonel Lick
Observatory arrived safely at the summit of Mount
·But I forbear. Those readers of THE TRUTH
Hinton thought, would come through the trades- Hamilton at 1 P.M. Monday. The boxes containing the
organizations and the Knights of Labor.
glasses were taken to the south room of the observatory, SEEKER who see the FreethiJtlcers' .Maga~ine, DecemMr. Leavitt noted that the lecturer had ignored where a fire had been started hours before to produce the ber number, will find my views on this sij.l;lject more
the many experiments in cooperation which had al- proper temperature. When the covers of the boxes were re- fully set forth than space can be allotted. me for in
moved it was found that the glasses had not moved out of
. ELLA· E .. GmsoN,
ready been made. T~ere were Brook Farm, Har- place in the slightest degree. The wrappings of cotton these pages.
mony, Economy, Oneida, the Shakers, and many flannel, forty yards to each glass, were then carefully cut
Barre, .Mass., Jan. 8, 287.
up great newspapers. At present newspaper proprietors enjoy the proceeds of other men's lives and
brains.
Mr: Sutherland pointed out what he conceived to
be the weakness of Dr. Leverson's scheme, and was
applauded.
Lawyer Chamberlain said he had a good deal to
do with getting up the Constitutional Convention inthe way of distributing ballots for it, but he was not
sure he had done a good thing. Mr. Chamberlain is
a member of the Law Committee of the Labor party.
At this point Dr. Weeks, author of the " Songs of
Morning," and Captain Clark, the ancient mariner
who has seen a composant, both arose to speak, but
the Chair announced that the time had arrived for
· Dr. Leverson to close the debate, so both were disappointed and the audience doubly so. Dr. Weeks
always has something good to say, and Captain
Clark, having made observations in all parts of the
world, civilized and barbarous, is a valuable addition
to the literature of the day.
After Dr. Leverson had cut up his critics in a
smooth and unruffi.ed manner, the audience dispersed.
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News and Notes;
I came Saturday, January 8th, to the much-flawing'
city of Pittsburgh. It is almost as brilliant by night
as by day. The natural gas is so exuberant that it
is kept burning all the time, and Pittsburgh looks
like a gay festival city whether the sun shines or not.
lt is a mighty center of industry, and just now it is
quite prosperout:~. The iron arms are constantly
fiusy, and the glittering molten seas roll into innumerable forms, for the service of this world.
This is the place for the :Liberal. pioneer band to
do its level best, and it does so with Roman Staley,
Frank Bacon, Mr. and Mrs. Abel, H. H. Timby,
Harry Hoover; and others to stand by the flag of
the free through thick and thin. r like to sojourn at
Pittsburgh. The friends here giv plenty of inspiration for the long task that is before the secretary, for
they are full of hope and good _cheer: On Sunday
afternoon I gave my lecture, "The New Godt and
all seemed to be thoroughly satisfied with the modern
divinity. In the evening I spoke at Allegheny City
on "American Democracy." Good audiences were
present at each lecture, and besides the lecture quite
a number of Freethought books were sold. Our
:Pittsburgh friends are doing much in this direction.
Our best literature is on sale e~ery Sunday, and several btindred books and pamphlets are yearly distributed in the community. This is a useful work for
every l,iberal society to undertake. A large instru. mentality of g'towth is the well-read book, and if a
hook is_purchased it is pretty sure to be thoroughly
perused.
.
The Pittsburgh corps is about the beat disciplined
of the divisions of the grand army of Fr~ethought.
It has learned much in the school of experience and
knows how to adjust its forces for the most valuable
results. It wastes no material.
Sunday afternoon I enjoyed tfe pleasant hospitality
of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Abel, w1th Mr. and Mrs. John
:M:einglf'; Roman Staley, etc. Mr. and Mrs. Abel are
always ready to lend a hand and make the pathway
of the Secular pilgrim attractiv. rhey are among
the foremost Liberals of the place. Besides those
alreadv mentioned, I was glad to meet among our
allies ·Mrs. Jane Douthitt, L. W. Wickes, Philip and
Ed. Baumbach, Mr. Joseph and family, G. R. Griffiths, Thos. Grundy, C. L. Stevens and wife, etc.
Countenances, I find, are more familiar than names,
and I cannot always remember the designation, but
the pleasant greeting and warm wishes are not forgotten..
.
Monday afterh()OJi I left. Pittsburgh for Ke_nt, 0.
On arriving at Ravenna, 0., I found the tram for
Kent three hours behind time; there was nothing
for it but to take a sleigh-ride to Kent. I like sleighrides when the weather and the horses are favorable,
but this particular sleigh-ride was not very attractiv.
It was ten derrrees
below zero. Old Boreas had a
0
"nipping and an eager air" as he came sweeping
over the western Reserve, and the horse was about
twenty years old, and he did hate dreadfully to take
that cold jom·ney. But he did his work "manfully,"
when he got down to it; his aged heels peram~m
lated with deliahtful assiduity over the creakmg
snow. He see~ed to me like Tam O'Shanter's
narr as he went tumbling along into the icy darkness.
G~~rl old horse ! he brought us safely to the welllighted hall just in time for the lecture, and I proceeded at once to the platform and warmed myself up
with a description of "The New Hea~en and Ear~h,"
where there will be no belated trams, nor sleighrides in the teeth of a northern blast, and the lecture
trip of the Freethought pioneer will be a "thing of
beauty and a joy forever."
I found Kent quite an agreeable place. There are
about fifty subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER in the
city and vicinity, and this congregation of Liberals
makes one feel at home. I gave three lectures, and
the audiences were good despite the extremely cold
and unpleasant weather. Their reception of Freethought was most cordial and encouraging.
Mr. Marvin Kent, the owner of the hall where the
the lectures were given, is one of the wealthiest
citizens of the place, and from his family the town
received its name. He is a generous supporter of our
cause contributing on this occasion the use of his
large 'and handsome ha~l for the ~rst two eve.nings.
He is a genial Freethmker, and IS popular with _all
classes. When onr friend, T. C. Heighton:, was mjured and confined to his bed for months, Mr. Kent
was wont to tell the Christian deacons what comfort
the Infidel took in the midst of his severest sufferings
in looking at the ~icture of Ingersoll inst?ad or praying to God, and the deacons had nothmg to say;
they saw the point.
Mr. Joseph Heighton and his brothe~, T. f!·
Heighton, and Mr. B. F. Conaway are old-time _an~I
slavery war-horses, and the blo?d of refor~n: IS m
them yet. Their Freethought Improves With age,
and attains youthful energy with advance of years.
Mr. Joseph Heighton has done valiant service for
freedom with his violin and song. He has put the
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vim into many a meeting by his cheering music, and day 57,600,000 matches. What a devil of a time
I had the pleasure of being aided by it at my last Lucifer must hav of it over our broad land, with
l~cture on "The Glory of Infidelity." All the these Inillions of little biimstone torches let loose
Reightons, men, women, children, and grandchildren, every day ! The Buckeye Machine Company sends
are of the Liberal order, and they make a splendid forth from its enormous factory one hundred and
company in the advance ranks of humanity. I en- ten machines each day. It employs eight hundred
joyed their hospitality, and hope to return again to men, and they work only eight hours a day, and earn
their pleasant homes.
from two to three dollars each-according to skill
I enjoyed also the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. and celerity.
Marsh and Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Reed, who are
I also visited Buchtel College, founded by John
enthusiastic and devoted Liberals. Among the many Buchtel. It is a commanding building, in which are
other friends I met are Mr. Morgan, Mr. Chapin, Dr. some three hundred students. It is under the
J. A. Morris, Mr. Swan, Chas. Maloney, G. W. Dean, Universalist regime, and is somewhat of a shining
Jas. France, 0. F. Stedman and wife, Wm. Firth, light on the path of Liberalism.
Geo. Ferry, etc.; also Mr. Musson, of Magadan, and
I leave Akron with bright anticipation of work to
Marvin Dean, of Ashtabula county, who is ready to be done here in the future. The hospitality of Mr.
go most any distance in order to hear a Freethought and Mrs William Buchtel and their son, Mr. John
lecture. There was quite a gathering of Freethinkers Buchtel, and his wife, who is just from Geimany·to
and so the work will go on.
this fair home in America, was delightful. The good
One of our stanch friends, Mr. Joseph Newham, cheer and warm greeting of other friends-Mr.
was sick at the time of the lectures, but his interest Jacques, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Marble, Mr.
was as bright as ever, and his contribution and cheer- H. ·K. Poole, and John Hendrix, of Canton, and
ing word were sent.
others-make up for all lack of fashion and popularity
In connection with the Union here they hav a to our cause, and sweeten labor with the light of
Liberal Library Association, and quite a number of hope.
valuable books hav already been purchased and sucI am now railroading it to Columbus, 0., where I
cess is assured. The best of our books are thus guess, as my friend Ralston writes me, I shall hav an
e:x:erting a constant influence.
"excellent meeting, with everything singing off like
. Professor Marsh, who preaches in the Universalist music."
church; is quite a 'Liberal, and is pretty open in the
After Columbus next week I shall be at Piqua, Meexpression of his thought, and he is doing much to chanicsburgh, and Cincinnati, 0. On Sunday, Jan.
aid the Liberal cause. I quite enjoyed his acquaint- 23d, I shall be at Rome City, Ind; at Linesville, Pa.,
ance, for he is a learned and able man, and there is Jan. 24th, 25th, 26th; at Chicago, Jan. 29th, 30th;
but little difference in our ideas. I think, however, at Nekoma, Ill., Feb. 1, 2; at Ft. Madison, Iowa,
he is making a mistake in trying to ride two horses Feb. 5th, 6th; at Belton, Mo., Feb. 8th; at Brookville,
going in different directions. No matter how broad- Kan., Feb. 9th, lOth; at Salina, Kan., Feb. 11th,
minded a man may be, this is a quite impossible feat, 12th, 13th; at Bavaria, Feb. 14th, 15th; at Fort
and my friend, Mr. Marsh, must giv up one- or the Dodge, Feb. 20th ; Garden City, Feb. 21st, 22d; at
other of the flying steeds. He cannot liberalize the Denver, Col., Feb. 27th, 1\'Iarch 6th. I expect to be
Christian, and he certainly cannot Christianize the at Los Angeles and Santa Ana, Cal., March 13th and
Liberal. I guess he will take the Radical course 20th, and at San Diego between these dates. I wish
eventually, and if he does, he will make a brilliant all Liberal friends at these places to note the dates
given and do their best to make a success of the camadvocate of Secularism.
Marius'Heighton, secretary of Kent Secular Union, paign there worthy of the Golden State.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
a teacher in one of the schools, has been doing a
good work by insisting upon the abolition of Bible0. A. & 0. R. R., Jan. 15, 1887.
reading in the town schools, and the board of education has sustained him, and a significant victory has
Lectures and Meetings.
thus been attained.
Mus.
F.
C.
REYNOLDS
will speak in Pittsburgh, Pa., on
Froi:n Kent, on Thursday, January 13th, I take an
early morning ride to Earlville, and speed by railroad Sunday, January 30th, before the Secular Union.
to Alliance, where I always find good friends. The
SATURDAY night and Sunday, January 8th and 9th, J. E.
Smith Sons, George W. Thornberg, Mr. and Mrs. Remsburg drove twenty miles through a blinding snow storm
Rockhill, John Kryder, Emil Tanner, Mr. and Mr·s. ~tnd delivered four lectures-one at Ai, 0., one at Metamora,
Bailey, Mr. Barkeley Bros!us, Mr. and Mrs. Fitz- and two in the Christian church at Berkey. On the previous
patrick, and others are always ready to do their best Sunday he gave two lectures in the Christian church at
for the traveler. Somehow it is stormy weather every Waterloo, Ind.
time I come to Alliance. I don't think this is a fair
THE Pittsburgh Secular Society will giv a social on the
division. I shall keep on trying Alliance until at 29th, the anniversary of the birthday of Thomas Paine, at
least once it and the " summer land" coincide. How- Brook's academy, Sixth and Liberty streets, at which there
ever, I had a good audience in spite of rain and thaw, will be vocal and instrumental music. The opening address
and my visit was delightful.
will be at 8 o'clock sharp. All are cordially invited. The
I was pleased to meet friends from a distance, Mr. committee of arrangements consists of F. A. Pierce, Roman
Enoch Wickersham, and Mr. Eli Taylor of East Staley, G. R. Griffiths, E. Baumbach, H. H. Timby.
Rochester, and others. There had been acquaintance
FRIENDSHIP LIBERAL LEAGUE of Philadelphia will comfor many years through the columns of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and we greeted as old friends. I intend to memorate the 150th anniversary of the birth of Thomas
go to East Rochester on my return, and with these Paine in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets, Sunday,
veterans push the campaign for Freethought at that Jan. 30, 1887, with exercises consisting of lectures, vocal,
and instrumental music, recitations, etc. At 2:30 and 7:30
place.
p.M. Charles Watts will lecture. Liberals throughout the
On Friday I came on to Akron, a lively, bright,
and advancing city. I found the Buchtel Hotel a state are cordially" invited to come and enjoy this intellectual
pleasant abiding-place. The first Freethinker I met feast. Seats free.
was Wm. Buchtel, the owner of this handsome buildTHE Liberals of Linesville, Pa., will observe the annivering, and one of the foremost citizens of Aliron. He sary of Paine's birth in an extended manner. The services
and his brother, Mr. John Buchtel, and Mr. Shoe- will occupy January 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, and 26th, closing
maker, another Liberal, hav done more than any on the latter evening with a grand ball. The ladies of the
others to build up the city. In the afternoon I Linesville Secular Union will also on that evening serve dinvisited with Wm. Buchtel the variou's manufacturing ner to the guests. Freethinkers from everywhere are corworks of Akron, and I found them something won- dially invited to attend this meeting. Some of the speakers
derful in their way. At the Iron shops I met John will be Samuei P. Putnam, C. Watts, Mrs. A.M. Freeman,
Jacques, by whose efforts, with those of Mr. J. D. Samn~l P. Brigham, Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, and others.
Thomas, a TRUTH SEEKER subscriber and activ _Lib· G. W. Baldwin is the secretary of the Linesville Union.
eral, and Mr. Wm. Buchtel, the lecture was given.
Mr. Jacques is a veteran Secularist of the English
The Decline of Religion in High Society.
stock, and it was a pleasure to meet so solid a man
The Washington Post notes that in some hundred mess~tges
without a particle of superstition, and his wife equally and letters of condolence addressed to Mrs. Logan, w?ich
devoted to "Universal Mental Liberty," upon which hav been published in the papers, only two had any allusiOns
subject I lectured. A fair audience was present in whatever to the supreme being or to the consolations of rethe Universalist church, which was kindly given for ligion. The two exceptions are by Stephen A. Douglas and
the occasion. The Universalists present did not Col. John Hay, both of whom said, "May God comfort and
seem to be at all disturbed by my radical utterances, sustain you."
.
.
.
and I guess the church will not feel the bad results
Among the friends who omit the mvocatwn are Frances :r:"·
of the outright Infidelity which for once baptized its Cleveland Lucretia R. Garfield, Col. Fred Grant and his
elegant adornments.
.
wife, Mrs'. Sez:ator Vorhees, Mrs. General Black, Senators
Akron, with its curious and many-shaped and deft Plumb, Dawes, Edmunds, H!l.le, Cameron, Conger, Mandermachineries, givs one a glance into the immensity_of son, McMillan, Harrison, Platt, Miller, and Leland St~nford,
human life. In one place they manufacture daily Governor Oglesby, Generals Sheridan, Sherman, Sickles,
hundreds of thousands of ornamental handles, tops, Fairchild, Belknap, Miles, Schofield, and Dodge, Gover~or
etc., to brushes, coffee-pots, and such things. It Rusk, S. S. Cox, Levi P. Morton, Andrew Shuman, Whitetakes hardly a second to make these tiny decorations; law Reid, S. B. Elkins, Attorney-General Garland, ~rs.
and away they go in a constant stream all over the David Davis, Samuel J. Randall, Postmaster-General VIlas,
world. The way matches are made, and match boxes, and forty Grand Army posts. Fifty years ago, ~d~s the Post,
is simply a marvel. The machinery seems to hav "t would hav been quite impossible for such omiss1nns to hav
hands and feet, eyes, and all, and to move with swift ~ccurred, and a century ago a message of condolence that ·
intelligence. In the factory at_ Akron are made each lacked the religious element would hav seemed a mockery.
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l[ommunicafions.
That Orthodox Fraud.
Having received several letters respecting the
" Orthodox Fraud," as revealed in the revised Bible,
and asking for more specifi.c information to be furnished through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
add the following items, and suggest to those interested in this, to me, very important question, to procure " The Companion to the Revised Old Testament," and " The Companion to the Revised Version
of the New Testament," each volume costing about
seventy-five cents. Published by Funk & Wagnalls,
New York. It can be furnished through THE TRUTH
SEEKER office.
· "The whole number of English revisers in 1880
amounted to fifty-two (twenty-seven in the Old Testament company and twenty-five in the New Testar
ment company). More than two-thirds belong to the
church of England."
The Independents, the W esleyans, the Baptists,
and the Presbyterian churches of Scotland were well
represented in the committee. Among these revisers
are several of the ablest and soundest biblical scholars
of the age, who would be selected by all competent
judges as preeminently fitted for the task.
"In 1871, a committee consisting of about thirty
members was formed, that fairly represented the
biblical scholarship and leading churches and literary
institutions of the United States, to cooperate with
them in this work of common interest. It was likewise divided into two companies, which met every
month in New York (except in July and August).
Ex-President Dr. Woolsey, of New Haven, was president of the New Testament company, and Professor
Green, in Princeton, N. J., of the Old Testament
company." So says the " Companion to the Revised
New Testament."
The American committee represented Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists,
Methodists, Reformed, Unitarians, Lutherans, and
one Friend or Quaker. They were all reverend
D.D.'s or professors of colleges and divinity ~chools,
and most, if not all, of them familiar with Greek,
Latin, and Hebrew. The names of the English committee are given in the " Companion to the Old Testament." They were over ten years in completing
the revision of the New Testament, and fifteen years
at the Old. A contract the committees made with
the British publishers of the revisions for a portion
of the profits furnished the means of defraying their
expenses.
The Revision movement originated in resolutions
adopted in 1870 in the Upper House of the Canterbury Convocation, a conclave of bishops and dignitaries of the Episcopal church in England. And the
"Companion to the Revised Old Testament" says,
" Of all religious bodies in English-speaking Christendom this one was the best-fitted to set on foot a
work of so much difficulty, delicacy, and importance.
But the committee appointed by the convocation was
expressly authorized to invite the cooperation of any
eminent for scholarship, to whatever nation or religious body they may belong. Their work, there
fore, cannot bear the stamp of a sect or a party, nor
is it colored bythe views of any particular school."
There is much more testimony to the ability and
impartial character of the committees, and of the
care taken " to select expert biblical scholars, mostly
professors of Greek and Hebrew."
The " Companion" also states further in regard to
funds for necessary expenses, that they were in part
"cheerfully contributed by liberal donors" interested
in the enterprise.
-But no adequate conception of the character and
importance of the work, and of the dilemma of the
revisers, can be formed without a careful reading of
these Companions.
Ph.iladelphia, Jan., 1887.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.

Lincoln's Religious Belief Similar to Ingersoll's.
The Louisville, Ky., ·Times of the 25th ult. contains some interesting reminiscences of Abraham
Lincoln, by Judge James Madison Nelson, of Nyack,
N. Y. The judge, it will be recollected, is a nativ of
Clark county, Ky. His father, Thomas Pope Nelson,
was the first United States minister to Turkey, and
died while a member of Congress from the Winchester (Ky.) district. His great-grandfather was Thomas
Nelson, Jr., one of the Virginia signers of the Declaration of Independence. Judge James Madison
Nelson went from Kentucky to lllinois, and later to
New York, where he has repeatedly been a member
of the legislature and prominent in politics. He
knew Abraham Lincoln intimately for a quarter of a
century, and was often with him at the White House
during the trying times of the war. He is an ardent
admirer of the "martyr president," and puts on record quite a number of hitherto unpublished anecdotes
and incidents in the life of this great man, from his
bo!~ood to his deat~. Ref~r:ing to his theological
oprmons, he says: ' In religwn, Mr. Lincoln was
~bou~ of the S!l.me belief !I.S Bob Ingersoll, and:there

is no account of his ever having changed. He went
to church a few times with his family while he was
president, but so far as I hav been able to find out
he remained an unbeliever. I asked him once about
his fervent Thanksgiving message and twitted him
with being an unbeliever in what was published.
' Oh,' said he, 'that is some of Seward's nonsense
and it pleases the fools.' Mr. Lincoln in his younger
days wrote a book, which was published, in which he
endeavored to prove the fallacy of the plan of salvation and the divinity of Christ."
S. R. S.

Brick Pomeroy and Anthony Comstock.
[Last week's TRUTH SEEKER contained a brief mention of the discharge of a Harlem merchant, arrested
by Anthony Comstock for offering a gold watch and
chain to the person who should guess nearest as to the
number of seeds in a squash displayed in his store
window. Brick Pomeroy, in his IJemocrat, made
some humorous remarks about the absurdity of the
arrest, and these called out a letter from Comstock,
which Pomeroy published, and in which Comstock
holds that guessing on the number of seeds in a
vegetable is certainly gambling, when done for a
prize, and asks Mr. Pomeroy to cooperate with him
in saving the youth of the country froni that utter
destruction of the moral character which would inevitably follow guessing at squash seeds, if not suppressed by the strong arm of the law and the powerful opinion of an aroused public. Mr. Pomeroy
reads the letter and then blandly remarks:]
We hav no desire to mislead, misstate, or vilify
any one who is doing his duty bravely and right into
the teeth of the storm, but we do delight in turning
a man's head around so he can see a few· things that
custom helps him to overlook.
Anthony Comstock does not perform his whole
duty.
He cites us to the declaration of the Penal Code of
the state of New York and its definition of a lottery.
Please read the paragraphs to which he calls our attention.
.
Now then, Mr. Comstock, come with us. Not to
the store of a struggling merchant, who has taxes to
pay, but to the rendezvous of a class who pay no
taxes on their property, and who are not in want !
We will enter this church, the first one we come
to. A church fair is in progress. Do you see the
hand bills, the signs, the crowds of people going in
and out!
They are Christians! They are the ones who back
you up in your war against lotteries !
Come to the back part of the_ room.
Do you see that here· are a dozen or more tables?
That the wives and sisters and daughters of the
deacons of the congregation are proclaiming with all
their voice that they hav various articles of goods
to be disposed of by LoTTERY !
Do you see the church-members and their children
here, all excitement as they wait to see if their ticket,
that was bought and paid jor, has drawn the dollbaby, the gold cane, the silver watch, tlie silver flute,
the religious organ, or the ungodly piano 1
Do you, can ·you, will you realize that there are
more lotteries held each year in the churches, basements of churches, halls and parlors of church
people, for religious purposes, that is, to raise funds
to help religious societies, than there are for all other
purposes?
And yet this is the truth.
Sister Suydam goes about selling 100 tickets at
fifty cents each. The prize is a gold watch of the
cheap variety. The place is a church. The deacons
all urge the boys an!l girls to buy a ticket.
They are doing more in one night to encourage the
lottery business than we do in a year. They teach
their children to gamble, then turn them out into the
world, educated to the lottery business, and the moment they run in opposition to the church you step
in and, as agent for the Society for the Suppression of
Vice, grab the ones whom your gilded palaces of religion taught to defy and to break the laws.
Dare you tackle the lottery business that is carried
on as above stated in churches 1
Is it a sin and a crime to run a lottery in a store, a
saloon, or a business office, and a virtue to run a similar one in a church~
You know that lotteries are held in churches. You
know that the same plan to dispose of something is
carried on in church fairs as in stores.
Then why do you not walk into the dens of saints
and ply your voeation, the same as you walk into the
places of far more honest persons, because they make
no pretensions to lip-service piety~
Dare you walk into the church you are a member
of and arrest a person who is there defying the law,
trampling upon the constitution, and running a gambling school?
Dare you arrest even one member of a Christian
church in this city, who in the church and in church
service conducts a lottery scheme ?
In your hunt for vice, sin, crime, defiance of law,
etc., you should enter the churches once in a while.
Impartial administration of the law is what we
contend for.

Yours is not an impartial administration of the
law. Therefore it is of itself a fraud and- a disgrace
that the society which defines your duties and pays
you for performing is constantly cognizant of, and
therefore responsible for.
We will accompany you almost any night to one or
more of the church fairs, religious lotteries going oh
constantly in this city, and will point out to you baldheaded and adept offenders against the law regarding
lotteries, if you will dare to arrest and prosecute.
. A reply is requested, as the public will condelDli.
you or the editor of this paper, ·and we desire to
know which one is right.

.Mrs. Walker's Determination.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
your issue of January 8th you make me contradict
myself. You say that you gave the notice of Lillian's
release from jail on the "authority of Luc~fer itself.''
If you will refer to the issue of November 26th, you
will see that I used this language:
So, then, while I ask no one to help me pay the costs that
her captors hav charg-ed against Lillian for their trouble in
robbing her of her liberty, if she is not soon released, after
her infamous sentence of forty-five days has expired, then I
propose to raise from my own scanty earnings the money
necessary to purchase her redemption from bondage, if she
will consent to be thus released.

The following paper, put into my hands by Lillian
herself through the prison bars, givs her reasons for
thus refusing to be ransomed:
I want t.he readers of Lucifer and everyone else to distinctly understand that I, and I only, am responsible for th41
refusal to pay my half of the costs. My father was determined to pay my" ransom," but I was determined that he
should not; and finally, after much argument and pleading,
I induced him to consent to leave the m~tter alone until I
shall authorize him to purchase my liberty. But that time
shall never come. I will never pay, nor allow to be paid,
one cent ·of the costs of this prosecution, even though in default thereof I shall end my life in a prison cell. Let them
do their worst; I will never admit that I hav committed a
" crime" by acting as I hav done in this union with Mr.
Walker, nor will I beg a favor of them. They can keep me
imprisoned all my life, t.hey can kill me by inches ; but still
I scorn and defy them.
One of the county commissioners informed me this morning that they would keep us in jail until the costs were paid,
no matter how long that might be. He also informed me
that I would be sent to Topeka or Leavenworth to be kept,
and that Mr. Walker would be kept here" until the last day,
and that until after supper." So our friends need not be surprised if they hear nothing more of us. But we will still be
living and as determined as ever. Imprisonment may ruin
our health; it cannot daunt our spirits.
· ·
My father came thls evening with the intention of paying
half the costs and taking me back home. But I will not consent to his doing so. ·He thinks that he will be blamed for
not doing his duty, that people will say that he is an unnatural parent, etc. But it Is not true; he has done all he possibly could for my comfort. It is I who refuse to pay costs.
Anyone who blames him for my remaining in jail is either
ignorant of the facts or, to use plain Anglo-Saxon, a liar I
Oskaloosa, ·nec. 7, 1886.
LILLIAN fuRMAN.

The annexed paragraph, clipped from one of our
county papers, shows the position of the court, commissioners, and sheriff in regard to the matter :
Sheriff Housh called on us Wednesday. He says the court
issued an order for Walker and Lillian Harman to remain in
jail until their fine and costs were paid, and he is willing to
take care of them until his time is out, and then he will turn
them over to hls successor.-Meriden Report.

The prison regulations now enforced against these
" anti-marriagists," as they are called, are more arbitrary and severe than ever before known in so-called
civilized lands, so far as I hav ever heard. Not only
are the prisoners forbidden to write for Lucifer and
other papers, but for weeks past all letters, and even
postal cards, are forbidden to pass to or from them.
And to cap the climax, the order now is that no reading matter whatsoever shall be allowed to reach them.
No communication is permitted between Edwin and
Lillian in the jail, and for several weeks no chance
for an airing outside their respectiv cells has been
vouchsafed to them.
A hearing of the case was had on appeal before the ·
supreme court of Kansas at Topeka, on Thursday,
·the 6th inst., but no decision was reached, and it is
not probable that a decision will be promulgated before February 1st. Then, if the decision of the lower
court is affirmed, it will mean perpetual imprisonment, in default of payment of costs. If the lower
court is not sustained, the case will go back on some
technicality for another hearing, with a probability of
the same result being reached as before. It is true
that it is in the power of the supreme bench to set
aside the verdict of the lower court, and declare that ·
there was no ground for prosecution, and thus end
the case by ordering the prisoners to be released unconditionally; but as all Kansas judges are electiv,
it is scarcely to be expected that the members of the
supreme bench will in this case so far sink the poli-tician in the jurist as to giv judgment in accordance
with the dictates of justice, to say nothing of considerations of humanity.
Considerable space in THE TRUTH SEEKER has been
devoted by correspondents to criticisms on Mr. Walker's course in this affair, none of whom seE)ms to hav
sensed the real points at issue between us and our
persecutors. Not wishing to take up your valuable
space with this discussion, I again offer to send to
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any address, gratis, back numbers of Lucifer, showing just where we stand in this controversy.
Yours for liberty, equality, and fraternity,
M. HARMAN.
Valley Falls, Kan., Jan. 10, 1887.

Locksley Hall, the Third.
. " Locksley Hall, the First," we all know and love.
"Locksley Hall, the Second," has already been criticised with great force and justice by THE TRUTH
SEEKER. " Locksley Hall, the Third," is a title I
want to substitute in place of that given by Mr. Louis
Belrose, Jr., to a poem just published by Brentano
at Washington, and modestly called, " To the Poet~
Laureate." Perhaps it might still more properly be
termed, "Locksley Hall, the Second." It certainly
harmonizes admirably with both its predecessors in
melody, while it is far in advance of both of them in
sentiment, as may be judged n:om some extracts:
"Let us hush this cry of forward, till ten thousand years are
gone,"
Let us stop the stars that, rising, light the night and bring
·the dawn.
Science moves but slowly, said you; science moves, and
turns not back,
Though we love or though we hate it, what she wills must
clear the track.
Though the rebel brute .within us writhe in anguish at the
sight,
Fact is lord of earth and heaven, fact is truth, and truth is
right.
Hopes that hung upon a dream are vanishing, and now we
weep;
Look l the glorious sun is shining; shall we turn again to
sleep?
Courage, aye, and faith, 0 poet! Still when first the warm
wind blows,
Little birds shall nest in England, hedges bloom and bear the
rose.
England still has men and maidens fit for love arid firm in
need;
England still may find salvation, though she lose both crown
and creed.

F. M. HoLLAND.

Our London Letter
It is stated as an incident of the. late gale that a
seaman, who was rescued with others from a wreck
on the east coast, gave considerable trouble to his
preservers, being loaded with a large Bible, which
was fastened to him, with the result that he was
dragged through the raging seas head downward into the lifeboat in an unconscious state, and was with
difficulty restored. This would appear to be a very
near exemplification of that .passage in the blessed
book stating that "the letter killeth." Doubtless, in
after life this man will relate his adventure as a
signal instance of being preserved through having a
Bible in his possession, and the tale will be served
up in the Christian magazines ad libitum. I know a
man who declares, and quite believes, that a piece of
parchment inclosed in a bag, and worn under his
shirt (which he tells me has been blessed by the
pope--the parchment, not the shirt) has saved his life
on more than one occasion. I only remember one instance he gave, which was when he was fighting in
Egypt; a sword gashed his thigh, and he was considerably shocked when I said I failed to see how the
mysterious parchment had saved him. He explained
that he might probably hav bled to death if he had
not been the possessor of such an invaluable treasure.
Fetich-worship is quite as widely spread in so-called
Christian communities as in heathendom, and I cannot see how people can be so deluded as to subscribe
such enormous sums to heathen missions, merely for
the purpose of calling the particular object of worship
by another name than that which it already bears.
Judging from present appearances, the bulk of the
people in this country will be in a state closely allied
to lunacy next year ; and if all the proposed schemes
are carried out; more money will be wasted than was
· ever known before in the same space of time. The
church-house to be built in honor of the occasion, at
a cost of £250,000, has met with great opposition
from the minor clergy, who, however, do not object
to the money being collected if possible, but think
that, instead of building with it, a pro rata division
should be made amongst themselves, excluding all
the wealthy parsons. No doubt, very many other
poor people would approve of a similar arrangement,
and if the idea was fully carried out there would be
an excellent opportunity of seeing the practical working of Socialism for a short time.
.
During the present year, now rapidly drawing to a
close, Freethought has been making fairly steady
progress, though it is not always easy to say how
much, as F1·eethinkers are not very well able to carry
on their teaching in the style of the salvationists;
and we hav no revival meetings, nor missions,
to stimulate the undecided ones, and so be able to
boast of crowds being converted all at one time.
'.rhe work is slow, but sure and steady; new lecturers
and writers are coming forward, and the opposition,
once so persistent, is to a considerable extent
abandoned or modified. The will to persecute is
probably just as strong, but the means are not so
ready at hand as a few years back, and it has been
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found of late very expensiv and unprofitable work to
interfere with the opponents of supernatural creeds.
It is a difficult matter to form Freethought societies on
a largescale, as the Atheist must necessarily be a Freethinker in every sense of the term, and out of any
hundred of them, perhaps no two think alike on all
points; and, besides this, the majority of them here
prefer reading, or otherwise occupying themselvs in
their own homes; and, having no God to pacify by
going to his bouse every now and again, they will
only attend a club or lecture just when the inclination may take them, which may be, and often is, very
seldom. Efforts will likely be made next year to
consolidate as far as possible the Freethought community, and in a twelve months' time there maY. be
some progress to report in this direction.
Wishing you and your readers all prosperity and
happiness in the ensuing year,
J. D.
London, Dec. 29, 1886.

Religion is unnecessary. Men find they can do
without it. Its consolations are not effectiv nor are
its restraints heeded by educated people.' A sea
captain in a storm said: " There is now no hope but
to put o-ur trust in God." An old lady exclaimed:
"0 Lord ! has it come to that!" People now trust
in human skill and knowledge. God has never asked
for adoration, and cannot need it, and the emotion is
more effectiv for man's benefit, if practically applied.
Religion is harmful. It gives supernatural explanations, and keeps people from looking into
things. It has opposed all progress of science that
conflicted with its "revelations." Claiming divine
authority, it is necessarily intolerant; and, logically,
can kill, persecute, or m~gn those who ignore its
claims. It prevents interest in this world by
teaching that " religion is the chief · concern of
mortals here below." It· considers the building of
churches more important than the construction of
drains; the maintenance of priests of more consequence than the provision of schoolmasters and
· The Golden Age.
health officers; the future welfare of the soul of more
A happy dream is haunting still the earthmoment than the present advantage of the body. It
In weary hearts it finds its brightest birthin~ulcates the study of the Hebrew scriptures and
When all shall be resplendent 'neath the sun,
And the full harvest of man's soul be won ;
Christian gospels and epistles as divine oracles; thus
When Freedom on its mountain hight shall reign
laying the founda_tion of sectarianism, and wasting in.
And Wisdom walk upon the laden plain;
tellect upon the rhapsodies and vagaries of the
When every home shall be a gracious rest,
ancient oriental mind, instead of applying it to the
And plenty to the lips of toil be pressed ;
opening of nature's secrets for the advantage of
When truth shall be the monarch of the world,
Its stainiess banners o'er fair lands unfurled.
man.
Not backward o'er the struggling past we gaze
Religion is doomed to extinction. It began in
To find the human soul's sublimest rays;
ignorance and fear, and declines coincidently with
Not there the picture of the Golden A&"e,
advance in knowledge of nature. The most ignorant
Though many a splendid deed adorns Its page ;
Not there the glad fruition of our dream;
and immoral peoples are the most religious.· The deWe've only glimpses of its bright fore-gleam
gree of intelligence is shown by the distance at which
In souls heroic, lofty, pure, and wise,
God is placed. The supposed nearness of cause to
Whose spirits drank the ardor of the skies.
effect corresponds to the education. The savage beThe ever-broadening way of human thought
St:ill stretches to the goal for which they wrought;
lieves in inlmediate divine agency, but knowledge
Like stars they shine upon the night t>f time,
discovers ever new links in the chain of causation.
But pour their splendors into day sublime,
The evolution of religion is shown by Max Muller
That surely comes with golden promis wide,
and other writers to progress through herotheism,
Breaking and glittering wit~ full-flowing tide.
polytheism, and monotheism to Atheism. Advance
We are not born to perish like the swine ;
in
science is coincident with the demand for a natural
To breathe and hope along our narrow line;
explanation of the universe. Progress, therefore, deTo sink at last into a hopeless grave,
mands the abolition of religion, and the ooalogy of
And vanish like the glitter of a wave;
In living link we struggle, each with all:.
its past course of development points to its extincBound to the race, with it we rise or fall,
tion.
And its sublime career is ours to share;
Religion may continue in name, and we see a great
We claim the fruitage of its crowning fair.
effort now made to interpret it as "morality," "asOur life is wrought into the gleaming whole;
piration to the best," "the consideration of man's reWe touch the glory of the poet's soul ;
We paint the picture, carve the statue fine,
lation to the universe," thus preserving its existence
And with the Golden Age our spirits shine.
and vested interests while abandoning its doctrins.
It is a dream; and yet 'tis real, too,
But this is not historic religion, nor is it an honest
As are the mountains and the bending blue;
use of the word. As belief in religious doctrins deAll nature is alive with its glad hour;
The boundless future breathes its ample dower
clines, there is evidence of a union of all Christian
Upon the toil and struggle of to-day;
denominations to combat Rationalism. They no
Each duty flings its clear, prophetic ray,
longer can afford to quarrel among themselvs, and
And joins us to the highest and the best;
too many know their minor distinctions to be· false,
We cannot sink-we triumph with the rest.
but a struggle for existence is impending. It thereWeave, then, the golden future of the race
fore behooves Rationalists to assume open and unWith heart, hand, hope, and all your action's grace;
compromising hostility to religion and its forms.
The Golden Age is more than poet's fire;
There will be enough half-way Liberals to remain in
'Tis more than happy thought or bright desire;
It is within the humblest deeds we do;
the church and reform it from within. But opposiIn faithful work the golden strands we view;
tion from without is essential to this reform, and all
Day after day we make the beauty vast
who see the falsity of supernatural religion should
On farm, in shop, where'er our lot is cast.
act up to their light. The worship of God absorbs
The iron rail, as well as roses light,
The sturdy blow, as well as music's flight,
a vast amount of thought, emotion, and means that
Make beautiful the life of coming years,
might be directed more profitably to the consideraGiv glory to the dawning day that cheers
tion of the welfare of man. Every lover of humanity
Our whole humanity, from least to great,
should insist that the welfare of man here and now
With every varied talent and estate.
Each hope, each thought, each living heart and brain, should henceforth be "the chief concern of mortals
Unfolds the grandeur of the one vast strain.
here below."
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
SAMUEL
--~--~~~------
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Religion-Is It Permanent?

Some New York Vital Statistics.

The origin of the word "religion" is in dispute,
and the definitions of it are as varied as its forms. A
comprehensiv definition of it is, ador11tion of supernatural powers with expectation of benefit. Religion
in this sense is universal, and no people hav yet been
discovered who were entirely destitute of it. Universality proves that it is congenial to man's nature,
but does not insure its continuance. Smoking, drinking, and war are universal, but total abstainers
and peace men look for their extinction. Religion has doubtless been in a measure beneficial, but
in the light of present knowledge it appears illogical,
unnecessary, hii.rmful, and doomed to extinction.
Religion is illogical. It is based on second-hand
revelation. Samuel should worship if God speaks to
him and demands it, but Thomas does right to demand a message by " direct wire" to himself. This
acceptance of other people's revelations is the root of
all religious delusion. Education destroys supernatural belief, and logic demands that the observances
that arose from and depend upon that belief should
be dropped. Holyoake remarks that speaking of a
thing lessens the performance; the enthusiasm goes
o:ff in words instead of in acts. Merchants and
artists might as well meet and glorify trade and art
abstractly, singing hymns to commerce and uttering
aspirations to beauty, but it is more logical to put
the enthusiasm into the world. Knowledge of nature
teaches that prayer is illogical, for the course of
events is never arbitrarily interfered with. Effect is
always preceded by natural cause.

In 1886, 12,216 marriages were registered in this city,
against 11,716 in 1885. Two grooms and six brides w.ere
born at sea; 7,425 grooms and only6,660 brides were foreign
born. The American girls got the odd 765 foreign husbands.
Of bridegrooms, 209 were colored, and of brides, 200. Nine
negroes married white women. Eight Chinamen and one
Japanese also took Caucasian brides.
Widowers had better luck than widows. Of widowers,
1,590, and of widows, 1,245 remarried. The men were ahead
on third marriages by .a score of !J2 grooms to 38 brides, and
one man was married for the fourth time, and one for the
fifth time, with no women to dispute the record. As to the
ages of matrimony, these are the figures:
Under
20 to 30 30 to 40 40 to 50 50 to 55 55 to HO
20
7,449 1,285
364
54
14
Brides ........ 2,964
8,355 2,610
782
160
101
Grooms ........ 215
The brides now almost disappear from the record. While
there were 42 grooms between 60 and 65, there were but G
brides, and but half that number between 67 and 70, although
there were 24 grooms. Only one bride owned up to being
over 70. There were 8 grooms between 70 and 80, and two
grooms confessed to being between 80 and 90.
There were 37,330 deaths and 31,31D births, against 35,682
deaths and 30,030 births in 1885. Under 5 years of age lli,151 children died. There were 1,466 violent deaths, of which
207 were from drowning and 222 by suicide. Fifty of the
suicides were women. The means of suicide were: Stabbing
and cutting, 28; hanging, 38; shooting, 63; jumping from
hights, 15; drowning, 16; suffocation by gas, 14; poisoning
with paris green, 11; with arsenic in other forms, 6; opium,
l4; other poisons, 17.
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cry that our schools are Godless is " one easily controverted." In considering state education he advocates,
as a basis upon which all should unite, the adopFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
tion of the formula of the Hebrew rabbis of this city.
Editor. The state, he thinks, should teach :
E. M. MACDONALD,
"1. The existence of a God.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
THERE are about a thousand of our subscribers in
arrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two or
three thousand dollars. To each one of these
debtors, of course, the-amount is small, but to us the
amount is very large, and sadly hinders our work.
We need this money-need it now-and we respectfully ask that it be remitted.
It costs a great deal of money to publish a large
journal, and we hav no extensiv advertising patronage
to help us out. We depend entirely upon the subscription list and book sales to obtain cash to pay
bills, and when so large a sum as two and three
thousl!'lld dollars is kept from us, the financial shoe
grows painfully tight.
Every subscriber can see 11pon his tab just to what
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has
expired, are requested to remit a.t once.

Names Wanted.
Will the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER send us the
names of all their friends who are Liberally inclined,
so that they may receive a sample copy of this paper7
We desire to largely increase the subscription list,
and shall be grateful for all aid extended.
If our present subscribers would mention to their
Liberal friends that THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good paper to subscribe for, it might be the means of materially helping us.
~~---.~~-----

Protestant Jesuitism.
We hav before called attention to a society existing in this city for the ostensible purpose of protecting and perpetuating the separation of church and
state. It is a society with a few correct principles
and a lot of bad habits. Its few correct principles
are held as the result of reading the constitutional
mitings of Infidels like Jefferson. Its bad habits
hav been formed from too intimate association with
Protestant pensioners upon the state. The statement of the society's objects reads well to the ordinary
Protestant. But if the society really meant what its
secretary says it does, it would adopt the Nine Demands of Liberalism. That is the best document to
adopt to protect and perpetuate the separation of
church and state.
The society is just now considering a problem of
importance to itself, if to no one else. It is this:
Shall the society continue as an independent organization, or leave its work to some other society, "such,
perhaps, as the Evangelical Alliance."
In his report to the society, in which this proposition is put, the secretary embodies an argument
for the work in hand, and adds a short chapter upon
state education. The gibt of his argument is that
things should be left about where they are nowchurches should be exempted, chaplains appointed,
Sunday laws passed, the Bible should still be read in
the schools. He maintains that the Roman Catholic

"2.
"3.
"4.
which

The responsibility of every human being to Goa.
The deathlessness of the human soul.
The reality of a spiritual state beyond the grave, in
condition must be determined by character."

If these are the society's ideas of protecting and
perpetuating the separation of church and state-th~t churches should pay no taxes ; that chaplains
should parade in hypocritical disguise before our
legislatures ; that Sunday laws shall limit freedom
of action one-seve11th of the time ; that a barbarous
and obscene Bible shall be a rule of conduct for our
children; that these children shall be taught the
existence of something which the wisest admit they
know nothing of; that responsibility to this gigantic
myth shall be affirmed; that the young mind shall be
loaded down by the state with a belief in a deathless
soul-what no man ever has proved; that there is a
spiritual sphere beyond this life--if all these constitute the society's ideas of separation of church and
state, we think the society will do well to leave its
work for the Evangelical Alliance to complete. The
" spiritual state, in which condition must be determined by character," ie heaven and hell; the other
basic principles are Christian dogmas. The whole
platform is covered deep with sectarianism. The
Evangelical Alliance can do no worse, and has, at
least, the merit of being honest in its claims. The
Alliance does not sail with the Union. flag aloft and
skull and crossbones in the locker.
Let the people know just what you want, Mr.
Plumb, when you ask their support. Jesuitical organizations do not commend themselvs to Americans.

We Urge a Gentleman to Right Himself.
In the last TRUTH SEEKER we expressed a wish

again take its once merited position in the front rank of
Freethought jouruals."

Our friend never made a greater mistake in his life
than in printing the foregoing. So far from righting
himself, he has wronged himself outrageously.
Granting, for the moment, that the writer is correct about Messrs. Garwood and Bayne, we might
offset against them many times their number who
hav subscribed for THE ,TRUTH SEEKER because, as
they put it, they wanted to take a paper that defended freedom and was in favor of fair play even for
Anarchists. So that were the editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER governed in his utterances by the subscription list (evidently Mr. Jamison's idea of an editor's
criterion of principles and conduct) the balance would
still be in favor of our judgment. But neither of the
gentlemen mentioned assigned any such reason as
alleged, and one of them gave an entirely different
cause for discontinuing. But allowing that these
two did refuse to renew because of the Anarchist
affair, and multiplying these many times, measming
by the rule of Cash, we are ahead quite a good
deal. And if there was any " very sudden cessation
of the disturbing feature" conspicuous in our columns, it was not from the cause assigned, but because we had said all that the occasion demanded.
Mr. Jamison should recollect Mr. Ingersoll's advice
to Liberal editors not to play too much upon one
string, however wonderful the music.
In publishing the first statement, without knowing anything whatever as to the facts, Mr. Jamison
began wronging himself. The greatest wrong, however, which J. M. Jamison has done to J. M. Jamison
is his misrepresentation of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in
which he crowds upon the line beyond which lie the
miasmic fields of dishonesty. Mr. Jamison says:
"I hav nothing to right on my part, but felt it a duty to
do what I could to right the editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER
. • on the Anarchist question."

And then he continues, refening to us:

"I dare correct the errors of even Liberal writers who
coincident with that of the publisher of the Progressiv
sometimes misconstrue Freethought liberties into a license
Age that our esteemed friend, J. M. Jamison, would to advocate the destruction of society, law, and order, under
"use some method to right himself " as to an unwar- the flimsy pretext of freedom of speech and action."

ranted statement he had previously made in that
Again, and now referring to our contributors as
journal concerning THE TRUTH SEEKEB. Mr. Jamison well as the editor:
evidently thinks that he has done so in the subjoined
"I hav no patience with such crazy thinkers and writers,
from the Progressiv .Age of January 8th:
that they write in or edit a Free thought paper to the contrary
" It seems that the editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER has had
his feathers ru:ffied by my statement that THE TRUTH BEEKER
had ceased its utterances about the Chicago Anarchists because of loss of subscribers. The publisher of this paper bas
since come out in a ' pardon' card disowning any responsibility for my criticism on the position of that otherwise able
journal, and trusts that I 'will use some method to right myself.' I hav nothing to 'right' on my part, but felt it a duty
to do what I could to ' right' the editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, as many other well-wishers for the Liberal cause
hav done to get him 'right side up with care' on tbe Anarchist question. I dare correct the errors of even Liberal
writers, who sometimes misconstrue Freethought liberties
into a license to advocate the destruction of society, law, and
order under the flimsy pretext of freedom of speech and
action, then ask to be acquitted of the legitimate deathly results that flow from such utterances and acts. I hav no
patience with such ' crazy thinkers' and writers, that they
write in or edit a ' Freethought paper' to the contrary notwithstanding; and the subscriber who refuses to support a
publication that advocates the licensing of murder, the destruction of law, order, and society under the guise of 'Freethought,' does not ' only serve to show that the subscriber
made a mistake in supposing that he wanted a Freethought
paper,' but it shows that such a subscriber has retained his
mental balance and is able to distinguish between Freethought and license for evil.
"Of coutse I hav it not within my power to state whether
subscribers in discontinuing THE TRUTH BEEKER informed
the publisher of the reasons for discontinuing the same, but
I do know that THE TRUTH BEEKER published various communications from subscribers censuring the editor's course in
the strongest terms, and expressing sincere regret. Right
on the heels of these, readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER must
hav been very forcibly informed that the· management of that
journal had taken a hint (before being completely kicked
out) by the very sudden cessation of the disturbing feature,
for which THE TRUTH SEEKER columns were so soon conspicuous. I do know that I hav received letters commending the position I took and expressing much regret at the
course pursued by THE TRUTH BEEKER. I do know that
months ago several TRUTH BEEKER subscribers told me that
on this account they should stop the paper as soon as the
time for which they had paid expired, with the names of
whom I did not then charge my mind. If the editor of THE
TRUTH BEEKER flatters himself that what I say is untrue, let
him write to c .. Garwood, Box 858, Baltimore, Md., why he
stopped his subscription, and at the same time ask what that
gentleman knows of his neighbors who were or are also subscribers. James Bayne, of this city, stopped it for the same
reason. When the Anarchist aberration has passed off THE
TRUTH SEEKER editor's mind, that journal will doubtless

notwithstanding."

And now the charge is direct :
"And the subscriber who refuses to support a publication
that advocates the licensing of murder, the destruction of
law, order, and society, uRder the guise of Freethought,
shows that he has retained his mental balance and is able to
distinguish between Freethought and license for evil."

These are ge:ntle charges to make--that we hav·
misconstrued Freethought liberties into license to
advocate the destruction of society, the destruction
of law, and the destruction of order; and that THE
TRUTH SEEKEB has advocated the licensing of murder.
Upon what foundation do the charges rest? Upon
this, and nothing more : There are seven men in
Chicago under sentence of death, convicted for what?
Because some unknown man at a meeting threw a
bomb which killed several policemen. Two of the
convicted men were not at the meeting at all, and
there wa;; no evidence, except that· of one man, which
was impeached, says the Chicago Sentinel, beyond all
question, to show that any of the convicted men
threw or helped to throw the bomb. The judge who
sentenced them officially placed this on record. No
one knows who threw the bomb; and how can the
court hold men as accessories where there is no
principal 1
We regarded the trial as unfair, because of the
clamor of the press; and the conviction unjust, because of insufficient evidence. We said so. That is
all we hav done. Since then a good many others
hav said so, some of them prominent Liberals, Hke
Charles Watts-surely an unprejudiced person;
Samuel P. Putnam, secretary of the American Secular Union; E. A.. Stevens, chairman of the Executiv
Committee of the Union; J. L. Andrew, and dozens of
others. We hav conversed on the case with but one
Liberal who thought the men should hang, and he
had not read the evidence. Our opinion is now the
opinion of all the workingmen's organizations of this
and almost every other city. Thousands of names
of those who are not generally counted as "workingmen," and do not belong to any organization, hav
been signed to a petition for a new trial; and even
the Municipal Council of Paris and the Council of
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the Sei~e hav de~m~d the ~~tter grave enough to
add their entreahes m a petitiOn to the authorities of
Illinois, transmitted to the _governor b_y our embassador to France. Surely, m a matter m which so
many agree, there is sufficient merit to base an
opinion upon.
The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER has put these
things before the public many times. He has stated
in the clearest way possible in the English language
that he is not an Anarchist. He has devoted time
and space to showing why the Anarchistic philosophy is all wrong. He has said that if these men
had been fairly and convincingly convicted of murder
they should meet the penalty. Yet in the face of all
this the absurd sentences of Mr. Jamison are written.
With him plain words seem to hav no value
whatever, and the statement of an opponent, if not
beyond hie comprehension, certainly never limits his
lurid sentences.
We still desire our friend to right him~elf. And
as he seems to be governed in all things by Cash, we
will hold out a reward.
We will pay him one
hundred doJlnrs for every editorial he can find in
THE TRUTH SEEKER advocating the destruction of
either law, or order, or society; one hundred dollars for
every sentence advocating the licensing of murder. If
this sum is not large enough to stimulate him to right.
himself, the reward will be . increased.
We are determined that Mr. Jamison shall yet do justice to Mr.
Jamison.

Iee cultivating cotton to-day, with sl~b-sided pietists

ful reports of the Liberal Club. To quiet the nerves of
those who imagin that the editor of TnE TRUTH BEEKER is
from Vermont as overseers.
The clergy, like God, help those ~ho help them· inaugurating a bloody revolution, we will let out an editorial
secret concerning Mr. S!okum's communication. It was first
selves, and the clergy are never the first to begin.
taken to John Swinton. The rotund and rosy.fa~ed propriprietor of his own paper read it, and said to the waiting
A. Historical Statement.
writer," True enough; but I wouldn't print it for five thouA correspondent from Kansas, in closing a busi- sand dollars." As Mr. Slokum couldn't raise any more than
that sum, he put the article in his pocket and came here.
ness-letter, says:
We read so high-priced an article with curiosity, and said to
" I believe it to the interest of the cause for you to giv a Mr. Slokum that we didn't think he was within several years'
historical statement for and against the existence of Christ in travel of correct, but we would print it, which we did, with
your paper. The proof must be independent of the Bible." results almost appalling. If Mr. Slokum's story in the .A:NWith every disposition in the world to oblige a NUAL for 1887 creates as much excitement as his communication, we shall gently lead him to the top of the Brooklyn
friend, we cannot comply. Outside of the Bible
Bridge tower, and push him off.
there is not orie word of historical evidence for the
A MURDERER hanged on the 13th inst. at Norristown left a
existence of Jesus. And, of course, the historians
confession of his crime and a farewell address, of which
did not say,"in so many words, that he did not liv.
eighteen pages were devoted to proving the existence of a
Perhaps what will best suit our correspondent is the God. The about-to-be-deceased gentleman expressed his
" Revelations of Antichrist," giving the reasons for feelings generally in the following pious paragraph : " I stand
supposing the Jesus of the gospels to hav been some- upon the brink of a never-ending eternity in terrible disgrace,
body else. It is a work far too voluminous to reprint and, barring the sympathy of a few Christian people, absolutely friendless in America. This, though the saddest, is
in these columns.
one of the happiest hours of my life. I hav been born again
-converted unto God. I am as humble as a little child. I
Editorial Notes.
love him and all his people. A voluntary and true repentCoLONEL INGERSOLL is lecturing the people in various sections of ance and almost unceasing prayers of faith hav carried the
the country at $100 a night on the wickedness of accumulating
forts of Satan by storm, and the victory (which is the gift of
riches.-Yonleers Gazette.
The inaccuracy in the above statement is that not one word God) is mine."

-----'-·--+-.4-----

of it is true.
THE court at Morristown did not reach Mr. Reynolds's case
last Tuesday. The report of the grand jury, the calendaring
of some civil cases, and the trial of a murderer took precedence of the blasphemer. The case· will probably be reached
some time next week.
Labor and Religion.
---+--IF Dr. McGlynn could break the alliance between the TamWriting of the late candidate for mayor of this many Hall end of the Democratic party of this city and the
city, and the Catholic church, the editor of the New Fifth avenue cathedral, he would be doing the citizens of
this city an inestimable benefit, and more to purify politics
York .Fierald saJS:
"And now comes a heavy blow to the workingman's organ. than the civil-service reformers of two states.
ization. From the capitalists and monopolists? Not at all.
Two members of the Young Men's Christian Association of
}!'rom 1\'[r. George himself. The practical result of what he Buffalo had a theatrical manager arrested for running his
says is that a laborer, if he is a Catholic, must giv up his theater on Snnday, and the manager retaliated by having
church and his religion as a first step toward the realization them arrested for running their oil refineries upon the holy
of his ideas.
Sabbath. It's a poor law that don't apply to more than one
"Well, the Catholics will not do it. We should hav mighty person, says the manager.
little respect for them if they did do it. No man ha_s a right
HENRY WARD BxEOHER says that the Anarchists " are as
to ask them to do it. If Mr. George's theory of social life includes renunciation of a man's religion, then the theory much outside the pale of humanity as the wolf and bear. It
is radically wrong, and the great body of his followers will is not culpable to exterminate them." The ·winsted Prus is
leave him rather than leave their church. All that is as plain logical in adding: "Now, according to the theory on which
the seven innocent Anarchists of Chicago are condemned to
as a pikestaff."
death, if anybody shall hereafter kill an Anarchist it will be
The Herald is looking into the wrong end of the the duty of the state to hang Beecher."
glass. A man may be as religious as Torquemada
A coRRESPONDENT of the Investigator relates that at a
and still accept Mr. George's theories. It is there- prayer-meeting lately held in the prison at Charlestown, the
ligion which refuses to yield; which does not allow chaplain had much to say upon the influence of the Christian
its votaries to think a new thought, and which is religion in making people moral. He was replied to by one
radically wrong. In fact, both 1\Ir George and the of the convicts, who said he couldn't indorse that statemtnt,
as there were more than fifty murderers and man-slaughterers
Catholic churc'1 may
radically wrong, and yet a
in the prison, every individual of whom was a Christian. The
man has the unl:>oundt:<d right to believe in either.
attention of. the Catholic priest of the Connecticut state
prison is respectfully called to this incident .

•••

The nakers and the Clergy.
The !Jakers of New York seem to think the clergy
govern the city, or at least hav a powerful "pull"
with its inhabitants. Bakers' Union No. 1 has issued
an appeal to those Sabbath-desecrating gentlemen
who earn their living on the Lord's day. The appeal
recites that bakers work exceedingly long hours every
day ; that many of them are compelled to labor on
Sunday; that they hav tried to hav Sunday work
abolished, to no avail; "therefore," they say, "we
appeal to the clergy of this city for assistance, and
beseech you, reverend sirs, to do all in your power to
hav this grievance abolished within your respectiv
parishes. "\V e believe you can do a great deal of
good in this matter; and as your duty as clergymen
and humanitarians commands you to see that the

S ,tbbath is not desecrated by toil, we feel satisfied
that our appeal to you will not be made in vain."
Poor bakers ! D J they not know that every clergyman of a wealthy parish is bound to be against them,
and that the real humanitarians among the ministers
of this city can almost be counted on the fingers of
one hand'? Do they not know that the 9-octrin of
Christianity to-day is, "Be contented with the position in which it has pleased God to place you,"
whether that position is the scorching temperature
of bakers' cellars or the freezing front-platform of a
street-car 7 Do they really expect the clergy will tell
their customers to eat stale bread and dry eake on
Monday that the bakers may re:zt on Sunday? Do
they imagin a single clergyman will speak from his'
pulpit against their long hours, low wages, and bad
k
treatment 1 Poor unsophisticated ba ers, how little
you know of the .church ! If the slaves· of the South
had waited for ~h~ <,~h]¥C4
free th~m 1 th!ly would l

to

THE daily papers report that the Rev. William 1\:L Gilbert,
of the St. James Methodist Episcopal church of Philadelphia,
has become a Rationalist. On Sunday, the 9th, be announced
to his congregation that he had for some time been uneasy in
his mind, and had finally concluded not to preach what he
did not believe. He subsequently said to members of his
congregation that he did not believe in the rlivinity of the
Bible, and did not know anything about immortality or
whether there was a God. Several nf the ministers of Philn.
delphia expres&ed great surprise at the defection of Mr. Gilbert, although some said it was nothing more than they ex.
pected, as Mr. Gilbert had not been sound in his views for
some time. Mr. Gilbert is about forty years of age, and has
been in the ministry some twenty years. He had held several important charges in Philadelphia, and was appointed to
St. James's church at the meeting of the Philadelphia conference in March last.

------

ON another page we print a communication from Mr. Harman. If that estimable 'gentleman will refer to Ludfe7" of
Dec. 3, 1886, top of second editorial column, on second page,
he will find this paragraph, by Martha Meadows, and reprinted from the Valley Falls Register of even date with
Lucifer:
"On this coming Saturday [Dec. 4thl Miss Harman, of the
Walker-Harman anti-marriage jail-birds, can wallt out of the door
of the steel cage, free. Walker cannot walk out for another thirty
days. Great is autonomY."
If Mr. Harman, after reading this, will turn to the last column on the first page, and to the third column of the second
page of the same issue of Lucifer, he will find that he commented severely upon this letter of Martha Meadows, but
nowhere denied that his daughter would be free the next
day. The conclusion, then, was natural that Mrs. Walker
would be released. We could not know-what it seems Mr.
Harman did not know so late as the day before the expiral ion
of his daughter's sentence-that Mrs. Walker would refuse
A LABOR paper informs the public that the Clerks' and to be liberated.
-----e~.----Salesmen's Union of this city will labor to hav the Penal
Information for Book Buyers.
Code amended so that tradesmen arrested repeatedly for
"GoD and His Book" is the heaviest Iconoclastic bronrlviolating the Sunday law shall not get off with $1 tines.
When the clerk's get to Albany in their endeavor to enforce side that has been fired at the Jewish Jehovah and the Bible
eighteenth-century Sunday Ia ws they will run against an oppo- by any recent English Freethinker. Christians may get
sition beside which a stone wall is soft. There are too many angry at it, but their system of religion cannot escape coninterests in this city which object to the enforcement of Sun- viction under the powerful indictment drawn by Mr. Ross.
day laws for them to accomplish their purpose.
DEMAS BARNEs's "In Search of Summer Breezes in
Northern Europe" is~ capital narrrativ, and, what is more,
· OuT in Oshkosh, Wis., the home of our viril Infidel friend
George M. Hare, the pastor of the Lutheran church has set i.s one of the few books of travel that deal honestly with the
up an excommunicating shop in opposition to the Canadian church and her history. Mr. Barnes finds Christianity to be
cardinal. Last week the Rev. I. G. Nuetzel preached a at the bottom of much of Europe's misery, and has no hesitasermon on the Knights of Labor, and announced that if any tion in saying so.
THE Freethinkers' Magazine has been removed by 1\Tr.
members of his church belonged to the order, they must resign from it or be expelled from the church. Tl1e announce- Green from Salamanca to Buffalo, and comes out in larger fJpe
ment created a great stir among the Lutherans, and it is pre- and with an engrave<l cover. T. B. Wakeman's name apdieted that the Knights of Labor will lose a large number of pears as associate editor. The leading article in the January
members in consequence of the attitude of the church.
number is Mr. Ingersoll's Lay Sermon, reprinted from TnE
IF the fool-killer of Indiana starts out seriously bent on busi- TRUTII BEEKER's pamphlet. · Arother and exceedingly good
ness, a writer in an Indianapolis journal signing himself" In- article ia by A. B. Bradford on Prohibition. The" Woman
Soul," by Courtlandt Palmer, heads the literary department.
ter Nos" will be in great peril. That anonymous writer preThe magazine is greatly improved in appearance, aud should
tends to see great significance il). our printing a communicabe generally found in the families of Freethinkers.
tion without expressing dissent from the sentiments thereof.
MR. B. R. ToOKER, of Boston, has unclertaken the gigantic
This Indiana writer must be very young. If we printed our
editorial disagreement every time one of our correspondents task of translating the works of P. J. Proudhon, and issuing
says something which goes against our own opinion, the two them in monthly parts of sixty-four pages each. When a
editorial pages would hav to be expanded into four. It seems volume is flnished, they will be rebound for a small sum.
to us that a great-many people are needlessly worrying over Each '"olume will contain nearly five hundred pages, and
the communications of Mr. Slokum's, and the author's there will be not far from fifty voiumeR. The monthly parts
are twenty-five cents each, or three dollars per annum. 1\Ir.
identity. A letter lying on our desk says that Si Slokum
is James Redpath, and that Mr. Redpath is trying to get up Proudhon was the great French Anarchist,and in his works he
a revolution through the columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER. covered the fields of political economy, sociology, religion,
Another says he is Col. R. J. Hinton. These guesses are all· metaphysics, history, literature, and art. For those who
wrong, of course. Mr. Redpath is the managing editor of like Anarchistic works Mr. Tucker's scheme possesses great
the North American Review-a valuable· publication, by the advantages, and perhaps he might be induced toward the
close of his labors to hasten the work that its completion
way-and has not written a line for these columns for years.
Colonel Hinton is industriously pursuing his career as a may come within the compass of an ordinary lifetime. The
journalist, and is engaged upon the large dailies of this city. parts are admirably printed from large new type upon heavy
His sentiments hav never been expressed in these columns paper, and when a volume is bound it will indeed be hand~;>eeept through tbe pen of Geor!l"e M~!-cdopald mhis woJ1qer- a,ome. Mr. Tucker's address is box 3,866, Boston, Mass.
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l[ttttrs prom /Jritnds.
ERIE, PA., Jan. 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Papa gave me the little book entitled,
"Little Lessons for Little Folks." I am tim years old. I
· hav read it nearly through. I like it very much, and will
show it to my playmates. I think it would be good for
every little boy to hav such a nice book. I am very fond of
reading, and always keep my books clean and tidy. I will
write you a longer letter some other time, for I am getting
sleepy, as I always go to bed early.
Yours truly,
HARRY EhoRRS.
BALLsToN SPA, N.Y., Jan. 3, E.M. 287.
MR. EDITOR : Let me say a word about " A Truth Seeker
Around the World." Mrs. Thorpe says it would take a
large farm to buy these volumes from her if she could not
get more, and I indorse every word she says. It is without
exception the best work of its kind in the world, and there
is not a Liberal in America who would be without it if he or
she knew its value. I tell you we all feel proud of our Liberal library, and we take solid comfort with it, and a more
happy, Infidel family is not to be found in America. Wishing
. you all good health, long life, and that THE TRUTH SEEKER
and its cartoons may never die, we all remain yours for the
cause of humanity and truth.
MRs. AND MR. WM. THORPE AND FAMILY.
BELLMORE, N.Y., Dec. 28, 1886.
MR. EDITOR : I hav just read " Personal Existence After
Death Improbable," a 32-page pamphlet, by L. R. Smith,
lately published by the Truth Seeker Company. It is neatly
gotten-up and decidedly the best .thing of its length I hav
ever read upon this interesting topic. I regard the work as
a valuable contribution to Liberal l~terature, and a hard
thing for the disciples of orthodoxy to meet. Some people
talk a great deal and say but little. Not so with the author
of this work. He is another kind of indiv~dual by a large
majority. Every word tells. He strikes straight from the
shoulder, and his blows are of the sledge-hammer order.
His diction is good, his style superb, and his argument unanswerable. Every Liberal in the land should hav a copy of
L. HEINE.
this "little giant " work.
P.S.-Inclosed find 25 cents, for which send me this
amount in" A Lay Sermon."
L. H.
ST. JoSEPH, Mo., Dec. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $4-$3 to renew my subscription, 50 cents for a dozen of Colonel Ingersoll's '' Lay Sermon," 25 cents for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, and 25 cents
for Dr. Foote's "Hand-Book." I hav taken your paper a
year, but I hav been a Freethinker for over twenty years. I
was brought up in the Catholic religion, but I am now an
Atheist. I like your paper very well ; the pictures are good
and interesting.
.
I pass around the works of Voltaire and Volney to my
Catholic neighbors. . I knew a priest in Louisiana who ran
away with $18,000; it was money subscribed for rebuilding
a church. He was a very good priest, and everybody had
confidence in him. Another one stole $5 from a poor man.
I never knew one honest priest. " The Decay of Christian
Morality," by L. K. Washburn, is one of the greatest truths
about Christianity ever told.
CHARLES LAMBERT.

1

Never· did, nor never will, the people progress and grow into
noble men and women, instead of Christians, until the God
worshiped by Christians is dead. He has ever stood directly
across the highway of life, and prevented the onward march
of freedom.
In every grand and noble effort made by reformers to better the world God has stepped on the track, determined to
block the way, and only by an immense amount of hard
work has he been dragged off. But go he must ; die he
shall, that humanity may liv.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
[Mr. Putnam's lecture, " The New God," will be printed
in a neat pamphlet at once, selling for 10 cents. Orders will
be filled as soon as the pamphlet is out.-ED. T. S.]

ANsoNIA, CoNN., Jan. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Reynolds's article in the last TRUTH
SEEKER deserves the attention of all Liberals. By all means
let us hav a Mutual Aid Association. It will unite and hold
Liberals together as nothing else can.
At the last meeting of our local soeiety here the subject
was brought up, and without exception all present were in
favor of it.
Let every local organization discuss the matter at their
meetings. The different views of Liberals can tl;ms be obtained, and at the same time an idea can be formed of the
number of persons we can depend upon to join us.
The subject should be thoroughly discussed in the various
Freethought journals, and Liberals should present the matter to all their friends who hold Liberal views. There is no
reason why a solid and powerful association cannot be
formed very soon.
·Some of our members think there should be a death benefit, but none for sickness, while others think there should be
both,
Let every Liberal make .. such suggestions as he or she
thinks proper. We want all the information we can get.
Let us hear from Liberals.
GEo. G. GROWER.
FoRT WoRTH, TEXAs, Jan. 5, 1887.
EDITOR : In ''Mixed Pickles," December 25th, Si
Slokum asks who wrote the lines: ''What mortals think
they know of God," etc. I hav a few verses I wrote several
years ago, and came very near getting in jail for it at
Fayette, Mo. Here they are:

MR.

What mortals waste through fear of God,
I{ half was rightly used,
'Twould rend the bands that bind man's brains
For centuries abused.
What mortals think they know of God
A million tomes rehearse.
What mortals do not know of God
o•erflows the universe.
Away with church and Bible Gods,
Make mortals free to speak ;
Teach them not under priestly robes
To heaven the.y can sneak.
Mortals. fear not this fabled god,
But make a god that acts
In harmony with the men and times,
And not with Bible facts.

Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER! It reaches me on Monday! get it from a newsdealer. I don't belong to the Secular
Union, for I don't stay in one place long enough. I was a
Knight of Labor, but came to the conclusion that Mr.
Powderly was working in the interest of the church too
much. ;He is a Catholic, and has not been excommunicated.
GARRETT, KAN., Dec. 28, 1886.
His orders concerning the Anarchists shook my faith, and I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50 for THE TRUTH
withdrew. I will be subject to no political or church man.
SEEKER for six months from Jan. 1st.
I was born in exile in Siberia, and you can judge whether I
I hav thought for some time of suggesting to you to giv us
am posted on slavery or not. ·
A STRANGER.
in THE TRUTH SEEKER a compilation of the doleful and damaging (to Christianity) remarks made by Christian divines
SOLDIERS' HoME, Wis., Jan. 4, 287.
and eminent Christian writers who, after having made
MR. EDITOR: Having seen in our latest TRUTH SEEKER
thorough research into Christian lore and history, hav been extracts from Tennyson's remarkable effort in verse, instructcompelled to deplore its weaknesses and failures to sustain ing the Johnny Bull aristocracy, in a sort of circumlocutory
itself on firm and tenable grounds.
way, how to mismwnage their national affairs, I was Inightily
I hav occasionally run am;.oss a saying of a Christian writer impressed with the notion that many tons of better poetry
like the Rev. Albert Barnes, who, it was said, after he had than Tennyson's went every day into somebody's wastespent many years writing commentaries and works on the basket. Alas! poor Tennyson!· too much monarchy hath
Bible, remarked that the,matter looked very dark, or words made thee mad. Tennyson should write, like your humble
to that effect. I think a chapter of such adinissions, and servant, expressly jOT the waste-basket. For instance, like this:
telling where they can be found, from different divines (I
U. S. RELIGION RUNNING. WILD.
think there are a number of them extant), would be a good
What sottish priest can't easily tell
missionary document.
CHARLES GREGG.
His oft-told tale of heaven and hell?
[If Mr. Gregg will collect the" doleful remarks," we will
And prove it in a minute?
Enough at least to satisfy
cheerfully print them.-ED. T. S.]
The mob that always linger by

T'invest their money in it.
NEWPORT, ME., Jan. 9, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: I want the rich Infidels, Liberals, and SpirWhen Jones attends the "Holy Fair,"
itualists to donate one hundred dollars to put in pamphlet
The rabble run from everywhere,
Surround him in a minute;
form the lecture of S. P. Putnam printed in THE TRUTH
As Sammy flings his logic down,
SEEKER entitled" The New God." But few workingmen
Their godly yells distract the town.
hav read more than I hav in the last forty years, and I can
Sam smiles. There's money in it.
truly say I hav never been so completely electrified and had
When Brooklyn's foul-tongued apish clown
every drop of my blood so stirred to healthy action, as by
Performs his antics up and down,
reading that sermon.
Where fashion's dupes assemble,
He gyrates glib, with ardent soul,
Are tliere no others but the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
Their madd'ning shouts surpass controi,
that are to read that grand and able production ? Must it lie
While roof and rafter trem):>le.
unread except by comparativly a few, when millions ought
His
ghoulish gaze, his mocking face,
to read it?
His nine-inch smile and wild grimace,
The world will not progress until it gets a " new God. '•
Oause some of them to wonder.
Every crime that has been committed for thousands of years
He sees their :fix, he's there in time
To turn the scale. 0 God sublime !
can be charged to the Christians' Bible God.
They shake the house like thunder.
No person in the world will know my feelings when I was
reading that immensely important sermon. I cried out from
Alas ! and did their savior bleed
To giv us all a side-show creed,
the depths of my soul, "Oh, why hav I not the mea;ns to send
To humor Jones and Talmage?
out a million copies of that sermon to open the eyes of the
Far better had their God not died.
people that they may become free men and women, and be
Had these two cranks been crucified,
no longer slaves to a blasting, enslaving, degrading belief in
There had been little damage.
an inhuman, monster God ?" It ought to be put in cheap
Now, Mr. Editor, if by any possible Iniracle these verses
pamphlet form. and scattered by hundreds of thousands. should receive favorable notice, I will _send my paper con.

taining them to a special Christian friend of mine in Arkan.
sas. I lived there twenty years. They want nothing sentimental. The more uncouth and illiterate the more easily
they understand it, and the better they like it. All their
great men, poets, statesmen, preachers, politicians, vigilance
committees, etc., etc., like mighty easy "readin' ." .
Yours straight,
NELSON HUNT.
NEwARK, N. J., Jan. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : At the meeting of the Newark Liberal
League yesterday, Mr. T. B. Wakeman delivered his very
able and interesting lecture on " The Scientific Conception of
God." The hall was well filled, although the aay· was
stormy. A discussion followed. Other exercises consisted
of a reading entitled, " Trying to Convert an Infidel " (from
"Peck's Bad Boy"), by Mr. John G. Hunter; the singing of
two Secular songs by the audience, and announcements,
among which the chairman said that Chas. B. Reynolds
would lecture on the next Sunday, and spoke of his trial at
Morristown, advising any that could to be present- on that
occasion.
Since the opening of our lectures in September, we hav had
lecturers and lectures about as follows: Henry Nichols, on
"Monastic Communism;" J. L. Andrew, "Liberty and
Law;" Dr. J. K. Bailey, "Mistakes of Materialism," and a
second Sunday on "Immortality; or, .The Psychic Powers
of Man;" Wm. Hanson, first on "Prohibition Unconstitutional," second Sunday in a discussion on the same subject,
worded a little differently, with Dr. E. V. Wright, each occupying fifteen minutes alternately, covering ninety minutes,
to a crowded house; Mr. Chas. B. Reynolds, on" What the
Bible Really Teaches;" L. K. Washburn, ''Criticisms of the
Christian Church;" Dr. T. L. Brown, on ''Some of the
Things and Laws of This Life;" Nelson Gates, "Is the Will
Free?" Mrs. Lucy N. Colman, '' Reminiscences of the AntiSlavery Movement;" Dr. Robert A. Gunn, "Truth About
Alcohol," and Wm. Hanson on the two Sundays just previous to last; making criticisms on Henry George's theories.
On January 2d occurred our election of officers. Our nomination and election was conducted entirely by ballot. Mr.
C. A. Marshall was chosen president; Mr. Geo. Gillin, vicepresident; Miss Cora J. Marshall, secretary; Mr. Armand
Pionnie, treasurer, and Messrs. H. G. Avery, D. H. S.
Holmes, Douglas Withial, and W. W. Morris, council.
Our arrangements are nearly complete .for lectures ahead
until February. Besides Mr. Reynolds, we shall hav Mr.
Wakeman in three lectures; Dr. Gunn, on" Land Taxation;"
Samuel Gompers, '' Various Phases of the Labor Movement,"
and James Caffrey, on the "False Teachings of the Liberal
Church and the True Teachings of the Christian Church."
Our ninth anniversary occurs on the 31st of this month.
Gus.
PROVIDENCE, Dec. 31, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: I wish you a happy New Year, and to do
what little I can to make it so I send you three dollars to pay
for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1887. Please send the ANNUAL as
soon as it is issued.
A moral simeon has just swept over this city in the form
. of a church scandal, and it will be many a day before we
will be able to get rid of its evil influences. A minister's wife
sues for a divorce upon the ground. of adultery. The usual
ministerial defense which is in use in such cases was set up,
namely, to incriminate some one else, which generally suits
the church so long as the parson escapes, and it makes no
difference who has to suffer. In this case it was the minister's wife, the one he had sworn to love and cherish, the
mother his children, and the last one whose reputation any
gentleman, even if he makes no profession of religion, should
wish to destroy. But he nor the church had any pity .or
forgivness in their hearts, so they sacrificed her in hopes to
save him. The evidence offered was of the most filthy character, but was intently listened to by the hundreds of females
(I will not say ladies), most of whom were members of the
three Methodist churches where the minister had held forth
during his several years' residence in this city.
The case was held for advisement, and probably will be dismissed, as we hav no .judges but those that sympathize with
that great moral humbug commonly called religion.
I am sorry to see that you hav so many delinquents upon
your books, and hope they may feel it their duty 'to pay up,
even if they hav to go without something else; but I find
that most of the Freethinkers are not millionaires; consequently they don't hav much spare change ; in fact, most of
them help support a superstition half of their lives, which
keeps them poor, so that when they get their eyes open to
the truth they hav but little money left, and are too old to lay.
any more away for themselvs or their children, or to spend
for luxuries.
L. L. NoRTHUP.
NEWBURG, N.Y., Jan. 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Having been a reader of THE 'fRUTH SEEKER
most of the time since its commencement in Paris, Ul., and
perceiving that all of your correspondents hav been literary
persons and professors of some kind, and being myself unfortunately only a working man and an untutored pagan, I
hav through diffidence refrained from writing until now, I
shall make the attempt to giv you a few items of informa.
tion from this section of the Christians' country, and the
more so as I very seldom see in your " Letters from Friends "
any correspondence from Orange county, N.Y., although
there are said to be many Infidels in Port Jervis, some in
Middletown, Goshen and Sloatsburgy.
Newburg, with a population of 20,000 and some fifteen
churches, has about one Freethinker (an earnest one) to
·every church, not counting in any of the members of the
small Unitarian congregation, as they are only partially free,
and as much inclined to bow the head and worship as the
orthodox sects.
THE TRUTH SEEKER wv,s formerly kept on sale at Fielding's,
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but for the past three or four years at Sansbury's news-store
on Broadway, where I buy it regulary every Saturday, and
eould not exist without it-mostly from the force of habit, I
suppose, as there are six or eight other Freethinkers who
seem to liv without it, which to me is a mystery.
Of course THE TRUTH SEEKER, as its name implies, is intended primarily for those who are seeking for, but hav not
yet found, the truth; but yet there is also much outside of
the general information of importance to all who take a lively
interest in the advance of Liberal ideas, to interest the
advanced thinker and profound reasoner, or one who has
progressed beyond the mere setting-up of the myth or mark
for the pastime of knocking it down again and again, when
the real evil is constantly confronting us and demanding all
of our energies to combat it. In the last 'fRUTH SEEKER,
more than in any previous number, is the supreme evil
described-first on page 19, by S. P. Putnam, the last half of
the first column of said page-and is that malevolent power
in nature ever at war with the happiness of man. It may
occasionally appear to let up for an instant, as the rackers
in the Inquisition after racking the victim would sandwich in
a little benevolence only to fortify the victim for fresh
torture. So with the infernal power in nature, so admirably
described by Cicero, "On the Nature of the Gods," liber 3; by
Hume in "Dialogues on Natural Religion," chap. x-xi; by
Lucian in " Jupiter Tragedian;" and also by Heston on
first and last pages of TRUTH SEEKER of Jan .. 8th.
H. SPENCER CLARKE.

,.

PRoVIDENCE, R.I., Jan. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: You will find herewith $3 for another ye~r
of truth-seeking on my part. I never really knew that life
was worth living before I came across your paper. I now
wish to do a little indorsing :First, I want to indorse every editorial note I hav yet read
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially the position held by our
editor on the Chicago trial (or rather mock trial). Let-those
who consider these seven men assassins read their speeches
to- the court. These speeches are published in pamphlet
form.
Next, I want to vote for the cartoons. I believe this to be
one of the most popular and effectiv methods of reaching the
public mind. If my brother is in the mud, and I try to
rescue, him I expect to soil my clothes ; but I hope I will
never become so awfully refined that, to keep_ my mental
hands clean, I would allow a fellow-mortal to perish in the
slough of ignorance.
Now, last, but not least, I want to say a word for our
Children's Corner. I am pleased with its management, and
can say to the children Oarge and small), You-that is, weought to appreciate so good a friend as Miss Wixon. I
know she is good, for I hav seen her. Yes, I had the pleasure of meeting her at her home, in Fall River, last October.
I wish the world was full of just such people, who can
love and work for the enlightenment of our children.
The Goodell scandal has been settled at last. The Supreme Court of the state found him guilty, and the ecclesiastical conference unanimously declared him innocent. This
is explained by one of the Christians. He says two non-praying judges could not be expected to get at the truth as surely
as these eight God-ordained prayerful parsons. About a
year ago I met Goodell in discussion. He gave me a book to
read, and I gave him one or two TRUTH SEEKERS. He says,
" Who is this Macdonald? Who ever heard of him? Look
at our great Bishop So-and-so," etc. I asked him if Jesus
Christ was very popular in his time. _Before I left his house
he expressed regret at having met me. I understand he is
to preach next Sunday from the text, " Let him that is without sin cast the first stone." That ought to clear him.
w. P. BLYTHE.
LAKE CITY, IA., JAN. 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It is rather amusing to read Mr. J. G. Malcolm's articles in your late papers, and see with what ease he
starts the wheels of our government to running so nice and
smooth, without ever jumping a cog or making a single
crack ; and then how nicely he fences before anyone can
strike back. I presume everything appears as clear as mud
to Mr. Malcolm. It puts me in mind of building a perpetual
motion in my younger days. It was a nice affair, I tell you,
until I set it up for business, and then it had just one little
fault-the '' cussed" thing would not work; and I feel quite
positiv the same is true of Mr. Malcohn's land theory, or
theory of taxing land only, to raise all taxes required to
·carry on the government. Though he has not told us (that
I hav observed) how a people expect to get possession of the
lands of the United States that other people hav honestly
bought and paid for, if he expects the owners of property to
giv it up to others for the asking, I think he will find he is
barking up the wrong sapling. I am an old man, and hav as
much of the love of human kindness as the average of men,
but if any man was to undertake to enter onto my premises
and take forcible possession without paying me the last dollar my property had cost me in solid, hard labor and money,
I should be very apt to send him to his long happy huntingground. But, says one, the government is going to pay for
all these lands. Well, pray, who is the government? The
people, of course. Then we are to be taxed for our own
lands. Sublime thought! No, there is not a government
on the earth able to buy the lands and their improvements ;
and the improvements would hav to go with the lands, as
they would be worthless after a farm was broken up. It is
said the most essential part in cooking a hare is to catch it
first. Now, will Mr. Malcolm tell us how he expects to
catch his hare ? I think I am safe in predicting that any
man starting 0ut in the next presidential contest with such
wild notions on the land question as Mr. Malcolm or Mr,
Henry Geor~e aqvo(_)~te~ wil! ]Je left so far iu the back-

ground that he will swear after election that he never thought
of running for the presidency at all. Mr. Malcolm appears
to be a smart man, but if all that he does not know in righting the apparent wrongs of the country was put in one book,
I think it would be a large one. As for his money system, I
hav nothing to say, only it looks well on paper. I could tell
much better after seeing it put into operation. Long liv THE
TRUTH BEEKER, and may that good fellow Heston liv forever
and die fat.
J. L. ToMPKINS.
BARRE, MAss., Jan. 10, 287.
MR. EDITOR : Permit me to congratulate you on your
"Happy New Year to All" cartoon. "The Freethought
era " opens up grand in THE TRUTH SEEKER for 287 with such
a glowing frontispiece to herald it in. I think we ought to
get up a donation for Watson Heston, who, I hear, is not in
good health, and has a family to provide for. Come, friends,
what say you to it? I cannot do much, but I will do a little.
The Christians hav had their week of prayer, and are
booming revivals with their usual winter ferocity. Sam
Jones and Sam Small were booked for Boston. Am not sure
as to the arrival. - Andover is now breathing more freely,
and the high pressure being removed from Parson Downs's
church by the case being non-suited, the curly-haired, fieryheaded, would-be-still-continued preacher must look else.
where for the $6,000 back salary that he so energetically and
hopefully sued for. And here is more interesting religious
intelligence from the vicinity of the Hub :
St. Stephen's Catholia church, South Framingham, Mass.,
by dint of great exertion on the part of its pastor, Father
Cullen, has -just succeeded in obtaining the necessary amount
of money to purchase a bell, and on Sunday, December 12th,
six of the holy fathers assembled to " bless " the sacred piece
of metal. The ceremonies were ridiculous in the extreme,
and the services truly blasphemous were there any god to
take note of the proceedings. Said Father Cummings :
"The blessing of this bell will impart sanctity in your midst,
as from this day forth it will be a sacred thing. Our Lord
left us the seven sacraments. • • . ,By the blessing of
this bell it will bring to · us certain spiritual and material
blessings. It will send out rapturous praises to God, and it
becomes the Angelus bell of the parish, and when the funeral
train leaves the church, it will toll mournfully and remind
you to pray for the dead. It will speak in tones of thunder
to the sinner, and it will be a great alarm bell warning men
of their forgetfulness to God. This bell is the symbol of the
presence of God within this church. The knowledge of God
is the only thing that touches the heart of man."
Now, please, what kind of talk is this, right here in enlightened Massachusetts-" pray for the dead!" Ought not such
lies, followed by receiving money for such prayers, be an indictable offense for obtaining money under false pretenses?
After the sermon and chanting by the choir, " the ceremony
of blessing the bell took place, by Archbishop Williams first
washing it with the oil of the dead, and then anointing it
with chrism." In the consecration the bell was named
"Thomas."
Friends, I hav no language wherewith to express my sadness over such mummery. "Rum, Romanism, and rebellion," and the worst, Romanism!
ELLA E. Gmso~.
KENT, 0., Jan. 8, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : There seem to be various opinions as to the
actual meaning of" free press, free speech," etc., and I wish
to giv my opinion....:...not thinking that anything I can say is
going to settle the question, but we get new ideas from each
other.
My view is that no such rights or privileges hav ever been,
or should be, given man as absolute and unrestricted liberty
of speech or press. By the law of nature, we are restricted
in everything we do, say, or hav. The birds of the air and
beasts of the forest are one and all restricted in their liberties
and hav to battle for life with every enemy that surrounds
them-must giv battle to the elements, must search and
fight for their everyday food. So with man. We !lore surrounded from without and within with enemies that we must
conquer or make a failure of life. We receive our help and
education from many sources, not alone from the wisdom of
others as taught us in childhood, but can complete our studies only as we learn daily from the school of life those ennobling thoughts that really finish our scholarship on earth. It
is from this source that we learn of ourselvs, of man as a
whole. No one can know just how to do, to act, to speak,
or conduct himself properly, honorably, or justifiably without curtailing his natural desires for doing and thinking
wrong. To do this· he must bring in the aid of the better
and more deliberate judgment and reason it is the privilege
of everyone to possess. Happiness should be the most
eagerly sought after; envy, the most shunned. The two are
antagonistic, and cannot both occupy the same heart at
once. In seeking happiness, we cannot envy our neighbors
their wealth, their office, their influence, or anything they
rightfully possess. We should not attempt to pull others
down to build ourselvs up; in doing so, we shall fall beneath
their ruins.
It has been said, " The pen of influence is mightier than
the sword of battle." This being true, we should guard both
tongue and pen, that we shall not deprive others of the liberty and happiness we ourselvs are striving to obtain. A
word once spoken can never be recalled. Many a poor man
or woman has nought but his or her good name or character
to boast of and to make him or her happy. Many a poor girl
has been driven to ruin by a slanderous pen or tongue.
Many a man has failed in business simply from slanderous
reports regarding his financial inabilities. Even the truth
should not be uttered at all times. ·
Every man woman, and ohild should be protected in their
inherent rights to liberty, and no one by tongue or pen should
unqe!."take tQ. deprive tMm of such.
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There are many kinds of happiness besides individual happiness. There is happiness of community, of state, of countries and nations, wherein many are happy. Where the
majority are happy in any state or nation, the laws by which
such are made happy must be ihe best for all.
Envy is the hideous monster that would break the law of
reason, chain the pen of justice, and turn loose the fiends of
destruction, only to satisfy the frenzied cravings of desire.
It is the duty of every countryman to stand by his country,
of every father to stand by his child. He that would sell the
prattle of his child is worse than a brute, and deserves not
the name of man, much less to use pen or tongue to destroy
the happy homes of millions of old and young who are associated together under one government.
Let everyone look to the law of justice, search well into
the deep recesses of reason, before trying to pull down the
strong to build up the weak. Generals are as es2ential to
conduct an army as privates are to do the fighting. The
two are inseparable; neither could win a ·victory alone. As
is our army, ·so is our government. We need men of able
minds, men of experience, at the heads of the different departments, to giv orders to the common soldiers who hav to
fight the battles. Everyone cannot be an officer. Many
must remain in the ranks. Just so with the more common
employments and avocations of man. Nature forces us into
the world, through it, and out of it. We know not from
whence we came or whither we go. We can only make the
best possible use of things as we find them, and while it is
our privilege and duty to gain as high an eminence in life as
possible, we cannot all get to the top. We must liv in a
lower sphere until we can gain ahigher. We need the true
and happy labQrer as much as the man of capital. Each is
useful and proper in his sphere. One can do nothing without
the other. No pen or tongue should be allowed to crush
either. Everyone has the same right to climb the stairs of
wealth as far as he can and not interfere with the rights of
others.
Ask not what ye"would not giv. It is not wealth or position that really brings us happiness, for where there is envy
there can be no real happiness. Where there is a desire to
use a slanderous tongue or pen to destroy individuals or governments, there can'be no enjoyment or content. Happiness
is found in the family where is found economy, love, affection, cleanliness, industry, etc., and not where is found envy,
strife, dissatisfaction, and immorality. Thus we see that
both the tongue and pen are restricted from saying, writing,
or publishing that which is a detriment to mankind and for
which the author should be held responsible.
Reason, best of heaven's blessings,
Given only to mankind !
Life would scarce be worth possessing
Did not reason rule the mind.
When in state and pomp parading
Kings and presidents we see,
Reason tells us : EnVY not them;
They must die as well as we.

A. D. SwAN.
AxTELL, KAN., Jan. 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not seen anything from here for some
thp.e, and it seems right that all should know that we are still
in the fight. Our Farmer's Alliance (of which I am president)
discussed partially the Sabbath laws, and the pious ones
found they were going to get too much, so they adj~urned
(being in the majority), but they got a good reply m the
Axtell Anchor, and everybody has found out that they hav
not got the truth on their side. Our Liberal Union has about
400 books and tracts out doing missionary work, and the
revival "sky-pilots" are getting nothing here but "water
hauls·" they can't get a hand-up for prayers, or for evidence
of int~rest in the meetings. "We hav 'em scared." They
got the Rev. Rogers (Universalist) to lecture at the Mason installation, and it was the finest exposition of the Religion of
Humanity ever given in the town. He said, "An honest God
is the noblest work of man. There is no God except as we
perceive him in humanity." He sh~wed up th~ sel~shness
of the churches and its members, saymg t:llat the1r ch1ef concern was to save their little souls from hell. I am not a
Mason, and cannot say how much Masonry he talked, but .I
do know that many that heard it would hav left the hall 1f
it had been a Liberal lecturer that had said the same things.
We a:re shaking the dry bones of the old orthodoxy. The
Rev. Mr. Kloss,· of the Congregational church, recently
announced that he would close his course of sermons on the
"national evils" by a discourse on Infidelity. I told his
members I was going; that if the leading Infidels advocated
what if followed by a large part of the people, would lead to
a na;ional evil, I .wanted to know it, that I might shun it.
I went, and to my surprise he said tha~ ~fidelity was a goo.d
thing. it acted as a prod to make Chnst1ans better; and h1s
serm~n all through was kind and courteous. We hav brought
about this change by organization. Less than one year ~go
in this town the religious mouth-piece, Rev. Clagget, smd:
'' Every Infidel is a liar, and Ingersoll is the chief of liars." I
"chinned" him up in good shape in a crowd the next day,
and went to work to organize; and lo, the change I Before
we organized I was a hellion; now I am kindly treated.
Of course the pious will tell me about the faults of some of
our members but I call to their mind the acts of some of
their folks a~d they are sorry they said anything about it.
Catholicis~ has driven the filthy old Bible from our schools,
and we must not forget to giv praise where it is du~; but
we may look for her to ask that her members pay their tax
to the parish schools, so I will not praise her ~oo ~ondly: I
say to the Liberals of every town, v1IIage, and 01ty: Or¥amze.
That is the only way to command respect. ~ou :Vlll .find
that you are stronger than you think. The roam thing IS to
be Liberal 1 and the world will find it out.
E. W, Mw1m, Sec. A. S. U.
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E&MI, by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Ft1,ll
Comm'Jt~for
~ Corner slwuld 1M sent.

IRimdr-, Mass., w fllhom all

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night ill beginning to lower,
Oomes a. {lanse i'l!l 'the day's occupations
That is lmo'Ml. as the Children's Hour."

Sunny Sally.
an 011%-Fashtonea S/nr1f.
Bunny Sally lived by the sea,
Seldom a single dolla.r had she,
Simple the roof her bright head o'er,
Scarcely a wild rose about her door.
Sunny Sally smiled with the sun,
Smiled when the rain-drops pattered down,
:Smiled with the storm-king's angry roar,
!Smiled when the loud waves beat the sh0re.
~· Stroi'l'R l\nd stanch is the good ship, ' Gold,'
:Str<m'R' nnd true is my sailor bold ;
'Sh'i-.es in the north the lover's star,
lSIY.vwing him home from lands afar.
"' ' Sooner than summer roses fade
Shall you see me, dear,' his letters said.
'Silks will I bring, and silver store
SaHie shall fish in the sea no more.'"
Summer !led with thA birds and !lowers;
Sa.llie smiled through the a.utumn hours,
So sad a ~mile one wept to see•·Sailor, iny sailor, come home to me !''
'''Strong and stanch was the good ship, 'Gold,'
IStrong and true was my sailor bold;
:Sinco L'Ove is good, I will not despair,"
:Stilt, white threads shone in the golden hair.
ISI'I~Uows twittered ben~ath the eaves,
&ft winils fluttered the fresh young leaves,
'Spring stole again o'er the shining sands,
Strange ships came from distant lands.
Sunny Sally wept by the sea,
Such joyful tears one smiled to see ;
Safe at home was her sailor bpld,
Sunk 'neath the waves the good ship, " Gold."
Sitfely at home, a true man still,
Sa.fely at home, but a poor man still.
•• S'\Ving< of years are gone," said he,
•• Sunk with the ship in the angry sea.
'"Silvery store ...n.d silken sheen
:shall deck tho mermaids' caves, I ween.·
'"Shall we '0\!'e for that?" she softly said,
••.sincel0~ is left we will work for bread."
Such

--------~~---------~p

The Allen Boys.
That was all true about Rebecca, the story
was told in the Corner, for Rebecca was
my great-grandmother, and she often related
th-e incidents of her early days.
When she lived in the family of Governor
Belcher, they kept four negro slaves, named
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and they
were good, true, and faithful.
After Rebecca married, she lived in Milton,
as was told you in her story. Her grandchildren thought everything of her, and those
who lived in Boston took " solid comfort"
whenever they visited her rural home in Milton. There were Isaac, Henry, and Charles
who lived in Boston; and all the neighbors
knew it when the .Allen boys went out to
their grandmother's. Such running and raCing over the hills l Such whooping and hurrahing! " Make all the racket you please.
Boys are boys, and will never be boys but
once," said Grandma Rebecca.
And then such splendid dinners as she
used to make for them! She did her cooking
usually in a fireplace, as it was called, and
you could see the blazing fire all the time on
the hearth. There was a crane with pothooks and trammels, on which hung the kettles. When she baked, it was in a kettle,
with live coals heaped on top of its cover;
and then she had £~ tin sheet set up before the
fire for meal cakes, and an iron spit on which
were roasted meat and eels. But once a
week she made a fire in the big brick oven,
and when it was hot she baked beans, brown
bread, pan-dowdy, pumpkin pies, and Indian
puddings; and if you never tasted the goodies baked in an old-fashioned brick oven you
will never know all you hav missed.
And then, the suet puddings boiled in a
bag along with the pork and vegetables-my l
how good! The lumps of suet were as big
as the top of your thumb, and shone like
topaz, or quartz crystals l Flour was not so
cheap and plenty as in these days, and a sack
of flour at Thanksgiving was made to last a
year. A pound of tea held out the year
round, and five pounds of sugar went the
same length of time. But they had plenty to
eat, such as it was, and it was all wholesome
and healthy. The Allen boys thought it was
splendid, and ate with a relish, and after eating they were ready for play.
One day they captured a rattlesnake in a
thicket on one of the Blue Hills. They made
a i!!lip-noose out of strong vines and twigs,
~hat

and managed to get it twistetl around the
snake 's body, which they dragged home in
gl'eat triumph, the reptil hissing, squir!I).ing,
writbi\l.g, and making the most horrible contortions in his wild efforts to free himself.
They got it home at last, and their grandfather dispatched it with an n. It had
twenty-seven rattles.
"Now," sllid Charley Allen," if old Adam
. had just knocked thnt pesky sarpent in the
Garden of Eden in the head, there woulrln't
hav been such a fuss about that apple business, would there, grandfather?''
Their grandpa, who had read a copy of
Paine's "Age of Reason," and was rather
skeptical, laughed heartily and sa1d he
guessed Adam was " kinde\' lacking in
mother-wit, or else he wouldn't )a' been such
a tarnal fool as he was, but would hav licked
the old sarpetit and mauled him on the spot.''
Their grandpa had an old white horse and
11. shay, and when old Whitey was harnessed
up, the one-horse shay was looked upon as an
elegant equipage, in which the old couple
were a'C'Customed to drive into Boston to visit
their son and daughter, the Allen boys'
parents. When they were all ready to start,
Billy, another grandson who lived with them,
with his sister Ann, would be called to bribg
the basket of eggs that they were to carry as
a present, and the box oi' butter, and then he
would hav to get the bag of oats for the horse
to eat when he arrived in town. Then Billy
would jump in and curl up at the feet of the
patriarchal couple, and they would jog contentedly along to Boston town.
Gran'ther Allen, as he was called, was an
even-tempered man, generally speaking, but
sometimes he would let his temper get the
best of him, and then he was awju!.
He had a little bird that he thought much
of, and one day some one left its cage door
open. Jimmy, the cat, observing the same,
with one bound knocked over the cage and
grabbed the bird. In a jiffy there were only a
few blood-stained feathers left to show that a
bird once lived there. When Gran'ther Allen
saw what had been done, he was white with
rage .. He glanced at Jimmy, who was er;n.
tentedly licking his paws, and lapping his
chops, and merely said, "Old cat, your
minutes are numbered,'' and with one blow
of a club Jimmy was as dead as his victim.
" I do not believe,'' said the old man, "in
violent measures generally, but this case
comes under the old Mosaic dispensation-an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."
"Why don't you eat the cat, then," said
Billy, " same as he did the bird ?"
Gran'ther made no reply, but strode out of
the house.
· Jimmy had only followed his cat instincts,
and was greatly lamented by the Allen boys.
He had a noble funeral, however, and was
buried with great pomp and ceremony in the
garden, Billy acting as undertaker and minister, and the others as chief mourners.
The Allen boys were once invited to Canton
to attend the wedding of their cousin. They
were on hand early, but getting quite hungry
before the ceremony, which took place in the
evening, they went around to the pantry
window, opened it, and crawled into the
room, where they helped themselvs to the
three kinds of wedding cake and two kinds
of wine. They stuffed themselvs .so full of
cake and wine that they were found n.t a late
hour, two of them, in the barn in a bewildering state of intoxication, one in the pig-sty,
fast asleep with the pigs, and another had
crept into the hen-coop. They were so
ashamed of this escapade that they never
tasted liquor afterward.
They kept their young married cousin well
supplied with partridges, quails, rabbits,
woodchucks, and squirrels after that, and
when not hunting in the woods they made
many fishing excursions up and down Charles
river for her benefit.
The Revolutionary war had left the country very poor, and money was so scarce that
a silver dollar looked as big as the moon, and
the Allen boys were early put to work to earn
their living. They had one sister, little Sarah,
who used to run on errands.
When the boys discovered that Sarah was
a favorit with the grocer, and could get, therefore, more candy for one cent than they could
for five, they entrusted their pennies to her,
and the way she managed their financial affairs, and the candy she procured for them,
would hav been a credit to an older head
than was hers.
There was a remnant of witchcraft remaining in New England in those days, and the
Allen boys looked with wonder upon a woman who lived in Milton who declared she
was bewitched, and that she ha.d.a disb.-~ettle

in her stomach. She would be very angry
when any one disputed it, but the boys
laughed and giggled at her vagaries,
The Allen boys grew up and became smart,
industrious men. Isaac became a dehtist,
Henry, a merchant; Charles, a sea-captain,
and Billy an actor, which calling much displeased his folks, but he was excellent in his
chosen profession. Ann died young, and
Sarah married the grocer who gave her so
much candy for a cent, and, although they
were roguish boys, they all made out well in
life and were good and honorable citizens, and
honest members of sodety.
Mmu:M:.

Our Puzzle Box.
i.-HALF SQUARE.
lie close.
2.-Additional.
B.-To remain.
4.~To test.
5.-A note in music.
6.-A letter.
Lyons, N. Y.
SNoWFLAKE.
1.~to

2-R:Ei:ms,

Correspondence.
,.
. LttbLOW,; hL.; jan. 4, i8~7.
:th.A.R MISS
IXQN : I saw' so ih~hy boys
ll.nd girls writing; I thoi.1ght I would wi:ife;
\oo. I go to school now. I read in the
Third Reader. I like to go to school. I am
ten years old. My father has taken TnE
TRUTH BEEKER for eight years. I like to lopk
at the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER, they
are so comical. Well, I must close.
Yours truly,
DALE NEWKIRK.

w

Dec. 22, 1886.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am eleven years old.
I read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and it is a very
nice paper. There· are t~~rty inhabi~ah~s i,ti
Ole :Elum. t hav a cotisiti here atld lie Is
going to write a letter to you. I hav It horse
and he is very intelligent; his name is
"Dandy." My sister and I hav a great time
roaming about the hills. !tis very romantic;
tall, towering pine trees reach higl:t into the
afr. They often make houses otit of one tree.
From your friend;.. ..
loNE KAHLow.

__

ToRONTO, :bee. Bli· 1886 ..
:bEAR MIElS WIXoN: I. thought
wouhi
wr~te you ll, letter for ,my little sistef and myself. She is four and I am ten. Pa takes
Tll:E TRUTH SEEKER. Pa and ma are truth
seekers, and they hav lots of fun with Christian visitors. I read the Children's Corner
to my sister and look at the pictures; we
think they are just fine, especially l\Irs.
Noah beating the skunks. We hav a doghe is a water dog. We are going to get a
harness for him ; he will pull us on . the sled.
We hav a kitten; it is six months o!d, _and it
is the boss of the house. When rna 1s sweeping the kitten tuns after the btoom. I _must
close now. Wishin~ you a Happy New Year,
we are truly your fnends; .
ALIOE AND EMMA CntJR<iHH.L.
P.S.-!f you think this is not fit, please do
not print it, as it is my first letter.
[We think it a good letter for the first and
hope you will write again.-ED. C. C.]

BALSTON SPA, N.Y., Jan. 2, 287.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write a letter for the Cornel'. I am a little
girl ten years old, and study arithmetic, ge"
A bouquet.
ography, and spelling. I read in Swinton's
Second Reader. My father and mother are
ANSW!tRB •ro PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OOHNER, Freethinkers, and ali my brothers and sisters.
JAN. 8, 1887.
My father takes TnE TRUTH SEEKER and
i.-Archibald, Ira; Cecil; Harry, Horace, Green's Magazine, and mother takes the Ironclad Age, and we hav lots of Liberal books.
Henry. 2.We hav the "Story Hour," and mother
p
bought us the " Apples of Gold" a short time
BED
ago, and we all love father and mother, for
l\'IANES
we are so happy together. This is my first •
BARONET
letter, and I would like to see it in the ChilPENOBSCOT
dren's Corner. I hope you will excuse my
DENSITY
poor writing.
·
SECTS
From your little Freethinker friend,
TOY
T .
HATTIE TnoRPE.
P.S.-1 hope yon bad a merry Christmas
3.-2 in 6, three times. 4.-Teraphim.
and a happy New Year.
H. T.
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OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

OALlFORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York:, San Jose, Cal.

PROGRAM FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Reported for the "Truth S~e~' ··•· by

r

<JA~A!JA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James J!'oster, Weiland, Ont.
1'. Olappison, Hamilton, Ont.

·IMMENSE

I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission of
th~ Author,

OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
•

•

A. ErWin, Murray.

IDAHO.

ILI.INOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T.·P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk •.
KANSAS.

Chris. BroWll, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSAOHUSETTS.

t~'f.OOUGB~

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIIIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.]
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
MONTANA.
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0. B. Whitford, Butte City.
NEBRASKA.

€:DITITION.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
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TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
·London.

PER~ONAL EXISTENCE l.FTER

DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.

Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

Robt. G. ln2"ersoll's
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the

Bankers' snd Merchant!.' Tcle·
;-raph Company

C. B. REYNOLDS·
35 Cents Each.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

REPLY

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company.
--oSo many hav asked for cupies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES oN INGERSOLL.'
By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priests
Historical misstatements.

THE
SPIRITOALISM
SHAKER EYE and EAR B•ts•M
Sustaine:t
By the Bible,

SIXTY-FIVE YEARS' INVARi:ABI.E SUOOESS.
Best kiwwn remedY for all ~ffli~iions of these
WEAK EYES. WEAK EARS, DE,1.F
NESS, and CA.TARRHALAFFECTIONtl immediately rpached. FAILING SIGHT prevented.
ROARING or DRUMMING OF EARS will cease.
One .box tells the whole story.
Price, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N.Y.
organ~.

BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
CONTENTS:
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
SPIRITUALISM· SUSTAINED BY THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD'S GENERAL GOVERNMENT.
SPIRrrUAL MEDIUivl:SHIP.
OBJECTIONS

TO

SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.

Like all THE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical ex• cut.ion of the work is all tha.t could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in shurt, 11
neat little volume.
Tile pl'imary object of the work, as its title indicates, is tu sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdi·
ties of the Christian religion, and the abomina·
tiona of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. The book contains much to interest every
intelligent reader. • • . Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Freethougilt
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian; it will teach him that the waY of the
fool is foolishness. Every .Liberal who reads it
will certainly find his "Spilitual" strength re·
newed.-Jolm Peck.
Bound in cloth, 245 pp., p1ice $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.;
tf
83 Clinton Place, New York.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the

seventy thousand ministers nf this country were
obliged to purchase the P<tmpl.tlet and read every
word of it."
·
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupY
an important place ; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveYing information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wlx•m.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in wr1tiug this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it mas
be commended as fulfillin!{ its purpose of a con·
cise and inte1·esting histoncal text-book.-Ml!wau.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

VIRGINIA.

OF

Blenker.

NEW YoRK:
.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.

ELEMENTS

This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs- a perfect compendium of history- from 2,000
years B.o., on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-Eimiua

OREGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.

UTAH.

to:J~~hing

RJ' Prof. H. :n. Cottln&er, A.M.

OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Superwr street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden. ·
Henry Booth, Stockton.

OF

FOR
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

Tirentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.

PENNSYLVANIA.

STOOX

Fine Gold and BilvPr Watches, Diamond Jewelr.y,
Guld and Plated Chain~ Bracelets, Necklacts,
Lockets Pins, Drups, t!tuds, Sl&eve Buttons :
Plain, Chased, and Set Rings (a specialty); Gul<.l
and Silver Headed CaneH; G• •ld Pens, Pencils, awl
Tootbpwks; Gold and S1lver Thimbles, Silver and
Plated Ware, Cutlery, Razors, Revolvers, Opera.
Glasa~s, Guld Spectacles, Eye Glasses, Albums,
Harmonicas, Plush Comb aud Manicure Set~, etc.
All these goods will be BPn.t subject to approval
and return 1f not entirely satisfactory and cash
refunded, and as a special inducement I shall deduct 20 per cent from lowest bottom prices elsewhere.
For a Christmas
gift, nothing is nicer
than one of my beautiful badges, enam·
eled on solid gold in
four colors.
Prices, size of cut,
$8, $8.50, $4. With
genuin diamond, $6
to $10.
Just out: Exactly
like above} but smal\.'~til
,..- .J
ler, $2. A ittle gem.
Jh,~
.;P ASl1 Also, Watch Charms
~
· ~~ of larger model, $5
nicer for
a Holiita~ Gift than one of these beautiful emblems of .11reethought. anit Progress.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

Use Shakers'

Spiri~

fm• tlte Pile8.
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TO BE DONE<)ll
.wHAT'S
..
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.

REDUCED TO $1.0 •.

THE STOHY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.50.
For Schools in Quantities, $1.50.
Addnlss THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE

CONFESSIONAL:

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

ROMISH ·AND ANGLICAN.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

An Expose.

Address TI'IE TRUTH BEEKER..

THE DAWNING.
A NOVEL.

" Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen or Admet.us, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Snu-god !"
An octA.vo volume e>f nearly 400 p11.ges, bound in
cloth. Price, $1 50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co~~
33 Clinton Place, l'leW York.
tf

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False ClaimR

Revised and Enlarged.

Price, Ht cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considereit b~- Mr. Remsbur!f are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showin!( the creeds of the prisoner~ in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the-Church anit Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Bcrip!ure : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars o/
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution: Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy: Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen·
ity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copifls, $1.
Special discount on !ltrger quantities.

Sabbath-Brf'aking.

This is the best

anit most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is .~iscusseit
under the following heatls: Orighl of the Sabb&tic litea: The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures anit the Bahbaih: ExamitJation of
SundaY Arguments; Origin of ChriHtian Bahbath; Testimony of the Uhlistian Fathers; The
·abb ath dming the Miititle A_ges: The Puritan
abbath; Testimony of Chnstian RE-formers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 ceuto: •it comA"· 11.00.

By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
R. TuoKER.
Written in Prison. Suppre~sed by the Czar. ThP
Artthur Over Twenty Year• an Exlle in Siberia. RusRian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
First American Edition Exhaust~d
in Four Days. s,cond now
ReadY. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Thomas Paine The Apostle of RePages.
ligious and Polit.ical L1hertv. Tells the story
PRESs OOMMENTS :
of the Author-Hero's lifP, delineates the leadTo call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
· t •t f h' h
t
d
·
d ·
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston A aver.
mg
raJh.;~
a oname
IB c arac er an genms, an VIndicates
from the aspersions cast upon
tiser.
it. Cho1"e extracts from ' Common Sense,•
It is perhaps the book which has most power"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and ''Age
fully influenced the youth of Russia in their
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable anit
character from more than one hundred noted
noteworthy as a work which has plaYed so imporpersons of Europe and America, many of them ·
tan t a pa1·t in the political and social history of
wlitten expressly for this work. Be<'onit edithe century.-Boston Cou,·iRr.
tion, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper.
As a revelation of fulk l.tfe 1t is hivalnable; we
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
hav no other Russian pictures that compare witb
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents:
it.-Provtamwe Star.
cloth, 75 cents.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
that the interest in their fate becomes intense as Image Brf'la'kPl".
Six Lectures: Dethe thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashBoston Saturr:tay E·vening Gazette.
ington an Unbeliver;}'efferson an Unbeliever;
When we come to consiiter the publication of
Pame and Wesley; unristian Sabbath. Each
~~~~~;~~;.:s,f~g~f.~-t·~~ ~!a~~~o1 ;; ":ed ~~:~t
5 cents; bound, pape.r. 25 cents; per doz. 40 ell!.
avoid the conclusion that something must hav The ApoStiA of L1berty. An address
happened to the society for the supprossion of J delivered in Paine Hal!J before the N. E. FreeindW}ent literature.-St. Louts Republtca.n.
thinkers' Convention, olanuary 29, 1684. Price,
In cloth, .,~1 ·, paper, 75 cents.
10 cents.
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AcldrtS~ss THE TBUTH SEEKER.
18 Olinton Place, New 'fork

By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

BLASPHEMY
__,.AND~rnE
BIBLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDI:l.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the Been
lariats.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr: Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY
JauuA.rY 18th.
Price, 10 Cents; 6 for 50 cents; 13 for $1.
Address THE TlmTH BEEKER CO.

S. P. Pntnam'M Works
Tbf' Problem of the

Univ~'rR~, and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Oriticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 eta.

Waif.,. aud Wanderings. a New Ameri

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pa.IJer, 50 cts.
"A proHe epic of the war, rioh with mcident
and dramatic power; breezr from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Jo/m
Stbl.nt.all's PaPer.

Goldt>n Throm•, a Romance. "The
author <'ertainly has g<'nius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book IS filled witl,
manlY thoughtsJ expressed in manly wordsthl' tra.nscript or a manly mind. Every Liberal
shoulit read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.
Ing~>t·Rnll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it i>
shown there is much in harmony betweeJJ
them. Price, 10 eta.

Prnnwtht'US· A r,oem. "It is crammed

with life, though , and profonnit emotion,
poured fgtth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gott.lieh, His Life. A Romance of
Earth. Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Wb' Duu't :He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price. 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
Eden. in which its superionty to the muti'at.P<l
oopv-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF

~IXAWA.

Puhlished at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse an!l J.
M. Burglar, Pp.nters. This paper is deyoted specially to the mtereats of our colomzatwn enterprise, the Oredit Foncier of Binaloal andfenerally
to the practical solution of the prob em o In tegr!'l
(lo.o~ration. Price, $1 a year.t 50 cents for BIX
montlll; 111 oenu for three monw.~
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1/!otlf!l.
The Andover Creed.
IN MODERN ENGLISH.

There was a man whose name was Adam,
A woman-Eve-she was his madam;
A crafty, impious imp of evilCall him serpent-eall him devilInduced these folks to eat an apple,
With which they'd been forbid to grapple;
Immortals thus were rendered mortal
And driven forth from Eden's portal!
There is a place of endless terror
Prepared for those who fall in error,
Where fire and death and torture never
Cease their work, but rule forever;
Such horrors e'en in wild Ashantee
Were never: known nor thought (see Dante).
To this dark cave, for Adam's sin,
Must all his children enter in;
And millions of his poor descendants
Must suffer for hts independence.
But the all-merciful creator
Took pity on the fallen traitor,
Prepared a narrow path of pardon
That led to heaven's haP'>Y garden;
And, lest mankind prefer to sin,
Preae.~ttnea same to walk therein.
Ah! Happy souls; your goal is heaven,
Already are '/lOUr sins for~ven!
But millions still in error languish,
Doomed to death and future anguish,
Who ne'er hav heard of Adam's sin,
Nor of the peril they are in;
Who know not of the way of pardon,
Nor of the fall in Eden's garden;
The'// hav no promis of election,
No kind decree for their protection.
This, my friends, is the Andover Creed ;
Put it aside for the time of need !
In the hour of grief and sorrow
From it consolation borrow ;
When your dearest friends are dying,
Read it to the mourners cryingRead with features stern and solemn
As the massiv granit column !
Teach it to the tender maiden,
To the man with sorrow laden ;
Teach it to the timid child,
Watch its look of horror wildNote the half-defiant fear,
Flushing cheek, and pitying tear ; .
Teach it to the broken-hearted,
From their loved ones newly parted ;
Show them that their pride and beautyType of love and filial dutyFilling all their home with brightness
With her form of airy lightness.
This-their darling-whom they cherished,
Has in hell forever perished,
All because of Allam's folly!
'Twill drive away your melancholy
And leave with you, consistent one,
A sense of duty nobly done ;
Ah, a wonderful thing is the Andover Creed,
Put it aside for the hour of need l
E. Frank Lintaber, in Puck.

The Law of Property.
Mr. Clark's article, " The People's Share in
Wealth," in the North American Review for
July,* shows a praiseworthy appreciation of
the present muddled and deplorable condition of industry; of the strained relations of
classes in the existing system, and of the
present uneconomic and inequitable division
of the results of industry.
He says: " Present wealth is unutterably
selfish, vulgar, and tyrannical. Poverty is
growing savage and brutal, and Macaulay's
'Huns and Vandals' are showing their teeth,
not from the outside of civilization now,
but from the underside;" and more that is
equally graphic, timely, and truthful.
But when he comes to the remedy-this,
the burning problem of the age-he surely
has not given us, nor solved, nor penetrated,
nor even touched. For he says, " I trust I
hav shown that for the equitable distribution
[division] of a people's joint heritate it is
wholly unnecessary to disturb the existing
tenures of property. These hav grown up as
naturally as accretions of coral. They are
right." He says the solution and remedy are
completely given in the answ€lr to the question, " What is the absolute, underlying law
of ownership-all ownership whatsoever?"
and its " enforcement " by " the death-rate
tax." He cites the theory and practices of
England, and the words of our own Declaration of Independence as to life, liberty, pursuit of happiness, etc., and pointing out
what they imply, says, "Now this is the
same as saying that the people of the world
jointly own the world, and that the people of
any country jointly own that country while
they utilize and maintain it," and "all men
are equal in the natural right of access to the
world's wealth, but they can improve and enjoy this wealth only in accordance with individual capacity. In the distribution [division]
of wealth, therefore, all men are not entitled
to an equal share in ·property, but to- an
equital>le share ; and an equitable share is an
equal "Share r.iccording ~ ability, industry, and
• An epitome o( his book; "Man'S Birthright;
or, The Higher Law of Property." By E. G.
Glark. New York.- G. P. Putnam's Sons.

i!M'nomy." This, then, he givs as the answer
and the "law." And he says of it, "This
formula is all there is of democracy; all there
is of economics, all there is of social justice;"
and if this be so, alas, then, for at least economics-and the question is one chiefly of
economics; and so alas, also, for society I
And of this he says," It stands here as ethics,"
after just stating that it stands for democracy,
economics, and justice. "Let us convert it
into mathematics." ·Now he is going to make
it stand also for mathematics-this seems to
be ignoring due scientific discrimination with
unbecoming recklessness. By and through
this " conversion" he discovers or works out
what he calls his "death-rate tax," which,
although he here makes it identical with the
"law" itself, is to be used to enforce the
"law" " when the people once comprehend
the true law of ownership, and the perfect
method of enforcing it, through the collection
and redistribution of the birthright, death-rate
tax," etc. And he says, "The pivot on which
this transformation [from ethics to mathematics] turns is the fact of death." " The
entire wealth of· mankind reverts from one
generation to another every fifty years.''
Well, what of it? He answers: "But now,
if a nation's wealth is simply a reversion extending through fifty years, one-fiftieth of
that wealth reverts in one year." Well,
again, what of it ? He answers : " This onefiftieth is two per cent of the whole value."
Still, again, what of it? He answers with
the strongest kind of an affirmation, i.e., an
interrogativ affirmation : " Is it not perfectly
clear, therefore, that an annual tax of two
per cent on the value of the property collected by society, and expended for the common good of society, would effect complete
democracy of ownership-would giv, with
every year, to every child born into the
world, an exactly equal share -in all the opportunities and all the advantages of life?''
To which I reply, with equal emphasis,
"No ! In fact, not clear at all, and will again
ask how would or could it do so?" But instead of immediately answering this time, he
thus dogmatically (and may it not be said,
arrogantly?) proceeds, '' In this tax lies the
science of redistribution [redivision], and the
true rejection of all spurious or half-baked
economics like Socialism or Communism."
This suggests the phenomenon of a very
drunk man declaring that it is the "other
men" who are drunk, and not he ; for it
does seem to me that it is Mr. Clark's
economics which is not even as much as
half- baked, and quite spurious. Besides,
who ever before heard, or expects to hear
again, of such a science as " the science of
redistribution ?" One would suppose that if
we were so fortunate, or might be, as to hav
a science of distribution or division, this
would, besides being a possibility, answer a
far better purpose on the principle, if on no
other ground, that " an OUIICe Of prevention
is better than a pound of cure." But. Mr.
Clark further on does revert to the two per
cent death-rate t_ax, and makes some efforts to
state how, combined with more aad similar
dogmatic affirmatio-ns, it is to secure the results above claimed.
But Mr. Clark leaves, and proposes to leave,
untouched the present system of competition
with all its iniquitous tendencies and charaCteristics; the evils after they hav been
wrought" to be palliated only, at most, by
taking back from the profit- and mammonmongers a portion of their " ill-gotten gains."
But how, even, is this that's taken back to be
made to accrue to the benefit of the people
from whom it was in the first place (according to Mr. Clark) exploited? Why, in this
way: if they are out of work, or such of them
as are, the government is· to use this fund, or
as much of it as remains after paying its own
expenses, to furnish them with work, and " to
hav annually, at call, a common fund large
enough to break, if they wish, by mere competition, any individual or corporate monopoly the earth can produce."
Impotent conclusion I A mere increase "in
taxation two per cent instead of one, for I
submit in all candor and seriousness that
there is nothing, absolutely nothing, in this
"fact of death," or "average death-rate," or
" reversion of wealth every fifty years," having any bearing upon the solution of this
great question of economics, viz., How with
a minimum expenditure of labor to produce
a maximum of results, or as to " the people's
share in wealth?"
He says (to conclude), "The indirect result of this tax would be greater than even
the direct" by compelling money to go in
business instead of lying in bank. But how
so? Would not the tax on it be the same in
business as out? He adds, "Universal co-

operation would be established in one bound." ject, which he has brought together, culled
Impossible!
W. M. Bouomm.
from the Old and New Testaments, and also
for the testimony collected from the writings
A New Wor.k on Spiritualism.
of the Christian fathers and Ohristian hisThe Ga.utteerreceivedfrom the author, sev- tory, not generally accessible. This latter
eral weeks ago, a book entitled, "Spiritualism evidence is, however, seriously weakened by
Sustained," by John R. Kelso, A.M. The the fact that the same witnesses quoted to
book is a handy volume of 250 pages, and a prove the truth of intercommunication becredit in general appearance to the publishers, tw€len the living and the dead, also testify to'
the New York Truth Seeker Company, who the tr1.1th of the most remarkable, and in the
will supply copies by mail at $1 each. The light of Hcience utterly incrediblll, miracles,
volume is divided into lectures, as follows :
as being quite common occurrences all along
I. Spiritualism Sustained by the Bible.
from the middle of the second century, alII. Spiritualism Sustained by the Christian most, if not quite, up to our own day-such
Church.
as raising the dead to life, healing the sick
III. Spiritualism a Necessity in God's Gen- and maimed by a word; transportation of
eral Government.
human bodies invisibly through the .air,
IV. Spiritual Mediumship.
changing of one substance to another, incredV. Objections to Spiritualism Answered.
ible wonders performed by holy relics, etc.,
Col. John Kelso, as a writer, is well known etc. This is, however, in harmony with the
among the "Liberals," having written and rest of the book-to present what at first
published several volumes, presenting the glance is convincing evidence only to destroy
most pronounced Materialistic opinions and all confidence in its credibility by subsequent
arguments. His friends and admirers must facts and deductions.
hav been astonished when the above book
To our mind, the portions of the book demade its appearance,- as in many things his voted to explaining how spirits commune
opinions hav apparently undergone a radical with mortals, and the methods to be observed
change. He claims to hav been made a co~ by investigators, is uninteresting, possibly bevert to a belief in a life after physical dissolu- cause the previous pages failed to convince
tion, by proofs his analytical mind could not, us that there are any spirits ; possibly because
resist, and frankly owns that in one thing, at it is not original. The same may be said of
least, he had indulged in a very grave mis- the answers to objections to Spiritualism.
take. Those who know the colonel best will There is nothing new here. All that is said
giv him credit for his candor, if they do not is familiar to every reader of the literature of
accept his conclusions.
Spiritualism; here t:A.e tone of the writer is
The book is a remarkable one. It is not, as apologetic and leaves an impression upon the
might be expected, devoted to the presenta- reader of mental weakness not characteristic
tion of the evidences on which the author of the author's other writings, or of other porbases his conclusions ; indeed, he tells his tions of this volume, where he lays aside the
readers he has studiously avoided it, for the spiritual for the natural and logical.
reason that second-hand evidence is in reality
As has been stated, the book has its value,
no evidence:._only reports, and reports are but if it ever makes any converts to a belief
not necessarily true. This is a very good rule in modern Spiritualism, we shall be greatly
to adopt in the investigation of phenomena surprised: Its careful perusal ought to
apparently in conflict with universal experi- awaken to thought and investigation, and if
ence, such as are vulgarly classified as super- it does this it will not hav been written in
natural. · But while Colonel Kelso studiously vain.-Sunday Gazetteer, Denison, Texas.
avoids giving his own experience, which, in
many instances, might most likely be cor- ' 1 PERSONAL EXISTENOE AFTER DEATH IMPROB·
roborated by living witnesses, the first two
.ABLE."
chapters of his book are devoted to proving
This is the title of a work by L. R. Smith,
modern Spiritualism true by the statements which shows much deep thought and clear
of the writers of the Bible and· the- records of reasoning, and is well worthy of careful pethe Christian church I In other words, he rusal by every earnest seeker after truth.
treats the testimony of living witnesses as in- While I cannot agree with the author in all
sufficient, but that of those long dead, and in his conclusions, I can fully indorse much
many cases anonymous, as perfectly convinC- that he says, and especially the account given
ing. He confesses on nearly the first page in his preface of the religious ideas prevailing
that he considers the Bible totally unworthy in the section where he lived during his boyof belief, and follows it up with over forty hood, and the zeal and persistence with which
pages of " proofs" from the Bible that Spirit- those ideas were instilled into the minds of
ualism is true! He says he puts the wit- the young. I do not think it strange that the
nesses on the stand unimpeached, and ye~ in promulgation of such dogmas caused untold
the sentence preceding he declares them misery and unhappiness when operating upon
totally untruthful, and in prior works has at the tender minds of the young, and can but
least made strenuous efforts to impeach rejoice that the author has found the better
them.
way, and" is endeavoring to lead mankind into
In explanation of this apparent inconsist- the flowery paths of love, virtue, and obediency, it should be stated that Colonel Kelso, ence to duty. He argues truly that we
though himself an Infidel, says he wrote this should dev0te all our energies to the duties of
book for the purpose of converting Chris- this life, as it is the only one of which we
tians, and as they believe, or are presumed to know positivly anything.
believe, the Bible is an inspired book, and
On this point, as indeed throughout, the
therefore its every teaching strictly true, he work displays a sound logic and keen percephas a perfect right to use their witness to sus- tion which should commend it to all. I betain his cause. The idea seems to be to leave speak for it a generous patronage from the
the character of the witness cited, for verac- Liberals t>f this country, and can assure them
ity, in this discussion, entirely in their hands. the perusal of the pamphlet will well repay its
From this l!tandpoint-Bible proofs of Spirit- trilling cost.
RoB'T B. JAoKsoN.
ualism-we think the colonel has made out
his case. We cannot see how an orthodox
Christian can deny spirit communion-both
A
good and evil-but we fear few of them will
be converted by this book, notwithstanding
the formidable array of quotations and ingenious arguments of its logical author. It is
not likely many will ever see the book.
Christians are not in the habit of going to an
Infidel writer for proof!!! of immortality, or for
interpretations of the book which is the basis
of their faith. But, as if the author was
afraid that some of the more Liberal among
WILL BE HELD AT
them might hav ·a curiosity to know what he
had to say on so recondite a subject, and believe his witnesses, he devotes most of the
fourth chapter to proving that these same witJanuary 29th and 30th, 1887.
nesses are untruthful, and totally unreliable.
every way. Were it not for the fact that we
hav every confidence in the author's sincerity, To which all ·Liberals are Cordially
we would be almost tempted to believe that
Invited.
he wrote this volume to foist his arguments
against the authenticity of the Bible upon
Christians, rather than to make converts to
Spiritualism, for the arguments presented in Good Speakers, Good Music, and a Good Time
this ·chapter are, to our mind, the strongest
-will be had.
to be found in the whole volume, and the only
ones in fact that appeal to the intellect. The
first two chapters are valuable to the student
IWCO:ME!.8
for the amount of matter bearing on the suli_
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Ingersoll's W'orks. Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25. printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiContents: "The. Ghosts( "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'Ihe Declaration of In- nated border, large clear type, suitable for framde_ll_endence," "About Farming in Illinois," ing•. The titles are:
'"The Grant Banqueh'; "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
In five lectures.t. comprising, "The Godst"
"Humboldt_i' " Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and ".tLeretics and Heresies."

Some Mistakes of Moses, Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
. plain cloth, $1.25.

What Must We Do to Be
per, 25 cents.

Saved~

The Christian Religion.

Pa-

By R. G.

Ingerso!b J1fdge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof.
George .1!'. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printea in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
co11!d be delivered in two .ordiiiary lectures.
This makes a grand missiOnary document
Liberals should scatter it genei·ously.
·

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,

~:~~!~ 10)\l'x17, $3;

boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
BY GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka. pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg~. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeysi
are particularly discussed and their economica
breerung and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hint~ abo~t .keeping poultry on .a large
scale, and, allm all, It IS a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

TM

Bo~

.D'tUtor• tmt:l Ezad. Ratios in Its

.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTl ANITY
BY LEWIS C • .JANES.

·This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian reli(rion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism a.nd Roman Pa.gaaism; investigates the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus,· and his genuin teachings are
se.P.arable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ1 and tra.Ces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions
Complete references and full index. 320pp svo;
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
•
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

Ma)'as and the qulehes 11,500
Years A.go.

ORIGIN OF THE BffiLIOAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Price, $2. 50.
Illustrated.
For Sale at this office.

Dedicated to the clergy •
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,

10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11!J()O pages, fully
illustratQd. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; O':J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Bol'__Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or 1lve volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume ox" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
in their Relation·to Disease,"representin_g the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeaml" oonsiderinE the blue-glass cure-of value
to siclt and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_agesl cloth
bound, $2"h "Heredity!" by Loring_Mooay, 159
11_ages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
.F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E, B. Foote, 10 cents;,. ' Generation before Re~en
eration" by Dr. E • .1:1. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ' Re·
ports of Conventions and Parlor .oo.eetinE's during
18821 ~• 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Inautute of Heredity,M!!!L.~• 188&:,10 cents.
. Addreu
'.l'W!l TBu·.1.·H BEEKEB.

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." '48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

LiqUOR DRINKING

The price of these heretofore has been 75 eta. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ;
THE THREE FOR FORTY CENTS. Mailed seours
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl, New York.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief re·
view of their Origin and Growth· Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth·
Vindication of Thomas Paine from Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob- Wages; Private and Social Wealth· Land Ownert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
ership; Private Property in Land.' Capital and
Address on the tJivil Rights Bill. the _Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opLarge size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
eration; Law of Contracts ; Money aJ:!d Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand Remedy; Reforms, n~t Remedies; Suggestions
for ~r. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had to Legislators; ·Conclusion.
all his lectures) except tne latest on "OrthoPriee, CJieth, $1.00.
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
pa~res, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
Olinton Place, New York.
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
Tribu_te~.
There hav been so mi!Jly
MlPlicatiOns for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," '!The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over The Present and the Future
"Little. Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be.en pnnted on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuRepublle or North A.meriea.
mmated border, and m large, clear type, suitaBY A. CAPITALIST.
ble for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.
A book advocating associate life as a. remedy for
viceJ and crime. It dea.lll with the J?resent
Prose Poems and Selections. This poverty,
oi society in this country, pointmg out
new book is a gem. It is a model in every re- conditiOns
their imperfections, and showing how it is alinost
spect. In fact~ one of the richest, brightest, . impossible
that the people should be other than
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celand vicious under our present system. The
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never be- poor
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
fore published, and all the famous "tributes " and he has drawn a vivid picture of· the future
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
brought together till now, many other gems, society shall be organized on the .Principles of
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect- Rational Communism. The book IB vigorously
ures, .letters, table-talks,· and day-to-day con- and interestingly written.
versation~ of the author. The wp~k is d!Jsigned
for and will be accepted by admiring fneniis as
Paper,50e; eloth, $1.
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
purp\)SE\~ a fine steel portrait, with.autograJ?h
33 Clinton Place, New York.
fao slllll.le, has been prepared especially for It.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf1 mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; m full Turkey moe
A STUDY
rocco, ,gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
01'
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

life, pricet $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles ox Religious Liberty should hav them.

BiOla Tomparanee:

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
0 ..

MEN ol!' Busumss W11o Dm Sol!D\T!mrG BEsml!l!!
1\UimG MONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY ."JA.IIIES PA.RTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Priee,

Address

- $1.25.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
u Olintoa Plaae. New Yol'k

SaOOath- Broa~ng.
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
Author of "False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 267
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood. sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious a.nd social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BY E. C. WALKER.

a NUD;~ber of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Fr_anvtscan. 5 cents· 50
cents per dozen: 25 copies, $1; 100 copies,' $3
Millions of these should be circulated
·

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
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New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 omits.

The Trade

Bupp~ied

at

Bpeda~

Disoounts.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
.Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40e.; with autograph, 50c.

VOLT AIBE' S BOMABCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Za.dig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil .of Nature.-Microm~a~.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.'-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Drea.m.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid pa.Per. With 67
Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Htt.lf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

eu~rravings.

The Secret of the East,
OR,

is a regularly_ educat·
ed and lell"a.llY quali·
fied physlCia.n, a.nd
the most sueoessfi!J.l
as his J?ractice will
prove. G1vs cheer and
hope to the affiicted
bysaying and proving
that SPERMATOR=RH<EA and IMPOTENCY as the result
of self-abuse in youth
and sexual excesses
in maturer years,
causing night emissions by dreams, loBs
of sexual power, rendering marriage improper and unhappy1
etc., can be cured
permanently by an
outside application in sixty days. No failure in
aey case.
It is one of Dr. Fellows's valuable discoveries,
which is entirely unknown to the m&dioal profession. It is a medioin to be ap{llied externa.lly_ on
the parts affected, by pad and bandage, which
cures by absorJ?tion..! and which is the only reliable
method of curmg l::!eminal Weakness and Loss of
Sexual Power.
Send five 2-cent stamp£ for his book "Private
Counselor," tellh'lg all about the disease, and the
external cure-~,with evidences of success. Address
Dr. R. P. F.I!'~OWS, V~neland, N. J., and sa.y
where you saw this advertisment.
pr Dr. Fellows begs leave to state that he is
an Infidel of the most pronounced character.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price. $1.00.

For sale at this o1!lce.

FREETHOUGHT :NOVELS.
T!u~ Heathens of the

Heath. A.1inely

writt.en Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day ox
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, "SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.8,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.
(Just PuiJlisliea, Jull/1, 1886) CONTAINS:
frontispiece showing the modem style
E·K.eter Hall. " One of the most excit- A colored
of
paintin£.
ing romances of the day.n Price, paper, 60
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
oen ts ; cloth,. 80 oen ts.
colored, to supply all the neccessar;v pieces for
N:atbaniel Vaughan. Priest I!Jld Man. constructing a model house, with plam directions
for
putting them together.
A Radical novel of marked ability. ~gual to
While the supplement affords both old and
George Eliot's works. BY Frederika Macdonyoung
the E'reatest amusement, it is more than a
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
toy. It is, 1n fact, a most practical lesson in ArchThe Outcast. A deep, finely written itecture;
a perfect, scaled model of one of our
Radical story. From the London edition. By most popula~: designs, so exact that it is useful to
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man. builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
80 cents.
$500 to $15,000).
AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By 2 New
Designs for Barns.
Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
1 New Design for a Chapel.
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
personages are those one meets with in com(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
mon life, and are portrayed with . a vividness
An Article on Villa Park ASsociations.
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exSENT, PoSTPAID, ON BEOEIPT OF PBIOE 1 $1.
pect to find, in such a marked dejl're~ even
Address
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose bi'il.liant and lucid style is familiar to 'l'HE CO-OPEBA'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From. Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADA.MB.
For S&l.e a.t this Office.
Clloth, $1.25.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children I!Jld

Youth. B.r_Suaan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children •s Stoq-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
ana 25 smaller illustratiens; large ~ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margiBs, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne •. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

A·ttvles of Gold.

A Story-Book for

the Youn.,g Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young master• and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

"Bible T\e Youth's .Liberal ~uide.

By

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenJy-five co_pies for '1; one hun died copies for
$3. We wish that the fnends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CJIVILIZA.TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfullY written book.-.Phtla. Recera
This Book is not a Book 1 It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Pric_Eb_50 cents.
Address T.li.l!i TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

Tho BiOlo Analyzo~.

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Pnce; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
BY
princi.Ples of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
."John R. :Helso, A..M.
The best and most thorough work ever written
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
CONTENTS:
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
on the Sunday Question from a rational. paint of
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
SEEKER.
view•
Creation.-The Deluge,-The Exodus.-The Miracles of the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-Th6
Large anti Hatulsome Pr#hit.
Bi.ble Inquirer. A Key to Bible In- Prophecies.-The
or Satan of the Bible.-The
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet Heaven and HellDevil
of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
25 cents.
SINGLE COPDI:B,
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositions the Bible.-The God
of the Bible.-The Messiah or
$1.00.
with
numerous
references
and
Citations,
thai
SIX COPDI:B,
are oontradicted in terms by the same number Savior. octavo, 833 PJl •. Splendidly executed. Seq~
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
of olher propasitions in Ule same book. Prioe byCrown
mail, pan paid. l'rioe, p.oo.
33 OliDton l'lace, New York.
~toeD&
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'THE o·RDEB OF CBEATIDB 'IV.

ftms op flhought. ·

ProemtoGenesis:
APleafora.FairTrial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladst.one.
V Dawn of Creatwn. An Answer to Mr. Glad•
stone. By Albert Re~e, D.D.
--================VI. Mr. Gladstone and GeneslB. By Prof. T. H.
.
Huxley.
.
THE divinity of Christianity is strong1y c1a1med
MEASLES increased in this city last week.
Linton,
Keville.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lrn- upon the ground of its prevalence in the world
There were 641 cases and 72 deaths.
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology. .
. .ton
.
and the large numbers who acknowledge it as the
ooNTENTS:
. This IS a ne'Y book an,d con tams the latest d1scus- true faith. If this criterion is the true one, sevI.
Dawn
of
Creation
and
of
Worship.
ByRon.
swn.op.
the
mistakes
of
Moses
..
The
names
?f
the
eral
other sy~tems are equally divine, and some of
CLUVERIUS, the young Virginian who beW. E. Gladstone.
partw1pants are a guarantee of 1ts able chal acter. them far more so.-D. M. Bennett.
trayed and murdered Miss .llfadison a year II. The Interpreters of Genesis and theinterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
/
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
A.N Agnostic is one who says, respecting God," I
prete1:s of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley. 1
ago, was hanged at Richmond on the 14th.
III. P~~~~t to Solar Myths, By Prof. Max
don't know." He does not deny, neither does he
83 Clinton Pl., New York
MAYOR HEWITT'S health
affirm. He simply says, "I
don't know." Perhaps·he
is slowly improving.
would like to believe, but
LoRD !DDESLEIGH, forcannot, as he sees, or thinks
he
sees, no reason for it.
merly Sir Stafford NorthSuppose you try to convince
cote, is dead. He was
him. You ask bim if it is
one of Charles Bradconceivable that all this
laugh's most bitter opwonderful world should exist without a God who creponents.
ated it. He replies that it
OvER 223,000 c ubi c
is indeed a wonderful
world, but it does not clear
yards of limestone and
up, but rather deepens, the
slate rock has recently
mystery to suppose "a
fallen out of the bank of
God" created it; for you
Niagara river, near the
hav then two mysteries, the
origin of the world and the
falls. The great quantiorigin of God, too, to acty of accumulated ice
count for. To him it apcaused the break.
pears the simpler assumption that the world, the subANoTHER priest filled
stance of it, is self-existent
Dr. McGlynn's place in
and eternal.- W. H. Spencer.
St. Stephen's church last
ONE world at a time is my
Sunday. The parishiondoctrin. It is said in this
ers held an excited meetTestament, "Sufficient uning in the evening, and
to the day is the evil thereof;" and I say, Sufficient
resolved to boycott the
unto each world is the evil
church henceforth. Dr.
thereof. And suppose, after
McGlynn was a great
all, death does end all.
Next to eternal joy, next to
favorit with his congrebeing forever with those
gation.
we love and those who hav
loved us, next to that is to
Tm~:· 3,000 employees
be wrapped in the dreamof Pierre Lorillard's toless drapery of eternal
bacco works went on
peace. Next to eternal life
strike last week against
is eternal sleep. Upon the
shadowy shore of death the
a reduction of pay. Mr.
sea of trouble casts no wave.
Lorillard is the broadEyes that hav been curminded gentleman who
tained by the everlasting
a year or so ago endeavdark will never know again
THE FIRST "DRUNK A.ND DISORDERLY."
the burning touch of tears.
ored to put. a boycott on
· Lips touched by eternal siA.nd he drank of the wine, and was drunken.-Gen. ix, 21.
the members of the Jobslence will never speak again
town Secular Union.
the broken words of grief.
ment, but they could find none, of course, and he Hearts of dust do not break. The dead do not
A.oooRDING to the Rutlaud Herald, a Woweep. Within the tomb no veiled and weeping
held the fort.
man Su.tirage fair just held in Music Hall,
sorrow sits, and in the rayless gloom is crouched
A
PRINTER'S
devil
was
pierced
to
the
heart
Boston, netted $6,000 for the cause.
no shuddering fear.-R. G. Inuersol!.
With the charms of a dear little miss,
ABBOT. Ashes are on my head, and on my lip
GEN. W. B. HAzEN, chief signal officer at
Quoth he to the lass, "My dear, ere we part,
BY executing murderers on Friday it givs them
Sackcloth, and in my breast a heaviness ·
Washington, died last· Sunday. General just about time enough to reach heaven for SunLet us seal our love with a kiss."
A.nd weariness of life, that makes me ready
But the maiden replied, as the imp she eyed,
day,
Hazen was born in Vermont in 1830.
To say to the dead abbots under us,
"Dost
think
I'd
let
you
revel
SUNDAY-SCHOOL teacher: "Now, children, can
"Make room for me!" Only I see the dusk
Miss DoDGE and Miss A.gaew, the women
Where others before you hav vainly tried 7
any of you tell me who Methuselah was?" Small
Of evening twilight coming, and hav not
Nay, nay; I'll not kiss the devil!"
members of New York's school board, hav scholar: "He was a chestnut."
Completed half my task; and so at times
entered upon the duties of their office.
Years passed away, and the sweet little lass
The thought of my shortcomings in this life
THAT was a highly-educated Apache who inFalls like a shadow on the life to come.
Became an old, sorrowful maid;
Ex-ALDERMAN MoQuAD:&, convicted of re- formed an examiner that there were three eleRiches she had, but then, alas !
Prince Henrv. We must all die, and not the old
ceiving a bribe while in office, went to the ments-earth, air, and firewater.
alone;
Her beauty had all decayed;
Sing Sing prison last Monday morning.
"YaUNG men believe in nothing nowadays," says
Once again they met, and fain the old maid
The young hav no exemption from that doom.
Mrs.
Ramsbotham,
with
a
deep
sigh.
''Why,
.Abbot.
Ah, yes! the young may die, but the old
W auld recall the former issue ;
SAM JoNEs, the Tennessee revivalist, there's my nephew, Tom, who was brought up as a
must!
But the devil replied, as the old maid he eyed,
preached in Boston last Sunday. A.s some- Christian, and now he's an acrostic."
That is the difference.
"No; the devil now wouldn't kiss you!"
-Lonufell()Jl)'s Gol!len Leuena.
thing di.fferent from Parson Downs, he was
FAITH is sometimes represented by the figure of
A couNTRY parson, in encountering a storm the
I SAY unto you that ye resist not evil; but whopronounced tolerable.
a drenched female clinging to a sea-washed rock, past season in the voyage across the Atlantic, was soever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to
IN a speech in Newark, N. J., the other but a better personification would be a bald-head- reminded of the following : A clergyman was so un- him tbe other also. And if any man . . . take
fortunate as to be caught in a severe gale in the away thy coat, let him hav thy cloak also. And
night, l\1r. Powderly, of the Knights of ed man buying a bottle of patent hair-restorer.
voyage out. The water was exceedingly rough,
Labor, denied that he had been in any manner
"AND what was the disposition of the remains 7" and the ship persistently buried her nose in the whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with
was asked of a man who recently lost his mother- sea. The rolling was constant, and at last the him twain (Matt. v, 38-41). Put up thy sword, for
controled by the Catholic church.
in-law. "The-disposition of the remains," here- good man got thoroughly frightened. He believed all they that take the sword shall perish by the
FIFTY-ONE persons were arrested in New plied, with real feeling, "was quiet and peaceful." they were destined for a watery grave. He asked sword (Matt. xxvi, 52). Blessed are the meek, for
they shall inherit the earth (Matt. v, 5). The docY ark for violating the excise law last Sunday.
the captain if he could not hav prayers. The capA POLITICIAN walking along the street accident- tain took him by the arm, and led him down to the trin of non-resistance would mean nothing but
It is probable that one hundred times that
the destruction of the gentler and finer races, and
ally dropped a lie. A gentleman called after him
number broke the law without being molested to tell the politician of his loss. "Oh, it is no con- forecastle, where the tars were singing and swear- the rampant tyranny of the stronger; the reign of
ing. "There," said he, "when you hear them violence, not of peace; the triumph of Satan, not
by the police.
sequence," said the latter; "I hav plenty more." swearing, you may know there is no danger." He
This story teaches that even a politician can some- went back feeling better, but the storm increased of Christ; in a word, the suicide of all meek and
HENRY B. STANToN died in this city, times speak the truth.
truly Christian peoples. . . . Christ's exhortahis alarm. Disconsolate and unai!sisted, he man- tions are a guide to the spirit we must cherish, not
January 14th, aged eighty-one years. Mr.
AFTER the clerk had pulled down everything in aged to stagger to. the forecastle again. The an- to the conduct we must pursue. We must cultiStanton was an anti-slavery agitator; a the store without satisfying his customer, a wo- cient mariners were swearing as ever. "Mary,"
vate the temper which will effectually prevent us
lawyer, a Democrat in politics, and served as man, she asked him if there was anything else he he said to his sympathetic wife, as he crawled into from being quick to resent or prone to retaliate or
his
berth
after
tacking
across
a
wet
deck,
"Mary,
Senator of New York. His disease was pneu- bad not shown her. "Yes, ma'am," he said, "the
severe to punish; but without abnegating these
natural instincts, which are sometimes our safest
monia. Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton is in cellar; but if you wish it, I will hav that brought thank God they're swearing yet.''
up and shown to you."
CHAUNCEY BLACK, says the Harrisburgh Tele- guides, or ceasing to maintain that firm attitude
London, and was informed by cable of her
Miss BRIDGET O'FLAHERTY, a graduate of a oraph, was booked for a speech in Reading. The of self-protection which, under the governance of
husband's death.
parochial school, and who has just been appointed meeting was very large, and there had been se- good feeling and good sense, is the best antagoA. NEW YoRK police!llan named Rourke teacher, has a singular theory in geography, which lected as chairman a good-natured nativ, who nist to the prevalence of violence upon earth.didn't know any more than the law allows. He, it Greu's Oreea of Christenaom.
was found off duty the other day by a rounds- she teaches. It is that in traveling it is easy to seems, had attended a previous Democratic meetAs a fond mother, when the day is o'er,
distinguish the different states as you pass through
man and was rebuked. He thereupon drew them-by their colora, as laid down "on the maps.
ing, where Secretary Stenger had orated in his
Leads by the hand her little child to bed,
fervid style, and had seen the speaker introduced,
a pistol, and shot and killed his superior
Half-willing, half-reluctant to be led,
A
MAN
went
to
the
priest
to
hav
his
friend's
soul
consequently
he
felt
it
to
be
his
duty
to
introduce
And leaves his broken playthings on the floor,
officer. Rourke is a ruffian, and has been prayed out of purgatory, and put a shilling on the
Mr. Black in a few remarks. Taking the chair, he Still gazing at them from the open door,
known to be such for years by the people who plate. "Is my friend's soul out 7" he asked. thanked the meeting for the honor, and then comNor wholly reassured and comforted
hav kept him on the police of the city. The priest said it was. "Quite sure 7" the man mended the candidates and democracy, winding
By promises of others in their stead,
asked.
''Quite
sure,"
replied
the
priest.
"Very
up by saying: "And now, fellow-citizens, I intro- Which, though more splendid, may not please him
Citizens are wondering how many more there
well," said the man; "if he is out of purgatory, duce to you the honorable Mr. Lieutenant-Govn1ore;
are like him among the "finest."
they won't put him in again-it's a bad shilling.'' ernor Black, who will show you that the Democ- So nature deals with us, and takes away
IN the trial of the case of Father Fitzgerracy is a cloud of smoke by day and a pillar of
Our playth;ngs, one by one, and by the hand
"WHo is that poor, old ragged-looking man,
ald against Archbishop Williams in Boston papa 7" "That's an inventor, child; he invents cloud by night." Immense cheering followed, Leads us to rest so gently that we go,
during
which
Mr.
Black
was
seen
to
be
struggling
Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay,
on the 12th, John C. Kennedy, a lawyer, tes- entirely new ways of saving time money, and hard to suppress his emotions. The next mortling a
Being to full of sleep to understand
tified that on June 16, 1884, a conversation labor in the production of useful articles.'' "Who number of Reading Democrats went to the station How far the unknown transcends the what we
are
those
gentlemen
with
big
gold
chains
and
diatook place in the presence of the plainti.ff's
to see Mr. Black off. Among them was the chairknow.
-Longfellow.
mond studs-they aren't inventors, are they?"
nieces and others. It was about improper ''No, dear; they 'improve' the machines the man of the meeting. He looked as if something
CoNSIDER the seed dropped into ground. It
troubled him, and he finally drew Mr. Black to one swells with germinating: energy, bursts its integproposals which the plainti.II had made to one other man's invented."
side and whispered: "Governor, I'm not quite uments, sends upward a delicate shoot, which
of his nieces. One of the nieces accused him
THERE is said to be but one lawyer in heaven. clear about that pillar of cloud business, but I got grows into a stem, putting forth in due season its
of seducing her. The other testimony related How he managed to pass St. Peter is not known, it from Stenger." And Mr. Black laughed all the leaves and flowers. And yet all these processes
to the departure of the nieces from the plain- but it is conjectured that he passed himself off for way home to York.
are operations of matter, for it is not thought
necessary to assume an immaterial or spiritual
till's house in consequence of improper pro- an editor and slipped in unexpectedly. When be
was discovered the startled angels searched the
posals. Father Kennedy declares his inno- realms of felicity in all their length and breadth THE TBlTTH SEli'KER A.NNUA.l, plant which affects its purposes through the
agency of the material structure which we obcence of the chara-es.
for another lawyer to draw up papers for his ejectPrice, 25 cents.
serve.-Dr. Henrv Mauaszev.
·
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•· The doubter, the investigator, the Infidel, hav been the saviors of liberty. This truth is beginning to be realized, and the

tr~ly intellectual are honoring the brave thinkers of the past."

"I WANT a Bible," said a tall, gaunt wo- Positivists, who professed the only complete,
JoHN SwiNTON's protest against Henry
consistent, and pr!lcticable Socialism, were
George's " attempt to drag religious contro- man, stepping into a bookstore on Woodward the only Socialists who were not afraid of
avenue.
''Do
you
wi~h
the
revised
edition?"
versy into the arena of labor," the Winsted
their own doctrins ; for even· the noisiest
Press answers : " Fudge, John! It is just as inquired the clerk civilly. "I ain't pertik- Anarchist at an open-air meeting thought he
THE Boston Hm·ald claims that if Professor important that the laboring man should be eler. I jes want one in the house so I'll hav a had a right of property in his own boots and
Smyth is found guilty, there will be no pro- free from superstition as from poverty. safe place to keep my specs in. A family Bible his own shirt, to say nothing of his own
Piety and poverty, begging and priestcraft, that won't never be meddled with is the kind, tongue."
bation for the poor heathen after death.
go hand in hand everywhere, and it is worse I reckon." She got it.-Detroit Free Press.
SuNDAY-SCHOOL Teacher: '·'Now, children,
LATELY a clergyman from Oberlin set forth
MuNKAOSY's "Christ," now on exhibition in
than useless to put dollars in a man's hand to
what happened on Christmas; can't you rebe given to the clergy to erect temples of dis- 'before the Congregational Club of Cleveland New York city, is attracting great attention,
member?" Wee Scholar (in great delight):
honor in which to preach subjection of the the principles of heredity, maintaining their and notably so from the Jewish journals of
"'It snowed."-Youtlt's Companion.
correctness by records and statistics, and in- that metropolis. It is pronounced '• a wonmasses to the kings of earth and heaven."
GLADSTONE wrote an article for the NineTHE postal law makes it larceny to take a ferentially intimated that the charitable work derful painting," says a Jewish contemporary;
teentlt Century on Tennyson's "New Locks- newspaper and refuse to pay for it. A news- the churches were advocating and practicing "it is this Jesus of history whom Munkacsy
ley flaiL" The proprietors of the publication paper in Illinois recently brought suit against was doing harm instead of good by keeping has portrayed upon his canvas, not the Jesus
whom St. Paul embodied in his theological
paid Mr. Gladstone $1,250 for the !1rticle.
forty-three men who would not pay their in existence poverty, disease, and crime,
system, and whom St. John transfigured for
which
is
the
result
of
the
inexorable
law
of
THERE is a manufacturer in Cleveland who su·bscriptions, and obtained judgment in each
heredity, and which it would be for the gen- the admiration of future worshipers." We
runs a religio)IS annex to his factory on busi- for the full amount of the claim. Of these,
eral benefit to let die out. The tendency of hav not seen the artist's work, but hav read
ness principles. _The Appeal says that " he twenty-eight men· made affidavit that they the position taken was that the law of "the many accounts or descriptions of it. This
makes great pretenses to being a Christiau. owned no more property than the law allowed survival of the fittest" is a fact, and it is " Christ" of Munkacsy is the work of the
He is in the habit of calling the girls into his them, thus preventing attachments. Then questionable whether its course ought to be imagination, the face is not the face of a Jew,
offi9e occasionally and holding a prayer-meet- they, under the decision of the Supreml:l
the landmarks are obliterated, and hence the
interfered with.
ing. Then this pious fraud charges the Court, were arrested for petty larceny, and
painting lacks the element of truth, which is
IN
a
recent
lecture
in
London,
Frederic
bound
over
in
the
sum
of
$300
each.
All
but
girls for the time thus lost."
Httrrison, the Positivist, said: '' When So- the essentiul element in a historical work of
six gave bonds, while six went to jail.
the kind. Behold the Jesus as portrayed by
AT the regular Monday meeting of the
THE Buffalo Courier tells of a four-year-old cialists of the type of Mr. Henry George or of the immortal painters of the Roman Catholic
Methodist ministers of Baltimore,-there was
Karl
Marx
strove
to
prove
that
the
land
of
a
citizen of that place who, having been
a long and heated discussion over the follow- naughty, was reprimanded by her mother and country, or the machinery and factories, were faith. Do they typify a Jew? Does the poring resolution: "Having read in the daily told that the Lord !mew every act of her life. all by rights the property of society, not of trait of the Virgin Mary typify a Jewess?
Go into any Catholic church and observe the
papers that some ladies of the city are making In a half-repentant frame of mind she walked individuals, and should all be administered
arrangements for a charity ball, to raise into the front parlor, and was pensivly re- in the name of and for the benefit of society, types there exhibited. They are modeled
after the highest forms of ancient Greek manfunds for the poor; therefore, be it resolved, garding the fire in the grate when the cat the Positivist objection was that they did not
hood and womauh<lod, hence as works of art
that we hereby decidedly condemn such came alm:g and tried to work into her good go half far enough. Why stop short at land,
they are false, both in conception and colormethods, and hope the ladies will hereafter graces by purring and rubbing against her railways, machinery, and factories? All
ing. The church was too cunning to paint on
abandon them." After much talk this reso- ankles. Even tb.at did not please her, and at products, movable or immovable, land~,
canvas a typical Jew for worship and adoralution was defe.J.ted, and a much milder one last her ·mother beard her snap out: " Go houses, furniture, food, even clothes and
tion while the living typical Jew was in the
was subslituted, statiug that the meeting was way, pussy! It's bad enough to hav God tools, were all equally products of society,
Ghetto degraded and enslaved by the church.
opposed to bails and dances, and requesting watching me, 'thout having you tagging me and should all be enjoyed or used in the name
of society and to the benefit of society. The -Jewuh Times.
the ministers to ask their members not to
take part in any held in the name of charity. around."
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When a gentleman first discovered these facts, and
and Simon Magus were other than good men. Do
you therefore accept the miracles, which it is claimed declart'd his intention of publishing them, he was
they wrought, as genuine~ The Christian is so much visited by prominent Chri~:tians, who tried to disA Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In taken up with his savior that he calls him the" savior suade him from his purpose for fear it would have a
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportmp.ty for of the world." Nothing would astonish him more tendency to unsettle the minds of many as to the
slander. A personality is always out of place. An angry than to learn that Thibet, Mexico, Greece and Rome, genuineness and the originality of the story of Christ.
Moreover, when the British Parliament sent a depuman can neither reas:m himself nor perceive the reason of India, Egypt, and Persia have all had their saviors
and virgin mothers. Mayence, Shing-Mou, Alemene, tation to India to investigate the sculptures and monwhat another says.
Prudence, Minerva, Semile, Chimalmen, Maia, and uments and sacred books, a Christian bishop of CalAbove all, and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the Celestine were all virgin mothers, while Sakia, cutta got hold of the report, and so defaeed it that it
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the Christna, Zulis, Quexalcote, Bacchus, Hercules, A1- could scarcely be called the same report. Everyindividual, the PERFEOT LIBERTY OF BPEEO!l.-ROBERT G. cides, Yu, and Hesus were either gods or god- thing pertaining to the Hindoo savior, Christna, had
INGERSOLL.
begotten saviors, regarde(], by. their respe~tiy~wor been entirely erased.
shipers with as much veneration as Chnst IS by • Christian writers have expressed their fears that
Christians,
and their mothers were regarded as pure the enemies of their religion might seize these facts
Christian Absurdities.
and spotless virgins, like Mary, the motller of Christ. and hold. them up before the world, and if generally
I do no·t expect in one essay to show all the
Now, my Christian friend, when history informs us known the people would be led to believe that the
absurdities of the Christian religion-just enough to that there have been more than a dozen saviors who whole story of Christ had been borrowed from this
set one's thinker at work. 'When one cheek is have been crucified for the sins of the world, don't it original.
smitten, where is the Christian who will turn the begin to look as if this savior business had been a
No matter whether the story of Christ is borrowed
other to receive another blow? Where is the rich little overdone? With all of these saviors, one would or original, no matter whether it originated among
Christian who will sell all he has and give it to the reasonably expect that such men as Ingersoll, Put- the Jews or Hindoos, it is too ridiaulous for sober
poor~ Let the church show one thrifty Christian n~m, and Palmer would go to heaven. If they don't, consideration.
who takes no thought of the morrow. How many what will become of poor Talmage and the two Sams?
The idea of a child having a ghost for a father is
rich Christians can be found who invite in only the
Is it not a little strange that the gods have taken so absurd that one would be led to think that no inpoor when they make a feast. I would like to see such a liking to young vil·gins 1 All who will take telligent mind had ever given the subject a serious
the talented minister wh~ would leave a big salary the trouble to consult Josephus, book xviii, chap. 4, thought. Calling the father of a child a holy ghost
and a fat position and wander up and down through third paragraph, will get a clearer idea of virgin-born does not help the matter a mite. It is as impossible
the earth without "staff," or " scrip," or "purse," to gods. It may not be out of place briefly to state the for a holy ghost. to be a father as it is for an unholy
preach the gospel. These are all Christian ·rules, but circumstances. There was a beautiful woman of high one. But what benefit have all these saviors been to
let them be stJ:ictly enforced, and men and· women standing, whose name was Paulina. Decius Mun- human kind, anyway 1 What benefit to the starving
would leave the church as rats desert a sinking ship. dus, also rich, fell in love with her, and offered her a poor to believe that some time in the future they will
Let these 1·ules be enforced, and who will enter the vast sum of money to comply with his desires. She have a pair of wings, and twang a golden harp~
courts of heaven. Even Talmage would not be allowed was deaf to his entreaties, and scorned his gifts.
Priests and ministers have so warped and muddled
to enter the back-yard. There never were any such Mundus resolved to starve himself to death on ac- the minds of men and women that thousands who
Christians, and there never will be.
.
·are suffering for the common comforts of life, instead
count of Paulina's refusal.
If you refer the Christian to the tortures of the
A freed woma:il told Mundus that for so much of studying and laboring to better their condition
Inquisition, or to the ignorance and brutality of the money she would pledge herself that his desires here, give all their thoughts to the hereafter.
Dark Ages, he will exclaim, " Oh, that was not owing should be gratified. The ri:wney being paid, she
Don't be afraid that with our best effort, and that
to Christianity, but rather to the want of it;" and made an arrangement with a priest to tell Paulina by devoting our . entire thought and energy to the
will tell you that Christianity has outgrown her that the god Anubis wanted her to meet him in bettering of our condition here, we shall render this
superstition and her cruelty. .Thus what· is Chris- the temple. So she went to the temple, and when the earth such a blissful abode that we will be unable to
tianity and humanity in one generation is superstition hour of sleep came the lights were put out, and appreciate the joys of heaven, if we ever get there.
and brutality in the next.
the temple closed. Mundus, who was concealed in the The first step toward heaven is happiness here. Let
While the church claims to give tone to the morals temple, leaped out, and Paulina thought it was us strive to banish hell from the minds of men, and
of the people, and to be shaping the destinies of the the god Anubis. Here is the key to the secret of all the to let them know that the gods will never interfere
world, all Unknown to herself there is an advancing gods and saviors that were ever born of women, and witll our affairs on earth. For eighteen hundred ·
civilization which is constantly molding and modify- they have all been begotten in the same way. All years the minds of men· have been turned toward
ing her •ereeds and beliefs, and to which she yields as through the eastern world the belief was common gods, saviors, and Christianity. Now let us have
unerringly as the wax to the seal. Some day the that ·the gods could and did hold commerce with as much time devoted to the cause of humanity,
people will outgrow· the idea of God~written b6oks women. In the case above cited, all will see that and if the world is " the better for it," as I believe it
and God-inspired men, and consign the prophets, Paulina could not have been imposed upon unless will be, will there be any less joy in heaven, orwill
saviors, angels, and ghosts to the limbo of the impos- sucli belief had been common. This ought to prove the gods fare any worse 1 Set the dogs on a man
sible, and come down to the solid .conclusion that an eye-opener to all Christians. But I honestly be- who is willing to be miserable all his life because he
there is nothing above th~ natural.
lieye that there are thousands of Christians who believes he is going to be happy in heaven. No man
The Christian is willing to have you hold up the would still shout and sing and pray if they knew the shall outdo me in being happy in heaven if I can help
other saviors, Christna, Zoroaster, Quexalcote, and a whole thing to be a farce.
it, and I believe I can endure good food, a comfortahalf-dozen others, before·· the world as impostors, if
In recent times, heavenly messengers or angels are ble home, and any amount of happiness here. .
you will orily except his "only begotten." He be- repres!)nted in books ·and tracts as beautiful women
Instead of teaching the young to devote their lives
lieves that there was some deception in regard to the ,with wings. Anciently' they were young men, and it to the service of God, let us teach them that there
other saviors, but is perfectly sure that his particular is to be hoped for the peace of society that the sex are sublimer duties to perform, inasmuch as men are
redeemer is an emanation from God. I wonder if it will not be changed again. We prefer the gentler above myths. Priests and ministers have led the
ever occurred to the mind of the Christian that the sex; they are far less mischievous.
youthful mind astray long enough. I would like to
followers of the other saviors were equally sanguine.
It beats all how many beautiful young virgins have every priest and minister in the land stand up
If Christ was celestially begotten, what business have been visited first and last by heavenly mes- while I tell them something. When you teach chilhad his biographers, Matthew and Luke, with the sengers, and what a deal of mischief has been dren that they must live for the service of God, be
lineage of Joseph' They might have traced the wrought thereby. If so many young women had not kind enough to explain what good they can do him.
lineage of any other man with aa much propriety, if been deceived by these amorous messengers from the W auld it not be better to teach them to help the
he was not the father of Jesus. Is it possible that celestial regions, as Paulina was by Mundus, believ- aged and the :feeble, and to make the world look
Matthew and Luke could know better about the cir- ing him to be a god, some of the saviors would have bright and happy all around them T Would not such
cumstances .of the conception than Mary herself? It been just common babies.
teaching have a more practical bearing?
is said; ·that Joseph was informed in regard to the
Nearly all of these virgin-born gods had stars to
If hell is to be the reward for trying to make. the
matter in a dream. But should a dream be taken mark the place of. their birth. So, too, they had wise race happy, give me the hottest corner of it. If, as
before the testimony of this mother of Christ? When men come to worship them. All trace their lineage the ministers say, "hell is paved with good deeds,"
Joseph and Mary had been looking for the boy to some royal personage. Nearly all were born on let us keep right on paving until we fill it up entirely.
(Christ), and found him in tlie temple, what was her the twenty-fifth day of December, and all had similar If noble and heroic actions are going to set hell to
language-" I and 'God,''' or "I and the' Holy Ghost' titles. Christna, the savior of the Hindoos, was sputtering, then the meanest actions will by the same
have been looking for you?" Not exactly; but "I ancl called "God, the most high," more than a thousand rule secure heaven, and Talmage and the two Sams
thy father [Joseph] have sought thee sorrowing." years before the birth of Christ. Adonis was called may came out ahead yet. Mr. Minister, you have
Had not Mary a right to know who the boy's father "God Supreme," ·and Osiris, "the Lord of Life'' , been a teacher a long time, and a little wholesome
was? The whole story of the divinit.y of Christ has " Holy Living God," and " the Son of God" were advice .will do you good. Don't worry too much
no better foundation than a dream. And even the titles common in the East centuries before the dawn about your savior. Try to be a savior yourself, and
dream is contradicted by the direct testimony of the of Christianity. The Christians have their "Lamb induce others to act as such. Do not bother your
mother of Christ.
of God." The Hindoos have their "Holy Lamb of brain about the blood of the lamb. See that the
Now, if t~e New Testament is an inspired book, God;" the ancient Mexicans, their "Ram of God;" hungry have something to eat. Do not. speculate
the part whiCh declares that Joseph was the father of the Celts, their "Heifer of God;" and the Egyptians, too much about the plan of redemption, but see how
Christ is just as much inspired as any other part of their "Bull of God." While these saviors have done many you can redeem from squalor and want. Do
it, and away goes the divinity of Christ. If it be little good in the world, it is demonstrated that they not shift burdens upon the shoulders of others which
contended that there are other parts of the New have done much harm. Men have been taught that you ought to bear yourself, and ·never take pay for
Testament which declare differently, then away goes they could stain their garments with crime, and then" services which are of no benefit to anybody.
the validity of the book.
shift t.he consequences of their iniquity on these
Do not build costly churches as long as the poor
Beecher says, "That Christ should be the center saviors. A more pernicious doctrine was never .are without decent homes. Heaven is too far off;
and active cause of such stupendous imposture on taught among the children of men.
we can't afford to wait; start one right here. Earth
the supposition that ~iracles were but deceptions,
It is easy to see why priests and ministers are so is the best location for a heaven that I know of. Be~·
shocks the moral feelmgs of those even who disbe- anxious to keep their adherents ignorant of other sides, the heaven here will be a reality ; the heaven
lieve his divinity." Now, I would like to ask Mr. saviors and older systems of religion. The similarity promised by Christians is just a little misty. "What
Beecher, and Christians generally, if the miracles of is so great as to leave no doubt in the mind of the most is hit is history, and what is missed is mystery."
Christna establish his divinity; if the miracles of obtuse Christian concerning the borrowed character Do not be too selfish-get interested in the welfare
Zoroaster establish his divinity; if the miracles of of his religion.
of every human being. This world was made for the
Apollonius and Simon Magus establish their divinity.
. There is in the British Museum a representation of accommodation of the whole human family, not exMr. Beecher further says, "Even Infidelity would the crucified savior, Christna, corresponding almost clusivly for Christians. If there is anything which
feel bereaved in the destruction of Christ's moral exactly with pictures of Christ on the cross as seen can make "a dying bed as soft as downy pillows are,"
·character. But to save that, and yet explain away in religious books and tracts. In different parts of it is the consciousness of having lived good and usethe miracles which he wrought, has put ingenuity to India may be found figures of the same crucified ful lives.
ludicrous shifts." Now, Mr. Beecher, I defy you to savior chiseled in the solid granite, antedating the
My clerical friends, is not this better than to go
prove that Christna, Buddha, Zoroaster, Apollonius, crucifixion of Christ hundreds and hundreds of years. through the world looking as if you were struck wit

Ukomtquniiations.
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death, and with a puritanical face long enough to
drink. out of a churn? Wha~ kind of a god do you
wo~sh1p, anyway : Is he &'omg to punish. you for
trymg to have a httle sunshme, and for making other
hearts glad as far as you are able? Will a virtuous
life, made ~p of generous and noble acts, unfit you
for the enJoyments of another state of existence?
When you compare this life to a "vale of tears " and
say that it is a " dark and stormy desert," "a ~ilder
ness of woe," that you are only a "pilgrim and a
stran~er,:• th~t "this world is not your home," you
~II th1s hfe w1th gall and aconite, and, as far as your
mfluence can go, banish all the joys of earth, and
spread only gloom and sorrow. You may think such
a course in life will fit you for another world, and the
sooner you start the better it will be for this.
JoHN PECK.
A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for
slander. A personality is always out of place. An angry
man can neither reason himself nor perceive the reason of
what another says.
Above all, and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the
individual, the PERFECT LIBERTY OF SPEEOII.-ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL.

Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
I do not remember at what age I learned the
astounding lesson that in this so-called Republican
country there were several millions of human beings
who were bought and sold like the beasts of the field·
brit it must hav been almost in my babyhood, for
well remember being taught the cradle song by my
mother, who died when I was five years of age. Let
me giv a few verses of this song, which Christian
mothers taught their children:

I

I thank the goodness and the grace
That on my birth hath smiled,
And made me in these Christian days
A happy English child.

I was not born, as thousands are,
Where God was never known,
And taught to pray a useless prayer
To blocks of wood and stone.
I was not born a little slave
To labor in the sun,
And wish I were but in my grave,
And all my labor done.

I think my pious mother must hav been sorely
puzzled to answer satisfactorily to herself the questions which I was almost constantly asking her:
" Why did God let children be slaves? and if God
made little children, why did he make them black? if
that were the reason they were slaves? and was God
good?" and many others of. the same nature. This
being a slave seemed to me, even at that time, the
worst of all calamities, save one, that could befall anybody, and that other 'Yas the. going to hell to be
burnt forever in actual fire.
My poor little brain was so excited, in trying to
find answers to these many questions, that I wonder
that I did not entirely lose my senses and become
idiotic. Perhaps the death of my mother, and the
changes that naturally followed in the family, served
to take my mind from this particular problem in
theology.
About this time, from 1824 to 1830, there swept
over New England what was called a "re.:vival of re. ligion." .A.s I looked back upon it, it seems like some
scourge or plague, so great was the sorrow that followed in its wake. Protracted meetings were everywhere the order of the day; sensational ministers
were sought for, and employed to preach, with all
the effect possible, the coming of the day of judgment and the sure doom of the impenitent..
Here was another problem to be solved-of what
use was· preaching or praying for those who were
elected from the foundation of the world to be
saved? And how worse than useless to try by any
means to avert the doom of those who were foreordained to desti·uction ! My queries, no matter to
whom· addressed, always received the same answer:
" Child, Satan desires to hav you, and so he is putting
such questions into your head. Answer him, as did
the savior, 'Get thee behind me;' and remember it
is very wicked to reason upon the ways of God. You
hav the holy Bible; read that and accept it; it is
God's word." At last, in despair, I began to read the·
Bible, consecutivly, chapter by chapter; but, alas!
I found it wholly inexplicable; and when I went to
my good Christian aunt (who was in the place of
mother to me) and begged her to tell me what such
things meant, and why God used such filthy words,
and what was the good of such laws, and why women
were required to do things that were wrong in t~e
nature of things, the only answer she could g1v
me was, "I don't know; put away the Bible till you
.are older; read now the Psalms and the New Testament."
Such was the mental food given to children to
digest sixty and seventy years ago. Is it better
to-day 1 Liberalism has so permeated thought that,

li~~ ~ 0:f'~P~~h~~n
tmedicin (all pathies being so much
1

1

a 't~ eal Y
da . no respect~ble doctor salivates
; 1 c f:e 1' or emes to apabent burning up with
d~;;r cot wa~er~, so t~e Pr~testant religion in all its
.t1 eren t ~~ee t~ IS a t1ld miXture compared to what
1 was a
e 1me o. whi~b I am writing. Perhaps
for~~~ rea~on that Its h1deou~ness is so nicely cov~: . t' er?t Is dmore need t~at L1b_er~s be on the alert.
ns Iam Y · e~ands e~bre subJectiOn to its edicts;
n_o matt~r that ~~ keeps m the bac~g~ound the d~nation of Infants m another wor_ld, if 1t shall contmue,
~s to-d~y, to teach, not only m Sunday-schools, but
In pu?lw schools,_ supported by the entire public, the
doctrms of the B1ble. '£!ntil the majority of the people ~e all?wed mental_ hberty, we are not safe. Today, m t~Is year 287 smce Br~n.o gave his life in defense of hber~y of thought, a mbzen of New York is
und~r arrest m the state of New Jersey for ridiculing
the 1dea of the _God of the uni~erse being born of a
wm;nan and subJect to all th~ a1lm~nts ~f babyho?d.
It IS to ~e hoped that the JUry, Will fail to convwt,
but the mtelligence of a New Jersey juryman is, at
the least, qu~stionable. Freethinkers everywhere
should use therr utmost efforts to cause the removal
~rom ou~ statute~bo_oks of laws that make free speakmg a crn:~e. :W1thm th~ee years three persons hav
suffered 1mpnsonment _m England for caricaturing
the _G~d of the _Established Church of that realm.
Ch~1sbans of th~s countr;y and of England do not
hesitate to go ~to fore1gn count~ies, decry their
gods,_ and. dem~hsh t~e representabvs of such gods,
and 1f the natwns obJect the sword soon settles the
matter.
At the time when Mr. Garrison first published his
demand for the immediate and unconditional emancipation of the slave, all respectable people considered
themE!elvs Christians. The different sects denied the
name to each other, but each sect assumed the name
for themselvs. The Presbyterian, who was at that
time Christian par excellence, refused to fellowship
the Unitarian, because the Unitarian denied that
Jesus of Nazareth was the real God-he made him
out a strange being, hardly intelligible to himself
perhaps, but surely not God. Presbyterians and
Unitarians alike denied the Christian name to Universalists, though the Universalist took excellent care
of the son of God, making him not exactly equal to the
Father God, but of great importance in the godhead
.to the human family, in that he had "willingly
suffered death for every individual, and in so doing
had paid to his Father (the principal God) the debt
which Adam and Eve had entailed upon all their descendants forever and forever." This debt once paid
the Universalist persistently taught, had "destroyed
death and hell, and even him that had the power of
death-the devil." .A.nd so they were denied the
Christian name, for of what use was a creed without
a burning hell and a devil to so tempt human beings
that few only could escape the eternal flames?
There lived at this time a lady in western Massachusetts somewhat famed as a writer, who left the
Presbyterian church and joined the Unitarian. This
lady was a great favorit with an aunt of hers who
considered this new heresy a sin fatal to salv~tion,
but she was so warmly attached to this very sinful
niece that she could not deny herself the pleasure of
frequently visiting her. One day, when taking leave
of the niece after a pleasant day's visit, the aunt embraced her friend very warmly, and, with the tears
falling profusely, said to her: "Oh, do come and see
me very often while. we liv, as you know when we die
we shall be separated forever." Such was the assurance with which a certain class of Christians were endowed that they could with great certainty fix the
eternal state of themselvs and others.
Syracuse, Jan. 17, 287.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.

Has Christianity Benefited Woman 1-III.
Our own country is probably in advance on the
question of equal rights of the sexes, and yet with
us there are many prejudices to overcome. There is
the general impression that the woman who has the
audacity to enter any of the learned professions is
not a genuin lady. They hav to meet the calumnies
and slanders of the bigoted and envious. In our
own country, at Baltimore, in 1829, the first girl
passed an examination in geometry, and a howl of indignation went up all over the country. .A.nd of the
three hundred and eleven institutions of learning in
the United States that bear the name of colleges,
only one hundred and seventy admit both sexes on
equal terms, and five admit·women only. In countries where the ecclesiastical spirit is yet str()ng
women hav the fewest privileges. Compare the condition of women in Spain, Ireland, and Russia, with
the skeptical countries of France, England, and the
United States. In Germany, though the intellectual
class is thoroughly skeptical, yet the government is
as thoroughly orthock>x, and the masses are superstitious. It is thought good for the- safety of society
to degrade annually several thousand girls. In Berlin there are ten thousand licensed women, and in
order to carry on .their business they hav to furnish
.a eertificate from a clergyman showing that they are
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regular attendants at church, and that they partake
of the sacrament, thereby putting both church and
state sanction on the · vilest practice to which a
woman can be subjected. She is considered simply
a creature for the gratification of the lowest passions
of men. And the more ignorant and orthodox a peopie, the more is this cursed idea entertained. In
Russia it is yet, in many places, considered a disgrace
for a woman to ~ing in the church, and the soprano
is supplied by small boys. In England, though ra~ently woman has been making much progress, yet
1t has not been long since that in some of the old
Swiss cantons women were led to the market with a
halter around their necks to be sold to the highest
bidder. In 1877, four professors in the College of
Physicians and Surgeons in London, resigned because some women were admitted to the college and
they received the thanks of the London popclace.
And in 1869 four women were mobbed at the
Chri~tian University in Edinburgh when they were
aduntted to the college of physicians and surgeons.
There are now several medical colleges whose doors
are open to females, limt female students are not
given equal clinical advantages with male students.
Woman certainly does not owe her present elevated
condition to Christianity, but to the secular movement that bas been slowly but surely undermining
the church, and if it were not for the reverence many
people hav for the wisdom of Moses and St. Paul,
the women of the United States would be the political and social equals of men; but on this question the
church imposes her indomitable No.
Why, then, should women cling so tenaciously to
the church!
·
She is the untiring beggar for its support and
without her influence the church would long ag~ hav
sunk into oblivion.
The . church is a great social organization, and
woman loves society more than man; she dreads the
social ostracism to which she would be subjected by
withdrawing her support f!-'om the church, and her
education has never been as practical as man's, and
consequently she is not so much of an inquiring mind.
Then, woman from her sensitiv nature loves the excitable emotions furnished by i-eligioB. Her whole
thought has been trained in that direction and by
taking advantage of her constancy and tender emotions the priests can play a winning card.
But, thanks to a few brave, heroic souls, w~man is
being gradually led from the bondage of superstition.
She begins to read and think for herself, and will
soon be the equal of her lord and master. She is beginning to learn that the clergy hav too often proved
a treacherous enemy, and that the church has not
always been the truest guardian of her sacred rights.
The veil ~s being drawn from the face of Christianity,
and instead of the beautiful system woman once
thought it to be, she sees a superstition, the features
of which are far more horrid than Zelica saw when
the veil was drawn from the face of the prophet of
Kborassan.
GEORGE H. DAwEs.
.Dexterville, Wis.
_____..._._____

Organized Infidelity in Waco, Texas.
Fram tlle b•depenaent Pulptt.

The fourth year of the Religious and Benevolent
Association was completed on the 12th of December,
1886, and a suitable anniversary was held that evening in Liberal Hall. The work of the fourth year,
like the three preceding it, was very satisfactory, and
the prospects for future success were never more encouraging. When, four years ago, this association
commenced to hold its meetings in the Court House,
every one predicted.for it a brief career. Six months
was the longest time it was expected to continue, and
many said it would go to pieces in three. A little
later on they gave it a y~ar, then two. years, when
finally all prophesying ceased, and everyone came to
regard it as one of the permanent institutions PAthe
city. It speaks well for the Liberal people here"that
they hav conducted their affairs with so much regularity and order. During the past four years their
meetings hav been as regular as those of the
churches, and although they were the last in the field
out of the twelve or more white congregations in the
city, not more than three of them can boast of a
larger average attendance. During this time we [J.
D. Shaw] hav been their regular lecturer, and in no
instance hav we ever had an inattentiv audience, or
been disturbed by anyone. The affairs of the association bav been conducted with great harmony, and
in no way has that harmony been disturbed by any
bickering or strife. The work of the fourth year reveals a healthy state of the association. One change
from former years ought to be mentioned here, and
that is the increased number of young people now in
attendance. During the earlier years of our work
they seemed to stand aloof from us, and our congregations were mainly made up of old people. Now
we hav many young people, and a more orderly, wellbehaved, and attentiv company w.ould be hard to find.
All in all, we hav much to encourage us in our ethical
work, and the association enters upon its fifth year
with renewed zeal and buoyant prospects of continued ~uccess.
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A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid., In
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for
slander. A personality is always out of place. An angry
man can neither reason himself nor perceive the reason of
what another says.
Above all, and over all, a Liberal paper. should teach the
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the
individual, the PERFECT LIBERTY OF BPEEOII.-ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL.

News and Notes.
Columbus is a big, handsome city of about seventyfive thousand inhabitants, with a somewhat gloomy
capitol building, and buggy factories that seem to
tow~r to the very heavens. Twelve thousand bug·
gies are made here every year. What a buggy procession! almost E>qual to a New York bedstead. How
many rides this delightful city affords ! What is the
use of walking when so many buggies are made every
year 1 Columbus is reckoned the richest city according to its inhabitants, next to Hartford, on the
continent. Most of its people are well-to-do, and
millionaires abound.
I found a splendid Liberal element, with the
glory of youth and stalwart age. I felt as if I was
in the very blaze of morning's fire amid these forward ranks. The hall was crowded on Sunday afternoon, about four hundred being present. An organization was formed, and. nearly fifty ladies and gentlemen united with it. The following officers are
elected: James Williams, president; F. S. Montgomery, vice-president; R. H. Ralston, secretary;
Dr. P. E. Blesch, treasurer; Dr. J. B. Schueller,
Samuel Goodman as executiv committee with these
officer~. I hav the highest hopes of the success of
this organization in the capital of the great state of
Ohio.· The Liberal eleml:lnt has been advancing here
for years and the hour is now ripe for a decisiv
movement. Those who take lead in the matter represent the best moral and intelligent forces in the
community.
Dr. Schueller is president of the Humboldt Society,
which was organized here some years ago, and is a
very Lit>eral influence. I attended its Sunday evening meeting, listened to a pleasant address by Captain Lee on German life and .manners, to music,
and enjoyed the free-and-easy sociability for which
our German friends hav such a delightful genius.
Mr. Ralston, Mr. Montgomery, Samuel Goodman,
Charles Augustus and wife, Dr. J. · M. Stewart, L. H.
Webster, Frank Koehne, W. H. Moore, C. G. Voght,
Mrs. H. M. Lyndoll, J. B. Cochrane, Mrs. H. S.
Seville, A. Synold, J. S. Cleman, and many others,
make a noble list of Freethinkers in this beautiful
city, who will be more than a roll of names, a power
indeed for universal mentallieerty. I do not believe
our banners here will ever touch the dust. My heart
is full of hope as I bid farewell to these excellent
allies.
Monday I came to Piqua, Ohio, a lively town of ten
thousand inhabitants, quite historic in ~ts associations. It was .once a famous Indian encampment.
Nearly five thousand Indians were congregated here
in the last century-the Piqua tribe. Piqua means
" the man from ashes," and the legend is that this
tribe originated in an ash-heap. Considerable lie in
those ashes, I guess. The mound-builders were once
here, and the country about is covered with innumerable relics, all sorts of war implements, inscriptions,
skulls, etc. The English and th,e French had a big
fight here for possession of the great West. A fort
was built, and this is one of the first settlements in
the country..
.
Piqua is a difficult place. I did not hav a single
laCitc·at my lectures, and that is something that I
doirt like. The crust of orthodoxy here is pretty
firm. However, we will not be discouraged. A Secular Union was formed, and the work will be pushed.
J. D. Kruschke has plenty of backbone, with Mr. H. C.
Maag, T. C. Willtheis, and others, and our flag will
be flung to the breeze. I expect to strike here again
on my return, and also Bradford, about nine miles
away, where there is a lively set of Freethinkers, who
came, some of them, spite of cold and ice, to the lectures, and made our camp·fires brighter-"Mr. J. W.
Smith, Charles Lambert, H. W. Smith; W. W. Bosserman, and Robert Campbell. Mr. W. C. Baker, of
Montra, came twenty-five miles to join our company.
So I don't feel a bit discouraged. This picket line
will not disband, but keep on harassing the enemy.
A round-about journey, trains belated as usual and
just at dusk ·wednesday I arrived at Mechanicsb~rgh,
a pretty town, on a gentle declivity, of two thousand
inhabitants. Here I find plenty of good cheer. Veterans of freedom who bate no jot of heart or hope,
S. S. Staley, J. C. Vanness, George B. Vanness, Milton Chaney and family, Ellis McCarty, George Freeman, H. Baley, 0. F. Boulton, John P..tschal Van
Davis, Thomas Martin, Mr. Bowen, M1. S. Kingsley,
Asa Bates, Wm. Howard, John Rhodabaugh, Mr.
Taylor, and others. The lecture was well attended.

I hope to return here and organize our friends for
perlllanent work. Near by is Springfield, Ohio, a
rattling city of about thirty thousand inhabitants, and
there must be some Liberals in it, and I purpose
eventually to lecture there. This part of Ohio affords
favorable fields for our labors.
Early Thursday morning I go dashing down to
Cincinnati on the "Flying Dutchman" express,
which spins along with glorious velocity. Our brilliant Materialistic, philosophic, phrenologic friend,
Beall, who knows a man by his build almost with
mathematical accuracy, was ready with a good handshake, the prelude to the cheering company which
this Rhine of America {pork rind) always affords-a
solid, substantial, slow, comfortable city, where music
fills the air,. and mud the streets; where the sidewalks are so uneven that one needs to be drunk in
order to• walk straight. If he is sober and is in a
hurry, he is liable to be arrested for intoxication.
But Cincinnati folk are never in a hurry. They go
stately by. They do business as if all eternity were
before them ; and if you are a stranger, they always
look at you askance, and wonder why you ever came
to town.
Cincinnati, however, is a delightful residence city.
It is devoted to art culture, good living, and elegance.
Its suburbs are among the most magnificent in the
world.
The thermometer leaped from zero up to sixty-two
and a rainy evening set in, but about four hundred
gathered together to listen to the lecture. The
audience was most responsiv and speech was easy.
Friends came over from Covington, and I expect to
lecture there sometime on my return. I was pleased
to meet my old and tried friend, Dr. Hallowell, who is
a stalwart Liberal, and has been in the brunt of the
battle for years. He was at Lexington, Ky., when I
lectured there, and his home was mine. He now livs
in Covington, and is still ready to do and dare for
Freethought. His wife is thoroughly devoted in
spirit to the same cause.
I spent a few moments with William Winter, who
was not able to attend the lecture on account of sickness. He is recovering, llowever, and at eighty years
of age is bright and sturdy as ever. We hope to
carry on the work to which this "grave and reverend
signior " has consecrated so many years. A good
greeting with Warren, who is the backbone of our
finances. Others may fail, but, like charity, this generous Liberal never fails.
Edgar C. Beall is like an electric battery, and
does more than any other man ·to put intellectual
life into Cincinnati.
I enjoyed the hospitality of Walter Maxwell at
Palace Hotel. The entertainment was royal, and
Mr. Maxwell is one of our brightest thinkers as well
as a genial host.
·
John A. Geeting, of Washington, Ind., came one
hundred and seventy-five miles on purpose to hear
the lecture. A pretty good Liberal that. Mr. Geeting has been for years an open advocate of our
cause, and he has done much in his county, where he
occupies an honorable political position, to advance
Liberalism. I shall lecture at Washington, Ind., on
my return, and look for a successful campaign at that
point. So Cincinnati has been a bright spot, with
happy associations and brilliant promis.
This bright Saturday morning, almost like spring,
with beautiful blue skies, and fleecy clouds, and
shimmering woods and fields, and flashing waters,
and w bite villages coming and going, I am on my
way to Rome City, where I lecture to-morrow, Sunday, afternoon. Next week I go to Linesville, Pa.,
to a Paine celebration; to Chicago Paine festival
Jan. 29th and 30th {appointment at Nekoma is adjourned). I shall be at Fort Madison, Feb. 5th and
6th; at Belton, Mo., Feb. 8th; at Bavaria, Kansas,
Feb. 9th and lOth; at Salina, 11th, 12th, and 13th;
at Brookville, 14th and 15th; at Ft. Dodge, Feb.
20th; Garden City, 21st, 22d; at Denver, Feb. 27th
and March 6th; at Tulare, Los Angeles, San Diego,
Santa Ana, March 13th to 31st; at San Francisco
and Oakland, the first two Sundays in April. I expect to be in California through April and May.
Will friends in California please arrange for lectures
at every possible point?
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
G. R. &: L R. R., Jan. 22, 1887.

The Sunday Law of Massachusetts.
A pamphlet with this title, written by an eminent
lawyer, has just been published by Cupples, Upham
& Co., Boston. It givs not only all the statutes, including that passed a year ago in favor of bakers,
but all the decisions under them; for instance, that
by which corn is not to be hoed on Sunday; that by
which fraud committed on that day goes unpunished,
and that by which notes signed then are null and
void. So much information can be found nowhere
else so easily. The unwillingness of the people to
hav these statutes either repealed or enforced is compared to Artemas Ward's position-in favor of the
Maine liquor law, but against its enforcement. The
plan recommended is to hav a day of rest secured by
laws, arranged for the practical good of the community, with no reference to religious interests, and

with full provision for all "rational wants," including
"travel, recreation, social intercourse, or whatever
other pastimes be of good report, and any labor
necessary to assure for the hour the reasonable personal comfort of himself or family, or for the saving
of actual waste his own property and that of his
neighbor."
This pamphlet is known to hav been read by
Governor Ames; and its good £:ffect may be seen in
his recommendations to the legislature "that the
whole body of the Sunday laws should be thoroughly
and carefully revised." I know of nothing likely to
hav a better influence on the members, and hope
their attention will be called to it by the friends of
liberty. Now is the time for vigorous effort against
the day of ~yranny and persecution.
F. M. HoLLAND.
------~~.--------

The Liberal Club.

If any one had dropped into the German Masonic
Temple at 220 East Fifteenth street on the evening
of Friday, January 21st, at fifteen minutes before 8
o'clock, he would hav thought that the 431st regular
meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club had been adjourned to some other place. No one was present.
A little while later an audience which comfortably
filled the hall had arrived. The man with the badgepin took observations, and he noticed that many who
came in alone sat alone. They did not seem to be
acquainted. They were unsocial. They did not
bunch themselvs together and discuss the characters
and affairs of those who had not yet arrived. This
feature, which some hold must be cultivated before
Liberal societies can expect to attract mel}lbers of
the churches, seemed to be entirely wanting he;re.
By a flagrant violation of society etiquet., each individual kept his own counsel and attended to his own
business. Such is the disorganizing and disintegrating influence of unbelief.
At ten minutes past eight, the Chair said that, the
first secretary being absent, the secretary's son, who
was the second secretary, would come forward and
read the minutes. The second secretary referred
the Chair to the official report of the previous meeting printed in last week's TRUTH SEEKER. The Chair
then introduced the speaker of the evening, William
L. Snyder, Esq., who spoke upon" The Li:md Grant
System and its Abuses." Mr. Snyder took his hear.
ers back to the days of the feudal system and discussed the matter of alods and feuds and fiefs and
serfs and vassals and villains, and aids, and reliefs,
and wardships, and the jus primis noctis, and escheat, and some of the other peculiarities of the age
of chivalry. It was in this age that our present system of land grants had its inception. The granting
by the government of tremendous stretches of land
in this country to foreign syndicates and railroad
corporations was what the lecturer especially objected to, and the extent of these grants was given in
a bewildering array of figures. Mr. Snyder held
that the government had no right to grant away the
people's land.
.
The Chair announced that the floor was open for
discussion in speecbes of ten minutes each, members
of the club having the call.
Mr. Sutherland denied the accuracy of the lecturer's figures. He pointed out that the land grant system had had .beneficial results, impeached the legal
acumen of Mr. Snyder, and made other remarks calculated to lessen the force of that gentleman's
arguments.
Dr. Weeks maintained that the previous speaker
had corroborated the lecturer rather than otherwise.
He had noticed that Mr. Sutherland often made
good speeches without knowing it. The land grant
system had its merits, but these were greatly overshadowed by its evils. The railroads do some good.
The same might be said of the devil. He didn't believe in total depravity even in the devil and railroad
directors.
·
Mr. Henry opened a ten-minute address with the
somewhat superfluous remark that his father and
mother were Irish. In a very polished and guarded
manner he then proceeded to develop the fact that
he was an Anarchist~ People who will be slaves, he
said, deserve to be slaves. Those who don't take
their rights hav no reason to complain. The true
idea of freedom has dawned upon only a few men,
and they are under sentence of death. All the evils
we hav in this republic came through the ballot, and
the ballot can only make them worse, not cure them.
Mrs. Leonard said that we women would confiscate
every scrap of land granted to railroads unless the
railroads kept their agreements, which they hav not
done. It is the duty of the roads to be public carriers between producer and consumer, yet in the
West people are burning corn which the people of the
East are starving for. Giv women the government,
and if they make as big a botch of it as the men hav,
there will be some reason then in calling them the
weaker sex.
After further discussion and some closing words
by Mr. Snyder, the Chair said that, provided Dr.
Eccles would consent to postpone his lecture on
"Evolution" until next month, of which there was
no doubt, the next meeting would be a celebration of
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the birthday of Thomas Paine. This is right, for, in
the language of Mr. Wakeman, whene'er through
liberty and law a temple shall arise, the grandest
mortals ever saw thrown upward to the skies; whereon by love shall be engraved the names of men of
deed who labored for a world enslaved by tyrant and
by creed, above them all, in bold relief immortal
without stain, shall shine his name who wa~ their chief
-the glorious name of Paine.
A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for
slander. A personality is always out of place. An angry
man can neither reason himself nor perceive the reason of
what another says.
Above all, and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the
individual, the PERFEOT LIBERTY OF SPEEOH.-ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL.

Pioneer Pith.
What men need nowadays is pith-the marrow,
kernel, substance, bottom fact, bed-rock truth.
Knowledge is so vast that its essence must be presented to the masses of humanity. The multitude
need condensed thought. Learned specialists must
master every detail in their several departments of
knowledge, but the pith of all must be extracted and
furnished to men at large, if general intelligence is to
prevail. The day of rhetorical utterance and diffusiv
expansion of ideas is past, and what men want is concise, clear, logical demonstration of fundamental
truths. Esthetic tastes may still delight in descriptions of imaginativ excursions into "supernal realms
of ethereal bliss," in strolls through "umbrageous
woods" and meanderings by "the shimmering sheen
of the creaming waves," but practical men now see
beauty and fitness and crave knowledge of the underlying facts of nature, told in plain words with solid
proof~.
·
The facts to be first presented should be the pioneer truths, which, as the word signifies, must go before to remove ·Obstructions and prepare the way for
human advance in the path of progress. .A. right
conception of the order of the universe is essential to
efficient action. Religion has presented erroneous
conceptions of the universe, which now hinder man's
development, and nowhere does the sentimental,
vague, visionary, rhetorical element more prevail than
in the presentation of its theories. To deliver men
from bondage to the ideas of supernatural religion
and from subjection to those who liv by their perpetuation, they must be given the pith of radical ideas,
what Professor Clifford called "organized common
sense."
The pith of Rationalism is the fact that the universe
is controled by natural laws, and develops by uninterrupted successions of cause and effect; no arbitrary
supernatural will ever interferes. Once grasp the
idea,
Nature never nods,
Nor leaves her work to gods,

and all the dogmas of theology will be cast off.
Teach men that connected causes produce all results,
and the ground is cleared of the rubbish of faith and
is ready for the plowshare of reason and the seed of
knowledge. Whatever happens,
The only cause
Is nature's laws.

Nobody knows how nature's laws originated, or, if
they had a beginning, who started them. But, if
there was a starter, there is no evidence that he ever
interferes with their working, and science has proved
that orderly evolution is the law of the universe. It
therefore follows that this world was not made suddenly by t.he word of a God, nor was man made out
of the dust; no serpent tempted man to fall, and he
needs no atonement; no revelation was ever given by
a being superior to man, but all knowledge has been
gained by man's own study of nature; no miracle
ever happened, and no prayer to supernatural powers
was ever answered; no savior was born of a virgin;
no one ever rose from the dead.
Put this pith of natural law into every man's mind
and slavery will cease. No longer will man be the
victim of beliefs about gods, angels, and devils, and
be the prey of those who thrive by his bondage. All
the elaborate structures of religion will crumble, the
mazes of theology will be made straight, the multifarious creeds will be abandoned, and the emancipated
Christian will adopt
THE PITHY OREED OF RATIONALISM.
Jehovah ranks with Jupiter;
The Bible's Hebrew lit'ratur';
Confucius, Jesus, both were men;
A future life's beyond our ken.
A miracle do not expect ;
Seek nature's cause for each effect.
From man hav come all gods and creeds;
Your only savior is your deeds.

RoBER'r C. ADAMS.
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
The catalog is free.

the books we hav for sale.

Elevating Mr. George.
From the Cine n'•ati Sun.

Yesterday the Sun encountered a member of the
Henry George Club, and the latter made this astonishing and sensational charge :
" The Roman Catholic church is using the leaders
of the Knights of Labor to destroy the Henry George
land _movement, believing that if Henry George's
theones are not crushed they will result in the overthrow of the church. When the Knights of Labor
met in Richmond there was a conference of Roman
Catholic bishops in Baltimore. These resolved that
if Powderly should fail of reelection the influence
and power of the church would be turned against the
order. Powderly is a Catholic; and used to carry
the red card which entitled him to admission to all
the labor organizations of all kinds and de~rees.
During the Henry George campaign he· made .a
speech for him, but. in another speech at Philadelphia he said he was sorry he had, and advised all
Knights to keep out of politics. This was the beginning of a gradual change. Now, couple the suspension of Dr. McGlynn with the. reasons given by
Vicar-General Preston. It indicates that Mr. George's
theory of the abolition of private property in land has
received the censure of .the church, and that she is
using Mr. Powderly to make use of his position as
general master workman to overthrow the land
movement, notwithstanding the fact that the creed
of the Knights of Labor is composed of planks of
political significance referring to the land question.
".A. prominent K. of L. shows his prominence by
the methods he adopts to injure the most prominent
political movement of the day, and displays the
domination under which he dissembles in the duplicity with which in the same l:J.reath he pretends
friendship for a cause he is endeavoring to stab in a
most vital spot by appealing to a popular prejudice
he well knows is based on falsehood and misrepresentation, and says, referring to the George club: 'It
looks as if it was a regular anarchical organ· under a
new and deceiving name.'"·
"Do the rank and file of the K. of L. know what
is going on ~,
"Most assuredly not. They are in sympathy with
Henry George, and are liable to adopt his ideas at
next Sunday's convention. The leaders alone are
working the scheme. They are acting under instructions from the East, and are careful to conceal the
real purposes of the order. They intend to build up
a separate political party, but they are in danger of
being knocked out by Henry George's ideas. Notice
how sudden they hav concluded to drop politics. It
is only when they fear the triumph of the land theory
and the disintegration of the church that they con·
elude to go out of politics. It is, indeed, a fact that
the fiat has gone forth from the Catholic church to
destroy Henry George. They intend to use the
church's firm and faithful follower, Mr. Powderly,
and he in tum has indorsed the move against
George.''

Prof. E •. L. Youmans Dead.
From the

S~m

of Jan. 19th.

Professnr Edward Livingston Youmans, editor of the
Popular Science Monthly, died suddenly yesterday at the
Knickerbocker Apartment House, 247 Fifth avenue, of
catarrhal fibroid consumption. He had an attack of pneumonia two years ago, from which he never entirely recovered.
He went South a year ago, but his feebleness increased, and
he has not been at his office in the publishing house of D.
Appleton & Co. for six months. The vivacity ami flow of
Professor Youmans's spirits continued almost to the day he
died. His father, who is over ninety years old, and his
mother, who has nearly reac.hed ninety, liV' in Mount Vernon,
Westchester county.
Professor Youmans will be remembered chiefly for the fact
that he found, or created, for Herbert Spencer, Darwin,
Huxley, and Tyndall an audience in America before they had
one in England. He was the most enthusiastic of writers and
lecturers in America on scientific subjects. Born at Coeymans, N.Y., on June 3, 1821, his parents removed to
Saratoga while he was a child, and when thirteen years of
age he was attacked by ophthalmia, and for several y~ars he
was totally biind. His eyesight troubled him all his life.
While he was blind he invented a machine, as did Prescott,
the blind historian, by which he was able to write. He was
assisted by his sister, Miss Anne Eliza Youmans, who is a
well-known writer on botany for children. Professor Youmans's earliest studies were chemistry and physics. His first
publication was a chemical chart with illustrated chemical
changes by colored diagrams. His first book was a Clas~
book of Chemistry, published by D. Appleton & Co., and
from that time, in 1852, until his death he was in some way
connected with the same publishing firm.
He married a widow of a member of the cabinet of the king
of the Sandwich Islands. When King Kalakaua visited New
York over ten years ago he dined with Professor and Mrs.
Youmans. Professor Youmans's title was given to him by
Antioch College, in which he became professor of chemistry
in 1866. The University of Vermont made him a physician,
but he never practiced medicin.
It is said that it was through a conversation Mr. William
H. Appleton had with Professor Youmans, who had entered
the store as a stranger to buy books, that Professor Youmans
began his connection with the firm.
Some of the books Professor Youm(l,I!S wrcte are "Alcohol
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and the Constitution of Man," "Handbook of Household
8cience," "The Correlation and Conservation of Forces,"
and " The Culture Demanded by Modem Life." It was
through Professor Youmans's close friendship with Herbert
Spencer that he came to found the Popular Science Monthly.
He early exerted himself for the reproduction in America of
the works of Spencer, Darwin, Mill, Bain, Huxley, Lecky,
Tyndall, Maudsley, Carpenter, and others, and arranged with
D. Appleton & Co. to pay foreign authors as American authors are paid. In 1871 he took up the copyright question
and visited England several time!! to organize the International Scientific Series on the basis of a simultaneous publication in different countries of scientific books. The series
hav been published simultaneously in London, New York,
Paris, Leipsic, Milan, and St. Petersburg. Fifty-seveti volumes hav been printed. In 1872 Professor Youmans started
the Popular Science Monthly in order that he might print
chapters of Herbert Spencer's " Study of Sociology" for the
series, as no magazine publishers in this country would
print them. Professor Youmans was assisted by his brother,
Dr. W. J. Youmans, in his editorial work.

Editorial Notes.
C. B. REYNOLDs's trial for defending the Christian deity
from the blasphemous imputations of the holy scriptures is
set down for Tuesday, February 1st. The proceedings will
be at Morristown, N.J., as previously intimated.
JAMES PARTON has an article in the Forum for February, on "Outgrown City Government," showing the inevitable mischief of political methods in municipal affairs,
and advocating the necessity of a strong centralized administration, with ample powers and a long term of office.
THERE seems to be a disposition just at present among the
Liberal journals to giv each other sly stabs under the ribs.
It is an epidemic of ill-nature which we cannot account for,
and which we regret to see among our esteemed contemporaries. Let the editors use all their energies in making good
and brilliant journals, 1tnd they will hav no time for querulous fault-finding.
Tms is all the sympathy Dr. McGlynn gets from the ChriBtian at Work: "Father McGlynn's deposition from the
pastorate of St. Stephen's church, this city, is but a natural
consequence of his disloyalty to his church authorities. Dr.
McGlynn is popular and magnetic; but popularity and magnetism in the Roman Catholic church are poor substitutes
for obedience and loyalty."
--~~--

A SUBSORIBER in Toronto, who asks concerning the Sinaloa
cooperativ scheme, is referred to the report of tl!"e Libeml
Club in TnE TRUTH SEEKEH of November 27, 1886. If the
statements in that report are true, Sinaloa is about the last
place in the world a man should go to, for the walking back
is very wet and rough. The prospectus of the company can
be obtained by addressing Edward Howland, Hammonton,
N. J. The other side of the story cannot be had until some
cooperativ individual returns from Sinaloa.
TnE late Judge Black pOS8€Ssed one level-headed idea. He
hated the Pilgrim fathers for their arrant pharisaical hypocrisy. The fetling crops out in a number of his letters and
speeches, and it cropped out continually in his conversation.
"I remember the last time I saw him alive," said a resident
of Pennsylvania to a Rec01·d reporter; "he put his hand on
my shoulder and said in his expressiv manner: 'Young
man, I hav been young, and now am old. l hav read many
things; I bav seen many things ; I hav heard many things;
and I say to you that since the fall of Adam, nothing, nothing
worse has happened in this world than .the landing of the
Pilgrims on Plymouth Rock.' n
THE authorities of the Chattanooga Methodist University,
an institution under the control of the Freedmen's Aid Society of the Methodist church, hav rejected the application for
admission of two young men on the ground that the applicants are negroes. Some of the religious papers condemn
this action, but others sustain the authorities. In the discussion over the matter, it leaks out that "niggers" are not
yet men and brethren to the good Christian~ of the Methodist
church South, but it does seem a little queer that the institution managed by the society organized to care for liberated
colored persons should slam the door in their faces. But
Southern Methodist sentiment is still against the social
ity of its former slaves. The Rev. Mr. King, of Binningham, Ala., publishes a card saying that his church is " for
white persons exclusiyly, and colored persons arc not invited
or expected to attend." Some time will yet be required to
civilize the Southern Christians.

.1111-

Lectures and Meetings.
W. S. BEI.L is arranging for missionary work in Illinois,
Indiana, aud Michigan.
THE success of the Denver Secular meetings is shown by
the following ·from the daily Republican: "Prof. W. F.
Jamieson lectured at Unity church last evening on another
phase of the 'Does Death End All?' series, entitled, 'Modern
Spiritualism.' The church was crowded, and many extra
seats han to be provided for the use of those present. Pr?fessor Jamieson simply gave a synopsis of the more exhau_sttv
lecture on Spiritualism he will deliver next Sunday evemng.
He has studied the subject of Spiritualism for. t'Yenty-_five
years and will giv his audience the benefit of Ius mvestlgations.'" At the close of the lecture, Spiritualists ~arne fl,:warn ann shook hands with the lecturer, expressmg tlu·tr
gratification with his fairness in handling the subject. He
will be absent on a several weeks' lecture trip thro~gh N~
braska, and will then return to ~env~r and remam u_ntil
summer. After his engagements m Mmden, Central C1t:y,
Oscenla, atromRbllrg. Neb., he is to deliver three lectures 1ll
Wilber, Neb., February 11th, 12th, and 13th. He can be ad
dresseq at Wi_Jber 1 Neb. 1 care of John N. Gouff.
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Qiommunications.
A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for
slander. A personality is always out of place. An angry
man can neither reason himself nor perceive the reason of
what another says.
Above all, and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the
individual, the PERFEOT LffiERTY OF SPEEOH.-RoBERT G.
INGERSOLL.

The Age of Man.

structible now, but they declare that deity "might
hav" given them this quality at their creation.
But, in whatever manner this earth came into existence, it is admitted on all hands that it has not
existed in its present condition always.
Men of science believe that this earth is an offshoot
from the sun; that it once was a molten mass, and
that it took ages to cool down sufficiently to allow -of
life existing upon it.
On the other hand, some theologians think that it
was created in much its present condition a few thousand years ago, and that all forms of life appeared
upon it a few days after its formation. Some divines,
however, are prepared to admit that the earth was
created thousands of years before living beings.
-Briefly stated, the view of men of science is that
there are good grounds for believing that all the particles ormatter which compose the solar system were
once in a gaseous condition; but that in the course
of numberless ages, through loss of heat the particles
of matter were drawn closer together and formed
into one huge burning mass, which WEnt spinning
along in the universe. This mass was what we call
our sun, and from it were thrown off, at various intervals, huge masses of molten matter, which continned the spinning process, and ultimately by loss of
heat the outer portion of each of these smaller
masses became solid; and thus the various planets in
our system were formed.
This is the accepted theory of men of science. But
whether it is true or false, it is certain that the earth
has not always been in its present condition; the
shape which it assumes being the result of its spinping motion, and the rocks forming part of the outer
portion of it, giving evidence of having been fused together by fire, thus demonstrating that the earth was
once a burning mass upon which no form of life
could possibly exist.
•
. Sir William Thompson is of opinion that at
least four hundred million years would be required
for.the earth to cool down so as to allow of life existing upon it at all, while some scientists regard this
immense period of time as altogether insufficient.
When, however, we turn to the study of geology we
find ourselvs in the possession of better data to assist us in arriving at some approximate date in reference to the probable age of the earth and of man.
In the crust of the earth and various rock formations upon it we hav ample evidence of numerous
changes which hav taken place at various epochs of
the world's existence, while periodical volcanic eruptions and earthquakes go to show the great force of
heat still existing beneath the surface of the earth;
moreover, a diligent study of geology reveals the fact
that what was once a portion of the earth's surface is
now· submerged beneath sea or ocean. To estimate the age of the earth we then hav to look at the
rock strata and calculate how long they would take to
form.· We know that the chalk beds which are to be
found in various parts of the earth are made up of
the shells· of minute animalculre that pass their whole
existence in the water. These shells are driven by
the sea's waves into certain J?OSitions, and in the
course of hundreds of thousands of years a great bed
of chalk may be built up. But if it has taken hundreds of thousands of years to deposit the chalk formation, who can say what vast periods are required
to account for the great granit and other rocks that
existed in geological periods long antecedent to the
chalk! The truth is, no figures can adequately convey to the human mind the vast period of time required for the formation of these strata.
But,
though we can giv no definit time to. represent the
duration of the earth's existf:lnce, we might, nevertheless, venture to giv some approximate date to the
period at which it is likely that man-as man-first
made his appearance.
Paleontology is the science which most assists us
in determining within certain limits the age of man.
Geology shows us how the earth has undergone
numerous changee, and what these changes are, while
paleontology, which means a study of the fossil remains discovered in the earth, helps us to understand
the probable age of man.
.
.As a science, paleontology is only of recent birthbeing about twenty years of age. But in these few
years it has made immense progress. In all the
civilized nations of the world, men of science hav
labored diligently, and their industry and perseverance hav been rewarded by discoveries of great importance to all lovers of truth.
Nature's rule undoubtedly is to destroy and ]eave
no trace of the beings. that hav existed upon the
earth; but there are exceptions to this rule, and it is
the province of this young science to deal with these
exceptions. Millions of living creatures hav played
their part in the world's. great drama and passed
away, but the remains of some few hav become in
some way or other imbedded in rock, or sand, or
chalk, and these few remain to tell the story of man's
greatest antiquity. Where, then, shall we find these

The Bible givs the age of man on the earth as
somewhat less than six thousand years. This result
is arrived at by adding together the ages of the descendants of .Adam down to Noah, and from Noah to
.Abraham, and from .Abraham to Jesus, making a total
from .Adam to the Christian era of 4004 years, and
from the birth of Christ to the present time a total
of 5890. Of late there has been a disposition on the
part of the clergy and certain so-called scientific defenders of the Mosaic account of the creation of the
world and of man to twist and distort the plain declarations of the Bible into a statement that the world
"may hav " been created millions, nay, reons and
reons, of ages ago, and that man "may hav" existed
on the earth much longer than the orthodox chronology seems to allow for. In order to test the accuracy of the Bible theory, it is only necessary to compare its statements with the ascertained facts of modern science, and to display the same fair spirit of
inquiry that we would in the investigation of any other
subject that was brought under our consideration,
omitting no facts that are material in assisting us to
an honest and sound judgment. In asking the question, What is the age of man on the earth~ we may
say that our answer must be principally derived from
the results of the invee;tigations of scientific men in
such fields of research as astronomy, geology, paleontology, anthropology, morphology.
Taking the earth as we know it to-day, we find it
inhabited by a variety of kinds of wild and some few
domesticated animals, and by various races of men differing "in color, type, tongue, and in many other
respects. Some parts of the earth we find inhabited
by civilized men, others by barbarians; and the ques·
tion naturally arises, Were all men originally savages,
and hav the civilized developed from these, or were
some men, or, at least, was one man, originally created
with organization and faculties suiting him for civilized life, and are savages and civilized human beings
alike his offspring?
By reference to the writings and works of the various civilized races, we are enabled to determin their
age as a civilized people, and with some degree of
certainty trace them hack to a semi-civilized, or even
a savage, condition.
Records of the Greeks and Romans show these two
great empires to hav been inhabited by civilized peopleas far back as 800 B.c.; by the aid of tradition the
.Aryan peoples may be traced back from 1500 to 1800
B.c.; the Chinese may be found in a highly civilized
condition, with a monarchy and government, as far
back as 2500 B.c.; while; according to such eminent
authorities as Lepsius and Bunsen, the Egyptians hav
a history that carries us back more than 4000 years
B.C.
Now, if this be true, and men did not build
cities in a day or a year, or make a language in a
century, then we hav to consider how long man existed on the earth previous to this, and how many
years he would take to reach this stage ef existence.
If it could be demonstrated that the earth was not
in a condition to be inhabited more than six thousand
years ago,- of course that would settle the question;
for it would be readily granted that the earth must
be in a fit condition for man to liv upon it before he
could make his appearance.
.
Now, to us matter and force appear to be alike
indestructible; the study of chemistry has demonstrated pretty clearly that not one atom of matter is
ever lost in the universe, and what is true of matter
is equally true of force, for matter cannot exist without force, and force without matter is a mere abstraction. But if matter and force are imperishable, indestructible, it would seem to follow of necessity that
that which cannot be destroyed could never hav
begun. Therefore matter and force are eternal.
And not only are matter and force imperishablethey are also infin.it. Buchner (page 94, Force and
Matter) says: "If matter be infinit in time, i. e., immortal, it is also without beginning or end in space;
our usual notions of time and space cannot be applied
to it. Whether we investigate the extension of matter in its magnitude or minuteness, we never come to
an end or an ultimate form of it." No atom is so
small that a smf!ller is not ~~n.ceivable, and vice versa/
nor can we by any poss1b1hty scale the bights nor remains~
fathom the depths of nature. Matter seems to -be
.A skeleton was found some time ago at New
everyw~ere.
Orleans, sixteen feet below the surface, beneath the
To this statement, however, theologians demur.
roots of a cypress-tree, with four fossil forests above
They acknowledge that matter and force are inde- 1it. Humboldt supposed a tree of this kind to be

6,000 years old, yet above these human remains are
four fossil forests of trees, which gives us 24,000
years, at least, as the time that these human remains
must hav lain in the earth. (See Samuel Eadon, M.A.;
M.D , on "Antiquity of Man.") Then we hav the
opinion of Sir John Lubbock, who says: "If one
account, given by William .A. Koch to the .{\.cademy
of Science at St. Louis, be true-but there is no
reason for disbelieving it so far as I am aware, except
~hat it proves the Genesis story to be false-'-then at
some remote prehistoric period man had hunted the
· · · vall ey, f or t h e b ones of
mastodon in the M"ISSISSippi
the mastodon, and the arrowheads used by the
pri_mitiv hunters, were found mingled together
at Gasconade county, in Missouri" (Prehistoric
Times, page 934). This opinion is strengthened by
that of Sir Charles Lyell, in his ".Antiquity· of
Man," page 204; by .Agassiz, in his "Types of
Mankind," page 352; and by Carl Vogt, and nume_rous othH eminent authorities.·
In 1823 a skeleton was found in the loess of the
Rhine. The emimint French scientist, CU:vier, pronounced the remains to be human and of vast
antiquity. Next in importance to finding the human
remains is to find the tools or weapons employed by
man in past ages, or the bones of animals ;which had
been of service to man. Of these there hav been
many discoveries which are of the greatest importance. In a cave at Wurfort, and another at Engihoul,
and at various caves in Belgium, were found the
bones of human beings mixed up with those of the
bear, the hyena, the dog, and other animals, in
addition to pottery, which was found imbedded in
the mud of limestone to a great depth.
In other caves were found ·human remains intermingled with those of extinct animals. According to
Quatrefages, M. Lartet proves, in his account of the
remains found in the grotto of .Aurignac, "that man
lived in the midst of the quaternary fauna, which he
used as food, including the rhinoceros, and was
followed by the hyena of this epoch, who finished
the remains of his meals."
Quatrefages further says that in 1858, in the
valley of Vezene, near the station of the village of
Les Eyzies, the engineers discovered the cave of OroMagnon, which "has given us a type of one of the
best characterized fossil races."
That most eminent authority, William Taylor
(.Anthropology, chapter i), says: In .Assyria, Pales
tine, Egypt, as in other lands, one may· find sharp
clipped flints, which show that here also tribes in the
stone age once lived, before the use of metal brought
in higher civilization.
.
Then we hav the discovery of human remains in
Kent's cavern, which was made known by William
Pengelly, who claims 300,000 years as the lowest
estimate for man's existence in England. When to
this is added the testimony of so cautious and accurate an observer as Sir Charles Lyell, who givs the
sanction of his authority to M. Lartet's discovery in
1860 of seventeen human skeletons; in addition, the
bones of cave-deer, cave-hyena, cave-lion, polecat,,
wild-cat, horse, stag, etc., which carry us back
at least a hundJ:ed thousand years. Yet even here we
find man in a fairly advanced stage of existence, and
we should be required to add several thousands of
years to account for this advanced condition.
Anthropological science is equally strong in its
proof of the vast antiquity of man. Further, it
reveals the important fact that man is not of one
type nor one race, but that there are at least eight
realms with distinct types of man, and accompanying
fauna and flora.
These are as ·follows:
1st. The .Arctic, with the Esquimaux.
2d. The Mongol, with the Chinaman.
3d. The European, with the Caucasian.
4th. The .American, with the Indian.
5th. The .Africall, with the N~gro.
6th. The Hottentot., with the Bushman.
7th. The East Indian, with the Malay.
8th. The .Australian, wit.h the Papuan.
Now, if man were Jess than six thousand years old,
we should hav to suppose that all these races, so
diverse in type and cbaiact~eristics, hav all developed
from .Adam, or rather, to be more accurate, and supposing the story of the flood to be true, we hav to
suppose all these races to hav developed from the
family of Noah. Is not this a preposterous supposition 1
To the .Aryan races we are indebted for almost all
our science and literature; while all the Semitic
peoples may lay claim to having founded three
of the most important religions of the world, viz.,
Christianity, Judaism, and Mohammedanism.
No student of authropology, however, would think
of regarJing the Semitic races as the lineal descendants of the .Aryan, or vice versa. These races are so
distinct, theit· characteristics so marked, that they
are not to be coufused. Having shown that the
Semitic 1;aces are descended from the Negroid type,
and the Aryan from the Turanian, the late Professor J. W. Jackson, in an article in the Anthropological Review of 1869- (see "Freethinkers' .Text-Book,"
Part I., page 57, by C. Bradlaugh) dealing with the
Caucasian race, says: "What, then, is this Caucasian~
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.And. we reply, the highest t;ype to which Irian has yet
attamed. He presents us With that form of humanity
in "!hich cere~ration an.d resp~a,tion are most powerfulm proportiOn to alimentatiOn and reproduction.
He is th~ most effectually ~eveloped type of man;
' the one m whom the functwns that are specially
human are most powerful in proportion to those
which are also bestial."
This, of course, implies an organic structure
adapted as an instrument for the efficient discharge
of these higher duties.
.And, accordingly, we find that his brain is equal in
volume to that of the Turanian, while it is superior
in form and finer in quality; thus conducing, throllgh
intensity and activiby, not only to greater mental
power, but also to a power of a higher order. His
thoughts are more logically concatenated, and his
conceptions are more beautiful and artistic. His
special superiority to the Turanian is, however, in
the moral sentiments. He is better developed coronally, and hence ia more amenable to the influence
of "faith, hope, and charity," and we may add, justice. · Thus, in a sense, it may be said that he unites
the excellences of the two inferior races without the
defects of either. He has the breadth of the Turanian
without his coarseness, and the altitude of the negro
without his narrowness, while in temperament he
immeasurably transcends them both. Of course,
with such a brain, so powerful in structure, so fine in
quality, so complex· in its convolutions, and so intenE!e in its functions, there must be a face to correspond; that is, with features distinctly marked
and delicately chiseled, and susceptible, in duly
cultured individualities, of all the varying shades of
intellectual expression:
But this hi~h caste Caucasian, this man of civilization, is
organically, lmgually, and theologically, divisible into two
well-marked families, Aryans and Semites, or Indo-Europeans and Arabians; the former especially located in Europe,
and the latter in Asia, although the first are the predominant population of Persia and India, and the last extend
throughout all northern Africa. It may thus be said that the
Cauca~ian occupies the temperate zone of the world from
India to Britain, with the Negroid races to the South and
the Turanian to the North, the Semites resting on and
through Moors, Tuaricks, Nubians, and Abyssinians, gradually shading off the former; while the Aryans rest on and
through the Slavons, Muscovites, the Cossacks gradually
shade off into the lattPr. Thus, whether whether we regard
their geographical position, their mental constitution, or th.eir
organic specialties, we shall find that the Semites are allied
as flower and root to the Negroid typ_e of the South, and the
Aryans to the Turanian type of the North.
It is too late in the day to attempt to prove that
climatic conditions or congenital accidents will
account for all the varieties of mankind having descended from one pair.
No one ever saw a negro or Indian child born of
white parents, or a_whi~e child b?rn o_f negro or Inc
dian parents. With shght modificatiOns, the Eg~p
tian mummy displays the same type as the Egyptian
of the present day; and for more than four thous~nd
years the Chinese type has undergone no very Important changes. .And, if this be true, how can it be
pretended that ~I th~ r~c~s of mankind h~v developed from on.e pa1r of mdiVIduals less than six thousand years ago ?
.And, while the study of geology demonstrates the
great age of the earth ; paleontology, the vast antiquity of living forms, and ~thropology shows us
distinct types of man· comparativ anatomy, or, rather,
what Haeckel calls ~ntogeny, reveals to us the history of the development by a study of the individual
in the embryo.
The history of the individual. in the embryo is
really an epitomized history of the ra.ce.
.And if we are to take the data relied upon by almost all scientific evolutionists, we shall be lead irresistibly to the conclusion that man is an evolution
from lower forms · that there was a time in the remote past when h~ so nearly resembled the catarrhini
apes that the name ".man" waul? be _a scarcely an appropriate term by whiCh to descnbe him; and that by
slow and gradual stages he develo:p~d from the very
lowest form up to his present positiOn.
.
· .And, taking this theory as the only reliable
hypothesis, we find that we hav not_ to answer . the
question of the age of man as man, but are driven
back and back through a long series of changes from
man to the ape, from th~ B:Pe to the amphioxus, !r?m
the amphioxus to the asCidian, and from the asCidian
to the moneran · and with this vast field before us
we scornfully th;ow aside the Biblical six thousand
years, and cleave to the scientific view that man's
origin and development are not to be measured by
thousands of years, but by vast periods of ti~e
which the human mind is altogether unable to reahze
or understand.
.AllTHU;t B. Moss.
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fere~ce manifested towards individual right and the the animus of these persecutions, and raise their propu_bhc welfare, and the insensate, heartless greed for tests againsb them.
gam are the fruits of corporate action directed by
Had Mr. Walker been some obscure individual, no
professedly Christian men.
notice would hav been taken of this affair, but with
his influence against church domination in all affairs
------~~.------A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In of life he must be suppressed
di~cussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for
Our mBrTiage system ·is based upon the churchslander. A perSonality is always out of place. An angry idea of women's inferiority-is orthodoxy crystalman can neither reason himself nor perceive the reason of lized into law-and should be protested against by
every Liberal who has brains enough to perceive it,
what another. says. ·
Above al~, ·and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the the law of mutu!!l contract being amply sufficient.
What is the importance of the taxation of church
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the property when compared with this continued sex
individual, the PERFEOT LIDERTY OF SPEEOH.-ROBERT G. slavery of women, and its effects upon offspring,
INGERSOLL.
producing, as. it does,. every species of crime, not
excepting murder~ ·
The ''Lucifer Match."
To giv an idea of the outrages perpetrated upon
I hav arisen while the stars are still visible, un- these two innocent persons, I will quote a part of a
able to sleep lor thinking of the ·abominable outrage letter just received from Mrs. Lillian Harman :
tha~ in the name of justice has been and is being
We hav not been allowed to send out or receive letters for
perpetrated upon E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman, quite a while. It has been three weeks since I hav seen
who are still incarcerated in a prison cell and sub,. Edwin, and Housh has ordered the other prisoners to pass no
between our cells. But if they think they can make us
jected to severities greater thitn those usually visited notes
change our minds by such a course, they are mistaken. It
upon the most atrocious criminsl. And for what 1 simply strengthens our d!ltermination to endure to the last.
Every Liberal should pause and ask this question. Is Papa suffers more than I do, and I feel so sorry for him. It
it because they chose to make their own marriage was hard to decide whether it was my duty to go with hini
or stay here, but I decided that the fine should not ~e
contract~ The Quakers -do that, and it is recognized
paid. I hav chosen my course, and shall not depart from It.
as legal. Why does the law, which winks at prosti· But my conscience t:oubl~s me when I look through the b!'lrs
tution, the business of procurers, and all manner of and see his eye! fillmg with tears as he talks to me, telling
outrages upon decency, on every hand seem to be- .me he cannot sleep for thinking of me. But had I gone, it
would hav been sur1·ender, and I could never hav forgiven
come so incensed, and wreak it dire vengeance upon myself
for my cowardice. In last Lucifm· papa says that if
this special couple, victimizing them in the most he and Ed could hav known how the people were going to
cruel manner~ It is for this reason: Mr. Walker has act the union would not hav taken place in this state. But
been for years engaged in vigorous attacks upon the had I known it I would hav been willing to take my part.
church, and its outrages upon the people, both by I am glad that I did, and I would not do otherwise, could I
recall the past. We send and receive letters when papa
voice and pen, and these attacks are, if possible, to comes.
be stopped.
Thus this brave, heroic girl endures for conscience'
The church is wise enough to perceive, if some sake week after week, with no prospect of an end,
Liberals are not, that in no way can she continue to this awful imprisonment. She writes further : " Our
hold her power over the people, except by keeping case comes before the Supreme Court the 6th of
woman in continued bondage, and thus, through-the January, but the decision will not be giv~n, except by
law of heredity, perpetuate a race of slaves.
mere chance until February. There IS not more
It is only through the enslavement of woman in than one cha~ce in ten that Judge Crozier's decision
marriage that, in this age, a race can be begotten will be reversed."
that will submit to the fetters. forged by church and
.And these things occur in the state of Kansas, a
state. .And a contract such as theirs, which guar- state that at one time we fought so earnestly to save
antees to woman a "right to life, liberty, and the from the clutches of a slave oligarchy, at the present
pursuit of happiness,'' must not be tolerated. Here time in the hands of an equally cruel and oppressiv
is the contract:
·
power; a st1.1.te that now deserves the contempt o~ ~ll
· E. C. Walker, as one of the contracting parties, made the right-minded persons; a state that hunts fug~tiv
following statement :
"This is a time for clear, frank statement. While regard- wives, and whose citizens pay, as I saw a short time
ing ALL pubtw marital ceremonies as essentially and ineradi. since reported in the papers, a ~eward of fifty dollars
cably indelicate, a pandering to the morbid, vicious, and for the return of a run-away w1fe to her owner, her
meddlesome element in human nature, I consider this form the husband. 0 Kansas, blush for shame at your
least objectionable.
"I abdicate in advance all the so-called 'marital rights' degradation !
Let every lover of liberty keep out of Kansas,
with which this public acknowledgment of our relationship
may invest me. Lillian is and will continue to be as free to where freedom of speech and of the press is not rerepulse any and all advances of mine as she has been hereto- spected, where the right of contract is denied, where
fore. In joining with me in this love and labor union, she fugitiv wives are hunted and return~d. ~or a r!ills~m
has not alienated a single natural right. She remains sovereign of herself, as I of myself, and we severally and to their sexual bondage, where prohibitiOn, with Its
together repudiate all powers legally conferred upon hus- war upon individuality and its cultivation of hypo~
bands and w.ives.
risy, is the law, and where church po~er rul~s tri"In legal marriage, woman surrenders herself to the law umphant, which always mea~s persecutiOn and mtolan'd her husband, and becomes a vassal. Here it is different.
erance, if not the rack and gibbet.
Lillian is now made free.
Milwaukee.
JULIET H. SEvERANCE, M.D .
" In brief, and in addition : I cheerfully and distinctly
recognize this.woman's right to the control of her own person; her right and duty to reta~ her .own name; her right
Progress in Missionary and Revival Work.
to the possession of all property inherited, earned, or otherPious
Tourist: "Well, John, I suppose you are now a
wise justly gained by her; her equality with me in this copartnership; my responsibility to her as regards the care of good Christian?" Converted Chinaman: "Me one good
offspring, if any, and her paramount right to the custody Chlistman? Ya-a-s. Me cuss, me lie, me git dlunk, all Saf!W
thereof should any unfortunate fate dissolve this union. And Melican man· me no work on Sunday. · 'F me steaJ, ChhRt
now, friends, a few words especially to you. This wholly love me, Chli~t pay-oh, you bet me damn good Chlistyan !"
private compact is here announced, not because I recognize
SABINA OHIO December25th.-Mrs. Robert Johnson, wife
that you, or society at large, or the state hav any right to of a pron{inent 'farmer, was adjudger! insane to-day. She
inquire into or determin our relations to each other, but became a raving maniac after attendmg a pn~tracted meetsimply as a guarantee to Lillian of my good faith toward her. ing at Dakin's Chapel, conducted by Hev. Guilford, the AdAnd to this I pledge my honor."
vimtist, of Clyde, Ohio. She will be taken to the Dayton
Lillian Harman then responded as follows:
Asylum.
" I do not care to say much; actions speak more clearly
AoRIAN, Jim. 12th.-At the .Second BaJltist church last
than words, often. I enter into this union with Mr. Walker night
during a revival meeting, Mrs. Susan Bro'Yn,_a colored
of my own free will and choice, and I agree with the views member
taken with the power," and, spnngmg to her
of my father and of Mr. Walker, as just expressed. I make feet, sh~ was"
"Glory, halleluj~thl" The next. instant
no promises that it may become impossible or immoral for she fell toshouteEl,
the floor dead. A scene of great excitement.
me to fulfil, but retain the right to act, always, as my con- amounting almost
to a panic, followed, and several women
science and best judgment shall dictate. I retain also my were seriously injured,
full maiden name, as I am sure it is my duty to do so.
A Boston lady prominently identi~ed ~til_ Sunday~s~hool
"With this understanding I giv to him my hand in token
of my trust in him and of the fidelity to truth and honor of work and who is much interested m bnngmg our Ohmese
resid~nts within the pale of Chris~ian influence, called the
my intentions toward him."
other day upon one of her celes~ml p~oteges. John welThen M. Harman said :
"As the father and natural guardian of Lillian Harman I comed her visit to his laundry with ev1~ent _pleasure, and
hereby giv my consent to this union. I do not 'giv away when the greetings were over the :Mongolian, m response to
the bride,' as I wish her always to be the owner of her per- her inquiry, gave her to unclerstan~ that ~e enjoyed very
son .and to be free always to act according to her truest and much attending the Sunday-school, mformahon tha~ was expur~st inlpulses, and as her highest judgment may dictate." ceedingly gratifying. Anxious, however, to recmvo more
practical demonstration of t~e influen~e o~ th~ sch,ool upon
Then followed the usual congratulations.
him she asked him if he did not thmk It did him good.
Who was injured by this method 1 No one. .And " Yl yi !'' came the convincing response, " washee fol le
I hesitate not to affirm that, could the principles of whoie conglegation."
that contract be actualized in the sex relations of
The New York Sun reports: ":M:r. Moody's recent meetmen and women, it would take but few generations ings in Auburn, N.Y., hav been largely attended, and hav
.A Difficult Task.
to produce a race of people that would be incapable been of great profit to many citi~ens.of that town. One of
them is reported as saying: 'I will g1v $10, ~nd my partner
From the Chrtsttan at Worle.
of enslaving or being enslaved.
will do the same, I know, to keep these meetmgs up a week
The church must proclaim to the Socialists, "What
I am glad these two heroic souls refuse to pay any longer. Mr. Moody draws people to the to~ wh? hav
you need, what you ignorantly seek .after, can only fines imposed upon them by their persecutors, thus money to spend. They come into our store with therr Auburn friends, see some of our fine goods, ~nd perhaps goods
be found in the light of the gospel." And they must refusing to recognize themaelvs as criminals.
they hav not seen at home, and we catch ~hem fo_r ans:vhere
be able to demonstrate that it can be found the~e.
In the old .Abolition days Foster, when arrested, from
$5 to $100. If they did not come With the mtent10n ~f
·Just now this is not a very easy task. If the VIC- would ref~se to aid his captors in_ their injustice .by buying, and hav not funds, we ship the.goods. The sale IS
t ·
f t d
Christian victories the failures even walking, and they were obhged to carry hrm. sure, for in every instance we hav received a ~raft two ~r
;~~~eo fall~r=~ ~e a professedly Cbri~tian people. (See Parker Pillsbury's ".Acts of the .Antislavery three days afterward. 1'he trade brought by a mrcua doelin t
The oppressions of large corporations with the indif-, .Apostles.") I feel anxious all Liberals should realize compare with what we are having now.'"
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unity of organized labor l Better, infinitly better, were it that
good Father 1\icGlynn had never left his altar than that he
sho.uld be use~ as the agent for precipitating t~e obstacle upon
which our umted ranks are to be broken, m the warfare
against social and industrial wrong."
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Rlligion in Prisons.
Single subscription .....................: ....................... . $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 5 00
Two uew subscribocs .......................................... . 5 00
The Roman Catholic chaplain of the Connecticut
One subscription whh one new subscriber, in one restate
prison bas published a report of his doings in
mittance ......•................................................ 5 00
tbe prison, and the claims be makes are interesting,
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 7 00 because, if true, they show that the best raw material
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 50 for Christians is found in prisons, and is composed
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
of that too large class of_ people who are not, never
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
were, and in all human probability never will be
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
honest.
with one remittance.
The chaplain reports that his prison parishioners
A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In attend mass numerously, that at Christmas and
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for Easter Sunday they become possessed of an overslander. A personality is always out of place. An angry whelming desire to part~e of the sacrament, "thus
man can J;J.either reason himself nor perceive the reason of giving evidence of good will, an earnest per!]everance
what another says.
in good, and the best proof of a lively practical
Above all, and over all, 11. Liberal paper should teach the Catholicity." The grace of God, adds the optimistic
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the chaplain, " through the ministrations of his ministers,
individual, the PERFEOT LIBERTY OF SPEEOH.-ROBERT G. reconciles them to their fate, enables them to exerINGERSOLL.
cise self.control, and renders them docil and submissiv to the rules of the institution. It schools them
SPECIAL NOTICE.
so effectually· to govern tbemselvs that when they
THERll! are about a thousand of our subscribers in return to the outer world, they, with few exceptions,
arrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two or liv as respectable law-abiding citizens."
three thousand dollars. To each one of these
If this priest could only be believed, that portion
debtors, of course, the amount is small, but to us the of the public out of jail might take heart, and look
amount is· very large, and sadly hinders our work. forward to the time when prisons would be comparativly uninhabited. But facts compel us to say
We need this money-need it now-and we respectthat the priest is mistaken. Religion, so far, has
fully ask that it be remitted.
never been a restraining force of sufficient power to
It costs a great deal of money to publish a large deter its professors from committing crime. No projournal, and we hav no extensiv advertising patronage fession turns out so large a proportion of rascals as
to help us out. We depend entirely upon the sub- the ministerial profession. The worst defaulters of
scription list and book sales to obtain cash to pay the times bav been noted for the zeal with which
bills, and when so large
sum as two and three they prosecuted their church-work. And the men
who liv in state prisons-the common run of tbemthousand dollars is kept from us, the financial shoe
bav bad a more or less perfect education in religion.
grows painfully tight.
The men who are complimented by this chaplain for
Every subscriber can see upon his tab just to what their burning desire to partake of the sacraments,
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has bav, most of them, been attendants upon church serexpired, are requested to remit at once.
vices before their incarceration. If religion iD prison
is so beneficent, why is it so unavailing out of prison?
That it is valueless to prevent crime we know from
Names Wanted.
Will the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER send us the the enormously large percentage of prisoners who
names of all their friends who are Liberally inclined, bav bad religious training previous to their downfall.
so that they may receive a sample copy of this paper! And most of them are of the persuasion of our cheerWe desire to largely increase the subscription list, ful chaplain.
That religion renders convicts docil and submissiv
and shall be grateful for all aid extended.
is
a
matter of doubt. Remove the force of keepers
If our present subscribers would mention to their
Liberal friends that THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good pa- from any one of our large penal institutions, and,
per to subscribe for, it might be the means of ma- even though the criminals attend mass regulRI·ly, and
evince the liveliest interest in the sacramental proterially helping us.
ceedings, we think the jail would soon be a pandemonium. The most pious of them would not feel
A Useless Protest.
This is the objection of John Swinton's Paper- called to remain and expiate his crime, and if the
a journal to which the workingmen are more in- prison were cleared without further felonies it would
debted for their organizations than to any other be a marvel. Catholic priests and Protestant ministers, who imagin that their ministrations are
force-to the McGlynn fight:
''We protest most energetically against the recent attempt honestly loved by the rough element to whom. they
to drag religious controversy into the arena of labor. preach, do but delude tbemselvs. Every . prison is
Nothing could be more disastrous to the great movement full of Uriah Heeps, who think to curry favor with the
now in progress for the elevation of the working classes, and authorities, to obtain concessions, and to secure a
in which men of every race and creed, as well as men with- pardon, perhaps, by their outward appearance of
out creed, are beginning to take part. The work has been religious fervor. Chapel, too, is a relief from the
prosecuted hitherto without trenching upon any man's conscience, and thus only can it be carried to success-clearing monotony of a cell, and, while there, it is no bard
the way as we 'advance, and overcoming the stumbling-blocks matter to feel religious. 'rhey believe thoroughly in
as they are met. We hav dreaded all along that the enemy Christianity-they were taught it when young-and
would precipitate some ecclesiastical obstacle across our nothing would be more natural than for a person dolines, behind which our forces would fall to fighting each ing enforced penance to feel contrition.
other-thus confounding the forward march, and blasting the
"When the devil was sick, the,devil a monk would be,
glorious hopes which hav been nursed and guarded with so
When the devil was well, the devil a monk was he."
:much care. Woe betide the man who serves the ,enemy's
purposes by r&ising distr&ctions th~t must prove fatal to the
But the contrite feelings produced by the more or
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less pathetic sermons of the chaplains do not last. It
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be a potent force for practiCal ngbteousness.
It is one of the demands of Liberalism that the
employment by the state of chaplains for prisons
shall cease. Aside from the injustice of compelling
those who do not believe in Christianity to pay for
teaching it to criminals, there is the strongest possible reason for discontinuing the practice-and that
is its inutility. It does no good. It is absurd to
deal out to prisoners the same religious platitudes
that hav proved ·so lamentably insuffi.ci(:lnt upon the
very same persons when out of prison. As well
might a perverse doctor continue to dose a patient
with a medicin that bas been found bJ experiment to
be useless or worse. A change of treatment is absolutely necessary. And the treatment which will be
found best for those who are morally sick will be
education.- J\olost of the state prison inhabitp.nts are
ignorant. For learned rascals there is little hope of
reformation. But ignorant criminals, unless inheriting the predilection for crime, can often be made us&.
ful citizens. From the reformatory in this state,
where education is made absolutely compulsory, and
diligence in study (and progress according to the
capacity of the prisoner) is made a condition of
release from durance, there are annually paroled and
discharged scores of m.en to fill useful positions in
society who, bad they been confined in state prison
with no instruction but such as Protestant or Oatholic chaplains deal out., would instead become professional criminals and a source of trouble and expense
to the community. These men "are taught practical
secular knowledge, the three R's, and the higher
branches, and those best fitted such trades as telegraphy, stenography, carpentry, and other specific
industries. Practical morality is a study diligently
pursued ; and in this the teachings of Socratj:ls are of
as high authority as those of Jesus. The mind,
the body, the moral nature, are simultaneously educated. Religion plays a very subordinate part, and
is taught in the most general way. Sectarianism is
carefully excluded. The result is a good percentage
of permanently reformed men.
In state prisons the opposit system is pursuedbard labor, no education, and plenty of sectarian
Christianity, the Protestant and Catholic teachers
talcing turns at the unfortunate men. As a consequence, most of the prisoners go out only to shortly
return to their cell, to labor, to mass and the sacraments. A "state prison bird" who bas been given
theology as his only moral food, the fe.ar of bell and
an angry God as his only incentiv to do right, and yet
reforms, is the exception and not the rule. And any
Catholic priest who for his own glory reports to the
contrary reports what is not so.

°

Is it Hopeless 1
Under the beading of ''Not Peace, but a Sword,"
the New York Sun says:
" Of all the delusiv and misleading taik that is now bestowed on the public by various statesmen, we should say
that this sentence from the inaugural address of Governor
Green of New Jersey, belongs at the top: 'There is no natural conflict between labor and capital.'
"This might be true in such a world as ic!eal Christian
reformers w<:mld like to see, but it is not true in the world
we hav.
" In the nature of things the conflict between capital and
labor is perpetual. On one side it may be waged with wisdom and benevolence, or with merciless oppression; and
on the other side with patience, with resigHation, or with
resentment and violence; but it goes on constantly. The
conflict between capital and labor is the perennial conflic.t
between buyer and seller, and we can see no reason why it
should not continue until the time comes when the precepts
of Christ are brought into genuin, unqualified, and universal
practice, when all :m~n will strive not to 11ee how much they
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can get for themselvs, but how much they can do for their
prisoned; but what can they do~
neighbors."

What is the use of talking about the precepts. of
the facts recited are staring everybody m the face! The world had ideal Christianity
-that is, a lot of crackbrained vagabonds, helping
each other to be miserable-for three centuries, since
when it has had worldly Christianity for fifteen more
bloody and dreary centuries. There is no healing
balm in the gospels for the sores of society, and if
the world must wait for the Christian millennium for
labor and capital to harmonize, then truly is the conflict perennial.
But supposing we see what science and humanity
can do before settling down into incurable pessimists.
The Gods hav failed; let man try his hand.

Ohris~, when

The Dilemma of Mr. Walker's Friends.
So far as the law has been quoted, the judge who
sentenced E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman was
wrong. His decision that the two persons were
·married legally, anq that a further contract of the
same kind by either party would render him or her
liable to the law against bigamy, makes the punishment inflicted legal tyranny, for no law was cited
punishing parties who ar., really married, but who
hav neglected some prescribed form. Bonafide marriage is what the state demands, and that it had in
the self-performed ceremony by which E. C. Walker
took Miss Harman for better or for worse. The
question whether legal marriage is a good or bad
thing does not enter into this case. Mr. Walker and
Miss Harman claim to be married; a marriage vow
was the intention of the ceremony, and the judge de
cides that they are married. That settles the question so far, and clears the ground for another look
ahead.
The two prisoners are now confined in jail, the one
because his sentence is unexpired, the other because
she will not pay the costs of her tri~l. Everyone admits that the sentences are unjust for the reasons
given above. They are simply being punished for
marrying in their own way, when the law does not
· prescribe such punishment, but does declare such
contracts legal. The decision of the trial judge was
asmm. Howeva, Mr. Walker and his wife are in
jail, and what shall they do about it 1
The first feeling of every one suffering an injustice
is to fight. The feeling is natural and commendable.
People ought to fight inju~tice much more than they
do. But there is reason in all things. No man
could be blamed for joining the Catholic church
when the screws were on his thumbf?. The dungeon
was too much for the fortitude of even Gt!lileo. Mr.
Walker and Miss Haman hav suffered enough, and
hav done all that h0nest and conE~i~tent adherence to
principle requires. Longer self-incarceration might
be misconstrued into obstinacy. A. jail is no place
for a pure woman and an honest man. There is no
principle demanding the sacrifice. 'Nothing is to be
gained. The supreme court has the case, ll.nd its decision can be rendered without their further imprisonment. If people are seeking to reform any law or
custom, it can usually be better done out of jail than
in. There is no dishonor in surrendering to brute
force-no sacrifice of principle-and there is no common sense in biting one's nose off to spite the face.
Supposing that in Mr. Reynolds's case the jury convict, and the court fines him. Is there any sacrifice
of Liberalism in paying that fine, and getting out of
the clutches of men who persecute for opinion's sake!
· Mr. Reynolds can spread Liberalism faster by lecturing than by contracting rheumatism from damp
prison walls. The nineteenth century has had its
martyrs to principle, and may hav others, but there
is little sense in voluntarily staying in jail to convert
a lot of fools who havn't brains enough to appreciate
the act.
Lf the supreme court does not reverse the rulings
of the lower court, then Mr. Walker's friends should
appeal to the governor to remit the costs, if that is
legal. But if no other way opens, the costs should
be paid. Especially should the imprisoned girl be
released. Mr. Walker is of mature mind, and can
better judge whether he is likely to advance his
cause faster confined at Oakaloosa or free to go
where he pleases. At any rate, Mrs. Walker's and
Mr. Walker's friends might assume the responsibility
of freeing them, as did Mr. B. R. Tucker's friends
· when he heroically defied his great bugaboo, .the·
state, by refusing to pay taxes. Mrs. Sev~rance calls
loudly fPF !~i~er!JJ.!I
,do something fqr the im·

to

They cannot tear
down the Oskaloosa jail. They cannot reverse the
decision of the court. They cannot force the
supreme court to free him. Mr. Walker is fighting
for the right to marry himself. Some Libera)s agree
with him; the majority are quite content to hav the
ceremony performed by a. civil officer in whose forms
there is.no superstition. The only point upon which
they can agree is the injustice done the Walkers in
imprisoning them after the decision that in marrying
themselvs they kept within their legal rights.
The most sensible course, then, is to submit to the
extortion and get out of jail.• When free, they can
renew the warfare for whatever principle is dearest
to them. But whichever way Mr. Walker qecides is
best for himself, he should insist upon his wife's liberation. His advice would probably hav weight
with her.
A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for
slander. ·A. personality is always out of place. An angry
man can neither reason himself nor perceive the reason of
what another says.
Above all, and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the
individual, the PERFEOT LffiERTY OF SPEEOH.-ROBERT Q,
INGERSOLL.

The Row in the Catholic Church.
The fight over Dl'. McGlynn continues. Another
priest has taken charge of the parish, and the parishioners hav resolved not to support in any manner
their new spiritual director. The labor unions hav
held a mass meeting and denounced Archbishop
Corrigan with language lurid and energetic. Henry
George has printed another number of his paper,
and uses over one-eighth of it in considering the
case. Mr. George now hates the Romish hierarchy
as ardently as he loved Catholic voters before election.
· The efforts of his friends, however, will not avail
Dr. McGlynn. We are much mistaken if even the
most devoted of his parishoners does not weaken in
his allegiance when the authorities put the ecclesiastical screws upon the lay thumb. A refusal of
church privileges-confession, absolution, sacraments,
burial rites-to be followed by excommunication, will
bring most of the Catholics of St. Stephen's parish
to their knees. The new priest, noted as a strict
disciplinarian, will not hesitate to use this measure if
necessary to subdue the teapot tempest. Martin
Luthers are not abundant around Twenty-eighth
street, and a few months, probably, will see St.
Stephen's filled again with superstitious worshipers.
For the vehement rebuke Mr. Corrigan received
from the leaders of the labor unions, he will care little. Still less will the pope care for the abuse that
incidentally falls upon him. The hierarchy has a
purpose and it is not to be easily turned aside. If
the Catholic flock cannot be ruled, it is of no practical value to the church authorities, and might as
well be ruined. The Labor leaders wasted their
breath in trying to save Dr. McGlynn.
Hemy George's assault is not with new weapons,
but it would prove a serious blow to the church if the
Protestants of this city could be induced to believe
him, and to act upon their belief. Mr. George charges
that. Archbishop Corrigan acted at the instance of Tammany Hall; that for a long series of years the church
he,s been in alliance with this corrupt organiz<ttion,
and for votes given has received large grants of
public land at nominal prices, and a lavish appropriation of public money; that it is highly significant
that Corrigan never interfered with Dr. McGlynn
until a new party arose which threatened to defeat
Tammany; that the vicar-general of this diocese was
permitted to issue a pronunciamento against the
workingmen's candidate, which was distributed at
the church doors; that priests were permitted to
speak against the Labor party from their altars; and
that the power of the confessional and the threat of
the refusal of absolution were used against the party
which opposed the Tammany ring.
As we said, these are not practices of the Romish
church now for the first time brought to light. Henry
George is but going over a well traveled road-and
one over which THE TRUTH 8EEKER has gone so often
as to wear a path for itself. We hope, however, that
beca\lSe of his well known piety Mr. George will be
more successful than we hav been in arousing public
sentiment. But we doubt it. The Methodist official
Ol'g!I>Il applauds the decli!l~tion of Bourbon Romanists
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to attend social gatherings where Henry George is;
invited, and evidently sympathizes with the Romish
church authorities in their efforts to maintain disciplin in the priestly ranks. " Prudence," says the
organ, "appears to be a quality which Mr. George
has yet to acquire," and " there is · one thing Protestants can learn from Roman Oatholics-to be tme•
to their religion." Should the other Protestants follow this lead, Mr. George will find himself between
the devil and the deep sea, and will hav to take to
the woods. Protestant hierarchies, as well as Roman
Catholic, hav authority to maintain.
There is one person prominently connected with
this conflict who deserves a crown. Dr. McGlynn is
a moral hero. We hav seen nothing to indicate that
he believes less in the Catholic faith than at any previous period of his life, but his correspondence with
Archbishop Corrigan shows him to be possessed of
an independent spirit. When Dr. McGlynn was
handed the telegram ordering him to Rome, he said
simply, "No reply." When, a few days later, tho
archbishop addressed him requesting a reply to the
message, Dr. McGlynn wrote, refusing to go, and!
added: " My doctrin about the land has been made
clear in speeches, in reported interviews, and in pub>··
lished articles, and I repeat it here. I hav taught;
and I shall continue to teach, in speeches and writings, as long as I liv, that land is rightfully the•
property of the people in common, and that private
ownership of land is against natural justice, no matter by what civil or ecclesiastical laws it may be
sanctioned, and I would bring about instantly, if I
could, such change of laws all the world over as
would confiscate private property in land, without
one penny of compensation to the miscalled owne?·s."
The italicizing is by the archbishop, who makes the
correspondence public. Again was Dr. McGlynnt
summoned from Rome, and the archbishop invited\
him to come to see him and read the summons. Dr.
McGlynn's reply was, "I will not come to see you,'"
and, "I will not go to Rome."
Though disagreeing with his political and religious
opinions, one cannot help admiring the independent
attitude of the rebellious priest. He has no use for
the ecclesiastical despot of Madison avenue and no
fear of the other despot at Rome. Of course Dr.
McGlynn will suffer ecclesiastical degradation, and
his career as a priest is probably ended forever, but
he has preserved his manhood and the independence
of an American citizen.
Summed up, this row teaches one lesson that the
Labor party, and all connected with it, may well
take to heart: That any movement of the masses
toward cutting loose from old associations and
forming new ones with the purpose of leveling
existing social inequalities, will hav the opposition of
all Christian churches. · A few heretically inclined
preachers like Newton-who has abandoned IJ,bout
everything of Christianity but the salary-may come
out for the new order, but the churches as a body
will be against it always and forever, until forced to
swing around by the flood of public opinion. The
American churches were the bulwark of American
chattel slavery, and they will be the bulwark of
American industrial slavery until a revolution in public sentiment shall take place. The leaders of any
new movement must therefore address themselvs to
the people regardless of churches. Especially is this
true of Labor. leaders. Almost every Protestant
minister is the paid attorney of wealth. Every priest
is an oath-bound soldier in an army sworn to conquer the Western world, and to gain as much of the
Eastern world as is possible. The churches want
the earth, and they are not over-p~~;rticular how they
get it. There is no bond of union between them and
poverty. Their charity is doled out with pharisaical
humility to help their own chances for heaven. Their
asylums shelter the poor in the same spirit that a
jailer throws a crust to a prisoner. Individual
Christians may be humane and good people, but the
official utterance of every powerful church is on the
side of tyranny. There is no exception that we know
of. If those who conceive themselvs wronged are
going to right themselvs, they must expect to fight
Christendom, or, at least, that portion of it which is
Christian.
The cause of the wrong that labor has suffered
from the church lies deeper than any Labor orator or
writer has yet sounded , The fault is in the system
of religion, not in the men who administer it. The
late Labor candidate for mayor of New York would
do well to make a note of this,
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fPtters prom Jlriends.

possible, but knowing how long and how persistently he
held on to his MaterialiStic belief, he may doubt the expediency of so doing; besides, ashe is pretty certain that Materialists will be on the right side of the practical questions of this
life, it doesn't so much matter what they believe as to another so that they ~re truly Liberal.
By ali means buy and read Colonel Kelso's book; read it
and lend it to your neighbors, is my advice to the readers of
your valuable paper.
Lora WAISBROOKER.

A Liberal paper should be perfectly kind and candid. In
discussion there is no place for hatred, no opportunity for
slander. A personality is always out of place. An angry
man can neither reason himself nor perceive the reason of
vihat another says.
Above all, and over all, a Liberal paper should teach the
MoLoUTH, KAN., Jan. 14, 1887.
absolute freedom of the mind, the utter independence of the
MR. EDITOR : Within please find money order to pay for
individual, the PERFEOT LIBERTY OF SPEEOH.-ROBERT G. the most valuable paper published in America-a paper
whose value cannot be computed in dollars and cents. The
ING!IRSOLL.
illustrations are all that any of the friends of mental liberty
hav claimed for them. I hav tried hard for two months to
HANOVER JuNOTION, PA., Jan. 5, 1887.
raise a club for your paper, but the two names within are all
JlfR. EDITOR: I see from the tab on my paper that my that I can send you at present. Hard times, high price of
time is up; and as I cannot do without the dear old paper, I paper, and fear of ostracism are the reasons for failure to formust renew again. So here goes for two more years. May ward names. The fear of hell, and the frowns of the pious
she ever liv to keep her readers in remembrance of her saints who are running the new Jerusalem, the awful dread
founder.
JAMES B. DENTON.
of being called an Infidel, the knowledge that when once
branded as a Freethinker you will forever be shunned by all
ABILENE, KAN., Dec. 30, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: -Please find inclosed $3 to renew my sub- the heavenly hosts on their happy journey to heaven, is a
scription to THE TRUTH SEEKER from Feb. 20, 1887, to Feb. sufficient terror to make the ordinary mortal tremble.
J. F. Wu,LITS.
20, 1888.
I would rather do without one meal a day than do without
CRITTENDEN, Anrz., Jan. 8, 1887.
the grand and welcome TRUTH BEEKER. Wishing you all
MR. EDI·roR: When I last sent in my subscription, I dethe success imaginable in your work for humanity,
sired the paper should be promptly stopped at expiration of
J. BEETEM WrsE.
subscription. In bidding you adieu for the present, I wish
to bear testimony to the general excellence the- paper has
DAYTON, 0., Jan. 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am a Liberal, having preached seven attained the last year. I also wish to thank you for the brave
years, and ceased in 1845, and lectured one year on and noble defense you made for the rights of the Anarchists.
the constitution of man. I went into the war and lost my It does not take much moral courage to stand up for the
health, and am now a twelve-dollar pensioner. I was ad- popular; but for the unpopular, there's the rub. It looks as
mitted to the National Soldiers' Home near Dayton, Ohio, though you would not only hav to publish a diagram of ·an
and began preaching Liberal views to the inmates, four or idea, but the Declaration of Independence and the Constitufive thousand in number. That was in the fall of '75; the tion of the United States also, with a· commentary on the
chaplain of the home was then getting eighteen hundred dol- same. ·strange those orthodox Liberals can't see that if free
lars per year for preaching endless hell and damnation doc- speech is broken down a free press will be the next objeet of
attack; but they are not wholly to blame, as the Associated
trills.
SEVEN REOORDS.
Press dispatches hav deceived them by lying "late, early,
and often."
F. A. LAMONT.
DuoK LAKE, Jan. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 20, 1886, is
EATON, 0., Jan. 2, 287.
an article written by C. D. Wallace entitled, "·Earthquakes
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5-$2.50 for a new subscriber.
and Volcanoes," in which he refers to the volcano Skaptar
Your Letters from Friends column has always been a great
Jokul. I would like to know where the volcano is. In
source of enjoyment to me. They (the letters) cultivate a
what country is it? I hav looked thoroughly for it, but fail
feeling of brotherly love among the scattered forces of the
to find it. I never heard of the volcano before, and wish he
Liberal army, a feeling necessary to the success of the many
would tell us through the columns of your paper where I
objects in view.
INQUIRER.
will find it, and oblige an earnest
Freethought is a dormant element in this section of the
[To save time and space we may say that Skaptar Jokul is state. The church has been so long the molder of opinion
a volcanic mountain in Southeast Iceland. It is sometimes that it seems almost impossible to break her shackles.
written Skapta Jokul-joku& being the Icelandic word for However, we hav a few scattered brethren, a number large
glacier.-ED. T. S.]
enough to form a nice little union, if we only had a RemsMT. VERNON, Mo., Jan. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5. 75, to be applied as
per inclosed list.
We are cast in a land of sky-pilots. There are five gospel
mills in our town, and they grind the year round. We get
along handsomely, however; they let us severely alone;
havn't had a spat for a long while. But we still need the
grand old TRUTH BEEKER, and expect to take it as long as the
necessary funds can be had.
·
We hope all your delinquents will pay up (or cease to call
themselvs Liberals) and make this the most· prosperous year
the "king of papers" has ever had. Hurrah for Heston
and the cartoons! they are just immense. Z. C. Dil:NNEY.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Jan. 12, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday Samuel P. Putnam lectured before the Pittsburgh Secular Society on " The New God."
This lecture is one of Brother Putnam's best, which ought to
be praise enough, but it is so original, and I may add so radical, that I desire to call special attention to it in hopes that
your readers may call for it frequently.
At 8 P.M. Mr. Putnam lectured in Wilson's Hall, in
Allegheny City, on" True Democracy." This lecture was a
masterly defense of individual liberty as opposed to monopo 0
listie aggression, and gave general satisfaction.
Brother Putnam is alive all over, and if he does not set the
prairies on fire (figurativly) it will not be his fault.
Yours truly,
HARRY HooVER.
LoNGMONT, CoL., Jan. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading Colonel Kelso's book,
"Spiritualism Sust:Rined," and I find it the most complete
cutting from under of the prevailing orthodox beliefs that it
has been my privilege to peruse. How the ordinary Christian can read this book and remain such is more than I can
comprehend. It seems to me that anyone whose occiput is
mounted with an intellect must, after analyzing Mr. Kelso's
arguments, become a Spiritualist or a saddncee believing in
neither angel nor spirit-to wit, a Materialist; and in either
case there is an advantage to Liberalism.
I am somewhat surprised to find some of our friends criti• cising the colonel because he has not advanced what would
be proof to them of the truth of Spiritualism, when he expressly states that the work was not written for any such
purpose, but to make the churches accept the logic of their
own book or reject the book itself; the latter alternativ
being what no Liberal would object to. The colonel does
not depend upon the truth or falsity of the writings he introduces in evidence for his belief in Spiritualism, but he is
taking the writings upon which the churches rely to confound them. That he may some day giv to the readers of
your paper his reasons for becoming a Spiritualist is not im-

burg or a Putnam to giv us a few lectures and organize us.
No one here seems to want to take the lead on account of the
anthemas he would most assuredly receive, but the ice once
broken the followers would be forthcoming regardless of
public opinion, or the venom of the sky-pilots.
F. R. CHRISTMAN.
BIG STONE CITY, DAK., Jan. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: This is my first attempt at addressing you,
and I presume the last, as I am quite an old man, of sixtythree years, and in· quite poor health. I inclose $5. I wish
you to send me the new year's ALMANAC, credit $3 on old
year's account, and send paper for balance as far· as it goes.
Our country is bankrupt owing to mismanagement of our
officers supported by our churches. We hav a goodly number of Liberals here-some able men, all honorable. We hav
had no lectures here but by Mr. E. C. Walker. He was well
received, and kept his new " ism " in the background. I am
glad he did so, as we are carrying too many improvements at
present to succeed.- It don't answer to approach the public
too harshly on new subjects; still, I feel like giving the dishonest ones " hell" at times, but I hav only to look back a
few years to see myself standing shoulder to shoulder with
them, fighting the (to me) battles of the Lord, so I hav charity for them, as I' wish them to hav for me.
Your pictures are wonderful; keep them up.
R. JoNEs.
MT. ALTON, PA., Jan. 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Your paper has become an indispensable
necessity in our household, but No. 50, Dec. 11th, came
crumpled and torn, and the front page, containing Remsburg's glorious, instructiv, and convincing "Fathers of Our
Republic," was missing. Probably it passed through ~he
hands of the same loving Christian mail-agent who opened a
package of pen-work for us about that time and robbed it of
two Catholic Lord's Prayers.
Three years ago a young lady renounced her church (Catholic) and proclaimed her Infidelity, and great was her persecution ever after. One pious, good so11I said to her, "Don't,
for God's sake, reveal the confession, as it will injure the
holy mother church." Another dear, angelic damsel made it
her precious duty to inform the young woman that it was
the duty of her parents to make way with her at once, for
she is doing great damage to the church revealing their holy
secrets. Another sweet-tempered creature said, "Shure, if
the church could hav her own way, they would burn that
heretic to the stake." Another chimed in her beautiful
voice, "Ah, to be shure, she's a divvel and she ought to hav
a rope tied around her and dragged through the streets until
she is dead; then burn her, so the witch cannot liv 1"
Last June a woman rumseller (selling without license) who
lived in this vicinity, being very religiously inclined, cher-

ished a pious thought that she would rank higher in the eternal realm and wear a brighter crown were she to perform
one great duty her savior revealed to her-if she would remove a great stumbling-block to Christianity, a notorious
Infidel. To prepare for the glorious cause she imbibed
freely of the holy spirits (in which she dealt) with prayer and
praise upon her lips: She was prepared for the sacrifice of
the Infidel and his family to the Lord. It was a clear, calm
night when the angel of mercy crept stealthily along until she
reached the door of the blasphemer, and there she halted for
prayer. She thought a match and a few combustibles were
sufficient to relieve the world of one great drawback. To
her consternation, she found the Lord in the enemy's ranks.
She was detected. Her present headquarters is Canada.
And, instead of removing the notorious Infidel, the town was
rid of a notorious den of infamy.
MRS. E. A. FAIROHILD.
BARTRAM, DAKOTA TER.
MR. EDITOR : As many of your letters from friends giv
.their opinions of the cartoons, I will giv mine. I think the
question should not be what we like best ourselvs, but how
to exert the greatest influence for good on our friends. Many
of us stand almost alone among our relativs. We know how
to prize the glorious light of Freethought, reason, and common sense, while our friends are still. in the darkness of
superstition. We know how to sympathize with them, for
we hav been there ourselvs: Now, it seems to me that sound
arguments, like those of John Peck, Watts, and others, will
set more people to thinking than ridicule, which is considered
by most Christians as a sort of martyrdom. If all Freethinkers would stand up for their principles, and do as Christians do, preach the gospel of common sense to every
creature, priestcraft and superstition would soon be no more.
I am sure if all young persons could hav a chance to investigate both sides before they are gobbled up by the church,
the church would never get them, or, at least, very few.
Giv us plenty of good common sense tracts and lectures for
free distribution, and we will make converts to Liberalism.
C. S·rRATTON.
DENVER, IowA, Jan. 8, 287.
MR. EDITOR: I should hav sent you a Happy New Year
before, but "better late than. never;" so you will find $5
inclosed (if some post-office pirate does not jay-hawk it) to
pay my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for this year and
next. Should I be under the sod or over the river before the
time expires, send the paper along, for somebody else will
get it. I am in my sixty-fifth year, but can well enjoy
Brother Heston's delineations. I am sorry, however, that he
didn't hav Noah and his family feeding the animals in the
ark, or cleaning out the stalls, and throwing the filth out of
that little window.
I see there is occasionally one, even among your readers,
who has not yet evoluted out of illiberality, but can still
apologize for Jeffrey judges and aristocratic domination.
Before the Rebellion we warned the people of the coming
storm, but little attention was paid to it, and for the wrong
to four million black slaves one million lives were sacrificed.
What sacrifice shall atone for fifty million white slaves?
Bear in mind that between liberty and aristocracy there is an
eternal and irrepressible conflict-an enmity that can only
be satisfied with the destruction of one or the other. Their
final grapple will be a death grapple. A billion dollars'
worth of church property untaxed; $346,000,000 greenbacks,
and a still greater amount of so-called national currency untaxed, thus throwing the burden of taxation upon the laboring classes, and also compelling them to pay large dividends
on hundreds of millions of watered stocks, to make the rich
still richer. With Iegislativ bodies bought like hogs and
sheep in the market, with the press a ring, courts in chains,
judges and juries bribed, what means hav the people to reform and correct wrongs and abttses but by revolution? If
by peaceable means the great wrongs which are crushing the
producing cl~sses are to be righted, it must be done quickly.
Another " impending crisis" is at hand-another great
storm approaches. Tyranny cannot avert it, but will only
hasten and aggravate it. When the laboring classes can no
longer endure the burdens so wrongly imposed upon them,
like the Israelites, they will march through the Red Sea.
Truly yours,
M. FARRINGTON.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA., Jan. 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just completed a scrap-book and
named it the "Crimes of Preachers."· It is made up from
clippings taken from the daily papers during the past year.
I hav the names of seventy-three of God'8 chosen leaders
who hav fallen from grace during the year 1886, and hav one
for every other day for this year. Out of the seventy-three
names, the church to which fifty-five of them belonged is
given. Catholics come first, and number sixteen; Methodists second, and number fifteen; Baptists third, and number
eight, and the balance are divided up between the different
denominations. It is not supposed that I hav collected over
ten per cent of the crimes published, or that even that number of their crimes ever found their way into the p~pers.
What class of men can make a better showing than those
chosen by God? I am a Liberal, and, what is more, I am a
Spiritualist; but I hav no more use for a God, hell; devil,
Christianity, or old orthodoxy than I had when I was an
Infidel. I am a Spiritualist after years of investigating, and
during the past four years one of the members of my own
family has been a medium, and my chances for investigating
the phenomena hav been unsurpassed; no conditions required; no darkened rooms and no money ever received,
therefore deception is at a discount and fraud impossible.
My wife and I are the only outspoken Liberals in this place
that we know of, and it is a city of thirty thousand inhabi~
ants. We never force our views upon any one, but when
we are asked for our opiniop_ or our views we always expresa
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them without fear. A few Sunday evening's ago we were
asked our opi.nion by some member of the church in the par.
Ior of the hotel where we are living. While no one in the
place has more friends than we had, I am sure they all think
more of us after hearing us express our views, and this is the
way we gave it to them: We believed this world would be
incomplete without Ingersoll, and thought he was a better
man than Jesus Christ, and a great deal smarter. We loved
the name of Paine, and had not these men lived we would
not hav dared to express our opinions as we had just done.
We did not believe in a God, hell, devil, Jesus, or the Bible.
To say they were surprised would not half express it.
They all said they had never heard any one express such
views before. THE TRUTH SEEKER, with several Spiritual
papers, is read every week, and they are always mailed or
passed around among our orthodox friends. Some say they
are afraid to read them for fear it will cause them to think,
and that they are afraid to think for fear of losing their faith
in Jesus. This part of the country is as far behind the
North, East, and West in Liberal thought as it is in manufacturing and agricultural pursuits.
S. M. BIDDISON.

LYNDoN, ILL., Jan. 3, 1887.
MR. Enr·roR : In Professor Denslow's reply to George
Dyrenforth's criticism, TRUTH SEEKER, Jan. 1st, he uses this
language : "The value of land is due to the demand of society, and not mainly to any labor done upon it by its owner.
But so are .all values, whether of goods or of labor itself, due
to the social demand for them, not to the expenditure of
force or effort in producing them."
In your comments in the same issue you use the following:
" It is true that the books are the product of Mr. George's
genius, but it often requirGs as much genius to buy land
judiciously as to write a book, and the value of either depends, as Professor Denslow says, on the demand of society."
Is this true? Does the value of either or both depend on
the demand of society ? As far as the land is concerned, this
is true, I will admit. And it is true for the same reason that
the Russian edition of the Nihilistic romance, "What's To
Be Done?" is worth $600, while the translated American
edition is worth $1 in .cloth. With this difference, society
can get along without tb.e romance, but cannot.exist without
land. The Russian edition of this romance IS under ban.
In other words, limited to that which has already been published and the demand of society advanced the price to $600,
becau~e limited. And so the same way with land. Humanity or society being unlimited, land being limited, there is a
continual increasing demand for land, and thus to the means
of subsistence. But surely this cannot apply to Mr. George's
books because· they are being published, as it were, to an
unlimlted extent, or as the demands of society require; and
the price or value does not depend upo~ the demands _of society for his books can be bought at Just as low a priCe as
they' ever could, although to-day the demand for t~em is
probably a tlwusandfold greater than when first published.
I use the word "price," as I infer that is what Professor
Denslow and THE TRUTH SEEKER mean in using the word
"value," as the word "value," when applied to land, or
books or commodities, may hav two !Jleanings.
Professor Denslow further says, "Value originates in demand." Then daily papers must be of great value, as they
are in great demand. So they are of great value, but not as
far as price is concerned. I will giv you a definition of
values, which can be applied either to land, labor, or commodities: The value of a thing depends upon the demand of
society correlativ with the facts, whether the thing demanded
can be furnished in limited or unlimited quantities, and the
labor required to acquire the right to appropriate the thing
demanded.
Thus it will follow, Can the thing demanded be furnish~d
in unlimited quantities?· Labor will be the. gr~at~st factor 1~
giving it value. Can it be furnished only m hm~teti .q~ant~
ties? The demand will be the greater factor m g1vmg ~t
value. Antl so it is-land being limited, the dm;nand for. It
continually increasing with the increase of soctety and Its
desires, must necessarily depend for its value (under present
conditions) upon the demand; _where~s, bo?k~ and oth~r
commodities usually to be furmshed m unlimited quantities, must depend for their value, to greatest extent, upon the
Iaber value in their production.
0. H. BARTHEL.

---.

only hav lectures like his a little more often in our city I am
sure that it would not only be to the benefit of members of
our Union, but the lecturer too. It is very seldom that we
hear a Secularist in Cleveland, and we notice with regret that
Mr. S. P. Putnam is not coniing to our town. The organization of Freethinkers in Cleveland is not the best one. The
Liberal League has not met for the last five weeks, and so of
the Secular Union too. Very little you hear from them.
This is not a good record for a city with two hundred and
fifty thousand inhabitants, where surely are ten thousand
Freethinkers who could be organized if the members of the
League and Union would be a little more activ.
In opposition to this, look at the religious people of Cleveland and see how hard they are working to increase their
membership; and they are successful too. A week ago last
Sunday, for information, I attended one meeting of the
Methodist church at the New Music Hall, and was surprised
to see the Sunday-school filled up to the last place. The
minister, after a long sermon full of nonsense, asked every
Christian in the audience to rise. The remaining ones he
called out, and spoke to them about hell and heaven and all
the good things they ·would get if they would join his congregation. He was successful with every one of them except myself, and after leaving the church I gave one of the
members who accosted me such a piece of my mind about
himself and his companion that he couldn't say another
word, but promised he would pray for me.
Well, nevertheless, it is hard to see how the chuch is
successful with lies and nonsense, where we with the truth
can't do anything because we are too helpless and not organized enough. Lecturers like Mr. Ingersoll and Watts or Mr.
Putnam are what we need, and a little more free distribution
of our principles and we will be more successful than the
church. Why should it not be possible, even in Cleveland,
with its hundreds of churches and not one hall for the Freethinkers and Secularists ? ' If our Liberal League would be a
little more activ, to-day we would ha v one of the finest Union
sections in the country.
FRED L. HoFFMAN.
CoLUMBUs, 0., Jan. 18, 1887.

MR. EDITOR: We are pleased to inform our Liberal friends
that our meeting has been a success. We engaged Mr. S. P.
Putnam to deliver his lecture on" Universal Mental Liberty,"
ana did considerable advertising, and to our surprise had an
audience of from three hundred to three hundred and fifty,
and, in the opinion of some, four hundred.
This was gratifying. To see the smiles of the Liberals
that happened in late, as their eyes were greeted by a finely
filled house of pleasant-looking people, was indeed a pleasure.
The lecture was followed by the poem, pathetic and beautiful, " Why Don't He Lend a Hand.?"
After the lecture came a few remarks relativ to the intentions and designs of the society and the means used, with a
reading of our Liberal platform, and after that again the
names were taken of different persons wishing to become
members, which we take pleasure in sending you. We
learned that many did not giv us their names, fearing that
the same were to be published in the news columns, but we
still think that there are numbers enough to please the oflicials of our organization with a feeling that Columbus will
be a star in a free country yet.
A few TRUTH SEEKERS distributed along on the seats of the
hall were grasped up with the eagerness that follows a famin,
and not only read but slniled over, and many more were
called for than could be furnished. The Liberal publications
offered at the desk in front were surrounded by a crowd of
both ladies and gentlemen, who purchased a goodly number.
One pleasant feature, and one that we wish to do all that
we can to continue, was the large proportion of ladies t?at
we were thankful to see out. Not only was the proportiOn
lar<Ye but their enthusiasm was cheering. Women are wearyi~g' of the lullaby of "inspiration" without really know~ng
what it is that wearies them. They want to Bay somethmg
about their right to cast a ballot, and as many Christians are
with them, they think it is " Christian" to enlighten them and
do not believe that the scripture says-in the New Testament,
too-" Suffer not a woman to teach," "Let her learn in
silence," and teaches her humility in other ways, much too
embarrassing for intelligence.
A scientific course of lectures was announced to follow the
lecture of Mr. Putnam, beginning January 23d, on the subject of either astronomy or geology. Music is to be added
to the attraction.
We take this means of thanking the evening Dispatch for
its just and favorable notice of the event, as well as the Ohio
State Journal and any other paper extending the hand of
fairness· also ~o the Liberal Odd Fellows,· who were so kind
as to la; aside their difference of opinion and grant· us their
elegant hall for the purpose of our lecture for the 16th.
Gentlemen, take new zeal, and receive our assurance that
you will find more friends after some advertising than you
had thought would be in your whole community.
Very respectfully,
R. H. RALSTON.

CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 19, 1887.
MR. EDrroR: Last Sunday evening Mr. Charles Watts, of
Toronto, Canada. was in our city and gave a lecture o~
" Morals and Religion" at the People's Theater. T]w audience was a small one consisting of one hundred or one hundred aRcl fifty people of both sexes. Why was ~his ? The
weather was all right, and nothing else of any Importance
was going on in the city. The admission was of no account
-10 20 and 30 cents-so that many people could hav been
ther~ if' they only could ha v known it. The reason· that
tl!ere was such a poor audience, and the reason that the
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much, I will endeavor, with your kind pernnsswn, o·exp am
MR. EDITOR: Livi.ag away off here in Massachusetts, I
had labored under the idea that Kansas was a free state, but
in your valuable paper.
But first, about Mr. Watts's lecture: Why wasthere~uch a I·t seems as though I was mistaken, as many a better and
.
?
Be.
nause
there
had
been
no
advert1sment
d
sma ll au wnce
··
,
t wiser man has been before. My attention has been called
about it that would amount to something. I ms:self did. no
,
d
know before last Sunday that Mr. Watts was m the city; very forcibly to the fact by reading the contmue h p~r.secuf1
t ll tion and imprisonment on the part of the state aut ontws o
our sister state toward Mr. Walker and his noble companion.
also the People's Theater is, in my opinion, no Pace a a
It!'s badly located and dangerous in case of fire;
W ll
' t
t o l ec
ure.
.
k 't · Ah, but, says one, they broke the laws of the state.
e ,
ugly and commonly furnished, and durmg the wee I IS what of that? Show me a man or womail that does not.
visited mostly by people of the lower class and dudes and Why, oil.t here in staid, Puritanic old Massachusetts one
dudesses. But, nevertheless, if Mr. Watts.had done more to would not liv over eight hours if he obeyed all the laws on
announce his intention to lecture to the people through the
t t t b k
Many, very many, of our judges do not
·
, h
ll hav had a full house our s a u e oo s.
ai
city papers, I am certam e wou L
d if
would . even know them. I saw a lawyer win a case in the Centr
Mr. Watts's lecture was a .very good one, an
we
1

District Court of Worcester, only last week, owing to the ignorance of the judge and opposing counsel. But standing at
this distance and viewing the case, it seems as though there
was an under-current at work in the case of these two grand
reformers. Being co-workers and partners in one of the
most outspoken and fearless papers of the age, ever helping
the weak and downtrodden, battling with all the forces at its
command against bigotry and superstition, the champion of
woman in her endeavors to gain her just rights, what wonder that the hirelings of the church should seek to strike a
blow at freedom by striving to chain the master minds that
guided that noble sheet! Shame on you, cowards, hypocrits, minions of a yet more despicable master! Tear the
scales of justice from off your court-houses, and place in
their stead a jug of whisky and a Bible. Trail your eagle in
the dust, and let an owl·surmount your statue of Liberty.
Liberty! why, your fathers would blush in their graves to
hear your definition of the word. Liberty! ah, many a
century must come and go ere she shall dare to rest in her
weary flight on your borders. What was their crime, that
ye thus persecute these two brave, fearless souls? Was the
love they bore each other too pure? Who gave one of these
drones, called clergymen, the right to step in and leave the
damning magnetism of his useless life ~o shadow the beauty
and harmony of theirs? " Get out of my sunshine," was the
reply of a teacher in the centuries agone, and we repeat it
to-day. I would giv much to know what per cent of th€
officials of Kansas bear pure and unstained lives. What
nice row of state officers the governor of Kansas could mus.
ter, Mr. Editor, at his capitol, that had never broken th~
laws of their nativ state! Why, the whole superstructure
law is founded in hypocrisy and deceit. I am glad the Free
thinkers all over our land are awakening to the gross injus
tice that is being forced upon us. by the church and its
spectable minions. It is time that we claimed a voice in tL
councils of the land that our fathers hav given to the world
Paine, Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, and our own Inger
soli toiled for a free, untrammeled country. Let us water
well that the heritage they gave shall not become a" mess
pottage." If we hav those among us who need legislatioE
and an iron band to keep them together, even as we hav thes~
who must needs hav a burning hell to keep them within the
bounds of decency, let them hav it; but we demand "that
souls that hav become a law unto themselvs" shall be let
alone by their more ignorant neighbors.
Yours for liberty,
FRED L. HILDRETH.

MAHONING, 0., Jan. 4, 1887.
To SI SLOKUM: In TrrE TRUTII SEEKER of Dec. 4, 1886,
I find an article entitled "The Impending Revolution" with
your name attached. Now, assuming that you are sin<;ere in
believing that a·revolution of labor against capital is near at
hand, and should be precipitated, will you allow me to ask
you some questions?
1. Except in St. Domingo, has there ever been a successful
revolution of the laboring classes against capital, even in
Rome, wl1ere the slaves were ten to one, and captiva taken
in war at that, although there were revolts?
2. Then assume that your "million minute" men could
and did spring to arms, where are the arms and money?
Wealth could take wings, you know? Uould they steal and
pillage, say you? How was it at Pittsburgh? While the
mob destroye1l the property of the railroad, the citizens
looked on; but when the mob undertook to pillage the town,
everyone had something to lose, and the citizens armed
themselvs and beat the mob .off. But if we could suppose
(so absurd a thing) that for a time the mob might triumph,
and the government was powerless to s:tuell them, could not
the governments of Europe be induced to send over their
trained soldiers to restore order? The cause of law abd
order is one the world over.
3. But assume that they could overturn the government,
what could they do? They might steal and divide the wealth
of the country. But without a monopoly of wealth, manufacturing, mining, railroading, and other industries, cou'd
not be carried on, and there would be poor inducement for
such enterprises, if mobs might seize on property at any
time. That article was so exceedingly foolish, if the writer
was sincere that it is utterly unworthy of notice only for
this: from ~he forrr.ation of the Greenback party up to this
there hav been the most inflammatory writings and addresses,
inciting labor against capital.
Now nothing is easier than to persuade poot men that they
are wronged by the rich, and these constant appeals to them
has driven them almost to madness. Even Ing~rsoll must
draw a vivid picture of want and wealth without suggesting
any remedy but voting, when he admits that law can do but
little for them. Now for twenty years this agitation has been
going on. Only discontent and unhappiness hav been the
result. And happiness is the thing desired. Is it not, Ingersoll? Now, allow me to submit to Denslow, or a~y man
with clear, strong, and cultured intellect, whether capital and
labor must not work together for their mutual benefit;
whether monopolies or combined wealth must not exist i.n
order to manufacture, mine, build railroads, etc., and by this
giv employment to labor; whether capital does not pay the
taxes to support the government and the poor when capital
does not employ them; whether capital, employing labor, •
does not produce wealth; whether wealth is not l~ss dependant on labor than labor is on wealth to employ It; whether
there was ever a time in this or any country where la~or
was more employed (in peace), or could purchase more with
its earnings, than here and now; whether supp.ly and
d mand must not regulate all productions; whether, If thcr0
isetoo great a supply of labor, some must not, be idle all or
rt of the time and the remedy should be m the future
pa
'
J B S
· · · liiiTH.
, ss supply of the article.
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cl!.arming in its new dress than ever. If the
book could be in the hands of every child in
the world, the world would thereby be the
gainer. It is just what the children will all"
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
be delighted to hav for thl(ir own, for_ its real
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom all Communicationsft»'
value as well as a memento of its author who
this Corner should be sent.
is ~ true friend to everybody ; and as the
price is only forty cents/it comes within the
" Between the dark and the daylight,
reach of all. It is vflried and instructiv,
When the night is beginning to lower,
touching many useful 'Subjects. Buy it, and
Comes a pause in tbe day's occupations
make the children happy.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
.
SUSAN H. WIXON.

f/Ihildrtn# s f/Iorntr.

A Boy of ye Olden Time.
I hav heard of a boy who lived long aeoFor such boys are not found nowadays, you knowWhose friends were as troubled as they could be
Because of a hole in his memory.
.A. charge from his mother went in one day,
And the boy said "Yes," and hurried away,
:But he met a man with a musical top, .
A ud his mother's words through that hole did drop.
A lesson went in, but, ah me ! ah me !
For a boy with a hole in his memory !
When he rose to recite he was all in doubtE.very word of that lesson had fallen on t.
And at last, at last-oh, terrible lot!He could speak but two words : " I forgot !''
Would it not be sad indeed to be
A boy with a hole in his memory?

Tile World We Liv In.
This world is a wonderful planet on which
we liv. It is much smaller than the sun; the
circumference, or distance around it, being
twenty-five thousand mile11, and the diameter,
or distance through it, being eight thousand
miles. It is a round body, composed of land
and water, there being three times more
water than land.
There are five divisions of land. Those of
the Eastern Hemisphere are Europe, Asia, and
Africa; those of the Western Hemisphere
are North America and South America. We
liv in North America.
'
All the people inhabiting the earth are of
five different races, differing in complexion,
hair, shape of the head, etc. These races are
divided in five clas>es, called Caucasians; or
white race; Mongolian, or yellow race; lialay,
or brown race; Ethiopian or negro, black
race, and the American or Indian, red race.
Most of the Caucasians, Mongolians, Malays,
and Ethiopians liv in the Eastern Hemisphere.
While the Western Hemisphere contains
mostly Caucasians, there are quite a number
of negroes that were first brought here as
slaves. The Americans were the first people
found here.
North America and South America hav
been discovered but a few hundred years.
Christopher Columbus first discovered this
new world in 1492; since that time it has
been rapidly growing in wealth and population.
North America is divided into British Possessions and Alaska occupying the northern
part, United States the central, Lower California, Mexico, Central America, and Yucatan the southern.
I liv in Wyoming, Chicago county, Minn.
Wyoming is situated on the St. Paul and Dulath Railroad, thirty miles north of St. Paul,
the capital of Minnesota. I can .tell a great
deal more about the world, but, for fear of
making my article too long, l will close by
saying my grandpa takes TrrK TRUTH BKKKKR,
and to please him I hav written this. Your
little friend
CARRII£ A. ABBOTT,
(Aged 11 years).

You Conquer Me, Me Conquer You.
There was an old Indian fled from a bear;
He afterward found it asleep in its lair.
"Yo, ho !''said the Indian. "How do you do 1
You conquer me, ugh! me conquer you!"
He raiRed his tomahawk high in the air,
And, bringing it down, laid Bruin's brain bare.
"Yo, ho !"said the Indian. "How w1ll that do?
You conquer me, ugh ! me conquer you."
The Indian went to the city one night,
Where he became exceedingly "light."
"Yo, ho!" said the Indian. "This will not do;
You cnnquer me, ugh! me conquer you."
So to fast set an entering wedge
He nght away signed the temPerance pledge.
"Yo, ho !" said the Indian. "This will I doYou conquer me; ugh! me con9.uer you."
Some fellows the [ndian's temper to try,
A whi"ky-jug placed where he would pass by.
b" Yo, ho !"said the Indian. "Know you me do;
You conquer me, ugh! me conquer you."
• He then raised his tomahawk high in the air,
And bringing it down on the crockery-ware,
"Yo, ho !"said t.he Indian. "Guess that will do.
You conquer me, ugh! me conquer you." ·
JoHN PREscoTT GUILD.

Little Lessons for Little FoJks.
We hav just been reading Mrs. Blenker's
(Aunt Elmina's) book by the above title, and
although we had read the matter before in
other columns, yet we must say it is more

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-0HARADE.
Two beasts will giv, when rightly joined,
Silver or gold that is uncoined;
One beast, methinks, might well be shown
As Aaron's golden calf full-grown;
A verbal argument at !eat
That ~old produces such a beast ;
Still, If you d('ubt what here is said,
Remember pigs may be of lead ;
A horse of metal, too, indeed,
Is of a most vivacious breed;
But with this first we next display
The second as a beast of prey ;
If gold once changed into a brute,
Pray, may not beast then retransmute?
And these become, as here we find,
Silver or gold in mass, uncoined I
I7"Win, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
2-.RKBUS.

Advice as to money matters.
3.-ANSWKR TO MR. BAKER'S ANAGRAMS.
Poor Eve, the prima donna of her day,
Or "lady first," as we should say,
With Patrick had a sorry timeHe took the mire path of crime.
She thought him a pert young "gintlemin"
Until he stole her TernphimHer household god-the monkey cute;
"I am the rip that took the brute."
Sa1d Paddy : "May it plaze your grace
I thought him pater to our race,
And thus a common parti; hem!
Or Pater patriae (hie), protem.
Oh might I rap them on the knob,
Who say I harm pet apes, be gob !
I ape eel this case to the supreme bench,
That's ajeu de rrwt, as they say in French."
Pat's skilful pleading was in vain,
They sent him off to the home of Cain,
Or the "Emerald Isle," the "dear ould
sod"
Which then was called the Land of Nod.
Grand Rapids, Jan. 8th. EsPRIT FoRT.
ANSWKRS TO PUZZLKS IN OHILDRKN'S CORNER,
JAN. 15, 1887.
1.-Barbara, Flora, Della, Dora, Honora,
Louisa. 2.p
ALE
ABASH
PLASTIC
ESTOP
HIP

c

3.-A clock. 4.-The first lines of each stanza
are Palindromes.

Correspondence.
HKMPSTEAD, N.Y., Jan. 9, 287.
DKAR M1~s WIXON: I am nine years old,
and a member of the Hempstead Freethought
Association. I hav recited several poems at
our meetings. My papa is the president.
Papa takes THK TRUTH BEKKKR the In'Destigatt»' and the Freethinkers' Magazine. I do
not go to school. Mamma and papa teach
me at home. I am in the Third Reader,
study geography, arithmetic, language, and
shorthand writing.
For my Christmas,
among many other things, I received the
"Story Hour," and "Little Lessons for Little
Folks." I hav no brothers or sisters, but I
bav a pet canary named Willie. I went with
papa and mamma to White Sulphur f:lprings
Convention, and had a real good time. lf
you like this letter, I will write again sometime. Wishing you a happy New Year,
I am your sincere friend,
ADA E. DKMOTT.
LEBO, KAN., Jan. 2, 1887.
DKAR Mrss WixoN: This is the first time
I ever wrote to you. My father has taken
THK TRliTH BKKKKR for four years. I like to
read in the Children's Corner. I was just
reading a letter from "Uncle John," and it
was a nice, ~ong letter, and I thought I would
tty and write one. My mamma is sick in
bed. She and I are here by ourselvs. I will
ask if" Uncle John's" son is better. I hope
he is. I am eleven years old, and I am in
the Third Reader. I am a stranger here. I
came here about two weeks ago. I would
like to see this letter in Trri£ TRUTH BEEKER.
I did not go to school to-day. I had to stay
home and help iny sick mother, l h!!-V threE}

brothers and two sisters. I hav only one
brother and one sister at home now. One of
them is in Wichita and one in Reading, and
one sister in Lebo. ' If you think this is worth
printing, I may write again.
Yours for Freethought,
W ALTKR PKNFIKLD.
DKAR Miss WIXON: I cannot resist adding
a few words to my son's first attempt at. w~it
ing you a letter, to express my appreCiatiOn
of your work for the cause of Freethought.
To educate the children in the principles of
Liberalism is the most noble work of all.
With best wishes for your success and hap.
piness, I remain
Your friend,
..
MARY F. PKNFIELD.
[Such kind appreciation as the above stimulates us to continue in our work. We
thank our friend for good wishes, and trust
we may always merit them.-ED. C. C.]
ELK GROVI£, CAL., Jan. 5, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My papa takes TRK
TRUTH SKKKKR, and 1 like to read the letters
of the little folks. My papa said if I would
write you a little letta he would buy me
your book, the "Story Hour."· I am a. Freethinker's boy. I al!l eleven y~ars o~d and
study reading, spellmg,. and arithmetiC. As
this is my first time, I Will close.
Yours truly,
SuTToN F. CoTTRKLL.
BURNKTT, NKB., Jan. 3, 1887.
DKAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write vou another letter, seeing you were so
kind iis to hav my other one printed. I am
not going to school this winter. I hav a little
brother named Bennett, after D. M. Bennett.
We take several papers, including THE TRUTH
BEEKER. I read the essay on " The World
We Liv In" from Gertie Martin. I think it
was splendid. I wish I could write one as
good. She is a smart, clever little girl of her
·age. I received a copy of the Liberal, and a
lecture from J. Hacker. I think the lecture
was splendid for Liberals. Father said he
would send and get the 11 Story Hour" for
me. I shall be very much pleased. Well, I
will close for this time. Hoping you spent a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, I
Ever your friend,
remain,
EBTKLLE WHITNEYCROMWELL, IowA, Jan. 11, 1887.
DKAR Miss WIXON: My pa takes Trm
TRUTH SKKKKR. We all like it and Watson
Heston's pictures very well. Pa sent twentyfour TRUTH 8I£I£KERS to our Christian friends,
hoping they might be of some benefit to
them.
.
The American Catlwlie News has been sent
to us for some time. Pa is not so prejudiced·
as not to read it, but he intends to send them
THI£ TRUTH SKKKKR in return.
Mr. Putnam was here, and made us a visit
last fall· we went to both lectures, and liked
them vf:'ry well, and hope he will call and see
us on his return.

Mr. Remsburg gave us a good lecture also.
This is my first trial to write for the Children's Corner, hoping not to be the last, and
will try to do better the next time,
Yours respectfully, MINNII£ M. GKIKR,
(aged 11 years).
MooDY, TEXAs, Jan. 9, 1887.
DKAR Miss WIXON: I am yet a boy, but a
,good-sized one. I Iiv in a "Christian community" where all summer they get filled
with the Holy Ghost, and when winter comes
they giv up their religion for the ball-room.
Last summer I went to a protracted meeting
where the preacher would stand on the platform and say, 1 ' Come to Jesus, he will save
you right now!" And furthermore they
would say, "If you want to be saved, come
and giv me your hand." Like as if taking
hold of their hands would save them. They
would draw picturss in their minds of hell
and the souls that are there, and preach it to
the audience, and tell them to come right to
Jesus and be saved. They ~ay that the ~ov
ernment ought to be founded on the teachmgs
of the Bible, and I think it would be a poor
government. Not long ago I was talking to
a man and he asked me if I didn't think if
they obeyed the teachings of the Testament
that they wouldn't do· far from right? I told
him that none of them obeyed the teachings
of the Testament.
JonN M. SIMMONS.
MINIER, ILL., Jan. 7, 1887.
Miss WIXON: I thought I would write· a
letter for the Children's Corner; this is the
first time I bav tried. My father bas taken
THI£ TRUTH BEEKKR for five or six years.
Father said it was a splendid paper. I read
the Children's Corner. We hav three churches
here. We don't belong to any; we used to
belong to the German church, but father was
not green enough to belong to church. Mr.
J. E. Remburg is goin~ to speak here this
winter. Mr. W. S. Bell spoke here· last
winter; we went four nights; we all thought
he was a splendid ~peaker. He told the
truth. It is no use to learn humbug when we
are young, and no use when we are old. We
hav a book with your picture in it. I do not
go to school this winter. I hav four sisters
and one brother; two of my ~isters go to
school, and my brother. I hav two sisters
older than myself. My sister said that her
teacher told them in school that there were
six men on the mountain, and, at once, some
of the men were gone, and they looked for
them and they could not find them, and so
they came back in three or four days. They
had a book, and they said that God wrote
this book. We hav a Bible-it is a German
Bible. I cannot read German, but, I think,
if I could I would not read in it any way,
because it is not fit to read. Two of my
sisters learned the hnmbug; it did not do
them any good. They do not believe in it.
I will close for this time. Yours truly,
MINNIE lMIG.
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.
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OALIFORNIA.

OT'l'O WETTSTEIX 'S
PROGRAM FOR THE HOLIDAYS l

~

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
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Reported for the "Truth Seek,.-·'" by

OANA.DA.

IMMENSE

I. N. BAKER,

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Out. .
T. Clappiaon, Hamilton, Out.

STOOK

OF

Fine Gold and ·silver Watches. Diamond Je.welry,
Gold and Plated ChainB, Bracelets, Necklac<·~,
Lockets, Pins, Drops, Studs, Sleeve Button•;
Plain, Chased, and Set Rings (a specialty)i' Gold
and Silver Headed Canes; Gold Pens, Penci s, aud
Toothpicks; Gold and SiiYer Thimbles, Silver and
Plated Ware Cutlery, Razors, Revolvers\ Opera
Glasses, Gold Spectacles, Eye GlaHses, albums,
Harmonicas, Plush Comb and Manicure Sets, etc.
All these i{Oods Will he sent subject to approval
and return 1f not entirely satisfactory and cash
refunded, and as a special inducement I shall deduct 20 per cent from lowest bottom prices elsewhere.
For a Christmas
gift, nothing is nicer
than
of my beauenamgold in

and Printed by Permission of

the Author.

OOLORA.DO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIA.NA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfteld (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSAOHUSETrS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. ·
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.

ELEMENTS

)

MONTANA.

0. B. Whitford, Butte City.

~HE PNuY &o~~EGJI!

NEBRASKA..

OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

')€:DIJI!ION.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

FOR

:E!entano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.

HIGHER INSTITUl'E'l IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

OHIO.

B) Prof H M. CJouto~~ocr, A.ltl.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of hi• torY fmm 2.000
years B.c., on up to 1883, all in a uutsheli.-Etm!~ta
Slenker.
As a text..book in schools, the book would occup~
an important place; in the family it would be nc
Jess important, as conveying information that all
Mhnuld be acquainted with.-Su.•an WIX·111.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions m wnt.ing this bnnk
ara excellent; and his standpoint admirable; it mas
be commended A.s fulfillm!( its purP<J•e of a con.
cise ancl interesting bistoncal text-book,-Jfilwau.

OREGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
NEW YoRK:;

PENNSYLVANIA..

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North lOth st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade. i:l, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE.

TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.

UTAH.

VIRGINIA..

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt. G. lnf.rersoll's

THE DAWNING.

CABINET PHOTOGBAPHS OF

in the suit of the

35 Cents Each.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tcle·
;-raph CJompany

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

against the
Western UniQn Telegraph Company.

REPLY

J E R

TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'

-o-.
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

SPIRITUALISM
Sustained
By the Bible
BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
OONTJIJNTS:
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
BY THE

A NOVEL.

"Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1 50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
tf

CHRIS-

By B. W. Lacy.
A. thor3ugh exposure of the Catholic priest
Historical misstatements.

SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSHIP.
OBJECTIONS TO SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.

Like all THE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
·mechanical ex,cution of the work is all that could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
The pdmary object of the work, as its title indi~
cates, is to sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdi·
ties of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. The book contains much to interest every
intelligent reader. . • • Colonel Kelso has done
mnch acceptable work in the cause of Freethought
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
will certainly find his. "Spiritual" strength renewed.-John Peele.
Bound .in cloth, 245 pp., price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
tf
33 Clinton Place. New York.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much pleaRed with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand mini•ters of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

•
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False Claims

~

Prl<"- t11Bt;h. 11: Pap .. r. lifl f'.,oto•-

THE

SHAKER EYE and EAR BlLSAM

SIXTY-FIVE YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.
Best known remedy for all a.ftliotions of these
organs. WEAK EYES. WEAK EARS, DEAF
NESS, and CATARRHAL AFFECTION!:! immediately reached. FAILING SIGHT prevented.
ROARING or DRUMMING OF EARS will cease.
One box tells the whole story •.
Price, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N.Y.

Use Shakers' Spilritene for the Piles.
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WH 11..'T'S TO HE DONE<)~
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER.
Written in Prison. Suppressed b~the Czar. Th~>
Anthor Over Twenty Yeara an Exile in Siberia. Russian Edition worth$600aCopy.
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days, Second now
Reagy. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
PREss coMMENTS :
To call the book the "Uncle Tom'H Cabin" of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston A aver·
tiser.
It is perhaps the book which has most powerfully influenced the youth of Russia in their
growth irito Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
noteworthy as a work which has played so importaut a part ·in the political and social history of
the centur:V~-Boston Courter.
As a revelation of folk llfe it is invaluable; we
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
it.-Proviaence sear.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
that the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.Boston Saturaav Evening Gazette.
When we come to consider the publication of
such books as Flaubert•s "Salammbo" and Tcher·

~!gf£i~nol;c-r,'t~~: t'f:~l'~~~~e~¥.1~; ~u~fn~~;

happened to the society for the suppression of
indooent literature.-st. Louts Bepubltcan.
In cloth, $1; paper, 76 cents.
AcldJIABI 1'BE ~UTR sE.ExEB.

wOfk S.

Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur11 are:
The Church and Morality ; Criminal Statistics,
showin11 the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and !,earning;
the Chnrch and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislliver-v Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement'; the Temperance Reform ; the
Church and the Republic.
.
Bible Morals.· Twenty Crimes and
Vices Sanctioned b:y Smill!ure : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution,;. Murder; Wars of
Conqu'est and Extermiuat~n ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; njustice to Woman;
Unkindness· to Children;
ruelty to Animals;
Humari Sacrifices ; Cannil:iitlism ; Witchcraft :
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance a,nd Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle <)O_pies, 2!5;cents: 6 copies, $1.
Specialdiscountonlargerquantities.
Sabbath-Brfaking. This is the best
and most thorough work eyer written on the
Sabbath from a rational pofnt of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is iliscussed
under the following heads: :Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbith: The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath·; Examination of
Sunda_r Arguments; Orilrin qf Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath during the Middle AJl"eS: The Puritan
abbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrol{ation of Sunday
Laws Prioe, 25 cents: •ix come•• tt.oo.
Thomas Paine The Apostle of Religious ·and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's Jifp, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and Yindicates·h;s name from the asperswns cast upon
it. Chowe extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given ; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Enrope and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper.
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents:
cloth, 75 cents.
• L
D
Image Brf'a'kf'r. Srx ectures: . ecline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliver: Jeft'erHon an Unbelievllr;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Ea.Ch
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cbl.
The .Apostlf' of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine. Hall.J before the N. E. F~eethinkers• ConventiOn, o1anuary 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents. THE TRJJTH BEEKER 00.
., OliD$oD PJ.oe. New York
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CON.E'ESSIONAL:
ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

C. B. REYNOLDS·

THE

An JIJa:pose.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

OPENING SPJIJJIJOH TO THJIJ JURY

SUSTAINED

A Book for Children and Youth.

Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.

ENGLAND.

TIAN CHURCH.
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD'S
ERAL GOVERNMENT.

THE STOHY HOUR.

By L. R. SMITH.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.

PRICE. CLOTH, $1.50.
For Schools in Quantities, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ILEDIJCJED TO $1.0 t.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH HlPROBABLE.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
·

SPIRITUALISM

Jcee Seuti?"tP/.

PRICE, 1'1 CENTS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

Price, 30 ·cen tH.
By SALADIN.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

BLASPHEMY
-AND-

THE· BIBLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and· not the Seen
lariats.
This is .the pamphlet for the distribution·
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

TRIEit FOR BLASPHEMY
February lat.
Price, 10 Cents: 6 for 50 centH; 13 for $1.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKEH 00.

S. P. Putnam', Works
The Problem of the Uuivt>rRP, and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticism• of
Universology. ; Price, 20 eta.
Waif~ and Wandt>rlngs. a New American Story. Price, cloth. $1.00; Paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, riRh with mcidf'nt
and dramatic power·; breezr from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."~Tolm
Stntnton's Paper.
Goldt>n 1'hront>, a Romance. " The
an thor certainly has g<'uins. The divine creativ spark is within him. '£he book IR filled witb
manlv thoughtsJ expressed in manly worclsthe tranHcnpt or a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.
lngf'rsoll and Jt>sn~. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer. wherein it is
shown there is much in harinony ·between
them. Price, 10 eta.
Promf'f.hf'liR A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, ancl profonncl emotion,
poured f.. rth, it seems to me, with extraor<tinary beaut:v.. "-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of.
Earth, Heaven. and Hell. Price 2.~ cents.

Why Don't HP LPlld a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.
A Poetic version •
version of the Indian StorY of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superiority to the mnti'~tt.Pd
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown Price 10
cents.
For ·e.ll of the above address
· THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Aflami and Heva.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editol'l'; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Burgler, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of onr colonization enterprise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa. andfenerall;y
to the practical solution of the problem o Integral
Oo-oJ!eration. Price, Sl a year.~ 50 cents for m

mou~;
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iioetru.
A New National Anthem.
Tune:· "Goa Save the Queen."

Long may the people liv,
May long years to them giv
Plenty and peace.
Let no crowned knave or fool
Make man an abject tool,
But from their odious rule
All get release.
True men, awake, arise !
Scatter the enemies
Of liberty.
Confound their roli tics.
Frustrate their knavish tricks;
On you our hopes we fix.
Let all be free.
Let peace on earth prevail,
Ne'er let the nations fail
In harmony.
Crush aristocracy,
Strengthen democracv,
Then o'er the earth will be
Blest unity.

"David" and " Goliath."
Where, oh, where is the " Reverend" A.
C. Wheeler? Who knows anything about
him as a knight-errant and champion of the
"Word," but more especially as a would-be
gospel compeller and overthrower of Colonel
Ingersoll? Be it known that " Reverend"
belongs not to him by right of ordination,
but is bestowed upon him free-gratis and for
nothing by the writer on account of his
buckling on the armor of superstition, and
setting out some time ago in quest of the
scalp of the great Liberal leader of the world,
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll!
Be it known to all the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER-if they didn't know it before
-that the " Reverend " A. C. Wheeler,
known to a portion of the World's readers
(those who care to read critiques (?) on the
plays of the period) as '' Nym Crinkle," sometime last winter renounced the flesh and the
devil of the stage for the nonce, shook the
dust of the World office and Gotham from his
feet, and set out on the intellectual warpath
in pursuit of the scalp of Colonel Ingersoll,
the acquisition of which he felt would be a
great boom for God, the Bible, and Christianity, all three of which need booming, indeed, in view of the legions that hav r.enounced their allegiance thereunto, and
whose numbers are constantly swelling with
seceders from the ranks of those who " go it
blinu" on the supernatural, and are bound by
blind faith and superstition to the juggernaut
of the most baleful and lurid religion ever
invented by man for the subjugation of man!
The World called the colonel "Goliath"
and the "reverend" "David," and professed
to believe that" the latter would bring down
the former with his little sling. The metaphor was good, but the belief was away off,
so to put it. Compared with the" reverend,"
the colonel is indeed a " Goliath," physically
and mentally; and to believe that the modern
"David," with his little intellectual sling,
could cast an intellectual stone that would
knock out the modern "Goliath" intellectually, is to believe something not believed outside of the World office, if we except the outside followers of the " reverend," if he has
any.
And what moved the " Reverend" Wheeler
to fly off at a tangent, as it were? Why did
he leave the flesh-pots of the stage to ·mount
the rostrum as a defender of God, the Bible,
·and Christianity-to put it more accurately,
to antagonize Colonel Ingersoll? Shekels, of
course. What moves all the priests to rant
and rave, to croon and croak, to whine and
beg, to denounce and threaten on the first day
of every week, which, strangely enough,
they call the seventh' and holy, and which all
of them brea!f, holy as they declare it to be?
Why, shekels, to be sU:re. It is the easiest
wa.y going of rounding up shekels into the
thousands; hence never a dearth of pulpitpounders. And shekels moved the " Reverend " Wheeler to fresco his face with the
war-paint of orthodoxy, and go in quest of
the.scalp of the heterodox Colonel Ingersoll.
Vain quest, vainglorious "David," even be• fore you started to open the campaign!
As everybody knows, Colonel Ingersoll is
the best advertised man in the States, if not
Christendom, not excepting Barnum of
"great moral show" notoriety. He can
draw bigger houses at fifty cents admission
than any other man living. Remember it
costs nothing, or next to nothing, to hear
Beecher or Talmage, and, besides, the latter
draws on account of his buffooneries and
bizarre vaporings.
The " Reverend " Wheeler knew this as
well as others, and it occurred to him that he

might profit himself in shekels from the fame
acquired by the colonel, by making the latter
a foil against which he might show to advantage, and his first move was to write a
critique (?) of a lecture given by the colonel.
There was nothing more in this " critique "
than any true believer of a monstrously false
religious scheme will tell you; but, of course,
it brought. bushels of letters to the World office from "true believel'll," some of which
declared be was the " coming man" for the
faithful to rally around, if not the " David "
who had already come to knock out the Goliath of Infidelity on the spot.
That settled it with the " Reverend "
Wheeler. He would go lecturing. He had
the gift of pen, and could write up a lecture.
He had the gift of gab to a certain extent,
great enough, he thought, being on the
" right side," or the side of Christian religion
-which, by the way, as it presents itself to
us in these days, was never the religion of
Christ, and therefore a misnomer in name-to
overcome the splendid eloquence of Ingersoll, and uphold a false against a true belief.
If we thought the " Reverend" Wheeler
sincere in his wish to down Ingersoll and
boom the Bible, we should say he had taken
a contract which he never could carry out;
but as we believe his motiv to hav been
shekels, there is nothing to say about a" contract," there being none. He set out on the
warpath for shekels, Ingersoll to be his profit,
if he had any, though ostensibly he went
forth to conquer the doughty colonel. He
undoubtedly reasoned thus, or about thus:
" Three or four hundred dollars a week, if I
can make as much from a lecture at my
tongu~'s end, will knock the spots out of forty
or fifty a week ; and I'm going to venture it ;
nothing venture, nothing hav ;" and he started out with his lecture for the provinces-he
was too shrewd to make his debu.t in New
York, which had witnessed a sorry failure of
his in the dramatic line-said lect.ure being
called, " The Mistakes of Ingersoll."
The title was a happy thought, with Ingersoll's "Mistakes of Moses" as a foil; but it
proved, after all, to be a mistake of Wheeler's,
as was his dramatic venture. It was thought
he would draw fairly well, there being enough
of the truly blue superstitionists in every
place of any importance who, having looked
in vain to their priests and parsons to floor
Ingersoll, would go to hear and see, once at
least, the one daring enough to pit himself
against the eloquent colonel who has dealt
the Christian religion such staggering blows,
malgre the priests and parsons "holding the
fort." Yes, they would go once-many
would-but when they found the champion
of Infidelity was not unhorsed by the pale
and puny knight of orthodoxy, they would
fall back upon the regularly ordained gospel
shouters, praying for a champion to come to
the aid of their assailed religion, and hoping
for the best, contenting themselvs with the
belief, if the champion came not to the front,
that it was the Lord's will he came not.
Well, the" Rev." Wheeler struck out for
fame and shekels, leaving the devil behind
him in Gotham as busy as ever he was. We
heard of him appearing in one obscure town
in Rhode Island to a well "· papered " house,
but never heard from him again as a Bibleboomer and Ingersoll-slayer. Either. the ''.followers of the Lamb" were off their feed, or
they thought the pale and puny knight of
Gotham wasn't the sort of champion for the
waging of the battle that would put Ingersoll
twrs de C<Ymbat, and so not the knight for their
shekels, which they kept in their pockets. ·
Now, who knows anything about the" Reverend" Wheeler? Is he about, is he around,
Bible-booming and Ingersoll-squelching? We
know "Nym Crinkle,· is here again with the
fleshpots of the Gotham stage, but where, oh,
where is the '' Reverend" Wheeler? We
know that '' Nym Crinkle" left Gotham to
bloom as the "Reverend·~ Wheeler, and we
know that the " Reverend " Wheeler left the
provinces under cover of darkness and appeared in Gotham in his old role of "Nym
Crinkle;" and we know that the Goliath of
light and reason lost not a hair to the David
of darkness and superstition; and the latter
"know," while comforting, would be greatly
more so had the Quixotic knight who se.t out
to annihilate the colonel .been a foeman· anyway worthy of his steel. This onslaught of
the modern David against the modern G~liath
might be likened to that of a bat against an
eagle! The bat would hav better sense,
though, than the David had.
To·this particular David, who slunk back
to Gotham with his little useless sling, and to
all other would-be Davids, I would say: Lay
not the flattering unction to your little souls
that you cai:J. unhorse the Champion of Light

and Reason; or that you can be any more
successful in the attempt to stay the con.
stantly rising tide of Infidelity than was the
old dame who tried to stay the tides of the
ocean with a broom 1 When the gyves of

I

votaries, it answers the requirements of all
occasions. The world puts on a glory
For him who, with a fervent heart, goes forth
Under the bright and glm ious sky, and looks
On duties well pe1·formed, and days well spent.
For him the wind, ay, and the yellow leaves
Christianity are stricken from the world, then Shall hav a voice, and giv him ~loq1:1ent teachings.
will the world advance as it never yet has ad- He shall so hear the solemn hymn that Death
vanced.
SI SLOKU:M.
Has lifted up for all, that he shall go
To his long resting-place without a tear.

Obituary.
Massena Paine Thurston, of Burr Oak,
Mich., died Friday, Jan. 7, 1887. He was conscious to the last; and with his latest breath
spoke in an audible tone to one of his sons
watching by him. He met dissolution .calmly, without fear, and without a change of the
secular views that were his during the latter
years of his life. Thus closed a somewhat
long and remarkable career. Born at Painesville, Ohio, March 31, 1812, he emigrated
with his parent to Detroit, Mich., when three
years of age; remained there fourteen years,
then removed to Mongoquinong prairie (now
Lima, Ind.), and soon afterward locating in
Colon township, St. Joseph county, Mich., in
1834, where he has ever since resided.
Among the tillers of the soil, the sowers
and reapers, he was ever foremost in discarding the old, slow, and tiresome methods, and
adopting the new 1 better, faster, and easier
ways. His progressiv spirit was clearly
evinced by the fact that he was ever seeking
to obtain the·better grades of stock kept on
the farm, the latest and best farming tools
and implements, and also of household utensils and machines.
A few words in regard to his views of death
and a hereafter "may not be out of place. To
him death meant simply the ceasing to liv;
that the physical system when worn out or
broken can no longer continue the process of
life, and that to die was a natural process, to
fall asleep again in the arms of nature, from
which he sprung. He banished all of that
gloom of the past, w1th which church, creed,
and dogma hav surrounded death, and threw
sunshine around the end of life. To him the
most probable view that could be taken of
human existence was that it terminated with
death; that when the organization which
produces mind ceases to hav life, the mind no
longer has any existence ; and that the only
immortality humanity can attain to is the
continuation of the race by succeeding generations, which may progress and become
more perfect and developed by the experiences and struggles of the generations that
hav passed before. This, in few words, was
his belief.
The last work of his life was a literary one,
it being a series of quotations from, and comments on, the Bible and the claim that is
made for it. His lamp of life expired, however, before the work was in print, but he
had the satisfaction of ]mowing it was in the
publisher's hands, and that others will circulate it for him.
A few years ago he prepared a brief sketch
of his life, his journeyings and progress in
the realm of thought and investigation, and
the conclusions he had reached in regard to
religious beliefs and a life beyond, and requested that it be read at his funeral when
that time should come. 'fhe funeral was
held at his late residence, D. R. Hazen, of the
Sherwood College, reading the piece, to a
large and attentiv audience, which the deceased had so carefully prepared, supplementing it with a few grand thoughts and
remarks of his own.
Whether on that Friday morning after
death he saw a more glorious stp1rise, with
unimaginable splendor above a celestial horizon, or whether his apathetic and unconscious body still sleeps in cold obstruction
and insensible oblivion, we do not know.
But if no other immortality awaits him he
will hav one' in the hearts and affections of
his children and his children's children for
many generations to come.
The six sons, who bore their mother to her
long rest nearly two years ago, carried their
father to his grave.
S. K. T.
Mr. Thurston was a subscriber and patron
of THE TRUTH BEEKER from almost its first
appearance, and one of the most ardent admirers that D. M. Bennett ever had. Very
naturally he became one ·of the pioneers in
the Freethought movement in his section of
country. He has been quite a liberal purchaser of books from this office, at different
times obtaining large quantities of tracts, and
distributing them among friends.
The noble life and serene death of this man
f~rnish a fresh refutation of the pious falsehood that the Freethinker livs without hope
and dies in fear. Judging the Freethought
philosophy by the lives ahd deaths of its,

Book Notice.
A LAY SERMON. By Robert G. Ingersoll.
Delivered before the Tenth Annual Congress· of the American Secular Union at
Chickering Hall, Nov. 14, 1886. Reported
for THE TRUTH SEEKEH by I. N. Baker, and
printed by permission of the author. The
only correct editton. New York: The
Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette Place.
Robert G. Ingersoll never opens his mouth
without saying something, but he never said
so much to the point-so much real, practical
good sense-in the same length of time, as he
has in this pamphlet. The pamphlet itself
seems but a condensation, a synopsis, as it
were, of the great thinker's best thoughts on
the moRt practical, everyday questions. It
reads like a beautiful poem, melted and
stirred up and all poured out together in one
unbroken stream of oratory.
There is really only one place to begin to
quote from this '' Lay Sermon," and that is
with the first word, and only one place to
leave off, and that is with the last word. As
it costs only 5 cents, the rear!er is advised to
rearl it alL-New Thought.

A

NEW ENGLAND

Freethinkers' Con
vention
WILL BE HELD AT

PAINE MEMORIAL, BOSTON,
J.tnuary 29th and 30th, 1887.
To

~ohich

all Libemls are Cordially
Invited.

Good Speakers, Good Music, and a Good Time
w-ill be had.
IW'COMEI..lBI

Infidel· Death Beds.
By G. W. FOOTE.
Price,

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
THE DEAD~
The Evidences for the Resu1-rection Tried
and Found Wa:oting.

By Saladin.
PRIOE,
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

I'HE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL.
1887.
Edited by CHARLES ALBERI' WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Modesty of Ail:nosticism, by E. Lynn Linton.-Morality and 'rheology, by Charles Watts.Agnosticism in the Churches,. by R. Bithell, B. So.'.
Ph D.-Religious Poetry, by Hobert· Aitken.The Vocabulary of A.gnosticism, by Albert Simmons Ugnotus).-Man the" Creator" of the Universe, by W. Stewart Ross (Saladiu).-Concernmg
the Counterfeit Spirituald>v G. M. McC.-"l'he BIble, by H. J. Hardwicke, m.D., F.R.C.S.-My Kinoren: A Poem, by Wm. Maccall.-Darwin and
Evolution, by_ Wmifred Ladv Robinson.-The
"Quality" of Morals, by W. A. Leonard.

Price, 26 Ceni\S.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

HISTORY
OF THE

INTELLECTUAL "DEVELOP.MEN'l'
Of' Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3.
tf
88 Clinton PI.. New York city

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price. 15 cents.
For sale at tb.il! office.
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Ingersoll's 'Works. Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRiCE,

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth,· $1.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
In five lectures).. comprising, "The Gods "
" Humboldt~ " Thomas Paine," " Individual- offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingerity," and "l:leretics and Heresies."
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes a~
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts ;-cloth, 1.25. Printed
on heavy toned paper,18x22 inches, illumiContents:·" The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of In· nated border; large clear type, suitable for framdependence," "Abon t Fariilin,g in Illinois," ing. The titles are:
•· The Grant Banqneh" "The J:lev. Alexander
Clark,'' " The Past .ttises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
.
Interviews on Talmage. P11per, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

'fhe Christian Religion.

By R. G.

IngersolJ.. Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George J!', Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This 'makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should sea tter it generously.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

The price of these heretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed securo
from breakage, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
88 Clinton Pl., New York.

SOCIAL

BiOla Temperance:
Ll(lUOR

This is a companion book to Remsburg's 11 Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

WEAL.TH,

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

By J. K. INGALLS.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discount8.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

VOLTAIRE; S ROMANCES.
·CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty CI'OWtJ.S. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.~MicromEJga~.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Natnre.-A Conversatiqn
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A.Pleas:ure m
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure m India.

BY A CAPITALIST.

This A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
new book is a gem. It is a model in every re- poverty, vice. and crime. It deals with the J?resent
spect. In fact~ one of the richest, brightest, conditions or1 society in this country, pointmg out
best ever issnea. It contains, besides the cel- their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
ebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never be- impossible that the people should be other than
fore published, and all the famous "tributes " poor and vicious under our present system. The
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never remed:v, the author thinks, is in communal life,
brought together till now, many other gems, and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect- ReJ?nblic of North America, a.s it will be when
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day con- somety shall be organized on the principles of
versations of the author. The work is designed .Rational Communism. The book IB vigorously
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as and interestingly written.
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
P aper,50c; cloth. 81.
purpose a fine steel portrait, with antograJ?h
fac si;ne, has been prepared especiallr. for It.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
88 Clinton Place. New York.
and Bide, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; m full Tnrke;l' morocco, Jti).t, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
A STUDY
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

The 8ecret of the East,

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

BY LEWIS C. JANJ:;S.

E !Leter Hall.

Secularist.

Price,

10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH ..BEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
·sUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illnstrat~>d. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition a.t only $1.50.
BCmNCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Bol'J)octor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Fiv~ volnme2, at $1 each, or $5
per set·; or five volumes m one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of 11 Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages .
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-SCmNCE BERmS . (DiWe Paxp.
phlets). By Dr; E. B; Foote, Jr., VIZ ••: Bactena
m their Relation to Disease,"representm_g the g~r1n
theory, advocating _per~onal and pnqlic hygiene
and opposing vaccmatwn; "Health m the Bnnbeam1" considering the ,blue-glass cnr6-{)f value
to sic.H: and well. By mail, 10 ceats each.
·
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of· Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 p_aEes1 cloth
bound',. $2;' "·Heredity!" by· Loring_MoO!lY• 159
~ages, clotht 75.cents; ' T.he Law of Heredity," by
F •. ·ll· Mar.sn, 10 cents; •: T!J.e Alpha:bet of the
HnmanTemperamentsz" mth illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote; 10 centsJ..' Generation before ~~Fen·
eration" by·Dr. E • .IS. Foote, Jr.t)O ~ents, ~
arts of Conventions and Parlor Jl'leetmErB darmg
1882," 10 cent!) "Third Annual Convention of the
· Jnstitnte of l:leredity,M~, 1fl!l3," 10 ~J~ B
· A.ddreas
TRUTH ...,..........,. •

A Radical novel of marked abilit;r. Egnal to
George Eliot's works. By Fredenka Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tile Outcast.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. 11 The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to l!atnre. Its
personages are those one mee~s mth .n;t common life, and are portrayed with a VIVIdness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked dejl're~ •.even
from so gifted a pen as. that of. Miss ·.V.:Ixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style Is familiar; to
most readers in the Freethoug)ltranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

...

From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ~AMB.
For Bale a.t this OfficP
moth. $1.25.

BOORS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six character~ in h!story who ~av
helped the world; together mth eight .portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are s~ap.dard.
ill> I

-

SaOOath-Breaking.
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
Author of "False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

Youth 13.;r Susan H. Wixon. Without Snperstitim:i 'rhe Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Childrim•s Story-Book ever iBsned. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; ~arge ~roe, .heavy
toned paper, broad· margms, Illnmmated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

. 25 •

'~~'

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Olinton PIA.CA. NAw Vo.\

12

Two Little Hed Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

.A ~pies of Gold.
.

A Story-Book for

tbe Yonnfl' Folks. !'JY Miss Bnea,n H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Prwe, $1.25. This ve.ry excellent work for young masters anq pnsses, has
passed through a. very large editwn, a,nd a
second has been Issued ap a rednce.d. pnce of
$1 25, free of postage. This new editiOn has a
photograph of the author which adds very
Jll,UCh to the value of the volume.

Youth's Liberal Guide. By
"Bible Tie
Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M, Price; $1.00.. This

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the SilndaY Question from a rational point of
view.

Large ant Handsome Print.

25 cents.

SINGLE CoPIEs,
$1.00.
Srx CoPIEs,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

volume aims at the educatiOn of youth m .the
principles of Freethonght, at the same trme.
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of .PUre reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

BU1le Inquirer. A.

~~Y to ~ible

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. :1
(Just Pub!tsl!ea, Ju!IJ 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
·
A colored frontispiece shoWing the modem styl<
of painting.
.
,
A cardboard supplement, ingemonsly d'awn anr
colored, to supply all the neocessarr PI.eces. fo1
constructing a model house, mth plam directwm
for putting them together.
While the supplement afford~ ):loth old and
young_ the ll'reatest amnsemen~, It IB mar~ thanchu
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson In Ar itectnre; a perfect, scaled model of 9ne of our
most popular designs, so exact that It IB useful to
builders.
·
.
( t
· f
55 New Designs for Residences cos varymr rom
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
.
Drawings and description of a mod~l Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BENT, PoBTPA.lDt ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1,
Address

THE 00-0l'EIIATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

ASHORT LESSON

TRAVELS IN FAITH

BY .JADES PARTO'W •.

AddresA

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the 'London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

o;a,
MEN OJ!' B11SIJmSB WHo Dm Sol!DI:THING BESIDES
MAKING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

PrlC<',

Price, paper, 60

N:athaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1

H. J. SEIGNEURET,

" One of the most excit-

ing romances of the day.''
cents; cloth, SO cents.

Years A;-o.

·Dedicated to the clergy
BY

pr Dr. Fellows begs leave to state that he iE
an Infidel of the most pronounced character.

For sale at this oflcP.

Price. $1.00.

This. book treats of the natural evolution of the
Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll. Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
panel; 10Xx17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 Palestinian Judaism and Roman Pagaaism; investigates the history of the founder of Christiancents.
ity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
Practical Experience with Poultry.
seJ>.arable from the late, leg~ndar.y accreti,ons
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- which hav confounded him with the mythical
a. pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only Christ1 and traces the natnFal development of
"a quarter,"
but as full of meat as an eg!f. It is Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
well called 11 practical,'' for we find nothmg un- Complete references and full index. 320pp. Svo,
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys! cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.
are J;>articularly discussed an\1 their economics.
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
SACRED MYSTERIES
the poultry literature of the day.
AMONG THE
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
MaJas and tile quiches 11,50o
88 Clinton Place, New York.

'The Forgery of the Old Testament.

•

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY

By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
For Bale ai this office.

•

rhristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

FREJ,TIIOUGHT · 0\'EI S.

OR,

t~ ~

Tb~ Origin of the

Tile Heathens of the Heath. A finely

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIGAL MY'f.Ei

allY case.

OR,

011

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

is a regularly. edncat
. ed and le!l'ally qnali·
fied physiCian, and
the most snecessfnl.
as his )?ractice will
prove. G1vs chep.r and
hope to the affiicted
bysaying an<J. proving
thRt SPERMATOR;.
RB:<EJ\ and IMPOTENCY as the result
of self. abuse in youth
and sexual excesses
in ma tnrer years,
causing night emissions bs dreams, loss
of sexual power, ren·
daring marriage improper and unhappy,
etc., can be cured
per1nanently by an
outside application in sixty days. No failure m

It is one of Dr. Fellows's valuable discoveries,
which is entirely unknown to the medical profeesion. It iP a med10in to be applied externally. on
the parts affected. by pad and bandage, which
cures byabsorJ?tion, and which is the only reliable
,,f cnnng Seminal Weakness and Loss of
Handsome 12m a. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67 methndPower.
.
.
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00. Sexual
Send
five
2-cent stamp' for his bonk 11 Pnvate
H uf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Counselor,'' tellh•g all about the disease, and the
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
external cure. with evidences of success. Address
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Dr R. P. FELLOWS, Vineland, N. J, and say
where yon saw this advertisment.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

life, pricet $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should ha v them.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D.,.1590. By Y/'M. HENRY
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. 0. WALKER.

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Ji'ra71<;tscan. 5 cents; 50
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief recents per dozen: 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3. . view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Millions of these should be circulated.
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
Vindication of 'fhomas Paine from profit,
interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob- Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
Wages; Pnvate and Social Wealth; Land OwnAddress on the Civil Rights Bill. ership;
Private Property in Land; Capital and
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
the Proiuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opIngersoll's Lectures Complete~
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
llonnd in one volume. To meet the demand Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho- Remedy; Reforms, nC"t Remedies ; Suggestions
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half to Legislators; Conclusion.
calf, library style, and containing over 1 300
Price, Clot.h, $1.00.
Pajl'eB, which is sold a~ the expeedingly low
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Tributes. There hav been so many
Clinton Place, New York.
ll.Jlplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:v;v toned paper, 18x22, illu- The Present and the Future
minated border, and m large, clear troe, sUitaRepublic of' North America
ble for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

PHILADELPHIALIEERALLEAGUE, 257
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions e.nd social. questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

DRINKI~G

Commended, DefeiJded, 'nd Erjoined
by the Bible.

TM Bo~ Fadm'11 and lfJrJ!(J,()t Ratio11 in Its
.AequirMMnt and .Appo-rtionment.

Prose Poems and Selections.

79

In-

vestigation. Revised Editwp.. This paxp.J?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositions,
with numerous references and citatwns, that
•re contradicted in ter1ns by the same num}?er
of other propositions in the same book. Price
1111 oenU.

IN HlSTOR1.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other haP.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 ,cents
twenJy-five copies for ~1; one hundred copies .to·c!J
l3. we wish that the fnends of F~eethpught won 1
distribute thousands of these tellmg prctnres.

THE
CONVI.l\TIONAL J IE"' OF Ol:R
(.)IVILIZATION.
From the Ger1nan of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written boo~.-PM!a. Recora
This Book is not a Book ! It Is a Deed !'ud
those who oppose ,it will prove that they fear It.Vienna News. Pnc_Eb 50 c6nts. SEEKER CO
Address T.tiE TRUTH
·•
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

Tho BiOla AnalyzeD.
BY

John R. Ii elso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
.
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-MThP
Creation -The Delnge.-The Exodns.-'f~e Iracles cf the Bible.-Tb:e Errors of .the ~!~je.-;g;r
Prophecies.-ThH ellDefvilthor BB!!-btalen ~~te B~b6a'th
Heaven and e o
e I. ·
M · 1
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The essm I or

o1

8

lQ~g;moctavo,,888JilJ>,. Splendidly executed. Bent
by mail. post pa.1d. l:'rloe. $3.00.
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HrscooK has been chosen U. S.· Senator
from New York.

~lwuyhf.

----

------·

-~-~--

----

PRoF. E. L. YouMANS, editor of the Popu-

lar Science Monthly, died on the 18th.
Bo:EOIIER has been elected an honorary
member of the Young Men's Hebrew Association.
MAYOR HEWITT, of New York, is not yet
able to leave his house, being doubled up
with rheumatism.

AlAS!

~NOAH IS NOMORE!!!!!!-:=
CUT OrrIN rH£ MIDST IJF HIS DAYS AT THE UNTIMELY
AGE OF 950 YEARS!!

THE young lady who was to hav married
August Spies, the condemned Anarchist, has
changed her mind at the solicitation of friends.

YEA MY BRETHREN.
NOAH IS DEAD!

A SUSPENDED priest at Brainerd, Mich., almost caused a riot last Sunday by locking the
church doors and addressing the people from
the steps.

OEF'UNCT !H

Weep no-t for he now roam_ eth "with the che
a nrl/{a=holeth with the se raJll.!nr. and h;s

m

shine.lilr. wit!. celestialll/o~ untd.even ~.he warlion
nose 6/azet-lt with the effull{ent:e o.f ~ wart of 't"he.
-First" magnitude!
His n'raYe has f'lo monument to mat-k Me

SAM JoNES and Sam Small are reviving
Boston. The Rev. Phillips Brooks preached
· last Sunday in Faneuil Hall to an audience of
criminals and outcasts.

.

A Nxw YoRK policeman fired after an eScaping prisoner one day last week, and shot
dead the son of an Italian druggist standing
on the steps of his father's store.
PoLIOEMEN were stationed in Dr.McGlynn's
church last Sunday to preserve order. Priest
Donnelly officiated. There was a large attendance, but no one gave any money either
at the door or in'the plates.

DECEASED!!

·
AND
CONE TO THE R(ALM of DEF"UNCT.FUNCTIONARl£S~

· o·

is

110t"

$/JOt

und~he

so

SPOT
s}ot"!Jed as il #u-urA:t•.&e~
·;·

-·

'I

all

.tfa•• a Snut t IJy Charles BraU.tauuh.

Two young desperadoes named Tristram
shot a storekeeper at White Plains, N.Y.,one
day last week, and then, when pursued by the
police and likely to be captured, committed
suicide. No cause is known for the murder.
MrCIIAEL DAVITT, the Irish Land Leaguer,
spoke to an audience of some 8,000 at Madison Square Garden, this city, last Sunday
evening.
Alluding to McGlynn's case, he
said that the priest should obey the summons
to Rome.
LAST Sunday the Chinese celebrated their
New Year's all over the city. What a daily
paper calls "a contribution from Christendom" was made by a half dozen young
roughs, who invaded a laundry, pummeled
the proprietor, and nearly killed a policeman
who attempted to arrest them.

THE object of our lives should be to make this
world as beautiful, and onrselvs and our fellows
-ts happy, as is in our power.-D. M. Benmtt.
"SISTEB AGNES is my name in the church and
that by which our dear Mother Mary knows me.
Saint Agnes· is my patron saint and I do her
work, and obey her wish when I call myself by her
name." •• Her wish? Do you believe in the
saints?" cried Virginia, blushing gravely. The
sister smiled; "Do I believe in the sun and moon
and stars?" she said. " Of course I do. The dear
saints and our blessed Mother Mary are half the
good influence of religion, half the foundation of
the church." "If I could· but believe in the
saints !" cried Virginia. "But papa says that It
was part imposture and part disease; and I hav
never dared to let myself believe in the things
that I bav read of them. How I wish I could!
And how I wish I could feel as they felt I" "Child,
do not bring your father's authority between ns.
He is a good man. no doubt; but he has trns.ted
his o.wn strength and God has abandoned h_im and
given him over to destruction," etc.-Mra; E. Lvnn
Ltnton•s Unaer Which Lora!
IN all animals, the living brain is essential to
phases of thought. The thought-ability of any
·animal is always in precise proportion to the perfection and activity of the brain. The power of
developing thought grows, diminishes, and ceases,
the cessation always bPing complete when the
brain ceases to perform it~ vital functions. If the
brain is inJured, the thought-ability is impaired,
th" thinking deranged, yet who to-day would
think it wise or necessary, with evidence of aberration of thought resulting from local injury, to
treat it as a case of demoniacal possession 1-Has

OBIT.-THE GOOD DIE YOUNG.
And all the days of Noah were nine hundred and fifty years and be died.-Gen. ix, 29.

SULLIVAN broke his wrist in an encoun.ter
with Pugilist Cardiff the other day.
By
keeping the fact to himself until the stipulated six rounds had been fought through, the
astute Mr. Sullivan escaped being knocked
IT may now be said without violating the truth
out, as he undoubtedly would hav been if his 'that Alfred, Lord 1.'ennyson, occasionally, if not
·oftener, drops out of poetry.
opponent bad known he was disabled.
THE recent failure of" Adam and Eve" in Paris
'fHE Scottish-Protestant Alliance has sent
to Queen Victoria a memorial setting forth .wasn't a marker compared with the failure they
made of them~elvs some years ago.-Puclc.
that the aggressions of the papacy in Great
GoVERNoR ALGER, of Michigan, gave four hunBritain and the supremacy of the pope are
dred and eighty-seven snits of clothes to Detroit
subversiv of the queen's authority and of the newsboys, and Baxter street is wildly jealous over
people's rights and liberties, and that the the boom in second-hand clothes in the Northavowed aim of the papacy is the Vatican's west. At last accounts, only one newsboy had not
disposed of his gift, and he was hnntin'g around
conquest and subjection of Great Britain.
for a pawnshop.
IN his discourse last Sunday, Felix Adler
HUSBAND : "MY dear, that is a long motto you
proposed for truant children cottage homes are working." Wife : "Yes, John." He reads on
it
:
in the suburbs of this city in place of huge
"While the lamp.holds out to burn,
asylums. He had mentioned the scheme to
The vilest sinner may return."
the school board, but the board pleaded pov- " Is it to be hung in the vestibule of the church,
erty. Professor Adler thought that if the my dear?" " No, John, I'll hang it on the chanuntaxed property of New York were brought delier in the hall."
to book, the plea of poverty would not be
A LADY, who had recently lost her husband, and
a friend were eating dinner together at the resnecessary.
idence of the latter. "1 sympathize with ron
THE Rev. Dr. Wm. R. Huntington, now from the bottom of my heart in your great ·sorpastor of Grace church, this city, is not an row," said the friend. "It must be terrible to lose
ambitious man. By a· unanimous vote, the such a man." "Ah, me, yes !" sighed the widow;
diocesan ~onvention at Cincinnati appointed " it is only the hnpe of meeting him in a better
land that givs me conral!"e and a desire to liv."
him assistant bishop of southern Ohio,•and he
THE potter stood at his daily work,
declined the position. It may be added that
One patient foot on the ground;
the salary of an· assistant bishop is $3,500,
The other, with a never-slacking speed,
while the pastor of Grace church is given
Turning his swift wheel round.
$10,000 to scrat-ch through the year with.
Silent we stood beside him there,
Watching the restless knee,
THE Rev. Henry Enos, a JIIethodist preachTill my friend said low in pitying voice,
er from Brunswick, N. Y., came to this city
'' How tired his foot must be !"
a year ago to complete his education. He
The potter never paused in his work,
Shaping .the wondrous thing;
studied religion until it crazed him, and he
•Twas only a common flower-pot,
imagined that the Andover trials had terBut perfect in fashioning.
minated in favor of the professors who beSlowly he raised his patient eyes,
lieve in probatic;>n after death. Wishing to
With homely truth inspired;
" No, marm, it isn't the foot that kickstake advantage of that probation, the Rev.
The one that stands gets tired!".
Mr. Enos attempted suicide, and is now in the
hospital trying to recover.
JUDGE FRISBIE'S HEATHEN.
Judge Frisbie, one of the pioneers of Arizona,
THE coal strike is still on, and the shooting
has had a Chinese servant in his employ for many
of a boy by one of the special policemen years. Always a consistent pagan, Ah .Wong
hired by the coal companies to protect their never until this winter manifested any hiterest in
property against violence of the strikers has Christiamty. The American's religion, he always
not. contributed to an amicable settlement. said, was good enough for Melicans, but he would
stick by his Joss. Some time in December the
The special policemen were standing on the judge became in teres ted in a revival in progress
pier, and were snowballed by some boys. here, and after going forward one night he became
They drew their revolvers and fired, and an impressed with the conviction that it was his duty
innocent boy looking on was shot through to reclaim Ah Wong. At first the Chinaman was
obdurate, and would not listen t.o the friendly exhe head. Four of the men were arrested.
hOl·tations that the judge made to him, but at

fdds and .6nds.

length he announced his willingness to attend the
services, and see what they" were all about. After
a steady attendance of a week or more, the Chinaman, in response to a question from ~he judge as
to what progress he was "making, said thllt he was
not very much impressed with the religion of the
Americans, and that he guessed that he would not
go any more. Th& judge was in a bad humor that
night, and he let fall a remark to the effect that if
Wong did not join the church he could not work
for him. He could not stand having a heathen 1n
his house when it was in his power to save him.
The next night found the Chinaman at the
revival, and two or three evenings later he was
among the number that went forward.
The rejoicing over the conversion of the h!)a
then was tremendous, and the festivities extended
far into the night. Along about midnig"l-tt the
judge, who had been out at a card party, led a
procession to his cabin, where Ah Wong was
found, routed out, and made to get up and bring
out his idol. This secured, the crowd marched
back into town, and in the presence of nearly all
the citizens the nvly little thing was burnt in a
bonfire which had been started in front of the tavern. While this ceremony was in progress, the
judge descanted at great length upon the labor
which he had done in bringing this heathen to see
the error of his wa.rs. As Ah Wong appeared to
take as much interest in ~he ere ma lion of his idol
as anybody present, no one doubted the sincerity
of his conversion. The judge is a candidate for
the territorial legislature, and some iufirnnties of
his in the direction of strone; drink had always
weighed heavily in the balance against him. With
th1s public conversion of himself and his Chinaman he felt that at the next trial he would stand
a better show than ever before. S ;me of the people in the crowd admitted as much, and the judge
and his servant went home happy.
It now turns out that Ah Wong never really· renounced the pomps and vanities of paganism.
He had no more th3n got home from the celebration just described when he set up another idol
and regularly p•id his devotions to it. At the
same sime he continued his attendance at the revival, where he was looked upon as a brand
plucked from the burning. Yesterday morning
two visiting revivalists called at the judge's place
to see the famous Christian Chinaman, and what
was the judge's horror on leading them into the
den occupied by Ah Wong to see the celestial in
the act of adoring a httle god of hideous aspect
which he had set up in place of the old one.
"Yon he a t.hen devil ! " exclaimed the judge, turning an elegant red; " what are you doing 1"
The unabashed Chinaman stepped back from
his rude altar and, throwing up both hands, said,
half apologeHcally: " Chinaman make velly sure.
Me catcl ee Joss and me catchee Melican God."
The judge was speechless, and the visitors could
only cough and shake their heads. That mgbt
neither the judge nor the Chinaman was at the
revival. It was announced that the judge had become a backslider. and that Ah Wong had never
got far enough on the highway to become even
that.-New York Sun.

FLoWER in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies;
Hold ~on here, root and all, in my hand,
Lit-tle flower-but 1f I could understand
What· you are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know what God and man is.
-Tennvsun.
WE are a law-abiding race; the mass of us are
little given to unpractical speculation. We are
too earnest to tolerate impiety, nnd the traditions
of religion will retain their hold with the millions
long after they hav lost their influence over the
mtellect. Intellect, we know, is not omniacient.
Emotion has a voice in the matter, which is always on the side of faith; and women, in such subjects, are governed almost wholly by their feelings.
rh6 entire generation at present alive may probably pass away before the inward change shows
1tself markedly in external symptoms. None the
less it is quite certain that the ark of religions
opinion ha~ drifted from its moorin~ts, that it is
moving, with increased speed, along a track which
it will never retrace, and toward issues infinitly
momentons.-J. .A. Froude.
THlRE is another element of our happiness
which springs from the fact that we do not ~now
the future. How large I! part of the pleasure of
life is shattered and blighted by our unreasonable
an timpations of coming "evil! How much happiness would be lost if yon knew that you were to
be sick to-morrow; that a friend was to be stricken
down ; that a mercantil adventure was to go awry;
that this.or that evil was to come ! Yon would hav
no heart for the smile and laughter and sunshine
of to-day, glad and bright though it might be, if
yon were overshadowed with the cloud of a certain
misfortune that was to come on the morrow.-Savage.

CHRISTIANS say to me," What do you propose to
giv us in the place of ChristianityT" I hav not
torn the good down. I hav only endeavm·ed to
trample out the ignorant, cruel fires of hell. I do
not tear a way the passage, " God will be merciful
to the merciful." I do not destroy the promis,
"If you will forgiv others, God will forgiv you.'•
I would not for anything blot out the faintest star
that shines in the horizon of human despair, nor
in the sky of human hope; but I will do what I
can to get that infinit shadow out of the heart of
man. "What do you propose in the place of
this ?" Well, in the first place I propose good fel- "'
lowship-good friends all around. No matter
what we believe, shake hands and let it go. That
is your opinion, this is mine ; let us be friends.
Science makes friends ; religion, ~nperstition,
makes enemies. They say belief is important. I
say, No, acti· ns are· important. Judge by deed,
not by creed. G :od fellowship, good friends,
sincere men and women, mutual forbearance,
born of mutual respect.-R. G. Ingersoll.
LIFE is a battle, and it is by fighting that we acquire the power to fight ; it is by marching that
we become in nred to the exposure, toil, weariness,
and want of the march. We could not now sally
out and take a long campaign. But we soon get
used to it, and the soldiers :after the campaign are
so in love with the open ·aii that they cannot sleep
in a bed. So it is wrestling with fate ; we make it
our tributary, our companion, our friend, and extract from it the blessing it would fain withhold.
How much there is in that Old Testament le~rend
of the patriarch wresthng at midnight with his
unseen foe ! He cries, " I will not let thee go
until thou bless me !" And he gets the blessing l
-Frothtnuham.

THE tyrant custom, most grave senators,
Hath made the tlinty and steel conch of war
MY thrice-dnven bed of down : I do agnize
A natural and prompt alacrity.
I find in hardness ; and do undertake
These present wars against the Ottomites.
-Shalcs:pere's Othello.
THERE are men who hav no theory about God,
who deny that they hav an.r consciousness of
him, who are in much doser and sweeter 11 nd
more vital relations vrlth him than some who can
produce him, as if he were a pocket-piece, on all
occasions, and rattl~ oft" his attributes as if they
knew the whole contents of his infinitude of being.-ChadtDtclc.
.
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The ignorant offspring of church and state must suffer for the shortcomings of its parents.

Jlolts and g[lippings.
TrrE Rev. Heber Newton expressed the
opinion in a recent sermon that "woman is
inevitably destined ere long to receive the
franchise through successiv stages."
])x-Gov. HoADLEY, of Ohio, is expected to
come to New York to liv, having formed a
taw partnership here. Being a Freethinker,
Governor Hoadley should at once join the
Manhattan Liberal Club.
A NUMBER of Catholic cardinals took
steamer from this port for Rome last Saturday. Among them were Gibbons, of Baltimore, and Taschereau, of Montreal. These
two worthies will be decorated with red hats
by the pope.
IT is not an extravagant estimate that there
:are five hundred hypocrits, impostors, apd
•cranks of both sexes getting a living by acting
as temperance lecturers, evangelists, etc., in
the United States and Canada.-Ohristian .Ad'l!ocate.
A LEADING Baptist minister in Richmond,
V a., has received a letter from Boston, signed
H. F. Steadman, asking the ministers of
l:Uchmond and the South to pray especially
for Boston, which is represented as being in
an unprecedented condition of wickedness.
CoLoRED worshiper : " Mistah Clarence,
wasn't dem patriarchs of old de mos' forgetfullest men you ebber knowed of?" Mr. C.:
"How so, Mr. Johnson?" Mr. J.: "Why, I
heerd de preacher at my house ob worship
read out de good book time an' time again,
how Abraham he ferget Isaac, an' Isaac he
Ierget Jacob, and Jacob he ferget a whole lot

moah. 'Pears like dem patriarchs couldn't
'member anybody."-Pittsbwrgh Bulletin.
THE high hats worn by women having been
much complained of by New York theatergoers, the ladies, hav begun leaving their
h€ad-gear in the dressing-room. They wear
the same hats to church, but no complaint
has· as yet come from that quarter.
A COMMITTEE appointed by the National
Woman Su.fl'rage Association called on the
president on the 28th ult., and present~d a
memorial asking him to veto the Edmunds
bill or the Tucker substitute therefor,
whichever shall pass Congress, proposing to
disfranchise non-polygamous women of Utah.
T.he prE>sident said that he would giv the
memorial his careful consideration.
A woMAN in Bridgeport, Conn., complains
that her husband, who is a memh'er of the
Salvation Army, makes her life miserable.
around the house b,r too much praying and
singing and assaults upon her and the children, because they do not believe in his religious methods. It is enough to make a
man lose his hold on all the religion he has
to be compelled to break off abruptly in the
middle of a prayer or a hymn to hammer his
wife and children because they do not join in
the worship.-Norristown H!Yrald.
THE Pall Ma.ll Gautte notes that 11 in the
last number of Tydschrift a 1 Diary of a Boer
in the Kafir Commando' is published. We
extract two consecutiv entries: 1 Sunday,
February 28d. No Kafirs in sight. Held
divine service. Prayer-meeting at night-a
blessed time. Monday, February 24th. Saw
Kafirs on the hills. Commando went out
and shot thirty.four, besides a number that
got away wounded. Thanksgiving service

in the evening on return to camp. Sang
Psalm 107, and went on sentry. Shot two
Kafirs.'"
A OHUNK of a boy asked a New York ticket
seller for a half-fare ticket the other day.
"How old are yo"\1?" asked the ticket seller.
"Ten years old," said the boy. "When
were you born? " asked the railroad man.
"Ten years ago," said the young Yankee.
He got his half-fare ticket.
CoNCERNING Mr. Henry George's doctrins
which he claims to derive from Moses the
Rev. Henry Brann says : "George's theory of
the nature of property is taken from the German Atheist Fichte ; 1 the naturalization of
land' i~ from the English skeptic Jierbert Spencer, and the 1 unearned increment 'theory from
another English skeptic, John Stuart Mill."
REPORT says: " A theatrical company is to
be put on the road, with the approval of the
Roman Catholic church, to collect a fund for
the relief of the creditors of the late Archbishop Purcell. The company will not do
business during Lent." It is cheering to know
that the company will keep Lent. In this
respect it will resemble the money placed in
the defunct archbishop's hands.
THE town council of Paris has lately opened
several night shelters, each of which has accommodation for several hundred outcasts.
When applicants arrive at these homes; where
they may remain several days at a time, they
get a thorough overhauling in a bath, and are
then given a fresh outfit and a bowl of soup.
There are three other night refuges belonging
in the <Euvre de l'Hospitalite de Nuit, established in 1878. This work is kept up by voluntary contributions. It receives cast-off
clothing, bread, and all sorts of crumbs from

rich men's tables for distribution. In addition to providing nightly lodging for the miserable, it receives the convalescent from hospitals, and finds places for those who arc
willing to work. Last year it received 60,000
homeless creatures, many of whom remained
for several consccutiv nights. Of these 50,000 were French, 8,221 German, 2,112 Belgian, 890 SwiEs, 602 Italian, and 70 English.
Over 76,000 pieces of bread and 15,000 bowls
of soup, or other rations, were served, and
15,000 articles of clothing distributed. The
total expense was $350,000.
TrrE Bismarck Tribune describes the pict. uresque appearance of a train that recently
reached there after a tussle with a blizzard.
"The most interesting sight of all," it says,
"was the white-capped snow-plow whieh
came just ahead of the train. The plow was
loaded with several tons of pure white material, and the engin was a gigantic moving
icicle, of curious shapes and exquisit beauty.
The drive-wheels, the boiler, the bell, and the
smokestack were handsomely slated with ice
and snow, and the cab was a perfect little
crystal palace."
AT a large meeting of Dr. McGlynn's
friends held in this city last Sunday night
Henry George said, "If priests must be
pulled like puppets by an irresponsible power,
then I say that that kind of Catholicism is a
menace to free institutions." Mr. George has
been a long time getting around to this view.
At the next outlook he takes he will see that
priests always hav been puppets in the bands
of higher authorities, and always will be. If
Mr. George was less in love with himself and
his own theories, he might see a little beyond
the lengt11 of his own nose.
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life 0, there results a third rule, which, in fact, is an
impossible rule, and a juggle called the ethical rule,
or B, which says: '' Giv your brother the applE>, provided that if you were in his circumstances and he in
Ethics.*
yours you would wist him to giv you the apple"-a
Ethics includes thevru:ious efforts made bythought- metaphysical set of conditions which can never be
ful men, to reduce the views of mankind concerning actually supplied. Hence the Tnle becomes· a mere
right and wrong to a system or a moral science-a implement to aid in begging; something that is freely
self-consistent department of philosophy. I hav ar- quoted by those who want to get something for
rived at the conclusion that this cannot be done, and nothing, and quietly ignored by all who are not prethat ·ethics or morals will, with · the progress of pared to giv something for nothing.
thought, be consigned to the same limbo that abolished_
This third rule-called by those who make a living
and obsolete studies, as alchemy, astrology, sorcery, out of the net profits obtainable by begging under it
divination, incantation, spells, charms, witchcraft, and the Golden Rule, "Do unto others as ye would that
prayers, hav been, or will be. For morals are but the men should do unto you "-is useful only as a begstudy of interests whose relations to pure selfishness ging machine in helping the parasitic classes-priests,
hav become obscured, and with the restoration of nuns, ministers, and professional reformers-to liv
these self-relations they will cease to be morals, and upon the productiv---:-viz., the farmers, merchant,.,
will be studied as mere phases of self-jnterest, all of and manufacturers. As we advance ip life, and in our
knowledge of the economic laws that govern society,
whose motivs and reasons are known.
The following diagram
assist in explaining why we discover that the money which does most good is
ethics or morals will disappear from the thought of that which we keep reserved from immedi!J;te .conthe individual and of the race. First applying it to sumption, productivly investe9-; and that which does
the individual man: He enters on the stage of life least good is what we giv away to professional begled by his parents, who supply him with a sort of gars of every sort, and to organized hiei'archies;
code for his infancy, which we will express by the pyr: formed for securing pretended salvation from imamid A. He then goes on into life and builds up aginary ills,- and pseudo-reform of imaginary evils,
an efficient character and personality of his- own, which hierarchies really liv on the profits of systemwhich we will expres-a by pyramid B. If we sup- atic beggary. Of course I do not indude among
pose.each of these pyramids to be capable of cast- these hierarchies of holy beggars any churches which
ing a shadow toward the other, that will express deserve to be classed as amusements, or as sources of
the degree in which the precepts we inherit from our instruction about matters which lie within the domain
parents and the lives we develop seek to influence of human knowledge. 'l'here are a few such, and
each other. There will thus grow u-p between the they are generally distinguishable by the fact that
two a third pyramid which is wholly made by the -their gate fees are sufficient to ·keep them running
without much intimidation or superstitious imposicrossing of opposing shadows. This is pyramid 0~
GOD
M4N -tion.
Morals or ethics in the infancy,.- both of the individual and the race, consist chiefly in repressiv
rules, framed by the adults to promote their own convenience, and all aim at subjugation~" Obey," keepstill, don't whisper aloud, don't' wink; don'f-doubt,
don't laugh,_· don't steal-a very c·oinprehe;nsiv ID!J.Xim
for a child, or slave, who is of the age, or in the con~
dition wherein nothing belongs to him; don't sing,
don't scratch the paint, don't make a noise going up
and down stairs, don't tease the cat, or kiss ~4e girls,
or let out the birds, or ·upset the ink, or leaye the
door open. This is the decalog of infancy. Under ih
BUSI.U~SS.
the only good boy is the sicli; boy; hence the maxims:
Let A represent our inherited code of parental " The· good die young;" "The worse the boy·· the
influence, B our personal lives, 0 will represent the better the man," and "The devil looks out for his
- ·
degree in which each seeks to modify the other. own~"
It
is
easy
to
see
that
this
early
system of ethics is
-For instance, A opens life for us with the precept,
" Obey your parents." As our lives develop (B), we framed by the parents to promote th_eir own consubstit;ute the maxim, Obey your own intelligence, or venience. How long it shall last depends on the
· interest-in short, go as you please. But each of despotic temper of a race. Among. the Romans the
these influences, casting its shadow toward the other, child's obligation to obey lasted until his parent
· results in a third or mixed command, viz., Obey your died, though the child might become first consul. So
parents so far as your own intelligent sense of your the wife, like the daughter, was bound to implicit
and their well-being will permit, i. e., obey yourself. perpetual obedience. She had so little ethical freeThe first canon, A, is the precept of blind infancy, dom that she was property. Pagan ~orne has done
and promotes- the infant's welfare for a time. The what it could to impart these two precepts to Chrissecond, B, rises up into independence of the first tian Rome.
But generally among civilized races the subjugativ
but is essential to the adult's welfare within certain
limits. The third, 0, is the result of the union of A ethics hav given place to the go-as-you-please ethics,
and B, and is ethics. It says, harmonize the obedi- some time between the ages of sixteen and thirty, as
ence due to your pa,rents with the obedience due to between the child and his parents. Then has come a
your own selfhood and sense of justice-in short, formidable effort to make the child believe that
though he has come to know enough to paddle his
straddle.
But as the supreme court which is to administer own canoe through this world, yet it is a very serious
this rule as between you and your parents is your thing to face the issues of the world to come, and for
own supreme court or conscience, ~J.nd not theirs, it that he needs a priest.- The assumption is of course
rests with your judgment finally to determin, so far that the priest knows something about the next
as such determination is essential to the guidance of world which other persons do not-an assumption
your own conduct, when your parents' interests are which every intelligent priest knows to be false as to
equitably harmonized with yours. Hence, after all, himself, but is able to preserve his sincerity in most
the rule, Obey your parents, on close analysis is elim- cases by nourishing the alender delusion that some
inated, and the rule that survives is, Obey your- priest of higher rank or earlier date knows more than
self-as intelligently as you may, of course, but, he. But to all in whose minds _this assumption can
whether more or less intelligently, it is, Obey your- be made to prevail a second period of subjugation
self. The necessity of this change of ethics in our and tutelage is preached in the effort to . hold the
advance out of youth into maturity is represented by human mind under the ·domination of the class of
most nations by a definit line called the period of men who make their living by teaching what they
don't know in the interests of virtue.
·
majority.
Take anoth~r parental rule-love your brother. If _Let ]lS now transfer to the race that analy~is of
you've got two _aJ?ples, giv him the bigger one, and ethics which we hav been applying to the individual.
run your chance of thereby securing the bigger one Every generation of meri is born into the world surnext time, when he has the two apples. Out of this rounded by an atmosphere of supPrincumbent human
we grow, as we begin to liv our own free lives into experiences, errors, truths, traditions, impositions,
the rule-first, " Keep the bigger apple your~elf ;" suppositions, poetic analogies, and m.oral monstrosithen "Keep both apples, but giv your erother-a piece ties, which profess to be the lesson of all the past to
on t of the larger;" then "Keep both and reflect the youthful present.
Around the cradle of each generation aw;ait three
whether your brother deserves a piece out of the
smaller one or not," until finally the "rule becomes, magi-the priest, the man of business, and the philos:
"Barrel up all your apples, you'll need them next opher. The priest brings to him a kaleidoscope, a
winter." The first is the rule A, of the infant rattlebox, and a string of beads, and says to him,
or depmdent organism. The third is the rule (}, Here is ample provision for your whole nature.. By
of _the P. I. G:, o: perfectly independent gentleman, looking into this kaleidoscope you see the glories of
alzas the capitalist, relativly to whom the brother heaven. By turning this rattlebox you produce the
whose fitness to survive depends on his a1acrit; harmony of the spheres; by counting these l;>eads,
to serve, is styled labor or the proletariat. Now, if we every time a bead is dropped a sin is forgiven .. The
let the shadow from the rule of dependent life A man of business brings a hoe, a loom,. and pen, and
aross the shadow thrown by the rule of independent says, I call you to honest toilful work.. Every time
you turn over a sod you giv bread. to the hungry;
*By VAN BUREN DENSWW.
every time you speed the shuttle you clothe the_

f!Iomu[unications.

will

a

naked'; every time you. touch the pe~ you are inspired
anew. The philosopher says to him : I bring you
only sadness. I can only show you that the priest's
glories of heaven are bits of broken glass; that his
music of the spheres is the striking of one .chip on
another, arid that his pretended forgivness of sins is
itself-a sin-against nature, for which, poor priest! no
soul has so much need to be forgiven as. his own.
All that I can offer you is the solitude that comes to
the wise, the sadness that attends the pure, the persecution that is due to the kind.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Land Ownership.
The controversy lately arising between 1\-ft. Henr~
George and certain dignitaries of the church is a very
interesting one, but with which I hav no intention of
weddling. It is, however, a matter of prime impor"
tance to know by what method the main question is
to -be determined, whether by an appeal t~ divine,
human, or natural law.
The grea_t ?ifficulty o~ determining the matter by
assumed· divme authonty or dogma occurs in 'the
necessity of first -deciding what is divine authority
upon the subject; for the proper ownership of the
l~nd ~s not simply a Jewish, Mohammedan, or Christian mterest; but a human one. Even if it were
purely Christian, its decision by Christian authority
could
binding only on those who a~cepted the
authority; and could hav no further application.
Now,the.Christian religion, divided into many sects,
ortqodox and heretical, does not embrace one- quarter
of the. inh&bitants of the globe, not to deduct tbe
grea~::pumbers of those in Ch1·istian communities who
_utterly deny and reject the church ana the oracks
she holds most sacred.
The Mohammedans constitute a still smaller ·pro_portion, and_ the._ Jews not a one-hundredth part of
the P?Pulatwn ?f the eart~. Even if we c6nsidf3r
these ~ll.as a um_t, as acceptm~ the M?saic 'law, they
wquld sbllconsbtute a mmonty. It .Is well-~nowp,
how~ver, that only. the Jews giv more than a vei-y
quah_fi~d acceptance to Moses's teachings, _fo ·say
nothmg of that large percentage of the intelligence
of s?- cal}ed Ch~isti~ nati~n~ which repud~ates ~_holly
the. Idea of their divme origm.
· _
. · · _:<
. _. F?r ai;l p,ractical_pu;rposes, then, and in ~P-Y ge:n.~t~l
applicatiOn of a prmmple, the conception bl/Jdaw:bf
l~n-~ ownership, as proceeding from a sourqe sp~}li~;tJ~y
divme, must p;rove barren of any_ s;alu~ary re~UlJt}Jio
human well-bemg, except as such divme mtent Is inooifested through nature and her unerring oper~t16;ns.
For those, however, who look upon the lilws ·of
Moses as the " word of God," there can be no excuse
f?r. their refusing t? accept as conclusiv his wise proVISIOn for the holdmg and periodical redistribution
of 'the land. "The land shall not be sold forever
for the land is mine and ye are sojourners with ·me,;
is clearly the Jewish or Mosaic law, whether we r~
gard it as truly divine or merely human; This is
not and cannot be denied. And, although no passage in tbe New Testament expressly recognizessuch
a law, it virtually teaches that all nations of ~e~ are
made of one blood to dwell on all the face of the
earth: The tradition of the church in all ages has
been, "The earth he hath given to the children of
men," and then all men are tenants in common.
Whether the earth has been cursed or blessed does
not affect the fact of the gift. It holds good just the
s_ame. It is also worthy of observation that monopolizers of the land are quite willing to accept it subject to the curse, the church not less than state corporations.
- I hav said all this, not with the desire or purpose
of entering into any the.ol?gical controversy, -but
merely to make clear the d1stmction between ''property _i~ land·~ and property in other things or <Jonimodities, whwh are, and hav been, universally admitted to be property in all time and among all people.
It is by failing to recognize this ·important differ·
ence that these theologians run into the. error of confoun~in€5 the generally_ recognized "rights of property . w1th the ownership of land. And their courteous and able opponen~, i_t s~ems to me,_ fails equally
to comprehend the disbnctwn; for while they infer
that property in land must be made absolute or the
principle of property itself be sacrificed he ;ssumes
substantially the same ground, and' argues that
private property in land cannot rightfully exist &t all
since the land is not the product of labor but th~
''gift of God," or the "bounty of Nature." ' _
To 'this point where "opposits meet," I address
myself. John Locke stated a universal principie, in
perfect accord with all rational utterances of the
ages-: "The earth and all that is therein is given to
men [not necessarily by any anthropomorphic God-1
for the support and comfort of their being." I kno~
of no dissent f~o~ this propo:oition on the part of any
statesman or diVIDE', philosopher or economist. As a
necessary deduction from this proposition the· following conclusions appear as legitimately drawn in
respect. to private right:
··
· ·:
, 1. '!'he indivi~ual mu~t ha:v'property (ownership)
of th1:1land and m the thmgs It con,tains and in the
forces it embraces. But
·
··
-
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2. The individual must not hav (absolute) property ern institution, ancl even now confined to a few west- Unitarian and the Universalist for not having been
in them to the exclusion of others. This covers the ern nations. It is true that in a certain way it was Presbyterians. Gentlemen, on your card you giv me
whole ground, and obviates all disputation as to the permitted by the Roman civil law, but the spirit .of several Bible passages, and I will now giv you one:
nature of property in land as contrasted with prop- that law was consistent with, not opposed to, the "The fear of the Lord prolongeth days: but the days
erty in movables. With regard to chattels there can "agrarian laws," the very constitution of the state of the wicked shall be shortened" (Prov. xix, 2).
be no doubt that property rights depend upon the requiring _that every citizen should be a land-liolder, Now, I do not fear the Lord; for if there is a God I
principle that they are the products of one's labor; and eveJ~.y land-holder a citizen. The IJomini~tm, do not believe him to be one-half so bad as the Bible
but it is equally true that labor produces nothing un- which corresponded to the German Allod, and to our represents him to be, and yet I hav beaten you, who
til it is "joined to the land," or to something grown absolute ownership, originally extended only to the fear him, in the record of life, for I hav lived longer
from or derived from the land. Now, if labor has dornicilium, that which was. occupied as the home. than most of you will liv; for, instead of my days
not first property in these, i.e., a right of occupancy,
Traffic in slaves, greatly multiplied by Rome's ag- having been shortened, I hav lived within a few days
how can it hav in the resultant production? for his gressiv wars, called for the extension of the dominion of the age of three score and ten-the full age
labor has not created, but only effected change in the of the patricians, on which to place their human allowed to man. Besides, by yom authority, I hav
raw material.
chattels, and thus, the absolute power, at first exer- proved that I am not a wicked man, for my days hav
If, on the other hand, the land is the property of cised alone over the sacred precincts of Rome, was not been shortened. Now, if I am not wicked, why
the state, in any absolute sense, does the state then extended over wide demesnes, and ultimately became should I be damned'!
part with the property when the worker has wrought matter of transfer and sale, until the whole territory
Christ never hurt anybody in this world, but you
it into other forms? And if so, what does property of imperial Rome was swallowed up by large propri- think that he will not object to seeing almost everyin the state amount to~ If we mean merely that the etors,· and occupied by numberless slaves, to the body burnt in the next world. He never kept Sunstate is charged to see that equity is observed in its exclusion of tl;le exploited and evicted citizens. It day as a holy day, believing, like Paul, that all days
apportionment and use, it is a harmless thing and was not, as vulgarly believed, the agr'iLrian laws which were alike, and I agree with him in that, but you are
can work wrong to none. If we mean, however, that endangered and finally ruined the Roman civilization, against him. And you want to know why I am not
such property is absolute (and if not absolute, why but the_suppression of those laws and the triumph of a Christian. Christ was a friend to the poor, and I
must private property be so?), then the state can a spurious principle of property, which at last violat- sometimes hav given a little. Let me giv a little item,
transfer it to individ11als, and so a system of monop· ed all property rights, whatever.
clipped from one of our village papers. And when .
oly, like the one we hav, necessarily results. For
It is not probable that either of these divines you read it, if you feel like it·, you can send me
wherever commercial monopoly of the land exists,.the would deem the abolition of slavery as an attack upon another card und ask why I am not a Christian:
state has already parted with its property. In this any just system of property, and yet a generation has
M. Babcock's Christmas tree this year bore the sunny fruit
country this is particularly true, most of the private scarce passed since numerous doctors of divinity de- of charity in the shape of envelopes containing five-dollar
titles being directly traceable to the general govern- nounced the antislavery agitation as dangerous med- bills for several poor widows of St. John's, and several
for poor boys. Mr. Babcock's theology isn't up to the
ment. How land, once the property of the state, dling with" the sacred rights of property," to ques- dollars
orthodox standard, but when it comes to the solid religion of
and which has been transferred_ by the state to the· tion which they held to be treason to the state, and clotliing the widow and feeding the orphan his record out· individual, can be again "nationalized," is a matter blasphemy against an institution· of divine origin. shines that of many who, neglecting to scatter sunshine in
of law in which Mr. George has not deigned to in- We must conclude that it is the garish light of scho- the paths of their less favored fellow-mortals, hope to mount
struct us. "Eminent domain" is precisely absolute lastic learning which causes these educated men to to joys celestial on the clipped wings of creed and dogma.
Now, you see, I did not giv much nor giv because
property, and this is what the state has parted with, overlook the dangerous precipices toward which
if anything. It may be said that the land was the commercial mollopoly of the land is drifting; the lay- I am so very fond of giving, but I thought it might
property of the state to be "let," not "sold," to. the ing of tribute upon labor by a wholly useless class ; suit Christ just as well to see me giv a little as it
individual to the exclusion of others. But the effect the "rack-rent," " eviction," disinheritance and mur- would to see me on my knees, or to see me paying a
of letting and of selling land is precisely the same as der, scarcely disguised; and the inevitable reprisals minister for praying and aeking God to feed them.
to the effecting of all the powers of eviction, absentee- which must follow-agrarian crimes, rebellions, as- And if it suits him it will be cheaper for me, and it
ism, and rack-rent, which betray the unjust and im- sassinations. Will they never ask themselvs whether may be that it will be just as well for the widows. I
moral tendencies of exclusiv private ownership. any true principle of property can involve such rob- hav given more than two hundred dollars to the
Letting is merely selling for a specified term.
bery, such mockery of justice, such national degrada- clergy and the church, and yet they insist that I
ought to be damned if I will not believe the Bible to
. I'n Engl~d, where the allodial form of ownership tion a:nd general ruin?
be
God's word. So I hav stopped giving to the
has never obtained, and where all land-holders are
Absolute property in land givs to one man domintraditionally tenants of the state, the vices of land- ion over the inheritance of thousands, carrying with church, and wish to find a cheaper way of being
•
lordism hav. been developed to the direst extremes. it virtually the power over life and death, liberty and saved than by the way of the church.
Now, let me giv an extract from a letter .of thanks
Na.tionalization of the land there would be simply for slavery. "Occupying ownership," or possessory
the nation to resume the management of its estate, property, givs only to the worker security of title in which I received, and I only giv it as a means of
and to require all tenants to account directly to the possession to such land or goods as his labor has showing how much good a little gift may do, and
government. But this could giv the people no guar- been joined to, while leaving to all others similar op- how much better it was to giv as I did than to giv to
antee that the same course would not be run over portunity. This is the natural and equitable law. the church. The writer says that she received a
a<Yain or ·that Llie same extremes of wealth and No divine l~w can differ from it, and all human laws paper-it wasn't a Christmas present, for after getting the paper she said that she and her children had
J. K. INGALLS.
p~ve;ty would not be perpetuated. Sue~ action should conform to it.
a spell of crying. So I infer that the paper was a
might possibly. be tolerated by a ;people W_Ith s~ch
Christmas notice to pay her rent or get out of the
traditions, but 1t would be wholly mcompabble w1th
Why Am I Not a Christian 1
house.
She writes : "I thank you for your kino and
our popular traditions, our land system, and our form
A REPLY TO THE YOUNG MEN 1S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. generous present. On Friday I had been given a
of government.
.
.
GENTLEMEN: You will permit me to thank you for paper, and then we had a spell of crying. Susie was
It is evident that this confuswn of thought m
respect to private ownership of land arises from the your card, asking why I am not a Christian. And in taken sick, and when Johnnie came home she was
failure to comprehend the true nature of property. my reply I shall endeavor to treat the subject fairly. asleep. When Johnnie gave me the envelope I couid
The ownership over movables approaches the abso- Religion is a matter of policy, locality, and education. hardly believe what I read-' Five dollars from
lute for the man can carry them with him and per- And of the thousand religions you hav selected your Santa Claus.' And when I took from it the new fivebill I knew I was not dreaming. In our great
son~lly control their use. And yet t~e right of prop- religion for the reason that you hav been educated to dollar
joy we awoke Susie to tell her the good news. I
erty in them relates to the serv1ce rendered by believe it the best. But while you believe it the
exertion and sacrifice through which they hav been best, I believe it the worst; for it is heaven or hell shall save the money to commence my rent somewhere else, and I am thankful to think it will keep a
made fit for human uses, rather than to the materials for everybody, and almost everybody for hell. Now,
roof over our heads for five weeks. To-day I think
of which they are composed. For it is not the salts I don't like such a religion as that.
And if any of your mothers hav died, and they the sun has shone with a softer light than it ever did
and gases composing the food, rainment, or shelter,
were
unbelievers, according to the creed of your before, and I think, too, the Lord made you his
in which the property tnheres ; "for these exist in
agent to help us in our distress. May he reward you
nature plentiful as the air, earth, or water. It is the church they are now in hell, and whilst they are
.
a hundredfold!"
partic~lar form and adaptation to use which our labor weeping and wailing it is Jour duty to love and
Now,
gentlemen,
I
hav
some
doubts
as to the prohas effected over which we exercise the right of praise the one who sent them to that place of eternal priety of publishing these items, but when you ask
property; fdr when the food or clothing i~ consumed agony and pain. You may like such a religion, but I wby am I not a Christian, I must say something. I
these elements go back to nature and d1sappear as do not. There is no evidence that Mary, the mother want you to work a little more humanity into your
flroperty. Our domi?ion ends even over th~ elemen~s of Christ. believed, or ever said, that her son was religion, and treat Christ with more respect than to
composing our physwal structure when the1r uses m the son of God and, if she did believe that he was believe that he will damn any man for his honest
that structure hav been subserved. Nature exacts the son of God, she would hav been quite apt to opinons. But you say that I was born a sinner.
the strictest return of every particle of matter she say so, and if she did say so, the fact ought to Well, I am not to blame for that any more than a
has yielded to our control. She recognizes no title hav been recorded, for her opinion on that subject black man is to blame for having been born black.
ought to hav been as good or better than the opinion
·" forever" in any thing whatever.
A~d it would be just as reasonable to damn him for
With the land we hav the elements and forces of of others. Now, if she died with doubts as to who his color as to damn me for having been born a sinner.
nature in a raw state, and our titJe to property in was the real father of her son, according to the Bible
This poor woman, you will notice, thinks that I am
them depends primarily on occupancy alone. Hence, she is now in hell. I do not believe that Christ an agent of the Lord. Well, if I work for God and
:all our laws respecting dominion over the land. are would damn his own mother, nor do I believe that furnish my own money and do just what he wants me
wholly arbitrary and invasiv, witho':t rational, eth1cal, you ought to love a God that has damned your to do, and charge nothing for my work, I don't be·or economical justification, except m so far as th~y mother. I hate such a religion as that.
lieve that he will ever damn such an agent. The fact
Truth cannot contradict itself. The Bible is filled
-define and enforce the natural law of ownersh1p
is, if there is a God, and if Christ ever lived, I hav a
with contradictions ; therefore it cannot be true. better opinion of them than you hav. You hav my
·depending on occupation.
.
.
.
In his renowned 45th chapter, G1bbon, m statmg Your religion is founded on the Bible and the belief kindest regards and best wishes.
M. BABCOCK.
how the development of the Roman ci~il law arose, that it is God's word, but you differ in your opinions
St.
John's,
~fick, Jan. 20, 1887.
givs the general principle of property m land. He as to its real meaning-that iR; you cannot undersays: "The original right of property can o~ly stand the book. And you say that God knows everyHow Would the "Rogue's March" Answer Z
be justified by the accident o~ J:?erit of pnor thing and can do everything ; then he knew that you
From the CentralPI·esbytel"irm.
occupancy." It is J?lai~ th~t th1s 1s. not only the could not understand, and did not want you to underIn one of the Richmond churches we heard last Sunday
original but the sole JUSbficatw~ of pnvate _pro_perty stand or he would hav made the book so that you one of the most touching and earnest appeals to the sinner
in land. ·without prior occupatwn no apphcatwn of could' understand, or else he had nothing to do with we ever listened to-and what thereupon followed? A hymn
labor can be made, and no right to the land, ?r its making. It is either the one or the other, and you was sung, the benediction pronounced, and then the
.
musicians in the gallery struck up in the briskest and
to anything connecte~ with it, or produced from 1t, can take your choice.
A God that could make a universe, with its worlds loudest strains a quick-step march from a popular opera,
can be exercised or enJoyed.
This, then, is the natural law in regar_d t_o la~d and millions of stars so perfect as not to clash one and so sent the congregaticn almost dancing out of the
ownership. Surely we wo~ld be sca~cely JUSbfie~ m with the other, ought to hav been able to make just church.
assuming that either Archb1shop Corngan or Cardmal one little book that would not so clash with itself as
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
Manning i;; ignorant. of the_ well-know~ fact that to make one a Presbyterian, another a Unitarian, and
the books we hav for sa1e. The catalog is free.
another
one
a
Universalist,
and
then
damn
the
commercial property m land 1s comparatlvly a mod-
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tions. are good, and I believe tha~ on some bright
summer's day we could gather an Immense nuruber;
but I should want to hav the clerk of the weather
thoroughly on our side and fm_nh;h a firs_t-class holiday; all jewE-led with blue sk!es and silver: fleecy
clouds and musical with soft wmdfl, for I notl,•e that
' don't like to go t o mee t"mg m
· mua
., an d r a·m.
Liberals
I presume arrangements will some time be made for
a grand rally of our forces at R_ oroe City. .
d
Sunday' Janllary 23d' Was hke an. Apnl day, a.n
rain and shine kept coming and gomg, and gettmg
mixed up in marvelous fashion. "\_Vhen the sun w~s
shi.ni'ng bri'ghtly the rain kept pourmg down. It did
not like to quit, but I had a full"house after all.. Mr.
Corbin Dr. Williams and others are pleasant fnends
and g~od workers a~d I quite enjoyed my visit to
j Rome City, and rdok forward with high hope to the
future organization of our forces here.
Mr. S. W. :Oevenbough, whom I met at Cassadaga
Congress, and who was present at ~he New Yor~
State Convention this year, and who Is an enthusiastic and outspoken Liberal, in spite of the ~torlD:y
outlook came several miles to the lectm·e with his
wife and daughter, and I went with him to his
pleasant home in Brimfield, where I spent ~unday
night. Nearly thirty year~ ago h~ came to thi~ spo~,
covered with the ''forest pnmeval, 'and began With ~Is
ax to hew a home in the wilderness. Amid many difficulties he conquered stubborn nature, n:nd now has
one of the handsomest and best farms m the state,
with elegant residence, big barn, and all the com"
fortable aspects of cormtry life. Mr. and Mrs.
Devenbough, like sensible Liberals who don't look
forward to. harp playin~ as a rew~rd for t~is w orld's
toil, hav enJoyed the frmts of th.eir w~rk m p 1easure
and refinement ~ere ~nd now-m .delightful tra~els
over Europe, Cahforma, etc.-and so I formd this a
model Secular family, where leisure and noble delight blend with laborious days. I was quite
refreshed by its natural and enlivening hospitality. I
expect on my return to see these friends again and
inaugurate something of a ~iberal campai~n in N~ble
count~, including Rome C1ty, Kendallsville, Albwn,
Ligonwr, etc.
.
Monday was a lovely day, and the nde to Kendallsville over the sparkling snow was invigorating and
gave me good cou~age for the Ion/? jump eastward,
th.ree ~undred miles, to the blazml? camp-fi_r~s of
Lmesv1lle, Pa. I feel very much like a sprr~t-a
witch, indeed-! hav been takingd so many mghtt
rides, traversing immense and sha owy spaces, s arlighted, moonlighted, or domed with impenetrable
clouds. I hav been flying along, not on a broomstick, howevTeih·, aLs I ~fhouldf thadv hahd to do ~dhdrmdrehd
years ago.
e um er fo o-h ay as
muc
h provit te tak
better accommodations or t ose w o wan o
ea
fast trip.
I did not get to Linesville until Tuesday. Meanwhile, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, the fort had
be~n held with courage ~~d endura~ce by those two
bnght stars of the femmm persuasiOn, Mrs. Freeman and Mrs. Reynolds, and I und?rstand ~rom go_od
authority that we men were not missed a smgle hit;
that, in fact, the women did a little better than we
could hav done; and this I most potently believe.
Mrs. Freeman has won golden opini~ns. She is a
most ready speaker, good for a long discourse or for
a short, brilliant speech. Her lectures are both
thoughtful and sparkling, and entertain and instruct.
Those who want something bright, witty, progressiv,
sensible, must secure the services of this talented
lady .. Now that she has consented to enter the genera! lecture field, I hope. that Liberal societies will
keep her busy.
Mrs. Reynolds, brave and patient while the clouds
of orthodox persecution are threatening, is doing valuable service by her earnest words, and is especially
worthy of generous support now that her husband,
Mr. Reynolds, is at the point of issue where. the
lightnings of religious hate hav the opportunity to
strike with force and desolating power.
Mr. Charles Watts arrived on the noon train from
Pit~sburgh. His wife has _just met. with a seri?us
acCident-a fall from a carnage-whiCh at one time
seemed quite dangerous, and prevented Mr. Watts
from fulfilling lecture engagements. At last accounts,
however, Mrs. Watts was recovering. Our valiant
comra.de needs our he~rty sympathy, for the pioneer
work IS severe enoug~ If we hav health and strength.
With sickness, espeCially of loved ones absent, the
strain upon one's vita!ity i~ simply _terrific.
.
Mr. ·watts spo~e With his usual Impetuous and mstructiv ~l~quence, _and gave three d~scourses duri~g
the remammg sessiOns of the meebng; and so did
the secretary, mainly upon the "Nine Demands of
Liberalism," and the importance of organization.
I had to leave Linesville Wednesday afternoon,
before the big ball came off, with the music and
dancing, the yellow-legged chickens, mince pies, etc.,
besides the array of "fair women and brave men," and
those who know the mind of the secretary will realize
that he obeyed the summons to duty very unwillingly. But he must be at Water.Ioo, Ind., Thursday
night., and delays this season of the year, with ice
and thaw, are dangerous.
Mr. G. W. Baldwin, our stat.1ch captain at Lines-
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News and Notes.
Rome City, Ind., is a village of about six hundred
inhabitants. I was met at the station by our friend
Ithamar Eddy, in the midst of a driving rain, and
went with him to his home, about four miles in the
country, where I had a good Saturday night's rest.
Rome City is quite a summer resort. From thirty
to fifty thousand people come here on pleasant Sundays from every direction. Forty excursion trains
break the Sabbath day, but nothing is said, since it is
for the "benefit of clergy." When ministers can
make anything by Sunday violation, they are perfectly
willing to undertake the job. The buildings connected with the island, river, park, etc., are owned by
the railroad company, but are given for use to any
parties who desire to get up attractions, and the Methodist clergymen are ready to avail themselvs of this
opportunity for a " religious racket" and big excursions and big gate-money. Twenty.five cents admission to every poor pilgrim who wants to hear the
gospel of this ''summer-land." Talmage, Sam Jones,
Bill Nye, and other notorieties hav been here under
the auspices of the church, and enormous crowds hav
attended. The clergy are up to a trick or two worthy
of Barnum himself. For an advertising dodge, giv
me a few Methodist elders. They put their work in
fine, Sabbath days and all. It was announced that a
man would ride a bicycle on the lake, thus emulating
in modern style the miracle of Jesus, for to ride in a
bicycle over the water is certainly as difficult a peregrination as to walk. Thousands came to see the
. wondrous spectacle. Of course they had to listen to
a round of sermons before the marvel appeared-and
what was the marvel? Simply a contrivance by
which a bicycle was put upon a small flatboat and
used as an instrument for paddling-a very ordinary
sort of humbug. And I guess all Christian miracles
would pan out just the same way if exploited in the
light of the nineteenth century. Of course the whole
affair was a transparent fiction, a lying for the glory
of God, but it brought money, and the ministers
waxed fat, and no doubt laughed in one another's
faces at the gullibility of the people and rejoiced· in
their devout cunning.
It is proposed to hav a Freethought convention
here some time, and I think it might be a grand success. There are many Liberals in Noble and adjacent
counties, and, in fact, throughout northern Indiana.
It is easy of access from all parts, railroad connec-

ville, had his forces in good order, and with Mr. ~·
D. Thayer, our good Nestor; Mr. Bu~ler, the chmrman; Mr. Hamlin, who as usual furmRhed exc.ellent
music assisted by Mr. A. M. Freeman, of Chwago,
who fingered the light guitar, a_nd ~r. Thorp WilIiams and sister who made exhilaratmg strams, so
that if we had b~en in a Methodist camp·meeting we
G
should hav shouted, Glory hallelujah ! Mr. D.
.
Brockaway,
of
Farmdale;
Mr.
A.
Morey,
o£
GustaM D B k
f Helena Neb· C B Brooks
vus ; rs. r. oo es, alt
o
th ,
d ., . · k . f ll,
Mr. John Bissell, etc.,
oge er rna e our ran s u
of hope and good cheer, spite of the low mutterings
of the orthodox party who didn't like to see Liberals
t d d h
quite so con ten e an
appy.
I expect to visit Farmqale, Ohio, on my return.
There is quite a knot of Liberals here, and an effort
will be made for organization.
Thus the fields of
.
labor are continually openmg.
.
Another midnight ride, and the Iron horse d~sh.ing through the blue and golden gates of m?rnmg,
and I arrive at Waterloo. I am met by that mdomitable pioneer, E. R. Sho_emaker, who be~s almost all
the burden of 'the camprugn here, but he lS able to do
it. However, I found other good allies, Mr. Kell;r,
etc., and wit~ Mr. Shoema~er spent a few hours m
seeing the fnends who fallmto hne at the summons,
and are ready to keep our banner at the fro;nt. Mr.
Remsburg has already been here, and I thmk that
Waterloo will make a ~ood live poi~t ~ventually.
Without doubt there Will be an orgamzatwn
of our
"t
Liberal forces in this place and vicim y.
I lectured in the Reformed church, as it is called.
This makes two churches that I hav lectured in since
I began this trip. I begin to feel quite evangTe~ical.
'.rhe droppings of the sanctuary are upon me.
Imes
change. The Reformed church would hav b~rnt
me once. It now givs me a comfortable recept!on.
Gen. Blair of Waterloo, presided over the meetmg,
and with cordial remarks made the introduction of
the speaker favorable.
The church was full to overflowing, although two
revivals were going on at the same time. ·we ha?
good music by Mr. Bergman and hi~ ba;n?, ~d It
was of the.right sort-cheery, seculn:r, mspmng-and
this added charm helped me to giv my discourse
with better effect. A considerable number of Christians were present, and listened ":ith a~parent good
nature to my criticisms of the ~nmen~, faith. My s~bject was "Universal Mental Liberty.
As by taki~g
another midnight train I could arrive in Chicago
d h tmI
time for the Paine celebration, it was propose t a
giv my lecture "The New Heaven and Earth," the
next night. I l~ft it for the audience to decide, and by
a unanimous rising vote it was resolve? that thef sectoh~d
lecture should be given, so I remam over · or
ht IS
Friday evening, and proceed to Chic>ago to-mg .
I am now at the farm home of Mr. Shoemaker, a
beautiful place three miles out of Waterloo. lVli·. and
Mrs. Shoemaker and their two sons, who are at home,
are intelligent Freethinkers, and it is a pleasure to be
in this family, amid the broad acres, where you hav
plenty of room to stir about. However, I h~g the
stove to-day as I write these notes, for the Ek1es are
thick with clouds, and the winds are howling with a
sort of melancholy thunder, and the pine- trees are doing their level best to make one feel blue, and on the
whole it looks as ·if we wouldn't hav a very pleasant
evening for the lecture. However, ·the die is cast,
and we must buckle on our armor. If there are but
few of us we will hav a good time-ring out the old,
ring in the new-under the very roof of the church
itself. To-morrow and Sunday next I shall be in
Chicago; Feb. 5th and 6th, at Fort Madison, Iowa ;
Feb. 8th at Belton, Mo.; Feb. 9th and lOth, at Bavaria K~nsas · Feb. 11th 12th, and 13th, at Salina,
Kan;as . Feb~ 14th 15th' at Brookville, Kansas. I
am in h~pes, if time allow'EI, to lecture at Haven and
Windom Kansas on my way to Fort Dodge. I expect to be at For't Dodge on Feb. 20th; Garden City,
Kansas Feb. 21st and 22d. I find I must change my
dates f~r Denver· I shall be there :March 6th and 13th,
and not Feb. 27th: as before announced. I hope to go to
Greeley, Longi;Uont, Boulder City, ~ent~al City, Colorado Springs, while in Colorado. Will fnends at these
places interest themselvs in this matter, and arrange
for lectures. I shall be at Los Angeles, Santa Ana,
Tulare and other places in Southern California from
March' 13th to April 1st. During April I expect ~o
be at San Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, etc., and m
other places in California until June 1st. I shall ~e
in Portland, Oregon, Baker City, etc., inJun~, and m
Washington Territory in July. I want fnends at
these places to correspond with me at the earliest
possible moment in order that I can arrange the lectures two or three months beforehand. My perruanent address while en route is 750 W. Lake street,
Chicago. All letters sent there will be for\\"arded.
SAMUEL P. PUTMAM.
Waterloo -Incl. Jan 28, 1887.
'
' ~· ~
S. P. PuTNAM has generously foregone his clairu to
nearly a thousand d~llars due to hill? as secretary, in
order that the Amencan Secular Umon may work on
in the new year untrammeled by debt. Religious
journals please copy.-London Freethinker,
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Paine Celebrations.

address contained much that was new and interesting as touching the scientific and historical value of
Paine's work, and was received with he~trty tokens of
approval by the audience.
Colonm Ingersoll was expected to attend, and
would hav liked to be there. The reason for his absence is given in the following letter:

tell yarns. Finally the crowd overflowed the place and blocked
up the entrance to it. Then the colonel went outside. The
boys were all feeling well under the potency of words and
drinks, and every man, woman, and child within the sound
his voice loved him. Directly the colonel was asked to make
a speech. This was what he was working for, and a minute
later he was on a box and addressing the crowd-and it was
a right rough crowd, too. No lecture that great orator has
ever delivered contained so much that was good in it. It
fairly bubbled over with good will and the milk of human
kindness. He pictured how regretfully the North took up
arms against the South, reminding his hearers that they had
fired the first shot in their assault upon Fort Sumter. Then
he went off on slavery, placing the poor white before him in
the place of the unfortunate blacks, a people with souls and
all the instincts of the whites, but down-tro~rlen for no other
reason than that they were black. He pictured the scenes,
when thoBe who had helri human souls in honrlage WPrc
called before the judgment throne to answer for derds done
in the flesh. It was a touching appeal, and brought out
st~eams of tears and storms of applause from the very men
who had but a few hours before shot at and captured him.
At the moment when the most pathetic passages in his
speech were being delivered, Gen. Forrest, the Confedemte
cavalryman whose command had made the capture, rushed
into the crowd, all aglow with excitement, but not anger, and
exclaimed: 'Here, Inguson,· stop that speech and I'll exchange you for a Government mule.' A short time afterward Colonel Ingersoll was paroled. He was demoralizing
the whole of that whole command, and woulrl have had it revolting against-its commander had he been allowed to go on
for two or three days as he had on the first day."

AT THE MANHATTAN LIBERAL CLUB.
An audience that crowded the hall to its outside
limits assembled at the rooms of the Manhattan Liberal Club on the evening of the 28th, to take part in
the Paine anniversary services. The regular speaker
of the evening, Dr. R. G. Eccles, had kindly given
89 5TH AVE., Jan. 29, 1887.
way, by request, that the evening might be devoted
MY DEAR MAODONALD.: Yesterday I had an operation perto recalling and rendering more sacred the memory of formed on my throat. To-day I am speaking, as an Irishman
would say, only ia whispers. I would like to be with you
the Author-Hero of the Revolution.
honoring the memory .of the man who did more for liberty
Mr. Wakeman presided. He had hoped to secure than
all the popes, cardinals, archbishops, bishops, priests,
on this occasion the attendance of Dr. VanBuren and clergymen that ever lived on the fears and ignorance of
Denslow, the biographer of Paine in a work called the human race. They were and are the friends of God.
"Modern Thinkers," but Mr Denslow was unavoida- whereas Paine was the friend of man, and every man should
be his friend.
Yours truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
bly kept away.
Mr. E. W. Chamberlain, after saying that a poem
There were recitations by Mrs. l\fazenovitch and
which he was about to read was the grandest one Mr. Tonks, and Mr. Reynolds made a brief and stirever written, gave the extracts from Miller Hagaman's ring address. Then the chairs were removed, the
poem on" Liberty," printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of musicians took the platform, and dancing ensued. It
Dec. 25, 1886. This poem, as Mr. Chamberlain said, might be deemed invidious to point out any one
among so many well-meaning people as especially deembodied the spirit of Thomas Paine's writings.
Mr. Wakeman made the address of the evening, serving of mention, but it would be unjust to conceal
taking the Positivistic view of Paine, and showing the fact that Mr. King is scarcely less graceful as a
that it is not his mere destructiv work that consti- dancer than as an orator. It is intended to preserve
tutes his strongest claim to our respect.
the social feature of the occasion, and to hav social
Following Mr. Wakeman, there wa.s a piano solo by meetings at these parlors as often as practicable.
Mrs. Randolph, who played an original piece, copies
of which were on sale for the benefit of theW orkingThe Catholic Church.
men's Free Library. Professor Wessel gave a violin
What! Yankeedom be but an appanage
performance of great merit. Mrs. Hinton recited a
Bestowed by the pope of Rome
On the younger son of some saintly name
poem, and was recalled to giv another; and Miss RusUnder St. Peter's ·dome?
sell sang two songs very sweetly. Mr. Wakeman spoke
Another About His Dog.
Out on the old hagmalion!
briefly, saying that there still survived in the United
The mother of scarlet knaves!
Colonel Fellows is a great admirer of dogs, and rloesn't hav
States two of the old-time Thomas Paine Liberals·we're needing no son of that mother
to observe which way the tail curls to judge whether the
To tread on our fathers, graves.
Capt. George Loyd, of New Rochelle, N. Y., and
breed is good or not. It is also easier for him to retteh down
Horace Seaver, of Boston. Captain Loyd was presand pat ~-. good dog's head than for Commissioner Bt·enn1111.
We're needing no high cockalorum
ent in the audience. Some token should be sent from
With pallium, surplice, and pyx,
The other day a superb Irish setter stuck his nose into the
No rosary humbugging prayer-wheels,
New York to Boston on this occasion, and Captain
colonel's hand unbewares as he stood discussing County DeNo dryrotting crucifix ;
Loyd would say what that should be.
mocracy affairs in the Hoffman. The colonel was charmed,
No
masses,
or
vespers,
or
matins,
The venerable Captain Loyd told about the present
and patted the shaggy red head, saying, "You're a fine
No altars, or fonts, or shrines;
tenure of the land around Paine's monument, and
fellow; who's your master?" The setter slowly shook his
No jewelerl, cross-fashioned tiaras,
said further that he had cut a limb from a tree that
head. "He heard what I said, and he doesn't know who his
No cannibal foodand wines.
once grew over the grave of Paine. As Mr. Wakemasteris. Did you see him shake his head?" said tl,e colonel.
We laugh at your saintly relics,
"That's Bob Ingersoll's famous Irish setter, colonel," said
man was going to Boston to attend the Paine anniYour crosses and Holy Grails,
versary proceedings, he would .send this limb to Mr.
a gentleman.
Your musty old bones of the martyrs,
"Ingersoll's! There you hav proof. The dog's an AgYour parings of Peter's nails:
Seaver, with a suitable inscription.
From Constantine down to Piusnostic, too," and the colonel patted. the setter ugain, and with
Further exercises conr:.isted of more music from
The ninth of that name I mean,
the touch of increased respect.
Professor Wessel's violin, and a short address by Mr.
Who made the " immaculate Mary "
Gun ton, in which the latter pointed out that the way to
Not a whit less "unclean."
A Roman Catholic Fetich.
secure the liberty which Paine advocated was to abolWe're a nation of simple Yankees,
Frmn the San FrarJCison A rqonnu.to
ish poverty. Poor men could never be free men.
And down upon saints and such,
And now, while we hav the E:vamine1· in band, we will
In his closing remarks Mr. Wakeman said that
And if asked if we needed Aalvation,
publish an extract from its edition of July 7th. It illustmtes,
We'd answer at once, "Not much!"
Paine had showed that poverty and suffering could
we think, the relation that exists between religious bi)..';otry
Away with your antique doins'!
be largely done away with when men should inauguYour
rigmarole
traAh
at
Rome
;
and
political cowardice. It demonstrates the at.titude wJiir·h
rate the universal republic, the federation of the world.
We've quite enough of the wretched stuff
a Democratic newspaper holds to the Catholic church. \Ve
Everything had passed off so smoothly and interAmong ourselvs here at home.
giv this wonderful item of politico-religious information, und
estingly that the audience nearly forgot the flight of
As
witness
the
muss
at
Andover,
ask intelligent Romanists to imagin how such a thing must
time, and it was at a late hour that the meeting
Where wiseacres seek to know
appear to the non-religious man or the man without f1dth.
broke up.
. The chances of soul salvation
If it is not too S'evere a strain, let him reflect how the averFriday evening, the 4th, Dr. Eccles givs his lecture
Of the dead of the long ago.
age, level-headed, common-sense, Protestant-minded individTo the souls of the Pliocene period
on "Evolution Illustrated by a Flower."
ual must regard such arrant nonsense as this idolatry of a
Some offer to giv a lift;
AT THE SOCIETY OF HUMANITY.
piece of rotten wood, when there is not one chance in a millFrom that 'way back to the Simian lineAt least the "Flint Folk o' the Drift."
On the evening of the 29th, there was an anniverion that the sacred splinter came from .the true cross. An!l
sary celebration and sociable at the parlors of the Soif it did, it is not of the least consequence in the world. Let
We've enough to do in these stirring times,
To help in the struggle of life;
ciety of Humanity, at 28 Lafayette Place. The comus giv the item before we continue our criticism:
To us the crreat question of questions:
mittee having the affair in charge had dec~rated the
THE SAVIOR'S CROSS-THE PoRTION OF I'r Olll'A!NED llY s·r. FHANThe bos~ and the worker's strife.
ors"s CHUROH.-A venernted treasure has been acquired by the !JL'O
rooms for the occasion and prepared a fine program.
We'd rather a million times over
ple attending St. Francis's cbnrch, on wbom the Hed!mJptorist
A large crayon portrait of Paine, from THE TRUTH
Hav plenty and peace at home,
Fathers hav bestowed a portion of our savior's cross. Arcillnollop
SEEKER office, hung on the wall back of the speaker's
Than all of the spiritual " fixin's "
Riordan has affirmed the genu in ness of the wood, w!Jich IH inclost•tl
M.
Of the Vatican at Rome.
stand and this was surrounded by a half dozen silk
under glass in a small silver reliquary, fastened to the wall l>y Uw
side of the blessed Virgiu's altar and under tbe large cr·ttciiix l<eft
copie~ of the Stars and Stripes, which Mr. Eckhard
by the missionaries at the close of their labors in tho church. Tllo
A Story About Colonel Ingersoll.
had bought, anq which the young ladies of the comholy rood upon which the Redeemer ~lied 1s at the !Jala•·e of tl.c
From the Sun.
Pontiff, in Rome and a remarkah}e f wt recorrl<,d of It, f!" JH atmittee had festooned about the picture with becoming
"I served in Col. Bob Ingersoll's command," said a veteran tested by the fa1tbtn!, is that., notw1thstanclmg how. mau;o p1eces, ur
taste. Large flags extended from the center to each
splinters rather, are taken therefrom. 1t never il!rnllllShes.
of the Ochiltree Club at the panorama of Bull Run this mornside of the room, and above them all an illuminated ing, "and whenever I want to hav a good laugh I r~call in
We are glarl to know that om most wort !IY. Arch bi~llop
Riordan has so mnstered the legend of the d1"cov~ry of the
placard bore this motto :
my mind the incidents connected with his capture m Ten-
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The rain fell in ton-ents all the afternoon and evening, which fact is _here ment~oned casual_ly andn?t because it had anythmg to do With the meetmg. Amid the
prevailing dampness the members ke:J?t dry the P?Wder of enthusiasm. For lecture occasiOns the soCiety
has borrowed the chairs which Mr. Reynolds uses in
his tent, and ·these were nearly all filled when, at 9
o'clock, Dr. Ned Foote called the assemblage to order and introduced Mr. Edward King, who spoke
for 'about thirty minutes on the traits in Paine's character which made it appropriate that this society
should commemorate his birth. Mr. King read extracts from many writers and historians, showing how
great were the .Author-Hero's servi?es in the c~use of
civil liberty, and expressed a belief that Pame deserved a -place in the :Positivistic calendar, although
Comte had not seen fit to accord him that honor.
Mr. King would not attempt to eul?gize Paine.
Robert Ingersoll had taken that task m hand, and
with his last word on the subject the force of eulogy
had ceased. Nothing more could be done than torepeat the words of the great Liberal orator. Pai~e
was constructiv as well as destructiv, and wrote his
"Age of Reason" when he did in order, as he said,
that amid the gener~l uprooting of superstition then
gom'g on, morality might be preserved. Mr. King's

r.essee. I hav seen somewhere a cruel paragraph to the
effect that the colonel surrendered very willingly, and I want
to brand that falsehood for just what it is. A braver man I
never snw in five years of service. We were scattered over
a good deal of territory surrounding a village at the time the
colonel was taken in and cared for by the Johnnies. We
were in a skirmish at the time, and the colonel was trying to
get to a demoralized wing of his command. As he was
passing through a series of cattle pens he was surrounded by
a lot of Confederates and commanded to surrender, but he
didn't do it worth a cent. He kept right on, running at
breakneck speed. He was not so stout then as now, and as
a pedestrian he was no slouch. The bullets were flying
about him thick as hail. If he could get to another branch
of his commanrl he felt that he could rally the boys and win
the fight. A number of his roen saw that he was in imminent peril, and that if he didn't surrender he would be
killed and they yelled at him at the top of their voices to
stop ;nd surrender. He heeded, but I could that he did so
with regret and disgust. Here is where the humor began.
When the colonel stopped he threw up his hands and
screamed out ' Stop firing! I'll acknowledge your --:- old
Confederacy!' The colonel was taken over to a store for
safe keeping, and he proved to be a great curiosity. People
flocked around him, listened to his stories, laughed, and declared that they were having more fun than they ever had in
their lives.
"That night the colonel sat around the store till a goodly
number of the rebels came in, and then he began to treat and

true cross by the Empress Hclenam·arly four hundred Fars
after its use for the crucifixion of Uhrist-if it was ever HJ
uscd-tllat he can affirm the genuinnc"s of the woorl. 'Ne
hope it may do a great deal of good, nml in case the chnrr:h
should burn, let the faithful be not in the least. dq.:r:'c
despondent lest they should be un~tble to get another g<'lllllll
splinter, because this particular pwce of wood. pos~!·ss:·s the
miraculous power of reprodueing itself; and 1f t.hts mrraenlous power of seH-multiplicrttion fail, let it _be k~wwn tl1at
reliquary Aellers hav never been out of genum splinters. 1_rml
never will be, so long as they commn~rl. a good pncc,
which bigotry and ignorance are always w1llm.g to pa:,-:. Js
it a wonder that in this nineteenth century, tlus age of ml r:lligence, there should be found men nnrl ~om~'n who_ wtll
sneer at such pretensions, and refuse to believe m a relrgwn
that must be supported by such idiotic nonsen~e as this?

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Association of Moralist& is a Liberal organization now
in the twelfth year of its existence. It has some remttrkable
features. A copy of the constitution will he sent to any
address on receipt of a one-cent 8tamp. Arlrlress Dr. A. R.
Ayres, secretary of the Society of Moralists, Hannibal, Mo.
W. F. JAMIESoN gave his tenth Sunday evening lecture in
Denver, Col., before an audience that packed Unity chnn:l•,
extra chairs having been brought in, and manv turner! aw.ny
unable to gain entrance. His snbjPet was the lift.h of a sen< s
of discourses on "Immortality," being "ntitle~l "i\fy. ~"r
somtl Experience in Modern Spiritualism." He 1_s now tillwg
his Nebraska .engagements: Minden, Cf'ntral C1ty, Osceola,
Stromsburg, Wilber, Waverly, Argo, Omaha. Address at
Denver, Col.
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flommnnications.
Christian Absurdities.
The Christian's duty is narrowed down to reading
an old book, and bowing down to hi~ great Spontagligasticus, and to giving him a great deal of cheap
advice; and to thinking how his God is filled with
pure cussedness because a woman ate an apple six
thousand years ago. The true Christian can be of
but little service to his kind, for his time will be
mostly spent in trying to beat the devil, and doing
the agreeable to the "great first cause least understood."
The Christian teaches that a certain individual was
executed nearly two thousand years ago, and through
his blood all can escape the consequences of wrongdoing. Is it possible that the great interests of the
world can be made to hinge on such a circumstance~
What does it matter to the thousands of starving
poor; huddled together in tenement-houses like
beasts, whether Christ died for them or somebody
else, or whether he died at all or not. What they
want is better conditions, better houses, better food
and clothing-not blood. To them the blood of
Christ will do no more good than any other blood.
The man who is more interested in imaginary beings
in the skies than he is in the suffering ones ought to
be treated as an outlaw.
The blood of Christ will never reach the brothels
and rum-holes and slums, scattered all through the
land, like scars after the small-pox. The teacher is
more needed than the preacher. The great want of
the people is practical knowledge-less talk about the
efficacy of blood and more practical work-more
humanity and less Christianity. The soup-houses
and cheap dinners which have been furnished in
some of the large cities have helped the poor more
than all the missionaries who have made fools of
themselves among the heathen.
We want to stop fooling with gods and saviors,
and by and through our own efforts make the poor
and suffering understand that we are iheir real
saviors. What good will it do to tell the human
vermin that swarm our cities-sleeping ip. dry-goods
b0xes and gangways, and living on garbage-that
they must look to a crccified savior1 Out upon such
nonsense ! ·when will men learn that the blessings
of heaven can do us no good on the' earth-that the
blessings to ourselves and others must come through
the efforts of our own heads and hands. When will
men get off their knees and leave off their sky enterprises and turn their gaze from heaven to earth?
Christianity has been long and faithfully tried. It
originated in ignorance, and ignorance has been a
characteristic feature of its adherents until the present time. For a thousand years it held the people of
Europe in the midnight of darkness. From the time
it was firmly established it has been .characterized by
persecution and slaughter. Wherever Christianity
has had the power it has murdered and imprisoned,
roasted and robbed, wi h a savage ferocity.
The most deadly strifes and terrible encounters recorded in the world's history have taken place among
Christian nations. The inventive genius of the Christians has been taxed to produce weapons which would
reduce to froth the greatest number of Christian
brains in the shortest time. Remember the mission
of Christianity was not to bring peace, but a sword.
There bas scarcely been a war since the Christian
era unless some Christian nation has bad a band in
it. For hundreds of years Christianity did not find
out that drunkenness was a crime, or decency and
cleanliness a virtue. In this country in an early day
ministers frequently took grain in payment for their
services; and had it distilled into whisky. Many of
them kept a bountiful supply on hand, and frequently indulged, even to inebriation. For many years the
church was the "tower of strength" to slaverychurch-members and mipisters owning slaves, and
selling babes from the breast of mothers, and sometimes their own children, into bondage. One devout
Christian declared "that each year he meant to devote one slave to the interest of Zion." Not unfrequently the prayer of the slave-owner and the sound
of the driver's whip could be heard from the same
plantation.
In some mysterious way, crime and some of the
most evil practices have followed the missionary to
every clime. A. faithful account of all the prostitution in every Christian country would be appalling.
In the most Christian society, even in the churches,
practices obtain which are little better than prostitution. Hundreds of women can be found in the
churches living with men who can in no just sense be
called their husbands-men for whom they never had
any affinity; men whom they never loved; men whom
they married because they were rich, without any regard to the eternal fitness of things. Where is the
difference between such practices and open prostitution 7 In both instances the woman is in the market
for money.
The church has always assumed authority in these
matters; and when these unholy alliances produce
:p.othing but gall and aconite, and when these disgust-

ed parties seek to free themselves from such loathsome bonds, the church puts up his hands in holy
horror, and exclaims, "What God has joined together
let no man put asunder." But it should ~ remembered that the stock in trade of the church are forms
and ceremonies, and not principles.
The church prates about licentiousness and lewdness-about license and obscenity, free love, and all
that, but never rebukes this high-handed adultery
when it is under the forms of the church.
No one will trust a man because he is a Christian.
Not one of them could draw a dollar from a bank on
his church certificate.
Almost every paper brings intelligence of some
Christian getting away with unearned money. Bank
robberies are frequent; forgeries are so common as to
excite little comment; jails and poorhouses are full;
executions for murder are matters of daily occurrence;
seductions and elopements, infanticide and suicide,
are occurring in almost every neighborhood. Money
everywhere obtains place and power. Legislators,
both state and national, sell out, and so readily that
the price is taken into account by capitalists and
corporations when a new scheme is projected. Even
Christians have no confidence in each other. Suits
at law often occur between Christians, in which one
swears a lie directly into the teeth of another.
Neither has one Christian nation any confidence in
another. It does beat all how the peaceful influence
of the meek and lowly Jesus has set his followers to
cutting each other's throats.
Such are the fruits of the Christian religion after a
trial of two thousand years. Christianity has never
made men better, but it has made thousands worse.
John Calvin, Torquemada; and all the witch-burners
and woman-whippers might have been decent men if
it had not been for their religion. Christianity has
sacrificed millions upon millions in holy wars. It
has tortured and murdered tens of thousands for
opinion's sake. It has murdered othdr tens of thousands for the unmeaning crime of witchcraft.
With all these facts before our eyes, after this long
and· faithful trial, is it not about time to run down
the curtains, put out the footlights, close the doors,
and pronounce Christianity a failure~
Some of the most depraved men who ever cursed
the world have been the most zealous Christians.
Nothing is more natural than for guilty persons to
become devout. Having sinned beyond the world's
forgiveness, they seek forgiveness in heaven. Having
violated every principle of decency and justice, and
brought upon themselves the just condemnation of
all good people, they seek the consolations of religion.
The bloodthirsty murderer, Constantine, was a case
in point. Some of the most devout Christians are
found in states prison. Nearly every man who
mounts the scaffold is attended by his spiritual adviser, gives utterance to orthodox sentiments, and
when the drop falls, another spirit becomes the tenant
of that "mansion in the skies not made with ·hands,
eternal in the heavens." Too vile for earth, he is
twitched to heaven with a rope, where only the pure
can enter. Perhaps the poor victim whom he murdered, although a moral and upright man, has never
had a "change of heart," and he must roast in hell.
This is the Christian's idea of it. The Christian is
always full of repentance, but seldom mends.
Every time the Christian gets scared about bell he
repents. A.s soon as the scare is over, be goes back
to his old tricks.
The Christian religion bas been a declaration of
war against every instinct of our nature. A. cardinal
doctrine is that it is wicked for one to be happy until
be gets to heaven. Then he is to be rendered eternally happy by wearing white robes, without anyone
to wash them, and all the time be is to keep flapping
a beautiful pair of wings, which will sprout out on
his shoulders, and twang a harp without cessation.
If you are happy here, you cannot be happy hereafter. The way to fill heaven with smiles is to wear
a long face here. If one is inclined to enjoy himself
here, he is on the broad road to hell. To be sure of
eternal life, one must look and act as if he was struck
with eternal death. He is the most acceptable who
is the most miserable. To be on your knees .andregard yourself as a worm of the dust is to be godlike.
To be a bold and independent thinker and investigator is always to be partaking of the forbidden fruit.
To make a hell of this life is to escape hell in a life
to come. So the Christian fixes it.
For hundreds of years the doctrine was current
that all men were born in sin; in other words, were
hell-deserving. Sin could not enter the kingdom of
heaven, therefore every child that died, although free
from crime, must be handed over to the superintendent of the plutonian regions, because a woman aie an
apple six thousand years ago. See yon group of
merry children sporting on the green; hear the innocent ripple of laughter. A.re these innocents helldeserving7 Who can look upon such a group and
say they are totally depraved-that they are born in
sin 7 I could only loathe and detest a God who
would consign such a group of innocents to end!Bss
torments. A.nd yet for centuries the church taught
this horrible doctrine. Oh, what a. God t Oh, what
, a system!

According to the Christian idea, the sorrows and
miseries of this life far exceed the joys and happiness, ·
and then while a few are elected to share the joys of
heaven, the vast majority. are elected to endure the
most frightful torments throughout an endless
eternity. If this theory be correct, then words more
frightful in their consequences were never uttered
than those words uttered by God when he said,
"Let us make man " If there is a God who ever
created one human being only to damn him, then I
loathe that God. Damn a God who will damn an
innocent child. · The human mind cannot conceive
anything more ferocious. I am in favor of a great
deal of happiness, therefore I utterly detest this
damnation doctrine.
The latter-day Christian will tell you that he does
not believe in infant damnation. There is where
good sense and justice outrun his religion. He sees
the barbarism of infant damnation only when he forgets the monstrosity of his religion. If all children
are not born in sin, then the fall of man goes for
naught. If they are born in sin, and there is no way
of being saved only through repentance and belief in
Jesus Christ, then every child that dies um(pentant
must go to hell. If, then, there is no sin at birth,
what does the old snake story amount to? If there
is any other way to be saved except through Jesus
Christ, then away goes the plan of salvation. To
deny infant damnation is to deny the fall of man.
That gone, the plan of redemption is a bubble. Infant damnation is not the only horrible feature of
Christianity.
"If any man come to me a.nd bat.e nGt Lis father
and mother, and his wife and children, and brothers
and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be
my disciple."
Not for Jesus's sake, nor for heaven, nor the fear
of hell, will I hate my father and mother, or m;y wife
or children, or brothers or sisters. Here is where
Christianity and humanity part company. He that
loves the one must bate the other. When human
kind get to hating themselves, the race will become
extinct. What I have just reason to hate I will put
out of the way if it is in my power to do so. Down
with this doctrine of hate and all who teach it; it
has cursed the world long enough. When less hell
and hate are taught, and more love for our kind,
then will all be happier here, and none fare worse
hereafter. The church and the priesthood may lose,
but humanity will gain. Calling one a savior or redeemer who teaches such a doctrine of hatr.ed does
not abate the curse of it one iota.
"Take no thought of your life, what Je ~>hall eat
or what ye shall drink, or what ye shall put on."
Of courst- not. Don't think about your living; if
you dou't get a square meal, eat with the swine, or
gaaw any old bone which you may find, like a dog.
Don't think about digging a well when you get
thirsty; drink out of a mud-puddle. If the drink
and diet dou't agree with you, you will get to heaven
all the quicker. A.nd then the poor Esquimauxthey are not to think about clothing. Whew! let us
go in and warm! Nowhere outside of a "sacr~d
book" can be found such fool talk as that. To follow the advice would be little better than suicide.
"He that believeth in me hath eternal life, and sh: II
not come into condemnation. He that believeth aLd
is hap!ized ~;hall be saved; he that believeth not shall
be damned."
Here real merit is entirely lost sight of, and eternal
happiness or misery is made to hinge on simple belief. This passage of scripture seems to rest upon
the assumption that belief is like a pair of old slippers-they are off or on as you may desire, without
much trouble on your part. But if you slip tl:rem
off and de9.th overtakes }OU, certain parties will begin
to punch up the fire in regions ah·eady uncomfortably tonid.
JOHN PECK.

"'fhe Child hood of the World."
I hav just finished reading to my children a little
work of Edward CJodd's, with the above title, published in the Humboldt Library (No. 60); and while
I would recomend it, as well as his works entitled
"The Childhood of R .. ligion" and "The Birth and
Growth of Myth" (No. 47 and 54, Hum. Lib.), I want
to take exception to sorue of his assertions, and add,
perhaps, a little to hi:s testimony from the writings of
others in the same field (Jf thought. ''Everything," he
says, "in the· wide world has a history." "Clever
men" hav traced the history of even the "stones of
the roadway;" more wonderful still the history of
living things; most wonderful of all, the boys and
girl:il of this generation. To these be says: ''Well,
it is about yourself that I am going to talk; for
I want you to learn as far as we are able to find out
how it is that your are 1clwt you are, and where ) ou
are." So far, good; but be adds, and to this I take exception: "Remember I do not say ho?l) you are, or why
you are, for God alone knows that, and he has told
the secret to no OJJe here, although, maybe, he will
tell it to us one day elsewhere." Pure fancy, and
should be omitted. He then goes back, away back,
to ''show you that man was once wild, and rough and
savage; frightened at the roar of thunder and the
quiver of lightning,-wbich he thought were tbe clap-
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ping of the wings, and the :flashing of the eyes of the about things, but if so be made very poor use of it."
It matters not whether religion began, as Harrison
angry sprrit, as be came :flying from the sun; and· Passing the rough stone age, be describes the "new claims, with "nature worship," or, as Spencer claims,
that it has taken many thousands of years for man to stone· age," with ·its polished tools, its curious with a "human ghost." Both arise from the most
oecome as wise and as skilful as we now see him to methods oJ obtaining fire, of cooking and pottery, of natural causes in the world, a very necessity of
be." This was the childhood of the race; and all the the. cave homes and lake dwellers, their ornaments thought; and the idea of "a groping after God," or a
knowledge we hav since acquired bas been by slow and d_rawing, and ends the chapter with the asser- special faculty, "the religious sentiment," in primitiv
experiment and patient toil. And the story is not tion "that man is greater than the brutes, . . .
man is all nonsense. Yet I would not deny, for I do
one of progress alone. Races, after attaining- a com- since no brute has b:en known to draw a picture, believe, that such a faculty has become implanted in
parativly high degree of intelligence, bav backslid, write an alphabet, or learn how to make a fire."
man's organization through countless generations of
obstacles bav arisen, and the race degenerated. He
Our author seems very anxious to impress this dis- worship by the rules of heredity and laws of evolutells you "several reasons for the belief that man was tinction upon the minds of his youthful readers. In tion. Mr. Darwin says : ''It is worthy of remark
once wild and. naked, and that by slow degrees did the next chapter, after speaking of savage decoration, that a belief constantly inculcated during the early
he.become clothed and civilized. All over the world he says that" the love of what is beautiful, or what years of life, while the brain is impressible, appears
the first evidences we bav of man's existence are the ·is thought to be beautiful, is theirs, and that is an- to acquire almost the nature of an instinct. And the
tools and weapons found. These are of a low order, other thing which the brute has not. No herd of very essence of an instinct is that it is followed indeand constitute what is known as the first or rough cows ever leave off feeding to admire a sunset, and pendently of reason." And this is why a man is so
stone age." . He givs as a sample of'primitiv men the •you never saw a horse or a monkey with face lit up loth to giv up the traditions of his youth; and this is
nativs of Australia, Borneo, and Oeyloh. On these ·with delight at the sight of a rainbow."
why "the hand may well tremble that writes it, and
islands, he says, "there liv at this day creatures so
It is possible that the Quaternary man would quit . the ears may tingle that hear, yet it has been both
wild that if you saw them you would scarcely believe 'his cannipalistic feast to admire a sunset, or call the written and said, 'There is no God, except such as
that they were human beings, and not wild animals attention of his best girl to the beauty in a rainbow. man has made.'" I would nail the motto of Mr.
in the shape of men, covering themselvs with mud, But students of Darwin deny that man alone has a Cleveland, "Tell the truth," over the door-post of a1l
feeding on roots, and living in wretched huts, or in sense and love of the beautiful. It may be traced who would teach the young. Giv them the facts.
the woods under the shelter of trees.'' The rough . through the whol'l animal kingdom. Nobody denies One little fact is worth more than all the assertions
stone age-the first indication of man, and by far the the distinction between man and the brute, but the of all the men that ever lived, and a world of fancy
longest period of his existence-takes us back count- question is, Was it always so~ The facts brought thrown in. Teach them to discern between facts and
less ages in the world's history, all through what is forward by Mr. Clodd show that the farther back we fancy. Facts alone are demonstrable. Fancy is all
called the Quaternary period, showing him to be con- go in the world's history, t.he nearer man approaches right in its own domain-poetry. Facts may be
temporary with those monster extinct animals. Says the' condition of the brute; and Professor Huxley "stubborn things," but they are not harmful. Giv
De Mortillet:
bas shown that there is a greater difference between them your conclusions, but at the same time giv them
All geolo11:ists are agreed that the duration of the period in the highest and lowest men than between the lowest to understand that you are not infallible. Giv them
the conclusions of others, even though they may
which we liv is as nothing compared with that of the Qua- men and highest apes.
ternary period. It is as a day compared to ages, as a drop
In part second of his book Mr. Clodd would" show clash with your. own. An idea never burt anybody.
of water in a stream. All paleontologists understand what a you by what slow steps man came to believe in one You may be a firm believer in deity, but do not hide
length of time is required for the rise and decline of .animal all·wise and all- good God,
the early strug- from them the fact that there are Atheists just as
Ap<:cies which while they hav been upon the earth· ha.V been·
lavishly distributed over an enormous area. . ·. : The gles of man from darkness to twilight-for no man wise and honest as yourself. There are too many
earliest Quaternary epoch, the pre-Glacial, is chamcterized really loves the darkoess-and from twilight to full such in the ranks of Freethought, and whose nobility
su far as man's works are concerned by a stone implement of day." But the question suggests itself, Why dark- of character is too well known, for you to affirm that
peculiar form. It is dressed on its two sides, usually rather ness.at all, when God had Lut to say, "Let there be a belief in deity is necessary to morality. Morality
roughly chipped; it is rounded at the base, pointed. at the
top, and )ts edges are pretty sharp. In general form it is light." In all of Mr. Clodd's factEt, or fancies, I fail has nothing to do with a belief in deity.
Mr. Clodd should hav transposed his sentence to
more or less almond-shaped. This implement in past times, t.o find any proof that the " God idea" is in any way
called by workmen in quarries 'lan,que de chat' (eat's tongue),_ intuitional, or that a religious sentiment originates in read, "The nobler your life is, the nobler your view of
is now called 'hache de St . .Aeheul' '(hatchet of St. Acheul), man himself. Its origin is in the endeavor of primitv him [God] is likely to be." Neither bas morality any
terms derived f.rom the locality in which it has been oftenest
found. They are found in abundance in the Quaternary allu- men to explain the phenomena of nature. Sir John more to do with religion than immorality. Indeed, I
viums of France, England, and Spain. Nay, within ·a few Lubbock, speaking of the lowest races of men, says: think not as much. Utility is the standard of moralyears they hav been found in the valley of the Delaware near
They hav no idea of creation, nor do they use prayers; ity, and not the" fear o' hell or hangman's whip.''
Trenton, New Jer"ey, by Dr. Charles C. Abbott. The figures they hav no religious forms, ceremonies, or worship. They
Herbert Spencer writes: "I believe that the exwhich he has'published aud his description tally exactly with do not believe in a supreme deity, or in the immortality of periences of utility organized and consolidated
the St. Acheul hatchets of France and England.
the soul; nor is morality in any way connected with their through all past generations of the human race hrw
. . . It is a much-disputed question . . .
b
d .
a·
d"fi f
h" h
But this is not all. M. De Mortillet takes us back religion.
whether the lowest races of men hav any religion or not . een pro ucmg correspon mg roo 1 ca ,IOns, W IC '
still further, back to Tertiary man:
. . The ideas of religion . . . are intimately associ- by continued transmission and accumulation, hav heBut first let us understand what is meant by tlle terms ated with, if indeed they hav not originated from, the condi- come in us certain faculties of moral intuition, CE-rtain
emotions responding to right and wrong conduct.''
".Quaternary man" and" Tertiary man." The fauna _Qf the tion of man during sleep, and especially from dreams. .
. T:> the savage they hav a reality and an importance
Giv the children the facts. There are enough, aud
mammals serves clearly to det~rmin the limits of these later
h
d ·
.
geological periods. The Tertiary is characteriz('cl by terres- which we can scarcely appreciate. . . . It is of course
obvious
that
the
body
takes
no
part
in
these
nocturnal
admore
than enough, to occupy t eir min s m a 11fe
trial mammals entirely different from extant species; the
Quaterna,ry by the mingling of extant with extinct species;. ventures, and hence it seems to t!Jem natural to conclude that study. Take them to the haunts of nature. Let
they hav a spirit, which can quit the body. Lastly, when them listen to the
the present period by the extant fauna.
The man of the early Qnaternary, he who made the St. they dream of their departed friends or relati vs, savages
Tongues in trees, books in rnnning brooks,
Acheul hatchets an<i used them, is the mau of Neanderthal, firmly believe that they are visited by the spirits of the dead,
Sermons in stones, rtnd good in everything.
of Canstatt, of Enggisheim, of· La Naulette, of Denise. He and hence believe, not indeed in the immortality of the soul,
is indubitably a man, but differing more widely from the but in the existence of a spirit which survives or may survive
Let them con the advice Milton put in the mouth
Australian aud th·e Hottentot than the Australian and Hotten- the body. . . In other cases the belief that man possesses a of his angel :
tot differ from the European. Hence unquestionably he spirit seems to hav been suggested by the shadow. Thus
Heaven is too high for thee to know what passes there,
formed another human species, the word '' species" being among the Fejeeans "some," says Mr. Williams, "speak of
Be lowly wise.
..
taken in the sense given it by naturalists who do not accept man as having two spirits. His shadow is called the 'dark
spirit,'
·which
<they
say
goes
to
hades.
The
other
is
his
likeThink only what concerns thee and thy bemg;
the transformation doctrin. Tertiary man, therefore, must
ness
reflected
in
water
or
a
looking-glass,
and
is
supposed
to
Dream not of other worlds.
hav been still more distinct, of a species'still less like the
present human species-indeed, so different as to entitle it to stay near the place in which a man dies." Probably this docA. L. BALLOU.
Bttjfalo, N Y.
trin
of
shadows
has
to
do
with
the
notion
of
inanimate
be regarded as of distinct genus. For this reason I hav given
obje('ts
having
spirits.
•
to this being the .name of man's precursor, or he might be
calledAntltr·opopithecus, the man-monkey.
These primitiv people "look at things with the
Sam Jones's Sentiments.
After enumerating the evidences of such a being, he eyes of absolute ignorance." The Eskimo "looks
I'd rather be a noble, generous sinner than a stingy Met.ltsays:
upon glass as ice, and biscuit as dried flesh of the odist.
It is mighty hard to keep a two-hundred-potmd, fat, slet,k,
It results, therefore, from the Abbe Bourgeois's researches musk ox.'' The Bushman of south Africa, says Chapthat during the middle Tertiary there existed a creature, pre- man, thought his big wagon was the mother of his Methodist straight.
cursor of man, an anthropopithecus which was acqnainted small one. Schultz tells how "a Kaffir broke a piece
Where is the preacher who is not striving for a bigger
wi~h fire and could make use of it for splitting flints. It
also knew how to trim the flint flakes thus produced, and to off the anchor off a stranded vessel and soon after church and a bigger salary?
died; ever after the Kaffirs regarded the anchor as
What is a creed but an old skin stuffed with sawdust, goo<l
convert them into tools.
something divine and did it honor by saluting it, as to be exhibited in a museum.
But to return to Mr. Clodd. He says:
they passed by, with a view to propitiate its wrath."
That fellow lying in the gutter drnnk is a better man in the
God placed man here naked, and left him to seek for him- "No wonder, then," as Hume says, "that mankind, sight of God than those fellows tnlldng rtbout him.
self the food and clothing best suited to that part of the world
•
in which he livs. If God had given men thick hair-covered being placed· in such absolute ignorance of causes,
These religious women who are ga< 1<1Ill~ a1JOnt all over
·
t
h
f
·
·
creation
and
neglecting
their
homes-I
don't,
like them.
skin he could not hav moved from place to place with com- an d b emg a t e same Ime so anxiOus concermng
Dr. Talmage puts the Rt'cond Advent about the year 1!JOO,
· fort, and so man is made nakecl, but given the power of their future fortune, should immediately acknowledge bnt what are we going to do with these old sinners in Boston
reasoning about things and acting by reason.
a dependence on invisible powers possessed of senti- before that time?
Now, we know why God made man naked, but ment and intelligence.''
One editor said I ought to be p:Jad because he had ma<le
Mr. Clodd doesn't tell us why he made him savage.
Here, then, we hav the origin of religion, and no me. I asked him if he could not make some more. Well,
he said he had no more clirt.
Mr. Clodd is talking to the children, and seems to doubt Frederic Harrison was right in saying: '' T h e
A man that will creep up to my berlsirle anrl steal a dollar
.think it is very essential that the child should be in- primitiv uncultlFed wan frankly worshiped external out of my pocket is a gentleman, a scholar, rtnd a Christian
structed in the "God idea." It is so much easier for objects in love and in fear, asr·ribing to them quasi- beside a man that would smirch my good name.
the child to comprehend than the more complicated human powers and feelingl:l." A little child stumI expect my preacher to make a g;Jod sermon on a Sund;tY
evolution theory, and then, too, he seems to think it bles against a chair,· his idea is that the chair was to morning, and I would rath.er .hav !urn do. that than hav !urn
coming around the house lnssmg the babies ..
is somehow essential to morality!
blame; the chair hurt him, aud he wants it. whipped.
Now if we members of the church w111 only stnnrl
· He says, farther on: "The nobler your view of Primitiv man feels the same, and what can hurt him togethdr and when the devil hits one of us with his paddle·,
him (God) is, the nobler is your life likely to be;" •can help biro by hurting his enemies, and no doubt if the b~Jance of us wonl<l catch him on the first bonnet·,
but somehow his facts don't reflect much nobility on the earlier stages of fetichism took no cognizance of why, then the devil would be out-don't you see?
I hav been preaching frequently wlicn I ha v seen the nose
. GJd. It might occur to the mind of a child that it any indwelling spirit or ~host. Still primitiv_ m~ of some elegant sister turned up at me at an angle of forty
should be as easy to create a polished gentleman as a must hav very early conceived a supposed duahty m degrees, ancl I hav said, "Sister, Jet that nrm~ tt~rn <~own;
howling savage. And then, too, it might bother a his nature. His d;eams satisfied him that there was the devil has got a mortgage on that nose, and he 1s gmng to
child to know why a man could not "move from something which could leave his body during sleep. foreclose some day on the whole gal."
h
d
fl
·
h
Suppose you go down some clay and try to hypothecate
-place to place with comfort" in his own "thick hair- T.hen his shadow on t e groun , re ection lll t e your Methodism for Rome drv goods. How much rio you
covered skin" as well as in the skin of some other river, and echo in the forest, all suggested a connec- Auppose you v.ill get for it? Why, my clear, the storekeeper
animal. But bow does he know that early man was tion with this something in the man. Dr. Tylor will Ray, "I can show _von the names of Mt'lhorlists on my
. naked~ Grant AHen says: "Several of the sketches says: "It seems as though tbe conception of a hu- books who hav been owi~g me for twenty years."
.
1 h
tt · d t b
·
, d
I know a man must tlnnk ami study to preach. But let
of. cave-men, cut by themselvs on horn and b one, cer- man sou w en once .a ame
o Y man, ser':e . as a me say to you right here that r don't believe in the old idea,
tamly sho_w (it seems to me) that they were co.. vered type or model onwhwh he framed not onl;y ~IS Ideas "If you open yonr month, the Lord will fill it." I believe
with hair ovc;)r the whole body.'' The Quatel'nary of other souls of lower grade, but also his 1deas of he will fill it, but he will fill it with air. And _there are now
·ms,n xiright hs,v been "given the po'wer to reason spiritual beings in general,"
too many old air-guns running around over thJs country.
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ingly numerous. But some of the priests rese:nted
the imposition upon them of this Jesuitical work, and
gave
copies of the letter to reporters, who were sworn
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
to secrecy as to the source whence they derived
them. But the authenticity of the letter has never
Editor.
E. M. MaCDoNALD,
been denied by Michael Oorrigan, now archbishop of
Business Manager.
0. P. SoMEBBY,
New York, and official squelcher of Dr. McGlynn.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
THERE are about a thousand of our subscribers in
arrears, their indebtedness aggregating some two or
three thousand dollars. To each one of these
debtors, of course, the amount is small, but to us the
amount is very large, and sadly hinders our work.
We need this money-need it now-and we respectfully ask that it be remitted.
It costs a great deal of money to publish a large
journal, and we hav no extensiv advertising patronage
to help us out. We depend entirely upon the subscription list and book sales to obtain cash to pay
bills, and when so large a sum as two and three
thousand dollars is kept from us, the financial shoe
grows painfully tight.
Every subscriber can see 11pon his tab just to what
date his subscription is paid. Those whose time has
expired, are requested to remit at once.

Idolatrous Begging.
The University of Ottawa, Ont., needs a chapel,
because "of education in every form the ruling principle is religion." To study the works of nature "the
young man must do everything with a view to God."
Therefore, "every house of education must hav a
special department sacred to God." This we learn
from a circular sent to "our Ohristian families"
by "Yours in Jesus and Mary Immaculate; Thomas
Ferron, O.M.I., missionary." It is perhaps unnecesS8.ry to add that the object of the circular is to solicit
pecuniary aid for the enterprise.
But the college is no deadhead in this matter, and
in return for cash ·dispenses an. immense amount of
spiritual benefit. Everyone who collects money for
the college is unreservedly promised " an increaSe of
grace here and glory hereafter." The collector also
shares "in twenty-five masses daily, that is, nine
thousand masses yearly, and in all the prayers and
good works of this religious community." For those
who contribute the cash the scope of the spiritual
benefits widens· to "relations and deceased friends."
They are given the following "certificate of affiliation
to the Rev. Frs. Oblates of M. Im'culate (Mary Im.
maculate) of the University of Ottawa:"
; This is to certify that, as a token of gratitude for an ;
; alms given to aid in the erection of the chapel of the ;
:
; University College of Ottawa, we make

M

l a sharer

;
;
;
;
;
:
;
:
;
:
;
;

Names Wanted.
Will the readers of TJIE TRUTH SEEKER send us the
names of all their friends who are Liberally inclined,
so that they may receive a sample copy of this paper?
We desire to largely increase the subscription list,
and shall be grateful for all aid extended.
If our present subscribers would mention to their
Liberal friends that TJIE TRUTH SEEKER is a good paper to subscribe for, it might be the means of materially helping us.

Michael Corrigan's Letter.
The following is the full text of a secret circular referred to by Dr. McGlynn's friends to show that Mr.
Oorrigan uses his priests for political purposes when
it suits the interests of the clmrch. The occasion of
its writing occurred in 1875, when Mr. Oorrigan was
bishop of Newark. An amendment to the constitution of New Jersey was to be voted on, which forbade
all appropriations, by state, city, or town, to any
society or corporation. Mr. Oorrigan sent this letter
to all his priests :
"NEwARK, Sept. 3, 1875.
"REvEREND AND DEAR SIR: Having taken legal advice, I
am informed that, by the new constitutional amendments,
clerical property is liable to taxation. This would involve so
heavy an additional burden to the diocese that I feel it my
duty to recommend you to instruct your people to strike out
the objectionable clause, or. better still, to make assurance
doubly sure, let them strike out the whole ballot.
"It is not enough to abstain from voting; let them vote,
and vote against the amendment.
" Very truly yours,
"MIORAEL 1 BISHOP OF NEWARK.
"P.S.-Remember that our people must cancel, by pen or
pencil, the whole ballot, and then vote it thus canceled, in
order to protect against injustice.
''Remember also that the special election in regard to these
constitutional amendments will take place next Tuesday,
September 7th."

The amendments were defeated, as the Oatholic
residents of the large cities of New Jersey are exceed-

:
:
:
:
~

:
:
:
;
;

in all the masses, prayers, and good work of
our community.
J. H. TABARET, O.M.I., D.D., Pres.
The holder of this certificate shall be entitled to share
in twenty-five masses daily, and in all the prayers and
good works of the Rev. Oblate Fathers of the University
College of Ottawa.
For 10 years, by a contribution of $ .25.
Forever,
"
"
2.00.
A familj' for 10 years only, "
1.00.
SPECIAL PRIVILEGES.
The name of any person who shall collect and remit
$15 shall be preserved in a silver heart at the feet of a
statue of St. Joseph, patron of the University.
All persons collecting and remitting $25 will be afllliated forever, and besides enjoying all the other privileges, will, if they so request, be presented with a rosary
from Jerusalem.
Anyone may affiliate his relativs or friends, living or
dead, by making an offering, in their name, of one of the
above-stated sums. The names of the affiliated must be
forwarded to the College, in whose registers they will be
preserved.
None can be considered affiliated until he has forwarded his subscription.
Please address all communications to the Rev. Fr.
Thomas Ferron, O.M.I., College of Ottawa, Ont., Can.
Imprimatur t J. THOMAS, Bp. of Ottawa.
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, I giv you my heart and my
soul.
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, assist me in my last agony.
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, may I breathe forth my soul
in peace with you.
300 days' ind., Pius VII., April28, 1807.
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scheme worked. The first is from a. jocose newsdealer of Erie, Pa. :
"Sms: You may think free as much as you please, bnt I
want to let you know hereby that the ' Atomnical combinations' are as yet in such an irregular motion 'twixt you and
me as not to allow you to send me any more of your dungpile expectorations. The best to do with such scents for
cents as yours is to shun the infinitly more than any pesthouse.
PETER FRIEDRIOHs."

Mr. Friedrichs, it will be observed, is a coiner of
words as well as a vender of news. His syntax is a
little awry, but his theology is evidently sound. We
wish we could add, without doing violence to tru.th,
that he is a gentleman.
The next two are from stationers residing in the
enlightened province of Ontario, which territory must
hav been included :irt<the list by mistake :
" Your trashy and senseless sheet is not required in this
country. We prefer Christians to Infidels; they are better
men and citizens, notwithstanding your shallow sophistry to
the contrary. When you and your adherents hav done as
much to elevate humanity as Christians hav, you will then
hav some claim to be heard; but such blatant do-nothings as
Infidels are generally, should hav a little modesty and not
try to push themselvs where they are not needed or wanted.
Send me no more of your TRUTH BEEKER ; its contents belie
its heading.
Yours truly,
D. B. PHILLIPs."

We are sorry indeed to hav troubled Mr. Phillips,
but the regret is somewhat softened by the knowledge that had he not been addressed, we should not
hav had the pleasure of his courteous correspondence.
The last of the three is from a · gentleman of
sterner mold, perhaps a village squire, " with eyes
severe, and beard of formal cut," who looks upon a
heretic as proper food for flames. He writes :
" Sms : Be good enough to send me no more of your
scurrilous and blasphemous literature. I hav called the
attention of the 'proper authorities to its circulation in this
country, and trust they will take steps for its immediate suppression.
·Yours, etc.,
J. R. DAVIs."

When Mr. Davis's red-hot pen hissed over this
postal card he evidently had not read the late warlike speeches of our senators, or he would hav been
more careful how he pinched the American eagle. But
let the suppression go on. It will be a fitting conclusion to the attempted suppression of the works of
Ingersoll and Paine, and about as effectual. The
Oanadian officials are capable of undertaking such a
work, but their intelligence is not of that high order
necessary to render it successful.
These are replies from only three out of several
hundred newsdealers who received consignments of
TRUTH SEEKERS. We anticipate an enormous amount
of fun in the immediate future.

The Bishop of Bu:ffalo.
A bishop with a less densely ignorant flock would
hav hesitated before penning the following lumbriciform sentence. But Stephen Vincent, Roman
Catholic bishop of the Buffalo diocese, can put it in
a pastoral letter, confident that none of his readers
knows enough of history, ecclesiastical and secular,
to trip him up. The sentence "is supposed to bear
upon the subject of labor and capital :
" The church that has come down through the ages without a taint on her escutcheon, that has come forth from
fierce contests with royal tyrants and despotic rulers unscathed and pure, that would see nations fall away and peoples severed from her communion rather than betray her
trust, be false to faith or morals, that has time and again
braved all powerful despots in defense of injured justice and
defenseless innocence, will not now compound a felony or
compromise morality, or tarnish a record so glorious, or
bring dishonor on a name above reproach."

The century in which we liv is called the age of
science, but it appears that there are rather wide
streaks of superstition running through it. And the
worst of it is that those who are sunk so deep in
superstitious idolatry as to giv money in answer to
such appeals .are in sufficient numbers to rule the
greatest state in the Union, and to hav a commanding
The escutcheon of the Oatholic church must be
influence in ruling the nation.
composed of peculiar stuff if the crimes of her
officials hav failed to taint it. We should think that
Good Christians.
the murders committed by the very first Ohristian
There are many things which tend to make emperor would hav left a drop of blood upon that
joyous the lives of Freethought publishers, and the escutcheon, even if the lying of Eusebius had no effect
publishers of TJIE TRUTH SEEKER get their share. upon it. Is it possible.that the shield of the church has
The sagacious and energetic business manager of been unstained by such robbers as Oalixtus, such
this paper sits up nights devising methods of spread- murderers as Theodosius, such crazy hogs as Simeon
ing the profound views "of our contributors and the Stylites, such royal assassins as Olovis the Great,
doings of the Manhattan Liberal Olub, and a happy such incestuous bishops as Sixtus I. and John XI.,
thought that came to him recently when the stars such debauchees as Virgilina and Sergius, such
were shining was that the newsdealers of the country crowned knaves as Pepin and Oharlemagne, such
might, by giving them a chance to make a hundred per villainies as those of Hildebrand, the poisoners of
cent profit, be induced to stay at home from prayer- popes, such. pious monsters as St. Dominic and Inmeetings and sell TRUTH SEEKERS. At once copies of nocent III., such traitors as Innocent IV. and Bonithe paper w~re forwarded to a large number, and for face VIII. ; such butchers of humanity as Charles the
a few days thereafter visions of an Infidel world, and Fifth, Philip the Second, the Duke of Alva; such
wealth sufficient to pay for the paper sent to sub- fiends in human form as Torquemada, such obscene
scribers who haven't paid us, were bright in this theologians as St. Liguori, such ravishers of inoffice. The following postal cards show how the nocence as Pius VI.-is it possible all these villams
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hav lived and died good Catholics, been loved and
· honored and canonized, .without staining the escutcheon of holy Mother Church ?
The compounding of felonies and compromising of
immoralities hav been the distinguished and distinguishing work of the churchmen of all ages, when
· not themselvs engaged in such enterprises.

Mr. Reynolds's Case.
The trial of Mr. Reynolds has been postponed till
the May term of the Morris county court. This decision was arrived at after profound consideration by
the court and district attorney. Mr. Reynolds renewed his bail-Mr. Edwin Worman, of Boonton,
affirming that he would risk five hundred dollars that
Mr. Reynolds would be in Morristown on the first
Tuesday in May-and is now prepared to go about
his master's business (Liberal lecturing) for the next
three months.
It is our opinion that the legal authorities of Morristown ·are ashamed of themselvs, and will never
press the case to trial. They hav, perhaps, considered that God is able to take care of himself without
the interposition of the Morris county legal luminaries. Or it may be that they hav read the statutes
forbidduig a non-resident of New Jersey to sue for
libel, and doubt their ability to prove that the Jewish
Jehovah is a naturalized citizen of this country. At
any rate, it is the opinion of several of the Morris
county officials, as well as our. own, that DistrictAttorney Cutler will never try the case.

The Rev. Mr. Caldwell.
We hereby. acknowledge the receipt of the subjoined letter :
"CHUROH oF CHRIST, J. W. CALDWELL, Pastor. }
"MAPLETON, KAN., Jan. 20, 1887.
" EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER : On the first page of your issue
of January 15th, is the picture of a man who has cut off his
hand .and foot, and put out his eye. You giv this as an
illustration of literal obedience to Christ's teachings in the
Sermon on the Mount. Such a picture, in illustration of the
text, is beyond all respectability. You know, if you are
capable of comprehension, that Christ did not mean that
anyone should literally fulfil this teaching, and among the
millions who hav acceptecl his teaching, not one, not the
most silly, billS ever so understood him. Why will you, a
truth seek(YJ', so flagrantly misrepresent the teachings of a
man who 'knew no sin?' How can you, in the name of
truth, make such hideous misrepresentations? You must be
in desperate straits to defend your cause. No man, in any
way eminent for brains or learning, ever called Jesus evil, or
put such an unnatural construction upon his words. Your
misinterpretation would put Voltaire, Paine, Renan, and
Strauss to shame. They would not dare to so misrepresent
Christ.
"You are to be congratulated if you will be true to the
name of your paper. There are hundreds in the same great
enterprise. We will ·not accomplish any good, and will do
much harm, if we misrepresent or falsely interpret the
greatest religious teacher and hero of the centuries. Let me,
as a friend, admonish you not to let your prejudice blind
you to the wuth.
Sincerely,
J. w. CALDWELL."

We are not fully aware of the extent of our own
capacity of comprehension, but after reading Mr.
Caldwell's letter we hav no doubts as to his.
We know well enough that some Christians-possessing some common sense and a few humane feelings-repudiate the absurd, the cruel portions of the
Bible, but if Christianity be true we would not like
to stand in their shoes, for God shall take away their
part out of the book of life, -and if they add to the
things in the Bible, God shall add unto them the
. plagues that are written therein.
Mr. Caldwell is to be "congratulated upon the certainty with which he knows what Christ meant and
what he did not mean. He should hav been upon
the New Testament RevisionCommittee, and then a
lost world might rejoice and he exceeding glad that
at last all doubts touching sacred things had been
removed, and the pathway to heaven made clear.
With him to straighten out the tangle, the differing
sects would vanish, as all would, of course, hav no
reason for seeing darkly through the interpretation
spectacles of so eminent a gentleman as the pastor of
the Church of Christ of Mapleton, Kansas.
But, unfortunately for those who pick the roses
from the bush and leave the thorns, their proceeding
does not eradicate the thorns, and the thorns are just
as real as the roses. Every orthodox church believes
in the plenary verbal inspiration of the scriptures.
The commentators excuse God's palpable cruelty in a
thousand ways, but who shall judge God 1 Christ
taught much by parable, but his worst utterances
w.ere direct COJP.!E-~4s~ lt is ;ngp Qhrist's fault tb~t

the world is not full of cripples; and the reluctance
of his followers to obey his orders iridicates lack of
faith.
If Christ did not mean, " If thy hand or thy foot
offend thee, cut them off and cast them from thee,"
how do we know that he meant that those who lose
life for his sake shall find it~
If he spoke falsely when he said that "if ye hav
faith, ye shall say unto this mountain, Be thou
removed, and it shall be done," did he tell the truth
wJlen he said, "And all things whatsoever ye shall ask
in prayer, believing, ye shall receive~,
If he was mistaken when he said that " if any man
come to me, and hate not his fa*er, and mother, and
wife, and children, he cannot be my disciple," was he
right when he said, "And everyone that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or
mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my name's
sake, shall receive an hundredfold, and shall inherit
everlasting life ~,
If he deceived all his followers when he told them
that " they shall take up serpents ; and if they drink
any deadly thing it shall not hurt them," did he not
deceive them when he promised that those " who do
and teach " the beatitudes "shall be called great in
the kingdom of heaven~"
If he spoke apocryphally when he said, "He that
believeth not shall be damned," did he speak canonically when he s~d, " He that believeth shall be
saved?"
If he spoke untruthfully when he said, "I am
come to set a man at variance against his father, and
the daughter against her mother," did he speak truthfully in saying, "Whosoever shall confess me before
men, him will I confess also before my father which
is in heaven~"
If we are not to believe that Christ " came not to
bring peace, but a sword," when he says so, shall we
believe that "whosoever shall giv to drink unto one
of these little ones a cup of cold water only in the
name of a disciple, shall in nowise lose his reward,"
upon only the same authority~
If he used metaphor when he said that '"'whosoever doth not bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be my disciple," did he use metaphor in saying
that "your heavenly father shall giv the holy spirit to
them that ask him?"
If he did not put unnecessary conditions upon
getting to heaven when he told the young man to
"sell that thou hast and giv to the poor," was the
woman sure of eternal bliss to whom he said, "Thy
faith hath saved thee?"
Jesus said that " except ye eat the :flesh of the Son
of Man and drink his blood, ye hav no life in you.
Whoso eateth my :flesh and drinketh my blood, hath
eternal life." If that was a figure of speech, what is
this: He also said, "Blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of God."
A great many more questions like these might
be asked the Kansas exegetist, which neither he
nor any other theologian can answer in any way
that will relieve Christ. The authority for one
quotation is w gt>od as the authority for the other.
If one passage shows Jesus to hav been kindly
disposed, the other shows him arrogant in his claims
to. divinity and impatient of unbelief. There is just
such a fellow as Jesus :floating around this city
now. Occasionally he comes to see us, and the
burden of his song is that he is the savior ; belief in
him is necessary to salvation; scoffers will be punished, and so on to the end of the chapter. He occa-_
sionally spends a night in the station-houses; Sundays he goes into strange churches, and is ejected
when he wants to talk at the preacher; calls the contemporary Christians " generations of vipers," and in
many other ways irresistibly reminds one of Jesus.
But this nineteenth-century reformer has been crazed
by reading the theologians' history of his first-century
prototype.
We will admit, if Mr. Caldwell desires, that Jesus
never lived; that he never said one word attributed
to him; that all the gospels are anonymous; that we
cannot tell divine writing from human; that we
should not know divine writing when we saw it; that
no one else would; that the Holy Ghost has been
charged with writing a lot of books that he never
saw; that the early Christian fathers wrote the
gospels, and therefore Christ is not responsible for
what they make him say; that the middle-century
copyists put marginal notes made by priests into the
te4ts of Bibl~a; thQ,t there f!,fe on.e hqndred llJnd fifty
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different readings of so- called holy writ; that the last
revision of the New Testament is no nearer Christ's
words and meaning than the King James translation;
that both the Old and New Testaments are fuU of
contradictions and obscenities; that the history of
Christ is paralleled by other and preexisting "saviors;"
that the Lord's Prayer is a garbled copy of an ancient
Jewish prayer; that the apocryphal New Testament
is as reliable as the canonical books; that the religious
world is in complete confusion regarding all its
sacred literature; that there isn't any "original
Greek" of any book in the New Testament; that
Jules Soury was right when he said Christ was
insane; that his birth and death are barren of proof;
that his resurrection and ascension are idle tales-all
this and much more will we cheerfully admit to Mr.
Caldwell, but we must contend that there is as much
proof that Jesus said the disagreeable things as there
is that he spoke the agreeable and :flattering passages.
The good and bad stand and fall. together. If Jesus
taught anything, he taught, "Woe, woe to the world,"
and that it was better to suffer here than to go
whole to hell.
There was no misrepresentation in the picture
complained of. Christ was not the greatest religious
teacher of the centuries. Several so-called saviors
hav more followers, and a man's greatness is generally gaged by what he accomplishes. Socrates was
as great a hero as Christ, and hundreds and hundreds of thousands hav endured more at the hn.nds of
Christ's followers than he endured at the hands of
the Jews. Mr. Caldwell greatly overestimates the
character of Christ and the value of his alleged
teachings.
The Pictm:e.
There are perhaps two sides to the question which Mr.
Heston has raised this week in his picture on our first page,
and the question is whether or not a woman should suffer the
death penalty. Just now interest centers in Mrs. Roxiuua.
Druse, of Herkimer county, New York. Mrs. Druse killed
her husband-there seems to be no reasonable doubt of thnt
fact. She pleaded self-defense. Druse, she claimed, had subjected her to long years of intolerable cruelty; and, besides,
was in the habit of scoffing at religion, having read the works
of many skeptical writers. An examination of the case by
Governor Hill, in response to a petition for commutation o1f
sentence, failed to substantiate the charges of cruelty, and!
the stories told by Mrs. Druse in regard to the killing of bet·
husband had already been shown to be absurd fabrications.
Her life certainly could not hav been threatened at the time·
of the killing, as the victim, it was shown, sat at the table:
eating when the fatal shot was fired. Having killed her husband, Mrs. Druse cut up the remains and burnt them in a.
small stove.
Such are the facts, as nearly as we remember them, in Mrs.
Druse's case. We do not believe that Mrs. Druse should be
banged. Society and religion are responsible in the main for
such combinations of ignorance and superstition as this woman represents, and societ.y and religion should C<Jase producing and reform rather than exterminate them.

Following the Lead of The Truth Seeker.
From the New Yvrk Herald of Last Jfonaav.

The H(YJ'a/d is for free and frank discussion all thtl time.
It advocates a fair bearing for even the most unpopular doctrills.
DR. J. L. YoRK, who has been absent in Australia and
New Zealand for the past two years, has returned to his home
at San Jose, Cal., where he will rest until the·first of May,
when he will begin a lecturing tour, coming East through
Salt Lake City, Denver, and other principal iutermediatc
points between California and Paine Hall, Boston. [a his
travels abroad Dr. York was accompanied by his wife. Dr.
York promises the readers of THE T1m1'H SEEKER an account
of his work across the Pacific and a description of the couutries visited and their inhabitants. He was very cordially
received by the Freethinkers of New Zealand and A.ustrali9.,
who gave him crowded houses to lecture to and substantial
reward for his work. He was affectionately called the Freethouo-ht revivalist. His farewell to the people on the otlter
side ~f the globe was from Auckland, N. Z., and ari immense
audience of Freethinkers cheered him on his way. As a
token of esteem he was presented with an album of New
Zealand ferns nearly two hundred in number. The album,
according to the Auckland Bell, is bound with mottled ~>mri
boards engraved in gold and fancy fretwork. The Bnsbauc
Freethlnkers presented Dr. York with an elegantly silvermounted emu egg to induce him to remember them. If we
can believe the Australian and New Zealand papers-and
there is no reason why we cannot-Dr. York won the affections of the Freethinkers wherever he tarried. Our other
lecturers must look to their laurels when he starts East.
SINGE the repeal of the compulsory prayer attendance in
Harvard College, the faculty hav been compelled to publish
an appeal to the law students asking them to attend the
chapel services.
------~~.--------

SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for ~ catalog of
the books we hav for sale. The catalog 1s free.
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fetters Jrom IJriends.
======c:.;c--~=-=-===-----

AYLMER, ONT., Jan. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, for which you
will please renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and send me the books mentioned in inclosed list.
The progress of Freethought in this country is slow, but it
is sure and certain, as is the case with all truth.
With hopes for the triumph of Liberal principles everywhere, I am,
Ycurs truly,
W. A. GLOvER.
BoULDER, CoL., Jan. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I write to inclose you $6-$3 to pay what I
ought to hav paid long ago, and $3 more to pay for another
year's subscription. I like the grand old TRUTH BEEKER,
and don't see bow I could get along without it in the house;
but I would rather do without it than get it and not intend
to pay for it.
Wishing you. a· Happy New Year, I remain, a truth seeker,
Greenbacker, and Materialist,
N. R. Ho'wARD.
Sor.DIERS' HmiE, Wis., Jan. 21, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Doubtless you know all about it yourself,
but for the benefit of many of our brother truth seekers, who,
like myself, are also interested, please say, if you hav not
already, that the House of Representativs on Jan. 18, 287,
concurred in the Senate amendments to the Mexican pension
hilL And hence the few survivors of one of the most remarkably successful wars known to this or any other age hav
become in a measure partially recognized. NELSON HuNT.
MoRRILL, KAN., Jan. 6, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.10 for TuE TRUTH
BEEKER for the coming year. The frontispiece in your issue
of Jan. 1st. is to the point, and don't you think the grand
old TRUTH BEEKER would look better beaded 287 EM., instead of the year of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, son of
the Holy Ghost and Blessed Virgin, the mother pf God?
There is no proof of any of them ever having an existence.
If any of them ever did hav an existence, we hav no date to
start from.
J. W. SooTT.
Fox LAKE, Wis., Jan. 10, 1887.
Mn. EmToR: Within find money order for two years' subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. My first thought was, I
cannot subscribll this year; my second was, I cannot do without the paper; my third was, I can never read it and be
owing for it. It is said first thoughts are best. I'll take my
c11ances on the last this time. Send paper, and hold on to
Heston, don't let him giv you the slip; hold him as surely as
his bulldog holds old Noah in your last issue. Yours, for
truth, reason, and liberty,
C. B. HAWES.

strong language. It is a fact, though, as I will prove. Her{,
we hav millions of church property that pays no taxes while
it costs as much to protect it as other property of the same
value. Consequently we hav to pay that much more taxes.
Now these are the facts in this ~ase: While we hav the
largest and most· costly church-edifices in the state, we also
hav a county debt of $265,000 (city debt about the same in
proportion) without a decent road in the county (two tollroads excepted) or decent street in the city; no parks, no
place to pass a quiet hour, except it be a church or saloon;
and as the church services hav become so stale, the saloons
are very numerous, and are doing a thriving business. Now,
BRIGHTON, IND., Jan. 12, 1887.
·M:r. Editor, I think that this non-resident God (it would be
MR. EDITOR: You will please find inclosed $11.50, for sub- hard work for the preachers to prove that be ever was a resi~.
scriptions to your paper. I think it is the best Liberal paper dent of the state) shonld be compelled to pay his taxes just
that I IJav seen, and I must say that I cannot do without it. the same as other people. Then we should soon be out of
I am not like some of your subscribers that order their paper debt and bav some improvements in our city. J. S. FRosT.
discontinued when your views do not coincide with their
way of thinking. Such men, I think; are not quite out of the
t:lALEM, 0. 1 Jan. 4, '287.
woods. I think your opinion on the trial of the AnarchMR. EDITOR: My physical and financial· restrictions comists sound, and cannot see how anyone could take exception pel me to limit my aspirations to your lowest terms, $5 for
· to it. ·McArthur's letters to "D. C." are good, and if what two years, which I herewith remit.
he says is true, it makes a bad showing for Catholicism. She
I am glad to see Spiritualism is sustained. · I supposed it
is tl e mother of harlots and evil-doers, and she cannot he would be, and am glad to see it is done, and done so well as
handled too roughly. The writings of Peck and Washburn it is said to be by Colonel Kelso and the Bible. The objecare good; in fact, it is all good. Keep on in well-doing, and tions to Spiritualism always seemed to me so inefficient as to
you will gain the respect and esteem of all honest men and make for the other side. When the raps appeared in western
women. Wishing you ·success,
C. A. SHATTUOK.
New York forty years ago, they were explained as sounds
produced by the toe joints, and this poor explanation was
persisted in for many years, and now it is persistently insisted
EAsT OAKLAND, CAL., Jan. 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for my subscription for TBE that Kelso's book defeats its pnrpose by showing that there is
TRUTH SEEKER. I am sorry at not being able to send you falsehood as well as truth in the Bible. The fact is, as it
more money at present, but as soon as I can spare a few seems to me, the Bible is a good witness to a believer therein,
dollars I am going to ·send to you for Thomas Paine's and and would remain such even though explained as not infalliR. G. Ingersoll's complete works. I had the luck to hear ble, but, like all other testimrmy, liable to be erroneous and
Mr. Ingersoll twice when he was here in Oakland. I also deceptiv, and also that this explanation. is due from those
called on him in company with a friend, a strong Freethinker, who would use it as a witness.
It is said our business with notions differing from our own
A. H. Schow. I think Mr. Ingersoll is one of the finest and
best speakers l ever heard, and it would be a grand thing if is to understand them, not to quarrel with them. I think Mawe should be able to put him in the presidential chair at terialists are not always aware that we reject the supernatural, the miraculous, and are as philosophical on the unWashington.
·
You can count me as a steady subscriber for your valuable known and unknowable as the full-fledged Agnostic.
JoHN McDoNALD.
paper; it would be impossible for me to get along without

GJ.ENwooD SrmNGB, CoL., Dec. 31, 1886.
MR. EDITOR: Once more the goo<l. old TRuTH SEEKER is a
weekly visitor to my home, and it. is with pleasure that I
peruse its pages. I used to be a subscriber to it when Mr.
Bennett was at its head, but somehow through neglect I
failed to renew my subscription. Now, through the kindness of R. L. Baker, a stanch worker in the cause of Freethought, I am made a present of a year's subscription to
your paper, and many thanks to Mr. Baker for the same. I
think the paper iR better than ever, and I am bound from
this time on it shall always be a visitor at my house if I hav
to work nights to pay for it.
B. S. SouLE.
PoRTVILLE, Jan. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished rea~ling my last TRUTH
SEEKER, and, as I want to send stamps for the TRUTH
SEEKEH ANNUAL, will improve the opportunity of expressing
my appreciation of our noble TRUTH BEEKER and its manly
editor. I hav no suggestions to giv in regard to the manageme_nt of the TRUTH SEEKER; in fact, I think it could not be
beat the world over. And in making choice of contributors
I would hardly know where to begin or leave off, but C.
Fannie Allyn is my kind of Spiritualist. I would like to
know why we hav been getting no reports from the Liberal
Club. I would like to hear something from George
Macdonald. His letters from down East were just the
whack.
J. L. BJwoKs.
FRIEND, NEB., Jan. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find amount of my renewal for this
year, and my best wishes for the succe~s of the cause for
which you labor. I see you sometimes hav a little tariff·
from some of your correspondents. I .look upon that just as I
do the exemption of property from taxation. There can be
no injustice in taxing all property to defray the proper expenses of government, wherein all are interested. Whenever
any particular property is exempt, the remainder hav got to
make it good. I hold that there can be no injustice done by
allowing every person to buy and sell whenever he can do to
the best advantage; whereas, if you protect some man's in_
terest, somebody has got to be hurt by supporting him.
Paine said: "The world is my country;" therefore, I say, let
every person hav free access to the markets of the world.
J. W. GILBERT.
Respectfully,
NoRsE, TExAs, Jan. 12, E.M. 287.
MR. EniTon: Inclosed you will find $1.90 in subscriptions
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and a few books as per inclosed list.
I thought that I should hav been enabled to send you a
larger order, but circumstances will not allow it t!Jis time.
Texas lias, as you are undoubtedly aware, suffered severely
from a continued drouth the year just passed. In many
portions there were not raised sufficient crops for subsistence; in other places nothing, or next to nothing, was raised,
and wany p~top1e ~re consequently now in a d611tit1de con.

dition. There are places, I am reliably informed, where they
are now actually suffering for want of fo0d; they are appealing for aid. Nearly all the western portions of our state are
more or less affected by this unprecedented severe drouth.
We fortunately had sufficient rain here to make a, comparatively speakin11:, fair crop, while but a few miles westeven in this community-but very little of anything was
raised. Although we had some rain last fall, enough to start
the early sown wheat, it is now again becoming dry, and
prospects at present are rather gloomy.
T. THEO. CoLWIOK.

it, and I agree with the gentleman that sent you ten dollars
for a year's subscription; it is worth that amount for those
ANDREW JoHNSON.
who can afford to pay it.
GoLDSMITH, IND., Jan. 1, 287.
MR. EDITOR: We had Mr. Remsburg with us December
27th, 28th. He gave three lectures at Petersburg-" Sabbath-Breaking," "Apostle of Liberty," "False Claims of the
Church." We had some of the pious old saints come out and
hear him. The old bell-wether of the New Light church came
to hear" The Apostle of Liberty." We had a hard time to
get the school-bouse. No stone was left unturned to keep
us out. Some went so far as to see a lawyer about it, but
the law gave us the house beyond question. Their next
move was to get an old Methodist priest to hold forth in the
New Light church. The lecture was a little the longer, and
the minister's congregation came to hear it when about half
delivered. We feel that we came out first-best all round I
brought Mr. Remsburg to my home and entertained him. I
know his lectures were well received. He is much of a gentleman, and a fine speaker.
Mr. Editor, as you ask for names of Liberals, I inclose a
DAviD SMITH.
list.
NEw BRUNSWIOK, N. J., Jan. 12, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : My morning's mail reminded rile that another year had spun around, and that I had again the pleasant duty of adding my mite in support of the welcome TRUTH
BEEKER, and I inclose another year's subscription. I went to
a dinner in your city the other night, and the tables were
loaded down >Yith a great variety of [ood, many kinds of
which it would be impossible for me to en~, but there were
so many palatable other dishes that I think it was the best
dinner I hav sat down to in many years. So with your paper
-there are many articles which I cannot stomach, but there
are so many more which to me are benedictions that from the
pleasure derived I feel it a privilege to continue. An Agnostic friend of mine wrote me a few days ago, said he had given
up your paper and was subscribing for the-or, rather, to
the - - - , and sent me a copy. When I had time I glanced
over it, and wrote him in return that, while your paper was
bad enough, the other was infinitly worse, and that I could
not think of deserting Father Bennett's ship.
Yours truly,
HoRAOE L. FAIROil!LD, M.D.
FoRT WAYNE, IN:!>., Jan. 17, 1887.
'MR. EDITOR: Within please find $5-$2.50 to apply on
my paper, and $2.50 for a new subscriber. l hav been
working for that subscriber for over a year. I tell you it is
hard work to find Freethinkers here; too many doxology
shops for them to thrive. There are 11 few, but they dare
not make their convictions public, or they would be brought
before the people in such a manner as to ruin their business.
So they say nothing, but keep up a devil of a thinking.
There is an old saying that it is hard for a cat to be in hell
without claws, and it is about the same for a Freethinker
here. Still I do not feel discouraged. I sent you a new subscriber last year; now another. That is enconraging, taking
into consideration that we hav two theological colleges
(Lutheran and l\iethodist), two Catholic churches (English
and German), having the second largest congregation in the
state; three Presbyterians, three Lutheran, with a church or
two for every other Christian creed, I believe, making us the
most church-cnrsed city in the state (to· a population· of
35,000). Som\l of my church-going f:rienqs -q~ay tbink this ts

OsBoRN, Omo, Jan. 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: As there are so few Liberals here that hav
any means and sand enough to be candid and ten· their
honest thoughts, I see but little chance to get new sub.scribers, so I renew my own for two years. Can't do without
THE TRUTH BEEKER, and am fully convinced that you are
doing a grand work. When your illustrations first began I
thought them a little rough on sincere, yet beguiled religious
people; but I hav changed my mind, and think them a great
addition to the paper. Watson Heston is a genius, and he
has chosen a fruitful field, for there are enough Bible absurdities to furnish him a subject for every day of his 'life,
even if he should liv a thousand years.
I am a thorough Freethinker, for there is no subject or
question so sacred that I will not think and reason about it
without the least prejudice or reverential awe. I am a Rationalist, for I am a! ways ready to receive and accept whatever seems to me rational or reasonable. I am an Agnostic,
for I do not know whether there be a God or future state, or
not; but still it does seem that the weight of argument is
against it. I do wish people could talk about their-religious
differences without passion, the same as they can about other
subjects. Then, perhaps, more people would be honest and
candid, and say what they think.
S. F. WooDWARD.
WEST UNroN, 0., Jan. 15, E.M. 287.
MR. EDITOR: In remitting my dues, as one of the first
class referred to in your recent notice to delinquents, I desire
to speak of the excellence and indispensableness of THE
TRUTH BEEKER. Our Liberal society here is in a rather
stationary condition, owing to the fact that, with a few exceptions, its members are not stimulated by the splendid facts
sent out every week in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I inclose a
circular showing an effort I made to hav a social meeting of
Adams County Liberals, and hoping to take a few subscritiers
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, bnt the day was terribly cold, and
about twenty friends sat down to dinner, but no subscribers
were taken.
Until the entire mental and moral energy of Liberals
is stirred into activity, through a realization of the vital
human interests at stake ia the deadly contest between
Secularism and s~perstition, no Secular society can hav the
vital force and cohesivness necessary to success. TJ!is
realization and condition of growth it is scarcely possible to
attain, except by eanb member rflading weekly TrrE TRUTH
SEEKER, and pondering its momentous and serious facts, and
thus coming into sympathy with tlie grand Liberal magnetism
of the age. The success of broad humanitarian Liberalism
depends more on THE TRUTH SEEKER than on any other
paper published on the planet.
J. F. BEaK.
HARWIOrt, UAss., Jan. 12, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Please find within $3.75-75 cents of which
pass in to Father Hacker when convenient. I hav been waiting to see other parties send their fee, but hav not run across
them; shall endeavor to soon.
I hav only to say THE TRUTH SEEKER is all I can ask fora paper full of the best, most useful, and pertinent literature.
Besides, the cartoons are rnultum in parvo. Let no one fear
to raise the ire of mythologists. Giv them an inch, and they
will take an ell.- Slam-bang at them rather than bate your
breath, but let us never be disrespectful to others that honestly differ from us. As Paine said, "Destroy the king,· but
SIW\l the man," so I W!Jlll~ Slj,,, Destroy Christianity, but
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save the poor dupes who in earlier life were seduced by its
insidious influence.
I enjoy reading the incisiv contributions of Si Slokum and
Mr. Peck, and scarcely less the grand expositions of your
able contributors who lay bare to view the consummate
monstrosity of the Roman church. How glad I am that
there are able men among us that can do it! And then the
two pages ·of "Letters to Friends "-they are amusing and
instructiv. And what excellent opportunities to get into
correspondence all over the country! I think we ought to
avail ourselvs of such excellent chances. And the little ones
so well entertained by that lover of children in the Corner!
Many a girl and many a boy, I dare say, will hav been
" saved as brands from the burning" by the large-hearted
editor of· the Corl).er, whose philoprogenitivness is. ·aptly
called into requisition for children who, in a certain degree,
B. F. RoBBINs.
she can call her own.
BRAIDSTOWN, Jan. 22, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Permit another item on .Lincoln's religion.
Last May, when on Memorial day we were in Springfield, III.,
we had the pleasure of an extended conversation with Ron.
W. H. Herndon, Lincoln's early law partner. This partnership began in 1843, and only the ·assassin's bullet dissolved it.
The conversation turned upon Lincoln's religious views,
about which there seems, according to the standpoint taken,
to be. a variety of views. .ML Herndon notably knew Lincoln longer and more intimately than any other living man.
He told us that when Lincoln was a clerk in a country stortl
in Sangamon county the latter wrote a very fanciful book,
militating against the Bible from an orthodox standpoint·
His employer, having read the work, replied, "You are a
rising young man ; but if you publish this book you will forever blight your worldly prospects." Lincoln then and there
put the JHS into the fire, after he had " put the fire .into the
manuscript." Mr. Herndon further told us that Lincoln's
religious views were then practically those held by the liberal
wing of the Western Unitarian Conference, namely, that
while he would not submit to any dogmatic tests, he did
honestly and at all times endeavor to promote "truth,
righteousness, and love." Such, practically, is the sum of
Colonel Ingersoll's religion. And if we do not much mistake, Ingersoll to-day and Lincoln, were he living,. would,
upon application, be cordially welcomed into the fraternity
of the more progressiv Unitarians in the We~t. So would
ZoA ToPSIS.
scores of others who hold like principles.

more work until matters between its millions of membeB
and comparativly few grinding employers were adjusted to
the scale of justice, as between man and man; if not the precise words, the precise supposition, as a whole; and which
conundrum was as follows : "Grabocrats, monopolists, and
robbers in general, including Jay Gould and his pals, the
Wall street bandits [when comes the laying down of toolsnot taking up of arms], what are yo~ going to do about it?"
This supposition, with the conundrum-I admit that the
first was somewhat startling, and the second decidedly staggering-knocked the sycophantic defenders of monopolies
and grabocracy silly, ami they are getting no better of their
silliness very fast., it would appear, for they charge that Si
Slokum is James Rellpath, Colonel Hinton, Jeff -Davis,
Geronimo, Bismarck, General Bowne, Ben Butler, Bombastes
Furioso, and hell-excuse me, sheol-knows who else.
Now, be it known to the timid, wherever they are, that Si
Slokum is not James Redpath; that, personally, he doesn't
know James Redpath from the exalted St. James; that
Si SJokum is not Colonel Hinton; that, personally, he doesn't
know Colonel Hinton from-oh, any Kentucky colonel you
can name; that Si Slokum is not any other homo than Si
S!okum himself; that Si Slokum's personality, years, a voir.
dupois, moderate fondness for extract of corn or rye, and
hatred for grabocrats, are all his own and no other person's.
Hoping this will be satisfactory so far as setting me on the
shoulders of those who, doubtless, are burdened enough already, is concerned, I remam,
SI SLOKUM, himself.
. Yours fraternally,
P.S.-As I, and not Redpath, et al, must b€ the one who is
trying to kindle the fires of revolution through the columns
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I would say to" Inter Nos," and all
other inter noseB, that I am not seeking to kindle anytLing
but the fire that keeps the pot boiling; but all the same, and
without any "kindling" effort on my part, the "revolution,
I spoke of will sooner or later be on-a comparativly bloodless "walk-over," if according to my supposition-is on the
way now, and "revolations never go backward;" and the
monopolistic grabocrats, the plutocracy of the country, are
doing their best to fan it into a flame. 1 repeat, in effect,
what I said in that all-disturbing article, that, if it comes
red-handed, it would be, perhaps, better for the country, as
the grabocracy would not forget it as quickly as the whitehanded sort. Nothing is so cowardly as wealth.
S. S.
LEXINGTON, KY., Jan. 10, 1887.
"He went about doing good"

OsrrKosH, Wis., Jan. 23, 1887.
lHR. EDITOR : In your editorial of the 22d inst. I notice
you refer to a split in the Knights of Labor and the Lutheran
church, and seem to think that the Knights of Labor will
lose many members thereby. I am a Knight and I think I
know whereof I speak. It is true that we hav lost a few
members by the action of the priests of not only that denom.
ination, but others as well; but where we hav lost one we
hav gained two. Now, look at the absurdity of their action!
In the first place, tbese priests object to their members belonging to any secret society, while at the same time they
call a secret convention of Lutheran priests to determin, or,
in other words, to take a vote whether the Knights of Labor
shall go to heaven or hell (I can't do away with the old
version, for it seems more expressiv). Now, I know many
church-members who are Knights, and who would let the
church and its priests go. to the devil before they would giv
up their Knighthood; and if those priests will come to me I
will giv. them a pass to the warm climate aforesaid, and a
letter of introduction to his Satanic majesty, with a request
that he will stir up the fires a little for their benefit, and if
necessary use the Knights of Labor coal for that purpose. I
am satisfied that all the churches and preachers are determined, if possible, to break up our organization; but if the
heads of the order do their duty, the blow will fall upon the
churches. I think it would be safe to say that the Lutheran
church alone will lose ten thousand members in this state if
they persiHt in lighting us, and they cannot afford to do it.
As for me, I hav a Bible of my own, and it consists of but
one book, and that book has but one chapter, and that chapter contains but one verse, and that verse is composell of
only two words-viz.,· Do right. lHy Bible needs no revision, consequently we can do aw·ay with a large army of
priests, and the mo~ey it takes to support them ?ould be
given to the deservmg poor of our land. I believe the
Knights of Labor arc doing more for the poor to-day than all
the churches in the country. I do not blame the poor workingmen for their belief, for it has been taught them from
childhood, but I do blame the preachers when they teach what
they know to be false. Our order is in a flourishing condition in this city, and these wolves in sheep's clothing' will
find it out in the near future. I am more and more pleased
with THE TRUTH SEEKEl~ and its cartoons, and ap;rce with
you on the Anarchist que&tion, all others to the contrary
notwithstanding, and I 11dmire the writings of many of your
correspondents. I am only an humble mechanic, so you
cannot expect much from me.
GEo. M. HAllE.
LETTER FROM SI SLOKUliL
2 LEWIS AvE., BttooKLYN, N.Y., Jan. 20, 1887.
BROTHEl! MAODONALn: What's the matter with the folks
the cou~try about? It would appear that they think that
this man, that man, and t'other man-any man but Si Slolmm
-are bent on working up a revolution through the columns
of THE TrmTrr SEEKER, and all on account of~. supp~sition
and conundrum in an article of mine which you published,
entitled "The Impending H.evolution," which supposition,
to begid with, was, Suppose the mighty host of this country's
workers should lay down its tools [this doesn't appear to be
taking up arlll.s, does it?] some fine day, and resolve to do no

MR. EDITOR: That practice continued would bring together assemblies of disciples ur.til there would not be room
to contain them.
Let Freethinkers remember that a taste for fanaticism
being absent from us, there is but one course to adopt to prevent Liberal ideas from falling intQ the oblivion which stands
like a vampire ready to devour all shades of opinion, good,
bad, or indifferent. The world, with all its advantages, is
not firmly intellectual, but plastic, like clay, and can be
molded by the shrewd manipulator into any shape, unless
the few to whom this would be distasteful will arise and
demand that our theories shall harden into real· plans and institutions which will perpetuate our views and make them
the greatest and most substantial things in the world. Love
is the only principle which cannot be trampled out and oblit!;'rated by the foot of time or tyranny, the only magnetic
force which prevents the universe froin falling back to stardust.
Let it be remembered that a habit of self-indulgence carries
with it a kind of self-condemnation, a sensation of restlessness, which is not felt when most of our time is spent in doing good.
What shall render the future of the world different from
the past? Instead of the reign of a brutish indifference, a
careless selfishness, and disregard of the rights of others, all
the sweetness of the human heart must become prominent.
The yearning love for the world, which burnt in the heart
anrl moistened the eyes of Voltaire, we must experience by a
happy contagion, which will permit us no longer to behold
with indifference human bein'gs with the intellects of angels
sinking to the degradation of fiends, because, forsooth, they
were raised so-the hydra was not strangled in the cradle,
which poisoned these infants' breath, which covered them
and filled the heart with the foul slime of hypocrisy, delusion, discontent, and all the dreariness of despair. That
deep, passionate love which is indigenous to the human
heart must sleep no longer, but awake with an ecstatic thrill
and '·bless them unawares," like the Ancient Mariner, when
the cursed albatross of hatred, and sloth, and pride, will
leave us, and sink like lead into the sea of earth's misery and
shame.
But you ask, What will create such love? What, 0
Heavens! when men and women all around you are not only
sick with poverty and sorrow, but are poisoned and enfeebled, their best powers crippled by the corruption, the
horrible stench, the strangling slime, the withering contagion
which the Jewish Bible emits from its black, b:oody, and
guilt-stained pages. Like the flies and lice of Egypt, it
covers alike counters, tables, kneading-troughs, makes the
air sickly and malarious, and distorts the brain until the
loathsome nightmare of falsehood, distortion, and corruption are the only mental fruit of what we call mind. What
glorious things we could do if we were not trammeled with
robes of Jewish folly, expected to utter incantations instead
of using all our energies in the cause of knowledge and
benevolence.
What would be your emo~ions to see your friends exposed
to the plague, smallpox, cholera, and black vomit at one
fearful moment of tirrie? vVould you not rush and bring to
bear quickly upon the case every influence which was available for purposee of r~;~Jipf, sepqrity, !J,nd fqtu,re nappiness?
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Agitate, keep the subject before the people, fear not to pass
the hat for money, until the land is dotted with beautiful
Freethought school-houses and lecture rooms, happy homes
for orphans and poor young men and women.
If our poor are comforted and relieved, well. If enthusiasm is wanting, we must be disgraced or get up an artificial
heat from somewhere, such as sustained the followers of
Cromwell in their fiery opposition to royalty, church, and
state, creeds, etc.
·
A new Cromwell shmtld arise, who would be able to lead
peaceful hosts into Washington, and while the usual diseussions are going on, he 'should calmly order delinquents to the
"painted chamber,"entertaining the audience with a history
of their doings as they passed before him, as was done long
ago in England. How often we hear the expression used,
"The truth is powerful, and will prevail;" but the truth will
never conquer except by the superhuman efforts of burning
and determined hearts who are resolved to conquer or die.
But the beautiful glow of the universe is not compelled
entirely by outside force, neither is morality made of rigid
lines or logical rules. Feeling ofttimes determines what is
best for us, and the tissues which giv birth to these feelings,
so susceptible of improvement, are a legacy handed down
from previous experiences and influences.
Make the most, then, of what you find in human nature.
"Coincide with it," and draw it into something broader and
more noble by a magnetism which brings enchantment to the
soul. Men of the finest mold are a kind of prophets, showing what the world can be, but men of the passions well (lirected leave an impress which defies the power of time to
efface.
If the faint enthusiasm of reason is intrusted with the care
of the mighty undertakings in question, we may fail where
we ardently hope to succeed.
The world is but linman; every feeling, association, and memory upon the sille
of right should be enlisted; every harmless piece.of machinery and artistic device should be used to arouse the heart of
man and lead him into a new and glorious field of action.
We can learn lnrman nature from the practices of the
Methodists, and some keen-sighted Spiritualist has, I think,
brought t!-1e news to us that even in heaven, when the golden
streets seemed cold and lonesome, some llear member would
contrive to get a few chips from an old Methodist church to
make a fire, around which they would pray and shout until
the bliss of heaven was held at a diEcount.
ALnAZA.
RooK GRoVE, ILL., Jan. 12, 1887.
Mr!. EDITOR: I see by the last TttUTH SEEKEI! that you
call on your readers or patrons to furnish you with names of
solid Infidels that are not now readers of THE T!!UTII SEEKEI!,
with a view to send them sample copies. I hav taken a view
over the field of this locality, and hav selected the herein inclosed list of names as proper persons to be tempted with
sample copies. They all hav stood the brunt of revival
meetings all along without being affected by them in the
least, and some arc quite old men. However, they are generally of the Agnostic kind (the don't know kind); but us
they are all intelligent persons, it would be a great gain to
the cause to put weapons in their hands such as TnE TuuTn
SEEKER, and other Liberal and scientific literature. They
would then be enab!(d to talk back to some purpose, in place
of simply keeping mum.
While I am at it, I may as well giv you some inside view
of our little farm community, or neighborhood. The rule
here is, the ghostly church leaders keep up revival all winter,
which in the main is not preaching or explaining scripture
texts, but simply going through a performance that to a deaf
person would look like a backwood's show, the object of
which evidently is to mesmerize the weak and negativ-minded, which is somJtimes accomplished, especially if the
operator is a strong positiv person, and the surroundings are
favorable, mostly effectiv on children and young females;
rarely on strong, positiv men, and hardly ever on positiv, intelligent, and well-informed women. Always towanl.spring
the "bloods" become tired of the sameness of the thmg, so
they change the progmm by calling out the fiddle, which
soon dissipates the mPsmeric infl.uence (at least in most
cases), or at least turns it in another and more natural channel, where a natural instinct plays a big part. Indeed, no
coaxing, praying, ·or prPaching is at all necessJuy. The
thing goes booming from the start, but just as soon as t.he
fro&t is out of the ground, then all the winter Rports arc
dropped without the least formality, and b:,; common consent
the thing stands adjourned to next December. Souls need
no saving in summer, and there is no time in a farming community to attend frolicking parties. I am a m11n of seventyfive years of age. What a grand change has taken place
since my young days ! Then it was considered a most h.orrid crime to say the Bible was originally fixefl up by cunnmg
old monks, and that no God ever authorized them to write it,
and that it all was a myth and a shHm to lead ignorant and
uninformed people by the nose. But now it has become not
only honorable to say so, but is deemed a sure sign that a
man has a sound and intelligent mind. The same idea is
even proclaimed from the pulpit itself, and that by some of
the most gifted preach~rs in the world. And what is morP,
such hav the largest and most respectable congregations, and
the best paying ones, too.
I Imv been a subscriber and reader of TnE T!!UTII SaEK!tl\
since D. M. Bennett first started it at Paris, IlL, some fourteen years ago, I believe. 'Rah for the pictures! I am cutting out all my pictures from Tua T!!UTll SEEKEI!, ~o preserve
them in a serap-book, before sending out the rcallmg- matter
on missionary work. I woulll suggest that it would be an
a<lvantage to print advertisments or other unimportant ~at
ter on the opposit side of the large picture, for the Ct~ttm?
out spoils the reading matter of the second page, winch ts
generally valuable.
Soi.OMON Frsm>R,
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Qlhildrtn,s Qlorner.
Edited lYy Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'DIYI', Mass., to whom all Communitationsfor
this Corner should be sent.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Miss Lillipop's Housekeeping.
Lit.tle Miss Li.ll\pop thought she muRt help
To wash up the dishes and wipe up the shelf,
To brush off tbe table and sweep up the floor,
And clean off the stains from the paint on the
d(\01',

She put on her apron, and pulleil up her sleeveShe didn't want work that was onlY make-believe;
" For mnzzers who•ve dot yittle chillenP," said she.
" Must hav yittle housekeepers; dat's what I'll be."
Little Miss L\llipop went through the room,
Whiskeil the dust high with the edge of her broom,
Broke the poor cup which she dropped on the
floor,
Left the paint twenty times worse than before.
Splattered and splashed-but ob, bow could I
chide
·
The little swelling heart with sweet helpful pride 1
"For bow would my muzzer be able." ~ai<\ she,
"To Met froo her work 1f she didn't bav me?''

Science Column.
Under the above heading we propose to giv
:a ~hort sketch every week on topics relating
to the world in which we liv. Every child
·comes into being ignorant of its surroundings
:and the laws that govern life in its varied asJpects and conditions.
He is obliged to learn all about the world,
and bow to liv in it, all about life and his relations to the same. In the past it has been
that too many were ready to die before they
had learned how to liv. They were started
on the wrong track, and were instructed ir:
the geography and philosophy of another
world before learning the rudiments of thisthey were taught, ignorantly, it may be, the
ethics of another life before they had learned
the morals of this one.
In preparing and offering the little items of
S<Cientific information which we propose, it is
'Our desire that the children who shall become
iinterested in them will feel that they are
·starting somewhere near the right way in the
journey of life, and they will not be obliged
to unlearn much of that which they find in
this column in after years. The letter in
another column suggests "World-Building"
for our first topic.-Eo. C. C.
WORLD-BUILDING.
'Tis a gmnd old world, with stories bright
And fresh as morning dew,
Which· grow and gleam on our growing sight
In ever ileepening hue.
Jt, h1, indeed, a grand and lovely world that
we liv in, and it is very natural to want to
know a11 about its birth and growth.
There are those who hav made this world a
'Study, and who hav devoted much time to
the understanding of its silent but powerful
forces.
Our world, the earth, is, as you may know,
a planet, belonging to what is termed the
solar system, and is like a book full of beautiful pictures, whose every page is ornamented with precious jewels.
.A. planet is an object or body that revolves
around the sun. Its name is from a Greek
word, planetes, and stands for a wanderer.
''Solar" means belonging to the sun, and the
solar system comprises those planets and
their moons and comets that travel around
the sun at different distances.
The planets are not shining and bright, because their outer surface or crust has become
cold. Besirles our ea.rth there are seven
other big planets in our solar system. Their
names are Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, and N.·ptune.
People hav been very ignorant in the past
about how these planets or worlds came to
be, and many children hav been taught wrong
stories in regard to world-building. It is only
within a hundred years that people generally
bav begun to learn the truth. Before that
they were prevented from le~J,rning many
things by ignorant men who. had power and
were called priests.
·
Geology tells us about' the structure of our
planet. This word is from the Greek, and
means to talk about the earth.
Millions cf years ago the earth was a little
bit of nebula-a cloudy, hazy, misty, baby
spot, thrown off, probably, from the sun, and
it went whirling, rushing, like a whirligig,
around and around, on and on, through
space, faster than we can think. As it flew

through space, atoms adhered to it, and it
grew larger by degrees.
You ask how it came to be round. It was
in obedience to a force, or law, which we can
see in operation to-day in the rounded apple,
or the drop of dew on a rose in summer
time. For thousands and thousands of years
the earth was growing amid steam, vapor,
beat, and storms, like a swelling bud that
some time was destined to blossom in brightest
bloom and beauty. Fire, and smoke, and
many gases, that to us would be poisonous,
helped it to unfold, and after many ages of
constant motion, and adding to its form, the
heat of its body began to float off into space,
obeying still its inherent law. .A.s it grew
colder and colder, it showed signs C>f solid
matter here and there on its surface, with
many rents and rifts.
·
There were great gaps and yawning gulfs,
earthquakes, volcanoes, geysers, melting
rocks, fire. and tempests, a thick and muddy
atmosphere, and the elements all in frightful
commotion, with a great many wonderful
changes, in that early time, while the earth
was working itself clear, and into shape and
condition fit for our dwelling-pla~e.
.
No one can tell the exact age of the earth,
but it is safe to say it is more than a million
years old. Its crust is thought to be about
fifty or sixty miles in thickness, and it grows
very hot as we penetrate deep down below its
surface, and it is supposed that very hot fires
are still raging in its heart or center.
S. H. W.
-Q_u_E_S_T_Io_N_s-.--W-h_a_t_,_i_s-th-e-ea_r_t_h_?_J_)e-fi:--n-e-p--:1-a-n--:-et.
From what word is it derived 1 Define solar.
What is the •olar system 1 Do the planets Phine 1
Why not 1 Name the ot.her planets in our solar
system. How wPre the children taught formerly
in regard to world-building? Who prevented the
truth from being spoken 1 What does geolo!!Y
teach 1 Define the word. When was the earth a
bit of nebula 1 How did it go through sPace 1
What adhered to it 1 How came it to be round 1
What aided its growth 1 What happened to it
after many agefi? What occurrPd before it was
fit to liv on 1 Dofs anyone know the age of the
earth 1 How thick is1ts crust 1

I
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increase our store of facts and strengthen our
ability to judge correctly and quickly. We
may soon form a habit of doing this, and be
far less liable to be led into error.
.
When we hav seen it proved by experiment,
and know that water will always flow down
hill, unless some force greater than the force
of gravitation acts upon the water to prevent, it would be difficult to make us believe
that a man could cause a large body of water
to separate and stand like two solid 1"alls,
with nothing but the air between them, simply by holding a rod like a walking-cane over
or toward a portion of it. Perhaps you hav
heard a story something like this. How does
it compare with what you know of water?
.A.s you grow older, you will often hav occa.
sion to apply such tests as above indicated,
and the facts so obtained will serve to drive
away many groundless fears which haunt the
narrow minds of those 'who hav not learned
to apply them.
Yon will do well to remember that there is
no subject too " sacred" for the application,
as there can be nothing more sacred than the
truth.
In this way you willliv longer and be happier, besides leaving the world better than
you found it, by making others happier also,
because of your intiuence upon them.
That you may all do this, and more, is the
sincere wish of your
UNOLE GEoRGE.
[We thank the writer for the above beautifullegacy, and trust it may not be the last he
will leave the children of our Oorner.En. c. c_._J____~....- - - - -

"serf." .A.s Uncle Bob savs, "home is where
the virtues grow."
NELLIE H. GUTRREY.
ONEIDA, II.L., Jan. 1. 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I go to school. and sit
with another girl, whose name is Kate E.
Main. She is as old as I am, and we are in
the same classes. I study reading:, arithmetic, geography, language, and spelling. It is
very cold weather here now, and·tbe snow is
deep. There are five of us going to school,
two girls ann three boys. I must close for
Yours truly,
EDITH J. REEs.
this time.
BuRNETT, NEB., Jan. 5, 1887.
DEAR llilss WIXON: My sister wrote a letter to the Children's Corner. so I thought I
.would write one. I am a little boy seven
years old. I am in the Third Reader, and
study spelling and arithmetic. I hav four
sisters and three brothers older than mvself,
and one ~rot her younger than I. Well. I
guess this rs a long enough letter for the first
one, wishing you success with the C0rner. I
read the story in the last paper about, "Are
Your Hands Clean?" and I thotrght it was
very good. Yours truly, G. L. WHITNEY.

ATLANTIC HIGHLANDs, N. J., Jan. 15, 1887.
D~~:AI~ M1ss WIXON: I liv at Atlantic HighJar ds, a Christian seaside resort. Our house
is about twenty feet from the water of Sandy
Hook bay. I hav a boat and I go fishing and
rowing in the summer, and in the winter I go
to school. I am twelve years old. My
studies are spelling, history, algebra, grammar, arithmetic, geo?,raphy, Fif1h Rt>ader,
and etymology. My papa takes TnE TnUTH
oEEKER. I j!O to Sunday-school and read
TnE TRUTH SllEKEn at home. I like the
pictures first-rate. My schoof.teacher told us
the otht'r day how the world was made. She
sairt God took a stick and dippert it into
molten fire and. brimRtone. and whirled it
around and a piece flew off and maile this
Our Puzzle Box.
world, and another piece flew off and made
1.-ANAGRA.M.
Venus, and another piece flew off and made
" A musical instrument like a large lute"
Jupiter, and so on until all the planets were
Is the thing that I mean when I speak of her made. I wrote this for the Children's
boot.
J. K. P. B.
Corner in TrrE TRUTH SEEKER; if you think
it best, please put it in.
2.-KITOHEN GARDEN.
WILLIE C. STIOKLE, aged 12 years.

NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, VA., Jan. 9, 287.
Mrss WIXON: I hav often thou6ht of paying tribute. to the Children's Corner over
When a rich man dies and leaves a written
which you so happily preside, but it has
request that a certain other person shall hav
seemed on approach to be too sacred a. precinct for an old bachelor soldier to intrud~
his money for his own use, it is called a legupon. The open-fa.::ed letter (that is a printacy. How many of the young readers of the
er's term) from Dena L. Diamond calls me to
Corner are there who would not like to rethe front. I am Aomewhatacqnainted at the
ceive one? No doubt you all think you could
village of Ely, Vt., where that youn,g and
appreciate that.
brave Freethinker resides, having been born
in Port Mills village, in the township of
Now, there are other things besides money
Thetford (named after Thetford, England,
which are l~ft for us by others, which are
where our honored Thomas Paine first RaW
sometimes called legacies, which are not althe light). Ely is in the next township, Verways so well appreciated, yet are quite as
shire on the northwest, and in between is
useful. No doubt some of you hav bad an
West Fairlee, in which I.hav lived about half
my days, and where there are some of the
intimate "grown-up" friend to whom you
terrible Freethinkers also, and not altogether
hav been accustomed to listen, and whose
afraid of their own shadows. Tell your cormind seemed to you to be a fountain of know lrespondent, for me, that there is no thought
edge always overflowing with sparkling gems
but Freethought.; the ideas that are bound
of wit and varied information. What sadness
upon one by force or fear are not thoughts,
but notions-not Yankee notious, but useless
clouded your pathway when the life of that
notions-and the reason the clmrch people
friend suddenly went out, and you realized
hate Col. Robert G. Ingersoll so much, and
what he had been to you! You felt that the
their dislike amounts to hatred, is because he
loss to yourself and the world was great, intries so effectually to free them from the yoke
Fifteen vegetables.
deed, and how you did wish that you might
of bondage which they hav worn RO long they
think it a part of themselvs. They almost
take up or become possessed of his goodness
1
and wisdom., and if you could do this, how L"'SWERS TO PUZZLES IN OffiLDREN 8 CORNER, always speak ofhim as Bob Ingersoll. Now,
JAN. 22, 1887.
how refined and gracious that is! How
much better the world might be when yon
1.NESTLE
would they like to hav us call Jesus Christ
·Should leave it.
EXTRA
Jed Christ?
While your friend could not leave to you
STAY
I want to hav all our young friends learn
TRY
all his wealth of wisdom, you will find as the
to use the Bruno calendar, adopted by the
L.A.
Secular Union ; at least. when writin.!!.' on
years go by that he has indeed left you a rich
E
scientific and philosophical questions. They
legacy in tbe gems of thought, the fruit of his
2.-.A.rrow grass, hair grass, feather grass, must know that Giordano Bruno was the first
experience, which he dropped by the way broom grass, crown and beard grass; star who brought such themes to a focus, and
while with you, and which are stored in your flower, trumpet flower, wall flower, corn made a system of lmciwledge, showinp; that
the universe was under the dominion ·of unmemory, as money in the vaults of a bank, flower.
changing law, inst•lacl of being governed at
from which you may draw, as you are able,
the hap-hazard beck of a God. and for doing
to use them to your advantage. You are
Correspondence.
this the lamb-like Christians burnt him alive
continually being left legacies of this kind in
AusnN, NEv., Jan. 8, 1887.
in the city of Rome, two hundred and eighty.
the thoughts written and stored in the Corner,
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my first letter I six yearR ago. As t!1e pious bigots say that
and.many other papers and books which hav hav ever written, and as I am a little Free- the world is indebted to Christianity, as they
been written and printed, from which you thinker seven years old, I thought I would name their nompnse, for civilization, whilst
my first letter to you. I like the Chil- they teach Bruno's science in their schools,
can freely draw all you can use. There is write
dren's Corner; mamma reads it to me. I not letting their pupils learn there ever was
one thing, however, which you cannot come read the children's letters every week. My such a person, we OU![ht not to reckon time
into full possession of without labor and ex- papa has taken THE TrmTH SEEKER for many by the Christian style, but giv honor to whom
perience. It is called good judgment. If years. We laugh at the pictures every week. honor is due, and date our chronology from
you hav for some time been a careful reader I am going to send for Aunt Elmina's book the martyrdom of Bruno, making this year to
be 287. I think that children are the most
of the Corner, and hav parents or guardians for childr~n. More next time.
From yours truly,
HARRY Moss ..
interesting creatures in the world, and the
who are thinking people, and hav taught you
best that Christian• believe about Je~us is that
to think for yourselvs, and as far as possible
CoMING. GA., Jan. 16, 1887.
he was once a chubby baby boy. Thfl Chiiattribute the things that occur around you to
DEAR Miss WixoN: I once more come be- dren's Corner is the most delightful part of
their true causes, you hav already a great ad- fore you as a beggar; for which I am ashamed TnE TnU'l'H SEEK Ell, and a deal of truth is to
vantage over those who are being reared by -not to beg alms, but to ask a place in the be found in it. I wiHh there was a whole
Corner to thank the friends who hav reBpond- paper published by the Liberals for the little
credulous and superstitious people, as many ed to my situation. I hav a friend indeed at onPs. Your "Story Hour" is splendid, and
children are.
Philadelphia, who has been sending me TnE if you and the good TRUTH SERKEI! folks
You hav, no doubt, learned that there are TRUTH BEEKER regularly. We hav moved, could arrange aLong Hour, it would be l!'lorimany things which can be demonstrated as and changed our post-office to Cuming. Pa ous. There, I am crowding the rightful ocbeing true; that is, can be positivly proved is a tenant, and since we hav been up hPTe in cupauts out of their snug Corner, and shall
north Georgia, we hav to move every year, hav to bow myself out.
or made evident to the senses beyond question and
you do not know how hard it is on him.
Yours for the children,
or denial. Such things are real facts, or truth. I began to think we would hav to be thrown
JonN PrmscoT'l' GUILD.
By comparing statements of which we know . out all because pais an out~poken Infidel, and
[Mr. Guild will please accept our thanks
little or nothing with what we do know, we the only one that dares to speak wuat he for the above beautiful letter and his kind aplearn whether or not they are true, because thinks. He will not act the hypocrit under
any circ!lmstapces. 1 think he is wrong. 1 predation of tbe Corner, w~ich will never be
all truths will agree or be in harmony with believe rn polrcy myself. Oh, how I wish for so "sacred" liS to bar lum or any other
, each other where'Ver found. Thlls we may ~ home! I liMe t4(l worcl "t!)qa,qt,' 1 or , fri~n.<:!- O\~t.. -:§~ SJ. C.]
1
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.
CALIFORNIA.
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Joslil, Cal.
CANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., 'l'oronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.
A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st,, Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
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Mills).
MASSACHUSETTS.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids. ·
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.'
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
MONTANA.
0. B. Whitford, Butte City.
~HE ONuY <®o~~EG!ll
NEBRASKA.
Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
€.DillliON.
NEW YORK.
:3:.-entano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F, GauJ., 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland. ·
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
NEw YoRK:
PENNSYLVANIA.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER COMPANY.
~eorge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, a, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.
PRICE, fi CENTS.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
PERf'ONAL .EXISTENCE ·AFTER
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
DEATH HlPROBABLE.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
By L. R. ·SMITH.
Henry Booth, Stock~on.
A COMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INVIRGINIA.
Pamphlet,
32pp.,
12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
Published and for sale by
ENGLAND.
EXCHANGE.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
By J. K. INGALLs, author of "Socilll Wealth."
CA.BINET. PHOTOGRAPHS OF

IMMENSE STOCK OF
Fine Gold and Silver Watches, Diamond Jewelry,
Gold and Plated Chain•, Bracelets, Necklace",
Locketsl Pius, Drops, Studs, Sleeve Buttons;
Plain, Chased, and Set Rings (a spemalty)U" Gold
and Silver Hea.cled Canes; Guld Pens, Penc· a, aud
Tooth.PICks; Gold and Silver Thimbles, Silver and
Plated Ware Cutlery, Razors, Revolvers\ Opera
Glasses, Gold Spect.acles, Eye Glasses, albums,
Harmonicas, PluHh Comb and Manicure Sets, etc.
All these I{Oods will be sent subject lo approval
and return If not entirely satisfactory and ca•h
refunded, and as a special inducement I shall deduct 20 per cent fwm lowest bottom prices elsewhere.
For a Christmas
gift, nothing iH nicer
than one of my bea.ut1fnl badges, enameled on solid gold in
four colors.
Prices, size of cut,
$8, $3. 50, $4. with
gennin diamond, $6
to $10.
JuHt out: Exactly
like above! but smal~
~-'
ler,$2. A itt.Je gem.
~ ,.,1l1 Also, WJttch Charms
tn
..a Allil~ of lRrger model, $5
AJ · 1 , • 'fpJ11!!!
$15.
~ lroi!JGH~ toNothing
nicer for
a Holiday Gift than one of these beautiful emblems of Freethonght. Rncl P•·ogress.
OTTO WE'£TSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.
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ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

Robt. G .. Ine-ersoll's

ELEMENTS
OF

ITHIVEHSALHISTORY
FOB
HIGHER INRTITUTE'l IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
By Pror H. M. Couln~cr, A.M.
This book is lust what the busy world of to-dn.Y
needs-a perfectcomPAndium of hi• tor)' from 2.000
years B.C., on up to 1883, .all in a nutshe!l.-Eimina
Stenlcer.
As a text-book in schools, the book would occnpl'
an important place; in t.he family it would be no
less important, as conveYing informn.tion that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan JVI:om.
Mr. Cottinger'a intentions m wnting this book
are excellent., and his standpoint admir~b)e; it Ulll.Y
be commended as fulfillmg it.s purpose of a cnu.
cise and interesting historical text-book.-Mllwau.
Ieee se,.tinel.
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.50.
For Schools in Quantities, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

CONFESSIONAL:
ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

.An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

C. B. REYNOLDS.

Price, 25 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

BLASPHEMY

in the suit of the

So Cents Eacl1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Olin ton Place.

--AND--

.Bankers' &nd Merchants' Tele·
graph Company

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .

against the

REPLY

Western Union Telegraph Company.

TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

-oSo many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TBUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

SPIRlTUALISM
Sustained
By the Bible
BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.

OONTENTS:
SPIRIT"OALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
1
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD S GENERAL GOVERNMENT.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSIDP.
OBJECTIONS TO SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.
Like all THE. TRUTH BEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical ex•cution of the work is all that could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
The primary object of the work, as its title indi·
cates, is tu sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdities of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. The book contains much to interest every
intelligent reader. • . . . Colonel Kelso has done
·much acceptablA work in the cause of Freeth ought
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
will certainls find his "Spiritual" strength renewed.-Jolm PPclc.
Bound in cloth, 245 pp., price $1.
Address THE TRU1'H SEEKER CO.,
tf
83 Clinton Place, New York.

LIBERTY .AND MORALITY.
BY W. 8. BELL.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
seventy thousand mmiBters of this conn try were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
False
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a

THE BIBLE.
BY 0. B. REYNOLD!:!.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the· Seen

Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among lariats.
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
This is the pamphlet for the distribution
The
Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
By B. W. Lacy.
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen- which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to l><
itentianes • the Church and Civilization; the
A t):10rough exposure of the Oatholic priests
TRIED FOR BLASPHE~IY
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Histortcal misstatements.
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights May 81.
Movement; the Tem.Perance Reform ; the
Price, 10 Cents: 6 for 50 cent"; 13 for $1.
Church and the Republic.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKER CO.
THE
Bible .Morals. Twenty Crimes and
Vices Sanctioned b:y ScriJ:l!;ure : Falsehood and
and
Deception; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Putnam'~
SIXTY-FIVE YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.
Conquest
and Extermination ; Despotism; InBest known remedy for Rll Affii<'tions of these
tolerance
and
Persecution;
Injustice
to
Woman;
organs. WEAK EYES. WEAK EARS, DEaFUnkindness to Children: Cruelty to Animals; The Problem of tbe Universe, and
NESS, and CA'£ARRHAL AFFECTION::! immediHuman Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
ately reached. FAILING SIGHT prevented.
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
Universology. Price, 20 eta.
ROARING or DRUMMING OF EARS will cease.
and Vag:ranc;v: Ignorance and Idiocy; ObscenOne box tells the whole story.
ity. Pnce, smgle co_pies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1. Waif" and Wanderings, a New Ameri·
Price, by mail, 30 cents.
Special discount on larger quantities.
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pajler, 50 ct.s.
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y.
"A prose epic of the war, rinh with mcident
Sabbath-Breaking.
This is the best
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
Use Shakers' Sptritene for the Pi/a.
and most thorough work ever written on the
last
with the living spirit of to-day."-John
10t52
Sabbath from a r&tional point of view. Large
SWinton's PaPer.
and handsome print. The question is c'liscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab- Golden 'J'hronf', a. Romance. "The
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
·author certainly has grnius. The divine crcaScriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
tiv spark is within him. The book IB filled witb
A NilliLISTIC ROMANCE.
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabmanly thoughts expressed in manly wnrdHbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
the transcnl)tof a manly mind. Every Libcml
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWBKY. With a portrait
abb ath during the Middle A~es: The Puritan
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERBOLL. $1.
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
o,bbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers,
R. TUCKEB.
Scholars, and Divines; Abroe-ation of Sunday Ingersoll and Jf'sns. A conversation
Laws Price, 25 cents; six cooies. $1.00.
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century InWritten in Priso~. Suppressed b:r_the Czar. The
fidel and the Galilean Reformer. wherein it. 1
AT\thor Over 'l'wen ty Year a an Extle in Sibe·
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Reshown
there is much in harmony !Jetween
ria. Russian Edition worth$600a Copy.
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
them. Price, 10 eta.
·
First American Edition Exhausted
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadin Four Days. Second now
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin- Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
Reag_y. An Elegant
dicates
hi%
name
from
the
aspersions
cast
upon
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
Volume of 330
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
poured f0rth, it seems to me, with extraordiPages.
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
nary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
PRESS coMMENTS:
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
character from more than one hundred noted Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Nihilism is scarcely extravagance.-Boston .A averpersons of Euro.Pe and America, many of them
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
tiser.
written expressly for this work. Second ediWhY Don't He Lend a Hand, and
It is perhaps the book which has most powertion~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 eta.
fully influenced the youth of Russia in their
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
growth into Nihilism, and it is remarkable and
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; Adami and He'va. A Poetic version
noteworthy as a work which has played so imporcloth, 75 cents.
version of the Indian Story of the Garden of
taut a part in the political and social history of Image Br~alu~r.
Six Lectures: DeEden, in which its snperionty to the mntilstt.rcl
the centnry.-Boston Courter.
cooY-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
As a revelation of folk life it is invaluable; we
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washhav no other Russian pictures that compare with
inl{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
cPnts.
For all of the above address
it.-Proviaence Star.
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.
that the interest in their fate becomes intense as ...,he Anostl~ of Liberty. An address
the thread of the narrativ is slowly unwound.- L
"
eo.•ton saturaa.u Evening Gazette.
delivered in Paine Hall.J before theN. E. FreeTHE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
When we come to consider the publication of
thinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
.
N J _. . H
d
such books as Flaubert's "Salammbo" and Tcher10 cents.
Published at Hammont~n, . . mane ow1an
nychewsky's "What's To Be Done?" we cannot
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO:.l
and Eduard Howland, Ed!torA; J. ~I. Pn·se and J.
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
BB Olinton PIJLM. NAw xo r I<
M,. Bnrgler, P!mterA. This paper IS deyoted ~peha pened to the society for the suppression of
Ol~lly to the mtereHt~ of our colomzatwn en rr• cp
lit t
St Louts o~·"ltca.
~
prise, the Credit Fonmer of Smaloa, andfenerally
mdecent era ure.- ·
'"'v~ n.
THE
TRUTH
S~liKl'R 'NNUA.T
tothepractica.lsolutionoftheproblemo Integr!J-1
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
'
· 4
v
{)o.oJillr&tion. Price, $1 a year; 50 cents for BIX
A.41h',.ss THE TRUTH BEEKER.
"
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ICronin
As l1e warms to the subject, the Rev.
enthusiastically remarks: "Would

that those whose minds hav been poisoned by
the specious pen and brilliant rhetoric of our
The Battle of Life.
American arch-blaspllemcr could read these
I am tired, lay me flown;
'Notes."' "With cold, relentless cruelty,
Welcome death; I sleep at last;
Father L<tmbert pursues Ingersoll in these
I hav fought, but gained no crown;
"One of a crowd," is all my past,
pages, step by step, piercing him with keen
Yet had I hoped a course to run
Damascus blade at every turn ; aye, dissectShould bring me honor, wealth, and fame;
ing him to the very marrow of his bones."
<Or. if not all, but only one,
"Oh, that to-day we had more Father L1mYet I, at least, should make a name.
berts, especially in these United States, to giv
W~ll, some must stand, and some must fall,
·Some must be leaders, some be led;·
us opportune pamphlets like this!"
The happy chance comes not to all;
Now, the Rev. Lambert comes on the
Some fight for honors, some for bread.
and in his introductory, after comparscene,
When the brave leader you decree
ing Mr. Ingersoll with Paine, Voltaire,
Honors and rank and royal smile,
Forget. not, men as good as he
Hobbes, Bolingbroke, and others, claims that
Are standing in the rank nod filep
as the objections Mr. Ingersoll raised were
-VmtZ-m Society.
not original, there is no necessity for his answering them. "The proper way to meet
·Ingersoll and Lambert.
Mr. Ingersoll is," says he, " not to defend
For the past two year~, but more especially Christianity against his scattering, inct:'nsethe last three months, variouq Catholic friends quent, illogical, and unphilosophical attacks,
hav persistently called my attention to a book but to make his article the subject to be conentitled, "Notes on Ingersoll," by Rev. L.A. sidered," etc-and be p_roceeds to consider it
Lambert. I was assured that it completely by taking up various .sentences and ·answer"
demoliehed that celebrated Infidel, and one ing them in this wise :
enthusiast remarked that the arguments used
!NGERS •LL. We know nothing of what w~ call
were so clear-cut, so convincing, they carried the laws of nature except as we gather the idea of
law from the uniformity of phenomena springing
conviction to the most obdurate.
The articles of Mr. Ingersoll, to which these from like conditions. To make myself clear,
water always runs down-hill.
·"Notes" were supposed to be an answer, first
I thought this a rather clear proposition,
oappeared in the North American Re'Dieto, and
•are known as his controversy with, Judge and read the following answer with some srir.Jere. S. Black. I had read them, and thought prise:
LAlliBERT. We acquire a knowledge of th!) laws
·-that Ingersoll had by far the better of the
of nature by observing the e:tl:'ects of the forces of
•argmp.ent. . Moreover, I did not remember nature; but we do not gather "an idea of law"
!having seen anything since which could from the study of these forces and effect•. The
idea of law, in general, is, and must be, prior to
-cause me to change my mind.
Therefore, I reasoned that if " an obscure the idea of part.icuhtr laws,· etc:, etc.
This I thought to be mere quibbling. But
country pastor" could effect such a work, his
place was not in an obscure, interior town, he goes on to giv his "idea" that as '' water
but in some large city, where, the observed of runs up- in the capillary tubes of every vegeall observers, he could receive that homage table that grows" (by the by, this is called
justly his due for having saved Christianity the force of suction, from which the word
from her impending doom. Hundreds of the sucker is derived), and because "the Missismost important positions in the church in sippi carri!JS its water up an inclined plane, a
Italy are occupied by men whose only claim perpendicular distance of five miles," and
to distinction is that they are members of "the same is true of a portion of the Nile;"
sorr.e rich and powerful family. But here and as " the equator all around the earth is
was one, an Irish-American, of poor but vir- a mountain thirteen miles higher than the
tuous_ parents, who, by his gigantic intellect, surface at the poles," and the " polar regions
had destroyed with one fell blow what God, are vast sunken valleys," he concludes that
the virgin, the angels, and all the rest of the saying, "Water always runs down-hill,'•
Christendom had been vainly endeavoring to is incorre-ct, else the polar regions would be
flooded. Therefore, when }';lr. Ingersoll made
do for centuries.
So I bought the boolt, determined that the statement .he knew nothing about the
when it. had carried conviction to my heart I subject; in fact, Jess of this world than of the
would present the reverend gentleman's next. He adds, "You saw, somewhere, a
claims to the holy father-claims which his bit of water running down a hill, and you
nativ modesty would natura1!y prevent his gathered an idea that it always does so."
And so he goes, on, on, on, ever quibbling,
presenting in person. I read it carefully
three times, and each time felt more and more till the point is reacheu where, in speaking of
satisfietl that it would not be fair to assist in the presumed existence of God, Ingersoll
having him removed from his present posi- says:
This question cannot be settled by saying that it
tion, as, at least so says the Buffalo Catholic
Publication Uompany, " it is the wish of the would be a mere waste of time and space to enumerate the proofs which Bhow that the universe was
people among whom he resides, that he may created by a pre-existent and self-conscious being.
long be retained as pastor of St. Mary's The time and space should havbeen wasted, and
·church, and that his health, strength, and the proofs should hav been enumerated. These
usefulness may not be impaired for many proofs are what the wisest and greatest are trying
to find.
years to come." So the suffering souls of
LAlliBERT. I shall produce the argument of a
St. Mary's can depend that, so far as any exer- philosopher for the existence of God. It runs in
tion on my part is concerned, he is likely to this way : I allow you to doubt all things if you
w1sh till yon come to the point where doubt denies
remain "an obscure country pastor."
itself. Doubt is au act of intelligence; only aninA woodcut of the Rev. Lambert, which tellig~nt agent can doubt. lt as much demands
graces the first page, shows a man of consid- intellect to doubt as it does to believe-i o deny as
erable mental ability, and an impression is it docs to affirm. Universal doubt is, therefore, an
for doubt cannot, if it would, doubt
made that, under other circumstances, he impossibility:
the intelligence that doubts, sincA to doubt that
might hav been both an able and au original would be to doubt itself. Yon cannot doubt that
thinker.
you doubt, and then, if you doubt, yon know that
From a somewhat limited biography, I you doubt, and there is one thing, at least, yon do
not doubt, namely, that you doubt. To doubt the
Jearn that he founded the Oatlwlic 1'imes at intelligence
that doubts, would be to doubt that
Waterloo, N. Y., which has since consolidat- you doubt, for, without intelligence there can be
ed with the Union, and is now known as the no more doubt than belief. Intelligence, then,
Oatltolic Union and Times, of Buffalo. Also you must assert, for without intelligence you canthat"he is an author : his " Thesaurus Bibli- not even deny intelligence, and the denial of intelligence by intelligence contradicts itself, and
cus," or hand-book of scripture reference, affirms intelligence in the every act of denying it.
being " a mountain of scholarly research and Doubt, then, as much as you will, you must still
affirm intelligence as the condition of doubting, or
patient toil."
The preface is by the Rev. Patrick Cronin, of asserting the possibility of doubt, for what is
not, cannot act.
who takes to himself the credit for having
This much then is certain, that however far you
published the "Notes" in pamphlet form, may be di~posed to carry your denials, you cannot
as originally they appeared only in the col- carry them so far as to deny intelligence, because
umns of the Buffalo Union and 1'imes. For, that would be denial of denial itself, Then you
must cencede intelligence, and then whatever is
says he, " regarding them as a complete an- essential to the reality of intelligence. In concednihilation of the pretep.tious scoffei: [Inger- ing anything you concede necessarily all that by
soll], and desirous that they should reach a which it is what it is, and without which it could
much larger public than could be secured by not be what it is. Intelligence is inconceivable
without the intelligible, or some object capable of
any newspaper," etc., etc.-the nativ modesty being known. So in conceding intelligence you
of the author was overcome and the" Notes" necessarily concede the intelligible. The in telliappeared. There is no question in regard to gible is, therefore, something which is, is being,
the motiv. The spoils of Egypt, filthy lucre, real being too, not mm·e abstract or possible
being. for without the real there is and can be no
had nothing to do with it. It is claimed that possible or abstract. The abstract, in that it is
one hundred and twenty-five thousand of abstract, is nothing and, therefore, unintelligible;
these pamphlets, which could be produced at that is to say, no object of knowledge, or of the inless tl::an five cents per copy, hav been sold tellect. The possible as possible is nothing but the
power or ability of the real, and is apprehensible
at twenty-five cents per copy. A clear case only in that power or ability. In itself, ·abstracted
Qf ad majorem JJei gloriam.
from the real, it is pure nullity, has no being, no

existence, is not, and therefore is unintelligible,
no object of intelligence or of intellect, on the
principle that what is not is not intelligible. Consequently, to the reaJit.y of intelligence a real intelligible is necessary; and since the reaJit.y of intelligence is undeniable, the intelli1lible must be
asserted, and asserted as real, not as abstract or
merely possible being. You are obliged to assert
intelligence, but you cannot assert intelligence
without asserting the intelligible, and you cannot
asse1·t the i11telligible without asserting something
that really IS; that is, without asserting 1·eal
being. The real bPing thus asserted is either
necessary and eternal being, being in itself, subsisting by and from himself, or it is contingent
and, therefore, created being. One or tbe otller
we must say, for being which is neither necessary
nor contingent, or which is both at once, is inconceivable, and cannot be asserted or supposed.
Whatever is, in any sense, is either necessary
and eternal, or contingent and created, is either
being in itself, absolute being, or existence dependent on another for its being, and, therefore, is
not without the necessary and eternal, on which it
depends, If you say it is necessary and eternal
being, you saY it is God; if you say it is contingent being, you still assert the necessary and
eternal, therefore God, because the contingent is
neither possible nor intelligible without the
necessary and eternal. The contingent, since it is
or has its being only in the necessary aud eternal,
and since what is not is not intelligible, is intelligible as the contingent only in necessary and
eternal being, the intelligible in itself, in which
it has its being and therefore its intelligibility:
So in either case you cannot assert the intelligible
without asserting necesswY and eternal being;
and, therefore, since necessary and eternal being
is God without asserting God, or that God is;
and since you must assert intelligence even to
deny it, it follows that in every act of intelligence
God is asserted, and that it is impossible without
self-contradiction to deny his existence (Brownson's Quarterl11 Review).

Alas! poor Brownson. I knew him well.
Educated a Protestant, he tried in vain to
gain an honest living by literary work.
Heavy, dull, phlegmatic, his articles were
too labored even for his cultured co-religionists; and it used to be said that eternity had
been created for the sole purpose of studying
his essays. Starvation stared him in the
face. In a moment of in;:piration he became a Catholic, and the world was electrified ~ith the news that the great, the original, the profound Orestes A. ·Brownson
would publish a quarterly review in the interests of the "Holy Church." In order
that the cares of a growing family should not
disturb his mental equilibrium, his son was
educated by the church, and received holy
orders. He is dead now. Peace to his
ashes! His foibles, and those of his father,
are buried in the grave.
Well, the Review appeared, and no Catholic center-table had its complete outfit unless one or more copies were ostentatiously
shown on it. Time crept on; the Catholic
world was not prepared or educated to receive these wondrous argumentations, .and
slowly but surely the circulation of the
Review fell off-off-off-till not a score
stood on its. bool;:s. And now, poor Brownson is resuscitated by " an obscure country
pastor," and his insane ravings, superinduced
by a too lavish use of chloral, are foisted on
an American public as the conclusions of an
eminent philosopher and incontestable proof
o"f the existence of a God.
It is not my intention to analyze the
"Notes." I read them for my own pleasure
and profit. I will merely quote the last
article, as it contains a proposition which I
propose to notice.

selvs responsible to _•him and to all the glib little
whiffets of his shallow school.
NoTE ·ro NIN'rH EDITION. As I anticipated, Mr.
Ingersoll has publicly declined to reply.
Thus endeth this remarkable productionremarkable in more ways than one, remarkable in so far that a CathoHc clergyman, even
though "an obscure country pastor," should
raise his voice in defense of a Protestant
champion of Christianity. Just think of itJere. S. Black, a member of a church which·
characterizes the Catholic church as " the
Scarlet Woman,"" the Whore of Babylon,"
and other pet and suggestiv names, being 'defended by a Catholic priest-Jere. Black,
puffed up to the skies as a defender of Christianity l Well, well, times hav changed, for
the publisher, Rev. Patrick Cronin, says
"As may be observed, these 'Notes' are
written from the broadest Christian stand·
point; so that they ought to be as welcome
to all who believe in Jesus Christ, and in the
revelation he has made, as to Catholics. We
need scarcely add the hope that they may
hav a large circulation; and we ask all who
glory in the triumph of Christian truth, to aid
in spreading this pamphlet."
But who ever heard of a broad Chri,tian
standpoint-a standpoint so broad that a Calvinist and a Catholic could meet, and, with
locked arms, sing the song of the saints ? I
never did, and Patrick Cronin and L. A.
Lambert deserve the kindest considerations
of all Christendom for havirig shoved that
plank irlto the Christian platform.
But what is Christianity? From what
standpoint is Jere. Black or the Protestant
buyer of the" Notes" to view it? If Black
views it from his own, then, according to
Lambert's he must be damned: unless-just .
think of it-unless this mighty champion,
with his" great intellectual merit and ability,"
this cogent reasoner, is willing to accept salvation by pleading· guilty io "invincible
ignorance."
But I hav more particularly to do with the
concluding portion of the "·Notes." I hav
no doubt that lHr. Ingersoll had good and
sufficient reasons for declining to meet Mr.
Lambert. It is not customary for a leader to
go out of his way to· answer every charge,
even if made by a clergyman. The intellectual status of }';Ir. Ingersoll is too well defined
to·need any explanation from him. The curious reader of the " Notes " will find a reason on its every page, and may possibly determin that }';lr. Ingersoll simply declined "to
stoop to conquer." But it is different with
me, and with thousands of others. Personally I am not-at least, I do not think I ama "glib little whiffet of a shallow school,"
but an open and avowed Infidel, and if the
Rev. Lambert will hold himself responsible to
me, I will, in lieu of a better man, meet him
in the columns of the press and argue on the
merits of his particular school.
It is eminently fitting that "an obscure
country pastor" should be met by one in his
own station; by one who desires no higher
position than that of a" high private in the
rear rank of the Liberal army."
I should ask that we keep in view the truism
that "a belief never changes a fact;" that
the arguments should be impersonal; that we
deal with cold facts, and that the articles appear simultaneously in TuE TRU'r.EI SEEKER
and the Buffalo Catholic Union and 1-imMas the originator of this last, the Reverend
Lambert, has claims which his admirer, the
Reverend Cronin, the present editor, will not
ignore. ·
On the part of TilE 'rnUTH BEE <::ER, and for
its thousands of readers, can be promised a
respectful hearing, not of sophistries, but of
any facts that may be presented, for there are
multitudes anxiously awaiting light, and if
they hav immortal souls which can only be
saved by means of the Catholic church, they
want to know it; and want that knowledge
right away. And so do I.
·
Therefore, Brother Macdonald, kindly forward a marked copy to the Rev. L.A. Lambert, pastor of St. Mary's church, Waterloo,
N.Y.
Let us hope that the reverend gentleman's
keen Damascus blade h!ts not become dull nor
he tired·of dissecling Infidels to the very marrow of their bones.
MoAn·rHun.

INGERSOLL. We should remember . . . that
the early Christians believed everything but the
truth, and that they accepted paganism, and ad·
mitted the reality of all the pagan miracles.
LAMBERT'S COMliiENT. In making and printing this statement yon lose all claim to respectful
consideration. We must brand it in the whole
and in all its parts as a falsehood; an_d he who
made it is ignorant or malicious, or both. And
yet this falsifier talks glibly of "honesty" and
"honor bright." We charoe Mr. Ingersoll with
fal<Blwoa in making the above statement. We
ca'l on him to verifY it or stand as a convicted
falsifier. A falsifier cannot be trusted; his glib
talk of honesty and virtue must be looked upon as
a ~nare, like that of the profligate whn talks of
virtue to his in tended victim. We can respect an
enemY, but when we find deceit and falsehood in
his methods, we relegate him to that disrespectable
class which affords remunerativ employment to
detectivs and policemen. A falsifier is a manufacturer of base coin, a counterfeiter, a fraud.
We here conclude these notes, believing we hav
accomplished what we unilertook to do. We hav
said enough to convince our readers that l\Jr.
Ingersoll is profligate of statement; that he is not
to be trusted; that he is unscrupulous; that as a
logician and metaphysician he is beneath contempt; that he is a mere galvanizer of old objections long ago refuted; that he is ignorant and
superficial-full of gas and gush-in a word, that
be is a philosophical charlatan of the fi1·st water,
who mistakes curious listeners for dis<Jiples, and
Miscellanies by ALIOE D. LE PLONGEoN,
applause for approval.
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
Of course, we do not expect him to reply to u o,
and for several reasons. First, he will not want
Palaces and Modern
to; second, he cannot; third, he can pretend not
Cities."
to notice an obscure country pastor. Very well.
Price, $1.25.
Then let some of his disciples or admirers try to
rehabilitate his smirched character. We.hold our- Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place.
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Ingersoll's 'Works. Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1. ·

REDUCEO IN PRICE,

We hav made arrangements whei·eby we can
In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods "
'' Humboldt " " 'rhomas Paine," " Individual- offer.these magmficent prose poems of Mr. Ingerity," and "Heretics and Heresies."
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tribut-es are
l'he Ghosts Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25. Printed ori heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiContents: "The Ghosts.~" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'l.'he Declaration of In- nated border, large clear type, suitable for framde]lendence," ".A.bout Farming in Illinois," ing. The titles are:
•· The Grant Banquet " "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past· Rises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
Dream," and" .A. Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Iut~:~rviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25; ·.

··

What Must We Do toBe Saved 1 Pa,·per, 25 cents.

Tlie t:hristian Religion.

By R. G.

.. Ingersolb Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George 1!'. Fisher, Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Or1hoduxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

., 10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YJie, and containing as much as
' co11ld be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Libe1·als should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll (Jatechised: His Answers to
·

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San lJ'ranviScan. 5 cents; 50
. cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'fbomas Paine from

· the attacks or" the New York Obser-ver, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the tJivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.

l.ng~rsoll'M

Lectures Complete.

·· Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
. . for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
· all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library 'style, and containing over 1i300
pa~es, which is sold .at the exceedingly. ow
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Trib~te~.

T,~ere ~V- peen so many

1!.PPlicat10ns for Mr .. -Ingersoll's "Tribute to.
His Brother," "The "Visiotibf War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address ·-irver
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be.en printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illununated border, and m la1·ge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
·to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems. and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factt bne of the richestt brightest,·
best ever issuea. ·It contains, besiaes the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never befQre published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ;>h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Ride, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; m full Turkey morocco, _gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

.·The Busts of Voltaire. Paine, and
Ingersoll. . Cabinet size; true to
life, pricet $1.50·1 ~ach. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should ha v them.

·

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
panel, 10)11'x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
.

By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egll'· It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeys
· ·are particularly discussed and their economical
·breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultn• on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been $1. 00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS E.A.CH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE '!'RUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton PI., New York.
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RATIONAL COMMUNISM:
Tile Present and the Future
Republic of Nortll America
· BY A CAPITALIST.

Paper,aOc; clotll, $1.

A Sl'UDY
OJ'

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY
BY LEWIS C, .JANES.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; inYestigates J;he history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ, and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 320pp. Svo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

l.Uafas and the (\nfcltes · II,aou
Years A;-o.
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
lllnstra ted.
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this office.
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

MEN, WOMEN & GODS .
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
·Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this_ office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROM-ANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White .Bnll : .A. Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or.Fate.-The Sage and the .A.theist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crow~..:s. The
:(il:uron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-llficromegas.'!'he World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnoin the Philosopher.-.A.ndres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Stndy of Natnre.-.A. Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-.A. Pleasure in
H•tving No Pleasure.-.A.n Adventure in India.
Handsome, 12mo. 448 pages, laid pa_per. With 67
engr:avings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
H uf calf or half morocco, marbled edges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Tne

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MY'rB

H; J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 csnts.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

.A. book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, viceJ and crime. It deals with the J;>resent
~ccret
Ea~t,
condit1ons or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfe'ctions, and showing how it is almost
OR,
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the .author thinks,is in communal life, Tb~ Origin of the ' hristian Religion
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
and the Significance of its
Republic of North .A.merwa, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rise and IJecline.
Rational Communism. The book IS vigorously
and interestingly written.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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MEN oF BusDUBB WHo DID SoMETHING BEsiDEs
MAKING MoNEY.
.A. BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JAliiES PABTO'W,
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-~ixcharacters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

·PLAIN HOME TALK .A.ND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr, E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 11!JOO pages, fully
illustratQd, Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
Pric~",
- S1.2a.
· A. new cheap edition at only $1.50.
A.ddres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
•! Olin ton l'lA.A<l. N'~u- '." Prlr
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
·per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
· 250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
H.A.ND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re
cipes. .A. valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
S.A.NIT.A.RY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam
BY J .. E. REMSBURG.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,''representin_g the germ
theory, advocating personal arid public hyg_iene Author of "False Claims," "Bible
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the SunMorals," Etc.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to swK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
. HEREDITY (Books.and Pamphlets). "The Law
The best and most thorough work ever written
of Heredity,'' by Prof.. Brooks, 336 p_a_ges1 cloth
bound, ·$2' "Heredity"
by Loring_Mooay, 159 on the Sunday Question from a r ..tional point of
ll_ages, cloth\ 75 cents; •1The Law of Heredity," by view.
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
La,rge an Handsome Print.
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Re?en· SINGLE CcPms,
25 cents.
eration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ' Re$1.00.
ortsof Conventions and Parlor .ll1eetin!{S·d'llring SlX COPIES,
. 1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
, Institute of Heredity,MG• 1883~10 cents.
· 3a Olin ton Place, New York.
·" · ~ddresa
·
_TRu·~·H 8EEKEB.

SaDOath-Breaking.

BACON A.N:D SJU,KSPERF.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not Wiite.
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A."D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. Price, 2S cents. For sale at this office.

This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
-·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEJ:l, CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The Trade Supplied at Spedal Discounts.

P.rice, Uotlt, $1.00.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
.A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BY E. C. WALKER.

CONTENTS: EconomiC Schools: a hrief review of their Origin and Grow:th; Rise and
Growth of Capitahsm; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Pr1vate and Social Wealth; Land Ownership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Pro.fuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economw Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, n('t Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion..

OR,

Dedicated to the clergy

Commended, DefeiJded, ~nd l• joined
by the Bible.

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Clinton Place, New York.
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LI(\UOB DBINKUG

Tk6 Bole Footnrs and IC=t Ratios in It.
Acquirement and ApportionmtJnt.
By J. K. INGALLS. . .

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
The Forgery of the Old Testament.
·

Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,

BiDle Temperance:
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of the

is a regularly educat
ed and le!Cfally qualified physician, ann
the most suecessful
as his 11ractice will
prove. Givschel'rand
hope to the affiictetl
bysaying ann_ proving
th•t SPERMA.TOHRH<E.A and IMPOTENCY as the result
of self· abuse in youth
and sexual excesses
in ms turer years,
causing night emissions by dreams, loss
of sexual power, rendering marriage Improper and unhappy,
etc., can be cnrea
permanently by au
outside application in sixty days. No failure m
any case.
It is onf of Dr. Fellows's valuable discoveries,
which is entirely unknown to the medical profession. It iF a medicin to be applied externally ou
the parts affected. by pad and bandage, which
cures byabsorJ?tiOn, and which is the only reliable
meth·•d .. f curmg Seminal Weakness and Loss of
Sexual Power.
Send five 2-cent stamp• for his book "Private
Counselor," tellhg all about the disease, and the
external cure. "ith f'Vidences of succes~. Address
Dr. R. P. FELLOWS, Vinelanrl, N. J , and say
where you saw this advertisment.
llr Dr. Fellows begs leave to shte that he iE
an Infidel of the most pronounced character.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price. $1.00.

For Rille

flt.

t.hiR ofk.P.

FBEETHOUGIII' ,, OVELS .

T lu-1 Heathens oft he Heat h. A finely

written Radical romance. BY. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day 01
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25,

E K:eter"Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.·'
cents; cloth, SO cents.

Price, paper, 60

N"athaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
.A. Radical novel of marked abilit;y. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Fredenka Macdon.
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.

T"lle Ontrast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the "London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lif('time. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex.
pect to find, in such a marked def{re~. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethought ranks." Price,
$,.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAaTH
From Tradition to Reason.·
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
For Sale a.t this Office.
f)loth, $1.25.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. By_Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Stor:y-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large cype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
A ~vies of Hold. A Story-Book for
tne Young Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reducP.d price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

'Fie Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottingert.A..M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and hnman
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. A.ddress THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically ·to 148 Bible v.ropositwne1
with nnmerons references and mtat10ns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
15 aenU.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. 3.
(Just PUblished. Jnl!J 1, 1886) CONT.A.INS:
.A. colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting.
.A. cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn ani'
colored, to supply' all the neccessary pieces fur
constructing a model house, with plam (ijrections
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the !{reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. lt is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
$5QO to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for " Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Par loa) and a perfect Cistern.
.A.n Article on Villa Park Associa tiona.
SENT, PosTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE 00-0P:E.l!ATIVE BUILLING PLA!-' AS>O'N.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

I

.A. double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other ha•
always opposed it•
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
tweil_ty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fol
$3. We wish that the fru•nds of l"!'eeth!Jught wonlrl
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE
CONVEl\TIONAL LIE~ OF Ot;U
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of M.A.X NORD.A.U.
SEVENTH EDITION.
.A. most powerfully written vuok.-Phtla. Re erd
This Book is not a Book! It is a Deed aud
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna Se•os. Pric,!) 50 cEon ts.
Address TtiE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
,
33 Clinton Pl.. New York.

The BiDle Analyzo~.
, BY

.John R. 14 elMo, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreation.-The Delg!{e.-The Exodus.-The Miracles Gf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-Th6
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messi~h or
Savior.
... ,_ execnted 8 (In,•
Orownoctavo.888pJl. Splendi.....,
b:v mail, post paid. Frice, .a.oo.
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IJews off the
NuMERous cases of small-pox are reported.
MIOHAEL DA,;ITT, the Land Leaguer, has
returned to Ireland.
BooDLE ALDERMAN O'NEIL is now on trial
in this city for bribery.
THE fasting girl of Monon, Ind., is said to
be dying after ninety days of total abstinence
from food.
THE New York Produce Exchange has sent
a memorial to Congress urging more efficient
h!l!bor defenses.
AN old man kneeling at his devotions in the
Catholic cathedral at Portland, l'rie., died suddenly last Sunday.

liTTLE~ltESSONS
FOR

I1ITTLE F8LKS.
BY AUNT ELMINA
(MRS.

E. D.

SLENKER).

THE New York excise commissioners hav
decided to raise liquor-saloon licenses from
$75 to $200, beginning with Feb. 1, 1887.
LAsT year's immigration into the United
States amounted to 386,755 persons, an increase of more than 60,000 over the year 1885.
A SENSATIONAL statement has been circulated to the effect that Brigham Young is .still
alive and intends to appear as one risen from
the dead.
IT is reported that the strike in LorilJard's ·
tobacco factory is off, an amicable settlement
having been reached between employer and
employees.
TnE printers of New York will petition the
legislature to establish a state printing-office
instead of giving the work out to so-called
" rat" contractors.
·
MAYOR HEWITT is steadily recovering his
health, though the sciatica troubles him somewhat. He has not as yet been able to devote
mqch attention to the dqties of his office.
CASHIER So RoEDER, of. a German savings
bank in Jersey City, embezzled so much
money that the bank has put itself in the
hands of the court. Mr. Schroeder has dis-.
appeared.
FATHER DONEI"LY, the priest who succeeded
Dr. McGlynn, reports that McGlynn is owing
the servant girls of the parish from $20,000 to
$50,000, and that the debt on the church has
increased $80,000 under McGlynn's management.
THE fisheries question is causing a good
deal of hostil talk between Canada and the
United States, and the nations are snapping
at each other's heels, with an occasional
growl from England. The Senate has passed
a Retaliation bill.
THE bodies of the two Tristram boys who
sl!ot and killed a man at White Pl&ins, N. Y.,
a short time ago, and then shot themselvs,
were ~~fused burial in consecrated ground
because the brothers had committed suicide
instead of waiting to be hanged.
EDWARD UNGER, of this city, quarreled
with his room-mate, killed him with a hammer, cut off his head and threw it into the
river, and then packed the body in a trunk
and shipped it to a fictitious addresf> in Baltimore. The crime was traced back to Unger
and be has confessed his guilt.
THERE was a terrible riot in the districts
adjacent to Belfast, Ireland, last Sunday, between the Catholics and Protestants. One report givs some thirty people shot by the
troops, and a hundred wounded. Another
says there was no injury done beyond gunshot wounds. A great many arrests were
made.
A POLICEMAN found little nine-year old
David Dugan, of 99 Charlton street, naked in
a hallway, the other day, with a swollen eye
and a bruised back and chest. He explained
that his mother bad beaten him and driven
him out of the house. The mother, upon being arrested, claimed to hav had scriptural
authority for whipping the boy. She was
held in bail for trial.
KIRALFY, who runs a gorgeous spectacular
play at Niblo's Garden, this city, sent invitations to all the ministers around New York. to
come and see his performance. The invitation was generally ignored, but the Rev. Mr.
Reed invited the company to come and hear
him preach. Only six of the dancing girls
accepted the invitation, the rest declining on
the ground that they were Homan Catholics.
TnE coal strike is still on. The managers
of the Old Dominion line steamers hav had the
master workmen Knights arrested for ordering the strike.
A. general strike in other
branches is expected if the coal companies
do not yield.
Fortunately the weather is
moderate, or great suf!'ering would be ca4sed
among the poor on account of the high price
of coal.

IN every instance the persecutors who in the
past hav been so ready to ruthlessly deprive of liberty, happiness, and life their unfortunate victims,
who did not subscribe to the doctrins enjoined by
the ruling powers, hav done so in the name of the
religion of Jesus, 11nd undsr the auspices of the
highest system of morality said to he known to
man.-D. M. Bennett.
"THl!l monastic movement," Gibbon tells us,
"was not less rapid or universal than that of
Christianity itself." One small Egyptian city devoted itself almost wholly to ascetic life, and in
its monasteries lived. ten thousand monks and
twenty thousand virgins. At the close of the
fourth century, the monastic population of Egypt
equaled the entire population of its cities. The
empire swarmed with men whooe only business
was to wander from pl11ce to place, asking alms
and collecting stories of miracles and peculiarities
of the saints, for the benefit of the church. "A
hideous, sordid, and emaciated maniac, without
knowledge, without patriotism, without natural
affection, passing his life in a long routine of useless and atrocious self-torture,and quailing before
the gh&stly phantoms of his delirious brain, had
become the ideal of the nations which had known
the writings of Plato and Cicero, and the lives of
Socrates and Cato" (Lecky). To separate from
his family, if he had one, and to show no regard to
the mother who bore him, were thought by the
hermit the most acceptable offerings he could
make to God.-Unaenroot:t•s Lectu,·es ana Essays.
[Whoever wishes to know the extravagant bights
to which the spirit of asceticism carried the monks
of the fourth and fifth centuries. should read the
article, "Pillar Saints," in Chambers's Encyclopedia, and also study the whole of Tennyson's
poem, of which I can afford to giv only one stanza.
-HIJU:tX.l

Although I he the basest of mankind,
From scalp to sole one slough and crust of sin,
Unfit for earth, unfit for heaven, scaroe meet
For troops of devils, ID'!.d with blasphemy,
I will not cease to grasp the hope I hold
Of saintdom, and to clamor, mourn, and sob,
Battering the gates of heaven with storms of
prayer,
Hav mercy, Lord, and take away my sin.
-Tenn'lls'm's St. S!meon Stvlites.
I HAD rather think of those I hav loved and lost
as havmg returned to earth. as having become a
part of the elemental wealth of the world; I would
rather think of" them as uncm:i.scious dust, I would
rather dream of them as gurgling in the stream,
PRICE, 40 CENTS
floating in the clouds, bursting in the foam of
light upon the shores of worlds; I would rather
thmk of them as the lost visions of a forgotten
A PENNSYLVANIA farmer who has been trouhl~d night, than to hav even the faintest fear that
with crows scattered a peck of whisky-soaked corn their naked souls hav h3en clutched by an orthoin his field. The crows got inebriated, flew awRy, dox god.-IngP.rsoll.
and never returned. A Connecticut famier tried
'J~HE Agnostic refuses to see any more reason for
SAM JoNES told his Nebraska audiences that he the same thing, and now he finda the crows wait- thanking a gnod God Ill the heavens for the weling
for
him
every
morninfl.
He
does
not
consider
is a gentleman. It is only when Sam gets west of
come, fruitful •nnshi.ne than for cursing an ugly
devil in the skies for the withering dt·onth or the
the Missouri river that he dares indulge in such .the plan a supreme success.
flights of fancy.
RnnunD CoEUR DE LioN was ons of the most destroying tornado. To the Aynostic, the good
"DINNY. yez do he drinkin' too muoh fer a lad o•· stylish men in Europe in hi~ day. When he donned and evil in the world are strangely mixed, and he
yer years," said an !rishman to his son. "If it his suit of shining armor, put on a tin helmet, sees no evidence that God, if there is a God, is inisn't careful yel! are, ye•ll foind yerself fillinll' a pulled on a pair of laminated steel hoots, threw a finitly wise and good, in the sense we use the terms
sheet-iron ulster gracefully over one arm, and of human relations, and any other use of these
drunkard's grave before you die."
picked up a club with a spike in the end of it, so- terms he thinks an abuse of them. If you ask him
A llUNtTFACTtrRER out WPst informs us, and ciety dudee said he wae "dressed to kill."
if it would not he a pleasant and consoling belief
wishes us to inform the American public, that his
that somewhere above us is a heavenly father, wb()
A
NlJMBER
of
Chicago
ministers
recently
attended
patent hm~z-saw has just captured the finger of
is filled with loving kindness and tender mercy,
the
opera
in
that
Clty
with
a
view
to
learning
the
scorn, and that it will never again he pointed at
status of the ballet from a moral standpoint, and who· watches over us as a mother over her sleeping
anyone.
it is said that when the leading dancer executed a babe, he probably replies that it would be indeed!
Mns. Ml1LLIGAN: "And so you hav no mother Jaux pas, or whatever it is called-coup a etat pos- a pleasant belief, hut the question is not what is
now 7" Motherless hoy: "No, mum." Mrs. Mul- sibly-on her big toe-nail, several of the excited pleasant, hut what is true; and his experience has
taught him that if there he a God watching over
ligan: "Well, me hoy, whenever you feel the want brothers were heard to murmur "Amen."
us, man will stumble and fall, and go to the ba.d,
of a good whipping, come to me, and HI be a
A
CHINESE
gentleman,
hearing
the
simple
name
unless he looks out for him•elf. What does it
mother to you."
of Azurizawa Ryochi Nichome Sanjukanbox Kio- avail if a God watches the falling sparrow? It
LITTLE Dol': "I know what I'm going to get for hashi-Ku, has discovered the secret of pbotograph- falls all the same, and no all-seeing eye saves it, if
a birthday present." Little Dick: "What 7" "A inll in natural colors. It is hoped he will not, in the cat sees it.-W. H. SPencer.
new doll; big one, too, I guess." "Did your mam- imitation of Daguerre, christen the new process
To believe that God ia cruel, short-sighted, cama tell you so 7" "No, hut I seed her making a with his own name. Think of going to a photoglot of clothes, and they is too little for me."
rapher and telling him you want a dozen Azuriza- pricious, and unjust, is an affront, an indignity,
which (on the orthodox supposition that God takes
DocToR: "What ails you, sir 7" Patient·: "I waryochininichomesanjnkanbozkiohashikuotypes jndicial cognizance of such errors) must he imdon't know, doctor. I hav such a buzzing sound taken!
measurably more guilty and more perilous tl1an
in my ears all the time. Would you like to look at
THE dreadful nature of tobacco which was made to believe tbat the Jews were mistaken in imaginmy tongue 7" Doctor: "No, never mind. Bring apparent when Grant died of "smoker's cancer," ing that he spoke through Moses, or the Christians.
your wife around some day. I'd like to look at is still more apparent now that John Roach. who in imagining that he spoke through Paul. He is.
her's."
never used tobacco, died of the same disease. If affirmed to he a jealous God, an angry God, a.
CHRONOLOGY.-Old gentleman (putting a few it oan he shown that tobacco kills ahke the man capricious God-punishing the innocent for the'
questions): "Now, hoY•-ah-can any of you tell who doesn't use it and the man who dnes, its de- sins of the guilty, punishing, with infinit and endme what commandment Adam broke when he took structiv nature will he sufficiently plain to he less torture, men whom he had created weak,
. the forbidden fruit 1" Small scholar (iike a shot): effectiv in platform oratory and other hysterical finite, and ephemeral-nay, whom he had preordained to sin-a God who came down from heavEn,
'' Piease, sir, th' warn't no commandments then, performances.- Winstea Press.
walked among men, feasted at' their tables, ensir!"
OH, BISHOP 0~ KALAMAZOO !
dured
their insults, died by their hands. Is there
CAPTAIN WALSH of the Salvation Army wears a
The reverend bishop of Kalamazoo
no peril in all this 7-no sin in believing all these
Once went behind the scenes,
red shirt, on which is embroidered, "A burning
unworthy puerilities of a ere a tor who has given us
To see for himself if it were true,
hell awaits the careless." It is rumored that his
reason and nature to teach us better things 7 Yet
wife did the decoration with a view toward makWhat he'd heard of footlight queens.
countless Christians accept them all witli trem·
ing the captatn wipe his feet before coming in the
He was dazzled at first with the glare of gas ;
hling and hasty dismay, as if afraid that God
front door.
Tbe carpenters knocked him down;
would punish them for forbearing to believe evil!
AN "impressionist" sent in a "sunset" picture
The p1·ompter forbade him this way to pass ;
of bJm.-Greo's Creea o.r Chnstent:tom.
to the Royal Academy. He carefully marked on
He was sworn at by the clown.
IT were better to hav no opinion of God at ail
the hack of the frame which was the right side up;
He stuck in a groove, and fell in a trap ;
than such an opinion as is unworthy of him; for
but he added, in a polite note, "Should my work
Was hoisted to the flies ;
the one is unbelief, the other is contumely; and
be placed on your walls upside down, please cataBut arrived without any further mishap,
certainly superstition is .the reproach of the deit.y.
log it as a sunrise."
As they rang up the curtain's rise.
Plutarch. saith well ·to that purpose: "Surely,"
THE farmer leads a pleasant life. "All day long,
saith he, "I had rather a· great dPal men should
And there, in the wings, all dressed in smiles,
with a laugh and a song," he drives the alien cow
say there was no such man at all as Plutarch
Stood two pretty ballet maids,
from his corn-field, and repairs the rail-fence.
than that they should say that there was
Of symmetric limbs and witching wilesMerrily he swings the ax to and fro, and the chiPs
one Plutarch that would eat his children
Said one of the livelY naiads :
fly right and left, until, yielding to his well-aimed
as ooon as they were horn;" as the poets
•• His head is bald-he must he gay:
blows, the tree falls on him and breaks a leg.
speak of Saturn. Atheism leaves a man to sense,
Say, governor! Who are you?"
to philosophh to natural piety, to laws, to reputa·
IRoNFOUNDER : "This strike will cost me a good
"My dears," did thA rev'rend wand'rer say,
tion; all which may he guides to an outward
many thousand dollars." Reporter: "All your
"I'm
the
bishop
of
Kalamazoo."
moral virtue, though religion·were not; but snpPrmen out, eh 7" Iron founder: "Yes, and there's a
stition dismounts all these, and erecteth an absobig lot of iron solid iil the blast furnace." Reporter: "Now, when did the men strike 7" Iron- DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM lute monarchy in the minds of men.-Baoon•s
E<savs.
founder: "While the iron was hot, of course."
THE DEAD1
CAN I commit a sin against God by thinking 1
"I"M so glad I got mamma to ·come and liv with
us,"said young Mrs. Tooke~ to a visitor. ''Charley The Evidences for the Resu1-rection Tried If God did not intend I should think, why did he
make me a thin~er? For one, I am convinced, no~
and Found Wa:-tting.
didn't use to he at all orthodo~, hut he IS becoming
only that! hav the right totbink, but that it is my
so. :Efe told me so this morning. You know he
By
Saladin.
duty to think and to express my honest thoughts.
used to believe like Ingersoll, hut now he says he
PRIOE,
25 CENTS.
Whatever the gods may say, we must be true tothinl<s there is such a thing, and that it's dear
onrselvs.-IngersoZl.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
mamma that converted him."
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THE CASE OF DR. McGLYNN-THE CHURCH TRUE TO HER RECORD.
" He didn't snivel worth a cent,
Nor gush to any great extent, .
SAYS the New TheoZow Herald: "The dodging and downright dishonesty of so many of
our professed Christian teachers calls for more
than a word of protest from some source. ·If
TrrE police of Brussels hav just seized a Christianity can be preserved only by such
Socialist paper and imprisoned the editor.
methods, it will and ought to perish."
JoHN RusnN, formerly an English author,
CARDINAL LAvtGEBIE, primate of Algiers,
is preparing tn enter the Roman Catholic has interested the pope in a scheme to rechurch. Ruskin's intellect has been weaken- build Carthage, as a center for Catholic mising for some years.
sions. It won't be many years before we
THE: remains of James Lick were removed shall hav to dig an arcade country under
from San Francisco, on the 10th of January, this crust, if we want to get away from the
and deposited in his tlnal and appropriate contribution box.-Tidbit8.
resting-place. beneath the dome of Mount
THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a worli'Hamilton Observatory-a most tltting monu- wide reputation by its pictures on scriptural
. ment to his generous benefaction.
subjects, of which it presents two each
THK Women's Suffrage Party State Com· week. THE TRUTH BEEKER is ably edited by
mittee have sent letters of thanks to United Eugene M. Macdonald, assisted by a wellStates Commissioner Wilkes Angel for dis· appointed corps of correspondents. It is
missing the charge of illegal voting against cheap at the price of its subscription.-New
Mrs. Lucy S. Baker, and to District-Attorney Orleans Southland.
Daniel N. Lockwood for advising the dismis·
PAUL BERT's remains were buried at
sal.
Auxerre, on Saturday after~oon, Jan. 15th,
8ANDWI011ED between a notice of a meet- in the preRence of about twenty-five thousand
ing at the Methodist church and a notice of a people, a large number of whom had traveled
big Bponge, we find in the Neapob:tan Reeord from Paris. The weather was exceedinJ!lY
a little advertisment of TrrE TRUTH BEEKER. cold, the thermometer having fallen to 21°,
We thank the editor of the Reeord, and Mr. and the attendance of so many mourners· must
John Peck, whose influential good will we hav been due to something more than the
"mere sense of duty," to which the .Dailu
recognize;
ANARCHIST AuGUST Spms, in jail at Chicago, News attributes it. The speeches lasted for
has married Miss Nina VanZandt by proxy. two hours. Among the speakers were M.
His brother acted the part of groom at the Flourens, the foreign minister, and M. Berthceremony, being commissioned to do so by elot, minister of education. The latter, who
a paper which the condemned man caused to is a life-long friend of Renan, and one of the
be drawn up, and which he signed. The countrymen from the prejudices of the church
legality of the marriage is now under discus- as well as of the throne. Other Ppeakers
were M. Guichard, the senator; M. Millieaux.
Bion.

iJlolts and Qilippinns.

But labored on a level planA priest but none the less a man."
no matter how just his case might be, could
not get a fuir trial. One of several reaBons
would be that CatholiC's hav a strong ft·eling
against any condemnation of PcclP~iasticalllll
thority. and some would inevitably be judge
or jury. It would need a thorough knowledge
of the inner workings of the Catholic church
to understand this subject fully. The vast
THE Catholic cardinals who hav just ar- majority ofCatbolics know nothing whatever
rived at Havre by the steamer Burgoyne car- of the private troubles, sins, or wrongs of the
ried bad luck to the vessel. The weather was Catholic clPrgy. The present writer heard a
rough going over, and on the first day out priest say, long before the McGlynn case bethree men fell from the foretop, one going came known, that he considered it a sprcial
overboard and being lost, and the others sus- mark of the divine character of the church
taining severe injuries. It may be some con· that the greatest scanrlals were nevH known,
solation to the surviving friends of the man while trifling matters, easily explained and
who was drowned to know that one of the sr•on forgotten, were alone made public. It
priests on board retained sufficient presence of may be said, however, that a good priest can
mind to grant him conditional absolution.
always appeal with certainty of justice to the·
holy see& There never was a greater or more
IT would appear that the new pastor at St.
mischievous fallacy. It is true, and I could
Stephen's church is not truthful. He told a
bring forward many cases in proof, that at
reporter that Dr. McGlynn owed the servant
the present day justice can generally be obgirls of his parish from $20.000 to $50,000 on
tained at Rome. But the favor or right is
moneys borrowed, and that McGlynn had inpurchased at too dear a cost. The priest who
creased the debt of the church $80,000. It is
dares to take a case against his bishop to
now stated that the "$20,000 to $50,000" is
Rome is a marked man. He may gain his
nearer $15,000; that it is not due to servant
caPe in Rome, but he comes back to break
girls, but to well-to-do members of the conhis heart in America. A little knowledge of
gregation, and that it was loaned to the trushuman nature will suffice to justify my assertees of the cburch instead of Dr. McGlynn.
tion. ConPider the tremendous power of a
The $80,000 debt is for improvements made
Catholic bishop over priests and religious.
by the trustees.
He is an autocrat; he may be a benevolent
"A RoMAN Catholic layman," certified by man, but his whole training and position
the editor as a distinguished Roman Catholic tempts him to be the very reverse. I am far
of great experience in and knowledge of that from asserting, nor do I believe it to be so,
church, writing in the Independent on Dr that every Catholic bishop acts tyrannically,
McGlynn's case, says: "It may seem a strange but the habitual morle of action of a Catholic
a~ertion, but I believe it true, that a priest I bishop in regard to his priests tends to the exwho brought a legal action against his bishop, ercise of chronic tyranny."
most eminent scienfiRts In France, significantly remarked that Paul Bert sought to free his
mayor of Auxerre; M. l::lpuller, one of Gambetta's lieutenants; M. Janssen, vlce-prePident of the Academy of Sciences ; aqd MM.
Dastre, Dehairin, and Chauveau, lecturers at
the Sorbonne.-Londot~ Freethinker.
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9Iom1qnnications.

denies the possibility of communication with the
spirits of deceased persons demonstrates immortality;
that one which relentlessly pursues every Magdalen
with its scorn imitates Jesus, whose chief friend was
Ethics.*
a Magdalen; and that one which . preaches a holy
II.
crusade against polygamy -in Utah is in strict
To return to our metaphor of the pyramids. All harmony with the ethical example of Abraham, Isaac,
the past is expressed by the pyramid A. All the Jacob, David, and Solomon._
freedom and power of our self-developed personality
Fashionable superstitions strengthen themselvs by
is expressed by the pyramid B.
intermarrying with the first families;' the best corner
Each influences the other, and il3 in turn influenced lots, the people in power, and the prevailing ethics.
by it. In some minds the Past dominates. They The two run ·in paia:Jlel- lines, because success assoare all Experience, but no Creativ Invention. In_ ciates with success. The successful priest sells ~-dif
others tke Present is full of Inspiration, and the ferent commodity, but he belongs to the same set,
past, only of Error. In the same mind the Past because he sells to the same customers with· the sucrules at one time, and the evolving self at another. cessful in all other occupations.
The power of each over the other may be represented
A very extensiv idea prevails among Christians
by third lines of influence x and y. These two lines that a man cannot know what is right, or if he does
varying in their angle result in a third Pyramid of know it, cannot do it, unless he has some sort of
converging Influence-0, or Ethics.
experimental acquaintance with a deity. The Chinese
A
B
opinion is that he must hav money in the bank, and
must own his own home before he attains to a good
ethical position. The Greek view was that he must
hav known the philosophers. The basis.of unity in
these three views is found in prosperity and thrift.
Among Christians a prosperous and thrifty man will
generally hav an ~xperimental acquaintance with
deity. It is nobvhopy un_iiatural that a man who
.Zml"
finds all his wants provided for, without the con·.zJ/uy
sciousness of having created by his own labor any
0
considerable fraction of the wealth he enjoys, should
As each generation enters upon its career it is attribute the excess over what lie has created to the
pressed _upon n_ot merely by the old religion, but by beneficence of a superintending providence. .
Among the Chinese a: prosperous and thrifty man
the old mdustnal methods, or the old work and the
old science and philosophy, or the old thought. will hav money in the bank and will own his home.
From each of these it makes its own Exodus under Among the Greeks such a man· only liad leisure for
its temporary Moses and ,Joshua, away from its task- philosophy. So in each case we find the best ethics
masters, apast the bitter lakes and through the sea associated with the man who has prosperity. Two
of weeds, and by help of the manna and -the quails • centuries ago the good all believed in burning
until it looks down from Pisgah and from Nebo aud witches. Five centuries ago. the extremely ethical all
then, with strength unspent and eye undimm~d it believed in rescuing the Holy Sepulcher from the
Unitarians, sometimes called the Mohammedans.
dies with its face turned toward its Canaan.
'
But, on his passage out from his old Egypt to his Ethical Nurope wasconvulsed with agony and seven
new Canaan, to every man there is delivered his two million lives were sacrificed because a rock in Judea,
tablet~ of _stone containin~ ~s de~alog, or his system in which the body of a Hebrew peasant was supposed
of ethws, m three handwntmgs, viz., some of them in to hav lain for a day and a half, should be permitted
a hand which he can read and nobody else can-these to remain in the hands of gentlemen of· Turkish exare his rights; some in a hand which he can't read traction who did not perceive that this deceased Jewbut everybody else can-these are his duties· and ish peasant had been, prior to his birth, the creator of
some in a hand which neither he nor anybody else the uriiverse and continued after his death to be the
can read. These are the book of the consequences ruler, and that . a large portion of·· his virt_ue still
inhered in the rock from which he had risen.
of his acts, or their ultimate utilities.
In all, fifty millions of persons hav been slaughIn the race, as in the individual, .a threefold tendency toward emancipation accompanies th~ unfolding tered under the Christian dispensation in the various
of ma~'s p_owers, but this emancipation is always an wars, persecutio11s, and punishments which hav had
emanCipatiOn from the thraldom of the past into a for their authors the .highly ethical, and for their obdegree of relativ present liberty, in which present ject to teach us that we coUld not comprehend right
liberty lies involved the conception of those changes from wrong without knowing Jesus, and without an
and that new birth which, as we look forward to it as- experiential acquaintance, either in our own persons
sumes the aspect of the evolution of the future. This or by proxy through a priesthood, with a personal
threefold emancipation from the old religion to _the creator, Meanwhile the industries, agriculture, mannew, from the old industry to the new, and from ·the ufactures, .and _the arts hav_ been sayed to us by the.
old science, philosophy, or thought to the new goes selfish passion of gain, which the church, the truly
on in an ever-recurring circle essentially the s;me as good, the highly ethimil, tried to stamp out of the
the circle of life, in which infancy brings with it sub- human heart but could not. The populations needed
jection, maturity b1·i11gs libert;y, liberty brings love; to carry on these industries hav been saved to us by
love i~volv~s the_ ovum, and t_he ovuni pa~ses through the passions of the uncalculating, the unreflecting,
gestatiOn mto mfancy agam.
This Is the circle and the poor, whose simple hearts and ardent temlife; t~is, also, is the circle of thought, and in this pers could neither be extinguished for the salvation
-circle ethics marks the point of always imperfect of their immortal souls nor held in check by the
· u;lion, wh~re the old givs way to the new, or law frigid calculations of economists. Societ,y has been
yields to hberty, or the rights of others consist with rescued by its lower, humbler, animal class from the
the ~volution of self. Let us, for greater simplicity, annihilation that its higher, spiritual, ethical_ clasl!
con~Ider the three aspects of man as a worshiper en- would hav brought upon it-the whole sinfulness and
chamed by the past, man as a worker energizing the deviltry of the world being absolutely essential to
present, and man as a thinker giving birth to the save us from depopulation at the hands of those
whom the rigid pursuit of the higher ethics consigned
future.
It might seem at first as though religion being es- to the barren, unproductiv virtues of poverty, chassentially the voice and thraldom of all the past could tity, and humility-the three qualities so highly calinvolve no evolution of the new; and yet und~rneath culated to send the race to the next world for lack of
the robes ?f the Roman bishop, whose vestments the means of existence in this.
And this brings us, like a ship drifting toward the
embo?-y designs which carry us back to that early
mornmg when the names were not yet given to the breakers, upon the hidden rock of ethics, the true
constellations, and when in our Northern sky the mystery of the moral world, the appalling fact that-,
poetic fancy of the Hindoo shepherds had not yet while the little burglaries, thefts, larcenies, and single
beheld among the scattered and fmmless stars the murders by which the ill-balanced weaklings of sosavior bruising the_ serpent's head as they swung to- ciety end their individual ·wretchedness in solitary
ge~her around the 1cy pole-underneath, I say, these tragedies are committed by bad people, the stupenpnestly vestments which carry us so far into the past dous felonies over which the ages bleed and weep,
there lurks always a latent reformer who dreams of a the great wars, the widespread tyrannies, the oppressions, the persecutions; the. crusades, are all
new and holier Romecommitted by the aggregated good people of society,
Proud views of human kind,
Of men to gods exalted and relined ·
by the refined nobilities, the praying devotees and
False views, like that horizon's fair 'deceit
saints, the holy priesthoods and churches, the rightWhere earth and heaven but seein, alas! to meet.
eous governments, the great armies, the large fort~?persti~ion, in all its forms, seizes upon the pre- unes, the principalities and powers which all the
vallmg eth1cs of every period, and adopts it as its world respects.
?WD. Thus. Catholicism in America proclaims that
There are two principles in ethics- that render this
Its sympathies hav always been republican· Prot- result inevit!lble, viz., that the commission of great
est~ntism in America stoutly asserts that' a faith wholesale cnmes, of vast social enormities, requires
whwh. uses alcoholic wine to typify the blood of the co_ncurrence of so large a number of .persons in
Jesus IS a "total abstinent" religion· and both forms the cnme that none but those whom popular frenzy
_o~ sup~rstition declare that a faith ~hich resists the assumes to be the good people can hav the influence
dissectiOn of a dead body is scientific; that one which essential to leadership in such crimes. A man who
was raising crops, smelting iron, or weaving wool
"'By VAN BuREN DENsLow.
would never hav made a leader for the Crusades. It

o!

required a Peter the Hermit, a man of prayer, to lead
in so vast a crime. One or two cobblestones may
occasionally be laid down toward the pavement of
hell by people who are passionate, who destroy their
local influence over their immediate neighbors by
lewdness, profanity, selfishness, and avarice. But
when hell is to be paved all over from end to end,
and roofed in an'd weather-boarded, it must be done
by prayerful and self-denying ascetics who never
earned a dollar by industry, but whose Jives hav been
wholly .devoted to making men better by prayer.
The world is ·wholly dependent for its vast aggregated social crimes on its first-class saints, because
these social mimes require extended organization, and
this involves. elements of leadership which command
wide respect among the fools, and this kind of constituency of respect none but the pious can ever obtain. Hence, we see the Southern rebellion, a bad
movement, led by Jefferson Davis, a saintly man and
thorough Christian; while emancipation, a good movement, was led by Lincoln, who was neither a saint
nor a Christian. The unification of Italy was led by
Garibaldi, an Atheist, and the republicanization of
France by Hugo and Gambetta-lpore Atheists.
The reformation in England was led by the sensualism of Henry the Eighth,- and the Christianization of
Europe and the origin of the Christian Sabbath dates
ftom Constantine, a murderous beast below the
moral level of· Nero or Caligula. Thus, often, the
best movements are led by the impious and dissolute;
the worst movements by the sanctified and prayerful.
Our great crimes also come from our good people
from a second cause, viz., that, all straining after
excessiv righteousness, necessarily strands the
striving saint upon some excess of iniquity. In trying to get as far from nature as possible, and in asserting the depravity of nature, the would- be saint
drenches his soul in the unnatural without discovering that his unnaturalness ,is a form of self-murder
and of i_n)mmanity to man. All the varieties of asceticisw, includrng celibacy, self-mutilation, self-torture, fasting, stripes, renunciation of the world, the
surrender of one's wealth and liberty to the church
so extensivly practiced in the long night of ecclesiastical ascendancy_ known as the Middle Ages, perseQu.:
tion for producing unity of faith, and all the varieties
of intellectual intimidation practiced by the holy, are
independent and original forms of wickedness which
only exist in connection with and as the immediate
outgrowth ofsincere and well-meant efforts to attain
to a superior degree 9f.holiness. ·There is, theref01·e,
in human nature a law of natural ethics to the effect
that all efforts to monopolize holiness in excess, to
corner the market on virtue, to fix things so that all
who want virtue will hav to get their supply from
your particular crib or perish-all these efforts of the
"unco guid" defeat themselvs by turning out only
moral monstrosities.
On the other band, the great deliverances and
blessings which bloom like flowers till theu· sweetness clothes the moral world in fragrance, all grow
upon the rank and fetid compost heaps of siri. But
for our crimes, what would hav given birth to jurisprudence~ And yet nobody cares to be assassinated
in order that our legal friends may add another brick
to the edifice of jurisprudence. Bu.t for our diseases,
what would hav developed the natural sciences 'l And
·yet who cares to pine on a sick bed in order that the
pilgarlics may grow wiser as to the cause of his sickness~ But for our superstitious fears, who would
hav studied the stars~ And yet does it pay to be
superstitious when the end of the superstition is the
inev~table discovery that it is not in our stars, but in
ourselvs, that we are underlings 1 But for our
famins, who would hav developed luxury! And yet
to see these suffer, and those riot in needless wealth,
is the profoundest of all lessons in Atheism. And
but for our worship, how could we hav arrived at
philosophy ! And yet the chief zeal of worship is to
crucify philosophy.
Who ponders national events shall find
An awful balancing of loss and- gain,
Joy based on sorrow, good with ill combined,
And proud deliverance issuing out of pain
And di_reful throes.
-

And again:
Sometimes the arrowy sharpness of a sorrow,
Piercing life's common calm,
Smites hidden rocks of comfort, which to-morrow
O'erflow in healing balm.
'Neath burdens that we stagger in the taking
We walk erect at length;
And bitter blows that bow almost to breaking,
Reveal our secret strength."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

The Epistle to the Romans.
Paul's epistle to the Romans is doubtless substantially genuin, but there is room for grave doubt
whether it was addressed to the Romans. The
caption itself is rio evidence, and it is remarkable
that the words "at Rome" in chapter i, verses 7 and
15, are omitted in MS G (Farrar's St. Paul, p. 450).
The only other evidence to prove that the letter was
addressed to the Romans is contained in chapter xv,
which did not exist in Marcion's copy; and Marcion
first brought the Pauline epistles to Rome about
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138. The last two chapters, xv and xvi, were
wanting in Marcion's copy, nor did either Iremeus or
Tertullian, who quoted frequently from the epistle,
make any reference to those two chapters.
For these and other reasons the authenticity of
those chapters is rejected by many able critics.
But there are further cogent reasons for believing
that the body of the epistle was not addressed to the
Romans.
In the first chapter, which contains the words " at
Rome" twice, but which are wanting in MS G, the
writer says, "Your faith is heard of in all the world.'
This could not be true, if there is any truth in the
account given in Acts xxviii of Paul's arrival and
. reception at Rome.
Eliminate this doubtful portion of chapter i, and
the last two chapters, which the ablest critics hav rejected, and all the rest of the epistle might hav been
addressed to the Romans.
But mark how this epistle differs from others. It
ia not addressed to a church like those written to the
Corinthians, Galatians, and Thessalonians; nor to
elclers and cleacons, like the epistle of Philippians.
The words bishop, elder, and deacon are not used,
and the word church occurs only in chapter xvi,
which does not belong to the letter. And of the
numerous 'persons saluted or commended in that last
chapter, not one has ever been identified as a resident of Rome.
These and other considerations (aside from the
omission of a salutation to St. Peter) hav compelled
even orthodox critics to believe that the last chapter
of Romans is a fragment of a letter to some other
place than Rome (Farrar's St. Paul).
In chapter xv (which Marcion's copy did not contain) Paul promises a visit, and says, "I will pass by
you into Spain." Hence the tradition that the
apostle visited Spain also. But the writer of Acts
says that Paul " hired a house at his own cost and
resided in it two years, and there he received all who
came to him."
So then ·the only tangible evidence concerning the
primitiv church at Rome is to be found in the last
chapter of Acts, and from that it appears that there
was no church organized there when he arrived, and
he was only able to bring a f13w Jews into his lodgings for the purpose of expounding to them his new
doctrin, which, as. they said, "Was not received by
anyone." Nor does it.appear that the little Christian
society which Paul may hav organized about fifteen
years B.C. made much, if any, headway for nearly a
century; for when Josephus came to Rome, A.D. 62
or 63, to intercede with Nero for certain Jewish
priests who had been sent to Rome in bonds by the
persecutor Felix, he knew nothing of the existence in
Rome or anywhere else of any Christian sect.
·
A.D.

ANTICHRIST.

Christian Absurdities.
"Though an angel from heaven preach any other
gospel unto you than that which we have preached
unto you, let him be accursed."
This is a death-blow to all inquiry and investigation. Anything contrary to the New Testament
brings down.the curses of the church here, and consigns the one who differs to everlasting torments
hereafter. The Mohammedan, the Brahman, and the
believers in every o.ther system of religion can find no
escape from hell, however innocent and conscientious
they may be. Is it any wonder that Martin Luther
defied the pope, and quarreled with the bishops and
cardinals, and left the church; that. he then turned
round and called on the :flames of hell to devour those
who dare differ from him ~ Is it any wonder that
the world has been filled with bigots and Christian
cranks when such stuff has been taken for the word
of God 1
"And when he had called unto him his twelve disciples he gave to them power against unclean spirits,
to ca~t them out, and to heal all manner of sickness
and all manner of diseases."
A greater lie was never uttered. Power was never
given to mortal man to heal all manner of sickness
and all manner of diseases, and everybody knows it.
Most people die of some sickness or disease. But
with such power, why should anybody die? What
would a doctor's diploma amount to if such power
had been given to men? For hundreds of years this
was believed, and the only treatment for the sick were
old relics and shrine cures, and the laying on of
hands, and the people died by scores and hundreds.
Epidemics were disastrously frequent, and swept off
the people by the thousand. As many live now to
the age of seventy as lived then to the age of forty.
Such are the penalties for forcing such holy slush
down the throats of the people. If Dr. Foote had
lived then, and attempted to treat disea~e in ~ c~m
mon sense way, it would have cost h1m h1s hfe.
Science has triumphed. Ecclesiastics have been
forced to take a back seat. The death rate has been
changed from about twenty-six years to nearly forty.
"Resist not evil; but whosoever shall smite thee on
thy right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if
any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy
coat, let him have thy cloak also. ~~.him that taketh
away thy goods, ask them not agam.

We are first taught that we must ask even God not
to lead us into temptation, and tLen told not to resist
evil. Row are we going to avoid temptation if we do
not resist evil1 The full meaning of this text is that
if a man sue you, and by bribing the court or by
false witnesses defraud you out of half your possessions, you are to hand over to him the balance. If a
man steal your horses, you are to call him back and
give him your cattle also. If a slugger break your
nose, just encourage him to knock an eye out also.
If this is God's word, who can respect him or what
he has written 1 The fact that nobody gives heed to
these commands shows that even Christians have outgrown them. God's law has been superseded by the
law of common sense, and if the gods want to be respected, they must keep abreast with the times.
"And all the devils besought him, saying, Send us
into the swine, that we may enter into them."
Out of a legion of devils, might not some one have
sprung a net over one, or caught him in a trap, or
lasaoed him?· What an acquisition a good, healthy,
robust devil would be at the present time! I will
sign over my claim to the New Jerusalem, not for a
live, kicking devil, but just for a fossil. Let all who
are "weary and heavy laden" gorge themselves on
such ecclesiastical " offal." It may give them rest.
" Let the anxious souls come up to the altar.''
"They shall be tormented with fire and brimstone
in the presence of the holy angels and in the presence
of the lamb. And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever, and they have no rest day
nor night."
How does this comport with the idea of a merciful
God? Think of a young child not among the elect
suffering such punishment through all eternity!
Who can respect a God who brings a child into existence oi:J.ly to damn it 1
Since it was so badly done for,
I wonder what it was begun for.

If God knew that a certain portion of the human
family would be damned, why bring them into existence at all? How long will men worship a phantom
of the skies, marked by every trait of a savage 1
0 thou, wha in the heavens dost dwell,
Wha, as it pleases best thysel',
Sends one to heaven and ten to hell,
A! for thy glory,
And no for any gude or ill
They've done afore thee.

Can the human mind conceive anything that would
so shame a devil as a god, possessed of all power,
glorying because creatures of his own creation were
writhing in eternal torment ?
" Take no thought, saying, What shall we eat, or,
What shall we drink, or, Wherewithal shall we be
clothed? Take no thought for the morrow, for the
morrow shall take thought for the things of itself."
Yes, God is the good shepherd; he will provide for
the wants of his sheep, and see that the wolves do not
get away with the lambs. "Those who trust in the
Lord shall not come to want." These promises are not
worth a rupee; they have never been made good.
Thousands have starved, and frozen, and died of disease, trusting in God, and calling upon him for help
to the last. What would become of the human family
if all should try to live by trusting in the Lord 7 There
is entirely too much trust; God never pays down.
"Ask, and it shall be given you." I tell you it is a big
lie. Hundreds of mothers who have seen their children die of starvation know it is a lie. All who were
down upon their knees, praying for the life of Garfield, know it is the blackest kind of a lie.
"If ye have faith as a grain of mustard-seed, ye
shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder
place, and it shall remove; and nothing shall be impossible unto you."
·
Calling things by their right names, I score another
lie against the New Testament. With a mountain of
faith, I defy the Christian or anybody else to move
even a grain of mustard-seed without physical force.
And as for men overcoming impossibilities, faith or
no faith, it is too silly to talk about. No man can annihilate space or check the flight of time. There are
a hundred and one other things which man can never
accomplish. Heston's cartoon is to the point. Faith
will never help a man to lift himself over the fence by
his boot-straps.
According to these passages of scripture-and I cannot see why Christians are not bound by them-there
is not a Christian in all this broad land. Is there one
Christian who can move a mountain 1 Is there one
who can take poison, and not be hurt 1 Is there one
who can cast out devils? When he is smitten on the
one cheek, is there one who will give the offimder the
opportunity to bite off an ear? Is there one who
will give a thief a yoke of oxen because the thief has
stolen from him a team of horses 1 Show me a Christain who takes "no thought of the morrow," and I
will show you a man who cannot tell an angel from a
bluejay. Where are the Christians who can cure
" all manner of diseases~,
According to these rules, there are no Christians.
The truth is, Christianity is dead, and Christians are
only praying around the corpse. When they are
warned by the unpleasant odor, it is to be hoped that
they will put the putrid carcass decently out of the way.
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The New Testament is held up before the world as
a moral guide, a marvel of pureness, and a model of
wisdom. Over and over it has been asserted that it
is the oi:J.ly faultless book ever written; that it is impossible to point out one erroneous passage, or find
a false precept ; that if all would follow its teachings
there would be nothing bp.t happiness in this world,
and not a soul lost in the world to come. Such are the
ideas taught to the young in regard to the New Testament, whereas, j.t was such a firm belief in such
terrible passages as I have quoted that reduced them
to actual practice, and produced the ignorance and
beastiality of the dark ages. A firm belief in these
hellish dogmas turned all Europe into a lazar-house
for more than a thousand years.
Paying no attention to the laws of health, having
no regard to cleanliness, living upon insufficient and
unhealthy food, and depending upon prayers, and
shrine cures, and old relics, and faith when they were
sick, sent epidemics over Europe so frequently that
the population did not double in a thousand years.
So besottedly beastly did the believers in the New Testament precepts become, that "He stinks like a Christian," passed into an adage, even among Mussulmans.
A firm belief in these unnatural doctrines will dry
up all the sweet juices of humanity, and choke out
all the manhood of any people in any age or in any
country.
The clergy have ever regarded the natural affections of the heart, all social pleasure, all amusements,
in short, every joyous instinct, as sinful. To be happy
\vas to be in danger. Whatever afforded comfort
and joy was of the devil. To be on your knees bathed
in tears, to be affiicted and in sorrow, was most pleasing to God. In short, nothing could be right which
was natural.
Salvation depends not upon meritorious acts (for
ministers tell us that "hell is paved with good
deeds"), but upon belief in the anti-natural and supernatural. It. is mainly owing to Christian teaching that the minds of men have been soured to such
an extent as to make them desire to murder and torture each other.
One writer says that " the unhappiest nations of
the earth are the most l'mmoral, the most selfish, and
the meanest in every ugly sense of the word."
If this be so, then the Christian countries must
bear the palm for immorality, selfishness, and meanness over all other nations on the globe. For, according to all history, a more miserable condition than fell
to the lot of the Christian during a period of more
than a thousand years, known as the" Dark Ages,"
could not be imagined. Ignorant of the first rudiments of learning, ignoring every law of health, relying upon the most degrading superstitions for the
cure of diseases, believing that he must affiict himself
to please his God, looking upon this life as a " vale of
tears" and " a scene of sorrow," believing that God
looked on approvingly when he killed a man who disagreed with him in belief, starving every day, and
tortured by the horrid nightmare of superstition
every night, believing that the more he suffered here
the happier hewould be hereafter-in short, thatahell
of a life on earth was the only wa:y to escape hell after
death-is it any wonder that Christian countries
found no parallel for ignorance and suffering and
brutalit:y for more than a thousand years?
Jmrn PEcK.
------~~.--------

Mohammedanism in Central Africa.
In the Contemporary Review Joseph Thompson
describes the new civilization wrought by Mohammedan influence upon the naked negroes. He says :
When I reached Central Soudan, the sights and scenes I
there witnessed burst upon me like a revelation. I found
myself in the heart of Africa, among undoubted negroes, but
how different from the unwashed, unclad barbarians it had
hitherto been my lot to meet in my travels in Africa! I could
hardly believe I was not dreaming when I looked around me
and found large well-built cities, many of them containing
10 000 to 30,000 inhabitants. The people themselvs, picturesquely and voluminously dressed, moved about with that
self- possessed sober di~nity which bespeaks the man who h!ls
a proper respect for himself. I saw on all sides the signs of
an industrious community, differentiated into numerous
crafts evidl.lnce sufficient to show how far advanced they
were 'on the road to civilization. I heard the rattle, the
tinkle, and the musical clang of wo~kcrs in i~on, in brass,
and in copper. I could see cloth bemg made m one place,
and dyed or sewn into gowns or other articles of dress, in
other pla'ces. In the markets, crowded with eager thousands I could see how varied were the wants of these negro
peopl~, how manifold the productionA of their industry, and
how keen their business instincts. Almost more remarkable
than anything else no nativ beer or spirits, nor European
gin and rum, found place in their markets. Clearly there
were no buyers, and therefore no sellers.
Outside the towns, again, no forest covered the land; the
density of t!Ie population a!ld its numerous rcq~irements had
made the v1rgm forest a thmg of the past, and 1ts place was
taken by various cereals, by cotton and indigo, and other
vegetable productions which minister to the innpr and outer
man What could hav produced this great change ?-for
that ·a change had occurred could not. be doubted: <.:ertainly
contact with Europeans had had nothmg to do w1th 1t. Tile
character of the industries, the style of art, indicated a c.ertain amount of Moorish influence, giving them the direct 10n
which they bacl assumed. How had the first great steps
been taken? No Moors or Arabs were to be seen among the
people. No such races held the reiJ?S of gove_rnment, and by
their powerful influence caused the mtroductwn of new arts
and industries. Evidently, whatever had been done bad
been done through the free aspirations of the negroes toward
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This will be my permanent address until my return. Mr. W ak~>man told about his trip to Bost.on, and
All money contributions can be sent directly to the way Uncle Horace Seaver accepted the cane made
Cha1·les Eckhard, treasurer, 28 Layfayette Place, from wood that grew over the grave of Paine, and
New York. I delivered my lecture, "The New which the Liberal Club had forwarded by its president
God," on Sunday evening before the Union, and his to the Nestor .of Liberalism. The cane was supplied
If such a reclamation of a whole people from bar- majesty was quite well handled by Mr. Long, Mr. with a silver ring .bearing this inscription:
barism had been accomplished by Christian influence, Sawyer, Mr. Zimmerman, Mr. Simpson, General
Horace Seaver. From Thomas Paine's Grave. Presented
the religious press of the country would trumpet it Trumbull, etc., and my ideas as to what a god should by New York friends Jan. 29, 1887, Paine's 150th birthday.
far and wide. Every minister of the gospel holds be, if we must hav one, were cordially accepted.
Mr. Wakeman said it was worth a trip to Boston
I hav had pleasant meeting with friends while here, to witness the venerable editor's delight at the gift
that civilization iR a positiv proof of the divine character of Christianity. Is it possible that Moham- and can go westward with brighter hope than ever. and the fraternal spirit which prompted it, and to
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman, M. S. Card, Miss Stella
medanism is" divtne" also 1
• Campbell, A. C. Berg, W. J. Horne, Mr. and Mrs. hear his eloquent words of thanks and appreciation.
In the In'Ve13tigator Mr. Seaver says:.
·
Brainard, Mrs. Josephine Tarbell, Douglass AtherThe kinil donors will plpa~e accept our fratPrnal thRnks,
ton, E. S. McComas, Charles J. Sundell. Dr. Ciavin- and the a~surance that the historical cane will be carefully
~lft
~tcular
ger, Dr. E. S. McLeod, one of our stanchest support- preserved in the stronghold of the Paine Memorial.
ers and always ready to lend a hand; Wm. ZimmerAfter these preliminary matters, the Chair intro~
News and Notes.
man, Olaf Olsen Ray, who has translated all of IngHIn spite of t.he stormy weather, a good houseful soll's works into the Scandinavian 1anguage; Frank duced Dr. Ef'cles, who would speak upon " Evolu~
greeted me on Friday evening at "\Vaterloo, Ind., and Smead, Mr. C. A. Frankel, and others whose names tion Illustrated by a Flower." The lecture was illuswith the aid of exhilarating music there was no lack of are legion, I guess, are allies who bate no jot of heart trated by colored charts. Dr. Eccles produced a
!-'mall moth-sbapPd orchid which he pas~>ed around
"dynamics." Things kept a-moving. Professor Berg- or hope for freedom and humanity.
I was pleased to meet a good friend, Mr. Richard- 1hrough the audience. It looked much like a little
man, who knows how to bring music out of every
string of a violin. was once a minister, but he left the son, of Oshkosh, Wis., who came nearly two hundred butte1fly, but was in fact a plant. Dr. Eccles after~
pulpit for the fiddle, and much more music and joy miles on purpose to attend the festival occasion; ward explained why it was of that shape. It de~
pended, he said, on the butterfly or moth to carry its
has he given the world since; and at seventy years is also Mr. W m. C. Howard, of V alo, Ill.
Mr. James B. Stoddard, of Ogden, Utah, one of my pollen dust from one plant to another. Unless the
jubilant in spirit b >Cause free in thought. There is
more ma1 c'1 of human progress in the notes of a right-hand men in my last year's campaign in that moth performed this office, the orchid must d1e. The
country, gave me an unexpected grasp of the hand. moth, on the other hand, was in the habi-t of screen~
violin than in all the prayers of the clergy.
1\iy friend Kelly, of Waterloo, criticised my "New and I was glad to meet so brave and strong a com- mg itself beneath the orchid for protection from the
Heaven and Earth" from the Spu-itualistic point of rade. He is now lecturing with marked success on birds which would otherwise make a meal of it. In
view, but only enongh to show that our difference is ''Mormonism vs. Americanism." He is a good think hidmg, the moth selected orchids that most resemblt-d
simply one of evidence, and not of philosophy. In er and eloquent speaker, and understands his subject ltself, so as to deceive the birds, and in return for the
fundamental conceptions of life and duty, and the thoroughly, and is dealing some sturdy blows against protection thus afforded, the moth fertilized the
real glory of humanity, there is no divergence. It is this oriental despotism into which he was born, and vlant. Plants which, owing to dissimilarity, the
moth did not patronize would perish, and thus the
simply a question of the continuation of life, and not whose shackles he has felt.
moth-like orchid survives. ManY' other plants deam
now
at
the
delightful
home
of
1\fr.
A.
D.
I
as to its quality, or how it can be most worthily
manifested. The profound thought in regard to hu- O'Neill, a vigorous Freethinker, out of the fold of the pended upon insects like bees to carry the fertilizing
man destiny is identical in the _Matenalistic and. Catholic Church, one of the pioneer citizens of Chi- pollen from one to another, and the wind performs
Spiritualistic view of universal being. On the plane cago, and who has done his share in building up its the same office, as in scattering the ta~;sel~:~ of corn
metropolitan splendor. His wife and daughter are upon the silk. There are few ~Self-fertilizing plants,
of actual existence there is no disagreement.
.Agam I had to sit up and wander through the still Christians, but of so generous a spirit that if all and these are of the most d<-graded character. Nature
shades of night until half-past two in order to take were like them I should feel disposed to put my ar- has erected a barrier against such a process, and
the train for Chicago to be in time for the brilliant mor down. The Golden Rule would surely prevail. the fertilizing point of a hlosson is neai"ly always loPaine Anniversary that was coming off Saturday The fireside is comfortable here, and all is like a cated in a spot inaccessible to its own poJJen. Dr.
evening. It was a happy and successful gathering stream of delight, and mind and body receive ample Eccl<-s said that the man who put it down in the
indeed, and the variety of entertainment was enough supply for the toilsome journey before me up and smiptures that flowers toiled not, made a mistake.
to keep me in courage and good spirits for the rest down the mountain bights and the shores of the rest- They had t.o struggle for their existence, and use all
of my journey. About four hundred were present, less ocean. Mr. O'Neill has one of the finest bird col- sorts of devices to protect and perpetuate themselvs.
and the exercises consisted of music, recitations, lections in the city, which he hllnself made by his They hav their likes and dishkes, their favorits and
dramatic performance, etc. I had the honor to giv skill as hunter and taxidermist. Very few men are amours. The doctor pointed out that the medicin
the oration of the evening in memory of our hero. better posted than our friend in the natural history which we extract from some plants exists there evi~
The opening address was made by E. A. Stevens. of birds, deer, etc., and his beautiful museum, so life- dently to protect the plant against the very disease
Mesdames C. Izard and G. L. Baldwin gave a charm- like in appearance, is a treasure for those who delight which it is designed to cure in ourselvs. We get
ing duet with an excellent instrumental accompani- in nature's infinit variety, with its resplendent colora quinine from the bark of the cinchona-tree, which
gro" s mainly in malarial disb'icts. The cinchonament by Mr. O'Connor. Prof. J. J. Ely enchanted and curious forms.
To-morrow I again set my face westward, with the tree is also found in non-mala1ial districts, but in such
us with an exquisit violin solo, and Prof. H. F.
Scully's humorous recitations won most hearty plan sincere hope that no cyclones or blizzards may cross cases its bark contains no quinine. Dr. Eccles very
dits; and Mr. AthE-rton's ''Behind the Scenes" my path as I traverse the plains of Kansas to the appropriately closed his lecture with following lines,
mingled comedy and pathos with the skill of the snowy summits of the Rocky hills. I lecture at Fort adding to the rhyme of the poet the beauty of his
traimd a1·tist. Miss Mildred Holland's happy song Madison, Iowa, Feb. 5th and 6th; Belton, Mo. Feb. voice:
Flower in the crannied :wall,
voiced the noble feeling, while l\I1ss Grace Hayward's 8th; Bavaria, Kan., Feb. 9th and lOth; Salina, Kan.,
I pluck you out of the crannies;
hilarious but beautiful negro melody to the light- Feb. 11th, 12th, and 13th; Brookville, Feb. 14th
Hold you here. root and all, in my hand,
and
15th.
I
hope
to
be
at
Haven,
Kan.,
Feb.
17th,
some tones of the banjo fillE"d the round of gaiety
Little flower-but if 1 could understand
What Jon are, root and all, ancl all in all,
with rapturous greeting. Then came the well·acted and at Windom, Kan., Feb. 18th. I shall be at Dodge
I should know what God and mau is.
farce, ''Stage Struck," by our friends, Mrs. Josephine City, Kan., Feb. 20th, and at Garden City, Feb. 2h;t
Tru bell, Douglass E Atherton, and James Murphy, and 22d.
The audience applauded the speaker long and
I shall perhaps be at _Greeley, Colorado, Sunday, heartily at the close of hie remarks. The lecture had
who showed the genius of comedy with grace, brightness, and dramatic life. All was merry indeed, while Feb. 27th, but the date is not certain. I shall be at been both interesting and instructiv. The doctor
the flying feet kept time to the swift strains that Longmont, March 2d; at Denver, March 6th, and avoided technical terms as much as possible, but
ceased not with midnight's solemn hour. Thus with· 13th. I hope to lecture at Boulder City, Central when it became necesE<ary to giv the Latin names of
joyous heart we keE'p the memory of those sublime C1ty, and other places while in Colorado, but aiTange- plants, be showed himself equal to the oecasion, and
het'Oes who in days of suffering and peril forgot all ments are not yet perfected. I expect to be in San wrestled with polysyl1abic terms without extra effort.
pl, a;;;ure in the dread performance of duty. Thus Diego, California, March 16th and 17th; at Los
The Chair invited discussion of the lecture in
the glory of life is attained by being happy when we Angeles, March 20th and 27th ; at Santa Ana between speeches of ten minutes each, members of the club
can be happy, and thus out of fleeting delight we . the~:~e dates; at Tulare about _March 30th and 31st.; having preference. Mem hers did not respond. with
. gather power for the noblest labors, and strength for at San Francisco and Oakland the first two Sundays their usual alacrity. The subject required special
suffering.
in April; at San Jose, Sonoma, and other places in kno>yledge of botany, and the speakers at the club are
E. A. Stevens, president of the Chicago Secular California as arrangements can be made until June. In more inclined to generalize on great questions than
Union, is a live man, indeed; and bv his efforts the June I expect to be in Oregon; in July in Washing- to go into details Dr. Eecles is known to be an antisociety here has accomplished a marvelous amount ton Territory, and then turn Eastward by way of Socialist, and Herr Oppenheimer was inclined to reof work considering the means at hand There are Baker City, Boise City, Butte City, Salt Lake City, gard the lecture as a covert attack upon the theories
meetings every Sunday at which lectures of the etc. If the field keeps opening before me as it has of Karl Marx, but as he wasn't sure on this point he
highest order on literary, scientific, and poJitical sub- since I left New York, I do not know when I shall refrained from criticism.
'
jects are given by the first talent in the city. From see that city again. However, the more there is to do
Dr. Leverson made a plea for the introduction of
five hundred to a thousand dollars are raised every the better, and we will keep on the harness until the botany and other natural sciences in our schools.
year for local expenses, besides generous contribu- Christmas turkey begins to doff its feather; then, I Nothing could develop the powers of analysis like
tions to the national organization. The Chicago guess, we will take a good square meal in Gotham.
the study of practi<'al botany. This should be
Union sets a good example to other auxiliary assoChicago, Bl., Feb. 3,1887. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
taught the young in place of the present word grind~
ciations by its subscription of fifty dollars to the
ing called betany, and the teaching of lies called
'l'he Liberal _Ulub.
fund of the Ameriean Secular Union. If all would
·
grammar.
do as well in proportion to their ability, we might
The man with the badge-pin has been officially apNobody wanted the floor when Dr. LP-verson rehav plenty of means for aggressiv legislativ work. prised that if he does any more such reporting in tired, but the audience wa!'l interested in the subject
and the printing of documents, facts, statistics, etc., the future as he has done in the immediate past, he and waited patiently. The Chair, therefore, made
in regard to the Nine DemandB, which is of the high- will not be welcome to the regular meetings of the some brief remarks. Mr. Wakeman regretted that
est importance to our cause. While the lecture work Manhattan Liberal Club, but, on the contrary, will teachers had rarely been found who could make the
is absolutely necessary for interest and enthusiasm, be hung up on the outer wall of the building. As subject of botany interesting. Dr. Eccles had f'hown
this work, in order to be practically successful, must the weather just now is rather cold, this is not a how that could be done. Mr. Wakeman objected,
be backed up by documents, official correspondence, pleasant prospect, but it is better than no prospect however, to the expression " the barrier of nature."
legislativ action, etc., and this is what I hope will be at all.
The idea was a mythological one. Tbe objection to
achieved in the future. Mr. Slevens, as chairman of
The 443d meeting of the club was addressed by self-fertilization of plants was a chemical one, not
the Finance Committee, is ready to put his shoulder Dr. R. G. Eccles, of Brooklyn, and attended by a sentimental. The stigma and pollen of one plant
to the wheel, and I believe that he will do invaluable good audience. The lady secretary was back at her were so much alike that they could not fructify each
service. "\Vhile I am in the lecture field all official post, and sold THE TRUTH SEEKER and Henry George's other. 1\ir. Wakeman again complimented Dr. Eccles
correspondence, etc., should be sent to 750 W. Lake Standard in about equal numbers. After the secre- on his avoidance of technical and other hard words,
street, Chicago, either to my name or to Mr. Stevens. tary had read the minutes of the previous meeting, and recommended that others should follow his exhigher things. I was ldt long in ignorance of the agency
which had thus tran~formed numerous tribes of savages into
semi-ci vJ}iz<~ct uations, ruled by powerlul sultans, who actmini.-ten•d justice of a high ord•·r (for Africa), ancl rendered
life and pi·operty safe. 'fhat agt:ncy was almost exclusivly
Mohammedanism.

lJmerican

lJnion.

THE TRUTH AEEKER. FEBRUARY 12. 1 A~'i'.
ample. M~. Wakeman then proceeded to a development of hrs theory of plant life, in the course of
which he used the words exogeny, osmosis exosmosis, cellular gene;;is, and capillary interfusio~.
Tbere was no one to continue the drscussion and
Dr. Eccles closed the debate. He had not used the
words nature's barrier in a mythological or theological sense. He did not believe that the ruler of the
universe u~ed design or accomplished things by manual dextenty. He used "barrier of nature" as a
short phrase to express what others expressed with a
great number of large words.
This was one of the most interesting meetings the
~lu? hal'\ ~ad, and the audience were nearly unanimous
m mdorsmg the Chair's request that the doctor
would prepare and deliver a siwilar lecture on the
development of animal life.
At the next meeting Col. A. H. H. Dawson, of Kentucky, speaks on "Capital Punishment for Women
and Men," when the case of Mrs. Druse will doubtless be considered.

Some Aspects of the Druse Case.
The argument that judicial proceeding are too fallacious to warrant decisions upon which human lif{"
or de~tth shall depend bas a strong exemplification in
the Druse case. The record in this case contain"
· fourteen solid consecutiv pages narrativ of neglect.
cruelty, and foul and abusiv cutrage endured by this
wretched woman from her husband for twenty years.
This culminated in a blow, immediatPly preceding hi~
murder and provocativ of it, which be df'alt his wife
with such violence that her eye was closPd for over a
week. Three witnesses testify to the effect of this:
1. Mary: "After father struck her she acted aE<
though she was crazy. She acted like a wild person.
Her eyes looked wild. She talked very fast. She
acted different than I ever saw her before."· 2. Gates:
"Sh:e was excited. She appeared just like a craz\
person." 3. George: "Sue looked wild. She w;.r,;
frightened." Apart from this evidence the atrocious
details of the crime are enough to suggest to an~
thoughtful pei"son serious doubts of the mental integrity of the murderess. The shooting in the presence
of witnesses, in the family circle, all the children assisting, indicates a very peculiar psychic condition.
No sane woman would do sue~ a thing without great
provocation, and the provocation shown, taken in connection with twenty years of outrage, and the fact
that Mrs. Druse had reached n. critical period of !iff(about forty·five years of ag-e*), was certainly suffi
cient to produc~ insanity. The manner of the diB
posal of the body was preeminently the act of an
insane woman. With the testimony ,of the children
superadded, all the evidence points directly to an unS9und mental condition of the defendant, aud it is a
reproach to the adminiRtration of justice that thi~
woman bas exhausted all her legal remedies, and been
finally sentenced to be hanged, and that up to this
time no intelligent investigation has been made, nor
even attempted, .into the question of her mental and
moral responsibility; This woman was poor; and
lacking means to.adequately prepare a defen11e, which
requires great elaboration and expense, and which itat all times unpopular and difficult of explanation to
the average juryman, her counsel, in the exercise of
their best drscretion, thought it prudent to forego a
defense which, when incowplete1y presented, surely
works disaster, and resolved to rest upon other
grounds.
The counsel in the case cannot fairly be censured
for this. Their position was a difficult one. Overwhelmed by a morbid prejudice which pet;vaded the
whole community and clamored for a victim, their
skill was of little avail, w1thout the fairness which we
hav a right to expect in a court. But these rea~ons
should hav been urged upon the application for commutation of sentence, and it was the duty of the judge
whose attention had been called to these facts to save
this woman from death, or at least to make some ef
fort to aRcertain her true condition. The old law
books tell us that it is the duty of the judge to protect, the rights of the prisoner to the uttermost, but
we hav drifted far away from t.bis principle, and it
seems to be now conf-'idered quite a feather in the cap
of a judge if he can by any means procure a conviction.
There are other features in which this case was
grossly unfair, yet this judge is reported as saying that
he is ·'aware of no reason why an application for commutation of sentence should be granted." If a trial is a
search after the truth of a matter, the most important
part of this trial baA been omitted, namely, the inquiry
into the sanity of Mrs. Druse, and until it is proven
beyond all question that she was morally responsible
for her acts, it will not be well for the state to proceed
to extremes in her case. Thf' safeguards of Jife and
liberty are already too few, and the people will
resent the unwarrantable and wanton taking of life
upon such supedicial judicial proceedings. The
governor has been badly advitsed in this matter, and
a reconsidt:ration is in order. II this woman is hung,
the shame and indignation of the people
:find

wi1l

•Pathology of Mind, Maudsley, 3d ed., pp. 206-223.

vent in such an expression as this state has not heard "I hav just written," said he, "that P>tine lived a. cowardly
for many a day. To prevent this the wisest of our anrl beaotly Life, and died a cowardly antl bPa~tly Death."
statesmPD should intelligently interest themselvs.
"But," sairl 1-le who was C:~lled Historical Accuracy "the
statement is a cowardly an• I beastly Lie."
'
Feb. 7, 1887,
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.

The Anathema Maran-atha. ·
. The foll<?wing, taken from the Philadelphia MornPost, lS the everlasting curse of the Roman
Catholic ~burch against Victor Emanuel, king of
!taly. It 1s the perfection of scientific swearing, and
1f the curses hav the desired effect, it is certain that
the king of Italy is now very uncomfortable:
~ng

B:v authority of the Almightv God the Father Son and
H:'lV: Gh11st, and of the Hoi:v Canons: and of the' und;filed
V1rgn~ 1,\'la_ry. mother and nurse of our Savior, and of the
celesnal vrrtues. angels, archangels, thrones, dominions,
powers, cberubims, and seraphims; and of all the holv
patriarchs and prophets; and of all the apostles and P.vangPlJsts; and of the holy innocents, who, in the l'ight of the Holy
L11mb, are found worthy to sing the new song; and of ttle
rolv martyrs and holy confessor!!, and of the holy virgins.
11nd of all the saints, together with all the holy and elect of
God, we excommunicate and anathematize him. and from
t.he threshold of the holy church of God Almighty we seq nester him, that he may he tormented in eternal excruciating suffering", together with Dathan and Abiram, and thosP
who say to the Lord God, "Depart from us; we desire none
of Thy Wavs." And as fire is quenched with water, so let
thP light of him be put out forevPrmore. May the Son who
sttffPred for us curse him. May the Father who created man
ems" him. May the Holy Ghost which was p:iven to us in
our baptism c~rse him. May the Holy Cross which Christ,
for our salvanon trinmphinJ!; over his enemieR, ascended.
cnr~e him. May the Holy and eternal Virgin Mary, mother
of God. cnrRe him. May St. Michael, the advocate of hoi~·
souiR. curse him. May all the angpls an.d archangels. princi.
palities and powers, and all the lwavenly armies, curse him
Way St. John, the precursor. and St. Peter, and St. Paul, and
St. John the BHptist, and St. Andrew, all other Christ's
apostles top:ether curse him~ and may the rest of his disniples
and four Evangelists. who, by their preaching converted the>
universal world-and may the holy and wonderful company
of martyrs and confessors, who by their holv work are founrl
pleading to Got! Almip:hty-curse him. May the Choir of
the Holy Virgins, who, for the honor of Christ hav despiserl
the things of this world, damn him. May all the saints who
from the bep:inning of the world and everlasting ages arP
found to be beloved of God, damn him. May the h!'avens,
and the earth. and all things remaining therein, damn him.
May he be damned wherever he mav be; whetht•r in the
housfl or.in the field, whether in the highway or the byway.
whether m the wood. or the water, or whether in the church
May he be CIITRed in living and dving, in eating and drinkinp:, ~n fasting and thirsting. in slumbering and sleepin~r, in
watching or walking, in standing or sitting:, in lying down or
waldng, mingPndo, cancando. and in blood-letting. May he
he cnr~ed in all the faPultips of his body. May he he cursed
inwardly and outwardly. May he btl cursed in his hair. Ma,
he bP cnr~ed in his brains. May he be e>nrsf'd in the crown of hf~
lwad anrl in his temples. In his forehead and in llis ears. In
his eyebrows and in hiR chef'ks. In his jaw boneR and in hi"
no~i rils. In his foreteeth and in his grindPrs. In his lips and in
his throat. In hi~ shoulders and in his wrists. In his arms, his
hands. anrl in his fingers. May he be d>lmned in his mouth,
in his breast, in his h·eart, and in all the viscera of hiR body.
\Jay he he damned in his veins and in his il;roin; in his
thighs and genital organs; in his hips and in his knees; in
his legs. feet, and toe nails.
May IJP be cursed in all the joints and articulations of his
body. From the top of his head to the sole of his foot may
there be no ~oundness in him.
May the Son of the living God, with all the glory of His
Maje~ty, curPe him, and may Heaven, with all the power~
that move therein, rise up against him-curse and damn
him 1 Amen. So let it be! Amen.

A Fable for the Times.
One Cold Day in the latter part of January, 1887, a plainlydressed ·but Intellectual looking Individual walked up the
marble steps of a building in which a Religious Paper was
published, and inquired of the slave in attendance if he could
direct him to the Editorial Sanctum. The slave ushered the
stranger into the pr€'sence of a small and bald-heade~~ man,
who had just picked up a pair of Shears with which to write
an Editorial Article. The baldheaded man asked what he
desired, and the strangPr explained as follows:
"My name is Historical Accuracy. I hav worked for several years as Assistant Editor on an Infidel Pap•·r, and although the at.mosphPre was congenial, and my efforts appreciated by both the Editor and the Readers of the paper, yet,
owing to the prevalence of Religious Prejudice, the circula.
tion of my writings has not been greatly extended, and the
Salary is not large. I hav called to say that I would accept
a position upon your valnable snd widely read journal if you
should happen to hav a Vacancy."
"Sir," said the Editor of the Religious Paper to the
stranger who had given his name as Historical Accuracy,
"you hav called at the Wrong Number. We hav no use for
you here. Do you think we want to ruin our Bus in. ss? Begone at once;" and the Editor reached for a large and
dangerous looking Club.
"Yes, sire," replied the stranger, "I see that I hav committed an Error. I will go immediately, as you suggest."
As he turned to depart, he observed near the· door an expensivly dressed and evidently prosperous PPrson, who was
writing very fast with a Gold Pen. He inquired of the slave
who this luxurious individual might be, aJ;Id was told in reply
that he was the Religious Liar of the Establishmt'nt.
Above the desk at which the rapid writer sat was the legend:

~ ···········;~~~~~~··;~~~--- .. ~~·;~-~~·~;--~~-~~·~-~~: ........... ~

:·········································· ··································=

As the scribe paused to consult the last year's file of the
paper of even date, the stranger made bold to ask to what
~tibjl'ct he was now turning his Inteilectual Forces·.· Tile
Religious Liar replied that he was re-writing the Annual
Slanders co11cerning the Life aJld Death of ThOJllas Paine.

"I am aware of that F~ct," re<p'lnded the Religiom Liar
" but our Readers are not., aud yon should rem~mber tha~
Lying is what I g-et big Money for."
"So 1 should jud!!;e," said the stmnger; "and when you
hav exhausted your repertoire upon this subject, to what will
you next turn your Attl'ntion ?"
"It will be my next duty to record that Robert G. Ingersoll has been converted, and will never a.~rain write or speak
against Christianity. I shall also Casually Observe that. dnr)ng his residence in New Mexico he was in the habit of Stealing Sheep."
"That again," replied the ~tran2;er, "is an adult false.
hood. It 8eems to me that your Z··al is m•lre robust than
your Discretion. Mr. Ingersoll is alive, and will be able to
refute your Assertion. Why do yon not wait until he is
dead? Yon can then lie about him without so much fear of
Successful Contradiction."
. "Because," said the R••ligious Liar, "Mr. Ingersoll may
hv longer than myself. I am troubled with D.vspepsia and
a Disordered Liver, while, in spite of the divine assumnce
that the wicked will not liv out half their days, the Colonel
seems to be enjoying a tolerable deg:ree of Health. Should I
sin away ttie hour of grace anti neglect to fal~ify his clutmcter while I tarry here, I mi11;ht miss the reward which will be
paid in heaven to those who lie for the glory of GcJd. I mnst
therefore improve the shining honr and g:et in my work."
"Well," Historic>1l Accurac,Y answered him, ,; you are indeed a precious rascal. To sheol with you and your paper!"
and he advanced toward the Door.
"Out of my i!ight l" thundered the Religious Liar, taking
down a blunderbuss, which he pointed at the visitor.
"Yes.'' s<tid Historical Accnmcy; " I will return to the
Infidf] Publisher. Better a small Salary and a clear Con•Cience there than Luxury in a Den of Thieves who stenl
men's reputations. Bert remember," he observed as he
closed the door, ''one day I shall return and Knock you Out."
ON January 30th C. B RPynolds lectnrert bPfore the
Ansonia, Conn., SPcular Union. He had a good a.utlit•Jlce
and a lively discussion with some local Christ inns, of which
he has written an entPrtaining account for next week's l'tWTI!
SEEKER. Mr. Reynolds Pays:' "NelW, that I am frPe till May
from the bigots of New Jersey, I should be !!lad to di,cuss
with a New England divine. MPantime I hav some C>llls
West-eng:aged for Kt-nt., Ohio, February 2!iLh, 27th, and
28th. Will friends between here and there, and in thllt
vi9inity, desiring lectures write me at once to 33 CJiLJton
Place, New York?"
A DERPT.Y relil!inus journal of thi~ city learns with grief of
the publication of !:lunday-school cards by the proprit'tor' of
a patent medi"in with the cnn1wnt and lmowledge of n certain Methodist Fuperintendt-nt and pa•tor. The card' are for
distribution in New Hampshire. On one sidP of the carr! is
printed the Lord's PrayPr. On the other side, picttm•s of
the two Edens; from the treeR of one garden monkt•ys hang
snPpc·nded by their tails; underneath is the staternr·nt:
•· These are the ancestors ()f D<Hwin anrl Huxley." Among
the trees nf the other garden are two figures representing
Adam and Eve. Bf'neath is a statement," These are the anPestors of:--·" The~ ~he name is l!iv~n of the proprietor
of a certam qnRck medJCHI. Accompanymg: the sante is 1he
~tateml'nt: '·l'lwse cards are to h" liistribnted in the· t-J,b.
bath-schools, so as to secure unifo• mity in r..-peatincr the
Lord's Prayer in concert: !:lent out by a Methodist superintendent, Rev. Mr. - - , pastor ''
FRIENDS from various parts t•f the country hav sent ns the
story of an alh•ged bla~phemer's pnni8hmt'nt by an alh·getl
Rngry God. The affair is said to hav hRppened at Douglas,
Ga. Willia'TI. Rnrklett is the allt•ged victim. He is said to
hav be€'n a profane man. and on nne occa•ion exclaimed, " I
hope that God will ptlntlyze me," when at once •· hi• hands
dropped to his side, his legs refused to move, and his ej cs.
rolled wildly around. His pnyer was answered, und he
stood paralyzed on the ~pot wiH're, bnt a few momPnts before, he was a ma~nificent type of phy~ical manhood. Ire
tried to speak, but his tongue would not move. Half a rlmen
men who were prPRPnt were rPn•lered motionless by the t·virlent vi~itation t f the hanrl nf God." All this is, of co11r.<e, a
lie. But we hav grown tired of C]lll,ing do"n the liar, in
these c·ases, and do not propose to take any trouble in the
matter. Only fellowR like Talmage will believe lhe~e Htories,
and until he Parns that. thon~and dollars we .,ff.,red hiln, we
shall let him and his like hav all the fun they can get out of
the~e ghost storiPs.
---------4~~--------

(( TrrE Bible theory is not that m•m iH by evolution the clc~centlant of a monkey, or any otlwr inferior form of organizt·d
life, but the product of divine power by a spedal act in the
creation of Adam and Eve. Such is clearly the meaning of
the record as given in the book of Genesis. The Ifill II of
this record is distinctly reCO!fnizrd in the New TeFtnmrnt.
The church of God, reFting its faith on what the llt!Jie ,o
clearly teaches, haR in all ages adoptrd this view, and iR not
likely to abandon it for any otht"r view. The view alHmdantly accounts for the existence of the race of men on this
globe, ancl is far ~impler in its charactc•r, as wdl as much
~urer in the evidence ~upporting: it, I hun the Pp!·cnlation of
evolution from a lowPr tcnlt-r of animals. We say ~p•·r:ula.
tinn, for no one will pretend that evolutinn, a" applierlt" the
origin of man. is actw.Jiy a clemon~trated truth. It iH almost
wholly a mPre guP~S in thl' name of FCienee: and ht·in!! "P·
posed to the word of Gorl, it. oug-ht to he Tl-jt•CtPd .. , Tlt .. -e
are not 1\Je.words of John Ja8per. but t·f a journal whieh
advertises itt<elf. not without reaFon, aR ''the lari!I'St. the
ableAt, and the best religious and literary week]}'" of !l1e
country. But if the independent is the bc~t, what· must thr
worst b~l
·
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g[ommnnications.
.After Eighteen Christian Centuries.
A SERMON.

There is a good deal to attract our attention in the
words of Paul to the Galatians :
Be not deceived; God is not mocked; for whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he also reap. For he that soweth to
his flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption; but he that
soweth to the spirit, shall of the spirit reap life everlasting
(chap. vi., 7, 8).
Adam, Cain, and David all lied to God, and "a
pretty how dee do " they hav made by their deceptions. Jacob killed a kid, and went and lied to his
father. His ten sons killed a kid, and went and lied
to him. " Be not deceived; God is not mocked; for
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."
Jacob sowed the wind and reaped the cyclone. He
did not sow wheat and reap tares; he sowed tares, and
he reaped t-ares till he could not rest. Now, my friends,
the Bible of the Christian peoples makes its first man
prominent as a liar to God, and a defamer of woman
to our race; its second man killed his brother and
lied about it; and David, "a man after God's own
heart," murdered Captain Uriah, and took Mrs. Uriah
to himself ; and all through our peoples' sad,
horrid, awful story of wrongs and crimes, of gory
gloriousness, and of glorious goriousness, liars and
defamers, murderers and seducers, hav been the
leading characters; right has given way to might,
honest worth to cunning trickery, light to darkness,
virtue to crime, truth to error, kindness to savagism.
During all the ages of recorded time, in the midst of
the creations of man, whether in Egypt, where all was
grandeur, or in Greece, where beauty led art, every
act bas been to produce and to possess. Tberfl bas
not been any attempt to refine and to elevate the individual; physical force, not moral character, has been
made the stepping-stone to so-called civilization, and
as the peoples of the earth hav sown, so hav they
reaped. Their ways and means of advancement hav
been lies, thefts, murders, deceptions, wrongs, wars,
and their harvests hav been and are prolific. In the
blood of their youth and beauty it is written: "Be
not deceived; God is not mocked; for whatsoever a
man soweth that shall he also reap. For he that
soweth to his flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption."
In· the United States, where" peace" is the order
of the day, it is estimated that four per cent of all
our labor is used to erect fortifications, to make gunpowder, bullets, cannon-balls, etc.; four per cent of
our efforts are given to organize desb·uctiv measures.. This is bad enough, God knows!, But look at
the standing armies of Europe and Asia-at the millions of men training for destruction ; think of the
thousand millions of dollars yearly worse than wasted
to suppcrt these mad, wild, criminal policies. Wars
hav been the principal seed sown by the church and
state, and the harvest never fails ; dead men, ruined
lives, wasted time, desolated homes, attest the truth
of the text: "For .whatsoever a man soweth, that
shall he also reap."
'fhe Nation's correspondent at Vienna, alleges that the
European coalition against Russia has been concluded, and
even givs the details of the joint action as fully decided
upon. The a11ies are England, Austria, Hungary, Italy, and
Germany. If Russia should declare war, the plan of action
is for Austria to occupy the. south of Hungary and Servia,
the English and Austrian fleets to occupy the Black sea,
while Germany makes ready a half a million of men to watch
the Polish frontier, and to come to the rescue in case of an
Austrian defeat. If Turkey should join the coalition, her integrity will be guaranteed, and cost of her armaments will
be paid, but if Turkey joins Russia or attempts to close the
Bosphorus, the Balkan states and Greece will be supported
by an Austrian army from Bosnia in sweeping Turkey out of
Europe. If France joins Russia, a million of Germans will
cross the frontier, and 200,000 Italians will watch the Alps.
The reward of Italy will be the restoration of Nice and Savoy.
The correspondent declares that so confident are the members of the coalition that the only fear is that the Czar will
retreat instead of advancing. The whole influence of the
Roman Catholie church is said to be employed on the side of
the coalition.*
What a picture this is for the wife, mother, sister,
and father to look upon! What a condition of affairs
thi~ is for husband, son, and brother! And yet,
while all of Europe and half of Asia are engaged
night and day drilling and accumulating for battle, to
the neglect of every decent calling, our editors hav
such headings to their European cablegrams as "The
Russian Bear is About to Dance!" Well ! Tb~ same
~eartl~ssness is shown by some of our leading dailies
m the1r announcements that they hope that the Chicagoans will make short work of the Anarchists, and
that they hav their headlines already set in big type .
" Seven Up," and that they do not wish to hav s~
good an editorial spoiled. This spirit exemplifies the
text, "For he that soweth to his flesh shall of the
flesh reap corruption."
·
*The Press, Philadelphia, Jan. 10, 1887: "All Europe
arll!ing.-A pro!llinent diplomatist givs his views of the situatiOn.-A terrible war threatening.-Russia building railroads ; England massing troops and building ships · France
Au:tria, and Italy bristling with weapons; Turkey concen:
tmtmg troops ; Eqrope one V8St arsenal."

Take the New York Sun for a month, and the
chances are that on an average one column per d~,y
will not giv space sufficient to cover a brief notice of
the murders,. fratricides, suicides, homicides, arsons,
stealings, etc., which run riot through the length
and breadth of o.ur land. During the decade just
passed, there was an increase, in the United States,
of eightfold over the idiocy of the decade just before. "In no period of our history," says the Indianapolis News, "has wealth centralized so rapidly
in the bands of non-producers as during the past ten
years in the United States. Every millionaire makes
a thousand paupers and five hundred imbecil idiots,
lunatics, and criminals. Millionaires are flourishing
like gourds: the delinquent classes increase like June
flies; and the politicians put another coat of· kalsomine on the whited sepulcher of party, and the minister of God, who ought to apply the cauterizing iron
to the social ulcer, prays for the heathen." Is it to
be wondered at, in the face of the facts which stare
us out of countenance in every dh·ection, that in
Niles, Mich., a man should hav inscribed upon his
wife's tomb the followingTThe more saints, the more hypocrits;
The more peace, the more plenty;
The more priests, the more poverty;
The more religion, the more lying.
This is an odd epitaph-odd because it is true.
When a truth is spoken, even in the presence of the
dead, it is questioned. It may be that the editor who
published this item lied. The merchant, lawyer,
banker, minister,.liv by lying; by their deceptions,
trickeries, and robberies do they all thrive and grow
fat; and the editors hav to follow to keep in fashion
and in funds. We do not stop to censure the individuals. They are so besotted in .self craft, so
custom-bound and minister-driven, that ninety-nine
hundredths of them do not for a moment think that
they are not engaged in the most honorable of callings; but for the institutions, be they republican or
be they monarchical, which permit such a state of
things to exist, our contempt has no language to express itself.
"When a man in New York," says a recent observer, "shows a disposition to be honest, he is set
down to be a stranger." Durmg eleven months in
1886 there hav been fifteen hundred strikes in New
York city. Never was labor so crowded. Its mutterings are heard in every district of the United
States. How much longer do our incprporated
classes think they may steal, pillage, and misuse~
One hundred thousand little children are driven to
the mills of Massachusetts every day-driven by necessity, by a force more exacting, more cruel, than
the lash of the planter was when slavery was most
black with its horrors. What education will these
children hav when they become women and men 1
Under the enforced idleness of machinery and low
wages, is it to be wondered at that Boston should be
said to bav more prostitutes than any other city of
equal population in the United States! Why do not
the blue-bloods of Beacon Hill deny such statements
as these when their statisticians publish them 'f The
New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children during the last twelve years has convicted
8,545 persons and rescued 15,812 children. In the
last six years it has had to care for and clothe 3,338
dt>sfitute children and furnish them with 27,100
meals. Do wild animals, even, in rearing their young,
leave them so dependent upon other animals~ Is
instinct better than intelligence 1
A traveler recently from a trip through the interior
of Russia writes that the civilization of Moscow reminded him of "~orne wild Indian chief who in his
old age pu~s on a pair of epaulets or a high hat-it
simply emphasizes savagery;" and it might be said
of us Americans that we, in our youth, hav heaped
almost as much misery upon our laboring people as
Russia bas after many years of continuous wars and
peaceful tyrannies.
.A.nd now let us turn for an instant to that hypocritical set of Christian pirates over across the water :
A singular and significant exhibit of tbe march of im.
morality in.the United Kingdom of Great Britain is made in
a recent number of the Pall Mall Ga~ette by means of a lileries
of diagrams, in which th€- record of twenty odd years is
placed before the eye in one glance, and it is nc:>t a record
which can be contemplated by churchmen or philanthropists
without sadness. Since 1861 the apprehensions for drunkenness. and on charges of" drunk and disorderly," which were
reported in that year at 82.196 in England and WAles, hav
steadily increased until in 1884 they numbered 198,274. Had
the increase only kept pace with the growth of the population the figures for 1884 should hav been about 105,000, so
that the rapid stride made by this kind of offenses against
law and decency is palpably due to a lowering of the moral
character of the community. As bearing on the same general subject," and as presenting an astounding condition of
affairs, the figures of the nation's drink bill are even more
significant. In 1861 the citir.ens of the United Kingdom· paid
for drinks ne>arl:v £95.000 000, or $475,000,000. They should
hav paid in 1876, accoriling- to the ratio of the increase of
population. about £107.000.000. but they did pay the astonishing sum of nearly £148,000,000. !:)orne hope for the temperance people may be gatbPrerl from the fact that the bill since
1876 has decreased to £125.000,000 in 1888, but this will be
regarded as cold comfort when it is considered that the
natural increase according to population shonlil llav made
the sum paid for liquors in that year but about £107,000,000.
The record of the divorce courts shows also the steady
demoro.li~ation of her :t;najesty's subjects. fu 1861 but 263

petitions for divorce were filed in England and Wales. In

1884 the number· had risen to 703, tl10ugh the normal

increase. accorrling to population, ehould hav brought it up
to only 340. With the growth of immorality the passion for
self-destruction has also grown naturally, and while but 1,533
attempts at suicide, successful and unsuccessful, wPre
reported in 1861, the number had swollen to 3,212 in 1884.
The census of idiots, lunatics, and persons of unsound mind
showed 76,765 such unfortunates in 1883, against 39,647 in
1861.

In crimes of a repulsiv nature, which show their perpetrators to be wholly devoid of moral principle, the increase
in the last twenty years, especially in London and the larger
cities, has been startling in the extreme, but it is not necessary to specify these classes of offenses more particularly.
The drunkenness, pauperism, and idiocy to be found in the
United Kingdom are indications that the morality of the
people is declining rapidly. The church and the philanthropists may wisely ask themselvs whether it is not expedient to begin mission work at home, and spend some of the
money which is now used for Christianizing the hPathen in
reforming the outcasts of society who pass under their own
eyes daily.
. And here is an extract published within a few
days in the San Francisco Chronicle:
On all hands it is agreed that never has greatPr distress
prevailed in London than at present. It is not only among
the unskilled, but the suffering extends to the skilled working class, and there seems to be no prospect of employment
for them in the coming winter. Foremen who hav been in
constant employment in the same firm for fifteen or'twenty
years hav been turned off, owing to bad times, during the
past few weeks. By the river side and in the vicinity of the
docks the crowds of unemployed are daily growing ~reater.
Hunger and want hav driven them almost to desperatiOn. If
some steps are not taken to relieve the distress the consequences during the coming months are likely- to be terrible in
every sense of the word. All the thousands who are now
sleeping in the open air will be driven to seek shelter when
the cold weather sets in, and the workhouses and charitable
instituti•ms which are available are totally inadequate in
number. The Socialist leaders are taking advantage of all
this distress to press for the adoption of several measures,
one of which, at least, is worthy of special mention. It is
that one frell meal a day in the local board schools be !!"ranted
to all children who desire to partake of it. It appears from a
report published by the Daily 1'elegratph that over thirty per
cent of the children who compulsorily attended school last
winter were there without Lavmg any food.
Well may Spurgeon hold up his hands and pray,
as it is reported he lately did, and end in these words:
"0 Lord, shut the mouths of the blasphemous, especially those pretending to be preache1·s of the
gospel, and who are yet blasphemous! Turn their
hearts that they may know thy truth and be able to
preach in favor of it."
And now let us spend three minutes in modern
Italy and glance at the result of sowing wars, superstitions, and deceptions :
In the November North American Re'l!iel.o Onida says that
"whatever may be the opinion of Europe as to the political
advantages accruing to it from the independence of Italy, it
must be mournfully confe~sed that the losses to art and to
history through it are greater than any which could havbeen
caused by centuries of neglect or long years of hostil occupation and devastating war. It is scarcely to be measurer!,
indeed, what these losses are, so immense are they in their extent, so incessant in their exercise, so terrible in their irreparable infamy. No doubt it could never be foreseen, never
be imagined, by those who brouj.!;ht about and permitted the
consolidation of Italy into one kingdom, that the people,
nominally free, would become the abject slaves of a municipal despotism and of a barbarous civic greed. None of the
enthusiasts for Italian independence possessed that power of
foresight which would hav told them that its issue would be
the daily destruction by hordes of foreign workmen of its
treasures of art, and its landmarks of history. Yet there is
no exaggeration in saying that there is nothing less than this.
"Italy cannot be narrowed to the petty bounds of a king.
dom created yesterday ; she has been the mistress of all art,
the muse and priestess of all peoples. What are the Italians
doing with her? It is sickening to note and to record.
Nothing can ever giv back to the world what, day by day,
municipal councilors .l1avlng houses to sell, syndicates and
companies merely looking for spoliation and speculation,
contractors who seize on land as a trooper seizes on a girl in
a sacked town, are all taking from the fairest and most
ancient cities and towns on earth.
"I wholly fail to account, on any philosophic or psychological grounds, for the utter deadness of soul which has
come upon the the Italians as a nation. Born with loveliness of all kinds, natural and architectural, around them,
the esthetic sense should be as instinctiv in them as their
movements of limbs or lungs. Instead of this it is entirely
gone out of them. They hav no feeling for color or sense of
symmetry, and little or no sense of reverence for the greatness and the g-loriousness of the past."
Of Rome, Onida says: "The leaders of an invading and
victorious army would hav been ashamed to rause the havoc
and the blasphemy which the Roman municipality hav carried out with shameless callousness ; the indignant voice of
Europe would hav bidden a Suwarrow, a Napoleon, a Constable de Bourbon stay his hand had he dared to level with
the dust the august monuments of which neither the majesty
nor the memories hav power to daunt the impious hand of
the nineteenth century Edilizia."
The Italians themselvs are "insensible to the horror of
their work, just as they are unconscious why yellow, blue,
and green chairs on a red carpet offend a delicate taste. To
whitewash frescoed walls, to make old monasteries look
brand new, to scrub aad peel and skin sculptured marbles,
to daub over beautiful arches and columns anrl cloisters with
tempera painting, mechanically reproduced in one set pattern over and over again, over miles of stucco, to outrage
the past and vulgarize the present, to respect nothing, to set
the glaring seal of a despotic and bourgeois administration
over all which ages l!av made lovely and reverent-all this
they think an admirable and hygienic work, while they let
human excrement be strewn broadcast over the fields and
emptied into the streets at midday under a boiling heat, and
set the g-uards of their rivers to drive out with blows of the
scabbard the poor children who would fain splash and bathe
in them under canicular suns. The excuse of l1ygiene is
only the parrot cry which covers the passion for iconoclasm
and destruction. To make their own interessi while the mo.
mcut la~tfl ill tile ouly de!!i+e lit tue hca.rt of ~ll the~ civic
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councilors and engineers, architects and contractors, houseowners and speculators. To. petty personal purposes and
selfish personal pr?fits e_ve!Y~hing is sacrificed by the innumerable assessan, ?onstglzert, and Sindaci bv whom Italy is
regarded as the Turk1sh pashas regarded the Egyptian fellah
"Co~ld Dante come to life, no curse that he ever breathed
upon his _count~ymen would be one-half so fierce and deep
as that ":Ith which he would devote the Italian Df the- close
of the mneteenth century to the ven~eance of the offended
gods. But Dal!-te's self would say his curses to· deaf ears,
wadded close With the wool of vanity and greed., .

nelius, of Salem, _Mass.
Herald.

·
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So much I take from the sionally, or in any capacity his agent or attorney nor by any

to

of these ways with the owner of his place, or a.ny'person who
ever vis~ted it. I am not an officeholder. I hav no political
ax to grmd, no favor to curry with: reli,gion. I am a citizen.
a large taxpayer, hav children of my own, and onlv ask t~
be allowed to liv in a society where every man shall be guar';1-Dteed the just and equal protection of the law, and not subJ~<:t to_ the clamor of cr';tnks! who preach temperance and rehgwn m one or two dtrectwns while at the same moment
are themselvs the most intemperate and immoral in all
others. I hav been your honor's political well-wisher. I
never st_ood up to defend any man. except when it seemed
that all others had forsaken him and fled, and then only because I felt that then was the moment in which might most
fi~t~g}Y: be remembered the cause for which Socrates and
Jesus died-the truth. I trust your honor dares to be just
and fear not. Yours,
- - __

.. I beli~ve Mr. Fisk was first 'sent a missiob school
IP C,ornwall, Conn., and afterward to New Haven arid
fina1~y to "Amherst, Mass., to the. academy which today IS a colleg-e. . Mr. Fisk was.no.t pleased with the
st~i_ctness of the rules at thf!se several pla9es, and
failmg to keep -them-lle- was sent-bMlr-to Malta. He
then concluded t.o be his own m~ter, worked his way
back, educ~ted ~1mself, w~s converted_ to Presbyterian
THE MoRAL.-" For he that soweth to the flesh Congregahona!Ism, ordamed a Clergyman of· that
shall _of the fles)l ~eap corruption."
·
' order, and for a time preached in Vermont. ··Mr.
This means, if It means anything that selfishness Parker Pillsbury. in a.short sketch which I find in
selfcraft, and competition are seeds ~hich, if planted the pamphlet; "The Man With ·the Branded Hand,"
and fostered, will eventually break "the law and the says: "The severities of the winters in a pla,ce so far
prophets," and crush out every particle of manhood north as Vermont proved to.be too much for his conPius IX.'s Blessing Upon the Confederacy.
a~d womanhood_ under any form of government posFrom the Chicaoo Daily Xews.
stib:~.tion, .h~ being of a race born, and for many gensible to be practiCed. "By their fruits ye shall kriow eratwns hvmg, under so much more indulgent skies.
~t the treasury depart~ent the o~her day, Mr.
them."
He soon became unable"to discharge the many duties Cnt~s, of Nebraska, the chief of the division of cap· :' ~ut he that soweth to the spirit, shall of. the and responsibilities of a minister, especially so far tured and abandoned property, unearthed a time-worn
spmt reap life .everlasting." This commands us to n~rth ·as Verinont.'' Mr. Pillsbury also says Mr. paper which was fou:nd among the records captured
act one h~s part tow~rd the other, to forget self in the F1sk was too much of an Abolitionist to be tolerated at the time of the evacuation of Richmond that will
common mterestwhich each has in making the incor" in an American pulnit.
settle the controversy forever. It has lain all this
porated commonwealth worthy of its trust; to co1~_1842 Mr. Fisk obtained, or rather received, the time in the pigeon-holes of the department, unknown
pperate. so that the weak and needy can hav the ap~omtment. of chaplain in the United States Navy, and unnoticed, while the historians and theologians
mstructwn and the ass~stance of the strong and tal- ~hwh he_ still holds, though retired from activ ser- hav been disputing its existence. Attached to it is
ented; and to become mterdependent to the end that viCe. On my table is a photograph of Chaplain Fisk the following letter of transmittal :
the _able ~nd experienced may be advanced to and taken in Malta some years ago. I am often asked
BRUSSELS, May 9, 1864.-To tlte Pre8ident: Herewith I hav
retamed m those positions for which they are best whom the picture represents, but before I can answer the honor to transmit the letter which hi!'\ holiness Pope
Pius IX. addressed to your excellency on the 3d of Decem·
fitted.
comes from the person asking, the-deClaration, "What ber la~t. Mr. W. Jefferson ~ucha_nan .has obligingly undcrSpwin~ to the flesh means catering to one's ani- a b~ne~olent face ! ~e must be a good man;" all of tak.en Its conyeyance, and wtl~ deliver It to you in the person.
mahslll:; It means bru~~ force; it means savagism.
whwh IS true. 1\:Ir. Fisk was on the other continent This letter will grace the archives of the executiv office in all
Sowmg to the spmt means the cultivation of wh~n the great fires which destroyed so much in c_oming time. It willliv, too, forever in story as the producman's better nature; it means equity, interdepend- Chicago and Boston occurred. He immediately tele- twn_of th~ _first potentate who formally recognized your
official positiOn, and accorded to one of the diplomatic rcpA. K. OWEN.
ence, love.
graphed to Wendell Phillips, who had charge of his resentativs of the confedernte states an audience in an estabfunds, "Do as I would do." This good man was never lished court p!l.lace, like that of St. James anrl the Tuilleries.
married,- and having no family he seems to hav I hav the honor to be, with the most distinguished consideraChaplain Photius Fisk.
tion, your excellency's obedient servant,
adopted as his own all the poor, and especially the
A. DunJ,EY MANN.
. I hav often quer'ied in my own mind whether or oppressed, whom he ·can reach. He has great pity
To His Excellency, Jefferson Davis, President C. S. A.,
not the readers of. the Liberal papers, THE TRUTH for orphan children, as he " remembers that he was Richmond.
SEEKER, t~e In~est%gator, etc., hav any idea· of this kicked about . as_a_ football, 'of shOwed off in some
The letter of the pope is written upon parchment
man, Photms Fisk, and how inuch we are all indebted church like a monkey, to raise missionary funds.''
in the quaint, ecclesiastical style, in Latin, of course
to him for his generous help whenever the call is
I hav written what I know of Chaplain Fisk, but I and is addressed as follows : "Illustre et Honorabil~
made for money for any worthy object. If a meeting hav no .doubt that he is more remarkable in what I Viro Jefferson Davis, Pnesidi Foodoratarum Ameriof the Secular Society is called, and aid is solicited to do not know than what I do. He seems to follow the cre Regionum, Richmond." The following is a transpay e~pen_ses, you will always s~e, or almost always, scriptural injunctions, "Take heed· that ye do not lation of the text:
opposit hi!J name, ten dollars given. Is a Liberal your alms before men, to be seen of them ·" " Let not
Rlustrious and Honorable Sir-Health: We hav rPceived
~ick, m; ag~d, or without means of supp~rt, you may, your left hand know what yorir right h:Wd doeth.'' with fitting kindness the gentlemen sent by your excellency
1f you mqmre, find that a monthly donatiOn from this I hav never met a more pronounced Liberal than is to deliver us your l~tters bearing <late of the 23rl of Septemsame man is sent "to keep the wolf from the door." this man .of whom I am writing. He has very little ber last. We certamly experienced no small pleasure whl'n
learned from the same gentlemen and the letters of your
Thus much I know, as I hav seen the subjects of his patience with anything" namby pamby," but is thor- we
excellency with what emotions of joy and gratitude toward
charity, lind more than once found them quite near oughly outspoken and candid.
LucY N. CoLMAN.
us you were affected, illustrious and honorable sir, when you
home.
Syracuse (on this anniversary of Thomas Paine's were first made acquainted wit.h our letters to tllat reverend
brother, John, arcllbishop of New York, and John, archDoe~ some one wish to put in print something that
birthday), Jan. 29, 287.
bishop of New Orleans, written on the 18rh of October lust
the Liberals _ought. to know, Mr. Fisk's purse is
in which we again and again urged ami Pxhortt•d the @flm~
opened, and a donatiOn made for that cause. I know
Worth Reading.
reverend brethren that, as behooved their distinguished piety
a woman who worked hard in the Antislavery times
and their episcopal charge, they should most zealomly use
We
think
the
following
is
a
good
thing,
indeed.
It
every effort in our name and also bring an end to the far a!
for the slave, and who is now in the South, teaching
war that had arisen in these regions, and that these peoamong the freed people, who finds her work much appears that Chicago's mayor closed up Jerry civil
ple of America might at length attain mutual peace and conlighter from her acquaintance with this generous Monroe's saloon. Some Freethinking man, who cord, and be reunited in mutual charity. And very grateful
·man; and these freed people, for whom her daily could and would look on both sides, wrote his was it to us, illustrious and honorable sir, to perceive that you
work is done, are always remembered with barrels of honor the following . letter, which we find in the and these people were animated with the Rame feelings of
food once at least every year. Does some one of the Chicago Times of the 8th of January, 1887. We peace and tranquillity which we so earnestly inculcated in
the letters mentioned as having been addressed to the aforeold :Abolitionists die, who suffered torture and im- commend it-let it be read-as showing how people said reverend brethren. And would that other people also
are thinking, and, what is important, what intellectual
prisonment at the hands of the slaveholder, like Capof these regions, and their rulers, seriously consider how
men are saying: ·
SLD HYcUM.
grievous arid mournful a thing is intestin war-would he
ta_in J o~a~han Walker (he of the "branded hand"), Mr.
Lincoln, Ill.
pleased with tranquil minds to embrace and enter upon
Fisk ongmates and pays for an appropriate monuNo. 3,000 MIOmGAN AvENUE.-Hon. CARTER H. HARRI- counsels of peace.
ment, sends it to the burial-place, and has it placed soN,
We, indeed, shall not cease with the most fervent prayers
Mayor of the city of Chicago: It is reported upon the
upon the grave. I do not know how many stones he authority of this morning's papers that your honor has "to beseech God, the omnipotent and all good, to pour out the
has thus erected-! know of three. I think he has paid deprived a citizen of a political office upon a religious spirit of Christian charity and peace upon all tlte people of
for a thousand dollars' worth of shares in the Paine ground. If this be true I desire to enter my protest. First, America, and deliver them from the evils, so great, with
which they are afflicted. And of the most merciful Lord of
Memorial building in Boston, and a munificent dona- because it is in plain violation of the highest law of this state; compassion
himself we likewise pray that lle may illumin
second, because it is in violation of every principle of jnstice,
tion of valuable pictures, gathered from many parts and last, because it is in violation of common sense. I claim your excellency with the light of Ius grace, and conjoin you
of the world, are already occupying the walls" of some .that a man who sells rum is a man holding a political office, in perfect love with ourself.
Given at Rome at St. Peter's, Dec. 3, in the year 1863. and
of the rooms of "Paine Hall." But all this does not because he has to be licensed as much as does an attorney,
Prus, P. P., IX.
who is an officer of court, or a minister, who is an officer to of our pontificate the eighteenth.
tell my readers who this remarkable man is.
marriages. The man who in the name of the city is
• I hav · before me a Missionary Herald of 1822, perform
licensed to make drunkards is compelled to pay enormous
The Uevised Creed.
given me by Mr. Fisk himself while I was making taxes. The man who is licensed to make lunatics receives
The
following
creed
is being circulated among Congregahim a short visit the past summer. I a~ked him to enormous fees, but pays no taxes. I submit that the man tionalists by the American
Board. The arlditions to the old
tell me something about himself, and he gave me this who pays large taxes for the privilege "of making drunkards creed are: The first paragraph entire; in the third the words
can't
hav
his
license
revoked
and
his
place
closed
under
the
book, in which I find that he is a nativ Greek, by pretense of a morality which is defined by a religious senti- " according to the deeds done in the body" (" entered into
name· Photius Ravasales; that he is the only one of ment rather than by the plain provisions of the laws, while paradise" substituted for "descended into hell"); in the
· his family that escaped death in Smyrna from the the place of the man who makes lunatics is allowed to be final paragraph, "The Holy S::riptures," "The new spiritual
birtb ," " The final separation of the righteous and the
plague which ravaged the country in. 1814, father, open on all days of the week, all hours of the day, and whose wicked," and the word "death" in the final clause. "Holy
place,
according
to
the
uncontradicted
statement
of
Rev.
D.
mother, two brothers, and two sisters falling victims. L. Moody, is infested with unfailing re~rularity every Sab- Catholic Church" is changed into" Holy Church Universal,"
His age is a disputed matter, one writer making him, bath with the presence of the devil-a place which is noto- and " Resurrection of the body " into "Resurrection of the
in 1822, twelve or thirteen, another sixteen. His riously infested at all times with the vociferators of lies, dead."
I DELJEVE.
uncle, who had him in charge, says he was born in where th~ public press charges that bribers of councils, legisIn One God, the Father, the Son, anrl the Holy Ghost;
latures
and
judges,
wreckers
of
railways,
and
defaulters
are
Hydra.
In the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth;
constantly in the regular habit of assembling, and places
And in Jesus Chrtst His only Son our Lord; Who was
This Missionary Herald has a report of a conver- where
the pockets of the poor are constantly J?icked by holdsation with this young Greek boy in reference to his ing hell and damnation: before their eyes as the highwayman conceived by the Holy Ghost. Born of the Virgin Mary ; Sufunder Pontius Pilate, Was crucified, dead and buriell ;
being sent to America, from which I copy the follow- holds his dagger and revolver before the eyes of his victim. fered
He entered into Paradise, the third day he rose from the
ing: "When I asked him," says the writer, "if he Nor is this done, your honor, by the sneaks who sit in the dead; He ascended into heaven, And sitteth on the right
but by the man who stands in the pulpit; and it is a
would like to go to America, his eyes sparkled with pews,
matter of regret that Mr. Moody has not made himself more hand of God the Father Almighty; From thence he shall
joy. I asked him why he wished to go. He replied, certain, Q.t least to a certai:Q. intent in general, ·as to whether come to judge, according to the things done in the body, tltc
and the dead.
' To learn.' ' How long are you willing to remain~· the devil, when he enters the church, does not make straight living
· I believe in the Holy Ghost; The Holy Scriptures; The
' Till I am learned.' I named several branches, and for the pulpit. I ask your honor either to restore Jerry Holy Church Universal; The Communion of sRints; The
license or else, in the same name as that in which new spiritual birth; The Forgivness of sins; The Resurrecasked if he could learn all those. He answered mod- Monroe's
you closed his place, to close the churches. I ask it in the tion
of tbe dead; The Final Separation of the Righteous and
estly, ' Qttanto posso (As much as I can).'" The name of the just and equal protection of the law. I aQk it in
writer adds, (< The boy speaks Maltese and reads and the name of a taxpayer, who is not only called upon to sup- Wicked; And the Life and DPath Everlasting. Amen.
speaks Greek and Italian." This account is taken port drunkards and religious lunatics alike, which may be . WE advise every man, woman, and child to get
from a letter dated, "Malta, Oct. 12, 1822," and done under law. but who is called upon indirectly, If not Col. R. G. Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon," to read it and
directly, to support churches, which he cannot be called upon
signed, " Pliny Fisk." It seems Mr. Fisk gave his to do in any such name. I do not know Jerry Monroe. I to hold sacred every word of the grand philosophical
name to the young lad, perhaps thinking he would was never in his place. I do not know any man, woman, or truths contained in the greatest of all sermons.be a great acquisition to the cause of the missiona.- child, to my knowledge, who ever did go tl)ere. I am no
B6<MOnLight.
ries. He was put under the care of the Rev. Mr. OQr- way related to him by bloo'd or marriage, uo wis'e prdfes.
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priests will not be quite as abject as before the row.!
A second occurrence of the kind would strain the
bond of union until with some individuals it would
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
snap. And it is needless to say that every individual
who
leaves the Roman Catholic church is a benefactor
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
Editor.
of
his
kind.
0. :P. SoliiEBBY,
Business Manager.

In considering this question, and pronouncing- what
the world will accept as the opinion of the Mathodist Episcopal church, the official organ takes as a
starting~ point the assertion that the Methodist
church has in all time been "fixed in its antislavery
principles," and has steadfastly maintained an attitude consistent with these principles. This is somisPUBLI!lliED BY
The 29th of January.
leading that it may be well to rebuke the arrogance
'IHE T.RU'IH SEEKER COMPANY.
The 29th of January is a remarkable day. Annu- of the organ by quoting a few of the earlier declara88 CLJNTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
ally on that date the Freethinkers of the country tions of the church.
In 1836, before the division of the Methodist
meet in their various town to celebrate the birth of
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Thomas Paine. This year such meetings were more church, and while the Abolitionists were vigorously
numerous than ever, reaching from Canada to Cali- spreading their principles, the Generai Conference of
.AddriJ8s all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER fornia, from Wisconsin to Texas. And they were the Methodist church was held in Cincinnati. An
OOMP.ANY. .Make all lh-afts, Ohecks, Post-atfice and Ex- good meetings, too ; large, enthusiastic demonstra- antislavery society bad been formed there a year or
press MO'/l.e1f Orders payable to OH.ARLES P. SO.MERB Y.
tions of people determined to set right the falsifica- two previous. On the 12th of May, the Rev. S. G.
Roszell presented in the conference the following
tions of Christian historians.
FEBRUARY 12, 1887.
SATURDAY,
It is not the action of the Freethinkers, however, preamble and resolutions :
"WHEREAs, Great excitement has pervaded this country on
that makes the day remarkable.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
On the Sunday following the 29th of January, the subject of modern Abolitionism, which is reported to hav
Single subscription ............................................ .. $3 00
been increased in this city recently by the unju~tifiable conOne subscription two years, in advance ................. . li 00 about eighty thousand, more or less, useless preach- duct of two members of the General Conference in lecturing
Two new subscribers .......................................... . li 00 ers get up on their hind legs behind their pulpits, and
upon, and in favor of, that agitating topic; and whereas,
One subscription witil one new subscriber, in one remi ttance ...................................................... . li 00 bray about the individual honored by the Freethink- such a course on the part of any of its members is calculated
ers. From the miraculous performer of Brooklyn to to bring upon this body the suspicion and distrust of the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. . 'l 00 the most insignificant rider of a Methodist circuit, are community, and misrepresent its sentiments in regard to the
One sPbscription with three new l!lubscribers, in one
point at issue; and whereas, in this aspect of the case, a due
remittance ................................................... . 8 liO heard these sounds : " Tom Paine drank a quart of
regard for its own character, as well as a just concern for the
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
rum a day I Tom Paine ran off from England with
interests of the church confided to its care, demand a full,
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
a friend's wife l Tom Paine recanted!" With vari- decided, and unequivocal expression of the views of the GenAny number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
ations according to the skill of the brayer.
eral Conference in the premises. Therefore,
" 1. Re-Bol'Ved, by the delegates of the Annn~l Conferences
It is remarkable that _the 29th of January should
The Catholic Quarrel.
drive some eighty thousand men insane.
Were in General Conference assembled, That they disapprove in the
most unqualified ~ense, the conduct of the two members of
The congregation of St. Stephen's is weakening in Christ about, we should say he had selected another the General Conference who are reported to hav lectured in
its boycott of the new priest, and is slowly resuming animal, with longer ears, into which to drive his this city recently upon, and in favor of, modern Abolition-.
ism.
the superstitious services of the Catholic church. This devil~:~.
"2. RIJ8ol'IJed, by the delegates of the Annual Conferences
is a result which needed no prescient eye to predict.
Methodist
CoJor
Prf'judice.
in
General Conference assemhled, That they are decidedly
But Dr. McGlynn seems not afraid of the sword of
Before
the
Abolition
movement
in
this
countl'Y,
the
opposed
to modern Abolitionism, and wholly disclaim any
tyranny nor of the bull of the pope. If his ecclesiMethodist church tacitly reprobated the practice of right, wish, or intention to interfere in the civil and political
astical head is to come off, he will not make the work
relation between master and slave as it exists in the slaveof the executioner easier by bending to the blow. In its members in keeping slaves. John Wesley was holding states of this Union."
the Standard of the 5th inst. he talks back to Arch- particularly severe upon Methodist slave-holders.
The preamble and resolutions were adopted, the
bishop Corrigan in a manner that must sm:prise the But the church never inaugurated a movement for first resolution by 122 to 11, the last by 120 to 14.
church authorities, long accustomed to abject sub- abolishing slavery, its remonstrance being confined ·At this conference an address was received from the
mission on the part of their tools. He denies that he to a few words in its rules and "Disciplin." WheB Wesleyan Methodists of England, pointing out the
ever retracted his theory of land tenure, and only Garrison and his friends began their agitation along duty of the church in the conflict between freedom
promised to abstain from making speeches because in the '20's, Methodists opposed them in every way, and slavery. As the English W esleyans held that
he " knew too well the power of his ecclesiastical and during the existence of the Liberator, the activ slavery is. anticbristian, the conference refused to
superiors." He calls the famous Cincinnati pastoral period of Abolitionism, the Methodist church was a publish the address.
-in which Bishop Cleveland denied the right of the most obstinate foe of the colored people. In 1844
In the pastoral address to the churches occur these
people to sovereign equality, contended that God's the church divided on the question of slavery, but it passages:
vicegerents are above state officials, and that alle- was sixteen years before the church became a very
"It cannot be unknown to you that the question of slavery
giance is owed to God before country-an infamous powerful ally of the antislavery people-that is, when in the United States, by the constitutional compact which
the
war
was
upon
us,
and
the
problem
as
good
as
letter. He reminds Archbishop Corrigan that he has
binds us together as a nation, is left to be regulated by the
several state legislatures themselvs, and thereby is pnt bebefore this executed political errands at the arch- settled.
In 1864, the war being nearly over, and the slaves yond the control of t!Je general government as well as that of
bishop's request-such as traveling to Washington
to advance the promotion of John Newton-and de- free, the church organized a Freedmen's Aid Society, all ecclesiastical bodies, it being manifest that in the slaveholding states themselvs the entire responsibility of its existnies that bishop, propaganda, or pope has any right "to advance the cause of education in the South, and ence or non-ex1stence rests with those state legislatures. , .
to punish him for the part he played in the canvass especially to promote the mental and moral improve- . . . These facts, which are only mentioned here as a
of the Labor candidate for mayor.
To Cardinal ment of the freedmen." In 1880 the ignorance of the reason for the friendly admonition which we wish to ?;iv
Simeoni's threat that if he failed to go to Rome the white population demanded attention, and the Freed- you, constrain us as your pas'ors, who are called to watch
cardinal would be placed under " the painful neces- men's Aid Society was instructed to appropriate a over your souls as they must giv account, to ('Xhort yuu to
abstain from all abolition movements and associations, and
sity of having recourse to mfasures and of adopting portion of its funds to the education of the "white
to refrain from patronizing any of their publications," etc.
provisions which surely would be unpleasant for folks." Under this instruction schools were organ- . . . "From every view of the subject which we hav
him," Dr. McGlynn says that it would hav had more ized in different parts of the South, and the university been able to take, and from the most calm and dispassionate
survey of the whole ground, we hav come to the conclusion
weight had not the unpleasant measures been already at Chattanooga, Tenn., was established.
Right here began the trouble. The colored peo that the only safe, scriptural, and prudent way for us, both
,resorted to. He closes with this de:fiance of the
pie complained of being excluded from "white,;! as ministers and people, to take is, wholly to refrain frT
whole hierarchy :
schools,
and reproached the Methodists for their big-' this agitating subject," etc.
"I deny the right of bishop. propaganda, or p'lpe to order
The temper exhibited by the General Conference,
me to Rome. The 'vow of obedience' of the priest, of otry. The General Conference of 1884 took hold of
which so many absurd things hav been 8aid within the past the matter, and on May 28th adopted this resolution; says James G. Birney, from whose pamphlet we are
few weeks, is simply a promis to obey the church authorities
quoting, was warmly sympathized in by many_ of the
"Resol'Ved. That this General Conference declares the polic)i
in matters concerning the pri1•st's duties of religion. It were of the Methodist Epi~copal church to be that no member of local conferences, not only in the slave states, but in
monstrous to imagin that this promis bas not clear and well- any soCiety
.
. h"m t he churc h .sha11 b e exc 1uded f rom pu bl"IC' the free. The Ohio annual conference had a short
wit
defined limitations. My obligation, taken as a student of the
propaganda, was not, as some seem to imagin, to go wher. worship in any and every edifice of the denomination, and time before resolved:
ever and to do whatever that institution should see tit to no student shall be excluded from instruction in any and
" 1. That we deeply regret the proceedings of the Abolicommand, but simply to return to my nativ place and there every school under the supervision of the church, because of tionists and Antislavery societies in the free states, and the
devote myself to the miniotrv of religion. In an interview race, color, or previous condition of servitude."
consPqnent excitement prodnct>d thereby in the slave states;
This ought to hav settled the quarrel, but it did that we, as a conference, disclaim all connection aurl cooperapublished in the World during the late municipal canvass 1
took occasion, from Mgr. Preston's political Jetter, to ad. not. Though the university at Chattanooga had tion with or belief in the same; and that we herl"by recommonish him and other ecclesiastical dignitaries of the grave been established for the education of the whites, mend to our junior preachers, local brethn·n, and private
danger of repeating the folly and the shame of condemning under this resolution colored students could not be members within our bounds to abstain from any connPction
scientific truth as religious heresy, a shame and folly of
with them, or participation of their acts in the premises
which their predecessors had been guilty in the condemna- excluded. But when recently two young negroes whatever.
tion of Gali!Po and Copernicus. It seems that they are fated applied f01: admission, the management refused their
"2. Tbat these brethren and citizens of the North who
to repeat this crime and blunder, and to add another to the application solely because of their color. This re- resist the abolition movements with firmnPss and moderation
many reasons that hav made men look upon ecclesiastical fusal has aroused, the color prejudices of the Math- are the true friends of the church, to the ~laves of the South,
authority as one of the greatest foes of sdentitic progress, of odists, and Methodist opinion iR again divided upon and to the Constitution of our common country," etc.
national development, and of rational liberty, and in large
And the New York Annual Conference, held the
part a hindrance rath 11 r than a help in the way of bringing to the negro problem. While all Methodists now agree
the whole world the light, the purity, and the comfort that that the negro "can be saved by the power of Christ, very next month (June, 1836), resolved:
"1. That this conference fully concur in the advice of the
pome from the teachings !J,nd the ministrations ·of Christ.''.
a large proportion of them are equally certain that it
late
General Conference, as expressed in their Pastoral AdThat this fight will weaken the power and influ- must be accomplished by separate schools and
dress.
~nee of .the Roman. Catbplic church in this country churches. They are willing to associate with gentle."~- 'I:'hat we disapl?rove of the members of thif! conferen~e
there can be no doubt. Though Dr. McGlyrn~'ir eon-· meli iu).Q. Iadiea o-f- color in -the ·next-world; but- not patronizing or in any way giving countenance to a paper
~egatiop does go l;>ack, ita sul:>mitisio:Jl ·
the· '~ere.~·.
ealled Zwnla Watchman, 'because,, in our opinion, ·it tends· to

to
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dist~rb t~e peace and harmony of the body by sowing dissenswns m the church.
"3. That although we could not· condemn any man or
withhold our suffrages from him on account of his opinions
merely in reference to the subjt'ct of &holitionism, yet we are
de?idedly of the opinion that _none ought to be elected to _the
office of a deacon or elder m our church unless he g1v a
ph dge to the conference that he will refrain from agitating
the cl~urch with discussion~ on this subject, and the more
especially as the one promises 'reverPntly to obey them to
whom _the ~barge and go~ernment ~ver hi~ is committe~,
follow,mg with a glad mi_nd and will the1~ godly ~mom~ion~; ~nd the other, with equal sole~mt~, pr~m1ses. to
mamtam and set forward, as much ~s _heth m him, qmetnes~, peace, and love among all Clmstian peop~e, and e~peCially among them that are, or shall be, CGmmitted to his
charge.' "
Two years after (1838), when the late La Roy
Sunderland whom all our readers know-a man of
extraordina~y ability-had established his Zion's
-w; t l
· th'
't th N
y k
f
~ c ~rnan m
18 C1 y, e
ew or con erence
agam resolved:
"As the sense of this conference, that any of its members
or probationers, who shall patronize Zion's Watchman, either
by writing in commendation of its character, by circulating
it, recommending it to our people, or procuring subscribers,
or by collecting or remitting moneys, shall be deemed guilty
of indiscretion, and dealt with accordingly."
In commenting upon these resolutions, Mr. Birney

said :
<i The preachers-judging by the vote on the anti-abolition
resolutions-were expected, of course, to conform to the advice in the pastoral address. The New York Conference, the
most influential, set the example of exacting a pledge from
the candidates for orders that they would not agitate the
5ubject of slavery in their congre![ations. The official newspapers of the connection would, of course, be silent. Therefore, as a measure for wholly excluding the slavery question
frcm the church, it was of the last importance that Zion's
Watchman, an unofficial paper, and earnest in the antislavery
cause, should be prevented from circulating among the
members.''
The Hon. Ja..-ues G. Birney was driven from Ken·
tucky because he liberated his slaves, and was
mobbed and robbed time and again for his antislavery
principles, many church officials, says Parker Pills·
bury, sanctifying by their presence and approval the
shameful outrages. Anti-abolition meetings were held
in Cincinnati, where 1\'Ir. Birney was, and one com~
mittee appointed to draft resolutions contained thirteen men who were members of Episcopal, Metho-

be bounded on the east by Che~apeake Bay and the Atlantic
Ocean;' and 'Philadelphia Conference shall include the
Eastern Shore of Maryland and Virginia '-the Che~apeake
Bay, an arm of the ocean, bPing between them, ther• fore re·
solved. That in our adminiRtration we will rec:ard the 'East·
ern Shore of Maryland and Virginia' as not being 'border'
work in the sense of the ' Plan of Separation.'
"We cannot, therefore, but regard all the Methodist Societies within the Peninsula as under our pastoral jurisdiction,
according to the provisions of the plan of separation.
"If the plan of separation givs us the pastoral care of
you, it remains to inquire whether we hav done anything aR
a Conference, or as men. to forfdt your confidence and affection. We are not advised that, even in the great excitement
which bas distressed you for some months past, any one has
impeached our moral conduct or charged us with unsound·
ness of doctrin, or corruption,' or tyranny in the administra·
tion of disciplin. But we learn that the simple cause of the
unhappy excitement among you iR, that some suspect us. or
affect to suspect us, of being Abolitionists. Yet, no particular act of the Conference. or any particular member thereof,
is adduced, as the ground of the erroneous and injurious ~uspicion. We would ask you, brethren, whether the conduct
of our ministry among you for sixty years past ought not to
be sufficient to protect us from this charge. Whether the
question we hav been accustomed for a few years past to
put to candidates for admission among us. namely, Are you
an Abolitionist? and without each one an8wered in the nega·
tiv he was not received, ought not to protect us from the
charge. Whether the action of the last Conference on this
particular matter ought not to satisfy any fair and candid
mind that we are not. and do not desire to be. Abolitionist!!.
We cannot sec hnw we car. be re.qarded

negroes were B)!en there afterward. And the application of the colored students to the Chattanooga
university is, says the organ, to be regretted. They
should hav been persuaded not to raise the issue; and
the conduct of the management of the Boston Conservatory of Music, who persuaded colored students
to leave that institution, is quoted approvingly.
It appears, then, to be the opinion of the Methodist church that while the Jetter of race-equality must
be strictly observed, it may be broken, to good advantage and the glory of the Lord, in the spirit.
The holy church may not officially make a law that
colored people shall not enter her institutions upon
an equalit.y with whites, for that would bring upon
the holy church the condemnation of the sinful
world, but the officers of such institutions may rightly
and expediently persuade the negroes to go elsewhere. "Of course," they say to the applicant, " if
you insist upon remaining, you can; but, on the
whole, you will be happier elsewhere." In this way
the general conference maintains the public reputation of the church, and the managers and students of
the colleges are spared the disagreeable presence of
negroes. The ingenuity displayed in this is worthy
of the source.

A Jumble of' Questions.

Our esteemed friend, ex Soldier John P. Guild,
as Abolitionists without the ministers of the Methodist Episcocalls the following "kindly queries:"
pal Church South being considered in the same light. . .
"NATIONAL Mrr.rTARY HoME, VA., Jan. 26th.
"Wishing you all heavenly benedictions, we are, dear
brethren, yours in Christ Jesus,
"MR. EmToR: Can you tell me" 1. If Lincoln did publish a pamphlet in his younger days
"J. P. DnRBIN,
against Biblei~m; and, if so, is there not a copy to be had
"J. KENNADAY,
"lGNATIPS T. CooPER, } (]om.
from which to reprint it?
"WILLIAM H. GILDER, I
_ •' 2. If Henry George is the agent of Landlord God, and
"JosRJ>H CASTLE,
J
John Swinton is his lackey, in what principle do they differ
" Wilmington, Del., April 7, 1847.''
·
from tomfoolinc: popery?
'' 3. If the Liberal Club is not a laughing club, is it
In the same year (1846) that the Baltimore Conference disfellowshiped Abolitionists, the following not worthy of serious rPporting. or is ridicule the most befitting waY' to stimulate Secular talent ?
questions were asked candidates for ordination in the
"4. Whether intdlectud.l freedom should be politically
Methodist ministry:
guaranteed to the extent of protecting your nPighbor in burn"The Rev. Mr. Quigley proposed that each candidate ing down your hou~e or poi~oning your family?
"5. If, as the Oatlwlic ReV1:e1n (Jan. 22tl) observes, it was a
should be asked wht'ther he was a slave-bolder; and wlwther
he was engaged in any of the modern improvements of pro- serious mist'<ke to array the C1ttholic (?)church against the
working men, whu is to be cllarged with the blame-the
rooting the abolition of slavery; and none dissenting, the priest whn tric~d to help the toiler, the pope who bounced the
question waR severally asked as follo;vs:
priest, or the printer who chronicled the event?
"Bishop He!lding-' Are yon a slave-holder?'
"6. Why Secularists cannot afford to pay for their
"To which all answered. 'No.'
literature
as well as the pietists?
dist Episcopal, Wesleyan Methodist, Swedenborgian,
"Bishop Hedding-' Glorv to God I not one of their souls
"7. What has become of the Liberal, Mo., University?
and Unitarian churches. In 1840 the General Con- is stained with the blood of Africa.' ·
"JonN P. GUILD."
ference adopted this resolution :
" Bishop ·Ht>dding-' Are you an Abolitionist ? '
"To which all answered 'No.'
1. M r. L'mco ]n wro t e, b u t d'd
''Resolved, That it is inexpedient and unjustifiable for any
I no t pu· bl'18h , a
. testimony
.
.
" Bishop Hedding-' Thank God I there is none of them pamphlet against the C h nsban
· ·
·
Th e s t ory
agamst
rel'rgwn.
reacher to permit colored persons to giV
P
· · willing to cut off the beads of our Southern brethren because
d
d
white persons, in any state where they are enie that pr1v1told by "Zoa Topsis," in our Letter from Friends, in
they happen to hold slaves.' "
lege by law."
last week's issue, is substantially correct, we believe.
This resolution deprived some eighty thousand colUpon this duplicity Parker Pillsbury exclaims:
2. Henry George's idea seems to be to transfer the
ored Methodists of their rights.
·~This, then, is the boasted division between the ]and to a lanolord who can never come a1·ound to
The separation of the Methodist church into the Northern and Southern 1\fethodist church! ! And collect the rent. It's a great scheme. John Swinton
" Methodist Episcopal church," and the " Methodist this the opposition of the former to slavery. Grossu goes with Henry George so far as George's ingenious
Episcopal church South," occurred in 1844. This fraud and falsehood was never known! The ministry plan makes for Socialism, which is Mr. Swinton's
very separation, says Parker Pillsbury, revealed more who practice it should receive the immingled execra- Utopia. It is believed that there exists just now an
clearly the ·depravity it was designed to conceal. tidns of the universe."
intellectual coolness between these two eminent
Some Northern Methodist ministers called the diviIt will be difficult, in the face of all this, for the revolutionists.
sion a secession of the North from the South. Others Methodist organ to maintain that the Methodist
3. The Liberal Club is reported by its assistant
said the separation was on the line between the free church has been a consistent antislavery teacher. The secretary 'in his official capacity, and in his most
and the slave states. This was false, for the North- church North was finally forced to condemn slavery serious vein. That the reports please the members
ern division contained some four thousand slave~ by something more than a few empty words in the of the club we hav been often assured; that
holders and thirty thousand slaves. In 1846, two Disciplin, bllt no one even pretends that the Metho· they please our readers the readers themselvs bav
years ~fter the separation, the Baltimore conference dists South ever became Abolitionists or favored free- assured every one who peruses these columns. The
(Northern) passed the following resolution:
ing the slaves from any sentiment inculcated by the reports are stimulating to Secular talent, because
... Resolved, That this Conference disclaims having any fel- church or derived from the Bible. The force of cir· many speakers hav taken the platform just to read in
lowship with abolitionism. On the contrary, while it is de· cumstances, not the teachings of Christianity, made the reports what wonderful things they said.
.termined to maintain its well-known and long-established P0 · theoretical Abolitionists of Northern Methodists, and
4. This is an absurd question. Burning houses and
sition, by keeping the traveling preachers composing its own practical Abolitionists of their white brethren in the poisoning families are not intellectual efforts. The
body free from slavery, it is also determined not to hold con- South.
wan who cannot perceive the distinction between
nection with any ecclesiastical body tllat shall make non· • th h
h
b
t
But
now
that
the
war
is
over,
the
slave
is
free,
and
fr·eedom
of the intellect and freedom to inJ'ure others
slaveholding a condition of members111p m e c urc ; u
to stand by and maintain the disciplin as it is.''
.
twenty years hav passed on their healing wings, it needs a small dictionary. .A. very small one indeed
And the next Rhode Island Conference passed this: seems that the Methodists do not love the negro. would instruct him amazingly.
"Resolved, by the Providence Conference of the l'l!ethodist He is welcome nowhere, except as a servant, or as a
5. Rel:'pectfully referred to the next ecumenical
Episcopal church in Conference assembled, That while ~ere· preacher to people of his own color. The white council, if composed of the same men who decreed
gret certain allusions in the resolutions of the late Balnmore Christian South will hav the negro in neither school the infallibility of the pope. Only intellects like
Conference we nevertheless consider the position assumed nor church; the white Christian North holds his nose theirs can answer it satisfactorily.
e~p(·cially as defined in when his colored brother enters the sanctuary.
~ d t o pay f or th e1r
· I't
by that bod'y in relation to slaverv.
J
6. Secularists can auor
1 erat ure;
its Pastoral Address. as e.vceedingly judicious, and the bebt for
B
h
tlte church and tlte slWI!e posbible unde-r existing ci?·cumstances.''
It is true that as a matter of principle, and holding if they cannot, they should not purchase.
ut as t e
The extracts below Parker Pillsbury quotes from to the letter of the decree of the 1884 conference, the chief organ of the Methodist church trusts its subist organ admits that colored students hav a smibers only three weeks, we judge that Infidels pay
the " Address of the Philadelphia A nnua1 C on ference Method
to the Societies under its care within the bounds of right to enter the Chattanooga university. But their about as promptly as the pietists.
·
't " W
t desire to enter is put down as an intrusion, and a snub
7. Mr. 1\i. D. Leahy, of Liberal, Mo., is the proper
the Northampton and Accomac c1rcu1 s.
e quo e
h
F
h
ht
'bl
d
is administered to them on the ground of expediency. person to write to concerning t e
reet oug
it at length, that it may be intellig1 e to rea ers und
d
·
ches South and North, for the sake of "assert- University. .A.s the Liberal has suspen e agam, we
familiar with the machinery of Methoditim, as oh ow- Chur
.
t bl th t the church authorities mere not ing a principle," ha:v.. been known by ..the editor to hav no information concerning the institutiOn. ·
.
. d'
mg 1 ~ . 18 ~u a Y a·
.
invite colored people to their services and on such
We extend to Mr. Guild the assurance 0 1 our
.A.bohtwmsts:
. ..
.
d t..
-~~.
b
· fr t
a.I
d
· ·•
· ·
a e:rn regar ·
, .,. ~~'Wnerea;s, ·t-he :piseiplin sa;rs, ' Virginia C()llfer~n~e ·shall · pccaslo:ns hav tre~:tte twem Wl"+':' sz-e~~ot . p.por- ut no
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THE TRUTH

l[ttttrs Jrom Jiritnds.
LACONIA, N. H., Jan. 13, 1887.

MR. EDITOR: I am very well pleased with the paper, and
do not want it stopped. Put in some red-hot shot to the
enemy. They need something to wake them up. I do a little once in a while; hav not much time, but whenever I hav
a chance I go for them. I hope all subscribers will pay up,
so as to lighten your heart, and cheer you in the work.
I inclose $5 for two years, and hope you will hav two years
GEo. BucKLEY.
of good success.
NEw GLAsGow, N. S., Jan. 27, 1887.

MR. EDITOR : I am surprised that any person should make
such absurd charges against you as those made by Mr. J. M.
Jamison. I am sure that you expressed your opinion in
such a plain manner that no person could misunderstand
you, unless very anxious to do so. I wish to say that
I think much more of THE TRUTH BEEKER for the part
you took in the matter, and if this was not one of the most
orthodox places in the world I would get some subscribers
for the paper.
Yours truly,
F. M. BoRDEN.

SEEKER~

:E'EBRUARY 12, 188'7.

Intl.delity," and showed that to the Infidel Christianity is in.·
debted for its polish, respectability, and life. He edified and
enlightened the seekers after truth. His peroration the first
night, "Why Don't He Lend a Hand?" held his hearers spellbound. His presentation of the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union won friends for the cause and showed
their justness. -Hrs coming will aid us in raising THE TRUTH
SEEKER club -to one hundred names, and add to the interest
in and membership of our library. In furtherance or" the
. project to make our club one hundred, find inclosed our
fifty-fifth subscription for your paper and its cartoons.
MARIUS HEIGHTON,
Sec. Kent Secular Society.
CARLISLE, IowA, Feb. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I send $1, which please use as directed.
The so-called Christians are running what they call a union
meeting-the Baptists, Methodists, and Brethren. They hav
left the Campbellites out in the cold, and I understand the
Campbellites are feeling sore over it. They hav been running some three weeks, and hav only succeeded in getting
three or four weak-minded grown persons, and one or two
children, to join them. The priests are ranting and sweating
day and night, but it all does no good; the people are getting
their eyes open. There are ten Liberal people here now for
one ten years ago.
The cartoons are splendid, and THE TRUTH BEEKER is the
best paper I ever read. I am now over sixty, and a very
poor scribe, but I want to read your paper as long as I can
see.
M. GUISINGER.

to· satisfy any clear, cool-headed philosopher that she was
·partially insane; and, of course, she nor her religious dupes
knew it, and the probability is that if she is still patronized
'by this church superstition, the child of ignorance and fraud,
she will still go on in this line of march until reason and
what little ·common sense she has left will be dethroned, and
she will hav to be numbered with others of this church who.
'hav ended their days in an insane asylum. S. D. MooRE.
BENTON HARBOR; MIC~., Jan. 4, 1887.
MR. EDrroR: Please find inclosed $5--'$3 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for·this year, $1 for the defense of Mr. Reynolds, and
$1 you may place where you. think it will do the most good.
I am the ortly one that takes your paper here, but mine goes
the round of the neighborhood, and the "Lay Sermon" by
Colonel Ingerapll has been read by many people in this
place. Yet there are no outspoken Freethinkers here-four
church(ls, and more in contemplation. . The Spiritualists
hold meetings here in the Opera House, and hav some very·
eloquent speakers.
The inclosed slip I· cut out of an Adventist paper printeq at
Battle Creek, Mich., which an Adventist handed me, saying
triumphantly," Ingersoll has recanted, and Infidelity mulilt
go." Then I read to him the " Lay Sermon" of Brother
Ingersoll, and he went away rather down-hearted.
The communications of S. P. Putnam in THE TRUTH
SEEKER are delightful and instructiv.
EMILY J. CASTLE.
(Following is the extract:
R. G. Ingersoll, the noted Infidel lecturer, has stopped lecturing,
and is reported to be sufferin~ fr-· m cancer of the throat. In answer to a gentleman who asked him why he had given up lecturing,
he said: "I hav fought God long enough; I hav given up fight-ing
God."
The story is a falsehood. We shall soon publish something from Colonel Ingersoll on this subject.-ED. T. S.]

NEw YoRK, Feb. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am afraid that the proposed bill against the
hanging of women will act prejudicially (if carried through)
against the efforts of those who are trying to obtain for woman her rights. And probably the enemies of woman's
rights will not be slow to see the point. The bill does verily
declare the inferiority of woman as a responsible being, and
ELMORE, VT., Jan. 19, 1887.
I am astonished at the obtuseness of some writers who hav
MR. EDITOR: I noticed in THE TRUTH BEEKER a request for
been simply and blindly carried away with sentimentality.
a list of friends' names that are Liberally inclined. I inclose
In this great fight mere sentimentality will not do much for
a list. There is one man here, a neighbor of mine, that has
us.
Yours for liberty,
DRUID.
·lived to a good old age, eighty-six. For the past fifty or sixty
years he has belonged to the church, has read his Bible every
DEMING, NEW MExiCo, Jan. 10, 1887.
SMITHVILLE SoUTH, Jan. 24, 1887.
MR .. EDITOR : Inclosed find amount to cover subscription
MR. EDITOR: I want to say a few words about the pam- day and prayed to his God. He has made up his mind that
phlet entitled" Personal Existence After Death Improbable," he has got to die before long, and thinks he has not lived just for the ensuing year
Of course I indorse the illustrations ; they are no more. abby L. R. Smith. My friend Mr. E. Hyatt and myself hav as he ought to hav done and the gates of heaven will be
distributed about five dozen copies in and about our section closed a,gainst him. He is ~ strong believer in the old-fash- surd than the stories they are intended to represent, and yet
of the country. To ·tell the truth, to talk reason and com- ioned hell, with all of its fire and brimstone, and it is enough the churches say such pictures are no better than sacrilegemon sense in an orthodox .community, is, to me, like throw- to make ~ man's blood run cold to bear that man take on. as if it were any worse to represent a ridiculous story with a
ing a club in a hornet's nest. 1 want to wake up their par- He says he knows he shall be damned. That is the consoling ridiculous illustration, than a tnre story with a sensible one.
Popery is indeed the antipode of liberty, and Watson Hesalyzed brains to a proper state of cultivation, and I know of influence Christianity has for him in his last days._ I pity
nothing better calculated to do it than Smith's pamphlet. I him. His doctrin has become second nature, and he thinks ton caught the inspiration in one of the past numbers of TrrE
want to circulate it throughout the land. Liberals, will you it must be true. How much better if he could look back on TRUTH SEEKER. Some day we will build him a monument
his past life and think how much enjoyment he had managed higher than the church ever designed for Spurgeon or Tallend a hand ?
C. N. S.
to 8queeze out of this world, having no hopes or fears for the mage. Think what a brutal mind Spurgeon must hav had to
HEBER CITY, Jan 6, 287.
next.
S. B. DoTY.
utter the words: "In fire exactly like this which we hav
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find postal-note for one dolupon earth, our bodies, asbestos-like, will be forever unconHEUVELTON,
Jan.
13,
1887.
lar to pay for three more months of the grand old TRUTH
sumed." Of course, such sentiments are good enough for
Mn. EDITOR: I see I am reading a paper not paid for, beSEEKER. I hav beEln a constant subscriber for eight years,
Spurgeon and the church of England, but over in this counand as long as the paper is conducted as it has been I do not ing a few days behind. I now inclose $7--$5 for two years try we hav advanced to a higher, dryer, and purer atmossee how I could do without it. I was more than pleased in advance payment, $1 for the lecture field, seventy cents for phere of reason and understanding.
regard to the stand you took in the trial•f the Anarchists, the Secular Union Fund, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
It is wonderful how many people there are who look upon
I would be glad to send more, but cannot at this time. I
not that I indorse their teachings, but I like to see fair play.
God (or natural forces, if you please) as if it were a human
The cartoons are splendid, every one of them ; and if I was want to help friend Reynolds $1 soon, in his suit for freedom being, endowed with the orga.ns of speech and hearing. If
able I would giv five dollars toward defraying the extra cost of thought and speech.
this force or power or condition which brought everything
Mr. Editor, I am an old subscriber. I hav taken THE
they make. Wishing all connected with THE TRUTH BEEKER
into existence is personal God, etc., and clothed in personal
TRUTH SEEKER from the time of its first publication in New
a long, happy, and useful life, I remain
attributes, you destroy the supremacy of God's power, right
York, and I think this is the first time I hav been in the rear
Your friend,
ANDREW LINDSAY.
there. Such a God caunot make a world, or if he did he
on my payment on the first of January.
can't
make another one.
GREENwooD, N. Y., Jan. 12, 1887.
I expect to take THE TRUTH BEEKER as long as I liv, which
The embodiment of all that is true and good and beautiful
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed o$3. to pay for the best cannot be many years more, as my next birthday counts my
paper in the world another year. If I were a good writer, I age four score years; and when I die I die for myself; no and pure-some people call that God. Well, that is a conwould make some suggestion~; that I think would help us man, nor son of man, can die for me. Every one dies :for ception ; if any one wants to worship a conception, let them
do so-Pallas Athene will do just as well; but do not clothe
along in our good work of freeing people from superstition. himself.
The women seem to be the most devoted to supernatuaralism
I like THE TRUTH BEEKER; U is enlightening the world, and concepti@ns in personal attributes. The North Pole is a conof any class we hav. I knr1w men that are quite Liberal in bringing many up out of the pit of superstition. I will cast ception. We read of an expedition sailing for the North
their views, yet would not dare take THE TRUTH BEEKER in my vote for the cartoons; so continue them for the enlight- Pole, but there is no pole that any body knows of. A certain person crossed the equator; did any body ever see an
their house to read on account of the storm it would produce. enment of the blinded intellect.
OTis C. JILLSON.
equator? Just so with parallels of latitude, state lines, etc.Now, can't we, by flattery, get on the right side of them
imaginary,
but not tangible;
ADRIAN,
MICH.,
Jan.
20,
287.
some way and get them to read it? Once get the ice broken,
I sometimes feel that I am almost alone here in the
MR. EDITOR: As my health seems to be slowly improving
they are all right.
R. L. ALVORD.
I thought I would drop in with my old Episcopal Quakers realm of Freethought, but still hav for a boon companion
on last Sunday, as they were holding their quarterly meeting the grand old mountain, "rock-ribbed and ancient as the
ToLEDo, 0., Jari. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am pleased to see that Mr. George has de- in their new church near to my place. The principal sun," which antedates Genesis by several years. This is no
fied the Catholic and all other churches. He must see now speaker on that occasion was a Mrs. Middleton from Indiana. small consolation in itself. Hoping the Freethinkers will
that it is very little use to advocate any reforms for the ele- She made quite a portly appearance as she stepped forward never be divided against themselvs on any minor points, I
Yours respectfully,
D. S. WEAVER.
vation· of the workingman until he gets them beyond the on the rostrum with her head covered (I thought she would am,
control of priestcraft. Let him now place himself beside hav looked a little better with her head uncovered, but probColonel Ingersoll and batter down the gates of superstition. ably she had a reason of her own, or somebody else's, for
OUR PICTURES AND PAPER.
There can be but little done toward the emancipation of the keeping it covered). She now read a few verses from the
SNowviLLE, VA., Jan. 30, 1887.
race from the evils of monopoly, and all the other evils by Bible, and then exposed her ignorance and bigotry by
MR. EDITOR: I think each time an extra good picture
which it is robbed of its rights, until the influence of relig- eulogizing it as the oldest and greatest of all books. If it comes out in THE TRUTH BEEKER that I'd like to paste it up
ious bigotry is torn up by the roots.
J. DowNEs.
were not for this holy Bible, she said, we would not know on every pulpit in the land. I am sure they would, in time,
[Mr. Downes givs Mr. George too much credit. Mr. whether we were a man or a monkey, and here she made a antidote all theology, even with the most pious. One such
George has not defied the church. He castigates the officers drive at Darwin and the philosophy of evolution, then at In- picture as that in the last paper, showing Thomas Paine and
of the church for administering consistently the principles fidelity. Then she went back and told the audience (which his greatest works at one glance, is more effectiv with most
and disciplin of the church. That is, Mr. George is angry was a large one) about this Bible" God, and that he made people than would be a volume of biographical informawith the tiger for tearing its enemies.-ED. T. S.]
everything out of nothing. Then he made a man out of the tion. There it is all at OI!e glance; you see it and take it all
dust of the earth, and he blew into his nostrils and he be- in. It is rlaguerreotyped ineffaceably in the mind. I hav all
KENT, 0., Jan. 18, 1887.
came a living soul; then about his eating of the forbidden the pictures filed away, and a day or two ag@ I thought I'd
MR. EDITOR: Putnam has been with us, and his inspiring fruit and thus bringing death and sin into the world, hence look them over so as to impress them more fu1ly in my mind,
eloquence has filled us with new life. January 10th, 11th, the need there was of a savior. She forgot to tell the faith- and I was astonished to find how familiar each one looked,
and 12th he lectured before the Secular Society to appreciativ ful about the woman and how she was made, and that it was thus proving what a hold they hav on memory.
audiences. His lectures hav vivified the indifferent, aroused through her maneuvering in -connection with a snake that
Though our friend Peck has already received his peck of
the lethargic, enthused the workers, cheered the despondent, the man was misled; and all this trouble was brought on to praise, we (Mr. S. and I) must add our mite also, for we
and put new thoughts and aims into the minds of all. His his posterity. Then she fired up and went on under a heavy find excellent good food for thought in his "Christian Abfirst lecture, "The New Heaven and Earth," lifted the veil head of steam ; sometimes a little streak of sense, then a big surdities." Mrs. Colman's reminiscences carry me way back
of myth and misunderstanding from the minds of many and streak of nonsense; keeping this Bible in her hand all the in the past to the first strong work in the antislavery, temgave them a glimpse of the grandeur and glory of Free- time and at times reading a few verses from it for fuel to perance, and theological reforms, and I seem to liv them
thought and the consequent exalted life of the race to come. keep up the internal fires of the brain from the additional over again and feel once more the odium (?) of being so
His second lecture, "Universal Mental Liberty" was, if tlow of blood to the brain, thus to supply the waste that was nearly alone in the advocacy of these heterodox ideas. We
possible, grander in its · conceptions than the first, and going on there. Under this mental strain her face got more always find pith in Putnam's pennings, and among the
thrilled the hearts and charmed the minds of his fine audi- than commonly red, and her eyes would seem to flash fire. friends he meets are many names familiar to me through
ence. He who hears him once desires to hear him again, Near the cl0se of her harang she made this remark, that private correspondence, and through him I seem almost to
consequently his audience the third night was larger than the longer she spOke the e~tsier it was for her to talk: This greet them in person. Mrs. Severance writes sensibly and
either of the others. He tbok for his subject, " The Glory Of remq,rk, witb. tlleee lfilysical demonstra.tious, wa.s ~>utficieut justly-couceruing the" Lllcifer Ma.tch." The editorial_ advice.
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seems to me !ensible ; that is, that they hav martyrized ]orii
enough, and could now do better work out of jail than in.
W~ read with interest the accounts of Dr. McGlynn, but
-hav little hope .that any congregation of Catholics will ever
dare to defy the pope's anathema, even for love of a favorit
pastor, though we well know that this love is one of the
strongest in nature.
Our ~RUTH SEEKER is our p~eacher, and we all love it as a
dear fnend, teacher, and gmde, though we each reserve
our right to thi~Ji as our i~dividual idiosynocrasies compel
us .. We are, still. gre.atly mfiuenced by a favorit paper, especmlly after takmg 1t for a long series of years ·during
which it manages, like some good_ teacher and I~ader· to
keep a little in advance of us, _pointing ou~ and clearin'g a
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
way whereby we may follow.

am in it now (and I think th&t would be a pretty hard thing
to d.o ), that force or power has been brought to bear upon me
durmg the past autumn.
·
I let my farm last spring to a sickly brother-in-law, which
compelled me to work out. Passing over the spring and
summer, allow me to say that it was my fortune-or misfortune, as the case· may be-to work at two different houses
where they pray. To one house I ·carried Mr. Babcock!s
pamphlet: "Why Don't God Kill the Devil?" which I read
to them m oratorical style, and which elicited from them
peal after peal of hearty laughter. When I was done the
man admitted that it was smart, and written by a smart ~an.
But ~e could not believe it. And had they not been particular fnends, I should hav told them they dared not believe it.
. To the other house I went to breakfast every morning, and
listened about a dozen times to their mess of foolish mummery that they thought .should be called by the sacred name
of prayer. After that, when the signal came for kneeling, I
very coolly rose from the table, set back my chair, opened
the door, and went out and went off to my work. And that
was the last of my listening to prayers there!· Now then
Christian friends, be not offended (unless you. wish 'to) a~
these few lines of friendly warning, for they are intended for
your good. I consider it a disgrace to a disgraceful cause
for any person to offer up a prayer to an imaginary throne of
grace unless they can offer up a pretty good one.
Now, then, Mr. Editor, I like THE TRUTH SEEKER firstrate, and may, perhaps, take it as long as it is illu~>trated. I
like t~.e '.'Letters from ~~·iends" department first-rate, bec.ause It Is the vox popuh (the voice of the people), and not
simply that of the editor.
Mr. Putnam's lecture,
"The New God"
.
, is first-rate , and
very. convmcmg. And I don't see how any person, after
readmg that lecture, can ever again believe in a personal God.
I hav read several letters criticising the editor and the colonel, all of which, I think, are uncalled for. To be .sure this
is a country within the boundaries of which not eve~ the
president is above criticism. But I don't think the editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER or the coh;mel deserves criticism.
H. H. GILMAN.

WHITE'BLUFi, TENN.; Jan. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosea you will please find $3 for another
~ear's sub~cript~on to THE :T~UTH SEEKER.o I believe my
time runs out this January. It 1s a feeble expression when 1
say your paper pleases me much. · I believe it gets better
every number. I want y~u to know that 1 think the pictures
are a great addition to the paper, and your sentiments in regard 'to the Chicago Anarchists accord with mine. · I ~ever
did ?eli~ve they would be hanged for free speech; if they
. are, It Will start the worst revolution that ever was known to
· history. I am not in favor of female suffrage. If women
are allowed to vote, myself or any other Infidel will not be allowed. to remain in Tenness~e, or any Freethought papers to
come m the s~ate. Every Biddy will go up to the polls and
vote as the pnest tells her to, and that will be the end of religious li?er~y. I don't believe in Prohibition-am opposed
to the _pr~nciple. I don't ?ei?eve Spiritualism ; don't see any
sense ·I~ It. I am a Matenalist to the backbone, and believe
the railroads, express, telegraph, telephone, and money
banks should belong to the government, as does the mail business; and I think R. G. Ingersoll the best and the smartest
man in the world now, to-day. I am fifty-eight y~ars old,
don't owe _any man a cent, never drink whisky or other
liquors, and pay my subscription in advance for all papers I
take. I think this will introduce myself as your humble
servant,
S. P. JoNEs.

. .

GEUDA SPRINGs,.KAN., Jan. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: There are quite a number of Freethinkers in
KENT, 0., Jan. 27, 1887.
this vicinity. They, like everyone else, must some time sucMR. EDITOR: Representativ Cain, of the state of Texas cumb to the inevitable, and in such cases our orthodox
has introduced a bill in Congress to create a retired list fo; friends make many remarks about our manner of putting
government clerks, in consonance with the law of the same away our dead. Naw, I think we shculd hav some mode
character applying to officers of the army and navy. The for a ~urial ceremony. Hav yoti not a burial ceremony for
general provisions of the bill are that after a clerk has served Freetlnnkers? If so, I think it would be a good plan for
for forty-five years continuously, he may, at the discretion you to. publish it in pamphlet form; I would like to hav
of an examining board, be retired at three-fourths of the pay somethmg of the kind. One of your old subscribers, Mr.
he was receiving at the time of retirement. Or he may re- John H. Jones, recently passed from this life to the beyond
tire at the end of thirty-eight years' service at two-thirds pay, Mr. Jones died the 6th of last September. He used to liv at
or at half pay at the end of thirty years, subject to the dis- Sampsell, Mo.; came here early in 1886, and ran a general
cretion of the examining board. Th~re seem to be various st?re. Here was sick a long time, and suffered a great deal.
opinions as to the propriety of Congress passing a bill of this His TRUTH SEEKER was lots of comfort to him in his long illnature. Has our general government been reduced to one·
ness. He was a strong Liberal and Freethinker, a self-made
great monopoly, in which a position once obtained guaran- man, and a deep thinker and reasoner. He was conscious
tees a life lease to the holder, on retiring from which a Iucra- unto the last, and was firm in his belief to the last. On the
tiv sinecure must be provided for him? Or is it a govern- 18th of last September another one of our number passed
ment of the peopl~, for the people, by the people, .in which away, Mrs. Caroline M. Bixler (mother of the writer hereof).
we hav an abundance of material to fill all of our offices,
She had been for many years a Liberal, and a strong one
-executiv, legislativ, and judicial-with all these subditoo: She formerly lived in Trenton, Iowa; was long a sub:
visions, including all the clerical skill necessary to do the
sc~Iber to the Boston I_nvestigator, her brother, Q. M. Noel,
business of this great republic without repeating· the term
bemg a noted Infidel m that country. Mrs. Bixler was a
of office or term of appointment? These clerical positions
great reader and thinker, and a good reasoner. I can well
furnish constant emyloyment at the very highest wages. remember of ministers visiting her for the boasted purThousands of men and women having the very best of charpose of converting her, but they invariably went away wiser
acters and business ability are daily making application for
than they came. She had many friends, and was noted for
clerical positions to the many departments of the governher kind-heartedness. We would like to hav some Liberal
mimt, and are as often rejected and forced to retire without
come and giv us a lecture, but as we are rather out of the
any encouragement, the officers of the different departments
beat of any lecturer, it will be hard for us to get one. I noadhering strictly to the Jacksonian principle, "To the victice ~n article in 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER of September 18, 1886,
tors belong the spoils."
by SI Slokum, that hits us Prohibitionists pretty hard. I
Mr. Cain seems to base the necessity of this bill upon the don't think he really means to call all who are Prohibitionists
fact that the army and navy hav a retired list. But is it not
"fools," but on.e would take it so. Many persons, and many
time that congressmen should learn that two wrongs do not who are Freethmkers, are Prohibitionists, and Freethinkers,
make a right? We want no more monopoly bills passed, but
as a ~ule, are not fools-by no means. We hav prohibition
laws wrought from the warp and woof of justice, tempered
here m Kansas. Some say it does not prohibit. True, but
with equality, on the basis that all men and women hav equal
does the law ~orbidding any one to steal, murder, and pillage
rights to protection by the general government, and employprevent stealmg, murder, etc.? Of course it does not. In
ment according to qualification and merit. I would suggest
sp.ite
of the law, persons will steal, murder and pillage, but
a law compelling the commanding officers of the different
departments of the general government to discharge one- will any one say that the law is no good? Who would want
fifth of all the employees under their respectiv commands the law wiped out?
The same with our prohibition law. It has been a great
each year, and hire other men and women in their places,
keeping a complete roster of all employees discharged and benefit to our state. It brings the best class of people to the
hired, the yearly retired list to be so selected that no one state. Fro~ reports of a majority of the county attorneys of
employee could hold his office to exceed five years. This the state, cnme has decreased considerably since prohibition
system would develop new ability, and keep on hand are- has been a law. Then does it prohibit in the state of Kanserve corps of men and women qualified to transact the busi- sas? I say that it does, to the extent that any law is obeyed.
ness of the government, providing for the departments what Ther~ are gluttons who abuse food, but in their abuse of it do
they mjure any one beside themselvs? No; but the person
the G. A. R. does for the U. S. army.
A. D. CLARK.
who abuses the use of strong drink not only injures himself
CARIBoU, ME., Jan. 16, 287.
but all concerned in him. There is the difference. If it wa~
MR. EDITOR: Although you may possibly hav never heard only the one who abused it that was injured, it would not be
of it, still, I suppose it is a fact, for I hav either read it my- so bad. Rum, and strong drink of any kind, if not an evil
self some time or other, or else my mother read it to me when becomes a~ evil after awhile, and why not make Jaws to gov~
I was a boy, that, once upon a time hi the early history of ern one evil as ~ell as another? Slokum says, not in these
this country, at a time when there were but very few print- words but to this effect, that prohibition can never ·be est abing-offices in the United States, some people got together in lished. Let me say to him, prohibition is established in Kan.
convention assembled for the purpose of having the press sa.s. It is here ~o stay, and don't you forget it. They hav
suppressed. And during the session one man arose and tned to resubmit.the question of prohibition, and failed and
said, "Mr. Chairman: I feel impressed with the impression should it be resubmitted to the voters of Kansas to-d~y it
that the press ought to be suppressed."
would carry by a larger majority than before.
'
And, although I do not feel impressed with the impression
Mr. John H. Jones has a son here (JohnS. Jones) and
that THE TimTH SEEKER press ought to be suppressed, still, 1 are trying to get up a club for THE TRUTH SEEKE' . th"w:
I would. really like t.o s.ay to
Chri.stian as well as Infidel we will be able to s. end you a few subscribers .. I
ti:i 8
world that if there .cotild be
force .or power .brought to article is getting·too long, so I will close.
Q. u. BIXLER.
bf;~J,r upon me to dnvtl me e;uy fllirther mto AtbeiSm VGllfll 1. !:"The Truth 8001\er OtiUectioU: of Forms, RymllB, &ud
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Cer.emonies" :containli an appropriate service for funeral oecaswns, besides much other matter. It is sent to any address
for 75 cents.] :
.
NEw YoRK, Jan. 28, 1887.
To J. B ..SM'ITH, Dear Sir: Yours received,via THE TRUTH
SEEKER, with. regard to the article of mine entitled "The
lmp~nding Revolution."
'
In that article did I say that a revolution against capital
should be " precipitated?" Well, let me see? I said this.
"A revolution is in order, and it is high time it were on."
repeat the words, and hav the satisfaction of knowing that it
~s on to a considerable extent, some forty thousand workers
m these whereabouts having laid down their tools-laying
do~n of t-ool.s, not the taking up of arms, is what I referred
to m that artiCle-and by so doing hav " paralyzed the com_
merce of three cities," the press says.
Well, ~u~pose the" million minute men," with the eight
or ten million at their backs, should lay down their toolsremember, please, I said nothing about taking up arms-the
whole country would be "paralyzed," wouldn't it? Well
to ask the conundrum I did in the original article " Wha~
are the grabocrats going to do about it?" Allowing 'they ha
all the arms, j~st for argument's. sake-they can buy all the;
want-what will these.anns avail them? Can they shoot the
ten million.workers into taking up their tools and going to
work as before at starvation wages? If you think so Mr
Smith, keep on thinking so; it is pleasing to a mono;olist
and employer so to think, undoubtedly.
By illustration I explained _how this "revolution "-you
se~m to be fearfully worked up about it, and the article of
rome that so worked you up, such a " foolish" one, toocould be a bloodl~ss one, a" walk over," as it were; but you
had to explode with gunpowder and dive into blood, at one
fell swoop, so to speak-1 can smell the powder and the
blood on you now, even at this distance from Mahoning

i

m~.

,

Don't go for the scalp of any " foolish " writer that chances
to get into print, Mr. Smith, when such fo::>l words as the
following slop over from your brain-pan:
" Suppose the revolutionists should Rucceed, could not the
goverhments of Europe be induced to send over their trained
soldiers [hal "trained soldiers!" Your sm&l was in arms
and eager for the fray when you penned those words] to restore order? The cause of law and order is one the world
over."
Mr. Smith, had you lived in "the time that tried men's
souls" .in this country, it is a dead sure thing that you would
hav hmsted the Tory flag-at heart, not outside where the
patriots, the "revolutionary mob," could hav seen it, oh, no!
-and stood, for all you W!'lre worth, with the Englieh and
Hessians in the interest of " law and order." I marvel me
much~y, now I think of it, why England, then the mightiest
of natiOns, could not hav "induced the other European pow.
e.rs to send over their trained soldiers to restore order." What
a pity that the "'evolutionary mob" triumphed in those
days, eh, Mr. Smith? Certainly the patriots were nothing
b~t a poorly arm.ed "mob," a "revolutionary mob," any.
thmg and everythmg but "trained soldiers," but they" got
there" all the samr, England not being able to "induce other
powers to come and help her restore law and order."
Suppose the South had whipped the North (the government), do you think we could hav "induced," etc.? Not
much. Governments, like individuals and communities
turn to the r?sing, not .th~ setting sun. And I am tellin~
you, Mr. Smith, a capitalist or sympathizer, and hirer of
workers, perhaps, that if the ten or twelve million workers
should lay down their tools-'-who the devil said anything
about "springing to arms," as you put it ?-some fine day,
that they, the people, would then be the government and
would look to it that the grabocrats preserved " Jaw' and
order," at their peril otherwise. Yes, sir, we should then
hav a g?vernment of the people, by the people, and for the
people, mstead of a government, as now, of thieves, by thieves,
and for thieves. And I am telling you also that I hope to liv
to see the day when the laying down of tools shall take
place, even if a little bloodshed follows. Why be so scary
about a little bloodshed in this case? The wor!U, especially
the Christi~n world, has ever been engaged in blood-letting,
and ever will be, I suppose; and as it seems to be a neces~ary operation, or one that can't be prevented, what matters
It when, where, how, or by whom the operation is performed?
Should the workers 'all lay down their tools, and bloodshed
should follow, owing to you monopolists and sympathizers
let it follow; that shed by the workers will be shed in th~
justest cauP.e that the world ever knew I The " saviors of
society" (the latter a rotten thing), corruptionists, monopolists, and thieves will hav great need to call upon all the gods
and devils ever invented by man to succor them, and don't
you forget it!
·
In Section 4 of your letter you ask " if capital and labor
should not pull together for their mutual benefit." By all
means, Yes. But do they? No. This pulling together is
what we want, and for the want of it we are having the pres.
ent troubles. The fact is, and you know it, that capital has
done all the pulling, and that's what's the matter. It pulls
mjllions upon millions out of the mines, the factorit'g, the
railways, etc., while labor pulls but a crust. That's the sort
of" pull together" you argue for, Mr. Smith, but the workers are arguing for a hold on the rope whereby they can hav
a chance to pull with you. Do you call it " mutual benefit"
when, making a million dollars out of a railroad yon build
you pay your men one dollar a day? No doubt you do· but
I am telling you the workers look not at it in that light.
When you capitalists cease to be grab-ails, thin,a:s will run
much smoother than at present. But you won't be till you
are forced to be, I am afraid. It is turkey for you and crow
for the worker, or, in your magnanimity, crow for the worker
and turkey for the capitalist, every time and all the time.
Now, thissort of distribution has been going on long enough·
and the workers are going to hav some of that turkey, if
takes a leg, s0 to speak.
GOOd-bye,
Sl SwimM;
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alte~ pen m~y yet p:race the Children's Corner read Mr. Peck's article in th~ la~t TRUTH

(!lolumn.

for a long time to come? Bless and pre~erve SEEKER, and after bP. had finisherl, motilPr
qiiO
thatAweet, poetic songster, Mary Baird Finch. remarked that he was more than a peck; he
was a good bushel.
Columbus, Kan.
J. H. CooK.
EDNA. A. BAKER.
About Fossils.
From your friend,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
And
this
onr
life.
exempt fmm public haunts,
Jlli'Der, .Mass., to wlwm all Communications/or
Our Puzzle Box.
Find• tongues ID trees, books in the running
SrnooE, Jan. 22, 1887.
this Corner sluntld biJ sent.
brook•,
1.-FOBSIL FOOTPRINTS-AN ANAGRAM.
DEAR MISS WrxoN: l'll be eleven year>~· old
in
April.
I
hav
two
little
~isters, Inez and Sermons in stones, and good in everything.
'Tis not in Chili stone alone
-Shak.•pere.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
Ruby. Inez is four, and Ruby i~ two years
These'' fossil footprints" may be shown,
When the night is beginning to lower,
old.
It
is
fun
to
SPe
them
run
for
TFIE
TRUTH
.
A
piece
of
slate
was
handed
me
on which
Of beasts, and birds, and reptils vast,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
SEEKER to see the pictures when papa bring; was impressed the delicate tracery of a hanrl.
Whose tracks alone record their past;
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
it home. I go to school. I lil<e my tf'aCht:r. some fern. The slate was tal1en from I he
Here one, a kind of frog, is seen,
Her name is Miss Brfly. She r!.'ads tiJP Bihle in
ItA spreading toes well webbf'd between
school every morning, and then she makes us coal mine at Portsmouth, R.I., ani! the imGrandma's ·Drcision.
Like Arctic snow~hoes long and broad,
pray. which I do not like. because my parents pression upon it was a foAsil. This word
"Shall WA call him John?" ani! the father smiles, And thus we track it where it trorl;
flre
goorl FrPethinkers. This is a ~mall town : (fossil) we get from the Latin fo.,.~ilis, which
Two incbps dePp, these tracks dt-clare
As he lift.a wit.h a father'a pride
about two thousand inhabitants. nt:ar Lake mean5 dng up, anrl it. is applierl to the vegeThe pond'rous load such feet did bear;
The haby, t.he wnnilerful bahy boy,
Erie. We bav bad onl.v one Frt-ethought table or animal substances. or their remains,
In size so elephantine vast,
To the youthful mother's side.
lecture here by Charles Watts. There were
This huge hatrachian of the past,
only two ladies prt-sPnt, my mamma and a which are found in the rocks. It is by means
ShP raises her hAppy and tender e:ves,
L• aves Gulliver no room to brag
of fossil footprints of animals. impressions of
friend
she had to go with her.
Like tht' ann, blue ~rentian flowers,
About the beasts of Brobdingnag;
Yours
truly,
WILI.IE
HEU,ERICII.
rPptil~, birrls, flowers, and foliage imprinted
SaYing, "John tR not a PrPtty name
l'o prove that all I say is so,
For a baby such as ours.''
P.S.-lf this letter is worth putting in tbP in the solid rock tliat the earth is telling her
South Hadley folks its tracks can show ;
Children's Corner, I may try to write a bettcer grand old story. Sandstone ani! shale bav
And of a bird of such h1tge parts
"Augustus or Jamea ?" But again she turns
letter when I am not so sleepy. Good-bye. kept the p~geA of the earth's story-book clean
Its tracks will often bold four quarts,
'l'n him an unwilling ear.
again!
J. W. C. H.
Whose chicks we therefore must surmise
"Nnr David T'' "Oh, nn, t.hough it's very well
anrl bright. The coal-bt'dS wr11p within their
ExceedPd ostrich ell' in size ;
For the usual babies. dear.
du~kv hlankPts a grPat. history c>f other rlays.
Just ask the folks who liv around
AsH, MINN., Jan. 15, 287.
·,, Bnt a name that will hint of joy combined
wiwn the little branch of fern impressed on
Where "Noah's ravens' tracks" abound?
DEAR MISS WixoN: My father tal,es THE the slate was alive anrl grPen, the earth was
With aweetneas, for onrs is meet,
But
do
not
try,
at
any
rate.
TRrrTH SEEKER. I like to read the Children',
Su<>h aa Jon indeed may havdeftly coinedTo prove the tra~ks of greater date;
Yet Bertie I think is sweet.»
Corner, anrl a good many other articles in it. soft and moist; grrat marslws and swamps
t:lo once "outb Hadley's wisest sage,
So
I thought I would write a few lines for and bogs anrl murl abounded; shrnhs anrl big
"Bertie i• apeltpiJ with ant ani!"'"
Held to these footprints' earlier age,
the
Corner. I am fiftePn years old. I am trePs shed their leaves on the murlrly surface
The fat.her ohjecta, "Oh. Nan,
And. what is more, be proved it too,
keeping bouse for my father. He is a widow- of the. earth, and as the moistened ground
RememhPr ROID<' ilay tha.t our boy will be,
t:lo all the people thought it true
er. I am his only child. My mother died g;rew cool bPnPath a changing atmo~pbere,
If his life is spart:d, a man."
Till later quPst at len~~:th obtains
when I was about two yPars old. I cannot
The fossil prints of splash in!! rains;
And granilma. who li.tens with smiling mien
remember her, but my fntber told me of her the leaves decaying b•·came inrlelibly fastened
" What, bo: before the rainbow's ~pan,
To each fonil, il isauacJing plen,
My fatlwr was poor and had to get me carerl in the murl, which after a time hPcame coal.
Or earth could yet giv life to man!"
Unwit.timdy qnotes, what'a in a name
for
as cheaply as he coulrl. Some of his acWe could not liv at that time in the world's
And so they racked their fertil brains
That may of such import be 1
quaintances told him it woulrl he better for history, for thP air waR ton hot and s'ifling,
To reconcile the rlates and rains.
uim to let me go to the parochial school, a'
"David or Bertie, Augnatns or John,
And when they reached 1 he rainbow's arc
the sisters would take better care of me than and was too heavy with carbonic acirl gas,
What matter 1 'l'i" all the same.
Faith stampPd her chronologie mark;
other folks would. 0 Mh.s Wixon, I could hut it was splendirl for the trees and vPgeta.
It is not the na'De makes the baby dear,
In eighteen hundred forty-two,
not begin to tell you bow mpan anrl crut-1 tion which were being turned into coal for
The bahy endeara the name."
E'en Boonton brought one tr~ck to view,
those
gnd-servin!! si~ters anrl priests are to our use. Curious inspcts buzzed anrl humt:lix inches long and half as wide,
poor children that are begnilerl by them or mPd through the air, and huge fishes swam
With three thick toes with claws supplied;
Mary Baird Finch.
left to their care. They whip anrl pound in the watPr.
But in the light of Reynolds's suit,
them to force them to the very heart, so aA to
DEAR Cmr.DREN, YoU:\'G AND OLD: Hav- I think I "spot" that ancient brute
B• fore that time tbfere were some signs of
make them fearful, so they get. thPm to fear
ing read anrl reread ·• The Christmas Tree," ::\till living. if it can be said
organic life. Cnrimis little creaturps called
the
pnnisbmimt
of
tbdr
Gorl.
I
will
tf'll
you
by that sweet, nature's poet, Mary Baird t:luch creature was not always dead;
all about the ~iRters and their mummery tlw trilobites had a being on the earth, and when
Finch, anrl as I know you all must love her And yet, and yet, ancl yet, and yet,
npxt time. This is a nice country we liv in. they wPnt. to siPPp they left their @keletous
The thing can swPat when "overbet ;"
hut it is very cold in the winrer. \Ve bav embedderl in rockA anrl stones, to tell us they
gentle, loving, refinerl, humane spirit, and 'Tis not alone in Chili ~tone,
forty acres of land. My fathPr's name b
would like to know her history, I will very These "fossil foot prints" may be shown;
Davirl F. Anderson; he is 11 strong Libt-ral. once lived. St>a-weeds, too, of that period
briPf!v, for want of space, allude to her.
'ris known quite well how wide the list
anrl
thinks if the world is ever savPd by tlw hav lPft their bardenPd ribbons in the rocks
Thlrty-five years ago, when I was thirty. By every paleontologist.
dPatb
of anyone, it will be Bruno in~tead of to show us that lhPy were tossed on the
Irwin, la.
J. K. P. BAKER.
three and Ahe was fiftee}l years· old, I liverl
that Jewish Jesus. For fpar I am occupying shore,; a hnndrerl thom:anrl years ago. Imwith the B>lird family three months. They
too much of your time, I will closp for tlw mense birds, with ta.ils like reptils, left their
prPsent. With hPst wiRh!'s for all Liberals, I
lived in a long log cabin, on the prairie in
prints in the sanrlstone nf the Connecticut
remain,
Fraternally yours,
Knox county, Ill. They were renters-poor,
valley. The oldest air-brPathers, so far as
STEI.LA ANDERSON,
honest. and industrious. I bad come jrom
P.S.-Dear Miss Wixon: This is my first known, are the rPmains of some hideous frogNew York the prPvious year, and passed
letter. I hope you will publish it.
S. A.
like reptils found in Penn~ylvania coal-beds,
through Chicago, before thPre were any railand also in Nova Scotia. By means of these
roarls. there, an•l much of Knox county was
or fossils, anrl there hav been found
remains,
VAr.UY FALLS, KAN., Jan. 9, 1887.
still open prairie.
a great many of all gradces anrl character, each
DEAR
MisS
WIXON:
As
I
bav
not
written
Mary was a lo1le-child, for her parents were
to you for so long, I believe I will try again. in its own time, however, we are enabled to
temperamentally and mentally adapted for a
Throug:h your cnhrmns allow me to sinct>rely learn the history of the world we liv in.
hllppy parentage and harmonionA, loving life.
thank Virginia E. Vance for in~cribing to ill<'
.
S.H.W.
Tb.ey and their cb.ilctren formed a happy, afher beautiful poem entitled, ":JIIly Books." I
am late about Pxpressing thanks, but still, I
QUESTIONR.-What is the mPaning of fo••il 1
fectionate family, and all were noterl for their
How tiDe• t.hp earth revuaJ h~r hiNton· 1 What
gueA~, it's "better late than never."
innate goorlness anrl kinrlnesq. I believe I
waR
!'Ondttinll of the Partir whfn t.he fern was
I srated in my last lPtter to yon that I had g•·eeuthe
and new 1 Cnnlct we hav ltved t lwu 1 Why 1
Scriptural.
am right in sayinl!( tltat Mary's natural desire
commenced to read "Ingersoll's Forty.thrPe WaH it good f •r tre~s And fnliAg-P 1 And why 1
for knowlerlge was grPat, but her opportuniLectures Complete" through. I hav suc- What abont •be inHeetR and fi"hPR 1 What ahnut
1 WhAt tH fonwl in HntHistoue of Cun3.-REBUS.
ties for school erlucation were poor and limceeded at last, anrl think it pPrfectly ~plendid. t.rilnbtteM
necttent vall••v 1 What ahont the oldest airI bav also read his " Prose Poems and Selt-c- breathers 1 Where were they fo1111d 1
ited, and that what she learned was the natutions.'' and like them really well. My sisters
ral craving and action of her fine brain and
were home from college rlnring vacation. anrl
impres•ihle temperament, which will,· more
one of them rPCitPd •• The Vision of War"
UEDUCED TO tt.on.
or less, bP. its Olnn teacher, and self. accumu.
(one of Ingersoll's pro'e poems) at the
lating. She is one of the poets that are born,
THE ~TOH.Y 1-I.OUR.
LYceum which is held in our district ~chool
house evPry WPrlnesday evening. It seemed
not made. I remember how attentiv and
A. Book for Children and Youth.
to p!Pase the audit-nee very much,
docil. she was when I and others used to sing.
BY MISB SUSAN H. WIXON.
The
subject
for
discu~sion for the nPXf
speak. or r• ad in private, or at our public
meeting of the Literary SnriPty is, " ReOver a hundred fine illustrations.
meetings. She was olrler than her years, and,
sol1led. That a woman shoulrl hav the right
like Byron, "loved to look on nature jn her
of suffrage." I, of course. am nn the affirmfact
in
natural
history.
A
loftier moods." About twenty-five years after
ativ. M.v papa is vice president of the AOciety, and one of my brotherA, treasurer. My
I harllPft. her abode in Illinois, and she had a
family in N ..braska, Ahe, having •een my arti- ANSWERS TO l'UZZLKB IN CHILDREN'S CORNER, brothPr says that after he takes np thP next.
JAN. 29. 1887.
collf'ct ion be is going to Canada '• for hi A
cles in THE TRUTH SEEKH:R, surprised me by
1.-Bullion. 2.-Venture nothing in specu- health." I am afrairl it would not p•ty, for
a letter full of sympathy and gratitude for my lation.
he has only taken fifty CPnts for collection.
kindness to her, and the truths I taught her
We are the only LibPrals in thifl neighborhood. so, of course, we are terribly tongue- A thorough and ovet·whelming reply to the New
when girl. For several years we hav been
Correspondence.
lashPd in the dil;cu~~ions.
York Oh.•m·vpr's slanderous attacks
corresponrlent.s anrl mutual sympathizers. I
BAKER's CoRNKR, INI>., Jan. 18. 1887.
At the last nweting the subject under disupon the An thor-Hero of the Amerwas greatly surpriserl that that artless, unDEAR MIS8 WixoN: Mv illfitber takes TRE cusFion was "RMolwd, TIHJ.t a man's chara,cican Revolution. Containing
scho~led woman bad developed into such an TRUTH SEEKER, anrl thin.ks it is a splenrlirl ter is made for him more than lw makes it fnr
both the slanilers and·
affectionate. nature-loving. nature-describing, paper. I rPad the CbildrPn's Corner, anrl himself." One fellow, on the affirmativ, sairl
their refutation.
nature-picturing poet. There is so much more espPcially the letters. I am fifreen years that he thought the parents formed a man's
nature, so much history, so mnch science, so c;f age. I am goinp: to @Chool this winter. character. "Nnw, for inRtancl'.'' be said,
BY
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
liv half fl mile from a Wesleyan church. •· take good Christian parents, anrl they will
much sublimity and simplicit.y, and better We
I go to mee',in.g occasionally, j'ust to hPar teach their childrt-n to be honp~t.. inrlnAtrionfl,
-othan all, so much human'ty in her poems, what they bav tn say, and you may be sure studious, and in every way tn be goorl, while
Tbe New York OIJ.•P.r'>>Pr <Preahytprian) having
that it seems as though all her rearlers must they giv the Infirlels a rounrl. The last time if you take parPnls who think the oppo~it,
recPntly reiaaned it.a aaaanlt upon the memory of
be marle happier anrl better by their perusal. I was there the preacher toltl about a woman they will tPacb their chilrlren to be rlishoneRt, Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyMay I not say truthfully that she is the that went off in a trance at one of their meet- wickPrl, anrl to rlo all mannpr of mPan thingA. where in vmdicat.ion.
Robert Burns of the prairies? Is she not ings, anrl dierl while she was in that comli- The first will grow up to be a good citiZfm,
TOfl/<JTTT'RR WTTH
tion. The preacher said that be wished Gorl while the htst will lead a wild life. anrl cnme
worthy of the mantle of that humane hard?
would kill a goorl many more people in that to a bad end." lam not sure tho•e Wl•re the A ROliAN CATHOI.IC CANARD.
Like myself, poor, gentle, loving Mary suf- way, and be said that Infirlels were afrairl to very worrls, but they were Aomething to that
fers much with physical ailments anrl infirmi- speak for tbemselvs. We lrav no place for a pff~ct. As we are the only family in the A Falnicated .Account of a Scene at tlUJ Death.
ties, and I rearl her letters about her family •peaker jnst now, bnt if we succeerl in build- nPighborhood who bf'lil•ve the nppooit to
bed of Tlwmas Paine.
cares, toils, trouble11 and trials, and her great ing a hall they will find out we are not so ChriAtianity, we p:ueAs it was intenrlPrl for us.
cowardlv after after all.
·
But I rlon•t see that it waq at allapprnpriate,
physical sufferin,gs when she is often neflr dyBY vV. H. BURR.
Mr. Remsburg lPctured at PPterAburg, for I am Rnre mamma anrl p~pa hav alwnvs
ing. with great emotionanrl sympathy. Every about twelve miles from here. FathPr anrl taught their childrPn to be hone!'t, inoln•tri~his parophlf'tRbow~ that the ac~~nunt of Pai~e's
poem of her natural, son]. ft•lt, in~ pi ring effu- some of the other men nf the neigh bnrhood OUR, st urlious. anrl to do no manner of mPI!D dYinll m~menta at.t.rthnteil. to Btahop _Fen~tc~
sions I J;l'ad in the Children~s. Corner .. ! am went up to !Jpar him. Father thought him an things and so far we h~v none of us come to. (upon whtch the OI>He>-nPr ~eltP.~ to ~rove~~." PI"tnCJ,.
a blid ~nrl.
··
/ pal cl~I!TI~esl 1~ a forge~y, tt hemg tmPo•atble that
·
afraid -wilf be her last, and her graphic pen excellent speaker.
My letter is p:etting too lengthy, 80 1 will J]'enwiOk couTQ bav wrtt.ten the alleged account.
It is exrremely cold weatbPr here now.
fill and thrill me no more.
This morning we were all gathererl around clo~e. I am, aa ever,
78pp. Price 15 cents .
.Do we not all pray that her humane and ex. the •warm fire, and father took occasion to ·
· ' ' K lloR'r:t:CNS~4 lJMi:r44r;r
_ . ~ddrQ.s~ .. • '
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Pamphlet,
32pp.,
12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
Mrs. Elmina. D. Blenker, Snowville.
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Published and for sale by
EXCHANGE.
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Missionary Document. it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
. The Church and Morality; Criminal Statts tics.
showin~ the creeds of the prisoner• in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science: the Chnrch and Learning:
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and thP
AntiHlavery Reform : t e Woman's Right.
Movement; the Temperance Reform; th<'
Chut·cb and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Larg~
and handsome print. The question is .~iscUHRed
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sab·
batic Irl.ea; The Jewi•h Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath: Examination of
Sunday ArgumentR; Origin of Chri~tian Sab·
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abb ath during the Middle Ag-es: The Puritan
abbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers.
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-----------------------WHAT'S TO REDONE~
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Trandlated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER.
.
Written in Prison. Suppyessed by the Czar. The
Aro.thor Over Twenty Year• an Extle in Siberia. RuHHian Erli tion worth $600 a Copy.
First American Edit-ion Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
Ready. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Page•.
PRESS COMMENTS !
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
Nihilism iH scarcely extravagance.-Boston Ac!ver-

Like all THE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical ex• cntion of the work is all that could
ibe desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a.
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re;neat little volume.
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero'• life, delineates the lead·
The primary object of the work, as its title indi·
ing traits of his character and genius, and vineates, is to sust.ain Sp!ritnabHm, hut the ab•nrdidicates w~ name from the aspersions cast upon
ties of the Chr!Htian religiOn, and the abominait. Chowe extract.s from ' !Jommon Sense,"
tions of the old Jpw book. get a terrible shaking
"American Crisis," "Rights or Man," and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
up. The book contains mnch to interest every
character
from more than one hundred noted
intelligent reader. • • . Colonel K~lso has done
persons of Europe and America, many of them
much acceptahlP work in the ~anNe of Freethought ttser.
written expresslY for this work. Second edio.ud Liberalism all over the lHnd. Send for h1s
tion~ 160 pages, printed 0'! :(ine tinted J)aper.
.It is perhaps the book which has most. powerneatly bound, and contammg a handsome
new hook-rt'ad it-put it into the hands of every fully influenced the yout.h of RusRia in their
steel portrait. of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents:
into N1hili•m, and it is remarkable and
Christian; it will teach him tbat t.he way of the growth
noteworthy as a work which hae played so imporcloth. 7fi r,en ts.
·
fool is fooliHhness. EvPrY LibPral who reads it tant a part in the political and social history of
Ima~re RrPakPr.
Six Lectures: Dewill certainly find his "tlpiritual" strength r& the centm·y.-Boston Cmt>"'ler.
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash·
As a reve ation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
newed.-J.,Im PPr.k.
in!{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
hav no ot.her RuHHian pictures that compare with
Bounrl in cloth. 245 pp .• priM $1.
Pame
and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
1t -Prm>fc!en.cP Stnr.
Address THE TRUl'H t!EEKER CO.,
5 cents: bound, paJ;>er, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
tf
83 Clintou Phtue. N~w York.
that the interest in their fate becomes intenRe as
A.post11' of Liherty. An address
the threRd of the narrativ iR slowlY unwound.- The
delivered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. FreeBo.•um Sa.tu•·ctnv Ene•dno ffflzPtiR.
thinkers' Convention ..Tanuary 211. 1884. Price.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
When we come to r,onRirl.er the publication of
10 cents.
such books as Flaubert'R "Ralammbo" and TcherTHE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
BY W; B. BELL.
m·•·hew•ky's ·• What'R To Be DonP ?" we cannot
u Olin t•.n PIR.no. NAw Vor k
avoid the conclusion that something must hav '
"I am verv much pleased with it. and I wish the h~tppened to the societY for the snppmssiou of
seventY thousand mmi•ters of this country were indooent literature.-St. Lonis Repttbltcan.
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
In cloth. $1; paper. 7~ cents.
THE TR!J'fH S t.'l K~R A.~~UA t
word of it."
Acldl\988 THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, 25 ccntl,
J>rice 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
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THE BIBLE AND DARWINISM.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
Six smartly wntten essays. Price 25 cents.
The F1"Petllt••'ker says; "Mr. Mo~s is an indefatigable Pawpi.IIettel·. Hts Jatetlt pubhcatiuu comPlU't-li the lillJle Wlth beltUce HUll bhoWtt th~il· lll-

cumpatli.Jlht)'• a11u Loow tile st.lllJ~luloU• vermes uf
ua~ure tn>uoueuu tl.oe wy~ll• aud fubleH o! tlle rovel.atwn of the Jews."
Also by the same author,

BIBLE ERltORS AND SECULAR TRUTJI,
Price 30 cen tP,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

•.

BLASPHEl\IY
-AND-

THE lilB LE.
BY C. B.

REYNOLD~.

Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the Seen
lariats.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

TIUEH FOR BLASPHEMY
l\Iay a·l.
Price, 10 CPnts: 6 for 50 cents; 13 for $1.
Addrtss THE TliUTH SE.!!:KEH CO.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scrigture : Falsehood and
DeceptiOn ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery:
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and PerRecution: InlnHtice to Woman:
Unkin!lness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human SacrifieeR; Cannibalism; Witchcraft:
Slavery; Polygamy: Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen·
ity. Price, slngle copies, ~ cents ; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Brf'aking.

10t52

w.

S. P. Putnam'ti Works.
t.h~ UtlivPrRA, and
Its Scientific Solution. with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price. 20 cts.

l'hf' Problem of

Waif,.. and WanMrlngs. a New Ameri·

can Story. Price, cloth. $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prnHe epic of the war, ri<<h with incident
and dramatic power; breezy from firHt page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-Jolm
Sllltnton's Paper.

Goldf'n 'l'hrcmf', a Romance.

"The

author certainly has g~ninR. The divine creativ spark iR wit.hin lnm. The book IH filled witl!
manly thoughts1 exprPssed in mAnl:v wordHthe tramcnJ!t or a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-lNnERROLL. $1.
[ngersoll and ,Jesw~. A conversation
in rhyme between tl.Je Nineteenth Century In.
fidel and the Ga!Hean Reformer. wherein it. 1
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.
·
Promt-~thf'US· A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured f<>rth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty. "-DR. HENRY W. BELLows. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven. and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't . Hf\ Lt-~nd a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Hrva. A Poetic version
verRwn of the lnrt1an Storv of the Garden of
Eden, in whicp its snperiorlty to the muti'Rted
conv-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cent.s.
.For all of the above Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
PubliHhed at HAmmonton, N.J. MAric· Howland
and Eduarrl H<owlaud. E<litorH; J. M. l't')'He anrl J.
M. BUJ·gler. PrinterH. ThiH paper iH devoted specially t<> the int.ere•ts of onr •·nlomzation enterpnHe. the Credit Foncier of SinRlna. andfenerally
to the practical solution of tlw problem o Integr!tl
Co-oj>Aration. Pnce, $1 a year; 50 cents for BlX
montbll; llll oenta for three monthl
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more than ordinary ability. Nevertheless,
New Books.
the debate is unsatisfactory, the points made
T. C. Widdicomb, of Byberry, Phlladelby each running into and over each other.
phia, Pa., has written a little pamphlet upon
Di. York is the better thinker, Mr. Long
An Unpublished Poem.
" Natural Theology," upon which he places
being superficial and given to stringing words
To THE, EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER-Sir: the extravagant price of 25 cents.
together without much sense. The price of
When I heard of Mr. Be1:mett's death in December,
1882, I wrote the following lines, intended a.s a.
"Easy Lessons in Socialism," by W. H. the book should be about a dollar, and it may
tnbnte to his memory, to be read at the funeral
services, but realizing the impossibilitr of getting Benson, is published by the author at Phila- be had of Dr. York at San Jose, California.
them to you in time for that sad nte I latd them
t'l• and they hav Jain unthought of among other delphia. Six cents will obtain the pamphlet
No. 85 of the Humboldt Library is "The
JU.SS since that date. To-day m looking over the for those interested by addressing the writer
Qdds and ends that fill an ama.ieur poet's portfolio,
Essential Nature of Religion," by J. A. PicI oa.me across them, and, if agreeable to you, at 1225 Filbert street.
ton. The ali thor believes that religion is of
would like to see thPm al/pear in THE TRUTH
SEEKER as one more memot-ral tribute to its brave
God, but that Christianity is no more divine
"Heredity
and
Education,"
their
relation
founder.
D. L. B.
Greenwich, N. Y., Jan. 30, 1887.
to each other and to the human race, is than other systems, though superior to them.
IN MEMORIAM.
President E. A. Wood's address to the Penn- The work is of no particular value. No 86 of
Wrttten for the funeral of D. Jl. Bennett.
sylvania Medical Society. Dr. Wood livs at the same library is "The Unseen Universe:
Gone in the folness of thy strength,
Pittsburgh, and inquiries for the treatis Philosophy of the Pure Sciences." By Wm.
Brave laborer in the cause of Truth,
Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S. The first is a conshould
be sent to.him there.
Ere yet thy rounded journey's length
sideration
of the important problem of perHad tired the energy of youth!
The Ohicago Law Times is a new quarterly, sonal immortality for the human race, the
With hearts that hoped the coming years
edited by Catharine V. Waite. It is a preten- second a scientific consideration of philosoHad healing-all unneeded nowTo-day we qring, with starting teare,
tious and well printed volume of some 130 phy. The price of each number of this liThe laurel wreath to bind thy brow.
pages. Its object is to mend the machinery brary is fifteen cents.
Yes, thou hast won the victor's crown,
of the law. The articles are all by men and
In earnest battle f >r the right;
Gerald Massey has sent us copies of his
women of recognized ability. The price is 50
Who stripped the fear-held bandage down
cents; $2 per year.
·
four lectures, privately printed, but sold for
From darkened eyes, and showed the light.
25 cents each by the author, at Villa BorTo men who turned, with glad >Wcord,
" Papers in Penology" is published by the dighiera, New Southgate, London, N. The
From slavish views and baneful creed,
authorities of the Elmira Reformatory. The ti ties of lectures are " The Historical (Jewish)
To follow 'rruth-nor sought reward,
Save in the thanks of thousands freed.
papers are by Charles Dudley Warner and and the Mythical (Egyptian) Christ ; " " Paul
To-day we trace the lengthening chain
Charles A. Collins, and were originally print- as a Gnostic Opponent, not the Apostle of
Of years back through the silent past,
ed in the North American Review and Har- Historic Christianity; " " The Logia of the
When Error held her cheerless reign,
per's Magaline. Those interested in punitiv Lord, or the Pre-christian Sayings Ascribed
And Hope's fair sky was overcaet ;
institutions will find these papers of great to Jesus the Christ;" "The Devil of DarkWhen Reason's wondering doubts were stilled,
And Truth'• first teachers, faint and few,
interest.
ness, or Evil in the light 'of EvQlution." Mr.
Their lives with scorn and menace filled,
The scourge ~f brutal malice knew.
"Anarchy," by C. L. James, of Eau Claire, Massey's reputation as an Egyptologist and
What scenes of horror greet the eye;
Wis., is what he calls a " tract for the times." explainer of " 5acred " mysteries assures the
·what cruelties we dare not name !
Mr. James is ~scholar, an erudite historian, purchaser of these pamphlets extraordinary
Bee Freedom's yonnlt apostles die,
and a forcible and graceful writer. He main- value for the money.
Their lives go out in smoke and flame !
that government can be abolished, and
tains
See Btgotry, with cross and book.
"The Mediumistic Experiences of John
that there is no necessity for it to be restored.
Beside her bleeding victims atand,
Brown, the Medium of the Rockies," is pubGazing unmoved, with hellish look,
Very few will agree with him. The price of
lished by Moses Hull, at Des Moines, Iowa,
On tortures that her hate had planned.
his pamphlet is 25 cents.
and sold for one dollar. It is advertised as
0 Reason, that thy crowning day,
The hope of youth, the dream of age,
W. S. Bell has revised his pamphlet upon "wild, weird, and wonderful," and we noShould thus be traced throughout its way
the
" Conflict Between Christianity and Civ- tice that our Spiritualistic exchanges speak
In blood, on history's troubled page !
ilization,"
and published a second edition, well of the work. It purports to prove that
That Superstition's stake and rack
which may be had for fifteen cents by address- spirits can liv with mortals, that spirits can
Should thu~ hav ruled the on ward years,
While struggling Truth, unheard, fell back
ing him at 302 State street, Chicago. Mr. foretell the future, that spirits can come to
Before the strength of coward fears.
Bell's little pamphlet is a very effectiv docu- the unlearned and teach them philosophy,
Through the !eng midnight reign of faith
ment in convincing Christians that the world that spirits can heal the sick, and it includes
Some few stout hearts hav never quailed;
is
not so much indebted to Christianity as the directions for the development of mediumship.
Hav braved her hatred even to death,
The chief failure of the book is that the
ministers would hav them believe.
A.nd Error•s· gathering hosts assailed.
writer forgets to establish a fact fundamental
Some few brave souls who dared to stand
" The Conflict between Liberty and Pro- to his reasoning-the existence of the spirits
Erect and firm in Freedom's name
Ha.v pa.ssed her torch frQm hand to hand,
hibition " is an inquiry into " the most prac- to do all these things.
And kept alive the sacred flame.
ticable method of reforming the world."
The Gazetteer received through the mail
Theirs was th~ work whose fruits to-day
Other essays on political subjects are inAre freedom's biessings round us shed;
the other day, a very interesting little book,
cluded
by
:1\:Ir.
J.
R.
Beasley,
the
writer,
who
Theirs be the.honored place alway
sells the phamphlet at 50 cents. His address nicely bound and neatly printed, entitled
Which merit givs the voiceless dead.
is Chattanooga, Tenn. Mr. Beasley is a Lib- "Little Lessons for Little Folks, by Aunt
And now a.mi.d their foremost ranks
With fond accord we place thy name,
eral and earnest gentleman, and the price of Elmina." Aunt Elmina is Mrs.E. D. Slenker,
And for thy works a people's thanks
the work is not too much to pay for the settle- of Virginia, an old lady who has written
As just inheritance we claim.
many pretty things for boys and girls. Her
ment of many important social questions.
Risingcfrom doctrins once embraced,
aim is always to interest and instruct, and in
The world's opinion thou didst dare;
Under the name of "A Gentile," Dyer D. this she ie remarkably successful. The book
Each creed in thought's tribunal placed,
Lum, of Port Jervis, has published a hand- before us has chapters devoted to the Stars,
And asked an honest verdict there.
And once thou reason's light ha.dst shared
some octavo volume of 91 pages upon the Monkeys, Fishes, Fresh Air, Matter and Life,
No wavering marked thy cherished plan;
Mormon Question in its Economic Aspects : Books, Clover, Water, Stones, Animals and
But, armed with truth, went forth prepared
Being a Study of Cooperation and Arbitra- Vegetables, Little Leaves, The Nerves,
To battle for the rights of man.
tion in Mormondom, from the Standpoint of Sense of Smell, Hereditary and Natural SeFrom the brave utterance of thy thought
a Wage-worker. Mr. Lum finds a great deal lection, the Camel, Frog, Cow, Dolls, Grass.
A nobler trust in man arose,
more of good in the social system of Uta:q They are all easy lessons, and yet those of
And falsehood's hosts, to judgment brought,
Went down before thy trenchant blows!
than the practical workings of the scheme mature age can read them with profit. The
For truth upheld, for strength displayed,
will
bear out. The price of the book should Truth Seeker Publishing Company will send
For courage that a dungeon knew,
be
about
50 cents.
this book to any address for 40 cents. The
For work performed, thy life has made
same firm has sent the Gazetteer J. K. Ingalls's
Each tribute of affection due.
Miller Hagaman, whose poem on ''Liberty" " Economic Equities : A Compand of the
"Man's works liv after him," is traced
was recently noticed in these columns, has Natural Laws of Industrial Production and
Through' all achievements that we see,
another poetical work, called " The Divine Exchange," a fit companion to his "Social
Nor shall his memory be effaced
Who givs his all to make men free,
Malignity." The dedication is:
Wealth." The price is 50 cents.-Sunday
Not till hope's quickening tide, that runs
TO
Gazetteer.
Through all the ages, stops congealed,
CALVIN BURNING SERVETUS.
And Lib~rty forgets her sons
Under the profound conviction that RoWho fell on glory's battle field.
"Put on green wood."
Such laborers in the world's behalf
The poem is a protest against the doctrin of manism is the insidious enemy of liberty, and
Our richest tributes fitly claim,
hell .. Mr. Hagaman was educated for and most serious menace to the republic, Mr. A.
And Justice on thy cenotaph
'entered
the Presbyterian ministry, but was J. Grover, of Chicago, has written the pamShall yet inscribe thy honored name.
.for holding the views to which he phlet " Romanism : Danger Ahead. The
expelled
And grateful thousands yet shall meet
Where freedom's warrior silent lies,
·now givs metrical expression. The volume Reason why a good Roman Catholic cannot
And in fond thoughts, when there they greet,
is very handsomely printed, and is sold for be a good Citizen of this Republic." We imThe memory of thy works shall rise.
agin that few readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
one dollar by THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Rest, hero, from thy labor, rest!
will disagree with 1\Ir. Grover in this position,
The coming years shall bring to thee,
" Christia~ity versus Infidelity" is the title but as to what shall be done about it, who
From nortb. and south, from east and west,
given
to the debate· between Dr. J. L. York can say, keeping the guarantees of the ConThe chorus of a people free.
and H. A. Long at Brisbane. The discussion stitution in mind? However, the first thing
That time beyond the prophet's gaze,
Grander than poet yet hath dreamed,
coRtinued six nights, and " closed amid to be done is to acquaint the people with the
When earth's united sons shall raise
cheers, groans, and general uproar." The facts, and for doing this Mr. Grover's pamThe anthem of a. race redeemed;
subjects attacked were Christian Theism, the phlet is invaluable. We do not agree with
Redeemed from mental slavery's blight,
development
the6ry, the inspiration of the the New York Sun, that he. has exaggerated
And blest with millions yet to be,
Bible, the divinity of Uhristianity, and the re- his statements so greatly as to invalidate them.
When minds, rejoicing in the light,
spectiv values of Secularism and that form of He quotes the words of Roman Catholics
Shall hail the truth that made them free.
Down the long aisles of coming time
supernaturalism prevalent in Australia and themselvs, and the conclusions drawn thereThy name shall still shine in the van
elsewhere. The audiences seem to hav been from are certainly not strained nor illogical
With those whose works ha.v made sublime
exceedingly discourteous, and disturbed the when one considers the bloody history of the
The ever onward march of Man.
disputants impartially. Mr. Long, the Chris- one church above all others that has aimed to
Greenwich, N. Y., Dec. 9, 1882.
D. L. B.
tian champion, rambled away from his sub- subjugate to her despotic will whole contiOur German readers should send 25 cents jects, and Dr. York had to follow him occa- nents and peoples. We are frank to confess
to the Freidsnker, of Milwaukee, Wis., for a sionally, though generally confining himself it, we are afraid of Roman Catholicism so
copy of the '' .A:merikanisher Turner Kalen- to the set proposition. In oratorical talents long as the masses of the population are blind
ar."
the men are about evenly matched, and of to its plain purposes, and deaf to all remon-

!!trance!! against granting it new aup·plies of
funds from !!tate treasuries. Mr. Grover's
pamphlet should be widely circulated. The
price is forty cents. Sold at this office.
Aunt Elmina (Mrs. Elmina Drake Slenker)
has found her .proper sphere. No one in
the Liberal ranks is more capable of talking
to children with their pen than this woman.
The lessons she givs to the little folks in this
little volume of one hundred pages are every
one of them scientific lessons. This volume
is worth more than a whole Sunday-school
library. Could we hav had such a book in
our childhood, teaching us what the stars are,
how large they are, how far from the earth,
how fast their light travels, etc., we might
hav dispelled much dense ignorance we hav
been compelled to wade through.
Every lesson in this book is taken from
nature ; the six chapters on " Life and HEr
Children" are worth more than the price of
the book. Send 40 cents to its publishers,
and get the book for ·your young folks. We
will send for it for you if you prefer.-Ntiw
Thought.
--------~~-------

Obituary.

Dmn.-Jan. 13, 1887, Richard J. Lamborn,
of Glen Hall, Chester county, Pa., of neuralgia of the heart, aged 70 years.
Mr. Lamborn's sickness was of short duration. He was about and attending to his
affairs up till the morning of his death. He
was a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER from
its infancy, and sympathized with its purpose
and sentiments in a general way. He was a
man of broad and Liberal views. An independent thinker, he granted to others what he
claimed for himself, the right of self-judgment. His motto was to liv true and correct
lives. That was not only his guide when in
life and health, but was his solace in the
dying hour. When he knew his departure
was at hand, he called his children around
him and gave them his blessing, and injunction to liv true and correct lives. And, being
fully conscious of his approaching dissolution, he did not express any regrets, but was
fully resigned, and passed out of the clay tenement calmly and peacefully.
He will be greatly missed. While passing
through the journey of life, he left his mark
of fidelity and usefulness. He did not eat the
bread of idleness; was an industrious, provident, and UJleful citizen; a good business
man, a successful farmer and adopted all the
progressiv improvements.
A visit to his late home, where he spent
some thirty or forty years of his life, and the
improvements made by him will satisfy the
visitor that he lived for a good and useful
purpose; and his example and influence will
still continue to liv as a monument to his
memory. A year ago he had his tombstone
erected, with the following inscription:
" Learn to obey nature's laws, and liv up to
your highest ideas of right.
Bound to no party, to no creed confined,
The world our home, our brothers all mankind;
Do good, love truth, be just and fair to all;
Accept the right, though every ism fall."
DUTTON MADDEN.

R 0 MANIS M,
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DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. J. GROVER •.
Pmo&,

40 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

HERE AND THER.E
IN YUCATAN.
Miscellanies by ALIOE D. LE PLoNGEoN,
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
Palaces and Modern
Cities."
Price, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 83 Clinton Place.

DID JESUS CRRIST RISE FROM
THE DEADl
The Evidences for the Resu1·rection Tried
and Found Wa:?.ting.
By Saladin.
PRI('!E,
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Sl<~t.KER
Price, 25 cents.

THE TBU'J'H

A.:NNUAL,
·

•
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Ingersoll's W"orks. Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
lil five lectures~ comprising, "The Gods " offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. lilger" Humboldt~ "Thomas Paine," " lildividnality," and " J::Leretics and Heresies."
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25. printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches,illnn:iiContents: "The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man, nated border, large clear type, suitable for framWoman, and Child," "'J.'he Declaration of lilde]Jendence," "About Farming in Illinoii," ing. The titles are:
•· The Grant.Banqnet!" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," -"The Past .ttises before Me Like a The Vision of War,
Dream," and" A TribntetoEbon C.lilgersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.~.
lnte~views on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plam cloth; $1.25.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa.per, 25 cents.

The Christian Religion.

By R. G.

Ingerso[. J~dge Jeremiah B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
coJlld be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals shoJild scatter it generously.
·

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Nnn;tber of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San F'rarMsca:n. 5 cents; 50
ce.n~s per dozen ~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100· copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'fbomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York OIJserver, by Robert G. Ingersoll; Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

l3onnd in one volume. To meet the demand
for l\;[r. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
Tribn.te~.
There hav been so many.
M>Plicatwns for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Bal!qnet 'roast,• (tnd the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be.en printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illnnnnated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and·the fenr will be forwarded
• to any address, for 50cts, or either ~me for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. · It is a model in every respect. ·In factl one of the richest; brightest,
best ever issue a. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before pnblisb,ed, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
pnrpos~\ a fine steel portrait, with antograJ;>h
fac simile, has been.prepared especially for It.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges gilt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; m full Turkey morocco; _gilt, exqniBltly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, nighest possible style and finish, $9.

The Busts of Voltaire, ·Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, pricel. $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religions Liberty should ha v them.

Tribute to his :Qrother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry :Miller's Grave.

The price of these hQretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOURFOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secura
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Pl., New York.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
TluJ Bolt Fad.ors and Efl)(JIJt Ratios in Its
.Acquir~ment

and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
G.rowth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The 'Nature of
Wages; Private and Socia! Wealth; Land Ownership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Pro•iuctiv Factors ; Partnership and Co-op,·
eration; Law of Cqntracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation. as a
·Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

· Price, Cloth,· $1.00.
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Clinton Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The· Present and the Future
Republic oC North America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A' 'book advocating assomate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice 1 and crime. It dea!i with the J;>resent
conditwns of society in this country, pointing out
their imperfections, and showing howjt is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. · The
remedy, the author thinks. is in comm:nnal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as .it will be when
society shall be organized on the ,Prindples of
Rational Communism. The book IS vigorously
and interestingly written.

P aper,iiOc; cloth. $1.
Address 'DHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

A STUDY

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H.

· Price,

J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

•

This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
83 Clinton P.l.ace, New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

is a regularly edncat·
ed and lel!'a.llY qnali·
fied physician, and
the most i!necessfnl.
as his practice will
prove. Givs che..r and
hope to the atllicted
bysaying auq proving
thAt SPERMATORRH<E.A and IMPOTENCY as the result
of self· abuse in youth
and sexual excesses
in ma tnrer year11,
causing night emissions by dreams, loss
of sexual power, rendering marriage im· CONTENTS:
proper
and nnhappy1
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
etc.,
can be cnreo
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
permanently
by an
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The
application in sixty days. No failure in
lllnron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as. outside
an_x
case.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
It is one of Dr. Fellows's valuable discoveries,
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches which
unknown to the medical profesat Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation sion. isIt entirely
a medicin to be applied externally on
With a Chinese.-Pla.to's Dream.-A Plel\snre in the partsiPaffected.
by :pad and banda,ge, which
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in·lildia.
c.ures by absol'J;ltion, and whirh iR the onl:v reliable
methnd
nf
cnrmg
Seminal
Weakness and Loss of
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With. 67 Sexual Power.
evg~avings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Send
five
2-cent
stamP'
for
his bonk "Private
IL~lf calf or·half morocco, marbled edges,$4.00.
Counselor," telliJlg all about the disease, and the
Address THE. TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
external cure, with evidences of success. Address
83 Clinton Place, New York.
Dr. R. P. FELLO\VS, Vineland, N. J, and say
where yon saw this advertisment.
.
liltrodnction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
TluJ Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engravin~ti! of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

V0LTAIRE' S R0MANCE8.

The Secret of the Ea8t,

By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this office.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
o:a,

MEN OF BustllliSB WHO DID SoMETHING BEsiDES
MAKING MONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY JAlllES ·PARTON,
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of fort::-six characters in history who ha.v
helped the wond; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 1~900 pages, fully
illnstrat&.d. Cloth, $3.25--in English or German
Pric.,,
- $1.26.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
13 Olinton Pl....,A. N<>w York
Bo:\'Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five· volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
in their Relation to Disease,"repreiienting the germ
Author
of "False Claims," "Bible
theory, advocating personal and pnb.lic hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the SunMorals," Etc.
beam/' considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
The best and most thoron,.-h work ever written
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_aJl'eBl cloth
bound, $2' "Heredity( by Loring_Mooay, 159 on the Sunday Question from a rational point of
IJ.ages, clotht 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by view.
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Large an1 Ha-ndsomtJ Print.
'HnmanTempei'aments( with illustrations, by Dr.
lE. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' GeneratiOn before Ref~:en. SINGLE CoPIEs,
25 cents.
.eration." by Dr. E. B. FGote, Jr., 10 cents; ' Re·
$1.00.
orts of Conventions and Parlor Meetin(!'B during SIX CoPIES,
•18821" 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
AddressTHE TRUTH BEEKER,
ilnstitnte of Heredity,M~, 188&:.10 cents.
83 Clinton Place, New York.
,A.ddress
TBu·~·H BEEKEB.

s~~D~th-Bre~king.

p;r- Dr. Fellows begs leave to state that he i1
an Infidel of the most pronounced character.

OR,

Th~ Origin of the

Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price. $1.00.

For sale at this ofl<lf'.

PRIM,TIVE CHRISTIANITY

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Sonnet11 written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HRNRl!
BUBR. Pric~, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. C. WALKER.

FREETHOUGHT ..1\0t'ELS.

Years Ago.

OR1

Commended, Defended, snd Erjoined
by the Bible.

'fb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely

BY LEWIS C. JANES.

meets every Sunday in Indn11trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures an<!
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trntt..
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

LI(lUOR DRINKING

mr

This book treats of the natural evolution of the
religion, its historical antecedents in
Photographs of CoJonel Ingersoll. Christian
Palestinian
Judaism and Roman PagaRism; inpanel, 10Mx17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
~·estigates the history of the founder. of Christiancents.
ity
in
the
light
of the latest scientific criticism of
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man Jesus, and his gennin teachings are
se.P.arable from the later legendary accretions
Practical Experience with Poultry.
hav confounded him with the mythical
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- which
1 and traces the natural development of
a pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only Christ
Christian
dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
" a quarter," but as full of meat as an egff. It is
references and full index. 820pp. Svo,
well called "practical," for we find nothmg nn- Complete
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
practica~ in it.
H~ns, ducks, geese, and turkeys
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.
are particularly discussed and theu economical
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additwn to
SAC~ED MYSTERIES
the poultry literature of the day.
AMONG THE
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
Ma1as
and
tne (luiches 11,60«)
88 Clinton Place, New York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

BiOla ·Tempsr~nce:

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE, 257

written Radical romance. BY. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

E K.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day.n
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N:a.thaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.
·

Tlle Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the "London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

A. II in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miaa Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is it8 absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to :find, m such a marked de~re~ even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss vvixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethong_ht ranks." Plice,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.
moth, $1.~.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Tb.e Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. ~x_Snsan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers•
Children's Btor:y-Book ever issued .. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Bro'wne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
A.·~ples of Gold.
A Story-Book for
tbe Yonn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. Tnis very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very .large edition, imd a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the '9'alne of the volume.

T1e Youth's Liberal Guide.

(Just PuiJltshea, Ju!!J 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece shoWing the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for nutting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
yonn~t the (!'rea test amusement, it is more than a
toY. It is, m fact, a moat practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residence! (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BENT, PosTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE CO-OPEilATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

Asaoa~r LESSON IN HISTORY.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.

Two Little Red Mittens.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.8,

By

Prof. H. M. KottingerlA.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eancation of youth in the
J!rinciples of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sen11e. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

A double-page picture contrastine science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
alwaYs opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 ·cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenJy-five COJ>ies for ~1; one hundred copies fer
$3. We wish that the fnends of Freethonght would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE!ii OF OUR
CIVILIZA.TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phtla . .Recera
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Pric_Eb 50 cents.
.
Address TJ::LE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
88 Clinton Pl., New York.

The BiDle Analyze~.
JIY

John R. fiel!io, A.M.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testa.ment.-Pie
Oreation.-The Del!!goe.-The Exodns.-The MuaBlble Inquirer. A Key to Bible In- cles'cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bjble.-Th6
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ;>hlet Prophecies -The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
refers speciflca,lly to 148 Bible .l?ropositwns1 Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
with numerous references and mtatwns, that the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
are contradicted in terms by the same number Savior.
·
·.dl
ted Be •
Orownoctavo,888P.P·- Splendi yexeon
n.
of other propositions in the same book. Price
by man, post paid. PriCe. sa.oo.
·
115 aenH.
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tJems oJ ~hon11ht.

THE ORUEROF CREATION.

lJews of the .Jitelt.

OF chance or charge, oh 1 let not man complain,
Else never, never, shall he cease to wail.
-Beattie's Minstrel.
IF all mankind minns one were of one opinion,
and o11IY one person wei·e of the cc>utrary opinion,
maiJkind would be no moi·e justified in silencing
that. one person than he, if he had the power,
wonlrl be jugtified in silencing mankind. Were an
opinion a personal possession of no value except to
the owner; if to be obstructed in the enjoyment
of it were simply a pnvate
injury, it would make some
difference whether the injury was mfhcted upon only
a few pei·sons or on many.
But the peculiar evil of siltncwg the expression of
an opinion is, that it is robbing the human race: postent.y as well as the existing
generation; those who dissent from the opinion, still
more than those who bold
it. If the opinion is ri~~:bt,
they are deprived of the opportunity of exchanl{ing
enor for truth: if wrong,
they lose, what iR almo.t as
great a benefit, the clearer
perception of truth produced by Its collision with
error.-Mttt'B Liberty.

A~BT'RY PARK, N. J., got a touch of the
blue laws last Sunday. Every barber's shop,
cigar store, and restaurant was closed by the
·Law and Order League, and it is now proposed that newsdealers shall also keep their
places closed on Sundays. The business men
talk of protesting in mass
meeting.
THE measles epidemic
in New York continul's
its fatal career. Smallpox cases are reported as
less frt quent.

P THE

president has
signed the lnterstat e
Commerce bill regulating the charges of railroads as carriers.
THE Limerick, Ireland,
municipal council .has
-refuHd to C'elebrate the
·queen's jubilee on the
ground tLat the queen
has vi~ited Ireland only
twice and has never assisttd lrh L charities.
OVER 200 petitions
were received last week
by Senator Blair at
Washington protesting
against the running of
Sunday trains. Blair is
.'the "ell-known Christian statesman of New
Hampshire.
THE land reformers
are making considerable
capital out of the fact
that Sir Thomas More is
to be canonizt'd as a
Roman Catholic faint.
It is maintained that according to the views set
forth in his ''Utopia,"
munist.

Nll\UWD.-HE TREETH A P0:3SUM.
He was a mighty hunter before the Lord: wherefore it is said, Even as Nimrod, the mighty hunter before the Lord.-Gen. x, 9.
More was a Com-

(/}dds and .£nds.

Rt~:PORTEt from Belfast, Ireland, still tell of

riots between Protestants and Catholics.

WE object to "ending million !!.ires to the halls of
ANOTHER boodle alderman, O'Neil, has C'ongres•. When a wan gets a million, be wants
been convicted. Alderman Cleary will be mot· e. Send poor men, who know when they hav
euongb.-Puclr.
tried next week.
A BosToN girl at. the Charity ball, on being asked
THE House Committee has reported favorto dauce. accepted t.he iuvtt,.tion wHh the r~mark
ably__uP.on the hill to giv Poet Walt Whitman that Hhe n•nall:> preferr..d the ·• Bugton FmanCier"
a ·pen~ion of $25 per month. Whitman ijtyle-•·cln•e and rapid."
worked in the hospitals during the war.
Mn. EDwiN Boonl!I:A.N, of l"ini!ley's Lotke. has a
THE coal handlers' Rtrike has not materially pho'ogJ·aph represent.ing five generat.ions of his
changed since a week ago, except that "long- familY. taken at one sitting. He haH bPen offer<>d
shor~men and other Knights of Labor hav a large HUm for it by a deHcendant • f one of the
AlbanY patroons whose voncberij of pedigree were
struck thr"ugh 8) mpathy with the coal "lost in a :&re, don't yer know."
handlers. It d(!)es not now look as though
the employers would yield.
IN the Senate, !aRt wePk, Senator Frye got into
It stew over thA c~u. fish .. ry qnesti •n. SenRtor
ONE of the most disastrous railroad acci- lnt.!all• Rat. in hts pPrch aud pouted. ann s~nator
dents oh rt'cord occurred near White River,, Edm•~nd• ""td the Domiuio~ Govet:nmen~conldu't
Junction, Vt., last Saturtiay. The Montreal c .. ~ lnm a• long_ a• he had In• heartng. 'J.he oppoex ress
oin
tl ·
ti
.
~1t.1 .. n was cast mtr> the •lmdow; but there waR a
P
• g
g at nrty- ve mtles an hour, good d .. al of de bait before the snbjact was finjumped the track and fell more than fifty feet 1 i•hed.-J,I!Ppe,.ae,t.
into the frozen river. Some sevent.y-five pas-~ D owN m
· Oh'10 a womRn h ~tu"' a d rnmmer arre••·e
L d
sengers were on board, and about thirty-tl ve for wmking at hPr. When the trial came off, it
of these were killed, either by being crushed wa• found that th<> eye which she claimPd he
to death or burnt by the fire from the stoves, wnuk, was ..a verY clever glasK imitation of the
which turned the wreck into h
f
hn_m"n optw. Of cou·se this put a st.op to the
a uge unera1 sutt, bnt she was bound to get ~qnare with somA·
pyre.
b• dy, so •he r,.m,d (•Ut whPrf' the eye was marie,
SoMEBODY carried an infernal machine and 1 reijented a bill to the firm fur the advertismg
aboard the steamer Guyandotte of the Old she had given them.
Dominion line, one dHy last week, and left it
"You havheard all the evidencE'," 8aid the jndl{e
in a closet. The thing <'Xploded when the in snmmiug up, ''~·on hav aiHO heard what the
leat'11<d counsel hav said. If JOll believe what the
steamf'r was off Staten Island, creating ~reat connHel fur the plamtoif hae told yon. your verdict
havoc in that part of the ship, and slightly will he for the plaintiff; but if, on the other band,
wounding two persons. The Gnyandotte you believe what the ddenrlaut'" counsel ha• tuld
came back into port for repairs. No clue to you, tLen you w1ll giv a ver<Jict for the defeudant.
Bnt if you are like me, and don't believe what
the person who carried the explosiv aboard etther of tbem bav eair!, tllen I'll be hanged if I
has been found, though rewards to the know what you will do."
amount of $6,000 are ofic;red for Ilia arrest
AGENT ("elling preparation for removinl! stains
and conviction.
from clot.hing)-''1 how got here-" Servant (who
' · ) "E
1
t 0 th
· e ageut g nnll:THE Rev. John Hedman, it is understood, bnt
r e"P we
'n'1sare
xcuse
me, Pease,
iu great trouble here
to-day.
The
has been given a month to resign from the gentleman of the house b1ts been blown up in an
past_orate of St. An~garius Episcopal church explos•on." A.-" Ha! hurt much 1,. S.-"B'own
in C hicago. He has been investigated. The to atom•. Oul:> a grease spot left of h 1m·" A.charges are_incompetency and grnss neglect in "Ha! Only a grease "pot, you •ay? w.,n, here's
. h
f h"
d .
.
a bottle of my champion eradicator which will
the d '.sc. arge o
IS pa8tora1 uttes, m1sap- remove that grease sPot in two minutes."
propnatwn o f t h e church books and moneys,
erversion and lying drunkenness undue
THE "Tow1_1 TaUer." of the New York ~nnday
P .• •
•
'
'
Star, tells th1•: I read a good story tb 1s week
familiarity With young women of this parish, I about Henry W. G 1·ar!y, the editor of the Atlanta
and visiting houses of ill fame. It is also Cu>,slit,trinn. Some year• ago a paragraph was
charged that a strange relation existed be- printed in the c... ,st tuttm,, eM·ing that a man
tween Hedman and an unmarried woman, well known in a certam circle of Atlanta society
h
d
. tl
.
had d1ed. The next day the alleged dead man
~ .o po~se~!<e great lll uence over htm, and, called at the c'"'stitutum office and demanded a
1t IS satd, Hedman wantrd to marry another ret• action. '' Th~>' pHpPr," "a1d Mr. Grady, "never
oung woman but the first one woul<ln't let takes back anything it has sa1d, and will not in
Y .
.
•
,.
·r
. .
. lui• case, hut 1 you 1DH1Bt t 1tat. you !Jav bePn mtshim. Htdman is said to be a tine
. .
d.
pu1pit represet1ted, why, we'll put you among the births.
orator, an lrreproachably orthodox.
That W1ll bquare it."

I

I

ONE of the most entertaming bits of autobiography we hav ever rParl is the following account
of his profe•sional life, with it• diijappointments
aud rewards. by a Texas tditor : •
Reen asked to drink ....................... . 11·362
Dt"Ruk ...................................... . 11.36~
41H
Reqn~•terl to retract ...................... ..
416
Dill 1·etract ................................. .
Invited to part.iPH a• d receptions by parties
3.381
fi.hintl for puffs ........................ .
3ll
Took the hint.............................. ..
8,8110
llidu't take the hint ....................... .
Thr•ltllo'ned to be whipped ................ ..
170
Been whipped ............................... .
0
4
WhiPP• d the otlwr fellow ............ , .... ..
Didu't come tn ttme ....................... ..
166
Been promi•Pri whi.ky, gin, etc., 1f he
5 610
would gn after them .................. ..
5 610
Bef'D aft.er them ........................... ..
Been a•ked what'" the new• ............... . auo ooo
2.3
Told ......................................... .
Dirlu't know ................................ . 200 000
J,ie• about 1t ............................... . 99,1J7'i'
2
Been to church ............................ ..
32
ClhRnl!ed pnbtic• ........................... .
10
Expect tn ch~HI{e still ...................... .
f5 ro
Go<ve to charity ............................ .
Gave for terrter dng ....................... . $2:; ro
$1.00
Uash on band .............................. .
BOJ!I:E SEVERE SPELLS.
There was an old woman who8e laughter
Would Rbiver a t.oul!'h oaken raughter;
Fo" •he had the catarrh
At away ahove parrh,
And death caul{ht her napping soon aughter.
MiRR Viola Ford:-ce o·Neil
\Vas as trust.y a• Be••emer steil;
She harllots of cash money,
But what was too fimpy,
She rode the wild bicycle wheil
There once was an ol<l pedago~rue
Who tramped all ahout wit.h a dogue
He was deaf and was ditmb,
Was quite partial to rumb,
And finally died in a bogue !

J honor the man with a heart.,
Who'll giv of his sub.tance a peart
To another whose fight
With adver•ity '" quight
Too bitter and devilish teart!
There was an old woman of l.ynn,
Who lied like the father of s:rnn;
Bntshegotabadcough,
And it whonperl her right ough,
And muijiC no more from her chynn!

WHILE the churches were
encouraging slavery m this
count.ry, the •• Infidels"
generally were educating
the people up to an appreciat.ion of its unjust character
and peruicious influence .
Christianity, adding meanne•ij and falsehood to its
crimeR against reform and
progrE-ss, now claims the
credit of having prepared
the people to abolish slavery, when the fact is, the
whole iutluence of the system waR iu favor of slavery,
and its advocates brought
the tea,·hings of the B1ble
to •U•tam it, until the progre•s of hberal and humane
sentiments produced a

change in public sentiment.-u"aerwooa•s Lectureb a1,d ENsays.

THE claim of ~uperiorHy of the worshipers of
Je.nR is based upon the transcendent quality of
hi• moral teachin~rs: that be enunciated a code
of moral maxims •uch as the world has never
been a hlP to boa•t of beforP or since. This claim
i~ totally unfonnded.-D. Jf. Bero,ett.
GoD rloes not giv a bird wings, and then damn

it for 1lying.-Anon.
STRANGE it. iR t.hat mpn should ail mit the valii!ity
of the a•·gnments for free diHcussion, but object
t.o t.heir being •• pnKhed to an extreme;" not perceiving that unle•s the reasons are good for an
Pxtreme case. they are not good for any case.
Strange that. tbev should imagin t.bat they are not
a•suming infallihihty when t.bey acknowledge
t.bat ther~> sbonld be free discuAsion on all subiect.ij which can possibly bA doubtful, but think
that some partimtlar principle or doctrin should
be forhirlrlFn to be q1test.ioned, becotuse it is so certain. t.hat iR, becau•e theY are cert.ain it ilil certain.
To call any propn•ition certain, while there is any
one who wonlrl rleny its certamty tf permitted, is
to RRBnrne that we ourselv•. and those who agree
with us. are the hdges of certainty, and judges
without hearing the other side.-ilfill's L?berty.
MATERIALISTS [R.ni! pbi!osoph'cal Rarlicals, Agetc.l generallY rPgard Jesus -the records
of whoRe life are very HCanty aud largely fabulous,
stud of who•e exi"tence even t.here is some ground
for rlnnbt-as pi·ob>thly a m~tn of no g"eat intelIPct, but of a benevolent he>trt, of some chimerical
anrl fanat.ical notions, together with a good deal
of moral wisdom, a man thoronghly conscientions,
who liven a ltfe nf purity, and died a m~trtyr to his
faith and •npposed mi••ion. As a reformer and a
henPfactor he has our esteem and gratitude.
C mid he retnrn to earth at thA present day, there
iH scarcely a rloribt that he woulrl be regarded by
a large proportion of his PI"Ofeijsed followers somewhat a• he was by tltA Plto<riHeeH of PightAen hundred years ago. He would probably find less
cordial WA!come, and les~ court.eous treat.ment, in
the chn,·ches wherA w<lr•hip is performed in his
name. thotn in the Liberal halls where his character i• freely critici•ed, anrl thq miraoles asoribed
to him are ridiculed as fabulous and foolish.DoRt.ic~,

· addiTHE n:ttnral philosopher [or physiciR tl· 'm
tion to the Rensat.ions common to all men inspired
by the event of death, beliAves that he sees with
There was a young maid of Dubuque,
more certaintY that it is at.tenrled with the annihiWho wanted to marry·a dnqne;
Iation of .entiment and thonght. He observes the
So she •hook all her beaux,
mental powers increase and fade with those ofthe
t
h
And put on Rtri'p d beaux
b d
t th
e
•
o ·,·, and even ttccommo'1a e
em<e1vs o t e
natu re.
And marrl'ed a pedlet• named Luque !
mos t t ran at•t.ory c hangPs of o ur pbysi'c•l
w
-Si Slolcum.
Sleep Ru"pentld rn~tnv of the faculttes of the v1tal
and intellectual principle; d111nkenness and diseaoe will either temporarilY or permanently dePOULTRY.
r~tngA thPm. M"-dness or irliocy may utterly extinguish the most excellent anrl dr•licate of these
Truth Seekpr BrotbPrs ani! SiRters, if you want powerR. In olrl age the mind grarlually whithers,
~~~d~~~~~~,~;.~~~~10 I"~:~~>~e~h~0 fi~;~;. ~~~~'!Z f~t,
ann. as it gre.w anrl was ~trengthened with the
cnnrit.ry, anrl will ('barge yon 0 nty $ 1. 50 per •et.tml!' 1 hndy, •.o does1t, together w1th the body, smk mto
of Plymoutr Ho,,k, Pekin Dnc' . or Brown LP~- dec"ep1t.nde. Assur •rlly, these are convincing
ht,orn'R egg"· for hatcbmgJ and AU 00 ffior PPRc1h a<lrltth- evidences that as soon as the or~rans of the body
.1ona1 Rf'ttwg, oame '"'•oer.
'•o "" .vmou
hl t d t th 1
f ·
t m tt
R<>~kR for Rale rheaP. PIP>t•e write rle•ireR.
, are su. ec e
o . e ~ws o mamma e . a er,
Addre~s. R. w. LIGHTY, :Mulberry, York Co., sensat.Ion, and percept.JOn, otnd app~ehens1on are
1Pennsylvania.
at an end.-SILellev's Essa11" 011 a Future State,"
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LITTLE RooK, ARK., Jan. 18.-The elopement of the Rev. R. L. Bidingfield and Miss Mary Robinson was announced to-day. Bidingfield was a resident of Carroll county and a
Baptist minister of more than ordinary ability. He has a wife and several children, whom he abandoned. Miss Robinson was the daughter of a wealthy planter and is said to hav
carried off several hundred dollars of her father's money.-Press Dispatch.

Jlotts and !/Ilippings.
HERE is a case of " English as she is
spoke:" The Russian composer, Dvorak, recently sent the folio wing telegram to the
Leeds commit,teee from Cologne : " I am
coming to-day in Victoria. Will somebody
snatch me from the station, as I might not
recognize the journey?" He was "snatched."
" THERE are three millionaires among the
local preachers of the Methodist church in
Canada."-Excltange. "And a certain ruler
asked him, saying, Good Master, what shall I
uo to inherit eternal life? But Jesus said unto him, Sell all that thou hast, and distribute
unto the poor. For it is easier for a camel to
go through a needle's eye, than for a rich
man to enter into the kingdom of God."New Testament. Probably an interpolation.
AMoNG the effects of J. H. McKnight,
found dead in his bed recently in a Chicago
hotel, was the following letter addressed to the
coroner: "I am going to try the spirit world.
I hav always been a square and honest man,
and I expect to be so in the world to come.
There is nothing that makes one man greater
than another but honesty, and if I find anybody in the other world that ain't honest, I
expect to cuss him out and pass on. There is
a great spirit that rules the universe, and that
spirit is honesty. George Washington was a
great man. Why? Because he was honest.
Abraham Lincoln was a great man. Why?
Because he was an honest man. Honesty is
all in this world and all in the world to come.
Bob Ingersoll is the smartest man in America
and but few people.know it. He is too smart

to believe that something can be made of
nothing. He is too smart to believe that the
being that is represented as being love would
consign his creatures to everlasting fire.
There is a great spirit that rules this universe,
but who is he and where did he come from?
Let him come up and giv an account of himself. How did he get his position? He seems
to be a big bug."
THE facts in a case which illustrates the
rigid rules of the Catholic church concerning
divorced people hav just been made public at
Louisville, Ky. Michael McCoy, a grocer of
that city, has been excommunicated from
St. Patrick's Catholic church, owing to his
marriage with a Miss Emma Long after having secured a divorce from his wife. On the
night of his nuptials with Miss Long, his
neighbors and his former church associates
surrounded the house and threatened him
with violence, until quelled by the police.
In reading McCoy out of the church, Father
Lawler denounced him and the marriage, and
declared that he would not tender the man
his services though he were upon his dying
bed. He also forbade any of the members of
his church to speak to or in any way recognize McCoy.
THis is Beecher's way of looking at the
Knights of Labor and their strikes: "It is a
curse of European governments that they insist upon taking care of the people. The peopl:l can take care of themselvs. This abomination, the Knights of Labor, is the· result of
this infernal idea of paternity of government.
Because a few men in New Jersey think their
employers hav wronged them, all this nation
is called upon to suffer on the order of this
paternal government of the Knights of Labor..

This is from want of intelligence. The working people are being taken care of by _the
Knights of Labor, instead of taking care of
themselvs, and people all over the land are
being punished, and business is stagnated because of it, just because a few men in Jersey
hav done wrong. The destruction of the
poor is their ignorance."
MEMBERS of Parliam.ent come cheap. Labouchere tells the following story of a Radical
member of the British House of Commons :
" The atmosphere of the House of Commons
does not seem to agree with Radicals. They
soon want to become fine gentlemen. He remembered a case in one of the divisions with
regard to the admission of Mr. Bradlaugh.
About ten minutes before the division a
. highly respectable gentleman on the Liberal
side of the House came to me and said, • You
know I hav been thinking this over, and my
conscience won't allow me to vote for Bradlaugh.' I replied, 'I hav not got time
enough to talk about your conscience-what
do you want?' The member said: 'What
do you mean? I am not that sort of a person;' whereupon I said, 'Do you want to be
made a knight?' and the gentleman replied,
'No, you are entirely mistaken.' I next
asked him, 'Hav you got a wife?' and he answered, 'Yes.' 'Well, do you get asked to
those crowds, those receptions at the Foreign
Office?' · The honorable member admitted
that he and his wife rather complained that
they had not, and then I said, 'You go in and
vote, and I'll see that you are asked to them
in the future,' and in about ten minutes I
polled that patriot in.'' Even a New York
alderman would scorn to sell his vote for
such a low consideration.

THE case of the Chicago Anarchists, as it
now stands, is briefly this : These men, while
convicted in the court below, hav secured a
writ of supergedeas from the chief justice of
the state of Illinois, staying and virtually nullifying the sentence, and placing these men
again in the position of being innocent until
proven guilty, if and until the supreme court
in full session shall say whether or not the
entire record shows defects sufficient to warrant anew trial. In cases of property, where
money is at stake, there a writ of error is a
writ of right, and virtually means nothing
except that the court will consent to review
the case. But where life is involved, and a
man sentenced to die, a writ of error is not a
writ of right, and the court issues· it only
when upon examination of the records sufficient errors appear to justify its issuance .
The supreme court of Illinois can issue no
supersedeas in a case of death penalty unless
it believes there was an unfair trial. Judge
Scott did so believe; he issued a writ of error,
which, if sustained by the full court, puts
those men in position of being innocent until
proven guilty; and this supersedeas by Judge
Scott so places these men until the full session of the court is held. Mr. Spies is not
under sentence of death. The sentence, by
which he was to die on December 3d was
suspended, and destroyed by the supreme
court. Mr. Spies is not sentenced to be
hung, and cannot be hung until resentenced;
and cannot be sentenced until retried, if the
supreme court sustains Judge Scott. He has
a right to all the civil franchises of a citizen;
he can make civil contracts, and is to-day
signing agreements to write certain articles;
he can contract for property, sign deeds, and
make a wili.-Knigltt of Labor.
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Qlommnnications.
Thomas Paine.

•

the tyrant, stand forth! Every spot of the old world is over- and he replied with the second part of the "Age of
run with oppression · Freedom hath been hunted round the Reason."
globe; Europe regards her like a strang~r, and Engl~I:!d hath
Since then, treacherous misrepresentation, bittergiven. her warning to depart; oh, rece1ve the fug1t1v, and
est c&}umnyl vilest vituperation,hav been mal~g;nantly
prepare an asylum for mankind.

As a match touched to powder fires a magazine, ~o
In the world's history volumes are devoted to com,
memorate men who hav besieged cities merely for these fiery words set the country ablaze, and this
bloody conquest, subdued provinces only to enslave common fire blazed luridly in the Continental Conthem, and overthrown empires simply to set up other gress. This secured the union of all the states, and
tyrants. Seldom, if ever, in their own generation do the Declaration of Independence was produced.
moral heroes receive the gratitude, honor, or reward America listened to Paine's grand, resistless appeal ;
she received gladly for awhile the fugitivs who had
their unselfish services deserve.
The highest intellects, or those intellectually in been bunted round the globe, and, in some respects;
advance of the masses; always look to the. good of partially realized the daring dream of that heroic
others, not personal aggrandizement, and, being the soul who contributed such nervous eloquence to
least ambitious among men, it remains for future make this republic a worthy asyl·um for mankind.
We canriot follow in detail the story of the Revogenerations to place on them the "diadem immortal."
Fame seems like a river that bears upon its surface lution but we can record that the shout of victory
the lighter substances, but in which the weightier and was f~r the sturdy colonists as a result of Thomas
solid sink until a more progressiv and appreciativ in- Paine's powerful earnestness, sterling honesty, and
telligence· reverently resurrects the memory of those ·strength of logic when espousing the cause of Libwhose high resolves burnt deep within their hearts, erty.
Paine soon became secretary of the Committee on
and who, with the electrifying eloquence of justice,
roused men to· wrench the New World from the Foreign Affairs, and was the accepted oracle on su~
jects of constitutions and governments. The Umhands of r_oyal imbecils.
.
In the line of mankind's saVIors, few seem to hav versity of Pennsylvania conferred on him the degree
possessed such singular proof of capacity, such deep of Master of Arts ; he was elected a Member of the
insight into the meaning of things, such courage, American Philosophical Society, and the state of
perseverance, and freedom from either bigotry or dis- Pennsylvania gave him a grant of £500, Why' Besimulation as he whose name we recall to honor, on cause his "Crisis" sustained the army, excited the
the 29th of January, the immortal Thomas Paine.
national sympathy, and produced money and union
Paine's birthplace, home, pursuits, habits, and in support of the war at every crisis when a number
early associates are an oft-told tale, and to recite these appeared. Though a poor man, Paine headed the
unimportant facts to Freethinkers, who know and subscription for the distressed soldiers with $500venerate him for his public services, seems largely a the last dollar he had. He gave the fruit of his
work of supererogation. Still for those who may be brain for the common good, refusi.pg to copyright his
unfamiliar with these "facts, it is well to briefly restate works, so that they would be republished, hav wider
some of them. The hero whose memory every hand- circulation and thus increase t.neir influence. He
ful of true Freethinkers throughout this country will originated' public opinion, molded it, and led it to
to-day commemorate-a duty in which every good. final success, so that John Adams remarked that
citizen of this republic should participate-was born "in vain would hav been the sword of W ash:ngton
of Quaker parents, in Thetford, County Norfolk, (worthy as he was) but for the pen of Paine."
England, one hundred and fifty years ago to-day.
After the war the Paine farm of three hundred
He received but a limited education, being subst!I.Il- acres, worth ten thousand dollars, was presented as a
tially self-taught, and was successivly a stay-mak:er, testimonial by the state of New York, and Congress
sailor, exciseman, tobacconist, and teacher. In 1772 awarded him three thousand dollars as a mere comhe published his first political pamphlet, showing the pliment, apologizing for. the smallness of the sum on
evils arising from the inadeqp.ate payment of excise- account of the poverty of the Union, burdened, as it
men, their liability to bribery, etc. This brochure then was, by the expense of the war.
was sent to Benjamin Franklin, and induced him to
He then visited Europe, int1·oduced iron bridges in
recommend the poor author to come to America. On England, and mixed with the best talent of. the day,
what trivial pivots great destinies turn! He came but wht'm the fawning flatterer of royalty, Edmund
with the intention of teaching-especially with the Bm·ke, wrote his "Reflections on the French Revoludesign of elevating the education of woman, and tion," Paine shot out his modern thunderbolt, the
edited a magazine then published in Philadelphia. '' Rights of Man," and shivered the ru:istocratic sham
In that publication his first poems appeared, and one to atoms. His previous political works had largely
of those, "The Liberty Tree," shows how he began produced the revolution in France, and as a result
to imbibe that supreme passion for .liberty which already that high altar of despotism, the Bastile, had
seems to.hav taken entire possession of his after life. been destroyed.
His ardor for the revolution increasing, he devoted
Public recognition of his great service to the Amerhimself entirely to political literature, and in January, ican republic did not result in his calmly sitting down
1774, published the spark that fired the train of in- to enjoy what was then willingly bestowed, but
dependence-that lucid, admirably-reasoned pam- merely intensified his determination and increased
phlet, "Common Sense." This flew in tens of thou- his enthusiasm to strike stronger and deeper into
sands of copies all over the colonies. It soon seized prevailing infamous frauds, whose outgrowth were
on the minds and hearts of the people, and cast all hypocrisy, vice, and ferocity in France. To him,
other authors in the shade. Its effect was electrical. " the peace of slavery was worse than the war of
Remember that Delaware, Maryland, and New Jer- freedom."
sey had already restrained their delegates in ConMixing with Condorcet {whom he transformed
gress from advocating open revolt.
from a famous mathematician to a famous Socialist),
Bancroft's History shows that even in November, Brissot, Mme. Roland, PetioJ;l, Claviere, and Buzot,
1775:
La Republican was the medium through which
The legislature of Pennsylvania was in session.· It still re- Paine, assisted by this brilliant coterie, sent their
quired its members to take and subscribe the qualiJications exciting exhortations through France.
which include the promis of allegiance to George III. It
As an illustration of the power of his pen, an act
elected nine delegates to the Continental Congress ; of these
Benjamin Franklin was one-the only one who was the un- of Parliament was considered necessary to suppress
hesitating champion of independence. These were their his works in England about that period.
instructions: We direct that you exert your utmost endeavYou all know Paine's glorious service for liberty in
ors to agree upon and recommend such measures as you Fmnce, where, elected to the National Assembly
shall judge to afford the best prospect of affording redress of
American grievances, and restoring that harmony between from several places at once, he stood the solitary repGreat Britain arid the Colonies so essential to the welfare and resentativ of justice and mercy. Refusing to suphappiness of both countries. Though the opl?ressiv meas- port Robespierre in the death of Louis Capet-though
ures of the British Parliament and administratiOn hav com- willing to "kill the king, he was anxious-to save the
pelled us to resist their violence by force of arms, yet we
strictly enjoin you, that you, in behalf of this colony, dissent man "-he fell under suspicion (for the wrongs of
from and utterly reject any proposition, should such be ages had transformed men into tigers, whom nothing
made, that may cause or lead to a separation from our but human blood could satisfy), was imprisoned and
mother country, or a change of the form of this government. condemned; and while daily awaiting death, calmly
That sort of conservatism had been at work too prepared his "Age of Reason," which he dedicated to
long. Franklin saw the p-eople must be aroused, and the American people, still as solicitous for our menhe knew the only man capable of flashing the torch tal liberation as he was for our physical freedom.
of freedom was Thomas Paine, who in that memora- Contemplate that sublime opectacle- the man who
ble appeal for independence embodied in words the on the brink of existence, daily expecting to ascend
vague longing of the whole country, for, in great the scaffold to the gory knife, where the gray hairs of
emergencies, statesmen are seldom as radical or cor- aged men mingled with the tresses of beautiful
rect as their constituents.
women-the one man unterrified in an age of terrors
Listen to this great-hearted heretic's plea for inde- -fearless alike of life or death, dreading nothing but
pendence:
dishonesty, devoted these (supposed) last hours
Every quiet method of peace hath been iBeffectnal; our to writing the boldest criticism on the Bible that had
prayers hav been rejected with disdain; reconstruction is ever seen the light of day ! The "Age of Reason"
now a fallacious dream. Bring the doctrin of reconciliation
to the touchstone of nature; can you hereafter love, honor, is the red rag before the ecclesiastical bulls; it is the
and faithfully serve the power that has carried fire and sword gage of defiance for all theologians of Christianity
into your land? Y e that tell us of harmony, can ye restore to answer, but their answer never has nor never will
to us the time that is past? The blood of the slain, the weep- come. From this onslaught of Pain~'s largely dates
ing voice of nature cries, 'tis time to part. The last cord is the downfall of faith, the destruction of bigotry, and
now broken; the people of England are presenting addresses
against us. A government of our own is our natural right. the elevation of mankind to mental liberty. The
Ye tllat l01Je mankind, tllat da1•e oppose not only tyranny but fangs of the clergy were then directed against him,

hurled upon his na~~-- fol!; t)lre,e~qp.arters ofa.<ienf.ury;
but aao_ w.e cl~a.r a-way this debris of, bigotry. andi'Hersecution, brighter gems of genius and: graude:r characteristics are revealed.
On the overthrow of the republic by Napoleon,
Paine returned to the United States, the condemned,
the ostracized, the hated by all the priestcraft, who
hav not yet ceased to employ their E>piteful venom.
To this man who first wrote the words, "The
United States of America," the undoubted author of
our Magna Charta., the Declaration of Independence,
and the securer of that .independence, no I"everential
shaft rears. its lofty column in these United St.ates!
Why this neglect! No, not neglect, for a monster
monument was erected-one which it was hoped
would securely hide the true man from view forever.
That monument was slander..
As Courbet, the French artist-Communist, led the
populace of Paris, in 1871, to pull down the Column
Vendome, built to commemorate the butcheries of
their brethren by Bonaparte, so we Freethinkers, by
these annual services, are hurling down on the heads
of those who built them the pyramids of falsehoods
which hav rested so long on the fair fame of Thomas
Paine.
The priest has been aided in his defamation of this
great defender of tme principle by the aristocratwhen riot the latter by the capitalist.· As capitalism
is sure to create an aristocracy, so a constitutional
government is often but the mask whereby the people, through ignorance, indifference, or necessity, are
lured to embrace a greater tyranny by their oppressors than armed legions could maintain. This
capitalism has.created an American aristocracy more
relentless, cruel, and heartless than those of Europe.
Thomas Paine well said that the constitutional
government of England gave just enough liberty to
enslave a people more effectually than by open despotism, and boldly advised the people to "lay the ax at
the root, and teach governments humility." Alas for
the traditions of American freedom ! Similar sentiments uttered in the United States one hundred and
fifty years after Paine's birth, and only seventy-eight
since he died, are punished with death. Seven _Freethinkers _and reformers lie in the Chicago jail awaiting
the dread sentence (which only a new trial-may remove) for uttering far less violent views. During
that iniquitous trial activ steps were taken to c1 ush
free discussion and the expression of individual opinion. Under the pretense of combating uncon;.titutional measures the authorities overthrew the Constitution themselvs. For, if the freedom of the press
and of private opinion are to be assailed by government, then, indeed, hav the people degenerated, or
never learned the lesson which such heroic souls as
Thomas Paine labored so earnestly to instil. It is
not strange when we remember that theological
rancour has, by odious lies, almost obliterated the
principles he taught as well as the important part
which Paine, and other Freethinkers, played in founding what might hav been .the substructure of that
"great asylum for mankind."
No longer do we welcome representativs of liberty
to America-they are now " foreign disturbers," and
must be denounced. But society goes into convulsions on the advent of a scion of the "blue-blooded"
aristocracy of Europe, who are morally thieves and
intellectually idiots. Such are the patriotic standards
of the latter part of the nineteenth century. Such
were the standards of the Roman republic when its
corruptions had grown ripe for judgment. But
these are only transitory-only prove the recklessness of ruin to which our aristocracy are fast drifting.
Is true freedom but to br.eak
Fetters for our own dear sake,
And, with heathen hearts, forget
That we owe mankind a debt?
No ! true freedom is to share·
All the chains our brothers wear,
And, with heart and hand, to be
Earnest to make others free !
They are slaves who fear to speak
For the fallen and the weak ;
They are slaves who will not choose
Hatred, scoffing, and abuse,
Rather than in silence shrink
From the truth they needs must think;
They are slaves who dare not be
In the right with two or three.

Well may we.remember the words of Madani Roland, as she turned on the scaffold to gaze on the
statue, "0 Liberty! what crimes are committed in
thy name!" when we think of those whose hands are
already imbrued in the blood of innocent victims.
The unpunished murderers of the capitalistic rioters
(or their Pinkerton agents) in East St. Louis, Chicago, and Milwaukee denote the desperation of a
class on the verge of a speedy downfall. Justice
cries aloud for vengeance.

,

They may veil their eyes, but they cannot hide
The sun's meridian glow;
The heel of a priest may tread thee down,
And a tyrant work thee woe;
But never a truth has been destroyed ;
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They may curse it and call it crime;
Pervert and betray, or slander or alay
Its teachers for a time ;
But the sunshine aye shall light the sky,
As round and round we run;
And the truth shall ever come uppermost
'
And justice shall be done.
Year by year? the toiling millions are receiving a
broader educatiOn:-largely the result of necessity.
Once let them realize true social ethics their collectiv
momentum will insure the enforcement of a new Declaration of Independence. The second Declaration
is as just as the first, and is its natural result. The
first founded our political independence ; the second
will secure our industrial interdependence. The
first was founded by the bullet, but it is hoped to
establish the second by the ballot.
Theu let the rallying cry of Freethinkers and social reformers be: "Ye that love mankind, that dare
oppose not only tyranny but the tyrant, st.and forth !"
Paine died in 1809 comparativly deserted, and few
dared own his friendship ,after his fearless pamphlet,
the "Age of Reason," appeared.
He might hav had his faults, but the faults of such
noble sorils are like foothills around the base of lofty
mountains-the nearer we stand to them, the more
they obscure our judgment of their true proportions
by hiding the peaks that rise beyond. But when
we draw farther off, they slowly shrink into the
plain, while the mountain giant, at first obscured,
rises free and clear in majestic grandeur. Even so,
as we look at the life and deeds of this great .he1-"o,
do we realize how insignificant were any faults he
possessed,. compared with the grandeur of his pur-

Mr. Reynolds in the Nutmeg State.

Through the efforts of Prof. G. G. Grower arrangements were ma?e for me to lecture on Sunday afternoon and evenmg, January 30th before the Ansonia
Liberal Society, which was organ'ized. at my last visit,
and was one of the good results of the New York
Freethinkers' Association convention. Despite dis-couragements, the society is holding its own and doing valiant service for Freethought. The officers
deserve especial thanks. Through the services of
Mr. Grower the science Sunday-school cannot fail to
continue to increase in interest and usefulness.
The weather on my last visit was very unfavorable,
but I had a good and very appreciativ audience at the
afternoon lecture on "The Heaven of the Bible." It is
strange that, while all Christians claim to be striving
to reach heaven, and tell us that, no matter how great
the suffering, privation, or self-denial, heaven will
amply repay for all, yet no two agree as to just what
sort of a place it is, or just what happiness in heaven
consists of. The only one point in regard to heaven,
which all Christians I hav ever met fully agree upon,
is that they hav no desire for immediate admittance
to its joys. The most intensely selfish creature .that
~v~r embraced Christianity-preeminently the re~
hg10n of selfishness-always eager to be first to
partake _of the joys of earth, is not alone quite willing,
but desrrous, to be the very last to partake of the
joys of heaveD:- Nay, he prefers that all his wife's
poor relations, . even his wife herself, shall go to
heaven ahead of him. It is conceded that the Bible
alone givs any idea of heaven ; and after I had by
chapter and verse described this land of the blessed
poo&
.
.
one· young man in the audience declared, "I'm blest
Truth was the great magnet whose influence he if a blessed one on 'em ever wants to get to such a
obeyed; where that guided, Paine implicitly followed, cussed heaven."
and thus this unselfish philosopher and patriot spent
This lecture set some of the Christian friends to
his life in a continual struggle for the good of others. thinking, and will yet induce them to seek heaven
With a wise head and loving heart, he reasoned not here and now-a heaven that consists in a home of
for confutation, but to weigh, consider, and determin gentleness and love, heavenly peace and joy, that
how best to counteract the vile hordes whose con- comes of helping and making glad some sorrowing
stant ·endeavor was to )llake men drudges and slaves heart, in preference to the Bible with its canqlesticks,
to royal_and theological taskmasters. Paine's mind snuffers, altars, flesh-hooks, ash pans, and angels.
seems a deep well, which was in no danger of being
In the evening the hall was crowded. I spoke on
exhausted by the copious draughts made upon it. "Religious Persecutions of the Nineteenth Century."
Hispower and force of character was hightened by Mter the lecture two gentlemen essayed to defend
his versatility of thought, but thought endowed with the faith. The hand-bills announcing the lecture
keenest perception and finest discrimination. There kindly invited the clergy to attend and defend their
was nothing of the mean, groveling, selfish panderer cause. This they lacked courage or courtesy to do
in his composition. He was a student of mett as well but it was evident our two friends had come fully
as books, with sympathies and experiences enlarged prepared, for a very large number crowded the outer
by contact with the bitter actualities of those inhum- hall-as many as could squeeze in--and tried all they
ble life, whose sufferings seemed to deepen, exalt, and could to sustain their champions. I giv a few of
awaken him to trumpet-toned utterances for action. their assertions and my replies:
The rights of which Paine .wrote were those restFirst Gent.: "We are indebted to the church for
ing on man's requirements and nature's supply; not our advance in education and for all our scientific
rights sanctioned by conventional compact of rulers; discoveries. All knowledge comes from God and the
not inherited from past generations, but inherent j Bible. There is no other source of knowledge."
not received from priests and kings, nor secured by·
I quoted from the pastoral letter of the House of
their parchments, but rights derived from the fact of Bishops of the Episcopalian church, published in the
existence and embraced in the very charter of our be- Churchman of Nov. 6, 1886, and read in all the
ing. Knowing that liberty makes life, and that life Episcopal churches, which declares unbelief is rife
should be strong enough to guard and maintain lib· and widespread in all the churches, because of the
erty, he also knew that the pursuit of happiness :flows enlargement of knowleqge, scientific discoveries, and
from freedom of action, _and that when government the freedom of the press ; and the bishops announce,
presumes to regulate the volition of a people a great " Blessed be God, the church has something better
crime is committed and desolating oppression is en- than philosophy, education, or learning in which to
forced. "Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" trust, namely, the word and spirit of the living God."
must be conditions of existence, for unless we exer- I quoted 1 Cor. iii, 19-" For the wisdom of this
cise those functions we become diseased, and a por- world is foolishness with God." The church has
tion of the body politic perishes.
always opposed science, and tried to silence or tortTo face a danger manfully is to comprehend its ure to death the benefactors of the human race.
import and its power, and in this his forethought was They burnt Bruno for giving us some facts in astronprophetic, as even to-day the most advanced social omy, denounced Faust and Gutenburg as having
and political reformer can still extract nourishment dealings with the devil, declared printing of the
evil one, the stea.m-engin the work of Antichrist, and
from his works.
With Paine it was unmanly to murmur at loss of the telegraph of Beelzebub. All knowledge did not
time, money, or energy. Great :wisdom, devotion, come from God and the Bible. There were other
and sacrifice were necessary to reform abuses and sources of wisdom, if the New Testament was true.
suppress existing evils, and gladly he gave all; to I quoted Acts vii, 22 : "And Moses was learned in
him it was cowardly to shrink from danger-even of all the wisdom of the Egyptians."
.First Gent.: "The true church never persecuted.
death at the gory guillotin.
PMfte left us a reflex of his character in the sublime Persecution was the work of the false church. Persentence: "The world is my country; to do good is secution or cruelty was directly contrary to all tho
my religion." There never was counselor more faith-. teaching of Jesus."
I assured the gentleman that the Spanish Inquisition
ful, patriot more sincere or successful, statesman
with keener or more comprehensiv views, or a man was found!ld, justified by the declarations of Christ
more unassuming, yet of firmer or more decided and the apostle Paul, and quoted John xv, 6-" If a
man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and'
qualities.
May Americans long appreciate the genius and is withered ; and men gather them, and cast them
reverence the virtues of their noble benefactor, for into the fire, and they are burnt ;" and 2 Thess. i,
he left them a legacy greater than his works-the 7, 8-'"fhe Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven
contemplation of his high-souled, unselfish character. with his mighty angels, in flaming fire, taking venE. A. STEVENS.
geance on them that know. not God, and that obey
not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.'' Paul and
IN Protestant Prussia the Catholics hold the dis- his followers in New Jersey would inflict torture on
tricts of richest agriculture and most famous tradi- the flesh out of love for the soul. "Deliver such a
tions. According to the latest census, they form a one unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that
mass of 9,600,000 earnest Catholics as against 18,000,- the spirit may be. saved in the day of the Lord
000 nominal Protestants, not more than four or five Jesus " (1 Cor. v, 9).
First Gent. : "You claim to hav been a minismillions of whom ever attend any place of worship or
ter ; you did not believe as you do now ; you do not
hold a single dogma of positiv Christianity.
know what the church was; the true church was always right; you are blaming on the true, the acts of
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of the false church; you do not know what the church
is; do you know 1 "
the books we ha.v for sale. The catalog is free.
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I told the gentleman that I knew that every denomination claimed to be THE church-God's special
favored few, the Israel of God, and denounced all
others. I knew the more devout the Bible worshipers, the more intensely they hate any who differ with
them.
First Gent. : " Christians never hate; that is, the
true church does not. Hate is all of the devil. Christ
never taught hate, but only love. Read his teachings.''
.
I read Luke xix, 27: "But those mine enemies
which would not that I should reign over them, bring
hither, and slay them before me." And Luke xiv, 26 :
"If any man come to me, and hate [Greek miseo, to
detest, to abhor] not his father and mother, and wife
and children, and brethren and sisters, yea, and his
own life, he cannot be my disciple."
Fi1·st Gent. : "What would woman be but for the
church T A mere slave. Christianity has made woman
independent and respected. Women owe everything
to the church."
I quoted from the pastoral letter of the House of
Bishops: "The Infidel theory declares the individual
to be the supreme unit of society, and so demands
for every individual complete and equal freedom.
It affirms all discriminating legislation based upon
differences of sex to be degrading and tyrannical, and
claims for woman an absolute control over her patTimany and acquisitions, as well as over her person.
Thus the Christian law of the household is disparaged
and denounced.
"The essentials of domestic life hav been ordained
and established by the will of God, and underlie the
-constitution of society. These it is the function of
civil government to protect and regulate, but not to
change.'' The church would follow the teachings of
the Bible, and degrade woman, not elevate her;
would here in free America hav the earnings of the
wife appropriated by the husband, and the wife deprived even of 1·ight to her own person. This is the
doctrin of the true church, for it is founded on Bible,
which makes motherhood a sin, and teaches women
hav no rights the man, saint of God, need respect.
"Let the women learn in silence, with all subjection.
l3ut I suffer not a woman to teach" (1 Tim. ii, 11, 12).
" Let your women keep silence in the churches, for
it is not permitted unto them to speak, but they are
commanded to be under obedience, as also saith the
law. And if they will learn anything, let them ask
their husbands at home, for it is a shame for women
to speak in the church" (1 Cor. xiv, 34, 35).
First Gent.: "I would not trust any one who did
not believe in the Bible and a future state. There is
nothing to keep people from every cri;me you can
think of only the fear of punishment hereafter."
I tried to convince the gentleman that he would not
steal my handkerchief even if sure the constable did
not see him, and that he would never be found out.
People are honest or dishonest, virtuous or vicious,
good or bad, n9t because of fear of hereafter, but
from their heredity and environment. The Christian
religion is a system of rewards and punishments, and
teaches to do good in hope of reward ; avoid evil
from fear of hell, not fro)ll p1inciple. We should do
good because it is right-from love of right and hate
of evil. It is not true God made us ; we are what
our parents and grandparents made us.
Then the first gentleman ran away and elbowed
his way out of the crowd.
Second Gent.: "The true church deplores the
wrongs done by the false church. But God is love
and truth-his law is love."
I called attention to the fourth Commandment,
"Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy_days
may be long upon the land which the Lord thy God
giveth thee."
This law was not good ; not true. We should not
honor parents if their acts are vile and infamous.
We should honor them for the good only. It is not
true that good, loving, obedient children liv longer
than bad, undutiful children. The God who spoke
that command from Mount Sinai, and wrote it on the
table of stone, either did not know or wilfully told
falsehood.
Second Gent. : "You cannot deny the lovb of
Jesus · he has shed abroad love in all human hearts,
all nations of the earth hav given evidence of his holy
love."
The Catholic and Protestant are the best evidences
that Christ has shed abroad love in all human hearts.
The Christian nations of Europe to-day are building
forts and massing their armies expressly to show the
peace and love Jesus has shed abroad in all human
hearts.
Second Gent,: " The teaching of the Bible, the
blessed New Testament, makes all who will believe it
tender, pitiful, and good to each other.''
I read 2 John x: "If there come any unto you and
bring not this doctrin, receive him not unto your
house, neither bid him God speed."
Second Gent. : "I won't deny the Bible. I hav
no more to say when you read it out of the Bible."
The discussion lasted about one hour and a half;
our Liberal friends were jubilant over it, and hope
sm;ne one of the ministers may be induced to come to
the rescue of their faith.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
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SAMUEL

News and Notes.
Early Saturday morning, February 5th, I arrived
at Fort Madison, Ia., a beautiful town of six thousand inhabitants, on the banks of the Father of
Waters, which trends to the westward here, as like a
broad lake it goes sweeping by, flowing again to the
southward six miles away at Nauvoo, the once
famous Mormon city, with temple of polished limestone. From a noble declivity ~he village greets the
eye with imposing appearance, although it can boast
only of a thousand people. The temple is gone.
Not a stone is left. Joe Smith, whatever might hav
been his moral derelict.ions, had an eye for beauty and
use. He knew a good thing when he saw it, and the
site he selected for his city is one of the finest on the
banks of the Mississippi. Deseending on three sides
in rolling lands to the majestic stream-wide almost
as a bay-toward the interior it spreads in gentle
and fruitful prairies. A lovely place, indeed, for the
New Jerusalen! But the dream has vanished, and
Mormonism was obliged to go marching on. It does
seem, however, as if the blood of the martyrs is the
seed of the church. The Mormons left their desolated home, numbering six thousand. They now
count two hundred and fifty thousand.
Summer time is beautiful in this country, and
there ar<i many pleasure resorts about Fort Madison,
and it now has a somewhat metropolitan aspect, for a
boom has spread its lively colors in the air. A new
railroad is to pass through, a bridge built across the
river, and shops located here, and every man you
meet has speculation in his eyes, and corner lots
whirl dizzily upward. There is no doubt, however, of
a solid increment in the wealth and industry ef the
city.
There is a state penitentiary here. On Saturday
afternoon, with my friend, Frank M. Gustin, I passed
within its gloomy portals with a kind of shudder. I
don't fancy prisons. The thick walls make my heart
sick. As I went into the warden's room I saw a
young convict in prison uniform talking in quiet tones
with a pretty lady, evidently his sister, or perhaps
sweetheart. What a romance in this simple scene !
woman ever faithful and loving, even amid the
shadows of disgrace. So the horror is jeweled with
beauty.
There are nearly four hundred criminals in this institution, and they work at various occupations, and
take it comfortably ten hours a day with three square
meals. They hav plenty of substantial food, and
leisure to eat it. They don't hav to be in a hurry
like railroad passengers. They breakfast and dine
together, and carry their suppers to their cells, which
are very neat institutions, oramented, some of them,
with flowers, pictures, etc., and in each of them there
is an electric light which blazes away with palatial
effulgence until nine o'clock. Up to that time they
can read, after that they sleep and dream till six
o'clock in the morning. There is a library in which
novels and sermons are curiously mixed, but the
sermons hav a quiet time of it, while the novels hav
evidently gone the rounds of every cell-a good
sign. I was pleased to notice among the novels the
story of our brilliant Chicago friend, Mrs. A. M. Freeman, " Somebody' s Ned ; " one of the most successful
of our Western romances. But I didn't see the "Lay
Serm<m" there. I wish every criminal could read it.
Its blessed humanity would be better than a thousand
preachers. They hav the privilege of an evening
school also, of Sunday services with a good orthodox
chaplain who gets twelve hundred dollars per year,
while the surgeon only gets six hundred, and the
keepers six hundred. Those who do the real service
receive half pay. The chapel has a stack of Bibles
and "Gospel Hymns," and its walls are plentifully besprinkled with scripture texts, such as, "The Lord is
thy Shepherd," "Create in me a clean Heart,"
"Trust in God," etc. Now, I think it would be better to hav such mottoes as these, "Honesty is the
best policy," "Ignorance is the mother of crime,"
"Labor conquers aU things," etc.
As a .matter of fact, these criminals hav more of
the comforts of life than hundreds of millions of innocent people. I believe that two-thirds, if at liberty
to go, would remain. I would myself rather be here
than tramp it this cold weather. Put in the element
of free will, and this modern prison house is as pleasant as the old orthodox heaven. I am sure it's much
more enlivening to make shovels, hoes, pitchforks,
boots and shoeR, chairs, etc., and eat, drink, and
sleep, than to play on a harp. There is no starvation
here, no filth, and if the clothes are not quite stylish,
i.t must be confessed they are all the fashion. Society
must and does provide for the criminal, however
great a one he may be. When will it equally provide
for the honest man, and assure him work and a home 1
When theology is buried, and science is king.
The weather was rainy and foggy, and the streets

icy, all the time of my stay at Fort Madison. In fact,
it was so icy that I felt considerably righteous, for I
found it impossible to stand without holding on to
the railings, and since the Bible declares that " the
wicked stand on slippery places," I must be otherwise. I didn't hav a great many present the first night
or Sunday afternoon, but Sunday evening the attendance was fair. Some came twenty-five or thirty miles
to attend the lectures, in spite of nature's frowns, and
so the audience was "fit though few," and we had
cheerful companionship. A Secular Union was organized, and I hav high hopes of the Liberal element of
this community, that notwithstanding all the difficulties of pioneer Freethought, it will be a grand intel·
lectual and social power.
I enjoyed the hospitll.lity of Mr. and Mrs. Tewks"
bury, and Dr. and J\tlrs. Moorman while at Fort Madison. These are sturdy radicals, who formerly fought
the battle of freedom under the antislavery flag, and
their reminiscences of the romantic days of the "un·
derground railroad," and midnight travels, and haystack residences, and wagon loads of grain, plus negroes, flung vivid light upon that momentous era that
prepared men's minds for heroic strife. Mr. Tewksbury is a Spiritualist, and Dr. Moorman a Materialist,
and so I had both sides of universal thought, and was
glad we don't think alike. I rejoice meeting those
who traverse different paths of truth.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gustin are earnest Liberals of
the kind that keep the world a-moving, and I was
pleased to meet with such good comrades.
Dr. and Mrs. Rix H. J. Huiskamp carry the life of
Liberalism into art as well as thought. Dr. Huiskamp
is not only a generous Liberal, but an enthusiaRtic
musical genius. His violin cost three thousand dollars, and it can make harmony, indeed. These allies
of the world's progress are inspiring.
Mr. F. D. Shelden and wife, of Salem, are of the old
Quaker stock-and these make excellent radicals.
The "inner light" when transformed into the glow of
reason, becomes a noble torch of progress. Mr. Shelden was once a preacher, but antislavery and reform
brought •him to good, sound Secularism. He and his
wife, and Mr. T. G. Rook, came twenty miles to hear
the lectures, and I shall giv them a call on my return, and lecture at their home, Salem, Iowa. I also
expect to lecture at Burlington, Mt. Pleasant, Montrose, Nauvoo, etc., on my return.
Mrs. Sarah McGaw, of Burlington; A. Crandall
and W. J. Fisher, of Montrose, also joined our forces
from a distance-good soldiers all, in the army of humanity.
Mrs. E. L. Grevitt, H. T. Bradish, M. 0. Warner,
L. Matias, and others, of Fort Madison, are those
pleasant friends of progress that one delights to
meet.
So I left Fort Madison with high hopes and
happy remembrance of its cordial welcome, and expect to meet friends again on my return.
I had to get up at half-past four in the morning
and travel all day long to Kansas City until 10 P.M.
Tuesday morning I am on my way to Belton, 1\tio.
Here I find some good friends, too, and enjoyed my
visit, and, as they want me to come again, I think I
shall do so. I lectured on Sunday evening on ~·The
New Heaven and Earth," which was favorably re
ceived. Some Christians were present, and asked a
few question!'!, which were answered, I hope, to their
satisfaction; but I ;find it hard work to make them
stick to the point. They continmilly fly off into all
sorts of irrelevant queries. They need training in
logic.
Mr. Dell Barker, C. J. Abbey, A. Hope, G. D. Hope,
Frank Blair, Joe Carr, Charles Williams, James Calvert, L. M. Campbell, R. M. Johnson, D. C. Ide, and
others make a good, live company for this part of the
field, and will do service wDl'thy of the cause.
In order to make connections for Salina, etc., I had
to take the midnight freight for Kansas City. It was
three hours late, and I had to find a couch upon the
floor until three o'clock, with a package of Freethought books for my pillow. At three o'clock the
train came along, and from Belton to Olathe I had a
bit of a nap over its thundering wheels. Then I had
to jump out and make a dive for an extra freight
train. I had to put a package on one end of a car in
motion, and the other on the other, and then make a
leap for the platform, where I landed s·afely, and
again slept, knowing that I was Bafe for Kansas City
this time. But my troubles were not all over. The
freight train left me with my luggage, about seventy-·
five pounds' weight, a mile and a half from the station, not a hack, nor a horse car, nor any means of
conveyance at hand; only lines of rail, and looming
freight trains and snorting engins. A saw-horse, I
believe, would hav been better than nothing, but not
even that put in an appearance, nor any other vehicle.
I almost wished that a procession of one hundred
pirates would come along and do a little swearing,
that I might say, Amen. It was th"e longest mile and
a half I ever traversed. I could only go about a rod
at a time, and then take a rest on my seventy-five
pounds of luggage, like "Patience on a monument."
There is lots of human nature in this world. A good
fellow came along and gave me a lift for about half a
mile. He wanted to know if I would do the same

thing for him in New York city. I told him I certainly would lug his baggage for him in New York
city if he ever struck me there, and I hereby giv my
note of hand that I will lug any unfortunate traveler's
baggage a half mile, if I am there, if he has to take
his chances with a midnight freight. Well, I thought
I earned my grub that morning, and at the elegant
passenger station of Kansas City I ate my breakfast
with an appetite deeply cultivated by that early twilight pilgrimage.
I am here at Brookville now. Arrived last evening, and lectured to a full house. I had to change
dates, Brookville, Feb. 9th and lOth; Bavaria, 14th
and 15th; Salina, 11th, 12th, and 13th; Fallen, 16th.
I thus hav an eight days' campaign laid out for me
in this county, and, if last night's meeting is an indication, there will be a most succesful advance movement. I find a splendid element here-enthusiastic
Liberals. But more next week when the battle is
fought and"won. I think I shall hav a good story to
tell. On from here I go _to Windom, Dodge City,
and Garden City. I shall be at Greeley, Col., Feb.
27th; Longmont, March 2d; Denver, 6th and 13;
and Boulder City, Central City, Canon City, and
other places, l hope, while in Colorado, but arrangements· are not yet made. I expect to be in San
Diego, March 16th and 17th; Los Angeles, 20th,
and 27th; Santa Anna and Santa Barbara between
these dates; Tulare and Visalia about the 30th and
31st; San Francisco and Oakland, April 4th and
11th; and Sonoma, Stockton, Sacramento, and othe1·
places throughout California, until June 1st. I shall
be in Portland, and other places in Oregon, in the
month of J nne; in Washington Territory in July; and
about August 1st I expect to return Eastward by
way of Baker City, Boise City, Butte City, Salt Lake
City, etc.
Will friends be on the lookout and make arrangements for lectures wherever possible' Everything is
bright so far, and our lines are rapidly forming.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Brookville, Kan., Feb. 10, 1887.

California Letter.
DEAR EuGENE: Your kind note is at hand, and I
am glad to know that I am not forgotten by the
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which, to my mind, is
better than ever before. Those pictures are immense,
and, by the way, tell Watson Heston that the very
next time I send a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER office
with money in it, there will be five dollars in it for
him also, sure. He deserves it, and more, from every
level-headed radical Liberal in the country, as nothing stirs up the gall of orthodoxy, and keeps the
vital issues of Freethought before our people so effectivly as Watson Heston's cunning hand.
You speak of a few letters giving a resume of the
progress of Freethought and my observations and
experience in Australia. These I will write with
pleasure as soon as I can find the time to do so. I
hav hardly had time to say, How are you! to the
friends at home, before numerous letters pour in upon
me desiring my presence in a half dozen places at
once. Oh, that I were a holy ghost, that I might
serve all at the S'lme time. But, alas! human limitations hedge me about on every hand. I hav this day
received a letter from J. E. Clark, your agent and
friend at Los Angeles, which has the ring of true
metal in it, and I am glad to be called to Los Angeles,
as I will hav the opportunity which I hav long desired, to meet our Brother Putnam, and will do my
best, John-the-Baptist-like, to open up the way for
him in Los Angeles and San Berna,tdino counties
during the months of February, March, and April.
After seeing Brother Putnam I will be .better able
to mark out my lecture tour of the eastern states,
when I hope to take part in our next Liberal Congress, leaving San Jose about the first of May next.
The friends at San. Jose, Messrs. Schwartz, Maganheimer, ParsonR, Vinter, and others hav already taken
up the matter of Brother Putnam's visit there, and
will do aU in their power to make it a grand su*ss.
Our cause in California needs several such as our
friend Putnam to thrust in the sickle of Freethought
and enlarge the borders of mental liberty. Ancl if
this should meet his eye, lhope he will drop me a
few lines, and he may be assured that anything that I
can do to assist him in our noble cause will be done
with all my heart.
The friends of Freethought in San Francisco and
Stockton hav recently held rousing Paine celebrations. I. am sorry I could not be present; for, as
you know, if I hav a high admiration for any man,
living or dead, Thomas Paine is that man. The
fragrance of his life has furnished inspiration and
unanswerable logic to the Ingersolls, Remsburgs,
Washburns, and Kfllsos of our day. Let us build
him a monument 1 Yes, build it higher every year in
the hearts of a liberty-loving peopleUn1il all the world be lighted,
Anrl all true hearts united
In Rt>ason·s righteous reign.

Could Thomas Paine be here to day, he would lift';
his warning voice not only against a fashionable andl
effete orthodoxy and a Prote1:1tant Christianity which,,
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has lost all power to protest, but against Romanism,
that most insidious foe to mental liberty which is at
this moment fastening its hideous fangs into the
vitals of our republic.
I wish there were a thousand newspaper men in
the United States like Frank Pixley, of the A'~'gonaut
of San Francisco, to drive in the blade of true
democracy against the heartless assumptions of both
of the rotten-hearted political parties of the day.
What do these time-serving parties care for the
perpetuation of our free institutions~ Who, with
half an eye, cannot see that little by little every
feature of Americanism is being eliminated from the
fair face of our republic~ .A.nd never, so long as I
liv, will I cast a vote in favor of any man who will
pander to this Roman curse, be· he James G. Blaine
or any other aspirant who bids for this cursed Catholic vote. No true American can wear the collar of
this Catholic beast. Not that I hav aught against
any foreigner as such, but I hate and fear the minions
and virus of popery. What we need is a third great
party, American in platform and principle, to lay
hold on this scarlet woman, as well as her daughter,
and save our country before the lovers of liberty are
driven to violence and bloodshed.
I hav also received some hearty and .wholesome
letters from Seattle, asking for another boost. I like
those Seattle people and will crave their patience for
a season, when I hope to look into their faces again.
Father Crane, of Seattle, one of the stanch friends of
THE T:RUTH SEEKER, and a real veteran in Freeth ought,
writes a happy letter. Well, how could he help it,
when, although he is about eighty years of age, he
has been and gone and got married again in his old
age! But then I think he showed sound sense, for if
any one needs a wife to comfort him and bless his
home and setting sun, it is the aged man and woman,
who need affectionate companionship in the failing,
withering period of life.
In looking over THE TRUTH SEEKER of January
29~h, my eye fell upon the obituary of M. P. Thurs·
ton, of Burr Oak, Michigan, and my mind went back
to the period some ten years since when our friend
Thurston called me to hold a grove meeting a short
distance from his beautiful rural home in Burr Oak,
and his generous hospitality! hav enjoyed on several
occasions during my canvass of Michigan. M. P.
Thurston was one of nature's noblemen-clearheaded, kind, and yet radical in his views, and a lover
of truth for truth's own sake; aud to hav him in the
front of an audience was a fountain of inspiration, so
full of sympathy was he in the expression of radical
views against priestcraft and Bible superstition.
Let our ola friend rest Jrom his labors and struggles for the right. Other hands will bear the burdens
and minister to the cause of Freethought. But none
can be more honest and sincere, or .more true to our
cause than was our friend and brother, Thurston, and
the record of his life will long remain to mark the
career of a consistent Freethinker and a good man.
DR. J. L. YoRK.
San Francisco, Oal., Feb. 4, 1887.

The Liberal Club.
It was a salubrious evening when the Manhattan
Liberal Club held its 434th regular meeting, and no
one could find an excuse for not attending. The
hall was therefore full. Mr. Eckhard was present as
usual. Mr. Jones, from the Spiritualists' society,
had pictures of Mrs. Druse, the Herkimer county
lady who wound up an unpleasantness with her lmsband by shooting several large bullets into his per~on,
cutting him up into sections; and cremating ~him m a
small stove. Mr. Jones had petitions for the commutation of Mrs. Druse's death sentence. It is held
that it would be indelicate to hang a woman of her
· fine sensibilities and tender sympathies. Quite a
number of persons signed the petition.
In opening the meeting the Chair announced that
it had com;tected itself editorially with a monthly
magazine copies of "which were on the table, and
Mr. Erastus Dean would take subscriptions for the
same. Then the Chair introduced the speaker of the
evening, Col. Andrew H. H. Dawson, of Kentucky,
an old·time member of the club. Colonel Dawson
was warmly received as he la.id his manuscript upon
the desk. He has aged somewhat since a dozen
years ago the writer, who had never heard much
oratory was first awed by the colonel's eloquence,
poured'from the platform of the old meeting· room at
Science'Hall. But though he has grown older, age
does not appear to hav materially withered him,
nor has custom staled his iilfinit variety of gesticulation. Mr. Dawson's subject was "Capital Pun!shment for Men and Women." The custom of hangmg,
the speaker said, had a theological origin. Moses
was the author of the lex talionis-an eye for an eye
and a life for a life. But people are losing confidence
in Moses. We are finding that he was mistaken on
various subjects. His geology is contradicted by th~
testimony of the strata, a~d the filtra:ta are the vo~ .Det.
The theology of Moses IB as questiOnable as h1s cosmogony. The colonel objected to capital punishment because the law and those who administered
it al'e liable to make mistl:llkes 8/lld hang the wrong
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per~on-an error which it is not within their power to
Spiritual Photography.
rectify. The average jury is generally stupid, and
In the report of the Investigating Committee, pubthe witnesses are worse. Besides dishonest witnesses, lished in THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 7th, we stated
there. are honest ones whose ignorance is even more that there was placed in our hands for examination
fatal than rascality.
one negativ bearing characteris.tics entirely different
To illustrate the liability of ignorant persons to from the rest. While all the others could easily h~v
misunderstand what they see and hear, the colonel been produced without the knowledge of the sitter,
told sev·eral stories. .A. boy got the names of Esau it was " the unanimous opinion of the committee that
and Esop confused, and said that Esau wrote fables this negativ was produced from actual figures standand sold the copyright for a bottle of potash. Bridg- ing near the sitter." I think I may reasonably claim
et was requested to serve the tomatoes undressed, the exposure, on February 2d, in Boston, of Mrs.
and, thinking the word " undressed " applied to her- Ross, the materializing medium, whom I understand
self, appeared en deshabille. .A.n Irishman was told to hav been the sitter in that negativ, as some evithat his wine was ''a nectar fit for the gods," but in dence of the correctness of the conclusions which the
repeating the compliment to a friend declared that committee reached.
HENRY M. PARKHURST.,
the beverage would make " a nectie for Jesus Christ."
Brooklyn, Feb. 7, 1887.
.A. countryman witnessing the play of Othello, and becoming exasperated by the Moor's persistent de.Answers to Inquirers.
mands on Desdemona for the handkerchief which he
BENJ.
S.
Hoxrn.-Pr6-to-pli1sm.
loved so well, arose il'l his seat and advised the actor
to "blow his nose between his fingers, and go on with
GEo. X. YoUNG.-1. Most Christian ministers recognize
the play." It was upon the testimony of persons like that logically they cannot suststin their theology in debate.
these, said the colonel, that human lives were taken. Fifty years ago they thought they could. Hence the old-time
He would abolish capital punishment, but. if there debates, and the present refusal by the preachers to discuss.
were those who still believed in the lex talionis of In a word, the reason is, they know more now than formerly.
Moses, he was willing to hav a clause in the law that 2. Travelers assure us that the Mohammedan women are a
all the disciples of Moses should be hanged.
trifle inore fanatical than Mohammedan men. It is the nature
There was a feeling that the speaker of the even- of women to be more intense in religious and other sentiing had been somewhat vague in '~!is remarks, so the mental matters than men. In doing good or bad, women go
Chair spent a few moments in pointing out the con- further than their brothers.
clusions which the colonel had omitted to draw from
W. J. SKIDMORE.-The Rev. S. Baring·-Gould is a devout
the premises laid down, and in showing in what man- English Churchman, and the author of several very learned
ner the lecture bore upon the subject under discus- works, to wit: " Origin and Development of Religious Besion. Then Judge Groo, or Grove, was called upon lief," "Legendary Lives of the Old Testament Characters,"
for some remarks. The judge is an able jurist, and "Lost and Hostil Gospels," and "Curious Myths of the Midhas been a candidate of the Prohibitionists for presi- dle Ages." Our correspondent" Antichrist" has made much
dent or governor or some other minor office.
• use of "Lost and Hostil Gospels" (336 pp., London, 1874).
Judge Groo, or Grove, said he was glad the Chair In 1878 Antichrist translated the " Book of the Generation of
had drawn some conclusions from the lecture, as he Jesus" ("Sepher Toldoth Jeshu "), which was printed in
himself had been unable to effect such a result. THE TRUTH SEEKER, and issued in a pamphlet, price twenty
He had no sympathy with the flings at Moses and the cents. He called it the first English translation of that reBible. He did not think there was any disagreement markable legend concerning a Jesus who was stoned and
between Moses and science, but believed that the hanged for sorcery about 75 B.o. After it was published, lle
scriptures told . things about as they were. The discovered that Baring-Gould had made an earlier translation
judge's speech then became an ·exhortation in favor of a part of the story, also a partial translation of another
of the prohibition of the liquor traffic, to which sixty version of the same, accompanying both with copious CC?mor seventy per cent of murders were ascribable. He ments, but admitting that there was a Jesus who practiced
magic in Judea, who was outlawed for being a bastard, and
opposed capital punishment.
Mrs. Leonard denied the right of men to hang who was stoned and hanged for sorcery a hundred years bewomen. When men were on the jury, women were fore the time of Pontius Pilate. Mr. Gould furthermore adnot tried by their peers. The influence of judicial mits that the Talmud repeatedly refers to that Jesus, while
excutions on prospectiv mothers made murderers of it is entirely silent about any later one. And to prove the
fact he translates all the passages from the Talmud relating
children before they were born.
Dr. Weeks held that in hanging women under to Jesus. Another significant admission by Baring-Gould is
a law they had no hand in making we were this at the outset of his book: " It is somewhat remarkable
traitors to a representativ form of government. that no contemporary or even early account of the life of our
Hanging did not deter from crime. It is on record Lord exists, except from the pens of Christian writers. That
that in England, when picking pockets was a capital we hav none by Roman or Greek writers is not, perhaps, to
offense, men were arrested for picking pockets while be wondered at; but it. is singular that neither Philo, Joattending the execution of a criminal convicted of sephus, nor Justus of Tiberias should hav ever alluded to
Christ, or to primitiv Christianity." "Lost and ;Hostil Gosthat offense.
Herr Oppenheimer wished to raise the question of pels" costs about $3 to import.
the right of society to take life; also the questioB of
.A Boston Estimate of Sam Jones.
moral responsibility and free will. Society, accordSam Jones is a cheap and comic version of the Rev. Joing to Karl Marx, has only the right to restrain and
seph Cook, with a vulgar· coarseness and an obtuseness of
reform.
Lawyer Chamberlain called attention to the fact intellect wholly his own. In common with his popular
that if a man assaults another man's wife, the other prototype, he is windy, illogical, and intolerant. The manman would be justified by public sentiment in killing ner in which he deals with thii;lgs sacred is offensiv to every.
him. If he abused his own wife in the same manner, refined and intelligent sentiment. Hie assumed positi v
the woman, having no other husband, would not knowledge of the creator and the hereafter, and the blatant,
be considered justifiable in becoming her own pro- self-confident manner in which he rants it forth, are simply
ignorance made bold by encouragement. We are willing to
tector. This applied in the case of Mrs. Druse.
concede the sincerity of Mr. Jones's motivs, and the reality
Colonel Dawson closed by saying that Mrs. Druse of his religious fervor, but things sacred cannot be treated
was inadequately defended. Important testimony respectfully from a comic standpoint, and earnest, religious
was not introduced. Mrs. Druse was justified in the sentiment side by side with funny anecdote and low wit is
killing, and there were a good many other husbands out of place, to say the least. A cheap method of winning a
who should be shot. He would hav the law offer re- cheap laugh is not a method by which a dignified knowle1lge
w'ards for women who killed their brutal husbands. of the higher lif!;l may be inculcated. Buffoonery is objecWomen were angels; men, as a rule, were brutes.
tionable under any circumstances, but when it is brought to
.A.t the next meeting (providence permitting) Herr bear upon the subject of religion, it becomes unutterably
Oppenheimer lectures on Karl Marx's doctrins.
offensiv.-Boston Evening Gazette.
The writer should hav mentioned at the proper
place that Miss Helen Gardener was present at the
SINOE his return west, J. E. Hems burg has delivered twenty
meeting of which an account has just been given. lectures in Missouri, and has now commenced work in I~li
It was observed that Miss Gardener did not avail nois. His appointments for this state are as follows : Car1mherself of the free admission extended by the club ville, Thursday and Saturday, Feb. 17th and 19th; Litchto Presbyterians and ladies. She was heard to say field, Friday, Feb. 18th; Girard, Sunday and Monday, Feb.
to the secretary that it was bad enough for wpmen 20th and 21st· Strasburg, Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb.
to be denied the right to vote or to be hanged, and 22d and 23d; Chrisman, Thursday, Feb. 24th; Minier, Frito be robbed of other legal prerogativs, without day, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, Feb. 25th, 26th, 27th,
being classed with Presbyterians as deadheads.
and 28th; Waynesville, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,
The absence of the scrap of rhyme with which March 1st, 2d, and 3d; Quincy, Friday, March 4th; Bushthis record often ends, promised herein from time to nell, Saturday and Sunday, March 5th and 6th; Kewanee,
time, has been deplored by many friends. Likewise Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, March 7th, 8th. anrl9th;
the absence from the floor, for some weeks past, of Lyndon, Thursday, March lOth; Geneseo, Friday and SaturCaptain Clark is being noted more and more, and day, March 11th and 12th.
------~~.-------made the subject of remark. The badge-pin man
THE Philadelphia Presbytery has voted to strike out from
will therefore strive-if happily his D1use consentto keep the poet's flame alive, and thus avoid all the confession of faith the declaration that "the man may
discontent. .A.nd while the lamp holds out to burn, not marry any of his wife's kindred nearer ia blond than he
may of his own, nor the woman any of the husband's kinhe trusts the captain may return.
dred nearer in blood than of her own." This rule could not
hav been very well enforced, or Brooklyn's chief Presbyterian
SEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of ministerial harlequin would not hav his sister-in-law for a
wife.
the books we hav for sale. The catalog is fl'ee.
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Qiommunica.tions.
Ethics.*
Life is a web. The under threads are as essential
.as the· upper; indeed, they interchange momently,
yet we call those under threads evil, and the upper,
good. Without the under the upper could not be.
The under and the upper are the same thread. So in
life. The highest exaltations of righteousness are the
profoundest sine of which we are capable., When
Abraham stands ready to sacrifice Isaac, it is holy, in
Judea; in Massachusetts; it is wicked. But that is
because the Jews are a chosen people, and · Massachusetts is honeycombed with Infidelity. So the
punishment of the innocent for the guilty is. a single
thread. When it occurs in a court of justice, it is on
the under side of the cloth, and we call it detestable,
even in erring humanity. When it occurs in the
Christian scheme of salvation, it is on the upper side
of the cloth, and we contemplate it with rapt ecstasy
as the consummation of all holiness, even in deity.
But it is the same thread at the point where we detest it as at the point where we worship it.
This is one of the mysteries in apprehending
which religion bas the honor of having pr~ceded
philosophy. Several years ago, in reviewing Herbert
Spencer's "Data. of Ethics," I undertook to say that
his system did not recognize the manifest duality in
ethics; i. e., that all things which are good in their
primary effects are evil in their secondary effects, and
vice versa, so that no one thing could be spoken of
ao good or evil in all its effects. Some of the little
satellites that revolve around Herbert Spencer denounced my statement as one that prevented the
happy nuptials being celebrated between Spencer's
ethics and Christian ethics. They do not seem toknow that the sources of Christian ethics recognize
this duality or conflict between antagonistic laws or
contending ethical standards as fully as I did, and
hence that to be in full harmony with Christian
ethics, Spencer must also recognize it.
Jesus says (1), "It must needs be that offenses
come." No man could more plainly state that sin is
a necessary outcome of the constitution of things, or
in a scientific sense that all sinful acts are p~rformed
in obedience to a natural and, therefore, to a divine
law. But (2) " woe unto him by whom the offense
cometh." Is not this duality 1 And Paul asks, But
if through my lie the truth of God doth the more
abound unto his glory, why then am I accounted a
sinner~ Is not this ethical duality. If the truth of
God abounds because of Paul's lie, bow is it that it
can be a sin for Paul to lie 1 He does not assert that
his lie is or is not a sin. He only asserts the duality
of ethical law.
Again, in the Old Testament: "I send the light,
and I control the darkness. I make good, and I
create evil. I, the Lord, do all these things." In
this theory of the duality of ethics, the Bible, though
written · some years earlier than Spencer's "Data of
Ethics," yet succeeds in bringing the discussion
more nearly down to date.
With this notion clearly before our minds, that all
ethical movement, like all astronomical, molar, and
molecular movement, is a movement in the mean between two antagonistic attractions, or is a vibration
between majority law or universal law, and minority
law or particular law, we proceed to trace the method
of ethical evolution of the race, as concerns, :first,
religion, then work, and finally science.

A

B
.

Ethic.~.
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Suppose pyramid A again to represent the whole
body of what men now dead bav imagined, and B
the whole body of what men now living hav ascertained. Between these run the lines of mutual in:fl.u·
ence :~:andy, whose angles of inclination vary in any
two persons, and vary in the same person at different
til;nes. <?ut of .these varying lines grows the pyramid, Ethical Belief, or the· Moral Code of each man,
and which evidently can never be the same for any
two men.
All men will concede that religion combines all
that we don't know, and science all that we do know.
The ideas of religion consist essentially in (1) belief
in God. (For this science substitutes a recognition
of only the universe.) (2) Religion says God created the world. (Science says the world was never
created.) (3) Religion says God will redeem the
world from sin. (Science says redemption from sin
is an impossible dream of visionaries.· Men will always sin, and the rede.emed will always keep it up
nip and tuck in a scrub race with the unredeemed.)
(4) Religion says the influence which does most to
*By VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

redeem the world is a belief in a future state of rewards and punishments. (Science says the world has
only been damned so far as it has been brought under
the ascendancy of priests. Witness the shipwreck of
civilization for a thousand years, known as the Dark
Ages.) From all this the world has been rescued by
the labors of men who hav wrought as if this were
the only world. we shall ever know, viz., for pleasure
and for gain.
Between these has arisen a system of ethics, which
was a progressiv war in which religion has had a
continually diminishing, and science or Atheism a
continually increasing share.
In the tenth century the ethical rule was that the
pope, representing religion, was supreme over all
thrqnes, codes, and consciences, could depose kings,
absolve treaties, repeal laws, and that • the clergy
were exempt from all courts, penalties, and human
laws. The Atheist should be burnt.
The next stage in ethics required that the supremacy of the pope be limited to spiritual things,
and his punishments to those which acted on the
soul's welfare. But an Atheist should still be burnt.
The third stage required that all men should hav the
legal right to be Atheists, but in becoming Atheists
they lost· every other legal right except that of being
an Atheist. The fourth stage restores to the Atheist
his legal rights, but informs him that, of course, he
will expect to bit considered a moral outcast. The
:fifth stage informs him that if he will listen to lectures on ethical culture, and say that he doesn't know
whether there is a God or not, but hopes there is one,
he will be permitted to take part in the temperance
work and prison reform associations.
This. progress calls up the practical question, How
much has a belief in God and the future life helped
men toward an accurate knowledge of the nature of
right and wrong, for instance, relativ to the fundamental and primary question of the right of one person to kill another person 1 A few months ago a pious
Episcopalian clergyman of Louisiana, enjoying a large
experiential acquaintance with God, in each of his
three forms of father, son, and holy ghost, an acquaintance which was hightened by a direct laying
on of hands from the apostles down to himself, shot
and killed a brother Episcopal clergyman, because
the latter, in assisting a young lady to step down
from a chair on which she had risen in the effort to
reach high enough to put a book into a bookcase,
had tendered his assistance in so direct a manner
that the young lady had publicly ·stated among her
friends that his conduct was such as to leave them to
infer what they pleased.
The Theist who did the shooting has never been
tried, and probably never will ·be. Why 1 Because
it is a universal law of animal life, which has its beginning low down among the vertebrated animals,
that the male aniinal who takes life in the interest of
his exclusiv regard for the female, shall be deemed to
hav obeyed the higher law. This law prevails among
lions, tigers, cats, dog-s, wolves, foxes, pirates, politicians, Comanches, Basutos, clergymen, and all
other vertebrate animals. It isn't necessary among
any of these aniinals that the female shall hav been
injured in word or in thought. It is only necessary
that the male animal should hav been enraged, even
though he has manufactured in his own imagination
the facts which hav produced his rage. Inasmuch
as these are the principles which prevail among the
vertebrated animals before the evolution of the notion
of deity, and as they continue exactly the same after
the notion of deity is developed, aud the missionary
fund rivals the internal revenue in its dimensionsisn't it plain that this notion exercises no sort of influence over our sense of the right or wrong of taking life1
If we analyze the cases in which the life of one man
may still be lawfully taken by another, we will find
them to be essentially the same as those for which
one buffalo may kill another, with the consent of the
balance of the herd, viz. :
1. For interfering with the prerogativ or headship
of a buffalo in authority. In the human herd we call
this resisting lawful authority or legal process, or rebelling against the best government the sun ever
shone upon, etc.
2. For interfering with the stamping-ground or
rights of property of buffalo No. 1. And so on.
What, then, is the nature of the ethical evolution,
Dt>th in the individual and the race. It is largely a
change from force to purchase, and from purchase to
persuasion, as a means of obtaining what we want.
Hence the priinary agency in effecting the first
change from force to purchase is money, or wealth,
trade, exchange, and commerce. The chief agency in
effecting the second is enlightenment or reason.
In the low stage of productiv industry, the man
who needs to influence the will of another bas no
other means of doing so than the tiger has, viz., to
kill. But as mankind advance industrially, there
arises a cheaper mode than to kill, or even than to coerce him-that is, to buy him. The real ability of
men to avoid killing is in the proportion to their ability to buy the services and cooperation of those whom
they hav a desire to command. " Thou shalt not

steal." Why! Because, as industry emerges out of
barbarism, it is cheaper to buy.
But as society becomes more compact, and the
moral sense more developed, we distinguish between
commodities or services on the one hand, and conduct on the other, and .say it is lawful to buy the
former but not the latter, especially if the conduct to
be purchased relates to some public office or private
trust. In respect to these we advance to the rule,
" Thou shalt not buy," but assert a new rule, Thou
shalt instruct and persuade.
In this evolution, what the people in any one stage
of it style wrong is not something inherently, abstractly, and eternally wrong, but something made
obsolete by an advance to a plan of action w:hich has
substituted a new mode of inducing action which presupposes a wider harmony of interests.
In savage and barbaric life, and amidst the lower
classes in civilized, life, if you cross a man's purposes
in any way, pay him less wages than he thinks his
due, or even refuse him employment, or make the
method of his work other than that he desires, he
is ready to fight in some form, perhaps openly, perhaps
secretly, with his fists, with a club, or by litigation in
court; but as he rises in the material scale, each $10,000 he 11-cquires diminishes his ferocity, smoothes
his language, wipes out the anxious, contentious, angry wrinkles from his face, renders him more timid
in contest and more courteous in his efforts to avoid
it, until you get up to a man with whom contest is impossible, on two grounds, viz., first, he can't afford
to fight with you ; secondly, nobody can afford to
fight with him.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Christian Absurdities.
There are stars so far distant that light, traveling
at the rate of nearly 200,000 miles per second, would
require thousands of years to reach the earth. Yet
Christians, for hundreds of years, with knowledge derived directly from God, taught that these stars revolved around the earth every twenty four hours.
The velocity of a body revolving around the earth at
such a distance would be inconceivable. If the stars
were globes of solid cast stfel, such a rate of motion
would reduce them to fragments in a moment.
It is computed that the star Sirius is many hundred times larger than our sun. Think of the incongruity of such a globe revolving around this little
speck of earth. A mountain moved from its base by
the attraction of a mole-hill would not involve a
greater absurdity. But such was the interpretation
of God's holy word by an infallible church. If those
who made such egregious blunders were guided by
heavenly wisdom, is it not about time to discharge
such blind guides and trust more to human intelligence?
-It is always' on the tongue of some Christian that
Christianity is of more importance to the world than
all else besides. This assertion has been rung in the
ears ol the people until the majority have come to believe it without question. For twelve hundred years
the world would not have been made worse if the church
had been governed by devils. During. that time it did
nothing which proved a blessing to mankind. We
are not yet free from the chains which the church
forged during that period of time.
The fear of hell as taught by the church has degraded thousands, and bound the mind in worse
chains than ever enslaved the body. The church, not
content with putting a devil onthe track of men to
lure them into evil practices, has absolutely sent
him inj;o men to worry and torment them her~, and
then keep the fires uncomfortably hot down below.
Ever since that little episode in the garden, it has
been claimed that there were certain beings and individuals who had power over the devil. And yet ever
since that event he has been dragging souls down to
hell, contrary to the wishes of those who had power
over him; and yet, in the language of Webster, he
" still lives."
Somehow he has managed to elude the best efforts
of all the saints, saviors, and gods, and still he seems
to hold the winning cards. In the Garden of Eden,
God made him eat dust and crawl on his belly. Why
didn't he come down on him with his squelcher ~
At another time, God got to bantering with him
about old Job, and they stood face to face, and yet
God let him slip through his fingers again. If God
was clothed with omnipotent power, and the works of
the devil " kindled his fierce wrath," one would think
that while he had the devil in hand he would have sat
down upon him. Either God lacked the power, or
else there is not the enmity between them that Christians have represented. The " Old Fellow " and
Christ .have had a good many bouts, and although
Christ could have made "Old Sooty" get behind him
and do just what he said, and although he knew that
the devil would get ninety-nine out of every hundred
of the souls which he was trying to save, yet smuehow "Old Splitfoot" seems to survive, and is still on
the " war path."
Now if the devil can beat God and Christ, aqd all
the holy saints and apostles, there is no use of a poor
uncircumcised wretch like myself oonteuding- with
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him. Years ago I made up my mind to let him have clares that the historian is an enemy of God, and fit hour. I determined to stay until he should arrive·
his own way. I don't call him any ugly names, and only for the companionship of devils.
It was late in the afternoon when he came, and after
never make up ugly faces at him, and he don't give
When sciences demonstrates that the Mosaic ac- being informed by the servant that a woman was
me any trouble.
count of creation cannot be true, the Christian replies waiting to see him, he came into the room and
Origen and Cyprian, and all the Christian fathers, that whatever contradicts God's holy word is of the graciously informed me that he never did business at
bear testimony that the early Christians had power devil, and that he will not be dragged down to hell home; but I concluded to stay right there till he
over the devil. They give the names of many who because the devil assumes the garb of a teacher of should hear what I had come that distance to say.
had power to cast out devils. Yet the church and science. Such is the consequence of faith in so-called He finally asked me if I had had dinner, and in his
the ministry have been fighting him ever since. Still sacred writings, and such the fate of those who allow great condescension said I would ·be welcome to dine
he is among us, as rampant as ever. He must be a themselves to be entangled in the meshes of supersti- with them.
sly " old coon," indeed I think it is about time for tion .
At length my persistency overcame his determina.the church and the ministry to stop trying to help
A short time ago Christians believed in and taught tion not t.o talk business, and this was the final word :
God, and to leave off fighting the devil, and turn infant damnation. I wonder if God has suffered to "The corporation acknowledges no indebtedness. A
their attention to ssomething that will be of some any great extent, or if the dangers of hell have been person who works for an incorporated company bebenefit to the human race.
increased since they stopped teaching that horrible comes one of the company, and consequently can
Christianity has proved the most direful foe to doctrine T The cause of. humanity has certainly been claim no damages. This the Court of Appeals has just
republicanism. Somehow it turp.s ·out that true promoted. Who can calculate the advantages to the de.cided Mrs. Colman, we hav done more for you
Christians make bad republicans. Many professed human race when the minds of men shall be entirely than we hav ever done for any other per~on situated
Christians may be good republicans, but in every freed from the withering blight of God-made books ! as you are. To pay damages to our employees would
such case the Christian has outgrown his religion.
. The ignorance of Bible writers. crops out on riearly be a bad precedent. We paid the funeral expenses,
Republicanism is rooted in the love of liberty. One every page. Hence science and civilization can only and some of the officers attended the funeral. And
can scarcely find a Christian who will concede to advance as confidence in the Bible, as the divine do you not see, Mrs. Colman, that we hav no right to
others the right to differ from him in opinion. But word of God, is broken up. A belief in the Bible as take the company's money, and giv to you 1 We hav
the largest liberty consistent with the public good is emanating from the throne of God has turned men in this company widows and orphans, and we must
the very soul of republicanism. Even as learned a into savages, and hedged up the way to human not take what their money earns and giv it away."
man as Martin Luther is known to have been was the progress, and will ever act as a brake on the advanc- This man had common sense, strange as it may seem,
and was a shining light in the Episcopal church in
most tyrannical and bigoted of mortals.. While he ing wheels of civilization.
Many Liberals are talking a great deal about "re- that city_; and, more than all else, he had caused the
claimed the right to put his own interpretation upon
·the scriptures, and to differ from the church and the construction" and " building up." ~et me say, once experienced swi~chman's discharge, putting in his
pope, he called upon the "flames of hell to devour" for all, that nothing permanent can _ever be "built place the ignorant foreigner to save twenty-five cents
those who differed from him. Such a spirit of up " until the rubbish of Bible superstition.s are a day. Within the next six weeks I consulted nine
in~olerance bas served as the foundation for some of cleared-away. The temple of "universal mental lib- different lawyers, some of them the best in the state,
the most despotic governments which have ever erty" must have .the everlasting bed-rock of scientific all of them agreeing that any or all juries would giv
the damages demanded, and all of them also gave as
JOHN PEcK.
cursed the world, and is inimical to a republican gov- truth for its foundation.
their opinion that I would never get one cent. Like
ernment.
Dickens's poor Mrs. Plite in the "Circumlocation
. Every true Liberal will strike for the right of al1
Reminiscence •.
Court" (Court of Chancery), the trial would never be
men to the privileges which Luther claimed for himWhen my child (a daughter) was seven years old, called, but always be put off to another time.
self-freedom of the mind, freedom of speech, of the
I now asked the company to giv me employment in
press, of schools, and a government untrammeled by my husband was killed on the New York Central Railsectarian influence. Had Luther conceded to every road, by an accident caused by the penuriousness of the some of their offices, mentioning a ticket office. The
other man the rights which he claimed for himself company-! ought perhaps to say, the criminality of official raised his hands in respectable horror, and
and stuck for universal mental liberty, he would have the officers.ofthe road. A switchman who had been em- said : " Mrs. Colman, you wouldn't put yourself in
ployed by the company for a number of years, at the such a public position, such an exposed situation T
stood without a peer as a reformer.
·
meager wages of seventy-five cents per day, struck,
Let no one think the state is free as long as meri and demanded one dollar. . It was refused, and the You hav a little· daughter; she might feel degraded
are compelled to support a system of religion without switchman discharged. A foreigner, I do not know by her mother taking a position in a public office.
their consent. It is as great an outrage for Liberals his nationality, whether English or Irish, no matter- Can't you take boarders 1 We could send you
to be compelled to pay taxes on church property, and he was an ignorant man, who had landed in the twenty-five of our laborers next week."
A little girl would be in no danger of being deto pay chaplains, as it would be to compel Christians country the week before-was employed in place of
to contribute Freethought halls, and force them to the discharged switchman. My husband was an en- graded by her mother cooking for twenty-five Irishdefray the expenses of Liberal lecturers. Christians gineer, and at that time ran the ''lightning-express." men employed in digging on the railroad, and cerhave no more right to force the Bible into the com- At the station where the accident occurred this train tainly she (the mother) would hav to keep pretty
mon schools than the Liberals have the writings of never stopped. ·The whistle was sounded to announce close to her man-appointed sphere. I was not, howPaine or Voltaire. The Christian has no rights the approach of the train. The new man, in his con- ever, ready yet for the boarders. I called on the post.
master, and said: "You hav openedawindowin the ofunder the Constitution above a doubting Atheist.
fusion, probably waking from sleep, thought he must fice for ladies; will you not giv me the place as clerk~,
If the state has a right to look after the morals of do something, so turned over the switch, letting the "I wish I could," said the gentleman, "but I dare not
its subjects, I claim that it is bound .to exclude the moving train into a freight train standing on a side make the innovation.'' Not entirely discouraged, I
Bible from the schools o~ moral grounds. A book track, and in a moment my husband was dead. Mr. next went to a printing-office, which had advertised
which sanctions the selling of tainted meat-the buy- Colman was buried from Corinthian Hall, Roch.ester, for boys to learn to set type, and said, "Would you
ing and selling of human beings as chattels-which N.Y., where we then resided, Andrew Jackson Davis giv me such placeT" "No ; a printing-office is no
not only sanctions but commands wars of extermina- officiating at the funeral. I was at that time a Spirit- place for a woman.'' This was forty years ago. Totion · which sanctions the indiscriminate murder of ualist. I had given up the church, more because of q,y we hav women in post-offices, ticket-offices, and
men' women, and children, the ripping up of women its .complicity with slavery than from a full under- printing-offices. This was a time of "woman's
aliv~, and the eating of one's own children, should be standing of the foolishness of its creeds. 'rhe Uni- wrongs." Has she conquered· all her rights T Not
excluded from the common schools on the ground versalist and Unitarian churches were offered for the till she makes, or helps to make; the laws by which
that such teaching has a tendency to corrupt the funeral, but I did not accept the u·se of them. I was she is governed
·
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
morals of the young.
no longer in sympathy with any church. My husSyracuse, Feb. 1, 287.
To attempt to push such a book into the schools band had belonged to the Odd Fellows' Association,
on the ground of inspiration does not help the matter in Boston, but the lodge to which he belonged had
A Full-Grown God Needed for that Job.
one mite. I cannot prove that Byron and Pope and disbanded.
This
little anecdote of the big Charleston earthquake has
Burns were· not inspired, but I do know that they
However, the Odd Fellows of Rochester voted to
have written some poetry which, in my judgment, attend the .funeral in a body, and take charge of been repeated with great gusto by a good many story-tellers
would make a very improper book to put into the the same when it should leave the hall. I consented since that terrific shake-up, but hasn't yet got into printschools. Whether the Bible is inspired or not, one to this arrangement, only requesting that they would " too awfully blasphemous, ye know." But it's good
thing is certain, the devil could not. have written omit the prayer. I had at that time fully outgrown enough to save, just the same ; and here it is :
When the earth was rumbling and the heavens were ovur· anyth$g worse than can be found m some parts public prayer.
cast, and all the elements filled with fearful portents, just
of it.
I shall, in course of this autobiography, giv a chap- like the pleasing Biblical pictures of an omnipotent God's
Our schools are instinctively associated with the ter upon Spiritualism, as it came to me, and I think grand wind-up of his never-ceasing mercies to miserable
idea of progress; but Christianity is a standstill if those of my friends read it who hav accused me of man, preparatory to plunging said miserable man into perreligion. God is perfect, and this perfect God is the not studying its philosophy and examining its phe- petual hell-fire, there to merrily sizzle through eternity-in
author of the scriptures. They, too, must be perfect, nomena, they will acknowle?ge their mistake; but short, when every superstitious creature in Charleston was
and consequently cannot have the spirit of progress for the present I hav somethmg to say of the great scared into a sudden belief that the end of the world was at
in them. Therefore neither the scriptures nor the Central Railroad corporation, and here a little of hand, a venerable colored man, more than one hundred years
· religion based upon them has any place in our com- "woman's wrongs" will be admissible. ·r waited a old, bent and gnarled in body, his face twisted into .countle~s
mon schools.
suitable time, expecting some one of the officers of furrows, and the few remaining tufts of wool on his shiny
When the most convincing evidence is adduced to the road would call to see me, not doubting they old pate turned whiter than snow, fell on his knees right in
prove that man has come up by slow degrees from a would expect to do all that money could do to pay the middle of one of the main streets (at least the wicked
savage state and therefore, that the story of the fall for their criminality. They had run extra trains (the Charleston wag who started the story says so), and lifted up
of man has ~o fo~ndation in fact, the Christian insists funeral was held on Sunday) from Albany east, and his toothless gums in prayer, thus:
"0 Lawd Gawd, my deah massar, save yo' ole an' faithful
that somehow science has made a blunder, because Buffalo and Niagara Falls west, giving free fare to
there is God's word to the contrary. And thus it is all who wished to attend the funeral. It was co·m- suvvant in dis his's yhour ob need I Come down, Lawd
the Christian can never move out of his tracks; he puted that five hundred people· we;nt away from Gawd A'mighty I Come down I Come down! An' be
cannot take any step in advance. If he were con- Corinthian Hall, not being able to gam an entrance. mighty quick 'bout it I Der ain't no time ter lin_ger; come
fronted with every demonstration of science, the ol~ The hall seated fifteen hundred. Every possible spot down yheah straight an' suddent I, I want ye nght now!
snake story, or some other story equally absurd, 1f was filled; thus much honor was paid to the memory Come to wunst, 0 Lawd, an' no waitin' nor haltin' by ~e
found in the Bible, would outweigh them all. For of the murdered man, and the railroad company paid wayside .. I got to hev ye, I got to hev !e !" [Just at tins
the ·advancement of the race, for the good of man- the expenses. But a large funeral would not support point there was a quake of increased VIolence, and the alkind, .the slimy worms of superstition should no a family, and Mr. Colman left only a home, and that ready terror-stricken old man shrieked still more frantically]:
"An', 0 Lawd Gawd, come down you'self; come down in
longer be allowed to crawl through the chamber of mortgaged.
pusson
1 I want you, 0 Lawd I Doan' sen' dat son o' yourn.
As
they
had
sent
messages
of
condolence
and
the human mind.
Come
down
you'self I Dis yere ain't no kind o' a job fer a
When the Christian is confronted with the fact that sympathy, and freely paid the funeral expenses, I
boy to fool aroun'."
supposed
they
would
be
ready
to
do
more.
At
last,
-there have been many saviors, some of them crucified
------~~.------fer the sins of the world many centuries before the tired with waiting, I made a journey to a city where
IT is reported in Boston that an elderly .citizen o~ th~t
birth of Christ and that the incidents in the life of the superintendent of that division resided, called at town who was induced to try the toboggan slide, and IS laid
Christ correspond almost exactly with those of the his office was told he was not in. I then went to up with a broken leg in consequence, wrote to Sam Jones:
Indian savior Christna, he winks like an owl and de- his hous~; he was expected home to dine a.t his usual "Go for to bog. in your ne"t sermon. It's just h-ill"
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" The Truth of History."
The neighboring article by Col. R. G. Ingersoll
upon "The Truth of History"-which we print in the
most prominent shape possible to our types-will, we
trust, prove sufficient to relieve the editor from answering further queries concerning the distinguished
writer's mental health. Though perhaps unnecessary, we request Freethought journals in England
and the colonies to giv the article a wide circulationnot because the absurd rumors deserve refutation, but
because there are many sincere friends of Mr. Ingersoll credulous enough to be pained by them.

The Indian Problem.

on Sunday." If such degeneration might be expected
of New Englanders, because of climate alone, can we
expect a lot of impracticable teachers of falsehoods to
civilize an Indian with a gun in his hand, a horse
under him, and unlimited range for his nomadic propensities? Industrious, intelligent white men, under
the present reservation system, would degenerate
into vagabonds in a few decades, as many hav
already done.
Preachers and churches are all of no use in the settlement of the Indian problem. In the first place,
the governm~nt has not the slightest shadow of right
to make the sects a present of large sums of money
annual! y, thousands of acres of land, and a whole
race of people for their preachers to practice upon.
The government has no more right to establish religion in the territories and upon reservations than it
has to establish a state church for the states. To the
Indians given to the Catholics is taught Catholicism ;
the Methodists teach Methodism, the Presbyterians
teach Calvinism-think of civilizing an Indian by
teaching him effectual calling, justification, adoption,
sanctification, and the perseverance of the saints!the Baptists teach the important difference between
open and close .ommunion, sprinkling and total immersion-all at the expense of the government.
Where is the warrant for this useless expenditure of
money? It surely is not found in the Constitution,
which prohibits the giving to the churches of a cent
of public money for any purpose whatever.
The only practicable and effectiv way to civilize
Indians is to make them see the necessity of procuring homes. An Indian will never build a home till
forced to. He must be disarmed, allowed to select
land from vacant territory-as mnch as he. can utilize
-and then left to his own exertions, for, until hunger
drives him, an Indian will not work. If this policy
were pursued for ten or twenty years, instead of
wasting more money annually upon the churches
than would be used in boarding Indians at the Fifth
.Avenue Hotel, the Indian problem would be in a fair
way toward solution. They might become farmers,
raising sufficient to support themselvs, but they never
will become civilized by learning the miraculous birth
of Jesus Christ. Their education can very safely be
left to the common schools. What is good enough
for the white population on the frontier is good
·enough for any Indian.
If the "noble red man" is used justly by the government, treated like a man and not like a child to
be humored ; if the agents cs.n be kept from stealing from him, and the churches from robbing the
government under the pretense of civilizing himthen Indian wars would not be necessary, and such
rows as this one on the Umatilla reservation-so disgraceful for ~ur government-would be impossible.
The United States hav got very much the worst of
their unauthorized bargain with the churches, and
the contract should be promptly broken.

The wordy warfare over the Umatilla reservation
Indian school, between the Roman Catholic archbishop of Oregon and Indian Agent Coffey and the
Indian commissioners, has finally been brought to a
close for the present. The archbishop gets the worst
of it practically, for his tools hav not been reinstated
in the school.
The correspondence in the Oregonian develops the
fact that Agent Coffey had to obtain the indorsement
of the Catholic authorities before he could obtain 4he
appointment, and the removal of the sisters and the
priest by the agent was regarded by the archbishop
as an act of treachery. In his opinion, by the policy of
the government which parceled out the schools to the
sects, he owned the school, and the agent was as
much his servant as themeanest priest in his diocese.
The Indian policy of the United States government
Temperance or Free Liquor.
is a stupendous failure. The religious schools are
The saying that "politics makes strange bedfelvalueless, if we judge by the results. One of our lows" is, in the current vernacular, a chestnut. It
friends, living on the ground, says that no improve- is, however, a sound one. In the last presidential
ment in the character of the Indians is perceptible. campaign it seemed odd to see the candidate from
Should the churches really civilize the Indians, they the land of Puritanism cheek-by-jowl with Romanwould destroy the source of large revenues, and this ists, and expecting to make his election sure by their
they will not do. The civilization the red man re· votel:l. Another curious spectacle was the indorseceives at the hands of the ch.)lich is just sufficient to ment (probably sympathetic) by clergymen of a candimake him a Christia:n-and no one requires to be date who owned to breaking the seventh commandtold that such civilization need not be of an exalted ment. Another seeming incongruity was presented
grade.
in politics during our last local election, when FreeHorace Greeley used to say, in the days when the thinkers were working for the success of a man who
financial question was pressing for solution, that the promised, if elected, to enforce the Sunday laws.
way to resume was to resume. So with the Indians But the greatest apparent anomaly is the present
-the way to civilize them is to place them among joining of forces in this state by the Prohibitionists
civilized surroundings. As long as Indians are and the liquor dealers.
allowed to hav guns, ponies, and pr_actically unlim- ·The excise commissione~s of New York are desirous
ited range, they will remain nomads. Surroundings, of reducing the number of liquor saloons in this city,
climate, and habits of life are all-powerful influences and of raising the character of such as shall remain.
to mold the character of races. A few years ago, There are at present some ten thousand saloons dis·
when there was talk of annexing Santo Domingo, pensing liquid poison on Manhattan Island The
Colonel Ingersoll objected. "You might go there," excise commissioners are of the opinion that ha1f this
said he, "with five thousand Congregational preach- number is quite sufficient for the welfare of the city.
ers, five thousand ruling elders, five thousand pro- They hav, accordingly, increased the price of a
fessors in colleges, five thousand of the solid men of license for places that sell what is known as "hard"
Bost?n .and their wi~es; settle them all in Santo liquor to $200, or nearly three times the former
J?o;nmgo, and you will see the second generation price. At the same time they allow a man to sell
n~mg u~on ~ m_ule, bareback, no shoes, a grapevine beer and light wine by annually paying thirty dolb~dle, hall' sticking out at the top ~f their sombreros, liars. Every one knows that much drinking of
w1th a rooster undE!l' each arm, gomg to a cock-fight whisky and_kindred liquors lell.ds to drunkenness and

disease, while light, pure wines and beer are comparativly harmless. Recognizing these facts, the excise commiSSioners hav undertaken, in the most
practical way, to reduce intemperance in New York.
The liquor dealers oppose this action strenuously.
A great proportion of their number cannot afford to
pay $200 per year for their licenses, with the probability staring them in the face that the commissioners
will still further increase the price if $200 should not
prove exorbitant enough to drive the low groggeries
out of existence. They recognize that a large number
of them must seek other means of livelihood. The
Christian Prohibitionist!!! profess to desire the extermination of saloons. If we giv them credit for
sincerity in their professions, any recognition of
their possessing common sense must be withheld.
Without discussing whether in Maine and Kansas
and other prohibitory states Prohibition is effectual
(upon which there are diverse opinions), it may be
safely asserted that Prohibition will not serve to pre·
vent liquor drinking in New York city. We hav now
a stringent law against selling liquor on Sunday, but
even during the few days in the year when great
efforts are made to enforce it, a bibulous New
Yorker can walk from the Battery to Harlem, and
obtain a drink upon nearly every block. The present
condition of affairs-low license and unlimited opportunity to sell-is what the liquor dealers enjoy
and the Prohibitionists deplore.
Yet at Albany, where the forces opposed to the excise commissioners hav centered, are seen Mr. Gibbons, president of the State Liquor Dealers' Association of New York, and Mary A. Bizunday, president
of the Woman's Temperance Union of Ohio, working
heartily and unitedly to kill the bill for high license !
Mr. Gibbons is working from a business standpoint,
Mrs. Bizunday from a sentimental one. Business
and sentiment in the liquor traffic never can agree.
If Mr. Gibbons is level~headed, Mrs._Bizunday is
wrong. He desires a free chance to sell whisky ; she
would drive the whisky seller out of the trade. Their
purposes are as wide apart as possible, and one of
them must be wasting a great amount of energy and
money. Which it is we leave for the people of common sense, conversant with the facts, to determin.

Co-operativ Schemes.
We are in rec.eipt of several inquiries relativ to the
cooperativ schemes on Puget Sound, and on Topolobampo bay, in Sinaloa, M;exico.
Of the Puget Sound enterprise we know nothing
except what we learn from the letters of the secretary, published in this paper some time since. We
advise people to go slow in joining that or any
other colony, though we would not insinuate aught
against it.
The Topolobampo bay colony is a pretentious enterprise. The bay is a good one. The land around
it is fertil. The climate is warm. Those are the advantages. But there is no wood, and water has to be
brought from islands. Ultimately, the cooperativ
city will be supplied with water from the mountains
thirty miles away. But it takes a long time and
much money to construct a thirty-mile aqueduct.
There are ~o railroad fa_cilities. Mr. Owens under
contract with the Mencan government to build a
railroad within ten years-but ten ·years is a good
while, and it requires many hard Mexican dollars to
build railroads. The land is good for but one crop
per year-that is, during the wet season. With irrigation, doubtless, vegetables and fruits can be grown at
all times, but irrigation requires water, and the aqueduct is not yet built.
There are now over three hundred persons upon
the ground, colonists from all parts of the country.
They were forced to provide and take with them
everything they would require for a year's sojournfood, clothes, toqls, etc. Mr. A. K. Owens, the head
of the enterprise, has now issued the following order,
in the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa of February 8th:

Jr

"Sinaloa, during 1887, is no place for women, children, a,qed
persons, persons not in 1!igorous health, and persons not lta1!in,q
money to meet tlte expenses of ,qoing and staying there. I urge
again that only the physically strong and the financially ca.
pable take the lead; and I wish to say positivly, that there
are now upon our lands and en route for Topolobampo all, if
not more, persons than we can possibly employ before next
fall. I tlterefere order that no persons start for Topolobampo
witlwut written permission from me, and that those who act in
violation of this instruction will forfeit every right of a ep)_
onist, and will not find employment, food, shelter, assistance
or protection at our settlements."

Mr. and Mrs. Howland, the editors of the Credit
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Foncier, who had announced their early departure for
Sinaloa, and packed their goods, are ordered to unpack, and continue the publication of the paper at a
safe distance from the seat of war.
This order by Mr. Owens is a conchisiv answer for
' of
the present at least, to all inquirers. Do not think
joining the colony for a year. And perhaps it will be
the part of prndence to wait till the aqueduct is built,
the railroad well under way, and a few of the. ad van·
tages of civilized life obtainable, before selling out
and giving all you hav to an enterprise that may result disastrously. It is easy to lay out a city on paper,
but a much more difficult task to convert the Mexican state of Sinaloa into a paradise that must support ma!ly thousands of colonist\S.

.A Judge Exceeding His Powers.
The newspapers state that in Ogden, Utah, the
other day, Judge Henderson asked a Dane who applied for naturalization papers whether he believed
in polygamy. The Dane replied that polygamy was
a law of God. The Dane's son, who had also applied
to be naturalized, returned substantially the same
answer to the question. Papers were refused them.
We should like to know where a judge obtains
authority for prying into a man's religious belief before granting naturalization papers. As well might
the judge ask him if he believes in transubstantiation
or the trinity.
They are dangerous precedents, these judicial
inquisitions, and they are becoming too common.
When a man commits bigamy is time enough to sub·. ject him to penalties.
._

.. _______

________

Editorial Notes.
S. P. PuTNaM's brilliant lecture upon "The New God,"
which has afforded TIIE TRuTH SEEKER correspondents so
wide a field for criticism and approval, is now issued in a
very neat pamphlet of thirty-four pages, selling for ten cents.
TIIE March number of the Popular &ience Monthly will
contain a portrait of the late Professor E. L. Youmans, engraved on steel by Schlecht. The likeness is ·considered
remarkably vivid, while the execution of the work is much
superior to ordinary book-plates.
·
A RELIGIOUS paper of this city calls the new theology of the
Andover professors "private views," "free thoughts," and
"mere speculations." We should like to know what the old
theology is but" mere speculation?" Does anybody hold
that our current theology is an exact science, demonstrated
as clearly as mathematics? If so, where is the demonstration, and why does not the world accept it as implicitly as it
does that two and two make four?
A WRITER in a religious journal says, " It would be worth
the while of skeptics to reflect that the two deepest thinkers
among contemporary poets, Robert Browning and Alfred Tennyson, are believers." We disagree with the remark .. Browning is a mystical stringer together of words, the value of whose
laboriously constructed sentences has to be sought by diligent study, and when found is not worth the search. Tennyson, when he could write poetry, was a broad man. Since
his intellect weakened sufficiently to enable him to write
"Locksley Hall Sixty Years After" we suppose he could
. accept Christianity gracefully.

-------

S.A.YB the Oatholie Review: "There is no longer a school
question for Catholics. It is closed. The door of discussion,
which was slightly ajar prior to 1884, was closed, locked,
bolted, and barred by the Plenary Council held in that year,
which directed that Christian schools should be maintained
by all the parishes in the United States, not· prevented by
extreme poverty from carrying them on. That decree is law
for priests and people." There is, however, a school question for the rest of the people, and that is to see that the
school funds raised by taxation are never divided between
the public and the parochial schools. And there is another
school question for Freethinkers, which is to remove tlil.e
present religious exercises from the public schools. Why
should a Freethinker be obliged to Rpend half an evening removing from the mind of his child the effects of the half
hour's religious training the youngster has had in the morning? Yet this is just what Freethinkers in this city hav to
do, notwithstand\ng the order of the state t'>Uperintendent of
education that religious exercises should be excluded from
the schools. It is an infamous outrage upon our rights.
WE printed recently the amount given to the various religious institutions of this city from the regular appropriations.
The total was but little less than a million and a-half dollars.
The ·following institutions collectivly receive additional per
month from forty to fifty thousand dollars from the excise
funds. The grant from the exdse funds for the third quarter
of 1886 has just been published. The institutions receiving
the money are the Institution of Mercy, St. Joseph's Asylum,
St. Stephen's Home for Cl.tildren, Mission of the Immaculate
Virgin, Missionary Sisters' Tllird Order of St. Francis, Association for the Benefit of Colored Orphans, St. James's Home,
Association for Befriending Children and Young Girls, St.
Ann's Home, American Female Guardian Society and Home
for the Friendless, ASylum of St. Vincent de Paul, St.

-

Agatha. Home for Children, St. Michael's Home, Hebrew
.Sheltermg Guardian Society, Ladies' Deborah Nursery and
Child's Protectory. The total amount for the quarter was
$132.911.92. This is about the usual amount .of spoils
quarterly divided among the sectarian thieves, and brings
the total annual booty.of the various churches to over two
millions of dollars.

undergo, if necessary, a like operation, leaving another child, and sometimes two.
There -are thousands and thousands of tongues
ready to repeat what the owners know to be falsE>,
and these lies are a part of the stock in trade, the
valuable assets, of superstition. No chm-ch can
afford to throw its property away. To admit tbat
these stories are false now, is to admit that the
church has been busy lying for hundreds of years,
and it is also to admit that the word of the church is
not and cannot be taken as evidence of any fact.
A few years ago, I had a little controversy with
the editor of the New York Obse1·ver, the Rev. Ire·
neus Prime (who is now supposed to be in heaven
enjoying the bliss of seeing Infidels in hell), as to
whether Thomas Paine recanted his religious opinions. I offered to deposit a thousand dollars for the
benefit of a charity, if the reverend doctor• would
substantiate the charge that Paine recanted. I
forced the New York Obse1·ver to admit that Paine
did not recant, and compelled that papltJl' to say that
"Thomas Paine died a blaspheming Infidel."
A few months afterward an English paper was
sent to me-a religious paper-and in that paper was
a statement to thA effect that the editor of the New
York Observer had claimed that Paine recanted; that
I had offered to give a thousand dollars to any charity that Mr. Prime might select, if he would estaplish the fact that Paine did recant; and that so ovel·whelming was the testimony brought forward by Mr.
Prime that. I admitted that Paine did recant, and
paid the thousand dollars.
This is another instance of what might be called
the truth of history.
I wrote to the editor of that paper, telling the
exact facts, and offering him advertising rates to
publish the denial, and in addition stated that if hP.
would send me a copy of his paper with the denial, I
would send him twenty-five dollars for his troublo.
I received no reply, and the lie is in all probabi!it.y
still on its travels, going from Sunday-school to
Sunday-school, from pulpit to pulpit, from hypocrito
to savage-that is to say, from missionary to Rottentot-without the slightest evidence of fatigue-fresh
and strong, and in its cheeks the roses and lilies of
perfect health.
Some person, expecting to add another gem to his
crown of glory, put in circulation the story that one
of my daughters had joined the Presbyterian church
-a story without the slightest foundation-and
although denied a hundred times, it is still being
printed and circulated for the edification of the faithful. Every few days I receive some letter of inquiry
as to this charge, and I have industriously denied it
for years, but up to the present time it shows no
signs of death-not even 9f weakness.
Another religious gentleman put in print the
charge that my son, having been raised in the atmosphere of Infidelity, had become insane and died in
an asylum. Notwithstanding the fact that I never
had a son, the story still goes right on, and is repeated day after day without the semblance of a
blush.
Now, if all this is done while I am alive and well,
and while I have all the facilities of our century for
spreading the denials, what will be done after my lips
are closed~
The mendacity of superstition is almost enough to
make a man believe in the supernatural.
And so I might go on for a hundred columns.
Billions of falsehoods have been told, and there are
trillions yet to come. The doctrines of Malthus
have nothing to do with this particular kind of reproduction.
"And there are also many other falsehoods which
the church has told, the which if they should be
written every one, I suppose that even the world
itself could not contain the books that should be
. R. G. INGEI\SOLL.
written."

The Truth of History.
Thousands of Christians have asked: How was
it possible for Christ and his apostles to deceive the
people of Jerusalem 1 How came the miracles to be
believed? Who had the impudence to say that
lepers had been cleansed, and that the dead had been
raised ! How could such impostors have escaped exposure!
I ask: How did Mohammed deceive the people of
Mecca 1 How has the Catholic church imposed upon
millions of people' Who can account for the success
of falsehood?
Millions of people are directly interested in the
false. They live by lying. To deceive is the business of their lives. Truth is a cripple; lies have
wings. · It is almost impossible to overtake, and kill,
and bury a lie. If you do, some one will erect a
monument over t~.~ grave, and the-lie is born again
as an epitaph. Let me give you a case in point.
A few days ago the Matlock Register, a paper published in England, printed the following:
"OONVERSION OF THE AROH ATHEIST.
"Mr. Isaac Loveland, of f::lhoreham, desires us to insert
the following :
"' 1 GRoVE-ROAD, ST. JoHN's WooD,}
LoNDoN, Nov. 27, 1886.
" 'DEAR MR. LoVET..A.ND: A day or two since I received
from Mr. Hine the exhilarating intelligence that through his
lectures on the "Identity of the British Nation with Lost
Israel," in Canada and the United States, that Col. Bob
Ingersoll, the arch Atheist, has been converted to Christianity, and has joined the "Episcopalian church. Praise the
Lord! I ! Five thousand of his followers h(}JI)e been won for
Ohrist through Mr. Hine's grand mission work, the other
siue of the Atlantic. The colonel's cousin, the Rev. Mr.
Ingersoll, wrote to Mr. Hine soon after he began lecturing in
America, informing him that his lectures had made a great
impression on the colonel and other Atheists. I noted it at
the time iri. the Messenger. Bradlaugh will yet be converted;
his brother has been, and has joined a British Israel Identity
Association. This is progress, and shows what an energetic,
determined man (like Mr. Hine) who is earnest in his faith
can do.
Very faithfully yours,
H. HoDsoN RuGG.'"
How can we account for an article like that'? Who
made up this story? Who had the impudence
to publish it~
As a matter of fact, I never saw Mr. Hine, never
heard of him until this extract was received by
me in the month of December. I never read a word
about the "Identity of Lost Israel with the British
Nation." It is a question in which I never had, and
never expect to have, the slightest possible interest.
Nothing can be ·more preposterous than that the
Englishman, in whose veins can be found the blood
of the Saxon, the Dane, the Norman, the Pict, the
Scot, and the Celt, is the descendant of "Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob." The English language does not
bear the remotest resemblance to the Hebrew, and
yet it is claimed by the Reverend Hodson Rugg
that not only myself, but five thousand other Atheists, were converted by the Rev. Mr. Hine, because
of his theory that Englishmen and Americans are
simply Jews in disguise.
This letter, in my judgment, was published to be
used by missionaries in China, Japan, India, and
Africa.
If stories like this can be circulated about a living
man, what may we not expect concerning the dead
who have opposed the church~
Countless falsehoods have been circulated about all
the opponents of superstition. Whoever attacks the
popular falsehoods of his time will find that a lie defends itself by telling other lies. N otbing is so prolific, nothing can so multiply itself, nothing can lay
and hatch as many eggs, as a good, healthy, religious
lie.
And nothing is more wonderful than the credulity
of the believers in the supernatural. They feel
under a kind of obligation to believe everything in
favor of their religion, or against any form of what
they are pleased to call " Infidelity."
The old falsehoods about Voltaire, Paine, Hume,
Julian, Diderot, and hundreds of others grow green
every spring. They are answered; they are demonstrated. to be without the slightest foundation; but
th
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W. F. JAMIESON, on his tour through Nebraska, has h>Hl
crowded houses, and is re-engaged to deliver other courses
of lectures on his return trip to Colorado. Address ut
Minden, Neb.
L. K. WAsHBURN intends making 11 lecturing tour we~t
through the states of New York and Ohio, and is desirous of
entering into correspondence with Liberal societies and with
individual Freethinkers who can and will prepare the way
for him to speak. We hav heard Mr. Washburn severa
times, and can personally guarantee the quality of his
oratory. On or off the platform he is one of the be~t men iu
the world. Audress llim at Hevere, MasR.
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l[ttttrs Jrom Jlritnds.
CARLISLE, PA., Jan. 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Find herewith $1. The abominable illustrations sent out weekly in your paper are almost equal to an
. emetic to me, but I take the paper for sensible articles and
"Gems of Thought." The terrible strain Mr. Heston makes
to be smart I'm afraid will hasten his departure from the
world, and I would advise him to strain no more.
Respectfully,
M. BuRGEss.
CHARLESToN, ILL., Jan. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Dr. Charles McGrew is trying to organize an
investigating society here, to investigate all religious -denominations anel see which is the best to liv up t~. He has
asked sever&! church-members and ministers to join it. The
answer by the min~sters is: "I don't want to investigate. I
know all I want to know." How wise they are-too wise to
liv on ~arth I
J. B. DAZEY.
MIDDLE FALLs, N.Y., Jan. 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Why will you persist in that dreadful" bobtailed" spelling of "hav," "giv," and "liv." Giv it up,
friend Macdonald; you cannot revolutionize the established
orthography so far as these three small words are concerned,
and your readers will never take kindly to a system that givs
an unfinished appearance to their best thought. Let your
_ readers vote on it I
D. LoUis BoDGE.
DUBLIN, IND., Jan. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I like the general character of THE TRUTH
BEEKER well, but the pictures-what shall I say? Well, they
tire repulsiv in general to look at, and hav a very unpleasant
effect. For instance, take Noah and his family eating
worms, bugs, and lice. Such a scene is enough to nauseate
the stomach of a dog. When you think of it, your victuals
won't taste good. If you go a-fishing with such bait, you
will catch nothing but tadpoles.
MILTON THORNBURGH.
DAYTON, IND., Jan. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : To say that I am astonished and surprised at
the bold and outright hits and assaults you continue to make
in battling divine revelation of the Christian persuasion is a
mere begging of terms, and insufficient to express my congratulations· in regard to the great good you are bringing
about in the cause of Freethought. If your illustrated journal of Freethought does not do wonders in its field of labor,
and bring to its office a large patronage, it will only be due
to the stupidity and lack of appreciation by the civilized
C. S. GRAFT.
world.
BARTON, FLA., Jan. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Following on the heels of the destruction of
my business by Knights of Labor Christian bigots, came
impaired health, resulting in a lung difficulty, and therefore
hied I to the land of flowers. It is not only that, but while
it has the loveliest climate-so far, at least-I ever saw, yet
it is dyed in superstition. When I get a little stronger, I
will write a long letter descriptiv of what I hav seen in Florida. I write this to ask the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER in
this section to giv me their address, so I can call on them or
write.
A. C. EVERETT.
BuFFALo, N. Y., Jan. 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $11 for subscriptions.
You are doing a noble work in behalf of the mind-enslaved
portion of humanity, and it is the earnest wish of the writer
that you may not weary in well doing.
Friend Bradford's " righteous indignation " is just to ·the
point, and I trust that our Liberal friends will gladden the
editor's heart with prompt remittances.
Will not ·some of our Liberal friends, whose communications are always interesting, be more liberal in their criticisms of each other? Sometimes in·reading these the thought
forces itself upon us that the term Liberal is slightly " out of
joint."
L. E. JoRDAN.
NUNDA, ILL., Jan. 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I do not think THil: TRUTH BEEKER adds any
strength or influence to its usefulness by advocating the
Anarchist side of the free speech question. If I injure your
character or your business by the use of free speech, I make
myself liable to an action at law, which is all wrong according to your theory. No; free speech is not designed to injure another. Hence I fail to see the point you attempt to
make. But I do not intend to stop my paper in consequence.
Long ma,y THE TRUTH SEEKER wave, is my wish.
Yours,
J. E. BEOKLEY.
[If Mr. Beckley, or an Anarchist, injures any person by his
speech, then should he be liable. And when he, or any one
else, shows that the speeches of the Chicago Anarchists
killed the policemen, or led to the killing, then will we advocate their punishment.-ED. T. S.J
BRADFORD, PA., Feb. 5, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Charles Watts has just completed a lecture
tour through Pennsylvania. We gave him a call on short
notice and had a good company of Freethinkers out to hear
him, while the clergy and their faithful followers were very
shy. They were afraid that their miraculous religion would
be held up to the gaze of the people.
We think Thomas Jefferson said truly that the Christian
religion should be classed with other superstitions.
We expect C. B. Reynolds here the 20th of this month.
We want to show the people what Secularism really teaches,
and that what is known and can be demonstrated is of more
use to men and women than their supposed supernatualism.
When the people become educated, then we can get a crowd
to hear a Secular lecture. I see in this week's issue of THE

TRUTH BEEKER that my old friend and neighbor, J. L. Brooks,
of Portville, N.Y., is a Spiritualist. How he is, and I am
not, I cannot understand. We hav lived in the same locality,
breathed the same kind of air, and attended generally all the
public mediums that hav professed to know about spirits.
After a full and careful investigation I hav reached the
conclusion that Spiritualism is untrue and has no scientific
basis. I am yet ready to be convinced, and I would like
friend Brooks to tell me what made him a Spiritualist, and if
it can be demonstrated before a body of scientific men.
c. J. CURTIS.
CRITTENDEN, ARIZ., Jan. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Each number of THE TRUTH BEEKER is so
good, and so much better than its predecessor, and the cartoons are improving so and hit so near the center, that I do
not know how to get along without it. But, more than that,
your splendid defense of the rights of free speech from both
foes within as well as without prompts me to make an extra
effort to sustain you, so please find $2 inclosed. Promptly
discontinue at expiration, as it is quite possible I may hav
gone over the range by that time.
I also wclose a tribute that was read at the grave of little
Ida Linder, a bright, precocious child of Freethinking parents, who objected to priestly buriaL An appeal was made
to a Freethought friend on his way to the funeral, and was
prepared upon the spur of the mome:at, and, as usual, the
incomparable Ingersoll was drafted upon. F. A. ~AMONT.
FRIENDS: We stand at the grave of one whose morn of life had
hardly commenced ere the evening of death claimed her.
" Life is a. narrow vale between the cold and ba.rr•n peaks of two
eternities. We strive in vain to look beyond the bights. We cry
aloud, and the only answer is the echo of our wailing crv. From
th6 voiceless lips of the unreplying dead there comes no word; but
in the night of death hope sees a. star and listening love can hear
·
the rustle of a. wing."
The httle one has fallen into a. dreamless sleep.
The grand law of evolution that sits enthroned on the material,
mental, and moral world is ever unfolding for the better.
While we mingle our tears of sympathy with the bitter tears of
the beTea.ved parents, we may hope that if there is a. future life the
pure spirit of the little one will progress toward a. grander and
nobler life.
Nature is always wiser than man. We bow to the inevitable.
Let us do our duty here and the star of hope we may ha.v always.
Adieu, little one ! May the fadeless glory of the morn be ever
thine!
PAISLEY, OR., Jan. 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find a check for $40.90, for
which send, first, fifty copies of your valuable paper, and the
remainder in tracts for promiscuous distribution.
There has been organized here a Sunday-school that pretends to be Protestant to all outward appearances, but which
under the guise of Protestantism issues Sunday-school cards
that are unmistakably Catholic in creed.
And to successfully cope with the machinery of superstition, and .-eturn "railing for railing," the Liberals of this
place hav organized a Liberal League, with the_ following
officers : George C. Duncan, president; Jerome Gaylord,
treasurer;, and George W. Hayes, secretary.
We further request of you that you send us a copy of the
constitution and by-laws of the American Secular Union, and
necessary instructions whereby we may become a part and
be known as a factor in the grand cause of Liberalism, and
as laborers for the promotion of truth and morality.
Although occupying an isolated position, and having no
meanli of communication but a weekly mail to keep pace
with the Liberal advancement of the age, still we hav banded
ourselvs together for the purpose of mutually assisting to
advance the cause of Liberalism.
This village has been the scene of many hotly-contested
encounters between Satan (truth) and preachers Of different
denominations; but, thanks to precept and the widespread
prevalence of common sense, the encounters so far hav
proved the truth of the adage that " time and skill' will
couch the blind."
We hav neither church nor jail, hav never had a serious
disturbance in the place, although dances and gatherings for
amusement are frequent.
Liberalism is in the ascendant, and for friendship or
sociability we challenge the coast, and, from an impartial
standpoint, would challenge any orthodox village of equal
size in the world.
But with all this, these Christian fathers shout, "Heretic!"
and seek by every device to reform the "heathen," though
we are neither roughs nor rowdies. They try to preach
Christ to us, and him crucified, and thus purge Paisley. We
hav hitherto listened and passed unheeded their slurs and
insults, heard them cry till hoarse that "Infidelity and crime
walked hand in hand," and that our boasted Liberality
meant the unbridled sway of passions, but we now "war,
ceaseless war, declare," and will try issue with them in the
arena of truth and enlightened reason.
They seek by falsehsod to create the impression that it is a
contest between the scum of the saloon and the Sabbathschool, when Liberalism is supported and encouraged by the
most influential citizens of the place, both men and women.
Yours for the cause of Liberalism,
GEoRGE W. HAYEs, Sec.
NEw YoRK, Feb. 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to giv your readers a few of my ideas.
First, take the land question. I consider it quite unnecessary
to insist on nationalizing all the land, as Henry George
teaches, and thereby disturb needlessly the minds of millions of title-holders. All the good desired by his doctrin
will be reached by taxing the ground only, and exempt all
and every improvement thereon, of any kind whatever. This
would touch and disturb only the speculators in lands and
lots, concerning which we are all agreed that this class is a
curse. The tax would then fall heavier on unproductiv
land and vacant lots than now. Such holders would either

build on the lots and cultivate the land, or sell it, and probably much more of it than now would be sold for taxes. This
is my remedy. With the exception of the speculators, all
other title-holders could and would support this plan. I
voted for George, but since I learned that he is opposed to
any income tax, I dropped him, because I consider a graded
or progressiv in::ome tax the most just tax, borne the easiest,
and only by those best able to pay it, and exempting all the
poor class. This tax would be worth more for the majority
than all else. As it is now, the poor pay proportionately
more in taxes than the rich, even if the latter honestly paid
his personal taxes ; but as now he evades and dodges even
them. If these two ideas or principles on taxation were put
forward, I cannot but believe that ·soon.a majority of voters
could be obtained for it. This would prevent excessiv accumulation of land and wealth to a few persons only: Now
is the time, the best chance to revise the constitution, and
agitate. •
Now, another subject is the 287 E.M., or E.s. I would ask
these advocates, Is man not older? or is science older?
I was asked to see and read the articles on " Chronology" in
the Encyclopedia Britannica, and I will do the same, and ask
whoever has a chance of access to that work to see and read
that article, and I predict that whoever is able to read with
understanding and profit will find that any new era, except
it commence counting from the earliest known time, would
be only a curse. This year of 287 will not date "A.D." No,
no I but has taken it nevertheless for its foundation.
FRED KoEZLY.
CHARLOTTE HARBOR, FLA., Jan. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I notice much fun is being made in different
ways of faith cures, and laying on of hands, etc. Now,
while I believe there is much evil results caused by overworking all things, mentally, morally, physically, or spiritually, still
I believe there is good in all things, and everything should be
worked or used according to its ability and usefulness.
Now, while so many utterly ignore all things spiritual, and
others pitying them ignore everything materialistic, I should
like you to publish the following cures done by myself, while
the people yet liv who hav been cured. I will only speak of
three, although I hav cured many more ; in fact, never miss
a case where faith is strong.
Case No. 1, at Fort Bassinger, Fla. I was teaching a
small school. One of my little scholars, Mr. Rauluson's
boy, aged nearly six years, was bitten by a large stub-tailed,
cotton-mouthed moccasin snake. The child swelled from
the foot to the crown of his head. I preached here as well
as taught. They sent for me. When I got there the little
fellow was so much swelled that his skin was nearly bursting; and he was be.e;inning to turn black. Some spots on
him were nearly as large as my hand. I u~ed some simple
remedies, but kept rubbing him gently with my hands. My
simple work and their great faith cured the child the fourth
day.
•
Case No. 2, at Fort Bassinger. 1\Irs. Chandlier had a
cancer on the side of her nose. It affected her eye and
whole side ()f her face. She was old, having grown children, and when she wished me to cure the cancer, I confess
my faith was weak. I had business at Sanford, Fla. I consulted Dr. - - - , who said it was no use. He had burnt
them out with lunar caustic, but on the side or anywhere
about the bridge of the nose they could not be cured. I returned to Bassinger, and after consulting the inner man long
and earnestly, I finally got faith. I used some simple remedy. I.t and our faith did make her whole. The cancer was
gone, and the place where it had been showed no scar. I
was greatly surprised, as it was done so quickly.
Case No.3 is here, and a negro woman. I was teaching a
little negro school, when one day, about four weeks ago, an
old darkey known as Parson Joe came running to the schoolhouoe and told me Aunt Ann had broke her leg right off,
and wanted me to go and see her. I took a piece of sack and
the coal-oil can, and put out for the field. I found the leg
broken off below the knee. I took some splinters and bound
the leg tight, poured plenty of 011 on it, and told her she
could walk on it again in three days from that day, and she
did it, and is now as well as ever.
Now, all this can be proven. I don't wish to see medicin
thrown away. Neither would I wish to see faith given up.
My belief is that simple medicin and great faith are better
than strong medicin and weak faith, for the mind truly has
much to do in making the person. Let us do all the good
we can, each in our own way. None of us is perfect.
There are many of to-day who ought to hav Jesus's story of
the mote and beam retold to them, and heed it.
Yours for truth in all its forms,
REV. S. B. HURLBUT.
LERoY, KAN., Jan. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : A teacher of fair qualification, in 1837, while
endeavoring to make the arithmetical rule of subtraction
plain, called my attention to the " bottom principle of the
rule," to wit, take nought from nought, and nought remains;
and I hav pondered over that " bottom principle " for fifty
years, and am now totally unable to seize,. to grasp, to comprehend nothing; ergo, am forced to pronounce it raw material, too intensely intangible for practical purposes. That
teacher taught me also that before anything-material-was,
a something in the form of a man existed, filling all space,
inclosing all power, possessing all wisdom, and I hav striven
to comprehend, to analyze this p..-oblem, but for space to
exist without a material boundary is as impossible for me to
comprehend as "was the before" anything existed. He
taught me also that this "form of a man," enthroned in
''boundless space" by the exercise of his "will power,"
instantaneously developed, in all its beauty, loveliness, perfection, vastness, and sublimity, the "material universe,"
and though time has passed since the exercise of that
"power" that the whole cycle of numbers ca~ot I!leasure,
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Suppose that the eternal came to earth and took upon him a start public s~ntlment ~ the other direction, and they too
human form:, and that human form was what was called the often succeed m defeatmg the ende of justice. It is simply
humanity. Then I. would ask Mr. Bowman to answer his silly to talk of the injustice of the law that may hang those
question himself. He would say that the humanity of Jesus men. If they hav, or one of their number has. violated the
was about as old as any of the rest of us were when we were law, let them suffer without men from our ranks try.lng to
make intelligent martyrs of those murderers who hav come
born. But the divinity, who will tell us how old he was?
. That Jesus Christ was thus God and man is proven posi- to this land by the invitation of its people, and then turn on
t~vly from the fact that he loved, and pitied, and suffered them and try to overturn the laws of the only free governhke a man, yet raised the dead, cured diseases, and in a mo- ment ~nder the sun based on liberal principles. If the Jaw,
by which those men may hang, is wrong, go about it in an
ment quelled the violence of the storm like a God.
Brother Bowman asks "whether if Jesus Christ should walk orderly manner and work for its repeal. I notice one Liberal
into Trinity church, in New York, with his old clothes on, spe~ks. of that bomb-t~rower as being an emissary of the
he would be welcome." But I would ask, What has that to capitalists. Was anythmg of that kind proven? Besides
hav not those men stood right there in open court and
do with the Bible, or Christ, or Christianity ?
And if there is " a young preacher out West that has prom- derided and defied our laws? The outlook under p;esent
ised to inarry five young ladies," does that prove Christ to circumstances for true Liberalism does not look nearly as
be an impostor, and God to be a myth? As well might we encouraging to me as it should. No great and good end can
say that one spurious coin proves all coins to be valueless. It be accomplished without unity of action and some regular
is exceedingly humiliating to see so much of self and the love system or plan, and, most of all, a well-defined good prinof the world in our preachers and the churches of the pres- ciple must underlie and accompany it throughout. Another
ent day. But then I am often forced to ask my own heart, thing that spe~ks bad for the cause espoused by those conAm I any better? While we are condemning others, it might demned men IS that, to say the least, here in Springfield,
be well to heed Christ's admonition, " Cast first the beam where I am thoroughly acquainted, you cannot find a man
out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou see clearly to pull ":ho will defend those men, except the sluggers, shoulderhitters, and worst class of Vl\gabonds we hav. They can be
the mote off thy brother's eye."
•
He says further that " the Bible was made for impostors to seen examining pictures, and eulogizing the condemned men
while they fill themselvs wHh whisky. Although I Jack th~
preach and fools to believe."
polish and education of which I should hav been glad to
A man who can say that says:
SACRAMENTO, CAL., Jan. 15, 1887.
1. That he has never read the Bible with care and thought, avail myself, I am not writing for fame or glory. I wish to
MR. EDITOR: As I promised you, please find inclosed a for if he had he could see wisdom in that book that he can state-call it prediction or what you may-that our society
will gr~w no: o~e:ha~f as fast among people of intelligence
draft for. twenty dollars, which use as directed.
never find anywhere else.
Mr. Editor, I did not expect yon would publish my last
2. That he has never read history, except it is Infidel his- a~d stnct rel.mbihty If we are to hav such things to contend
letter, but I am not sorry you did. Since you hav done so tory, for if he had he would know that a large majority of with. In my JUdgment, "N. G. W.'s" private opinion publicly
allow me to say a few words more. Where are we drifting? the wisest men that hav lived for the last eighteen and one- expressed in regard to every mother's son of those policemen
Look at Boston, Chicago, San Francisco. See how the half centuries were strong believers in Christ and the Bible of at the Haymarket should hav remained a private opinion
rather than to be expressed in terms of that char~cter and 1
devils are acting. Yes, devils in human shape, tearing up Christ.
railroads, and playing the devil generally. What is to beIt shocks me to hear him speak of being "washed in the shall prefer to remain egotistic if in order to be free' I must
come of the country if such things are per~pitted to go on the blood of the pig." Christ is called a lamb because he was espouse the f<!ause of a lot of ranters who in the name of free
way they hav been going for the past few years? The only clean and innocent. His blood was shed for us; he died for us. speech advised murder, pillage, and incendiarism. Those
way that I can see to ·prevent these things is to hav a little But by the blood of Christ is meant truth. Oh, that we could men would never hav had the police there to stop their meetjudicious hanging. If that will not. prevent this devilment all see the truth I To see the truth, love it, and obey it, is the ing had they a! ways been conducting themselvs in an orderlv
peaceable manner. And if the stopping of that rioto~~
that has been going .on along back, then I don't know what way to heaven. Oh, that all truth seekers might find it I
will. In the name of heaven, what good does all this mischief
Do you tell Brother Bowman that when we get to heaven, demonstration by th~ Cat~olic po_lice was a victory against
do the laboring classes? It looks very much to me like the if there are two saints for every harp, it will be all right, for Infidels, I cannot see It but m the hght that our society must
man who killed the goose that laid the golden egg. · It does no one would like to be playing on his harp all the time ; for advoca:e An11.rchism. I can only look at it that although all
more harm than good to the laboring classes. Are the peo_ while half are playing, the others will put in their time la- Anarchists may be Infidels, yet the majority of Infidels are
not in any sense Anarchists. The absolute free speech idea
pie so foolish as to suppose that capitalists are going to build menting their lost brothers.
railroads, factories, and other things for the fun of seeing
He says: "Everybody will be going to heaven pretty soon, must fall to the ground at once. With that you cannot
them torn to pieces or burnt up? How long will it be, if for hell will soon be full."
hinder me from advoc~tin~ slanders of any kind, or going on
things go on in this way, before capital will be driven from
Hell may be a bigger place than we think, as we havn't the street and preachmg m favor of gambling-dens or any
other kind of a den that no set of orderly people would
the country? The way to hav good times is to make capital been there yet to see how big it is.
secure. I would rather hav ten enterprising capitalists in the
A great deal of what Brother Bowman says is merely "rid- tolerate.
In conclusion allow me add I came to this country in 1864
town where I am than a thousand labor strikers. Why? iculing of sacred things." I wish I could see him and join
because we laborers can't do anything without capitalists, or. with him in prayer. But if he says there is no God to pray from Switzerland, and hav lived in Sangamon county,. Illimoney, to do it with. I am a laboring man myself. I hav to, I will· ask him to tell me something about his origin. He nois, for twenty-two years continually. I had but five dolworked for a living ever since I was large enough to work did not make himself. He was dependent at first for his lars when I landed. Myself and wife hav saved a comfort(I am nearly-seventy-three years old), and I never saw a day existence on some power other than himself, and he must be able property by hard work. We hav never given one cent
that I could not find something to do at some price. If dependent for the continuation of his existence on the same to the church; never had a living being raise a question
against our character for square dealing in any way. 1 keep
I could not get my own price I would do the next best thing power that made him.
until I could find something better, and this advice I would
Dear Editor, your" slight disagreement" is a wonder to &permanent eating-house on a principal street and show THE
giv to all laborers, Do the best you can for yourself and mind me. You seem to forget, or not to hav noticed, two things: TRUTH SEEKER around fearlessly among the people, and
your own business, and let other people's business alone. 1. That as a general thing all animals are afraid of man. 2. know what turns more peopleawayfrom reading and endorsMany a one has made a fortune in that way, but no one ever That when God spoke to Adam, man had not sinned. A vast ing it than anything else; and I believe nothing would suit
church people (who are posted) better than to hav a chance
made any thing in the other but the contempt of every honest change must hav taken place after that event.
man.
And the "mockery of faith " is another wonder. But I to make it appear that we are Anarchists, Communist3, and
Mr. Editor, in my opinion th_e people owe it to themselvs will keep back what I hav to say on this subject for another Socialists.
My best wishes are with the paper, and I do not believe
to vindicate their right to citizenship, their right to possess article, provided you publish this and send me a copy.
free thought, speech, or press is going down, but want to see
property, and their right to use it lawfully as they please,
Yours in love, yours in the very kindest of feelings,
the best means used to raise it kl the highest standard of
if they hav to stamp out all strikes and strikers until they
J, R. HAGGARD.
right.
S. PFARRRR.
stop their nefarious work of all kinds.
N.D. GooDJtLL.
yet its lovelinese, beauty, sublimity, and grandeur show no
change, nor has there been even one diminutiv star added
thereto, or, in fact, taken therefrom. Then I must conclude,
a priori, that that "form of a man," like the unfading amaranth, expanded to the remotest bounds of the universe, and
now as " before time was" reveals no space wherein to locate
a loathsome hell or an incomprehensible, intangible heaven,
but overwhelms every observer by its inexpressible sublimity. Then, hoI every being possessing the '' form of a
m~n," come, _come I and see and know the possible, the inevitable, the mcontrovertible conclusion of this grand problem, to wit, if that ''form of a man" was omnipotent, omniscient, and filled to its most remote bounds the incomprehensible universe, you individually constitute the elements
and collectivly compose that something possessing the "form
of man ;" ergo, if that " it" was the personification of all
good-and that "it" was, we hav the voluntary testimony of
all those possessing the ''form of man," from the moment of
the grand, glorious, infinit expansion-then what hav you
to care for but the never-ending to-day? You are the god.
If possible, continue the illustrations, and nail to the foremast-head of the grand old TRUTH BEEKER the sunlit fiag on
whose folds are inscribed the unalterable, the unchanging
demands of all intelligent people, and under that flag may
you place every ocean, eea, and bog, and enter every terrestrial home.
A. V. CoFFIN.

McMINVILLE, TENN., Feb. 1, 1887.
DEAR TRUTH. SEEKER: I like your name, but one of the
greatest mysteries I hav ever met with is, that you can
hardly find two people on earth that agree in every thing as
to what is truth? But here is another mystery about as
great : Our never-ceasing bickerings, and jealousies, and
quarrels about these differences of opinion. If I prefer a
pencil, and you pen and ink to write with, is that a just cause
for animosity? If I feel sure that I am going the road to
heaven, and you to hell, hav I any reason to hate you for it,
or you to hate me? If there is a great future, as some of us
think, the difference that will be made between us there will
not be so much on account of our differences of opinion as
on account of the difference of our affections. It will be
whether we hav loved one another and done good, or hav we
hated each other and done evil? Having been in the church
or out of it will not be brought up in the trial at all. If
there is a God, as some of us believe, he don't want our bread
and meat and potatoes ; he wants us to love and help each
other.
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, if I should advance some
ideas different from some I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER, don't
think I hate you or any of your correspondents. I love you
all, as I love my own soul. But one thing I am afraid of :
that you will not publish what I write, and then I will hav
nothing for my time and trouble. But I will write once and
see what will become of my offspring. And let me begin with
"G. W. B.," Portland, Oregon. He says he is "not much of
a Jesus man." Well, here is one thing I would say, and it
seems to me it might stir him up a little. If he is right about
Jesus and the great future, I am as safe as he is; but if I am
'right can he say his condition is as good as mine? But the
fact ~f my faith about Jesus, as I hav already intimated, is
a small matter. I must love my fellow-man, ant. treat him
as I would like him to treat me.
My dear Brother Bowman says, '' I wonder how old Christ
was when he w!ls born."

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Jan. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I h&v been an Infidel or Liberal for fifteen
years; a subscriber to THE TRUTH BKEKER for one year; and
am a member of the Secular Union. I hav read with interest the various communications from different Liberals with
due deference and respect for all my fellows, of whatever
shade of belief.
I desire to express my humble opinion." First, I am very
sorry to read the special notice or dun for money owing to
our paper, THE TRUTH SEJtKER. Such things destroy that
confidence we.should hav in one another, a confidence which
is the only true standard of brotherly love and friendship.
When a Freethinker or Liberal cannot, by reason of circumstances, pay for his paper, let him come right out like a man
and say so. Then let us put things in a shape so that those
who are able will be induced (and, surely, they ought to be
willing) to contribute to the deficiency, and without trying
to make a show of our generosity either.
Another thing I am very much pained to read in our paper
is, that a set of men supposed to be consistent and reasonably
well informed, if not a little more intelligent than those who
hav traveled through life in the old ruts of superstition,
should think that Freethought means to be free to think and
concoct crime of any sort, or free to try to overturn any
system of civil law-no matter by whom enacted-that is a
reasonable protection to humanity, without putting something better in its place. I now refer to Anarchism. When
the telegraph fiashed the news of that butchery (the outcome
of our already too free institutions) in Chicago, the whole
.law-abiding portion of the United States were up in arms.
Knights of Labor hastened to denounce such men and measures, and in almost every city and hamlet public sentiment
was a unit against such law-breakers. Now, are any considerable number of Liberals going to allow themselvs to fall
into that ridiculous fashion of petting criminals as soon as
the bodies of those policemen hav got cold? There is
scarcely a criminal in any jail in this country who does not
bv a lot of soft-hearted women, with some men, to help

FoRT LARAMIE, WYo. TERR., Jan. 29, 1887.
FRIEND MACDONALD : Let us shake I If there is one thing
more than another that I admire 'fHE TRUTH BEEKER for it
is the stand it took in regard to admitting a free discussio~ of
the economic or industrial questions in Liberal Leagues, and
its protest in behalf of the condemned Chicago Anarchists.
I know of hundreds of simon-pure Freethinkers who hav lost
interest in THE TnuTII BEEKER, for the simple reason that
having passed through the rudimentary stage of Freethought,
which heretofore has dealt almost exclusivly with the
religious phase of the question, they passed on to the still
more important question of the distribution of the products
of labor. Mr. Jamison, together with other so-called Freethinkers who discontinue their subscriptions to this paper
because it has dared to question the act of the farce in
Chicago, called a court of justice, had better return to the
church, where they properly belong. Mr. Jamison exhibits
more intolerance than many Christians whom I know, and
for my part, I wouldn't lose much time in an attempt to .set
a man of his opportunities right.
The names of the condemned Anarchists, whom Mr; Jamison would doubtless delight in seeing executed, will occupy
a bright page in history alongside those of Robert Emmett,
John Brown, and others, when that of Mr. Jamison is
buried in oblivion, or only remembered to be despised.
Spies, Fielden, Parsons, and the other condemned men are
simply paying the penalty of resisting the tyrannical powers
that bE-, and if executed, will go to join illustrious predecessors who hav dared to expose the villainy of the oppressors
of the people. Let Mr. Jamison be relegated to the ranks of
the consensus of the competent, along with Abbot, Underwood, et al., who joined hands with the law and order element to place D. M. Bennett behind the bars of a bastile.
Better a thousand times that THE TRUTH SEEKRU should
cease to exist than for it to refuse the use of its columns for
the free discussion of every question which affects the welFraternally,
J. ALLEN EvANs.
fare of humanity.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Der, Ma88., to whom all OMMnunication&for
tMs 0~ should be sent.
· " Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
· That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

Four Bills.
A gas bill laY on a table greenThe prettiest gas blll ever seen;
Patrician was it, puffed with pride.
It reposed with ease on its paper side,
A pink young thing, with a margin wide.
The figures on it in a. row
Ma.de a stunningly handsome little show;·
They were four in number, sma.ll a.nd sweet,
The cost of many a. thousand feet ;
You may wa.ger your all, they were there complete !
A plumber's bill on a. mantel near
Looked down on the sheet with a covert sneer;
It dryly said, "You look so queAr,
Puffed out in your pride while I am here !
Really, now.were it worth my while,
I'm not quite sure but I'd try to smile !
I'm always about you-can't you see
You a,.e no account by the side of me?"
A wrangle Pnsued between the two,
As troubles from pride will often brew.
An ice bill grinned as it watched the fun,
Not seeming to care for either one;
It glanced at both as they fiercely swelled,
And then remarked that it felt compelled
To interfere in the quarrel there,
And frowned on each with a sa.vage glare.
"You quarrel for the foremost place,"
It said with a sneer on its clammy face:
"The summer's coming, and then you'll see
Where both of you stand by the side of me."
A drink bill then came staggering inA bill for beer, and brandy, and gin,
Togethl'r with whisky, wine, and rumThe whole a most astoni•hing sum.
Said the drink bill to the other three,
"You look dumb gaunt beRide of me;
A thousand per cent upon first cost
In crime and pain. I figure, is lost;
You see you are left,J hav no doubt,
So make your bow and hustle out."
-Adapted by J.P. Guild..

Biographical.
I.-GIORDANO BRUNO.
Of all men that ever lived on the planet
earth, perhaps not one ever gave such an impuise to science and revealed truth as did
Giordano Bruno. Few hav shown such extraordinary mental capacity, and none has
expressed himself so clearly and boldly at a
period when it was regarded as a crime to
think and to talk upon questions not under
the sanction of ecclesiasticism.
The town of Nola, not far from Naples, in
Italy, is the place honored by the birth of
the great philosopher and promulgator of
Freeth ought.
In the year 1548 this illustrious man first
saw the light. His original name wus Fillippo, but when be became, at fifteen, a novitiate of the Dominican (Catholic) order, his
name was changed to that of Giordano.
He early became a doubter upon the recognized problems of Christianity as then taught,
and boldly questioned the authorities. He
was a born skeptic, and when only sixteen he
discarded the doctrin of the " holy Trinity"
as most absurd, and laughed ·at the scriptural
version of the origin of man as too ridiculous
for belief. Before this, he was reprimanded
and dealt with leniently, because he was an
able and brilliant scholar, and so bright and
shining a light was wanted in the church.
Copernicus had been dead twenty-six years,
but bad left behind him an astronomical history that startled the world, and this doctrin
of the great astronomer became the belief of
Bruno, who boldly expressed his adherence
to it.
'l'J::ien, for the third time, was his creed investigated, and as he was about to be summarily dealt with by the priests, he was
obliged to flee from the wrath tc come, and
he became a wanderer from place to place.
· · The Protestants were just as bitter against
him as were the Catholics, and John Calvin
would hav put him to death for doubting the
so-called "Word of God," as quickly as he
did Servetus. He taught what is now an accepted fact, i.e., the revolution of the earth ;
and the people were ready to destroy him for
it. But he continued teaching and debating
wherever he went, from one country to another, and was almost continually compelled
to flee after speaking the truth. He was imprisoned in dungeons for seven years, the
fienrls of the Inquisition having been seeking
his death for some time; and was, after submitting to great insult and abuse, sentenced
to be burnt alive. It may never be known
to what tortures he was subjected by the

Romish church in order to make him re.
. convictiOns.
· ·
H onest1y, b rave1y,
nounce his
he admitted all the heresies charged against
him, and fearlessly gave good reasons for
them-reasons that could not truthfully be
gainsaid or disproved. He could not, he
would not, recant when he knew he had the
honest truth and that alone. He tried to
make oth~rs free, to show the worth and
beauty of reason, truth, and common sense
over falsehood, duplicity, and hypocrisy. He
strove to remove the chains of superstition
and bigotry from the human mind, to show
the right of all men to ·think and believe each
for himself ; and for this he was burnt
alive, tied to a stake, and the hot flames
made to hiss and scorch and blister his poor
body until death brought relief to his sufferings. He said, when his awful doom was
made manifest to him : " I feel my sufferings, but I despise them; I shrink not from
death, and my heart will never submit to
mortal."
The books he left show the depth and
power of his wonderful, far-reaching mind.
His philosophy is grand, beautiful, and inspiring. His rare abilities as a scholar and
thinker made him a welcome guest in the
courts of brave kings and radical emperors.
Noblemen desired him for guide and friend,
distinguished philosophers and students recognized his genius and were spell-bound before his eloquence and logic, but the wrath
of the devotees of religion shadowed him
everywhere he went. Brave, noble, heroic
Bruno-a martyr to free thought and free
speech, thy name, in- letters golden and
eternal, shines as no other name in the
heaven of human liberty and human redemptioo!
·
Although money has been raised in this
country, and in other lands, to erect a statue
to his memory on the very spot where he was
so cruelly and barbarously executed, yet his
greatest monument is, and must ever be, in
the hearts of those who are made better and
nobler by his teachings. He began a new
system of scientific knowledge, showing that
everything moved in obedience to fixed and
immutable laws, instead of being ordered by
a changeable anrl capricious God, as was then
being taught.
An effort has been made to date a new era,
the era of science, from the day of his terrible
martyrdom in Rome, February 17, 1600, and
the same is in use by many Liberals now;
but, whether it should ever be brought into
general recognition or not, let no one cease to
remember the worth, the intellectual grandeur, the greatness, of the immortal Italian
philosopher, the friend of freedom and pioneer of scientific knowledge, whose efforts
broadened and brightened the world we liv
in, who organized a system of knowledge,
·showing the universe to be governed by law,
and gave his body to be burnt for the cause
of truth and science-Giordano Bruno.

S. H. W.
QuESTioNs.-Where was Bruno born? In what
discard the doctrin of t,he Trinity? What does
"holy Trinity" mean? Why _was he obliged to
flee from his country? What drd he teRch? How
long was he in prison, and what for? Could anyone disprove his theones? For what did he
strrve 1 When condemned to death, what did he
say? What can you say of hrs teachings? Who
recognized his genius? What can You say of hrs
monument? When was his martyrdom? What
of the new era? Why should we remember and
honor his memory?
year 1 What was his original name? When did

he

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

.A nativ of .Ara_bia'slandHim
I: take
. Iand leave but-sa-nd.
J K
runn, a.
· · P. BAlrnR.
3.-REBUS.

A frequent remark about any strange event.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CillLDREN'S CORNER,
FEB. 5, 1887.
.
1.-Theorbo. 2.-Caulifiower, carrot, beet,
bean, peas, potato, tomato, pumpkin, kale,
rhubarb, radish, cabbage, celery, squash, asparagus.
------~~------

Correspondence.

only by their tails-·one is shorter than the
other. My father is an Infidel, and I think
that is the right way to believe. We hav
your "Story Hour" and your ''Apples of
Gold." We think they are the nicest books
in the world. I guess I will hav to close for
this time.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, JR.
CASEY, IowA, Feb. 3, 1887.
DEAR MISS WixoN: I thought I would
write a letter tb the Children's Corner. It is
the first time I hav tried. My father has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for eight years.
He said it was a splendid paper. l read the
Children's Corner. I am nine years old, and
read in the Fourth Rrader. I hav been going
to school every day, but I hav been sick f~r
twelve days and didn't get to school. It IS
so cold here that I cannot go out to play. I
hav to stay in the house. _I ha': five brot_hers
and no sisters, and one sister-m-law, mece,
and nephew, and a father and mother. I
shall like to see summer come, so my nephew
and I can play out of doors. I study geography, arithmetic, reading, spelling, an~
writing. With best wishes for your happiness 1 t remain,
Your friend,
ANNETTRE IIAGER.

OMAHA, Jan. 24, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am ten year2 old,
and go to school and learn English, German,
and music. I read every TRUTH SEEKER, and
like the Corner very much. I would like to
hav your yicture; we bav several pictures of
BALSTON SPA, Jan. 23, 287.
Freethinkers in our rooms. I hav heard S.
DEAR l\1Iss WIXON: I thought I would
P. Putnam, and like him very much.
write you a few lines to let you know that I
Your little friend,
JosiE JuERGENSEN.
was very much disappointed in not ~eeing you
at the convention last St>ptember, but I must
ARLINGToN, NEB., Feb. 4, 1887.
say that we had a very nice time swinging,
DEAR Miss WixoN, AND THE LITTLE FREE- rowing, and singing. I met with .a great
THINKER FRIENDS : J see SO many letters in the many Liberals there, and they are JU.st the
Children's Corner, that I thought I would nicest people I ever saw. Well, I w1ll tell
write. My mother and I are at home all you what a joke Mr. Somerby and the rest of
alone. I hav a brother and a sister; my THE TRUTH SEEKER people got on my father
brother goes to school every week, and. my
mother. My sister Hattie and myself
sister is married. My father has gone to Cal- and
the first Sunday to the meeting, and had
ifornia. You will excuse my bad writing. I went
a nice time. So mother and father started
will close. Love to you and the children of the
Saturday following, and thought it not
the Corner.
JusTIN J. HAMMER.
convenient for us to go, so went alone by a
very early train, and got there just in time
RYERSON, Mwrr., Feb; 2, 1887
dinner. In the mean time, 1\lr. Somerby
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would for
the rest of THE TRUTH SEEKER people
write a letter to you for the first time. I like and
seven miles another route, and took
to read the letters in the Children's Corner. I drove
am ten years old. I go to school. I study sister Hattie and myself over to the convenreading, spelling, arithmetic, geography, and tion; and just as rna and pa had sat down to
dinner, I tapped rna on her shoulder, and you
language. My pa bas taken THE .TRUTH should
hav seen how surprised she was, and
SEEKER for three years. If you think this is
good enough to publish, I will try to write they all laughed, and I tell you we had a nice
again. Hoping you spent a merry Christmas time. I warrant some of them won't forget
it any more than I will. Now, the next
and a happy New Year, I remain,
thing is, I had a handsome surprise at. ChristYours truly.
ADA MoEVILLA.
mas of a beautiful Christmas card, w1th two
little girls, and a book called, "Little Lessons
BRooKLYN, Feb. 3, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am ten years old, for Little Folks." I guess where the book
and go to a public school. My father has came from, but the card is a mystery unto
taken TEE TRUTH SEEKER for nearly six this day. But a thousand thanks to the
years, and I like the Children's Corner very donors. I hope you had a Merry Christmas
much. ;r had the " Story Hour" for my and a Happy New Year as I did.
Well, I gness that this letter will take up
Christmas. I hav three brothers and one
sister. My brother has "Little Lessons for too much room, so I will close.
Your little Liberal friend,
Little Folks." This being my first letter, I
SADIE E. THORPE.
think I will close now, hoping to see this
letter printed.
Chat with Correspondents.
Respectfully yours,
RALPH STOUT.
Ow BoY.-We do not think Henry JuerBRADFORD, 0., Jan. 30, 1887.
DEAR MisS WuoN: I saw that my other gens dead,,but probably otherwise engaged.
letter was published,sol thought! would write
J. P. G.-'Your favors received, and will
again. Ihav no sisters or brothers. Maybe I be used in their order. Many thanks.
can write a story for the Children's Corner.
B. F. RoBBINs.-Thanks for kind appreciMamma is reading THE TRUTH BEEKER. I
read in the Children's Corner every week. I ation. It encourages us to new effort, and to
just finished reading about the world we liv never grow weary in well doing.
in. Bradford has thirteen hundred inhabitSEwARD M.-We hav not seen Hagaman's
ants. It has five churches. There are only
three little Freethinker boys here. For Christ- poem, but it is highly indorsed, and must be ·
mas Mamma bought me the "StoryHour," and a fine production. Your article received, and
I think it is very nice. Papa went to hear it will appear as soon as we hav room for it.
Mr. Putnam two nights, and he thought his
lectures were very good.
J. R. P .-Your excellent communication
This is my second letter.
will appear soon. We hav seen the paper you
Yours respectfully,
CLAUDE SMITH.
allude to, and regard the matter as mysterious. But hav you seen the account of the
NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, VA.,}
expose of H·. V. Ross?
Feb. 6, A. s. 287.
DEAR MisS WIXON: Your .kindly reception
KATIE CoLLAR.-As we hav had other comemboldens me to visit your cheerful Corner munications on the same subject, we shall hav
again. I offer a few contribu~ions toward that to put yours aP.ide, although it is a very good
"Song Hour," which I wish you to edit. If
such rhymes suit you, I will let my versetry one. Write on some other subject, and be
mill grind out some more of the same sort. sure and spell and punctuate properly.-Ed.
Teach the children temperance by all means; c. c.
without that, other things are not of much account. It is by Bands of Hope, Cadets of
Temperance, and such things, that the
churches are recruited. Let Liberals not be
remiss in the juvenil temperance work. The
OR
chifdren are to be the redeemers of the naDANCER AHEAD.
tion, and Secularists must train all the youth
they can reach to think well and to drink not
at all. The science articles that you hav so The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
well begun in the Children's Corner will be
Cannot be a Goorl Citizen of
most helpful. They should be collected when
this Republic.
done, and bound in a " Science Hour" book.
With my compliments to all in the Corner, I
By A . .J. GROVER.
shall remain,
Your poet ever,
JoHN PRESCOTT GuiLD.
PRI<JE,
40 CEN'l'S.
RoCHELJ,E, ILL., Feb. 8, 1887.
A.ddresA THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
DEAR MISS WrxoN: I am a boy eleven
years old. I go to a public school, and study
arithmetic, langua~e, geography, physiology,
reading, and spellmg. ~Iy father takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and has taken it many years,
with other papers. He writes so much in
THE TIWTH SEEKER that I thought I would
write, too. There are eight rooms in the Miscellanies by ALIOE D. LE PLONGEON,
school where I go, and I am in the fifth room.
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
I hav two sisters and one brother. I had a
Palaces and Modern
little brother that died two years ago. I think
'Cities."
he was the dearest little b()_Y that ever lived.
Price, $1.25.
We hav two cats named Thomas Paine and
Benjamin Franklin. I cannot tell them apart Address THE TnuTn SEEKER! aa Clinton Place

ROMAN ISM,

A famous quotation.
2.-AN ARENACEOUS ANAGRAM.
.A sand-bmr here, changed by my wand, •
''A grave old Spanish dance" must stand,
From whose just center here, as planned,
.A bar reversed, at my command
You take, and leave but-sand.
That which you took, I now remand
To form our Terpsichorean band.
Behold now where that crratnre tanned
Looks like some Bedouin or brigand-

HERE AND THEBE
IN YUCATAN.
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CALIFORNIA.
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.
A.. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
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MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSACHUSETTS.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. ·
Swan& Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
MONTANA.
0. B. .Whitford, Butte City.
NEBRASKA.
Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.
Llrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
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OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.
B. F. Hyhi.nd, Corvalli:..
PENNSYLVANIA.
Dr. J .. H. Rhodes, 315 North lOth st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE . .
Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
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- Price, 10 cents.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
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Price 10 cents;
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"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'

BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
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By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exPosure of the Catholic priests
Historical misstatements.
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SHAKER EYE and EAR BlLSAM
SIXTY-FIVE YEARS' INVARIABLE SUCCESS.

Best known remedy for all aftlictions of t.heRe
organs. WEAK EYES, WEAK EARS, DEaF
NESS, and CATARRHAL AFFECTIONS immediately reached. FAILING SIGHT prevented.
ROARING or DRUMMING OF EARS will cease.
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·
Price, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y.

SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
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1
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SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSHIP.
TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait
OBJECTIONS TO SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED. By N. G.
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
R. TUCKER.
Like all THE TRUTH SEEKim's publications, the
mechanical execution of the work is all that could Written in Prison. Snpp_ressed b~the Czar. The
Anthor Over Twenty Years an Exile in Sibebe desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a

WHAT'S TO BE

ri.a. Russian Edition worth$600a Copy.
neat little volume.
First American Edition Exhausted
The primary object of the wor~, as its title indi·
in Four Days. Second now
ReaJ!y. An Elegant
cates, is to sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdiVolume of 330
-ties of the Christian religion, and the abominaPages.
-tions of the old Jew book, get a .terrible shaking
PRESS COMMENTS :
·np. The book contains much to interest every
To call the book the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of
intelligent reader. ; . . ColonelKelsohasdone Nihilism
is scarcely extravagance.-Boston .Aaver·much acceptable work in the cause of Freethonght tiser.
It is perhaps the book which has most power·
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every fully influenced the youth of Russia in their
into Nihilism; and it is remarkable and
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the growth
noteworthy as a work which has played so impor. fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it tant a part in the political and social history of
will certainly find his " Spiritual" strength re· the centnry.-Boston Courier.
As a revelation of folk hfe it is invaluable; we
newed.-John Peele.
hav no other Russian pictures that compare with
Bound in cloth, 245 pP., price $1.
it.-Proviaence Star.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
The characters are so strongly and vividly drawn
tf
33 Clinton Place, New York.
t.bat the interest in their fate becomes intense as
the thread of the narrativ is slowly nnwound.-

LIBERTY· AND MORALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am verv much pleased with it, and I wish the
seventy thon•and miniRters of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
J?rice 15 cents.
For
sale at this office.
.. .
.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.
A COMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND

Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

REPLY

SPIRITUALISM
Sustained
By the Bible

BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
Six smartly wr1tten essays. Price 25 cents.

. PRICE, fi CENTS.

against the

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

THE BIBLE AND DARWINISM.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.

Boston Saturaay Evening Gazette.

When we come to consider the publication of
such books as .Flanbert's "Salammbo" and Tchernychewsky's "What's To Be Done?" we cannot
avoid the conclusion that something must hav
happened to the society for the suppression of
indooent literature.-St. LouiS Republwan.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
AcJdJIIIBB THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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The following a!e a few of my leaders, all of
~hwh are late..t Improved, best mak<>, solid coin
silver, OP»n face or hnntmg, American stem-wind
watches, and guaranteed strictly as represented
or cash refunded : 2 ounce case, 7 jewels, $10; 3
onnce,·$11 ; 4 ounce, $12. With 11 jeweled mnvements, $12.50, $13.50, $14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
$17.50. With fnJJ \15) jeweled movem~nt, pat. reg.
nlator, $16, $17. $18, $19.50. 6 ounce, $21; adjusted
to hea,t and cold, add. $4, being onlY $25 for this
magnificent, 6 ounce, fnlJ j.,weled, adjusted watchil
usually sold for $35 to $40. The following are a
best 14 karat gold filled gold watches, cases elegant and latest style, and guaranteed bv special
ce.rtlficate from factory and myself for 2o years :
'? JewtJls. $24.50 ; 11 jewels, $27; 15 jewels, $30. AdJUSted, $3i. cheap at $40 and practically as good as
any $100 watch a lifetime. Ladies' watches, same
!>est quality cases : 7 jewels, $20; 11-jewels, $22; 15
Jewels, $28. In good 2d quality filled caRed. >2 to
$5 Jess. Ladies' 14 k. solid gold watches, $30.$32,$38.
Heavier gold cases in embossed, chastJfi, tmarn·
eled, Loms XIV. style, diamond ornamentations,
etc., $5 to $liO extra. Gents' 14 k. solid gold
watches, from $45 np. Swiss watches, to cbse out,
very low. The above all guaranteed below bottom
priCes elsewhere Gr cash refunded All are carefully inspected before sending, warranted for one
ye!'r, and sent prepaid if on Jme of Am .. ncan Ex.
office. Snndnes: Best rolled gold plated chains
and charms for ladies or gents,$~. $3, $4, f5, usually sold for iS $4, $5, to $7. Jewelry, latest st:r_les,
full line, 25. per cent below regular pnces. Best
~pectacles 1n the world, $1. Gennin pebbles, $2
Sent prepaid in case. Eye-glasses, same priee:
\Send hne of finest print ~on can read distmctly
Without glasses and state how many inches from
eyes'l...and 1 can snit. yon first time.) Good razor,
$1. .15est in the world-a lnxnry-$2. Extra fine
snopo, 50 cents. Set best violm strings, 50 cen r.s.
For gmtar, 75 cents. 3 Ludwig harmonicas, 50
cents. Best ach1 omatic opera glasses, $4. $5; in
pearl, $8 to $12. L.g_ge field glasses, f8, HO. Signal service, $12. Watches cleaned, $1. t:\prings,
$1. Jewels, $1. And returned free. Best work.
'l'ry me.
OTTO WETIS!EIN,
Rochelle. Ill.
Designer and patentee of New Freethought Badge
in pms and charms, 2 •izes, sohd gold, enameled
in 4 colors, and mo"t beant.lfnl l.Jadge ever designed. Small, $2, $2. 75, t8 50. Large, $8 to $5 ;
with gennin diamond, >8, $10; aud ciJarms np to
$15. lJemand ·daily increa.smg. Agents wanted.
0. w.

ExcHANGE.

The Freethinker says: "l'rir. Moss is an indefatigable pamphleteer. His latest publication compares the Bible With science and shows their iucompatiblhty, and how the stupendous verities of
nature transcend the myths and fables of the revelation of the Jews."
Also by the same author,

BIBLE ERRORS .A.ND SECULAR TRUTH.
Price 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

By J. K. INGALLs, author of" Social Wealth."
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 38 Olinton Place.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered \>y Mr. Remsbnr~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showin~ the creeds of the prisoners;in the pen·
itentianes i the Church and CivilizatioD; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem.Perance Reform; the
Ohurch and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

-AND-

THE BIBLE.
BY 0. B. REYNOLDt:l.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the Seen
lariats.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be

TRIED FOR

BLASPHE~I,!

1\fay 3d.
Price, 10 Cents; 6 for 50 cents; 13 for $1.
Address THE 1'ItUTH SEEKEH CO.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scri:Q!.ure : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adnltery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is Eliscnssed
under the following heads: Orighl of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbathj The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; l!ixamination of
Snnda]" Arguments · Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath durin~ the Middle Aj!'eS; The Puritan
abbath ; Testimony of. Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines ; Abro~Iation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates .the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi 9 name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choi"e extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents .

Image Breakflr.

BLASPHEMY

Six Lectures: De"

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin!{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

S. P . Putnam's Works
The Problem of the UuivPnm, and
Its Scientific Solution, with spme
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Criticism~

of

WaifH and Wandermgs. aNew Ameri ·
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eis.
"k. prose epic of the war, rinh with incident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page t.o
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-Jolm
SWinton's Paper.

Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. "The
author certainly has g~nius. The divine crPa·
tiv spark is within him. The book IHfilled with
manly thonghtsJ expressed in manly wordHthe transcnpt or a manly mind. Every Libeml
shonld read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

Ingersoll and

Jf'SUS.

A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it. I
shown there is much in harmony betwerm
them. Price, 10 cts.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordi ·
nary beanty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't HP Lt-nd a Hand, wd
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr. of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mnti laiN!
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

l'he Apostlfl of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine HallJ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .Jan nary 29, 1884. Price,
10 centR.
THE TRUTH SEEKER OO.J.. .
13 Olin ton Pla.ne. NAw xor k

THE TRUTH SE11KER A.NNUA.t.
Price, 26 cents.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Ed nard Howland, Editor•; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Bnrgler, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the intere~ts of our coloniZation enterprise, the Credit Foncier of Sinaloaj and !{ener!lliY
to the practical solution of the prob em of Integral
Co-oJ!Sration. Price, $1 a year; 50 cents for six
monthB; ill cenu for three months
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The Injured PedaJ.
I believe the millions, and billions, and quadrillions of worlds are inhabited. . . . I think
all worlds loyal but this. The great organ oJ the
universe, its pedals, its pipes, and its keys, sue all
·one great harmonv, save one iniured pedal, save
one broken stop-the vox humans of the human
race-this disloyal world. And Christ must mend
the key.-Re~~. T. DeWitt Tazmaae, in Cllrtstmas
Sermon.

Of course, Brother Talmage, of course,
You saY it, and so it must be,
For, whatever Reason and· fig,ures declare,
The Truth must with Ta~ge agree,
Or so much the worse for. the truth !
Those quadrillion worlds are.· sustained
By God aqd his book, when the sense of the verse
Is rightly drawn out and explained.
(The branches may wither in blight,
The trunk may. be twisted and stubbed,
But the crab-tree of God will yield apples of gold
If once it is piously clubbed.)
"He made the stars also." By this
We know that. by him they were made ;
We know, now, the stars are all glorious worlds;
God knows that we know, hence if weighed
In the scales of an enlightened age,
Earth, satellites, planets, and suns
Revolve in the text, and a wayfaring fool
May read it as fast as. he runs.
Hence, therefore, whatever evolves
From darkness, confusion, and doubt,
Rewarding the patience of ma.rtyr and sageA fact hammered painfully outWe find it is measured and classed
In scriptm es, though wisely concealed,
Till God h~s l,>een ta.ught by the science of man
How much may be safely revealed.
This great astronomical text,
When prayerfully pondered, implies
All things whatsoever unless it may be
The thing that it flatly denies;
And so it is proper to hold.
That beings resembling man
Are dwelling in all these quadrillion worlds
According to God•s perfect plan.
This theory, oft entertained
By Infidels, proves after all
That mfinit realms of an infinit king
Are fenced in .with no common wall ;
"But bounded by God on the North,
On the South, and the East, and the West,"
And God is circumference and center, and God
Is all there is of it-the rest
Is sorrow. rebellion, and sin,
A.nd these are a local affair
Produced from the dust of an unruly world,
And finished in hell and despair.
" And all worlds are loyal but this,
Each pedal, each pipe, and each key
Attached to the organ of God's umverse
Are one in divine harmony ;
Save one injured pedal, save one
Broken stop, which, alas! we must name
The vox humans of the lost human race,
And Jesus must doctor the same."
When Satan, through chaos, from sheol
Arrived at the sun and beheld
The ten million billion quadnllion of stars
That circled around him, he yelled
"Defiance at heaven's blue vault,"
And, spottmg this earth for his prey,
As God in his infinit love had ordained,
He spoiled it in less tl).an a day.
Old Jupiter, Venus, and Mars,
Uranus, and Saturn, and all
The neighboring spheres were avoided because
They were not molested. Man's fall
Preconceived, was, however, unwished,
The rich flavored fruit that excelled
Was!lavored to tempt, but God never desired
The result those conditions compelled.
Imagin a quadrillion sons
Of one single father-suppose
That all of them dwell in his favor but one,
And he, in his ignorance, shows
A strong disposition to judge,
And choose from appearance-believe
The father in mercy indulges the youth
With evil prepared to deceive;
You see how the boy is at fault,
You see that the father is kind,
The lad has two eyes, he should look through a
board,
Or suffer for being so blind;
So Adam, though doomed from the first,
Had power to resist, but the game
He was destined to play, and was destined to lose,
He lost, and was therefore to blame.
The tree standeth up when it stands,
The tree falleth down when it falls,
The wind passeth by as it travels along,
Tue shock is severe that appalls;
Things are as they are, and they are
Not as God fondly hoped they would be,
But fixed by a compact he made with himself,
And does not annul, don•t you see 1
When Satan had ruined the earth,
Oh, what if the havoc had spread
And upset the Lord in a quadrillion worlds!
Then, Jesu•, thy blood that was shed
For this had been needed by those,
And thou wouldst be bleeding to-dayAnd ten million billion quadrillion quintillion
Of years would not finish the fray.
An average of four thousand years
To each individual star,
Wc·nld hav to be spent in preparing to shape
Thy coming from regions afar ;
Then millions sud billions of seed
Of trillions of women would bruise
The heads of a quadrillion serpents or more
As Satan might dictate and chose.
Thirty-three weary years at a stretch,
A quadrillion times thou wouldst liv
With beings like man, and a quadrillion times
Thy murderers thou wouldst fora-iv;

Three times a quadrillion of days
In hell thou wouldst preach to the damned,
And hell in excess of its numbers to date,
A quadrillion times would be crammed.
A quadrillion crosses and spears,
A quadrillion God-inspired books,
A quadrillion Anthony Oomstocks, besides
A similar hill of Joe Cooks,
A quadrillion deacons and popes,
A quadrillion thumbscrews and racks,
A quadrillion Ingersolls going about
Thrice armed with a quadrillion facts.
A quadrillion Talmages, strong
In the Lord and the power of his might,
A quadrillion cushions a quadrillion times
Would pound-but, thank Satan, his flight
Touched no other pedal but this,
At no other stop did he stop;
So, minus one key, the old organ goes on,
And Talmage goes off-with a pop !
FRA.NKFELT.

A TheoJogical Romance.
It is now a little more than seventeen years
since a very remarkable book, entitled, " Exeter Hall," was published in New York, by
the American News Company. The book
was said to be very ably written, and as the
name of the author was not given, reviewers
were puzzled to know who the writer could
be, and among the numerous guesses Dickens
and a certain noble lord and others in the
·higher ranks of literature in England were
suggested as hnving written the work. Critical notices of the book in London, Boston,
New York, and Chicago were largely favorable, and the secular press, though inclined,
as usual, to court an approving nod from the
church, could not but admit that some unusually clever expert, who was accustomed
to be behind the scenes, had given the popular theology of the day one of the mightiest
of blows, which sent it staggering, and causing numerous high priests, lord bishops, doctors of divinity, and reverends of the church
militant to cry out in a1iright and confusion.
Prominent theologians became alarmed. The
five thousand copies of the first edition were
soon exhausted. A demand was made for a
fresh supply, and though unscrupulous
priests had been very busy decrying the book
and cautioning the faithful against its seductiv pages, thousands hav read the work,
a large majority of whom hav left the church
never to return. While struggling against
powerful opposition, "Exeter Hall" has
now, through the enterprise and independence
of Messrs. Colby & Rich of Boston, reached
its tenth edition.
Thousands more will hav to read this book;
it should be to Liberals a household treasure.
Its massiv logic, its keen reasoning, its array
of proofs will awaken doubt, and must at
last lead to the conviction of every honest
investigator, and eventually silence the most
stubborn. The highest praise has been
awarded to the author for his keen research,
for his presentation of biblical contradictions,
for his exposure of priestly quibbles, jealousies, and frailties; for his recount of the
wrongs arising from present social usages ;
for his condemnation of land monopoly long
before Henry George wrote on the subject;
for his strong denunciation of every kind of
oppression, and for his deep and genuin
sympathy with the poor, the wronged, and the
affiicted of every land. All this is shown in
a story which has been pronounced "beautiful, tender, and pathetic," and which has
touched to the quick every reader who has
calmly perused it.
A Chicago editor pronounced the book to
be "the most scathing ever written in America since the ' Age of Reason,' " and stated to
his knowledge that nearly every woman who
was led on by the attractiv narrativ _to finish
the work became forever afterward alienated
from the church. I speak for myself when I
say that having been induced to read "Exeter
Hall," by a dear friend, now passJd away, I
was led from darkness to light, and from the
power of superstition to that of common
sense. I hav read the book over and over,
and every time with increased admiration ;
and I know that other women who hav perused it are ready to indorse this commendation. There should be no jealousy among
Liberals, and when from my standpoint I
pronounce " Exeter Hall " a work of incomparal:1le excellence, I am inclined to think
that few, if any, will deny it that deserved
superiority. Some of the ablest writers in
the Liberal ranks hav readily admitted as
mooh.
·
A Boston writer says: "No book has ever
appeared of a Liberal or progressiv character
so effectiv and deadly a foe to old theology
as this work, so deep in its knowledge of the
sects of the day, so biting and keen in its sarcasm, and so beautiful in its tender, delicate,
and pathetic appeals." The late LaRoy Sunderland wrote: "It treats on matters of

which I hav had a life-long experience; and
the pictures are all of them most truthfully
drawn. It is a book for the million." B. F.
Underwood says: ''I wish a copy of ' Exeter
Hall' could be put into the hands of every
intelligent person in the United States," and
Junius, Jr., "Not having until recently perused one (a novel) for years, yet I am proud
to say that I hav read 'Exeter Hall.' And
such a treat ! It is ingeniously and powerfully written, and abounds in convincing
arguments, splendid delineations of human
nature, severe sarcasm, and. a gorgeous array
of historical data and facts. I would say
don't rest until you hav purchased and read
'Exeter Hall.'"
I could giv many extracts from other
writers, but those I hav given will be sufficient. It was suggested that "Exeter Hall"
should be dramatized, but dreading the frown
of the church what actor would risk his popularity, or what theatrical company would
venture to shock a pious audience by appearing in characters as Martin Mannors, Rev.
Dr. Buster, Rev. Tom McGlinn, or the beautiful Mary Mannors? No, the time is not
yet ripe for this, but the stage of the future
has a treat in store for the thousands whose
applause will reecho from the walls of empty
churches. A translation of the work has
beeJl asked for particularly, as I know, by
German Liberals. Had I the means and the
ability, the people of Germany and France
should soon hav one of the best and most enlightening literary trea!s that could be offered.
The author has written other books of rare
excellence, and admirable in their ·way, but
as " Exeter Hall" deals more directly with
the Bible, with priestly assumptions, and
with laws and usages hostil to the interests
of the human race, it is a great iconoclast,
and should find a place in the family of every
Liberal. Let it be read, and when the scales
fall from eyes long accustomed to see nothing
but light and glory in Christianity, and when
thousands of our infatuated worshipers look
around in surprise after they hav become
"clothed in their right mind," they will be
ready to exclaim, Ex pede Herculem I I feel
confident of this; and now, having as a duty
said so much in favor of "Exeter Hall," I
shall close these remarks by quoting from the
book itself a trenchant verse, the prediction
of the au thor:
•· We'Ve been waiting through the night,
And the dawn will soon appear;
And the mountain's misty bight,
From the clouds shall burst out bright;
And the eagle in his flight
Reach a radiant atmosphere ;
And the toiler on his way
Shall look up and see the day."
-Mrs. E. Ellis in the Banner of Ligltt.

Obituary.
MR. EorToR : To the memory of the most
Liberal friend we had we write this obituary.
Isaac Barclay, M.D., of Gustavus, Trumbull county, Ohio, died suddenly,January26,
1887, aged sixty-five years. He was sick but
about three hours ; was driving towards
home, and got as far as a neighbor's house,
when he died with a violent attack of acute
congestion of the lungs, with supposed heart
trouble. He was one of a family of seventeen
children, twelve boys and five girls, of which
three are now alive. He graduated at the
Cleveland, Ohio,Medical College, in 1847, and
had been in activ practiee as a physician and
surgeon ever since, having lived in Gustavus
the past twenty-three years. His experience
in life, his vast acquaintance with the humane
side of life, as well as his superiority of mind,
led him, so far as is possible to know, to believe
not in the Jewish or Bible God, but in the
God of nature and humanity, in his own
words a " supreme intelligence.'' So superior
as a man, and so magnanimous in mind was
he, that with all his acquaintances; and with
the vast number of families he became physician to, he tied the cords of love, of respect,
and a1iection so tightly by his kindness, his
integrity and generosity, that when he died
all were mourners, and his funeral attendance
was larger than ever known in the community. The whole public were as one family
of mourners.
His mind was clear to the last; in fact, not
over five minutes before he died he felt his
own pulse, and expressed himself as at peace
with humanity. He was not .a member of
any church. For several years past he had
repeatedly expressed himself as devoting his
life and ability as a physician and surgeon to
the public, and for the benefit of humanity,
and he did, in fact, devote hundreds of dollars in service and in money to those needing
assistance. To giv an example, in one instance, when a poor woman had raked to-
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gether ten dollars to apply on her doctor's
bill, he took the money, and taking out his
pocket-book at the same time, took another
ten dollar bill from it, wrapped it around the
one the woman gave him, and handed them
both back to her, saying, "I guess that
will settle the bill." Numberless other cases
could be cited, but space forbids. He was
always first and foremost to aid in any public
benefit, as well as private families needing
aid, with his money, his attendance, and all.
As a physician and surgeon he was unequaled.
He leaves a widow, but no children. May a
part of Rev. Mr. King's prayer come true
when he said he wished more of us could
walk and see as did Dr. Barclay. He never
attended any church, but 'when Mr. Remsburg was here he was known to ride ten miles
to hear the lecture, and then sit and talk with
the lecturer until one and two o'clock in the
morning.
D. BURNS and I. N. PAYNE.
Farmdale, 0., Feb. 1, 1887.
[Investigator please copy.]
_._____....,.,...._____

New Books.
The Kansas Blade, Concordia, has a few
good words for each of following books just
published at this office:
"Ingersoll's Lay Sermon," delivered before the Tenth Annual Congress of the AmericanSecularUnion,NewYork,November14,
1886. Price 5 cents. Our readers who may
want this lecture in a substantial form can
get it by sending 5 cents to THE TRUTH
SEEKER office. It is one of the best of luger~oil's lectures.
"Economic Equities; or, a Compend of
Natural Laws of Industrial Production and
Exchange.'' By J. K. Ingalls. The subject
is ably handled and the work well printed.
Price 25 cents. Every one should read it.
"Little Lessons for Little Folks.'' These
are very pleasant stories for children. They
explain many things in nature that are,
when not understood, mysteries, but with
the explanation simple and easy. Few children can read this book without being wiser
and better, for it contains nothing but what
should be taught, and the instruction is beneficial. Everybody wants to know all about
plants and animals, diamonds, and precious
stones, and the numerous minerals. This
book does not describe all the animals nor
minerals, but it does many of them, and in a
very fascinating style. There are very few
aged people but what can learn important
truths from it. Buy one and you will never
regret the money. It costs 40 cents, and can
be had of Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville, Va., or at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 33
Clinton Place, New York.
The Truth Seeker Publishing Company, 33
Clinton Place, New York, hav complimented
the Gazetteer with the following publications
recently issued by them :
"Bible Temperance," by Edwin C. Walker.
Mr. Walker givs in this little book every reference to the drinking of intoxicating liquors
to be found in the Bible, and these references
are classified under the following heads :
Passages unequivocally condemning the use
of wine (a short chapter, by the way); passages commending or encouraging the use of
wine or strong drink (a very long chapter);
passages conditionally condemning the use of
wine; passages which incidentally mention
the use of wine ; passages showing that
scripture wine did intoxicate. We especially
commend this little book to the members of
the Women's Christian Temperance Union.
Price 10 cents.
" Personal Existence after Death Improbable," by L. R. Smith. Mr. Smith has gone
over the evidences presented by different
classes in favor of immortality, and his conclusion is th~t man is mortal. This book
presents the facts of nature on which Materialists base their conclusions in a strong
light. "Facts change beliefs, but beliefs can
not alter facts," says Mr. Smith, in commencing the investigation, which is true
enough. After going over the field he arrives at the conclusion "that there is not the
slightest foundation in known facts upon
which belief in a future life can be built."
The world generally does not agree with Mr.
Smith, but it is easier to deny his conclusions
than refute his arguments; and yet, how
little do we know after all! We recommend
this book to Brother Burhans. Price 10 cents.
"The Origin of the Christian Bible," by 0.
B. Whitford, M.D. Price· 25 cents. This is
an exceedingly interesting book, and contains
many facts regarding the origin of the books
of the Old and New Testaments, of which
most persons are utterly ignorant. We will
not venture an opinion as to its merits, but
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respectfully refer the matter to the editor of

Our Battle Flag.
"A. Masonic Vindication of Right, a Protest against Persecution," by 0. B. Whitford, M.D. Mr."Whitford was a Freemason,
was " fired " out of the order by the grand
lodge of Montana, because he wrote and published an antichristian book, and declared
himself an Infidel. Masonry dates back by
tradition to the time of King. Solomon, consequently has nothing to do with Christianity,
and hence Brother Whitford has a perfect
right to " kick" against the action of his
grand lodge. The pamphlet is interesting,
and we respectfully recommend it to the
thoughtfuL consideration of the grand lodge
of the state of Texas; which body, from recent decisions, we judge to be in harmony
of sentiment with the grand lodge of Montana. Price 15 cents.-Denison (1'ex.) (}az..

eteer.

Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lectures~ comprising, "The Gods "
" Humboldt " " '.L'homas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Gbosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde]Jendence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
'"1'he Grant Banque~t "Tile Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .tdses before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved'1 Paper, 25 cents.
The t:hristian Religion. By R. G.
IngersolJ., Judge Jeremiah B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much a13
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll t:atechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San J!'rar~.<;iscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of Tbomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the t:ivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
paJies, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.. There hav been so many

l!ol>Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea~ toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factl one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebratedu Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all·the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To hell' it serve this
purp9se.\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especiall;~; for 1t.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; in full Turke;sc morocco, _gilt, exqnisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
·

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, priceL $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles 01 Religious Liberty should hav them.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

panel, .10Mx17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents.
. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg~. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeys!
are I>articular!y discussed and the1r economica
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.

-

Dedicated to the clergy
BY
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist••
Price, 10 cants.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
---··

SELF•CONTRA.lHCTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 80,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
Ji'or sale at this office.

ln2"ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to ·his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been $1. 00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secura
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl, New York.

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

TM Sold Footor• and EIIJ(M)t Rati.oB in Its
Acquir61Mnt and Appqrticmnnent.

By J. K. INGALLS.
CONTENTS: Eeonomie Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism ; Unearned Increase :
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Naturll of
Wages; Private and Socia! Wealth; Land Ownership; Pnvate Property in Land; Capital and
the Prod.uetiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; La:w of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Eeonomie Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, n"t Remedies ; Suggestions
to Legislators; Con elusion.

Price, t;lo,th, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,.
Clinton Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
l'he Present. and the Future
Republic of" North America.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book.advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice.1 and crime. It deal11 with the·J?resent
conditwns 01 society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossil:lle that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book lB vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,:iOc; cioth, $1.
Address THE. TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

.

OJ'

fRIMi TIVE CH.RISTIAN,ITY
BY LEWIS Co JA·NE!J.
This book treats of the natural evolution. of the
Christian religion, its. historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and. Roma.n..r Pagal!ism; inV"estiga tea the history of 'the founaer of Christianity in the light of the latest acientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that; the true story of
the Man. Jesus, and his .. gennin. teachings, are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ1 and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma. and·.ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full· index. 820pp. SVo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.
S~CRED

MYSTERIES

AMONG THE

Maras and the (lulches
Years Ar;,o.

11,~00

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
For Bale at this office.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

o:a,
MEN oF BusorJss WHo Dm. BoliiETHING BE8roxs

MAKING MONEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-aixcharacters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Prlc · ,

-

$1.2~.

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
IS Olinton PlllnA. 'If.;,., V"'"~

A.ddrAAR

SaDDath-Breaking.
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
Author of

"False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

Largf' an

1

BiDle Temperance:
LI(lUOR. DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

Handsom.e Print.

25 cents.
SINGLE COPIEs,
$1.00.
SIX CoPrxs,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
8li_Olinton Place, New York.

meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on rehgious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-TrntL
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BA.CON A.ND SHA.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Bonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BunR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. 0. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

JOLT !IRE'S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White .Bull: A Satirical Romance •..,-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philo~opher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laidpa.Per. With 67
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Ruf calf or half morocco, marbled edges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The Secret of the East,

is a regularly_ educa t·
ed and le~ally quali·
fied physiCian, and
the most suecessful.
as his practice will
prove. Givs cheAr and
hope to the afflicted
bysaying and proving
thot BPERMATORRH<E.t\ and IMPOTENCY as the result
of self. abuse in youth
and sexual excesses
in maturer years,
causing night emissions oy dreams, loss
of sexual power, rendering marriage Improper and unhappy1
etc., can be curea
perm~tnently by an
outside application in sixty days. No failure m
an_y case.
It is one of Dr. Fellows's valuable discoveries,
which is entirely unknown to the madical profession. It iP a medicin to be applied externally on
the parts affected by pad and bandage, which
cures by absorJ?tion, and which iR the onlY reliable
method •·f curmg Seminal Weakness and Loss of
Sexual Power.
Bend five 2-cent stamP' for his book "Priv~tte
Counselor," telli11g all about the disease, and the
external cure, with evidences of success. Address
Dr. R. P. FELLOWS, Vineland, N. J , and say
where you saw this advertisment.
Jr" Dr. Fellows begs leave to state that he if
an Infidel of the most pronounced character.

OR,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For sale at this of'i<'R.

FR.EETHOUGHT

~0\'ELS.

Tb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. 'Br, Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

EK.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Ni\tbaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked abilitx. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tbe Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edit10n. By
Winwood Reade, alfthor of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance.

By

MiBB Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to lind, m such a marked de)'(re!b. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
For Bale at this Office.
cnoth, $1,25.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. f3::t Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Btor:y-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Alinshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

.A !)Pies of Gold.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3.
(Just Publis11ect, Jul'J 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting.
·
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary p1eces for
constructing a model house, with plain directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young- the ~!"reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders;
.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varylllY from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON REOEIPT 01!' PRIOE, $1.
Address

THE 00-0PEBATIVE Btl'ILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

TR·AYELS IN FAITH

A Story-Book for

tbe Younz Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Beeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.
·

"Bible Tle Youth's Liberal Guide.

·The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a rational paint of
view.

127

PHILA.DELPHIA.LmERA.LLEA.GUE, 257

Price. $1.00.

A STUDY

<4

By

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other hae
always opposed it. •
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenJy-five co.Pies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethpught would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE

CONVEl\TIONAL LIES OF OUR.
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Pht!a. Recerct
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna News. Pric~ 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

Tho BiDlo Analyzo~.

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
BY
P.rinciples of Freethought, at the same time
Jnhn R. U elso, A.M.
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
CONTENTS:
common senile. Address THE TRUTH
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
BEEKER.
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-'fhe Mrracf the Bible.-The Errors of the B!ble.-Th6
Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Iu- cles
Prophecies
Devil or Satan of the B1ble.-The
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet Heaven an·d-The
Hell of the Bil)le.-The Babba,th of
refers specific~tlly to 148 Bible propositwns1 the Bible.-The
God
of the Bible.-The Messiah or
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
8e
are contradicted in terms by the same number Savior.
Crown
octavo,
833 PJl·. Splendidly executed
nt
of other proPOBitions in the same book. Price by mail. POSt paid. l'r:loe, SS.OO.
IIIOIIDUo
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9Jems oJ g{hought.
IN the theology of India is found much that is
metaphysical, much that is abstruse, much of mystery, much that is lofty and elevated, much that
is grand and poetic, and also much that is obscure
and much that is absurd. Here is found the
rna terial that has proved a sufficient basis upon
which to build subsequent systems of theology.
Here is the source of nearly all the dogmas, rites,
sacraments, symbols, and sacred observances
which hav been woven into more modern systems
of religion.-D. M. Bennett.
"I CoNGl\ATULATE you," said Miss Lascelles, a·
little coldly, "and yet there is something greater
in life than domestic peace." "No, no; there can
be nothing better I" cried Mrs. Nisbett .warmly.
"There can be no real goodness where there is
discord at home; and the woman who neglects
her own family, that she may giv her time and
energies to a • cause,' is doing wrong whatever the
cause may be. "-Mrs. Linton's Unaer WMch Lora.
NoTlliNG lovelier can be found
In woman than to study household good,
And good works in her husband to t;Jromote;
-Milton's Paraatse Lost.
So much for the wife, now for the husband.
To make a happy fireside clime,
To weans and wifeThat's the true pathos and sublime
Of human life.
-Bums.

THERE has been a strike, attended by some
violenc~, among the streetcar drivers of Bos-

ton.
THE police took in forty-five persons for
violating the excise law in this city last Sunday.
SNow and ice in Montana and Dakota
threaten not only floods and ·disaster in the
spring, but suffering and death during the
'"~resent season.
CHINA· has made full indemnity for the attacks on American missionaries some months
ago, and the emperor has proclaimed toleration throughout the empire.
THE Rev. Howard Crosby said last Sunday
that he believed in the use of wine, and that
the scriptures bore him out in that view.
Some excitement was caused by this declaration.
THREE of the boys who sing in the cathedral that Mrs. A. T. Stewart built at Garden
City, Long Island, were drowned while crossing the ice on. a pond· on their way home
from church last Sunday.
HUNGARIAN MUNKAOSY's picture of" Christ
before Pilate" has been sold to Mr. Wanan:aker, of Philadelphia, for' something over
$100,"000. which is the largest sum ever paid
for a picture in this country.
CLEVELAND has vetoed the pension bill having for its object the " relief of dependent
parents and honorably discharged soldiers
and sailors who are now disabled and dependent upon their own labor for support."
THE coal-handlers' strike is over, with no
apparent gain on either side. The men who
went on strike will go back to work at the
old rates, provided they can find employment.
Coal is dropping again to former prices.
BILLS are being introduced in the national
legislature at Washington to provide the
country with guns, armor, and cruisers.
There is a big surplus in the treasury, and
some people think it should be ~:~pent at once.
At Belfast, Ireland, last Saturday night,
gangs of Orangemen and Catholics raised a
riot and pelted one another with stones.
'They were dispersed by the police. One
man was stabbed, and some policemen were
bruised.
MANY of "Dr. McGlynn's parishioners hav
signed a pledge that they will contribute no
more money toward the support of the Catholic church until their past<1r is restored to
them. There is no prospect that McGlynn
will be reinstated.
NEW YoRK and Philadelphia capitalists hav
just consummated what is one of the greatest
coal deals ever made in the Monongahela
valley. They hav secured about 6,000 acres
of coal fields, and will control the price of
coal to a very large extent.

PRICE, 40

eldds and f!Jnds.
THE archbiPhop of Pari• will be the next to receive the red hat from Rome, and is now safe in
betting h1s old heltdgear on the ward election.
CALIFORNIA widows stand no nonsense. An
Oakland paper stated that a citizen had gone to a
happier home, and t1le widow has sued the paper
for libel.
OMAHA man: "So you attended the French
cooka· ball at St. Louis?" St. Louis man: "Yes."
"I hear it was a great success." "It was-all but
the supper."
Public Opinion tells us "How to Drink Water."
We know how already, as we drink nothing else.
Public Opinton ought to try its skill on temperimce
society officers.-Puc7c.
SAID a maid, "I will marry for lucre 0"
And her scandalized rna almost shucre;
But when the chance came,
And she told the good dame,
I noticed she did not rebucre.
"WHAT do you weigh, Pat?" "Sometimes four
hundred pounds, sir; and sometimes six hundred." "How do you make that out?" "Well,
y· see I'm drivin' for a coal dealer, an' I always
weighs the difference between the coal an' a ton."

MRS. DAVlD RAITH, of Fe kin, m., was taken
to the asylum, having been crazed by religious
excitement. This is the second case of insanity caused by the excitement attending a revival in Pekin, and citizens are taking steps
"LooK here," said a man this morning, going
to remove the revivalists from the city.
into his grocer's, "those eggs you sold me New
Year's were bad." "Well, that wasn't my fault."
TnERE is somewhat of a secession from the
"Whose fault was it then?" "Blamed if I know.
pope in Germany. The Catholics of that How should I tell what was inside of them? I'm a
country oppose Bismarck, while the pope groceryman ; I'm no mind-reader."
supports him, and the people there as here
"YEs," said Mr. Hendricks to the minister, "I
are protesting against so much politics from am proud of that dog. Why, he knows the different
days of the week." Just then the dog began
~orne. It is claimed for the pope that his
to run to a gun which stood in the corner, then
design .in upholding Bismarck and his army back to his master, and wag his tail. "He's made
bill is to preserve the peace of Europe.
a mistake this time, pa," said Bobby; "he thinks
it's Sunday.>,··
Trm Rev. S.C. George, pastor, of ChamA woMAN was seated in a cutter in front of a
b rsburg, Pa., is charged with attempting to store on Monroe avenue the other day when the
assault a servant girl while he was the guest horse began to kick, and a pedestrian caught him
of Dr. R. W. Ramsey. Mr. George declared by the btidle and observed, "Seems as if he was
that he was under the impression that the girl frightened at something." •·Perhaps he is," replied the woman as she tumbled out," but I alwas sick .when he attempted to enter her ways thought the front of a horee got scared
room. The Presbytery has dissolved his re- first."
lation with the church, acquitted him of
YouNG husband: "It does seem to me you
e1 im inal assault, and reprimanded him for im- might learn how to cook better than that. MY
mother-"
Young wife: "There, that will do; I
1 rudence.
refrain from learning how to cook on principle."
A sEQUEL to the encounter between Gen. "Oh, you dol Thinking of me, of course?" "No,
William Sooy Smith and the Rev. Oliver J. of my son." "Bon?" "Yes; I don't intend he
shall ever make any nice girl miserable, bragging
Booth, on a Niagara Falls tr.ain, on January about my cooking."
3d, because of the clergyman's attention to
IN the Arkansaw legislature. Member from
General Smith's young wife, was the forced re- White Oak Fork : •• Mr. Speaker, yo:t, sir, hav
signation of Mr. Booth from the rectorship of doubtless read something concerning the tariff.
the church of the Ascension. It was then re- Sir, I am opposPd to all kinds of oppression, and I
ported that the rector bad some habits which therefore move you, sir, that we abolish the tariff."
Speaker: "That power belongs exclusivly to Coninterfered with his duties. It is now an- gress." ''And hasn't the state of Arkansaw got
nounced that Mr. Booth has gone to the Asy- anything to do with it?" "No." "Thim, sir, I
lum for the Insane at Utica. The clergyman, was laboring under a misapprehension. As I
it is said, has an unquestionable craving for arose to make a motion, I will withdraw my tariff
motion and move you, sir, that we adjourn till one
stimulants.
o'clock."

CENTS

,IN the days of Rome's greatness one Marcus
Cassius had a large cooperage at the corner o:fl
Appian Way and Mars Hill. Upon a certain day
two of his apprentices sought to see which would
make a better beer keg. Cains Antoninus was the
successful comPetitor, which so maddened Titus
Demetrius that he knocked in the head of Antoninus's keg with a beetle. .Cains cried aloud in his
agony as he surveyed the ruin that had been ac-•
complished. "Bee what a rent the envious casker
made." Rome's downfall dated from that day.
1
A BOY who had lived in Paris, Me., until he was
eight or nine years old, and had gone regularly to
church, where he had heard the doctrin of future
punishment strenuously preached, moved to another town. In school one day the teacher told
her ·Jittle folks about some trivial misdemeanor
which had been committed by some naughty boys.
"Won't 'God punish 'em ?11 asked the youngster
from Paris. The teacher, taken by surprise, hesi·
tated. "Well, there's a God up to Paris that
would punish 'em, anyhow," remarked our young
friend before the teacher could answer.
"You believe in the Bible, do you not?" asked a
man with yellow hair to a Lincoln-street dentist.
"Certainly," replied the tooth carpenter, fastening his for<>epts on a stomach teoth of his questioner. "Believe Cain killed Abel?" "Yes."
"Believe the injunction • Honor thy father and
mother?'" "Of. course." "And the ·story about
Jonah and the whaie ?" "Eh, eh." "Believe the
Bible right through, eh ?" "Yes, sir." "And there
is nothing that would induce you to go
against the grain of a single sentence ?"
"No,. sir.'
I am a firm believer in the
Bible, and try. to practice what it preaches."
"Good. You think its all right to take a life for a
life?" . "The Lord thought so; that's good
enough for me." "And an eye for.an eye?" "At
all times." "And a tooth for a tooth?" "You
bet, every 'time.'; " Well, just pull these two rows
and giv me a set·offalse teeth in exchange."
"CAsus BELLI has been the cause of more wars
than all the·other foreigners in this country put
together," said the driver of a Blue Island avenue
car as he leaned heavily upon his brake. "Who
brought on the Revolution? Casus Belli. Who
started the· war of 1812? Same cuss. Who was it
that made us fit the South in '61? Casus Belli
Who was it that tried his darndest to git up a war
with Mexico? Belli. I see '!Jy the morn in' paper
that th~ same beast is figerin' on a war with England over a mess of fish. In the country where I
was reared a feller named Bostwick used to go
round stirrin' up fight!' between his neighbors.
Re had heaps of !un as long as it lasted, but one
day, late in the fall, an uncle of mine and the
Kendrick family squatted themselvs in a brush
heap, and when Bostwick Clime along they filled
him so full of holes that he fell to pieces when they
picked him up, I"m for chokin'the gizzard out of
this Belli, even if he does come from Roman and
Italian stock. He's got no business in a free
country. He's wuss'n Satan. How old is he, anyhow?"
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THE gentleman is superior to all sectarian influ·
ence, jealousy, and passion. When ~ou see a dog·
matist, you see one who has no conception of
gentlemanly character in man. It is of no consequence whether the individual belongs to one sect
or another : it is of absolute, vital importance
that a person hav intelligence and conscience.
He should recognize his brother or sister whatever belief may be avowed or disavowed by them ;
for to be a good man or a good woman is more
than a profession of faith in a religious creed,
and the two things are not necessarily connected.
-Frothingham's .American Gentleman.
STERN law-giver I yet thou dost wear
The godhead's most benignant grace,
Nor know we anything so fair
As iR the smile upon thy face ;
Flowers laugh before thee in their beds,
And fragrance in thy footing· treads;
Thou do~t preserve the stars from wrong,
And the most ancient heavens through thee are
fresh and strong.
To humbler functions, awful power I
I call thee ; I myself commend
Unto thy guidance from this hour;
Oh, let my weahness hav an end I
Giv unto me most lowly wise,
'J~he spirit of self-sacrifice;
The confidence of reason givAnd, in the light of truth thy bondsman let me
liv!
-Wcml6WOrth's Oae to Dutl/.
I HAV made up my mind that if there is a God he
will be merciful to the merciful-upon that rock I
stand; that he will not torture the forgivingupon that rock I stand; that every mau should be
true to himself, and that there is no world, no
star in which honesty is a crime-upon that rock
I stand; that the honest man, t.he king, sweet
woman, the happy child, hav nothing to fear
either in this world or the world to come. Upon
that rock I stand.-Inuersoll.
WHENEVEB the clamorous passions of the lower
nature in man hav been raging at will and dragging him down and creating war in the soul,
whenever these are silenced and brought into
subjection to the higher nature, then there is
peace where there was discord, there i.s joy where
there was shame and sorrow, thAre is a consciousness of salvation-salvation of character-where
before there was damnation. This is the atonement I believe in. Not vicarious atonement. ·
Not another suffering for me, but my higher
nature suffering in tears, sorrow stricken,
yea., crucified-because of the sins and shame
of my lower nature. 'And the atonement
is a natural at-one-ment of the lower and
higher n'ature, whenever the immoral demands of
the lower are subjected to the moral commands of
the higher.-W. H. SPencer.
IF there is a devil, he is God's devil. Either this
or God is not infinit. If he is infinit, then there
is nothing in the world which is not a fraction of
his wholeness.-John W. Chat%wtc7c.
LIFE lies before us, not behind, and when things
are done with it is a man's duty to go past thein
and press forward to new duties.-Mrs. E. Lynn
Linton.
WrsE man was he who counseled that speculation should hav free course, and look fearlessly toward all the thirty-two points of the compass,
whithersoever and howsoever it listed.-Carwle'B
Sartor Resa?·tus.
•
"TRINK of a being," James Mill used to say,
"who would make a hell-who would create the
human race with the infallible knowledge, and
therefore with the mtention, that the great majority of them would be consigned to horrible and
everlasting torments."-J. S. Mtll's .Autobt.ograpny.
MATERIALISM [tbis used to be the favorit name
with Mr. Underwood for what was the opposit of
orthodox Christianity, and may be considered another name for Infidelity, or what now passes as
Agnosticism], which recognizes no other god than
nature, no better worship than work, no better
religion than morality, no other life than this, is
the belief of no small numbers in this conn try, as
well as in Europe, and it is making its influence
felt among thoughtful minds of every class. It
has among its friends somA of the most profound
and cultivated minds of the age. The masses, although they can giv but scanty. atte.ntion to
scientific and philosophical questions. hav cau~rht
the spirit of the age, and are thinking less about
God and more about themselvs, inquiring less as
to "what they shall do to be saved" in another
world, and asking more how they can add to their
comfort and prosperity in this world.-Unaerwooa.
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IJlolts and IJllippings.
TWENTY-FIVE more Mormon elders are reported to be in the South making converts to
this sect of Christianity.
THE Senate of this state has passed by a
vote of 20 to 9 a bill giving women the right
to vote in municipal elections.
THE Leavenworth, Kan., Times thinks
that the enfranchisment of women will be
an issue in that state at an early day.
GENERAL BooTH, of the Salvation Army,
says that he livs and sleeps clothed in red,
and that he hopes to die and be buried in it.
Some of his back-sliding converts hope that
the redness will be continued to the extent of
A vernian vestments.
A FEW months ago there was an account in
this column of the burning of a young woman
in the West, whos~ nightdress caught fire as
she kneeled in prayer. Miss Josephine Mackey was ·fatally burnt in the same way in
Louil'lville the other evening. ·She was kneeling ·before an open fire, and a coal snapped
out upon her dress.
THREE years ago John Lute secured a claim
in Sargent county, Dakota, and two years
after died~ The widow was left with the
claim, a cabin, and five children under ten
years of age, and with her own hands she is
making a living for them off the land. One
of the coldest days recently she went alone
three miles to haul a load of straw for her
stock. On th~ way the load upset. and she
reloaded, with the thermometer 25° below
zero.

SENATORBlair,theNew Hampshire hypocrit,
says the World. has a· curious conception of
the true significance of the phrase "progressiv legislation." He wishes to force upon
the people an old-fashioned, puritanical, bluelaw Sunday. If Senator Blair had his way
no cars should run, no newspapers be sold,
no mail be di~tributed, no boots be shined, no
chins be shaved, on the day of rest. But the
world does not roll backward, and dubbing
legislation "progressiv" is not an effectiv
way to deceive the public.
A REVIVAL has been in progress at the Fair
Haven church for a number of weeks, and
many hav professed conversion. Edward
Berry, one of the leaders of the colored
population of the little hamlet, was a convert,
and soon became violently crazy. In his
paroxysms he imagined that he was John the
Baptist. He was taken to the Trenton Asylum for the Insane, and after a great deal of
suffering died. It seems to us that it would
be well for the Methodists to keep negroes
out of their revivals rather than out of their
universities.
J. B. PARKES, a substantial farmer living
near Kingston, Madison county, Ky., has successfully trained a force of seven large monkeys to work in his hemp fields, and to break
. and prepare the hemp for market. They do
the work more quickly and better than the
negroes he formerly employed, and at about
one-fourth the cost. It required about four
months of patient work to train the animals,
but they now do their task with rare intelligence. The monkeys were sent to Mr.
Parkes by a brother, who is in business in
Cape Town, South Africa, and who had seen
the animals put to similar uses there, M.r.
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Parkes has sent for ten more of the useful imitators of human workmen, six of them to be
used by John G. Taylor, a neighboring farmer,
who is also an extensiv raiser of hemp.-New
York Times.
AwAITING the decision of the Andover
Board of Visitors upon the recent heresy
trial, the Philadelphia Evening C~tll sarcastically observes: " The Kamschatkans, the
Hawaiians, the Zulus, and others of the benighted lovers of candles and despisers of all
raiment except plug hats, are no doubt
anxiously awaiting the decision of the learned
clerical court. Of course, if these Boston
theologians determin that the heathen must
hear of Christianity bPfore he dies, and will
not be permitted to hav any chance afterward, the lovers of missionary diet will ho.v
to bow to the inevitable. The fact that the
people engaged in the case cannot by any
possibility know anything about ..,hat they
are to decide, will not make any difference.
'fhere will be a decision all the same, and one
that the ruler of the land of the large umbrella
will be compelled to respect; if not in thiR
world, certainly in the next, which is completely under the dominion of these theological 'Pooh-Bahs.'"
THE Legislativ Committee on Railroads ·of
Connecticut has reported favorably a substitute bill to regulate the running of Sunday
trains. It provides that no railroad company
shall run any train on Sunday. except from
necessity or mercy. Before 10:80 A.M. and
after 8 P.M. it may run trains carrying United
States mails, or such other classes of trains as
may be authorized by the railroad commissioners, to whom an application must be
made, stating that such trains are required

by public necessity or for the preservation of
freight. No freight saall be unloaded except
from necessity or mercy. A violation of the
act is punishable by a fine of $250, to be
recovered by the state. No company shall
transport passengers on S:mday for less than
the· highest regular fare collected on week
days, and no commutation, special bargain,
or mileage tickets shall be provided for use
on Sunday under a penalty of $50. The act
is not to be considered as repealing or superseding existing statutes, which prohibit
secular work or recreation on Sunday, except so far as it may be found in its operation
to be inconsistent with them.
"REGULATORS" are at work in the backwoods of Chester county, S. C. They are
ignorant men and women who are banded
together to purify their neighborhood of all
licentiousness and other wickedness, and are
very religions, and they always hold prayermeetings before going out on raids. Their
practice is to go to the house of a person
whom they think in need of correction and
take him out into the woods, and, after delivering him a speech on the effects of his
evil-doing. pray over him and then apply the
lash. The number of lashes depends on the
enormity of the crime. After chastisment
the Regulators warn their victim that the
treatment will be repeated for every act in
continuation of his evil-doing. Among those
who hav received attentions from the Regulators are violators of the Prohibition laws,
disturbers of church service, and adulterers.
A white man was severely whipped for living
openly with a colored woman, while a colored
man found in the house at the time of the
raid was whipped for being in bad company.
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lect, social power, a.nd. address, he constantly comes Men may possibly dema~d the same choice of workinto possession of a larger power to make the in- ing where they_ can work passionately, a£! -women now
terests of others harmonize with. his own interests, demand of loving where ther can love passionately.
and a larger wisdom in the use of this power. With Yesterday was the day of force. To-day is the day
Ethics.•
this accession of power the disposition to kill, lie, of purchase, but purchase may not last forever. BeThe late John Roach, in a published argument steal, to carry off one's neighbor's wife or slaves, dis- bind it stalks the age of reason. We think to-day
concerning our shipping interests, said that he had appears, and the decalog resolves itself down into there could be no society without the judge, the
. within fifteen years performed $100,000,000 worth of one command-what you can't obtain by persuasion penitentiary, and the scaffold. Two centuries ago
they thought there could be no society without the
work, and usually employed more than five thousand or purchase, by reason or work, wait for.
Ethical growth, then, is merely the growth of the rack, the thumbscrew, and the Inquisition.
men, but be bad never asked a favor, and never bad
The first step in ethics is to 1earn that the whole
a lawsuit or a complaint of defectiv workmanship. power of the individual over his environment, and as
Some years ago, while in the practice· of law, I it proceeds, the inilividual, .instead of acquiring new structure is transitory-that w,ith the advance of man
brought suit for clients in New York against the ethical rules, forgets the old, and finds himself con- toward his highest destiny the old ·religion becomes
Pennsylvania Central Railroad C~mpany; · ·-Soqn- scious more and more that life consists in liberty, a tinkling curiosity; like the old school- bell; the old
after there came a statement that the pendency of a while law loosens, one by one, its shackles, like the work is looked back upon as if it were a pair of gyves
suit, wholly irrespectiv of its merits, with so power- schoolmaster, the parent-which are combined in the upon the wrists; .the old science dissolves into the
ful a corporation impeded future business and profits church and Mrs. Grundy-but finally leaves him, if mere husks ·which enfolded for us the new truth, and
in dealing with the same corporation, in such a d.e- he desires it,. an absolutely free man, free even from at the very apex of the great pyramid of Existence
gree that to carry it to trial, whatever its result, the. last forms of bondage-the fear of what others stands the new man, transfigured into all the fulness
of sovereignty, serenity, and light, declaring to the
would damage my clients to an amount many times will say.
It is well, however, to observe the condition on universe in his own behalf, Thou shalt bav no other
greater than the sum involved. With each expansion in their own business it had become less possible which this emancipation can alone happily proceed. gods before me, for I, Humanity, am a jealous god,
for them to quarrel with profit. Thus with evolution viz., that of free exchange, which implies a large and am unwilling that any shall worship the shadows
of the individual in power, and with the simultaneous capital and a good bank account on the part of the in presence of the substance.
rise of those witb•whom he deals, there is an ascend- person who claims the right to be thus free. He
ing scale in ethics. The savage animal, pauper, may take up his residence in the big house· on the The Christian Amendment to the National
tramp, pirate, zero stage is, if he bas what you want, hill, provided he is at all times ready to tender a· fair
Constitution.
kill him. This is the Cain and Abel stage. The exchange of thoughts, truths, and purposes with
When· a building full of people and property has
secand criminal stage is, don't kill but rob him. those who dwell in the valley. No man can be hap
This is the Joseph and his brethren stage. The pily free from the obligation to serve his fellow-man. aeen blown to pieces by the explosion of a dynamite
third stage, don't rob but defraud him. This is the But as his freedom increases and his means increase, 8hell within its ·walls, and the whole neighborhood is
Jac8b and Esau stage. The fourth stage is, don't this service, which was once a bondage, becomes the terrified by the concussion, those who flock to see
defraud him but sue him. This is the Roman and strongest of all the passions, since every element . of the ruins immediately ask the questions, Who fired
British stage, when the law takes the place of the self-sacrifice disappears from it, and in serving others the bomb~ where was the deadly material manufactured ~ who brought it here~ and what was the motiv
club, and perjury supersedfls violence. The fifth he is always serving himself.
What, then, is this power within which makes for in producing all this wreck of property and life~
stage is, don't sue him but buy him, he can be useful
Mr. Washburn, in his lecture delivered at Investito you hereafter. This is the Simon Cameron, Oakes righteousness 1 It is simply the power within to
Ames, Jay Gould stage. The sixth stage is, don't adapt itself to the powers without. It is called in gator Hall, and which is. handsomely published in
buy him, but explain the matter to him so that be Genesis replenishing the earth and subduing it. It the Investigator of the 25th of January, exhibited
will discern the harmony between his interests and is called in political economy the growth of the and commented on a dynamite bomb which he
yours. This is the stage we are all anxiously wait- power of man over nature. It is called by Spencer found in the organization and purposes of the Naing for. To pass from the first stage to the sixth, a the increasing adaptation of man to his environment. tional Reform Association, better understood as·tbe
race must undergo industrial, scientific, and super. It is. called by Fourier the harmonia! adaptation of Gad-in-the-Constitution party. But I strongly susstitious changes which spread over several thousand the passions to the universe. The word passion has pect there was not a man in his audience who knew
years. In the first stage he is a huuter of beasts been falsely identified by the religious with those where this particular bomb came from, who made it,
and of men. In the fourth, fifth, and sixth stages he qualities of our nature most essential to our exist. and how it ever got into a country like this, whose
has never carried a weapon nor fired a gun. In the ence, such as the passion for personal freedom, the government is entirely secular, and knows nothing of
first he clothes himself in the pelts of the animals be appetite for food, the passion for property, for any God, any religion, or any other world but this.
has slain. In the sixth he could not tell within three power, for the sympathy of the other sex, etc. Now, I respectfully submit to Mr. Washburn, whom I
These we hav been told by those distorters of hu- regard as a very heavy piece of metal in the Radical
thousand llliles where or by whom any article of his
apparel was made. In the first stage he saw a man nature-the priests-are to be subjected to the park of artillery wberew~tb we are. battering down
mysterious evil spirit in henbane and another under rack, the thumbscrew, and the gibbet; and, in. their the fabric of the old superstition, that be·prepare anthe serpent's tongue, and to this he attributes the stead, the bight of ethics will consist in magnifying other lecture, in which he will giv information on the
poison. But in the sun, earth, and winds there are those other passions by means of which priesthoods points mentioned in the eentence immediately precedother spirits. He is a fetichist or polytheist. The are aided in taxing mankind for their own support, ing this; for I think no person can under~:~tand the
number of gods he believes in bears a general pro- 8uch as the passion for knowing something. about proper relations between the state and the church,
portion to the number of men he has slain. His what can't be known; the· passion for doing wrong and the large, iniquitous progeny born of an adultersuperstitions are coterminous with his crimes, and witbout being punished for it; the passion for hav- ous union, unless he is acquainted with Scotch and
his crimes are the measure of his lack of social ing our wishes obeyed by the deity so as to run the English history, and especially that part of it which
power. In the sixth stage he delegates the care of universe in some. degree ourselvs; a passion which began with the sixteenth century and extended down
poisons to his physician, and the care of the mysteries finds its vent in prayer; the passion for finding out to the final expulsion of the Stuart race of kings from
to his theologian ; and it is all he can do to get a what is to become of us after death, and for insuring the English throne. As I bav lived for half a century
in western Pennsylvania, where this amendment
· moment's peace, because his front door bell is con- ourselvs against accidents in that connection.
These passions hav nothing to do with the welfare party was organized, and which is still its stronghold,
tinually on the ring to let in some new financier who
has a scheme for making him richer. If any person of the individual, and tend only to the preservation I at the time it began its career attacked it, and, of
raises a quarrel with him, a hundred influential per. of the priest, to the building of costly edifices for course, to do so intelligently and intelligibly, had to
sons are ready with their mediation, their services, and him to strut in, either physically in his costly robes examin the subject carefully. Now, if Mr. Washburn
their cash to aid him in settling it. If you doubt that or intellectually in his ideas, most of which relate will take the hint above given, and prepare a second
all the principles of ethics undergo a complete revo- wholly to magnifying the machine of which he is a lecture on the same subject,. he will find all the
lution as you advance in wealth, that your rights in- part. This bas resulted in an inverted ethics known material he needs in the volume entitled "The Concrease and your obligations diminish, try the experi- as religious ethics, in which all passions and duties fession of Faith," published in 1813 by W. W. Woodment of causing it to be believed that you hav got a are made to be holy in just the degree that they ward, of Philadelphia, and containing, besides the
sgrplus of five millions which you would like to in- benefit the priest and the ecclesiastic machine only, "Confession of Faith," and "Larger and Shorter
v'est on good security. An adventurer in New· York, and are base and groveling in tbe degree that they Catechism~," three very remarkable documents: ,First,
a few years ago, being actually penniless, lived three tend to make the people grow in wealth, in freedom, "The NatiOnal Covenant of the Church of Scotland,"
years on the deposits which flowed in to him from and depth of thought, in individual independence and subscribed at first by the king's majesty and his
people who thought he bad five millions to lend. He in moral self-sufficiency. The priest's effort bas al- household in the year 1580, and thereafter by persons
bought him a country seat, a turnout, and came near ways been to conquer the growing man with mystery. of all ranks in 1581, and then again by Charles II. at
But tbis is the reversal of the natural process, the Spey in 1650, and at Scone in 1651. Secondly, and
going to Congress. Thus we see that all the amiabilities, virtues, amenities, kindnesses, affections, ten- end of which is the complete triumph of man over next in order, the famous document called the
dernesses, devotions, ai:J.d disinterestnesses are show- destiny, when be stands on the summit of Mt. Nebo, '• Solemn League and Covenant," signed by all ranks
ered upon us in the degree that we rise in that social with all of nature below him-conscious that he is and conditions of men from the king down. Third,
power which stands expressed in the three forms of himself the highest development of mind known or "A Solemn Acknowledgment of public sins and
wealth, position, and rep11tation. It is idle to say knowable-that that which has been called God is breaches of the Covenant, and a solemn engagement
that this is not an ethical gain. It involves the true only his own shadow thrown upon the clouds-that to all the duties contained therein." If Mr. Washburn
secret of all ethical gain. When Lear bad given away above him there is no heaven, only empty spaces and would trace the history of that movement in the
his kingdom to his daughters, be learned gradually silent stars, that below him there is no hell, only British Isles down to the.time when a handful of the
that they had no moral characters. If he bad kept nature's lawns and the volcano's fires-that before him old Cameronians, disgusted and disheartened with
his kingdom they would hav continued loving and is the great mystery which no plummet bas sounded, the government for annulling the ~olemn League
upon which Moses, Jesus, and Paul, pope, bishop. and Covenant, migrated to these shores, about one
affectionate.
The civilizee accomplishes far more in the way of and preacher, all enter, knowing absolutely nothing hundred years ago, and set up the same claims for
Jesus Christ as king of this nation as their fathers
self-gratification by purchasing, persuading, induc- as to whither they are going.
The right, therefore, is like the present, an ever- set up for him as king of Scotland and England, a
ing, than the barbarian does by killing, lying, stealing, coveting, etc. But he does it by means of later shifting standard. A few years ago slavery was right lecture could be made of deep interest to those who
appliances which in earlier ages did not exist at all, -the best thing possible, because the very money in are not content with studying things on the surface,
and which even to-day do not exist in the hands of which to pay wages did not exist. To.day slavery is but wish to make themselvs happy, as the Roman
wrong, but working for wages is· right. In a few poet expresses it, in understanding the causes which
some.
An advance in ethics, therefore, means the substi- years more, perhaps, working for wages will be deemed produce them.
The great advantage which the founders of our
tution of those means of commanding the services a ~orm of slavery, and all men will demand to be perand cooperation of our fellow-man which are inci- mitted to work for profits. So a few years back it government and the framers of our Constitution had
dent to abundant wealth and a well-trained intellect was thought not disgraceful that woman should be was that the history of the world lay before them,
for those which are incident to scant resources and pu_rch~sed in marriage, and the money paid. To-daJ every page of which shed ligb.t on the subject of their
mere animal passion without intelligence. For, as It IS disgraceful to buy the affections of woman, but 1 study. Our government was not a growth, as tho
the inilividual man develops in health, wealth, intel- ?ot the toil of man. But as the world grows richer, B. ritish, French, ·and every other government in
It may, peradventure, come to be as disgraceful to Europe was, out of religious barbarism. It was a
*By VAN BuREN DENSLOW.
offer coin for toil a.s it now is to offer it for love..·new creation altogether, adumbrated by the miracu-
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lous birth of Minerva, mature and all armed, from the
brain. of Jupiter.. ~he theory promulgated by the
God-m-the-Cons~Ituti_on party, which appeals so powerfully to the ch1valnc loyalty of every Christian to
Christ as his leader and king, is not an untned one.
It was tried thoroughly, as any one may see from the
authorities I hav quoted, in Scotland and Englimd
and is proved by its own documents to hav bee~
~he p~oli:fic mother of hypocrisy and of sin generally,
m all Its shapes and forms. But the mischief is that
in this heels-over-bead, rough-and-tumble insanity of
money-ma~ing, which characterizes our age, men will
not take time to examin the subject in the light of
history and philosophy. The benumbing influence
of this craze after wealth, this ridiculous ambition to
be known as a millionaire, is seen in the radicals themselva. Look at the tameness of. their submission to
the constitutional and legal enaqtments of the different states of the Union, throwingQut of court the testimony of a man in cases involving liberty, life, character, and property, unless he believes the false and
childish dogmas of the popular religion. For when
the framers of the Constitution had nearly finished
their work of making it a purely secular instrument
remembering, as they did, that the organic laws of
the thirteen statt'ls were modeled after the priest-ridden nations of Europe, and had no proper regard for
the righ ~s of mankind concerning religion, they deli!igned to cure the evil by Article 6, Section 2, of the
Constitution, declaring that "this Constitution, and
the laws of the United States which shall be made in
pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or which
shall be made, under the authority of the United
States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the
judges in every state shall be bound thereby, anything in the Constitution or laws .of any state to the
contrary notwithstanding." And yet Chief Justice
Waite, who is an Episcopalian Christian, in administering the oath of office to Garfield and Arthur, as
presidents of the United States, made them both
"kiss the book."
·
Mr. Washburn says that the ""watchword of the
amendment party is 'unity of essentials;' these essentials being the doctin of the trinity, total depravity, vicarious atonement, and the necessity of
faith in Jesus Christ. to secure salvation." The chain
of doctrins, however, is not complete. It lacks the
last, and most important link of all : salvation from
what~ Why, from eternal hell-fire. But the revolutionists, as I C!J.ll them, omitted these fearful words,
in order to catch such gudgeons as Dr. Miner, of the
Universalist Church, and Dr. Mayo, of the Unitarian.
But Mr. Washburn amazes me by saying, "It does
not seem possible that a very large party could be
formed on such a platform as that." Why, look at
the great national sects, by which I mean those sects
whose churches are located in all the states of the
Union-the Presbyterians, the Baptists, the Methodists, the Lutherans, the Episcopalians, and, I may
add, the Congreg~tionalists, who are powerful in the
New England states, and in all that tier of states in
the Northwest over which the New England emigrp.tion has swept. To this day, with all the abrading influence of civilization and common sense
against them, the Puritan notion that you can, and
ought to, make a man religious and moral by law is
rife, as is seen in the prohibitory legislation which
abjures the national Constitution and sets up the
authority of the Bible in its place. A man such
as Beecher was before the locks of his strength were
shorn off by Delilah, with the :fire of the old Crusaders, Peter the Hermit and Saint Bernard, in his soul,
and followed by a host of younger apostles like himself-there is no telling what they might not do if
they would undertake a new crusade to glorify Christ
by putting him and his religion into the Constitution
and making presidents, governors, and legislators
out of his "saints." The sects of this country raise
millions of dollars every year to support their religion
at· heme and· abroad. The politieians are all under
cow to them, as was evinced in our Pennsylvania
legislat1,1re a few weeks ago, when a simple-hearted
member, at the opening of the session, moved to dispense with the empty formality of a chap 1ain's prayers. The politicians of both parties fell upon him
as a lot of hungry wolves would fall upQn a stray
sheep, for his impiety, while not one of them really
cared a snap of his finger for religion or any of its
formalities. It was only intended to show their con·stituents at home what good Christians they were.
Look at the voluntary contributiona made to the
class called evangelists or revivalists, who are genererally illiterate men, but full of zeal and the Holy
Ghost in converting sinners. They are all making
themselvs rich-Moody and Sankey, Sam Jones, and
Sam Small, to say nothing of the reverend layman,
Joseph Cook, and the women preachers. All that
saves us from a crusade to revolutionize the country
and "put the government squarely under Christ and
his saints" is the extent to which the leaven of Infidelity has leaveiled the whole lump of state and
·church. I know we liv in the nineteenth century,
but human ·nature is the same now as it ever was,
and whenever you meet with a really religious man,
you see one who, if you know how to play upon the
instrument of his feelings of loyalty and devotion to
'
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Christ his savior, can be lashed into excitement that
would dare and do anything ill his service. I don't
like the idea of our liberties lying at the mercy of
an.y s~t of men.
A. B. B.
Enon Valley, Pa., Jan. 30, 1887.

The Fo.m· Canonical Gospels.
Any student of the only authentic writings of the
first century, viz., Paul's and Clement of Rome's
epistles, is at once convinced that there existed then
no such work as that called the four canonical gospels. No allusion, quotation, or intimation of their
existence can be gained from these authentic writers.
Later on, and in the beginning of the second century,
numerous gospels appeared, such as that of Nicodemus, of the Infancy of J esuB, of the Virgin Mary, the
Memoirs of the Apostles, the Protevangelion, which
we hav, and many others now lost, but from which
the fathers of the second century quoted freely, giving most of the time the name of the gospel from
which their quotations were taken. But up to the
year 180, not a single one of them quoted. from any
of the four gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John; the names of these evangelists appear nowhere in their quotations. This is so absolutely true
and correct that we invite every Secularist to defy
and challenge all the priesthood, Catholic or Protestant, to produce one single authentic instance wpere
a father of the church makes a quotation, declaring
that it is taken from Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John,
prior to the year 180.
In that year, 180, Theophilus, bishop of Antioch,
was the :first Christian writer (ad Antolycum, ii, 22),
who quoted one of the gospels, as follows: John says
that " in the beginning was the word, and the word
was with God." (See Waite, History of the Christian
Religion, p. 354.) Up to that time the fathers had
preached and quoted every day from thirty or more
other gospels, never from the canonical ones. This
is certainly a proof that the gospels of Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John were not in existence prior to
180.
But in that year, and in the following ones, the
Christian world was flooded with the first edition of
these freshly manufactured gospels, bound in one
volume. This sudden apparition of hitherto unknown
gospels was the work of a gang of forgers, at the head
of whom were Eleutherus, bishop of Rome, and Irenams, a fanatic at his service, as will be demonstrated
immediately.
Such a fergery has not even the excuse of being a
pious fraud, invented for the glory of God, as many
others hav been; it was made only and especially to satisfy· the ambition of the bishop of Rome
by elevating him above all other similar dignitaries of Christendom. His accomplice, Irenams,
who was another subaltern ambitious, was also, as
a reward for his services, to be invested with a
bishopric in Gauls. What Eleutherus wanted was to
establish as a positiv fact that Christ gave all his
powers to Peter, and that Peter transferred them to
all his successors on the seat of Rome, of which already popular opinion had been adroitly induced to
believe that Peter had been the :first bishop. To establish these points by authentic writings, there was
an apparently insuperable · difficulty; not a single
one of the thirty or more gospels then in use could
supply a word, text or sentence which could be interpreted as giving to Peter more authority than to the
other disciples. Eleutherus was not to be stopped
by such a difficulty. If there were no text in the old
gospels to foster his ends, he had to make new gospels in which they would be found. Hence the forgery was resolved. Exactly how the desired interpolation was done of course we do not know, but it is
presumable that it was done by forging marginal
additions as desired on some of the manuscripts of the
old gospels so freely used in the composition of the
new ones, which marginal additions Eleutherus and
Irenams forced their scribes to insert in the new text,
as being an authentic part of the old ones; and so it
was done.
That they had a large force of scribes is evident
from the rapidity with which that new edition was
distributed in Europe, Asia, and Africa, during the
years included between 180 and 190, where they
are found in almost general use, and where they were
unknown ten years previous.
Now what were these f01·geries! Not many certainly, but all to the point. Some of them may be
cited here and are certainly forgeries, since such texts
cannot be found in the old gospels from which the
new gospels were entirely manufactured. In Luke
xxii, 29, Christ is made to say to all his disciples :
"I giv unto you a kingdom, as my father has given
one to me." In Matthew xviii, 18, he intrusts to all
his disciples the power to bind or loose everything
on the earth, promising to ratify their doings in
heaven. These are forgeries, made for the purpose
of erecting the priesthood as a privileged aristocracy
above the common people. But now we come to the
forgeries made for raising Peter above the other
bishops. In Ml!-tthew xxvi, 18, they made Christ say
to Peter: i<You are a rock, and on that rock I will
build my church." In verse 19, he is said to hav
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given. to -Peter the keys of the kingdom of heaven,
and also, of course, the power to bind and loose every
thing on .the earth. This was one of the main objects
to be attained, viz., erecting Peter .as the successor
of Christ. The next one was to give Peter the power
over the other disciples, and over all laity; it was
forged and inserted in the manuscript intrusted to
the scribes or monks who were writing the gospel of
John, and is found there in chapter xxi, 15, 16, 17,
where Christ is supposed to hav given to Peter the
supremacy over the sheep and the lambs; that is to
say, over the whole clergy, and over their flocks.
The introduction of the above text was the only
motiv for the production of the four canonical gos·
pels.
We hav said that the forgers used scribes, and we
must add that these were Greek students, at least
those who were intrusted with the reduction; the
other ones may hav been simple copyists, slaves probably, as there were any amount of them in Rome in
these times. Who were these Greek writers~ JYiost
probably the monks already installed at Rome from
Alexandria, where they originated, and from whence
they sent colonist into Antioch, Ephesus, Corinth,
and other large cities of the empire, during the late
end of the second century. (See Sesarios, Zozomen,
and especially Jerome, the vitc~ e1·emit., part 3.) These
were nativ Greeks of Egyp"t, and were Greek students.
Hence the first four gospels' Greek text; the :first Latin
version was that of Jerome, at the end of the third
century.
These monks left imprinted on these gospel~ many
material proofs of their part in it, not only in the
idiom of the Greek language used by them, but also
in many places in the text itself; and, since I hav
quoted John's gospel about the lambs and the sheep,
it will not be amiss to finish this short notice by
calling the attention of the faithful to the two last
verses of that (John's) gospel. We read in xxi, 24:
"This is the disciple (John) which beareth witness
of these things, and who wrote these things, and we
know that his witness is true." Who says we know ~
Certainly it is not John himself, since the writers
speak of John.
The we are evidently the Greek
monks who wrote the Greek gospel of John. The
last verse (25) seems to bear the stamp of the fanatic
Irenams. He don't say we, he says L Speaki11g of
the deeds of Christ, he says, "If they should be
written every one, I suppose that even the world
itself would not contain the books that should be
written." This is, I believe, the greatest hyperbole
of language ever riaked by any writer. We may attribute it to Eleutherus, but probably it is the work
of the fanatic Irenams.
H. J. SEIGNEURET, M.D.

An Intemperate Temperance Advocate.
The voice of science has well said that there is no
hallucination so vain and fatal as is the idea that
alcoholic beverages are ever of any use.
The Spiritualist and the Materialist may boast of
their brains and insight, and as Freethinkers in
philosophy, and as citizens of a democracy, claim
their right to tamper with themselvs, and argue their
personal liberty to torment other people by drinking
or selling intoxicating liquors; but in so doing they
hav not risen above the ancient orthodox theology
which believed wine to be a good creature of God,
and counted Medford rum as the apocalyse of divine
mercies.
It profits comparativly little that inverstigation
into the properties of matter, and the enunciation of
the principles of forces, has swept, or is sweeping,
away the idle fears of former ignorance, and strikes
the iron scepter from the hands of a priest sanctioned
despotism, so long as the rum power holds unuisputed sway, and political emancipation leaves men in
brutal slavery under the compromise of a license law.
It is of slight moment, as set beside the mightiest
want of the time, that Spiritualism has come to this
world of sepulchers freighted with the blossoms of a
summer-land beyond the frosty tomb, if to its substantialized hope of immortality it does not aclu its
blessing upon the tempGrance theme and lend its aid
to the present struggle to prohibit the giant incubus
of drink from further polluting the earth with its
noisome form.
What signifies it to know that we shall meet beyond the river, if, knowing it, our lives are not
made better on this side, and why should we care to
know each other there if we do not learn to love each
other, or at least respect each other, here ~ And both
self-regard and mutual esteem preclude the indulgence in whatever weakens bouy and mind, without
affording greater strength somewhere at some time,
and thus debarring it, determins that we not only
close our own gates to the danger that may rage in
the streets, but also commands that we clear the
high way of society from every pestiferous libertin
that subsists on the lives and property of those so
unwise or unguarded as to allow it entertainment.
Dogmatic Atheism arrives at the conclusion that
the idea of a God is the king of superstitions, and it
sees no hope of the freedom of man in the world
until the throne is tugged down from the sacred
skies and sunk in the sea of oblivion.
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Yet Atheism, at its best, being only negativ in
itself, offers nothing but an opportunity, however
?road that opening may be; and whilt!t acki:Jowledgmg the gods of fabulous conceit and fraudulent
crafts to ' be airy nothings, though of electric
potency over vacant minds, and conceding that the
notion of God is the king, however short and shorn
a king, of superstitions, yet it must be more strenuously stated that alcohol is the emperor of hallucinations, oefore whom God himself is made to bow by
his own worshipers, and supplicate for his very
being, and beg for a sheltering shingle upon his
earthly temple.
Trinity steeple may point its spire of faith to
heaven and sport its fashionable piety on money
gathered by the ]ease of its estates for gin-mills; it.
may dispense gospel grace in mission chapels for
the poor by ministers paid with the wages of sin,
and boast its Christian charity in alms earned by
weeping mothers which the fathers spend for rum.
The Secular Union prints well its nine demands of
Liberalism. Still it is only half-way Liberal, nay,
only half-way just, in that it does not demand the enfranchisment of woman, and it )pts the lesser evils
shut the greater from sight, in ito:~ silence on the subject of the liquor traffill, and it givs countenance to
the hateful trash by echoing the barkeepers' hypocritical cry of personal liberty.
It is captious to complain of the cost of the clergy,
while it is the minor expense of anything in the name
of culture. However much mistaken the ministry
may be in its methods, it is not to be once mentioned
for criticism by the side of the saloonocracy, which
not only swallows the major share of labor'~:~ money,
but damns men to a wor1::1e hell, if not as lasting, as
Calvin ever dreamed of.
The Jewish Jehovah is but a. pigmy, lost in the
boots of the lurid Gambrinus wlro invented Germ11n
lager beer. Labor is lost., and learning is in the
shade, whilst the brewery rules the land and men
are afraid to speak for fear of a shot.
JOHN PRESCOTT
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I hav had a busy campaign since I landed in
Brookvllle, and bav been lecturing every night. The
Bavaria Secular Union has done splendid service
since its organization. It bas had hvely meetings,
and the community has been in a blaze of excitement. When it was noised abroad that the Infidel
was coming, the Christians declared that be should
not bav the use of the schoolhouse, which up to this
time bad been used for all public meetings of whatsoever kind, the Christians occupying it for their
Sabbath services. They evidently forgot the Golden
Rule, and did not want that others should hav the
same privileges that they themselvs enjoyed. The air
was full of threats by the discipl~s of the meek and
lowly Jesus-that, if necessary, there should be a
little knocking down in order that the mouth of the
Infidel might be shut. So there was promis of an
interesting occasion. Any life is better than no life
at all, and " bloody noses and cracked crowns" are
preferable to absolute indifference.
The Bavaria Union arranged the series of lectures
to be given in the county of Salina, where there is a
large Liberal element, as we11 as plenty of religious
bigotry. I was met on my arrival at Brookville by
that good Hercules of our cause, the "village blacksmith," F. H. Terry, who can bring fire, both mental
and physical, with his sturdy blows. Notwithstand
ing his outspoken Infidelity, he bas the best business
of any man in the county, f9r the Christians know
that be can shoe a horse with skill and neatness, and
they don't care for his religious opinions so long as
he can do superior work. When it comes to business,
Christians know a thing or two as to their worldly
profit.
Along with Mr. Terry was Mr. A. S. Hall, NAwton
Mitchell, A. K. Mott, E. G. Hall, A. C. Hall, Enoch
Lewis, I. D. Roberts, A. N. Case, president of the
Union, and others. Their hearty reception was all
that was needed to restore me to wonted vigor and
good cheer after an all-night and all day ride. We
joined our forces for a good square meal, and the
hour or two before the lecture went merrily by. The
town hall of Brookville was filled by an appreciativ
audiencfl, and I gave my lecture on '· Universal
Mental Liberty." The second evening was severely
cold-it blew almost like a blizzard, so that but few
could come from the country, but the hall was full,
and I pictured "The New HPaven and Earth." There
a;~ many Liberals in Brookvi!le. among its leading
Clttzens, and I hope for a flounshmg organization in
the future. It has about twelve hundred inhabitants
and is rapidly growing. The country about it is ex-

cellent, producing wheat, corn, etc., though a large
part of the lands are used for grazing purposes, bills
and knolls quite rocky and precipitous being scattered about. The Smoky Range is about twelve
miles away, and quite lofty for this prairie conntry. This is called Spring Creek VaHey, about a
dozen miles lo11g, beautiful indeed when the silver
glittering wings of spring are shining over, and the
horizon is fringed with glowing bights and luminous
groves-a happy valley indeed for those who can be
content with the fair fruits of earth and rural complacency.
.
I was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ingraham while at
Brookville. Mr. Ingraham is one of the foremost
business men of the place and is fearless in the expression of his LibAral views, and it does not seem to
hurt him in the least, even so far as the patronage of
Christians is concerned. Mrs. Ingraham is equallJ
advanced and frank in sentiment, and althou~h bet
mother belonged to the church, her father, Mr. W.
Mardin, is of the Liberal faith according to the gospel of Ingersoll.
Many others I found in this genial company of
Freethought-Mr. Frank Blackburn and wife, Frank
Hoag anct wife, Alfred Hoag, Daniel Hurford and
w1fe, 0. P. Bicknell and wifP, J. D. Roberts and wift-,
Levi Roberts, Dr. Stearns, Newton Mitchell and wife,
lHt·s. Crm,ier, of St. Louis, etc.· Mr. Newton Mitchell,
wbo•iutroduced me at the lt-ctures, is one of our best
posted Freethinkers in this part of the country, and
tt won't do for the clergy to engage in controverJ
with him, for be knows more about church historJ
than any ten of their ordinary caliber put together.
Once in a while I come across a really interesting
Christian, who has some originality, and such a one
is Mrs. Ira Freeman, who is a kind of a transcendental Christian, and has a wonderful way of mterpreting
the Btble, which she devoutly believes to be thtword of God, the whale-story and all. At the same
time she thinks that Ingeno11 is the greatest man liv·
ing, and she delights to read him. She has declared
that she will convert the Infidels, or the Infidels will
convert her. I guess the latter will be the outcome.
She admits that the Infidels are right in theory, but
they lack the holy spirit. They )lav not the " Godprinciple." I told her she must take my '·New God,"
and then her way would be perfectly clear, and Infidelity and the" God-principle" would be all right,
and fit together like the two sides of a hinge, and
harmony would pn·vail, and the doors of progress
opPn. Mrs. Freeman's husband is the celebrated
Yankee razor strop maN, who has been during the
fifty years of his career in every city and village in
the United States, and bas sold, I_ guess, about a
million strops. He is an Infidel, with but one article
to his creed~na.mely, razor-strop. His catechism is
as follows: "Do you believe in almighty God!"
'• No, I do not. I believe in the razor-strop." There
is no doubt his one article of faith and business is of
more value than all the Thirty-nine Articles of the
Church of England. Still when it comes to "shaving," I shouldn't wonder if the theologians beat him.
So my time in Brookville went pleasantly by, and
on Friday morning, February 11th, I took the train
for Salina, the county-seat, fifteen miles distant, a
bright and activ place of about eight thousand inhabitants, with large prospects, its real estate doubling
almost every twenty-four hours, as it passes from
hand to hand. New railroads are to be built, and it
is expected that Salina will be one of the foremost
cities of the state, with a popuiation of twenty thousand in a year or two. It already has a Catholic university, and a Methodist and normal college. It has
quite a progressiv aspect, and a good Liberal e]ement among the leading people of the place-Mr. J.
M. Ittem and wife, M. D. Teague, A. L. Dodge,
Judge Osborne, C. E. Martin, Henry Rosmond,
Joseph Henry, author of that excellent pamphlet,
"Hmtlil About Funerals," etc., a veteran of seventyfour years, and thoroughly interested in reform; Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Abbott, of New Cambria, both live
InfidelR, who keep things on the go; John Buchi,
A. s. Peterson, o~car SPitz, J. H. Hardison, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Garverich, Mrs. Helen Eggleston; Mrs.
MaryBicknell,JohnFoster,FrankFerlem,Mr.Reese,
John Gtbson, Dr. Newman, A. J. Anderson, L. C.
Sawin, Dr. W. S. Hauser, J. Beetem Wise, of Industry. who walked about thirty miles to attend the
lectures; 0. Fasse, Matt Hederich, August Rolinquist., and others. The friends in Salina did all they
could for the success of the lectures, and were generous in their contributions, and I hav not found a
more pleasant company.
The lectures were given in the Opera Hou~<e, the
largest and best audience room in the city, and for
three evenings it was filled with intelligent gentlemen and ladies, who found in the ideas of Liberalism
the most Rati!:lfactory, intellActual, and moral stimu!u~< .. On Sunday evening, F~bruary 13th, an organ1zatwn was t--ffected, and I hav no doubt that Salina
wil1 be one of our brightest point.s, and as it grows in
material and business wealth will also be on these
broad and beautiful plains a beacon-light for freedom.
This is a lovely country, indeed. . If I were a
farmer, I think I might choose this Arcadian land,
where you can look for miles upon a delightful pros-

pact-rolling prairie, soft blue horizons, Ilttle valleys
and wide-sweeping undulations, plentifully watered
with creeks and rivers, the soil bursting with wealth,
and flowering into splendid fruitage. It seems an
easy life hPre, to tickle the breast of Mother Earth and
make her laugh with harvests. Monday morning the
sun shone with golden luster, and bright fleecy clouds
floated along the immeasurable blue, and the billowy
Je.ndscape rolled against the remote azure with gray
and glimmering ra1.oks. Friend .Terry took me over
from Salina to Bavaria behind hi~ fleet-footed mare,
and the ride was a spell of joy indeed, and work was
forgotten amid the magmficent peace of nature.
When we got to Bavaria, howeve~, there was tumult.
The Christians were still determmed to keep us out
of the school-house, and bad signed a petition to that
effect, and loud were the threats of what. might be
done. However, we kept on the even tenor of our
way, knowing that the dog \\'ho barks the loudest
bites the least. When eve11ing came the building
was crowded to its utmost capacity-some being
obliged to go away. Our opponents were present,
but not a move was made, and all listenPd attentivly
to my discourse on "UnherslL. Mental Liberty," and
even Christians bPgan to think that Infidt:-lity has some
good points. My friend 1\-Irs. Freeman, the transcendental Christian, made an onset, and spoke e]oquently in favor of the whale story, and a few other
miracles that the" ruler of the universe" might-perform. She bad read in the Science Monthly that the
whale had a big reservoir of fresh air constantly on
hand. That settled it. If Jonah bad fresh air he
might survive, although he had nothing to eat or
drink. Mrs. Freeman did not, however, explain bow
Jonah got through the whale's throat without being
choked to death. Perhaps for that especial occasion,
the "ruler of the universe" made an India-rubber
throat capable of being stretched to meet everyemergency like Mrs. Freeman's interpretations of the
scriptures. She can make the Bible mean anything,
no matter what it happens to say. For her er;;pe<lial
bent-fit, I gave on the second evening ''The New
God," for I felt that she needed that more than anything else, as a restorativ to sound logic, for the old
God is indeed a God of confusion. Some of the allies
of the church trted to make a disturbance on the
Sflcond evening, but the tide of Freetbought went
triumphantly on.
We had the largesb meetings ever held in the
village. and the Christians are now thoroughly
ashamed that they ·ever undertook the role of perse·
cutors. The Bavaria Secular Union has won a grand
success. It is composed of the best citizens of the
country, who maintain their cause with dignity and
determination, and from this time on the Liberal
movement will bav greater power than ever. Mr. A.
N. Case, the president of the society, presided at the
meetings. 1 hav enjoyed the hospitality, while here,
of Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Mott, Mr; and Mrs. A S. Hal1
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Lewis and family,
and so the days bav passed pleasantly and swiftly,
and recreation has been mingled with labor. Yesterday I visited Mr. George Hanley, one of the brave
soldiers and officers of the war, who enter~d as
private and won a captain's rank, and, as the result
of his patriotic services, is now suffering from
paralysis. He is a Deist somewhat afrer the manner
of Thomas Paine, who believed in a God and future
state. He is not exactly satisfied with my Agnostic
attitude, but in spirit he is thoroughly in favor of
liberty and justice for all, and so our platform is
about the same after all.
I was pleased to meet with Mr. W. F. Adams, a
teacher in the schools here, a man of fiiJe ability and
eloquence, who has valiantly defended our cause ·
in spite of the attacks of the church. The orthodox
bav tried to remove him from his public position,
but the universal sentiment of the community would
-not allow. He is deservedly popular in his. profession.
. Mr. John GeieR1er, Mr. Davis Armstrong and wifP,
Mr. Albert Loucks, Mr. David Rodenbush. Mr. A. 0.
Bolund, 1\fr. John Bennett, Mr. Harris, Mr. David
Douglass, Mr. Eugene Douglass, Mr. Martin Dean,
Mr. Wm. Shaw, Mr. Wm. Bartel, Mr. Cramer, Mr. J.
W. Yount and son, and others, are among those
whom I hav had the pleasure of meeting, and who
are in activ sympathy with Freethought.
Some of our enthusiastic boys who are in favor of
fair play serenaded our friend Terry last evening;
the Stars and Strip<=~s greeted the morning sun
in honor of the victory for free speech, while some
mystic hand draped in deep mourning the orthodox
fort. There is gPneral jubilation, and the dogs of
war hav slunk into their holes.
I shall keep the battle a-going in New Cambria
Thursday night with our stanch fnends, Mr and Mrs.
J. W. Abbott. I shall lecture at Windom Fliday;
at D,)dge City, Ft-b. 20th; at Gdordf'n City, Ftb. 21.,t
and 22d; at Greeley, L'ol., Feb. 27th; at Longmont,
March 2d; at Dt>nver, March 6th and 13Gb; aud
other places in Colorado as arrangements. can be
madcl. I hav received a cal~ from Prescott, the
capital of Arizona, and hope to be there March
16th and 17th. I shall be at Los Angeles, San
Diego, Santa Ana, from March 20th to 27th; at Tu·
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lara, Yisalia, about March 3~th and 31st; at San
Francisco anrl Oakland, April 3d and lOth; San
Jo!>e, April 17th and 24th; and Sonoma, Stockton,
Sacramento, and other places in California until June
!st. I shall be in Oregon in June; Washington territory in July: and return E'lstward in An gust by
way of Baker City, Oregon, Boise City, Idaho, etc.
Will friends please keep a long look ahead and arrange for lectures so that every possible point can be
covered and the movement pushed along the whole
route?
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Bavaria, Kan., ·Feb. 16, 1887. ·
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j ahle to fortify his opinions by observat.ions taken in fortable way, exactly as though they bad known each
· all parts of the world, civilizPd and barbarous. In a other all their lives. Everyone who has ever enterfew well chosen words Captain Clark thanked the tained knows that it takes extraordinarily natural enwriter of these reports for the cordial invitation to tertainers to make guests feel so much at home.
return which had been extended to him. ReferencA
The great Infidel moves about among his friends
was then made to the lecture. Captain Clark said like a big boy who is delighted to see them, and bas
that when he joined t.ne Liberal Club. and began bor- something pleasant to say to each one. There is no
ing the audience in affiict.ions of ten minutes eaftb. be studied attempt at entertaining. It is all quite like
did not know it was a Socialistic camp. He bad a "home folk." And it is home folk ways, for the
dream the other night to the effect that the dAvil Ingersolls liv in the very arms of the public, as it
"came on earth, and Herr Most took him to the Lib- were. Their. big house is always full of people;
eral Club to bear a lecture on So<>ift!ism, and upon their family includes an enormous number of friends.
Whom does one see at the Ingersolls' on Sunday
going back below he asflured his guiile that there
evening 1 Here is a well-known western politician, a
would
soon
be
as
big
a
hell
on
earth
as
there
was
now
The Liberal Club.
in his domain. "Someboily,'' said the captain, "bas good-looking, bright minded man in the middle of
It rained so hard on the evening of Friday, t.he suggested that the Socialists follow th~.- examplfl of hfe, and in tne heart of success. Over there is llrs.
18th, that hardly one hundred pArsons braved the the Pilgrim!'~, and go to some foreign shore. Whv Croly (Jenny June), whom everybody likes because
weat.her to attend the 435th rE>gular meetin~ of thA don't they do it! For the re11son that Soci11list.s ca~ she has a really kind heart, and likes to see all get on
Manhat.tan Liberal Club helil on that datA; but. not exist apart from t.hoRe who are not Socialist.s. and be happy. And not far from her is Miss Helen
those who were present wouldn't hav missed it for a They are para<>ites. Uncle S!l.m is a sleeping lion, Gt~.rdener, who lectures on the same unorthodox
g'lod deal of money. To say that the meeting wa" hut it won't _do for you SociRli<>ts to rile him too topics that the great colonel handles so eloquently.
lively woulrl be t.he faintest possible expression of much, or he will strike back, and when he floes st.J'ikf', He introduces her to her audiences in this city frea great truth. The Chair. in opening the e'l:ercifles. he will ut.terly spifl.il'ate :von. What do di,cussions quently. She is a pretty, petite, gil·lish-looking lady,
had confliderable to say about the trouble Herr on Sooialism amount to' A diRtingniRhed lecturer whom nobody would SUtipect of holding opinions so
Oppenheimer, the lecturer of the eveninQ', had t11ke11 savs t.weedle dnm. Then a disHnguished l'ritic s~>,vs ponderous, and launching them so courageously at
to inform himself concerning t.he theories of Karl tweedle-dee; whereupon the dist.inguisheil leftt.urer the public. She writes books worthy of the biggestMarx, which he would procepd to elucidate. Th£> replies that, in refereD<'A to the remarks of his dist.in- brained man and the most radical in America, but she
Chair's prodigality of praise for the leotnrer. raisAil guishE'd critic, he would !'!av that with a. slight mod- doeRn't look it. To the right, talking music with a
the expectations of the auflience to a high altit.uilP. ification there reallv is no diff..,rence bAtween tweedle- lady who adores it, is a California journalist, good·
and therefore when Herr Oppenheimer ascended the rlum and twePdle~dee.'' Capt.ain Clark's ai!OrPsR looking and exceedingly graceful as to tongue. The
platform be was greeted with a round of applause. ~'aU!'!ed much mPrriment. and be saiil be was glail. to stout man with the longish curly hair is Harry HilThe orator bowed condescendingly in acknowlpdg-- fnrnish the club with amusement, which w11.s a tbun- liat d, artist, whom all the world knows of. Three or
ment of the salute, and said he was convincPd. from f!ering fliiht more than moRt of the speakPrs di'l four professional singers are scattered about-tenors,
the reception accorded him, that all presE>nt diil not The captain is rapidly improving as au orator, 1mil contraltos, and sopranos. They sing at fitful interrPgard him as an unkempt piratf\ as THE TRUTH keeps his conrse a good deal bett.Pr than he used to. vals when solicited. Pianists of high degree are also
SEEKER's rAt)Orter had so unjustifiably described him.
Colonel Hint;.on opened his adil.ress with the re- to be Reen. HerA a journalist. The tall form of
Mr. Oppenheimer intimated that he was prepared to mark (referring to the previous speaker) that it w~ts Allen Thorndyke Rice flits about a brief hour, and
enter a contest of beauty with his critic. As for idle to answer a fool accoriling- to his fo1lv. The vanishe.s. Hany Edwards, of Wallacks, and his wife,
his German acl'ent. he coU:ldn't help that, having beAn eolonel further said Captain Cl!l.rk, in going all OVAr beam up<'n the company. Mr. Edwards is a perenborn in a country where that acl'ent is quite marked; t.he world, had demonstrated that no mfttt.er bow far nial beamer. Like Ingersoll himself, he will never be
old, because he has a strong grip on the interests of
but he bl:llieved he could spPak Eng-lish a good dAal an llss travels, he will nevAr come barok a horfle.
Dr. Eccles rAg-rPtted thA turn affairs bad htkAn. life. Colonels, judgE's, and other title-"wearers are
better than t.he reporter could speak German. The
orator seemed to hav the sympathy of the audience ThA question should be discusRed calmly. In his numerous, but they all forget to be stilted at Ingerthe same being evinced by hearty app1ausA Aver' opinion the lecture WaR merelv palaver. So~ialiE~ts soll's. Any affected dignity falls away from them as
time he gave thA hadgA pin man an unn!'!ually bard jftb thAorize, hut alw11.ys avoid placing ca•u;e and fff~ct a garment. The air of the bouse doesn't encourage
When Herr Oppenheimer had said all he had to 'lide 8y sidA. They are dreamers. You hear the tt. Poets are there, and enter into the heartiness of
sav on the forPgoing suhj ~ct, he tackled his lecture on 'lame sort of talk in thA aRylumR Insane people are the occasion so much that they forget to )Je jealous
11pt to he logi<>al. bnt they are Rffiictefl wit.h a lesion of each other.
Socialism. The following is about what he said :
We were all invited to be sure to be present when
Karl M>~.rx was the Darwin of political economy, and his of the brain. Dr. Eccles WAlcomed S()cialism !IS the
name represents the ide>t. of evolution in that domain. No- redemption from the curse of Henry GPorge. It was the golden wedding was to be honored, and even the
bndy can ~pPak of political f'Conomy without mf'ntionin~r the ca«e of one poison antidoting another.
diamond weddmg, which the cherubic colonel assured
his work "Da~ Kapital." published in 1867, in which hi'
us he int.mded to remain here to be on hand to celeL~twyAr
Searing
quoted
some
poetry
from
Goet.he
destroyed the fa11Acif'R of the prf'sPnt system, 11nd laid barf'
brate, and we all wished that he would be.
for
the
benefit
of
the
writer
of
these
lines,
and
then
the sores on the bodv politic. He showetl how the few arf'
robbing the many, and appropriatine: their earnings; how Mr. Oppenheimer closed the debate.
chattf'l slavery was succeeded by serfdom. and the latter in
Names Wanted.
turn by industrial bondag'e; how fnctories and the means of
A
Party
at
Colonf'l
In~ersoll's.
Will
the
readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER send us the
production in the hands of mononoly reduce the .,..orkers to
Prom a oll?"•e.•pnndP.nt.
names of all their friends who are Liberally inclined,
freedom only in name and tt:> slavery in fact. ·Depravity and
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and his wife celPhrated RO that they may receive a sample copy of this paper?
·vice are the inevitable results.
As a substitute for thi" system Marx proposes Socialism or the twenty-fifth anniversary of their wedding Sund~ty We desire to largely increase the subscription Jist,
universal co-operjl.tion. Some mav say, '' You foreie:ners arf' night, the 13th-not formally, but most delightfully.
not needed. We hav a domestic remed v. HPnrv Geore:e'sland Not caring to hav any of the timeworn and trouble- and shall be grateful for all aid extended.
If our present subscribers would mention to their
nationalization is •the great panacea." But Henry Geore;"'s
.scheme of land nationalization is not orie:inal with him some silver wedding foolishness, they told no ont> Liberal friends that THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good paThe doctrin wa~ pnt forth by a Gf'rman professor of political until their friends had all asflembled, and then the per to subscribe for, it might be the means of maeconomy in 1878 [.~lc] before " Proe:ress anrl Poverty" wa~ happy tale was passed from one to another, merely
written. His books, in which he devote~ three pages to con- as an interesting fact, not af! an announcement of terially helping us.
sideration of the scheme. hav laid unread in the Astor Library grAat im'portance.
for ten years. So Mr. Georg'e's doctrins are not patentable.
Lectures and Meetings.
It is genE-rally understood among their friends that
But something more radical than land nationalization is
WE are informed that a series of essays or lectureH, on
needed. The government should own the railroads. the tel- the Ingersolls will be at home on Sunday evening.
egrllphs, and the mines-take t.hem just as they are now or- They liv on Fifth avAnue, a few squares below religious, moral, and social subjects, from a scientitic point
ganized, and eliminate the profits of the gref'dy capitalists. Twenty-third street. The location is central, and of view, by Mr. John Lord Peck, is to be given at the rooms,
Laborers will then be the servants of their fellow-citizens
instead of Mammon. Socia!iRm is democratic. and the peo- the hospitality is of the most natural and friendly Number 28 Lafa.vette Place, on Sunday afternoons, at 3
ple can at 11ny moment recall anv pPrson who betrays hiR order. The result is, a company of the most inter- o'dpck, during the next two month8, commencing Febtrust in office. Values would be fixed by the cost of produc- esting men and women in New York drop in on them. ruary 27th.
tion, which a central bureau of information would kt>l'p ap- No formal invitations are sent. Every friend who
DR. J. L. YoRK,- whom the Californian papers call the
prized of and publi~h dRily. There would be no overproduction. Children will not labor unrler the slave yoke of chooses to go is welcome, and one friend can intro- celebrated orator of the West, has plunged into his work
wages; every 111an will hav to work. and none will be allowed duce another. Some go first to church, and then. by again with his usual vigor aml eloquence. On the 13th inst.
to fatten on vested rights. There will be libraries accessible way of refreshing contrast. go to ColonAl Ingersoll's he began a four weeks' course of lectures at Los Angeles,
to all, hospitals.. houses of refuge. and infirmaries for the and breathe the fascinating air of Infidelity. ·Mrs. Cal., at tbe completion of which he will go to San Bernardino,
a.e:ed. We may paint the future in all the g'lowing colors of
the imagination. but anything our fancy can sne:gest mnst Ingersoll is a handsome lady, who makes everyonA Anaheim, Santa Ana, and Sun Diego. About May 10th he
fall far short of the actual under the reign of Soci&lism. Our who enters her house feel that he is very welcome. will start East, stopping at Salt Lake, Denver, and other
present system must take its place among the curiosities of In appearance she is a regal Roman matron, hand- prominent points on the line, wherever Liberals giv him enthe museum.
some enough to be a striking :figure anywhere. In couragement, for a night or a week, as req11ired. As his
Mr. Wakeman maintained that the lecture had ful· manner she is as g-racious and kind as hostess can be. terms are reasonable, we advise those desiring lectures in
filled his expectations, and was now open to discus- And the two daughters-! hesit~tte. to speak of them their towns to write him at once at San Jose, Cal. 1'he docas beautiful, because that word doesn't mean any- tor's wife will accompany him East.
sion in speeches of ten minutes each.
.
Mr. Sutherland arose to inquire if there would be thing any more when applied to young lai!ies. But
FoR striking the happy medium and pleasing all while diswaaes under Socialism. Herr Oppenheimer arose they are beautie!'!, of the sweetest; typeR of beauty- pleasing non!', the UaBB UrYUnty Leader, of Belton, Mo., is
to ~eply that the abolition of the wage system was the beauty of Roul as well as p'lrson. Somebody has entitled to the contents of the pastry-shop for the following
said that in a family sons are like cedars of Lebanon, rrport of one of S. P. Putnam's lectures: "The lecture dewhat Socialism aims at.
Dr. Weeks predicted the ultimate adoption of such but daughters are iike roses, of Sharon. Never any- livered at this place Tuesday night by the Freethinker,
m system as the lectured had outlined, but he didu't where hav I seen daughters who more thoroughly RnmuPl P. Putnam. of New York, was pronounced a very
think Herr Oppenheimer should sneer at Henry resembled "roses of Sharon" than these. I heard a able effort by those with whom that belief obtains. Of course
George. He believed Oppenheimer had more pride· gue!'!t sav to one of them,
there were those present who did not think the lecture very
"You hav no brothers~"
in maintaining his own position than zeal for the
argumentativ because it was npt in the nature of their views
"Nu," she answared, "no brothers;" aad her tone to do so. Upon the whole, we suppose Mr. Putnam fulfilled
truth. The first great divine commandment is,
,
" Root, hog. or die." And the second is like unto it, didn't indicate any regret whatever.
the miHsion of his vi3it here in deltvering to the disciples of
"Well,'' said the qllestioner, "your father is boy AtheiRm a discour,;e upon their theory of the mission of man
which is, "Giv eVAry hog a chance to root." Henry
George's theory o:fftJrs us all a chance to r_oot. _OG~ers enough for oue family."
on earth, where he bP~ins and where he ends. We think
"Yes," she answered, "we don't need any broth- th>~.t every man ~hould be entitled to his belief, whether
may hav mentioned the theory of land natiOnahz'l.tiOn,
ChriHtian or Athl'ist, and be reRp,.ctcd in it as long aq he does
but George had popularized it, and his books hadn't ers."
One fPAls at once that this is a house without any not obtru•ie his opinions in an obnoxious way upon people
. laid ten years unread in the ARtor Library, either,
shams. Everything is genuin. There is no preten- who hav differ•·nt convictions. Some men are Atheists bebut were known all over the world.
Following Dr. Weeks's remarks came what was sion before the world of what does not exiHt. The canse they cannot see and understand why they shnultl be
beyond dito~pute the speech of the evening. It was atmosphere of harmony is so contagious that it takes Chri~tians, and on the other hand, the many &.re Christians
made by Captain Clark, a man of varied experie?ce hold of the guests, and in a little while they are mov- beC!l.use they cannot beli()ve otht:rwise, and Q.re heartily glad
on la.nd and sea, and who has the advantage of bemg ing about and chatting together in the most com- of it,"
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there. They stand to-day as they stood fifty y~ars
ago. It is next to impossible to get a new truth .u:to
the mind of a Christian or to get an old superstitiOn
out.
'
Christian Absurdities.
For impossibilities absurdities and obscenity few
'
A hundred yeats ago every sick person mu~t be books equal the Bible.' Although' the Bible was writeither bled, blistered, or drenched. It was beheved ten many centuries ago, at the dawning of civilization,
that patients would die if not thus treated. But life yet in the mind of the Christian no writers before or
was prolonged when these practices were left off. since have equaled Bible writers.
Experience has shown that there. i~ no re~ation beNotwithstanding the filth and nastiness of the
tween belief and facts. The Chnst1an beheves that Bible, notwithstanding the abominations which it ndt1
there could be no moral standard but for his religion. only sanctions but commands, even to eating of one's
The truth is, his morality no more depends on his own children, yet the Christian believes it to be a
religion than life depended on blistering and blood- model of pureness, and that even its nastiness has a
letting a hundred yeru·s ago. Christianity does not tendency to elevate the race. Does not this border
promote morality. It makes no distinction between on lunacy~ Can it be a good system which thus
acts of cruelty and acts of disinterested benevolence. warps and muddles the minds of men~ Should not
It commits a murd!:Jr as conscientiously as it feeds a the minds of the youth of the land be protected from
starving child, and many times the murder has been such debauchery 1 It is a disgrace to the age that
considered the more meritorious act. It could not scru·cely a person can die unless the funeral services
see the cruelty of the Inquisition. It could not see ru·e conducted by oneof these elevated-road conductthe brutality of whipping women. It could not see ors whose mind is about as near the normal condithat killing men and women for opinion's sake was tio~ as an old tin pan in a wagon-rut. Some of their
murder. Evidence of Christianity is no evidence of funeral sermons are refreshing.
The next time you attend a funeral, just notice
morality. A case in point. Perhaps no man ever
doubted that Stonewall ,Jaakson was a Christian. He how the" awful solemnities of the oCC!J.Sion" lengthen
had the habit of throwing up his hands in a very out the preacher's countenance. Pay attention to
peculiar way. This habit was observed by many. In the manner in which he uses his handkerchief mark
battle, at headquarters, and even at the table, his his nasal twang, and think what an awful thing it
hand was seen to rise in a mysterious way. Some would be to die, and then have such a bogus specithought it a mere habit without purpose; but the men of humanity utter the last words over your dead
few who had been admitted to the inner temple of body, as if to see how extremely ridiculous the last
his heart knew the significance of that uplifted hand, scene in the great drama could be rendered. Hear a
and it is thus explained: He regru·ded God as the pious ranter at the funeral of a dead baby:" Gaud in
giver of all good. He said that he never put a glass his infinite wisdom has seen fit to tear this beautiful
of water or a mouthful of food to his lips without bud from the parent stem, ah. I think I can see the
thanks to God; that he had practiced it so long that hand of providence in it, ah. Gaud saw, ah, that it
it became a habit and second nature. He asked God would become the idol of their hearts ah and Gaud
to give council and help him at every step. If his removed. this little jewel, ah, to let the~ know, ah,
own statements are to be credited, God was in his that nothing must be adored ah above their creator
mind almQst constantly. If he found that a letter ah. The Lord gave ah and' th~ Lord taketh away'
had to travel on Sunday to reach its destination, he and blessed be the u'am~ of the Lord, ah."
'
would not mail it until Monday.
Think what brutes Christianity makes of men.
Now, if Christianity is to be taken as the standard The human mind cannot conceive anything more
of morality, Stonewall Jackson ought to hav been a brutal than killing a prattling babe to spite a loving
man of the clearest moral perceptions in the world. mother. I would smite a God who would kill a child
Let us see :
because I love it. What would become of the race if
In the first place he chose the profession of a cut- all mothers hated their offspring? " Oh, it is right
throat. At the storming of Chipultepec, Jackson's to love your children, but not too much." Well, how
battery commanded the main street of the city. much? Why, just as much as you can, and not have
Orders had been given that the town would be God get mad at you. And then, according to the
shelled in such a length of time unless it surrendered. Calvinistic creed," Gaud in his infinite wisdom" takes
When the time was up the street was packed with nineteen-twentieths of these little prattlers away from
men, women, and children. The order was given their fond mothers, only to use them as kindling-wood
and Jackson's cannon vomited their deadly fire upon in bell. Christian buncombe!
those defenseless people. A lady bearing him reWhat love can a savior have for a Christian when
count the sad havoc that his guns bad made among the Christian tries to make him stand all his loathwomen and children, asked him, with a woman's some tricks ? In olden times they 11sed to pile all
heart, if be did not feel some compunction. "Not their sins onto an old billy-goat; now the Christian
the least," he coolly replied, "I did my duty." piles them onto his savior.
Though Jackson never received a letter without
There is no man who bas the soul of a man who
thanking God, nevei· sent one without imploring a does not regret every wrong which be bas ever comblessing; though God was always present with him, mitted. And when a man bas thus reasoned himself
God never told him that it was wrong to bold human into this repentant mood, be is least liable to be
beings as chattels. If it bad not been for the ad- guilty of further wrong. And further, he will be
vantages of a splendid education, Stonewall Jackson least inclined to shift the consequence of such wrongs
would have been a Christian lunatic. Thousands have on another individual or being. And still further, be
been "claimed as true Christians who could lay no knows that many wrongs can never be entirely atoned
claim to morality, while some of the most moral men for.
whom the world ever knew were not Christians.
Not so with the Christian. He bas a different
Morality is not on outgrowth from Christianity; it is scheme. He can run up a criminal debt, and get out
above and independent of Christianity, and older all right. "Jesus pays it all, all the debt I owe."
than Christianity.
.
Though his heart is black with crime, "Jesus can
We are no more indebted to Christianity for our make it white as snow."
morality than we are for our inventions and improveIs such a scheme well calculated to develop a
ments. For hundreds of years Christianity produced noble manhood? If there is a true way to damn the
scarcely a book that was of value to the world.
raqe, it is to teach them, and to make them thoroughly
Neither could Christianity boast of orators; poets, believe, that they can commit all manner of crimes,
or historians. Neither bas Christianity wrought out even to the murder of wife and children, and come
any great inventions. The telescope, the successful out without a stain upon their garments. Even
application of steam as a motive power, the steam- heaven itself is not too pure for their reception.
engine, the printing-press, the railroad and telegraph, With my last breath will I condemn such teaching.
in short, all of the inventions of modern times which Instead of a dozen crucified saviors, it would have
have proved to be of such great value to the race were been a thousand times better for the race if a savior
in no sense Christian inventions. I do not mean to had never been heard of. What blasphemous nonsay that some professed Christians have not made sense it is to talk to. the Christian about other sasome important discoveries, and wrought out some viors! "Jesus Christ is the savior of the world."
useful inventions; but I do mean to say that they This has been sung in his ears until it is impossible
did not have their origin in Christianity. It is no to lodge a fact in his mind in regard to the dozen
secret to the patient student of history that Chris- other saviors who or ·which hav.e been crucified for
tianity fought many inventions and discoveries of the sins of the world.
modern times with a desperation worthy of a better
The average Christian will give money to send miscause.
sionaries to the heathen in India, when he is too
These inventions and. discoveries have started the stingy to provide decently for those of his own houseworld on the high road of progress and civilization, hold. He knows that all the wirlows are burnt on the
while Christianity stands still. Show me a priest or funeral pile with their husbands, because he has seen
minister who is not bound by the same creed which the ashes which a missionary brought back which had
bound him at his ordination. All his preaching and been gathered from the spot where a widow was
teaching is in support of the old creed. Compare burnt. And he knows that all the mothers, throw
the inventions and improvements of to-day with what their children to the crocodiles in the Ganges, bethey were fifty years ago. In mechanics, in agricult- cause he has seen a little shoe which a missionary
ure, in the schools, in scientific discoveries, in every snatched from the foot of a child before it was
department of learning and business, tllere are im- thrown in.
provements which show th.at the car~er of man is
But, oh, horror of horrors, when you tell the
onward and upward to a higher destmy. Now, go Christian that his cross and his savior and his whole
and examine the Christian creeds. No improvement, plan of salvation were borrowed or stolen from these

!/Iommunications.

Itold.
same ~eathens, he is astounded, n~t because you hav_e
h1m the truth, but
h1s Great Spontaghbecaus~

gastwus, the autocrat of the skies, does not summon
you without a moment's warning to appear before tlie
high court of heaven to answer a charge of slander
. t h"IS "bl. es.se d, re d e~m~r. "
agams
.
But t~e Ch_nsban s savwr IS o1!ly a th1rd or fourth
r~te artw~e; 1t has not even the poor recommendatw~ of bemg seco~d hand. There harl been so. many
savwrs before Chnst that he, as a redeemer, d1d not
even pos~ess the charm of nov_el ty. Divine honors were
were prud to Zoroaster, Chnstna, and ~uddha as _redeemers h~n?reds of years befor_e t~e b1rth _of Chnst.
If th~ Chnsban. would go t_o ~nd1a. himself mstead of
trustmg to dishonest. misswnanes, . he would see
thousand~ of devo.ut Hmdoos o? thei~ knees before
the ?ross m adoratio~ of the savwr Clmstna, who was
cruCified for the sms of. the world more than a
thousal?'d year~ before Chns~.
.
A bnef outlme of the history of this wonderful
man ought to satisfy every C~rist~a~ that his :h?le
scheme was borrowed from this ongmal. But With
9"od all ~hings are possible," a~d wi~~ the _Ch~istian
Great IS the ~ystery of godlmess. It ?s JUSt as
easy for the ~I!ldoos to have stole~ _their system
from the ~hnstians as for the <_Jhnsbans to ~ave
s~olen their syste~ from the _Hmdoos. The httle
Circumstance of their system .bemg more than a thousand years older need not stand in the way in the
least.
.
.
. . .
The In~Ian savwr was b?rn of a _vrrgm_ mother.
Vast multitudes f~llowed hu~, declarmg ~Im. to be
the r_edee~er p~o.mised by their fat~ers. His_mrracles
~ons1sted m _rrusmg the dead; heahng the swk, c_astmg out devils, etc. He- comforted the sorrowmg,
reliev~d the oppressed, and v~sited the .r.oor and ~he
suffermg.. The ~other and child were VISited l?Y WISe
men, and angelic hosts. The mother and child had
to fie~ on account of an edict of ~he tyrant Cans a,
ordermg the first-born to be slam. In short, the
story of Christna is the story of Christ. From this
source the warp and woof of the web of Christianity
were taken.
JOHN PEaK.

Our London Letter.
When the printing-office of the Fre.ethinker was
burnt down the religious papers were loud in assertions that it was a judgment of the almighty, but I
hav not seen any such statement following the reports of the destruction by fire of sundry churches
and chapels during the past few weeks. It would
be extremely satisfactory to know the cause of so
many of these places being burnt down in so short
a time, and also why there hav been several sudden
deaths among the servants of the ·Lord, either while
praying.. or preaching. In most cases the buildings
hav been insured, which .shows clearly that those
who are fervent in prayer to their God don't·· care to
trust him very far. Pious Christians also apply the
same rule to themselvs as to their churches, only believing "Leave thy fatherless children,.I will provide
for them," in theory, and not in practice, whereby
they show their common sense, but at the same time
their gross hypocrisy. Probably it is the experience
of most people who are not believers that there is no
such accomplished hypocrit as your average Christian man of business, and no one can be surprised
that such is the case, as it is absolutely impossible
that anyone can do any description of work and really
believe in the directions laid down for daily life by the
putativ founder of Christianity. The common tramp
and loafer is the~ true Christian, though in most
cases he does not know it, while the professor, instead of encouraging such practical Christianity,
makes· laws to suppress it. I cannot understand
why people should .waste money and time in pretending to believe what they know they disbelieve,
and can only conclude the game pays in some way
or other.
The prosecution of the Socialist leaders has not
repressed the movement in any way, and it appears
to gain ground here as elsewhere. The coming debate between Mrs. Besant and G. W. Foote· on the
subject will, no doubt, be instructiv, as the question
should be thoroughly thrashed out by such disputants, and all the arguments both for and 1!-gainst will
be brought forward. Freethinkers are divided on
the matter, but, being Freethinkers and riot Christians, can differ without quarreling. Charles 13radlaugh disapproves strongly, recommending cooperation in its place, though, as I understand it, Socialism is cooperation on a more fully" extended scale.
Since Bradlaugh has sat in Parliament without opposition., his views on things in general appear to hav
become greatly modified, and another few years may
see him with strong Conservativ tendencies. Fortunately, his partial withdrawal from the cause will
in nowise adversely' affect it, as there ru·e so many
more able workers and leaders thari there were
twenty-five years ago, and the places of those w-q.o
fell out of the ranks can be immediately filled with
equally qualified helpers.
·
Charles Bradlaugh is doing a good political work,
and his efforts on behalf of oppressed toilers hav
had good results so far. He has made a decided
mark in Parliament, and has gained a considerable
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The Lick Observatory.
[The followi~g letter upon th<J Lie~ ObR~rvatory, written
from Mt Han11lton to the San Franetsco Examiner will be
of interest to Freethinkers, as it concerns the princeiy donation to scienc~ of on~ of the sturdiest Infirlels of the Pacific
coast. The 11Iustratwn was made specially for the TRuTH
SEEKER ANNUAL of last year from a photograph taken by one
of the ~entlemen connec~e~ with the observatory. It is the
only pwture of the buildmgs and grounds in print.-E.o.
T. S.]

Mount Hamilton is the home of the Lick Observatory, the location of the great telescope which
within a few months is to draw the moon f;om her
spher? t~o hundred thousand miles away, and bring
her withm a hundred miles of optical criticism.
. The as~ronomical and scientific world are looking
With anxious e!es toward this Mecca, where th.ey
hope to hav their most enthusiastic expectations realized, and the wonders of the heavens revealed to
their gaze. The years that hav been devoted to the
labor of preparing and constructing this monument
to a philanthropist's memory evidently hav not been
wasted. The great improvements made upon this
mountain,· four thousand four hundred feet above the
level of the sea, creating a barren, rocky peak into a
home where science is to be fostered and the unknown ID:ysteries o.f centuries revealed, is certainly a
work whwh all ahke can v.iew with admiration and
pleasure.
There are few San Franciscans who hav ever visited
this point. The register shows that the majority of
visitors are from distant cities or from the other side
of the Atlantic. No doubt this fact is greatly due-to
lack of information obtaii?-able in regard to the expense attached to the trip, the distance from the city,
and the ti_1pe occu:pied in reaching there.· Certainly
no such mformatwn was at· my disposal when the

marks a few yards below that were passed a quarter
of an hour before.
About half way up the mountain the view opens
out a fine extent of country in the Santa Clara Valley. Of course, at this season of the year, the hills
are brown, and in the distance dark and purple
shades mingle and destroy the freshness and green
of the verdure which adds so greatly to this part of
the country when the rains render the ground moist
and giv life to the trees and flowers.
The first view of the brick structure, waiting to
receive the great dome, that is obtained during the
ascent, does not strike any responsiv chord of pleasure or satisfaction. It appears dwarfed and insignificant, and the rapid succession of views as the
horses wind around the bends in the roadway do not
dispel this feeling.
At last the summit is reached, and Capt. R. S.
Floyd, the president of the Lick trust ; Capt. Thomas
E. Fraser, the superintendent, and Prof. J. E.
Keeler, the assistant astronomer of the State University, come out to receive the party. They wear
an air of surprise at the visit-pleasant surprise, however-but it is doubtful if they were not expecting it
and had been watching the climb through their telescopes all the way up the mountain. Then one
notices the presence of ladies, and, sure enough, it is
not long before Mrs. Floyd, Mrs. Fraser, and Miss
Matthews hospitably and kindly receive visiting
friends in their charming home.
There are no accommodations on the summit for
visitors. It cannot be expected that the three gentlemen named can giv their time to explaining to
every visitor the nature of the instruments now in
use. Neither can they well allow any one to wander
aimlessly among the valuable machinery and para-
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trip was determined upon. Therefore the facts are
given here.
It is seventy-six miles by rail and stage from San
Francisco to this summit. Both the South Pacific
Coast Railroad and Southern Pacific sell round-trip
tickets for $7.50. If it is necessary, one can leave
San ~rancisco at 4 30 P.M., and take the stage at San
Jose on the following morning. It leaves only on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings. If a
party of four .or more a.re going up they can be accommodated on any day by notifying the stage company. The round-trip stage tickets from San Jose
. are four dollars each. A pleasant way for a party of
three or four to travel is to take the afternoon train,
hire a vehicle in San Jose, and drive to Smith's Creek,
twenty-five miles distant, where excellent accommodations can be had. The early morning ascent of the
mountain in the clear, bracing air is the most delightful part of the trip, and one which once made
will never be forgotten. The expense to a party of
four will 'not be very much larger than going by
stage, although weat care is needed in the selection
of horses and driver.
The road from San Jose to Smith's Creek is in
most excellent condition, and the rapid change of
scenery and repeated changes of climate, from a
warm breeze to the cool zephyrs which meet one
with a welcome as one crosses some little valley or
stream running from the canyons on the right, are
delightfuL From Smith's Creek to the summit. the
distance is seven miles.· The road has a very shght
upgrade, which· makes the riding neither tiresome
nor disagree.able, and there are no ruts or rocks to
jolt one into soren~ss and ruin one's evenness pf
temper. . The road winds around and !1r??Dd, and
over and over again the traveler sees f~mjliar land-

phernalia which are located at various points on the
mountain. It i~ not improbable that before the
great telescope is completed, a hotel will be erected
somewhere on the reservation, but at present the
visitor must look out for his own provender as well as
for the care of his horses. The water supply is
scarce on the summit, but a notice about half way up
the mountain warns the driver to water his horses at
the spring at that point.
The foundation and walls of the brick dome, which
will shelter the great telescope, are completed, and
looking from where I am writing a dozen or more
men can be seen busily engaged in placing in position the stone caps upon which the dome will rest, or
rather revolve. This will be the largest revolving
dome in the world when completed, which will be
about the middle of March. Its inside diameter is
seventy feet, and it will be ~eventy-five feet in bight.
The bed U:pon which the.. great:t:6lesc6pe will revolve,
composed of concrete; iron; and graD.it, is now complete. The last slab was placed in position yesterday, immediately over the . spot where rest the remains of the founder, James Lick.
But the great interest of all. visitors centers in the
lenses, about which so inuch has been written and
. published during the past seven years: They arrived
safely a few days ago, and J.tre I,l.OW locked up in a
fire-proof vault, guarded by,double iron doors. Captain Floyd appeared to no~ice the impatience of my
party! ?ut he said notJ:ing while coolly co~ducting
the visitors from one pomt to another, all of mterest,
and giving interest~g desc~ption? of the uses ~nd
wonders of the poh~hed, _dehcate ms~ruments whi?h
~uddenly app~ared m vano:ji$ .. places m most surpnsmg ways. Fm~ly the vau!t was re~~ed ~nd the
doors opened with c~e~ w~e eve!Y VIsitor mvolun-
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tarily removed his hat. There they were. "I thought
there were two glasses," mildly suggested one of the
party.
"The two glasses are in that steel ring," said the
~ptain, "bound in with iron bolts. There is a space
of six and a half inches between them. You only see
the rim of the steel ring. Wait and I'll move it
around."
He did so. The face of the crown glass was
exposed to view, and through it could be seen the
flint glass and the wall behind through both. An
American flag was hung up behind the lenses, and a
photograph taken, with a foot-rule resting on top of
the steel ring, so as to giv a better idea of the size of
the glasses.
I was then allowed to enter the vault and closely
inspect the lenses. In the center, or nearly in the
center, of the crown glass, hardly a quarter of an inch
apart, there are three smal~ black specks, about the
size of a pin's head, looking like the bubbles so common in glassware. ·They run in to a point, but how
deep they are in the lens it was not possible to learn.
It is possible that these specks were the cause of a
recent statement that the glass was imperfect.
Captain Floyd appeared to pay no attention to the
matter when he was questioned about it, further than
to state that the glasses had been thoroughly tested
by such experts as Professors Newcomb, of the
Naval Observatory; Hastings, of Yale, and Burnham,
of Chicago, and there could be no doubt that they
are perfect. The specks noticed could not in any
manner interfere with the usefu,lness of the telescope.
In alluding to the lenses he said : " Take down
some figures now. Speaking with approximate exactness, the circumference of the clear aperture of the

.
great Lick objectiv is equal to 9.4247779608-expressed in feet and decimals of a foot, while the
diameter is 3.1415926535 in feet and decimals. Of
course you know that the objectiv, or object glass of
a refracting telescope, is composed of two lenses-one
the crown glass and the other the flint glass. The
space between them when mounted in the telescope
will be six and one-half inches-the same as they are
now located in that stf•el band."
With this Captaia Floyd closed his little lecture,
the doors of the vault were closed and locked, and
the party walked out of the building into the open
air.
But what a change in so short a time! Half an
hour before the summit of the mountains and the
canyon and the hillsides below were bathed in the
warm sunlight. Now the lower world was shut out
from view. The two lofty peaks above us are still
reflecting back the _sun's rays, but stretchibg out as
far as the eye can reach are clouds of white, snow-like
banks of fog, rolling over and over each other as if in
play, and as thAy move and change their form, their
edges catch up rays of the sinking sun, which giv
them the loveliest of hues and most startling contrasts of color. It was a wondrous scene ! Even the
dwellers on the mount, to whom this kaleidoscope of
nature is not new, gaze out upon it in silence. The
visitors look on with admiration and delight expressed in every feature. It is a fairy transformation
scene. As the sun sinks lower the clouds throw off
their bright colors and become tinged with purple and
yellow; and .finally these changes also pass away and
the beauty of a few minutes previous becomes dark
and somber, and the laden du.:.Uess of the heavy
banks of fog chills the. air and the little group assembled so far above them.
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amount of respect, his enemies decreasing continually in their efforts to injure hi_m, and, if they hav
no love for him, they certainly hold him in decided
fear, and hav long since found he is the wrong mi!Il
with whom to pick a quarrel.
J. D.
London, Jan. 30, 1887.
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as good as a special law against polygamy-except,
perhaps, that it doesn't suit the Christians of the East,
who ache to persecute their religious, brethren in
Utah. Moreover, if our virtuous legislators at Washington are determined to punish all violators of the
seventh commandment, they need not travel as far as
Utah to find them.
~Frank

Rivers.

support those candidates for the Reichstag who wil
vote for Bismarck's Septennate bill for the simple
reason that Bismarck will in return giv the German
Catholic bishops more power, and thereby improve
the position of the papacy in Germany.
Some fifteen years ago Bismarck procured the
passage of what are known as the May laws, which
deprived the pope of the power to appoint bishops in
Germany without first consulting the government,
and in various ways hampered Rome. About a year
ago the Prussian Chamber of Deputies passed an
Ecclesiastical bill, allowing the church to settle without interference all questions pertaining to its own
organization and diseiplin. This was done in pursuance of a bargain with the pope to help Bismarck
control the political Liberals of Germany; to secure
the pope as an ally against France; and also to
secure his aid in further consolidating the German
empire. By the terms of this con tract the pope was
bound to help Bismarck whenever France showed
her teeth. This Bismarck probably reckoned the
pope would do willingly, because he hates the
Atheists who are at the head of the French govern
ment, and who are depriving the church, one after an
other, of her state subsidies. But, precisely as we
predicted at the time the contract was made, the
pope has outwitted the prime minister. Before Dr
Windthorst, the leader of the Catholic party in the
Reichstag, was ordered to llupport Bismarck, the
pope exacted further concessions in the ..revision of
the May laws. Thea~ hav been granted, and the
church exultingly claims to hav forced Bismarck to
concede her all her" essential" rights. That means
she is free to plot with or against the government, as
her interest may require. It argues well for Dr.
Windthorst that he has refused to obey the pope
claiming with Dr. McGlynn of this city that Leo XIII.
should not meddle with pol~ics.
The "holy father's" solicitude for his French and
German children is precisely as great as his desire to
control them, and no greater. If he thought he
could strengthen his hold by setting Germany and
France at war with each other, he would do it if he
could. Popes always hav fought when it was policy
to fight, and no European wars hav been so bitter
and bloody as the religious wars.
It is the sheerest nonsense to ascribe the pope's
interference to any motiv but gain.
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With the exception of preventing the practice of measure which, in his judgment, will tend to insure the Committee on Legislativ Action of the United
polygamy as a religious rite in Utah, we fail to see that peace which the toiling masses of either country States Evangelical Alliance, and our Methodist conwhat the United States hav to do with Mormonism. heartily desire."
temporary in the iron building around the corner for
And the present universal law against bigamy is just
This is all stuff! . 'The pope orders the Germans to a knowledge of this demand of the Catholic church.
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Mr. King, it is fair to say, denounces the bill vigor·
ously. We presume, however, he objects to the bill
for a reason analogous to that which moves a pig to
crowd a companion away from a full trough. The
Protestants hav got what they want in our public
schools-Bible-reading, prayer, and religious songsand do not propose to divide the money, which provides these Protestant religious exercises, with their
old-time Romish enemy. But notwithstandiDg the
Protestants are as deep in the mire as the Catholics
would ' like to be in the mud, this bill must be
opposed. If every Infidel in New York state will
write to the Senate Committee on Literature, having
the bill in charge, and to his senator, opposing the
measure, the effect will be good. The Evangelical
Alliance will work against the bill, and coi.>peration
with them will in this case be. fighting the devil with
fire.
Our schools are bad enough as they are. Do not
allow the great enemy of American liberty to make
them worse, ot· to withdraw one cent from their
support.

Sunday Laws in California.
When California adopted her new constitution she
provided guarantees of religious freedom, enacted
that no person could be deprived of his civil rigllts
on account of his opinions upon matters of religious
belief, and gave every person the right to affirm or
take the oath according to his or her religious prejudices. About the sole relic of legal barbarism left
intact was the useless formula of " So help me God''
upon affirmations. And since the adoption of the
constitution the legislature has found no t1me to violate the instrument by the enactment of blasphemy or
Sunday laws, save one little statute of the latter class
which prevents the legal employment of bakers on
Sundays.
·
·
This condition of affairs is very displeasing to
those bigots who think they hav the right to control the actions of oth~rs one-seventh of the time,
and they hav been holding "mass meetings " to impress upon the public the necessity of Sunday laws.
The most notorious gathering was held in the Assembly chamber, at Sacramento, which was called to order
by a minister who introduced the speaker of the Assembly as the chairman of the evening. It is evident
from the speaker's action in granting the use of the
Assembly chamber, and his language when addressing
the audience, that the I-am-my-brother's·keeper kind of
folks hav caught one, at least, of California's lawmakers.
The other assemblymen "and senators, however, were
conspicuous at the meeting only by their absence.
"If the object of holding the meeting in the Capitol
building," says the.Sacramento Record- Union, "was
to secure the attendance of the lawmakers of the
state, it was a failure."
The pretense of the leading hypocrits who addressed the meeting was that Sunday laws are not a\
religious institution, but are asked for solely in the interest of the poor working man, God bless him ! The
shell of this cant was broken through right away by
the religious zeal of the lesser oratorical lights. Some
of their sentences are significant. After the Rev. Dr.
Frost had secured order, and Mr. Speaker Jordon
had stated the object of the meeting to be not religious, but to " secure the setting aside of one day out
seven for a day of rest" (God bless theworkiDgman !),
an assemblyman from Los Angeles occupied the platform. He contradicted his spEaker flatly, for "while
California had so much to boast of, it had no day set
apart for rest expressiv of religious sentiment, appropriate for Christian worfll.ip. With religious people,
this is a religious question." Mr. Knox was followed
by Senator Steele, who bore down upon the iniquity
of compelling the workingman-God bless him !-to
labor on the holy Sabbath day. But the learned
senator forgot to say that Sunday in California is a
legal holiday, and that no man can be forced to labor
thereon.
Senator Steele was superseded by the Rev. E. R
Dille, chaplain of the Assembly, who should hav explained first. where the Assembly obtained the constitutional authority to employ him, but who, instead,
went on to say in substance that the workingman,
God bless him ! should hav one day out of seven upon
which to rest, and the Christian r,hould hav one day
set apart sacredly for his use and behoof because
"the government has recognized the Christian re·
ligion." . Hurling a shot at the Germans and demandin the reenactment of the Sunday laws, the assembly
chaplain gave way to the Rev. Dr, Frost. _This gen-

tleman is a furious upholder of Christianity. In re·
gard to the Sabbath, he said it " was the law of
creation. God set us the example himself. No man
can lay claim to respectability unless he obeys the
Ten Commandments." It pained him ~exceedingly,
he said, to see five thousand Sacramento boys perch
themselvs on the sharp points of a picket fence all the
Sabbath day to watch a game of baseball. He was
sorry that the bo,ys didn't appear to be pained also,
but they did not, although they would undoubtedly
toss restlessly about on the cushions of a church
pew. .Dr. Frost added a lamentation that California
and Nevada were the only two states sufficiently
reckless as to their future to hav no Sunday laws
upon their statute books, and closed with the timeworn story of the ship leaving Boston with .the
undue proportion of one hundred and fifty thousand
gallons of rum to_ one missionary, and he a small one.
The cause of Dr. Frost's grief over this unbalanced
cargo is not stated, but is supposed to be because a
small missionary could never hope to drink all that
rum.
While these fanatical, one-sided, and wholly false
statements of the California preachers hav no weight
with sensible people, refuting themselvs to every
well-read mind, they constitute, nevertheless, sufficient reason why the friends of liberty should be alert.
Since the new constitution of California was adopted
Sunday laws were placed upon the statute books by
Republican legislators. When the Democrats swept
the state, the laws were repealed. Assemblyman
Knox, at this meeting, claimed that the Republican
party was sure to pass a Sunday law within thirty
days after it controled the state. Mr. Knox is, of
course, a Republican, and his declaration was a bid
for the church vote. It will be a detriment to California if Mr. Knox is a true prophet.
The Liberals of the Golden state must remember
that unless they watch this movement of the clergy
and thwart it, Sunday laws will soon hav a place in
the Code, and the legislature will find some way to
grant exemption from taxa•ion to the churches and
make money donations to their almost as worthless
institutions.
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knowledge of their strength, they will show by their votes
how tht>y regard this treatment. This prejudice is not new.
It has a! ways existed in this association. l hav never known
of a colored clergyman being invited to assist in the work or
organization of the association, although the latter's ostensible purpose is to moralize and Christianize young men,
either outside or inside the church, regardless of color"
WHAT kind of men do they hav down in Georgia for postmasters? In the issue of THE TuuTH BEEKER of the 12th
inst. we alluded to an incident eaid to hav occurred nt
Douglas, Ga. It was one of those crazy stories about an
angry God paralyzing a blasphemer. William Burklett was
the alleged victim. He is said to hav been a profane man,
and on one occasion exclaimed, ''I hope that God will paralyze me," when' at once "his hands dropped to his side, his
legs refuRed to move, and his _eyes roiJed wildly around.
His prayer was answered, and he stood paralyzed on the
~>pot where, but a few moments before, he was a magnificent
type of physical manhood. He tried to speak, but his
tongue would not move. Half a dozen men who were present were rendered motionless by the evidt"nt visitation of the
hand of G0d." J. M. Harding, M.D., of Oil City, Pa., felt
curious about the ca•e, and wrote to the postmaster at
Douglas. He received the following reply, which he publishes in the Detroit Evenin,q JCYUrnal:
'• DoUGLAS, GA., Jan. 2t. 18'7.
"MR. J. M. HARDISG. DP.ar s;r: I answer yours of the 16 ·I! inPtant received, and Will sav I hav ~rathered all the information I
co'llld about 1t, awl I will i11st saY I think it is true.
"Ve1·y respectfully,
B PETERSON,
"Pnst.ma•t.er, D<llll(iaH. Ga."

Mr. Peterson could not hav passed a civil service examination before obtaining his office, or else common sense is not
sought for in postmasters. Mr. Peterson's thoughts are not
very Valuable as evidenf'A.
,..,..---+----,
·THE Minneapolis, Miun., p»pers of the 13th inst. tell u
story in which boundless superstition crmtends with insanity.
It is of an attemptto bring back to life by the prayer of faith an
only daughter who died some three months ago. Mrs. Amm
Stickney is a widow lady residing in Northeast Minneapolis.
Faith-healing meetings hav been held in that st•ction of the
·city, and Mrs. Stickney was a regular attendant. She is a
lady of more than ordinary intelligence, say the papers, and
a church-member in good standing. During the illness of
her daughter, last December, an allrged faith-cure by the
Rev. R. A. Torrey made a deep impression upon her, and
after her daughter's death the idea occurrt>d to her to resurrect the child by prayer. Tuesday the corpse was brought.
from the receiving vault andlaitlupon a c0uch in the pnrlor.
Bands of women from the faith-cure meetings gathered cl!Lily
about the couch and prayed. Ou Sunday the mother's illsane mind saw movements-she sent the women from the
room-U1e lungs of the corpse brf'ame inflated-perspiration
started-the agonized mother rubbed the corpse, when it became stiff and cold under her hands-all signs of life had
disappeared. Such is the story she tells, and so limitless is
her superstition that she regard-l the stiffening; back into
death as God's judgment upon her for interfering in hi~
work by attempting to hasten the resurrection instead of
waiting for prayer to accomplish the miracle. It is a Wl'ircl
and pitiable affair, and one's sympathy for the mother is llllcontrolably mixed with inrli@:nation toward the system of
religion which givs birth to ~uch horrible impostures.

"THE TRUTH BEEKER, New York, says: '"God and His
Book" is the heaviest iconoclastic broadside that has been
fired at the Jewish God and the Bible by any modern Freethinker. Christians may get angry at it; but their system of
religion cannot escape conviction undt>r the powerful indictment drawn by Saladin. "-London Secular Review. Saladin's
copyist made a mistake. THE TRUTH BEEKER said, "by any
recent English Freethinker." Some living American bookmakers hav drawn indictments equally powerful, though of
THE Boston Jierald's correspondent in this city has found
different "counts." But. Saladin is a mighty warrior !
in the insane asylum asylum on Blackwell's Island a young
"THE removal of the old Dutch Reformed church in woman whose condition excites feelings of pity and indignaLafayette Place vacates another important territory for gospel tion. 'fhrough the loug hours of the day she sits poring
preaching. There are some latter-day thinkers who will over a Bible, n0w and again· raisins her eyes fr.lm the page
conclude it doesn't matter, as the Astor Library is so near. to ponder and weep. She is not violent or in any way chnBut all the reference books in the world will not lift up a gerous to others or herself. She is the incarnation of sorrow,
soul alienated from God."-Chri8tian at Work. Do not let and will weep from now till death relieves her. She is the
yeur heart be· troubled, Brother Hallock, concerning the daughter of a membt>r of an evangelical church, and wus
means of spiritual grace in Lafayette Place. THE TRUTH brought up to implic~tly believe the Bible and trust the
SEEKER will move into the beautiful street just as soon as the clergy. Some two years ago she married a man who was an
weather permits the masons to finish the new building for Infidel, and the soul of honor, true to moral principle, and
our printing-office and editorial rooms.
· devoutly loving his wife. Tlwy had been married six
months, when the husband fell a victim to pnrumonia. llis
MR. HARMAN vi~ited his daughter and her husband at the death came upon his wife almost as suddenly as if he had
jail in Oskaloosa on the 7th in st., and " heard the voices of been brought home mangled by an accident. A source of
the prisoners through the outside grating." Mr. and Mrs. grief to her was her fear because he had never been convertWalker were in good bodily. health, and of resolute mind, and eel. The family physician watched her anxiously for a time
commissioned Mr. Harman "to say to all their friends that after the funeral, for he coulcl di~cern the S!'riousness of the
while sincerely thanking them for their kind offers to furnish trouble, but he so~n concluded that she was in no danger.
the money to pay costs of imprisonment, they most earnegtly She seemed more than ever devoted to the church. One day
pro~est that they ought t0 be allowed to decide the qnestion
she went to her pastor with a frightened mien to ask for conwhether these costs shall be paici for them or not." We can solation and light. With much trepidation and tendency to
not help thinking that this is an unwise decision, for unless hysteria, she told him how she had dreamed that she hlid
the supreme court releases thPm, they are doomed to a life. been granted a vision of ht"ll. She had been praying in·eeslong imprisonment. We do not see what good purpose is to santly since her husband's death that she might be informed
be se1·ved by this self-inflicted incarceration.
as to his fate. She had bt•gun to lwpe that her prayl'rs
THE Young Men's Institute of the Young Men's Christian might be efficient in bringing him divine favor, when the
Association I.Jf this city has refused to admit Wiltshire Payne answer came in the shape of this vision. At all evt"nts, she
to the privilt>ges of its arcl~itectural class because he is a negro. feared that this dream was the answer, for as she had made
Young Payne acquired what education he has at the Cooper her way through the burning lak'l she had seen her husbautl
Union, and his treatm1"nt by the two institutions illustrates writhing in torment. Could her pastor offer any cheer ?
the wide difference between orthodox Christianity and benev- Could he assure her that the vision was a mere fancy-that
olent heterodoxy. Commenting upon this affair the Rev it meant nothing? No, the pastor, riJ;!:id zealot of the old
W. B. Derrick, a colored clergyman of this city, said: "The school, could see nothing less in it than an announcement of
religious elt>ment in this country fails to carry out its pro- the judgment of providence upon the scoffer. With fanatie
fessions. The Young Men's Christian Association drawlS its con~cientiou~ness he told her his convictions. She listened
inspiration and support from the churches, and it acts as the in perfect belief, and went to her home a lunatic. It was no\
churches themselvs desire it to act. Those men who would agcprtained for a time, of course, that her mind was seribe the first to call a mass meeting to condema intolerance in ously affected; she brgan to spend her entire time reading
the South are the very ones to ostracize the colored man in the Bible. occasionally stopping to reason with hers•·lf, the
the North. What can we expect from the South when such concluHion of all her reasoning invariably being that there was
a spirit is manifested here? Not until the American church a hell and that her husband must be therein. At first sht·
shall cease to discriminate against color can anything be argued the matter quietly, but with pathetic firmness! with
hoped for from the state. It's a disgrace to the country, and those who were near her; then she relapsed into communing
some day, when the young colored men hav grown into a with herself alone. Arid that will be the end of her history
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DoDGE CITY, KAN., Feb. 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for fifteen dollars. Apply as directed. Mr. Putnam is going to be here in
a few days. All arrangements are made where he will
_speak, and I leave it to him to write about this country and
the friends of our cause.
MoHRIS CoLLAR.
SEATTLE, WASH. TER., Jan. 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which please send THE
TRUTH SEEKER another year. Heston is a brick. I get my
money's worth from his pictures alone. Many a hearty
laugh do I hav over them, and were it not for my giving
them away to my neighbors, I would paste t!'J.em all over the
room, so I could feast my eyes on them continually.
F. H. HARKlliS.
NEw YoRK, Feb. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I hav lately sent Mr. Hacker $1, for which
I received from him one dozen of his lectures. I hav read
them very carefully, and found that they were full of good,
sound sense, and I would advise every person who claims to
be a Liberal to send ?IIr. Hacker at least something to make
his old age pleasant. I am sure that the reading they would
receive in return would teach them a good deal.
BURTON DAVIS.
MERRIOK, L. I., Jan. 24, 1887:
MR. EDrroR: The little pamphlet that you are selling, entitled "Personal Existence after Death Improbable," written
by L. It Smith, I think is the boss, the champion of light
weights. It seems to me to be the conclusion of a thinking
man, near hh end, after a life of study and investigation. I
hope that every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER will send for
one or more; they are so cheap that they can afford to lend
them out to their neighbors. Besides, it would be a charity
to help Mr. Smith, for he has been sick for a long time, and
not able to work; bu~ I hope that he may get well again, so
that he can teach school; he would be likely to scatter some
more of the seeds of common sense into the children's heads.
F. H. MoLLmEAUX.
BINGHAMToN, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : In your issue of Feb. 5th I notice' an article
from the Rev. J. W. Caldwell, Mapleton, Kan., in regard to
the picture contained in your issue of Jail. ·15th of the man
who has maimed himself in accordance with Christ's injunction, "If thine eye offend thee, pluck it out," etc. The
reverend gentleman says, "Not one among the millions who
hav accepted his teachings, not the most silly, l_Jas ever so
understood him." Now, I wi13h to state that I am personally
acquainted with a man who did so interpret his meaning, to
the degree that he unsexed himself, and I would add that,
barring his religious fanaticism, he is by no means a fooL
Neither has he ever been considered a lunatic, though the
fact of his having maimed himself is no secret, being very
generally known in the community in which he resides.
A READER.
BRISTOL, Wis., Jan. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: You are sound on the indictment of the
Chicago Anarchists. I read the testimony closely, and I
could not see that a murder was proved against one of them.
Had they been indicted for making speeches, inciting a riot,
there might hav been some reason in it, but to indict men for
murder, fail to prove it, and still hold them for murder,
only shows what sen,seless public clamor will do. I hold
that any party or· sect that openly or secretly advocates the
destruction of his neighbor's life or property for any reason
whatever should hav the strong hand of the law laid upon
him at once. Advocating destruction and death is not the
way to cure the evils that we are enduring. Educating the
people is what is needed. When this is brought about our
evils will disappear like a frost before the rising sun. Inclosed find five dollars for two years' subscription. Wishing
TRE TRUTH SEEKER prosperity, I remain, as ever,
A. D. CoRNwELL.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Jan. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I herewitP. inclose you a postal note for
$1.50 for six month's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER;
will endeavor to send you the rest before the year's subscription runs out, which, I think, will be in April, 1887. There
was a feeling on my part to giv up THE TRUTH SEEKER when
you first got up the .picture business; in fact, almost wrote
you to stop it. But I found my head after a little thought,
and came to the conclusion to let it come. Having recently
taken a partner for life, and one who is a United Presbyterian, it wbuld hav a tendency to raise a rumpus in the
camp. But by letting it come it brought a new thought
along, and I am glad to say in nine cases out of ten, when I
come home, I find the wrapper torn off, and, in fact, if I ask
if the paper came, I am told all about the pictures. Many
a hearty laugh we had over the Adam and Eve business. Then I explain, in a gentle but not harsh way, the
means and processes used. to scare people to believe such
nonsense, and I must say it has done good. Of course, to
wipe all out it takes years of mental development, but with
kind words and encouragement, and a little sacrifice, these
things will come around all right. I think the greatest trouble
with men is, they think women are not capable of understanding such things, and if a woman makes a mistake, or
has a mistaken notion, they pounce down on her, and try to
drive her along,· which a majority of women will not stand,
and the consequences are strong-headedness and loss of confidence in what one says. I hav tried with kind and gentle
·words to explain things of this kind, and found I made better headway, and in places where one would least expect to.

So you see, even if I don't take so much interest in the union thought several times as I was reading the proceedings of that
as a body, I am still with them at heart, and our cause moves miserable, dilmoralized, but highly important official group,
Why 'aon't they admit the women? When I came to the last
on.
Yours truly,
J. S. J.
of the article, behold, that was the remedy suggested I Let
SEATTLE, WASH. TER., Feb. 1, 1887.
me tell yon the remedy is good. We practice it in C:J!fax
MR. EniTo~: The grand old TRUTH S.EEKER still comes to with excellent results.
hand every week, laden with gems of thought, which are
Inclosed you will find twenty-five cents in stamps, for
highly appreciated by me, as I hav taken it ever since it was which please send to my address TEE TRUTH SEEKER Annual
hatched out in a seed-garden in Illinois. The cartoons are as soon as published.
KATE P. WoLFARD
grand, and I only wish THE TRUTH SEEKER could afford to
BuRLINGToN, KAN., Feb. 6, 1887.
add another sheet, so they could be cut out and put in an alMR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find an account of a very
bum, without hiding so much valuable ~ading matter. Our
young city of about 12,000 is in a flourishing condition. We sad accident which happened to our esteemed friend Mr.
hav, I think, fourteen churches; last, but not least, we hav a Borland. Mr. Borland is an old subscriber of THE TRUTH
flourishing Liberal association, somewhat like your Liberal · SEEKER, and I thought that perhaps the readers of your
Club, where we discuss all manner of subjects for the good paper would be glad to "hear from him. I am glad to say
of man here and now. We meet every Sunday evening. For that he is very much better now, and he thinks he will be
the last three Sundays we hav been trying to keep God out able to go out again in a few more days.
of our constitution, and I tell you we hav given the old Jew
I first became acquainted with Mr. Borland about eleven
God a pretty rough handling. Our Odd Fellow's Hall is well years ago. At that time I was a stanch supporter of the
filled, and a deep interest is felt in the cause. Inclosed find Methodist church, and thought to doubt God's word would
send a man to hell before breakfast on an empty stomach.
D. M. CRANE.
$6, to renew our subscriptions.
But since then I hav read a good deal of Freethought. ·Mr.
AusTIN, TEx., Feb. 8, 1887.
Borland gave me some TRUTH SEEKERS to start witll; then
M:a. EDITOR : Being an occasional reader of your paper, he loaned me "The Gods," and "Mistakes of Moses," and
and believing it to be the very best medium in the United a host of others, of which he has a large assortment. Finally
States for the dissemination of every new fact touching the I became a subscriber for THE .TRUTH SEEKER myself, and
Christian religion, I inclose you a clipping from the Austin now my wife and children are all Freethinkers.
Daily Statesman of this mprning. I send this simply to let
There are over one hundred out~poken Infidels in this
you know that we in Texas are not behiv.d Philadelphia and county now. If we were only organized we could do much
New York in Christian grace.
better work ; as it is, we giv the Christians some pretty tough .
Yours very respectfully,
M. R. SPRlliGER.
punches in the ribs. I attended the Philomatheon Literary
THE EXTRAOT.
Society on Frrday of last week, and read for their amuseRoUND RooK, Feb. 7.-A Baptist preacher, who has been ment "Uncle Pete's Religious Experience," which m(tde
some days at Mr. Black's, in Old Round Rock, this afternoon
is alleged to hav made some kind of insulting approach or some of the good sisters open their eyes pretty wide.
Yours for truth and reform,
C. K. LEVERING.
proposition to Mr. Black's little twelve-year-old daughter. Her
mother, Mrs. Black, learned the fact, sent to the store for her
AYER, 1\'I:Ass., Feb. 1B, 1887.
husband to come at once and bring his shot-gun. He did so.
She met him at the gate and told him what had occurred.
MR. EDITOR : For sending me " The Fathers of our
He returned to his store, got a black-snake horsewhip, leav- Republic" you hav my sincere thanks. You ask my
ing the gun in his wife's hands. The parson started to leave thoughts on the lecture. The array of tangible facts are
the premises, but Mr. Black went over and gave him a severe
castigation. The parson ran, and at last accounts he was creditable alike to their authors and the renowned lecturer
who has presented them. It is well for us and them that
fleeing on foot in the direction of Manor.
they left such clear evidences of their sentiments. The tree
BALLSTON, SPA., N.Y., Feb. 6, E.M. 287.
of liberty, or rather freedom, which these great and generous
MR. EDITOR: Please send sample copies of THE TRUTH intellects planted, has grown to bear much good fruit, and,
SEEKER to Mr. William H. Haigh and Charles Massey, both like the great banyan-tree, has dropped itq branches and
of Ballston Spa., N.Y. I hav been talking to them con- taken root in other hands. But the church, true to its
cerning their eternal salvation, and told them that if they instincts, is trying to fasten its insidious ivy of religious
ever expected to possess wings and a harp, and dwell with dogmas on its fair branches to poison its leaves which are
the Iamb that was slain from the foundation of the world, for the healing of the nations.
they must subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and become
The true heirs of such noble ancestry must exercise eternal
members of the family of truth seekers, and then their call- vigilance to watch and repel this impudent and would-be
ing and election would be sure. Brother Macdonald, I am despotic foe. Washington, Franklin, and Jefferson are,
almost through Volume II. of ''A Truth Seeker Around with a liberal clerical whitewashing, thought fit subjects for
the World," and would like to see Volume III. (if the Lord labeling them ~~ Christians," while Paine, the unwitting
will permit) before I open on Volume IV.
teacher and educator, receives the honored label "Infidel.'•
I hav just got fourteen photographs of prominent Infidels Franklin, Paine,--;aiid Jefferson were avowed, undisguised
put into a gold-gilt frame, with two plaees for Mrs. Thorpe Deists-Infidels to a religion that has shed more b!ood than
and myself, making sixteen, and it is something to be proud light-while Washington was reticent and noncommittal.
of. I wish every Infidel in the land could see it, with Brother Remsburg just puts them all in one happy class, and
Brother Ingersoll in the center, and Mrs. Thorpe takes great resurrects them from the theological sands of hate, prejudice
pride in showing it to our Christian neighbors. Hoping the and slander. This is as it should be.
TRUTH SEEKER family are enjoJ•ing the bles~ings of good
The force of truth is great,
health and prosperity, we are, as ever, yours in the cause of
It must and will prevail,
When false reports shall cease,
humanity,
MRs. AND MR. WILLIAM THoRPE.
The slanderous tongue will fail.

ALLIANOE, Omo, Jan. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, to be applied on my subscription to THE THUTH SEEKER. I plead guilty to negligence
in not remitting ere this. S. P. Putnam lectured in this place
on the evening of the 13th inst. to an appreciativ audience.
Parties came twenty miles to hear him, and felt doubly paid
for their trip. Mr. Putnam is doing a good work, and he is
" the right man in the right place." I think the idea C.
Fannie Allyn advances concerning the getting up of some
cheap story books for children a good one, and hope to see it
succeed. She is also right in wanting all sides heard in our
Liberal papers, including Spiritualism. THE TRUTH SEEKER,
in my estimation, is a truly Liberal paper, and I rather think
that Robert G. Ingersoll gave a very good description of it
without naming it. Let Heston· go on with his cartoons. I
know of a great number who took but little interest in THE
TRUTH SEEKER before it was illustrated, but now are greedy
to devour it, and all because the pictures hav made them
think, and now they want to read it. I read with great interest G. H. Dawes's first article, " Has Christianity Benefited
Woman?" and hope be will continue the articles. The issue
of January 15th is brim full of good thought, and is a copy·
that will be read by many with interest, regardless of their
religious views.
Your for universal mental liberty,
CARRIE E. WEIR.
CoLFAx, Jan. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The last number of. THE TRUTH SEEKER, January 15th, is unusually full of good things. John Peck's article is well worth the subscription price of the paper. In
fact, it is hard to tell, of all the good articles, which is the
best.
Dr~ Higbie's letter on the extravagant display becoming so
common in putting away our loved ones, voices my sentiments exactly. Then Mr. Putnam's start on his new campaign; his "News and Notes" will be an interesting feature
of the paper, as we follow him in his wanderings.
When the time comes to make arrangements for his ap-pointments in this place, we want to be ready to receive him,
.for we are making calculations on both -seeing and hearing
him in Colf.ax. • I rt>ad an article in THE TRUTH SEEKER several weeks past, describing a polling-place on election day in
New York city, which was said to be a sample ofall the rest. I

But for the doubters,· the Infidels, where would the world
hav been to-day? The thing called religion has cost too
much-too much precious life, too many temples and
dungeons. The church has been consistent with its faith in
blood. When the blood of Jesus failed, they killed the next
best man. Will some one inform me if Infidels ever killed
or persecuted?
ELIJAH MYRICK.
MARION, N.Y., Feb. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The 'issue of Jan. 29, 1887, has not yet arrived. I suspect some pious friend intends to reform me.
It is a poor plan, however. For the special benefit of such
disposed person I will refer them to Exodus xx, 8. Once before my paper came badly torn. Please forward me a copy
of the_ above number. I wish to keep the numbers of this
year unbroken. I am not blaming the company, because I
am satisfied of promptness in the past. I borrowed Mr.
Coggswell's paper for last week. I look for the paper with
the same eagerness that I used to look for a letter each week
from my "best girl." I think the advice to Mr. Walker and
his wife is sound. 'Tis the same I gave friend C. B. Reynolds. Pay the fines by all" means, put on the gloves, and
strike from the shoulder. A jail is no place for business;
isn't room enough to circulate in. I truly admire her grit,
and would like to see them win ; sorry I can't send them
something besides sympathy. If there is any petition in
circulation for the release of those seven men in Chicago I
am willing my name should be put on. I am glad to see
that so many of your readers are of the same opinion as myselt Hang the man that flung the bomb, if he can be
found. It won't do to kill the wrong dog. I ha v been through
the East this winter and I know how- the laboring men feel,
and let me tell you there is trouble ahead if some of these
monopolies are not regulated. The Knights hav many
friends that will aid them outside of their own ranks· when
they·put a ticket in the field. Let the local clubs nominate
their men for assessors, and put a ta_x on these ri0h concerns,
and if they don't like it, tell them-as the arrogant manufacturer toid three hundred thousand mechanics iu the winter
of '73 in the New England and Middle states-that they are
free to look up a more_ congenial location ; and also add that
they can take the Swedes, Italians, Canucks, French, Scotch,
and the rest of their imported stock along· with them. I
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protested at that time to flooding the country with such help
and remarked that when the time eame that this population
got ready to cut their throats I should not feel under any
obligation to render them assistance, and never would apply
the strike plan. I put right out. As for stating your
grievances to these princely manufacturers, that is useless.
Just put your vote against them every time. When one endeavors to be fair with his men the rest of the same branch
of brass, iron, steel, or cotton goods either force him to join
the combination or ruin his trade. This I know to be a fact.
Enough and more.
JoSEPH E. CoY.
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money we hav to pay for them P or, does he think natural
rights are inalienable and that they can never be justly bought
or sold? Does Mr. Thomas think the present state of society,
when about one person in ten is allowed any right to natural
things, is a just state of society? If he does, I would like to
hav him explain why one-tenth of the people should be allowed to enjcy all the natural things and the other .nine-tenths
none. If he does not uphold this system, if he believes all
should be a-llowed equal opportunities, I would like him to
explain how this could be done. I shall not insist on my
way of doing it, but believe it should be done in some way.
I believe there is always a way to do what is right. If it
KEOTA, lA., Jan. 12, 1887.
is right that all should hav equal opportunities, then I believe
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 11, 1886, you
we should see that all hav equal opportunities, and for all
print a letter from" Schoolmaster," in Godstown, Out West.
time to come. Will Mr. Thomas say Amen to this?
He laments over his chains that bind him to an intolerant
Mr. Thomas and many others speak of the views which I
community, leveling his more elevated thoughts to the dark
advocate on this subject as "theories," "theories,"
ruts of ignorance, envying you for your liberty of expressing
" theories," as though they were something that never had
your sentiment. And yet there is no nobler calling than
been and could not be put in practice. Yet I cannot see that
that of a teacher. He may, like old Samson, break his
there is any more theory about man's inalienable and equal
BAKER's CoRNER, IND., Feb. 1, 1887.
chains, and carry the gates of that intolerant, ignorant city
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed \10.25, to be applied as right to land than about his natural right to liberty. Indeed,
upon the hill, and let the sun of reason shine on their streets. per inclosed list. We.cannot well afford to be without your his right to the latter implies his right to the former; for no
His lessons of geology, astronomy, physic, history, etc., will, paper.
man can be said to hav his liberty in a country wholly owned
like burning foxes, destroy the fields of superstition, the
I want the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to know that by other people. Hence a freeholder is one who holds an
fountain of faith and miracle; and although his Philistines there is a little band of healthy, robust Freethinkers in this estate in fee simple. One who does not so hold is not a freemay dance above his head now, compelling him to~arp as vicinity. We, the outspoken ones, are not very strong as to holder, and is, therefore, not free.
theY demand, he may, like the aforesaid old gentleman, bring numbers, but unwavering in what we conceive to be right,
Still, I do not blame Mr. Thomas for considering these
down that couglomerate of the dark ages, but the debris taking the lamp of science, reason, and good common sense views mere theories, for the air is full of it. Newspapers
would soil his butter. His strength is not in, but under, his for our guide. The waves of superstition and bigotry beat aad public speakers constantly represent them as theories.
hair; so no Delilah will shear. him. I envy him' for his against our little bark to no avail. About seventeen years But I claim the charge is false, and propose to prove that
philanthropic opportunity to lead his scholars on to the new ago the Wesleyan Methodists organized in our neighborhood what is so often called a theory is a well established business
era of science. I envy his scholars, for their time will, at built a church, and hav ever since worked with all the principle.
least, not be spent in miracle-planting. My own teacher was energy and zeal imaginable to scare the devil out of the
Let us take a railway corporation for an illustration: It is
a very orthodox man. He was the father of that Professor neighborhood, but they as yet seem to hav made no impres- proposed to build a railway through a certain country. A
Hochlman, in Leipsic, who, a few years ago, wrote a book, sion on his Satanic majesty ; he still continues to flaunt his meeting is called and an estimate of the cost is laid before it.
sustaining the Bible in its snake and ass talk. He dealt banner to the breeze defiantly, and we believe he ultimately A company is formed and each member subscribes for so
us big rations of religion, but very little of science, yet truth will triumph. Understand me, reason and Freethought are much stock. When the necessary funds are raised in this
comes ever uppermost. I left my old sweet home in Saxony the antagonists they are assailing. They are at this time way the stockholders elect a board of managers. Each
in 1853, twenty years of age, as a double-geared, .Materialistic holding a protracted meeting, going over the same program stockholder pays in a certain percentage of his stock, and the
Atheist aud Abolitionist. Bat those precious childhood which has to be gone oTer every winter, reclaiming back- work commences. Finally the road is completed and owned
years, troubled with Bible-history and faith lessons, are for- sliders, driving, as it were, the lost sheep into the fold. by the stockholders. They do not divide the road up into
ever lost.. Many people will never uproot these miracle- They are very loud in their denunciations against pride and little pieces and giv so much to each stockholder. The
traps, and fall an easy prey to the priesthood .. May the worldly-mindedness, but as to the former, I take notice that business managers operate the 'road and make it earn all
sparks under the hair of "Schoolmaster " grow qmck and so they hav an equal amount, if not a double portion, in com- they can. They pay all the expenses of operating it out of
abundant that he has.to burst forth as a light in the·ranks of parison' with those they term sinners and worldlings. I tell the earnings, and at the end of a certain time. they declare a
Freethought. May you, Mr. Editor, and Mr. Heston con- them I am unable to conceive how we could subsist on this dividend in favo{ of the stockholders; that Is, they pay to
tinue to hit the right nail as usual, and the amplification of, earth and be divested of worldly-mindedness, as they are each stmckholder so much for each share he owns. This
bound to adlnit "we are of eartll earthy 1 and of the dust dividend may be declared annually or semi-annually, and it
THE TRUTH SEEKER circle will follow.
is paid to each stockholder in proportion to the number of
For the inclosed $5 serid THE TRUTH SEEKER to a new sub- dusty."
I am well pleased with the pictures, and take pleasure in his shares. The expenses of constructing and operating the
CRAB. NAUMAN.
scriber.
Respectfully,
calling the attention of some of our Christian neighbors to road are also borne by the stockholders in proportion to the
NoRTH SYDNEY, C. B., Jan. 26, 1887.
them, as I think they speak so plain that they cannot fail to number of their shares. Stockholders are not charged more
MR. EDITOR : It is not very often you hear from persons so understand; and then some will look at pictures who would or less in proportion to their wealth, or to the kind of houses
far east as Cape Breton. In olden times we are told that not take time to read a Freethought article. I am a great they liv in, or the kind of clothes they wear, nor do they get
wise men came from the East, but in these times of evolution admirer of Mr. Peck's plain style of writing. I never fail dividends with relation to these things. The poorest stockthere seems to hav been a "reversion," as a large proportion to read his articles, and hope he "'ill continue to speak holder must pay the same rate of expense of operating the
of your instructiv and entertaining correspondents, I ob- through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER " Has Chris~ road as the richest, and he gets the same dividend.
.
serve, are from the land of the setting sun. What few per- tianity Benefited Woman?" is excellent. Such articles do not
Now, society may be fairly c:msidered a great corporatiOn,
sons of Liberal tendencies in religious matters there are on fail to come under my observation. Belonging to the polit- and what we call the government may justly be called the
·this island are so surrounded with the " dead calm of igao- ically ostracized portion of the community, I take great board of managers. Each citizen, man, woman, and child,
rance and faith" as to prevent their cooperation among pleasure in reading anything calculated t6 work for the ad- may be considered a stockholder, and since we hav long ago
themselvs and shroud them from kindred spirits in the out- vancement of woman's cause, which means advancement for declared that we are all created equal, and hav certain inside world. And when one of them recently, with a lauda- the whole human family. Mr. Dawes, in his last article, alienable rights, we can see nothing wrong in the proposition
ble desire to cooperate with his fellow-men for worthy ob- speaks of woman clinging so tenaciously to the church. that each citizen shall take just one share of stock, and that
jects, irrespectiv of creed, desired to join a· lodge of I. 0. G. This I do not deny; but, speaking for myself, I hav not that share shall be his equal share of the natural things of the
T.'s, one of the me~ber~ kindly intimated that a man who noticed much, if any, difference between the sexes with re- country. Since they are alre-ady made, the board of mandid not believe in God ought to be shot. Of course the gard to this matter. One thing I will aver, without fear of agers hav only to proceed to operate. them, and aft~r paying
Freethinker waR blackballed. No toleration for heresy successful contradiction, that by far the larger portion of the expenses of operating the natiOnal corporatiOn, they
there. It is .needless to add that rum and religion are the the preachers are men, and this would include a goodly should declare annually or semi-annually a dividend in favor
dominant elements in our population. In this town of about number, as they are indeed numerous. I want to say here of all stockh·oiders and this dividend should be equal. The
three thousand people; there are said to be over sixty rum that man has it in his power to giv woman the ballot, and earnings of the c~rporation operating the natural things of
shops of one kiud or another, or one to every ten or elev~n thus open up the political field before her, placing her on an the country are the rent-the annual rent-of those thin~s
adults of the entire population. There are five churches m equality with himself. This, in my opinion, would be a It could be collected just as we collect taxes now. The ~If
town, and one of the smal\est of these took over $1,200 at a great step towards educating her up to a conditi9n above ference would be that assessors would only hav to appraise
bazar the past summer. These few facts will enable. your her present one. With regard to the church, tb,.ere are many the value of the land, but would not appraise the value of
readers to form a faint conception of the difficulties and ob- other things I would wish to say, in order that I may be dis- improvements.
There are thousands of corporations operated on these
stacles to be encountered by the man who has the courage to tinctly understood on this matter; but as my letter has
attempt the distribution of Freethought literature in 'Such a already grown too lengthy, I will discontinue for this time principles now, and they are a gr~~~ su.ccess, and are the
community. A railroad has been surveyed to connect us by saying that a friend has handed in a few names of persons chief characteristic of our boasted civilizatiOn. There would
with the continental system at the Strait of Canso, about whom he would be glad to hav receive sample copies of be no new prlnciple involved in forming one mo~e c~rpora
tion 1 the grand national corporation, and operatmg It as I
eighty miles from here, and perhaps in anot,her year, wh~n paper. I herewith' inclose them.
SARAH F. BAKER.
hav indicated above. There would be no more theory about
that is completed, our charming n!ttural Ecenery may ?~guile
it than about a railroad, or any other corporation.
some of our nature-loving brethren from abroad to VISit us.
REPLY TO J. L. "THOMAS.
Now, I ~ant Mr. Thomas to understand that this would
Especially would we enjoy a missionary visit from Brother
MR. EDITOR: J. L. Thomas has written a somewhat severe
Putnam, Reynolds, Remsburg, or Watts. The .latter ge_n~le criticism in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 22d of my views not be taking the land away from the people. On the conman 1 I perceive is ~me of the editors of that very promising on the taxation of land. I am not sure that I should hav felt trary it would be distributing it fairly and equallJ among
new paper just ~tarted in Toronto! Becula~ Thought, which I able to reply to his article had he not flattered me a little, and the p~ople. As we hav it now, the land is taken away from
am about to subscribe for, notwithstanding I already take very nearly gave his sanction to my views on the money nine-tenths of the people, but under the proposed method of
distribution all would be equal owners.
two Liberal papers. This is the best recommendation I can question.
·
It has been supposed that the rent of the land of the United
giv it to your· many readers_.__
R. J. MoFFAT.
I must say that I do enjoy su.ch critics as Mr. Thomas.
He states his objections clearly and boldly, and makes very States would bring in a revenue of $5,000,00~,000. We hav
WAVERLY, W. T., Feb. 1, 1887,
little effort to say ugly things to his opponent.· All this never yet used $1,000,000,000 in a year. This would leave
MR. EDITOR : Is there no way that we can get the. unpolshould be characteristic of Liberals. Let those who are try- an annual sum to declare in dividends of $4,0~.000,000, or
more than $66 to every man, woman, and child when the
ished truth concerning missionaries and their works m w~at
ing to defend what they kww is false fill pages with high- nation is 60,000,000. A family of five would then get $333
they call heathen lands? The Christian people _of Amenca
sounding emptiness, declamation, and mean epithets, but dividend every year. With this money th~y could pay ~he
seem to be ready to send their money to a d_Istant land,
truth seekers should always treat their opponents with kind- tax on a good farm and liv free from taxatiOn on everythmg
with the idea that it will do more good than If the same
1
I do not 11ee that the richest man in the country would
ness and consideration.
·amount was charitably e<rpended in our own co~ntry.
Mr. Thomas's main question is, "How do people (that is, ~::·any rightto complain of the operations of this law. It
Noticing your report in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Stanley's
would do away with ninety-nine per cent of our tramps, and
the public) expect to get possession of the lands of the about the same percentage of our lawyers. It would make
answer to question No. 7 givs me an idea that we should
United States?" Before answering this question, I would it easy for men to make an honest living, and hard for them to
know what these men are doing that are sent to other counlike to ask Mr. Thomas if he does not think that the people make it dishonestly. It might see~ a little hard on the land
tries with the full confidence of our people. The reports. of of the United States ought to hav possession of the lands of speculators, but it would be for their good.
.
their actions should be given to us by diginterested parties. the country? If not, who should possess them? Again, I
It seemed rather tough to take the _slaves awa:y from their
We hav a right to know if there is anywro~g-doing. Do we would like to ask him if he does not think that the natural masters, but there was nothing unJust a~out It. Natural
not see the pernicious works of the church m our own coun- things of the country should be enjoyed by all persons in an rights are always more sacred than leg~! nghts, though our
try hard to reverse this order. .
d
try, and the Ioose_morals of some of the preachers? What equal degree? If not, why should some be allowed a larger ·lawyer-legislators
Mr. Thomas will observe that my plan of effectmg th~ ~
guarantee' hav we that the same r~les ~nd fo:ms are ~ot share of those things than others? Does Mr. Thomas think sired change i 5 not by evicting present owners from •heir
adopted in heathen countries, where mtelhgence Is no barrier we should be allowed to enjoyed our natural rights, that is, lands but simply by changing the method of taxatiOn.
,
J, G. MALOOLM.
to missionary avarice and immorali~y? All reports that we the right to use natural things in proportion to the amount of
~et 9oncerning missiona,ries a,re wntten by themselvs, and I
fear they are not particular concerning the truth. If you
hav any means elf reaching the truth in these countries, I
think you would confer a favor on all who hav such great
faith in the saving power of Christianity. Could you not
induce some correspondent in heathen countries to giv us
facts that W(;mld be fair and reliable. If you cannot reach
the truth in such a way, I would suggest that we send some
able man to write up the doings and works of missionaries in
Africa, China, or some other country. We know what they
do here. Can we expect better because they are in a nation
where ignorance is the greatest evil that they hav to contend
against, and to the utmost of their power they will try to
plunge the inhabitants into deeper ignorance, for that is how
their bread comes. Look at Spain, look at Italy, and what
do we see?-plenty of gospel-pounders, but very few of the
common classes can read or write. The priest knows that
education is a weapon that will strike his creed with a merciless blow.
JoHN STEWART DroK.
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Edited by Mil;s 8usAN H. WtxoN, l!'all
_lli'ller, Mass., to whom all OorMnunkation&for
th£8 Corner should b8 86nt.

Children's Pets.
.As I am a great lover of dear children, and
want to see them j!:row up to be noble men
and womPn, I will teJI you what I think is
the kind of " pete " that will help you to be
clean, cultured, and refined whim young
and old.
To be full-grown, noble men and women it
is absolutely necesFary to k• ep the choicest
company. But childr!:'n are not like old people and want petR, something to amuse and
please, 1mmething to play with as pets.
Among the truly lovl"ly pets are the Jamb, the
calf. the colt, the dear little chicks, and the
darling birds, tbomrh but little can be done
with the birds in the way of making pets of
them, for it is both cruel and wicked to ever
imprison those dear little darlin~s, the birds.
Their home is in the field and forest, and
should never be in a cage.
.First, look st the lovely, innocent lamb!
What a dear, harmless look the lamb has
that draws out every feeling of love and
tenderness as you look into the lovely face.
And· what a warm, soft coat soon grows on
the back of these dear creatures, the lambs,
which I hope every child loves.
And next the "bossy," the pretty calf.
How nice for the boys and girls to fondle and
caress is a nice sleek calf, glossy and soft, almost, as silk. Look into the full, intelligent
eye J What a noble spt>cimen of the animal
· creation J Children should delight to play
· with, fondle, and feed these dt>ar animals.
By kindness and caressing" them these attractiv young creatures can soon be made to feel
you are their friend. When you go to their
pens take something in your hands-a piece
of bread, oats, or a potato--and they will
soon become attaclwd to you.
.And the splendid colt. What a noble
specimen of the animal creation is the colt I
It can hardly be fondled a~ can the lamb and
calf, but a colt is an animal to be admired by
aU lovers of a noble horse. The horse is the
most intelligent of the domestic animals, and
the ·most abused, because the fleetest. By
training he wiiJ perform wonders.
Next, and in some rel'lpects the most interesting of aJI the pets fur children, are the
dear little chickens. See that flock of a
d zen or more! Hear their sweet music and
conversation! Yes, they can talk so that
their fond mother can understand them.
See how quick after tbe'y are out of their
shells they will begin to scratch. Nature bas
provided them with the means to get their
food while they are young by the help of
their mother. See and bear them tease the
old hen to hover them, so they may get
warm. Throw down some crumbs, and see
them start with ·it; or, if it is a worm, start
and run by tbemselvs. Who does not Jove a
dear little chick? .And how busy they are
all day to get their food, eating lots of
worms!
But there are other animals I am pained to
see children make pets of. I mean cats and
dogs. .All the others l hav told you of are
very useful, lovely, and attractiv, but cats
and dogs are not useful, ancl should never be
made pets of. Cats are treacherous creatures.
They destroy a great many dear, lovely
birds, which are so useful to destroy bugs
and worms. But cats are of no sort of u~e
whatever, and decidedly unhealthy for children to play wi~h. If these worthless crea. tures must be kept. they should always be in
outhouses, but in the room with the family,
never.
When the world becomes truly civilized,
cats and dogs will disappear. Dogs, which
are a decided nuisance, are the mt>anest and
most worthless animals on the f11ce of the
earth. They cost millions of days' work of
poor people to fted them, and they destroy
hundrt·ds of thousands of dollars' worth of
valuable sheep every year.
Cbtldren, never make a pet of a cat or a
dog, and never fondle them, for they are unhealthy, and their society is demoralizing.
Wilh an earnest de8ire to elevate the race,
which can only be done by beginning with
the children, do I send these loving lines to
the Children's Corner.
·
Your frirnd,
SEWARD MITODELL.
N1!Wpo1't, .Me.··
[Very few will agree with the views expressed above in regard to cats and dogs.
Their keen instincts aud intelligence, e~<pe
cially that of the dog,_ will long render these

creature& favorlti with men, women, and @ee it. Mv father, mother, two sistPrs, and
four brotlierl'l. bav gone t.o·F.. rnanilina. Florchildren.-ED. C. C.]
ida. Father has gone to hep a hotel C'allt>d
the Egmnnt. In the summPr hP keepR· a hotel
Our Puzzle Box.
here. and that is called the Pavilion. I do not
go with my father and the rPI't. but stay at
1.-LETTER REBUS.
home to ~o to @Chool, became I do not ]jke to
1.01 For grafting, here, in rebus, see
stay in a cla~s but one year. lily Rtndies consiet of arithmetic, gmmmar, ~pelling, ~eog:
S The shoots or twigs of any tree.
raphy. reading, writing, and besides these I
J. K. P. BAKER.
hav !!injl:ing and drawing. I hope you will
think this worth printing. bPcause my granrl2.-REBUS.
ma wishes to see my first Jetter in print. and
I know my fat her will. This is all for my
first time.
Ever your trne friend.
LENA R. DAVIS.

Twelve names of fiction.
3.-WORDS WITHIN WORDS.
1. From contrary take at small seed, and
leave canceletl.
2. From musical wind instrument take an
animal of burdt'n, and leave a gift.
3. From a small fresh-water fish take a
house, and leave to cut down.
4. From a kind of coarse brown payer take
a soft food and leave a kind of flower-bud.
5. From a small European bird take 'a resinous substance and leave a kind of bandage.
6. From a detached bastion take an instrument for catching fish and leave a stringed
instrument of music.
wARREN B. 0ROH.ARD.
4.-REBUS.

What we all know.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OlliLDREN'S OORNER,
FEB. 12, 1887.
1.-Chinolites. 2.-Set not your candle under a bushel, but on a candlestick. 3.-Snakes
shed their grosser skins.

Correspondence.
RooBELLE, ILL., Feb. 6, 1887.
DEAR M1ss WIXoN: I tbouj!:ht I woulil
write you a letter. I will be nine years old
in a few days. I go to the public school, and
am in the second ro€lm, B class. Papa has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since I can
remember, and we all hav to laugh at the
pictures. I hav two cats, and one of them is
black, ani! the other is black-and-white.
I guess I hav written enough for this time.
Ever your friend,
SIDNEY HoADLEY.

CAJ,T!>TOGA, CAr.. , Feb. 6, 287.
DEAR M1ss WlXoN : Allow me a little
Ppace in the Cnrl!Pr to inform our youn~
frienrl11, Wa~iPr Penfielrl, and !Inch others as
rna~ C'are to know. that our dt>Rr hoy diri not
rpcovPr- Ralph Ell11wort b WP\ bri~ht is dead.
He suffered a !on!!' time. Hi~ vi•alitv was
very j!rPat.. Bill ailing was of a cPrrbral nature- hat i!!, lnratt>d in the lower back brain.
HP got a bard blow from a bat on the lowpr
back part of hiA hPRd while playin!!' ball at
!'Chool. and alEo fell SI"Veral timPfl, striking on
his ht>ad and ~houlders-the la~t f11tl -bPing
the harde~t. From that time until his dt>at.b
hP saw but few well day~. We loved him.
Of cour~e we miAs him. He was conscious
to within a few hours of .hi!! dt>ath. He harl
no fear of dt>ath or a hell. A minister calleo
to see him, but Ralph cleclined to sPe or hPar
him. Slowly but surely the end came, and
he has gone.
I did not want to write tbiR sorrowful nf'w!l
for the Cornl'r. and might hav kept our lolls
to ourselvl'. but for the sympathy PXprPS~Pcl
by our little frit>nd, but, if we look at life
and death from a natural standpoint, we
need not distre!!!l omselvB overmuch. It can
do no good to the dead whom WP loverl. and
it may do harm to the living. Freethinkers
and .their chilrlrPn ouj!ht tu be"more easily
comforted than those who ft>ar future puniRhment. We should sturlv nature, ourFelvs being a part of it, and HCC'ept the inevitable
when brought face to face with it with as
much reason as possible.
We are but a p»rt of the great univerAe
We C!tnnot control it, nor do we know of any
inrlividual powPr that can. We neerl not
RCRre ourselvs with some idPal monster, nnr
flatter our~elvs with an impo~sible lleavt-n.
If our cbildren can free their minds from
these useless thnngbts; they c11n rlevote that
time to 11omething useful, pr11ctical. Suppose, for instance, that we get a good knowledgl' of the world we liv in, learn how to
make ourselv!l comfortable and happy, not
hy taking advanta~re of or wronging others,
but in some wav that the world will be better
for our having ·lived s while in it, teach by
attraction aA much aR we !'an. etc. Bnt I
must stop here.
Yours until next time,
UNOJ.E JonN.
[We sympathize with our friends in the
Joss of little Ralph. The children of ourCornPr are bright jewels, and we cannot part
with one without sorrow. We can be glad
that we had tl1e light of his countenance and
the joy of his presence for a little while, and
the memory of his sweet, short life will
always be a pleasure to recall. He is now beyond all pain and sufferin.e:, all sadness and
sorrow. Let us think of his life as a pure,
bright star, pointing ever to high and noble
endeavors, to greater usefulness and worth to
our fellow-creatures.-ED. C. C.]

~citi(Cf

Our Katy-Did.
She did! She d1d! Sbe did!
KatY d1d ! Ka.ty did ! Katy did !
That is the song Katy did sing all night
long to its mate. You hav heard it, of course
yon bav, many a time. But did you ever see
the singer?
Yes; well, then, you know he is only a
kind of grasshopper. His color is a lovely
green, with wings and wing-covers of a darker shade.
It is not the female grasshoppers that do
the singing, but the males, and what they say
sounrls like "Katy did." Nobody knows
what she did but the one who keeps the same
old plaint going from the setting till the rising sun.
The Katy-did grasshopper is an insect.
How do we know that ? Because he has six
feet and rings on his body, as all insects kav.
He belongs to the class callt>d annulates,
me!tning ring!', anrl is in three distinct parts.
Gra8shoppt·rs' babies are born without
wingq, and tbt>y pass through six changes before coming to be full-grown, perfe::t grass-

SAND LAKE, MwB., Feb. 7, 1887.
DEAR M1ss WIXON: This is my second
letter to the Corner. I take pleasure in reading the letters in the Children's Corner. I
received from J. Hacker his lecture. It is
good. I would advise every youn~ Freethinker to send for it. The Methotitsts are
holding revival meetings here. They ltav
been in progress ten days; bav not got any
converts yet; don't think they will. My
father and myself went to the meeting last
evening. The prE>acher did noti.Jing but
11buse Jntldels. Father says the church is in
its dying agony, and that is the cause of the
preacher's wrath.
.
I am glad that my parents are Freethinkers.
They never allowed any one to tell me any
ghost .stories or any yarns about the black
man. I am not afraid of ghosts. I am not
afraid in the dark. Some of my Christian
neighbors' boys dare not stPp out in the dark
for fear the black man will get tiiPm.
Yours,
J AII1Et> J. BERRIDGE.
Gr.onOESTER, Feb. 8, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav seen so many
children of my age writing to you and the
Corner I thought I would. I am twelve
) ears ~ld. My grandma has takPn THE
T.I<UTB SEEKE:R for a long time, and ever since
the children hav bet:n writing to you she
bas wanted me to wnte to you, and so has
my father, but he does not know I am
ing to. This is going to be known to no one
except my grandma and myself until they

Qkolumn.

ing of the little taborets, or tiny drums, in the
triangular part of the wing-coverings that
overlap t·ach other. and tht>n. as the air escapes from the saCR of the body, when they
·are struck, snap. whack. it reverberateR, and
makes the !IOtmd of, " Katy did-she did !
shP did !" It can be heard a long distance.
The Indians call these insects grasshopperbirds. They get quantities of them and grind
them into flour, anrl make cakes of them to
eat. They regard Katy-did eakes as a very
fine di•h. The Kt~.ty-did is more common in
the West than in the .Atlantic and Southern
States.
o. H. W.
0. W. Holmes has sung, as below, of the
Katy-did:
I love to hear thine earnest voice,
Wherever thou a1·t b1d,
Thou te>~t.y little do~rn>l.Ust,
Thou prtJtty Ka.t~·d•d !
Thou mmdcHt tne of gentle folksOld ~entle fulk11 are theYThou say·•t an nn<li•pnted thing
In •ncb a solemn w•y.
Thou art a, female K.J.ty-did! *
I k•oow it by t.be tnll
Tha.t qnivers tbrou.rh thY piercing notes,
So p~tnhmt and Hhl'ill.
I think there is a knot of you
Bt>neath the hollow tr~e.A knot. of ~pinster K>l.ty-didsDo Kat:;·did~driuk t~I!<T
Oh, tPll me where did Katy liv,
.Anti what did Ka,t.y do?
.And was she verY fair a11d young,
.And yet so wkkt'd, too?
Dir' Katy love·a nauebry man,
Or kiss more che•·k>~ than one?
I warrant. K11.ty did no more
Than mall} a Kate bas dune.
Dear me ! I'll t.. n yon all about
My fuss with little J -.ne,
.And !\.no, with whom I u•ed to walk
Sn often <lown the lane,
.Aud all that tore tbell' locks of black,
Or wet , heir eYes of bluePray tell me, sweeteHt Katy-did,
Wba.t d1d poor Katy do?
.Ah no! the livin~ oa.k Aball crash,
That stood for a~te>~ st.ill;
The roclts ~h11.ll rend its mossy base,
.And thund~r down the bill,
Bt-fore the httlA K11.ty-did
!'\hall add i>ne wm·rl, to tell
The mystw Bt.orY of the ma.id
Whose nam!)l:lbe know~ so well.
Peace to the ever-murmuring race!
.Aud when the la.test nne
Shall fold in death her feeble wings
BeneaH1 the autumn •nn,
Then shall she ra.1se her fainting voice
.And lift her droopin~ lid,
And then the child of future years
Shall hear what Katydid.
• This is a mistake, as the female Katy-dids do
not slnll'.
QUEBTI 'NB: What is a Kitty-did ? How do YOU
kuow 1t is au in~e"t? To "ha.t order or clas1:1 does
lt belong? Why called •wuulate? How at·e Kr~ss
bopper•' babieH horu? H"w many cuang,.s before
r heY are ppJ·f· ct ins .. ctij? How 111 ~he suuud "K!ttYdid ., made by the in"Pct 1 W11at do t)le Imlla.ns
•·all the"e in•ects? Wba.t do they do w1th them?
Who can repeat the poem 7
,ftflDUCED TO $1.00.
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all past ages. Mormonism and Spiritualism
are advancements, because they hav set the
people to thinking. And thus, step hy step,
the people are elevated from the bogs, fens,
and quagmires of Christhmity. The process
"Shaksp-ere" was Francis Bacon.
is slow, but I hope it is sure.
Is there a God P The priest says yes. Did
From the Phonographic World.
that God, almighty, make man P The
We hav just received from the hands of the
preacher says yes. What did he make man
author, William Henry Burr, of Washington,
for? The knave and hill dupe say for God's
own glory. Did God make man just as he
D. C., one of the oldest stenographers in this
desired him to be made? The knave and
country, a most remarkable work (issued
gawky say yes. We know that man is but a
1886), entitled " Proof that Shak~pere Could
poor, frail creature <>f circumstances. All
Not Write," and setting forth the fact that
his physical and mental organs are developed
the great poet was no other than Lord Francis
according to the circumstances that hav surrounded him and his ancestors for many past
Bacon, the famous English philosopher.
generations. The organs of the head, such
With the name of William Henry Burr, the
as amativness, combativness, caution, selfolder generation of phonographers are all
They are all such signatures as an illiterate thin,gs. Till having attained to the age of six esteem, etc., and the consequent disposition,
familiar, though a short sketch concerning person, unaccustomed to write, would be or eight years, the little child believes this to inclinations, and will of the man, are all the
him will undoubtedly be of interest to our likely to scrawl·, they are s.o different that be truth. But after that age it learns that its result of a chain of circumstances with which
younger writers. Regarding him, Mrs. E. B.
mother was a consummate liar. If the human he has been surrounded, and over which he
Burnz, answering our query, writes in are- an acquaintance with one is little help to the mind is susceptible of being trained, and if has had no control. Therefore, man is exrecognition of another.
from infancy it be trained in this manner, and actly what God, from the beginning, desired
cent letter :
This book of fifty pages should be in the in after-life it be not hypocritical, deceitful, him to be, else that God is a botch, and not a
From what I can learn, William
Henry
·
f th Burr
ld ist han d s of every 1over of " Sh a1iSpere. , Th e and v1"Jlam· ous, 1"t must be because the germ good man-maker. If man is and always has
about sixty-five years old. H e 1s one o eo es
of triith and honesty was so firmly set in the
·n the country· He was a1Ithor cites stanza after stanza, bearing mind from the be a-inning that even such false been exactly what that God desired him to
.
t
P honograph 1c repor ers 1
be, then that God is a fiend, else fiendishness
one of thA corps of phonographic reporters-the directly upon the lives, conditions, and exd
.,.
·
1 tl u · d is holiness. I tell you, my fellow truthcoul not uproot It.
n Ie. m.te
first formed in the United States-that went with P eriences of the two men, Bacon and Shaks- traininl!:
St
t
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·
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States)
an
honest
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a
seekers, this god-idea is ridiculous. A millHenry M. Parkhurst, in 1848, to report officially
a es emg e
.
for the United States Senate. After a few years pere, proving his theory, which finally leaves great rarity,-and is deserving of much praise. ion gods, pumping away for a million eterhe took up miscellaneous, independent reporting, the careful reader in no doubt as to the cor- By such training the little children are taught nities, could not create from a million tons
then returned to Washington, and was for several rectness of his deductions, and supporting his how to brazenly practice the system of of nothing a single atom of matter. I hav
years an official reporter in the Honse of Repre- statement that Shakspere was no other than hypocrisy called Christianity. Were they not often asked priests and preachers what my
sentativs. Bv judicious investment he acquired
so taught from their earliest infancy, they answer should be when asked if God is good
considerable property, and has been for a number Francis Bacon.
could not, without smiling in each other's and just. I hav asked them this question
of years retired from reportorial business.
faces. pretend to believe the horrible absurdi- after having heard them tell me that I must'
Upon receipt of the book, we addressed a The .Meditations of a Truth Seeker. ties that are taught by tilat particular system not judge God; that no person, not even the
of humbug. Now, young men of America, pope, has a right to judge him; and they hav
FELLOW TRUTH SEEKERS: Some years ago, those of you who are able to sit down .and mvariably told me that I should answer sayJetter to Mr. Burr, to which we received a
very courteous reply, from which .we clip as when my little son began to read history, I count over the ends of all your fingers, ex- ing that God is good and just. I then say to
follows:
took his book and interlined here and there clusiv of your thumbs, do let me prevail upon them, Why, you hav just me that I must not
Since the publicat.ion of my pamphlet, I hav some paragraphs, a few of which I now lay you to think a little. Dare to do right; dare judge him at all. Now, if I hav a right to
learned that one W. H. Smith, of London, has before you for serious consideration, and 1 to be true to manhood; dare to think for judge him at all, surely I hav the right to
maintained for twenty years, or more, that Shaksf
yourselvs, and to ward off all sophistry, all render a decision that 1 think coincides with
pere could nP.itherwrite nor read. The conviction hope it may not fail to meet the eyes 0 a false doctrins, and all that bas a tendency to truth and justice. Ah, Mr. Priest, I see that
that he could not write came to me the moment I goodly number of poor delude.d Christians debase the mind; and "do, for gracious sake, you desire only to make a good priest-paying
saw the engravPd facsimiles of those five auto- or hypocrits.
put down your clothes I" for the eyes of the dupe of me! Your argument is nothing else
gr~tphs in Drake's "Shakspere and His Times."
A gentleman had a little son five years old, world are upon you. Intelligence is one than a mere tissue of stultifying sophistry.
If there were a God, such as the JewishThat was on the 16th of January, 1884.
who had been taught by his parents to do thing, while cultured stupidity and superstiWe produce Mr. Burr's own autograph in
d
.1 b .
th
htl
tion are quite another. A fool may be edu- Christians imagin that they are worshiping,
right an shun evi ; ut m a oug ess mo- cated to set the words of a language, or of and if man be permitted to exercise the faculour column of "Signatures," for this issue. ment he. stole a half-dollar from his father. several languages, up in straight harmonious ties of reason and sound judgment, with
Standing so "prominent in the past history and The father whipped his hand with a little rows according to grammatical precision and which he is by nature endowed, seeing that
practice of shorthand in this country, and switch, saying to him, "There now, my son,· established usage, as is the case with many of all animated nature is teeming with murder,
now appearing as author of a work which is if when you may hav grown older you steal, our would-be statesman; but by veritable in. pain, horror, terror, and sadness, he must
destined to overthrow the world's most you may suffer much more than you now suf- telligence he must ever be recognized as a pronounce that God a fiend of utter fiendishfer from the effects of this little switch." An- cultured fool, or, in vegetable parlance, as a ness. The animals all murder and prey upon
cherished romance of her greatest play- other man bad a little son, three years ole!, cultivated weed. A mushroom, paint it in as each other, and man seems to be the worst of
writer, will surely render him an object of who had not been taught so much as had the many glowing colors as you will, can never them all. He does the same, and even worse.
• respectful regard by every shorthand w'riter other boy, and who stole from his father a five be a rose. nor can a lie ever be truth, no He preys upon the vitality, the labor, of his
·
,
cent piece. His father, when he became matter ho'w many gawkies may hav been in- fellow-man while he is yet alive, and thus
. in the universe.
kills him by the inch. The rich, fiendish
The book itself, even though its authorship aware of it, was at work in his carpenter duced to believe it so to be.
The Christian historian says: "As to the Christians and Jews hav the poor people
shop, and was very much enraged at his little
was unknown, or not known to us as emanat- son ; so much so that he caught the little merits of Alexander the Great, I pretty much chained, like Prometheus, to a rock, and
ing from the pen of a shorthand writer, is one hand, laid it across the chopping-block and agree with a certain pirate, whom the Mace- prey upon their vitality, their labor, as the
of the literary curiosities of the day. The chopped it off with a hatchet. He then said donian soldiers once took prisoner. Alexan- vultures preyed upon the vitals of Prometale proceeds, deepening in intense interest at to the poor little fellow, "Now, because you der demanded of this man by what right he theus, which grew again, as does the labor,
every added line, and with a constantly cry, and that you may never steal from me committed his robberies. 'I am a robber by the vitality of the poor people, keeping them
strengthening chain of evidence destroying again, I'll just cut off this other hand." And the same right that you are a conqueror; the in continual torment, serfdom ; and the rich
be drew the other hand across the block and only difference between us is that I hav but are continually irritating this torment of the
all existing popular illusions concerning chopped it off also. This was a very barbar- few men, and can do but little mischief, poor by flaunting in their faces the bitter sarShakspere, until it leaves us, at the close, ous, fiendish deed, and no doubt shocks your while yon hav a large army, and can do a casm of fine coaches and horses, commodious
with the world's greatest idol-poet not a poet; sensibilities; but I will now tell you !>f a great deal.' It must be confessed that this. is palaces and parlors, fine silks, satins, and
Shakspere not Shakspere. We are introduced father who acted as much more fiendishly the chief difference between conquerors and diamonds, all of which the poor people know
to Francis Bacon, son of a lord keeper of than this as the sun shines more brightly thl).n robbers." To which I say, when the mur- were produced by their own hard labor; and
the moon. He had two children, a daughter dering, plundering, robbing, conquestin~ that they hav been cheated out of them by
England, educated at Trinity College, an and a son, who were so young that they did Christian Europeans first came to America, the trickery of the non-producing rich who
adept in French, Italian, and Spanish, admit- not know anything at all about right from they were so ignorant as to the veritable geo- hold and enjoy them.
.
ted
the bar at twenty-one, and elected to wrong, good from evil. In this condition of graphical position of the country that they
The Christian historian also says: "It has
Parli?.ment at twenty-three-a man of genius stupidity, in which their father had purposely thought it to be a part of India, and therefore been affirmed that Cortez and his soldiers
and learning, in every way capable of pro- left them, they, in disobedience to his order, they callecf the veritable Americans Indians. killed four millions of the Mexicans in comnot knowing that it was evil to disobey, stole They captured these noble Americans, falsely pleting the conquest of the country. He preducing works of the highest order, and known and ate an apple, for which act of disobedi- called Indians, and, having robbed them of tended that his only object was to convert the
author of "Bacon's Essays," ranking with ence he cast them into a lake of fire, there to their wives, their children, and their land, people to the Christian religion. But he and
the best literature of the day. At twenty- writhe and burn throughout all eternity; and sold them into abject slavery, as they did, . his soldiers acted like fiends, rather than
nine, Bacon "obtained his first show of he did this not only to them, but also to their also, with Africans. Now, these Europeans Christians." To which I say they acted like
favor from the court; he became queen's innocent posterity for all coming generations. and their descendants are holding the land veritable, consistent Christians, and that the
counsel extraordinary, but the office was Oh, had this fiend but chopped off their hands thus plundered, conquered, from the Amer- most fiendish thing they did was to enslave
instead I Now, I hold that a person who be- icans; and there is now niore misery and the Me£ican people to the false, fiendish, unwithout emolument. At this time plays for lieves tbis story to partake, in the least de- suffering in America than there ever was be- relenting system of humbug called Christianthe theater were written and rewritten again gree, of truth, and at the same time believes fore the Europeans came to this country. ity. Hear their chief tyrant-this is what he
and again to meet the demand." What more that that father is a just, merciful, benignant, And so it will continue till the demon, Chris- said : "But those, mine enemies, which
would not that I should reign over them,
natural than that Bacon, with a high stand- or even an honest or decent father, is utterly tianity, may hav been blotted out forever.
ing at ·court, which scarcely permitted his incapable of rendering a fair and impartial
Christianity is an established system of by- bring hither and slay before me" (see Luke
verdict in accordance with the preponderance pocrisy and fraud, under which the few xix, 27). Oh, what a fiendish tyrant! His
fathering the part of a common play-writer, of testimony and the law; and I further hold sharpers, thieves, gull and fleece the very ·enemies are said to hav done by him as this
and yet, without income from his high posi- that he is not capable of freely enjoying a sin- many gawkies. If the American descendants shows he would hav done by them-served
tion, should hav turned his talent to practical gle honest emotion. He and I hav very dif- of Europeans had been bred to veritable bon- him right.
Brain may be compared to the sensitized
account P or that, in preference to an un- ferent notions in regards to that which con- esty, they would always hang their heads in
known nom de plume, he should rather hav stitutes veritable honesty. If the story of shame when reflecting upon the fact that plate which .the photographer places in the
Adam and Eve, the apple, and heaven and America belongs to them just as a stolen camera obscura, and which, on being exchosen them to hav been produced by one hell does not shock your sensibilities, it is be- watch belongs 'to the descendants of the thief posed to the light, let in through the Icnse,
known as "William Shakspere," who, at cause it has be!lP. drummed into your mind who stole it. But Christianity is enough to receives an impression of whatever object
that time, was part owner of a theater in Lon. from infancy, and that yon hav not sufficient harden the cheek of anybody.
may at the same time be in front of the
don p
capacity to think yourself out of such a ridicHad it not been for Lafayette, the Amer- Ienst. So, through the five channels of eviWe are then int:roduced to Shakspere, ulous condition of mind, such a fit of drunk- icans could not hav gained their independ- dence, called the five senses, it seems to me
-enness, and you believe it just as the canni- ence. Hence, he was the veritable father of that impressions are made upon the brain;
son of an illiterate wool-stapler, uneducated, bal believes that it is right for him to kill and our independence. The Christians make and thus the mind, the memory, and the
a beer-tippler and poacher, married at eight- eat his fellow-man; and just as the Southern light of him because he was not a Christian. judgment called conscience are formed. If
een to a girl of twenty-six, and absconding people in the United States thought it was When on his death-bed he said, "This life is the impressions upon the brain be very
from Stratford (his birthplace) to London, right to buy and sell their own mulatto like the flame of a lamp; when the oil is out, slight, they vanish; and to that extent, the
five years later. So the author continues, daughters and sons, and those of their neigh- the light is extinguished and all is over." He brain forgets·; and the same may be said of
bors, in slavery.
was the greatest man who ever lived that had those made upon the sensitized plate, as
drawing parallel the two lives by successiv
You don't know how depraved and low the wealth and opportunity to display verita- aforesaid. When the plate, or the brain, is
years, and proving, beyond a doubt, that you are in the estimation of a veritable ble greatness. Had the independence of the decomposed, the impressions vanish, and thus
Shakspere was in no manner the author of thinker. If there is a God, such as Dr. United States of America, together with re- endeth the spirit, or soul.
the works which bear his name. We are Thomas Paine fancied to exist, then, surely, ligious liberty, and especially the United
Havana, Ouba.
GxoRGE NEwToN.
further told that "no handwriting of Shaks- the so-called holy Bible is a terrible bla.s- States patent office, not been established, Eng]'fns. WILLIE VANDERBILT wears a $130,000
phemy.
land would hav remained in the Christian
pere has ever been discovered except five
The little Christian children throughout the darkness that prevailed throughout all Europe pearl necklace to the opera, Mrs. Senator
autographs. In March, 1613, when he was United States (Benighted States) are from prior thereto. The advancement made under Stanford appears at the diplomatic recPption
nearly forty-nine years old, he signed his their earliest infancy taught how to be liars the United States government, founded by
name to a mortgage, and again to a deed rela- and hypocrits. Their Christian mothers teach such Infidels as were Lafayette, Thomas in Washington with $500,000 worth of jewel~
tiv to the same transaction. Three years them tha.t Santa .Claus comes with a sleigh Paine, Benjamin Fr~nkl~n, Thomas Jeffer- ry on deck, Mrs. Frank Leslie startles New
later he subscribed his name to three br' f
lo~ded w1th candies and toys, and drawn by .son, and others of then kmd, h~s h.ad. the ef- York with diamonds as big as birds' eggs in
.
.
. . Ie s, remdeers over the tops of houses, and that feet to pull Europe up along With It, 1n con- her ears, and Boston givs its poor all the free
or sheets of hls will. The five fac-similes are he comes down the chimney on Christmas sequence of which, the world has advanced soup they want to satisfy their hunger.-Boshere reproduced :
eve, and fills their little stockings with good more in one century than it had done during ton Heratf/, •
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 26, 1887.
Obituary.
S. L. Shaw, of Saranac, Mich., on the 29th
of December, at his home, in his 73d year,
passed away, leaviJ?g a faithful and devoted
wife and four amiable and intelligent daughters to mourn the loss of a worthy'husband
and a tender and loving father. Brother
Sbaw has been one of the leading minds and
efficient workers in the reform movements of
Michigan for the last twenty-five years. His
home was thE; home of the weary pilgrim
toiling in the interest of these reforms. .He
never left it doubtful as to where he stood.·
In all suitable times and places he was not
silent as to his conviction. He was not familiar with the term of cowardice-he was
brave and willing that friend and foe might
know what his views were. He never spoke
in the terms of apology for his desertion of
the old creed. He was willing to aid in every
·way possible the cause of Freethought and
individual rights. To this end and for this
purpose he paid out his money freely. While
/he was thus willing to do his best in the interest of the Liberal movements in this state,
he was at the same time a rational and devout
Spiritualist. In the fulness of this conviction
he lived for many years, and in the rest
which it brings, and in the full assurance of
its truthfulness, he died. In him the Liberal
cause and Spiritualism hav lost one of their
best friends. While many among us do not
share with him in the assurance of continued
existence, yet we are with him heartily in all
that relates to human progress and the interest of our common humanity. We mourn
in this, that we ha.v lost a co-worker. In
silence we stand at his tomb, and bring the
tribute of our tears.
J. H. BURNHAM.
Saginaw City, Mich., Feb. 10, 1887.

Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.
In five lectures comprising, "The Godst
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts Paper, 50 cts; clooth, 1.25.

· Contents: "The Ghost!!1" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Independence," "About Farminz in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banquet," "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Rrses before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
lnteniews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
. plain cloth, $1.25.
.
What Must. We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Cht·istian Religion. By R. G.
lngersol1 Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.

Ort.hudoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll Uate(·.hised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded. by
the editor of the San F'ranc1.scan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen~ 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circuls ted.

Vindication of 'rbomas Paine from

Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOB FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secura
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

SOCIAL. WEALTH,
I'M So~ Facfnra and liJfJJ(Ut Ratios in Its
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brier review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The NaturG of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Ownership ; Private Property in Land ; Capital and
the Pro-iuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of V'alue or Eeonomrc Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, nc>t Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

· Price, Cloth, $1 00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Clinton Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present and the Fntnre
Republic of' Nortll America.
BY A.· CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povertr, viceJ and crime. It deals with the !?resent
conditwns ot society in this country, pointing out
their im];lerfections, and showing how it is almost
impossiDle that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and h'e has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North A.menca, as it will be when
society shall be or~.tanized on the ;principles of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,:.oc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place. New York.

OJ'

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY
BY LEWIS C. JANES.
This book treats of the natural evolution of the
Christian religion, its historical antecedents in
Palestinian Judaism and Roman Paganism; inTestiga tes the history of the founder of Christianity in the light of the latest scientific criticism of
the New Testament; shows that the true story of
the Man J e~ns, and his genuin teachings are
separable from the later legendary accretions
which hav confounded him with the mythical
Christ1 and traces the natural development of
Christian dogma and ecclesiastical institutions.
Complete references and full index. 820pp. Bvo,
cloth, gilt top. Price $1.50.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

SACRED MYSTERIES
Address on 1he t;ivil Rights Bill.
AMONG THE
- Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
lUaJas and tne quiches 11,:.0o
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

M>Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heavy toned paper, 1Sx22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated ... Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The W!>~k is d_esigned
for and will be accepted by adm1rmg fnends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simiie, has been prepared especiall,y for rt.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and srde,
$2.50; in half calf,, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; rn full 'J;'urke)T morocco, gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; m full tree
calf, hrghest possible style and finish, $9.

The Husts of Voltait·e, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, price!. $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles oi Religious Liberty should ha v them.

Photographs of

Colo~el

lnge_rsoll.

panel, 10Xfx17, $8; boudoir, $1; cabmet, 40
cents.
A.ddres.s THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SE.LF-CONTRAnTCTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly .reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThonJ,Lh
anonymous; it is now known to be the work of W
H. BURR, one of our ablest corresponqents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. l'rlce, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

Years Ago.

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTE
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Dlustrated.
Price, $2:5o.
For Sale at this office.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
o:a.

MEN ol!' Busor.ss Wno DID SoMETHING BEsiDEs
MAxlNG MoNEY.
A BOOK FOB YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY JADES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

Pric••,

Address

LIQ.lJOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Elljoined
by the Bible.

- $1.2:).

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
U Olintnn PlRoe. New York

Practical ·Experience with Poultry.
By GEo. M. DAvENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 82 wP.ll-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter,"but·as full of meat as an eg!f. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks,!eese1 and turkeys!
are particularly discussed an the1r economica
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addi twn to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH BEEKER Office,
33 Clinton Plaqe, New York.

POlJLTRV.
Truth Seeker Brothers and Sisters, if yon want
good, honest. thoroughbred poultry, please let me
hav your order. I hav of the fine•t •tock in 1he
country, and will charge you only $1.50 per settmg
of Plymoutl· Rock, Pekin Due''• or Brown Leghorn's eggs for hatching, and $1.00 for e1tch additional setting, •ame order. A.l•o fine Plymouth
Rocks for sale cheap. Please write desires.
Address, S. W. LIGHTY, Mulberry, York Co.,
l'ennsylvania.
4ot7

PHILA.DELPHIALIBERALLEA.GUE, 257
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad ano
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures an<i'
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trutl.
Seeker publica tiona always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHA..KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnetil written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRI
Bmm. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY ·HELt;:N H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

.The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

JOLT AIHE' S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.~The Princess
of Babylon.-The 1\'Ian of Forty CroWlls. 1'he
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromegas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-A.ndres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-!. Conversatiqn
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-!. Pleasure m
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
H:\Jf calf or half morocco, marbled '\ldges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The Secret of the East,

is a regularly_ educa t
ed and le!fally quali·
fied physiCian, and
the most snecessful.
as his practice will
prove. Givs cheer and
hope to the afllicted
bysaying anq proving
tho.t SPERMATORRH<E.A and IMPOTENCY as the result
of self. abuse in yon th
and sexual excesses
in ma tnrer : years,
causing night emissions by dreams, loss
of sexual power, rendering marriage 1mproper and unhappy1
etc., can be curea
.
. .
.
.
permanently by an
ontsrde applicatiOn m srxty days. No failure in
RJ!Y case.
It is one of Dr. Fellows's valuable discoveries,
which is entirely unknown to the mGdical profession. It iE a medicin to be apQlied externall.Y on
the parts affected. by pad and bandage, which
cures by absoq>tion, and which is the only reliable
method •·f curmg Seminal Weakness and Loss of
Sexual Power.
Send five 2-cent stamn• for his book "Private
Counselor," telli:ng all about the disease, and the
external cure, with evidences of success. Address
Dr. B. P. FELLOWS, Vineland, N. J, and say
where you saw this advertisment.
P'"' Dr. Fellows begs leave to st~te that he i~
an Infidel of the most pronounced character.

OR,

Tb~ Origin of the

Christian Religion
and the ~ignificance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price. $1.00.

A Sl'UDY

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing .over 1!300
paj<'es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Bi~lo Tomporanco:
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For sale

at this

ofi.Cf'.

FREETHOUGHT 1\.0t'ELS.

'f!te Heathens of the Heath. A :finely

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnel11
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.

E K.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N:a.tbaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. ~gual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tbe Outcast. A deep, :finely written
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its ab"olute fidelity to nature. Its
per"onages are those one mee~s with ,i:Q common life, and· 1tre portrayed wrth a VI Vldness
and perspicuity I was scarcel.Y prepared to expect to find, m such a marked dejl'rel!.l. even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familia~ to
most readers in the Freethong)ltranks." Pnce,
$\.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
For Sale at this Office.
moth, $1.25.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; ~arge .~ype,,heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illumm~ted
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

A {)Dies of Gold.

A Story-Book for

tbe Younll' Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.
·

T'':le Youth's Liberal Guide.

(Just Publishea, Jul'l/1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece shoWing the modern style
of paintin_g.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessacy pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young- the ~rea test amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, rn fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
1500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT 1 PosTPAID, ON BEOEIPT OJ!' PRIOE, $1.
Address

THE 00-0'P:E:sATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

ASHORT LESSON

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.

Two Little Ued Mittens.

.. SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3,

By

Prof. H. M. KottingertA.M, Price; $1.00.. This
volume aims at the ectucatwn of youth m.the
principles of Freethought, at the same trme
that it inculcates moral duties and human
nghts from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

II HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrastine IIOience and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, tiO cents
twe11tr-five copies for $1; one hundred copies f01
$3. We wish that the fnends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

THE
CONVE~TIONAL

LIE!ii OF. OUR
CIVILIZATION.

From the German of MAX NOBDA.U.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-PhtZa. Reoora
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vwnna News. Pric~ 50 cents.
Address TtiE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
38 Clinton Pl., New York.

Tho Bi~lo Analyze~.
BY

John R. Uelso, A.M.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-rite
Oreation.-The Deluge.-The Exodns.-rite MiraBible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In- cles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Brble.-The
vestigation. Revised Editiop. This pal!lJ;>hlet Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
refers specifically to 148 Brble propos1twne1 Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabba:th of
with numerous references and 01tatwns, that the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messrali or
are contradicted in terms by the same number Savior.
'dly
., Be
Orownoctavo,888P.P•. Splendi
exeoutf •
of o~er propositions in lihe same book. 1'rl09
b:v mail, post pli.id. l'rloe, $8.011.
,
111 oenil.
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IJews of lht.

t§tms oJ g[houyht.
WHEN it i• considered how religion• hav been
formulatpd in the past, how they hav in all cases
been made up of pre-exist-ing systems and traditwns, the source of t.he Christian religion need
not he a matter of much doubt.-D. M. Bennett.
MANKIND can hardly be too often reminded that
t,here wa" onoe a man named Socrat-es, between
whom and the legal authorities and public opinion
of his time there took place a memorable collision.
Born in an age and country abounding in individual greatness, this man has been handed down to
us by those who best knew both him and the age
as the most virtuous man in it: while we know
him as the head and prototype of all subspquent
teachers of virtue, the source pqually of the lofty
inspiration of Plato and the judicious utilitarianism of Aristotle-the two headKPrings of all other
Philosophy. . . . Of the charges of impiety
>tnd immorality the tribunal, there is every reason
for believing, honestly found him guilty, and condemned the man who probably of all then born
had deserved best of mankind to be out to death
as a cnminal.-lltlls Ltberty.
NoT enjoyment, and not sonow,
Is our destmed end or way ;
BUt to act. that each to-morrow
Find us farther than to-day.
In the world's broad field of battle,
In the bivouac of llfe,
Be not like dumb, driven cattleBe a hero in the strife !
Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achievmg, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.
-Lrmgfell.ow·s Psalm o.J Lf,fe.
STRANGE enough bow creatures of the human
kind •hut their eyPs to plainest fact•; and by the
mere inert1a of oblivion and stupidity, liv at
"ase in the midst of wonders and terrors. But in•leed m1<n is and was always a blockhead and dull...t·d; much readier to feed and digest than to
think and cons1der. Prejudice, which he pretends
to hate, is h1s ab•olute Jaw-g1ver: mere use. and
••ant everywhere leads him by the nose.-Carlyle's

A BILL .to provide the country with torpedo
boats and floating batteries has passed the
Senate.
l't!Rs. DRUSE, the Herkimer county woman
who murdered her husband and cut him up
and cremated him, is to be banged on the·
28th inst.
THE coal handlers' strike, which was declared off last week, left a great many men
out of work who would now be glad to go
back at the old pay.
THE Boston haseball club will givthe Chicago club $10 000 for the sake of ha vin!!
catcher Kelly _plav with them. ·They will
also pay Kelly $5,000 f\)r the season.
THE Law and Order Committee at Union
City, Tenn., called out the local preacher one
night last week and gave him a whipping. It
was charged that he bad stolen a hog.
ALDERMAN JOHN CLEARY was known among
his associates as" Honest John," but he i~
now on trial a~ a boodle alderman. Jacob
Sharp, the briber, will be arraigned soon.
AN heir-at-law of 1\'Irs. A. T. Stewart ha"
brought suit against Stewart's heir, Judge
Henry Hilton, to recover several million"
which Hilton is charged with misappropri.
a tin g.
GIBBONS, the American cardinal, is in
Rome, and met the pope last week. He received a cordial welcome, and the meetinpbetween the two distinguished humbugs
lasted an hour.
THE Irish Revolutionary Brotherhood hRrl
a meeting last Sunrlay in this city. Captain
O'Brien wrote from New Haven that with the
help of Q,,d and a little dynamite he hoped to
see Ireland one day free.
BAM JoNES, the revivalist, lectured here last
week fofthe benefit of a Methodist church.
Jones is described as a tall, thin man, with a
dark complexion, an artificial nasal drawl,
and an a1iecte.d bruskness.
"HAPPY BoB" VAN BRTTNT, a member of
the Salvation Army at Elmira, N. Y., ha"
just been sentenced to be hangPd April 15th,
for mnrdering the brother of a girl with
whom he had been consorting.
A TREMENDOUS wind-storm swept this section of the country last week Friday night,
making great havoc with buildings, trains,
and shipping. At Rochester, N.Y., a bridge
was blown down with loss of life.
CAPTAIN UNGER, of this city, who killerl
his room-mate, cut up the body and shipped
it to Baltimore in a trunk, has been sentenced
to twenty years in the penitentiary. He
saved his neck by pleading self-defense.
IT is reported that a pro,.pector has just discovered some mummies in a mountain cavern
in Dakota. They are five in number, evidently very old, having probably been imprisoned hundreds of years ago by a landslide.
THE funeral of Frank Rivers, the veteran
book-seller and Freethinker, who died at Buff<J,lO on th!J 15th, was held in Brooklyn last
Sunday. Cornerstone Lodge of l't!asons attended the funeral and held Ma~onic services
at the grave. The interment was in Cypress
Hills Cemetery.
AT a recent meeting of the Congregational
Club of San Francisco, it was said that in
1 hat city of 300,000 inhabitants the attendance
llt the Protestant churches was about 32 000,
and at the Catholic churches about 18,000,
making a total church attendance of about
iiO.OOO. Probably three-fourths of the population never attend church.
THERE was a small riot at Cambridge,
Mass., last Sunday, growing out of the streetear strike.. Boys and hoodlums attacked the
non-union drivers, a crowd gathl'red, and
there was a collision between the mob and
the police. A half-dozen policemen were
wounded. Tb.e police fired upon the mob,
but it is not known to what extent their shots
took effect.

..

TaE New York Sun says: "For some
months the Widow Richardson of Bloomington has been, apparently, a great invalid.
Her phssiciau advised hl'r to hav an operation performed, but she put him off, and the
next day, after a st-ason of ~:nergetic prayer
at her bedside by mt-mbers of tile t::\!$lvation
Army, she ar<>se from the bed, shouting, • l'm
cured I l'm cu.Ted I' The Salvation Army
say. that she was cured in answer to prayer;
the_doctors say that she has bad nothing the
matter with her at all."

1~A7.

Sartor RPRartus.

THE solvency of great mercantil companies rests
on the validity of the laws which hav been ascerain~d to govern the seeming irregularity of that
human life which the moralist bewails as the most
lillCPrtain of things; plague, Pestilence, and
famm are admitted by all but fools to be the natPRICE, 40 GENTS.
ural reHult of causes for the most part fully within
numan control, and not the unavoidable tortures
lllfiicted by wrathful omnipotence upon his htlp-·
STRA.~GER : " T'm taking subscriptions for a
less handiwolk.-Huxl•U.
monum~nt to Adam. Can I put yon down fm
IT is a contradiction in terms and ideas, to call
something ?" Boston merchant : "A.dam 1 1
havn't Heen his a, ath in the pap··r lately." Strau· anYthing a revt-lation that comes to us at second
nand, e1t-her verbally or in writiug. RAvelation is
RUTHERFORD B. HAYES takes life easy now, and ger: "Oh, uo, he died some time ago." Bostor, o~ce.sarily limited to the first communieatwnnever get• up unt1l "t.lle cock hath twice done sal- merch-ant: •· And there J:Ja•n't b~en a monumellt
•·a1"ed to h1m y~t 1 Shameful ! You may put m•
•fter this, it is only an account of something
utation to the morn."
do,vn fur fift-Y cents. What regiment was he iu whwh tJ,at p.-rson says wa~ a rev~lat.ion made to
AN American dentist is going to Africa to prac- during the war?"
b1m; and though he may find him~elf obliged to·
tice his prufession. The heathen has rumed his
OMAHA ~inner: "How do you like your new beheve it, it cannot be mcumbent on me to beteeth on tough missionaries, probably.
lieve it in the same manner; for it is not a revelamunster?" Omaha •aint: ''Don't like him at ali
WIFE (enjoying her dinner): "What can be He is not cut out for a preacher; he ought to ba' tion made to mP, and I hav only his word for it
more delicious than a nice canvas-back?" HuH- bPen a bu~ineHs man." •• ·rhat'R a fault, is it 1' that it was made to him.-Patrte's Age of Reason.
band: "A greenback, my dear, a greenback."
"Yes, sir. he bas entirPly too much busine~s abil
SEEING that, by the confession of the most ob~ti
A CHICAGo contemporary haslearnPd t.hataman ity. Last Sunday he preached a roal'iug serm011 uat.e tm<-mles of innovation, our race has hitherto
nn
hypocrits,
and
at
the
closA
invited
~til
hypocrit•
11een
almost constantly advancing in knowledge,
bas d1ocove•·ed t-hat t-he buckwheat-cake, like the
buman heart, once cold, can never be itself again. in the congregation to stand up. Of course, nn and not seeing any reason to believe that, preone arose." "I suppose not; but what of that?'' ciHely at the point of time at which we came into
I-r is said that the czar gets up every morning .. Why, then he followed up his advantage by the world. a change took place in the faculties of
w1th war in hill heart, but after he bas had about passing the contribution-box."
the human mind. or in the mode of discerning
four witcb~kl cocktails, gentle peace begllJB to
A KENTUCKIAN who had a claim against a rail- truth, we are reformers : we are on the side of
•Pread her wings.
mad in that state for four hundred dollars fm progress. From the great advances which EurcA RESIDENT of Stuyvesant Square says that life damages in a smash-up, was recently visited by oean society has made, during the last four centin that neighborhood would be simply yllt-edged nne of the company's lawyers, who inqmred, m·ies, in every species of knowledge, we infer, not
in itH luxury if the St. George chmch bells could ·• What sort of mjury did you smtain ?" "Nar· that there is no more room for improvement, but
only be seen, and not heard.
vous injury, >ir." "To what extent?" "To sich that in every science which deserves the name, imau extent that myoid shot-gun now wobbles about. men•e improvement may be confidently expected.
A soFT, sad stir is in the air,
•o much that no longer ago than yesterday I shot -Jtacau•au.
Preludmg gentle spring,
EPICURUS did not take any trouble to provide
at a rabbit and knocked over the best coon-dog in
When ba•e-ball umpires nest again,
all Ken tuck. I've riz on my claim to seven hun- himself with those remed1es which might havenAnd hens begin to >ling.
abled
him to bear Jain ; such as firmness of mind
dred dollars, and I'm goin• to push it until some·
nr shame of doing anything base, exercise and the
BDXMER: "I've paid a great deal of attention to body hollers for mercy."
habit of patience, precepts of courage and manly
mmd-reading. As an experiment-" Sharp old
FROM a city in the Mexican state of Jalfsco we hardiness; but he says that he supports himself
gentleman : "I'm something of a mmd-reade1
bav received the following reqne•t: "Ed1tor Ar- on the single recollection of past pleasures, as if
lDYllelf. Your intention· is to strike mt> fur a quar-tO,.mtt, D ar Sir: If you hav not any inconventer, but you wou't llUcceed."
anyone, when the weather was so hot that he was
i8nt, I will request you send me one exemplar of •carcely able to bear it, should comfort himself by
A GooD healthy mince pie for supper is cheapm Yonr accredited newspaper. If his lecture is afl'a- recollecting that he was once in my country, Arthau gulug to the lllenagerie, and you kuow ah bihty to me, I will tell you, and then you can send pinum, where be was surrounded on every side
auuut the ammalH ju•t the •allle, partwuJIUl) JUe a subscription. Please excuse me if .I am 'lY cooling streams : for I do not apprPhend how
W.I:Jen you awake 111 the mlddle Of the lllgl.tt tv ~rievous Your most reHpectfully. - - - - . " past pleasures can allay present evils. -Cicero.
rne gentleman is not at all grievous. We havforoll"ke tlle baby l.ll.IJPoPutumuo utf your cheot.
On, who can hold a fire in his hand,
warded a copy, and trnHt that the lecture o1 the
A CATHOLIC priest, named McGlynn,
By thinking on the frosty Caucasus 1
Argur.aut will prove afl'abihty to bim.-San Fra'f4DuJ nut tllluk it a ternb1e >lynn
Or cloy the hungry edge of appAtite,
vloco Argonaut.
1'o take a lirm Htaud,
By bare imagination of a feast?
.. 0 BLACKSMITH !
Aud oay, "Jfree 1s the land i"
Or wallow naked m December snow,
0 workman of the brawny arm
But Pope Leo replied," It's too thyhn."
By thinking on fantastic summer's heat 1
Aud the bronzed brow-Uh, say,
Ob, no, the apprehension of the good
Mus. PARISHIONER : "Is it possible? And SO Out of he h1ssmg and smitteu steel,
Givs but the greater feeling to the worse :
yuu1· W!ie lll a <leaf mute 1" Anwrioan mimster :
What dust thou make to-day 1
Fell sorrow's tooth doth never rankle more,
.. Ye•, oue was burn so." "How terniJJy lll.te must Dost thou use thine art in this time of peace
Than when it bites but lanceth not the sore.
feel tlle affiwtwn !" "On the cuntl'ary, 'be 1" tilt
To fa•hion the thirllty sword
-SI!alrspere.
uappleHt llillll•ter's Wlie m the cuuutry." '· Iu- rhat shall cleavt> its course w1thout remorse
THAT the love of a special subject is a great spur
<.letll !·• "Yeo, Hlle never hearH a word that the
In the battle-wrath abhorred 1
to indu•try needs no proof, and it has never yet
cuugregatiUll ~ay ahuuL her."
been ~hown that the mind is IPBB exer~i•ed when
Or dost thou forge, with force and fire,
THERE was a great Doctor McGlynn,
it is exercised with pleasure. Every experienced
'rhe tt>rnble bayonet,
Wou regardell land-uwnmg as lllll;
•tudent knows that the great secret of study is to
rhat shall gleam at the front and bear the brunt
Heur~ George's lllllall taper
read with appetite.-Goli%Wifl Smttlt.
When tilt> serned ho~ts hav met 1
He tlluugut qmte the caper,
G 'OD morrow to thee : welcome :
A.nd the gray-haired workman paused in his task,
Anuluuud the lllillenuimn therein.
Thou look'st l!ke him that knows a warlike char~te :
Hlll h<-ated brow to cool i
To busines• that we love, we rise by time,
OsCAR BALDWIN, who four years ago was sen- He llho< •k his head, and, "Alas I" he said,
And go to't with delight.
-Siwkspere.
tenoeu to illLeeu year• in the state pnoun fur em- .. I'm making a shoe fur a mule."
bezz!lug two lluudred and fifty tnuu•and dollarll
"ARE you sure that all which you take for good
of tue fuuds of tile .Meuhauw•' NatlOuaJ bauk ui
and gonly is so in fact, my V 1rginia ?"said Richard
Newark, N.J., lla• be"n reJea•e<l on the gruuntl
Fullerton to his daughter, holding her hand and
HISTOR·Y
Lhat hill llllPl"l"uument fur more tllan five yt:ar•
looking.steadfastly in her face. "Yes, papa," ~he
OF THE
wall Lllt:g,.l. d. lllau Ill New York wa• recently
answered, "the church is the voice of God on
seut to i"ll fur Len yearH fur lltt:ahng llt>Ven duJ- lNTELLE CTU .A.L DEVELOPMENT earth-oh, papa, if you would but hear it!" "I
lal" and a half. If lt suuuJd I.Jt> decided that
hear a h<-tter-tbe voice of science, and of that
Ut" Euroate.
more than 1ive ye .. rs of hill •entence ill ••ut illetrue humility and courage which can confesa iggal, he will •Pend the remainder of his life in re- By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D norance let not be disturbed. But tell me, child,
grettmg that be didn't embezzte two hundred and
who bas got hold of you," etc.-Mrs. Ltnton's UnRevised Edition-2 vols-Pnce, $8.
tilt)' thou•and dollars •
U
83 Ohnton 1'1.• New York city aer Wlltcll LrYrar
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ANDOVER SECOND
Beene outside the gates of the New Jeru~alem.

Jlolts and Qllippings.
IT is reported that Bam Jones received
$19,000 for one month's work in Boston.
CALIFORNIA has 4,000 wine-growers, and at
least 160,000 acres are planted in vines. This
represents an investment of $60,000,000, and
givs employment or support to 150,000 persons.
" WHY do the heathen rage ?" asks a r elig
ious paper. If they got a larger percentage
of the money collected for them, perhaps
they wouldn't ·rage so much. We merely
offer this as a suggestion.
ALL signs point to an early spring in these
parts. Not only was the ground-hog unable
to £ea his shadow on the 2d of last month;
not only hav robins and bluebirds appeared,
but, best of all, wild geese hav begun flying
northward. This is good news with coal at
its present price.
• IT looks as if religious reform was making
progress when the pulpit lets go of the ballet
and jumps on the d8colette dresses. The ballet is an old institution that has never done
any great amount of harm. But the d8colette
style in a hard winter is most reprehensible.
-St. Paul GJ,obe.
Miss MATTIK SMITH, of West Laurens, was
very ill, and Mrs. Edwards, who has a reputation as a faith healer, was called to pray
over her. After the praying, Mrs. Edwards
said that Miss Smith must go out for a ride.
The invalid's friends objected, but she went,
though suffering great pain. When she returned, she went back to her bed, and not
long afterward died.

•

PLAN.

(Inside next week.)

University of Halle, and he gave, in 1734, an in to prayers.' " The first was published in
opinion in favor of the landholders, which is the "Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
to be found in vol. i, p. 973, of his great Island, New Hampshire, and Vermont Almanack 11 in 1799, and the second in '' Benjawork, "Gelehrte Anzeigen."
min West's Rhode Island Almanac," of 180o.
Tm: woman suffrage law which has been in
JIM STEVENS, colored, was hanged at
force in Washington territory for three years
no longer exists. By the decision of the su- Princess Anne, Md., last week Friday, for an
preme court, the suffrage is restricted to men. outrageous assault upon a white woman 80
It is certain, however, that a vigorous effort years old. The account of the hanging states
will be made to secure a re-enactment of the that he was engaged in silent prayer when
law at the next session of the legislature. the drop fell. His " spiritual ·adviser" eaid:
The defect, because of which it has been de- " Into God's gracious mercy and protection
MISS KATE RAPP, a young lady from Millclared invalid, can easily be remedied, and as we· commit thee, the Lord bless and keep
wood, while visiting at the residence of Mrs.
soon as the legislature assembles it will find thee; make his face to shine upon thee and
Terry, has experienced religion and was bapitself besieged by the suffragists.-Seattle be gracious unto thee, lift up his countenance
tized at the Baptist church on Thursday
upon thee and giv thee peace now and forIntelligencer.
night, February 3d. She was accompanied
ever.''
ANoTHER thing of good augury that the
by Mrs. Ida Ryan, formerly Miss· Ida Terry,
EviDENTLY Henry George's dislike of Archand a number of the other young ladies. German election shows is the manly way in
She was dressed in a white robe which made which a great body of the Catholic electors bishop Corrigan is opening his eyes to the
her appear very elegant. She was so over- hav resented the interference of Rome. The political machinations of the Roman Catholic
joyed with happiness that she a11sended the more these German Catholics reflect upon the church. He says : '.'If there is a conspiracy
long flight of stairs with a light heart and manner in which the papal authorities hav to defeat the will of the people in the matter
walked bravely into the pool and the follow- endeavored to sell them out to their perse- of a constitutional convention, there is every
ing hymn was sang: "Come to Jesus."- cutor, the man of blood and iron, in return probability that, besides the corporations,
for his proposed " mediation " in Italy, tll.e there is in it the fine Roman hand of ArchLeavenworth Times.
clearer are they likely to see the danger of bishop Corrigan, and it may be that it is his
A Rli:OENT number of the Berlin Nation has permitting foreign ecclesiastical interference influence with the managers of the corrupt
a story illustrating the truth that the clergy in politics.- The Standalrd.
democratic rings to which the inception of
are always on the side of tbe wealthy and
this bold attempt is due. That he did
PROFESSIONAL
humorists-may
be
interested
strong. For several years after 1730 in Gersecretly
exert himself to defeat at the polls
many there were very good harvests, and very in these two jokes: "Mrs. W., walking on the call for the convention we hav several
one
of
the
wharves
at
New
York,
jocosely
low prices for produce. Under these circumtimes specifically charged, and this he has
stances, many of the landed proprietors be- asked a sailor why a ship was always called not ventured authoritativly to deny. It would
gan to be annoyed and felt that· they were she. 'Oh,' said the son of Neptune, 'be- be quite consistent with the character of the
damaged by the prayers offered up in church cause-the rigging costs more than the hull.'" man and the methods of the school of clerical
every Sunday for .abundance, and they asked "A preacher who kept a huckster's shop was politicians to which he belongs that, having
the priests and pastors to pray for short heard one day to say to his shop man : ' John, failed to defeat the constitutional convention
crops, which the clergy refused to do on the hav yqu watered the rum?' 'Yes.' 'Hav you before the people, he should now be schem
ground that it would be unchristian. The sanded the brown sugar?' 'Yes.' 'Hav you ing to defeat it in the legislature."
question was referred to the chancellor of the wetted the tobacco 1' ' Yes.' ' Then come

A GEORGIA negro went to a lawyer the
other day, much disturbed in bis mind because some white men had told him that he
had not been legally baptized. The day of
the ceremony was very cold, he said, and the
preacher, who was not Will, stood on the
bank of the stream and repeated the words
of the ceremony, while two deacons dipped
the convert. This baptizing by deputy gave
rise to the question of the validity of the
ordinance, and he wanted legal advice.
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just where it does now, thousands of years before the child of ignorance, and will only be banished
the creation as laid· down in Genesis, showing that from the world when ignorance is banished. In telthe eVidence was not all in when .tlie Mosaic account ligence is the parent of pure thoughts .and noble
was written.
·
d·eeds. It is insanity to teach that sin brought
Christian .Absurdities.
There is the most undoubted evidence that there death into the world. It has been observed
.· Bdddha was another known to have beim crucified hav been great changes· in both the animal and vege- that throughout all time, and throughout the vast
some six hundred years before Christ. He left para- table kingdoms. Remains of the most gigantic mam- field of nature, there is a building up and pulling
dise, and came down to earth, that he might take mals ~~.Dd the most prodigious plants have been found. down-evening and morning, life and death. Wherupon himself the sins of the world and relieve man- These have passed away and others have taken their ever there is life there is death. It is as natural to
kind of their suffering. His mother was a pure places. Ages were required for the. growth and de- die as it is to be born. There will be the same hapvirgin, and was regarded as the queen of heaven.
velopment of these animals. and plants. And yet one penings after death that there were before birth.
His religion -was of a very superior order. He change has succeeded another, each change requir- We were unconscious before birth, we shall be untaught the brotherhood of man and the equality of ing a period of years which makes us dizzy to think conscious after death.
the human race. All mankind, according to his of-all going to show that the author of Genesis
Nearly all astute thinkers regard death as a natdoctrine, formed one great family. Therefore he had been off on a lark, and had not entirely sobered ural law, applicable to man as well as to animals and
taught love, forbearance, patience, compassion, pity, up when the account was written.
plants. Did the eating of an apple cause the death
and charity.
But all this weighs nothing with the Christian. of animals and plants, known to have existed millions
On account of his teachings and wonderful miracles He reads in Genesis, " In six days God heated the of years before the advent of man, or is death a uniit was declared that he was no mortal child, but an heav.en and the earth," and exclaims, " Let God be true versallaw T
incarnation of deity. It is claimed that his moral and every man a liar!" When these facts in regard
Moreover, if Christian teaching is true, if man had
code is the most perfect in the world. About one- to geological changes were first promUlgated, the not partaken of the forbidden fruit, he woUld have
third of the 'human family are converts to his religion. Christian claimed that no such changes (as above de- lived forever. If he had been chopped into a minceThus the Christian may see that his savior has not scribed) had ever taken place during the history of meat it woUld not have killed him. Even if he had
the poor recommendation of being second-hand. If man, therefore the animals and plants were brought been devoured by a tiger, somehow he would have
the Christian coUld see the worshipers of all the dif- into existence by a direct act of creation. But kept right on living. .A. bolt of lightning would not
ferent systems of religion engaged in worship, he science answered," Neither has man witnessed a di- have affected him any more than a puff ol smoke.
might be led to ask himself, "Which of all these dif- rect acto£ creation," and that the "natural or spontaSuchmonstrous absurdities man has believed for
ferent systems of religion is most acceptable to neous growth of animals and plants was far· more thousands.of years, because he has been taught by a
God 7" or, if mankind is benefited by all this holy reasonable than that they were produced by a sudden designing priesthood to put his faith in an old· book
nonsense; or, if God woUld suffer any great incon- act of creation out of nothing and without a pro- which they claim was written by the finger of God.
The further· this subject is pursued, the more the
venience if this pious mumble should cease alto- genitor."
gether.
Moreover, there are stars so far removed from the signs of insanity increase. I assert, without equivoDraper says, "It was not the importation of Greek earth that it takes light millions of years to traverse cation, that all sincere Christians are crazy. Where
skepticism which made Rome skeptical, but the ex- the intervening space. The most powerfUl telescopes there is a lack of sincerity on the part of professed
cess of religion itself which sapped the foundation of reveal such stars to human vision. Where were Christians, there must be a corresponding lack of
its faith."
those stars when God "created the heaven and the honesty.
If the Christian could see all the bibles which have. earth" about flix. thousand. years ago! How do the
The Christian seems to regard those who do not
been written; could he know about all the saviors pious sticklebacks meet these hard facts of.· science T believe in such things with an eye of pity. He will
that have been crucified; could he see the adherents "Man can be mistaken, but God is perfect." When tell you 'that you were born in sin; that th~irituai.·
of all these various systems of religion engaged in a man denies the relation of numbers, when he ig- light has not yet dawned upon you; th~-youq.'lee
worship-if not insane, he would see how silly these nares the facts of history, when a man denies the with the "natural" eye, while he sees with.'a "spiritforms and ceremonies are. But I contend that Cluis- demonstrations of science, it is safe to say he is not of ual" eye, and that that makes a difference which you;
tianity tends to produce insanity.
sound mind. The fact cannot be doubted that in your benighted condition, cannot understand; that
When scientists, without an exception, teach that sincere Christians are lunatics, and ecclesiastics are the " mystery of godliness" is very great, which none
matter is indestructible, therefore without end, and mainly responsible. This state of lunacy gives them can understand but those who have received light
that what cannot be destroyed cannot be created, lives of ease and keeps them fat and sleek.
from on high; that some day the " scales " will drop
and the Christian admits the soundness of the teachThe truth is, the scheme of redemption without the from your eyes, and then the light will be revealed to
ing and yet pretends to believe a book which says fall of man is like a bird ~ith one wing; take away you as it is in Christ Jesus. The most ignorant
the whole universe was created in six days out of the "six days of creation" and you might as well Christian will confront ·the most astute scientist with
nothing, and gives as a reason that he "believes it prill out the tail-feathers, for the snake story is not such pious palaver. The less he knows the better
because he can neither understand nor explain it," worth a cent; if you damage the snake story, you Christian he is. The better Christian he is, the less
does he talk like a sane man T Would not such might as well cut off the head of the bird entirely. he is aware of his insanity. The more you try to
declarations be taken as evidence of insanity before It is all linked together and must all be gulped down convince him of his insanity, the more you are in
any court!
•
together. Well, the Christian is a man. of "un- danger of hell. Every test which can be applied to
When the Christian is told about the miracles of bounded stomach." He has faith to believe that the a Christian shows him to be insane. When one beSimon. Magus, .A.pollonius, Christna, Buddha, and whale swallowed Jonah, and with a little more faith lieves that a man can die and come to life again, that
many others-that the truth of these miracles rests he will.soon be able to swallow the whale.
he can vanish and appear at pleasure, that men can
upon as sound a historical basis as those of Jesus
When the evidence is all in it will be found that come to life even after they are dead and stink, that
Christ-and ·he rejects all the evidence, but believes man did not commence his career in a garden in a the air is full of ghosts and demons, that a man· can
in the miracles of Christ, when he has no means of state of innocence. The first signs which have been live in the belly of a fish, that snakes can talk, that a.
knowing who recorded them, is he under the sway of found of man show him to have been a savage. He man can control the motion of the planets; that he.
reason 7
probably roamed at large without any permanent can be taken up away from the earth bodily, that a
When a man declares that he believes that a father home or habitation. .A. hollow. tree, a hole dug in a· child can be as old as his father, tliat a father and his ·
and son can be born at the same time, is it not safe bank, or a cave, was his only shelter. His body was child can be born at the same birth, that whether you
to say that his mind is unbalanced!
nearly covered with hair, and his first attempt at a add, subtract, mUltiply, or divide, one is the same as
When a man ignores the relations of numbers, and " fig-leaf" was probably a patch of hide from some three, and three the same as one-Great Scott! is he
sets at defiance the ·plainest and simplest principles animal which he coUld kill. His food was wild fruits, not mad, crazy 1 There is nothing but the plea of
of arithmetic, he cannot be pronounced a man of roots, grubs, bugs, and snails. His weapons were Christianity that could keep a man with a mind thus
sound mind. Now, Ipropose to test the Christian's mainly such as nature afforded him-his fists, rough wrecked out of an insane asylum. Otto, the wifesanity by putting his belief in regard to the trinity in stones, and perhaps such clubs as he could break murderer, was "jerked to Jesus." He left Erie
arithmetical form:
from the limbs of trees.
county for his celestial abode May 21st, at 10:30
1+1=3; 3=1; 1=3; 3-1=3; 3-2=3. Can
The career of man can be traced with a good de- o'clock. Too vile for earth, the authorities sent him
figures be so placed as to involve a greater absurdity1 gree of accuracy from the age of the rough-chipped home to Jesus. How many sneaks and snobs, how
And yet these figures express just what the Christian flint up through the age of polished stone, and many dudes and dead-beats, how many thieves and
believes in regard to his God. I say the Christian is through the age of bone and horn, to the bronze age. rapscallions, robbers, adulterers, and murderers Jesus
a lunatic!
Through all these steps of progress the course of must have hugged and welcomed since A.D. 33 !
If there is any new discovery in the field of man can be traced, but the steps have been so slow
No matter how much good Otto's wife may have
science, the Christian immediately looks through the that millions of years intervened while each step was done-no matter about her intellectual or moral
book of Genesis to find out if there is any heresy in- being taken.
worth-if she did not believe in Jesus, she, the innovolved in it. If the new truth does not correspond
It is well known from fossil remains that there cent wife, is in liell, while the murdere~ is lounging
with the statements in Genesis, then the Christian's were plants before animals-shells, reptiles, and around in the cozy nooks of the New Jerusalem.
pipe is out. The Copernican theory, the discovery fishes before mammals. Although the length of the The last words of Otto were, "Father, into thy
of America, the facts of geology, and many other period required to produce "its kind" cannot be ac- hands I commit my spirit."
facts of science ba.ve been met by the Christian with curately ascertained, yet one period is never misAccording to Sam. Jones, his chance was a great
his book of Genesis, and every time he has been taken for another.
deal better than Ingersoll's. With the Christian,
driven to the wall. And yet, at every new discovery,
The implements found with the remains of man belief outweighs every other consideration. Belief is
he renews the fight with about as much consistency afford a history of his advancement which can be like an old hat, put on or laid off at pleasure, brushed
as a mad mule. · All the facts of science may be sunk traced almost as unerringly as American history.
up and made to look well when needed; but woe,
in the ignorance of barbarism, but to the Christian
Rude stone hammers show when man had pro- woe, to the man who does not have it on when death
the snake story and the rib story and the six days greased far enough to have mechanical operations comes, for "Old Splitfoot" will dandle him on a •
of creation are of far greater importance. He is which required pounding or driVing. Stone axes red-hot pitchfork, sure.
JoHN PECK.
afraid that his Great Spontagligasticus will get mad and knives show when he had something to split,
Familiarity With Great Persons.
at him if he does not on every occasion slap science hew, or cut. The arrow-head shows the invention
A corres_Pondent in Mexico writes of a little six-year-old
in the face with these Munchausenisms.
.
of the bow, scraping and skinning knives show the
If God wrote the book of Genesis, it shows plain tanning of hides, and rude bodkins and needles Mexican girl who, dinner being late one day, said in Spanish,
perfect innocence and no thought of irreverence,
enough that science is not his stronghold. The show when the manufacture of garments com- with
"Jesus, but I'm hungry." The writer says that the little
corintry of the Nile has been known for thousands of menced.
children, in moments of sudden fright or pain, cross themyears. The soil, brought down by the current each
Thus, briefly, the progress of man is traced from selva and murmur, "Protect me, God," &s devoutly as theiryear, causes the bed of the river slowly to rise; and the savage state up to the histmic·age, and shows elders do.
every year more of this soil is deposited inland. The that the old story of the creation and the fall of man,
A Result of Early Training.
ru.ins of a city, once beyond the reach of this deposit, as recorded in the book of Genesis, instead of being
A Lewiston newspaper says that the little daughter of 8/.
are no:w cover~d with mud. By measuring the depths the word of God, is not worth a beggar's notice.
well-known clergyman was heard talking as she lay in herof these deposits from year to year, and then measurThere never has been a time when man was pure, crib the other night. She said : "Dear Lord, this afternoon
ing the aggregate depth, and by other very accurate innocent, and happy. It has bet;~n taught that the I saw out upon the cold sidewalk a poor little girl, and she
had no shoes or stockings on-and--and "-hesitating as
experiments, scientists have ascertained, not the fall ·brought sin into the world. Sin was .never though staggered by the problem-" it's none of our busi~
exact age of the world, but that the river Nile flowed brought into the world by eating an apple. Sin is ness, is it, God?"
.
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the civilization of the nineteenth century has out- in the monthly and yearly meetings of that society,
Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
l next applied for a place in a public school, and groWB Solomon and his wives," the storm of hisses, and had only left them because they were false to
obtained one by taking the place of a man and
doing his work, for which I was paid $350 a year.
The man who preceded me receive<t $800 per year.
I had an object in view in taking that school other
than earning my living. There had been for many
years in Rochester a school called " The Colored
School,'' to which all children having colored blood,
who accepted public instruction from the city, were
required to attend..
The school-room was the basement of the African
church, situated in a low part of the city, both in respect to it geographically and morally, but, no matter
what the distance from the home, or what the age of
the child, this was the school. I presume it was because of my known Abolitionism that I was o:ftered
the place as teacher, though the difference in the
salary paid was one item in the city's favor. I took
the situation, determining in my own mind that I
would be the last teacher, and that the colored school
should die. The death was accomplished in just one
year. I persuaded the parents to send the more advanced children to the schools in their own districts,
suggesting that they always see to it that they were
particularly clean in person and dress, and also that
' they impress upon such children that his or her
behavior be faultless as far as po~sible. I then advised the trustees of the church to refuse the use of
the room for school purposes. When the time came
for the commencement of the school for the new
year, there were neither scholars nor school-room.
The death was not violent; no mention was made of
it in the papers, and I presume not ten persons outside of the, colored people knew of its decease, or, if
they had known, would hav cared that the 'disgrace
was · abolished. I was given another school for per~
haps no more laudable reason than I obtained the
other, but this time it was not to save money.
If I were not writing an autobiography, I should
feel that there was a good deal of egotism in many
of my anecdotes; but I was in them, and my experience is what I am writing. _ At this time Miss Susan
B. Anthony was recognized as a teacher, and at the
annual meeting of the State Convention of teachers
of New York (held the previous year) had, by great
adroitness or skill, gotten a lady teacher appointed
to read an essay _at the next meeting of the institute.
The lady appointed was rather of the milk-andwater kind, and what she would hav said had she
not lost her courage for the attempt I cannot tell. I
know that she would not hav said anything against
the Bible as God's word, or the use of it in the public schools. When Miss Anthony found the lady
would fail her, she came to me, saying she worked
very hard to get the appointment for one of our sex,
asking me to prepare something, and take the place
as substitute-a place I never like. I said they would
probably not hear me, but rejoice that one woman
had failed to meet her engagement, and so they
would only hav to listen to Miss Anthony, as she
held an appointment for the same meeting. I at
last yielded to the persuasion, and agreed to read an
essay if permitted. In· the week)y or monthly meetings of the teachers in Rochester I had advocated
the abolishment of corpol'al punishment, but had not
succeeded in converting any of the teachers (save
one); all were sure there could be no order without
_the whlp. I thought, if ~;,9ould be given t~~ opportunity, I would at least say why my opmwn was
against whipping children, and accordingly prepared
an essay which would take about twenty minutes to
read. After writing it, I took it to the city superintendent, asking him to do me the kindness to read it
and criticise it-not the argument, but the style. He
read it, and said: "You use the personal
, ( pronoun I/
it would be more elegant to say we you see, my
friend, I began a long time ago to be egotistical). I
said: "How can I say we, when I know I am alone ;
no one agrees with me." "Well, then, it's all right;
brit I warn you you will raise a hornets' nest about
yeur ears."
The prophecy proved true. I was not known to
the convention .and in the discussion upon the
pro's and co~'s of· the propriety of allowing a
substitute self-appointed to take the place of a regularly-appointed essayist, I kept entirely still. I felt
sure that some of the Rochester teachers had whispered the words "Infidel-Abolitionist," and I did not
care to be know~, unless accepted. A teacher sitting
by me said: " What is there about that Mrs. Colman, that they object so much to hearing her~ They
hav already taken the entire time of one session discussing whether or not they will hear her.. Do you
know the. lady!" , I said, "A little,'' but was not disposed to introduce myself. At last the vote was
announced as favoring the reading of the essay. I
was greatly embarrassed when I began the reading of
that very simple paper; but when, in answer to the
question, "What will you do wit? the words of Solomon, the wisest man who ever hved-Spare the rod,
and spoil the .child!"-1 answered : " ~ ust what I
would do with the example of Solomon, 1f a Mormon
were to say to me ' Solomon had seven hundred wives.
Why may I not hav seven or seventy?' I would say

and the words1 "She's an Infidel," took the fright all freedom in the person of the slave. She, of course,
away. I am not made of the material that can be knew people in every quarter of the state where there
frighteped by opposition, or thrown from my position were friends, and in many places ·there were very
by insult. In answer to the mournful assertion, many who had left, like herself, the society.
"She has taken. away my Bible,'' I said, "If your
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
Bible is an argument for the degradation of woman,
The Sinaloa Colony.
and the abuse by whipping of little children, I advise
you to put it away, and use your common sense inA dispatch to the New York Times from Portland,
stead." This was forty years ago. I do not know Me., givs the substance of a letter received in that
another woman who, standing in my plac~ at that city by the brother of H. M. Chase, one of the Porttime, would hav risked her reputation by saying thus land contingent of the Sinaloa colony. It was writmuch of the Bible.
ten January 9th. Mr. Chase says that when the
The session of the institute was continued till long party reached Guaymas on their outward journey the
after the hour of adjournment, and when the evening steamer promised by the Credit Foncier Company
session came Mrs. Colman and her Infidelity was was not there, and the colonists, after purchasing
the theme. I suggested to the chairman that, in my three months' provisions, chartered a French ship at
opinion, it would be more profitable to the meeting a cost of $9 a person to carry them to their destinatQ discuss the subject matter of the essay rather than tion. The colony at Sinaloa is situated on a low
the religious O_Pinions of the writer. It was a hot ridge of hills, and there are lots of rocks and cactus
discussion, lasting until eleven o'clock at night. Miss trees scattered about, and but little else. Mr. Chase
Anthony's essay was hardly noticed (education goeB"on to say :
jointly of the sexes was the subject), as she in those
Water is our greatest bugbear. We get plenty to drink
days, nearly forty years ago, did not trample upon and cook with, but are not allowed to wash with it. We use
the holy scriptures. Whether she does to-day I do salt water altogether for that purpose. The water we hav is
not know. I'm glad, however, to know that her life- good and cool, not very far behind the Sebago. We get it
long associate and friend, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, from an island seven miles away. It is said that in the rainy
the high tides flow into it and make it brackish. That
has allowed herself to be advertised as a speaker at a season
is why we shall hav to go to the river to locate. The comFreethinkers' Convention.
pany hav some property there. The weather in the middle
Now what was the penalty put upon Mrs. Colman of the day is like June. At nig\1-t it is like November. There
in Rochester for that Infidel essay ? I was appointed are very heavy dews, which wet the tents like rain. I think
the situation IS hardly what it is represented. It will take
teacher at School No. 1, at that time confessedly the years
and years to build a city here. We cannot get water
most difficult school to govern in the entire city, from the nver, as it is too far away. They hav a road cut,
made up of all nationalities, over-large for the size and it is fifty miles by that road. The only thing to be done
of the room, with two assistants, young girls, each is to locate on the river and try and support ourselvs until
the company can get things to enable us to build on the city
with a whip in her hand. The state superintendent, site.
There are no tools or anything here now. I ~hall not
who was at the convention where I had declared be able to write as often as I expected. Stamps are scarce,
against the rod, did me the honor to say I had con- and money a sight scarcer. We chipped in all we had at
v-inced him that the legislature should abolish cor- Guaymas to buy provisions, and it is a pretty scarce article
poral punishment, and he should ask them to do so· in this camp at present.
that coming winter, and so by his advice I took the
This justifies Mr. Owen's order for no more colwhip from the young ladies, told them I was senior onists to go to Sinaloa expecting the company to help
teacher, and would from that time do the whipping. them.
Suffice it to say, I had no trouble in managing the
The Anarchists.
school without blows, though one day a mother came
to the school, bringing with her a rawhide, and asked
In response to an appeal from me to aid in the
me to whip her boy. I said, "Madam, I'm not half effort to hav the sentence of Mrs. Druse commuted
paid for, teaching your boy; do you expect me to whip into imprisonment for life instead of hanging, a
him also?" The look she gave me always brings a friend says :
smile when I think of it.
I hav no sympathy for her simply because she is a woman.
"Why don't you whip him yourself?" I asked.
. . . You would not hav lifted your voice t.o save a man
She said, "I hav whipped him a great deal; he who had chopped his wife to pieces. You do not say a won!
when seven innocent men are condemned to death-seven
doesn't care for my whipping. I thought he would men
who do not deserve to be hung any more than you do,
care if you whipped him."
and who are proven guilty of nothing worse than the exPoor human nature t We take upon ourselvs mother- pression of their opinions_in words none too plain. You are
hood and fatherhood, and try to govern our children as dumb as an oyster at this outrP.ge.
when we hav not the knowledge to govern ourselvs.
Until I had received this sharp rebuke I was toBut the legislature did not abolish the rod.
tally unaware that I had been publicly silent on a
In Syracuse, where I now reside, the Rev. Sa_!Duel J. subject for the defense of which my private writings
May, an old Abolitionist, when chairman of the board had brought me many a letter_ of protest and conof education, advised the prohibiting of corpor~ demnation.
punishment, and it was done, and that rule is in force · While I am not an Anarchist in the full sense of
to-day. Mr. May was ·a reformer in the true sense of the word, and believe in iaw and order save under
the word; not only did he work for the freepom of extreme wrong, tyranny, and oppression, yet I grant
the slave of the South, but he was an open advocate to evtlry man, woman, and child the right to speak
of suftrage for women, an anti-gallows man, the work- fully and freely on any and every subject they deem
ingman's friend, and, indeed, in our effort for mental of importance to themselvs or to the community (of
liberty, he was ever our friend. He was particularly course choosing proper times and opportunities).
emphatic in the demand for one code of morals for
We must be free to speak for all sides, as it is only
both sexes. Mr. May's memory is revered and by hearing all sides that a right judgment can be
monuments are erected to his memory, but his work formed. I don't think these " seven condemned
has not bef!n carried out, and to-day no occupant of men" are proven guilty of anything more than free
any pulpit, so far as I am informed, finds his duty in speaking, which, under our laws, is every freeman's
speaking for the outcast-perhaps I should exempt right. I n~ more believe in hanging a man than a
the Universalists from this reproach. I did not re- woman, though as a woman· is a subject and a slave
main teacher long in Rochester ; the small salary and to man under her present condition as a non-voter, as
the wide difference made in the wages paid to men well as a wife, we are compelled to show her special
and women for the same work was a bitterness. I favors until she wins her birthright of political and
could not easily bear, and then I was not popular practical equality. But I plead that we hav no right
among the teachers. I always insisted that the to commit one murder to atone for another.
schools were for the benefit of the scholars, and that
Hanging is barbarism. It is demoralizing to all
is not allowable. Dickens's "nurses" are not the who participate in it as well as to all who even. hear
only officials, by any means, whose comfort is the of it. Our civilization is too far in advance of 1t for
principal thing to be thought of. Everywhere the it tg, be much longer tolerated.
rule holds good that the governors are the ones to
F do not intend to make a long plea for the Anbe benefited, not the persons governed. The excep- archists, simply be~ause all that can .b~ sa}d regar~
tion proves the rule.
ing their probable ID?ocence. and the mJustiCe _of their
I had been feeling for a long time that I must sentence has been sa1d by mser pens than mme, but
speak for the slave, but how or where to begin was I do desire to do my duty by putting on record in
the problem. The death of my eldest sister, with this public way my protest against hanging . these
whom my father and mother lived (my aunt was now men for doing what they d~eme.d a grand and .noble
my mother), made a change for them imperativ, and work for humanity, and domg 1t, so far as eVIdence
it seemed best that they should come to me. I proves, within the bounds of law.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
could now leave home for a time, as my mother could
care for my child and keep the home. I had one friend
Jesus as a Railroad Official.
in Rochester who thoroughly believed in me, and she
has kept that belief in all these years-Amy Post.
A Mannsville, N. Y., preacher, who recently received a
We hav been more like dear sisters for forty years half-fare pass on the Ontario and Western Railway, wrote
than like anything in relationship more remote. She back to the passenger agent: "Your favor of the 17th inst.
declared herself ready to plan a campaign and to ac- is received containing clerical pass 98, for 1887. Many
company me _as escort. She therefore said, " Get thanks for so useful a card. When it will be yours to board
ready, write out two lectures, so that you may be the train to journey into the world of the unseen, may the
prepared to speak twice in one place if desirable, and general passenger agent of the Earth and Heav~n Air. Lin~,
I shall soon make an appointment." Mrs. Post had Jesus Christ, grant you a free pass check subscribed with Ins
been a life-long friend, prominent with her husband own hand&. Gratefully yours."
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REOEIPTS.
. ................................... $524
Reported receipts
Nashville Sec. Un. (char.), perM. I. Green, 5
E. R. Shoemaker, per S. P. Putnam .......... 15
Chicago Sec. Un., per E. A. Stevens .......... 30
Agnosticus, per TROTH SEEKER.................. 5
Farmdale, 0., Sec. Un. (charter), per D. G.
Brockway............................................ 5
John Nuessle, per TnuTH SEEKER............... 1
Samoa Parsons, per Treas ......................... 50
Davitt D. Chidester, per TRUTH SEEKER...... 1
S. F. Davis,
1
J. T. w.,
"" ""
""
1
Wm. Fray,
"
"
"
1
1Yirs. Lizzie Fray,
"
"
"
1
Zenas Kent,
"
''
" ······ 1
FBoft MadisoDn, pepr T. M. Gastin ........... .;,.... 25
. e ton, per ell arker ............. .......... :.... 10
Salina, per I. M. Ittem .............................. 25
Bavaria, per L. H. Terry........................... 25
David Clark............................................. 1
Windom, per Lester Marks ........................ 12
Dodge City, per Clarence Petty .................. 22
Garden City, per Chess Bros ...................... 20

06
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
QO
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Tot11-l receipts ..................................................... $781 06
DISBURSEMENTS.
1887.

Feb.

" 9.
" 14.
" 23.
" 24.

"

" 28.

.Reported disbursements .......................... $503
S. P. Putnam, per Treas ........................... 45
Package (e:xpress) from E. A. Stevens........
Carl Edelheim, per Treas ......................... 25
D. A. Blodgett, per Treas ........................... 50
G. M.D. Libby, per E. A. Stevens .............. : 2
S. P. Putnam, per Treas ............................ 140

91
00
45
00
00
75
00

Total disbursements ............................................ $767 11
Feb. 28, 1887. ·
CH.AS. EoKH.ARD, Treas.
The treasurer, in the name of the American Secular Union and its officers, heartily thanks the subscrihers to the Fund, as the treasurer has canceled
all known claims, and the Union staJ.-ts anew without
the dead drag of .debt j but the Union is sadly in need
of literature.

News and Notes.

.

'

Thursday I left the pleasant home of .A.. R. Mott
of Bavaria, who is one of the most thoughtful of oU:
Freethinkers, and hospitality was mingled with intellectual enjoyment. . The day, however, was
fiercely blustering. Nature was thoroughly orthodox. Not for years had such a blizzard swept the
plains. The oldest settlers were unaccustomed to
such continuous blasts, and. sweeping cltmds of dust.
I was to take the freight train, and it was four hours
late. Waiting for the train, and the wind blowing
sixty miles an hour, was not a comfortable experience.
To add to my vexation, just as I sat down to eat a
good dinner at my friend Terry's, trusting that the
train would still be fifteen minutes behind time; it
came thundering along a little bit too soon, and I
was obliged to leave the loaded table like a cannonball, and
Chase the glowing hours with flying feet
for the space of a quarter of a mile, in order that I
might put myself safely in the car, and reach my destination-cyclones to the contrary notwithstanding.
I begin to think that the Secular path is almost as
hard to travel as the old-time Jordan. I did want
that dinner in order to help keep that railroad car
from blowing off the track. I arrived at New Cambria, where ;r was to lecture that evening, and amid
somewhat of a lull in the hurricane, crossed the fenceless prairies to the home of my friend, J. W. Abbott.
His brother, George Abbott, and Judge Osborne
were there, and with a good fire and plentiful sup.
per we defied _the storm. Evening came on cloudy
and cold, and It blew great guns, and it was simply
dangerous to be out with a team. One could not see
a rod in advance. It was useless to make any attempt
to reach the hall, so we had our Liberal convention
ar~mnd the fireside. Mrs .. Abbott is onecii of our
brtg~t women.. She has stirred the commtinity up
con.s1derably With lectures on woman's rights, Infidehty, etc.. She_ h?lds h~r o~ with wit and argument, and Is achievillg qmte a victory for Liberalism
and I hav no doubt she will be one of our foremost
champions on the lecture platform, for she has the
courage of her convictions, and has plenty of life,
and pr.o~ressiv thought, and ability for speech. Mr.
Abbott IS also a clear-headed worker whose contributions to THE TRUTH SEEKER show that he understands
~hat. to do_and ~<?w to do it. So I had a pleasant
time ill therr prame home, while the heavens were
black without.
Friday morning we were up at three o'clock, preparatory to a land voyage to Salina to catch the early
train. Fortunately the wind went down, the clouds
rolled off, and the moon and stars appeared. The
breath of night was icy still, however and so I
wrapped myself in the hay at the bottom of the
wagon, while my friend Abbott, brave chaJ.ioteer, in
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the lofty seat above met the brunt of the night that
did its best to disturb our equanimity before it fled
from the conquering day. Sleepily I watched the
advance of the brilliant dawn. One by one the staJ.'S
sank into the faint luminous glory of the unseen orb.
Far along the horizon flashed the crimson banners,
and trees and houses, and the bare telegraph poles,
were bathed in a soft color wondrously enchanting.
I seemed advancing into a magnificent temple, as the
glowing beams multiplied on every hand, and the
god of day camehamarching up
corridors
b the· glittering
·
· d d
of the sky. T twas a eautiful JOurney ill ee ,
from darkness into blithesome morning. The winds
had made everything clean and bright, almost
like polished gold and glorious azure, and shining
fi ld
d
ttr
·
t M Ph
e s encompasse myra illg JOurney o c erson
and Windom. .A.t Windom I found a royal pioneer
indeed, who for years has kept up the battle for
Freethought with unabating courage-Lester Marks,
who has been iri every part of the Union, taking land
journeys from Kansas to New York, and Texas to
Kansas, and keeping alive when the doctors thought
he ought to be dead-a man of unbounded perseverance and commanding energy, in spite of disease. I
hi h
hr mil · h
+
h
went to s ome, t ee
es m t e ceunury, w · ere
I spent a pleasant day. He has four children, Frank
and Ford, .A.vis and Jessie, all bright yeung Liberals.
Ford was the first baby born in Ford county, Kansas,
and so got his name. Mrs. Marks has three brothers
who are Baptist clergymen-sound in the faith, while
Mrs. Marks is both wise and otherwise, and this
shows that in some cases woman has more sense than
man-three to one. I gave the first Freethought
lecture in Windom, a new village of about six hundred inhabitants, and the hall was crowded to its utmost capacity, about lialf the audience being obliged
to stand. The most respectful attention was paid to
my declaration of the principles of " Universal Mental
Liberty." It was quite a surprise to many that Liberals could make such a showing as they did, ~d
create such an interest and receive such a welcome.
Mr. Marks's outspoken advocacy has made many allies
of our cause-Mr. Wm. Gilpin, James Gilpin, I. L.
Rury, I. D. Kaufman, Mr. Young, Dr. Richardson,
Jake Willhelm, John Lloyd, James Adams, .A.. J;
Petz, James Derbin, M. Conley, Will M. McKean,
.A.. W. Sylvester, James Tuckhope, .A.. M. Smith,
William McLaughlin, C. S. Sherman, and others, and
they will hold the fort, I believe. Windom expects
to grow. It 'is said that two more railroads are coming here. The country about is excellent, especially
for cattle and hog raising, and this, at present, is the
chief industry. There is a wonderful tide of immigration to Kansas this year, and its western portion
is a booming land indeed. Real estate is doubling in
sixty days in some quarters..
I arrive at Dodge City in the midst of a big snowstorm, the first of the season here. The plains are
white, and if they only had sleigh-bells here, how
they would jingle! But they hav no bells, and all
the runners they hav are extemporized wooden ones.
What a picture strikes my eye of change and
growth as I look upon this bustling Western city!
Where two years ago only low frame buildings were
seen are now palatial brick ·blocks, and the population
has advanced from two thousand to six thousand,
and this frontier town begins to hav the elegance of
an Eastern metropolis. The country is being rapidly
settled up, and farms are taking the place of stock-,
ranges. This promises to be one of the finest fruit
lands in the world, besides being adapted to wheat,
corn, etc. Rains are now plentiful, and there is but
little need of irrigation. Thousands of cattle from
Texas and the Southwest are shipped lrom this place.
Dodge City was once a rough place, with its multitude of cowboys and the wild element of frontier
life, but now it is a pleasant place, with social order,
elegance, and the advantages of the most enlightened
communities.
I was quite pleased to meet my old friends, Clarence Petty, Morris Collar, J. Collar, and others, all
enthusiastic for the cause, together with new alliesIsaac Raines, G. A. Workman, J.D. Goodman, H. B.
Karch, Esky Peterson, Wm. Dean, Chas. Hall, Dr.
T. J. Wright, Gen. H. B. Van Vorhees, D. M. Frost,
Mr. Lauber, Wm. Spencer, Henry Garris, Mr. and
Mrs. Harrison Berry, J. H. Colburn, etc. Some of
these came five, ten, fifteen, and eighteen miles to
attend the lectures, in spite of the snows that made
the roads difficult for travel. I had good audiences,
both afternoon and evening, Sunday, February 20th,
in Kelly's Opera House-one of the finest in the
state, and which seats several hundred. This is a
good Liberal community, and I hav no doubt our
organization here will flourish. I hope to return
when skies are clear. This is a point of great promis.
The churches don't grow much. Western life does
not favor ecclesiastical authority.
I must confess to something of astonishment to
find Garden City, to which I came on Sunday night,
a rapidly growing place of about six thousand inhabitants. Two years ago it was only a bit of a village;
now it is rushing along like a l'a.ilroad train, with
flags a-flying, and the noise and excitement of a boom
of the first order. This is one of the finest clties of
the plains. The land offi~e is established here, and

settlers are flocking in. Superb brick blocks, hotels,
dwellings, houses, etc., make it seem as if you were
in· a part. of New York itself. There is a vim about
this place that is quite enchanting, and I enjoyed it
from the very moment I struck it, especially when I
shook hands with the Chess Brothers, who were the
first ones to fling our flag to the breeze-and a splendid company they soon found, although the churches
are here in full phalanx-G. .A.. Kimball, J . .A.. Garver, H. C. St. John, Grant Stanley, Chas. M. McGill,
and others. I hav not found any more inspiring comradeship.
.
I lectured last evening at the Opera House.. The
attendance was large. I was introduced by. H. C.
St. John, a son of ex-Governor St. John, who has the
fire of Liberal thought as well as reform, and believes
in humanity and this world, and not in God. I
lecture again on Wednesday evening at the Opera
House, when I hope for a still larger attendance.
Meanwhile I am resting at the home of W. A. Chess,
where I find a cordial Liberal element, baby and all,
and the reQreation is delightful. Mrs. Chess and her
sister and mother hav been for years in the atmosphere of a generous Secular life. Mr. ·Lewis D.
Smith, the husband and father, was a noble-hearted
Freethinker-one of the leading and veteran editors
of Michigan at the time of his death, and always an
outspoken advocate of our cause-and whose last request was that no clergyman should preach over his
dead body. .A.ll he desired was the voice of affection,
the presence of loved ones-wife, children, and
friends-and thus to pass into the bosom of eternal
Nature. So I find in this Western home the remembrance of a heroic life, and with it incentiv to the
broadening work of the future and hope for the triumph of justice. ·
I Jook forward to friendly greetings in Colorado
at Greeley, Feb. 27thj Denver, March 6th arid 13th.
I am obliged to giv up going to Prescott, Arizona,
and shall be at San Diego, Cal., March 17th and
18th j Los .A.Dgeles, 20th and 27th j Santa .A.na, 21st,
22d, and 23d j Norwalk, 24th and 25thj Tulare, 29th
and 30th j Visalia, 31st and April 1st j San Francisco,
3d and lOth j San Jose, 17th and 24th, and other
places in California up to June 1st. I shall be in
Oregon during June, in Washington territory during
July, and return Eastward in August.
.
Garden Oity, Kan., Feb. 22.
S. P. PUTNAM.

The Liberal Club.
The miter has now attended the Manhattan Liberal Club with more or less constancy since the
autumn of 1875, and during that time a good many
graceful persons hav occupied its platform, but he
does not remember having heard a more agreeable
speaker than Mrs. Fay Pearce, of Boston, who talked
about "Cooperativ Housekeeping" at the 437th regular meeting of that body.
·
The evening of Friday, Feb. 25th, was a pleasant
one as to weather, and the writer loitered somewhat
on his way to the club, so it was near a quarter past
8 o'clock when he reached the corner of Fourteenth
street and Third avenue. Here he was about to accelerate' his steps, fearing to miss a portion of the exercises, when he perceived one of the ·most distinguished and learned members of the club descending
the steps of the elevated railroad station. Underneath the steps an Italian merchant keeps a fruitstand, and here the member halted and purchased
two apples, one of which he proceeded to eat as he
walked along, and the other he placed reflectivly in a
small satchel. The man with the badge-pin was
greatly impressed by the dignified simplicity of the
act. It is well for the young and worldly to occasionally meet in their walks examples of that obliviousness to mere outward appearance which comes
to those whose minds aJ.'e made the storehouse of
philosophy and the abiding-place of great thoughts.
It was therefore in a spirit of humility that t4e writer
pursued his way, arriving at the hall just as the secretary had finished reading the minutes of the previous meeting.
The Chair introduced the lady speaker of the evening in a way that did great credit to its gallantry, in
which it is never wanting on such occasions, and 1\Irs.
Pearce began her lecture. Mrs. Pearce is an engaging little lady. .A.s is said to be the custom in Boston, she used eye-glasses which it was necessary to
support with one hand while reading through them,
The speaker began by saying that the first great fact
in society is the existence of the two sexes. The
stronger sex is organized and is running the world,
while the other is unorganized and is doing nothing.
The great characters of the world hav been men.
Women hav made very little mark in the world's history. Men are like the land, and individuals aJ.'e the
mountains and rocks that endure, while women are
the ocean, one being merged and lost in the others
like the waves of the sea. Men hav managed everything, women stay at home. Mrs. Pearce believed
that women, being the buyers of groceries for the
family, sbould take it in hand to organize cooperativ
stores and abolish the middlemen. The speaker gave
a history of Robert Owen's attempt to institute union
stores in England. The reason those stores failed

•
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was because the men in charge of them were
too smart and kept all the profits, or were incapable
and lost all that was invested.
Retail distribution should be a part of. housework. The great leak
in the household is the grocery store, and when
women c~mbine and buy goods together this leak
will be stopped. At present househeeping is so
expensiv that the young -man can't afford to marry
and support a wife, and the girls are driven into industrial pursuits as his competitors. Mrs. Pearce's
system had been tried in Cambridge, and failed.
The ladies interested in the enterprise just gave
it a little money to start with, but seemed to forget
that their patronage was necessary to keep it going.
Each kept trading with her old grocer so as not to
hurt his feeling by dropping him. Besides, the husbands of the lady cooperators laughed at them, and
regarded the affair as a great joke, which killed
the enterprise quite dead. In spite of that failure the speaker still believed in cooperativ housekeeping as the one step that will save society. Other
methods hav "their good features and are well meant,
but they are defectiv, lacking this great principle.
Mrs. Pearce spoke for less than an hour, but owing
toher facility of speech she said as much as a man
would be expected to in half a day.
Mr. Sutherland expresrmd himself as much pleased
with the lecture, but did not agree with it. If cooperativ stores are established, other stores must
close, thus throwing many persons out of employment, and there are enough idle people at present
without increasing the number.
Mr. Leavitt told the audience that this was an old
story with him. He -published the first article in
America about the Rochdale stores in England and
the Familistiere at Guise, in France, and had been a
Fourierite for forty years or more. In his opinion,
Mrs. Pearce's scheme would not amount to much.
Mrs. Hallock said she was afraid Mrs. Pearce
would never come to the club again if she was to be
criticised so sharply. Men should remember that
women are individuals, and could liv more than one
day if the men were all dead. Men discuss the rights
of women as though they were the women's keepers.
What hav men got to do with the question, anyway~
If men say women should not vote, women may say
men should not vote and one statement has as much
weight as the other.' Mrs. Hallock gave Mr. Leavitt
several sharp digs.
Lawyer Searing very gallantly declined to regard
women in the purely material light in which she had
been discussed by the others. Woman was greatest
in the domain of the heart. In concluding, Mr. Searing beamed sweetly upon the little Boston la~y, and
said he hoped she would come to the club agam. It
is but kind to hope that Mr. Searing's winning smile
was not shed in vain.
Dr. Weeks, as a solution of the labor problem, proposed to shorten the hours of labor until everybody
worked the same length of time. In the struggle for
female rights, women are women's worst enemies.
They must learn to stand by each other. There are
twenty men who will defend women's rights where
there is one woman brave enough to do so.
Herr Oppenheimer didn't think th~ scheme was
feasible. You can't save much out of the wages of a
man who isn't working, no matter how much he cooperates.
.
Mrs. Pearce reminded her critics that the subJect
of the evening was cooperativ housekeeping, which
they had scarcely touched. She could not discuss
cooperation in general, as she did not prQpose to reform the universe. She desired that women should
be given a chance to show wha~ they could do.
.
At the next meeting the sub~ect of temperance- IS
on the program, and p~ohibiti~n, high license, low
license and free rum Will be discussed by able students ~f these various aspects of the question. So
doth the noble work go on of throwing light on error's
ways; for which the speakers, every one, deserve
mankind's unmingled praise. And thong~ the torch
ofLiberty be from the hand that hol~s It h?rled,_a
noble symbol still we see-a Club Enlightem:J;lg the
World..

death, and an intelligent body of men and women
fiddling on a subject that has not merit enough in- it
to go across the street to hear! Probably not a per-_
son in the audience who owned the house he livs in,
yet discussing matters of not the slightest importance
to the producers ! A million-dollar yacht in your
harbor, every dollar of the cost of it was stolen, yet
no one in all that big city has manliness enough to
go and sink her and hang the thief who controls it !
Better a damned sight-more to the credit of the
Manhattan Liberal Club-to adjourn to the wharf of
that pirate and scuttle her than to talk about the
nonsense they talked about. It needs- patience to
deal with children !
_When the club was discussing their nonsense,
didn't they know that a girl less than seventeen years
old was kidnapped and in prison for the crime~
It would be far more to their credit to disquss the
right of organized pirates, called a government, than
thus spend their time in talking on subjects not
worth a hill of corn to any one. Fifty thousand men
in New York on a strike, and the Infidels dumb!
And now that the Senate of the United States has
'passed a vote to steal $21,000,000 !lf the people's
money for the useless purpose of war, it remains to
be seen if the club has principle enough to pass a
resolution denouncing the outrage.
As it is but a few hours' ride from New York to
Washington, the better way waul~ be to raise an
army in New York, p;roceed to Washington, and
drive out that "den of thieves," the United States
Senate. I shall look with deep interest to see if T~E
TRUTH SEEKER givs a report of the Cincinnati Conference on the 22d of this month.
SEWARD MITCHELL.

Moses and George Harman Arrested.
To THE EDITOR ·oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: M.
Harman and son, George, editors and publishers of
Lucifer, were ruTested last night and taken to Topeka by the U.S. marshal, on a charge of having
used the U. S. mails for the, circulation of obscene
literature, printed some time last June in Lucifer.
The article fixed upon in complaint was headed, "An
Awful Letter." It appears that the charge is based
wholly on the use of one word, viz., th~ name of the
male organ of generation.
. Moses was daily expecting to hear from the
supreme court in the case of Walker and Lillian, who
hav been in jail during the last five months, but no
news comes in regru·d to them.
_
But now comes a dispatch from Topeka, asking me
to sign an appeJrance bond of $500 for Moses and
George. So I <uppose they hav had their preliminary examinati n, and been bound over for appear·
ance before the U. S. court, time not known.
I hav sent dispatch required, and hav friends there
who will accept my promis. So they will be here to
work, we hope, this evening.
N.H. HARMAN.

four lectures, the 26th, 27th, and 28th. From here I
go to Akron, Ohio, March 2d; Cleveland, .Ohio,
March 6th; Painsville, March 7th and 8th; Bowling
Green, 9th and lOth. Will friends in vicinity of
Kalamazoo and Chicago please write me!
The delay in organizing and incorporating the
Liberal Mutual Aid is not because of lack of interest
on the part of Liberals, or because of any doubt of
its proving a great success, but some modifications
of the original plan hav been suggested, and it is
deemed advisable that every detail receive the most
careful consideration, and that every possible precaution be taken to insme its embracing all the best
features, while avoiding the mistakes of similar organizations, and to secure the greatest possible advantages at the lowest possible cost to the members.
It is proposed to obtain five hundred bona fide applications for membership before applying for incorporation. We shall doubtless hav more than this before the 1st of May. Please address applications to
me care of Charles Eckhard, 28 La.fayette Place, New
York.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

A Short Visit to l'llrs. D. III. Bennett.
To THE EDITOR oF THE Tmnrr SEEKER, Si1·: I am
quite sure that many of your readers will enjoy a description of a short visit which I made while in New
York, in the early winter, to Mrs. Bennett, as I know
how interested they were in her as a woman, and
how much they admired and loved her for the loving
tenderness and constant wife} y attentions to the now
departed hero.
I _found Mrs. Bennett in the same room where Mr.
Bennett died, living in the same way as she lived
with him, taking her meals out at the same place as
when the husband lived. Mrs. Bennett seemed very
well, and looked even more beautiful than when I
saw her last. She had what is called, or what is
known as, a "spiritual expression," and when she
told me of the feeling (though she does not claim to
be a Spiritualist) that possessed her that he, Mr.
Bennett, was with her, and so f.lhe cared little about
going out or mingling much with people, she
charmed me with her fidelity to the one love of her
heart-" He was the love of my girlhood, the dear
husband of my matured womanhood, and that he was
murdered, just as we were nearing age, 'tis so bru·d
to think of; and that professed Liberals helped to
make his death martyrdom is the worst of all to bear."
Mrs. Bennett is comfortable as to the means of
life, and in her room, exquisitly neat, has many beautiful things which Mr. Bennett brought her from
India and other places in his travels. I am often
asked of Mrs. Bennett, and she will pardon me that
I hav written this, as it is for the eyes of deru· friends.
Syracuse, Feb., 287.
Luoy N. CoLMAN.

Lectures and Meetings.

W. F. J AliHESON will deliver second courses of lectures on
his return trip to Colorado, in the following-named places in
Nebraska: Waverly, Feb. 25th, 26th, 29th; Osceola, March
Mr. Reynolds in Pennsylvania.
1st, 2d, 3d; Stromsburg, 4th, 5th, 6th. Also in Central City,
At Pittsburgh, Pa., I foul,ld Prof. Wm. Seymour, Newark, Minden, and first lecture in Lowell; probably in
of Philadelphia, holding the fort and gaining golden Burnett and Milford. Address at Central City, Ncb.

Valley Falls, ICan.,_Feb. 24.

opinions (and lots of silver dollars for charts) from
all sorts of people by lecturing, under the auspices of
the Pittsburgh Liberal Society, on Phre~ology and
Mesmerism. I was made happy by meetmg Roman
Staley, president of the Pittsburgh Liberal Society.
When in the ministry I always found that the members partook of the spirit of the elder and leader, and
the Pittsburgh Liberals seem to faithfully emulate
Roman Staley, and so are zealous, stanch, and true.
A lecture was arranged for me at Wilson's Hall,
Allegheny City, on Sunday evening, the 13th inst.;
subject: "Life's Duties." Quite a goodly number
attended, a good delegation con;ting from Pittsburgh.
I sold quite a large number of pamphlets.
We had a most delightful visit with Dr. E. A.
Wood, president of the Medica:J Society o~ Pe.nn~yl
vania, who has done such effiment work m wmnmg
the most intelligent residents of the south side to
Liberalism. His pamphlet on " Heredity and_ Education" is a masterly production. I would the New
Following this report will be ~ound .an ~bsurd York Freethinkers' Association was financially able to
article by Seward Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell IS eVIdently purchase 50,000 copies for gr11;tuitous dis~ributi~n;
one of those important persons in the world's econ- for until "Heredity and Educatwn, and their relatwn
omy who keep one foot held back s~iff ready for a to 'each other and to the human race," are more fully
kick. The lecture on a flower gave him a chance to understood, the great conflict between capital and
unlimber. Everybody who has read THE TRUTH labor and the increase of crime, poverty, and misery,
'
.
SEEKER knows that about nine out of ten o~ the le~t can never be stayed.
On Sunday evening, the 30th, I delivered my lectures at the Liberal Club are devoted to mdustnal
and social questions. Mr. Mitchell's· growling has, ure, " The Bible-Whence It Came and What It
therefore, the appearance ofyu:e maliciousness. He Really Teaches," at the Opera House, Bradford, Pa.,
probably speaks without think~g; some people hav to a large and appreciativ audience, the leading
to do that way or keep still, whiCh. may ~~ his case. paper giving me a flattering notice and a column and
a half synopsis of the lecture. As the sure criterion
The kicker hath " all ;easons for his own.
of the influence of the lecture, I sold fifteen dollars'
Gentle Criticism of the Liberal Club.
worth of pamphlets, quite a nuiii:ber of TRUTH SEEKER~,
· t
· a d cummi·n and omitting the and obtruned some new subscribers, and the promis
T I'th'mg, mm
'amse, n
'
0 H Wh I
J C t'
d M
ee er, . ur Is, an
r.
. ht' matters of the law-the labor question! A of many more. . : . .
~~~~r;~r thousand men and women in the city of Birney ~ake a tnmty of ~re~thought that to comNew York stru lin fo;r an existence, and the Lib-~ mune With- fills t-~e heart with J~_y, hope, an? c~:uragei
ral Club .dis g~in g the nonsense of a ":dower."
!,.ong may they hv to lea~ the Llb~ral host m oildom.
.e --~~ yv;~~t,b;:d~ce;rp,qf ;tb.e WP.J.:l!i ~the. t~o.e.e.-?f. _l 3n;l!l9»', ~,~ot l}ent, Ohio, ~ver~J.S_fl.~}'?r.~ _09lll'Sfl.C!f
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Mns. H. S. LAKE speaks for the Spiritual Society of Portland, Me., Feb. 27th; at the First Spiritual Templ11, Boston,
March 6th, 13th, and 20th; _at Bridgeport, Conn., March
27th, April 3d, lOth, and 17th; at the Cassadaga Spiritual
Camp-meeting, Aug. 17th, 19th, 21st., and 23d. Societies desiring her services will address her: 123 West Concord st.,
Boston, Mass.
J. E. REMSBURG is lecturing to crowded houses in Illinois.
Gen. Richard Rowett, the hero of Allatoona, and one of the
most popular orators of Illinois, presided at his mcctingB in
Carlinville, and declared them to be among the happiest
occasions of his life. "The lecturer," he said, "presented
more facts in ten minutes than the average clergyman did
in ten years."
IN Portland, Oregon, the latest organization of Infidelity is
the ''Social Order of United Liberals." This order, says a
local journal, has taken up the unoccupied ground in society
never before preempted. Its missions arc tho promotion of
society in every respect and the advancement of education
and civilization, the enforcement of the law, the maintenance
of purity, virtue, and respectability in general. The society
is on(\ that should be received and encourage~! by the people
of Portland.
T. B. WAKEMAN is delivering a course of religio-philosophical lectures before the Philosophical Association of Brooklyn, which meets Sunday afternoons at Phenix Hall, South
Eighth street. near Bedford avenue, Williamsbnrgh. Last
Sunday his discourse was upon the scientific conception of
God; March 13th, 27th, and April lOth, he will speak, in the
order given, of the scientific conception of Christ, the Holy
Virgin, and the Holy Ghost. April 24th, at the same place,
he will debate with Rev. S. Miller Hageman upon "Which
is Best for the World, Christianity or Science?"

A 1'rne Estimate of Ant-hony Comstock.
Prom tltP. New Yo1·;r.; S>tn.

Anthony Comstock is at work to pro~ure legislation to stop
the advertising of medicins. Governor Hill has already vetoed one of his measures.
Comstock is a nuisance, and if fl. ,bU_! wrrf' passed to stop
,}).i)}l, it woul<l- not. b.!l3 ).)3!}. t4in~,
.· ' . . . '
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lkomtl(nnicalions.
He Descended into Hell.
"Who but an Infidel," says St. Augustine, " will
deny that Christ was in hell~,
And the annotator of the English translation of
the Latin Vulgate adds:
Calvin, then, you see, with all his followers, are [sic] Intidele, who, instead of this descending of Christ in soul after
his death, hav invented another desperate kind of Christ's
being in hell, when he was yet alive on the cross (Note on
1 Peter iii, 19).
St. Augustine is not quite sure what apartment
in hell those prisoners occupied to whom Chlist
preached, but Catholic authorities all now agree that
it was purgatory.
"He preached to the spirits in prison (en phu,
G k
M d k
lake), says the ree text. But Dr.
ur oc
translates the Syiiac text thus : " He preached to
those souls detained in hades." And in the margin
he givs as the equivalent of hades the Syriac word
sheol. Indeed, sheol is generally the same as hades.
It occurs in Matt. xi, 23; xvi, 18; Luke x, 15; xvi,
24; Acts ii, 27, 31; Rev. i, 18 ; vi, 8; xx, 13, 14. In
Acts ii, 24, the Greek version has thanatos " death,"
for sheol.
In Revelation we read that death and sheol (hades)
delivered up the dead that were in them, and that
death and sheol (hades) were cast into the lake of
fire. And in Luke we are told that the rich man
lifted up· his eyes in sheol (hades) being tormented in
the flame.
Some Christians are striving to amend the Apostie's creed by substituting for, " He descended into
hell," "he ascended to paradise." But others are
taking a more heretical view of the case. Thus the
Rev. Dr. Domer, 8 Lutheran, of Washington,· D. C.,
h as b oldly come out WI"th a rat"wn al m
· t erpret a t"wn of
the text, "He went and preached to the spirits in
prison." Dr. Domer not only accepts the Catholic
doctrin of purgatory, but maintains that all souls
will, after having expiated their sins in hell, become
repentant and ascend .to ~eaven. .
.
The descent of Christ mto hell Is fully narrated m
Part II. of the" Acts of Pilate," in substance as follows · Joseph of Arimathea to show that Jesus had· d. th
f
th d 'd . •t d
f th
rw.se o. ers rom
e ea , mvi e some o
e
chief pnests to go and see for themselvs. They
went to Arimathea (supposed to mean Ramah, the
reputed .birth-place of Samuel, about four miles
northwest of Jerusalem) and not only saw the empty
.
· '
.
tomb.s of old S Imeon and h1s two sons, but found
the risen men and brought them J?ack to Jerusalem,
where, at the request of the priests, the three men
wrote an account of their experience in hades in sub.
'
s t ance B;S f?ll ows · .
.
At mHlmght a hght equal to the sun shone mto
those dark regions. The patriarchs and prophets
were filled with joy, saying that this light was from
the Father Son and Holy Spirit. John the Baptist
'
'
narrated wh_!tt he knew about Jesus. Seth, at the
request of his father Adam, told a story of what oocurred at the death of his father thus: Adam
wanted to escape death; so he sent Seth to the gate
of paradise to entreat God to send an angel to point
out a certain tree which yielded oil wherewith the
son might anoint his father and save his life. An
angel came and told· Seth the tree was no longer to
be found but after 5 500 years from the creation the
'
'
.
son of God would come mto the world, when he
would anoint Adam and others with this same oil
and raise them up from the dead. At this good
news the patriarchs and prophets reJ· oiced.
·•·
.
Then came Satan and talked With H~_des. _Satan
wanted to secure Jesus, who, by the cooperatiOn of
himself and the Jews, had been crucified. Jesus
had called himself the son of God, had healed many,
had restored the dead to life, and done many other
eyils to Satan and his servants. Hades suggested
that if Jesus was so powerful it might be hazardous
to hav anything to do with him. Satan said he
wasn't afraid, and Hades ought not to be afraid
either, of their common enemy. But Hades could
not be persuaded to take a hand in the undertaking,
giving as a reason some late experience he had had
with Lazarus, who, after coming down there, had
been taken back by force, flying away like an eagle.
"So don't bring Jesus here," said Hades, "lest he
raise all the dead, and not one will be left to me."
In other words, Hades was afraid Jesus would raise
hell.
While thus wrangling, a voice like thunder announced the coming of the king ·of glory. Hades
directed his demons to secure strongly the gates of
brass and bars of iron, and stand guard while Satan
went forth to ~epel the coming king. The patriarchs
clamored for him to be let in, and there came a voice
saying, "Lift up, ye gates." "Who is this king of
glory?" inquired Hades. "The Lord, strong and
mighty," cried the angels; "the Lord, mighty in
battle." At these words the gates were shattered,
the bars were broken, and in came the king of glory
~ the !orm of a man, lighting uv tJt!l dJu-~ places, and
liberatme- f!# ~e ~e~~
· · ··· ·

Hades ga.ve up all for lost. The king seized and
bound Satan hand and foot, and delivered him over
to Hades to keep till the second appearing. Had~s
received the prisoner as Beelzebub, the arch-devil,
the root of all evil, who had caused the king of
glory to be crucified, with the further sinister purpose of depriving Hades of his power.
The savior then brought Adam and the rest of the
old saints out of Hades, blessing them, and making
the sign of the cross on their foreheads. Taking
Adam by the hand, he led him and all the rest into
Paradise. At the heavenly door they met two old
men, Enoch and Elias, who were to liv till the end of
the world, and then be slain by Antichrist. Then
came along a lowly man, bearing a cross. The holy
fathers inquired, "Who art thou?" He answered
that he was a thief who had been crucified along with
Jesus. He said he had just met the arch~gel
Michael, who told him to stand aside till the forefathers of the race came in. Then the saints weid th
t t bb
d ll
t · t p acome
e repen an ro er, an a wen m o ar
dise together.
ANTICHRIST.

Confiscating Mormon Property.
The following is a synopsis of the anti-Mormon
bill, as it is known, which has passed both houses of
Congress, and is now before the president for his
signature:
The first six sections of the bill apply to prosecutions for
bigamy, adultery, etc., and make the wife or husband a competent witness, but not to be compelled to testify.
The seventh and eighth sections apply to the powers of
court commisioners, and of the marshall and deputy marshalls. The ninth and tenth sections apply to the marriage
ceremony. They require a certificate, properly authenticated, to be recorded in the office of the probate court. The
eleventh section disapproves and annuls all territorial laws
recognizing the capacity of illegitimate children to inherit or
be entitled to any distributiv share in the estate of the father.
The twelfthjurisdiction
section disapproves
and courts,
annuls with
territorial
conferring
upon probate
certainlaws
ext"
cep110ns.
The thirteenth section makes it the duty of the attorney
general of the United States to institute proceedings toescheat to the United States the property of corporations obtained or held in violation of section three of the act of July,
1862, the proceeds of such escheat to be applied to the use
and benefit of common schools in the territory.
The fourteenth section regulates proceedings in such cases.
The fifteenth section disapproves and annuls all laws of the
legislativ assembly creating or continuing the Perpetual Emigrating Fund Company, and dissolves that corporation. The
sixteenth section directs proceedin~s for the disposition of
the property, and assets of the Emigrating Fund Company.
All such property, in excess of debts and lawful claims, is
to esche~t to the U':lited States for the benefit o_f com.mon
schools m the temtory. The seventeenth sectiOn disapproves and' annuls the acts of the legislativ assembly incorporating or providing for the church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and dissolves that corpora~ion. It malt.es !t
the duty of the at~orney.ge!leral of the Un.Ited States to mstitute legal proceedmgs to Wllld up the affarrs of the corporation. The eighteenth section makes provision as to the endowment of widows who are to hav one-third of the income
of the estate as their' dower.
Section _ninett;en give to the president the appointment of
a prob~te JUdge m each c?unty.
Section twenty makes It unlawful for any woman to vote
in any election, and annuls acts of the legislativ assembly
which permit female suffrage.
The four next sections make provisions as to elections, and
re9ui~e of voters an oath or affirmat~on to suppo~ the Con!~:~V~~r~~d2~b~~8 ~h:~r:~s :~1~Cially the anti-polygamy
Section twenty-five' abolishes the office of territorial superintendent of district schools, and makes it the duty of the
Supreme Court of the territory to appoint a commissioner of
schools. Section twenty-six JPVB to all religious societies,
sects, and congregations the right to hold, through trustees
appointed by a probate court real property for houses of
worship and parsonages.
'
The twenty-seve.nth. and last se~~i?n annuls all te~torial
laws for the org~mzatwn <?f the miht!a, 0 ! for the creatiOn of
the Nauvoo Legwn, and gtvs the legislativ assembly of Utah
power to pass laws for organizing the militia, subject to the
approval of Congress. General officers of the militia are to
be appointed by the governor of the territory with the advice
and consent of the council.
In the Senate, when· debate was had upon the bill,
Senator Vest said that as a matter of course the bill
would become a law, but he could not vote for it.
He was very well aware what the public sentiment of
the country was, but no amount of criticism would
affect the performance of his duties as a legislator.
He could not vote for it, because, in his judgment, it
violated the principle of the Constitution as to rights
of property. The provision as to the Perpetual
Emigrating Fund Company was naked, simple, bold
confiscation, and nothing else. It took money subscribed by individuals and applied it to an object
(public schools) not contemplated by the corporation.
The same thing might be done in regard to any
other religious corporation in the country. It was
no answer to say that it applied only to the Mormon
church. He recollected a time when in this country
a storm of popular madness threatened to destroy
the Roman Catholic church with all its rights of
property; and when it was preached from the pulpit
and hustings that that church was opposed to are·
publican form of government; that it taught treason,
and that it should be abolished; and when it was
openly proclaimed that the property of that church
should be confiscated to the treasury-of the United
States.
.
Senator Call opposed the bill, He characterized it

as a disgrace to the statute book, and as a second
step toward the establishment of religious persecution and in tolerance. As to the provision depriving
illegitimate children of a share in the property of
their fathers he declared that the Spanish Inquisition
has never done anything more cruel or inhuman. ·
Senator Butler said he should be very glad to vote
for any measure that would result in exterminating
the evil and crime of polygamy, but in doing so he
could not violate what he believed to be the best
principles of the Constitution. He thought that the
bill did violate those principles. The provisions
pointed out by the Senators from Missouri and
Florida (Vest and Call) were so clearly in violation of
the principles of the Constitution, of the rights of
religious opinion, and of the rights of property, that
he could not sustain it.
The bill passed by a vote of thirty-seven to
thirteen.

._ormoni"sm
Itsel....
a
.~,
The origin of the Sabbath, or the setting apart, as
a day of rest, every seventh day-that is, the 7th,
14th, 21st, and 28th, is unknown. But it was a day
sacred to rest at a period long anterior to the time
assigned to Moses, among the Assyrians, who were
planet-worshipers, and was so 1igidly observed that
even the king could not ride in his chariot on that
day. After the conquest of Babylon by Persia, and
the substitution of the monotheism of Persia for the
worship of the heavenly bodies, the priests, Ezra and
Nehemiah, who conducted the emigration from Ba~
ylon to Palestine under military protection from the
Persian government, established monotheism and
the observance of the Sabbath among the nativs, but
not without great difficulty, in consequence of their
opposition, for the emigrants intermarried with them,
adopting to such an extent the ancient faith that
E zz:a, m
· h"IS rage, t ore hi s own h arr
· out! w hil e N eh emiah, equally enraged but more sensible, tore out
the hair of the backsliders. There is a reference to
these matters in Ezekiel viii, 14-16, where the
prophet tells us that, in the Lord's house, "there sat
T
, th t · f
d
women weeping for ammuze,
a Is, or the eparture of the sun in the fall of the year. And he
saw a greater abomination, for, "at the door of the
temple of the Lord, between the porch and the altar,
b t fi
d t
t
"th th · b k
were a ou
ve an
wen y men Wl
err ac s
toward the temple of. the Lord, and their faces toward the east, and they worshiped the sun toward
the east."
Here this people became known as Hebrews, or
people from beyond the Euphrates. I do not know
that there is any evidence that polygamy existed
among them. But little is known of them till two
centuries or three before our era, when there were
dr d th
d f th
· Al
some one or two hun e
ousan
em m exandria, showing that there must hav been a stream
of emigration for a long period from the neighborhood of the Tig1is and Euphrates, as there had been,
at an earlier tiine, of the dark, not the negro, race,
remains of which exist to this day in southwestern
Europe.
At .the request of Ptolemy Philadelphus, a colleotion of their literature was made· some three centuries
before our era, ·of which everything relating to them,
from Abraham, including Moses, to Solomon, is fabulous, no such persons having lived. The nan1es of
a few sheiks recorded upon Assyrian monuments,
who were taken by the kings of .A.ssyn"a in their raids
into the region of Palestine for slaves, enabled the
priestly authors to giv a semblance of history to a
period of a few centuries before the emigration to
Palestine. All the fabulous stories· concerning those
imaginary polygamists from Abraham to David and
Solomon are accepted as historical by Mormons and
Christians, and the barbarous deity they are represented as worshiping is adopted as God by both of
them. But the Mormons are consistent; they worship the God and accept his institution, polygamy.
The Christians are inconsistent; they worship the
God and insult him by rejecting the institution, and
making its observance a crime. And what is strange,
in defiance of his command that they shall worship
no other God, they accept and worship, as God, a
purely imaginary man, who never married. And
what is still more strange, capping the climax of
inconsistency and absurdity, they adopt the religion
of a man, Paul, who not only did not marry, or reoommend marriage, but put himself squarely on the
record against it.
Now, our government, which Christians say is a
Christian government, and should recognize this
polygamous God in its Constitution, proposes to confiscate the property of the Mormon church for its
faithful adherence to its institution. This it has no
constitutional right to do. But let us giv this subject a little thought. Why should any church be
established, or if estab!ished, allowed to exist a
moment? Solely for the benefit of the people. Why
has government protected the church, and why has
church property not been taxed? Because the people supposed that what was claimed for churches was.
true, viz., that they would benefit the people. For
this is, in theory at least, a S:<?"~~~~t ~f the peo~le~

°
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by the people, for the people, and not for the glory
of any God, or vicar of God ; or for the creation of a
priestly class that livs in comparativ idleness and
luxury, by selling to ignorance the old Asiatic lies
and superstitions on which the church was founded
that shrouded Europe in the night of the Dark Ages
murdering the thinker and his thoughts, and now:
when it cannot murder the man, murders every
thought that would elevate the race, as do all the
sects that are based on the same absurdities and infamies. The question is whether the condition of the
people is improved by any church, and that is a
question of fact to be learned by observation. And
if any church is not a benefit, its property should be
confiscated for the use and improvement of ·the people for whom it was given, and who hav, besides, an
equitable claim upon it, in consideration of the taxes
which, through false representations, they hav remit~
ted for its support. ,
·
Thus this question of Mormonism, or polygamy,
should be decided on its own merits; after comparing
the Mormons with other religionists, whose creeds
and conduct are based upon the Bible, here and now,
and not with what may be supposed to hav happened
in Asia. thousands of years ago. And it is well to
remember when we are told that there are many
unhappy and degraded women in Utah, that they hav
been recruited largel)' from Europe, and what are the
natural fruit of sixteen centuries of Christian supremacy and Christian moral and religious teachings, and
that the Mormon women enter into the marriage relation as voluntarily as do women where polygamy is
unknown, and if maltreated, a Mormon woman should
hav the same redress as though she were the sole wife.
. Of course the suffering of a first wife may be
intense when a second is taken. But when a third is
taken, she must enjoy the pUnishment of her rival.
All this she must hav considered before entering into
the relation. And she understands the nature of the
attraction of her rival, and that her triumph must be
temporary. But she is not turned out of doors. She
has her house and her children, and is provided for.
She is not driven into -the streets, like a discarded
mistress, to lead a degraded life which she can escape
()nly by suicide.
From all that I can learn of the condition of Mormon .women-and I hav read the report of many of
Miss . Kate Field's lectures-! am surprised that
women in Eastern cities hav any tears- left to shed
over their condition, when they cannot walk a block
without seeing evidence of the greater degradatiop
and suffering of women in their own neighborhoods;
nor take up a paper that does not contain heartrending accounts of the pitiful condition of women
who work sixteen hours a day, earning only fifty
cents, in tenements unfit for a human being, with
rent to pay and sometimes children to support, exposed to summer's heat and winter's cold, and
able to buy only the poorest food, for which they pay
the highest prices. Read this suggestiv item from a
Brooklyn paper. An unknown girl committed suicide.
A newspaper notice brought a hundred women to
see if it was the missing daughter of either of them.
But I do not consider Kate Field an unbiased
witness. And her example tells as stropgly against
monogamy as do her words against polygamy. Were
she married, her married friends would. confide to
her griefs as heartrending as anything she heard in
Utah. Her grandmother I knew well, and havpassed
many pleasant evenings at her house. She had been
an actress, and must hav been very attractiv when
young. But she was not a convert to St. Paul's nonsense, as I suppose Kate is-that "the unmarried
woman careth for the things of the Lord, but she
that is married careth for the things of this world "
-for she was the mother of a large family. 'Hence
Miss Kate, who appeals in behalf of Mormon women;
though herself a "lone, lorn creetur," finds attentiv
hearers. And here I submit that if Paul's mother
could hav known how he would turn out, she would
not hav raised him. But I shed no tears over the
present aspect of the Mormon question. It is the
entering wedge of the great question of the confiscation of all church property, which must some day
come before the country; and I rejoice at hearing the
ringing blows of. the party leaders driving it home.
For the largest church in .the Union exists, not for
the benefit of the people, but for exalting a foreign
potentate, :who claims their spiritual and temporal
allegiance, and in his last encyclical requires their
obedience to the priests, who are his servants. And
the title of the large block of real estate which the
city governments, exceeding their power, hav given
to this church is not in the people from whom it was
stolen, but in the bishops whom he appoints, and
the money yearly given under various pretenses is
not to educate their people in republicanism, who
hav no conception of what it means, but to increase
the number of his subjects. When the press, conscious of its power and its consequent responsibility,
shall devote _itself to enlightening the people as to
their rights and duties-for the press is an educator,
and upon it depends the future of our 0ountry-instead of wasting time, ink, and paper in advocating
the claims of lawyers-who, if the best judges of the
~~mp.s pf legislation, ~~ ~~!:' worst possible judge!l Qf
-.
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its spirit-to legislatures, governorships, and presidencies, the people will confiscate the property of all
useless churches, converting their buildings into
halls of science. For scientists are the reformers of
our day. Then we shallliv, not under a government
of the people by lawyers, for the benefit of lawyers,
but under a government of the people, by the people,
for the people, and may it never perish from the
earth.
J. S.

McArthur to the Rev. L. A. Lambert.
_DEAR Sm: Iri THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 5th,
ult., I addressed an article to you, and up to date
hav not been favored with an answer, unless I am
to consider the following editorial, which appeared
in the Catholic Union and Times, of Buffalo, February lOth, to be your rejoinder:
WHO IS HE?
Who is this "McArthur," anyway, who fills an entire page
of the current TRUTH SKKK,ER, trymg to bring himself forward as an Infidel champion vs. Father Lambert?
Does he come forth as an.accredited rep?·esentativ of lnfidelity? Are the unbelieving scoffers willing to confide their
cause to him, and to accept the result of a public discussion
with this gentleman, so that in his defeat they will acknowledge theirs? Or is he, rather, some obscure little biasphemer whose vanity thus seeks notoriety, and whose defeat
would be altogether ignored by the rest of the gang? It
appears that during the past two years McArthur has been
continually annoyed by hearing of the'' Notes.'' At last,
he tells us, " I bought the book, determined that when it
had carried conviction to my heart," etc.
Thou little Infidel blockhead! Conviction is not carried to
the heart. It belongs to the head. The intellect is convinced; the heart is persuaded. Conviction is produced by
reasoning; persuasion by appeals to the passions.
If this be a specimen of McArthur's precision of expressian, we warn him, in all charity, to hav nothing whatever
to do with Father Lambert.
Am I to consider this your answer, or is it only
another effusion from the Rev. Patrick Cronin 1 Hav
you placed your case in his hands? Surely the
author of "Thesaurus Biblicus," " a mountain of
scholarly research and patient toil," might hav
secured a more able defender.
I am asked if I come forward "as an accredited
representativ of Irifidelity," etc. There was no demand of this kind in your challenge. You state that
you hold yourself responsible to any Infidel who
may come forward. So Pat Cronin has been as injudicious in this editorial as he was in his preface to
your "Notes," where, by placing you on a pedestal,
he made you a butt.
What is a representativ Infidel? Does P,~~.know
what Infidelity means~ Does he .know it is ~i.pl'P,l:~··~
. ·.a
geographical question, and if it were possible ~o ta.
a correct census of the real opinions of the .ilili · ants of this country, it is very possible that'Catholicism might be called Infidelity~ Suppose every Infidel in the world agreed on any given person as
their champion, what .would it amount to ~ Who
would be able to come forward to meet him as a representativ Catholic? Surely neither yourself nor
Pat, for this is the particular domain of Mr. Pecci,
residing in Rome, Italy, and he is very jealous of his
assumed rights. His co-religioirists do not represent
either themselvs or even a single idea without Mr.
Pecci's permission.
One Dr. McGlynn, of New York-possibly Pat
may hav heard of him-gave his private opinion, the
other day, on a land question, and Mr. Pecci quietly
squelched him. So if Pat had good sense he would
not hav asked that question.
Pat says: "Conviction is not carried to the heart.
It belongs to the head." Physiologically speaking
he is correct, but from a Catholic standpoint he is
wrong. Pat should brush up his theology and study
the fundamentals of your latest form of worship, the
Sacred Heart, which was revealed by Jesus Christ to
Saint Marguerite Marie A-la-Coque. Don't look in
your French dictionary for the meaning of the term.
At what theological seminary did Pat study that he
should display such ignorance 7 He ought to know
that this whole country has been dedicated to the
Sacred Heart, and I therefore used it in a purely
Catholic sense.
"But," says he, "the intellect is convinced." Show
me a Catholic who has been convinced in this manner ! Do Catholics think 7 I opine not. If Father
Pat were able to write an original article, and, were to
astonish his readers by printing it, Mr. Pecci would
interfere at once, and Pat would be bounced.
Catholicism is founded on faith, and that alone, and
Butler's Catechism defines it as "a divine virtue by
which we firmly believe what God has taught."
"How do you know with certainty what God has
taught~,·

"By the authority of his church, which is the pillar and ground of truth."
It is related of St. Denis, of France, that he suffered martyrdom by decapitation and as his head rolled
off, the body followed it, and, stooping, the hands
gathered it to the breast, and the legs quietly walked
off a distance of two miles. For this he was canonized, and a would-be convert, studying this peculiar
and unusual phenomenon, was urged by the reverend
exhorter to say if she believed it. "Father," she answered " I pray God night and morning to grant me
Wa!?e t~ be!ieY~ that the legs took the first step."
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So the original question resolves itself back to
convincing Mr. Pecci, and then Pat will immediately
fall into line and claim he was convinced through his
" intellect."
I thank him kindly for his charitable warning.
History is full of examples of Catholic charity toward
Infidels, and I always question the inner motivs of a
priest when he bases his advice on that virtue.
Timeo .Danaos et dona ferentis. No pun intended.
So much for Father Pat. Requiescat in pace.
Now, my dear Father Lambert, as you are the objectiv point, let us to business. Your challenge was
open to all, and was accepted by me. It is true I
threw ridicule on your "Notes," for I did not then
and do not now understand them.
When you stated that the Mississippi can-ied its
waters up "a perpendicular distance of five miles," I
merely objected to the phraseology, not the alleged
fact; for that loose way of putting it might be productiv of mischief, as I could see Pat Cronin, after
the term "perpendicular" had been explained, writing an editorial and claiming that the 1\fississippi was
nothing more nor less than an inverted Niagara
Falls on a grander scale, and giving you as his
authority.
My objection to your quoting Orestes A. Brownson's
· ·
th t "f •t h uld b h d d d
opmwn was, a 1 1 s 0
e an e
own to
posterity, the reincarnationist of the future would
quote it as incontestable evidence that Tertullian bad
revisited this earth.
And thus I might go on through the entire "Notes."
So, if you occupy an unenviable position; you can
only tharik Pat, for you allowed an irresponsible
party to write a glowing eulogy, and being fully persuaded by him that your "Notes " would never fall
into the hands of any one who would take the trouble
·to seriously consider them, you added a challenge
which, if the publishers' statement be correct, has
been repeated 125,000 times.
I accepted the challenge, and you shield yourself
behind your friend, and answer in an editorial filled
with low, coarse, vulgar terms.
So, as there is a disinclination to meet me, as per
your own proposition, I will make you another offer.
Mr. J. E. Remsburg, an Infidel lecturer, will meet
you in Buffalo, and argue in public the merits of your
system. An expert and reliable stenographer will be
selected by disinterested parties to report the arguments verbatim et literat·im, and the Truth Seeker
Company will publish them in pamphlet. In order
that there may be no question as to my sincerity,
immediately on your acceptance, I will place in the ·
hands of the editor of TnE TRUTH SEEKER a sum of
money sufficient to cover all contingent expenses,
such ·as hiring the hall and stenographer, paying advertising, etc., etc., and will make any other equitable
arrangements you may suggest, and if you will agree
to meet Mr. Remsburg for five evenings, I will forward to the committee of arrangements a certii1ed
check for one hundred dollars, to be paid you at the
completion of the contract.
I hav been impelled to this because I hav been
assured by some of your personal friends that on several occasions you hav expressed yourself as more
than anxious to meet an Infidel. I hav before me a
letter from one of them, with same initials as your
own, in which Infidelity is sneered at, and Infidels
described as fleeing before "an obscure country
pastor."
I hav tried in....vain to satisfy the writers that you
will not argue these questions, for I know from experience that gentlemen of your cloth never come to
the front unless their adversary be handicapped.
So it will be my business to see that these admirers
of yours receive a copy of this letter; and in event of
no answer, it will remain for you to giv them good
and sufficient reasons for your backdown.
I tell you plainly, you must either meet Mr. Ramsburg, or withdraw .the challenge from the "Notes;"
else you will be stripped of the lion's skin in which
you hav been masquerading for the past two years.
Awaiting an answer at your earliest convenience, I
am,
Yours truly,
McARTHUR.
EYolution's Perfect Work.
Irreligion is the goal toward which we are all hastening.
And, after all, why should not humanity be able to do without dogmas? Speculation would replace religion. With the
more advanced among the pe~ples dogm~s are now displac~d
by the working of the intelligence, which breaks and disperses these incrustations of the mind. In Fr~nce we fl.re
already irreligious for the most part; the ":or~mgman believes little more than the savant; he has his little stock of
ideas of his own more or less profound and ingenuous, upon
which he livs without feeling the want of the priest's assistance. In Gerinany the work of the decomposition of dogmas
is also much advanced. In England it is beginning; but it
proceeds quickly. Christianity seems to be everywhere
makin~r way naturally for Freethought. Buddhism a?d
Hindooism likewise. In India a large proportion of the ~n
telligent are Freethinkers; in China there is no state rehgion. Yes it will be long; but religion is doomed. For
Europe o~e can even now imagin the time when it will l_utv
disappeared. . . . TJ.!ere is certainly one black ~omt,
which is Islam. Oh, those Turks I what narrow mmds!
Rebellious to open argument, enemies of all that is not the
perfect equilibrium of the literal faith! How can suc_h people be made to understand reason? . . . After all, If t!ICY
will not follow us, one can do without them. Yes, I believe
one will be obliged to do witho11t them.-M. Ernest Renan.
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laws, and ignores the federal Constitution and tramples upon
right by compelling every county to'pay to each Sunday-school
fifty cents annually for each white scholar in the school. The
negroes may pay their own Sunday-school bills. Maine has
two years' imprisonment for the bold man who shall deny that
God created, governs, and will finally judge the world. Anyone who profanely speaks of the trinity in Maryland may be
placed in jail for six months. MaBBachusetts has a blasphemy law very. nearly like New Jersey's, with which the
readers of TH.E TRUTH SKKKKR are well acquainted. Other
states hav equally unjust legal discrimination against Freethinkers, and the Sunday legislation is enormous. The compilation occupies forty-five of the large A.NNU.u. pages, in
small type.
Other contents of the ANNUAL are a story by ·si Slokum
entitled "The Parson," an article on the right to testify by
Frederic May Holland, a poem by D. Louis Bodge, and a
plentiful selection of choice pictures from D. M. Beunett's
account ef his trip around the world and Miss Wixon's
"Story Hour."

Single subscription ............................................ .. $3 00
Missionary Misrepresentation.
5 00
One subscription two years, in advancs ................ ..
One
of
the
ways by which the Christian historians,
5
00
Two new subscribocs .......................................... .
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremissionaries, and theologians deceive the common
5 00
mittance ...................................................... .
people is well shown by the following. It is from a
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
7 00 daily paper, condensed from a religious organ:
remittance ..... " ........................................... ..
One subscription with three new imbscribers, in one
"The Rev. Jonathan Crossett, who for seventeen years
remittance ................................. · ............ · .... • 8 50
One subscription with four new subecribers, in one
has been a missionary in China, says that one section of China
remittance ...................... .-................ •....... •.. .. 10 00 is still untouched by the missionaries-the Mongols living to
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
the north and west. The Mongols go down to Laesa in Tibet
with one remittance.
as to a Mecca, and (1) evidence can be fdund among them of
the teachings of the early Christians. They are the most
tenacious as to their religion of any people whom he had
REMOVAL.
ever met. Their deity is called Borhan, or " light," and
THK TRUTH SKKKKR Bookstore is now at 28 Lafayette
their belief-Lamaism-(2) is founded upon. tenets held by
Place, three doors below the Astor Library. Lafayette all Christians. They observe (3) one day in every seven, and
Place runs parallel with, and one block east of Broadway, although they (4) worship idols, they hav (5) Ten Commandbetween the latter street and the Bowery. Lafayette Place ments similar to the Biblical commandments, and (6) their
.
begins at Great Jones street, and continues northward to system of morafs is very high."
Astor Place. For a week or ten days longer the Editor
will be found at 33 Clinton Place.
Our new quarters are most commodious, consisting of a
large st(lre and basement, and a new building in the rear
for a printing-office and editorial rooms. The old place has
long since been too. small for the transaction of our rapidly
growing book trade, and though moving is a task of difficulty, we wer& forced to find more room. The Truth Seeker
Company has secured a long lease of the premises in Lafayette Place, where we hope to meet all our old friends
and many new ones.
The neighborhood is very religious and literary, but we
hope to survive the former fault and add to the latter good
quality. At the corner of Great Jones street is St. Joseph's
Union and the Mission of the Immaculate Virgin. A little
nearer us are the Christian Union and the Church Press.
North of us is the Churchman, while just opposit our place
the Episcopalians are fitting up a house for clergymen who
hav become disabled through undue attendance to their
ministerial duties. The street is full of religion, but with
the aid of the Astor Library and Watson Heston's pictures
we hope to be able to reform it.
Come and see us.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
This elegant yearly publication is now being scattered over
the country by the hundred. It would hav been scattered
before, in response to the very generous orders received,
could we hav prevailed upon the mechanics employed in its
preparation to make a little baste.
However, the ALMANAO is well worth waiting for. Aside
from the regular resumes of the Freethought year, we bav
had compiled for this issue of the ANNUAL a complete collection of the Sunday, O~th, and Blasphemy Laws of all the
states and territories of the United States. This is a most
important work, and has been performed by a competent
lawyer of this city. Freethinkers can by it see at once under
what disabilities they rest, and we predict that they will be
astounded at the mass of religious legislation upon· the
statute booke of the various states. Some curious and infamous laws hav been unearthed by the researches of our
lawyer. How many know, for instance, that in Connecticut's
Code of 1642 blasphemy was punishable by death, and was
so punishable even after the Revolutionary war-till 1784when the penalty was changed to whipping on the naked
body, not exceeding forty stripes, and sitting in the pillory
one hour? At present-since 1821-the penalty is a fine of
one hundred dollars, imprisonment for not more than a year,
and the heretic may also be compelled to giv bonds that he
will not again so offend the kind-hearted Christians. Dakota describes blasphemy as " casting contumelious reproach
or profane ridicule upon God, Jesus Christ, the Holy Ghost,
the holy scriptures, or the Christian religion," and it is a misdemeanor unless it shall appear beyond question that such
language is used in eerious discussion. Delaware puts reJigion intc> her.. cQD.S.titu.tio~, h.as s.trict..Sunday .and _l)la~p_I:!eJl!jY

1. Lamaism is founded upon Buddhism, and is
the political expression of that religion. Lamaism is
a few hundred years older than Christianity.
2. Lamaism is founded upon tenets held by Christians only so far as Christians hav borrowed from
Buddhism. Buddha was born six hundred and
twE~D.ty-four years before Christ was.
The keeping of one day in seven is not peculiarly
J:~h or Christian.
The practice is older than
either historical Judaism or Christianity.
4. The " worship " of idols is the same in China as
among Catholics-that is, the idols represent the
deities as a statue of the Virgin Mary represents the
supposed mother of Christ, and are " worshiped"
with the same feelings.
5. The commandments of the Mongols are from
Buddha, not from Moses, and are not copied. It is
by no means certain that the scribes who "restored"
the Pentateuch did not borrow from Buddha.
6. The idea that morals are founded upo:a Christianity is one of the most baseless in the world. The
morals of Eastern countries (before the missionaries
get there) are superior to the morals of the Western
countries. No people hav been so immoral as those
of Christian countries-England, France, and Italy.
The gilded vices of the Roman empire were virtue
itself compared with the saturna-lia of Europe when
the Catholic church was supreme. For beastliness
nothing could excel the revels of the popes, archbishops, and priests, and kings and courtiers of the
Middle Ages. When Columbus returned to Spain
from the West Indies, his sailors brought a dreadful
venereal disease, contracted from the nativ women of
a hot climate. Previous to that it had never been
known in Europe. Within a few years it was the
pestilence of Europe, and affl.icted almost the entire
population, from king and pope to beggar and priest.
If Christianity is practical morality, then there were
no Christians when Christianity ruled the world, and
the religion has spread very little since-among
Christians. Morality is the common property of all
people, and not the exclusiv possession of any sect.
Morality does not proceed from religious tenets, but
from the experience of the race. And the Christian
system certainly did not originate it. As Professor
Huxley says, "If the Stoics and the Jews revoked
their bequest, the moral property of Christianity
would realize very little." For the ministers of a
system of religion that is borrowed in every essential
dogma, from the creation to the resurrection, to express surprise at :finding morality outside of their
creed, is a mountainous exhibition of assurance.
But it will never do-neither do we expect it-for
those whose living depends upon keeping up the
huge. im_pQstqr.e Qf · "~ _proicular .s~tfi!titiJ>JJ." to

.jfp;

tell the truth about neighboring older religions.
Though the grave-clothes of Eastern superstitions
were the swaddling-wraps of Christianity, the people
must not know it, or the collection boxes and pews
of all the churches would soon be empty.

Private Societies.
The viciously irrepressible agent of the soapboiler
of John street is at work in Albany upon the legislature. The bill he is endeavoring . to hav passed is
substantially the same as the one vetoed by Governor
Hill last winter, and is leveled at those who make, sell,
and advertise proprietary medicins, the publishers '
and sellers of such books as Dr. Foote's "Plain
Home Talk," Prof. Burt Wilder's "What Young
Folks Should Know," Mrs. Shepherd's" For Girls,"
and publishers of newspapers or magazines containing accounts of " deeds of bloodshed, or mime," or
"disgusting" matter.
The bill is as vicious as the agent, and should
never become a law. The books it aims to suppress
are, many of them, of the highest physiological value,
such as Dr. Foote's volume; and the law would be
intolerable in its bearing upon newspapers. The
Sun, the World, the Times, would all be at the
mercy of a stupid jury-and New York jurief! are
about the stupidest... in, .th..~- wqrlcl) ,th.~; X1;ibune, the
most conse:rvativ pp.per in . the city, could . never publish its Loilden ·dispatches,when some ·divorce suit is
giving to New tork society ·a full account of the
marital misdeE!ds of'thD.t English'aristocracy it sa
slavishly anq Aa;-ii~~~ti#gly imitates. . Should the bill
become a 1aW;,:·,~t4.~~y newspaper in the state would
be safe from·p:rosec~tion-medical. publishers would
be at the mercy of the soapboiler's agent, and any
publisher could be put in jail who printed what the
agent and a jury think "disgusting."
It if;! time for these private societies to hav their
charters taken away. They are not needed in the
administration of law, and they almost invariably
serve the private ends of their agents and officers.
The Society for the Suppression of Vice is the worst
of the lot, because its president is the most bigoted,
its treasurer the stupidest, its agent the most unprincipled: But all of them-Crosby's Society for
the Prevention of Crime, Ge1Ty's Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, even Henry
Bergh's Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals-are maliciously used by the agents for private
ends. A good case in point is the arrest last week
of the officer of the Charity Organization of the City
of New York-an organization that of all others
should do noble work. But on Wednesday of last _
week its agent-a man formerly employed by Gerry's
society-was proven to hav caused the imprisonment
of an honest woman, then to hav secured her discharge, which he kept in his pocket till her friends
raised twenty-five dollars for himself. This, it has
now been :b>und, is not his first crime. He has long
been practicing the same game. He would arrest
poor persons ignorant of the law, it is said, and
hav them imprisoned on some trivial complaint.
Then he would negotiate with then;t or their friends
for their release, and, as charged, in the event of satisfactory terms being made, he would. prevail upon
the commissioners to commute the sentence of his
victims. This agent has also been arrested for stealing an overcoat, and for a long time his photograph
disgraced the Rogue's Gallery at police headquarters.
The underhand, sneaking work of these societies
compels the employment of men of unscrupulous
character, coarse-gramed, brutal, and dishonest. No
gentleman would accept the position of agent of one
of these societies, though the salari~ are large. The
work is too dirty and mean. So' it happens that the
men who do accept the position are the very worst
possible ones to perform the delicate and discriminating task of prosecuting the right people. " Clothed
with a little brief authority," they become despots
over the ignorant ones with whom they come in contact, and a meritorious action by one of these agents
is an exception so rare as not to affect the rule.
The rightful legal machinery of New York is extensiv enough to punish all real criminals, and care
for all cases of g.:~nuin distress. These societies create crimes by special laws for the sake of punishing
them. Their work is not only supererogatory but
cruel, and the motivs of the societies are generally
religiously puritanical fanaticism. Individual members of the societies may possibly mean well, but
they are deceived by the agents whose bread and
l>Jltil}t' d~end 19?QP. Jbp Ji:d.stellce o.J ,t® S.Q.Qie~~ ..I;t
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is safe ,to say that not one of the private societies
of this city is necessary to morality, charity, or kindness to _either animals or children. Every one of
them should be killed, and the work performed by
the proper officers chosen by the people.
But if there is one ·over another of these societies
that is the incarnation of reckless tyranny, it is the
soapboiler's of John street.

Clerical Paupers.
In the Interstate Commerce bill passed by the
present Congress there is a prohibition of reduced
fares. Railroad managers are not allowed to cut
rates for drummers, theatrical troupes, nor for other
classes of travelers. who usually obtain favorable
rates of transportation. The attorney-general has
decided also that passes are prohibited. The single
exception is in favor of " ministers of religion." .
Of course everyone knows that Congress cannot
legally giv money .to ministers from the public treasury. Why should it put its pious hands into the
pockets of the railroads and take out cash~ Ministers everywhere obtain half-fare rates over railroads,
through the "courtesy" of general ticket-agents, but
why should Congress make the custom a law 1
We are told that ministers of the gospel are
usually underpaid, and that their small salaries in
country places will not stand the drain of railroad
. travel. Very well ; then let them stay at home, or
seek some profession that pays better. But the rea·
son is not a good one. If everyone of small means
should be given half-fare rates, the cars would be
crowded with semi-deadheads. And should not the
honest, hardworking mechanic be treated with as
muqh "courtesy" as the "pastoral-call" making
minister? A mechanic's labors are of infinitly more
value to the community than the labors of the
clergy, and there is no good reason why he should
not be recognized. The average wage of the clergy,
taking the country by and large, is about $600 per annum, supplemented by presents of food and fuel, which
help along wonderfully. The average wage of the
laborer is much less, about $400 per annum, and he
has to buy his food and fuel. For Congress to giv
one class half-fare rates and compel the other to pay
full rates is an outrage.
The custom is a survival from the time" when
church and state were united-when the ministt:Jr
was thought by the community to amount to something. That time having gone by, ancient customs
should be dropped.

The Sham of "Jeffersonian Democracy."
The Young Men's Democratic Club of Brooklyn
celebrated the anniversary of Washington's birth
with a dinner complete in itself and happy in its
effects upon the eaters. The great Democrats of the
state we~·e there, but the Mugwumps andRepublicans
were absent.
·
After the dinner came the speeches as usual. The
orator of the evening was David B. Hill, governor of
the state, and the next morning Democratic daily papers reported his speech in full, because it was crowded
with " Jeffersonian doctrin." This Jeffersonian doctrin is the conjuring-phrase of the Democrats of this
part of the country, and they twist it around to mean
anything they want, from removing officials of opposit political faith to marking out a policy for the
party. Jefferson, according to Mr. Hill, was the embodiment of all wisdom, all patriotism, all statesmanship; and to the sage of Monticello was given the
honor of originating and organizing the Democratic
party.
All this praise is deserved. Jefferson, without
doubt, was the ablest of the early presidents-a man
of clear sight and logical mind. It is not to criticise
Governor Hill for his estimate of the character and
qualifications of Jefferson that we mention this meeting, but to call to mind the truth that while Democrats so loudly praise Jefferson, and pretend· to follow his lead, they really are, at least in this state,
violating his most cherished principles.
Thomas Jefferson belie:ved that church and state
should be kept separate. He did not believe that
religion should be supported from the public treasury. He made religion an entirely private affair.
Along with his wine bill he jotted down in his
accounts the money given to the gospel, and he gave
this, as he bought th~ wine, for the use and dignity
of the president. Personally he was a Materialist,
",.and com_pletelJ r~pudiat~d the. d9ctljns qJ _t)te .Chris-

tian church. During the eight years he was president, not· a single religious proclamation did he issue.
Explaining this omission, he said : " I know it will
giv great offense to the clergy, but the advocate of
religious freedom is to expect neither peace nor fO?·givness from them." Of priests he wrote: "In
every country and in every age the priest has been
hostil to liberty / he is always. in alliance with the
despot, abetting his abuses in return for protection
to his own." Jefferson's opinion of the clergy was
that they are a bad and useless lot; but whether they
are good or ill, he held that the state can hav no call
to support them.
It is to these principles that we wish to call the
a.ttention of the Democratic panegyrists of Jefferson,
and particularly the attention of the Tammany Hall
party of this city,· of which Governor Hill is one.
That party is the loudest in sounding the praises of
Jefferson, and its orators are rivals· in announcing
their adherence to the" good old Jeffersonian doctrins." Yet Tammany Hall·would be sat down upon
very hard by Thomas Jefferson, were he alive to-day.
The Hall is run in the interests ·of Catholicism, and
the Romish archbishop of the diocese has a thousand
times more influence in electing Democratic city
officials than hav the principles of Thomas Jefferson.
. And how is it at Albany, where Governor Hill controis his party ? Millions of dollars a year are given
the clergy, under one pretense or another-donatioas
to· religion manuf!}ctories, called charitable institutions; exemptions from: public burdens, and round
fees for long-faced prayera ! . What would Thomas
Jefferson say of the two millions annually given to the
churches of New York city, and of the millions given
to the other churches of the state? What would he
say of the Freedom of Worship bill, which would
turn state institutions into · hot-beds of Roman
Catholic superstition 1 What wo"wd he say of the
bill now before the New York legislature dividing the
school money of the stat~raised by impartial taxation-between the public schools and the scihools of
the church ? He would denounce them, one and all,
as cunning schemes of "the hierophants of our particular superstition for molding the minds of the
people as wax in the hollow of their hands."
But did we hear a word of this from the lips of
Governor Hill at the dinner of the Young Men's
Democratic Club 7 Not one. · There were epithets
hurled at "iron-clad, rockbibbed Republican Rhode
Island," lamentations that the two Republican sanators from Nevada should prevent the Democrats from
having a majority in our " house of lords," plenty of
spread-eagle buncombe on . all subjects, but not a
word upon matters in· the adjustment of which true
statesmanship is demanded. The truth is, there is
no principle in the dominant political parties of today. Their platforms are traps to catch votes; their
orators speak honeyed words to win votes; their
law-making is all for votes. The legislature of this
state this week hung a woman for votes. Two weeks
ago Congress passed an interstate commerce bill for
votes, only one of the provisions of which congressmen seem to be interested in-the provision about
free passes.
We confess to a feeling of disappointment in Governor Hill's speech. He did such admirable service
last winter in vetoing one of Comstock's schemes
that we expected better things from him than from
the average politician, who is chiefly a compound of
self-asfilurance and ignorance. Jeffersonian Democrats of the present day use Jefferson's name as a
shibboleth, without knowing much about Jefferson's
ideas.

Editorial Notes.
'fnE articles in the Forum bearing the title, " How I Was
Educated," are to be followed by a series entitled, "Books
That Hav Helped Me." The first paper will be by Edward
Everett Hale, and will appear in March.
"ANTIOHRIBT," in this week's TRUTH SEEKER, tells how
Christ descended into hell, and what he did there. But the
whole story is apocryphal, and a more rational answer to
the question, "What did Christ do in hell?'' would be, " He
played poker with the devil."
·
SAM JONES preached a sermon in Toronto week before last
of which a synopsis only filled two and a quarter columns of
the weekly Globe. There were ;ust six ideas in the whole of
it and five of the six were foolish. Jones's sermons are pec~liarly well fitted for a Canadian Christian audience.
THE editor of the Clyde Democrat, published at Clyde,
N. Y., is hereby informed that the story he prints, purporting to be a conversation between Col. R. G. Ingersoll and H.
W.J3~her \l.POll.Jeligion~ is.IJ,,.!J,e.~m

t?.P tp }JQ.t,tO.J;ll.
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Ingersoll and Mr. Beecher never conversed upon religious
matters. We state this upon the authority of the Rev.
Henry W. Beecher.
W ATBON HESTON requests us to print a notice like this :
"All who are interested in THE TRUTH SEEKER cartoons will
confer a favor on the undersigned if they will send portraits,
newspaper cuts, engravings,· or photos of prominent churchmen and other queer and crooked characters to Watson Heston, Carthage, Mo."
WE are gratified to hear that the National Labor Union at
its recent congress in Cincinnati listened patiently and appreciativly to THE TRUTH SEEKER's vigorous and engaging correspondent, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, of Milwaukee. Dr.
Severance is one of the ablest of the woman-suffragists, and
a most earnest labor reformer.
MR. LENNON, a New Jersey legislator, has introduced a
bill in the legislature of his state which " provides that here. after no day in the week or in the year shall be set apart or
designated wherein it shall be unlawful for the citizens or
inhabitants of this state to carry on their legitimate business."
There is small danger that so sensible a bill will become a
law in a state where a man is indicted for blasphemy for defending the Christian deity.

---+---

THE Rev. Mr. Agnew, Roman Catholic priest, of Chicago, has announced that no child of his parish will be
allowed to make the first communion unless an attendant of
the parochial school. The order is intended to force all children of Catholic parents to attend the priest's school, because
at public schools the children do not develop a religious and
spiritual life, while at parochial schools this development is
first attended to.· Parents may judge by this of the relativ
value of the two schools.
IT is reported of Mr. Huxley that while recently talking to
a circle of perlional friends, some one suggested to him that
there might possibly be a heaven where compensation would
be made for the sufferings of people while on this earth.
And now the religious press is B<'andalized by this reply :
"Oh, this idea of being sent up to heaven to sit on a damp
cloud and sing hymns-what sort of a compensation is that?
Does it make amends to me for the suffering I hav endured
here, and the suffering I hav been obliged to entail on my
children?"
A MR. DE LISLE, Roman Catholic, has blocked the bill in
the English Parliament giving Atheists the right to affirm
when taking a seat in the House of Commons. Mr. Bradlaugh delicately suggests that perhaps some of Mr. de Lisle's
constituents will " remind him that it is only a few years ago
that a Roman Catholic was excluded by statute from Parliament, and that it is only very lately that the spirit of prejudice has been sufficiently broken to permit English Roman
Catholics to obtain suffrages sufficient to return them to the
House of Commons."

------

A FEW weeks since we found this paragraph in the New
York Sun:
"Harry Edwards, of Wilkesbarre, was a member of the Salvation
Army, but he fell from grace, and went back to his wicked ways.
The other night he went to a meeting of the Army and scoffed, anrl
some say blasphemed. Then suddenly he said : " I cannot see ! I
cannot see!" and he has been blind since. Many think he has been
visited with divine wrath."

Wilkes barre, Pa., must hav been meant, as there is only
one town of that name in the country, and as we happen to
be acquainted with one of the prominent manufacturers of
the place, Mr. J. R. Perry, the paragraph was sent to him.
He writes: "There is not a word of truth in that paragraph.
I hav made inquiry, and can find of no such person or circumstance. If such an occurrence had taken place, it would
hav been in all our city papers, but I hav not noticed anything, nor any comment, which would hav been made by
them. Well, you may set it down as a salvation lie, but notwithstanding that, it will no doubt travel through all the public sheets devoted to such superstition, to the ends of the
earth, and its falsity will scarcely overtake it, because
journalism is becoming rather loose in moral principles. All
that we can do is to deny it for the benefit of those who can
appreciate it, and who will the more detest such methods of
proselyting through appeals to cautiousness."
HoN. J. W. AKERS, state superintendent of public instruction of Iowa, has given this opinion for the guidance of teachers on the question of religious exercises in the public schools
in that state. He says: " The teaching of the catechism or
the tenets of any religious denomination by a public schoolteacher , in a school-house erected, equipped,. and maintained
by public taxation, is contrary to the letter and spmt of our
constitution and laws. The exercises of a public school
should not, and cannot, be legally increased or diminished
nor in any manner influenced by religious teaching. Tho
presumption is, and we think the courts would hold, that
when a teacher is required to giv such instniCtion, either before the regular exercises of his school begin, or after they
are concluded, his labors hav thereby been increased, for
which added service he is compensated from the public
funds. This· is clearly unauthorized and illegal. The
electors of a school district may permit their school-houses
to be opened and used for religious meetings and literary societies, provided they are of such a nature! so cond?cted,
and held at such times as not to conflict with the pnmary
object for which the houses are intended. But the teaching
of catechisms and the peculiar doctrine of a religious denomination, by a public school-teacher in a pu_blic school.hous~,
either preceding or following the exercises of the public
school, tends strongly to convert our common schools into
sectarian and.religiojls IJChoolsJ and shoulci t~erefo)."ll be pro),li),>j,tf:!i."
-
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that hour did roll around there was no minister to direct sin- speakers. I see by your paper W. F. Jamieson is coming to
ners in the path of sanctification, nor, at this writing, has Neligh, Neb. How I would like him to wake them up at
he put in his appearance in the interest of sinners, or in the Hay Springs. But we homesteaders are so poor we can only
interest of law and justice. The many converts say that no look on and admire. There are quite a good many Infidels
MEOHANIOBVILLE, Feb. 10, 1887.
one to this day knoweth where their good minister at this here. I was talking with one of the finest of men about a
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $7-$5 of which, accord- time rusticateth. Some, however, think that he, like good poor cripple having to work on Sunday. I said, " Do you
ing to _your'generous offer, will pay for my subscription to Elijah of old, hath gone up.
think it wrong?" "No," said h13; "I am a Bob Ingersoll
CHAs. C. MooRE.
March 17, 1888. The other $2 in addition you can use where
man." The same man; I believe, will be the representativ
EAST GERMANTOWN, INn., Jan. 28, 1887.
you think it will do th~ most good.
GILES CHASE.
for the state legislature on the Democratic. ticket next year.
MR. EDITOR : It is not more than two years ago that I .first
I wan~ to tell every Infidel if he will stand up for his belief
MoNTGOMERY, Feb. 11, 1887.
heard of the Freethought moTement. Before that I would under all circumstances it will not, as many think, hurt his
}I:R. EDITOR: I wish to convey to you in as few words as go to church every Sunday to hear an inspired sermon from
business, for he can easily bluff the clergy of his community,
possible my almqst entire satisfaction in the way you hav of an inspired Bible, delivered by a sometimes inspired (by
and then everybody will say he is smart.
conducting your paper. There is once in a while a picture, alcohol) preacher. Now, see what THE TRUTH SEEKER has
HENRY w. MATTLEY.
if I were its editor, I believe I would not put in. Some of brought me to say in respon11e to some remarks made by our
them are grand, such as the "Mockery of Faith." Oh, what preacher recently, answered by letter as follows :
PROVIDENCE, Feb. 18, 287.
stunning blows they do strike! Do not stop my paper.
Perhaps you will be surprised to receive a.·notSfrom me, but a.t · MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a list of names to send
W. T. GALLOWAY.
a recent burial sermon you classed Freethinkers as Atheists, Which papers to, but I cannot assure you that you will get one subare about the same ; for if a. man thinks for himself he will discard scriber from the lot, although they are all Liberals. I hav
Jan. 17, 1884.
orthodoxy, and is then classed a.s a.n Atheist. The most sacred gift just received THE TRUTH SEEKER with Mr. Ingersoll's article
MR. EDITOR : Permit me to say I congratulate you for that nature has implanted in man is thinking, and everyman must
entitled, "The Truth of History." Don't you think that it
your just and humane course regarding those in bonds in Chi- think an"d rea.aon upon all questions before pronouncin~~: himself;
and if you will study the principles underlying Freethought ·you would make a splendid Liberal tract for distribution, to
cago. THE TRUTH SEEKER is and ought to be the laboring will not clas• them a.s you did with criminals, but if your desire is
refute the old chestnut slanders of leading Liberals having
man's defender against all " mad-dog" stigmas and cries of to make a.n easy living by upholding this religious humbug which
recanted and being converted? The exposure of the frauds
"Anarchists," "l'Iollie Maguires," and "Infidels." Chris- contains nothing bnt wind, then you must preach hell-fire and.
goes on. That fire in the town of Liberal laid bare the
make
whirlwind
assertions,
and
a.llsuch;
but,
on
the
other
hand,
tians should be hedged against in attempts to exterminate
if your desire is, Mr. Wagner, to do good by teaching knowledge secrets of a noted spook-establishment of the place, which
"bad men" by the wholesale.
S. GLEASON.
that benefits all, such as science and discoveries by scientific appli- had mystified and deluded its hundreds. Mrs. Ross, of Bosances, and t~uths as laid down in histories, and morality only, then ton, has been shown up as a humbug, as she was, in this city
PRINOETON, KY., Feb. 5, 1887.
yon would do a lasting favor to your community and your name
liR. Em TOR : I notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER of this date will go down a.s a public benefactor, and will be honored many some time since, and now this week a Mrs. Green of this city
was brought to grief by the editor of a local paper, who held
PHIL FRANZMAN.
that Mr. Reynolds's trial is postponed. I desire to contribute years after your period of activity.
Of course he never answered this letter, and will perhaps her as she was impersonating a spirit, tore the mask from her
my mite to the fund for his defense, and in case the authori.,ties never try the case the fund thus raised can be kept in holler louder. Don't you think, Mr. Editor, that every Free- face, while a friend of his turned on the gas. But notwithreserve for similar cases when they arise. I inclose $1. I thinker should resent and right all' shameless falsehoods and standing all these exposures, they find hundreds of willing
dupes, and why shouldn't they, when such a noted Liberal
am anxious to hear a Liberal lecture, but believe to hav one misrepresentations by the preachers in some such a way?
as Colonel Kelso writes " Spiritualism Sustained by the
PmL. FRANZMAN.
here would do no good, unless disguised· by another name,
Bible?" That is a catching card, and it is not at all surprisand of very mild tone. Wishing you much success, I am,
RooKPORT, Mo., Feb. 6, 1887.
ing to me to find that since an institution of humbug and
Yours truly,
0. P. ELDRED.
MR. EDITOR : For the first time in its history Rockport superstition which has based its theology upon the Bible
has been shaken from its center to its circumference (not a has deluded and hoodwinked its hundreds and thousands,
BALDWINSVILLE, N.Y., Feb. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I like THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like it very Charleston shake, however). Mr. Remsburg was here, and a similar institution (only of a lesser note) should be
much, but the very thing you call " valuable" is, to me, the delivered four of his lectures-" The Apostle of Liberty," able to draw consolation from the same text-book of superonly thing to dislike, and that with a will. Your reasons on the 29th, the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the stition. We are told of the "divine teachings of Spiritualfor using the illustrations are good; I am only sorry that peo- birth of the grand old hero Thomas Paine ; on Sunday, the ism," and the seances are begun by singing, "Nearer, my
ple need such things. Mr. Heston does occasionally make a 30th, his lectures "Sabbath-Breaking" and " Bible Morals;'' God, to Thee," showing what I hav always held to be patent
good point; for instance, Beecher on the rear platform of the on Monday night, the 31st· of January, "False Claims." The to any one, that Spiritualism is a sort of a first-cousin to reevolution car, trying to hold on to orthodoxy. But this lectures were largely attended by fine-appearing and intelli- ligion.
L. L. NoRTHUP, 1-Iaterialist.
" large additional expense " I long to see in the shape of the gent audiences, and listened to with rapt ·attention. Mr.
BAKER's CoRNER, Feb. 7, 1887.
best thoughts of our most advanced and intellectual Free- Remsburg· is regarded as a fine orator and a man whose
MR. EDITOR: I think I can say, as does Mrs. E. A. Fairthinkers. Mr. Washburn's essay was, for me, the best thing truthfulness caunot be successfully assailed. I hav been
describing what the intelligent ladies and gentlemen in his child, of Mt . .Alton, Pa., that your paper has become an
of the year.
JuLIA A. J. PxRKINB.
audiences think and say of him. The· people of the other indispimsable necessity in our family; we look forward to its
RooHEBTER, MroH., Feb. 4, 1887.
side are composed of the same element that some eighteen coming with eagerness-even our children are anxious to see
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5 for two years' sub- hundred years ago cried out,. "Crucify him, crucify him." what the pictures are each week. But the one that strikes
scription. I am pleased to count myself one of the old sub- It is the spirit that pervaded the breasts of the masters of the me most forcibly is found in Oct. 8, 1886, "Robbing the
scribers to your paper. I commenced with the first number, Inquisition; it is the same malignant spirit that pervaded Family to Feed Drones." How true to life it is, as it is
in Paris, TIL, and hav continued it thus far. It seems to the soul and being of John Calvin when he caused the practiced to-day! Think of the untold numbers of helpless,
grow better with age. I like the spirit and temper of its burning of Servetus some three hundred and fifty years innocent children who are not only robbed of their physical
editorials. There is so little of wrath and bile about them, ago. Servetus had :fled from the Vatican to the. moun- sustenance but are also deprived of all good, wholesome menwhile they seem to hit the mark about every time. I shall tainous country of Switzerland in the hope to find a place of tal food, so that they are compelled to grow up to be but
be glad if John Peck's late articles get into pamphlet form. refuge. It seems he counted without his host, for Calvin intellectual dwarfs. We hav many such in our immediate
Oh, that Thomas Paine's picture in the last number was en- caused him to be burnt at the stake with a green-wood fire vicinity, as we are surrounded by orthodox of the deepest
larged and in shape to frame ! What an illuminated biog- to prolong his punishment, and hugged the flattering unction dye. Although we hav a goodly number of Liberals here,
raphy it would present!
C. H. GREENE.
to his soul that he was doing God's service. The same some few outspoken Freethinkers, and many who I think
hellish and malignant fiendishness fills the diminutiv souls of would be on our side if it were not for fear of condemnation
BOSTON, Jan. 29, 1887.
by the church, we are badly in need of some good Freesome of the orthodox here.
G. G. BEOK.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check to make me
thought lectures here, but are so hemmed in by priestcraft
square with you for THE TRUTH SEEKER until Jan. 1, 1888.
WARREN, PA., January 241887
that even our school-house is thought by our Christian
As there hav been some who hav stopped their subscription
MRR MAoDONEL Sir friends to be too good a place in which to hold an· Infidel
for THE TRUTH SEEKER on account of your favoring justice
This is the first time I ever adresed your Paper with out lecture, but many hav begun to read Liberal literature, and
· for the Chicago Anarchists, I want to say this : that my sub- enclosen-a Order and it is with reget that I doe so now my quite a number of Freethought books and pamphlets hav
scription for the next year is an offset to one of them, for I reason is your coree in the Annerca affare at Chicago I agree been purchased by persons here. One good brother said in
had made up my mind to take some other paper owing to with J M Jamsen it only inger your Paper but inger the meeting, "Iti'is awful to think. how much pizenousliteraturey
the meanness you showed toward Heywood that started at caus of Freethout which wear all battelng for and when it is is coming through the mail." We, however, are very glad
the Albany Convention over a year since ; but the justice th;rone in our fase that our leading Paper is advocating that people are beginning to awaken to a more grand and
you hav manifested toward the Chicago Anarchists induces Annercan what can we Say there is not one of the readris of noble purpose in life by reading good, sound logic.
me to help along THE TRUTH SEEKER another year.
your Papere in my acqantence that dose not Denounce your
We hav been trying for some time to get new subscribers
Respectfully yours,
W. C. JAMES.
coree and are wating to se if you will not stop the advocatin for your estimable paper, but hav only succeeded in getting
[We never knew that Mr. Heywood complained that we of that Damedle Doctirn But you hav aright to doe as you one name. We therefore inclose $5 for a renewal of our subtreated him meanly, nor hav we the slightest idea that we pleas and advocate what you pleas and your pateron hav the scription and the new subscriber.
MRs. LIZZIE BAKER.
did.-ED. T. S.]
same write that theary wond <We to advocate that men can
NEw WATERFORD, 0., Feb. 14, 1887.
Burn murder and incite others to Burn and murder and
HUEY, ILL., Feb. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I herewith inclose to you my personal check,
decause you can ot prov it he is not comited eny Crime under
MR. EDITOR: An item of religious interest has just tran- free speach that wond doe in this contry you say that you ar No. 631, on National Bank of Commerce, in New York, for
spired at or near Boulder, in the neighborhood of Clinton increasing your circulation that is not strange for your An- $11, to be applied as directed.
county, Ill. A revival meeting has been going on for several nercans friends will super you thru the Chicago triel and then
I want to say in what directions I like THE TRUTH SEEKER.
weeks under the auspices of the Holiness Band, the minister the will drop you like hot cakes and your Old Subscriders
I like the illustrations. They help convey to Liberals and
in charge being a thorough revivalist, and converting many
will drift of that acount for so meny in rearege on your sub- illiberals a correct idea of the absurdities and wickedness of
good people to his theory of sanctification. The other day scriptin-wating to see how the cat niay jump my Paper run the superstitions of theology.
something happened which has left the meeting without a out the first of Febuary Pleas stop it when you git thrue
I like the man with the badge-pin, 'and the way in which
minister. While stopping at a neighbor's near the church,
he reports the doings at the Manhattan Liberal Club. Giv
with your Annercar then will consider the case
where he had stayed the night previous, he was seen prowlhim a new Faber No. 2 and plenty of rein.
yours Respect
Guy C IRVINE
ing through the kitchen some time after breakfast, the wife
I like the firm stand taken by the editor of THE TRUTH
[We can never hope to make a man like this-one underbeing out attending to her domestic affairs. When she restand our position, and we reluctantly conclude that onr SEEKER in behalf of a fair trial and justice for the Chicago
turned she noticed that he hurriedly came out of the kitchen,
Anarchists, and for fair play and a fair hearing generally for
intelligent friend is gone from us forever.-ED. T. S.]
and that one of the pantry doors was open. Soon after the
everybody.
minister said he would make a call on Brother Pritchard
I like the editorials. They usually go right to the point,
HAY SPRINGS, NEB., Jan. 26, 1887.
and several of ~he other brothers before evening church serMR. EDITOR: .A13 so many are telling what they like and and sharpen said point and the people who read the said
vice. But just before starting he said that he had had a reve- 1\'hat they dislike, allow 'me in the lisk First, I am a new editorials.
lation from God that their mincemeat used for pies was poi- subscriber, and will say I like THE TRUTH SEEKER ; do not
I like "Notes and Clippings," "News of. the Week,"
son, and he was commanded to tell them no~ to use it. He know how I would do without it. I like· your position with " Gems of Thought," "Communications," "Children's
then left, and the wife, not believing his revelation, as she regard to the Anarchists. When THE TRUTH BEEKER arrives, Corner," "Science Column," "Letters from Friends,"
had used the mincemeat before, went to work and cooked my wife and myself both want it. I want to see if John Peck "Book Review and Notices" (very much), the account ·of
more pies, and at dinner the family ate of them heartily, and has written, and so with her; she wants to know if Mr. An- friend Putnam's doings and wanderings up and down, and
were immediately taken sick. Dr. Newton, of Boulder, drews has written. I want to say, by the way, John Peck is of the American Secular Union. I like the advertisments
was called in, and pronounced the family poisoned. He was my favorit of all your contributors. In my opinion, he still and what they advertise, and as the " Poetry" is thrown in,
in time, however, to save the whole family. The wife sleeps on the fore side. I feel like joining hands with him and doesn't take up much space, I guess I'll include it also.
barely pulled through with her life. The minister had told him and taking the pledge never to giv up the struggle until
From all which it may be inferred that I like THE TRUTH
several of the neighboring brethren that morning of his the mind of man is free. I am very glad to see his name in SEEKER about as completely as that infamously cruel and
revelation concerning the poisoned mincemeat. The excite- THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hope he will write more. I do not devilishly bloodthirsty organization known as the holy (?)
ment in the matter got so high before cb:qrch.time that when want you to think that I underrate the rest of the writers and Roman Catholic Church " cussed" the late Victor Emanuel

~tttrs · trom

Jjritnds.
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well. in the Roman Catholic church of to-day; elsewhe~e I
fail to find them."
There is an unusual effort being made at present all over
the civilized world for the unity of Christendom.
What does it mean? It is the combined effort of priestcraft and kingcraft to crush the doctrin contained in the
Constitution of the United States that the people hav a right
to govern themselvs.
Catholics, Protestants, citizens, men and women everyMERIDEN, CoNN., Feb. 8, 1887.
where, shall we go back into the Dar'k Ages or shall we conMR. EDITOR: I hand you herewith check for $10, for four tinue to advance as we hav for the last one hundred and ten
new subscribers, whose names please 'find on your blank. I years?
J. N. BROWN.
must confess I feel somewhat discouraged to find so many
illiberals who profess to be Liberal. The list should hav
114 EAST 41sT. ST., NEw YoRK, Feb. 22, 1887.
been forty instead of four, with the effort I hav made to
FRIEND MACDONALD : YOU will See by inclosed cards that
obtain them. I hav been watching several weeks to see your we are at last located, if not yet established, uptown in connotice to the thousand vicarious atonement Liberals reduced nection with our down-town place, and hope to be able to
to five hundred. It must be they retain their old habits of diffuse the light of THE TRUTH SEEKER in this neighborhood
charging their shortcomings over to Christ. Why don't you more successfully than where we first commenced. We hav
show them some justice instead of so much mercy, and scriptural authority for it that " the way of the transgressor
make them pay up? No decent Freethinker will ride a is hard." I (the writer) do not know in what respect I am a
free horse to death. If they are too poor to pay for feasting transgressor, but do know that my way is also at present
on your bounty, let them say so, and borrow from their hard-quite so, but aut invenialm viam a·ut jadarn, out of
friends who know them. If they are rich and stingy, they difficulties and obstacles which now surround me.
ought to be born again, and own up that they are not LibI saw by your last issue that the man with the badge-pin
eral, take some Christian paper full of gush, God's glory, was apparently becoming solicitous as to my welfare and
and quack medicin advertisments, pay nothing, and get much concerned about my temporary absence from the
nothing. Everything looks favorable for this year being a meetings of the Liberal Club. He appeared to regard me as
great eye.opener, if those who hold to saving mankind. from a stray lamb (or perhaps a grizzled old goat) that had wancrime, poverty, and ignorance in this world will improve dered from the fold, and was kind enough to express the hope
their opportunity to circulate millions of McArthur's letters that I would meander back again. My heart was touched by
to his Catholic friend, and millions of Ingersoll's " Lay Ser- this indication of brotherly love on his part, and on last Frimons," with John Peck's" Christian Absurdities," as flyers day evening I ·boldly ~ncountered the storm of wind and
among the numerous Protestant branches that hav grown rain and thunder and lightning which raged outside, and
from the old Catholic hulk, as that grand old apostle of lib-, found my way to the club for the express purpose of thankerty did the "Crisis" during the Revolution. We will then ing him publicly from the platform for his kind solicitude in
hav a different Second Advent from the one that the follow- my behalf, which I did, and while on my pins took occasion
ers of Christ and Miller hav been looking for since 1843, in to say some other things of which he doubtless took due
the election of Ingersoll and Henry George to preside over note. Those who orate at the club should remember
this great and glorious nation, when cathedral and cottage
If there's a hole in a' your coats
I rede ye tent it,
N. F. GRISWOLD.
will be taxed alike.
in the "Bitter Curse," reproduced in THE TRUTH BEEKER of
February 12th, and which " cussin'" is about as childish
and contemptible an exhibition of impotent rage, coldblooded cruelty, and malicious vindictivness, as could well
be imagined.
Colonel Owen and myself leave for Topolobampo to-morrow. I wish THE TRUTH SEEKER many long years of prosperous usefulness.
DAVITT D. CHIDESTER.

FoND DU LAo, Wis., Feb. 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am pleased with your paper, and especially
with the pictures-they photograph ancient history. But
many of us miss an article from the man who has by reading, research, and thought become qualified to make the
pictures. All who see them cannot read from them alone
the history. I wish he could or would write the truth to go
with them. I am glad the New Jersey court and judge were
not ready with their inquisition for Mr. Reynolds's case. It
will allow him to breath· freely a while longer, and I would
suggest to Mr. Reynolds to shirk a full hearing of his case
until the last day in a New Jersey court. If they ever dare
to bring it to trial, then on the' trial hav a note-taker, and
take every word, including Ingersoll's speech, and then print
a book, and I will warrant he will sell enough to pay him a
salary of $2,000 a year for a number of years.
I hav read the arguments of Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
and others, on Genesis and. science, and_ Mrs. E. Lynn Linton's in reply, and will' say that she has stated the case with
more truth and common sense for the reader than all the rest.
The book as now published is not to be read by many, while
if printed in a ten-cent pamphlet, with her answer and a
brief eondensed statement of the rest, it will be purchased
and read by millions, and work a revolution. ·
I am in favor of the Interstate Commerce bill, not for its
protections, but for the fact it is a commencement to shake a
gigantic fraud, and I am in favor of the laboring men begin.
ning to think. It matters not what particular form they
adopt, but the fact tha.t they begin to think and not be voted
by the old parties, who hav been allies in destruction of the
welfare of the country for twenty years or more, is gratifying.
I am glad Dan Manning is out, and hope a man will be appointed who will deplete the treasury in paying the debt of
the United States, instead of finding some way to waste the
money.
I send you some names for you to send sample copies.
·
Yours truly,
DEW. C. PRIEST.

There's a chiel among ye takin' notes
.A.nd faith he'll prent it,

as I do, and remain, with kind regards,
C~PTAIN CLARK, the Mariner.

DAYTON, 0., Feb. 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: If we wish to succeed in convincing the
world with reference to the fundamental principles of error
in all religious doctrine, we must show the growth, the germ
of it, or in other words, its first start to deceive mankind. I
spent twenty years in my tra:vels through Europe, Asia,
Africa, America, and last, though not least, Palestine. I
was trained in my youth to believe the Bible, but my long
residence and observations in Palestine convinced me that
the statements made in the so-called ''inspired Bible" were
not at all justified by the geographical facts. I found no 8ea,
no lake, in Galilee. I found that the tower of Babel could not
possibly be sixty-four thousand feet high, and as it was built
only one hundred and tb,irty years after the deluge, or destruction of all mankind but Noah and family, who lived
two hundred years after its destruction, I naturally ~sked
myself, Could one man and two boys· build a tower sixty-four
thousand feet high ?
Then taking in connection the moral injustice and a God's
hatred and malice toward 4he beings he "made in his own
image," and his love to the inhuman, cruel, and brutal few
he chose out of the crowd, I came to the conclusion that I
must be a grand hypocrit, like all the Christian preachers, to
make money off the poor, ignorant masses. For fifty years
I wore the hypocritical "tiara." .After that I threw off the
cloak that I hated to wear, and became an honest man and a
Freethinker.
The most important object in this communication is to say
that our friends, the Freethinkers, hav furnished the truth to
tire world that the Bible. is false from the beginning to the
end, but Brother John Peck, through the valuable TRUTH
SEEKER, has capped the whole truth. To that valuable
work, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Mr. John Peck, the world
owes a debt of gratitude that money can never pay, and I
will here say that if there is one Freethinker in the world who
BRONSTON, KY., Feb. 15, 1887.
will order a million numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER with
MR. EDITOR: That there is a conflict approaching that Brother John Peck's "History of the New Testament," I will
will test the validity and soundness of the government of the giv all I hav in the world to erect a monument to his memUnited Sta.tes I am perfectly satisfied. It may be remote or ~
~R
it may be near, but come it must. Look at the agitate~ co~
IoNIA, MroH., Jan. 15, 1887.
dition of Europe to-day, the prime cause of which rs
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6-$1 to bring up my
ascribed by the crowlied heads to the example set ~Y. the
government of the United States. Look how we are drV!ded three months' delinquency and $5 for renewal and one new
among ourselvs, Democrats, Republi~ns, Pro?i~itionists, subscriber. Only one new subscriber after all the work I
labor reformers Anarchists, Commumsts, Socrahsts, and hav done! I could hav procured a dozen for any other paothers of mino; note. What's the trouble? The United per with half the effort, and yet there are hundreds that
States is the only government on earth that recognizes the would take it and agree with all it advocates, especially the
power and authority to govern to belong to the people: All Nine Demands, if it were not for the church society influence
other governments recognize the ~ower .an.d authonty to brought to bear against their ·interests-if their tme sentigovern as coming from God. Startlmg as rt rs, nevertheless ments on the subject were known. The martyr business is 8.
it is true that between these two theories is an irrepressible little out of fashion nowadays, and but few persons. can
afford to suffer even as much as I hav-not less than one
conflict.
.·.
In the American OatlwZi.c'"News of Nov. 17, 1886, under the thousand dollars a year for the last ten years-by speaking
caption "The Republic in Danger," is an ingeniously written out their honest convictions. If anything should be done to
article by Henry A. Brann, D.D., denouncing our public so reorganize society that public sentiment could be changed
schools that I wish every American would read and truly and reason take the place of superstition-some place furunders~nd it. Near the conclusioR of his arguments he nished for women and children to go on Sunday besides to
says, "At any rate the Catholic doctrin and demand stand. chureh and Sunday-school-the work would soon be done.
The rights of God are prior to those of the state or even those As to this Bible, nobody that reads it believes the half of it,
of the parent." Do you hear that ?. In the ~a~e paper yet eighty thousand pettifoggers under fat salaries keep up
Cardinal Gibbons, of Baltimore, speakmg of Chnstra~ umty, the farce. Out of the five thousand inhabitants of this city,
says, •t In the Roman Catholic church of the siXteenth not one hundred would be left in five years if the tables were
century, when Luther went out from her, these great req- turned and the half 0f the money and time expended to enuisite of Christian unity were found, and they are found as lighten the people now spent to keep up the religious racket.
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A sqort time since, on returning from hearing a specimen
of pulpit eloquence in which the little Methodist pounder
took the occasion, as usual, to giv Thomas Paine a racket,
winding it up with a little doggerel, the last couplet of which
was:
Where he's gone and how he fares,
Nobody knows a.nd nobody ca.res,

I remarked to a friend that the preacher should hav read
Thomas Paine, which if he had done he would hav known
that Paine was a very religious man. A sub-disciple elder
was walking, with his wife, just forward of us, and a dozen
others just behind. He stopped, having overheard my remark, and said, "I want to ask you one question." I said,
"Well, I will answer it if I can." · Question: " What is religion?" I replied, " It is faith and belief in the unknown
and the unknowable." Said he, "What?" I repeated my
answer. He replied, " I don't know where you get such a
definition." I said, "Out of my 'thinker, and you know it is
true." He answered, ''I don't know as I do." Said I: '' Does
not all that is known or knowable belong to science?" He
said, "I suppose it does." "Then," said 1,~" what is left
for religion?'! His reply was, "Huh!" and our crowd
moved on. I giv this to show how easily their questions are
S . .M:. BAYARD.
answered.
LEXINGTON, KY., Feb. 2, 1887.
DEAR JIIIR. EDITOR : I venture to send another " mosaic"
for the purpose of informing you that the Young .Men's
Christian Association is now trying to raise its head in our.
midst. They are praying and singing most fervently; but I
find that thousands here hav very little faith in the efficacy
of prayer. I was complaining last night of my sufferings,
having been turned out of church, and an old lady referred
me to the good Lord, who is supposed to help his followers
when in distress; but when I remarked calmly that the good
devil would be quite as sympathizing and kind, she laughed
heartily, and seemed to agree with rna. "If Christ w~s
around, no doubt, he would console us to some extent, but
deliver me from the ' old one,' for he seems to be iron-hearted
and penurious," said I.
Christians affirm that Christ was never " evoluted," and
probably they are right; but their vague and childish notions
reflect no credit upon the clergy who hav formed and perpetuated the cumbrous systems in which they hav faith.
They hav never located their heaven and hell, yet belieYe in
it with the obstinacy of idiots. They would tread life's
wastes with hysterical energy alone, could they not indulge
in dreams, which feed their hopes, and throw a fallacious
light upon their existence. Next, after years spent in tireless
anxiety respecting the proper instruction of Sunday-scholars
-after prayers, money, and the human breath hav been expended, and that for weary years-they and their teachers
manifest less interest every day in "divine things," the picnic and Christmas tree being the principal incentive to improvement; and the church vestibule is the place where
Sunday-scholars stand and insult in a loud voice members of
other churches as they pass by. A riddle or enigma has also
been composed, introducing the obscene mandrake story
from the memoirs of Jacob in the Old Testament. And this
to confirm and purify the morals of children I
But, dear Infidel ladies, if this was all! Day after day I
hear a complaint like the following (this is no dream, it is
truth): .M:rs. Smith, perhaps, stands high in tbe church,
looks like vinegar on communion day, all other rules of the
church being kept with equal strictness. She hires a poor
girl to do her work, who was raised in affluence, agrees to
pay almost nothing, forces her to perform the labor of three
servants (takes four boarders). The poor girl is soon broken
down and miserable. Some man, who sees all this; likes the
girl and pities her. He offers her a cottage and support, but
no marriage. We know the result. But who has heard of
her despair, her death by laudanum, her body carried out
silently at night? And just n.ow, in this town, there is something said about houses of refuge. Church-members, living
in luxury, weeping and sprinkling cologne over your sinskneeling in the dirt to your bloodthirsty heathen God-hav
you any refuge from your own accusing conscience over
your bowl of oysters, your splendid cake and wine ? Do you
never see the ghost of the pale orphan who was led by your
white jeweled hand to the gates of sheol?
What will a man gain by being a Christian? I heard a
Baptist divine declare from the pulpit, a few days ago, that
no good could be effected in the human heart without a call
or inspiration fr 0m God. Then, certainly, Christians, being
influenced by a supernatural power, should walk among us
as angels ; how rarely one should fall ! Few Lucifers would
we hav at that rate. And then the good weight in stores,
the truth-telling, and noble behavior would be something
immense.
When Infidels do anythin~ good, they receive very little
praise. I know an Infidel lady whose husband is a Christian, converted once a year. He seduced a young lady, who
called on the wife, with her baby in her arms, weeping
bitterly. The injured wife gave her a back room, and
treated her with kindness until herfather came for her. This
beautiful saint met her husband with ·tears and smiles and
great kindness. Of course, her neighbors blamed her. Instead of kind words from Christians there comes a shower of
slimy Egyptian toads around; we almost step on them. We
can hardly speak but an orthodox scorpion is hurled in our
faces.
•
A late writer informs us that St. Augustine gloried in the
fall of the Roman empire and the triumph of Christianity. I
glory in the fact that when Alaric entered Rome he did not
find citizens putting one another on the rack for the sake of
opinions. One worshiped Venus, and another Apollo, unpersecuted. St. Augustine attributes his own reform to the
perusal of Cicero, Plato, and the Stoics, thougll, li_ke other
crack-brained persons, he finally went over to Plotmus, t_he
Neoplatonists, and Christianity. What hav sue~ ':agarres
done for us? But the Stoics bav taught the prmcrples of
honor and truth, how to liv, and how to die.
ALHAZA.
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Edited by MISs SuSAN H. W rxoN, FaZZ
Ri'Der, .Mass., to whom alZ Oommunicationsfor
this Corner slwuZd be Bent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Grandmother's Kitchen.
Dear grandmother's kitchen in the old fashioned
farmhouse,
That stood by the brook at the end of the lane,
Whence four generations· hav walked forth in
their grandeur,
To do their life's duty, nor labored in vain.
There were judges and jurors, and learned legislators,
And ministerP, too, of both gospel and law,
But the stateliest thing in that famed ancient
mansion,
Was plain old grandmother-her peer yon ne'er
saw.
There were porch, and back lean to, and clnttsred• up attic,
Where on stormy days the small children
played "bear,"
The great, solemn "north-room," without picture
or carpet,
For weddings and funerals opened to air ;
A huge chimney-stack, that smoked like a furnace,
A "buttry" well stocked with meal, milk, and
. cheese,
But the blessedept room found in all that old
building,
Was grandmother's kitchen-come in if you
please.
·
Our grandmother's kitchen was stout-timbered
and spacious,
Through small-lighted windows the sunshine
looked in;
Its wide-hearthed, broad fireplace, with black freestone mantel,
Warm-welcomed each guest, stranger, an<l kin;
From the beams overhead there was hung the ripe
pumpkin,
And strings of rich apples prepared there to
dry;
Oh, who can forget the fine-flavored pastry,
The toothsome and wholesome grandmother's.
pie?
The democrat table there stood, long and crosslegged,
White linen bespread it-she made it herselfWhen the hot dinner from the big pot and brick
oven,
Smelling of spice from the storekeeper's shelf,
Loomed up in profusion from bowl, pitcher, and
platter,
·
For master and servant, fm· neighbor and
friend,
There met together, a supply the most gracionP,
In grandmother's kitchen, which all could commend.
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.

My Neighbor's Dog.

old dog has been to the newcomer who was
to take his place ! He never tired of teaching
him how to watch, as well as to play all his
own dog-tricks. He taught him how to open
the gate by wedging his nose between the
latch a.nd the gate-post, so that he could get
out arid in whenever he wanted to, and he
never f~iled to call his attention to a good"'pportunity to run at a chance pig that unconsciousl:y-strayed too near the house. He always
went for the pig's tail, and would hold on to
it, and race the piggie for dear life until he
was far enough away, but while he did this
he was never known to draw blood; he
would just bite hard enough to hold by the
bristles, and seemed to do it for fun until he
had run as far as he wished. If the pig
walked, Carlo would bold on, and walk along
quite c.ontented.
·
•Jack soon caught on, and was not long in
having the fun all to himself, because he
could· run faster. How tenderly old Carlo
would provide his newcomer with choice
pieces :of meat-bones that he buried, and
would; dig up for himself and Jack to gnaw
at when they felt so inclined !
If an angry dog came their way, and attacked little Jack, he would fly with all his
might. to his protector, and the dog was
mighty ·big and lucky that escaped punishment :when Carlo put his nose on him.
Many .. and many a fight had he on Jack's
account .
I am afraid that with all his dog-kindness
and dQg-wisdom he acted foolishly. He was
too inpulgent with his prote,qe. He often denied 4imself the little delicate bits of food
that were put upon his platter, and would invile Jack to eat it; and when Jack was sick
one time, he would not eat a mite until he got
over hi~ spell, so that they could eat together.
But, alas for the short-sightedness of poor
old Carlo! Jack has grown up to be a strong
and ro~gh-tempered dog. He is even larger
than Carlo, but instead of returning- the kindness of· his protector, the indulgences which
he rec,eived hav made him greedy and ugly,
and he, ,from long habit, now claims as a right
what w~s permitted through kindness, and as
a result, he will snatch away every bit of
food he can lay his teeth on, and let poor old
Carlo go hungry to his kennel. On several
occasions he even went so far as to bite and
tear poor Carlo in the neck, because he was
very J;tungry and would not drop the bone he
took -.from his own platter, and this is the
way J;te is repaying his old protector and instruc~or for the kindness he has for years
besto;wed upon him.
The other day their master, as usual,
brought to each his food, and placing their
platters far apart, we watched the result.
Carlo, with his old and worn teeth, made
slow h_eadway, but Jack pitched into his with
tremendous energy, and soon devoured it and
turned the corner with his mouth full of food
in great haste to drive Carlo off. He was so
greedy; that he did not take time to finish his
own in order to rob Carlo of his. He immedia,tely snatched the best and largest piece
with a growl and fled. The old dog licked his
chops and looked wistfully in the direction
that Jack had gone, and with a low, moaning
cry he limped into his house of straw, and
there ,he cried in distress with his bodily
pains and his cruel treatment from Jack.
Any kind-hearted boy or girl will naturally
feel sm:ry for poor old Carlo, and will say
that Ja.ck is an ugly dog, both sneaking and
mean,, and will resolve that under no circumstances will he treat his parents in so shameful a way. And yet, how often do we find
children that hav been clothed and f~ and
educa_ted while their parents in the prime of
life hav toiled hard to make them happy,
turnil~g against them in their old age, and
greedily snatching away the saved-up money,
and when that was gone, under the pretense
of doing better, hav sacrificed the old homestead,.and cruelly, by law, driven the old
people ~nto 11 cold world or to a country poorhouse! My advice is : Grant no unnecessary
privileges to children ; teach them to make
their Qwn living and become useful members
of soqiety. Hold on to your homestead as
long as you liv.
Chiidren, above all other virtues, should
cultivate kindness to old people, especially
their parents, forgiving them their follies
when age has benumbed their limbs or ruffled
their temper; and whenever you reflect on
your past and theirs, it will fill you with
pleasure instead of pain.
J. R. PERRY.

The story of my neighbor's dog may be interesting to the children of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, because it is founded on fact and
teaches a moral worth careful study.
On the other side of the way, for some
eighteen years, has lived my neighbor's dog
Carlo, who is a Newfoundland as black as a
coal, and a dog of great intelligence. He is
watchful, but not vicious, and kn:ows enough
to respect the wishes of his neighbors. One
night he got into a fit of barking at some
prowlers, and kept it up so long that I
awoke from a sound sleep, wondering why
he would not be quiet, and, going to my window, I could see nothing to giv him so much
trouble, so I said, "Carlo, why are you making so much noise? I want you to be still.
Go to your nest and be quiet." As soon as
he heard me and saw me at the window, he
commenced wagging his tail, and ceased his
barking immediately. I appreciated his intelligence, and we hav been friends ever
since.
But this was many years ago, and for a
long time we hav enjoyed this mutual respect and good will for each other. His
master always liked him, but of late saw that
he was getting old and manifesting the usual
carelessness of declining years, and, wishing
to hav as fine a dog when his Carlo should
throw off his mortal qody, and go to dogheaven, as the saying· goes, he purch!).sed, or
had presented to him, a fine pup of the same
breed.
When the new pup was brought to Carlo's
notice, it seemed to put new lif~ into him,
and he strutted around and licked the newcomer from head to tail, and he even went so
far as to squat down and try to interest the
little fellow in a game of dog-romp. It was
quite a while, however, before the wee fellow
could appreciate this kindness and good feeling on the part of Carlo, but at last Jack, by
dint of effort on his tutor's part, began to
Our Puzzle Box.
romp and growl, .and WOTJY (l.t tqe Je_gs AJ\d
L-OHARA.DK.
bushy neck .of Carlo.
- '':J'wi~t the tootk of a whetll,pn,t'l;,!t W/J~.J
jJD!fl ~~A-~4.,~~; -;~~ .J~J>G ,f}.r~~ht D~J

g[olumn.

Then you hav " something that's capable
Of being thought on."

Of all other things this is certainThey are incomprehensible ;
Plant-Animals.
'Tis senae that must lift up the curtain
Does it seem odd to think of a plant-aniTo make anything sensibld.
mal ? Of course it does if you' hav never beCall anything infinit, absolute being,
That is all can be thought or be said of it; fore thought of it.
What is it? I thought you :would ask that.
No definit lines such term agreeingNo body, parts, passion-no tail and no But, of oourse, the name suggests that it is
head of it.
J. K. P. BAKER.
something partaking both of the nature of a
plant and an animal, and usually found grow2.-REBUB.
ing in or near the salt water. .
The other name of these creatures is zoophytes; and l!ltill another, radiates, and they are
of the lowest order of life, having a beginning away back in the long-ago time.
Did ever you see a star-fish, or a "fivefinger," as it is sometimes called? · It bas
short, purplish spines all over it, and is shaped
like a star-hence its name. They are quite
common on the beaches, and I hav picked
them up frequently on the shore of Cape Cod
and at other places.
The jelly-fish is another zoophyte, or plantanimal. They are transparent, and vary in
An old saying.
form and color, some being as large over
3.-SQUARE.
as a big washtub, but there is so much water
in their bodies that when placed on the land
L A marked feature.
2. A river in Europe.
they dry away to almost nothing. They ex3. A passage .in a hall.
hibit lovely colors, and are very curious,. but,
4. A-passage into a bay.
although they appear only a luinp of jelly,
5. Tines.
they hav mouths, and stomachs, and nervous
N. Boothbay, Me. WARREN B. OROHARD.
systems. They are good swimmers, too. If
4-.REBl'S.
you touch them they will sting you, and their
sting is poisonous and causes great pain. It
is thought that the big jelly-fish, coming in
contact with good swimmers, sting them so
that they are par.alyzed and drown-that, instead of being taken with cramps as commonly supposed, they are stung by a jelly-fish.
If you hav been on the water in the night
(salt water, in which only they exist) you may
hav noticed the luminous spots seeming to
follow the vessel or boat-this is phosphorus
emitted largely by jelly-fish, of which the
water seems to be full.
Then, there are polypi. These are plantanimals, too, and from these you get your
beautiful pink and wl!ite coral beads. They
are so numerous in some sections that islands
Paternal counsel.
are made of their outside coverings.
5.-NUMERIOAL ENIGMA.
Now, are there any other specimens of
(To "oza Bav.''>
plant-animals that you know of?
In longwort, but not in plant ;
Sea-urchins? Yes, that's right, and seaIn scepter, bnt not in mace;
anemones, that attach themselvs to rocks and
In inches, but not in slant;
look like beautiful flowers that grow on land.
In bandage, but not in brace;
In herring, also in bream;
If you touch omi with a stick it will contract
In salmon, but not in trout ;
instantly. Sometime we may pursue this
In mist, but not in steam ;
interesting subject furtber.
S: H. W.
In bumpkin, but not in lout.
Now all the letters find,
QUEsTIONs.-What is a plant-animal? What is
its other name 1 Spell zoophYte. Describe the
And place them In a rowstar-fish, also the je!ly-fi•h. What is the conse• They then will name 11 color
quence if we handle them T What of the luminous
That I think you all do know.
spots seen in the water at night 1 Name other
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENS.
plant-animals.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN1S OORNER 1
FEB. 19, 1887.
L-Cresar came, saw, and conquered. 2.Saraband. 3.-All in all, it's a singular case.

Correspondence.
BosToN, MAss., Feb. 22, 287.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I desire to tell you how
delighted I was in reading your beautiful
tribute to the memory of that most heroic of
human beings, Giordano Bruno. So few,
even of Liberals, appreciate his lofty courage
and glorious devotion _that your eloquent
article seemed trebly generous and noble.
And as John P. Guild so truly says," The
children are the ones we should particularly
instruct." Wishing you all happiness and
the utmost prosperity,
GEo. N. HILL.
[That our friends may not forget either the
living or the dead, we will say that it was
chiefly through the efforts of brothers Hill
and Wakeman that the new calendar, dating
from !he time of Bruno's martyrdom, the era
of science, was inaugurated.-En. C. C.]
OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 11, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write you a letter letti11g you know that papa
reads THE TRUTH SEEKER and has taken it
for the last eight years. I read the Children's
Corner every week, and think you are a
splendid conductor. I hav a sister nine years
olrl and a brother two years old. I am
twelve years old and attend a public school
that is near our home. I am in the seventh
grade at school. I hav the "Story Hour"
and think 11 great deal of it. Susie's portrait
is sweet and beautiful. Your book is so
nice that every reader of the Corner ought to
hav a copy. As this is my first letter I will
close, wishing success to the Corner.
Your friend,
MARGARET CoLVIN.
[The above is an excellent letter for the
first one, well written, and every word
spelled eorrectly. We thank Margaret for
her complimentary allusions to our work, and
shall .count her among the elioice treas.~,t.t~.o,f
~e"P.WJ5!~~~~r.-);!lD. p. P~J

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. BLSnsan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinliers•
Children's Stor:[-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large j;_ype, heav;r
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers ; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. .A. Story of
the Rightway Alnishonse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

.A·!)vles of Gold.

.A. Story-Book for,

t'he Young Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This ve:&y excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a ver:l' large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.
.

Tile Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eancation of youth in the
princi_ples of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sen~e. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bib!~ In-

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 · Bible proposit10ns;
with numerous references and 01tatrons 1 tha~
are contradicted in terms by the same number
ot other propositions in the same book. Price ·
RIIOAlltL

Sa~~ath- Breaking.
BY J. E. REMSBURG:
Author of "False Claims,"
Morals," Etc.

"Bible

The best and most thorough work ever written
on the Sunday Question from a ratimial point of
view.

Large and Handsome Print. ·

25 cents.

SINGLB CoPIES,
So: CoP:ucs,

$1.00.
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Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
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James Foster, W elland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
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J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
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.
E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
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Bros., Chicago.
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BUY ONLY
Good Goods at Lowest Prices.

Reported for the "'!'ruth Seek•" by

The folloWing are a few of my leaders, all of
which are late•t improved, best make, solid coin
silver, open face or hunting, American stem-wind
watches, and guaranteed strictly as represented
or cash 1·efunded : 2 ounce case, 7 jewels, $10 ; 3
ounce, $11 ; 4 ounee, $12. With 11 jeweled movements, $12.50, $13.50, $14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
$17.50. W1th full \15) jeweled movement, pat. regulator, $16, $17. $18, $19.50. 6 ounce, $21; adjusted
to heat and cold, add. $4, being only $25 for this
magnificent, 6 ouuce 1 full jeweled, adjusted watch!
usually sold for $35 to $40. The following are al
best 14 karat gold filled gold watches, cases elegant and latest style, and guaranteed by special
certificate from factory and myself for 20 years :
7 jewels. $24.50 ; 11 jewels, $27 ·; 15 jewels, $80. Adjusted, $3!, cheav at $40 and practically as good as
any $100 watch ·a lifet1me. Ladies' watches, same
best quality cases : 7 jewels, $20; 11 jewels, $22; 15
jewels, $28. In good 2d quahty filled caseilo $2 to
$5 less. Ladies• 14 k. sohd gold watches, $30, $32, f;J3.
He a vier gold cases in embossed, chased, enameled, Louis XIV. style, 'diamond ornamentatioma
etc., $6 to $50 extra. Gents• 14 k. solid gol
watches, from $45 up. Swiss watches1 to close out,
very low. The above all guaranteed oelow bottom
prices elsewhere 9r cash refunded. All are carefully inspected before sending, warranted for one
year, and sent prel!aid if on hne of Ame1·wan Ex.
office. Buudr1es: Best rolled gold plated chaim
and charms for ladies or gents, $2, $3, $4, $5, usually sold for $3 $4, $5, to $7. Jewelry, latest styles,
full line, 25 per cent below regular prices. Best
~pectaoles in the world, $1. Genuin pebbles, $2.
Sent prepaid in case. Eye-glasses, same price.
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So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
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More Gems from Jones.
Sam Jones held forth in his jerky, disjointed
way to a large crowd at the Young Men's
Christian Association rooms the other night.
Sa!ll, as usual, was affectedly eccentric, and
hopped from one thing to another like a
grasshopper in a hurry to get there ; and the
" Christians" assembled to hear him giv
tongue vigorously applauded his wild arid
grotesque utterances, under the impression,
probably, that they were honoring God by so
doing. Among the series of sayings of the
salient and saintly Sam were the following:

broad way of light from which the ghosts
and goblins of superstition flee in affright.
Hurrah for ·the "pullback arrangements,"
Sam. May they increase and multiply until
unbelief makes the dark light.
"We shouldn't ask for more grace, but we
should use the grace we've got already. It's not
the use of grace, but the misuse of it, that damns
men. There never was a bigger falsehood perpetrated on God than the Sunday-school song,
'Surely, the Captain can depend on me.'"

I agree with you in this, -in every particular,
Sam, and as far as the song goes, I must say
I think the "Captain" who depends on the
singers thereof will get badly left ; and that's
"Show me what a man likes and what he hates,
what you think, of course, or you would not
and I will tell yon the kind of man he is."
Well, now, Sam, there is Chauncey Depew; hav sat down on it so heavily.
"People say to me, 'Jones, why· don't yon
he likes the festiv feed, where the green turpreach Christ? Yon only. preach law.' To all such
tle and the capon smoke upon the bo~J.rd, and I say, 'Do yon suppose I'll ·bring my ·God .down
where, the feed done justice to, he
be here among yon cutthroats 1' The pulpit is the
called upon for a "fe~ remarks;" and he last place in the wo'rld to show the white feather.
~.'he greatest blaBBing a. church can ha.v is a
hates all labor federations. Now, what man- preacher
who is game from head to foot. -The
ner of man is Chauncey, Sam? Now, I like guns of the devil were never closer to the pulpit
:a glass of good old Bourbon, when in the than now."
mood for it, and hate like poison the hypocrit
So you don't propose to make a common
masque~;ading in the garb of square-toed thing of your God, eh ? Keep him in a glass
frankness. Now, Sam, what sort of a man house of your own, I suppose? Well, I
am I? You can answer by mail, through the would do the same, were I you, and "-in
press, or at one of your kangaroo seances, as with a crowd of cutthroats." A God would
you like. I say "kangaroo," because you be as much out of place among cutthroats as
jump about so with your tongue.
a hog in a drawing-room, I should think.
" One trouble withothe theology of to-day is that Your God must feel awfully thankful to you,
it is too broadcasted. I like things in rows. I Sam. Say, Sam, can you find a pulpit where
want my theology to be like a telescope, so I can
look up through it and see the spires in the city of the " white feather" is not shown? As for
your" game preachers," why, the papers are
God."
Yes, Sam, theology, as you say, js rather full of the "little games" of preachers, some
" broadcasted," consequently it is rather di- of which are rather darkly tinted. You read
aphanous, as it were, but so much the better of them probably. I agree with you in your.
for the world, Sam. So you like ·things in proposition that the " guns of the devil were
rows, eh? How would three or four rows of never nearer the pulpit than now." To tell
brownstone fronts suit you, eh, old boy? As the truth, I think there's a truce between the
you do not follow "the Master," in that he devil and the preachers. What do you think,
preached without money and without price, eh?
but exact a goodly sum for your freaks of
" A man who has the courage to preach his conspeech, you seem to be on the road to " things victions must be eccentric nowadays. I'm eccentric, they a.ll·sa.y, and butcher my grammar. God
in rows "-brownstone houses, for instance. never
made two fellows alike, because if he did,
But about that telescope business, Sam ; you one of them wouldn't amount to much."
know you can't see the " spires of the city of
Sam, how many of a hundred pulpiteers
God "-you couldn't, even with the Lick tel- hav any convictions of the truth of what they
escope, the largest in the world-and so own preach? Albeit', you·- are somewhat eccenup that you want your theology to be like a tric, Sam, I don't think it follows that you
telescope that you may shut it up and put it are preaching your convictions. You are
in your pocket, when desirable. Honest In- simply preaching-to .call it that-for ap:
dian, Sam, isn't this the reason ?
plause, notoriety, and shekels. Suppose God
•· A man's reputation is like his· girl. He can had made another fellow just like you, Sam
put her on 01· off and not lose much. Reputation ---,but don't let us think of it, in view of your
is easily made. To-day a crowd will cry a man's
hosannas; to-morrow it will cry, 'Crucify him !•" conclusion in .the premises, for you, possibly,
might hav been the one that wouldn't hav
Sam, you put your foot in it too far here. amounted to much !
Put a girl on or off and not lose much, eh?
"Tkere's many an old Salvation Army fellow who
What do you think the girls will say to that? is goin~t to sit around the throne, and many a
Why, they'll come down on you like a thou- D.D. who is going to take a back seat. I'm going
sand of brick, for all time; and when you to be a. D.D. myself some day, but then things are
lose the girls you lose three-fourths of your coming down and I'm going up."
I don't know aboot the Salvation Army
hearers. You are rightfabout a man being
cried up to-day and howled down to-morrow; fellows "sitting around the throne,"· Sam.
and to-morrow, Sam, some one of more pro- You do, of course, or you wouldn't hav so
nounced freaks of speech than yourself will stated; but I agree with you that " many a
bob up, and you will become a wall flower. D.D. will hav to take a back seat." I see you
are going to chance it, however, by becoming
Sic t-ransit glo-ria mundi I
"Infidelity is only a great big month going all a D.D.; but then, you say," things are going
around talking. There's nothing in it but month, down, and I am going up." I don't exactly
nothing behind it to back it up. Look under it understand you, Sam, but l must say that
and over it and through it and on all sides of it you appear to be somewhat egotistical.

will

and yon only find month."

You are wrong here, Sam. It is theology
-orthodoxy-that is the great big mouth.
Why, it is continually mouthing. If it didn't
mouth, it would die of inanition. It has
mouthed for two thousand years, and mouths
to-day the same lurid doctrine that it mouthed
11t the start. It is obliged to month, or it
would lose its pins. Infidelity is not backed
11p, Pll allow, by a monstrous God and fearful devil., consequently has nq need of such a
mouth· as orthodoxy continually shoots off,
and which has got to back up these beings
for all they are worth, or lose its grip on the
non-reasoning ones of earth. The less you
say about" mouth," Sam, the better for your
side of the house, which has an acre of mouth
to an inch for the other side, and needs it all
and even more.
"Faith is traces, and all you've got to do is step
in and go ahead. Doubt is like these hold-back
arrangements, and if yon step in yon are sure to
go backward."

Yes, Sam, you can go ahead in the traces
of faith, from little to great faith, but where
are you then? Can you see, do you know,
any more than when you started? A ton of
faith brings you no more knowledge than an
ounce of the same commodity. You are wise
in not saying where you go to when "going
ahead." Doubt, you say, is a pull-back arrangement that takes us backward. Doubt,
Sam, is the halt on the march in the darknot the march that I think you ate on, but
which you advocate for shekels-and· when
it blossoms into unbelief, then opens up a

"A goo<l many preachers hav got wholesale
liquor dealers- in their church, but they don't say
anything about them, because· they might hurt
their feelings. If there is anybody in this world
I hold in contempt, it's the fGllow who goes around
with his feelings sticking out like quills on a pprcupine•s back."

Now, Sam, see here: Does a trader rap a
buyer over the knuckles because the buyer is
in some business which the trader thinks is
off color? Not rp_uch. -Well, then, shouldn't
the preacher deal as gently with his customers as the trader with his? Why, the parson
that raked over the coals the liquor man, the
coal man, the grocer, the lawyer, the Wallstreet bandit, the alqerman, etc., etc., wouldvery soon hav to put up his shutters, my dear
fellow, and go into the liquor or coal business
himself. Don't exact too much Of the poor
panons, Sam. As for the object of your detestation, how uncomfortable the " fellow"must feel, eh ? and what a queer sight, with
his " feelings sticking out all over him like
quills on the fretful porcupine I" Let us hope·
there are not many sucl1, Sam.
"Do yon want to know the· difference between
mora.! and physical courage 1 The first is the
hero standing up for the right, and the second is
the little bnllpnp sleeping on the mat."

You may be right about moral courage,
Sam-I think a good deal of moral courage
myself-but you are hardly generous with
physical courage, don't giv it .a fair showing
off.; your--metaphor here is away off, Sam.
Moral courage is a big fellow and a good one,
but physical courage is his big brother, I
won't say better, as he follows lines so differ-

ent. He isn't a " little bullpup sleeping on a
mat," but a full grown bull dog, wide awake
and alert. When you can down John L. with
J:l!Oral courage, then I'll giv in that the latter
is a bigger and better dog than physical courage,· his brotlier, that leads in all enterprises·
of pith and moment.
Go on, Sam, with your freaks of speech.
They amuse your hearers, don't hurt us, and
put money in your purse. In time, if you
are not bowled over by some other freak, ·
you can hav what you like-" things in
rows "-brownstone fronts, you know.
Sr SLOKU:M.

A Disgraeefnl Job.
To TH1! EmTOR OF THK TRUTH SKKKKR, Sir:
I was ·so impressed by Cqlonel Ingersoll's
article on "The Truth of History," in your
last issue, wherein he deals some hard blows
on the habit of ·lying and misrepresentation
among ecclesiastics, that I resolved to ask
you to print the following .truthful account
of the late disgraceful job put up for the
state of Maine Druids, who are supposed to
worship as a god the power that sustains the
world, and some of whom go so far as to
contend that the Christian God is the corresponding devil or destroyer.
There are many Druidic organizations on
this continent, and among these there are
five civil corporations.
The corporation in Maine contains a university, the seat being Sherman, in the wilds
of Aroostook. Once every summer-and
that for a brief time or a few days-this corporation has power to grant the degree .Of
M.D. on persons of seven ·years' successful
study. The charter was_,granted by the legislature in 1880. It has a membership of 575,
many of whom are doctors and lawyers who
hav graduated elsewhere. The number of
the original medical graduates of this institution are four, and no more.
In 1883 the president, Dr.-D. H. Owen, of
Sherman, who is a life officer, granted a dispensation to hold the university for a short
period in the city of Lewiston. The same
year the said dispensation was withdrawn
or canceled; and still again renewed after a
few months. The university met at Bangor
and Lewiston in June, 1886, and, having
performed . some work, closed in July, not
to be opened in Lewiston again for a year.
About that time the person who acted as vicepresident at Lewiston went to liv at Columbus, 0., having closed his house at Lewiston.
His name is Dr. Samuel York Carleton. He
is very old, much older than he looks, and
was an important and gallant officer in the
war with Mexico in the days of Santa Ana.
I hav never heard it alleged that Dr. York, ail
he is commQnly known, was anything of an
Infidel. Indeed, I think he is not an Infidel.
:on the 23d day of July, 1886, just after
said Dr. York left for Columbus, the president, Dr. Owen, having bee4 bothered and
pestered to neath by York's .t:nemies, whoseem to be numerous and rife, formally canceled once more the dispensation whereby
the corporation and its university held forth
at Lewiston, and this time he did not mean to
renew it any more. The declaration was
given to six Maine dailies,_ including the
Portland, Augusta, and Bangor papers.
Dr. York (Carleton) got tired of the West,
and returned to his home some few months
ago, but the corporation, as such, did not
know that he was in Maine. :·
'· For .some specific purpose which we cannot exactly exactly determin,- some vile folks
concocted a trick to play ·on York, which
cannot be considered short of diabolical. A
reporter of the Boston Herald was riggeq up
as a candidate for the medical profession.
This· reporter, whose name· is said to be
Beamis, called up Dr. York one night this
month, and, as if in great hurry and anxiety,
said he was on his way to the City of Mexico,
wbere he was going to open a doctor's office,
and wanted to be admitted to the mysteries
of Druidism,- Dr: York had not the power
even to make him a Druid, and in the state
of Maine Dr. Owen, at Sherman, alone had
such ·power, to say nothirig of making him a
doctor.
It must be remembered that_ Dr. York is
an aged mim, and had been once totally blind
for two years, and that his health has been
very precarious for many years.
The reporter brought out a long article in
the Boston Herald containing lies so thick
and dense as to leave very.little room for a
true or correct statement of even a single
point. If collected together, the lies would
fill a column of THK TRUTH BKKKKR. But,
of course, something took place between
York and the reporter, for the latter speaks

of the doctor's making him a Druid, and raising him "by the sword." It seems that York
gave him a matriculation paper, for which he
charged him $5. That was a preceptor's
card ; there was no university act, but only a
preceptor's privilege. The reporter further
said that York granted him a diploma. York
in reply says he did not grant him a diploma,
but that he gave him an old blank to study
the Latin thereon. Of course there could
not be any graduation, to say nothing of a
diploma.
The university was not in Lewiston at all,
and the corporation was not aware of the
whereabouts of Dr. York.
The first thrust made against the Druids of
Maine was perpetrated by the Episcopal
church in 1877, and the malignity of tha~
ecclesiastical old fury has ever since continued. Some groups of doctors here and
there hav often chimed in with the old ecclesiastical hag, and between the two a great
deal of ·inconvenience has been the result to
the Druidic cause. But what this last persecution was got up for we do not yet know. It
is probable, however, that the object was to
break up the charter of the Druidic Corporation in Maine. Fortunately .for us, they made
a miserable jauz.pas, and in order to make
anything out o~it will hav to bolster it up with
further lying. By the way, the reporter
says he got commission from York to practice medicin and law, as well as to preach the
gospel, but was told he need not believe in
God unless he chose to. J. DAVIKB, M.D.
Whitney's Crossing, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1887.

Obituary.
K. Hanson died suddenly Feb. 3, 1887, at
his home in Boggy, Bosque Co., Texas. He
was born in Norway, Jan. 22, 1821, emigrated
to this country in 1849, and settled in eastern
Texas, where he lived for twenty-eight years,
when he moved with his family to Bosque
Co., Tex., where he lived until his death.
Deceased was brought up a Lutheran, the
state religion of Norway, but upon the reading of a fe'! Freethought pamphlets some
years ago, among which were, "The BibleWhat Is It?" by J. D. Shaw, of which he
immediately expressed his appreciation, and
said he only wished he could hav had the
benefit of its perusal years before, he experienced a complete and radical change in his
religious or ethical Views, and finally lost all
faith in the Lutheran religion, and renounced
Christianity altogether, his eyes being opened
to the injustice of its cardirial doctrine, its
superstitions, and the absurdity of its claim
to divine inspir~tioa of the Bible. He at once
and forever repudiated all its unreasonable
creeds, and espoused the cause of Freethought,
the principles of whieh he adhered to until
his end. To close, in the appropriate words
of E. A. Rohn, in his obituary notice of him,
" He believed in the brotherhood of man ;
that religious duties consist in loving mercy
and doing justice toward .our fellow-men.
He was faithful in all his relations of lifejust, charitable, generous."
·He leaves a wife_ and five grown-up children, with relative and friends, to mourn his
loss.
'
~
Hia sons, H. Jacob Hanson and Isaac Hanson, are both promising young men and Freethinkers.
T. THKO. CoLWIOlL.
Norse, Tecras, Feb. 15, 1887.

New Books.
We hav received from the publisher a copy
of " Little Lessons " by Elmina D. Blenker.
The book is designed expressly for children,
admirably written, full of just such information as they need, which is presented in the
writer's most charming and attractiv style.
We publish below a· chapter .selected at
random from the book. The book is an octp.vo of 98 pages. Price, in best binding, 40
cents.- The EdgM Post.
We are in receipt of a small book, published
at THK TRUTH SKKKKR office, New York,
and written by Mrs. E. D. Blenker, entitled
"Little Lessons for Little Folks." This
small work is one of the most interesting and
instructiv books for-the young which we hav
seen in a long time and should be in the hands
of every child old enough to read and understand in the country. If some of our· Sabbath-school superintendents would furnish
their scholars with plainly written facts from
nature instead of books of fiction describing
some little child who became so good that it
died in early childhood, the rising generation
would be greatly benefited.-Star of Liberty.
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Ina-ersoll's Tributes.

PHUkl»ELPHIA.LIBERA.LLEA.GUE,267
meets every Sunday in Induatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures an<!
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magniftcent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. Tlie Tributes are
printed on heayy toned paper, 111xl!ll inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram·
ing, Tlie titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at Harry Miller's Grave.
Tlie price of these heretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOB FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Addresf\ THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton PL, New York.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

THE

Truth Seeker Annual
~rt~tthiwltt,~' ~lma:ttac,

The Con:O.ict · between Christianity
and Civilization.

1887.

PRICE,
15 CENTS.
It is a stunne~; concise, scholarly, and goo d.-

<E. M. 287.)

H. B. BtlltnuB.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3.

+WIT I)+ Ittll$TRATIOD$. +

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

.Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTd.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take. great pleasure in. recommending" AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper.
ance, but in the principles of self· government.J. J. McCabe.

Proof that Wm. Bhaltspere could not write.
Tlie Bonnet11 written by Francis Bli.oon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By: Will. IIENBY
BUBB. Priee, 211 cents. For sale at this office.

-AND~

W. S. BBLL'S PAMPHLETS.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wid~ diBsemination,-T/te
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CON'r::E:N':t'S.
PAGE.

Calendar for 18_87,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberey. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The· Co!Iling :J?a'V\Tn. By D. Louis Bodge,
FreethoUght Abroad,
Sunday, Oath;.-'and Blasphe!Ily
States and_T~_n.itories of the
The Right to Test!f.Y. ·.. By 'F. ~.
The A!Ilerican SecUlar Urii6n.
Putnam,
'

La'Ws of the
United States,
Holland,
By Sa!Iluel P.

The Parson. A Story. By Si Slokum,

5
17
29

30
34

37
92

94

(Just Pullltshed, Jtav 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showing the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply: all the necce11sary pi_eces for
constructing_ a model house, with plain directions
for pl)._tting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
younl[ the ¥rea.test amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
gt~~fr~~ular designs, so exact that it is useful to
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, ON BEOEIPT OF PBIOEt $1.
Address

'l'RE CO-OPEBA'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.
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THE

Ingersoll's Works.

CONVE~TIONAL

LIEII OF 01JR
CIVILIZA.TION.

Fro~ the German of MAX NOBDAU.

NEW YORK:

Gods~ Paper, 50 cts; cloth; $1.
In five leotures.t. ·comprising, "The · Godst"
"Humboldt~ "·~·homas Paine," "Individuality," and "J:teretics and. Heresies."

The

SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written·book.-PMia. Recerd
This Book is not a Book 1 It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Price !iO cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
88 Clinton Pl., New York.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "Tlie G1l0st!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde_l!endence," "About Farmiu__g in Illinois,"
''The Grant Banquet'! "The Rev. Alexander
Clark,'! "Tlie Past !Uses before Me _Like a
Dream,'! and" A Tribute toEbon c, Ingersoll"

Tho Bi~lo Analyze~.

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.211.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.211.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, li5 cents.
The Christian Reli~don. By· R. G. -·8,0CI,AL
lngerso)1 Judge Jeremiali B. Bl§Ck, and 'Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 ceu'ts ; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper;

BY

.J'ohn R. :..elso, A.M.

FBEBTHOIJGHT .:NOTELS.
WEALT:H,
CONTENTS:
Tlie Old Testament.-Tlie New Testament.-The
Thl Bou 1!'11i1Jtor• and Biiut Ratios· in Its Tile Heathens of the Heath •. A finely
written Radical romance; Br. Wm. MoDonnell Creation.-Tlie Deluge.-Tlie Exodus.-Tlie MiraAcquiremM~.t. and Appt;rti.Oii,ment.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
By l. Ko INGA.;LLS.
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief re~
This makes a grand missionary document. view of their Origin and, ·Growth; Riae and
Liberals should scatter it generously•.
of . Capitalism; ''Unearned Increase:
Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to Growth
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wlill.lth;
the editor of the San F'ranL1Bcan. 5 cents; !iO Tools and Improyed ,Machinery ; . The :Nattire of
cents per dozen : 211 copies, $1 ; .100 copies, $8. Wages; Private and ·social Weli.lth; Land Own·
Millions of these should be circulated.
ership ; Private ·Property in Land ; Capital and
Vindication of Thomas Paine from the PrOductiv Factors; Partn'ership and, __ Co-opthe attacks of the New York. Observer, by Rob- eration; Law of Contracts ; )r[oriey ·and Credit;
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
Of Vli.lue or Economic Ratios; Tax&tion .as a
Address on the Civil Rights Bill. Remedy;
. Reforms, not Remedies ; Suggestions
Large.11ize octavo, PJ\per, 10 cents.
to Legislators ; . Conclusion.
In~ersoll's Lectures Complete.
Price, ejhtth, $1.00.
::Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
A.ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
· all his lectures; except tne latest on "OrthoClinton :Place;' New ~ork.
do_x_y," bound m one beautiful. volume, in half
oa.lf, library style, and containing over 11800
pajl'es, which is sold at the . exceedingly tow SELF-CONTRADICTIONS
THE
Jlr1ce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

OF

Tributes.

M!Plioations for ·Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "Tlie Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry )lfiller•s Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea~ toned paper,·1Sx22, illuminated border, and m large, clear_ t;ype, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for liOcts, or either one fodliotl,

•

BmLE.

There hav been so many

A perfectly reliable. accurate pamphl_e_t.• Tlio~_h
anonyllioua, it is now knoWri to bl\ ~lie ·work. of·w
H. BURB, one of our ablest correspondents. ·-:More
than 80;000 copies hav been' sold. · Price• 15 celiiil;
For sale at this office.
·
·

Errors of the Bible.-TliE>
author;of-Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or1 cles of the Bible.-The
Devil or Satan of the Bible.-Tlie
Best, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, Prophecies.-Tlie
Heaven
and
Hell
of
the
Bible.-Tlie Sabbath of
110 cents; cloth, $1.211.
t.h~ 'Bible.-Tlie God of the Bible.-Tlie Messiah or
Exeter Hall. '' One of the most excit- Savior.
ing romances of the day.n Price, paper, oo. urowu ootavo, 833 l'l.l!· _Splendidly executE- '- Beu t
by ma.il. 110st 'Paid. l'rlce, sa.oo.
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

N:atbaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

· A Radical_ n_ove_l of marked ability. ~gual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. · 4M pages. $1.211.
The OU:t~st. A deep, finely written
Radical story. From the 'London edition. By
Winwood Reade, authofof Martyrdom of Man.
80.cents.

All· in a, Lifetime. A Romance.· By
Miae:Susan H. Wixon. "Tlie great charm of
this novel is its.absolute fidelity tonature. Its
persc'nages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividne.ss
.,nd perspicui~y I was. scarcely I)rftl)ared to expect· to find, 'ln such a marked •de~re~ even
from so gi.fted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
. whose. biilliant and lucid style. ia. familiar to
most readers in the Freothougpt ranks." Price,
$1.!10. AddreBB
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

!SBORT.LESSOI II HISTORY.

SA.CRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

ltla)'as and the quiches
·
Years A;-o.

11,~00

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated.
·
Price, $2.!10.
For Bale at this office.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, !iO cents.
Tl~

Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.

CAPTAINS OF INDUS'fiYI

A. double-page picture aontrasting 101enoe and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
theolou, showing how the one has labored for
Prose Poems and Selections. This
oa.
hmha.n · advimooment, and how the other has
:Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are-for sale
new book.is a gem. It is a model in every re·
MEN
Ol'
BusiDBII.WHo
Dm
SoiiD:TJIJl(G
BBsmu
d
this
oliiee.
Price,
40c.; with autograph, liOc.
speot. In factl one of the riohestl brightest,
alW~Ys oppotied it.
MAKING MoN&Y.
best ever issuea~ . It contains, besiaes the celPrice, siX copies, 80 cents; one dozen, !iO cents
ebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never 'beA BOOK FOB YOIDlQ AMERIOA.NS.
twel!b'-five co_pies for '1; one· hundred copies fer
fore published, and all the famous " tributes "
$8. We wish that the fnelids of Free thought woulcl
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
distribute thousands of ~eae telling pictures.
BY
.J'A.IIIES
PA.BTON.
brought together till now, many other. gems,
11eleoted from the speeches, arguments, lectThis book 'oont!Wts' 400 pages, P,laiulY printed,
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conPractical Experience with· Poultry.
versations of the author. The work is desii{Iled treating of forti-siX characters in history who hav
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as helped the world; together with eight portraits.
By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Miscellanies by ALroE D. LE . PLONGEON,
a rare personal sou veuir. To help it serve this Mr~ Parton's works need no commendation. Tliey a pamphlet of 82. Wllll-1llled pages, costing only
purp9s~\ a fine ilteel portrait, with autograJ;lh are standard.
"a quarter," but as fUll of meat as an egl{. It 18
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
rae simile, has been prepared especiall~for 1t.
well called "f.ractioal," for we find nothmg unPrle~, •
Palaces and Modern
practical
in
i
•
Hens,
du_
cks,
geese,
and
turkeys!
Prioe1 in silk cloth, .beveled edges, JJ.~t back
Addrell
are ~~rtioularly diiiCussed and theu economica
and s1de, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleCities."
breeding a_ nd keeping treated of. Tliere are many
gant library style1 $4.50 ; m full Turke;r mopraetioal hints ·about keeping poultry on a large
Price, $1.211.
rocco, ,ll'ilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.!10; in full tree
soale, and, all in all, it is a very utieful addition to
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB, 33 Clinton Place
J ihe poultry literature of the day.
The ·Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
OR,
/'
88 Clinton Place, New York.
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
life, prioet $1.!10 each. Every admirer of these
OR,
apostles oi Religious Liberty should hav them. The Origin of the Christian ~Ugion

HIRE AND THEBE
IN YUCATAN.

The Secret of the East

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
panel,
cents.

10~x17,

$8;

boudoir, $1 ; cabinet, 40

Address THE TRUTH' BEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From. Tradition to Reason.
BY BOBEBT 0. ADAMS.
Oloth, tt.211.
For Sale at this Oflioe.

and the Significance ot its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, .1.00.

For sale at thil omce.

POIJLTBV.

Truth Seeker Brothers and Sisters, if you want
~rood, honest, thoroughbred poultry, please Jet me
hav your order. I hav of the finest stock m 1he
country, and will. charge 7ou ouly$1.50 per setting
of Plymouth· Book, Pekm Duclr, or Brown Leghorn's eggs for h•tohing 1 and $1.00 for each addiUonal setting, :•sme oraer. Also fiue Plymouth
ll.oekB for sale oh~a_p. -Please write desires.
address, B. W. LIGHTY1 Mulberry, York Co.,
nn•:rln.nia.
4t'l'

The Forgery of the Old Testament..
Dedicated to the cl.ergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price, .
10 cents~
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO~

1.80
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CARDllUL J AOOBINI, the pope's secretary of
state, died at Rome on the 28th ult.
THII: yacht ?.layflower will go to Europe to
contest the queen's cup with foreign boats.
THK Dauntless and the Coronet, two fast
American yachts, will try a race across the
Atlantic soon.
·
MRs. RoxA.LA.NA DRU!E, of Herkimer Co.,
N.Y., was hangedJast Monday for the murder of her husband.
THKRK is a rumor afloat that Dr. ?.IcGlynn
is to be reinstated as pastor of St. Stephen's,
but the report finds few believers.
THK house failed to override the president's
veto of the dependent pension bill, which is
regarded as killed for the present.
MAYOR HKWITT is recovering from the rheumatism, and hopes shortly to enter upon the
task of saving society according to his anteelection program.
A RIOT occurred at New Ross, Ireland, last
Saturday, between Catholics and Protestants.
Stones and clubs were used, and many persons were injured.
IN the late German elections Bismarck and
the pope were victorious, and the passage of
the seven-years army bill is now assured. The
Socialists made large gains.
A OONSTITUTIONAL amendment to change
. Inauguration Day from March 4th to April
30th has passed the Senate and has been favorably acted on by the House committee.
G11:N. BKN BuTLER slipped when getting off
a train at Philadelphia on the 25th ult., and
dislocated his shoulder. He came to New
York, was readjusted, and went on with his
business.
THK Amalgamated Association of Iron and
Steel Workers hav won a victory in the strike
at the Mingo works, Pittsburgh, Pa., and are
now said to be the only recognized body in
the trade.
BRAUNSOHWKIG1 WhO with Herr Most was
imprisoned for violent talk, was let out of jail
this week, his time having expired. His
INTRODUCING ABRAHAM,
friends gave him a reception. Most's sentence ends soon.
CARL SoHURz, who was a cabinet officer
under lJayes, slipped on Sixth avenue last
Saturday, and broke his thigh. Mr. Schurz
is fifty-eight years old, and it is feared that
WHA.T will the present year bring forth 1" asks
the injury may permanently cripple him.
an exchange. Bring Fourth of July, of course.
A ooMPANY of American capitalists, Rufus
DR. TALMAGE says that he intends to die in
Hatch being among the number, hav just
Brooklyn. This is good so far· as it goes; but
purchased 50,000,000 acres of land in north- when, doctor, when 1
western Texas, northeastern New Mexico,
DoN'T judge a man's wit
and southeastern Colorado. The price is not
By the clothes that he wears ;
known.
Don't judge a man's grit
By the way that he swears.
Mrss MAGGIK READLING, the Banksville,
Pa., girl, whose reported miraculous cure of
SA.M JoNEs's bad grammar was more than Boston
paralysis has excited attention, has been al- people could stand. Boston people are anxious to
go to heaven, but they want to get there grammost speechless since she was cured of paral- matically.
ysis. Skeptics regard her "cure" as open to
Tm;: formation of Mother Eve's .tomb on the outquestion.
skirts of Djeddah shows her to hav been a woman
ToM Cr.KARY is the next boodle alderman to over thirty feet high. Small wonder that when
be tried. He is a good Catholic, and it is re- she said, "Eat;" Adam ate.
IT is reported in refined and intelligent Mormon
ported that twelve' hundred children who attend St. Peter's school in this city hav been circles that Brl&"ham Young is to appear on earth
again. His wife are waiting for the fulfilment of
instructed to pray that he may triumph over the prophecy with widely diversified feelings.
his enemies.
BRoWN: "What do yon think of the play?"
THK Central Labor Union of New York has Fogg: "Fai~y good thing; bnt· what I object to
passed resolutions denouncing Judge Brown is the intense realism in the third act-a church
for his decision that Knights of Labor are scene, yon know. It was so natural that I actually
conspirators, and T. V. Powderly for his went to sleep. "
As an instance of the cheapness of Chinese labor,
action in forbidding Knights to extend help
uaya the San Francisca Call, we. note that in Chito the Chicago Anarchists.
nese courts of jnutice witnesses can: be hired at ten
THK Rev. Mr. Ward, of Englewood, N.J., cents apiece to testify on either ·aide of the quesshot his wife and himself one day last week. tion at issue, or on both aides at fifteen cents.
THE Rev. H. Bernard Carpenter, the Boston
He made the usual error of shooting his wife
first. Mrs. Ward is recovering, and the poet, has received an autograph letter from Tennyson, praising some of his recent work, and he is
chances of her husband getting welt or dying petitioning tohavthe frog-pond deepened, that he
are about even. Temporary insanity is the may drown himself in the presence of his congreonly explanation of the shooting yet offered. gation.
THE temperance women of the District of CoA BAND of Holiness evangelists entered
Columbia, S. C., two weeks ago and inagu- lumbia, who met the other night and passed resolutions thanking Congrea for passing the Interrated street services. The band consisted of state Commerce bill, are now iinportnning Judge
three men and two women, and their conduct Reagan to know when the pool-rooms are to be
was such that a committee of citizens waited shut np.
"I BHA.LL be out late to-night, my dear," said
upon them one day last;week, escorted them
to the depot, put them aboard a train and young Professor X. to his wife; "there are some
educational matters that must be attended to.•·
promised to hang them if they ever ~ame "Very well," replied the patient wife. 'Fhen Pt'oback.
feaaor X., on educational matters intent, slipped
A TRKMKNDOUS earthquake on: the 22d ult. over to the Polo Grounds, and taught the young
female idea how to chute.
along the Mediterranean coast in Italy is said
"How long would yon be willing to wait for
to hav destroyed two thousand lives. In the
meT" she asked, in tones so low he could scarcely
district of the Genoese Riviera over 1,500 catch the words. And then she went on : "Yon
people were killed. In the village of Bajardo know, George," she said," that father has recently
the superstitious inhabitants thought thejudg. invested in a western silver mine, and he is going
there at once, and I cannot leave mother alone.
ment day had come, and took refuge in a So I ask yon again, George, how long would yon
church. The building was shaken down and be willin&' to wait for me 1" "Wait for yon, my
darlin&'," repeated Geor&'e with deep emotion, for
300 w~re crushed to death.

THE FATHER OF ISRAEL.
his was no fleeting love, dear reader; "I will wait
for yon until we learn how the silver mine pans
out."
~NXIOUS INQUIRER -The Blair Educational bill
is a big thing in figures, as yon will find by taking
the $70,000,000 it calla for out of the treasury, and
mixing th6ae np with the. statistics of illiteracy
; contained in the last United States census. A few
mathematical calculations will enable yon to aPcertain exactly how much learninll it will produce to
the acre.-Pucle.
AN old tramp who had agreed to saw wood for
, half an hour for his breakfast from a Bridgeport
· woman quit at the seventh stick and said : "Mad·
am, I hav 11truck for more breakfast and leas
wood; are yon williDg to arbitrate T" "Certainly," she replied, and she left the case in the hands
· of her bulldog, whQ ran the tramp half a mile, and
decided that a lockout was inevitable.
." RICHES take unto themselva wings and fiy
·away," said the teacher. ."What kind of riches is
meant 1" And the a.mart bad boy a.t the foot of the
class said he "reckoned they must be oat-riches.'
And the ouly sound that broke the ensuing silence
was the sound that a real smart bad boy makes
when, without saying so in just so many words, he
seeks to convey-and usually does convey-the
impression that he is in great pain.
"OWING to ill-health," says Bill Nye, "I will sell
, at my residence in town 29, range 181 ·west, according to government survey, one crushed-raspberry
colored cow, aged six years. She is a good milkater, and is not afraid of the cars-or anything
. else. She is a cow of undaunted courage, and giva
milk frequently. To a man who does not fear
death in any forn she would be a. great boom. She
is very much attached to her home at present by
means of a trace chain; but she will be sold to any
one ~o will agree to treat her right.· She is one. fourth shorthorn and thre·e-fonrths hyena. Purchaser need not be identified. I will also throw in
a double-barreled shotgun, which goes with her.
In l\Iay she generally goes away somewhere for a
week or two, and returns with a tall, red calf, with
long, wabbly legs. Her name is Rose, and I would
prefer to sell her to a non-resident."
ONE of the city officials, whose office is on the
second floor of the City Hall, is a very cautions
man. They say that when he proposed to a young
lady uomething over a year ago, he went at it in
an original manner. They were sitting in the
parlor, and Mr. S. began as follows: "Miss--,
do I look like an ape?" "Why. Mr. 8. 1 what a
: question ! Of course yon don't." "All right. Do
yon take me for a jackass?" "A jackass? What
do yon ask that for 1 Of course I don't." "Very
well. Yon don't consider me a hatum-acarnm
good-for-nothing, do yon?" "Why, I never
thought of such a thing. Why, Mr. S., what put
such a notion into your kead ?" "Well, Miss - - ,
inasmuch as yon find me devoid of these objectionable peculiarities, I h&v come to the conclusion
that yon feel an interest in me, and I want to ask
yon to become my wife." They were married.

THE TRUTH SE"FKER .lNNUA.l..
Price, 2IS cents.

MANY a negro bears upon his body the seared
scar of the branding-iron, and the purple linea of
the Protestant whip. And what did the thousands
of Protelitant ministers do 1 Preached, every one
of them, from carefully-selected Bible. texts to
prove that slavery was a divine institution.-E. M.
MacCZonalct.
OuR literature is comparativly Liberal. Indeed,
ita Infidel tendencies are the lament of the pulpit
and the religions press. The beat magazines in
the country are objects of frequent attack by the
evangelical press for the heterodox character of
many of their contributions and editorials. The
secular press is chiefly in the hands and under the
control of men who hav outgrown thewholeChriftian theology. If they show it respect, itia not because they hav any love or sympathy for it, but
because it baa been sanctioned by the faith and
piety of millions, and because it is yet nominally
~he religion of the lleople for whom they write.·
The great majority of professional men are undoubtedly Freethinkers. [This last assertion is
the most doubtful that the wliter makes. I transcribe his words in a town of upward of eighty
thousand, and there is scarcely a lawyer of any
eminence, or even a physician, who leta it be
known that he is a Freethinker, eYen if he is
known to be one by those who are intimate with
him. But this is a state of things that can't last
long.] The public advocates of Freethonght now
apeak in the beat halls and to larger audiences in
the West than the clergy can get to hear their sermons. And the Liberal cause is gaining daily.UndertJJooa's Lectures ana Essavs.
WE can conquer nature only by obeying her
law:S; and, in order to obey those laws, we must
first learn what they. are.-Wtnwoocz Reade.
THERE is a phrase," Chliatian gentleman," and
the idea of Christian seems usually to accompany
the idea of gentleman; but why should the word
gentleman be always associated with the name
Christian 1 When yon speak of a Christian gentleman, do yon .mean that the gentleman and the
Christian are one and inseparable 1 Do yon mean
that a gentleman must be a believer in total depravity, in an eternal hell 1 that there is no gent.leman unless he believes in damnation, that absolute refinement, good breeding, gentlemaulineaa,
involves a belief in the absolute destruction and
eternal torment of nine-tenths of the human family 1 By· no means; when the terms Christian and
gentleman are associated together, the term Chris
tian is taken in italargeat,not in ita smallest, sense-Frothingham's AmertGan Gentleman.
·
I BELIEVE in the gospel of intelligence. This is
the only lever capable of raising mankind. Intelligence must be the savior of this world. Humanity is the grand religion, and no God can put a
man in hell in another world who has made a Ii ttle heaven in this. God cannot make a man miserable if that man has made somebody else happy.
God cannot hate anybody who is capable of loving
anybody. Humanity-that word embraces all
there ia.-R: G. Ingersoll.
OH, if the selfish knew how·much they lost,
What would they not endeavor, not endure,
To imitate, as far as in them lay,
Him who his wisdom and his power employs
In making others happy 1
-Cowper.
I CA.RE not one straw for a belief in God, unless
that belief makes one a better man. A God to
whom yon ai&.ply doff your hat or bend your
knee as yon enter church, and who frightens yon
a little on your death-bed, but exerts no restraining power on your vices, no ennobling influence
on your character and life-what is such a God
good forT He is nothing more than a horseshoe
over yom· front door; nothing but the new moon
over your right shoulder; nothing but a hollow,
&'ilded figure-head on your boat, as yon go sailing
down the stream of time. I want no such God. I
believe in no such God. I will teach the existence
of no such God. But I believe in moral ideas as
supreme. I believe in them as the divinest
thoughts in all the great universe of mind. I believe in their mighty power to hold one np when
he stumbles against temptationa.-W. H. Spencer.
IF new-got gold is said to burn the pockets til it
be cast into circulation, much more may new
truth burn in the soul till it find ntterance.-Carzvze•s Sarwr Resartus.
IT is assumed that the oath of a person who does
not believe in a future life is worthless-an assumption which 'betokens much ignorance of
history in those who assent to it (sinceH is historically true that a large proportion of Infidels in all
ages hav been persona of distinguished integrity
and honor); and would be maintained by no one
who had the smallest conception how many of the
persona in greatest repute with the world, both
for virtues and attainments, are well known, at
least to their intimates, to be nnbelievera.-Mtll's
Liberty.
FEELING without judgment is a washy draught
indeed; but judgment nntempered by feeling is
too bitter and husky a morsel for human deglntition.-Jane Eyre.
WoE to na if we cannot be resolute. The miserable man is he who halts between two opinions,
who would and would not; who lon~:"a for the merchandise, and will not part with the price. He
who has dared to look his destiny, however frightful, steadfastly In the face, to measure his strength
with ita difficulties, and once for all to givnpwhat
he cannot reach, has already ceased to· be miser"
able.-Carl!lle's Letters.
THE three conclusions which I b.a v chiefly endeavored to make clear are these : That the tenet
of the inspiration of the scripture is baueleaa and
untenable under any form or modification which
leaves to it a dogmatic value; that the gospels are
not textually faithful recorda of the sayings and
actions of Jeans; but, occasionally, at least, ascribe to him words which he never uttered and
deeds which he never did; and that the apostles
only partially comprehended, and imperfectly
transmitted, the teaching of their great master.
-Greg's Oreea o.r Cltri3unaom.
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&olts and fl1lippings.
THE Ohio legislature last week repealed a
law discriminating against colored children
in the public schools. Some of the good,
pious people of the state threaten to withdraw their offspring from the schools if any
" niggers " are allowed to attend.
FouRTEEN of the seventeen prominent women of Seattle, W. T., who were interviewed
on th11 woman suffrage question, said that
they were glad that the law had been declared
void. This shows that the " prominence"- of
these fourteen ladies is due to something besides their good sense.
AN amendment to the Naval Appropriation
bill, introduced last week by Senator Aldrich,
appropriates $25,000 for the purchase of the
steamer Stiletto for use as a torpedo vessel.
The Stiletto is a ninety-foot yacht owned by
a Connecticut man, and is said to be the fastest boat in the waters of the world.
Mrss NINA VAN ZA.NDT doesn't know
whether she is the wife of August Spies; the
Anarchist, or not. Justice Engelhardt, of Chicago, who performed the marriage proxy for
Spies, has returned the alleged marriage certificate to the county clerk. The clerk said he
would not file the paper until he had obtained
legal advice on the subject.
WHKN the Rev. Mr. Ward, of Englewood,
N. J., shot his wife two weeks ago, the crime
was charitably attributed to temporary insanity. The friends of Mrs. Ward now allege
that the shooting was wilfully done, and that
it was the crowning act of a long period of
brutal treatment. He simply became angry

•

at her and shot her. Mrs. Ward is recovering
at the house of her brother-in-law, and when
the reverend criminal is well enough to be out
he will hav to face a prosecution.
THE friends of the Rev. Mr. Staunton, of
Brooklyn, havn't got through having trouble
about their pastor. After he was ousted
from the presbytery and his wife had secured
a divorce, he established an independent
church. Now he has disappeared and his·
flock is without a shepherd. He is under
bonds to pay his divorced wife $8 per week.
JoAOHIM PEoOI, pope of Rome, was seventy-six years old on the 1st inst. Father
McGlynn's congregation sent him a congratulatory telegram promising that they would
continue to pray for him. This is uncalled
for. If there is anyone who does not need
praying for, it should be the man who is infallible in spiritual matters, and who is physically-too weak to be wicked.
AT the minister's weekly meeting recently,
Chicago, the Rev. F. Taylor read a paper
upon Christianity and Socialism, in which he
said that" Moses, David, and Solomon stand in
straight alignment with Henry George." The
conclusion of his discourse was as follows :
"To digest the whole matter, God's ancient
land law made a per capita distribution of
the soil, made the metes and boundaries of
each inheritance perpetual, provided a periodical cancelation of incumbrances, and ready
redemption at any time without interest. At
the very vestibule of the New Testament, we
.find John the Baptist advocating Socialistic
principles when he said: 'He that .liath two
coats, let him giv one to him that hath none,
and meat likewise.' Turn it which way you
will-Old or New Testament-the Bible af-

foMs the absolute property theorists magnifi.
cent fighting all along the line. It is passing
strange that, with such strong intrenchments
in the Bible, t.he Socialists of recent years
hav nearly all been Atheists, and hav entertained toward organized Christianity sentiments of incurable bitterness. But the mystery disappears when we remember that
they, like the people, are more disposed to
read the church than the BilJte, and find it
mustering with their enemies."
UP in Missouri they hav caught on to a
scheme to turn the regular sensational " revival " to practical account, in a worldly
sense. First, a noted "professional" is engaged who understands exactly how to
"convert," then a committee is sent around
to all the business men with a written '' indorsement" of the prospectiv series of meetings, which they all sign with the understanding that the meetings will bring the country
people into the city by hundreds, and make
business brisk. After all the business men
and the men of wealth and influence hav
given their indorsement, it is easy to get
nearly every one else to add his name, as the
average man loves to be in fashion. These
signatures appear in the local papers, and
prove a powerful advertisment among t-he
unsophisticated people of the rural districts,
who imagin the entire population has got religion, and whole families pour into town to
hear the wonderful evangelist whose ministrations are attended with such a marvelous
outpouring of the holy spirit. The Sedalia
Ba!oo one day last week had over a page of
such indorsements of a great revival meeting
now in progress in that city. It is the
shrewdest business scheme that has come under our observation for some time, and next

thing to a paper railroad boom for a dead
town.- Gazetteer.
THrs is a part of Counselor Swett's argument in behalf of his clients, the Chicago
Anarchists : " I know of no more appropripriate illustration of the legal status liability
of the defendants in relation to their intemperate utterances, or in relation to their
liability under all the evidence, than to recall
the history of the formation of the Republican party. It was a party which had for
its object the reformation of the civil society
and the civil institutions in this country,
The most radical of its leaders characterized
the Constitution of the United States as ' a
league with hell.' Underground railroads
were everywhere established, leading from
Mason and Dixon's line to Canada, and people conspired, contrary to the Constitution
and laws, to aid and abet the slave in his
escape. If he were arrested by officers of the
law, people were guilty of a conspiracy to
rescue him. The storm finally culminated,
and by and by old John Brown, caught up
by the inspiration of the occasion, committed
an offense against the laws of Virginia.
Was everybody who made speeches for the
Republican party guilty of the offense for
which John Brown was convicted? The side
taken by the prosecution and the court is to
say that John Brown's rairl was a natural
outgrowth of the Republican party. If there
had been no Republican party there would
hav been no John Brown's raid, and therefore that all Republicans who made Ppeeches
acd bdieved in the Utopian idea of a change
in society for the benefit of a class were like
the Anarchists, ancl were particeps criminis
with old .John Brown, and ought to be
hangerl."
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grows apace, and, worse than all else, such persons
come to really think they are doing God a service f?r
which they shall merit and obtain a high seat m
heaven.
Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
In the autumn of that year Mrs. Post proposed that
One Saturday morning word came to me from my we should go to Michigan, and attend the annual confriend that she had made an appointment for me to vention of the Western Antislavery Society, and so·
speak in a Presbyterian church in the town of Rush find and plan work for the winter; and now comthe following Sunday evening, and that she would mences my most arduous work for the slave.
call for me in a few hours. I was full of fear; to
The convention was held in a small town: some
speak in a church was something formidable. What fifteen or twenty miles west of Detroit, not at that
if I should fail? We were to be entertained at the time on the line of any railroad, so we were obliged
home of the person who had obtained the use of the t~ stay in that city over-night and find an early conchurch-a Friend-but whose standing was such in veyance in the morning.
the town that the trustees granted him the use of the
Mrs. Post, always fertil in resources, suggested
building. Mr. Hallock did not know me, but sup- that we hunt up some of the colored people of the
posed I was an experienced speaker. Mrs. Post city, quite a number of whom she had entertained at
charged me that on no account was I to tell them home; so we went into a barber's shop, where we
that I had never spoken, save for a few moments in found a good-looking, intelligent mulatto, who,
some convention. She said they had no anxiety, and learning our names and business, invited us to go to
it would be-foolish to giv them any cause to fear a his house, where he said we would find his wife, who
failure. The bell rang for the services to commence, would be glad to entertain us as long as we desired
and, with trembling knees, I ascended the pulpit. I to stay in Detroit, adding that Mrs. Bibb, the widow
always had such command of my voice that my em- of the .Rev. Henry Bibb, was a boarder in their family.
barrassment was not observable if I could keep out I think Mr. Bibb deserves some little notice here, as
of sight th~ trembling that possessed my physical he was a somewhat notable man, and the first colored
frame.
The· meeting, was pronounced a success. man whom I ever heard speak from pulpit or platMrs. Post and Mrs. Hallock sat with me in the pulpit; form. He made bis escape from slavery, was reMrs. Post opened the meeting with a short speech taken, and subjected to a punishment, for the awful
and then introduced me in quite a flattering manner. crime of trying to be a freeman, that would shame a
When riding home, after the lecture, Mr. Hallock savage. An iron ring, stuck thick with sharp-pointed
said to Mri:!. Post, "Does Lucy Colman always speak nails, was put about his neck and welded together.·
from a written manuscript?" Mrs. Post's answer The ring was so small and close that the least turnwas," I never heard her when she used notes before ingof the head in any way would cause these points
this evening." "Well," said Mr. Hallock, "if she to bore into the flesh. Such was his equipment for
will throw aside her notes I will obtain the house in day and night. The master was a Christian man,
the other part of· the town, and take her over there deacon of the Presbyterian church in the place.
for another meeting. I don't like reading; I'm too
The region of the South where Mi-. Bibb was held
much of a Friend." So the pates were carefully put as a. slave wa!'l at this time greatly troubled by horseaside, and the next meeting was an extempore speech. thieves, and a company of them, visiting the town
My _indefatigable friend soon appointed the ·third for the purpose of buying horses (as they said), came
meeting. This was in the town of Williamson, where to see the deacon's stables. They were so shocked at
lived a noted reformer, Griffith Cooper. He had the cruelty displayed that they immediately decided
been a naval officer, but· had been converted to the to buy the slav~the deacon agreeing to make the
doctrin of peace in some special outpouring of the price low on account of the light color of his victim,
spirit, and was a Friend, but left the organization for which, as he said, made him less valuable.
the same reason that Amy and Isaac Post had-beThe bargain was made; Bibb was taken to a blackcause of proslavery in the order.
smith shop, and the iron collar cut from his neck, the
I had a professed friend in Rochester who, though horse-thieves taking good care in a few days to posa Friend and Abolitionist, always felt that he held a sess themselvs of horseflesh fl'Om this good Chriscommission from God to attend to God's businessjn tian's stable, to cover the expense of their purchase.
this world. He was eminently Christian, and kept They were veFy kind to their man, but told him they
all the commandments of the law (save paying his could not afford to giv him hisfreedom without makdebts). He did not like my Infidelity. As soon as ing something out of him, and that they would sell
he heard that an appointment had been made for me him to some orie who would treat him well, compared·
through Griffith Cooper for a Sunday lecture, he to the treatment he had received from his former
made haste with his wife to visit Mr. Cooper, and told master, and that before they should sell him they
him he was afraid the speaker would be a great dis- would teach him to escape from slavery, and put himappointment, as she was entirely new to the business, self beyond being retaken, all of which they did. Mr.
etc. This was very perplexing to Mr. Cooper, Bibb became a reverend, and quite a successful busias he prided himself upon having introduced to that ness man, and died leaving some considerable propcommunity very able speakers-as a specimen, 1\'Irs. erty to his widow, a beautiful and accomplished wo·
Ernestine L. Rose, the accomplished Polish woman ; man.
but the meeting was well advertised, and must go on.
To return to our joumey, we found a more
When Mrs. Post and myself arrived, Mr. Cooper than comfortable home with our new acquaintances 1
evinced much dislike for me, saying that his friend _Agnes and William Wallace. They were fugitivs of'
and wife from Rochester were already his guests, and. some ten years' standing, always.,. fearing arrest. In
had told him that we were imposing on them a per- the ten years Mr. Wallace had bought and paid for a
son who was entirely green, and would no doubt dis- pretty cottage on Congress street, and Mrs. Wallace
grace the getters-up of the meeting. I was so cha- had furni1:1hed it by the use of her needle. It was not
grined that I refused his hospitality, as did my only comfortable in the furnishing, but there were
friend, and we sought a home, which was easily ob- many elegancies that very few of the working people
tained, elsewhere. The church where I was to speak of that day felt able to supply themselvs with. Such
was a Union house, built by more than one body of people were slaves by the laws of many of the states,
~hristians. The. R:eformed Presbyterians had at that and the United States laws protected the states, and
t1me a settled m1mster by the name of Gregg. He returned the fleeing bondman, and the church said,
occupied the pulpit in the morning, giving it to ml "Amen; 'tis according to scripture. Paul sent back
for the afternoon.. At another ~illage a mile or more Onesimus; why shall we dispute the law of God~"
~way, the Methodists were ho!dmg <t pro~racted meet- Mrs. vVallace proposed that we should come back to
mg, but gave up the hour of my appomtment, and Detroit after the close of the convention to which we
.c~me in~ body, five ministe~s, and seate~ themselvs were going, and we agreed to do so. We found a
~rrect_ly m front of the pulpit, and, to then honor be conveyance to our meeting, arriving rather late in the
It w~1tten, were very respectful to me and to the afternoon. We were both of us strangers to most of
meetmg.
.
the meeting.' Henry C. Wright, an Eastern man,
Mr. Gregg opened the meetmg; the house was whom. Mrs. Post had frequently entertained, was
crowded, and ib was daylight, much more tryiug than there, but he seemed hardly to notice us. He was
evening for _a younl? speaker. ~·s. Post always said talking of the angels, like a new convert to the
(she was with m~ m t~e :pulpit) she could hear my church. He could think of nothing but Spiritualism.
. heart beat, so activly d1d It thump, but when I saw Mr. Wright did not trouble himself about us, not
Mr. Cooper with his guest from Rochester (the wives even sufficiently to introduce us, but at last a Mr.
did not venture to come to the church) looking fl.B DeGarmo, who was a former resident of Rochester,
though a great catastrophe was about to buppeu, I discovered Mrs. Post and soon found a home for us
lost all fear, and so conquered the timid getter-up of with .his sister and husband who were residents of
the meeting that at the close of the services he came the place. Here I found th~ Boston Investigator,
to me, apologized for his inhospitable greeting, said as also the Libe1·ator, Mr. Garrison's paper.
~e ~as_ proud ?f my success, and gave me a cordial
This family were ready to embrace Spiritualism
mv1tatwn to his home, etc. I was ah·eady enga~ed when the proof should come to them; but I think it
by Mr. Gregg to go to Webster, some twelve miles, never came-never while I knew them. We had
that ~vening, and speak for him at one of his regul!U' very earnest discussions concerning the subjects
appomtments.
which the meeting was to entertain. Marins RobinAll _these persons, save ~y constant friend, hav son was present, from Ohio, a man almost ethereal
long smce J?assed over the nver of death, but I hav in his make-up. He was one of the "Lane Seminary
recor~ed th~s to sh~w ho_w much m_ore to be dreaded boys," studying under Dr. Beecher, who left that
and, If possible, avo_Ided Is ~false fnend ~h~n ~n open institution on account of the position its president
foe. Once engage_ m t~e du·ty work of IDJUrmg one held toward the antislavery cause.
who does not believe m your creed, and the work
Mr. Robinson gave up his anticipations of the pul-

flko;nmunicalions.

pit, became an ea1·nest worker for emancipation, and
edited for some years the Antislavery Bugle, a very
respectable paper published in Salem, Ohio, the
organ of the Western society.
.
This man, whom to look upon, one would be 1m- .
pressed with his .goodness, was set upon by a mob
some few years before, while lecturing· for the slave's
cause, tarred and feathered, and left to die if not
able to remove himself from the solitary place of his
persecution. So long a time elapsed before his discovery and rescue that his death seemed imminent.
He was very sick, for many months confined to his
bed and never r·ecovered his wonted health. This
'rna~ was not at all inclined to giv up this meeting to
Spiritualism. He, with Mrs. Post and myself, loudly
opposed the whole thing. This was the beginning
of hostilities, so to speak, with the Spiritualists of
Michigan and myself.
.
.
I was appointed by the Western soCiety as their
a~ent, and so advertised, but had to pay my ow~ expenses and make my own salary. Not a very bnght
outlook for earning a living for the home in Rochester, but I had succeeded so well in three months
that the American Antislavery Society, its headquarters in Boston, being informed that I had kept myself employed, paying my own way, sent me a commission to work for them, guaranteeing my expenses,
and a small salary, at the same time charging me to
use diligence (in all ways) to make my collections
cover the expenses.
I had asked that society to employ me when I decided to -go West, but my Rochester friencls had
sent them word that I would fail (I had more than
one of that kind of friend there), and so had failed
to get an appointment. It was a great satisfaction
to be told by the general agent at the_, end of the
year that my work had cost the society, in expenses,
much less than any other one in the field. I did not
tell him what was true, that when not able to find
people sufficiently friendly to the cause to entertain
me for the cause's sake, I never allowed myself the.
luxury of more than one meal a day, or a fire in my
room, no matter though the thermometer marked
many degrees below zero. If reformers were a little
less like other people, and would put aside their
jealousies and fears that some other one would be a
little more popular than ~hemselvs, and so not be
guilty of suggesti:ng that there might be improprieties in the conduct of such a one, the work for
the world would be more easily done. But we are
all a1> yet very imperfect, we shall learn by and by,
let us hope.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.

From Florida.
FoRT MYERs, Fu., Feb. 15, 1887.-It may interest
some of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to get a
word from this far-off "summer-land." We arrived
here from the " cold regions" some ten· days since,
and found June weather here, and it has continued
quite uniformly ever since.
·
This place is the·farthest south of any considerable
settlement on the main-land of Florida. The inhabitants are mainly from the East and Northwest, there
being but few nativs of Flmida here, except the
colored and the Seminoles, whose reservation is some
distance inland, but some of whom often come to the
white man's market with venison and other products
of the chase or of their primitiv industries.
This climate is the finest you can conceive. There
are clouds which relieve the monotony of a continuous "shine," but which never cast a pall of gloom ;
and there are constant breezes from the Gulf and
ocean which render the almost vertical sun of June
and July tolerable to bear, they say. At the latter
month, I am told, their rainy season commences,
which must, I should suppose, mix the heat and wet
in somewhat uncomfortable proportions. This side
of the Caloosahatchie is supposed to be below the
frost line, yet last winter Jack Fl'Ost made a raid
some distance below it, and his traces can be seen
here now in the stumps and shortened limbs of the
cocoanut, mango, and even guava-trees. This year
he came quite down to the river, but did not cross at
this point, where the river indeed is really an arm of
the Gulf, or rather of Charlotte Harbor. This barbor is a beautiful sheet of water, interspersed with
islands, but the shores are low, and the country low,
and the soil sandy, but quite productiv. Henry
George has hardly been heard of in this region, but
everywhere people are complaining that the land is
forestalled, that advancement is checked and, in
many places, wholly suspended by the arbitrary refusal of large proprietors to sell ut rates possible to
be paid. It is but a brief period since nearly all the
land in Florida was public land. Now little or no
available land is open to entry under the homestead
law. The management of the public lands in this
state might be said to be exceptionally villainous
only that it is merely different in detail from that in
the other states and territories. Wherever the bona
fide settler goes in search of land, he finds it in
the hands of parties who hav anticipated his purpose
and blocked his way, and such action is sanctioned
by the laws of the state or general government. ··It
seems to me this speaks poorly for a state control of
the land, since in all modern states the land, origi-
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nally owned by the state, has been quite gener- directly resisted. But whoever has listened to l\'Iiss I bids it. It teaches honesty, and recommends the
ally given up to private commercial ownership. This, Willard, 1\'Irs. Smith, 1\'Irs. Wallace, or 1\'Irs. Hooker,_ selling of tainted meat. It teaches the love of parbut for a circumstance hereafter explained, would be will become satisfied · that the enfranchisment ·of ents and the hatred of parent-s; the love of children
something astonishing, since, as a question of com- woman, in civil and secular affairs, will necessarily and the hatred of children, even the eating of them.
merce, no profit can possibly arise from the purchase lead to her supremacy in the church, where she far It teaches monogamy and polygamy. It commands
and sale of land. To place a price upon land adds outranks the other sex in number and in zeal.
virtue and then consigns young virgins to the lustful
nothing to its productivness or to the exchange of
Of course, this will not be attained without a ter- embrace of a brutalized soldiery. In brief, there is
commerce, begets no supply, and creates no demand 1·ific struggle with the male supremacy which now no end to the absurdities, abominations, and contradicfor any production of labor. It would, of course, dominates the nuing sects. The Catholic church bas tions of the Bible.
operate as a bar to those who sought to apply their already a woman among its immaculately conceived
Read it for yourself, with your eyes open! You
labor and had not means to purchase; that is all. divinities, a "mother of God," and numerous dead will find it one of the most convincing Freethought
For, whatever price is put upon the land originally, women elevated as saints; but its entire living hie- documents which has ever been published. Hoping
or subsequently added, in whatever speculativ appre- rarchy is composed of men, celibates at that, who are this may prove satisfactory, I am,
ciation, adds nothing to the general wealth, nor even divorced as far as possible from human ties, and
Respectfully yours,
JoHN PEcK.
to the wealth of the land-holders themselvs, taken as direct relation to posterity. Now, the woman's
a whole, since control of the land of a country, such movement is especially a human one, and the religion
Why Am I Not a Christian~
as will maintain a monopoly, can only be effected at to which it leads is one in which humanity will no REPLY NO. II. TO THE YOUNG MEN1S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.
a great loss to some, especially those who attempt to longer be sacrificed to the theological idea; but the
GENTLEMEN: After reading your card asking why I
carry on speculations by the use of credit. Com- theological conception will prevail which is best cal- am not a Christian, I sent it to the Rev. J. E. Richmercial transactions, taken as a whole, tend to equi- culated to liftand ennoble·humanity. The fact that ards, who once sued me for expressing my honest
librium, i.e., the profits, over and above appropriate aU the leading minds in this movement are taking a opinion as to his religious belief. And let us hope
remuneration of services, form an equation with deep interest in the labor and economical reforms is that it will do him much good. Christ was put to
losses. This cannot be otherwise. And why this proof of this position. Not only ar.e the ladies who death for having expressed his honest opinions, and
proposition is ever thoughtlessly questioned is be- are conspicuous for their religious fervor earnest I was sued for having expressed my honest opinions.
cause we hav before us the immense fortunes which investigators of the labor question, but the more When I look back at the record of professed Chrisa few acquire through careful or fortunate improve- Liberal and even skeptical of them are evincing the tians and see how bad they hav been, it almost makes
ment of the ebb and flow of the trade currents, while same interest.
me shudder to look at a chmcb.
the losses, however well noted at the q1oment, at
While, therefore, I attach little importance to the
According to Lord's " 1\:Iodern History," a work
once disappear, leaving not even a wreck behind.
ballot in the hands of man or woman, as anything used in our public schools, the Catholic church used
That this same principle holds true in regard to more than an educational ~xperiment, and am unable to sell indulgences-that if', the right to commit sin.
traffic in land no one familiar with real estate opera- to understand how a truth or natural law can be de- And its business agent said: " There is no sin so
tions will question. In any matter of gaming, there termined by " a show of hands," I am deeply inter- great that the indulgence cannot remit it. Even remust be as many gains as losses, and as great ested in this rebellion of woman, more for what it pentance is not necessary; indulgences save not the
amounts of one as of the other. I know, for instance, promises to lead to than for what it distinctly pro- living only, they save the dead." "The very moment
·
J. K. I.
a family in southern Ohio, whose ancestor took up a poses.
that the money clinks against the bottom of this
considerable tract of land when it was the "Northchest, the soul escapes from purgatory and flies to
The
Jewish
and
Christian
Fiddle.
west Territory." They hav been selling land ever
heaven."
since, but seldom bought any, except under foreTo F. W. BEARDSLEY, .Dear Si1· : Your letter dated
Now, gentlemen, as bad as the Catholics were and
closure. They hav now-the fourth generation- Bn·mingham, Connecticut, February 16th, came to their religion is, it is better than your religion. They
more land, at least in pecuniary value, than ever be- hand via the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
pray for the dead; you do not. They are willing to
fore, and are largely wealthy in improvements, build- · I receive a great many letters ; some from men giv a man a chance in the next world by praying his
ings, and also in shares and bonds. All these values, who are not honest-they do not mean what they say; soul out of purgatory; but if your mother is in hell
however, so far as they hav been derived from the they are hypocrits, wolves in sheep's clothing; they you let her alone. You profess to believe in prayer,
trade in land, hav been obtained from the losses of claim to be what they are not ; they pretend to be but you will neither pray for her release nor pay a
those who hav attempted to obtain homes, or carry Liberals, when I know they are working in the inter- minister to ask God to let her out. You say that
lands on speculation, but whose selling has been in est of the church. I take such men and shake 'em Christ cast out devils; but he did not cast them back
the main compulsory, and so at a loss, and which the up, then giv them an airing, then roll them under my into hell-be was willing that they should remain out
successful holder has been thus, and only thus, foot, and then sit down on them-sometimes hard. where they could get a little fresh air. Don't you
enabled to add to. his stock. One family has made But you seem to be an honest inquirer, and, as such, think that your mothers, if in bell, ought to bav
are entitled to due consideration.
profits ; a thousand, losses.
a little fresh air sometimes? Christ was so good
As an illustration of this, and of the folly of efforts
As to. your first question, " Where does John Peck that be never hurt anyone, not even the devil, when
at curing the laud evil by taxing away its profits, get his authority in reference to the crucified savior he had a chance. He is said to bav forgiven a thief
when there were really none to tax, I will state that Christna? I hav seen the name spelled Crishna and and a band of unbelieving murderers who took his
in one of the counties north of this, I noticed an ad- Krishna, but I never saw it spelled Cbristna. The life for the reason that they did not believe him to
vertisment of two hundred and eighty-five farms and name is pronounced Kreeshnah."
be the son of God. And yet, you insult the memory
lots to be sold for taxes. Doubtlesss some of these
The authority in regard to the Hindoo savior of Christ by supposing that he who was willing 1o
were taxes neglected by oversight, and due from non- Crishna will be found in " The History of the Chris- forgiv unbelieving murderers will damn or has damned
re.sidents who were able to pay; but a large propor- tian Religion," by Charles B. Waite, and in "Sixteen your unbelieving good mothers. And you want to
.tion of those are due by persons" declining the busi- Crucified Saviors," by Kersey G-raves, in Taylor's know why I am not a Christian~
ness " of dealing in lands, because compelled to do ,, Syntagma," and in a number of other works.
The church always has run everything,•and to-day
1!10 from economic causes.
Where land is_ able to be
These works can all be obtained at THE TR"9'TH it tries to run our public schools. It has more cheek
rented, either with or without improvements, there SEEKER office, and I commen~ them to your. notice. than honesty, and no respect for the rights of othor8.
seems to be an increment to the credit or profit side, Perhaps they may reveal thmgs to you whrch you Let me giv my views on the Bible-in-school question,
to be sure, but it must be remembered that this is never thought of before.
.
"
.
which were published i_n the Eveninrf Jrmnwl:
largely balanced by the interest paid upon land
_In regard_ to the second questwn, W~ere, m ~he
TilE lllBLE IN BOilOOL.
credits, and that what is not thus balanced is really ~~b~e, d~es 1t say that death ends all, 01 so_methmg
Sm: I see by the J01wnal that "l'rlt. Clemens has been aga time purchase, an instalment, as it were, of the pur- Similar 7 I hav to say that I am not awat e" that I itating itself over the Bible-in-the-public-schools question,
chase price, and represents very closely, if not iden- ever ma~e the statement_ that t~e sentence death and the teachers hav lent their aid to continue the unsett.Jc(l
state of affairs by requiring the PJipils to vote upou the subtically the interest upon such price, and can but show ends all could be found m the Brble.
. .
ject. The returns showed 441 i_n favor of readi_ng the Lo~k;
th t 's in all other games of chance losses form an
But the sense of the ~entence can be found . m 1he 36 against it, and several who didn't care anythmg aLout It."
Now it is evident from the above article, taken from the
e ~~ton with gains however they m~y be shared.
Bible, if not the sentence : "As the cloud rs con,Tour·ndl that the teachers bav influenced those children how
qTh~ deduction s~ems plain, then, that the body of sumed and vanisbeth away,.so he that goeth down to to
vote, 'and if so, they hav shown themselvs untit for the pothe people hav no interest in land traffic, more than the grave shall ~orne up no :r;nore. · · · And tho~ sitions which they occupy. In school they should attend
in any other system of gaming, and that it is a grave shalt s_~ek me m the mornmg, but I shall not be
strictly to the tllings in thi~ world_, and let the cler~ry, ch_urch,
and Sunday-schools do the loolung ~o~fter the tluugs Ill the
mistake to giv it the sanction of public law.
(Job vn, 9, 21)._
.
On our way to Florida we stopped at Washington,
" But man d1eth and w:asteth away, yea, h~ f?1_veth next world. Protestants would object to the Catilolic BiLle,
and the Catholics object to the Protestant Bible, nml oliHrs
and "did" some of the public shows. We attended up the ghost, and where 1s be 7 As the wate~ failetl:i object
to the running a school in the interest of any sectarian
the woman's meetings, both Suffrage and Temper- from the sea, and the fl.~od decaye~h and dr~eth up, church or religion.
ance. We listened with a good deal of interest to so man lieth down and r1seth not ~1ll th~ _heavens be
All religions and all Biblcs_ar~ sectarian, and ~he _law has
Mrs. Neymann, 1\'Irs. Colby, 1\'Irs. Wallace (mother of no t;nm·e; t~ey shal~ not awake nm be ta1sed out of settled the question of sectanamsm, and settled It fa1rly and
squarely, by s11yiug, "The _JegiRlature silall make no l11w~ to
Gen. Wallace), 1\Iiss Frances E. Willard, :Mrs. White- th~,u sleep_ (Job XlV, 10, 13). , "
.
compel any person to pay tithes, taxes, or other rates fo;· tJJ:;
b n s 'th
d last but not least 1\'Irs. Isabella
The w1cked shall not be.
The w1cked shall support of any minister of the go~pe~ or teacher of re!Jgu;n
. -B~eche~k~o:/ The movement in 'both directions perish, . . .. and be as the fat of lambs; the1, (Article 4 section 2() of the constitutiOn of the state of l\ilchigan). N'ow, when ~ teacher reads~~ r?lif!:ions Iesso!l, l!C. iR
consume; mto smoke shall they consume away
h as evr"d ently noo• onJy come to stay' but to make a shall
p 1
·· 10 20)
a teacher of religion, and if he reads It. m school, he I? a vwhome for itself. It seems quite probable, as you hav ( ~aFm xxt~v~I, h: h
falleth man befalleth beasts. lator of tlH:: law, for the law gays that llc shall not do I~.
pointed out that the woman's ballot may not only
or ll: w lC
e
a· h ' And we find these words on page 17 of the General School
hel on the ' rohibition movement, but also the God- e!en one thing befalleth them; as the one 1et , so Laws for 1885: "No school district shall apply any of the
in-lhe-Constltution craze; but although I hav hereto- dieth the other; ~ea? they hav aU one breath, ~o th~t moneys received by it from the primary school interest fu~d,
shared this fear I now think that the God which rna~ hath no preemmence over the ~east, fm all IS or from any and all other sources, for the support and mamof any school of a sectarian character:"
.
fore ill bel
ut i~to the Constitution will not be vamty. All go unto on~ place, all ate of the d~s~, tenance
Now the Catholic the Protestant, and all Bibles and rellgthey w
P P1. J h ah f th Jews but rather and all turn to dust agam. Who knoweth the spmt ions
ar~ sectarian, a~d the overriding of the constituti~Jmll
the mere. mascu
• Nature" of man that goeth upwar d , an·d the sp1n
· ·t of th e b eas t
f G m e· ov b o · e"l\'Iother
rights of the tux-payer caused a most scan~lalous law.slllt at
the Elo h Im Fo heneSsis! ~t~ racmg
that goeth downward to the earth~, (Eccl. iii, 19, 20, St.. Johns, another law-snit at Lowell, and It has been !1- bone
as well as " j at er p1n .
.
of contention at many places for years. In place of discord,
Th hier<>rchy ·of the eclesiastical institutions no 21.)
.
there should be harmony in the school distric~, and if the
d
~
that the enfranchisment of 'the
There ate many other passages of the same Import, teacher in place of a relio-ions lesson, would gtv a temperon , peiceive
. ".
f h .
d but I hav not the time to look them up. I hav ance le~son and point out ~ntl explain the effect of nlcobol on
woman means the abdica~~on
t eir, supr~t;na~!· anin given yon sufficient to show you that any doctrin can the human stomach, it would be better for the school, anllno
0
so consistently oppose 1 ·
D?-s.r s_ st;tt J~C 1 ~nhts be proved by the Bible It has been said that the one justly could find fault with such a course.
/3t. Johns, ff/icll., Jan. 7, 1887.
:l\1. BABOOCK.
the chutch is assured so long as m erw:I y !-ll ng t• B.'bl . like an old fiddle-any tune can be played on
·
· t · d · th s~ate The real pnest IS cons 11 e 1s
Gentlemen, you should hav a better opinion of
1s mam ame m e
· . .
. .
it The violin has been pronounced the king of intutionally opposed tohher ClV~tuanc~at~on. dl\'I~~y struments because it affords the greatest variety of Christ than to believe that he would cast out a lot of
ministers, however, W ose_ no ~ I?an 0 • un_ er Ies sounds But the number is scarcely greater than devils and then send them to drive a drove of hogs
their theolo_gic~l conceptwns, JOlll h6artiDly mbtlthe the duferent doctrins which can be established by the to water where the devils could get a drink, and
movement, md1fferent to c_onsequences.
ou _ess B'bl
then beli~ve that he will cast your unbelieving good
in the minds of some th6'~re 1S \purl?~~e, al~? ~onsis:-~ llt~eaches love and hatred, war and peace. It an- mothers into hell, where they will hav to try to do
1\'I. B.\BCOOK.
ent with the priestly ?' e, to hu~·nh1 o bre 1gi~us a - courages the use of wine and strong drink, and for- without water forever and ever.
count by guiding a movement w 1c can e no anger
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things, and that we can harEess a hurricane and go
l\'Ir. and Mrs. M. J. Haggarty are also advanced
at the rate of a hundred miles an hour instead of Liberals, who out of orthodoxy hav come to the front
twenty-five.
Saturday afternoon in the golden, in the noble domain of Freethought, and I spent a
COURTLANDT PALMER, President.
glorious sunshine alongside the splendid lofty walls happy evening in their home, from whence the black
SAMUEL P. PuTNAlii, Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. of the mountains I speed to Greeley, and soon I find wings of superstition bav fled, and where Reason's
CHARLES EmrHARD, Treas.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com. myself by the genial fireside of Capf.ain Wadlia, torch is bright.
E. A. STEVENS, Chair. Fin. Com,, • 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
where I feel periectly at home, so Liberal and cordial·
J. W. Cairns, Dr. A. L. Camp, Major Williams,
is all the atmosphere about. In spite of many di:ffi- Max Clark, F. B. Pollock, J. E. Billings, John Levy,
News and Notes.
culties our Greeley allies keep the flag on high, float- Joseph Morse, A. D. Moody, Samuel GTabam, Dr.
The Chess brothers, Q-arden City, Kansas, are a ing to every breeze of heaven. Captain \Vadlia has Welch, L. W. Hooper, I. J. Stevens, Henry Currier,
couple of Michigan boys, full of the pioneer spirit been stirring up things quite lively with several able Jas. Tuckerman, and others, are among those who
and enthusiasm for humanity. It was they who be- articles in the Greeley Sun on " Church Taxation," hold the fort in these mountain fastnesses.
gan the campaign in this frontier town, which, in two "The Cost of Religion," etc., and there has been a
I was pleased to meet Mr. York and Miss Camp·
years, can boast of the graces of an Eastern city, so newspaper battle in which the clergymen of the place bell-good allies who made my way so agreeable
rapid has been its advancement in wealth aEd pros- bav participated, and as truth has bad a fair showing, last year at Forks Creek, with the Smith brothers,
perity. Our friends did not know but they would be and our captain knew how to handle it, it bas done who are so ready to lend a band for Liberalism.
Since I was here last fall, Charles Berry, the
alone in the battle, but they soon, on careful inquiry, some pretty effectiv work in the way of facts and
discovered a large and influential number of Liberal figures as well as arguments.
nephew of Captain W adlia, has died. He was, at
minded men and women who were interested in the
Eular C. Stillwell is the secretary of the Union the time I met him, unwell, but cheery and enthuexpression of Freethought, so that the Opera House here. and knows no such word as fail. On Saturday siastic for Freethought. He knew that be could not
was secured for the occasion, and it was nearly filled even.ing there was a social meeting at her house, and recover, and he went home East to his father's to die.
with one of the most appreciativ audiences I bav ad- we had a very pleasant time, with music, short He suffered greatly, but in the midst of all he was
dressed.
speeches, etc. Mr. Hoagland, the Unitarian minister, bright and heroic, and found his consolation in huMr. H. C. St. John, a leading lawyer of the place, joined our company with affable spirit, although not manity itself and the beautiful thoughts of science.
a son of ex-Governor St. John, is a thorough-going exactly on our platform yet. But in answer to my He met death with noble patience and without fear,
Liberal, keen and clear as a northern breeze. He has address on the Nine Demands he gave a very sensi- and so we place the dear flower of memory over the
his father's reformatory ability, but not any of his ble and fair-minded discourse, and struck the key- grave of our departed comrade, whose bright comorthodoxy. I enjoyed the hospitality of himself and note of the unity of Liberalism. J. W. Leighton, panionship I shall always. remember.
So I go on with courage to new fields-to Longwife, and brother, Mr. J. P. St. John and wife, and I our earnest, Liberal worker, who was the first one to
was delighted with the company of such genial and break ground in Greeley for the work of our Union, mont, Boulder City," Denver, etc. I hope to be with
progressiv minds, who see the bright and intellectual also gave a rattling speech, and also my namesake, friends at Prescott, Arizona, March 13th; then I
side of life, and take the world at its best.
L. L. Putnam. He has a good name, and so, of hasten to National City and San Diego, Cal., 1\-Ia.rch
Another stanch Liberal is G. A. Kimball, who, in course, I think he is a good fellow, and I was glad to 16th, 17th, and 18th; Los Angeles, March 20th and
the Western phrase, has the "sand;" who puts his h?-v the family honor so well sustained as it was by 27th; Santa Ana, March 21st, 22d, and 23d; Norcolors out with great determination and stands by his remarks. This Saturday night meeting was a walk, March 24th and 25th; Tulare City, March 29th
them no matter what the consequence. It was his uleasant success indeed, and made way for a full and 30th; Visalia, March 31st, Aprillst; San Franslendid generosity, with that of the Chess brothers, house on Sunday evening, the largest audience that cisco and Oakland, April 3d and lOth; San Jose,
that made the success of our work here so brilliant has yet been present at a Freethought lecture.
April 17th and 24th; Sonoma, Stockton, Sacramento,
and promising.
Sunday morning I went to hear lVIr. Hoagland. and other places in California until June 1st; OreDr. Frank Cartwright, Mrs. Wilma E. Cartwright He is a thoughtful man and has fine literary ability, gon in June; Washington territory, July; as heretoand his wife, Dr. Dodd Cartwright, J. A. Garver, and it was an intellectual treat to listen to his dis- fore noted.
·
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Grant Stanley, Charles McGill, Albert Rigrish, A. S. course, baeed on transcendental philosophy, concernGre_eley, Ool., Mar. 1, 1887.
Parsons, Fred Finnup, Wrn. Inge, Wm. Householder, ing the gentleness and goodness of God as a father
D. R. Widmer, and others of these pioneer ranks dis- to all. I also remained in the "Bible class," where
The Liberal Club.
play the courage and frankness of thought which is so John Fiske's latest book and Evolution were pretty
inspiring in these Western communities.
thoroughly discussed, with radical differences of
The 438th regular meeting of the Manhattan LibI had a much larger audience on the second even- opinion, but with the utmost generosity of spirit. era1 Club was held on the evening of Friday, the 4th.
ing tlw.n on the first, and I look for a live society This Unitarian chmch, with its somewhat broad plat- Mr. Wakeman presided, and Judge JayGroo was the
here. G:>xden City is a kind of miraculous evidence form, an intelligent society, and a progressiv minister, speaker of the evening. The badge-pin man sat by
of abounding Western pluck and audacity. Lots is doing good work for Liberal sentiment, but a work the secretary's table, and scooped in the proceedings.
hav gone up from $40 to $3,000 in two years, and that can by no means take the place of our deeper He noticed that the admission fee of five cents was
some pretty big fortunes hav been made, and still a~ more advanced labor for human liberty., The dodged by a young rtan from Philadelphia, who was
the wheel goes rolling on, and a bigger jump than success of a Liberal Unitarian Society only renders present for the first time, and whom Treasurer Mor·
ever is expected in the spring. Western Kansas more imperativ the organization of Secular Societies ris gazed after more in sorrow than in anger.
seems to be the Eldorado of the tide of emigration in order that the best may be attained.
Judge Groo opened his lecture with some light
this year. The prairie schooners by the thousand
Sunday evening I lectured on "The New God," irrelevant talk, and baited his audience for a few
are floating on, and many of them will ride at an- which seemed to suit the cultivated men, whom I ad- minutes with chestnuts in order that they might the
chor on these beautiful plains.
dressed, except one man, who, when I was about a more readily follow him. He was not, he_ said, a lectMy Freethought friend, Morris Collar, of Dodge quarter through, muttered, "I can't stand that," and mer, as the word is understood. He always talked
City, who iil one of the leading citizens of that place, forthwith strode out as if he thought the very light- for nothing, and paid his own expenses. This method•
and bas a most elegant residence on the outskirts, nings of God were after him. I guess, however, he had not proved a financial success. The lecturer bad
has laid out an addition to that growing city, and got a nervous shock that will giv him a little mental noted that despite all the work done for temperance,
named its avenues Voltaire, Paine, Bruno, and Ben- illumination.
·
people continue to drink Efforts in behalf of absti- ·
nett; so hereafter, as we drive our teams along this
They are having quite a ·revival at the Baptist nence hav not had the desired effect. He proposed
dashing metropolis, we shall greet the Freethought church. A young man is here who talks quite vigor- to show the extent of the evil, the causes of it, and
signals. Only think of the luxury of driving 2:40 down ously, especially in regard to hell-fire and the awful- the remedy.
Voltaire !Wenue, or racing nip and tuck on the Bruno ness of Infidelity. In fact, he is so vigorous that he
The extent of the evil is this, that eight hundred
boulevard, m· beating the wind on the Bennett road insulted with his remarks a class of young ladies in millions of dollars are spent annually for liquor.
with the cluJtering hoof, or riding through Paine the Sunday-school last Sabbath, and with one accord Add to this the cost of the material of which liquor
street iu a coach and six. Happy times are coming, they all arose and left. The remark be made I would is manufactured, the costs of arrests for drunkenness,
and I thank friend Collar for his delightful sugges- not publish in "News and Notes," nor some other the asylums, the pauper-houses, charities, and loss of
tions. Our very highways shall proclaim the things he has said. I went to his prayer-meeting wages caused by drink, and we would in one year
glories of human endeavor, and, in the midst of sub- yesterday, Monday afternoon. Dear me, what a hav a sum greater than the national debt, all of
lime memories, we'll "jump into the wagon, and all mental displeasure it was to listen to those reverbera- which could be saved by prohibiting the sale of
take a ride." ,
.
.
tions of superstition! In the evening I took in the liquor. Six hundred thousand persons die annually
However, I nad t? wait two hours to take my nde regular revival services. His sermon was the most from the effects of drink. Side by side, they would
on Thursday ~vemng, when ~ .bad.e good- bye to . picturesque bosh I ever endured. It reminded me of make a row of graves thirty-four miles long. This is
G:a~den <:tty, '':1th pleasant antimpatwns o~ ano~her THE TRUTH SEEKER's suggestiv illustrations. He 165 men })er day-seven per hour. Seven men, the
VISit. T!l~ ;ram wa~ ~eilrly two hours behmd t~me, spoke quite familiarly of the evening devotions in the judge estimated, would die from the effects of drunkand I miS'Ld the trmn at Pueblo, and was obliged ark, of "Mr. and Mrs. Noah," as if he were there on enness before his address was ended. If the tolling
to lay over for several hours ere I could pursue my that occasion. "Mrs. Noah !"-that struck me like a bells could be heard for each one, the ringing would
w.ay to Denver, where I anived at and about ~id- blizzard. I suppose this young gentleman must hav be nearly continuous. If these victims of drink were
mght. I tun::bled to s~eep as soon as ~ possibly received her card. He spoke of ":M:r. Noah's" devo- to form in line and march, one man going by per
could. Sa~mday_ mornmg dawned gl~nously, a~- tions-why did he not say something about "Mr. minute, it would take forty-one days and forty-one
tho?gh I did not; catch m~ch. of a glimpse of It Noah's, spree when 1\ir. Noah found himself safe on nights for the procession to pass a given point.
until ~bout noon. What a JOY It was to lo?k upon dry land. I am sure it would hav added piquancy to
The cause of drunkenness, the speaker maintained,
the lliJght~ and snow-capp~d p~aks t?w:ermg mto his discourse. He spoke of little, insignificant was taking intoxicating liquor into the stomach.
the s~~rkhng. azure, and .gll't with brilliant cloud Zaccheus "setting " on a tree, and "sidling, down to The jurisprudence of the country is responsible, bedrapenes,_ as If th~y.had JUSt come out of nature's the feet of Jesus. I wonder if thus this theological cause it liconr;es sr.loons. Liquor-drinking is on the
most fashw.nable mlllmery, and wer~ bent on dazzling gosling was hatched. Good luck to him! I believe increase. lVlore i8 drank now than twenty-five years
the ey~ of every beholder.
hke th~ SJolorado he is doing more damage to Christianity than I can ago. Moral suasion and the Christian religion hav
mountams-que~nly and ~e~utiful, coquettmg w~th do.
failed to. produce the fullest results. Prohibition
t~e sky ~s they hf~ ~p their Jeweled hea~s, and w.mI hav had quite a varied amount of entertainment laws should be passed and enforced. The speaker
mng. bnghtest s ..niles fro~ heaven with L mynad and amusement since I hav been in Greeley. I feel closed with a reference to one Moses, and the phecolots and wondrou~, fantastic f?rms of ?eau"Y·
as if I had almost circumnavigated the universe.
nomena he witnessed on the mountain, and said that
I met for a few mmutes m:'(' L1beral fnends, Thos.
I hav enjoyed, along with my visit with Captain there wasn't much hope for this country until its
J. Truss a~d John G .. Jen~ms, and, as I found I and llli:s. Wadlia, the hospitality of Mr. Fred. Smith temperance laws agreed with the laws of God on the
co~ld not .ulfil my Cahforma engagements if I re- and his wife. Mr. Smith has one of the finest libra- same subject.
mamed over Uarch 13th, I was generously permitted ries in the state, and it is a pleasure to meet with one
Mr. Rosenbourgh was the first critic. He had
by my Denver comrade~ to forego my e~~:gagement 60 well informed and w·ho has so thoroughly mastered lived in New York fifty years, and had sold liquor.
for the ~econd S~md~y m order that I migh~ reac.h the scientific position and recognizes the true rela-- These temperance lecturers all told the same stories.
the Pamfic ~oast,m hme. I find that San Diego IS tions of mind and matter. Captain Boyd also is one He had beard them first forty years ago. Mr.
four ?ay's nde f~om Denver, and here I am now over of the best thinkers I hav met. He has traversed the Rosenbourgh didn't know about that fellow 'Moses,
two tnousand m1les west of New York. Would that whole circle of human tbouo·hb from Plato to Kant but he guessed he took liquor when he could get it.
I ?ad the ~even-lea?ued boots, but I must be satisfied and Spencer, and underst~ds the logic of science Christ was a distiller, and made wine. This speaker
with the Iron hOI se. I hope, however, for better and accepts its results.
. favored high license. Proper education in the effect&
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of over-stimulation would do more than anything
else· to eradicate the liquor habit.
Mr. Nichols said the favorit beverages in New
England were applejack and Medford rum, and very
good drinks they were, too. The controling races
of the world, past and present, hav been and are
user~ of alcoholic liquors. The finest specimens of
physiCa~ manhood come from regions where drinking
IS practiced to the greatest extent · for instance the
blue-grass regions of Kentucky, ~d the lowlands. of
Scotland. Liquor is a necessity. Mr. Nichols believed in no license and no prohibition.
There
should be no restriction on the sale of so desirable
and necessary an article as rum.
Mrs. Leonard took a teaspoonful of stimulant after
her meals. Her grandfather drank whisky with regularity up to the advanced age of 101.
_Mr. Brophy once believed in free rum, but was
now a Prohibitionist.
Lawyer Chamberlain said there was a class of retailers of superstition called ministers, who dealt out
a mental poison as deleterious to the mind as liquor
is to the body, and these are the men back of t.he
prohibition movement. Mr. Chamberlain saw no way
of restricting the sale of liquor consistent with liberty,
and would therefore favor what was called "free
rum ;" that is, no license and no prohibition.
Dr. Foote, Jr., believed liquor to be an unmitigated
evil. He was an advocate of individual prohibition.
If people were given a chance to be wicked, and stilt
remained good, it showed a higher state of civilization than that in which they wanted to be wicked and
couldn't. Take away liquor as a stimulant, and the
user. will generally resort to something as bad. Some
teetotalers lived totally on tea.
(It was several
minutes before this pun dawned fully upon the audience. Then a German gentleman sitting in front
thumped the floor violently with his umbrella.) Adulterated liquor, the speaker maintained, was as good
as any. The worst thing in any liquor was the alcohol, and the more water added to it, the better.
Drunkards generally come upon the state for support
ultimately, and the legislature should get up a scheme
for making liquor cost the drinker enough so that
every time he indulged he would be laying up something to pay his expenses on the road to ruin.
Judge Groo remarked in closing that the critics
did not seem to agree in their opposition to him.
The atmosphere ·of the Liberal Club was different
from any to which he had hitherto been accustomed,
but he rather enjoyed it. In reference to the wine
made by the savior, he said he would not object to
Mr. Rosenbourgh manufacturing aU the wine he
could from cold water.
So the meeting closed. The liquor problem was
not settled.
At the next meeting Mrs. Hinton will discuss the
question, "What is Socialism~"

The Number of the Beast.
The beast with seven heads and ten horns, described by John the Revelator, has been the subject
of a vast amount of useless study by religious
dupes. Some hav believed that the number of the
beast indicated the year 666 of the Christian era.
Others, with more rational notions, having ascertained that the Apocalypse was probably written
about An. 68 or 69, just after the death of Nero, hav
professed to find the number of the beast in the name
Nero Cresar, spelt with Hebrew letters; giving to each
letter its numerical value, the product is said to be

666.

would hav made the number 431 too many. In
expounding prophecies, you must always fit the fulfilment to the prediction, even if you hav to pervert
both.
And now for the edification of all Adventists, as
well as other cranks, whether Christians or skeptics,
the " Man of Sin" who writes for THE TRUTH SEEKER
will submit a solution of the uroblem of the number
of the beast which is entitledL to grave consideration
fro.m its antiquity. The Rev. S. Baring-Gould has
translated what he calls the Second Toldoth J eshu, a
Hebrew document brought to light in 1705 by Huldrich. It givs a full account of the life and death of
Jesus, the son of Miriam (Mary), by Joseph Pandira.
An uncle of Jesus, named Simon Ben Kalphus
(answering to Simon Kepha, of the first Toldoth
Jeshu), having procured the incommunicable name
(Shem Hamphor.as), wrought signs and wonders just
as Jesus had done. Having by this means become a
leader of the ·sect, he sat on a tower and wrote com~
mandments. The narrativ then proceeds :
And Simon composed for the deception of the people of
Ai lying books, and he called them "Avonkelajon" (Evangelium). . . . He also wrote books in the name of the
disciples of Jeshu, and especially in that of Johannes (John),
and said that Jeshu had given them these.
But with special purpose he .composed the Book of
Johannes (the Apocalypse), for the men of Ai thought it contained mysteries, whereas it contained pure invention. For
instance, he wrote in the Book of Johannes that Johannes
saw a beast with seven heads and seven (ten) horns and
seven crowns, and the name of the beast was blasphemy, and
the number of the beast was 66G. Now the seven heads
mean the seven letters which compose the words, "Jeshu of
Nazareth" And in like manner the number 666 is that
which is the sum of the letters composing his name.
Mr. Baring-Gould has not given the seven Hebrew
letters answering to "Jesus of Nazareth," but the
"Man of Sin" has ascertained them. Their English
equivalent is .Tshu Natzr, and the names and numerical
values of t.he Hebrew letters are, Yod, 10; Shin, 300;
Vau, 6; Nun, 50; Yod, 10; Tsaddi, 90; Resh, 200;
total, 666.
The authenticity or great ant.iquity of this document we will not pretend to vouch for, but it is perhaps about as truthful as any of the rest concerning
Christ and Christianity, and it purports to hav been
written by Rabbi J ochanan, son of Saccai, in J erusalem (see Rev. of Ant., pp. 394-413).
Mr. Baxter announces that Christ is coming about
the year 1900, or a little sooner, and is sure that
within thirteen years all of us will be either in heaven
or hell.
ANTICmnsT.

A Decided and Sound Opinion.
Prom tl<e New York T.-amne.
.
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enacted under the guidance of the divine spirit, are as bind-

ing here as iu any other place.

Therefore we deprecate tlle haste of those who, when
about to marry, will not giv timely notice to their pastors,
nor wait for due pu blicution of the bans ; we heartily deplore
the bad dispositions of tbose who, under tbe guilt of mortal
sin, receive the holy sacrament of matrimony without any
religious preparation; and we sincerely regret the negligence
of those who fail to obtain for themselvs the treasure of tbe
nuptial benediction as a pledge of the favor and protection of
heaven. But, above all, we condemn, as fraugl1t with the
most disastrous consequences, the rashness of those who
reckl~s~ly make ma~rimouial engagements without carefully
exammmg whether m the persons of their choice are found
the qualities reg.~ired in good husbands or wives. N•JW,
among the quaht1es which a Catholic should seek in a com.
panion before matrimonial engagement, and, in fRet, before
beginning or contemplating any mutual affection, is the incomparable treasure of the Catholic faith. Hence, the church
abhors, and has ever abhorred, mixed marriages. She docs
not allow them to be celebrated inside of her temples, nor
with her Sflcred vestments, nor nith the imparting of any
blessing. And this altitude, and these laws of the clmrch,
are founded on very obvious reasons. For, leaving aside
those happy instances in which tL.e non-Catholic party respects in the Catholic the right of the free exercise of religion
and of the Catholic education of the off:lpring;, and treating
the question on its own merits, it is evident, in the first
place, that the faith of the Catholic is naturally liable to be
weakened, if not seriously injured, by the absence of nil
faith, or a different belief, in the other party. In the second
place, the want of the Catholic example, and frequently the
actual non-Catholic and sometimes anti-Catholic exertiOn3 of
one parent must naturally or necessarily dnmp, materi>tlly
injure, or wholly paralyze the faith of the offspring. It also
often happens that before the children are sufficiently old to
understand and practice their religion the Catholic parent is
carried away by death; and in this case it cannot reason:thly
be expected that the surviving parent who does not value
the Catholic faith for himself, will take much interest at all
in seeming it to the chilrlrcn. Would to heaven that s:tid
experience did not corroborate these reasons, !lud that we
were never Clllled on to mourn over the deplorable results
which we hav pointed out.
Hence, every Catholic young man and young woman
should calmly and seriously reflect on this before entertaining
the thought of even the possibility of an engagement, ami
should also take counsel, in due time, of parents and respectiv
pastors. Instead of doing so, there are some Catholics who,
despising the authority of the church of .Jesus Christ, and
almost abjuring their faith, apply for the celebration of their
marriage to a civil officer or Protestant minister,_not only exposing themselvs thereby to make a contract which has no
force before God and consequently does not prevent; their
intercourse from bein!!; a "horrible concubinage,'' but also
committing really a sin or sacrilege-pm'tnking of tlH: enor.
mity of a sacrilegious communion received nt the hands of 11
minister or a magistrate. This language may appear stronp;,
but we fear it is scarcely strong enough to ttwnken the indifferent Uatholic to a sense of his duty--the only object we hav
in view.
We therefore ordain: First, that the pastor, unless authorized by the ordinary, shall not assist at the marriage of those
who will not hav applied to him at least three days previous
to their marriage; second, til at none can be married without
having furnished clue vouchers for their freedom, and, when
both parties are Catholics, without the due publication of the
bans; third, that in no case whatever can a Catholic be lll!ll'ried by any other person than a priest without subjecting
himself to excommunication; fourth, that when tile parties
are entitled to the nuptial benediction the pastors shall see
that the special mass for that bent'diction slmllnccompany or
follow the celebration of the marriage; fifth, that as the holy
see teaches, there must be a grave cause fl1!' n tlispensa\ion
for a mixerl marriage, and that the usual promises must be
made, otherwise it would be a grievous sin to contract ..
Finally, we direct that this circular be read from the allllr
at high or low mass and vespers on the firRt Sunday of Advent every vear in all the· churches of the province.
Yours, sincerely, in Christ,
PATH£OK W. RwHDAN. ArchbiRhOp of f:l:u1 Fmnciseo.
FHANO&S, Bishop of Monten·y aud Los Angeles.
PATmoK, Bishop of Grass Valley.

.

The punishment of two years' imprisonment and a
fine of $500 for selling a copy of Bal~ac's "Contes
Drolatiques" aud a copy of the " Heptameron,"
inflicted on a New Jersey bookseller, bas no relation
to either justice or equity. In the first place, it was
preposterous to class these books with the kind of
literature intended to be prohibited by the law, and
the charge smells loudly of gross ignorance or malignity. It was not to lay base traps for booksellers
.that Anthony Comstock was commissioned, and such
work as this can only bring his office into disrepute.
It is difficult to know what to think of the jury that
convicted in such a case and the judge who paso;ed
such a sentence upon such a conviction, but there
need be no difficulty in reaching the conclusion that
the cause of public morals is injured, not supported,
by such flagrant abuse of the law. It is, however, to
be hoped that this really monstrous case of tyranny
and injustice will decide the New York legislature to
pass the bill now before it making it a penal offense
to entice anyone into committing a breach of the law
for the purpose of procuring evidence on which to
prosecute.

Frnm the Rnman Crtthol-fc

~fonanr.

The Jaws of the Catholic clmrch concern Cathollcs aloneami no one else. All Catholics are bound to believe, with St.
Paul, that "marriage is a great sacrament," whilst a vast
multitude of those outside the church may look upon marriage as merely a temporary union of two people to la~t just
as long as it suits the taste and convenience of either party to
stay out of the divorce court. Non-Catholics, therefo.re,
marry, remarry, and intermarry, ~soften _as. they meet w1~h
any person foolish enough to go Into a hmJte<l partnership
with them- but no Catholic can thus transgress the ltLW of
God and the church without being guilty of mortal sins
wllich bring eternal damnation upon the unfortunate soul
thus stained.

Numerous other similar solutions hav been put
forth, and now comes a new one by the Rev. M. Baxter, an Advent preacher. He has issued a little
pamphlet from the office of the Christian ~Herald,
Bible House, New York, entitled," The Great Crisis."
In this he tells us that " Antichrist will be a
SENATOR 11IURPHY 1f:l BILL.
Napoleon;" that the name Napoleon is derived from
"A person who commits or participates in any
the Greek Apollyon, that is, from the Greek aorist,
Ap·oleon, and that taking the Greek word, Napoleonti, act which would make him an accessory of the
TrrE anniversary of Modern Spiritualism will be celebrated
and giving to each letter its numerical value, it foots crime if the act. committed were a felony, is a prin- by an eight days' reunion at Greenwood Hall, Cincinnati, heup 666. Therefore" Antichrist must be a representa- cipal and may be indicted and punished as such, g inninO' March 27th and continuing through April 8cl. 'l'wo
b
•
tiv of the Napoleon dynasty." But where is the and any person who without specific written authority meetings per clay will be held, exceptmg on Sundays an1l on
coming " Man of Sin" to be found T Prince Louis from the district-attorney of the county in which the l\1arch 81st, on each of which dates there will be held three
Napoleon, though he had the number 666 contained crime is committed or attempted, ent.ices, solicits, meetings. This reunion will be under the joint auspices of
in his name, says Mr. Baxter, was lacking in the char- induces, or aids another to commit such crime, is a the Society of Union Spiritualists, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the Southern Association of Spiritualists. Address all coracteristic of being "a king of fierce countenance," principal, and may be punished as such."
respondence to G. W. Kates, secretary, Chattanooga, Tenn.
etc., and fm·thermore, the prince got killed in 1879.
But the prophetic successor now exists, says Mr.
The ~larringe of Catholics on the Paciflc Coast.
Baxter, in the person of Prince Paul Jerome BonaFrom the California Spirit of the Ttmes.
MATILDA JosLYN GAGE writes of Mrs. Slenker's "Littlo
parte, who was born in 1823. His face is the very
DEAHLY BEr.OVED: Appointed by the Vicar of Christ, as LcsRons for Little Fvlks: " "I was pleased to receive 'Lit.
image of the first Napoleon, and the fatal number, we are, to watch over your spiritual welfare-nay, placed by tle Lessons,' which~ cons~der a vahut?lc lit~le work. I am
666, is discovered in the Gre~k nominativ for P. the Holy Ghost. though most unworthy on our part, to always glad when sc1ence Is taught ~lnldren Ill a_comprehen.
Jerome Napoleon; and not only m the Greek, but the govem you in religious matters, having, moreover, to giv an sible manner. It is a safeguard agnmst fals~ beliefs. I_ '~as
Hebl.'ew letters of that name; to wit: Pe, 80; Gimel, account of your souls to the divine judge-we are constrained especially glad of the chapter upon fresh a1r. There IS 1~"
3; Resh, 200; Aleph, 1; Mem, 40; Beth, 2; Aleph, by a sense of duty and responsibility to ~tcldress you some calculable iguoran~e upon this ~~bject .. People.do no~ ~egJ~
1· Nun, 50; Pe, 80; Resh, 200; Teth, 9; total, 666. words of arlmonition. For, altllOJwh we are aware that to know of the pOisonous qualities of Impure a1r, winch no,
Tbe Hebrew alphabet, being practically devoid of many among you are dutiful childre; of the church, and de- only destroys human life, but will decay wood. Tl_w 01 d
vowels, the name as spelt out by ~r. Baxter is light in revering and obeying its lioly laws, there are others houses of Parliament were rendered so weak by foul ~~r that
P. Grom Bonprt. He does not explam why he con- (but we trust they are few) who imagiu that the church is a hammer could be driven thr~ugh the la_rges~ be~m ~n_c.on
tracts Paul to P, nor why he ends Jerome's name too rigid, and that tlley are at liberty to dispense themselvs s~quence. Air is lif~ .. The l~1ghcr a nation ~Jses m Clvlh.zain Greek with an e, making it Jeromee. But the omis- from its rules-to obey or disobey. But the church, like t10n the more pure mr lt rcquues. I thank you for havJ.ng
sion of that e would hav made the number too small Christ, is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever; it is the publis~ed the little book, and for giving me an opportum~?'
by five, and the t~.d<1ition of a~~l to the firat initial, .P, , sa,me 4ere &s iu ot4er parts of the world i its sacred laws, 1 to see lt.''
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Ukom;qunicaiions.
Fi·eethought in Australia.
Among Australian Freethinkers there is probably
no event of greater interest than the Freethought
conference which is held each year in one of the chief
cities. The fourth of these annual assemblages was
held during the latter part of last month, and proved
as interesting as its predecessors. Resolutions were
passed favoring Sir Alfred Stephens's Divorce Extension bill, the compilation of a new Secular song-book
for Freethought Sunday-schools, cooperativ effort to
effect the repeal of blasphemy and heresy laws and
laws concerning oaths, legislation for the relief of
female shop assistants, taxation of church property,
and a few other matters. It was resolved, among
other things :

•

That a sub-committee (resident in l:3ydney and Melbourne)
be appointed, with full power to take such steps as they may
deem necessary to secure the amalgamation of the Secular
societies of Australia for the engagement of lecturers and
for propagandist purposes.

Another resolution (and it was one upon which
opinions were somewhat divided) was submitted by
the Melbourne Anarchists' Club, and ran as follows :
That the various Freethought associations of Australasia
be recommended to incorporate in their " Objects" the following resolution, adopted by the National Secular Society at
their Annual Conference, held at Glasgow, on .the 13th June
last, viz.: " Secularism affirms that progress is only possible
through liberty, which is at once a right and a duty; and
therefore seeks to remove every barrier to the fullest equal
freedom of thought, action, and speech."

The motion was cm.Tied by a two-thirds majority,
upon the important word, "fullest," having been
struck out. After the conference, a deputation appointed from the delegates waited upon t.he minister
of justice for the purpose of securing an alteration in
the law relating to oaths and affirmations. They
were promised that their wishes should be met as far
as possible. An important step will in all probability be .taken shortly by the amalgamation of the
Australasian Secular Association (N. S. W. branch)
with the Liberal Association (New South Wales). A
motion to that effect was submitted to the conference,
and a special meeting of the latter association will be
held next month to decide the question.
Previous to the conference, and during Mr. Joseph
Symes's visit to Sydney, the blue-coated gentry of
that place attempted to exert a little of their customary domineering authority by taking steps to prevent him from re-delivering a lecture on "Phallic W orship." The meeting having been arranged for, and
the Oddfellows' Hall having been applied for for thj
purpose, the Freethinkers learnt to their surprise
that the police, hearing of the proposed re-delivery of
the lecture, interviewed the secretary of the institution, and informed him that if the lecture were
delivered, the license should be forfeited. It subsequently trltnspired that the police had made this
attempt at intimidatioa entiJ:ely on their own authority; and having been cautioned against a repetition
of their meddlesomeness, the lecture was delivered
without further trouble.
Politics and piety got awkwardly complicated a
few weeks ago. It happened in this manner: A Sydney firm shipped twenty Bibles to Melbourne, and
upon their arrival there they were found to be a
" pirated edition " of the "revised version," and not
allowed to circulate in the British dominions. It appears that the author of the work had granted or
sold the copyright to the Oxford and Cambridge universities, and the copies in question being non-copyrighted American editions, dare not pass through the
Custom House. Here arose the difficulty. Literature confiscated by this wondrous institution is consigned to the tJ.ames, as the copies of the Freethinlcm·
were treated two or three years ago; but how could
they possibly burn God's non-copyright edition of his
"word'! in that manner ~ The idea was too terrible.
A happy thought occurred to the pious official, and
instead of allowing the precious volumes to be
destroyed he had them re-shipped to Sydney. But
in spite of such laudable precautions, the divine
author appears to hav repented his having allowed
this tranaction to hav progressed so far, and probably
considering modern international copyright laws of
superior import to ancient revelations which hav long
been exposed, he thought it best to "square" matters,
and accordingly wrecked the unfortunate vessel
which carried them.
A notice recently appeared in the Liberator, announcing the contemplated formation, on an extensiv
scale, of a Freethought book depot. Although Mr.
Symes appended a note to the effect that it "is a
move in the right direction, and it is to be hoped will
meet with the success it deserves," the announcement
appears to hav been premature, for nothing further
has been heard of it.
.
An effort has recently been made to suppress the
Liberator, a petition having been presented to the
legislature, numerously signed, and calling upon them
to either stamp it out by existing law, or, failing that,
to specially legislate it out of existence. The petitioners received the usual informat.ion, to the effect

that the matter would receive consideration; and
there the affair has ended.
There has been a deal of :fluttering in the Roman
Catholic dove-cotes duri.Dg the past few weeks, Miss
Edith O'Gorman, the "escaped nun" from America,
being on a lecturing tour· through the colonies, much
to the satisfaction of the Protestant section of the
community. In New South Wales party feeling ran
high, and the Orangemen and their Roman rivals
broke out in activ riot.
Mr. W. W. Collins, who recently paid Melbourne a
short visit, is lecturing again in Sydney; and Mr.
Thomas Walker is busy combating theology in
Queensland. J\tlr. Picton, the lecturer for the Sydney
Christian Evidence Society, is ~lso in the latter
colony, and between the two religious excitement is a
little warmer than is usual in that sultry climate.
There has been little Freethought news arriving
from New Zealand of late, owing principally to the
suspension, or rather cessation, of the Rationalist.
Without a representativ newspaper a body is apt to
soon become disorganized. There is little prospect,
however, of such a fate befalling the Freethought
societies of "Maoriland." Mr. Joseph Evison, the
editor of the Rationalistt is already bringing out a
new paper, which is to be entitled the Liberal, and
which promises to be superior if possible to its predecessor. Iconoclastic theology is not to monopolize
the space to the detriment of all other matter; but
more attention is to be given to constructiv social re;..
form; nor is the paper to be exclusivly a party paper, but a Freethought paper in the strict sense of
the term; in short, it will be, in the words of the
circular, "A thoroughly Liberal paper, in which the
merely anti-theological element is made subservient
to the social and political element''
DAVID A. ANDRADE.
South Yarra, J.'vielbourne, Jan. 24, 1887.

Questions Without Answers.
The answer should be a reason of the hopes, not the
that are in you (see 1 Peter iii, .15).

31. If an angel became a devil by sinning, was
Adam the original sinner?
32. If .men are totally depraved by nature, must
not children be so likewise?
·
33. If children.. be totally depraved, is it true that
of such is the kingdom of heaven~ (Mark x, 14.)
34. Men are to be washed from their sins. If they
are totally depraved, what is there to wash~
35. Is it the revealed will of God that all men
should be saved~
36. Can God will all men to be saved, knowing that
a part will be forever lost '
37. Can Jesus Christ be the savior of any more
than he actually saves?
38. If Christ be in no sense the savior of unbelievers, why are they called. upon to believe in him as
their saviod
39. If unbelievers are not called upon to believe
in Christ as their savior, what are they to believe~
40. Must not the thing that is to be believed be
true before it is believed?
41. Must not the thing to be believed be true,
whether iil is believed or not?
42. Does not the law of God require all men to
love him supremely, and their neighbor as themselvs!
43. Will not justice be eternally violated if the law
of God is not fulfilled~
44. Would not the salvation of nine-tenths of mankind glorify God more than the salvation of half~
45. Can we giv glory to God in the highest without believing in the salvation of all men!
·
46. If sin exist eternally, can it be that Christ was
to " finish the transgressions and· make an end of
sin"?" (Dan. ix, 24.)
47. If there be no certainty in relation to the final
destiny of man, is not salvation a work of chance?
48. What better is chance than Atheism!
49. If God be not the father of sinners, why are
sinners taught to pray, "Our father which art in
heaven~"

fe~~.rs,

1. As we are required to love our enemies, may we
not safely infer that G9d loves his enemies~
2. If God loves his enemies, will he punish them
more than will be for their good?
3. Would endless punishment be for the good of
any being~
4. As God worketh no evil, can God inflict, or
cause, or allow to be inflicted an endless evil~
5. As we are forbidden to be overcome of evil, can
we safely suppose that God will be overcome of evil?
6. Would not endless punishment prove that God
had been overcome of evil ~
7. W auld not endless punishment be the return of
evil for evil~
8. As we ·are commanded to overcome evil with
good, may we not safely infer that God will do the
same?
9. Does not justice require of us the fulfilment of
the law of God~
10. Will not justice be eternally violated if the law
of God be not universally fulfilled~
11. If all men justly deserve endless punishment,
will not those who are saved be saved unjustly~
12. If you had sufficient power, would you not save
all mankind~
13. Are you more merciful than the God who made
Y~'
.
14. Is the creator of human sympathy less benevol5nt. than the created ?
1:5. If God would save all men but cannot, is he
infinit in power ?
16. If God can save all men but will not, is he infinit in goodness~
.
17. Did God design universal salvation when he
created man ~
18. Will God carry his original design into execu-

50. Can he be a Christian who affirms that if he
believes in the salvation of all men, he would not worship God?
·
51. Can he be a Christian who .inquires, If all men
are to be saved, what use is there in being virtuous?
52. Some say that if they did not believe in endless punishment, they would tl\ke their fill of sin.
How much sin would it take to fill a Christian'
53. If all men deserve endless punishment, would
it not ba right for God to inflict it~.
.
54. If it would be right for God to punish men
eternally, would it not be wrong for him not to do it?
55. If the return of evil for evil be right in deity,
would it not be equally right in man?
56. Does the belief of endless misery cause the
believer to "rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of
glory~" (Peter i, 8.)
57. Can a belief of anything short of universal salvation fill the heart with joy and peace!
58. Will not the devil and all his works be destroyed~ (Heb. ii, 14; 1 John iii, 8.)
5~. Will not death, the last enemy, be swallowed
up in victory1 (Isa. xxv, 8.)
The above questions were handed to me to copy
some two years or more ago, by a friend of mine, and
as they are too good to lose, I thought I would· send
them to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I do not know who
wrote them first, but send a copy just as I got them.
Mount Forest, Oan.
WM. LEwrs..

The Junius Question.

misery~

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 31, 1886, I submitted
proof positiv that Philip Francis was not Junius;
that is, I proved an alibi. Junius wrote a private
letter to his publisher W oodfall on the 11th or 12th of
November, 1769, saying, "I hav been out of town these
three weeks, and though I got your last I could not
conveniently answer it." But on the 4th of November, 1769, Philip Francis wrote a letter to his
brother-in-law in America from the War Office in
London, and I hav found another alibi. But now
comes a Junius student, Judge Horace P. Biddle, of
Indiana, who presents in the Public Press of New
Albany not less than half a dozen alibis for Francis.
His article was written for the purpose of answering
a presumptuous lawyer who .in a long series of
articles on the Junius question in tbe Indianapolis
8entinel concluded with a most positiv indorsement
of Philip Francis a:; Junius. That lawyer had notice
of my alibi last summer, but thought he could evade
it by the silly plea that" Junius was such a gay deceiver." Aa if the war clerk Francis could hav any
possible motiv in telling an unnecessary lie to the
printer Wooafall, who never for a moment distrusted
his unknown con-espondent Junius, and even sought
his advice more than a year after he had ceased to
write (see Private Letters, 63 and 64).
I will quote only one of the ahbis submitted by
Judge Biddle:

28. If God made an endless hell, was it included in
the works which he pronounced" very good~" (Gen.
i, 31.)
29. If there be a personal devil, who made him'
30. If a holy angel was tempted to si:a by sun·mmd·
ing evil, is heaven a holy place'?

On the 6th of January, 1772, Junius wrote a private uote
to Woodfall. his publisher, concerning the famous letter to
Lord Mausfielcl, No. 58. Upon the same clay. ani! during
several days before and for several clays after, Sir Philip
Francis was at Bath, over a huuclrcd miles from London, at.tending upon his father, who was sick at that place, and in
the language of Sir Philip, "truly in a deplorable condition''

tion~

19. Can finite man frustrate the purposes of the
almighty~

20. Would endless punishment benefit the almighty
as the inflictor~
21. W auld endless misery benefit the saints as
spectators~

22. W auld endless misery benefit the sinners as
sufferers?
23. If endless punishment be the wages of sin,
would the sinner ever receive payment in full'
24. If the scriptures should testify that God will
hav all men to be damned, could we safely infer that
a part was to be saved~
25. As the scriptures testify that God will hav all
men to be saved, can we safely infer that a part will
be damned?
26. If God made an endless hell before he created
man, did he know there would be any use for it~
27. If God knew there would be use for an endless
hell, must he not hav created some men for endless
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(Notes and Q.ueries, 4th S., Vol. 11, p. 130.) This alibi, it
seems to me, 1s equal to old Weller's, and I concur with the
writer of the article cited: "After this, shall we hear any
more about Francis?"
.
Judge Biddle concludes by remarking that the
opinion in England that Francis was Junius after
ha~ng prevailed against many conflicting opinions
dunng half a century, but never fully believed is now
entirely exploded.
'
Now, let any one, if he can, ·produce a single alibi
or oth~r fact incompatible with the identity of Paine
as J umus. The author of "Junius Unmasked" intends to write the Life of Paine, which will require
several years of research in England and France, because Paine's work was all secret up to the age of
fifty-four, when he wrote the "Rights of Man" in
reply to Burke, and first came out openly as an
author. And even then he says, "Had Mr. Burke
not urged the controversy (in regard to the French
Revolution), I had most probably been a silent man."
When the time comes for Mr. Moody to begin his
"Life of Paine" he says he will go through it like a
whirlwind, and scatter the falsehoods to sheol.
BURR.

The Railway Problem.
As our people hav no idea that the railway problem in England presents about the same features
that our own does, a. brief abstract from the papers
of ·charles Waring, in the Fo1'tnightly Review, of
London, will not be amiss. As early as 1872, Sir
Henry Tyler said: "The question is, whether the
state shall manage the railways or whether the railways shall manage the state." But then the question was a very simple one as compare!l with it today, because of the enormous growth of the system
in number of miles and wealth.
The capital of the English railways is now four
billion dollars, or more than the national debt. Their
lines are over 20,000 miles. They carry 700,000,000
passengers per yea:r, and some 260,000,000 tons
freight. Their receipts were over $350,000,0DO;
working expenses, $185,000,000; net profits,
for dividends, $165,000,000. There are some
400,000 shareholders, who receive about $400 each
per year, average. They employ some 400,000
people. They hav managed England almost from
the very outset, and their power is now despotic.
'fheir sole consideration is what will make the most
money for their owners. And if it pays them as well
to convey one hundred passengers or tons of freight
as it would to carry a thousand, it is safe to say they
will carry but the hundred. That is to say, important-yes, absolutely essential-as are the railroads to
our very existence at this time, yet they are whoJly
managed in the interest of a few persons, the public
being secondary. To the life of the nation their
monopoly is like a monopoly of air, water, or bread,
yet these roads are held and operated as monopolies.
In Parliament the railway shareholders are supreme, because the landholders hav united with
them, their interests being identified (new roads increase the price of land). Thousands of new laws
hav been enacted, and this has drawn the legal profession into partnership with them.
In the beginning, says ·waring, monopoly was not
suspected, but the need of single management excluded independent carriers. By leasing, purchasing,
and pooling, competition has been virtually suppressed and prevented. For forty years efforts hav
.been made to control these evils by legislation, but in
vain. "And now," says Waring, "the companies hav
obtained a position of superlativ strength and advantage, and one which they may well regard as
almost impregnable." The railways hav purchased
or destroyed all competing canals or river ways.
"But the sea is the great free-trader," says Sir
Thomas Farrer.
Byron, apostrophizing the ocean, exclaims:
Man marks the earth with ruin; his control
f;tops with thy shore.
.But Mr. Waring says, "The railways, however, do
not hesitate to attack the competition of the sea,"
and are doing it successfully; and here is a point our
free-traders should note. In fact, British agriculture is as much oppressed by the preference given to
foreign imports of farm products over English farm
products as it is claimed our American farmers are
oppressed by our protectiv tariff, which taxes the
exports in taxing the imports they are traded for.
Home products are charged outrageously, in order
to favor foreign imports and meet ocean competition,
and every favor and facility is given to foreign imports over home products. Mr. Waring givs us a
list of charges, showing discrimination in favoring
or disfavoring home products, as well as in favoring
foreign over home. A few I cite here : "Among
these curiosities I find the following : An equal
charge for 27 as for 86 miles, and again an equal
charge where the difference is 116 miles. The same
goods in same quantities are charged as follows: For
27 miles, $1.15; for 20 miles, 35c.; for 8 iililes, $2 08;
for 100 miles, $4.12, and for 112 miles, one-third
more than for 114 miles; same charge for 28 as for
2 miles. Between Norfolk and London, for eattle,
10 shillingll per bead, or $2.50; between London

and Midland counties, a longer distance, 5 shillings,
or $1.25. Preferences to large dealers are common,
preferences for storage given, and in a thousand
ways favors and disfavors shown.
In grouping and districting the country so as to
charge the same rates to and from stations at various
and great distances, the compltnies hav generally exercised a wise discretion for the people, but this only
proves their power. Where there is no coal, but
plenty of iron, they ha:v carried coal for a trifle, and
thus built up enormous industJ.ies, as at Westbury,
but the slightest caprice could ruin the whole of it.
The fact is, as anyone who can think must know,
that all the trade, all the industry of Great Britain is
now at the mercy of a f.ew men. By a nod or a
whisper they can make millions of people tremble
and turn pale. In all the history of this world, never
has there been a time when such awful power was
placed in so few hands.
By securing control over harbors and purchasing
docks, they ate obt.Uning virtual control over ocean
transportation. [In Texas several harbors are under
control of the railways. At Chicago we see the railways cunningly obtaining ownership of the lake
shore.] Hardly a session of Parliament passes in
which docks are not transferred to the railway companies.
l\Ir. Waring shows that it will require more legislativ interference and office-making to attempt to
control the roads than it will to take and operate
them by the government.
Within twenty years the called-up capital of the
companies has increased from £445,000,000 to £801,000,000 sterling, the mileage has increased from
13,000 to 19,000 miles; the passengers from 252,000,000 per year to about 700,000,000; the receipts from
£36,000,000 to £70,500,000 sterling; working expenses from £17,000,000 to £37,000,000.
Four or five company managers now control what
were originally over two hundred lines, and the tendency is for all to come under one manageme.nt.
:M:r. W_~.tring almost exhaustivly treats the subject,
and suggests state control as the only solution of the
problem. The articles hav been republished in full
in the Lib1·ary Magazine of New York. Those interested in this most important of all subjects can
get the number for a trifle.
HoLT.

The Bright Future.
Credulity is one of the early characteristics of
childhood. Although the absurd story of Santa
Claus, with his impossible nocturnal visits and gifts
to all good children, has been transmitted from
generation to generation for hundreds of years, the
infant mind is still easily impressed with this nursery
legend, and perhaps it will be so continued until
maturer age and the child's reason show its absurdity.
Reasoning from the standpoint of developed reason
and intelligence, is it unreasonable to hope that our
descendants in the not very far-off future will look
with equal surprise on the legendary and monkish
superstitions which now surround us T
Many thinkers are not observant of the fact that
the world has made rapid advances in liberalization
within the last half century, and we now look back
with astonishment at what our forefathers once held
as sacred. Who shall predict, at the rate we are now
unfolding, what may be the result of the future? It
is not difficult to show that from the religious element of man's composition the vast multitudes of
priests hav ever drawn, and still draw, their support
and importance.
Perhaps about the year 3000, or less, the " holy
father" at Rome will be farcically exhibited in full
canonicals on the stage by some traveling theatrical
corps. Then may be seen the once-splendid "grand
deputy of God" with cross and golden key, in full pontifical robes, becapped with high tiara, heading his holy
army of cardinals, archbishops, priests, confessors,
sanctified and fumigated by his numerous attendant
chorus and altar boys. Then may be be seen, the
host, holy cross and all, masquerading on the stfbge,
at fifty cents per capita, before our children's astonished eyes-astonished that such mummery could
ever hav passed off as a serious matter of religion.
This may seem extravagant nonsense to many, but
when we consider how many myths of past ages the
intelligence of the world has outlived, it cannot but
encourage us to hope for the world's much higher
future. Even like the nursery legends of our childhood they will cease to scare like the absurdities of
Santa Claus.
Taking the world as a whole, it has ever been a
severe struggle for the champions of truth to overcome the stubborn belief in a multiplicity of gods
and goddesses, with their capricious and malignant
influences upon the living; but it bas been done
after the struggle of ages. Ignorance ever backed by
the complications of the priesthood has gradually
bad to yield the conflict., and science, the arts, and
general intelligence now reign triumphant to the
extent they never ruled before. The champions of
1 truth hav done wonders! In this war of blind superlstition they hav vanquifJhed the army of pagan gods,
reducing them to the lonesome number of three"Father, Son, and Holy Ghost."
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In speaking of the world we must estimate it as a
whole, and forbear eharging our ancestors with the
crimes of past ages. The Liberal is apt to look with
surprise with what pertinacity the orthodox priesth~od cling to what is called the Bible, even although
smence, reason, and common sense repudiate this
monstrosity as a libel on Omnipotence. However
he will cease his surprise when he bears in mind th~
immense army of priests and laymen who gain their
sustenance by upholding this journalization of ancient
deeds of barbarity and libidinous literature.
It is a great error to suppose that \vhat is known
as orthodox priesthood are so ignorant and obtuse as
not to understand its bald absurdities. Not so. The
learned orthodox priesthood, the sanctimonious bellwethe~·s of their :flocks, ~~w t?o w~ll the folly of attemptmg an argumentat1v JUStificatiOn of its enormities, and thus with assumed dignity wave controversy aside.
JESSE.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
--------~.--------

A Revival that Does Not Revive.
From

tl!e

Sunday Gazetteer, Denison, Te:t.

The editor has been honored with an invitation to attend
" a meeting" in progress at the Southern Methodist church
"for your special benefit." We return thanks to -the man'agement for getting up this meeting for our benefit, and if
we discover any beneficial results, shall not hesitate to mal'e
due and prompt acknowledgment. Tl!is invitation also informs us that we are the subject of the prayers of the Christian people of Denison, and we are earnestly entreated to
avail ourself of the benefit. Tl!is is certainly very ldnd of
these praying people, and, however much 'Ye may disagree
with them as to the efficacy of work of this kind, we assure
them that whenever we become aware of any advantage
accruing to us from this source we will inform the readers of
the Gaz~ttee:r. While having our shortcomings, of which
no one is exempt (not even Rev. T .. E. Sherwood, probablv
whose name is appended to this document, and who say~
all Infidels are scallawags), yet we don't think we are a very
great. sinner. We strive to attend to our own business earn
an honest living by working for it, pay our just debt~, and
express our conscientious opinions when a proper occasion
presents itself, frankly and honestly, even on religion.
However, as happiness is what we are all after, we will not
put a straw in the way of any one who desires to make us
happier, or who can add to the joy in the household.
" Gorl calls you," says this circular. We don't know about
that. He hasn't addressed us that we are aware of, and as
we are suspicious of "middle-men" in transactions of this
kind, 1\ir. Sherwood will please excuse our abruptness if we
say we don't believe it. "Jesus ChriRt has died to redeem
you," says this invitation. The Universalists say if he died
to redeem all men, then all men will be redeemed. Not
being a divine, we will delay any cliscussion of this question
until the clergy settle it among themselvs. "The Holy
Spirit impresses yon." 'If this is so, then it must be it wishes
us to use our own best judgment in deciding this qnestion of
relig-ion, after a careful investigation of the whole subject in
the light of historical facts and common sense, as this is the
impression we received when reRding this document. The
clrsing appeal is put in the form of a qnestien: " Will you
giv God a chance to save your soul?" This may be clerical,
but to us it is impertinent. The God that could speak a universe into existence, and govern it by his providence, does
not certainly require puny man to giv him an opportunity to
do what he pleases. However, whenever he notifies us (any
messages from " middle-men" will be looked upon with suspicion) that we must do something- to giv him" a chance,"
we assure the author of this conundrum that we will jerk off
our coat and go to work in good earnest. But meantime we
shall jog along the old way, ·striving to make the best paper
for Sunaay reading in the state of Texas.
The PerstJicncity of the Kirnlfy Brothers.
The clergymen of Cleveland hav all been invited to attend
the performance of thli "Back Crook" in that city, an<!
some are very indignant. Said the Rev. G. T. Downing: "I
would as soon accept an invitation from the devil to watch
the fires of hell burn. The invitation is an insult. The
Kiralfy brothers must look upon the clergy of this country
as a gang of long-eared asses."

A Roman Catholic Opinion.
From the Catlwlic Review.

We do not, indeed, prize as highly as some of our countrymen appear to do the ability to read, write, and cipher.
Some men arc born to be leaders, and the rest are born to be
led. The best ordered and administered state is that in
which the f1JW are Wtll educated and lead, and the many arc
trained to obedience.
Those of humanity who reflect, see, and advance, always
hav to drag behind them the long tail of those who know
neither to reflect nor to see, and who will not advance. But
progress goes on all the same; convinced adepts of the difierent religions, positiv and dogmatic, diminish daily in number among the really activ members of mankind. Let us be
satisfied with this. Those who are not for progress from
henceforth exist, so to say, no more; they will disappear
totally one day. The exercise of the mind becomes more
than ever a condition of existence. The preponderant rule
of the religions in past times is explained by the fact that
then they were almost the only means by which men could
set their intellectual and moral activity to work. They were
the unique opening for all the higher aspirations of our being.
At that epoch, with the exception of religion, there was no
mentRl occupation other than coarse and material; nothing
between the vis~nary and the most common reality. In the
present day the necessary and natural middle course is
f!lund. One can meditate without being a dreamer; one can
even be a visionary without being constrained to believe.
Science and art hav spreaEl. before our eyes their domains
with never-ending perspect.ivs, where every one can expend
his surplus activity without wasting it. needlessly. .SCience
permits of disinterested research, w1thout toleratmg the
wanderiJQo·s of the ima"'ination. It givs enthusiRsm without
d.elirium."' It has a beafity of its own consisting of truth.M. M. •uya1t.
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at his gate bearing her coffin to the graveyard-dead
of a broken heart and lack of care.
At the time this bill was pending in the legislature,
six men were under indictment and were to be
shortly tried at Malvern for breaking the Christian
Sabbath. They kept their own day of worship, but
the theological Moloch was not satisfied with thatthey must observe the Christian Sabbath as well.
Though the bill passed the Senate, we do not know
whether it becarue a law in time to save these men
from a fine or the jail.
Christian intolerance cannot be so far down the
aisles of t1me as is currently supposed when Infidels
here in the North are imprisoned for opinions' sake,
and tragedies such as Senator Crockett recited are
enacted in the South.
The church and state must be really as well as
theoretically separated.

..

--------

~-------

The Knights and the Church.

the matter from his standpoint. There is no need
of the church denouncing an organization it owns,
and which it will own so long as the present ·master
workman is kept in office. That is the main and sufficient reason, and no others are necessary. The
others given are what the lawyers call cum.ulativ, and
would be good were not the first so strong as to render them useless. It would be, as Mr. Gibbons says,
highly imprudent to raise a row in this country between the church and her followers. The atmosphere of the United States is conduciv to independence, and the McGlynn affair is a warning to ecclesiastical authorities. Every time the church condemns
a success, she shows her fallibility and damages her
reputation. But,.most cogent of all reasons to the
pope, a condemnation of the Knights would stop the
collectfon of Peter's pence, and endanger the pecuniary welfare of the holy church ! That reason is of
itself sufficient to turn the darkest heretical black
into the purest of religious white. The church must
hav: cash or the church goes down. It canilot liv on
the love of God alone.
·
Cardinal Gibbons has done well, and proved himself a most adroit politician. There is only one thing
more to be explained. Cardinal Taschereau's officially
authorized condemnation of the Knights still stands
good in Canada. How is it that the order is all
right this side of the Canadian line and all wrong on
the other!

Cardinals Gibbons and Taschereau, the fmmer of
Single subscription ............................................. . $8 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 5 00 Baltimore, the latter of Montreal, are now in Rome.
Two new subscribeTs ......................................... . ii 00 Their errand, as given to the public, is twofold, viz.,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... . 5 00 to obtain their red hats and to settle whether the
·One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
Knights of Labor is an organization to be condemned
remittance .. .. .. . ........................................... . 1 00 by the church. Cardinal Taschereau, in obedience
One subscription with three new &uhscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 50 to instructions received from Rome, has already
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
settled the question for Canada by condemning the
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
order and ordering Roman Catholics out of it. In
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
this country the question is still open, though re=============-=·----······- garded as practically settled in favor of the Knights.
A Cheering Letter.
Cardinal Gibbons is friendly to the order, and has
Here is one of the letters we occasionally receive
Religions Pel'secntion in At·kansas.
made an argument addressed to one Simeoni, prefect which make life worth living:
It has been generally supposed that since the New of the propaganda at Rome, in favor of allowing
"GRAND RAPIDs, MIOH., Feb. 17, 1887.
England religious persecutions of the Episcopalians, Catholics to remain members.
~· To THE 0FFIOE oF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Gents: I hereby
Ca.tholic3, and Quakers the Christians of this country
It appears from this argument that the American remit your $3.25 for back dues on your paper. I like your
h '!.d come to let each other alone and united in steal- archbishops hav voted upon the ·question, and that paper all but your George's or Anarchist arguments. I do
ing from our public treasuries and persecuting the ten of the twelve see no reason for condemning the not believe in dividing my fortune with some loafer-that is
Infidels. This is not the fact, however, as some very Knights. Mr. Gibbons has examined the Knights' too apostolic, like Ananias and Sapphira when they were
recent Southern cases show. They are brought to constitution and by-laws, and has " not found therein dividing with Peter and, keeping a little back, got killed for
it. That is not our Liberal principle, from my standpoint.
light by a speech in the Arkansas senate by Senator the elements which the holy see so clearly designates So I will discontinue your paper at present until you can
Crockett.
as condemnable, and the formula of their organiza- afford to be logical to your government in your arguments,
It appears that up to two years ago Arkansas tion contains neither oath nor obligation which pre- for we hav no use for dynamite in this country where there
Yours respectfully,· A. D. YouNG."
allowed Seventh Day Adventists and Seventh Day vents· those who do not belong to it, or even their is a free ballot.
We are glad to hear from Mr. Young-glad, indeed,
Baptists the saine privilege that other states allow enemies, from becoming acquainted with their affairs.
them, namely, the privilege of keeping Saturday and Catholics are not forbidden to divulge everything to that he has at last concluded to divide his fortune
laboring Sunday. In 1885 this law was repealed, competent ecclesiastical authorities, even outside of with creditors who hav honestly !tnd well earned a
and since then the persecutions of the Adventists the confessional." The master workman of the order little of his cash. We wish he had divided earlier.
We are pleased also with Mr. Young's hearty apand Baptists hav been common. Senator Crockett's has also assured Mr. Gibbons that he "professes
preciation
of THE TRUTH SEEKER-for he expresses
speech was in advocacy of the reenactment of the his religion faithfully and receives the sacraments
law, allowing religious organizations to keep any day regularly," and "with filial submission he begs the his appreciation unqualifiedly. The true appreciation
in the week for Sabbath, providing one day in the pastors of the church to examin all the details of the of friends sustains us in many a dark hour. It is
true, friend Young makes a slight reservation in
week is kept.
organization, and says that if they find therein
Two cases of persecution which the senator brought anything reprehensible to point it out and he will enumerating his likes, but as the two or three things
to the attention of the Senate are atrocious. The faithfully promis to hav the proper modifications he mentions that he dislikes are things he never·
first was of a Mr. Swearigen, who settled in Arkansas made." Mr. Gibbons givs, further, nine reasons why found in THE TRUTH SEEKER, his admiration of the
from a Northern state. He is a Seventh Day Ad- the church need not condemn the order. They are : paper is complete.
We are glad that he does not like Anarchy.
ventist, the Biblical religion of which C. B. Reynolds
"1. Because such a condemnation does not appear to be
was once a distinguished ornament. Mr. Swearigen justified either by the letter or by the spirit of its constitu- Neither does the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. In
fact, so intense is our dissatisfaction with the system
settled upon a farm four miles from town. He was tion, of its laws, or by the declarations of its heads.
far away from any church, and, after having kept
" 2. That such a condemnation does not appear necessary that we hav used several columns of the paper several
Saturday according to his conscience, worked upon in view of the transient form of the organization and of the times to show how fallacious, as a philosophical system, Anarchy is in theory, and how utterly impractihis farm on Sunday. His labor and his faith were social condition of tb.e United States.
" 3. That it would not be prudent, on account of the
shared by his son, a lad of seventeen. The two were reality of the wrongs of the workingmen and the fact that the cable it would be in fact. We are pleased to know that
Mr. Young has read the articles and agrees with us.
observed by their Christian neighbors, and reported existence of such is admitted by the American public.
It is also a source of great satisfaction to find in
to the grand jury, by whom they were indicted.
"4. That it would be dangerous to the reputation of the
They were tried, convicted, and fined. Having no church in our democratic country.
the West a gentleman who indorses our opp~sition
" 5. That it would be powerless to compel the obedience to Henry George. Here in New York about all our
t:poney, they were imprisoned for twenty-five days in
the county jail. .A.t the expiration of the sentence, of our Catholic workingmen, who would regard it as false friends oppose our notions. But we would not vote
iniquitous.
the Sabbath-breaker's horse was levied on to pay the and
" 6. That it would be destructiv instead of beneficial in its for a man for mayor of the city who was pledged to
fine and costs, amounting to $38. The horse sold at effects, forcing the sons of the church to rebel against their enforce the Sunday laws, and who looked to piety inauction for $27. A few days afterward the sheriff mother, and to range themselvs with condemned societies stead of to principle for votes. Neither can we see
demanded $36-$11 balance due on fine and costs which they hav hitherto avoided.
how Mr. George's theory of taxing land values instead
'' 7. That it would be ruinous to the financial support of of the houses and improvements upon the land would
and $25 for board for Swearingen and son while in
jail. When told that the Adventist had no money, he the church at home, and to the raising of Peter's pence.
giv us all a farm, or even a building lot. So we op'' 8. That it would turn into doubt and hostility the
promptly levied on the only cow, but was persuaded marked devotion of our people toward the holy see.
posed Mr. George's election to the mayoralty of New
to accept bonds, and the amount was paid by contriand still oppose his theories of land reform.
York,
'' 9. That it would be regarded as a cruel blow to the
butions from friends of the same faith.
authority of the bishops of the United States, who, it is well That so well-informed a sociologist as Mr. Young
The second case was of a young married couple known, protest against such a condemnation."
pronounces our opposition sound is gratifying, and
When the Knights of Labor met recently in Balti- will hav its influence upon our New York friends.
who moved into Arkansas from Ohio. They were
Seventh Day Baptists. When the law allowing them more, l\fr. Powderly, it is well known, spent a good
Other points of agreement between Mr. Young
to choose their own Sabbath was repealed in 1885, deal of his time with Cardinal Gibbons. It was then, and the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER are also noticethey continued the religious habit of keeping Sat- probably, that he gave the debasing assurances which able. Like him we do not believe in dividing with
urday and working Sunday. .A.n envious Christian the cardinal now transmits to the pope. But if loafers ; like him we do not think dynamite is needed
neighbor observed them, the grand jury indicted Executiv E. .A.. Stevens had been made general where there is a free ballot. On this point, as against
the husband; he was tried, convicted, and put master workman, instead of Terence Powderly (a Anarchy, we hav said much. On several occasions
in jail for refusing to pay the fine. Week after not unlikely turn of affairs, when both were upon the hav we been scoffed at because we told workingmen
week passed by, the baby sickened and died be- executiv board a few years ago), we fancy the car- that it is foolish to make incendiary speeches when
cause the mother had no means to hire physicians; <ilinal would hav had less comforting news to take to the place to talk is at the ballot-box. Liberal princithe wife was prostrated, and, a day or two before the his master. Powderly has sold the Knights out to ples demand neither unworthy division nor dynamite.
law was appeased and the husband released, she, too, Rome.
In asserting this we are "logical" to the government,
died. lie returned home only to meet hif:l neighbors
Cardinal Gibbons's l'easons are sound, looking a.t p,nd therein is another point of agreement with Mr.
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Young. He also is "logical" to the government.
In fact, in the face of all the opposition we hav recently encountered, Mr. Young's· letter is like an
oasis in the desert.
We thank him for writing it, and for his unlimited
approval of our editorial course. That he does not
take THE TRUTH SEEKER is of no consequence, so long
as we hav won him over to our views. We do not
believe he will backslide into Anarchy, or go off to
Henry George's ideas, or the advocacy of dynamite.

Mr. Remsburg in Danger.
Our esteemed friend Worley, of Odessa, Mo., furnishes us with a batch of newspaper clippings, from
the .Democrat of that place, which indicate that there
must hav been fun in Odessa a short time since.
It appears that J. E. Remsburg was invited into
the town to deliver a three days' course of lectures.
As the editor of the .Democrat was not informed of
Mr. Remsburg's subjects, he was beguiled into advertising the meetings. Since the lectures, the editor
spends most of the time in tearing his own hair, with
short intervals of abusing Mr. Remsburg and the
Infidels of Odessa. Sackcloth and ashes but feebly
express his contrite humility.
There was talk, after_ the first lecture, among the
proslavery orthodox element which dominates the
place, of mobbing Mr. Remsburg and getting him
out of town in the most expeditious manner; but
wiser counsels prevailed, and he rode out upon the
train as usual. It was not humanity that prevented
the mobbing, but a fear that the world about :would
condemn the act. The opinion entertained by the
Christians of Odessa of the Infidels may be gathered
from this paragraph in the .Democrat:
"Prior to and durii,J.g the reign of Robespierre in Paris
God and the Bible were mocked and derided, and death proclaimed an eterna~ sleep. Outlawry, rapine, plunder, ·debauchery in all its phases, and murder ran riot in that unhappy
city, and her streets ran red with the best blood of France.
Sodom, Gomorrah, and Babylon might be quoted where men
devoted all the days in the week (Sunday included) to the
gratifications of their depraved inclinations, and what a harvest they did reap I"
, Mr. Remsburg may congratulate himself upon getting away from Odessa alive. The ungrammatical
tom-tit who edits the .Democrat is a fire-eater, and
now expresses a great desire to make a meal of the
Infidel.
His appetite seems to increase with the
distance between himself and Mr. Remsburg.

The Latest Kansas Arrests.
The arrest by United States authorities of Moses
and George Harman-which we had scant time
to chronicle last week-seems to us to be very
much .the same kind of an affair as the arrest of
the former editor of THI!; TRUTH SEEKER, D. M.
Bennett.
The article complained of, if we are rightly informed by N. H. Harman, is one upon which trouble
was threatened at the time of its publication. A
clergyman announced that it was "the evidence he
was waiting for," and a copy of the paper containing
the article was sent to the post:office inspector, presumably to get him to prosecute, but that was the
last of it, though Mr. Harman evidently thought he
was to be a martyr.
The article in question is a coarsely-written and
· exclamatory denunciation of the abuse of marital
rights. Such an article would not be allowed in the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, because it not only
is offensiv, but useless. Nevertheless, it is not op. scene, and surely a man has a right to say things
which may offend. We do it every week, and are remonstrated with almost as often. Mr. Heston's pict·
ures are offensiv to Christians, but we do not see how
he could be held to blame for that. Our right to hav
them made and to print them is unquestionable. The
pictures, the editorials, the reports, the contributed
matter in all our daily and weekly journals, offend
hundreds of thousands every week. If everything
were suppressed which offends anyone, there would
be nothing printed. So, because the article is offensiv is no reason for its suppression.
The opinion of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER as
to the utility and rightfulness of the United States
postal laws upon obscene literature is well known.
The laws are unconstitutional, and hav no place upon
our national statute books. Any prosecution under
them must, therefore, be condemned.
As to obscenity laws in themselvs, they are necessary and right when enacted by state legislatures
and enforced by the pro~@f W~P.J~ipal authorities,
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No one living in a large city can doubt that these
laws, or rules of society, are-of the first importance
in properly punishing the nefarious scoundrels who
traffic in books of the vilest type, and ruin young
men without a thought other than the dollars gained.
Such books are known at a glance, and should be
burnt wherever found.
The difficulties attending the enforcement of these
laws are two, but one of them would be almost done
away with by ·the repeal of the · unconstitutional
national statutes. There hav sprung up in almost
every state societies of private persons who hav
taken upon themselvs the task of enforcing obscenity
laws. Under the national statutes they inflict much
injury. Under state statutes they cannot, for the
sense of the community more often secures justice in
a state than in a national court. These prosecutions
should be taken out of the hands of these ,meddlers
and put into the charge of the local police. The
second difficulty attending the prosecution of the obscenity laws is the delicate judgment required in deciding what properly comes under the statute. In old
tim~s the conversation and literature were very
"broad," and naturally the works of genius that hav
come down to our generation are broad. Such
works are the Bible, Shakspere's poems and plays,
Swift's works, Rabalais's works, the "Arabian
Nights,"- and dozens of others, without which our
literature would be much poorer. Again, certain
people-narrow and starved in thought, dyspeptic,
and fanatically pious-regard with professed horror
objects to which educated and traveled people never
giv a second thought. Such folks look upon art galleries as the devil's evangels, and the theater as a
section of hell. if the law was interpreted by them,
the world would be what a nunnery generally is not
-a place of austere "virtue," as ridiculous as unpleasant. When once outside of the really obscene,
it is impossible to draw the line; it has never been
done, and we do not believe it ever can be. Like
blasphemy, it is a question of geography, of social
custom, of education-in short, of pure opinion.
But if we take the opinion and definition of one of
_the most bigoted authorities extant-him of infamous memory in connection with D. M. Bennett-we
do not see h_ow the arti.cle for which Moses and
George Harman are held to bail can be termed obscene. It could not corrupt the morals nor deprave
the mind, and if the use of one word is in this case
obscene, then it is in every case, and the publishers
of all medical books may be prosecuted.
No one can regret more than we the possibility of
another fight on this unwelcome question. Nothing
new can be said upon it, and no good can come of it.
If the purpose of Lucifer is to discuss such questions as this article raises, Mr. Harman certainly
could insist upon the language of his correspondents
conforming to the usages of the world, or he could
exclude their communications from his columns.
His was the risk, and no correspondent should ask
an editor to risk his liberty that the correspondent's
ideas may be circulated. But if Mr.. Harman and
his son are sent to jail for printing a word, it will be
no less an invasion of personal rights, no less an outrage, than that inflicted upon the founder of this
paper. And that is putting the matter very strong.

tiona! or immoral than the law which allows the
managers of the Randall's Island House of Refuge to
make that public charity a Sunday-school for the
Protestant church.
But we notice that with the Christian Advocate,
as with other religious organs, it makes a vast difference whose ox is gored.

Blind On One Side.

TnE ideas of the Roman Catholics as to salvation were
newly stated the other day by a Jesuit of San Francisco. He
laid down the law that out of the Roman Catholic church
there is no ordinary hope for salvation, and that he who
stands aloof from her exposes himself to everlasting damnation. In order that a person can be saved he must, accordding to the Jaw of Christ, belong to the church of Christ.
There could only be one church of Christ, and this church,
the speaker contended, was and could only be the holy Roman Catholic church. The heathen would not be judged by
the Jaw "for one that knows not the Ia If will not be judged
by the l~w." The Jews could be saved provided they came
into the church. As for Protestants, salvation was open to
.those of them existing in ''invincible ignorance" or complete
unconsciousness of the law. In this respect they were as
heathens. They were spiritually in union with the church
and virtually were within it. Protestants yet in doubt must
speedily clear up their doubts, or else die without the church.
This is a very pretty doctrin for Roman Catholics, and for
their sake we are sorry it is such a stupendous humbug.

In relation to the bill recently introduced in the
Senate of the New York legislature by Senator Murphy, requiring that "the schools established and maintained by the New York Catholic Protectory shall participate in the distribution of the common school fund
in the same manner and degree as the common
schools of the city of New York," quoted in TrrE
TRUTH SEEKER of February 26th, the Christian Advocate says :
" We must not only protest against the bill in question, but
it is high time to demand of the legislature the repeal of the
clause in the Children's Law of 1884, which condemns children to be sent to institutions under the control of persons of
the same faith as the parents of the children, as not only unconstitutional, but as multiplying enormously the number of
infant paupers, and as heavily increasing the burdens of
taxation, and as enlarging the tendency of Roman education
to illiteracy, pauperism, and crime."
This is right. Not only should the law referred
to be repealed, but every law granting a penny from
the treasury of the state should be repealed, as well
as every law giving the Protestants the right to invade state institutions and teach their sectarianism.
The law allowing judges to giv vagrant children to
C~tholic charitiel'l ie not one whit more unconetitu-

--~--~~.--------

Send the Bible Society to Jail.
Anthony Comstock has had John A. Wilson, of the
Globe Publishing Company, at Paulsboro11gh, N.J.,
sent to prison for two years and fined five hundred
dollars for sending through the mails Balzac's
"Droll Stories" and the Queen of Navarre's "Heptameron."
Comstock's attention was attracted to Mr. Wilson
last September by an advertisment of these books
Under an assumed name he sent for copies, and tL\';;
federal grand jury found indictments upon them.
Mr. Wilson stood trial upon Balzac's work, and when
the jury convicted him on that, pleaded non vult on
the other indictment, with the penalty stated. Two
years ago Comstock tried to imprison a man for selling the "'Heptameron," but a Freehold, N. J., jury
acqui~ted the seller. A Trenton jury, it seems, is
less educated in the classics.
It would be in order now to imprison all who sell
the works of Shakspere, Swift, Sterne, and Rabalais,
and of ·those Jewish fellows who wrote the Old Testament.

A Golden Opportunity.
A bill permitting the New York municipal authorites to giv the American Museum of Natural History
four hundred thousand dollars has become a law.
If Mayor Hewitt and the other gentlemen composing the Board of Estimate and Apportionment
are in earnest in desiring the Sunday opening of this
museum, now is their opportunity.
To obtain this money the managers of the museum
would sink their piety out o.f sight, and the people of the city might then obtain a view of the treasures of
the museum.
CoMPLAINING in the last issue of Liberty of his side-tracking
by B. R. Tucker from the editorial columns of that paper,
Henry Appleton incidentally makes public a just cause of
complaint against another editor. He says :
"I ara send a communication t~ THE TRUTH SEEKER, but lUacdonald, though he-had just published your communication, chose
to even outdo your side-tracking method of disciplin by dumping
me out of his columns altogether."
We apologize. Mr. Appleton's communication has been
in the accepted pigeon-hole since its receipt, and twice progressed as far as the hook, but its length and the arrival of
other matter hav prevented its seeing daylight. Nevertheless, We hav hopes.
WHILE the social fabric of our republic is being turned
topsy-turvy by dissatisfied labor, and humanitarians are
racking their brains for a social panacea, it is encouraging to
find one man who knows it all and is willing to impart his
knowledge to others-at five dollars an hour, as his card
savs. Not only can W. M. Boucher, 28 Waverly Pla~e, this
city, answer Pilate's old conundrum, but he professes to be
able to tell what science is, what law is, what value is, what
money is, and he also teaches economics, ethics, sociology,
and explains international bi-metalism and the labor probItim. Mr. Boucher is a valuable man to hav in a large city
and Henry George, Dr. McGlynn, and the labor leaders
should apply to him at once to settle the problems vexing
the Knights of Labor and other working bodies.

Mr. Remsburg's Bereavement.
MY DEAR MACDONALD: Over the wires this morning came the sad words, "'Gene is dead." Our
pretty babe, two years old, and named for you, h~s
died I am now hastening home, and my work m
Illinois is suspended for the present.
Yours truly,
J. E. REMSBURG.
.Decatur, Ill., March 2, 1887.
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1£eittrs prom Jiritnds.
ARLINGTON, N.Y., Feb. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I am happy to state that we hav a Freethinker that dares to name a boy after Robert G. Ingersoll.
The youngster is eight months old and a bright fellow too.
His name is Hobert I. Halstead, and he will be trained in the
Freethought line, for his father and mother are Freethinkers.
Please let it be known that there is another who will bear
the name of our friend Robert.
G. W. MoNSING.
CARLINVILLE, ILL., Feb. 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We had J. E. Remsburg here to deliver three
lectures on last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings,
and had a good turnout to hear him, notwithstanding bad
weather and that the B~ptists and Methodists were holding
a revival meeting on the opposit corner of the Opera House
where Mr. Remsburg spoke; and as a result of those lectures
I send you the inclosed order for books, and expect soon to
be able to send another order and perhaps one or two new
subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
W. H. WmTE.
DEXTER, Mo.,.Feb. 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We had J. E. Remsburg with us last week.
He delivered an excellent course of lectures t'o very small
houses. The churches hav all our women. T4e best men
are not church-members, thongh they claim to believe in the
God of the Bible, and are not afraid to investigate. We had
Jamieson here last winter, and he gave us splendid lectures.
Your humble servant and J. W. McCollum had to put up the
collateral in both instances. I get very much discouraged
telling the truth sometimes, and it would pay me i.f I could
bring myself to be an orthodox hypocrit. JorrN Q. CARTER.
l::hiTZER, Wis., Feb. 14, 1887.
J.\IIR. EDITOR: I hav been receiving and reading THE TRUTH
SEEKER for more than one year, and am well pleased with
its contents. My belief is in science as a guide for civilized
man, and that theories ancl doctrins that cannot be demonstrated to be true are unworthy of serious thought, and belong to the superstitious traditions and teachings of primitiv
roan. Among us the sh~des of Egypt are holding in bondage the minds of the people. As they bear their chains so
willingly, how shall they become free? As bishop has burnt
bishop at the stake for place, so the people should I;Jear their
burdel'ls hoping for everlasting happiness in another world if
their reason can bt3 so direcsed.
WM. A. GRISWOLD.
GRAND RAPIDS, 1\IIOH., Feb. 11, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: .I read 1\I. Babcock's answer to the Young
Men's Christian Association. I enjoyed it very much and
wish we had more such men in our midst. It really seems
as if such words were enough to convert any true person to
truth. If some patent medicin man could invent a medicin
that would digest words in a Christian brain, he would be
the savior of this world, but I am afraid it is hopeless, as
they swallow them by the dozen, and they should be taken
one at a time, and slow at that, until a healthy digestion is
accomplished. Your paper is one of the best as well as one
of the most truly religious papers in the world.
CHARLES SAOH.

pitied rather than blamed. They hav been taught to believe
in that obscene old book, and the crimes sanctioned by it,
and they hav not the courage to renounce the gods and all
their crimes.
STELLA CAMPBELL.
STRASBURG, ILL., Feb. 24, 287.
MR. EDITOR : J. E. Remsburg delivered his lectures here
as announced last week. David Siberts and lady came in a
wagon through the Illinois mud ten miles to hear him; Mr.
Lugar, from Seigal, nine miles away, attended both lectures;
Uncle Bill Storm and his four boys walked five miles to hear
the lecture. ·Judge Brackin, eighty-two years of age, occupied the chair, and his gray hairs gave dignity to the
occasion.
J.\IIr. Stewardson and }fr. Shelton made music on the
violins, Miss Ida York on the organ, Mr. Seymour on the
bones. Miss Pearl York and Miss Emma }fartin closed the
first evening with song; John Brackin, J. N. Storm, and
myself took up the collecti~n. We did not hav twelve
basketfuls left, but, after paying all expenses, we hav $6.70
left. The worst recommendation that I can giv J'ilr. Remsburg is that "Christians feel hurt because he did not say something that they could find fault with. You may want to
know how I enjoyed it. If you do, just ask some old
Methodist how he felt wheli he was born again. He can tell
you, for he is used to describing his feelings.
A. YORK.
VISALIA, CAL., Feb. 14, 287.
!fR. EDITOR: It is with regret we learn that th& Boontonites are not likely to press the case against our cbampion1
C. B. Reynolds. They are quite willing to avoid an exposure of their bigotry in the secular courts, with the eyes of the
whole civilized world on them. Would that Mr. Reynolds
could force them to the issue, affording Mr. Ingersoll another
opportunity to shed the brilliant light of his grand intellect
on the benighted of manldnd.
I would like to draw your attention to two publications by
Ignatius Donnelly, entitled, "Atlantis" and "Ragnarok."
They not only explain many of the legends and traditions of
savage races, but show that much of the Old Testament or
Jewish scriptures is virtually history, though badly mutilated.
Mr. Donnelly's theory of the drift is well supported, not only
by the relations of the legends from two hemispheres, but by
the sciences of astronomy, geology, and paleontology. It is,
in fact, the first work successfully harmonizing science and
the Bible, or a large portion of it, which would be gratifying
to Christians, if they would read it, and edifying to all.
T.J.C.
IrswroH, DAK., Feb. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $4-$3 to apply on my
subscription, and the balance for books, as per order. Please
excuse negligence for not remitting sooner. I assure you I
could. not get along without the grand old TRUTH SEEKER,
and hail with joy its weekly ~is its. It is the only intellectual
friend I hav, outside my own family and one or two old men
who, like myself, are ripening fast for the grave, for our long
and peaceful slumber. I hav been trying to get at least one
subscriber, but, alas! not even one. There are a few who
would like to take the paper, but are too poor. Others hav
not the moral courage to step out and assert their rights in
this God-forsaken, priest-ridden community. Tiley hav
tried their best to ruin me and my business, but as I am IDW
getting better acquainted, I quite often hear it is said, "I
would rather deal with Brown, because [can depend on what
he tells me." So I" am strong in the faith that truth may yet
prevail.
·
With many good wishes to you and all the lovers of truth
up and down the broad land, and hoping Brother Heston's
shadowing forth the folly of the old Jew book may never
grow less, I remain,
~ truth seeker and Materialist,
A. J. BROWN.

SALEM, IowA, Feb. 21, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : I want to tell you and the readers of your
valuable paper of the intellectual feast that we bad on tile
5til and 6th of the present month, in listening to the three
lectures of Samnel P. Putnam in Fort }iadison, Iowa, a diStance of twenty-five miles from our place, through the rain
and sleet; but we felt amply rewarded for our trouble.
Putnam is a little Samson in our ranks, and I thinlt he was
effectual in removing the superstition from the minds of some
of his hearers.
BRAIDWOOD, ILL., Feb. 27, 1887.
My husband is seventy-seven years of age, and my age is
MR. EDITOR: I like your course with THE TRUTH SEEKER;
sixty-four, and we arc both strong in tte belief of the Nine
it is at its best, and you appear to be able to keep it there.
CHARLOTTE SHELDEN.
Demands of Liberalism.
Your course in the Anarchist trials is correct. People here
publicly express the belief that that bomb was thrown by a
ALLEGHENY CITY, PA., Feb. 12, 1887.
MR. EDITO~: Having read with great pleasure your most Pinkerton thug, and the pieces of the shell are said to comworthy paper for the past two years, I congratulate you for p~tre with a pattern of United States ware shell cast at the
the success you hav had with the same. It ought to be read Potomac arsenal. How. did Anarchists get that shell? A
by a great many more Liberals. I favor the cartoons, as they lawyer here said to me, speaking of .J:he trial, after having
are very entertaining, as well as instructiv. We all hav carefully read the proceedings, "It is as big a farce as I ever
enough to do for the advancement of the grand Frcethought saw."
movement, free speech, and equal rights. Independence and
And now a few words to Mr. Goodell, of Sacramento.
freedom were once won for us, but in the nineteenth century Since the war I hav lived in a mining town; hav seen strike
we hav to fight another battle-a battle for our rights, the after strike, but I hav never known strikers to injure proprights of man. I am happy to think that we are gaining erty. During one strike we had quite a number of buildings
ground. I can 1.ee a bright day, and that not very far in the burnt, mostly belonging to citizens of the place. An old
future, when the people of this country will hav to respect rookery or so belonging to the coal company was burnt.
our noble Declaration of Independence and Constitution.
The coal company made a great cry for the militia, but the
Mr. Seymour is with us for to-morrow afternoon, and :M:r. town council thought they could do a little in the way of
Reynolds in the evening.
C. R. GmFFITH.
protecting property. They put on an efficient night watch.
In a few nights a gentleman was caught under a large dryCmoAGo, ILL., Feb. 7, 287.
goods store in the act of setting it on fire. You will say he
MR. EDITOR: I received a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER was a striking miner. No, he was not. Was he a citizen of
sent me some time ago, for which, thank you. I buy your the town? No. He was a farm hand in from the country,
paper every week from }ir. F. F. Follett, 302 State street. and he was not seen in town till he was caught under the
I could not do without it. It seems that the most dreary, building. But a coal company lawyer cleared him all the
lonesome time in my life was when I was out in the Rocky same.
Mountains where THB TRUTH SEEKER was not to be had.
And now a few questions to Mr. Pfarrer, of Springfield,
The pictures are very, very good. .My Christian friends are Ill. During the Gould strikes on the Southwestern railroads
afraid that God will damn them if they read the paper, but Pinkerton'.s thugs were at East St. Louis. A number of peothey cannot resist looking at the pictures, -1 or no -I. A ple had been over to St. Louis for groceries. On coming
highly educated and prominent lawyer of this city has re- back they were fired into; five or six were killed, and others
nounced Catholicism. After reading a copy of THE Tnul'II wounded. Who committed this murder? Again, the day
SEEKER he said: "It is the only paper that I hav ever Been before the Haymarket meeting a body of unarmed people
worth subscribing for." tlo much for your paper, regA.rdless were fired into near the McCormick Heaper works, and three
of what those gentlemen Peter Friedrichs, D. B. Phiilips, or four killed and others wounded. Who did that shooting?
and J. R. Davis, hav written you. Perhaps they are to be ; During the butchers' strike at the stock-yards, Armour had

Pinkerton's thugs there. When they were being sent away,
a lone boy was seen on the sidewalk-was fired at and killed.
Who committed that murder? At Jersey City another boy
has been shot. Who protects these criminals? And why
are they not prosecuted?
Mayor Harrison was at the Haymarket meeting, and there
told the chief of police that it was a lawful and a law-abiding
meeting. Therefore the police had no business there, neither
had the bomb-thrower.
Whose property has been injured by strikers? I hear of
none. By what authority does Bill Pinkerton keep that band
of thugs? I know of no law for it.
.F. B.
Heston's pictures are splendid.
Fo:m:ANA, KAN., Feb. 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me a catalog of books-Liberal
and scientific works-and discount straight, as I want about
$15 or $20 worth of them myself; and as I went out last
night and heard the voices of three ministers at one time in
three different houses, I concluded to put the truth in the
hands of all that I can; I went to the Baptist church Friday
night, and the preacher in his sermon requested the members of the church to go around and solicit all their friends
to come to their church and tell them of the goodness of
God; etc., .but if they met an Infidel, just pass him by, for
they would be fooling away their time talking with him.
Then he looked around at me, and remarked that almost any
fool could ask the best of lawyers questions that he could
not answer (I had been asking the preachers in this town
some hard question~). He also compared a skeptic to
a buzzard, that would sail over all the nice, living, fat cattle
and pounce down on the carcass of a dead one and there satisfy his gluttonous wants. But there was one argument, he
said, that they could not answer, ancl that was this: If the
Christians were right, the skeptic would lose his soul; and if
they were not right, they would 1ose nothing but their works.
After we were dismissed, I approached the minister and told
him that I accepted the comparison he bad made between
me and the buzzard, and therefore I would pounce upon
him. I said that I thought his unanswerable argument expressed a great deal of doubt about the divinity of his cause
and showed that he only worshiped through fear that the
skeptics were not right. For my part, I was not afraid. He
bade me Good-night.
F . .D. MILLER.
CLIFTON, KAN., Feb. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I send you five dollars for THE TRUTH
BEEKER for two years.
Here in the West the farmers are waking up of late, forming Farmers' Alliances, shipping their own grain and other
products. The grain buyers had formed a pool, making a
ba&is of three cents per bushel the price for shipping corn,
and as much more as they could mal\e; on other grain and
hogs and cattle in proportion, and the farmers got tired of it
and kicked. Within the last month five Farmers' Alliances
hav been organized here in Wa~hington county, along the
line of the railroads. At first the pool-buyers said the farmers could not hold together, and would not amount to anything; but they hav already got up scales and office and today commenced shipping grain at this point, with very favorable prospects. All along the line of the Central Branch
of the Pacific and Kansas Pacific the farmers are taking up
the matter of organization in this state, not only for shipping
grain, but for political purposes. First, we strike at the
effects to free ourselvs from some of the preseut leeches, and
as we grow in strength and numbers will try and reach back
at this treacherous villainy of class legislation that has made
it possible for a few persons to become millionaires by impoverishing the many. We are beginning to discuss these
important questions among the farmers pertaining to transportation, taxation. tariff, and monetary and political economy. We are getting disgusted with our agents in the legislature and Congress; look upon them as a body of political
demagogs. We think there are too many lawyers, bankers,
and bondholders in these bodies. The people hav been deceived by them. · They got there by unjust means, especially
the U. S. Senate.
JoHN C. HANAN.
DuNDEE, MINN., Feb. 19, !887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $5 to renew my sub•
scription to THE TRUTH SEEKEI~.
I would feellost without your paper, and I am glad to inform you that my wife takes fully as much interest as I do
in the paper. I hav earnestly hoped for the Interstate Commerce bill to become a law ever since its first introduction,
and now as it .is a law I think it will be a great help to the
poorer class. I am aware that a common carrier can no
more haul freight and passengers at the actual cost of transportation than a merchant can buy goods and sell them again
at cost and make a living at it. But whenever a merchant
sells to some of his customers at double profit, he can sell to
just that many at cost, and thus favor his chosen ones and
be as well off financially as if he had charged all the same,
so long as he is not caught at it, or so long as the poorer or
unfortunate ones cannot help it. But this is not justice!
Now there is a clause in Section 22 of the above-named law
which I think unjust. It reads as fellows-viz., "Nothing
in this act shall be construed to prohibit any common carrier
from giving reduced rates to ministers of religion." Now,
take the common carrier in the same view as we hav taken
the merchant. If they only cha1·ge a living profit for carry.
ing passengers, they cannot carry ministers at reduced rates
and make a living at it. This no one should ask of the
common carriers. Then if they make a reduction below
living profit for ministers, they must charge just so much
more to the rest in order to liv themselvs, which is not doing
justice to the rest of the passenger traffic. Now, we hav it.
There are but two ways the common carrier can make reduc.
, tions for minist~;r!!; one way b<J&t~ t~e :r~st of ~h,e :peo{lle, all
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but the ministers thcmselvs, and the other way beats the for our discoveries, and appropriating to themselvs what has
common carrier. I say, beat neither; but charge all the cost us much study and scientific research.
same-and only a living profit-ministers and alL You ask
It was my intention at the start to hav the article containfor name3 of Liberals; find list inclosed.
C. W. BANTA.
ing my important discoveries copyriO"hted but owin()" to a
· anl now
press of busigess at that time, it wa~ neD"lected
0
fi ~ d"mg that those views are becoming popular with
'
BAVARIA, KAN., Feb. 21, 1887.
theolo-'
MR. EDITOR: _Frien_d Putnam has been here, and given us gians and o~h~rs, while we secretly rejoice, we still think
seven lectures Ill this county, two in Brookville three in that ~o Chnstwn has any just right to appropriate our disSalina, and two in Bavaria, with good houses i~ all the covenes to his own use without giving us due credit.
places. We had at Bavaria an example of Christian toletJ. c. N. ABBO".rT.
ance, as they hav been telling us they had a great deal of it.
As soon as they found we were going to hav Freethought
FENNIMORE, Wrs., Feb. 16, 1887.
lectures here they took up a petition to the county superinMR. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber to your paper, but intendent of public instruction, asking to hav the schoolhouse tend to be soon. You sent me a few sample copies which I
closed, so we could not use it for Infidel meetings, it being hav circulated freely and carefully.
'
the only building here large enough for any meeting. ChrisWhat first prompted me to write you is this. In your
tians hav used it ever since it was built, seventeen years ago, "Letters from Friends," I notice many of them admit to befor a church. Thanks to the school officers, the scheme did ing "Infidels." This word is hateful to me. I am a Freenot work, and we had our meetings at the schoolhouse and thinking Moralist, as near as I know what the term n~eans,
it was the best advertisment that could hav been given ~s, as but I'm a Liberal anyhow, and can't help it. I'm not Infidel
the house was not large enough to hold all who- came, and to my. ~riends, my neighbor, my patients (being a physician),
many went home without being able to hear the speaker.
my w1fe, or my country. As to being Infidel to my God, I
Two very devout Christians took so great an interest in am not aware that I am under any obligation to take WebMr. Putnam's last lecture that they could not keep f~m ster'cl definition, any more than I am obliged to take his definterrupting him. One was inoved by the spirit of the JCw- inition of freedom. As I am credibly informed, once upon
ish God, the other by the spirit of-well, corn, I .supp:.>se; a time, when a woman with a child at her breast was runbut- Mr. Putnam answered them very satisfactorily to the ning through a tangled cypress swamp for freedom, with a
Freethinkers. I hav not known of any of the honest Chris- bloodhounds upon her track, Mr. Webster took the side of
tians sanctioning the actions of these men. We had thought the bloodhounds and called it liberty. I wish that all Liberthat intelligent Kansas was a long way ahead of New Jer- als could regard the name " Infidel " in the same li()"ht I do·
sey, but, from all indications, we must wait before we but if they can't I'll not put them upon the Christlan rack:
claim it.
nor burn nor crucify them.
- Perhaps it would hav been the best thing for us here if the
!.am not posted or in any manner informed of the nature
Christians had succeeded, as then we would hav built a hall of the persecutk>n or prosecution of a Mr. Reynolds. If the
of our own as a public hall open for everything. We will case stands as I am led to understand it, I would like to consoon hav one here. Our thanks are due to the school offi- tribute to the fund for his defense, if there be such a fund.
cers, also the young men here, as they hav attended all of How can I find out ?
our meetings, and set a good example for some of the older
As to the cartoons of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I can say
Christians to follow, by listening, and not interrupting or "Amen" to them. They constitute a literature of themselvs
making any disturbance.
that is quicker read and easier comprehended than anything
We hope, by honest and fair dealing, to show our Chris- that is written, and are also more expressiv, because they aptian friends we do not need a Jewish God to control us, but peal to the eye as well as the understanding.
depend upon qoing right to our fellow-man for our salvaI will not presl].me to giv advice to Liberals, but will tell
tion, if any is necessary.
T. H. TERI!Y,
them my plan of working.
Sec. pro. tern. Bavaria Secular Union.
We are aware that it would be the personification of foolishness to attempt to convert an old, straight-backetl Calvinist to reason.
CEDAR FALLs, IowA, Feb. 11, 1887.
My pla:p. is a " still lillnt" among the young, from ten to
MR. EDITOR: By reference to ·your files of 1880 _and I
think, for the month September in that year, yon will fin_d 'an twenty years of age, and the more intelligent the better. I
article written by me, entitled, "Cain's Wife-Who was place Liberal literature in their hands, and it is so new and
She?" In that article I bro,ached the new and startlinO' dis- strange to them tbat they read it with avidity and ask for
covery (startling to Christians) that the Bible teaches in°plain more. Thus the good seed is sown; and some, at least, will
and unmistakable language that in-the beginning there were fall upon good ground. I find that the more intelligent
two separate and distinct creations of men and women; that, young men are Liberal from nature, Sunday-schools aucl
as the closing and final act in the six days' work of creation, preachers to the contrary notwithstanding.
All the young people want is a starter, a place to begin;
a pair-a man and a woman-were created, made, arid
formed, and brought upon the stage of the green earth, and they liv in an atmosphere that is repulsiv to their nati v sense
then and there received their instructions both as to what of justice, common sense, and decency.
Reasoning from my success in this matter, I would advise
they should eat and what they should do. The making of
all Liberals to make the acquaintance and court the friendthat pair was the last act in the work of creation on the sixth
ship of all the bright boys they can, and place all the induceday.
ments possible in their hands of looking up their own interOn the seventh day, God being weary, he took a rest.
ests, and let the blockheads go into the church for preachers
And, coming upon the scene of his six days' labors on the
or religious editOrJl.
D. 0 .. ProKARD, M.D.
morning of the eighth day, he failed to find his man and woman. They had skipped 1tnd gone over to the land of Nod.
Hence he found it necessary to make another pair-another
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 20, 287.
man and woman. For it was on the eighth day that God
MR. EDITOR : 'fhe worthy secretary of the American
said, "There is not a man found to till the ground." Ac- Secular Union has come and gone, and he has left the
cordingly God proceed<Jd at once to make another pair. It Liberals of this vicinity feeling encouraged. The fact is,
should be observed, however, that entirely different methods even the most sanguin JJiberals did not know that there were
were used in the creation or manufacture of those two pairs so many Liberals in this community as there are. It is safe
to say there are no less than one hundred, Salina bei~g the
of human beings.
The first pair came by the first method, while the second center. The Opera House of Salina was comfortably. filled
pair, called Adam and Eve, were manufactured, and each out for three evenings to hear Mr. Putnam's brilliant flowery
of different materials, the woman coming several days logical, and poetical lecture; and another marked feature ~f
after Adam, as time was required for him to dry. sufficiently those meetings was that the audience applauded to the echo
as if it were a political gathering. A Secular Union was
for practical purposes.
Now, let any critical Bible student read Gen. i and ii care- organized at Salina with about thirty-six members, of which
fully, and he must arrive at the same conclusion as herein your humble servant is one, along with the rest, Dr. Houser
being !tppointed to procure the charter and issue the call for
set forth.
Nevertheless, I claim priority over all, theologians, Bible the first meeting as soon as the above document is received.
I took it on myself to make some pleasant calls with Mr.
commentators, or others, in making and publishing to the
world this idea-this fact of a double creation, at different Putnam upon several di~tinguished citizens. Mr. Putnam
times and by different methods. These wonderful and went where I Jeri the way, and my acquaintance in the town
startling facts were first published to the world in the year of at this time was very limited. Mr. Putnam made a very extensiv sale of hooks at Salina. We learn that they had
grace 1880, in Tn-E TRUTH SEEKER.
And now comes Dr. T. W. Chambers, an eminent writer crowtled houses at Brookville and Bavaria, all three of those
and theologian of the regular orthodox persuasion, and in his meetings being a brilliant success. \Vhat can the Christian
critical notes an Genesis, written in the light of modern lit- expect when the prayer of the righteous availeth naught? It
erary and scientific research (soon after my discovery was will be remembered that just before Mr. Putnam started he
published), referring likewise to the documentary views of uttered a prayer that he might not come in contact with any
the modern "high critics" (evidently referring to my notes), wind-storms or cyclones; but he did with one of the worst
saying, "as he pointed out a seeming difference in style at gales that hav been in this part of Kansas for the last seven
Gen. i and ii," that there is evidently here a change in style, years, which spoiled our meeting at New Cambria, so much
"a transition to a new division, or, as some suppose, to a so we left my humble home but a few steps with the
mere document which Moses was divinely directed to use in lecturer, and turned back and took sh!;)lter under its roof for
the night, but we learn since that there was an audience of
making his record."
The editor of the Sunday-Sclwlll 1'imes, where I find Dr. twenty or thirty, awaiting our arrival at William's Hall. I
Chambers's views briefly set forth, also says that fr-Om time felt very much disappointed, as I had the honor of arranging
to time critical side-light articles hav been added by eminent this meeting. I suggest to the auxiliaries of the American
specialists in the line of the Sunday-school lessons, etc. Secular Union they must not expect too much from organizaNow, what is this but an acknowledgment from these theolo- tion at once, but must hav patience and remember all new
gians and would-be teachers that they hav already received movements must hav growth which requires time. Rememconsiderable light from those not reckoned as crthodox be- ber the short life of the Grange and other organizations that
lievers in all the traditional teachings heretofore imposed lacked patience, Don't expect any more for the present
upon them by the church? Well, we are glad to see them than that our n1eetings will be a place of social amusement
adopting our views, but what we complain of is that they and education of the young, and an exchange of ideas, there.are thus stealing O)~r tJmn4er wjtJ;logt _giving us due credit by improving one another ; and remember that we can do
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this much cheaper than the churches, because we will hav
no minister's salary to pay, every one beingbis own spokesman with us. We can hold entertainments and make them
self-supporting, and we can also be able to decide, when we
hav ,an occasional lecturer from abroad, whether we can't
replenish our treasury instead of a few having to bear the
burden of the expenses, as it is where no organizations hav
·
been perfected.
But the most important thing about orgailization is in being ready to act in a body the moment an opportunity is
offered to accomplish something; and as a proof that our
worthy secretary is aware that "eternal vigilance is the price
of liberty" we hav only to call your attention to his fight
for the opening of the museums in New York on Sund~ys.
He has succeeded in makin~ this a political question of the
municipal government of the city of New York. So he has
the peculiar faculties of forcing our demands on the body
politic, and, I fear, much faster than Liberals will make up
their minds to follow where he leads the way; and I want
you all.to understand one thing: we can never accompli~h
the Nine Demands without a political effort, and as nine issues are greater than one or two, you must make up your
minds to sacrifice one or the other,if need be. By this means
you can hasten the day of equal and exact justice.
JoHN w: ABBoTT.
AURORA, 0., Feb. 22, 1887.
11-Iu. EDITOR: I hav concluded to inclose a short article I
published in my county paper as a schedule of part of my
belief. I see by the two pages of "Letters from Friends"a most interesting part of your paper-that there are many
Liberal f11rmers. They may be as desirous to read something on agricultural questions as on greenback, temperance,
and financial matters. There are no subjects of more vital
importance than the ones merely glanced at in this communication. Is it not a strange anomaly that in the labor discussions th11t hav grown so fierce in the last few years the
farmer is seldom included among the different classes of
labor? He is generally left out of sight.
I am nearing fourscore, and until the last year hav not
thought of finishing a day's work with eight or ten hours. I
hav earned what I am worth and much more that is wasted
and spent on others. Society and government, by their
burdens and taxations, hav failed to strengthen themselvs
lately in my aiTections, and I begin to feel like challenging
their demands.
I like to read in your correspondence anything that shows
what my fellow-Liberals are at home. '!'his article may help
them to some hints about myself. So please put my name to
the article if you deem it worthy of publication. It was pub.lished in the Portage County Democratic P1·es.~, Ohio.
Yours,.
N. EGGLESTON.
THE LOAD THE FARMEH OAU!liES.
J\'[!l. EDITOR: Is it any wonder the farmers of all nations,
in all times, bav gone down nuder the weights imposed upon
them? Is it any wonder the American farmer begins to stagger? And yet the blessed creatures never did, and do not
now, know what ails them; or ruther suppose that nothing
is the matter so long as when they go to town some rich
banker condescends to stop and ask abon t the health of their
families and the condition of their crops. They do not
understand the relation between those crops and the notes
upon which the banker grows rich, but remember with
thankfulness how the banker overlooked their coarse garments, and smiled graciously upon them. Such notice pays
for a large instalment of toil, while it is the cheap return
offered by idleness and luxury to those who create everything.
The farmer not only makes the country, he makes cities,
he makes the world. He makes the sun and all the stars.
If it were not for him they would be of no use. They might
as well go out, and they -would go out. He not only ha~
given perfume to the ja~min and color to the roses; he is
the creator of all roses and gardens and fields of grain. The
banker and railroader only manipulate and transfer and exchange what he creates, and get rich; while he grows poor
and poorer, until he is broken down, overburdened, anrl
crnshe(lnnder the load of parasites that swarm on him. S J
went under the once indnstrious and noble farmers of the
Euphmtcs, of the Nile and northern Africa, and of Italy anrl
Spain-and they drew down in their ruin the many wonder.
ful cities that had forgotten their makers and creators in tlw
days of their vanity and blindness.
'i'he farmer treads the wine-press, but does not drink the
wine. He makes the tapestry and the carpets and the lace",
but daintier feet aud hands cannot spare him room upon
their rich, soft figures, or share their loveliness with him.
He builds railroads, collPges, and churches, Euclid avenues
and Fifth avenues. He does more; he maintains all the vermin and parasites that infest them, all the worthless, nnworked classes, and the courts and penitentiaries that keep
them in order. Cabinets and legislatures, mines and manufactures, would starve without his crops. Had he no further
Rtent than to support himself, he could do it as he once dirl,
and be a gentleman again.
But I hav not much hope for him. I confess that some
signs are favorable. But most of the men who come to the
front in our agricultural schools, institutes, and provision
law makine:, are not the best farmers of the country. They
are men whose dispositions are distressed greally by close
application to home work.
Again, the strikes in our cit-ies and mines are operating indirectly most severely upon the farmer; more so than upon
the classes against which they are directly aimed. Agriculture is not yet ready to sing the song of eight hours, or ten
hoars for a day's work. The idle world demands of the
f•trme~ fourteen"hours at least, or eviction, anti his earsntver
hear a swell of sympathy.
Higher wages mean more burdens and higher taxes for the
agriculturist. They mean less crops, less work, less profits,
and more mortgages on the land. They mean abandonment
of the old homestead, removals, tears, and extinguishment.
1-lio-!ter wages and less time for field hands, besides all this,
eu~uurage idlcn!lsS and unsteady and expensiv habits among
those training for farm life.
By almost universal c•nsent the dissolute machinery of
societv and government is running adversely to the welfare
of labor on farms, and the laborer is fast hastening the way
toward the doom of his forgotten predecessors .
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.Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
Ri'DtYf', M(J88., to whom all Oommunieati<m8for
this O<Yrner should be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Find four in river, but not in bay;
Find five in short, but not in long;
Find six in powerful, but not in strong;
Find seven in brown, but not in white;
Find eight in wrong, but not in right;
Find nine in beautiful, but not in pretty;
For my whole, find in Europe a noted city.
N. Boothbay, Me. WARREN B. ORCHARD.
5.-REBUS.

One by One.
One by one, the moments whirl us
Swiftly down life'll restless stream,
One by one, we're passing onward
Through the darkness and the gltam.
One by one, the hours are speeding,
Never halting on their way;
One by one, while youth and pleasure
All may vainly bid them stay.
One by one, the days are fading,
Weeks and months roll into years,
One by one, they fill the record
Of time's memories, smiles or tears.
One by one, the leaves expaudiBg
Robe the woods in deepest green;
One by one, at Autumn's summons,
Fading, falling, quit the scene.
One by one, friends on life's journey
Drop asleep to wake no more ;
One by one, they fail to greet us
At the erstwhre welcome door.
One by one, ob, may we ever
Lessons learn from time's decay,
One by one, to fill our places
Nobler, worthier every day.
-D.L.B.
Bala Mountai1l, N. Y.

Two Industrious Girls.
TOLEDO, OHIO.
DEAR ~fiBS WIXON: I hav not written in
the Children's Comer for a long time, and so
I thought I would write a few lines. I think
"The World We Liv In," "A Selfish Girl,"
and, "Are Your Hands Clean ?" are very nice
·stories. Uncle has "The Story Hour," and I
think it is very nice. I hav a book that was
given me by a cousin. The title is, "Write
Your Own Stories." Every other page has a
picture, and opposit arc lines to write your
story on; and the one that I l1av chosen is
two little girls, one with a dust-pan and brush
and the other with a dusting-cloth. And under the picture are the words, ''Brushing Up
the Crumbs;" and if you think it good
enough, please publish.
Your little friend.
RosA McLENITRA.N.
These girls are bru&hing up the crumbs.
They are trying to surprise their mother.
She is surprised w~en she comes home. She
seee her six-year-old daughter dusting the
room and her four-year-old brushing up the
crumbs. They don't like it because she
carne home, but when she calls them in the
other room, she give them candy, and then
they say they are glad she earne home. After
they ate a little of the candy, they went back
to dusting and sweeping until it was all done.
When supper-time came, they helped set the
table and get the supper. When supper was
ready and their papa came home, he was surprised to see everything so neat and tidy.
Weren't they kind to their mother?
RosA McLENITHAN.
[A nicely written story, and shows the author to be a bright and smart little girl, who
may yet become a famous writer.-En. C. C.]

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-EXERCIBl!S IN READING.
A tedious man to preach did try;
Eight tedious men" Amen" reply;
Eighty just men began to sigh.
A ton, dead weight, the ,qiant drew;
Eight hundred weight, all I could do.
.
UNCLE JAMES.
2-.REBUS.

A quotation.
3.-PUBSY IN THE COENER.
Eight cats each in a comer sat,
Seven other cats bP.fore each cat ;
And .on the tail of each of these
There sat a cat in feline easeHow many cats in all is that ?
J. K. P. BAKER.
4.-CROSS·WORD ENIGMA.
Find one in pile, but not in heap;
Find two in mild, but not in meek ;
Fittd three in raven, but not in prey;

The small boy's aspiration.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OffiLDREN'B CORNER,
FEB. 26, 1887.
1.-Ci-ou-s-cious. 2.-Ariel, Lear, Cinderella, Rosalind, Barkis, Antonio, Belinda,
Hamlet, Lochinvar, Claudis, Falstaff, Paulina.
3.-Cross-grain-ed.
B-ass-oon. M-inn-ow.
S-tar-ling.
Lu-net-te.
4.Cap-pap-er.
Drunkards let in a thief at the mouth to steal
away their brains.

Correspondence.
ELLENSBURG, WASH., Jan. 31, 1887.
Miss WIXON: My father has taken THE
TRUTH BEEKER for several years. I hav seen
so many letters in the Corner, I thought I
would write one too. We liv near Yokamo
river. In the summer we hav a great time
down there. There are rocks of all shapes
and kinds, as granit, slate, quartz, basalt,
etc. There is no timber except along the
river, a.nd back in the mountains. There are
balm, alder, dogwood, and other kinds of
trees along the river. Back in the mountains
are fine fir and tamarack. I am ten years old.
I love to read the stories in the Children's
Corner, and always read them.
Yours truly,
THoMAS W., PARRISH.
LISBON, IA., Feb. 13, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: Our school has been
out since February 4th. I hav been sawing
wood since then. We hav had fine winter
weather, but to-day is pretty windy. We
liv on a farm two and a half miles south of
Lisbon. We hav one hundred and ninetyfive acres of land, twenty-five of which is
timber. We are the only Liberals in this
neighborhood. Pa has taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER ever since it was printed. I hav four
brothers and two sisters. Lisbon is a small
town of one thousand inhabitants and five
churches. We all like Watson Heston's pictures; this morning we all had to laug-h at
Nimrod when he treed a 'possum. I will
EnwiN A. SAILOR.
close for this time.
CoLON, MICH., Feb. 28, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I had intended to write
before this, but owing to sickness in our
family I could not. My Grandpa Powers has
been very sick. but be is better now. I was
so glad to see Uncle John in the comer again,
but ere I got time to reply to him I read in
the Children's Corner the sickness and death
of little Ralph. I mourn with and for Uncle
John in the death of his little Ralph. That
is what we all hav got to come to sooner or
later-to be laid away in our last restingplace, but we cannot help but mourn for
our dear departed ones. I hope that Uncle
John won't forget his little TRUTH S.e:EKER
friend in his loss, for I love Uncle John and
all THE TRUTH SEEKER friends. I wish to
send my love to Uncle John. In the last Corner I read about "Pets," by Seward Mitchell,
and some day, with your permission, I want
to hav a little talk with him about pets, for I
think by talking with the pen we become ac.
quainted with each other. I am glad to see
that Mr. Putnam has started out again on his
round of travels, and I wish he could drop in
on us some day, but I don't expect any such
pleasure is in store for us. -I send my best
respects to all the Children's Corner friends.
I will close with love to you.
·
Sincerely yours, FRANCES B. CoRNWALL.
[Yes; you may talk with any of our correspondents, but please be brief, as you see our
space is limited.-En. C. C.)
HARRISBURG, p A., Feb. 14, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixON: I suppose you thought
it stranl>e not to hear from me after so kindly
publishmg my story, but nevertheless I wrote
to you a day after THE TRUTH SEEKER containing i.t reached me, thanking both you and
Mr. Cozme for the kind attention given my
story. But it is a mystery to me why you
did not receive the letter for soon after I
mailed it, it was returned to ~e unclaimed.
The address was correct, being the same as
stated at the top of the Corner · and not till
now did I find an opportunity to write you
again. I don't understand why Mr. Cozine
asked for my full address in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, when he did not want to write to me
as I complied with his request, and that wa~
the ,last I heard of Mr. Cozine. As it is not
our custom to ~epen~ on G:od, I will just hav
to hope you Will receive this letter.

~ERMAN S. TAU~IG.

[It must b.av bee~ OWing to some nustake

that the letter did not come to hand, as our
mail is large, and we never knew such a
thing to happen to a letter of ours before. In
regard to D. B. Cozine, his conduct is inexplicable. To offer prizes and then fail to
comply with his own terms, nor even to.
deign an explanation of his conduct, is very
strange, to say the least. He cannot be a
true Liberal, for we never knew one to be
guilty of such wrong-doing. ·To deceive a
child in such a manner is the bight of meanness. But let us charitably think that his
mind may be unbalanced or that he has become a member of some religious body where
they wink at such things. Liberals are of
better materiaL-En. C. C.]
CLEVELAND, 0., Feb. 12, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As you were kind
enough to print my other letter, I thought I
would write again. I spent six weeks with
my auntie. While there, mother moved to
Cleveland, -Ohio. I came home and started to
school here. It was just examination, but I
went through with it, and was R!:Pinoted. I
did not expect it, for I haWf!'been here
for such a short time.
I ·like the
school here better than either of the
schools I hav attended, because they do not
make us keep our hands behind us. They let
us sit the way we like. I attend the Case
avenue school. My mother got married
while I was in Springfield, and my stepfather
is a Presbyterian, and would like to hav me
attend Sunday-school regularly, but mother
runs the Sunday.school business. Mother
says I can go sometimes to please him. She
says it won't hurt me to go sometimes. The
more I go, the less I think of the way they
do. I went last Sunday, and the superintendent said that when we go along streets and
see so many cards on the door with diphtheria
on, we ought to come to Sunday-school and
be good. They cannot scare me that way.
It is the money they want. They are building a new church, and want a ~reat deal of
money. I hav a little friend livmg in lllinoi$
somewhere. Her name is- Nora Carter, and
if she sees THE TRUTH BEEKER I would like
to hav her write to me. My address is 975
Payne ave., Cleveland, 0. I am going to send
you some verses mother wrote. She wrote
them just for fun. I asked her for them, and
she gave them to me to do what I pleased
with them. I wanted to send them to yoil
and hav them printed with my letter, if you
think it :worth while. I close my letter hQping you will think it worthy a place in the
ETHEL V.ANETTA.
Children's Corner.
They say that I am drifting away from all things
good.
Drifting away from heaven, drifting away from
God;
Drifting away from righteousness, drifting a way
from truth,
Drifting awaY from everything they taught me in
my youth.
They say I am drifting onward, far out into the
night,
Drifting away in darkness, drifting away from the
light;
Ever drifting downward, farther from the sky,
Drifti~g away from God's mercy, drifting on to
die.
I lmow that I hav drifted far out on the bay,
But with the lamp of reason to light me on the
way,
And freedo.m for companion, with truth and right
to gmde,
I think I'll float on safely, and come in with the
tide.

this " the emrvival of the fittest," and " natural selection."
Everything advances in the most perfect
order, and is subject always to law and government. Through successiv stages of reptil,
beast, and savage, the human being has
come, and when you see a man or child behaving like a brute, you must be sorry for
that one, because he has not yet developed
properly, and is still showing very plainly
tbat he is in the order of evolution.
You ask what it is that has caused all the
great changes in nature._ The two great
causes are Force and Matter, and I guess we
shall hav to call them the parents, the father
and mother of the universe.
Evolution, or growth, or progress, whatever we may call it, is a great study, and
when you are older, and your minds stronger,
you must read the works of the great writers
on the subject, and use your eyes in observing plants and animals; the elements, as fire,
air, water; and studying about their habits
and ways in a wild condition, and also when
domesticated; note the difference, and draw
your own conclusions. You hav reason and
intelligence, and, of course, reason and intelligence are intended for use or exercise, and
to make us good and useful citizens of the
S. H. W.
world in which we liv.
QuESTIONs.-What is the meaning of the word
evolnt.Ion 1 Was the world mnde in six thousand
years? How long has it bsen growing 1 Ia it finIshed yet 1 What modern naturalists taught evolution first 1 Name the oldest forms of life.
Name the next. What is the meaning of mammal? What word hav we from it? What is the
last species called? Was the early man like the
present type 1 'l'ell the cau•es of progress. What
does Darwin call this? What is subject to law
and government 1 TbNngh what changes has
man come 1 When must we be sorry z <Jan Yon
tell the two prominent causes of change? What
shall we call them? What ought we to observe
and study?

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Tile Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large ~ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

.A·!lnles of Gold.

A Story-Book for

tbe Yonnll" Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

Tile Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eancation of youth in the
princi_ples of Freethonght, at the same. time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

B'ible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

vestigation. E.evised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible P,ropositwns,
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the snma book. l'rice
!lf;""nt.~<

What is Evolution 1
Evolution is a pretty big :word, but your
minds are capable, I am sure, of taking in its
import.
It means, briefly expressed, to grow, to
unfold by degrees, little by little, step ,by
step .. The world was not made in a year,
nor m six thousand years, as was formerly
taught, but, as has been told you before, it
has been growing slowly for millions of years
-is still growing and developing?
Plants and animals did not attain their
present state all at once. .They hav been
growing-evoluting-and are yet some ways
off from perfection.
Linnreus and Buffon· were the first among
modern naturalists who taught gradual growth
or evolution.
Low types of life existed first, like the mollusks that are found in the very oldest rocks;
after them came certain kinds of fishes, and
then the water animals appeared ; following
them came crawling and slimy serpents, hideous reptils, and then the mammals. Mammals means those creatures that nurse their
babies, like the cow, the cat, and the goat.
The word mamma is derived from mammal
and you can see readily how like it is to it:
Man, the highest species of animals, came
last, but the first race, or primitiv man, was
not of the .same order that you see to-day.
Far different. But there was that in him
that foretold what is to-day, as every form of
life has shadowed that which was to come
after.
Through many changes, variations of elimate, food, battles with enemies, and many
other causes, organic life has developed, the
!stronger and best fitted to liv surviving the
weak and inperfect organ!sQ:Is. Darwin calls

Pains Vinfiicate~!
-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the' Author-Hero of the Amer.
ican Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Beene at tlw Deatlt.
bed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its princi.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

CAINET PHOTOGAPHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDS·
. Address
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BUY ONLY
Good Goods at Lowest Ptices.

Reported for the "Truth Seeker: .. by
I. N. BAKER.

The following are a few of my leaders, all of
whtch are latest improved, best make, solid coin
silver, open face or huntmg, American stem-wind
watches, and guaran tted stnctJy as represented
or cash refunded : 2 ounce case, 7 jewels, $10; 3
ounce, $11 ; 4 ounce, $12. With 11 jtweled movements, $12.50,$13.50 1 $14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
$17.50. Wtth full \15) ie\\eled movem~nt, pa~. regn!ator, $16, $17. $18, $19.50. 6 ounce, $21 ; adJUSted
to heat and cold, add. $4, being only $25 for this
magnificent, 6 ounce, full jeweled, adjusted watch,
usually sold for $85 to $40. The following are all
best 14 karat gold filled gold watches, cases elegant and latest style, and guaranteed by spectal
certificate from faotory and myself for 20 years :
7 jewels. $24.50 ; 11 jewels, $27; 15 jewels, $30. Adjusted, $Si, cheap at $40 and practically as good as.
any $100 watch a lifetime. Ladies' watches, same
best quahty cases : 7 iewels, $20 ; 11 jewels, $22 ; 15·
jewels, $28. In good 2d quahty filled cases, $2 to·
$5 less. Ladies' 14 k. sohd gold watchts, $30.$32, $38 ..
Heavier gold cases in embossed, cilased, enameled, Louis XIV. style, diamond ornamentatwnsr
etc., $5 to $50 extra. Gen ts• 14 k. sohd golu
watches, from $45 up. Swiss watches, to close out.
very low. '!'he above all guamnteed below bottom
prices elsewhere «~r cash refunded. All are carefully inspected before sending, warranted for one
year, and sent pre~atd if on hne of Amencan Ex.
office. Sundnes : Hest rolled gold plated chain!!
and charms for ladtes or gents, $2, $3, $4, $5 1 usually sold for $3 $4, $5, to $7. Jewelry, latest styles,
full line, 25 per cent below regular pnces. Best
!'Pectacles in the world, $1. Genuin pebbles, $2.
Sent prepaid in case. Eye~glasses, same pl'ice.
<Send hne of finest print you can read distmctly
without glasses and state how many inches from
eyes..._and I can suit you first time.) Good razor,
$1. »est in the world-a luxury-$2. Extra fine
strops, 50 cents. Set best violil! strings, 50. cents.
For guitar, 75 cents. 3 Ludw1g harmomcas, 50
cents. Best ach1 omatic opera glasses, $4, $5 ; in
pearl, $8 to $12. LI!)"Jle field glasses, ~. f-10 .. Signal service, $12. Watches cleaned, $1. l:lprmgs,
$1. Jewels, $1. And returned free. Best work.
OTTO WETTS!'EJ~dhelle. Ill.
'l'ry me.
Desi!l'ner and patentee of New Free thought Bt~dge
in pms and charms, 2 sizes, soltd gold, enameled
in 4 colors, and mo•t beaut.iful badge ever designed. Small $2, $2. 75, $3 50. Large, $8 to $5 ;
with genuin diamond, f8, $10; and charms up to
$15. Demand daily increasing. Agents wanted.

and Printed by Permission of
the Author.
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B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post.offlce, Smyrna
Mills).
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OREGON.
B. F. Hyland, CorvalliS~.
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Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

THE BIBLE AND DARWINISM.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

BY ARTHUR B. 1t1oss.
Six smartly written essays. Pl"ice 25 cents.

PRICE. fi CENTS.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. J oat, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

WHAT'S TO BE DONE1 ECONOMIC EQUITIES•
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.

VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt . G. Ina-ersoll's
OPENING SPEEOH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Ba~Diters'

t~nd

Merchants' Tele·

By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWSKY. With a portrait A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INof the Au thor. Translated by BENJ.
R. TUOKER.
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND.
Written in Prison. Suppressed by the Czar. Th€>
Ex oRANGE.
Anthor Over Twenty Yearii an Exile in Siberia. Russian Edition worth $600a Copy.
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
By J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."
Reagy. An Elegant
Yolume of 330
PageM.
Price, 25 cents.
In cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
M:l:r..,sa THE TBUTH BEEKER,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 38 Clinton Place

The Freethtnker says: "Mr. Moss Is an indefatigable pamyhleteer. His latest publication compares the Hible wtth science and shows their incompatibility, and how the stupendous verities of
nature transcend the myths and fables of the revelation of the Jews."
Aida by the same author,

BffiLE ERRORS AND SECULAR TRUTH.
Price 30 ccn ts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

BLASPHEMY
-AND-

THE BIBLE.

graplt Compan;y

BY C. B. REYNOLDI:l.

against the

Showing that the Bible and the believers fn
are the real blasphemers, and not the Sect!
lariats.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr. Rcyn~lds is now indicted, and to hd

Western Union Telegraph Company.
--o-

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
Speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

---------------------

SPIRITUALISM
Sustained
By the Bible.
BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.

OONT.JtNTS:
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE ORRIS·
TIAN OHUROH.
SPIRITUALISM A NEOESSITY IN GoD'S GENERAL GOVERNMENT.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSIDP.
0BJ'EOTIONS TO SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.
Like all THE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical execution of the work is all that could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat litt.le volume.
The primary object of the work, as its title indi·
cates, is to sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdities of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. Tile book contains much to interest every
intEilligent reader. • •· • Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Freethought
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
will certainly find his "Spiritual" strength renewed.-John Peck.
Bound in cloth, 245 pp., price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
tf
83 Clinton Place, New York.

BY W. S. BELL.
"lam very much pleased with it, and I wish the
aeventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
w~~~,

S. P. Putnam's Works.
Universe~ and
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritictsms of'
Universology. Price, 20 eta.

The Problem of the

Waif,. and Wandermgs. a New Ameri"

can Story. .Price, cloth, $1.!JO; Pl)>{ler, 5Q eta ..
"A prose ep1c of the war, ncb mth mmdenf.",
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to·
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Jolm

Swtnton 1s Paper.

Golden Throne, a Romance. " The

author certainly has genius. The divine cr~a
tiv spark is within him. Tbe book 18 filled w1th
manly thoughtsJ expressed in manly words-,.
the transcnpt or a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

Ingersoll and ,JPtms. .A. conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it' I
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta.

Prometheus . .A. poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty.' 1-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. .A. Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

WhY Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. .A. Poetic version

version of the Indian Star~ of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
coPy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of thEI above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.

LffiERTY AND MOIU.LITY.

Price 15 cent&.

TRIED FOR ULASPliEl'l!
May 3d.
P1ice, 10 Ccn ts; 6 for 50 cents ; 13 for $1.
Address THE TUUTH BEEKEH CO.

-

For sale at this ofllce.

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J.
M. Burgler, Pl"inters. This paper is deyoted specially to the intereijts of our colomzatwn enterpnse,the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa} andfenerally
to the practical solution of the prob em o Integr!J-1
Qo.operation. Price,. $1 a year; .50 cents for Ill[.
IIWIIUIJ 1 16 cent• for

three XjlOr>tba

THE TRUTH SE:!nkER, MARCH 12,
New Books.
THE FATHEl!S OF OuR REPUBLIC: Paine, Jefferson, Washington, and Franklin. By
John E. Remsburg. Published by J. P.
Mendum, Invf!8tigator office, Boston, Mass.
This work seems to me the best vindication
<>f Thomas Paine I bav ever seen. We constantly hear from the orthodox pulpit (and, I
am sorry to say, sometimes from the Unitarian) that Thomas Paine was a blatant blasphemer. This little work shows him to be
one of the most reverent of men. Of course,
we know such defamer has never read " The
Age of Reason," or any other book written
by its author. Neither could such a one be
persuaded to do so, but if every Freethinker
could ·possess himself of a copy of this work,
there is so little of it, and at the same time so
much in its substance, it certainly would be
easy to persuade such a one to read it. It
proves itself-no argument is required.
Thomaq Paine, if living to-day, would be
eminently fitted to occupy any liberal pulpit.
Very little is said of the Infidelity of
Thomas Jefferson by the Christian world. I
am glad Mr. Remsburg has made his unbelief so apparent. In these days, when so
much is said (and wisely and truthfully) of
Jeffersonian democracy, it would be ·well to
understand Jeffersonian religion. I think a
true Democrat cannot, in tlie nature of
things, be an orthodox Christian. This little
memoir also proves itself, and needs no argument. In the two remaining "Fathers,"
W ashingtoll. and Franklin, the same lack of
Christian belief is apparent. Every device
has been resorted to to get Washington into
heaven, but without success-that is, if one
must believe that he must be willing to go
to hell before he is fitted for heaven. I hav
not as much veneration for Washington as
for Paine or Jefferson, but am perfectly willing he should be an inhabitant of the same
place with all the unbelievers in the ·world of
spirits. I suppose there will be no pursuit
of fugitivs there. Of Franklin, who Theodore Parker used .to say was the greatest man
America ever produced, I am glad to see
l\:t:r. Remsburg has fairly placed him with the
Infidels. What a grand set of men and
women are already in that company! Let
us do what we can to increase their number,
and let me say to all Freethinkers that one
very efficient way to do it is to scatter this
pamphlet, "The Fathers of Our Republic,"
broadcast.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
Slfl'acuse, N. Y., Feb. 20, 287.
I hav been reading this last lecture, "The
Fathers of Our Republic," with more than
ordinary interest.
Everybody who knows l\:t:r. Remsburg is
well aware that he never hits wide of the
mark, and always hews to the line of his subject. All his lectures are like bright coins
from the mint, but this is a real gem, more
precious than gold. In the time of battle
arms are of more consequence than gold, and
this lecture will prove a real weapon in the
hand of every Freethinker engaged in the
great struggle for equal rights and m(lntal
liberty.
Every reader of Christian literature knows
how often Thomas Paine has been referred to
as a" scoffer" and ·an" Atheist." Ever since
his death, few sermons hav been cf>nsidered
complete without a reference to the." awful
death of Tom Paine." In a recent sermon
Talmage repeated the stale lie.
So, too, it has been claimed that the fathers
of the republic were all Christiaus. Washington prayed at Valley Forge, and before
the commencement of each battle of the Rev•olution in which he was engaged; therefore
he was a Christian.
The convention which framed the Constitution was opened by prayer ; therefore every
member of the convention, and all who took
a prominent part in the thrilling events of the
Revolution, including Jefferson and Franldin,
were also Christians-and therefore this is a
Christian country.
No men hav been more lied about, vilified,
and misrepresented than Paine, Jefferson,
Washington, and Franklin. For these lies
and misrepresentations the religious press
and the clergy are responsible. With few exceptions, the church-going people hav heard
Paine denounced as an Atheist, and Jefferson,
Washington, and Franklin claimed as Christians.
Nothing would do more to break down the
confidence of all right-minded people in the
Christian press and the clergy than to know
that it has lied about these moving spirits of
the Revolution, and grossly perverted the
facts of history, and that the Bible expounders (or pounders) in their zeal to build up the
church hav lied to deceive the people.

This lecture is a full and complete refutation of these foul slanders and misrepresentations, and scatters them like chaff in a
cyclone. Wbat is more, there is no such
thing as making a flank movement on the
evidence. It nails these oft-repeated lies of
the clergy to the counter as base coin.
In brief, it is like dropping a cannon-ball
through a spider-web. Not a shred or shadow
of these threadbare lies is left to giv them the
semblance of truth.
J\IIinisters will never stop their lies until the
people become better informed in regard to
these matters.
All know that Mr. Remsburg has done as
much real, solid, and effectual work as any
man in the lecture-field, and we are under renewed obligations to him for this last lecture.
Freethinkers can do the cause and Mr.
Remsburg no· greater service than to ha v a
half-dozen copies of this lecture doing missionary work in every neighborhood.
It forms a neat pamphlet of between forty
and fifty pages, and is for sale at the Investigator office, Paine Hall, Boston.
JoHN PEoK.
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We hav received from THE TRUTH SEEKER
office a copy of ''Little Lessons " for chil-.
dren, from the pen of that charming authoress, Mrs. Elmina Drake Blenker,. who has
done so much toward making the road to
knowledge for the " little ones" pleasant and
inviting, for which she deserves· the grateful
and heartfelt thanks of all who hav the interest of the children at heart. " Little Lessons" is gotten up in handsome style, printed
on good paper, large, clear type, bound in
boards. Every page is full of interest, not a
dull Jesson in the whole book. Price 40
cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place,
New York.-Tite Edgm· Post.
a~Hunting.
When the Indiana lawyer, Mr. Stotsenburg,
had concluded his series of essays in the Indianapolis Sentinel,maintaining that Sir Philip
Francis was Junius, the following fable appeared in the Seymour Republican, purporting to hav been spoken by the spirit of Sir
Philip through a medium, and taken down in
shorthand by W. H. Burr:
A Hoosier went a-hunting. He got no
game. At last he spied a dead animal, with
black and white fur. It had been shot by
some other fellow, and killed before it could
odorize. The Hoosier bagged it. Soon he
met some schoolboys.
"See here, boys," said he, "what a funny
looking fox I've shot."
"Fox 1" said they. "Great Scott 1 Jerusalem ! Julius Cresar ! Do you think we
don't know a skunk when we see it?"
MoRAL.,-When you find a dead skunk
don't bag it, but bury it.

How a Hoosier Went

Tl!JC CONFLIOT BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY AND
CIVILIZATION.
It has been a genuin source of pleasure
to me to read a pamphlet with the above title,
written by W. S. Bell, 302 State st., Chicago,
Ill., and sold at fifteen cents per single copy.
Brother Bell has put in a clear form his
allegations against the arrogant assumptions
of the Christian church, and proves beyond
the peradventure of a doubt that this church
has always stood in opposition to every reform that had for its object either the liberty
of the mind or body from the chronic oppressions of tyrannical customs and superstitions.
W. S. Bell, in a concise and clear manner,
OR
in this instructiv pamphlet, allows history to
tell its own story, and out of the writings of
DANCER AHEAD.
those who hav given to history its most enduring monuments of scientific truth and reThe Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
search, the Christian church and Christian reCannot be a Good Citizen of
J'fgion is made to appear in its true light, as
this Republic.
the tool of oppression, the enemy of progress,
and the opponent of every principle or ·measBy A., .J. GROVER.
ure that· has sought, or that now seeks, the
universal establishment of those principles of PRIO.B:,
40 CENTS.
justice and equity that would follow obediA.ddre~s THE TRUTH; SEEKER CO.
ence to its boasted Golden Rule.
Could this pamphlet meet the sale its real
merits deserve, it would do much to open the
eyes of the blind, and would place at the comBY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
mand of lovers of truth, in concise form, an
Secretary
of the Ammican Secular Union.
answer as complete to every false claim of
Price 10 cents.
Christians and Christianity as was Stephen
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMl'ANY.
Foster's" Brotherhood of Thieves; or, a True
Picture of the American Church and Clergy."
This production of W. S. Bell's is just as
clear cut and incisiv, though, of course, it
lacks that peculiar "horse radish" bite and
sting that none but Stephen K. Foster could
impart. Pamphlets of this nature are frequently the best educators (especially in this
Ll(llJOR DR!NIUNG.
hurried, bustling age) for the reason that
very many will take time to read the small Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
collections of well-written, well selected and
by the Eible.
compiled gems of truth and wisdom that
would not take time to read any large, elabBY E. C. WALKER.
orate work or treatis on science or philosophy. In the hope that this little truthful
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
missionary may reach the multitude with its Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
words of truth and soberness, I giv my
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
hearty commendation,
GEORGE LYNN.

ROMAN ISM,

.AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The objectof the work is to point out the myth
wit.h which the Old and New l'estaments abound
to show that they were held in common with othe
nations; and then trace them to their evident ori
gin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionable t1·ue that the results of a
rationalist.ic study of the Chl"istian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as theY are now made
n the work before us."-N. Y. su:.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

f'"rice, 1!112~50.

-'lottoes for Freethinkers.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
ca1·ds, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome " placanls which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 Hl. The motto is in black,
with colOI"ed bo1·de1·s, with an illuminated monogmm of U. 1\'[. L. The following are the various
Ieadings:

·····················································:
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THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

:

······················································
······················································
:
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.
•
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SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

······················································
.................. ; .................................. :
REASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
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CATHEDRAL.

•
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UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
:ooo•ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo•oooooooooooooo•o•o:
oooooooooo•oooo.oooooooooooooooooooooooo•oooo•oooooooo

:

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,

.

:

AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

•
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The price of each of the foi·egoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colo~:s, ,vith an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

GOD AND HIS HOOK.
THE NEW GOD. THE
BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT

Bible Temperance:

The grand old TRUTH SEEKER, the organ of
the Liberals of the country, founded by
D. 1\L Bennett, and "baptized," if not in his
blood, in his sufferings in prison, is still activ
and vigorous, and the publishing house connected with the paper is sending out the best
of all the Freethought publications.
We acknowledge the receipt of the following books:
"Rational Communism : The Present and
the Future Republic of North America." By
a Capitalist. Price $1.50. This is a work of
nearly 500 pages and deserves a full review,
which we hope to giv it in the future. The
whole world is now struggling toward cooperation in business, with Communism,
brotherhood, affiliation, as an ultimate. ·The
man who cannot see this is not an observer
and cannot claim to be even intelligent.
''Order of Creation." Price 75 cents. This
work givs the articles in the famous controversy concerning the conflict between
Genesis and Geology, by Gladstone, Max
Muller, Professor Huxley, and others. "Little Lessons for Little Folks." Price 40 cents.
This is one of "Aunt Elmina's" (Mrs. E. D.
Blenker's) books for chidren, abounding in
much useful information upon subjects in
which the little people are interested.Worthington Advance.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints aml Sinners. io cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTs!:
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and ConfessoJ:s. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Se!·ularism; Destructiv and Censtructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents :The Origin of Christianity; Tho Histol"ical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
P1:ophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
Mo1:al Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress: Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Seen• larism ; Science and Dible Ant11.gonistic ;
Christian Scheme of RedeJ!l_ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

AND W:S:AT IS IT?
By SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular
Review."
Issued in six parts. Four parts now ready. Price
25 cents each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
15c.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York

'T'.HE TRUTH SEEKEIZ, ~!!:ARCH 1.2, 1887.

lna-ersoll's Tributes.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7" :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious ancl social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fl-aming. The titles are:

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

THE

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at Harry Miller's Grave. ·

i

The price of these heretofore has been $1. 00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secura
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKE R
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

I

:i

W. S B ·;LL'S PAMPHGETS.

Truth Seeker Annual
4Jlfrt~thiidtt~fi' ~lmatt,acr
1887.

PRICE,
15 CENTS.
It is a. stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

(E. M. 287.l

"SHOPPEL'S 1\IODERN HOUSES" No.3,

+WIT!)+ ILLU$TRATIOD$.+

LIBER'rY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with Your address, and will
notice it in .Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

CONT:ElNTS.
PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Corning Dawn. By D. Loui£ Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENT.il.
The number of heads under which you hav
aivided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highly commended. 'l'herefore
I take great pleasure in recommanding "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of everY person
who is interested, not onlY in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self government.J. J. McCabe.

5

17
29
30
34

Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and Tel'ritories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F: M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A_Story. By Si Slokurn,

37

92

THE

From the German of MAX NORDAU.

NEW YORK:

SEVENTH EDITION.

In five lectures.._ comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt," " '.i'homas Paine," "Individua\.
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."
·

A most powerfully written book.-Phtla. Recm·a
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed nnd
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Price, 50 cvnts.
Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER CO.,

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.
.Contents: "The Gl10st!!J" "Liberty for Man,
· Woman, and Child," "'.i'he Declaration of Independence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banqueh" "The Uev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .uises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll."

The.Bi~le Analyze~.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

DY

.Jolm R. fi elrm, A.M.

SOCIAL

WEALTH;

l"R.EETHOUGHT 1\lOVlELS.

FacWra and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

Tile Heathens of the Heath. .A. finely

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Ingersoll Uatechised: His Answers to Growth of Capitalism; Unearned. Increase:
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
the editor of the San Frandscan. 5 cents; 5o ',l'ools and Improved· Machinery; The NaturG .of
cents per dozen: 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3. Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land OwnMillions of these should be circulated.
Private Property in Land; Capital and
Vindication of 'fbomas Paine from ership;
the attacks of the New York Ooserver, by Rob- the Pro1uctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation ; Law of Contracts ; Money and Credit;
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
Address on the UivH Rights Bill. Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, n<:~t Remedies ; Suggestions
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
to Legislators; Conclusion.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
Price, ()loth, $1.00.
for Mr. Ingersoll's worksJ the publishe1· has had
Addrer<R THE TRUTH SEEKER,
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho28Lafayette Place, New York.
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1,300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly low
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
pr10e of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

E K:eter Hall. " One of the most excit-

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Tributes.

Tlu

So~

There hav been so many

wplications for Mr. Ing~rsoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heavy toned paJ~er, t8x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts. or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and :Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factl one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, bQsides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, manY. other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and davk-to-day conversations of the author. The wor is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To helP it serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especiall,~; for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s1de, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; in full Turke;Jr morocco, gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

The Busts of" Voltaire. Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, prioet $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles oi Religious Liberty should hav them.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

panel, 10JIIx171 $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS QN FAITH

BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For R~tle ~tt. thlR offi"e.

--------------------

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
OB,
MEN OJ!' Busnnss WHO DID SoMETHING BESIDES
MAKING MoNEY.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

RV

.Til~lE~

P&R'!!'ON.

CJloth, ll.ll5.

For Sale a.t this Office.

written Radical romance. Bv. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents : cloth, $1.25.

ing romances of the
cents ; cloth, 80 cents.

d~y.n

Price, pa}<ler, 60

N.'llthaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tlle Ontca8t. .A. deep, finely Wl'itten
Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

AU in a Lifetime. .A. Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are tho5e one meets with in common life, and Rre portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was sca1·cely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de15ree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of l\11ss Wixon,
whose bTilliant and luci<l style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoughtranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ASHORT LESSON

IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other ·haP
always opposed it.
Price. six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twent:v-five copies for $1; one hunrlred copies for
$3. We wishthatthefriends ofFrcethoughtwould
distribute thousands of these teD.ing pictures.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge,-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-1'hc,
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-Th~
Heaven ancl Hell of the Bible.-Tl1e Sabbath of
tho Bible.-The God of tho Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Or own octavo,S33 f'P· SplendidlY o:xeontr '.. Ser l
by mail. poRt tl&i<l. Price. 13.00.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMON'G THE

the <tuidacs
Yean A.,;o.

NJa:ras and

ll,oou

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Price, f2.50.
Dlustrated.
For Sale at this office.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBEHT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
The J'nule Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TllUTH SEEKER,
33 Clmton I'ln.cc, New York.
Photo-engravings of MisR _Gardener are for salu
at this oftice. Price. 40c.; w1th autogrAph, 50c.

HERE AND THERE
IN YUCATAN.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Practical Experience with Poultry.
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
BY GEo. M. DAvENPORT. This is a little Look- Miscellanies by AuoE D. LE PLONGRON,
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They a pamphlet of 32 WPll-filled pflges. costing only
An thor of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
"a quarter," hut as full of meat as an egg. It is
are stand11-rd.
PP.lnct's and 11-forlern
well called "practical," for we find nothing unPwtc .... ,
- $1.25.
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turlreysl
Cities."
Address
THlil 'l'JI.TJTH SEEKER.
are
part.icularly
discussed
and
their
economica
28 LafaYette Pl~<<'A· N'<>w Vn~l>breeding and keeping treated of. There arc many
Price, $1.25.
practical hints about keeping noultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additwn to Address TnE Tnuni SEEimn, 28 Lafayette Place
E~st, the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH BEEKER Office,
OR,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

The Secret of the

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance· of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

From Tradition to Reason.
BY BOBEBT 0. ADAMS.

191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
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CONVEXTIONA L LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZA.TION.

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

(Just PublisherJ., Julv.l, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colo1·ed frontispiece showmg the mode1·n style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessarY pieces for
constructing a model home, with plain direction8
for putting them together.
While the supplement aft'ords both old and
young- the ~'rea test amusement, it is more than e.
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson inAretitecture; a pe1·fect, scaled model of one qf our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinY from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Dmwings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a pe1·fect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, POSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE CO-OPEilA'I'lVE BUILJ:DllG Plil~ ASSO'N.
94

Ingersoll's 'Works.

Orthodoxy.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnet• written by Francis Bacon to the Ea1·
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HEN!W
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

-AND-

The Con:O.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.

Ingerso!!, Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George.!!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. ·

-1"':
{ •J .

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 25'i

·REDUCED IN PRICE.

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
·
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Uhristian Reli~ion. By R. G.

1

Price, $Ul0.

For· sale at this oflce.

OR 1

POULTRY.

The Forgery of the Old Testament.

Truth Seeker Brothers and Sisters, if you want
good, honest. thoroughbred poultry, please )et me
hav your order. I hav of the finest Rtock m 1he
count.ry, and will charge yon onlY $1.50 per sett.ing
of Plymouth Rock, Pekin Due•. "! Brown LP~
horn's eggA for hatching, and $1.00 for Pnch adcht.ional setting, ~ame order. Aleo fine Plymouth
Rocks for sale cheap. Ple~W~e wntc t1es1res.
Address, 8. W. LIGHTY, Mulberry, Y01·k Co.,
Pennsylvania.
4tll

Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEUBET,
Secularist.

Price,

10 cent8.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

'.i'i-i.E ·.rH. C T.H. SE:.i:UKER. MARCH 12. 1887.
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----=======-=====-====-=-THIRTY-SEVEN men, out of ·a possible ten
1 housand, were arrested last Sunday for violating the excise law.
WILLIAM CooK, one of the seven men who
organized the Knights of Labor, died in Philadelphia, Sunday, of ·
heart failure, aged sixtyfive years.
LAsT SUNDAY's papers
reported that H e n r y
Ward Beecher was dying. , He had been stricken with apoplexy, and
his left side was paralyzed. His family and
friends had given up all
hope of his recovery.
M r • Be e.c h e r lived
through Sunday and Monday, though in an unconscious condition. Up to
the hour of closing this
page, news of his death
has not reached this
office.

THE 0RDE H0FGHE AT I011lT'

I IVV•.

I

Pr'lf:nHtgn~W.6~-s (ntu.it~~~-!or a Fair Trial.

Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
·
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
VI. Mrii:~Se~~tone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Linton,
Jl.evllie,
1· VII. A Protest and a Plea.
By Mrs. E. Lynn LinOn the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
ton
OONTENTS:
- . This is a ne~ book and contains thelatestdi~cusI. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. ByHon. swn.op.·the mistakes of Moses..The names of the
W. E. Gladstone.
part1mpants are a guarantee of 1ts able character.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter-~
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
.
ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York
.A Dtscusston Between

(ftms ol flhougltt.
WHAT influence was it that brought freedom to
the manacled slave toiling in the swamps of
Georgia or the burning sun of Louisiana 1 Was it
the Pl'otestant church 1 Was it the Methodists, or
the Presbyterians, or the Episcopalians, or the
Baptists? Was it any or all of these? No. It was
the men who ridiculed the infallibility of th·e
pope, and laughed at the immaculate conception
It was the Parkers and Pilsburys, the Garrisons

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5~~~~~~:~~~==~C;~~~~~~~~:~~\~~~~~~~~~!!~~
-·-

WASHINGTON
IRVING
BisHoP, the alleged mindreader, is in New York
exhibiting wonder f u 1
tricks in psychology.
Mr. Montague, of Bos-ton, is here doing the
same tricks, which he attributes to muscle-reading.
OLD Mr. Goodman, 76
years of age, a highly·esteemed cit i z e n of
Huntsville, Mo., got
angry at his wife last
Sunday, and struck her
on the head with a boot and Killed her. When :
he saw that she was dead, he opened an artery in his arm, and then hanged himself.

ABRAHAM EMIGRATES.-Gen. xii, 5.

fltlds and ljnds.

EMPEROR WILLIAM, of Germany, is 90 years
THE German workman, when washing his hands
before eating his lunch of sausage, is preparing
old on the 22d inst.
for the wurst.
THE burning of a steamer on the TombigWHEN two Americans meet the first thing they
bee· river, in Alabama, caused the loss of do is to " smile." This is more evidence that our
about twenty lives.
·
national characteristic is humor.

I.

WRITE something none can understand,
And all who read will say "'Tis grand!"
And upward turn their eyes and sigh,
And murmur: "This is poetry !"
II.

Write something that has no pretense
To anything but common sense,
A stanza brilliant, pungent, terseThat, dear Sophronia, is verse!
sHE KNEW HIM.

host of abolitionists-hereand every
Phillipses.
tics
one. aided
They by
reada
the first line of our grand
charter of liberty, and then
set free three millions of
human beings.-D. M. Bennett,
HolliER saw that the story
of Ulysses would not be
probable if he represented
so great a man as caught
by mere songs ; so . they
promis him knowledge,
which it was not strange
that a man desirous of wisdom should consider dearer
than his country. And, indeed, to wish to know every
thing of every kind, is natural to the curious; but to
be attracted by the contemplation of greater obiects,
to entertain a general desire for knowledge, ough
to be considered a proof of
a great man.-Oicm·o•s OhteJ
·Gold and Evil.

EvEN now, the great mass
of the clergy are accustomed to refer to the fable
of the Flood as though it
were an actual event, while
the more advanced theologians maintain that the
Flood was confined to Asia
Minor, and the animals carried into the ark were simply a few domestic animals,
claiming that the Bible can
be interpreted so as to harmonize with this view. They
are shameless enough to
get a new lease of, life for
their system by such a.
statement as this, when the
language of the Bible is so clear, so unmistakable, so unequivocal, that no honest man can read
the story of the Flood, and doubt·that the author
meant a deluge extending over the whole earth,
and destroying all animals not saved in the ark.
-Underwood's Lectures and Essays.
"THE only laws that we know," said Richard
Fullerton, "are those which we are slowly finding
out for ourselvs in the positiv sciences and that
educated, and still to be educated, sense of justice,
equity, and respect for humanity, which we embody in codes, and call coU'lretely conscience. It
is childish to talk of a devil who tempts us to do
evil-humiliating to common sense and manhood
to fear eternal punishment if we hav done eviland what grosser superstition has the world ever
seen than the Christian doctrin of God incarnate
in man tkat we might all hav a better chance of
heaven ?-a better chance, mind you; not a cartainty-and tb.e whole universe disturbed that we
might be less unfair!~ handicapped."-Mrs. Ltnton's Under Which Lord.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rest unburnished, not to shine in use l
As though to breathe were life. Life piled on life
Were all too little and of one to me.
Little remains: but every hour is saved
From that eternal silence, something more,
A bringer of new things, and vile it were
For some three suns to store and hoard myself .
And this gray spirit yearning in des1re
To follow knowledge, like a sin king star,
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.
-Ter.nyson's II!ysseR.
o, FoRTUNE! thou that givest unto each his
. d
I
t
'f .
portion in th1s irty Pane , bestow h 1t shall
please thee) coronet.s and crowns and principalities and purses and pudding and powers upon the
great and noble and·fat ones of t.he earth. Grant
me that, w th·a heart of independence, unyielding
to thy favors and unbendmg to thy frowns, I may
attain to literary fame; and though starvation be
my lot, 1 will smile that I hav not been born a
king. (From a letter of date A.ugust, 1814, to be
found in the third chapter of Life of Thomas Car]Yle by James Anthony Froud e.)

THE elections iri New South Wales bav reNAOMI was 580 years old when she got married,
suited in the return to the Legislativ Assem- but "she got there just the same." Girls, paste
She sat beside me at the play
this in your sky-scraping hats.
In all her girlish loveliness,
41
83
bly of
free traders and
protectionists.
FivE nativs of one of the South Pacific Islands
While in the box across the way
FATHER McGLYNN has been invited to be 1 were hanged for killing a missionary. They apA dowager in gorgeous dress
the orator of St. Patrick's day. The pope has: !lear to be v_ery strict in enforcing the llama laws
Sat, while the diamonds glittered bright,
sent his benediction to the recalcitrant pastor. m that section.
On wrinkled neck and shoulders bare;
THE Pitt.sburgh De.•patch says that the "tramp
"Ah, were those gems my own," I cried,
"I'd find for them a place more fair."
THE resolution to submit to the people a toils not, neither doth he spin." Don't you believe
"Sweetheart," 1 whispered," need 1 tell
constitutional amendment, providing for wo- it. No yarn in the world equals that which is
Where I would hav those gems repose?"
man suffrage, has been concurred in by the spun by the tramp.
"Dm Charley come to see yeu Sunday night.,
She faltered not (she knew me well),
House by a vote of 52 to 7.
Ella?" asked Clara. "Why, no; it r~ined too
"Why, with your uucl_e,·I suppose !"
CARRIE FEATHERSTONE, a hallelujah Salva-: hard. Did Fred come to see you?" "Certainly.
THE BOODLER AT MONTREAL.
tion Army lass was arrested in Brooklyn the' He always comes-rain or shine." •· He must be a
Drink, drink, drink,
other day. Sh~ stole $500 worth of jewelry rain beau, then."
That the time may pass away;
h had bef ie ded her
A BosToN man on the fated Montreal train ran
Slink, 8link, slink
f
rom a pers0 n w 0
r n
·
into a saloon at Concord to take a drink andre_
Away from the light of day.
FATHER O'NEIL, a Roman Catholic priest of turned to the ~tatio? just in time to see th~ rear
There's a chap I knew in the states
1
.iB klyn was arrested in this city the other end of the tram as 1t pass_ed out of the ~ailroad
Standing across the way.
roo
' .
.
yard. A few hours later h1s car plunged mto the
I was honest then, old m~n·day for beisg drunk and disorderly. He White River. And did that man go down on his
I hope he's not going to stay!
was literally picked out of the gutter, having knees an 'I swear never to touch another drop?
Why, all New York seems here,
<TOt into a fight and been thrown down.
Not so. He took another drink and went back to
And all of the crowd are gR,y""
Boston rejoicing.
St. James atreet? Yes, I ~now,
•
TRADE dollars are to be redeemed by act. of I A CASE oF REAL DISTRESS.-BI'll Snort, of the
But it might be old Broadway.
Congress. As these d o llars are al most entire-· Crosby County O!aricm at.ct Farm•r'B Vtnctfcator,
I"v just been out fol" a walk,
ly out of circulation, the redemption will was in Austin yesterday, and a friend happened
And it had a bad ~ffect,
help no one but the speculators who bought. to remark _that he ~ught t~ go and hear a prom~For I met such a lot I knew,
th
at a discount. The bill to redeem them. nent Au~tm clerg) man.
I_s he v~ry eloquent?'
And they gave me the cut direct!
em
.
asked Bill. "Yes, and he flmgs hts arms about
Think, think, think,
is regarded as a corrupt JOb.
v_ery liberally." "Flings his alms a?out ~ery
How heavily time does hang!
BRAUNSOHWEIG and Schenck, the two wild- libera~y, d?es he? ~hen you bet I m gomg.
Sometimes, do you know, 1 wish
. t
I
.
.
d There 1s no Journalist m Texas who needs alms as
gang 1
1 d taken my chance with t'-e
mouthe d An arc h lS s w 10 were Impnsone much as 1 do."
..
•
• j
Better the prison bars
with Herr Most for VIOlent speecb-rnakmg,
OMAHA WoRLD MAN: You are "Bloody Jim, the
And the convict suit of gray
ATHEISM claims the right to think and the right
Were.let out last week, and six hundred of Western Terror," eh 1 Why, you and I went to
Than the look of scorn that night and morn
h th
ht 'th t
It b ·
'r
fn'ends
O'ove
them
a
recepti'on.
The.
s_chool
to11ether,
and
you
were
the
biggest
coward
Is · ·
h
r
to speak t e oug • WI on any pena Y emg
thei
,.,..
th h 1 t
eatmg my eart away ·
imposed upon tho thinker. It denies that there is
1
speeches made at the meeting were about the mBL~o~Y
~wt~m yet.
any subject so sacred that it should not be inveatisame as those for which the men W8re ar"1 suppose, thou~rh, you hav become a dead
gated; any assertion so aut.horitativ that it may
"hot."
l'Jl D· ~T.,. 0 £'11.
not be tested. While Christianity proclaims tbR.t
rested.
• "N I'
t
ld · t 1 btl
1 d 't .l..l~
-~·l:f,"- I.l.it.~,· hellisthepreordR.inedpunishmentforunbeliefin
D~ING the illness o~ May~r He~itt, w~ich, I'm a~;ai~eitg~i;~togo ~;_,';'' u never oa 1 ·
doctrins incapable of verification by experience,
has mcluded all the time smce hiS electiOn, 1 "Yet you make your living robbing stages 1,
Atheism asserts that unbelief is a duty where eviHenry R. Beekman, president of the board of
'!Yes."
OR,
deuce is insufficient, and that faith in dogmas realdermen has been acting mayor. This
"How do you manage?"
lating to tbe unknown is foolish oredtliity.-Mrs.
official h~s made things very lively for dive . "I tell them to halt, fork over, and they fork."- The Church of Practical Religion. Besant's Gospel o.J Atheism.
IT may be questioned whether a single man, or
'
. Omaha Worza.
keepers, illegal traffickers in liquor, and other 1 A GENTLEliiAN owns a fine tract of cedar land not
even a single priest, preacher or chm·chman, ever
.evil-doers. It is not generally believed that far from Austin, Texas, and a few days a1ro he
BY REPORTER.
fully "realized" the import of the doctrin that is
.Mayor Hewitt will be able to do any better. 1 was told that some negroes were cutting down the
spoken of as "everlasting punishment in hell."
,
S
timber, so he rode out to see about it. To his as_
Thl's 1-s the hi' story of an attempt to found a We know the names of single men whom the far1N the U mted tates there are 2,269 brew- t oms
· h men t h e 1oun d a wealthy wh't
·
hb
1 e ne1g or church without superstition, and its success. o ff con t emp1a t'Ion of 1't d rove t o the rna d hou~e.
-eries, which produce anntl>tlly 460,832,400 with a team and wagon, hauling off the timber: Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established Nothing but dense ignorance, credulity, ~e~~al
gallons, or over seven gallons per head. In "Why, I am astonished, colonel," said the owner his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions ; and moral .apathv, 'Yrapp~ng h~man sens1b1hty
Germany there are 23, 9 40 breweries, which of the land. "I heard that a lot of negroes were of human concern, religious, political, and other-. about as With the h1de <?f a rh!noceros,_enabled
stealing my timber, and here I find you, a white wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan-1 the!ll to bear the_suggesti?n of 1t, an~ ~t~ll go on
produce annually 900,000,000 gallons, or over man, cutting my ti~b~r. You ought to be guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- their w~y behaving, hopm~, an~ reJmcmg .. In
twenty gallons per her head._ In Great asha~~d of yourself.
Well, t~, tell you the cient narrativ about lt to interest the reader and p_roportwn as n;t~n become mtelhge~t, consmenBritain there are 26,214 breweries, which t~uth, r~sponded the other party, I hate to steal~· hold his attentivwhile the truth is being brought r twus, and_ sen.siti.V, they throw the mcubus off,
ll
OOO OOO
ll
t1mber like a darky, but these cedar trees make to his mind
1 though w1th 1t they cast over creed, church,
pro d uce annua Y 1 •050 •
'
ga ons, or, such good fence rails that I concluded to drop all
·
.
: scripture, and all the associations of religion. For
over thirty per head.
pride of race."
For sale at thil office. Price, $1.50,
reason is more than all.-Frothtngham.
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Final result of the New Salvation Scheme.

IJolts and 1/[lippinns.
TrrE bill to allow women to vote in town
aRd city elections was defeated in the New
York legislature.
THE venerable Gladstone has informed his
party that he will lead the opposition to the
Irish Coercion bill in Parliament.
BoTH branches of the Maine legislature hav
failed to giv the necessary two-thirds vote on
the passage of the amendment to the constitution providing for female suffrage.
IT appears that the Rev. Mr. Mallory, who
publishes a religious paper called the Ohurohman, n.t 47 Lafayette Place, speculated in oil
and lost $30,000- He has now arrested his
broker for forgery and fraud.
THE London 1'imes reports that Captain
Condor, of. the Palestine Exploration Expedition, after four years' labor has succeeded
in deciphering the Hittite inscriptions which
orientalists · hav been unable hitherto to
read.
JAMES CATHOART, a Salvation Army captain, paraded the streets of Grand Rapids,
Mich., after he had been ordered to desist.
The authorities locked him up, and now he
sues the mayor of the city for $10,000 damages.
AT a recent meeting in Baltimore of the
Freedman's Aid Society, an organization for
the education of ~Iethodist ministers among
the negroes ·of the South, Secretary T. C.
Hartzell said that he had seen some old colored preachers hold the Bible upside down,
and all they could do was to shout and pound

the Bible; but he'd rather hear a man like
that preach than a namby-pamby, pink-paper
young man read a milk-and-water essay.
The brethren shouted, "Amen."
THE Living Ohuroh holds that "we hav no
right to sit down and speculate about a future
probation, and while calculating the probabilities of God's mercy, become unmerciful
ourselvs." Yet this is what Christians hav
always done and are doing now.
IN a paper entitled "The Handwriting of
the Insane," recently read in Philadelphia,
Tlfrs. Henry Hazlehurst said that the giving
way of the mind in an educated person was
often shown in bad spelling, blotting, frequent erasures, the absurd use of parentheses,
italicization, and underscoring in excessTHis may not be a true story, but it is interesting if true : A Chicago minister, preaching on "The Immortality of the Soul,"
stepped to the front of the platform, and,
leveling a finger at the congregation, said,
"You may lose your wives and get others;
you may lose your husbands and get others ;
you may lose your horses and carriages and
get others, but when you lose your souls it's
Good-bye, Jolm."
CHAPLAIN ALLISON of the Minnesota legislature in his prayer the other morning showed
how intimate he was with the supreme being
by the following familiar conversation: "And
now, dear Lord, bless the reporters, whose
nimble pens catch our every word almost before it is uttered. Like thyself, they are omnipresent, and almost omnipotent. If we
take the wings of the morning and fly to the
uttermost parts of the earth, they are there.
They meet us in the jungles of Africa, they

waylay us in the solitary canons of Colorado,
and when at length we find the latitude of
the magnetic pole, behold, they are. there.
May their light and goodness be equal to
their power, and in the general assembly of
heaven, let no reporter be excluded."
THE Rev. Alexander E. Duncan, a g1·aduate
of McGill University of Canada, who is taking
a year's course of study at the Yale Theological Seminary, has made a formal complaint
against Prof. John E. Russell, Winkley professor of Biblical theology, alleging that his
teachings are heretical, in that he denies the
divinity of Christ.

$22,382,490.96; Mexican Pension Deficiency,
$6,900,000; Public Printing Deficiency, $107,000; miscellaneous appropriations (estimated), $3,500,000. Total of appropriations,
$247,387,144.30.

THE Christian Leader says: " Intrinsically
and essentially, orthodoxy is infernal-yes,
that's the word, it is infernal. Millions of
sincere and gentle souls profess it, but they
know not what manner of spirit they are of
No heathen dogma begins to rival in enormity this which our infatuated evangelical
brethren are so zealous to retain."
TnE forthcoming annual report of the New
York superintendent of school buildings, will
show that there are in this city 134 schoolhouses, valued at $8,453,500, and occupying
an area of over 23 acres, with about 12 acres
of flagged yards and sidewal!{s. They hav a
street frontage of over 2 miles. The areas of
the floors and roofs, together with the cellars,
exceed 99 acres.

THE New York Sun says: "Edward
Kuehl, of Omaha, whose body was cremated
in Buffaro, had tried many religions without
success- He was born a Jew, and married in
that faith in St. Louis; then he went to Utah
and became a Mormon, and married two
wives. His · first wife got a divorce; and
pretty soon he got one from the other two,
TrrE Rev. Dr. Holland, in a sermon in
and joined a Protestant church in Omaha.
This didn't suit him, and he became a Spirit- St. Louis, said: "Civilization has cushioned
ualist; and after trying this he concluded to us with conveniences and made us soft. We
are the children of luxury, and we must hav
believe nothing at all, and so died."
a luxurious creed, a church that assigns us no
A STATEMENT of the footings of the appro- heavy tasks, a style of preaching that invites
priation bills passed at the last session of Con- us to lounge in our pews as in barbers' chairs,
gress has been completed by the clerks of the where sins are neatly trimmed like side
Committees on Appropriations. It is as fol- whiskers, and then sprayed with cologne
lows: Agricultural, $1,028,730; Army, $23,. water of amiable sentiment. So religion is
724,718.69; Diplomatic and Consular, $1,429,- used to sanctify a dudism of spirit more con942.14; District of Columbia, $4,265,890.66; temptible than any of the sins it fears to look
Indian, $5,226,897.66; Legislativ, $20,701,- in the face and smite-a boudoir piety with221.67; Military Academy, $419,936.93; out moral indignation, without courage,
Navy, $25,753,165.44; Pensions, $76,252,500; afraid of suffering, ready to faint at the first
Post-office, $55,694,650.15; Sundry Civil, touch of a real cross."
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voice [of course it must be loud if Jesus Christ h~ard
himJ : 'In the name of Jesus Ch1ist who was crucified
under Pontius Pilate, I order thee, 0 camel, to go
Miracles and Miracle Workers.
through the eye of the needle.' Then the eye of the
needle was opened like a gate, and the camel went
What is a mii·acle! It is no miracle to cure the through the eye of the needle, and all the multitude
sick, the blind, the deaf, the lame. These are things saw it. But there were some who did not believe.
· of a common occurrence. If a man ever ascended · So another needle and another camel were sent for
from the earth bodily, as Elisha and Christ are said [the first needle could not be used because the eye
to have done, there can be no doubt about the mir- could not be got back to its former size], and the
aculous character of such an event. Turning all the camel went through twice, with a woman sitting
waters of a great country like Egypt into blood, and upon it."
stoppingthe planets in their courses, were real mirThere·is no saneJiersori who believes that any such
acles, if any such events ever took place. If a person transaction ever occurred: But· if the gospel conhas ever been brought to life after life had become taining this Munchausenism had been incorporated
extinct, it is safe to say a miracle has been performed. into the New Testament by vote of the councils, it
I am afraid that very few people duly consider the would have been believed by all good Cl;l.ristians. The
consequences involved in a miracle, or the dire un- gospel containing this story was received and considcertainty of everything earthly if a miracle has ever ered sound by all the early churches.
.
been wrought.
Can any Christian satisfy himself why he disbeIf a single exception to the laws of nature could lieves the story as stated above, and yet believes that
·be established, what assurance could anyone have the planets were stopped in then· course and that a
that any· and every law might not at any time be man went up from the church contrary to the law of
violated? Instead of certainty and stability, he gravitation, and that children could be thrown into a
would find nothing on which he could depend.
red-hot furnace without being burnt, and a man
In regard to the miracles of the New Testament, could be brought to life after decomposition had
there is a little legerdemain which should be noticed, commenced 1 But with the assistance of the great
and which many, on account of eady education, may Spontagligasticus, who is clothed with power to ranfail to see.
der the impossible the possible, there is nothing but
It is common to state that the wonderful perform- what the Christian can be taught to believe, however
ance was witnessed by "many," or by the "multi- absurd or abominable it may be.
The camel trick was seen by the "multitude," and
tude.'' But it should be borne in mind that the·
"many" or the "multitude" who are represented as those who rose out of then· graves were seen by the
witnessing the miraculous performance do not bear "many." There is the same dodge in both statetestimony.
ments. Even if we had the testimony of the "multiIf one should state that he saw a horse ascend out tude" and the "many," the laws of nature were the
of sight, it would not give strength to the state- same then that they are to-day, and neither the
ment to say that a thousand men witnessed the phe- "multitude" nor the "many " could make an impossinomena, so long as the thousand do not corroborate bility possible. The umultitude" or the ''many"
the statement by the weight of their testimony. might lie, or they might be deceived, or they might
But there is another drawback in regard to the New wish to deceive others, while the laws of nature are
Tesiament miracles.
always constant and truthful, and render the idea of
The " many" or "the multitude" are not only as miraGles entirely ridiculous.
dumb as rocks, but nobody knows within a hundred
If all the Christians in the world should tell me
years when these miraculous stories were first told, that they saw a troop of dead men arise out of their
and, worse than all, nobody knows who first told graves, I would not believe them. And it was just as
them.
much impossible for a camel to pass through the eye
Latter-day Christians do not talk much about mir- of a needle eighteen hundl·ed years ago as it is to-day.
acles, except those recorded in the Bible. Indeed, True, the gospel containing the camel story was rethere are many who believe that those are the only jected, the one containing the account of the pedesones ever wrought. But it is well known that in the trians from the graveyard was accepted, but this cirearly days of Christianity nearly all the church dig- cumstance could not turn a big lie to the truth.
nitaries could work miracles.
The Christian often attempts to show the inconA man who could not cast out demons was sistency.. of the Infidel, because he believes historical
thought to lack the spirit of Christ. Iremeus says statements, and at the same time rejects statements
that "all who are truly disciples of him, receivino- in the New Testament. But, as usual, the Christian
his grace, wrought miracles in his name. They cast falls into the pit which he has digged for another.
gut devils, healed the siek, raised the dead," etc. He The Infidel shows his consistency by making a disdeclared that "in the church are many endued with tinction (and the greatest distinction, too, in the
prophetic gifts-speaking with all kinds of tongues, world) between the possible and the impossible.
laying open the secrets of men," etc.
Another great miracle is recorded of John in one of
Tertullian challenges the heathen magistrates to the rejected gospels. It is to. the effect that while he
summon before their tribunals any person with dev- was in Rome he was thrown into boiling oil, and it
ils, and says that " the evil spirits can be exorcised had no effect upon him. Now, the Infidel may
by any Christian whatsoever." This shows that believe that there is such an edifice as St. Peter's at
devils were more plentiful in those days than they Rome, although he has never. seeri it, because he
are now, and that Christians were well up in their knows that it is possible to erect such a building.
devilish business.
But he knows that it is impossible for a man to be
But a very significant question arises right here. boiled in oil, and come out in good, serviceable conWhen the early Christians were given full power over dition. Can the Ch1istian see the difference?
the devil, how does it happen that he is still around
All of these gospels, whether accepted or rejected,
to "loop" us into trouble now 1 Why did they not were written in the interest of the· church, and the
demand an "unconditional surrender~"
object of all of these miraculous stmies was the same,
As we learn more of Christianity in an early day, viz., to make them appear so very wonderful to the
we shall know more about miracles and wonders and vulgar masses as to make them believe that they were
wonderful men and women than is written down in more and beyond what could be produced by mortals,
the Christian's . philosophy. Veronica, who was therefore written or dictated by the great Spontahealed by touching the hem of Christ's garment, had gligasticus, and of divine origin. This made it possia statue erected to Christ, and near the statue grew· ble for a class of ecclesiastics to stand midway bea certain unknown herb, "which was a certain rem- tween the people and God, and to act the part of
edy for all known distempers.'' This is attested by middle-men transacting business between two worlds.
Eusebius. A single seed from that most wonderful
The miraculous birth ·of Christ, his resurrection
herb might render nugatory every doctor's diploma and ascension, and the miracles which it is said that
in the land.
he wrought, are all outside of and beyond the natThis woman followed Christ to the crucifixion and ural, ·and cannot therefore be true.
put her handkerchief to his face, on which Christ
Clement, who wrote about the year 97, in his long
impressed his picture, showing that in addition to his epistle to the Corinthians says not one word about
other accomplishments he was a grand photographer. the immaculate conception of Jesus Christ, or of his
Why could he not have given us a picture of Joseph miracles, or of his material resurrection. If these
and Mary and Pilate, and the dead men who came things had been believed in at the time that Clement
out of their graves, and the two thieves on the cross 1 wrote, would he not have spoken of them?
To-day one could scarcely fail to make a fortune out
The truth is, the miraculous part of Christ's charof such an art gallery.
acter was attached to him further on, when a bierThe Christian does not stop to consider that if a archy was to be built up, where ghosts, and demons,
thing is possible, it is no miracle. The miraculous is and a resurrected savior could be made to play a
alwa:ys the impossible. Neither Jesus Christ nor any needed part.
of his apostles could do an impossible thing more
It is a matter of great wonder why the Christian
than ~;tnybody else, even with God's help.
lays so much stress on the miracles of the New TesIn an early gospel, entitled, "The Acts of Peter tament. The miracles of the Koran are more nuand Andrew," there is recorded one of the most merous and even greater, and are equally well attested.
remarkable miracles ever written down in any book.
The miracles of Chrishna are similar to those of
It is related as follows: "Mter the needle had Christ, and more than a thousand years older, and,
been brought, and all the multitude of the city were no doubt, were the source from which many features
standing by to see, Peter looked up and saw a camel of the New Testament were bon·owed. Buddha was
coming, and he ordered her to be brought. Then he also a great miracle-worker, and, whether certain
fixed the needle ill the ground and said with a loud writers are mistaken or not in regard to the Buddh-

flomntnnications.

istic features of the New Testament, one thing is
certain, that the masses of the East believed that all
great men could work miracles. Christ was no exception. Perhaps the easiest way to make the Chris~
tian see the folly of the whole miracle hallucination
would be to introduce to him one of the greatest
miracle-workers in the world. Waite says that "he
was one of the most remarkable characters in history." I refer to Apollonius. He lived in the time
of Christ; and performed greater wonders than Christ
ever dreamed of.
The most astonishing miracles ·occurred at· ·his
birth. He was guided by angels, and was an interpreter of dreams and visions. He could converse
with animals, and had the power of moving through
the air, and kings and princes did him honor. At a
feast, bread, fruits, wine, and every delicacy were
brought without hands. This was certainly a greater
miracle than turning water into wine. In an instant
he went from Smyrna to Ephesus, and stayed the
plague which was raging there.
At Athens he cast a demon out of a youth, and
commanded the demon to give a visible sign, whereupon a statue began to shake and totter, and finally
it fell to the ground. At a wedding he caused everything to vanish into the air, including gold and silver
. vessels, cup-bearers, and cooks.
Philostratus says this happened in the center of
GJ:eece, and that "many" were acquainted with the
facts.
You see, my Christian friend, here is the evidence
of the "many," so that the statement stands on just
as good a foundation as your New Testament miracles.
At Rome he was accused of treason. The accuser
came forward with a roll of parchment in his hand
upon which the accusation was written. When it
was unrolled it was a blank-neither sentence, nor
word, nor character was there.
Apollonius met a funeral procession, and said, "Set
down the bier." He touched the young woman and
she overcame death which was upon her.
At Alexandria he pronounced a convicted man
innocent whom he had never seen or heard of before.
A further examination of the case showed that he
was correct. Trees nnder which he passed saluted
him in articulate words. When he was a hundred
years old he was thrown into prison at Rome. One
of the prisoners asked him when he would gain his
liberty. "To-morrow," said he, " if it depends upon
the judge; this moment, if it depends upon myself."
To show that he could not be .confined longer than
he willed, he dl·ew himself out of his irons and then
put them back again.· When summoned before the
tribunal Domitian was so struck with the answers of
Apollonius that he said, "I acquit you of the crime
with which you are charged, but you must remain
until I can converse with you." Apollonius replied,
"You can detain. my body, but not my soul," and
vanished from the tribunal. When asked why he
was called a god-" On account of being good," replied he.
On the same day he appeared to two friends,
Damis and Demetrius, who were· three days' journey
apart. Demetrius could not believe that Apollonius
was in the flesh. He stretched forth his hand and
commanded Demetrius to feel of it and know that "I
am in the flesh." At Ephesus, while talking to a vast
concourse of people, he suddenly cast his eyes on the
ground and cried, " Strike the tyrant, strike !" After
a moment's pause he cried out, "Keep up your spirits,
0 Ephesians, for this day the tyrant is killed ! At
this very moment, I swear by Minerva, the deed is
done.'' At that moment Domitian was being assassinated at Rome by Stephanus. The truth of this
statement rests upon Dian Cassius and Philostratus.
He entered a temple at Crite, was taken for a robber and bound. At midnight he freed himself from
his chains, and called the priests of the temple to let
them know that he did nothing in secret. The gates
of the temple opened for him and shut after him, and
the temple resounded with the songs of many virgins.
The burden of their song was, "Come to heaven,
leave the earth, come, come."
He appeared to a man after death to let him know
that the soul is immortal. For many centuries after
his death, if he did die (for some writers deny his
death), Apollonius was worshiped as a god. Temples
were erected to his honor, and for hundreds of years
pilgrimages were made to his birthplace as Mohammedans make pilgrimages to Mecca. Roman emperors treated his memory with all the honor due to
the memory of an emperor.
JoHN PECK.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
Talmag-e's Tall Story Discounte<l Twelve Thousand Per
Cent.
In Carnac, France, are Druidical remains, twelve thousand stone pillars, ranged in avenues (many others having
been removed by peasants), supposed to be burial monuments on an ancient battlefield. The belief of the Christian
nativs is : " St. Cornelius, being (in the days when a bitter
persecution was raging against the Christians) hard pressed
by an army of pagans, fled to the sea-shore, but finding no
boat to further his escape, he uttered a prayer, which suddenly transformed his ruthless pursuers into stone." I hav
this account from the .Leisu1•e Hours, a London Christian
magazine. The Brooklyn man can't tell a story worth a
cent.
J.P. Gmw.
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Mormon and Gentile Boycotts.

mation. Their government is a despotism, its offiGei:s ' Sympathizing with these objects, and believing organizatyrants, bigots, persecutors, thieves, corruptionists; tion to be necessary to attain them, I hereby enroll myself as
member of the Union Loyal League, and agree to pay fifty
In 1863 the soldiers 9f General Connor, stationed their institutions are of the devil ; the first democrat acents
·upon enrollment and fifty cents every month so long as
at Fort Douglas, scattered out through the territory, was Lucifer, whom the eternal threw over the battle- I remain a member .
and at various points discovered and located gold ments of heaven into the burning pit ; their God. is a . And I promis··upon my honor not to divulge the names of
and silver mines. The next session of the Mormon polygamist, their savior a sort of Mormon apostle the members of the League, or any of the transactions of the
legislature promptly passed a bill· taxing the gross come before his time, leading a bevy of abandoned League.
No boycotting in this, no coer~ion, n_o oaths t? hav
proceeds of the mines twenty per cent. It was women about Judea; themselvs in general a band of
vetoed, of course, by Acting-Governor Fuller. In conspirators, seeking nothing in the world but to rob, one's heart cut out and stuffed mto his mouth If he
1866, Daniel H. Wells, as lieutenant-general of the waste, and destroy the poor Latter-Day Saints. does riot join the league, stay with it for life, and
Nauvoo Legion, issued a secret order, detailing men Their government is to giv place to the Mormon go~ obey all its behests, or if. he betrays its secr~ts,. .It
f rom the legion to repair to the avenues of approach ernment, their men to be wasted by wars, pestl- has no secrets ; not a word has ever been srud m Its
to this territory for the purpose of turning back in- lances, and famins, their woinen then t?, be led captiv meetings, or an act dona, that would reflect a~ght
but credit on it if published. Scrubs hav got mto
.
coming prospectors for mines. In 1868, when the to people the harems of the Mormons.
the
league-there was one such among the apostles
Union Pacific Railroad was rapidly approaching this
All this may sound strong, but every cbservmg
valley, steps were taken by the Mormon leaders to person who has lived in Utah ten years, Mormon or -and hav tried to giv its secrets to the Mprmon
get all mercantil business into their own hand.s. gentile, knows that it is but a feeble representation press. Over these things the Mormon press hav
Six hundred ·small shop-keepers were broken up m of the facts. It is not too much to say that the cackled like a hen that lays no eggs, but makes up
business, and the so-called cooperativ stores were hatred of the Mormons for gentile comers in Utah for it in cackling. I hope they will publish the
organized. That was done not only to destroy the was never equaled in strength and fierceness by that above; it was given to the press in sub~tance three
·business and drive out the non-Mormon merchants, of any sect of which ~story givs acco~t. And _it months ago by resolution of the l~ague Itself. The
but to leave no field for expected newcomers to has found vivid expresswn and unrelentmg effect m wider the publicity given to the obJects of the league,
occupy.
every utterance and act of the Mormon leaders the better for its purpose. I will say in passing that
In 1869 they cast out of their church, and as f~r toward gentiles and their interests since gentiles first the league was a business men's child. It originated
as they could, ruined them afterward, a score of then came to Utah. It has been carried just as far as the in the Alta Club a business men's club; officebest men because they claimed the right to advocate Mormon leaders dared, in the early times, often to holders, politician~, and, as far as pos~ible, p~ofe_s
the opening of the mines of Utah. Up to this time the murder. To-day they carry it just as far as they sional men were· excluded from prommence m It.
Mormon people had escaped beggary, if not starvation, possibly can and. dare. What 1\;formon emplo:ys a Joseph R. Walker is president, Henry W. Lawrence
only because of the disburseme:at of money by gentile! or ever did! or would thmk of such a thmg? chairman of the executiv committee, John E. Dooly
the Overland stage line and by the United States Scheme after scheme has been devised within the chairman of the finance committee, and among the
government in the p~chasing of .su~plies for its last five years to enforce a general boycott. Lists of vice-presidents, and on these. ~ommittees, are som~
posts ; also, by supplymg the terri tones of Idaho the proscribed gentiles hav been made and published, of the strong business and mmmg men of the ternand Montana in their early days with flour at a dol- over and over, in black letter; meetings hav been ~ory. When that most sluggish and conservativ of
lar a pound, and the fag-ends of old stocks of goods held secret meetings; fanaticism and hate stirred all classes-the money-making class-takes hold of a
and groceries at similar rates. Out of the govern- up; 'pledges made-all that huma~ and superhuman public question, no man of_ sense _will quest_ion th~ir
ment money which built the railroad, they secured (superstitious) power could do, aided by the com- belief at least that there exists a vital necessity for It.
And no intelligent man, were he forty times a Mormillions.
plex organization of the Mormon church, has been
mon of the Mormons, will attempt to maintain that
With the railroad came a new instalment of done, to destroy gentile trad~ and busiD;ess.. ~o
miners. Mining and smelting became an estab- that to-day it is probable that It does not he Within the objects of the league ru·e not such as every good
lished and productiv business, supporting, in the the power of the Mormon church to further injure in citizen ought to sympathize wit.h and work for. If
main, the railroads, and inducing their extension in a business way the gentiles of Utah. On the con- any should attempt to he could not maintain it.. The
Mormons ought to be more interested in the accomvarious directions. For more than fifteen years the trary, instead of theU: withdra!i~g Mormon trade
plishment
of the objects of the league than anybody,
mining and smelting and business interests incidental from gentiles, the gentiles are gammg Mormon trade.
since their accomplishment is all that can save the
to mining and smelting hav disbursed in Utah from They a1:e n;tore c~pable, and c?n.duct. busine~s on bu_si- Mormon church, finally, from absolute and deserved
three to five million dollars a year. During these ness prillmples, mstead of mixmg 1t up with mahgyears almost every session of the Mormon legislature nant passions and insane schemes. to compass the extinction. But a Mormon of the Mormons would
not decry the objects of the league. He would
has endeavored to bite the hand that thus fed the impossible.
simply, stolidly deny the facts. W,e do not propose
Mormon people. Measures hav 'aeen introduced,
They hav put up with all this as best they could.
to answer lies. As to the facts ; hke all other men,
perfected, and passed, designed to obstruct and crip- Many gentile employers, perhaps all of them, hav
we must be allowed to be the judge of the conditions
ple mining and smelting, and only failed of success given employment to Mormons as freely as to gen- and necessities of our own· environment. And, like
because of the interposition of the gentile governor's tiles. They hav patronized Mormon stores and
all other men worthy so to be called, we are willing
absolute veto.
·
banks and manufacturers without a thought of retal- to abide the consequences of our acts.
During all these years, and for more than fifteen iation for or reciprocation of the treatment accorded
But this is a digression. The league has prosyears prior to these years, every obstacle that could to them. It has never entered their thoughts to boy- pered and grown beyond the most ~anguin expectabe has been laid in the path of gentile establishment, cott Mormons as Mormons hav boycotted them.
tions of its originators. In the mmes an~ at the
pl'ogress, and success in Utah. All the ~remendous They came to Utah f!ee men, they hav ~aint~ned smelters without any aid or even suggestwn from
power of the church over its membership has been their freedom-such IS the extent of then crimes, the exe~utiv authori~y of the body, it has taken on
brought to bear without a moment's intermission to such the sole cause they hav given for Mormon to some extent the form of a protectiv union against
force Mormons to boycott gentiles. Every kind of hatred ostracism, and opposition. They hav steadily Mormon labor. Although it was not thoug~t of, to
pressure-political, religious, business, social-has demanded that the Mormons sublnit to the just laws my knowledge, it will be seen up?n reflectiOn that
been brought to bear to force the Mormon people to of this country, and giv over their. i?ea of empire- this was inevitable. It is not m the nature of
boycott the gent~les. Spies,, spotters,. r_ounders, founding looking to universal dommwn. They do man, upon being slapped in the face, to turn. around
heelers the city policemen, the cnurch assassms, Mor- not for themselvs, propose to be enslaved by or pay and stand to be kicked.. Any man who does It thereman officers and courts of allgrades and descriptions, tribute to the Utah species of Mohammedanism. by acknowledges himself a _coward, and ea~ns and
ecclesiastical and secular, hav been employed re- And they propose that the authority of the United deserves the contempt of his fellows. A mmer, we
morselessly to force the Mormon people to boycott States shall be respected in Utah as it is in the other will say, joins the league. He is tolerably convergentiles. "These vipers that we hav nursed in our parts of the Union. To that end they hav s~ared no sant with the treatment always and now meted out
bosom," says George Q. Cannon. This_" all hell and effort, they will spare none_. But to accomplish even to gentiles by the Mormons. H~ will reason somethe devil that is invading us," says Damel H. Wells. this dearer to them than hfe, they hav not, and they thing as the writer of the followmg letter does (an
"Cursed is the man," says Joseph F. Smith, "and I nev~r will, stoop to Mormon methods. _It is possi- actual letter, by the way):
curse him in the name of Israel's God, who sells a lot ble however that they will cease to furmsh the MorThere are I suppose out of about one hundred men emor a farm or a house to a gentile." The blasphemous mo~ church' with the main part of the funds with ployed her~, about t,.,!enty Mormons. The ~ighty.g~ntiles
ruffian! Gentiles hav been followed by church assas- which that church calTies on its miserable contention wili contribute (at fifty cents per month), If all. JO!ll t.l.JC
sins and beaten and shot to death and their bodies against them and all that they cherish as sacred and league, forty dollars, while the twenty Mormons Will pay Ill
tithing $120 besides other assessments made. upon them.
chucked into spring-holes. They hav been called out of value.
will th~ - - mine, own~d and managed by loyal men,
of their beds in this city and shot to death by the
About three months ago an organization called the Thus
contribute at the least three times the am?un~ t~ help ,t.l~e
police. They hav been shot an? sewed up in_sacks, Utah Loyal League was conceived by the gentiles, Mormon church that it will to oppose that mstitutwn. 'I lns
and thrown into the river for simply attemptmg to literally for purposes of self-defense. The preamble should not be. It makes fools of us What? we g1v forty
dollars to fi<Tht the Mormon church, and $120 to the Mormon
avail themselvs of their rights under the land laws. of its constitution reads as follows:
church with which to fight us? How long would a Mormon
In former times, a gentile had no more show in Utah
Recognizin~ the necessity of organizing for self-defense company allow gentiles to work for them under the same or
than "a cat in hell without claws," as the saying goes. that element m Utah whose existence is threatened by the under any circumst_ances? The Loyal League won't do un· Spies hav been stationed at the doors of gentile busi- pretensions and practices of the so-called Mormon church, it less it acts with the same weapons and the same e~roesto_ess
ness houses to spot for destruction those Mormon.s is proposed by the subscribers to form an associati?n, open that the Mormon church does. Excuse me for Wllhholdmg
f th
as to its general object and purpose, but secret as to Its mem- my name. I hav given you facts, they speak for thcmselvs.
who, at the peril of their lives and t h e b read o
eu bership and proceedings, to be known as the Utah Loyal
They do speak for themselvs,. and for themselvs
families still dared to buy a yard of cloth or a pound League comprising a central league at Salt Lake City, and
of suga; of a non-Mormo~. And ":he~ the ?'entiles branch 'leagues at all available places in the terit~ry or els~ the miners, seizing the opportumty by the foretop,
hav been driven to the pomt of sacnficmg then all at where. In pursuance of this purpose, the followmg consti- hav given this tendency to t~e league. It could not
cost with the intention of getting out of this inhos- tution is hereby agreed to.
. be helped even if it were desirable. The employers,
pitable hole, they hav been mockingly told that they
Article 1 merely prescribes the relations of the the owne;s, and superintendents of mines, could n?t
could go as soon as they pleased, and the sooner the central and branch leagues to each other. Article 2 help it if they wished. And for on~, I am glad of It.
better but that they couldn't get a dollar for their contains the gist of the whole scheme. It reads as Doubtless our mines and smelters m Salt Lake and
Summit counties alone are paying out to Mormons
prope;ty. That was to be indirectly confi~cated. follows:
five
thousand dollars a day the year round, five hunThere is no language that can a~eq-.:ately depic~ _the
Signing the following form of enrollment. and _paying dues
extent of the ostracism, the mahgruty, and devihsh- as therein specified, shall be the only qualificatiOn of mem- dred of which, if these workers liv up to their proness of the contumely the vileness of the den uncia- berships of the Utah Loyal League. But canvassers for ne~ fession,.goes to swell the coffers of t~e Morl?on
'
t 11 · 't d
members shall solicit none but such as are known to be m church, to maintain the Mormon lobby m Washmgtion and abuse that hav been perpe ua Y VISI e upon hearty sympathy with the end sought by the association, and ton (which makes a national clatter and perfume not
gentiles and Mormon apostates in Utah by the Mor- no candidate shall be enrolled unless vouched for by some
unlike that of a volley of o'er-ripe eggs thrown
mon church for a third of a century. Of us and our member of the League.
against a wall) to subsidize the pimps of the mermorals, religion, and civilization thay hav sai~:
FORM oF ENROLLMENT.
"Their civilization is the civilization of hell. Then
The objects of the Utah Loyal League are to combine the cenru·y part of 'the press, possibly to cor~upt venal
religion is a failure. Their marriage is adultery. loyal people of Utah, ma~e and female, irrespectiv o! politics, Congressmen, and all to defeat the estabhshm~nt of
The teachers of their schools are prostitutes. 'Bet- in opposition to the polit1eal rule and the law-defy~ng dr~~;c- decency and good government in Uta~. 'Yhlle we
.
th t
til
h 1 • tices of the so-called Mormon church; to oppose t e a mis- do . that, our talk is vain, our pretenswns Idle, our
ter send your children to hell an o gen e sc 00 s. sion of Utah into the Union until she has the substance as
Their Clergy are hypocrits, teaching for pay an un-~ well as the form of republican government ; to raise money sincerity more than dou~tful. .
But this is another d1gresswn. Probably (I do
authorized a dead and damned religion. Their news- to maintain agents in Washington or elsewhere to labor for
not know) half a dozen Mormons hav already been
papers are' sewers of falsehood, obscenity, and defa- these ends.
.
From the Salt Lalee Tribune.
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i.so
discharged from the m~ne? through t~e establishme~t.
The Unitarian Society here is quite Liberal, and I
of the lea""ue. And It IS astoundmg to hear the: enjoyed very much my acquaintance with Rev. Jo~n
Mormon o;gans squeal. They do not li:keto be hoist Dutton, their minister, who is a scholarly and gemal
with their own petin·d. They do not .like the tas~ gentleman with a comprehensiv understanding of t.he
of their own :m.edicin, ev'en in th~ most honmopathic · intellectual drifts of the world, and is not at all big·of homeopathic does. The .bully! It has been belt- oted in the presentation of truth as he understands it.
1ng a baby, so to speak, With brass knuckles, these
I enjoyed the hospitality of Dr. Ambrook and Mrs.
thirty years. The bab~ has become. a broth of a boy, Ambrook, whose home is attractiv with art ~nd liter'alld strikes back more m fun than m earnest. The ature; and I anticipate a pleasant return to this debig bloat takes to a fence corner like a beaten cow lightful city, upon one side of which, within walking
and bawls for mercy! Let 'em beg, let 'em squeal, distance, cluster the splendid and picturesque hills,
but let the good work go on. Let us act as we talk, with mighty boulders, and on the other side stretches
or for the. future keep still. I trust the miners will the vast plain, like a measureless ocean sweeping to
all join the league imd never rest while a Mormon is the remote horizons. Sublimity and loveliness minemployed in their respectiv camps. They hav got gle in the entrancing panorama of this mountain spot.
the organization, anyhow, since they are in the m~Early on Saturday morning, the hills blazing like
jority, if they all join, and can make what use of 1t silver, and' the plains luminous with soft gray exthey please. And if they don't and can't make it an- pauses, mingling with the far-bending sky, I come
swer the purpose of a boycott on Mormon l~bo~ in again to Denver, Queen City of all this glorious land.
the mines, they are fools to hav aught to do with It. Our friend Jamieson has been doing effectiv work
0. J. HoLLISTER.
here and at other places in the state, and I find our
forces in excellent order, and the interest in Freethought is evidently on the increase. Unity church
was filled to overflowing on Sunday, and a large
~tcnlar
number were obliged to go away for lack of room.
Thomas J. Truss, John G. Jenkins, president and
COUR'l'LA.NDT PALMER, President.
secretary
of the Union ; MisR M. J. Patterson, reHA.MUEL P. PuTNAJUcSecretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
CHARLES ECKHARD, Treas.
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Chair. Ex. Com. cording secretary; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roth, Mr.
E. A. STEVBNs, Chair. Fin. Com., - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. and Mrs. Coplin, Mr. Sherman, etc., are generous ~nd
patient in their devotion to the work. There 1s a
News and Notes.
Secular Sunday-school established, which, in spite
of many draw;bac.ks, is improving. I am more than
Again I am at Longmont in front of the mighty ever impressed with the importance of the work, and
mountains where Long's Peak towers to the sky, the necessity there is for better instrumentalities to
with its glorious crowns of snow. The friends here, teach our children the principles and practice of our
like the hills themBelvs, hav plenty of backbone, and philosophy of life. I hav no doubt that successful
hav no thought of 1·etreat, whichever way the winds Sunday-schools might be established in many places
may blow. A large audience was not present at my if we had good text-books and good singing books.
lecture, but then it was appreciativ, and it was A good singing book is perhaps what we need more
a pleasure to be with them. Mr. P. G. Ashe and than anything else, for we callllot build up a social
family, Miss Annie, Mollie, and Mattie Ashe, gave us life without the aid of music and poetry. I hope the
some delightful music, Mrs. Georgiana Rice a recita- funds of the Union hereafter will enable the Liberals
tion on "Liberty," which stirred the pulses, and I of the country to hav these needed instrumentalities,
gave my lecture," The New God," and we had a good for·,the voice of the platform must be assisted by
rally around the camp-fires of Freethought. I made permanent local effort and advancement; and, as our
my stay at the "Lone R!l.nch," the home of Mr. and treasurer in his last report suggests, we must hav litMrs. R,ice and family, where sociability prevails. I erature-tracts,: text-books, music books, etc., for the
met again our octogenarian Liberal, Mr. Simmons, maintenance of our lines of progress, or we shall inwho is almost ninety years of age, but who still looks evitably go back.
forward and sees in death only a way of getting more
I am much encouraged with what has been done
life and vaster intelligence, and star-packed space by the Denver Society, and what it proposes to do.
never grows dim to his vision. I called at the com- It has able leaders, who make the best of their opiortable mansion of Colonel Kelso, where with Mrs. portunities, and I believe we shall hav in this city a
K.elso he enjoys the paradise of progressiv life. One splendid example of Freethought enterprise.
Monday I came to Loveland, where N. R. Faulkcan be happy here, if anywhere, with these broad
plains and shining hills, and love and thought to ner is our pioneer, who is determined to see what can
spread their banners in the morning sky. Colonel be done, and start the ball. The success is quite asKelso has just published his book, "Spiritualism suring. The Opera House was filled last night to
Sustained," which I hav enjoyed reading, not because listen to my lecture on "Universal Mental Liberty,"
I expect to be converted to his view, but because I and the audience was attentiv from beginning to
like to see the troublesome dilemma into which he so end. I expect to return here and complete the orlearnedly and skilfully puts our Christian friends by ganization. 0. E. Baffin, C. M. Currier, Burt Davis,
, showing that the Bible after all is but a record of C. N. Randall, George Lloyd, R. White, and others
spirit manifestations, and so proclaims the unity of are among our friends. I was pleased to meet Mr.
this life with the next, if such there be, and over- Guard-of the old guard, indeed, for he is nearly
throws the very foundation of orthodoxy. If the seventy years old, and has been on the frontier a tirecolonel's arguments are valid, he strikes a most vig- less worker since 1850, and always a Freethinker.
orous blow at ecclesiasticism and fanaticism, and He bates nothing of youthful fire, and is a good exbrings the Bible into some common relation with ample of enthusiasm and hope to those who hav not
humanity, so it is no longer the armory of despotism worn the harness so long and feel sometimes a little
and superstition. If it shines with a mystic halo, it worn out and discouraged. To greet such a veteran
is human illumination after all, and not supernatural, of liberty makes one renew his spirit.
and so I thank the colonel for his live book, and beI was glad to meet again Capt. and Mrs. W adlia
lieve it will giv a better idea of the Bible than now :and Eulah C. Stillwell, of Greeley, who came twentycommonly prevails.
·five miles across the plains to giv another welcome
Mr. George W,. Way, (}eorge X. ~oung, John . and aid our services with music. Capt. Wadlia has
~.ertha, and. others, are among our allies at Long" written and composed several songs, and they hav
m-ont, ·whom it was a pleasure to greet.
the true ring and melody. He gave a rendition of
'"~found a good welcome at Boulder from Dr. Am- "The Sweet By-and-Bye" into "The Sweet Here
b~ook, Joseph Wolf, Lemuel Mackintosh, Marins and Now," and it makes a good Secular lyric. It
Smith, Fred Squire, Dr. Brace, A. J_ Macky, was quite an addition to our lectures here and at
Chas. Dabney, Eugene Austin, Ross Howard, and Greeley to hav the vocal and instrumental music furothers, and the audience was quits large at my lect- nished by Capt. Wadlia and Eulah C. Stillwell.
ure on "Universal Mental Liberty." Dr. Ambrook
This finif'!hes my work in Colorado for the time
is very activ, and it was through his efforts that we being. I expect to halt here for another campaign
broke the ground for Freethought organization. in the fall. To-morrow I go on to Prescott, Arizona,
There is a fine Liberal element in Boulder, and it where I expect to lecture on Sunday, March 13th,
can eventually be made a controling power. Joseph instead of at Denver. I shall be at San Diego March
Wolf, who introduced me at the lecture, is full of the 17th and 18th; Los Angeles, March 20th and 21st;
stuff of which reformers are made. He is a born Santa Ana, March 21st, 22d, and 23d; Norwalk,
pioneer. He was the first to push ahead the Green- March 24th and 25th; Tulare City, March 29th and
back party in Colorado, in spite of " ten thousand 30th; Vi!!!alia, 1\-Iarch 31st and April 1st. I hope to
foes." When he believes in a thing, he stands by it be in National City and San Bernardino near these
through thick and thin, and so he will make a radical dates, as I hav received calls to both for lectures. I
who will never flinch from the logic of his thought. shall be in San Francisco and Oakland April 3d to
With such repres3ntativs as Mr. Wolf, Dr. Ambrook, lOth; San Jose, April 17th and 24th; Stockton, May
and others, I hav no doubt of the success of our 1st and 8th; Sonoma, Sacramento, and other places
cause at this point.
in California, until June 1st. During the month of
I was pleased to meet Dr. L. Z. Coman, of Neder- June, I shall be in Oregon; during July, in Washingland, who came twenty miles from the snowy range ton territory, and in August return East by way of
te attend the lectures, and who knows no fear in the Baker City, Boise City, Salt Lake City, etc.
I was pleased to meet in Denver Mr. Smith, of
expression of his thought, even though the orthodox
do threaten him with persecution. There are several Forks Creek; Alex. Campbell, of Elk Rapids, Mich.;
stanch Liberals at Nederland-W_ P. Hanna, W. B. Richard Day, of Alamosa, Cal., who came from a disWilliams, etc.-and I hope some time to visit their tance to attend the lectures, and whose cordial greetlofty. home.
ing was a delight indeed. I can now take my long
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jump to the Pacific coast with com·s.ge. I know IT
shall land amid a gallant company. I long for a.
look at the mighty sea and the Golden Gates.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Loveland, Col., March 8, 1887.

A Well Deserved Wo1•d of' Cheer •.
Col. R. G. In,qersozz.to W. Stewart .Ross, Editor oj tlte London
Secul(//1' Review.

MY DEAR FRIEND : The Protestants denoonce' idolatry, and yet they hav made of the Bible an idoll.
They, in common with the Catholics, attribute a;·
miraculous virtue to certain pieces of paper on which
certain marks hav been impressed. Before these'
pieces of paper and these marks they not only bow,.
but, on this altar, sacrifice, with the utmost ~heerful- ·
ness, the highest attribute of the human mmd-the '
very manhood of man.
They not only enslave themselvs, but spend muc~ '
of their time in making manacles and fetters for their ·
children, and in denouncing those of tht:ir fellow-men
who refuse to be enslaved.
These worshipers of the Bible speak in a kind of ·
smiling contempt of the ancients, who derin,d great :
consolation from oracles so written, so worded, that ·
they could not be om·ely understood; so written that :
the event prophesied, whatever it might be, would l
either in a literal or a spiritual sense be fulfilled ..
And yet the Bible is filled with just such oracles- ·
with dark sayings that only seem to illumin the mind \
-with all that is vague, contradictory, and shadowy!·
-to which any meaning can be given by fear or faith' _
or hope.
These passages are like strange shapes, fragments'
of which, dimly seen by the terrified, alternately re- ·
semble monsters and friends. Curiously enough, the~
fact that this revelation called the Bible cannot bel
understood is regarded as one of the evidences of its:
divine origin. God's thoughts, they say, are not like:
the thoughts of men; consequently, contradiction\
becomes confirmation.
We who deny the supernatural origin of this book;
must admit that it was naturally produced. If it is
not supernatural, it is natural; and it will hardlJ do·
for us to hold the Bible in contempt simply because'
it is not a supernatural book. We insist that the·
Bible was produced by man; that it reffects the'
ignorance, the intelligence, the aspirations, the belief;.
the morality, and the meanness of a large majority of;·
the Jewish people, and that, like other records oL
other nations, it is a mingling of fact and falsehood;.
of folly and philosophy, of cruelty and mercy.
..
The Deists of the last century refused to worshiP."
this book; refused to kneel in its presence; refused(
to extinguish the light of the mind at its comm;;snd.
They attempted to show, and they did show, that the
Bible is immoral, cruel, ignorant, and absurd. Having demonstrated this, they came to the conclusion
that it could not hav been written by a being of
infinit wisdom and goodness. In this they were certainly correct.
They also took the ground that nature has a creator, and that this creator is infinitly wise and good,
and that this being could not, by any possibility, hav
been the author of the Bible. In this they were mistaken_ We are compelled to ask; Could not infinit
wisdom and goodness just as easily command crime
as permit it~ Is it any worse to order the strong to
slay the weak than to stand by, infinitly powerful, and
refuse protection ~ Did not this God of nature
create things as objectionable as the Bible iiself ~ Is
nature, taken altogether,·any better than the Bible 1
If God did not command the Jews to murder the '
Canaanites, nature, to say the least of jt, did not pre- ·
v-ent the crime. If God did not uphold the practice '
of polygamy, nature did. If God did not inspire the ·
errors and absurdities that we find in the so-called!
sacred book, they were all produced by nature. It';
will not do to relieve God of the responsibility by
saying that certain crimes were natural productions;.
and, at the same time, insist that God is the author
of nature.
The moment we deny the supernatural origin of
the Bible we declare that nature wrote its every wordi,
commanded all its cruelties, told all its, falsehoods-"
and made all of its mistakes. It must hav been n&fu
only a natural, but a necessary production. The:e<@
was and is no power in the universe that could hw:r
changed one word that was not changed. All. itille
mistakes in translation were necessarily made,, and
not one that was made could by any possibility? hav
been avoided. In other words, this book, like. any
other fact in nature, could not hav been othellwise
than it is.
So we are driven to say that nature has produced
all superstition, all persecution, all slavery ; that nature has practiced every virtue, and has committed
every crime. There is good in nature. It is nature
in us that loves the truth, that admires courage, that
sides with the weak, that pities the opprfssed. It is
nature in us that is touched by the bPauty r·f form,
the glory of color-that stands em·apt urt-d bffore the
statue and t.he picture, and that listtus entranced to
the thrilling voice of song.
In man nature contemplates herself-approves or
condemns her own actions-admires and despises,

•
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rejoices and regrets, fears and hopes. Nature is
crime and criminal, justice and judge.
Infidels hav opposed the Bible not on account of
the good things in it, but on account of the bad, and
Christians hav upheld it not on account of the bad,
lmt on account of the good. And, unfortunately,
!these Christians hav imagined that the doctrin of
inspiration must be upheld in order that the good
1things in the Bible might be preserved. In this way
·they hav only succeeded in sanctifying the infamous.
'Throw away this doctrin of inspiration, and the Bible
will · be more powerful for good and far less for
.evil.
This book can be made to uphold almost anything
ithat man desires. It is the consolation of every vice
'·and the barricade of every crime.
A few years ago American Christians looked upon
that book as the foundation and defense of human
slavery ; yet slavery is a crime that includes all others,
and in comparison with-which most others are virtues.
The Bible was the word of God, and for that reason
man was under obligation to obey. Had it been.
considered simply as the work of man, it would not
hav been quoted to justify that which the intelligent
men of the nineteenth century hold in abhorrence.
Had the idea of inspiration been thrown away, all
passages in conflict with liberty and science- with the
recorded experience of the human race-would
inst1:1>ntly liav be.come harmless. The Bible would
not hav been considered as a guide for man, but simply as a collection of the opinions and mistakes of
dead barbarians. The good passages not only would
hav remained, but their influence would hav been
increased, because they would hav been relieved of a
burden.
No one cares whether the truth is inspired or not.
The truth is independent not only of man, but of all
the gods. And by truth I mean the placeof man in
nature-the relation he sustains to the all; the relation between things, and between thoughts and
things; between acts and consequences, between
conduct and condition. The perception of truth
hears the same relation to the logical faculty in man
rthat music does to some portion of the brain ; it is a
•mental melody. This sublime strain has been heard
\by a lonely few, and yet I am enthusiastic enough to
'believe that it will be the music of the future.
For the good and the true in the Old and New
Testaments we should hav the same regard that we
hav for the good and true wherever they are found.
For the false and infamous in the Old and New Testaments we should hav the same contempt that we
hav for the false and infamous wherever they may
be found. We who know how false is the history
even of to-day-:-the almost numberless mistakes that
men hav made who honestly endeavored to tell the
truth-how hard it is, with all the facilities we hav,
to get a truthful account of the simplest occurrence,
must see that nothing short of inspiration-admitting for the moment the possibility of inspirationcould hav prevented the Bible from being filled with
errors.
At last we are beginning to see that the " scheme
of things" is hardly worthy of worship, and that the
present should not bow in humility and awe before
the mistakes and absurdities of the past. The wise
men of the ancients were foolish. Their law-givers
were cruel; their priests superstitious; their philosophers nan·ow and shallow; and, in the sands of that
desert called the Past, there are no springs at which
the present can quench its thirst.
We hav taken another step. We are now convinced that the God of nature-if there be one-is
neither merciful nor cruel; that lae can be neither
softened by prayer nor bribed by sacrifice; that he
cares neither for curses nor for tears. And if the God
of nature is not worthy of worship, what must we say
of nature' Why should we worship a something,
call it what you will, that so arrange d. an d P I ~ne.d
this world that life forever feeds on life, that JOY Is
th kf 1
b
only born of pain? Can we bow in a_n u nes.s efore this fact 1 Why should we worship anythmgbook or being ' Any being worthy of worship could
not want it. •ro want worship is to be unworthy of
f th
th
t
it. Worship must be worthless i
e wor Y canna
giv it1 and the worthy cannot. receive it. There can
only be worship when one 1s unworthy e:r;tou~h to
giv it and another unworthy enough to receive 1t.
One of the worst things about the Bible, one of the
worst in the average religion, is that it demands the
sacrifice of self-respect. Every man is compelle d t o
admit, before he can become a Christian-before he is
fit even for conversion-that he is wholly and thoroughly depraved in thought and act, in _mind and
flesh; and, in addition to this, he must g1v up and
throw away the fruit of his experience, observation,
t th hild
an d reason. V oI un t ari1 Y h e goes b ack 0
ec
hood of the race. He b@comes a frightened barbarian
-an anxious savage.
The religious worJil has denied the constitution of
the mind by claiming that each man for him3elf does
. thought, an
.. d d oes and can• with an d can con t rol h ls
out regard to evidence, or what he thinks to be the
truth, choose his creed and church. This idea founded
the Inquisition. This idea justifies hell.
We all remember the condition upon which Anto-l

nio was willin~ that merey should be rendered to
Shylock~
·
That for this favor
He presently become a Christian.
This was in aeeord with the religious philosophy of
that day. Antonio supposed that this could be ac,
complished by an order of the court, and millions of
pious Englishmen are still of the opinion that the
same thing can be done by an act of Parliament.
These frightful inconsistencies should be denounced
by every honest man.
The intelligent should hav the courage to follow
your example. Every man should be taught that his
fellow-men hav the right to know his honest
thoughts.
You hav attacked the Bible from every side. You
hav pointed out thousands of contradictions, so glar-'
ing, so absurd, that one is almost convinced that they:
were intentionally made. You hav shown the littleness, the weakness, the shamelessness, the uselessness
of hundreds and thousands of falsehoads. YoU: hav
shown the cruelty, the heartlessness, and the impossibility of hundred and hundreds of others. You h11.v
stripped robes from priests, and beneath these robes
you hav found hypocrits, assassins-and honest fear.
You hav plucked patriarchs by the beard, and hav
compelled them to confess that they were polygamists, adulterers, and monsters. You hav compelled
prophets to admit that they lived by exciting the
hopes and fears of men, and that their threats and
promises were equally nought ; and you . hav shown
that, in this so-called sacred book, each cnme can find
a text and every infamy a flag.
You hav earned the thanks of all who really think.
You hav hastened the coming of that day when there
will be found in the world's creed this at least:
Happiness is the only good.
The time to be happy is now.
The place to be happy is here.
The way to be happy is to try to make others so.
And when that day comes, those who by thought
olr deed hav added to the sum of human joy will be
snints, and on that calendar will be found your name.
Yours always,
RoBERT G. INGJ<:RSOLL.
New York, Feb. 13, 1887.

The Printers Celebrate.
Before the Truth Seeker Company moved into its present
quarters at 28 Lafayette Place, a three-story brick-. building,
designed for press, composing, .and editorial rooms, was
erected in the spacious back-yard. The new composingroom is a vast improv!lment over the old one, being a
large square apartment, with snow-white walls and ceiling, and broad windows all around it. The printers conceived
that it would be the proper thing to herald their entrance
into these quarters with such exercises as should make
the occasion memorable; and, having nothing selfish about
them, they also determined to invite their friends to share in
the glories of the event. The TRUTH SEEKli:R printers
are all members in good standing of Typographical Union
No.6. They are named as follows: Theodore R. Stevens,
sometimes called "Pop," because he is father of the chapel;
he has been in the office some ten years; John Clancy, an
Englishman, known as "Bol," which is short for Bolivar;
James Phair, who learned the trade here. ten years ago, and
who has since been connected with the Salvation Army, and
got out of it not much the worse to all appearances; Will
Colby, who has come to weigh two hund~ed pounds by sticking to a TRUTH SEEKER case for seven or eight years; Edward
Gilmartin, familiarly called "Short," because he doesn't
seem to hav got his growth, although ten years at the business; Thomas Moran, who walked into the office five or six
years ago with his hat in his hand, and was taken on as
office boy because he was polite; and George Howard, an
" extra "who is just learning to leave the e o:ff ha'D, giv, and
liv. B~sides these, George Macdonald, the foreman, carries
a Union card. He entered the office and began sweeping the
floor and running for pie in the fall of 1875.
THE TRUTH SKEKER printers achieved a reputation
d :IIas entertainers when, a year or so ago, a chapel sen -o was
given to the young Hindoo, Amrita.Lal Roy, on the occasion
of his leaving America for India; and therefore when the
following invitation and program was issued there was no
lack of responses:
THE TRUTH SEEKER CHAPKL OF ENLIGHTENED PRINTERS
ask you to join them, on the evening of Monday, !larch 7th,
in the Festiv exercises incident to their Removal ~o the New
Composing Room at 28 Lafayette Place.
T H 11: II o o K.
PART I.
8:30-0PENING AnDREss. By Father Stevens.
8·31-Close of above Address.
;
_Speech.
_
By
Mr.
Ed.
King,
if
he
is in the Audience.
8 32
pART II.
8:50-March. - To B. Klancy, said to be the Oldest Living
N.B.-The Editor w~~Ife~~~~rihe Procession.
9:oo...:..Take out Copy for the Lanciers .. (Saratoga.)
Resign yourself to joy and mrrtbThe Band will Play for otll it's worth.
:
0-A
Waltz.
_
_ Tow. Colby, who does not waltz.
92
9:40 (or earlier)-Wayback Qnadrille.
10:00-Waltz Quadrille. - To HapJ>Y J~mes, of the Salvation Army.-Sacred Musw.
PART III.
On sleep
with the
dance; let
joyfavorit
be unconfined !
No
till morn.
Your
partne.r. choose,
And cha.e the glowing hours out of the1r shoes.
Virginia Reel. To be led by Anyone who Knows it.
Saratoga Lanciers. To the Ladies, who will Choose their
~artners.
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Jig Quadrille.

To lir. Somerby, Buslness Manager.
Now take the partner nearest you,
And" hoe it down." Hurroo, hurroo!
NoTE.-The Editor and other Refreshments will be found
upstairs.
Waltz.
.
- To All the Craft.
Way back Quadrille AO'ain.
Ninepin.
"'
Virginia Reel. Livelier than Before.
All join bttnds and sing "Auld Lan~ Sync." Hands around.
Everything went off to perfection. As many as sixty
ladies and gentlemen were pwsent. Two violins, a harp,
·and a concertina, furnishet1 music, and when the Way back
Quadrille was called for twenty couples made the lookers-on
envious because they couldn't dance. There is no knowing
when quiet old Lafayette Place got such a wall:ing-up before.
People in the neighborhood came out on their roofs and
stood in the cold jmt to look in at the windows. The best
dancer in the Virginia reel was l\Ir. Charle3 Eel, hard. lHr.
Somerby·entered irito the spirit of the hour with an enthusiasm which 'he rarely exhibits, while Dr. Foote, Sr., made
some of the young folks realize that they dirln't know much
about dancing after all.
The editor entertained in his rooms upstairs, aml when a
young lady was required to complete a set, that was the
place to look for one. Cheer of the approved sort wRs
afforded the guests at appropriate intervals. The wonder of
the day was where so many beautiful ladies came from.
The harper harped with his harp until 12:30, after which
time Edward King made a speech involving the experience
of Benjamin Franklin as a printer; ~[r. McEllery gave Bill
Nye's version of the address of Spartacus to the gladiators;
Mr. John N. Bogert ;recalled some happy reminiscences;
the gentlemen of the composing-room sang solos and choruses, and Mr. LeCompte played good old tunes on his violin.
It is believed that everybody present hail a good time, and
departed with a high opinion of printers as hosts, especially
THE TRUTH SKEKER chapel. The only regret expressed was
that the filling of the room with the appliances of the trade
would make a repetition of the occasion impracticable.
The members of the chapel wish to hereby extend thanks to
all who were there, and helped to make tl1eir modestlyplanned reception a glittering success.

Lectures ami

Meeting~.

MRs. H. S. LAKE speaks at the First Spiritual Temple,
Boston, Mass., March 13th and 20th; at Bridgeport, Conn.,
March 27th, April 3d, 10th, and 17th. Address, 123 West
Concord street, Boston, Mass.
J. E. REMSBURG bas engaged to deliver forty lectures in
Kansas.· The following is a list of his appointments :
Twin Mound ............... ~ ........... Friday, Sunday, Mar. 18, 20.
Ridgeway ........................... Saturday, Sunday, Mar. l!J, 20.
Burlingame............................................ Monday, l\far. 21.
Fall River ............................................ Tuesday, Mar. 2:3.
Leon ............ Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, l'tlar. 23.24, 25.
Andover.............................................. Saturday, Mar. 26.
Benton................................................... Sunday, Mar. 27.
Genda Springs ............................ Monday, Tuesday, 28, ·2n.
Cedar Vale ........Wednesday, Thursday, Mar. 30, 31, Friday,
April1.
Humboldt ............................. Saturday, Sunday, April 2, 3.
McCune ................................................. Monday, April 4.
Mound City............................................ Tuesday, April5.
Garnett ....•......................................... Wednesday., April u.
Burlington ............................•...............Thursday, April 7.
Max ......................................................... Friday, April 8.
Wellsville ............................ Saturday, Sunday, Avril!), 10.
Marysville .......................... Saturday, Sunday, April 16, 1'i'.
Haddam ................................................ Monday, April 18.
Clifton .................................................. Tuesrhy, April 1!J.
Downs ................................. , .......... WedncRday, April 20.
Logan................................................ Thursdny, April 21.
Beloit..................................................... Friday, April 22.
New Cambria ....................................... Suturday, April 2:3.
Salina ................................................... Sundny, April 24.
Bavaria ................................................ Sunday, April 24.
Conway ................................................ Mouday, April21i.
Windom .............................................. Tuesday, April 26.
Sterling ...........................................Wednesday, April 27.
FRoM Longmont, Col., Colonel Kelso writes : "The flag
of Freethought is still wavinp; over our lively little eif.y, and
our bombs, charged with the dynamite of reason, common
sense, science, and historical facts, arc ke~ping up quite a
commotion in the F!tnks of ignorance, superstition, and intolerance. On Sunday evening, Jan. 30th, I~ois Waisbrooker
delivered a lecture on temperance to a full house in Library
Hall. Though a stanch advocate of temperan(~e in all
things, she showed conclusivly that the so-called temperance
cause is thoroughly dead; that after its uncomlitional surrender to the church it had been immersed by her in the
filthy pool of Prohibition politics, until it was not only dead
from su:ffocation, but damned with dirtiness. She showed
that it is not so much the use of intoxicating drinks that
leads people to poverty and wretchedness, as it is poverty
and wretchedness that lead them to the use of intoxicating
drinks. She showed that, instead of needing Prohibition
laws to render the poor unable to drown their sorrows in the
intoxicating bowl, we need the abolition of all those laws by
which laboring men are made poor and sorrowful; by which
they are made to crave intoxication. l::lhe showed that we
need less laws and more justice. On the evening of the
2d inst., that' little giant,' Samuel P. Putnam, lectured in
the same hall to a rather small but appreciati\· audience. His
subject was, 'The New God.' I will not attempt even a
brief analysis of this maaterly lecture. I could not do it
justice. It must be heard from Putnam's own lips. I wish
it could be thundered into the ears of every man and womau
of the whole country. On next Sunday evening I am to
throw a. ' Sunday Question' bomb into t_he ranks of the
enemy. Should this bomb do good execution, you will prob.
ably be informed by some other pen of the fact."
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f&ommunications.
Church and Fiddle.
M.' BABCOCK's

REPLY NO. III. TO THE Y. llf. C. A.
GENTLEMEN: Some few years since,- a fiddle was
added to the choir of one of our St. John's churches,
and its pastor might hav well said, "We will commence worship by fiddling, and singing the praise of
almighty God." Now, the fiddle has been looked
upon as the devil's own instrument; and it would
seem that when the fiddle went in, God stepped out
and the devil stepped in, and ran the church to snit
himself. Members began to quarrel. I published
circulars of good advice and pointing out their mistakes, and then Rev. Richards, their pastor, sued me
for $10,000, for saying, " He doesn't believe the Bible
to be the word of God."
Now, it would seem that after forsaking the
church God was with me and the devil with their
pastor, for, in trying to beat me, he beat himself.
In court, he swore that he did not believe in witches,
but he believed that God said, " Thou shalt not snffer a witch to liv." He swore that he believed every
word of the Bible to be the word of God, and then
admitted that he did not believe that the last half of
the last chapter of Saint Mark in King James's edition is the word of God.
And by this he knocked the bottom all out of the
Protestant Bible (which snits the Catholics), for if
the last half of the sixteenth chapter of Mark is an
interpolation, how are we to know that one-half of
every other chapter is not an interpolation?
Notwithstanding the good man who was after niy
money swore that he did believe all of the Bible to
be the word of God, the court held that he did not
believe all of the Bible to be the word of God. So
he got no verdict on that part of the charge. But
upon one other little matter he got only one cent o,n
the dollar of the sum for which he sued. He did
not get one-quarter enough to pay his own costs,
and yet the devil-if there is a devil-made some of
the members believe that he had won so great a victory for the Bible and almighty God that they
ought to-and they did-serenade the good man
with a brass band.
And after this, the good man charged, not me, but
one of his own members, with unchristian conduct.
And during the great church trial, brother was
against brother, sister against sister, and the devil
was to pay. And, gentlemen, it was a worker of this
church, who, acting as your agent, gave me your card
asking why am I not a Christian. Christ never
opened his worship with a fiddle; he never sue!l anybody for talking against his religious belief, nor hav
I ever sued anybody for talking against my religious
belief; but Rev. J. E. Richards sued me for $10,000.
I am with Christ, but the pastor and his backers are
against him.
·
Now, what I want to talk about is this. This reverend in court swore that he believed that God will
say to those upon the left hand, "Depart from me,
ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil
and his angels.'' And he could not say but possibly
hell-fire may be hot fire, the same kind of fire we hav
in our stoves. Now, here is a minister who, if he
swore to the truth, believes in a hell,.and he and I
met almost daily for years, and yet he never :warned
me against that awful place! What kind of a man is
such a man as that1 Believing in hell, but would
sooner see me in hell than try to save me! But that is
not all. This believer in hell is the father of children,
and Henry Ward Beecher said that any man believing in such a hell as this reverend gentleman believes
in, who will permit himself to be the father of children, is himself a monster. You will notice that the
reverend believes and he doesn't believe, and it must
be very nice to know just when and how much to believe and how much not to believe of the book from
which he reads and preaches on Sundays. And this
good man, who sued me for money and for saying,
" He doesn't believe the Bible promises to be good,"
in court swore that he did believe the promises to be
good, and he "believed that he could remove a mountain with prayer, if it was God's will." But, then,
why doesn't he try it?
He said that he never had tried to remove a mountain with prayer, which fact is rather against his belief. Now, for several days there has been a mountain of ice which has so dammed Grand river a short
distance from here as to flood the village of Lyons,
carry off houses, and cause the people to flee for
their lives. In vain they tried to remove the ice
with dynamite, and if there ever was a first-class opportunity for this good man to try the effect of
prayer, it was when the waters were overflowing the
village of Lyons.
But where, oh, where was this mighty man of
great faith 1 Of the tens and tens of thousands who
were there from abroad, ready and anxious to help, I
hav not learned that this mighty man was with them.
Can it be that he would sooner see them drown
than go to their relief, or didn't he believe, and only
swore that he believed as a means of getting my
money? Now, gentlemen, if the Bible promises are

good, you could hav removed that mountain of ice
with prayer, and by not trying it you hav established
yourselvs a set of unbelievers; and by the same
book by which you damn others you must be damned.
Now, if you, or Richards, or anyone ever did believe
that a mountain could be removed by prayers, it only
goes to ~how what f9ols we mortals be.
It is said that two officers, just before going into
battle, invited another officer to join them in prayer.
He declined to do so, and after the fight it was found
that the two who had prayed were killed, while the
one who refused to pray escaped without a scratch.
And men pray and ask God to soften their hearts,
but the hearts of church-members are no softer, on
an average, than are the hearts of others.· I hav
just heard of a man who gave one hundred dollars to
the church, but refused to giv anything to the poor
woman who sat out in the cold upon the doorstep,
and, with tears in her eyes, begged for a little help.
Now, I do not say, nor do"J believe, that all churchmembers are bad, but I do say that their prayershav
not made them, on an average, better than others.
Gentlemen, if you believe, as the Bible teaches,
that Christ forgave the unbelievers who murdered
him, you should not insult him by believing that he
will damn me and others for our unbelief. That kind
of logic won't do. Hoping that you yet may see the
error of your ways and hav a better opinion of Christ,
and instead of tying yourselvs to the Bible adopt the
religion of common sense and humanity, I remain
your well wisher,
·
·
M. BABcocK.
St. John's, Mich., Feb. 20, 1887.

Concerning the Famous Six Days' Job, and
Cain's Wife.
We read in the "holy book "-the reading of this
book broke the heart of Baron Munchausen, and
planted him in a too previous grave, the remarkable
snake, fish, and ghost stories contained in said "holy
book" laying so far over his own remarkable flights
of imagination as to crush him with the gangrene of
mortification and break him all up, he succumbing to
the crash at one fell swoop, as it were--we read that
the Lord was just six days in building and stocking
heaven and earth, taking a rest on the seventh. Six
days, eh? Regulation days, as we understand them,
of twenty-four hours to the day, sixty minutes to the
hour, sixty seconds to the minute, and the seconds of
the same cfliber as at present, I wonder? This query
is pertinent because, later on, we read that to the
Lord a day is as a thousand years, and a thousand
years as a day. Now, did the Lord work six days of
twenty-four hours ~ach-regulation hours, understand-or six days of a thousand years each? . This
is a puzzler for the pietists, many of whom say, with
the immortal Toots, "It's of no consequence." Neither is it; but in a work for man's own belief and
gnidance-God's own chronicles a:t that-why wasn't
the straight and correct tip given? A certain church
paper of the present period tells its readers that,
while many accept the regulation days, others incline
to the opinion that the " six days" mean " six long
periods of time;" and as much as says, "You can
take your choice, brethren; you pays your money."
I think, however, that we must accept these days
as we reckon days; for it says the Lord rested on the
seventh day, and had the days been of the thousandyear vru.iety, the Lord must hav neglected things, and
we read in the Chronicles that he was very busy immediately after creation, and couldn't possibly hav
rested a thousand years; vide his seances with Adam
and Eve and others later on, long before a thousand
years had elapsed.
Omnipotent and omni-everything, why needed the
Lord to take a rest~ Not that I begrudge him, for
I like to take a rest myself at times, but it seems to
reflect on his powers of endurance-let us be thankful it was not for a thousand years, if that would hav
entailed upon us a Christian Sunday of like duration !
Whew ! think of it, mortal man-of a Sunday a
thousand years long, and run on the Blue law Protestant plan !-the Catholics are more liberal with
regard to Sunday, not objecting, in countries where
the pope's toe is universally kissed, to cock-fights,
bull-fights, and other cheerful and exhilru.'Rting
amusements on the holy day. But think again of· a
Protestant Blue law Sunday a thousand years long!
Holy smoke ! isn't it enough to giv one the horrors
of forty horse-power intensity? Don't let us think
of such a Sunday again i
In the narrativ of creation, we learn that man was
the last thing made by the Lord-to except the woman would be quibbling merely-and that he was
made of the dust of the earth. I hav often wondered, the earth, sun, moon, and stars having been
fashioned from nothing, why man needed to be made
of dirt-very likely, though, the entire stock of nothing had been used up in the previous fabricationsunless it was to knock the conceit out of him, by
telling him what he was made of when he got to riding too high a horse, as it were.
I know of some men to whom it must be gall and
wormwood to think that man was an afterthought of
the creator, and made out of dirt at that, for want of
better material. Yes, indeed, gall and wormwood, so

overloaded and top-heavy are they with triple X
self-esteem.
Take a high-up metropolitan hotel
clerk, for instance ; tell him he is made of dirt of the
earth, and he would annihilate you if he could. Possibly this thought has a stand-off in the egotistical
belief that he is fashioned after God's own image, as
stated in the legend of creation in the alleged words
of God himself. Very likely, with the hotel clerk,
very likely.
If we go it blind on the polyglot, we must believe
that God is a person built like man,. and the prototype, in the matter of form, of man. This givs us a
cleru.· conception of God in the concrete, and in our
mind's eye we can see him, pictming his face as we
may, according as we look upon him either as a
benevolent or a vengeful God.
.The man who swallows the Bible entire, without
" coppering" any of the statements therein, must
believe in a personal God of an image after which
man was fashioned. But there are Theists, parsons
included, who " copper" here and there, and qnite
extensivly. They ru.·e not the true-blue receivers of
the word, but take certain things as set forth mtm
grano salis. Some of these take no stock in a personal God, believing God to be a spirit, and not a
person, yet these same switchers-off nearly all believe
in a personal· devil, man shaped, consequently Godshaped, but having horns, tail, and cloven hoofs.
While they can giv up the personal God, t4ey can't,
or won't, giv up the personal devil. Queer, isn't it?
Well, let them stick to the devil if it does them any
good, and they are so fond of him. I wish them joy
of their pet.
Reading on, we very shortly come to the Garden of
Eden story, with its ever-to-be-remembered appletree and talking snake. The story, being familiar to
everyone, need not be dwelt upon. Admitting it as
a "ground-floor" fact, what must be thought of the
being who, knowing the nature he had impllinted in
the man and woman just made by him, who knew beforehand that they would go for the frnit forbidden
them, yet puts it within their reach, and leads them
to their own destruction 1 Eating of this proscribed
fruit, as reported, they were bounced from Eden,
when everlasting trouble for man commenced, as the
maker knew it would. It seems to me that this was
a most unfair piece of business, to say the least, on
the part of the Lord, and not to be reconciled with
true goodness.
·
Bounced from Eden, Adam had to hump himself
as a farmer. In course of time two sons were born
to him, these being Cain and Abel; the first named
the first born. Cain took up with farming, fJ,nd Abel
with sheep-raising. Cain brought an offering to the
Lord-potatoes or something he had raised-but the .
Lord wouldn't hav it, but took Abel's offering, a nice
fat lamb. This made Cain mad, and well it might,
for he had offered the best h.e had to offer, and he up
and went for Abel and knocked him out-dead as a
herring.
This act is not to be defended, if his intention was
to kill Abel. But there is no positiv proof that he
intended to kill him: Mad, he pummeled him harder
than he thought, and very likely was surprised when
he found.he had fixed him. To be sure, according to
the report of the affair, he told the Lord, who asked
where his brother was-as if the Lord didn't knowthat he wasn't his brother's keeper, and didn't know
where he was. But this proves nothing. He had
soured on the Lord, and said the first thing that
came to his lips. This act I don't think should stand
as murder in the first degree against Cain, but manslaughter in the fourth degree.
But the Lord bounced Cain from his home and
farm, and he skipped for the land of Nod, of which
land no mention had previously been made. The
direction and distance of this land from Cain's ranch
are not stated, but without the slightest premonition
this hitherto-unheard-of land is sprung upon the
astonished reader, who, if he be a scripture-swallower,
must accept the "land of Nod " without inquiry as to
its location, thus proving himself a Cln:istian of the
true-blue order of architecture.
But the surprise of the "land of Nod" is nothing
to that immediately after sprung upon us-the taking of a wife in said land by Cain! This is a surprise
party whose dynamic force is beyond human comprehension~ It would hav knocked me silly had not
Byron long ago given the straight tip with regard to
this wife episode. Now, the report that Cain went
to the " land of Nod" and took a wife is not correct.
The slugger-first on record-took a wife in the first
instance, and then skipped out for the "land of Nod."
And that wife-who was she~ Why, she was Adah.
And who was Adah 1 Why, she was Cain's. sister,
was Adah, and that's what's the maddah with Adah !
The world owes Byron-the poet-stalwart of the
stalwart poets-a tremendous debt of thankfulness
for clearing up the mystery of Cain's wife, even
though the expose was of unsavory character. But
we all know that "in the beginning." there must hav
been a good deal of sister-marrying, shudder at it as
we may. Let us be th~nkful that there are now
other fellows' sisters, and draw the pall of forgetfulness over the primeval days of the race fashioned of
SJ s~Oli:VM.
dirt, after God's own_ image.
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But, cries the Christian, " Christ came on earth to pope as did Mrs. Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin" to
KENT, Omo.-I arrived at Kent March 24th· ahead ~ay the penalty of man's sins. He was a willing sac- the abolition of slavery.
At the time when the emperor Napoleon III. had
of my time, expecting to lecture Saturday e~ening rifice,, ~d poured out his life's blood on Calvary's
T~e New Testament declares (John xix, 33, reached the zenith of his power, and the temporal
the 26th, but an impecunious theatrical troupe were: cross!
by lack of patronage elsewhere, driven into the town .34) that Chnst never poured out his blood willingly power of the pope was defended against the Italian
and desired to make one Moore· Miss a last despair: at ·all-he did not shed his blood. No blood was people by a strong French garrison at Rome, there
ing effort to get car-fare home to New York Mr. poured out on Calvary's cross until after Christ was lived in Bologna, one of the most important cities of
the then Papal States, a wealthy Jewish banker, MarKent, the owner of the hall, and his son, who cannot actually dead (John xix, 34).
The Catholic priest, Rev. Geo. Leming (who, I am tara.
endure. the thought of human suffering, if in their
One night the Mortara family were aroused from
power m any way to alleviate it generously helped told, used up Colonel Ingersoll in debate), indulged
them out by permitting them the 'use of the hall and in a debate of about an hour after the lecture or their sleep by the appearance of a papal officer and a
I gave way, the more willingly as the stormy we~ther rather gave a :number of harangs, with the hop~ to squad of sbi1·ri (papal police soldiem), who showed
made the railroad track a hard road to travel on foot. drive away remembrance of the damaging facts I had Mortara a· peremptory order issued by the papal
I had a very pleasant acquaintance with the Lib- proved in regard to the Christian plan of salvation. authorities in Rome to carry his little :five-years old
erals of Kent, and found some stanch old veterans He denied that Christianity could ever land a man in boy to Rome for confinement in a monastery. Tbis
who " endured the cross and despised the shame,: jail; declared a· man's blood would pour out after he order resulted from the fact that when that little boy
during the time "that tried men's souls"-the pioneer was dead; that Christianity, in spite of all efforts of was an infant his Catholic nurse was induced
days of Abolition. Joseph Heighton and his brother its foes, was greatly on the increase; that the church secretly to car~·y the infant into a church and hav it
Thomas renounced the Bible because it both taught was the friend of liberty and of education and a baptized, the officiating priest binding the nurse to
and defended slavery. Joseph Heighton devoted ~umber of similar ~ssertions, not once even ~ttempt the most absolute secrecy. Mortara, seeing that rehimself and all he had to the cause of human free- mg to prove anythmg he asserted. I was induced to sistance would be useless, gave up the child to the
doni, and was ostracized, beaten, stoned, shot at, his giv one more lecture the next evening on " The officer, but started also for Rome. There he procattle poisoned, his horses killed, his barns and his Tr~ of Satan ; " ha~ immense audience and great en- cured an audience with pope Pio N ono, threw himhome burnt over his head, and he warned to quit the t~u.s1asm. Once agam was proved the advisability of self to his feet, and begged for the restitution of his
advocacy of Abolition, or he ·would be hanged to a g~vmg three or more lectures, whenever possible the child. But in vain; "Non possurnus "-"It is impossitree on his own farm; and these· outrages were per- influence and results so far exceeding ·those of o~e ble "-was the only answer he received. One may
petrated by avowed Christians, leading men in the deepening conviction, removing prejudice, and giving imagin with what feelings that father returned to tbe
churches, who thus desired to show their reverence a permanent boom to the cause~ I left the dear grief-stricken, bereft mother; and is it to be won!!oDd belief in the holy Bible. The brave old veterans friends Wednesday morning, full of bright hope and dered that the fathers and mothers of the whole civilhav lived to hear the church extol what it then con- glad enthusiasm, myself greatly cheered and encour- ized world sympathized with them, and proclaimed a
government that authorizes such barbarous pracC. B. REYNOLDs.
demned, and claim all the honor of. achieving what it ag d by the success achieved.
tices unworthy of existence~
most zealously and desperately opposed.
Mons. Fould, a friend of Mortars's, was at that
Matters and Things.
Joseph Heighton's eldest son, Marius, inherits all
time secretary of the treasury of Emperor Napoleon,
It
is.
only
a
few
days
ago
that
the
"
house"
in
the fearless independence of his father, combined
and through Mons. Fould Mortara procured the
with the gentle, loving nature of his mother, and de- Washington actually convened and did business withintervention of the emperor. But even the voic!) of
out
the
opening
services
of
a
chaplain!
Just
think
spite his being the most zealous worker for LiberalNapoleon was not powerful enough to bring about
ism, he is loved and respected by all who know him. of it! One whole day that God Almighty did not the release of the child. When, some twelve years
know
that
there
was
a"
house."
There
was
none
to
Thomas Heighton, a venerable, sturdy champion of
later, the defeat of the French by the Germans .caused
reason, right, and truth, and his bright, cheery- nudge him, so to speak, into a respectful remem- the withdrawal of the French gMTison from Rome,
hearted wife, are glorious specimens of Infidelity. If brance that there was a set of godless souls waiting and permitted the Italian army to take possession of
a good woman is a crown to her husband, then for the overshadowing presence of the Holy Spirit Rome, the Mortara parents anticipated the release of
Thomas Heighton's wedding-day was his coronation before they could proceed with business! How un- their child, and a joyful reunion. But what was their
fortunate for the country! It was the first time in
day, and no mistake.
disappointment, when they found that the wily
I would some of our policy Liberals, our mollusks, six years. It is gratifying to leai'D that the house is Jesuits had secretly removed their child to some
still
there,
and
that
the
chaplain's
salary
still
goes
on.
could realize the truth that a pure, honest, useful
And now comes Beecher, with these words : " A. foreign convent! When later on they discovered
life and earnest advocacy of Secularism does not
their then grown-up son in a convent in Belgium, he
injure, but helps in business, and secures the respect man who believes in hell is a candidate for the in- was so alienated from his parents that he would not
of the community. Mr. L. G. Reed is an outspoken sane. asylum." It is cheering that once in a while recognize them any more, and felt even grateful to
Infidel, carries on the largest grocery business in we hav a minister who will acknowledge that lunacy his captors for having him brought to salvation. And
Kent, and has the respect and confidence of the often arises from too . much orthodoxy. Still, hell such a dangerous organization that approves of child
entire community. Unsolicited, they selected him goes on by the preachmg of the word, the asylums abduction is allowed to gain more power every day in
councilman, and I hav never yet found a man or prosper, and " man will not think." We are like the this republic !
L. K.
woman who lived up to the principles of Liberalism, old Calvinistic Baptist preacher, when preaching
about
the
doctrin
of
universal
salvation:
"Brethren
who practiced justioe and mercy, and sought ever to
A Sunday City.
·
'
promote the happiness of those around them (as does we hope for better things."
F1·om tl!e St. Louts Post-Dispatch.
Now, there comes a craft in sight! What is it?
Two things surprise all strangers who visit St. Louis.
L. G. Ree.d), whose Infidel opinions injured their
One is to find all the saloons open on Sunday, the theaters
business in the long run, or lost them respect of the It is the old ship of Zion, and on board there
appears the "old Mother of Harlots" and the Prot- giving performances, even matinees, the beer gardens
best citizens.
.There is in Kent one loud declaimer, who talks, estant child! Mirabile dictu! How they hobnob crowded in season, the Sunday mail a municipal feature, and
but fails to liv out Liberalism; who, taking advantage together! They ai'e talking plans to get God in~o almost tmiversalliberty as to the observance of Sunday.
The other cause of surprise is to find that the Monday poof others subscribing to THE TRUTH SEEKER, rushes the Constitution and God into the schools. The
into print as a champion of Freethought-but, lion and the lamb, the vulture and the sparrow. We lice dockets are unusually light. There is no more Sunday
like the deacon, what he givs "is nothing to nobody." hav heard that there was mooted the question of an drunkenness in St. Louis than in cities where saloons are
Such characters meet with just contempt. I was alliance to effect the God question. Suppose the closed on Sundays. 'fhere is less disturbance of the peace,
two powers forget their blood-letting till they get a and in St. Louis more workmen are ready for work Monday
glad to find only one of the kind in Kent.
It is u~fair to the many grand, kind, noble hearts firmer grip on superstitious mortality? Turn back morning than in cities where their Sunday welfare is taken in
.
who all helped in the good work to omit to mention the clock till the time of the DM·k Ages, before the charge by the law.
These
are
facts
which
we
do
not
care
to account for. They
printing
press
was
made;
put
the
telescope
under
them, but there is limit to THE TRUTH SEEKER's colwill not be denied by anyone who is acquainted with the conumns. But of the staid old stand-by, B. F. Con- the bed; no light nor science wanted-the electric dition of other cities.
away, through whose exertions the club of fifty- light. need not apply. Prepare the Inquisition; reAfter this satisfactory state of affairs has continued for a
now nearly seventy-five-subscribers to THE TRUTH store the prophets, and let mental darkness reign. whole lifetime, the legislature in its wisdom proposes, withtaking any vote of the people of St. Louis, to change it
SEEKER was secured, I cannot but say I do .most de- Put God in the Constitution-put him in the schools· out
totally, to invent a long catalog of new offenses, to interfere
voutly wish his glorious example might :find follow- put the orrery in the cellar, take the charts from th~ with personal liberty and local self-government, to turn the
ers in every town; It was a hopeless task to get walls of the school-room; put up a picture of the innocent amusements of thousands and tens of thousands into
subscribers to a Liberal paper, quite impossible-at holy Virgin, surrounded by a canopy of canonized causes of arrest and prosecution, and to excite all that quarleast, that was the general opinion. But quiet, saints-old St. Bartholomew, Constantine, and reling and bad feeling which are invariably excited when the
attempt is made to enforce Sunday laws in large cities.
patient perseverance won the victory, as it always other devoted Christians.
Before such a Pandora's box of ills is opened for us, the
A Christian tells us that God is everywhere. That voters
will, and the club was raised, the money paid, and
of St. Louis should hav a voice in determining whether
is,
he
is
the
shape
of
all
space
outside
of
all
material
they want it or not.
the number still increasing.
St. Louis is doing well enough as· it is, and it is always a
On Sunday afternoon, the most fierce and savage bodies. If so, he must be wonderfully elastic. As
good
plan to let well enough alone.
the
heavenly
bodies
fly
through
space,
he
must
storm prevailed, yet there was a goodly number
present. In the evening the storm somewhat abated, change form as the spheres change places. WonderThe Unbelieving ,Judges of Ohio.
yet raged quite furiously. Large attendance and most ful being! Wonderful nonsense these deluded
It
is
not
generally
known that the Bible is used for sweardupes
believe.
God
is
like
a
lot
of
superstitious
earnest attention; sold large quantity of Liberal
literature. Monday the Liberal lectures were the balls in a vessel of water. Shake the water, the balls ing in superior court judges, and for no other purpose in our
town talk. In the evening the hall was crowded. I move about, and the water represents God filling courts. The Bible formerly used by this court for this purpose, and on which every judge of the court to that time had
Yours during the war,
spoke on •: Salvation-Secular or Christian, Which?" the ~niverse.
been sworn, was destroyed by the court-house fire.
Lzncoln,
Ills.,
Feb.
24,
1887.
Sw
HYcUM.
I called attention to the utter failure of the ChrisSaid Judge Peck to the Post :
tian scheme of salvation. The Bible declares, " The
"So far as I know, ours is the only court in the county or
The Mortara Child Abduction Case.
soul that sinneth, it shall die" (Ezek. xviii, 4). Christ
state which clings to this time-honored custom, but in some
Now when the jealousy and the strained relations
came to save all who believe in him. What does he
states the book is commonly used in this way."
save from? Not from sin, for men and women con- of Germany and France, and also the complications
''We do not administer the oath of office in that way in the
tinue to sin. Not from death, for men and women all of Italy in Abyssinia, are being made the occasions common pleas courts," said Judge Robertson when asked
around us die. Not, as churches allege, to save our for renewed agitations and intrigues for the reestab- about it. " It is a custom which should be abolished."
immortal souls from eternal death, for .the. church lishment of the temporal power of the pope (agita"Why?" was asked, with some astonishment.
'"The administration of oaths by the use of the Bible preitself claims our souls are immortal, and cannot die. tions which will be set in motion by the energetic
Not from· hell fire, for the church has discarded hell. general staff of the church, the Jesuits, in the United supposes that the person to whom the oath is administered
believes that the Bible is the word of God. As a matter of
But, if men needed salvation, could Christ save sin- States also, just as was done a couple of years ago fact,
there is not a judge in this county to-day who believes
the
recovery
of
the
sequestered
property
of
the
for
ners? "The soul that sinneth, it shall die." Did
that it is the word of God, or will hav the hardihood to say
Christ's soul die?. The church says emphatically, No! Propaganda), it may be opportune to recall to the that it is a verbatim statement of God's word. Under that
Christ was God, his soul could not die. Then he memory of the present generation an occurrence that condition of things, it should not be used in thls way. I will
however, that the oath administered is nearly the same
could not pay the penalty,_for the decree is," The soul has nearly been forgotten, but that produced, about say,
as that administered to the judges of Israel, and half our laws
that sinneth, it shall die." But the Bible and Christ a quarter of a century ago, the profoundest sensation are right out of the books of Moses almost-hav come down
declare his soul did die (Isa. liii, 10, 12; Rev. i, 18). of indignation and horror, and contributed as pow- to us, and.hav been in common use from that day to this.''~
erfully to the downfall of the temporal power of the Cindnno,ti Post .
Which are we to believe?
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But, with whatever failings he may hav had, Henry
send Sharp's rifles and Bibles to Kansas. On June
8, 1856, on Sunday morning, it was announced that a Ward Beecher has made the world better, broader,
gang from the vicinity of Washington Market in- more generously tolerant, kinder, and more inclilled
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
tended to visit Brooklyn that evening, " to clean out to take a rational view of religion. The refusal of '
the d--d Abolition nest of Plymouth church," and the Congregational ministers of Chicago to send a
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor.
"lay out" Beecher. The church was strongly message of condolence to .Mrs. Beecher when her
C. i>. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
guarded by armed men, and although a bullet was husband lay dying, was an act that must cover the
PUBLISHED BY
thrown through a glass window at the pulpit, it cre- ministers with infamy. It cannot hurt the dead.
'I.HE T.RU'I.H S.EEKE.R OO.MPANY. ated only a ripple of excitement.
Freethinkers will grieve at this new exhibition of
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
In February, 1860, Bishop Faulkner, then a mem- Christian uncharitableness, and it will enhance their
ber of Plymouth church, returning home from Wash- esteem for a .man whom the Congregationalists feared
and hated even though dying.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. ington, brought a ten-year-old mulatto girl, valued at
$900, and Mr. Beecher took the little slave-girl into
The Church's Felonies.
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER the pulpit on Feb. 5, 1860, and asked for enough
. COMPANY. Make all Dmj'ts, Checks, Post-office and E;c.. money to buy the child's freedom. When the conThere is now a strong probability that the people
press Money Orders payable to CHARLES P. SOMERB Y.
tribution-box passed, Miss Rose Te1Ty, a member of of New York will not hav a convention to revise the
the congregation, drew a ring from her finger and constitution of the state during 1887. The late canSATURDAY,
MARCH 19, 1887. dropped it in the box. Mr. Beecher put the ring didate for mayor of the Labor party believes this to
upon the slave-girl's finger, told her that it was her be the fault of the Roman Catholic hierarchy. Mayfreedom ring, and named her Rose Ward, after the be it is, but if so the hierarchy will gain little.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription ............................................. . $3 00 donor of the ring and himself. On June 1, 1861, the Should a convention be held this year, we doubt if
One subscription two years, in advance ................. .
li 00 congregation purchased the freedom· of a twentythe people could be awakened to the importance of
Two new subscribers .......................................... ,
li 00
year-old slave-girl named Sarah, and as the collection the question of providing in a new constitution that
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... .
li 00 was taken up much jewelry was thro~ into the box. church property should not be longer exempted from
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
Mr. Beecher's popularity was greatly enhanced by taxation. By another year, possibly the people may
remittance ................................................... .
'i 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
a visit to England in 1863, and he was enthusiastic- find some interest in the matter. There are now in
remittance ................................................... .
8 liO ally greeted on his return. He rapidly gained the
the legislature two bills bearing upon this exemption
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. .. 10 00 reputation of the foremost pulpit orator of the swindle which shouid not become laws. One is inAny number over five at the same rate, invariably
country, and his salary was gradually increased to troduced by Assemblyman Crosby and incorporates
with one remittance.
$20,000.
the "St. Mary's Free Hospital for Children" and
The first cloud upon Beecher's fair name was his provides, of course, for exempting all its property.
The Death of Henry Ward Beecher.
marriage of Mrs. McFarland to A. D. Richardson, The other is introduced by Senator Plunkett, and
By this time all the world knows of the death of when Richardson was dying from a wound inflicted includes as follows :
the greatest Christian preacher of this age. But upon him by Daniel McFarland for seducing the lat"Every building erected for the use of a college, incorwhether orthodoxy or heterodoxy has the more cause ter's wife. This marriage created a great scandal, porated academy, or other seminary of learning, every buildto mourn is an open question. Orthodox in belief and was denounced as a free-lave performance, as it ing f<;>r public worship, every public school-house, free hosBeecher certainly was not. He would hav resented, was denied that Mrs. McFarland had a legal divorce. pital, court house, and jail, and the several lots wherein
probably, being told that he was an Infidel, yet no The. second cloud was the Tilton scandal, which for such buildings are situated, and the furniture belonging to
conservativ theologian thought of him otherwise six months of 1874-5 filled columns of the daily each of them."
A third bill has been put through this session, but
than as one of those liberal preachers who damaged press. About the scandal the less said the better.
was
vetoed by Governor Hill, which exempted about
Mr. Beecher's position as a Congregational
the cause of Christ by his liberal interpretation of
the scriptures and rejection of the fundamental preacher was anomalous. He did not b13lieve in the forty thousand dollars' worth of property belonging
Calvinistic creed, and he voluntarily resigned from his to a Young Woman's Association of Troy. All these
tenets of Christianity.
Mr. Beecher was born June 24, 1813, in Litchfield, official membership of the Congregational body. He assaults upon the state treasury hav had the effect of
Conn. When a boy of thirteen he wanted to be a had, though, a sort of india-rubber way of preaching stirring up another senator-Mr. Dunham-and he is
sailor. His father, Lyman Beecher, apparently con- heresy. Periodically he would publicly renounce earnestly opposing so much exemption. He has
sented, but as he sent him to Amherst College, said, some leading doctrin of the church, startling the burrowed in the tax offices and in every other office
"I will hav that boy in the ministry yet." At col- whole Christian world, while the Infidels exulted. where he could obtain statistics showing the enorlege Henry Ward studied hard, but with his face Then he would deliver a sermon which enabled the mous increase in tax exemptions during the past few
to the sea. However, before the elose of a year orthodox to catch breath, so churchly was it, while years and the corresponding increase in the tax thus
he became impressed at a revival, and turned his the heretics wondered if he was losing his senses. thrown upon individual owners of taxable property.
thoughts toward the ministry. His father had be- His sermons in which he denounced the doctrins of His investigations, says the correspondent of the New
come president of Lane Theological Seminary, at hell, the vicarious atonement, and the fall, were all fol- York Times, show a marked tendency toward solderWalnut Hills, near Cincinnati, and Mr. Beecher, fowed by discourses more than usually conservativ. ing the relations between church and state, the state
after graduating at Amherst in 1834, went thither
But, notwithstanding this habit, there is no doubt like a patient beast staggering along under an inSenator
for his theological training. Before he finished his that Mr. Beecher was at heart a social and theologi- creasing load of church exemptions.
studies, he edited for some months the organ of the cal heretic. For several years he enjoyed the friend- Dunham believes that all kinds of ·property should
New School Presbyterian church, in the absence of ship of Stephen Pearl Andrews, when the latter was bear their proportionate weight of the burden of
Dr. Brainard. He condemned the pro-slavery riot- startling the country by his radical lectures and writ- taxation, and thus by its general distribution lighten
ers who destroyed Dr. Burney's press at that time. ings. Mr. Beecher often visited Mr. Andrews, in the load now thrust on individual citizens:
In 1837 he became pastor of a Presbyterian church those days, though after the Tilton-Beecher trial the
" The general statute and existing judicial decisions relaat Lawrenceburg, Ind., and in 1839 he went to In- two rarely met. The great preacher came to learn of tiv to the exemption of property from taxation," says Senator
dianapolis. In 1847 he took charge of Plymouth the Pantarch, and to most of Mr. Andrews's statements Dunham, " are so broad and liberal that every deserving
charitable or benevolent, educational, religious, and literary
church, which was organized for him. He gave of principles yielded the assent of conviction. On institution can easily obtain all the relief from taxation to
notice at once that temperance and antislavery were one of these occasions, when Mr. Beecher had allowed which it is justly subject, and for that reason every measure
a part of the gospel that he should preach. His that his friend was about right in his Radicalism, Mr. designed to giv speCial exemption from taxation should be
efforts drew public attention toward him, and almost Andrews asked him why he stayed in a pulpit when thoroughly considered." The claim that charity should be
considered in the case of institutions he regards as flimsy infrom the first he had large audiences.
the doctrins of the church ·were so uncongenial. " I
It was as an Abolitionist that Mr. Beecher first cannot help it," replied Beecher; "if I should come deed. "Let us consider," he says, "what New York city
has done already for charity. It spent in the year 1886
won world-wide and glorious fame, and recently, out I should be execrated by all my people. I should $1,550,000 to support its department of charities and corwhile in England, he was honored for that to such be an outcast. And I never could liv through it. rection. It appropriated and paid to charitable societies,
an extent that upon his return he told a reporter I must hav sympathy and friends; it is my nature, under the provisions of existing special acts, $1,205,000. It
that the Englishmen must think he was the one man and I cannot change it. You, Andrews, are strong, paid to charitable institutions out of the excise fund $550,000
in this country who freed the slaves. When the and don't care what the world says; in your position -a total of $3,305,000. In addition to this, there was exempted from taxation in that city last year, property of
fugitiv slave law was passed, he became one of the I should die."
charitable societies, the assessed value of which, if taxed,
most prominent of the directors of the underground
We hav often heard Mr. Andrews repeat the story would hav been about $30,000,000, which, at the rate of tax
railroad company. His congregation were nearly all of the interview in which Mr. Beecher said this. It for that year (2.29 per cent), would hav produced $687,000.
stockholders of the line, and the church has been was about the last visit Beecher made to Andrews, This amount of tax was an indirect appropriation to chari- ·
called its Grand Central Depot. The deviation from for the noted scandal then became public, which ties. The city of New York, therefore, paid to charities during the year just closed no less a sum than $4,092,000. Notthe established rules of gospel preaching and the doubtless led to the separation of the two great men. withstanding that the city of New York pays millions of dolopening of the pulpit to political discussions caused Mr. Andrews felt that Mr. Beecher was not true to lars annually for charitable purposes, there is not a session of
much excited denunciation in orthodox circles. The principles honestly held, and he did not care to con- the state legislature but what foists or seeks to foist upon
pluck of the Plymouth pastor in those times of ex- tinue the acquaintance. And Mr. Beecher, like most that city additional burdens by special legislation.
"There was exempt from taxation in the city of New York
citement was unquestioned. When Wendell Phillips people whose virtue is questioned, was not so bold as
for the year 1886 real property, the assessed value of which,
failed to get a hall in New York and Brooklyn previously, when he felt that his reputation would if taxed, would hav been $277,619,160, which is more than
wherein to speak, because of the bitter hate for carry him through any heresy he might entertain. the assessed value of the real and personal property of any
Abolitionists, Mr. Beecher threw open Plymouth Fifteen or twenty years ago it nearly cost a pub- county in the state, except New York and Kings. It is more
church for him, and, as a disturbance was threat- lic man his good name to hav it known that he was than the assessed value of the real estate in Albany, Erie,
ened, he had his trustees attend the meeting a friend of Stephen Pearl Andrews. To-day, a great and Westchester counties combined for the year 1885.
"The church and charitable property in New York city
armed with heavy canes. In the Kansas settlement many are glad to say they enjoyed the acquaintance
exempt from taxation for 1886 was in round figures $75,000,struggle1 1\lr. Beecher 'limself led a subscription to of the Pantarch.
000, a greater amount than the assesse<1. value of the real
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estate of any county in the state, excepting Albany, Erie,
Kings, and New York, and about three times the assessed
value for 1885 of the real estate in any one of the counties of
Broome,· Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Columbia, Livingston,
Montgomery, Cayuga, Niagara, Oswego, Queens, Saratoga,
St. Lawrence, Steuben, Ulster, or Wayne.
" It is high time that this wholesale exemption of property
from taxation in the city of New York was restricted, if not
stopped altogether, as it is becoming a very serious question.
The greater portion of this property exempt, in fact, nearly
all of it, is south of the Harlem river, on Manhattan Island,
an island which contains, including all the parks, avenues,
and ·streets, but a little over 12,000 acres. These costly
charitable and religious institutions, with their ample grounds,
which· they probably would not hold if they were taxed, only
tend to overcrowd and increase the rents of the taxable property in the city. These exemptions are an injustice to those
who are compelled by circumstances to llv in the city, or
who do business there."
It is a pity that in our Senate Mr. Dunham stands
practically alone in seeking justice in taxation, but
he has allies in a good portion of the press, and if the
constitutional convention does not meet till 1888 it
may be possible to arouse the people on the question.
No authority less than a constitutional prohibition
can keep the thieving fingers of. the churchman out
of the state treasury.

The Star of Bethlehem.
A paragraph is going around through the press of
the country carrying a prophecy that the so-called
Star of Bethlehem will again make its appearanoo
during the year 1887.
We first hear of the Star of Bethlehem in connection with the bil·th of Christ and the appearance of
the seven wise men from the east. It may not be
necessary in a brief examination of this question to
inquire why, if the wise men saw the star in the east,
they immediately went west; nor need we ask who
these wise meu were, since none would be able to
answer. For Judea extends but a few miles east
from Jerusalem, and beyond that is a desert inhabited then, as now, by barbarian Arabs who did not
speak the language of the Jews, and it appears that
these gentlemen had no difficulty in making themselvs
understood in Jerusalem. They arrived, too, while
the infant was still in the manger, so that their
journey, with the means of conveyance then in use,
must necessarily hav been short. Neither is it to the
purpose to inquire why these wise men are mentioned
by Matthew alone, nor what became of them, why
we hear of them no more, whether they returned to
their own land with the glad tidings or not. Why,
if the star they saw was the Star of Bethlehem, and
they knew it to be such, they shoqld stop at Jerusalem, several miles north of Bethlehem, to inquire
through the streets, "Where is he that is born king
of the Jews '?" we need not ask. A star that would
lead them west to Jerusalem, and then turn a sharp
corner and go south•to Bethlehem, must, of necessity,
hav pm·sued an erratic course. Stars, as Col. John
R. Kelso points out in a consideration of this question, are of two kinds-fixed stars and planets. If a
fixed star, it would not move at all ; if a planet, it
must hav had an orbit, circular or elliptical. It is
the orbital motion of the planets that enables astronomers to calculate their recurrence with accuracy.
The Star of Bethlehem was obviously not a fixed
star, and since, as is equally obvious, it moved
in neither a circle nor an ellipsis, how can its periodicity be determined~
The first astronomer to note the alleged recurrence
of this star was Tycho Brahe, in the constellation of
Cassiopooa, in 1572; and that the star which he saw
was the star seen by the wise men rests upon a guess
prompted by the superstition of that age. Three
hundred years ago people were in the habit of believing almost anything except the truthful and the
probable.
·
Tradition had it that the same star had appeared
in 1257, and it took very little research in those days
of blind faith to ascertain that, with some modifications, a similar star had illumined the Christmas of
942, etc. On the strength, therefore, of tradition
and faith, Tycho Brahe :fixed the periodicity of the
star at 315 years, which is the difference between
1257 and 942. This would indeed giv 1572 and
1887 as the proper years for it to come again, but if
we reckon backward toward the beginning of our
era, dividing 1887 by 315, we shall hav a remainder
of 312, which would necessitate the plac)ng of the
birth of Christ back three years B.c., or else calling
the present year 1890.
It is a onrious fact that while the believers in this

Star of Bethlehem instance Brahe as authority for
the fact that it appeared, that eminent astronomer
himself did not share their belief. He says : " Nor
is one to persuade himself that this star is like that
one which appeared to the wise men of the east at
the birth of our savior, for that one was not in the
heavens among the other stars, but in a lower aerial
region and near the earth."
As a :final reason for not believing that the
"Pilgrim" of 1572 will shine again in 1887, it may
be said on the authority of scientific men that no star
with a periodicity of 315 years is known to astronomy, and astronomy is the oldest of sciences.
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empty compliment. Cardinal Simeoni has followed
the blessing with this explanation:
" Behold the true origin of the· blessing bestowed by the
pontiff to the graduate [Dr. McGlynn], and to the faithful
parish : The pontiff on the occasion of the anniversary of his
creation and coronation received innumerable telegrams. To
them all an answer was given according to custom, but only
as a matter of politeness and compliment."
This dashes the hopes of Dr. McGlynn's followers,
and sets at rest the controversy which had arisen
over the pope's message. That the explanation adds
to the market value of papal blessings we do not
think is shown.

Editorial Notes.
A Pious Don Quixote.

A MAssAOHUSKTTS paper says that in some churches there
Mr. George A. Sheridan has taken advantage of is more rejoicing.over one wealtliy pew-holder who pays one
hundred dollars, than over ninety and nine young converts
Colonel Ingersoll's world-wide reputation to try to who pay a dollar each. The cause of rejoicing is the extra
make a little fame for himself. At the Atheneum on dollar.
Washington Rights, last week, he delivered a "reply"
Tru: Methodist Year Book claims that the Methodist
to Ingersoll. Among other foolish things, he said
church in the United States has 4,000,000 members, with
this:
11,000,000 others who ate believers in Methodism. This givs
" The trained philosophers of Christianity could pierce In- that sect more than one-fourth of the population of the coungersoll's ragged armor as easily as a breath from the nostrils try. The church owns $103,000,000 worth of property-unof Jehovah could scorch his Infidel soul into cinders."
taxed, of course.
Well, why don't they do it!
JAMKS A. BLiss, the Boston medium, has been arrested by
the United States authorities for improperly using the mails.
It is charged that he advertised to answer all sorts of quesChristian Assurance.
tions in sealed letters, without breaking the seal, for $2, but
In the Ohristian at Work of the lOth inst., Lewis when the money was sent the questioners received no reply.
E. Jackson givs the church accommodation of New Mr. Bliss asserts his innocence, and says that as his trust is
York city. The list is as follows:
in God, he knows he shall be able to prove it.
Denomination.
No. of churches.
Sittings.
N~~:w YoRK city possesses at present either the most liberal
Baptists ................................. 50 ............................. 40,000 officials it has ever had, or the most astute politicians. If a
Congregational. ..................... 7.............................. 5,600 bill, drafted by the excise commissioners at the suggestion of
Friends ................................ 4.............................. 3,200 Mayor Hewitt, becomes ala w, the German vote will assureulv
Hebrew Christian................... 2....... .. ....... ........ .. ... . 500 go to the County Democracy, for the bill provides that in th~:
Independent.......................... 1... ....... .. ... ... . .... .. .... 800 discretion of the excise commissioners they may issue special
Jews .................................... 30 .............................. 24,000 licenses for the sale of beer, wine, and ale lifter ll'.M. on
Lutheran .............................. 24 ......................... ~····19,200 Sundays. This is the bill the Germans long hav wanted.
Methodist Episcopal.. ............. 73 .............................. 58,100
SPEAKING of Anthony Comstock, who has recently arrested
African M. E ......................... 8....... ~······················ 5,000
Free Methodist ...................... 2.............................. 1,000 the principals in a hog-guessing match in a little country vilMoravian .............................. 2.............................. 1,000 lage in this state, the New York Sun says: "The man is
Presbyterian ......................... 70 .............................. 56,000 m!lking an intolerable nuisance of himself. The next we
United Presbyterian ............... 6.............................. 4,000 hear of him he will probably be nosing around to catch peo.
Reformed Presbyterian .......... 5............................. 3,000 pie matching quarters or engaging in a chicken raffle, to stop
Protestant Episcopal. ............ 84 .............................. 67,000 boys at marbles, or arrest the girls who sell tickets for a
Reformed Episcopalian.......... 2.. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .......... .. 1,200 grab-bag at a church fair. There is such a thing as making
Reformed (Dutch) .................. 28 .............................. 22,000 the world so proper that existence would be unendumble."
Roman Catholic ..................... 61 .............................. 58,200
Tru: New York Herald grows sarcastic. The Rev. Mr.
Unitarian .............................. 3.............................. 2,400 Duncan, of Chicago, recently said of his church that " it
Universalist ........................... 4.............................. 3,200 seems to be a rendezvous for the oddest lot of dried up, sour
Miscellaneous (comprising 8
old Christians you ever knew. I've been pitching into them
denominations) ................ 34 .............................. 27,000 lately. I well know they are alive, if I can arouse a lit tie
spunk in them. What they will do with me I don't know.
500
40~,000
Fire me, perhaps." Quoting his remarks, the Herald obThe number of Protestant communicants Mr. serves: "Yes, 'fire me,' expresses it qnite well. But when
Jackson givs as follows:
his exit is announced, it will read, 'The Rev. Mr. Duncan
Protestant church organizations.
Communicants. has been called to a wider field of usefulness.'"

1 Baptist ............................. .40 .............................. 12,368
2 Methodist ........................... 53 .............................. 12, 707
3 Presbyterian ..................... .48 .............................. 10,823
4 Protestant Episcopalian ....... 64 .............................. 31,369
5 Reformed (Dutch) ........ ; ...... 22 .............................. 6,600
Smaller denominations ............ 58 ...................... .-....... 11,600

PROF. ST. GKORGK MrvART, who is a Roman Catholic, has
an article in the Forum to explain that "confidence in the
perdurability of the [Roman Catholic] church" is sustained
by the fact that the church changes its minrl about things ns
oftan as occasion arises. In his own words (lest it should
be thought that any paraphrase might misrepresent him):
"Little by little the invincible advance of historical, as of
94,467 other, science permeates and transforms the whole Catholic
285
This is a beggarly showing. New York city has a body, and ultimately reacts upon the supreme head." The
population of about a million and a half. Less than infallibility of this church seems to rest upon the fact that it
never acknowledges a mistake.
one hundred thousand of these, or only one in fifIN the annual report of the inspector of the Milwaukee
teen, it appears, are communicants of the Protestant
churches. The Catholic church sittings are less than House of Correction ane some figures which will please our
religious friends .. During the year there were confined in
sixty thousand, but as the Catholic churches are the prison 1,624 persons, mostly of the male sex. They were
filled several times on Sundays, that denomination of all nationalities and trades, though about one-half were
must be allowed more church-goers. Probably a Americans. In religion the sects were repreH·Jlted as follows :
quarter of a million would not be a high estimate. Catholic ....................... 796 Universalist................. .
Lutheran ...................... 455 Jew............................ ,.
But that would bring the church attendants of New Methodi,t. ... .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 64;1Quaker ...................... .
York under four hundred thousand, or less than one Episcopal...................... 52 Disciple ...................... .
PreE byterian.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 1 Greek ......................... .
in four of New York's population.
Baptist.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 Infidel. ....................... .
Yet this beggarly minority hav the assurance to Congregationalist............ 6 , No religion .................... Hi5
imagin that they are divinely endowed with the right Reformed church............. 4 i'
l,ti2
to control the rest of the people of New York.
We are afraid the Methodist Advocate will think there arc
not enough Methodists and Congregationalists in the list, but
Papal Benedictions Only. Matters of Courtesy. Dr. Buckley must recollect that the northwest is settled
largely by north of Europe people who take naturally to
On Mr. Pecci's bil·thday the parishioners of Dr. either Lutheranism or Catholicism. The figures are from
McGlynn sent a cablegram of congratulation. The the report as given by the Milwaukee Sentinel.
pope sent back the following message in Latin :
.
.
BY authority of the General Council of the Internatwna
.
"Your telegram most acceptable was to the sovereign pon- . Federation of Freethinkers, and under the auspices of the
tiff who returuing thanks to the reverend l'vlcGlynn to you National Secular Society, the Internationall!"'reethought Conand to t~e fai~hful of ~ he parish the apostolic benediction gress for 1887 is appointed to be held in London on Septemmost lovmgly rmparts. 1
ber lOth, 11th, and 12th. Freethinkers of all nations are earThe receipt of this gave the faithful of St. Stephen's nestly invited to send delegates. The meetings will be held
much joy because they thought it indicated by the in the Hall of Science, 142 Old street, E.C. The secretary
.
.
'
"
,
'
of the general council is M. Napoleon Navez, Rue de la Promcluswn of Alumnus McGI~nn, th~t th~ hpopde vence (Nord), Antwerp, Belgium. The arrangements in Engwould restore the suspended pnest to h1s par1s , an land will be made under the direction of c. Bradlaugh, 20
sit down hard upon Archbishop Corrigan. Their joy Circus Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W., to whom
has since been subdued to find the blessing only an communications should be addres~~Cd.
1
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?[ttitrs prom 1/ritnds.
NEw ERA, ~:lroH., Feb. 22, 287.
MR. EDITOR : I may say in passing THE TRUTH SEEKER is
improving, and the beauty of it is that its editor give and
takes blows with such good humor; and, "0 Lawd Gawd
Almighty come down on dat Heston, and don't send yo' son
to squelch him. No boy ken do dat job." Right glad am I
to see the Science Column. THE TRUTH SEEKER is just hell,
and I would not hav it if it was anything else.
J. M. LoGAN.
BAvARIA, KAN., Feb. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Not to Jiatter, or to appear as in any way a
vain prompter, I wish to express my sincere and overflowing
admiration for S. P. Putnam's lecture denominated, "Universal Mental Liberty." It was from begin!ling to _end a
clear-cut and concise statement of truths, every one a telling
fact to one who is not so near dead in the sublimely ridiculous as to not permit himself to look upon an open, demonstrated truth.
A." K. MoTT.

cold I received the day before, which deprived me of the
power to speak loud enough to be heard.
He was an intimate acquaintance, a friend and neigb,bor
for over twenty years, and will be much missed and lamented
by,
Yours truly,
JoHN A. JosT.
KINGSTON, N. M., Feb. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50 for your valuable paper,
which I think the grandest educator of the age. Mine is the
only number of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER taken at this
place. I hav tried to get the newsdealer here to. keep them,
but he was afraid he might lose some orthodox custom,
should they see a copy of so Liberal a paper on his tables.
There are very few outspoken Liberals in this community.
We need a few lectures from Putnam, Reynolds, or Watts.
Although not yet cursed with any church, we hav been overrun with sky-pilots, some four reverends being among us at
one time. And how they tried to cut each other's throats l
It was really amusing for an outsider to watch them. So far
their presence here has amounted to naught, except to get
one of them into quite serious trouble. He has left us to our.
sins, and the country would be well rid of all his kind.
I loan my paper, when I can, to partie_s who I think are
thirsting for truth and knowledge; but I find it rather an
up-hill business trying to convince people of the error of their
ways who hav had superstition trotted into them while upon
their mother's knee. You know yourself how hard it is to
unlearn what we hav learned amiss.
J. C. BuRGE.

PoRT CLINTON, 0., March 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10, and the names of five
new subscribers, who, I feel quite confident, will remain
with you during life.
I hav had my last year's papers bound, and they make a
very handsome book. I am passing it around among my
friends, and I hope soon to be able to send you some more
LmooLN, ILL., March 1, 1887.
names. Wishing you much prosperity,
MR. EDITOR: On Saturday, the 26th inst., I went over to
I remain, ·
W. S. FLAUGHTER.
Minier to hear J. E. Remsburg discourse on the themes that
go with liberty. At Atlanta I fell in with James Tuttle, a
GREENWIOH VILLAGE, MAss., Feb. 22, 1887.
sentinel on the front outposts for fifty years, who now reMR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1. I hav taken THE joices that he sees the army coming at last. He has been a
TRUTH SEEKER some time, and like it very much, pictures reader of your paper from the first number in Paris, Ill. On
and all, and am sorry that some professing to be Liberals feel arriving we were happy to meet Dr. Nicolay, Jacob Schaff,
such a tender regard for the old superstitions of the church Mr. Briggs, and a host of others, who had everything ready
as to be grieved by the pictures. In my opinion they are do- for a lecture. We found Mr. Remsburg, a trim, blacking a vast amount of good by showing the inconsistencies of headed, gentlemanly man of thirty-nine-an earnest, persistthe Christian theory to those who would not take the trouble ent, patient, and engaging speaker, who has his subjects,
CHANDLER M. PowERS.
to read.
points, and facts in wonderful readiness, and he had large
and
intelligent crowds. Hearty responses were given, when,
SAcRAMENTO, CAL., Feb.12, 1887.
with bitiilg sarcasm, he held up the skeleton of the church
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $5 for books.
I take nine papers. I would not part with the glorious old with her "False Claims." "The Fa.thers of the Republic"
TRUTH SEEKER for all the papers in Christendom. I hav each were seen, as it were, when their portraits were presented.
volume handsomely bound, and contribute a portion of the " The Apostle of Liberty" was listened to with close attensame, with many other bound volumes of Freeth ought works, tion. " Bible Morals " opened wide their eyes on Monday
to the city free library, where I trust they will be read by night. The universal verdict was that the lectures paid every
Yours,
A. R. CRIHFIELD.
many truth seekers. I rejoice over the pictures by Watson one who listened.
Heston. They are just the thing to open the eyes of the
GREELEY, CoL., March 2, 1887.
blind. Long liv Watson Heston. He is doing a good work.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $9. The pictures in your
Go on with the pictures.
I must say a word in praise of the political outlook. A paper are of great benefit to children, as well as a pleasure.
strike with the ballot is the only effectiv way for l!lbor to gain My eldest son, who is eight years of age, is very much inits rights in this country. When the wage slaves learn to terested in them, and always asks questions until he underapply the ballot to their interest, then, and not till then, will stands the characters thoroughly. His teacher in the public
school is a stanch Methodist, and takes particular pains to
their wrongs be righted.
R. BUTTERFIELD.
instruct the children accordingly; but I told the little boy to
tell her that I did not desire him taught superstition, as he
WAYNESBURG, PA., March 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3. The orthodox here hav could learn better about the Bible at home.
A few days ago his teacher was catechizing the school, and
had a devil of a time with a young student by the name of
Day. The young man does not believe the whale swallowed asked, " Who were the first people that inhabited the GarJonah, and they do not want such young men in the schOol den of Eden?" The little Infidel, being the first to raise his
for fear they might prevent some other student from being a hand, immediately answered, " Adam and Eve." She asked
preacher. There are but five outspoken Liberals in Waynes- him, "How do you know ?" His answer was, " I read it
burg. I was the first one to introduce THE TRUTH SEEKER in THE TRUTH SEEKER." She asked "Who tempted Eve
in the town. My son, H. Clay Luse, went to college for to Eat of the fruit?" and he again answered, "The serpent."
three or four years, and he did not attend church as much as She looked at him in surprise, and asked from whence he
they would hav liked him to do. Finally he quit the school, gained his information. He replied, " We read THE TRUTH
they having threatened to expel him from college. He is SEEKER, and it has pictures of all of those things in the
now helping Mr. Watts to run a paper in Toronto, Canada. Bible." She had nothing more to say. Let the good work
It is starting off very well. I hope it may be a success. go forward, for the children of to-day will be the men and
EuLAB C. STILLWELL.
The Secular thought papers are hard to run. That kind of women of the future.
doctrin is unpopular. Success to all Liberal papers.
MoNTPELIER, IND., March 10, 1887.
SAMUEL LUBE.
MR. EDITOR :• I ha v been a careful reader of your paper for
OGDEN, UTAH, Feb. 24, 1887.
several years, and noted the tyranny and persecution that
·MR. EDITOR: It is with much sorrow I hav to inform you reformers hav received, and the desire expressed by Brother
of the departure from earth-life of our late friend and fellow- C. B. Reynolds that Liberals should organize and combine to
worker, Robert Wilson.
·
protect each other from such persecution. The brother is
He was an old acquaintance, and strongly attached to the now experiencing the need of such aid. Less than one year
cause of the Secular Union, and had made a lecturing tour ago I had our school-house locked almost in my face by a
in southern Utah with good effect. He worked hard in the Sunday-school teacher at the adjournment of their school for
cause of the rights of labor and of freedom from the power fear I might say something that would not suit their orthodox
of priesthood of the Utah saints, and with all the efforts of views. For want of organization the Liberal element may
a true friend of the masses subjected to that power, and be compared to dry, fallen leaves blown pell-mell by a whirlagainst the powers of the church and Christianity in general. wind, orthodoxy disrespecting and calumniating their charHe was a Knight of Labor, and had fulfilled several mis- acter and motive without proper regard for truth, gagging
sions in this vicinity, and worked with indefatigable zeal for them and cramming its dogmas into them at every opportuthe rights and progress of that order, and was just appointed nity. I hav for several years seen the necessity of more
to take charge of a cooperativ institution of that body, when closely organizing the Liberal element irrespectiv of Matehe took ill suddenly and died in two days after. The Knights rialism, Spiritualism, or any other ism except free, untramof Labor took charge of his body, and his remains were re- meled search for fact or truth, and progression. The
spectably attended to on Sunday, the 20th inst., with all the reformer has all manner of falsehood, fraud, and corruption
honors and respect of that brotherhood, while his widow and to contend with; therefore I am in favor of a secret order
family were waited upon and consoled in a more substantial with initiation fees and monthly dues-secret because we hav
way than by words of condolence.
to deal with fraud and deceit ; and fees and dues to insure a
He had grown to be a substantial and earnest worker in treasury on which we can depend, and know what our rethe cause of emancipation from religious and political bond- sources are.
age, and his loss will be severely felt by all his brotherI would recommend that our business meetings be secret,
laborers for the general good of humanity.
all other meetings public; that it be made a school to teach
He passed away on the 15th inst., in the fifty-sixth year each other to liv in harmony with the law of our existence
of his age. He was so earnest in his mission that he ·did not here, teaching the idea of a higher manhood and womanwish to leave his work in its present stage, and reluctantly hood and the harmonious blending of nature's laws when
yielded to the inevitable.
demonstrated as science; these as the true morality.
I had intended to be present at his funeral, and had preA life insurance I think is not practicaple, because the necpared an address and some suitable selections for the occa- essary dues to support the insurance would be so heavy that
sion, but was unable to be there, in consequence of a severe the average Liberal cannot pay them and meet other expenses.

We need our means now to educate ourselvs to not need legacies for the future-generations, but wide-awake, just, and
honest self-reliance.
A proper appreciation of the true principle or genius of
human liberty and equality is the best legacy our children
can inherit. I hav no desire to run things were I capable,
but would like to see attained a more thorough, helping, and
activ organization of Liberals generally, and would like to
hear from others interested in the subject. I cannot treat in
detail in this brief article, but wish to call attention to the
subject, feeling that it is one that more than almost any
other should claim the attention of reformers.
WILLIAM ALLEN.
CoLUMBus, KAN., Feb. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read with great pleasure J. E. Remsburg's lecture, "The Fathers of Our Republic," and would
advise everyone to buy and read it. It proves most conclusivly that not only Paine, but Jefferson, Washington, and
Franklin were Freethinkers, and Deists, or Atheists. It
proves that they were world-wide humanitarians, and that
they all, more or less, despised and rejected priestcraft and
religious bigotry, and that their spirit and purpose was to
keep church and state entirely separate, and, as Dr. Franklin said, ''Let every tub stand on its own bottom." . Dr.
Franklin's expressions of his contempt for the inhuman absurdities of orthodoxy aJe very clear, comprehensiv, and
striking.
Mr. Remsburg's logical deductions from and comments on
the authentic and historical quotations from each of these
great men, in his clear, comprehensiv style, are seldom surpassed.
I am impressed that if the truth was known about the
opinions of several other lesser lights (fathers of our
republic), it would prove that they, too, were more or less
heretical, arid that orthodoxy holds them under " false
claims."
J. H. CooK.
NEw HARTFORD, IowA, Feb. 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 19th M.
Burgess and Milton Thornburgh object to the illustrations,
and D. Louis Bodge objects to what he calls " that dreadful
bobtailed spelling of hav, giv, and liv," and wants your
readers to vote on it. I giv my vote to leave out all the
silent letters possible, but think your taking a few-words at a
time is probably better than to make a wholesale slaughter of
the nuisance at once. Fool spelling has got to go under.
The time was when we could not plow without a plough; and
the time will soon come, I hope, when a man will laf and
not disturb the meeting, as he does now when he laughs.
As to the illustrations, if Mr. Burgess and Mr. Thornburgh
will take the pains to show their papers and watch the result, they will find one average illustration will drive more
superstition out of a man in a minute than they could by talk
in two hours. Mr. Heston's illustrations always speak for
themselvs, leaving no chance for argument, and they are the
grandest thing ever thought of for missionary work, as a
wayfaring man, though (better tho) a fool, invariably tumbles to the racktt. I never had a man ask to borrow my
paper until since the illustrations appeared; now they borrow it and show it to their friends, and the result is more
Infidels. Let me thank THE TRUTH SEEKER and Mr. Heston
for the good the illustrations hav done, and are doing, and
ask that never less than two a week be given us.
MEL PIEROE.
LEXINGTON, KY., March 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am weary of presenting facts to Christians;
I would rather send them where they will, I trust, be further
investigated. A late writer (Lilly) states that St. Augustine
gloried in the fact that the date of the downfall of the Roman
empire was that of the triumph of Christianity. I glory in
the circumstance that the noble Romans; neither in tempest
or sunshine, were known to stoop to put a man on the rack
for the sake of his religious opinions. When Alaric entered
Rome, he found one man worshiping Hercules and another
Apollo, as his judgment dictated. St. Augustine attributed
the reform of his own character to the perusal of the works
of Cicero, Plato, and the Stoics, though, like other crackbrained persons, he finally went over to Plotinus (a weak
philosopher), to the Neo-Platonists, and Christianity. The
Stoics hav taught the world the stern principles of truth and
morality; how to preserve the dignity of human nature from
shipwreck; how to liv and die with a mild intrepidity which
Christians know not how to imitate.
Emerson hints that when the blood is loth to leave the
arteries-when the mind passes gently from feeling to form
-then the noblest acts and demonstrations appear, but it
cannot be denied that the true religion of nature, which furnishes the purest and sweetest conceptions, arises when no
passionate flush of strength clouds the brain, whose holiest
dreams spring from the pressure of poverty and sorrow. A
gentle, useful life will then be substituted for fanaticism.
We have found a pure region. There is no temptation there,
no cloud of error or vice darkens that pure sky forevermore. Miss Gibson wishes to behold the arrest of an impostor. I would not dare to obstruct the course of free speech.
The simpletons who listen to impostors might as well be
locked up In a school where they could be taught the difference between error and truth.
The " Catholic curse " caused some excitement here, and
some were kind enough to say that no such anathema was
.used by that church. But I turned to the twenty-eighth
chapter of Deuteronomy, which settled the question. Means
to a useful end and morality for all is creed sufficient for all
men who hav bid a final farewell to the sphere of monkeydom. Take notice that Mr. Parkes, of this county, employs monkeys as hemp-breakers in preference to negroes.
A great professor, standing high in the Kentucky University
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in the face of these facts, declares that monkeys hav no
thirst for knowledge-that idiots hav that thirst for knowledge. I wonder if an idiot could break hemp to Mr. Parke's
satisfaction. He has not the thirst which makes a good
hemp-breaker. Respected savants, who write for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, delay not one moment; leave everything! Hasten
to this seat of learning, and sit at the feet of this illustrious
sage, who has given printed publicity to this opinion. But
such purposeless analysis would not suit Emerson. He
would prefer a useful synthesis in the shape of a man or
nionkey, who could earn and faithfully work for a living.
ALHAZA.
FRmTLAND, MIOH., Feb. 13, 287.
_MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send. two dollars to apply on THE
TRUTH BEEKER.
I am in my sixty-fourth year, and am trying to open
up a new farm in a heavy timbered country. In August,
1885, I was struck by a log and had my knee dislocated, and
hav not done a day's work since. In October last I was
prosecuted by one of God's holy saints for $2,000. The circumstances are these : I was the owner of a harmless shepherd dog which the holy man's daughter took every opportunity of teasing and abusing on my own premises till he
finally bit her ; hence the prosecution. I am an outspoken
Infidel; everyone knows it for miles around; but I hav
heard of only two persons who take his part, and I must giv
the Wesleyan Methodists, of which sect he is a member, the
credit of being opposed to him in his unjust prosecution.
I like THE TRUTH BEEKER, but I was shocked to see that
you should espouse the cause of the infernal Chicago cntthroats. They and their ilk are mostly escaped jai.l-birds of
Europe, the very offscouring of the earth. They claim that
the world owes them a living, but being too lazy and shiftless
to earn it themselvs they seek to get it by murdering and
robbing the honest, industrious, hard-working people of this
country. It is with deep sorrow and shame that I saw
you espouse their cause. I believe you hav thereby
injured your paper hundreds of dollars, and set back Liberalism for a score of years at least. It can't be for the reason that
you like to take the part of the poor a~d down-trodden, for
the very same class hav been robbing, murdering, and maltreating the poor, honest, ha_rd-working, docil, and longsuffering John Chinaman for years, imd you hav never yet
raised your voice or pen in his behalf, to my knowledge. If
that is being a Freethinker, then I am not one. I am sorry
THE TRUTH BEEKER has departed from its original design,
which was, as I understood, to advocate the cause of Freethought in religious matters ; but you seem to hav left that
mainly to others, and hav gone to dabbling ·in politics and
several other kinds of ics, for all which I am profoundly sorry.
But I will quit scolding. You doubtless think you are right
and I think I am. It is merely a difference of opinion between us. THE TRUTH- BEEKER is yet the best paper published ; there are many very good things printed in it, so I
will take it a while longer. I hav not seen anythmg of the
hair-snake controversy for a long time. I hav seen numbers
of these snakes in the state of Pennsylvania. They were always called living horse hairs by everyone, and were believed to be such by all. They certainly looked like it.
There·was one circumstance in regard to them that seems to
substantiate the theory, and that is that they were always
seen in mud puddles in the road a few days after a shower of
rain in the heat of summer, and at no other time or place.
Yours truly,
JoHN SHUEY.
0AKI.AND, Feb. 11, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: In reading THE TRUTH BEEKER of February
5th, I find an article from the San Francisco Argonaut which
makes mention of the savior's cross. It tells. us the piece
of rotten wood, or rather the sacred splinter, or portion of it,
was obtained by the archbishop of St. Francis's church. I ani.
truly glad to know that it has the miraculous power of reproducing;· should multiplication fail, I should be entirely
out of splinters, as ·r am the possessor of a piece of the true
cross, as well as other sacred relics. I will simply mention
a few of them. My husband and I attended a masquerade
ball recently. He sustained the character of a priest, and
consequently had a large number of sacred relics for sale for
the benefit of the Catholic church. He had the backbone of a
s11ake that St. Patrick drove out of Ireland ; .also the finger -nail
of St. Veronica, and the pencil that Adam wrote the names
of the animals with; also St. Peter's key, and the piece of
·money found in the fish's mouth by St. Peter; one hair from
the beard of Mohammed; nails from the ark and first tabernacle; .brick from the tower of Babel; whalebone from the
whale that swallowed Jonah, and last but not least, a piece of
the true cross, and prayer-book with the picture of the holy
mother of God to protect him. The reporters took it in as a
huge burlesque. The highest price on those relics was one
thousand dollars, the lowest twenty-four dollars.
We are expecting a rich treat when Samuel Putnam comes
to Oakland; ·we need a Liberal lecturer here so much, to sustain our cause for liberty and humanity. I am glad that Mr.
Reynolds's case was postponed. I should think that the baboons of Morris county would be ashamed of their actions toward him. We attended the Paine celebration in San Francisco, which w_as a grand success-good music and the best
of speakers engaged for the occasion.
The cartoons are fine ; long liv W-atson Heston. He must
certainly hav a bright intellect, as well as a great deal of
moral courage, to illustrate the teachings of the holy Bible,
book divine, just in the way and manner he does. We put
the pictures in our scrap-book, and I must cc:afess it is one
of the most Radical scrap-books I hav ever seen. I hav often
shown it to my Christian friends, as I am a very outspoken
Agnostic at all times. What little light I hav received I do
not propose to hide under a bushel. I am convinced that if
l believed in a personal God, and devil, and burning hell, I

should hav more friends, but I prefer nothing but solid facts,
and we hav that in our library. Books are good company.
I am mucl: plea~ed with John Peck's writings. He might
be termed a whole bushel, unless he turns Spiritualist, like
Col. John Kelso. I, for one, cannot find facts strong enough
to sustain a belief in Spiritualism, but Kelso seems to sustain it by the Bible. I haT read his "Deity Analyzed," but
his latest production I hav not seen as yet. I wish you success in your battle for truth and liberty in this religiously superstitious land of ours. My husband talks ef visiting New
York next August. I t;lon't suppose he will be long in finding the office of the grand old TRUTH BEEKER. .
Mns. A. H. SoHou.
BouNTIFUL, UTAH, Feb. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3, which you will giv
me credit for on my subscription to THE TRUTH BEEK~R.
Circumstances will not permit at present, or I would send
more. I am doing all I can to help Freethought along. I
hav a good hall, which at any time is open to a Freetho:ught
lectmer. I am in'hopes that friendS. P. Putnam will giv us
a call on his trip West. I think we can get a good houseful,
but I am sorry to say that many of our Freethought people
as a rule are very backward in helping the cause of Freethought. Here in Utah people hav been so badly deceived
that it is a di!ficult thing to get them to assist in financial
matters, and the only way to get these people to work with
us is to prove to them that our cause is just, our intentions
good, with the hope of breaking the bond of priestcraft, and
willing at all times to help out anyone in the mud.
Now, in order to show the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
how the so-called Infidels in this country are looked upon as
being beyond redemption, and held up to the world as of
the lowest class-too low to be charitable or to do one kind
act for their fellow-man-! will giv them an idea how some
of our Christian people show their willingness to help their
fellow-man when in the mud. I do not wish to hav it understood that I hav no faults, but we hav a motto, " Do unto
others as we would they should do unto us," and I hope all
Freethinkers will observe this. I was raised in the Mormon
church, and not being willing to uphold the doctrine of Mormonism, I was excommunicated from priestly circles, and
ever since hav been boycotted to the fullest extent. A pretended friend of mine came along one morning on his way to
the city, with a large pair of horses. He stopped and asked
me if I was not ready to let him baptize me, as it would make
a better man of me. I told him if I could only believe that
baptism would be the cause of my becoming a better man, I
would willingly receive the baptism. At that he left me on
his way, little thinking that I was soon coming behind him.
We had not been far on the road, when we overtook a young
man, with a load of hay, stuck in the mud. This good saint
who was so anxious to baptize me, and a number of ·others,
passed the young man by without offering assistance ; but as
soon as I came along-the Infidel, who was thought by all
to be the last one to lend a helping hand-'-I pulled him out,
although the young man was a member of the church. Not
that I had a better team than the others, for it was not so
good. One horse was a colt tkat had never pulled on a load,
and how he would act I could not tell. It happened that a
lady friend was riding with me, and made the remark, "Why
did not some of the brethren with good teams lend a hand?"
I told her that in my travels if there was anyone in the mud,
I or some other Infidel was always ready to lend a helping
hand. At any rate, I hitched my team on the front of the
team with the load of hay, and getting three good pulls, the
load came out. The young man thanked me, and I drove
away. The next day this same saint, in company with a
number of others, wished to know if he should baptize me
for the remission of my sins and the reception of the Holy
Ghost. I said, "No; not a man of your stamp, who would
pass by his fellow-man in the time of need. Your baptism,"
said I, " would not do me any good, and as for the reception
of the Holy Ghost, if that is the kindness you are filled with,
I hav no use for it.''
S. HALES.

LAKE CITY, !A., ~eb. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to say a few words in connection with
the very remarkable article appearing in your paper of the
19th inst. under the signature of the Rev. S. B. Hurlbut.
His statements appear honestly made, in all candor. But,
pardon me, dear readers, if I cannot accept his last statement as true. I'll state what I know about snake bites and
cancers. I know what appeared to be simple medicine hav
cured cancers when the blood was perfectly pure, and no reliance was placed in faith. I know simple remedies hav
cured the worst of snake bites. I will giv a case in point. I
once had a colt bitten by a copperhead snake, the worst case
of poison ever known in that country. After it was swollen
from foot to body, and a blubber formed at the breast larger
than a peck measure, cracking in all shapes, with. a greenish,
bloody liquid oozing therefrom, a neighbor man called in
to see the edit. It was then extremely bad. Said he, " Why
do you not cure it?" "Because it is past all redemption."
"Not so; it can be cured, and that easily." "Very well,
you can hav the colt for one dollar." "I do not want your
colt, but go, and go quick, and get plenty of the spirits of
turpentine and saturate all swollen parts effectually uutil
cured." I went without faith, simply to please a kind
neighbor. I returned with the medicin, made two applications, and all poison disappeared in four hours, and never reappeared, as is common in such cases. Many persons were
cured in the same way-simply saturated raw cotton and put
to the wound, or, if on finger or toe, put the wound in avessel of turpentine, and as sure as the Lord made " little potatoes " a cure will be effected, faith or no faith. I had no
faith in regard to my colt, and I know the colt could not hav
had. Had he been placed in fire his sufferings, to all appearance, could not be ~reater than they were while the tmrpen-
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ti~e ":as ~rawing out the poison.

But people say if the applicatiOn IS made soon after the bite there is no great pain attending the cure. All the reverend gentleman has said is
easy enough to believe until we come to the leg-setting business-that is a stUllDer. It puts me in mind of a good noble
kind-hearted man I knew nearly fifty years ago. No rna~
had more friends; kind in sickness and a good neighbor.
But alack! and alas I he would look you square in the face
with thos~ pretty soft eyes of his for hours, and tell you all
about havmg been bewitched, and what a vast amount of
milling he had to perform as a horse, and the various ways
he had undertaken to find out who was bewitching him ; all
to no avail. The first thing h~ would know after the bit
would leave the mouth he would be standing in his yard in
his night clothes. Now, this man was deceived, or trying to
make people wonder-which? Now, if all be true we hav
heard, there is no man liviBg or dead could do more at healing the afll.icted than one of our Iowa men. He claimell no
supernatural power, nor asked for faith, but he was almost a
walking galvanic battery. He used no medicin, but when
sick enough he died like other men. Now, Rev. Mr. Hurlbut, are you very sure the old black lady's leg was broken
square off? It may be true, as you state, when the laws of
nature are reversed, but not until then. If you can do what
you claim in the way of healing a broken limb, you can make
your millions in Iowa. Yes, come at once! Stop not to
preach, teach, or pray, but come right along; it is now
toboggan time with us. I send you a dollar for Heston. The
picture of his ''Saint Triumphant" is worth at least five dollars. Were I rich I would surely help Heston. We are having a revival here now. I shall take some pains to show
them one saint at least.
J. L. ToMPKINS.
BELVIDERE, ILL., Feb. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I believe that the best place for preaching
the gospel of Freethought is within the enemy's camp. It is
very well to express our opinions in Liberal papers, but the
trouble is, it is only Freethinkers who read them. and so the
shots fired fall short of the game. I hav had ~t different
times some of my Freethought views published in our county
papers. I had to be very careful in my language, to avoid
harsh expressions, to be as polite and gentlemanly as possible, for I hav learned that if I did not do so, they would not
be printed, or if they were it would arouse the rage of church
people to such a degree as to prevent my getting access to
the papers again. The fact is, the church has got a Jirst
mortgage on nearly all our secular papers. In consequence
of the views published, I hav had some replies, one from one
of our most intelligent and influential citizens. He presented me with Professor Fisher's reply to Robert G.1ngersoll, and begged me to read it carefully, for its logic was unanswerable. I asked him if he had read Ingersoll's article,
that called forth Fisher's reply. He said he did not remember; he did not know. that Fisher's was a reply to any argument of Ingersoll's. Would you believe it, the church people hav printed Fisher's reply to Ingersoll without Ingersoll's
name being mentioned, or any intimation in it that it is a
reply to him. I asked my friend if he thought it honest to
present the case in that shape-would it not be more honest
to print both articles in the same book, and leave the reader
to judge between them? Was it honest to keep dark about
the other article ? He replied that he did not think it proper
for Christians to lend their aid in spreading Infidel literature.
I accepted his book thankfully, and promis~d to read it carefully if he would promis to read Ingersoll's. "For, you
see," says I, "there can be no danger, for Fisher has the
last word, and, as you say, knocks Ingersoll all to smash."
Well, he promised to read Ingersoll's, and I took Fisher's
reply home, and did read it carefully, and must say that it is
the best defense of Christianity of any work that I hav read.
I do not know whether there is any published reply to it or
not. If there is not, I think it would be worth while for
some able thinker to reply to it. Christians hav several times
called my attention to it, from which I conclude that it is
widely circulated among them. My friend's wife had written
marginal notes and interlined passages on nearly every page
to call attention to its strongest points. To follow her example, and for fear that my friend would fear to read Ingersoll's
argument-for there is where the greatest trouble is, Christians are afraid to read Freethought literature-I wrote
the following on one of the blank pages of the book containing Ingersoll's and Black's arguments :
Men of sound intellect, and earnest, honest seeke• s for truth in
these enlightened days, demand that both sides of a case should
be patiently and honestly heard. When the question of God or no
God, Christianity or Infidelity, or any other question of like nature
comes before them, when they perceive a disposition in the advocates of one side to suppress the arguments of the opposit side,
and insist that only their arguments should be li~lened to, it is
evidence to them that those advocates are interested in the success
of fraud, that their case is a dishonest one; for it is a fact indisputable that it is only fraud that dreads to hear the opposit side.
Truth always courts, invites, and welcomes investigation.
Investigation is ever an enemy to fraud;
Investigation is ever a friend to truth.
Hear all sides and truth will prosper;
Hear only one and fraud will triumph.

When I handed him the book, I called his attention to the
above. On reading it he aclmowledged its truth, and-well,
I think he is going to read the book. If he does, and has
got any brains, he is lost to the church of which he is a prominent and influential member.
I inclose a copy of some verses that were published in the
Belvidere Standard four weeks ago. In them you will perceive that I hav asked some very important questions of the
clergy. Strange to say, I hav had no answer from any o
them yet. I am afraid that it is because I neglected to offer
a pecuniary compensation:· If that is the reason, to remedy
it, I am going to offer a reward of $500 for an answer to
those questions. If that fails, I will then begin to think that
they cannot answer them, or else they are so rich that they
don't need any money.
RonERT SwAIL.
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The children of the Corner are very dear, and
we think much of them all.-En. C. C.]

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
· AusTIN, NEv., Feb. 14, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I go to school. I am
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom alZ Cummunicationsfor
in the Second Reader. I study spelline;,
his C&rner shouZd be sent.
writing, and reading. And I liv away off m
Nevada, in among the silver mines. Some of
"Between the dark and the daylight,
them are very deep. I am a little girl nine
When the night is beginning to lower,
years old, and this is my first letter. It was
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
my little brother who wrote last time, and I
That is known a3 the Children's Hour."
thought I would like to write, too. Please
excuse bad spelling. I will do better next
time. So good-bye from
Our Puzzle Box.
Your loving friend,
ALLIE Moss.
1.-0HARADE.
1'wo caps combined and joined behind,
JAMESPORT, Mo., Feb. 21, 287.
A city's ltead must cover;
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
And thus " ability " you find
write a letter to the Children's Corner to try
To think, dare, do, or suffer.
and form acquaintance with the truth seek-J.K.P.B.
ers. I scarcely ever go to church. I don't
2.-0QTAGON.
believe in ancient tradition. It has too much
1. Out of sight.
cruelty and superstition. I had rather de2. A precious stone.
pend on the laws of nature. I am twelve
3. A fiat fish.
years old. I went to school this winter. My
4. To follow.
teacher's name was Mr. Brookshier. I study
5. One who debates.
reading, spelling, arithmetic, writing, and
6. That is without.
_geography. My father is a subscriber for
7. Territory (abbr.).
THE TnuTH SEEKER, and has been for nine
Lyons, N. Y.
CoNnAn RooKER.
years. I am just finishing the '' Story Hour."
I think it is noble. We all like the Children's
3.-REBUS.
Corner, and THE ·TRuTH BEEKER also. For
fear of wearing your patience, I will close.
This is my first letter, and I hope it will not
find the way to the waste-basket.
Your true friend,
LENEA A. EAns.

The pride of our republic.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN Oliii.DREN'B OORNER,
MAROH 5, 1887.
1.-Cog.i.table. 2.-A small leak will sink a
great ship.
3.TRAIT
RHINE
A ISLE
INLE'l'
TEETH
4.-Your success, my son, depends partly on
skill, and in a measure on sense. 5.-Gridelin.

Correspondence.
BAKER CITY, OnE., Feb. 14, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write my first letter to you. ~I am seven
years old. I study reading, spelling, writing, geography, and arithmetic. I do not go
to school; mamma teaches rr.e at home. We
liv in Pocahontas mining district. about eight
miles from town. I like the Children's Corner in THE TRUTH SEEKER splendid. Sister
Pearl joins in sending good wishes.
Your little friend, RENA ETHEL BAlSLEY.
ELK Gnov:!!:, CAL., Feb. 19, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Encouraged in seeing
my first letter in print, I will try to write a
second. We hav a nice school, and some of
the children are little Freethinkers, like me,
but the most are hide-bound Metllodists. Inclosed you will find $1, for which you will
please send rue your book, the " Story
Hour." We get TrrE Tnmrr SEEKEI! Thursday
or Friday, and we all laue;h at Mr. Heston's
funny pictures. We all like them very much.
I hav no brothers and sisters, but I hav a
papa and mamma, both Freethinkers.
I will close with love for you and the children.
SuTTON F. CoTTRELI..
HAGERSTOWN, WAYNE Co., INn.,1
Feb. 15, 1887.
f
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I am a Freethinker,
and a reader of TrrE TRUTII SEEKER, I will
write a few lines. There are several Freethinkers here, but some are afraid to own it.
I was in hopes we could hav a lecture here
this winter, but failed to hav it. Samuel P.
Putnam wanted to deliver a lecture or two.
How I do wish we could hav had them, but
those persons who had the means were afraid
if they would do much toward a lecture it
would be hard on their business, and those
persons who hadn't the means would freely
giv if they only could. We had three lectures here-the first two were delivered two
years ago, by Charles Watts and Samuel Putnam ; the third lecture was delivered over a
year ago by John E. Remsburg. I never enjoyed myself any better than I did at those
lectures. I wish we could hav a lecture here
every week or so. There are four churches
here. It seems s,o strange to think that people will believe such stories as there are in
the Bible! I tbink that Freethought is one of
the greatest beliefs in the world, yet how
many hav been put to death on account of
it-a business that would be carried on to-day
if the churches had the power ! I would so
much rather talk than write, but as we cannot talk, I will just write, but I hope we may
meet in the near future. I think I shall hav
to close for this time, or I will take up too
much of your time. I hope to hear from you
soon.
Yours sincerely,
ANNA M. PIPHER.
[We heartily reciprocate the wish that we
shall some day meet and become acquainted.

Q!olumn.
Seven Ages.

Those who hav made the earth a study,
looking carefully at its every phase and formation, at all the different layers that make up
its crust from top to bottom, examining the
curious fossils that lie in different portions of
the same, hav marked out seven great ages or
divisions of time belonging to the earth's
most wonderful and interesting history.
We all want to know all about the world we
Jiv in, and the division of its varied ages in
their order renders the learning of them compa.rativly easy.
Each . age has a title to distinguish it from
the others.
Let us see now if you can call them in their
order:
Azoic, Silurian, De'IJonian, Carboniferous,
Reptilian, Mammalian, Age of Man.
That is just right. Now we ·will see how
well you can tell lhe meaning of the seven
ages.
The first, or Asoie-what does that mean?
Asoie is a Greek word; a means "without,"
and we "iife "-without life. It means that
ever and ever so long ago there was a great,
hissing, steaming, surging ocean sweeping
over the new, infant earth, and not a speck of
animal or vegetable life anywhere about. All
was still except the stirring waters.
HoLDEN, Mo., Feb. 20, 1887.
They, the waters, were working like yeast,
DEAR Miss WIXON: I told you in my other
letter that I am a happy little girl nine years you say. Yes, to raise the world. There
old, but maybe you hav forgotten me. We were minerals and rocks then, and that was
are all Liberals (I mean our family). Pa all, with here and there a bit or strip of land. ·
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER and the FreetltinkFollowing this came the SiZurian Age.
er's Magaztne. I like to read all the little letThe learners and explorers found so many
ters in the Children's Corner. I do want to
tell Stella Anderson that what she wrote fossil mollusks in that part of Wales inhababout the sisters treating her so badly in a ited by the Silures, a tribe of ancient Britons,
Catholic school sounds very unreasonable te that they named this time Silurian-the age
me. My brother (aged ten) and I hav been
attending a Catholic school here for two and of mollusks. And mollusks, you know, are
a half years, and they are so kind to me and little, soft, jelly-like creatures living inside of
to all that I love them dearly, and don't like hard and bony shells. If we could hav looked
to hear them misrepresented. They never over the eartll then, we would hav seen variask any but Catholic students into their ous kinds of rocks, mud fiats, barren sands,
chapel or to study the catechism. I study limestone, shale, and sandstone, and the
orthography, reading, grammar, second part
geography, and music. Effie Miller, my good water swarming and alive with lobster-like
Tittle friend. and I played a duet at our last creatures, mussels, and other mollusks.
commencem~nt, and we were much applaudThe third period is what? D8'1Jonian.
ed; but I think that was because we are Right. Where does this name come from?
such small performers on the piano. But I
must close my letter, with words of love and Devon, in England.
Yes. Insects came along then, and fishes
cheer for you and all your readers.
-oh, lots· and lots of them. And they had
CORA LEA CARTER.
wonderfully beautiful SCiiles, very hard and
horny.
SALEM, ILL., Feb. 17, 287.
Different kinds of shells and lovely corals
To DEAR MoTHER WIXON: I take the liberty to call you so because I feel that I am also abounded, and long strings of ribbonone of the many hundreds of little chicks like sea-weed trailed along the shores. Grass
that hover beneath thy broad and encircling had commenced to grow then, too, rushes
wings of liberty, truth, and science.
and straggling, shrubby-like trees, and some
I'm highly delighted with the Science Col- ferns and handsome mosses.
umn. If there is anything I do like, it is natWell, then, what was the next great period?
ural science. I like to read of the great ages
Carboniferous. Right again. And what
which rocks teach.
My father dug a well last fall to the depth does that long word mean ? Tlte Age of CoaZ.
of forty-two feet of solid sandstone, with the Yes. So much of it there was that this seems
exception of nine feet of earth. We found the most appropriate title that could be given
embedded into the deep, solid rock a small
rock bearing the resemblance to a suspender it. And, oh ! how wild and rich everything
having ridges running the entire length, and was growing then-spongy bogs, and reeds,
also inch lines running crosswise. My sup- swamps, and great tree-ferns! The earth was
position is that it is an ancient rule. The like an immense hot-house, without the flowpiece blown out was about ten inches in ers ; the air moist and warm and teeming
length-we do not know the exact length.
We also found several pieces bearing the re- with carbonic acid.
In the waters were other kinds of fishes,
semblance of hickory nuts and walnuts.
I would like some of our older friends to and on the lahd new animals and reptile.
giv me a little light in regard to thfs measure,
Leaves and mud and trees all sank together,
if they huv any knowledge in regard to hardening into the great coal-beds from which
whether the ancients ever used any such measures, and about the length of time it has been we derive so much light, warmth, and comdeposited there.
fort.
We hav a society here that has been runUpon this age J!tands the Reptilian. Of
ning for about ten years, callen the Tironian course, you can readily tell why it is called
Literary Society. I repeated Colonel In~er thus. Because there appeared so many repsoll's " Lay Sermon." Some of the older
members of the society say that it is the tile, in the water and on the land, at that
grandest piece ever spoken in the society. time-and they were monsters, with big, proNext night I am going to read them an essay truding eyes, wide mouths, and some of
on the brain. I ·am also memorizing the them had wings and could fly.
"Dlocoration Day Oration," delivered in '82,
Next, when the earth seemed to be well
as some of the members think there is no one
capable of delivering an oration. Oh, how I prepared for their advent, came the Mamwould like to hav several of his orations to mals. You know what "Mammal" means,
recite to the society! Would that I were for you hav had that word in another exerable, I would hav his entire works.
cise.
Wonder when Mr. G. E. Macdonald is
The MammaZian Age discovers such great
going to visit his· old home in New Hampshire, or hear of another Ben Stackpole. The animals-I expect we would be frightened to
piece has been read at the society, and also meet such to-day.
many other pieces taken from THE TRUTH
The megatherium was a monster of a creatSEEKER, that "terrible Infidel paper."
ure, with very long claws, and its head and
As I hav the opportunity of spreading .the neck were much like the head and neck of
light of liberty in the society, I mtend to do
what little I can in my weak and humble the sloth.
Were there any plants then?
way. I think the scales are falling from tlleir
eyes.
Oh, yes; and they were somewhat similar
With this I will close, fearing I hav taken to tllose of our present time. The earth was
too much of your valuable space.
calm and cool, like one recovering from- a
Yours for truth and liberty for all,
fever,
and then came
RuFus 0. WILLIAMS.
THE AGE OF MAN.
P.S.-I would like to ask if there is any
And
is
the
earth
finished ? you inquire.
one that knows the words to the song,
By no means. Work is still going on, the
"James Bird?" If so, I would like them to
earth is still changing, and man is continually
be kind enough to send it to me. R.O.W.

progressing, learning more and ascending
ever to higher degrees of knowledge.
We can only in these exercises briefly touch
upon very interesting and instructiv matters,
which you are to continue as you grow older.
Shakspere tells of tbe Seven Ages of Man,
and perhaps you can recite the words, which
are as follows :
All the world's a stage
And all the men and women merely playem :
They hav their exits and their entrances ;
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being the seven ages. At first the infant,
Mswling and puking in his nurse's arms ;
ThPn the whining school-boy, with his satchel,
And his shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school: and then the lover,
Sighing like furnace, with a wof'ul ballad
Made to his mistress's eyebrow : then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honor, sudden and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon's month : a·nd then the juatice,
In fair round belly, with good capon lin'd ;: .
With eyes severe, and beard of. formal cut
Full of wise saws and modern instances;
And so he plays his part: The sixth age shifts·
Into the lean and slipper'd pantaloon:
With spectacles on nose, and pouch on side,
His youthful hose, well savPd, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank, and his big manly voice,
Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange, eventful history,
Is second childishness, and mere oblivion,
Sans tGeth, Pans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.
S.H.W.
Q)JESTIONS.-Into how _many _ages is the· ea!·th
diVIded 1 Nam~ thPm 111 their oriler Define
Azoic. Wbat of the Silurian age? Conlcl we bav
looked over the earth at that time, what would we
hav seen 1 NamA the tbircl period. Whence
comes the name Devonian? What cre>~.tures were
living at that time? Name the next great period.
What is thA meaning of rarbonife1·ous? What
was the e11.rth like then 1 Of wh •. t is the coal composed 1 NamA the next age. Why called ReptilIan 1 What of the Mammalifl.n age 1 What great
monster of an anima-l fiomishe<l R.t t.hiK time?
When came the age of man? Wttb the advent of
man was the earth completed? Recite the "Seven
Ages of Man."
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''Alexander the Good."
Died December 23, 286.
If thou art stanch without a stain,

Like the unchanging blue, man,
This was a kinsman o' thy ainFor Mathew was a true man.

-Robert But"ns.

Is not majesty majestic off, as well as on the
throne?
Is the brightest star less bright because its brightness is miknown 1
And the Macedonian tyrant, hailed the chief of
ev'ry state
That his wickedness could ruin, in his carnage
was he great?
In the greatness of thy goodness, Alexander, and
the shame
His-not thine-hath it dishonored as thy honor
graced a name 1
Men are born, and men are living, men are dying,
men are dead,
Rain, and mist, and dews descending, rivers running, oceans fed ;
Light and darkness, sun and shadow, summer,
winter, heat, and cold,
Bud and blossom. leaf and forest, sandy grains
and mountains bold,
All are coming, all are going in the great harmo·
nious strife,
And the everlasting dying is the everlasting life.
If the sunshine woo the ocean, and the ocean seek
the sky,
If the sky with kindly coldness send it weeping, to
supply
Earthly thirst and earthly verdure, it will find its
way again
Down the rills that jump the hillside, through the
lines that cut the plain,
To the parent sea, whose bosom, heaving with a
mighty joy,
Welcomes back the truant changeling change were
powerless to destl'Oy.
In their ceaseless fermentation, dust and moist·
ure, heat and light,
Raise the oak and send the eagle daring in his
fearless flight,
And the friction of the passions, striving in the
living clay,
And his restless aspirations in their agonizing
play,
Rear the man above the meanness of the levels
lower down,
Till the stars are known and counted, and their
lustre gilds his crown,
Till the eagle's flight is measured, and the wind
that sweeps the main
To the skyward peak computed in the "thrdb7
bing of his brain."
Bat the oak shall waste and crumble, and the
wings of flight shall fail;
Worlds shall burn and worlds shall darken-ashes
float in eV'ry galeGain is loss and loss is increase-gold and drops
again unite,
When the fires of dissolution reassert their flaming might;
Earth was robbed and man developed, patient,
tender, wise, and brave,
Earth demanded restoration-in her bosom find
·
his grave.
More than this the priest will tell you ; more than
this he does not know,
And his noblest thought of endless life is endless
in its woe;
More than this the curtained seeress in her
frenzy may imply,
Bnt the soul distl'Usts the soothing that deigns to
cheat the eye ;
More than this the little children in their merry
prattle say,
But the music of their laughter, sweet and holy,
dies away;
More than this, my Alexander, conld thy longing
wish divine 1
And thy honest faith was honest, but thy reasons
are not mine.
Alexander, Alexander, hear me, hear me ! I am
lost
In the maze of bloom and beauty, in the wreck of
blight and frost,
In the order and confusion, in the music and the
noise,
In the worth that is not valued, in the overvalued
toys.
Tell me trnly, tell me plainly, was thy son! a living
breath 1
Is the true life everlasting "more than everlasting
death 1
From the silence comes no answer-he is gone.
We must confess
That our knowledge is a phantom of the things
we cannot guess;
Childlike, we may say," A. unit is a single thing,
or one,"

But the units of a unit are the atoms of a sun.
Upward, downward, eastward, westward, northward, southward, what are these
But the finite limitations of illimitable seas 1
Pain and pleasure, grief and triumph, in the pict
ure of a day
Are the light and shade .as fleeting as a wintry
blast in May,
While a univerae, conspiring in its utmost stress
of power,
Paled the rosy cheek of youth, and dyed the velvet
of a flower.
What are words that say so little 1 What are
words that say so much 1
How they deluge all our thinking ! How our
thoughts elude their touch I
How they foil our dearest wisdom! How they
wound us where we bleed !
How they mock us with compassion that our sorrows do not need,
When the highest revelation to the understanding heart
Is the speechless overflow of nature drowning all
her art l

Alexander, youth's companion, brother, father,
when. the boy
Left the dreamland of his boyhood, he did not
forsake the joy
Handed down by thee, and !riven as a token from
the sphere
Where thy rapture caught the proverb, "Man deserves our kindness here."
And the Alexauder in him means a weakness
crowded out,
For a strength that was not nativ barricaded the
redoubt
Of a knight that was not valiant, and h~ made a
bolder stand,
When a double warmth went thrilling from the
pressure of thy hand,
Reaching up to those above thee, reaching down
to those beneath,
Ever finding joy, but never finding all thou
wonldst bequeath.
Aged, poor, toilworn, and anxious, hopefnl, faithful, proud, and free,
Reverence lifted up thine eye, but worship did not
bend thy knee.
God was love, or God was nothing; love was all
that was not vain;
Life a battle-field, and victory-being fit to liv
again.
Alexander, had the parting left thee lingering
here behind,
Thy farewell wonld be the prelnde to a greeting. Thou wonldst find
A.I1 the past in all the future, and the hour I can
net reach
With my blinded straining vision wonld be present in thy speech.
"We shall meet again," is dearer than, 11 We part
to meet no more,"
For its fondest, truest meaning is that we havmet
before.
And the hope without the promis, and the prayer
without the trust,
Burst resistless from my heart, and are not smothered in thy dust.
FRANK FELT.

The Lay Sermon.
To THK EDITOR OF THK TRUTH SKEKKR, Sir:
Comments on Colonel Ingersoll's " Lay Sermon," recently published in THE TRUTH
SKKKKR, being in order, I will offer a few
thoughts that it suggested to my mind. The
thought comes to me that " everybody is as
he must be, simply because the conditipns to
which he is subjected enable and compel
him to be as he is." If it is desirable that he
should be otherwise than as he is, he should
be subjected to conditions that will enable
and compel him to be as he should be. That
cannot be effected by Anarchism or Individualism.
The assertion that " to do right should
always be dictated by the highest possible
selfishness," is simply Bibieiam. The colonel
being a novice in that craft, I shall help him
out a little. The Bible assumes that God
made man for his own honor and glory, which
is a purely selfish purpose. And he will put
all things under him, and be all and in all,
which is a purely selfish and supremely
grasping ambition. Nevertheless, it should
make man coequal with God, and joint ruler
in the kingdom of God, which should be the
highest honor that human ambition can
aspire to. It is notorious that all .enterprises
of men are undertaken to serve the selfish
ambition of their projectors and promoters.
Nevertheless, all the good that the world has
realized through the agency of man is the
result of his selfish enterprises. Therefore
selfishness is the ·source of all the good we
hav ever realized, or can reasonably hope for
in this world, or any other. Moreover, selfishness is indispensable to self-preservation.
Without it we should not be well preserved,
nor well worth preserving, for if we take
selfishness out of man, we shall take all the
ambition out of him, and he will not be worth
a cent. Better subject him to conditions that
will enable and compel him to do by others
in all things as he would hav others do by
him. Then human selfishness will be a
mutual blessing, instead of the mutual curse,
to the human race, that the fundamental
principle of our present civilization tends to
make it.
If great wealth is the mother of crime,
abject poverty should be the mother of virtue
and innocence. If great wealth is the mother
of crime, Dame Nature should be regarded as
the mother of all abominations. Happily she
is not a dog in the manger, but distributes
her wealth with a bountiful hand, and invites
all to partake freely, without money and
without price. But human invention, that is
called a Christian civilization, subjects us to
poverty and want in the midst of wealth and
plenty. "Graineries bursting, and famin
looking into the doors of the poor! Millions
of everything, and yet millions wanting
everything and having substantially nothing."
The colonel thinks " there is something
wrong there.'~ So do I, and regret that he
has not suggested a remedy that has in it the
promis of efficiency. Nature provides but
one remedy ; if we reject it, we shall not find
another by guessing.

In the most primitiv state of.· human existence on this planet the individual should
necessarily hav been a law unto himself, and
might was the only recognized law of right.
That was Anarchy, and it made Collectivism
a necessity for the mutual preservation of the
weak against the strong; Collectivism made
government a necessity, and government is
tyranny. Therefore, when the Colonel asserts that " Anarchy is a reaction from
tyranny," he makes the sljght mistake of putting the cart before the horse.
He " would not· take an inch of land from
any human being that belongs to him." Does
an inch of land belong to any human being
except by the law of might? The law of our
being give no right but of possession to the
ground we -stand upon. Nevertheless, the
colonel insists that " if we ever take the land,
we must pay for it, and not rob anybody."
Those cannot pay for land who hav nothing
to pay with; and it ·is as much robbery to
compel others to buy land for them as to take
the land, without compensation, from those
.who claim to own it. Therefore, I shall suspect the colonel of pleading a " crooked"
cause, and making crooked work of it.
The assumed state right of eminent domain
iS evidently based on the assumption that
might makes right. The . state, being supreme, assumes the right to take, either .with
or without compensation, as the state shall
elect, whatever is assumed to be required for
the common good. The state Socialists base
their demands upon that assumed state right,
and the colonel virtually admits that their
position is well taken. So does Blackstone.
So do all jurists of note or intelligence.
Nevertheless, I shall neither suspect nor accuse them of being Socialists, but shall award
them the merit of having the moral courage
and self-respect to admit a self-evident fact.
The colonel evidently has no more confidence in '' free soil " as a panacea for social
ills than I hav, for he again inquires," What
remedy, then, is there?" and refers us to the
ballot. The law should settle these questions
between capital and labor-many of them ;
but he expects the greatest good to come from
civilization, from the growth of a sense of
justice. What civilization or sense of justice
can he reasonably expect so long as private
wealth is the power behind the throne;
greater than the throne in monarchical countries, and the power upon the throne, and
omnipotent everywhere, in democratic countries?
A few workingmen recently assembled for
the purpose of publicly discussing questions
of interest and importance to themselvs, were
brutally assaulted by a gang of ruffians armed
with clubs and :revolvers. A bomb was
thrown by an unknown person who was permitted to escape. Seven men were sentenced
to be hanged for expressing their views on the
subjects of the colonel's essay; .and like outrages are as liable to be committed everywhere else in this country as in Chicago, unless the spirit of them is crushed in the bud by
an outspoken and plainspoken protest
against such ruffianism in the name of law
and order, and notwithstanding their attempt to intimidate press and people. Nevertheless, the colonel exultingly assures us
that we hav a free press, free speech, and the
protection of person. I think he should
" take the cake " for cold irony and grim
satire I
He exhorts us to become- home-owners.
That will require years of the most stringent
self-denial, which he denounces as unjust.
Then the conditions to Which we are subjected
are unjust, and he has suggested no remedy,
as I can see, that has in it the promis of efficiency. Probably it will not be prudent for
him to. Nevertheless, he has promised to do
what little he can to hasten t.he day when this
earth shall be covered with homes, and when
" by the fireside of the world shall sit happy
fathers, and mothers, and children." I think
he will do but little indeed to facilitate that
happy event, unless he improves his method
of doing; but I will offer the foregoing in evdence that his effort will be likely to do some
good, though of a somewhat negativ kind,
where the seed falls upon well-prepared
ground. Therefore, I shall cheerfully recommend a careful perusal of his essay by all
who need enlightenment on the snbject, and
they are legions.
J. A. TUTTLK.

"The New .God."
Putnam's last epic, "The New God," is a
marvel of strong argument, vivid illustration, pungent thought, and brilliance of expression. The author's ideas are strikingly
original, and his fresh, novel, and epigrammatic treatment of his subject adds a charm

which is as indescribable as it is ineffaceable.
Its whole tenor is bold, trenchant, iconoclastic, and Atheistic, and the only infelicity I
find is in its title, which should rather hav
read, "No God," instead of "New God," as
the writer admits that " to think God is to
annihilate him; to attempt to prove his existence is to reveal his nonentity." Still,
there is so little to criticise and so much to
praise that Putnam is almost to be envied for
the possession of rare genius to so epitomize
divinity. The lecture is a Secularist's apotheosis of humanity; it is both episode and
apolog ; it is also a grand oratorio of aphorisms.

Obituary.
DrKn.-At De Fumiak Springs, Fla., Feb.
24th, of inflammation of stomach and bowels, Mrs. Lydia L. Curtis, wife of E. F.
Curtis, of Farmington, Ohio, and mother of
Mrs. E. I. Lord and H. A. Curtis. Her remains reached home Tuesday. Funeral
services were held at her residence, conducted by D. M. King, of Mantua, Ohio.
Mrs. Curtis had been in poor health for
some time, and it was thought a tr~p to
Florida might prove beneficial, but such was
not the result.
She had been a constant reader of THE
TRUTH SKEKKR for many years, and when
leaving home thought she could not get along
without it, and had it forwarded to her at
Florida. She was also a great admirer of
Ingersoll, and was never happier than when
reading articles from his pen.
C. L. C.
DrKn.-On Saturday, Feb. 26, 1887, at 1:30
A.M., Frankie Annette, daughter of J. A.
and Elizabeth Cutshall, in the ninth year
of her age. Funeral from her parents'
residence, No. 30 Strawberry Lane, Allegheny City, Pa., Monday, Feb. 28th, at
10 A.M. The exercises will be conducted
by the Pittsburgh Secular Union.
The above is ·a copy of the notice published
in the daily papers of this city. At the appointed time, Harry Hoover and Thomas
Grundy, of the Pittsburgh Secular Society,
Prof. Wm. Seymour, of Philadelphia, and
other Liberals met at the house of mourning.
The ceremonies were opened by Mr. Hoover
reading a poem entitled, "Man's Mortality."
Professor Seymour, assisted by several ladies,
followed by singing a beautiful selection
from Ayres's "Book of Forms." Mr. Grundy
delivered a touching address, stating the Secular views of life and death, and extending
sympathy to the bereaved family. After the
singing of another selection, Mr. Hoover
spoke of the superiority of Secularism over
orthodoxy in the hour of trial, and cremation
over interment in the article of death. He
closed by saying :
Our consolation of Secnlarism is that it robs
death of half its terrors, and frees the mind from
the harrowing fear of an endless hell. •Tis said
that not a pebble can be dropped in the ocean, or
the air stirred by a butterfly's wing, but what the
impnlse given is felt around the world. So with
dear little Frankie. The sun of her brief life had
hardly risen until it set in death; but this brief
time has sufficed for her to touch the tender chords
of feeling, and set in motion sweet influences that
shall echo down the ages and tincture many a life
yet to be. Her life was a blessing to her parents,
and her memory, like a sweet incense or the voice
of a singing bird, will dwell forever in their
hearts. I am glad indeed that our bereaved
friends hav the good sense and moral courage to
depart from the common custom of consigning
the remains of friends to the charnel vault or festering grave, and hav adopted the method approved by science, reason, enlightened sentiment,
and good taste. How consoling to know that the
loathsome worm will never touch her tender
cheek, but that her dear remains, purified by fire,
inclosed in a beautiful casket, can be added to the
household treasures, her sacred dust ever near !
The crematiorr took place at Samson's crematory, 6th ave., Pittsburgh, and was witnessed only by the family and immediate
friends.
R. STALEY,
Pres. Pittsburgh Sec. Society.

OR,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Unole Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pnlpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attentivwhile the truth is being brought
·
to his mind.
For sale at this oflioe. Price, $1.00.
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lne:ersoll's Tributes.

PHILADELPHIALffiERA.LLE.AGUE, 2o'Z
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures an~
free discussions on religious a.nd social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Tl'tltf,
Seeker publica tiona always on hand at cheap rates

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. IngersOll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for· framing. The titles are:

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Eat
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By. WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE;

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Truth Seeker Annual

The price of these hsretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed securs
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEE:KE R
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

-AND-

W. S. B~LL'S.PAMPHLETS.

~rt~~hinkt~!i' eilmattat,

The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

1887.

PRICE,
15 CENTS.
ltEis !J- ~tunner; concise, schola~b-, and good.M. .Billings.

<E. M. 287.)

,
1
':
I;'I

+WIT):)+ ILLU$TRAT10ll$.+

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

I,

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with {'_OUr address, and will
notice it in Ma11.-T. B. WaKeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination:.-The
Age.

PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
· Freethought i:t;J. the United States, 1886, Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pa)llphlet, and
the concise manner iu whicli each point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I tak~ ~~eat pleasure m reco.mmending " AntiProh1b1t10n "to the consideratiOn of ever{ person
who is interested, not only in the cause o temperance, but in the principles of s~lf government.-•
J. J. McCabe.

Ingersoll's

Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and. Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A _Story. By Si Slokum,

5
17
29
30
34

I

37
92.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The GhoBt!!J" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "·.t·he Declaration of Independence," "About Farmin_g in Illinoia,"
•· The Grant Banque~t "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .t>ises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingeraoll.''

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

The So~ Factors and Exact Ratios in Its

Acquirement and AppO'I'tionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; ·Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
Ingersoll Catechist3d: His Answers to profit,
interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San JJ'ranoiscan. 5 cents; 50 Tools and Improved Machinery; The Natur<l of
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3. Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land OwnMillions of these should be circulated.
ership ; Private Property in Land ; Capital and
Vindication of Thomas Paine from the Productiv Factors; Partnership aud Co·op· the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob- era!ion; Law of Contracts ; Money and Credit;
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Address on the Civil Rights Bill. Remedy;
Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
· to Legislators; Conclusion.
Price, Cloth, $1.00.
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho28Lafayette Place, New York.
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1 300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly iow SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
pnoo of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

BffiLE.

There hav been so many

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factl one of the richest~ brightest,
best ever issued.. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purp\)B~l a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac sinliie, has been prepared es_peciallr, for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s1de,
$2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; 1n full Turke}': morocco, _gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

The Busts of Voltaire, l'aine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

life, price~ $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles ot Religious Liberty shouldhav them.

BY

John R. Jielso, A.ltl.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

MJplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:v;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

THE

The Bi~le Analyze~.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Tributes.

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Pht!a. Record:
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna News. Pric_fu 50 cents.
AddressT.1:1E TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

NEW YORK:

In five lectures~ comprising, "The Gods\"
" Humboldt~ " Thomas Paine," " Individuality," and "l:ieretics and Heresies."

Orthodoxy.

(Just Published:, Jul!J 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showing the modem style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessarr pieces fo1·
constructing a model house, with plam directions
fox.Putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useiul to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyj.ny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Pal"loa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, oN REOEil'T oF PRIOE, $1.
Address

VONV.ENTIONAL LIES OF OlJR
CIVILIZATION.

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

lngerso!.J, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. 3,

'l'HE CO-OPEl\A'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
94
98

~orks.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.2&.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 .cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.

191

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou.&"_h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. Bunn, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
for sale at th1s office.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
o:a.,

MEN

BUS!lOSB WHo Dm SoHETHDIG BESIDES
M!.KING MoNEY.
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

OJ!'

BY .TAMES PARTON.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The
Deluge.-The
MiraTb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely cles cf the Bible.-The Errm·sExodus.-The
of the Bible.-Ths
writtenRadicalromancth. Br,Wm. McDonnell1 Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.
Savior.
.
B
octavo, 883 ~..P· SplendidlY executE>~ en t
Exeter Hall. " One of the most excit- byCrown
mail,
post
paid. !'rice, sa.oo.
ing roma.nces of the day.n Price, paper, 60
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

FREETHOlJGHT NOVELS.

Nathaniel Vanghan. Priest and Man.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

A Radical novel of marked abilitr,. Egual to
George Eliot's works. BY Fredenka Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

Tb.e Outcast.

MaJas and the (lulclles ll,oOO
Years Ago.
A deep, finely Wiitten

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.

30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

MiBB Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de~re!!:,. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ORIGIN OF THE :BIBLICAL MYTH
BY AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
illustrated.
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this office.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Papel', 50 cents.
The Tra.dd Swpplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A double-page picture contrasting science and
33 Clinton Place, New York.
theology, showing how the one has labored for
:Photo-engravin.gs of Miss _Gardener are for sale
human advancement, and how the other has at this office. Pnce, 40c.; w1th autograph, 50c.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenjy-five co_pies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Free thought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

HEBE AND THERE
IN YUCATAN.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Practical Experience with Poultry.
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- Miscellanies by ALIOK D. LK PLONGIW~,
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
Mr. Part.on•s works need no commendation. They a pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg~:. It 1s
are standard.
Palaces and Modern
well
called
"practical,"
for
we
find
nothmg
unPrice, •
- $1.2:).
practical in it. Hens, ducks,!eese1 and turkeys!
Cities."
Address
THE TRUTH SEEK EB.
are I>articularly discussed an thmr economica
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
Price, $1.25.
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
:MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Secret of the East,

OR1

REPLY
The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll. The Origin of the Christian Religion
TO REV. L. A.. LAMBERT'S
panel, 10,lll'x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
and the Significance of its
Dedicated to the clergy
cents.
BY
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL,'
Rise and Decline.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From. Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Oloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Offioe,

By B. W. Lacy.

BY FELIX L. OBWALD.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this of!lce.

A. thorough exposure of the Catholic priest s
Historical misstatements.
P:rlc•, Cloth, U; Paper, liO Cent..

H. J. BEIGNEURET,
Secularist.

Price,

10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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.A DU!CU3ston Between
-===================I, Gladstone,
Huxley, llluller,

SIXTY-SEVEN excise arrests were made in
Linton,
Reville.
New York city last Sunday. There ~re On the Conillct between Ge~esis and Geology.
about 9 000 saloons, the larger part of Wh1ch
I D
f C t~Ol'ITII:NdTsf W h.
ByHon
'
1
•
awn o rea 1011 an o
ors Ip.
_
·
were open.
,
W. E. Gladstone.
n. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterFRANK M. SooTT, bookkeeper for C. L.
prete~s of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
. Mark Twam's
.
.
m. Postscript
Webster, who 1s
publisher, 1S
Muller. to Bolar MYths. By Prof. Max
accused of embezzling

I!

Pr%e;nHt::n~W.e:fl.B <kltdit~'it~.for

(f21ns
o§ .fl[hounht.
.

IV.
a Fair Trial.
V. Dawn of Creation. An .Answer to Mr. Gladstone. BY Albert Revil\e, D.D.
VI: Mr. Gladstone and Genes1s. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley. .
.
VII. A rrotest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lm0
This is : new book and contains the latest discussian on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
h
Pnce, paper, 59 cents; c1ot , 75 cents.
THE TR:[TH BEEKER CO
28 afayette Pl., New :.t
.xork
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IT may safely be decided that all religions are of
human origin, and that all past and existing systems are more or less modifications of the primitiv system.-D. M. Bennett.
FoB our purposes the simple fact that a naked
world is possible, nay, actually exists (under the
clothed one), will be sufficient. Much, therefore,
we omit about "kings wrestling naked on the
green with carmen," and
the ~kings being thrown,
'
"dissect them with scalp-

I .

II

$20,000.
A GOOD many New
Y or k Socialists c e 1 ebrated last Sunday evening the sixteenth anniver. sary of the Paris Commune.

.

A MAN has been sentenc~d to three months'
imprisonment at W orcester, Mass., for hurling
the epithet of " scab" at
a man who was filling the
place of a striker.
THE authorities are
making it 'Vtlry lively for
Violators of the theatrical
and license laws. Harry
Hill, who has been called.
the wickedest man in ·
New York, was arrested
three times last week and
· put under bonds.
IT is said that the Rev.
Matthew C. Julien, pas_
tor of the Trinitarian
church in New Bedford,
will receive a call from
Plymoutk church, Bi'obk(yri, to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of
Henry Ward Beecher.
He has filled the pulpit
there, and made a favorable impression.
BrsMAROK's seven year's army bill has
passed the Reichstag.
ANoTJIER unsucccssflll. attempt to assassinate the czar of Russia is reported.
CAPT. JAMES B. EADs, of ship canal fame,
died at Nassau, Bahama Islands, on the 8th.
MRs. PARSONS was arrested in Columbus,
0., last week for making a violent public
speech.
BARNUM is again established in New York
at the head of a show which he calls the
greatest show on earth.
THE yachts Dauntless and Coronet hav
started on their $10,000 race from New York
to Cork Harbor, Ireland.
IT is reported that Oliver Wendell Holmes,
the author, was recently married in Chicago
to Miss Lillie Pond of that city.
E. H. ABBOTT, of Buffalo, N.Y., supreme
secretary of the Royal Templars of Temperance, is defaulter to the extent of $5,000.
THE religious ceremony of a marriage was
performed between Christine Nilsson, the
great singer, and Count Miranda, at Paris last
Saturday. The two hav been married for
some time.
THE Rev. Charles W. Ward, who shot his
wife and himself in the Episcopal rectory in
Englewood, N.J., three weeks ago, is said to
be nearly out of danger. Mrs. Ward also is
recovering.
MRs. NEEBE, wife of Oscar Neebe, one of
the condemned Chicago Anarchists, died and
was buried last week. George Schilling con-ducted the funeral services. Neebe was not
permitted to attend.
THE bridge over a street in the suburbs
near Boston gave way as a train on the Boston and Providence Road was passing over it,
and six cars, containing over two hundred
people, fell fifty feet to the ground below.
Nearly forty persons were killed, and as
many more received serious injuries.
THERE was a most disastrous accident on
the Third avenue elevated railroad in this
city last week. The road was blocked by a
fire on the Bowery. A number of the bolder
among the passengers left the trains and
started to walk to the nearest station along
the narrow plank walk that fringes the track.
The line of trains began to move, and one of
i he walkers climbed to the rear platform of
a car and clung there, and as the train moved
on his projecting body ewept the walkers
from the narrow path to the street below.
Three men were killed and seven seriously
injured.

"the same vi8cera, tissues,
livers, lights, and other life- .
tackle, are there ; examin
their spiritual mechanism,
the same great need, great
greed, and little faculty ;
nay, ten to one but the carman, who understands
draught-cattle, the running of wheels, something
of the laws of unstable and
stable equilibrium, with
other branches of wagon
science, and has actl).ally
put forth his hand and
; perated on nature, is the
·,· ore cunningly gifted of
the two. Whence, then,
!heir so unspeakable differ' ·:·nee?" From ·clothes.C'<¥.1'1yle's Sartor Resartus.

l

HATH not a Jew eyes?
Hath not a Jew hands,
organs, dimensions, senses,
affections, passions? Fed
with the same food, hurt
\vith the same weapons,
·subject to the sam·e diseases,
healed by.the same means,
·warmed and cooled by the
·same summer and wil1ter
'as a Christian is? If you
~prick us do we not bleed?
~If you tickle us do we not
haugh? And if you wrong
tus shall we not revenge?!Jlerchant of Ventce (Act 3,
.Scene 1).

I

WE are sure that God
·made our ree.son and our
rhearts. We cannot be so
'sure tbat he is the author
Behold, now, I know thou art a fair woman t.o look upon.-Gen. xii, 11.
'of the Bible. So that, if
'we find insoluble d i s,.1
~
i here for the very purpose of he~ring":hat you had · c?rd be~ween the two, there can .?e little ques~
rather not say7 Pray do not disappomt them." i hon WhiCh must and ought to :neld.-T. Starr
MINISTER (to boy who is digging for worms) : Ktnu's Eternal Puntshment.
"Little bqy, don't you know that it is wrong to/
IO VICTIS.
.
A JERSEY CITY father became awfully jealous work on SundaY except in case of necessity?" I sing the hymn of the conquered, who fell In the
because a reporter added to a baby-arrival item,! Boy (going on with his digging): "This is a case i
battle of life;
.
"Thanks to Dr. Blank."
I or necessity. A feller can't go fishin' •thout bait." The hymn of the wounded, the beaten, who d1ed
SMITH : "Who is that gentleman you were talk-~
I
ov~rw!'elmed in the strU:e;
ing with just now 1 , Brown: "He claiins to be a
A SUNDAY-SCHOOL teach~r asked her sch?lars Not the Jubila.nt song ~f the viCtors, for whom the
titled Englishman of distinguished family, but I eacJ: to le~rn a verse, t? remte at the ne~t anmver- I
resoundmg a;cclai~
.
.
for the occaswn. They Of nations was hfted m chorus, whose brows
d bt 1•t. , Sm1'th : "Wh y,., B rown: ., B ecause sary meetmg, appropnate
h oudidn't
k
t 0 1 d hi
,
all came prepare d th e nex t sun d ay, an d a ll wen t 1
wore the chaplets of fame;
en
many money.
off well till it came to the last, a very little boy, in But the kymn of the low and the humble, the
e
as me
THE squa:w of a chief of the. Sioux
whose ear the teacher whispered. as he ca~e up: 1
weary, the broken in heart,
Eloped With a red-headed Jwux;
"Now, speak out loudly, Johnme." John me, re- Who strove and who failed, acting bravely a silent
The pair in Dubuque
luctantly dropping hi~ money in the box, shouted 1
and desperate part;
·
The husbafi:d o'ertuq'!le,
.
.
out, "The fool and his money are soon part.ed l" Whose -youth bore no flowers in its branches,
THE Hotel Register recently said: "A hotel in
whose hopes buri!-t in ashes aw~y,
And he made~ mce how-dioux-yr~ux-dwux:
A FORMER mimster of Btewarton, m Ayrshire, Pittsburg is managed by a Mr. Barrell. Prohi- From whose hand slipped the pr~e they had
used to preach the same sermon (on "The ~en bitioniats will hardly stop at that house." Where- I
grasped at, who stood at the dymg of day
Virgins "l year after year in a neighboring :rtansh upon the Havre de Grace Repuoltcan suggests that ' With the work of their life all around them, unon the Monday after the communion. At length "he would be a good man to stave off creditors." I
pitied, unheeded, alone;
a? old clerical friend gav~ him a pretty. stro~ Or a good man for a confidential adviser, provided With death swo?pin? down on their failure, and
hmt to choose a fresh BllbJect by expressmg his the Barrell doesn't leak. A Western editor sug-1
all but their faith overthrown.
belief t~at "his ten virgins must now be pretty gosted that the hotel now had a" bung up good. While the voice of the world shouts its chorus,
auld ma1ds l"
man," but that ed~toris dead n?w. His life might j
its proan for those who hav won;
FmsT Charleston lady : "Ise gwine ter chutch hav been spared If he had said the Barrell was While the trumpet is sounding triumphant, and
to tank de Laud dey ain't no mo' erfqua>es. "hooped up" for business, or something of that j
high to the breeze and the sun
Ain't yo' gwine too, my sister?" Second lady: kind,buthedidn't,andabrickfellfatallyonhim. Gay banners are waving, hands clapping, and
"No, no, my sister, I no gwine! Will you attend A DISTINGUISHED literary man of Oakland stood I
hurrying feet
de brick chutch ?" First lady : "De brick chutch up in the police court to answer to the usual Thronging after the laurel-crowned victor, I
fo' tru•, but don• yo' trus• de Laud?" Second lady: charge of vagrancy. "I object, your honor," he I
stand on the field of defeat.
"I trus' de L,,ud, aw my sister, I trus' urn, but I said with dignity," to this persecution of gentle- In the shadow 'Inongst those who hav fallen,
men' who follow the profession of letters, and-" I
and wounded, and dying, and there
neber fool wid um."
OMAHA man: "Seems to me you folks badly need "I understand," interrupted the judge, "you ' Chant '!' requiem low, place DIY hand on their
civilizing." California man: "Eh I How so?'• were found sleeping under a doorstep; that you I
pam-knotted brow~, breathe a pra.yer, .
"I saw in the Paper the other day that a stranger hav no visible means of support, and that you hav Hold tbe. he.nd thn:t IB h~~;pless and WhiSJ)er,
in Oakland visited every bookstore in hopes of been seen under the influence of liquor." "What I
" They only the VIctory wm
buying a Bible, and could not find one in the of it?" cried the prisoner," though I am as poor Who h~~;v fought the good fight and h;av. v~nplace;" "Oh, that's on account of the climate." as Richard Savage when he made his bed in the
qmshed the demo.n th~~;t tempts us Withm,
"Climate?" "Yes, folks are so. healthy there ashes of a glass factory; as drunken as D.ick Who h~v held to their faith unse~uced by the
they never think of Bibles."
·
Steele, who was full nine-tenths of his time; as
prlZe that the worl? holds on high;
.
ragged as Goldsmith when he was on his fiddling Who hav dared for a high cause to suffer, resist,
EPITAPH ON AN AUTHOR,
tour; as imm~ral as Byron, as i!irty ~s Bam Jo~n-1
fight-if need be to die.~'
The heroes he drew
son, as-" There, there," cned his honor 1m- Speak, history! Who are life's victors 1 Unroll
Were true to the life,
pa.tiently, "I've no doubt your as~ociates ~re a dis-1
tby long annals and sayHis narrative through
reputable lot, and I shall deal With you m such a . Are they those whom the world called the victors,
With morals were rife,
manner as to cause them to giv Oakland a wide
who won the success of the day 1
His life and work blended
birth. Sixty days with hard labor. Mr. Clerk, The martyrs, or Nero7 ~-'he Spartans who fell at
So well, it is not
furnish the constable with the names of the vagaThermopy]ro•s tryst,
Strange his tale ended,
bonds mentioned by the prisoner."
Or the Persians or Xerxes7 His judges or SocHe rests in a plot.
rates? Pilate or Christ?
-W. W. Storv.
A CHICAGo drummer says that when he was in
WHoEvER, through moderation and constancy,
Iowa recently he wanted a tobacco box, and in
is at rest in his mind, and in calm possession of
a cigar store bought a tin one and put it in his
himself, so as neither to pine with care, nor to be
pocket without opening it. When he did open it
he found that it contained a whisky cocktail.
"You can find whisky in almost anything you buy
' travagant m1rth-B11Ch a man IB that Identical
over there," he is Baid to hav said. "It's always
wise man whom we are inquiring for, he is the
turning up in unexpected places. Iowa is a ProLl(llJOR
DRINKING
happy man to whom nothing in !his life seems .i~hibition state."
tolerable enough to depress h1m, nor exqms1t
ONE of the many tales of the late Sergeant Commended Defended and En1oined I enough to transport him unduly.-Oicero's Tus1
Ballantine now rife points a moral for the consid'
'
"
cuzan Dtsputattons.
eration of Lord Selborne, and the advocates of
A BONNY sight is always a bonny sight when the
the expurgation of law reports. Mr. Ballantine
cost of it does not come out of one's own pocket.was examining the petitioner for divorce, and
I. Mrs. B. Lvnn Ltnton.
By E. C • WALKER •
asked, "When you entered the room what did
LET us hav courage, Priests hav invented a
you see?" "I had rather not say," replied the
-crime called blasphemy, and behind that crime
1
witness, "in the presence of ladies." "Ladies !" This is a companion .book to Remsbur~~:'s "Bible hypocrisy has crouched for thousands of years.
eJaculated the sergeant, looking around at a fash- Morals." 48 pages; pnce 10 cents.
There is but one blasphemy, and that is injustice;
ionably dressed crowd with ears intent and eyeAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
I there is but one worship, and that is justice.glass ready, "do not you know that they come
iB Lafayette Place, New York.
B. G. Ingersoll,
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CARDINAL GIBBONS has got his red hat.
So has the hand-organ man's monlcey.
THERE are in the postal department at
Washington two employees appointed by An.
drew Jackson in 1831. Their names are lnze
Lawrenson and James H. Marr, aged respectivly 84 and 81.
SoME Catholics in Detroit; Mich., raised a
riot last Sunday over the deposing of their
priest by the bishop. A half-dozen policemen w&re battered and bruised, but none
was fatally injured.
BEEOHER's successor has not yet been
found. To attempt to fill his place with any
of the general run of pulpit-whackers would
be, as some one bas expressed it, like trying
to wad a cannon with a doughnut.
GLADSTONE said in a recent speech that
should Ireland extend her request for home
rule beyond self-government in affairs exclusivly Irish, subject to unquestionable supremacy of the imperial Parliament, he could no
longer promote her cause.
THE SpringfleZd Union is informed from
trustworthy sources that a syndicate has been
formed in New York to buy up Europe, Asia,
Africa, East Boston, and New Jersey, and
annex them to New York city, under the title
of the Consolidated Earth.
MAYOR HEWITT has appointed as president
of the board of health a Mr. Bayles, who is
not only a Knight of Labor, but has been
quite activ in the ·order in northern New
Jersey. He is author of a published plan for

REST THE CHURCH OFFERS THE WORKINGMAN.

adjustment of the labor question, and was
talked of in Orange and Newark as a workingmen's candidate for congress.
THE Rev. Joseph Cook says it would hav
been better for Beecher if he had died twenty
years ago. The New York Herald adds that
it would hav been ten dollars in the Rev. Mr.
Cook's pocket if he had never been born. It
is safe to bark at a dead lion.
MR. FREDERICK HARRISON has been traveling in France on foot and stick in hand, with
an occasional lift by the road in diligences
and carts. He givs it as his opinion that no
man or woman that he saw in the least desired· war, or even thought about it.

settled it is believed that both the priest and
his bishop will hav been proved to be rascals.
SIR JoHN LuBBOCK, in a recent Jetter on
savages, says that " the early Britons readily
lent money on the promis of repayment in the
next world." Sir John is right. As noted by
Colonel Ingersoll, the church has always been
willing to swap off treasures in heaven for
cash down. It's a good deal like finding
money.

· ALFRED STINIT, of Corvallis, Or., cannot
trust himself in the presence of liquor, and
has published this card in the local papers:
" I hereby notify all per.11pns within this state
that they must not giv or sell me any intoxiCH.ARLRS F. FREEMAN, the religious fanatic cating drink under any consideration. If
of Pocasset, Mass., who in May, 1879, slew they do, I shall prosecute them to the full
his daughter as an offering to God, has been extent of the law."
pardoned by the governor and council. But
IT is said to be the opinion of those qualiwho can pardon the promoters of the religion fied to judge that the Supreme Court of Illiwhich is responsible for his insane act?
nois will confirm the decision of the court beA DISPATCH from Rome says: "Cardinal low in the case of the condemned Anarchists.
Taschereau, of Montreal, has succeeded in If this decision is reached, the sentence can
taking the matter of the Knights of Labor be- not be affirmed and the day of hanging fixed
fore the holy office. It is probable that the before the first Tuesday in September. A
decision will ratify the condemnation of the hearing of the arguments for a new trial beorder in Canada, and forbid any extension in gan at Ottawa, Ill., on the 17th.
the United States."
APPLIOATION has been made to the treasury
SoME time ago tl;le Rev. Samuel D. Hinman department in Washington for the free entry
was a missionary among the Indians of Da- at San Francisco of a joss for a joss-house in
kota. Bishop Wm. H. Hare investigated him that city. Free entry is claimed on the
and his mission, and made charges of shock- ground that the joss comes under the classifiing conduct against Hinman. 'fhe latter cation of images and regalia for :t;"eligious
sued the bishop for slander, and got a verdict associations. The joss is 150 feet long, and
in his favor. The bishop appealed the case, is composed of wood, paper, tinsel, and
and the dec:sion was reversed. Now the Rev. metal. The officials are in a quandary, as
Mr. Hinman has moved for a retrial of the the tariff on gods is a new and unsettled
case, and by the time the matter is finally question.

THERE are many institutions in this city of
a real or quasi charitable or educational
character, and some which do not partake of
that character at all, whose property is exempt from assessment, but so far as these
take care of real objects of public charity
they are paid for doing so out of the public
funds to the fnll extent of the cost of the service. Through the exemption of church
property the people do hav to pay toward the
support of all churches, without reference to
their own belief in the teachings of any of
them, or their sympathy with the particular
work in which they are engaged. When a
costly church is built by a rich congregation
for the direct bent'fit or gratification of its
own members, and for the promotion of a
faith or a work in which they are specially
interested, there is a forced contribution from
the community, from which no one canescape, for the purposes of that particular organization, through this exemption from all
Fhare in public taxation. There is no limit to
the amount of wealth that may be thus devoted to propagating the faith and promoting
the objects of a religious organization without any tax upon the property which it holds.
There is no reason why large plots of valuable land, buildings for uses that iue mainly
social, or which are made remunerativ, and
costly and highly ornamented edifices for the
gratification of the tastes and sentiments of
those who use them, should be wholly free
from taxes, while the humblest home of
the poorest worker bas on that account
to pay an increased share to the public revenues. It is a matter which should be more
closely looked into than anyone has heretofore ventured to look into it.-New York
Times.
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~tltdions.
Some Interrogation Points.
Pram tl!e North.Amertcan Review.

A new party is struggling for recognition-a party
with leaders who al'e not politicians, with followers
who are not seekers after place. Some of those who
suffer and some of those who sympathize bav combined. Those who feel that they are oppressed are
organized for the pm·pose of redressing their wrongs.
The workers for wages, and the seekers for work, hav
uttered a protest. This party is an instrumentality
for the accomplishment of certain things that are
very near and very dear to the hearts of many millions.
The object to be attained is a fairer division of
profits between employers and employed. There is a
feeling that in some way the workers should not want
-that the industrious should not be the indigent.
There is a hope that men and women and children
are not forever to be the victims of ignorance and
want-that the tenement house is not always to be
the home of the poor, nor the gutter the nursery of
their babes.
As yet, the methods for the accomplishment of
these aims bav not been agreed upon. Many theories
bav been advanced, and none has been adopted.
The question is so vast, so complex, touching human
interests in so many ways, that no one has yet been
great enough to furnish a solution, or, if anyone has
furnished a solution, no one else has been wise
enough to understand it.
The hope of the future is that this question will
finally be understood. It must not be discussed in
anger. If a broad and comprehensiv view is to be
taken, there is no place for hatred or for prejudice.
Capital is not to blame. Labor is not to blame.
Both hav been caught in the net of circumstances.
The rich are as generous as the poor would be if they
should change places.· Men acquire through the
noblest and the tenderest instincts. They work and
save not only for tbemselvs, but for their wives and
for their children. There is but little confidence in
the charity of the world. The prudent man in his
youth makes preparation for his age. The loving.
father, having struggled himself, hopes to save his
children from drudgery and toil.
In every country there are classes-that is to say,
the spirit of caste, and this spirit will exist until the
world is truly civilized. Persons in most communities are judged not as individuals, but as members of
a class. Nothing is more natural, and nothing more
heartless. These lines that divide hearts on account
of clothes or titles are growing more and more in distinct, and the philanthropists, the lovers of the
human race, believe that the time is coming when
they will be obliterated. We may do away with
kings and peasants, and yet there may still be the
rich and the poor, the intelligent and foolish, the
beautiful and deformed, the industrious and idle, and
it may be, the honest and vicious. These classifications are in the nature of things. They are produced
for the most part by forces that are now beyond the
control of man-but the old ntle, that men are disreputable in the proportion that they are useful, will
certainly be reversed. The idle lord was always held
to be the superior of the industrious peasant, the
devourer better than the producer, and the waster
superior to the worker.
While in this country we bav no titles of nobility,
we hav the rich and the poor-no princes, no peasants, but millionaires and mendicants. The individuals composing these classes are continually changing. The rich of to-day may be the poor of to-morrow, and the children of the poor may take their
places. In this country the children of the poor are
. educated substantially in the same schools with those
of the rich. All read the same papers, many of the
same books, and all for many years hear the same
questions discussed. They are continually being
educated, not only at schools, but by the press, by
political campaigns, by perpetual discussions on publie questions, and the result is that those who are
rich in gold are often poor in thought, and many who
hav not whereon to lay their heads hav within those
heads a part of the intellectual wealth of the
world.
Years ago the men of wealth were forced to contribute toward the education of the children of the
poor. The support of schools by general taxation
was defended on the ground that it was a means of
providing for the public welfare, of perpetuating the
institutions of a free country by making better men
and women. This policy has been pursued until at
last the school-house is larger than the church, and
the common people through education hav become
uncommon. They now know how little is really
known by what are called the upper classes-how
little after all is underst, ocl by kings, presidents,
legislators, and men of culture. They fl,re capable not
only of understanding a few questions, but they hav
acquired the art of discussing those that no one understands. With the facility of politicians they can
hide behind phrases, make barricades of statistics,
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and cbevaux-de-frise of inferences and assertions.
They understand the sophistries of those who hav
governed.
In some respects these common people are the
superiors of the so-called aristocracy. While the
educated bav been turning their attention to the
classics, to the dead languages, and the dead ideas
and mistakes that they contain-while they hav b~en
giving their attention to ceramics, artistic decorations, and compulsory prayers, the common people
hav been compelled to learn the practical things-to
become acquainted with facts-by doing the work of
the world. The professor of a college is no longer a
match for a master mechanic. 'fhe master mechanic
not only understands principles, but their application.
He knows things as they ru:e. He has come in contact with the actual, with realities. He knows something of the adaptation of means to f>nds, and this is
the highest and most valuable form of education.
The men who make locomotivs, who construct the
vast engins that propel ships, necessarily know more
than those who hav spent their lives_in conjugating
Greek verbs, looking for Hebrew roots, and discussing the origin and destiny of the universe.
Intelligence increases wants. By education the_
necessities of the people become increased. The old
wages will not supply the new wants. Man longs
for ·a harmony between the thought within and the
things without. When the soul livs in a palace, the
body is not satisfied with rags and patches. The
glaring inequalities among men, the differences in
condition, the suffering and the poverty, bav appealed
to the good and great of every age, and there has
been in the brain of the philanthropist a dream-a
hope, a prophecy, of a better day.
It was believed that tyranny was- thefoundation
and cause of the differences between men-that the
rich were all robbers and the poor all victims, and
that if a society or government could be founded on
equal rights and privileges, the inequalities would
disappear, that all would hav food and. clothes and
reasonable work and reasonable leisure, and that content would be found by every hearth.
There was a reliance on nature-an idea that men
bad interfered with the harpJ.onious action of great
principles which if left to themselvs would work out
universal well-being for the human race. Others
imagined that the inequalities between men were neeessary-that they were part of a divine plan, and that
all would be adjusted in some other world~that the
poor here would be the rich there, and the rich here
might be in torture there. Heaven became the
reward of the poor, of the slave, and hell their
revenge. _
When our government was established, it was declared that all men are endowed by their creator with
certain inalienable rights, among which were life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It was then
believed that if all men had an equal opportunity, if
they were allowed to make and execute their own
laws, to levy their own taxes, the frightful inequalities seen in the despotisms and monarchies of the
Old World would entirely disappear. This was the
dream of 1776. The founders of. the government
knew how kings, and princes, and dukes, and lords,
and barons had lived upon the labor of the peasants.
They knew the history of those ages of want and
crime, of luxury and suffering. But in spite of our
Declaration, in spite of our Constitution, in spite of
universal suffrage, the inequalities still exist. We
hav the kings and princes, the lords and peasants, in
fact, if not in name. Monopolists, corporations,
capitalists, workers for wages, hav taken their places,
and we are forced to admit that even universal
suffrage cannot clothe and feed the world.
For thousands of years men bav been talking and
writing about the great law of supply and demandand insisting that in some way this mysterious law
has governed and will continue to govern the activi·
ties of the human race. It is admitted that this law
is merciless-that when the demand fails, the producer, the laborer, must suffer, must perish-that the
law feels neither pity nor malice-it simply acts, regardless of consequences. Under this lf!.w, capital
will employ the cheapest. The single man can work
for less than the married. Wife and children are luxuries not to be enjoyed under this law. The ignorant hav fewer wants than the educated, and for this
reason can afford to work for lese. The great law
will giv employment to the single and to the ignorant
in preference to the married and intelligent. The
great law bas nothing to do with food or clothes, with
filth or crime. It cares nothing for homes, for penitentiaries or asylums. It simply acts-and some men
triumph, some succeed, some fail, and some perish.
Others insist that the curse of the world is manopoly. And yet, as long as some men are stronger
than others, as long as some are more intelligent
than others, they must be, to the extent of such advantage, monopolists. Every man of genius is a
monopolist.
We are told that the great remedy against manopoly-tbat is to say, against extortion-is free and unrestricted competition. But, after all, the history of
this world shows that the brutalities of competition
are. equaled only by those of monopoly. The sue-
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cessful competitor becomes a monopolist, and if competitors ·fail to destroy each other, the instinct of
self-preservation s1,1ggests a combination. In other
words, competition ·is a struggle between two or
more persons or corporations for the purpose of determining which shall hav the uninterrupted privilege of extortion.
In this country the people _hav had the. greatest
reliance on competition. If a railway company
charged too much a rival road was built. As a matter of fact, we are indebted for half the railroads of
the United States to the extortions of the other half,
and the same may truthfully be said of telegraph
lines. As a rule, while the exactions of monopoly
constructed new roads and new lines, competition
has either destroyed the weaker, or produced the
pool which is a means of keeping both monopolies
alive, or of producing a new monopoly with greater
needs, supplied by methods more heartless than the
old. When a rival road is built, the people support
the rival because the fares aJ)d freights are somewhat les-. Then the old and richer monopoly inaugurates war, and the people, glorying in the benefits of competition, are absurd enough to support the
old. In a little while the new company, unable to
maintain the contest, left by the people at the mercy
of the stronger, goes to the wall, an~ the triumphant
monopoly proceeds to make the intelligent people
pay not only the old price, but enough in addition to
make up for the expenses of the contest.
Is there any remedy for this? None, except with
the people themselvs. When the people become
intelligent enough to support the rival at a reasonable price; when they know enough to allow both
roads to liv; when they are intelligent enough to
recognize a friend and to stand by that friend as
against a known enemy, this question will be at least
on the edge of solution.
So far as I know, this course has never been pursued except in one instance, and that is in the present war between the Gould and Mackey cables.
The Gould system had been charging from sixty to
eighty cents a word, and the Mackey system charged
forty. Then the old monopoly tried to induce the
rival to put the prices back to sixty. The rival
refused, and thereupon the Gould combination
dropped to twelve and a half, for the purpose of destraying the rival. The Mackey cable fixed the
tariff at twenty-five cents, saying to its customers,
"You are intelligent enough to understand what this
war means. If our cables are defeated, the Gould
system will go back not only to the old price, but
will add enough to reimburse itself for the cost of
destroying us. If you really wish for competition,
if you desire a reasonable service at a reasonable
rate, you will support us." Fortunately, an exceedingly intelligent class of people does business by
the cables. They are merchants, bankers, and brokers,
dealing with large amounts, with intricate, complicated, and international questions. Of necessity
they are used to thinking for themselvs. They are
not dazzled into blindness by the glare of the present. They see the future. They are not duped by
the sunshine of a moment or the promis of an hour.
They see beyond the horizon of a penny saved.
These people bad intelligence enough to say, "The·
rival who stands between us and extortion is ourfriend, and our friend shall not be allowed to die."
Does not this tend to show that people must. depend upon themselvs, and that some questions can
be settled by the intelligence of those who buy, of
those who use, and that customers are not entirely
helpless~

Another thing should not be forgetten, and that is
this : there is the same war between monopolies that
there is between individuals, and the monopolies for
many years bav been trying to destroy each other.
They hav unconsciously been working for the extinction of monopolies. These monopolies differ as
individuals do. You find among them the rich and
the poor, the lucky and the unfortunate, millionaires
and tramps. The great monopolies hav been devouring the little ones.
Only a few years ago the railways in this country
were controled by local directors and local managers.
The people along the lines were interested in the
stock. As a consequence, whenever any legislation
was threatened hostil to the interests of these railways, they had local friends who used their influence
with legislators, governors, and juries. During this.
time they were protected, but when the -bard times.
came many of these companies were unable to paytheir interest. They suddenly became Socialists..
They cried out against their prosperous rivals. Theyfelt like joining the Knights of Labor. They began
to talk about rights and wrongs. But in spite of
their cries, they hav passed into the hands of the
richer roads-they were seized by the great monopolies. Now the important railways are owned by persons living in large cities or in foreign countries.
They hav no local friends, and when the time comes,
and it may come, for the general government to say
how much these companies shall charge for passengers and freights, they will hav no local friends. It
may be that the great mass of the people will then be
on the other side. So that after all the great corpo·
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rations ha.v been busy settling the question against
themselvs.
Possibly a majority~ of the American people believe to-day that in some way all these questions between capital and labor can be settled by constitutions, laws, and judicial decisions. Most people
imagin that a statute is a sovereign specific for any
evil. But w~ile the theory has all been one way, the
actual experience has been the other-just as the
free-traders hav all the arguments and the protectionists most of the facts.
The truth is, as Mr. Buckle says, that for five hun·
dred years all real advance in legislation has been
made by repealing laws. Of one thing we must be
satisfied, and that is that real monopolies hav never
been controled by law, but the fact that such monopolies exist is a demonstration that the law has been
controled. In our country, legislators are for the
most part controled by those who, by their wealth
and influence, elect them. The few in reality cast the
votes of the many, and the few influence the ones
voted for by the many. Special interests, being activ, secure special legislation, and the object of
special legislation is to create a kind of monopolythat is to say, to get some advantage. .Chiefs,.bar·
ons, priests, and kings ruled, robbed, destroyed, and
duped, and their places hav been taken by corporations, monopolists, and politicians. The large fish
stillliv on the little ones, and the fine theurie's hav
as yet failed to change the condition of mankind.
Law in this country is effectiv only when it is the
recorded will of a majority. When the zealous few get
control of the legi~lature, and the laws are passed to
prevent Sabbath-breaking, or wine-drinking, they
succeed only in putting their opinions and provincial
prejudices in legal phrase. There was a time when
men worked from fourteen to sixteen hours a day.
These P-ours ha.v not been lessened, they hav not
.been shortened by law. The law has followed and recorded, but the law is not a leader and not a prophet.
It appears to be impossible to fix wages-just as ii:npos~;~ible as to fix the values of all manufactured things,
including the works of art. The field is too great,
the problem too complicated, for the human mind to
grasp.
To fix the value of labor is to fix all values-labor
being the foundation of all values. The value of
labor cannot be fixed unless we understand the relations that all things bear to each other and to man.
If labor were a legal tender-if a judgment for so
many dollars could be discharged by so many days
of labor-and the law was that twelve hours of work
should be reckoned as one day, then the law could
change the hours to ten or eight, and the judgments
could ile paid in the shortened days. But it is easy
to see that in all contracts made after the passage of
such a law, the difference in hours would be taken
into consideration.
We must remember that law is not a creativ force.
It produces nothing. I raises neither corn nor wine.
The legitima.te object of law is to protect the weak,
to prevent violence and fraud, and to enforce honest
contracts, to the end that each person may be free to
do as he desires, providing only that he does not interfere with the rights of others. Our fathers tried
to make people religious by law. They failed.
Thousands are now trying to make people temperate
in the same majlner. Such efforts always hav been
and probably always will be failures. People who
believe that an infinit God gave to the Hebrews a
perfect code of laws, must admit that even this code
failed to civilize the inhabitants of Palestine.
It seems impossible to make people just, or charitable, or industrious, or agreeable, or successful, by
law, any more than you can make them physically
perfect or mentally sound. Of course we admit that
good people intend to make good laws, and that good
laws, faitb.fully and honestly executed, tend to the
preservation of human rights and to the elevation of
the race, but the enactment oi a law not in accordance
·with a sentiment already existing in the minds and
hearts of the people-the very people who are depended upon to enforce this law-is not a help, but a
hindrance. A real law is but the expression in an
authoritativ and accurate form of the judgment and
desire of the majority. As we become intelligent and
kind, this intelligence and kindness find expression
in law.
But how is it possible to fix the wages of every
man 1 To fix wages is to fix prices, and a government, to do this intelligently, would necessarily hav
to hav the wisdom generally attributed to an infinit
being. It would hav to supervise and fix the conditions of every exchange of commodities and the value
of every conceivable thing. Many things can be accomplished by law. Employers may be held responsible for injuries to the employed. The mines can
be ventilated. Children can be rescued from the
deformities of toil-burdens taken from the backs of
wives and mothers-houses made wholesome, food
·healthful-that is to say, the weak can be protected
from the strong, the honest from the vicious, honest
contracts can baenforced, and many rights protected.
The men who hav simply strength, muscle, endurance, compete not only with other men of strength,
but with the inventions of genius. What would

doctors say if physicians of iron could be invented
with curious cogs and wheels, so that when a certain
button was touched the proper prescription would
be written~ How would lawyers feelif a lawyer could
be invented in such a way that questiuns of law,
being put in a kind of hopper and a crank being turned,
decisions of the highest court could be prophesied
without failure ~ And how would the· ministers feel
if somebody should invent a clergyman of wood that
would to all intents and purposes answer the purpose 1
Invention has filled the world with the competitors
not only of laborers, but of mechanics-mechanics of
the highest skill. To-day the ordinary laborer is for
the most part a cog in a wheel. He works with the
tireless-he feeds the insatiable. When the monster
stops, the man is mit of employment, out of bread.
He has not saved anything. The machine that he
fed was not feeding him, was not working for himthe invention was not for his benefit. The other day
I heard a man say that it was almost impossible for
thousands of good mechanics to get employment, and
that in his judgment the government ought to furnish work for the people. A few minutes after, I
heard another say that he was selling a patent for
cutting out clothes, that one of his machines could
do the 1Vork of twenty tailors, and that only the
week before he had sold two to a great house inN ew
York, and that over forty cutters had been discharged.
On every side men are being discharged and
machines are being invented to take their places.
When the great factory shuts down, the workers who
inhabited it and gave it life, aEj, thoughts do the brain,
go away and it stands there like an empty skull. A
few workmen, by the force of habit, gather about the
closed doors and broken windows and talk about distress, the price of food, and the coming winter.
They are convinced that they hav not had their share
of what their labor created. They feel certain that
the .machines inside were not their friends. They
look at the mansion of the employer and think of the
places where they liv. They hav saved nothingnothing but tl;temselvs. The employer seems to hav
enough. Even when employers fail, when they become bankrupt, they are far better off than the laborers ever were. Their worst is better than the toilers'
best.
The capitalist comes forward with his specific. He
tells the workingman that he must be economicaland yet, under the present system, economy would
only lessen wages. Under the great law of supply
and demand every saving,frugal, self-denying workingman is unconaciously doing what little he" can to
reduce the compensation of himself and his fellows.
The slaves who did not wish to run away helped
fasten chains on those who did. So the saving mechanic is a certificate that wages are high enough.
Does the great law demand that every worker liv on
the least possible amount of bread 1 Is it his fate to
work one day, that he may get enough food to be'
able to work another 1 Is that to be his only hope
-that and death?
Capital has always claimed and still claims the
right to combine. Manufacturers meet and determin upon prices, even in spite of the great law of
supply and demand. Hav the laborers the same
right to consult and combine? The rich meet in the
bank, the club-house, or parlor. Working men, when
they combine, gather in the street. All the organized forces of society are against them. Capital has
the army and the navy, the legislativ, the judicial,
and the executiv departments. When the rich combine, it is for the purpose of ''exchanging ideas."
When the poor combine, it is a "conspiracy." If
they act in concert, if they really do something, it is
a " mob." If they defend themselvs, it is "treason." How is it that the rich control the departments of government 1 In this country the political power is equally divided among the men.
There are certainly more poor than there are rich.
Why should the rich control? Why should not the
laborers combine for the purpose of controling the
executiv, legislativ, and judicial departments? Will
they ever find how powerful they are ?
In every country there is a satisfied class-too
satisfied to care. They are like the angels in heaven
who are never disturbed by the miseries of earth.
They are too happy to be generous. This satisfied
class asks no questions and answers none. They believe the world is as it should be. All reformers are
simply disturbers of the peace. When they talk
low, they should not be listened to; when they talk
loud, they should be suppressed.
• The truth is to-day what it always has been-what
it always will be-those who feel are the only ones
who think. A cry comes from the oppressed, from
the hungry, from the down-trodden, from the unfortunate, from men who despair and from women who
weep. There are times when mendicants become
revolutionists-when a rag becomes a banner, under
which the noblest and bravest battle for the right.
How are we to settle the unequal contest between
men and machines? Will the machine finally go
into partnership with the laborer1 Can these forces
of nature be controled for the benefit of her suffering children? Will extra vu.gance keep pace with ingenuity? Will the workers become intelligent
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enough and strong enough to be the owners of the
machines T Will these giants, these Titans, shorten
or lengthen the hours of labor~ Will they giv leisure to the industrious, or will they make the rich
richer and the poor poorer!
Is man involved in the " general scheme of
things~, Is there no pity, no mercy! Can man
become intelligent enough to be generous, to be
just; or does the same law or fact control him that
controls the animal and vegetable world! The great
oak steals the sunlight from the smaller trees. The
strong animals devour the weak-everything eating
something else-everything at the mercy of beak,
and claw, and hoof, and tooth-of hand and club,
of brain and greed-inequality, injustice everywhere.
The poor horse standing in the street with his
dray, overworked, over-whipped, and under-fed, when
he sees other horses groomed to mirrors, glittering
with gold and silver, scorning with proud feet the
very earth, probably indulges in the usual Socialistic
reflections, and this ·Same horse, worn out and old,
deserted by his master, turned into the dusty road,
leans his head on the topmost rail, looks at donkeys
in a field of clover, and feels like a Nihilist.
In the days of savagery the strong devoured the
weak-actually ate their flesh. In spite of all the
laws that man has made, in spite of all advance in
science, literature, and art, the strong, the cunning,
the heartless, still liv on the weak, the unfortunate,
and foolish. True, they do not eat their flesh, they
do not drink their blood, but they liv on their labor,
on their self-denial, their weariness, and want. The
poor man who deforms himself by toil, who labors
for wife and child, through all his anxious, barren,
wasted life-who goes to the grave without ever having had one luxury-has been the food of others.
He has been devoured by his fellow-men. The poor
woman living in the bare and lonely ro('m, cheerless
and fireless, sewing night and day to keep starvation
from a child, is slowly being eaten by her fellowmen. When I take into consideration the agony of
civilized life-the number of failures, the poverty,
the anxiety, the tears, the withered hopes, the bitter
realities, the hunger, the crime, the humiliation, the
shame-! am almost forced to say that cannibalism,
after all, is the most merciful form in which mau has
ever·lived upon his fellow-man.
·
Some of the best and purest of our race hav advocated what is known as Socialism. They hav not
only taught, but, what is much more to the purpose,
hav believed, that a nation should be a family; that
the government should take care of all its children;
that it should provide work, and food, and clothes,
and education for all, and that it should divide the
results of all labor equitably with all.
Seeing the inequalities among men, knowing of the
destitution and crime, these men were willing to sacrifice, not only their own liberties, but the liberties
of all.
Socialism seems to be one of the worst possible
forms of slavery. Nothing in my judgment would so
utterly paralyze all the forces, all the splendid ambitions and aspirations that now tend to the civilization
of man. In ordinary _systems of slavery there are
some masters, a few are supposed to be free; but in
a Socialistic state all would be slaves.
If the government is to provide work, it must decide for the worker what he must do. It must say
who shall chisel statues, who shall paint pictures,
who shall compose music, and who shall practice the
professions. Is any government, or can any government be, capable of intelligently performing these
countless duties? It must not only control work, it
must not only decide what each shall do, but it must
control expenses, because expenses bear a direct relation to products. Therefore the government must
decide what the worker shall eat and wherewithal he
shall be clothed; the kind of house in which he shall
liv; the manner in which it shall be furnished, and, if
this government furnishes the work, it must decide
on the days or the hours of leisure. More than this,
it must fix values; it rnust decide not only who shall
sell, but who shall b:1y, and the price that must be
paid-and it must fix this value not simply upon the
labor, but on everything that can be produced, that
can be exchanged or sold.
Is it possible to conceive of a despotism beyond
this? The present condition of the world is bad
enough, with its poverty and ignorance, but it is far
better than it could by any possibility be under any
government like the one described. There would
be less hunger of the body, but not of the mind.
Each man would simply be a citizen of a large penit~ntiary, and, as in every well-regulated prison, somebody would decide what each should do. The
inmates of a prison retire early; they rise with the
sun; they hav something to eat; they are not dissipated; they hav clothes; they attend divine service;
they hav but little to say about their neighbors;
they do not suffer from cold; their habits are excellent, and yet, no one envies their condition. Socialism destroys the family. The childr~n belong to the
state. Certain officers take the places of parents.
Individuality is lost.
The human race cannot afford to exchange its liberty for any possible comfort. You remember the
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old fable of the fat dog that met the lean wolf in the of the style of the discourse, the secretary proceeds
forest. The wolf, astonished to see so prosperous an to consider its matter: " The lecturer spoke more of
animal, inquired of the dog where he got his food, results that would be attained by the institution of
and the qog told him th~t there was a ~?an. who took Socialism than of the specific methods, in detail, by
care of him, gave him h1s breakfast, his dinner, and which these results may be reached. One never behis supper with the utmost regularity, and that he fore having heard of Socialism would hav known
had all that he could eat and very little to do. The but little more about it at the end of the lecture than
wolf said "Do you think this man would treat me as at the beginning." As the Liberal Club auditmce is
he does you!'' The dog replied, "Yes; come along somewhat acquainted with the subject, however, her
with me." So they jogged on together toward the omission to tell what Socialism is, instead of what it
dog's home. On the way the wolf happened to may possibly aim at, was not. seriously felt. The
notice that some hair was worn off the dog's neck, lecture lasted half an hour, during which time Presiand he said, "How did the hair become worn~, dent Wakeman arrived, and furnished occasion for
"That is," said the dog, "the mark of the collar-my applause.
master ties me at night." " Oh," said the wolf,
Dr. Kinget complained that the speaker had not
"are you chained~ Are you deprived of your lib- done justice to the subject. Monopolists, tyrants,
erty ~ I believe I will go back. I prefer hunger."
bosses, and other rulers must be eliminated by uniIt is impossible for any man with a good heart to versru cooperation. Of Dr. Kinget's remarks the
be satisfied with this world as it now is. No one secretary observes: "The doctor forgets that in any
can truly enjoy even what he earns-what he knows and every movement there must be a leader."
to be his own-knowing that millions of his fellowMrs. Leonard expressed her surprise at Dr.
men are in misery and want. When we think of the Kinget'slack of comprehension.
Mr. Leavitt said that Socialism was one of some
famished we feel that it is almost heartless to eat.
To meet the ragged and shivering makes one almost thirty reforms which he was interested in. Among
ashamed to be well dressed and warm-one feels as the others were graduated taxation, land limitation,
though his heart was as cold as their bodies.
greenbacks, and the shutting off of immigration to
In a world filled with millions and millions of acres this country. To the latter reform Mr. Leavitt had
of land waiting to be tilled, where one man can raise determined to devote all his great powers as an orator
the food for hundreds, millions are on the edge of and writer. Those who read this in foreign parts
famin. Who can comprehend the stupidity at the · should hasten to America before Mr. Leavitt gets in
bottom of this truth 1
his work and closes our ports.
Is there to be no change T Are " the law of supply
Mrs. Florence Kelly.Wishnowetzki was next intraand demand," invention and science, monopoly and duc~d by the Chair, with some difficulty, as " all the
competition, capital and legislation, always to be the way from Russia." Mrs. Wishnowetzki said that
enemies of those who toil~ Will the workers always joke was too far fetched, as she was from Philadelbe ignorant enough and stupid enough to giv phia. The lecture to which she had listened was of
their earnings for the useless! Will they support too general a nature, and had not added to the sum
millions of soldiers to kill the sons of other working- total of her knowledge of Socialism.
men? Will they always build temples for ghosts and
Mr. Sutherland maintained that; as Professor
phantoms, and liv in huts and dens themselvs 1 Will Denslow had pointed out in a recent lecture, Socialthey forever allow parasites with crowns, and vam- ism is a return to barbarism, because all savage tribes
pires with miters, to liv upon their blood T Will they are social in their customs. The secretary here
remain the slaves of the beggars they support? How comes to. the relief of Socialism as follows: "Mr.
long will they be controled by friends who seek Sutherland is evidently unaware of the potency of a
favors, and by reformers who want office? Will principle or law known to students of Integralism as
they always prefer famin in the city to a feast in the the antithetical repetition ofthe lowest in the highest/
fields? Will they ever feel and know that they hav that is, that the lowest, the stages of barbarism; will
no right to bring children into thiE! world that they reappear in the highest stages of civilization, but
cannot support T Will they use their intelligence for they will appear ' with a new spirit and a different
themselvs, or for others! Will they become wise purpose.' Socialism was and is, in a measure, prevenough to know that they cannot obtain their own alent in the barbaric stages; so are the habits of
liberty by destroying that of others? Will they breathiitg and eating. .Is it logical to reason that if
finally see that every man has a right to choose his we breathe or eat now we shall return to barbarism ~
trade, his profession, his employment, and has the Just as logical as to say that Socialism is barbarism.
right to work when, and for whom, and for what he Dismiss your fears, Mr. Sutherland," proceeds the
will T Will they finally say that the man who has secretary; "you need not anticipate impossibilities.
had equal privileges with all others has no right to The government of the United States is nearer
complain, or will they follow the example that has Socialistic than that of almost any other country, and
been set by their oppressors! Will they learn that its course is the true course of evolution, for the Soforce, to succeed, must hav a thought behind it, and cialist believes that the administration by the whole
that anything done, in order that it may endure, for the good of all is for the fittest to survive."
must rest upon the corner-stone of justice?
Dr. Weeks and Herr Oppenheimer followed, makWill they, at the command of priests, forever ing some good points, and then came the closing
extinguish the spark that sheds a little light in every speech of the evening, Colonel Hinton answering in
brain T Will they ever recognize the fact that labor, behalf of Mrs. Hinton. "The only thing which
above all things, is honorable-that it is the founds- marred what he said," comments the secretary, " was
tion of virtue T Will they understand that beggars his tendency to attack the person holding an opposit
cannot be generous, and that every healthy man must opinion instead of the opinion itself." Nearly everyearn the right to liv 7 Will honest men stop taking body, he said, agreed that the railroads and the
off their hats to successful fraud ? wm industry, in telegraph, as well as the post-C'ffice, should be in the
the presence of crowned idleness, forever fall upon hands of the government. Why not, then, the land
its knees, and will the lips unstained by lies forever and the means of production and distribution ?-reJtiss the robed impostor's hand?
membering always that government means the whole
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
people-in the hands of all for the good of all.

The Liberal Club.
THE TRUTH SEEKER moved week before last, and the
man with the badge-pin got so weary hollering while
others lifted at the thousands of pounds of types, imposing-stones, and other bric ·a-brae, that instead of
going to the 439th meeting of the Manhattan Liberal
Club, he stayed at home to rest. Sustained intellectual effort must be followed by a period of relaxation. Such information regarding the above meeting
as is here afforded was derived from the lady secretary.
The lecturer of the evening was Mrs. Isabelle Hinton, who spoke. to the query, " What is Socialism?"
It was one of those fortunately very rare occasions
when President Wakeman was not on hand to call
the meeting to order, and that duty devolved upon
Deacon Dean, who got along with it quite well.
Concerning what followed, the secretary says: " Mr.s.
Hinton opened her address with an appropriate
poem-at least, what could be heard of it in the back
part of the room was appropriate, but, being more a
musician than an elocutionist, she seemed to forget
that, in reading, emphasis should be regulated by the
sense, and not by meter, as with the accent in music.
,So, not unlike Colonel Dawson, the speaker allowed
the stress of vt'>ice to fall somewhat too monotonously upon syllables and words by measure, and then
allowed her voice to drop almost to indistinctness in
uttering other words of the greatest importance.''
Having made this technical and Delsartian criticism

The 440th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club was marked by the return of Mr. Isaac Cohen to its platform.
Dr. Edwin V. Wright, who was expected to address the meetin.g on "Dangers of the Republic,"
failed to appear at the proper time. This in no wise
disconcerted the president, who, in opening, merely
announced the facts in the case, and observed cheer-.
fully that the club would, as in so many previous
instances, draw upon its own inexhaustible resources.
The audience would please to nominate its speaker.
The names of Cohen and Eccles were immediately
suggested. Herr Oppenheimer was present, and
gave visible tokens of being willing to make a speech,
but he was overlooked. The Chair asked Dr. Eccles
to make the overture, as he would be more likely to
take the orthodox side and thus stimulate discussion.
Dr. Eccles was sustained by applause as he took the
platform. It was always supposed, he said, by the
general public that some danger to our republic is
imminent. Some see danger in Anarchism, others
in Socialism; they balance each other. Catholicism
aad Freethought also pair in an innocuous manner.
Monopolies are all blessings, and are capable of
becoming greater blessings. At the same time, monopolies are curses. Such is the nature of truth ;
whatever is good is bad, and the better it is the
worse it is when turned to a bad end. We are apt to
be extremists and see only one side of truth. Socialists who would suppress all small monopolies would
substitute therefor a national governmental manop-

oly. Monopolies would be harmless if they were
kept in subjection during their incipiency. We
should hav such a law pass~d that any monopolist
who lowers his rates in competition to kill a rival shall
keep his prices down after the rival is dead, and thus
kill himself. Dr. Eccles's speech was quite satisfactory.
Mr. Cohen then took the floor. It was very gratifying to see him there again, as he has been absent
for a good while. He informed his friends that he
had recently been a resident of the city of Washington, and consequently could speak with confidence of
United States affairs. He regretted that Dr. Eccles
had been so non-committal in his. remarks, and had
said nothing positiv eyether one way or the other.
Mr. Cohen said eyether twice, so that the audience
would· see that he did not say eether, which has
passed out of use. Mr. Cohen did not believe the
government was in danger, because the people ·were
able to get along all right without any government.
He had been in rural districts where they didn't know
we had such a thing as a government, and didn't care
to know. Mr. Cohen believed in protection as against
free trade, because under free trade a strike would
hav no show of success, as manufacturers would
import instead of manufacturing. Dr. Eccles evidently misunderstood the nature of Socialism. It
did not propose to put industries in the hands of the
present government, but the government would be
changed to fit Socialism. The speaker believed all
monopolies were evils. He also discussed the pension and appropriation bills, and the Interstate Commerce bill. Mr. Cohen shows signs of having studied
the congressional methods of expression, and has contracted an ornate style of oratory. He discourses
fluently of the splendors of the Roman empire, and
knows as much as any one about the cause of its
fall. A epeech or sermon nowadays which contains
no reference to the fall of the Roman empire is not.
considered a finished effort.
M.rs. Hallock, who had hardly succeeded in deferring
her criticism until Mr. Cohen had finished his speecn,
was the next speaker. She said the greatest monopoly was the monopoly of the weaker sex by the
stronger. All other evils can be traced to this one.
Women are never elected to Congress, and yet they
hav to suffer for the sins of that body. "Aren't you
ashamed of yourselvs ?" she inquired.
.
Colonel Hinton said that the paramount and overwhelming danger is the divorcement of the citizen
from the government-the contempt of the rich and
the indifference of the poor. No one with any capacity of observation can deny that such is the state of
affairs in the United States.
·Mr. Sutherland was glad to hear that things were
no worse. He did not believe governments could
conduct enterprises as profitably as individuals. He
had taken observations in the navy yard at ·Brooklyn,
and never saw half the employees there working at
once. The greatest danger to government is corruption in politics.
Mr. Flynn, a new member, said Dr. Eccles had
amused him. Mr. Flynn endeavored to rebuke the
club for not accepting the Bible for authority, and
then quoted from that aged book a saying that is
nowhere between its lids. Then he said that the
proper place for woman was by the fireside. The
lady secretary desires to know what business Mr.
Flynn has to form an opinion upon that· subject. It
is women's duty, she holds, to stay by the fireside or
not, just as she chooses, and men hav no voice in the
matter whatever.
·
Dr. Eccles closed the debate.
A member purchased a TRUTH SEEKER of last week,
and, when he fo]lnd there was no report of the previous· meeting, desired his money returned.
Mr. Wakeman referred to the approaching annual
meeting and election of officers, and warned the club
that it must ~lect a new president, as he should decline to be a candidate.. This announcement caused
.deep regret. The club will probably decline to accept its president's resignation. As for the writer of
these Jines, he can never think of any but Brother
Wakeman as the proper chairman of the meetings.
But if the edict has gone forth, and there must come
the bitter end, while we lament departed worth, and
mourn the club's distinguished friend; yet shall the
cause of light progress; the right shall grapple with
the wrong; the hosts of truth will onward press, and
help to boom the thing along. Aspirers to forensic
fame shall those who dwell in darkness teach,· and
members will discues the same in speeches of ten
minutes each.
The next lecture is by John Beverly Robinson,
Esq., on "Anarchism and Christianity.''

The New Theology as Bad as the Old.
Writing of Col. R G. Ingersoll, the editor of the
New Theology Herald says:
It is well known that for several years the great Goliath of
the Philistines has bee:q losing his enthusiasm for destructiv
work. He himself has said that only the need of money now
keeps him before the public as a religious iconoclast. Once
he had enthusiasm, but his heart is no longer in the work.

The above statements are lies.
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News and Notes.
•

It was a glorious day, Wednesday, March 9th,
when I journeyed along the jeweled ramparts of the
mountains shining with all sweet colors in the brilliant atmosphere, so clear that the most distant summits were almost as distinct in outline as the first
ranges. The beauty of nature answered to the high
hope within of humanity's progress. My sojourn in
Colorado was pleasant indeed. The friends there are
good to the core. Our pioneer, Jamieson, has
labored effectivly. The Denver society will conquer
all difficulties, I know. Austin W. Smith has offered
a lot worth thirty-five hundred dollars for the building of a Secular Hall, and so our temple of humanity
will sometime greet the sun amid this mountain land.
With such devoted supporters as Messrs. Coplen,
Fisher, Roth, Freeman, Hurlburt, Truss, Jenkins,
A. H. Weber; C. T. Weber, Fred Warren, Z. Shedd,
Dr. McCall, with their families and others, Denver
will be one of our brightest camp-fires in the long
line of freedom, and Colorado shall fling for us its
pennons from a thousand bights.
Along I go through the golden sunset, the moonlight and starlight, the corridors of morn, and beneath the cloudless arch of day, by the glistening
Spanish Peaks that stand like two enormous sentinels
guarding a world of enchantment. This is a strange
country indeed, New Mexico and Arizona. I seem to
be on a different continent, so wonderful and grotesque is the scenery. The winds and the waves hav
played mighty pranks in these weird and desolate
regions. Volcanic fires and lava streams hav written
their history here. The deserts, gray and red, stretch
away, edged with a thousand fantastic forms, that
tower in the blue horizon six and twelve thousand
feet high. It seems as if this were once the dwelling-place of giants, who had a high old spree, and
tumbled things about in reckless fashion, without any
regard for appearances. It is a world of anarchy,
and it seems out of place for the iron horse of civilization to go dashing along these ancient solitudes.
How is it possible for any modern thing to flourish
here? And yet all of a sudden out of these grim ruins
we come upon a bright city of from five to ten thousand inhabitants, and wonder how it is possible for
such things to be, for the hand of progress to unroll.
so busy a scene of life in the very heart of the wilderness. We find the conveniences of civilization mingled with barbaric relics, _and the wild savage stands
alongside the elegance of wealth, a marvelous contrast. We ride by Indian villages, with their desultory
mud huts, quite stately and comfortable-looking, some
of them, and in the morning sun they present a
picturesque aspect ; and the little black barbarians
that stare at us with such keen eyes under dark
masses of tangled hair look for all the world as if
they had just sprung from the soil, human weeds
that grow up in a night. I almost expected to see
them sink back into dust as the train went rattling by.
All day long, and all night long, and another day
I had to travel far into the midnight ere I reached a
place of rest-and not much of a rest at that, for the
station where we changed cars is only about six
weeks old, and the hotel accommod~tions are not of
the finest. The station itself is only a freight-car,
and the hotel a rude building of clapboards, and our
couch a pine bunk; where I hadn't room to turn over
for fear of tumbling off and rolling downstairs; and
several others were in the same room with me, piled
soldier-fashion .together. However, I slept well.
The landlord was one of the jolliest fellows I ever
met-fat as Falstaff, and as humorous. He was
bound to make you happy, and I verily believe that
if I had slept outdoors on the hard ground he would
hav made me imagin that I was on a downy couch,
his remarks were so exhilarating. He was as good
as a band of music.
Saturday was a lovely day, and w~ sped ove~ the
new railroad to Prescott, the capital of Anzona,
arriving about morn. Arizona can boast of one
thing, at least-a splendid climate. The air is perfectly delicious. The heavens are of a lustrous blue.
The mountains shine like diamonds.
I found Prescott a thriving place of about two
thousand inhabitants. Fort Whipple is about a mile
from the city on the railroad. Several companies are
st.ationed here. The legislature has just adjourned.
Prescott has been isolated for years, being sixty
miles from any railroad, and the stage journey over a
rough country sometimes taking three days. The
Prescott and Arizona Central Railroad, just built,
givs it now a bright promis. The country about is
heavily timbered, and gold and silver and copper
mines are plentiful. The soil is good. It can pro·
duce wheat, corn, and potatoes; fruits of all sorts
can be raised-apples, peaches, strawberries, etc.
So this is not p, desert country after all, as some

people imagin. It has many advantages. The winters are delightful, the summers are cool, Prescott
being at an elevation of about five thousand feet,
and in the warmest season one needs a blanket when
night comes, and sleep is always refreshing.
The orthodox hav had it their own way so far.
The church rule has been undisturbed, and the
priests really thought that the Infidel had no right to
el\ter this land which they had preoccupied. However, there are some Liberals here-true blue, every
one of them-and on Sunday afternoon and evening I
had good audiences, and a Secular Union has been
started. We hav hoisted our flag for the first time
in this territory, and it will not come down. J. N.
Rodenburg, T. W. Roberts, W. T. Richardson,
Joseph Ehle, C. F. Collins, J. H. Brown, G. W.
Sines, D. W. Frary, Peter B. Ohlsen, and others,
nearly fifty in all, are among the best and bravest
soldiers of liberty. I hav enjoyed myself in this
frontier land.. I hav struck agood people and work
for the future is open. I shall come here again, and
visit other parts of the territory. I don't mean to
let orthodoxy hav this country all to itself. It must
fight hereafter for every inch it possesses. The first
Freethought lectures hav been given and the response is generous and noble. I hav found pleasant
fellowship and dauntless hearts.
To-day I leave for California. I shall soon s€e the
Pacific, and revel in its glory. I shall be at San
Bernardino, San Diego, Los Angeles, Santa Ana,
Norwalk, Tulare City, Visalia, until April 1st; at
San Francisco and Oakland April 3d and lOth; at
San Jose April 17th and 24th; at Stockton, May 1st
and 8th; at Sonoma, Sacramento, and other places in
California until June 1st ; in Oregon during June,
Washington Territory during July, and then I shall
go eastward via Baker City, Boise City, etc.
I anticipate great pleasure in·seeing Dr. York, who
is doing such service for Freethought on the Pacific
shore, and whose comradeship is so inspiring. I am
looking forward to happy days in the Golden state,
among its genial and enthusiastic people. Up to this
point the work has been encouraging, and hope is
bright. .
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Prescott, Arizona, March 14, 1887.

English as She Is Writ.
I hav sometimes wondered if it is wise to teach
young people to hav that absolutely blind faith in
dictionary definitions and synonyms which is so common in the lower grades of our schools, and, indeed,
with a large number of teachers. I hav attended one
or two teachers' conventions, and hav heard really
heated debates, between people who ought to hav
known better, over the use of a word in a certain
connection, " because the dictionary defines it to
mean so and so," or because Webster declares it may
be used instead of so-and-so. Shades of meaning,
or even the more obvious and grosser uses of the
word, are often sadly confused or lost by this blind
adherence to authority which at best can only indicate or approximate the real value and color of the
word.
I suppose it is due to some such reason that we
are constantly made ill by the use of the word "aggravate " to mean provoke or irritate, and since its
real meaning is so far from either of these, it invariably carries me bapk to my earliest school-days, when
in our grammar class we were confronted with the
following diagram, which we were told to fill out according to previous instructions; "and," our teachers.
added, " do try to hav some variety. Don't all use
the same words." This is the diagram: "I love to
(---)in the garden." We had one earnest, conscientious girl in the class who, however wanting in
imagination, was always anxious to please the teacher.
She therefore astonished the class and brought upon
herself much ridicule (the cause of which she never
did fully comprehend) by rendering her sentence
thus: "I love to ferment in the garden."
She was not frivolous, therefore she avoided the
word " play," which most of us used. " Walk" did
not attract her, but when she looked in her dictionary and discovered that work meant the same as ferment, she felt that she could risk not only her correctness of sentiment, but also gain much honor by
using a word that few, if any, others in the class
would discover. She meant to astonish us with her
erudition, and delight the teacher by her strict
observation of instructions. The brilliancy of the
result far outshone her most ardent desires, however.
But I doubt if she ever did know why. I know that
I did not for a long while thereafter, for she produced
the " unabridged " to prove her point, and the evidence seemed to be on her side, however much the
laugh was on ours (and of course we all laughed, as
if we knew what we were laughing at, as that seemed
to be the thing expected of us, and there is a good
deal of monkey and a vast deal of savage left in us
all yet). Perhaps this was a little worse misconception of the real meaning of a word than is implied in
the use of " aggravate" for " provoke," or " residence " for " house," or " executed " for "hanged,"
or in the following use of "apartment," and one or two
other words which were actually in a New York
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daily paper recently: "Wanted, by a hard-working
colored lady, apartments in sub-cellar or attic, where
washing will be allowed. Neighborhood must be
first-class, and other residents of the house all ladies
and gentlemen. No children." The same great
daily said editorially that a man had been "executed"
that day, and that the Anarchists would bett~r not
"aggravate" law-abiding citizens any further if they
did not" want to perform the same tight-rope trick to
order and on short' notice.
HELEN H. GARDENER.

Goethe's Estimate of Voltaire.
" In Voltaire, nature produced the man most eminently endowed with all the qualities which characterize and honor his nation, and charged him to
represent France to the Universe. After having produced these two extraordinary men, types, one of the
royal majesty, the other of the French genius, nature
rested, as if to make them better appreciated, or as
if exhausted by the creation of two prodigies.
"A man must possess many advantages in order
that public opinion may recognize in him an incontestable superiority; it is especially in France that a
public, disdainful and difficult to please, soon ceases to
regard whatever is not truly extraordinary. For a
man to conquer its lasting approval, it is not too
much for him to hav a multitude of talents, a wide
and universal comprehension, a union of qualities the
most opposed to one another, and which seem the
most incompatible. Nothing short of a marvel wins
the admiration of a Frenchman. But nature created
marvels for him, in order to condemn him to admiration. I know not if we Germans are more sensitiv
to literary beooties than the French, but we are certainly less avaricious of our applause ; it suffices that
talent givs us some pleasure to be the object of our
homage; but even that which he admires the Frenchman does not love, while among us whatever is
admired is loved also.
"Depth, genius, imagination, taste, reason, sensibility, philosophy, elevation, originality, nature, intellect, fancy, rectitude, facility, flexibility, precision,
art, abundance, variety, fertility, warmth, mogic,
charm, grace, force, an eagle's sweep of vision, vast
understanding, rich instruction, excellent tone,
urbanity, vivacity, delicacy, correctness, purity,
cleanness, elegance, harmony, brilliancy, rapidity,
gayety, pathos, sublimity, universality, perfection,
indeed-behold Voltaire!
"Voltaire will be always regarded as the greatest
man in literature of modern times, and, perhaps, even
of all times, as the most astonishing creation of the
author of nature, a creation in which he pleased himself to assemble, once, in the frail and perishable
organization of a man, all the varieties of talent,
all the glories of genius, all the powers of thought."

Mr. Slokum Has a Poor Opinion of Mr. Hill.
BROTHER MAcDONALD: Did you expect to hear any- "'
thing from Dave Hill at the late junket in Brooklyn,
"upon matters in the adjustment of which true
statesmanship is demanded~, What ! anything of
this kind from Dave the Demagog~ Demagog from
teeth to toenails, and working the governorship for
all it is worth for the presidency. Not much, if he
knows himself, and I reckon he does-or thinks he
does.
Yours fraternally,
S1 SLOKUM.

Strange, but Probably Not True.
From t11e Lor.aon Tablet (Roman Catholic).

The pastoral Jetter of the archbishop of Paris contains a
forcible appeal to the faithful to keep holy the Sabbath.
The spirit of contradiction, of perverse rebellion against
the law, which makes the French nation so difficult to govern, is nowhere more strikingly manifested than in their contempt for the ordained observance of Sunday as a day of
rest. The ouvriiJ'l' seems to identify the breach of the Sabbath with self-respect and the vindication of liberty. He
will refuse to work for an employer who makes it a condition that he does not work on Sunday. He will take Monday as a holiday, but not Sunday.
This perverse crochet is a constant source of difficulty between workmen and Christian employers. I bav known a
church kept waiting for necessary repairs-a roof that let in
the rain-because the cure w(luld not consent to ~1a':' the
men working on Sunday, and the men would not giv m on
·
.
the point.
Periodically the church starts a crusade m behalf of the
sanctification of the Lord's day, and sermons are preached,
pamphlets written, associations formed, etc., to enfor::e the
observance of the commandment. Undoubtedly these
efforts hav met with a great deal of success. T~e _large
shops are now closed on Sundays, and the great maJOnty of
the small ones.
.
.
The first great business house that maugurated this good
rule was the Bon Marche. Those who saw that now. famous
establishment put np its shutters on Sunday prophesied that
it would soon be bankrupt; hut the Bon MarcM held ?n
its way and it may be said that in this case virtue earned Its
reward: for no house of the kind has ever flourished, probably, as that popular shop has done.
.
But no efforts, so far, hav made any percept1ble ei]'ect .on
the workingman-the ouvri/J'l' proper. He holds to hiA pnnciple of working on Sunday and resting and g~nera~ly ge~
tiDg drunk on Monday. A Christian architect Will br.Ibe hiS
masons and plasterers with higher wages on Monday.If th.ey
will but work that day and get tipQy on Sunday, ~ut m vam.
The ouvrier will not be tyrannized over bY. the pnest, for he
is persuaded .that it .is the cure wh? has mvented the Sabbath anq it IS a pomt of honor With a workman not to be
4oqdwinked and domineered over by the cure.
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work goes on with unceasing regularity and precision.
In the packing-box department the lumber is cut,
•
Oh
·
and
the side pieces planed perfectly smooth, sent up
10
Mr. R rynol d8 Ill
•
to the printing-office, and return with the label
AKRON, Omo, Mar. 2d.-Bidding adieu to the friends printed on the wood in vermillion letters. There is
at Kent, I took train on the Valley Road for Akron, no sound of hammer heard in the box-making shop.
where I found royal accommodations at that model inn, The workmen place the piec~s under a nailing rnaHotel Buchtel, one of the very best $2 per day houses chine fed with nails by boys, and the nails are forced
. in the state of Ohio. My hopes of success were in, and a packing- box made, and very thoroughly
dampened by the assurance that "but very few could nailed while a smart workman would be driving two
be induced to attend a Liberal lecture, there was no nails. Within five minutes from the time a plank is
interest," etc. So it was well-nigh eight o'clock be- laid upon the table to be cut into blocks, that plank
fore I lugged my grip, filled with choice Liberal is made into extra round parlor matches, packed in
pamphlets, across the street to Ayli"ffe Hall, and was small paper boxes, with neatly-printed label; each
surprised to find about two hundred and fifty ladies dozen boxes packed in another paper box neatly
and gentlemen there assembled-about fifty more printed and wrapped, and each dozen such packages
arrived later. My lecture on " The Bible, ·whence it packed in a wooden packing- box having printed label
Really Came, and What !t Really Teaches," was well on both sides, and all ready for shipment.
·we next drove to the Buckeye Reaper and Mower
received, and at its close the very brisk demand for
Liberal literature assured me of the real interest works, but were too late to see the men at work, as
awakened. There was no good reason why I should the mechanics in those shops hav established the
not hav delivered two more lectures, and thus insured eight-hour law. The company are turning out 106
more permanent good and a glorious impetus to the machines every day, besides the immense amount of
cause, but fear of failure had prevented the friends work done in repairing old machines. On our way
from arranging for more than the one lecture.
to the hospitable, happy home of friend Buchtel we
The friends of Kent are desirous to secure the stopped to gaze upon the pride of Akron, the BuchTent for two or three weeks the coming summer. If tel Qollege-a magnificent building, with most valuait can also go to Akron there is little doubt that ble and extensiv grounds, built and endowed, the pet
quite a strong Liberal society would be organized. project of the brother of our 1\'Ir. Buchtel. The imMr. William Buchtel, the leading Liberal of Akron, mense factory was running full force, turning out
with great kindness, took me in his carriage to aU large numbers of pulpit-pounding machines of the
those -points of interest in the city that he thought Universalist pattern. They are made to build up
THE TRUTH SEEKER readers would like an account of. skim-milk theology, and dispense with the sulphurWe first visited the sewer-pipe works. The material ous fires of other manufactories, not even using the
for sewer-pipe, tile, and pottery abounds in the im- last patent cooler, sheol.
mediate vicinity of the works. It is a kind of halfMr. Wm. Buchtel is an Infidel. What has he ever
rotted, slaty stone and clay; this is brought in carts done for humanity~ Well, he was content to let his
to the works and dumped into the basewent, and brother attend to the imaginary spiritual needs of
thrown into the great mills, water being from time to the people. He preferred to provide for their actual
time thrown on it as it is ground into putty and needs; so he adorned the city and increased its busiforced through a ten-inch cylinder and carried to the ness interests by the erection of a splendid hotel.
cutters, where it is cut off into pieces of about six Having made a success of life and amassed a handinches long, and placed in receivers on an elevator some fortune, he employs it in helping the industribelt and carried to the story above, where men feed ous mechanics and workers to secure homes of their
it into a mold worked by a steam engin. The putty own, building houses for them on such easy terms
is forced into the mold under immense pressure, and, that what they would otherwise PitY for rent soon
in less than a minute, is dropped out from the bottom purchases the home of their own. He thus builds
of the mold in the form of sewer pipe, and received up the city and secures as permanent residents the
by men in waiting who wheel it away on little go- best class of people. And, although an Infidel, he
carts to the drying-room. A few days later it is has the love and respect of the entire community.
coated with a glazing liquid, and then packed in a
CLEVELAND, Omo.-Thanks to the zeal for the
kiln and baked for three or four days. The kiln is cause manifested by Mr. Thos. F. Lucas, the People's
then opened and allowed to cool off, and the sewer Theater was engaged for me to deliver a lecture on
pipe is all ready for shipment. Hundreds and hun- Sunday, March 6th, under the auspices of the Clevedreds of lengths of sewer pipe, of diameter from six land Liberal Society. After spending one night in
inches to five feet, are turned out every day.
the happy home of friend Lucas, I was taken possesWe next visited the Barber match factory. They sian of by 1\'Ir. L. B. Silver, the father of the Prohiwere making in this one factory 50,600,000 matches a bition party in Ohio, known far and near as a stock• day, using up for matches and packing-boxes 30,000 breeder and for his great success with his Ohio
feet of pine lumber. The celerity with which pine Improved Chester hogs. Mr. Silver is a deep
planks are transformed to parlor matches, boxed and thinker, a zealous Liberal, a Radical hygienist, and
packed ready for shipping, is really astounding. an enthusiastic admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The
Pine planks are planed smooth on both sides to just clerk of the weather put a damper on our meetingthe length of the matches (two and a half inches), and from Saturday afternoon till Sunday evening it
then by a circular saw cut into blocks about twelve rained tremendously. The attendance was small, yet
inches wide and three inches long. All knots are I greatly enjoyed the delivery of my lecture, and all
thrown out. These blocks are carried into the present seemed to do so. I sold a very large amount
match-room and fed into machines that cut the blocks of Liberal literature, including twenty copies of "The
up into match size, round each piece, and stick the Bible Inquirer," and as many of "'Blasphemy and the
- end of each one into a perforated iron plate about Bible," and exhausted my supply of TRUTH SEEKERS
24x15 inches, each match being firmly held in place in responding to eager, anxious inquiries. Mr. B. C.
with a sixteenth of an inch space on all sides of it. Hart, the most shrewd and enterprising of theatrical
Soon as these plates are filled, which is done at managers, for whom Mr. W aldeman is now building
the rate of about three every minute, they are car- on Euclid avenue, opposit the Union Club, one of the
ried across to the dipping and drying machine. · An largest and handsomest theaters in the state, was so
endless band about a yard wide and about three hun- favorably impressed with the lecture that he offers to
dred feet long is constantly revolving in an oval engage me to deliver two lectures, guarantees me
frame of about six feet high and one hundred crowded houses, and makes very liberal offers. I
and fifty feet long. The plates filled with the matches hope to avail myself of his kind offer during April, on
are placed in grooves on the lower part of the belt, my return from Chicago to be tried in New Jersey
points down, and are carried over two pans of chem- for. blasphemy in May.
PAINESVILLE.-Fl'Om Cleveland we turned Easticals, dipping the ends as they pass. As the band
revolves and reaches the upper frame the dipped ward to Painesville, and suffered an intense longing
ends are up, and exposed to strong draughts of air to keep on East, and visit our loved ones home, but
from fans, which dries the phosphorus on the tips, so stern duty forbade. Painesville is a hard field.
that on traveling on to the place of starting the There are a few stanch, brave hearts, but the molmatehes are perfectly dry. Each plate is taken off lusks are so numerous, and so dreadfully destitute of
and put in a machine which by one motion of a lever backbone, they exercise a most discouraging influpunches out all the matches into a receiver, and boys ence. We passed three very pleasant days with that
throw them into nests of boxes. The empty plates glorious old veteran, Joseph Sedge beer, and his
are returned to be refilled. When ten boxes are better-half. Mr. Sedgebeer is over eighty-five years
filled with matches they are carried into the packing- of age, yet retains full vigor of his cultured mind,
room, where there are two rows of about forty girls. and is earnest and enthusiastic as a young convert in
With lightning rapidity the girls will grasp just the the cause of Liberalism. It was our privilege to aid
necessary number of matches, fill and fasten the him in cru.Tying out his long-cherished desire to
paper boxes, which are constantly dropping down to bequeath the means to insure gratuitous circulation
them through a spout from the room above. Up- of leaflets and pamphlets on heredity, hygiene, and
stairs the paper match-boxes are made, printed, physiology. I delivered two lectures at Painesville,
glued, and thrown to the girls below through the but, from lack of desire for Liberal literature, I fear
spout_by small machines. A_ roll of the thick paper I failed of awakening much interest.
of ~hich the_ box~s are made IS plac~d on the machine,
BowLING GnEEN, March 10th.-This village is wild
~h1Ch folds It! prmts the_ la~el_ on It-, marks it, glues on gas and oil-not a promising outlook. I lecture
It, and then with one motiOn It IS cut, the glued_sides at the court-house to-night.. Friends will please
pressed together, and a perfect match-box fl.tpped address me at Kalamazoo Mich.
into the spout for the girl below to fill. Thus the 1
'
0. B. REYNOLDs.
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The Projected _Insurance Company.
To ~HE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
proposed organization of a Liberal Mutual Aid is a
matter of very far-reaching importance. Its organization concerns not only those Liberals who intead to
join, but also those who will not, either ?ecause they
already belong- to other " aids," or ru.·e "msured."
If the proposed Liberal· Mutual Aid should fail
after a number of years, as so many other " aids "
hav done, every Liberal will share the discredit
caused by such failure; the question ,whether he or
she was a member will not be asked by public opinion.
Such a failure would be a set-back to the whole Liberal movement, and should, therefore, be prevented
at the outset. These remarks hav a tendency to convey the idea that I am opposed to the organization of a Liberal Aid. I am not opposed to such an
organization, but would very much prefer to see a
" Liberal Mutual Insurance" formed. But in either
case, the organization should be founded on a stnctly
scientific basis, not only to secure its permanent success, but also to insure justice to the members.
There should be no guess-work, because we hav sufficient statistics to enable us to formulate strictly
scientific conditions of membership, and if the Liberal movement is correct in taking science as its basis,
then a "Liberal Aid " or " Insurance " will not fail if
it is based on science also.
There are some fundamental truths which we
should seek and observe in formulating an aid or insurance association; otherwise, failure, or at least injustice, will result.
1. The amounts agreed to be paid out at the death
of members must also be paid in. In addition to this,
the expenses must also be paid in, and also the difference or loss arising by members dying before they
hav paid in as much as is paid out at their death.
The running expenses ru.·e such a small item that they
can easily be raised, but the benefits are necessarily
large amounts, say from $500 to $2,000. Taking, for
example, a member 30 years of age: We find that according to the combined experience table he will
probably liv 34 years more, and if $1,000 is to be
paid out at his death, he must pay in an average of
$29.41 to pay in the $1,000. If he does not on the
average pay in this amount, somebody else must pay
it for him, otherwise there will be no $1,000 at his
death, unless the association has some other source
of income, as, for instance, interest on an invested reserve fund. If the $29.41 is paid in annually, and
invested at say four per cent, the compound interest
would produce an income sufficient for almost double
the amount, so that instead of $29.41, only about $15
would hav to be paid in annually to produce $1,000
in 34 years.
·
If the benefits are raised by assessments at deaths
only, and the average age of the members is 30 years,
then, because over eight members will die annually
out of every 1,000, according to statistics, each member must pay over $8 during the first year, if $1,000
is paid at each death.
If 1,000 new members join the second year, and the
average age of theee new members is also 30 years,
the total average of all the members will be nearly
30 1-2 years, and in a little over two years the averagewould be 31 yeru.·s, consequently the assessments
would amount to as much more in proportion, and
must keep on increasing each year, so that the general average of all assessments would be again $29.41;
otherwise, those members who liv to the average
probable age, which is 64 years in the assumed case,
will get left, because at 60 years over 30 die out of
every 1,000, and at this age the living members
would probably not be as able to pay $30 as they
were to pay $8 at 30 years. At the age of 70 the
death rate is nearly 65 out of every 1,000, and it is
safe to say that the $65 per member would not come
forth ; and, therefOre :
2. Those who join at about or before 30 years of
age, and liv to about 70 years, will surely get left on
the assessment plan.
It is true that if the average age of the new members constantly joining is 30 years, the total average
age would rise slower than the average age of the
nrst members, but this only puts off the final result a
little longer.
3. All the members will either die or cease to be
members before they die.
Those who are members at their death simply
oblige the association to pay to their beneficiaries the
amount agreed to, but those who cease to be members before their death, and hav made payments for
the benefit of others, should be dealt with justly, and
the question whether they hav any claim against the
association after making payments for the benefit of
the remaining members must be decided before starting. When there is no reserve fund provided, it is
just to say that the fact that the remaining members
were willing and ready to pay the benefits of the exmembers while they were members, was a full compensation for the assessments which the ex-members
actually did pay while members. But when there is
a reserve fund accumulated, those who cease to be
members before death clearly hav a claim against the
reserve fund, because a part of it W!.\S intended for
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them, and the cessation of membership does not giv
the remaining members any just claim for that part
of t,he reserve fund, which was never intended for
themselvs. This is especially true when inability to
continue payment causes cessation of membership.
It follows, therefore, that
4. When no reserve fund nor any other fund is
accumulated, those who cease to be members before
their death should hav no claim against those who
remain members. .A.nd
5. When a reserve or security fund is accumulated,
then those wh~ cease to be members before their
death hav a just claim against such fund.
The conditions of the association will probably
change materially in time, and experience shows that
the change is generally very material after about
seven years; that is to say, as the association grows
older, deaths will occur more frequently, and on the
other hand, if a reserve fund is accumulated, membership will be more valuable therefor.
6. Provisions should be made which will justly
equalize the benefits and disadvantages arising as the
association grows older or richer.
7. .A.ll provisions concerning the future of the
ass·ociation, such as reserve fund, should be based on
the expectation of life, as shown by the combined
experience mortality tabl13.
I will present definit conditions for membership in
accordance with the above truths in my next letter.
New Ym·k, March 9, 1887.
.A.. LANGERFELD.

Resolved, I. That in the act of the legislature (Chapter 240
of 1875), amending Chapter 405 of 1878, by which magistrates are required to commit juvenil delinquents to a "reformatory or other institution," controled or governed by
persons of the same religious faith as the parents of such
delinquent; and in the requirements of said act, devolving
upon boards of supervisors the duty of making proper provisions fur carrying out such purpose, and providing for the
payment to such "reformatory or other institution," of
proper charges for the maintenance and board of such delinquents, by taxes drawn from the people of the county, we
recognize a principle so•Jght to be established, which is in
conflict with the governmental policy and spirit of the constitution of this state, in this, that it· seems to require and
compel recognition and support by the state of sectarian
institutions of a particular religious character, i.e., the Roman Catholic reformatory.
II. That the duty implied and enjoined in said acts of
ascertaining and determining what is the "religious faith "
of >the persons who control and govern; and what; if any, is
the "religious faith" of the "parents," or either of them, of
the delinquent youth. is entirely impracticable.
IlL That the people of this county, now here represented
by us, their supervisors, are unwilling to commence, or enter
upon, .any system of reco~nizing and patronizing, by payments to its support, any Roman Catholic or other sectarian institution; and we call upon ·our members of the
le.~islature to move for and promote the rPpeal of this act, as
offensiv to our people, and contrary to the long-established
policy of our government.

Money for the Catholics of Cayuga County.

Our London Letter.

amendment offered by Mr. Ross to include "all other
legislation of a sectarian character, regardless of sect
or denomination." The resolution was offered by
Chauncey J. W ethey, supervisor from the town of
Throop:

~----~~.--------

The archdeacon of London last Sunday in his serFRIEND MAcDONALD: In your paper of March 12th
to the Socialists at St. Paul's cathedral gave his
mon
appears an editorial entitled, ''Blind on One Side,"
hearers but sorry comfort with the platitudes so comaccompanied by an extract from the Christian Advocate of Feb. 26th. This ex~ract refers to the same mon in the mouths of modern profesl3ing Christians.
His statement thut " when Christ said, ' The poor ye
law to which I referred in a letter to you some time
hav always with you,' he was declaring an inevitable
ago, and published in THE TRUTH SEEKER. .A.s I then law of human nature," met with general disapproval
said, the law operates only in certain judicial districts
and cries of dissent. That passage is a great source
of this state, and is an unwholesome and unconstitu· of comfort to wealthy believers, and acts as a splentional law, and should be repealed. The same law did salve to their consciences. It is an extremely
our Cayuga county representativs were, by resolution
fortunate thing that the " good book" contains so
of the board of supervisors, called upon to use every
many satisfactory phrases of a similar nature, as it is
honorable means to repeal, and to-day in .Albany are much pleasanter to remember those than others of an
seeking assistance for its repeal. Let the Advocate's opposit nature, and it is cedainly true that the Bible
friends, and all other lovers of secular government, so well commends itself to all classes and shades of
help. The entire Protestant clergy of Auburn are pr_o- opmwn. In this respect, perhaps, there is no other
testing against another intrusion now before the legis- book on an equal with it, and such a convenient collature known'as an" .A.ct to incorporate the Catholic lection of contradictions is undoubtedly a "light to
' Asylum of the city of Auburn. " I.mel ose a
Orphan
the path and a lamp to the feet."
copy of the protest. The people are slowly but
Socialism is certainly gaining considerable ground,
surely awakening to this important question. My but there is no imm13diate probability of any particuposition is this: If you giv one, giv all, including the lar result therefrom, as the program is apparently so
Infidel; but beyond and 3:bove that is a constitutional diverse, and the leaders are not fully united, and until
ground, which is this : Make no appropriations of the there is a thorough unity and singleness of purpose,
people's ~o!il.ey for sectarian. purposes; let . every it will not be the power it aims to be.
denominatiOn stand or fall by Itself. Protestants do
The same may be also said of Freethought; so long
not take sue}). a liberal position. They demand as there are jealousies and enmities it will make but
appropriations for themselvs, but when the Catho- little headway, and would do well to take a lesson
lic asks, they say, ".A.n awful thing ! Giv not to from the Jesuits in organization. While there a1·e
those abominable Catholics, but abundantly fill us !" thousands in the land who hav cast theology over.A.s you say, "it makes a vast difference whose ox is board, they abstain from identifying themselvs with
gored." .A.ll American liberty:loving citizens sho~ld any Freethought society so long as they see dissennow join hands to repeal all o?noxiou.s sect_ana_?- sions in the camp, and it will take many years to prelaws, and instead of the preacher m charitable msti- sent a sufficiently strong front to successfully oppose
tutions substitute the teacher.
EDWARD Ross.
priestcraft. The opposition of the sects to each
The followinO" is the protest and a pertinent letter, other is doing as much as aggressiv Freethought to
evidently writt~n by a Catholic : · overthrow the system.
To tfte Citizens of Cayuga County: We, the undersigned
The power of the Romish church over the people
pastors of Auburn, desire to call your attention to a bill be- is well shown in Italy and the south of France at the
fore the lep:islature to incorporate the "Auburn Orphan present time. Although the church at Bajardo was
Asylum." By the provisions of the bill a burden is imposed
on the people of this county to sustain an institution wholly thrown down by the earthquake shock, burying in its
under the control of the Roman Catholic church, and wl~ich fall three hundred worshipers, yet the devotees are
will be used in perpetuating that faith. We ~ro~est. ag~mst not convinced of the inefficacy of prayers and worthe taxing the people to support Roman Catholic mst}tut.IOn~, ship, but still go on calling upon the trinity and all
as we believe taxation for the support of any sectarian mstltuhon is dang~rous to American liberty. We call upon the the saints in the calendar to protect them. In time
people of this county to ?ppose the continued. g;ow.th ?f a of danger the influences of early education will assert
principle which.might ultimately make all pubh~ mstJtutiOns themselvs, and it is only by properly training children
Roman Catholic in their character, and the Umted States a and keeping them from foolish superstitions that any
papal country subject to the pope at Rome.
.
real good can be effected, and until this is done on a
FRANK HAVEN HrNMA.N,
ARTHUR CoPELAND,
largely increasing scale, the power of the priests will
0. E. Cox,
GEo. P. AVERY,
WM. H. HuBBARD,
JosEPH K. DrxoN,
not be broken.
J. D.
J. J. BRAYTON,
ALBERTs. HUGIIEY,
London, Feb. 28, 1887.
CHAS. C. HEMENWAY,
THoMAS SHARPE,
GEO. FELD,
F. v. BROWN,
WM. H. ALLBRIGHT.

To the Editor: I see by the morning paper that the .Protestant clergymen of the city sign a protest against the mcorporation of the Catholic Orphan Asylum and the P!1yment of
anything toward its support. Has not the .Catholic as good
right to a portion of the taxes to support his asylum as the
Protestant? It would be all right with those Protestant
clergymen if Catholic children were sent ~o the ~rntestant
asylum_ to be educated in the Protestant fmth. Is It not unkind in gentlemen professin~ to be ?Jlinist~rs of the ,gospel to
sign a document of this kiud? Is It not mhuman m clergymenfrom whom woulrl be expecterl more of brotherly toward
those professing a different religious belief? It seems that
the Catholic religion, especially the pope of Rome, to these
gentlemen is a terrible nightmare.
Who in this city ever heard of that g~eat and _noble prelate,
Dr. Brainard, being mixed up in any d1rt of th1s sort?
Do these people ever think that ~he first man.that ever
landed on this continent was a Cathohc ? fhey will be the
last to leave lt.
ADAM O'NEIL.

The Eastern Knight to His Western Friends.
Salad.tn tn the SemtlQI" Ret>iew.
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shield that defends the heroic hearts of the Ingersolls
and the Washburns, the Macdonalds, the Mendums,
the Seavers, the Underwoods; the Remsburgs, the
Reynoldses, the Putnams, and all the shining phalanx
of liberty's paladins as they toil in the vanguard of
the manhood of the world.
The Western Hemisphere has no harder worker in
our cause than Samuel Putnam. .A.ll last year he
worked as few men cau work, and when he found that
the society with which he was connected had only an
indifferent exchequer, he gave up his claim to the
salary which he had earned so well. This is thekind
of man to place in the breach to defend the flag of
our movement. Better one man like this than fifty
common John Smiths, who, before they will work,
make careful calculations as to how they will be paid.
Money will pay for the work of the hack, but it will
never pay for the work of the poet aud the enthusiast.
Is Samuel Putnam a poet ? Judge ye. Here are the
concluding lines of his ode to " The Statue of Libel"ty and Thomas Paine," which were read at the
New England Freethinkers' Convention:
Our noble PAINE-without his voice, his pen, his "Rights of
~Ian"

Thy form ~uperb would not to-day defy the tyrant's ban;
O'er land, o'er sea, thy coronal would not in joy outrayIt was our hero's mighty thought tl1at gave thee this glad
day.
Unlaureled still because he taught that liberty is light;
That reason . is man's noblest. power-the morning to thy
night;
That king and priest are both alike the foes of human weal,
That righteous liberty will not to God nor tyrants kneel.
Fling out thy voice, 0 Statue! let thy dumb lips proclaim
To ignorance and prejudice our hero's deathless name;
Speak forth the truth, 0 Liberty! speak justice to mankind,
And let the heedless multitude the world's true saviors find.
In thy silence, scorn the servers of the creeds that should he
dead;
.
In thy glory, teach us. courage in life's forward ways to
tread;
Teach the truth forever beaming with new luster and uew
gain,
And in thy scroll of honor write the name of THOMAS PAINJt!

Unite, as in the case of Putnam, a faculty for
affairs propelled by the white-heat impetus of the
poet's soul, and you hav a combination which the
world sees all ioo seldom.

The Chicago Congregationalists' Infamous Action.
.A. dispatch to the New York Sun of March 9th i~:~
as follows:
Commenting on a failure of the Congregational
ministers to adopt unanimously a resolution to send
a telegram of condolence to Mrs. Beecher at their
meeting yesterday, the 1'imes says :
Alas for the mrity of Christian charity! At the weekly
meeting of the Congregational ministers of Chicago yesterday
a resolution of condolence with Mrs. Henry Ward Beceher
was offered. Strange to say, the resolution produced a
"heated and bitter discussion," and developed so much opposition that it was finally withclmwn b}: the mover. The
proposed tend~r o.f sympathy was ObJec~ed to on two
grounds-that It m1ght be ~onstrued as an mdor~emm~i . of
Mr. Beecher's theological views, and that the dymg lhv~ne
had never fully cleared himself of the eh.arges ~f ll!lmomhty
brought by Theodore Tilton. The doc irma! ObJectwns, however seemed to carry the most weight, and it was evident
that' while the brethren were ready to forgiv Mr. Bl•echer
for ~ny lapses from virtue of which be mtty bav beet?- guilty,
they could not find it in their hearts to overlook Ins lapHes
from orthodoxy. The action of thc~se Co_ngrcgrrtional el_crg:ymen displays a spirit of narrowness and mtolerauce wh1ch 1.t
was hoped had vanished forever from.the Protestant pulp1t
of America. Those who can conceive of Henry W,u·tl
Beecher withholding his sympathy, under like circnmstancrs,
from the wife of a dying fellov:-cl~r:gyman l_lll~.~ be n!Jle to
discover some justification for th1s p1t1fnl exlllbJtJOn of cleJ"ical bigotry, but no others can: It Juts been snpposecl Llmt
even ''Christians" ceased hatmg each other ttt the grave;
but it would appear from yesterrlay's proce('dings of the Congregational preachers of Chicago that such is not a! ways Ihe
case.
The Inte·r- (Jcean says:
The discussion over the res9lution of sympathy to Jlfrs.
Beecher at the meet.in.rr of Congregational ministers yesterday
was worse than unfo;tunate-it was in many of its ph:_tses
simply disgraceful. Those who opposed the resoln_l.ion,
which simply tendered the sympathy _of the Congregatwnal
ministers of Chicago to a womfll! hangmg over the death-hcl~
of her husband, and that husband the. greates~ preacher 01
the Congreg!ltional church,_ based their oppos1t~on. o~ the
theory that some people m1ght construe th1s ,expJessiOI:l of
sympathy into an indorsement of l\[r. Beecher s theolog-tcal
views. . . . Wbat a comment on the actio~ of ~h~ Congregationalists was the action of the Jlfethod1s~ mimsters,
who at about the same time, adopted by unannnous vote,
and ~ithout discussion, a resolution tendering their sympathy
to Mrs. Beecher!
.
Those who opposed the resolution took a !!;reat nsk.
Granted that their motivs were good. still they made a mistake which in the light of the possible effects, was almost a
crim'e. · Th~ blood of millions will boil over this insult. to the
memory of a man who has been a tremendous force .m our
civilization, who has done so much, not only for. Ius own
church, but for Christianity, and among all thos~ mterested
in extending the influence of th~ church there Wi!l be keen
regret over the unfortunate inCident at the meetwg of the
Congregational ministers yesterday. . . . As the case
stands, the man whose sermons and whose work ha~ done
more for Congregationalism than any other has rece_1ved a
blow that will hurt those who are near to him for all t1me.

We often gaze over the " misty and mournful
Atlantic" to try to discover how the aspirations that
are so dear to ourfi!el£ are firing the hearts of the
descendants of the pilgrim fathers. .A.nd we take
courage and heart of grace when we find that our
battle lines are drawn up on two continents, with
spears leveled for the charge and faces turned grimly
to the foe. On both continents the banner of intellectual liberty streams athwart the welkin like an
angry thunder-cloud. In vision, we behold the Forlorn Hope of the West march forward, the first rays
of freedom's morning twilight shimmering on their
spears and dancing on their plumes. The enemy
outnumbers them by a hundred to one, but they dash
their battle-axes against Christianity's ramparts,
.A.t a meeting of the Cayuga county supervisors, of cemented with the blood and vitrified with the marSEND to THE TRUTH SEEKER office for a catalog of
which Mr. Ross is a member, last December, the fol- tyr-fires of well-nigh two thousand years. Might to
the books we hav for sp,le, 'Xhe cf!,talog is free.
the
sword
and
the
gallant
arm,
and
toughness
to
the
lowing resol~tion w~s adopted, together with an
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man, it may be America. Supposing, he says, "that
the United States and Canada had a difference of
opinion on, say, the fishery question; that England
took the part of Canada, as she is bound to do; and
that the supposed interests of the holy see threw the
balance of. her power into the scale. What would
be the result? American Catholics would be 'requested ' not to tft.ke any part against England. We
should hav the very same policy enacted in the
United States as that which is now being enacted in
Germany."
With these two recent examples of the machinations of the Vatican before them, the people of this
country should be on their guard. But it is safe to
wager a hundred ·to one that the people will not.
The church will get the usual donations and exemptions, .and this policy will be continued till the papacy is too powerful here to be resisted. Then the
religionists who fill our jails, asylums, hospitals, and
courts will hav their own way, and the pope in Rome
will possess more real power than the president in
Washington.

SUBSCRIP';I.'ION RATES.
Single subscription ............................................. . $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 0 00
Two new subscribers ........................... ···············. 0 00
One subscriotion with one new subscriber, in onere--------~~------mittance ...................................................... . 0 00
Repeal the " Comstock " Laws.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
The injustice of the case of John A. Wilson, senremittance ............................. · ··· ·· · .............. . '1 00
tenced to two years in prison and fined five hunOne subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ......................... ········· ················· · s oo dred dollars for sending Balzac's "Droll Stories" by
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 mail to a customer, cries eloquently for the repeal of
A:n.y number over five at the same rate, invariably
the statute which allows such infamies to be perpewith one remittance.
trated.
The proceeding was a case of railroading at the
The Connecticut Christians.
instance of Anthony Comstock. The judge, in the
The Connecticut legislature has passed a law pro- presence of the jury, reached down from the bench,
hibiting the running of trains in that state between shook hands with Comstock, and appeared overthe hours of 10 .ro.M. and 3 P.M. on Sundays. The new joyed to be able to help him. All through the trial
law affords a splendid opportunity for the constitu- the judge was against the accused, and his charge
tional lawyers.
was marked by unjudicial bias. No· evidence that
The United States Supreme Court has decided that the book was reputable, nor that all booksellers
a state cannot impose any restrictions upon trans- handle it, was allowed, and the jury retired for
portation of freight or passengers across state lines deliberation without looking at the book. Two of
without usurping a power exclusivly vested in Con- the jurymen hav since said that they convicted upon
gress by the Constitution. The state may not reg- the judge's charge, expecting that the sentence would
ulate, even within its own borders, traffic on its way be only a light fine.
from or to another state. That is interstate comThe people of Paulsborough, N. J., declare the
merce, and Congress alone has the right to legislate verdict and sentence to be an outrage, and propose
concerning it.
getting up a petition to President Cleveland, stating
Connecticut can prevent the running of those the facts, and asking him to investigate the conduct
trains which start and stop within her borders, but of the court, and to extend a pardon to Mr. Wilson.
that number is few.
What a pity it is that the Christians cannot con- The Kansas Supreme Court Decision in the
trol the actions of everybody! They are such a
Walker Case.
moral lot-so kind, so charitable, so humane !
In considering this case last October we showed
plainly that Mr. Walker and Miss Harman w-ere
legally married, and that any punishment inflicted
upon them could not be for illegal cohabitation, but
must be for not complying with the statutes relating
to marriage. This position has aeen sustained by the
Supreme Court of Kansas in the decision handed
down on the 5th instant. The clerk of the court
writes to Mr. Harman as follows:
" The 'autonomistic marriage' is declared illegal. The
judgment of the District Court of Jefferson county, and the
conviction of E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman, affirmed.
"On September 19, 1886, E. C. Walker and Lillian Barman entered into what they called an 'autonomistic marriage,' at the house of Moses Harman, the father of Lillian,
at Valley Falls, in Jefferson county.
" They refused to take out any marriage license, and also
refused to hav any person authorized by law perform any
marriage ceremony. Soon afterward they were arrested for
the violation of the provision of the law regarding marriage,
and subsequently tried and convicted. E. C. Walker was
sentenced to the jail of Jefferson county for a period of
seventy-five days, and Lillian Harman was sentenced for
forty-five days. They were required to pay all the costs of
the prosecution. The time of imprisonment of the parties
has expired, but they are still in jail on account of their failure to pay the costs. From the judgment and sentence of
the District Court they appealed to the Supreme Court of the
state. On yesterday the opinion of the court was handed
down, affirming the judgment of the District Court. The
principal opinion in the esse was written by Mr. Justice
Johnson. The court declares the legislature has the power
to prescribe reasonable regulations relating to marriage, and
that punishment may be inflicted upon those who enter the
marriage relation ill disregard of the prescribed statutory requirements."
A syllabus of the decision, prepared by the clerk,
reads :
" 1. The mutual present assent to immediate marriage by
persons capable of assuming that relation is sufficient to constitute marriage at common law, and such a marriage will
be sustained in this state where its validity is directly drawn
in question.
" 2. The legislature has full power, not to prohibit, but to
prescribe reasonable regulations relating to marriage, and a
provision prescribing p~nalties against those who solemnize

The Pope as a Politiciap..
In a very recent number of a Congregational journal published in this city there is a contribution by a
Catholic layman of unusual clearness of vision. The
subject is as old as the papacy, and will never be
without interest until the papacy is no more. The
subject is" The Pope in Politics."
The layman finds, what we hav been dinning· into
the ears of the people whenever we could, that the
power of the pope in politics is not only immense
and activly e~erted, but a power to be reckoned with
immediately. Ireland and Germany are illustrations.

"It was," says our layman, "the nicest touch of a
balance when the holy father had to decide between
English political influence and Irish support of the
Catholic church. The Irish bishops held the fort.
They were very determined and very outspoken.
That is matter of history; and so the holy see took

•

the part of Ireland just so far as to maintain a neu· tral policy. It is true that Irish Catholics hav submitted to their ecclesiastical superiors as no other
nationality ever has done, and that English Catholics
submit to their bishops just in exact proportion as
their bishops submit to them." In Germany the
pope, too, has played his supporters false. For
years Bismarck has oppressed the Catholics of Germany, and they hav been urged from Rome in every
term of entreaty and affection to stand true to their
faith and their "holy father." Herr Windthorst was
their leader, and he was supported by the church
and by the pope so long as it suited the latter's purposes. But to-day, Bismarck is courted and honored
by the head of the church, while Windthorst receives
" with scant courtesy an advice amounting to an order
to· change his whole policy and submit to the dictates
of the man whom he has so long considered not only
his pez:sonal enemy but the enemy of the ecclesiastical superior who has uttered this strange mandate."
It is Germany to-day; to-morrow, admits the layI

or contract marriage contrary to statutory command is
within legislativ authority.
" 3. Punishment may be inflicted upon those who enter
the marriage relation in disregard of the prescribed statutory
requirements without rendering the marriage itself void.
"4. Under Section 12 of the marriage act, all persons who
_enter the marriage relation, and liv together as man and wife
without complying with the conditions and regulations of
the act, are guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to the punishment imposed by· that section.
'
·
"All the justices concurring.
C. J. BRowN,
" Clerk !'upreme Court."
Chief-Justice Horton also filed a concurring opinion, in which he affirmed three important points. "If
Lillian Harman," he says, " desires to retain her own
name, I can perceive no objection to her doing so. A
married woman h.as the same control of her person
and property al!l her husband. The wife does not
merge her individuality as a legal person in that of
her husband." He also narrows· the case to a J;~harp
point by deciding:
''Upon the record, as presented to us, the question in my
opinion for consideration is not whether Edwin Walker and
Lillian Harman are married, but whether in marrying, or
rather in living together as man and wife, they hav observed
the statutory requirements.
" My construction of these provisions is that a ceremonial
marriage must be celebrated in conformity therewith, and
that any persons living together as nian and wife without
being married according to these directions are liable to the penalty thereof. I do not say, nor do I intend to intimate,
that a ' consensual marriage ' is not valid, but the legislature
has the right to require parties assuming the marriage relation to hav the marriage entered into publicly, and a record
made of the same. This I think the purpose of the statutory
regulations."
The statute under which the imprisonment is
declared legal is as follows:
"Any persons living together as man and wife within this
state without being married shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be fined in a
sum not less than five hundred nor more than one thousand
dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail not less than
thirty days, nor more than three months."
The decision, then, amounts to this: Marriage is a
civil contract, valid and binding when entered into
by consenting parties. But those entering into marriage without complying with the statutory regulations may be punished. The judges, it seems, care
more for the mint and cumin of law than for the
weightier matter of morality.
As for the Walkers, now1 the only question is, Will
they submit to the state 1 Being Anarchists, they
hold that the state has no rightful control over their
actions, and no rightful power to enact rules, compliance with which is enforced. But until the majority
of the people o£ Kansas adopt their view, they will
suffer less personal inconvenience by complying with
a law they cannot repeal. They are willing to be
married legally if the ceremony can be of· their own
choosing, and as the object of the autonomistic marriage was to secure Lillian Harman her personal
rights, and as these hav been granted by the decision
of Judge Horton, there would seem to be no further
need of exercising their autonomistic rights in this
matter. Indeed, we never could see why Mr. Walker
should need to enter into a contract not to abuse
Miss Harman, for if either one of the parties felt the
necessity of such a bargain they should not hav married. In the relation of marriage a true husband is
superior to the brutal laws made in the biblical daysand retained on the statute books because they
were supposed to be of divine origin-when woman
was regarded as property, and man was nearer the
beast tha.il he now is.
The gist of the Walker· Harman case is this :
1. The contracting parties first intended to assume
the relation in such a manner that if either felt dissatisfied they could separate without resorting to the
divorce courts.
2. When this contract was found to be a countyjail affair, they claimed their common law right to
legally marry by a simple contract.
3. The courts hav decided that such marriage is
valid, but illegal, and its illegality is punishable,
though the marriage may not be annulled. except
through the proper channels, and for the proper
cause.
4. The parties are punished, not for cohabiting, for
they are man and wife, but because they married
without employing some person empowered by law
to celebrate marriages.
5. The dispute, therefore, is now between Mr.
Walker and Miss Harman on the one side, and the
state of Kansas on the other. Hav the people
of Kansas a right to make rules governing their Qwn
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conduct, and to enforce them. Under the Constitution of the United States they undoubtedly hav. If·
they choose to make marriage a matter of public
record, they can do it as legally as they can make
the transfer of real estate a matter of public record.
Common law obtains only where there is no statute.
Whether the Kansas law is wise or foolish is a
question of opinion. A believer in the supremacy of
society over the individual will say it is good. Those
who contend that the individual's rights are superior
to society's will condemn it.

Improved Relations.
In a recent dispatch to this country, the German
minister on ecclesiastical affairs is quoted as saying
that the relations between church and state in Germany had greatly improved, though the government
at present could not hope to establish complete religious peace.
Just so. Bismarck made a bargain with the pope.
For: Catholic votes in support of his bill to increase the
army Bismarck . will allow curates to be appointed
without consulting state officials, and he will also restore religious orders whose members devote themselvs to educating girls. In other words, he will restore convents and convent schools. Therefore, and
because of this bargain, the relations of church and
state are greatly improved!
But why should not complete .religious peace be
established between the Protestant and Catholic
sects ? Christ, we hav understood, was the Prince
of Peace. Perhaps, however, the sects do not worship that side of his character.

Strip Comstock of His Power.
Last summer Anthony Comstock made a great fuss
over the pool-selling at the race courses on Long
Island. He said that the Brooklyn district-attorney,
Mr. Ridgway, was bribed not to prosecute.
A legislativ committee is now examining the affairs
of Brooklyn, and the matter of pool-selling is being
looked into. Last Saturday District-Attorney Ridg. way was on the stand, telling what he knows about
it. One case recalled showed, he thought, conclusivly
that Comstock's men were blackmailers. There were
two McDougalls on the island selling pools. Anthony
Comstock's men entered a complaint against one
McDougall for gambling. -The case was taken before
the grand jury, and on the testimony of two of Comstock's men an indictment was found. But as the
col)lplaining witnesses could not agree or could not
giv the name, the indict~ent was made against
"John T. McDougall, alias Dougall McDougall, or
Dougall McDougall alias John T. McDougall," so that
the right man could be held either way. McDougall
was arrested, and he responded to the indictment,
giving bail for his appearancE! for trial. Just before
the time set for trial, McDougall's attorney called on
the witness and said it would be of no use to call
the case, as it had been settled. Mr. Ridgway asked
how it had been settled, and the attorney said that
Comstock's men had been to see McDougall, and they
were satisfied that he was the wrong man. Mr. Ridg. way said he was indignant at the manifest blackmailing. that had been practiced, and he insisted that the
case should go on, and it did. The complaining witnesses from Comstock's office were put upon the
stand, but they testified directly contrary to what
they had done before the grand jury, and the man
was acquitted.
There are about two thousand good and valid reasons why Anthony Comstock's society Phould hav its
charter repealed. The story told by District-Attorney Ridgway is a good basis for at least one of these
reasons.

Editorial Notes.
THK Rev. Justin D. Fulton, Baptist, of Brooklyn, has
resigned the pastorate of the Centennial church to engage in
the work of converting Roman Catholics. He will go West,
taking with him some reformed Papists. Mr. Fulton's zeal
for the welfare of the Catholics arises, it is said, from a lack
of appreciation of Mr. Fulton by Mr. Fulton's congregation.
HKRK is Henry George's latest statement of his land theory.
The oftener he states it, the more difficult of comprehension
it appears to become. He says :
"I hav never asserterl that the land belongs to all men. Rather,
I believe it belongR to God, and that men are his children to tenant
this wor d for a little while. I do not think that the earth should
be divided between men, for an equal division of Ian-lis impossible."
If in the evolution of ideas the notion now accepted by
many should be reached by all, namely, that there is no God,
as the· ·word is generally understood, what would become of
this theory? We are not especially enamored of Mr. George's

ideas, but we are willing to spare the space to assure him
that all theories having a theological basis are just as sure to
be exploded by intelligence as darkne~s is to disappear when
the sun rises.
A RELIGioUs paper of England, the (Jhristian Million, has
come forward with a proposal for the queen's subjects to giv
that lady a jubilee present of a Bible, the lettering of which
will be entirely formed of jewels 1 The cost will be only
£3,586,489, which can easily be subscribed ·by each person
over whom the queen graciously condescends to rule contributing threepence. The Oh1'istian Socialist calls the editor
of the Christian Million the Supreme Flunky.
WK congratulate the amiable son of the publisher of the
Boston I111Deatigator, Mr. Ernest !Iendum, upon the happy
event which took place in his career on Wednesday, the 9th
instant, at the home of Miss Isabel Crowell, in West Yarmouth. And we beg leave, though unacquainted with the
bride, to assure Miss Crowell that she obtained a good husband. We must also compliment Justice of the Peace L. K.
Washburn for the fe1icitous manner in which he celebrated
the contract. It is said that his remarks upon matrimony
were of great and permanent value.
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Lord's, and it grieves him to see man break his Sabbath, the
Chattanooga barber thinks Sunday laws are of not much use
unless the sun can shine on all sides of the globe at once.
MR. J. M. BuoKLKY, a notorious Christian speaker, who
loses no opportunity to attack Freethought, writing in a
Christian paper, says:
"Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, a notorious Infidel speaker, who lose'
no opportunity to attack Christianity, writing to an Infidel paper,
says: 'I am now at the delightful home of Mr.-, a Vill'orons
Freethinker. . . . His wife and daug"ter are still OhristianR,
but of so generous a spirit that if all were like them I should feel
disposed to put my armor down. The Golden Rule would Rllrely
prevail.' This aside concession to the spirit of ChristianitY and
the Golden Rule is not uncommon in the writings of Infidels.
There is no reason to suppose that Mr. Putnam would lay his
armor down. He simply in a fit of sentiment thought he would;
perhaps, at the last analysis, he does not even think he would. The
Jews crucified Christ; the conceited philosophers WI)Uld not accept
him. If Mr. Putnam searched for them, hundre<l.s of both Rexes
could be found who illustrate the principles of Christ, and if none
could be found, prayer and obedience would transform him into a
true Christian. But for neither of those has he any taste."
The principles of the wife and daughter to whom Mr. Putnam paid the tribute of a generous nature are not the princic
pies of Christ, but the principles of humanity. The Golden
Rule is a good many hundred years older than the Christian
religion. Christ, in a freak of good humor, repeated it; but
the principles which are distinctivly the Nazarene's own run
something like this : " If any man come unto me and hate
not his father, mother, brother, sister, aye, and his own life
also, he cannot be my disciple. Except ye believe and are
baptized ye cannot be saved. He that believeth not shall be
damned." The sentiment of these is widely different from
the sentiment of the Golden Rule.

SoME thieves broke into St. Stephen's church last week
and stole the golden .ciborium, six silver chalices, and several smaller pieces of plate, valued altogether at several thousand dollars. The ciborium is a bread-dish, in this case
used for holding the sacramental "body of Christ." We are
very sorry for the priests of St. Stephen's, but what in the
world are they doing with thousands of dollars' worth of
gold and silver stuff in their strong box when scores of their
parishioners are scarcely above starving point ? Raw corn,
THK Rev. J. S. Fall, of Minmapolis, recently read a paper
eaten from his hand, once afforded Jesus a meal, and why before the Liberal ministers' association of his city, in which
should his servants eat from gold and drink from.ailver?
he said some things rather unpalatable to the brethren :
THK Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott, editor of the Independent, is "Each denomination in our city differs. No two of them
a gentleman of wondrous resource in sustaining his religion. agree. They deny each other fellowship at communion, a
On a late Sunday he occupied the pulpit of Plymouth church, circumstance that has been common with each and all until
and during his discourse, the subject of which naturally was recent years. It changes according to circumstances, educaHenry Ward Beecher, he claimed that religion had freed the tion, and prejudice, and, chameleon-like, it takes color from
slaves, promoted. temperance, sent the boodle aldermen to that to which it is attached. It is obtained through as many
prison, overthrown political machilles, ordained ''the father- different modes as there are denominations, but generally
hood of God and the brotherhood of man," harmonized the through the manipulations of some officiating minister or
relations of labor and capital, besides affording to the human mountebank. For this purpose we hav in our midst the Salrace spiritual blessings too numerous to. mention. The vation Army. For this purpose the Exposition building is
churches should vote Dr. Abbott a substantial pension to re- to be secured by Sam Jones as captain of the 'Mimieapolis
clerical hosts,' who, hy such act, admit their own worthlessward his capacity of invention.
ness, where he will dispense doctrins as old as Zoroaster
G. H. MuLLKN, school superintendent of Delaware county, and more devilish than any that preceded it; doctrins chltmIowa, has issued the following order to a director of a school pioned by one of our loud little ministers a few weeks since
under his control : "The teaching of catechism by a public in the language of the 'fear of hell,' the hangman's whip
school teacher in a schoolhouse erected, equipped, and main- to keep the wretch in order, through which means, doubttained at public expense is contrary to law, although done less, numbers in the community will claim they hav got religbefore nine o'clock in the morning or after four o'clock on a ion, until the several denominations hav become like the
school-day. You will, therefore, as a sub-director, see to it several kings of England, who, when they found their ranks
that such illegal teaching is discontinued at once. Our pub- depleted by death and desertion, would send out their presslic schools must be freed from sectarian and religious bias." gang, whose business it was, with guile and force, to appreThe order givs great offense to the Catholics of the school hend the unwary. The church secures and sustains and
district, who hav heretofore obtained the services of a public uses about the same course, only using different instrmnenschool teacher to instruct the children in the catechism
talities. They intoxicate their victim with excitement, and
THK legislature of Michigan proposes to submit to the peo- by appeals to their fears allow themselvs to be twofold more
ple an amendment to the constitution of the state prohibiting the child of hell than before. Investigation will prove that
the manufacture, sale, or gift of spirituous, malt, or vinous a large number of criminals, defaulters in high places, anrl
.liquors, except for medicinal, mechanical, chemical, or scien- those who provid of the worst morals, belong to the class
tific purposes. The religious papers claim that such a pro- who claim they hav 'got religion.'"
hibition would violate that clause in the present constitution
LKOTURING at Binghamton, N. Y., recently, the Rev. Wm.
which says '' that the legislature shall pass no law to prevent Butler, Methodist missionary to Mexico, revealed some religany person from worshiping almighty God according to the ious secrets. Mexico, he said, " is now more degraded than it
dictates of his conscience." The claim is based on the desire was three hundred and forty years ago. When Cortez conof the churches to hav wine for sacramental purposes. Un- quered the land he divided it up among his followers, and the
less the church communicants can drink the blood of Christ Aztec inhabitants were made slaves. For three hundred
they hold that their religious rights are infringed. But sup- years these poor people did not own a home or hav an interposing the members of some sect should demand a quart of est in the soil of their own country. Cortez also instituted
whisky per diem for each individual, to conscientiously wor- the ecclesiastical system which has been the curse of tile
ship almighty God with, what would the religious folks say country. One-half of the lands and property of the country
then?
was drawn into the possession of the church, and could not
THK Tennessee legislature has passed a "Barber's bill,'• be taxed for any purpose until the power of the priests was
making it a misdemeanor to do barbering on Sunday. The overthrown. During the last fifty-eight years Mexico has
bill was passed by a vote of 26 to 4. The bill provides that had fifty-three rulers. Leaving off the last three rulerR,
it shall be a misdemeanor to engage in the business of a bar- whose aggregate terms of office amount to seventeen years,
ber, to shave, shampoo, cut hair, or keep open bath-rooms we see that in forty-one years she had fifty rulers. That is,
on Sunday. The penalty is a fine of not less than ten nor at an average interval of ab:mt nine months, a conflict would
more than fifty dollars, or imprisonment in jail not less than arise, and a change of rulers would be made. When J'vfnxfive nor more than thirty days, both or either, at the discre- imilian was made emperor of Mexico, Pope Pius IX. promtion of the court. A Chattanooga barber who is dissatisfied ised the blessings of God on the enterprise, and perpetuity
with the law wants the legislators to tell him when Sunday to the new dynasty. For a time it looked a~ tltough his
comes. "If," he says, "a man with a perfect timepiece words would prove true. Our government was struggling
starts west from Chattanooga, when he has gone one degree with the South, and President Lincoln was compelled to
he finds his time four minutes fast, when he has gone fifteen refuse aid to the little band of republicans who were fighting
he finds he has gained one hour, when he has traveled one against hope rather than acknowledge Maximilian as emperor.
hundred and eighty he has gained twelve hours, am1 when he After the surrender of Lee, Lincoln d~rected Seward to write
has come around again to the meridian of Chattanooga he to France and remind them of the meaning of the Monroe
has gained a whole day, and lost a day of the week. Then doctrin. His language was courteous, but its meaning was,
let him tum around and make an eastern circuit. When he 'Get out of Mexico,' and the French troops were immedihas gone ninety degrees he has lost six hours, one hundred ately withdrawn, and a republican form of government reand eighty he has lost twelve hours, and when he gets to instated. The Mexican Congress has dem~nded and obtained
Chattanooga again he has lost a whole day of the week. the expulsion of the Jesuits, and their cathedrals are now
Now, again, we will suppose a man in California desires on being put in v.se for our missions. Even in our lifetime these
Saturday evening to send a telegram to a friend in Liverpool. men hav been guilty of all the wicket;lness of the old Inquisi'Hold,' says the Sabbatical English opestor, 'we don't do tion of Rome. Whoever refused to bend conscience to the
business on Sundays.' On Monday morning the Liverpool will of these inquisitors was placed in a narrow cell and the
operator is ready for business. 'Hold,' says the Californian, entrance bricked up. This building was given up to the peo'we con't do business on Sunday.' Again, a wholesale mer- ple one day, and its horrors discovered.''
chant in London desires to instruct his agent in India.
Because They are Proper Nouns.
'Hold,' says the India Sabbatarian, ' we don't do business on
Will you please let me know in your next issue why you
Sundays;' but when next day the agent wishes to correspond use capit11.lletters in printin_g the words God, Christ, Chriswith his employer, 'Hold,' says the London Sabbatarian, tian, Bible, etc.? By so domg you will oblige
Pitt8burgh, March 14, 1887.
JoHN SMITH.
'we don't do business on Sunday.' " Since the earth is the
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BAN JAOINTO, CAL., FEB. 13, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : As money is not so plenty as to be picked up
on the streets at will, I hav to wait till I can find it, and as I
·was a rebel-hunter during the Rebellion I am consequently
so much behind financially that I am compelled to enforce
loans sometimes. Last year I clubbed with a seeker after
truth, and he in turn sends in several more names as subscribers. I was a soldier three and a half years, hav a wife
and three children, and am disabled from earning a living at
my trade as carpenter. You will therefore excuse my de·
linquency in this case.
***
GREELEY, Cot., March 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for one years' subscription to your paper.
S. P. Putnam arrived here Saturday last. Quite a goodly
number of the friends gathered at the residence of Mrs. E.
C._.Stilwells, to welcome him to our little city once more.
We had a very pleasant time-speeches, songs, etc. On
:Sunday evening the Unitarian Hall was crowded to its
utmost seating capacity, and many standing, to listen to
"The New God." Last August he gave us "The New
Heaven and Earth," and now we hav "The New God" to
rule "The New Heaven and Earth." It was a splendid
effort, and delivered in that happy vein so peculiar to Putnam. B. P. Putnam is a splendid specimen of manhood, so
frank and open in all his ways, upon the platform an(l in
private, and he improves upon acquaintance. Some. of the
more orthodox, who heard him last summer, and thought
him rather radical, he$rd him last night in a more radical
lecture ttan "The New Heaven and Earth," and thought
him just the man for the Freethought propaganda work. I
hope he will return East by this route, and visit Greeley
J. W. LEIGHTON.
again.
GosPER CouNTY, NEn., Feb. 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I never see anything in THE TRUTH BEEKER
from this section of the universe, and I wish to hav you continue the paper. There are a good many Liberals out on the
prairies of Nebraska who do not support a Liberal paper.
The general complaint. is hard times, high prices, etc., when
asked to subscribe. We hav had a lyceum for the past two
months ; could not get the believers in inspiratiolil. to tackle
a religious subject. Mr. G. Lewis, one of our fearless, outspoken Freethinkers, takes the Investigator. We exchange
every week; and, take both together, they fill the bill. With
the illustrations, we are able to take care of any revival of religion in our district.
We hav one or two rigid orthodox neighbors, who can't be
induced to read one of these papers. The young folks like
to look at Mr. Heston's engravings, and I don't think they
will ever join the church. They most generally start a lively
conversation, to say the least. I always m,e to read the" Let·
ters from Friends." They are quite diversified, and come
from all sections of the country. I sometimes think that
with the amount of advice, warnings, and suggestions you
get, there is no lack of editors in the Liberal ranb:s. With
regards to THE TRUTH SEEKER folks, believin11: that our cause
is based on the rock of science, truth, and justice,
H. OLMSTEAD.

.

EuBANKs, KY., Feb. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : It seems to my mind that there are principles
underlying the subject of theology which seem to escape the
line of investigation. Theism or Atheism should be first established. If there be a God, then settle all questions of religion accordingly. If there be no God, then all systems of
religion fall alike. If it be decided there is a supreme being
at all, then the question of the Bible should be discussed. In
the discussion of the claims of the Bible, my opinion is that
man's physical organization should be considered and the
difference between intuitiv convicticns and moral reasoning
properly canvassed. There is such a thing as credible testimony in the world, and rules whereby its claims are established. After hearing the testimony for the divinity of the
Bible, I then think its internal merits would be in order. If
we admit there is a supreme being, we hav a right to examin
the Bible in the light of his natural character and our knowledge of justice and mercy. In this examination, we admit
there are some things sustained in the Bible that are contFary
to our finite knowledge of mercy and justice. In our mode
of thought, we hav canvassed these matters in two ways.
First, our imperfect knowledge of design as portrayed .n
this world of death. Taking creation as an objectiv element
of divine wisdom, pain and death is its finality. Second, the
relation. we observe in the process of moral, intellectual, and
physical development. We find in the Bible a moral development and a system. We find types, legal, prophetic, and
historic, culminating into a system, called the gospel of
Jesus Christ, or Christianity.
DR. W. BAKER.
INGALr.s, KAN., Feb. 23, E.M. 287.
MR. EDITOR: I hav lived here ten years; hav always bee~
an outspoken Freethinker. I think I was the first man who
ever took THE TRUTH SEEKER in this county.
And I want to say to all the friends of Free thought: If you
love the cause, honor it and its noble heroes by being honest,
temperate men and women, slow to anger, and having charity for the shortcomings of others, and in course of time people will begin to doubt what the pulpit monkey tells them
about Infidels.
I was digging a well yesterday, and came in to dinner all
mud and clay, and a Jesusite asked me what was the matter.
I told him I had just been taken from the mire and the clay.
I showed him all the nice pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and tried to get him to take it. It was no go ; but I herein

send you the money for three new subscribers, and I think I
will send you two more in a month.
I think you made the right move on the Anarchist question. But I think Powderly is the right man in the right
place, for this reason: If he were an Infidel, the Christian
world would never join the order, for fear he would lead
them to hell or hades ; if he were a Protestant, the Catholics
would not. join, for they look upon a Protestant as worse
than an Infidel, and as one who will never be saved, but the
Protestants believe that lots of Catholics are saved, and recognize them as Christians; while every Infidel ought to
know that a man with the brains that Powderly has, no matter what he may say or how often he may attend mass and
go to church, does not believe in the balderdash and theological slush that he hears from the pulpit. The Catholic
Knights of Labor, I believe, think as much of Powderly as
they do of the pope, and the pope knows it, and that is why
he dares not do in America what he has done in Canada.
A. BUTTERFIELD.
RACINE, Wis., Feb. 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I like TnE TRUTH SEEKER very much, and
I am glad every time it appears. I inclose $1 to pay for my
subscription, and when the spring comes I will be able to
send you more money.
I would like to do something for your paper and for the
cause of liberty. There are a good many Freethinkers here
in Racine, but there is not much talk about religion. What
the talk is about is politics and Knight of Labor movements,
and few know what others think about God, heaven, and
hell. Our politicians dare not speak about church taxation
or against the church, for fear _of losing their influence, so
the church-members are on top of almost everything. I
would like to hav some one come around and giv a lecture,
to wake up 'the population in Racine. Last year I was trying to do something for Mr. Remsburg, but could only get
promis of about $15, and that was only half the expenses,
so I gave it up that time, but I can try again~
J.P. BRUDHAHL.
ST. CATHERINE's, ONT., Feb. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : What can I say to encourage you in your
well-doing? If I say your paper is good, and still improving, and that I should feel out of sorts did a copy of it not
come to me weekly to take the place of church attendance,
old and stale, I would only be repeating what everybody else
says who has read it understandingly, even for six months
only. The articles which appear in it weekly are all good
(for something), and it indicates weakness in anyone to dogmatically take exception to others' views because they don't
c~incide with thei~ own. Variety is the spice of everything,
and opens up the way for thought and candid discussion.
The Indian said he was glad everybody did not see alike, for
if they did everybody would want his squaw. This would
be a queer world if everybody and everything were alike, for
there would be nothing to descant upon. The cartoons are
all good and suggestiv, and John Peck is a host, and givs
full and running-over measure every time. His disquisition,
when finished, should be collected and reprinted. It would
make a valuable missionary document, and add one more to
the list of tracts. "News and Notes" are interesting every
time, and thy editorials are well worth the subscription.
Also, '' Letters from Friends" are interesting and entertaining, giving, as they do, a variety of views and opinions for
thought and study. Next comes the "Children's Corner,"
which is a fine acquisition; even the juvenil contributions
are interesting.
In short, to sum up in full, were I addicted to praying, my
first prayer would be that every man, woman, and child who
can read should be possessed of a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER
for \l"eekly perusal.
C. B. THoMPsoN.
A.i'\fAHEIM, CAL., Feb. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : After reading in THE TRUTH BEEKER the letter from D. Higbie, M.D., in regard to extravagance of
funerals, I will giv my experience in this section. In 1877 I
became acquainted with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Clark, very intelligent, respectable Spiritualists. It was always a pleasure to
exchange ideas. In 1884 she was taken ill. On a visit at
that time she saic..
do not think
sha ever ge we. ;
and as I do not believe in making a disp.ay, or patronizing
the priests ; now will you officiate at my death, as you no.d a
certificate from the R.-P. society?" I felt it my duty to do
so. She died Nov. 19, 1886, just seventy years and four days
old. They telegraphed for me to come, but just four days
before I was run over in the streets of Los Angeles ; so I had to
notify Mr. Clark of my accident-three ribs broken-and consequently he postponen the meeting, buried as she requested,
with plam cotlln painted white, friends placing beautiful
flowers thereon. Jan. 9, 1887, he called together friends and
neighbors, and I fulfilled my promis, a granddaughter playing, " The Three Angel Visitants" to open, spirit rappings
to close, which called forth the gratitude of the family and
friends. No charges to pay. By so doing we can create a
public sentiment that will look upon death as natural as life,
and as beautiful. My request to my heirs, assigns, and
friends that outliv me is, cremate my body when I get
through with it, with no one to tell God what he ought to do
with my "ne-ver-dying soul," provided I hav one.
I s~e by THE TRUTH BEEKER of Jan. 22d that S. P. Putnam
is to be at Los A-ggeles March 13th. Friend Putnam, you are
not giving yourself time enough to this needy section. We
will welcome you at Anaheim. Honestly, I feel about
a"S Ella E. Gibson does in regard to " The New God"-'-" ·I
am so disgusted with everybody's God (but mine), that it
don't seem necessary for any new one." But, no doubt,
yours will be a, great, grand improvement on the Bible Lord
God Jehovah. Remember that "nature never nods, nor
leaves her work to God." True, "the only cause is nature's
laws,"

Ere this reaches you, or I know how- C. B. Reynolds's
trial will go at New Jersey, I must urge our brave brother
and wife to talk up their bed and walk this way (tent, too).
This is just the best climate for grove or tent-meetings, from
April till November, and it is my honest opinion that they
will rouse those who are resting in superstition, and make
well financially. Liberals of all classes need help on this
coast to start the train of progressiv ideas, and a chance to
form each other's acquaintance. Isolated Freethinkers are
lonely, and but for the feast each week that THE TRUTH
SEEKER brings us, we should die mentally. Long may its
pages greet the world, with its motto, " Universal Mental
Liberty!"
MRs. KATE PaRKER.
EtMwoon, Itt., March 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Robert G. Ingersoll, who lived many years in
this neighborhood, has many fervent disciples around here.
One of the oldest and foremost is Dr. Fountain Watkins, who
has been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER from its very start,
but who, being nearly eighty years of age, owing to his fee.
ble eyesight, can't read the foremost Liberal paper any more,
for which he feels very sorry, as THE TRUTH SEEKER has been
for so many years his best company. The old gentleman
warmly recommends the paper to all searchers for religious
and other intellectual light. He hopes that its circulation
will be increased a hundred-fold; that··Brothers Putnam,
Remsburg, Reynolds, York, and all the other warriors
against hypocrits, the devil, and the other seven plagues of
churchism, will not be weary in well-doing. Dr. Watkins
nursed, doctored, and healed hundreds of afflicted free of
charge, and might hav collected not less than $50,000 from
his patients, if he had charged for his services, as is done by
the wearers of the college sheepskins. Dr. Watkins was a
prominent worker in the antislavery crusade, and scores of
runaway negroes owed their liberty to his kindness.
He belonged long enough to the church to become practically acquainted with the mockeries, delusions, and general
"cussedness," to leave it and fight its superstitions for the
last thirty years. He well remembers how the preachers
med to slander the abolitionist:; for trying to abolish the Godordained institution .of slavery, and how they swung around
as soon as it becaiiJ.Il popular to call ·the negro a man and
brother.
Dr. Watkins generally is for justice and right, even if he is
in the minority. He has been fighting orthodoxy with impregnable arguments, whose sound logical foundation
could not be overcome by the often wrathy clergy. He has
likewise been a consistent champion of the common people's
downtrodden political rights. He has opposed the national
banking system from the start, and doesn't like to hav law.
yers, tricksters, preachers, and other slick-tongued rascals
fill the offices. Dr. Watkins predicts " terrible convulsions
in this once glorious land, if the people don't attend to their
politics, morals, and religion themselvs," instead of having
them attended to by professionals. He thinks that reason and
justice should rule, so that rascality, corruption, and dynamite can't ruin.
Rev. Royce, who officiated as pastor of the Elmwood Congregation!ll church for nearly seven years, had to resign on
account of his liberal views. He was charged by two.hidebound deacons with having sometimes read THE TRUTH
SEEKER; with h~~:ving associated with Infidels like Dr. W atkins; with having helped needy non-church-members, and
with not preaching regular hell-fire.
The church business is going away down below par in this
neighborhood, and Dr. Watkins is proud of having done his
little share in demolishing the sectarian idols, and hopes to
liv long enough to hear of well-organized Liberal societies all
over the land. He has been greatly delighted with the masterly productions of the Missouri artist, Watson Heston, and
wishes to that gentleman good health, sufficient worldly
R. D. RowE.
goods, and a long life.
FoRT WAsHAKIE, WYo. TERR., March 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Having become located again I will again
hav THE TRUTH SEEKER sent to me. Inclosed find $5, which
please credit me with. I also inclose a few of the conclusions to which I hav come after much thinking on the subjects which concern the welfare of my fellow-beings, and
which presents to evety thinking mind the three great problems, Whence ? What for ana W nitber?
1. A man who does not know that a baby born to-day
would, if left to the guidance of its own instincts, develop
into the same superstitious brute that one born five thousand
years ago would hav developed into under the same circumstances, is incapable of fulfilling the duties of a legislator.
2. In making this statement I hav purposely ignored that
factor of infinitesimal significance called heredity.
3. Man is multiplicand handed to us with the privilege
of using any multiplier we may choose, and the result depends upon our choice.
4. Again, man is like a musical instrument which we cannot alter without mutilating, but, having the choice of the
performer, can make to produce either good or bad music.
5. A man who does not know that the chief value of education is not that it will make rulers moral enough to do
right, but that it will make the ruled intelligent enough to
know what their rights are and to demand them, is unworthy
to be a school teacher.
6. One of the most difficult tasks for the literarily inclined
people of this age, considering our miserably circumscribed
existence, is that of wisely chosing their reading from the
mountains of printed rubbish which floods the world.
7. One of. the most favorable signs of the times is that
waking up of the laboring classes to a realization of their
power, and that casting about for a proper means to assert it
which we see on every hand.
AU speed to t4e da;r when tlUs republic shall be ~
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nature what it now is in name-a government of the people,
by th_e people, for the people.
9. A man who divei:ts one day's productiv labor from nseful channels until evecy man, woman, and child in this country is well fed, clothed, and housed, is a villain.
10. Every person who eats and dresses without working,
or having worked, or having been pronounced by the proper
authorities incapable of working, is a thief.
11. The sin which wholesale robbers directly commit
against the world by their own idleness is infinitely less than
that. which they indirectly commit by causing the world to
support the multitudes whom their luxury employs.
12. Anyone who does not know that if a rich man should
buy $1,000,000 worth of corn, burn it up, and throw the
ashes into the sea he would· damage the world to the extent
of $1,000,000, is, to call things by their right names, a fool.
13. No one but a wholesale robber could giv a ball costing
$250,000 unless he had at least one hundred thousandguests.
14. A labor-saving machine does not make life any easier
for those who labor, but it enables an additional number of
thieves to liv without labor.
15. He who does not know that receipts for labor should
be made of the cheapest convenient material is unworthy the
name .of statesman.
16. Of all the chimerical, preposterous, hyper-idiotic ideas
I ever saw expressed none is more absurd than that the way
to ruin a conn try is ·to flood it with every article necessary
for man's convenience, comfort, and welfare. It would not
be so sur~ising if only our most ignorant population argued
thus, but when one sees column after column of our "great"
newspapers filled with this idiotic rubbish he feels like saying, in the language of his grandmother, "What is the world
c:>ming to?"
But, in the name of common sense, what can the American
people expect from those who are chosen to administer this
government, and make laws for the amelioration of the
misery of its people, when, instead of choosing men who are
profound thinkers, they not only elect incompetent men, but
those who, even if they had the ability, hav not the time, and
who. if they had both the ability and the time, could not inaugurate any radical changes without damaging their own
interests.
I speak of that almost universal custom of electing capital~
ists instead of philosophers to do that work which, incom"
parably more than any other work in this world, needs the
brain of a philosopher for its proper accomplishment-the
1
making of wise laws.
J. W. FKRRis.
OsoKOLA, NKB., Feb. 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It would appear, according to the Rev. Mr.
Talmage, that " thirteen years from now will bring universal
victory for Christ and the church" (sermon Feb. 6, 1887).
But as it has taken nearly nineteen hundred years to claim
the merest fraction of the human race, and, according to the
best authorities, that fraction becoming more and more
skeptical, one naturally inquires by what means is it to be
brought about, Is it the God-revealed method that is to be
used? Mr. Talmage says, "A red line runs through the
church history of nineteen hundred years-a line of blood."
While freely admitting that Christians hav been persecuted,
it can be confidently asserted that the persecutors for opinions' sake hav been those claiming a revelation from God,
either pagan or Christian, and calling their opponents Infidels
or heretics. It seems" Diocletian massacred the Christians,"
but Diocletian was a good emperor, only he was too religious
and obeyed his gods and their religion.
The chief business of the church has been the using of the
sword and tore' h. "By the millions must we count those
slain," says l\:[r. Talmage; and further, "Protestants hav
represented Catholics as having a monopoly of persecutors,
but both Protestants and Catholics .hav practiced infamous
cruelties." The horrible persecutions related by Dr. Draper
(History of the Conflict between Religion amd Science) and
others are said by Protestants to apply to the church of Rome,
but there is no plainer fact in history than that the church,
Catholic and Protestant, has always persecuted just according to its power. And why? They hav the God-revealed
authority they adopt to sanction it. Jehovah says, "If thy
brother, or thy son, or thy daughter, or the wife of thy
bosom, or thy friend, entice thee to serve other gods, thou
shalt surely kill him." Christ says he is the vine, ye are the
branches. " If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a
branch, and is withered; and men gather them and cast
them into the fire, and they are burned." He givs authority
to· the church that "whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth
shall be bouad in heaven," and that offenders shall be delivered " for the destruction of the flesh that the spirit may
be saved." Who shall say that Queen Mary was wrong when
·she thought God would be pleased with her for burning her.
etics, when he himself is coming " in flaming fire, taking
vengeance on them that know not God, and who shall be
punished with everlasting destruction." The common civilities of life are forbidden the Christian. " If there come any
unto you, and bring not this doctrin, receive him not into
your house." "If an angel from heaven __preach any other
gospel let him be accursed." "He that believeth not the son
the wrath of God abideth on him." "He that believeth not
shall be damned." H is impossible to hold such doctrine and
not hav a persecuting spirit. Hence the words of Dr. Talmage, "If set side by side you could girdle the earth with the
fires of persecution." "For when any one sect got complete
dominancy in any land, persec,Ition ai)d cruelty took possession of that sect." " Catholics were by Protestants put to
the worst tortures." " See the Catholics after the Huguenots.
See the gentiles after the Jews. See the Presbyterian Parliament of England, more tyrannical in their treatment of
opponents than had been the criminal courts. Persecution
against the Baptists by the Pedo-Baptists. Persecution of
the Established church against the Methodist church. Perse-

cution against the Quakers. Persecution against the Presbyterians." Count the number of thousands that lost their
lives on account of God's command, "Thou shalt not suffer
a witch to liv." Christ said, "I came not to bring peace, but
a sword." "To set a man at variance with his father, and
the daughter against her mother;" and surely he has done it.
Were such God-made doctrins, with which the Bible so
largely abounds, relegated to savagism and knavery to which
they belong, and doctrine drawn from the experience of mankind and found by practice to be good put in their places, a
brighter prospect would adorn the morning of the twentieth
century. The doctrins of love, equity, and truth were
taught ages before Christ, and were they disseminated without the aid of" revelation," but with all the aid of modern
science and art, Mr. Talmage would not be troubled so much
with Infidels.
JOHN Ross.
GRATTAN, MroH., March 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Thus far I hav refrained from saying anything in reference to the illustrations by Mr. Heston in your
paper. At times I Ii.av thought that the space might be better occupied with good reading-matter. In order to advance
the Liberal cause, it is of the utmost importance that those
who are "joined to their idols," through the wiles of priestcraft, should be led to see that there is a better way. Those
who are brave enough to dare take your paper and read it
will be with us. in any event. In order to succeed, Freethought must make inroads upon those who are really with,
or are inclined to go with, Christianity. Therefore the question, Will the pictures tend to invite or repel that class? is of
paramount importance.
The illustration ii:t your last issue, February 26th, givs at a
glance so plain and concise a representation of the effect of
Bible teaching that I am inclined to say, Let us hav the pictures. That one illustration, if well studied, tells the whole
story.
There we see, central and prominent, the cause of the woes
of Ireland. Christian priestcraft has done it. That nationality, honest, brave, and industrious, but credulous and impulsiv, are represented as doing just what is the legitimate
outcome of Bible teachings all the way through; by Moses,
the prophets, and Christ and his apostles in the New Testament.
Be not startled, Christian reader (if this chance to meet
the eye of any such), for really the teachings of Christ, the
"meek amllowly," etc., are not only in perfect accord with,
but really in advance of, the Old Testament in teaching that
which induces just such horrible acts as we see illustrated in
the center of that picture.
Do you ask why, or in what respect? I answer that the
Old Testament does not even teach immortality definitly.
But Christ not oi:tly brought'' immortality to light," but he
plainly taught the doctrin of eternal punishment in its most
hideous form.
And not only that, but although it is said he suffered and
died to save all, in answer to the question, "Lord, are there
ftnD that be saved?" his reply, if it meant anything, certainly
conveyed the idea that only a very few, comparativly, would
e8cape the sentence that he would pronounce at the day of
judgment, when, seated on the throne of his glory· at the
right hand of his father, God, he shall say to those on the
left hand, " Depart, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared
for the devil and his angels."
And this vindictiv spirit may be found prominent in all the
groundwork of Bible teachings. That being. the ease, why
should we wonder at the scene prominently depicted in the
picture referred to.
If God the father and Christ his beloved son teach and do
such horrible things, we may naturally expect that those
who believe in what is inculcated in the inspired word would
be animated by the same spirit. Why should they be expected to deal more gently with those wbo they think are
leading souls down to hell than God the father, and his son,
the " blessed savi or ?"
Such scenes as the picture represents hav been enacted in
poor Ireland from the Battle of the Boyne to the present
time, Christians doing to their fellow-Christians even that
which is shocking to barbariane, as the illustration plaii:tly
represents.
And now let us try to analyze this picture. We see a
crowd of angry men struggling for life-or to take life,
rather. The traditional Irish shillaleh that "never mis~es
fire" is playing a prominent part ; Christians are engaged in
a life-and-death struggle with their fellow-Christians, and all
because of a little difference in religious belief.
Such scenes hav really been enacted in Belfast and other
places, even during the past year. Then notice on the right
the almost naked simple African barbarian; notice his horrified mien as he points to the other side of the stream in answer to the missionary with Bible under his arm, tracts in
his pocket; and when the missionary says," Come to Jesus,"
the mute but horrible reply is : " Why ask me to do it?
Surely I ought not, for see, just over there, what the result
might be."
Then on the left we see the priest with cross in hand, and
finger pointing up to his imaginary God, saying to John
Chinaman, " Come, go with us, do and think as we do, and
you may be better here and hereafter." But. the heathen
Chinee, with a smirk and absurd grin on his face, points to
the center piece, as much as to say, " Do you expect me to
accept and believe a religion that is the sole cause of such
terrible doings ?"
I cannot conceive of a more plain and forcible "bir~:l's-eye
view " of the practical results of Christian priest craft.
And now, fellow-Liberals, laying aside all minor differences, let us all, by example as well as precept, every day,
and at all times and places, endeavor to teach mankind that
there is a better way. Let us teach and practice the religion
of humanity, for humanity's sake; inculcate, and make it so
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plain that he who runs may read, the grand Idea that how to
liv and act in this life for the good of mankind here and now
is worthy of all our best thoughts and efforts; then, if so be
that there is a continued future existence, if any deity or
power rules or controls all things in justice, the better our
lives here, just so much better may we reasonably expect to
start there.
CoNvERBK CLOSK.
WHITK PLAINS, N.Y., March 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It was awfully icy, and passing a large brick
edifice, being attracted by the music within, I entered and
took a rear center-aisle seat. I forget the number of it. A
short, thin, gray-haired man was behind the pulpit, and I
learned that he had just returned from a three months' furlough given him by his generous and appreciativ congregation, and that during his vacation he had been health-seeking
among the various faith-cure establishments on Long Island.
He announced that he had been decidedly benefited, and
was on the highway to ultimate recovery. I felt then as if I
should like to hav been a member of that congregation-one
of his parishioners-they all looked so happy.
Having a poor memory for dates, I cannot remember where
the text or texts were, for there were two of them, and I
thought I was in for an ali-day's job.
It appeared that the Evangelical Alliance (whatever that
is) had ordered all the ministers to preach from a certain
text, but this gentleman hadn't spent three months for nothing. He had made the most of his time, so he picked out
another text that he said would not conflict at all with the
aforesaid Alliance's text, and it didn't, for nothing more was
heard of either of them for the next forty minutes. He began
by saying that he desired to preach from his heart, but his
language indicated that he was preaching from a very disordered stomach.
He remarked that the smallest man in the world was the
stingy man-the selfish man, the man who would only think
of self when he met " the withered hand of beggary, and the
white lips of famin." And the largest man in the world was
not always the man of large stature. It did not depend upon
the size of the body, but upon the size of the heart. The
man who gave freely of earth's treasures, gave to the poor,
to the destitute, to the widows and orphans (and he didn't
forget the church), was the large man. The more he gave,
the larger he became. The man who spent his money for
charitable purposes, spent it copiously, was the largest of
men.
Talking of spending money reminded me of what I heard
a very bad man (in the eyes of a great many ministers) once
say. .He said : "Oh, I tell you, if you hav but a dollar in
the world, and you hav got to spend it, spend it like a king;
spend it as though it were a dry leaf, and you the owner of
unbounded forests I That's the way to spend it. I had
rather be a beggar and spend my last dollar like a king, than
to be a king and spend my money like a beggar."
He !tated further, that he sometimes wondered why Christ
paid so little attention to education. Well, that is funny.
Why didn't he start a university? Why didn't he establish
the multiplication table? Why didn't he rob Newton of his
discovery? Why didn't he get ahead of Galileo? Why
didn't he anticipate Darwin? Why didn't he outstrip
Proctor? Why didn't he write what he knew about this
world, and what he knew of another? Why didn't he write
his own book, and thus avoid the question of inspiration?
I don't wonder he' wondered. The greatest wonder of the
world is why ministers pay so little attention to .education.
This minister assur11d his congregation that although he had
been absent from them for three months, he had been kept
constantly informed upon all mattqrs pertaining to the
church, and that the old adage had proved true, that "when
the eat's away the mice will play" (it's a wonder he hadn't
said rats); that he was grieved to learn that during his
absence many of the members had backslidden, and were in
danger of going down to death and hell. I was beginning to
get frightened. I didn't know but some of them had thrown
away their roller-skates and had donned a toboggan suit, and
had taken a couple of slides, and I was mighty glad that I
wasn't a member of that congregation after all-they did not
look so dreadful happy. I learned, however, that that was
not the unpardonable sin which they had committed, but
that some of them had been guilty of the great crime of staying at home. I hav ·read somewhere that the fireside wa.s the
holiest altar beneath the skies ; that " the home where v1rtue
dwells with love is lik.e a lily with a heart of fire-the fnirest
flower in all this world." "Home is where the virtues
grow." That was my idea, but it seems that the doctrin of
the church is different. I know it says that yon must forsake your father, mother, wife, and children for Cllrist's
sake, but I did not think it said that you must fors~ke your
home Well it wasn't necessary, for what would home be
witho.ut the~ ?-a Godforsaken place. I was disappointed
in the sermon. I thought-perhaps he would tell his congr~
gation how glad he was to return to them, how he appreciated their kindness in giving him a much-needed rest, !tnd
with returning health would come renewed energy and enthusiasm in the cause he espoused. I expected to hear him wish
them all a Happy New Year, and say that day by day h~ hecame more and more attached to them by the bonds of fncndship and love.
.
.
1 should like to hav heard him express _his gratitu~e, for
" gratitude is the fairest flower that she_ds Its pe~fum~ m the
human heart." My desire was noJ; gratified. His mmd was
traveling in an opposit direction. His language was totally
different. He made the following statement, and when he
made it 1 thought to myself, there's a place that is better than
this. He said, " I would not call you thieves, I would not
call you robbers, I would not call you reprobatee, bu~ I sa!
that the wickedest men that ever trod this earth are m th1s
church to-night!" There is no place Uke home.
H.
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But that which here concerns alone,
Is but to find this poor fowl's bone.
J. K. P. BAKER.

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Der, Maas., to whom all Communications/or
this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

lieved that he could get the faith to do that.
Here are the passages : " In my name shall
they cast out devils. They shall speak with
new ton~ues. They can handle serpents, and
if they drink any deadly poison it shall not
hurt them. They can lay hands on the sick
and they shall recover." If any man has got
this faith, why don't he step forward and
make himself known?
·
Where is the Christian that can drink poison and not be hurt by it? Let me mix him
a dose of " Rough on Rats," and if it
does not kill him I will know that he has
faith.
When I am in some distant land,
Rea<l the writing of my hand,
And if my name no more yon see,
Read these few lines and think of me.

Be Careful.
Be careful what yon sow, boys!
For seed will surely g-row, boys !
The dew will fall,
. The rain will splash,
The clouds will darken,
And the sunshine flash,
And the boy who sows good seed to-day
Shall reap the crop to-morrow.
Be careful what yon sow, girls!
For everY seed will grow, girls !
Though it may fall
Whore yon cannot know,
Yet in summer and shade
It will surely grow ;
And the girl who sows good seed to-day
·shall reap the crop to-morrow.
Be careful what yon sow, boys I
For the weeds will surely grow, boys !
If yon plant bad seed
By the wayside high,
Yon must reap the harvest
By and by,
And the boy who sows wild oats to-day
Must reap the wild oats to-morrow.
Be careful what yon sow, girls!
For all the bad will grow, girls !
And the girl who now,
With a careless hand,
Is scattering thistles
Over the land,
Must tnow that, whatever she sows to-day,
She must reap the same to-morrow.
Then let ns sow good seeds now !
.And not the briers and weeds now!
Tb~>t when the harvest
For nP sh~>ll come,
We may hav good sheaves
To carry home.
For the seed we sow in our lives to-day
Shall grow and bear fruit to-morrow.
-Ftnra McElwell.

Giordano Bruno.
Inscribed to Brother George N. Hill, Boston.
When superstition stood most proud
Upnn the hill• of R>me eternal,
And old tradition tortured truth
With falsest fears of fates infernal;
There sciPnce shot her first bright ray,
Ltke a silent spear ethereal,
Athwart the gathered, ghostly gloom,
And shone a ann-born star imperial.
To ope or shut the gates of fact
Vain are the fabled keys of Peter ;
The songs of hberty we sing
Are sweeter than the pealmiRt's meter;
The church that strove to support God
By silencing the voice of reason,
Is now ignored by government,
And common sense is no more treason.
To him who bore bolcl Bruno's name
Was more of nativ honor given
Than dwelt in those who through death flame
Had hoped to find the port of heaven.
For him a monument we make
Which countries shal 1 concenter
To mark hi• martyr place, and date
Man's calendar-Anno Sclenttre.
JoHN

PRESCOTT GUILD.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

•

What some farmers hav to do.
2.-IMPERFEOT DIAMOND.
1. A letter.
2. A word of denial.
3. A reposition.
4. A woman's name.
5. Ravenous.
6. A wading bird.
7. An unctuous substance.
8. Expressing more than one.
9. A letter.
WARREN B. ORCHARD,
N. Boothbay, Me.
3.-REBUS.

Easy lesson in spelling.
4.-PALINDROME.
A fowl's bone must supply a name
That forward, backward reads the same.
Had God created fowls like men,
This were the source of our first hen .
And would take the puzzle from its peg
Of "which was first, the hen or egg?" '
Agassiz says, "To be exact,
All life comes from an egg," in fact.

Yours truly,

Twenty-four words to be found in regular
order in this puzzle.
6.-HALF SQUARE.
To injure by false report.
A ~reat number.
Qmck of motion.
A river in Africa.
A female deer.
East-north (abbr.).
A letter.
Lyons,N. Y.
CoNRAD RooKER.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OORNER 1
MARCH 12, 1887.
2.-When you're an anvil, bear; when
you're a hammer, strike. 3.-0nly eight cats
sitting each on its tail in the comers of an
octagonal room. 4.-Pantaloons.

Correspondence.
GIDEON, KAN., Feb. 23, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am a boy twelve years
old. I go to school, but the teacher has got
the measles. also some of the scholars. We
h11.v taken THE TRUTH BEEKER for six years.
I like to read the Children's Corner. I liv on
a farm. Well, I will close for this time. I
hope to see this in print.
Your little Freethinker friend,
HENRY WATKINS.
"
ALLEGHENY, P.A.., Feb. 27, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am eleven years old.
I go to the public school, and am in room
No. 13. My studies are arithmetic, geography, physiology, ~pelling-, reading, and writing. My father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. I
like the '"pictures very much, and read all the
letters in the Children"s corner. My father is
a member of the Secular Union of Pittsburgh.
One of their members lost his daughter on
Friday, Feb. 25th, and funeral services were
held on Monday, Feb. 28th, by the Secular
Union, and her body was cremated the same
day. We hav a very fine crematory here, and
it is heated with natural gas. This is all at
present. If you see fit you may print this.
This is the first letter I ever wrote.
Your friend.
GRAOIE CAHILL.

NATIONAL SoLDIERs' HoME, VA.,}
March 5, A. s. 287.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I join bands with
Brother George N. Hill, in giving you gratulation for the sterling sketch you drew of the
brave Bruno for the Children's Corner portrait gallery. Since Brother George has been
so gracious as to quote my little sentiment,
let me say that we became known to each
other through correspondence concerning the
"Science Calendar," and in the pleasure of
his personal acquaintance I hav been builded
up. And it is no flattery to say that there is
not a better boy in Boston than he is-a stout
and sound lifter of" philosophy and plaster,"
and an uncompromising temperance advocate. He should walk oftener into the Children's Corner.
Yours for liberty and the little ones,
JoHN P. GuiLD.
MooDY, KAN., Feb. 8, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON:· Ma has been taking
THE TRuTH BEEKER for several years. It is
one of the best papers on the subject of Liberalism .. The Pulpit, edited by Mr. Shaw, is
a good book. It has some good pieces in it
from youngsters, and others from the editor
that are the best reading. Mr. Ingersoll's
"Lay Sermon" is as good as one needs. I
hav heard many lectures on " What must We
Do to be Saved?'' but we hav 11-Ir. Ingersoll's
lecture," What l'!Iust We Do to be Saved?"
and i.t is the beet one I ever read or heard.
I am told by the preachers that the Bible is
the word of God, but where is their proof?
They say the apostles are their proof, but
how could the apostlP.s write a book when
they had never seen him nor heard his voieefor " no man saw God at any time?"
"No man can see God and liv." If this is
so, What will the holy saints do when they
approach the golden throne of God? I was
talking to a man not long ago about faith.
I quoted two or three passages showing faith
that the believer can hav. He said he be-

JoHN M. SIMMONS.

OPHIR, CAL., Feb. 21, 1887.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I will be seventeen on
the third day of July, 1887, although I am
married and hav a little girl which will soon
be three years old, so I don't know whether
you will call me a child or not; although I
consider myself nothing more than a child,
for I hav been wrapped in ignorance so long
that since [am married to a Freethinker, and
hav just got my eyes opened, I think I am
nothing but a child. When I was, what you
might say, a baby-for I was but four months
old-my mother, who is a Catholic, thought
that she was not able to giv me a Catholic education, so she sent me to my grandmother,
at Sacramento, where she had sent my oldest
brother, so that he should get the same education that I got, when I was old enough.
When I was five years old, my grandmother
thought I was old enough, so she told my
brother to get me a catechism so I should
learn to say my prayers. She asked me if
my mother had taught me my_prayers. such
as the Lord's Prayer, and the Virgin Mary's
Prayer, and when I told her No, that mother
thought I was too little to say my pravers,
she was shocked; so, as little as I was, I had
to kneel down every night and say my prayers. I had to repeat the above. named prayers and two ·or three more long prayers.
WheB. I was nine years old, my folks moved
to Sacramento. I had been going to the public school, but now I had not learned what
my folks wanted me to learn, so my grandmother told my mother to send me to the convent.
So she proposed to my mother to send me
to San Francisco to the sisters at South San
Francisco, so away I went to learn to make
my first communion. I did not like the
place very much, for there was too much
praying to be done. In the mornin~ the bell
was rung to get up, and while dressm~ we all
had to pray. Then we had to go out m a big,
long hall and pray for a good hour; then go
to 6 o'clock mass, and by this time the breakfast bell would ring, which I, for one, would
enjoy very much.
One day one of the sisters told the girls in
her room at school that if they would write to
the Virgin Mary, she would answer it; so one
day one of the girls wrote a letter to the Vir~rin and put it at the foot of a statue of the
Virgin. and then locked the door and put the
key in her pocket. One of the sisters had a
key to the door, so she opened it and took
the letter out and answered it, and took it to
the place where she had got the letter that
the girl had written, and then locked the door
again. On the following day the girl opened
the door and found the letter, and, after reading it, she ran to the siRter that told us to
write, and said that the Virgin had answered
her letter.
This is a very foolish thing for a girl as old
as she was to do, but she was not to be
blamed for this. One time, the girls told me
I would never go to heaven because I sewed
an apron on Sunday-for I had to wear it to
school the next day. None of the girls would
speak to me for a long time, for I was so
wicked, so they told the head sister about it,
and she put me in punishment for a week and
I was not to speak to any of the girls for this
great offense. My husband takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and it is a very good paper; it is the
first Freethought paper I hav ever seen. I
appreciate the pictures very much. I don't
think there is much Catholicism about Mr.
Heston, or he could not print such illustrations. I think that if he should stop the
pictures it would not be worth as much as it
is this way. My little girl likes to look at the
monkeys and other preachers.
We hav some Freethought books that I hav
learned from to know what Catholics are.
These books are entitled "the Holy Cross series." This is something that I was not taught
in the pious prisons, as I call them, that I
was in for several years, both in Sacramento
and San Francisco.
I remember the girls crying, and wishing
that they could find some way to get out or
those fiendish prisons, so that they could go
around among the people and expose them,
and tell the people how the girls are treated
there. Some of the girls in there were very
ignorant and superstitious. They told me
that I would never go to heaven because my
faith was not good enoue;h, because I couldn't believe all their tom-foolery just right.
Well, I must close my letter, for it is getting so long that I am afraid you will get
tired of it before you finish reading it. If
you see fit to print this letter in the Children's Corner, I would be very glad to see it
in print, it being my first letter since I resurrected from the Catholic fold.
I will ever remain ycur true friend and
Freethinker,
MRs. RosA KAISER.
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Qlolumn.
Physical Series.

[The insti:uctiv lesson below was intended
by Mr. Grower, the experienced chemist, who
kindly furnishes it, for children of thirteen or
fourteen. It is good reading also for children
of an older growth, who will, we trust, explain it to the little toddlers. We regret
that its length necessitated its division into
two parts.-ED. C. C.]
NO. I.-MATTER-ITS GENERAL NATURE.
1. Physics.-Physics, in its widest s~nse·,
iscludes all natural science; in its restricted
and popular sense it treats of the phenomena
presented by bodies which may be shown
without changing the identity. It is thus distinguished from chemistry, which treats of
those phenomena accompanied by change in
the composition of bodies.
The following example will make this difference clearer: Copper is a reddish metal; it
may be drawn into wire or rolled into thin
sheets, but it is still copper. Therefore these
are physical properties, and are included in
physics.
It
But if the copper be placed in mtric acid, it
will be dissolved; the acid, which was previously colorless and cold, will become blue
or green and hot, and at the same time a reddish brown, suffocating gas will be given off.
These are chemical changes, and are included in chemistry because the identity of
the copper and nitric acid is destroyed. We
no longer hav copper and nitric acid, but a
substance called nitrate of copper. In trying
this experiment, use only small quantities of
acid and copper, and hav the acid in a com.
parativly large, glass vessel, otherwise the
action may be so violent that the acid will
boil over and do damage.
2. Matter.-Anything which takes up room
is called matter. The food we eat, the water
we drink, and the air we breathe, are all matter, because they take up room. Mountains,
rocks, lakes, rivers, plants, and animals all
occupy space, and are therefore matter.
Forces, such as heat, light, and electricity,
do not take up room; neither do feelings,
such as hope, love, and fear; therefore none
of these are matter.
3. Extension.-The property of matter, by
virtue of which it takes up room, is called
extension.
ExPERIMENT--Invert a tumbler and immerse it in a vessel of water. The water will
not rise and fill it. This shows that the air
takes up room, and illustrates the property of
extension.
4. Properties ofmattm·.-Bcsides taking up
room, matter has certain other properties.
Those properties which are possessed by all
kinds of matter are called general, or universal; some of these are, extension (already explained), indestructibility, gravitation, impenetrability, compressibility, inertia, mobility, divisibility, and elasticity by pressure.
Those properties which only belong to certain
kinds of matter, or depend upon certain conditions, are called specific or characteristic.
There are a great number of specific properties of matter, such as color, hardness, ductility, etc. The important ones will be described in their proper places.
5. Inootructibility. By virtue of this property matter cannot be destroyed. If a bottle
be broken, the glass still exists-it is not destroyed. If a board be cut into shavings, the
wood is not destroyed. If a newspaper be
torn in pieces, the paper is still there. If iron
be reduced to filings, the metal still exists.
When rain falls on the ground and disappears, the water is not destroyed; it merely
soaks into the earth. When water is boiled
away or a wet body gets dry, the water still
exists ; it goes into the air in the form of
vapor, but not a particle is lost.
When a piece of paper is burnt, gases are
given off, smoke and ashes are formed, but
nothing is lost. The matter which was in
the paper still exists in the ashes, smoke, and
gases. Not one particle of it is d~stroyed.
The coal we burn and the food we eat are
changed in a similar way, but the matter still
exists. When a piece of iron rusts, the metal
which appears to be gone is all in the rust.
These last examples, namely, the burning of
paper and coal, the consumpti@n of food and
the rusting of iron, are all chemieal cha~ges
since by the operation the substances ar~
altered in composition.
. Do what we will, matter cannot be destroyed. Heat it all we like, cool it, break it
melt it, burn it, dissolve it in water or acids'
or add anything to it-it makes no differenc~
how it is treated, not one particle of it can be
destroyed. This important and univers~l
property of matter is its indestructibility,
[OONOJ.UDED NEXT WEEK.)
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Why1
Prior to the great beginning,
. When there was no heaven, no earth,
When there was no sunlight, starlight,
Before creation had its birth ;
When a blank and boundless nothing,
Harmless, lifeles•, round him fell,
What occurred to break his slumber,
What was there to loose the spell?
Breathless, lifeless, a.ll-pervading,
Deep, boundless, starless, rayless nightNo, not night, for there was nothingOut of which sprang worlds of light;
Out of which was made the heavens,
Countless worlds remote and near,
And all living, moving creatures
In the depths of sea and air.
Yet we know not what aroused him
To begin his mighty plan
Of creation in its vastness,
Forming, last.ly, sinful man;
Why d;d he not leave great nothing
In it.s harmless, silent space,
R&ther than make man so sinful
As to wreck the hqman race 1
When there was no grief, no anguish,
When there was neither joy nor pain,
Why create both good and evil,
Why n·ot let great nangbt remain 1
If creation brought forth evil,
And from evil comes forth good,
Where, then, is the point dividing,
Satan's works from works of God 1
When there was no place for sinning,
Nor for sinful man to dwell,
Why did God create a devil,
And conceive an endless hell?
Why was silence ever broken 1
Why was man to misery born ?
Why were devils made to tempt him,
And then leave him here to mourn 1
EUGENE HoUGH.

The A.rcana of Nature.
Spirit of the great unknown,
I dwell in the inflnit seas,
I sing in the wind's ~rlad tone,
And aigh in the soft summer breeze; ·
I brood in silence and storm,
I come with the earthquake's wrath,
I pillow the worlds on my arm,
And stay the sweet moons in their path.
I scatter the sunshine of June
That heralds the grass and the grain,
I dream by the fountains at noon,
Or waken the winter again;
My girdle of rainbows I bind
As I sit by the gray ocean side,
My footsteps are fleeter than wind,
My pulse is the flow of the tide.
I am soul of the legions of suns,
I touch their swift wheels with mY hand,
Yet the smallest streamlet that runs
Is mine with its silvery band,
And m~ne in its silvery song;
Tho' the chorus of stars is my own,
I hasten their cycling throng,
And breathe in their undertone.
I marshall my forces and go
To systems unseen of the earth,
I laugh in their rivers that flow,
I attend the least star at its birth;
Of the universe I am the lord,
Tho' I whisper my secrets as mild
As dew shimmering down on the sw:ard,
And I wait on the steps of your child.
I am heart of the lily and rose,
I hav painted them out of the deep,
I move in each blossom that blows,
And the zephyr that over them sweeps;
Yet I tread on the outermost bar,
And ride on the ripples of day,
I hav twirled the bright rim of a star
And danced in its billows away.
I hav kept for the children of men
A book illumined wit.h gold,
Vast suns wrought my radiant pen,
And the volume shall ne>er grow old;
I ha v lettered the rocks by the sea,
In the caverns and depths of the mine,
I ha v writ on the ages that flee
A psn.lm and a sermon divine.
The atoms are mine, and I build
From the molecule np to the man,
Gradations evolving that gild
The ages, and mons I span;
I am bridegroom of Time, and I wed
With the loveliest daughters of Space,
I set my own seal on each head,
And smile on each beautiful face.
Prenchtown, Neb.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.

Book Notices.
THE NEW GOD.

Mr. Putnam's new lecture with the above
title is published in a neat pamphlet and
makes a valuable addition to our Free thought
literature. It is one of the author's very best
efforts, and has a genuin Liberal flavor. It
overflows with good things. It is condensed
in expression. A volume is packed into a
sentence, and a whole life's · experience
crowded into a line.
1 hav read nothing from the pen of Mr.
p t
t
~ nam ha.t leaves more. satisfa~ti?n in the
mmd. .It IS s.ound, logical, bnlhant, and
·persuasiv. It Is not an argument; it is a
poem of facts, a string of truths a clu&ter of
rare and beautiful statements 'that sparkle
It p ts th
like diamonds
. .
·
. u
. e crow? ~pon
Atheism. In speakmg of this work It IS al-

most impossible to withstand the temptation
to prove one's praise by quoting from it, but
this would be injustice to the author. It
would be like plucking a rose from the tree,
or stealing a gem from a necklace.
To appreciate this lecture one must read the
lines as the writer has placed them. This
essay is not a piece of carpentry, but a creation. It came as an inspiration, and was preserved in its original form with the dew of
birth upon its brow and limbs. The thoughts
in it go singing tluough the mind, and their
song is rich and sweet with joy and hope.
The fire in it lights and warms every utterance. There are grand and startling expressions in this lecture that show depths of feeling and a rare insight.
Mr. Putnam has done other work for Liberalism that deserves praise, but he has never
put more into any thirty-four pages that he
has ever written. This work is a revelation
of genius. The thoughts in it shine like stars.
It is full of the creativ spirit. Every line is
alive and seems to breathe and pulse with
the thought it holds. The writer has left his
own life in the words be has written. Every
sentence is warm with the blood of 'the
author.
" The New God·" was made by an artisthand, guided by a poet.soul. It is as perfect as sculpture. The <freator makes his
" god" in his own image, and breathes into
his nostrils the breath of his own life.
There is health in this essay ; there is
courage in it; there is hope in it. Not a
dead word can be found on one of its pages.
This lecture is not a coffin, not a tomb ; it is
a house of the living, a home of the loving, a
place where live arid moves a human being.
It is full of a great thought, a great faith, a
great idea. It throbs with love of truth, and
thrills with passion for truth.
Mr. Putnam was in the bights when he saw
this vision of "The New God." He was on
his intellectual knees, not in worship, but in
wonder. I believe no one can read this
pamphlet without being better for doing so,
without seeing clearer,· and understanding
better what has been called " the mystery of
godliness." This mystery is exposed and
shown up, and the truth revealed.
This little book should go into the home of
every Liberal in the land. Our youth should
read it and catch its inspiration. It will
widen their minds, strengthen their hearts,
and make .truer and tenderer their lives.
This lecture on "The New God" is an appeal for a new man-a prophecy of a greater,
nobler humanity. A man that can giv the
world such thoughts as 1\ir. Putnam has here
expressed should be nobly encouraged and
sustained.
L. K. WASHBURN.
MR. EDITOR: I hav iust read Mr. S. P.
Putnam's lecture entitled, "The New God,"
Which is published in neat pamphlet form by
the Truth Seeker Company. As the perusal
of this pamphlet has afforded me a good deal
of pleasure, I will write a few lines, not so
much by way of criticism or commendation
as to giv expression to some thoughts that
the lecture has suggested. Any God, it
seems to me, would be an improvement on
the one we hav inherited from our immediate
ancestors. I therefore indorse Mr. Putnam's
opinion that the old God ought to be superseded at once. Take the Roman Catholic
God-1 suppose he is the same one that a very
large number of people in this country hav
been nursing, feeding, and trying to keep in
good humor with song and instrumental music, and large presents of land and scrip. But
with all these sacrificial efforts to make their
God act decently, they hav only succeeded in
making him more and more independent and
inhumanly eccentric. Our Christian friends
say that this old God constructed and has
general supervision over everything that exists, and that " not even a sparrow falls
without his notice."
A few days ago he gave the south of Italy
and France a shaking up, ant! a church
that was built for the special purpose of
glorifying him was taken possession of as a
place of safety by about three hundred of his
faithful and confiding friends and children,
but what kind of a reception did he giv them?
Why, he just tumbled the walls and roof
down on them, and maimed and killed the
whole three hundred as a reward· for their
kindness to and confidence in his protecting
power and disposition.
Don't you think that tha.t sort of a God
ouj!."ht to be diRcharged?
Don't you think the Italians could elect or
make a new God that would not be so ill-ternI pered and .inconsiderate of the feelings of his
dearest fnends? Mr. Putnam does, and so
say we all-that a god who can't find any
more useful employment than destroying the
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lives of his most faithful friends by floods,
earthquakes, epidemics, contagious disea,es,
wars, and such like things, had. better resign;
and if he won't resign, then he ought to be
discharged, and something else put in his
place. Mr. Putnam has crowded into this
lecture a number of crisp and brilliant sentences, some of which may strike the reader,
on first thought, as being rather paradoxical.
He seems to think that the God element can
not be destroyed in the minds of the masses
at present, and that, therefore, it would be
reasonable to construct a new God, who or
which would embrace everything that ·~s
grand, noble, elevating, and the personification of humanitarian benevolence. But vet
he should not be so faultlessly pure and perfect that there would not be 1oom in him for
improvement when occasion required it.
The lecture is unique in that it is an attempt
to portray the kind of a God that would be
useless to put in the place of the old, and the
manifold beauties which the new God ought
to possess. He finally concludes his lecture
with a peroration in blank verse, in which he
wanders through the universe in search of the
new God, but finds him not outside of th'e aspirations, impulses, and poetic revelry of his
own mind. The lecture Is, to say the least of
it, Tery interesting reading, and will amply
repay any person for the time and money it
costs to purchase and read it.
J. J. MoGABE.

theories, he would be often called upon to
reb11ke correspondents for their assumptions
of "supreme wisdom," "spirit of God,"
" the Lord," "the creator," and other similar
unprovable hypotheses. The Swiss Cross is
sent to subscribers for $1.50 per annum.
Once a month Seiencegathers up the educational articles it has printed during that time,
adds some original and selected articles, correspondence, etc., and publishes a periodical
named Science and Ed·ucation. The subscription price is $2.50 per year, and it is in every
respect a first.class publication.
WE receive occasionally from 47 Lafayette
Place a copy of Science, a weekly publication
devoted to the general diffusion of scientific
knowledge. It is an eminently conservativ
journal, well printed, and edited with discretion. We know of no other scientific journal
that would fill the place occupied by Scien(J(J.
$5 per year.

Dr. William A. Hammond opens the April
Popular Science Monthly with an able article
entitled "Brain-Forcing in Childhood." The
paper givs a vivid picture of the evils of the
book-cramming process, now so common in
both public and private schools, and also contains a strong plea for fewer studies, more
direct contacts with nature, and less of the inIDEOLOGY. Nutrition, Instinct, Innervation,
Sensation, Consciousness, Memory, Think- tervention of books.
ing, Consecutiv Ideas. By Dr. LaRoy
Sunderland, Foundation Fellow of the
A. Pleasing Anecdote Spoiled.
Society of Science, Literature, and Art,
Here
is a time-honored story which we find
London. Vol. III. Boston: J. P. Menin our illustrated contemporary, the Grap!tic.
dum, publisher. Price, $1.
This volume of Dr. Sunderland's work on It has a new application and new names, but
'' Ideology" treats mainly of the causes and the tale is more ancient than might be supcure of disease. Near the outset, in his chap- posed on a superficial examination :
ter on bad habits, the author says: " There
John Quincy Adams and John Hancock," the
are bad habits in walking, dressing, and in Signer," ma•·ried two sisters, the daughters of a
noted
Methodist divioe in Connecticut. John
sleep; but the habit most pernicious, and
· Quincy was a favorit with the old people, and Maworse if possible than all, is the medicinal- ry's choice was approved by them. So, when the
the habit. of dosing with syrups, pills, and banns wese published, the parent said, "Mary, if
powders, and nostrums too numerous to you will furni•h m<~ the text, I will preach you a
count." Dr. Sunderland's method is what he wedding sermon." She was equal to the task, and
gave the text, "Mary hath chosen the good part,
calls self-cure, and he givs scores of testi- which shall not be taken from her." Needless to
monials to show that it has the desired result. say that justice was done to the occasion and the
Everything yielded to it, from gout, rheuma- text.
Not so with Margaret, who in the mean while
tism, and anchylosis to bad spells, delirium
was receiving the attentions of her John in
tremens, and insanity. It would be a good a very inexpensiv way, so far as her parents were
deal more gratifying to tae reader if Dr. Sun- concerned : for it is said that "be never crossed
derland could hav brought himself to the his legs under their festiv board." So, when the
point of telling in explicit language exactly banns were published, she said to her father:
"Father, you preached a wedding sermon for
how one afflicted with a disease. should pro- Mary. Cannot you preach one for me 1" He itt
ceed in order to cure himself. It is well fir.t demurred; but at last he con sen ted, and
enough to hav the tricks of charlatans ex- called for the text, when Margaret, who was equal
posed, and to know that there is a natural to the occasion, said, "And John came, neither
eating nor drinking, and yet ye say he hath a
method of cure, but that knowledge does not devil."
materially aid the patient. It is admitted
This is a pleasant anecdote, and may be
that Dr. Sunderland possessed remarkable true about somebody; but as to John Hanpower over the minds and bodies of some cock and John Quincy Adams it can't be true.
persons brought under his influence. He
John Hancock died four years before John
could place a subject in a condition wholly Quincy Adams got married. Hancock's wife
oblivious to painful sensation. It was hoped was a Miss Quincy, of Massachusetts; Adthat in "Ideology," his last and chief work, ams's wife was a Miss Johnson, of Maryland.
he had left his secret as a legacy to the world.
If this ingenious inventor had substituted
But it must be confessed that he has not dqne the elder John Adams for John Quincy, the
so. He has given no end of effects with no anecdote might. hav appeared more credible,
hint as to the cause. No one can help ex- for both John Adams and John Hancock
pressing a feeling of disappointment that he married Quincye. But if the father of either
chose this course instead of doing what it bride was a preacher, he could not hav been
may be supposed he was able to do toward a Methodist, because Methodism was not
dearing up the mystery of the wonderful then establiehed iri America.-New York Sun.
phenomena which he claims to ha v produced.
The so-called miracles of Christ, if performed
A. Letter from :Miss Gibson.
by him, did not exceed to any great extent
of marvelousness the miracles of Dr. SunderMR. EDITOR : I have just read with sadness
land. The difference was in degree only. in to-day's TiiUTH SEEKER of the decease of
Dr. Sunderland repudiated the miracles of little Gene Remsburg, our great and good
Christ, but recounts others achieved ·by him- lecturer's two-year-old pretty boy. Every
self, and offers them to the world unex- heart will throb with pain over his bereaveplained by natura] causes. We cannot deny "ment, and that of his· interesting wife and
the interesting nature of this work on family.
''Ideology." Its value must be left for others
It was with great pleasure that I perused
to estimate. Dr. Sunderland has been more Mr. Remsburg's lecture, "The Fathers of Our
successful in explaining the psychology of Republic," delivered before the tenth annual
religious insanity, as. manifested in revivals, congress of the American Secular Union, in
than in showing how we may cure all diseases New York city, last November. It is to be rewithout medicin.
gretted that the Liberals do not possess suffiThe Swiss Cross is a monthly magazine of cient funds to publish such lectures, and distribute them wholesale among our ignorant
the Agassiz Association, published by N.D. C.
enemies who are constantly misrepresenting
Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place. "The name,"
us and our aims. Many of our Christian foes
says the publisher, " was selected as being
know no more of the real character of the
the emblem of Switzerland, the home of
fathers of our republic than do the Hottentots.
Louis Agassiz, noted for the great service he
This little pamphlet give the information
rendered to the world by means of voyages of
that every person over the age of sixteen years
scientific discovery." It is not going to comought to be ashamed not to know. A Moody
mit itself to any of those scientific heresies
asks for $250,000 to ·establish a training
which throw doubt upon "revealed, truth as
school for missionaries in Chicago, and lo I in
found in the scriptures, and so when a cona few days in was all secured, John V. Fartributor casually assumes in effect that man
nell, whom I very well know, heading the list
is a better developed animal than his remote
with the modest sum of $100,000, while Mrs.
ancestor, the editor hastens to point out that
George McOormick follows suit with $50,000,
" this assumption [that man has developed
and so on along down, until the amount is
from an ape-like animal] was never allowed
reached. Will we Liberals ever be able to do
by Professor Agassiz," and warns his readers
that "the theory of evolution is not yet the 1\ke for truth that our enemies are doing
proven." If the editor would be equally for superstition ?
scrupulous with regard to all unproven
I can cordially respond to the eloquent
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tribute paid to the worth of Richard J. Lamborn in THE TRUTH SEEKER, February 12th.
The dece[!sed was one of my hearers in Marshalton, Chester county, Pa., the five months
of Sundays I lectured there in the winter of
1878-79. Never was there a truer man and a
more stanch and devoted Freethinker. The
brothers, Richard and· Robert, were known
far and wide for their probity, zeal, and freedom from bigotry and error. May Robert
long survive to bless his family and the community. Had we more such men the world
would be the wiser and the better.
•
I cannot forbear saying a word in praise of
the excellent article, "Mormonism Itself," in
THE TRUTH BEEKER, March 5th, by J. S., and
the article preceding it, "Confiscating Mormon Property," equally true and good; while
as for Antichrist, well, I always hold up both
hands in his favor l
On the whole, I do not think THE TRUTH
BEEKER is dwindling into nothingness, but
still more than sustains its prestige ; and in its
new quarters I hope it will flourish and
spread itself like a green bay-tree, until its
branches shall cover the whole earth.
Yours truly,
ELLA. E. GmsoN.

PHILADELPHIALIBERALLEAGUE,257
meets every Sunday in lndu11trial Hall, Broad anc:l
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trut.h
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

scientist.
" I regard the liquor traffic as the gigantic
crime of. crimes." (This has been repeated by
so many notable men that its authorship is
uncertain.)
''It is impossible to license crime by halves;
to authorize injustice at all, and hope to regulate the measure of it."- Wm. H. Prescott,

historian.
" Statesmanship consists rather in removing the cause than in_ punishing or evading
the result."-James A. Garfield, statesman.
"Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging,
and whoso is deceived thereby is not wise."

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnet11 written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex aJ?.d his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUIUI. ·Pnee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
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The" Sovereign Superstition."
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·:
Allow me to trouble the intelligent TRUTH
SEEKER readers with tile names and notions
of a few more '' intemperate temperance advocates," of whose company none need feel
ashamed when opposing the sovereign superstition:
"No greater hallucination has ever deluded
the mind of mind than the idea that alcohol
is ever necessary for any use."- Wm. Tyndal,
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THE

LIE§ OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.

NEW YORK:
UBLISHED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER 0FFI
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

From the German of MAX NORD AU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Ph1la. Recm·a
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.V1enna News. Pric..£1 50 cents.
Address TJ:iE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

Tho Bi~lo Analyze~.
BY

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

-John Pierpont, veteran poet.

SOCIAL WEALTH.
TM Bole Factors and E~t Ratios in Its
Acq'!Wrement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; ·Rise and
'' Oh, thl).t men should put an enemy in Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
their mouths to steal away their brainsi"- Tools and Improved Machinery; The NaturG of
Bhakspere, if not Bacon, the essayist.
Wages; Private and Social Wealth ; Land Ownership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
"0 thou invisible spirit of wine !
the Pro<iuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-opIf there is no other name to call thee by,
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Let me call thee devil!"
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as· a
-Shakspere, dramatist, or Lord Bacon.
Remedy; Reforms, net Remedies; Suggestions
"Intoxicate (Low L.-L. and Gk.) From to Legislators; Conclusion. ·
pp. of Low ~- intoxicare, to make drunk.-L.
Price, Cloth, $1 oo.
in, into ; toxicum, poison, borrowed from Gk,
AddreRR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
toxikon, poison for arrows. Gk. toxikon is
28Lafayette Place, New York.
der. from toxon, a bow, of which the plural,
toxa, is used to mean arrows."-Prof. W. SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE

·-Gerritt Smith, 1"eformer.

"I am aware that there is a prejudice
:against any man engaged in the manufacture
Qf alcohol. I believe from the time it issues
!from the coiled and poisonous worm in the
distillery until it empties itself into the hell Of
death, dishonor, and crime, that it is demoral·
izing to everybo~ that touches it."-Ool. R.

191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
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-Solomon, king.

W. Skeat, etymologist.

(Just .PubliBhea, Jull/1, 1SS6) CONTAINS:
A colorefl fJ,"ontispiece showing the modern style
ofpamtmg.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, 1!<> supply all the necceasary pieces for
constructmg a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young- the ~reatest amusement, it is more than a
~oy. It is, m fact, a most practica-l lesson inArch1tecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
mqst popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinY from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a CB.apel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BENT, JloSTPAID, ON REOEII'T OF PRIOEr $1.
Address

CONVE~TIONAL

"What makes them so smiling and happy, you
think 1
Because they hav nothing but water to drink."
''Alcohol causes three-fourths of all chronic
illness which the medical man has to treat.''
-Dr. Chamois, medical author.
"Now that they had come to see that the
medical use of intoxicating drink3 was workIng great mischief, that evil must be assailed.''
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BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BURR, one of our ablest colTespondents. More
~~~~~~rg~i~~~:' been sold. Price, 15 cents.-

John R. Uelso, A.ltl.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
'Yiu~ Heathens of the Heath. A finely Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
written Radical romance. B;y: Wm. McDonnell. Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, Savior.
·
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.
Crown octavo, 833 Jil.P. Splendidly exeouw '- Bent
E·x:.eter HaJI. " One of the most excit- by mail. post paid. I'rioe. 11.00. ·
ing romances of the day.n Price, paper, 60
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONG THE
Nlllthaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked abilit;y. Equal to MaJas and t11c Quiches lt,:;oo
George Eliot's works. By Frederika MacdonYears A~;o.
ald. 404 pages: $1.25.

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

Tb.e Outcast. A deep, finely written ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH
Radical story. From the 'London editiOn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked dej:rree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethougp.h-anks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Price, $2.50.
illustrated.
For Bale at this office.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN,.WOMEN & GODS.

.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Photo-engraun.gs of Miss _Gardener are for sale
at this office. !'nee, 40c.; w1th autograph, 50c.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
OB,
human advancement, and how the other has
MEN Oil' BusDIJISS WHO Dm BoMETllll(G BESIDES always opposed it.
tG. Ingersoll, theworld'sgreatest orator.
MAKING MoNEY.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenWtv-five co_pies for f1; one hundred copies for
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
l am sure I never said anything stronger
$3.
e wish that the fnends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
t'han that, and for the simple reason that
BY JAJIIES PARTON.
nothing stronger can be said. If the alcohol
Miscellanies by ALwE D. LE PLONGEON
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
habit, the liquor business, is " the sum of all treating
Practical Experience with Poultry.
of forty-sixcharacters in history who hav
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little bookvillanies," is not it of highest moment to seek helped the world; togethm· with eight portraits.
Palaces and Modern
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They a pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
to be rid thereof? I kngw that we should be are
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eglf. It is
standard.
Cities."
well
called
"practical,"
for
we
find
nothmg
untemperate even in the use of water, but it is
- $1.2~.
Price,
practical in it. Hens, ducks,!eese, and turkeys1
Price, $1.25.
the business of firemen to use enough of it to Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
are l'articularly discussed an then economical
28 Lafayette PIMA. N~>w Yorlr
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place
put out the flames ; and until the efforts of
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
those who realize the liquor evil hav culmi,.
the
poultry literature of the day.
nated in its extinguishment, they can hardly
TRUTH BEEKER Office,
do anything intemperate in their attempts to28 Lafayette Place, New York.
OR,
ward that end. As for choice of words, I
use Webster's unabridged and Skeat's etymo- The Origin of the Christian Religion
REPLY
1ogical dictionaries. If the Bennett bookand the Significance of its
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
store can supply a more complete vocabulary,
Rise and Decline.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
with stronger words, I shall be happy to bRy.
I had sooner be " an intemperate temperBy B. W. Lacy.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
ance advocate" in hell, than to he a temperA thorough exposure of the Catholic priests
ate toper in heaven. Drunkards claim to be
Historical misstatements.
moderate.
JoHN PRESOOTT GUILD.
For sale at this office.
Pr1et.. ()Iotb, Ul Paper, GO (Jenta.
Price, $1.00.

CAPTAtHS OF INDUSTRY1

HERE AND THERE
IN YUCATAN.

The Secret of the East ,
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THE ORDER OF CBEATIOB.

4Jews of the

.A lXBO'UBston Between

Gl a d s t one,

H ux I ey,

M u II er,

LYMAN'S. WEEKS, a respected citizen of
Linton,
Reville.
Brooklyn, heard a noise in the lower part of On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
OONTENTS:
his house one night last week, and went dowri
!. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. ByRon.
stairs to see what caused it. He was met by
·
W E. Gladstone.
·
a burglar, who shot. him dead and escaped. II. The interpreters of Genesis and thelnterpraters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
The police hav no clue to the murderer.
j III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.
~ PRESIDENT CLEVELAND
-----was 50 years old on the
18th inst.
BoODLE ALDERMAN
CLEARY is in jail, and his
trial is progressing.
THERE was a violent
earthquake shock at
Charleston, S.C., on the
17th.
~ [THE Richmond Hotel,
in Buffalo, N. Y., was
burnt last week, with the
loss of eleven lives.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea. for a. Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Oreat10n. An Answer to Mr. Glad·
stone. BY Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Hnxley.
VII. A Proti!Bt and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Linton
. crhis is a ne'}' book and contains the latest discusswn_op the nustakes of Moses•.The names of the
partiCipants are a. guarantee of 1ts able character.
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 .•
28 Lafayette PI., New: York

!

IF the candid reader will examin one by one the
different dogmas and rites of the Ohristian
scheme, he will find that they were all believed in
several centuries befo1·e the birth .of Christianity.
-D. M. Bennett.

I BELIEVE in the gospel of good living. You
cannot make any god happy by fasting. Let us
hav good food, and let us hav it well cooked, and
it is a thousand times better to know how to cook
than it is to understand
any theology in the world·
I believe in the gos.,el of
good clothes ; I believe in
the gospel of good houses ;
in the gospel of water and
soap. I believe in the gOB·
pel of intelligence; in the
gospel of education. The
school-house is my cathedral. The universe is my
Bible. I believe in the,gos- pel of justice, that we must
reap what we aow.-Ingersoll.

0HRIBTIANITYt from a system of positiv theology, has
been reduced to an exped.
ient, and what was once
boldly preached as the
truth is now uttered without earnestness, and aPparently without conviction.
The truth 18, there is no
justifi» ble Christianity. The
A REOENT attempt was
last phase of the worshiping
made to blow up the czar
man's religion is at war
of Russia with a bomb.
w1th the methods or civilization and must decay.
At least, such is the reWe are opposed to Chrisport, and arrests in contianity as organized in
nection with the matter
churches, as preached in
are numerous.
the pulpit, as professed in
tb e chapel, as practiced in
~M UNIOIP AL elections are
society. It is religious exheld in Kansas in April.
perience which is outgrown
and out of place in this
Women may vote in town
century, and bears the
and city affairs in that
same relation to our
state, and they are regthought and faith that,
istering for the coming
superstition sustains to
knowledge. The priestly
election in great numONE OF THE PLAGUES OF EGYPT.
attempt to palm off upon
bers.
the world this worn-out,
And the Lord plagued Pharaoh· and his house with great plagues.-Gen. xii, 17.
played-out religion of suTHE New York Presperstitions worship is a.
bytery has decided that
JANE: "Please, sir, there's a. man here who piece of desperate impudence. The Ohr_istian
the Rev. J. C. Mackay should be deposed, as
wants-" The minister : •• Now, Jane, you know manner of usipg the idea. of a hereafter 18 the
he has been found guilty of immorality and
!"can't be bothered with visitors." "He says he is worst kind of gambling in futnres.-L. K. Washdrunkenness, and his wife has secured a
poor, and if yon will only-'' "Sen4 him away, burn.
divorce from him.
THE same word in Hebrew (and Plato thought
SJ>EAKING of animals, what does the catamount Jane, at once. I declare it is very annoying.
While writing this sermon on charity I've been in- in Greek also) signifies "to prophecy" and ''to be
CAPITAL punishment in Maine has been to 1
terrnpted three times."
mad" and even among themselvs the prophets
abolished.
SINCE the advent of Lent, a. great many women
A LADY of a. neighboring city purchased a book wer: often regarded as madmen-(1) an idea to
FRESHETS of the Missouri in Dakota are do- hav done all their repenting in seal-cloth and of Bible stories for her little boys, and the other which their frequent habit of going about naked,
evening she spent an hour and a half in reading a (2) and the performance occasionally of still more
ing great damage.
sashes.
"WHAT are the last teeth that come?" asked a. portion of its contents to her offspring. When disgusting ceremonies (3) greatly contributed.
REPORT says the Prince of Wales has re- teacher of her class in physiology. "False teeth, she had got thoroughly tired, she stopped. all d That many o1 them were splendid poPts and noble
cently paid $11,000 to settle a suit brought mum," replied a boy who had just wakened up on asked them if they did not think the book very in- minded men there ca.n be no doubt; but we see
teresting. "Well, it is pretty good," said one of in conduct like this little earnest of sobriety or
by a Canadian woman whom he seduced the back seat.
the young critics," but you hav read nothing but divine inspiration, and far too much that reminds
in 1861.
AUNT RACHEL : "Why, boy, how yon do swear !" chestnuts so far." The lady left the room sud- us of the fayatics of Eastern countries and of
ancient times.-Greu•s C'reea of Chrtster.aom. (1)
(flattered): "I don't swear wery good; but I denly after to smile out loud.
Ex-GovERNOR HoADLY, of Ohio, and his Boy
reckon whon I git as old as my dad, and has the
BATIBFAOTORY coLLATERAL.
And Jehu came forth to the servants of his lord,
partner, Edgar M. Johnson, upon application practice, I•ll beat him all holler."
The other morning as the janitor of a bank not and one said unto him, Is all well? _Wherefore
to the supreme court, hav been admitted to
very far from the Palace opened the door he was came this mad fellow to thee? etc. (2Kings ix,11).
THE Salvation Army stopped in front of a saloon surprised to observe three rather tired-looking (2) And M_iclllal, the _daughter of_ Saul, came on~ to
practice in the courts of New York.
in East Portland and be~ran singing." It is water citizens seated on the steps, the center one of meet Dav1d, and sa1d, Hew glono~s was the kn~g
THE yachts Dauntless and Coronet, racing that we want, not beer," and the saloon keeper whom held a sealed envelope carefully in sight of:. of Israel to-day, who unc?vered J;11mself to-day m
the hose on them. And yet they were not his companions.
·
the eyes ?f the hand-maids of h!B servants as ~me
from New York to Cork Harbor for $20,000 turned
happy.
"Want to make a deposit,- gentlemen?" asked of the vam fell?ws shamelessly unoovereth himsweepstakes, were sighted by a British steam"PooR fellow ! he died in poverty," said a. man of the cashier who shortly arrived .. Step inside." Relf (2 Samuel v1, 20). See also 1 Samuel x_1x, ~·
ship the other day. The Coronet was said to
"No, I w~nt to negotiate a Io;n," said the m•n Isaiah xx, 3~ and other J?l~ces. (3) See Ezekiel tv,
a person lately deceased. "That isn't anything,"
be twenty miles ahead.
exclaimed a seedy bystander. "Dying in poverty with the envelope, "and there ain't a minute to 13. I decl!ne transcnbmg .t-he pas~ ages. Let
·
d
is no hardship. It is living in poverty that puts a lose. I want $5,000 qnicker'n hades can scorch a those who hav stomachs for 1t read 1t for ihemf ·th ,
selva, and those who hav more stomach may read
INVESTIGATION m_to the railroa bridge acci- thumbscrew on a fellow."
dent near ~os.ton, m which twenty-~ine peoA oNE-LEGGED preacher in a Georgia town once e~ w~~t colla.terals hav you-government?" in- the whole chapter, and also 1 Kings xx, 35, 38.
pie lo~t t~e1r hves, sh?ws that the :t>ndge was . upbraided a young man for carrYing a gold- quired the bank official.
NoTHING hitherto was ever stranded. cast aside ;
"Government nothin'. I•ve got something that but all, were it only a withered leaf, works todefecttv m constructiOn, and had not been · headed cane. "There are no gold-headed canes
beats
four
per
cents
all
hollow.
You
see
I've
been
.gather
with all; is borne forward on the bottomsafe for the past fifteen years.
in heaven," said the man of God. "N ~; and I
guess there are no one-legged preachers there sitting in a. poker game across the street, and less, shoreless flood of Action, and lives through
there's over four thousand dollars in the pot. perpetual metamorphoses. The withered leaf is
THE commissioners of internal revenue re- either," was the rejoinder.
There are three or four pretty strong hands out, not dead and lost, there are forces in it and around
port that in the months of November, De-! SUNDAY-SCHooL teacher: "Who was king after and as I've every cent in the center the boys hav it, though working in inverse order, how else
cember, and January, 10,020,961 pounds of Saul?" Scholar: "David." S.-S. T.: ''Who fol- given me thirty minutes to raise a stake on my could it rot 1 Despise not the rag from whwh man
oleomargine were consumed in the United lowed David?" S.: "Solomon." S.-S. T. : "And hand. It's in this envelope. Just look at it, but makes paper, or the litter from which the earth
States, and 114,607 pounds were exported.
who came after Solomon?" Little girl (out of don't giv it away to these gentlemen. They're in makes corn. Rightly viewed, no meanest object is
tum): "Oh, please, miss, I know." "Who, then, the game, and came along to see I don't monkey insignificant ; all objects are as windows, through
A MAN named Lawton, doing business on Dottie?"· "The queen of Sheba."
with the cards."
.
which the philosophic eye looks into infinitude
"But, my dear sir," said the cashier, who had itaelf.-Carlllle's·sartor Resartus.
Wall street, and reputed sound and a millionDE bigger dat you see de smoke
quietly
opened
the
envelope
and
found
it
to
conaire, disappeared a few days ago with a woDe less de fire will be,
tain four kings and an ace, "thi; is entirely irreg- IT is true that our [U nitari:nl theory of life
And de leas test kind of possnm
man and. all his assets. Many firms, includ- J
allows us greater freedom of enjoyment., indulgular-we don't lend money on cards."
Olimbs
de
biggest
kind
o'
tree.
ing several banks, were heavy losers. Lawton
"But yon ain't going to see me raised out on a ence of a wider range of amusements. The games
De darkey at de old camp.gronnd
hand like that?" whispered the pokerist. •• These and pa.stimes that stricter sects forbid, we enjol'•
is thought to hav carried a million with him. I
J.
Who kin loudest sing and shout
fellows think I'm bluffing, and I can just clean out We find nothing w1cked in playing cards, in dancIs a-~:wine to rob some hen-roost
the whole .gang. Yon see we ain't playing flushes, ing during reasonable hours and with right comST. PATRIOK's DAY, which comes the 17th
Afore de week is out.
so I've got •em right in the door."
pany, and even in an occasional attendance upon
of March, was celebrated in the usual way.
"Oan•t help it, sir. Never· heard of such a the best theatrical plays. But we believe that
The Hibernians turned out and paraded in
AMoNG the begging letters recently received at thing,"
said the cashier, and the disappointed ap- these thmgs are only the spice of life, not its food.
their high hats and green sashes, and made the office of a benevolent society was one running plicant and friends drifted sadly out. On the ••.• We cannot see that they make us love God
thus:
"This
unfortunate
young
man
is
the
only
less, and we know that the permission to enjoy
business lively where whisky is sold. To
son of a widow who died childless, and his earn- comer they met the bank's president, who was
please the Irish the politicians flew the ings maintain his aged father and infant broth- himself just from a quiet little all-night game at them makes us love our religion better.-W. L.
Chajflri..
Irish colors from City Hall.
ers, whose whole support he is." The secretary of the Union. They explained the case again, and
AND so beside the silent sea
the bureau wrote on the margin of the epistle the the next moment the mperior officer darted into
NEw YoRK's city chamberlain, W. M. fol'owing note : •· The circumstances of this case the bank, seized a bag of twenties, and followed
I wait the m uffied oar ;
the
trio.
In
about
ten
minutes
he
returned
with
No harm can come from him to me
Ivins, has been talking recently before the are evidently exaggerated."
the bag and an extra handful of twenties, which
On ocean or on shore.
·
Harlem Democratic Club on the subject of
"PATRICK," said the priest," the Widow Moloney he flung on the counter.
I
know
not
where
his
islands
lift
'' Political Assessments." He said that a can- tells me you hav stolen one of her finest pigs. Is
"Here, credit five hundred to interest account,"
Their p~oudest palms in air,
didate for senator must put up $50,000, and that so?" "Yes, yer honor." "What hav you he said to the cashier. "Why, I thought you had
I only know I cannot drift
done
with
it?"
"Killed
it
and
ate
it,
yer
honor."
more
business snap, sir. Ever play poker?"
judges $10,000 to $30.000. He added that it
Beyond his love and care.
"Oh, Patrick, when you are brought face to face
"No,sir.''
,
-Whittier.
costs a mayor about $20,000, and that Hewitt, with the widow and her pig on the judgment day, "Ah ! thought not-thought not. If you did you'd
the last candidate, cheerfully contributed his what account will you be able to giv of yourself know what good collateral was. Remember that
IF there be one thing upon the earth that manshare at the recent election. The various when the widow accuses you of the theft?" " Did in future-four kings and an ace, flushes barred, kind love and admire better than another, it is a
" halls " and clubs, he says, raised a million you say the pig would be there, yer riverence ?" are always good in this institution for our entire brave man; it is the man who dares to look tae
" 1'o be sure I did.'' "Well, thin, yer riverence, assets, sir-our entire assets.••-San Francisco ' devil in the face and tell him that he is a devil.
to elect Cleveland.
I'll say,' Mrs. Moloney, there's your pig.•"
WaBll.
-James A. GarJf,eld.
:: THK New York Sun
has commenced publishing an afternoon edition.
It is probably the best
evening paper New York
has ever had.
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THE

SUPPORTERS OF

THE pope has named Archbishop Corrigan
prelate assistant to the pontifical throne. The
Sun remarks that every Christian in America
will rejoice at this intelligence. We don't
IN Nevada City, Col., the exercises of the believe it. Father McGlynn's supporters go
Salvation Army are classed as "shows," and off by themselvs and weep.
the managers must take out a license.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND recently quoted
SA.N DIEGO, Cal., has one of the wisest Chifrom Ecclesiastes, "Vanity of vanities, all ia
namen in the world. He is a laundryman,
vanity," etc., and the Sun said that Cleveland
and he has kept an advertisment running in
was "singing the Song of Solomon." Since
the local paper for fifteen years.
the editor of the Sun joined the Roman
FROM the World: "Mark Twain is said to Catholics he has given up reading the Bible.
be thoroughly Agnostic in his religious views.
THE chief 0f the Buffalo fire department
He, however, attends church regularly, being
fond of the eloquent sermons ·of his friend, swore in a very acceptable, gentlemanly, and
heroic way, and we are proud of him for
Dr. Twitchell."
doing it. In the midst of the terrible exciteA STEAMER 500 feet long, 62 feet wide, and ment, when the flames were crackling like
43 feet deep is being built by the Lands of so many demons, he exclaimed, "Damn the
Birkenhead, England. She will hav engins building; save the people I" If there was
of 17,000 horse-power, and, barring the Great any sin in that profanity the recording angel
Eastern, will be the biggest vessel atloat.
just dropped a convenient tear on the page
THE Rev. Charles Wood, of Englewood, and blurred the item. We should be willing
N.J.; who shot his wife and then himself, to take our chances with several such damns
has got well enough to be arrested upon com- on our conscience.-Herald.
plaint of Mrs. Ward. She believes that he
THB Rev. Dr. Newman, ex-inspector of
shot her maliciously and with premeditation.
consultate, and now pastor of the MetropolTirE Haddock murder case is being tried at itan church at Washington, preached a serSioux City, Iowa. The Rev. Mr. Haddock, mon the other evening on the rapid progress
nearly a year ago, conducted a crusade Christianity is making among the poor he&against the liquor trade, and was assassinated. then of the Celestial empire, and by way of
The liquor dealers are accused of conniving lending spectacular novelty to the entertainat the murder.
ment, he invited the poor heathen of the
IT is reported in New York that Dr. Chinese Legation to come and. be saved. On
McGlynn has received a letter from Cardinal learning the nature of the discourse, through
Gibbons telling him the pope is anxious tore- the assistance of their interpreter, the embassy
ceive "a friendly visit " from him. There is is said to hav wax11d highly wroth, and jossnothing in the report of the pope's abdicating danged the doctor as the cheekiest mountebank out of Hong Kong.-Pftek.
in McGlynn's favor.- Utica Herald,
·

Jlolts and Qilippings.

PREACHER AND

POPE.

MAYOR HEWITT has asked the legislature
at Albany to make a law allowing special
licenses to be issued for the sale of beer and
wine Sunday afternoon. The Methodists and
temperance people are making the air blue
with their objections to the scheme.
So far from Socialism being in league with
A.theism, we believe it, on the contrary, to be
in closest harmony with Christianity. Socialist may not mean Christian, but Christian
ought surely to imply Socialist. " Whenever
the states," says F. A. Walker, in Serilmer•s
Magazine for January," shall undertake to do
all, or a considerable part 1 of what- Christian
morality requires, it will b¢come very socialistic indeed."-(Jhriatian Socialist.
A REPORTER of the Saginaw Courier asked
Bishop Richter what • Catholics would do if
the prohibitory amendment should become a
law. The bishop replied : 4' We shall simply
defy the law if the prohibitory amendment
passes. We get our law from God, and
would go to Jackson, every one of us, before
we would giv up using wine for sacramental
purposes. But, then, you know, when we
use the tluid it ls no longer wine. Blessing it
makes it the actual blood of Christ, so we
would not infringe the law there.''
A VERY sad case is reported of a young
lady who tripped and fell while engaged in a
dance, and sustained an injury which culminated in paralysis. This does not offer a subject for moralizing, for the right or wrong of
things is not to be determined by accidents.
An intelligent Christian lady fell while visiting a sick neighbor, and was disabled for
months. Ministers of the gospel hav been
attacked by fatal hemorrhages while preaching the word in the pulpit. The time has

passed when any good impression can be
made by conclusions that do not rest upon
truth.-Ohriatian .Advocate.
SAM SMALL has been telling what a drunkard he was before he was converted. If he
was half as bad a character as he pictures
himself, he was about as low and brutal as
men get. He broke his mother's heart and
sent her to the grave, covered his wife with
shame, and made liis own children afraid of
him, It isn't much ofaman who would confess to such a record as that. After reading
his confession, one is inclined to echo the remark of an old negro in a revival meeting
where a new convert had been telling of his
sins. " Put out dat lamP.,'' solemnly spoke
the colored brother. "Why for?" said the
minister. "De vilest sinner done return,"
was the response.
THE London Freethinker pours this acid
drop on the grave of Beecher: " Ward
Beecher, the American divine, has gone hence
and left his £5,000 a year and perqnisits.
When in Scotland last year, Beecher, in addressing -a meeting of Scotch sky-pilots in
Glasgow, told his brethren that the Americans were going to put up a headstone for
Ingersoll when he died, and write the name
of the great Scottish poet on it, ' RoBERT
BuRNS.' The devil-dodgers, with their usual
obtuseness, didn't quite see the joke at first,
but after several severe efforts it did dawn
upon them, and they laughed sepulchrally.
'Colonel Bob' deserves the epitaph, for he
has burnt, and continues to burn to the blistering point, the whole American preaching
fraternity, Beecher included. As poor B. has
'gone before' Ingersoll, however, perhaps he
will write and tell us how he likes it."

THE TRUTH

g[omntnnications.
The Age of Man on the Earth.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 29, 1887, is an able
article on this important subject by Mr. Arthur B.
Moss.
The importance of this subject cannot be over-estimated, for if the hypothesis affirmed by Messrs.
Moss, Priestley, Haeckel, Watts, and other Atheistic
scientists be true, "it must sooner or later produce a
complete revolution in the conception entertained by
man of the entire universe."
As to the opinion of Sir William Thompson, ""that
at least four hundred million years would be required
for the earth t1; cool down so as to allow life to exist
upon it at all," though an eminent authority, this is
mere speculation; other scientists of equal authority
giv different opinions, and there are no means of
proving the correctness of any of them, and if there
were, they hav nothing to do with " the age of man
on the earth."
A considerable portion of the article is not material
to the subject under consideration, and will be passed
for the present to an examination of his historical
evidence.
The first branch adduced is the statement that
" the records of the Greeks and Romans show these
great empires to hav been inhabited by civilized people as far back as 800 B.a. By the aid of tradition,
the Aryan peoples may be traced back from 1500 to
1800 B.c. The Chinese may be found in a highly civilized condition, with a monarchy and government, as
far back as 2500 B c., while, according to such eminent
authorities as Lepsius and Bunsen, the Egyptians
hav a history that carries us back more than 4,000
years B.c."
This is rather a partisan statement, one which may
mislead the reader, for the inference· may be drawn
from it that the Greeks, Romans, Chinese, and
Egyptians at the dates here given had reached a stage
of existence in which they had built great cities, had
regular governments, and were " highly civilized;"
but history does not prove this to hav been the case,
though the Greeks and Romans had made considerable advancement on the road to civilization; yet they
were far short of reaching that " high civilized condition" intimated by Mr. Moss, when we compare
them with the civilized nations of the present day.
Those ancient people are known to us by four
kinds of evidence: (1) Written records, (2) Architectural monuments, (3) Fragmentary remains, (4)
Tradition. Of these, the first only can be considered
as a true source of history, though the others afford·
its most interesting and valuable illustrations.
Taking this for our guide, it is evident that the
Egyptians hav no true source of "history that carries
us back more than 4,000 years B c.," but we hav a
tradition that the early Egyptians believed that their
ancestors lived in caves in the ridges of stone which
border the Nile valley, and that their greatest benefactors were Osiris and Isis, who elevated them into
a civilized nation.
According to Manetho, a nativ historian who lived
in the 1·eign of Ptolemy I., 323 to 283 B.a., gods,"
spirits, demigods, etc., were the first rulers of Egypt.
This is only a way of saying that the earliest history
of Egypt, like that of most other nations, is shrouded
in ignorance and fabulous conjecture.
Egypt, like those other ancient nations, commenced
its existence not as a united kingdom, but consisted
at first of a number of scattered nomes, petty states,
or families, as they may be termed; each had for its
nucleus a temple and a number of priests. Fifty of
these nomes are mentioned by one, and thirty by
another historian. As one became more powerful, it
swallowed up its neighbors, and in this way consolidated and grew into a kingdom, which in time
embraced the whole country.
The first mortal king was Menes, also called Misrai.m and Sesostris. He was of upper Egypt, but by
his talents and exploits he made himself master of
lower Egypt, and therefore may be considered the
founder of the empire. Tradition says this was only
something over 2,000 years B.a.
Egypt rapidly rose to eminence and power, and
architectural, a more certain history, began with the
second, fourth, and fifth dynasties of Manetho, which
reigned simUltaneously in lower, middle, and upper
Egypt. Proofs of its greatness are found in the vast
structures of stone and fragmentary remains which
overspread the country. The structure of the pyramids shows great advancement in science and the
mechanical arts.
As to the Chinese being "found in a highly civilized condition, with a monarchy and govel'?ment, as
far back as 2,500 years B.c.," this is wholly a gratuitous statement. It was so far from being the case
that authentic history proves that only a few centuries
ago they were but half-civilized, and that they are not
"found in a highly civilized condition" to-day.
In connection with this statement, Mr. Moss says :
"If this be true, and men did not build cities in re
day, or a year, or make language in a century, then
we hav to consider how long man existed on the earth
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previous to this; and how many years he would take
to reach this stage of existence. Some parts of the
earth we find inhabited by civilized men, others by
barbarians, and the question naturally arises, Were
all men originally savage, and hav the civilized developed from them, or were some men, or at least one
man, originally created. with an organization and faculties suiting him for civilized life, and are savages
and civilized human beings alike his offspring~"
It is presumed, and in fact the records teach, that
man was originally created with an organization and
faculties suiting him for civilized life, with faculties
susceptible of high mental and moral culture; that
after the p!3ople migrated and settled in different
parts of the earth, some under certain conditions and
circumstances developed this organization and faculties, rapidly advanced in art and civilization, made
language, built cities, founded empires such as
Greece, Rome, Babylon, Carthage, and Egypt; and
the time it took ''to reach this stage of existence"
was from the flood till some centuries before Christ.
On the other hand, the Chinese under certain circumstances, or conditions of existence, somewhat
different, did not make any great advance in civilization, and only a few hundred years ago were semicivilized; while, again, other peoples degenerated
into abject barbarism. This is in accordance with
the law promulgated by Darwin, Huxley, and other
evolutionists, that a species may develop higher, it
may remain stationary, or it may degenerate. Therefore this branch of history affords no evidence whatever which eoJ;J.troverts the brief statement of the
Bible.
The next branch of evidence, which I will briefly
notice, is anthropology, the science which treats of
the natural history of man. Mr. Moss asserts that
"it proves the vast antiquity of man. Further, it
reveals the important fact that man is not of one
type, nor of one race, but there are at least eight
realms with distinct types of man and accompanying
fauna and flora.''
After enumerating these eight distinct types and
races, he again says : "If man were less than six
thousand years old, we should hav to suppose that
all these raGes, so diverse in type and characteristics,
hav all developed from Adam, or rather, to be more
accurate, and supposing the story of the flood to be
true, we hav to suppose all these races to hav developed from the family of Noah. Is not this a preposterous supposition~,
This apparently is intended to convey a double
meaning, to attack the Mosaic record upon two different lines-the first, that there are more than one
species of men; if this is untenable, then fall back
upon the second, that the period of time is too short
for "all these races to hav developed from the family
of Noah."
Now, as to the first. The supposition that all men
are of one species is not preposterous, and if Mr.
Moss intends us to understand by the phrase,
"Eight distinct types and races," that there are
eight different species of men, he is mistaken, for
science does not teach but one species, with many
varieties. Huxley says, "I cannot see any good
ground whatever, or even any tenable sort of evidence, for believing that there are more than one
species of man."
These remarkable varieties of men are not more
" diverse in type and characteristics" than the varieties of a. number of species of domestic animals.
Take the horse, the sheep, the cow, and the dog, and
of each of these four species there are a number of
varieties as different and distinct from each other as
the varieties of men. No one will pretend to say
that the distinct " types of men" are more diverse
than the different varieties of horses, the different
varieties of cattle, or the different varieties of dogs;
yet there are only one spacies of the horse, one species of domestic cattle, and one species of the dog.
Huxley givs for example the fox, a species of wild
animal "which has a very large geographical distribution," of many varieties, with as distinct differences and peculiarities as are found in the varieties
of men. The varieties of tigers "hav exceedingly
different characteristics," yet they all belong to one
species.
The same is true of most species of animals, both
domestic and wild.
Pritchard, in his natural history, says that "no
other differences occ111' than may fairly be attributed
to the difference of external circumstances ; and
hence it may safely be concluded that the different
races are all members of the same family, and the
offspring of one common stock.'' It is useless to
multiply authorities, for it is a fact taught by science
that all the different races of men are of one species;
then we are inevitably forced to the conclusion that
they sprang from one original pair. Huxley says,
"At present there is no evidence whatever for saying
that mankind sprang originally from any more than
a single pair;" and Pritchard says, " As with the
race of dogs, so with the race of men; the varieties
hav become permanent from one original pair."
Comparativ philology is equally strong. in its support of this great fact; hence it appears that after
successiv scientists hav labored with untiring energy

to advance to perfection these branches of science,
they prove, at least, the same facts enunciated by
Moses, nearly 3,500 years ago, long before the
sciences were known. Then how came Moses, in an
unlearned age of the world, to possess a know ledge
and to state this fact which scieBce has only in the
present century been able to reveal T It is impossible
to avoid the conclusion that either he was gifted
with faculties far surpassing all human experience, or
else his knowledge was divine.
"Well," say our Atheistic friends, "we admit that
science teaches that all the varieties of men originally sprang from one pair; that in this particular it
is in accordance with the Bible;" and, moreover, we
must admit that we cannot account for it except on
the theory that the pen which wrote this ancient
document was guided by him who designed and
created every species of the animal world after its
kind.
But right here arises this other point. Mr. Moss
says, " Supposing the story of the flood to be true,
we hav to suppose all these races developed from the
family of Noah." Is not the human period as given
in the Bible too short~
Not at all, and, for illustration, it is only necessary
to notice a few species of domestic animals. Take
the dog ; we find this species has varied to a very
great extent; it is well known that there are very
remarkable varieties of dogs. We hav the pointer,
the bulldog, the terrier, the greyhound, the bloodhound, the mast1ff, and others, differing from each
other to the greatest extent; yet all these important
varieties, so diverse, hav arisen from the same source
within much less time than the Bible givs for the development of the diff~rent varieties of men.
There are about 150 varieties. of pigeons. The
four which represent the most extreme divergence of
one variety from another are the carrier, the pouter,
the fantail, and the tumbler. '.rhere ru:e no four
varieties of men that are more diverse in type and
characteristics than these four varieties of pigeons,
yet they sprang from the same source-the rock
pigeon.
The same is true of other species of domestic animals, but these examples are sufficient to show that
if, by. select breeding, or selection by man, the many
varieties of dogs and of pigeons are developed with
as extreme divergences of types and characteristics as
are found to exist in the varieties of men in perhaps,
at most, not over one-half the given length of the
human period, then we may reasonably conclude that
climate, station, food, and other conditions of existence would develop the different varieties of men
within the period given in the Bible.
The oldest existing books are the scriptures, which
alone of ancient writings briefly describe the preparation of the earth for the abode of man, the creation,
the flood, and the dispersion.
It lays the foundation of all subsequent history
by sketching the divisions of the human race
into its three great families, and describing their
earliest migration. Oriental scholars hav, by patient
diligence, deciphered the inscriptions which the temples, palaces, and fragmentary remains of Egypt,
Assyria, and India bear, and what is the result ?
They hav added immeasurably to our knowledge of
those ancient times, and both corroborated and explained in a wonderful manner the brief allusions of
the Bible.
Again, the question naturally arises, how shall we
account for this most striking accuracy of the Mosaic
records? How came Moses, in an unlearned age, to
possess this knowledge and to state these great facts
which successiv scientists, after ages of unceasing
labor, hav only within the present century been able
to reveal! We are forced to the conclusion that his
knowledge must hav been diviae. We cannot explain
it on an]" other theory.
Thus signally failing to prove the Mosaic record
false, or convict Moses of error, we are driven to prehistoric times-to the field of paleontology and
geology. Here Mr. Moss makes another stand, and
givs us this statement: "A skeleton was found some
time ago at New Orleans, sixteen feet below the surface, beneath the roots of a cypress-tree, with four
fossil forests above it. Humboldt supposed a tree
of this kind to be six thousand years old, yet above
these human remains are four fossil forests of trees,
which giv us twenty-four thomand years, at least, as
the time that these human remains must hav lain in
the earth."
It is very easy to discover the illogical reasoning
·by which he arrives at this extravagant conclusion.
He first conceives that Humboldt supposed a cypreES·
tree in some distant part of the earth to be six thousand years old, then he supposes this particular tree
to be six thousand years old; then he supposes each
of these fossil forests to be six thousand years old;
then, upon this batch of suppositions, he asserts
"twenty-four thousand years, at least, as the time
that these human remains must hav lain in the
earth." Now, does he imagin that any sensible person will accept such a conclusion, based, as it is,
solely upon a medley of unconnected and unsupported suppositions? Such an idea is simply preposterous.
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Mr. Moss will certainly giv to other people all the faithfully follow spirit direction, refusing food, etc., she
Comstock's Character.
right of supposing which he claims for himself; would become a spirit without death, as the material
The Assembly Committee, in its endeavor to :find
· then, we think that Humboldt supposed a cypress- of which her body was composed would pass off, par- out why pool-selling upon horse Taces was allowed on
tree somewhere in some distant land to be :five hun- ticle by particle, without any inconvenience to herself. Long Island last summer, has dragged out more damdred years old (a very great age); then we suppose She practiced as directed, became not a spirit but a aging disclosures of Anthony Comstock's character.
this particular tree above this skeleton to be five skeleton, left her home, became an inmate of a spirit- Monday, March 21st, District-Attorney Ridgway, of
hundred years old ; then we suppose each of these ual community, but, after a. year or more, awoke to Brooklyn, was again upon the witness-stand. The
fossil forests to be :five hundred years old; ·then, ac- the use of common sense, returned to the city, and New York Herald reports his testimony as follows:
cording to Mr. Moss's logic, we draw a veritable would gladly hav returned to her home, but the door
"What I wish to ask you is," said Mr. Parsons, counsel
conclusion that two thousand years, at most, was the was closed against her. She lived a strange life, was for Comstock's society, in striking the keynote of the chimes
time that these human remains must hav lain in the for some years the wife of another husband, who of disclosure that followed,'' who were the accused to whom
earth. This would only carry us back about two hun- proved thriftless in all things. She adopted the pro- you referred last Saturday as having been indicted on June
1884, and who came and gave bail through surreptiticus
dred years before Christ. These conclusions are very fession of spiritual healer, accumulated an indepen- 30,
information received from Mr. Comstock's officers, .&'lessrs.
wide apart, but om·s is just as tenable, in fact, much dent property, shirked further care of the husband, Britton and Oram?"
nearer correct, than that given by Mr. Moss.
and when last I saw her was really a charming
Mr. Ridgway could not recall the names, but said that he
Again, he says, " We hav the discovery of human woman. I never felt like decrying or defaming this could readily obtain them by reference to the records of !Jis
office.
Then, attention being called to a number of pool-sel!remains in Kent's Cavern, which was made known by woman. She had accepted this new doctrin as aremg and gambling cases that were nolle prossed on tl1e night
William Peng€lly, who claims three hundred thousand ligion, and faithfully ~he kept its commands. The before Mr. Ridgway took office, by his predecessor, General
years as the lowest estimate for man's existence in wrong is in giving up one's own sense, and listening Catlin, Mr. Hidgway was a~ked whether the grand jury had
England." Now, as to the time of "man's existence to counsel that we do not understand. There was, no power to indiCt on other than the testimony of reputuble witin England" it is only speculation or guess-work; doubt, back of all this that I hav related, a bitternes& nesses. He said that Mr. ComsLOck liad endeavored w l!av
ll:eneral Catlin indicted on a written statement, but the grand
then suppose we cut off two ciphers from the right that none but a woman married to a coarse, uncon- jury
refused to consider 1h"' complaint, aud dismis,etl it alio· gether. (Applau•e.) The mention of Comstock's name
of Mr. Pengelly's :figures, and we hav 3,000 years, genial husband could appreciate.
When the convention which Mrs. Post and myself ..xcitcd applause for Ridgway, and Committeeman Arnold
a period approximating correctness, and which more
accords with the evidence than that given by Messrs. had attended adjourned, she prepared to go home; was obliged to say that the audieuce wa~ becoming objectionand as I had promised to speak in Detroit, I con- able in its conduct.
Moss and Pengelly.
"Now, Mr. Hidgway, has Mr. Comstock made himself
The remainder of his article amounts to about this: cluded to go with her on her way home and fulfil the obnoxious to you?" asked Mr. Parsons.
".Man lived in the midst of the quaternary fauna," engagement. Mx:s. Wallace had obtained a house,
"Yes. Beture I became district attorney he serit one little
and from this he arrived at a conclusion expressed by and the meeting was advertised. We had a peaceful boy to buy an obscene sleeve button from anot!Jer little boy,
who was the only sou of a widow, and l ddended the pristhe phrase, "Vast antiquity of man." Now, this is meeting, but not large. Mrs. Wallace had been often oner
gratuitously." (Applause.)
too vague and.inde:finit; it is tantamount to no ar- employed in sewing for the Ward family. Captaiu
'' l\'lr. Rtdgway, I will g1v you the entire range of anything
Ward,
reputed
rich-he
who
afterward
employed
a
gument at all, for it does not prove nor giv us any
you may kuuw or hav heard of cuucerning Mr. Comstock."
"Well, sir," answered the district atturuey, with his gaze
tangible idea of the length of the geological period of medium to advise him in his business, so it was said
horno sap·iens, the very thing which is now indispens- -she (Mrs. Wallace) was confident if I would make upon Mr. Comstock, who sat between Lawyers Parsous and
without a blush or a shiver at the evidences of pubable before proceeding further if he wishes to over- application to him, he would make a donation to the ll:uodrich
lic antipathy or the cutting statements made by Mr. HJdgslave's cause ; so she undertook to introduce me. I way, •· his attitude, his manner, and the me1~ns that he rethrow the Bible account of creation.
It is true that the remains of man are found in the hav often been refused money, sometimes with inso- sorts to for gaining niJtoriety by prosecuting people, as wdl
deposits of the Quaternary age, but no such remains lence, but I do not remember to hav ever been more as the fact that reputable people 11av told me tuey would not
him under mull, lmv furmt:tl a very struug impre~swn
hav been found which carries the human period back' grossly insulted than by this same gentleman. As I believe
upon my mind. Hundreds of people hav spul•eu to me
more than a few thousand years. As yet I maintain recall his words and looks, happening nearly forty ubout him."
that the Mosaic record and science are reconcilable, years ago, my indignation returns, and I find that in
"You hav mentioned a number of gentlemen-Leonard
both as to the creation of man and the flood. Prob- all these years I hav not forgiven him. My colore-d W. Jerome, Perry Bdmunt, Belmont t'urdy, aud Wrigl1t
::lanford-hav
these geutlemeu spoken to you about Mr. Cumably Mr. Moss will next discuss the geological his- friend was astonished beyond measure. This was stuck?" inquired
Mr. Parsons, wnh a yawn as tllougtt he fain
tory of" man as man," and the flood. These will re- before A. J. Davis had borrowed from the Russian a would not 1mpress any degree of importance to the qul'~tiun.
quire a considerable article witheut touching the " diakka," else we might suppose some one of the
"Oh, yes, t>ir," v.as the answer, •·I think they hav. Tiley
supposed infernals possessed him. Some of the talked of him as a publtc nuioance." (Laughter.)
question of the " origin and descent of man."
what circuillstauce do you btlse tue accusation that
We will not " scornfully throw aside the Biblical scriptures are so applicable to people of this time Mr."On
Comstcck, or persons in 11is employmeut, i6 guilty of
six thousand years " ·until we hav proven it to be that I like to quote from them : " Let no man say, black mall Y"
false. So far Mr. Moss's efforts bav been a failure. when he is tempted of evil, he is tempted of God
"One of the circumstances was that which got McDougal
He has just reached the :fighting ground, and I sup- [spirits], for God [spirit] cannot be tempted of evil, acquitted-the denial that he was the gu1lty man by Cumneither tempteth he any man; but every man is stuck ant! Britton. Another circumstance was the cuuversa..
pose he will contest every inch of it.
tion, which I hav already quoted, that took place in t.he
tempted when he is drawn away by his own lusts and grand
J.
GRABILL.
jury anteroom with Mr. Leonard Jerome, b1r. Wrigllt
enticed."
------~~.------l:lanford, .Mr. Lawrence, and Mr. Hecl>sl!er. Mr. Jerome
1\lrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
It seems to me quite as dishonorable to put our said pointing to the Comstock emissaries: 'These men can
When I went to Michigan, Spiritualism was rioting own wrong-doing upon spirits as it is for a Christian continue their persecmiuns just as long as they see tiL. They
like some outbreak of disease. Circles were the to gojnto heaven upon the merits of another. Let will uot get a single dollar out of the Coney lslaud Juclwy
order of the day, and of the night. Though I be- me, at least, bear the fruits of my wrong-doing, as Club.'"
"Hav you ever spoken of Mr. Comstock as a blacklieved at that time in the phenomena as spiritual, I well as the honor of a good deed, or, if not honor, mailer?" Mr. Parsons asked, in a low tone that could hardly
could not consent to be dictated to in my work by my own satisfaction. I can't feel that the Spirit- be heard.
'' WeU, I had a conversation once with Joseph A.. Britton,
spirits. Spirits had always existed since the advent ualists gain anything over the Christians in having
chief .man;'' was the evasiv answer. "He called ou me
of humanity, as had God; why had they, like God, so many gods as guardian spirits, or so large a num- his
soon after I went into office aud said that Comstock was a
been so dilatory in their work 1 I preferred to do ber of evil spirits rather than a devil. I should feel scoundrel and a rascal, and that if he could be persuaded to
my own work, and be resposible for its success or like the little girl who would not allow her little dog hav confidence in me. he would giv me information on
to follow her because "'twas bad enough to hav God which Comstock could be sent to Sing Sing. He asked me
failure.
if 1 were a Mason. (Laughter.) I said 1 was not. Britton
The Indian spirits had not then introduced them- tagging after her without a dog also." Too many at- said
he would come to see me again, but l told him that if
selva. They were mostly one's own personal friends, tendants of any kind are not agreeable.
he were false to his employer he shoultl never come near me
I hav spun out my reflections upon Captain Ward again.,,
or some noted man, like John Quincy Adams, or
.Mr. Parsons was much subdued after this statement, aml
some minister-if among the Methodists, John W es- to more length than was requisit, and will say,
ley; among the Friends, George Fox, or Elias Hicks. "Peace to his ashes." After leaving Detroit, I went pursued his inquiries concerning the man in whom he had
so much cunfitlence with •greater caution. Mr.
Their co~munications were by raps or. tips, and to Ypsilanti, and worked in that region. I found a expressed
H1t1gway finally adruittetl tllat he had never called. Cumsome people were entranced and delivered speeches, good home with S. D. Moore and wife, one of the stock a blackmailer in so many words. He had, however,
not always full of wisdom, but often seemingly above subscribers to Tru: TRUTH SEEKER for some years said that he believed ComstoC]{ participated in the extortions
past. He is au old man, but his letters always giv practiced•
the capacity of the medium.
.. J!'rom whom did you obtain information?" queried Mr.
The subject more generally dwelt upon was the me the impression of a good hand-shake. His wife, Parsons,
with a trembling voice, ''on which you base these
inharmo:pies of social and domestic life, and more a good woman, " has passed on." Mr. Moore took statements?"
than one couple released themselvs from their partner- me around the country and spoke with me wherever
" On it was generally reported that pool rooms in New
ship by and through the advice of the spirits. Ire- he could :find a house open to us. We met with some York h~d to pay a weekly stipend to Comstock. And some
time ago, when policy shops were raided, entries were found
member one woman who, with her husband, was trav- hostil words, but with neither blows nor stones.
on the books seizetl such as" Cash, A. C.," so many dolI
then
went
to
Ann
Arbor,
where
is
located
the
eling, giving discourses upon the development of
lars, or, "A. Comstock, cash."
"The Love Principle." 'l'heir outfit was a hand- ''state College. There was a little seciety in that
Mr. Parsons smiled a deathly smile, and said he was glad
cart, containing their wardrobe, some pictures which place composed mostly of "progressiv Friends." to hav Mr. Ridgway tell him ·'these things,'' but h<.; wislted
they offered for sale; and two children accompanied They had a small meeting-house and it was open to he would giv him the name of some person on w!Josc statethem. The husband drew the cart, the wife walked, anyone who wished to use it for the slave's cause. I ment the aistrict attorney based the belief that Comstock WIIS
-and the children alternated, sometimes riding in the had no difficulty in this city; the students of the col- a blackmailer.
"Well sir the chief of the secret service of the United
cart, at other times walking.
lege did not get aroused to deeds of violence, but a States, Mr. Drummond," said Mr. Hidgway, ~1th evident
These people were so refined that they ate no few months later, while an antislavery meeting was emotion and tile s1!ence that followed WliS so mtense tl1at
meat, nor anything that grew in the dark, like gar- in session, addressed by a gentleman, the students, had an/ one of the !wndredti of ~yes t~at were foCUtitied, ou
the untlmcuing l\'lr. Uumstuck wmked Ju.st once the actwn
den vegetables; but as they asked the hostess (who with " some others of the baser sort," attacked the of
the eyelids would h11v been plllmly audible.
had taken them to keep over Sunday) for eggs for speaker, broke the windows of the little church, detheir breakfast, I suggested that it would be very molished the seats, and completely broke up the The Moral is that the St01·y is Probably a Lie.
improper to eat eggs, as they surely grew in the meeting. I found a home in the family of a Quaker
One day some five years ago, John-.- , a profane cardark. They, however, ate the eggs with a relish, minister, who, I hav been told, was very popular in
penter, who oscillates between W.aterv1lle and S_uerburn?,
and their spirituality was not perceptibly diminished. that order. He was a very tyrant in his family; his villages in the (.)henan go Valley, 1u_ the pros~cut~~n of l!JS
The wife told me she had never been so happy since eldest son told me that he had often flogged him, but trade, while very angry with one of ~IS men for spmlmg some
she was married as then. She felt now that she was the last time he attempted it he refused, at his order, work started to UJ.ter an oath, but llltitautly became speechhelping the spirits to improve the world; and surely to remove his coat, but said, "Sir, if you wish to less. 'Less swearing was done in the valley on t~is account
a long while ami the story ran far and w1de. Julin
fight, I'm ready; yesterday I should hav obeyed you, fur
I do not know that she was not.
tihOrtly jomed th~ church, but his voice did not_cume bttck
The most remarkable case of Spiritualism that but to-day I'm a man-twenty-one years old." Such until a y~ar ugo, when, b~cuming very angry agam, and furcame under my notice was that of a young married was Christian parental authority forty years Pgo. gt:ttiug that he was speechless, l!e starLet! to swea_r-andd1d
woman, constaudy controled by the spirits, who re- Surty years ago I knew a Methodist elder stop three swear to his own utter amazement ant! tllut of all m l~eanng.
fused all food for weeks together. She was informed times in his morning prayer and severely whip his He l!~s since used his voice without dl1ficulty.-<:>yrucu8e
by her own hand, spiritually controled, that she must child, a mere baby, because it would not keep still titandalrd.
Edi~ors are supposed to know everything-can you
refuse longer to be the wife of her husband, that even through the service. "Spare the rod and spoil the find a moral to fit this 1 I am pained to think that
her little daughter, being the fruit of lust, was on a child" was a lesson well learned by some of our
this incident points to the concluBion that swearing is
low plane, and association with her much would hav fathers and mothers of the olden time.
one of the fine arts and deserving encouragement.
Syracuse, N. Y.
LuoY N. CoLMAN.
a degrading effect upon the mother; but if she would

w.
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. John, the profane carpenter, did not swear vigorously
enough, and was punished by being made speechless.
When he again started to swear, his thoughts were
concentrated o'n the biggest kind of an oath, and he
was blessed by the recovery of his speech. This
seems a. fair inference, but I defer to your judgment.
·
·
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News and Notes.
I left Prescott, Arizona, Monday afternoon, March
14th. It is seventy-five miles from the Atlantic &
Pacific Railroad. There are about three houses
along the whole route. However, it is a lovely ride.
The vast ranges of mountains stretch on every side
-the San Francisco peaks, where Fremont's party
was lost in 1846, and fed on dead horses ; Bill
Williams's mountain; the Granit mountain, etc.
Away they roll and glitter for hundreds of miles in
the dazzling azure and lustrous gold, and the desert
sands shine.like a pavement of marble wrought with
~leamimg colors. Half-way down the long incline
we stop at Barnhart's Hotel, the only hotel and
house for a space of thirty miles. What a monopolist this landlord is ! He allows no competition even
for a private dwelling. He takes the cake for a
bloated capitalist. The engin that supplied water
for the locomotiv broke down, and the prospect was
that we should remain all night long in this solitary
tavern for lack of steam, or foot it to Prescott J unction. Finally good fortune prevailed, and we proceeded, but I thought every minute we should run
off the track, which at times undulated like the waves
of the sea. But the wheels hung on, in spite of every
variety of motion, and with a whole skin we arrived
safely at our jolly Falstaffian landlord's, who made us
forget all the ills of life with his vivacious obesity.
I think he must hav a jew's-harp in every bone of his
body, he was so musical. He would make a jolly
archangel. The train was seven hours late, and we
were obliged to bunk in the freight-car, and rest our
weary bones on Uncle Sam's mail bags. I suppose if
Anthony Comstock had been present he ·would hav
arrested us for violation of the postal laws. No Freethinker should find repose for his derelict flesh on
these sacred leathern receptacles. However, we slept
well, listening to the clicking of the telegraph wires,
and occasionally disturbed by the fleeting feet of
dusky Indian maidens, who flashed alongside with
their crimson blankets, and in the " dim religious
light " one might imagin them to be beautiful, but
" distance lends enchantment to the view." The
Indians are the ugliest-looking people I ever came
across. They havn't a particle of grace, and they can
not compare for muscular power with the white man.
Most of the "braves" that I saw seemed to be in the
last stages of consumption. The talk of an Indian
being " straight as an arrow " is simply nonsense. I
didn't see anyone of that style. Even the young men
hav hollow chests and crooked legs. Civilization is
altogether in favor 9f manly beauty. The Indian
squaw is terrifically homely and dirty.
In the early morning the train came along; we
dashed over the Colorado river into the deserts of
California, climbing long ranges of hills. I expected
the moment I struck California to see flowers. But
for hundreds of miles only waste mountain lands present themselvs, scarcely a green blade to be seen.
Not until we come to San Bernardino valley does the
glory of California burst upon the view, and its tropical magaificence of fruit and flower appear. I was
too late to lecture or see friends at San Bernardino,
as I hoped to do, and I was obliged to go on to San
Diego. What shall I say of this most lovely spot,
the paradise of the world, where snow never mantles
the soil, but shines only on the distant summits that
fringe the infinit sky 1 Here Winter is like an eternal spring, and summer's bosom moves with soft
refreshing gales. A busy mart this is, San Diego,
fronting the broad Pacific, ready to take the commerce of the world, with its beautiful, wonderful
harbor fifteen miles long, never disturbed by storms,
and where a thousand ships might float and mingle
the flags of every nation in peaceful glory. W1th
what joy I looked upon the vast Pacific, stretching
seven thousand miles away, and watched its prancing
waves, as, like glittering, white-robed steeds, they
came dashing on in battalions miles in length along
the strand, and rolled back in music and broken
splendor, unable to conquer the immovable land!
Glorious sea, delightful shores! fringed with glowing
gardens, where oranges and lemons jewel the verdant
picture all the year round, and blooms are unending
from month to month, and every day a splendid harvest drops its wealth. Back of all this lustrous
scene tower the mountains, six thousand and ten
thousand feet high, in superb beauty and majesty.

I am in love with this land, and do heartily wish that
I could by a few corner lots and rest here in peace
and independence. Corner lots are almost as high as
New Jerusalem in this country. They are good
things to hold on to if you hav any desire to go up.
Alas! my bank account fotbids the exhilarating ascent,
and therefore I must be a wanderer still, and quit
this magnificent sea and sky with happy memories
and anticipations of a longer sojourn yet to be.
It used to be said of San Diego that it had plenty
of climate and nothing else. But now it is a vigorous business place and an elegant resort for thousands
of travelers. It is full of people all the time, hundreds coming and going each day. Its population
has trebled in the last two years. It now numb~rs
twelve thousand. It must be the center of a great
trade when the net-work of railroads is completed,
and the commerce of the "gorgeous East" floats to
its incomparable bay. Corronado Beach promises to
make one of the most brilliant sea cities in the world.
Hundreds of lots hav already been sold, and advanced in value to thousands of dollars, and beautiful
cot.tages are being built. A hotel of enormous proportions is to be erected-a palace indeed-with five
hundred rooms, a stately court, and all the conveniences and adornments of modern life. Summer
and winter rival each other here in beauty and softness, and every day of the year one can bathe in the
sparkling billows. Mountainous islands gem the
horizon, the blue ·sea rolls away to China and .Australia, the bright hills of Mexico girt the southern
view; to the west, and east, and northward circle the
picturesque peaks with blazing crowns of snow, and
San Diego and National City hold dominion over the
fruitful lands between. If one seeks for health and
luxury, this is the appointed place.
And the people are as good as the climate-genial,
generous, progressiv, and Liberal in thought. Wm.
A. Allen is our pioneer friend in this movement, a
typical American, who. has been all over this continent, with varied fortune, undaunted by any adversit:y, and always getting ahead, no matter what his
luck: It was through his interest and enthusiasm
that these lectures hav been given in San Diego, and
that a grand success has been achieved. He spared
neither time nor money for the cause. I was glad to
meet such a thorough-going reformer. The first
thing we did was to go over to National City and
find A. N. Burgess, whose lively communications to
THE TRUTH SEEKER hav no doubt been noted. He is
a whole-souled Liberal. Freethought is in every
bone in his body. He was built that way, and orthodoxy has never had a chance to capture his overflowing spirits. He took us at mice to his home, Mrs.
Dr. Potts's Sanitarium, on Paradise Mount-well
named, for the situation is delightful, and the buildings of royal proportions, stately and handsome,
with every comfort; and here is where the sick in
heart and body can find the healing balm on this
sunny eminence overlooking the bay and city and
measureless sea, amid orange groves and thousands
of flowers blooming all the seasons round. I
wanted to stay a month or two in this Eden of my
wide wanderings, and I almost wished that I was
sick, in order that I might hav the pleasure of getting well in this splendid retreat. Mr. Burgess has
charge of the place, and · he knows how to keep
things at their best. He and Mrs. Burgess are most
companionable Freethinkers, and their entertaining
hospitality made me wish I had a week, instead of
a day, to spend on Paradise Mount.
~
The Burgess family are a big element in this
country. There are fourteen in all, and most are
of the Liberal order, and they all keep pretty steadily
at the front. Mr. Frank Burgess and W. W. Burgess are brothers 0f A. N., and are just like .him in
Freethought and enterprise.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Shang came twenty-five miles
to attend the lectures. It was a pleasure to greet
such noble friends, and I hope to accept their kind
in','itation and see them in their home in thc;l happy
valleys overlooking the sea.
.
I was glad to meet our mighty veteran, Dr. Abram
Bronson, who has written for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
who, at the age of eighty, still bears the armor of the
soldier.
Mr. W. E. Rowe is another activ Liberal, and I
was pleased to meet him and his wife and daughter;
also Mr. and Mrs.-E. W. Morse, Mr. and M.rs. James
Bidwell, Captain Smith, Mr. Hunt, formerly of New
York; Mr. Richmond Savaile, of the Philadelphia
League; Mrs. M. C. Kasten, who furnished excellent
music for our lectures; Henry H. Nichols, J. M.
Ashbaugh, E. Nichols, P. H. Grost, H. C. Coddington, Mrs. T. D. Newton, Wm. Callard, Senor Aramiyo, a Mexican Freethinker; John Meklasck, John
Moore, R. Worthing, etc. The lectures were well attended in spite of many other attractions. The
audience on the second evening was twice as large as
on the first, and the newspaper notices were exceedingly favorable.
There is a Liberal society already established here,
doing good work. It will probably unite with our
national force and take out a charter in the Union.
This is a favorable point, and I think I shall hav to
return, perhaps in the month .of May. The friends

her~ are exceedingly desirous of pushing the':'wOl·k
right along. I am in hopes that Dr. York will come
and aid the people here with his enthusiastic utter~
ances. At any rate, I announced his coming, and I
guess he will obey the summons.
M.y good friend, A. N. Burgess, gave me a glit~er
ing gold piece as a personal souvenir when saymg
good-bye, and I intend to carty it about in my pocket
for luck as long as I liv; only when I get ready to
shuffie off this mortal coil I'll buy with it a good
square meal in remembrance of m! San. Diego trip.
I feel quite sure now that fortune will smile upon me,
and that some day I shall be a rich man.. Fri~nd B~
gess has given me a good start and I Wlll st10k to ~t.
I am now on my way to Los Angeles, Santa An~,
Norwalk Tulare City, Visalia, San Francisco, and
Oakland: I shall be in these latter places April 3d
and lOth; in San Jose, April 17th and 24th; in
Stockton, May 1st and 8th ; in Sonoma, Sacramento,
and other places until June; in Oregon and Washington Territory, June and July, as already noted.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
0. S. R. R., March 19, 1887.

The Liberal Club.
The price of admission to the Manhattan Liberal
Club remains at the low figure which has heretofore
prevailed-namely, five cents-ladies and Presbyterians being admitted free ; the former because they
are ornamental, and the latter for their own spiritual
good. If the club has one benevolent object in view
more than any other, it is to civilize the Presbyterians. When the writer of these records threw the
vivifying rays from his badge-pin upon Treasurer
Morris and handed him two five-cent pieces instead
of one, that official appeared greatly surprised, and
during the excitement several persons walked in without paying anything. There was. a large audience
present.
Mr. J. Beverley Robinson was the speaker of the
evening, "Anarchism and Christianity" being his
subject, and, when introducing him, Mr. Wakeman said he would not repeat his previous words
about the young man, as it might embarrass Mr.
Robinson to hear himself so highly spoken of.
Mr. Robinson, who is a fine-looking young man, said
that he regarded Anarchism as the lineal descendant
of primitiv Christianity, which died an early death.
Since the days of Constantine Christianity has been
what paganism was before that time. Anarchism
comes forward to preach again the doctrin of nonresistance to evil; it is a protest against all violence.
There is no reason why our law should be respected
except that it has the brute force to compel obedience. It has no moral authority. We breed big
men financially, and crush out great men judged by
any other standard. The power of the church is no
longer theological, but political, as in former days.
Bismarck and Leo clasping their bloody hands show
this. The respect once yielded to revelation is now
yielded to revelation's enemy, science. The authority
of an alleged God being destroyed, it is time to
assert the supremacy of moral law. Tear down the
prisons, discharge the police force, disband the army
and militia, dismantle the forts, put the navy out of
commission. Abolish force everywhere. This is the
new moral and religious dispensation of Anarchism,
and this is primitiv Christianity, and the Anarchist
of to-day reaches back through the centuries to clasp
hands with the Galilean reformer.
Mr. Wakeman said this had been a remarkable
lecture. He did not believe that Christians would
relish· it. Discussion was then invited in speeches of
ten minutes each, members of the club having preference. Nobody came forward until the Chair said
that it hoped no time would be lost through the
modesty of our philosophers.
Mr. Boucher began a speech on the floor, and was
invited to the platform. Mr. Boucher remarked that
the Chair knew he couldn't do well on a platform and
wanted him to make a failure. Besides, he wished to
speak for only a moment. The Chair repudiated all
evil intentions against Mr. Boucher, and,_ then that
gentleman proceeded to speak for nearly half an
hour. The lecture, he said, was a concrete non
sequitur, and a reaction to a reaction. He then began to trace the progress of mankind from earliest
times. He had reached the Middle Ages, when the
audience rebelled, and the Chair did its duty.
Mr. Hertig, of Chicago, being invited to offer some
remarks, said that coming out of the rowdy West he
felt embarrassed in appearing for the first· time before a metropolitan au~ience. Mr. Hertig had been
profoundly impressed by the parallel between primitiv Christianity and modern Anarchism. He regarded Jesus as a type of the discontented, and as
one of the most common productions of every age.
The difterence between him and the modern social
reformer was that Jesus offered his followers checks
on the he1·eafter as a reward, while his representativ
of to-day offers checks payable here and now. The
hereafter, Mr. Hertig believed, was a rather shaky
institution. Ministers of the gospel preach future
bliss with great hesitation.
.
.
Dr. Weeks threw out the thought that the pfeacl:l·
';I
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ing of Anarchism of this sort would convert Christians to Jesus. The doctor didn't believe Jesus
worked miracles. Miracles were chestnuts in even
those days. Jesus taught that God was a father
instead of .a tyrant, and in many things the doctor
would agree with him.
Mr. Sutherland was glad this lecture had been delivered, because it was the flower and bloom of Anarchism, the best that could be said on the subject,
and probably not six persons who had heard it took
the least stock in it.
Colonel Hinton said that the article by Ingersoll
in THE TRUTH SEEKER last week contained a great
fallacy so far as· it touched upon Socialism. This
arose from a misapprehension in Colonel Ingersoll's
mind as to what Socialism is.
Mr. Warwick, from Brooklyn, the next speaker, admitted that how to deal with the criminal and vicious
was a great problem. Non-resistance would not
solve it, and if a man assaulted him he would lock
him up if he could.
Herr Oppenheimer followed. First knocking out
Mr. Sutherland, he proceeded to say that he was
down on the program to demolish Ingersoll before
the end of the month. Herr Oppenheimer will look
better when shearing time has had a chance to do
its perfect work.
An attractiv program is presented for the month
of April. Mrs. Clara Neymann will speak, the 1st,
on " Dangers Ahead !" Next Leander Thompson
will take off the" Scum of Society;" then "lllusions
of Legislation" will be dispelled by the Hon. Dennis
McMahon. On the 22d Colonel Hinton tells " The
True Story of John Brown and His Men," of whom
the colonel himself was one. The 29th will be signaiized by Herr Marx Oppenheimer's ·discourse on
" Col. R. G. Ingersoll and Socialism." Herr Oppenheimer ought to swap dates with Mrs. Neymann.
Mr. Wakeman's retiring address as president of the
club is also down for the last of the month, and the
annual election of offi.c.ers will likewise take place.
Mr. Wakeman's resignation is before the club, but he
will probably meet with armed resistance in trying to
get it accepted. This world centers at New York,
New York centers at the Liberal Club, and the Liberal Club centers in its president. When the sun retires from the solar system it will be time for Mr.
Wakeman to resign his position. Until then any
overture he may make in that direction will be
ruled out of order, and the regular business will
proceed.

Lecturing in Nebraska.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
coming to Nebraska on a lecture tour the last days of
January, I did not expect to be employed more than
a few weeks. Yet here are the spring days upon us,
and the prospect of several weeks more of lecture
work before we leave for Colorado.
My first stopping-place, after leaving Denver, was
Minden, where D. S. Newbold met me with a carriage, and in the evening presented me to a full
hom1e six miles from the town. The audience gave
us a cordial greeting.
.
Next night a large turnout at Newark. D. S. New.bold and wife, Asa Smith and wife, Jason T. Bloodgood, wife and children, and many other families
were present-clear-thinking, independent farmersdespisers of fashion and sham. From such will come
the backbone of the Freethought movement. An
Infidel who keeps a grocery and is afraid to express
his honest convictions-" Good Lord, deliver us !"
Alexander S. Bleyer was my correspondent with
reference to a series of lectures at Central City.
C. A. Stitzer, J. B. Traver, and many others worked
vigorously to make the meetings prosperous. I hav
a list of sixty-five names at Central City. Good
audiences, many Christian ladies and gentlemen, attended and gave very respectful attention throughout. A Baptist clergyman, the Rev. W. H. Edger,
was a punctual attendant.
He came forward,
was introduced, and we had several pleasant
chats. He is a manly man notwithstanding the
damaging fact that he is a minister. He owns
the church he preaches in. Perhaps that is why he
is so independent. Good idea! Let each minister
own his own church. I gave six lectures.
John Ross, Morgan James; Thomas Reagan, and a
large company besides, are the undaunted of Osceola.
In Indiana Peveral years ago I became acquainted
with Mr. and Mrs. James, and Mr. and Mrs. Reagan.
Mrs. Reagan and Mrs. James are sisters. The aged
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Ventress, are living
with the former. Seth Henshaw, of Greensboro,
Ind., was a relativ of theirs. Mr. and Mrs. Ventress
were vigorous Abolitionists in the trying times.
Now they are peacefU:lly waitin~ .to c~oss t~e river to
summerland life. They are Spmtuahsts wtthout the
least reservation, but sensible Infidels as well.
A Methodist parson, the Rev. S. P. Mather, foamed,
fumed, and fretted himself into a fever. He finally
capped the climax by saying in his pulpit, " The
devil is coming to town." When I arrived I found a
fine audience. It was a goo~ ~vertisment;....,.cheap,

too.

My patriarchal friend, Morgan James, in his introduction remarked that he had the pleasure of making
the audience acquainted with his brimstone highness.
I took the occasion by the horns, and gave a history
of what I had been doing for several centuries in
making this world fit to liv in.
By giving three lectures on Sunday, I packed in
five lectures in forty-eight hours before excellent audiences.
F. F. Vogel, Mr. Headstrom, and a host of others
made the three lectures at Stromsburg a rousing time.
The name of their hall reminds one of Brother Gardner-" Lime Kiln Hall." Splendid Liberals here.
John N. Gouff and several energetic helpers made
the work boom at Wilber. We had the use of the
fine, large brick court-house. There was good interest,
and a strong desire among Christians to debate. I
leave a challenge in every town, as our distinguished
friend, Andrew Johnson, left a flag and a copy of the
Constitution when he, too, was on a tour.
The Baptist clergyman called at the residence of
my host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Gouff, to see me.
We had a two hours' frank conversation. On the
following Sunday forenoon he preached against Infidelity. He ckme down from his pulpit, warmly shook
hands with me, and hoped he had "not been too
severe in his remarks.'' I said: "Not at all. It is
just what I like. Pitch in, do your best, and may
truth win." The day before, I suggested that we hav
a friendly debate, but could not prevail upon bim
to join· issue; so in the afternoon I replied to his
long-range sermon.
Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter are the outspoken Freethinkers of Waverly. I gave tw~ lectures to middlingsized audiences. Considerable bigotry among Christians, and some moral cowardice among half-hearted
Liberals. In fact, Waverly is about the most languishing town I hav encountered upon the trip.
F. JAMIESON.

The charming little man will lecture in Chicago
next week.
He received much applause and a recall. The subject of his lecture was, as near as we gathered, "The
Nativs -of Timbuctoo." He said that they lived there,
an<:J. were as comfortable as could be expected under
all the circumstances ; that otherwise it was folly,
and if it were not so it was largely due to destiny.
The lecture then closed amid renewed applause,
during which the plucky little man bowed himself off
the stage.
We neglected to state that Mr. Newman wore a
watch, with chain and charm attachment. The watch
was worn in the upper left-hand vest pocket, and the
chain was very evidently gold.
Those who had the good fortune to meet the brilliant little man say that he had an overcoat and hat of
the most correct style. But this we did not see, and
so can only vouch for the real literary feast we hav
reported above. His necktie buckled in the back.
HELEN H. GARDENER.

w.

In Memory of Beecher.
The following resolutions in memory of Henry
Ward Beecher were passed by the Pittsburgh Secular Society at their regular meeting, Sunday, March

13, 1887:
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WHEREAs, By the death of Henry Ward Beecher the Pittsburp:h Secular Society recognizes the fact that this country
has lost a good and wise man, one of her foremost citizensgood because he was magnanimous, benevolent, industrious,
just, and temperate ; wise, in that he taught that for centuries the brotherhood of man has been marred by the perpetuation of old ideas, creeds, and dogmas, because he proclaimed the necessity of truth wherever found. Of all the
gospel ministers, he was about the nearest to being what
Secularists believe ministers of the nineteenth century ought
to be. He was an enemy of superstition and sectarian bigotry, and a warm friend of science; a man who progressed
with the times. He loved his fellow-man, and made the
world better for having lived in it ; therefore,
Re1Jolved, That it is eminently fitting that we should place
upon record our feelings of appreciation for his services and
regret for his loss.
Re1Jolved, That with the j/;reatest respect for the religious
belief of the deceased and his family, this society extend its
deepest sympathy to the bereaved relativs and friends, hoping that even in the sadness of their affliction they may yet
find some consolation in knowing that the worth of his private qualities and the value of his public services are properly appreciated.
R. STALEY, Pres.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. S. BELL is arranging; for a debate with the Rev. Mr.
Purvis at Farmersville, Ind.
THE Secular Society of Denver, Col., Mr. F. J. Truss,
president, Mr. John G. Jenkins, secretary, hav this to say of
W. F. Jamieson's lecture on "Thomas Paine,'' delivered in
Unity church: " 'The Military and Political Life of Thomas
Paine' was the best effort since his engagement by our
society. The audience was raised to a high pitch of interest.
The eloquence of the speaker, as he portrayed the deeds of
the heart devoted to human liberty, the mighty power of intellect that could perceive centuries ahead of hie fellows, the
self-sacrificing patriotism that laid purse and life on the altar
of liberty, and the earnest appeal that justice be done the
mighty and majestic, though much maligned, hero, touched
the living springs of sympathy and justice in the hearts of
those seated before him." Mr. Jamieson is yet lecturing in
Nebraska nearly every night, aud two or three times Sundays.
Address at Lowell, Neb.
THE Kalamazoo Herald of the 21st ult. says: "A very
good audience assembled at the opera house last evening to
hear Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds's secular address. The gentle.
man chose for his subject, 'Religious Persecutions of the
Nineteenth Century.' He is a speaker of more than ordinary
ability, and his manner of handling his theme was picturesque and .attractiv. It cannot be said that his arguments
were particularly new, since, like everything else, there is
nothing new to be said on this subject. But they were advanced with some originality and no little dramatic power,
and those who attended were well entertained." The Kalamazoo, Mich., Morning Gazette says of Mr. Reynolds's
lecture in that town on the 22d ult.: " A large audience
greeted ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds at the opera house on Sunday evening. Mr. Reynolds is an able and eloquent exponent
of Freethought, possessing much humor and great dramatic
ability. He was for twelve years a very earnest and devoted
minister of the Seventh Day Adventiets. Three years ago he
was induced to investigate the 'reasons of his faith and
hope' through the missionary zeal of our outspoken, Liberal,
a.nd popular townsman, Mr. Elias H. Gault, then a resident
of Rochester, New York. Mr. Reynolds made his debut on
the Liberal rostrum· at a convention of the New York Freethinkers' Association, held at the Academy of Music, Rochester, New York, in September, 1883, delivering a glowing
eulogy on D. M. Bennett, the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER.'

Lecture by the New Male Star.
['Report made by a lady after the present style of reporting
women's lectures.]
A fair-sized audience assembled last night to hear
·the new male star in the lecture firmament.
He had been heralded as a " second Castelar,'' a
"John Bright in miniature," etc., etc. Expectation
was therefore on tip-toe, and all of the good-looking
ladies took front seats, of course.
At exactly eight o'clock Mr. Newman stepped upon
the stage. He is a .small man, with large, luminous
brown eyes, and fair complexion.
He wore his hair cut short and parted on the left
side, about an eighth of an inch from the middle. It
looked as thought it was used to a good brush, and
had received some attention from a first-class barber
from time to time. His collar, which was linen and
of the usual style, stood firm and close about a
shapely throat, and a small white necktie told where
it joined upon the shirt. Mr. Newman wore a shield
bosom shirt, with three small iiamonds glistening
upon its snowy surface, and another gem gleamed
from the third finger of his shapely left hand. His
cuff-buttons were of the most correct style, and his
cuffs, which were of white linen; were visible below
the cuff of an evening coat of black broadcloth. His
coat was lined with black satin, and hung upon him
gracefully. From beneath his trousers peeped the
daintiest of feet, encased in patent-leather shoes.
The shoes were tied with silk strings. During the
lecture one of the· strings became untied, but the
plucky little lecturer appeared not to notice it. Mr.
Newman has small teeth and a very winning smile.
He used his hands with the best possible effect, to
show that they were white and delicate. We feel
sure that if all lecturers on Timbuctoo were so delightful, the whole female population at least would
soon be converted to his way of thinking,

Business Notes.
IF anyone has a copy of THE T1m·rrr SEEKER of November

8, 1879, that he does not want, Mr. F. G. Smith, of Alba.ny,
Mo •., will buy it.
OuB friends in Chicago living or doing business near Adams street will find copies of THE T11UTII SEEKER for sale at
P. 0. News Co.'s store, 103 Adams street. The place is just
opposit the post-office. The P. 0. News Co. can also supply
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUALs, and other of our publications.
No

Qoarre~ About Precedence-Walk
From tli.e Lrmaon securar Revtew.

Abreast.

We cut the following from THE TBUTII SEEKER of February
26th:

THE TRUTH BEEKER, NAw Yorlt. sa"\'S: "'God and HiR Book' is
the hAa"\'iest iconoe!ftRt.ic broadside that h~t• beet;t fired a 1. t.h.e ~ ewish God and the Bible by al).:v modern FrBAr.h.lnker. ChrJsh~tns
mftY ~ret angry at it; bnt thPlr sysl-~m of rel1~:tJon CA.nnot PA!JftPO
tmn-,.ict.ion nnder the powerfnl tndJot.ment dr:twn hy S<tl>tdtn.Lnnann SPnu>n.r RevlP>n. S>tl>tdin's cnn"\'is~ mAde a "!mst"k~. THE
TRUTH SEEKER s~tid, "by ~tn:V recAnt. En~:t\tRh. Freethmke.r.' Some
Jiving Americ~tn honk-makers h"" drawn m<hct.~e!lts eq~tA.llv powerful, thongh of different ''counts." But Saladm IS a m1ghty warrior!

From this we learn that, in the opinion of friend Macdonald. America has done -more than England to shatter tile superstition of him of Nazareth. We are not eager to d1spnte
this point and are. rejoiced to concede that America is doing
her share 'of the glorious work, and that none of America's
sons is doing that work more steadily and manfully than Mr.
Macdonald himself.
------~~.--------

THE Newtonville, Kan., News notices that the attendance
at all the Sunday-schools upon a recent Sunday morning was
about two hundred and fifty. The attendance at a game of
baseball in the afternoon was about six hundred.
THE mind cure has found a conj!;enial field in Chicago,
where there are five hundred professional healers, five chartered colleges of instruction and twenty not chartered, and
these various institutions t!.re graduating at least three hundred and fifty pupils each month. The Cleveland Plaindea,ler
is meall (lUOUgh to add that they cure h~m~ Pl Qllicago, toQ,
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~ommunicntions.
Miracles and M.iracle Workers.
According to the testimony of Vospic~s; ~usebius,
and Marcellus, the people of Tyana, his birthplace,
· worshiped Apollonius as a god for more than four
hundred years. The whale pagan world testified to
the deep impression which was left by the life of this
supernatural man, for the people used to exclaim,
"We hav a living god among us."
Eunapius, in the fifth century, said, "Apollonius
was not so much of a philosopher as something between a god and a man," and that Philostratus ought
to have entitled his "History of Apollonius" " The
Descent of God upon Earth." He was worshiped
by both Christians and heathens. Some of the early
church writers, Eusebius in particular, admit that he
was a miracle-worker, but attribute his power to
sorcery.
Such is a brief outline of the life and doings of one
of the most wonderful men whose name was ever
placed on the pagA of history.
Here is an account of a man who lived in the time
of Christ, and who performed more numerous and
more astonishing miracles than are recorded in the
New Testament. Why does the Christian believe
these miracles and reject those of Apollonius 1 Any
reason which the Christian may be able to give for
believing that Christ was more than human, will apply to Apollonius with tenfold more force.
The Christian will claim that Apollonius deceived
the people. But did he hold the exclusive right to
deceive secured to him by letters patent?
If Apollonius could so successfully deceive the
peopla, how does the Christian, know but he has
been imposed upon in like manner by the miracles of
the New Testament?
I have talked with many Christians, including some
ministers, and I have yet to find one who ever heard
of Apollonius. Why is this so? Simply becauRe
Christianity cannot bear all the light of history. To
let the Christian know that divine honors have ever
been paid to any but Chlist is not the policy of the
church. It would prove almost disastrous to the
church for the people to know how many have been
engaged in the miracle business, and had supernatural
powers attributed to them.
A true comparison between Christ and other men
who have had divine honors paid to them, and who
have worked miracles, would have a tendency to make
Christians weak in the knees. If those who put so
much confidence in the miracles of Christ could know
that history gives accounts of hundreds of miracle
workers, he would come to understand that none of
them were performed by divine assistance, Christ included among the rest. In all human probability
God has never been engaged in the miracle racket.
If a first-class magician could be smuggled into a
protracted meeting, when they have a high pressure
of Holy Ghost steam on, and the enthusiastic minister should tell them that God was going to " make
bare his arm" and "show forth his wonderful power,"
and the magician should vanish and reappear, and
cause objects to vanish and return at his bidding,
when the audience should see him cut off the heads
of men, and birds, and animals, and restore them to
their normal condition, nine out of every ten would
verily believe that the hand of God was in it. Such
feats would have been first-class miracles two thousand years ago.
But how different it would all appear if the deluded noddies shoulcl come to know how these tricks
(for they are mere tricks of deception) are performed !
Now, to help the Christian understand the hocuspocus of miracles, I will introduce another great
trickster, or magician, or miracle worker, so that the
Christian may judge whether God has had a hand in
all of these miracles. Remember miracles are always
easy if the conditions are right. All that is necessary
for a first-rate miracle is a shrewd trickster, and a
few interested ones and a lot of fools.
We come now to another great miracle worker,
Simon Magus. His miracles were received as genuine by both Christians and heathen. He was educated at Alexandria, and had an immense following.
In Rome a statue was erected in his honor. He
st:yled himself the Christ, and wished to be called
"the standing one."
He was a disciple of Dosithius, and whenDosithius
attempted to chastise him for assuming to be a
standing one, the rod passed through his body as
through fog ; whereupon Dosithius fell down and
worshiped him. His wife was brought down to him
from the higher heavens. It is stated that in a discussion with Peter he claimed to have the power to
fly through the air, to mix with fire, to make statues
move, to animate lifeless bodies, to make bread out
of stone, to pass from mountain-top to mountain-top,
that he was the son of God, and would endure forever, and that all who believed in him would endure
forever, and that Peter had no such power given to
him.
Nero ordered Simon to be brought before him.
Simon ~ssumed :firijt the form of ~ little chll~ then

that of a very old man, then that of a young man.
Nero said he had confirmed his godhead by his
deeds, for he ordered the angels to come to him, and
they came; he raised the dead, and was himself
raised from the dead after he was beheaded.
When imprisoned, he turned into a ram ; the
ram was beheaded, and Simon escaped. Here is
a man who lived at the same time that Christ is said
to have lived, who performed even more and greater
miracles than Christ did. Why, he came out a whole
ram ahead of him !
Candidly, my Christian friend, must it not be admitted that Christ lived in an age of miracles 1 It
has been thepolicyof the church tokeep you ignorant
of these other great miracle workers, because if the
masses come to know that the same miracles which
Christ performed had been performed by many
others, they would only have a par value with the
rest.
Abonoticus wa.s another great miracle worker. He
had a temple built to his honor. From this temple
he deHvered OI'acles. People flocked to him from all
parts to consult him. The sick were healed, the dead
were raised, the lame, the duw.b, the blind, and d~>af
were all made whole by his miraculous powers. His
prophecies were held in high esteem by all classes.
Long before the birth of Christ, and for many
years after, every country and city had its prophets
and miracle workers, and wonderful men, whom the
ignorant masses regarded with awe, because they believed that they were assisted by some unseen and
mystelious power.
Why, we haven't got fairly over the miracle craze
yet. Only compa;atively a short time ago men were
perambulating the country with old clouts and rags.
or other things equally disgusting, which had been
worn or touched by some disgusting old saint, and
with these relics the sick were cured, the blind made
to see, and the dumb made to speak. Even now the
Catholic church boasts of the miracles which she has
wrought, and still claims the power of working them.
What sane person believes that the sick can be
cured, or the blind made to see by touching an old
rag ~ There is no more virtue in one old rag than another, and no more virtue in Christ's garment than
there is in a breech-clout of a Digger Indian.
The truth is, these things have never happened.
There are always impostors when and where the people are ignorant enough to be imposed upon. It does
not appear that Christ ever pretended to work miracles. But as many ~reat men had been regarded as
miracle workers, and as Christ was made the power
behind the tierarchy, and clothed with divine power,
of course he must have the power to work miracles
also. Miracles can be wrought only in the minds of
the ignorant. Chemistry knows of no quality in
an old rag, imparted by the touch of a saint, which
will cure disease. Science knows of no methods
of infusing life into a carcass that "stinketh."
There are thousands who believe in the miracles
of Zoroaster. Vast multitudes believe in the miracles
of Christna. Thousands believe in the miracles of Apollonius and Simon Magus. Mussulmans believe in
the miracles of Mohammed. Mormons believe in the
miraculous finding and translating of their Bible.
The "Friends" believe in the miraculous powers of
Jemima Wilkinson. The Jews believe in the mh·acles of the Old Testament, and Christians believe in
the miracles of the New Testament.
It would appear that these miracle workers have
been engaged in a very extensive business. Does the
Christian believe that all of these miracle workers
have had divine assistance~ If the Mussulman has
been imposed upon, may not the Christian have been
imposed upon in like manner~ If Mohmmedans
had an object in imposing upon the people, may not
the early Christians have been influenced by the same
object'
When the number of miracle-workers and the vast
number of miracles which are said to have been
wrought are taken into consideration, it seems a little
strange that the few miracles said to have been
wrought by Christ and his disciples should attract
general attention.
But it. has always been the policy of ecclesiastics
to boycott other saviors and miracle-workers, so that
their dupes may know nothing but " Christ and him
crucified;" and that is the reason why the average
Christian knows nothing about the saviors and miracle workers not spoken of in the New Testament.
The church knows the consequence of having the full
knowledge of the many saviors and miracle-workers
come to the people. The similarity is too striking.
To understand how easy it was to perform miracles, it is only necessary to know the superstition of
the people among whom the miracles were performed.
When the people believed in sorcery and charms, in
signs and dreams, in warlocks and witches, in ghosts
and prophets, in· demons and angels, is it any wonder
that they were imposed upon by miracle workers~
And then it must not be forgotten that for hundreds
of years the people were taught that they could serve
God .by lying for tbe church.
There was no dfarth of miracle workers when the
church so much needed miracles. When a credulous
people co1,lld be couv~ced b;y m4"acles, there w~s :t!Q

lack of impostors to perform them ? Why should
one give credit to the miracles of the Bible, and discredit the miracles of Mohammed, Apollonius, Simon
Magus, and all the rest~ The probability is that if
one worked miracles, t.hey all did. But the truth is
that the people were deceived, and no miracles ever
wrought.
'fhe ignorant masses believed that nearly every
great man could work miracles, or at the least had
some power beyond the natural. Everything in
nature not understood had a god or spirit behind it.
Gods, angels, or demons controled everything. They
were in the bodies of men, fishes, fowls, and animals.
Earth, sea, and sky were full of them. It is just as
natural for miracle-workers to turn up among sueh
a people as it is for water to seek its level. To show
the mental altitude of the people among whom
miracle workers have operated, it is only necessary to
refer to some superstitious beliefs among them.
It was believed that anyone who would take the
afterbirth of a black cat littered by a first- born black
cat,_ whose mother was also a first-born, burn and
reduce it to a powder, and put some of it into his
eyes, would be enabled to see spirits, demons, etc.
It is not strange that such people should believe in
miracles.
When the wisest had their minds filled with the
miraculous, and believed in demons, ghosts, and
witches, the minds of the ignorant were constantly
terrified by the miraculous and the unnatural.
So learned a man as Justin Martyr believed that
devils could get into men, and he declares that " all
over the world Christians in the name of Jesus cured
and set free those who were possessed with devils
when all other enchanters failed."
Thus it appears that there was a strife between
those who cast out devils in the name of Christ, and
the " enchanters," or those who cast out devils by
some other hocus- pocus racket.
The minds of men were filled with superstition,
and the country swarmed with enchanters, soothsayers, sorcerers, and miracle workers.
Nobody doubted that Apollonius and Simon Magus
and many others could work miracles, but it was
claimed that they worked miracles by magic. There
was a great strife between these magicians (for that
was all that any of them were), but the Christians
gave the preference to those who performed those
wonderful acts in the name of Christ, of course.
JoHN PEcK.

Anarchists Tucker and Appleton.
As the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav become
considerably interested in the subject of Anarchism,
and as Mr. Tucker has attempted to explain the
essential point whereon he and I hav come to disagree, I will, with your permission, try to throw some
further light on the subject.
Mr. Tucker and myself are both Individualists.
We both affirm the sovereign individual to be the
inviolable, social· monad, and that every exercise of
authority over him withou:t his consent does violence
to natural law, and evidences diseased social conditions. We both affirm that liberty, with individual
responsibility for the costs of its assertion, is the only
way to true social order ; or, to transpose the terms,
individual responsibility for the costs of our actions
being the measure of good order, the only way of fixing and balancing said costs is through liberty.
As to the basic assertions upon which the philosophy of Individualism rests, Mr. Tucker and I are
fully at one. It is in the deductions that follow this
philosophy, as bearing upon the methods of social
regeneration, that we hav come to view the situation
differently.
All wrong systems hav their source in the individual.. The first individual who alienated his sovereignty set the tide of despotism in motion. The
aggregate individuals who alienate their sovereignties to the keeping of others constitute the
aggregate subjects of the world's rulers. For purposes of the governmental discussion, society is made
up of two classes-those who in multiform spheres
desire to alienate their sovereignties, and those who
accept the invitation as rulers. There is no individual who is not subject to a variety of rulers. The
relativ weakness of all individuals toward others
makes rulership a universal system.
Sovereignty, then, becomes the great exchangeable
commodity of the world. It is universally bartered
and sold. It is at first promiscuous and. unregulated.
Seeing it afloat in this chaotic way, the statesman
steps in and organizes the market. The great mass
of individuals who hav sovereignties to dispose of
become his patrons. He drafts a set of rules and .
regulations which are to govern the market, and they
acquiesce. He thus builds up a trade, and finds it
the greatest source of profit and power. Like all
others who rule the markets, it is of course of chief
importance that he make the business of selling sovereignties a necessity, and the profits as great as possible. To this end he encourages and defends usury,
as made possible by land, currency, and commercial
monopoly. When the whole structure is organized
and fortifi~q by agencies of coe:rciou1 it cop~tit1,1te~
tlle state,
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The state is an organized establishment which has and tumble and stand on my head, or be guilty of use the mortar at all? Why not get well by prayer withit?
grown up out of the trade of buying and selling any kind of intellectual contortions, if thereby I am out"Well,
now, ye see,.!' said he, "that you don't understand
sovereignties.
Its origin and development follow kept free to grow. To grow is my religion, and all it. The blessed mother of God made her appearance at that
the universal law of the markets. It did not create the machines in the universe shall not prevail against chapel for all to be healed that had faith to go there and lave
their diseases and their crutches behind when they came
itself-its creation was invited. Its invited rulers, it.
HENRY APPLETON.
away cured, do ye see?" and this argument was as clear as
finding a source of profit and power in the business,
mud to me, so I took my leave in search of the parties in
naturally boom the business by fortifying monopMiraculous Plaster from Knock.
Ashley.
olies. Being aware of the fact that the basis of indeI met a Mrs. Hooley, and fortunately she was-in possession
The following" yarn'' has been going the rounds
pendent sovereignty lies in free access to the soil of the country and religious papers for the past of all the facts. She was C'n her way to Wilkes Barre and
would tell me all about it. So for half an hour she talked
and the tools of exchange, they, of course, interdict three months:
about the case. She told me that it was a Mr. James Mur.
this, to the extent that lies in their power, as do all
WILKESBARRE, December 14th.-A remarkable case of phy and wife who had brought the plaster over, and that she
other enterprising business men in their spheres. restoration of speech to a young lady who had been dumb was using it on a sick girl who had been betrayed by her lover,
They are also alive to keeping their patrons ignorant for eight years, through the agency of faith and prayer, is and went "away crazy" because she did not dare to marry
of the secret sources of what makes their business reported from the neighboring village of Ashley, and the him. Mrs. Hooley had sent for the girl, and she was using
facts in the case are well authenticated. Miss Kate Martin,
plaster daily. I said:
necessary and lucrativ. In short, they are no better now nineteen years of age, lost the power of speech through the"Mrs.
Hooley, what kind of mortar or plaster is it? Is it
and no worse than other successful business men.
a severe illness of scarlet fever. Many of the physicians of soft or hard like a rock?"
Now, the problem which lies before Mr. Tucker and the neighborhood exhausted the utmost resources of their
Said ~he, " It is as hard as any mortar or stone yon ever
myself is how to get rid of this woful business of skill in the attempt to relieve her, but without avail. Of late saw. You could no more break it than you could break a
she has held the belief that her voice would be re- stone."
bartering sovereignties. He says attack the organ- years
stored to her suddenly and miraculously, and has spent many
"But how can you dissolve it in water to use it if it is so
ized sovereignty brokers-the state-which is the hours in prayer. She was an earnest Catholic, and hearing hard?"
efficient cause .of our lamentable social condition. of the wonderful cures effected by visiting the famous
" It won't dissolve at all ; you could no more dissolve it
So do I sa:y attack the brokers, as I would say were chapel of Knock, in Ireland, tried to induce her parents to than you could dissolve a bit of stone. It rests on the botlet
her
pay
a
visit
to
the
shrine.
They
were
too
poor
to
do
tbm
of the vial that contains the holy water, which the priest
it attempted to break up Wall-street stock-gambling. this, but, at her solicitation, succeeded with some difficulty
at the chapel of Knock always fills, and puts the plaster into
But I deny that the sovereignty brokers are the rad- in procuring some of the plaster from the walls of the the bottle, and when the holy water is all used up by sprinkical efficient cause of the evils. I say that the mass chapel. This was soaked in water, which' Kate drank ling or bathing, you are at liberty to p;o to your own priest
and get some more water blessed and pour over it again.
of ignorant, helpless, superstitious, vanity seeking, freely of.
After ~pending the whole of the evening in prayer, she That. plaster I hav will last forever and forever and be doing
city-crowding priest and fashion ridden individuals
retired, and on awakening in the morning found her speech
duty all the time."
who patronize these sovereignt.y brokers are the restored to her in all its fulness and power. Thll first use itsMrs.
Hooley tht>n gave me an account of the discovery of
efficient cause, and that a logical remedial application she made of her recovered voice was to offer heartfelt praise the virtues of the plaster by an accident, stating that a blind
of individualism has to do with them as the efficient to God, and the unusual sound of her voice issuing from man went scrambling along the wall und accidentally got
their daughter's room ar!)_used her parents, who rushed in some of the mortar from the plastering under his fingercause.
nails, and then carelessly put his fingers into his eyes, rubMr. Tucker may aver that the brokers hav so and joined their thanks to hers.
The postmaster of Orangeport, N. Y., Mr. M. E. At- bing them. They at once began to ·smart, and in a few mo"fixed" the market that it is impossible to get any
ments he could see as well as anyone. The people rushed to
vantage ground, or any tools for the' exercise of indi- wood, is a heretic who places little confidence in the the chapel and began tearing ofi the mortar f,om the walls
vidual sovereignty except by patronizing them and phenomena of the miraculous. He wrote to the and crevices, so that if the priest had not put up a high
submitting to their terms; yet he believes in great, postmaster of Ashley, Pa., and the subjoined is the board fence the church would bav been torn down. "Oh,
yes," continued she; "there are fields and fields of old
crowded cities, and will not touch or countenance reply:
crutches laying there, left by the lame that hav been cured.
AsHLEY,
PA.,
Jan.
26,
1887.
any sqheme by which it is proposed to colonize
Bless her holy name!"
P.M., 0RANGEPORT, N. Y., Sir: Replying to yours in
By way of comment, I wish to offer a few thoughts about
emancipated individuals under conditions that make
reference to case of miraculous cure of Katie Martin, I hav this miracle. If Mrs. Hooley speaks truly, it lool;s to me as
the practice of liberty and individual sovereignty to say the outward facts are substantially as stated. She livs
if the young lady had been deceived about the plaster. It
possible. He says he proposes to stand right here here; lost her voice, as stated, from sickness when a child, will be noticed that the young lady stated that she dissolved
in this great., crowded, jumbled, collectivized city of and can now talk.
the plaster and drank it; that it had a certain effect upon
The cure she attributes to the use of the plaster from her throat, etc. Mrs. Hooley says she has some of the same
Boston and down the state, and that if Anarchism
by
the
prayer
of
faith.
They
are
uneducated
Knock,
aided
is not good for Boston and New York it is good for and superstitious people, but hav practiced no deception in plaster, given her by the same persons who brought it over,
that you can no more dissolve it than you can dissolve a
nowhere. I say that liberty and individual sover- the matter. They fully believe the cure has taken place just and
rock; which looks right, as we know that when limeRtonc
eignty are only possible under their nativ conditions, as represented, and from supernatural causes. Without say- has been heated sufficiently to giv off its carbon and form
and that until somebody gets down to the individual ing what I think about the matter myself, I will simply add lime it will dissolve into milk of lime, and when it again
that I suppose such cases of the voice being restored from combines with the atmosphere it hardens by age into its
patron of the sovereignty-brokers, and succeeds in natural
causes, when lost in a similar way, are not unknown original limestone condition, and cannot be dissolved in
getting some personal character into reformers them- to the medical profession.
water, forming carbonate of lime.
selva, the state will mock at Tucker and me as imI hav given in brief an answer to your inquiry. To go
It may be possible that the sacred plaster was considered
potent cranks, if it does not ultimately seize upon into rletails would take considerable time and labor. I am, too valuable to part with, and that Mr. Murphy instead gave
J. K. P. FENNER. P.M.
Yours very respectfully,
the girl a bit of quick lime, which she dissolved in water and
some opportune public craze to hang us, or dispose
of us under the heels of its servant and patron-the
The above letter was .forwarded to THE TRUTH drank ; and it is possible that it may hav had the effeet to
act upon her vocal organs, and in four or five days restored
SEEKER by Mr. Atwood, and sent by the Editor to her lost voice, doing it in a perfPctly natural way.
mob.
Sovereignty-bartering individuals, being the root J. R. Perry, who livs at the Ecene of the miracle.
It will be observed also that Miss Martin's own statement
of social evils, are to my mind the proper subjects Mr. Fenner, it may be incidentally mentioned, is a differs from the published account, which states that "after
for the application of remedial expedients. I find, member of the Methodist church. Mr. Perry's ex- spending the whole of the evening in prayer she retired, and
on awakening in the morning found her speech restored to
in fact, that theological and civil rulers are univers- planation of the matter is as follows :
her in all its fulness and power;" while the young lady
ally more_ liberal than the average individuals who
stated to me that it did not return fully at once, but required
WILKES BARRE, PA., March 5, 1887.
create arid patronize them. · The civil officers who
E. M. MACDONALD, De011· Sir: Yours of March 2d came four or five days; that it was better in the morning, but
tried Christ for Anarchism before a Roman court of duly to hand, and as I was at leisure I started on a tour of weak, and that four or five days passed before it got strong.
story of her arousing her parents by the sound of her
law did not want to convict him. The mob cried, inquiry and inspection, to ascertain what bearing the case The
voice issuing from her room, etc., is in part a fabrication,. as
on truth, which I will impartially record.
"Crucify him!" and they obeyed. So, in Chicago had
I first called at the post-office at Ashley, in chargg of Post- she bas but one parent, Mrs. Margaret Martin, unless Mr.
some time ago the judge emphasized to the jury that master J. K. P. Fenner. A young lady in charge informed Kane rushed into her room with Mrs, Martin to join in the
they might freely judge of the justice of the law as me of the neighborhood of the patient's residence, and stated praises, Mrs. Margaret Martin being Mr. Kane's housekeeper.
of eight years, tbc lady said it was about five years
well as of the facts. It was the mob outside, and that she knew her for years, that she could not talk above a Instead
whi~per, and also that she was now well, but could since she took a bad cold and lost her voice. She did not
the hireling newspaper press, who study to voice the hoarse
not say what cured her, though shl\ (the Miss Martin) firmly say anything about scarlet fever. When the supersti~ion
average prejudices of individuals, who demanded the bPlieved it was the plaster from Knock chapel that did it. which encircles this case is removed, and the facts, fa1rly
gallows. Clergymen are notoriously ahead of the The residence was pointed out to me, and I called to see the stated, appear, this miracle seems to amount to no miracle
average individual in the pews below. Where, then, young lady whose spePch had been restored. T.here is a deep whatever, and may be accounted for by perfectly natural
J. R. PmmY.
causes.
is the source of the s·tate, civil and ·theological, and cut made by the L. V. R. R. close to her residence, and I
was at a loss how to find a way over, when I noticed a plumpwhere lie the radical sources of individual sovereignty looking damsel of about eighteen or twenty years of a~e comWanted: A Million for Missions.
and liberty?
·
ing down from the house. I called to her, suspectmg she
must be the lady, and she returned my call in a full, round
In individuals.
The priests are publishing in their organs, and
The mistake of Mr. Tucker-stanch, brave, and voice, pointing out which way to cross over.
many country journals copy them, free advertisments
She informed me that a friend bad brought some plaster or
truthful as he is-was in announcing a purpose in mortar
from the chapel of Knock, and it bad cured her. She headed as above, varied by occasional puffs thus:
Liberty which was aimed at an organized result, had lost her voice by taking a bad cold, and could not speak
It was announced in Chicago on Saturday night that the
rather than at the source of despotism. Having aloud for five years.
$250,000 guarantee fund asked b~ ~· L. ¥oody to found in
I inquired as to what she did with the mortar. She said : Chicago a training school for mJSSIOnanes had been fully
staked his reputation and identity as a reform leader
"I soaked it in water, and it dissolved, and that night subscribed. Amonp; the subscriptions are the following:
upon this pru:tial machine, and defiantly nailed his
when I went to bed I drank the water."
John V. Farwell, $100.000; Mrs. George McCormick, $50,challenge on the door of the state, he wraps himself
"What effect did the water seem to hav in your throat? 000; Marshall meld, $10,000.
up in the mantle of a hero and refuses to budge. Did it burn or scratch or bite you?"
.
Every one .of these supposed large contrib?'tor~ is
"Oh, yes ; it was strong, and I was praying all the time to
His great weakness is the fear of being inconsistent,
only advertising his business. The la~bs m.q~1re
that most dwarfing of all speci.es of moral cowardice. get well."
" How did your voice come to you? Was it very sudden, who they are, what business t~ey are m. . MillionWhen I am quoted as saying something a year ago,
or did it require some time?"
or a month ago, which I deny and repudiate to-day,
"Well at first it was weak, but it kept improving for four aires, say the lambs, whom Chnst .has pun~e~ a~d
blessed with worldly wealth, a speCies of Cb.rrstramty
it is a source of gratification, as witnessing that I bav or five d~ys getting better all the time."
"Then it'did not come to rights immediately that night?" no way objectionable to the e.n;tbassador of hrm whose
grown and am not afraid to grow. Mr. Tucke~ is. so
"No, sir; it took five days or so until it was strong. It life was poverty and humility,. Barnum .g~ve the
organized that when he finds a man contradtctmg
a bad cold I had taken."
priests pointers how to advertrse for Cbrrst s sake
himself at different stages of his growth he thinks was
She stated that she had received hundreds of letters about and profit. A tramp illustrated their motiv. He
that he has next to annihilated him, though he has it from all parts of the country. Some contained postage
really demonstrated the chiefest promis for good stamps but most of them had none, and that a few of them may hav been a priest. Calling at a house for breakshe harl answered, but she bad " not time to be answering fast the Christian lady said, "I never turn a hungry
within him.
.
m~ away empty,'' whereupon she handed him a
Mr. Tucker's position will not permit him to grow, ~~~~
I inquired who were the friends that had so kmdly brought
and confess it, except at the cost of extinguishi?g h.is her the plaster, but she seemed to evade the question.• as .she piece of plain bread, saying, " I don't want you to
personal glory as the first agitator of ~~arch.rsm m thought, no doubt, I was about to make further mqmry. think I approve of your conduet; I giv you this for
America in the Enghsh language. He rs rmpr1sone.d This stimulated me to find the persons, but as she referred God's sake." To which the tramp replied, "Won't
in his own machine. I am sorry he did not plant hrs me to some other parties in Ashley, I took my leave, wishing you please put a little butter on it for Christ's s~tke. ~,
her long life and happiness.
.
" God save and multiply the fools," said Josh Billmovement on the broader field of Individualism, so
Miss Martin and her mother, Mrs. Margaret Martm, are
as to hav left infinit room to grow in, without danger keeping house for a man named Kane. Mrs. Martin I did ings. " If it wasn't for them, how would so many
of inconsistency, that terror he so much dreads. But not see but Mr. Kane was present and proffered his explana- get a fat living without earning it~,
of the cure, stating that it was all through faith in t.he
Corry, Pa., March 19, 1887.
G. F. LEWIS.
he is made of stuff that does not budge when once tions
"blessed Virgin Mary, mother of God." The plaster, he sa1d,
fixed upon a purpose-a tireless worker, and tremen- would "amount to nothing on a heretic," and only for the
dous power for good withal. As for me, I am willing belief in the holy Catholic religion no cur~ could be made
SEND to THE TRU'lil' SEEKER office for a catalog of
to be inconsistent, to be called a compromiser, to eat with it "no more than a shtick or gob of mud." It was the the book13 w~ M.,v for s!lle. T4e ca.talog is free,
~e words to-day which I ·uttered yeste~day, to :roll "faita tluJ,t did the work," l suggested if tbat were so, why
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" Fighting the Devil with Fire."
The Evangelical Alliance has at last done something which we can almost unreservedly commend.
Under direction of James M. King, the chairman of
the Alliance Committee on Legislativ Action, a protest
.has been prepared against the passage of Senator
Murphy's bill which proposes to divide the public
school funds with the schools of the New York Oath.
olic Protectory. The protest is an argument bearing
upon the attempt by Roman Catholics to weaken our
common school system by the establishment of parochial schools, and division of the school funds therewith. It is not to be expected that the Evangelical
Alliance will tell the whole truth, but, so far as the
Alliance goes against the bill under consideration, it
will hav the hearty aid of Freethinkers.
The protest .and petition is, too, something more
than an objection to the one bill. The legislature is
asked to inquire into the law under which children
are committed to the various sectarian institutions at
the public cost. This would indeed be a wise investigation for the legislature to undertake, but we
should regret to see as a result of such investigation
the adoption of the assumption of the Alliance that
education in state institutions should "accord with
Christian morals as taught in the Bible and recognized by law." We want no biblical morals taught,
nor has the law any business to recognize religion.
The following is the petition, which Freethinkers
can use by erasing the words within brackets in the
last paragraph. Paste it to a sheet of paper, get all
the signatures at hand, and forward it to the senator
or member of the assembly of your district:

inatton or preference of sect, and to be shielded from all
attempts at proselytism or propagandism. They ask your
honorable bodies to appoint a committee,
First, To investigate thoroughly and openly the effect of
that law in multiplying enormously the number of infant
paupers, notably in New York, Westchester, and Kings
counties, in heaTily increasing the burdens of taxation, and
enlarging the tendency of Roman education to illiteracy,
pauperism, and crime.
Secondly, To inquire how far the education given in the
various reformatopes assisted by the state accords [with
Christian morals as taught in the Bible and recognized by
law;] with American principles of civil and religious liberty;
with the loyalty, rights, and duties of American citizens;
with the harmony and goodfellowsl.Jip which it is desirable
to preserve among our nativ and foreign citizens, especially
on religious questions, and with the absolute exclusion of all
foreign intermeddling and dictation, by threats temporal or
spiritual, with American politics and legislation.
Senator M~hy, who introduced the bill against
which this protest is directed, is the senator with
whom a member of the Brooklyn Constitution Club
had a notable conversation last winter. The Constitution Club member was endeavoring to get a bill
through the legislature taxing alike all property,
including churches· and church institutions. He
called upon Senator Murphy, and showed him the
bill. " A good measure," was the comment of the
senator. "Will you introduce it 1" asked the member of the Constitution Club. " H'm; I think you
had better try to get Mr. - - to introduce the bill.
Perhaps he will do it. You see,'' and the senator
lowered his voice to a tone of confidence, " there are
six Catholic institutions in my district, and if I introduce this bill I· shall be killed." These six Catholic
institutions are the propelling power that moves Mr.
Murphy in his advocacy of the bill against which all
American citizen~ must protest.
Moreover, the unconstitutionality of the measure
is so ·apparent that when legislators' attention is
called to the fact, there should be no hesitation in
opposing it. Article IX., section 1, of the constitution
of this state provides :
"The capital of the Common School Fund, the capiial of
the Literature Fund, and the capital of the United States Deposit Fund, shall b.e respectivly preserved inviolate. The
revenue of the said Common School Fund shall be applied
to the support of common schools."
The legislature of 1875-6, Mr. King recalls, adopted
a proposed amendment to the constitution as follows:
" Section 2. Free common schools shall be maintained
throug-hout the state forever. The legislature shall provide
for the instruction, in the branches of elementary educa.
tion in such schools, of all persons in the state between the
ages of five and twenty-one years, for the period of at least
twenty-eij!:ht weeks in the year.
"Section 3. Neither the money, property, nor credit of
the state, nor of any county, city, town, villaj!:e, or school
district, shall be lciven, loaned, or lease<1, or be otherwise
applied to the support or aid of any school of instruction· under the control or in charge of any church, sect, denomination, or religious society; nor to or in aid of any school in
which instruction is given peculiar to any church, creed.
sect, or denomination, or to or in aid of any such instruction;
nor to or in aid of any school of instruction not wholly under
the control and supervision, and in charge of, the public
~chool authorities .. This section shall not prohibit the legislature from making- such provision for the education of the
blind, the deaf and dumb, and juvenil delinquents, as it may
deem proper, e:uept in institutions in whioh instruction is

To the Honorabl6 the Legislature of the State of NetJJ Yrnk in nitJen peeuliar to an11ohy,roh. oreM, setJt, or denomination, or
Senate ana .ARsembly :
religious sodety. Nor shall it apply to or affect the Cornell

The undersigned respectfully and earnestly protest against University endowment fund hitherto pledged and approprithe bill introduced in the Senate by the Honorable Michael ated."
C. Murphy, to amend tlle acts relating to the Society for the
With a prohibition that the state shall giv no
Protection of Destitute Roman Catholic Children, and inmoney to any institution under religious managetended,
-· First, To facilitate the commitment to that corporation of ment, nor permit religion to be taught in any state
idle, truant. or homeless children ; and,
institution or common school, such an amendment as
Second, To authorize the schools of the New York Roman the above should be adopted by the coming constituCatholic Protectory to participate in the distribution of the
common school fund in the same manner and degree as the tional convention.
Concerning the law authorizing magistrates to
common schools of the city ann county of New York.
I. The undersigned call upon your honorable bodies to commit children t~ institutions under the control of
preserve inviolate the school fund and its revenues, as plainly people of the same religious faith as the children's
prescribed by the constitution ; to keep church and state for- parents, it is very doubtful if it would be upheld by
ever separate in our legislation; to guard the infant wards of
the state from all sectarian schools or reformatories ; to allow the Supreme Court. But whether it would or not, it
in institutions assisted by public moneys no foreign control is clearly an alliance of the state with a sect, and is
or un-American influence; but to recognize the right of every that far undoubtedly un·American. The Evangelical
delinquent, idle, truant, or homeless child to an unsectarian Alliance's argument on this point is entireiy one-sided
education as an American citizen in an American school.
and worthless. Mr. King does not seem to know
II. The undersigned respectfully submit to your honorable
bodies that the clause in the Children's Law (Laws of 1884, that the law upon blasphemy has been repealed, and
Chapter 438) which condemns children to be sent to institu- he cites worn·out legal opinions that Christianity is
tions under the control of persons of the same faith as the a part of the common law of this state. In his arguparentR of the children, is an unconstitutional provision sug- ment is seen the fine hand of that Protestant Jesuitgested by persons who wish the state to do their will, in forc- ism which would destroy the Roman Catholic Proing children to adopt the faith of their parents, whatever it
might be, in disregard of the constitutional rights of such tectory but preserve the Protestant House of Refuge.
children, who, as the wards of the state, and under the ex- These two institutions, however, need different treatclusiv control of the state, are entitled to receive fitting in- ment. The Protectory is owned and run as a private
struction in all tqe <lutielt of good citizens withoqt ~n~rbn. ! r~¥Q'!l!J business, and ill sqc'h ll qus~ne~§ the Roman

Catholics hav an unquestionable right to embark.
But New York city, by legislativ enactment, givs the
Protectory maray favors and a great deal of moneysome three hundred thousand dollars annually. It
is this contribution which should be withdrawn. The
House of Refuge, on the other hand, though begun
as a private enterprise, has passed into the hands of
the state and is supported exclusivly by public
money. Into the Refuge, though, as into Girard
College, the Protestants hav wormed their way till
the House of Refuge is as thoroughly Protestant
sectarian as the Protectory is Catholic sectarian,
What is needed in this case is the expulsion of the
ministers who liv upon the bounty of the state and
manipulate the institution for the glory and profit of
their sect.
But so far as the Evangelical Alliance is working
against the division of the school funds, so far is it
entitled to the help of Freethinkers.. Circulate the
petition and protest, and send the result to the
assemblymen and senators at Albany.

A Short-Range Teacher.
The president of the National Normal University
of Lebanon, Ohio, Mr. Alfred Holbrook, is of the
opinion that he has settled the religion-in-the-publicschools question. In the National Normal Eruponent
for March he prints his views, and marked copies are
sent around to editors, presumably for the editors'
enlightenment. The gist of his complaint is this:
"In most cities in the United States where·Catholics hav
not a large influence in the control of public schools, they
hav established parochial schools for the children of Catholic
population. In some cases, they hav succeeded in securing
a division of the public funds for sustaining their sectarian
schools, and in all cases complain of the injustice of taxing
the Catholic population when any form of Protestant religious instruction is tolerated in the schools or no religious
instruction is given. The Bible is to them the most offensiv
book that can be used. This policy and craft is patent
enough; and, with the aid of anti-religionists, Catholics hav,
in most cities, driven the Bible and religious instruction from
the schools altogether."
Right away does Mr. Holbrook fall into error.
The above statements are not in accord with facts.
In the first place, the Catholics are as yet unable to
secure a division of the school funds, and their failure
is the cause of the order by the Baltimore plenary
council to each priest to build a parochial school.
We know of an attempt to divide the sch()ol funds in
a town of Pennsylvania, but the state constitution
prevented it. We know of the recent attempt in our
own legislature, but the bill has not become a law.
We know of one town where the Protestants were
bulldozed into contributing to the building of a parochial school. We know that at Poughkeepsie the
public school officials employ Catholic teachers, but
we do not yet know of a single state that has by
statute divided the school money with Roman Catholics. So far, American principles dominate the
land Let us hope they always will.
Again, Mr. Holbrook errs in saying that in most
cities anti-religionists and Catholics hav driven the
Bible and religious instruction from the schools
altogether. We hav heard of a few towns and school
districts where the Bible and religion are omitted in
the school exercises, and we know that the superin- .
tendent of education once issued an order to that
effect in this state, but we know that the order is disregarded, and we know, too, that in most cities the
schools are far from " godless," but are, on the contrary, crammed full of superstition.
.
That Mr. Holbrook's observation has been very
limited is shown, too, by another asseveration. "We
hav known," he says, " of several teachers who, feeling it their duty to read a short portion of scripture,
and to offer a brief prayer in the opening exercises
of their school, and having been denied this privilege
or being condemned for thus pursuing a conscientious
course, hav resigned and given up their positions to
those who would comply with the demands of Infidel
or Catholic directors. We hav never known, however, of an Infidel or Catholic teacher having been
ejected from his position by Protestant directors because he did not engage in religious exercises." We
shall be under obligations to Mr. Holbrook if he will
send us the names and addresses of the Christian
school-teachers who resigned because Infidel directors
would not let them read the Bible. We think we
can find him some Infidel school-teachers who hav
been refused positions because of their heterodoxy,
and others who hav been compelled tQ relllfl,in silent
or fQrfeit their jobs,
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The calm uniqueness of this university president's
statement of premises led us to expect a unique
remedy. But ·the nostrum he puts forth as of his
own compounding is an old quack medicin, widely
advertised and thoroughly worthless. It is only this:
" Let the teacher announce to the school that he will be
glad to meet all the pupils who wish to join with him in religious exercises a quarter of an hour before the legal time of
opening school every morning. He will, also, let it be known
that there is no reproach falling upon one who does not wish
to be present while the religious exercises are being conducted. The teacher thus, while he is occupying the public
school building, does not use the time of the student in his
devotions; he is taking his own time and gratifying that part
of the community who wish their children to engage with
him in his religious duties; while those parents who are opposed to religious exercises, in any and every form, cannot
reasonably complain that the legal time of the teacher is
employed." or that is there any diminution of his efforts in
behalf of the p••pils in their regular course of instruction as
prescribed by law, and as required by directors under the
law. In several schools where this plan has been adopted,
Infidel and Catholic parents hav conceded the use of the
school building to the teacher for religious exercises out of
school hours in his own time. They do this the more willingly when they learn that there is no stigma placed upon
the pupils for absence from religious exercises. In most
cases where this plan has been adopted and pupils are free to
attend or not, all the pupils hav ni.ost cheerfully and prowptly
been present during the quarter of an hour thus bestowed.
Not only so, in some such cases Infidel parents hav expressed
their satisfaction in the growing moral influence which has
extended through all the school exercises in consequence of
the conscientious conformity of the teacher to what he conceives to be his duty."
While the Infidels will doubtless feel grateful to
Mr. Holbrook for his kindness in allowing that no
''stigma." shall rest upon the absentees, and for his
backhanded aeknowledgment that heretics look after
the morality of their children, they will probably continue to resist the use of public property to teach
private religion. This " remedy" has often been
tried, and in Bloomfield, Iowa, led to a lawsuit instituted by an indignant Infidel, whose children had
been kept in the cold hallway while the little hypocrits inside were taught religion.
There . is another very conclusiv reason why the
nostrum is worthless. It supposes that all schoolteachers are Christians. But suppose they are notwhich is the supposition of a fact-and suppose an
Infidel is the teacher, shall the schoolhouse be opened
fifteen minutes earlier for the Infidel to instruct in
comparativ religion, or in Freethought as opposed
to all supernatural revelation; such children as choose
to attend? If not, why not ! Mr. Holbrook says
Infidel teachers are never ejected from their positions
because of their belief upon religious matters, and
surely they must hav their consciences respected as
well as the Christians who self-sacrificingly resign
when opposed by" Infidel directors." Would Mr.
Holbrook, who is a gentleman eminent in his section
of the country, be willing to help pay for fuel to warm
a group of Infidels who were using public property
to tear down his religion~ Go to, Mr. Holbrook!
Before you undertake to enlighten editors upon this
subject, giv it a little thought yourself.

on Sunday. There are fully twenty thousand grocery stores, which are usually all open up to twelve·
or one o'clock. Upon the Bowery and the avenues
and streets of the East and West Sides there are
fully another ten thousand small stores whose proprietors stand behind the counter on Sundays ready
to serve customers. The police force numbers not
over twenty-five hundred men effectiv for Sunday
duty. It looks, therefore, to an impartial observer,
as though the mayor had undertaken a large contract.
But what is the use of this fuss over Sunday
work! Every man of common sense knows that
New York will not observe Sunday in a Puritan
fashion. li'he people will hav their excursions, their
picnics, their Sunday outings and music. Every
Sabbath morn the city is emptied of all who can find
anywhere to go, and money to go with. If a man
needs a new hat or to be shaved before he goes on
an excursion, and other men stand ready to sell him
a hat and to shave him, whose business is it but the
persons' interested? It certainly is not Mayor Hewitt's, nor Howard Crosby's, nor Archbishop Corrigan's, nor John Hall's, nor Bishop Potter's, nor any
other old fossil's. Neither is it the affair of those
virtuous country legislators who at Albany enact
Sunday laws and other puritanic restrictions for the
great and wicked city of New York, and then come
down here, where they are lost in the crowd, and
break them. In his " dee strict" there il! none so
good as the country assemblyman. When he visits
New York there is none so reckless. Perhaps if it
were not so easy to break these laws, the assemblymen would be more cautious in passing them.

Unjust Discrimination.

This was refused. Since then, the American Museum
of Natural History has applied for four hundred
thousand dollars for an enlargement of its buildings.
A bill permitting. this sum to be given it has passed
the legislature. The men who spend the city's
money are known to be in favor of Sunday opening,
and the pressure of public opinion in this direction·
is tremendous. The legislativ bill is not mandatory
upon the city officials, but permits them to giv the
museum the money. "Are you going to shoot'"
asked the coon of Davy Crockett from an upper
branch of a tree. "That's my intention," replied
Davy as he leveled his gun. " Well, then, I'll come
down," said the coon, and he crawled back to the
tree-trunk and descended at Crockett's feet.
When the museums are opened to the Sunday visitors of Central Park, as it seems they soon will be,
how few will know to whom they are indebted for a
sight of the treasures and curiosities therein! Even
the city officials scarcely realize who it was that
brought to the surface the public sentiment which
backs them up in their demands upon the museum
trustees. But had it not been for the persistent
efforts of the American Secular Union in circulating
petitions and stirring up the daily press of this city
during the fall and winter of 1885-6, the museums
would be unheard-of institutions to a majority of the
people of the city. Like the Lenox Library, the
museums are now unknown quantities to all but a
few people of leisure, scarcely more accessible than a
private art gallery. The efforts of the Secular Union
made the population of New York aware that it bad
paid enormous sums for these playthings of the
wealthy, without deriving any benefit therefrom, and
almost unanimously the demand for Sunday opening
was seconded. Having started the ball with an
impetus that has since kept it going, the Union remained quiet because a cry was raised that only
Infidels desired Sunday opening, and so great is the
prejudice that this would hav defeated the Union's
object. Mayor Hewitt is called a Christian; Mr.
Beekman, the president of the board of aldermen, is
an Episcopalian, and they can get credit for public
spirit.
·Once let the Sunday visitors at Central Park know
that the museums are open, and the buildings will be
thronged. It is safe to say that in the four or five
months of summer and fall the exhibits of the museums will be examined by a greater number of people
than hav passed their portals in all the previous years
during which those institutions hav encumbered the
ground.

The Chinese residents of San Francisco hav imported a religious symbol in the shape of a DragonJoss. The dragon is one hundred and fifty feet long,
and is built of silk, glass, paper, feathers, tinsel, and
goat hair.
The law authorizes the free importation of religious
symbols, by any church acting in good faith-that is,
uses the bric-a-brac for religious purposes. Cardinal
Gibbons will not hav to pay duty on his red hat, as
it is a tool of his trade. He might also bring with
him a miscellaneous assortment of furniture, such as
subselliums or sediliums-strings of beads called
rosaries-lambs with crosses on their shoulders and
halos round their heads, called Agnuses Dei-holy
oil cans, called chrismatories-archbishops' canes,
called croziers-holy sprinkling pots, called al!lpergills-long cloaks and nightdresses, called albs and
dalmaticas-altars and miters, and phylacteries for
IN this issue we introduce to the Liberal public a Christian
charming off witches-all these and much more
might he bring through the custom-house free of writer who is anxious to enlighten Mr. Arthur B. Moss, a
scientific Freethinker of .London, whose contributions to
duty; but when a rival church imports a harmless these columns bav been extensivly read and universally comthough hideous Dragon-Joss, the Christian treasury mended. Mr. Grabill believes that Mr. Moss has been
officials call it a "work of art, and levy a large toll teaching error in his papers about the age of man upon the
earth, and we hav provided him space in which to show rcathereon.
To say nothing of the poor judgment of the son for the faith that is in him. Having restrained our own
inclination, we trust none of our scientific correspondents
officials in classifying the monster, we hold the im- will jump upon Mr. Grabill until Mr. Moss is heard from.
position of duty on the dragon to be an unjust discrimination. Why should not the Chinaman hav his
THE Freeman's Journal says of Henry Ward Beecher:
A Puritanic Sunday for New York City.
gods and idols free of custom duty as well as the "Perhaps-and this seemed possible from same of his utterances
bad thoughts of laying down his flowers, his reeds, his equipIf Mayor Hewitt's orders are enforced, New York Christians their religious furniture. The bowing to -be
ment of pretty metaphors, and pantheistic implements at the
is about to hav the same Sunday experience that a a dragon is no worse, at any rate, than the scraping foot of the church Planted on the rock of St. Peter. But, though
we cannot doubt that, bad be felt obliged to speak honestly, he
few Eastern and Western cities hav suffered. In to a crucifix.
would hav said that the truth-admittinl( that God !iva-was in the
response to a written complaint made by William H.
Catholic church, be never spoke, and be died silent."
A
Probable
Victory.
Our Roman Catholic contemporary is very far from the
Lawless, president of the Hat Salesmen's Protectiv
There are at last good prospects that the people of truth. If Mr. Beecher had possessed sufficient courage to
Union, that the law against Sunday opening was not
. enforced, the mayor has written the police commis- this city will be allowed to examin the treasures in break from Plymouth church he would hav stood beside
Colonel Ingersoll rather than crouched at the feet of the pope.
sioners that the matter must be attended to at once. the Central Park museums for the exhibition of Beecher was of the radical, not the conservativ type. " It is
He said the existing laws were for enforcement, and which they hav paid such princely sums. On Mon- my work," he said to Frank Carpenter years ago, ''to destroy
gave instructions that the attention of the police day evening, the 21st ult., the trustees of the muse- the old. Others must do the rebuilding; my nature is
force be called to the subject, with orders to notify ums held a meeting, and on Tuesday Mayor Hewitt destructiv." Such a man as that could never hav joined the
parties who hav heretofore violated this law that any stated to a reporter that Sunday opening was now Catholic church.
only a question of finances. " At the meeting of the
further transgressions will not be tolerated.
SoAROELY had we time to congratulate Mr. Ernest Mendum
If the Sunl}ay law is enforced, no stores can be trustees," he said, " there was a large preponderance upon his happy marriage to Miss Isabel Crowell, when we
open except restaurants, drug stores, news-stands, of opinion in favor of opening the museums, but the are called upon to mourn with him at her death. She died
cigar shops (where no liquor is sold), and fruit and trustees want to know where the money is to come in Melrose, on the 19th ult., from typhoid-pneumonia, and
was buried on the following Tuesday. The Ingersoll Secular
confectionery places. Grocery stores must be closed from. No action was taken, as there was no action Society adopted this resolution:
by 10 o'clock in the morning. ·AU the Bowery and to take, but I think it is certain now that as soon as
Re.•olvelt,. That the members of the Ingersoll Secular Society bear,
avenue stores which now sell hats and clothes on arrangements can be made the museums will be with the utmost sorrow, of the sad and sudden death of our late
kind and Liberal associate. Mrs. Ernest Men dum. As Miss Isabel
Sunday, all the barber-shops where working human- opened Sundays."
Crowell, we bad learned to know and appreciate her worth, and as
There
can
be
no
doubt
that
the
legislature
will
authe wife and helpmeet of our brother Earnest, we bad hoped to bav
ity gets a clean shave for the benefit of his best girl,
many years the pleasure of her assistance and friendship; but
all the toy stores, all the haberdashers-in short, thorize the New York city authorities to furnish the for
Death spares neither friend nor foe, and we unite our grief with
funds.
Such
a
bill
passed
the
Assembly
last
year,
that
of those who were nearest and dearest to the stricken one, and
everything but the exceptions mentioned, must be
extend to them all our heartfelt sympathy in their and our great
double-barred and bolted, and if any presumptuous but was defeated in the Senate by the museum trus- bereavement.
store-keeper shall not obey, he may be fined ten dol- tees themselvs. When the city board of estimate
We are sure that the bereaved husband has the honest
and apportionment made up their budget for the sympathy of many scores of friends. They may not take
lars and sent to the county jail for five days.
There are soine ten thousand liquor stores in _this current year, five thousand dollars each were offered his burden of grief away, but let us hope the;y- can malre it
city, of which fully nine thousand ~U"e guarde~y open tb,e mll.seuro. trqstees jf t}leywoqld, q:pe~ on Su.ndays. lighter b;y- sharing; it with h.i.J:Il.
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~lttrs flrom Jlritnds.
SNoHoMISH CITY, WAsH. TERR., Feb. 21, 287.
MR.' EDITOR: I hav enlisted three rnore names in the interest of humanity. Inclosed find $9.50 to pay for same, $1
for TRUTH SEEKER ANNuAL, and a renewal for myself for the
present year. The cartoons are what take the eye, so keep
on with the good work. We shall endeavor to hav 1\'Ir.
Putnam with us when he comes to the t!)rritory. This place
is situated about fifty miles north of Seattle by water.
J. S. MARTIN.
PETERBORO, N.H.
MR. EDITOR: Here is $5 which you ought to hav :p.ad long
ago; but, by the great horn spoons, I hav been in an awfully
tight spot for two years past, and could not do as I know I
ought to hav done. But I am going to come out game at
last. If you could know what a time I hav had, you would
shed tears like pouring soapsuds out of a washtub. But you
need not stop to shed any sobs now, for the rub is about past.
I indorse your position on the Anarchy controversy to the
bone. The position of the Ironclad .Age is just simply pitiable. Monroe shows himself a bitter sectarian in his position
and treatment of the question. Sorry to see it.
GEo. GEER.
DOWAGIAO, MIOH., March 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav intended writing THE TRUTH SEEKER
some time, but am spurred up to it just now by our having
had Mrs. A. M. Freeman here to giv us a lecture, subject,
"Some Thinge I Don't Understand," and she was not alone,
either, for many others don't, but ~<he handled those old Bible
stories without gloves. As Liberals generally take no stock
in them, I wish our lecturers would come to the issues of the
present time, and leave those antiquated myths for others to
ventilate, who do believe them. She was well received, and
we shall try to arrange for another on her return. Putnam
passed us by, bnt we hope to hav Reynolds with his tent
when the weather is warm enough. Please say so to him, if
you're in corre!<pondence. And now a bit of business. As
our time expires the first of April, may as well inclose amount
in this; also $1 for Heston, and remaining dollar for" Exeter
Hall" and Saladin's work, " Did Jesus Rise from the Dead?"
and the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1887,.if extant. If memory serves me, this is right. If not correct, I will make it so
in my next.
AMos KNAPP.
WILLIAMSON, N. Y., Feb. 27, 1887.

MR. EDITOR: There are three churches in this little town,
Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian. The Baptists hav
been running protracted meetings for the last eighteen weeks,
and hav finally quit, and not a one hav they had the chance
to clean up in the river Jordan-excuse me, they hav· got a
wash-tub in their church. The Methodists hav been running
meetings nearly every evening for two months, and not a
soul saved as yet. They expect the praying band here this
week from Syracuse, and hav agreed to pay them $200 for
one week of hallooing. I hav a pack of hounds that I will
let out cheaper than that, and I will gnarantee that my dogs
can save just as many souls as theirs. They all say if it was
not for these old Infidels they could reap a rich harvest. No
doubt the preachers could. I came home a few days ago
and found the Methodist priest in my house inquiring about
the ·welfare of my wife's soul. She, in her way, told him all
about it in short meter. Suffice it t() say that he did not wait
to sing or pray. He asked for medicin for his wife, and was
willing to pay. I told him I treated all paupers alike, and
gave it to him. This is getting to be a hot Freethinking
community.
A. G. AusTIN, M.D.
HAVANA, CuBA, Feb. 26, 1887.
DEAR EuGENE: I and, I hope, all other readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER hav long since learned to esteem you highly;
and I desire you to believe me when I say that I hav hitherto
believed THE TRUTH SEEKER to be the very best and most_
ably edited paper in Ameriea, and that I do not want to see
the star of its glory sink in the quagmires of aristocratic or
capitalistic despotism. On page 122 of the issue thereof of
the present month, you say that when anyone shows that the
speeches of the Chicago Anarchists led to the killing of policemen, you will advocate their punishment. Right then
the capitalistic tyra-cts took you by the throat. They will
register it against you and try to pin you down to it.
The speeches of those noble heroes, Parker Pillsbury, Gerritt Smith, Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Joshua R. Giddings, and
others of their kind led to the rebelling of the slave-mongers
against our Union; not that any state seceded, or even tried
to do so, for not even a god can do that which it has not the
power to do, and a state has no power to even try to secede
from the Union.
If your expression above referred to is the proper doctrin,
then, of course, you would consent to the punishment of the
Abolitionists above named, because their speeches led to the
killing of many Union and rebel soldiers, eh?
If you will turn to page 474, Abbott's "Lives of the Presidents," you will find that yours is the exact view taken by a
rebel judge in New Orleans, and whereby he had a great
many Union men punished because some rebels had killed
some other Union men.
If your pockets hav been well filled by the capitalists, to
induce you to gradually switch off onto the track of capitalistic despotism-which I do not at all believe to be the case
-you will then command a certain degree of false respect,
but if you do it through cowardly imbecility, you will get no
respect at all from any quarter.
Eugene, please now, do switch back onto the track of rational universal mental liberty, 'where you hav so long and
W !1\JCC\lS.S.fP.il;y drive11 the wand c;>ld locomotiv, T~ Tnum

SEEKER, with its extensiv train of rational truth seekers,.
safely over the bogs, fens, and quagmires of superstition, till
you may hav finally landed them safe and sound upon the
shores of rational liberty and justice. We don't want to lose
you; we know too well the sound of your whistle, and we
hav great faith in you. Yes, Eugene, do come back onto
the track laid by Franklin, Paine, Jefferson, and others of
their kind, lest, the first thing we know, you land us all in
an Ashtabula or a Woodstock heap of ruins and of fire and
brimstone.
GNEOOTRWGEES.
MILAN, Mo.

MR. EDITOR: I am greatly pleased with your paper. I
will say I would not hav it stopped for $10 per year. I can
find more truth in it than in any other paper I take, and I
am taking thirteen others. I was raised a Sunday-school
scholar until over fifteen years of age. Since then I hav
been a shorthand reporter on several of the Chicago papers;
during which time I had my eyes opened. I hav reported
Ingersoll at various placeB, heard Mr. Remsburg and many
others of the great speakers, thus having all my early doubts
vindicated, and by the presence of THE TRUTH SEEKER in the
house, with barely a word in its favor, every member of the
family of five others besides myself are converted to its sentiments. I extend thanks to those who first put a copy of it
in my hands.
.
I see in one of your papers an item in reference to a Sunday-school ·superintendent putting $500 of the treasurer's
money into the Louisiana State lottery, and praying God to
direct it to the best advantage, and he drew a blank. I
suppose that is a point in favor of the lottery, because it
seems as though God preferred to help the lottery rather than
the Sunday-school.
Inclosed find $3 for paper another year.
L. J. MALLoRY.
NEWPORT, ME., March 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I received the package of " Lay Sermons "
you sent me for the dollar I sent you, and I am surprised
that you can publish such a splendidly got up book at such
a very small price, five cents. In any sense, it is perfect. I
hav just finished ·reading it for the third time, and as I read
it, I r'elt that there are hundreds of thousands of people that
would buy and read it if they knew the rich treat there is in it.
And the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL l How can such a splendid book as that be sold for the very low price o.f twentyfive cents? The laws on Sabbath-breaking, blasphemy, etc ..
are worth a great deal more than the price of the book to any
one who wishes. to know what Christian tyranny has done
aud is doing. I should think that you ought to sell many
thousands of ANNUALS.
And I wish to speak of another book I hav ·recently read,
" The Fathers of the Republic," by J. E. Remsburg. I hav
read with pleasure and profit all of Mr. Remsburg's works,
and truly he givs to the world very important truths, which
ought to be read by millions. When Christian priests hav
tried to blacken the character of the grandest men nature
ever produced, Freethinkers ought to scatter the very important books printed by the Truth Seeker Company by the
thousands.
SEWARD MITOHELL.
BRAIDENTOWN, FLA., Feb. 6, 1887.
E. M. MACDONALD, Kind Sir: I hav thought for some
time of writing to you and the Liberal society, but my courage failed, as I wrote several letters last summer to prominent Liberals, but they did not answer my supplication.
One lady answered in: a postal with kind wishes. I hav
always been a Freethink11r. My father, Thomas McClean,
was Ol!e also. He was born in 1763, a soldier in the Revolution. I hav a common education; read the Invest~qator in
my eleventh year, 1832, and at frequent intervals since.
Yearly losses by rains, sickness, and my husband's death
hav reduced me now to poverty. After settling up, I had
enough left to bring myself and four daughters to Florida.
Misfortune has followed me and mine, and I am in straitened
circumstances. I wish the Liberals could help me a little.
I can help myself some. I can sew, but I cannot be on my
feet very much. I hav done nothing for priests, and I hav
not been to hear any preaching since 1852. I hav taught my
children to think for themselvs; none leans to orthodoxy. I
hope your society will try to help me a few dollars. If some
of those Liberal lecturers could see me as I am living, I
think they would giv me something of their own accord. I
do wiah some one could come here and lecture. I am alone
in my views on relij!;ion. People think it very strange I do
not go to any of their meetings. I suppose some think I am
no better than a heathen. I do not suppose they would
really let me suffer for food, as there was some sent me last
week.
That kind lady in Brooklyn has sent me several of your
papers and Investigators, and I thank her very much for so
doing. I hope you will place my poor distressed case before
your readers.
Mns. E. J. I:>NODGRASS.
GREELEY, CoL., March 11, 1887.
lHR. EDITOR: Again the manna of truth has been showered
upon the people of Greeley, and some of us feasted sumptuously, and had our hunger satisfied. The 26th of February
found a very intelligent assemblage of Liberals at the residence of the secretary. Among the number was the genial
countenance of S. P. Putnam, who demonstrated his untiring
energy by giving us an extemporaneous, pithy, and interesting talk, in which he proved that the largest individuality
was attained by a diversity of opinions. He was followed by
the Unitarian minister, who concurred heartily in the facts
developed by the speaker. Considerin!; his orthodox principles, one would think he bad undergone a metamorphosis.
On the night of the 27th of February, the poetical gen:iue
delivered his lecture, "The New God," to a large and appreciativ audience, every word and sentence sparkling with

truth and the tire of eloquence. So completely did he demo!.
ish the substructure of the orthodox God that all the delight.
ful things told of the invisible heaven seemed to exist here on
earth. His language, ideas, and gestures sent such conviction and thrill of emotion that the audience was held spellbound. He showed that man was a progressiv being, his
physical, intellectual, and moral achievements constituting
the god, man possessed of these· endowments being the
noblest work of nature, and the only being worthy of worship. When he uttered the proposition that he believed in a
God potent enough to kill "grasshoppers ·and tleas,"
a good Christian brother, whose locks were silvered and
whose ideas were petrified with religious bigotry, concluded
that he was in the "wrong nest," and made his exit.
Monday evening, March 7th, the secretary and treasurer of
the Greeley Secular Union had the pleasure of hearing Mr.
Putnam deliver the first Liberal lecture ever given at Loveland, Col., and we trust gave eome impetus to the occasion
by singing appropriate songs. In conclusion, I cannot refrainfrom mentioning the name of N. R. Faulkner, of Loveland, who proved himself to be an efficient and zealous worker
in the cause of Freethought.
Hoping that wherever our worthy secretary may go
his sentiments will glitter with undiminished luster, and the
fetters of superstition be broken asunder, and truth and liberty
established throughout our land, EuLAH C. STILLWELL,
Sec. Greeley Sec. Union.
PARKERSBURG, W.VA., March 1, 1887.

MR. EDITOR: I hav been buying THE TRUTH SEEKER from
the news-office since last spring, and hav carefully read every
number. I was much pleased with the first number, and the
longer I read the better I like it. I think it is a deeply interesting journal, and is steadily improving. Heston's pictures
are interesting, amusing, and instructiv, and I hav heard people say that they show up some of the absurdities of the
Christian religion much better than the best written article
could do. Even some of my Christian friends had to langh
at the picture of Adam plowing with a hog, which appeared
in your paper last fall. Success to Heston !
I am especially pleased with the stand you take in regard
to the Anarchists. I do not believe in murder, neither do I
believe in hanging seven Anarchists because some Anarchist
or Socialist has committed a murder.
Putnam, Reynolds, Denslow, Si Slokum, Bowman, and
many others among your contributors are dealing heavy
blows at orthodoxy, and Mrs. Colman in her "Reminiscences" givs ht1rd facts, very unpalatable to the average Christian. I also read the "Children's Corner," and feel encouraged when I see so many young people breaking away from
the bondage of superstition, and who on Sunday do not hav
to hurry off to church to learn a batch of silly, nasty fables
from that most indecent of all Christian books, the Bible.
I am a compositor on a highly Christian temperance paper.
The editor's wife is president of theW. C. T. U. of this state.
They think it is a sin to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, or any
other paper that dares to advocate the rights of laboring men
and women, or that dare to hav opinions of their own on religious subjects. I rejoice that a few. journalists dare to
advocate the right, and fear neither American capitalists or
the Jewish God they pretend to worship.
This is a very Christian town. Gospel mills are plenty,
re"ivals are conducted each winter witt great vigor, and if
we may believe the newspapers, nearly all the ~:~inners are
converted. The Salvation Army marches around with its
drums and tambourines, and there is a large Catholic factory
and one Catholic church. And yet saloons and other institutions too vile to be mentioned, but generally found tlourishing side by side with the churches, also are plenty.
Success to the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. May it liv long,
and successfully battle error, superstition, and oppression. I
believe the course you are now pursuing satisfies the great
majority of your readers.
H. H. PEARSON.

w.

CRAWFORDSVILLE, On., March 6, 287.
MR. EDITOR: I hav no advice to giv you about how to
conduct your paper, but it seems to me that it would be a
safer and more prosperous way to giv no credit. I know
that there are many poor but honest Liberals; but there are ·
some that are dishonest, and not Liberals, who would wrong
their best friend. I am poor, and perhaps may be glad to
get your paper on credit, but I believe that it would be better
for both you and me if you had a rule to never giv credit,
except when personally acquainted, and then to use your own
judgment whether you do or not. I see that a great many
want you to make a book of THE TRUTH SEEKER cartoons,
or tract, or a book of doleful sayings, or something else.
Now, these things may do well enough as suggestions, and
although they may appear feasible to the writerlil, and they
would take a copy or more, yet we are so different from
each other that it is doubtful if it would pay to act on all
such suggestions, even if your company was rich enough to
do so. I think we that don't hav the responsibility don't
consider the expense and probable income from such ventures. As a friend of mine used to say when about to giv
advice, "You know your own business best." It takes money
to rnn a large printing-office, as well as a farm or foundry,
and although I often see something that just suits me, yet I
will not let the wish be the father of the belief that it would
be profitable for you to put it in book form. I particularly
like John Peck's "Christian Absurdities," and" An Orthodox Fraud," by T. E. Longshore.
It was refreshing to find at least on(!l who did not know
everything ; I refer to Helen Gardener on the " Social Heresies." Many who knew less would hav written all about
them. Of course you employ many other writers who swing
a free pen, each of whom bas their specialty, and I like them.
·I hav received all of the books that I hav ordered, 11nd h~~tv
not ~l?ed ~ 11qmber of T~ TIIV'f~ S~E~R,
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I hav been here six years, and when I came here had not a
rag to my back, but now hav plenty of them. No, I meant
to say, we had nothing but our clothes, but by economy hav
lived and saved a nice house and barn, and a few acres of
rich land, and furniture, and two cows, with an average of
$400 per year, and now don't hav to pay rent or buy fuel or
vegetables. I say this for the benefit of workingmen, for I
am a carpenter, and hav worked in New York, Brooklyn,
Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco, and never could save
anything in any of the large towns, but don't think that there
are any special inducements to come to Oregon. I think that
I could l:iav !lone as well or better in almost any of the eastern states if I had bought a small piece of land and built a
cheap house in the country, and improved as fast as I could.
G. F. ELLIOTT.
PITTSBURGH, PA.,_Feb. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: As my wife's step-father used to say, "I
shall die without reforming the world," but the next halfcentury will see much more advancement in all branches of
knowledge than my short span of seventy-nine years has
beheld, though I hav lived through the grandest age that the
world has any true historical account of. The old Egyptian,
Assyrian, and Hindoo stony records show that the world has
}ost some arts known to the ancients, and possibly they may
be recovered by future researches in the earth, or in the written records of the Bramans or the Chinese. Let us hope that
those mines of knowledge-claimed to be thousands of years
back of our era-may be opened up in the early future.
There are, however, many things about to be brought in in
the not very distant future that will immeasurably improve
the condition of the human race, and it should be the business of reformers to urge them forward. No intelligent re.
former can doubt the right of every human being to light,
air, water, and earth; to all the elements provided by the
creator-call it God, spirit, essence, force, or what you willfor the use of the successiv races _that hav inhabited and are
destined to inhabit the earth. No race, much less an individual of a race, nor any number of individuals in combination, h-av a right to monopolize the elements to the exclusion
of any individual from the equal enjoyment of them, and any
such monopoly and exclusion is the robbery of right-what
I call God-given right. It is objected that we must not interfere with vested rights; that the legal owners hav paid their
money for the land, and that it would be all wrong to interfere with them in any way whatever. In reply, it is not desired nor designed to do this directly, but to make it desirable to themselvs to sell that portion of their ground which
they cannot use to advantage without oppressing others.
The land was stolen (appropriated) ori5inally by force
against right, i.e., by robbery, sold by the robber, and by
that purchaser to another, and another, and another, down
through a long succession of holders, who passed laws confirming their title, and then called it vested right. But it being a robber title in the beg1nning, all the holdings through
twenty generations could not giv a just title any more than
the passing of a stolen horse through twenty holders could
deprive the real owner of his right. This you may say is
law, and, of course, the real owner would get his horse, but
I am not talking of law as it is, but as it ought to be-equity.
Every child when born is part owner of all God-given or
natural elements, and all the law-.making power we justly
possess in the case is to secure to the child these natural
. rights. The law has just as good _right to deprive me of
light, air, and water, as of land, and the coal, iron, and other
materials in and on the earth, which it now deeds to Tom,
Dick, and Harry, who are thus rendered independent, and
able to compel, through his necessities, servitude from their
landless neighbor. The law-making power should be exercised only to protect the natural rights of every sentient
being, and to further the interests of all humanity. I hav a
good deal more to say, but will defer if for the present. I
may bore you with it at a future day.
I will say here that I hav believed for many years, and
hav discussed in my family, and among a few friends, that
man was given his hands to make a living by work-of
course, using his brain so as to work intelligently-but that
he has not the right to use his brain-power for his own personal advantage, but should use it for the furtherance of the
J. SooTT.
best interests of the race.
PoRTVILLE, N.Y., Feb. 28, 1887.
C. J. CuRTIS, Bradford, Pa., Dea;r Sir: In a recent TRUTH
SEEKER I note a letter from you, in which you refer to my
being a Spiritualist, and ask me to giv my reasons for being
one through THE TRUTH SEEKER's liberal columns. Now, when
a certain class of Materialists ask if I am a Spiritualist, I always
feel like replying as did some one when asked that question on
the witness stand; he said, " Yes, sir, I am a Spiritualist, but I
am not ad--d fool!" Now, you will notice in almost all debates between Materialist and Spiritualist, after the latter
has given the testimony of witnesses to phenomena that pr6ve
spirit return to be a fact-testimony such as would be received without question upon any other subject (as, for instance, the materializing, in the presence of Miss Fairchild,
of Boston, of from fifty to one hundred spirit-forms in an
evening, many of them babies, and this with the medium
plainly in sight, and in the presence of a score of disinterested spectators)-the former will invariably ignore everything attested as having no weight, because he did not see
it. Now, in giving a few instances of my own experience,
I shall not hope to convince anyone, but simply do so in
answer to friend Carl's request, thinking some one may find
them of interest. " The beginning of my being a Spiritualist" was in reading the works of A. J. Davis, thirty or
more years ago, and falling in love with the philosophy of
Spiritualism. Nothing seemed more reasonable to me than
the manifestations, and I am sure mere phenomena would
pever ·h3v ~ade spirit ret~ sc::em so real had l reaq 11-oth-

ing of the philosophy in the beginning. Mr. Curtis says he
has thoroughly investigated Spiritualism. This I hav never
had an opportunity to do. We began by having private circles among a few friends in our neighborhood, about twenty
years ago. We were mediums, and all investigators only.
Remember we were not paying our money to be hoaxed by
frauds. Our mediums were our friends, our neighbors, who
had no object in deceiving, and none of them hav ever become public mediums, although many possess wonderful
powers. One, my niece, whom Mr. Curtis knew as Ella
Stevens, and who, every one knows, is as pure and as honorable as an angel, has given us wonderful proof of spiritpower. As a healer, she cured herself of intlammato'ry
rheumatism of many years' st&.nding. Another honorable
lady friend, Mrs. E. M. Pearsol, was often controled to repeat, line by line, as it was copied from her lips, long, beautiful poems, and lectures far beyond her capacity to do normally, as she had had but little literary culture, having
married at thirteen years of age, and having eight daughters
to rear in humble circumstances. I do not mention these
cases as remarkable, but because they seemed to bring proof
to my mind, knowing as I did all the attendant circumstances, and the noble character of the parties. I will only
giv one more instance in my experience. It was a beautiful
August morning, seven years ago, that my wife and I arrived
on the Cassadaga camp-ground, near Cassadaga Lake. In
less than an hour we were seated alone in the tent with
Charles Watkins, the medium for independent slate-writing.
He did not leave the room after we entered, and no one else
came in. Previous to entering we had written several questions and rolled them into tiny pellets, and upon the medium's producing two· clean slates, we placed the pellets between them, and he laid them on the table, placing-his
hands on them. In this manner three intelligible messages
were written, one signed by my father, one by my wife's
mother, and one by our son-in-law, Edgar Hall, whom you
knew. There was no possible chance for collusion that I
could see, as thousands were coming and· going every day.
You say you are satisfied that Spiritualism " has no scientific
basis." Yet there are many illustrious names of scien.
tific men who think differently, among whom are Professor
Crookes, F.R S., in England, who started out with a three
months' investigation to prove .that Spiritual phenomena
were produced by odic force, but who, after two years' investigation, found indisputable proof of individual spirit
existence and return. Professors Varley, Wallace, Zollner,
Hare, and many scientific men of authority attest the truth
of his statements. It is true the laws governing these phe.
nomena are little understood, but enough is known, it seems
to me, to make men hesitate about setting bounds to scien.
tific discovery_ Of one thing I am assured, there can be
nothing supernatural; whatever is, will and must be accounted for according to natural law. Neither, accordinl!'
to my belief, is it necessary to hav any divine, creativ power
to execute said law. I omitted to rank D. M. Bennett
among the illustrious few who found Spiritualism to hav "a
scientific basis," as attested in a little pamphlet written by
him on Spiritualism. Professor Tyndall, in "Fragments of
Science," p. 73, says: "Besides the phenomena that address
the senses, there are laws, and principles, and processes that
do not address the senses at all, but which must be spiritually
discerned." And again he says, wisely," You never hear
the really philosophical defenders of uniformity speaking of
impossibilities in nature. They best know that questionA
offer themselvs to thought whick science, as now prosecuted,
has not even the tendency to solve. They keep such questions open, and will not tolerate any unlawful limitations of
the horizons of their souls.
Trustin~ I hav not written at such length as to make myself unwelcome, or trespassed upon the forbearance of our
friend THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will_close.
Yours for all truth,
JoHN L. BRooKs.
MIDDLE FALLS, N.Y., March 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Judging from the number of communications
received bearing on the subject, my little squib in THE TRUTH
BEEKER of February 19th has created quite a little breeze
among the spelling reformers and deformers. Some of the
letters of my correspondents are amusing, as illustrating the
ignoran,ce of their writers regarding the subject with which
they are attempting to grapple, and some are so peppery in
their composition as to indi<'ate that orthography correctors
are not invariably persons of good breeding. I hav not time
to reply to all of my correspondents, and would prefer to hav
them send their communications direct to THE TRUTH BEEKER
office, so that your readers may hav the benefit of their
alleged correction of the faults of our admittedly crooked
English spelling. · It may surprise some of these wiseacres
to learn that I am a spelling reformer myself, and hav been
an advocate of such reform for years ; but nothing short of a
radical change will suit me-the selection and adoption of
nine new characters to represent the letters which we lack
to express the sounds of the language, without making some
letters do double, quadruple, and even sextuple duty, as the
letters a and o do now. With each vowel sound denoted by
a single character, and the substitution of j for soft g, k for
hard e, the transposition of those consonants that need it, and
the elimination and omission of all not smmded, the orthography of our language would be so simplified no child would
need to spend the tedious years of drudgery now necessary
to learn to spell. Such a change, I am satisfied, would
shorten our printed matter at least one-quarter, possibly twofifths, according to the proportion of changed words used in
our discourse ; i.e., three-quarters of the space now occupied
in each number of THE TRUTH BEEKER would contain all its
printed matter, leaving room thereby for more than onefourth additional matter. So sweeping a reform would, of
course, produce an almost total change in the structure of
o-qr lan~uage in its revresented form, destrorin~ the tracing
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of our words to their sources in the orip:inal roots, and involves many difficulties familiar to every student; bJit, notwithstanding, so great would be the benefit accruing from
the change I would heartily welcome it, and be glad to see
it adopted by every periodical and every educational institution in the land. We who hav finished our "a-b, ab's," would
never become accustomed to it in our days-it would pain
the eye every time we looked upon a printed page-but to
coming generations it would be a blessing, and we ought to
be willing to sacrifice something of taste for the good of
those who are to follow us. But, I would ask my would-be
critics, May we ask for the adoption of such a radical overhauling of our orthography with any prospect of success?
and more especially can we accomplish anything by taking
three small words (for the other words changed in Tmt
TRUTH BEEKER, such as genunin, feminin, and the like, occur
so infrequently as to be scarcely noticed), and curtailing them
to present a decidedly "bob-tailed" appearance, any more
than we could hope to change the organization of some
lordly oak by sending a man into it annually to lop off the
extremities of three small twigs ? There is no more reason
why the final letter of have, give, and live should be omitted
than the final letter of shall, will, and fill, not a particle, and
yet there is a very good reason why it should be omitted
from all six, as well as hundreds of other words, and I only
mention it to show the inconsistency of spelling " deformers."
The old, and as generally worded, offensiv adage that " every
little helps" does not apply in this case, except in the one
item of 8pace saved, and that, in each issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, will not amount to five full lines.
Nothing of moment can be accomplished by those who are
trying to grapple with so grave a subject by pruning and
lopping among the twenty.six characters we now hav.
Twenty-six letters cannot be made to represent nearly forty
sounds, except by making each vowel do more than double
duty, as I hav mentioned, and the difficulty will only be
overcome by the adoption and making ofadditional type. I
do not understand how a half dozen papers are going to
effect a reform by changing the termination of less than a
half dozen word~; and even these words are made to conform to the established orthography when the article in
which they appear is to be printed in· book form, and in some
cases where it is not, or at least not so specified. If the
readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER will turn to the number in
which my little complaint appeared they will find therein a
two-column article by the leading Freethinker of the age, in
which wherever the words hav, giv, and liv occur they are
spelled each with four letters, which, I think, will bear me
out in my assertion that " contributors will not take kindly
to a system th!lt givs an unfinished appearance to their best
thought." True it is that the departure of a word in spelling from the established usage offends the eye simply because
it has been so long associated with it in another form; but
something is due to taste as well as utility (else there would
be no premium on beauty), and a displeasing innovation
should not be sanctioned unless the end sought justifies the
proceeding and compensates for the discomfort involved.
There are people to wl:iom a straggling, out-of-line row of
fruit or shade trees looks just as pleasing as a precise line,
and who would gaze with the same emotions upon a bogcovered swale that they would upon a well trimmed lawn;
but all are not constituted alike, an:d while a thoughtless person might stroke a eat's fur the wrong way and see nothing
incongruous in the operation, such a proceeding would
offend the nerves of a more sensitiv one ; and so in the case
of the three words under discussion, their uncouth, abbreviated appearance offends the eye· wherever they occur in that
form. I admit that as usually spelled these words are not in
accord with the principles of phonetics, but cutting off the
final letter does not mend the matter, and neither of them, in
the amended form in which they appear in TnE TRUTH
SEEKER, is spelled as it will be if the principles of spelling reform are established, since the fourth sound of a and the
second sound of i as heard in the words hav and liv arc
not now represented in our alphabet. There are other
amendments needed in connection with the use of our
language equally with the spelling reform. Not a day passes
but each writer sees the need of having a third personal pronoun, one which shall express personality without denoting
gender, and it has been suggested that we use for the nominativ case the word e, and inflect it as follows: Nominativ,
e; possessiv, es; objectiv, em. With such a new pronoun
we should not hav to "work around the point" by writing
as we do now, " Everyone is the architect of his or her own
fortune;" and many a word now needed to make our meaning clear could be dispensed with ; but I do not know of any
journal willing to undertake to introduce the prnctice. In
conclusion. I trust I shall not be misunderstood by your
readers. I am in favor of the spelling reform movement just
as I am in favor of the adoption of the metric system, which
would, if it came into general use, save an incalculable
amount of time and money in our exchange with foreign
countries and between our own states, and which I should
be glad to see established everywhere throughout tlw world.
If the spelling reform movement shall be made sweeping and
thorough enough to need no reforming itself, it will compensate for all the annoyance and inconvenience of the years
i'uring which we are becoming accustomed to the altered
appearance of the language, and will be the grandest achievement of the age. So with the metric system if it come into
universal use. But if only one or two isolated merchants
adopt it, or, to make the analogy nearer perfect, if one uees
one table of it only, while another uses a different one in his
business, and the great bulk of the people ignore it altogether, it will only " prolong the agony " as in the case of
that kind-hearted but mistaken son of the Emerald Isle who,
wishing to curtail his dog, lopped off a small piece of the
tail each day in order that "the poor craythur migllt become
p. Lours B.oDGIIj,
accustomed to the :pain by degraaes."
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All other things the reader wills,
And adding evermore the mills. · .
Irwtn, Ia.
J. K. P. B.

Edited by MISs SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Rifler, Ma88., to whom all (Jommunications fw
this (JO'r'M'I' shoulil be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Honr."

Who Can Read iU
A PRINTER'S POEM.
An S A now I mean 2 write
2 U,·sweet K ~· J,
The girl without a!,
The belle of U T K.
I lder if U Ntertain
The calm I D A bright,
That 8 T miles from U I must
M_..__ this chance to write.
And 1st, should N E NV U,
BE z, mind it not,
If any friendship show, B sure
They shall not be 4got.
From virtue never D V S.
Her influence B 9
Alike indnces10derness
Or 4titnde divine.
And if U cannot cut a - ,
Or cause an !,
I hope U'll put a •
21?
R U for anXation 2
My cousin, heart and llr?
He offers in a 'If
A § broad of land.
He says he loves U to X S,
You're virtuous and Ys;
InXLNCUXL
All others in his I's.
This SA, until I U C,
I pray U to.X Q's,
And do not burn in F I G
My quaint and wayward muse.
Now, fare U well dear K T J,
I trust that U R true,
When this U (J, then U can say
AnSA I 0 U.
-Selectea.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

A well-known poet.
2.-NUMERIOAL.
My 1, 2, 3 is to impair.
My 4, 5, 6 is ·a number.
My 6, 5, 4 is used for fishing.
My 3, 2, 1 is an animal.
My whole is the name of an animaL
Lyons, N. Y.,
CoNRAD RooKER.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
MARCH 19, 1887.
1.-Capacity.
2.HID
CAMEO
HALIBUT
IMITATE
DEBATER
OUTER
TER
3.-0urs is a country enlightened by free institutions.

Correspondence.
PRINCETON, MASS.
When I had anything hard to do, I used to
cry. Now I laugh, which makes me feel
better; it takes my strength to cry. _ _ •
Mamma, to me you are like a rose that
blooms in spring, blooms in summer, autumn,
and winter.
PsYCHE CERES HEYwooD.
ZALESKI, 0., March 2, 1887.
DEAR 1\hss WrxoN: I saw so many boys
and girls writing for the Corner I thought I
would write one too. I hav seven brothers
who read THE TRUTH SEEKER and think the
pictures are very nice. We hav or~anized a
Congress Club, of which I am president. I
hav a hard time putting the questions and
keAping order. I am a little girl seven years
old. If you can read this and would print it
I will write again.
lliELIE JAMES.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. 18, 1887.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As I hav not seen any
letters from this city, I thought I would write
one. We do not take 'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
but we intend to take it as soon as possible.
We hav a friend here who takes it, and he
lets us take copies to read. I read the Children's Corner, and all the rest I can understand. I will hav to close, wishing you sucYour Freethinker friend,
cess.
IRWIN REMIOK.
FINDLAY, 0., March 6, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As mamma was reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, I discovered in it
the Children's Corner. I thought it would be
nice to write you. I am nine years old. I
go to school every day. I read, write, spell,
study arithmt tic, and geography. I belong
to the Juvenil Temperance Society. There
are two hundred in our lodge. We are expecting Mr. Putnam to lecture before long.
Papa and mamma will hear him lecture.
Yours respectfully,
M.A.NoNIE FILSON.
OsAGE MISSION, KAN., March 7, 287.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write a letter for the Corner. I am a little
girl eleven years old, and study arithmetic,
~eography, grammar, and spelling. I read
m McGuffey's Fourth Eclectic Reader. My
father and mother are both good Liberals.
We liv near the Methodist church. They
hav revivals, but they never get many mourners. My sister and myself went to church
last evening. The preacher did nothing but
abuse Infidels. Father says the church is in
its dying agony, and that is the cause of the
preacher's wrath.
Your little friend,
MELISSA SIMMONS.

PuAmJ& CrTY, lA., Feb. 24, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: Seeing so very much
correspondence to you from various boys and
girls, I will pen you a few lines. My father
3.-REBUS.
has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER as far back as
I can recall, and I am deeply interested in
the puzzles, etc., in th"\ Children's Corner,
which I must say is conducted under the
most skilful management. I am a boy fifteen
years of age. At the age of ten I required a
habit of writing stories, sketches, etc. Since
that time I hav written many stories. I once
wrote one for our home paper,· which filled
ten columns.
Yours very truly,
Of Revolutionary fame.
FRANK V. DRAPER.
[Perhaps Frank will some "time. write a
4.-DOUBLE CURTAILMENTS.
story for our Corner. But it would hav to be
1. Twice curtail a kind of grass and leave short, as we hav many correspondents and
to fall.
not much space.-Eo. C.C.]
2- Twice curtail a catch, and leave to embrace closely.
W ARNIO, On., Feb. 19, 1887.
3. Twice curtail an old game at cards, and
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: Papa takes THE TRUTH
leave a fisk.
SEEKER, and I like to read the Children's Cor4. Twice curtail the division of a country, ner and to look at the pictures. I am eleven
and leave to play the bypocrit.
years old. I hav one sister, she is eight years
WARREN B. ORCHARD.
olt.:, and one brother two years old. We call
him Volney. I went to school a part of the
5.-WHY.
wintt>:, but on account of the snow, which fell
teninc:'J.es deep, and the extreme cold weather,
Why are faultless ones like meat?
our school was discontinued until spring,
Or bread and butter, milk and wheat?
when it will be resvmed again. I read in the
Why are they like a dose of pills?
Fifth Reader, and spell in the highest spelling
Why are they like eleven mills ?
class in our school, study ~eography, arithmetic, and writing. My Sister sent for the
Or like the gems of rarest worth?
book entitled Annt Elmina'a "Little Lessons
Or like the precious ores of earth ?
for Little Folks." Papa is going to send for
Why are they like the flowing rills ?
the "Story Hour" for me. We liv thirty-five
Why are they like a dozen mills ?
miles south of Dallas City, which is situated
Why are they like the flowers that blow?
on the Columbia river. We hav a fine view
Why are they like the driven snow?
of the surrounding country, in which we can
Why are they like blacksmiths' drills?
see three perpetual snow peaks-Mt. Hood,
And why, oh why, like thirteen mills?
Mt. Jefferson, and Mt. Adams. My papa,
and two of his brothers, liv in one corner of
Why are they like the mountains grand?
the neighborood, and their farms all join, and
Why like a little grain of sand?
the Christians call it the " Devil's Corner "
Why are they like the daffodils ?
because they take THE TRD~H SEEKER, and
And why, oh why, like fourteen mills?
are Freethought men. A Mei.l:lodist minister
Why like oceans, lakes, and ponds,
and his wife stayed here all 1.\ght, and he
But not like copper, mckle, bronze?
asked if he could hav prayers, IU. <l papa told

him no. If you think this worth printing, I quantity of matter which it contains. We
would be much pleased to see it in print. I can do anything we please with a body, but
will close with kindest regards.
we camiot increase its weight unless we add
I remain your little friend,
something to it, for, as we hav already
.
MAMIE DRIVER.
learned, no particle of matter can be created,
neither can its weight be diminished, format.
SPICELAND, INn., Feb. 20, 1887.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: Though an entire ter cannot be destroyed. Thus, when we
stranger yet, I take the liberty of writing to want to know how much matter a body con.
you, for you are not an entire stranger to me tains, we weigh it, because its weight is pro.
and my family. We hav some of your books portional to the quantity of matter it contains.
and read your articles in the Investigator and
8. Remarks. The three facts which we hav
TRUTH SEEKER. My son Warren, thirteen
years old, is reading yaur "Apples of Gold" now learned, that matter cannot be created,
now, seeing which gave me the idea of writ- destroyed, or altered in weight, are as im.
ing to you to thank you for the great good portant in chemistry as -in physics. They
you are doing with your pen. It seems to may be regarded as the foundation-stones of
me the greatest wrong we can do, almost, if
not quite, is to teach innocent little children all natural s-cience. It is necessary to underto believe things to be sacred truths which stand them thoroughly, since what follows
we ourselvs really don't know anything about. depends upon them. There is no supreme
My grea:test joy is that I and my children are power creating and destroying matter at
entirely free, and fully satisfied in unbelief in pleasure. Imagin the havoc whtch would
the Christian religion, and that my dear wife
never feared the author of her being, but ensue if there were. There could be no cerloved, honored, and adored that mighty tainty, no law, no order, no substantial reapower which rules all worlds, and does all soning. We could draw no conclurions in
things well. She never doubted that the regard to bodies if at any moment they
futu're, whether life or eternal sleep, would might be destroyed or changed. We could
be for the best, but certainly not eternal sufnot rely upon anything, for it might suddenly
·
fering.
I was at a Sunday-school to-day where be destroyed, or something unexpected might
G. G. GRoWER.
King David was extolled as being a model be created.
man-a man after God's own heart-a patQUESTIONS.-(Note.-Do not be satisfied with a
tern for little children to imitate. He was
answE>r to a question, but always explain
the vilest man on record, Brigham Young not mere
how you know the answer is right. Let the
excepted, as I verily believe.
teacher and pupils ask other questions. A.8k
How honest people can teach and believe about the various things which yon see occurring
all around. You will thus learn the practical imsuch a book as that Bible is a mystery to me. portance
of what yon hav been studying When
We hav the satisfaction of knowing that In- vou answer
a question, always explain why.)
fidelity is gaining even more rapidly now in 'what kind of change is producPd when (1) water
this community than light and knowledge in is boiled, (2) water is frozen, or (3) iron is melted?
Ans.: Physical. When (4) irqn rnst':'J or (5) is disother matters; but scientific knowledge is solved
in acid? Ans.: ChPmtcal. When (6) brass
the great cause of the increasing gain, and is is reduced to filings or (7) drawn into a wire, (8)
itself gaining very rapidly. Twenty years when !!"old is beaten into gold leaf, or (9) silver is
mto sheets? Physical. When (10) _gas is
ago my wife and I were the only lnfi_dels rolled
burnt:.~ or (11) brass becomes tarnished? Uhemihere, and now a score may be found here. cal. ln this case the surface of the brass is alJ. E. Remsburg was our guest and lectured tered in composition and forms the tarnish. What
of an operation is (12) cleaning tarnished
for us two years ago, and B. F. Underwood kmd
brass with sandpaper? Physical. (13) Cleaning
in our hamlet of Greensboro a few years ago, tarnished brass with acid? Chemical. 114) What
also Jamieson, and some other Liberals, in- kind of an operation is weighing a ton of coal?
(15) Burning coal? Chemical. (16)
cluding Mr. Colby (Spiritualist), which, by Physical.
Magnetizing a piece of steel? Ph:rsical. (17)
the way, is a doctrin, in my judgment, not When a comet appear• in the sky,i• any new matmuch improvement on the Christian ideas, ter created? No. (18) When the sun sets, is any.
except that eternal misery is not in their bill thing destroyed? No. (19) What is extension?
of fare.
Your article on Romanism, in the InvestiREDUCED TO $1.019.
gator of the 16th inst., is most excellent
THE STORY HOUR.
and timety, and the subject is one which
should receive the hardest hits, and most
A Book for Children and Youth.
frequent, and the best writers should giv
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
their best efforts in that direction.
Over a. hundred fine illustrations.
Miss Helen H. Gardener has given Catholicism some hard hits, for which honor and
thanks are due.
As I am no writer and a stranger, I hav already said too muclt, perhaps, but wish to
thank you again for your good work, and
especially for your interest in the little children, where innocence and honesty is most
frequently found, and where the hope of the
LI(lUOR DRINKING
future will is to be expected and labored for.
Very respectfully,
W. W. WILSON.
Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
[We are very grateful for the good opinion
by the Eible.
of our brother Wilson, and it shall be our
aim to continue to merit his, as well as the
l3Y E. C. WALKER.
approval of all our friends who find pleasure
in our efforts for the development of children
This is a companion book to RemsbnrK's "Bible
in a natural, healthy, and intelligent manner. Morals."
48 pages; price 10 cents.
-En. c; C.]
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Qlolnmn.
Physical Series.
6. (Jreation. Matter cannot be created. A
seed may be planted and grow into a tree,
but nothing is created; the matter of which
the tree consists was absorbed from the soil
and the air. A child is born and grows, but
the matter of which .the child is composed
formerly existed as food, either of the child
or of its parents.
When rain or snow falls to the earth, no
new matter is brought into existence ; the
water rises from the surface of the earth and
seas in the form of vapor, and afterward falls
as rain or snow. The water which flows
down rivers is supplied in this way.
Every particle of matter which exists now
has existed through the countless ages of the
past, and will continue to exist in the future.
Nothing we can do, no treatment to which
we can subject it, will either create or destroy
the smallest conceivable particle of matter.
Hereafter when we speak of a body being
destroyed, it must be understood that we
speak of the body and not of the matter it is
composed of. Thus, if a glass bottle be
broken into small pieces, the bottle is . destroyed but the glass is not.
7. GrO!I!itation. Every particle of matter
attracts every other particle of matter; this is
called gravitation. What we call weight is
the attraction between the earth and smaller
bodies near its surface. The reason why
bodies fall to the earth when unsupported is
on account of this attraction. The weight of
a body at a giv~n place is the me&sure of the
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Pains

-oA thorough and overwhehning reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOJ.... L.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
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.A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Death-

bed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's ·
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
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The following are a few of my leaders, all of
Which are late•L improved, best make, solid coin
silver, op· n face or huntmg, American stem-wind
watches, anti gu~tranteed stnctJy as represented
or cash refunded : 2 ounce case, 7 jewels, $10 ; 3
ounce, $11 ; 4 ounce, $12. With 11 jeweled movements, H2 50, $13.50, ~14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
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best 14 karat guld filltd gold watches cases elegant and latest style, and guaranteed by special
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any $100 watch a lifetime. Ladies' watches, same
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eled, Louis XIV. style, diamond ornamentations1
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$1. .HeRt in the world-a luxury-$2. Extra fine
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So many hav asked for copies of this famous
Speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for te"n cents each.
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The Problem of the Universe and

Its Scientific Solution, with some OriticlsmB of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Waif~ and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper1 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, liah with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
SVYI.nton's Paper.

Golden 1'hrone, a Romance. "The

author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. Thebook1sfilled witk.
manly thoughts expressed in manly words-.
the transcnpt of a manly mind. Every Liberal)
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1 •.

SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED,

"I am very much pleased with it_, and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of th1s country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
word of it."
Price 15 eenta.
'For
e at this oflloe

THE BIBLE.

S. P •. Putnam's Works.

FOR

Ingersoll and ,Jesus. A conversation,

Like all THE TRUTH BEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical execution of the work is all that could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
·The pdmary object of the work, as its title indi·
cates, is to sustain Spiritualism, hut the absurdities of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up, The book contains much to interest every
"intelligent reader. • • • Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Freethought
and Liberalism all over the land. Bend for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
.fool is foolishness. Every Liber~tl who reads it
will certainly find his "Spiritual" strength renewed.-Jo • ..->i~JG.
Bon11a .<1 cloth, 245 pp,, price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
tf
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Also by the same author,
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·The Conspirators.
Lo ! the house with arch and steeple,
· Where the black hands gather strong,
Still cont•iving 'gainst the people
Covert plot or brazen wrong ;
Skilled an ancient lie to foster,
Hearts to harden, minds degrade;
Power the.stake, the game impostureKeener sharpers never played.
If the good and elevated
IU"e in crowds amontt their friends,
'Tis because their schemes are baited
With pretentious moral ends.
Nurture, habit. special ctllture,
So ma:v warp the wisest· eyes,
Few detect the greedy ;ul'ure
Hidden in the dove's disguise.
Reason, ethics, logic, hiRtory,
Champions of t.he truth unawed,
Foes to mountebanlrs and mystery,
Each has slain their monstrous fraud;
_B•it what boot• the wo~k of slaughter 1
See ! revive its vampire veinsThe true hydra, "born of water
And the spirit" in sick brains.
What conditions were coeval
With the priest's unchallenged sway 1
Prostrate, hooeles9 of retrieval,
Freedom, art, and genius lay.
Their revival, what attended
If not superstition's wane 1
Nation's where hPr might is ended
Rank tb.e first in glory's train.
When. from interest, priests hav aided
Once or twice the cause of right,
How the instance is Paraded !
What a mammoth grow~ the mite !
But in vain their specious glozing;
Truth..:.prevent her if you canThrows in to the scale opposing
All the crimes 'gain•t her and man.
Say, was superstition's martyr
Wort.b the sparkle of a coal?
Did he die for nature's charter,
Written on the human soul?
When the bigots ruRhed to chain himBigots like himself, forsoothDid a patriot's cause sustain him
Or a sage's love of truth 1
Fiends in strife for place and power
Failed their fellows to evict,
Anrl, when came the torturing hour,
Felt hut what they would inflict.
Or, at best, some vague abstraction
Touching naught that can concern
Man in healthy thought and action,
Made the wretches gag and burn.
Th!l.nks to thou<:~llts once jLldged feloniousJudged and doomed without appealIf to.day the Rancf.imonious
Rage not still with stake and steel.
Priest and pre~hyter and preacher. Take what name each sectary mayAli hav one essential featureThe undYing lust of sway.
Some would lord it with a miter,
Like a crocodile on end,
Some are" sepulchers" still whiter,
Not by frankness they offend.
Circe was not self-transforming,
Shams disdain no shape to wear,
Now the lion rampant, storming,
Now the fox, to sneak and snare.
They're divided ! Hail the omen !
Hail, hut close your ranks anew,
Join no faction of your foemen,
All are one in hate to you.
At the bar of Reason, vainly
Shall thAy plead :"We are at odds.
Justice should distin11uish plainly
Who are Satan's, who are God's.
" Sons of Babel's painted ogress,
Those from hell's own cave hav swarmed,
Strike them ! Spa.re the friends of progress,
The Protesting and Reformed !"
Spare the poison plant till riper,
Spare, in pity, Rpare the young
Of the vile, engendering viper
Till a thousand men are stung !
Streams from one unhealthy fountain,
Carrdng death in all their course,
Fly them! Sink them ! Move a mountainAnything to stanch the source l
·
Still beware ! Can worse befall us,
Victors, than deceitful calm 1
Force has fled, shall guile enthral us 1
Wreathe no poppy with our palm.
To he free-how old the storyIs to watch: •tis worth the pains.
Let a moment's sleeP come o'er ye,
Nations, and ye wake in chains,
Eloquence, amid your high rants
•Gainst enslavers of their kind,
Hav you none for subtler tyra.nts
That emasculate the mind 1
Bolts and gyves may call for patience
If the free soul spurn their power,
But a priesthood's incantRtions
Palsy souls an<l then deflower.
Our worst foes are not conspiring
•Gainst our civic rights alone;
Freemen, rise and fight, untiring,
Every form of slavery known.
All in man that's undiluted
By faith's" sleepy drench" is yours,
All her arts hav not emhruf.ed
All that still aspires and soars.
Armed for conq UeHt, crested, starry,
Science moves, alert, but calm,
Who her fateful thrust sba'II parry?
Not tl~e cursing priests of sham.
Even their mythio foe abhorredHorror feigned, theY do his heat-

Wears no charm from foot to forehead
Prouf aga;nst her Ianoe in relit.
Soon the ruflian powers of evil
Playinll man at pitch and toss
All shall vanish, God and devil,
Bigot-hook and bloody cross.
Then, these silly terrors perished
{"Vested rights" of their concern),
Quondam priest.s-famt hope hut cherishedMay some honest calling learn.
They usurped our very nurseries;
There we'll teach the coming race,
Pointing to their wicked sorceries,
That they dupe, ensla.ve, debase;
Till, in its perfected conscience,
Wonder wakens how and when
Brotherhoods of fraud and nonsense
Ever swayed' a world of men.

Books.
LITTLE LEssoNs FOR LITTLE FoLKS. By Aunt
Elmina (Mrs. E. D. Blenker). New York:
Truth Seeker Co. Pp. 98. Price 40 cents.
Every Freethought parent who has children should purchase this little book for
them. It might hav been very properly entitled Juvenil Science Lessons. It should
take the place in Liberal homes of the prayer,
" Here I lay me down to sleep," and . the
" Sunday-school Catechism " in orthodox
families. This book will cultivate the reason.
ing faculties in place of filling the young
mind with superstitious ideas. The titles of
these lessons are, "Stars," "Monkeys,"
"Fishes;" "Fresh Air," "Matter and Life,"
"Books," "Clover," "Water," "Stones,"
"Animals and Vegetables,"" Little Leaves,"
".The Nerves," "The Sense of Smell,"" Heredity and Natural Selection," "The Camel,"
"The Frog,"" The Cow,"" Dolls,"" Grass."
Aunt Elmina is entitled to great credit for
providing so valuable a book for the little
ones.-Freetltinkers• Magazine.
Aunt Elmina Drake Blenker has out a
beautiful little book called, " Little Lessons
for Little Folks." By. sending 40 cents to the
Truth Seeker Publishing Company, 28 Lafay.
ette Place, New York, this little work can be
obtained. The book abounds in hints on
health and self-preservation, put in such
shape as to be very attractiv to little folks.
The work is nicely bound, and will make a
valuable addition to a child's collection.- The
Queen Bee.
"Little Lessons for Little Folks," by
Aunt Elmina (Mrs. E. D. Blenker) puts into
98 sensible pages many facts which· children
need to know, and teaches wholesome morality without religious imposition.-The Word.
We hav examined this handsome little
manual on natural science for the young with
care, and think it could be placed in the
hands of every child to its lasting benefit. In
fact, many older people could read it to advantage.-.Ex.
I hav read "Little Lessons," and will say
that it surpasses what I expected for it, and
without any wish to giv undue praise, it is
the best book for children I hav ever read. I
would recommend every teacher to keep several copies of it in school for supplementary
reading and composition work.-Theo.. Romine.
TRY-SQUARE; or, The Church of Practical
Religion. ByReporter. NewYork. The
Truth Seeker Co., 28 Lafayette Place, 1887.
Under the guise of a stenographer taking
notes the author givs an interesting volume of
reports of conversations and discussion had
in church and social meetings. Job Sawyer
is a character with a great deal of " horse
sense," and a blunt, plain way of expressing.
himself. He has opinions on church and
state, religion and economics, which are
worth reading. He and the parson are a capital pair. The book is breezy and radical.
It sweeps the ground pretty thoroughly.
Pp. 312.
RATIONAL CoMMUNISM. The Present. and the
Future Republic of North America. By A
Capitalist. Same publishers.
There is little need to recommend this book.
It should be read, and carefully. Its picture
of the New York of the neat future is a brilliant dream, but nevertheless it presents a
direct possibility. It is clear and well written.
"Little Lessons for Little Folks," by Aunt
Elmina (Mrs. E. D. Blenker); "The New
God," by Samuel P. Putnam, and the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAO
are works from the same house, whose special
Freethought works are well known. Mr.
Putnam's discourse, "The New God," is
scholarly and eloquent, like all that comes
from his pen or lips. In the ANNUAL there is
a valuable compilation of the Sunday, oath,
and blasphemy laws of the states and territories of the United States. The extent of

some of these strange "iurvivals" iii a aur- rine, and fluorine, which are gases; and carbon, phosphorus, sulphur, silicon, potassium,
prisini fact.-T/u L1ader.
sodium, calcium, lithium, magnesium, iron,
Not long ago Dr. Augustus Le Plongeon manganese, copper, and lead. It is hoped
published a work entitled " Sacred Mysteries that none of them will be induced to make e.n
Among the Mayas and the Quiche11," being ante-mortem examination of themselvs to asthe result of his explorations in Central certain if the statemPnt is correct. They will
America. His. wife, Ali~e Le Plongeon, ac- be glad to know, if they do not already know,
companied him, and has now written her own that plants manufacture protoplasmic food
experiences, and printed them under the title. for themselvs from the primary elements,
"Here and There in Yucatan." The book after these elements are combined into water,
has 146 pages of quite interesting reading, carbonic acid, and ammonia. Is is important
and sells for $1.25.
that they should be informed, in caee the
The TRUTH SEEKER ANNuAL AND FREE• subject was overlooked in their kindergarten
TE!INKERS' ALMANAO for. 1887 has been re- instructions, that a Rhizopod is one of the
ceived. It is a book of about 100 pages, re- Protista, and that the forming of protoplasm
plete with interesting and useful reading ; of Protista, of plant and animal life from pro..
containing a calendar with chronological toplasm, and of protoplasm from the eletable of important facts, "Freethought in the ments, .is called spontaneous generation.
United States;" "Liberty," by Grover Cleve- Little boys will be more interested than ever
land; "The Coming Dawn," by D. Louis in the monkey when they learn that he beBodge; "Freethought Abroad;" "Sunday. •ongs to the class Mammalia and the order
Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the United Quadrumana; and they will stare the longer
States;" "The Right to Testify," by F. M. at Barnum's camels when they know that the
Holland; "The American Secular Union," camel is of the genus Camelus, and the order
by Samuel P. Putnam; "The Parson," a Ruminantia. They will find sermons in
story by Si Slokum. It contains more than. a stones when they read that there are three
dozen full-page engravings. The price is kinds of building stone-siliceous, calcareonly 25 cents to any address. Published by ous, and composit. Little girls will love
the Truth Seeker Company, New York.- their dolls the more when they are told that
the name "<loll" is from Dorothy, or from
Home .Ad'Oocate.
idol, and the French name is poupee, the Ger"THB Origin of the Christian Bible," by man puppe, from the Latin pupa, a girl.0. B. Whitford, published by the Truth Home Journal.
Seeker Company, New York, is a very interObituary.
esting treatis upon this complicated question.
The author plunges headlong into a sea of Departed this life from Eden Mills, Vt., February 20th, lt!r. Charles White, aged 74
arguments and reasonings, and while now
years, 7 months, and three days.
and then a trille too captious in his assertions,
Although a nativ of Massachusetts, having
makes a very elaborate and readable article.
In his closing remarks the author says: " Let been born at Uxbridge, Mr. White passed,
us search for truth, the only object of the with the exception of nine years, his long
honest man, and exterminate the figments of and useful life in Lamville Co., Vt., and was
hypocrisy by converting the many elaborate for fifty-five years a resident of Eden: Enedifices of dogmatical worship into schools dowed by nature with an inquiring and
acute mind, he early seized with avidity upon
for teaching the arts and sciences.
Every independent mind, susceptible of phi- whatever opportunity for gaining knowledge·
losophical reasoning, is a pillar of strength to presented itself, and with each succeeding
the future prosperity of the human race. year devoted more time to reading and mediThen teach the coming generation to respect tation, until his mind was indeed a storethe entire h~man family by demonstrating house of valuable information. He was exthat man is a being capable of receiving truth; ceptionally conversant with the history and
that it is always falsehood which injures men teachings of religion, both Christian and
~visibly traced to error, which has no rem- pagan. Strong in his convictions and tenacious of ·his opinions, he was, nevertheless,
edy but reason."- Galveston Nl!'ll!s.
tolerant of• spirit and respectful to alL Gen" The George-Hewitt Campaign," compiled ial and affectionate in his family, faithful and
by Louis F. Post, and Fred. p.. Leubuscher, obliging to his friends, upright, punctual, and
is No. 838 of Lovell's Library. The compila- diligent in business, always on the side of
tion givs a history of the nomination of Henry the oppressed, in him the friendless found a
George for Mayor of New York and of his friend, and from him the needy would not
acceptance and campaign. Mr. Leubuscher turn away empty-handed. His religion was
was the stenographer who took down the to do good, to lighten sorrow, to lessen need,
speeches, and it is to be presumed that Mr. and add to human joy. He leaves a wife,
Post was the compiler of the volume. With with whom he passed fifty-three years of
a fairness that is commendable, these gentle- more than ordinary domestic concord, four
men hav given us, not only the speeches children, and several grandchildren 1o deeply
made by Mr.- George and his supporters, but mourn his earthly loss, while a large circle of
also those made by his chief opponent, Abram friends and acquaintances lament the departHewitt, together with an account of all the ure of so kind a neighbor and worthy man.
important events of the campaign from begining to end, including the final result in
tabulated figures. One of the best things in_
the book of nearly two hundred pages is
Colonel Ingersoll's letter, read at the Cooper
OB,
Union meeting. As to the compilers of" The
George-Hewitt Campaign," it may be said
The Church of Practical Religion.
that Mr. Post is a journalist of ability, and
the author of Truth's " Sunday Sermons,"
BY REPORTER.
which were weekly copied into THE TRUTH
SEEKER a few years ago. Mr. Leubuscber is
This is the history of an attempt to found a
an enthuslastic young lawyer and supporter church
without superstition, and its success.
of Henry George, and gave his services as Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
stenographer during the lively times last fall. his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
He is one of the trustees of the Society of of human concerm religious, political, and otherThe hook is written in well-chosen lan•
Humanity. This work will be ·of value wise.
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffiwhether the Labor party livs or dies. If that cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
party reached its greatest bight last election hold his attentiv while the truth is being brought
day, the event was at least worthy of being to biB mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
recorded in history; and if the demonstration at that time was only an earnest of what
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
is coming, then, certainly, it should not be
lost sight of. The book sells for 20 cents.
Christianity a Reward for Crime.

TRY•SQUARE;

The Truth Seeker Company has recently
published a pamphlet entitled, " Economic
.Equities: a Compend of the Natural Laws of
Industrial Production and Exchange," by
J. K. Ingalls, author of" Social Wealth." It
is an able and dispassionate consideration of·
the subjects of social industry, wealth, rents,
values, wages, and motivs to labor. It discusses these topics in their economic phases,
wi!hout any reference whatever to political
and legislativ aspects. The same company
has published " Little Lessons for Little
Folks," by Aunt Elmina (Mrs. Blenker). The
little ones are informed that they are composed of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, chlo-

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

tOo.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed •.
Paper, lllmo, 47 pages,

1M.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A.. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
lGo.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Ingersoll's W'orks.

PHILA.DELPHIA.LIBERALLEAGUE,2i~
meets every Sunday in Indn11trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.x. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions,
.Able speakers interest the audience; N.B.-Trutb
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five· lectures comprising, "The Gods "
" Humboldt " "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies;"

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: " The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'.1'he Declaration of Inde.Pendence," ".About Farmin_g in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Ba.nqne!!" "The Rev• .Alexander
Clark," "The Past l'Ises before Me Like a
Dream," and ".A Tribute to Ebon C.-Ingersoll."

Some .Mista.kes ~1' Jloses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
•
Inwrviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25. .
What Jlust We Do to Be .Saved 1 Paper, 115 cents.
The Christian Reli~don. By· R. G.
IngersoY, Judge Jeremiali s, Black, and Prof.
Geor~e Jr. Fisher. Paper, 50 ~ents ; cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 56 pag.es, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per cfoz •. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YPe, and con ta.ining as much as
could be delivered in two ordiiiacy lectures.
This makes a grand missionary aocument.
Liberals should scatter it generolisly.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

THE

Truth See~Der Annual I
1887.
<E: M. 287.)

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San J!'ra:n.-"lscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen : 25 copies, $1 : 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

"ISJiOl'l'EL'IS .M.ODERN HOUSES" No. s.

+WIT I)+ Ittll$TRltTIOll$. +

Vindication of Thomas· Paine from·
tlie attacks of the N~jw York. Ollserver, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Pnce, 15 cents.
-

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne Iatest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, libra.cy style, and containing over 1!300
P&jles, which is sold a.t the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
Tribu~~·
There ha.v been so many
M>Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heaV7 toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the faur will be forwarded
to a.nl' address, for liOct~{ or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and oelections.

This

new book is a. gem. It is a model in every respect. In factt one of the richestt brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besiaes the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, ta.ble-ta.Iks, and day-to-da:r conversations of the author. The work is designed
for a.nd·will be accepted by admiring friends a.s
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
pnrp\)SEh a fine steel portrait, with autograJ.>h
fa.c sinilie, has been prepared ef!pecia.llY for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, .gilt back
and Side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; m full Turke~ morocco, pi).t, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A .Story. By Si Slokum,

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

pa.nef. 10Mx17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents.
'
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From. Tradition to Reason.
BY BOBEBT 0. AJ:IA.MS.
moth, $l.l!li.
For Bale at thia OtD.oe.

W. S. BBLL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conftict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.-.
M. E. Billings.

LIBERrY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
.Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
. I am much pleq,sed with Your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
.A beautiful pam)>hlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
.Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTd.
The number of heads under which you ha.v
divided the subj~ct matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise m ..nner m whiCh each point is discussed, should be high!Y commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in r~comm.,nding " .A.ntiProlnbnion "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not on!y In the ca. use of temperance, but In the principle~ of Slillf jfOVernment.J. J. McCabe.

5
17
29
30
34
37
92

(Just PullliBhea, J'Ul.TJ 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
.A colored frontispiece shoWing the modem style
of painting.
.A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to suppJ.y 11ll the neccessar;v pieces for
constructing a model house, with·pl!lln directions
fo!"J)utting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
yonnl[ the sreatest amusement, it is more -than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most J)raoticallesson in .Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinv from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a. Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa.) and a perfect Cistern.
.An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON BEOEil'T OF PBIOE, $1.
.Address
.

'l'HE CO·OPEBA'l'IVE BUILDING l'LAN ASSO'N,
94
98

191 Broadway <Box 2702). New York.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIElii OF OIJR
C)IVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORD.A.U.
Sl!;YENTH EDITION.
.A most powerfully written book.-Pht!a• .Recera
This Book is not a. Book I It is a. Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Pric~ cents.
.Address T.I:Ull TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

NEW YORK:

Tho Bi~lo Analyze~.

The Busts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Oabinet size; true to
life, pricet $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles or Relilrlous LibertY should hav them.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnet& written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1&.!0. By Wx. IIBNB11
BUBB. Priee, lUI cents. For sale at this office.

~rt~thinkt~!i' $lmalll1m:,

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
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BY

PRICE, 25 f CENTS.

.J'ohn R. lielso, A.ltl.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Del]!ge.-The Exodus.-The MiraFREETHOUGHT NOYELS.
cles af the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
The Sole Faaora and Ezatt Ratios in It8 Tile Heathens of the Heath. A finely Prophecies.-The
and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
· written Radical romance. Bl Wm. McDonnell1 Heaven
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
author of Exeter Ha.ll, FamilY Creeds, Day or the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messia~ or
.
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper, Savior.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Crown octavo, 888ll.P· Splendidly exeoutf' \. Bent
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.
b:v
maiL
llOBi
oaid.
PJ1ce.
18.00.
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a. brie! review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and E·x:eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the da.y.n Price, paper, 60
SACRED MYSTERIES
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
AMONG THE
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Na.turQ of N;athaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. MaJaS and the Quiches 11,680
.A Radical novel of marked ability. Egual to
Years Ago.
Wages; Private and Social· Wealth ; Land OwnGeorge Eliot's works. BY Frederika. Macdonership ; Private Property in Land ; Capital and
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
the ProductiT Factors; Partnership and Co-op- T.'he Outcast. A deep, finely written
By .AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Radical story. From the London edition. :fty
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
Of Value or Economic Ratios; 'Taxation a.s a
illustrated.
Price, $11.50.
80 cents.
Remedy; Reforms, net Remedies; Suggestions
For Sale a.t this office.
All
in
a
Lifetime.
A
Romance.
By
to Legislators; Conclusion.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
MiBB Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
Price, (}loth, $1.00.
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in comAddreFIR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
mon life, and are pol'tra.yed with a. vividness
· 28Lafayette Place, New York.
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exBY HELEN H. CARDENER,
pect to find, in such a. marked dejlre~ even
from so gi,fted a. pen as that of Miss wixon,
Introduction by
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
whose biilliant and lucid style is familiar to
~OBERT G. INGERSOLL.
:most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price,
BmLE.
$1.50. .Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents •
.A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThonJLh
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
The TraiU Supplied at Special Di8CIJ'Unt8 •
H. Buaa, one of our ablest correspondents. More
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
than 80,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
83 Clinton Place, New York.
'For sale at th1s office.
Photo-engravin_gs of Mis11.Ga.rdener are for sale
.A double-page picture contra.stini soience and a.i this office. Pnce, 40c.; mth autograph, liOc.
theology, showing how the one has labored for
OR,
hUUian advancement, and how the other haa
MEN o:r BtrsiJIIIsB WHO DID Som:Tillli'G BESIDES always opposed it.
l\1AxiNG MoNEY.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenJy-five co_pies for '1; one hundred copies for
A BOOK FOR YOUNG .AMERICANS.
$3. We wish tha.tthe fnends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY;
BY .J'A.lii.ES PARTON.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Practical Experience with Poultry.
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
BY GEo. M. DAVENPoRT. This is a little bookhelped the world; together with eight portraits.
a pamphlet of 32 wP.ll-filled pages. costing only
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They "a.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
quarter," but a.s full of meat as an egl{. It is
are standard.
well called "practical," for we find nothing un- $1.2:i.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
Price,
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys1
THJil 'l'RUTH SEEKER.
are Jl&rticularlY discussed and their economimu
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger- Address
215 Lafayette PlMA. NAw Y nrk.
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale,
and, all in a.ll, it is a. very useful additiOn to
Printed_ on heavy toned paper, 18X22 inches, illumithe poultry literature of the day.
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framTRUTH SEEKER Office,
ing. The titles are:
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
OR,

Ina-ersoll's Tributes.

The Secret of the East,

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother, .
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry lH11ler's Grave.

The Piice of these h11retofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now· at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOB FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. .Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
.
28 Lafayette Fl.~ New York.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
REPLY
TO REV. L. A.. LAMBERT'S
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
"NOTE~)_ ON INGERSOLL.'
By B. W. Lacy.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, tl.OO.

For sale at this o1Hce.

A thorough exPosure of the Catholic priest's
Historical urlsstatements.
P:rl4!lo Cloth, U; Pape:r, GO Centa.

THE

FatltPrs of Our Rfpnblic:
Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
.A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth .Annual
Congress of the .American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York,
November 13, 1886.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
.Address this office.

Price 16 cents.
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IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea. for a. Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation, An Anawerto Mr. Glad~
..4 Dt8
stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
O'USHBfOn Bettoeen _ II
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. BY Prof. T. H.
.
.
"
. Gl a d !!I t one,
ux1ey, J.l&U er,
Huxley.
. 1· THE idea or dogma of a._sa.vioror redeemer to
A RoSA BoNHEUR p1cture, entitled, The
L~nton.
Rev?lle.
VII. A Protest and a. Plea.. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lm- save the world from destruction is one tba.t .the
Horse Fair," which brought $53,000 at the On the Conflict between GenesiS and Geology.
ton
.
.
.
I world has believed in as far back as history exrecent sale of A T Stewart's art collection
OONTENTS:
Thisisanewbookandconta.Insthela.testdiscus-· tends Every religion and every nation has bad
· •
•
. '
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship ByHon sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the ·
d.
h
h
hi d th
was bought by Cornelius Vanderbilt, and prew. E. Gladstone.
·
• participants are a. guarantee of its able character. Its ~e eemer, an? t ese av been wors pe as e
sen ted by him to the Metropolitan Museum of IT. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 71i cents.
saviOrs of ma.nkind.-D. M. Bennett.
of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO
DRUMOLOG Moss is the next object that survives
Art.
m. • pprete!zs
ostscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
·•
.
.
.
·
·
Muller
28 Lafayette Pl., New York m my memory, and lnmll and I Sitting by ourTru: jury disagreed in
·
__ - - - - - ··selvs under the silen_t skies,
the case of Boodle Alder__ _.==-=:.-=::-:_:.::~:;-:-=~--==:-=:-.:-o ~~~-:;::=-- =-- o~ c ---: ··-··
. .
with a world all silent
man Cleary·
___
~_::_c-'"~~
---J:"~~~~r:.s~s 'the 'sn~ :::
EMPEROR WILLIAM of
-------sinking, that Irving actGermany has celebrated
na.lly d~ew from me by de•
.
____
._
grees, m the softest manhis 90th birthday.
-~-ner, the confession that I
Sm JoHN MAODONALD,
--------did not think as he of the
the head of the Canadian
Ohristian religion, and that
it was vain for me to exgovernment, is to be elepect'! ever could or should.
vated to the peerage.
This, if this was so. he had
pre-engaged to take well
SUBSORIPTJ:ONS for a
from me, and righ~ loyally
monument to the late
he did so, and to the end of
his life we needed no conHenry Ward Beecher hav
cealments on that head,
reached about $3,000.
which was really a step
FIF'rxirn Anarchists
gained.-Carzuze•s BerMnfBcences. [NoTE.-We ha.v
hav been arrested at
here as candid a. confession
Vienna, Austria, charged
of faith, or want of faith,
with conspiring to deas Carlyle has anyWhere
stroy the whole city.
treated us to. It is humiliating and pitiful to think
THE police of New
that, through all his life, he
York last Saturday burnt
never took the world into
up more than $30,000
his confidence so completely as he took his friend,
worth of gamblers' utenEdward Irving, that glorisils which they had
ous night in Drnmclog
seized in their raids upon
Moss. It is a. sad spectacle
gamblers.
to see a. man of Carlyle's
vigor of mind binding himGOVERNOR HILL has
self to obsolete dogmas
signed the Tilden Trust
)Vhich he saw through and
bill, an act which prodespised, and was yet unable to shake off. He convides that the executors
tinued all his life to "sit on
of the will of the late
the fence," and was ever
Samuel J. Tilden shall
ready to giv a bishop or
build and maintain a free
Voltaire a. rap over the
knuckles,
as opportunity
public library. As the
occurred. Pros Tr/rtu811e
heirs of Mr. Tilden are
ABRAM LEA.VETH EGYPT.
was his motto. If the Chriscontesting the will, the
tians care to claim the
And
Pharaoh
commanded
his
men
concerning
him:
and
they
sent
him
away,
and
his
wife,
and
all
that
he
had.-Gen.
xii,
20.
building of the library is
author of "Sartor Resartus" they may ha.v him.
a matter of uncertainty.
For honesty and straightIT is now understood that Mrs. Langtry,
thought I'd. come and see what arrangement I forwardness of purpose, we decidedly prefer the
could make with your church. If you'll guarantee author of the" Age of Beasoll."-Bula:c.l
the English beauty, will marry Fred Gebme fifteen hundred the :first year I'll join at once.
TBE myths of paganism are as dead as Osiris or
hard, an American youth, as soon as she can
What do"you say?"
Zeus, and tbe man who should revive them in op.
procure a divorce from her present husband.
IT would seem appropriate for Michlganders to
''F. G. B." writes from Stamford, Delaware position to the knowledge of our time would be
LAST Friday night a young woman was . matry Portuguese, but they seldom do.
Co.: "The Delaware river rises in this town, start- justly laughed to scorn; but the coeval imaginamurdered and robbed, just outside the main FoR his good work in Boston, Sam Jones is said ing from several large springs on the mountain tions current among the rude inhabitants of
Palestine, recorded by writers whose very name
streets of Rahway, N.J. The body has not to hav received $19,000. ·But $19,000 worth of good side, about three miles out of the village. The and age are admitted by every scholar to be unriver, where it passes through the village, is but a
been identified, and there is no clue to the work in Boston won't make much of a show.
small brook, and during the dry season it is care- known, ha.v unfortunately not yet shared their
murderer.
"I iuv found out what it was the wild waves fnlly guarded for fear-- that some stray cow will fate, but even a.t this day are regarded by ninetenths of the civilized world, as the anthoritativ
were sa.ying,"observed the snake editor. "What
TliE ocean race from New York to Cork wasit?"askedthehorseeditor. "Let us spray." come along and drink it up, and thus cut off the standard of fact, and the criterion of the justice
people
of
that
vicinity_from
a
direct
water
comHarbor between the two American yachts
munication with Philadelphia and the ocean via of scientific conclusions, in all that relates to the
Coronet and Dauntless for a sweepstakes of WIIAT is the difference between a. writing-pad Delaware bay, and make Stamford forever an in- origin of things, and among them of species. In
that cost's a cent and an Irishman's pen? One is
this nineteenth century, as at the dawn of modem
$20,000 was won by the Coronet, which a pad for a penny and the other is a. pen for a. land town."
physical science, the cosmogony of the semi-barreached her destination on Sunday noon, after Paddy.
SEN.!TOR DAWES does not pose as a humorist, barous Hebrews is the incubus of the philosopher
a tempestuous voyage of nearly fifteen days. TBE old style was to go around loose in tight bn t his wit is keen at times. During the boundary and the opprobrium of the orthodox. Who sha.ll
The Dauntless was a hundred miles behind. trousers. Now the style is to go around tight in line controversy between Massachusetts and number the patient and earnest seekers after
loose trousers. Styles change, but the young men Rhode Island the subject came up at a dinner- truth, from the days of Ga.lileo until now, whose
LIEUTENANT ZALINSKI bas a gun planted at remain about the same.
table in Washington, and a. Rhode Island member lives hav been embittered and their good name
Fort Lafayette, in New York harbor, which SAM JoNES's brother has taken to preachin~r in of Congress, waxing indignant over it, exclaimed blasted by the mistaken zeal of Bibliola.ters? Who
to Mr. Dawes : "Dawes, it's a shame for Massa- shall count the host of weaker men whose sense of
throws 150-pound dynamite shells two miles Georgia, and ~hey are talking of giving up Pro- chusetts
to attempt to steal a. part of Rhode
has been destroyed in the effort to harmoand a half. The gun is sixty feet long and hibition and going back to rum, in the hope tkat Island I a co., founded shame I" "Don't make so truth
nize impossibilities-whose life has been wasted in
works by compressed air. The shells ex- things will quiet down a little.
much fuss about it," retorted Dawes. "If we the attempt to force the generous, new wine of
plode with terrific force when they strike.
MisTRES!! (severely} : " I hav made the :fire and should steal your whole state it would be only science inte the old bottles of Judaism, compelled
peht larceny, and a. justice of the peace wouldha.v by the outcry of the same strong party ?-BuXleti'B
United States officers witnessed some satis- cooked the breakfast !•• New Servant: "Well, unsdict10n,"
mum,
you
needn't
wait
for
me.
After
this,
sit
Ortritn of svectes.
factory experiments with this new gun last down and ate whin yez get it ready."
A WlTTY critic, with his ready tongue,
THERE is a moral sentiment in the human breast
Saturday.
WREN a boy on his way to Sunday-school loses Half jestingly, and half in earnest, said,
which, like intelligence, is born of obscure inTHE ocean steamer Scotia with 800 Italian the nickel he has been carrying for the missionary To the fair lady he was soon to wed :
stincts, and which gradually becomes developed.
Since the gods of men are the reflected images of
immigrants on board, went ashore last week box, he is torn with agonizing remorse because he "I cannot claim my pedigree among
The
famous
ones
whose
praises
hav
been
sung;
men, it is evident that as men become developed
on Long Island, and the passengers were didn't spend it for peanuts before it was wasted.
L<>w-born am I, dear madam, and low-bred;
in morality the character of their gods will also be
landed in boats. She was two weeks over- SoME St. Paul investigators hav decided that the
And of my rela.tivs, alive or dead,
improved. The king of a savage land punishes
due and the occupants of the steerage were word "toboggan " is from the Ojibwa word The only noted one, I've heard, was hung."
only offenaes against himself and his dependents.
"odaban," which means any vehicle by Which l!.ny- 'I'he lady answered him, with keenest w_it,
But when that people become more civilized, the
nearly starved, and all of them are destitute. thing is drawn. Eroo, a. corkscrew is a. toboggan.
" I'm sure, dear sir, you need not mention it ;
king is regarded as the representativ of public
The captain mistook Long Island for New
THE ancient Proverb says, "You cannot get I, like yourself, can claim but humble birth;
law. In the same manner the gods of a savage
York, and did not know that land was near more out of a. bottle than you put in it." That's And if," she added, with a touch of m.rth,
people demand nothing from their subjects but
until his ship stuck in the eand. The New an error. Besides what he puts m he can get a "No one was ever hung among my kin,
taxes and homage. They punish only heresy,
York authorities will look after the immi- headache, a sick stomach, and perhaps ten days in I doubt not, more than fifty should hav been." which is equivalent to treason; blasphemy, which
grants and will probably condemn the most the lock-up.
SAM JoNEs received $19,000 for one month's work is equivalent to insult, and the withholding of trib-·
A PLl!lABANT young lad bad a ktife
in Boston. It is now a "stand-off" as to which nte and adoration, which is equivalent to rebellion.
of them as paupers and send them back to
Whose Pitch was as sharp as a knife;
pays the best, being a professional face-pounder And these are offenses which, even amonll civilized
sunny Italy.
So shrill was its shriek
or a professional pulpit-pounder. Sam Jones and nations, the gods are suffered to punish severely.
That he "busted" his chiekJohn Sullivan are both gathering in the shekels at But the civilized gods also require that men shall
THE religious Janitor Titus, of the HackAnd his neighbors a1·e weary of klife.
about the same rate, and who knows but what, at act justly to one another. They are still despots
ettstown, N.J., Methodist institute, who outno distant date, they .will join forces and do the for they order men to flatter them and to giv them
"
WHY
does
Congress
take
a.
recess?"
asked
raged and murdered Tillie Smith, the house- Bolio; "to giv the members a rest?" "No, my Twain-Cable act? John could come out on the money. But they are not mere selfish despots,
maid, has had his sentence commuted from son," replied Rollo's father, "to giV' the country a stage and break a few faces, just to get the audi- they will reward those who do good, they will pun.
hanging to imprisonment for life. Great in- rest. Congress never rests." "And why not 1'' ence interested; then Sam could step forth while ish· those who do evil to their fellow-men.-Reaae•li
Marwraom of Man.
,
dignation is felt toward the judges who com- asked Bolio, inquiringly. "Because," replied his John was being rubbed down and save enough
souls for a mess. Or, if there were a. few souls THAT the doctrin of endless punishment will be
father, " it never does enough to make it tired."
muted the sentence, as 'ritus has confessed
present who refused to be saved, they could be fully, and frankly, and in every form discarded
"THERE is one thing about me," said Dnmley, brought on the stage and John could pound the whiie the popular religion-Christianity-survive~,
that he did the killing, and has added to his
crime the infamy of traducing his victim. He as he wrote his name in the hotel register; "I pay religion into them. This double "Uncle Tom's cannot be expected. For, as has been declared,
as I go, and don't yon forget to remember it !•'
the article is an essential part of that religion, and
now alleges that he had for a long time sus- "Any baggage?" demanded the clerk. "No." Cabin " act would undoubtedly Prove a great will
be maintained, literally or :fignrativly, by
financial success, and every one would get the
tained inti~ate relations with the girl, and "Then you won't pay as you go ; you'll pay as you worth of his money.-Pecle's Sun.
those who are interested in keeping the system
come
I
Two
dollars
please,
and
remember
not
to
alive. But that it is vanishing away before the
choked her to death in a fit of anger when she
brighter intelligence and the better heart of the
informed him that she was in trouble and forget it I"
modern
world is very certain, and equally certain
asked him to help her. The testimony of PRESBYTERIAN minister (with Warmth): " Ah, my
it is that into the shadow of oblivion w1ll go the
pious
friend,
this
is
indeed
a
rare
treat.
I
would
to
the physicians positivly denies this story. If heaven more younll men joined my church of their
kindred tenet~ with which it is associated.-Frothtnollam's Dooma of Bell.
any man could deserve hanging, this Titus own ·free will. But you shall be relVarded--"
BY SAMUEL 1'. PUTNAM,
DUNcAN is in his grave;
deserves to be hanged twice. It may be of Prous Young Lawyer (who has just opened an
After life's fitful fever he sleeps well.
Secretary of the .American Secular Union.
consolation to religious people to know that office) : "That's it I The reward's what I'm
Treason has done his worst ; nor steel nor poison,
after. The Methodist minister said there was no
Mr. Titus occupies the greater part of his lei- scandal
Price 10 cents.
, Malice, domestic, foreipla.ws, nothing
in his church, and I didn't stand a. ghost
sure time in reading the Bible.
CaQ. touch him_. further.
-s11a1CB'J)ere's Hacbelll,
of a. thow of &etting a. law practice there, so I
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THERE is a rich man in the Black Hills,
says the Bismarck Times, who dates the begi "lning of his fortune from the day when he
sold his wife for $4,000.
THE Rev. Justin D. Fulton is crusading
against the Catholic church. · He preaches
twice a day at Masonic Temple, this city.
What he has to say about Catholics bears
with much the same force upon Protestants.
S!R WILLIAM THOMPSoN says: " I think it
would be exceedingly rash to assume as probable anything more than twenty million years
of the sun's light in the past history of the
earth or to reckon on more than five million
or six million years of sunlight for tlme to
come."
InA JoNEs was tried in this city last week
for violating the Sunday law in selling a onecent collar button to Policeman John J. Cummings of the Fifth street station on Sunday.
Mrs. Jones told the court that the policeman
had knocked at the door of her store at 242
Bowery, said that he had lost his collar button, and she gave him one, for which he laid
down a cent, and then arrested her. She was
fined $5.
THE Assembly committee which has been
investigating the offici!ils of Brooklyn was
ordered to report to the Assembly April 1st.
Mr. Bacon, the chairman of the committee,
asked for an extension of time, which was
opposed by Assemblyman Sheehan. The investigation, said Mr. Sheehan, was for political ends. Mr. Bacon was instigated by
conspirators, chief of whom was " Anthony
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Comstock, who livs off reputable men, in
order to conceal his own nakedness and
wickedness." It seems that Comstock is
gradually being found out.
THE order-book of the House of Commons,
says Charles Bradlaugh, now presents a
curious instance of pious unity for the annoyance of an Infidel enemy. Mr. W. Johnston,
the ultra-Protestant Ulster Conservativ, has
joined himself with Mr. de Lisle, the English
Roman Catholic, in blocking the Affirmation
bill.
INJustice Knipmeyer's court at HiggillBville, the Rev. Richard R. Highleyman, of
Kansas City, Mo., was found guilty of an asc
sault upon· Mrs. Laura Huddleson, the wife
of a farmer who livs on a farm owned by
Gov. Jo 0. Shelby, and fined $40 and costs,
amounting in all to $60. The assault consisted of forcibly kissing the woman against
her will and playfully pulling her ears. The
Rev. Mr. Highleyman has been pastor of the
North Methodist chur~h at Aullville, Lafayette county, for thll past year, and the lady
was one of his flock. ·
A BosToN jury has decided, as a matter of
fact, that barber-shop shaving on Sunday is
not "a work of necessity or charity," and is
therefore unlawful. What queer ideas, exclaims the World, hav filtered down to the
dwellers at the Hub, through many generations of Puritans and Pharisees! Shaving on
Sunday is, of course, not a work of charity,
as the little checks that follow it call for a
cash payment. But if one of these jurymen
had been accustomed to the services of a
" tonsorial artist," and should undertake to
shave himself of a Sunday morning, he would
very quickly conclude that public shaving. is
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a work of necessity. If th~ custom of the
good old town calls for clean faces on Sunday
morning, as is the fashion in other cities less
highly civilized than Boston boasts of being,
the necessity of shaving is again apparent.
And if the old "Blue Laws" hav so far
lapsed into a state of innocuous desuetude as
to permit a husband to kiss his wife on Sunday, a smooth ·chin becomes a matter of charity, if not of necessity.
THE Rev. Dr. James Curran, formerly of
St. Stephen's church, has been directed to retire to a Hoboken monastery for ten days to
do penance because he appeared upon the
platform at the Academy of Music on Tuesday of last week when Dr. McGlynn spoke.
Dr. Curran's ecclesiastical superior was displeased with his action in appearing with Dr.
McGlynn at Jones's Wood on St. Patrick's
Day, and it was by way of disciplin that he
was sent to Ellenville, Ulster county. HH!
appearing with Dr. McGlynn at the Academy
has brought down upon him the order into
retreat in Hoboken. His penance will consist
of ten days of strict seclusion, during which
he will observe fasts and perform religious
exercises. Independent action by priests is
not a success in this diocese from a personal
convenience point of view. But as long as
men choose to be slaves to other men, let
them accept what their voluntary servitude
brings them. There is no ball and chain at.
tached to them that prevents their leaving
the church, and civil laws are still superior to
ecclesiastical rules.
SoME time ago some letters published in
the Ti'TIU!~ of India by "a Hindoo lady"
made a profound impression upon those who
read them. This lady, whose is named

Rukmibhai, was married, according to
Hindoo usage, at the age of eleven, to a
youth some years her senior. She remained
at her parents' house, was carefully educated,
and grew up, according to all accounts, into
a refined and highly cultivated girl. Last
year her husband tried to get her to liv with
him, and on her refusing instituted a suit for
the restitution of conjugal rights in the Bombay High Court. The case was tried in the
first inst>J.nce by Mr Justice Pinhey, when, it
having been proved that the husband was too
poor to· support her, was utterly ignorant and
uneducated-in fact, a mere coolie-and was,
moreover, consumptiv, the judge expressed
the opinion that it would be a barbarous,
cruel, and revolting thing to compel her to
liv with such a man. He fnrther held that
such suit could not lie under Hindoo law,
and dismissed it. The husband appealed,
and the case was argued before the chief justice and Mr. Justice Bayley. These learned
judgea, while expressing their entire sympathy with Rukmibbai, felt compelle9- to
rule that Mr. Justice Pinhey was wrong in
law, and remanded the case to the Lower
Court for trial on its merits. It has now
been reheard before Mr. Justice Farran.
Rukmibhai's counsel could only repeat that
his client had never censented to the mar·
riage, and never regarded the man as her
husband, that the husband was poor, ignorant, and unhealthy, and that if ordered to
return to him she would be obliged to disobey, and was prepared to take the consequences. The court had no option save to
pass an order that she should join her husband within a mont'h. Should she fail to do
so she would be liable to six months' imprisonment.-National Reformer.
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There .were very few, even of the most intelligent
miracles could not be put upon the market for a cent
who did not carry with them some manner of charm
on the dollar.
In the Acts of Philip it is related that when to keep off the demons or evil spirits.
As soon as a child was born, a piece of paper with
Mariamni was stripped, her body was found to be a
Miracles and .Miracle Workers.
glass chest "filled with light. Had the Acts of Philip certain characters written upon it, or some kind of
Consult your encyclopedias in regard to the magi of been voted a part of theN ew Testament, this miracu- powder, or something which acted as a charm or
the East, and you will find they were ministers of Ions statement would have been believed by all spell, was concealed about its garments to keep away
Zoroaster. They were those who came to see the Christians. But still the Christian is unable to see demons.
infant Jesus (or, at least, they visited the infant Zo- that this is just as good a miracle as any. The difSometimes it was a black eat's tooth, or the dried
roaster and the Christians stole the story), and were ference is, this was voted out and the ones which he head of a snake, or some part of a toad. .A. person
considered wise men.
believes were voted in.
could scarcely be found who did not have some charm
They were supposed to be acquainted with certain
The laws of nature are unalterable or they are not. or plan or device for relieving demoniacs. In order
properties and affinities of bodies which enabled If they are unalterable, then a miracle has never been to be let into the secret of this ancient deviltry, and
them to produce- effects truly astonishing to the un· performed. If they are fickle and changeable, then understand how all classes believed in devils and
educated. From magi the word magician is derived. at any moment planets might leave their appoir)ted were filled with them, it is only necessary to refer to
To the vulgar the magicians performed wonderful courses, and, without law or order, crash against J oshphus's "Antiquities, of the Jews," book 8, ch. ii, §5.
feats, but they were the result of natural causes, and each other, involving the ruin of worlds.
In speaking of Solomon, he says, "God enabled
yet they got credit for supernatural and miraculous
If the intellectual power of the whole. human race him to learn that skill which expels demons, which
powers. And this is all there ever was to any mira- could be centered in one brain, it could not vary a is a science useful and sanative to men. And he left
cle, whether pel'formed by magi, magician, saint, single law of nature in the slightest degree.
behind him the :q1anner of using exorcisms by which
d.postle, or Jesus Christ himself.
It has been demonstrated by the best scientists they drive away demons so that they never return,
Nearly all the early Christians believed that these which the world has ever produced that the earth, in and this method of cure is of great force unto this
111agicians wrought miracles, but they claimed that her diurnal revolution, has not varied the hundredth day. For I have seen a certain man of my own counthe wonderful works were done by the help of part of a second in a thousand years. And yet the try whose name was Eleazar, releasing people who
demons.
Christian believes that the shadow was turned back were demoniacal, in the presence of V espasian and his
The magicians used to pit themselves one against on the dial, and that power was given to bloody old sons, and his captains, and the whole multitude of
another, and fight like dogs.
·
Joshua to turn two days into one. The truth is, his soldiers."
Moses and Aaron turned all the waters of Egypt these statements are untrue, and if they had been
The manner of the cure was this : He put a ring
nto blood. Pharaoh laughed, "Ha, ha, ha !" and written down in all the so-called sacred books which that had a root of one of. those sorts mentioned by
said, "Your hocus-pocus tricks ain't worth a picayune have ever originated in the brains of impostors, Solomon to the nose of the demoniac, after which he
over here in Egypt." So he brought forth his magi- they would still be lies.
drew out the demon from his nostrils; and when the .
cians, and they turned all the waters into blood, and
If all the men who have ever posed as miracle man fell down immediately, he abjured him to return
got a great deal better blood, and more of it, from workers, and all the men to whom divine honors have into him no more, making still mention of Solomon
the same water, although Moses and Aaron had been paid, including popes, saints, and saviors, should and reciting the incantation which he had composed.
worked it over once. Then they brought forth the tell me that the law of gravitation has ever been
And when Eleazar would persuade and demonfrogs, and the magicians did the same, and get bigger other than it is to-day, I would not believe. them. Is strate to the spectators that he had such a power, he
frogs and. better jumpers.
~he law of gravitation one thing to us to day, and set a little way off a cup or basin of water and comThen they turned their rods into serpents, and the was it another thing to Elijah 1 Is it possible that manded the demon to overturn it, and thereby to let
magicians made their rods squirm too. But Moses's the same law which holds us down to the earth could the spectators know that he had left the man.
snakes swallowed the others, and then Moses and make another ascend upward!
Let it be borne in mind by all Christians that this
Aaron were unfair enough to run off and delare a vicIf I c~uld be made to believe the story of Elijah story is told and indorsed by Josephus, one of the
tory. Whereas, if they had only waited until the I should be in constant fear of losing our da.rling most learned men of his time ; that that miraculous
magicians could have got some larger rods, which "Bob," for if ever there was a man too good for feat was performed in ·the presence of V espasian, one
they could have worked into bigger snakes, these earth, I think he is the man. .A. man who believes of the great emperors of Rome, and in the preswould not only have swallowed the other snakes but that a human being was ever taken up bodily from ence of his family and of all his ·officers and his
the earth is on the verge of insanity.
Moses and Aaron too.
whole army.
Putting humor aside, is it not a disgrace to the
If a hundred men in whom I had the utmost conNow, if these great men could be imposed upon
age that such men as Cook and Talmage should take fidence should tell me that in a certain district the with a ring and a root, and a hic-hoc-horem cereup the gibberish of idiots and peddle it out to what law of gravitation had been reversed, and that water mony, what must have been the condition of the
purports to be the cream of intelligent people, for was running up hill, and rocks and trees were flying vulgar masses T This was about seventy-five years
the holy word of God 1 One would be led to think into the air, I would not believe them. It would be after the time of the supposed birth of Christ.
that Cook and Talmage could be imposed upon to-day a hundred times easier for me to believe that they
Is it any wonder, in such an age, and among such
by the pretended miracle worker if his Fe-fi-fo-fum had been deceived, or that they wished to deceive a superstitious people, that young virgins were tamwere only pronounced solemnly in the name of God. me, than to believe that there ever had been an pered with by Holy Ghosts and brought forth young
Irenreus affirms that " the disciples of Christ re- infraction of nature's laws. These laws were the Gods? that men were jumping out of their graves
ceived grace from him, and wrought miracles, cast same two thousand years ago as they are to-day. If and would not stay buried? that men were going up
out devils, had the knowledge of future events, vis- so, the miracles of the New Testament were impossi- into the air bodily, buttons and breeches, before a
ions, and prophetical sayings, healed the sick, raised ble. Whatever can be done without a violation of balloon was thought of ' that God was engaged in the
the dead, each according to the gift which he had re- the laws of nature is no miracle. Talmage may rant, book business, and had saints and apostles and "the
ceived."
but he could not produce sufficient evidence in a devil and all" to help him 1
Are there ho true "disciples of Christ" to-day! I court of justice that a miracle has ever been perThen Josephus speaks of this trick, or sleight, or
would ask; or has Christ lost his power 1 There are formed to obtain a judgment for a nickel.
power of casting out devils, as a." science" which
none of those wonderful things done now, not even
In the first place there is no substantial evidence could be taught and learned like the science of chemone poor prophet in all the land. No devils are as to who told the stories of the miracles as related istry or astronomy-that is to say, with the hie·
"cast out." No physician depends on the gift of in the New Testament. In the second place there is hoc-horem lingo or " the incantation which Solomon
Christ as a remedy. Nobody would bury a dead no evidence as to when the stories were told. Think had composed," and the "ring" and the "root," any~
friend if •it were possible to raise the dead. What I of a witness on the stand making a statement in body could cast out devils.
want to get into the mind of the Christian is that the regard to a transaction, and then saying that he had
My mother was a New Jersey woman, and many
laws of nature never change; that these things are the statement from somebody else, and unable to tell times she has had a hearty laugh about certain words
as possible to-day as they ever were; that Irenreus from whom, and then unable to tell when the which she was taught to repeat when a child to keep
was either deceived or else he 1ied.
transaction occurred. What weight would an im- witches from interfering with her. Cannot anyone
Tertullian tells of a "sister who converses with partial jury give to such statements 1
see the close relation between these silly words or
angels and with God-sees mysteries and knows the
Talmage may rant about believing every word of charms or devices for keeping off witches, and the
hearts of men." He also tells of a " woman who the Bible, but if put upon the witness stand he "ring " and the " root" and the "incantation " of
folded her hands in the attitude 0f prayer, after she would be in ·just this dilemma.
Solomon~ Think of a real, thoroughbred, full-grown
·
With these facts before our eyes, is it safe to be- devil being pulled out of a man's nose with a "root "
was dead."
Every system of supernatural religion has its mir- lieve that a dead man was ever brought to life, or and a" ring," and then kicking over a basin of water!
acles and'wonderful men, who are stationed some- that a man ever ascended from the earth bodily, Oh, how long will the Christian continue to wallow
where between vulgar mortals and imaginary beings nobody knows where? Would not fire have the same in the mire of superstition?
out of sight. Each devotee believes so much of the effect upon the tissues of the human body three
I saw a man cut off a rooster's head, and then
impossible as is "!oven into his own system of religion, thousand years ago that it has to-day! If so, what cause the rooster· to strut and craw. This, with
and generally discards the impossible in other sys- is the story about the three Hebrew children worth?. other similar tricks, so impressed my boyish mind as
tems. Few realize that ideas; however erroneous, im- It is said that Christ ascended into heaven. Did any- to leave a lasting effect. And I think God and
pressed upon the young mind, generation after gen- body see him arrive there 1 or did he telegraph back Solomon had just as much to do with the rooster
eration, become fixed, and act like instinct. To that he had a prosperous journey!
trick as they had in helping Ele_azar to cast out
reason with those is like trying to persuade the dog
How does it happen that devils were so much more devils. There is nobody but a Christian lunatic who
not to bark, or the birds to sing differently from plenty in ancient times than they are now? Half of c~n be imposed upon by such balderdash.
what they do.
the people were filled with devils two thousand. years
Some day the schoolmaster will outgrow the minThere is a lie somewhel'e concealed in everything ago. The last authentic account that I have had of ister, and the schoolhouse will overshadow the
which is said to have transpired beyond the natural. a devil was when one tried to enter Luther.. But church, and then Christians will .find out how they
As the race advances all systems of supernatural Luther beat him with his inkstand and came off vic- have been fooled by miracle workers. JoHN PEaK.
religion will decline, and the people will only have torious; so I fight him with ink too. Even no longer
confidence in the real and the natural. Human good ago than when I ~as a boy he was invested with a
Idle Tales About Washington.
will be the object of all, and scientific investigation great deal of power, and much to be dreaded. But
the only means of grace.
now little boys fish with pin-hooks on Sunday, ~tnd . The story of Washington praying at Valley Forge
Narcissus, bishop of J ern salem turned water into the smallest kind of a devil does not come after them. can be accounted for. .A. writer in Leisure .I-Iours
oil when the lamps failed at the vigil of Easter. If this goes on for another generation, as Heston states that Captain Morton, of a Pennsylvania· regiThis is upon the authority of Eusebius. It is not would put it, the devil will become a ''defunct func- ment, resembled General Washington, and that he
strange th~t such wonderful things should happen tionary."
.was both patrotic and pious, and was in the habit of
among a? Ignor~nt a~d superstitious people. The
Just imagine yourself back among the people two praying in the woods, and was doubtless mistaken by
·.wonder. IS that mtelh~ent men should be imposed thousand years ago, so that you may get an idea of some one for the Father of his Country.
n,pon because a lot of mterested pious lunatics like this devilish business. In the first place, it must be
One of my old school books stated that General
Cook and Talmage have ta_ught in each generation understood that everyone who was crazy, or had fits, Washington requested the privilege of partaking of
that God has been engaged m such can-trap nonse:B_se. or Saint Vi_tus's dance-in brief, half of the pe_ople the ''Lord's supper" in a stran_ge church. It is such
Could we ~ow all the wonderful thmgs whwh who were sick-was believed to be possessed With a fables as this that giv Christianity its standing, and so
have been wntten and· taught by the early fathers, 1. devil or demon.
long as Freethinkers fail of supporting schools of

(ommunications.
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their own they will hav to endure such slanders in
Abbreviations should be used sparingly. I hav work. A brief s~rutiny of the last p!lrt of the ordithe school bo~ks.
J. P. GuiLD.
frequently seen " the rev. gent." in manuscript and nary school grammar is better than nothing. Herbert
sometimes in print; Again, people with a weak sense Spencer's •· Philosophy of Style" cannot be read
of the fibness of things write that "the Dr. was sent without profit. The subject is not a dry one, but is
En~lish as She Ought Not to be Writ.
for."
Others hav lived in N. Y., or inN. H., or in Ills., full of interest, and, to those who hav ideas to
I am glad that Helen Gardener has touched upon
the subject of " English as she is writ." Very few or in some other abbreviated state. The only proper express, the importance of its study can hardly be
people outside of a printing- office realize how much use of Dr. for doctor is when it precedes the name of overestimated.
To unskilled poetry-writers we may say nothing
trouble would be saved editors, proof-readers, and the doctor spoken of. The names of states can be
compositors if those who bav som-ething to write shortened with propriety when they follow the names except "Don't." There is no other kind of writing
of towns or cities, as Boonton, N. J. "Mr. J." for quite as absurd as verse that is "mechanically" deonly knew how to write it with propriety.
There is an error generally prevalent that anyone Mr. Jones is not countenanced by use among good fectiv. Mr. Seaver of the Investigator has a quaint
·
·
way of dealing with amateur poets. He puts the
who pens a fair hand, and can spell correctly, is pre- writers.
of
the
most
entertaining writers for THE ~ffusion in the waste· basket and then publishes a
One
pared to produce an article, or even a book, worth
reading, while, as a matter of fact, these qualifica- TRUTH SEEKER sometimes puts "had hav" together, little note to the writer relating the fate that has betions can scarcely be termed essential. Many great thus, ''If I had hav known." Others say" had of." fallen the poem. Then he adds that when he was
young he wrote poetry hjmself, and some o.f it was
authors write a miserable scrawl, and know less about Both are ungrammatical.
'printed,
Bad
writing
does
not
always
proceed
from
ignoto his subsequent regret, and so out of kindorthography than the mechanic who puts their manuscript in type. The colossal "nerve" which some rance, but often from a desire to be ornate or hifa- uess he refrains from publiBhing the verses of his
people display in appearing before the public as au lutin. From an article by Cora Lynn Daniels, correspondent. There is a concealed philanthropy
thors is a matter of astonishment to those who entitled, "A Letter ·on Prayer from the Duke of in this course of the venerable editor which all poets
can appreciate the magnitude of it. I recently Argyll," publiRbed in the North American Re11iew will be able to discover as soon as they reach the pehandled the manuscript of a retired jurist who, wea- for March, 1887, I extract two sentences. Can any· riod of discretion. Still, I believe that almost anybody can by study become a fair versifier.
ried of the rugged course of law, had turned his en- body tell what they mean'?
I do not· know what percentage of writers take acFollowing
the
Darwinian
theory
of
evolution
from
its
earfeebled steps toward the paths of literature, and had liest conclu~ions of primeval history, ag<'s before the earth
written a book. He knew little about the subjects of became habitable by man, up to the laws of evolution in count of style when expressing their thoughts on
which he was to treat; but that is not to the point. society, which ·are proven with the same painstaking cart paper; but I know that, as regards the selection and
His -great mistake was in thinking, as he evidently and illustration, Mr. Fisl{e presents "the whole scheme of arrangement of words, one-half the printed matter
did, if he thought upon the subject at all, that gram existence in a clear and ever deepening and broadeniop: that comes under our daily observation ranges from
of Iogie, until it flows with majestic current and the bad to the execrable. This after the reviser and
mar and diction were of no account, and that writing a stream
irresistible force into the ocean of the invisible.
proof-reader hav done their duty by it. What must
book was merely a matter of mechanical execution, of
Perhaps it is possible to follow a theory of evolu- it hav been originally? There is no road to literary
which pen, ink, and paper were the only indispensable
tion, but it would be better to adopt or accept the
auxiliaries. If he had contemplated appearing as a theory and follow the evolution. The conclusions excellence excl'pt through study, and there are no
composer or as an artist, possibly the notion would reached would not be the conclusions of evolution completed rules that can be given in a newspaper
• hav struck him that a little preliminary study of the nor the .conclusions of ·primeval history, but the article without extending it to a great length; and,
technique of music or painting would be advisable; conclusions of the student. " Conclusions of prime- as Herbert Spencer says, "a clear head, a quick
imagination, and a sensitiv ear will go far toward
but that rhetoric is an essential factor in the expresval 'history" cannot possibly be understood. Then making all rhetorical precepts needless." " Good
sion of ideas was the thought farthest from biro.
we hav " the laws of evolution in society proven with composition is far less dependent upon acquaintance
This man is a type of the class who, merely to gratify
the same painstaking care and illustration." The with its laws than upon practice and natural aptitheir self-conceit, cumber the shelves of publishers
same as. what 1 "Mr. Fiske presents the whole tude." Beginners will find that the use of simple
with unreadable and unsa1able trash.
scheme of existence in a clear and ever deepening words and short sentences will do much toward pro'Tis pleasant, sure, to see one's name in print;
and broadening stream of logic." Absolutely mean- moting clearness. I would say: Avoid both the
A book's a book, although there's nothing in't.
ingless ! " Until it," that is, the scheme of existence, highflown and the slangy. Reserve superlativs for
The greater number of poor writers are prevented "flows with majestic current and irresistible force occasions which demand their use. Leave foreign
from making their total ignorance known to the into the ocean of the invisible." And as the scheme words a:ad phrases in the back part of the dictionary
world by the vigilance of compositors and proof- of existence flows into th!'l invisible, common sense where we all know you found them. You will forget
readers. If an editor is attacked by an illiterate cor- takes to the woods.
what they mean in a little while, and then you will
respondent, the most effectual way of crushing the
Here is the other:
feel embarrassed if anyone asks you to translate them.
dissatisfied person is, not to reply to him, but to
By entertaining writers whose exact deductions are still Don't go into a subject beyond your depth. When
print h1s letter verbatim, as was done in the case of poetic. and whose justice both ways toward the psychical you are in doubt as to the propriety of a sentence,
Mr. Irvine, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 5th. I and the physical do not interrupt, but rather emphasize, the erase or amend it. Gibbon, it is said, wrote his
once saw a note in a Western paper in which the ed- rhythmic harmony of their interaction, the reader who under- ":M;emoirs" six times. Shun the use of superfluous
stands the grand theme at all must necessarily fall into the
. itor said that. if an esteemed citizen did not cease swing
and flow of their intel!t"ctual current, and be borne words, which are usually adjective, and be free with
sending poetry to that office, he (the editor) would easily and strongly on to a satisfactory result.
your particles. When you find that a sentence is
certainly print some of it. This warning was given
No matter how valuable an idea may be contained growing long and involved, cut it in two. Quote sparout of consideration for the friends of the aforesaid in that sentence, the reader must· earn it before he ingly. Books. of "Familiar Quotations" are useful
· estPemed citizer{.
gets it, and then his intellect will be so far ex- chiefly :for reference; nevertheless, as the force of an
But newspaper writing is not always good. What hausted that he will never be able to assimilate what observation lies in its application, phrases may somekind of English is this, from the St. Paul Globe ?
he has acquired. The previous quotation cannot be times be borrowed from others with good effect.
It looks like religion 11Ja.~ makiug progress when the pulpit subjected to grammatical analysis at all. Here we Finally, keep clearness in sight, and sacrifice everylets go of tile ballet and jumps on the decolette dresses.
hav a violation of one of the simplest rrues of syntax thing that obscul'eB your meaning. Put the largest
The use of "like" for as ~f is too barbarous to in the words ''whose . . . justice clo not inter- amount of thought into the smallest number of words.
escape the notice of civilized people. "Was" for rupt, but rather emphasize." The Rev. John Jas Be natural, and write from your head instead of the
were is bad enough.
per's famous sentence, " The sun do move," thus volumes on your shelf; otherwise somebody may
catch you away from your books and make an nn·
Innumerable gross forms of expression are in cur- finds a distinguished parallel.
rent use among careless writers, and they reproduce
It is a mistake to suppose that the reason we do pleasant discovery; while tholile who hav formed an
themselvs by other careless writers copying them. not understand Lhese swoshy writers is because the acquaintance with you through your writings will be
As an example, the novice thinks it is the bight of sar thought sought to be expressed is too subtle and disappointed when they meet you personally.
I trust that the few hints which I hav thus thrown
casm to call somebody a gentleman and introduce an profound for O"r comprehension. The truth is, they
interrogation point in parenthesis after the word do not understand themselvs. Their language con- out may not be wholly without value to some apprengentleman, thus, (~). This is intended to question tains no meaning, and it is not worth our while to tice in literature. If I had received them a dozen
the propriety of applying the term gentleman to the put one into it. The educated person who thinks years ago, there would not be so many things in what
person· referred to. I object to it because it is inane clearly will write clearly. Thomas Paine was al wayH I hav written t:,ince then that, when I recur to them
and witless. If you don't desire to call a man a the master of hiA subject, and we hav no betttr now, make me feel like concealing myself.
READER.
gentleman, then call him what you think be is, or say examples of plain EngliE~h than be has given us. But
nothing. Innuendo is not justifiable. "You lie, you there is evidence that Paine's style was a carefully
villian, you lie," said Horace Greeley. That sentence studied one. Daniel W tbster reached the hight of
A Queer Preacher.
has at least the merit of being direct.
eloquence in his day; yet any one who bas bad the
There was once a Beetle who never built a gospelWe often see the words '' the same" used instead opportunity to read his greatest effort--the ''Invocaof the pronoun it. A correspondent writes, "I send tion for the Preservation of the American Union "-as shop. Who never Beetled in one.
Who never proposed a church fair to buy the
an article for your columns, aud would be pleased to he uttered it, and as it was printed after careful resee the same in print." Why not it ? The words vision, will be able to judge how mu<>h he owed goF<pel- shop a new carpet.
Who never founded a new sect.
are appropriately used by Bret Harte in his "Truth- t.o the rules of rhetoric. No writer can match
Who frequented public houses and drank gin-and·
Colonel Ingersoll in beauty of style, and at the same
ful James:"
time none could exercise a greater care in the choice bitters with sinners.
Which I wiRh to remark,
And my langna!):e is plain,
Who never received a salary.
and arrangement of words. It would be as reasonThat for ways that are dark
Who never a~ked for one.
able for an artist to put the requisit colors into a
And for tricks that are vain
Who never wore a black suit nor a white necktie.
squirt-gun and eject them upon his canvas, expecting·
The heathen Chinee is peculiar,
Who never used a prayer-book. Nor a hymn-book.
a beautiful picture as a result, as for a writer to
Which the same I would rise to explain.
Nor wrote a ~ermon.
The ordinary business letter is a model of bad string a quantity of words carelessly upon paper
Who never said, "Let us make a collection."
and
expect
the
types
to
convert
them
into
a
readable
form:
Who
never had slippers made for him by the
BosioN, 3-20, '87.
essay.
A weak cause often leads to weak or obscure writ- young ladies over whom be had crawled.
T. S. Co., Gents: Yrs reed this P.M., and contents noted.
Who never got up a bazaar to clear off the debt on
In reply w'd say. [Then follows whatever is to be commu- ing. For proof of this compare the turgid utterances
nicated.]
Yrs &c.
of Gladstone with the clear-cut periods of Huxley in a goApel-shop.
\Vho never advertised his sermons.
Why not write March 20, 1887? Why say gents? their discussion on "The Order of Creation." There
Who never took a text for his sermons.
Gent. may be excused as an abbreviation, but there is little excuse for bungling writing nowadays. AlWho never went through a course of .theological
is no authority for appending the final s, as the most numberless books on rhetoric are to be had, and
plural of gentleman is not formed by the addition of no person, it seems to me, should trust himself to study. Who never was ordained.
w·ho never even'' found Jesus."
that letter. Is life too short to anmit of spelling write a letter until he bas at least taken a few hints
Who never went to a confPrence.
you;rs and receil!ed and wmld in full 1 As an ab- on the subject of literary construction. There i>Who nevAr was snrprised by a donation party.
breviation for afternoon, P.M. is proper only when Blair's "Rbetoric," which has been in the book
Who never ca.Jed himself '· Rev."
accompanied by the fig-ure denoting- the hour-as 1 market for half a century or more. It is true that
Who was he?
~ P.M. "I. n .~eply would ~ay."
~ho would· say? B!air violates many o~ h!s own rt;~-les, and so does
Jesus Christ, carpenter and wheelwright, and
Your~,. &c., 1s an offens1v vulgansm, and means Lnidley Murray, but 1t 1s not necessary to adopt
·.· ,..~othmg.
1their errors. Al!red Ayres's "Verbalist" is a valuable third part of God.-Salad-in in the Secular Review.
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heaven. The nights here are simply delicious~never
hot, but cooled by constant breezes from the mountSaturday night, March 19th, I reach the brilliall:t ains or the sea.
city of Los Angeles, the marvel o~ Sou~hern CaliTuesday night after the lecture I rode over to ·Anfornia) ·with its sixty thousand mhab1tants,. and aheim, a distance of eight miles, alongside th~ scented
hastening on to a hundred thousand; the par~d1se of groves, the flowering fields and evergreen archways
invalids where they can get cured of all the 1lls that and the tall eucalyptus-trees, as if I were speeding
flesh is beir to, and make money in real estate. It through the delightsome vale of Cashmere, to the
seems as if each one carried an Aladdin's lamp, and home of our good friends Mr. and Mrs. Parker,
discovered riches in the most barren spot. One where we arrived about midnight. The next day I
might shut his eyes and buy anywhere, and he is reveled in the landscape that spread its sparkling
sure of doubling his investment.
pictures before my eyes. Thirteen years ago Mr.
The first man I found was J. E. Clark, a vigorous and Mrs. Parker came to this country, which was
campaigner, who had organized our forces and pre- then one vast cactus plain. In these years all this
pared the way for effectual work. Mr. Clark has remarkable change has been made in the valley of
been for years on this W es~ern coast, and always in Santa Ana. Our friends were amnng the earliest
the front. He is an outspoken Freethinker, no mat- inhabitants, and by hard work hav developed the
ter what the consequences. He is an ardent reformer resources of the soil, which, when well watered, can
and nothing can dim the fires of his enthusiasm. He produce almost everything. In their charming home
believes in doing something, and doing it well.
at any season of the year one can behold the fruits of
Dr. York, our famous pioneer, has had full houses the earth. The palm-tree, the banana-tree, the figand created great interest. I am obliged to him for tree, are all here. Oats, wheat, barley, corn of the
his labors in this field. He has broken the ground most excellent quality can be raised, though at prespretty effectually, and I find things in a favorable ent the land is too valuable to be used for such purcondition for my own endeavor. Dr. York's Aus- poses. Down toward ·the sea-shore is what is called
tralian tour has made him a greater power than ever, the " Gospel swamp," and this is the cattle and hog
and I hope he will receive a cordial welcome in the country.
.
East. I hav not met him yet, and am quite eager to
Mrs. Anna Parker is one of the occasional contribshake hands with this eloquent preacher of humanity. utors to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and is a most earnest and
Sunday morning I find myself in the pleasant genial Freethinker, and so is her husband, Mr.
home of John Riggin, on a hill overlooking the city, Leonard Parker, and in two years they will reach
which is embowered in green and tropical magnifi- the fiftieth anniversary of their wedding. They hav
cence, while all around shine the Delectable moun- a big fa.mily-ten children and I don't know how
tains.
many grandchildren-and these make in themselvs an
John Riggin is seventy-seven years of age, with army of Freethought. I met Mrs. Handy ~;~.nd Mrs.
buoyant spirit and philosophic calm. He says that Tucker-the daughters of Mrs. Parker-and Mr.
sixty years ago he discovered he had lost no soul, Joel Parker, her son, and his wife, who reside at
and from that time on has not troubled himself about Orange. Mr. Joel Parker is one of the promithe matter, but lived for the sweet enjoyment of this nent citizens of the village of Orange, toward
world, in health and virtue, with happy submission to which the Santa Fe Railroad is now being built,
what could not be helped, with hope for life and no and which is in the enjoymen,t of a boom of
fear of death-not anxious about either-but per- the first order, and real estate is rapidly advancfectly willing to liv a couple of hundred years longer ing. Mr. Parker, however, does not forget Liberal
if nature permits. He has the vivacity of youth, and ideas in the midst of material prosperity, and he is
I guess he will see his one-hundredth birthday.
one of the most generous supporters of our cause.
Sunday evening there was a large and appreciativ
At the closing lecture, Wednesday evening, I had
audience present at my lecture, and the enthusiasm the largest audience of any, and in every respect I
manifested shows that Liberalism has a very strong feel satisfied with the work done here. I like the
hold upon the people of Los Angeles, and that they spirit of our friends in Santa Ana, Orange, and Anaare in sympathy with its radical demands. I shall heim, and believe that in the future they will do
lecture at Los Angeles again and shall hav more to much for social and intellectual advancement. Mr.
say about it and the friends here in my next let_ter. G. W. Thurston and his wife came twenty-five miles
Monday morning I came to Santa Ana, a city of to attend the meetings. They were formerly Morabout four thousand inhabitants, and one of the most mons, and lived in Utah, but are now robust Liberflourishing places on the coast. A league was formed als, whom it is pleasant to see. Emil and Julius
here several years ago with Wm. Chestnut for presi- Goepper furnished excellent music for the occasion.
dent, and D. Edson Smith for secretary, and it has Mr. Edson Smith, the secretary, is a live worker, and
been doing a quiet but ve.ry successful work with its most Liberal-minded, and devoted to Secular affairs,
social meetings, etc. In fact, a Baptist minister de- while in the philosophy of Spiritualism he finds
clared that he was unable to get up a revival in Santa hope for something beyond. Mr. William Chestnut,
Ana on account of the influence of the Liberal League. the president of the League, believes only in this
Good testimony that to the value of organized effort, life, but he does that to good purpose. Mr. Herhowever simple its means of achievement.
man Goepper, J. W. Towner, B. J. Salisbury, J. S.
I found a geni~l resting-place in the home of Mr. Haywood, Noah Smithwick, Gustave, William, and
and Mrs. Edson Smith, where I could easily imagin Charles Schmitz-three brothers-J. P. Hutchins,
myself to be in the tropics, so luxuriant was all the M. C. Peters, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gardner, of
landscape about. Mr. Smith has ten acres, which he Orange, J. L. Berry, R. B. Guthrie, and others, are
cleared himself. He bought this land several years among the pleasant acquaintances I made while in
ago for one hundred dollars per acre. It and the Santa Ana. Mr. D. M. Baker, editor of the Standard,
adjacent lands are now worth, in the market, one is not afraid te speak his editorial mind, and gave
thousand dollars per acre, and will soon double in excellent notices of the lectures, which editors, I am
value. With good management it is easy to make a sorry to say, are not always ready to do, even if they
net profit of one hundred dollars per acre. An orange are Liberals-as most of them are, for they hav too
grove of five acres will giv from two thousand to five much knowledge to be anything else.
thousand dollars' worth of fruit each year. It pro-Thursday, March 24th, I come to Norwalk, sixteen
duces all the year round. On the same tree from miles from Santa Ana, and here I find a good stopwhich you pluck the golden orange are the green ping-place at the ·ranch of A. K. Coward, who has
oranges and the orange blossoms in abundance. As I been in this country for years, and is a good fighter
landed at the station a furious "Santa Ana" was for our cause -through thick and thin, and with him
making clouds of dust so that the mountains could James Hay and John Goedde!-" Uncle John," as
hardly be seen. The Santa Ana river flows through they all call him, for even the Christians like him, and
the valley, out of the Santa Ana canon. To the come to him for help in time of trouble, though
southward is the Santa Ana range, and to the north- never for prayers-and S. W. Burke, John Severs, J.
ward the snow-covered peaks of the Sierras. From E. Courtney, all prominent citizens of the place.
between the mountain walls occasionally there comes Norwalk is not so large nor so well advanced as
a rushiBg, mighty wind called a " Santa Ana," which Santa Ana, but it is rapidly growing. It is twenty
blows seaward from twelve to forty-eight hours. It miles south of Los Angeles. It is a little too cold and
is said to be the precursor of a rain, but while it near the sea for oranges, but is favorable for all
blows the sun shines brightly and not a cloud is to other fruits.
be seen. Dana, in his "Two Years Before~ the
The house was .full on both evenings, and with a
Mast," who was on this coast fifty years ago, de- most attentiv audience These were the first Freescribes the " Santa Ana" which swept so furiously thought lectures ever given in Norwalk, and but few
from shore that the ship had to get up anchor and of the listeners had ever heard anything of the kind
seek mid-ocean. These gales, however, come but before, but with few exceptions there was a cordial
seldom, and they do good by clearing the atmos- recognition of the truth. So I feel that a good start
phere. It is like house-cleaning, and earth and sky has been made here, and I expect to return and comreceive a brilliant polish, and for months afterward plete the organization of a Secular Union. Mr. and
all is pleasant as a lady's smile when she sits in her Mrs. Coward are both earnest workers, and believe
nicely-scoured parlor with the happy consciousness heartily in Liberal advancement and culture. As
that all dirt is abolished.
parents, they realize the necessity of Freethought
The "Santa Ana" had full swing on the first night social life and attainment for the benefit of their chilof my lecture, but I was greeted with a good house, dren. Beeides those already mentioned are Mr. S.
and on the second and third nights the audience was G. Baker and family, A. Sproul, L. C. Bridges, James
double, the wind having subsided, and the skies were B~ldwin, I. V. Dilley, Dr. Randall, Jas. A. Smith,
"deeply, darkly, beautifully blue," gemmed with John Doland, D. B. Johnson, 0. D. Thompson and
more stars, I think, than I ever saw in the Eastern family. The Norwalk Brass Band gave us entertain-

News and Notes.

ing music for the second evening. Mr. S. W. Burke
presided, and made a good closing address.
I am quite encouraged with the spirit and enthusiasm of the friends in Norwalk. A majority of the
community are Liberal, and I think that a flourishing
Union will be established. At the earnest request of
friends, I expect to make another visit to southern
California if time allows.
I shall be at Los Angeles to-morrow; at Tulare
City, Visalia, San Francisco, Oakland, until April 3d
and lOth; at Sonoma, April 7th and 8th; at San
Jose, April 17th and 24th ; at Santa Cruz, between
these dates; at Stockton, May 1st and 8th; at Sacramento and other places in California, until June 1st;
in Oregon; during June; and Washington Territory
during July; and then eastward as heretofore noted.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Norwalk, Oal., March 24, 1887.

.Mr. Reynolds in Michigan.
March 12th I bade farewell to Bowling Green,
Ohio. Two distinct causes operated against the advance of Freethought there. First, the oil and gas
wells had created afuror of speculation and excitement; secondly, and far the most formidable obstacle
to success, was the fear of Mrs. Grundy. Too many
Liberals there lack the courage of their convictions,
and humbly obey the dictation of the church, giving
liberally to maintain what they at heart despise.
The church accepts such gifts, and, in their absence,
ridicules the giver.
I suppose it is obtuseness on my part, but I
utterly fail to recognize the sense, justice, or consistency of Liberals giving of their means to support •
priests and parsons, furnishing the whips to be
lashed with. I meet Liberals who tell me they giv
$25, $50, $100 to the church, yet when asked to subscribe $3 for a Liberal paper that advocates their own
views they protest they "really cannot afford· it." I
respect those who, believing in the church, giv generously of their means to maintain it; but how can
I enthuse over those who giv to what they denounce
and withhold from what they profess to love !
I rejoiced to start for that Meeca of my pilgrimage, the hospitable home of Elias H. Gault, of Kalamazoo, Mich. Through delays of trains, I did not
arrive:at his house till half-past one on Sunday morning. In response to his sleepy "Who's there'" I
sweetly warbled those soul-inspiring lines, " There's
a land that is hotter than this," and in a moment the
door flew open, and I received a most glad, warm
welcome.
. I proposed to remain at Kalamazoo and recuperate,
but on Monday received a letter forwarded from
Bowling Green. Mr. James Taylor and that venerable old son of Scotia, Mr. Thomas, had advertised me
for three lectures at the Court House, Chelsea, Mich.,
the 15th, 16th, and 17th. So Tuesday morning I
departed to Chelsea, and was most cordially welcomed. Under the lead of such stanch, outspoken
Liberals as Thomas and Taylor, the weakest mollusks
soon develop backbone. I had good attendance, and
succeeded in awakening considerable interest.
March 18th, I returned to Kalamazoo, and, thanks
to the earnest labors of the popular and indefatigable
Elias H. Gault, a full house greeted me on Sunday
evening at the Opera House, to hear "Religious Persecutions of the Nineteenth Century." The leading
paper of the city, the Gazette, gave a very excellent
synppsis, and published it both in the daily and
weekly edition, so that hundreds who would not
otherwise hav been benefited read "Love and
Knowledge." I sold a large number of publications,
and the genial Uncle Lute (Lucius West) and Elias H.
Gault devoted two days in aiding me to secure subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, resulting in fourteen
new subscribers. When Mr. and Mrs. Gault moved
from Rochester to Kalamazoo only about five copies
of THE TRUTH SEEKER were taken. Now, and mainly
through the efforts of Mr. Gault, there are over forty.
Despite his outspoken Infidelity, Elias H. Gault is
the most popular man in his ward, and the best citizens of both parties are urging him to accept the
office of alderman. Another evidence that outspoken
Liberalism, with its principles lived out, so far from
injuring, increases respect and popularity.
BRIGHTON, IND.-We took a dip into Indiana at the
solicitation of that able young Secularist, Dr. W. A.
Ferguson, and March 24th we arrived at Lima, and
the doctor took us six miles to Brighton, and deposited us at the hospitable home of young Mr. and
Mrs. Wade. The attendance at all four of the lectures
was excellent, and I never found more earnest attention, and on Sunday afternoon, after a lecture on "Salvation," I organized the Brighton Liberal Society.
A bitter cold and fierce snowstorm raged all day' on
Sunday, which prevented the attendance of many residing at a distance. Yet nineteen adults became
members, and the following excellent selection of
officers was made: President, C. A. Shattuck; vicepresident, Mrs. Emma Wade; secretary, Dr. W. A.
Ferguson; treasurer, Richard Wade; Vigilance
Committee, W. L. Wade, Mrs. Julia Gunthorpe; H.
J. Hern; Educational Committee, Dr. W. A. Ferguson, Mrs. Della Linfi, Thomas Gun thorpe; Social
Committee, Peckett Stead, Alex. Lint, Ida Hopkins.
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In case Dr. McGlynn is deprived of his priestly except a war of words-a conflict of thoughts, of
functions, it is hard to say what effect it will hav facts; and in that conflict the hosts of superstition
·upon his church and the labor party in this country. will go down. They may not be defeated to-day, nor
So long as a man believes that a church has eternal to-morrow, nor next year, nor during this~ century,
joy in store for him, so long as he believes that a but they are growing weaker day by day.
'fhis priest, McGlynn, has the courage to stand up
church holds within its hand the keys of heaven and
hell, it will be hard to make him trade off the hope against the propaganda. What would bav been his
of everlasting happiness for a few good clothes and fate a few years ago' What would hav happened to
a little good food and higher wages here. ·He finally him in Spain, in Portugal, in Italy-in any other
thinks that, after all, he had better work for less and country that was Catholic-only a few years ago T
Yet he stands here in New York, he refuses to obey
go a little hungry, andbe an angel forever.
I hope, however, that a good many people who hav God's vicegerent; he freely givs his mind to an archbeen supporting the Catholic church by giving tithes bishop; he holds· the holy Inquisition in contempt.
of the wages of weariness will see, and clearly see, He has done a great thing. He is undoubtedly an
that Catholicism is not their friend; that the church honest man. He never should hav been a Catholic.
cannot and will not support them; that, on the con- He has no business in that church. He has ideas of
trary, they must support the church. I hope they his own-theories, and seems to be governed by
will see that all the prayers hav to be paid for, principles. The Catholic church is not hi:s place.· If
although not one has ever. been answered. I hope he remains, he must submit,.. he must kneel in the
they will perceive that the church is on the side of humility of abjectness; he must receive on the back
wealth and power, that the miter is. the friend of the of his independence the lashes of the church. If he
crown, that the altar is the sworn brother of the remains, he must ask the forgivness of slaves for hav----~---throne. I hope they will finally know that the ing been a man. If he refuses to submit, the church
Ingersoll on McGlynn.
church cares infinitly more for the money of the will not hav him. He will be driven to take his
choice-to remain a member, humiliated, shunned, or
From tl!e Brooklyn Ttmes.
millionaire than for the souls of the poor.
go out into the great, free world a citizen of the
The attitude of the Roman Catholic church in
Of course, there are thousands of individual excep- republic, with the rights, responsibilities, and duties
Dr. McGlynn's case is consistent with the history and tiona.· I am speaking of the church as an institution, of an American citizen.
constitution of the Catholic church-perfectly con- as a corporation-and when I say the church, I in- I believe that Dr. McGlynn is an honest man, and that
sistent with its ends, its objects, and its means-and elude all churches. It is said of corporations in gen- he really believes in the land theories of Mr. George.
just as perfectly inconsistent with intellectual liberty eral that they hav no soul, and it may truthfully be I hav no confidence in his theories, but I hav confiand the real civilization of the human race. When a said of the church that it has less than any other. It dence that he is actuated by the best and noblest
man becomes a Catholic priest, he has been convinced livs on alms. It givs nothing for what it gets. It motivs.
• that he ought not to think for himself upon religious has no sympathy. Beggars neverweep over the mis"Are you to go on the lecture platform again?"
questions. He has become convinced that the fortunes of other beggars.
"I expect to after a while. I am now waiting for
church is the only teacher-that he has a right to
Nothing could giv me more pleasure than to see the church to catch up. I got so far ahead that I
think only to enforce its teachings. From that mo- the Catholic church on the side of human freedom- began almost to sympathize with the clergy. They
ment he iR a moral machine. The chief engineer nothing more pleasure than to see the Catholics of looked so helpless and talked in such a weak, wanresides at. RoD;le, and he givs his orders through cer- the world-those who work and weep and toil-sen- dering, and wobbling kind of way that I felt as
tain assistant ~ngineers until the one is reached who sible enough to know that all the money paid for though I had been cruel. From th~ papers. I see
turns the crank, and the machine has nothing to do superstition is worse than lost.. I wish they could that they are busy trying to find out who the wife of
one way or the other. This machine is paid for giv- see that the counting of beads and the saying of Cain was. I see that the Rev. Dr. Robinson, of New
ing up his liberty by having machines under him who prayers and celebrating of masses-and that aU the York, is now wrestling with that problem. He behav also given up theirs. While somebody else turns kneelings and censer-swingings and fastings and bell- gins to be in doubt whether Adam was the first man,
his crank, he bas the pleasure of turning a crank be- ringing amount to less than nothing-that all these whether Eve was the first woman; suspects that
longing to somebody below him.
things tend only to the degradation of mankind It there were other races, and that Cain did not marry
Of course, the Catholic church is supposed to be is hard, I know, to find an antidote for a poison that his sister but aomebody eltse's Fister, and that the
the only perfect institution on earth. All others are was mingled with a mother's milk.
somebody else was not Cain's brother. One can
not only imperfect, but unnecessary. All others hav
The laboring masses, so far as the Catholics are hardly overestimate the importance of these quesbeen made either by man, or by the devil, or by a concerned, are filled wit_h awe and wonder and fe_ar tions-they hav such a direct bearing on the progress
partnership-and consequently cannot be depended about the ch.urch. This. fear ~egan to grow while of the world. If it should turn out that Adam was
upon for the civilization of man.
•
· t~ey ~ere. bemg rocked m their cradles, and ~hey the first man, or that he was nor the first man, some· The Catholic church gets its power directly from still Iml!gm ~h~t . the. church has .son:e m~sterwus thing might happen-! am not prepared to say what
God and is the only institution now in the world power; that It IS m drrect commumcatwn With some -but it might."
founded by God. There was never any other so far infinit personality that could, if it desired, strike
It is a curious kind of spectacle to see a few hunas I know, except polygamy and slavery and a crude them dead, or dam~ their souls for~ver. Persons dred people paying a few thousand dollars a year for
kind of monarchy-and they hav been, for the most who h_av no such behef, who care nothmg for popes, the purpose of hearing these great problems dispart, abolished.
or pnests, or churches, ?r h~avens, or hells, or cussed: " Was Adam the first man'" " Who was
What right has a priest to go into the thinking devils, or gods, hav very httle Idea of the power of Cain's wife 1" "Has anyone seen a map of the land
business? He must kiss the toe of the pope-and fear.
.
.
of Nod 1" "Where are the four rivers that ran murThe old dogmas filled the bram With .st~ange mon- muring through the groves of paradise?''-" Who was
even a corn on that toe has a far better right to think
than he. And anyone who has bowed to .this author- stars. The soul of the. orth?dox Christian gropes the snake? How did he walk T What language did he
ity can only regain his independence by open revolt. and wa~ders and crawls m a kmd of dungeon, w:here speak?;' This turns a church into a kind of nursery,
The Catholic church must be true to itself. It the stramed eyes see fearful shapes and the fright- makes a cradle of each pew; and givs to each memmust claim everything, and get what it can. It alone ened flesh shrinks from the touch of serpents.
ber a rattle with which he can amuse what he calls
The good part of Christianity-that is to say, kind- his mind.
is infallible. It alone has all the wisdom of this
world. It alone has the right to exist. All other ness, morality-will never go down. The cruel part
The great theologians of Andover-the gentlemen
interests are secondary. To be a Catholic is of the ought to go down. And by the cruel part I mean the who wear the brass collars furnished by the dead
first importance. Human liberty is nothing. Wealth, doctrin of eternal punishment-of allowing the good founder-hav been disputing among themselvs as to
position, food, clothing, reputation, happiness-all to suffer for the bad-allowing innocence to pay the what is to become of the heathen who fortunately
these are less than worthless compared with what the debt of guilt. So the foolish part of Christianity-that died before meeting any missionary from that instiCatholic church promises to the man who will throw is to say, the miraculous-will go down. The absurd tution. . One can almost afford to be damned hereall these away.
part must perish. But there will be no war about it as' after for the sake of avoiding the dogmas of Andover
A priest must preach what his bishop tells him. there was in France. Nobody believes enough in the here. Nothing more absurd and childish has ever
A bishop must preach what his archbishop tells him. foolish part of Christianity now to fight for it. No- happened-not in the intellectual but in the the()logThe pope must preach what he says God tells ·him.
body believes with intensity enough in miracles to ical world.
Dr. McGlynn cannot make a compromise with the shoulder a musket. There is probably not a ChrisThere is no need of the Freethinkers saying anyCatholic church. It never compromises when it is in tian in New York willing to fight for any story, no thing at present. The work is being done by the
the majority. Now and then a priest, or a member, matter if the story is so old that. it i~ covered with church-members themselvs. They are beginning to
who wishes to do a little thinking for himself-one I?oss. _No I?entally brave an_d m~elbgent man be- ask questions of the clergy. They are getting tired
who wishes to hav a little freedom-says to the haves m miracles, and no mtelhgent man cares of the old ideas-tired of the consolations of eternal
Catholic church as. the rooster did to the horse, whether there was a miracle or not, for the reason pain-tired of hearing about hell-tired of hearing
"Let us agree n~t to step on each other's feet·" but that every intelligent man knows that the miraculous the Bible quoted or talked about-tired of the scheme
the church never makes the agreement.
'
has no possible connection with the moral. " Thou of redemption-tired of the trinity, of the plenary
I do not mean by this that the Catholic church is shalt not steal" is just as good a commandment if it inspiration of the barbarous records of a barbarous·
worse than any other. All are alike in this regard. should turn out that the flood was a drouth. "Thou people-tired of the patriarchs and prophets-tired
Every sect no matter how insignificant · every shalt not murder " is a good and just and righteous of Daniel and the goats with three horns, and the
church, no ~atter how powerful, asks J?reci;ely the law, and whether any part~cular mirac.le was ever image with the clay feet, and the little stone that
same thing from every member-that IS to say, .a perfor~ed or n~t has n~thmg to do With t~e case. rolled down-hill-tired of the mud man and the ·
surrender of intellectual >freedom. The Cathohc There IB no possible relation between these thmgs.
ribbed woman-tired of the flood of Noah, of the aschurch wants the same as the Baptist, the PresbyteI am on the side not only of the physically op- tronomy of Joshua, the geology of Moses-tired of
rian, and the Methodist-it wants the whole earth.· pressed, but of the mentally oppressed. I hate those Kings and Chronicles and Lamentations-tired of
It is ambitious to be the one supreme power. It who put lashes on the body, and I despise those who the lachrymose Jeremiah-tired of the monstrous,
hopes to see the world upon its knees, with all its put the soul in chains. In other words, I am in favor the malicious, and the miraculous. In short, they
tongues thrust out for wafers. It has the arrogance of liberty. I do not wish that any man should be are beginning to think. They hav bowed their ne~ks
of humility and the ferocity of universal forgivness. the slave of his fellow-men, or that the human race to the yoke of ignorance, and fear, and impudence,
In this respect it resembles every sect. Every relig- should be the slaves of any god, real or imaginary. and superstition until they are weary. They long- to
·
Man has the right to think for himself, to work for be free. They are tired of the services-tired of the
ion is a system of slavery.
Of course, the religionists say that they do not be- himself, to take care of himself, to get bread for him- meaningless prayers-tired of hearing each other say,
lieve in persecution; that they do not believe in self, to get a home for himself. He has a right to his "Hear Ul', good Lord "-tired of the texts, tired of
burning and hanging and whipping or loading with own opinion about God and heaven and hell; the the sermons, tired of the lies about spontan<.Jous comchains a man simply because he is an Infidel. They right to learn any art or mystery or trade; the right bustion as a punishment for blasphemy, tired of the
are willing to leave all this with God, knowing that to work for whom he will, for what he will, and when bells, and they long to hear the doxology of superstition. They long to hav Common Sense lift its
a being of infinit goodness will inflict all these hor· he will.
rors and tortures upon an honest man who differs
The world belongs to the human race. There is hands in benediction and dismiss the congregation.
R. G. INGERSOLL.
with the church.
to be no war in this country on religious opinions,
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins are veterans of Liberalism;
_ a very aged couple, yet heart and soul devoted to
promoting the happiness of their -fellow-creatures.
Mr. and Mrs. Shattuck and Friend Wheeler are like
Mr. and Mrs. Gunthorpe and Mr. and Mrs. Wade,
outspoken Liberals, living in a bigoted community of
Dunkards, yet their lives are exemplary, their justice,
kindly nature, and genuin Liberalism hav gained for
them the respect and love.of all, even of those who
deplore their lack of Christianity.
Sunday night, the Prohibitionists having possession of the hall, despite the bitter cold and storm I
went to Mongo, a goodly delegation from Brighton
;accompanying me. The Jack of due notice and the
·severe weather prevented large attendance. Monday,
'March 28th, I reluctantly bade the new-found but
·earnest, good friends of Brighton farewell, and long
for the time of returning to again enjoy their generous hospitality and kindness. Cheered and invigorated, we started with good Father Wade, the treasurer,
to Lima, and took the train· for Eaton Ravids, Mich.
C. B. REYNOLDB.
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Vlomtqnnications.
.Absurd Bible Stories.

8 that Joram begat Ozias (Uzziah), who, as stated in
the Old Testament, was not born until sixty-on~
years after J oram was dead and buried, and during
that period three generations were produced, and
their names Matthew has omitted. They were Ahaziah, J ehoash, and Amaziah. U zziah is also called
Azariah, the son of Amaziah (see 2 Kings xv, 1, 2, 7,
32; 2 Chron. xxvi, 1, 3, 23 ; 1 Chron. iii, 11, 12).
Read these passages that you may fmm an idea of
what credit you can giv to t4is gospel writer.
The ~ospel makers tell us that Christ was of the
seed of David. H-owever, they contradict themselvs
on that point, since they tell ns thai the Holy Ghost
was his father. And as they hav failed to giv us any
account of his mother's pedigree, then what evidence
is there left to ascertain the true descent of Christ 1
Not any at all.
It is not Joseph's pedigree we want, as that has
nothing to do with the ancestry of Christ, unless
Joseph was his natural father; if so, then his divinity
is disproved. Yet it cannot be proved that he was a.
descendant from David, especially since the genealogical lists are contradicted in the Old Testament;
besides, tbey contradict each other in every particular, and are consequently unfit to prove anything,
least of all God's descent from David. If Mary :was
the only earthly parent of the son of God, we should
hav llad her genealogy instead of that of Joseph.
The fact is, that a. true gene&logy of Christ is nowhere
to be found.
As to ·who was the real father of Ch1·ist, his
mother's opinion ought to hav more weight on that
subject than the opinion of others. But there is no
evidence to the effect that she believed her boy was
the son of a ghost. It says in Luke ii, 41, that "his
parents went to Jerusalem every year [not to Egypt
as Matthew 'says], and when he was twelve years
old," his parents lost 8ight of him at the feast of the
passover, and with their utmost t:ffort could not find
him till after three days; and when th~>y found him
his mother said to him (verse 48), "Son, why hast
thou tbus dealt with us~ behold, thy father and I
hav sought thee sorrowing."
But Mary's testimony bas been of no use to the
church, as there could be no money in it, therefore it
has not been acceptable. Because a story about a
son of Joseph would cause no better result for impostors than a story about any other man's son. So
that, bad not the ghost story been invented, it would
not hav been practicable for designing priests to obtain money from people by offering them Christ'·s
security, notwithstanding there is not a p:r1est living
who knows whether either Christ or the Holy Ghost
ever existed; and by way of proof, they can adduce
no better evidence than the tale of a dream.
Omaha, Neb.,
A. JACOBSON.

The Bible says that the earth brought forth grass
and herb yielding- seed, and tree yielding fruit, before
the sun existed (Gen. i, 12); that Cain had a wife before there was a woman on the earth, except his
mother (Gen. iv, 17); that "when the sons of God
came in unto the daughters of men, they bare children to them.''
It is said in the book of Ezekiel that God visited
harlots, waited on them, and entered into covenant
with him, and they bare him sons and daughters
(Ezek. xvi, 7, 8, 20-26; xxiii, 2-5).
The Bible is crowded with stories of robbery and
murder, said to be expressly commanded of God. As
samples, see the following: Ex. xxxii, 27; Num. xxxi,
7, 17; Deut. xxv, 19; 1 Sam. xv, 2, 3; Ezek. ix, 6;
Luke xix, 27. See also God's law how to satisfy a
jealous husband (Num. v, 11-31). Read the account,
and see how God treats married women. Read all
these passages here referred to, then ask yourself
how it can be possible for anyone. to believe that God
would hav inspired men to so terribly blacken his
own character that it even pains the clergy to hav
the matter investigated.
·
God is represented in the Bible as a bloodthirsty
and barbarous murderer. (See Dent. xxviii, 53-57;
xxxii, 22-27. 42; 1 Sam. vi, 19, 20; 2 Sam. xxiv, 15;
I sa. ix, 19-21 ; J er. xix, 9.) And the priests hold
that the Bible is true, yet they teach people contrary
to what the Bible teaches, and they assume that God
is good, and that the devil is bad ; but if the passages above referred to were ascribed to the latter,
then there would be sufficient. reason to pronounce
him bad; but since they are ascribed to God, the
. devil is far the more respectable of the two, for there
is no· account. that he has ever taken anyone's life- or
anyone's property; and there is no proof that he ever
told a single lie. The one laid to him in the Garden
of Eden was no lie at all ; it proved true, every word.
Yet he is called a liar and a murderer, without a particle of proof to rest upon. Nevertheless, he is !'aid to
be the father of tho~e Jews that believed on Christ
(John viii, 31-44). And so it Eays in Luke vi, 36,
that they should be merciful as their father.
Now, since God's chosen people (especially those
who are said to hav believed on Christ) are declared
to be the children of the devil, then whose children
are we to suppose those to be who were mibelievers ~ It says in John, "Neither did his bxethren
believe in him " (John vii, 5 ).
And so the B1ble teaches that the earth has four
corners (Isa. xi, 12; Rev. vii, i); that it rests on pillars (1 Sam. ii, 8 ; Job. ix. 6); that the t;~un runs
around it (Eccl. i, 5; Ps. xix, 5, 6). nnd moves forward and backward (Is. xxxviii, 8; 2 Kings xx, 11);
that a man built 11. city ten years after he is said to
hav been • dead and buried (1 Kings xvi, 6, 8; 2
Chron. xvi, i); that one man was two years older than
his father (2 Chron. xxi, 5, 20; xxii, 1, 2); that a
father and his son were both of one mother (1 Kings
xv, 1. 2, and ver. 8-10).
The writers of the books of Matthew and Luke
hav attempted to giv a genealogy of Christ. Although both claim he was begotten by the Holy
Ghost, yet they !llso both claim that Joseph was his
father. However, they must hav been ignorant concerning Joseph's descent, because when the name of
Joseph'R father is required they seem to ha:v lost th~
track, and each makes his own selection of names for
his list. Matthew ~>ayfil, Jacob begat Joseph ( i\fatt. i.
18). and Luke says it was Heli (Luke iii, 23). And
in this mnnner they proceed, disagreeing till they
reach David," and no doubt his reputation was familiar to both writers, so his name was enroll€d in both
lists. And during that period from Joseph to David
Matthew has on his Jist twenty-seven names, which
are supposed (by Christians) to be the exact number,
and the proper names in their right places, and
within the flame period Luke has forty-two names on
his list, and which are also suppoeed to be the exact
number and the right names. Yet only two names
are alike in the two lists-that is, from Joseph to
David.
Now, since these two writers were unable to trace
the lineage of Christ even to his grandfather, without making such blunders, how, then, can we
suppose that they could make a true record of his
more remote ancrstors ?
If God inspired men to write an account of Christ's
lineage, why did he not do it before he bad forgotten
most of the names of the ancestors~ Had it been
written while Joseph lived, he might, at least, hav
told them the name of his father.
The probability is that so long a period of time had
paRsed when the gospels were written that all traces
of Christ's lineage were lost, and that the whole
story regarding Christ and the miraculous conception was an afterthought, the fabrication of designing priests.
The writer of the book of Matthew has made up a
genealogy of the Jewish k~ngs down to David, except
tho~e he has left out by nn~t!lke. It says in cha~, iv,

215): "'I hav given food to the hungry; I hav given
the thirsty to drink; I bav furnishf d clothing to the
naked.' Tradition ascribed its oldest parts to Hesepti, of the first dynasty, and Menkare, of the
fourth, and chapters of it are found on monuments
earlier than the Hyksos [about ~900B c.J" It seems
that the Egyptians were also acquainted with the
story of At,Jantis--" Atlantis, which was beyond the
pillars of Hercules.'' It is probable that the story of
the Deluge owes its origin to Atlantis. " Solon visited Sai; (a capital of ancient Egypt) in the reign of
Amasis-about 570 B.c.-and from a SaHe priest
learnE>d the fable of Atlantis" (Smith, page 167). As
the Egyptians had the oldest civilization, so they
must hav had the oldest religion; and I dare say
their " Ritual of the Dead" does not contain as many
absurd, immoral, and self- contradictory stories as the
Christian Bible of to-day.
But I am allowing my pen to run away with me,
and must close. Bdore I do so, however, I must ask
you to let the above see printers' in4 through the
columns of your truth seeking paper. By the way,
don't you think Brother Hallock might relish the
foregoing remarks'
.
lNFIDELIS.
Allegheny, Pa., March 9, 1887.

Christianity, .Murder, and Anarchy.
Before God, if you were to !!O home and drive a dagger to
the heart of your mother it would not be so gre~tt a sin as is
the sin of unbelief. There is no avoiding these truths if the
word of God is true (Evangelist Dr. L. W. Munhall, Clarendon street Baptist church, Boston, March 1, 1887, as reported
in Boston Globe March 2d).
·

This man, if he can be called a man, declares " before God" that unbelief is a greater sin than matricide, and bases his authority on "the word of God."
It is very probable that he can prove. his assertion by
that "word," for human life is rated very low in its
sacred pages, and belief in the Jewish Jehovah· and
the Christian savior very high; e8pecially is the life
of woman of but little account. I think the consistent evangelist, Munhall, can prove by the words of
his Lord and master, Jesus Christ, that unbelief in
himself (Jesus) is a greater sin than hating all one's
relations, for did not this divine teacher affirm, "If
any man come to me, and hate not his father, and
mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and
sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my
disciple~" (Luke, xiv, 26.) And did not his father,
God, command good, old, faithful Abraham to sacrificlil his own son in order to test his belief in him T
I'm quite sure Evangelist Munhall can support his
theory by Bible texts innumerable, but that only
makes it so much the worse for the Bible, unless we
are going to believe that murder is less a· crime than
to doubt that Jesus is the son of God, and equal with
him, or disbelieving that his blocd (that he never
shed) at the eleventh hour will launch a matricide into
Egypt's Concealed Religion.
the presence of this God and redeemer, forever to
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was enjoy uninterrupted bliss. To disbelieve these, and
much intere~ted in reading an editorial in the Chris- similar fables, we are taught is worse than any crime
tim1 at lfork of March 8th concerning an Eg;yptian we !\an commit. ·Is it not plainly to be seen that
mummy recently unwrapped in New Brunswick, such teachings are subversiv of all good morals!
N. J. The writer says that "these mummies . . .
Suppose an ungrateful, disobedient son, after
reveal the belief of the Egyptians in the resurrection listening to this ranting e:ffuAion of Munhall's, bad
of the body.'' and aRks, " Where did they get this reasoned thus : "Now, I hate my mother. God
doctrin ~" Where did the Jews get itT In fact, don't think it would be much of a sin for me to kill
where did they get their entire religious system 1 her, and why should I 1 Not half as great a sin for
Largely from Egypt. Philip Smith, "The Ancient me to kill her as to doubt God's goodness and reject
History of the East" (Harper & Bro., 1879), say8, his glorious scheme of salvation! Now I do believe
page 195: "Herodotus learned that the Egyptians of all that the evangelist said to-night. I do believe
Thebes recognized one supreme God, who bad no God will save to the uttermost all who ocome unto
beginning and would hav no end;" and further, page him believing. Now, if I kill my old mother-she's
196, that he was called Nuk-pu-nuk-" I am that I good for nothing, she's right in my way-if I kill her,
am" (see Ex. iii, 14). Again, on the same page, he believing Christ's blood will save me, it will save me;
says:." Other papyri tell us that' he is the sole gen- I hav only to believe. There is the promi all sure
erator in heaven and earth; and that he is not engen- for the next world, and I'll manage it for t.his world
dered-that he is the sole living God who bas en- so as not to get caught. I'll escape detection. I'll
gendered himself-he who is from the beginning- put the old woman out of the way, and nobody will
he who created all things, but is himself uncreated.' ever be the wiser for it."
That the original worship of Egypt was in accordNow, we will suppo~e this son returns home and
ance with this theology is ind~eat.ed by at least one "drives a dagger into the heart of his mother," inancient monument, the temple of King Shafre [of the tending to set fire to her clothing, thereby concealfourth dynasty], in its freedom from idols and sym- ing the crime, then giving the alarm as if he had rebolic decorations; and perhaps by the oldest pyra- turned and found her on fire; but a neighbor is acmids.'' Thus the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob cidentally too quick for him, and enters as he is withwas the God of the highest Egyptian theology. drawing the dagger, and seizes him. The poor old
Egypt had, in fact, two religions; one, the absurd mother, with her dying gasp, declares that her son
polytheism, with crews of apes, ibises, bullA, etc.; the stabbed her, and the neighbor saw it with his own
other, of which the priests barely allowed E:erodotus eyes. Now, what are we going to do with this man?
to catch a glimpse, but which we now know, was the What is the law going to do with him? The crimworship of one supreme God. The priests-and inal proteats that he should not hav murdered his
perhaps the king-had the sole knowledge of this mother but for listening to Evangelist Munhall's
latter religion. Now, as 1\Ioses lived in the reigns of sermon that evening. He tells his pathetic story
Rameses II. and his son-successor, Meneptha-about which is true. Again, I inquire, what shall be don~
1430 B.c. to 1332 B.C.-and the era of the fourth dy- with him! And now, I inquire, what shall be done
nasty, above-mentioned, is about 3200 B c., it seems with Munl'lall, who incited him to commit the deed?
very probable that he bad got a sight of that religion Shall he be allowed to go on throwing- his evangelical
of which Herodotus was ''barely allowed to catch a bombs into the camp of weak-headed Pocasset Freeglimpse." Not only did the Jews get their idea of mans until littl_e children and venerable, loving
God from Eg-ypt, but their idea of the trinity as well, mothers are sacnficed to the dynamite Christianity
for in the Egyptian polytheism there are several of frenzied evangelical Anarchists.
triads-father, mother, and son, as Osiris. Isis, and
Political protection requires that eight men be
Horus; Phtha, Pasht, and Mouth, etc. Further, in hung for their incendiary bomb-shell language·
the Egyptian " Ritual of the Dead," which may be ought not, then, such religious Anarchists as Mun~
c~leg t.g~ EgyptiMJ. Bible,, we ma~ read (Smit~ page . hall, tl!e ~·two Sams," Moody, Harr.ison1 and the
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Salvation Armyists, to be restrained when they are
constantly using such religious Anarchical language
as here report?~• frightening people into insanity,
murder, and smCide1 Pray, let. us be consistent, and
if we can hang men for incendiary state Anarchical
language, let us not encourage tramping revivalists
with their mouths full of Christian Anarchical blasphei?y, whose fittest place is an insane asylum, penitentiary, or dungeon, where they will be prevented
from longer fattening on the weak imbecils, who, we
read every day, are forsaking all they hav to become
followers of these peripatetic wanderers.
To conclude: Would any other such monstrous,
unnatural falsehoods as are uttered in the name of
God by these Christian lunatics be tolerated in a
civilized country like the United States'¥ Would not
some was be devised to suppress such a criminal
nuisance? But it is religion and must not be meddled with, we are told. So is Mormonism a religion,
but our government found a way to squelch its
polygamy when it became disastrous to the republic.
What is Mormonism when compared with this Christian religion as. a whole 1 What is state Anarchy 1
Why, this religion is state and church Anarchy combined, of the very worst kind, making murder in the
eyes of God and man of but slight consequence compared to unbelief. Unbelief in what? "Believe or
be damned."
ELLA E. GrnsoN.
Barre, Mass., March 13, 1887.

are honest they should be considered simply objects of pity,
as those who are the victims of Ruperstition, and who, unlike
Mr. Beecher, hav not been able to evolute out of the old ruts
of tte dogmas of the past. But Jet us all hav charity one for
the other, and never abuse any man for his honest opinions.
You will notice that I hav said if honest, these
ministers-were entitled to respect; but if you will read
the following item, which appeared a few· days later,
you will see that those ministers were either dishonest, or a set of cowar~s who were ashamed to stand
by their barbarous creed and be ridiculed by an intelligent public:
.. ·
.
The Congregational clergymen of Chicago, with two dissenting votes, hav passed resolutions of eulogy for Beecher
~~:nd ~f sympathy with his wife. But it is of comparativly
ltttle Importance now. Those who objected before showed
their uncharitableness, and a subsequent deference to public
opinion does not wipe out that fact.
The very last words of Christ before he died upon
the cross were against damning nnbelievers. He
was against John Calvin's creed, and against the
Presbyterian creed, and against all creeds that are in
favor of damning unbelievers. His prayer was
"Father, forgiv them, for they know not what they
do;'' He was for forgiving, but, gentlemen, your
creed is for damning, so I will ask, as you asked me,
Why are you not Christians?
BEECHER AND CALVDITSM.
Gentlemen, you hav asked why am I not a Christian; but what am I. to do? Beecher claimed to be
a Christian, and Calvin claimed to be a Christian, and
Beecher in Hell or Heaven-Which 1
each one had a multitude of believers. Beecherism
ANOTHER REPLY TO THE YOUNG MEN's CHRISTIAN ASSO- hates Calvinism, and Calvinism bates Beecberism.
Now, please read the following evidence of love and
CIATION.
good fellowship between professed Christians :
GENTLEMEN: I hav your card asking, "Why am I
ANOTHER CRACK AT BEECHER.
not a Christian 1" But how am I to know what is
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March.11.-The NO'Rthwestern Pres.
Christianity? Christ never wrote anything, and all byterian, published ht're, contains a bitter attack on the late
that we know about it we get from a book which we Henry Ward Beecher, saying that" his treatment of Calvincannot understand. The Catholics believe that Mar- ism and .the religion of our fathers would cause the devout to
The article expresses the belief that Mr. Beecher
tin Luther is in hell, and the Protestants believe him shudder."
should hav died sooner.
to be in heaven. Then, from this book somebody
Now you see, according to the report, the Presbymade a creed, and no doubt did as well as they knew
how; and, according to this creed, founded on the terians think that Mr. Beecher should hav died
Bible, the Soul of Henry Ward Beecher now is being sooner ; that is, if God had known as much about
Beecher as the Presbyterians did, he would hav
tortured in eternal fire.
According to the Bible, Christ forgave a thief, killed tim, or arranged to hav him die sooner. You
and also he forgave his murderers, and they are now see, they did not like to hear him talk ag-ainst Calvin-.
in heaven, and_yet they were all unbelievers. for they ism and the religion of their fathers, Now, first, let
did not believe him to be the son of God. If, us see what was Calvinism. A short time since, I
as I suppose, Mr. Beecher did believe Christ to be expressed my opinion for a Detroit paper in" these
the son of God, it won't do for you to say that he now words, which the editor published with his comment:
What is Calvinism, and what is Beecherism? Calvin beis in hell, unless you consider him' worse than a thief
and a murderer. And I do not believe that Mr. lieved that a few had been elected to be saved, and that at
the outset it was ordained that all others should he damned.
Beecher ought to be damned for not having been a He burnt l:lervetus at the stalw with a slow fire made of green
Presbyterian, or a believer in the Congregational wood so as to prolong his torture as long as possible. He
burnt him with fire for two hours in this world, and believed
creed.
Now, if those Chicago ministers who refused to that God will and ought to burn him forever in the next
world. Calvinism, if it had the power, would hav burnt
send their sympathies to Mrs. Beecher are right, the Beecher,
and also would burn Dr. Rexford, and every Unisoul of Henry Ward Beecher now is in hell. And if versalist and Unitarian now living, for believing just as Serone of theni had been called to preach his funeral vetus believed, and for which he waR put to death. Servetus
sermon, and he had the courage to stand by his creed, believed that Christ was the !!on of God, and the son of God
only. Calvin's creed was eternal fire for all who-did not behe might be able to comfort the widow by saying : lieve
as he believed. Mr. Beecher did not like such a creed,
· " The. Congregational ministers of Chicago would and is reported as saying that " the God depicted in orthodox
hav been glad to send you their sympathies had creeds was an infernal demon, worse than any imagined by
they been sure it would not hav offended God. But Dante, and he would not worship such a God, even if he
you hav this comforting consolation of knowing that were damned for it." The trouble with Beecher was that be
had too good an opinion of God to be popular with the truly
we hav a just God, and he knows best how to treat orthodox.
the one whom you lose. Yes, poor man, he made a
Now, Calvinism, as barbarous as it is, is indorsed by many
mistake in his theological opinions, and must suffer good people, who are among our best friends. Everybody
now in hell, but as God is merciful, let us hope that. has the right, of all isms and creeds, to select the one which
suits him best. And as for me, I rather like Beecher's creed
he will make him as comfortable as will be consistent of
humanity in preference to the creed of eternal fire. I do
with the creed of the Congregational church."
not believe in kicking a lion after he is dead, and hav given
CHARITY FOR THE oHlOAGo oLERGY.
a specimen of Calvinism as an offset to the attack on Mr.
Honest men are entitled to the respect of honest men, but Beecher by the Northwestern P'resbyterian. M. BABOOOK.
if wrong in their opinions, their opinions, and only their opin[Calvin prosecuted Servetus and a.pproved of his death;
ions, should be condemned. The press has been a little un- but objected to burning as an "atrocity," and wanted him
kind in its condemnation of the Congregational ministers who put to death by the sword.-Eo. JouRNAL.] .
at Chicago voted against sending Mrs. Reecher an expression
Now, in his criticism, the editor admits that Calvin
of sympathy for her and of sorrow that the one whom she was a murderer, only he, the founder of the Pres byloved was dying. Now if these men believed that Henry
h h
f
.3
Ward Beecher was a preacher of a doctrin that would be the terian c urc , pre erreu to see Servetus butchered
me!lnB of sending men to hell, they should hav rt'joiced at his by having his head cut off with a sword. Now, let
death, and they would hav been a set of hypocrite had they us see what was the religion of their fathers that the
said that they were sorry for the death of such a man. There- Presbyterians so love.
fore I respect them for their honesty, not for their opinions.
Th
b li
d ·
•t h
h
b
After all, religion consists in just this, and that is about all
ey e eve m WI c es, and t ey elieved in
there is of it: !tis either heaven or hell for everybody. Now, whipping women upon their bare and bleeding backs,
as good men differ in their opinions as to the condition of men while, tied to the end of a cart, they were dragged
after death, I will giv the opinion of the Rev. J. E. Richards, through the streets of the town. They whipped
who for inany years preached at the Congr.egational church these poor Quaker women because they were not
at St. Johns. When under oath in court he swore that he
believed that God will say to the wicl,ed, "Depart from me, Presbyterians, and because they thought it would
ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his make God feel good to see them maul those poor,
angels." Now, as this opinion was given under oath, I sup-. pitiable creatures for having a better opinion of him
pose that it must be Congregationalism; and, if those than they had. Let me giv a Presbyterian hymn,
Chicago ministers helieved that Mr. Beecher, by his system which should hav been entitled "The Mother's Conof false theology, was the means of leading men to eternal
destruction, their expression of sorrow at his death would hav solation:"
been a libeL I honor them for their vote, but I condemn
For hell is crammed with infants damned
their theologv.
Without a day of grace.
Mr. Beecher's great soul was so full of humanity that he
A
The Rev. Mr. mbrose, in a sermon on" Dllilomscould not believe that the great majority who hav passed over
the river are now being tortured by devils in eternal fire. He day,'' drew this picture:
differed with Mr. Richards and other good men as to the con.
When the damned hav drunken down whole draughts of
dition of men after death, and had no respt'ct for the religion brimstone one day, they must do the same another day. The
of heaven or hell for everybody, and almost everybody for eye shall be tormented with the sight of devils; the ears
hell. And whether right or wrong, if honest in his opinions, with the hideous ydlings and outcries of the damned in
he should hav the respect of a.ll honest men. And while I flames; the nostrils shall be smothered, as it were, with
say this much for Mr. Beecher, I am just as ready to say as brimstone; the tongue, the hand, the foot, and every part
much for those ministers of Chicago. Whether right or shall fry in flames.
wrong,
if they were honest, they were entitled to the respect
A n d sue h was the re1"Igwn
· of th eir f a thers w h"ICh
of honest men.
l di.:fj:ef w~tl~ ¢.elJ!. my P,Pinions, and believe that if they , Henry W a.rd Beecher deuounced, and for having

m
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done so the Northwestern Presbyterian thinks that
he should hav died sooner.
M. BaBCOCK,
St. Johns, March 27, 1887.

• ••

The Indians.
Giv me where to stand and I will lift the world.
Thus said Archimedes to show the power of a
lever upon a fulcrum.
Go into all the world and preach this my gospel unto
every creature (Christ.).
I am determined to know nothing among you save Christ
'
and him crucified (St. Paul).
Hence Christians regard Christ as the moral lever,
the cross as the fulcrum, and the pulpit as the place
to use it for the moral elevation of the world.
Eighteen centuries of trial and failure prove their
mistake. The Liberals among all classes hav adopted
free thought, free speech, and free men as their lever
with science as their fulcrum. But they are not
agreed as to the_stand from whence to work. One
party claims that ~piritualism is the strong point;
the other party claims that the Secular Union League
is all-sufficient. But good common sense tells us
that redress should begin where the wrong commenced. Our first national sin was to take the
Indians' land without giving them an ·equivalent.
Then we took the negroes' toil without pay, and, to
cap the climax, we are forcing them to believe our
religion or be damned.
A reverend editor of a Christian Advocate affirms
that because "they refuse to believe the gospel they
must perish from the earth." Another editor affirms
that we, like the Lord's people of old, hav a divine
commission " to slay the heathens" (Indians) and
"to take their land for an heritage." An eminent
Christian lady (Mrs. Jane Swishelm) said, in the Rev.
Dr. Sunderland's church, Washington, D. C.: "If I
were a man I would hunt, shoot, trap, and kill Indians the same as I would kill wildcats and wolves;"
and in her published account of the lecture, she said,
"When· I uttered that there was such a loud and
long applause that it seemed as though the roof
would burst from the church." This wus 11poken on
account of the Minnesota Indian raid in 1862, when
the northern tribes had been robbed of all their annuities fer five years, amounting to five hundred
thousand dollars, and after they had given due notice
that if not relieved within a given time they would
fight for food rather than die like starved dogs.
I hav just read the item in your issue of February
19th under the caption of "The Indian Problem." I
agree with you that the government "policy is a
stupendous failure," and that it is as impossible for
the Indians to be elevated by the teaching of conflicting creeds as it is for water to flow above its source.
I hav just read in the Banner oj Light of Feb. 19,
1887, of the treachery practiced to capture and kill a
distinguished chief: ''General West sent a message
to Mangus, an Indian chief, in Arizona Territory, expressing a desire to make a treaty of peace. In
obedience to the summons, the old chief appeared,
when he was at once seized by the general and
ordered to be placed in the guard-house, and the
guard was instructed that if he stirred during the
night to kill him. The old chief, bPing informed of
the order, was extremely quiet, until a hot iron was
thrust 'through a small opening near his hip, which
caused him to jump to his feet. He was instantly
killed, his head cut off, and his skull sent to the
Smithsonian Institute at Washington."
I will giv one more caRe out of scores of similar
cases which are on authentic record, in the hope that
their enormity may arouse public sentiment for a
prompt redress.
Early in October, 1854, Major Lupton, of Southern Oregon, came into the room where the jury were
sitting (I was present), during court week, at Jacksonville, and said: '' Gentlemen, I hav been to the
camp of redskms below here, and I hav put them
off their guard by telling them that they will not be
troubled by the whites any more, so they may stay
where they are in peace. Now, I propose that. we
organize three companies to go round and kill the
entire band."
·
There was only one voice heard in protest against
this horrid proposition. The companies were formed,
and on the following Sunday night approached near
the camp, and at early dawn of morning fired simultaneously upon two hundred sleeping men, women,
and children, and then, with their revolvers, shot
down as many as they could of those who were able
to run for life. A few el.)caped, and the next day
burnt ten houses and killed fifteen people. The
Oregon newspapers reversed the occurrences so as
to make it appear that the massacre of the Indians
was to chastise them for the burning, etc.
There is no subject of such great importance,
so greatly misunderstQod, as the Indian problem;
and, as cheating them was the first, if not the greatest of our national sins, therefore restitution is the
rigbt place for Liberals of every class to try with
their moral levers to elevate this oppressed race, as a
necessity, before it is possible to raise tbemselvs to
the -desired position.
JoHN BEESOfi,
Talent, Or., lt:larcb 4, 1887,
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A "Converted Atheist" Sample.
From Houston, Tex., a friend forwards the following invitation:
"HousToN, March 24, 1887.
" DEA.R Sm: You are respectfully invited to the lectures
of B. P. Bamum, M.D., at Gray's Opera House, beginning
Sunday, March 27th, at 11 A..M. and 8 P.M.
"He was but recently, as you are perhaps aware, a distinguished Atheistical writer and lecturer, but is now speaking
and writing with still more energy and power, to build up
that which he heretofore endeavored to destroy.
" Very respectfully,
,, Trur. CHUROH OF THE STI!..A.NGERS."
In behalf of several thousand Atheists we beg
leave to state that we are not aware that Mr. Barnum, M.D., was but recently a distinguished Atheistical writer and -lecturer. Within our recollection,
and to the best of our knowledge and belief, we
never heard of him, of his writings, nor of his platform work. His fame could not hav been blown
very far, or some echo of it would hav reached the
East.
It is of such pretenders as this Barnum that the
church makes capital, and her gullible followers take
the fellows at their own valuation, and derive great
comfort from the supposititious exercise of the
Lord's power in bringing them to Jesus. The
chances are ten to one that pretenders of this class
are unprincipled rogues seeking to make money easily
by playing the converted Atheist role, and thereby
getting into the pockets of the churchmen.
It is not impossible that an Atheist should be con·
verted to Christianity, for men's reason will sometimes forsake them; but such instances are rare, and
when found, it usually happens that the converted
lecturer is more knave than fool.

Three Logical Preachers.
A Methodist writes to his church organ that at dif.
ferent times he has been puzzled by the words of his
preachers. . One said that ''morality had nothing to
do witq the Christian religion." Another, that
"moral men were the worst men in the community.'•
A third implored his hearers " to giv up their morality and come to Christ.''
There is nothing in this which should puzzle a
Christian. Morality and religion are widely separated.
The moral man is he who does right in this worldthat is, deals with the world honestly, abuses no one,
is kind to all, and does what he can to make the people with whom he comes in contact happier. A religious man is controled by different sentiments.
He is occupied in honoring "God," cajoling Christ
into accepting him as a lamb, and in general doing
what he can to get to heaven. A religious. man also
attends to other people's business with a fervor, the
temperature of which is reg11lated by his civil power.
Morality is a calm doing of justice. Religion is a
-tropical sentiment seeking to profit by a huge injustice-that of loading the consequences of sin upon an
innocent person.
Christ reckoned morality as secondary to faith.
Hie emphatic atliPnativ comm~m.d w~~ P.et1 ]3e

moral! but, Hav faith! No evangelical church
_,.
ill "
,
b t 11 t h
h olds that morwity w
save a man, u a . eac
that " except ye believe and are baptized ye cannot
be saved." It is true, Christ denofinced iniquitous
conduct and foul thoughts, but the tenor and general
drift of the four gospels is, Hav faith; thy sins,
though many are forgiven, for thy faith hath saved
thee
'
The preacher who said that morality had nothing
to do with the Christian religion was right. There
is no connection between them. The most immoral
man in the world can believe in Christ as his savior,
and be, therefore, a good Christian.. According to
the teachings of the church, he can also reach heaven,
and thus obtain his reward for his belief. The
preacher who thinks moral men the worst men in the
community is right, from his standpoint. A moral
man in a community, who is an unbeliever, keeps
more victims out of the fold than an immoral man
can drag into it by joining the church. From the
minister's ground the moral man is the worse. The
preacher who urged his hearers to giv up morality
and seek religion probably had in mind the distinction between morality and religion; and as he regarded religion as of more importance than anything
else in the world, he also spoke accurately. He did
not intend that they should become immoral in
action, but that they should drop their comforting
dependence upon good works and seek religion.
The value of the words of these preachers depends
upon the wax existence is viewed. If this world is
of the most importance, then the moral man is the
best, and to surrender the conviction that morality is
of the greatest value would be a mistake fatal to
civilization. If this world is a vale of tears, and the
next a place of happiness to be glrined at whatever
cost, then certainly the moral and irreligious man
is not acting as well for himself as the devotee.
But who can prove that there is another world?
And who cannot prove that this world needs 311 our
efforts to make it habitable ?

A Mohammedan Christ with Cash.
There is a pious Mohammedan prophet in the Punjaub of India who has a divine mission. He thinks
himself and his book capable of converting the
world, and . he backs up his opinion with cash. A
few days smce a St. Louis man received a letter from
him as follows :
.
"From Gulam Ahmad, an humble servant of the eternal
God. and a follower of the chief prophet (Mubammail):
"With all rePpect and humility I (the compiler of ' Burahin-i-Ahm!Wiia') bep: to say that the almighty has commissioned
me to try, like the Nazarene prophet (Christ). to amend the
morals of mankind with utmost humility, lowliness, respect,
submission, and meekness, and to point out to the unac.
quainted the straight way by which we can obtain salvation.
perceive the manifestations of heavenly life, and by which
tbe marks of being loved by the almighty become visible
even in this physical world. For this purpose the book entitled 'Burahin-i-Ahmadia' bas been compiled, of which 592
pages hav been printed and published, according to the
synopsis of contents given in the accompanying notice. But
as the publication of the entire book will take a long time, it
has been determined, for the sake of conviction, to invite the
dissenters by sending out this special epistle, together with
the inclosed notice, to all the distinguished clergy and Jews
of note throughout all the continents of the world, as far as
its transmission' may be possible, and similarly to the chief
leaders of Buddhi~ts, Brahmas, Aryas, naturalists, Parsis,
and the bigoted Manlanis (who do not believe in the existence
of miracles and unusual deeds, and are hence suspicious
against me)."
He then invites the gentleman to come over and be
conviBced, and in case he fails to prove his religion
to be the true one he will recompense the investigator
for his time. With true religious dogmatism he
writes:
"If you do not come, you will yourself be answerable to
God. After awaiting your arrival for three months, the
statement of your indifference will ipso facto be noted in the
book as stated above; but in case you do come, and fail to
beholi! any heavenly sil:ms during your stay with me for the
time specified, you shall be paid 250 rupees per mensem (besides food and accommodation, which will be supplied free
to all) as compensation to cover your damages, or as a recovery of fine in default of
promis. If you deem this sum
inadequate to your dignity, I am even ready to pay as damages or fine for unfnlfilling promis whatever suitable sum
you propose yourself, proportionate to your rank, if it be not
beyond my means. It is, however, necessary tbat visitors
desirous of recovering damages or fine should ask my permission beforehand through a registered note of their intent
of coming over to me to enable me to limit the number
according to the avaihibility of my estate, but it is not requisit to do if otherwise. Finally, I thank God that he has been
pleased to display, through his infinit grace, the reasons and

my

doctrine ~f this true religi~n, and ha~ placed me for the
spread of 1t under the protectiOn of the liberal government of
the British nation to whom I am grateful through the sense
of obligatioo and ~ratitude. ' Peace to all the followers of
righteousness.' With due respects, I beg to remain, sir,
"Your obedient well-wisher, MIRzA. G_m.A.M A~MAD! ,
"0~ Kadian, ,District Gurdaspur, ~u~Janb, Ind1a, ~~~-

Here IS a pomter for the missiOnary socteties.
Instead of sending preachers to India, let them invite
the followers o~ Mohammed and Buddha to this
count?, pa! their expenses, and operate ~pon the~
at thmr leisure. If they hav as firm a fa1th as thiS
Mohammedan, they should make it known and hac
it up with cash.

..

-------Tomfoolery.

~-------

To the Congregationalist must be awarded the
cap and bells. It says :
"We are asked why no report in the Andover case is heard
from the Visitors. We hav no means of knowing more
of this matter than our readers, but it is fair to assume that
on so grave a question abundant time will be taken to review
all the points concerned, and reach a conclusion which shall
carry not only weighty but conclusiv reasons with it, whatever the decision may be. Judges in our civil courts sometimes reserve their judgment many months in cases of far
less importance than this."
The Congregationalist talks foolishly. How in the
world can a court, even if composed of such eminent
gentleJ?len as the Andover Board of Visitors, arrive at
any conclusion upon a matter about which no human
being can by any possibility know anything whatever?
The questipn for the Visitors to decide is, Shall the
doctrin be taught in Andover College that the heathen
who hav lived and died in ignorance of Christ and
his alleged mission are given a chance after death to
learn Christianity and thus escape hell' Whether
such a theory shall be taught in Andover the Visitors
may decide. Whether the theory is true, no son of
woman can ever affirmativly know. It is beyond the
range of possibility. If the whole Christian scheme
were true, this point could not be settled without a ,
new revelation from the author of the "second probation." And as the whole Christian theory of the
creation, fall, and "redemption" of man is pretty
well settled to be the work of ecclesiastics, and not to
hav even a small foundation of truth, the laborious
review by the Andover Visitors of all the points concerned is, to say the least, a work of supererogation.
Supposing the Visitors do sometime reach a conclusion, and supposing they declare in behalf of the
second probation theory-what then 1 Who believes
that they know anything about it? And what
grounds hav they for knowing? 'The· opinion of the
nakedest little heathen in Africa is entitled to the
same weight as the voice of the grave and reverend
seigneurs whose " decision" is so anxiously awaited.

We Explain to Mr. John Smith.
In THE TRUTH SEEKE:a of March 26th we told Mr.
John Smith that our reason for capitalizing the
words God, Christ, Bible, Christian, is because they
are proper n'?uns. Mr. Smith rejoins:
"PITTSBURGH, March 25, 1887.
"In your reply to John Smith you say the reason you
use capital letters in printing God, Christ, etc., is because
they are . proper nouns. I was under the impression they
were only ' proper' nouns in the eyes of the religious world,
but that you did not consider them so. As you print them
you are merely following in the footsteps of all religious
papers.
JoHN SMITH."
A little fuller explanation may be more satisfactory.
In the first place, be it known to Mr. John Smith,
there are Gods and gods. The pagans had many
gods. These were lumped together and called gods
with a small g. The name was a common noun.
The name of any particular god, however, is a proper
noun. Stl with the Hebrew god, Jab, Jehovah, or
Yahweh, it is a proper noun. Christians hav changed
this to God, and by the word we know that the Jewish Jehovah is meant. It is no answer to say that
the Jewish Jehovah, or the Christian God, does not
exist. We admit that. But neither is Allah a real
personage, though the rules by which the English
language is written would be flagrantly violated did
we print the name of the Mohammedan god with a
small a. Odin and Thor, Pan and Momus, and the
hundreds of other ancient gods, are myths, but Mr.
John Smith isn't writing to the authors of all the
Mythologies asking them to spell the titles with
small initial letters.
As it is with God, so is it with his alleged son.
Christ is a title, and custom has imposed upon the
printer the task of reaching to bia "upper ca~:~e" when
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keep it holy," it was Saturday he meant, not Sunday. The
Editorial Notes.
THE Boston Transcript thinks that when new cardinals are Methodists seem to be poorly instructed.
" hatted " by the pope, they are " hated " by some of their
SAYS Pomeroy's Demoorat: "TnE TRUTH SEEKER of March
less fortunate brothers. The TransfJ'ript seems to understand 19th has a red-hot-no, a lukewarm-picture that has a
the character of ecclesiastical politicians.
bushel of meat in it. In front of the wall and heavy barred
LAsT Sunday was the first day of spring that in this city gate duly locked, the word Sheol being over the gate, sits his
could be enjoyed out of doors. Central Park was crowded, Satanic majesty, barefooted, on a small box of brimstone,
trying to warm his feet by i small outdoor fire of sticks. Bebut all that could be seen of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
side him is his bundle of linen and a three-tined pitchfork.
and the American Museum of Natural History were the outThe devil looks as disconsolate as does a hard.shell Democrat
side walls. Mayor Hewitt and his fellow-directors should
after being fired out of the White House for applying for an
hasten a little in opening the doors of these institutions.
office as the representativ of his people, and suggests the
MK. ANDREW JAOKSON PEASE-whoever he may be-in a stage of happiness the great protector of Mugwumps may
circular called the Industria~ Money-Maker says :
yet come'to. On the wall of sheol is a notice to the effect
"THE <Un)-TBUTH SEEKER-widely read by Infidels and Socialists that the old hell having been flooded and put out, the place
-has been publishing horribly executed cuts, blaspheming Btble is to be let for a theological seminary. The picture is
history, etc. Such Anarchistic caricatures should not be allowed naughty, but full of pints." ,__
to desecrate mail bags and should be fire-ed."
JUDGING from the number of papers received containing
We are calmly awaiting Mr. Jackson Pease's onslaught.
favorable reports of their lectures, the Freethought missionDR. FooTE's Heal-th Montltly for April contains the doctor's aries in the field are not only winning fame for themselvs,
argument before the Judiciary Committee of New York's but are having a good effect upon the populations they visit.
Assembly against the passage of Comstock's bill which makes Mr. Reynolds is called " able and eloquent," and his manner
it a penal offense to advertise patent medicins or sell medical of presenting his themes" dramatic and picturgsqne." Mr.
books for popular use. It is a good arg11ment, and should Putnam is described as "of pleasing address and a finished
be widely circulated. The Monthly contains also facts about orator." His style, wll are told, "is cultured and refined,"
the vice agent which, when the people know them, will make and his action "graceful and expressiv." Mr. Remsburg
him less dangerous.
sustains his reputation for presenting " masses of facts in a
THE New York Obser'Der says: "We are compelled to be- scholarly and eloquent way," and Mr. Jamieson is set down
lieve that at the end of this boasted century of missions, as "eloquent and solid." Mr. Bell pleases the timid ones
while not three million converts, nominal and real, hav been of the fold, because his " scholarly periods do not offend."
won to Christianity in pagandom, heathen and Mohammedan Dr. York is very generally called the "Ingersoll of the
are two hundred million more than they were at the begin- West," and Mr. Watts is reported from Canada as "holding
ning of the century. The votaries of these faiths increase his audiences in rapt attention." He has challenged all the
seventy times faster than the followers of Christ." At that ministers of Toronto or ()f any other city throughout the
Dominion, to debate with him, but so far without finding a
rate, the prospect of converting the world is slim.. ·
victim. Captain Adams, of Montreal, is doing yeoman serA NEw church for Catholic worshipers in this city has been vice in lecturing to the intelligent of his city and in writing
dedicated to St. Veronica. This saint, it will be remembered, letters to the Montreal journals. One of his recent letters
is the first person who possessed a picture of Jesus. While upon the Sabbath question-which is up for discussion
Where is the Pope.
on his way to crucifixion, Veronica gave Jesus her handkerThe Rev. Edward McGlynn, Roman Catholic, says chief with which to wipe his face, and he returned it to her there-is the best, for a short review, that we hav seen. Mr.
J.D. Shaw, of the Independent Pulpit, has taken the field
man has no right to private property in land, and he with the impress of his features upon it. We do not know
in Texas, and the papers say he givs excellent satisfaction,
quotes scripture to prove it. Henry George's doc- whether the church in Washington street possesses that being a "logical, forcible, and pleasant speaker.'' His
trins, he also says, are not opposed to the doctrins of identical handkerchief or not, but no doubt it it can be pro- oratory is "chaste and refined, and he wins many warm adduced in hundreds of-churches.
mirers." It is pleasant also to learn that he obtains many
the Catholic chureh.
•
As we predicted last week, Mayor Hewitt finds it easier to subscribers to the Pulpit wherever he lectures. Of the other
The Rev. Henry A. Brann, Roman Catholic, says
speakers we hear less; but Dr. Severance was a power in
man has a right to private property in land, and he promulgate his order for Sunday closing of stores than to
get it enforced. The police commissioners, to whom the. the recent Lab~r Convention at Cincinnati; E C. Walker is
likewise quotes the Bible in support of his assertion.
mayor wrote, passed the order on to the superintendent of fighting the best he can from behind the iniquitous b~rs of a
He adds, too, that the pestilential theories of Mr. police, and he reports back that he hasn't men enough to Kansas county jail; J. H. Burnham occasionally emerges
George are contrary to the institutions and doctrins obtain evidence of the violation of the law. He has, how- from his retirement at Saginaw City, and electrifies an audiever, passed the order on to the captains of tpe police, who ence ; Colonel Kelso keeps the church stirred up around
of the Catholic church.
will
instruct the patrolmen to enforce the law, and the patrol- Longmont, Ool.; Mrs. Freeman speaks for all who wish,
Holy brethren, are not these diverse interpretamen
will do just what they hav done all along-be conven- and her auditors, we are told, are more than pleased. Helen
tions of the Word somewhat akin to the private
iently blind. The Sunday laws are a stupendous humbug, Gardener is at present living here in New York, but when she
judgment heresy of the Lutherans 1 If a sinful lay- useful only to develop hypocrits.
does go out the reporters hasten to throw themEelvs at her
feet. Mrs. Colman is warned by age not to tax her strength
man may, we crave you to know who shall settle the
MR. R. T. BusH, the owner of the yacht Coronet, which upon the rostrum, but her reminiscences are enjoyed by a
dispute when so much piety is at odds with itself.
won the ocean race, is a good specimen of a certain class of larger audience than any grand opera house would hold.
Christians. Mr. Bush is very pious, attending church two She has had her share of aged eggs and crowns of glory for
· Bismarck's Lapsus Lingua.
or three times on Sunday, and all the week evening meetings.
The Catholic press of this country has for the past He would not say ''yacht" on Sunday for the world, and as her magnificent work for liberty, and now livs quietly in
Syracuse. L. K. Washburn is going West, and when he
few weeks been vociferous in claiming honor for to making a bet, if he did such a thing he would exp_ect to gets where Liberal lectures are appreciated, we shall expect
the pope for preserving the peace of Europe by in- lose heaven forever. But Mr. Bush is a business man, canny to see in the papers of all the towns he visits appreciativ
structing the Catholics to vote for Bismarck's septen- and shrewd as a Scotchman. He had a yacht on his hands reports of his ornate, epigrammatic, and beautifully-rounded
nate bill. Bismarck had said that unless the bill that he did not want, and few people knew what a good sentences, delivered in a musically ringing voice. For Mr.
yacht she was. So he challenged all other keel schooner yachts
passed he would not answer for peace an hour. To to race across the ocean for a sweepstakes of $10,000 each. Washburn" is second to but one as an orator, and piles up his
facts in rivalry of Remsburg. We wish we had space toreinsure the election of members of the Reichstag who This was not offering to bet $10,000 that his yacht would produce all the good things the press say of our missionwould vote for it, Germany's great minister sought win, explains Mr. Bush, for there was no chance about it; aries, but they must accept the will for the performance, for
an alHance with the pope. The pope's action, said he knew his yacht would get across first, and where no there is a limit to the columns of even so large a journal as
the Catholic press, was solely because he desired chance enters into a contest, there is no gambling. Mr. THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Bush called the race a match " for the purpose of testing and
------~~~--------peace, and great credit to Catholicism did they take comparing the sea-going and sailing qualities of keelLectures and Meetings.
therefor.
schooner yachts built and now owned in this country." But
CHARLKs WATTS will lecture twice for the Friendship LibIn the upper house of the German Parliament, on the moment he heard the result of his bet, he offered the eral League of Philadelphia on Sunday, April 17th. At 2:30
the 23d ult., Mr. Bismarck made a speech advocating boat for sale. He sailed to win, and he won to sell! Then p M. his subject will be "Morality and Religion." At 7:30
the abolition of the Falk ecclesiastical laws. These he sent a check for $500 to the Beecher Monument Committee, "Nature and the Supernatural" will be the theme. At the
explaining that it was a portion of the "premium from the evening meeting Mrs. Watts will p;iv dramatic readings.
are the laws which hav oppressed the Catholic church
Coronet-Dauntless race," and thus eased his conscience of The League meets at Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood
most grievously, and which the pope has fought to the sin of using money won by gambling on a yacht .race.
streets. The seats are free, and the public is cordially inthe extent of his power. In concluding his plea for Whatever rating Lloyds may giv Mr. Bush's ships, they
vited.
their abrogation Bismarck said: "I cannot allow my- would class his piety Al from now till his death.
C. B. REYNOLDS lectured at Eaton Rapids March 28th and
self to break my word to the pope. At least, I shall
Two weeks ago we noted that the mayor and excise com- 29th, at Ionia from March 30th to April 1st, and will be at
missioners had asked the legislature to pass a bill allowing Belding, Mich., from April Sd to 13th. He has engagements
personally carry out all I promised him."
This was rather an unfortunate expression of the them to issue special licenses for the sale of light wines at Cleveland, 0., April 24th, and at Columbus, Q., May 1st.
prince's for those journals which hav assured their on Sunday afternoons. The action of the mayor has aroused and with the district attorney of Morristown, N.J., May lOth,
the Methodists, and they are opening their churches to " in- Mr. Reynolds writes that he is much disgusted with this last
limited world that Leo XIII. was seeking peace for
dignation meetings " of their parishioners. At one of these appointment, and, while he intends to keep it, hopes he will
Europe, and not power for himself and his church. ,last week the pastor said:
hav no more of the kind.
Probably Bismarck had not read the Catholic jour"I havseen some pretty bad mayors in New York in half a centSpreading Mr. Tucker's Notions.
nals, and did not know to what depths of confused ury, but I never knew any of them to favor anything half •o disastrous as this law will be to the city if it goes on the statute-book.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: When I sent
embarrassment he was subjecting the pious editors. It is a burning shame that a mayor of New York should advocate
you some months ago a correction, as brief as I could mak c
such an outrage on the church people of the city."
The Vlncents' Opinion of tile "Truth Seeker Annual."
This hot language was followed by a still hotter resolution: it, of an error into which you had fallen regarding the differFrom the American Nonconformt.•t.
ence between Mr. Appleton and myself, I had no intention
"Resolved, That we regard this proposition as the most infamous
Mr. Macdonald certainly has the knack of getting up calof using your columns as a medium of discussion with him,
made
by
any
chief
magistrate
of
this
metropolis,
an
indi"nity
ever
endars that will pay to keep on account of their intrins!c
Consequently I shall not
to
all
moral
and
religion~, people and an insult to that God by nor hav I any such intention now.
merit. The information that he manages to condense m
kings rule and mayors govern and who hath said,' Remem- answer the article from his pen which appeared in your issue
these ANNUALs is just exactly what is needed, and what whom
ber the Sabbath day to keep it holy;' and we call upon all mora], of April 2d. But I would like to state "to any reader of THE
almost everybody ought to hav at hand. Besides some very order-loving
people to unite with us in preventing the passage of
valuable articles from experienced authors, this ANNUAL
TRUTH SEEKER who may take an interest in the matter, that
contains the Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the the proposed law."
Mr. Appleton has made a still more elaborate statement of
The
heated
pastor
falls
into
several
errors.
The
governStates and Territories of the United States. Tbis alone is
his position in a recent number of Liberty, and that I hav
worth five times the price of the book, because residents of ment of this country derives its just powers from the consent
very many of the states and territories will be able to learn of the governed. Unless God is a nativ-born or naturalized subje.cted his arguments to searching criticism, and that a
from this ANNUAL, for the first time, what barbarous laws citizen of the United States, he can hav no voice in making copy of the paper containing his article and my reply may
di~grace their statute books, and they will know what needs
be had, free of cost, on application to me.
to be done to insure their abolishment. The price is 25 cents, our laws. The mayor of this city is elected, not appointed.
lloJt 3366, Boston, Mass.
BEN~. R. 'fuoKKR
And
even
if
God
did
say,
"
Remember
the
Sabbath
day
to
and the advertisments alone are worth more than this.

setting such words. Jesus of Nazareth is only one
of several Christa, but that portion of the world in
which we liv has given him also the name of Christ,
making the word as truly a proper noun as Jesus.
Whether he ever lived or not is doubtful ; the weight
of evidence is against the existence of any such man
as it is pretended he was. But if he ever did liv, we
may be sure there hav been an awful lot of lies told
about him by the churchmen,
.
Custom has also decreed that Christian shall be
capitalized. It is the name of a particular sect of religion, as Mohammedan, Jew, Confucian, or Buddhist, and as such is a proper noun. How does it look
to spell confucian and buddhist this way 1
'.Fhe word bible, in itself, means the books. OI
itself, and when used that way, it is not necessary to
begin the word with a large B, as when we say of the
Koran or The Kings that they are the bibles of the'
Mohammedans and of the Confucians. But in this
country the Bible is the name of a particular collection of books, bound together, and more or less connected in subject matter, and as -such is a proper
noun and properly capitalized when written. How
does the title of the american newspaper directory
appear to Mr. Smith written this way~
There is no argument in writing God with a small
g, though we hav such eminent authority for it as
Mr. John Morley, and until there is we see no good
reason for distinguishing the Christian deity by making him an occasion for breaking the rules of grammar. We do not wish to hoist him into greater
prominence than he now enjoys.
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through here on some of his tours. I think such localities,
where there are but few Liberals, are just where he ought to
Tisit. This lecture cost me about $20, which is more than I
am able to pay, and I find that most of the towne on the line
CIIATHAM,-N. Y., March 21, 1887.
of the Elkhorn Valley road are in the same condition. Mr.
MR. EDITOR: Please giv the inclosed dollar to the devil.
Jamieson is the first lecturer that has been west of Creighton.
It is too bad that he should be turned out upon a cold and
I wish Mr. Putnam would make a trip over the whole line
unfeeling world in his old age to tramp. (See illustration in
of this road as soon as he can make it conveNient to do so.
THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 19th.)
T. R. BuRRows.
I will do everything in my power to make it a success here
and elsewhere.
D. W. WHITNEY.
LERoY, ILL., Feb. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I thank you for sending the paper to me. I
TouTI, ILL., Feb. 20, 287.
am in my 84th year-not able to get around much in cold
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3.50. After deducting pay
weather. There are but few Liberals about here. There are for the books ordered, please send balance to Watson Heston
two churches in town, and they hav blown their horns all as a slight token of my regard for the work he is doing.
winter. I can't learn that they hav found any lost sheep. " The mighty hunter trees a 'possum I" Could language porI take great pleasure in reading TnE TRUTH SEEKER.
tray the ridiculousness of calling a book inspired that. asserts
D. NETTLETON."
that a certain man was a mighty hunter before the Lord, as
plainly as that picture does? Couldn't you hav the one in
Los ANGELES, March 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Dr_ J. L. York has given three lectures here THE TRUTH BEEKER of Jan. 29tli (A. Memorial to Thomas
-one in Odd Fellows' Hall and two in the Grand Opera Paine) enlarged, suitable for framing? I would like one to
Hou~e-to good audiences. Dr. York will speak here again hang where my neighbors could see it. What a· happy
March 6th and 13th. By that time the field will be cleared thought those cannons are I It does one good to look at them
for Brother S. P. Putnam for his lectures on the nights of booming away at tyranny and superstition, and feel that
SARAH A.. CoPE.
the 20th and 27th, when w:e trust that the germs of Free- all Christendom can't spike them.
thought will begin to sprout from the steril soil of superstiGALioN, 0., March 3, 1887.
tion.
J. E. CLARK.
MR. EDITOR: I received all of my order, books and pamphlets, in good condition. I read Denton's scientific treatis
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., March 20, 287.
MR. EDITOR : How is the.. political outlook? It is very en- on ''The Deluge," and would like to say that the TRUTB
couraging indeed ! There are about 35,000,000 N othingarians, SEEKER readers who hav net read that lecture should possess
15,000,000 Christians, and 5,000,000 unbelievers in the themselvs or it. It is readable, understandable, and cannot
United States. Now all that is necessary is to keep political be contradicted succe5sfully. It is a death-blow to the Nopirates from stealing our thunder, the very popular and or- achian Bible story, and no better document can be circunamental plank of "Total separation of church and state.'' lated among pietists and Bible-believers to start the germ. of
We Secularists most certainly hav the right to let the con- doubt. Elmina's "Lessons for Little Folks" fills an especial
tract to no party except the one that means to carry it out need. The "Lessons" teach old as well as young, and many
aged folks will get their primary lessons from " Little LesJoHN W. ABBOTT.
sons." Try it. Little readers will be delighted, and usefully,
PRAIRIE CITY, IowA, Feb. 27, 287.
in facts and truths. Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5. I think Heston's
·
JoHN P. FuoK.
pictures are just the thing. They attract the attention of the
STANFORD, ONT., March 3, 1887.
young. I am a farmer, and keep hired men, who always
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4. Credit $3 to my subscriplook at the pictures, and if they do not understand, ask for
an explanation. Then they read some, and if the preacher tion, 50 cents for two ANNUALS for 1887, and 50 cents for the
·knows any more about hell or heaven than you or I (which book called "Exeter Hall."
I am truly sorry to see your Special Notice to subscribers.
he doesn't), they are lost sure. If Watson Heston needs help
Can it be possible that when Freethinkers get rid of the
financially, we will help him. I will do my share.
fear of bell, the hangman's whip, they lose their principle
ALVA F. WILSON.
also? But I think you are as much to blame for the Special
CoLES, ILL., March 26, 1887.
Notice as your subscribers, by continuing the paper so long
MR. EDITOR: In your excellent paper of March 26th, on after the time expires. Promptness on your part is required
page 206, is some poetry signed by Eugene Hough. This as much as on. the subBcribers' part.
poem, headed, "Why?" is stolen property. I hav it in a
I would like to hav Heston's portrait. Long life to him,
scrap-book, taken from 1'wrf, Field, and Farm, published at and John Peck, and all the other stars! Long may they liv
Atlanta, Ga., several years ago. It was written by J. A. to spread the gospel of universal mental liberty and dispel
JoHN MoCLEMONT.
Stewart. The original can be found in the hands of R. G. the mist of superstition I
Ingersoll. Eugene Hough has changed the language a very
ST. THoMAS, ONT., March 16, 1887.
little, but it has all the marks of the original.
MR. EDITOR: The Secularists of St. Thomas had the pleasJ. B. CooPER.
ure of listening to two very able and interesting lectures on
[Mr. Eugene Hough will hereafter be excluded from the
Sunday last, entitle«;;, " The Struggles and Triumphs of Macolumns of THE Tuu·m SEEK&R.-Eo. T. S.]
chinery," and the latest of the late, namely, "Humbug,"
by friend Algie, who is a good speaker and a thorough
SNowviLLE, VA., March 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I want to thank Mrs. Colman for all her let- Secularist. Both lectures abounded with. matter of a historters, and, more than all the others, for her letters concerning ical, interesting, and entertaining nature. The church of the
the visit to Mrs. D. M. Bennett. I am so glad to. find .l\'Irs. past and present came in for considerable criticism, which it
Bennett is still living in the same home and aniid the same has well earned. Of the two lectures, I think the first is
surroundings as when Mr. Bennett was with her-though I, preferable. And both are splendid for missionary work.
In reading THE TRUTH BEEKER I find considerable adverse
of course, hav no faith in the personal presence of the grand
old man being with her. But. it is pleasant to think of her as criticism in regard to the course adopted by that paper on
being there among the things they two admired and lo•·ed the Anarchist farce at Chicago, which some are in the habit
together. I wish she would now and then let the TRUTH of callin_g a fair and impartial trial. The course pursued by
SEEKER friends hav a personal word from her. Should I THE TRUTH SEEKER is the only way that a truth seeker should
expect it to pursue.
ever go to New York again, I shall surely go and see her.
The pictures by Watson Heston are simply immense.
ELMINA.
A. HILL.
CoNCORDIA, KAN., March 7, 1887.
CHICAGo, ILL., March 13, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I find that I cannot get along and feel that I
MR. EDITOR: I hav waited to see some reply to the bad
am doing my duty without taking your paper. It appears to
me that of late it has increaserl in interest. I hav been mnch "break" J. R. HaggarCI made, February 19th, in his critiinterested in the articles communicated regarding the labor cism. of TnE TRUTH SEEKER's cartoon of January 8th. He
·question, and hope that such communications are not being says to the editor: "Your 'Blight Disagreement' is a wonshut off for any reason, as they seem to be less plenty than der to me. You seem to forget, or not to hav noticed, two
things: 1. That, as a general thing, all animals are afraid of
they were last summer.
I think yon take the right ground regarding the Anarch- man. 2. That, when God spoke to Adam, man had not
ists. If I had ever entertained the idea of stopping the paper, sinned. A vast change must hav taken place after tl!at
event." Now, I would ask Brother Haggard to examirr his
your stand on that matter would hay overcome it.
Mrs. Colman's reminiscences are exceedingly good, and Bible carefully, and see if he can find the place where "God
spoke to Adam" anything about the beasts fearing him. Let
Peck and Heston are both unequaled in their way.
him look at the quota.tion under the cartoon in question, and
THOS. LAMEN.
he will see that it is from Gen. ix, 11. Let him then turn to·
BuRNETT, NEn., March 18, 1887.
that chapter and see whom God is speaking to. In his critiMR. EDITOR: We had W. F. Jamieson here on the even- cism of Brother Bowman, in the same letter, he says, "He
ings of the 8th, 9th, and lOth of March. It is saying very has never read the Bible with care and thought." etc. It
little to say the lectures were immense. We had a fair audi- transpires that the same is true of Brother Haggard himself.
ence, and every one was well pleased, all acknowledging him I could say much more about the same letter, but this may
the smartest man that ever spoke in this place. We were suffice to set Brother Haggard to reading his Bible with
unsuccessful in getting out many of the Christians to hear greater care.
him. They were afraid to come for fear it would lessen their
And now, Mr. Editor, as there is so much written and said
faith, of which they !J.av but very little at best. They qid at present about the Andover theology, I wish that all who
everything they could to keep anyone from going. Some oppose the universal salvation theory, on the second probasaid Mr. Jamieson ought not to be allowed to speak in the tion plan, and still regard the Bible as " divinely inspired"
place. They encouraged young men to throw clubs upon -whatever that may mean-would carefully read Ezek. xvi,
the tin roof over our heads while he was speaking. and to beginning at· the forty-fourth verse. 'fhe former portion of
disturb the lecture in every way they could, but it did not the chapter shows that the prophet was instructed to '' cause
seem to make any difference with Mr. Jamieson in the least. Jerusalem to know her abominations;" after causing her to
He said it was Christian-like; he was used to it. He is the "see," by rehearsing her past history: "As is the mother,
right man in the right place, and whoever employs him will so is the daughter" (v. 44); "Your mother was a Hittite
uot re~ret it, l wish l could induce Mr. Putnam to come and your· father an Amorite" (v. 45); " Thy sistefll afe
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Samaria and Sodom" (v. 46); "Thou wast corrupted more
than they in all thy ways" (v. 47); "A.s I liv, saith the Lord,
Sod om • •
hath not done as thou hast done " (v. 48);
"Neither hath Samaria committed half thy sins" (v. 51);
"They [Sodom and Samaria] are more righteous than thou"
(v. 52); "When I shall bring again the captivity of Sodom
and Samaria and their daughters, then will I bring again the
captivity of thy captiva in the midst of them" (v. 53);
" When they return to their former estate; then thou shalt
return to your former estate" (v. 55). Head to end of chapter, and, if the Bible can be believed, the Sodomites, of
whom it is said, they are " suffering the vengeance of eternal
fire" (Jude vii, 7), must come forth again and receive God's
blessing, for God is going to be pacified toward the Jews,
who were jar greater sinners than the Sodomites.
This is not to say that I believe it, but the time is not far
past when I did, and I assure you nothing gave me greater
joy than the thought that God was going to prove himself
almighty by doing just what all reasoning persons would expect of such a being, viz., save all men and bring them int~
his joy.
JoHN HuDsoN.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., March 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 19th a
townsman of mine, Sam Pfarrer, speaks of our already too
free institutions. I would respectfully suggest to him, if
our institutions are too free for him, that he emigrate to Russia or Mexico, where institutions are popularly supposed to
be less free.
But what I most object to in his letter is the statement
that you cannot find in Springfield any but sluggers, shoulderhitters, etc., who defend a fellow-citizen wrongfully con~
victed of a crime which it was impossible for him to commit.
Now, I hav lived in Springfield for the last twelve years, and
am tolerably well acquainted, and !.personally know a score
of solid, respectable citizens who condemn the trial and conviction of the Chicago Anarchists; and further, I hav no
doubt that I could stand in front of S. Pfarrer's eatinghouse and get the signatures of two hundred citizens to a petition for their release, and not a slugger, and hardly a
whisky-drinker, among them.
I dare say friend Pfarrer means well enough, but he is
sadly misinformed as to what a policeman will or will not do.
I inclose a money order for $5, being my subscription for
THE TRUTH SEEKER for two years in advance.·
Fraternally,
HENRY WALKER.
DoDGE CITY, KAN., March 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been looking over the solid old
TRUTH BEEKER of Feb. 26, 1887, and find it does me a great
deal of good to read its letters from friends, and feel that
we are growing in numbers.
I see by Mr. Putnam's letter that in the eastern part of this
state they are doing good work, and although we are few in
numbers we are strong in sentiment here in our "city of the
plains," and we hope in the near future to gain in numbers.
The weather was unfavorable for people in the country to
attend Mr. Putnam's lecture here on February 20th, but
some of our townspeople were pleased with his views of the
Bible and the orthodox church, which heretofore hav taken
very little of their attention. They, no doubt, with our now
and then handing the~ THE TRUTH BEEKER to read, will
become Infidels and truth seekers indeed.
I want to say something in regard to JHr. Putnam, but my
command of language is so poor I can hardly express my
esteem of that bright light in the cause of human liberty.
He has made a lasting impression on my mind, and I shall
always think of him as a reformer and good worker in one
of the best causes.
Hoping he may liv long to continue his useful labors, and
THE TRUTH SEEKER may giv us, from his brain and others',
bright and·happy thoughts,
W. F. D.&AN.
ORION, ILL., March 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith send you $2 50, for which send
me Ingersoll's "Prose Poems." I hPartily indorse the position you hav taken in favor of justice for the so-called
Chicago Anarchists. These .unjustly condemned men were
not guilty of any crime. They were convicted upon purchased and perjured evidence, and sentenceil to death by
Christian public clamor, and by the clamor of the lying and
falsifying capitalistic press. These men are very intelligent
and eloquent labor leaders, and as such they were singled out
to be summarily dealt with, in order to qnell the eight-hour
movement and to put down labor organizations. It is a
question if the man that threw that fatal bomb was not hired
to do it by the capitalists in order to place odium at the door
of labor organizations. These men were indicted as accessories in the murder of Policeman Degnan, who was killed
May 4th by a bomb thrown by an unknown man. That
_man was never arrested or captured, and it is not known
who he was. It is not known whether he belonged to any
of the Socialistic organizations or .not. These condemned
men were not connected by any evidence with the principal
in the crime, which the law requires in such cases. The
whole trial was a farce and mockery of justice. These men
were indicted for murder and tried for Anarchism. The
whole trial is a disgrace to the state of Illinois, an insult to
humanity, justice, and right; but .our state is a Christian
state, and don't you forget it. There were eight unfortunate
policeman killed by that fatal bomb, thrown, no doubt, by a
hired assassin of the capitalists. Now eight innocent labor
leaders must be selected and publicly murdered to appease
the blood that flowed on May 4th. I hear that some of your
subscribers are stopping their paper on account of the manly
stand you took in behalf of the unjustly condemned men of
Chicago. Keep right on as you hav been doing, and you will
not lose subscribers. Where y.ou lose one you will gain two.
'f1lose wllo stop their vavers l:lecause ;you ~ave ;your opinioll_,
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in this case are not true Freethinkers. Truth, justice, and
PIPPIN LAKE FARM, 0., March 6, 1887.
right will win with all thinking men. I like THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: :Mr. Chas. B. Reynolds concluded. March 2d,
a course of four Freethou!!;ht lectures before the Kent Secular
SxBXER better every week I read it.
HENRY JoHNSON.
Society to full houses. The lectures were a cheering success
CLINToN, KAN., Feb. ·26, 1887.
in every way, far surpassing our highest expectations. SecMR. EDITOR: I am an Agnostic, and want to do what ularism and Christianity were contrasted to the evident detlittle I can to liberate humanity from the fetters that bind riment of the latter. From the Christian idol, the Bible, the
them to superstition and fear. A certain young lady got un~ speaker conclusivly proved that "no good man can be a
der the superstitious influence at a Methodist revival at this true Christian, and no true Christian can be a good man;"
place not long ago, and for some time it was a. tight that the Christians' deTil deserves the credit of the introducstruggle for 'her to hold her grip, but the preacher tried to tion of knowledge; that their God is author and creator of
console her by saying, "The harder the cross to bear, the all evil, and that the blind follower of the teachings of the
brighter the crown." Why did he not say, "The more the Bible is on the road to the penitentiary.· Smarting under
reason is destroyed, the greater the fool ?" A certain man such a true and awful indictment, Father Leeming arose in
living north of here, who is a member of the United Brethren the audience to defend his faith. Invited to the platform to
church, and is a very poor man, was compelled to refuse aid state his case, he vainly tried to uphold his church and its
under the following circumsta_nces : His neighbors, who are God by quibbling. But the lecturer's withering irony and
Liberals, wanted to get up a dance and giv him the proceeds. the lateness of the hour silenced the good priest. Be (the
The poor man seemed willing, but upon consulting his breth_ priest) announced that he would be willing to meet any Secren and the ministers, was debarred from accepting. Per- ularist in debate. ·Accepting his challenge, Mr. Reynolds
haps he will starve for God's sake, while the preacher passes said that Charles Watts would be in town soon and would
around the hat accepting the proceeds of the last dance. The ·be only too ghid to meet him in debate. Hoping to hear a
Lord's congregation is thus supported by contributions from debate, a large audience assembled in Kent's Hall, Tuesday
the devil. True religion is what we do, not what we believe. evening, March 2d, but Father Lee~ing, strangely enough,
I think a great <leal of Colonel Ingersoll, though I hav never had a call to leave town. Still, we hope to meet the good
seen him.
C. V. WILLIAMS.
father in debate, and as long as he has the manhood to dare
to hear the truths of Secularism; we shall hope that he too
NEW CARLISLE, IND., March 5, 1887.
may see the light and profit by it. :MARIUS HEIGHTON,
MR •. EDITOn.: I would like a word on the land question.
Sue. Kent Sec. Society.
The nationa)ization of the land is, in my opinion, all wrong.
It may do a thousand years hence, but at the present time
GARDEN CITY, KAN., March 7, 1887.
there is plenty of land for us all a .home, and more too. Bel1R. EDITOR: We are somewhat tardy in telling you that
sides, there are many persons who own land, and hav a good, Mr. Putnam has been among us. We hav been so busy
comfortable home, that would not part with it for more than arguing since his lecture that we hav not found time to
twice its value. Of course, the present system is wrong. write. He set the whole. town to arguing. The shells he
To allow any and every speculator to buy and monopolize all cast into the orthodox camp had a striking effect ; at least,
our best farming lands, and then rent them out at starvation the defenders 9f that cause hav been industriously striking
rates to those that are unlucky enough to be poor, is a stigma back ever since his departure.
and reproach on the laws of the United States, and surely
Of course they did not offer any argument while he was
ought not to be tolerated any longer.
here, except to go out and slam the door during his lectures.
I hav a plan in mind that I think would remedy all the The going out and slamming was done only on the first evenevils of the present land system, and would work no harm to ing by an old-time minister and two or three hoary-headed
anyone, although it might make some of the big land specu- followers, who could not stand it when the speaker stated
lators wince, and even curse a little. It is this : Congress that Christ was not a God, nor a son of God, but a man-a
should pass a law that would prohibit any person from hold- Jew.
ing more than a hundred and sixty acres of land in his or her
On the second evening we procured the services of a doorown right. That is enough to make anyone a home, and it boy, to open and close the door softly, so that in going out
is more than one person can farm alone. Of course, where a they might go quietly, as we hav seen aged Quakers go when
man bas a family, he should be allowed to buy (if he is able the new-fashioned Quaker congregations began singing.
and feels so disposed) each child eighty acres, to be held in.
Intelligence is gaining slowly, but it does not gain as
trust till the child becomes of age. This would effectually pro- slowly as c_ourage. There are more people in our latitude
hibit any speculation in land, and I can't see where it would who lack courage than there are of those who lack brains.
wrong anybody.
N. H. IVINS.
No doubt there are millions of unbelievers who lack the
courage
to say so. They are afraid. They are in the same
Bour.DBR, CoL., Marc-h 5, 1887.
position we were in when we began to hav an inclination to
MR. EDITOR: S. P. Putnam delivered a lecture at the
say that Bibles are all of human origin, and aiU'alse. These
Opera House in this place last evening on the subject of
people who lack the courage were told when children, told
"Universal Mental Liberty." The audience was fair in size,
at the funerals of their dearest friends, in solemn tones, by
and of more than average intelligen~e. The lecture was
well received, and the subject of complimentary remarks by gray-bearded and positiv men, that ~his living monster, God,
would surely punish thinkers and unbelievers. They were
many who are not Freethinkers. Such missionaries as Puttold that we should fear this monster in order to gain his
nam spread the light wherever they p:o. Indeed, if more
sympathy, that it was a dangerous thing to entertain a
such men could be put in the field by the American Secular
doubt-ful thought, that the most celebrated Infidels had reUnion, equipped with the necessary credentials from the
canted at the last moment, and died, in frightful agony,
Union, and their expenses paid by the rich ories in the Eastdrunken beasts. Let us pity the cowards, and hav charity
ern states who hav money, and are willing to ~pend it to
for their prejudices and fears. They will make honest Infifurther the truth, the Western S\ates would soon respond by
dels when the pictures of hell cease to hav· an effect on them.
the organization of branches of the Union, and thus the
A careful man is a free thinker long before he is a free
good work of enlightening mankind would be the sooner actalker. They are coming over slowly. They are waiting to
complished. But with the desultory and sometimes erratic
see if it ruins others. We will hav all the cowards on our
efforts of unauthorized speakers, and the odium frequently
side as soon' as they cease to be cowards.
thus brought upon t:lle Freethoup:ht movements, progress
Mr. Putnam gave his lectures at the Opera House in this
must necessarily be slow, and, under such circumstances,
city on the 20Lh and 22d of Ftbmary. The town had been
organization almost impossible. This thought is echoed by
well billed, and " dodgers" were distributed on which were
all the inlltlential Freethinkers in this region with whom I
printed the Nine Demands. Admittance was free, and good
hav conversed on the subject. It surely merits the serious
audiences assembled both evenings, but much the larger the
con~ideration of all friends of the cause in the centers
second evening. At the close of one of his lectures Mr. Putwealth and population in the Eastern states.
nam recited his poem, " Why Don't He Lend a Hand?" and
Many here most sincerely hope that we may hav another
his hearers seemed to hold their breaths for fear of losing a
visit from Mr. Putnam whenever his many engagements will
word. He gave us new hopes, made us better acquainted,
permit. He does good wherever he goes.
Jos. WoLFF.
and made a few more workers for the Nine Demands of Liberalism. We think we can send you a few ·subscribers soon.
SoUTif BEND, IND., Feb. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal note of fifty cents for You deserve credit, Mr. Editor, for the many times you hav
Remsburg's " Image Breaker" and " The Bible and Dar- patiently explained that you do not advocate the opinions of
winism," by Arthur B. Moss.· I made the assertion to a Anarchists, but simply advocate their right to bold such
bigot that during the time of John Knox, in Scotland, he opinions. There is no more harm in Heston's cartoons than
Cn&ss BRoTHERS.
instituted laws, punishing those who broke them with death, in those of Keppler, Nast, or Gillam.
such as remaining idle on Sunday, building fires, and other
RANDOLPH, N. Y., March 17, 1887.
little, petty offenses. When I made the assertion, I was told
MR. EDITOR : I write to inform your readers that our little
that I couldn't prove it-which was partially true. Can you
refer me to some good authority on this subject? Also, in village of Randolph, noted far and near for its Infidel prowhat part of the Bible do you find the passage commanding clivities, has recently had a boom, such, in fact, as it never
has had before. Although we bav a number of churches and
the people to sell their spoiled meat to aliens ?
.
several ministers of Christ, religion bas been at a very low ebb
WILT. E. FARR.
[Knox was the leader of the so-called Reformers in Scot- for many years. Our Christians, as a general rule, would come
land, and among the acts passed by that party was one sum- under the head of backsliders. The awful sin of unbelief
marized as follows by Lingard's History of England (vol. bas attacked them, and a lukewarmness has spread like a
terrible epidemic among the members of the various churches.
vii, p. 294):
The administration of baptism after the Catholic rite and the Several of our most devoted Christians, who seemed to take
celebration of mass in public or in private were prohibited under the Illost interest in the situation, hav employed new minthe penalty, bC>th to the minister who should officiate and to the isters, who, after plainly pointing out the way of salvation,
persons who should be pt·esent, of forfeiture for the firs_t offense, hav become discouraged. The Infidels would point them to
of banidhment for the second, and of death for the third. (See
Champions of the Church, by D. :M. Bennett. art. John Knox, p. the savior who came not to save the "righteous, but to bring
sinners to repentance." Nearly all of our ministers for many
710.)
Deuteronomy xiv, 21, reads a<;~ follows: "Ye shall not eat years past hav raised the white flag while they were backed
of anything that dieth of itself: thou shalt giv it unto the up with the powerful artillery of the almighty.
About the middle of February we received a visit from the
stranger that is in thy gates, that he may eat it: thou mayest
sell it unto an alien,'' etc. A half of the beauties of the word Rev. Mr. Brand, a noted evangelist, whose success in bagof God were never told to the average Christian.-En. T. S.] ging and fiankin~ the enemy is well knowu. Our lqkew~rm
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churcb-membere came out by hundreds to ~ee the celebrated
man of God turn his batteries upon the Infidels and the unconverted, but before the first sermon was ended, a large
share of those who regarded themselvs as subjects of salvation were informed that they were still in their sins, and that
the fiery billows of hell were rolling beneath their feet.
Brother Brand takes no stock in backsliders, and shows very
clearly that falling from grace is an unmitigated humbug, and
one of the machinations of the devil. The evangelist informed us that persons after the age of fifty years rarely find
the savior. The young and tender minds, he says, are more
susceptible of salvation, which fact has been exemplified
here. About fifty persons claim to hav found the " pearl of
great price," a large majority of whom are children between
the ages of eight and twelve years.
During the progress of this revival some "ungodly Infid.el " deposited in the post-office a copy of Tax TRUTH SBEKEI!
directed to Brother Brand, and during his next discourse
your paper was advertised as it never has been before in this
community. The evangelist poured out upon your devoted
head floods of divine wrath that made the children tremble
like an aspen-leaf. The publishers of Tax TRUTH SEEKER
were not sentenced for a term of years to the flames of hell
(the word sheol was too easy), but "for ever and ever."
During the deliverY: of this scathing sermon, where the smell
of brimstone and the terrible sufferings of you TRUTH SEEKER
fellows were painted in glowing colors, a number of the old
gray-headed sinners occupying the front seats, exposed to
the terrible batteries (though told that they were on the
brink of a precipice), seemed oblivious to the situation.
The sequel to this revival is eaoiJy told. The church-members hav got into trouble, and are hating one another in the
name of the crucified savior. One· of our ministers has
preuched his farewell sermon, and accused and blackguarded
members of his flock. At the close of the sermon one of his
reading members modestly informed him that nearly everything he had said was an unmitigated lie. Such bas been the
influence of the gospel upon the Rand-olph Christians.
Mr. Brand says the devil runs THE TRUTH S.ii:KKEU. If that
is the case, Satan is ahead; for since the evangelist left, T!lll:
TRUTH SEEKER is circulating extensivly among persons wbo
previously were not aware of its existence.
FREDERICK LARKIN.
STOOKBRIDGB, Mron., March 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Prohibitionists in the state of Michigan are
now striving to make deep impressions in the mind~ of the
so-called wayward sons of unrighteousness. The contest, no
doubt, will be a. close one. Intemperance is a great evil.
Every woman and man should do their best to raise the
prostrate from the gutter of depravity, but is Prohibition the
best mode to mitigate the evil of intemperance? I ask a fair
consideration of all genu in Freethinkers who think more of
intellectual liberty than of a dollar. My objection to Prohibition is founded on a number of reasons, some of which I
will giv in this letter. If Prohibitionists are so deeply interested for the general welfare of humanity, why do the Prohibition party avoicf the amalgamation of some other reforms
more necessary at present than Prohibition to keep the wolf
of want from the door of m11.ny poor, honest, temperate people who are battling against poverty because they cannot find
employment? Is the single act of Prohibition going to better-their condition? It is like all other ecclesiastical ref\)rms,
so-called. I object to its enactment mostly because in time
it will attack the cause of Freet.bought. We know that
Christians could persecute in the name of Jesus Christ with
as much zeal now as in the past. The reason they do not is
because they dare not face one-half their number of true,
resolute Atheists. Prohibition will swell the God in the
Constitution. 1 think he is too big now.
Who are the leaders of this movement? :Mostly Methodist
sky-pilots. Prohibition as a reform for the good of the people is very limited. Why don't they adopt a mode that has
not so strong a tendency to revolution by adopting something
similar to the following? I think intemperance could be
wiped away in a few generations. Let them start by taking
away the high license and hav free sale, but put a heav.y
penalty for drunk and disorderly conduct. If any man Is
found guilty of selling to another when drunk, fine· him five
hundred dollars, or giv him two years and a half in prison.
If any offic~;r does not do his duty, make him liable to a fine.
Make selling of intoxicants to minors punishable by five
years' imprisonment. Allow no adulteration of anything.
Make everything subject to inspection. By thid I mean
whisky, wine, beer, tea, coffee, tobacco, baking-powder, in
fact, almost everything we consume. How can we avoid intemperance when almost everything we eat or drink is adulterated with some opiate? As the next step, ha v all alcoholic,
vinous, and beer drinks manufactured aud distributed by the
government by salaried officers elected by each district and
paid by the general government. I believe something like
this is better than brute force. Prohibition has gained a
foothold in those states only where little capital was invested
in the manufacture and distribution of intoxicants. This
shows plainly that Prohibition will not gain ascendancy in
some states for a long time to come. How does it work in
Prohibition states at present? It takes fifteen cents to buy a
glass of beer. Whisky costs about the same as in other
states. That beats high license for high price, and heaps
evil upon evil by putting more money in the business. They
make their brags about orderly conduct at large gatherings.
Put a fine of fifty dollars or six months at hard labor for
drunk and disorderly conduct, and I think peace will prevail
everywhere. I believe in temperance. Be temperate in
drinking, eating, working, in your religion, if you ~av one;
be temperate in trying to subdue evils of every _kmd. We
want no more Puritan foolishness. If once more commenced, we do llOt know where it will end.
FRANK FELD.rAuso:a:.
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Could Hercules boast such a snag?
That Latin chestnut ! Ring the belli
My poor old snags can crush it well.
J. K. p_ BAKER.
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thu Corner should be sent.
1.-Irrigate.
2.v
"Between the dark and the daylight,
NO
When the night is beginning to lower,
FOR
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
NORA
That is known as the Children's Hour."
VORACIOUS
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Spring Lessons.

If spring's fA.ir messen!!er would bring
Some happy thought to mind,
A glad, triumphant song I'd sing
or good to all mankind;
Then fling my prosy pen aside,
Nor weary you with rhymes,
But genius must with him abide
Who sings of better times.
I can but faintly voice the bliss
And joy of spring-time cheer,
And liken your de>tr lives to this,
The childhood of the year.
Learn from the lark its morning song,
And from the thrusb its joy,
While life'd fnll pulses throb along
Unmixed with sin's alloy.
Le"rn from the twilight hush of spring
To still your hearts to hear
The plaint some Sllrrowin!l" one may bring
Unto your listening ear.
Learn from the birds, the sun, the dew,
The bee, and budding flower,
To happy be, and pure, and true.
And thus improve each hour.
Too soon the summer's fervent heat
·wm thrill the year with pain ;
Too soon your sinless hearts will beat
With selfish lust of gain.
Oh, learn, then, e'er your youth has gone,
To walk in wisdom's way,
That yon may speed the " golden dawn "
Of freedom's better day.
JESSIE STARK Cnow.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-DlAMOND.
1. A letter.
2. Compare (abbr).
3. A male's nickname.
4. A male's name.
5. A fruit.
6. Delineation of coasts.
7. One who pleadE.
8. NPglect.
9. Decayed.
10. To fix.
11. A color.
12. Street (abbr.).
13. A letter.
CoNRAD RooKER.
.Lyons, N. Y.

3.-B I B-Bib. 4.-Bird-rib.
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SLANDER.
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Correspondence.
LisTOWEL, ONT., March 21, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON : As I ha v never seen
any letter in the Corner from Ontario, I think
I will write one. I am nine years old. I go
to school and study reading, spelling, writing,
and arithmetic. I hav two sisters and three
brothers. Papa and mamma like THE TRUTH
SEEKER very much. As this is my first letter
I will close.
HETTY JIO.KLING.
OxFoRD, March 13, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I go to school every
day, and am in the Fourth Reader. I study
reading, spelling, arithmetic, grammar, analysis, and geography. Pa takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and t like to read the Children's Corner very much. As I never wrote before, I
thought I would write for once. My brother
is away, and I expect him home in the spring.
I hav a little sister two ylilars and a half old.
I will be ten in October. Please correct mistakes and excuse bad writing.
Yours truly,
RoBERT ScHuRMAN.

TEMPLE's MILLS, FLA., M.!J.rch 13, 1887.
DEAR M!ss WIXON: My father has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for a long time. I hav
read the Children'8 Corner a great deal, and
like it very much. We hav several Liberal
2.-00NUNDRUM.
books-R. G. Ingersoll's lectures, "Life of
Why is a certain aromatic plant like a cha- Thomas Paine,""Age of Reason," "Antiriot of war at a distance?
christ," etc. They are books of good comWARREN B. ORCHARD.
mon sense. I think that every family should
hav them. There are not many Liberals
3.-REBUS.
around here. I will close for this time. Hoping you will see fit to publish my letter, Iremain,
Your Liberal friend,
HARRIET M. HAGAMAN.
SMITH'S MILL, Feb. 16, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I inclose a poem for
the Children's Corner should you regard it as
suitable. Like many others, l am desirous of
doing something for the Corner, but lack confidence in my own ability. There are few
who, like yourself, are capable of guiding
and instructing the growing mind8 of children. Did I possess such ability I should regard it as &omething " more divine than
all divinities.'' I am not writing this for
publication (unless you desire it), but as an
expression of appreciation of one whom I regard as doing a great work.
Sincerely,
MRs. J ESSIB S. CRowGood advice.
4.-PARADOXES.
I start with a spring, but creep apace
Till l've lost·my spring in some other place,
Where aye I leap from year to year,
Though every leap is a fall severe.
I am always going, but never get by;
I am passing away, but never die;
Though day and night my bed I keep,
I am never sick and never sleep.
I run without feet, but never walk;
I am always fluent, but never talk.
Though I sometimes rise, it may be said
I am always found upon my bedA bed whereon no man who sleeps
To sorrow wakes or ever weeps.
But, stranger still than all I've said,
At different ends my mouth and head.
And in my mouth, ah, woe is me!
A dreadful snag you oft may see.
With slender forceps, from your jaws,
Your aching teeth the dentist draws;
My snags, alas, are held so fast,
They oft require an engin vast.
The puffing monster pulls in vain,
And breaks its cable, rope, or chain,
Till, oft repaired, and strengthened oft,
It bears at last the roots aloft.
Ex pede Herculem /-forsooth,
I'd rather judge him by his tooth.
And, though I do not wish to brag,

CoRNPLANTER, P A., March 13, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I did write one letter
for the Children's Corner, and my parents did
not think well of it, so I thought I would
write again and see what success I will meet
with this time in the way of their criticism.
We hav a piano, and I play some few lively
pieces, but occasionally I play go~pel hymns
for my grandma, who thinks they are very
nice. Where I went to school last summer
my teacher ha<l us !ling religious pieces now
and then, but I did not often join m the sing.
ing of them, but waited till something more
lively was selected.
The Freethinkers is this district are not
plenty. I guess my papa is the only person
in this section who takes THE TRDTH SEEKER.
I hav a little cousin four years old, who
has been taught that if he does anything that
is naughty, God, who watches people all
the time, would punish him. One day, to
the surprise of his parents, he got the rat-trap
and set it, and placed it on the table, and
stood with his hands behind his back watching it all the time. When his mother asked
him what he was doing, he said, "I am going to catch God in that so that he will not
be watching everything I do all the time."
I hope you will not think this too long, as I
should like to see it in print, as it is only the
second time I hav ever written for a paper.
FANNY Bu:RNl!Y MoRRisoN-

as a holiday, but it can be traced back nearly
two thousand years. The old-time people
celebrated it by giving presents to the poor,
by freeing slaves, and holding a general
jubilee, sometimes lasting two or three days.
You wish to know what the egg has to do
with the observance of Easter, as you notice
the pretty Easter eggs in the store windows
and the picture cards with designs of eg;gs on
them. Well, the egg is associated with the
germ of life, and at Easter is used to represent the new life stirring in the roots and
swelling buds of trees and plants. In Scotland, in old times, the young people used to
go hunting for wild birds' eggs, and it was
considered a piece of good fortune which
would last all the year round to find a nest of
them. There were many customs, odd,
quaint, and some of them silly, coimected
with Easter in old times. In the north part
of England the men parade the streets on
Easter Sunday, and every woman they meet
they lift three times off the ground, and the
woman in return must kiss the lifter or pay a
forfeit of a silver sixpence. The next day
this custom is resumed, the women doing the
lifting. In Ireland soltle of the people think,
even to this day, that the sun dances in the
sky for joy on Easter morning; but, of
course, you know that it no·more dances in
the sky on Easter Sunday than on any other
day.
When does Easter occur? Since it was
taken up and observed by Christians as the
day of the resurrection of their savior, there
hav been many disputes and disagreements
as to its time of celebration. The emperor
Constantine had the subject brought before
the great Council of Nice in 325, and it was
finally settled that Easter should always be
the first Sunday after the full moon which occurs upon or next after the 21st of March, and
if the full moon comes on Sunday, Easter
day will be the Sunday following, hence
there is no exact date for it, and it may come
as early as the 22d of March, or as late as the
25th of April.
Easter is called the "Queen of festivals."
We should celebrate it, if at all, only on account of its original significance, the upspringing of the flowers and awakening of
plant life. Do you not think so ?
It is refreshing and sweet, after the long
and dreary winter, to note the first appearance or indication of new life that means
warmth, sunlight, blue sky, springtime,
showers, and green grass.
The blue blossoms of liverwort are among
the early flowers, and are called Easter
flowers. The lovely trailing arbutus is also
called Easter flowers, as its fragrant buds
bloom sometimes under the snow. Florists
cultivate lilies in great profusion for Easter,
and find a ready sale for them. 'Crocuses and
daffodils are called Easter flowers because
Joy Sunday.
blooming about the time of Easter. The folEaster Sunday was originally called " Sun- lowing poem by nature's poet, Wordsworth,
day of Joy," and a very pretty title is it of a
entitled "The Daffodils," is very beautiful.
day commemorativ of the awakening of the
Read it:
buds and blossoms of springtime.
I wandered lonely as a cloud
Ostera was the .fabled Teutonic goddess of
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,
spring, and in Northern Germany great fesWhen all at once I saw a crowd,
tivals were made in her honor. Ostera came
A host of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beside the trees,
as a queen of light, love, and joy. She
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
awakened nature from its long and icy sleep
Continuous as the stars that shine
of winter. She breathed sweetly upon her,
And twinkle on the milky way;
and the flowers sprang into being. ,She trod
They stretched in never-ending line
the earth, and the brown and wilted grass
Along the margin of a bay:
grew green and fresh again. Sun and cloud
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
alternately smiled and wept for joy at her
approach.
The waves beside them danced, but they
The Saxons brought the worship of Ostera
Outdid the sparkling waves in glee;
A poet could not but be gay,
into England and called her Easter, and the
In
such a jocund company.
Anglo-Saxon name for April was Easter
I gazed and ga.zed, but little thought
month. But the pagan worship of Ostera, or
What wealth that show to me·had brought.
Easter, as beautiful and impressiv as it was,
For oft, when on my conch I lie,
did not suit the early religionists, and failing
In vacant or in pensiv mood,
to abolish its customs and observances, they
They !lash upon that in ward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
changed its significance and adapted it toreAnd then my heart w1th pleasure fills
ligious rites and symbols.
And dances with the daffodils.
Its true meaning, however, the stirring of
Every Sunday in the year should be a joy
the roots, the unfolding of buds, the upspringing of the flower, the lifting of the snow, in a Sunday, a day of pleasure and meeting with
word, the resurrection of the world of nature, friends, but it is pleasant to emphasize Easter
is beautiful and delightfuL In this view of and celebrate it as the new birth or resurrecit, the whole world may join in its celebra- tion of nature from the ice and snow of
S. H. W.
tion, and the day, divested or its religious ap- winter.
parel, may be welcomed everywhere as indeed a "joy Sunday," white and sweet as
QuEBTl"NB.-What was Easter Sunday originally
Tell what you remember of the fabled
the lovely blossoms that crown the f~tir brow called?
goddPss O•t.era. Who brought the worship of tbis
of Ostera, the goddess of spring-time and fabled goddess into Enll'l>tnd? What i• the meaning of Teutonic 1, Who changed t.he significance
new life.
of Easter, and how did they adapt it 1 Wllo may
You thought Easter had its origin in a dif- join in recognitiOn of its trues meaninu? What is
its true men.ning 1 Is the festival of Easter very
ferent way, but there has been a great deal ancient? How was H celebrated in old times?
of the egg and E<tster 1 Name some of the
of falsehood woven around it by superstitious What
cnstoms associated with the observance of E>t~ter.
When does it occur? When was thA subject of
people.
bronght before the nounoilof Nice, and by
The festival is older than Christianity by E>tster
whom 1 What is it called 1 On what account
hundreds of years; in fact, nobody knows Phould it be celebrat!'il, if at all. Name some
that are called Easter blossoms. Oan you
the precise time when it began to be observed flowers
repeat the poem 1
·

OHAT WITH CORRESPONDENTS.
WM. SooTT.-Do not get impatient.
GEo. N. HILL.-Many thanks for the keepsake. It will be treasured with great care.
S. MAHER.-" A Bit of Bird Gossip" very
soon. We are crowded with matter, which is
the cause of delay.
MRs. H. E. HowA.Rn.-Your letter and
poems received. They will appear soon.
Thanks for your kind interest.
JAMES BREWSTER.-Your interesting and
instructiv article will appear the first opportunity. We thank you for your kindness,
and will always welcome you in the Corner.
J. C. WEYBRIGHT.-Your good words are
very pleasant. It is a pleasure to work when
we know we ha v such a host of true friends
all over the country who are always ready to
aid and cheer us.
J. H. PAINE.-Yours received. We were
sorry to learn of the death of our old friend
and teacher. He was always just, true, and
faithful as a teacher, and, we doubt not, was
the same in every department of life which
he filled.
MARIE STEWART.-Some time ago you sent
us part of a story, and we never received the
other part, so it was not printed. Fairy
stories of that character are hardly suited to
our bright children in the Corner, who know
very well that there are no fairies who perform improbable things. Write a little true
story of something that really 'happened; do
not get it too long, and we will print it.
OLD BoY.-We are not easily frightened,
but when we receive an unfinished puzzle in
three long sections, enough matter to fill half
the pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER, it is no
wonder we stand aghast, and are only just
able to ejaculate "Declined, with thanks.''
We went through with about half of the
puzzle, but hav not time to finish it, but it is
undoubtedly good. " Brevity is the soul of
wit." It is also the heart of articles adapted
for the Children's Corner.
ADA F. CoLBY.-Our aim is to print every
child's letter received. If you hav not seen
your letter iB. print, it is because it has not
come to hand. Sometimes a letter is lost,
through misdirection or from some other
cause. We receive a great number of letters,
and those from children are printed as fast as
room can be made for them. When a child
does not see his or her letter in the Corner
four weeks after it has been sent, it may be
known that it has not been received, and he
or she must write again, and direct carefully
to the address of the editor of the Corner.
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So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that TRE TRUTR BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten oents each.

BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
OONTJfJNTS:

0BJEOTIONS TO

FOR

I1ITTLE f8LKS.
BY AUNT ELMINA
(MRS. E. D. SL!!NKI!R).

"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of this country were
.obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read ever.r
'WO dofit."
:Price 15 oenta.
J'or aa.la a~ this oflioe

-AND.._

THE BIBLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the Been
lariats.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to bo

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universet and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Critiol8mB of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·
. can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Jolm
swtnt<m's Paper.

Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. "The
author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book1sfilled witk
manly thoughts1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpt oi a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

SPIRITUALisM ANSWERED.

BY W. B. BELL.

40 CEN'rs.

May8d.
Price, 10 Cents; 6 for 50 cents; 13 for $1.
Address THE TUUTH BEEKER CO,.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

Like all THE TRUTH BEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical exfcution of the work is all that could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
The primary object of the work, as its title indicates, is to sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdities of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. The book contains much to interest every
intelligent reader. • • . Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Freethought
and Liberalism· all over the land. Bend for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
will certainly find his "Spiritual" strength renewed.-JoHN PECK.
.
Bouua .>. cloth, 245 pp., price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
tf
33 Clinton Place, New York.

LmERTY AND MORALITY.

Pru0.a:,

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY

SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BmLE.
SPmiTUALISM sUSTAINED BY THE OHRIBTIAN OIIUROH.
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD's GENERAL GOVERNMENT.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUMsHIP.

B;r A., J. GROVER.

BLASPHEMY
NEW YORK:

Western Union Telegraph Company

SPIRITUALISM
Sustained
By the Bible.

OB

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
·

in the suit of the

ROMAN ISM,

~HE ONLeY <®o~~EGlll

Mrs. E1mina D. Blenker, Snowville.

OPl:CNING SPl:Cl:COH TO THl:C JURY

w.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

VIRGINIA..

Robt. G. Ina-ersoll'~

0.

DANCER AHEAD.

. ~dQ

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
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TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.

FACTORY

Cor. 87th St.

MISSOURI.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

Touch and Workmanship.

The following are a few of my leaders, all of
which are latest Improved, best make, solid coin
silver, open face or huntmg, American stem-wind
watches, and guaranteed strictlY as represented
or cash refunded : 2 ounce case, 7 jewels, $10 ; 8
. ounce, $11 ; 4 ounce, $12. With 11 jeweled movements, $12.50, $13.50, $14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
$17.50. W1th full 115) jeweled movement, pat. regulator, $16,$17. $18, $19.50. 6 ounce, $21; adjusted
to heat and cold, add. $4, being only $25 for this
magnificent. 6 ounce, full jeweled, adjusted watchil
usually sold for $35 io $40. The following are a
best 14 karat gold filled gold watches, cases elegant and latest style, and guaranteed by special
certificate from factory and myself for 20 years :
7 jewels. $24.50 ; 11 jewels, $27 ; 15 jewels, $80. Adjusted, $84, cheap at $40 andpractically as good as.
any $100 watch a lifettme. Ladies' watches, same·
~est quality cases : 7 iewels, $20; 11 jewels, $22; 15·
Jewels, $28. In good 2d quahty filled case•• $2 to$5 less. Ladies' 14 k. sohd gold watches, $80. $32, $88.
Heavier gold cases in embossed, chased, enameled, Louis XIV. style, diamond ornamentation at
eto., $5 to $50 extra. Gents' 14 k. sohd golai
watches, from $45 up. Bwi•s watches, to close out.
very low. l'he above all guaranteed below bottom
pl'ices elsewhere <H cash refunded. All are carefully inspected before sending. warranted for one
year, and sent prepaid if on hne of Amerwan Ex.
office. Bundnes : Best rolled gold plated chains. ·
and charms for ladies or gents. $2. $8. $4, $5, n•ually sold for $3 $4, $5, to $7. Jewelry, latest stYles.
full line, 25 per cent below regular pr1ces. Best.
specta.cles in the world. $1. Genuin pebbles. $2.
Sent prepaid in case. Eye-glasses, same price.
<Send lme of finest prim you can read distmctly
without glasses and state how many inches from
eyes,_and I can suit you first time.) Good razor,
$1. l:lest in the world-a luxury-$2. Extra fine
otrop•, 50 cent•. Bet best violin strings. 50 cents.
For guitar, 75 cents. 3 Ludwig harmonicas, 50
cents. Best achlomatic opera glasses. $4. $5 ;.. in
pearl, $8 to $12. L(!!:ge field )llas•es. ~.:no. oignal service, $12. Watches cleaned. $1. Springs
$1. Jewels, $1. And returned fr.,e. Best work
Try me.
OTTO WETrSrEIN,
ttochelle.lll.
Desi~ner and patentee of New Free thought Badg-e
in pms and charms, 2 •izes, sohd gold, enameled
in 4 colors, and mo•t beautiful badge ever desi~tned. BmallJ. $2, $2. 75, $8 50. Large, $8 to $5;
w1th genuin aiamond, 18, $10 ; and charms up to
$15. l.Jemand daily increasing. Agents wan ted.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer. wherein itt I
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOws. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

version of the Indian Storr. of the Garden of·
Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 1!1

ceF~~- ail of the above address
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THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

PRICE. 4U CENTS.

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. M. Pryse and J
M Burglar. Printers. This paper is deyoted s pecili.lly to the interests of our colomzat10n enterprise,tbe Credit Fon<;ier of Bmaloa\ andfenera.lly
to the practicalsolut1onof the prob1emo Integral
Oo-oJ!Sraiion. Price, Sl a year: ~~ cents for MIX
moDULI: 1111 oentl for $hree monib '••
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a goodly array of articles written in a purely
Freethinking vein. Among the contents of
this number is an intelligent review of the
growth of Freethought in the United States
The Enigma of Mercy.
for the year 1886; the address on Liberty by
Amen I Hallelujah ! Forever
Grover Cleveland, on the occasion of inauguThe Lord in his righteou'mess reigns I
rating the colossal statue of Liberty presented
Tlie chosen are saved, and the many
to the people of the.United States by France;
Are. lost as his goodness ordains.
a poem, entitled, "The Coming Dawn," by
The almighty boss won the battle,
Old Satan's put under his feet,
D. Louis Bodge, is a picturesque and graphic
And smoke-clouds of anguish arising
outline of the " wonders that will be" while
Fill heaven with aroma sweet.
the majestic sweep of the universe continues
There stands a big bellows in heaven,
through eternity. The following are the conRight back of Jehovah's throne.
cluding verses, which are a fair sample of the
With air-pipes strung from Its nozzle
Way down to the tiery z me;
poem as a whole :
And sometimes an angel gets lazy,
The world still moves, the clearing sky grows
And rusts for the want of use, ·
brtghter,
Creeds dte, kings rot, thrones crumble into dust,
His bright wings are flopping and twisted,
But the l!'reat heart of hope iA beMing hghter,
His harp-strings all dll.ngling and loose ;
Inspired by higher works of love and trust.
Then Michael says : " Here, you dull loafer !
Slowly before the-rising sun of science
Just jump these 'ere bellows a spell,
The mists that cloud man'smtellect move on,
And warm up your poor old mother,
Anrt radiant with convict.ion•s calm reliance
A-shivel'iug away down in hell."
We hail the brightness of the coming dawn.
There are thosA in this heavenly kingdom
In this number there is also a very thorough
W1th fr·ends in the torment below;
and interesting account of Freethougbt
But the cords that had bound them when mortal abroad-in
Great Britain, France, Germany,
Are broke, and the burden of woe
Greece, Itafy, Spain, Hindostan. and other
That symp,t.hy bears for another
countries-giving the number of Freethought
Rests never upon th,.m agam,
associations in each, an·d the persons who
For conscience is freed from the kindness
most prominently represent them. FreeThat made them do good unto men.
thought is reported as in a state of great
A. sweet little angelic cherub,
activity all over the world. In one instance
All rosy and smiling and bright,
the
customs authorities attempted to prevent
With joy written over his forehead
the importation of Freethought works into
In the glow of eternity's light,
Australia by seizing a case of books of this
Gomes up from the beautiful river,
character at Melbourne, but they failed, and
With ecstasY sweet and nnshammed,
the books were soon circulated and read.So send a blast down on a sister
Galveston News.
·
Who went to a dance and was damned.
A father and mother together
RATIONAL Co:M:MUNISM. The Present and the
C )fie up in ineffable joy,
Future Republic of North America. By A
To force down a whiff of pure iustice
Capitalist. Same publishers. 12mo., pp.
For the flames round a dear ILttle boy
498. Cloth, $1.50. New York: Truth
Who laughed by mistake when the deacon
Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette Place.
BroktJ do1vn with a cougb. ia his prayer,
And died with tb.e crime unforglven,
A work treating of the vital problems of
To go down to hell and despair.
the hour in a most yigorous manner. The
"All washed in the blood and made w_hiter
book is not written by_ a 'fanatic, but by a
Than snow," and wit·h purity crowned,
- clear-headed, logical mfl:n, who desires to
A murderer swung from the gallows
elevate instead of lower humanity. It may
Comes joyfully walking a•onnd;
be styled a prophetic dream of· that future of
And creak goes the powerful engin,
And downward the rich stream is driven,
man which is to be. Having commenced its
To blow up the coals that are roasting
perusal, one is chained by the eloquence of its
The wife that he killed-unforgiven.
author until the end is reached, and there he
A. pions, angelical deacon,
sighs because there is no more. His language
W;1o once distilled whisky on earth,
at times seems to be inspired by higher powlnd sold It around to his neighbors
ers than those of earth, and in the ecstasy of
For .thrice what it really was worth,
l'akes nold of ~he handle aud turns it
the moment he cries out, not unlike Cazotte
On one who from godlines• fell
before the French Revolution, "My countryBy drmking his orthodox whi•ky,
men, we are sleeping upon a volcano, and
To burn in an orthodox hell.
the~e half-stitled murmurings continually reverberating are the prelude of what is to come,
0 beautiful rest for the weary !
0 joy that shall be to all men !
except we take measures efficient for its pre0 beautiful scheme of salvation,
vention." May not the sounds we hear to-day
That saves about' one out of ten!
from the oppressed and down-trodden, "those
Sweet message of lovtl from the ages !
who toil in rags unfed," be prophetic of a
Sweet story that ever is new I
greater uprising than that of 1861? This
" Believe, or be damned" to perdition !
work seems to us to be a most valuable conI believe I I'll be damned If I do !
tribution to social science, and we trust it
FRANK FELT.
may hav a wide sale and rPceive from all a
·
most careful reading.- Light on the Way.

Books.
"THE NEW GOD" OF s. P. PUTNAl\l,
The TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL is this year
equal if not. superior to former issues, and is
For my own part, I see no necessity for any
one of the most useful books of reference for God at all. And so it was with a slight conthe Freethinker to hav upon his table.-Lib- traction of eyebrows that I opened the little
1!1'al.
pamphlet of thirty-four pages with the exTRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' clamation, "What does Putnam want a God
ALMANAC for 1887 is a gem equal or superior for?'' But I had to read it all, every word,
to its predecessors. While the table of con- before I laid the book down. And I must
tents is all of superior merit, the one of say the new God is a vast improvement on
special interest is a compilation of "Sunday, the old one, and, if we must hold to the gods,
Oath, and Bla~phemy Laws of the States and the one portrayed in glowing colors, in wonTerritories of the United States." Paper (il- derful and most attractiv word pictures, is
lustrated), 114 pp. Price 25 cents.-Light the one we would select-" the god of serfor 1'hi'nk1!1's.
vice, of labor, of helpfulness to humanity."
His description, his attributes, his usefulness
The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREE- and beauty, are told in Mr. Putnam's vigorous
THINKERS' ALMANAC for 1887 is received. It and poetic style, in terse, telling, jeweled
is got up in superb style and is chockful of sentences. And with such a divinity-or
the very best reading. It is not saying too rather humanity, for the new god is shown as
much to say that it is the best of all the an- most wonderfully and truly human-we must
nuals issued by that enterprising company. fall in love, or, better still, arise in love at
In place of the silly prognostications about
the weather, customarily found in almanacs, once.
The only objection that one may pav to the
is the date of births and deaths of men and
women whose works and words hav been an new God, as revealed by Mr. Putnam, is that
inspiration to others to better thoughts and it is shown in an intensely masculin form. It
better deeds.- Kansas Blade.
is lte-he-lw all the way. It should be he
and she. The perfect new God must be both
To those wishing the various statistics emmasculin and feminin. The world has had
bodied in the subjects written of in the
enough of the "he" element; now let it be he
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, its value is hard to
and she. When Theodore Parker prayed, he
estimate. These succeRsiv ANNUALS show
addressed the father and mother of the unithe growth of the work of Liberalism in
verse. Doubtless this idea of deity is enAmerica, and, in fact, in the whole world, and
twined in the harmony of !rlr. Putnam's
will be good to keep as a matter of reference.
thought of the new God. It must be, though
The illustrations in this book, about twenty
unexpressed, for in no other way can the
in number, are very fine, the most of them
being taken from D. M. Benn~tt's " Truth new God come to our h11man- appreciation.
Seeker Around the World." The work on I am tempted to quote largely from the glitthis ANNUAL is done in the same faultless tering gems to lavishly displaye<l'on the pages
style in which the Truth Seeker Company of the new God; but no, I will r"frain, and
dues all its work.-New 1'1wught.
ask you to read and judge for yourselvs.
You will feel better, nobler, truer, more exThe TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL AND FBEE- alted in mind, more in love with the true, the
TIDNKERs' ALliUN AO for 1887, published by the beautiful, the natural after reading this book,
Truth Seeker Company, New York, contains as well as disgusted with the old, the false,

the unlovely and unnatural. I thank the
imtlwr for this last intellectual banquet that
he has given, and trust he may liv long
to prepare still other feasts of reason for the
hungry souls on earth. SusAN H. WixoN.

Fall Rivl!1', Mass.
No man in the ranks of L\beralism, unless
it is Robert G. Ingersoll, is so versatil in
ima?:ery and illustration, nor is there a writer
among them who mal~:es poetry out of every
prosy subject he handles, as does this man,
Putnam. ''The New God" is not only a·
dead set ·argument against the God who l1as
figured so long and done so much mi~chief in
this world, but it is an argument showing all
gods are man-made, that nature and her laws
must take the place in the futurP. the gods
hav"occupied in the past. The price of the
pari1phlet is only ten cents.-New 1'lwuglt;.
" The Origin of the Christian Bible," by
Dr. 0. B. Whitford, 25 cents. TRUTH SEEKER
office, 28 Lafayette Place, New York; also,
"A Masonic Vindication of Right," a protest
against persecution, by the same author and
to be obtained at same office. Price 15 cents.
These two pamphlets are works for study,
and such are demanded in consequence of the
progress of investigation. The latter work
was the natural result of persecution for hav-.
ing written the former. Members of the Masonic order had better be waking up to the.
idea that this ancient order bas been monopolized by the Christian church, and has been'
by them, when it was possible, converted;
into a worse system of despotism even than:
the Christian .Church. We heartily commend:
these important works, and suggest to Ma-.
sons who would preserve their <;>rder from:
the Christian despotism to see that Dr. Whit-,
ford's " Vindication " has a very wide circu-:
lation among members of the order.
!
"Economic Equities," by J. K. Ingalls,
author of "Social Wealth:" 25 cents. TRUTH
SEEKER office, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
This is a very concise elucidation of a very
important question, one of the many outgrowths of the struggles between capital and
labor. Political economy as taught in all of·
our colleges is taught from the capitalists'
standpoint, and that is one reason why capitalists sustain the colleges. The donations
are the pay they giv for the support they receive in the instruction that is given in a false
or usurious system of economics. As the
workingman has not access to colleges to see
what is taught, he will be able to learn in
t)lis little work, and will be taught how to
correct the false system of the schools. It is
divided into short chapters, each of which
it will require but a few minutes to read, but
will furnish food for thought while the workingman is in the shop, or at the forge, or in
the mine.-.Am1!1'ican NonwnfO'I'milit.

The Obsequies of Mrs. Ernest Mendum.
. "It iii better to die, in love with life, than liv,
in love with death."
Ji'rom tlte Boston InveRtiuatnr.
At the funeral of Mrs. Isabel Crowell Mendum, which took place at Melrose, Mass., on
Tuesday, March 22, 1887, Mr. L. K. Washburn deliTered the following eloquent, sympathetic, and affecting funeral address:
DEAR FRIENDS: We hav met together to
perform the last kindness to one who has
been kind to others. We bring our last offerings of love to whisper the silent hope of
our hearts. At. this time we hav left us only
the duty of the living to the dead. With
bowed heads,. with sacred thoughts, with
tender feelingH, with love that melts into sorrow, we perform this sad duty.
The fair young wife, the loving daughter
and sister and friend, is taken away in the
spring-time of life with every bud of joy
bursting into gladness. The light bas gone
out in the morning while it burnt bright and
clear,- and when life was full of the sweet
promises of happiness. The curtain of night
has been drawn over the eyes of day, and the
shadows rest where the sunlight should sport
and play.
Our young friend has fallen asleep at the
door of her new life, with heart filled with
bright dreams of the;~ future. We cannot disturb her sleep. While life was richest and
sweetest . she bid it good-bye, and perhaps
we cannot leave life in a better time than
when the sunshine holds us in its clasp, when
the air is full of song, and when the.skies are
painted in fair, warm colors. Where we can
not know, let us not decide.
We all love life; and, in our hurrmn sympathy, one for another, we would hav life's
every hour golden with light, and sparkling
with joy. When life is beautiful and living
is rapture, it seems cruel to tum our smiles
to tears.
If life were an unmixed good, then death
might be an evil, but . sometimes life's most
fervent prayer is that it should cease. It is
better to die, in love with life, than liv, in love
with death.
. We would fain believe tJotat decay is but a
fear that holds the hand of grief; ·that the
darkness of sorrow is but the night that precedes the dawn of day, but the mute lips of
the dead cannot answer ourinquiries,.and we
question ~hem in vain.
.
The book is closed before the story of life

was finished. The boll!rh is broken off before the blossoms had turned to fruit. The
vase is shattered and the flower is gone, but
the perfume it shed around it remains. At
such a time· as this, when remembrance is all
that is left us, how precious is every word of
love I how rich is every act of kindness! how
full of comfort and peace every spoken
thonght, every murmured desire!
We cannot lessen the grief of this hour. We
cannot smile in the face of death. Let us
not, therefore, think mourning a weakness. "There is a time to weep," and
tears are manly and womanly when our
hParts hav been torn asunder with the pangs
of parting forever from those we love. But
let us remember that the sun shines again
when the storm-cloud is passea, and that the
eyes will cease their weeping after a time.
I11 parting with those we love we part with
no blessing which they hav brought to our
hearts. The pure, noble life, full of sacrifice
and self-denial, cannot be laid in the grave.
All the fond memories of kind act and loving
deed liv in our lives to make us purer and
better. We must ~ay farewell to the cold
form and silent spirit of her whom we hav
known in life.
My friends, let this occasion soften our feelings toward the living and make us truer to
one another, nobler in speech and act, purer
in thought, and kinder to all, so that when
our nan1e is called to go and join " the choir
invisible," we may go with less to regret and
more to remember with gratitude.
And now, loving and loved wife, daughter,
sister, and friend, farewell! In thy grave we
drop a tear of regret, upon thy grave we
plaut a flower of love, and above thy grave
we set a star of hope I
Mr. Washburn then read the poem entitled
"Oh, may I join the choir invisible!" by
George Eliot :
Oh, may I join the choir invisible
Ot thos" immortal de"d who liv again
Iu minds mad" netttlr by their pre•ence; liv
ln PUI•e• stirred to generosity,
In deeds of daring rectitude, Ill scorn
.For mi•erable aims tllat tnd with self,
In thOUflhts snblimll that pierce th\1 night like
stars,
And with their mild persistence nrge man's search
ro vaster is•nes.
So to liv in. heaven :
To make nndying music in the world,
Breathing as beauteou• order that controls
Wlth growing sway the growmg life of man.
So WtJ inherit that sweet purity
For which we struggled, fall<,d, and agonized,
With wtdenmll retro•pect that bred de•Pair.
RebellH>US tles'h tha~ would not be subdued,
A vicious parent shaming •t.ill its child,
Poor anxious penitence, is qmck dissolved;
Its discord•, quenched by rueetwg harmonies,
Dte 1n the large and chan table air.
And all our rarer, better, truer se f,
Tllat sobbed relifliou•ly in yearnmg song,
'!'hat watched to ea•e thll burden of the world
LaboriouslY tramug what muot be,
And what may yet be better-saw within
A worthier 1mage for the sanctuary,
And shaped n forth befortJ the multitude
Dtvtnely hnru ..u, rai•mg worshiP •o
'1'o htgber reverence more mJxeo with loveTnat bettet· se:f •llall h v till hum au Tune
Snail fold its eyelids, and the human sky
B., gathered like a scroll wrthm the tomb
Unread forever.
This is life to come
Which martyred men hav made m· ·re glorwns
For us who •tl'lve to follow. May I •each
Tnat pure•t heaven, l.e to other •onls
Tue cup of •trength iu some great agony,
Enkmdle generous ardor, feed pure love,
Beget the •miles tliat liav nn crndtyB<• the sweet presence of a good diffused,
Aud iu diffu•ion ever more mten•e.
s,, •ball! j.,lll the cllOlr inv1~1ble
Who•e ruu,ic is the gl,.dne•s of the world.
The impressiv and affecting services were
closed by the editor of the investigator, who
offered an appropriate tribute of esteem and
friendship for the departed, and expressed
his deep sympathy for the bereaved ones in
their great affliction and sorrow.
The casket and the floral offerings were
unusually beautifully, and after the last and
parting look was taken, the remains were
conveyed to the Wyoming Cemetery for
burial.
·

Obituary.
DIED.-March 19, 1887, Mrs. Milton Lamson,
of Fowler, Trumbull county, Ohio, of heart
disease, aged 64 years.
Mrs. Lamson's death came very suddenly
aiid unexpectedly. She was as well as usual
within a few minutes of her death. She left
us quietly and without a sign of pain, as she
often said she wanted to go when the ·
time came. She was an outspoken Freethinker, and many times expressed the belief
that this life ended all. Her motto was, Do
right and fear not; and she lived it out to the
lett6r. All the children of the neighborhood,
Christian as well as Freethinker, called her
grandma, and many a tear trickled down
their tender cheeks as they looked upon her
for the last time. She was a mother to us all.
She leaves a husband and two sons with
whom we mourn her loss. J.D. WHEELER.

tCONOMIC EQUiriES.
A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS
DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
ExcHANGE.

OF

IN-

By J. K.INGALLS, a~thor of" Social Wealth.'
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEA HUE, 25'7
meets every Sunday in lndufiltrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts .• at .2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures an~
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1:
In five lectures.~- comprismg, "The Gods,"
" Humboldt " " Tllomas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!1" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde]lendence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banque~t" "The ltev. Alexander
Clark," "The Pa~t .ttises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25. . .
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.2~.
Wbat Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The t:hristian Religion. By &. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof.
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t)'Pe, and containing as mucli as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter ·it generouslY.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnet• written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

THE

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

4Jfrt~~hi~kt~~t ~lmatt,ac,
1887.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franotscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

(E. M. 287.)

.. ~liOt't'.t;L'S MO.UERN HOUSES" No.3,

+IDITI) + IttU$TRATIOD$. +

Vindication of 'fnoma.s Paine from.
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Uivit .Rights Bill.
Large siZe octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the. demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so, many

awplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts1 or either one for 15cts.

.Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a. model in every respect. In fact~ one of the richest brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous " tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
rpose ·a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
simile, has been prepared especially for It.
ce1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; in full Turke)' morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
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Freethought Abroad,
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(Just PuiJttslt.ea, Jutv 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colo1·ed frontispiece showmg the modern style
of pamting.
A cardlloard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to ~upp!y all the neccessary pieees for
collstruc~mg a ruodei house, With plain directions
for putting them together.
While ~he supplement affords both old and
young the greaGesL aruu~eruent, it is more than a
toy. it I~, In fact, a mo~L practical lesson iuArohHecture ; a pel'tect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
bullders.
liO New Designs for Residences (cost vai·yinv from
$500 to $15,000).
·
·
2 JSew 1Jes1gnt1 for Barns.
1 JSew 1Je~1gn for a Uuapel.
Drawmgs and descripLwn of a model Kitchen
(by Jl:t.ana l'arlua) aud a perfect Oi~tern.
An Article on VIlla 1'al'k Associations.
BEN'r, POST!'AID, ON REOEI!''r OF l'RIOE, $1.
Address

'l'BE CO-OPERATIVE BtrlLi'ING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.
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THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE~ OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written uook.-Phtla. Recora
This Book is not a Book! It is a Deed &nd
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Price 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

·NEW YORK:

~

The BiDla Analyza~.

The Busts or Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

BY

PRICE, 25 (CENTS.

life, price1, $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles ot Reliltioul! Liberty should hav them.

.J'ohn R. 'U elso, A.D.

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Test&ment.-The
Creation.-The
De.lu~e.-The
Exodus.-The MiraFREETDOUGHT NOVELS.
SOCIAL WEALTH.
cles cf the Bible.-The El'rors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The
Devil
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Satan
of the Bible.-The
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Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
.Acquirement and .Appurtionment.
written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1 the
Bible.-The
God
of
the
Bible.-The
Messiah or
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or Savior.
TRAVELS IN FAITH
By J. K. INGALLS.
Rest; etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
Crown
octavo,
833
Jilp.
Splendidly
exeontf'
'· Sen'
90 cents : cloth, $1.25.
by mll.il. Do•t Daid. 'Prln~. ts.on
~rom. Tradition to Reason.
CONTENTS:. Econ01nie Schools: a brier reBY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and E·!L.eter Hall. " One of the most excitromances of the day." Price, paper, 60
S A. C R E.D M Y S T E R I E S
For Sale a.t this Office.
flloth, 11.25.
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase: . ing
cents ; cloth, 80 cents.
AMONG THE
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and
Man.
MlL}'lL8 and tbe Qutcllcs 1.1,~00
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A
Radical
novel
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ability.
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ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
The Conflict between Christianity ership
the Proliuctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-op- T'he Outeast. A ·deep, finely written
and Civilization.
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
PRICE,
15CENTS. Of Value or EconomiC Ratios; Taxation as a
Dlustrated.
Price, $2.50.
30 cents.
For Sale at this office.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.- Remedy; Reforms, nC"t Remedies; Suggestions
.AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
M. E. Billings.
to Legislators; Conclusion.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
Price, £:loth, 81 00.
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature; Its
LIBERlY A.NO MOlU.LITY.
A.ddrOIIR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
·
28Lafayette Place. New York.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exBY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Aceept my thankR for your excellent and useful
pect to find, lll such a marked deftree, even
discourse.-Ja.mesParton.
,
Introduction by
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS
OF THE
whose
brilliant
and
.lucid
style
is
familiar
to
I am much ple~sed with vour address, and will
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
most readers in the Freethong.ht ranks.'' Plica,
BIBLE.
notice it in lrfa,•• -T. B. Wakeman.
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThOUJLh
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The ~tnonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
T7uJ Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Age.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
ll'or sale at this office.
ANTI- PROHIBITION.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
PRICE, 20 CENTd.
A double-page picture contrasting science and at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.
The number of heads under which you hav
theology, showing how the one has labored for
diVIded Lhe subject maLter of Lhe pamphlet, and·
OB,
human advancement, and how the other hae
the concise m~tnner In wnwll each point is di~
cussed, should be highlY commended. Therefore MEN OJ!' Busnnss WHo DID BoMET:HING BESIDES always opposed it.
MAKING MoNEY.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
I take greaL pleasure in recomm~uding " Autitwenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
ProhibHion "~o the consideration of eve'/ person
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
who is interes~ed, noG only 111 Lhe cause o temperdistribute thousands of these telling pictures.
ance, buG l!I the principles of st<lf governmenL.BY .YA1DES PA.RTON.
Miscellanies by AuoE D. LE PLONGBON
J. J. McCabe.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

panel, 10*x17, $8; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

W. S B-;LL'S PAMPHLETS.

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

ASHORT LESSON lN HISTORY.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

lna-ersoll's Tributes,
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatlY reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant. Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these hlill'etofore has been $1.00. We
oft'er them now at FIJi''l:EEN CENTS EACH ;
THE FOUR FOR FIFT -~ DENTS. Mailed secur@
rom breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
IS Lafayette Pl., New York.

HERE AND THERE
IN YUCATAN,

Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Practical Experience witb Poultry.
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
Palaces and Modern
By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little bookhelped the world: together with eight portraits.
Cities."
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They a pamphlet of 32 wPll-filled pages. costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egg. It is
are standard.
Price, $1.25.
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unPrlee, •
- $1..2~.
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys1
A.ddi:ess
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER.
are 11articularly discussed and their economical Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place
28 Lafayette 'PlRt~A. N'Pw Ym•lr.
breeuing and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
THE
scale, and, a.U in all, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of t.he day.
.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
OR,

The Secret of the East,

FathPrs of Our R11public:

The Origin .ofthe Christian Religion
'REPLY
and the Significance of its
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
Rise a.nd Decline.
"NOTES ON I~GERSOLL.'

BY FELIX L.
Price, tl.OO.

OSWALD.

For sale at this omce.

B)" B. W. Lac}".

Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE deliver~d before the Tenth Annual
ConiJ:l'eesof the Am~rican Se<"ular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York,
•
November 18, 1886.

A. thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·s
Historical misstatements.
Prtcb Cloth,.u; PaPer, IJO Ceat&.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price

1~

cents.

Address this office.
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THE OHDEH OF CRE!TIOB·,

IV. ProemtoGenesis: A Plea for aFairTrial.
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creat10n. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D .
.A DfsC~UBton Be~Ween
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Glad8tone, Huxle;r, Duller,
Huxley,
Linton,
Keville.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinOn the Confiict between Genesis and Geology.
ton
· CONTENTS:
• This is a ne'Y book and contains the latestdiscns1. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, ByRon. B10n.o~ the mistakes of Moses ..The names of the
W. E. Gladstone.
. partiCipants are a guarantee of rts able character.
n. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
praters of Nature. By Prof, T. H. Huxley,
ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof, Max 1
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York

fitms oJ flhought.

THE similarity between the Indian demigod and
the Judean demigod who, it is claimed, figured
much later in Palestine. is most marked. One
only could hav been the original. The copy was
certamly not the one who came first or who was
believed in first.-D. M. Bennett.
THE arvument for the 'inspiration of the Old
Testament scriptures, derived from the character
of their contents, will bear
no examination. It is true
that many ·Parts of them
contain views of duty, of
God and of man's relation
to him, which are among
the purest and the loftiest
that the human intellect can
grasp; but it is not less true
SPRING has at last conthat other passages, at least
sented to smile upon this
as numerous and charactercommunity.
istic, depict feelings and
opinions on these topics, as
THE ~eely motor has
low, meager, and unworthy
just been "perfected"
as ever took their rise in
again. The results are
savage and uncultured
not reported.
minds, These passages, as
is well known, hav long been
FIFTY-EIGHT
persons
the opprobrium of ortl:iowere arrested in thie city
doxy and the despair of thelast Sunday for selling
ologians: and so far are
they from being confirmaliquor contrary to law.
tory of the doctrin of script.
THE high license bill
ural inspiration that nothing but the inconsiderate
has passed both houses
and absolute reception of
of the New York legisthis doctrin has withheld
lature, and awaits the
men from reguding and
signature of the governor.
repres"nting them in their
true hght. The contents of
THE Cunard steamer
the Hebrew c•non as a
Scythia was reported
whole form the most fatal
and convincing argument
wrecked off Scituste,
against its inspiration, as a
Mass., last Saturday.·
whole. By the popular
Sunday the vessel came
creed, as it now stands, the
nobler portions are comsafely into port.
pelled to bear the mighty
Tmi: Rev. Mr. Ward,
burden of the lower and
less worthy-and often sink
of Englewood, N. J.,
under their wdght,-G',·eu•s
who shot his wife, was
a r ee a 0 f
0/iristenaom,
in court last Saturday,
[Archbbishop · Sumner, in
where he gave bonds to
his once famous "Treatis
a wait action by the grand
on the Records of Creation,"
THE GENEROSITY OF SARA!.
after quoting a few senjury. He will probably
tences from the monotheAnd Sarai, Abram's wife, took Hager her maid, the Egyptian, and gave her to her husband Abram to be his wife.-Gen. xvi, 3.
be indicted for assault
istic philosophers and poets
with intent to kill.
of Greece, says " these
only shine when separated
PEoPLE are reported starving in the drouth. I
close to my face-and-1 didn't know-it was- from the dross that surrounds them," If he had
stricken portions of Texas.
loaded."
not been overmastered by the prejudice of education and by a feeling of ambition-sniffing ilfa~
"ABE you going to strike, rna 1" asked the little
THE body of the young woman murdered =================
off the air of Ca.nterbury-he could not hav failed
1
boy,
as
he
tremblingly
gazed
upon
the
uplifted
at Rahway, N.J., remains unidentified, and
THE trade dollar trusted in God, and Congress
to see that the same line of argument would apply
shingle. "That's just what I'm going to do."
there is no clew to the murderer.
redeemed it. This i.s mixina- religion and politics "Can't we arbitrate, rna, before Yon strike?" to the Bible, as a whole, and especially to the ear.
in a painful manner.
"I'm just going to arbitrate," she said, as the lier writings of Moses and the prophets. Mr.
STERRY G. CLARKE, M.
IF th e G o ddess o f L"b
· propor- shingle descended and raised a cloud of dust from Greg is by far too generous in his criticism of
• D.,
. of . Brooklyn, a
I ert y could t a lk m
strong opponent of vaccmatwn, d1ed last week tion to the size of her mouth, the English Jan- the seat of a pair of pantaloons," I am just going these books, when he talks of them as containing
of small-pox. He was 27 years old.
guage would last her only a week.
to arbitrate, my son, and this shingle is the board some of " the purest and loftiest conceptions that
the human mind can grasp;" but he keeps within
of arbitration."
CHARLES A. FAIROHILD of New York has
AT Lenten service-Miss Molly : "Come in our
the line of historic truth when he says that the
LAWYER L. W. WILcox, the grizzled veteran of Hebrew scripturPs contain and depict sentiments
been appointed
to Daniel
Titusvrlle, who was injured by stepping from a and opinions "as low, meager, and unworthy as
as secretary of the Umted States treasury.
11'hey dont' strain your polonaise a bit."
moving train at Corry the other day, is the lead- ever took their rise in savage and uncultivated
THE Newfoundland sealing steamer Eagle
IT is said _that women hav little o~ no sense of ing character of this serio-comic incident, which minds," By ringing the changes on the few good
foundered last week in Buena Vista bay, and humor, and It must be true. Otherwise she could has never before been printed: Ministers were a passages and pas~ing over the low, vife, and bad
ones, the priests impose on the people, and they
of the 260 men on board not one survived.
never ge~ past the love, ~onor, and <;>bey part of trifle scarce in a G. A. R. post, up the creek, of were too sluggish to "search the scriptures " for
which W!lcox was a member, and he was elected
the marnage ceremony without laugbmg.
chaplain. His chief duty was to open the meet- themselvs up to Sumner's time: and it must be
CAPTAIN KIDD's treasure is now supposed
MEDIUM: "Whom do you wish to see, madam'" ings with prayer, and, never having set himself confessed that the bulk of the people on both
to be under the sand at Upper Nyack, N.Y., Madam: "My husband. He was allers askin• up as a praying man, the prayer was printed on a sides of the Atlantic are still rather slow in assert.
as a Spanish dollar bearing date of 1769 has people in this world,' Is it hot enough for you'' card, so he could get through with it with less ing the right of independent thought and the
an' now I want to put the same question io him.' mental effort. Wilcox carried the card around in duty of speaking out their 1hought. Let us hope
just been found there.
·
A CmNESE writer says that a man could borrow his pocket, along with his tobacco and things, and that they will mend, as they get better! -Hvlax.l
JoHN G. SAXE, the poet, died at Albany, monev in China on the strength of his having a when he came to nil(> it for the first time the prmt0 THou, whatever title snit thee,
N. Y., March 31st, aged 71. ]!.,or the past son, the idea being that a Chinaman makes it his ing was considerably obscured. After the meetAuld Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Ciootie,
ing
had
been
called
to
order,
Chaplain
W1lcox
first duty to pay his father's debts, Those heaWha in Yon cavern, grim and sootie,
L ve years he has been greatly reduced in men- then are simply hopeless,
stepped to the front, took out his card, and began
Closed under hatches,
1 1 and physical health.
to scrutinize it closely, He regaroed it carefully
Spairges about t.he brunstane cootie,
THEBE is a young woman in Dakota who is sue- for a moment, and then began to read, decipherTo scaud poor wretches !
THE Hotel del Monte at Monterey, Cal., cessfully working a one-hundred-and-sixty acre ing the print.ing with much difficulty. "0 Lord,"
Hear me, auld Hangie, for a wee,
was burnt on the night of April 1st. The farm, and Phe declares that she could work one he began, ho'ding the card so as to get the best
An• let poor damned bodies be;
twice as large if the men who want to marry her possible light on it. •• 0 Lord, we-" then stopguests, 300 in number, escaped with their would stop bothering her.
I'm sure sma• pleasure it can gie,
ping to spell out a dim word-" we thank thee for
E'en to a deil,
lives, but lost their baggage.
AN Illinois paper has the following: "The fu- thy "-another halt-" for thy-dammit, boys, I
To skelp an' scaud poor dogs like me,
THE General Term of the Supreme Court neral services of the late William P. Lewis were can't read it !"
An• hear us squeal!
has decided that the Young Men's Christian somewhat hurried, to enable his estimable and
A GAWKY young man and a shy," hang-back"
-Burns's Address to th.e Devt!.
grief-stricken widow to catch the ~ o'clock train girl, walking arm-in-arm, attracted much attPnTHE doctrin of eternal punishment for the sins
Association is a religious organization, and as for Chicago, where she goes to visrt friends."
tion as they walked along the street. The young
such its property is exempted from taxation.
SHE: .. Where are you going, Charley?" He: fellow had told a hotel clerk that he lived near of this life desecrates all sanctities, and sucks us
down into an atmosphere thick with inspiraUons
11
11
THE members of a Roman Catholic temperGoing to the opera."
She: "Ah, I under- Carney Fork and that he was on his bridal tour. of sacrilege. It is a hi~ eons dream, It was born
ance society, composed of Roman Catholics, stand. The ballet. But why don't you go to the "Lou," said the husband, stopping near a fruit- in heathenism. It is a pagan nightmare, oppressdog show instead 1 I think you will like it ever so stand, "order what yer appertrte is er-cravin' an~ ing the slumber of our cowardly Christian
who held meetings under the vestry of a much better. The dog~, you know, hav four- blamed ef I don't pay fur it.•• The wife selected thought.-Starr
King.
church in Brooklyn, hav been ousted from twice as many as the ballet dancers."
an orange, and the husband, as he handed over a
OEI. yet we trust that somehow good
nickel
in
payment,
said
:
"
When
I
.go
on
a
spree
their rooms for gambling.
AT one t me there was silence in heaven for half
Will be the final goal of ill,
THE prohibition amendment was carried an hour, which some men take for a proof that uv this sort, I never let expenses skeer mo off.
To pangs of nature. sins of will,
Podner," noddmg to the fruit-dealer, "this is my
at last Monday's election in Michigan. The there are no women there. But there are. That
Defects
of doubt, and tA.in ts of bleod;
accidental silence was caused by the women all wife, an' you bet I'll stand by her. I whupped in
That nothing walks with aimless feet;
Republicans carried the state. The first re. happening to be arranging their toilets at the erhead uv er feller that had cou•ted her srx years,
That not one life shall be destroyed,
port from Cincinnati, 0., gave the Labor same time, and each had a roll of hair in her an· jes• nachu'lly took her away from him. Lou,
order what yer appertite is er-cravin' an' blamed
Or caRt as rubbish to the void,
party the majority in the city election, but a mouth.
ef I don't pay fur it." She took a nickel's' worth
When God hath made the pile complete ;
revision in the count elects Smith (Rep.)
"I'M laying for that fellow, and will get him of candy, and as her husband handed over the
That not a worm is cloven in vain;
yet," said an angry Brooklynite to his Boston amount he said : "Is ain't often in er man's life
That not a moth with vain desire
DR. MoGLYNN, the recalcitrant priest, lee.. wife. "You shouldn't say, 'Laying for him,' that he gits on sich er sloshin• round spell ez.this.
Is sbrivelecl in a fruitless fire,
tured last week in the Academy of Music to Harry," corrected his wife; "you should say, • Ly- Lou, I'm with you, an• I want yer to un'erstan'
Or but subserves another's gain.
an audience which filled the vast structure to ing for him.'" "I should do nothing of the sort, that I'll lam down the cash fur anything yer orBehold we know not anything ;
the roof. He called his lecture the "Cross my dear. I'm no lawyer," he rephed; and the der. Ef yer'd married Andy BnoJkner yer mont
I can but trust that good shall fall
stood •round here with your mouth waterin' fur
of a New Crusade." Enthusiasm was un- lady retired in confusion.
At last-far off-at last, to all;
bounded, and the financial returns must hav
MoRE criminal carelessness. ''Julia, did that things. Lou, I'm yore husband, ain't I?" "Yes,
And
every winter change to spring.
young man who called on you last evening kiss Dan." "Tnen order what yer appertite is cravin'."
-Tennvson's I" ~remortam,
been quite satisfactory.
you just before he left the house'" "Why, mamOrHERS reasoned high
LAST Sunday was palm Sunday, and relig. ma, could you hear?" "I heard enough-too
much for my own peace of mind. How often hav
Of providence, foreknowledge, will, and fatellEDUCED TO $1.00.
ious people walked about with their hands 1 told you to beware of these men 1 Your conduct
Fixed fate, free will, forelmowledge absolute 1
•full of palmleaf. No savior :riding upon "an is inexcusable." "I wasn't to blame, mamma.
THE STORY HOUR. And found no end, in wandering mazes lost.
ass and the foal of an ass" made a triumphal We were standing at the front door, and his
Of good o.nd evil much they argued then,
A Book for CJdldren and Youth.
Of happiness and final misery,
entry into New York, and if he had he would mouth was real close to my face, and before I
knew it--" "That· will do. I see you hav no
Passion and apathy, glory and shame;
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
prol:ably hav been arrested for giving a secu- excuse to offer." "Yes, 1 hav," sobbed Julia,
Vain wisdom all and false philosophy.
lar exhibition on Sunday.
. "What is it, pray1" ·"]lis mouth-was-awful
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
-Miltor.•s Paraalse Lost,
AT last accounts the Grant Monument fund
was $120,845.
HERR JoHANN MosT, who was sentenced to,
a year's imprisonment on Blackwell's Island
for making a violent speech, was released
April 1st.
THE Chicago carpenters are striking for eight
hours.
KNIGHTS of Labor hav
voted to boycott the New
York Sun,
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IJolts and Qllfppings.
THE Rev. Dr. Parker, a famous London
preacher, is talked of as Beecher's successor.
He has accepted an invitation to deliver an
oration in Brooklyn on Beecher's birthday.
THE late Miss Catherine Wolfe left half a
million worth of pictures to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, and gave an additional $200,000 to provide for their preservation and increase.
IN the Methodist Conference the other day,
Dr. Hatzell said he knew of a colored
clergyman who wanted to preach a sermon
against the playing of marbles, and took for
his text, "Marb:e not, my brethren."
LADD'S artesian well in Portland, Oregon,
is now down 1850 feet. Last week the drill
brought up some specimens of tropical timber,
among them being almond shells of perfect
form, and wood and bark of the sawke
species.
THE first news from Michigan last week
was that the prohibition amendment had
been carried in that state, but later advices
contradicted the report. The Prohibitionists
will hav to try again, consoling themselvs
with the reflection that there are some causes
to which. nothing could be so fatal as success.
WoMEN voted at the municipal elections
just held in Kansas. According to reports,
the majority of the female vote was from the
negro women, and was scooped in by the Hepublicans. Report says further that the voting of women did n(e)t tend in the least to
purify the polls, and tales are related of cor-

ASSERTS

ruption and bribery. It is possible that the
true story of the Kansas elections has not yet
reached the East.
THE Rev. Mr. Talmage says he "listens
for artillery rumbling down the sapphire boulevards of heaven." If it does rumble, and
he fails to hear it, it wouldn't be from lack of
ears.-Drake's Magazine.
AN Albany newspaper tells of a tramp who
recently asked a merchant for ten cents. The
merchant replied : " I do not care to giv you
money, but if you will step into this restanrant I will pay for a steak and some hot
potatoes for you." He was somewhat surprised when the tramp replied: "Well, sir, I
don't want the ten cents for victuals. I want
to buy a drink. Another thing, you're no
gentleman to ask a man to eat meat in Lent.
That ain't my religion."
THE only proofs thus far in life presented
to us in support of the theory that man has a
soul c8mes under the head of hearsay evidence. First-class courts generally rule out
that kind of testimony. It strikes some people that the tenets of the whole list of religions
are founded on neither axiomatic nor demonstrable truths, but something established by
tradition, which, by the way, is not a very
distant relativ of what is commonly known as
superstition.-La Salle Republican.
THE promoters of a certain church uptown are at present selling fifty-cent lottery
tickets all over the city. There are fifty
prizes to be drawn, from a five-hundreddollar government bond and a handsome rosewood piano down to prizes of but little value,
and tLc proceeds of the scheme, deducting
their expenses, are to be set apart as a build-
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HERSELF.

MRs. C. B. LEMUELS, of Allegheny, Pa., is
ing fund. Lottery of this style when not
conducted by church people is frowned upon writing to the editors of newspapers as folby good people as being prejudicial to the lows: "Convinced that Infidelity is one of
morals of the young.-Philadelpl!ia Bulletin. the prime causes of much of the crime so
prevalent, and that a knowledge of God and
CENTRAL Kentucky is the grandest country
faith in him exerts a powerful influence for
on the earth. She excels in horses, hogs,
peace and true happiness upon both the world
mnles, minerals, monkeys, in whisky and
and consecrated Christians, I am doing what
wines, in climate, coal, and corn, in grass,
I can to supply what so many seem to lackgambling, and grain, and in tobacco, hemp,
a foundation for faith. Believing that many
and hominy, Mexican war veterans, colonels,
of your readers would be benefited thereby
and generals. She has more churches and
and bless God and yon therefor, I extend to
less religion than most countries. She also exthem through your courtesy the following
cels in politicians and potatoes, in brave womc.ffer: I will loaTJ, free of postal and all
en and fair men, in law and lawlessness, and
charges, to such of your readers as will
in brag and bluster.-Riohmond (Ky.)llerald.
promis a careful reading and to pay return
GENEROSITY is becoming epidemic among postage after reading it, a book which in inour millionaires. Within the last few days a teresting style sh<•ws the Bible to be a selfbewildering succession of priceless works of interperter, and its teachings grandly barart, free offerings on the part of distin- monious, viewed in the light of sanctified
guished citizens, hav become the property of reason and common sense. I want to pnt this
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, which can book into the hands of all the skeptically innow boast of a collection of paintings not un- clined, as an aid and guard against the growworthy of this great city. It is to be hoped, ing &cientitlc skPpticism. It is not dry,
says the Evening Sun of this city, that the musty reading, but truly • meat in due season'
people will not be debarred from looking to the truth-bunp;ry. The light of this
upon and admiring these masterpieces by precious little volume has made the Bible a
a continuance of unwise regulations. L0t new book, a treasure, a mine of wealth to
the picture-gallery, at least, be thrown many as well as to myself. And 1 feel that I
open on Sunday, that a little brightness may cannot better use my means than in circulatenter into the life of the tired wage-earner. ing this work by the thousan<l. If any in
The proposition is advanced in a hopeless yonr office lack faith in the Bible, I shall be
and even reckless sort of fashion, but in the pleased to hear from them among the first.
belief that it will Fcare almost i.o death that Yours for faith and truth." Mrs. LPmuels j,s
holy man, MOJris K. Jesup. The chief oppo- hereby invited to transmit her Infidel exnents of opening art galleries on Sundays are tinguisher to this {lflice, where there are
the stiff.necked S"btmtarians whose coach- "some who lar.k faith in the Bible." The
men and footmen find on Sunday the hardest work, she may rest assured, will receive dis·
·1 tinguished consideration.
day's work theyhav to do in the week.
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g[omuptnications.
·Tales Told Out of Sclwol.
DR. JONES's REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COl\Il\IITTEE
ON THE CONDITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE CHURCH.
PHILADELPHIA, March 10, 1887.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 8i1·: I st.nd thee
th~ first part of a document which, if published in thy columns, will afford some interesting reading for thy subscribers. The way it came into my possession is as follows: I hav
a frieml w llo is clerk in the office where the conference or
committee alluded to in the report were in the habit of meeting. One day on a casual visit I made him. the topic of convers::ttion was the great ~pread which Infidelity was making
through the country. My friend himself is a nominal Christian, but he could not resist the temptation to take from a
drawer and show me a document, which I read a few pages
of, and as it tasted moreish, and was entirely too long to read
then and there, I begged leave to take it home with me for
perU9al. He reluctantly consented, saying with a smile that
it would not soon be wanted for publication, for the committee thought that Dr. Jones, the author of it, had made too
many honest confessions in it to suit the rest. Debby, my
wife, who is a voracious reader of THE TRUTH SEEKEU, and
believes in it., when she caught the tone of the document, put
in her spare time for more than a week, while I was daily at
my place of business, and took a copy of it for use, thinking
that, under the caption of "Tales Told Out of School," its
publication would do good in showing how some of the orthodox ministers think and feel in regard to the prospects of the
church in this country.
If anyone should say that it looks a little like a surreptitious
act to do what Debby has done, let two things be remembered: First, that no person is injured either in soul, body,
or estate by its publication; and secondly, that the orthodox
Christians who some years ago were connected with and had
control of the United States mint, located in this city, without the least warrant of authority from Congress, and in defiance of the spirit and letter of the national Constitution,
stamped the superstitious and hypocritical motto on the coin
of the republic, "In God we Trust."
Hoping thee will jump in judgment with Debby and me, I
senti the first installment of the copy with the request that, if
printed, thee will prefix this explanatory note, so that thy
readers may understand. If they should feel any interest in
the subject, I will send the rest as Debby shall be able to prepare it for the printers.
Respectfully thy friend,

AMos

TowNSEND.

REVEREND AND DEAR BRoTHER: After receiving my
appointment to spend a year quietly in traveling
around among the churches of the East, and particularly those of our own denomination, with the triple
purpose of learning the true condition and prospects
of the church generally in regard to vitals, godliness,
and sound doctrin; the extent of the inroads which
Infidelity has made upon the faith of the people; and
ascertaining from the Infidels themselvs, as far as
possible, their real opinions, character, plans, and
purposes, I now submit the following report. And
as the results of my investigation were not intended
for .the eye of the Christian, much less the general
publtc, but only to remove or confirm the apprehensions of the committee in regard to the actual state
of religion, so as to assist in shaping the future policy
of the church, I must imitate the fidelity of the true
physician, who, when called in to see aud cure a
patient, carefully diagnoses the case to ascertain the
cause and character of the disease, and then prescribes
the remedy. In common cases the usual methods of
practice will do; but in those which are critical, it is
often necessary, in order to save a valuable life, to
resort to the "heroic" treatment. This plan I sha]]
adopt in my report, so that neither you nor I will
feel that I was sent out on a fool's errand. And that
the results of my experience and reflections may .hav
some order, I shall treat the various subjects concerning which I was ordered to inquire seriatim.
And first,
THE CHRISTIAN 1\IINISTRY,
for the time has come that judgment, if it has to be
rendered after an inquest, should'' begin at the house
of God."
Those of us who hav been in the service of the gospel for forty years, as most of the committee hav
been, must often hav noticed, and mourned over, the
contrast, in orthodoxy and zeal, between the clergy
of this day and those who instructed and led the
church in the olden time, when every minister was a
shepherd, and his people a flock of sheep. Then
there was real faith in the doctrins of the gospel.
·whether men did hear, or forbear to hear, these revolutionary truths were boldly preached, in season and
out of season, in the highways and the hedges. To
the courage and fidelity displayed in that policy the
Holy Ghost bore witness, and his blessing filled the
churches with living and devout worshipers. A man
converted by the truths of the gospel which hav convinced his intellect, and enlightened his conscience,
is permanently converted, and his line of life is laid
down and fixed by his religion. The modern way of
being born into the kingdom, by the Cresarian operation, suddenly, under the pain-destroying influence of
drugs, instead of the quiet agony of parturition in the
natural way, has made the church a foster-mother to
a set of rickety and effeminate children who, can
scarcely stand alone when the wind of temptation
blows, instead of the stalwart sons she used to bear.
When we examin the hymnology and music of the
church, we find both namby-pamby, and quite destitute of the old ring which made sinners tremble, and
rejoiced and edified the saints. The sermonizing of to-
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day is like performing the play of "Hamlet" with the mothers of Israel had been stricken with barrenness,
part of Hamlet omitted. The consequences are and that no children were born. The weekly prayerinanity and powerlessness on the part of the sermon meetings, which were always considered an indica.
itself, listlessness on the part of the hearers, and tion, like a steam-gage on a locoinotiv, of the state
indifference about results on the part of the preacher. of religion in any congregation, are in a most dis~l.'he devil, seeing this cursed state of indifference all couraging condition. I made it a point to attend a
round, more dangerous to the church than war, sends prayer-meeting every week during my absence, in
his agents, the newsboys, along the street with the some church or other; and. in a great majority of
Sunday newspaper, filled with all manner of trash; instances a more sleepy, perfunctory, and dreary per- ·
and heads of families, and especially the young meB, formance you could scarcely conceive of, giving emstay at home to read, instead of going to church to phasis to the lamentation in the hymn which is always
hear.
sung on such occasions, that the singers were living
The secret of this is found in the fact that the doc· at a poor, wretched, dying rate. Nothing is left,
trin of eternal retribution for sin, as laid down by then, but the observance of public worship on the
Christ in the gospel, and in all the orthodox confes- Sabbath; and we all know what that amounts to.
sions of faith, has become a mere transparent bug- Even in our good city of Philadelphia, whose religaboo, capable of producing no fright. It stands like ious zeal it was that honored God by shutting the
a scarecrow in a field of corn ; the crows see the doors of the Centennial exhibition on the Sabbath, in ·
straw stuffing in the human figure· and the wooden 1876, if every seat in our four hundred churches, emgun on its shoulder, and, without fear, dig up the bracing all sects, were occupied on the Sabbath,
sprouting grain. A man who has any logic in the there would be now seven hundred thousand of our
construction of his mind can plainly see that this citizens, who are practically pagans, and who never
doctrin is cardinal-the hinge upon which the gospel darken the doors of our churches from one year-'s end
and the church both turn. It is the foundation- to the other, and never wish to. But, instead of our
stone on which all the rest of the doctrins of grace churches being filled, as I hav supposed in this calrepose, and the one which alonegivs sense and mean- culation, we hav learned to be content if they are
ing to them. Redemption by the blood of Christ half, or a third, filled. And yet, we send missionfor his chosen ones is a foolish, wasteful, and un- aries, at enormous expense, to convert this very kind
necessary scheme unless there is in reality an eternal of pagan people to Christianity on the other side of
hell fire from which they hav been redeemed. Sancti- the globe! In cities, when the Sabbath comes, the
fication by the Holy Spirit through the established sons of church-members, and even church-members
means of grace afforded by the church, and the inter- themselvs, instead of reverently taking their seats
cession of Christ in the court of heaven, as advocate with their wives and daughters in the sanctuary,
with the father in behalf of his chosen, are words spend the day at their clubs, in smoking, and drinkwithout meaning if there is no danger of the loss of ing wine, or, if the weather be good, in riding, drivthe soul.
ing, or boating.
Now, this fundamental doctrin of Christianity is
It is the complaint of all the P,rotestant sects-the
not believed in by one in a hundred of the clergy Catholics are not troubled in this way-that pious
under forty years of age. To be sure, they hav not young men are not fired by a holy ambition to serve
struck it out of the Confession of Faith, the doctrins Christ in the ministry, as was formerly the case, but
of which they solemnly swore they would preach lose the zeal of their first espousals, and go ·into other
when they were ordained as ministers of the gospel. vocations where they can make money and fame, and
But-what is worse-it is entirely ignored by them, not be laughed at in the pulpit by the ungodly, who
and, logically, so are the rest of the doctrins which, ridicule everything that is sacred. And this leads
like the two walls of a building, unite upon it as the me to offer some remarks on our
corner-stone. A stranger might listen to such
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARIES.
preaching for a year, and never suspect but that he
I made it my business to visit, spending two days
was sitting in a Universalist or Umtarian church. It at each, no less than five theological seminaries.
is not a breach of charity to say of such brethren Brother L., during the discussions of the committee
that, imperceptibly, perhaps, but really, they hav that ~ed to my mission, alluded to the mental infecome to disbelieve this radical doctrin of our faith, riority, as far as his ob~ervation extended, of the avsince it has no effect whatever in giving tone and er:age candidate for the ministry now, when compared
quality to their sermons. In conversation with the with those of a former generation.
older men in the ministry, I am not surprised to find
In measuring the intellectual caliber of the students
that for this terrible defection in the church and the in the seminaries I visited, I found his opinion justipeople at large they blame, in a great measure, the fied. The great majority of them obviously come
impudent officiousness of the late revisers of the from the country congregations, out of which they
New Testament, in eliminating from the text of were gathered by the education societies, simply bescripture the word "hell," and substituting therefor cause they WE>re poor but pious. After they had
"sheol." In old times I hav seen an audience stilled received their academic and collegiate education as
into the silence of death by a minister repeating in charity students, they were tramferred into the theohis sermon the description of hell in Pollock's logical semina1·y on the same foundation. In con'•Course of Time." But let any one in the pulpit now templating their look of commonness, I was forcibly
undertake to do that, and he would be laughed at in reminded of what I once heard a distinguished presiany congregation of cultivated people in a city. On dent of a college say in a meeting of synod, that, in
the street, in the mart, and in the railroad cars this raking over all the country churches simply for pious
awfulest truth of our holyreligion is made a con- young men for the ministry, without reference to
stant matter of joke. When a Catholic is so far gone brainfil, the education societies were committing the
in doubt that he can make fun of the idea that the sin of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, who debased the
wafer of bread is, by the priest's prayer, transmuted church of God by making priests of the lowes~ of the
into the body, blood, and divinity of Christ., he is. people. He took the ground that an able bodied
not far from Protestantism. And when a Protestant young man who could agree to be educated in the
can deride the idea of a hell, and tip the wink to his academy, college, and theological seminaryon contrifellow-skeptic, as the Roman augurs did to. each butions made hy poor widows and seamstresses, and
other, he is on the track, from which he cannot by charity in general, was, ipso facto, unfit for the
switch off at will, that leads inevitably to the rejec- ministry. Such charity training, begun when a youth
tion of the whole system which is built upon it. I is taken from the shop or the plow-tail, and continued
fancy, therefore, that I see the Angel of Destiny as it is for years, robs him of his manhood, selfpointing with unerring finger to the next generation respect, and spirit of independence, and make& him a
as the time when the church will hav to meet the mere truckling slave and parasite, feeding on the
legitimate consequences of all this. The preachers body of the church, and in many instances, when failof the sheol school, who infest every denomination ing to be dandled into some congregation as pastor,
of Christians more or less, may well be compared losing heart, and going up and down the vacancies,
to Buddensiek, the New York builder, who is now in saying, "Put me, I pray thee, into one of the priest's
prison for manslaughter because he erected houses offices that I may eat a piece of bread." The sober
with untempered mortar and poor materials, which truth is that the majority of our charity students
tumbled down and killed their occupants. The who go through the seminary, and get licensed to
church, with the doctrin of future retribution taken preach, are not fitted either by ability, education, or
from her creed as Christ talight it, is in a similar manners to meet the necessities of the time. They
condition, and a bill of indictment lies against all the are mere eunuchs of the kingdom of heaven for the
sheol brethren who made a contract when they were sake of the emoluments. They hav no idea of the
ordained of building up the walls of Zion with condition of the churches, and hence wonder that
stones that were squared and dressed according to they are not called to l:lettle down as pastors, when so
the rule laid down in the gospel, and not round or many of our most important and wealthy congregaangular stones, which fall out under the weight of tions are vacant and hav to get along as well as they
the superstructure.
can under the ruinous system of state supplies. A
To this widespread suspicion among the people theological student, as we know by experience, conthat future punishment for the impenitent is only a cerns himself at the seminary with studies that
scarecrow of antiquity may be traced the fact, uni- qualify him simply to preach the gospel didactically.
versally complained of, that there is such a lack of But the literature which the people composing our
disciplin in the church. Family worship has gener- congregations now read is steeped in Infidelity in its
ally been given up, or, what is worse, performed in most insidious forms ; and when a raw youth is
such a way that the children either sleep under the licensed to preach, and emerges from his cloister in
exercise or put in no appearance at all. Baptism of the shape of a minister of the gospel, and enters the
infants is so seldom seen in church that a person who pulpit, he has no idea at all of the world he.is to liv
examins the records would suppose that all the , in, nor of the situation, and is surprised and discour-
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aged at the indifference his audiences manifest toward
his sermons. The old system of polemics taught in
our seminaries, for reasons to be mentioned hereafter,
are as useless ·now as the oltl smooth· bore musket
and eighteen· pound cannon would be in modern
warfare between nations. The enemies of the church
to-day are not what they were half a century ago.
The old arguments they used, and we used, are not
the ones in use now. Then, like the English archers
at the battle of Agincourt, we had the advantage of
having the ~un on our backs ; but now the ground is
shifted, and we fight under the disadvantage.of our
eyes being blinded by the bright rays of the sun.

The Vedas, or Hindoo Bible.
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Our Roman Catholic Paup('rS.
The following from the New Yor k
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unusual interest just now, when the Catholics are
endeavoring to divide the school funds for the benefit of their paupei·-breeding religion. It was published in the 'l'inus of the 7 t h u 1t.:
I bav made a careful compilation of certain statistics sbo_wing appropriations under lhe co!or of .Ia~ fr?m the ?tty
treasury to a certain group of chant able InStitutions, w~IC~,
in my belief, are not quite what .they seem to be. . Whil~ lt
may be true that these org:tnizatwns arc engaged m takwg
care of the poor and helple~s. I cannot believe that the whole
of the very large amounts of money they receive from tbe
state and city IS entirely expended for the support of these
classes. May not these appropriations account, to an t;xten~,
for the unprecedented growth of the papal. power I_D this
city? To me they account for the presence m our City of
many of their churcbes and parochial s.chools.
.
The statistics referred to are startlmg as to amounts, mstructiv to the taJ>payer, and suggestiv to those who are
familiar with the history of the Roman hierarc:Jy, and are as
follows,. viz.:
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llppro-priation for each of the twelve yearR baR been $671,
044 04; for evPry week of those )'l·ars, $12.904 69. and for
t-ach day, $1.843 52. lf we divide the appropriation for one
day by twtnty-eight and one.half, we find that these institu
tions ought to hav had in their keeping eacb day during the
twelve yPars 6.468 pPr~ons, the appropriations being based
upon an allowance of $2 per wePk or twenty-eight and one
balf cents per day for e11.ch inmate. If we make the hke cal
culation ba~ed upon the appropriation for 1875, the reRult
calls for 4 008 inmates for ea<'h day of that year. and in 1886
the appropriations were made upon a basis of 10,144 bentfi
ciuries cared for every day of that year.
If the calculations showing these results are correct, they
prove not only a remarkable but a most dangerous gro"' th of
pauperism among the Roman Catholics of our city, and these
JJberal donations of public moneys are chit>lly re~ponsible for
the enormous increase. So long as the8e institutions can ob
rain from the public treasury $2 yer week for the snvport of
each child they cau capture, just so long will apparent pauperism continue to grow.
The great profit !lowing from these pretended charity op
erations and accruing to the Roman Catholic church became
practically apparent during Tweed'>~ reign, for we fiod by
reference to the list of "institutions'' while he was io power
(1869 and 1870), five of them came into existence ami hav
been drawing large ~urns from the trea~ury ever since, and
trom 1877 to 1884 nine more, controletli by the sa~e powlt;rl
To me, the proposition is almost se f-evident tuat, w 11 e
there may be mucll charity work performed by the manage
ment of these numHous assooiations. their businl'SS i" car
ried on largely in tbe interest of making. money for the
L'toman Catllolic ehnrct1; and the appropnauons from publlc
.noneys, to a considerable extenr, go for building churches
parochial schools, or other purposes not contemplated by
the law autborizing the al'propriat.ions. Tllis particular
lield of industry has proved so uuexpectcdly protituble that
m a bill now pending before the legislature at Albany the
parties in interest hav had a provi~ion inserted extt~nding
the authority to commit to these institution~ under Homan
Uatholic control, and others, children up to the age of four
teen-the present law provid,ing only for the committal o
thO>eUndertwelve.
·
The great question involve d growmg
out of t h'lS evi·1 i s
one of fur more itnportance than the JOss of money. It is
one of morals, and coneerns, not onlvJ ciuzens, but the state
as well. In view of the fact, often proved, that the Homan
U!!.tholics furnish over eighty per cent of •the criminals
bl and
paupers of the city of .New York, is it wise or sensi e as a
weasure of public policy, having a direct bearing upon the
welfare of our local society, that these great amo•mts of
money should be paid to institutions which are conducted
with special reference to manufacturing more Roman Oatholics, many of whom are likely to become crimmalfl and
paupers?
Tl.lere are thirteen other city charitable associations receiving support from the same source as tlle above, aud organized substantially for the same object, but uuder nonsectarian Protestant or Jewish control. They receive their
per capita allowance for each child from tbe board of apportionment and under the same law tllat proviides for appropriations to institutions under the charge of {.man Cauwlics;
but in the twelve years included in the above btatement tlley
hav drawn from the city only the sum of $4 467,310.33. Of
late an often.repeated report has obtained credence, ttmt the
Romanists claim one-half of the population of New York as
belonging to their faith ; this claim being well. founded_, then
tlley admit, by Indirection, that t!Iey hav a dt.proportwnate
and excessi v percentage of paupers. If we babe our calculations upon the amoums appropriated to the two clas.es of
intsituuons we find that tue sixteen under the Catholics IJav
in the sam~ number of years drawn $6,585,218,15 in excess
of all the others. Of course there is no "'ay of accounting
for this excess except upon the assumption that it was drawn
for the support of pauper children at $2 per head per week.
Uvsu C. HAWKINS.

The average Christian seems to be ignorant of the
fact that there are other so-called holy books in existence of as great importance as the Christian's Bible,
and possessing superiority in many respects. For
the information of such persons, before whose eyes
this article may chance to come, we append the following extracts from the Vedas of the Hindoos:
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That the em•• old cuss lleH bnrted below.
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THE latest conundrnm: Why is the Rev. Dr. McGlynn
like a stray goose ? Answer: B6!ca.use he didn't follow the
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magnanimous friends could be found than John will ever be found in the front ranks of the grand
Riggin, Eugene Riggin, I. M. Vost, and others. army.
C. Severance 1s well known for his bright and inSo far California has been not only a land of
structiv contributions to Liberal discussion. He has promis, but of most encouraging results. I am now
COURTLANDT PALMER, President.
writt€n some excellent articles for the papers here, on my way to San Francisco and Oakland, and I look
SAMUEL P. PuT:<r.ur. Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St.• Chicago.
OaA.RLJO;S Eq_KRARD. Treas.,
- - •
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. whwh hav been . widely read. R. C. Glover, L. forward to pleasant labors until April lOth. April
E. :B. FoOTE, Ja., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lextugton Ave., New Yorlc. Litchenberger, T. C. Naramore, G. N. Brubaker, H. 17th and 24th I shall be at San J oEe, and between
E. A. STEVE:<rs, Chair. Fin. Com., - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. Martine, John Baker, Lyman Smith, etc., are wide- these dates at Santa Cruz. I shall be at Stockton
awake supporters of the movement.
May 1st and 8th, at Sacramento May 15th and 22d.
enjoyed
at
Los
Angeles
the
acquaintance
of
Dr.
I
I
hav decided to go north ward by way of Chico, Yreka,
Treasurer's Report for Marcb, 1887.
E. Schreiber, the Jewish rabbi, author of excellent Ashland, Talent, Jacksonville, Eugene, Albany, Salem,
REOKJPrs.
lectures on "The Talmud;" a learned and liberal man, Portland, Cor\'allis, Forest Grove, Seattle, VJCtoria,
Mar. 1. Reported receipts................................. $781.06 in sympathy with our Freethought movement, and Port Townsend, New Tacoma, The DalleEO, Pendleton,
6
Walla. Walla, Union City, Baker City, Emmettsville,
"
· Wi~~~:0!~r~~~-~~-~~..~~~~~-~~~~~·..~-~~-~~:
2 00 an earnest advocate of the Nine Demands.
Greeley, A. S. U.. per A. J. Wadlia....... 15 00
I was pleased to meet Mr. and 1\Irs. John Robinett, etc. Friends in these places will please take notice,
" 15.
" 15.
Longmont A. S. U., pPr Boulder............ 3 70 of San Jacinto, who came Binety miles to attend the and do the best they can for a s~'ccessful tour. Ad" 15. Dr. Ambrook. per S. P. P.....................
~
!lectures, and who hav done good work in their com- dress communications care of W. F. Freeman, Box
" 15. Denver A. S. U .. per Thos. J · Truss·...... 2 ·
munity for Liberalism and the circulation of TnE 499, Stockton, Cal.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
" 15. Loveland A. S. U .. per Faulkner............ 15.00
f · d
2 00 TRUTH SEEKER. I was in hopes to see these nen s
Southern Pacific R.R., Saturday, April 2, 1887.
" 15. - - , per S. P. p. ........ ....... ...............
" 19. H. Tyler, per TRU'l'H SK&KER..................
1.00 again and lecture at San Jacinto, San Bernardino,
" 24.
S. Brewer. per treasurer.............. .........
5 Oil Delmar, etc., but I find that I cannot do this. I
" 26.
Mr. lteynolds in Michigan.
Charles Dunn, per TIWl'H SEEKER.......... 2 0 !llust press northward and leave southern California
S. L. Hngan,
"
"
1 00
" 26.
"
2 00 for the bright future, when I shall arrange for a
EATON RAPIDS, 1\'Iarch 28th.-The train was behind
" 26. Thns. Rol-(ers, "
" 26.
P. F. ~pencer, "
"
1.00 longer stay among these most friendly regions. I time at Charlotte, which necessitated hiring a team
" 26. Thos. Fair,
;;
;;
2 00 find it impossible to fulfil the demand for lectures on and enduring a very cold jolt of eleven miles, but I
" 26.
Martin Miller,
1.00 this lively coast. There is an inquiry for Remsburg reached Eaton Rapids, cold, hungry, and happy, at
" 26.
- - , Waterbury, Conn., per TRUTH
'll fi d
1.00 and Jamieson and others, and I hope they w1
n 7 P.M., and relieved the anxiety ofthe friends, who bad
SEEKEI:......................... ................
- - - - - time to come to this Summer Land, where they will about decided that there would be a big disappointTotal to date...................................... $866.76 hav a right royal welcome and hosts of admirers.
ment. Of course I could not bring my trunk. One
msnuRSEMKNTs.
Tuesday and Wednesday I am at Visalia. This is of the delights d life on the road is the impossibility
Mar. 1. Reported disbursements ........................ $767 11 one of the oldest towns of California, the county seat of seeing the inside of your trunk for from six to ten
" 15.
S. P. Putnam....................................... 67.70 of Tulare county, about ten miles oft' the main line, days at a time. You see its exterior all you desire
" 15. Moss Engraving Co., note paper, en1 k
velopes, ami priutiug........................ 14 50 and so it has a. cosy and comfortabhle. oo , very while arguingagainst extra baggage charges and fees
- - - - much like a New England village, wit 1ts e1egance for leaving it over at stat.ions. I always retain my
Total disbursements to cbte ................. $849 31 and refinement. It is in the midst of a beautiful belt "grip," but that is :filled with pamphlets and TRUTH
March 31, 1887.
CuAs. EoiUIARD, Treasurer.
of timber, lofty and wide-spreading oaks, that giv the SEEKERS, precious freight., all that anyone could reaThe treasurer ca1ls attention to the advertis- landscape a charming variety. The green :fields sonably desire for the furnishing and adorning the
ment in another part of THE TRUTH SEEKER of the stretch away beneath the intricate arches. The vast mind, but not available as underclothes.
Sierras rise with their snowy tops to the eastwarddevice, "Our Flag Above the Cross."
Mr. and l\Irs. Atwood are the very noblest types of
a dazzling scene-peak glancing over peak with the genuin Liberal, and knowing them I was not surglowing foreheads, around which roll the ever-varying prised to find the '' Red Ribbon Hall" (a very large
News and Notes.
clouds. Here I :find a happy resting-place, amid one) filled with the best aud most intelligent people
I am at Los Angeles again on Sunday, March 27th. rural felicity, in the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. of the city. On Tuesday, "Why I Left the Pulpit"
All the morning in the pleasant sunshine I drive over James Evans, with their sister, Mrs. Dora Mitchell, had been advertised, and friends came, despite the
the beautiful city with my good friend, John Riggin, all of whom are earnest Liberals. It was through severe cold, seven, ten, and twelve miles to meet me
who out of the reminiscences of a long and happy their efforts that an opening was made for the lecture and hear the "why." After the second lecture I had
life, where Secular philosophy prevailed, could mingle campaign in Visalia. It was very successful. The the pleasure of organizing the Eaton Rapids Liberal
nature and humanity with charming felicity-Los largest ball in the place was crowded to its utmost Society. Twenty-one signed the membership roll,
Angeles, the Queen of the Angels, it originally was, capacity for two nights, and I hav not found in any and the following officers were unanimously elected:
but, Yankee-like, the "Queen" has been clipped, and place a more enthusiastic reception. There are hosts President, ·wm. Miller; vice-president, Mrs. Lizzie
for short it is The Angels, or Los Angeles. It is of Freethinkers here-Mr. Alfred Daggett, Mr. Zane Shaw; secretary, Mrs. Rachel Atwood ; treasurer,
surrounded by high hills, and from the summits the Stuben, L. V. Nanscawen, Mr. Grant, Oregon Saun- W. S. Henderson; vigilance committee, Mrs. J. Potcity can be seen in all its glory, with its brilliant ders, Judge ·wanace, I. B. Smith, the l\Iessrf'. Jacobs, ter, ,V. S. Henderson, and A. Atwood; educational
tropical foliage and bloom. · Far off against the Mr. Chisman, Dick Chatten, J. A. Patterson, Pro- committee, 0. Elmer, Helen Knarp. and l\'Iay Atwood;
horizon are the dashing billows of the sea, like a fessor Orr, G. A. Botsford, T. J. Conley, Dr. L. R. social committee, Homer Potter, .Mrs. Kent 'Vright,
sweeping silvery cloud, while the mountains roll away Killg, and many others. I was sorry I could not and Frank Baker.
into the burnished blue, and in the shining valley the stay longer, but I believe there will be a most
The regubr weekly meetings until further notice
city greets the sun like the tiara of a queen, a picture flourishing Secular Union established here; in fact, will be held at the house of Mr. and Mrs. Atwood on
of loveliness set in summe1·'s bosom amid spring's Tulare county would giv a good Freethought lect- Sunday afternoons at 3 o'clock. The usual schedule
eternal joy and autumn's golden feast..
urer a very Liberal support. The Secular thought is of monthly dues, payable in advance, was adopted.
Sunday evening I lecture on "The New Heaven predominant, but it needs the voice and pen to bring It is proposed to form a joint-stock company and
and Earth." The Liberal element in this city is large, it forth and make it effectiv.
build a suitable Liberal hall. It would certainly
and I find many friends and earnest supporters of
Time flies rapidly, and Thursday morning, in the prove a very profitable investment, and greatly aid
the cause. I regret that I cannot remain any longer bright sunlight and through the radiant groves, I the cause.
in southern California, or revisit it again this year. come to Tulare, a rattling railroad town, that has
The great want of the times is a home secretary,
The outlook is most promising. Dr. York bas been burnt down three times, and rises from its at permanent headquarters, to whom all workers
labored effectivly since his return from Australia. In ruins more magnificent than ever. I delivered two could apply aad be sure of prompt response, and
Los Angeles and San Bernardino he has had large lectures Thursday and Friday evenings to full who could supply by-laws, leaflets containing duties
audiences and awakened great interest, and he has houses. I find plenty of Freethinkers. What they of officers and committees, order of business, hints
made my own work most encouraging. A good com- need is organization.
and suggestions how best to conduct science schools
rade he is. I met him on Monday at Los Angeles,
Mr. Enos Churchill is our pioneer in Tulare. He without a teacher, how best to do propaganda work,
before I went north, and I was delighted with his has done good work for twenty years. I enjoyed and obtain subscribers to Liberal publications. As
genial fellowship and vigorous spirit. He has the the hospitality of himself and family. I here found it is now, I hav to write all this out each time, and
gift both of eloquence and action. He knows how to Mr. E. 1\'Ioore, a TRUTH SEEKER subscriber and a while on the road it is impossible to do this satisfacarouse people and make them do their best. He is a pleasant comrade, who keeps our flag floating wher- torily. New, young, struggling societies are left to
logical and powerful speaker, and entertaining also; ever he goes. I was also generously entertained by flounder along as best they can, without aid, counsel,
He can weave wit and fancy with telling argument. Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Johnson, of the Spiritualist or sympathy, to liv or die.
He is thoroughly sincere and generous, a manly advo- ranks, but responsiv to all the humanitarianism of
I left Eaton Rapids rejoicing with the many good
cate of liberty. After his Australian tour, where he this world. I hav not found more agreeable com- friends at the bright prospects of the Liberal society,
has won new laurels, he purposes to take a trip East, panions. I also called upon Mr. Mackay, of a some- and promising to write out and send them such hints
to that Mecca of Liberalism, Paine Memorial Hall. I what theosophical frame of mind, who has read, I and suggestions as I could.
bespeak for him a cordial welcome. He will go by guess, about a million books, and is now ranching it
IoNIA.-Wednesday afternoon, March 29th, I arway of Sa.lt Lake City, Denver, Kansas City, Burling- for the benefit of his health in a house built by his rived at Ionia and was met at the depot by a delegaton, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, imd New York, own hands. He has much learning, but he carries it tion of whole. souled Liberal gentlemen, who gave me
and I hope that friends will make all the use possible with Scotch shrewdness. His mother, seventy-six cordial greeting aud most hearty welcome. I was
of his services at every available point of his route. years of age, came from Scotland to America for the taken in the carriage of that stanch disciple of Paine,
This is a rare opportunity to listen to one of our express purpose of converting her son from the Dr. Bayard, to view the principal buildings of the
fore~ost lecturers. Giv him a noble greeting.
errors of Infidelity. She read Ingersoll, and that city, and was deposited at the Bentley mansion. The
Monday, March 28t.h, I leave Los Angeles. A converted her, and then her highest desire was to see friends had engaged the now elegant And capanious
goodly company I found there, and I bid farewell Ingersoll, and it was the happiest moment of her life hall, formerly the Salvation Army barracks. The
with hopes of work together again. The Secular when she shook hands with our noble champion.
building was erected for the Salvationists, but they
Society organized will undoubtedly maintain its
I was pleased also to meet E. M. Dewey, formerly could not save enough to pay for it; they fizzled
ground. It is hoped that the services of good lect- of Massachusetts, a schoolmaster, once the teacher out, and the building, thoroughly cleaned, renovated,
urers can be secured for the next three or four of our good and famous Susan 'Vixon-somewhere and beautified, I dedicated· by the delivery of three
months at least.
about Cape Cod, I believe-and so from Ca1ifornia I lectures to science and Freethought. I bad very
This is an important point, and a Liberal speaker send to the Children's Corner the benedictions of this large attendance at all three lectures; the interest
could be well sustained every Sunday with an old-time mentor, who carries the flag of freedom still. increased each night.
audiencl3 of several hundred. J. E. Clark, the agent He has a lovely home out here, and hisfarm sparkles
After my last lecture, "The Trial of Satan," twentyof THE TRUTH SEEKER, is a live man. He has decided with fruitfulness.
five enrolled their names as me!llbers of the Ionia
to keep on hand hereafter a supply of Liberal literaB. F. Moore, I. T. Bachelder, J. L. Bachelder, E. Liberal Society. I united in the lamentations of the
ture, the demand for which is constantly increasing. Newell, W. T. Cartmill, A. Fletcher, C. F. Hall, B.. friends that previous engagements prevented my reG. W. 0 wen is another intelligent worker who has G. Parker-who came twenty miles to hear the lect- maining longer, especially that I could not hav rejust located here from Santa Cruz, and purposes to ures-Mr. W. J. Caudson, Mr. McMellen-br.hind mained over Sunday and completed the work of
devote himself to Liberal affairs. I found him of whose fleeting steeds I traversed this splendid valley organization. The success of my effort at Ionia was
great assistance in my own labors, and much of their -'V. F. ·wood, G. H. Castle, Jr., T. Bacigalupi, and mainly due to the Bentley family. Mr. W m. Bentley
success was the result of his generous aid. No more others, make up our Tulare legion, which, I am sure, is one of those energetic, thoroughly capable, yet un-
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assuming men, that once enlisted in any enterprise
and success is assured. Like Elias H. Gault, of Kalamazoo, he is a shrewd business man, ever genial and
jolly, delighted to accommodate and make happy all
with whom he has to do; yet he never loses sight of
duty and the accomplishment of the work or business
in hand. Of course, in such hands I could not help
but hav grand success. This was greatly added to
by a petite fairy possessing wonderful musical genius
(t.he bride of Charles Bentley, son of friend Wm.
Bentley, and worthy son of a noble sire. Charles
and his fair bride are both earnest Liberals). Young
Mrs. Charles Bentley entranced the audience each
night with the wondrous sweetness and power of her
voice, as with true poetic feeling she rendered the
soul-inspiring sentiments of Liberalism. I bad the
pleasure of forming acquaintance with many worthy,
able, and cultured advocates of Freetbought, among
them the popular physician, Dr. T. R. Allen. Then,
as ever, "learn to love only to leave." Stern duty
demands on, on, on, to other fields.
Mr. and Mrs. Webster, of Belding, hav arranged
for me some eight lectures in their vicinity, and when
these are filled I must turn my face east and journey
toward the Jersey jail. So mote it be.
c. B. REYNOLDS.

The Liberal Club.
Is the weatber.roug-h and wintry-cold enough to
make you swear1 Wait until you get to sheol; you
will find it warmer there~
Comforting himself with the promis outlined in
these words, a man wearing a ten-dollar badge-pin
with a diamond in it went blithely up Third avenue
the other night to a meeting of the Manhattan Lib·
eral Club. At that time he did not know that spring
was so close aboard, as Captain Clark would say it,
and that ere another ten days had passed the young
man would be taki1;g account of stock with a view to
selecting his summer girl. At the door of the hall,
when it was reached, be laid down a new five-cent
piece, which was absorbed with alacrity by Treasurer
Morris and as he did so he reflected on how much
better 'it was thus to appropriate that sum than to
spend it for lager beer. At the same time he ke~t
another five-cent piece where he could get hold of 1t
handily if he should change his mind.
The speaker of the evening was Mrs. Clara Neymann who had taken it in hand to point out the
"Dan'gers Abead." In introdu~ing the lady, Mr.
Wakeman said be hoped the audience would behave
as well as it could afford to while she was speaking.
Mrs. N eymann wore a handsome rose, and spoke
with just enough accent to suggest the Faderland.
It appeared from the lecture that the danger ahead
is the utter obliteration of our institutions which
must result from exclusiv male suffrage. Women
demand the suffrage and may be driven to the al~er
nativ of joining the labor party for the accomplishment of that purpose. Women must vote or the
republic must go. Mrs. Neymann's lecture lasted a
little more than an hour, and contained many arguments in favor of extending the ballot to women.
The Chair gave notice that Leander Thompson
would speak at the next meeting on " The Scum of
Society." Mr. Thom~son proba~ly did not. ch~ol!ie_
his subject with the L1beral Clubs members m mmd,
because they are the elite of the city. The Chair
added that the floor was now open for discussion of
the lecture in speeches of ten minutes each. Mr.
Wakeman ~dvised the critics not to attempt to elaborate more than one or two points during that limited period. The last man who tried to crowd. a
lecture into ten minutes did not make a success of 1t.
After a very long delay, Mr. F_Iynn went forward in
one aisle and Mrs. Leonard m the other. Mrs.
Leonard gave way. She said she was only going to
take the platform to apologize for the backwardness
of the men.
Mr. Flynn announced that he was one of those unpopular individuals who didn't believe i~ woman
suffrage.
.
"
il ,
Mrs. Britton (from the audience): Aha! afoss !
The Chair: " Order! Don't be surprised at anything you hear now."
Mr. Flynn proceeded to say that politics was o~t
side the domain of women. If women had a domam
of their own it wouldn't be proper for men to
encroach upon' it. Women can accomplish as muc_h
without the ballot as with it. Female suffrage lB
only a sentimental idea, and the women care more for
the means than for the end.
Lawyer Searing was the next speaker. He did not
relish the idea of lecturers coming down from the
Nineteenth Century Club to instruct the plain, common-sense people of the Labor party and the Liberal
Club. The lecturer had said that it might be ne~es
sary for the woman sufftagists to join the workmg
people, thus implying that she hoped for better
things. Mr. Searing doubted the earnestness and
honesty of the lecturer and her class. If they
thought they could gain their end by joining the
Labor party, why didn't they do so at once, instead
of reserving that as a last resort? The trouble was
they preferred to agitate in a cultured and ornamental
Jna.nner r~~ot4e~ th.a,n ~et down to the hard work and
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practical methods by which alone their legal disabili· John E. Remsburg at tlte Grave of His Child.
ties could be removed. Mr. Searing spoke with un·
MY FRIE~ns: Ctistom decrees that at the grave a.
usual animation.
word be spoken, and struggling against the pangs. of
Lawyer Levi said that Mr. Searing bad illustrated this deep woe, I bav summoned courage to perform
what lawyers called the suppressio veri, suggestio the task. I shall be brief. for in an hour like this
falsi. The reason women want the ballot is because words at their best are little more than mockerydisfranchisment is degradation, and they feel it as sound as hollow as the clods that soon will fall upon
keenly as the slaves of the South felt their bondage. this little casket.
Woman suffrage would find its strongest supporters
It seems doubly sad that on the first day of spring,
among working women and workingmen's wives, be- just as the flowers are getting ready to bud and
cause they know best where the shoe pinches. They blossom, our tiny bud should droop and die. Yet
cannot compete with men in the labor market, but here he lies-withered and dead.
they know that by means of the ballot they can effect
On Tuesday evening, while many miles away, a letlegislation which will help them.
ter reached me stating that our pretty babe was sick,
Mrs. Leonard hinted that Mr. Flynn had broken and very sick. But . it had been written four days
prematurely from the restraint of the maternal apron before, and as the wit·es brought. no fresh tidings I
strings. He would better go back.
believed that he was better. Yesterday morning I
Dr. Weeks didn't especially believe in woman's was seated at a table penning a word of cheer to his
rights. He believed in human rights, which included dear mother, telling ber that in a week I would be at
the rights of women. A visitor who went away at home again. The thought filled me with joy, and in
the beginning of Dr. Weeks's remarks said to the a dream of fancy I saw our darling running to meet
writer that by a curious coincidence, Dr. Weeks me at the door, ready to climb into my arms, when
always commenced speaking at about the time he, the on the wings of lightning came with staggering force
visitor, felt like going home.
the cruel message-" Gene is dead!"
Lawyer Chamberlain noted that the fact that
It is ever so--when least expecting it we stand
the Declaration of Independence was not univers- face to face with Death. At d~twn, at mid·day, as
ally understood had been shown by Mr. Flynn, well as at life's eve, he comes. His icy fingers dally
who bad spoken of giving women their rights, as with youth's golden curls as oft as with the silver
though men bad the rights of women in charge, and locks of age. The patriarch lies down in his last
as though that oould be given which is inalienable. slefp; with bleeding hearts, beside his shriveled
Mr. Chamberlain further said that the lower strata of corpse we place the dimpled babe, and then, anon,
society must be reached and fructified before the idea blinded with scalding tears, bend over the mute form
cf universal suffL"age would bear fruit.
of a companion fallen in the very noon of life. All
Mrs. Hallock was glad the enemies were no hav witnessed this grim monarch's work-hav felt
stronger. Mr. Searing, she thought., had shown too the bitterness his presence brings. Our sad experimuch excitement for a judicial mind. Mrs. Hallock ence to· day was, yesterday, your own. Within these
was interrupted by a man, evidently drunk, who in a gates you, too, bav stood as mourners-hav been
loud voice demanded to know how Salisbury and called upon to deposit on this sunny slope some loved
Parnell stood upon the Labor question. The Chair one. I need not tell you that in your hours of grief
warned him that his action was wholly without prece- vou had our unfeigned ~>yn:pathy. I know that we
dent, and that if he did not come to order the second ~eceive yours now, and this will make the burden of
secretary would put him out. The second secretary, our sorrow less.
though a man of peace, was very happy over the
prospect of an opportunity to oblige the Chair, an_d
Dea~ .Gene, l~ss thad a month ago, U:pon th~t cheek,
laid down his pencil, but the man lacked the pubhc then warm with life, I pressed a parent's loving kiss,
spirit to continue the disturbance, and with a deep and said, Good-bye. And now, upon the cold and
sigh the disappointed secretary ·resumed h~s official pallid lips of my dead child I print a last fond kiss
duties. This is the first time a drunk and disorderly and say, Fa~ewell !
--------~~~------person bas invaded the club during the present
Lectures and ~leetings.
writer's four years' regular attendance.
Mrs. Neymann closed the discussion. From which
TrrE New York State Woman Suffrage Association will
great profit was derived, the speakers being fair and hold its annual convention in this city at the MaEonic Temlearned; and when the proper time arrived, the ple, corner T"·enty-lhird street and Sixth avenue, Thursday
and' Friday, April 21st and 22tl. The public sessions are at
meeting was declared adjourned.
2 and 8 P.M. The convention will be addressed by Matilda
The next meeting, which the writer unavoidably Joslyn Gage, Mary Seymour Howell, Caroline Gilkey Rogers,
missed, was addressed by Leander Thompson, who Marguerite Jrloore, Annie Jenness Miller, Isabella Beecher
dealt with the ''Scum of Society" in an able manner. Hooker, Clara Neymann, Kate Palmer Stearns, Rev.Amanda
Deyo, Lillie Devereaux Blake, and others. The admission is
'rhe Hon. Dennis McMahon succeeds on the "Illufree.
.
sions of Legislation."
J. E. REMSBURG is lecturing to crowded houses in Kansas.
The all-absorbing topic of conversation at the club
is the resignation of President Wakeman, against, In three weeks he delivered tw~nty.five lectures, speaking in
which a petition of protest is being circulated and Twin Mound, Heberling's, Burlingame, F.111 River, Leon,
numerously signed. On the last of the month Mr. Andover, Benton, Geuda Springs, Cedar Vale, Mound City,
Wakeman will make a speech, in which it is expected Max, Humboldt, Burlington, and Garnett. He has thirty
lectures yet to deliver, as follows:
that he will reveal the causes which impel him to
Marysville ...................................... Sat., Sun., Apr. 16, 17.
the separation.
Hacidam ............................................................ Mon., 18.
Concordia ......................................................... TueR., 19.
Downs ................................................ Wed., Fri., 20, 22.
English as She is Spelled.
Logan ............................................................ Thur., 21.
In a bouse with a white door knob,
· Motor .................................................... !::lat., Sun., 23, 24.
Was a man who came there to krob,
Ravaria ............................................................. Mon., 25.
New Cambria .................................................... Tues., 26.
Bnt be left for the West
Dunlap .............................................................Wed., 27.
With a hole in his vest,
Where reside his companions, who ksob.
That householder han plenty of phlegmToo much, say those bur?:lars, for phthegm.
Benton ........................................................ Sun., May 1.
Pistol-practice at ni?:ht
Leon ...................... ,Mon,, Tttes., Wed., Thurs., 2, 3, ~· 5.
They declare is not right
Fredonia .............................................................. Fr1., 6.
Just to save from a thief a small phgegm.
Sycamore Station .................................................. Sat., 7.
Neodosha............................................................ Sun., 8.
And who is to say they are wrongAfter his work in Kansas is completed, Mr. Remsburg wiJ
These knights of the road and of wsong ?For our dn.ys here below
return
to Illinoi~s·~-----+-----Are so brief, you must !mow,
And our stay " over there" will be wlong.
Business Notes.
ATTENTION is called to the adverlisment elsewhere of W.
" I hav sent this most gallant of knights
F. Jamieson's Minuesota"farm, which he offPro for sale.
Where jewels and .e:emg are by krights
Used for ceiling ancl floor,
TnE TRUTH SEEKER can be purchased by residents of
And not purchased with goor."
Grand Rapids, Mich., at 138 South Division street, from Mr.
Said the householder, after the kfight.
CharleB Sach.
Now, the" spirits" report once again
TnE sixth edition of Helen H. Gardener's" Men, Women,
That "he says that an old setting bain
and Gods" is now in press, and will shortly be ready for
Woulcl not peck at large pearls"
Where !JiB wings he UDfearls
sale. This edition will be embellished with a new portrait of
And flies through the sky like a wrain.
the writer, which of itself is a thing of beauty and joy forH. H. G.
ever, because it's just like her. Writinf( praises of the book,
however, is painting· a lily, and we accept the best that has
You Fight, and I'll Pray.
been said of it and, like the man who pasted his prayer over
Grant Thorburn, the calumniator of Thomas Paine, was a his bed, say, "Lord, them's my sentiments."
puny Scotchman. He used to visit his nativ country, and on
one of the return voyages the captain called on the passengers
A Solid Argument for Christ.
to help him quell a mutiny. Thorburn turned to a fellow~·,·out tlu~ A-fihtuvti,·ep, S{P:r,tttwt.
passenger of large stature and said, "You help the captain,
OooNoMowoo, April 1.-E F. Ring, of Starta, an exand I will go down in the cabin and pray." The mutiny '~'~"as preacher, but now a Freethonght lc~turer, yesterday ~tiered
quellecl, and on the arrival of the vessel at New York nn ac- one of his orintcd lectures for salem the store occupwd by
count of it was published in the newspapers, in which the suc- Joel A W~odru!I and Andrew McKee, in this city, and was
cessful result was q,t~ril:!ute<l to Qle powerful cjforts of Grant l'jected from the storn by them. Jlir. Hing is an aged mau,
a.nd t.h!l fatj.lcr of ex-Senator Wng.
Thorburn I
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flommunications.
Miracles and Miracle Workers.

God nothing of more importance on band than playing in the mud with other Mugwumps~) and a Jew
hoy came along and destroyed the pools of the other
boy~, but when he came to the pool which Jesus
made the water vanished. Jesus said, "In like manner shall thy life vanish,'' and immediately the boy
died.
A boy ran against Jesus and threw him down, and
Jesus said, " So shalt thou fall and never rise ;" that
moment the boy fell down dead.
When a boy he was sent to school (why send God
to school! be must have known everything), and the
teacher attempted to whip him, but his hand withered
and he died..
E1'en in his boyhood days he understood philosophy, could teach astronomy (w~y did he not know
that the earth was not flat~), physics, the powers of the
body, the number of its members, the bones, arteries,
veins, and nerves, how the soul operates on the
body, etc.
This wonderful gospel winds up in this wonderful
way: "The whole of the gospel of the .infancy, by
the assistance of the supreme God, accordmg to what
we find in the original."
If the "supreme God" assisted in writing this gospel, why revise or alter it! Did some pious crank
think he could beat God in writing a gospel! Why
not give us the "original gospel,'' and not one
"according to it!" The one who wrote the "original " should not only have been inspired, but the
one who made the alterations, and those who voted
t.o determine which of these gospels were the word of
God, and even those who read them, so as to insure a
right understanding of what is written, and thus preclude the idea of any mistake.
This gospel lifts the veil and shows not only how
one gospel was taken from another, but the working~
of designing men in an age when every man of any
considPration was writing gospels or working miracles; also how, in an age of superstition, impostors
bad almost unlimited opportunity to deceive the
people.
If the miracles of Jesus as recorded in the " Gospel of the Infancy" are true, is there not an awlul
responsibility resting upon somebody on account of
their not being found in the New Testament! If
they are lies, might not the object which induced
somebody to lie about them have induced others to lie
about those recorded in the New Testament 1
Every system of supernatural religion with which I
am acquainted bas its marvels and miracles. Did God
have a band in working them all T If not, did he
have to do with any of them T Remember the miraculous is the impossible.
Anything within the
realm of the possible is no miracle.
Jmrn PEcK.

Bible miracles are too much of the hocus-pocus
kind t~ really demand serious attention. Everyone
will admit that a greater miracle can scarcely be conceived than turning all the waters of a great country
into blood. Yet if msgicians with their enchantments
could perform this wonderful miracle, it will be easy
enough to account for the lesser ones.
I do not believe that a scientist can be found in
· the whole land who believes that the waters of Egypt
were turned into blood. And if it is true that no
such phenomenon ever occurred, then it has no better
foundation than a lie to rest upon. When the world
shall have entirely outgrown its childhood, it will be
found that all miracles can be accounted for by
ignorance, imposture, fraud, deception, or lies.
Many of the so-called miracles are no miracles at
all. There is no miracle in curing the sick or healing
the lame, deaf, or blind. But it would be a miracle
for children to be thrown into a furnace and come out
uninjured by fire. Fire destroyed animal tissues
three thousand years ago just as it does to-day. Men
could lie three thousand years ago as well as they can
to·day; and if all would stop to consider how much
easier it is to believe that men can lie or be deceived
than it is to believe that a law of nature can be violated, there would be an end to the miracle mystery.
Turning water into wine is too silly to talk about
as a miracle. It would only be a clever deception for
the deft hands of a trickster. I have seen and tasted
all kinds of liquors poured from one bottle.
In one of the rejected gospels it is stated that John
was thrown into a caldron of boiling oil in Rome.
No Christian is asked to bAlieve this unbelievable
statement. But if he should express a doubt that
certain men were taken up into the air, or that certain
other men jumped out of their graves, he would not
only incur the displeasure of the church, but the
danger of that brimstone country "prepared for the
devil and his angels."
But if these stories had been voted out; and the
story about John and the boiling oil had been voted
in, then that would have been the story which the
Christian would have believed. And right here let
me state, once for all, that there is not a single statement-including all the miracles-not a single chapter or sentence of tbe New Testament which has anything more solid for a foundation than the votes of
uninspired, fallible men, and some of them very bad
men too.
In the discussion of this subject, it seems eminently fitting that the Gospel of the Infancy should
receive particular notice.
Pure Pessimism.
I want the Christian to know more fully about the
Far
better,
far
better is death than a life
stories which were afloat in regard to the miracles of
Of wretched', unceasing, and harrowing strife
Jesus.
With the worlrl, fnr merely a living;
According to this gospel, 'Jesus spoke to his
Far better to shuffie this life of care,
mother while lying in the cradle, and said, "I am
With its grinding, withering wear and tear,
Jesus, the son of God."
·
Burdens too heavy for mortals to bear,
When the wise men of the East returned, they
Than wrestle with fate and her giving.
took a swaddling-cloth which could not be burnt
by fire.
Life is no blessing, but really a curse,
Idols fell down in his presence. Devils were cast
With fate ever ready its ills to disburse,
And happy the day when rumbles the hearse,
out from those who touched his swaddling-clothes.
The dumb recovered their speech by taking Jesus in
One's corse to the resting-place bearing;
their arms.
Far better the iron embrace of death,
Than the ceaseless struggle in life for breath,
Leprosy was cured by sprinkling with water in
'Mid the cries of millions despairing.
which Jesus had been washed.
A man was turned to a mule, and then· restored
Of the countless myriads passed away,
back to manhood by placing Jesus on the mule's
Of the legions living on earth to-day,
baek.
Who asked for this life with its tasking?
A sick boy whom Jesus healed was thrown into a
Not one of the host in eternity's fold,
hot oven, and was found laughing. He was afterNot one of the living, the timid, or bold,
ward thrown into a well, and sat upon the water.
Not one of the millions and billions all toldWhen Judas Iscariot was a boy he had a devil
'Twas thrust upon all without asking.
which made him bite every one. He sat down by
Far
better
the grave than this life on earth,
Jesus and struck him, and Satan ran away like a
With its ceaseless troubles and fleeting mirth;
mad dog.
Far better we never had known the birth
When Jesus was seven years old he made oxen
To life, with its miseries certain !
and asses out of birds, and commanded them to
The
sleep in the grave is the ~leep of peace,
walk, and they did.
There troubles and sorrows forever will cease,
He also made sparrows which flew away.
With never a rise of the curtain.
When playing with other boys he threw clothes
Sr BLoKUM.
into a dyer's furnace (pretty business for a God), and
they were taken out the color desired.
Napoleon Bonaparte's Skepticism.
Joseph, the father of Jesus, made a throne for the
Some of Napoleon Bonaparte's biographers hav
king of Jerusalem. When done it was a span too short. represented him as almost, if not quite, a believer in
Jesus took hold on one side and his father on the
the divinity of Jesus Christ. But here is something
other, and pulled, and the throne came to the right
quite contrary to that, and it is well authenticated.
dimension.
·
It is found in a monthly publication called the 'l'heo(If Joseph was his father and the Holy Ghost was philanthropist, No. 4, April, 1810:
his father also, Jesus must have been a sort of hybrid,
As to Bonaparte's religion, when among the Mohampart Holy Ghost and part human.)
medans in Egypt, he declared himself a true Mussnlman, and
Jesus turned some boys into kids and then turned on his return to France. and assuming the government, being
them back to boys again. (Wonder if they ate grass reproached by Mr. Dupuis (author of the celebrated work
entitled, " The Origin of All Reli~ious Worship") for
like N ebuchadnezzar 1)
reinstating the Catholic relil(ion, he said that" as fot himself
He cured the bite of poisonous insects.
he did not believe that such a person as Jesus Christ ever
A boy fell from a house and was killed. Jesus was existed; but as the people were inclined to snperRtition, he
.. accused of pushing him off. Jesus stood over the thought proper not to oppose them." This f».ct Mr. Dupuis
....dead boy and said, " Who pushed thee off~, The related to Thomas Paine and ChAncellor Living~ton, then
minister of the United States at Paris [1801-1805], as the
dead boy answered, " Thou didst not."
former informed the writer of this note.
Jesus was ma.ltin~ :tlsh :pog]l[l with Qtber boy((had

Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
In a little town not far from Ypsilanti the1•e occurred a circumstance among the Baptists, of which I
was not the hero, but as I spoke in the church some
months later it will not be trespassing to relate it.
This place w~s the home of our Infidel friend, Henry
De Garmo. He bad in his employ a fugitiv slave, a
very black man, large and good-looking. His wife
was also of the same style, very dark, and the children-seven in number-were ditto. The negro was
a very pious Baptist, always attended church, and
paid as much as he could afford in support of the
minister, but his place was always in the negro pew.
Mr. De Garmo used to ask if he expected to occupy
a pen in heaven, telling him that his brethren c~ed
nothing for him, only that he was a good pay~ng
member. This Jimmie as he was called, demed,
asserting that they were " all one in Christ Jesus."
At length a new church was to be built., and .Timmie, when he bad a day that could be SJ?ar~d fr~m
his reO'ular work helped about the new buildmg with
right "'good
and in process of time the house
was completed and dedicated; and the day appointed
for the sale of the pews. Mr. De Garmo said:
"Wouldn't you like to buy a pew! It.'s hardly respectable not to own a pew, such a faithful Baptist
as you are. Go and bid off the best pew in t~e
broad aisle and I will find the money to pay for It.
You may bid as high as one hundred aBd fifty dollars, but be sure you get the best seat." So Jimmie,
with that amount of money in his purse, bid off "the
upper seat in the synagog" - I think be pa:id one hundred and thirty dollars. Of course his white brethren were glad to sell him the pew, as now some of
them could rent it at a reasonable price. Our friend
who bad supplied the money saw to it that the wife
and all the seven children were in good trim for
church on the Sunday following-bats and shoes for
the children, a new bonnet and shawl for the wife,
and all sent to church in proper order. Instead of
taking the negro pew, Mr. J1mmie walked up the
aisle, followed by his entire famiTy-nine, all told.
The consternation was as dreadful as though the
dark cloud bad been a Western cyclone. The sexton went to the pew, and told the owner that he
must leave that seat and take his family and go further back but the black owner of the pew refused
to be dist~rbed. He bad bought the pew and paid
for it and be should occupy it. . The services were
hurri~d through, and then the minister, with the
leading members, held a consultation, and, as. not~
ing else seemed to bav any effect upon Mr. Jimmie,
the minister told him if he persisted in occupying that seat it would prove .bi!ll not a Cbr.i~tian, as
one of the requisits of a Chnstlan was hum.Ihty, R?d
he was wickedly proud. The negro and his family
left the church fully convinced that that church was
a sham, and th~t for the future they would worship
outside the Baptist church.
I went to Battle Creek and vicinity, but everywhere Spiritualism was in the ascendant, aE.d no one
cared for the slave.
.
There is in one of the state prisons of Michigan
to. day a woman who, the year following t~e time of
which I am writing, was put there for hfe for the
crime of murder, she having, at the command of
spirits through an unprincipled man, a medium,
sent s~me one to heaven. This woman belongs to a
highly respectable family in central New York. She
was always respectable, but a little "queer:" . She
lived with her husband on a small farm m Michigan,
and when she became a widow bad three children. I
called on her, and had I been asked to describe her,
should bav said she was an ignorant, superstitious
woman expecting a good deal of help from the spirit
of her' husband, but was trying to s~pport her children. Poor woman! she was surely msane-and for
.that she wears the prisoner's garb, and bas been all
these many years shut away from the world. Is
insanity a crime 1
I do not remember that we were (I had now joined
another agent) violently assailed in ~ichigan, b~t in
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois we were m constant Jeopardy. The spirit of slavery was as strong on the
north as on the south side of . the Ohio river. At
some places pepper or tobacco would be put upon the
stove, the perpetrators of the i~sult baying fa~tened
first all the windows, so that It was Impossible to
move them. Our carriage would be robbed of one·
wheel or the harness cut. Sometimes the horse
would be shorn of mane or tail, and the carriage
filled with night-soil or addled eggs; but. su~h. things
were as nothing to an assault upon us mdividua~ly.
A mob of infuriated men can be compared to nothmg
but themselvs. Stones, brickbats, and rotten eggs
are the weapons, and a tar kettle and bag of feathers
was the most to be dreaded. I fortunately escaped
the last, though I bav smelled the tar and seen the
bag containing the fe~tbers. ~nd who do you ~u-p
pose were the leaders m ihese nots? Always mmiS·
ters and leaders of the Republican party. Do you
not see the logic of this fact~ We sbowPd conclusivly that "the American church was the bulwark of
slavery;" that the holding of slaves was. ~ever a
hindrance to church fellowship, but Abohtwn. ~as
often ~ cause c>f disfellowship, RP.d tl:te :Jlew :politiCM

will;
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choice of etudy are the people themselvA, and we doubt if
they could be much helped in this work of selection by the
whole staff of landing-waiters.
Our contemporary is not aware that what he suggests as probable has been going on for some time
past, and that scarcely a case of assorted literature
.consigned to the proprietor of this paper ha~ passed
throu~h the Customs for many months past without
detentiOn, and examination, and submission of
selected books to the higher officials in the hope of
getting them condemned as blasphemous. Only a
Oregon, Mo.
few weeks since a case of books from Colby & Rich,
of Boston, was detained till the landing-waiter could
The Dictionary and the Bible. .
There are two books that the student and thinker examin "Jesus of Nazareth,'' by Alexander Smyth,
hav studied, referred to, and used perhaps more than and "Jehovah Unveiled," and ''Letter to the Bishop
any other two volumes the world has yet produced. of Llandaff," by Paine.
In August last, our mail parcel of periodic'a!s was
These are the Dictionary and the Bible.
For long ages the Bible has been loved, revered, detained for ten days because a case from the Pro.
hated, and despised, according as the acceptance or gressiv Publishing Company was included in the
rejection of its doctrins hav had an influence upon same bill of ·lading, in which some old copies of the
its readers. But the Dictionary has always held a Freethinker had been used for padding to fill up a
steady and respectable position in all minds that hav little space on the top. The heretical nature of these
recognized its importan~e. The Bible has stood apparently shocked the sensitiv and highly moral
still, and its believers hav taken a pride in proclainl- landing-waiter, who sent the case immediately to the
queen's warehouse. Through neglect of the coming its unchangeableness and permanency.
Yesterday, to-day, and forever, it must remain the pany referred to we had no advices of this case, so
same. To alter, change. or take from it was one of applied for the delivery of the parcel of periodicals,
the unpardonable sins, for is it not theword of God? of which we were in urgent need, letting the other
Is ft not perfect beyond all books man ever made or remain sub jt~dice/ to our astonishment, however,
could make! So it has gone on, reprint after re- we were informed by the landing-waiter's superior
print, perpetuating all the old absurdities, crudities, officer that in the event of the objection to the one
and imperfections of a barbarous and unlearned case being sustained, the whole of the bill of lading
past, binding them upon a higher civilization, and was liable to confiscation. The commissioner of
thus ~haining the whole race to an effete, degrading, Customs, however, would not sustain this interpretadebasmg code of morals that perpetuates wars, tion, and, after much worry and loss of time, we were
hangings, ·murders, thefts, falsehoods, and all man- allowed to get the periodicals, and to inspect the
ner of evils. 1\'Iormonism, Shakerism, Spiritualism, otller case which we could not at the time identify
Catholicism, and even cannibalism, are all enabled to as fitting with any recent orders. The only possible
objection to its contents would be a theological one,
Syracuse.
find authority' for their creeds and mistakes in this
as the works were principally Paine's and Ingersoll's,
old compilation of antiquities.
the remainder being of the same class. When some
The Signs.
Now, the Dictionary is just the reverse of the
advices and an invoice reached us about a fortnight.
Has our day one statesman like Henry of 1776, Bible. Carefully compiled at the very first, and re- after, we made a formal claim for the case, but found
.who had "but one lamp, experience, to guide his ~ised, iJ?proved, and perfected in each new reprint, it and the whole of its contents had been destroyed
footsteps?" Before every great revolution its cause Its admirers and patrons one and all doing their very -to the delight, no doubt, of the religious landingits object, its results, may be" read in the conduct of best to keep it well up with the improvements of the waiter and his orthodox friends.
peoples. Before ours of 1776 protests to the British age, and extirpating from it the smallest and tiniest
It was, doubtless, this officious individual who
· throne, resolutions of colonial assemblies, conventions error that is discernible by the best scholar or phi- some twelve months since made a fool of the Age,
lologist.
·of the thirteen in union, militia organizations, were
and caused them to publish the scandalous libel on
:ro-day we find the Dictionary consulted by our the proprietor of this journal in reference to the case
the order of the time, foreshadowing resistance, state
thmkers
and
scholars
ten
times
where
the
Bible
is
and general government formations, war. Before
of books imported by him from the Truth Seeker
the terrible French Revolution, frightful debasement once opened by them.
Company of New York, and the countenance then
There is no trouble in defining or pronouncing a given to him has encouraged him in his vexat.ious inof the masses, cries for bread, new theories of human
rights, ~eneral disorganization of even village society, word according to Webster, but attempt to define terference with our importations, and enabled him
separatiOn of orders, general alarm, deep hate by each the meaning of c..:;rtain texts of scripture, and what a to giv us a great amount of trouble, besides subject·
class against all above it, typified the universal ~haos muddle you are m!
ing us to a monetary loss of nearly £40. The higher
Pious
people
proclaim
the
great
age of the Bible authorities of the department hav shirked the J eoponbloodshed, and terror advancing. Before our lat~
as
proof
of
its
divinity
and
value,
but
if
we
take
war, sectional discord, the rapid snapping of those
sibility of interfering with their subordinate, passing
bonds of social union between North and South this as a ~tandard, the Dictionary will far outrival it, the responsibility over to too law officers of the
churches, societies, resolving themselvs into churche~ for ever smce there hav been books there hav been crown; but it is to be hoped that now the daily
or societies North and South; bitter crimnation and other books explanatory of the language and terms press has called attention to the subject., some steps
·recrimnation, struggles between colonies of North used in them. Glossaries at the end of scientific will be taken to check the officiousness of this selfand Southin Kan~as, were prophetic of dissolution works are 8till in vogue.
constituted moral and religious censor before his
I pronounce the Dictionary to be really the book example is followed by his conheres.
and sectional war. To-day are no protests against
of
all
books,
and
one
which
no
other
book
will
ever
governments; no sectional hates, no snapping of
bonds, are heard or seen. Yet there is a general fer- supersede.
A Shivering World.
All hail to the glorious. old Dictionary !
ment, a common hatred of monopolies strikes comThe
last
startling
novl.llty, in the way of surprise,
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
binations of millions of men into uni~ns and ~rders
is a machine for measwhich
scientists
hav
invented,
that are despotic, absolute; contempt of state and
uring the shiverings of the world, and thus another
national legislatures, bloody riots here and there,
Book Censorship in Australia.
belief of our innocent youth has been remorselessly
hunger, suffering among millions, appeals of threatFrom the Jfezbourne Harbinger of Light.
.ened powers to government for protection. Can ye
~he Age of th~ 24th ult. contains ~ able leading shattered.
Instead of the world being a great, big, burly,
not read the signs of the times, 0 blind, besotted artwle on the espiOnage and censorship of the Gusrobust sphere-a mammoth cricket-ball swung off
statute makers (not law makers)~ The people are toms officials on imported literature, having especial
through space from the bat of Time in one huge,
courting a responsible representativ ruler, ready to reference to the recent detention of Emile Zola's
compact,
dense mass-the earth is a sort of jelly-fish
trample to death sev.eral hundred irresponsible pre- works by a landing-waiter of the department. In
tended servants-bnbe-takers. What means this condemning this interference with trade and the imposture.
Its skin of soil-like a plate of blanc-mange in the
,union and blind obedience to secret heads, heads that tastes of the public by petty officers, the Age says:
hands of a gentleman who loves Bacchus not wisely
owe a fearful responsibility to the masses heads
•whose only rivals are the l"irh and great ~iti'zens
Th~r~ !s great danger in start in.!! an IndexE:rpnrgatorius. as, but too well-shakes incessantly. The earth, in fact,
, on?e l~:nttate~, there would be difficulty in defining its limits.
whose sole reliance are the love and confidence of the Fatth ts constdered by most people as important as morals, has got the· ague, and nobody yet knows the cause.
So gingerly susceptible, too, is the world to mo·miLlions? These signs foretell revolution and over- and our amateur censors W(luld hav a fine hunting-ground
throw of Plutarchs, and all the humbug of much open for them in the domain of Freethought. The example tion, that if a man, standing firmly planted on a
·
'bl I
h ld
set i!l the Customs would be followed by other government gravel bed, upon both feet, only place J his weight
govermng, Irresponsi e p ace- o ers, blood-sucking officials_, an~ the importers of certain descriptions of anti- first on one leg and then on the other, taking care
leeches, and rest under the people's rule through one theologtcal literature would llav a hard time of it. We can
responsible head.
·
imagin the joy with which orthodox officers would pounce not to stir his pedal extremities, he causes a percep\Vould we could see a recurrence to and respect upon Hume's "Essays," or a volume of Voltaire. Herbert tible vibration through a radius of thirty-two feet.
Some days the earth is, comparativly speaking,
Th b .
Spencer's works would be fair game. Huxley would be
f
t t
t · th ·
or s a e govern men m e Signs·1
e a o1Ition of open to confiscation, and Darwin be turned over to condem- quiet. It does not shiver so much. Suddenly the
the pretended revenue laws, and the building by ~ation. ~ooks to be found in every enlightened clergyman's
general government of two great transcontinental !Ibra;~ mtght hardi.Y pass the keen-eyed scrutiny of our new fit comes on again, and it shakes away as if it had
rail way lines, with double tracks, north and south, mqmstt?rs, once fairly put upon lhe scent. Bishop Colenso's got cold in its very bones.
So far, therefore, from there being any. wonder
t d
t t · t
t t th
t
· h
ca!culatums could be made short work of for how would
e cen er, Wlt num- thP. ordinary reader retain his faith in Noah ~fter the holding when the shivering gets worse, as in the case of an
eas an wes • 0 m ersec a
.~ers of feeders from all points to points along the capacity of the Ark had been shown to be utterly unequal to earthquake, that buildings fall down, the marvel is
hnes, to be operated by government at cost (best, the cargo pre~ared for it; aD;d might not his reverence for
perhaps, to be done by states), would in one year the Jews be disturbed when 1t was demonstrated to him that that they stand up at all.
In the course of a few decades, when science beplace this people where they were in 1850, with' the they were not nearly so numerous as the record affirmed?
dd d bl ·
f
'h'
Ev~n S"Ch a harmless volume as "Essays and ReviewR," to comes more advanced, we may learn that the streets
a e
essmg o slavery anm Ilated. Like oil upon wh1Ch ~hl!rchmen, who hav become bishops, contributed, and edifices, which we deem to be fixtures, are tearthe raging waters, these things would quiet the ~ould_, !nIts day, hav been ruthlessly expurgated by Victo- ing round at the rate of a million or so of J?i~es a
wrecking waves. But alas! where is the man in nan vtglian~e.- A mass of crude heresy like" Religion withpower who has the remotest idea that these troubles out Superslltwn" would hav no quarter given to it; and if minute, and that all that we deem to be ma.ter1ahzed
in a sparsely-settled republic, where are countless the acts of these heresy hunters were appealPd against, solids is imperceptible gas-ourselvs among the
. .
f
mtght not one. of our _lPgal dignit~ries find himself placed in number.-.Ex,
mi11IOns o new, rich, cheap lands, are the result of a tb~ embarrassmg pos1~10n of bavmg to decide on the right to
------~~.------foolish statute or two1 As I heard a man of common- existence of the offspnng of his own fertil but erratic brain?
CALIFORNIA has 912 churches and 2, 763 schoolhouses. Sho
sense-of _almighty common-sense, too-say, "Such T~e pro~pect ope!led out ~Y t~e establish'!lent of ~ <;ensor- has 765 preachers and 3,500 teachers. She spends $900,()00
little causes could not make such great effects ·" and shtp of literature m our midst 1s too appalhng, and 1t 1s well on religion and $3,838,000 on education. California is tr~J:v7
h · f .
.
'
that the attempt should be thwarted at the start. In faith
, e ~s ~ air repreSeJl,tllotjv of 91-lr shallQW ~o:Uege edu- , a!lc:l in morals botb, t4~ pest ~ud~es for regulating the people's ~lin~ the ri~ht road~
party was not fond of· being told that it was the
power that held in bondage four millions of men
women, and children. The Fugitiv Slave law wa~
. at this time in full operation, and the officers of
th~ law, whether of one party or the other, were reqmred to act; and we were not slow in giving them
the name appropriate to their business-b:oodhounds
of and for the South. A curious little incident
which, withput much meaning, made a good laugh.
am tempted to relate.
·
T~eo~ore P_arker .was speaking to a large and ent~usiastw audience m the city of Rochester, a short
time after the passage of this law by Congress. Mr.
Parker drew from his pocket a large handbill advertising a runaway negro, the negro represented by a
grmesque figure, and, written upon the bill some insulting language addressed to 1\'Ir. Parke/ As the
bill was held up before the audience with the words
"We of the North are commanded to become blood~
hounds," a large dog, lying just in front of the desk,
arose and howled forth his indignation. He seemed
furious, but Mr. Parker, in an appeasing voice said
"No, no; not a respectable f our-legged dog like' you '
'tis. the two-l~gged ones that are meant." The dog
whmed out h1s approval and became quiet, but the
audience was some time in regaining its composure,
We ~ad an a;ntislavery dog in Salem, Ohio, who
made his home m the office of the A1<tislavery Bugle.
No one knew where he came from, but he was persisttmt, and when an agent was sent out into some new
field, the dog would go also; and when such agent
was settled in a friendly home, the dog would return
to Salem. And the dog has more than once been my
traveling companion. I know not what became of
him; perhaps he lived to be emancipated from his
work when the slaves were no longer chattels but like
many a hero of those days, his worth is m~re likely
forgotten.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.

i

cations, that breed, not Ben Frankli11s, not Patrick
Henrys, but mouthmg politicians, blind leaders of the
blind, tumbling into abysms of horror. Lessons of
history no more known than as if they never were.
No, "they don't apply to this great American
people!" American human nature is not like other;
American political economy is unlike European. Our
multiplication table should be altered, as it differs
from that of the effete despotisms, and, indeed, of
our forefathers.
CLARKE IRVINE.
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'Ibe Nuisance of Good Fr·iday.
A week ego yesterday was caiied Good Friday.

It is alleged to hav been the anniversary of the punishment of a seditious Jew put to death on the cross
by a Roman governor to appease the Jewish churchmen who accused him of bla!i>phemy in attempting to
overthrow the Mosaic laws and tmbvert the true
faith. Upon the supposed sayings and doings of this
young man has been founded a religion, called Christianity.
Unhappily this religion is believed in by a majority
of the people of this country. It :used to be believed
to such an extent that its influence was felt in all the
laws of the land. In New York, now, there are
enough Christians to modify the action of many publi~ bodies, and to interfere with the pursuits of all
citizens. The public schools of the cUy are closed,
the legislature adjourns, the Stock Exchange shuts
its doors, the Produce, Maritime, and the Petroleum
exchanges follow suit, and business " down town " is
practically suspended.
There are, however, a good many Infillels in New
York, and this public recognition of the day is an
outrage upon their rights. Take, for instance, the
closing of the public schools. Friday there was no
school because Jesus is said to hav been crucified;
Monday was kept because it follows the Sunday
when he is said to hav risen; Tuesday, because the
teachers desired a day to recover from the effects of
piety taken not wisely but in too great quantities.
Here are three days wasted for no earthly reason but
that the Christian religion may be emphasized.
As one, and in behalf of all the other Infidel citizens of the town, we protest. Good Friday is nothing to us. Easter Monday is nothing, and as for the
"Tuesday after Easter," we hav no respect for the
day, and very little for the school authorities who
.force the children to observe it. Why must we help
pay for schools that are closed, and contribute to the
salaries of teachers who do not teach ? Do not
teach, did we say! Aye, but they do teach, and they
teach falsehood. The closing of the school does
more to instil into the minds of the children the poison of superstition than any words that the teacher
could utter. Children must know the reason for the
holiday so welcome to the rogues, and they are not
apt to forget the day which allows them to play instead of study. With such rewards in view, they
learn rapidly and remember .well. But to the
parent who desires to keep the mind of his child free
till such time as the youngster shall develop common
sense enough to judge of r,~ligion for itself, these ob
ject lessons in history are most unwelcome. It is
but recently that Good Friday has been observed by
the schools, and the observance marks the growing
influence of the Roman Catholic church. A few
more years-a little more added power to the pope
-and we ~>hall hav a calendar studded with pious
holidays, and the church will own the people of this

land as completely as it once did the peasantry of sult of the remarkable experiment at Topolobampo, we hav
full trust in the honor of Colcnel Owen and those associated
Europe.
with him in itl! management.
An esteemed correspondent in Ottawa, Kansas, sends us a
Topolobampo Bay.
document on an<~ther subject, from which we cut the followLast winter we had the pleasure of a call from Mr. ing lines concerning the new colony:
L. H. Hawkins, from whom a letter is here subjoined.
" 'I llav just read a Jetter from the colony in Mexico,
Mr. Hawkins was on his way to Topolobampo bay as written by a party that left here last December. He tells me
attorney for the railroad which Mr. Albert K. Owens that things are going along there in good shape; he says the
disturbance was raised by a capitalist, a lawyer, a preacher,
is under contract to build in Sinaloa, Mexico, and as
and a policeman. There was only one other ingredient necesone of the directors of the cooperativ enterprise. Mr. sary to make meanness complete in this outfit, and that was
Hawkins impressed those he met as an honest, a ~aloon-keeper. The correspondent says he would not
straiglltforward man, and his enthusiasm for the new come back to the States under any consideration. We here
enterprise was unbounded. His visit chanced to be all kaow the writer, and know that he is entirely reliable and
timed when Mr. J. W. Lovell lectured upon the honest.'"
The lawyer referred to in the anonymous letter
>:cheme before the Manhattan Liberal Club. Colonel
Hinton, it will be remembered, in criticising Mr. from Mr. Swinton's anonymous correspondent is
Lovell, disparaged the work, and thought those who probably Mr. Hawkins himself. But it is not neceswent there would be disappointed. Mr. Hawkins sarily true that all lawyers are bad men; and we are
hinted to the reporter of the meeting that Colonel acquainted with one or two "capitalists " who are
Hinton was inspired by ill-will toward Mr. Owen, generous, broad-minded, humane, and honest men.
and that his opinion should therefore hav no weight. Topolobampo bay will not be converted into a paraAn intimation that Colonel Hinton might be right dise by abuse of those who say it is not. The gist of
and Mr Lovell wrong was dismissed by Mr. Haw- the matter is, Are the statements Mr. Hawkins makes
kins as beyond the limit of possibility. Mr. Hawkins true! If so, the opinions of the interested projectors
left for Topolobampo bay with the good wishes of .ltis are subject to a discount. If the alleged disadvantfriends for himself and the cooperativ enterprise. age!! do not exist, it should be easily shown.
We are interested in the matter for the reason that
Beyond a direction to change the address of his paper, we had heard nothing from him nntil we received a great many of THE TnuTH SEEKER family hav
thought of joining the colony.
the following:
"Los ANGEr.Es, CAL., March 25. 1887.
A Churchman in an Ex.ecutiv Chair.
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: About Dec. 15, 1886·. myself and
family-wife and three children:_moved to Topolobampo
The following remarkable executiv document
bay, Sinaloa, Mexico, and at the same time directed you to emanates from· the governor of Arkansas, and is
~end THil: TRVTH SEEKER to us at tllat place. From that time
to this we hav received one copy only. Finding that the addressed to the .Senate of his state :
'Credit Foncier of Sinaloa on Topolobampo bay' was in ev- " To tl~ Presl"dent oft"!l.e Senate:
"MR. PRESIDENT: Having had under consideration Senate
ery respect a fraud and humbug; that the country was a
barren waste, without water, and that it would cost ltalf a bill No. 44. allowing butcher and baker shops to be kept open
million dollars to put water on the la.nd; that the boasted until 10 o'clock .A.M. on Sunday, I am constrained to return
'city site' was a. flat sandbank; that the much-lauded 'inner the same to your honorable body without approval, with a
harbor' was, when the tide was out, a great mud. flat; that statement of the reasons that prompt me to do so.
"Ours is a Christian civilization and our constitutions,
the colony did not and do not own over three hundred acres
of land in Mexico, and that difficult of irrigation; that, in national and iltate, upon their faces recognize Sunday or the
fact, every statement made by Owen was false; ~hat nothing Sabbath, called with emphasis the 'Lord's Day,' and our
was as he represented; that the country teemed with poison- legislation makes it a. day of rest and of abstinence from secous reptils and annoying insects; that there was no shel- ular employments.
"It is a day set apart by divine authority for religious worter for the people, sick or well; that the country about Topolobampo was teeming with disease-small-pox, measles, ship and by common consent recognized and respected as
and fever-and this in the healthy season of the year; and such.
"It is one of the first and most sacred, tenable, and imafter we had lost our oldest son, a boy of eleven years, with
small-pox, and had over and over again been told by the portant institutions of the Christian religion, which is part of
nativ Mexicans that not even an Indian could liv there in the the common Jaw of the land.
" All institutions of the Christian religion that do not inspring and summer, we, with about thirty others, left the
place where this Owen and a woman by the name of How- terfere with rights of conscience are entitled to the most proland were going to establish a 'higher civilization.' At found respect, and should be protected by legislation.
" Remembering that we liv under a Constitution framed by
Guaymas we received the one copy of your paper, and in it
found your editorial on the Credit Foncier. It seemed like a and for a people whose religion is Christianity, and who hav
revelation, and I want to thank you for your good advice. I Ion~ lived under· and experienced the necessity for laws to
also desire to thank Colonel Hinton, of your city, for his secure the observance of Sunday as a day of rest, it does not
frankness and truthfulness when he so eloquently replied to seem proper to me' to make common by legislativ enactment
J. W. Lovell before the Liberal Club last winter. Mr. Lovell ' a day consecrated from the very birth of their religion and
bas never been to Mexico, and knows nothing personally hallowed by associations dear to every Christian.'
" Destroy the Christian Sabbath and what becomes of the
about the country. Colonel Hinton had; and right here I
want to say that every word he uttered in reply to Mr. Lovell Christian religion? The poor beasts of burden would soon
was the truth, and I now think with shame of my efforts to find by experience that our laws were no longer tempered by
dissuade the able reporter of your paper, George Macdonald, the softening influences of Christianity, and all the social
advantages which great and good men hav attributed to the
from writing up that occasion as he should and did do.
" If you consider this worthy of notice in your paper, pub- observance of Sunday as a day of rest would be taken away.
"Nothing but charity or necessity should excuse the enlish it. If I can be the means of giving any information to
any of your readers who think of going to that accursed gaging in the ordinary secular employments on the Sabbath.
"Under the Jaw as it now is, charity or necessity upon the
place, I want to do so, and I will gladly answer all inquiries
if they will address me at No. 29 Morris street, Los Angeles, part of a customer will excuse the keeping open on Sunday
Cal.-to which address please send THE TRUTH BEEKER, of a business house. I cannot understand that there can be
which stands in your books in the name of Mrs. L. H. Haw- such a general necessity for keeping open butcher and baker
shops on Sunday as to require that the law should be so
kins.
Respectfully yours,
L. H. HAWKINS.
changed as to permit it to be generally done.
" 29 Morris street, Los Angeles, Cal.''
" The farmer might urge that his grain would become too
Mr. Hawkins writes rather ferociously, and it is ripe unless he could reap it on Sunday, and the fruit vender
evident that he entertains no good opinion of the that his fruit would decay unless he could be permitted to.
colony and its managers. But if the facts he states sell them on Sunday.
"But is it not of more importance that the Sabbath shouldare indeed all true, he has good reason for his opinions. At the same time, and that we may do no in- be protected as a day of rest than that some should be exempted from inconvenience which its observance might
justice to anyone, we copy the following from John sometimes cause? Correct general principles of morality and
Swinton's Paper of the 3d instant:
law should be sustained at the expense· of particular con"We hav a letter from Mrs. Marie Howland, of Hammon- sequences or inconveniences.
Very respectfully,
"SIMON P. HuGHES, Governor.''
ton, N. J., in reference to certain recent reports of the unsatisfactory experiences of the Socialist colonists at TopoloWhereabouts upon the face of our national Conbampo, Mexico. She says:
stitution does Mr. Hughes find any recognition of
" ' The stories are the grossest falsehoods. All is fair and
honest and honorable in our Mexican colony, which is Sunday as a religious institution' Why is ours a
progressing peacefully and admirably well. The postmaster- "Christian civilization 1" And where is there any
general of Mexico has just issued orders for three post-offices authority that Sunday was set apart by divinity? If
in our settlements. You will continue to hear good news divinity had anything to do with setting days apart,
from our new home in Topolobampo.'
he nominated Saturday. The courts in the most civ"1\lrs. Howland also favors us with a copy of the Credit
ilized
of our states hav denied that Christianity is
F'oncier of Sinaloa, which contains letters from colonists corroborativ of her statements. Among other things we find in part of the common law of the land, and why should
it a di~patch from Fuerte. signed by Messrs. Owen, Chidester, Sunday, as a sacred institution of Chriatianity, be
Peet, and Schellhom•, who say:
respected any more than Saturday, which the Jews
" ' No sickness, plenty of provision!!, four hundred and and Seventh Day Adventists and Baptists keep; or
ten person!! united and happy. Thirty deserted; peace folFriday, which is the sacred day of the Mohammediowed.'
" Wqatever may be the vrevalent opiniou Ql.' tQ.e dnal re- ans? OIU' u~tion~l Constitution, so far frQm recog~
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n1zmg the Christian Sunday, distinctly prohibits the
establishment of any form of religion.
_There is, however, one sentence in Governor
Hughes's veto which explains it all. After writing
it, he need not hav penned another word. It ifil this:

" .Destroy the Christian Sabbath, and what becomes
of the Christian religion'!" Therein is the gist of
all Christian pleas for the Sunday. Whenever a
Christian rises to explain that without the holy Sabbath there would be no morality, no rest for the
laborer, he means instead that there would be no
work fQr the priest, and that the Christian religion
would be gone. That is the real reason why the
Christians defend the day.
But then, was the governor of Arkansas elected to
preserve the Christian Sunday or to carry out the
will of the people of his state~

Mr. and Mrs. Walker at Liberty.
We hav a communication from E. C. Walker, in
which he .announces that he and his wife are free.
They hav under protest paid the costs of court for
which they were detained, and come out of prison to
fight the battle of the two Harmans, who were
arrested for alleged violations of the postal laws. In
the communication referred to-which we shall print
next week-Mr. Walker sharply criticises the Editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER for so_me things he has said,
and as Mr. Walker always writes forcibly, our readers will no doubt enjoy his letter.
We extend to Mr. Walker congratulations upon
his. attainment of liberty, and the felicity he will now
enjoy in the society of his beautiful and heroic wife.
May t.heir further career together be one of unalloyed
happiness. At the same time, we trust there is no
harm done if we assure them that their last act is
brimful of common sense. The state is too strong
for them, and we do not know that it would be the
best part of wisdom at present to overthrow government. There are too many Christians at large in
Kansas to make the abolition of law a perfectly safe
step.
However, we are heartily pleased that so brave a
man and so sturdy a fighter as· Mr. Walker is once
more free to pur"sue whatever course shall seem best
to him.

Open Letters· to Colonel Ingersoll.
Ever since the "Lay Sermon," by Colonel Ingersoll, delivered at Chickering Hall, was printed in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, we hav been deluged with open
letters to the orator from kindly-meaning people
anxious to instruct him in Socialism or Communism,
or some other remedy for the country's political ills.
Most of the letters begin by calling Mr. Ingersoll's
·attention to· the fact that he proposes no scheme of
salv:ation, and then the writers continue, " Please
allow me to tell you how the thing may be done
. cheaply and effectivly." Our readers will remember
several such that hav been printed, and the drawer
for those m"nuscripts that we cannot print is bulging over with others that hav not been printed. One
of them covers over forty pages of closely written
foolscap.
Now, we cannot believe that Colonel Ingersoll
needs all this schooling. Those who hav heard him
discourse upon these subjects know that he knows a
great deal more about the various sides and shades
of reform in political economy than most other folks.
He also knows that there is no sudden remedy bottied and ready for use after being well shaken in a
political campaign or the columns of the press. All
modest men are not great, but great men are mostly
modest, and Colonel Ingersoll is a great man. He
possesses as much common sense to the square inch
as anyoTJe at present living in New York, while his
square inches are multitudinous.
What is popularly called the labor question has
been, is :riow, and
in the future be up for the
liveliest kind of debate. It is a subject of the
greatest importance to the population of the United
States. It calls for deep, earnest, serious thinking,
and careful expression. It is not to be settled offhand, but awaits solution by the great law of evoluti<;>n which always makes for the best in the end,
though its processes may be full of pain. If any of
the very able contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER can
help the thing along, our columns are open now, as
_they always hav been. But the essays should be
brief; .it is better to come several times at judicious
intervals than to come with an avalanche of ma.nu-
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grievous sin, and charged the bishops to deter their rliocesans
therefrom, as I did in my circular letter (No. 131) of the 2d
of February, 1885. After representations made by their lordships, the bishops of the United States, the holy see has suspended, until further orders, the effect of that sentence. In
consequence, I authorize confessors of the diocese to absolve
Knights of Labor on the following conditions, which it is
your bounden duty to explain to them, and to make them
observe:
"First. That they confess and sincerely repent the grievous sin which they committed by not obeying the decree of
September, 1884.
"Second. That they be ready to abandon this society as
soon as the holy see shall ordain it.
" Third. That they sincerely and explicitly promis absolutely to avoid all that may eitht~r favor Masonic and other
condemned societies, or violate the laws either of justice,
charity, or of the state.
" Fourth. That they abstain from every prom is and from
every oath by which they would bind themselvs either to
obey blindly all the orders of the directors of the society, or
keep absolute secrecy even toward the lawful authorities.
(See Disciplin, page 217.)
"In behalf of these penitents only, and by virtue of an
indult, I prolong the time of the paschal communion until
the feast of the ascension, inclusivly.
Rebellious Priests.
Until the issue of this letter the relations of the
There is a growing discontent among the Roman Roman Catholic church and the Knights of L'l.bor
Cath9lic priests of this neighborhood which argues were rather muddled Across the Canadian line the
well for their capacity to assimilate American ideas order was, according to an infallible church which
of independence. The McGlynn affair brought out never errs, the abode of all that is wicked, and its
expressions from the Catholic clergy which in any members could-not ba absolved from their sins. On
other country would hav led to their prompt dis- this side of the line, the order was all that is pious
missal from priestly office, and these expressions are and regular, and its chief ruler was not only a good
multiplying since the ten-days' sentence to a monas- Catholic, freely absolved from all the sins he could
tery of James Curran for attending Dr. McGlynn's commit, but a personal friend of .a cardinal. The
recent lecture. This last exercise of ecclesiastical backdown of the Canadian cardinal brings the church
power over its slaves was the occasion of a New into harmony with itself, but at the expense of its
York He1·alil reporter's visit to several Roman Cath- record for consistency.
olic priests and laymen, whom he found nourishing
as deep feelings of resentment as a due regard for
Editorial Notes.
their religious welfare admitted. Only one priest
THE Aqsembly last week voted $312.000 to extend, imwas found who would allow name his· to be con- prove, equip, and furnish the Metropolitan Museum of Art
nected with the interview-Sylvester Malone, of Wil- in Central Park. This makes $712,000 voted to the two
museums this session.
liamsburg. The reporter quotes him as saying:
THE Interior settles the race question in religion thus:
"Who would not stand by such a noble, such a pure, such
a faithful friend as Dr. Curran? He only attended a lecture "As far as uossihle the two races should keep socially separate.
We would admit a colored man to membership in our church withof his old friend. We all had a right to do the same. The out
heoitahon, provided there were no church of his own rt\ce acmajority of the priests in New York and Brooklyn are cessible, but if there were, we would advise him to go to hid own."
in sympathy with Dr. McGlynn. If fifty priests stood on the
The Independent intimates that the Interior is still in the
platform that night with Dr. McGlynn the archbishop would gall of bitterness and in the bond of iniquity. There is
not hav disciplined any one. I fear there will be serious nothing lil'e having scripture to quote from when an oppotrouble yet in the church. But politics is at the bottom of nent is to be anathematized.
it all. The archbishop ought to back right down if he
wants to save the church in this country."
IN the law passed at its last session incorporating areIt is rumored also that Dr. Burtsell,. of the church formatory at St. Cloud, the Minnc3ota legislature provides
of the Epiphany, was suspended for ten days because for a chaplain at a salary of one thousand dollars annually.
If this is not establishing religion it would be difficult to say
he sat upon the platform at Dr. McGlynn's lecture. what is. The chaplain is also required to act as teacher, and
The other priests who attended the meeting hav re- will, doubtless, earn his money; but that does not relieve the
ceived sharp letters of reprimand from Archbishop legislature. He is appointed as chaplain by law, and the
Corrigan. These accumulated cases are making the Minnesota legislature by so designating him has violated the
laity dissatisfied and the priests rebellious. The United States Constitution. __,
course pursued by Mr. Corrigan, they intimate, is not
IN an Easter supplement of a Christian journal, intended
in keeping with American notions. Mr. Malone's for children, is this:
"Of all these days Easter is the a.-own. If Christ had not been
assertion that politics is at the bottom of it is no
born he conld not bav died for the sins of the world. If he had
doubt true, and that fact means that Corrigan in- not died he could not hav risen. If he had not risen we could not
tends to keep a firm grip on his voters, in order that believe him to be the savior of the world."
But supposing Christ was not born as alleged, and died
he may sell them to the politicians for favors, to be
only as any seditious Jew might hav been punished by the
returned by way of the public treasury.
Romans; supposing, too, that the resurrection is a myth-a
Let us hope the rebellion will widen and grow to pagan myth Chri!tianized: what then?
such dimensions that the church may split. A hunCHAPLAIN SMITH of the Connecticut legislature makes his
dred excommunicated priests in and around New
prayers suit those who pay him. In opening a session of the
York would do agreat deal for freedom.
legislature recently he asked the almighty to take particular
care of the moneyed class and to guard well their interests.
Mr. Taschereau Takes Water.
He also prayed that the " hundred and thousands of toilers
Some time ago Cardinal Taschereau of Quebec con- in our business places, those that bear the heat and burden
damned the Knights of Labor, ordering his priests of the day, might be contented with their wages, and go to
not to giv absolution to members of the order. Be- their daily work uncomplainingly." As these words came
cently Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore made a plea from the chaplain's lips the labor men in different parts of
the house rolled up their eyes and gazed at each other in asto the Vatican authorities in behalf of the Knights. tonishment. Should Parson Smith enter the race for the
He presented several reasons for a recognition of the chaplaincy again, the Hartford Telegram predicts that he
order, but they might be summed up in one-that the will encounter many obstacles.
church cannot afford to denounce a body of men who
AN esteemed correspondent, Mr. F. M. Borden, of Nova
would probably not acknowledge the pope's authority Scotia, writes that it !};ave him pleasure to see the Christian
in the premises, but would boycott the church as Mr. Grabill admitt~?d to the columns of THII: TnuTn SEEKER,
readily as they would the beer of some offending and adds: "I would think much more of our Liberal papers
brewer. As the C!!otholic church derives its chief sup- if they would afford space each week to representativ Uhristians, in which they might defend the faith, and be answered
port from men who are laborers and Knights, this by our best writers and thinkers." Mr. Borden misapprereason was considered sound.
hends the position of the Liberal editors if he imagins they
This defense of the Knights by Cardinal Gibbons would refuse to print the arguments of representativ Chrishas taken effect-good or bad as you look at it-and tians. The trouble is, the representativ Christians will not
the Canadian cardinal has taken water. The follow- use the space. Occasionally we get an article from some
common-place orthodox gentleman burning with zeal to coning letter, signed by Mr. Taschereau as arch- vert the Infidel, but he usually lacks the ability to write intelbiehop of Quebec, was read in all the churches of his ligibly, and we are forced to rlecline his polemical ~>fforts.
dioceselast Sunday:
But when we find an educated Christian willing to reason, he
"In September, 1884, the holy see, consulted by me on tbe is made welcome. Representativ Christians, however, are
societr of tl:).e Kni~hts Qfl4!lbor, coP.demued it under pain of not ge!ler~y willing to <lebo.te Christi&nity,

script which can hav but one fate, however good our
will to use it. And do not let the matter take the
form of " An Open Letter to Colonel Ingersoll." That
gentleman is a very busy man, and it is doubtful if
he would find time to read them-certainly he could
not reply to them all. Let the information you hav
to giv be direct to the interested, and independent of
others, except as ideas may be considered in a general way. Particular criticisms should follow close
on the heels of the words criticised, but we cannot
always promptly make room for the lengthy articles
with which we are usually favored. Therefore, to
the writers of open letters to Colonel Ingersoll, let
us say, Don't.
These remarks hav been called out by the reception, since we reprinted from the North American
Review Mr. Ingersoll's ''Interrogation Points," of
a number of bulky letters, evidently written with the
kindly intent of instructing the world's greatest orator in the tenets and creedal verbiage of the several
phases of social philosop~y.
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{tfttrs prom /Jritnds~
BENTON, ILL., April 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am in receipt of Helen Gardener's book,
which I was glad to get. It is the best book I ever read.
Ingersoll's introduction is splendid. Please find inclosed
·fifty cents to pay for the book.
WILLIAM SLATER.

neceAsary to make this world a paradise would come in good
time. Mr. George teaches that the land must be held for the
benefit of the whole people as the foundation-stone of all reforms, ·but to accomplish that superstition must first be
rooted out of men's minds. What can be done while the
mass of the people believe in ghosts or diakkas and are led
by the nose by priests, preachers, or mediums? If Mr.
George would use his great talents to tl1at end, and work
with Colonel Ingersoll and the Secular Union, he might accomplish his ends in time. At least he would weaken the
foundation of the most of our evils-superstition.
J. DoWNEs.

fear of "jealous gods" and "wrathful gods," horned devils,
fallen angels, and other heathen myths. He also taught us
that the ancient gods with three heads, called heathen idols,
and the modern three gods with one head, called Christian,
were full brothers, children of the same parents, namely,
Superstition, its father, and Ignorance, its mother.
His motto was, " Liv for the benefit of the world you are
In," and, if you mnst worship, worship that which to your
mind is good and beautiful, and if there is such a being as
God, it is just possible We can worry along with the other
worlds until you get there.
F. D. GATES.

DESDEMONA, TEx., March 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I believe I am the only one who takes
your paper at this office. I am delighted with the illustraBENwooD, W. VA., March 12, 1887.
tions, and am very much pleased with your course on the
MR. EDITOR: Whenever I hear or learn of anything good,
LoNGSTREET, GA., March 24, 1887.
Anarchist question. John Peck is a brick, and I hope he
MR. EDITOR: While on a visit to Brunswick a few days I always like to let others know of it, so they can share it
will continue to write of " Christian Absurdities " for years
since, I found a good many Liberals and Freethinkers. But with me. One of the good things I came in possession of
to come.
A. C. MARTIN, M.D.
Rlthough I remained in Brunswick five weeks I did not see a lately is "The Radical Remedy in Social Science," an essay
NASHVILLE, TENN., March 6, 1887.
Freethought paper there, except those I take myself, viz., in pamphlet form by E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D. The subject he
MR. EDITOR: Your communication warns me that my sub- THE TRUTH SEEKER, Pulpit, and Oli'IJe Bmnclt. I did, how. discusses in this essay is second to no other in importance
scription runs out on March 26, 1887. I would not be de- ever, before leaving, get from a friend some names of Free- with which the social reformer has to deal, and it is a wonprived, in my last days, of the only "thoroughly entertaining thinkers, which I send you, from that place, to whom you can, der to me why the remedy proposed by Dr. Foote is not
friend I hav.
if you please, send sample copies, or other reading matter, more generally discussed and advocated.
I was born in 1816 in a Catholic hotbed, the temple of igno- as you may think best.
The pamphlet is truly, as Dr. Foote characterizes it, "an
rance and superstition. My conversion dates from 1833,
I am now sixty-eight, perhaps, with one or two exceptions, earnest essay on pressing problems," and I, for one, thank
when I was seventeen years old. The main reason was the the only outspoken Freethink~r in this county. Yet I find him for writing and publishing it.
Catholic neglect of temporal education.
There is another good thing that I wish to speak of, and
about eight out of ten so-called believers, when brought
Inclosed find $1.50 for six months' subscription.
down to sober thinking, do not believe what they hav sub- which may be of benefit to some of the TRUTH SEEKER readJ. P. MULLER.
scribed to. I hope to see the day when every man and ers of small means who believe in co-operation. There is
woman in the land shall feel free to think instead of to be- a co-operativ association being formed in this state, which,
ARENZVILLE, ILL., March 17, 1887.
lieve, arid be bold to say what they think is truth based upon unlike many other enterprises of this character, is based
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER human experience and human reason.
upon perfectly fair and equitable principles, and is officered
T. N. MABON.
for several years, and hav always thought it one of the best,
by the right sort of men. There will be no coupon clippers
if not the best, papers published. I hav often told some of
STILLWATER, M. T., March 12, 1887.
attached to the association to absorb the profits. The associmy Christian friends that if they would take THE TRUTH
1\fu. EDITOR: I hav noticed recently in the press notices of ation is to engage in farming, manufacturing, mining, etc.
SEEKER and read it one year, they would be surprised that the day that his holihumbuginess, Mr. Pecci, has presented
C. BURBEE.
they had been so ignorant. The people of this county gen- the widow of Riel, the leader of the late Canadian halferally are quite Liberal, and there is a splendid field for a breed revolt, with a nail from the true cross. From the
SAN FRANOISOo, CAL., March 12, 287.
good lecturer. I notice that some of your subscribers object amount of nails from the true cross now definitly known to
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed the amount due you for
to the pictures. I think it a sure sign that they hav not quite be in existence, there must hav been a nail factory of im- the best Freethought paper in the country, the dear old
outgrown the old Christian supt rstition. I cast my vote for mense capacity at that interesting period of the world's his- TRUTH SEEKER. Many thanks for your kindness in continuthe pictures, by a large majority.
T. G. SPRINGER.
tory, even to hav supplied the nails for the erose; or does his ing beyond time paid for. I found it impossible until to-day
Highgasticutus hav them made to order to satisfy the mor- to spare the money, and yet I could no more liv without it
NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, VA., Mar. 15, 1887.
bid superstitious cravings of fanatically diseased minds ? than I could without daily fciod.
MR. EDITOR: Thanking you for sending me your paper The latter is the most p-robable, as the ancient writers make
I like the pictures very much, but some of my Christian
over my time, and assuring you that I am most heartily no mention of any nail manufactory, and such an establishfriends say they are overdone, and there is nothing correpleased with the paper under its present management, I ment would most certainly hav been chronicled by them if sponding to them in the Bible at all. I hav some pretty
renew for twelve months from expiration of subscription. such a thing had existed. It would seem that, if common
warm discussions sometimes, and I am also trying to get
I hav read the paper, through the courtesy of a friend, sense pervaded Catholic councils, this true cross and nail
subscribers, but find it uphill work with my acquaintanc.es.
from its first appearance in New York, but my means being t0mfoolery would be discontinued in short order, but conThey are all religionists, who can't or won't listen to reason;
nil it is only recently I became a subecriber. While it was sistent common-sense and religious humbugery cannot be
though they are not to blame, as they hav sucked superstition
most excellent under the management of the late D. M. Ben- harmonized. I would be pleased to hear friend Peck upon
down with their mother's milk, and are afraid to hear the other
nett, I must say that under the present management it is this nail question.
WM. T. HAMILTON.
side. No one but a coward would be satisfied with only
superexcellent-all that a Liberal of the most advanced prinone side of IJ. story.
ciples could desire-incisiv, cleanly, superb I
DALLAs, OR., March 11, 1887.
Success to Mr. Heston and THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Trusting that it may continue to gain in the favor its
MR. EDITOR: As so many are giving their views on the
I cannot close until I giv "bread and water" Beecher a
merits deserve, I subscribe myself,
WM. H. MoRAE.
pictures and other matters connected with THE TRUTH passing notice. I never took any interest in him after he
SEEKER, I thought it might be well to giv the pictures a little made that famous speech here in this city some years ago,
WILLow CREEK, MoN., Feb. 26, 1887.
boost from this place. They are the right thing in the right until I heard he was going to die. I suppose he has it· big
· MR. EDITOR : I am a regular and appreciativ reader of your place. Keep right along with them.
golden harp covered with flowers before this time.
valuable paper, and believe that it fully merits its title, and
John Peck's "Christian Absurdities" are right to the
MRS. E. M. HANSSON.
Respectfully,
carries with it a genial and reformatory influence. I observe point, and would do our Christian enemies much good if
that occasionally an objection is made to the illustrations. they could be induced to read and ponder them.
TROPIO, INDIAN RIVER, FLA., March 10, 1887.
In regard to this, I wish to say that personally I don't admire
I must speak a word of praise for the Children's Corner
MR. EDITOR: I would like to hav from fliX to ten families
them, as my taste would call for something more beautiful. also. I hav two boys, aged nine and eleven years, who take
But despite this, I am content to hav them appear, for it is a great pleasure in perusing the Children's Corner, and also of genuin Freethinkers and truth seekers settle here with me
and form a cooperativ society. Land adjoining my place (of
well-known fact that the ideas they are intended to convey reading the" Letters from Frienils."
ten acres) can be had for from five to twenty. d·>llars an acre
are more forcibly impressed by the means employed than by
Helen H. Gardener's book, which I got last year, went the now, but in a year, or perhaps sooner, lam afraid it will be
any other. Frequently by an illustration a chain of ideas is rounds, and did much good.
much higher. My place is on the long island between the
awakened that may lead to a result that otherwise would not
Until the beginning of this year I hav made every copy of
hav been achieved. Therefore I think, generally speaking, THE TRUTH SEEKER do missionary work, by sending or giv- Indian river and the ocean, at the mouth of the Banana
rtver. I am completely isolated from the rest of the world.
they are advantageous. Long liv Mr. Heston and his iniming them to some one that would read them. With the be- My post-office, Tropic, is on Merritt's Island, aboutrour miles
itable art to strike trenchant blows at the hydra.headed
ginning of this year I hav begun to save them for future from my little farm. The southern extremity of Merritt's
monster, superstition.
W. H. BANTA.
:o:eference, as they are quite handy to refer to occasionally Island is just across the Banana river. I don't want all my
when discussing church history.
D. A. DoDsoN.
CHIOAGo, March 16, 1887.
friends in Michigan (my former home) to know that I proMR. EDITOR: In Tml: T!tUTH SEEKER of March 12th I find
pose t.o gather some " congenial spirits " (I am a Materialist,
BuRNSIDE, ILL., March 20, 1887.
M. Babcock's second reply to the Young Men's Christian
by the way, although, like all truth seekers, I am always
MR. EDITOR : Some unprincipled person, or perhaps open to conviction) around me. I would like to write an
Association, and it ig needless to say I enjoyed it as well as I
did the first. I am glad he is giving his attention to the several of them, presumable Christians, so-called, hav given .article on cooperation for your paper, and then invite any
Bible-in-the-public-school question. I think it is a question extensiv circulation to a lie about Mr. Thomas Gates (my who want to join a society of that kind to correspond with
every Liberal father and mother ought to interest themselvs father), stating that just before his death he retracted and me through your office. I am not interested, either directly
in, for the children are not sent to school to get religion, but materially changed his views in regard to religious matters. or remotely, in the sale of land about here. The man who
to learn something that will do them some good after they I know that it was his earnest desire in life to appear before owns land all around me I am not on friendly terms with
men cr gods in his true character; and as our county paper, even, and I think that by getting ten acres from him we can
become of age.
That cheering letter you received from Mr. Young is the Carthage Republican, having been furnished an obituary connect my place with some state land that can be had for
almost a story in itself. It is a sort of sketch of his char- giving a true statement of the facts of his belief, omitted to $1.25 per acre perhaps.
W. A. MosELY.
acter. The letter also shows Mr. Young's self-restraint in his publish that part of it, leaving the public in possession of
discontinuing the paper, with its many interesting columns, that Christian lie intended to substantiate their assertion that
CARL JUNOTION, Mo., March 14,1887.
because it published a certain man's opinion. But I hav a man cannot die without acknowledging that Jesus was his
MR. EDITOR : I hereby hand you postal note to renew my
own father, and that the father was his own son, three times subscription and pay for papers as directed by inclosed
hopes of him yet.
P. AUL.
one is one, etc., I herewith inclose the obituary as I sent it to order. Up to the present time I hav been the only sub'the Republican. That part of it inclosed in brackets is what scriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER in this place-a town of about
STEUBENVILLE, N.Y., March 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The Irish in Ireland are fighting now for was omitted or clipped; please publish in full.
five hundred people, with nearly as many more who get their
Henry George's principle, that the land should belong to the
At his residence. three miles north of Burnside, Thomas Gates, mail here, who liv in the township .. I do not believe that
people, and yet our Republican and Democratic brethren, after a long and painful illness with a cancer on his lip, fonnd re- half a dozen of tl:e whole number one year ago knew of the
who call him a crank, etc., are hissing them on. It is all lief in dPath on the 8th. Mr. Gates waR born in Concord, Vt., Au- existence of such a paper as yours. I hav done what I could
right as long as it is not our ox thRt is gored. I can hardly gust 13, 18"5, therefore was in his eighty-second year. He was one reasonably to advertisQ and get acquaintances to read my
of Hancock county's first settlerH, havinll come to this county in
deCide which side to take. On one-side I feel they are (though 1839. [He was known to be a confirmed Infidel, and died without paper. I hav exhorted them, hav reasoned with them, hav
they do not know it) fighting the battle of the mass of the respect or fear of Btble, Gods, or devils.l Although his suffering done them up in the hardest sort of double-twisted knots,
people for a free earth, so that all may enjoy what nature was long and intense, he was never heard to complain of his lot.
shown them absurdities, contradictions, falsehoods, cruelgivs-free land, water, air, and sunshine. On the other it
A few days before father died, I told him of the stories ties, impossibilities, obscenities, inhumanities, and childishwill be a victory of an aristocracy that must be crushed be- that had been told about him. All he said was, "There will ness with which their God-book abounds, yet the best I hav
fore the people can be free. But, then, again, a victt>ry of no doubt be plenty of lies told about me after I am dead, as been able to do in aid of THE TRUTH SEEKER or the cause of
the Irish will be a victory for the Catholic church, which is there were about Cheney" (one of our neighbors, who did universal mental liberty is the few trial sub3cribers whose
worse than any other curse that can be inflicted on any not get his ·Balm of Gilead from the extortionate Sunday names appear in the order inclosed herewith.
people. It enslaves the mind as well as body. The church venders). He " was only surprised that they could not wait
It appears to me the theological poison with which the
is the greatest tyrant on this earth. Could that be abolished, till he was dead."
average Christian's brain is saturated is without an antiand men's minds freed from superstition, there would soon
Although he expected death daily, it had no terror for dote.· As a rule, to reason or attempt to do so is ~ useless
be an end to ·other tyrannies. It is the summa summarum· him. He even jeste.d about mee. ting Jesus and G-abriel, etc., agitation of the air. Read they will not, and of thinking outDf 11-11 iniquities, :J:i!)t it l)e p,nnibilated 1 all4 all refor~s
We tha~ Qur fat:qer (I)ot God) for educatin~ ~s QUt of the !?~de t4e cgntr~cted, petty- ~roov!l t~eir preacher has ~ar~eq
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out they appear incapable. The promis is bright for universal mental liberty, but the time is not near. The great
law of evolution will in time overtake their children's children, when physiology;, instead of theology, will be taught
in our public schools, and American juries find obscenity the
same in the Jew Bible as in" Cupid's Yokes."
wM. M. CARTER.
PosEYVILLE, IND., March 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. W. S. Bell, Liberal, of Chicago, and
Elder J. T. Purvis, Campbellite, of Enfield, Ill., hav this
date closed a debate which has been in progress for the past
three days at the court-house in Mt. Vernon. Question:
Resolved, That the Bible is of divine origin; that its teachings
are in harmony with the teachings of science, reason, and
common sense.
The disputants were greeted each day with good audiences, the best of feeling prevailed throughout the discussion,
and all Liberals feel highly elated at the overwhelming victory. Of course, as is usual, the followers of " the meek
and lowly" pretend that the victory is with the affirmativ,
but in this view they are not joined by a single one who
walks by reason and not by faith. Considering that the
Bible itself teaches that "by reasoning you cannot find out
God," the proposition that it is in keeping with reason seems
to be the most untenable that was ever advanced by a perverted or paradoxical intellect.
The only evidence offered in support of the proposition
was the dictum of so-called Christian scientists.who were
willing to pervert the teachings of true science " for Christ's
sake." On the other hand, it was clearly shown that all the
leading scientists and intellects of the day regard the Bible
accounts of creation and all other supernatural stories as a
child's story, though believed by many who are intellectually
but children overgrown.
Elder Purvis also enileavored to prove the oft-repeated
claim that the common law of the land was founded on the
Bible, but in this he also made a signal failure, it being
shown that Sir William Blackstone and Sir Matthew Hale
claimed that " the origin of the great fundamental principles
of our laws is as much in doubt as is the source of the Nile."
Considering that these law-writers were Christians and believers in witchcraft, their testimony should not be called in
question by those Christians that ha.v so long been making
the fallacious assertion.
Although this is Posey county, familiarly known as the
land of hoop-poles and pumpkins, our people are fast shaking
off their old creedbound ideas inherited from their parents
and grandparents, and are beginning to think for themselvs.
And it is well. "He who cannot reason is a fool; he who
will not reason is a bigot; he who dare not reason .is a coward, but he who can and dare reason is a man."
S. D. McREYNOLDS.

KILLARNEY, MANITOBA, 1tiarch 10, 1887.
DEAR M'n. MACDONALD: Inclosed please find $3 to renew
my subscription to the good old TRUTH SEEKER. I also
inclosP. a rough translation I hav made of an article published
in L'Evenement, of Quebec, which is clear evidence to me
that tlte French Catholics of the province of Quebec are
awakening to the fact that the world is progressing. It
points to the fact that the faithful are asking explanations
from the clergy, and that ridiculing scientific men and their
theories will not any more satisfy the masses. Priests are
therefore obliged to resort to quibbles and misstatements (as
seen in the translated article) to meet these questions. It is
great satisfaction to me that this spirit of inquiry is started
among the French Catholics of Canada. It will lead to the
triumph of reason-in time. The comments on the lecture
by the editor of L'Evenement contain much hidden sarca§m
between the lines. Hoping that THE TRUTH SEEKER will
long continue to instruct and amuse, I am, dear sir,
Yours,
L .. F. MATHE.
TRANSLATED FROM "L1EVENEMENT, , OF QUEBEO.
The grand vicar of Laval U uiversity, Mr. Hamel, gave
last night his last lecture on scientific investig~tion. ~s
usual, the eminent professor held the rapt attentiOn of his
·
audience to the end.
"Life,"
said Mr. generation
Hamel, "emanates
from
God.
The
theory
of spontaneous
has long ago
fallen
through,
the belief in it having collapsed as a result of repeated experience" by eminent scientists. Besides, we hav evidences
that life was gradually started on the surface of the earth,
and to explain the perfection it has attained in our age, two
theories hav been imagined. The first is that of ' successiv
creation,' showing God's fiat at different ~eriods, i~ giving
life to beings specifically distinct, the fossils of which are
found in thll successiv geological strata of the earth. The
second theory is that of evolution, first proposed by Lamarck
and perfected by Darwin. Na. tural sel.ection, and the ~trug·
h f
d t
f th 1 t h
th s do
gle for existence t e oun a IOn o
IS as ypo esi •
not prevent the' theory from contradicting two well-known
and demonstrate¢~. facts of science-the immutability of species and the want of connecting links, which are absolutely
nec~ssary to sustain evolution.
" The development of life on earth e~ds in ~an, whose
origin and nature hav always been a subJect of mterest and
study to cultivated intellects. Where does man come from?
What is his nature? When and in what state did he firdt ap.
pear on earth? These complex and important q1_1estions ~an
be discussed and answered by both faith and science, without strife. and with complete accord. God, says thecl~urch,
is the origin and end of man, the author 0 ~ the a~muable
mixture of body and spiritual substance, whiCh, bemg free,
is consequently immortal, and that man has called ' soul.'
This soul cannot be the result of a simple evolution of a.n imperfect life-primitiv substance; it received its being by ereation-in the same way that it cannot be destroyed but by
anni~ilatJon .. Besides, the church_, whose. k_nowledge on
creatiOn IS ummpeachable. and undiSJ?ute~, IS Itself the last
act of creation Accordmgly creatiOn IS recent. On the
uestion of the ~ntiquity of m~n, faith is mute, God having
lre!}te<J Wft.!l iR- !1. pret!lrn&tur&l !!t!!-te, th~t ie to say, wit)l i

privileges beyond the strict exigencies of his nature. This [ gether here, and the lamb is not inside the lion, either. Cerfree ancl intelligent being rebelled against its creator, and as tainly the few Infidels of this region (present company
a consequence was deprived of the gifts bestowed upon him. excepted) are not the sort of people to be o~tracized to any
This is the t~uth tau~ht b.y faith on the origin and nature.of great extent but candor demands that we acknowledge that
man, and this truth IS entirely corroborated of the theories
. . '
.
.
..
.
.
of pure science. Th.ere are undoubtedly man;v so.called sci- our Christian neighbors sh.o~ no disposition to pumsh us m
entific men who seem to enjoy talking and writing about the any way for our honest opm10ns. But they show us all the
' Tertiary man' and the ' pre-Adamite' man. There ar~ also respect they would if we btlonged to their churches. And
many self-styled scientific men who would rob humamty of we Infidels on the other hand intend to be as liberal as the
the first face .an!-mated by i~telligence, and replace it by the dar key clo~n was when he ad~itted that" a white man is as
mask of bestiality-false philosophers who go to the extent
.
,
of saying that man is but a 'lieutenant in the great army of good as a n~gger as long ~s behaves. as well.
Some of my
monkeys.' There are, besides, a few 'truth seekers,' claim- very best friends are Christians, or thmk they are, and mean
ing that God is but a dream, the soul a myth, not worthy to be. But I tell them there really are no Christians. They
even of a thought.
would do anything in reason for me, as I for them. But it is
"~ut one-half ?f these scientists work constantly at de- something astonishing how they hold on to their superstition.
stroymg the the ones 'thought out' by the other half. And,
.
in the midst of these disputes, Truth appears triumphant and Some of them will read THE TRUTH SEEKER and Infidel books
outliving the rise and fall of these adventurous theories, to please me, but say the more the;v. read them the less they
Atheistic dreamers, striving to convince themselvs that man believe them. So I hav to giv them up and tell them if they
and his frailties is but a strange problem."
had heen brought up Roman Catholics there would hav been
The editor of L'Evenement remarks that Mr. Hamel in no help for them, but they would hav had to follow that rut to
tou~hing upon these c~rpplex questions has proven himself th~ end of life. I regard it as ?ne of the m?st unaccou?table
skilled and most cautious, which is a proof of learning. He thmgs that people of some brams should clmg so tenaciOusly
demonstrated that the scientific Catholic can harmonize faith to that barbarous, cruel, and absurd old Hebrew mythology.
and knowledge. It is the best way of reminding science of I point out to them the absurdity of the idea that God talks
·
so familiarly, and of so trivial affairs, with those old semithe debt she owes the church.
It is well known that there is danger in condemning theo- b~rbarians, but now falls back on his dignit!, and his most
ries that pertain to the domain of reason.
~a1thful devot~es cannot 15et a• word. out of him on .the mo~t
When one studies the theories of St. August.ine, and those Important subJect, even m e~plana.twn of the. meamng of his
of Monsignor Clifford on the fm:_mation of the universe; when own reputed word. Too thm, entire!! too thm, I tell them,
one also thinks of the works of "L'Abba Motais" on the except for dunces and very young children. But about the
results of the deluge-hypothesis and theory so flatly contra- greatest difficul.ty I hav wit~ th~ b~lievers is th_eir in consistdie tory to scriptural teachings-and when one further ency.. They stiCk. for the. msp1ratwn o: ~he Bible, _and yet
reflects that the church is obstinately silent on these ques- repudiate su~h of Its teachmgs as they ~1shk~, esp~Cially the
tions, one is far from feeling intolerant to the deductions of hell part. Like Brother Beecher,, the!;;Iil neith.er get offen
science and reason.
the platform nor leff go the mules tail. I remmd them that
a chain is no stronger than its weakest link; that "whatever
link we strike, tenth or ten thousandth, breaks the chain
HANNIBAL, Mo., March 12, 1887.
alike," and that it is just as fatal to the inspiration theory to
MR. EDITOR: I want to giv my hearty indorsement to Dr. break the hell link as the heaven or any other. But logic,
Higbie's suggestions in regard to curtailing burial expenses. reason, and argument are no match for early bias and prejuIt seems to me that every sensible observer ought to see that dice.
Now as to Materialism and Spiritualism. I am glad to see
the custom of making a costly display on such occasions is a
growing evil. If the rich choose to be guilty of this folly, it that the advocates of either hav a fair show in THE TRUTH
is nonsense for those in moderate circumstances to ape them, SEEKER, but regret to notice that some of the Materialistic
and I think the formation of burial associations, as he pro- writers exhibit some imp!I.tience toward those who differ with
poses, is just the remedy.·
them. Now, I am pretty nearly a Materialist myself, and
Now that I am on this subject, I want to say a few words fear I shall yet hav to become quite one. But why in the
to Liberals. There are too many who say, " Oh, I don't world anyone should wish to believe that" death ends all," or
care what becomes of my body-how I am buried, or want others to, is more than I can comprehend, for it is a
whether I am buried at all."_ This is a mistaken idea. Of miserably gloomy view to me, and has a very discouraging
course, it makes no difference to the body-or spirit either, and depressing effect upon me, as I hav to acknowledge to
if there is one; but it is a disgrace to the cause of Liberalism my pious friends. And this fact is one of their stock arguto hav one of its adYOC'I.tes voluntarily surrendered into the ments against my unbelief in their superstition. I can only
hands of the clergy at death, thus enabling these hirelings to remind them that the effects of a belief hav nothing to do
wipe out a life record against church dogmas. On the other with its truth or falsity, and that I had rather be unhappy
hand, there is no individual right more sacred than the right than be a happy fool. Whatever be the merits or demerits of
not to be misrepresented at one's own funeral, and nothing Spiritism, one thing is pretty evident to me-it has done more
that so much tends to overcome the prejudices of honest to undermine the old Jew book than all other agencies comChristians, and inspire respect for our cause, as well-con- hined. It did much toward helping me out of the woods, for .
dueled Secular funerals.
which I feel under great obligations to it. I hav by me a letThese reasons, viewed in the proper light, are sufficient to ter from my dear dead wife (who was a Christian girl, and
cause every true Liberal to resolve that his funeral shall be much younger than myself), written to her sister in the long
strictly Secular, and yet there are hundreds of Liberals bur- ago, soon after we were married, wherein she says: "C-ied with the meaningless mummery of priests every year, seems a good deal interested of late in Spiritualist papers and
while only here and there a Secular funeral occurs. Ob- books, which I greatly regret, as I fear the consequences."
viously the reason of this is that most Liberals neglect to Poor child! her fears were prophetic. And yet, when the
make the necessary arrangements beforehand, and Jet their worst came, it did not seem to distress her much, as I often
will in this regard be fully understood; and even where they told her in the latter clays of her life that I believed she had
do this, if they do not leave it in black and white over their become more Infidel than myself. Now I do not feel nearly
own signature, their Christian families in most cases, rather as confident as I could wish that I shall ever again meet her
than offend Mother Grundy, will sacrifice their dead bodies and the other friends that hav passed on; but it is idle to tell
on the altar of superstition. I hav known a number of cases me that it matters little. That certainly will never "go
of this kind, and only yesterday I received a letter from Mr. down" with me.
Aaron Davis, of Frederick, Md., stating that some time ago
Now, as regards your course toward the Anarchists: Alhe purchased from you one of my little Secular funeral and though I hate Anarchy as the devil is reputed to hate holy
marriage handbooks, and that a neighbor of his who was in water, yet I do not see but that your course has been entirely
declining health desired him to officiate at his funeral and· consistent, for it has ever been as plain to me as the 11un at
forbade the interference of any clergyman; but that as soon noon that Judge Lynch got into that court and ran it. Still,
as the breath was out of his body, those who should hav been I don't see how the Anarchists can complain of even that,
his natural protectors turned him over to the tender mercies for, as I understand their views, the only law they want is
of an orthodox preacher, as usual. In order to guard what the people take it into their heads to make and execute
·
· · some of th e L"b
• th"IS City
· h av on the spur of occasion." And that seems to be J·nst about
agamst
sue h ca1amities,
1 era1s m
been filling out the following blank, which I commend to what they hav got; but, as usual, it makes a good deal of
your readers, w!th the information that suitable books for difference whose ox gets gored. I say, if the Anarchists were
Secular funeral and marriage purposes may be obtained at ever guilty of publicly advocating the murder of anyone, they
the TRUTH SEEKER office for a trifling sum:
should hav been promptly arrested and punished at the time,
as unlimited freedom of speech is entirely impracticable.
llLANK.
b b
d "f
Being a disbeliever in the dogma of revealed religion, I do Society can be injured by words as well as by om s; an I
hereby express my earnest desire that no clergyman be permitted society has a right to exist, it has a right to protect itself.
to officiate at my funeral, but that the exermses be entirely Seen- But to allow a lot of blatherskites to preach murder until
lar, and in accordance with my known views of religion and moral- somebody gets killed, and then gather them in and hang them
ity; and I do hereby appoint my friend" A. B. to see that this delike onions, a dozen on a strino-, is something monstrous.
sire be executed according to my instructions.
,
.
r .h
Yours vs. priestcraft,
A. R. AYRES.
Now, Mr. Editor, a little private talk ID pubIC Wit you,
and I hav done. I lately visited our good old Granit state.
I went via New York, and had the weather been at all favorFoRISTELL, Mo., March 18, 1887.
able while there, I should hav hunted you up and shook your
MR. EDITOR: I want to write ten times as much as I can "flipper" and exchanged a few words. But the weather.was
afford to, or as you can afford to print. But I will try to get so mh;erable that after wandering around a little in the s~ush
_
off something and yet keep within bounds.
and drizzling rain, I went abo!l.rd the only Boston boat out
I will first report that you hav lost a good subscriber here that night, and kept comfortable. But as it was, I caught a
by a terrible railroad accident. Mr. S. Burlingame and wife cold, that with plentiful replenishment is still doing able serstepped upon the railroad track to go a few rods to a neigh- vice, and keeping me coughing quite lively whilst writing
bor's, when they were overtaken by a swift train and both this. I bad a fine time in the "old country;" found my
instantly taken out of this life, whether into another or not. friends generally prospering, and, what is better, found many
They were most worthy and respected people, and all of us, ofthem had become emancipated from superstition and the
their neighbors, without distinction of religious affiliations, priests since I last saw them, ten years ago .. An~ I think I
greatly deplore" the deep damnation of their taking off."
gave more of them a good start in the same directiOn. I ~eft
And by the way we don't hav here any of the conflict and the snow a good three feet deep in northern New Hampshire.
'
'
. .
.
.
d
d h t 1 h
opposition between Christians and Freethinkers ~hat I hear Here m three d&;rs foqnd gra,ss Wll 11. st&rte ·, an w ea us
and reaq of elf}ewh(,lriJ. T4e lion D,nd l&m}J do lie dow~ to-; ~nd green,
(J. S. OsGooJ?,
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can see the eyes Which never flinch from the
wildest, most piercing gale; then, before you
know it, she will be far ahead of the ~;wiftest
steamer. I bav said so much in praise of her
Edited l1fl Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
.
.
Ri'Dtlr, Ma.ss., to fiJhom all Communication& fw ~onderful wmgs that I w1ll not hav much
time to tell you about her two feet, or padthis Corner should btl sent.
dles, rather. She has toes as well as you, but
such funny ones, and only three, all fastened
" Between the dark and the dayHght,
together by a web, like your waddling,
When the night is beginning to lower,
quacking ducks (ducks are a distant relation
Comes a pause in the daY's occupations
of ours). She also has a small hind toe not
That is known as the Children's Honr."
fastened in the web. Sometimes some of us
do not hav this little hind toe at all, but mv
How Easy It Is.
mate has, for she is perfect, and you should
How easY it is to ~poH a dav !
see her lovely eggs. One season she only had
The thoul!'htles~ worc!R of a cherished friend,
two, but last season we had three of the
The selfish act of a child at· play,
finest, largest ones on the cliff, and our three
'I'be streng-th of a will that will not bend,
little ones are now grown large and stron!!:,
'I'he slig-ht. of a corora<l~, the scorn of a foe,
The smile that is fnll of hitter thingsand hav wandered as far as the Gulf of St.
They all can tarnish it,s golden glow,
Lawrence-so a big white petrel from there
And take the grace from its airy wings.
told me the other stormy day when we met
How easY it is to spoil a !lay
on Lake Michigan and dined together eff a
B:v the force of a thonl!ht we did not check!
delicious lot of silvery fish the waves cast up
Little by little we molt! the clay.
And little flRws lllR.Y the vessel wreck.
where the water was shallow over a sunken
The careless waste of a white-wmJ<"ed hour,
pier. I suppose many a boy has fished for
That heirl the bleRsing we long bad sought,
hours
off that pier, but I know there was
The sndden lo•s of we!l.lth or powernever such fishing going on as we did that
And lo! the day is With ill in wrought.
M.arch morning. Our family is a very large
How easy it is to spoil "1i feone ; has first cousins way down on the coast
Anif manv are spnilei! ere wPI! be!!'nnIn home-liJ<"bt, <lukened by sin and strife,
of So~th America, and away over on the
Or downw~twl conr•e of" cherished one;
other side of the world. We all follow fishBy toil that robs the form of its J<"rRce,
ing for a living. but cannot dive very deep, so
And underminP.R till health givs way;
think the smaller :fish which svdm near the
Bv the peevish temper. the fr01vning face,
The hopas that go and ~he cared that stay.
surface the daintiest kind of food, and are
very thankful for them, and, in fact, for any.
A da.y is ho long- to be spent in v~tin,
Some l!OOrl shonld come as t.he hours go by;
thing we find fit to eat floating on the water.
S llUe tangled m~tze m w be m·tcla more plain,
Do we stay long in one place? Oh, no; we
S1m~ lowered glance m~ty be rai•ed on high.
are continually on the wing, and the stormier
AnrllifA is tM Rhru·t to spoilliks this.
If onlY" prelude, it m:w be sweet:
the weather the better we like it ; but this reLet us bin<l tn~et.her i~s threarl of bliss,
minds me that I hav stopped unusually long
And nouri~h the flowers around onr feet.
in talking to you of myself, mate, and friends,
--------~~~---------~~~rt'chman.
so as the wind is rising and the waves beginnin~ to put on their white capR, I think you
A Bit of' Bird Gossip.
had best run in the house while I tly out to
Where do we come from? That is a diffisea. Flap l tlap l Good-bye! good-bye!
cult question for a gull to answer who has
S.R. M.
never sat for ho•1rs studying the surface of
the earth from a big round ball or a dogOur· Puzzle Box.
eared geography, as I know scores of you
1.-GEOGRAPHIOAI. .ACROSTIC.
boys and girls hav to do. Besides, we are
WERER
only interested in the surface of waters, and
TETON
only inhabit the land at breeding-times, when
CORRY
my pretty mate wishes to find a snug place
BRAGA
for her e.~gs, so the little baby gulls will hav
NAUTA
no trouble when they first see the blue sky
JESUS
TIBER
and sparkling water. We are a wandering
SQUAW
set of fisher-birds, with the most wonderful
M.ARCY
pair of wing~, tile power and beautiful mechSUGAR
anism of which enable us to dart so swiftly
C. RooKER.
·to and fro, now lloating lightly poised in midair, and the next moment lost to sight on.the
far horizon, or cleaving the skies, as though
seeking to react1 the very heavens. Would
not you love to lly, little boy, and you, little
girl? Well, if a fairy godmother should ever
giv you the chance of selection from all the
wings of birds, I, of course, think that the
wings of a sea-bird are most attractiv; for are
we not beautiful, and can we not endure?
Our name, as given us by your scientific men,
Fact in natural history.
who seem to know more about us than we do
ourselvs, is Larus, "a genus of web-footed
3.-.A PENTAGON.
birds of the family of Laridae." Some of
1. A letter.
2. Cheerless.
your audacious tars call us "Mother Carey's
3. A military weapon.
chickens." Who Mother Carey is [ do not
4. A small, shallow drum.
know, nor do I care, but that word chicken
5. To ridic11le.
sticks in my craw, and makes my feathers
6. A kind of rampart.
stand on end, I get so angry, so I hav to dive
7. A roll of linen for surgical use.
w.ARRKN B. 0.ROIIARD.
three times as deep in the cold, blue water to
cool off my proud, free spirit. Chicken, in4.-RBBUS.
deed! Where is the resemblance? Do we
scratch, and cackle, and strut, and crow like
those little land birds you call chickens, and
which you keep to supply you with tiny eggs
to eat?
Show me a bird our equal! Who can lly
straight in the face of a storm and never
waver? Who can perform such varied and
beautiful evolutions high in the air when the
sky and water are both calm and as blue as
azure, so you scarce know where each meets
the other, when gazing out to sea? Can any
bird eqtml us fishiag? Could a cork bob up
more lightly on the crest of a wave than one
of us trim little sailors?
·
Suppose I describe one of the daintiest of
these freedom and liberty loving little feathered mothers-my mate-and what a splendid first mate she is! She tlies at my side
These pictures represent each one line of a
just as steady and strong as one of the finest
verse of an old English poem.
of us male birds ; her eyes are as sharp,
keen, and fearless as his majest.v, the eagle's.
5.-REBUS.
Her breast is as white and downy as the
D*D
fleecy clouds above us, or the glittering foam
Though be may l1av affinity
With aoctors of divinity,
· she dips it in. None is so fascinating or so
Yet there is no necessity
majestic as this pearly gray gull, with her
That solvers here should guess it he.
long, narrow, black tipped wings. One moWith poltroonry and cowardice
ment far behind you, the next she sweeps
Mean shirlting soul he dowereoi is.
past with ~asy, graceful tlight, so close you
Ow Boy.

forner.

1

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHYLDREN's OORNER
APRIL 2. 1887.
1.-Pope's "R>say on Man." (In the first
rebuA, April 2d number of the Comer, the
wnrd "poet" Rhonld hav read "poem.")
2 .-Marten. 3.-Capitulation of Cornwallis.
4.-Mill-et. Lock.et. Bass-et. Cant-on. 5.They are all in-no-cent.

Correspondence.
MrnRAY, InA .. March 7. 1887.
DEAR MIS!\ WIXON: I thought I wonlil
write you a few lines. I ~ro to fChool, and
lea.rn verv fast. Mv tea chef's name iR Miss
GilkPy. 'We hav fift~'-five scholars. I study
re11iling-. Fpellin~r. aritlm1etic, and grammar.
I am ten YeRrs olil. I hav one pet-a ca.t. I
am a little Freethou~rht ~rirl. I hav a little
RiRter; !H'r nRme iR ·HeiPn Vera Erwin, and
"Helen" is after Helen Garilener, for we hav
her book, and think it is ~nlendid.
THERESA ERWIN.
SECEDER CoRNliRS, l\farcl1 17, 1887.
D~~:AR M1ss "\VIXON: Papn. tal{es TrrE TRrrTH
SEEKER, and I read t.he Chilclren's Corner:
and I saw Fo ma.nv little folks in it that I
thoug-ht I woulcl like to be among them. I
hav the" Story Honr." ll.r.Jil papa FRy!< that
he will get. me the "Little LeRsons for Little
Folks." I am ten years old. I hav four
brothers and two sisters. One of mv sisterF
ani! two brothPrs are in Knma!'l City. I
would hav written sooner, hnt I liv a mile
from the post-oillce.
Em1'H DROWN.
BozKMAN. MoN .. Marcb 23, 1887.
D1uR Mtss WtxoN: I hav ~<een so many
letters in the Children'R Corner that I thon~rht
I woulrl try and write one. I am twelve
years old, and arn in the Fifth Reader. I do
not go to F<'hool. b'1t. >;tndy at home. Papa
does not tal•e THE TnnTrr BEEKER. but a
friend givR it to him. We h!l.v a do!! that FitR
np in a chair. His name is Fino. I think I
am making my fin•t letter too long, so I will
close. If you think this fit to pul:lish, I
would like to see it in print.
Yours truly,
MARY DAVIEs.

to the children. It plea~es me to tl1ink you
can. How I wish I could. I wonld like to
be someboily In thjs world, and I am going
to try nnd see if I can't be. As ever, I remain
Your friend,
SALLIE REMEDURG.
o~AGE MISSION KAN., March 6. 287.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I bav been going to
school this winter. I missed two days on ac.
count of si<'kness. On the last day we mnde
a surprise dinner for the teacher. After din.
ner we· bad a few exercisPs. and then the
teacher treated to candy. When ~cbool was
dismissed we all bade our teacher good-bye.
I came to town to learn dress-rnakin~. I am
learnin.~t under Mrs. Shepherd, and boarding
with Mrs. Shefer. Asa has been fRkin!l: 'l'nE
TRUTH SEERER for over a y('a.r. We all. like
it ever so much. It has been raining for two
days. bnt l1as now cleared off nicely. If this
w111 do I would like to ~ee it. come out in the
paper. From your friend, JULIA SIMMONS.

VINEJ.AND, N.J., April 3, 1887.
DEAR 1\'I'Tss WJXON: Your printer's poem of
April 2, 1887, in TnE TnnTH SERRER, brought
to my mind a poem, that I read in a Uiica
paper about seventy years ago, wh!'n I lived
within eight miles of Utica. and I think they
must be from the same author. Can you giv
me the author of yours? They both seem to
come from Utica, where K T J resided, as
they said, about ~eventy 3·ears ago.
Respectsforyours and the Children's Corner,
JOHN GAGE.
[We do not know the author of the poem.
It was copied from another paper, and there
was no hint of its author.-Eo. C. C.]
MouND CITY, MINN., March 7, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am ten years old,
and hav never written for the Corner nor for
anything else, but I am not going to hav my
darling kitty slandered, even by old Mr.
Mitchell. I am sure if he had ever seen my
kitty he would never hav written such a letter. Talk about ch·an animals-my kitty
would not be seen in the 8ame field with a
tlock of chickens! I sleep with her every
night. and I can walk twenty miles in a day,
and if you ~aw me at dinner you woulrl not
think 1 do anything that is very unhealthy.
My kitty is a nice, clean, ,.gray-and-white
beauty. and I hav never known l1er to kill a
bird. .If she is out bunting when I go to bed,
she chmbs the house, and comes ri!l:ht over
my bed, and FCratches on the roof, and I get. up
and let her in. Now, 1\Iiss Wixon, I would
not ask you to publish this only on account
of Mr. Mitchell's letter, and if yon do print it,
I will tell you some time about my dog,
Your friend,
JENNIE SHUCK.

ELMTREE FARlll. W. Gr.oroESTER, 1\IAss.,}
:M'R.rch 31, 1887.
DEAR :M1ss WIXON: I am very fond of
chickens. I bav nineteen hens. Part of
them 11.re Plymouth Rock~. I.ast year. after
one of my l1ens hatched a brood of chicl,ens.
onP of them got stepped on, and I buried it.
and put a shingle by its grave, on which I
wrote:
·
l\Iv hirrlie Dopeep fell fast ftRlPep.
Anrl I h~td 110 pnwPr to wRke her;
I ring I1Pl' 11. grRvP. in t.hiR Jovph• pi ReS
Without help from the undertaker.
I hope you will think this worth printing
Noiice.
in the Corner for a little ~irl ten years
Laura Stewart, Cleveland, Ohio, and HerTruly yours,
MARION BENNETT.
old.
man S. Tausig, Harrisburg. Pa;, authors of
stories printed in the Children's Corner last
VoLo, l!.L., March 20. 1887.
D&AR MTSS WixoN: I hnv read the Chil- summer, will please send their full address,
dren's Corner in TnE TRUTII SKliKRR ever street and number, without delay, to the edsince its introduction with much interest. I itor of the Corner.
am especiR.lly plt>asecl to see so many letters
from the dear little ones. It tells plainly that
superstition has lost. its foothold, and is fast
JI.EDUCED TO $1.00.
sliding awa.y. Now, I am an old woman,
baving traveled the uphill of life without any
THE STORY HOUR.
"ism" or" ite" to shackle my pro_gress; am
now, as the old s~tying is, slipping bflck into
A Book for Cllil<lren and Youth.
childhooil ; therefore, I do not see whv I am
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
not entitled to a little place in the Chiidren's
Corner for an original poem, which I thought
Over a hundred :fine ip.ustrations.
perhaps some of those bri~ht little letterwriters might like to read. We will entitle it
HELP EACH OTHER.

Little words in ldndness spoken
Fill the ~arldest heart wil-h jov,
But those of •corn to the down~trodden
May perhaps a life destroy.
w~ little !mow how much depends,
For weal or woP, on one another:
'l'•s seltisbnesR t.bat ""orns thA we~tk
And loudly cries" He's not my brother."
Link by link we're bonnrl together
By one lonl!. elect.ric chRin;
'1'•• all iu vain the tie to sever,

Onr Flag Above the Cro8s.
This device is for
paper and envelopes for SECular
Unions and others.
PRICES:
Half-note, bi'k inlc.
per quire, . .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local acldresP, 1,000, f6.00
Half-not.e, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, . .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colorp, wfth local addresP, per

Echo says, "In vaiu, in vain."

we are made the stronJ<"Pr one,
Shouli! we t.he weak dlRdain 1
con~mence R.nswerfl, •"Never!
The strong the weak sustain."
If we would sturlY' nature'• laws,
Tm" les•ons there we'd find,
To fill t.be heart with Rweetes t joy,
And purify the mind.
'l'i• there the bril!ht and lovely rose,
Out•hining any green,
Gnltl'ds with care the tiny flower
That by its side is seen.
No envy therP, no selfi•h hate;
T11ey Rweetly bloom to~Zether.
An <I Pacb. in lang-Uage pure and Rtrong,
Cries," Mortal•, help each other!''
:M:n~. E. HowARD.
If

''No.': onr

1,.:oa, • • $10.oo
Address

Th~ Truth Seeker.
COPYRIGHTED,

C,lniNET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

DAT.EVIT.LE, INo., J\>Iarch 23, 1887.
Miss SusAN WIXON: As I hav not written
to you lately, I will try nnd write again. I
think the pictures are very nice. I like to
83 Cents Each.
look at them. I think the United Brethren
church at Daleville will play out before
Address TEE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
many years, for some of them now won't
even shake hands with their brethren.
Dear Mi~s Wixon, I would like to see the PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
day when this country would be ruled by
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
]!'reethought I think there would be a most
beautiful time. I love to rea!l the children's
By L . .R. SMITH.
letters. !1 hink it is a nice thing to hav them
write. It teaches them to think what is Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
right. I hope you will still remain thinking
Pll1>lished and for sale by
those beautiful thoughts and expressing them
THE TRUTH SEE:KER CO.

C. B. REYNOLDS.
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Agents for the 'l1rutb l.;eeker.
Good

CALIFORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
,

Unrivaled in Tone,

~0 1. ·

INDIANA •.

J, R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

• Ci

KANS>..S,

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

Cor. 87th st.

MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).

FACTORY

& WAREROOMS,

C':io Third .b-~

1"\"\).-0'

e>-'

Ne-vv York.

:i'!>'(~·i'l

~{§b·-------------·-------------<1!ZI

~

MASSACHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

Reported for the "Truth

MICHIGAN·

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore. Adrian. Box 465.
Cbas: Sacb, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Touch and Workmanship.

Seek~J':"

by

I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by P.ermlssion of
the Author,

.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Drentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.

Jfeav1or gulrl ca.Mes iu emlJuMMttl, clui.Mt:d, euam•

eled, Louis XIV. stYle, diamoud ornameutatwus
etc., $6 to $60 extra. Gents' 14 k. solid gola1
watches, from $45 up. Swi•s wRtcltes, to cb•e out,
Vel'Y low. '!'he aiJove all guarau teed IJelow but tum
prices elsewhere"'~' ca•h relnudell. All are carefully itiHpect.ed before sending. wanauted for one
year, and sent prepaal if uu hue of Amencau Ex.
office. Sundnes: Ue•t rolled gold plated cl.aiull
aml charms fur ladles or gents.$~. f8, fol. i'f>, n•nally sold for iS $4, $5, to $7. Jewelry. lateot st~·les,
full line, 25 pet· cent below l'<'Killar pnces. Best
~ectacles iu the "·odd, H. Geuum PeiJIJles, $2.
8eut prepaid iu caMe. E.re-'-!ht,.;rit:H, tutme price.
(1:\eud hne uf finest priu~ l un can read tliMtll}ctly
without gla•ses and state IJow uutlll' Inches from
Bl"eth aud I cau tmit yon fin~t titut:'. l Gu~~d l'azor,
11. BeMt m the world-a luxur)·-$1!. Extra line
strops, 50 cent". !:id IJe•t· nohu Htnugo. 50 ceuts.

Designer and patentee of New Freet.llllllght Batlge
in pius aud charutt-~• 2 ~izeM~ t1ulul gold, euarueled
in 4' colol's, and mo,t. IJeannful badge ever designed. Small. $2 1 $2.75, t8 50. LM11e. ta· to $5;
with genuin diamond. l8, HU; and ciJarms up to
$15. )Jemand dailY increasmg. Agents wanted,

OHIO.

~. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

B. F. Hyland,

The following are a few of my leaders, all of
wbtcb Rie late•t improved, best make, solid·coin
silver, op• n face or huntmg, American stem-wind
watches, and guaranteed stnctJY as. represented
or cash refunded l 2 ounce case, 7 Jewels, $10; 3
ounce, $11 ; 4 ounce. n2. With 11 jeweled movements, $12.50, $13.50, $14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
$17.50. Wttll full \lo) je"eled muverutut, pat. regUlator, $16, $17. $11!, $19.50. 6 uuuce, $21; adjusted
tqheat and cold, ~tdll. $4, IJeilJg uuly $25 fur this
maguiliceut, 6 ouuce. full iewded, adjusted watch,
usually sold for $85 to $40. The following are all ·
best 14 karat gold tilled gold watches, cases elegant and latt:st strle, and guat·autctd U)' special
certificate from factory and my•tlf for 20 years :
7 jewels. $24.50; 11 jewels, $27 : 15 jewel~, $:JO. Adjusted, $8~, cli~av at $40 ><Ud vracncall~· a• ~otood a11
any $100 watch a lifeume. Lad ten' watchen, •arne
best quality cases : 7 jewel•, $20: 11 jewelH, $:!'1; 15
jewels, $28. In good 2.1 quallll' tilleu ca.-en. >I! to
$5 less. Ladies' 14 k. sohd guld watch~~. $30.$8:!, $88,

Fur guuar, 75 l'eutH. 8 Lnthng- luu·uJOHlcRth 00
centM. BeNt RchJ ouutt.ic op~:ra g-lal'IHt:'~. f-4 .. $5; in
pearl, $ll t.u $12. Lar11e field lo!las•eo. t8. HO. 1:\ignal •ervtce, $12. Watches deaued. U. tipriliU"B
$1. Jewels, $1. And •·er.urue.l free. Best work
'l'ry me.
OTTO WETftil'EI:>;,
!toe helle. Ill.

MONTANA.

0. B. Whitford, Butte City.

-

.l::SUY ONLY
Goods at J.owest Prices.

0.

OREGON.
Corvalli~.
PENNSYLVANIA.

w.

ROMAN ISM,

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North lOth st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.

OR

DANCER AHEAD.

TENNESSEE.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Hepublic.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

i?HE ONuY (§)o~~EGill

By A . .Y. GROVER,

€.DII1TION.
40

PRIVII:,

VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.

Address THE TRUTH

CENTS,

SEEKE~

CO,

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt. G. Ine-ersoll's

BLASPHEMY
NEw YoRK:

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

in the suit of the

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
r;raph Company
against the
Weste'l'ti Union Teleg'l'aph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

SPIRITUALISM
Sustained
By the Bible.
BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
CONTENTS:
SUSTAINED

BY

THE

TIAN CHURCH.
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD'S

CHRis-

TO

BY 0. B.

REYNOLD~:\.

Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the Secu
lariats.
Tbie is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to be.

TIUED FOR BLASPHEiliY
May 3d.
Price, 10 Cents; 6 for 50 cents; 13 for $1.
Address THE TUUTH SEEKEH CO.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universe, and
Universology. Price, 20 eta.
Waif~ and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·
can Story. Price. cloth, $1.00; paper} 50 eta,
"A prose epic of the war, ri~h with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
Swtnton's Paper.

GEN-

ERAL GOVERNMENT.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSmP.
OBJECTIONS

THE BIBLE.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of

SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
SPIRITUALISM

PRICE, fi CENTS,

-AND-

SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.

Like all THE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical execution of the work is all that could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
The primary ubj~ct of the work, as its title indi·
cates, is tu sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdities of the Christian religion, aml the abominations of the old Jew book. get a terrible shaking
up. The book contains much to interest every
intelligent reader. . . . Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Freetbougbt
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the bands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
will certainly find his "Spiritual" strength renewed.-JoaN PECK.
Bou .. n .. "h>th, 245 pp., pt·ice $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
tf
33 Clinton Place. New York.

LIBERTY AND MOJtALI'l'Y.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
eventy thousand miniHter• of this country were
obliged to Purchase the pamphlet and read ever.r
wo d of it."
l'rioe 15 cents.
For sal~ at this office

Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. " The

author certainly bas gl'nius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book IS filled with
manly tboughts 1 expressed in manly wordsthe tr~tnscrtptof a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

Ingersoll and Jf'sns. A conversation
in rhyme between the Ninet.eentb Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it'.l
shown there is much in harmony between.
them. Price, 10 eta.
Prometheus. A poem. "It is cramrt~e<!
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured fGrth, it seems to me, with ext!'lwrdi~
nary beauty."-Dll. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance ot
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Pn<:e 10
cents.
For all of thl' above address
THE TUUTH SEEU:8 CO.

TliE CREDIT Jo'ONCIER OF SISALOA.
PubliRhed at. Hamm<mton, N.J. Marie Howll\nd
and Eel nard Hnwland. Editors; J. M. Pryse and J
M. Burgler. Printers. This paper i" devoted specially to thl' intP•·p•IR of our colomzat!on entPr:pnse, the Credit. Fon<;iPr of Sinalo(l.l aod fenerally
to the pradicalsolutton of the prob emo Integral
~peration. Price. $1 ll year; 50 oenh for 11:1
monua.r' ll6 cellk for tl!roe UIOn\1;>.~
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iiJoefrQ.
The Anvil of God's Word.
Last eve I passed be•ide a blacksmith's door,
And beard the anvil rim; its vesper chime;
Tben,lookin!! in. I saw upon the floor
Old hammers worn with beating years of time.
'How many anvils hav yon hadt" said I,
"To wear and batter all these nammers so?"
'Just one," he answered; then, w1th twinkling
eye,
"The anvil wears the hammers out, you know."
And so, thought I, the anvil of God's word
For BileS Hkeptic blows h~tV heat npnn;
Yet, though the noise of Paine, Voltaire was
heard,
The anvil is unworn-the hammers gone.
- Cl!lcago CUrrent.
A

LlTTLE

MORE ABOUT

THE

ANVIL.

Last evening. as I passed a joss-house door,
The sanctimonious preacher's voice I heard;
Then, stepping m. I heard him rant and roar
About the so-called "anvil of God's word."
This anvil is unworn, I he>1.rd him say,
It haR Withstood the wwked skeptic's thump
For ages, and will stand until the day
When the archangel blows his awful trump.
The sermon ended, straightway I arose
And said, "0 parson, granting it be true
That that old anvil stands allskept.ics• blows,
Can it withstand such blowers as Gab~· and yon?"
B. L. Z. BuBB.
*The full name, Gabriel, is neater,
But amputation saves the meter;
And though the angel's lost a foot,
He still can soar, and likewise toot.

-Ibta.

The Village Bonnet.
Of all the nymphs that e'er were seen
Careering o'er the village green,
There was not one, I wot full well,
Looked half so sweet as I~abel,
With her light village bonnet.
So light her step, so brisk her tread,
So merrily she tossed her head,
That every swain upon the heath
Would strain his eye to look beneath
The same light village bonnet.
A sunny brow that bonnet decked;
A smile that sorrow never checked
Glowed in those eyes of living blue,
While many a grateful beggar knew
That same light village bonnet.
A change came o'er that happy Pcene;
A priest rode o'er that village green,
And by her simple beauty won,
In evil hour he looked upon
The maid's light village bonnet.
Her eye grew dim, her step grew slow,
Her cheek grew white as Alpine snow,
For talPA of goblins, flames, and hell
Had broke the heart of IsabelWith her light village bonnet.
Her laugh grew wild; o'er brake and dell
Now wanders crazy Isabel,
And weed and flower and thistle down
Are strangely stuck upon the crown
Of that light village bonnet.

Books.
"The New God," by Samuel P. Putnam, is
also published by The Truth Seeker Company, New York. The author of "The New
God " has written several other works of the
same character, being "Problems of the Universe," " Ingersoll and Jesus," "Waifs and
Wan.derings," etc. The author bas, with unstinted zeal and a courage that never wavered,
seized bodily upon the fanaticisms and superstitions which still permeate a portion of the
civilization of the nineteenth century, and endeavored to expose, by rational reasoning and
a host of self-evident axioms, the utter fallacy
of certain features of the divine doctrin and
its attendant superstitions. In his present
work, which givs evidence of clear-sightedness, impartiality, and keen judgment, the
author begins by tersely remarking that "it
is an open secret that man has always made
his gods. He bas had the power to consult
his own taste, like the artist who paints the
picture or carves the statue. If the gods hav
been bad, it is because man, the maker, bas
been a bungler. He has not made good use
of Li~ material. It has seemed," continues
the author, "in the history of the world, as
if man wanted to deceive himself with his
own splendid creations. We like to feel that
the universe is our friend; that the sun loves
us, and because he loves us givs the blessed
light; that nature is interested in our welfare,
and the winds of summer blow expressly for
our benefit, and the seas roll softly in order
that our ships may come to land. Just as
every man bas his hobby he has his pet superstition. Every god that man has made
has been at heart a representation of the tragedy of life. It is 111an's protest against the
'awfulness of fate. In old times the priest and
'the roedicin-man were one and the same.
'Their function is similar-so long as there is
disease there must be medicin, and so long as
there is suffering there must be theology.
-As Ingersoll says, the best way to make men
'believe in gods is to increase the number of
·earthquakes and cyclones. If there was an

earthquake every day the churches would be
thrcnged." Such is the manner in which the
author opens his subject. He unhesitatingly
asserts his belief in the non-existence of a
divine being, but believes there is some great
and universal creativpower, and in the latter
assertion is most discreet, for there are few
who are not willing to concede this to be a
truth.
There are some who claim that the mighty
universe is nothing more than a freak of
chance; that not only the earth, but the
~~:reater heavenly bodies, were created and
fashioned merely through chance.
Upon
mature reflection, however, those who possess the faculty of clearly reasoning will
sooner or later abandon this idea as being
absurd. Ships, buildings, great bridges, tunnels, railroads, and cities are not created by
chance. They are each and all formed for a
purpose, and carry out this purpose until age
has rendered them unfit for use, or a destroying element has caused ruin and devastation.
The chance theory, in fact, has long been regarded by profound and earnest thinkers as
utterly impossible in view of all attending
circumstances. Tpe author touches upon
this question, but is too wary to commit himself upon one side or the other, and is content
with dealing in abstract questions and statements, which, in truth, is characteristic of
his whole work. Paradoxical assertions will
not tend to enlighten the public on the simplest of questions, and on such a profound
question as the existence of a deity they will
certainly mystify more than ever. For instance, the author says : "If there really
were a God, there would be no belief in God.
The fact that there is a belief in God is proof
positiv that there is no such being, and the
more universal that belief, the stronger the
demonstration of Atheism." This sounds
very much like chop logic. When a thing is
known to actually exist, what more natural
than to believe in that existence? If a man
was positivly known to be dead, all the arguments that could be brought forth to prove
that he was still alive would be utterly fruitless, and vice vm·sa. The most vital part of
the question is absolute certainty one way or
the other, without which nothing can be expected to take definit shape. " First of all,"
says the author, " the new God must be a
God of law, and not of miracle. In the
progress of civilization miracles hav been
entirely abolished. . . • So long as this
God represents the ideal of humanity-the
beautiful, the sublime, the· progressiv-so
long as it grows better with experience and
is thoroughly humanitarian; so long as it is
poetic, artistic, rhythmic, evolutionary; so
long as it and science will not quarrel, so long
will we keep the new God." Thus the
author brings his work to a close. It contains many faults and inconsistencies, but
likewise contains earnest reasonings and
sound arguments, and can be read, if not
with profit, at least with some degree of interest.-Galveston News.
WE hav received a copy of the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1887, and find it a handsome specimen of the typographic art, beautifully illustrated, and brimful of useful and
interesting information. The article on "Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws" alone is
worth ten times the price of the book. "Liberty," an address, by Grover Cleveland;
"The Coming Dawn," by D. Louis Bodge ;''
"The Right to Testify," by F. M. Holland;
"The .American Secular Union," by Samuel
Putnam ; "The Parson," a story, by Si Slokum, are among the contents. Price 25 cents.
The Truth Seeker Company, publishers, 28
Lafayette Place, New York.-Maurepas, La.,
Gazette.
"Try-Square; or, The Church of Practical
Religion." The author says that modesty
constrains him to withhold his real name, and
to substitute for it the assumed name, "The
Reporter." He reports the transactions and
discourses at" Uncle Job's New Church," in
the rural district of Pinville, which is supposed to be located in some corner of the
ample and fertil brain of this "prematurely
worn-out court stenographer." New York:
The Truth Seeker Company.-llome Jou1-nal.

Obituary.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
With this I send you a paper containing an
account of the death of my father, B. F.
Kershner. He was an earnest Liberal, and a
great admirer of your good paper.
Although he was a great sufferer from a
disease which baffled the skill of his physicians, yet he bore all his sufferings with the
most heroic courage. Never was he heard to
complain, and he died as he had lived, an
earnest Liberal; and though we miss him as
none can tell, yet we bav no fear for him, for
we feel that he is at rest, free from the trials
and hardships of this world.
The funeral was held from the house,
March 16th, under Masonic auspices. At his
request no minister was present at his funeral,

but our good friend, H. L. Green, delivered 11.
very appropriate address.
LILLA. c. KERSHNER.
Danville, N. Y., March 27, 1887.
Fl'mn tlie R<~CliP.ste;:Democrat a>•ll Chronicle Mar. 15.

TRY•SQU1\RE;

The improvement in the conditwn of B. F.
Kershner, of Landay Hill, near Danville, was reported in our columns last week, and it was sincerely hoped his speedY recovery would follow.
But it was not to be, and on Sunday morning last,
at 3 o'clock, he paH•ed peac~fully away after two
weeks of intense agonY. His difficulty was one
which baflled the skill of his attending phytiiciRus,
who say no similar case ever came under their observation. While aflltcted with a severe cold, yet
he was otherwise appuently in good health two
weeks ago on Thursday last, when he visited
Dansville on business. He went to a blacksmith's
shop, among orher places, where he was auddenlr
seized witll a violent fit of cbokmg, and a large
buncll. (caused by the violent swelling of the
glands), in size as large as a goose egg, suddenly
formed on one side of his neck. It was thought
he would choke to death there, so serious was his
condition. He was carried to the residence of h1s
physician, Dr. Andrews, and Dr. Blake, who was
passing by, assisted in alleviating his sufferings,
but it was an hour Ol' more before he was able to
be carried home. Hts throat was b:ack inside, and
in a ternble .!ondition, which seeme<l in a few
days to yi~ld to the treatment g1ven. But a swelling soon •howed itself on the other s1de of his
neck, while little blood sacs formed in his throat;
and shortly before his death the swelliug on each
s1de of hi~ neck extended to the front, <>ud was so
bard and inflamed that nothing seemed to affect
it in the slightest degree. On Saturday he had a
violent cl10king spell, and endured agony almost
intolerable. He was unable to lie down for daYs
before his death. But a few minutes before he
breathed his last he walked across the floor in the
most excruciating pain, then went to his bed, and
quietly lay down, closed his eyes, and peacefully entered upon his new existence. l\Ir. Kershner was
fifty-seven years old in September last, and leaves
an estimable wife and two daughters, young ladies
who will mourn the loss of a most faithful and
affectionate husband and father. No man in auy
communitY was more respected or generally liked
than was JIIr Kershner, and although not a follower of Christianity as taught iu all orthodox
churches, in his daily acts he exemDiified the precepts of Christ. He was a decided Liberalist in
h1s views, strong in his convictions, and fearless
in his expression of them. Yet it would be hard
to find a better citizen, husband, and father.

The Church of P1·actical Religion.

A Ballad of Ancient Oaths.
Ther ben a knYllhte, Sir Roten bight,
That on a time did awere
In mighty store othes mickle sore,
Whiche grieved his w1ffe to here.
Soth, whenne she scofft, his wiffe did oft
-Swere as a ladye may;
"!'faith," " i'sootb," or "lawk" in truth
Ben alle that wiffe wold say.
Soe whenne her good man waxed him wood,
She mervalled much t0 here
The hfjeus sound of othes full round
The which her lord did awere.
"Now, pray thee, speke and tell me eke
What thing hath vexed thee 11oe ;"
The wiffe she cried : but bee replied
By swereing moe and moe.
He sweren zounds which be Gog's wounds,
By bricht Marie and Gis,
By sweit s,nct A.nn and holie Tan,
And by .Bryde•s bell, ywis;
By holie g~ails, by 'slids and snails,
Bv old Sanct Dnnstan bftnld,
The virgin faire that him did beare,
By him that Judas sauld;
By Arthure'• sword, by Paynim horde,
By bolie modyr's teir,
By Cokis breath, by Zooks and's death,
And by Sanct Swithen deir ;
By divellR al'e, both greate and smalle,
And allm hell there be,
By bread and salt, and by Gog's malt,
And by the blody tree ;
By him that worn the crown of thorn
And by the ann and moue,
By deir Banet Blane and Sa net F1llane,
And three kings of Cologne;
By the gude Lord and his sweit word,
By him that herryit hell,
By blessed Jude, by holie rude,
Ancl eke be Gad himsell !
He sweren soe (and mickle moe}
It made inan's tleseb to creepen,
The air ben blue with his ado
And sore his wiffe ben we pen.
Giff you wold know why sweren soe
The good man bight Str Roten,
lie been full wroth, because, in soth,
He leesed his coler boten.

Eighty- A.ore Farm.
I hav an eightY-acre farm for sale in southweRtern Minnesota, an unimproved prairie farm
in Nobles eonnty, thB south h><lf of tbR nor·theast
qnarter of Rectiou 12 in t.nwnsllip No. 103 of r"nge
42. I owe two Lo bemls S300 on the tract, and will
sell at a bf1rgain for tbe sake of paying them their
mouRy, Address
16
W. F. JAJ'.IIESON, Denver, Col.

on,

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Unqle Job Sawyer, the pastor, havmg established
his pu1pit, uses it to discuss all the vital qnest10ns
of human concern, religious, politiCal, and otherwise. The book is written in weJl-chpsen lan·
guage, and easily understood. ·There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attentiv while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

GOD AND HIS BOOK.
THE BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT
.AND WHA.T IS IT?
By SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular
Review."
Issued in six parts. Four parts now readY. Price
25 cents each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

BIBLE

~IYTBS

AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
with which the Old ancl New l'estaments abound;
to show that they wen' held in common with other
uatwns; and then trace them to their evident origm and explain their meaning-.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalist.IC study of the Christian scriptures ar!l
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sur•,
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.60.

Vin~icate~!

Paine

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Obs8Mlflr (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.
·
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabrieated Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges} is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account

78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.
A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS
DUBTRIA.L PRODUOTION A.ND
EXOHA.NGE.

OF

By J. K. INGALLS, author of "Social Wealth.'
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

In:O.del Death Beds.
By G. W. FOOTE.
Price,

Bi~le

•
•
25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Temperance:

Ll(lUOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined

'rHE NEW GOD.

by the Bible.

BY SA.MUEL P. PUTNA.M,

BY E. C. WALKER.

Secretary of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TBUTII SEEKER CoMPANY.

hT-

This is a. companion book to Remebnra•s "Bibl!l
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Ingersol1 s W"orks.
9

255
PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE, 257
meets every Sunday in Indui!trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures an~
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trutt.
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rate &

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures comprising, "The Gods"
-" Humboldt " " Thomas Paine," " Individuality," and " Heretics and Heresies."

The Gbosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

Oontents: "The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "The Declaration of Independence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
'"1'he Grant Banqueh" "The !:lev. Alexander
Olark," "The Pa~t ·J:Uses before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll."

THE

Truth Seeker Annual

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Intet·views on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 cents.
The l:bristian Religion. By R. G.

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 15\10, By WM; HENRY
BURR. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

-AND--

IngersoJ1 Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof.
George!!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,

Ingersoll Catechised: His An!>wers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San ·ffranoiSoan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

(E. M. 287.)

"lS1iU1'1'.t:L'S .M.ODERN HOUSES" No.3,

+ IDITI) + ILf.U$TR1UIOll$. +

Vindication of 'fboma.s Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

PAGR.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodo_xy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pafres, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the Uhited States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Davvn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,

!l.PPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been ptinted on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuc
minated border, and in large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy
States and Territories of the
The Right to Testify. By F. M.
The American Secular Union.
Putnam,

Tributes.

There hav been so many

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

The Parson.

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore Ptinted in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fao simiie, has been prepared especiallr. for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and stde, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; in full Turkey- morocco, gilt, exquisttly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
moth, 11.25,
For Sale at this Office.

W. S B-;LL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
15 CENTS.
It i• a Rtnnner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERl'Y ANO MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my t.hanb fot: Y9ur excellent and useful
disconr~e.-James Parton.
I am m11oh ple1RB<l with V'>Ur address, and will
notice it in ,lfrt'•.-T. B. Walwman.
A beautiful P'tmphlet of 36 p~tges. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBI riON.
PRICE, 20 OENTd.
The number of heado under which you hav
divtded the subjod matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise mttnner in whiclt each point is discnosed, should b~ llignly commended. 'l'herefore
I take great pleasure in recomm~uding •• AntiProhibition" to the con~ideration of every person
who is intet·e•ted, not only 1n tile cause of temperance, btu w the principle~ of self government.J.J.McCab_e.__________________________

Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heayy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumi·
·nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these he1·etofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIF'l'EEN OENTB EAOH ;
THE FOUR FOR FIFT.<.: CENTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
28 Lafayette 1'1., New York.

29

30
34
37

92

'l'HE 00-0l'ERA 'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N,
94

By Si Slokum,

191 Broadway (Box 2702}, New York.

98

THE

CONVENTIONAl. LIE!il OF 01JB
CJIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phtla.• Recora
This Book is not a Book ! It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna New... Price, 50 o~nts.
. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

NEW YORK:

The BiDls Analyzed.

The Husts ot Voltaire. l'aine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to
life, price~, $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles or Religious Liberty should hav them.
Photo~raphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
panel, 10Mx17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A_Story.

Lavvs of the
United States,
Holland,
By Samuel P.

5
17

(Just PubliShea, J'Ull/1, 1886) OONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of pam ting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plain directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young the greatest amusement, it is more than a.
toy. It is, m fact, a moat practical lesson in Arohuecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
moat popular designs, so oxact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (coat varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New De~igu for a Chapel.
Drawings and descl'iption of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa. Park Associations.
SENT, POSTPAID, ON REOEIPT OF Pli.IOE, $1.
Address

BY

PRICE, 25 (CENTS.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
TM

So~ FlUfm'8

and Ea:lUt Ratios in Its

.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase :
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Ownership; Private Property in Land ; Capital and
the Prod.nctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; L&w of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, net Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

Price, .Ciolh, $1. 00.
AddreRA THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE

BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thon_g_h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
l<'or R>tlB at t.bis office.

.Iohn R. U clso, A.M •.

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

'Yite Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonne!l1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Oreeds, Day ot
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents : cloth, $1. 25.

E-K:eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

OONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-'nl<t
Oreation.-The Deluge.-The Exodns.-The Mira.
olea cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-Th6
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-Th11
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messia.h or
Savior.
·
Orown octavo, 888l'>P· Splendidly exeontf- '· Bent
by mail. vo•t n&id. PrinA. 1~.1111.

SACRED 'MYSTERIES
AMONG THE

N:athaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. MaJas and lhc Quiches tt,:iOu
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1. 25.

Ycors Ago.

OF THE BIBLIOAL MYTH .
Tlle Outcast. A deep, finely written ORIGIN
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those ona meets with in common life. and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de,.-ree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in theFreethoug).ttranks." Ptice,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other haE
MEN OF BusllDBB WHO DID SOMETHING BESIDES always opposed it.
MAKING MoNEY.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMEBIOANB.
twentY-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$8. We wish that the friends of Freeth ought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
BY .IA.l'JIES PARTON.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
OB,

Dlustrated.
For Bale at this office.

Price,

$2. 50.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Supplied at Special Discrntnts,
Addrese THE THUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sal&
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

HERE AND THERE
IN YUCATAN.

Miscellanies by

ALroE:

D. LE PLONGEON

Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
. Practical Experience with Poultry.
treating of forty-sixcharacters in history who hav
Palaces and Modern
BY
GEo.
M.
DAvENPORT.
This
is
a
little
bookhelped the world; together with eight portraits.
Cities."
Mr. Parton's works need no cow.mendation. They a pamphlet of 82 wPll-filled pages. costing only
"a quarter," but as fnll of meat as an egg. It is
are standard.
Price, $1.25.
well called "practical," for we find nothing unPrice,
- $1.2:».
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeysi
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER.
Address
are particularly discussed and their economica Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Plao'
28 Lafayette Pll>toA. NAw York
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poult.rJ· on a large
THE
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additton to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
OR,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

The Secret of the East,

Fathflrs of Our RfpnbJic:

The Origin of the Christian Religion
REPLY
and the Significance of its
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
Rise and Decline.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, tt.OO.

For sale at this otllce.

By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exposure of the Oatholic priests
Historical misstatements.

Prtev ()loth, U; Paper, GO ()eata.

Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Annual
CongreeA of the American SePular Union,
in Chickerinu:, Hall, New York,
November 18, 1886.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
I'rice 15 cents.

Address this office •.
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Pr<Jf;nJgn?W.e~i~ Glta.!i~'it~.!or a

I

9}tms oJ ~hought.

Fair Trial.
Dawn of Creat10n. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
'I
.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. BY Prof. T. H.
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
Huxle~. ·
CAPTAIN SA.lll.UELS, who sailed the yacht·
L~nton,
Rev? lie.
. VII. A Protest' and a Plea. By Mrs. E; LYiln Lin- WHILE fro~ the effects of increased intelligence
Dauntless t'rom New York to Cork harbor On the Conflict between GeneSis and Geology.
ton .
and civihzatlon the rule of tyranny and persecuThfs is a new book and contains the latest discus- tion has become somewhat lessened, i_t does not
'
losing the race with the Coronet, is back to 1 1 Dawn of Orea~~~~~TS~
Worshi
B
H
n
.
1ion
on
the
mistakes
of
Moses.
The
names
of
the
appear
that amorousness and sensuahty hav yet
0
New York. He explains his defeat on the I
'
W. E. Gladstone.
p. Y 0 ' . participants are a guarantee of its able character. , become obsolete on the part of the Christian
· h
h
h C
h b
b
) II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter-~
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
· clergy.-D. ltf. Bennett.
.
t eory t at t e oronet was t e etter oat
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
I · b
·
· ·
·
and sailed fast.er.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Ma.x
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
TIS ecommg a rehgwus duty to enjoy hfe. A
Mnller.
28 LafaYett~> Pl.. New York
ml\n ought to be ashamed to say in the face of nat.
ure that" life protracted is
Dn. McGLYNN has gone
protracted woe.'' I venture
West on a lecture trip.
to say that nine times out
•······ """"\)
of ten the man that declares
.
JoHN T. RAYMOND, the
life to be only "vanity and
actor, died st Evansville,
vexation of spirit" would
not be the man to start a
Ind., April lOth, ag€d 51.
)
subscription to buy the win
ter'• coal for a poor widow.
THE season jumped
The world is finding out
from winter to summer
that the people who call life
last Sunday, anu the therso hard and undesirable are
mometer stood at 85 in
the onts to make it hard and
undesirable for others. We
the shade:
do not take a man for a.
'Mint
because he reads the
THERE is as yet no clue
.Bible, nor for a. sinner beto the name or slayer of
fcause ho does not. We no
the girl found murdered
longer weigh men in the
near Rahway, N. J., a
scales of orthodox piety.
month ago.
If a. man is very good, we
do not look to see him go to
THERE is a conference
church on Sunday, but he
may take some sick neighof Latter-Day Saint&, or
bor on t to l"ide. We cannot
~~
Mormons, at Kirkland, 0.
~
---=--=-estimate the religion of men
:.:..:=_-==---~
President Joseph Smith
by !Joldmg them up by their
spoke last Sunday conbelief or d1obelltf of the
Christlan dogmas. I would
demning polygamy.
prefer to hav men say of
JIIAYOR HEWITT tried to
me when I am gone, "He
)helped to make the world a
enforce the liquor Jaw
,brig!Jter and better place
last Sunday, and sucfor men to Iiv in," than to
ceeded in making a good
hav it said," He called the
deal of trouble for perB1ble the best book in the
world, and believed Jesus
sons who wanted a drink.
Cur1at to be divine."-L. K.
One hundred and 8even
Wushtmrn.
excise arrests were made,
and many merchants
WHY should scientific
teaching be limited to week
were arrested for having
d
a
ys 1
Ecclesiasticallytheir stores open.
minded per•ons are in the
hab1t of calling things thoy
Mn. BLAINE, of Maine,
TROUBLE IN ABRA.M'S FA.MILY.
do not like by very hard
was taken suddenly ill at
uames, and I should not
And when Sarai dealt hardly with Hagar, she fled from her face.-Gen. xvi, 6.
Fort Gibson, I. T., one
wonder if they brand the
proposition I am about to
day last week, with bronmake as "blasnhemou•," and worse. But, not
chitis and symptoms of pneumonia. At last
"That's right. Saw you at church Sabbath."
"Oh, yes; and it was such a privllege to hear minding thia, I venture to abk, Would there really
accounts he was improving.
be anything wrong in using part of Sunday for
your beautiful sermon; it really-"
UmoAGO carpenters are on strike for 35
"Oh, yes, Mr. Lastly, it was such a beautf.fulr-" the purpose of inst,ructing those who hav no other
leioure, in a knowledge of the phenomena of natcents per hour.
''I crtea over it."
. IT is believed that Hamlet must hav been readure, and of man's relation to nature 1 • • • If
"So beautiful, and yet so practical."
any
of the ecclesiastical persons to whom I 11av
THERE was rioting at Belfast, Ireland, last inll" Howells when he responded to Polonius•s "We all enjoyed it."
·
query with, "Wordih words, words."
referred object that they find 1t derogatory
Sunday, as usual.
"So many spoke about it."
to the honor of the God whom they worship, to
"Charming!"
INQUIRER <Sunday A.M.): "Can you direct me to
awaken the minds of the young to the infinit wonTHE Democrats carried the Rhode Island a place of worship, sir 1 I'm from Portland.
''It was re>tlly beautiful."
der and mahsty of the works which they proclaim
State election, April 6th.
·
"Oh, yeF, Mr. Lastly, it really-"
M•ine, and a stranger in the city." New Vork
"I'm glad you hked it," says the pastor, able at his, and to teach them those laws which must
citiz~n : "It's pretty hard getting it nowadays,
THE m~>jority against prohibition in Michibut I guesH if you go over and whisper my name- last to make himself heard above this babel of del- nP.eds be his laws, and therefore of all things needgan is now placed at 3,800 votes.
Cooney-in Con Doiscoll's family entrance key. icate flattery. He vanishes auily in the direction ful for man to know, I can only recommend them
of a weary-looking group of spinsters sitting in a to be let blood, and to be put on low diet. There
EunoPEAN immigration has set in early at hole, he'll let you in."
must be something very wrong going on in the
stiff row on a sofa.
this port. On some days last week there
HE opened the door about two inches and said:
"Ab,ladies, enjoying yourselvs, I see. That's inotrument of logic, if it turns out such conclu"Is the agricultural editor in?" "I'm the agri· right; that•s I"ight. That's what we're here for. sions from such premises.-Huxlev·s La1J Bermcms.
were nearly 5,000 arrivals.
cultural editor. What cau I do for you 1" •·I Having a nice time, 1\Iiss Shanks?"
IT is useless to try to maintain a Puritan SunEvANGELIST Sam Small, whom the Cincin- merely wan ted to observe that in the manufactur"Delightful!" crtes Miss Shanks, to whom not a day on the statute books, because the state house
nati Enquirer reported dying, is better, and ing of printing-pro~ses the Hoes hav raked in a soul has spoken since her arrival; "I always ao is
no longer the servitor of the church-member,
good deal of money." Then he groped his way enjoy our socials."
is likely to get well.
but of the voter. Sunday must stand or fall upon
down stairs six steps at a time.
•• Ah, glad of it. They are happy little gather- its merits. It will die out from our civilization
JoHN GREENWALL, a sneak-thief, is under
ings, and I think it does us all good to meet in this exactly in proportion as Chri8tianity does, and
THE CHURCH SOCIAL,
arrest charged with the murder of Lyman S.
Of all wildly exhilarating forms of enjoyment, way often. How happy our dear little people are this nation will never con•ent to keep it as a monout
in the other room !"
Weeks, of Brooklyn, who was shot in his the church social is most fascinating. It is posiument of the dead. We shall probably hav, in the.
The "dear little people," happy after the man- near future, neither a Puritan nor a continentaltivly beatific in its influence. Every face wears
house by a burglar last month.
ner
of
hyenas
and
wildcats,
are
yelling
and
racing
such an expression of supreme happiness. And,
THE Grand Jury in the case of Rector best of all, it 1s innocent enjoyment, The unhal- all over the house to everybody's infinit discomfort European Sunday, but an American Sunday. The
American one will undoubtedly follow the old
Ward, of Englewood, N. J., under arrest for lowed ballet is not yet an accompaniment of the and disgust.
maxim, that" t.he Sabbath was made for man, and
"I
don't
see
what
on
earth
anyone
wants
to
church
social.
1'here
is
nothing
sinfully
theatrical
shooting his wife, hav been charged by the
not man for the Sabbatb.''-Boston.Aaverttser.
bring a tnbe of young ones to church social for,"
about
it.
It
is
warranted
to
be
pure,
elevating,
judge that they may indict the clergyman for
CHRIST supersedes in the most peremptory manand instructiv in Its tendencies; and the marvel says Mrs. Bloom, behind her fan to Mrs. Blank.
atrocious assault and battery with intent to is that men should be so carnal-minded as to for- "If I was managing this affair, I'd send about ner one of the commands of the Decalog-that as
kill.
to the observance of the Sabbath, his views and
sake the church social for the "gilded dens of twenty-nine youngsters home in ten seconds."
Behind other fans other persons are saying:
teaching aw to which no ingenuity can reconcile
THE New York aldermen passed some vice," in which they are supposed to disport them"Awful
bore,
isn't
it?"
with the Mosai.:: law.-Greo's Creea of Christendom
if they decline its chaste delights.
resolutions praising Peter Cooper, and had selva
"Oh, dreadful! I'm not coming to another one
~.'he minister is the central figure at all church
WHATEVER may hav been the opinion and practhem engrossed and framed at a cost of $275 socials. He feels it his duty to hav a smile and a soon."
"Mercy on us, Miss Roarer is going to sing!"
tice of the. early Christians in regard to cessation
which they charged t() the city treasury: word for each individual present. The smile,
"And Mr. Spouter is going to read' The Creeds from labor on Stmday, unquestionably the first
Mayor Hewitt vetoed the appropriation, and deepening often into a benevolent grin, is a fixture
law, either ecclesiastical or civil, by whieh the Sabof the Bells.'"
the alderman passed it over the veto. Hew- on his face all evening as he goes tripping jaunt-ilY
batical observance of that day is known to hav
" We shall all ate/"
from room to room, delivering himself of such
itt is .feter Cooper's son-in-law.
"Hear those brats out in the refreshment been ordained, is the edict of Constantine, 321 A D.,
edifying remarks as these:
of which the following is a tramlation: "Let all
"Ab, Si.ter Dlank, so glad to see you I Brother room.n
EARTHQUAKE shocks were felt on Sunday
judges, inhabitants of the cities, and artificers
"Did you get any refreshments fit to eat?"
Blank here 1 Yes 1 I must look him up. Ah,
morning at Charleston, S. C., and at Burling- Brother Stmpson, glad to see you l Pleasant little
''No I Who ever does at an affair of this kind?" rest on the venHable Sunday. But., in the countl·y, hmbaudmen may freely and lawfully apply to
"See
old
Mrs.
Dean
stretched
out
on
the
sofa,
ton, Vt. As Sunday was Easter, celebrated in aft"atr, isn't it?"
the business of agliculture, since it often h!tppens
•· Aw-><w-ye-e-s," says Simpson, with a mighty sound asleep."
commemoration of the resurrection of Christ
"Deacon Goode has been fairly snoring all even- that. the sowing of corn and plantinK of vines can
on which occasion there were seismic disturb~ yawn, having been rudely aroused from a pleasant ing.,
not be so advantageously performed on any other
nap by his ><ife, who bas wheedled htm into comances, an earthquake on the anniversary is inll' to what the wretch calls" one of those idiotic
"Look at Mr. Lastly. He looks utterly tired out. daY; lest, by neglecting the opPortunity, they
should lose the benefits whi<'h the divine bounty
quite the proper caper.
I should think he'd be bored to death."
church things."
bestows on us."-Chambers's Eucvclopeala.
"Oh, now they're going home."
The minister feigns ignorance of the yawn, and
A PETI"HON is in circulation among the goes menily on his way,
"Good!''
I HAV known several Atheists, and never one
priests of this vicinity asking for the signa"Such a aelig"ht/Ul time !"
"Ah, Si•ter Crane, uou here 1 But we can al8eemed to think that the universe was a fail"We really must hav another one right away!" who
tures of all those who indorse the action of waY• depend on your coming. And here is Sister
ure, or to regret that he had come to be a citizen
"Yes,
indeed
!"
Bloom.
How
do
you
do,
Sister
Bloom
1
I
was
Corriga~ in the case of McGlynn. The priests
of it. Perhaps they" ere not real Atheists. Some
"Such a grand success I"
sure you'd be here. Brotl.er Bloom here 1 Ah,
of them imagined themHelvs so, but they seemed
complam that they are bulldozed into signing here he comes. Glad to see you out, Brother
-Zenas Dane 1n Puck.
to me to hav an implicit fait-h in God, vastly more
it. The pope, it is reported, has recently Bloom. Delightful little aft"air, iHn't it? Ah,
honorable to him and reverent in them than the
conferred upon bishops the power to remove Brother Baxter, ever so Iliad to seo you. Sister
explicit fait-h of the majority; and others clearly
Baxte1·
came,
didn't
•he
1"
priests without trial.
recognized that what tb~y denied "as-not God,
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT; but
"Oh, yes: we'•·e all here."
the validity of any defimt.ion of God current
OR,
CAPT. P.AUL BoYTON has just completed a
"Ah, that'• right. Always glad to see the little
in the chmche8.-Ju/m W. C!laawtck,
~rip. fr_om. Hudson, N. Y., to New York city fqlks. Thi• your little girl? Can't you kiss me, The Forgery of the Old Testament.
"BuT tl1e spirit was to lead 1he apostle in to all
111 his IDdia-rubber swimming clothes, and the little bird1e 1 Lovely child, Brother Baxter. What
Dedicated to the clergy
trutl1," says the reader. That declaration needs
feat has been much talked f . th
~ou a our homes be withot;tt the•e little blossoms
BY
.
0 lU
e papers. m tiHcm 1 Well, well, here I~ Graudw"" Dean so
careful comideration. It would teach tbat the
This week the captain appears as a feature of glad to see ,.,.. out. How remarkably well y~u're
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
apostles were infallible. B11t they were not infallible; for they taught that Jesus would come
Barnum's circus, and it is suspected that the llookmg. I• your rheumatism troubbug you much
Secularist.
again to earth in their own hfetime, and events
swim down the Hudson was one of the still! th1s wtnler 1 . ~o 1_ I•w glad of that. Bless my
Price,
10
cents.
bav slJOwn that they were miataken.-Het<~1/
foxy showm , d
. .
d d
lsoultf there atn t S1~ter Peteul How ao you do 1.,
an s a vertlsmg o ges.
"Real well, thank you."
Blarwhara.
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HOW TAXPAYERS ARE

Jlot~s

and fllippings.

IN a speech at St. Louis, previous to his illness, Mr. James G. Blaine spoke of Thomas
Jefferson as "that great man who, in the
annals of American greatness, should stand
next to Washington."
THERE is nobody in Albany, says the personal observer of the New York Sun, that
earns money quicker than the chaplains of
the Senate and Assembly, who offer every
morning a prayer of from two to five minutes
in length, at $5 per prayer.
M. RocHEFORT, the French statesman, has
a strong article in D Intransigeant, of Paris,
directed against the pope, who, he says, sacrificed France to Germany in the CN.inese
missions question, and is now aiding in the
work of Germanizing Alsace-Lorraine. The
article concludes : " If most of our ministers
were not known to fast on Fridayo, the government would answer these insults by recalling the French embassador to the Vatican,
and suppressing the religious budget."
AN illustration of the difficulty attending
the discovery of the real condition of the
Chinese mind in regard to the progressiv
policy obtaining in western countries is contained in the following anecdote, for the authenticity of which a writer in the Boston
Dat"ly Adverti8er vouches. A bishop of the
Episcopal church was returning from China
with his servant, whom he thought he had
converted to Christianity. Whenever the
bishop held services in the cabin of the
steamer in which they both were passengers,
the servant attended and took part very devoutly in the responses, etc. One day a pas-

•

senger observed the servant on his knees worshiping an image of Buddha, with candles
and joss sticks, and he asked the servant if
he was not a Christian, and elicited the following reply: "As I am in the employment
of the bishop it is my duty to observe the
Christian ceremonies when my master does
so, but when I am acting for myself, of
course, I worship according to my own
Buddhist faith."
ONE gallon of whisky costs about $3, and
contains ·on the average sixty-five ten-cent
drinks. Now, if you must drink whisky,
buy a gallon and make your wife the barkeeper; then, when you are dry, giv her
ten cents for a drink. When the whisky is
gone, she will hav, after paying for it, $3.50
left, and every gallon thereafter will yield the
same profit. This m~ney she should put
away in the savings bank, so that when you
hav become an inebriate, unable to support
yourself, and shunned and despised by every
respectable person, your wife may hav money
enough to keep you until your time comes to
fill a drunkard's grave.-Ex.
A REMARKABLE strike is going on in the
island of Scio. The population in some of
the parishes belonging to the Orthodox Greek
church hav been backward in the due payment of tithes or church rates, or some other
ecclesiastical due. The priests hav appealed
to the bishop of Scio, who has attempted to
help his clergy by putting these recalcitrant
parishes under the interdict. As a consequence of this extreme measure, with which
western Europe was familiar in the Middle
Ages, the clergy are obliged to abstain from
the regular exercise of their ministry. They
may neither baptize, marry, celebrate mass,

FOOLED.

nor even bury the dead. The laity hav taken
the last duty upon tbemselvs, and there hav
been several funerals without any ecclesiastical ceremony. They hav appealed to the secular governor of the island, however, requesting him to compel the priests on strike to
return to their duty. The governor has
applied to the porte for direction in this delicate question, so that the final settlement of
the quarrel between the Christian pastors and
their flocks is now resting in the hands of the
porte, a body of Mohammedans.
A MoRMON bishop from Idaho, stopping in
St. Louis, revealed to a reporter of the New
York Herald a few hints of what the Mormon church might do if it chose. " The
Mormons," he said, " are not politically ambitious ; they only want to regulate their own
affairs. If we wanted a state, we could hav
it. What is to prevent us from capturing
Nevada? There are not more than sixteen
thousand voters in the sovereign state of
Nevada now, ofwhichnearly five thousand are
Mormons. What is to prevent the Mormons
from dumping eight thousand citizens into
Nevada and taking possession of the government of the state in a year? Nothing I And,
by the way, this thing is just now seriously
considered. If we had three electoral votes
on the political market we might hav friends,
and plenty of them, in Washington. With
two United States Senators to fight our battles, and a full-fledged Congressman in addition to our Utah delegate, we might get a
more respectful hearing. Then, too, we
might hav influence enough to get Utah admitted, and later Idaho. There is nothing to
prevent the Mormons, if they take it in their
heads to engage in practical politics, from

controling Nevada and Utah, and holding the
balance of power in Idaho and Arizona.''
THE Sporting and Turf Rec01·d for April
printed a reproduction of Bougereau's famous
picture, "The Nymphs and the Satyr," and
Anthony Comstock made the publishers tear
out the leaf containing the picture before
mailing the paper. The original of the picture is in the barroom of the Hoffman House,
and may be seen by anyone. The New York
Sun of· Sunday givs the soapboiler's agent
this advice: "We commend to Anthony
Comstock a field for his activity that he
hasn't even touched. Instead of expending
his energies and the despotic power of his
office upon suppressing the distribution of
works of art among people in moderate circumstances, as in the case of the Sp01·ting
and Turf Record, let him go boldly into those
far richer repositories of pictures that he
wishes to destroy, the houses of the rich, and
all loan collections. In numerous New York
dwellings there are some of the loveliest creations of modern art or ancient art, the cause
of great pleasure and valuable cultivation to
a great number of good people, but worthy
of destruction by Mr. Comstock's standard.
Let him demand admittance there and devote
these art treasures to ruin. If he can't get in
openly, let him sneak in, under plea of
plumbing or fixing the telephone, or any way
he likes, so as to get in. Then he may destroy perhaps a dozen canvases in a house.
He will be arrested and punished, but a man
of his stamp should be happy to stand mar.
tyrdom for his cause. It should be his grea
est pleasure possible to become a martyr. :
would certainly be to fair-minded, sensible
people a pleasure to witness such martyrdom.
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Whf'n the Latin missionaries were sent to Britain by verting the native to the Christian faith. The misPope Gregory I., A.n: 590, to convert the islander.s to sionaries of course had to learn their language. They
Christianity, they impressed upon them -the nte~, took Gott, the name of the nativ idol, and gave to it
ordinances, aind observances of the Roman Cathohc their own definition and character.
.
"Our· Lord God."
church, and cited them to the precepts, the religion,
These Roman missionaries were themselvs idola-_
Canst thou by s~arclling find out God? canst thou find out and authority of Jesus; he and his teachings shou~d ters, for in their own Christian land and ill the ·
the ahnighty unto perft-ction?
.be their " lord " and guide hereafter. These Latm imperial city of . Rome .itself, their churches and . , ,
It is as hi(J'h as heaven; what canst thou do? deeper than missionaries found this word among the heathens they temples were adorned with the numerous images,
hell; what ~anst thou know? (JPb xi, 7, 8).
h
h
d
d f
th
No man has seen God at any time. If we Jove one another, were laboring to convert, and adopted it as represent- idols, and pictures t at t ey ha capture - rpm _...~
God dwelleth in us (1 John iv, 12).
ing in thought their Jesu Christi. So that in time, temples of the heathen which their Christian armies
God is Jove; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, by use and association, it became established and ·had conquered in their efforts to propagate their own
and God in him (1 John iv, 16).
written with a capital L as the English name for religion. So their affection and sympathy for the
God is ligllt, and in him is no darlmess at all (1 John i, 5).
· ·
A 1 s·
G tt
d'l
t d h'
·
God is ~pirit; and they that worship him must worship Jesus and his teachings. Here is its origm m conng O· axon o rea 1 y accep e
1m as an Image
him in spirit and in truth (John iv, 24).
nection with the Christian religion, and we· see the of their divinity. Tbey could .easily 'bestow upon
How uosearcllable are his judgments, and his ways past devices, the methods, and- reasons for our Catholic -him such qualities and virtues as they fancied were :
finding out (Romans xi, 33).
ancestors taking it from its local earthly origin, and becoming to a divinity. They could transfer to him
It may be considered irreverent and sacrilegious transferring it to heaven as a title for their divinities. the attributes and powers of their own adopted ij:~~~?~'i}ifto want to know anything more about the "Lord The title of the Greek divinity, Apollo, when trans- 'brew Jehovah.
..
.
God" than we hav been taught, and what the most lated into English, is the same word, lord.
This they did, and after centuries of perseverance
The gods aiJd dtvinities of all religions are believed these savages were gradually converted to the Roman
religions tell us. But thinking people are not satisfied with much that the ancients believed was wise by their wort'hipers to be wiser and better than manner of worshiping their Gott. They adopted the
and true. The spirit of inquiry, the love of investi- themselvs. Men look to them as the dispensers of Roman rites, ceremonies, and faith, retaining their
gation, and the aspirations to know the truth cannot light and wisdom for their government. They pray Gott on which they bestowed their homage, and
be restrained nor suppressed. Science is demanding and appeal to them for direction and guidance. The whom they honored with their religious devotions.
proof and demonstration for all theories, systems, names of many heathen divinities, if translated into
Enterprise and civilization are· developed by the
philosophies, doctrine, and faiths. It has thoroughly our English, would be "Lord;" and very properly mixture of blood, races, and religions. England felt
exploded and dissipated much that has been con- too, because they represent the same thought that the effect of these forces, and through the Latin
sidered divine, sacred, and unquestionable. The our English translators of the New TestamP.nt meant language and literature was enabled to establish civil
Bible cosmology, geography, astronomy, and geology to convey to us in the word "Lord" when they. government, and promote arts and letters, till the
are gone. Its anatomy and physiology, its thera- translated it from earth and men to heaven and a period arrived when they demanded a version of the
peutics, psychology, are gone and going into the divinity. And because they did this, and for no scriptures in their own tongue. The translators, in
vortex of oblivion also. It is not in the divine order, other reason, we must pronounce it reverently, think changing the Latin and Greek into the crude conineither is it possible, for the mind to be arrested in of it solemnly, and worship it humbly.
pound tongue spoken by our Celtic ancestors, reits researches after truth. The beneficent influence
A lord, then, was originally a human ruler, master, taiiled the names of their divinities and idols; the·
science is continually bringing to alleviate misery, to director, guide; and as the term gradually became chief of which was Gott, which for brevity they
rectify wrong and add to the sum of human welfare, more universal, and in communities where the people spelled with a cl, instead of two t's.
givs the motiv and the stimulus for the most thorough had advanced in intelligence and freedom, and sociWhere the Anglo-Saxon is spoken, the name of
and unrestricted prosecution of inquiry. The solemn ety was enabled- by its growth in civilization to this heathen idol has been preserved; and those who
and reverent question, "What is God, Whence and abolish the legal relation of serf, slave, and lord, or worship the name giv to it a variety of qualities and
Where~" can no longer escape the crucial tests of servant, vassal, and lord, they still retained the word definitions. They make it represent every degree of
science, but must be submitted to the same ordeal "lord," and having no use for it to represent a cl.ass superstition, from the grossest fetichism of the barby which all minor questions are decided. Ideas of of men as teachers and controlers, they gave to It a barian up to the Chaldean conception of a heavenly
God hav been a vital, an awful, a solemn, and fearful more general, abstraet, and indefinit applicat.ion: father. It was to introduce the practical, rational,
factor in the past of human history. If we concede Those principles and precepts, that sense of nght and only true views of what men should worship
some good may hav resulted from them, we must and wrong, that feeling of moral obligation called that Jesus and Paul placed in man the residence of
admit there has been an immeasurable flood of evil. conscience or convictions of truth, sometimes called the J ehov!l.h of the Jews which Moses brought from
Error or falsehood in holy things iR just as fruitful in scripture "the grace of God," the "true light," Egypt, and the heavenly father of the Chaldeans,
of wrong and suff<>ring as mistakes elsewhere. Even the "Christ," all of which, so far as they became the whose abode was among the planets. Man was the
more so, for the very divinity or sanctity of the sub- guide and rule of human conduct, did the same temple in which he resided; the "kingdom of
ject has been invoked to justify the infliction of the thing as the lords had done, in regulating and re- heaven" where he ruled was in man, and he, or it,
extremest undeserved cruelty. It is done in the straining the individual, performing the function of must be worEhiped there. 'The Lord that was to
name and by the purported command of God.
the lord, became the lord and were called the guide t~em was intelligence, wisdom, and truth. It
The God that is made sponsor for such merciless Lord. So that now, as was the case when the script- must be their ''God." So our English translations
barbarity must be investigated, tried, and sentenced ures were translated, pious or religious people speak of these ancient Greek ideas make those early teach·
before the tribunal of human justice. As civilization of the "Lord Christ," "our Lord and savior Jesus ers say, "The Lord-is our God." "Thou shalt love
advances it is gradually improving its God. The Christ," and ''Christ the Lord." Very often the the L01·d thy God."
•
God of a people generally represents its average word Lord is used alone, without defining any speHow simple and real these lessons are when onintellectual and moral development. Men and na- cific· person or thing, as commanding, doing, direct- derstood! How easily understood when the truth
tions always hav made, and Will continue to make, a ing, or guiding; then it represents one's own inward has made the mind free enough to see them in their
God after their own ideas. This right has been sense as the lord or guide. Sometimes the "Lord nativ simplicity !
claimed and awarded.
God" is used, or the" Lord is our God." In these exIf we had not been taught to reverence the murNo one has a right to force his God on another. pressions the lord within: us, which means simply our murings and mutterings of these ancient progenThe justice of this toleration is the most fully ad- sense and judgment of what is right, just, and good, itors of our faith, above and beyond the "Jig.ht and
mitted and guaran-teed where there is the most must be obeyed as a solemn duty, or, in other words, truth" revealed to this age, we would not adhere
enlightenment.
must be honored, reverenced, and worshiped. In with such tenacity to words, phrases, and superstiAs men grow in this freedom and exercise of rights, regarding it in this serious light it is our "God," it tions that can do nothing but enslave and degrade
they will become more indifferent about th!'l charac- is our" Lord God," or this inward lord is our God. us, and which Jesus and Paul found in their day,
ter and qualities of one another's gods, till they will
The New Testament translators represent Jesus according to the record, to be the greatest impedifind they can liv just as well without making or as often using the word "lord" in the original Eng- ments in their work of spreading that light and
formulating a God. They will feel a manliness, a lish sense. In his parables he applies it to men: the truth in the world through which alone it is possible
nobility, a mental and moral luxury, which those faithful servant of the man traveling in a far conn- it ever can be eaved.
under the terror of a tyrant master or ruler never try, was addressed by his employer on his return,
As the term " lord " belonged to the feudal ages,
experience. "The truth will make us free," so free " Well done, thou good and faithful servant, enter 1 and to a limited class then, it is only by a gross perthat we will refuse to voluntarily make ourselvs thou into the joy of thy lord.'' He also called "a version and misapplication of it from where it excluslaves to a master, even to one which we may hav the man that is an householder" "the lord of the vin- sivly belonged-to a class of men-that it was trans·
choice of selecting for ourselvs, and after our own yard;" again, "when the lord of the vinyard cometh." ferred from the secular to the sacred; and going
image.
Paul and other scripture writers and translators are back in time and history a thousand years, and conWhat do we really know of the meaning of the made to use it in numerous instances in its original ferring this title on Jesus-a title he would hav
words, "Our Lord God~~~ Where did they come 11 proper sense, as it should be; and if its correct use i spurned· with an indignant rebuke if it had been
from, how did they originate~ They are in the pre£- had been adhered to throughout the translation, I bestowed on him while living, for he refused even to
ent use of medieval or modern origin. They origi- what a vast amount of delusion -and superstition 1 be called good, or the spirit that animated him-and
nated in the barbarism of Europe, are antichrist and could hav been avoided! Spelling the word with tb:0 'in thus deifying and personifying it, we hav all been
heathen. The word Lord is a title bestowed ·on man; capital initial L, and urging it on the ignorant as the Jed astray. The capital initial L with which it is
the second, "Go<il," is the title or name of a Saxon name of a divinity, was doubtless done with the de- ! printed, and the priestly fraud of elevating it from
idol. Our Anglo-Saxon ancestors first began to sign on the part of the priesthood of subjugating, man to represent a divinity, and with solemn mockmutter these sounds in their efforts to form into a through their fears and reverence, the minds of" the ery and reverent airs exciting a ghostly halo of:
dialect what we now call the English language. In masses, and exercising control over them through supernaturalism in connection with its use as a name,.
that feudal period the chiefs and warriors were the these means.
i bav completely captured the masses to accept it with,
superiors, and became the landholders; they were
As a name of one of their idols or heathen divinitief', a blind faith and with awe and reverence, to bestowthe landlords, the rulers, guides, and owners of the the word gott-now spelled ''God ''-was used by upon it a devotion as though it were all a reality.
Must men forever worship· graven, or molten, or·
vassals. They were the lords to be feared, honored, our Saxon ancestors, in Saxony, while they were yet
and obeyed. They represented and exercised power heathen barbarians and knew nothing of the Christian carved images' If forbidden by high authority to do·
and authority over the people. In this way the word religion. These Teutons, called Angles and Saxons, so, will they, with the wildest ideality and romantic:
"lord," with our English progenitors, became the were a better governed, a more aggressiv and war- imagination, leave the earthly and material and im
symbol and synonym of power, authority, govern- like people, than the inhabitants of Britain. In their fancy traverse the celestial spheres in search of
ment, and. rule everywhere in their d?minionl', on expedit~ons of conquest they invaded the isla'?ds, too.k I divini.ties, spiritu~l images on which to bestow their
earth and m heaven. So that all teachmgs, lessons, possessiOn, and enforced on the savage nat1vs their Dffectwnate devotiOn, without any regard to the inprecepts, principles, and commands that were im- own habits, their ideas, language, and religion. Tb ey junction of the first commandment: "Thou shalt not
pressed, administered, or enforced upon them were intermarried, and produced a race of descendants make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of
from the lord or lords that governed among them.
which has since been called the Anglo Saxon race. anything that is in the heaven above, or in the earth
If they fancied anything was extremely good, too The Teuton element being dominant, they succeeded beneath, or in the waters 1" Such is the credulity,
good and pure for a common, human, earthly-lord; in establishing their faith and the worship of tbe the weakness and servility, of poor human nature.
they would naturally ascribe it to a supposed super- Saxon Gott. They lived isolated in their island
Our idolatry, if not as gross, is as real, as complete
human, a spiritual, or heavenly lord, which their home as heathen idolaters till the Roman priesthood and unquestionable, as was ever that of the ancient
imagination could in that ~arbaric age as well-as we in its palmy days, with the armies of the empire at Hebrews which Moses so emphatically condemned.
can now, in a more enlightened ·one, originate. its commarld, invaded the islands· with a view of conAll this and much more was discovered, and is well
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known, by the committees who lately revised the usual length. Ingersoll is a good example in this_ cold season-let the "unco' guid" tell it-so are not
New Testament, but they had not the courage to respect, and many others. Our halls, too, ought to the Mrs. Potiphar's.- They abound on every band,
giv just as much amusement on Sundays as our neigh· and go about seeking -whom they may devour, so to
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
reveal it to the public.
bors will tolerate. We ought to keep just as far in speak. The woods are full of them, and the papers
Philadelphia, Pa.
advance of the statute and of public opinion as we are kept busy chronicling their questionable doings.
can without getting fined too heavily. Perhaps our Unlike the Mrs. Potiphar of old, they catch on in
How to Get a Free Sunday.
money would go as far in that way as in any other. almost every instance, causing an immense deal of
TH]jl TRUTH SEEKER is always welcome to me, I am entirely against resisting any of our laws; but I trouble, all on account of the scarcity of Josephs.
especially its columns of news, often worth more than am willing to risk suffering under them, when that
Later on in the polyglot we come to the time when
any in the daily papers. Its share in opening the is the best way to reform them, according to the men the Jews seceded from the realm of Egypt, and,
New York museums on Sunday would alone giv it a who make them. As to what we ought to do in our 600,000 strong, under the leadership of one Moses,
claim for gratitude on every Liberal. Let me say a parlors and on our lawns, to make Sunday a day of set out for a promised land flowing with milk and
word about what is being done to emancipate Sunday healthy rest for our children and our neighbors, as honey. Pharaoh, roiled at their secession, rallied his
in MaE;sachusetts. The House of Representative has well as for ourselvs, my readers need no instruction. boys round the flag and put out after them, chasing
passed a bill which ·will, it is confidently hoped, be All we need is courage.
them to the boarders of the Red Sea. Here, one
F. M. HoLLAND.
accepted by the Senate, and which would certainly
night, occurred, as alleged, the most remarkable action
please the governor, as he called for such legislation
on the part of a sea ever recorded. The report un·
Si
~!Jokum.
in his message. There is no doubt, at all events, of
blushingly tells us that the waters parted in the
our soon getting rid of the law forbidding all amuse- HIS COMMENTARIES UPON SOME REMARKABLE PERSONS AND middle, like the hair of _a dude, and that the Jews
l!:VENTS OF SACRED HISTORY.
ments, " except a concert of sacred music," on Saturpassed through the newly-opened avenue, with its
day evening; and its repeal will be due, not to any
Leaving Cain and Adah, his sister and wife, in the wall of water on either hand, to the opposit shore,
special agitation, but to the universal agreement of enjoyment of their honeymoon, we forge along into not a Jew of them all gettirig as much as a wet foot!
our people to break it openly. I remember when the the bowels of the holy polyglot, finding the roughest
Then the report goes on to say that Pharaoh, seetheaters in Bo,ton advertised that they would giv kind of navigation-the true believer in, or whole- ing what a soft snap he had, in this new way of
plays on Saturday evening, in order to prove that sale swallower of, thescripturalMunchausens. with his crossing a sea, pushed into the avenue with his
this statute could not be enforced. That law has flat- bottomed boat, that would skim over a light dew, hosts, and that, when his entire force was between
be~n tried and found wanting, and for this reason flits serenely over the shoals in a bee-line, laughing the two walls of water, said walls collapsed, and
will be repealed. The same BAntence will, in all prob· at crooked channels, perplexing currents, annoying Pharaoh and his hosts were scooped in at one fell
ability, be passed against the law prohibiting Sunday eddies, sunken reefs, and other impediments-until swoop, as it were, by the waters returning to their level.
travel, and on the same ground. The community we reach that period of time when occurred the reThis is a most remarkable story, or rat.her a story
has agreed to break that law, and so the legislature markable rainstorm, known as the "Flood," an un- of a -most remarkable happening, and those who beis willing to take it away. Such a statute has to be called-for piece of monstrosity on the part of the lieve it, and yet scout the far less astonishing stories
turned into a dead letter before it can be repealed. Lord, but which proved a field day for sharks, dl'vil- of Munchausen, must be very peculiarly constituted
Then, again, the rule of prohibiting labor and busi- fishes, and other cheerful monsters of the deep. Great as a matter of fact. That the waters of a sea should
ness is to be ~mended so as to allow us to buy milk, Jones! what a picnic those monsters must hav had! divide, as stated, would seem to be too much to imbread, newspapers, and medicin, hire horses and car- How, like the pharisees of the early. days-and of to- pose on the credulity of man. And yet they are all
riages, ride in the cars, send telegrams, and do other day as well-they would hav cried out, had the about us who profess to believe this yarn. "Oh, it
things which we hav been in the habit of doing every power of speech been theirs (if snakes talked, why was a miracle of the Lord's," they will tell you, and
Sunday, in violation of the st.atute. I heard these not sharks and things?) :
that settles the matter with them. Most assuredly
points· discussed in the State House. The legislators
" Great is the Lord! He feedeth us with exceed- would these "believers" believe that the moon was
all agreed that, as the people d1d these things hahit- ing quantity of food of the best quality. Verily God made of green cheese, if the book so stated, even
ually on Sunday without interference, they ought to is love!"
though astronomy demonstrated that it was combe allowed to do them legally. Getting shaved ~n . Passing the flood epoch by a tack to windward, as posed of material not differing greatly from that of
that day has of late been made somewhat difficult m it were, we come to the romantic story of Joseph, our earth. Isn't it astonishing that men, too incredBoston, but the general habit of the people was so that immaculate paragon of virtue, the like of whom ulous to believe that an egg can be made to stand on
plain that this privilege, too, will be granted formally. never before or since existed-well, not in this world, end without breaking, unless they should see it done,
It is not in the least a question of principle, but sim- I'll bet. We read how, in the beginning of the end will swallow the above sea yarn, a "hand-me-down"
ply one of practice. Some opposition was made to which found Joe famous and exceedingly well fixed, from remote antiquity, at a single gulp, as a hungry
permitting" the letting of yachts and boats," because he was kidnapped by his big brothers one day and car- salmon would a tempting shinerT
this would be plainly sanctioning amusement on Sun- ried off and sold to the Egyptians, his brothers
What gudgeons these moTtals be, P~wlc might hav
day. But even here the House of Representative bringing home his coat smeared with sheep's blood, said; but he expressed it when he said fools, on the
decided to let the people retain all the liberty they and telling the old man Jacob, their paternal ances- principle that the greater comprehends the less.
had already taken for themselvs.
·
tor, that Joe was gobbled up by a bear or other wild
After long years and troublous times with his mutiAll there is to regret is that we hav not done what carnivorous beast, which pretty nearly broke the old nous crew, Moses at length went the way of all flesh,
we wanted to do on Sunday more boldly, aud broken gentleman all up.
and one Joshua came to the front as the leader of the
the Sabbath more thoroughly. We can afford well
We read on, and find Joseph a servant in the house- " chosen people." It would appear that Joshua was
enough to let Sunday remain a holiday, if we can be hold of one General Potiphar, of Pharaoh's staff; we a man after the Lord's own heart, for he proved to
permitted to enjoy just as much amusement as on read how Mrs. Potiphar was mashed on Joseph, so be a fighter and slaughterer who couldn't shed blood
any other holiday, without having even to step over dead gone on him, in fact, that she tried her level enough. As the waters did for Moses, so they were
a dead letter. _ Of course, there is the same need of best, putting forth all her arts and blandishments, accommodating enough to do for Joshua, the river
exercise and amusement on Sunday as on any other and showing off her charms to the best advantage, to Jordan coming to a halt over against Jericho, the
day; and it is our duty to see that those who hav inveigle him into the net she had spread for him, but lower part of the river running off, allowing Joshua
only one day of leisure get a chance to enjoy that in to no purpose, Joseph being charm-proof, and not to with his crowd to cross dry-footed to Jericho, where
the brightest and healthiest way possible. There be led astray ; how, one day, when she had cornered commenced his warlike career. And here I m!).y say
ought to be more opportunities of amusement on him in a back-hallway, and he started to run away, that Joshua was the Grant of the period. When he
Sunday than. on any other day of the week. If the she caught hold of his coat, which came off, and with "moved on the enemy," he got there, no matter how
theater is to be open at any time, it should be then. which she, resolving to hav revenge for being manv of his own men he migL.t slaughter, Grant
That this would keep people from going to church scorned by a slave to whom she had made improper not being the least concerned with this regard. Josh
is no argument against it, from our standpoint. advances, ran screaming to her hubby, declaring had more celerity in his make-up than had Ulysses,
There is no other demand of Liberalism so urgent as Joseph had attempted hberties with her, showing the but then be was squarely backed by the Lord-a
this. For my neighbors_ to question my right to coat as proof, which was about as mean a thing to do dead sure thing, and no belief, as in Grant's case pervote, and to tax me in support of their churches, as any woman of the present day would do to get the haps-and was spurred on by the Lord, who, being
hurts them more than it does me. But it does hurt deadwood on the man she loves but who won't love given to bloodshed, never at that time procrastinated,
me, and wrong me grievously, for them to prevent back.
but went for the gory fluid without ado, Josh, like
my getting a book out of a public library, or entering
We read how J OReph was jugged, and how he was "Barkis," being "willin'," because he knew his ally
a theater, or playing cards with my neighbors. As pardoned out by Pnaraoh, on account of his inter- would see him safe through the carnage.
for observing fast day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas, preting some queer dreams which the latter had;
The days and nights not being long enough for
that is all right. The only chang-e that could be how he was made governor-general of the land by this man of" blood and iron," Joshua-" the original
made for the better would be to observe Sunday in Pharaoh; how he very shrewdly played his hand for Jacobs" in this line-when on the warpath he would
the same way. We need more holidays, not fewer. all it was worth; how he at last got the old man, his command the sun and moon to stand still that he
A great change is needed in public opinion, as well father, and all his brothers, whom he forgave. down might hav light for the ~laug~te~· undert!lken; these
as in the statutes. As soon as we can make Sunday into Egypt, where they waxed strong m shekels, luminaries actually obeymg him, If we beheve the oldamusement fashionable and popular, we can easily sheep, and steers, and where all went swimmingly time legend, which no tme Christian thinks of disbemake it legal. After all that can de done this winter until Joseph cashed in his checks.
fuin~
.
. .
to improve our Sunday laws, we shall hav to keep
This is about as romantic a story as appears in the
Believing thia, is there anythmg a Chnstian
the old clauses fining " whoever takes part in any polyglot, and we are led to remark that Joseph was wouldn't believe? If the book recorded that the sun
sport, game, or play, or is present at any dancing, or a. man of a million in the matter of resisting tempta· and moon danced the can-can after Joshua's bloody
public diversion, show, game, or entertainment, ex- tion under circumstances that would hav compelled victories · or that the sun was poured by the Lord
cept a concert of sacred music, unless such game, the surrender of the other nine hundred and ninety- into a pi~t bottle and gi~en to Joshua th!l't. he might
sport, play, or public diversion is licensed by the nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine as always hav light about him, the true Chnstian would
persons or board authorized by law to grant licenses surely as Grant compelled the surrender of Vicks- suck. it in as an eel would a ''bob" of clams.
in such cases." This last provision leaves, as was burg.
0 credulity, thy name is man, whe~ posing ~s. a
pointed out in the legislature, the key in the door of
In this matter J0seph stood sui generis. Men like Christian! WelJ, stick to your creduhty and reJOICe
the play-house. That door is locked now; but it is him were scarcer than white blackbirds. They are to in it if you can-I suppose you do. Believe with
easy to see how to unlock it: There is already a this day. I don't believe there is a "Joseph" in the Talmage, the Lord's r!g~t bower, as ~e n? dou~t
strong demand for concerts of lively music .tnd lect- metropolis, unless he be Joseph Howard. Possibly considers himself, that It IS as easy to beheve m God s
ures of an entertaining character. The theaters and he might act as Joseph of old did under like circum- omnipotence as to disbelieve, and be happy. Yes,
halls are often open for such diversions on Sunday stances, but-well, I don't know. It is a terrible scoop in and believe, and much good may It do you.
Sr SLoKUM.
evening without interference from the police. As ordeal to subject a man to, unless his virtue is of the
this taste grows, we shall hav dramatic readings and Al, copper-fastened variety. I think Joe Howard's
A ScoTCH general on the eve of battle made the
then we shall hav regular plays, first given illegally virtue is of this grade, but then I should hav doubts
and finally lPgally. To help on this reform, it is about his lf'gs in su~h a casf'. I am afraid his legs followmg prayer: ''Blessed Laird, thou k:r;10west fu'
important that our Sunday lecturers should take care would refuse to do their office, and would not run weel that though we are sinners, our enemies are. na
!'aints; therefore if thou be na for us, be na agamst
to avoid the pulpit manner, as well as the puipit's away, albeit his virtue urged them to.
matter. That is the day, of all days, when we should
If Josephs are scarce, even in these days when the us but stand thou at a distance and let the arm of
' decide."
take care not to be merely preaching sermons of un- " unco' guid " are thicker than hairs on a goat in the flesh
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News and Notes.
The scenery within twenty-five and thirty miles of
San Francisco, where the railroad follows along the
Sacramento river, is indeed fascinating. The waters
roll away in glorious beauty, and the undulating
banks, rising into gentle and changing declivities,
shine with mantles of delicious green, besprent with
flowers of crimson and gold, azure, and purple,
radiating like immense jewels in the sparkling verdure.
For the first timf.l this season I saw the wonderful
green of the rain-beat sod of New England that flows
upon the senses almost like music, it is so deep and
lustrous, of which southern California cannot boast,
with all its brilliance of climate, for this vivid color is
the gift of many showers that constantly bathe the
soil, and with mingling sunlight giv the fields their
richest radiance. The great ships, the mighty
wharves, the bustle of life, were various indications of
approach to the metropolis of the Pacific shore. Just
about sunset I arrive at Oakland, and meet my
good pioneer friend, A. H. Schow, and go to his
pleasant home, comfortable and sociable. Here is
where our world-wandering pilgrim, D. M. Bennett,
as related in his book, sojourned for awhile amid the
delightful scenes of this prosperous land. Like him, I
found Mr. and Mrs. Schow cordial companions, who
do all that is possible for the entertainment of the
Secular soldier, and who themselvs are in the front
ranks of the long line of battle. It was by the
energy and perseverance of Mr. Schow that there
were lectures at Oakland, for this is one of the least
promising places, together with San Francisco, that I
hav yet visited. It is hard to rally the Liberals.
They are so immersed in the multitudinous affairs of
business and attractions of every sort that it takes_a
pretty strong magnet to get them out to L1bera1
lectures, and so I work in hopes of a brighter future.
Desultory effort will not accomplish any result. This
can be reached only by long-continued and organized
labor. Mr. Schow has the genuin Scandinavian
pluck, and he won't giv in so long as there is a
chance, and by his generous aid I hav had a chance to
do something for the advancement of Liberal
fraternity.
Saturday evening my genial host and myself went
over to the big city, the wonderful city, where the
orient and the occident mingle in such picturesque
array. Over the ferry we go, four miles wide, in the
palatial boats, that seem like floating hotels in their
splendor and comfort, and we come to the manyhilled city, whose blazing ramparts stretch away
against the vast horizon, with a thousand lamps that
seem to mingle with the stars. We plunge into the
sea of activity that ceases not until three o'clock in
the morning. Early to bed with the San Franciscans
is in the "small hours" after midnight. These impetuous people cannot stop until the glowing round
meets the morning's circling fire. We went to the
Palace Hotel, where, if one has plenty of money, he
can liv in a paradise of beauty. One might imagin
that he had Aladdin's lamp, so glorious is the wealth
and gorgeousness that is revealed as one traverses
these glittering corridors. Beautiful pictures, roofs,
walls, and marble and tessellated floors make one forget that there is anything in this world but happiness
and luxury. I like· to see it, 1 must confess, this
splendid, brilliant world of animation, where the top
of life appears in such bewildering magnificence.
After all, cannot this glad panorama be the picture of
what will be, not for the few, but for everybody, in the
" good time coming~" I believe in making all human
life a Palace Hotel. Why not? Richness, beau.ty,
grace, art, luster, luxury-are not these blessings, and
should not evervman and woman hava taste of them,
and be like the gods? I am glad that Eve ate that
apple and put this tremendous desire into the heart
of every one of her children, to rival heaven in the
glory of their earthly dominion. We went to the
Baldwin, the Lick, and other elegant caravansaries
where the golden key opens to merry feast and royal
bed. Then we came across our friend, H. W. Faust,
whose energy has pushed the campaign in San Francisco spite of many discouragements. He had his
big telescope out, for the moon was riding through
the sky in silvery majesty, and we took a look at the
shining orb, and seemed to draw it almost to earth as
we gazed into the mouth of its ragged, glimmering
volcanoes, and could almost see its streets and houses,
if it had any. However, I came to the conclusion
that there was no Palace Hotel up there, and the
"man in the moon " has to takeo his trips " afoot and
alone," without any accommodations from outsiders.
I don't think I will extend my pilgrimage to that cold
and uncanny region. Afterward we went through
Chinatown, and spent an hour or so in viewing the
grotesque panorama of this oriental scene; and I
didn't feel as if I was in very dangerous company.
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The Chinese are a good-natured folk. They don't
quarrel. They get drunk and gamble in a very placid
manner, as if they were half asleep. They make and
lose with cheerful quietude. The Chinese are a
happy people. They go in for pleasure. Their religious ceremonies are very much like those of the
Christians. The priest gets all the fat things, just
like our own. Theology is the same the world- over.
The Chinese go in for bright, nice-looking gods.
They hav one in the custom-house now so extensivly
decorated that the officials hav called it a "work of
art." It is too handsomely ornamented with gold and
silk to be a real god, and so Uncle Sam feels called
upon to charge duties, which is evidently unfair, for
other deities can hav all the regalia they wish. Why
shouldn't the Chinese god be allowed to put on style
likewise~ The "visible" god certainly ought to be
permitted as much fashion and splendor as the "in·
visible" one. Uncle Sam should treat all alike and
let the god come in duty free, tinsel and all.
Chinamen like elegance as well as we. They like
fine furniture and splendid adornments. They won't
liv on rats when they can get chickens. They don't
horde money. They spend lavishly, like Americans,
and go in for a good time. Their New Year's is a
much Iilo~e splendid and jolly occasion than with us.
They devote a whole week to it. They send to China
and get all sorts of beautiful things, dresses, ornaments, cor.fectionery, etc. They like good confectionery, and know how to make it. They like fireworks, and go in for a heap of noise. Their music is
a marvelous affair. I don't understand it, but it
rattles away for dear life with infinit hilarity. Every
Chinaman is bound to get a new suit of clothes on
New Year's, no matter what the cost, and to liv on
turkey and sweet-meats for seven days, at least.
The Chinese are perfectly generous, they are always
ready to treat. They giv away things, especially to
those they like, With wonderful prodigality. They
are a careless, jovial people. They are industriousthey work-but when they get through work they
play. They save money, and they spend it too.
They like this world, and when they can hav luxurJ
they hav it with the alacrity of ourselvs. They liv in
a picturesque world. There is wealth and poverty.
There is d1rt, but also refinement and cleanliness, as
m our own cities. There is intelligence and ignorance among them. Human nature is the same as
with us, and has the same variety of expression
They are a working, economical, gay-hearted, pleas·
ure-loving, and contented people. Giv the devil hit<
due. If we must pitch this Jonah overboard in order
to save the ship of state, giv him a fair epitaph, for
he deserves it. If he has bad qualities, he has also
good qualities; and when the balance is struck I
guess he will hav a pretty good credit account.
Sunday evening I lectured at Oakland to an audience of one hundred and fifty. I hope for more next
Sunday, and so be able to report progress. I lectured in San Francisco on Mond,ly to about one hundred, and on Tuesday to the same. number. On
Wednesday, however, we had double. I don't
take any credit to myself for the increase. We
had an added attraction in the shape of an orthodox
crank, an English gentleman, a graduate of one of
the universities, and in many respects an educated
man, but wofully at sea in regard to Freethought.
He rose in quite an excited manner after the close of
my lecture on Tuesday evening, and wanted an hour
in which to reply. We told him it was impossible to
grant that length of time. Finally he subsided to a
ten-minute speech. But when I replied to him he
again became excited and demanded another opportunity.
In order to hav as much fair play as possible, we
arranged to giv this man half of the next evening if
he would pay half the expenses. To this he agreed,
and so the battle came off, and a pretty good number
were present. I spoke for half an hour, and then he
made answer to my lecture, "The New Heaven and
Earth." For an hour he plunged into all sorts of
metaphysics. He quoted from Spencer and Harrison on the religious questions, in blissful ignorance
that these writers- were at sword's points in regard to
the very matter he was endeavoring to elucidate. He
quoted them both as iR favor of Theism, while all
that Herbert Spencer affirm!", and all that anybody
can affirm, according to his philosophy, is an "infinit
energy." I hav no quarrel with the man who asserts
that, but an " infinit energy " is one thing, and a
"personal God" is an entirely different thing, and
especially the "God of the Bible," concerning whose
existence there is not a particle of evidence; and if we
did prove his existence, it would be the existence of a
"devil," and not a "God." This illustrates the incongruous and mixed reasoning of my opponent.
However, we had an interesting time, and a number
of Christians were present to listen to our argument,
and I think an interest has been aroused that will
make our closing lectures better attended. But
when it came to the settling of the bills, our Christian
friend was not willing to pay his share. Evidently
he thought he had not got his money's worth. Of
course we would not quarrel with him, and let him
off on his own terms. That's the way with Christians
-they want us to pay all the bills, while they do the

talking. I doubt if our English friend ever puts in
another appearance. He did not seem to be at all
satisfied. Still, he gave us a good chance to express Secular philosophy to those who, without this
debate, would not hav heard it at all, and small favors
are thankfully received. Discussion is always welcome.
I lecture in Oakland next Sunday evening, and in
San Francisco Monday and Wednesday evenings, and
I shall hav more to say about my work and acquaintance here in my next "News and Notes." I hav
found some royal good friends-few, but with the
noble spirit of Liberalism-and I shall write of them
hereafter. This is a most difficult field, but I hope
on, hope ever, and the favorable outlook elsewhere
givs me courage to maintain this position spite o:( all
disappointments.
I came up the beautiful bay yesterda.y. I went
past the Golden Gates, glistering in the evening sun.
The waters were gleaming in the brilliant light, and
the encircling hills and scattered isles were glowing
beneath the effulgent sky. Then I came up the delightful Sonoma valley, with its cultivated land, and
lovely dwelling-houses, amid stately foli»ge. Sonoma
is the oldest town in northern California, built in the
Spanish fashion, with a plaza in the center. It is
somewhat dull; the tide of business does not rush
here. It is a retired spot, but pleasantly situated,
with the bay on one side and the mountains on the
other. I gave the first Freethought lecture here last
evening, to an audience that nearly filled the hall. I
lecture again to-night, and hope for a larger number,
but the rain is gently pouring-much needed indeed
by the parched lands-especially to the south. It
bears within its bosom millions of wealth to this
state. So I am willing it should come, even if it
spoils the attendance for this evening, for thousands
of acrAs of wheat would perish but for these wideRpreading showers whose drops are jewels indeed for
the dusty earth.
.
I am at the house ofT. H. Cheney, five miles away
from the V11lage, in the heart of the hills, overlooking
in the sunshine the distant bay and the bright valley.
Here I am rest.ful, and take the 9pportunity to write
these notes while the rain and mists descend and the
hills lo0k life shadowy forms. Mr. Cheney and his
wife and father are stanch Liberals, and I am in the
atmosphere of Freethought. The little girl, Irene,
and her dolls also make a good Secular assembly and
giv cheer to this world. The doll of the little girl I
nke, but the doll of the theologian I do detest.
I hope to lecture in Petaluma next week, and meet
my good friends Philip Cowen, W. H. Pepper, and
others. I expect to be there Tuesday, Thursday,
and Friday. · I shall be at San J o~e April 17th and
24th; at Ukiah-with a thirty-mile stage ride-April
26th, 27th, 28th, and 29th. I shall be at Stockton
i.VIay 1st and 8t,h; and at Napa City May 3d 4th,
and 5th. I shall be at Sacramento May 15th and
22d. I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. N.D. Goodell, our worker there, at San Francisco. I am going
to Oregon by way of Chico, Yreka, etc., and expect
to be in Ashland, Talent., Salem, Silverton, Portland,
Victoria, Port Townsend, and then Eastward by way
of Baker City, Emmettsville, etc. I want friends to
be on the look-out and keep the secretary at work.
The more done the better.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Sonoma, Cal., April 8, 1887.

The Liberal Club.
The reporter did not reach the hall of the Liberal
Club on the occasion of its 343d regular meeting in
season to enjoy the Chair's opening remarks, which
are always worth going a good way to hear; but he
got there soon enough to affix his signature to a petition urging President Wakeman to reconsider his
determination to resign. It was a rainy evening,
which had not prevented a fair audience from assembling. Mr. Cohen, in a new spring overcoat that
testified to his general prosperity, sat by the secretary's table, and other persons of distinction occupied
seats in different parts of the hall.
The five-cent piece which the writer gave to Treasurer Morris as the regular price of admission-barring ladies and Presbyterians, who are welcomed free
-did not giv him the benefit of the first part of the
lecture by Mr. McMahon on the "Illusions of Legislation." Mr. McMahon had already begun, and was
h1tmmering away lustily at what he called his preliminary episode. The lecture was a protest against
.various fanciful pieces of legislation, among them
Prohibition and high license laws. The lecturer did
not think these were calculated to aid the cause of
temperance, which must be the result of moral t:.uasion and a general diffusion of information as to the
deleterious effect of firewater upon the human stomach. Education had already abolished, among the
ministers and agricultm-ists of New England, the
habitual use of rum which prevailed fifty years ago.
In Ireland the Catholic church has so discouraged
intemperance that the Irish people are practically abstemious. Mr. McMahon followed this assertion
with the remark that if human law could make men
virtuous in a day, it could do what the preaching of
God's word and law has failed to do in nineteen
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centuries. The sale of beer Sunday afternoons
should be permitted for the benefit of our foreign
population.
Another illusion, said the speaker, is our way of
dealing with corporations.
Perpetual franchises
should not be granted. because the state could not
afford to alienate its property, and create corporations which, though having no souls, would liv forever. Land grants are also illusions. On this subject the speaker became very energetic, and prophesied reform or revolution, and gave the desk a mighty
thump, which aroused the somnolent audience to the
point of applauding. Finding that was the kind of
prophecy that took best, Mr. McMahon repeated it
at intervals during the remainder of his discourse.
Civil service reform was another illusion and humbug. Under it the farmer's son had no chance
beside the college graduate. Nevertheless, if war
bt·oke out, no competitiv_ examination was resorted
to to find out whether he could dt>fend the flag;
and when the war was over he could not fill any
offiJe under the government which his valor had pre·
. served. Thi!i!, 1\Ir. McMahon belif'ved. would serve
to discourage patriotism. George Washington could
not hav passed a civil service examination, for he was
deficient in grammar; Horace Greeley wrote a bad
hand and would hav been rejected; Daniel Webster
could not spell. The next illuRion is laws for the
collection of debts, the repeal of which would bring
business nearer a C.O.D. basis, and kill off the
dead-beats of commerce. The close of 1\Ir. McMahon's address was vociferously cheered.
The Chair said: "Our business is now the discussion of this interesting and instructiv lecture. The
floor is open, members of the club having preference
in speeches of ten minutes."
Dr. Foote, Jr., proposed that 1\Ir. Cohen should
speak. No resistance was offered, and Mr. Cohen
went forward. Mr. Cohen at once attacked the lecturer's statement that the Irish people were abstemious. From observations which he had made, 1\Ir.
Cohen was prepared to affirm that the Irish people
hav more affection for a demijohn than the average
American citizen. 1\Ir. Cohen's forte as a speaker is
discussing economic questions, and he likes to turn
the drift in that direction. His method of getting
upon his favorit theme may be of value to other
speakers. Says he, "I understand the gentleman to
hav said this or that. Am I right~·· If the speaker
assents, the way for the favorit speech is opened at
once. If he denies having said anything of the kind,
the critic may reply, " Then I will say nothing upon
that point; otherwise I should hav said"-then proceed with the favorit speech as in the :former instance.
1\Ir. Cohen stated that he was a resident of Washington, where he had been able to effect many good results by giving legal advice to judges of the supreme
court and others who solicited his opinion upon important mattPrs.
Following, Dr. Kinget pointed out that laws which
conflicted with the law of supply and demand would
be fruitless.
Herr Moses Oppenheimer, who, report says, has
recently been seen upon the street wearing a high
hat, was the next speaker. He looked better than
usual and spoke as well. In his country all restrictiv
laws had been utt.Pr failures. Only laws which come
from the people can be a success. Before Herr
0 ppenheimer came to America he was a candidate
for the German parliament.
Colonel Hinton gave a bewildering series of statistics to Rhow that all strikes had benefited the strikers, The colonel will lecture at the next meeting on
"John Brown and His 1\Ien," of whom the colonel
himself was one.
Captain Clark was present, but said nothing, an
example which was followed by several others who
are able on occasion to make good speeches. To all
who speak we offer thanks, aud tender an ovation;
but still the man who can but don't excites our admiration.

Existence.
As is to be expected, there is to be found in TEE
TRUTH SEEKER much which savors of the neophytw
views of nature and of man, and this condition is in
the necessary evolution from immaturity to maturity,
as from the acorn to the mighty oak. This is to
be expected in nature and in art, as well as in philosophy.
Still, as a starting-point, we must not forget the
self-evident, and I would recommend to some _of the
correspondents of THE TRUTH SEEKER that existence
is that self-evident starting-point; and, as some of
your correspondents seem unable to find the being
who is called by the name of God, I would suggest,
the above word, "existence," as denoting the startingpoint of search, and would quote herein from Thomas
Paine, whom the New York lVorlcl bas recently dis·covered to be a very religious man. He answers the
Bible interrogation, "Canst thou by searching find
out God f" in the affirmativ.
" Yes," says be,
"because, in the first place, I know I did not
make myself, and yet I hav an existence, and by
searching into the nature of other things I find that
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no other thing could make itself, and yet millions of
other things exist. Therefore it is that I know, by
positiv conclusion resulting from this search, that
there is a power superior to all these things, and that
power is God."
And from the same standpoint, existence ; and, in
obedience to the rule, " seek and ye shall find," our
author discourses as follows, viz.: "I tr-ouble not
myself about the manner of future existence. I
content myself with believing, even to pnsitiv cnn
victi.on, that the power that gave me existence is able
to continue it in any form and manner be pleases,
either with or without this body, and it appears
more probable to me that I shall continue to exist
hereafter than that I should hav bad an existence, as
I now hav, before that existence began." Also
herein a very ancient document says exist-ence is one
of the titles of deity-! am that l am!
Livs throu~h all life, extends through all extent,
Spreads undivided. opPrates un~pPnt,
BrPathe" in our ~oul. informs our moral part,
As full. as perfect. in a hair as heart;
As full, as perfect, in vile man that mourns
As the rapt seraph that arlores and burns.
1n him no high. no low, no great. no small;
He fills, he bounrls. connects, and equals all.
!would recommend to some of your correspondents a greater culture of the esthetic element,
Socrates said that the prosaic nearly destroyed his
visio"P, and came to the conclusion, when be overcame the neophytic view of things, that "the soul
was modeled after the eternal idea of the true, the
good, and the beautiful''
Paine cultivated the astronomic in order to elevate
his vision, and this is well. Now, we are all astronomers-star-gazers-and we all daily consult that
most wonderful book, the almanac. And, I would
inquire, what is the most wonderful fact in this most
wonderful book~ Is it not that we are the denizens
of two worlds, the known and the unknown, of the
visible and the invisible universe, and that an interchange and conversion is constantly taking place between these~
Take the objectiv fact, for instance, now universally recognized a'J true, that the world is bounded
and surrounded by an infinitly luminiferous, mag·
netic, and electric medium provisionally called ether,
and that this wonderful medium, as a vehicle of
energy (and an invisible vehicle, too), consumes all
the light and beat which is radiated by the suns into
space, independent of that which enters into and is
absorbed by the atmosphere of the different planets.
Verily it is true that the things in the heavens and
upon earth are wonderful, wonderful, wonderful. In
comparison with these our little systems are very
small, indeed; still, in the process of the suns, these
bav their day-they bav their day and cease· to be!
Abington, Pa.
DAVID NEWPORT.

Lectures and Meetings.
ON April 24th the Rev. S. l.Vliller Hageman and Mr. T. B.
Wakeman will debate the subject" Which is Best for the
W arid-Christianity or Science?" The debate will take
place at Phcenix Hall, No. 118 South Eighth street, Brooklyn,
N. Y., at 3 o'clock.
Mus. H ..S. LAKE speaks at New Haven, Conn., April 24th;
at the First Spiritual Temple, Boston, May 1st, 8th, 15th,
22d, and 29th; she is reengaged at Bridgeport, Conn., for
June 5th, 12th, 19th, and 26th. Her services may be secured
for week-evening lectures and camp-meetings. Address 123
West Concord street, Boston.
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Dakota, and shall therefore be greatly obliged to our Liberal
friends if they will write me soon, at 302 State st., Chicago,
lllinois.
.
J. E. R&MSBURG delivered his first lecture, entitled" Sabbath- Brealdng," before a fairly good audience at Kenesson's
Opera House on Wednesday evening. He is a very clear,
forcible speaker, and created a favorable impression on his
hearers. His oratory is characterized by moderation and
good sense, and is Pntirely free from the rodomontade so
common among a certain class sailing under the same colors.
He shows a spirit of fairness and evident sincerity of purpose which commands respect, even though it does not carry
conviction. It is such men as Remsburg that those who
oppose his views must fcrtify against.-Cedar Vale (Kan.)

Star.
WEDNESDAY, April 13th, was the 144th anniversary of the
birth of Thomas Jefferson. The day passed unnoticed by the
rest of the worlrl. but not by the Society of Hum~-nity, which
in its parlors at 28 Lafayette Place held services commemorativ of the event. This society, so far as it goes, represents Liberalism with its good clothes on. It does not claim
to be wholly philosophical, like the Liberal Club, and its
cards of invitation say nothing about " full dress for gentlemen," as is th<~ case with the Nineteenth Century Club;
nevertheles~, its members hav a reflectiv turn sometimes, and
they can appear in swallowtails and patent leathers when
occasion demands. At the same time it is democratic, and
makes nativ worth and liberality the test of membership.
The cul1ivation of the social side of Freethought is at present its chief aim. It has this year celebrated the birthdays of
three of the fathers of the republic, namely, Paine, Washington, and Jefferson, and would hav honored that of Franklin
on the 17th in the same way if it had not come so close to
.Jpfferson's. The Jefferson celebration was a very enjoyable
affair. Counsellor F. C. Leubuscher, one of the trustees, did
what presiding was necessary. Mr. Magnus Gross, Jr., who
serves humanity in the best way all the week as vice-principal
of a public school, read a thoughtful essay upon the political
services of Jefferson; and Mr. Edward King considered the
scientific and religiou9 value of Jeffersonian principles. Before, between, and following the addresses, Miss Weissmantle,
Miss Leubuscher, Miss O'Reilly, and Miss McCarthy performed upon the piano or gave recitations, and Mr. Homan
read a poem which he confessed to having written himself.
The society, though it may as yet be said to be young and
struggling, prides itself somewhat upon the musical and
dramatic talent which it is able to present, and rejoices not a
little in the possession of a new piano. This instrument bas
been photographed, and a picture of it will be found in
Decker & Son's advertisment in this paper. It is a handsome
piece of workmanship, and strikes the eye very favorably,
but, as every good piano should, it appeals principally to the
ear, and all agree that it could not be excelled for the money.
Still, the members had to go down pretty deep into their
pockets to get it. After the literary and musical exercises,
the floor was cleared for dancing. The ladies put aside their
wraps, and looked so attractiv it is feared that notions of
Jefferson and his principles of religious and political economy
for the time being became somewhat indistinct. Philosopher
King appeared to hav lost sight altogether of his work as an
exponent of the synthetic value of science and humanity to be
substituted for an effete theology, and devoted himself with
enthusiasm to acquiring an experimental knowledge of the
evolutionary developments of the Saratoga lanciers. He expressed the belief that in executing this figure the dancers
passed by reversion from a definit and coherent heterogeneity
to a state of indefinit and incoherent differentiation. Mr.
King will endeavor to Classify the varied aspects of these
phenomena by the synthesizing process elaborated and illustrated with diagrams in the "Epitome of the Positiv Philosophy." The celebration of Jefferson's birthday was extended
into the small hours of April 14th.

E. H. HEYwooD writes: "Dear Mr. Macdonald, please say
An English Opinion of The Truth Seeker Annual.
that the seventeenth annual convention of the American
From Salaam's Seeular Revtew.
at
141
Eighth
street,
New
York,
Labor Reform League meets
The
ANNUAL
published regularly in connection with our
Sunday, May 1st, at 10:30 A.M. and 2:30P.M. R. W. Hume,
Col. Henry Beeny, Cynthia Leonard, Dr. C. S. Weeks, E. H. New York contemporary, THE TRUTTI SE&KER, bas just
rr~ached us. The ANNUAL contains a remarkably good calenHeywood, and other speakErs expected."
dar for the present year, giving as honorable a distinction to
W. F. JAMIESoN is called to Neligh, Neb., to giv a course of great "Infidel" events and the births and deaths of notable
lectures. Oue lecture will be, "The True Story about Thomas heretic~ as a calendar drawn up under gospel-shop auspices
Paine." He will soon enter upon his summer vacation givs to Palm Sunday and to such gushing notables aslsaac
among the Colorado mountains, but before doing so would Watts and C. H Spurgeon. On turning to the month of
like to deliver his lecture on Thomas Paine in twelve or fif. April we find that Edward Gibbon, Mary Wolstonecraft,
teen different towns. Address him at once, Denver, Col.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Herbert Spencer, and U.S. Grant
were each and all born on the 27th of that month. There is
CHARLES WATTS vi~ited New York last week to see hi~
an excellent review of Freethought in the United States durwife safely embarked for England. Sunday, the 17th, he
lPctured for Friendship LPague of Philadelphia. He repor1s mg thb pnst year, and a lengthy and carefully compiled pagood mcr.ess in the lecture field, and bright prospects for his per showing the attitude of the Sunday, oath, and blasphemy
paper. HP proposPs to convert Canada from her supersti- laws in the different states of the Union. The indefatigable
tion, and will settle permanently in Toronto upon the return Samuel P. Putnam (when does he find time to overtake all
his work ?-are there twenty-six hours in his day?) contribof his wife, who will bring his family with her.
utes a papPr on "The American Secular Union," of which he
W. S. BELI. hRs recently had a debate with a Campbellite is the hard-workin~r and self-denying secretary; and the
minister, the Rev. J. T. Purvis. at Mt. Vernon, Ind., on the witty and wise Si Slokum of TH& TRUTH SE&K&l~ is responsible for a paper entitl• d ''The Parson." The ~·!let-up" is
divine origin of the Bible. The discussion· was held in the exceedingly
good, an~ tb~re are ~ nu~_I~ber of arttst!Cally e~e
court-house, and from the beginning to its close drew large cuted engravings. quite mterestmg m themselvs, but wtth
audiences. The dPbate continued three days, and created a little or no relevancy to the text.
great deal of excitement in that little sleepy town on the
TrrE Roman Catholic Freeman's Journal says that "Protbanks of the sleepy Ohio river. Mr. Bell thus outlines his
coming work: '·In June I shall go to Dakota to lect- estantism bas been imposed by forre on every country where
ure, and will take in the following towns and others pro- it prevails." Well, there is something in that, after all.
vided I bear from our Liberal friends there in time- to make Everyone knows how England was made Protestant in religthe necPsFary arrangements before leaving Chicago. I intend ious principle; Germany had many religious wars in
to visit Sioux Falls, t:lalem, Mitchell, Chamberlin, Kimball, Luther's day and since; and the Puritan majority of this
Wessington Springs, Huron Iroquois, DeSmet, Manchester, country made it uncomfortable for Catholics whenever they
Bwokings, Big Stone, and Eaton. I shall not hav much could. But then, unless history is all askew, the Catholics
time to make arrangements for lectures after getting to hav done some forcing too,
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«ommnnications.
Expelled for Heresy.
When the secretary of the American Secular Union
began his tour last winter, he went direct from this
city to Martinsburg, West Virginia, where Louis
Wolfes, a substantial citizen of that town, had made
arrangements for two public lectures. Mr. Putnam
was much pleased with the place, and for two evenings in Feller's Hall, and one evening in Mr. Bohda's
parlors, entertained the Freethinkers and instructed
the Christians of Martinsburg. " I could not find a
better place than Martinsburg for the beginning of
my lectures," wrote the enthusiastic secretary. "The
work accomplished has done great good. It has
stirred the community wonderfully." But how wonderfully, Mr. Putnam could not then foresee.
The lectures were delivered in the early part of
last January, and for several weeks little was talked
of among the Christians but the audacity of the Freethinkers of the town in engaging a lecturer who represented their own principles and voiced their own
sentiments. Mr. Louis W olfes was considered the
head and front of the offending, and though he could
not be burnt at the stake, nor drawn and quartered,
nor even successfully boycotted, the Christians were
determined that something should be done to him.
Mr. W olfes at that time was a member in good
standing of the Hall of Tuscarora lodge, No. 24,
Independent Order of Odd Fellows, and several of
his Christian enemies also were members. In February Mr. W olfes received the following official communication upon the secretary of the lodge :
MARTINSRURG, W. VA., Feb. 12, 1887.
L. WoLFES, EsQ .. Dea'l' B-rotlte-r: As secretary of Tuscarora Lodge I am directed to notify you to appPIU b!'fore an
inve-<ti"ating committee Thursday evening, 7:30 o'clock, to
answer charge~ as set forth in spe~ifications herein inclosed.
Yours in F., L., and T.,
S. L. Donn, 8ec.
CHARGES AND SPII:O!F!CATIO:'<S.
'
Learning that Brother L. WolfPs, a member of this lodge,
has been encouraging one Mr. Putnam, all avewed Atheist.
by contributing money and passing his hat for others, and
that said Brother Wolfes bas declared that he .is not" a believer in a supreme being, the creator and preserver of the
universe," therefore I prefer charges against Brother L.
Wolfes as set forth in the following specifications:
1. That Brother L. Wolfes is an avowed Atheist, or holds
such bPiief as is not recognized by our onler ..
2. That he is, or has been. instrumental in diffusing dcctrin other than tb11t recognized by our order, viz., " a believer in a supreme being, the creator and preserver of the
S. L. Donn, Secretary.
universe."
Mr. W olfes sent this reply:
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., Feb. 16, 1887.
To THE 0FFIOHRR AND MEMBIIHS OF TusCARORA LCJDGE, No.
24. I. 0. 0. F .. B-retlwen: I am in rPceipt of your communication of the 12th inst. alleging cerrain charges and specifications as to my encouragin!!: one Mr. Putnam, an avowed
Arbebt, anrl in reply will say I don't recognize any anrhority
from any one to dictate to me what I think and believe is
right according to the prompting of my conscience. I
furthermore will state that it is now thirty-four years since I
joined the order. I did not join for God's sake, but for
humanity's sake, to do good to my fellow brethren, and if
you had· told me and made me understand then, or at that
time, that I was compelled to believe in Jehovah, I possibly
would not hav joiner!. When I say Jehovah I mean the God
that walked in the Garden of Eden some time ago, and
talked to Adam and his lady; and, also, thirty-four years
ago, when I joined, I was not familiar with the Euglisb
language; had I been I might hav saved some money.
So far as Mr. Putnam's lecture is concerned, I claim that I
hav just as much right to hear a Freetbought lecture as to
go to hear an orthodox lecture, because the laws of the land
S!'parate the church and state, and I, as a citizen of the
United Stares, hav the right to propagate my ideas just as
much as you bav yours, so far as they do not conflict with
any of the established laws of the state.
:i: don't write this in defense of my belief, neither do I regret what I hav done. I believe I bav done some good by
my c·mnection with the order to my brethren generally. I
ask no reward for anything I bav done.
In conclusi0n, if you think your inquisitiv questions will
come in concert or harmony with the principle of friendship,
love, and truth by depriving me and my family of the benefits of a member in good standing, then you can do what you
cannot leave undone.
As you might want a pcsitiv answer as to a supreme
being, I can only say that I don't know.
Yours respectfully in friendship and truth.
· Lours WoLFES.
When Mr. W olfes appeared before the examining
committee, February 17th, he was questioned as to
his views, and the secretary of the lodge makes the
following report of the inquisition:
MARTINSBURG, WEsT VA., Feb. 17, 1887.
The following queries were put to Bro. L. Wolfes by the
examining committee, and his answers are appended:
QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED UNDER SPECIF!OATION FIRST.
1. Question. Do you believe there is such a being as God?
AnswPT. I don't know.
2. Q. Do you believe there is a supreme being? A .. I don't
know.
3. Q. Do you bPlieve the universe is controled by a supre me being? A. I don't know.
4 Q What rule the universe? A. Matter and force.
5. Q. Do you believe matter and force created the universe? A. It always existed.
13. Q. Do you believe in a supreme being, the creator and
preserver of the universe? A. I rlon't. know.
7. Q. Do you believe in a personal God? A. N~
UNDER SPECIFICATION SECOND, TilE FOLLOWING.
1. Q11estion. Do you know Mr. Putnam, the lecturer?
Answer. I do.

2. Q. How long hav you known him? A. Only since he
came.
3. Q. Did you know he was going to lecture here, and how
long bad you known it? A. Three weeks before he wrote
me, and asked me to strike some advertising brlls, which I
did.
4. Q. Did Mr. Putnam visit your house? How often?
A. Two or three times.
5. Q. How often did he lecture in Martinsburg ? A.
Twice. ·
6. Q. How often did you hear him? A. Twice.
7. Q. Did he leCiure at Mr. Bohda's house? A. Yes; I
beard him three times with this.
8. Q. Were you present at Mr. Bohda's? A. Yes.
9. Q. What was the doctrin be taught? A. Universal
Mental Liberty.
10. Q Do you believe the Bible ? A. I believe the historical part so far as is consistent with my conscience. I
don't believe in a cruel God.
11. Q. Did you contribute money for Mr. Putnam's supparr.? A. Certainly.
12. Q Dtd you ask others to do so? A. I tried.
13. Q. Are there any publications that do teach your doctrios? A. Boston lnvestigato.T, TRUTH SEEKER, F1·eethinke1"8'
Mar;azine.

14. Q. What do you call Mr. Putnam's doctrin, or has it a
name? A. American Secular Union, to separate church and
state.
15. Q. What do you understand by "supreme being?"
A. I don't know; it's unknowable, always was.
16. Q. What becomes of a man after death? A. Ashes,
all I know.
Dem· Si'/'8: It was the answers to the above questions. and
your written statement that formed the basis for the com-.
mittee's report, and they recommended expulsion, which
report was received, and at a subsequent meeting, held
March 12, 1887, the caHe was formally taken up and discussed
in your presence. which upon ballot resulted in your expulsion.
Very truly,
S. L. Donn, 8ec.
As a result of this inquisition, Mr. Wolfe's was
served with the annexed notice :
MARTINRBURG, WEsT VA., Feb. 26, 1887.
L. W OLFES, Dell'!' BTutluw : At a meeting of Tuscarora
Lodge held 8aturday nigH, Feb. 19th, the committee reported unfavorably on investigation of charges against you.
The following is a copy of minutes as re~orded :
"R··port of investigation committee of r.he charges against
Brother L. Wolfe was read, and on motion it was laid on the
table for two weeks."
You can see by the above that it will be taken up next
Saturday night, Murch 5th, when you would better appear,
and if possible hav some one represent you as counsel.
Very truly,
S. L. Donn, Sec.
Before the lodge, when asked to defend himself,
Mr. Wolfes said:
I hav nothin.~ to say in my defense, because I did not do
anything wrong. But while I bav the opportunity, I would
warn all, and particularly you brother Odd Fellows, to think
before you act, that in the way you are driving, to persecute
man for opinion's sake, you would land where the poor
peasant farmer was four hundred years ago, who carried
some sticks of wood to the stake to make the fire a little hotter for the heretic, in order to please his God. Now, brethren, I know that you do not want to burn me at the stake,
and thereby you can see that the world has got better, and so
ha' y.ou, and that in spite of Christianity. But if you keep
on in this way, you will surely land where that poor farmer
was four hundred years ago.
It appears from your action that the secret societies of today hav taken up the practice of the church under the rules
of Pllilip I. of Spain, although you profess to liv in a country
which guarantees to every man, woman. and child political
and reli)!;ious liberty, and so I maintain that a free man should
bav a free mind, and not be afraid to speak it.
Loms W oLFES.
Mr. W olfes was then expelled, as appears by the
letter written to him subsequently, but appended by
the secretary of the lodge to the list of questions.

Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
At a place in Ohio, so near Virginia that you could
almost hear the chains rattle, we found one of the
UnioB churches, and a good Abolitionist family in
comfortable condition to entertain us. We made our
appointments, and with our friends proceeded to the
house-a full attendance, but very turbulent. The
minister, who was a resident and used the ho11se when
it was not engaged to other parties, was, I think, 8
Presbyterian, and not very outrageous in his Ianguage. He was an old man (age does not always
enjoy a fight), but we could feel that there were to
be demonstrations of hostility. The meeting· house
was surrounded on three sides by a large cornfield,
and western corn grows very tall. Mr. Foss, who
was then at work with me, said to me: "The rioters
are in that cornfield, and will throw their missils,
whatever they are, from behind those high stalks. If
by good management we can get by that field before
they are aware that we hav left the house, we shall
escape their blows." Mr. Foss was a large man, and
very strong. I was a little woman then, not weigh.ing more than a child of twelve years. While our
friends were busy trying to defend us by their words
(t~e house WaS lighted by a few candles), we quietly
shpped out. My friend took me upon his hip, and
ran past the corn, and we were out of sight. But as
the crowd came out, we could plainly hear the burh
ra • and "Here they come!" shouted.
Then the
eggs were thrown in great abundance. The poor old
minister was covered with the vile-smelling things,
which we.re intended for us. Our friends, supposing
h
we were m t e house, prolonged their stay, waiting
for us, and so they escaped the anointing, and the
rioters were completely foiled. We were not always
SO fortunate.
Not very far from this place we had a
somewhat similar triumph. The rioters were too
, pious to prof~me their church, and so made their

attack on us at the house where we were entertained.
The weather was mild, and the door leading to the
street was open. I had been sitting exactly opposit
the open door, but feeling a little cold, I had just
placed my chair a little back of the door, when there
came a shower of eggs that made the air thick for a
time, but not one hit me or Mr. Foss. But our host,
their townsman, was completely covered. The following day was the state election. Our host appeared
at the polls with his garb all besmeared, telling his
fellow-citizens what it cost in our reputedly free
country to-maintain free speech.
Ohio was at this time very pro-slavery, notwithstanding it had an Oberlin College where colored
students were received equally with white ones. It
was in Ohio where the Margaret Garner tragedy
occurred. Margaret, being pursued by her master
and overtaken, was put upon a steamer to be returned
to slavery. Finding there was no escape, she threw
her child into the river, but was prevented from
throwing herself by the " bloodhounds" of law.
Mr. Salmon P. Chase was at that time governor of
Ohio, and the Abolitionists tried very hard to hav
him make a requisitiem on the governor of the state
to which the slave, Margaret Garner, belonged, for
her, as the murderer of her child, but he refm;ed. I
do not remember what excuse he made. He was
never a brave man, but very ambitious. He might
hav saved the slave by making the requisition, but
he would hav lost some popularity. In a town in
Ohio which was blessed with a school where Methodist ministers were manufactured, we found an
opening for a series of meetings. There was in the
same town which held the school one of the Union
houses, and a few men and women who did not believe in slavery sent us an invitation to come, providing us with a home while we should stay. As soon
as it was known that the friends of the slave were in
the region, the president of the school and the professors immediately opened a·four days' meeting, occupying the house, w1th three or four sessions a day.
I was in no hurry, and so concluded to stay and
attend the meeting. I was not a welcome visitor, but
I enjoyed the meeting. God was often informed of my
presence, and told of my hostility to him and his
earthly church, and the people were informed repeatedly that the Methodist church North had cut itself
entirely loose from all connection with slavery. The
meeting held its four days, and still the Abolitionist
was there. Neither threats nor prayers had any
effect upon my stay. I went to hold a meeting to
plead for those who were not allowed to plead their
own cause, and I could afford to wait their time.
Another day was added to the four, and still another.
The people were getting weary, and finally the president of the school announced that the next session
would close up the series. The people in this closing
meeting were urged to pay no attention to any meeting that should be called by me, saying that the
attendance on such a meeting would call for action
and perhaps excommunication from the church. At
last the blessing was pronounced, and on the instant
I arose and said I would now open another protracted meeting; I could not say whether it would
continue four days or twice four, but that it would
hold long enough to giv me time to prove the falsehood of the assertions we had heard made. The
minister interrupted me by begging the 'audience to
disperse, commanding those of the school. Most of
the people left, but they stopped at the door, looked
in at the windows, and at last curiosity triumphed.
They all came back, and the minister with them. I
stepped to the front of the platform and said to the
president of the school, " ·will you do me the favor
to lend me your church Disciplin a few minutes?"
"No, I will not," said he, "and I make the request
that no one in the house lend the woman one." I
said, "I will not hurt the book. I should think anyone would grant such a small favor." But not one
of them dared to do it. We talk about Roman Catholic popes! I hav seen popes-alas that it is so!even among Freethinkers. After I bad tried my
powers of persuasion awhile, with no success, I ~rew
from my pocket a new church Disciplin, and, holding
it up, said: "I hav been acquainted with Methodist
Christians some time, and, judging you from what I
hav seen in others, I expected to be refused the use
of the book, and so obtained one. If any one of you
thinks it is not a bona fide Disciplin, I will let you
examin it; but you must first swear that you will
not injure it, but return it to me. I can't afford to
send to New York foninother copy." I wish I could
paint for you the expression of the faces of those
Christians. They knew that by that book I would
prove false all their assertions concerning non-complicity with slavery. The Methodist church North did
not leave the church South; it was the church South
that left the North, and the North begged them
not to leave, and some of their conferences did remain
with them. At that time, according to the record of
their own book, there were more than three hundred
thousand slaves owned by members of the Methodist
church North.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
SEND for a catalog of our publications.
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Kansas "Law" and J nstice.
You hav said that the people of Kansas hav the
FRIEND MACDONALD: Referring to your editorial in same right to make these rules regarding the recordTHE TRUTH SEEKER of March 26th, entitled, "The ing of marriages that they hav "to make the tramfer
Kansas Supreme Court Decision in the Walker Case" of real estate a matter of public record_" When they
permit me to say: 1. You say that we (Walker an'd shall make the failure to record a deed a jail offense
Harman) "are willing to be married legally if the there will be a force in your illustration that it en- ceremony can be of their [our] own choosing." tirely lacks at present. If a man fails to bav the
There was no question of willingness about it. We deed to his farm recorded, he is not liable to arrest
could bav nothing to say concerning it. Continuous and indefinit imprisonment. His title is imperfect.,
'living together constitutes marriage in many of the and in case of dispute as to the ownership of the land
states, when it comes to the questions of ,, bastardy," by his heirs or others, the title must be quieted be" legitimacy,"" bigamy," and inheritance. We simply fore ~ndi~puted posseRs_ion can be ent~red upon.
demanded, when prosecuted, that we should hav the But his failure to record IS not made a .cnme or misprotection of the law, since our living together made d~meanor, so far as. I am aware. And IS a ~oman a
us amenable to the penalties and subject to there- piece of property, title to whom must be qm~ted besponsibilities imposed by the law_ The decision of fore ~he second or other ~ubsequent possessiO~ can
the Supreme Court, as well as the special opinion of own m peace? Bu_t you will sa~, Th~re are the ngbts
Chief-Justice Horton, indicates clearly that. "words of others, of the ~hildren; marna~e IS mad~ a matter
of present assent" constitute legal marriage, in the of re?ord for their be~efit. _But Is not this _fqually
_view of Kansas jurists, although they try to dodge true m case of land t~tles.? And yet the failure of
the fact by claiming that that issue was not " directly t~e father. or prospectiv fat?er to record the deed of
drawn in question."
his land IS not m~de a misde~eanor or felony. It
Then, in brief, we did not wish to be legally mar- ~ee~s t~at the. desire to provide f?r the f?ture. of
ried, but the- fact of living together made us husband ~heir chil~ren_. IS bel~ to be suffiCient mobv, aside
and wife in the eyes of the law, and we simply de- from self-~nterest, to mdu~e parents to guard th~.;ir
manded that we should hav the rights, as we could p_roperty m all wa:ys ~ossible__ And t? guard the
not escape the legal responsibilities, of that estate. rif{hts of prospecttv ch~ldr_en IS the obJect of these
It is right here that our Anarchistic brethren claim WISe la:wmakers and _adJudtcators, .so we. are told n~w,
that we tripped, but facts and logic impregnably sup- but this, of course, IS only a .stramed mterpretahon
port us_
of the statut~, th~ last r~sort _of judges lacking other
2_ Yousay: "Thecontractingpartiesfirstintended argument to )usbfy o~r Impnson~ent. If the arguto assume the relation in such a manner that if either ment ~e vahd, there IS no possible excuse for the
felt dissatisfied they could separate without resorting- exempti?n ~f the Quakers_ And how abo~t the
to the divorce courts."
Mennomtes - But for the purpose of protectiOn of
A mistake; we knew that we_ could separate at any rights of c~ff:;;pring, the registration of births is much
time without resorting to any court, and we also more sensible and fffectuaL
knew that if we, either of us, should liv with another . I shall not ask your val_uable space now, Mr_ Edperson of the opposit sex without having a legal Itor, to show h?w very ma~equate ';I-re all the~e
divorce, we should be amenable to the laws against so-called pl'eca';ltwns for securmg ~he l'lg?ts of chtl'' bigamy," and that whether.we were married legally dren_ Suffice It to say that an mcreasmgly large
or. by a,ssent only.
.
num.ber. of thoughtf?l men and wome~: earnest h~;
3. Again, you say: " When this contract was mam~artans, are ~at~sfi~d that these. safeguards
found. to be a county-jail affair, they claimed their constitute ';1- very ~ns1g:r;nfica~t factor m the problem,
common-law right to marry by a simple contract."
and that h?erty .m this, as. m ~II other departments
We knew that it was possible to make it "a county_h_uman hfe, will carry With It the needed respon ·
: : ·- jail affair," should anyone choose to prosecuttl, al- stbihty.
.
- though at common law it was marriage, and we were
Y?u ~onclude ~y s!l'ymg: ":Whether. ~he Kansas
not legally fr,f:le to divorce ourselvs_ we were not l~w IS _w1se or foohsh 1s a que~twn of opmw_n_ . ~ beblind to _wl;tat religious bigotry and provincial preju- h~ver m the ~uJ?remacy of so~nety over the mdlVldual
dice could accomplish, and I wish to say right here ~tl~ s_ay t~at ~tIS good_ Th_ose who c~nte?d t_hat the
that I am not at all surprised at the result_ I never mdiVl~u~l s nghts are superwr to soClety s W11l conwas hopeful of a favorable outcome, as Mr_ Harman demn It.
·
·
will bear witness, although he was much more _ When I turn _to my s?rap-book and there scan four
sanguin. An electiv judiciary is not likely to regard mtensely graph1c pen-p~ctures from the ha~d of Enconstitutional rights or natural justice when public gene Macd?nald, m w~wh he mo~t graphwally ;tell_s
opinion is largely against the accused_ Again you say: u~ of the cnmes co~m1tted by s~Ciety upon the mdl4- "Hav the people of Kansas a right to make Vldua!, an~ read h1s ter~,e summmg up of the whole
rules governing their own conduct, and to enforce questw~ m the w?~~"· ,The consensus of t~e co.mthem? Under the Constitution of the United States petent IS the Inqms1tlon, I cannot doubt which side
they undoubtedly hav_ If they choose to make mar- you will take_ I am sure ~hat the Eu~ene Macdonald
riage a matter of public record, they can do it- as ~h? ~rot~ th~se words w1ll agree.with me th~t the
l~gally as they can make the transfer of real estate a md~v1dull:l s nghts are good agamst any clan~ of
ma.tter of public record."
soCiety; m other wor.ds, that. unde~ a proper adJ';ISt. From a constitutional standpoint, which seems to me~t of hu.man _relatwn~-soCiety w1ll. m~k~ no cla1ms
be' your point of view, the people of Kansas hav no which con~wtw1th th~ nghts ()f the md1v1duaL
right to make rules which conflict with the rights of __ On April 4t~ we pa1~ costs and left the Oskaloosa
conscience_ And all laws should be general in their JaiL In so domg, w~ m no way or degree ~cknowl
nature_ They should respect the conscientious con- ed~ed the as.sumed nght of the sta~e ~o pry mto our
victions of all or of none_ The marriage laws of pnvate relatwns, and we were th_e victims of r?bbery
Kansas exempt the Quakers from the operation of m that we wer~ compell~d t? y1eld our earnmgs to
the statute under which we, as Autonomists, are those who had g1ven nothmg m .return therefor_
severely punished_ We may not be so numerous as were held by a power possess~ng greater phys1~al
the Quakers, but I am not aware that numbers hav force than our own, a power ":h1ch does not cogmze
anything .to do with the rights of conscience. B~t, arguments add_r!lssed to the mtellectual! moral, and
leaving the Constitution to one side for a moment, I humane _faculties of man, and so we patd a ransom
conten_d that the "rules" which the people of Kansas for our hberty_
. . . .
_
or any other state may adopt must not trench upon
. We came out because th_e preCiplta~wn of thi~ conthe reserved rights of the citizen_ What the indi- flwt upon the postal q?estwn has shift;d th? lme of
vidual may "rightfully enact" against the lives and battle, the defense o~ hberty of expressiOn bemg parproperty and liberties of other individuals, the aggre- amount to all other Issues_ M. an~ .G. Harman h~d
gate of individuals may enact. No more. I hav yet been arreste4. for the a_lleged ma1hng of a certam
to meet the first man who will claim it as his personal CQPY of Lumfer, .and ~ knew that there was a war·
right to send Lillian Harman and myself to prison rant out for J_DS for the same alleged "offense_" Unfor our failure to pay him a fee for a piece of paper der _thes~ c_1r~umstances, every day _hereafter we
giving us permission to occupy the same house or r?matne~ m Jail was a day lost ~rom activ w?rk. . Beroom. What he has not the right to do he cannot s1des th1s, we felt that the cnme of our Impnsonauthorize any collectivity to do_ I cannot admit that ment brought no shame to the he~rts of our parsethe people of any state hav the unlimited right to cutors_ They w~re content to pay for our b?ard ~o
"make rules governing their own conduct," if by this long as they could thereby k!)ep our pen~ mactiVis meant the right of the actual or caucus majority yYe shoul~_hav been o?t some weeks-sooner had outto impose these rules upon the minority. To admit side conditiOns been different_
this asserted right is to admit the righteousness of
The accursed church-st~te monste~ has separated
the Sunday laws and of all the other religious class us, bas murdered _our happmess, but 1t has not made
rules of which we, Mr. Editor, as Secularists, com- us love or .respect 1t, and It ca;nnot.
e are pled~ed
_plain_ But you will say that these rules violate the oar suffenngs and our devotwn to hberty and JUS~lCe
·rights of conscience_ Certainly, but not more cer- _to do a_ll that we can t_hrough all the years of our ISO•- tainly than do these marriage rules_ The Sunday lated hves to de~troy ~t.·
K C. WALKERand blasphemy statutes violate your rights of cone
Topeka, Kan_, Apnl 6, 1887.
science and mine, but they are not felt by those who
What Beecher Preached.
think the state has the right to make such rules.
These marriage rules violate my rights of conscience,
In his sermon, ."Develo-pment Through Pain,"
but do not interfere with those who hold that the Sunday morning, July 4, · 1~80, speaking of the
state has the right to make such rules_ It is the mythologic~ fall, Beecher said : ·
minority whose rights of conscience need protection,
Now we bav ·read in book and ·catechism, and we bav
not the majority.
·
heard told in sermon &nd essay that the race was cre&ted up-
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right. The race never was created upright. There never
was such a g-igantic lie told since the world was creatPCI. If
you admit the historic verity of Adam and Eve, which I do
not; if you admit this was other than a parable (or fabh·) ·
in the days when as yet the light of the dPcrees of God wi1~
not revealed; before men bad come to any knowledge of God
as in the whole creation, round about us and in us; in the
childhood of thought on the subject. it may not be strange
that men held such views. But that they should go on boldi~~ them now in the. manhood of human reasoning is most
pitiful and confound mg. I do not believe that the world bas
been other than what God meant that it should be. I do
not belie:'c that _be turned it out first an imperfect piPce of
work wh1ch afterward he bad to tink!'r and tinker all the
way down through history. I do not believe that be created
men upright, that they dodged and got away from him and
fell. That he had to take up some compromise between
premises and law, training and restoration ; that be went
down through tbou~~tnds of years as a miserable botch work!nan, and then puttt~d his work ami painted it and plastered
1t forever after_ It IS not worthy of God and it is not worthy
of the world thRt he macle.
I do not hold to the theory of the atonement as it has
been held_ Yon will ask me, perhaps. sarcastically, which
thPory_ I hav at home the statement of twenty well-defined
and full-fledged theories of the atonement_ And one might
very sensibly aRk which of these. I hold to this, that the
divine nature, bec:mse it is divine, broods over the whole human family everywhere; and that. the innermost tendency of
God's administration is to stimulate men to rise from the
lower to the highest state. [The angels Fay, Amen.] These
being disposed of, the mythological devil. who bas been
used, like a sheriff, to make men pay, fell off, as a tadpole or
pollywog loses its tail when it bas no further use for it_
There is much more of the same sort in this
inspired sermon, that has led men from the worship
of mythologJ to lives of love to alL
With the eternal frost that fell upon his familiar
face came the eternal spring of love and admiration
into the hearts of his countrymen_ Great indeed
must be the pulsations of that heart whose sudden
stoppag-e arrests the attention of f).n entire community. Rabbi, priest, rector,.revivalist, and Rationalist
met for once in a common sentiment of respect, each
carrying' an amaranth of honest tribute.
How much better men an honest religion develops !
The antiquated thelogy of a savage race tends to develop hatred and distrust among men. Let us hav
none of it.
G. F. LEWIS.
18 Lafayette Place, Ne~v Yodc, April 10, 1887_

Professor Fislw's Fling.
Professor Fiske, of Cambridge College, has been
held in considerable honor among Freethinkers as a
man of advanced ideas for one who is a trainer in the
ranks of misty conservatism. But while he was
chastising theologians, he has stultified himself by
giving Atheists a stab.
The professor says :
If there exists a personal crentor of the universe, who is
infinitly intelligent. and powerfnl. he cannot be infinitly good.
If, on the other hand, be is infinit in goodness, then he must
be lamentably finite in power and intelligence. Theology
cannot ri:'Concile the fact of the existence of evil with 1hc
bypotbe~is of the infinit. power and benevolence of a personal
deity- _ _ . If goodness and intelligence- are ascribed to
deity, it must be such goodness and intelligence as we hav
some knowledge of as manifest in humanity. Theologians,
in order to reconcile their ideas of deity with the teachings
of science, resort to the most illogical methods, and thus
drive earnest seekers after truth into Atheism."
The points that Professor Fiske has made are precisely those that Atheists hav always insisted upon_
The method he has used in stating his theRes looks as
though he had been taking lessons from Bradlaugh_
If Professor Fiske is not himself an Atheist, then he
must believe in a much abbreviated deity. Indeed,
there cannot be much left of his God but the heels
and ears_ After having shown at length that theology is incompatible with common sense, what can he
mean by " driving into Atheism ?"
Atheism is the logical conclusion of every attempt
at reasoning upon theology, and having come to that
conclusion himself, why should Professor Fi~ke not
either hold his peace, or else own the name that his
principles entitle him to?
What if the inadequate and contradictory methods
of theologians do drive people into Atheism ~
Since he has E'hown it to be impossible for theologians to do otherwise, what would he ask of them?
After himself having figured it out that a respectable
God is impossible, what can Professor Fiske want of
any other pos'Sible sort of a deity? A weak deity, a
fool deit.y, a base deity, surely Professor Fiske can
not desire for himself, and must we suppose that he
wants the belief in an impotent and disreputable
deity reverenced by others 1
Professor Fi&ke, and all who speak like him, say
too much, not to say more. It is time to quit sophistries, to stop saying and unsaying_ Being- and not
being is getting played out. If you think Atheism is
so awful, then do not lead up to it by an argument
that admits of no other conclusion; and if Atheism is
the conclusion of science, then say so, or do not pretend to be the exponent of science. The Christian
scientist of every stripe sits on two stools. and his
supports are hourly separating. Professor Fi~ke and
all his ilk hav soon to choose which seat they will
abide b~, or they will suddenly find themselvs co:.npletely floored_
Yours for consi><tency,
JoHN PRESCo'rT GuiLI:,
National Soldiers' Home 1 Va,
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ing sentence has been -made familiar to readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, though what Dr. McGlynn calls
the " highest religious truth," being the dogmas of
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
the Catholic church, would be better described as the
Editor. lowest religious superstition. Concerning Irish fidelE. M. MACDONALD;
Business Manager. ity to political liberty, the Sun again contradicts the
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priest:
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ing by its fidelity to this principle, had a splendid opportunity to apply it toward another race, also the victim of a
stronger power, they failed to make any remarkable applicaPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. tion of it.''
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So far truth is with the newspaper, but when the
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" It is quite true that God gave to no nation, to no man,
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right to enslave another.''
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It is maintained by Christians that the Bible is the
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Historical Statements.

" If thou buy a Hebrew servant, six years he shall serve,
and in the seventh he shall go out free for nothing. If he

In his St. Patrick's day speech the Rev. Dr. came in by himself, he shall go out by himself; if he were
McGlynn made the following statement:
married, then his wife shall go out with him. If his master
"The people to whom St. Patrick preached were living
under a just and equitable system of laws evolved by the
wisdom of their seers and sages, and inherited largely from
the earliest days of the human family, when certain great
self-evident principles came into practice as a matter of
course. The Irish people were living under what are known
as the Brehon laws, in fraternity and equality. The masses
were not oppressed by classes ; they all were equally entitled
to God's bounties; the land of the people belonged to all; no
privileged man could forever fence in the land and exclude
the rest of his brethren ; nien possessed land only as tenants
of the community, giving a fair equivalent to the community, and under such equitable conditions as were prescribed
by the community."

The New York Sun ealls this a" remarkable historic error," and, after a thorough consideration of
the matter, quotes authority as follows :
" In ancient Ireland private land holding was the marked
and significant feature. 'From such individual ownership,'
says Dr. Sigerson, 'seven classes derived the dignity" of their
grades of nobility.' The mensal or office lands were for the
support of the office and the supply of the table of the chief.
' '.rhe masses were oppressed by the classes.' ' The land
noble kept a portion of his land as demesne land. This he
had cultivated by laborers or villeins of three kinds who possessed no political rights. The other portion of his land was
distributed among two classes of tenants.' One of these
classes, called free tenants, rendered to the land noble military service an annual tribut8, ' helped him to bear the burden of the tribe '-that is, pay his taxes-' paid his mulcts,
and fines, and ransomed him or any of his family who might
be taken as hostages.' The other tenants were known as
' base,' and their state was still more abject ; while below
them were still other grades of workers whose condition,
political and civil, was essentially that of serfdom. Compensation for improvements was allowed on yearly tenancies
Security of tenure was recognized under certain circum~
stances; and under certain circumstances rents could not be
capriciously raised. But individual ownership was the rule .
the classes did oppress the masses ; there was ' no fraternity
and equality.'"
" There was nothing in the ancient laws of .Ireland. differing materially from the ancient laws of other Aryan nations.
Historical investigation of the origin of institutions has settled
that beyond doubt. The researches of philologists establish
it quite as distinctly as the labors of legal antiquaries.''

Doubtless upon the points touched the Sun is correct, and Dr. McGlynn is wrong. It is well known
that priests sometimes diverge from the straight line
of historical accuracy. Ireland has been for centuries
an unfortunate country, the object of alms and commiseration. Overburdened with Catholicism, and
ridden by Catholic priests, she could be nothing else.
This is more than half admitted by Dr. McGlynn in
the foll?wing assertion from the same address :
" The miseries of the Irish people, apart from certain
faults of their own, are largely shown in history to be due to
their inalienable fidelity to what they believe to be the highest religious truth, and to certain patriotic and economic
principles which they know to be true-that God gave to no
nation the right to enslave another, that God gave to no individual man the right to enslave his brother.''

The truth contained in the first half of the forego-

hav given him a wife, and she hav borne him sons or
daughters, the wife and her children shall be her master's,
and he shall go out by himself.''

And again, Ex. xxi, 5, 6 :
"And if the servant shall plainly say, I love my master,
my wife, and my children, I will not go out free, then his
master shall bring him unto the judges; he shall also bring
him unto the door, or unto the door-post; and his master
shall bore his ears through with .an awl, and he shall serve
him forever."

Of course God did not giv one man, or one nation,
the right to enslave another, because no god, if there
were one, could hav the power to confer such a right;
but it is plain that the Hebrew lawgiver not only permitted but commanded the Jews to hold slaves. It
is only a few years ago that it was discovered that
slavery was not a divine institution, and many former
slaveholders are still unconvinced.
We do not see_ that historical accuracy has been
materially prmpoted py the Sun, which, while it detects Dr. McGlynn in an apparent fabrication, itself
falls into an error just as gross. It is better to be
accurate even on the subject of religion.

Society and the Individual.
There is very little in Mr. Walker's letter upon
Kansas law and justice to which we care to take exception. What Mr. Walker and Miss Harman
intended by their course, we are willing to allow, he
has a better chance to be informed of than the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We put the matter as it
seemed to us, and perhaps it would hav been wiser
to qualify the statement by that word. But Mr.
Walker shifts his ground when he claims the
rights of Quakers. His opposition to recording his
marriage we understood to be because he denied
in toto the right of the state to hav anything what
ever to say li.bout his relations to Miss Harman
When he claims that he should be protected in his
conscience as are the Quakers, he admits the existence and authority of the state, and is not a consistent Anarchist. That, however, is his business,
not ours. In the realm of belief, theory, or any
mental exercise, a man has a right to claim and hold
any opinion he chooses, and be as inconsistent as the
Protestant ch)lrch. Not only must everyone hav the
unquestioned right to think right, but also the right
to think wrong. The right to hold an opinion, to
utter an opiniOn, to publish an opinion, must be, as
many of the state constitutions put it, forever guaranteed. And further, everyone has the natural
right to act as he or she pleases, unless the action
invades some other person's right. These two propositions hav become axioms among logical reformers.
Actions, therefore, are all that law can rightfully
cognize, and · society derives its just authority to
. make rules from the fact that a good many people

desire to so act that other people are thereby deprived of their natural rights to act. In truth, we
may say that a_ majority of the human race .would
infringe upon others if not restrained. If every man
were left to protect himself, he would build a castle,
hire retainers, and . we should hav feudal times over
again, with serfs, vassals, slaves-and robbers known
as "lords." For one, we recognize as right the fundamental rules, or the Constitution, upon which our
government rests. It is because tyrannous churchmen disobey this Constitution, and enact laws that
violate its spirit, that we protest. Sunday laws and
other religious legislation are plain violations of the
Constitution, because they recognize a religion. And
they violate, too, the natural. right of every man to
think as he pleases, and to not be obliged to help pay
the bills of those who hav their thinking done for
them.
As for recording marriages, some states require it;
some do not. But if Mr. Walker admits the right of
Kansas to require records of real estate transfers, he
must admit its right to also require a record of
other transactions ; those requiring record being,
of course, the transactions which affect the affairs
of others besides the parties directly interested.
Granted that the state has the right to make a rule,
it has an equal right to enforce it. That a penalty is
inflicted in one case and not in another has nothing
to do with the right to make the rule or to enforce it.
The personal argument used by Mr. Walker in his
eighth paragraph is fallacious. He must admit that
a person has a right to protect himself, and not only
to protect himself and his property, but to protect
himself against having to pay taxes to support other
people's children. If every one were left to do this
for himself, we should, as we hav said, hav feudal
times again upon us. Instead, man delegates this
right, which he naturally possesses, to some one
chosen by himself and others like him, and he says
to a woman, " Here, if you are going to get married,
just record the name of your husband, so we may
know whom to look to for the children's support.
Experience demonstrates that your marriage may
affect the pocket of every person who pays taxes, and
we hav a natural right to protect ourselvs against
the possibility." And this is a wise precaution. If
the authorities of this state could only get hold of
the fathers of the pauper children it supports and
make them care for their offspring, the churches
would hav a less substantial fulcrum for their thieving lever which pries open the state treasury. . In
the case of an honest man a record is not necessary.
He will fulfil all his honorable obligations without
the law. But there are too many dishonest men in
the world-men who if they could marry and conceal
their obligation would do so--to make it safe to repeal all laws; and, as Mr. Walker very justly observes,
" all laws should be general in their nature." We
thoroughly agree with his protest against exempting
Quakers from the operation of the law.
Mr. Walker cites an article that we wrote some
years ago, and says, "I am sure that the Eugene
Macdonald who wrote these words will agree with
me that the individual's rights are good against any
claim of society; in other words, that under a proper
adjustment of human relations society will make no
claims which conflict with the rights of the individual." Mr. Walker is right. Under a proper adjustment of human relations there will be no need of
laws. If the world were so far along in its evolution that every one were honest, charitable to others,
and exactly just, laws would be unnecessary. The
individual's rights are good against any claim of
society so long as the individual does not invade
others' rights. But just where that line can be
drawn no one knows. The line is here to·day
and there to-morrow. It moves just as fast as
progress moves, just as fast as civilization civilizes,
just as fast as man becomes honest and tolerant.
The line is different in different states of society,
different in every community-in almost · every.
family. No man is so poor, so lonely, so isolated
that his actions do not affect some one, and none can
be so great that he is not bound to consider ·the
effect of his actions upon others. The " consensus
of the competent " is an arrogant claim of bigoted
intellect or intolerant sentiment, and Mr. Walker
may well snap his fingers in the faces of those who
set it up, and ask them if they hav from some
almighty a certificate of their competency. The
perfect man in this world is scarce.
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The Saturday Half-Holiday and the Museums. organs. For doubting the existence of such a "God"
The ·Christian at Work says:
"I{ those who are so persistently advocating the opening
of 'museums and libraries are really sincere in their efforts
to benefit the working classes, they can show their since:.;ity
by cultivating the virtue of patience ; and they will only hav
to do so for a few weeks. The Senate has just passed a bill
making Saturday afternoon a legal half-holiday. It will pass
the Assembly soon. Then the excuse that the workingman
cannot visit the museums and libraries in the afternoon will
fali to .the ground. The fact is, this approaching halfholiday law-soon, we trust, to be extended so as to make
the entire day a holiday-will do away with many of the
pleas which hav gone up for Sunday recreation. The movement unfortunately comes late-after Sunday excursions hav
been established and hav found their palliation in the confinement to their work and their unlovely tenements of half
a million of our people for six days in the week. Is it any
wonder that under such circumstances they should long for
g~een fields, smiling skies; and the fresh sea breezes ? But
as to-museums and libraries, which are not yet opened on
Sunday, let us bide a wee. That Saturday half-holiday law
will be here with the June breezes; and surely the laborer,
th~ citizen, the clerk, whoever he may be and whatever his
calling, can wait till then for a privilege which, extended
now,will only be at the cost to other employees of that very
Sunday labor which he so stoutly rejects for himself. The
Golden Rule comes in with added force here; and it would
be well if those who insist upon Sunday opening of museums
and libraries would giv it a personal trial."

Such talk as this is simply rot. The Saturday
half-holiday will not afford the benefits claimed, for
the reason that the workers will not be afforded !fiufficient time by it to visit the museums. The museums are far up-town, the workers ·are down-town.
When the mechanic has reached his home, cleaned
and clothed himself, made the usual Saturday preparations for Sunday (now perforce made in the evening), he will find no time remaining for travel to Central Park. But if he could go, his wife could not,
fo; her household duties keep her confined and busy
long into the evening. Sunday morning the family
is ready for its pleasuring, the trip to Cen:tral Park
is Jll.ade, and then it is that the muSeums should be
open.
The Saturday half-holiday is a beneficent measure
that should speedily become a law; and it probably
will, because the bank officials who defeated it last
year hav apparently made up their great minds that it
is bound to come sooner or later, and this year is as
good as any. The leisure it will afford is necessary
for the proper preparation for Sunday, which is the
holiday enjoyed by nearly everybody. Let us hav the
Saturday half-holiday, the museums and libraries open
on Sundays, and then make the most of them. Pleasure and happiness are none too plenty in this world,
and should be scattered with lavish hand by all who
can in any way control them.

The Case of Mr. Louis -Wolfes.
The expulsion of Louis W olfes from a lodge of
Odd Fellows, reported in another column, presents
some curious aspects. The primary object of the
Odd Fellows is benevolence-" to visit the sick,
relieve the distressed, bury the dead, and educate the
orphan." Their motto is, "Friendship, Love, and
T111th." They profess to seek " to improve and elevate the character of man, imbue him with proper
co~ceptions of his capabilities for good, enlighten his
mind, and enlarge the sphere of his affections." They
believe in a " Great Author" of man's being, and an
applicant for membership must say he believes in a
"Supreme Being, the Creator and Preserver of the
Universe," all beginning with capital letters. There
is nothing in the ritual, however, which forbids a
man
change his mind, or prohibits his engaging
a Freethought lecturer and listening to his speeches.
Religi9n, beyond t)le simple and primitiv Deism expressed by a belief in a supreme being, is not supposed
to necessarily constitute a part of an Odd Fellow's
equipment.
The Hall of Tuscarora Lodge, No. 24:, of Martinsburg, West Va., has therefore gone far beyond its jurisdiction in expelling Mr. W olfes because during the
thirty-four years he has lived since he joined the order
he has changed his mind and has besides encouraged
the activ officer of au organization for the -separation
of church and state. To be honest with himself, Ml·.
W olfes is obliged to say that he does not know
whether a "supreme being" exists. There are a good
many other folks in the same mental predicament,
though it would probably be absurd to suppose that
any of the Martinsburg Christians hav the intelligence
to doubt it. To them Jehovah is a real, big man, and
the serpent a genuiP. snake on legs; gifted with vocal

to

it may be within the power of a lodge to expel a
member, but it is difficult to see where the authority
is derived upon which the second specification• is
based. A belief in immortality and the Bible is not
set down as necessary to membership, and nothing is
said in any of the books regulating the conduct of a
miJmber toward Mr. Putnam when he lectures in
town. The questions put to Mr. W olfes are irrelevant and ridiculous, and serve best to show that his
fellow-members were desirous of but one thing-to
punish him, so far as they could, for his heresy. The
inquisition was a disgrace to the lodge, and the
lodge's action a load of infamy for the order to bear.
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canal men shall go to church and be locked in all the time
they are forced to "lie to," otherwise the <farmers will miss
more than they will gain by the bill. Canal boatmen a,re a
good deal like a certain reformer who went about Judeathey havn't much respect for cornfields on the Sabbath day.
PHILIP H. B&uox, the new mayor of Columbus, Ohio, is
an outspoken Freethinker, and his majority over his Christian opponent was eleven hundred and ten votes. He was
nominated by the l)emocrats.
--------~.--------

A JERSEY CITY Roman Catholic woman has publicly apologized to the priest and congregation of St. Paul's church,
of which she was a member, for marrying a Protestant.
This was done under a law of the Baltimore council of
prelates. It is astonishing how closely some 8laves hug their
chains.

DisPATOHEs from Rome announce that the Catholic church
will recognize the Knights of Labor, and hereafter the priests
It cost E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman o~ hun- cannot refuse the rites of the church to members of that
dred and thirteen dollars and eighty cents to obtain order. This is a wise step for the church, and will giv satisfaction to many Knights. Others, however, will not care
their liberty from the Jefferson county officials after two straws.

The Intention of the Churches.

serving more than their sentence of imprisonment.
They consider themselvs to hav been robbed by superior physical force. Mr. Walker has also been
rearrested and held to l;lail upon the same charge
brought against Moses and George S. Harman. Of
this triple-headed .indictment Mr. Walker says:

"What will be the outcome of the United States prosecution, of course we can do no more than guess. Even though
it be the worst possible, it will not plunge us into despair and
it will not murder the cause of free press and mails. · Andmore important than our individual fates-it will not kill Lu..
eifer. When one man falls a victim to the Comstock kidnappers, anoth6lr will step into hi.s place and do his work. Now
is the time to be awake and to labor night and day for the
cause made glorious by the heroes and martyrs of the generations gone, the cause our fathers loved, the cause it should
be our highest joy to serve, the cause which is the hope of
the truest and noblest of earth-the cause of liberty. And
we appeal to the Freethinkers of America to join hands with
us as they did with D. M. Bebnett, of revered memory; as
the Secularists of England did with Bradlaugh and Besant;
with Foote, and Ramsey, and Kemp, and help us to roll back
this assaulting army of oppression, help us to keep the torch
of Lucifer brightly blazing in the van of the battle, help us to
keep the stainless folds of its flag in the pure upper air, help
us to make this indeed a land of freedom and justice. Each
can do a little, and all together can do much. Let each do
his or her little; and the much will be accomplished. The
forces are aligned for the mightiest conflict of the ages. Be
not deceived, ours is not an isolated case. We are an out·post, and the enemy means to.drive us back, preparatory to
an attack upon the second line, that of the purely Infidel
press. If you doubt, read the church organs, read the daily
papers, read the records of congressional, legislativ, and municipal legislation."

Mr. Walker is, we think, accurate in his reading of
the signs. We do not know, of course, whether the
Kansas prosecutors of the people connected with Lucifer are in communication with the. agents of the society for the propagation of vice in this city, but
certain it is that the last-named scamps hav been
very activ the past winter, in both national and state
legislativ bodies. In the United States Senate the
postal law was very broadly amended, but the amendment failed in the House of Representativs. At the
capital of New York a bill" is still pending under
which about one half the editors of the state and
nearly all of the medical writers could be sent to jail.
Of what has been done in other state legislatures we
possess no knowledge.
These things indicate that the church societies desire the po~er to throttle their opponents, and they
hav chosen a good tool to work the screws that will
do it. Fortunately, the people are beginning to find
him out, and his race is by no means a walk-over.
We doubt if any new legislation in Washington or
New Yurk can be credited to him this winter. But
the three indicted men in Kansas should hav the
open aid of all friends of freedom. Prejudices should
be smothered in this as in the case of D. M. Bennett,
for it was clearly Mr. Harman's right to print what
he did, and no strained construction of Mr. Markham's
arti~le, upon which the prosecution of Messrs. Harman and Walker is based, can "confound it with those
obscene publications, the effect and object of which
is to excite the imagination and inflame the passions."
And it was Attorney-General Devens's opinion, when
he wrote these words of the book for selling which
Mr. Bennett was imprisoned, that unless a work
could be so confounded the Comstock statute could
not apply to it.
------~~.-------

ONE of those bucolic legislators who like to sleep late on
Sunday mornings has introduced a bill in the As•embly of
this state providing for the suspension of traffic on the Erie
Canal ori Sundays out of respect to the farmers adjacent to
the great water thoroughfare, who object to the noise of the
can!U-boat men. .The bill .should be amended so that the

THE Christian at Work is troubled over the problem
of whether, under the new Interstate Commerce law, delegates to religious conventions can obtain reduced railroad
fares. It is a great question, and should be settled at once.
Otherwise !the religious conventions of the coming summer
may be slimly attended.
--------~.--------

THE Denison, Texas, Sunday Gazetteer suggests that the
Unitarians, Universalists, Spiritualists, "Freethinkers," and
others of Liberal religious views in that town organize a stock
company, purchase an eligible lot, and erect a building for a
public hall and reading room. A good lecture hall that will
not cost the receipts of a night's lecture to pay the rent, it says,
is sadly needed in Denison, and the means to provide it could be
raised very readily if a few enterprising men would take hold
of the matter. The Gazetteer agrees to render a little financial help to such an enterprise.
JoHN SwiNToN shoots very wide of the mark in this:
"TheKnightsofLaborof NewYork,or rather all ourlabororganizations, should prepare to offer a grand reception, as soon as
he reaches this port, to Cardinal Gibbons, who has made such a
memorable defense of advancing labor, before the pope in the
Eternal City. . • . No other dignitary of the church in America
has ever spoken for labor as Cardinal Gibbons has."

Cardinal Gibbons really defended his church before the
pope. He spoke to retain his clientelle, their patronage, his
own official position, and to benefit his own pocket. The
office of cardinal would be of no dignity and less use without the thousands of prostrate slaves now owned by Rome.
Cardinal Gibbons saw that the pope was in danger of scattering his flock by too stringent rules, and he gave him a little
advice for his own good. Mr. Gibbons is a shrewd dealer
in Catholic intellect, and knows about what the traffic will
bear.
THE funeral of the late Michael A. Morrissey, the wellknown Freethinker of Troy, N.Y., occurred on Tuesday,
the 5th instant, from the Trojan Hook and Ladder HousP,
which had been suitably draped for the occasion. The fact
that the deceased died an Infidel, says the Troy Observer, the
knowledge that the ceremonies would be of unusual character, and the great popularity of Mr. Morrissey among firemen
served to attract a very large number of people, many of
whom were unable to gain admission. The services were of
a fitting character, arranged by Mr. Morrissey himself previous to his death, which was caused by cancer of the face.
Bryant's "Thanatopsis" was read, a quartet sang, "Why
Should We Fear?" and J. J. McCabe, of Albany, delivered
what might be called the sermon, though it was very different from the usual lachrymose discourses of such occasions.
The address is published in the Troy Observer of April lOth.
The interment was in Oakwood cemetery. Mr. Morrissey
was a public spirited citizen, and his place of business in
Troy was the recognized headquarters of the heresy of the
town. Liberal lecturers found there a cheering welcome.
HENRY GEoRGE finds in the colossal income of Archbishop
Corrigan substantial reasons why that gentleman's sympathies lean toward the wealthy. In the first place, Mr. Corrigan is provided by the church with a marble palace, furnished for him and maintained free of cost. Second, he receives from the cathedral funds a salary of five thousand dollars per annum. Third, he receives from each church in the
diocese what is called a cathedraticum, being an annual payment of $200 a year each from all but the poorest parishes.
This cathedraticum, says Mr. George, probably aggregates
not less than $15.000 a year. The fourth source of income
is the fee of one dollar paid Mr. Corrigan for every interment
in Calvary cemetery, the great burial-ground of the Catholics
of New York. According to the official statistics there were
in Calvary cemetery last year 14,374 burials from New York
city alone, while from Brooklyn and other cities the interments in this vast cem.,tery during the same time must hav
aggregated at least half as many more. Thus the income of
the archbishop from this source alone must be over $20,000,
which, added to the two previous items, givs him at leart
$40,000 a year-the income, calculated at four per cent, of a
millionaire. Added to this, the archbishop is continually in
receipt of large gifts and fees from his wealthy parishoners,
bringing his personal income up to thousands more. And
yet Mr. George has no word of censure for the system of
ecclesiastical imposture which givs rise to this robbery, but
only denounces the personality of the robber. Had Dr. McGlynn stood in Archbishop Corrigan's shoes, the Standwrd
would never hav made war on the wages of the pope's lieutenant.
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NoRTH LAKE, Wis., March 14, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: ;r expPcted that I would hav got a couple of
new subscribers besides myself, but I find it impossible at
present, though I hope that the near future will swell the
sub~cription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would not like to
part with it. I like its policy-full-fledged Infidel. I belong
to the class of people that are termed uneducated, and for
that reason I will hav to take the back seat, and would hav
been left altogether if common sense had not set me thinking.
I tender my thanks to THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor for
benefits received the last year, and I will remain yours for
another year.
AMBROSE SoRENSEN.

Amberley, and a large number of other smaller volumes. It
seems that Judaism and Christianity were gotten up to torture,
murder, kill, and damn all who do not believe as the pope
does. I deny a God that makes popes of millions of selfish
dishonest, bllible men. I want a God that is pope himself,
and attends to his own business, not giv his honor to hypocrits. Some are sending selfish, lazy drones to preach immortal soul and endless punishment after death to the heathen. Truth seekers are sending men to say that our Bible,
on every page, is proof positiv that it is a priest's fabrication I
God made man to eat the forbidden fruit, then made a Christ
to die to atone for the crime; then God made a pope to pardon every one's sins f()r a little money per head, if they all
will support the pope's. hierarchy, or all be endlessly damned.
"God alone hath immortality" (1 Tim. vi, 16).
·
JosEPH NoYES.
.

Denver, for the East, some time in May, a11d it is unnecessary to ask for him a cordial reception, as it will be accorded
him wherever he goes. ·
J. S. LovELAND.
AYER, MAss., March 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Will you please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER
of July 3, 1886? The number I hav is too banly worn to be
bound. I shall get the. entire Volume XIII. bound so I
can lend it without losing any of the numbers. It is doubly
valuable for its illustrations. They speak volumes.
If the old stories and the present acts match the pictures,
whose fault is it? If the pictures are spirited or foolish, and
fit tl1e stories, and are distasteful, then "let the ·dead bury
the dead," and let the living, the progressiv, furnish· better
subjects for the efficient artist.
I trust many will preserve the illustrated volumes .in bound
form. They are destined to grow in favor as the people become enlightened, as tl1ey will if they take THE TRUTH
BEEKER, and see and read what dupes they hav been;: and
might continue to be. But "now that. light has come into
the world" they hav no excuse for this ignorapce. How
long will people be led by the nose and listen to blind guides
-tombstones telling of the dead past? How long be content to wear the yol'e and collar, or eYen the marks of either?
Fraternally yours;
E .. MYRIOK.

LoNGMONT, CoL., Feb. 27, 287.
FoRT CuSTER; MoNT., April 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Will you, or some one of your readers who
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $4 95 for publications. There
is able to do so, please inform me in whose writings the following language is to be found, and whose death it describes? are a few Liberals in this wild country. Four of us at Fort
He died forlorn and forsaken of God, blaspheming to the very Custer meet every other night in a little room and discuss
end. . . • He died of scrtrlet-fever, overrun and eaten up by Liberalism and Freethought. We intend to organize a Libulcerous abscesses, the stench of which drove every person away. eral cl11b. We hav not decided what name we shall giv it.
He gave up the ghost, despairing of salvation, and evnking devils We think the army needs Freethought just as much as Boonfrom the· ahy•s, and uttering oaths most horrible, and blasphemies
ton, N.J., does. I must giv you the names of those in the
most frightful.
NEw BEDFORD, PA., March 25, 1887.
I wish the name of the work in which this is found, the good work here: Frank Heric, Willard Fields, W. LittleMR. EDITOR: We are having· a little excitement here just
page, etc., and would like to hav the whole paragraph of ton, and myself. We intend to make this club one of the
best in. the territory. Although we are only four, four de- now. The clergy hav talked very insultingly of· the Infidels,
Yours truly,
Jop R. KELSO.
which it is a part.
termined men can do a great deal. We send you only a few speaking, of course, from the coward's castle, the. pulpit;
dollars this time, hut it shall not be the last, for you will hear and in order that a little light mi~ht be elicited on the subBEOKTON, WYo., March 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of Feb. 26, 1887, I notice from me again soon. I like your paper more and more. It ject we appointed a discussion of the following resolution in
wherever the verb have occurs, you hav omitted the final e, is truly a grand and great paper. May the editor liv long to tht~ town hall and invited the preachers to participate iii the
spelling it hav. Now, I am curious to know what is your spread the gospel of truth for a p;ood many years to come.
di~cussion. This they not only refused to do, but did
CHAS. SoHWAAB, Band, 1st Cav:alry, Fort Custer, Mont.
reason for so doing, as I· am sure you must hav some good
their utmost to. prevent people from attending the disreason, as it could hardly·bea typographical error, occurring
cussion. In this they failed, as there was a fair, atttmtiv,
INGALLS, KAN., March 26, 287.
not only once, but throughout the edition wherever the word
and intelligent audience, and the a.b~nrdity of the church's
1\fR.
EDITOR:
I
see
the
name
of
R.
Butterfield,
of
California,
is used.
in my last paper. I wonder if his ·father was a preacher, as position in connection with the subject was fullyshown.
Trusting you will enlighten me on the subject, I am,
The resolution was:· " Resolved, That the Bible teaches the
was mine. He says he takes nine papers. I take only seven.
Respectfully yours,
THos. W. FISHER.
doctrin of salvation by good works;"
I
take
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
because
I
hav
to.
The
children
[Thee is dropped from hav, giv, and liv because it is unOn the first Tuesday in April we diRcuss tl)e question :
necessary. This form of spelling was adoptetj by the founder are all taken up with the pictures, and now they are begin- "Re.qolved, That the principles of the Prohibition party are
ning to tease for paper and ·stamps to write for the " Chilof THE TRUTH SEEKER several years ago.-ED. T. S.]
sustained by. the Bible." The platform is free to alL We
dren's Corner." And then my wife always has a sick spell
expect the clergy to affirm, or stand justly branded with
BAT>TONIA, IND., March 24, 1887.
if THE TRUTH SEEKER does not come on time. I like to read
cowardice before the communit.y.
·
MR. EDITOR : I was in conversation with a minister the it myself. I sent you three new subscribers last week, and
For the inclosed please send me E. C. Walker's "Bible
other day anrl quoted, as I supposed, a passage of scripture: now I selld you some thirty names to send sample copies to.
Temperance.·"
W. W. WAf.KER.
"The imagination of man's heart is evil from his infancy." I hav the promis of two more subscribers. And let me say
He said there was no such passage. I hav not been able to to all Freethinkers who hav the cause at heart,_ cultivate_ in
WALNUT GROVE, KAN., April1,.'18S7.
find it, but I certainly hav read it iu substance if not in form. yourselvs all those ennobling principles you love to see in
MR. EDITOR: Your notice of the 12th of March is at hand,
Will you please inform me through the columns of your pa- others. I used to attend church and the old Methodist class- and I willi·espond at once. Inclosed please find amount to
per of any such passage if it .exists, and oblige,
meeting, and tell what great things the Lord Jesus had done pay subscription; use balance as directed. Those cart9ons
Yours truly,
T. S. KENNON.
for me, parrot-like; but I slid up to a higher plane of are dead-shots to the church-people, more. so to those sky[The ministeris not a Bible student. Genesis viii, 21, says: thought some ten years ago, and I hav been a better and a pilots who teach the people something that they do not know
A. BuTTERF~LD.
" And the Lord smelled a sweet savor; and the Lord said in happier man ever since.
themselvs. We bav a very strong set of fanatics; some are
his hear~, I will not again curse the ground any more for
perfect; they cannot sin, but they can lie just the same. I
TALENT, On., March 15, 1887.
man's sake; for the ima_qinationvfman's heart is evilfrom his
hav had a hot time in this nest of· hornets, but they hav lost
MR. EDIToR: While so many are having their say about their sting, so that they cannot come to the front as they
yonth: neither will I again smite any more everything living,
the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will say I think they used to. The pastor of the. Methodist church held a proas I hav done."-Eo. T. S.]
are just the thing, none of them so shocking as one I saw in tracted meeting this winter for over six weeks, but pnly
an illustrated Bible of some men stoning another man to converted four or five old backsliders.
TAr.EN'r, Ou., March 21, 1887.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 to renew my subscription death.
My daughter's little infant, five weeks old, died, and ber
The Baptists of this place hav been holding revival meet- husband's father and mother wanted its funeral preached,
to your valuable paper. 11-Iy wife says she cannot keep
house without it. My boy, seven years old, counts every ings lately, several conversions are reported. It is said a so they employed the Rev. George Rarick, of the Methodist
day in the week till Saturday, and he calls it TRUTH SEEKER wealthy citizen of this place formerly gave the elder $1 each Episcopal church; but instead of preachinp; the baby's, he
for converts, but has gone back on them lately. I suppose preached my funeral, and I was there to hear it, alive as
day.
Since you illustrated your paper it is the best educator for the preacher will be a little less zealous since there is less usual, an·d be must hav forgotten the baby, for several of the
the young children I ever saw. They take in the pictures at money in it now.
church-members laugh at me and say that I got a free fun
There are quite a number of Liberals here, also a Liberal era] sermon. It finighed him up here, and did the church
a glance of the eye, and. if the parents will only do their
part, and explain them to the children, then good-bye, super- hall where we meet every Sunday; hav a club now that is much harm and us some good.
W. H. ~OA:Jl.
stition. No sky-pilot will pull the wool over their eyes and run on a plan somewhat like that of the Manhattan Liberal
LINOOJ,N, ILL., March 25, 1887.
make them believe that one is three and three is one, and so Club.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: I notice that. the secretary of the
We are in hopes MP. Putnam will stop here on his way
on through the whole catalog of Bible foolishness. I am in
treasury has decided that Chinese gods, fashioned, as all
sympathy with your paper in all things, and admire the fear- through Oreg-on,
gods, by the imagination and hand of man, must pay a duty
I inclose $3 to apply on subscription.
WM. TERRILL.
less stand you take on all unpopular questions.
at the custom house! Wonder ·if this is an entering wedge
May THE TRUTH SEEKER liv till it has demolished all
to tax all other gods, their supposed tabernacles, parapherSAN BERNADINO, CAL., March 30, 1887.
WM. H. BREESE.
bigotry and superstition.
Mn. Em·roR : The friends of Libc:ralism and Freetliought nalia, images, etc.? If our gods, with all their "pomp and
SuTTON, PA., March 27, 1887.
hav enjoyed the rare treat of listening to three of the char- circumstance," are to hav a recognition at the hands of the
1\fR. EDITOR: I received a lPtter of inquiry and solicitation, acteristic lectures of Dr. J. L. York.
state, and be protected by the strong arm, without .. tax,
·
and hasten to answer. I am past eighty-seven years old. I
The doctor has been at Los Angeles fur several weeks where is the famous liberty that we accord to religious "\\'Orfeel it. I loaned D. M. Bennett $25 to start THE TRUTH past, where he has organized a Liberal League. As S. P. ship? The little Joss is, presumably, as sacred to the" heaSEEKER with, the best, really most needed, paper in the Putnam was booked for the last two Sundays of this month then Chinee "as our· cr"oss, holy water, statues of Virgins and
world, A.D. 1874. I hav tried to interest. the people of Rich_ at Los Angeles, the doctor concluded to come here and stir saints, fine churches, stained windows, tlummery, tl>tpdooford, Berkshire, Montgomery, and Sutton, Canada, but us up. He spoke at the Opera House on the evenings of· dle, organs, ·bells, hog-wash, memorials, nunneries, prisons,
never could get anyone to take it over three months. I am March 20th ancl 22d; and as 0. S. Fowler had the place en- racks, boycotts, persecutions, and blood-letting are to us;, yet
glad to hear of the good success of our lecturers. I hope gaged for the 27th, the doctor lectured in Liberal Hall on the they must be taxerl, although" Congress shall pass no Ia'! resometime people g-enerally will think that truth is more valu- afternoon of the above date. The doctor is well known to specting the establishment of religion nor preventing the free
able to us than falsehood. I rejPct all systems of supersti- the old residents, having been here some .twelve years ago. exercise thereof." Where is there any more idolatry in wortion. The only true religion is the religion of humanity. He had large audiences at the Opera House, but a smaller shiping a little wooden image than in counting beads, kneeling
This left out, all superstition is a curse. Until children are one at the hall. The Spiritualists own this hall, and hav a at a confessional, or crossing the face with a tip of the finger in
educated to be honest with themselvs, truthful and just to society, but are almost completely run down. As in some holy water, to say nothing of day worship, priest worship,
others, we shall hav a world of misery and woe, because ed- other places, some of them hav been more intent upon as- and countless other observances that are nothing more than
ucation forms the common mind. Children could as easily persing and maligning others than in working for the estab- idolatry, or a giving away of reason, and putting our right
be trained to go to heaven on the theory.of justice, goodness, lishment of Liberalism. They hav apparently succeeded; in to think and act into the hands of possibly some " orand truth, as faith in fifty or one hundred differing creeds. this vicinity, in convincing the mass of the community that dained" rascal? If our p;ods are not taxed, why impose a
Why did God write : ''The dead know not anything" (Eccl. Spiritualists are the meanest people in the world; and their burden on Juggernaut or Joss? Of course, the thing to do
ix, 5); "Man has no preeminence above a beast" (Eecl. iii, place of meeting is shunned as a moral pest-house. '!'his ex- is to let everything that receives protection pay its just pro15-21); "Man dieth, in· that very day his thoughts perish" plaics the reason of his smaller audience at the Hall. .
portion of the expense that the state is required to pay to
(Ps. cxlvi); "If a man die shall he liv again?" (Job xiv,
Dr. York is, in the language of the West," tl.full team and a guard and preserve it from the ruthless hand of robbery and
14.) God did not write this. Who did write it? We don't horse to let." He holrls an audience for two hours, and yet anarchy. Tax a Joss-tax a church. Let those who want
know! If the world is as bad as the New York Sun makes they want more. His lectures are models of accurate, scien. idols bear all" expense, and not require me to support, by
it-anrl the Bible also, why should I believe there is a God?- tific thinking. He blinks no question, and evades no posi- law, a system of what I think the most absurd, useless,' and
only priestcruft. But h'lmanity is here, and in deep trouble, tion. In prPcise and eloquent.language he presents the most mind-debasing nonsense ever perpetrated upon credulous
being falsely educated. If there was such a superhuman rarlical positions of L beralism. Others, perhaps, may do man, and "consequently" woman too.
.
entity as the Jewish and Christian God, he would make him- this as well as he, but there is a perpetual breaking out of
It will never be possible for one person to. ride .t-wo l).orses
self positivly known to mankind as he is good to all, and his the most inimitable humor, which keeps an audience in a going in opposit directions, without at least losing foothold
tender mercies are over all his works. I cannot get fulks to state of constant exhilaration. The wants of- the logician are on one or. the other. It is amusing to see a certain ·class of
read THE TRUTH SEEKER, "Champions of the Church," fully met, and there is more laugh than in a circus.
'mythological acrobats trying' to'make the" Book" quadrate
"-Sages and Thinkers," Kersey Graves, Morris Einstein, Lord
Dr. York will leave the Pacific coast, via Salt Lake and to the facts of science and geology. For iustance,_ th!l da:ys
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consumed in the wonderful creation were geological periods,
possibly of millions of years; yet the account says the evening and the morning were the first day. The sun was to
·rule ·the day, the moon tile night. That part of the program
still goes on-twelve hours for each. Countless cases may
be called where the mythologist takes refuge in his horseback exercise.
And then that story about the genealogy of our savior!
In the two accounts in the "gospels" there is such a wonc
derful difference in the names in the line of descent! Then,
too, the genealogy is of Joseph, and Joseph not being the
father of Jesus, the genealogy is just no genealogy at all.
The two-horse act comes in again by saying that Joseph was
the father by divine appointment-by adoption, as it were,
to carry out prophecy. That kind of parentage is not very
popular to-day, but the Jews were of such easy virtue that
almost anything was respectable. We drop these few
thoughts for the brethren.
SLO HYoUM.
MIDDLEBURY, IND., March, 15, 287.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3 25 for THE TRU1'H
SEEKER one year and the ANNUAL for 286. Your paper is
now ahead of all the journals of Freethought p\Iqlished. I
hav been interested in its advancement from the first, having
watched its evolution from its embry.otic state in lllinois to
ts present condition of maturity in the great metropolis of
America. The illustrations mark an epoch in its history.
Watson Heston is to-day doing as much to free the mind
from the old, rusty, galling cllains of mental slavery a.s any
man in the United States. His influence for good will as
certainly reacll aown through all coming ages as will that of
Pythagoras, Galileo, Copernicus, Newton, Paine, or Ingersoll. It is encouraging to see how fast the human race are
evoluting. Reason will eventually become enthroned the
supreme king of our world. Yet we occasionally hear from
some old fossil who belongs way back in the Dark Ages.
Such antiquated, fossilized· old remains are not· altogether
worthless. Wl should remember that all fossils hav a geological interest, serving to show what things formerly peopl_ed
the earth. They should be kindly taken care of, for they are
somewhat scarce,-and usually, on account of their antiquity,
are in a condition more or less decomposed. The town of
Ms.pleton, Kansas, is able to support just one of these
curiosities-tile Rev. J. W. Caldwell-who can be found in a
large "untaxable mn~eum" every Sunday.
Yours very truly,
lsAAO IviNs, aged 81 years.
SoLDIElll>' HoME, Wis., March 29, 287.
MR. EDITOR: I send you a few quotations from this most
marvelous fale in Genesis. Of course, it has been repeated
time and again in TaE TRUTH SEEKER and elsewhere, yet it
may interest new subscribers. It is a singular fact that the
most devout Bible-worshipers are those who know the least
about it, and those who are constantly yearning to die a martyr in its defense cannot read it or anything else. " And the
Lord God commanded the man, saying, Of every tree of the
garden thou mayest freely eat : but of the tree of knowledge
of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it, for in the day that
thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die" (Gen. ii, 16, 17).
"And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely
die: for God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then
your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing
good and evil " (Gen. iii, 4. 5). " And unto Adam he said,
Bt-cause thou hast hearkened to the voice of thy wife, and
hast eaten of the tree which I commanded thee saying, Thou
shalt not eat of it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life" (Gen. iii, 17),
"And all the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and
thirty years, and he died " (Gen. v, 5). "And the Lord God
said unto the serpent, Because thou hast done this, thou art
cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field :
upon thy belly sllalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the
days of thy life" (Gen. iii, 14).
These passages from the book that Christendom has sworn
by for centuries need no comment from me. The five-yearold boy in Sunday-school will readily and correctly answer
all plain questions about snakes and gods. Now, Johnny,
speak up loud, Which lied, this God or the snake?
NELSON HUNT.

Friend Macdonald, I hav neither written nor spoken on the
subject of Freethought Rince I was forced by continued bad
health to giv up the publication of my paper, the Thinker,
till I read this article this morning, when my indignation
. knew no bounds. I offer this as my excuse for writing this
Yours for universal mental liberty,
letter.
c. STOWE, M.D.

w.

CLARA, PA., Feb. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $5 to renew my subscription, and
to pay for a new subscriber, Truman A. Barnes, a Liberal
who, I hope, will be a permanent member of the TRUTH
SEEKER family. Where Mr. Barnes livs (Millport, Pa.) is a
hard place lor· orthodoxy. Sky-pilots of nearly every denomination hav tried, but all alike fail, to make converts. The
meetings are quite well attended, and the people contribute
quite freely to support the preacher, though it is mostly done
by those who do not belong to any church ; but when they
are told that sinners will go to sheol, they don't seem to
realize that it means them, and don't get scared as they
ought to to be converted.
The subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER about here were of
the mind of H. Clay Luse as regards the cartoons. Like the
Methodist girl who said, when she " found that her hoops
and jewelry was drawing her soul right down to hell, she
took them off and gave them to her sister;" so, if we don't
like the pictures, we can take them out and giv them to our
Christian friends.
An. old subscriber wants me to ask you to reprint what
was published in THE TRUTH SEEKER years ago as theCathartic creed, a sort of burlesque on the Athanasian creed.
It is a good thing to render the absurdities of the latter conspicuous.
I. L. ALLEN.
[1'he Cathartic Creed will be found on another page of this
issue.-ED. T. S.]
NATIONAL CITY, CAL., March 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In regard to my renewing my subscription
to THE TRUTH SEEKEH, I must say that as long as I liv and
can find money enough to pay for it I shall be a subscriber.
I could not possibly get along without it. My dear friend,
it is the grandest pa.per that ever was printed. It contains
absolute truth and common sense. I cannot express my appreciation of all the splendid men who write their convictions and show us the truth against ignorance and supertition. There is one man amongst all others (of course I except our great and glorious Ingersoll), that is, John Peck.
Oh, that we had thousands of such men with his brilliant
abilities I How I should like to shake him by the hand and
call him friend-not forgetting all the rest-Mr. Reynolds,
Putnam, and others. I feel very glad the Boonton superstitious idiots are ashamed of themselvs. I think, with you,
they will never bring his case up. Ignorant and superstitious as they hav proven themselvs to be, they must hav
enough sense to know the world would condemn them.
As you see by the post-office order, I hav got two more
subscribers. I hav been lending THE TRUTH SEEKER to
them, and they are like me-can't get along without it.
When my time came to renew my subscription, I said to
them: "Look here! the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER can't
afford to supply three of us on one charge; won't you subscribe with me? We can hav three copies for $7. I am
willing for vs to pay equal." The critters jumped at the
chance. I am in hopes of getting more subscribers. I will
do my best, for I am one that would like to see the truth
spread and accepted by the entire world.
Yours till death,
JAMES WoRKMAN.

RED OAK, Mo., March 13, E.M. 287.
MR. EDITOR: I hav received the first copy of your splendid paper, and I can say that I am more than pleased with
the sample. I intend to be a regular subscriber as long as I
can find the money. This place is almost petrifitd in the
rock of ignorance and faith. Almost everybody knows my
views on orthodoxy, and they do not say much to me on the
subject. They undertook to convert me by storm last fall,
but the guns of the devil, as Sam Jones says, kept them at a
safe distance. One old preacher came into my shop for a
talk. He said he never had talked with an Infidel, and he
SALINA, KAN., March 8, 1887.
wanted to hear what they could say in defense of their disME. EDITOR: Is it any wonder that. the church of Christ, belief, or against Christianity. I told him I could not say
or rather, the, Christian church, has fallen into bad repute much, but would do all I could for him. "Well," said he,
with the world's people, when the history of the church is "I will ask you a question, and, perhaps, that will lead to
so full of such incidents as the refusal of some Western min- another. Can you tell me," said he, "what makes so many
isters to pass resolutions of sympathy for the family of the different languages in the world?" I said, "I will.answer
late Henry Ward Beecher? Just because Mr. Beecher, who your question by asking you one, or, in other words, your
has for many years stood head and shoulders above the min- answer to mine will likely be my answer to yours." Said I,
isters of the United States in intellect, did not believe in that '·Can you tell me what makes so many different shades of
consoling promis of a future place of torment recorded in color in the human race?" " Oh !" said he, " that is the
the holy book, they refuse to extend sympathy to the heart- effect of climate, diet, conditions, and surroundings."
broken family in this their darkest hour. Just because Mr. "Very good," said I, "that is a good answer to your quesBeecher did not believe as they did, they are glad he is tion. One is just as much the effect of climate as the other."
dying. Just because Mr. Beecher possesses a brighter and Well, the way I got out of that bothered him. Of course he
a more progressiv mind than his fellow-preachers, they will attributed diverse languages to the old Babel lie, but I got
be glad to hear of his death. For shame. Is it any won- the start of him, and I held him down all of the time for
der that the world has become disgusted with these ranting about an hour. I got him so excited" that he took off his hat
preachers-these sky-pilots? Is it any wonder the church is and squared him"self, and preached a regular old hard-shell
losing its influence?
sermon. I listened and worked away at my bench, and once
This Chicago body of ranting sky-pilots, in their failing in a while I would giv him a shot from one of Bob's guns,
to pass resolutions of sympathy for Mrs. Beecher and family, and I never missed him, and every time he would get worse.
certainly manifested the same feeling that existed in the He said that he knew that he had a life eternal beyond the
hearts of the early persecutors of the past ages. The same grave. Said I, " Do you know positivly what is going to
feeling pervaded the heart of John Calvin when he burnt happen to-morrow?" Of course he did not. "Then if you
Servetus at the stake, also the hearts of those who nailed cannot tell one day ahead in life, h.ow can you tell what will
Jesus Christ to the cross. This same feeling will last be after death? If you do not and cannot know all on this
till every man, woman, and child is accorded the God-g1ven side of the great river that rolls between us and eternity,
right of Freethought-the ri~~:ht to free expression of one's . how can you tell what is on the farther shore? After all,"
views upon all subjects pert!lining to the past, present, and said I, " are you not mistaken? Do you think that you pasfuture.
·
1itivly know th!lt you wlll liv forevc;~r lifter you are dead?"
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Well, he said, he did not exactly know it, but he had faith
in the promis of God. Said I, " Did everything you ever
had faith in turn out just as you thought it would?"
~·Well," said he, "I am bothering you from your work, I
will talk to you some other time. Good-day." '' Good-day,
parson, call again."
One preacher who got up a big excitement here last fall
told two falsehoods about Ingersoll. He said he sat in the
vast· audience of thousands a few years ago, and heard the
greatest Infidel of the nineteenth century make his first lecture against Christianity, which you know was his lecture on
the "Gods," and he said that Ingersoll declared in that lecture that there is no God. You know he does not make any
such declaration in that lecture. Then in order to make his
truthless point, the preacher said he heard him again two or
three years after, and he used the language of this book
(holding up the Bible), "The fool hath Faid in hi.s heart,
There is no God." These assertions are both false, I am
assured. · He wanted to make a false impression on the peo. ·
pie. He wanted to make it appear that such men as Ingersoll are not capable of telling their honest thoughts, or, in
other words, that they would say a thing and then get afraid
and take it back.
S. P. WooD.
EUBANKS, KY., }'[arch 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Having been educated in Bible theology,
having embraced the Christian system and preached it for a
number of years, you may well know how hard it is for me
to giv up the Christian's hope of immortality and proniis of
eternal life. I cannot do so without being convinced that
the Christian scheme of redemption is the production of men.
I hav ever noticed and thot.ght much on the reason that so
many doctrins, creeds, and churches !Jxisted, claiming the
Bible as their teacher. I hav earnestly sought to learn
whether those differences were caused by human ignorance
of the Bible or the obscurity of Bible teaching. My hope has
been that a true knowledge of the Bible would destroy Christian sects, and that all believers in Christ would be of one
mind and one creed. I am, however, becoming discouraged
in this hope. I find a theory prevails that denominational
sectarianism is not derogatory to Bible teaching; that the
Bible is a kind of scapegoat to uphold all kinds of doctrins
to suit the mental capacity of all kinds of people. When I
turn to the book we call nature, I fiud uniformity in human
experience; and why is it the case that the Bible is so obscure as to leave the world divided about what it teaches?
Are the things of eternity of less importance than man's
short animal life in this world? Evidently there is a loose
screw somewhere in Bible theology. Whetller this loose
screw is in the Bible itself, or the brains of its profes~ors, is a
q•1estion to be settled by future developments. That the
differing sects can sustain the divinity of the Bible in their
divided condition is simply impossible. No book can claim
universal adoption that contains five or six hundred different
interpretations. If the book ever is successfully defended, a
better system of int!lrpretation will hav to be adopted, and
sectarianism nailed to the wall forever. I hav become absolutely disgusted at the sects in their abu•e of each other, and
cry against Infidelity. In my honest jud!!;m•mt, I believe
that sectarianism is doing more against the Bible than all the
outspoken Infidels in the world. All outspoken Infidels hav
ever been philanthropists, and not a class of hypocrits. They
neither hav deceived themselvs nor otllers. Bible sects hav
no certain road to heaven, and but little. charity for those
who do not embrace their creed: The result is, they '!Jecome
untrue to themselvs and others. Their creed takes the place
of true reason, and they strike at shadows like blind snakes.
The day has about passed when clerical authority can keep
the people in ignorance, and successfully meet Infidelity by
mere abuse. If the clergy ever expect to sustain the B1ble,
they must admit all it teaches, directly or indirectly. When
they are asked if the Bible teaclles or permitted polygamy,
slavery, and acts of inhumanity, Jet them admit the facts,
and not dodge behind popular prejudices with personal
abuse. If the Bible, as we hav it, is all divine, then it must
all be admitted and defended. If one writer of the Bible
was inspired, then all writers of the Bible were inspired. It
takes all the writers and what all the writers of the Bible hav
written in the Bible to make the Bible. Anything less than
what is written in the Bible would not be the Bible, but part
of the Bible. To scrap the Bible, Infidels and Bible sects
hav an equal chance for a theory. But let it be understood
by all whom it may concern, that the age of a conflict between science and reason on the one side, and the claims of
the Bible on the other, has arrived. Tlleology of all kinds
must bear the test of free discussion. The human mind must
and will be free. The superstitions of tile pc~st are lessons
written in human carnage that will find a better day. It has
ever been our opinion that the combined elements of sects,
human interpolations, and the developments of science and
history, would never destroy some marks of divinity in the
Bible. Even after the admission of all the common objections to the claims of the Bible, we still hold that as an indllctiv system, with its moral code for human conduct, it is
not all the work of men in any age. The writers of the Bible
hav all the attributes of credible witnesses, while the facts of
the Bible are corroborated by profane historians. Wilen the
question arises as to whence came man, what is he, and what
will be his future, the Bible is the most intelligent answer we
hav seen. The Bible writers seem indifferent as to tlie results of recorded facts concerning the conduct of good or evil
men. As to m>~.rks of justice and mercy in the B,ble system,
I think the Marne marks are developed in the book of nature.
If I take the book of nature to dethrone the B,ble, I sll>lll
then, for the same reasons, take the book of nature and
dethrone the God of nature, if there be one. Under all circumstances, we conclude this with the hope that free thought
and free discussion will march onward.
BAKER, M.D.

w.
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and will fight if you point your finger at her.
I named her Daisy, after my calf. I don't
go to school much in winter. It is too far
away, but I read and write at home, and we
Edited lYg Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall hav spelling-school three nights each weekmy pa and rna are old school-teachers. I like
Ri'ller, Mass., to 'whom all Communications f0'1'
to draw the best of anything. I hav drawn
this CO'T'ner should be sent.
President Cleveland and Abraham Lincoln
from their pictures. If you can send me
your picture I think I :vould try to draw it.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
I wish some of the children of the .Comer
When the night is beginning to lower,
would write to me and I'll answer their letComes a pause in the day's occupations
ters.
ELDA 8. BILLINGS.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
[Sometime when we hav some new photographs taken we will send you one.On Prairie Lands.
ED. C. C.]
The north wind sinks to whiApers low,
The sunshine drinks the melting snow,
CALISTOGA, CAL., March 20, 1887.
The wild geese hail frnm srmt.hern serts,
DEAR MISS WIXON, and other friends of the
While brown buils blust from ~tll the trees,
Corner : Please accept our heartfelt thanks
And l~trks sang lond this verY morn
for your expressions of sympathy. I hope
Where farmers plow their field• for corn,
that Walter's dear mother has long since reAnd golilen millet, rYe. and cane
covered, and that Frances's Grandpa Powers
That sweep their billows on the plain,
is quite well again.
And walnut-trees whose bnu!?hs are wet
'Tis said, "The Lord chasteneth whom he
Drop dews to rose ani! violet,
loveth." If that were so, he loves many peoThat pierce their lowly prison strands
ple a deal too much. I do not believe the
On prairie lands.
saying. It seems an unnatural way of exThe happy children haste away,
pressing love. There was a passionate man
Forbidden grounds are free to-day,
lived near where I was born, by the n~tme of
So many shades of tender green,
Fleming Wright, who seemed to believe in
Deep hidden in each low ravine,
that way of expressing his love for his wife.
Are beck'ning them to come and see,
He used to whip her,· and on one of those
And tassels on the willow-tree
occasions some of his neighbors spoke to him
Are waving now. The wild bees hum,
about it. He seemed to think it no harm to
And sheltered thickets of the plum ·
do so, and said, "I love her better every time
Are dotted with the whitest spraysI whip her."
The birthright of these waking daye.
Well, the end soon came. In a fit of chasAnd hearts are full as well as hands,
tening love he hit her on the head with a
0 n prairie lands.
heavy fire shovel and killed her. He was in
The l\1ay unbinds her banners green
jail a long time, until he was nearly blind.
IV here wary wood-birds hide between,
At last his Masonic friends got him out and
And timid rabbits crouching down
took him off, but few knew to where until
Behind the last year's tassocks brown,
many years afterward. He lived retired and
Where mother-birds may build and brood,
sad the remainder of his days in southwest
ERch grove be then a " holyrood,"
Missouri. Fleming killed one, but if it were
And not a harvest near or far
true, as some Christian people believe, the
Be sweeter than her birdlinga are.
Lord has killed many.
A thousand summer sweets hav we
But such sayings are very often untrue,
Upon this Western emerald sea,
and many who read them hav little idea of
And wise men once called "desert sands"
their logical effect. I know of no better way
These prairie lands.
than to allow others all the liberty their
Frenchtown, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
hearts may desire, ~o long as that liberty
does not injure others. Children still deCorrespondence.
pendent upon their parents should usually
CANAJOHARIE, N. Y., April 10, 1887.
obey them. Parents are not always right in
DKAR Miss WixoN: As I saw so many let- their control of the little ones, and for that
ters from boys and girls I thought I would reason should not be too exacting.
With a cheery good-bye to all the Corner
write, too. I am ten years old, and I am in
· the fourth room in school. I think the Chil- friends, I will step aside for a little while.
UNOLE JonN.
Respectfully,
<lren's Corner is very nice. I must close.
Wishing you success, I remain, your little
friend,
LAuRA BIGLow.
OHAT WITH CORRESPONDENTS.
FR\NK V. DRAPER.-Your story is keeping
NEWPORT, March 30, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I shall be eight; years for some convenient opportunity. It is all
old next May. My father is an Infidel Spirit- right.
ualist, and takes TnE TRUTH BEEKER. I read
LILLIE C.-When you write for the press,
the Children's Corner. I like it. I hav two write on the lines, with ink, and one side of
sisters and four brothers, one of my sisters is
a rapping medium. As this is .my first time the paper only. You should punctuate propI ever wrote for the Corner, I will close for erlv, and spell correctly. It is kindess to the
writer to reject some manuscripts.
this time.
Yours truly, ADDIE NosoN.
W. L. TRULL.-We sympathize with you,
OPHIR, CAL., March 31, 1887.
But be patient, and hope always
certainly.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I took notice of my
first letter in the Children's Corner, of THE for the best.
'fuuTH BEEKER, dated March the 2Gth, 1887,
MILLIE WRIGHT.-Your note received, but
and was truly delighted in reading it in priut, nothing else has come to hand as yet Posbut I am sorry to say that I noticed a mistake sibly it has been missent.
made near the head of the letter, where I
MARIE 8TEWART.--The story is received
stated that my mother sent me to my grandmother at Sacramento when I was four years and will appear in time. It is nicely written.
old. The letter in THE TRUTH BEEKER rea1is
0. B. R.-Life has its ups and downs. We
as follows: "Four months old "-instead of
"years." Dear Mis~ Wixon, if you will hav to take them as they come. Look for a
·
please correct this mistake I will be a thou- letter by and by.
sand times obliged to you, and I will ever reOw BoY.-You must laugh and grow fat.
Yours for truth and humanity.
main,
" Throw physic to the dogs."
Mus. RosA KAISER.
E. M. D.-Stick to farming.
BAN BERNARDINo, CAL., March 28, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Being a Freethinker,
Our Puzzle Box.
I will write you a letter to put in the (Jhil1.-Rli:BUS.
dren's Corner.
Dr. York has just left here. after delivering
three lectures that would hav made any Christian shake. All that heard him were well
pleased, and he had quite large audiences,
considering the number of Liberals there are
in this place. I'm sorry to say the Young
Men's Christian Association Hall isal ways full,
when they hav a lecturer. I know of several
people who hav lately turned Freethinkers
and are now taking THE TRfJ'l"H BEEKEH. All
of our folks like this paper very much, and
would be pleased to hav others do so.
I must tell you that I read " The Story
Hour" some time ago, and think it a delightWhy is this bit of ill-fortune like a man
ful little book, which it would do all children endeavoring to reduce his expenses?
good to rtad.
If this meets with your approval, I'll write
2.-EOOENTRIO OHARADE.
to you again.
Here's
cunning,
wisdom, wit combinedYour friend,
ANNIE B. GILBERT.
Deep penetration of the mind.
To solve this, too, the wlwle you need,
CEDAR LAKE, N. Y., April 2, 1887.
As from the center out we read;
DEAR AuNT SusAN: For you said I might To lPfl a substance light and rare,
call you aunt in my other letter. The snow Like oxygen or common air;
is six feet deep here in April. Can you beat A vast collection, to tl!e right,
that where you liv? When the crust is hard Of houses greets the puzzler's sight,
I slide down hill in a tin pan. I can go as Where wea1th in luxury resides,
fast as any sled. It would make you laugh Where pinching want in woe abides,
to see me go. A cousin of mine has a cat Where science beckons to her scheols,
that is almost as smart as Becky, Dinah, and Where superstition blinds her fools;
Dick in your pretty story. Her cat will get Where people sell till all is gone,
upon the sewing machine and pull the needles And then their very virtue pawn;
and pins out of the cushion and throw them And virtue gone, still in the streets
on the floor, and will go upstairs and bring The moral skeleton one meets
down what she can find that is lying around, Disguises half its shame and sin

g]hildren~s

forntr.

And all its emptiness within.
Tkeji?·st (reversed) may shed its light,
And turn to-day a final night;
But only ~nlwle our steps can guide
To shun last's evils spreading wide.
I1-win, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
3.-MAGIO PIOTURE.

YOUTH AND OLD AGE.
The two old friends together meet,
Advancing slow, with faltering feet;
Across each miPd there flashes, fleet,
A vision of the bygones sweet,
When they in blushing youth diu meet.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.-SQUABll:.
A leguminous plant.
A mineral used in pelishing.
Moderately warm.
One who makes proclamation.
A fabulous monster with many heads.
WARREN B. 0Rmi:ARD.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN 0IDLDREN1S OORNli:R
APRIL 9, 1887."
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3.-Always be systematic in your intercourse
with business men. 4.-River.

flolnmn.
Liberal Lesson Leaves.
PHYSIOAL SERIES-MATTER, ITS GENERAL NATURE, OONOLU'DED.
9. Impenetrability. By this property of
matter two ·bodies cannot occupy the same
space at the same time. If you immerse your
hand in a bucket of water, you will displace
some of the water and it will rise higher, but
the space occupied by your hand will not also
contain water at the same time; when you
withdraw your hand, the water will fill the
space again. By this method we can measure the volume or size of a body; the water
is put into a graduated vessel and the body to
be measured is then immersed in the water.
The amount of water displaced may then be
seen, and this is the same as the volume of
the body. The experiment mentioned in Article 3 also illustrates the impenetrability of
the air and water.
10. Compressibility. Compressibility is that
property of matter by virtue .of which it may
be reduced in size by pressure. Gases such
as air are most easily compressed, but all substances can be made smaller by pressure,
however hard and rigid they seem to be.
11. Inertia. This is a very important,
though purely negativ, property of matter.
By virtue of this property, matter cannot of
itself change its condition of motion or rest.
In order to effect any change, it must be
acted upon by some external force.
Stones cannot move around by themselvs ;.
trees and houses remain where they are
placed. This is simply because matter can
not set itself in motion. The earth is turning
round on its axis, and this rotation is what
causes day and night. It keeps on turning
simply because, by the property of inertia, it
is unable to stop turning. In a simil~r manner, summer and winter are caused by the
motion of the earth around the sun; the seasons succeed each other regularly because
the earth is not capable of altering its condition of motion. When a ball is thrown
through the air, it keeps on moving for a
while and would never stop unless the air or
some other thing re&isted it. It would move
on in a straight line forever if it were not
drawn to the earth by gravitation (7).
.Expmment.-Place a small smooth card

upon the forefinger of the left hand, and a
coin on the card. directly over the finger:
Giv the card a blow with a lead pencil or
with the nail of the forefinger of the right
hand. The card will fly away and the coin
will remain on the fin_ger. It may be necessary to try the experiment several times before it will succeed; the card should be thin,
smooth, and stiff. such as a visiting card.
12. Mobility. Mobility is that property of
matter by virtue of which a body may be
moved. Any body may be moved if sufficient force is applied to it.
13. Di'IJisibility. By this property of matter, bodies may be separated into parts. Paper may be torn, water sprinkled around,
wood cut into pieces, metals filed, and stones
crushed. There are many other ways of separating matter into parts, but the above will
do for examples. We know of no limit to
the divisibility of matter; but when we come
to study the molecular theory (No. 5 of this
series), we will learn that there is supposed to
be a limit by the adherents to this theory.
O~e of the best examples of the extent to
which divisibility of matter may be carried is
shown in the wearing away of coins. Coins
after several years' use show signs of loss of
metal ; try to imagin the Rize of the particles
lost each time the coin is handled!
14. Elasticity. Elasticity is that property
of matter by virtue of which it resumes its
original size or shape when the force which
altered it is removed. There are several
kinds of elasticity, according to the kind of
force applied. Elasticity developed by pressure is the only kind that is a general property of matter ; the other kinds are peculiar
to solids, and will be considered when treating of them.
Experiment.- Take a rubber balloon fllled
with air, and press it between the hands.
When the pressure is removed it will resume
its original size and shape. This experiment
illustrates both the elasticity and compressibility of the air.
15. Remarks.- We must always bear in
mind that the laws of nature are the laws of
. the changes in matter, and that these laws are
absolutely invariable and unchangeable. We
cannot even think that they hav not always
been the same, and that they will not always
remain the same. There is no uncertainty
about them, no irregularity, no perhaps, no
sometimes ; they are fixed and eternal.
All things that happen are natural. We
know of no power superior to the laws of
nature. There is no reli!tble case on record
where the laws of nature were changed, suspended, or modified in the least.
Never regard anything as supernatural because you do not understand it. Examin it,
investigate it, and you will often find that
what at first appears strange, or even supernatural, is simply the result of nature's laws,
and is what might hav been expected under
the circumstances. If everyone rel:l"arded the
unknown as supernatural and inexplicable,
there would be no advancement, no study, no
knowledge.
Remember that everything
which we now know we at one time did not
know, but had to learn it by observation and
study.
G. G. GRowER.
QUESTIONS.
Note.-Alwaya explain why you giv any answer.
Some of the answers here given are only partial.
See if you can answer the questions more completely.
1 Quest.ion. What property of mat,ter causes
b dies to fall to the earth? Answer. GravitatiOn.
2. Q. What genPml propert.ies of matter are
shown when a body falls to the earth 1 A. Gravitation and mobiJit.y.
3. Q. When a rubber ball iR dropped on the floor,
and bounces up ag~tin 1 A. Mf>bility, gravitation,
elasticitv, and impenetrability.
4. Q. When iron is filed 1 A. Divisibility, mobilitv, and o:ravitation.
·5. Q. When the hand is dipp~d into a basin of
water AO that, the water overflows? A. Mobility,
ext~nsion, impenetrability, gravitation, and diViRibilitv.
6 Q. When a window is broken by throwing a
stone through it, 1 A. Mob•lit.y, inerti·,, imp~ne
trability, divisibility, gravitation.
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IIIJttru.
At Thirty.
AN ODE.
•Twas yesterday I closed the thirtieth year
Of my exi•tence. It seems but yesterday
That it began-asleast. so tho~e hav said
Who mind that interesting circumstance.
Though I was there, ;-et I hav slipped my hold
Upon the first impresswns I received
0 f this poor weary world of woe, I think
That later o"n a slipper helped me some
To get a notion of impressions
At fonr I was a boy at school, and t.here
I learned tl) say my letter", spell. and write,
To read the Testament, wherein it sait.h
That in the days of Herod, Iring, behold
There came out "seven wise men from the East;''
And I hav wondPJ·ed from that day to this
How they got home again.
Bn t I digress.
At five I salrl my praYers, as every night
I went to bed, and said them lonrl. because
They having charge of my religions welfare
Feared else I might deceive, anct, full of sin,
Instead of praying God for grace and strength
Ask him for drums, and boots, and pocketknives.
So I became a miracle of grRce,
And took my way on every Sunday morn
To Stbbath-school, stopping upon the way
Anon to throw a furtiv stone or two
At sundry cats; again, to lick a smaller boy
Who by his conr!uct had become unpopular.
At length, with growing age, I dropped upon
The Sunday-school; the cats went unmolested by,
And it is fifteen l"ng and weary years
Since I hav had a fight. Ah, me! tllose days
W1ll come no more.
Then other years went by-years spent at
schoolIn which regardin12: schoolmarms I learned much.
The penalty for lessom badly said
Was stayinf!: after ~chool the which I liked,
The teacher being young and favored well;
And so I missed my les•ons purposely,
And I suspect she tumbled to the same.
T1mP. after that, retnrnin12: to the placeThe scene of youthful dayg and foolish dreams! met her on the street, •long which she wheeled
A baby carriage canopied o'erllead.
I interviewed t.he occupant thereof at once,
And chucked the smilin12: cherub 'neat.h the chin,
It laughed, held out its hands, and crowed,
"Dad-dad."
Quoth I: "MY smiling cherub, thou art off.
Yet who can tell us wllat I might hav been
Had chance not turned my steps a dtfferent way?
But this was years ago."
To-day I am
One score and ten. Full thirty times
My birthday hath oecurred. Yet younger men
C>tn libewise look back on their lives and say,
"Full tllirty times." Shall I feel CRuse to grieve
T!Iat they had better luck that way than I?
'Twere better bad they been abstemious.
'Tis said that when a man has reached my age,
And sttJl in lonely singleness abides,
He is before the law a bachelor.
Snell is my own estate. and I belong
To that re~pectable minority.
And there are those who saY a penal tax
SLiould be imposed on all unmarried men
Of thirty upward; against which, of course,
I k1ck. protest, and hold it most unfair
That m} hard lines should be accounted guilt.
Is it my fault that, of the hundred girls
Whom I hav known, no one hath snared me yet?
I treated all allke, and gave tllem all
The same old yarn. If all said chestnut,
I a"k again, is that my fault? Not so.
Theirs is the blame for sitting down on me
(I speak of" sitting down" in metavl•wr)
With such great force ; it is discouraging,
They might bav waited till they'd married me,
And then in fact sat on me literally,
According to due process of the law.
Ro I remain a bachelor, and write
'l'his jerky Ode. Friends of mY youth grow up,
And wed, or die, or go out West; and I
Following the established precedent,
Am left. To all old Bachelors, old i\iaids,
Spinsters and Wallflowers. the whole Grand Army
Or tbe Left, I say, I'm with yon-shake!
April 12th.
. MAN WITH A BADGEPIN,

La Roy Sunderland's Ideology.
The reason that Dr. Sunderland did not
explain "how be possessed his remarkable
power over the minds and bodies of some
persons" was because he did not know. The
reviewer in THE TnUTH SEEKER of March
26th says, "It was hoped that in 'Ideology,'
his last and chief work, he had left his secret
as a legacy to the world."
He had no "secret," for he did not know
himself. I bav performed as remarkable
cures as ever did La Roy Sunderland, but if
you would ~iv me the universe I could not
tell "how" I did them. I can relate the circumstances, describe my sensations, giv my
opinion, and that is ali.
The reason Bishop and Montague do not
explain how they perform their wonders is
because they cannot satisfactorily, for they
do not know. I hav performed far more
wonderful things than has ever been reported
of either of them, for, unlike them, I am not
led, I go myself; but if my life depended
upon it, I could not tell ''how" I do it; I
only know that I hav a desire or impulse to
do as I do, or say what I do say, and the·
result follows.
The primary cause is yet to be di8covered,
specifically detailed, and classified among the
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For as the reasonable.e~t and dog is one
sausage, so Bung and Hole IS one Barrel.
Which is used as an Ash-Barrel, descends
into the cellar, and rises again to the third
story.
It descends to the sidewalk, sitteth on the
thumb-hand side of the lamp-post, whence it
shall be dumped when the ash-cart cometh.
At whose coming all men shall close their
eyes and take no account of the dust.
And the cinders shall be sifted, and those
that are burnt shall be leached for lye, and
the unburnt cinders shall make a rousing
fire.
This is the Cathartic Faith, which unless a
man believe ardently and enthusiastically he
cannot be physicl,ed.
Bully for the Barrel, for the Bung, and for
the Bunghole ;
The Cathartic Ureed.
For the hoops are off, the heads are gone,
Whosoever shall be saved, before all things and 'tis a Barrel wit:hout ends. Amen.
it is necessary that he hold the Cathartic Hooray!
Faith.
Which Faith, except every one do keep in
a hole or on file, without doubt he shall perish perpetually.
And the Cathartic Faith is this : that we
This device is for
paper and envelconceive of a circular Triangle and a threeopes for SFcular
cornered Circle.
Unions and others.
Neither rounding the angles nor dividing
the circumference.
PRICES:
For there is one angle of the Barrel, one of
Half-note, bl'k in!r.
the Bung, and another of the Bunghole.
per quire, . .18
But the head of the Barrel, of the Bung,
Envelopes, black
inlc, per pack, .18
and the Bunghole is all one, the hoops within,
Paper or envelope•
the staves external.
with local actSuch as the Barrel is, such is the Bung,
d!'ees, 1,000, t6.00
and such is the Bunghole.
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
The Barrel is solid, the Bung solid, and the
Envelopes,4 colors.
Bunghole solid.
per pack, • .25
The Barrel liquid, the Bung liquid, and
Paper or envelopes
the Bunghole liquid.
4 colors, with local addres8, per
The Barrel gaseous, the Bung gaseous, and
1,oJOO,
• • $10.00
the Bunghole gaseous.
Address
And yet there are not three gaseouses, but
'I'he Truth Seeker.
one gaseous.
COPYRIGHTED.
As also there are not three liquids, nor
Any profit from sales will be devoted to the free
three solids, but one liquid and one solid.
distribution of Liberal literature.
So likewise the Barrel is empty, the Bung
empty, and the Bunghole empty.
And yet there are not three empties, but
one half empty.
I hav an eighty-acre farm for sale in southMinnesota, an unimproved prairie farm
So tbe Barrel is full, the Bung full, and weRt.ern
in Nobles county, the south h><lf of th~ northeast
the Bunghole full.
quarter of sect.ion 12 in t.<>wnship No. 103 of range
I owe two Liberals $300 on the tract, and w1ll
And yet there are not three fulls, but a one 42.
sell at a bargain for the sake of paying them therr
little too full.
monPY. Address
16
W. F. JAMIESON, Denver, Col.
So likewise the Barrel is. awful, the Bung
very awful, and the Bunghole awfully awful.
And yet there are not three awfuls, but o:ne
rather queer-looking, nevertheless.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
For likewise as we are compelled by geoSIJCIJ'etary of the .American Secular Union.
metrical verity to acknowledge every angle
by itself to be both Bung and Hole,
Price 10 cents.
So are we forbidden by the Cathartic religAildreRS THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.
ion to say there . be three Bungs or three
Holes.
DONE~
The Barrel is made of staves, neither
A NIHILISTIC ROMANCE.
headed nor hooped up.
The Bung is of the Barrel alone, neither By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWRKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
shaped nor fashioned, but somehow.
R. TucKER.
The Bunghole is of the Barrel and tbe Written in Prison. Suppressed by the Czar. The
Anthor Over Twenty Yearli an EXlle in SibeBung, neither bored nor cut nor punched, but
ria. Russian Edition worth $600 a Copy.
extracted.
First American Edition Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
So there is one Barrel, not three Barrels;
Reagy. An Elegant
one Bung, not three Bungs; one Bunghole,
Volume of 330
Pages.
not three Bungholes,
In cloth, $1; paPer, 75 cents.
And in this trinity none is ahead nor astern
41'1f'h•,ooo 'I'HE TRUTH RREKER.
nor abreast of another; nor as great nor as
little as another.
WORKS OF 0, B. lVHITF'ORD, lr!.D.
But the whole thrE?e angles are mysteriously what-you-may-call-it.
Christianity a Reward for Crime.
So that in all things, as is afnregaid, the
Authenticated by the Bible.
circular Triangle or the triangular Circle is to
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
10c.
be worshiped.
He therefore that will be shaved must pay
BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
the barber.
And Its Errors Exposed.
Furthermore it is necessary to prevent saliPaper, 12mo, 47 pages,
15c.
vation that he conceive rightly of the tripartite Bung.
Origin of the Christian Bible.
For the truth is that we believe, or profess
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.
to believe, that the Bung. is both Plug and
Hole.
A Masonic Vindication of Right.
Plug, of the substance of the Barrel, which
A Protest Against Persecution.
is within it, and Hole, of the substance of
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
the Bunghole, which it surrounds.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Perfect Plug and perfect Hole, of a threecornered square round shape, on pork and.
beans subsisting.
Eq11al to the Barrrel when touching the
CONTENTS:
Barrel<head, and inferior to the Bunghole
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig
when touching its Bun.gholiness.
or Fftte.-The Sa12:e and the Atheist.-'l'he Princes!
And although it be Plug and Hole, yet. it is of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowi;s. Tht
Huron i or, the Pupil of Nat.nre.-J.VIicrornell:as.neither, but a veritable Bung.
The World as it Goes.-The Blaclr anrl the White
-'\femnom
the Philosopher.-Andres Des ToucheE
Made, not by inserting the Barrel into the
at Riam.-The Stud\· of Nature.-A Conversatiot
Bunghole, but by pulling the Bunghole out of With a Ohin~•e.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure h
H•tving No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
the B<irrel;
Not by desultory aud spa~modic jerking,
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00,
but by a union of persons, and a long pull, engravings,
H'1lf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
a strong pull, and a pull altogether.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
sciences. The ignorance of the past ascribed
this power to gods, devils, angels, witches,
and spirits, as it did every effect the cause of
which could not be traced and comprehended.
The reason I never made public this
wonderful power of mine is because I could
not fully explain the cause. I thought in
1851, when it first developed so powerfully
through me, that it was caused by spirits.
When I ascertained that it was not, as I
could not tell what it was, I preferred, rather
than to be called a superstitious fanatic, to
remain silent before the public; but often, in
seclusion among friends and conscientious
strangers, hav exercised this power, which
persons who are living will testify to the
truth of my statements.
Barre, MaRs.
Eu,A E. GIBSoN.

Our Flag Above the Cross

Eighty- !ore Farm.

THE NEW GOD.

WHAT'S TO HE

VOLT AIRE'S ROMANCES

oR,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of· an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
!lis pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is inst sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attentiv while the truth is being brought
to his miud.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

GOD AND HIS BOOK.
THE BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT

AND WHAT IS ITP
By SALADIN, editor of the London "Seoula~
Review."
fssued in six parts .. Four parts now ready. Price
25 cents each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

IJ:IIJ:LE rtiYTI-IS
AND

THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work 1s to }Joint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to sllow that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origm and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalist.lc study of the ChriHtian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Su,,
1 vol. Svo. Cloth, About 600 pages.

Price,

$~.:;o.

Paine Vinfiicate~ !
'-o-

A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks

upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
.A Fabricated .Aooount of a Scene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
Address

78pp. Price 15 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ECONOMIC

EQUlTIES~

A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF lNDUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
ExoHANGE.
By J. K.lNGALLB, author of" Social Wealth.'
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. W. I!'OOTE.
Price,

Bi~le

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Temperance:

LIQ.UOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.
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Ingel'soll's- W"orks.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 25 7
meets every Sunday in InduRtrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate a

The Gods. . Paper, 50 cUI ; cloth, $1.
In five lectures comprismg, "The Gods"
''Humboldt,". "·Thoma~ Paine," "Individuaiity," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

Contents·: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Independence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
'"The Grant Banqueh" "The ltev. Alexander
' Olark,'' "The Past .tttses before Me Like a
Dre·am,",and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

THE

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 P~
per, 25 cents.
The · l:bristian Religion. By R. G.

Truth See~Der Annual

1

Ingerso!J., Judge Jeremian S. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. -Paper, 50 cents :•cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

II

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large,.clear type, and containing as much .as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary ,documen_t.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
'

~rt~~hinkt~n' ~lmattar,
1887.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San li'ranotscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen' 25 copies,, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

<E. M. 287.)

";:,tiu!'!',I<;L'S MOD.tatN HOUSES"

+UHTI) + ILLU$TRATIOU$. +

I

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert_ G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

I

Address ou the tJ1vit Ri~hts Bill.
Large stze octavo, paper, 10 cents.
lngersoll'z; Lectures Uom plete.

PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,

Bouno;i in -one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr•.Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1I300
pall'es,. which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

rributes.

There hav been so many

ll.pplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea~ toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for l5cts.

5
17

29
30
34

Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law·s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A Story. By Si Slokum,

I

_Prose Poems aud Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every re-

37

92

THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILCING PLAN ASSO'N,
94

BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
moth, !1.25.
For Bale at _this Offins

W. S B -;LL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
15 CENTS_
PRICE,
It is a Rtunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LlBER"flY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks fot• your excellent and useful
di•course.-Jarries Parton.
I am mnch ple,se<l with V'lllr address, and will
notice it in Mrt••.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pftmphlet of 36 P>tges. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-'fhe
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENT:'!.
The number of heads under which yon hav
divtded tile subject lllatter of the pamphl~t, aud
the concise mH.nner 111 wlu_cll each pomt 1s !1-tBcu•sed, should b•HnglllY culllmeuded. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending "AntiProhtbnion "to the constderatwn of every persnn
wllo is interested, not only lll the cause of temperance, but in the principles of s.,lf governmeut.J. J. McCabe.

Inerersoll's Tributes,
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of 1\'J:r. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heaVY toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated'border, large clear type, suitable for framing., _TI:ie titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at 11arry Miller's Grave.
The price oJ'these h@l etofore has been $UJO. We
offer them now at FIF'l'EEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFT': CENTS. Mailed secur@
:from b _fakage. Address THE TllUTH SEEKER
IS Lafayette PI,, New York.

l~fEjji

OF OlJR

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Phtl.a. Recvra
This Book is not a Book l It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vienna News. Price, 50 centa.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

NEW YORK:

The BiDle Analyzed.
BY

.John R. Neho, A.M.

of Colonel lngPrsoll.

From Tradition to Reason.

THE

CIVILIZATION.

life,- price, $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should hav them.

TRAVELS IN FADTH

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

98

The Busts of Voltaire, i'aine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

panel, 10!'X17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40.
cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of pamting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the necceosary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plain directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young the greatest amnsemeut, it is more than a
~oy. 1t is, in fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs fat· Residences (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawmgs and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Padua) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, POSTPAID, ON BEOEIPT OF PBIOE 1 $1,
Address

CONVENTIONAL

spect. In factt one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," .never be~
fore published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help tt serve this
purp<;>s~\ a fine steel portrait, with autograph
fac simile, hitS been prepared especially for tt.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and stde, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50·; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisttly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Photo~raphs

o. S,

(Just Publtshea, Julv 1, 1886) CONTAINS:

Vindication of 'l'twmas l:'aine from

1

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonneto written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

SJOCBAL.

WEALTH.

FREE'I'HOUGHT :NOVELS.

Factnrs and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement ~nd Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

Tlle Heathf'ns of the H Mth. A finely

CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief review of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitahsm; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Ownership ; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Procluctiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economw Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, n<'t Remedies ; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion,

E·s:eter Hall. " One of the most excit-

The

So~

Price. Clodt, $1
Addre~~

oo.

'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,

28Lafayette Place, New York.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For RalA at thtR offios.

written Radical romance. B-~ Wm. McDonnell 1
author of Exeter Hall, FamilY Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.
ing romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N:Itthanif'l Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability, Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

TlHl Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. - By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its ab~olute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are· portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked dejl'ree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Mtss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoughtranks.'' Pdce,
- $1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one bas labored fm
OB,
human advancement, and how the other haP
MEN OF Busnuss WHo DID SOMETHING BESIDES always opposed it.
MAKINO MoNEY.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fat
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
$3. We wish that the friends of Freetbought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
BY JAMES PARTON.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-Tbe Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errora of the Bible.-ThG
Prophecies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible,-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo. ~33 N> RplAnilidly exeont~ ~-- Ben l
hv m._iJ. no•t nR-id. PriM. 13 00.

SACRED MYSTERIES
AMONO THE

Ma}Rt>

H•c Quiches 11,500
Years _Ago.

and

ORIGIN OF 'J'H:E BIBLICAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
lllustra ted.
Price, $2.50.
For Sale at this office.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS~
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
Tile Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lnfayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss _Gnl"flener are for sale
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; wttb autog-raph, ODe.

HERE AND THERE
IN YUCATAN.

Miscellanies by AuoE D. LE PLONGEON
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
Practical Experience with Poultry.
Palaces and Modern
By GEo. l\1. DAVENPORT. This is a little bookCities."
a pamphlet of 32 wPll-filled pages. costing only

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egll'· It is
are standard.
well called "practical," for we find notbm~ tlllPric.,,
- $1.21').
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and tur,wrsj
TH'Ii: 'l'RTITH SEEKER.
.\ddress
are particularly discussed and their economica
. 28 Lafayette PlR~P. NA-... vn~1<
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints abont keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addi twn to
the poultry literat,nre of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
OR,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The Secret of the East,

Tbta Origin of the f'hristian Religion
REPLY
and the Significance of its
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
Rise and Decline.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this omce.

By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·s
Historical misstatements.
Prtc.. tllotb, Sl.; Paper, 30 {lent••

Price, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 LafaYette Place

THE

Fatb~rs

of Our RrpubUc:

Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
:Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A onua
CongreRA of the American Sec·uJar Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 18, 1!l86.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.

Addres
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THE 0HnER0r U(1 HliJ.l Aj TI oN• I

IV. Pr~e;n.Jgn~W.Il.J:~s iJI:O.ttl~~-for a. F~ir Trial.
V. Dawn of CreatiOn. An Answer to Mr. Glad-.
..{ Dtscu.•swn Between
stone. BY Albert Re~e, D.D.
Gladst,ont'
HuxiC)'
Muller
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. BY Prof. T. H.
.
.
UNDER the recently amended marriage law
n
'ttl
'
Huxley.
.
THE more orthodox the church the more zeal'
Lt·" t on,
... el'. e.
VII. A Protest and a Plea, BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lm- ously it. defended slavery, and the more heterodox
of this state a marriage performed by a Jew- On the Con1hct between GenesiS and Geology.
. _ton
.
.
the sect the more it has been in favor of human
ish rabbi is not legal, and the authorities hav
CONTENTS:
This IB a new book and con tamP thelatestdiscns- f d
t
· t tl •t h · .
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, B:rHon. sion on the mistakes of Moses. _The names of the, ree om, ll;"d he more P 6 ~ 818 en Y ~
!ls ?onrefused to register such marriages. The law
W. E. Gladstone.
.
. ! participants are a guarantee oflts able charP.cter.l tended agamst the fell and mhuman mst1tutwn.
will hav to be changed or rabbis must be 1 II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter-,
Price,paper,secents; cloth,75 cents.
-D. M. Bennett,
·
praters of Nature, By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
·
·
·
classed as '' ministers of the gospel."
ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER
IN all the sports of children, were 1t only m
1
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl., New :wrk
their wanton breakages and defacements, yon
THE body of the young
~~~~~~~~~~iJI.il
shall
a creativfeels
in
woman.murdered in Rahf
stinct.discern
The manikin
that he is a born man, that
way, N.J., a month ago
his vocation is to work.
was buried Sunday unThe choicest present' yon
identified.
make him is a. tool, be it
knife or pen-ll'un, for conDR. LYMAN ABBOTT
struction' or· destruction,
either way it is for wo.rlr,
preached in Plymouth
for chan!l'e. In gregarious
church last Sunday. The
sports of skill or ·strength
seats were not so full as
the boy trains himself· to
when Beecher occupied
co-operation, for war or
peace, as governor or gov.
the pulpit.
erned, The little maid,
again, provident, of her
THE local authorities at
domestic destiny, takes with
Washington revi~ed an
preference to dolls.-darancient Sunday law and
Zl/le's Sartor Resartus.
put it in force last SunTHlll orthodox system, a.s
day, closing all stores,
interpreted by Mr. Moody
saloons, and other places
an d most evangelical
of lJUsiness.
preachers, teaches that
"conversion "blots out the
IN the case of John Arpenalty of a life of sin, that
ensdorf, charged with the
the blood of Christ cleanses
from all sin, so that the
murder of the Rev. Geo.
convert, though made such
C. Haddock, of Sioux
in the last hour of a sinful
City, Iowa, the jury dislife, goes to heaven. In
agreed, standing eleven
short, that no matte1· what
the life has been, he may be
for acquittal and one for
converted and go to heaven.
conviction.
Now the practical result of
this teaching is that many
A Fillli of incendiary
persons, believing it, are
origin on the 17th burnt
content to liv on in sin and
out the New Yorkl!'l' Zei..
gratify their evil desires,
counting upon escaping the
tung, part oft he Morning
penalty by a late conver0,~\t ••
Journal, and several ofsion. We all know this is
fices in the Tribune buildso, and we know that snob
ing. The proprietors of
persons answer their anx.
ions
friends by saying,
the Zeitung think that the
ABRAM AND HIS SON ISHMAEL.
"Oh,
I mean to be conAnarchists set the fire.
And Abram was fourverted before I die.'.' This
And Hagar bare Abram a son; and Abram called his son's name, which Hagar bare, Ishmael.
doctrin is a palpable enscore and six.-Gen. xvi, 15, 16.
NEW YoRK liquor-dealcouragement for continuers who kept their places
ance in evil doing, and
open last Sunday did so at the imminent risk
thumb and fingor, he looked at it in a peculiar thousands of persons sin on under the impression
manner and exclaimed, ' Gracious! how my ter- that they will repent in time to save themselvs
of being arrested. One hundrerl and fifty-six
from perdition.-Rev. W. L. Chaffin.
backer has growed !'"
arrests were made, including Justus Schwab,
WHEN astronomy was young "the morning stars
the Socialist. This unwonterl activity of the
A DISCOURAGED PREACHER.
aang- together for joy," and the planets were
NEBRASKA deacon (to minister): "There is con"If there ain't 11. chang-e in the relig-ion~ world guided in their conr•es by celestial hands. Now,
police comes from Mayor Hewitt's orders to aiderable talk of putting- pennies in circulation, as
hav the Sunday law enforced. A repeal of many think we ought t.o hav a smai'er coin than a pretty soon, I'm going to throw down the gospel the harmony of the stars has resolved itself in to
and takA up the grubbing-hoe," remarked a.n old
the law is likely to follow its strict enforce- nickel." Minister: "Is ~hat the sense of the busi- man yester<lay. "I hav rid a circuit for forty gravitation according to the inverse squares of the
ment.
nPss community?·' Deacon:" I know very little odd years, and I'm treated worse now than when distances, aud the orbits of the planets are deducIble from the laws of the forces which allow a
, about the busines• community, but it seems to be I first ber;ran."
schoolboy's stone to break a window. The lightAFTER a few days of spring weather, New the sense of the congregation."
•· Wh&t is your cause of complaint, parson 1" ning waR the angel of the Lord, but it has pleased
York. had a snowstorm last Monday.
"_'THlll ills_w_e hav in this worl~, my dea~ friend," askPd a b:vstauder.
provideuce, in these modern times. that science
"MY recent cause is one what flakes all others," should make it the humble mesRenger of man, and
A FRENOEI steamship company brings Ita!- · sa1d the mm1•ter at the bedside of a s1ck man,
answered
the
circuit
rider,
wiping
a
drop
of
water
we know that every flash that ehimmers about
ian immigrants from Naples to this P 0 rt for "_are largely due to ourselvs. We hav no more
· nght to defy the laws of nature than those of from the end of his peaked noaa with the sleeve of the horizon on a summer's evening is determined
$12 per head.
j divine providence. ~~~.what do von attribute his brown jeans coat. "I hav preached a good by ascertainable conditions, and that its direction
HrGH license has been lost to New York by · :ronr prese:"t lllne;s?
I ~aught cold while bemg deal here in Little Rock, and until recently. it had and brightness might, if our knowledge of them
Immersed m thenver," rephed theswkman feebly. allers been my belief that if a man could pull were great enough, hav been calculated.-Hux!ev'a
. ,
.
.
Governor Hills veto of the b1ll, which passed ;
through here he could pull through anywhere. Origin of Species.
both houses of the legislature.
· "PRAY read m:v hand," he said, with a smile,
But I was blind wron!l'. Yesterday I went in the
"You believe that your God is to be propitiated
As they sat in the parlor bright,
/ Gum LICk district, where I had an appomtment to
IT is reported that Andrew Carnegie, the "And I will read yours; it will serve to while
I preach in the school-house. When I got there I or thanked, or whatever you like to call it, by a
The moments away to night."
found old man Wiggles, a hardshell Baptist, had few apples and pears, and a bunch or two of cornmillionaire Socialist, is shortly to be married
·
d
· 1·
h
ed
got in ahead of me. I went in without any ill and hops? Hermione, my wife, what has come to
to an estimable young lady of this city.
She took h1s han , and 1ts mess e scann ,
f r
· t a· t
·t
n h
t th
h
Then wide she opened her eyes :
ee mg, m en mg o Wal un 1 e yeo
roug ' your reasoning facultities1" said Rich a--d "What
Mm•. SARAH E. HowE, of the woman's bank "You're in Jove, 1 see, with a girl," said she,
when I would muster my congregatiOn and t~ke it would be as well if it came to yours, Richard-a
in Boston, has run away with from $50,000 to
"About my age and size.
the field. After a while he got through preachmg little humility and a little faith," she an11wered
and announced that sacrament would be taken tartly. "If you are humble, dear, what is that
$75,000. This is not Mrs. Howe's first de- "You've loved her long, and your love is strong,
when the boy got back from the still house. 'My which pretends to teach you T" he said. "A body
cation.
The lines of your hand disclose,
congregation use whisky instead of wine,• he went of men declaring themselvs infallible-the posseson, 'and Arkinsaw corn bread instead of your sors of etern a! and immutable truth, affirming an
MA Yon HEWITT has decided that Sunday is And you'd ask her to be your wife, but I see
That you're afraid to propose.
wheat fixens.' Just then the boy arrived and the intimate acquaintance with the secret counsels of
a secular day of rest, and that therefore the
old man took the cob stopper from the black God, to use their own phraseology-and the map"But you need not fear, for •tis written here,"
keeping of other days as Sabbaths does not
chunk bottle, and began to pour out the whisky. pers out of heaven and hell, as if they had been
The maiden fair went on.
Now if there is anything that strikes me natural it over all with a measuring tape, and all qua.rreling
giv any person the right to do business on As the palm she scanned, ''to ask her hand,
is whisky, and thinking that I could preach better among themselvs, and none of them knowing so
Sunday.
For her heart is already won."
after being warmed up a little, I went up to the much as we others of the world around them in
Then
the
youth
proposed,
and
with
cheek
THE Rev. Justin D. Fulton said in a lecture
rose table and reached out for the bottle, when the old which they liv. Do you not see that you are being
hued,
traded on through your very virtues? that your
man looked at me and said:
last Sunday that he believed the words
She answered, "Yes," with a smile,
humility is the pabulum of their insolence 1 Your
"'Ain't you a Methodist?'
"rum, Romanism, and rebellion," were put And a season of osculation ensued
faith bolsters up their presumptuous assertions
"'Yes, sir.'
In regular Down East style. -Boston Courter.
into Burchard's mouth by God to defeat
'"Don't you know that we don't allow the and makes their monstrous falsehood possible.Blaine who, if elected, would hav been a tool
THE following story is contributed to our col- Methodists to commune with nsT Do you take this Mrs. Linton's Under Which Lord.
of the Catholic church.
umn of " Odds and Ends" by an esteemed corre- place for a free lunch counter, eh 1 No, sir, if you
I BELIEVE in the gospel of cheerfulness, the gosspondent: One evening, not long since, Uncle are not a customer of the Lord you cannot eat pel of good nature, the gospel of good healt-h.
A GUN larger than any hitherto produced is John D. got off the following: "In the early -days and drink here.'
Let us pay some attention to our bodies. Take
"'I've got a right to the table,' I said,' and I'll care of our bodies and our souls will take care of
now under construction by Krupp, of Ger- of this country (northern Indiana) the settlers
help
myself.'.
hereabouts
made
logging-bees
for
the
purpose
of
many. It is 5~ feet long, and weighs 315,themselvs. Good health ! And I believe the time
"'Tech that bottle and I'll lift you.'
rolling and carrying the logs together in great
000 pounds. Its lightest projectile will weigh heaps, preparatory to burning and clearing off
'"I grabbed the bottle, and the old man struck will come when the public thought will be so great
1,632 pounds, and will be propelled by 1,070 the land. At such times the settler would invite me with. a. pone of corn bread and knocked me and grand that it will be looked upon as infamous
to perpetuate disease. I believe the time will come
pounds of prismatic brown powder.
fifteen or twenty hands, and they would usually down. Then somebody kicked me, and all hands when man will not fill the future with consumphav a lively time. Once, when I was a lad about drug me out.''
tion and insanity, I believe the time will come
WALT WHITMAN, the poet, lectured in New fifteen years old, my father had a logging-bee. I
"You got into a nest of close communionists, when we will study ourselvs, and nuderstand the
York on the 14th. His subject was "Abra- guess he had about twenty hands. Everything did you T" asked the bystanders.
laws of health, and then we will say we are under
"Ruther like it. Why, them fallers would obligation to put the flags of health upon the
ham Lincoln." The lecture netted him nearly went off in good shape, and at noon, when dinner
snatch a piece of bread from Jabob and tear the cheeks of our children. Even if I got to heaven,
was
announced,
we
all
made
a
rush
for
the
house.
$200. In the evening he held a reception at
Uncle Dave Martin (who, by the way, was a saving bosom outer Abraham's shirt. No, sir; until there
the Westminster Hotel, which many literary kind of man) had put a fresh chew of tobacco in is more freedom in church I shan't renew my con- and had a harp, I would hate to look back upon my
children and grandchildren and see them diseased,
people attended. Whitman is 67 years old, his month just before dinner was called, and, not nections. Where can a fellow get a. two pound deformed, crazed-all sufferi~g the penalties of
wishing to throw it away, he walked to one of the hoe1"-LUtle Rocle, Arle., Gazette.
and not in vigorous health.
crimes I had committed.-Jnoersoll.
rear corners of the house, and taking out his quid
THE remains of President Lincoln and Mrs. he carefully laid it on the end of one of the logs.
Lincoln were last week removed from their Then he proceeded to the front of the house to
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
HISTORY
resting-place in the cemetery at Springfield, prepare for dinner. Some of the men noticed him
Jay his tobacco up, and, thinking to hav a joke on
OF THB
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
Ill., and interred in Oak Ridge cemetery out- Uncle Dave, they each walked up and added their
side the city. The coffin of Mr. Lincoln was 'cud' to his, which increased it in bulk till it was
INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMENT
By L. R. SMI1'B.
opened, and those who knew him in life said half as large as a man·s fist. After dinner Uncle
OC Europe.
that the features were readily recognizable. Dave walked out 11.nd, proceeding to where he had Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, • Price, 10 cents. By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
laid his tobacco, was about to pick it up when he
. It is twenty-two years since Lincoln was noticed its enormous growth. He divined the
Published and for sale by
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $6
buried.
joke at once, and, finally ta.kina- it up between hie
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I AN evangelist named Forrest has been him a full hand," and believes that by means
an ~· tpptngs. making things lively in San Francisco, says I' of it he" can win every time." The Epiecopa================= former
the He1'ald. He uses the vocabulary of his Hans are the people who'' do the prayer act,"
profession, that of a gambler, to ex- and the clergymen who are given to a white
1/f

"Do you know young man," he said, solemnly, " that the constant use of whisky
eventually destroys the will power?" "No
sir," replied the youth, incredulously, "it inMABBAOHUSETTB has a high license bill press the charms of religion withal, and if . necktie are stigmatized as " fine-haired creases the will power. I heard a man say
pending in her legislature. Last week it his lnnguage lacks grace, it certainly has Jducks." The Christian religion has sunk last Sunday morning, as he found a side door
passed to a third reading in the House by a· force. He declares that the Lord has " dealt very low in making use of a tool like Forrest. locked, that he proposed to hav a drink if he
had to try every saloon
two-thirds vote.
from Harlem Bridge to
THE Pennsylvania
Sandy Hook, and he
Railroad Company hav
meant it, too. Talk about
adopted what are called
will power ! "
vestibule cars to be run
IT is said that the
as a limited train between
finances of Dr. Mchere and Uhicago. The
Glynn's old chm·ch are
vestibule is a sort of hood
almost hopelessly in arbuilt over the platform in
rears, and many of the
such a way that the cars
parishioners vow they
are connected so as to
will never put their
form a continuous aparthands into their pockets
ment.
until Dr. McGlynn is reA LETTER from Ruinstated.
dolph Schnaubelt, the
PRESIDENT BAYLES of
alleged thrower of the
the Board of Health has
Haymarket bomb, has
decided to record marbeen received in Chicago.
riages performed by Jew.
It is dated, " Christiana,
ish rabbis, although the
Norway, March, 1887."
statute does not include
The fugitiv denies throwrabbis among those auing the bomb, but intithorized to officiate at
mates that he is sorry he
weddings. He argues
did not do it, and that he
that the record of the
only left because he knew
health department is stait was not safe for him in
tistical rather than legal,
Chicago.
and that therefore all
marriages should be reSoME of the Knights of
corded.
Labor wish to boycott
the New York Sun beSAID Dr. John Hall
cause of its utterances on
last Sunday : " It i s
the labor question. Tyclaimed by some men
pographical Union No. 6
that man has risen from
declines to concur, and
a state of savagery.
holds that so long as the
There is not one atom of
Sun pays the union scale
scientific evidence to jusof wages the union can
tify such a belief. There
hav no quarrel with it,
never was a barbarous
liberty of the press being
race which raised itself.
something which labor is
Others think that man is
not org1.1nized to supa development from lowpress.
er orders of life. We
hav no proof of such deTHE editor of a friendly
velopment."
Yet Dr.
paper recently proposed
John Hall stands in the
that a testimonial should
front row of Christian
be raised for John Swinteachers l
ton by all his acquaintances in the journalistic
A SPEOIAI. meeting of
ranks subscribing a dolProtestant ministers was
lar. Mr. Swinton declines
held in Montreal on the
to receive any money so
19th to protest against
contributed, as whenever
the bill now before the
his paper fails to remuQuebec legislature pronerate him he can earn
posing to place crucimoney elsewhere with
fixes in all courts of law
his pen. John Swinton's
for the p u r p o s e of
is the best of the labor
strengthening the oaths
journals.
of witnesses. A petition
was drafted, to be preTowARD the support of
sented to the legislativ
St. Catherine's hospital
council, protesting
the city has for some time
against the bill because
past contributed $3,000
it is a serious outrage
a year. In 1886 the
upon the religious con
amount was increased by
victions of Protestants
the legislature to $4,000,
,,1
If the Protestants were
but the board of esticonsistent, they would
mate, forgetting this, apaffix also to their petition
propriated only $3,000.
a protest against the
The hospital will sue for
presence of the Bible in
the balance of $1,000.
the courts as a serious
This is a clear case of a
-~
-~-=-outrage upon the religbeggar suing his beneious convictions of FreeA VISITOR FROM ROME. SHALL WE LET HIM IN?
factor because the annual
thinkers.
contribution was scant.
I

~OJtS

i
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A DAILY paper says: ·'Mr. Courtlandt
Palmer, president of the Nineteenth Century
Club, will be on his nativ heath again within
two or three weeks, and will officiate as
chairman at the next meeting 0f the club, relieving Mr. Daniel G. Thompson, who has
done such excellent service as acting president during the winter. The Nineteenth
Century is a great and useful institution, and
accomplishes many good things both for

society and literature. Ten years ago one
could not find, either in New York or Boston, or in any other American city, such a
gathering of people eminent in society, in
business, the learned professions, and the fine
arts, as that which assembled last Wednesday
evening at the American Art Galleries to listen to Col. F. W. Higginson's address on
'The Positivn of Literature in a Republic.'
Colonel Higginson took an optimistic view of

~~~]~~

--

I

the· influence of republics on literature, and
Tn~ ~outh Carolina supreme co~rt has filed
Mr. Brander Matthews agreed with him in the 1 a decisiOn to the effect that a roamed woman
main. Mr. Lathrop took the opposit view,! cannot mortgage her separate estate for the
and, as Mr. Matthews remarked, it was debts of her husband or any other person.
lucky that Colonel Higginson divided his! THE Chicago Living C 1w1'cl! prints that Father
subject into heads, because this enabled his Maguire said to his congregation: "On next
disputant to follow the old Irish rule, Sunday the funeral of A. B. will be held in
'Wherever you see a head, hit it l'" The this church. I shall preach a f~meral se=mon
Society of Humanity has recently heard from on the occasion, and the man himself Will be
Mr. Palmer in a way agreeable to its treasurer. here-the first time in twenty years."
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'REV. DR. jONES's REPORT CONTINUED.-REVIVALISMS j
, MOODY AND SANKEY.

II.
When a congregation loses its interest in divine
things, and begins to disintegrate and scatter, some
of the members, who do not understand the reason
why, start the project of a revival, and Moody and
Sankey, perhaps, are called in to work a miracle of
grace by their peculiar method of anecdotes and
singing. After they finish their engagement, and receive their pay, the congregation relapses into its
former indifference and spiritual deadness, only
intensified. Moody has told his stories, and Sankey
has sung his songs, for the hundredth time, and they
need no study to bring out of their treasury things
new as well as old. But the regular pastor, who
studies laboriously and conscientiously year in and
year out to build up his people in their most holy
faith, does not, and cannot, preach sensational sermons like the evangelistic knights errant who go
prancing around in their heavenly armor among the
churches, and make the house of God a circus for
their evening performances at so much money a week,
or a month, or by the job. These extemporaneous,
thunder-storm revivals of religion are like the excitement produced on a laboring man in the harvest
:field by drinking liquor-it raises his physical energy
above par, and enables him to do more work for the
time being; but when the effect is over, and· by the
eternal law of action and reaction, he must go down
as much below par as the liquor had raised him above
it, and so nothing is gained in the long run.
At a private conference of ministers, which I was
invlt~ d to attend, called to consider the whole subject
of re"Vivalism, and to solve the question whether they
were of any permanent value to the church, I was
impressed by the remarks of the venerable Dr. M.,
whose praise is in all the churches as a man of deep
piety and wisdom. He directed the attention of
the brethren to the notorious and suspicious fact,
commented on and joked about by the secular and
Infidel papers, that all the revivalists become rich in
their vocation. " Mr. Moody," said he, " who began
his career comparativly penniless, has become wealthy.
Sankey, his alter ego, is rich. The Salvation Army
in England is rich, made so by the gifts of churchmen
who would scorn to be seen at one of their meetings,
but who hav a secret hope that the Salvationist converts from among the masses may ultimately be
brought into the congregations of the established
church in such numbers as to justify its claim to be
the church of the great majority of the English people, instead of a minority, as is now the case. Booth,
the leader of that movement, during his late visit to
this country, received-so the papers say-a donation
of more than seven thousand dollars-of course from
a woman-to erect salvation barracks, and promote
the cause generally in England. See how the
churches in Chicago, and other cities, giv money and
presents without stint to tho~e religious mountebanks,
Sam Jones and Sam Small ! All these men, like the
priest and Levite of old, pass by on the other side of
the country congregations, whose pastors preach the
gospel on starvation wages, as if the souls of the
rustics were not as worthy of salvation as the souls
of those who crowd into large cities. The reason is
there is no money, but only souls, to be found in the
rural districts. The women preachers, too, all, of
course, revivalists, find that it pays them to leave
their husbands and families at home in the care of
other people, and devote themselvs to the profitable
business of revivalism. The life of a pastor, especially in the country, is rather monotonous and humdrum, but the revivalist is in a constant state of
pleasurable change and excitement, going from field
to field as the bee goes from flower to flower in quest
of honey, admired, worshiped by the women, and
treated by all as if they were embassadors extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary from the court of
ht?aven, sent to perform miracles of grace among
mortals. Their discourses, although to themselvs as
stale and tasteless as a thrice-chewed quid <?f tobacco,
are new and fresh to their constantly changing audiences, and under the magnetic influences which any
large crowd imparts to a speaker, they say their
pieces over, dwelling on the emphatic parts, and thus
produce the desired effect.
"There is an important lesson in these facts, my
brethren," continued the venerable sage, "although I
must confess that it seems to enure to the benefit of
the Infidels. It is that religion, in what is considered
by so many superficial thinkers as its best form,
revivalism, consists simply in emotion; that it has no
relationship whatever either to sound morals, sound
doctrins, or to reason; that it flourishes best among
the ignorant and impulsiv class, like the negroes of
of the South; and that under its abnormal excitement Christian people are willing to contribute liberally of their time and money in order to enjoy it.
Settle Moody, or any of the rest of the genus, which
has so many species, over an intelligent congregation,

and in six months, after he had preached over all his Infidels take when they advocate their plausible doccommonplace exhortations-! will not call them ser- trin of natural morality; but it is not the doctrin of
mons-he would become like an old thread-bare coat, the New Testament. Paul's doctrin is that we are
and ·be requested to leave for a new :field of effort. justified before God, and saved, not by good works,
Brethren, we hav entirely too much of what is called but by faith in Jesus Christ." These remarks, which
preaching. One good sermon on the Sabbath, full of were all that my memory could retain, were weighty,
instruction, and such as an intelligent pastor can pre- to say the least, and seemed to be listened to by the
pare in a week, is as much as any man ought to brethren with marked attention, as if they were well
preach, or any congregation can digest and assimilate. worth pondering.
:MR. BEECHER.
All over one acts on the mind of an audience like a
Everywhere I went on my mission of observation I
new wad in a boy's pop-gun, it drives out the last,
and leaves the gun empty. Ask an intelligent saw the slimy trail of Mr. Beecher's teaching and
church-goer, I will not say on Thursday, but on example. He has the finest talent for blending the
Monday morning, before the rush and roar of the false with the true in the compromise with error, so
world's business has begun, to giv you the text of as to deceive the very elect of God, of any man in
either sermon heard on the preceding Sabbath, with modem times. This is seen in his great effort, by a
some of the ideas elaborated in them, and the failure series of sermons, to make the new doctrin of evoluto answer would satisfy you that the sermons had no tion, which is really but a vamping up of the old
more effect than is produced by throwing water on theory announced in the " Vestiges of Creation,"
a duck's back. No; as a person, to enjoy bodily thirty years ago, consistent with the Christian relighealth, must hav regular and moderate habits of eat- ion. Mr. Beecher knows that the belief which of all
in/!, sleeping, and laboring, so a Christian must be others is most fundamentally essential to the revealed
fed m,oderately and statedly so that the spiritual food scheme of salvation by Christ is the belief that God
imparted can be digested and distributed to every created man upright; and that man, instead of propart of the spiJ:itual being. Gormandizers all over ceeding onward and upward from this high and fair
the country allow their morbid appetites to make beginning to a yet higher and fairer standing, fell,
them swallow three times as much food as the stom- and sank into a morally lost and degraded condition;
ach can possibly dispose of. The consequence is, and that out of this arose the necessity for the disthat, in due time, the powers of digestion rebel pensation of the recove1·y and restoration which
against the outrage practiced on them, and when the forms the entire burden of God's revealed message to
man drops into a premature grave, the doctors man in the Bible. If, according to the evolution
smooth the case over by saying that the victim of theory, man began his existence at the lowest rung of
folly has died of heart trouble, or Bright's disease of the ladder, and has ever since been slowly climbing
the kidneys, instead of saying the truth, that he gor- upward, the advent of Christ as the second Adam to
mandized himself to death. Now this excess of restore man from the ruins of the first, is simply a
preaching and praying, and the exhaustiJ]g labors of meaningless anomaly. The whole scheme of the gosthe Sunday-school, are religious gormandizing, and pel is unnecessru·y and absurd ; for man is not a
instead of making the Sabbath a day of rest and fallen creature, but is better cff in every respect toprofit to all, make it a day of the hardest and most day than he was in the Garden of Eden. There is no
unprofitable kind of work. My idea of religion, use of blinking the fact that by this theory our
formed after a long life of experience and observation, ancestors, remote to be sure, before they rose to the
is that it is a steady and gradual growth of knowledge dignity of the quadrumana, were androgynous, and
concerning the relations we sustain to the universe, monotrematous, with tails a yard long, roosting in
showing itself in a consistent life; and although re- trees; and that from this low condition they gradvivalism is popular, and I fear will be, for the same ually emerged, through the slow lapse of thousands
reason that people love intoxicating liquor, it does of years, till they assumed the human form. If there
be an inherent power in the principle of evolution to
the church no permanent good, but harm.
"The fact ought to stamp these red-hot revivals of produce such results as we see embodied in the charreligion as suspicious, that, during what Estlem to be acter of a Newton, or a Bacon, what is the use of the
the most wonderful outpourings of the holy spirit, gospel, of the church, and of the means of grace'
and displays of religious zeal and devotion, the very Let us abolish the whole of them as superfluous, and
leaders, who are envied by the common Christian for appropriate the millions of money which they cost to
the intensity of their piety, and the closeness of other and wiser purposes, and trust to nature for
their walk with God, may be living in fornication and further progress. Let us remove the pulpits from
adultery, and be concocting and committing the most our churches, and quit the ntmsense of preaching
atrocious crimes. This was proved last year by the Christ and him crucified ; put platforms in their
great revivalist woman-preacher, Mrs.. Molloy, who, places, where the scientists will lecture on a universe
with her adopted daughter, was living in concubinage without a creator and governor, and teach the people
with Graham, a convict, whom she got pardoned out that all religion is superstition; that matter, the
of the penitentiary because he was good-looking, and earth, is full of the leaven of creation, and works like
who was ultimately taken from prison and lynched, it, in producing all the phenomena we see. Mr.
by the people of Missouri, for having murdered his Beecher, whatever else we must say of him, is a man
wife, and pitched her body into an unused well on of mind, and knows that the evolution hypothesis,
Mrs. Molloy's farm. That sentiment which we call although dressed up in saintly verbiage, is as deadly
religion, both in its origin, its definition, and in the in its opposition to the gospel as :fire is to water.
way it allows its possessors to act in life, seems, A.nd as it is the waters of the ocean flowing down
increasingly, to me, to be a profound mystery. Mrs. through ihe crevices of the earth to the fires beneath
Molloy had the confidence of Brother Colfax, who, that produce eru:thquakes and cataclysms which overyou know, was a very pious man. She had been the throw cities in swift destruct~on, so this Darwinian
means of converting hundreds of sinners, thus epideruic among the scientists, and among the clergy
strengthening many of the churches in the West; who are fascinated by their ·specious arguments, is
and at no time in her career was she more zealous bound to produce terrible results. The loose, slipand successful in the work of saving souls than when shod disciplin of Congregationalism has no net with
the curtain was drawn aside and exhibited her and meshes small enough to catch such a heretic as
Cora Lee as joint pru·amours of Graham, and accom- Beecher. But our Southern brethren, with their
plices with him in the murder of Mrs. Graham! Clu- superior system of Presbyterianism, foresaw the danverius, who was hanged at Richmond for murdering ger when Professor Woodrow began to poison his
his own cousin, whom he had seduced under promis theological students by familiarizing them with the
of marriage, was a pious and devoted member a b c of evolutionism, and nipped the heresy in the
of the Baptist church, who was continually sing- bud by decapitating the teacher.
Mr. Beecher's example in the department of morals
ing evangelical hymns during the whole of his
imprisonment, and before. But his religion, glowing is as injurious as his public teaching in the pulpit.
as it was, had no effect in making him a just and A clergyman's character must be above suspicion if
honorable man. Titus, also, the janitor of the Meth- he would command the confidence of the people and
odist college in New Jersey, who was convicted of do good. When the Beecher-Tilton scandal broke
the murder of Tillie Smith, and sentenced to be out, and ultimated in a court trial, the religious comhung, was a member in full communion of the Meth- munity was shocked, for Mr. Beecher occupied a
odist church, and, like Cluverius, was fond of singing larger space in the public eye than any other pastor
devotional hymns; but his religion. had no effect at in the country. To say nothing of the proof adduced
all in preventing him from being a rapist and a mur- on the trial, the confessions of guilt, though not pro
derer. It is argued by the Infidels, and, I admit, forma, were so strong that no person in the whole
fairly, too, that such facts as these prove that the country, if he went by his judgment., could entertain
sentiment of religion, in itself considered, is a dan- the least doubt on the subject. The terms of that
gerous one to society; and unless we Christians can confession-" living on the ragged edge," to "step
giv some rule, or standard, by which the public, who down and out"-hav become incorporated into the
are so liable to be deceived, can tell the genuin from ·common speech, and are in all men's mouths. The
the counterfeit thing, the assertion of the Infidels jury in the case failing to agree on a verdict, there
will be taken as true. But, as Paul says, ' we are in was only one course for Mr. Beecher to pursue, and
a strait betwixt two.' If we make religion to consist that was to retire from the ministry. If he were conin zeal and emotion, we are confronted by the histor- scious of guilt., he would at least save his own selfical fact that the bloodiest persecutors were the most respect by such a course; and if he were conscious of
religious; and that the in tensest revivalism, and the innocence, he could wait for the providence of God
mos~ glowing individual piety, may consist with for- to clear him of the charge. But the Christian public,
nication, adultery, rape, and murder. If we repudi- feeling the weight of the blow given to religion by
ate this definition, and make religion to contist only such a man's misconduct, with an insanity unprein a good moral life, this .is the very ground that cedented, concluded that the best way was to main-
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tain his innocence, and swear him through in dpfiance
of all the -evidencE>, legal and moral; and l.Hr. Beecher
took .the advice of his false friends, and persisted in
preaching. No arithmetic can calculate the damage
done by this po;icy ; in the first placE>, to l.Hr. Beecbu
himself, for, when the New York Sun c:mtPIDptuously
and savagely hurls its javelin into one side, and Archbishop Corrigan sends a poisoned arrow into the
other, Beecher takes it as if he felt he deserved it.
Had he·acknowledged his fault at the first like a man,
and. retired from the pulpit, as his best friends advised, all generous persons, admiring his honest.y,
would hav condoned his offense. King David, in
morals, would bav sha'red the i"'nominy of Judas
Iscariot iu trPachE>ry had he not ";;uccu~bed to the
preaching of N,ttban, the prophet, and confessed bi::;
sin. And the American people would hav listened to
Beecher as a lecturer on literary and scientific sub
ject"', and made his vocation as such as profitable as
a pastor's Falary, had he Ret the example of manli
ness, and left the pnlpit forever; because, right m·
wrong, men and women are dil"posed to be merciful
in all affairs of the hPart, while they will not tolerate
a man in the pulpit who rebukes others for sins which
he himself commits. Then, in the second place, hi~
exemption from punishment has emboldened other
clergymen of strong amatory propensities to avail
themselvs of the chanceR which the weakness of so
many church women afford, to do as Mt·. Beecher
did, with the expectation that when detected and
proved guilty, they will be treated by their congre
gations and the religious public as if snch cffenseR
were mere peccadilloes, and not worth making a fuss
about. We bav a glaring illustration of this in the
case of the Rev. l\lr. Downes, of Boston, who, although universally believed to be an auulterer, still
preaches the gospel to Christ.ian people, while hundred;; of the unconverted would flock to his church
on the Sabbath, not to be edified by his godly instl'Uctions, but to see how J:e gets along in carrying such
a load of sin and shame as b.:i does. Thus religion
receives a deadly wound in the house of its friends.

the air gained entrance to the left ventricle, it became this book, which refuted many of the cherished- state-.
the vital spirits. The function of the veins was to ments of the Greek and Arab writers, the spirit of a
carry blood to the extremitiee.
bold reformer <'an be plainly discerned. Previous to
The errors of Erasistratus were left unrefuted until this time, in 1530, he travPled to Italy in company
the time of Galen. (A.D. 131-200), who, in turn, held with Quintaiue, father confessor to Charles V., and
many erroneous views regarqing the circulation. here, associating with anti-trinitarians, .be was
Galen proved that the arteries are blood vessels, and strengthened in his doubts regatding the orthodox
to do this he resorted to vivisections. We will ask teaching, On his return he took the liberty to vil"it
him to speak for, :himself. He says :
Oecolamp!tdius, a Swiss reformer living in Basle, and
There nre certain persons who offer to prove that the Bucer, of Strasburg, to whom be communicated his
arteries do not contain hlood. vet never test their assertion scruples. These Protestants, however, instead of reby vivi~ections. A teacher or'this sort having asserted his futing his arguments, denounced him as a heretic,
ability to show that the aorta is always empty. and not dem- loaded him with insults and ignominy, and warned
omtrating the. fact, was exhorted to do so hv a number of
ambitions young men who had provirlerl animals for the pur- all Christian teachers to shun him as a dangerous foe.
pose. At first he refnRPd to comply with their request uLless Hated by both religious parties, and misrepresented
snilably rewarded, whereupon they placed befon• him a by officious enemies, Servetus decided to prochtim
1 hou~and denarii as an inducement to prove his assertion.
his views to the world. and, accordingly, in 1531. pubAfter mncl1 prevarication, wht>n urged to proceed by ~<II lished his work, "De Erroribus •rrinitatibm~." After
pre~ent. he took the scalpel ailfl bel!an by making an inciRion
in the lt>ft ~ide of the chest, where he imagined the artery many persecutions he isf'Ufd, in 1553, another thee •.
could be expos•·d ; but such was his want of anatomi<'al logical work with the title, •' De Christianisimi Resti"kill that he cut dirt-ctly down upon the bone. One of hi>< tutio." Servetus was now in great danger, and the
associates, however, having opened through the inter... osta\ (eeling against him wa~ so strong- that seven years
sp~ce~, he, ag-ain procePding, injur<?d in the first place tht>
artt-ry and afterward the vein. The young men who had previous to this time, Calvin, when writing to his
deposited the money with the spt>ctators, now laughing at. friend Vi ret, threatened the heretic with death.*
him, undertook tlw experiment themselvs. Tbey rli~secterl Tired of persecution and weary of life, Servetus un1 hrough the intercostal spaces, as they bad been previouRly
suspecting-ly entered Geneva, where be hoped, among
taught by me, in such a way as not to injure the vesseb; the independent Swisf', to find a refuge and pass his
>Lnd without delay surround eel. the artery with two ligatures;
one at its point of departure from the heart and t!Je other days in peace. He was immediately apprehended,
where it re;ts upon the spine, just as these boastful teacher" and, at the instigation of Calvin, thirty-eight articles
had promist>d to do, in order Ulat when the animal was dead of accusation were drawn up against him; he was
one. might see, from so much of the vessel as lay btJtween the tried before a council of sixt.y; the trial lasted three
ligature,., whether or not the artery was t-mpty of bloo(l.
But when it was found not to be empty, they declared tlta days, and the verdict was that of guilt. The senten<e
an inchion mugt hav been made in it at the time of applying was a heavy fine and death by slow torturing- fireEO.
the ligature, as if some other individual. and not the teachers On the twent.y-seventh day of October, 1553, an
themsel vs, had promised the dernon6tration.
anxious and f'Xcited mob might hav been seen passiT g
Galen declared that the pulEe was the dilation of out of the old Swiss city of Geneva. A't the bead I.Jf
the artery caused by the contraction of the heart. the procession, and securely placed between files of
He erroneously taught that the purpose of respira- ·armed men, stood a Fcholar paRt forty years of age
tion was to allow the air to enter the lungs, where it who was soon to be offered as a living sacrifice to the
cooled the blood. This theory was held even as late fu.natieism of the time. A neighboring hill was soon
as the last century by the so-called father of modern reached, and here the. excited populace halted ; a
physiology, Albrecht von Haller. Galen also taught Etake was planted firmly in the ground, and to this
that foramina existed in the inter-ventricular septum the victim was securely fasteu.ed; fagot.s were
lllichael St>I'Vt·tns, Jll.D.
of the heart., that the arterial blood nourished organs placed around his feet, and on these were piled all
From. the I •Wa State .lleaicn! RPporter.
of a delicate texture such as the lungs, while the the copies of his works which could be collected; the
In the annals of the Christian church and in the venous blood nourished the grosser organs such as torch was then applied, and the Roul of. Michael Serhistory of our art., the name of lHicbael Servetus oc- the liver.
vetus went up in agony to its maker amid the ribald
cupies a place of equal prominence but not of equal
Another of the ancients, although not properly a jests and blasphemy of the pPople of that, wicked city.
respect. By the eeclesiastical historian, he is still physician, who seems to bav had an obscure view of After reflecting on this horrible sin, it is edifying to
regarded as a mocking blasphemer whose chief crime the circulation, was Nemesius, who was bishop of turn to a recent theological work and read the folwas a denial of the triune God; by the historian of Emissa, a Syrian city, at the end of the fourth century. lowing:
medicin he is looked upon as a great scientific discov- He lived durin![ the reign of Theodosius and wrote
On tbe twentv-seventh of October, 1853, Servetns had been
erer who opened a path for progress in medicin which his work'' De Natura Hominis," in which a curious dead three hundred years. The people of Geneva went up
previously, although not entirely unexplored, was passage occurs which would indicate that he possessed to Chappel. the hillside where the ashes nf Servetus harl been
but little understood. The former can see in him some knowledge of the circulation. This is the more strewn, and observed tbe day before the Lord, honoring
toleration and liberty of conscience, and bPgl!.'ing
only a fierce heretic>, while the latter views him as a noteworthy since Bishop Fell, the editor of the Christian
forgivness, in the name of the old council, respecting Sermartyr to the cause of science and the victim of the Oxford edition of that work, was a bitter enemy of vetus, even though he wa~ guilty of transgression. But to
religious fanaticism of the age. It is more than William Harvey, whose great discovery be attempted Calvin . . . was deereed a statue before the cathedral of
probable that the truth lies between these two ex- to show was anticipated by Nemesius. Following is St. Peter's" (Piper, Lives of the Leaders of Our ()burch
Universal).
tremes, and it will be my endeavor to giv in this the passage which has been translated by Freind:
article a candid and impartial account of the life, disIn the book of Servetus, " The Restitution of
The motion of the pulse takes its rise from the heart, and
covery, and fate of this unfortunate man. 1.\'Iy mate- chiefly from the left ventricle of it; the artery is with great Christianity," is contained the first account of the
rials hav been drawn mainly from foreign authors, vehemence dilated and contracted, by ·a sort of constant lesser circulation; it states in plain and unmistakable
and necessarily so, since, up to the present time, no harmony and order. While it is dilated, it draws the thinner language that the blood is sent by the contraction of
part of tbe blood from the next veins, the exhalation or the heart from the right ventricle through the pulcomplete history of medicin has appeared in our lan- vapor
of which blood is made the aliment for the vital spirit.
guage. The discovery which bas rendered the name But, while it is contracted, it exhales .whatever fumes it monary artery to the lungs, where it is changed in
of Servetus immortal was that of the lesser circula- has throul!,'h the whole body, and by secret passages. So color from dark to red, and is thence returned to the
tion, and in order the better t.o appreciate his contri· that the heart throws out wb:ottever is fuliginous, through the left side of the heart. Contrary to the teaching of
Galen, it declared the lungs, and not the liver, to be
bulion to science it will be well to review the doctrins mouth ancl nose by expiration.
Upon this single slender proof does Fell attribute the seat of sanguification. Such was the diacovery
of the movement of the blood which were held previthe great discovery of the circulation to Nemesius, made by this unfortunate heretic_
ous to his time.
'fVaterloo, Iowa.
J. M. BALL, Jn., M.D.
Among the ancient f'chools of medicin, the Alexan· and although it may be allowed that the latter had a
drian U uiversity was the most important. The war- little insight into the circulation fifteen hundred
•·' Servetus cupit hue venire, ~ed a me accersitus. Ego
rior whose name it b::~ars conceivecJ, in the year 332 :years ago, yet it was so imperfect that he neithe1·
B.C., the grand idea of founding a city upon the banks comprehended it himself nor made it understood by antem nunquam com mitt am, ut fidem meam eaten us obstrictam habeat. Jam enim constitutum habeo, si veniat, nunof the Nile which should be a model of architectural any who followed him.
quam pati, ut salvtls !'XPat"
The man who above all others destroyed the
beauty, a center of intellectual life, and a lasting
[Translation of Calvin'8 Jetter to Viret: "Servetns desires
monument to his own greatness a·;:;d magnificence. anatomical errors of the ancients was Andreas to come hither, hut waR invited by me. I thPrefore can do
Connected with this school was a library of Sf'ven Vesalius, of Brussels. This wonderful anatomist, notbinl!,', since hitherto he has had my friendship. Yet I bav
if IH~ comes,, that he shall not be allowed to dehundred thousand volumes, a botanical and zoolog- before he athdned the age of thirty, had written the determined,
part uninjured."]
ical garden, an astronomical observatory, a chemical most complete, accuratE', and the best illustrated
laboratory, and a room for the dissection of the dead. work upon anatomy that had ever been seen. The
Detroit Aldermen Discuss Cllnrclt Tnxation.
It was here that those great anatomists of antiquity, illustrations were designed by Stephan van Calcar,
From tii.P. Detroll, .lfioh., E<'··Pe.NP. ..s.
Erasistratus and Herophilus, taught the science of and the best engravers cut them in wood to adorn
Alderman Amos iotrorlnced a resolution setting forth that
organization from actual dissections. It bas even that massiv old folio which was published in Basle
been asserted that one of them, Herophilus, did not in the year 1543. Vesa!ius in the ''CorporisHumaui the Prohibitory amenrlment, if atlopterl, wonltl curtail a
scruple to employ his scalpel upon the bodies of liv- Fabrica" declares that no apertures exist in the inter- large amount of taxes anrl 1destroy a large amount of taxable
·
r>roperty, anrl aq the chttrC t pr.1perty in D~troit is valued at
ing criminals, but this tradition, which was believed ventricuI ar sept.um, an d , m this manner, the greatest
of
Galen's
errors
was
corrected
and
a
long
step
waR
upward of $3.000.000 and p<\ys no taxes, the representativs
by the fathers of the church. is not alluded to by any
of Detroit in the legislature sho•1ld be reqnested to vote for
contemporary writer, and Celsuf', who is the first to taken toward the discovery of the cireulation. Such, the passage of the Grenell bill, repealing the 1aw exempting
mention it, speaks of it as a doubt.ful fact. It is not then, iR a remme of the knowledge of the ancient~:~ church property from taxation. Alderman Amos BpO\{e at
impossible to believe, however, as Renouard remarks, upon this subject, and now we must turn to the sub- considerable lenl!'th in behalf of his resolution, and was folthat men bav occasionally lived who were so lest to ject of this sketch.
lowed by Ald·-rman Mcintyre, who said there were chnrches
the sentiments of humanity as to be willing to deSHvetus, whose Spanish name was Miguel Servede, .which di<l not altogether favor the Prohibitory amen•lment,
liver into the han<h of the anatomists living criminals, was born in the year 1509 at Villanueva in Arragon. and that the resolntion woultl be unj<Bt. He hoped it would
in the vain hope that among the bleeding.. ent.rails and But little is known of his early life; it is certain, bow- be indefinit ly postponed. Altlerman J,wob favored the resoin the heaving thorax they might find thesecret of ever, that he was educated in jurisprudP.nce and the- Jnt.ion. Aili<'rmau Frank Smilh tlenounced it as an Infidel
ology at the University of Toulouse. He made the nwaqure and sai1l Alderman Arnl)~ wnnl<l do well to attend
life.
· t
d th f th
f th h
h h'
· · 1 to his b•Lr anrl not mecld!H with n!Iairs he knew nothing
Erasistrat.uR gave names to the Ruricles of the heart, scrip
ures an
e a ers o
e c urc
1>'~ pnnCJpa Hbout. AldernH\n Gilmore f~vored the re~olut.ion. He S'1id
named the tricuRpid valve, recogr:1ized the use of the Rt.udy, and it was at this time that a foundation was he harl a! .val'S been a clturcl!.going m•trt an<! wa~ willing to
trachea as the tube which convf'ys air to the lungs, laid for the heresy which, in later years, was to cost pay hiR Rhare of the tax•·R ott tile cl111rch lw a< tends. Alderman AtnnB daimerl that the iaxHtion of clturcheR wo<Jltl be a
declared that the veinR are blood. vessels and that the him his life.
In his twenty-Rixth year we find him in Paris en- ~nod thing forthem; that it wout<l infn~enew lifeanrl e"t'rl!'y
arteries were air-vessels. He believed tbttt the pur· th t d
f
d' ·
· t
h
into \he work of the churches and ph1.C•l t!Jem upon a bustpose of respiration was to fill the arteries with air; gage d . m
e s u y o me ICI~ ; m wo y~ars e was ne~s basis.
_
the air distended the artPries, made them beat, and lecturmg to the students, and m a short ttme he pubThe resolution was defeated on a vote of 12 to 11, adJournin this manner the pulse was produced. When once lished a work on syrups and·their medicinal uses. In ment following.
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better than I expected in the beginning. On Mon- pie, but we do ask fairness ; that what we say shall
day I had the pleasure of a lunch with Mr. A. T. be rightly given; that competent reporters shall be
Dewey, of the Pacific Rural Press, who is inclined sent to our meetings, and not those whose lack of
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
to look at theology from a business point of view, justice or reason makes them a disgrace to journalSAMUEL P. PUTNA.M• Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. and judge its merits by its results; W. W. McKaig, ism, who seek to curry favor with the powers that be
OaA.RLES ECKIIAJU>, Treas..
- - 28 Lafayette Pl., New York. formerly a Presbyterian clergyman, and not altogether by detestable lying. In many a newspaper office the
E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
E. A. STEVENS, Chair. Fin. Com., - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. al~enated from metaphysical ideas, but progressiv priest is rampant still.
I am indebted to our Spiritualist friend, Miss
w1thal; N. E. Boyd, a Unitarian minister, who broke
with his so called liberal sect because he could not Frost, for her earnest efforts in behalf of the lectures.
News and Notes.
call himself a· Christian, being of the Radical and She believes in two worlds, but with plenty of emSunday, April lOth, after the storm, was a bright Free Religious order; Mr. Vander Naillen a Theos- phasis on this, for reform and humanity.
I was pleased to meet with H. L. Knight, one of
and blustering day. They do hav winds here in ophist, who sees good in everything, a tra'nscendenCalifornia, and one, and even two overcoats do not talist in every fiber of his body, who interprets all our old workers on the Pacific coast, and who still
come amiss. However, you get used to a high phenomena by the "wisdom of God;" Mr. Evans, keeps in the harness with undaunted zeal. Also M.
breez~ on the Pacific coast, and enjoys it placidly. 1\Ir. Schow, and others. And it will thus be seen S. W ahrhaftig, editor of J'he People, a lively little
My fnend Karl Broneer took me over the Piedmont that we had quite a varied intellectual affair as well sheet for reform, that dares to be true, and seeks not
hills on Sunday morning. The view of San Fran- as bodily entertainment, and for an hour or' two we ecclesiastical favor.
I had a pleasant call and chat at the office of the
cisco, the Golden Gates, the distant sea, the bay, the plit the universe through all sorts of transformations
islands, the fields and mountains, is magnificent. that the alembic of human thought can shape. It Golden Gate, which, taking in all worlds, makes a
Oakland, the Athens of the Pacific shore, is at your was a tussle between logic and imagination. The good fight for this. I was at the office of the Jewish
feet, elegant and delightful, while the queenly city logic was invincible, but the imagination was uncon- 'l'imes, and was sorry not to catch the editor in,
against the sun bright sky looks forth from her querable, and so "the conflict of ages" was not over Samuel Kats, who is a liberal-minded man, and his
bights over the immensity of waters that from far when the material repast came to an end-and I paper is a fine exponent of radical Jewish thought
·
and near bring to her riches. The throne of this guess it will continue so long as the heart and brain and of Secularism.
Many thanks are due our friend, H. vV. Taust., who
fair metropolis is secure. She rules the Pacific and of man come in contact with reality by profound difall its waves bring wealth and splendor to her gates. fe:ences of temperament. Only we hope that all did such hard work for the success of our meetings,
In the afternoon, my genial hosts, Mr. and Mrs. will eat as peaceably at the same table as we did and and without his earnestness and perseverance the
Schow, made arrangements with a few friends for a not burn each other at the stake by way of argu- main elements of the enterprise would hav been
lacking.
picnic on the shores of Lake Men-it, which is one of ment.
R. R. Swain is one of the old and prosperous citthe pleasure resorts of the people of Oakland on Sun- . A fair audience was present in the evening, and I
day, and it presents quite a gala appearance with a discussed the labor problem from the standpoint of izens of San Francisco, but he has not lost the l"pirit
hundred boats skimming over its bosom. 'It is a Freethougbt, showing the relation of political affairs of humanity in the rush of business. His genc:-rous
bea~tiful sheet of water, just on the verge of the city, to the matter, and that first of all, before anything contribution of nearly a third of the expenses was the
flowmg from the sea, and enllircled by picturesque really useful could be accomplished, the state must solid material without which our flag must hav
H. Eastman and W. H.
scenery of _hill and. w_ood a_nd stately villas. I sup- be secularized. The functions of the state must be dropped its colors.
pose our pwus Chnst1an fnends don't like to hav so strictly limited in order that political machinery may Ray also aided by their contributions, and hav always
much fun a-going outside the churches as there is on be used for the benefit of labor. Only a little could been ready to do their share in the work of Liberalthis lake, but they can't help themselvs. The world be done, but that little should be well done. Dr. ism. A few more such and we would hav a splendid
moves. They hav no Sunday Jaws in California, and York was present, and added greatly to the interest Secular Union in this city.
Dr. G. C. Hoadly is another veteran campaigner
one can take ull the comfort he desires in the open of the meeting by his dramatic eloquence. He is a
air. So we ~ad an attractiv Liberal assembly, with live speaker, just the one our Eastern friends need to who is not afraid to be in the van of the fight.
the good thmgs of this world for sacrament. We stir them up, so that feeling may prevail as well as _ John Beaumont, Silas Sa vern, J. N. Johnson from
had our pictures taken, and without doubt the conn- thought. Dr. York has by no means lost his Meth- sixty to a hundred miles away, came to the lectures;
terfeit presentment will go down to posterity. Mr. odist momentum. In it, however shines the clear also J. B. N unneley, of Temple, Texas, and A. S.
and Mrs. Karl Broneer, Mr. Thomas Arper, whose thought, and logic triumphs while fancy glows. I Blair, of Galveston, gave us a good shake of the
contributions are sometimes in THE TRUTH SEEKER want all Liberal friends to make arrangements to hand, and thus we felt the electric thrill of lands afar
columns, Miss Lily ~per, Mr. and Mrs. AlbertArper, secure the services of Dr. York. He will stir their where the torch of freedom burns. So we turn to
other fields with fresh hope. The world must adGeorge Arper, Manus Dahlgren, who has painted heart and pulses to nobler endeavor.
some lovely pictures of California scenery, Mr. Merts, . My friend T. F. Haggerty, of the ·Tucker-Anarch- vance by Freethought, and so we bide our time.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown, and Mrs. Reguin, of San Fran- 1st school, wanted to reply to some of my assertions The heaven of humanity only comes by strenuous
cisco, and others, together with the little folk, Enna, on the ~ses o~ the state, and so it was arranged to toil.
To-day we go to San Jose, and a happy time we
Carl, and Dolly Jane Broneer, and Alice and Mabel hav a d1scusswn on Wednesday evening in connecCarpenter, etc., constituted our independent church tion with my lecture on "The Ideal Rep~blic." An expect in that beautiful valley, where our banners hav
with " sermons in stones, and good in everything.': audie_nce of several hundred was present on that so often floated, and our friends gathered. We shall
A sail on the lake, with a spanking breeze that sent occaswn. I stated the Secular position and the lecture at San Jose April 17th and 24th; at Liverus twelve knots an hour, added to the refreshing political doctrin of Spencer-that the ~tate was more, April 21st and 22d; at Petaluma and Ukiah,
exercises of the day, and gave good momentum for primarily a police force and therefore must be limited but the dates are not yet fixed; at Stockton, May 1st
our evening's work. Homeward from nature's feast in ~t~ functions and use. It must be separated from and 8th; at Napa City, May 3d, 4th, and 5th; at
we took a good square meal at friend Healke's who' rehgwn and t_heology, and all ecclesiastical influence, Sacramento, l\fay 15th and 22d; and 1 hope to lectwi~h all his family? Mrs. Healke and the daughter~ ~nd stand Simply for equal rights and impartial ure in Merced, Modesto, Chico, etc., and Grass ValMtss Clara and M1ss Laura, and the twins, whose hberty. Mr. Haggerty's main assumption in opposi- ley, if time permits. I expect to be at Ashland,
names, Theodore Ingersoll and Albert Paine, show tion to my affirmation of the benefit of a Secular Oregon, about June 5th, and Talent, June 12th; and
under what good stars they hav been born, belongs state was that the state is the source of all crime · Jacksonville, Eugene, Portland, Salem, Silverton,
to the front ranks of our grand army. We were therefore if the state ceased to be, crime will cease t~ Astoria, Corvallis, Forest Grove, etc., etc., during
pleased to me~t at the festival board Mr. Henry be, and there will remain no -justification for the ex- June and part of July, and then push on to Seattle,
Krause, who wmged the happy hours with merry istence of a state. I denied JHr. Haggerty's state- Victoria, etc., and from thence eastward by way of
music. Thus we had cheerful impulse for our sec- ment. I admitted that the state, at present, was the Pendleton, ~aker City, Emmettsville, Boise City,
ond lecture.
source of much crime because of its ecclesiastical and Salt Lake C1ty, etc. I expect to find a grand LibSAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
We were greeted by a much larger audience-than religious character. Make the state secular and it eral host along this line.
Oakland, Gal., Aprill5, 1887.
at our first lecture, and therefore we hav good hopes would no longer, as now, be the source of crime. I
for the future. But the battle at this point is by no also affirmed that much of crime finds its source in
means an easy one. There is much indifference. the individl!al. Its motiv is entirely personal, and
Oakland is a city of churches. Wealth and fashion therefore a JUst and well administered state is necesMr. Reynolds in Michigan.
side with the orthodox party. Money-making is the sary to repress these crimes. Crime is and so far as
BELDING, April 3.-0n my arrival here, I found
chief thing. But few are stanch enough to stand by we can see, a:Jways will be in human soci~ty, and it that most energetic young couple, Mr. and 1\.:Irs. S.
their colors. But we hav found enough who hav mu.st be pumshed, not _by mob law,_ but by the orderly F. Webster, who in heart, mind, soul, and spirit are
made our way bright with their enthusiasm and de- actw~ of the commumty. As cnme decreases, the· united in self. sacrificing devotion to the cause of
v~tion, who, seeing s?~ething of the grandeur of functwn of the s~ate decreases. When crime is at Liberalism, had made all arrangements for eight lectLiberal thought, are w1lhng to labor for it although an end, the state 1s at an end. Persuasion takes the ures-three in Belding, two in Saranac, one in Gratthe reward is but small, as the world goes.' I feel at place of f?.rce. All government is attractiv and tan, and two in Greenville.
home amid such comradeship. The generous hospi- ~oral. Cooperation i&. voluntar;r. The individual
To accomplish this, 1\.:Ir. Webster being station
tality of JHr. and Mrs. Schow has given me a place of ~~ supreme, but f1·atern1ty flows m deeper, grander agent, his wife performed all his duties-telegraph
rest that makes patience for all the ills of an unfavor- hdes than. ever. ~II _for each-each for all-this will operator, express agent, ticket agent ; received and
able campaign. The flowers are in front of my win- b~ the. mighty prmc~ple ?f human progress. The delivered freight, and performed all the responsible
dow, the lilies and the roses, and the palm-tree over d_tscusswn was atte~t~vly hstened to, and the exposi- and arduous labors pertaining to station masters, bethem. The face of Ingersoll looks at me from the bon of ~ecula~ pohtws as opposed to "Christian" sides looking after her home and the wants of her
wall, and the monument of Bennett. There are w~s recei~e.d w1th warm ~~;pproval. Dr. York closed two little children, so that her husband could go
beautiful pictures, and elegant books that contain the with a bnlhant plea for th1s world, for all the knowl- away and make the necessary arrangements for the
jewels of Freethought, and so I hav those surround- edge and hope that is possible to man in the exercise lectures.
ings which giv the best of life and infuse glory into of his ~omplet? faculties. ¥iss Florence May ~mith
1\.:Iy good friend the president of the Belding Libour work. Mrs. Broneer is a granddaughter of Ab- and Mts._.Jenme Clar~ furmshed_ excellent mus1c for era! Society, Mr. Wm. Knott, was absent on a tour
ner Kneeland, and has all his ardor for reform, and the occas10n a~d received a cord1al welcome.
West, but his good wife and son Willie gave me royal
So the meetmg was a good. succe~s. Some advance entertainment. It makes life worth living to find
memories of his heroic life. Also, Wallace Hug ban
is of the chivalry of the Secular hosts from across w_as made.. But S~n FranCisco,_ hke New York, is a young men like Willie Knott, reared by Infidel parthe waters, where he has been with Holyoake, Brad- difficult pomt. It 1s a commerCial city. There is a ents, doing jul3tice to their instructions· honest
lau~h, Southwell, etc.; and it was a delight indeed to const~nt strugg~e for wealth and position. There is faithful, temperate, industrious, of bright int~lligence;
stnke hands with so gallant a soldier
a whirl _of exCite~ent. . To reach a p~ople in a an earnest worker for Liberalism, and the fearless,
metropohs hk? th1s reqmres large advertising. We outspoken opponent of superstition, by all beloved
In the worlu's broad field of battle
In the bivouac of life.
'
had not the smews of war. Our means were small, and respected. What a glorious reputation such
So the bow of promis shines over Oakland min- but t~ey were used to the best extent, and there were young men giv to the silly falsehood that "Infidelity
gling with the luster of i_ts hills, its thousand' flow- four ~lmes as many present at the last lecture as at inculcates vice and crime, and there is no virtue only
d
t~e first. O?e thmg, _however, excites my indigna- as combined with Chrit:~tianity !''
ers, an g 1ittering waters that bring music from the twn-the_ unJust and mcorrect reports of the daily 1 I had large and enthusiastic crowds at each of the
golden Orient.
h h
Monday and Wednesday evening we continued the press, w lC are unworthy the dignity of a great three lectures at Belding, the largest crowd of all at
campaign in San Francisco with fair results much newspaper. We do ~ot .ask the ~dvocacy of our the last lecture. Tbis is very discouraging to our
,
. cause by the press, whwh 1s for a miscellaneous peo- Christian friends, their largest attendance amounting

·w.

I
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to only a corporal's guard. The Belding Liberal Society has made steady advancement during the year
of its organization, and the impetus received by the
lectures will enable it to continue to gain in numbers,
strength, any influence.
GRATTAN, the home of Converse Close.-! had the
honor of a brief interview with the heroic representativ Liberal, Converse Close, who for nigh fifteen
years has been an invalid, confined to his room, every
few days suffering terribly-scarce a month that he
is not brought face to face with death, so that his
friends think the end has come-yet ever cheerful,
calm, resigned. During the little, brief intervals between paroxysms of pain he has done very effectiv
work in writing for the Liberal press, and to individuals, in behalf of the gospel of humanity, seeking to
pluck hate and fear from the human heart and in
their stead impart some of the love, gentleness, and
hope of his own. No man in the county is more
highly respected, or possesses to an equal degree the
love and confidence of the entire community. He
has proved that the truths of Secularism that hav
embellished his life are amply sufficient to rob death
and the grave of all terror. If he were a Christian,
the religious papers would teem with accounts of his
wondrous fortitude and serenity under such longcontinued affliction, and claim it was possible only
through the especial sustaining power of Jesus.
Converse Close knows nor needs a savior. He livs a
life of justice and benevolence, and, although an
invalid, he makes opportunities to help promote the
happiness of others. And his brave and noble wife,
whose whole life is devoted to ministering to him in
his afflictions, shares the joys of Liberalism with
him. I had good attendance at the church at Grattan, and hope the effort will expedite the formation
of a Liberal society there.
C. B. REYNOLD3.

That Yil-litor from Rome.
F··nm the Comme•·cfal .Advertiser.

There is a bill pending in the legislature which
ought to receive earnest attention, lest it become
law. It authorizes the court of sessions to send truants, etc., of fourteen years or under to the Catholic
protectory, and provides that the schools of 1;hat institution " shall participate in the distribution of the
common school fund in the same manner and degree
as the common schools of the city and county of
New York."
The schools to which it is thus proposed to giv a
part of the common school fund are Roman Catholic
schools, intended, as all sectarian schools, whether
Protestant or Catholic, are, to promote the teaching
of the dogmas and practices of the sect maintaining
them and to strengthen that sect. The purpose is
innocent enough so long as the schools are maint~~oined at the private charge of those who desire to
promote such teaching, but it is as far as possible
from innocence when it is proposed to devote moneys
raised by taxation to their support.
Under our system church and state are separate
and distinct entities, having nothing whatever to do
with each other. The state with us is absolutely
secular and must be so if we are to enforce in practice
the root principle of popular self-government, namely
the absolute equality of all citizens before the law.
Our population consists of Catholics, Protestants,
Jews, Agnostics, Atheists, and men representing all
other forms of thinking. All these are equally citizens; all hav an equal part and right in government,
and it is of the essence of the system that the state
shall recognize no differences between them and shall
favor none more than the others.
We raise the school fund by taxing Jews, Catholics,
Agnostics, Methodists, Atheists, and all the rest
equally; we hav no more right or business to tax the
Jew to support a Christian school, or the Methodist
to support a Catholic school, or the Catholic to support a Presbyterian school, than to reverse all these
processes, or to build churches at state expense, or to
pay priests and clergy out of the public treasury, or
to force a religion upon the people by statute. If the
common s0hool fund or any other fund raised by
taxation may rightfully be applied to the maintenance of Catholic schools, due proportions of the same
fund may be justly claimed for like purposes by
Atheists, or Jews, or Presbyterians.
The absolute and complete separation of state
funds and functions from all connection with ecclesias tical uses and practices, is both a logical necessity
under our system of government and a condition of
justice. All this is the abc of the American systern, but it is sometimes necessary to restate even the
simplest of first principles.
·
Unfortunately, there are in our practice certain
survivals from earlier and less republican times,
which encourage unsound thinking on this subject.
We follow traditions, in certain respects, which· lead
us astray, and so long as we do so the instinct of
self-interest will continue to prompt attempts like
the one under consideration, to divert public moneys
to sectarian uses.
It should be the care of Americans of every name
and class to make the separation between state and
church affairs complete; to enforce the rule of sep-

aration in every instance, even though temporary inconvenience should result. We should first of all
cease to exempt church property from taxation.
Such property shares equally with all other property
in the protection which the taxes pay for, and it
should bear its equitable proportion of the burdens
of government. On that point the most enlightened
clergymen are of one mind. They see clearly that
the exemption of church property is to that extent
the-maintenance of the churches out of the public
purse, which can never be just, or equitable, or in accordance with American ideas. We should next repeal all those parts of our Sunday laws which are
founded in the dogma that Sunday is a holy Sabbath,
because, whether that dogma is true or not, the state
has no business to enforce it, and in doing so it
wrongs all that large class who do not accept the
doctrin, or whose construction of it differs from that
commonly accepted. The state rightly makes Sunday a legal holiday, because the people generally desire to cease from work on that day; it rightfully enacts laws to protect the people from unnecessary
disturbance in their observance of_ the day; it rightfully seeks to close liquor shops on Sunday, as it
does also on election day, because the. public ,peace
requires that; but beyond these bounds the state
cannot go without invading personal liberty.
The churches of every kind are entitled to the
same protection and liberty that other lawful associations of citizens are, and no more. It is their best
interest, as well as that of the community as a whole,
that the state should keep its hands off, that it should
be rigidly confined to the duty of affording such protection, and that the separation of secular from
ecclesiastical functions should be made as complete
as logic and the spirit of our system require. Meantime it will be well to look out for the bill which
forms the text of this article.
Ga~ging

the Press.

From HertT'l/ George's Standard.

The following interesting and characteristic document by a strange series of accidents, unnecessary to
describe, came into our hands. Its publication will
surprise no one more than the gentlemen to whom it
is addressed. We do not feel bound by the obligation of secrecy which the writer seeks to impose, on
those gentlemen. We sincerely hope that he will not
excommunicate the editor and the proprietor of the
Uatholic ~Herald for our publication of the letter, and
we hardly think he will deem it worth his while to
excommunicate us:
4fi2 MADISON AvKNUE, NEw YoRK, April13, 1887.
To tlte Editor and Proprietor of tlte Oatltolic Hm·ald,
GENTLEMEN: By this note, which is entirely p1·ivate and
not to be published, I wish to call your attention to the fact

that the third plenary council of Baltimore, following the
leadership of Pope Leo XIII., has pointed out the duties of
the Catholic press, and denounced the abuses of which :i<Jurnals styling themselvs Catholic are sometimes guilty. "That
paper alone," says the council (decree No. 228), "is to be regarded as Catholic 1hat is prepared to submit in all things to
ecclesiastical authority." Later on it warns all Catholic
writers against presuming to attack publicly the manner in
which a bishop rules his diocese, affirming that those who so
presume, as well as their approvers and abettors, are not only
guilty of very grievous scandals, but deserve, moreover, to
be dealt with by canonical censures.
For some time past the utterances of the Gatltolic Herald
hav been shockingly scandalous. As this newspaper is pub.
lished in this diocese, I hereby warn you that if you continue
in this course of conduct, it will be at your peril. I am, genM.A. CoRRIGAN,
tlemen,
Yours truly,
Archbishop of New York.
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quantity of information which should be very useful
to students of the ''holy scriptures," if they get a
chance of reading it-though, with due submission, I
think it might hav been somewhat condensed with
advantage. For my own part, I prefer his style of
writing as shown in the articles now publishing in his
paper on" Christianity and Woman."
Mr. H. L. Hastings, having vanquished all the
"Infidels" in his own country (or is it that no one
pays any attention to him~), is now favoring us with
his presence, and on his return will no doubt declare
he has completely demolished Freethought here.
His chairman at Exeter Hall, a day or two back,
stated that he had devoted more time than any other
person in the States to the study of "Christian Evidence," and was fully able to satisfactorily answer
any and all objections to the truth of the Bible statements or evidence regarding the same, but as he is
careful to lecture only to those who believe all he has
to say beforehand, he is not likely to hav occasion to
show his powers in this direction. Judging from a.
newspaper report of a recent address he gave, I should
imagin any skeptic of ordinary intelligence would be
easily abie to nonplus him, though no doubt he
would manage to wriggle out of his difficulty on the
principles adopted by the rest of ·his clan. He has
been challenged to hold a public debate with G. W.
Foote, and it is scarcely necessary to say he very
readily declined; and I don't blame him.
J. D.

Lectures .and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON has just given a second course of lectures
in Burnett, Nebraska. He gave three lectures also in Neligh
and two in Clearwater, Neb. Address him at Longmont,
Colorado.
C. B. REYNOLDS will lecture for Friendship Liberal League,
Philadelphia. Sunday, May 8th, afternoon and evening, at
Broad and Wood streets. Subject at 2:30P.M., "The Bible
-From Whence It Came and What It Really Teaches;"
7:30P.M., subject," Reli!l;ious Persecution of the Nineteenth
Century." s~ats are free. Liberals throughout the state are
cordially invited by the secretary to come and giv our
Brother Reynolds a rousing reception.
L. K. WASHBURN will lecture for the Society of Humanity
of this city, at 28 Lafayette place, May 1st and 8th, at 8 P.M.,
subjects, "Religious Problems," and" Something Beyond."
At 3 P.M. of the same days he will speak in Newark. May
15th he will be heard in Philadelphia before the Friendship
Liberal League at its hall, Broad and Wood streets, at 2:30
and 7:30P.M. May 28th he will be at Jobstown, N.J.; May
22d at Boonton, and if the New Jersey Cbristians do not lock
him up. he will go from there wherever called. He is desirous of findiog several engagement for week evenings near
New York.
AN eager audience packed the court-house to its utmost
capacity to listen to the talented Mrs. Juliet H. Severance, of
Milwaukee. "Doc." Severance, as she is called in Milwaukee, is a cousin of Frank Bigelow, the Union Labor candidate for comptroler of this city. Mrs. Severance is beyond
doubt one of the ablest women in America. She was a
bright figure in the Cincinnati convention. Mrs. Severance
has perhaps devoted as much time to the study of the labor
question as any person in America, and the result of her study
has given her a storehouse of knowledge which enables her
to interest an audience in a high degree. The lecture lasted
nearly two hours, and nobody seemed tired when it ended.
The entire discourse was seasonad with good argument and
delivered with no small degree of force and enthusiasm. At
times the doctor grew very eloquent, especially when she referred to the degraded condition of the industrial classes.
Mrs. Sl)verance is a practicing physician and a noble woman.
Sbould she ever visit this city again, there will not be hallroom to hold the uudience that would turn out to hear her.
She left for Milwaukee on the 2 o'clock train this morning.La G1•osse Labor .Advoc[fte.

Our London Letter.
I notice by a paragraph in the National Reformer,
date March 13th, that l\fr. Bradlaugh takes exception
to an opinion express.ed by me in your iesue of February 26th, though I fail to see what there was in the
extract givan to cause him to take such umbrage.
You did not print the whole of my letter, or he would
hav seen there was a fair set-off. to the criticism to
which he so strongly objects. As I hav always had
considerable admiration for him, and hav openly expressed it, even when sometimes it would hav been
more to my personal advantage to hav kept my views
in the background. I will willingly express my regret
at having misunderstood him, if such be the case ;
though I should hav been more likely to believe I
was mistaken, if he had simply pointed out that such
was the case, and wherein I was wrong. To state that
I write falsehoods with "some object to gain," is no
answer, and does not affect my position in the slightest. I invariably express my honest belief regarding
the subject I am writing, but being far, very far,
from infallible, it is quite likely I may often be wrong
in the estimates I form, and am duly grateful for cor
rection, which surely can be done without imputations of base motivs.
The new Freethought paper of Charles Watts at
Toronto favorably impresses by its appearance. It
is after the saine style as the Secular Review heedited in London, though a decided improvement
thereon. I trust he will be as successful as he desires, and will be able to promote the good work of
men tal emancipation in Canada.
" Saladin" haf:l, I believe, had a good call for his
, recent work, "God and His Book." It contains a

Bad Pictures.
From the Wlnstea, Conn., PreRs.

Watson Heston's cartoon in the New York TRUTH SEEKER
of April 16th is a railroad scene at the boundary line between
this state and New York. The time is Sunday. A locomotiv, "Progress," has come up to the state line on the New
York side, but there it encounters a pile of Bibles and Blue
Laws, a pulpit built across the track, and a holy preacher in
the pulpit. Behind the preacher is a jackass marked, "Puritanism," bearing on its back the Connecticut legislature, and
over them the inscription, "Be it enacted that no rail way
trains shall run in this state on Sunday, as their steam whistles make so much noise .that the Lord can't hear our prayers
and therefore may forget all about this insignificant commonwealth."
What the consequence will be to the preacher and his little
pulpit, and the jackass on the track, when the engineer of
the locomotiv puts on steam and moves forward, we are left
to imagin, but it is wickedly suggested that the gentlemen
and their animal will get out of the way speedily and then
claim great credit for having cleared the track.
Pictures of animals and machinery, pumpkins and young
people on their way reverent!J: to meeti~g with books in
their hands, are pure and elevatmg, but piCtures of the Connecticut legislature astride of a jackas~ tend to bring the
Christian religion into contempt. Such pictures should never
be printed in papers that may chance to fall into the hands
of women and children.
-------.~._

______

A MEDICAL society of Fredericton, Nova Scotia; has sued a
woman for practicing medicin without a license. In her defense a witness averred that the only treatment received was a
kiss, and the only payment made was a pair of hose. The
kiss effected a perfect cure. Another witness, who had been
treated by prayer, was not healed. Since her method of
treatment has become known, the lady's practice has largely
increased, and her patients do not care to be prayed with,
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the argument of design, and the story such, when
brought to its logical conclusion is, that the whole
plan was so laid that Jehovah might gratify a stretch
What Ohiections to CJn·istiunitu 1
of despotic power. If God intended maukind to hav
"
.r
always remained in ignorance, why hav made the
For about eighteen centuries a l11rge portion of the tree of knowledge1 And why hav made the serpent
world hav been taught to believe in the doctrins of purposely to tempt them to eat thereof? Why
Christianity. We hav been taught that Christianity create a devil1 And now, seeing how much difficulty
has been the cause of all moral and intellectual devils hav made, why not exercise his omnipotence
progress; that Christianity is the embodiment of and eliminate the whole race of devils?
.
truth, love, purity, and pPrfection, and without this
JHankind now becomes so wicked that God "rerPligion were sin, ruin, and no salvation for mankind. pents having made man," and in order to correct his
We bav been taught that to doubt the divine origin mistake, concludes to drown the world. I suppose
of the Dible and the divinity of Christ was the vilest that God thought he could not a second time create
crime of which one could be guiltv. But in spite of animal life, so in order to repeople the earth he
all the sermons, homilies, and ffforts put forth for orders Noah to build an ark, which should be five
propagating t.his faith, doubts hav arisen, and ~any hundred cubits long, fifty cubits wide, and thirty enwell-meaning and honest people bav the audacity to bits high, in which to preserve himself and family,
criticise this faith which is held so sacred by many of and a pair of all living creatures, during the great
our fellow-men.
rain storm.
So far as I underst.!md Christianity, its principal
There are two accounts, however, of the number of
tenet.s are as follows: That about six thousand yeare; animals to be taken into the ark. The sixth chapter
ago God created the universe; that he fitted thiA of Genesis says a pair of each kind; the seventh
world for man's abode; that man was made from the chapter says seven of the clean animals and fowls and
dust of the earth and woman from one of the man's two of the unclean.
ribs; that this pair was placed in a garden and al
How anyone can believe this absurd story is more
lowed to eat of all the fruit excepting of the tree of than I can understand. The idea of such a tale
knowledge; that the woman was tempted by a ser- being true is so preposterous and silly that it would
pent to eat of the forbidden fruit, and that the woman be unworthy of any thoughtful person to discuss it
persua :!ed the man to eat, and that for this act of were it not that so many people yet cling so tenadisobedience they were cursed and driven from the ciously to these old legends, and vilify those who disgard~:-n. and all posterit.y shared alike in their sin and believe them. A school-boy ought to know that the
their fall; that this pair began to multiply, and dimensions of the ark would not admit a pair of all
mankind grew so wicked that in about sixteen hun animals, much less seven of part of them. Then,
dred years God, in hope of rectifying his blunder, there must be food provided for all these animalswas compelled to drown all his creatures. excepting hay and grain for ruminants, flesh for the carnivora
Noah aTJd his family and a pair of animals of every -food sufficient to last many thousands of animals,
kind; but that this proved in~ ffectual, and in about bird!!, reptils, and insects for more than a year.
two thou•and years after the flood it was necessary
The writer certainly knew nothing of the immense
that God should beget a son who should be E~acrificed number of animals existing on the earth, and about
a~ an atonement for t.be sins of the people; that the same of their habits of life.
this father, son, and Holy Ghost are one, and that a
How could the animals of the frigid zones hav enhelid in these doctrins and the inspiration of the dured the torrid beatT A pair of polar bears wonld
Bible is absolutely necessary to save us from eternal hav been in a sorry plight migrating to tL.e tropics
punishment. And as a neces~ary consequence Chris- looking for Noah. How did the American animahs
ti.anity claims to hav been, and to now be, the souree find their way to A~ia to take refuge with Noab.
from which has sprung all law, order, artE<, science, Just imagin our grizzly bear in the ark among the
anti philosophy.
kids and goats. The writer certainly could hav
NGw, I object to these doct.rins because they are known nothing of the American skunk, or he would
not founded on fact. It is not true, as the Bible not hav been cruel enough to shut up Noah and
asserts, and as the church has taught, that the earth his family with a pair of them, with only one small
was made only six thousand years ago, for there is window in the top of the a1 k for ventilation. Did
ample evidence to show that the earth has existed for Noah also take a pair of all fi;;hes and marine animal>:
many millions of year~;~. The time rPquired for a globe iuto the ark with him? God's vengeance must hav
the size of the earth to cool from 2,000 degrees, when extended to them as well as to the land animals.
everything was in a state of fusion, to 212 degrees Perhaps there was a pair of each of these appointed
was, according to the lowest es1imate, three hundred to stay under the keel of Noah's boat to keep out of
and fifty millions of years, and since life bas appeared the wet.
there bav beEn more than sixteen millions of year<'.
Not only is this story absurd and si1ly, but it is
There are stars so far distant that for their rays of actually impossible that such an event could ever bav
light to reach us, traveling at the enormous rate of taken place.. For we all know that rain is caused by
one hundred and eighty-five miles a second, required the evaporation of water from the earth's surface;
the lapse of more than a million years to span the that when the atmosphere becomes saturated with
gulf that intervenes. 1\olan, also, made his appearance vapor, and the vapor becomes condensed, it falls to
many centuries before the popularly received chronol- the earth in drops of rain.
Let us suppose that all the water on the surface of
ogy. There are remains of men found in the valley
of the Somne, in France, that must hav lain buried the earth could at one time be evaporated and held in
in the earth for at least fifty thousand years. In the clouds-which is impossible-then; when it came
some of the ca,·es of Europe there are found remains again in the form of rain, there could only be the
of man contemporaneous with the amphibious hippo- same amount of water on the earth as before. Where,
potamus and cave bear. And instead of these re· then, did the water come from that covered the tops
mains bearing evidence of a state of civilization, and _of the highest mountains~ and where could it go
a high estate, and that man subsequently "fell," the when dried up by the· east wind~ How could the
evidence shows them to bav been but little removed water get beyond the influence of the earth's attracfrom the animals among whom they dwelt-simply a tiv force?
race of marrow-sucking men. Draper says that we
But after the flood it seems that mankind was just
cannot assign a shorter date for the last glacialization as bad as before. And how could God hav expected
of Europe than a quarter of a million of years, and a good harvest from bad seed? As all mankind was
human existence antedates that. The monuments of so wicked, Noah must hav been tainted also with
Egypt bear evidence of a high state of civilization "original sin," for bow could he hav escaped the
more than six thousand years ago. Man did not first penalty of the transgression in Eden 1 Did God exexist in a state of moral perfection, but as a low sav- pect to sow tares and reap wheat! He must hav
age, and has been slowly and gradually rising in the learned by dear expe1·ience that "we shall reap as we
scale of civilization.
sow."
But it is not my purpose to dwell upon the scienBut men grew continually worse, and in spite of
tific phase of the question, but rather upon that of all the sacrificial offerings to propitiate an an angry
the logical and historical.
God, in about two thousand four hundred years after
For the sake of the argument, admitting that man the flood it was necessary to offer Christ, the " only
and woman were created but six thousand years ago, begotten of the father," as a sacrifice-as an atoneand placed in Eden, as narrated in Genesi!', did not ment for the sins of the people.
God know when he made man and placed him in the
The doctrin of the atonement has been and yet is
garden that he would transgress the law 1 God the curse of the Christian religion. It is the legitimust certainly hav known this if be is omniscient, for mate outgrowth of the dogma that by Adam's sin all
to be omniscient be must bav foreknown everythiog, posterity shared alike in his sin and curse.
then be must hav worked accordiog to a preconceived
If a man commits a crime, how is it possible that
plan; for to deny the design would be denying t.he his child can be held guilty'? How can we be held
omniscience of God, and to deny omniscience would accountable for something that was done without our
be equivalent to denying the existence of God. knowledge or consent~ Such a doctrin subverts
Christians cannot suppose their God was ignorant of every idea of justice and outrages common sense.
what be was doing.
Aud bow can the innocent atone for the crimes of the
'Vho then w~~.s to blame for this great blunder? guilty 1 Is it possible that a just, true, and loving
Who should sufl':Jr for the transgression in Eden! God, such as Christians describe, can be satisfiedCertainly the creator, not the creatures who were be- is it possible that the majesty of the law has been
guiled into sinning. He made man wit};!. ail his weak vindicated-by the execution of a substitute~ If we
nesses, and beset him with temptations to sin. To are guilty, Christ cannot bear our iniquity for us, and
say that man was made a free-will being is contrary to no man of' honor would be willing to be saved in that

9Jom1qnnicalions.

way. If I commit a crime, the law demands my
punishment, not that, of another. .
To teach mch a doctrin must be immoral in its
tendencies; but when the dogma is added that the
vilest, wickedest per~:>ons can be saved from punishment by merely belie>ing certain dogmas ; that between the last vile crime and the last breath we can
repent and reap a rich reward, is absolutely degrading. That doctrin pays a commission on crime, and
bas filled the Christian world with the basest of
criminals.
A man may lead a just and virtuous life, love his
family and dpa] boner,;tly with his fellow-men, and yet
if he fails to belie>e tbe absurdities of the Christian
religion he must suffer eternal torment; yet the
thief, the adulterer, or murderer, by simply repenting
and believing, takes his place among the redeemed!
.
GEORGE H. DAWES.

1\Irs. Colman's Heminiscences.
The next meeting which we held was m9re turbulent even than this. The demonstrations were so
violent, and seemEd so mtHderouP, that the gentleman
who had kindly taken us in his carriage to the place
of meeting became so thorougly alarmed that be
begged me io escape with him from the window back
of the platform. I said, '·No; I carne to speak, and
these are the people that. need the wm·d. I will not
ask you to remain." He said. "If you are so foolhardy, you mustn't blame me if I leav~ you." I said,
·'Not at all; go," and looking as wb1te as a reputed
ghost, he let himEelf out of the window, and was
gone. I hav never seen him f;ince, nor do I even remember his name. If you think he was cowardly,
rememberamobisnotapleasant thing to face. I
was more safe without him than with him, and, as the
sequel proved, went away unharmed. The tar·kettle
was there, and tbs feathers, but they were not used,
though the three professional men of the village, the
reverend, the doctor, and the lawyEr, tried their best
to spur others on to the sport. lHy voice did good
Aer\>ice that evening in soothing the boil"tPr.ous spirits.
I obtained three sub~cribers to the Liberatm· (l\!Ir.
Garrisou's paper), made friendR kind enongh to take
me home with them and care for me until the time
came for me to leave the place. I did not suffer vuy
much in those dreadful times ; at least, I did not
realize the suffer~ng. But to·day, when I feel my
nerves so shattered that to speak a balf hour I am
obligEd to o::cupy a chair, or to walk half a mile I
must bav the strong arm of some friend, I know that
Ruch excitement is always paid for at last. But I am
not sorry for the work done, even though I feel the
cost. A 1·ace redeemed, evEn the little I did toward
it, is a memory like a benediction. It is not always
what we accompli~h that is the personal blessing. It
is what we tried to do. About this time there was
appointed by the American Society a man who evi~
dently felt that he shoul:i be able by his EXtreme
watchfulness to guard against any vulgar gossip or
libelous report, such as some of the agents had been
obliged to encounter. This man was a good man, no
better than the other men who were employEd, but
he had the faculty of making those with whom he
was associated feel very uncomfortable. He was
appointed to travel and bold meetings with me, and,
the most uncomfortable six weeks I spent that year
were while with him. He se:emed to bav no idea of
propriety in regard to the treatment of the people
who opened their houses to us, without charge. He
commanded them a:s be would a servant in a hotel
where he would be required to pay largely for attention. I hav as yet said nothing of the homes in the
West thirty and forty years ago, but I am now where
it will be quite in order to describe some of them in
connection with my traveling associate.
The houses were many of them log, some of them
having no partition, a )of!; reached by a ladder, and a
"bed sink" curtained to make it a little private.
Other houses a little larger would hav a board partition dividing the large room, and making one or
two small rooms for bed-rooms. One would hardly
expect to find many of tha luxuries or even necessities of modern life, as furniture, in such houses. A
washbowl and pitcher had never been seen in many
of them, and towels were indeed a luxury. I was a
guest in one bouse where the children, some of them
t.welve years of age, bad never seen a mirror. Our
Eastern friend, the new agent., when shown his rEsting-place, always informed the host that be must hav
water in hiA room and two towels. A woman's consternation at such a demand can be i':nagined, but I
could hav forgiven him even the demand for two
towels if only be would bav gotten up in the morning
and eaten his breakfa3t with the family in season, so
that the father of tbe family could bav taken his
children to school, and gone about ·his business. I
tried to call him till I learned better, for his invariable answer was, when I told him breakfagt was
ready, '·eat it, then." I hav seen the wife and
mother break down and cry with perplexity. In one
of our first meetings together I said, in referring to
something thi> man had l'R.id in hi:> >'peech preceding,
''My brother told you so," he immed1ately announced
to the audience that be was not my broth•,r, a fact I
never forgot, but when re!errin~ to his words alway&-
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spok!;l of him as 1\fr. - - - of --.- . He did not
meim "any insult by this statement, but he was to be
circumRpeCt hi word and in deed. In the anecdote
which I hav made this long preparation to relate, you
will see that circumspection will not always keep
one's name from libelousreports, as in all my public
life no libel was ever quite as infamous as the one
copnecting my name and t)lis same person's together.
We h11d a rr;1eeting appointed five miles from where
we had made our home '(this was in Ashtabuia
county); a two days' meeting, Saturday and Sunday.
Otif host had a horse and an open wagon, the use of
which he tendered ris for our ride. But when the
morning came, there came with it one of the most
dis11-greeable storms of the season. '+he heavy rain
became ~leet .in falling, and the wind was piercing.
Our host had neither buffalo nor robes of any kind.
When we had taken our seats in the wagon, the wife
of our host, seeing how unprotected I was, said,
"Mrs. Colman will perish; stop a minute." She
went to her bed, and took from it a home-made
counterpane, which the husband brought out and
spread over us. The storm was so fierce that the
circumspect agent could not resist the protection it
afforded. In going to our meeting we passed the
post-office, and Mr.--- got out of the wagon and
went in. I discovered standing in the office one of
the important men of the town, a man of wealth and
the deacon of the church. He had persistently denied. :us the use of the church, and we had found it
very difficult to find a place for a meeting· in his
·
neighborhood.
We went on to our appointment; neither of us
speaking to the other for the entire five miles. I
was not to be outdone in circumspection; after the
close of the meeting we returned, stopping again at
the post-office. We had the bed-spread over our
laps, as when we went. The same good deacon was
at the office. A short time after this we were separated. I was sent into another county, and the gentleman into still another.
·
In some two weeks I received a letter from a
good Abolitionist who livs very near this deacon, in
which were these words: "Mrs. Colman, what does
it mean? Deacon - . - - is circulating a story saying
that you and Mr. D. were found· under the same bedcover twice, and he can prove it !" I was too much
amused for the moment to be angry. Here was my
immaculate friend, who had avoided even being
polite to me, accused of very strange conduct for a
moral man, and with me whom he had told repeatedly
that the agents were so careless in their conduct that
they gave cause for talk. I immediately wrote to
the writer of the doleful letter: "'Tis true; nevertheless because true the greater libel. Get a hall by
paying largely if necessary, and appoint a meeting
for ine next Sunday; advertise so thoroughly that
all who hav heard the slander shall know that I am
coming." He did so, and the crowd was so great
that the friends thought it best to put braces under
the floor lest it should yield to the weight.
When I reached the place on Saturday, I simt a
letter to the deacon s!l.ying that if he wished to avoid
a lawsuit he would come to my meeting the following
day and settle the matter, or I would carry the case
immediatelv to the court and let the law settle it.
He came. ~I _had sent to another part of the state,
asking A. T. Foss, with whom I had traveled a good
deal in the work, and who was a very Boanerges, to
come and help me. He answered by his presence
promptly. We had a meeting that all who attended
will, I am sure, always remember, and the contemptible Christian man attempted to excuse himself by
saying that he said it for a joke. He said, "How
will you settle?" I said, " :You will put your name
to that paper, saying that you will never again speak
evil of a woman whom you know nothing evil of. I
want none of .your money; there are wrongs that
money cannot redress. Your money perish with
you!''
This was the only slander I ever paid any attention
to; it was too good a chance to humiliate the author
to let pass. The above are some of the experiences
of an Abolitionist woman trying to work for a race
who were suff::Jring the horrors of chattel slavery.
Christian people of all sects were making special
effo:rts to raise money to send missionaries to converL
the heathen to Christianity, while in several states in
our Union it was a crime punishable with death for a
woman with African blood to raise her hand against
her Christian master, even in defense of her own
chastity.; .and in our Northern states, like Ohio, all
manner of indignities were·put upon us; but when a
person _is. fully baptized into a work for humanity,
indignities are of no l\Vail.
LucY N. CoLMAN.
Syraettse, 287.
·
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of the girls, in a girlish way, asked if there were any
"spirits" there, when the tiny taps became ~'rapsY' .,
The world has heard much about " converting the strong and distinct.
The Fox sisters were
Jews," and little or nothing about "converting the " mediums," and Spiritualism sprang into power with
Christians." As to the latter, let us inquire into the e;xtraordinary rapidity, and all through "tiny, tiny"
work accomplished toward their conversion. We tips that from the moment first heard to this hour
propose to show that this work has been undertaken hav been so successful in " converting the Christians"
in real earnest, that the spirit of propaganda is in- that we hav now from five to six millions of ardent
domitable, and that, numbers reiativly considered, a Spiritualists, all of whom before their conversion
thousand Christians hav been converted to Agnosti- v.:-ere zealous Christians. The discovery of the Fox
cism where one Jew has been converted to Chris- s~sters played sad havoc among the Methodists, Baptianity. We use the term Agnosticism because it tists, and other sects. Another such discovery, on
more fully than any other word expresses the opin- some new basis, would absolutely annihilate Protestions and views of that vast body of Rationalists or ant Christianity in the United States. "Converting
non· Christians known under various names, such as the Christians" by the Foxonian method was accomFree Religionists, Freethinkers, Infidels, Pantheists plished so quietly and gmtly that the Spiritualists
of the Spinoza school, Utilitarians, Transcendental- called their new religion the Harmonial Philosophy.
ists, and a multiplicity of other schools of thought.
Among all the Christians converted to Agnosticism
The term Agnosticism was first applied by the learned and Spiritualism, the conversions hav been free and
Professor Huxley, and he is recognized as its author. voluntary. There hav been no stakes, thumbscrews,
He calls himself an Agnostic, as was Darwin, the no fagots, no weapons of torture of any kind, emproof of whichis in a letter addressed by the great ployed by the Agnostics and Spiritualists to make
scientist to a German student. The eminent Roman converts. Such inhuman means t.o subjugate arJd
Catholic prelate, Mgi'. Capel, recognizes the term, and terrify the human conscience could not in this, as in
admits that it is an able and dangerous foe of the former ages, be a complete and ghastly succeEs, HEll
Christian religion. Good authority, the Catholic if it were triple branded with that ominous word "inNews, of New York, recognizes Agnosticism, and, as fallibility"-a word full of terrible meaning to every
may be seen by a dispatch pub:ished in the JJaily lover of a free conscience and a free mind.
Examiner of the 2d inst., the journal first named
!rhere is still another, and what promises to be a
says that the estimated Agnostics in the United very important factor in the propaganda against
States number 30,000,000. Taking this Catholic Christianity. In a recent editorial in the New York
estimate as correct, and we believe to all intents and Sun it was stated that the good Christians of Brookpurposes it is, is it not safe to say there are 100,000,- lyn and New York would be astonished if they knew
000 Agnostics in France, Germany, Italy, and other the progress that Buddhism was making in their
European countries, though to a lesser extent, in midst. It was also stated these American Buddhists
Canada, the Australian colonies, and elsewhere 1 Now, had in Brooklyn alone two temples of worship. Some
what ara the means by which this val:!t body of few years ago a very learned Buddhist priest was the
130,000,000 of educated men and women seek to con- guest of a wealthy lady in Brooklyn, and to his visit
vert the Christians ~ By purely peaceful means- and her zeal in the new faith is to be attributed theresult stated. A paragraph is going the rounds of the
through education and scientific instruction.
Think of the thousands and hundreds of thousands press to the effect that there is a revival of Buddhism
of intelligent Christians who hav been ·converted to in New York city; that is, for curios and works of art
the views of Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, Tyndall, Prof. from Buddhist countries, and that it would not be
John W. Draper, author of that remarkable work, strange if this were followed by the erection of Buddh" The Intellectual Development of Europe ;" con- ist temples in the commercial metropolis of the Teverted to the views of Voltaire, Paine, Ingersoll, D.· public. Every one thousand Buddhists means one
M. Bennett, and a host of other scientists, authors, thousand Christians absorbed into an earthly
and orators. Besides, owing to the fact that there is. " Nirvana."
Again, we know that the great and world-wide
a great deal of intellectual dishonesty in this world,
there are. thousands of professing Christians so Lib- Masonic brotherhood-its Christian branch, the
eralized that they are Agnostics at heart. Through Knights Templars excepted-is a faithful, unflinching
business, social, and domestic influences, they conceal advocate of civil and religious liberty, and the optheir honest opinions. In the United States alone ponent of all ecclesiastical tyranny. This greater
there are twelve Agnostic journals, and one--a very branch, or rather the real tree of Masonry, has unable ally-was recently started in Canada, the· Secu- doubtedly checked and curbed the tyranny of the
lar Thought, of Toronto. Two of the oldest non- papal hierarchy. It has taken from Christianity
Christian journals in America are THE TnuTB SEEKER, many, many of the ablest minds of this and former
of New York, and the Boston Investigator, which has ages.
Further, having disposed of the Protestant form
been published for more than half a century, and
whose founder was an ex-Christian minister, Abner of Christianity, what, we ask, has been done toward
Kneeland, a Protestant before his renunciation. converting its older, more compact, and powerful
There is an organization known as the American form, the Roman Catholic~ In one sense not much,
Secular Union, whose avowed purpose it is to di- and yet, in another, the forces arrayed against the
vorce from the statutes of the various states of the mighty and despotic papal power hav gained a tremendrepublic every vestige of law which in any way recog- ous and lasting victory. If, in the first sense, much has
nizes Christianity or the fatal alliance of church and not been accomplished, an opening has been made in
state, and the recognition is very strong in some the granit-bound masses ·of Catholicism.. In readstates, as may be known by the efforts made to ing the Agnostic journals-particularly our Boston
enforce the Puritan Sunday and the Blue laws of and New York contemporaries-you will frequently
Connecticut. As to the Union named, Col. R. G. see articles signed "Ex-Catholic." In nearly every
Ingersoll has served as its president for two successiv instance the writer names his nationality, and joyfully
years, and its present president is Cow·tlandt Palmer, proclaims his emancipation from mental slavery.
a well·known capitalist of New York, and a gentle- This is a mere shadow, but it is a shadow of signifiman of the highest culture. The Union employs a cance. Three-fourths of their countrJmen are the
secretary at a salary of $1,500 a year, who is con- religious serfs of the Roman pontiff, and that even a
stantly in the field as an Agnostic " missionary." few of those should break their chains is a cause for ·
The secretary is Mr. S. P. Putnam, formerly a prom- congratulation. In the slow process of time may not
inent Protestant clergyman. He is reputed to be an the few be followed by the many? . That would be
eloquent speaker, and is the author of several excel- the real redemption of their nativ land, and until it is
lent works, both prose and poetry, and all fired with accomplished that people must remain prostrate
a burning zeal for the doctrins he has espoused. As under two forms .of despotism-the political, repreindependent lecturers and "missionaries" of the mod- sented in her majesty, and the ecclesiastical, repreern propaganda of Agnosticism, we may mention sented in his holiness.
As to the tremendous and lasting victory of which
Charles Watts, editor of the Secular 'l.'lwu_qht, and
second only to Ingersoll in ability ; John E. Rems- we hav spoken, it is this-the imperious and "infalburg, a very able man; C. B. Reynolds, forgJ.erly lible " pope of Rome is a prisoner in the Vatican.
a well-known Protestant minister. and a brilliant How are the mighty fallen! As the poet, Gerald·
speaker; Jamieson, ·washburn, Dr. York of this . Massey, says, "Ever in time is justice done.". In
state, formerly a Methodist minister, and many former centuries it happened that the crowned kmgs
others. The Canadian Secular Union is an ally of the of Europe who had offended the pontiff were com·American Secular Union. Agnostic lecturers are pelled to present themselvs before the Vatican in a
numerous in England and Australia, and a few in position the most servile and humiliating.
Who ordered the pope to his present exile' The
Canada, "a country that is almost hopelessly given
over to superstition." There are three Agnostic Agnostics of Italy. The ignorant and popular idea.
journals published in Australia, and two in England, is ·that there are no Agnostics in that sunny land.
with a monthly review and the "Agnostic Annual." If you will take time to read Italian newspapers and
There are also published in India two journals which Itaiian history from the days of the triumvirate, with
. Brsn;oP ALEXANDER W. WAYMAN, the great leader of the proclaim the same faith to "the mild-eyed Hindoo." Mazzini at its head, to the present time, you will be
colored Methodists. asked the other day why the colored peoWe will further inquire from another and very dif- enlightened. The hosts who followed Mazzini and
ple'of.. tile 8ou1h increased so much more rapidly than the
ferent
point of view as to what has been accomplished Garibaldi scorned papal power, as does the victorious
white, answered: "We draw from three sources while the
.
white people only draw from one-every color~d woman toward " converting Christians." Within the memory New Italy party of to-day.
In this review it is not designed to discmR the
whose ·husband is white, the children are set down on our of man. and not a very long time ago, two youna girls
side; every while woman whose husband is colored which -the Fox sisters-residing in the state or"New""York, merits or demerits of Buddhism, Spifit.ualism, or
condition exists in the North, the children are set d~wn on
one evening while at home imagined that they heard Agnosticism. . We simply wish to clearly and dis~>Ur side; every offdpring of pure African blood of course
IS,,slit .d0wn .on -our side; while the white peopl~ only dra~ " tiny raps" on the wall, and upon listening they tinctly show that three such powerful forces tXH·t,
fr?m, one ~our~e, t~~m,sel vs."
wer.e repeated. .In some account it is stated that one and that their object is to extirpate Christianity~ ,
From the San Francisco Jewish Ttmes.
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A. Presidential Candidate.
There is a good deal of talk in the labor press at
present about nominating a candidate for president
in the 1888 election. Shall it be done~ and who
shall he be~ are the queries.
There is one man in the country who would honor
the-party nominating him; honor the office if electeda big, broad, humane man, always in sympathy with
the unfortunate and the slave industrial, as well as
the slave chattel; who always errs, if at all, on the
side of mercy and generosity; one with the elements
" So mixed in him that Nature might stand up,
And say to all the world, This IS a man."
Of course ev€lrybody knows that his name is RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. It is by no means certain that
he would allow his name to be used, for he despises the slavery of office; but if he could be induced to run, what a campaign it would be! It is
cyclones to zephyrs that such another canvass never
would be known.

A. .Mayor with Ideas.
Mayor Hewitt evidently desires to make his government of New York a lawful one, and if in his enforcement of foolish laws there is a Mephistophelian
squint toward their repeal, he will all the more readily be forgiven. Unner his instructions a good many
store-keepers are being arrested, a large portion
of whom are Jews, who, having kept their own religious day, use Sunday for commercial purposes.
The editor of the Hebrew Standard protests that the
closing of the Jewish stores on Sunday is unfair, and
has directed to the mayor a communication upon the
matter. Mr. Hewitt replies:
"I hav read with care the communication you hav addressed to me in regard to the position of my fellow-citizens
of the Jewish persuasion, under the law which requires the
suspension of business on Sunday. The arguments which
you advance would be very proper, and doubtless very
effectiv, with the law-making power. As you very well
know, I do not make the laws, but I am sworn to see them
executed. The Sunday law has been the subject of judicial
construction, and it has been decided that it is not based
upon religious principles, but upon public policy, and that it
is to be observed by all citizens without regard to condition
or religious belief. It does not deny to any portion of our
citizens the right to observe the Sabbath day, and it does not
compel them to do so. It merely provides that one day in
seven shall be a day of rest, and, inasmuch as that day cannot be made to suit everybody, a day is selected which suits
the majority. Doubtless this inflicts a hardship upon the
minority, but under our theory of government it is a hardship which cannot be avoided. If you can suggest any
method by which the law can be amended, so as to relieve
citizens of the Jewish persuasion from the practical hardship
of the existing law, without destroying the very object for
which the law is framed, it will receive my heartiest support.
" I notice that you protest against the arrest of unoffending
citizens who conscientiously observe the seventh day, and
placing them 'in cells filled with the vilest of the vile.' It
seems to me you beg the whole question when you use the
words, 'unoffending citizens.' The simple fact is that they
violate the law, and the police havno discretion whatever as
between transgressors, but must take them all to the same

tribunal and punish them in the same way. The remedy is
for these citizens whom you regard as unoffending to obey
the law, which will giv them immunity from arrest.
" I can assure you, in conclusion, that I hav a great respect
for the rights of conscience, but if the doctrin were once admitted that the law is to giv way to every man who puts in
the plea of conscience, the law would become a nullity."
This letter places Mr. Hewitt squarely upon the
secular basis for a rest day, and it only remains for
him to take another step and advocate the repeal of
the laws making it criminal to work on Sunday. It
is quite within the province of the state to create
holidays, and the weekly holiday should be precisely
the same as the holidays now known as secular-the
Fourth of July, Washington's Birthday, etc. Our
present Sabbatarian legislation violates the Constitution because it rests upon religion. The Fourth of
July, for instance, is a legal holiday. No employee
can be forced to include that day in the week he givs
to his employer. Drafts, notes, etc., due on that day
are legally payable the day before, and in this country July 4th is in all respects a legal blank. Sunday
should be of the same character-a legal holiday,
but with no laws enforcing its observance. People
should be free to do as they please with it without
fear of a policeman.
We are inclined to believe that this is really the
view Mayor Hewitt takes of it, and that his vigorous
enforcement of the Sunday law is upon the principle
of the late U. S. Grant-the best way to repeal a bad
law is to enforce it. If we are correct in this view,
we shall abide with patience the outcome, even if we
hav to sit iii the house all day Sunday for fear that
some zealous policeman will " take us in" as we
stroll over to our office.

"Gagging the Press."
Archbishop Corrigan's letter to the editor
and proprietor of the Catholic Herald, printed
in another column, is no surprise to those familiar
with the arrogance of the Roman Catholic church.
As the pope claims the empire of the world, so
his lieutenants claim in his name the absolute
right to rule their little corners of the universe. We
hav known priests who interfered in the most trivial
affairs of their parishes, and we hav known parishioners who would not decide upon a line of conduct
until the priest had been consulted.
This despotic rule is logical enough if the claims
of the church are once admitted. If Christ once
lived and possessed the power of salvation and damnation, if he gave the keys of heaven and hell to
Peter, with power to loose and unloose; if this power
haf;l been unbrokenly and divinely transmitted, then
the pope must be obeyed in all things. He certainly
has the right to say what affects faith, and must be
allowed to define true Catholic doctrin. Granted all
this, he can decide what Catholics may be allowed to
read, and any paper displeasing him can be interdicted. And he has ordered all Catholic journals
not to discuss the attitude of his church toward organized labor.
The position which Mr. Daniel O'Loughlin, the
editor of the Catholic .lieralcl, has seen fit to assume
in regard to the order of Archbishop Corrigan, therefore, is illogical ari.d subversi v of faith and ecclesiastical
disciplin, for he stoutly declares that he will not obey
it. " My paper," he says, " will continue to espouse
the cause ·of Dr. McGlynn as heretofore. I recognize the authority t;>f no man in my business matters.
I am not prepared to admit that the phrase, 'In all
things,' in the decree is to hav its widest interpretation. That would simply put a newspaper at the
mercy of every ruler of a diocese. No council has
the right to devise laws for the regulation of my
business conduct. Independent of the McGlynn
matter, I would not be willing to submit in all things
to ecclesiastical authority."
This is brave talk for a slave, and indicates his
intention of shattering his shackles. But can he
do it ? Archbishop Corrigan may not be able to
imprison Mr. O'Loughlin for his contumacy, nor
pi his type or destroy his presses, but he can forbid
all Catholics, under penalty of excommunication, to
read the Catholic Herald, and that would just as effectually suppress the paper's influence. He can tell
the Herald advertisers of Catholic furniture and
books that if they do not withdraw their favors from
Mr. O'Loughlin's journal, no church in the diocese
shall purchase a penny's worth of goods from them,
and this would hurt Mr. O'Loughlin in the tender
point of his pocket. We do not see how, under

present circumstances, Dr. McGlynn's frieBd can successfully contest the rule of Mr. Corrigan. He talks
very bravely, indeed, but the proof of the pudding is
in the eating.

Who is the Deceiver 1
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 2d we quoted the
opinion of Mayor Hewitt, given to the report~r of a
daily paper, that the museums of this city would
soon be open on Sundays. " At the meeting of the
trustees,'' said Mr. Hewitt, " there was a large preponderance of opinion in favor of opening the mu•
seums, but the . trustees want to know where the
money is to come from. No action was taken, as
there was none to take, but I think it is certain now
that as soon as arrangements can be made the mu~
seums will be opened Sundays."
Tuesday, the 19th instant, at Albany, Asserublyman Langbien's bill, giving the museums $20,000
annually on condition that the buildings were
opened on Sundays, was takf'n up, and opposed by
Assemblyman Platt, on behalf of the trustees, who
said that they did not want the money on these
terms. This is substantially the same bill which
passed the Assembly last year, and was defeated by
the influence of the trustees in the Senate. Notwithstanding Mr. Platt's opposition, the bill was ordered
to a third reading.
Who has been telling falsehoods in this matter!
We cannot think it is Mayor Hewitt, but if the trustees assured him that they were in favor of Sunday
opening of the museums, and then wrote to Albany
asking Mr. Platt to oppose the bill in their behalf,
their course is far from honorable. They will win
mGre respect by pigheadedly adhering to their religious objections than by resorting to tricks to keep
the doors shut.
It is very probable that the bill will pass the
Assembly, but, judging from its fate i:n the.Senate
last year, its progress through that body is attended
with danger. The victory which we presaged is still
afar off.

The Last Word.
Were it not that the subjects discussed are of great
public interest, of importance to all advocates of
freedom, and very essential to Freethinkers-inasmuch as they of all men should keep the goal of
absolute and impartial justice ever in view-we should
print the two following letters without a word of
comment. The first, from Mr. Foss, reveals an unflattering fact to us-that the gentleman has not
carefully read THE TRUTH SEEKER :
"DANSVILLE, N. Y., April 9, 1887.
'' EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: My subscription to your paper expired Jan. 1, 1887. I hav been considering whether it was
best to renew my subscription or not. The only reason for
any hesitation on my part is the attitude of THE TRUTH
SEEKER on the questions of Anarchy and Socialism. I do not
deny the right of any man to free speech, or his right to advocate Anarchy or any other doctrin at all times and places.
But when the direct result of such advocacy is bloodshed and
murder, or crime of any kind, then the advocate should be
held responsible. Neither do I deny your right to hold v1ews
different from mine on this subject, but I do not care to lend
my support to any paper holding such views. So long a
time, however, has elapsed since my subscription expired,
that I inclose $1.50 to renew for six months.
"Yours truly,
B. G. Foss."
Our friend does not like the " attitude of THE
TRUTH SEEKER on the question of Anarchy and Socialism." But Mr. Foss is evidently opposed to those
two philosophies, and why he should write thus
passes our comprehension. Whenever we hav discussed Anarchy, we hav opposed it, and the Anarchists of the country recognize us as their opponent.
The same may be said of Socialism. We forget just
how many times we hav said this, but if he had read
THE TRUTH SEEKER, Mr. Foss would not hav writhm
to us that he " did not care to lend my support to
any paper holding " the views of the Anarchists.
Again. Mr. Folils woul~ punish the advocacy of
anything when such advocacy leads to murder and
bloodshed, or crime of any kind. September 25,
1886, we printed these words : "If the traitor who
threw the bomb that killed the policemen of Chicago
could be found, we should advocate his punishment.
Or if any of the condemned men had been shown to
hav urged him to throw the bomb, then would their
conviction hav been just." January 22, 1887, we
said : " The Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER has stated
in the clearest way possible that he is not an Anarchist. He has devoted time and space to showing why
the Anarchistic philosophy is all wrong. He has
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said that if these men [the Chicago Anarchistsl had
been fairly and convincingly convicted of murder,
they should meet the penalty." We hav also said,
in so many words, that we do not believe in Socialism nor in Communism.
- Yet Mr. Foss does not take the same view of Anarchy and Socialism that we do, and hesitates about
taking the paper because of our published opinions!
We wonder what his opinions are upon these subjects.
What we hav said in the foregoing will apply to a
good portion of the following :
"Sm: You hav not on your books a more thorough Freethinker than I hav been all my life, and most of the time I
hav stood alone in the fight with superstition and intolerance.
I will add that I am patriotic, and it grieves me to see the
leading Freethought paper of the country throwing its influence in favor of Anarchy. When, about a ·year ago, I commenced taking your paper, I took special pains to put them
into circulation with all who would read them. But after
those Chicago riots they would say to me, 1 Do you take a
paper that advocates Anarchy?' which I would at first deny.
They would say, 1 But it does-at least indirectly,' and I was
·forced finally to admit that it did and does. I am ashamed to
recommend a paper that apologizes for men who labor,
directly or indirectly, to destroy the best government on
earth, and almost everything else of good to men they avow
it and try to practice it too. It is the worst thing possible
that could happen, in my opinion, and they are the worst
class possible, take their own word for it. They are vipers
that we hav warmed to life to sting us to death for our liberality and kindness in this land of the free and home of the
oppressed of all nations. Talk of impudence or lunacy!
11
I know that you deny it and say that you are not an Anar~hist; but, Mr. Editor, you might as well be as to take the
the course you do, in assuming that the rioters in many instances were in the right, and that the officers of the law
were in the wrong. I hold it to be the duty of all good citizens to sustain all in office in their efforts to enforce the laws
and to punish disturbers of the peace, for they are supposed
to represent and act for the people, and they do come as
near to it as we hav been able to get. We might as well hav
no law and no officers if they are not to be sustained. The
Copperheads during the war took a similar course, called the
soldiers 1 Lincoln's hirelings,' and did what they could to
hinder the Union cause indirectly. All that I hav talked
with (a great many) on the subject, and whether Christians
or Infidels, all agree that the tone of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
when it has anything to say on the subject, is always to
pettifog their cause (the cause of crime); and in doing so
you disgrace all Liberals. And the most of the articles you
publish from correspondents on the (I think at one time it
was as many as two-thirds of them) subject of Anarchy were
Anarchical. Do the majority of your correspondents hold
such views, or do loyal articles-the law and order articlesgo into the waste basket? You, of course, hav a right to.
I only tell of thfl straws that show which way the wind
blowli. I would like to know what the majority of your
subscribers think on the subje~t.
"You say, in defense of your position as to the Chicago
Anarchists, that your information comes from reliable
sources, and mention Mr. E. A. Stevens as one, and add that
if it had not been for him the Liberal societies there, one and
all, would hav gone over to the Anarchists. Well, that is
saying something for him, but not much for the intelligence
or loyalty of Chicago Freethinkers ! It ldoks as if about all
of your correspondents in Chicago and Milwaukee were of
that class, as their writings show. Even Mr. S. P. Putnam
says, in his letter from Chicago, 1 that they (the Anarchists)
seem not to hav had a fair trial.' But then he speaks of being in E. A. Stevens's company, which might account for it,
though in the letter to the Investigator he does not seem to
be so sure of it.
" So much has been said on the subject of those riot trials
that I wrote to an old friend in Chicago, who is well known
as an Infidel and a prominent lawyer, for his opinion. He
says, 1 I gave close attention to the evidence and rulings of
the court, all of which were printed from day to day, and my
judgment is that those men were fairly tried and rightfully
convicted, and tbat the safety of the people requires that the
sentence of the court be carried out.' And further on he
says,.' I believe them to be morally as well as legally responsible. I believe those are the views of the intelligent and
order-loving people of this city.'
"Mr. Editor, you are seriously damaging our cause, and
on the whole you are not losing subscribers by it, you are
trading off good citizens for the criminal class. You might
as well say that none of a party of railroad wreckers should
be hanged because the one of the lot could not be identified
that drew the spike or moved the rail by which· the train was
wrecked. Or that eminent Anarchist, Geronimo; perhaps
none of his murders could be proved on him, and yet he is
held a .prisoner contrary to law, you may say, by a tyrannical government-at least it don't say by what law it holds
him. I think it proper and right for you to occasionally put
in an able article on the wrong side of all questions, but
when you put in more than half the matter on the subject,
editorials and all, on the wrong side, I think it can be said
with truth that you are siding with the enemies of good government.
"And now, Mr. Editor, I hav said some unpleasant things,
but I am a member of THE TRUTH SEEKER family, and in
families they think they ha v a right to talk plain; that is my
excuse on account of my interest in it.· I hav said, or written
rather, all I shall on the subject of Anarchy, and will now talk
of the good tb.~ngs, J consider W. Heston a brilliant sue-

cess, so are Putnam, Remsburg, Reynolds, and, generally,
John Peck. Your editorial about Beecher was first-rate, my
opinion of the man on most points.
"I will send in the money for a renewal before the time expires, and expect to send with it a new subscriber. I would
like to get a great deal of the literature you bav for sale, but
Florida is under a cloud at present, and money too scarce.
With no oranges to sell for one year and a half from now,
the prospect is not flattering.
"Hoping you may see the error of· your ways, and refrain
from a course seeming to encourage wrong-doing,
"I remain,
Yours truly,
N. S. HAZEN.''
When Mr. Hazen says that THE TRUTH SEEKER
throws its influence in favor or Anarchy, or that it
directly or indirectly advocates that impracticable
philosophy, or that we seek to destroy the government, he says what he cannot prove. January 22,
1887, we made this proposition to a Western gentleman who had said substantially the same thing that
Mr. Hazen now repeats: "We will pay him one hundred dollars for every editorial he can find in THE
TRUTH SEEKER advocating the destruction of either
law, order, or society." The same proposition is
made to l\fr. Hazen, for we are getting a little impatient with those good folks who make charges that
they do not offer to prove.
Mr. Hazen's opinion of the Anarchists is not flattering to those men, but as it is probably drawn from
long and intimate knowledge of theni we cannot,
from insufficiency of evidential experience, deny its
justness. Every Anarchist in the country may, for
all we care, be a viper walking around on the point
of his tail; it has nothing to do with the case at present. But this "land of the free and home of the
oppressed of aU nations" talk is the spread-eagle
buncombe of the conn try crossroads Fourth of July
orator. Well-informed people do not talk that way
at present, because they remember the slaves of the
sunny South, and the thousands of unemployed and
starving white men now tramping the country or
sleeping in the station houses of the cities. Our law·making forces do many righteous acts, and many
infamous deeds. We would never support an officer
in doing wrong, and the penitentiaries of the country
afford positiv evidence that the people of the country
agree with us.
That the Anarchists had a fair trial (which is the
only point really in dispute between the Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER and his critics) Mr. Hazen brings
the opinion of a Chicago lawyer. Let us see. Take
the case of Mr. Neebe, for instance, who was sen·
tenced to fifteen years' imprisonment. The onl-y
proved connection between him and the Anarchists
was that some time, several years ago, he owned
stock in the Arbeiter Zeitung. He was not at the
Haymarket meeting at all. Neither was Schwab,
who was sentenced to be hanged. And there is no
pretense from any one that any of the convicted men
threw the bomb whichkilled Policeman Deegan and
others. If a trial, resulting as that did, when such
facts are undisputed, is a fair trial, then we want the
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persecuted in many states, arrested and indicted because they express their honest opinions,· can advocate the suppression by law of anybody's else opinion. Such men, it seems, advocate liberty when liberty is going their way, but when it conflicts with
their notions, they clamor for the constable to suppress that treasonable fellow who disagrees with
them. Christians are just as cocksure that Freethinkers are vipers that they hav warmed to life to sting
them to death for their liberality as Mr. Hazen is
that the Anarchists are. The Boonton Christians
say, for instance, that the reason they arrested Mr.
Reynolds was because he drew a crowd to his tent
and disturbed the peace, besides insulting the Lord.
Of course this is not so-for they arrested him for
uttering heresy-but it is very easy to justify tyranny
when the victim disagrees with us.
AMoNG the events of the week was the presentation to Dr.
Curran, by the teachers and ex-teachers of St. Stephen's
church, of a beautiful golden chalice, set with rubies and
diamonds. St. Stephen's parish contains more starving,
squalid Catholics to the square rod than any other piece of
land in this c~mntry.
~~--~~.-------

WE hav heard a great deal of talk lately about the Catholic
church being the shield of society against the discontent of
the workers. But it seems that the Romish church, like St.
Paul, is all things to all men, and shows different sides in
different countries. It will surprise a good many to learn that
Krupp, the great gun-maker of Germany, thinks it necessary
to forbid his thousands of workmen to read two Catholic
papers published in his neighborhood, the RltenisclL Westjalisclte Volksfreund and the Essener Volks Zeitung. In his circular Herr Krupp says he considers the papers dangerous to
peaceful relations between employers and their worlt people,
and prohibits all of his employees living in his dwellings from
either keeping on hand or reading them. His overseers are
directed to see that the ukase is carried out. It will strike
an American that Mr. Krupp is rather exceeding his rightful
province as an employer, and playing the part of a despicable
tyrant. His employees are men, not slaves, and we hope
that every one of them will read both papprs.
UNDER the auspices of the Home Missionary Society of the
Methodist church, Mrs. A. F. Newman recently delivered a
lecture on the 1 • Evils and Treason of Mormonism " in this
city. She said she had spent ten years in studying Mormonism in the polygamous homes and institutions of Utah.
11
Mormon Sunday-school books and catechism are so bad,"
she said, 11 that I would be arrested for sending them
through the mails, yet immorality from these books is taught
to innocent children, and the books daily read in homes and
churches." This is about the same language Freethinkers
use regarding the Jewish Bible and Christian worship from
it. And inasmuch as the Mormon Bible is borrowed of the
Jewish book, and is much the more decent of the two, we
cannot but thiuk Freethinkers are better justified in their
charges than Mrs. Newman. The Sunday-school paper published for Mormon children is thoroughly religious, and one
has to be familiar with the craft to detect the difference between it and the Christian Sunday-school papers. Mrs.
Newman, we fear, is prejudiced.

As previously noted, the Romish church has been graciously pleased to award its approval to the Knights of Labor
providing they do not accept certain social theories now
widely advertised and accepted. Of this approval, Mr. Buchanan, one of the prominent Knights of Chicago, said:
" There is no need to deny that the tendency of the or~ani
definition of an unfair triaL
zation is toward the doctrins of Henry George. Our constiIn Florida, for whose laws Mr. Hazen has, of tution shows a pronounced bend in that direction. That
course, infinit and unbounded respect, it is a mis- accounts for the extremely qualifying nature of this papal
iemeanor to follow any pursuit on Sunday. Sup- indorsement. The ideas of George giv the motiv power to
posing some Christian asserted that he had seen Mr. the instrument that will eventually ruin the church of Rome.
These ideas deny the right of the church to the immense
Hazen cultivating his orange field on that day, and proprietorship of land which it has a! ways wielded. In their
the grand jury should indict the Infidel. When Mr. hearts the papal authorities hate the Knights as they hated
Hazen goes to court he proves that he was miles the Covenanters, and this feeble indorsement is merely an
away from his home on Sunday, and could not possi- affair of expediency. It bas a string fastened to it, and the
bly be guilty. "Well," says the Christian, "some string will be pulled the instant that it becomes plain that
k'
George and Dr. McGlynn are to continue in the ascendency.
one was wor mg on your place, and as you are known The church needs us more than we need it." As Mr. Buto be an Infidel, and to sympathize with men when chanan is a Catholic, these words are promising.
arrested for Sabbath breaking, and as you own the
•,-----.
TnE Rev. Myron W. Heed is talked of as successor to
orange grove, 1t doesn't make much difference,· we will Henry Ward Beecher in Plymouth pu1pit. Mr. n eec1 was a
punililh you for your sympathy with Sabbath-breakers, college mate, in the theological seminary, of the secretary of
anyway:"
And supposing the court accepts that the American Secular Union, and is at present the most popview of the case, and fines Mr. Hazen fifty dollars as ular and brilliant preacher in Denver. When Mr. Pt1tnam
it legally could, would he think he had had a fair visited that city last summer, he described his whilom friend
· 1
as a first-class heretic, preaching humanity and reform in
tr1a 7 and would he ever after cheerfully support this world and possessed of too little theology to swear by.
"all in office in their efforts to enforce the laws and Reed like~ to tell this joke on himself: When preaching in
to punish disturbers of the peace 7" If he would, he Indianapolis a few years ago, he took a trip to MichigHn to
, deserves to be a slave to Sunday laws forever.
fish and hunt. He made the acquaintance of several lay sinIn the communications we hav printed upon the ners and his actions and conversations never revealed that
he b~longed to the cloth. When he left, he invited his newChicago affair, we hav been as impartial as the num- found friends to call upon him if they visited Indianapolis.
her of manuscripts sent us would allow. We hav not . This they soon did, and inquired for 11 a Ia wyer by the name
suppressed opinions adverse to our own, neither hav of Myron Reed." 11 Don't know one," they were told.
11
we sought supporters. The proportion of communi- 11 Don't know Myron Reed?" they rejoined.
He said any
~ations pro and con (Ill this subject, noted by Mr. one in Indianapolis could tell us where he lived.'' "Oh,
Hazen, indicate how Freethinkers stand.
Myro~ R~ed! He's a preacher.'' "A preacher!" exclaimed
. .
the Mteh1ganc1ers; "why, we thought he was a gentleman."
~nd lastly, ~e. deny that w~ ca~ lllJUre the .c~use 11 Reed is doing glorious work where he is," ;vrote Mr. Pu~~
of hberty of opmton by ad vocatmg hberty of opmwn. nam "but I believe he will do bigger work m the future.
To us it is most amazing how Freethinkers, who are . Perhaps Putnam's prophecy meant Plymouth pulpit.
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better than no hell at all." Christians are like Zachary Taylor-" giv 'em [the Mexicans] hell!" said he, and the soldiers
were fired up anew to the conflict.
Well, Eugene, you are young, and in an influential posiMoUNT JAOKsoN, VA., April 4, 1887.
ti0n, and are surrounded, as it were, by a brilliant galaxy of
MR. EDIToR: Your notice to me informing me that my
contributors, who are splendid helpers; but let me tell you,
subscription to· your paper will soon expire is received. I
you will hav your hands full to clean out the state of its corherewi~h send you my check for $3 to renew my subscripruption, and the church of its superstition. But it is only a
tion. I do not know what I would do if I should be.dequestion of time (the mills of the gods grind slowly), and I
prived of the regular weekly visits of TnE TRUTH SEEKER,
bid you goodspeed.
~· F. RoBBINs.
which has been a constant friend and companion since 1878.
With best wishes I am sincerely your friend, L. WALTERS.
SAN BERNARDINo, CAL., April12, 1887.

litttrs Jrom Jlritnds.

STANLEY, IowA, Apri1.8, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: I take this opportunity to drop you a line for
the purpose of informing you of our organization. We completed on the seventh of this month the organization of the
Fayette County Secular Society, and elected our officers as
follows: President, John S. Brewer, of West Union ; vicepresident, James F. Smith, of West Union; recording secretary, E. D. Godfrey, of Maynard ; corresponding- secretary,
G.. Hennage, of West Union; treasurer, Wm. Hedfield, of
Stanley; committee, Daniel Davis, of Fayette; Alexander
Risk, of Stanley; A. C. Smith, of West Union; S. T. Barns,
of Maynard; Joseph Patterson, of Brainard.
WM. REDFIELD.
DE LEoN, lA., March 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. S. P. Putnam has given us three lectures
in all. After his last two we organized a Secular Union with
twenty-one members, a number of them ladies. We had
regular meetings until the weather was too bad for our elder
laborers to attend. Since then we hav been aiding literary
societies, and a glorious good time we hav had. We hav a
great variety of exercise~, and discussed most every q nest ion.
We hav some good talent, and on the whole we feel there
has been progress made and in keeping with the time in
which we liv. The question has been sprung in our county
papers concerning teaching Bible in public schools, and one
lady teacher admitted it was not a school book, and that sb e
had just as good a right to teach Paine or Ingersoll in school
as Bible, and many of our prominent citizens hav expressed
themselvs in a similar manner. I am of the opinion the
Bible should be confined to tbe church and Sunday-school,
and let those teach it in their homes that wish to.
JoHN W. LoNG.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Aprilll, 1887.
MR. EniTOR: In your last issue, of the 9th inst., I noticed
an article from the great Robert G. Ingersoll about the Rev.
Dr. McGlynn and tbe Catholic church, which every honest
man of toil should read. If tbat article should reach the
strictest orthodox Catholic, it would open bis eyes; it would
lead him to see how inhuman the church is, wbat oppressiv
means she uses against the laboring class that is supporting
her..
Men! Men ! when will you begin to see light? When will
you learn to know that your fellow-being is not selected by
God as your superior ? And that the popes, the bishops, and
archbishops (with two red caps or three white ones) are
a fraud? The religious doctrins are only kept up by those
whom you support and whom you nurse with your honest
perspirr.tion. To vote for wbom you please, to act as a
good citizen, and to lecture for a good cause is against the
disciplin of the church. To follow the Corrigans, the
Crokers, etc., is not against the disciplin of the church because it is "Tammany," you know.
Again, I wish to call your attention to an article from
Quebec-which I read in this morning's paper-that an ency.clical letter was read in the Catholic churches of Canada
to, day suspending the condemnation of the Knights of Labor
until the pope shall ha v fully investigated the order and
passed final judgment upon it. "What fool these mortals
be!"
B. W. GoLDOWSKY.
HARWIOH, MAss., March 26, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.50, for which send
THE TRUTH SEEKER for six months to inclosed address. We
are told by the church people that we can do nothing of ourselva. "God must do it all." Why doesn't he do it, then?
If he is waiting to be gracious, and is desirous that we should
be saved, who is to blame but himself for not saving us? If
he can make us all good and happy, and won't do it, he
ought to be ashamed of himself. They tell us we must pray,
and pray in faith, for his blessings. What courage hav we
to ·pray when Christians hav been praying. sixteen hundred
years, and never had a prayer answered yet? They must
hav cheek in an eminent degree. But what sort of a God is
he that needs to be coaxed to bless us ? If I had the power
that they say he has, I would not want coaxing to do the
right thing. I'd put things to rights instanter, and put the
devil on his good behavior at once.
But, there! how can we expect the stream to rise higher
than the fountain? No more is it reasonable to think that
people will make their gods better than themselvs.
I am not an alarmist, but I know but too well how glad
ecclesiastics would be to put the yoke upon our necks, the
ring in our noses, and march us into their ranks, or to the
stake. Superstition is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever, and would bear the same fruit. We may llav our differences in minor matters, but must unite our efforts against
our common enemy, until the earth is rid of its dreadful influence. "Without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin." Of course not; and without a hell Christianity
wouldn't be attractiv at all. Let a minister giv out that he
don't believe in hell, and something is the matter at once. As
the story goes, an orthodox woman and a restorationist got
into a dispute upon religion, the woman accusing him of not
believing in hell. "Oh, I believe in hell for awhile, after
Which we are restored." "Well," says the woman, "that's

about an angry God, death, hell, and the devil-that no one
knows anything about-they know that if women get to
preaching their own occupation will be gone.
What a pity it is that womenhav been so erroneously taught
as to think it a duty to work for the reverend frauds!. Go
on with the pictures ! They cannot fail of doing good~
Thousands of churchmen will glance at a picture who would
not read a line in your paper; and 'a glance at tlie piCtures
will set them to thinking, and thought, like leaven hid in
dough, will finally leaven the whole lump, or open their 'eyes
to the truth. All who take your paper ought to show· the
pictures to their pious neighbors.
J. HAOKRR.

MR. EDITOR: Hark, from the tombs no doleful sound!
Why, Dr. J. L. York, the pioneer of the Pacific coast, is here
FARMINGTON, 0., March 27, 1887.
blowing the bugle.horn of Freethought, free speech, freedom,
MR. EDITOR: Mrs Lydia L. Curtis, my wife. and for some
equal rights for man, woman, children; everybody-rich, years a subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER, died at De Funiak
poor, black, any color-the measure of the stature is mind, Springs, Fla., Feb. 24, 1837. She had been iu poor health
physical and mental culture, rounded by reason. His steel for some years, and went South iu the hope of an improve~
hammer blows tingle and will awake the dear ·souls who ment of health, but it was too late.
hear. Our Opera House has been packed for two nights,
Though a Spiritualist she was not a bigot. She read THE
March 20th and 22d. The first night· "Evolution 'D8. Crea- TRUTH SEEKER with much interest, feeling that its work in
tion" was handled in a masterly, scholarly, and not to say showing the false claims of the church was of great service
scientific manner would· fail to tell the truth. The next to the people.
night the subject was" Individuality," the packed house was
Some of our personal friends who are mediums allege
held at times silent, anon bursting with applause as the they hav seen and talked with her. She is joyous in the·
sallies of pathos, wit, facts, and logic came from our esteemed change. She is not weighted down with that enfeebled
and gifted orator.
body. She explained U1e mystery to us of going off to die
The doctor goes East about the 1st of May on a lecture alone. She was very impressible herself, so we wondered
tour, and we of this coast bespeak for him an ovation as a and even faulted the spirits that they did not impress her to
hero of no small fame-red-hot from the Australian colonies stay at home. She said they influenced her to go, that she
-loaded, primed, ready for the fray. He blows his own could not stay long in the body anyway; If she stayed in
trumpet, pays his bills, and you go away from his lectures a her home, where everything was impregnated with her lifericher, braver, better man, woman, or child. Friends along forces, and surrounded with her family and friends, she
the line should see to it and not let him pass .. by unheard.. would be held by these influences till of very feebleness of
If fifty miles away and the news comes that Dr. York is ·body and spirit she could stay no longer. She would be
coming, pack up and be off. There is only one York, and much enfeebled in spirit, requiring time and treatment on
you cannot afford to miss hearing him. The doctor will not the other side to recuperate. By going away she could slip
rest until he brings up at Paine Meriwrial Hall, Boston.
off with comparativ ease, and be much better off as a spirit.
N. WooLSEY.
To many of the noble men and women working in the Lib~
era! cause, this will seem to be idle vaporing, but I firmly
READING, KAN., April 2, 287.
believe they will find there is more to us than the breath in
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is the welcome torch of our nostrils; that there is no death, only change, and they
freedom. It is the Bennett electric light of the nineteenth will be able to work for the good of humanity, embodied and
century.
disembodied, after the change called death.
I listened to Moody at Emporia, Kan., two years ago. He
E. F. CURTIS.
said that Infidels and skeptics made fun of Jonah and the
whale story, but a trne Christian will not doubt any of the
BRATTLEBoRo, VT., March 31, 1887.
Bible, and if it said that Jonah had swallowed the whale, he
MR. EDITOR: As a subscriber and admirer of Trm TRUTH
would believe it to be so.
SEEKER, I wish to say a few words concerning it.
Could not the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberals
Since I began taking the paper, nearly two years ago, i
in Emporia and vicinity club together and get Brother Rems- hav found it impossible to do without it, and rather than giv
burg, or Putnam on his return trip from the West, to stir up it up now would pay double the price charged for it; in fact,·
the old snake? I will contribute my mite. I hav labored to me it is "worth a farm," as the saying goes. The carhard to keep its slime from our public school here. The toons especially are eertainly an important and essential
board hired an orthodox teacher, ·and he holds a religious feature of the paper, and are doing good work in showing to
service each morning at the expense of Jew and gentile, the masses how inconsistent is the Christian pian of salvation
orthodox and heterodox.
with the law of reason and common sense. Mr. Heston deMy little girl of eleven years asked me one evening if there serves much credit for his studiousness in so correctly illuswas a man by the name of Elijah taken up to heaven in a 1rating the absurdities of Bible Christianity, so-cR.Jled, and it
whirlwind. She said the teacher was reading about him and is only fair to say that he is entitled to his share of praise in
another man, and she wanted to know if it was a Kansas cy. helping to make THE TRUTH SEEKEJ! a warranted success. To ·
clone he went 'up in. I told her to ask her teacher.
deny that the effect is beneficial, as well as influential, is to
I told the board that I objected to having such stuff rubbed. repudiate the truth, for I know from my own personal exinto my child, but they said that they had to abide by the perience that since you began I he illustrations the pnper has
will of the n1ajority.
been sought for more than ever before by my Christian
Valley Falls must be the Rome of Kansas, with the su-. friends, and the anxiety they manifest each week to see the
preme court as pontiff.
"pictures" is frequently quite amusing. The new subscriber
The picture of March 26th is an exact one of the Methodist I sent you last week was induced to take the paper because
Episcopal church house of Reading.
of its being so graphically illustrated, and he, no doubt, will
I cannot do without your paper, so inclosed find a remit-· giv it a wide circulation among his acquaintances, thereby
lance. I hav tried to increase its circulation, and will send lending his aid in spreading the gospel of humanity.
you a few names.
W. 0. DAVIES.
Only this week a minister said to me that one-half of the
Congregational churches were going to hell, which simply
BERLIN, N.J., April 5, 1887.
confirms what Robert G. Ingersoll said a few years ago, that .
FRIEND MAonoNALD : I cannot tell you how glad I was to orthodoxy is dying. Well, let it die. It is of no earthly use·'
see your cartoon, "The Methodist Conference," in your issue' to anyone but ministers and politicians, and perhaps now and
of April 9th. It is capital ! true to life-a picture in which then some man with more of an eye to business than anythe reverend drones can see themselvs as all really rational, thing else. Men with minds of their own, and who are posthoughtful people see them, and ought to shame them out of sessed with sound and practical ideas, do not require it. But
the pulpit into some useful employment. It is so true to life there is one thing we must not forget, and that is that while .
that it ought to be posted up everywhere, in highways and orthodoxy is dying, Catholicism is not. We can never hope
byways, that all might see it. Two or three years ago three to see universal freeClom of thought established so long as a
or four hundred Methodist bishops and priests held a great vestige of superstition remains, whether Catholic or Protestconference in Philadelphia. A city priest welcomed them to ant. The rising p;eneration, however, is improving somethe cit.y, and the priest who replied to him warned the peo- what in regard to independence of character, so far as relig.
ple that they had come thither to occupy all the soft beds and ious matters are concerned, as is evinced by them in their
eat all the good food and luxuries the city could furnish. determination to resent any interference of church authority
Very different from their master, who could make a dinner in· anything pertaining to amusements, such as dancing,
of raw corn as he passed through the field after preaching, card-playing. and so forth.
and never asked for soft beds or luxuries. But they worked
One town in this county, not far from here, as an example,
their way into private families, two or more in a place, and has had a series of dancing-schools the past winter, attended
the women went to work with a will to giv them soft beds principally by church-members, and the several ministers
and the "fat of the land;" and after they had waited on the were so disturbed by such wicked proceedings that one of'
dead-beats nearly four weeks, the question came up in the them could not sleep nights. He expostulated, but in vain,
conference whether women should be ·licensed to exhort for they insisted on dancing, and did dance, much to the
or preach, and was voted down; thus deciding to keep wo- reverend's discomfiture. To offset their departure from the
men a while longer on a level with idiots, according to the paths of righteousness, and to counteract the evil influence
commands of St. Paul, who for eighteen hundred years has engendered thereby, a revival is now talked of. But it won't.·
cursed women more than any other man that ever lived.
work, because people are getting so they don't take any
Women, as one of our cartoons represents, are the main stock in them whatever. Another town·, adjoining the
supporters of the church. They are very nice to prepare one referred to, has lately dismissed its pastor, who was of
soft beds and serve good food and luxuries for the indolent the old school theology, for the reason that he believed everyfrauds; very nice to work ~lippers and make fancy morning. body but himself and a few near relativs were destined 'for
gowns for them; nice to get up fairs, feasts, festivals, and hell. That was more than his congregation could 'stand,
fancy shows, and beg to raise money for them, but when it hence his departure for other and more congenial fields to ·
comes to competing with the drones in the pulpit they must labor in. Man made all the gods, heavens, hells, and bibles ·
be kept down among idiots. They hav wit enough to know ever invented, and through fear of that greatest of all humthat wowen hav to work cheaper than men, and as any fool bugs, ·hell, man .has domineered over, tyrannized, bulldozed, '
brought up in the church. can repeat the old pulpit stories threateu.ed, tortured, and murdered his fellow-creatures ·fa:r ·
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ages. Since man abolished the infernal place, he bas lost his
grip on the people, as each succeeding year demonstrates.
The light is breaking. Let the good work go on, and may
yo.u, Mr. Editor, and your able corps of assistants, liv long
enough to see the end of all priestcraft and superstition, is
the sincere wish of,
Yours truly,.
A. L. F.
WARRENSBUPGH, N.Y., Apri112, 1887.
MR. ·EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, which please use as directed. I am pleased to read the " Letters from Friends," and
also the letters from the children to Miss Wixon; pleased to
think that the young and rising generation may progress
high above the degradation and superstition of the church;
that they may not wallow in the mire and dirt for sixty years,
as I hav, and pay insurance against the orthodox hell. I am
not the only one among the many of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
readers that has traveled the same dark and narrow way. If
1 were, I should feel chagrined to hav anyone know it. I
owe my salvation to TnE .TRUTH SEEKER, for snatching me
from that eternal sheol. I feel now that I am out of the
darkness of superstiiion, and I see the bright light that has
always been hid under the clergy's cloak. This town is next
to Boontoq, N.J. Last September Mr J. T. Brown came
here with. me from the convention at WhitP.SulphurSpring's,
and I engagerl the hall for the lecture on Wednesday,the.i5th.
Well, on that evening the hall· was well filled_:;about one
hundred, nearly all young people. The subject. was, "Modern Infidelity," and when the lecture was about half through,
the young ladies bPgau to leave, and the youbg mio!Q, and
they went into the street and commencerl to yell andJwot,·
so that we could not bear what the ~peaker said, and soon
began to throw dirt and gravel, which broke up the lecture.
The most of the youn!l; people were -Catholics, who came for
that purpose, aud said that if he was there the next evening
they would. hav tarre·d and feathered him. So, my dear
readers, you can see the hot bed that I am in. l\lay TnE
TRUTH SEEKEI~ float over this nation till orthodoxy shall go
to oblivion.
WM. WrLOox.
WAsTIINGToN, D. C., AprilS, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Cardinal Maiming, in his letter on the
Knights of Labor, say~: "Hitherto the world bas been ·governed by dynasties. Henceforth the holy see will hav to deal
with the people. The more clearly and fully: this is perceived, the stronger Home will be." How thankful the peo-_
p'e or America ought to be to his holiness, the pope, to take
the place of dynast iPs, and so deal with the. people as. to
strengthen Rome! What a glorious end of this gr.eat republie-a. mere prop to strengthen Rome! How hav the mighty
fallen!
I see another bishop writes that the church cannot agree
to abet Henry George, because he advocates theft; he wants
to steal the land; and yet they support the Irish, who are
making the same rlemand. Why is this? Because they.can
hara~s a Protestant nation by advocating in Ireland what they
condemn in America. We alllmow that all nations that hav
been enslaved hav been first deprived of the land, either by
the sword or by some more ingenious way of getting possession of it, for instance, giving it to corporations, or selling it
to syndicatps. Why, all the laud in Europe has been stolen
from the rightful owners, the people, and by that m(lans they
hav enslaved the many to the few. Who ·advocates theft but
the church and ·the tyrants they support? fl:enry George
wants the land restored to the people, I he rightful owners,
and I suppose he wants those "'ho use it to pay a fair rent
for the privilege. He would bav no exemption, not even if
it was covered over with churches. One of the greatest evils
now is the exemption of church property from taxation.
Why should the whole people be made to pay the taxes for
the churches? It is. the grossest of tyranny, as it looks to
J. DowNES.
me.

every Sabbath by men who certainly do not mean a word
they say. Cicero would hav regarded with loathing a people who preferred St. Paul and Isaiah and Jeremiah to Epictetus and Marcus A11relius. We know, then, the condition
of our literature. It is palsied by this and other errors, and
it is diseased, langnishing, stilled, cowardly; corrupt, sniveling, apologizing to the most disgusting of human beings,
flattering the most ignorant of the clergy. How can a
manly literature exist in such an age, noted chiefly for its
priest-ridden, shoe-wiping people, de"'"oid of all nobleness
and independence, the lust of mammon being the strongest
incentiv to action?
And then the foolish women, who allow clergymen to
whine over their children and teach them what they know to
be ·lies, but hav not the courage to say sol Some remark
that an American poem has never been written. But you
know what a beauty it would be-brimful of flattery, falsehood, deception; incapable of a robust philosophy; plentifully flavored with the filthy, decayed scraps and refuse
which the modern Jew has cast from him with loathing and
contempt.
This being Lent, I attended church, and was duly informed
that God is slow to'anger. I suppose he has heard of the
new probation scheme, and is cooling off a part of sheol for
the reception of persons who would ha.v been devout if they
had enjoyed the chance. And think what a pleasure is in
store ·for them I They will soon know all about Jonah, and
Samson, ·arid others like them. The people of India do not
. s~em ·~ dispoged" that way, as Mrs. Gamp remarked.
Perichis remarked that "the post of honor was generally
that of danger." Of the two, I would rat!ter flatter and
praise an Anarchist than a greedy monopolist, for without
such ·fiery hearts the very name of freedom would be a mockery and byword upon the earth. Tremble not if palaces
crumble and the ruins of a false civilization lie thick around
you. So the lovely light of virtue is not extinguished, the
full sunshine of hope is blazing upon the home of the patriot
·and honest man~
ALIIAZA.

KENT, OHio, March 29, 1887.
Mn, EDITOR: A few years ago your subscriber brought
the first TRUTH SEEKER to Kent. And after a time, by dint
_of much perseverance and persuasion, I succeeded in getting
a:few, subscribers, and bought a lot of Trnth Seeker tracts
and pamphlets, including" The Bible Abridged," "Crimes
of Preachers,"-Bennett's ''Open Letter to Jesus Christ," etc.,
many of which hav long since gone the way of Michael Servetus-bu~ of course the average Christian will not know
what that means, so I will simply s>ty for his information
that they fell into the hands of Christians and they bnrnt
them up for Christ's sake, just the same as that saint, John
Calvin, burnt Servetus. Well, after awhile we organized a
Secular Society and a Library AssociO<tion, and purchased a
small library of you. And right here I will say that Helen
Gardener's" Men, Women, and Gods" and Graves's" Sixteen Crucified Saviors" are in great demand, and we will
hav to hav some extra copies to accommodate the friends.
Our library is producing a wonderful revolution in thought,
and its membership is daily increasing. I need not tell vou
how THE TnuTH SEEKER is progressing. The simple fact
that our secretary has sent you a list of over fifty subscribers
and the money for the same yesterday will speak for itself.
I tell you, Friend Macdonald, a club of that size is not got
without some work. The highway of Freethought, like Jordiw, is a hard road to travel. It is not strewn with flowers,
as many suppose. The secretary and myself in tramping
over the country soliciting TRuTH SEEKER subscribers, and
members to our society and library, meet with many a rebuff
-and insult, but when we contemplate and realize how much
ou·r labors lessen the sum of human misery and increase the
sum of human happiness in this world, we feel as though we
LEXINGTON, KY., April 2, 1887.
were amply remunerated.
MR. ·EmToR : A writer for your paper remarks that women
And right here let me say that the greatest obstacle we
wish to "love passionately." Such critics should ·devote meet with in working for your paper is the opposition of the
themselvs to the cause of reform-no one cares whether by women. We meet every day with good, whole-souled, Libreason or love, so·they are successful. But to be constantly eral men, who would be glad to take the paper if it were not
casting jewels into the sea will d~ no good. I propose that for the opposition of their wives;. they are so afraid it will
the subject of prison reform be agitated 'by them at once. ruin aud demoralize their children. They are given free
Shall not a portion of the convicts' wages be reserved for license 'to rummage among the filth and nastiness of the
their future use in some place where they can use it to ad- Bible, but when the TRUTH SEEKER agent appears in the
vantage? Or shall they be cast upon the world ·with five family and makes his business known, the loving wife
throws her arms around her husband's neck and kisses him,
dollars?
Also let those not satisfied with the feeble suggestions of and, with tears streaming down her face, says: "For heav.wome~ organize an Infidel tract society. ··Keep these sub- en's sake, husband, please don't bring that paper in the house
jects before the pe:)ple, and in a few months something bet- and blight our lives and wreck our future happiness by
ter than criticism can be accomplished. How mortified I bringing our boys to the gallows and our girls to a life of
feel, nearly every day, to hav five or six tracts handed me by shame!. Please don't! I beseech you by all the love you
bear me ·and our dear children, please don't let them see
Christians, when I bav nothing to offer in return!
Nextly, as the Catholics expect to canonize a new saint, those naughty pictures. That is a dear, good man!" And
Sir Thomas More, let us remember how piously said More, of course that settles it, for no man could resist such an apthree hundred years ago, dragged James Bainham, an honest peal as that; and your agent, seeing that his little game is
lawyer, for his opinions, into his coal-cella.r,. where he was up, and feeling that he is treading on sacred ground, quietly
chained to a post and lashed. The bil'hop of London kindly makes his exit and leaves this couple in the full enjoyment
repeated this ceremony. More then caused this miserable of their second honeymoon. Brother Remsburg hit the nail
man to be rackPd in the holy tower of London, and lastly on the head when he said the priests run the women and the
burnt at Smithfield. Such demonstrations woulu giv a women ru~ the churches. The mainstay and bulwark of the
churches to-day are the women, and to overcome and remove
charming lnster to piety, even in this degenerate age.
As to the cartoons, they burst upon us like the thunders. this great obstacle in tbe way of Liberalism and human proof an apocalypse! They tell us, in powerful tones, what has gression we must depend in a great measure on the help of
been, what might bav been, what wi:l be. Alas for the Bel- women, as women authors and women lecturers can, and do,
shazzars who behold their power departing! How their for obvious reasons, effect much more in this direction than
the men possibly can. Hence I wish to urge upon Liberals
knees knock together with fea.r! How they compromise!
Modern Jews reject the follies to wbfch their ancestors everywhere the importance of keeping our lady lecturers
elung. In their papers we find the remark, "Worship- employed. The brave band of women who, at home or in
ing God injures the nervous system; the mind is diseased tbe field, are, with their self-sacrificing spirit, devoting the
which is guilty of this act." Then think of the vile scum of best years of their lives to this cau~e are deserving of and
11. corrupt ancient book pasted over the brains of the "peo- should receive every.possible encouragement.
The book~ written for children by those noble women,
ple" of the United States; its silly doctrins descanted upon
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Mrs. Blenker and Miss Wixon, are worth their weight in
gold, and should find their way into every home in the land.
They are worth more than all the Sunday-school books ever
written, and Miss Wixon's little lessons in the children's de~
partment·are worth n~ore than all the Sunday-school lessons
that ever were taught. And the names of this noble band of
women, like. the name of the immortal Paine, will become
household words, and their portraits will adorn the homes of
millions long after Bibles hav become a thing of the past and
every priest of to-day will hav moldered into dust and been
forgotten.
Friend Macdonald, I set out to say something about the
works of our society and the obstacles we are encountering
in the way of opposition from bigoted priests and editors,
but I will hav to defer that until another time, as I hav
already written enough to fill your waste-basket. We expect to be able to send you some more subscriptions soon.
Mr. Watts will be with us on the 5th and 6th of April, and
we expect Mrs. Reynolds and Mr. Washburn soon. C. Fannie Allyn spoke to us March 27th on "The Past, Present,
and Future of Woman." Miss Allyn is truly a wonderful
little woman, and her heart is in the right place. In a letter
from her she said that in her· twenty years' work she had
never allowed a matter of dollars and cents to stand in the
way of doing good. That is the right spirit.
Yours truly,
B. F. CoNAWAY.
BRADFORD, PA., April 3, 1887.
1\-Iy DEAR FRIEND BRooKs: I hav read and reread your
reasons for believing in f::lpiritualism. In regard to its philosophy and theory it is all very well, and, considering our
education, very natural.
We all wish to liv again and perpetuate our identity; we
all dread to think that after death we will be lost in nature.
Bnt likes. and dislikes prove nothing, and our imagination
throws no light upon the question. What we want is facts.
I find no satisfaction in the orthodox scheme of salvation
and a future life. Better hav no heaven than to hav a hell.
If death ends in one long eternal sleep, it is a thousand times
better than eternal pain. The fact that thousands of good
men and women hav believed in it is in no way satisfactory
to me. Such has been the case with all the religions and
isms the world has ever known,
I do not wish to circumscribe any science or phenomena
known to the world, but when I look around me and see
that everything in the univeree dies, I hav a right to suppose
and believe that. it is a final death. One life and one identity
is the law of our nature;
You must draw hard upon your imagination if you think
that after death you will liv in ghost form, and float around
through space, or sit with folded hands in heaven. I am too
much of an evolutionist for that.
We agree that all that is is natural; then the only question
for us to settle is, Can a person liv after he is dead?
Time and space being valuable in this communication, I
will omit hearsay evidence, frauds, exposures, and my own
personal experience·. From the tenor of your letter I judge
you rely upon materialization to support your faith, as you
refer to one, "Miss Fairchild, of Boston, producing from
fifty to one hundred spirit forms in the presence of a score of
disinterested spectators."
Now, l\Ir. Brooks, if that is a fact, it can be done again
and the question or truth of Spiritualism settled forever.
We hav in the United States, besides Miss Fairchild, one
tilousand materializing mediums, one thousand clairvoyants,
oue thousand clairaudiants, hundreds of slate-writers, and
Indian controls to nuinerous to mention.
I do not question your right, or ability, to know more
about spirits than I do,_ but I do wish to hav some such
spirit knowledge imparted to me, and verifiea in a scientific
way.
I believe the world has been wofully humhuged in regard
to orthodox religion, and that the whole story of supposed
revelation is a big fraud upon the human race.
I will be frank with you and tell you that I think that
Spiritualism is an outgrowth of religion and creeds, and both
are born of ignorance and superstition.
The time will soon come when the orthodox God, devil,
hell, gospel-craft and spookcraft of every description will
hav to take their place with the superstitions of the world.
For the benefit of yourself and humanity, I will giv one
hundred dollars to any medium that will come to Bradford
and materialize spirits, or produce evidence of spirit return,
to the satisfaction of three scientific man-one to be selected
by you, one by me, and they to select the third one.
Mediums ought to feel it their duty to accept this proposition. They arc tmveling all over the worlcl asking for jobs
at one and two dollars a head; now they hav a chance to
earn one hundred dollars, and convert an Infidel Materialist.
If they report in favor of Spiritualism, I shall consider the
money well invested. If not, it will cost you nothing, and
yon will find out for the first time in your life that you hav
been nursing a delusion.
I had t~1e pleasure of meeting D. M. Bennett at Watkins
Glen the last year of his life, and just after his journey
around the world. I did not understand from him then that
he was a Spiritualist, but he did assure me that" the world
had been humbuged by every kind of religion."
John, we had better not stop now to discuss belid. If you
find a medium that will accept my offer, perhaps Bennett,
and hosts of others, will rnaterialize, and all questions will be
settled at once. Let us try and be happy while we bav an
earthly existence, for very soon we will grow weary and fall
to sleep in nature's arms, and help to make up the elemental
wealth of the world. Don't allow your mediums to put you
off, tell them as the orthodox do us, "Procrastination is the
thief of time." Select your referee, and name the day you
will put in an appearance, and I will be prepared to meet
you.
Always for truth,
C. J. CuRTIS.
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~hildrtn~s ~orntr.

lace and in delicate colors for future distribution among her correspondents. Of these
ferns has been written :
"Mermaids are prodigal, I ween- ·
Edited by Mxss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
Their laces on the beach are seen.
Ri'Del", Mass., to tDlwm all Communications for
Carelessly tossed from coral door',
The tide soon sweeps them to the shore.
!his Corner slwuld qe sent.
Economy thev'd need to learn
If out on land their bread t.hey'd earn.
"Between the dark and the dayJ.ight,
Why don't they keep some "catch-all" bags,
When the night is beginning to lower,
For silks and lace and other rags r
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
Santa Barbm·a, Cal. DAGMAR MARIAGER.
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Ralph's Reward.

Look Forward.
What though our home, our old country home,
Where we used in our childhood to play, friends,
Now that our sun near setting has come,
Long ago went the road to decay, friends r

•

Then from the future we borrowed our joys,
Now our thoughts to the past are returning,
Dream we of days when, fondling our toys,
Jlope's fire freshly kindled was burning.
Life is too short to fill with regret,·
To mourn over what. cannot be mended;
Doing our best with what we hav yet,
Let our acts with more wisdom be blended.
Not all in vain our living appears,
Though we've reached not that wherefor we've
striven,

Reap we the fruit of ripening years,
While our last days the best we a-re given.
JoHN PaESGOTT GuiLD.
Yir~inia's

Yisit.

Virginia was born far inland on the shore
of the Great Salt Lake, and in the shadow of
the precipitous Wahsatch mountains. There
she grew up within the walls of the famous
Lion House, dreaming of oceans of real sea
water, and oceans of real pleasure, some day
when Time should make her contemplated
visit to California a reality. And now since
the time has come, she is here in all her physical and mental attraction, to the joy of herself and others. Everything, including the
people, is strange to her, but, as might be expected, she is in love with our country, the
climate, and the sea as she follows its beach
to gather mosses, or sees it from her home on
the me8a above the little picturesque city of
Santa Barbara, with its five thousand inhabitants, "mostly fools," as some writer wrote.
From her chamber window she looks out
over the endless expanse of blue waters with
a delight not confined to those who hav spent
their childhood in its daily optical survey,
and whose infant ears knew no separation
from its roar. She bas not yet witnessed its
grandeur under the lash of a tempest, but
from the elevation that add~ to its fascination
she looks out over the undulated liquid space
and longs to spread her imaginary wings
and mingle with the white gulls circling
between the two skies. "Oh dear!" says
my romantic friend, "I'm so impatient!
Will the flying-machine man never finish
his task? I want to navigate independent
of gravity. Am.I never to become an angel
either by real or by artificial means? Next
to being a real angel, I long to be a bird-one
of those mysterious sea-birds using the avenues of the air in activ hours and the ocean's
surface as its couch of rest."
Santa Barbara she thinks is "just lovely,"
with its flower gardens, vinyards, orchards,
giant eucalyptus-trees, acacias, palms, lemon,
orange, and the favorit shade trees; the peppers, which, with their cataracts of bright
green fern-leaf foliage, and waxy, pink ornamented clusters of berries, are the delight of
all strangers.
Virginia says she has now realized a few of
the great desires of her life. She has seen
the cowled monk in the flesh, without which
she may never meet him. She has sat
through the mummeries of vespers in one of
the old mission churches, and enjoyed the
novelty of watching the Franciscan friars in
their foreign worship. She has been rocked
to sleep on the broad bosom of the Pacific
Ocean, and, by the way, she says, too, it
wasn't as pacific as it might hav l·een; but
she didn't care much, as another triumph
was added-that of the sublime sea having
touched her stomach as well as her heart.
She has tricked a solitary fish from the unknown depths, which I tell her was real
naughty, since the god that made all must,
too, hav meant for fishes to be free in their
desire for life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. ·With me she has, too, bathed in
the waters that at the other side of the " tub "
lave the shores of our moon-faced and almondeyed Asiatic sister at the antipodes.
Virginia wished she could hav given some
of her Utah friends, and th~: circle of the
Children's Corner, some of the delicious figs
that were ripe in her uncle's orchard in overabundance in their season. As she couldn't,
she is gathering sea-ferns that are as fine as

"I won't do it," cried Ralph Morton, when
his mother asked him to stay at home with
her, as they lived some distance from the
village; and off went the naughty boy, regardless of his mother's pleading. Ralph was
very disobedient, and oftimes when vexed
he would treat his mother very cruelly.
Ralph hurried off to join in the game of ball
in the pasture. While he was playing he fell
and sprained his ankle severely. He was
carried home by the boys and placed in bed,
where he was confined for some time. When
Ralph was entirely recovered he told his
mother in many words that he would obey
her in the future. The mother listened to
the statement, although he had made so many
such promises that she could hardly believe
him. But the next day, however, Ralph had
an opportunity. His mother went to town
and left him entirely alone. Ralph at once
set to work carrying wood, water, and doing
anything he could find to do which vrould be
beneficial to his mother, nor did he stop even
f Jr an instant.
Mrs. Morton had returned, and a surprise
was in store for Ralph-she had brought him
a new suit of clothes, books, and toys, and,
as he expressed it, a" regular Christmas-tree."
Ralph was highly pleased with his reward,
and throughout his life he never forgot how
well it pays to obey his parents, and that a
boy's best friend is his mother.
FRANK v. DRAPER.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

-::..1
What travelers tell us.
2.-AN APOSTROPHE TO GOD.
"Unlooked for good luck," you may depend,
Without chan~ing a letter,
Means somethmg betterThat is, the deity's end.
And thus would I apostrophize
That awful monarch of the skies;
Would aim just where I've set the mm•k
In death to place him stiff and stark.
J. K.P.B.
3.-AOROSTIO AND ANAGRAM.

Correspondence.
AxTELL, KAN., April 10, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
write a letter for the Children's Corner.
Father takes THE 'fRUTH BEEKER. I like the
pictures and the Corner. I am nine years
old. I hav a brother, Starr, four years old.
I hav a sister four months old, named Daisy
Belle. We hav five calves. School commenced last Monday. I read, write, spell,
and study arithmetic. I like to study and
learn. Cousin Charlie lived with us two
years. I want to make as good a schoolteacher as he is. This is all for this time.
JUDGE MERRITT MINER.

With much love to the Corner, I will close,
hoping, if this is thought worth its room, to
see it in print. I remain
Your young friend,
ELEANOR Momns pARKS.

JI.EDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
SAN FRANmsoo, March 12, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my first atDEATH IMPROBABLE.
tempt to write a letter. I've been reading in
the Children's Corner. Mrs. Hansson takes
By L. R. SMITB.
THE TRUTH BEEKER. She is my musicteacher, and I often visit her. I am nearly Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
ten years of age, and hav been going to school
Published and for sale by
three months, and stopped for the winter. I
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
hav one brother and two sisters. My mother
is sick in bed to-day. My mother does not
like me to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, but I
HISTORY
read it anyway, and look at the pictures,
OF THE
which I admire very much. I am writing
this at Mrs. Hansson's house. I will close INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
for this time. I am ever your friend,
Of" Eurot•e.
FJ.OUENOE MAY SMITH.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
LisBON, IowA, Aprilll, 1887.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8
DEAR Miss WixoN : Since I hav seen so
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
many girls and boys writing to the Corner, I
thought I would write too. I am 11:oing to
school now, read in the Fourth Reader, and
study grammar, arithmetic, spelling, physiology,andgeography. My teacher's name is Mattie Alexander. I like her very well. We are False Claims Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
the only Freethinkers in the county. My
Missionary Document. it is nnexcellerl. Among
sister's and our school commenced two weeks
the subjects considered by 1\Ir. Remsbnr!l" are:
ago. I read the Corner every week, and like
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stattstics,
showing; the creeds of the prisoners in the penit very well. My brother wrote not long ago,
itentianes; the Church anrl CivilizatioN; the
and I think it is my turn now. I will be ten
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
on the fourth of December. It will be sumthe Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
mer ~oon. It is quite warm now. I guess
Movement; the Tem_perance Reform; the
my letter is too long, so I will close for this
Church and the Republic.
time. I would like to be with you, and we
Bibl~ Morals.
Twenty Crimes and
could talk better.
Vices Sanctioned by Scripture : Falsehood and
From your Freethinker friend,
Deception; Cheating: Theft and Robbery i
M. E. BAILOR.
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars or
Conquest and Ext.ermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
CROMWELL, !A., Apx;~l12, 1887.
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav wntten once to
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
the Children's Corner, and seeing it in print I
and Vagrancy-: Ignora.nce and Idiocy; Obscenconcluded I would write again. I hav just
ity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
finished reading " Apples of Gold" and
Special discount on larger quantities.
"St:Jry Hour," and like them very m'1ch. I Sabbath-Bt·eaking. This is the best
think "little Susie must hav been handsome
and most thorough work ever written on the
from the looks of her ricture, ·and I would
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is t'liscussed
like to hav seen her. I hav a little sister
under the following beads: Orilj:in of the Sabthree years old whom we call Edna, and my
ba.tic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
brother is sixteen in May-his name is George.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian SabWe liv on a farm one mile from town. There
bath;
Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
are two churches here, the Methodist and
a.bb ath during the Middle Ajl"es: The Puritan
Congregational. I do not go to church. I
abbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers.Rcholars, and Divines; Abroll"ation of Sunday
hav not been there for almost a year, but I
Lawft Price, 25 cents; six comes, $1.00.
do go to school.
Our school celebrated Washington's birth- Thomas Paine, The Apostle of Relifious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
day in the Methodist church on the twenty.
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadsecond. I had a declamation, gubject, "To
ing traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
the Priests, Greeting." The church-members
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,•
thought their church wQuld be haunted for a
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
year.
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
The next day of school one of the girls
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
asked me if I wasn't ashamed to speak such
written expressly for this work. Second edia piece in the church, and I told her, "No,
tion, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
no1; a bit." You hav a good many correspondneatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 60 cents;
ents so I will close my letter.
75 cents.
cloth,
From your little Freethinker friend,
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: DeMINNm M. GEIER.
cline of Faith,. Protestant Intolerance, Washin&"ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
SoUTH BosQUE, TExAs, April 7, 287.
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath.. Each
DEAR Miss WixON: Again I attempt to
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
enter the grand old Corner, with much fear The Apostle of' Liberty. An address
of that basket. I am still trying to convert
delivered in Paine Hal!J before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
my orthodox friends to Liberalism. I can't
10 cents.
do much except scatter Liberal papers, but
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
that I do with the greatest of pleasure. And
I hav had the pleasure of seeing a good many
picked up and put in pockets with great care.
Freethought is spreading rapidly in this
country. The orthodox hav made almost an
CONTENTS:
entire failure with their Holy Ghost books •.
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.-Zadig
One year here generally does for the minis- or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The PrinceBf.
Babylon.-The Man of Forty CroW!ls. Thl
ters. They leave without the love of Christ of
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromegas.over their flock.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
Father keeps " Modern Balsam" tacked on -Memnom the Philosophe1·.-Andres Des Touches
Siam.-Tbe Study of Nature.-A Conversation
the wall for his orthodox friends to look at. at
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
I hav had some tell me if they were in my Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
place they would tear it down and burn it. I
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
told them I liked to look at it too well to de- engravings.
Pl'ice, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
stroy it. They just frown on me and drop Half calf or half morocco, marbled edges,$4.00.
the subject. We all like the pictures, and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
say, "Hurrah for Watson Heston I" The
orthodox say, "Wait until the day of judgment comes, and then see the Infidels on
their knees sending up thousands of prayers!" The Greatest of" all Anti·Bibll·
"But," they say, "it will be too late for
cal 'Vorks.
them. They will be forever lost." I suppose
By THOMAS PAINE,
they will need all the room they can get, and
"The An~hor-Hero of the Revolution."
let the Infidels take care of themselvs.
I like the story written by J. R. Perry- Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies fo'
$1.00.
" My Neighbor's Dog." It is a true story. I
hav known a few just such cases as that of
THE ORISIS.
old Carlo-old fathers and mothers driven
from their homes by their own s0ns and
Bv
Thomas Paine.
daughters to beg or starve, while their chilSpeaking of this work in connection with the
dren made use of their hard earnings.
Mr. J. D. Shaw, of Waco, is traveling and proposed independence of America from Great
lecturing; I hope he will convert a good Brit.ain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
many to Liberalism. Everybody likes him flaming arguments • . . will not leave numand thinks him a good man, except a few or- bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepathodox people, that fight hard agRinst Infidel- ration."
ity, but they are not so scary of Freethinkers
Price, 3a cents.
as they used to be. They seem to be more
For either of these works, or a!!}' of Paine•
willing to giv them their rights.
writings,
.A.di\res~ 'r~:ji) T:r\V'r~ SEEKER,

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES

Arrange the initials of the names of the objects surrounding the inner picture so as to
make how the cat appears.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN1S OORNER
APRIL 16, 1887.
1.-Strausburg.
2.-Butterflies open as hinges do.

3.-

4.-

T

SAD
SABER
TABORET
DERIDE
REDAN
TENT

In peace one tunes the shepherd's reed,
In war he mounts the warrior's steed;
In halls of gay attire is seen;
In hamlets danc.es on the green.
5.· D-a3tar-d.
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Agents for the Truth

~eeker.

.BUY ONLY
Good Goods at Lowest Prices.

CALIFORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COI,ORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSACHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

Unrivaled in Tone,

~0 .

Cor. 8/th St.

~.

MONTANA.

r

PENNSYLVANIA.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison. ·
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

/@o

~~~ ··.~'$/

OREGON.

Corvalli~.

TENNESSEE.

~\')~~

/;~~~G~~·

OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 SuperiOr street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

V 0 '

SO Third ~"'{ Ne~v Yorl~.

..........

0. B. Whitford, Butte City.

B. F. Hyland,

-<"\

6.).-'"

I. N. BAKER,

MISSOURI.

NEW YORK.

WAREROOMS,

and Printed by Permission of

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.

&

Reported for the "Truth Seekee ,; by

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore. Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

NEBRASKA.

FACTORY

'~~---------------/---~

MICHIGAN.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.

1s

Touch and Workmanship.

. '\Y

;(

~~ /

0.

w.

ROMAN ISM,

~~

OR

DANCER AHE lD.

<lt~

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

The following are a few of my leaders, all o~
which are late•t improved, best mak•', solid coin
silver, open face or huntmg, American stem-wine
watches, and guaranteed strictly as representee
or cash refunded : 2 ounce case, 7 jewels, $10 ; f.
ounce, $11 ; 4 ounce, $12. With 11 jeweled move·
meuts, $12.50, $13.50, $14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
$17.50. With full (15) jeweled movement, pat. regulator, $16, $17. $18, $19.50. 6 ounce, $21; adjusted
to heat and cold, add. $4, being onl:y $25 for thh
magnifioen t, 6 ounce, full jeweled, adJusted watch.
usually sold for $35 to $40. The following are all
best 14 karat gold filled gold watches, cases ele·
gant and latest style, and guaranteed by special
certificate from factory and myself for 20 years :
7 jewek $24.50 ; 11 jewels, $27 : 15 jewels, $30. Ad·
justed, $34, cheap at $40 and practically as good as
any $100 watch a lifetime. Lauies' watches, same
J:lest_quality cases: 7 jewels, $20; 11 jewels, $22; 15
Jewels, $28. In good 2d quality filled cases, $2 to
$5 less. Ladies' 14 k. sohd gold watches, $30,$32,$38.
Heavier gold cases in embossed, chased, enameled, Louis XIV. style, diamond ornamentationsl
etc., $5 to $50 extra. Gents' 14 k. solid gola
watches, from $45 up. Swil!s watches, to close out,
very low. The above all guaranteed below bottom
prices elsewhere er cash refunded. All are care·
fully inspected before sending, warranted for one
year, and sent prepaid if on hne of Amencan Ex.
office. Sundnes : Best rolled gold plated chains
and charms for ladws or gents, $2, $3, $4, $5, usuall_Y sold for $3 $4, $5, to $7. Jewelry, lat.est styles,
full line, 25 per cent below regular prices. Best
•pectacles in the world, $1. Genuin pebbles, $2.
Sent prepaid in case. Eye-glasses, same price.
(Send hne of finest print yon can read distinctly
without glaHses and state bow many inches from
eyes, and I can suit you first time.} Good razor 1
$1. Best in the world-a lnxury-$2. Extra fine
strop•, 50 cents. Set best violin strings, 50 cents.
For guitar, 75 cents. 8 Ludwig uarmonicas, 50
cents. Best ach1 omatic opera glasMes, $4, $5; in
pearl, $8 t.o $12. La.rge field glasses, $8, $10. Sig
nal service, $12. W atche" cleaned, $1. Springs
$1. Jewels, $1. And returned fr~e. Best work
Try me.
OTTO WETTSl'EIN,
Rochelle.lll.
Designer and patentee of New Freethougl!t Badge
in pins and cl!arms, 2 xizes, sohd gold, enameled
in 4 colors, and mo•l· beaut.iful badge ever de·
signed. Small, $2, $2.75, $3 50. Large, $3 to $5 ;
with genuin diamond, f8, $10; aud charms up to
$15. l>emand daily increasing. Agents wanted.

~HE ONuY <0o~~EG!ll

By A . .J. GROVER.

. E:DillliON.
40 CENTS.

Pmc.&,

VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.

A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt. G. In~ersoll's

BLASPI-IEMY
NEw

YoRK:

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

in the suit of the

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
a-raph tJompany
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

SPIRITUALISM
Sustained
By the Bible.
BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO.
CONTJCN1'8:
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE.
SPIRITUALISM SUSTAINED BY THE OHRIBTIAN CHURCH.
SPIRITUALISM A NECESSITY IN GOD's GENERAL GOVERNMENT.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSHIP.
OBJECTIONS

TO

SPIRITUALISM ANSWERED.

Like all THE TRUTH SEEKER'S publications, the
mechanical exPcntion of the work is all that could
be desired. Good paper, clear type-in short, a
neat little volume.
The primary object of the work, as its title indi·
cates, is to sustain Spiritualism, but the absurdi·
ties of the Christian religion, and the abominations of the old Jew book, get a terrible shaking
up. The book contains much to interest every
intelligent reader. . • . Colonel Kelso has done
much acceptable work in the cause of Free thought
and Liberalism all over the land. Send for his
new book-read it-put it into the hands of every
Christian ; it will teach him that the way of the
fool is foolishness. Every Liberal who reads it
will certainh· find his "Spiritual" strength renewed.-JonN PEOK.
Bo~~. .. a ., oh>th, 245 pp., price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.l.
tf
83 Clinton Place, New .rork.

LIBERTY AND MOUALITY.
BY W. S. BELL.
"I am very much pleased with 1t, and I wish the
eventy thousand mmisters of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read ever:r
wo d of it."
l'rioe 15 oenta.
For sale at this oftloe

PRICE, 6 CENTS,

-AND-

THE

BIBLE.

BY C. B. ltEYNOLDI:!.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the Seen
lariats.
ThiP is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr. Reynolus is now indicted, and to b

TRIED FOR BLASPIIEl\lY
May 3d.
Price, 10 Cents: 6 for 50 cents; 13 for $1.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKER CO.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the

Univers~,

and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paJ>er, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the· war, rioh with incident
and dramatic power; breezr from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Jolm
SWinton's Paper.

Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. "The
author certainly has g~nins. The divine cr~a
tiv spark is within him. The book 1s filled With
manly thoughts expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpto!1 a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1.

Ingersoll and J t>sus. A conversation
in rhyme between tbe Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itL 1
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Prometht'us. A poem. "It is crammed
with life, th<!nght, and profo11nd emotio'!,
poured fGrth, 1!. seems to me, w1th extraordi·
narybcauty."-Dn. flENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell .. Price 25 cents.

Whv Don't He Lend a Hand, and
oiher Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Story of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superiority to the mntiiR.ted
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
0

~F~~- all of thP above Ftddress

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE CREIHT FONCIER OF SINALOA..
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J. ¥· Pryse and J
M Burgler. Printers. This paper IS deyoted spe·
ci~lly to the int.AreRt~ of our colomzatwn entPrprise thP Credit Fonmer of Smaloal andfeneral!y
to th~ practical solution of the prob em o Integr!i-1
()o.operation. Prioe, $1 & year: 50 oents for BIX
moDUli: i15 aen~• for lhre~ monthl

THE TRuTH SEEKER, .APRTL 3@, 188'7.
Parson Pomeroy's Preachin'.
HE MARRIED HER TO SEVEN MEN!
From Pnme>•oy•s DPmocrat

Belmled Bible-Ban,qers: The rain falleth
upon the l'JSt as well as upon the unjust, if
they do not know enough to go in when it
rains. Then they take cold, sneeze, gape,
hav too much stuffing in the head and too
much fever and agony in the bones and such,
as a reward for not stepping off the track
when the train wants to go by. And how
many of you know even the one-thousandnine-hundred-and-sixteenth part of what the
Big Book called the Bible contain.s?
Did you ever read of Raguel and his daughter Sara, and get onto the great, big, doublebreasted lesson the story teaches? The
choir being off on a strike to.day, in order to
giv moral support to the saus11ge-case makers, you will please pass on the singing.
Deacon Popover will turn the singing.book
down and your puson will make it and go it
alone on the following text, copied verbatim
from the VII. chapter and eleventh verse of
Tobit, 'IJidelicet:
11. I h:tv given my daughter in marriage to
seven men, who died that. night they came in unto
her ; nevertheless, for the present be merry.

There were great lights in those days, as
wrote one whose history of things was too
good to lose and not good enough to bind, so
they sandwiched it in as the Apocrypha.
Tcbias had some trouble, and went. away
to find a wife. Here is where Tobias differed
from some others who hav trouble and who
go away to find some other man's wife, and
split kindling-wood, kindle a fire, crack
hickory-nuts, and sorter hang around the
neighborhood till they get into more trouble.
Beware! brethren and sisters, beware of the
man who unties himself from home too easily and of those who hold candles over their
heads and peer out into the darkness too frequently.
Tobias journeyed till he came to the river
Tigris. Then he took a bath. Dearly beloved, so long as there is no real scarcity of
water, bathe. So long as water runs toward
your door, and the clouds giv of rain in seasonable abundance, emulate the example of
Tobias and take a bath. Open the pores so
the devil in your system can get out, take a
walk, and forget to come back. Your parson often bathes, sleeps the better, and works
the easier for it. Selah I
Then Tobias journeyed on to Ectabana and
brought up at the bouse of Raguel, who had
a daughter named Sara.
0 Sara, Sara !
And the bells they go ringing for Sara.

Raguel was a man of renown. His Sara
was a girl of attractions. We all know, dear
brethren, that girls who are attractiv are objects of attention. Your parson does not
mean those girls who chew cheap gum and
read novels while mother is darning their
socks. Those girls who are brought up to
ride a gate and hold out their lips for tobacco
juice. Those girls who hav holes in the
heels of their stockings, and whose hair
smells sour for want of sa von and aqua pura,
or, in homespun dialect, plain soap and
water. Or those girls who are so tly as to be
flip, and so flip as to escape the flies. Or
those girls who prefer holes to mends and
going a-visiting at meal times rather than
getting something at home.
Sara was an attractiv girl. Seven men,
from the butcher and the baker, the sinner
and the Quaker, the snoozer and the waker,
and likewise an undertaker, were called in,
having been smitten, and then sent for a
priest or other marital functionary.
Seven times had Raguel given his daughter
in marriage, and seven times the morning
follow:ing had he carried out the Iifeles~ remains of the husbands of a night.
Imagin the feelings of that fond father !
Imagin the patience of Sara I Imagin, if you
will, the piles of wedding dresses and wedding cake slaughtered on these seven several
occasions I One man went in as a husband
and was knocked out. Another picked up a
slate. pencil and proposed to try the multiplication table, as it were, and multiplied himself to the greater population on the other
side. The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
man cam3 up smilin~ and went out on a
board. Still Sara was on deck, like Hannah
at the window, binding shoes, for years after
her lover was lost at sea.
Raguel may hav fretted, and worried,
queried as he buried, but he never whimpered.
He kept the hinges of the front gate greased
so the swing of the thing would not alarm
the dog, and welcomed all who came. The
tracks all led one way, but Raguel could not
help it. He bought a private graveyard of
his own and kept on filling it. There were

Don't forget Tobias !
The choir. will please open their mouths so
as to not mumble; and sing with a loud voice,
the 5th verse of the 112th Psalm ;
A good ro~tn doth his favors show, and doth to
ot.herslend,
.
He wft.h dtscretion his affairs will guide unto the
end.

OR1

The Church ·of Practical Religion.

Now let us go home, and as we think of
BY REPORTER.
Mr. and l'tirs. Raguel, and their daughter
This is the history· of an attempt to found a
Sara,
church wit.hout superstition, and its success.
Don't fore;et Tobias.

Itesolutions.
Myrtle Assembly, 4,808, Knights of Labor,
unanimously ad~Jpted the_ following resolutions of condolence and sympathy :
SEATTLE.

w. T., April 9. 1S87.

Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor. having established
his pu'pit, uses it to discms all the vita!'questwns
of humari concern, religious, poJitJCal, and otherwise. The book is written in well.chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffie.ient naJTativ about it to intere~t the reader and
hold hisatlent'on while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

Re•olvPa. That it is a jotst. tnbute to the memory

For sale at this office. Price. $1.00.
of our dPceased bmtuer, DaniellU. Co·~tne, a member of QnPeu Ctt·Y A;sembly,. No. 3,413. of the
Knight.s of L~thor, and H.! on one of the org11.nizers
of the Liberal League of s~attle, and its president
for over four yeara, to say th!l.t in regretting his THE BIBLE: WHERE DID WE GET IT
removal from our midst ·we mourn for one.who
was in every respect worthy of our esteem and
AND WHAT IS IT?
affection.
Re.<olvec%. That we sincerely condole with the By SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular
family of nnr deceased brot.her, who, through the
Review."
unchangeable laws of nature, has been removed Issued in six parts. Four parts now ready. Price
from our mid•t and gone to rest, betievmg that
25 cen-ts each.
whatever nat.nre has provided for our future he
Address
THE
TRUTH SEEKER office.
will share with the brightest and best..
ResolvPa, That copies nf this l1eartfelt testimonial of nm· symPathy and ~orrow be tranRmitted to t.be Da~'ll Vmce or the PenpiP. and the New·
York TRUTH SEEKER, of which he was for many
years a subscriber. and :tlso to the bereaved wife
AND THEIR
and daughters of our deceRFed brother.
Parallels
in
Other Religions.
·
J. C. CooLIDGE, M. W.
The object of the wo1·k 1s to point out t·he myths
H; P. NELSoN, R. S.
with which the Old and New ·restaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with otl1er
nat10ns; and then trace them to their evident oriqm and explain their rueaniug.
"It is unquestionRhlv true that the results of a
rationalishc study of t.he Christian scriptures are
This device is for nowhere else so acces"ible as they are now made
work Lefore us."-N. Y. Su".
paper and envel- in1the
voL Bvo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
opes for SEcular
Price, $:l.;>O.
Unions and others.

GOD AND HIS BOOK.

BIBLE

~IYTI-IS

Our Flag Above the Cross.

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, . .18
Envelopes, blacl>
ink, per PRck, .18
Paper or envelopes
with IocR! arldres81 1,000, t6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, - .~5
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,~00, • - $10.00
Address

'l'ha Truth Seeker.
COPVRIQHT£0.

Anv profit from sales will be devoted.to the free
distribution of Ltberalliteratnre.

Eighty- A.ore· Farm.
I hav an eighty-acre farm for sale in southweetern Minnesota, an unimproved prairie farm
in Nobles county, th~ sontn h»lf of thA northeast
quart.er of section 12 in tnwnship No. 103 of r><nge
42. I owe two Liberals $300 on the tract, and w1ll
sell at a bargain for the ~ake of paying them their
monAy_ Address
16
W. F. JAJ\IIESON, Denver, Col.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Seereta'r1J of the .American Secular Union.

Paine Vinfiicatefi!
-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks.
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

Bl! ROBERT G, INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CA.NA.RD.
.A Fabricated .Account of a Scene at t'M Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W.

H.

BURR..

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obsm·ver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

78pp.
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Price 15 cents.
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Price 10 cents.
A('l<lresR THE TRUTH REEKF.R CollrPANY.

wHAT'S TO HE

.ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

DON.E~

A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
Ex oRANGE.
By N. G. TCHERNYCHEWRKY. With a portrait
of the Author. Translated by BENJ.
By J_ K.!NGALLS, author of" Social Wealth.'
R. TUCKER.
A NffiiLISTIC ROMANCE.

Written in Prison. Suppressed by the Czar. The
Anthor Over Twenty Years an Exlle in Siberia. Russian Edition worth ~600 a Copy.
First American Edit.ion Exhausted
in Four Days. Second now
Reafly. An Elegant
Volume of 330
Pages.
I.n cloth, $1; paper, 'i'5 cents.
A.d<l'l'IORR 'l'JilJ1 'l'RU'T'H
WORKS Ofi' 0.

B.

RFJ<~'KER.

Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. W. POOTE.
Price,

WTI/TF'ORD, lrl.D.

25 cFnts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIOXS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed. ·
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15c,

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo,

95

pages, 25C.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
15c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
28. Lafayette Pl., New York.

BiDle Temperance:
LI(}UOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. C. 'VALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsbur~r's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SE:J!]KER CO.,
28 Lafayette PlaCe, New York.
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I:p.gersoll's 'W'orks.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 26'1
meets every Sunday in Induatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and.
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publica tiona always on hand at cheap rate 8

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lecture8~ comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt " " l'homa8 Paine," " Individual-ity,'? and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "·.rhe Declaration of Independence,"- "About Farming in Illinois,"
•· 'l'he Grant Banquet " "The Rev. Ale:z;ander
Clark," "The Pa8t lt1ses before Me Like a
, . Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. lnger2oll."

THE

Truth Seeker Annual

Some Mistakes of .M.oses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa-,
per, 25 cents.
The Uhristian Religion. By R. G.
-

Jifrt~thinkt~~t $,Imatt,att i

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grr.nd missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

1887.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Fran~iSaan. ' 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
_Millions of the8e should be circulated.

<E. M. 287.)

'':'IJ:Wl'J:'.t;L';:, .M.OJJ.t.:H.~ liOU:SE:S" No.3,

+WIT I)+ IttU$TR1UlOTI$. +

Vindication of 'l'bOmas l:'aine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert-G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cent8.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
'
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

PAGE.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound 1n one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pa10es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

·Tributes.

I

.I

There hav been so many

~ 1MJplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
· His Brother," '''l'he Vision of \Var," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
·been printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable fm' framing, and the four will be forwarded
to-any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cta.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, Liberty. ·Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland, .
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A Story. By Si Slokum,

I

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every re·
spect. In fa<Jt, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, be8ides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose, a fine steel portrait, with autograJ;Jh
fac simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s1de, $2.50; in half C!1.lf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; in fttll Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisltly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
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TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0, ADAMS.
For Sale at this OftlcA
(Roth, S1.25.

W. S B ~;LL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E.llillings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE,' 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanlrs for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
· I am innch ple'<BArl with vour address, and will
·notice it in .~ra,..-T. B. WakAman.
Abeautiful p<tmpblet of 36 pages. It is a very
.able pape"J:, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI- PROI-IIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENT3.
The number of heads under which You hav
divtded the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise mannet· in whicu each point is discuRsed, shoultl b~> lligllly commended. 'l'herefore
• I take g1·eat pleasut·e i11 rec<.HlllllHilding "AutiProhtbltion "to ·the cons1deration of every person
· who i8 intet·e•ted, not ouly iu the cause of temper.
ance, bnt iu the principle~ of self goVCl"nlllenG.J. J. McCabe.

-------------------------

In!rersoll's Tributes.
REDUCEO IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
- offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger- soll•s at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
-printed on heavy toned paper,18x22 inches,illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIF'rEEN CENTS EACH ;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
from
akage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
!8 Lafayette Pl., New York.

(Just Ptt.bliSll.ed., JU.W 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece shoWmg the modern style
of pamting.
·
A c_ardboard supplement, ingeniously ~awn and
colored, to supply all the neccedsary p1eces for
con8tructing a model house, with plain directions
for putting them together.
While the supplelllent affords both old and
Young the greatest amusement, it is more than a
~oy. It is, in fact, a must practica-l lesson inArchltecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so e:z;act that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinv from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns•
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and de8cription of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Par loa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park As8ociations.
SENT, POSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PBIOE, $1.
Address

THE OO·Ol'EllATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N,
191 Broadway (Bo:z; 2702), New York.
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THE

CONVENTIONAL LIEtit OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU,
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Pntla. llecora
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear it.Vtenna News. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

NEW YORK:

The BiOle Analyze~.

The Busts of Voltaire• .Paine, and
Ingersoll. Cabinet size; true to

life, price, $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles of Religious Liberty should hav them.
· Photo~raphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
panel, 10J!i'x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40
cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnet-s written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex aud his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

-AND-

Ingersol1 Judge Jeremia1i S. Black, and l'rof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.
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PRICE, 25 ('CENTS.

.~SOCIAL
The

Bo~ FtUfm'B

WEALTH.

and IJJxa,ct RatWs in Its

Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
CONTENTS: Economic Schools : a brief re·
view of their Origin and Growth; Rise and
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The NaturG of
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land Ownership; Private Property in Land; Capital and
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co-operation; Law of Contracts ; Money and Credit;
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Remedy; Reforms, not Remedies; Suggestions
to Legislators; Conclusion.

Price, Clotlt, $1.00.
AddreR" THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE~
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at th1s office.

John R. Jiclso, A.M.

FREETIIOUGHT NOVELS •

Tb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Rarlical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, FamilY Creeds, Day oi
Rest, eto. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.

E"K:eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

CONTENTS:
The Old Teetament.-The New Testament.-The
Creation.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles cf the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
Prophecies.-The Devil or "Satan of the Bible.-The
Heaven and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo. 833 pn. SpiAndidly exeoutr ~-- Sen 1
b:v m..u. po•t naid. Prine. sa.oo.

SACRED MYSTERIES
Al!!ONG THE

N:athaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. lUa]aS and the Quiches 11,504)
A Radical novel of marked abilit,y. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.

TO!te Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one mee~s with .il). common life, and are portrayed wtth a VlVldness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de~ree •.even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss W1xon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Years Ago.

ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL MYTH
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
Price, $2.50.
Dlustrated.
For Sale at this office.

New Edition, R_evised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
The

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored -for
o:a,
human advancement, and how the other baa
MEN 011' Bll'B!m!BB WHO Dm SoMETIIDIG BESIDES always opposed it.
MAKING MoNEY.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
$3. We wish that the friends of F~eeth?ught would
distribute thousands of these telling Plctures.
BY JAMES PARTON.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY=

Tr~

Bupplied at Special Discounts.

AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

HERE AND THEBE
IN YUCATAN.

Miscellanies by AuoE D. LE PLONGEON
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
Practical Experience with Poultry.
Palaces and Modern
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little bookhelped -the world; together with eight portraits.
Cities."
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They a pamphlet of 32 WPil-filled pages, costing on~y
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egg. It 1s
are standard.
Price, $1.25.
well
called
"practical,"
for
we
find
nothing
un- $1.21).
Prtc~~.•,
practical in it. Hens, duckP., geese, and turk~ysl Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place
THE 'l'RTJTH SEEKER.
Address
a1·e particularly discussed and the1r economwa
28 Lafayette PIA""· NAw York
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
THE
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addit10n to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
28 Lafayette Place: New .York.
OR,

The Secret of the East,

Fathers of Our Republic:

The Origin of the Christian Religion
REPLY
and the Significance of its
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
Rise and Decline.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
By B. ,V. Lacy.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, e1.00.

Jl'or sale at this office.

A. thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·s
Historical misstatements.
PrleG ()Jo1;h. 11: Paper, 00 Ceut11.

Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.

A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anua
Congre••of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York!
November 18, 1~.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cent!.

Add res
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'THE 0H.D H0r cH1.1!A TI o·uD..

iirhouttht,.

IV. Pr~:J.gn~w.er~ill~d~~~~.!or a Fair Trial.
q/f
V. Dawn of CreatiOn. An Answer to Mr. GladrJI·
'D Jf/14
(J
.A Dtscusston Between
stone. By Albert Reville, D.D. ·
. . · ====================
Gladstone, Hoxie)', Muller,
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. JusTICE is a very dear article, and then one is
. sympat h'JZers h av
Li nton, ' R ev i lie.
D R. M cG LYNN an d h IS
VII. A Huxley.
Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- very likely to be imposed upon in the quality.organized an "Anti-Poverty Society."
'On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
ton
D. M. Bennett.
.
.
CONTENTS:
. This is a ne'Y book an.d contains thelatestdiscusTnE Christians say that amongst the ancient·
THERE were destruct1v tornadoes m the
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon., s10n.o~ the nust{l.kes of Moses..The names of the
West last week. In Kansas and Missouri
w. E. Gladstone.
.
partiCipa_nts are a guarantee of Its able character. Jews, if you committed a crime you had to kill a
sheep; now they say, •• Charge it; put it on the
1"
l
d
h
d
II. The Interpreters of GenesiS· and the InterPnce, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
many 1ves were ost an muc property e-~
pretel"s of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
slate." It will not do. For every crime you comstroyed
III. Postscnpt to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
L
f
tt
PI
N
y"'
k
mit you must answer to yourself and to the one
28 a aye e
·
Muller.
.• ew or
you injure. And if you hav
MoRE than $11,000 has
ever clothed another with
been subscribed for the
woe, as with a garment of
Beecher monument.
pain, you will never be
quite as happy as though
THE Women's Sufyou had not done that
frage convention was
thing. No forgivness by
the gods. Eternal, inexheld in this city last week.
orable, everlasting justice,
THE trial of Jacob
so far as nature is concerned. You must reap the
Sharp, . who furnished
result of your acts. Even
the boodle for our boodle
when forgtven by the one
aldermen, is set down for
you hav injured, it is not
May llth.
as though the injury had
not been done. That is
VwToR HuGo's will
what I believe in. And if
has been admitted to
it goes hard with me I will
probate in London. He
stand it, and I will cling to
my logic, and I will bear it
owned $460,000 worth of
like a man.-R. G, Ingersoll.
property in England.
[NOTE.-It was said by
them of old that Homer
ANDREW CARNEGIE,
sometimes "took a nap,"
millionaire and Socialist,
and Ingersoll'H favorit poet
was married to Miss
-the Scottish Burns-ocWhitfield, of this city,
casionally became "slip.
slop" in his divinity. In
last week.
They hav
the following hnes he has
gone to Europe.
committed himself to senLIEUTENANT
DANENtimentH that neither John
Calvin, nor Jolm S. Mill,
HOWER, who commanded
nor his father, James 1\lill,
the disastrous Jeannette
nor their illustrious disArctic expedition, comciple, Dr. Alexander Bain,
mitted suicide at Anof Aberdeen : nor our own
M. J. Savage,nor Chadwick,
napolis, Md., on the 20th.
nor R. G. Ingersoll would,
BEECHER'S church has
I fancy, care to adopt or
indorse. Let the judicious
no settled pastor, and
reader pause and ponder,
various aspiring preachIf he has been trained to
ers are practicing in its
orthodoxy, a.s I was, he
pulpit. Last Sunday the
will perhaps find his intellect pulling him one
Rev. Mr. Smith, a young
WAR DECLARED.
way, and his heart, so to
Methodist from St. Paul,
speak, pulling him anAnd when Abram heard that his brother was taken captiv, he armed his trained servants, born in his own house, three hunMinn., spread himself
other, and he must decide
red
and
eighteen,
and
pursued
them
untoDan.-Gen.
xiv,
14.
[N.
B.-The
monkey
in
these
pictures
is
for
ornament,
not
for
use.]
before a small congregaand choose between them.
The controversy, when
tion.
once started, must be setTHE Pinkerton special policeman who durOllilHA man : "I regret to cut short your vaca- tled or there can be no real peace :
ing the coalhandlers' strike shot and killed
tion trip, Mr. Comstock, but you are badly needed
When human weakness has come short,
Or frail tv stepped aside,
in Washington just now." Anthony Comstock:
young Hogan, is indicted for manslaughte:r.
Do
thou, all good! for such thou art
"If that's so, I'll start at once. What's going on
In shades of darkness hide.
ALL the silversmiths of New· York who
ELLA WREELER WILCOX says that she loves the there?" "Moncure D. Conway is to deliver a lectWhen with intention I hav erred,
belong to the Knights of Labor are locked bustle in a large city. It does look rather ridicu- ure there on 'English Life and Societr.'"
No other plea I hav,
out by their employers, who will not take ~ous in the country, that's a fact.
"How silly you look in this picture!" said a
But thou art good; aud goodness still
Brooklyn
belle,
on
viewing
a
photograph
preDelighteth
to forgiv.
them back until they leave the order.
A MAN worth ten million dollars is no happier,
really, than a man worth nine million dollars. sented by a gentleman who intended to absorb her To short-sighted men and to silly women, Burns's
1
THE London 1'imes has published a letter Money doesn't always cause happiness.
name. "Do I, Sarah ?' he replied. "I tried to idea· of God seems, at first sight, very attractiv,
smile and look sweet when it was taken." "Smile!
purporting to hav been written by Parnell
"IT's all very well," said the grave-digger, "to If that's the way you look when you 'smile,' I but there can be little doubt that Longfellow has
struck the right key when he says or sings :
condoning the murder of Burke and Caven- advise a young man to begin at the bottom and
should certainly join the Prohibitionists if I were Though the ru"ms of God grind slowly, yet they
dish in Phamix Park. Parnell declares the work up, but in my business it ain't practicable." you."
grind exceeding small ;
letter a forgery.
DB. FuLToN's crusade against the Roman
WINTER lingered last week in the lap of spring; Though with patience he stands waiting, with
exactness grinds he ali.-Hylax.l
Catholic
church
is
succeeding
beautifully.
At
and
THE editor of the Omaha Bee was recently
least ten Roman Catholics hav died in Brooklyn
LoBD BoLINGBROKE did not go so far as to say
The bluebird sat in the apple-tree,
hit in the face and knocked down by the since the doctor began his work.
that no revelation from deity was possible, but he
And the redbreast sat in the grove ;
editor of the Republican, of the same place,
did
go so far as to say that no revelation could be
HE (at dinner) : "May I assist you to the cheese,
They shivered these notes from their little
proved to be actual. • , . His belief was in
who hit him with a billy. The assailant is Miss Vassar?" Miss Vassar (just graduated):
throats:
natural law, and the root of his system was that
" Oh, bring us a red-hot stove !"
under $6,000 bail. The trouble grew out of "Thanks, no ! I am very comfortable where I
the will of the deity expressed itself in the laws of
am 1 But you may assist the cheese to me, if you
matter which appeared in the Bee.
TnERE
is
a
measure
before
the
legislature
to
exthe universe : and that a faithful worship of the
will."
empt religious institutions from the water-tax. deity consisted, not in rites or prayers, or priestly
THE bill for the. total prohibition of the
MINISTER (to layman) : "But why do YOU say We are glad to know that our legislators appreliquor traffic in NewFoundland was defeated that Mr. Smith is a good man? He rarely appears ciate what we all owe to religion, but we think the observances, but in a faithful observance of the
laws of the universe so far as they were underin the assembly of that colony. The vote at church." Layman: "I know he doesn't show bill should be amended so as to exclude the Bap- stood. Practically, the sentiment is expressed in
up at church very often, but Braastreets quotes tists from its workings. There is no reason why
was so close that the speaker cast the decisiv him A 1."
the famous lines of Pope, more frequently quoted
the state should show undue favoritism to anyone
than understood:
ballot. The advocates of the bill are confiCLERK (in New Jersey dry goods store) : "Can I sect.
For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight;
dent that it will be carried at the next session. do anything else for you, madam?" New Jersey
"I SAY, George," said a St Paul drummer to a
His can·t be Wl'Ong whose life is in the right.
lady : "H'm. I believe there was something more
THE Vatican, in answer to inquiries as to I wanted. Ob, yes; I will look at your musketo Minneapolis brother, as they came together in a
To say that a true worship is a life and not a.
Dakota hotel, "hav you heard of the big row creed, that the conflict over forms and modes is
whether the pope was in favor of having a muzzles, please."
they are having in your town just now 'I" "R'w! useless, vain, and contemptible, and that the test
reconciliation with Italy on the basis of reIN China the highest recommendation a man No. What's the difficulty?" "They hav taken of a noble observation of the divine laws is a faithall
the Bibles out of the schools there." "The ful character, strikes at the root of all religious
nunciation of the papal claims to temporal can hav is the fact of his having a wife; but in
power of the pope, says that the pope desires this country a man with a wife can't get trusted Bibles out of the schools? What for, pray?" institutions and beliefs; to say this is to c11.ll off
"Why, because it mentions St. Paul many times, the attention that has heretofore been given to
peace with Italy, but has never thought of for a. suit of clothes, unless he can convince his but Minneapolis not once."
tailor that she trim2 her own bonnets.
matters that concern only the supersensual world.
abandoning ,the rights of church or papacy.
• . . The spread of a principle like this would
A FRIEND was condoling with a man who was
AN EVER-PRESENT HELP.
GovERNOR HILL of New York sent a mes- very ill, and the sick man said: "Yes, I feel it
"An Infidel doesn't believe in an oath sworn on work nothing less than a complete revolution in all
religious thought, feeling, and observation,sage to the Senate at Albany one day last very much to hav to leave my poor wife and chil- the Bible, does he?" asked Mrs. Pentweazel.
"Never mind us/' said the wife; "you
•• No," snapped out old Pentweazel, without Frothingham's Life as a Test of Creea.
week. It was a rebuke of the way the Senate dren."
just get on with your dying; we'll get on very looking up from his paper.
·
TnE Agnostic looks squarely at the facts of huhad acted in neglecting to confirm his ap- well."
''Well," persisted his better half, "if that's the man life, however grim they may be. He throws
pointments, and the clerk of the Senate, being
case,
what
does
a
man
like
Ingersoll
say
when
he
no metaphysical dust into his eyes, in order not to
ScHooL-TEACHER:" Johnny, what is the second
see what is unpleasant to see. He keeps eyes
a Republican, refused to receive it. The letter of the alphabet?" Johnny: "Don't know." is obliged to take an oath?"
"S'help
me
Bob,
I
suppose,"
chuckled
the
old
wide
open that he may see the bottom facts-no
message was thereupon read by Lieut.-Gov. School-teacher: "What fltes about the garden 1"
mistake. There must be some steel in his nerve
Johnny: "When?" School-teacher: "In the sum- man.
Jones, but the senators kept up such a howl- mer." Johnny: "Oh, I know-mother after the
"SAY! say!'' called a Montcalm street woman or a streak of the stoic in his mental make-up.
ing that none of it could be heard. The hens."
to a tramp who had just left her door with a piece Nor does he juggle with language. He calls sin
A DIVISION OF LABOR.
scene is characterized as the most disgraceful
of bread in his hand, "don't eat that I The girl "sin," and evll "evil," not "undeveloped good,"
says it is a piece we had lying around with' rough nor the •• shady side of good :"but evil, ngly, and
He : Where are you going, my pretty maid?
ever enacted in the New York legislature.
on rats' on it!" "It's too late, madam," he re- hateful. He indulges in no ophmiHtic nonsense,
She : I'm going a-milking, sir (she said).
plied, as he swallowed the last morae!; "I've had such as" whatever is is right." Ye11, he adds, exTHE excise law was enforced in this city He: Can I not help you, my pretty maid?
last Sunday, and some of the saloons were She: You can work the pump-handle, air (she people try to play that trick on me before, to get cept what is wrong. He doesn't waste time in spectheir goods back, but it always fails. I prefer the ulat.ing about the" origin of evil," or in "apolosaid).
actually closed. Delmonico's and the big hostuff to butter, but don't Hay so, because I hate to gizing foi' God;" but recognizing the existing
WHILE a detachment of the Salvation Army was put people to trouble."
tels were raided, and none but guests could
evil as a sad. stern fact, he goes to work manfully
singing a temperance hymn, the other day, in
to get rid of it and to make the world better and
procure liquor. Across the Hudson in New
front of a gin-mill, the geni!l.l proprietor kindly
happier.-W. H. Spencer.
Jersey, which has the same Sunday law as turned the-hose on them. Not to be defeated by
Catalogue of Old, Rare, and Secondhanrl Standa.rrl hook" sent fl'<"e.
New York, the saloons were wide open, and ducking on a cold day, the little band quietly
1 JORDAN
nuos.,PhJ!adelphta,
45 North 9tn, st.,
li'
many citizens of New York went over there passed around a flask of brandy, finished their
··· 1
13tl7
Pa.
I'
~
aria, and marched away happy,
and came back roaring drunk. Shopkeepers
A TEACHER in a Sunday-school, wishing to im·
A COMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INwere arrested if they offered anything to sell.
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
press his class with the necessity of fatth, asked .
It is the general belief that Mayor Hewitt's
the class why did Moses lift up the serpent in the
E
object in enforcing the Sunday law is to make wilderness?
None of the claHs knew except one.
XCHANGE.
·~·By J. K.lNGALLB, author of'' Social Wealth.''
its objectionable features more apparent, and He said Moses lifted 1t up because he knew it
35 Cents Each.
Price, 25 cents,
thus raise a demand for more reasonable leg- wouldn't bite. It was the same youth who said
the Jews made a golden calf because they didn't
islation.
hav gold enough to make the whole cow,
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THE

J8oits and 9ilippings.
THE new Interstate Commerce law has
caused a suspension of work in some of the
New England granit quarries.
THE pope demands of General Boulanger,
of France, that young men studying for the
priesthood shall be exempt from military
duty.
OuR tax commissioners are now being investigated. It appears that millions of dollars' worth of property has escapf)d assessment. We hav a reform mayor.
THE Rev. Mr. Downs, the Boston preacher
who achieved great notoriety in the usual
way, now preaches in Paine Hall. The influence of the place is expected to hav a salutary effect upon him.
IT is now generally believed that the letter
published by the London Times, purporting
to hav been written by Parnell, and cpuntenancing the Phcenix Park 111urders, is a baseless though skilful forgery.
DR. McGLYNN in his lecture last Sunday
evening said that the Catholic church would
not be what it ought to be until we should
see a democratic pope walking down Broadway in a frock coat, a plug hat, and carrying
an umbrella under his arm.
·THE German singing societies of New York
meet evenings for rehearsals, usually in
halls over beer saloons. Under the present
law they cannot use a piano. Last Sunday
the representativs of seventy-six of these societies met and resolved that they would
make a test case, and that the politicians who
did 11ot stand by them would hear from them
at the·· ballot-box. Mr. Beekman, president of
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glorying in the fact that the people passed
their free Sunday in the most rational and
enjoyable manner and that the police annals
on Monday mornings showed a great falling
off in the number of cases brought before
the various courts.
OvER in a Brooklyn synagog the other day
the rabbi went for the brethren because they
wouldn't shut up shop on Saturday and
attend services. A reporter of the Evening
Bun sat in a pew with a big Fulton-street
dry-goods merchant, and the sermon seemed
to hit the mercantile gentleman rather lightly
to begin with. " You are living for gold, not
your souls," cried the rabbi. "You are a
reproach to the Christians, who can giv a day
to their faith." "Now he is gifing us rats,"
whispered the merchant gleefully. The rabbi
went on: "You leave the women to fill the
pews ; you value an hour more than your
hereafter; you are deserting the faith of
your fathers for money-making; you-" " I
kontradicts dot," said the purveyor of dry
goods excitedly. "Der relitchion vos running down all the vile, shust like der pisness."
The frowning eye of the rabbi caught the
whisper, and the whisperer became dumb;
GovERNoR M.ARMADTTKE has signed the bill but he didn't retract his sentiments.
recently passed by the Missouri legislature
IT used to be possible for a citizen of New
making Sunday virtually a Puritanical Sabbath. A powerful protest was presented to York to take his wife or girl and go out of a
the governor respectfully requesting him not summer evening and sit in so-called concert
to sign the obnoxious bill, but it seems he gardens and listen to music, both vocal and
yielded, says the Jewish Tim!J8, to the wishes instrumental, and refresh himself with a glass
of a few Prohibition fanatics and hypocrits, of beer or not, as he chose. There were
backed by scheming politicians. It is scores of these gardens in the city frequented
claimed, and justly, that this Sunday law is by reputable people, the morals of the male
a blow at the liberty of the masses, and in visitors being protected by a regulation exthe interests of sectarianism. It is not long cluding "ladies unaccompanied by gentlesince that the St. Louis daily journals were men." The profits on tile sale of the beer enthe board of aldermen, has published a card
in which he condemns the law as it stands.
DIVINE worship is a somewhat costly affair
in Great Britain, says the World. The one
hour's service in Westminster Abbey on the
21st of June, when the great personages of
the realm are to assemble for the purpose of
prayer, is to cost the moderate sum of $100,000. Commoners and ordinary people will
not be admitted within the portals of the
sacred edifice, yet it is their pockets which
will be taxed for the purpose of enabling the
princes and lords to pray in due state fm; the
preservation of the queen. ,
A NUMBER of Washington, D. C., druggists
and merchants hav been fined $20 each for
keeping their stores open on Sunday. John
I. Hall, a grocer, based his defense on the
ground that the law forbids the opening of
places of business on " the· Sabbath," or the
seventh day of the week, not on "Sunday,"
which is the first day. Judge Snell, however, on the authority of Webster's Dictionary, held the words "Sabbath" and "Sunday " to be synonymous. The matter will
probably be carried to the higher courts.

abled the proprietor to furnish t!Je music
free, and it was noticed that a very little
beer lasted the patron while he listened to
a good deal of music. At the same time
there were many disreputable resorts, where
liquors were sold and vile songs were sung.
To suppress the latter sort proprietors of concert gardens were compelled to take out a
theatricallicenRe, and a law already in existence forbade the sale of malt or spirituous
liquors in the auditorium of any place where
theatrical exhibitions were given. These
regulations hav had an effect exactly the reverse of salutary. They did not stop the
sale of liquor in the gardens, but they abolished the music; and whereas previously the
music furnished the principal part of t!Je
entertainment, at present the customer must
depend for his diversion entirely upon drinks.
If the framers of the legislation had this object in view, then, of course, the Jaw has had
the effect intended, and the legislators ought
to be satisfied. If, on the contrary, they
hoped to lessen the sale of beer and the prevalence of vice t!Jey hav certainly gone very
wide of adopting the proper measures for
that end. The reputable gardens hav been
closed according to law, while some of the
disreputable ones are still open in violation of
it, and the latter now draw the patronage of
the former. It seems that people are determined to hav beer, and there are many who
do not regard as harmful a moderate indulgence in that beverage. Whether they are
correct or not does not affect the truth of the
affirmation that the present mixing of license
and theatrical laws is doing more harm than
good, and the more strictly the laws are enforced the more apparent is the evil. The
sumptuary legislators will hav to try again.
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~omntttilications.
Tales Told Out of School.
III.
THE REV. DR. JONES's REPORT CONTINUED.-cOLONEL BILLINGS's" CRIMES OF PREACHERS."

And here is as good a place as any other to say
.that a good-sized pamphlet is periodically published
by a man in Iowa, entitled, "Crimes of Preachers,"
which I saw for the first time in the hands of a young
man, a son of one of our most respectable ruling
elders, containing a list of some hundreds of preachers who; during the last five or six years, hav committed crimes punishable with imprisonment in the
penitentiary. To my astonishment and mortification,
I found in glancing at its pages that a large proportion of the offenses were sexual transgressions committed against women. I ran my eye hurriedly over
the names and dates to see if the cases of three ministers whom I knew to be arraigned before the criminal courts for crim. con. were recorded, but was glad
to find.that the lynx-eyed compiler had missed them.
The purport of this book was to show as a matter of
fact in statistics that in proportion to their numbers
there is no class of men in society who, with all the
motivs drawn from heaven, earth, and hell, to make
them walk uprightly, were so weak and criminal, especially in the matter of chastity, as the clergy.
There is a profound philosophy in this fact which
ought to be the subject of study, and of lecture, too,
in all theological seminaries. As the Spartan mothers
in ancient times, who wished to make self-governing
men of their boys, showed them the drunken Helots
wallowing in their degradation, and warned them to
abstain from the immoderate use of wine ; so this
book of Billings's ought to be found, not only in
every minister's study, but in the private and public
reading-rooms of all our theological seminaries, as a
warning to students to avoid the pitfalls into which
other good men hav fallen. If the Lord, as a potter,
has made his ministering servants out of extra-fine
clay, the material, judging from Billings's book,
seems to be very frail. The nature and strength of
the sexual instinct, the temptations to its indulg~nce,
and how to control it, are tabooed subjects, considered too delicate to be alluded to, except by innuendo. But a matter of such importance should not
be ignored, and theological students who are soon to
leave the monastic halls where they hav been secluded
from the world, and go out into mixed society, should
be warned 9f the dangers awaiting them, for, being
forewarned, 1 they are forearmed.
The Methodists, of course, are prominent in the
list of clerical transgressors in Billings's book, but
pretty much all the rest of the sects. are abundantly
represented in the black catalog of names. I say the
Methodist!!! of course, because next to the Catholic
priests-holy "fathers" without wives-they hav the
bi:lst opportunities, and therefore are exposed to more
temptation to go astray.
SOME SAGE REFLECTIONS AND ADVICE.

Considering the weakness of human nature on this
point of sexual morals, no pastor of a church ought
&ver to visit a family of his congregation alone. He
should keep fresh in his memory the story of Ulysses,
who, on his voyage back from Troy, when he approached the island which was the dwelling-place of
the Sirens, crammed beeswax into the ears of his
companions, lest they should hear the enchanting
music of these women's voices, and leave the ship.
In the Presbyterian system, where every congregation is provided with a bench of ruling elders, the
theory is that, aB they hav the oversight of the flock
jointly with the pastor, one or more of them shall
always accompany him in his pastoral visitations.
We must take human nature as we find it, and in that
nature the love instinct is Po deeply rooted that we
cannot trust either men or women who, in their association with each other, pass the bounds of prudence.
I learned a lesson on this subject from a Shaker,
during a visit I once made to the famous establishwent at New Lebanon, now presided over by the venerable Frederic Evans. I noticed that the men and
women in meeting each other did not shake hands,
nor talk much, but respectfully passed on; and in
the simplicity of my ignorance I inquired of an intelligent brother the reason why. He replied that celibacy was the most important feature in their system,
since Christ, their model man, was a celibate ; and
that to maintain it every path that diverged from it
was doubly guarded. If the brothers shook hands
with the sisters, and chatted with them familiarly,
each would come within the magnetic aura which
encompassed the other ; and the next step ill the
program would be to kiss. This, if frequently repeated, would awaken in them the mutual sentiment
of love, the very passion in their bosoms which it was
the grand business of the community to crush. out of
existence. Hence no handshaking, no chatting, and
no kissing in Shakerdom, since there is more than
enough of that kind •f thing practiced among
the world's people.
Had Beecher been attended by a deacon of his
church when he visited the Tilton mansion at Brook-
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lyn, in his care for sou1s, his reputation would not
hav been sullied as it is, and the ~ause of religion
scandalized. When opportunity offers itself, and the
temptation of a woman's eye and voice is strong; the
thunders of the judgment day, as they roll around
the throne of God, are too far off to reach the ears of
the tempted parties; and therefore society is much
more leavened up with sexual vice, especially in cities
and towns, than people in the rural districts hav any
idea of. The case generally is this: A merchant's
place of business is far away from his home. He
takes his breakfast under his own roof, and then goes
down to his counting-house, where he remains till it
is time to dille with his club. After that he goes to
the theater, or spends the evening with his club companions, drinking wine and smoking cigars, until the
short hours of the night admonish him that it is time
to go home. When he arrives there, the whole family are in bed; and from Monday morning till Saturday night he sees his wife only at breakfast, and his
children, if at all, only when they are asleep ; for on
Sunday, if he be at home, they are at Sabbath-school.
Thus hundreds of wives lose the companionship of
their husbands. The childr~n during the week being
at school, the long days pass in loneliness, except as
they are relieved by the visits of the pastor, who, if
the woman be interesting and attractiv, he is tempted
to visit too often, even if he hav a wife at home. The
woman sees and feels that the preacher treats her
with more respect and attention than her own husband, and if he be well-looking, well-mannered, and
winning in his ways, and especially if she be more
lovable than his own wife, it is the most natural, as
well as the most wicked, thing in the world that she
should imperceptibly lose her affection for her husband, and transfer it to the preacher. Joseph, in
Egypt, when his diet was leeks, onions, and Nile
water, may hav resisted the seductiv charms of
Potiphar's wife, but it demands a doubt whether a
robust, thick-necked Methodist minister, who luxuriates on the fat of the land, is ever seen emerging
from the house of a parishioner, with only one tail to
his coat because the other had been torn off and left
behind. The Methodist brethren, according to Billings's book, seem to take the lead in sexual vice, and
I account for the fact in that they hav no officer in
their church economy answering to that of the ruling
elder in the Presbyterian, whose function is to attend
the minister in his visitations among the families of
his congregation. He goes alone, and the invisible
Satan, who, perhaps, knowing that he is a mere woodcock-the most gullible of birds-has laid a trap for
him beforehand, goes with him, and before the simpleton knows what he is about, the trap springs and
he is caught.
It is lack of opportunity, rather than sound moral
principle, which keeps most men in the path of rectitude. They are unresisting victims to their environments. It is easy for a man to be sober if he never
goes where there is wine to drink, and it is easy for
him to · be chaste if he stays at home. Brother
Staunton, who will no doubt figure as a character in
the next edition of Billings's book as one of our frail
divines, might hav continued to liv comfortably with
his wife, instead of choking her till her eyes stood
out of their sockets because she threw a cup of hot
coffee in his face, if he had studied carefully, and inwardly digested, the advice Paul pressed upon Timothy about widows who were young and fascinating
in their looks and manners.
There is no sense in being mealy-mouthed on this
subject. The vocation of a minister of the gospel
exposes him to more temptations than assail any
other man in life, and then, when in such trying circumstances as generally precede a fall, up springs in
his recollection, suggested by Satan, no doubt, the
examples of David, Solomon, and Rahab the harlot,
canonized as saints by the apostle Paul, and he ia
emboldened to run the risk of guilt and exposure,
secretly believing that in the end at least he may: get
to heaven as well as they.

What Objections to Christianity 1
Is it not unjust, immoral, and degrading to teach
that a man may liv in wickedness ; that he may
harden his heart and pollute his soul, and yet at the
eleventh hour receive the reward by believing something nonsensical ? Has the hope of forgivness ever
prevented the commission of a crime? Must a man
throw away his reason and believe something un·
reasonable here in order to be a saiilt hereafter T The
man that would throw away his reason is only fit to
be damned.
If there was no general atonement until Christ was
sacrificed, what became of the countless millions that
died before his time ? What has become of those
who hav died since but never heard of Christ?
For eighteen centuries the Christian world has
been endeavoring to explain the doctrin of the atonement, and every attempt has been ended in the admission that it cannot be understood, and the
declaration that it must be believed, and continually
teaching that the good works of Christ will, in the
next world, be placed to our credit to balance the
sins committed here.

Was Christ, the son of God, sent into the world to
be sacrificed as an atonement for the sins of the
world~ or was he simply human-O'!le who revolted
against the religious impostures of his day, and was,
as many an honest man has been, offered as a sacrifice to the Moloch of superstition ?
The only evidence for believing Christ to be the
son of God is the dream that Joseph is said to hav
dreamt. Joseph, seeing the condition of Mary, his betrothed, and being a just man, sought to put her a. way
privily, but an angel of the Lord appeared to him
and settled the matter satisfactorily. Now, I hav no
faith in my own dreams, much less hav I in a dream
said to hav been dreamt almost two thousand years
ago. And who tells this dream ? A narrator called
Matthew according to the most orthodox authorities,
fifty ye~s after the dream was dreamt. Tl;lere is no
record that Christ ever said a word about the matter.
There is no evidence that Joseph ever told anyone to
record the dream, and Mary, whose testimony on the
subject would be of inestimable value, is si_lent. If
CbJ:ist was the son of God, why hav g'lVen the
genealogy of Joseph t.o prove him to be of the house
of David ? It is hardly possible to be of the lineage
of David and at the same time the son of God.
Christ always called himself the son of man. The
idea that he was begotten of the Holy Ghost was an
afterthought. The belief that great or goed men
were divinely begotten was a prevailing superstition
in those days, and it was considered by women an
honor to hav intercourse with one of the gods. The
world was already overrun with sons of gods, and
crucified saviors had been abundant. Grecian mythology was falling into decay, and as the human mind
is so constituted that it clings to early prejudices
and superstitions, mythology was turned into a fresh
channel, and loving credulity arrayed Christ in the
old clothes of the departed Olympian gods. The
Egyptian legend of Isis and child was renewed in the
story of Mary and son.
For the first three centuries many conflicting doctrills were advocated respecting the divinity of Christ
and his position in the Trinity-a dogma borrowed
"from Egypt. The most prominent ideas were that
Christ was co-equal and co-eternal with the father ;
that he is God, who was born of a virgin in a miraculous way. This doctrin proved to be the orthodox
one. The other doctrin, known as Arianism, held
that by the very nature of sonship a son could not
be as old as his father, which would imply a subordinate position in the godhead.
To settle this dispute a council of bishops was held
at Nicea, and it was there decided by a majority vote
that Christ was God ; that he was the son of God;
that father, son, and Holy Ghost, these three, are
one, and that the Virgin Mary is the mother of God.
Arianism was declared a heresy, which to entertain
was punishable with death.
Must we believe Christ to be divine upon such
evidence as this 1 Upon an intellectual question the
minority may hold just as correct views as the majority. It is most frequently the case that one man,
standing on an exalted position, has discerned the
truth when the whole world has been against him.
If Christ was the son of God, it seems as though it
might hav been known with certainty at the time of
his birth. It ought, at least, hav been made known
to us through a more satisfactory source than by the
intriguing vote of a majority of ignorant priests.
And it was in the same manner that the doctrin of
the inspiration of the Bible was decided. The monstrous proposition that the Bible is a divine revelation was not imposed upon human credulity till the
latter part of the second century. During the early
ages of Christianity there were a great number of
gospels written, and of the four gospels, Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John, it has been clearly demonstrated by many writers that they were not known
prior to the year 181.
It was just as legitimate for any and every priest
to write a biography of Christ as it. now is for any
one to write a biography of Grant or Garfield. And
when these gospels began to multiply, a clamor was
raised among the priests in regard to the authenticity
of the various writings. And as these priests considered themselvs men of God, they necessarily concluded that the writings, too, were of God. To
decide which of the writings were authentic and inspired was a question of great importance and difficulty. This momentous question was also brought
before the council of Nicea, and the bishops being
unable to determin, and as God had superintended
the writing of them, they, with much consistency,
left the matter with the deity.
They threw the manuscripts under the communion
table and prayed that the Lord would cause the inspired ones to get upon the table, and the uninspired
ones to remain beneath, and it was done accordingly.
It is not absolutely known whether the Bible as we
now hav it was adopted by the Nicene council or
some subsequent one. It is quite certain that it was
decided to hav four gospels on the authority of
Origen, who says, "There should be four gospels because the earth has four corners, the winds four
general directions, and cherubim hav four faces;" and
that he did not complete his argument by saying
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because a donkey has four legs, has ·always been a
matter of much surprise to me.
I would like to ask every intelligent person if they
are willing to subordinate their intelligence to a blind
and unreasoning faith, and believe Christ to be the
·son of God, and the Bible the word of God, upon
such testimony as this 1 What meager evidence ! and
yet Christians are willing to consign to eternal torment those who dare deny these odious dogmas.
How any sane person can believe such nonsense is
more than I can understand. And yet there are
thousands who will giv more freely for the propagation of this superstition than for any other cause
whatever.
.
And what is more astonishing is that men of education will continue to teach a superstition that was
imposed upon the world by men who, by their own
writings, were ignorant, credulous, blundering dishonest, and who were actually given to wilful lying.
Their own writings show that they did not hesitate
to lie and deceive if they could only promote the
cause of Christ by doing so. They declared that a
lie well told and adhered to would in time answer as
well as the truth, and in the interest of religion they
made no scruple to forge whole books. And Eusebius, who is the principal authority on early church
history, said that it was not only right but commendable to lie, if by so doing you· could promote the
cause of Christ. In his "Evangelical Preparation" he
givs the thirty-first chapter this significant title:
"How far it may be proper to use falsehood as a
medicin, and for the benefit of those who require to
be deceived." In another place he says that he has
related everything that would redound to the glory,
and suppressed everything that would disgrace the
church. This is the evidence for the truth of the
Christian religion, and this the character of the
fathers that established the church. And this is the
religion we are asked to believe as divinely true;
this is the religion we must accept without a doubt,
or be consigned to dungeons of eternal pain; this is
the religion that has shed the blood of millions for
denying its impostures, for not believing its meaningless and senseless dogmas.
This is the religion that deluged Europe in blood;
that established the Inquisition with all its devilish
instruments of torture; that incited the massacre of
St. Bartholomew; that caused Calvin to drag. Servetus to the stake; that taught Catholics to murder
Protestants, and Protestants to murder Catholics;
that justified the Puritans of New England to whip,
brand, and ·kill Quakers, and barter Indian babes to
West Indian slave-traders for rum. This is the
religion that has been the fortress and defense of
every crime. This is the religion that, united with
the state, arrayed itself against learning and science,
which sunk Europe into a midnight darkness for
more than ten centuries.
The church, accepting the dogma of infallibility,
declared that the Bible contained all that it was necessary for man to know, and that which differed
from it was pernicious, the work of the devil, and
should be destroyed. Philosophers were persecuted
and driven into exile, their books burnt or buried in
some dus'ty monastery, and the schools were closed.
During this long period of intellectual darkness, the
church was the supreme power, and if her claims are
just, that she is the guardian of learning and morals,
that she is the guiding light to lead mankind the
right way, this was the time when she should hav
given light to the children of darkness; this was the
time when, with her divine light, she should hav
guided aright the erring sons of men as they sought
their way through the intellectual and moral gloom
of that age. But ignorance, vice,. and piety pre·vailed, and ecclesiasticism rioted in luxury. The
church had no intention of letting the people become
educated, but when the tide of learning set in, when
she could no longer resist the pressure of advancing
knowledge, she sought to direct the current to her
own benefit. "'.But when her power was supreme, so
thoroughly did she do her work that Christendom
did not produce a single astronomer or a single scientist of any kind worthy of the name.
She considered all science as an emanation from
the devil. Knowledge was of no use, if not absolutely
sinful. It was only necessary to be a credulous believer to become a saint hereafter. That long night
of a thousand years was the direct result of Christian
teaching.
The church understood that " ignorance is the
mother of devotion," and kept the people ignorant
that they might the more easily be deceived by lying
impostures and disgraceful miracles. She fought
the medical science that she might draw a revenue
from the sale of relics, under the pretension of curing
diseases by the supernatural merit of the bones of
some departed saint. This thousand years of Christian rule was the starless midnight of our race.
Under the garb of piety gross imposture stalked
abroad, and the church with brazen front destroyed
the liberty of thought.
The masses were sunk in degradation without a
parallel in the annals of history. They were taught
that self-subjection and bodily discomfort were the
highest forms of virtue and would contribute to the

enjoyments of a heavenly life; that personal cleanliness and temporal enjoyments were a sin, and displeasing to the almighty. The people were drained
of their resources for the benefit of priests, and the
most of them lived in miserable huts, windowless,
chimneyless, with a hole in the roof for the smoke to
escape, like the wigwams of our American Indians,
and it was a mark of wealth if there was a rug on the
:floor or a bundle of straw for a bed.
This was the condition of Europe under Christian
rule, and in this deplorable condition Christendom
remained until learning was thrust into her brain ''on
the point of a Moorish lance." It was Mohammedan
influences that began to elevate Europe. It wae the
Mohammedans who introduced into Europe the
heliocentric theory of the solar system and many of
its scientific corollaries. When astronomy began to
be cultivated among Christians, the church opposed
with all her might this noble science. She declared
it to be contrary to the scriptures and subversiv of
all true piety. She hesitated not to imprison and
burn the advocates of the new science.
Copernicus, from fear of the Inquisition, refrained
from publishing his "De Revolutionibus" for thirtyseven years, knowing what his fate would be. When
it was published, the church, true to her instincts,
declared it heretical, and the immortal author would
hav perished at the stake had he not died before a
funeral pyre could be erected; and upon the grave
of this great man Luther was charitable enough to
cast the epithet of fool.
For teaching that there are other worlds than ours,
the noble Bruno was dogged by the hounds of the
Inquisition nearly all over Europe, and was finally
taken and confined in a dungeon for eight years.
He was then brought before the spiritual judges and
declared guilty of heresy, and was ordered to recant
and abjure his error. Bravely he refuses to do so;
he will not deny what he knows to be true, and he is
given over to the secular authorities to be punished
as mercifully as possible without the shedding of
blood-:-the theological formula of burning a man at
the stake. The sentence was accordingly executed,
and Bruno perished at Rome Feb. 16, 1600.
GEORGE

H.

DAWES.

The Liberal Club.
It is proper to preface this report of the 344th
regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club by
assuring the reader that it can hope to do but partial
justice to the interesting and instructiv nature of
that occasion. The meeting was held in the evening
of Friday, April 22d, at the usual place, 220 East
Fifteenth street. The nominal admission fee of five
cents was exacted at the door, except in the case of
avowed Presbyterians and women, who were permitted to enter free of charge.
The writer stayed at home rather late that evening, reading a copy of the Open Court which the
proprietors of that periodical had been so thoughtful
as to mail to his address. He became deeply absorbed in an article by James Parton on "Cranks,"
and, having read it through, came to the conclusion
that the crank is a useful citizen. This reminded
him that it was time to go to the Liberal Club,
which the venerable Pantarch used to glory in calling
a congress of cranks, but which, nevertheless, is as
intelligent and agreeable a body of ladies and gentlemen as can be found anywhere.
The orator of the evening was Col. Richard J. Hinton, an Englishman, who adopted this country before
the war, and fought for it during that unpleasant
period. The colon13l is a stocky-built man, with long
hair and beard, and a broad-brimmed hat. He will
probably be sixty years of age before many more
winters hav added their frosts to the gray streaks
in his hair. He seems to hav been nearly everywhere
upon the habitable globe. Tae geography of both
hemispheres is familiar to him. He knows the Pacific
coast from Topolobampo bay to Puget sound, and
the Atlantic coast from St. Lawrence to the Gulf.
His knowledge of the intervening territory is good.
He is a journalist by profession, and wields the pen
with that vigm; peculiar to men who know what they
are writing about. He is also an orator, and overlooking his excitability and the fact that he never
pronounces an h at the beginning of a word, or sounds
a g at the end of one, he is a pleasant speaker. · The
listener, however, must be satisfied to take 'avin' for
having, and 'is for his.
Colonel Hinton's subject on the occasion of which
mention is here made was " John Brown and His·
Men." The lecturer himself was one of those men,
and might hav been at the Harper's Ferry raid and
been hanged for it if that disaster had not been precipitated ten days before the appointed time, i.e., Oct.
16th instead of the 26th. The first parh of the lecture detailed the circumstances of the speaker's first
meeting with John Brown in Kansas, and the
struggles of the free-state settlers, during which
Colonel Hinton was himself taken prisoner by the
border ruffians, and escaped death only by being
liberated by one of his captors. He bore for
many days upon his person the marks of the cords
with which he was bound. The latter part of the
lecture dealt with the Harper's Ferry episode, which
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ended in the death of Brown. It appeared that
Brown's scheme was to capture the arsenal and arms
at Harper's Ferry, to collect a large party of freed
slaves, and then, with his own men, gain the Alleghany mountains, where they would establish a rendezvous for runaway slaves and guide them through
Pennsylvania and Ohio to Canada and freedom. The
plan did not work. Being divulged by treachery,
the raid was precipitated before a sufficient force had
been gathered to make it effectiv, and a series of
blunders did the rest. The militia came out and
suppressed Mr. Brown of Osawatomie and his enthusiastic followers. Among the letters found in
Brown's effects was one signed William Harrison. It
gave a scheme for the campaign which, if carried to
success, would hav caused the slaveholders a great
deal of trouble. A thousand dollars was offered for
the writer of the letter. It was written, Colonel
Hinton said, by himself, and signed William Harrison
to prevent trouble in case the letter miscarried. A
young man named Hasley or Asley, who took part
in the raid, was under sentence of death. He was
accused of being the author of the letter, and he
wrote to Colonel Hinton not to worry over the fact
that no one would ever know which of them had been
hanged.
The speaker occupied about two hours in the delivery of the address. He incidentally mentioned
that Brown was a Presbyterian ; and it is greatly regretted that he does not still survive, as he could
gain admission to the Liberal Club free of charge.
Colonel Hinton's peroration was delivered with fine
effect. He told how he stood in the streets of Washington and saw a regiment of men march down the
streets singing the song of John Brown and his
soul which went marching on. The colonel had heard
in Paris a thousand students singing the Marseillaise
hymn, but nothing ever so affected him as the words
and music he heard that day, when the Union troops
sang, " His soul goes marching on," the American
Marseillaise.
The Chair read a notice of a meeting of E. H. Heywood's Labor Reform League. Mr. Heywood, the
Chair said, had inherited all the reform notions that
had sprung up in New England since it was settled,
and was consequently the biggest crank ever produced by that section. The lecture is now open for
discussion.
Captain Clark went forward with a copy of the
North America'!~ Review for November, 1883, in his
hand. .The captain first called the kind attention of
the audience to the fact that he should probably
never appear again upon that platform. He would
like, therefore, to make a short and uninterrupted
speech, but didn't suppose there was much chance of
his being allowed to do so. He then proceeded to
say that he wanted to giv the retiring chairman his
benediction. The Chair called him to order, and the
captain said the interruption was just what he expected, and he was pretty well satisfied what kind of
a show he stood there for fair play. He said a Socialist did not know a bee from a hull's foot, and referred to the speaker of the evening as Col. Bombastes Furioso. Then he read an extract from the
North American Review to show that John Brown,
with all his piety, had blood on his hands when he
raised them to ask a blessing upon his food. If any
man was ever well-hung, he believed that man to hav
been John Brown. The captain went on to say that
he had lived largely among the blacks in all lands,
civilized and barbarous, and he was prepared to
say that any man who took a negro from his
nativ land and carried him to any civilized country on the globe did the negro a good turn.
There is reason to believe that Captain Clark has
in his day commanded vessels that were engaged in
doing the Ethiopians frequent good turns of this sort
around Zanguebar and Mozambique. He confessed
that the commander of one of her majesty's cruisers,
whom he met in Africa, expressed a willingness to
hang him at the yardarm when a favorable opportunity offered. Finally, he said, there was scarcely a
man in history about whom the people hav been so
deceived as about John Brown, and the lecture of the
evening was a bald-faced attempt to perpetuate that
deception.
Mrs. Leonard said she used to know John Brown.
Mynheer Oppenheimer was reminded of Shakspere's plays, in which relief fro~ the strain of
tragedy was furnished. by the antic~ of the fo?l.
This evening Colonel Hm~on had provided the st~am,
and Captain Clark the rehef. Brother Oppenheimer
was down on the card to lecture on "Ingersoll and
Socialism," April 29th, but ent~usiasm on the subject
having gradually waned, he kmdly gave way to .1\'lr.
Heywood.
When Colonel Hinton replied to his critics he cut
Captain Clark up pretty badly, and it is understood
that Captain Clark invited him to adjourn to the
sidewalk, where he was willing to continue the discussion in any manner agreeable to the colonel. It
is said that Colonel Hinton declined the invitation,
not through any fear as to the result, but ?ecause ~e
was so well satisfied with the way he replied to his
opponent that he considered it would be cruelty to
carry the matter further. Probably the next time
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the two disputants meet both will be ready to call
things even. It is better for the affair to be settled
amicably than that reparation should be done on the
gory field.
FRIDAY EVENING, THE 29TH.

sponding secretary, T. R. Kinget, M.D.; treasurer,
Erastus Dean ; librarian, Mrs. Cynthia Leonard;
assistant librarian, M. A. Sutherland; trustees,
Courtlandt Palmer, Isaac Rosenbourgh, and William
C. Kidney. Mr. Wakeman was made an honorary
member.
There is considerable jubilation over the election
of Professor Denslow as president, the nomination of
:M:r. Nichols being regarded by some as an endeavor
to make the Liberal Club largely a Socialistic organization.

On the date which heads this communication, a
man just past thirty, and wearing upon his person a
handsome badge-pin, stood on the steps of the German Masonic Temple. Another man came along and
wanted to know if the Liberal Club met there. He
got an affirmativ answer. Then he asked the price
of admission, and was told that if he would make
affidavit that he was a Presbyterian in good standl[~t
~tcnlar
ing he would be admitted free. He inquired i.f there
was anything about him that suggested a hypocrit, a
lunatic, or a sneak, and wanted the question settled
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
right there. He was advised to pay his five cents SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
and sit down and listen attentivly, which he did.
CHARLES ECKHARD, Treas.,
28 La:fayette Pl., New York.
Mr. Wakeman opened by again referring to the E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
E.
A.
STEVENS,
Chair.
Fin.
Com.,
750
West Lake St., Chicago.
fact that the speaker of the evening, Mr. E. H. Heywood, was a tremendous crank. By that he meant
that many New England reforms depended upon him
Treasurer's Statement for April.
for their motiv power.
RECEIPTS.
Mr. Heywood got a cheerful reception, and then April 1. Reported receipts ................................ $866.76
2. Courtlandt Palmer, per treasurer............ 50.00
went for all established institutions with great vigor.
"
7. Prescott, Arizona, per I. N. Rodenbury 20.00
No rent, no interest, no marriage, no "morality," no
;;
7. San Diego, Cal., per Wm. A. Allen........ 20.00
profits, free rum, and anarchy generally would hit
7. Los Angeles, Cal., per I. E. Clark. ....... 43.30
"
him about right. Prohibitionists were described as
7. Santa Ana, Cal., per Edson Smith..... .... 25.00
"
temperance drunk. He had an uncle who, when the
7. Visalia, Cal., per Zane Stuben............... 20.00
"
7. Norwalk, Cal., per A. R. Uoward.......... 20.00
Maine liquor law was passed in 1858, went to drink"
Cal., per Enos Churchill............ 20.00
" 25. Tulare,
ing from a sense of duty. In Princeton, where he
25. Sonoma, Cal., perT. H. Cheney............ 32.00
" 25.
livs, Mr. Heywood said they voted for no license,
Oakland, Cal., per A. H. Schow............ 12.50
" 29. Samuel
which means free rum, and for temperance Princeton
Pfarrer, per TRUTH SEEKER...... 1.00
"
is the banner town of the county and state. It was
Total receipts ................................. $1130.56
amazing, he said, how meekly rumsellers submitted
DISBURSEMENTS.
to oppression, and how they throve under it. It was
Reported disbursements, per treasurer ... $849.31
a fulfilment of the scripture, which says that the A~Zil 1.
8. Samuel P. Putnam, per treasurer.......... 148.30
meek shall inherit the earth. Mr. Heywood also had
" 25. Samuel P. Putnam, per treasurer.......... 64.50
something to say regarding the Anarchists of Chicago,
Total disbursements to date ............. $1062.11
whom he called seven John Browns. If the authoriApril 30, 1887.
CHAs: EoKHARD, Treasurer.
ties hanged them, seven souls would be released to
go marching on in the ever-grqwing ranks of labor
News and Notes.
reform. Mr. Heywood gave away copies of his
paper, the 1Yord, containing matter unfit for reading
This has been a gala week. I hav come into the
at family worship.
valley of· Santa Clara, said by Bayard Taylor to be
Mr. Wakeman said there would be no discussion, one of the three most beautiful valleys in the world;
as a business meeting was to be held and the officers and I guess it is, for mountain, sea, and plain unite
for the ensuing year elected. Mr. Chamberlain read in charming prospects, and fruits of the tropics mina petition from the members and audience thanking gle with those of the northern clime. There is rain
the chair for its valuable services and asking a con- in the right quantity and time, and beautiful suntinuance of them. Mr. Wakeman said it was impos- shine, and now and then, just for the luxury of it, a
sible, and proceeded to set forth the reasons for re- snow-storm that descends with the softness of sumfusing to be a candidate for reelection. First, there mer's smile. The whole valley is as nicely kept as a
were personal reasons. By financial necessity he was parlor. There are no indications of dirt, the garobliged to liv in the country during the summer, and dens, orchards, and fields are so neatly arranged.
attending the club was inconvenient. Furthermore, Smooth, almost, as marble floors, they spread away
he had spent many years of service in the Liberal shining with bright colors, while along the horizon
cause, and now, for other financial reasons, he must the Coast Range rises in every variety of form. The
be more free to pursue his profession of the law. climate is equable-no earthquakes, no thunderSecondly, he could do the club better service as a storms, refreshing gales from season to season, and
speaker than as a presiding officer. Since the death of no oppressiv heat or biting cold. This is a land of
Mr. Andrews there had been no one to take a philo- enjoyment, of perpetual harvest and unending bloom.
sophical view of questions and harmonize the dis- So the days hav passed delightfully, and I scarcely
putants in so far as harmony was possible. Mr. know that time is on the wing.
Wakeman believed he could fill this vacancy to some
I am at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Schwartz, strong
extent if relieved of official duties. Thirdly, Liberal and true friends, who believe in work, and labor earaffairs were in the condition of the business of a neatly for the success of our cause. Mrs. Schwartz is
grocer he knew who shut up his store in order to a Spiritualist, but her belief only makes the triumph
collect and square up accounts. Liberalism should of liberty and justice more important in this world.
go into liquidation. This made it necessary for Mr. Her noble philosophy is seen in one of her eloquent
Wakeman to follow the example of Colonel Ingersoll lectures published in the Golden Gate. Mr. Schwartz
and withdraw, and he believed it to be the duty of does not exactly know about the future life, but he
all who hav been prominent in Liberal affairs to step takes an intense interest in reform and ideal progress
down and out until some· important question calls here, and is loyal to principle even to the sacrifice of
them to the front again. " They should stand wealth.
aside," said the speaker, "until the Liberals of the
I hav also enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. L. Macountry find out that their proper position is the one genheimer, where Mr. Bennett was entertained while
of Leland and myself. Every step that organization in this city on his homeward journey. Mr. and Mrs.
has taken since we left the head of the League has Magenheimer are stanch Liberals, aD;d hav generously
been downward toward its destruction, and Liberal- aided in the effort at this point. I lectured on Sunism as an organized power has grown less and less." day evening, April 17th, to a full house, and shall
Mr. Wakeman added that he prophesied this result lecture Sunday evening, the 24th, and in my next I
at the time the Liberals turned him out of office as will giv particulars of the campaign. The outlook is
president of the League.
promising. New interest is aroused.
Samoa Parsons, eighty-four years of age, walked
A business meeting followed. Mr. Wakeman was
pleaded with to remain president. but he wouldn't do seven miles on Sunday morning to attend the lecture.
it. Mrs. Leonard nominated Mr. Henry Nichols for A glorious veteran that ! Monday afternoon Mr.
that office, and Mr. Searing seconded the nomination Schwartz and myself, with Mr. Parsons for companin a great speech. Mr. Sutherland nominated Van ion, rode over to his home through a country every
Buren Denslow, L.L.D., and Mr. King supported inch of which is like an elegant garden. Mr. and
him. Mr. Oppenheimer feared Mr. Denslow was Mrs. Parsons liv with their daughter and son in-law~
prejudiced against Socialists. The club didn't want Mr. and Mrs. Schofield, and a cordial Liberal housea president with a prejudice. Mr. Denslow was then hold they make, and it was a privilege indeed to
elected. Mr. Nichols was asked to be secretary, spend a few hours in this attractiv spot. Mrs.
whereat he lost his temper, and told the chair it was Parsons is a sister of D. R. Burt, one of our grand
an insult to offer a man of his age and experience pioneers in the ranks that are now gone. She is
such an office-" Yes, sir, an impertinence, sir, an im- eighty-five years of age, ardent still, with the beautipertinence." Mr. Oppenheimer being named for the ful enthusiasm of youth. Age is blended with the
place, that gentleman exemplified his freedom from glories of life's morning. It looked as if Samoa
preju?ice by declaring. th~t he wouldn't accept any Parsons would liv to a hundred years, he has such
office m the same organiZatiOn with a man of Professor tenacious vitality. He livs wisely, calmly, but not
Denslow's views.
indolently. He has a workshop and library, with
The offices were filled as follows: President, tools, books, papers, etc. He can make almost anyVan Buren Denslow; vice-presidents, E. B. Foote, thing in iron and wood. He has a kind of universal
Jr., M._D., Edward W. Chamberlain, and J as. Morris; genius-mechanical, musical, literary, and philosophic.
recordmg secretary, Mrs. A. C. Macdonald; corre- : He enjoys life hugely. Through varied fortunes he
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has reached a comfortable serenity, and he looks forward still.
Tuesday was a day of exhilaration from silver morn
to golden eve. I went to Mt. Hamilton, on whose
castled summit is the Lick Observatory, from whenc_e
the largest eye on this planet will search the immensity of stars day and night. It is thirteen miles, in
a straight line, from San Jose, twenty-seven miles by
the winding mountain road, which is the most glorious drive, I believe, in this world. It almost seems
as if you were mounting via a balloon as you go
speeding along. The road is so skilfully constructed
that our stanch horses trot nearly to the top, four
thousand four hundred feet above the level of the
sea. From San Jose the road shoots like an arrow,
amid ranks of trees to the foot-hills, six miles off.
Then begins the ascent, and it is as if we were
climbing round and round some mighty tower-not
the tower of Babel, for we are coming, not to confusion, but to the harmony of the spheres.
Continually the landscape expands until we can
see for hundreds of miles away, and as one looks
down into the valley he almost grows dizzy and fears
he will tumble right into it, thousands of feet below.
The Santa Cruz mountains, and the Coast Range, '
with gleaming draperies of cloud, roll off in numberless peaks, the dark.blue mingling with the misty sky.
To the right the San Francisco bay stretches to
the cloudy horizon, and on fair days the ships can
be seen, and the city itself, with its busy inhabitants
and its ferryboats passing from shore to shore. ·The
valley shines with a wondrous mosaic of colors, white
houses amid the blending brilliant greens of fields
and vinyards, and groves of oak, and pine, and sycamore, and palm-trees with the sober brown, and gold
and purple of flower and stalk, a panorama of charming beauty, earth and heaven glittering in magnificent
array. At the Grand View House we reach the acme
of the entrancing prospects, and the lovely and sublime picture unfolds its surpassing vastness. Here
we change horses, pass onward into a bPautiful valley
and through a mountain hamlet, and up another rise
higher still, while Mt. Hamilton towers before us.
At Smith's Creek, ten miles from Grand View, we
change horses again. From Smith's Creek to the
observatory it is a mile and three quarters, air-line,
but seven miles by the stage road. We travel a mile
or two and return almost to the same spot, only we
are fifty or a hundred yards higher up, and so we
mount as if traversing the intricate mazes of a
Chinese puzzle, ascending by a gradual evolution,
circle above circle, to the very top, where again the
valley of Santa Clara is seen, and the surrounding
bay and hills. Mt. Diablo, with shining clouds
about its breast, shoots its blue peak to the clear
sky.. A hundred and fifty miles distant we behold
the snowy ranges of the Yosemite, and, faint glitter-.
ing on the horizon, the waters of Monterey. An hour
and a half speeds almost like one dazzling moment
on this historic bight. Professor Keeler, one of our
most learned astronomers, who has charge of the Observatory, explained to us the beautiful machinery
by which the march of constellations brings wealth
to human thought. The body of James Lick, who
believed in man and not in God, is deposited beneath
the massiv shaft upon which swings the telescope.
Noble resting-place! The stars with silver and golden
beams will write his name along the path of advancing knowledge.
The ride back, with gilded clouds along the vast
firmament, and nature's most secret haunts mingling
with the elegance of civilized life, was a rare enchantment. Seven miles in forty minutes down the mighty
mountain sides was a rapture, the glorious horses
dashing along like steam-engins.
Besides the telescopes, there are the finest clocks·
in the world at the Observatory, and the steps of the
sun are watched to within five-hundredths of a second, and the beats of time with electric and magnet.ic
currents are sent to San Francisco and all railroad
stations, so that no variation occurs along the entire
coast.
Wednesday was another day "jeweled with joy."
I went to "Ingersoll's Cathedral," among the big
trees near Santa Cruz, that lift their tall heads two
hundred and seventy-five and three hundred feet into
the sunlight. I could not tell how many there were,
but one could wander for hours amid these vast
arcades, where verdant halls stretch on every side,
sounding with most solemn and sweet music, amid
the innumerable and gigantic branches. There is
"The Giant," "Jumbo," "General Grant," "General
Fremont," "The Three Sisters," "The Three Brothers," ''Idlewild," etc., each a thousand years old, I guess,
and each a world in itself of wonder and magnificence,
shooting straight up one hundred and fifty feet without a branch, then spreading its enormous dome.
Amid these broad and echoing aisles, with sun and ·
shadow mingling in delightful charm, I wandered as
if by magic to the choicest spot of all, the Mecca of
my eager feet among these venerable shrines, "Ingersoll's Cathedral," worthy in its beauty and grandeur
of that heroic name, and he worthy to make it memorable with man's achievements for liberty and progress. It is one tree, with eight sublime columns two
hundred and fifty feet in height. Its vast root is one
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hundred and twenty feet in circumference on the
outer circle. Where it breaks from the soil it is
ninety~six feet in circumference. From this mighty
base rises the central trunk, with its encircling pillars
forming a dome of wondrous brilliancy, in whose
glancing depths the sunshine falls as if upon an
emerald sea, that rolls and breaks in exquisit entrancing melody. A cathedral indeed, that nature's deft
hands hav built, while the centuries hav slowly come
and gone. Here thoughts unutterable press upon
the mind. The life of man, the life of earth meet in
kindred fascination, and the swaying bran'ches are
li_ke pictures of _human struggle; and in this magic
mrcle I wonder If poesy breathes its charm, for thus
my thoughts flowed on:
INGEUSOLL'S OATBEDRAL.
Was ever temple made so rich as this,
Whose glowing roof is wrought of sunbeams bright,
And leaves that tremble with delightful soundAn emerald sea that seems to float above,
And drop its music on the enchanted heart?
Beneath this dome I sit, and swift thoughts come
Of what the world might be if this green arch
Made all the church for human hope and prayer.
How peaceful then the earth! How clear its breast
Of all the bloorly stains of tyrant's hand!
Then would man walk abroad with brow elate;
And as these columns greet the chainl()SS air,
Sn would his mind aloft make music mildE·trthborn, yet reaching to the radiant sun.
0 beautiful cathedral! pl!mted deep
And spreading wide thy roots in earth's dark breast,
And from thy massiv base uplifting high
Thy brunching pillars interlacing far,
In depths that seem unmeasured to mine eyes,
Of green and golden glory, and keen blue'
That for a moment pierces tluough thy roof
Like the bright eye of a swift-wandering god.
Here can I worship. Thy grand priest is man,
The brave and loving, tender and sublime,
The music of whose speech is like thy voice
Forever falling from thy glittering spires.
Eveu as thouliftest thy bright head above
Tbe fruitful darkness of thy rooted baseSo from the past of man, its darksome toil,
The genius of to-day in heaven's bright face
Shines splendid, weaving sunlight into joy,
And making hope for him who labors low.
0 sweet pavilion, 'neath thy moving dome,
EHch leaf a diamond glancing into song
Till light and sound become one joy intense! offer prayer, the ceaseless prayer of all,
That men might be like these strong ranks I see
Of monarch trees, upright aurl firm for truth,
Like him whose name is on thy stately front,
Giant like thee, and piercing to the light,
And making music for our shadowed life
Like thy sun-christened blazonry of leaves.
Here will my heart the hymn of hope new take,
And frcnn thy gracious presence I will go,
My spirit rhythmic with thy lofty strain.

Thursday and Friday I am in the beautiful valley
of Livermore, where the fin~st wines in the state are
produced, rivaling those of France and Burgundy in
delicacy of flavor. The soil is high-four hundred
feet above the level of the sea-so that vinyards escape dampness, and drink in the warmth of the sun,
with sufficient moisture so that the heat does not
parch, but the gentle fl~me is transformed to richest
juice. This valley is named after Robert Livermore,
an English boy, who ran away from his ship, married
the daughter of a Spanish alcade, received large
g1·ants of land, and fifty years ago was one of the
mighty men of this country, enterprising and adventurous.
I gave two lectures to full houses, and find a large
Liberal element. The prospect is bright for a permanent organization. This country is too good for
the churches. Where nature smiles so brilliantly, the
bauners of Freethought should greet the sky. This
valley has only been settled a few years. The land
was once considered worthless, but it now ranks with
the best producing sect.ions of California. All sorts
of fruit can be raised-grape8, apricots, peaches,
pears, cherrie8, figs, etc.-but it takes a small fortune,
however, to start a farm here; but the outlay is wonderfully remunerativ.
I am at Petaluma next week, April 26th, 27th, and
28th; at Stockton, May 1st and 8th; Napa City,
l\by 3d, 4th, and 5t.h; at Sacramento, May 15th and
22\1. I expect to be at Ukiah, Grass Valley, etc.,
J una 5th, and plan to be at Ashland, Oregon, June
12Lh; at Talent, June 19~h; at Salem, Silverton,
June 21st, 22d, and 23d; and other places in Oregon
and Washington Territory, but the dates are not yet
fixed.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Scm Jose, Gal., April 23, 1887.
One of the Reasons Why Dt. 1\IcGlynn 1vas Deposed.
p,·om an i11.le''ViAW w•th a S•tn. reporter in 1870.

"I am opposed to Catholics making application for appropriations from the state for separate schools. I am sure
1\fr. Preston did not express the Catholic wish and sentiment
on the snbjer.t. I assert tlw,t we do not wish to unite
secular and religious education. Our public schools are the
pride ami gl0ry of Americans, and should be made institutions where Christians and Infidels, Jews and gentiles, may
alike send their chilrlrPn t.o be erlucated, without any fear
th1Lt. they would be subjected to any religious or sectarian
hiaR. An Infidel, Jew, or Mohammedan has the same rights
in our gPvernment that yon m I hav; and the rights of all
shnulcl be respecter!. The business of public education
should be in the hands of seculars, and not intrusted to our
religious orders."
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In his charge to the jury, Judge Arnold said: "The quesEditorial Notes.
"EvERY minister," says the Christian at Work, "should tion before you is a simple question, whether or not the debe a 128th Psalm man." Well, if they ought to be, they are fendant practicerl medicin, surgery, or any of their branches
not. Most of them are 109th Psalm men in sentiment, and for gain, aud received or accepted .::ertain fees from the two
witnesses. If she did, she is guilty in manner and form as
but two or three centuries ago were in practice.
she stands indicted, unless you believe that' she was insane
A GERMAN evangelical journal says that Protestantism in and not responsible for her acts ; and if you acquit her on
Germany suffers greatly from the growth of unbelief and the that ground, you are to say, 'Nut guilty on the ground of
activity of the Roman Catholic church. Were it not that the insanity,' anrl then we ean put her iu an asylum. SpiritualEvangelical church is supported by the government, the ism is no defense whatever. Therefore, dismiss all you hav
schismatics of the Luther kind would hav a hard road to heard about Spiritualism."
,...._
hoe. The church ought to persuade llismarck not to trade
SoME of our good Liberals about New York (who, by the
with the pope.
way, do not subscribe for TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, though they
WE learn from press dispatches from Lynch ville, Va., that ought to), think that our artist "drew it too strong" when
Mrs. E. D. Slenker, of Snowville, has been arrested by an he pictured as knocking at the doors of onr public schools a
agent of Anthony Comstock's society on a charge of violat- Catholic priest with a suggestion of the devil about him. We
ing the United States postal law against the mailing of im- trust that we shall not offend our fastidious friends if we remoral literature, and lodged in jail in default of $2,000 bail. mark that we consider the picture in our issue of April 30th
Up to the hour of going to press no further information is to be one of .Mr. Heston's happiest inspirations, and we would
obtainable, but it is safe to assume that the charge is ground- not change a single one of its suggestions. The only apology
less and that the arrest is but another of those outrages with that we could make to anyone would be to the rlevil for inwhich the people hav become familiar under the Comstock timating that he could be a Catholic priest. But, then, we
·
,...._
law.
don't care for the devil, either.
AT the first meeting of the Anti-Poverty Society, of which
SoME enterprising showmen hav built and set up in this
Dr. McGlynn is president and Henry George a conspicuous city ajac simile of an old London street, showing the archimember, held in Chickering Hall last Sunday, Mr. George tectural styles, and the mode of the shopmen's and mechansaid:
ic's lives, of several centuries. It is an entertaining a~d

___ __

___ __

''This society does not propose to ask what beliefs its members
hold. If Archbishnp Corrigan wishes to join, good and welcome;
if Colonel Ingersoll wishes to join, good and welcome. We are
not here to pray to God, but to do the work of God; to arouse the
religious sentiment in man to do what charity and creeds hav not
done-to abolish poverty. The churches, so far from striving to do
this, condemn and persecute the priest who dares to hft up this
standard-who would labor for the poor."

instructiv historical exhibition. But we notice in the little
paper published to advertise it the showmen keep standing a
wild fable called, " Chaplain McCabe's Dream of Ingersollville." Showmen shoulrlulways keep their shows before the
public by means of printer's ink, but to do so it is not necessary to insult a large number of people by printing and reprinting
the delirious imaginings of a Methodist preacher,
It is a healthy sign that Archbishop Corrigan's name was
received with hisses, and Colonel Ingersoll's name with whose chief claim to notoriety is his successful menrlicancy.
Unless the Old London Street showmen propose to get their
"prolonged and tremendous cheers," from an audience that
money from churches and Sunday-schools, they will do well
filled every inch of floor room in the big hall.
to ignore dreams resulting from too great indulgence in
THE Catholic Union and 1'imes prints this paragraph:
spirits of any sort-the " spirit of God " not excepted.
"The Infidel sheet, THE TRUTH SEEKER, which, if it seeks hasn't
found truth yet, scoffs at mirncles, of course .. We hav heard of
certain so-called Christian preachers who think it a mark of advanced thought and profound mind to do the same."

In following the example of THE TRUTH SEEKER, we think
the "so-called Christian preachers" do well. But if Mr.
Cronin will get one of the· too numerous Catholic representativs of Christian omnipotence to perform a genuin miraclesay raising a dead man-we promis not to scoff any more,
and also to use our influence with the so-called Christian
preachers to get them to abstain. A miracle performed this
year would be worth more to the church, whose trade is falling off, than forty performed eighteen hundred years ago,
and which are not susceptible of verification.

THE Methodist preachers of Oregon are hurd to please.
The Dayton Cln·onicie tells this story: "In his circuit a
zealous brother of the Methodist persuasion has for one of
his flock a widow, poor, lone, and forlorn, as women in her
circumstances are wont to be. The widow was in arrears
with her clmrch dues, and as she had no money, prevailed
upon her instructor to take what was due him in anything
he could find that he liked about the house. Among other
possessions of the widow were two fine hams, one of which
she offered to the minister, but, true to his greedy, ~elfish
nature, he took both hams and a piece of bacl1bone which
he found with them. An ordinary man would hav been
satisfied and kept his mouth shut after getting away with the
whole thing, but this follower of the Lord was not. He had
hardly got home before he began to find fault with the
hams, sa\d they smelt bad, and he believed they were not
good. After using what he could of them, he again called
upon the widow and informed her that the hams failed to
satisfy him, and he should still hold that she was in his debt."
The woman, adds the CMonicle, has the sympathy of the entire neighborhood.

BEARING in mind that this is a country where civil law is
superior to ecclesiastical canons, the Roman Catholic priests
of California are carrying their heads high. Two years or so
ago a Stockton couple were married by a Methodist minister,
upon whom the California law confers authority for such
performance. Recently a child was born, and the father
asked the minister to baptize it. Hearing of this, the priest
of Stockton called upon the gentleman, told him that his
------~~~-----
child was illegitimate, that his wife was a concll.bine, that
Religious War in Tonga.
unless he was married by a Catholic priest the child would
From the Otago, N. z., DatlJJ Times.
be damned, and that he and his wife would continue to liv
AUCKLAND, February 8.
in concubinage and under the anathema of the church of
News from Tonga indicates that the long-expected religious
Rome. The young man was raised a Catholic, but renounced war between the ·wesleyan and Free churches has at last
his allegiance when he became of age. His wife is still a broken out, and it has taken the unexpected form of an
Catholic and the two are now completely demoralized. The attempted assassination of the Rev. Shirley Baker (premier),
father vows that he will not submit to the priest and will who founded the Free church. On Thursday evcnin,g, Janprobably run the risk of being damned.
uary 13th, about 7:30 o'clock, as Mr. Baker was driving in
SAYS a Christian writer on" Our Religious Instincts" in the his buggy, with his daughter Beatrice and his son Shirley,
close to their own house and the King's palace, Mr. Baker
.May Forum:
"When the Agnostic peruses some new critique of the Theistic saw some men coming down nuder a fence with their guns
argument, or the late8t examination of the belief in a ftrture life, pointed at the buggy, and another man in the roadway. He
he throws his hat in the air in exultation, confident that t-he super- called to Shirley, who immediately jumped down and told
stition cannot survive such another fatal exposure, and timid the man to giv him his gun and said, "Don't fim." The
Christians themselvs turn pale with apprehension of the coming
downfall of the church. But when, the nine days' wonder over, the men at the fence said, "Wi wi" (Do it), and immediately he
new dialectical or scientific cannonade has passed by, the flag of fired, hitting Shirley in the left arm. The men at the fence
Christian trust and hope is seen floating as jubilantly as ever over were peering round, trying to get a sight at Mr. Baker, bnt
the ancient walls."
either the carriage lamp dazed them, or else they were afraid
The religious instinct, of which Mr. Bixby boasts, is the of hitting Miss Baker. Anyhow, they ditl not fire, and all
instinct of fear-the same instinct that made man in the sav- cleared away. The horse sprang forward when the shot was
age state crouch before the lightning flash and the roll of fired, having been hit with one of the slugs, and Miss Baker
thunder; made him seek to propitiate the powerful snn, and was thrown out, severely hurting her neck and back. Shiroffer sacrifices to deified phenomena; that made him giv ley said, "I am all right." But his father must lmv seen his
personality to animals and plants, to streams and winds anrl arm was shattered, and drove furiously oJI for a doctor.
stars, and bow before them all. If Christians are satisfied There was great yelling out, and the whole town was soon
with the permanence of that instinct, let them hav what com- on the scene, armed with guns, axes, clubs, spears, etc. The
fort they derive from it. To the philosopher such permanence doctor attending Shirley found he had received a very severe
is valuable only as it reveals that man is still in the bondage wound, inflicted by three or four slugs, which had entered
of animalism.
the inside of the arm and come out just below the joint.
IF Spiritualist mediums practice medicin, or heal diseases Some people sayt hey heard two reports almost simultanein any way, receiving pay therefor, they must take out a ously, and support their statement by the fact that the lamp
license when in Pennsylvania. Mrs. Sarah Patterson, of was struck in two places, and the splashboard of the buggy
Philadelphia, who calls herself a medium, was charged by also. Miss Buker was wounded in the thigh in two places.
the County Medical Society with practicing medicin and sur- A great many boats hav arrived full of armed men, also
gery without a license, and a Philadelphia jury has declared two schooners with some four hundred men. There was
her guilty. The defense set up by the defendant's counsel, a fearful yelling, and the warriors marched round about
Carrie B. Kilgore, and her husband, Damon Y. Kilgore, was firing their guns in all directions. In the aft~<rnoon a
that Mrs. Patterson was a medium and under the control of crowd of them massed around the prison yelling and beatspirits, and was not responsible for what she had done in a ing in the doors with their rifle-butts. Four shots were
trance. The defendant's counsel are both Spiritualists. fired which penetrated the prison walls. On Saturday
After the verdict was announced, Mrs. Kilgore, the lawyer, the Hoabai warriors started out in gangs and plundered
made a motion for a new trial and an arrest of judgment, a number of town and country villages so far as the Wessaying that they would file their reasons within the pre- leyans are concerned. In the district of Horn a the W esscribed time. The motion was granted, and in the mean leyans were stripped of all their possessions and turned out
time the judge permitted the defendant to renew her baiL of their home~.
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~ommnnitations.
Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
Before l lel}ve Ohio I think I will introduce the
reader to some persons, not because of their. opinions
upon slavery, but to show the ignorance that existed at
that time upon social matters in some parts of that state.
At the close of one of our meetings we were informed
that we would be hospitably entertained at the house
of Mr. E., some four miles distant, and a person in
the house would take us in his sleigh to the place.
On arriving, we found a good house and a cordial
welcome. The host was a man of sixty years or
thereabouts, with a second wife of about fifty years.
· The wife was very inferior to the h11sband, and had
married, as many another woman has, for the sake of
a home, and found the home had cost much more
than its worth.
Mr. E. was very communicativ, and soon gave me
his history. He, with his former wife, both from
Massachusetts, were members of the Presbyterian
church, and dming a revival in the town, which was
where he was then living, the wife became so excited,
fearing her children would be sent to hell should they
liv to be men and women, that she cut the throats of
two of them. The third was strong enough to break
away from the mother, and so saved his life. This
wife was confined some months in an asylum, a
maniac, but the church could not hav the name of a
murderer on its books, and so it excommunicated
her. The husband then withdrew his name. When
the poor crazed woman became calm, the husband
took her home, and caused her to giv birth three different times to a child. The first, a girl, was idiotic,
and her depravity was beyond description. She
would wander off and become the victim of some
masculin demon, and had more than once been delivered of a child too much deformed to liv. Following her birth, a s~m was born, more than half a
fool, but not given to licentiousness. Then a third
son was born, an entire idiot. As this man told me
of these things, I was so roused that I said, "You
permitted yourself to be the father of three idiot
children-the mother a woman who had been driven
mad by the cruelty of her religious creed!" "Why,"
said he, " she was harmless, and she was my wife." I
wondered if he had learned that abominable way of
treating a wife from the Bible. The eldest son had
been given the farm. The two idiot sons were to be
supported by him, and the daughter wandered a vagabond upon the face of the earth.
The second wife, a widow, with one daughter, had
married, expecting in that way to make a home for
herself and child. She was not allowed to hav her
daughter ~ith her on account of the expense; and
she, the wife, what was she 1 Will some one tell me
when it means, as it did in this case, legal prostitu:
tion, if such wifehood is less degrading than when a
mother goes upon the street and yields herself to
some stranger who has not disgusted her with long
years of such brutality? Alas! that woman does not
yet own her own physical body !
One more anecdote of Ohio custome forty years
ago. A convention was to be held at Crestline.
Th~ railroad had just ?~en. opened, and a depot
bmlt. The western Abolitwmsts owned a commodious tent, which was transported to this place. A
number of the more distinguished lecturers from
Massachusetts were to be present, and, as was
expected, a large crowd was in attendance the new
railroad facilities making it easy to reach tbe place.
I arrived early in the morning of the opening day of
the me?t~g. A gentleman met me at the depot, and
ascerta.unng that I was Mrs. Colman, said that I was
to be entertained at his house. On reaching his
home, I was met by a yaung lady with whom I had
become acqu~ted the year previous in Michigan.
She came to me with outstretched arms, wound them
about my neck, and burst into a fit of violent weeping. I at length succeeded in soothing her so that
she told me her grief. She was a resident of Philadelphia, and had been spending a year with an uncle
in the West. In that time she had become engaged
to a young ma~, the brother of her uncle's wife, who
was accompanymg her home .t? make the acquaintance
of her family. As both families were very activ distinguished Abolitionists, the young couple had taken
this convention on their way. They had been met on
their arrival at Crestline, and invited to this house
and given for the night one room with two beds, th~
room so small that there was just space enough to
w~lk between the b?ds. I said: "You poor, foolish
c~ild. !on are crymg because you ha/v stayed for a
mg~t with people so unsophisticated that they had
no Idea that chaste, pure people required bolts and
bars to keep them from wronging each other. Wipe
your eyes. There is no need of crying because you
hav been entirely trusted by people who did not
know you, and what is of much greater consequence
to you, you -hav proved your lover's character to be
unblemished under temptation." That day the house
was so filled that the two beds were made into one
nd five persons occupied the room which had bee~
ceU of suffering and :r~:u;>rtffi.ca.tio:jl to m;r little l!!.d;Y

on ·the first night of her arrival. The young lover
made his bed with other gentlemen on the :floor of
the room out of which the little room opened.
I cannot leave this place without recording another
case of "woman's wrongs." A cousin of mine
charged me to keep out of my " Reminiscences " all
reference to woman's rights. I am troubled to find
woman's rights, so much of woman's wrongs comes
up to my memory. I saw no appearance of the getting ready of our hostess to attend the meeting, and
so ventured to say, "Are you not going to the meeting 1" " How can you ask T The house full, dinner
to get for the crowd; two babies, the oldest not one
year older than the youngest, and already heavy with
another-can you think I hav time or wish to go ?"
I said," Hav you no help!" She answered: "Yes;
my sister is here to take care of the children to-day.
Oh, go and talk about the slave's wrongs, and if you
can find one as much a slave as myself, both night
and day, take her my pity !" I said: " Will you let
me help you tO.:day? Let me plan for you. Giv us
just some bread and butter at noon, and I will help
you to get the dinner after the afternoon session."
She said she feared her husband would not like it.
I said : "Leave him to me. I am to speak this
morning, ¥1d. I shall hav something to say to him,
and I wish you to hear it." The sister joined me in
persuasion, and the poor woman went to the meeting. I found my tongue unloosed, and said as much
for oppressed wifehood as for the chattel slave. I
hav never seen this family since.
I went to Indiana and Illinois after leaving Ohio.
Very little antislavery work had ever been done in
Indiana, and the people were too stupid to be easily
aroused. I had suffered all the inconveniences, seem·
ingly, of Western life, but the half has not been told.
A sample of the hotels may be amusing. I found in
my room a bed and a broken chair-no article for
the toilet whatever. This was to be put up with
without wry faces where we were given without
money or price the best they had; but in a hotel
which had a large swinging sign on which was
painted in large letters, " Preserve the Union," and
for which I paid $1.50 per day, I felt like demanding
a little more, and so asked for water in my room for
a bath in the morning. Quite late, so late that I was
already dressed, despairing of the bath, I was confronted with a man, with what they used in Massachusetts to call an iron skillet, differing from a kettle
in the form of its handle, which, instead of a bail,
was a straight handle projecting from one side, like
a spider. He presented me with this skillet, in
which was a quart of water, saying that the cil.elay was
on account of the using. of the "thing," as he called it,
to cook the meat in for breakfast, and the towel had
to be washed and ironed, in proof of which the towel
LucY N. CoLMAN.
was warm from the ironing.
Syracuse, April 2, 287.

Some Sunday Reflections.
suuueswa b1J the Evening Sun.

If I were a philosopher, I might offer some reflections on, and draw some deductions from, certain
perplexities that beset men of this city on Sundays.
As, for instance, if I were a philosopher, I might
ask myself where freedom of action ends and restraint
begins.
On Sunday Mr. de Smyth is at liberty, if he is a
member of an uptown club, to enter its receptionroom, call for any beverage-vinous, malt, or alcoholic-and hav it brought to him with most perfunctory elegance by a swallow-tailed waiter. But Mr. de
Smyth is not permitted on that holy day t.o buy beer,
wine, or liquor at a hotel or a saloon.
On Sunday John Smith is free to go to the park
and listen to the strains that issue from the kiosk on
the mall, but he is restrained on that holy day from
listening to instrumental music in a public hall. He
may go to a concert in the evening, where gems from
operas are sung by Patti or Schalchi, but he cannot
hear an opera in its entirety.
On Sunday he may take a pleasure trip on a steamboat, may witness a swimming-match, but he is debarred from seeing athletes bat a baseball.
On Sunday he may buy a cigar, but it is made a
crime to sell him a pair of gloves or an umbrella.
On Sunday he may wandtlr in the parks and look
at the statuary, but the doors of the public museums
of art are closed to him.
On Sunday Mr. Smith may buy a novel at the
news-stand, but the doors of the great libraries are
closed and bolted to him.
On Sunday he may drive with considerable rapidity
on the Boulevard, but he may not witness a race.
On Sunday his coachman is permitted to drive him
to the church door, and wait on the box till service is
over, and after that may drive him to his club, where
Mr. de Smyth gets his dinner and his bottle of '64
Hochheimer, but the coachman may not take either
wife or sweetheart on Sunday to a grove where there
are music and beer.
On Sunday he may buy a good dinner either at his
club or at a hotel, but the grocers are forbidden,
under heavy penalties, to sell to him the wherewithal
to make a Sunday dinner at home.
Qn Sunda;y he ma;r lqok !\t the panor~ma,
59th

m

street, but the sight of a pantomime in 14th street is
debarred him.
·
On Sunday he may see stereoscopic illustrations
thrown on canvas at the Grand Opera House, corner
of 23d street and 8th avenue, but he is not allowed to
feast his eyes at the pictures in the American Mus~
um, corner of 63d street and 8th avenue.
On Sunday he may hear the blare of trumpets and
the music of Cappa's band at the head of a funeral
parade, but itinerant musicians with the best of intentions and wind are not allowed to play for him on
this same Sunday.
Strange, isn't it 1
And if I were a philosopher I might descant on
the howness of the why, but as I am not, I simply
state the facts.

**

In London a scholar * translates the "Arabian
Nights," expurgating nothing, which makes it a very
interesting book.
The scholar is thought to hav done a scholarly
and meritorious work.
In New Jersey a man sells another unabridged
classic called "The Heptameron," and now languishes
in state prison for doing it.
If I were a philosopher, enjoying the whisperings
of the winds ~rough the leaves in the park, and listening to the twitter of the birds in the branches,
and enjoying the way in which the bold zephyrs kiss
the splashing waterlil of the fountain as they shoot up
into the air, I might dilate on the fact that the bookseller who sol~ Yale College and Harvard College, the
"National," and other libraries, this ·same '' Heptameron " is enjoying the balmy air and splashing fountain, and the other et ceteras.
Bolted and barred, the New Jersey prisoner may
reflect, with profit, on the fact that the same bookseller is enjoying the above-mentioned et ceteras,
together with life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, at the rate of from ten to twenty-five cents a
glass, from the sale of unabridged editions of the
"Arabian Nights," while he is chewing the cud of reflection in company with musketoes and pollywogs on
the New Jersey :flats for selling unabridged copies of
" The Heptameron."
Strange, isn't it T
Whether the reflection will bring him much comfort is difficult to say, but it certainly will convince
him that different results :flow from the same act.
When he shakes New Jersey mud from his disgusted heels, and has further calls for " The Heptameron," he can refer inquirers to the libraries
which hav it on their shelves, though possibly he may
be jailed for his kind direction.
How sorry I am not to be a philosopher !
WM. GEO. 0.
--------~~-------

A Scrap from Australia.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Having
been a constant reader of your splendid paper for
some time past, I could not resist the temptation to
forward you an item of the Freethought cause in this
colony. For the Freethought of Australia I predict
a glorious future. The Freethought ranks of Sydney,
Melbourne, and Brisbane strengthen each month with
really astonishing rapidity. Among us are the most
indefatigable workers. Mr. Joseph Symes, of Melbourne, is without doubt the Ingersoll of Australia.
He works like a veritable Trojan for the noble work
of liberty. I fully believe that if Mr. Symes met his
death through an accident, the majority of the parsons in Melbourne would dance a can-can of delight.
Sydney also has some splendid expounders of liberty,
1\fr. Collins being a wasp to the long-faced theologians of that place. Dr. Hughes, an eminent scholar,
also an M.A. and LL.D., is never happy unless tackling the unfortunate priest.
We hav just achieved a great victory in New South
Wales; that is, of placing a rank out-and-out Secularist in the Sydney parliament. Being an able lecturer, and a fearless exponent of liberty, I am positiv
he will be an addition to our law-makers.
I view with admiration the independent and thorough republican spirit that is gradually growing in
this sunny land, and I predict without hesitation ·a
glorious united state republic for Australia within
the next centery. · Loyalty here is only lip expression
to toady to aristocrats and purple-clad rogues, or to
find fat billets and big salaries for cads who are devoid of brains and biceps.
During the last six months there has been a fearful
depression, owing solely to the glut of foreign goods
upon our market. Trade everywhere is at a stagnation. Men are walking the streets of Sydney content to work for absurdly low salaries (in some cases
for bread alone). Unless better legislation is awarded
us in the future, Sydney will indeed be in a deplorable .state. Such a condition of things in a ·colony of
this description is a standing disgrace. We hav
everything that nature can supply, yet we derive no
benefit from it.
Although Freethought societies hav such large
numbers, orthodoxy reigns, and in a most bigoted,
narrow manner. You would scarcely believe that a
Roman Catholic paper advocated the assassination of
B l~Qtm-er during bis Victon~ c!lomrai~~ · Mimstera
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innumerable, Sunday after Sunday, belie us with
their bombastic tirade. It is usele!'ls; truth will out.
I am very much pleased with Mr. Putnam's effort
on the "New God." It is splendid. I hav shown it
to several, who greatly appreciate it. Mr. Peck's
Bible or " Christian Absurdities " is a bon bouch.e.
Mr. Dawes's "Has Christianity Benefited Woman?"
is also very good. I must now come to a conclusion
and wish American Secularism the success it s~
justly deserves.
SYDNEY L. BRYCE.

Orchardleigh, Riverston, N. 8. TV.

.A New Rochelle, N. Y., Note.
A comrade who passed through New Rochelle on
his pilgrimage hither tells me that he there asked a
minister in the street where he could go for a little
warmth and quiet comfort, he being both wet and ill,
and obliged to walk to New York. The gospel-sharp
readily gave him a card with directions to some place
where some traveling evangelists-save the mark ! were shaking sinners over hell. He went, and took
a seat by the stove. Soon the sky-pilot came to him
and besought him to go up in front to the gruntingbench and pray for his lost soul. "·No," said he "I
came in here to get warm and be quiet. I ard not
lost ; I am an old soldier on my way to the Home.
It is my stomach that is in need, and if you hav any
sympathy for me, the best thing for you to do is to
giv me a restaurant ticket for a square meal." "I
see," said the preacher, "you are a hard case, and I
fear you are past grace." Mr. Minister heeded not
this poor soldier's prayel' to him for what he needed.
How, then, shall the preacher hav answered his own
prayers for grace?
Shade of Thomas Paine! How long shall such
leeches, deadbeats, sponges, and parasites pester the
earth with the mockery of mercy and continue to
work the paralysis of intelligence-and that, too,
when a pandering president calls the suffering soldier
who served his country well a "government paupel"'~"
Soldiers' Horne, Va.
JoHN P. GuiLD.

Stand from Under.
To the thoughtful it cannot escape observation that
the present period of the civilized world is in a highly
inflammatory state, as if the "day of judgment" was
really fast approaching.
New York is said to be the richest city in the
world. Fortunes are not now counted upon as of
old, as a competence for old age, of fifty, sixty, or
ninety thousand dollars, but millions upon millions.
The day of reckoning seems to be approaching, and
the question is.being asked by the workingmen and
thinkers, How hav all these millions been aggregated,
and found comparativly in the hands of a few ? It is
evident it has not been the accumulation of honest
labor or handicraft. Society is divided naturally into
few classes-the farmer, the mechanic, the shopkeepers, pedlars, and schemers. Hence it is seriously asked, How comes this vast inequality of
wealth '-this vast inequality of lnxury and ostentation on the one side, and abject poverty and starvation on the other ~ Verily, the "day of judgment "
is fast upon us. The day of reckoning is fast approaching, and when it does arrive, sad may be the
attitude of one of those unfeeling aristocrats, caught,
as it were, with a stolen sheep on his back.
As in the bull-fights in Italy the incensing red :flag
of tantalization to the too passiv bull arouses the
animal. to fight, even so the wealth of these bloated
schemers is :flaunted before the workingman, placing
him in a degrading position of subserviency.
It is too true that poverty, ignorance, and muscle
are apt to be companions, as much as wealth, pedantry, clerical pride, ostentation, and impudent assumption, and they are fast coming to an issue, and heaven
only knows the result. Therefore the writer advises,
Stand from under, for when nature's thunderbolt explodes, we may get
J ESSY.

Hidden Dangers Unearthed by The Truth Seeker.
From the Jewish Ttmes.

A. careful and most valuable compilation of the sectarian
enactments in the various states and territories appears in the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAO for
1887, and was specially compiled for that periodical by a
well-known New York lawyer. The great labor expended in
searching out these Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy laws was
labor well spent, for they teach us that religious fanaticism
and intolerance injected into politics hav in a great measure
united church and state. There is not one of these enactments that may not on any day be invoked against citizens
who do not profess the Christian religion. The Adventists,
Jews, Agnostics, and the great body of Rationalists at large
hav not the " equal rights" guaranteed by the Constitution
that Christians hav. There are several states in the Union in
which an Agnostic cannot testify in court on account of his
religious or non-religious opinions, and this though he might
be a man of the purest morals and the loftiest intellect.
There are states in which Jews and Adventists are fined if
they violate the Sunday laws, and in Arkansas, in the case of
the Adventists, persecution preceded the fine. This is a
gross violation of Constitutional rights.
In that extraordinary romance, "The Man Who Laughs"
the author shows that in England there are thousands ~f
laws yet unrepealed and lying dormant which if enforced
woqlq m~~oke Ul&t countrr one of the most desvotic on eq,rth,,

They are hidden dangers which may at any time be invoked
to the terror of the people. In some of our own states, notably so in Delaware and New Jer~ey, there are also hidden
dangers which, if put into effect, would make both states
petty ecclesiastical despotisms.

Concerning Comstock.
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will mysteriously disappear, and no trouble will be· taken to
find him. While he is a large, well-dressed, portly, Christian
gentleman in the estimation of a few, in the opinion of the
~any, in which opinion Pomeroy's Democrat concurs, he is a
dirty, cowardly crank, who delights in leading the weak into
ways of wickedness, then, for the so-called glory of God and
Comstock, robbing them of what they hav, and breaking the
hearts of their relativs.

From PomerGII's Democrat.

Anthony Comstock, a crank who by some inscrutable performance of providence and class legislation is permitted to
ply his vocation as an agent for the suppression of vice, is
one of the most flagrant and determined offenders of law and
public decency there is to be found in this country.
There is not a state prison within the confines of the
United States that has not on its criminal list men who in all
of hcnesty, integrity, morality, and sympathy with that
which is good, are not better types of manhood and mankind
than is Anthony Comstock. Years ago this man, who is put
before the world as a Christian example, is charged with
swindling people in the United States by advertising that for
a certain sum of money he woUld send to them books containing matter which people woUld not care to read in public
or before their families; thus he excited a prurient curiosity,
and received orders an!l money, for which he sent cheap
copies of the Bible.
·
This he considered a good joke, especially as it brought
money to his pocket ; at least this is common report, and we
believe has several times been proven against him. Then he
uses names other than his own. For years he has been assuming names and writing to the weak-minded, as he could
obtain their post-office addresses, urging them to send for
some contraband article, or has forged or used ficlitious
names of persons for the purpose of ordering from dealers in
contraband ?;Oods, and the articles to be sent to his forged
address, so that he could proceed against such persons as an
agent of the law.
Of all the detectivs ever engaged in the United States there
never was a more contemptible, sneaking, dishonest, and
dishonorable one, or one who stoops to more dishonest means
than does Anthony Comstock, allowing the editor of this
paper to be a judge of such matters.
In his attacks upon persons who are engaged in that which
may be called demoralization of public sentiment, he is carefUl only to pick up the weak, the defenseless, those who are
poor, or against whom some prejudice has come to exist.
He dare not arrest any man, or interfere with any corporation of strength, any more than a coward dare tackle a man
who is his superior. Yet he poses as an excellent public
officer, and as a devout Christian. God save the mark!
In the Hoffman House of this city are several very fine
paintings, generally considered works of art. N ot.long since
the publisher of a newspaper in this city, with no thought or
intent of violating the law of the land or of public decency,
obtained permission to hav one of these pictul'es in the hotel
above alluded to copied by the engraving process, and last
week, when sending his papers with this copy of the celebrated picture therein, was waited upon by Comstock, who,
without any warrant ol' authority of law, proceeded there
with his minions to take possession of this edition of the
paper, tear out that portion of it containing the pictures, destroy the same, and them leave the premises. Action at law
will be brought against Comstock for trespass and destruction of property, when in fact a club should hav been brought
·against his head with such force as to hav deprived him of
his commission. For the sake of argument we will assume
the pictures, as presented in the newspaper, to hav been of
the lewd or suggestiv character, but they were not.
Walk along Broadway any pleasant afternoon and you will
see women dressed in the most suggestiv manner, and will
see hundreds of men standir.g on the sidewalk to gaze upon
them ; then go take a drink, and after that spend the evening
in some house of ill-fame. Against these ordinary characters
or the places visited by those whose thoughts are fired by
such suggestiv dressing, Anthony Comstock lifts no hand,
nor does the society he is the agent of lift its voice against
them or their ways.
In the hotel hangs this picture visited by thousands and
thousands of persons each year, and yet Anthony Comstock
dare not walk into that hotel and lay his hand upon the
picture.
Were he to do so, his head would proba,bly be cracked as
fine as ice used for cooling champagne, should he ever attempt to interfere with the property of a man of wealth and
power.
Cromwell, the celebrated artist, every Sunday night at the
Grand Opera Honse, corner of Eighth avenue and Twentythird street, exhibits pictures larger than life, representing
nude men and women.
They are copies of works of art. Thousands and tens of
thousands of the best citizens of the country attend these
lectures in order to behold what art has accomplished.
Anthony Comstock dare not go into the Grand Opera
House and seize the pictures belonging to Professor Cromwell thus presented, but should some poor devil of a printer
photograph or engrave copies of any of these nude pictures,
and offer them as copies of works of art, Anthony Comstock
pounces upon such person struggling to obtain an honest
livelihood, nor lets up until the court has discharged the socalled offender, and reprimanded the insUlting and meddlesome agent, as is done in the majorit:y of cases where arrests
are made at the instigation of this religious ass, who is doing
more to bring morality into disrepute than is being done by
all of those who are engaged in selling that which one law
declares to be immoral and another law declares to be pure.
It is about time that the legislature of this state took this
matter in hand, and repealed all of the laws operating in this
state in which Anthony Comstock or his society thus proceeds to an interference with the private ri11;hts of honest,
well-meaning citizens.
There are scores and scores of places in t!Iis city where
men and women meet for the most immoral purposes ; where
gamblin?; and deliberate robbery are carried on, but the doorkeepers of thet.e places are generally men of courage, so that
Anthony Comstock and his assistants never care to enter
them, or even to look at them as they pass by.
So~e of tl~csc days th!l a~ent !or the suppress~on of vice

A Shocking

Outbr~ak.

From the Hl!waukee Sentinel.

There are cities in which preachers are perturbed concerning the Sunday pleasures of the populace, and even raise
their voices against Sunday newspapers. Mostly, the populace goes on in its accustomed Sunday ways, indifferent to
appeals and scoldings; and mostly the Sunday newspapers
are respectful toward the preachers, hurling back no contumelious stone. But there is a painful exception in the last
respect in Cincinnati. Goaded out of the attitude of calm
endurance which a quiet conscience sustains in the case of
the Sunday newspaper, the Commercial Gautte Jet fly at a
$4,000 preacher who hurls the Sunday commandment toward
all offenders.
We are in a measure shocked to find that newspaper reciting many things concerning the ways of the average
$4,000 preacher. Among others, that he has, in addition to
his salary, a handsome furnished parsonage free of rent-of
many rooms, on a good street, with good ventilation, good
furniture, water, gas, and other modern conveniences, and
all the necessaries and many of the luxuries and elegances of
living; good feeding in continual variety, in which the temptation and indulgence of appetite is more considered than the
!lece~si.ties of ~ustenance or that plain, self-denying physiologICall!vmg ~hJCh promotes the health of body and brain; he is
free m the mdulgence of another of the appetites which tend
to excess and in which excess is physical and mental destruction. Sickness does not stop his $4,000 salary; also, it goes
on when he takes his vacation at a summer resort to recover
from his exhaustiv brain-work and to brace up his overworked digestiv organs. At the summer pleasure resort he
finds special reduced rates for preachers, and the interstate
commerce law makes an exclusiv reservation to him of the
railroad favors which it prohibits to all other persons. Fees
for weddings and funerals and christenings and various gifts
add to his income. Compared with the mental work done by
leading lawyers, judges, and journalists, his pulpit deliverances are not an excessiv strain.
It is painful to draw further from the tirade of tbe offensiv
Cincinnati paper, but we must. Thus it continues: On the
Sunda:y morning he eats a warm breakfast, for the cooking
of which on the Sabbath the law of Moses would put the
whole family to death; in a Sunday-cooked dinner of much
richness and variety, he takes compensation for his work by
an indulgence of appetite which is prone to exceed the limits
of his physical, mental, and spiritual welfare; a supper follows the afternoon inertia of fulness, with some delicacy
freshly cooked to stimulate the jaded palate. "All that is
necessary to healthy nourishment could be cooked the day
before, as the Sabbath law commanded. In the three cooked
meals for his indulgence of the pleasure of eating beyond the
actual necessities, he has thrice done that which the seventhday Sabbath commandment made a mortal sin, for which it
stoned the whole household to death." Continues this impertinent journal: "In comparison with the mass he has, in
all days of the week and on Sunday, an exceptional share of
enjoyment of what the scripture calls ' the lusts of the flesh,
the lusts of the eye, and the pride of life.'" Then follows a
comparison of the condition of the wage-worker to whom
this preacher applies for Sunday the seventh-day Sabbath
commandment.
But no more of this. The Commercial Gazette should be
ashamed of itself.
That Suppressed Conference Report.
From Secular ThO'Uflht.

THE TRUTH SEEKER has gqt hold of a good thing, and it
can be trusted for making the most of it. A correspondent
of that paper sends from Philadelphia a transcript of the
Rev. Dr. Jones's report to the chairman of a church conference on the state of religion, the true condition and prospects
of the church generally in regard to vitals, godliness, and
sound doctrin, the inroads which Infidelity has made upon
the faith of the people, etc., in the Eastern states. The
report is indeed an extraordinary document, and if trustworthy-and no doubt it is-the publication of it ought to
make a sensation. It is no wonder that the conference did
not see fit to authorize the publication of the rtport themselvs.
There were altogether too many damaging confessions made
for the report to be palatable, and so they ordered it to te
laid aside in the mean time. But all the same, it got into the
hands of the Philistines.
Dr. Jones finds a deplorable state of affairs in the church.
Everything is out of joint. The hynology is "namby-pamby;" the sermonizing provocativ of "inanity and listlessness;" the doctrin of eternal retribution for sm has become
a mere " scare-crow in a field of corn." Redempti('n by the
blood of Christ, and sanctification by the holy epirit, are
" not believed in by one in a hundred of the clergy under
forty years of. age.". Family worship has ~encrally been
given up; baptism of mfants IS so seldom seen m church that
a person who examins the records would " suppose that all
the mot!Iers of Israel had been stricken with barrenness."
The weekly prayer-meetings are in a "most discouraging
condition," "and in a majority of instances a more sleepy,
perfunctory, and dreary performance :J'OU could scarcely conceive of." He has some strong strictures upon the intellectual caliber of the students in seminaries. Tiley are, as a
rule "not fitted either by ability, education, or manners to
meet the necessities of the time." The charity training of
the average student, the reverend doctor caustically says,
"begun when a youth is taken from the shop or the plowtail and continued as it is for years, r.obs him ef his manhodd self-respect, and spirit of independence, and makes
him ~ mere truckling slave and parasite." The literature
which the people comprisinp: the congregations read " is
steeped in Infidelity in its most insidious forms." If the
reverend doctor's facts are sound, Secularists can complacently look on for a few more years and their doctrins will
be espoused by all men. Christianity, as a livin~ religion,
affecting the lives of men, has sunk below the hor1zon. But
then, the doctor did not come to Canada-h.e would fipd th.e
phurch lively- eno.gh.here,
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ering. But from their standpoint, the policy forced
upon them by the intrigues of Powderly with the
priests is suicidal. The church will use them for its
own purposes, and the purposes of Rome never run
parallel with the interests of the lowly and the poor.
Power consorts with power; wealth with wealth, and
poverty must never expect to find an ally in the palaces of kings and popes. The church makes converts of people that it may liv upon them ; the king
cares for his subjects .that they may fight royalty's
battles. Five years will see the Knights of Labor
perfectly powerless unless their policy is changed.

A Great Man in Error.
We regret that in his explanation of the reasons
which impelled him to decline a reelection to the
presidency of the Manhattan Liberal Club, Mr. T. B.
Wakeman should hav made such inaccurate statements of facts as our reporter credits him with. We
will not criticise his intention of assuming the mantle
of Stephen Pearl Andrews, because before the death
of that eminent gentleman he in some sort bequeathed
his office to Mr. Wakeman, but we do most decidedly
object when Mr. Wakeman states the opposit of truth
about an occurrence in which we were concerned.
Says the report:

Single subscription ............................................. . $3 00
I) 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. .
I) 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereI) 00
mittance ...................................................... .
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. .
'Z 00
One subscription with three new 1mbscribers, in one
"Liberal affairs [said Mr. Wakeman] were in the condiremittance ................................................... .
8 50
tion of the business of a grocer he knew who shut up his
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 store in order to collect and square up accounts. Liberalism should go into liquidation. This made it necessary for
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
Mr. Wakeman to follow the example of Colonel Ingersoll
with one remittance.
and withdraw; and he believed it to be the duty of all who
hav been prominent in Liberal affairs to step down and out
Very Cheap Pamphlets.
until some important question calls them to the front again.
We hav on hand a large number of the following 'They should stand aside,' said the speaker, 'until the Libof Colonel Ingersoll's pamphlets, which will be dis- erals of the country find out that their proper position is the
one of Leland and myself. Every step that organization has
posed of at cost, as follows : " Ingersoll Catechised : taken since we left the head of the League has been downHis Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro- ward toward its destruction, and Liberalism as an organized
pounded by the Editor of the San Franciscan/' power has grown less and less.' Mr. Wakeman added that
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred, $2. he prophesied this result at the time the Liberals turned him
" Orthodoxy," a lecture, fifty-four closely printed out of office as president of the League"

large 12mo pages, 10 cents ; fifteen for $1 ; and $6
per hundred.
" Civil Rights Speech," including the address of
Frederick Douglass, fifty-three large octavo pages,
singly, 10 cents; fifteen for $1 ; and $6 per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities,
and given away to good Christians, and it is with that
not unreasonable expectation that the prices hav been
placed so low.
---------.~~--------

Labor's Suicide.
Cardinal Manning, of London, has explained why
the condemnation of the Knights of Labor has been
removed by the Roman Catholic church. Summarized, the reasons are :
1. Since the formation of the order, the general
master workman has been changed, and he is now a
faithful Catholic.
2. That the constitution and laws hav also been
modified to suit the church.
3. That there is no obligation to secrecy toward a
competent ecclesiastical authority even outside of the
confessional.
4. That there is now no hostility toward the church
in the order.
5. That a large proportion of the membership of
the order are faithful, practicing Catholics.
These reasons speak well for the sharpness of the
managers of the church in remodeling an organization which as first inaugurated was inimical to ecclesiastical influence. When Infidel Stevens was a member of the executiv board of the order, the organization devoted itself to secular work, without regard to
what the church thought. Mr. Powderly had less
power then than now; but since the Knights came
prominently before the public, the latter has sue
ceeded in putting the church shackles upon them.
More than any other man is Mr. Powderly responsible for the servility of the order to the church, and
for the changes in. the constitution. Every new
disclosure indicates that our judgment of months ago
was accurate. The master workman has sold the
order out to Rome.
It appears to us that the Knights hav made an
error which will be fatal to them. No army can succeed where half the soldiers traitorously reveal their
plans to the enemy. The fight of the Knights is in
behalf of labor. Their enemies are the wealthy conservativs of society, and the church is always on the
side of wealth and conservatism. Whether ·the
Knights are right or wrong, we. are not now consid-

First. We are not aware that Liberalism is bankrupt, and if it owes Mr. Wakeman anything he should
mention the amount. So far as we know, whatever
services Mr. Wakeman has rendered Liberalism hav
been paid for in cash.
Second. The illustrious man from whose name
Mr. Wakeman thought to derive a reflected light has
not " withdrawn" in any such sense as Mr. W akaman's words imply. Those who make statements
concerning others' purposes should be sure of their
ground.
Third. Mr. Wakeman's assertions regarding the
League are remarkably erroneous. He puts himself
in the position of a man wronged by the Liberals of
the country, inasmuch as they differed from himself
and Mr. Leland. Ordinary folks, conversant with
the facts, will fail to see where the injury to Mr.
Wakeman has been done by so disagreeing, and we
deny emphatically that Mr. Wakeman was turned out
of the League. In Man of April19, 1884, Messrs.
Wakeman and Leland positivly refused to longer
hold official connection with the League. Their
words were as follows:

tlte League or not. There will be the amplest opportunity fo!
the realization of Mr. Bradford's suggestion by having the
Liberals who hav not acted with the League join in a call of
their own to meet in a free, uncommitted, and common Congress, to select new officers and inaugurate a new policy
adapted to present conditions and issues.
"We take this course: (1) Because we fear that past
issues and differences cannot be removed from the minds of
many Liberals except by a decided change of the personnel of
the management of the League, and we would not stand in
the way of its unity and welfare a moment by reason of past
issues. (2) Then again, as we explained in our last paper,
tbe Comstock issues which hav been a cause of difference
hav been largely tried out, and their right decision can be
perhaps better secured without giving to them what seems to
many exceptional prominence. (3) Man could and would
still advocate organization and the principles of the League,
but no longer in any official or semi-official way..,
"Now, let all those who believe in any kind of organization or cooperation of Liberal people in the United States
consider who, as president and secretary, would best further
that purpose. And whoever may be selected shall hav our
he11.rty support.
T. B. W. AND T. C. L.''

The paper, Man, was the organ of the League, Mr.
Wakeman chief editor, and Mr. Leland the office
editor. If. they desired to hav the League and the
Liberals of the country take the position held by
them, why did they resign their offices? Was their
refusal to hold office insincere, and but a feeble and
unwilling putting away of a crown they still desired
to wear 1 We certainly gave them credit for honesty, and still believe Mr. Leland, at least, meant
what he said. The fact of the matter was, the
League had lost all vitality, Man was not supported
by the Liberals throughout the country, and Mr.
Wakeman was enabled to print it only by the generosity of two wealthy gentlemen of New York. People were displeased with the policy of the officers-hitching Ben Butlerism, and Socialism, and what not
to the League platform--and a wide dissatisfaction
was felt at just those official positions taken by Mr.
Wakeman which he says now must be retaken or the
League (now the American Secular Union) will die.
It looks very much as though Mr. Wakeman really
meant, Think as I do, and do as I say, or you cannot
succeed; and he certainly did not consider the facts
when he said that since his resignation (not his dismissal) the League had retrograded. The Liberals
of the country are too familiar with the events subsequent to that period to need a specific denial of
that statement.
We are sorry, indeed, to hav to pen these words,
and we forbear to say more. The ex-president of
the Liberal Club should remember this: Freethinkers
do not blindly follow any one, however eminent, and
our gifted leaders should not be angry and sulk if
personal disciples are not readily found in our ranks.

The Hebrews and the Sunday Law.

The Hebrews of this city labor under a heavy disadvantage since Mayor Hewitt has decided that the
weekly holiday rests upon secular and not sacred
grounds, for if they keep their religious day they lose
one day's business more than their Christian competitors. The Saturday half-holiday bill, which now
awaits the. governor's signature, is therefore welcomed
by them as putting things upon a more equal footing.
"NEW HANDS AT THE HELM.
'fhe rabbis are not slow of comprehension, either, and
" In a late number of Man the Bon. A. B. Bradford, of
they fondly hope that the Saturday half-holiday may
Enon Valley, Pa., said:
be the means of grace to many Hebrews who now
"'There are men in the land who are not identified either with
the Liberal League or ita opponents, and who, if they would invite attend to business on the last day of the week, ina national convention to meet, might, from their high character, stead of going to the synagogs. The rabbinical conclose up our ranks.'
ference held last week discussed the following reso"In a recent Inderv we read that its editors and 'thousands
lution:
of Liberals' decline to work with the National Liberal
League on account of the demand for a repeal of the Comstock United States postal laws, passed as a resolve at the
later Congresses of the League.
" There is nothing so desirable as unity and cooperation
among Liberals for the purpose of defense, propaganda, and
constructiv effect upon society politically and socially.
"The above intimation reminds us of the propriet.y of
timely notice that the editors of Man will not be candidates fur
any office of the League at the next Congress. They and Man
and the New York Liberal Publishing Company think it best
that a new deal should be then made so that, if possible; the
elements referred to by Mr. Bradford and the Inderv should
be brought forward and harmonized with the League. This
object we announced previous to the last Congress, but because it was not stated decisivly in time, the present officers
were unanimously reelected, and in such a way and at such
a time that they could not decline without endangering the
safety of the League.
"Now WE GIV AMPLE NOTICE. There should be in our columns, and in the Liberal press generally, friendly suggestions
as to our successors, so that the League may make the wisest
possible selections. Every League and Liberal society of
any kind in the country should be represented at the next
Congress, whether they hav been able to arrree with the course of

"Resolved, That this conference of Jewish ministers welcomes the proposed Saturday half-holiday law as a useful
and timely measure, both for the people at large and for the
religious welfare of our community, and hopes that the Jewish community will make it the means of fully regaining and
restoring the proper sanctity and esteem of the Biblical Sab.
bath."

The conference also condemned the present Sunday
law, as interpreted by the authorities, which compels
the Jewish shopkeepers who observe their own day
of worship to keep Sunday also.
We are glad the sects are quarreling over this matter, for thereby they may obtain sufficient wisdom to
see the plain way out of the trouble by making Sun·
day a blank day so far as the legality of doing business is concerned, but repealing all penalties for its
non-observance. If shopmen want to keep their
stores open, let them. If nobody buys, they would
soon close. But if Sunday observance is to be
enforced by law, we see no reason why the Jews
should be specially favored.

THE

Brave Minister, Good Young Men!
The Christian Advocate, in its last week's issue,
has this:
"In one of the cities of Ohio an Infidel club brought
Charles Watts, called 'the Ingersoll of England,' to lecture
against Christianity. To forestall his influence as much as
possible, t.he pastor of our church in that place, the Rev. J.
R. Keys, prepared and printed with his own hands a quantity of leaflets containing the sayings of Washington, Grant,
Gladstone, and Stanley, the African explorer, and had them.
distributed in the churches and Sunday-schools on the Sunday before the lecture. On the night of the lecture two
young men stood at the entrance of the hall in which the lecture was delivered, and gave a leaflet to each person who
entered, including the lecturer himself. The quotations
were so appropriate that we print them this week in the
Home Department."
Just to show how imbecil the average Christian is
in his " arguments " with Infidels, we copy the extracts which are supposed· to hav annihilated Mr.
Watts and the Infidels of Ohio:
"W AsiiiNGTON.-Of all the dispositions and habits which
lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute
of patriotism who should labor to subvert these great pillars
of human happiness, these firmest props of the duties of men
and citizens. The mere politician, equally with the pious
man, ought to respect and cherish them. A volume could
not trace all their connections with public and private felicity.
Let it be sim.ply asked, where is the security for property,
for reputation, for life, if the sense of religious obligation
desert the oaths which are the instruments of investigation in
courts of justice? And let us with caution indulge the supposition that morality can be maintained without religion.
Whatever may be conceded to the influence of refined education on minds Of peculiar structure, reason and experience
both forbid us to expect that national morality can prevail in
exclusion of religious principle."-FareweU Address.
"STANLEY.-What I wanted, and what I hav been endeavoring to ask for the poor African, has been the good offices
of ChTistians, ever since Livingstone taught me during those
four months I was with him. In 1871 I went to him as prejudiced as the biggest Atheist in London. I was there away
from a worldly world. I saw this solitary old man there,
and asked myself, 'Why on earth does he stop here ?' For
months after we met I found myself listening to him and
wondering at the old man carrying out all that was said in
the Bible. Little by little his sympathy for others became
contagious. Mine was aroused. Seeing his piety, his gentleness, his zeal, his earnestness, and how quietly he went
about his business, I was converted by him, although he had
not tried to do it."
"GEN. U. S. GRANT.-Hold fast to the Bible as the sheet
anchor of our liberties; write its precepts on your hearts,
and practice them in your lives. To the influence of this
book we are indebted for the progress made in true civilization, and to this we must look as our guide for the future."
" Gu.nsTONE.-If I am asked, what is the remedy for the
deeper sorrows of the human heart-what a man should
chiefly look to in his progress through life as the power that
is to sustain him under trials, and enable him manfully .to
confront his affiictions, I must point him to something which,
in a well-known hymn, is called' The old, old story,' told of
in an old, old book, and taught with an old, old teaching,
which is the greatest and best gift ever given to mankind."
-Address to Workingmen.
What do these sayings amount to! Washington
was a Deist, and his ideas of religion were not
the ideas of the Christian religion. With him religion meant Deism, the simple faith of Thomas Paine,
whom the Christians of to-day never tire of slandering with all the malice of fanatics. Washington's
sentiments might hav been spoken by a Mohammedan, or a Buddhist, or a Jew, or a disciple of
Auguste Comte. It all depends upon what you mean
by the word " religion."
Mr. Stanley's opinion is worth just as little as any
one's efse. He is a paid retainer of a six-by-nine king
whose only way of obtaining notoriety is to keep
Stanley plunging through African jungles, carrying a
Bible in his trunk and a rifle in his hands. And we
fail to see in the psychological phenomenon which
he calls conversion, any logical proof of the alleged
claim that a seditious Hebrew once rose from the
dead. Livingstone's piety does not prove that a virgin had a son of the "Holy Ghost;" his gentleness
(which some Africans would dispute) is in no wise
corroborativ of the miracles of Christ; his zeal is no
proof that the world can throw all its sins upon one
man, and thousands of men hav been as earnestly
wrong as other thousands hav been earnestly right.
If he had " carried out all that was said in the
Bible," Africa, to-day, instead of a wilderness of
savages, would be a wilderness of graves. For the
heathen in ancient days received little mercy at the
hands of the followers of the Lord.
Grant was a great soldier, and Gladstone-is a great
statesman, but a country minister knows more about
the Bible than GrantEdid, and what Gladstone knows
may bt~ ll'l!lrnt:JP.. i.y. P.is CQJJ.troversy with Huxley.
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The trouble with these men is that they credited to
the Bible what belongs to secular civilization. They
made mistakes, and ·he who reasons for himself will
readily see how. We do not, however, expect that
Christians will find it out.
But if the Rev. J. R. Keys had such solicitude for
the people of the Ohio town, why did he not go upon
the platform with Mr. Watts and prove the historical
truth of his faith 1 Why did he not prove that the
Bible is inspired of God, that man was created
·perfect and fell through the eating of an apple by a
woman, that God made a covenant with man whereby
through Ch~ist's sufferings he might escape a supposititious hell and gain a supposititious heaven! Why
did he not show that the priests are not humbugging
the people with their pretension of holiness and
sanctity!
Mr. Watts, we guarantee, would hav
. afforded him the opportunity to exhibit his personal
bravery in confuting the Infidel, and the good young
men would hav been spared the arduous duty of padling tracts.
But perhaps Mr. Keys prefers to answer the Infidel when the Infidel is hundreds of miles away.
Most ministers do.

attempt to preserve that individual's reputation. Mr. Black
was the one who declined to continue the controversy, giving as his reason that the editor of the North AmllTieanReview
would not hold Colonel Ingersoll's second article until he
could reply. The editor then cast about for some other distinguished Christian who would reply, but found none willing except Mr. Fisher, and he would do it only on condition
that Colonel Ingersoll slwuld not reply to !tim. And Colonel
Ingersoll never has l

"Scandals hav lately arisen which are a source of regret to
every true Catholic heart, and these scandals are materially
increased by the approbation and praise of a certain press,
styled Catholic, which openly professes its total disregard for
legitimate authority, and boldly proclaims its adherence to
the perverse doctrin of a new socialism.
"We call your attention to a paper styled the Catholic
Herald, published in New York, which has a large circulation among the Catholics of this province.
"We earnestly exhort you to discountenance the doctrin
and aims of this production, and to stop the diffusion thereof
among your faithful parishioners. Our reasons are cogent
and pressing. Catholics who are loyal to their church should
cheerfully submit to her authority when legitimately exercised.
"In a late issue (Feb. 12, 1887) of the above-mentioned
paper is contained the following declaration: 'We protest
most emphatically against any attempt to extend any ecclesiastical authority into the sphere of politics, and, while
cheerfully yielding full obedience to the authorities of the
church in matters of religion, we emphatically deny the
right of the pope, or propaganda, or archbishop to prescribe
for Roman Catholics, lay or cleric.'
"Is that a Catholic utterance? Are we to believe tltat tlte
church cannot exercise lter influence in polities when the highest
interests of morality are involved? We should then circumscribe her power and deny her mission.
"Again, this paper advocates doctrins anent private ownership of land which are opposed to truth and sanctioned by
no Catholic theologian. The teachings of great minds are
falsely interpreted to suit these vain theories. St. Thomas,
to the great surprise of all who hav read and understood
him, is shown to hav been the precursor of Henry George.
"Finally, this paper treats high ecclesiastical officials
without a shadow of respect; publishes effusions in which
princes of the church are spoken of as if they were ward
politicians, and thereby excites the prejudices and passions
of a misguided public. These reasons, we think, are sufficient to move you to prompt action.
"Advise your people to abandon this publication, the pernicious influence of which cannot but be injurious to them.
I remain, reverend dear sir, faithfully yours in Christ,
"PKTER MciNTYRE, bishop of Charlottetown."

TRUTII SEEKER, to be used as a mission headquarters and
tract repository. The building was a fine brick structure of
some fifty feet frontage, with a spacious door and stoop, but
it wasn't good enough for the finicky Episcopalians to peddle tracts from, and they pulled the front down and are replacing it with white marble, fretted and carved into arches
and images, something after the style of the Grace church
chapel which blocks Eleventh street from Fourth avenue to
Broadway. It will be a great contrast to the modest quarters of THE TROTH SEEKER, and would seem at firat to be a
great waste of money. But a second consideration of the
subject convinces one that the money spent among the marble cutters and mechanics will do hundreds of times more
good than if put into tracts, which teach, in a sickly and
childish way, the grossest superstition. The Episcopalians
are not very enthusiastic propagandists, and the money of
the late Mrs. Wolfe will probably not shift to any noticeable
extent the orbit of our little planet.

------~-4.~·~·---------

THE Freethinkers of Mancheste~, England, hav been
obliged to discontinue their usual discussions after a Sunday
lecture. Recently Mr. Bradlaugh spoke for the Manchester
society, and the "Lord's Day Observance Society" served
him with a notice that the society intended to prosecute him
and the proprietor of the hall. The lectures were clearly
legal, but if discussion followed, it constituted " keeping a
disorderly house," and the lecturer would be liable to imprisonment not exceeding two years. Mr. Bradlaugh explained that his hands were at present too full of other work
to contest the matter. The London Freethinker says: "Mr .
Brarllaugh is, of course, the best judge of his own business,
and he was probably right in declining the challenge when
he had no time to fight. But if the bigots keep _up their little game, he or somebody will ltav to fight. The Freethought party cannot allow discussion to be stifled in this
way. The Melbourne bigots tried to trip Mr. Symes in this
fashion. but he managed to beat them. He took the money
at the door himself, and then went on the platform and delivered the lecture. The prosecution followed, Joseph manfully defended himself, and came out of the contest with flyHonest Orders.
ing colors." Mr. Foote, the editor of the Freetltinke1", is a
The bishop of Prince Edward's Island is not quite good fighter as well as lecturer, and he may deem it wise to
as politic a priest as is Mr. Corrigan, of this city, but go to Manchester and make a test case.
his plainer speaking will enable Americans to see
THE late Catherine Wolfe, of this city, was a very pious
just what the Romish hierarchy is driving at. The
and
wealthy lady. Just before her decease she gave the
bishop has issued a circular to the clergy of his dioEpiscopalians money enough to purchase and fit up a large
cese, of which the subjoined is the concluding portion: building on Lafayette place, just opposit the store of THE

The "highest interest of morality" with Roman
Catholics is the highest interest of their power and
pockets. "And as it was in the beginning," so it
" is now and ever shall be; world without end.
The Lord's name be praised !"

MR. HESTON has summed up the situation in Germany in
his picture this week with keen judgment. The people of
Germany are prostrate under the feet of Leo XUI., Bismarck,
and the latter's employers, Kaiser William and "Unser
Fritz," the heir to the throne. Of the lot, Fritz is the best,
but most helpless. The pope would swap his soul, if he has
one, for power. William and Bismarck will do anything to
preserve the imperial family. The people to them are pawns
on a chess-board, to be kept or slaughtered, as will best protect the kings, the queens, the bishops, and the knights. As
a glorious privilege, they are. allowed to pay the expenses of
the tournament.
MR. C. B. REYNOLDS will be tried for blasphemy at Morristown, N.J., at the term of court which began May 3d, the
day TnE TRUTH SEEKEH went to press, so we are uuab:e to
report further concerning the anachronistic affair until next
week. It is almost impossible to convince oneself that this
indictment and coming trial are not acts in some preposterous
farce, but we hav seen the court-house and jail in Morristown, seen the judges upon the bench, a jury in the box, and
know the court is real. Nevertheless, it seems like a dream.
L. K. WASHBURN lectured last Sunday evening before the
Society of Humanity, 28 Lafayette place, to a well-pleased
audience. Next Sunday evening Mr. Washburn speaks
again; subject, "Something Beyond." Admission is free,
and all are cordially invited.

W. F. JAMIESON is in Colorada; at Longmont, Sunday
evening, May 1st, and is invited tu Black Hawk. He may
WE hav been supplied with reports of the lecture of George lecture in Boulder and Loveland. Address him at LongSheridan at Washington, purporting to be an annihilation of mont, Col.
Colonel Ingersoll and his teaching. To the senders of the
reports we return thanks, and hope that they and others will
THE publishers of Herbert Spencer's "Genesis of Science"
continue to forward accounts of whatever occurs that is send this notice with it: " It is indispensable for the forming
of interest to Freethinkers. We regret, however, that Mr. of clear ideas as to the real aims of. science, its limitations,
Sheridan is so mendacious and ignorant that he is not a foe- its validity, its authority, that its rise and development from
man worthy of even our steel pen. We will not descend to lowly beginnings to its present commanding position should
the level of a lecturer who speaks of Colonel Ingersoll thus: be clearly understood. The treatment of that subject re"He is mad clear through-mad from the polished top of his quires both philosophic insight and wide acquaintance with
intellectual dome to the soles of his Infidel feet with Christians and the methods anrl results of scientific research, as well as an
Christianity. He is the assailant of the sublimest teachings of intimate knowledge of the history of civilization. In no one
philosophy, of Poetry, and of science: He declines to meet men
competent to discuss the questions with him. In fact, he never man now living are theRe gifts and these attainments so hapmet but one really able man-the late Judg<J Black- and then the pily combined as in Herbert Spencer, and consequently his
instant he felt the steel ran from the field."
account of ' The Genesis of Science' deservedly holds the
The church folks hav a standing offer cf reward in the highest rank among contemporary scientifico-philosophical
shape of door fees for any one who will abuse Colonel Inger- essays." As soon as we read the work we shall giv it a
soll. Mr. Sheridan obtained and earned his money, and the notice of our own. The publisher is J. Fitzgerald, the price
heirs of Judge Black ought to increase the reward for his is fifteen cents, and it may be purchased at this office.
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l,tlttrs Jrom /Jritnds.
TRENTON, TEXAS, April 12, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Please say for general encouragement that
our third happy cyclone struck us the 8th of April.
It is followed by a most uncommon stillness. J.D. Shaw,
of the Independent Pulpit, is a power, and he found Freethought here by the hundred, and made more·.
·
Your humble writer takes all the Freethought literature he
is able to, and hopes to see the sky cleared of cobwebs.
Fraternally,
J. W. BELL.
FRENOHTOWN, NEB., April 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Jamieson has just given three lectures
in Neligh, a town sixteen miles from here, and he will giv
two in Clear Water soon. There are a good many Freethinkers in this section of the country, but they are timid.
A few of the boldest of them made arrangements for Mr.
Jamieson. I heard one of them say, who wished to get an
office, "Oh, it would just kill some of us to get Mr. Jamieson
to lecture here."
EARLE A. FINoH.
BLooK, KAN., April11, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: No squirrel can climb but one branch of a
tree at a time; neither can J. E. Remsburg giv but one lecture at a time, but if he didn't deliver his "False Claims" interestingly at the Max school-house, April 8th, then I never
saw a squirrel climb a tree at all. Now, I want to say to the
Liberals of Kansas that Mr. Remsburg's terms are very low
according to the ability of the man, and that no village, city,
or school district can afford to do without hearing him. I
am glad to know that Kansas has such speakers as he. We
all had a nice time at the lecture, and with such men as the
Walters, Millers, Arzbergs, Franks, Lowes, and a host of
others in the county, we will continue the good work.
W.A.LoWE.
RooaRSTER, Mron., April 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: On first page of THE TRUTH SEEKER of April
16th, after referring to the failure to carry the prohibition
amendment in Michigan, comes the following : " The Prohibitionists will hav to try again, consoling themselvs with
the reflection that there are some causes to which nothing
could be so fatal as success." There ! why couldn't we hav
thought about that before voting? But, seriously, this proffered '' consolation" to the Prohibition class of your readers
in our state seems to us an impertinence, bordering on insult,
and none the less offensiv because found in one of the ablest,
and usually fairest, Freethought journals of the age. And
the question occurs, Can you afford it?
From one of your oldest subscribers, C. H. GREENE.
WHITE CauRoa, KAN.,-March 28,287.
MR. EDITOR: I don't know of one outspoken Infidel this
side of Kansas City, Mo. (eight miles). "Jordan is a hard
road to travel," but, brothers, I still liv, and if I am spared
life and breath they will hear from me during the summer.
YeP, I still liv to thank all concerned with the glorious
TRUTH SEEKER. Long may she wave! Keep on, Macdonald! keep on, Somerby! Never say die. Who would
hav thought that the mantle of that grand, good old man,
D. M. Bennett, would hav fallen on such worthy shoulders?
Remember me to Brother Putnam, Si Slolmm, Peck, and all
of the correspondents of your paper. Don't forget Watson
Heston-he's a brick. I hav hacl many a heart:r. laugh over
his pictures. Oh! how I do wish I had the dollar or more to
send C. B. Reynolds! And now may the powers bless you
all, and believe me to be,
Yours for the right.
I. P. MARTIN, aged 80 yrs. 3 mo.
SUNSET, TEXAs, April5, 1887,
DEAR OLD TRUTH SEEKER: I feel as if I could not wellliv
without THE TRUTH SEEKER, and if I were able would hav
more of your books. How I wish I were rich ! How many
treats I would giv the old woman l I get my paper on Monday. I hav received and read April the 2d. I land my papers around among saints and sinners alike, and can see little
sparks of light here and there that will soon be fanned to a
flame. One gentleman took the paper out of my hand a few
days ago, looked over it a moment, passed it back, and said
he did not like the paper or them that read it. I told him I
was very happy to be able to distinguish friends from foes.
I will pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as I can ; then
shall let you know when you can stop my paper, not tlte paper, for I want others to read it when I cannot pay for it any
longer. In this I will send fifty cents for "Men, Women,
and Gods," by Miss Gardener.
HARRIET DAVIS.
WATERVILLE, MINN., April14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The spirit moveth me at sundry times and
divers places to let your readers know that state legislatures
sometimes pass good laws, and that Minnesota had one
passed last winter. There was a good deal of railroad lawmaking done during the last session, and one of the new laws
s almost an exact copy of the Interstate Commerce bill,
which as your readers all know allows all roads to discrimnate in favor of the sky-pilots by selling them half-fare
ickets. This section of the bill our Solons left out, and in
consequence the reverend spongers hav to pay for their rides
ust the same as a white man. One of the general ticket and
passenger agents of a leading road ordered all the half-fare
passes in, and out of the two thous~tnd that were returned,
every one was accompanied with a note kicking against the
new order of things. We are all feeling bad about it.
The Baptist church here has been whooping it up for the last
few weeks, and as a result has taken in about all the weakminded ones in the place. They baptize them as fast as they
catch them, and everybody turns out to see the fun. They
pf!,V fl. sort of pit in O!le enq of the church, lined with sheet-

iron, and they stand around it and sing, "Shall we gather at
the river?" There isn't a dry eye in town. Well, the other
night they were going to perform, and the D.D. had just got
his rubber breeches on, and the convict was being prepared
for initiation in an adjoining room, and all looked well, when
a small dog in the crowd, having nothing else to do, ran up
the aisle and jumped in and took a swim, to the great delight
of tbe crowd, who were satisfied that this was the only hardshell Baptist dog in the world. After the dog was hauled
out, the show was postponed. Some of the boys think it was
to heat up the tank and skim off the accumulated sins that
had been washed away in the "river." So far they hav
about twelve new members, counting the dog. ,
L. ALEXANDER.
TAMPA, FLA., April10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6 for two subscriptions.
I am away down here in Tampa, Florida, in the land of
flowers and sunshine, and although we hav not had any
Freethought lectures here, there are a great many Liberals;
in fact, I think this state would be a good field for a Liberal
lecturer. I would like nothing better than something of that
kind to come to our town and organize a Liberal club. The
churches here are having things their all their own way at
present, but I look not far in the future when they will take
a back seat in the darkness, or come out and take up the
armor of truth and honesty and help fight the demon superstition.
I would part with a great many of my pleasures before I
would do without your paper. I am much pleased with
the cartoons, and giv much credit to Watson Heston. He is
doing his part of the work to spread the gospel of universal
mental liberty and dispel the gloom of superstition.
J. H. KINSMAN.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., April18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Yesterday was a big day with Liberals in
Philadelphia; it seemed as if the whole city had awoke to a
knowledge of the truth, and had come forth to the funeral of
theological superstition. The excitement arose from the announcement in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and other papers, that
Charles Watts would be with us to advocate the claims of
"Ancient Philosophy VB. Modern Theology," and "Morality
VB. Religion."
His efforts were masterly, and the attempts
of his opposers reminded me of the furious waves of the
ocean rolling and dashing against the massiv rock, and, instead of removing the rock, only discovered their own weakness, and went back murmuring at their own defeat. Mr.
Watts has been a favo1it in Philadelphia from his first appearance in the city, and still continues such. His labors
yesterday deservedly won him fresh laurels for the future.
w. SEYMOUR.
BURLINGTON, KAN., April 10, 287.
1\h. EDITOR: Brother J. E. Remsburg delivered a lecture
here in Hamilton's Opera House on the evening of the 4th
inst. to an audience of about six hundred. He is a fluent
and rapid speaker, and clenches his arguments with proof on
his subject, "The False Claims of Christianity," which
caused quite a riffie among the adherents of old orthodoxy
who were present, and one good old Methodist brother was
so excited that he spoke audibly, taking exception to the
speaker's arguments. But he soon learned that he was not
occupying the amen corner in a Methodist revival, and that
he would hav to bow to the yoke, if it was contrary to his
opinions, for a large majority of those present were opposed
to his changing a Liberal lecture into a Methodist revival
meeting.
I am gratified that the brother developed some of the undercurrent of Freethought; they take courage when they
come to hear the false claims of the church espoused by the
speaker. He created such an interest in the cause that the
friends hav agreed to engage him for a course of lectures in
the near future. You will learn from this that the truth is
taking root and bearing fruit in our city of three thousand
inhabitants and eight churches.
Cams. BRowN.
BAVARIA, KAN., April 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We are alive here, for all that the church
friends were going to hav something terrible happen on account of Friend Putnam's lecture. It was a very hard dose
for them to take, but we cannot see as it affected but one
person here, and she took up the cause of her God and made
as low and mean an attack on our organization here as her
ability and understanding would allow her to do. But we
are doing as well as we could with or without her assistance.
She wrote to one of our local papers, and Mr. A. K. Mott
answered her and made her some propositions for reading
and answering, and she failed to accept them, thereby admitting her inability to defend her God when brought before
light and reason.
At our last meeting (April 3d) we were entertained with a
lecture by Mrs. Flora A. Abbott, of New Cambria, and
were well pleased with the lecture, and glad to know we hav
some ladies in our ranks who are equal and often better
posted than most men in regard to that great book, the
Bible. lVIrs. Abbott challenged Mrs. Bowden to a debate
through our county paper, and the editor accepted and
agreed to publish it, but when the time came and the parties
were ready for discussion, he refused to publish and refused
to giv his reasons for doing so; but members of the whitenecktie fraternity were seen very seriously watching him, so
the supposition is that he received some advice from them
about enlightening the people.
This Mrs. Bowden is the one moved by the spirit of God
to interrupt Mr. Putnam when he lectured here. Speaking
about Mr. Putnam reminds me that tli.e Christians here admit he is a good runner in a heavy wind when he sees the
trfl.in he is to lefl.ve ou pull into the stfl.tion, although dinner

was ready and waiting when he left. Being rather heavy
myself, I do not care to run a race with him.
Mrs. Abbott will deliver more lectures here during the
summer at our meetings. She is a very interesting lecturer,
and friends in this part of the state will do well to giv her a
T. H. TERRY, Sec. pro tem. Bavaria Sec. Union.
call.
NATIONAL CITY, CAL., April 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3, and giv credit on your
books for Samuel McHenry, of this place. Mr. McHenry
was in the late war, and was unfortunate enough to be
wounded. He was shot in the breast~ The ball pa~sed
through the chest, struck the shoulder-blade, and then
glanced toward the shoulder joint, where it is now lodged,
and has been for the paet twenty years. He has suffered
great pain periodically, and at this writing his arm is so paralyzed that he requested me to write you. He is one of our
substantial, reliable, and most respected citizens. He, wife,
and family are with you heart and soul in your good work,
i.e., always ready to accept that which is truthful, pure, and
reasonable.
I am very sorry that Mr. Putnam did not form Mr. McHenry's acquaintance while here. I heard Mr. Putnam two
nights at San Diego. I pronounce him great, and advise any
and all of your readers not to miss him, even if you hav to
walk ten miles to hear him. One sentence from Mr. Putnam is worth more than a barrelful of theological hog-wash.
The San Diego dailies pronounced Mr. Putnam an orator,
scholar, and gentleman, and so do I. He dined with us
once; we would like to hav had him stay and make us a visit
Perhaps his letter will explain clearly where San Diego and
National City are located, also what he thinks about our people, homes, and environments.
A. N. BuRGEss.
STANTON, NEB., April 9, 287.
MR. EDITOR : I noticed a letter in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of
April 9th from D. W. Whitney, of Burnett, Neb., in which
he states that there ought to be a lecture delivered in most of
the towns on the line of the Elkhorn Valley road. I hav the
same opinion, and why not form a lecture bureau by all
clubbing together? We could hire a lecturer by the month,
and hav from one to six lectures in each town along th& line.
It would not cost us as much as Christians generally pay each
year to their pet preacher. We could llav the headquarters
at Fremont or Omaha, or any other place along the line. By
doing this we would not hav to pay as much for the lectures,
and would know when and where they will be given; hav
ample time to advertise, hav dodgers printed by the thousands, that would do to scatter in every town where the
lectures are to be held, and hav ample time to get all ready
for the lecture, something that is very seldom done now. I
know what it is to stand all the responsibility for a course of
lectures, especially one who has to work every day to make
his living, having had some experience, and -hav never had as
good luck as my friend Whitney. I would like to hear from
all the Liberals along the Elkhorn Valley that like the above
propositions. I will do all in my power to make a success of
it. Hoping that it will meet with the approval of most of
my Liberal friends, I am,
Yours for Freethought,
PHIL HELMERIOK.
ELLSWORTH CrTY, K.AN., April 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Herein you will find $5. Apply $2.50 on my
subscription for this year, and send one copy to Mr. M. R.
Brondage, of this city. He is onr newly-elected mayor.
When I told him of the letter we received from J. E. Remsburg, that he would deliver one lecture for ten dollars, he
said: "Why, I would giv that myself if he would deliver
one in Ellsworth. Send up the letter, and I will answer it,
and see if we can get him here." I did not know he was a
Liberal. If we had an organization here, there is no doubt
that we should all know each other; and here let me say I
would be in favor of a secret organization, for this reason:
There are many business men who do not want the churchmembers to know that they contribute toward Liberal meetings. For instance, my husband had occasion on short
notice to try to raise some money to pay for the use of the
hall when J. L. Andrew was here one year ago. Some of
our business men said: "Don't mention it; it will hurt our
business." Another said the church-members had said to
him they should not think he would believe as he did, and
support such meetings, when he knew it hurt his business,
and also knew that he was largely patronized by the
churches. By this you can see what cheek Christians hav,
and what an iron grip they hold on the people.
SARAH METZLER.
FERNANDINA, FLA., April 10, 286.
MR. EDI'l'OR : I promised a long letter to the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER in regard to Florida, but at this time can
only report progress. I am now in this beautiful town,
which is situated on au island two miles wide, being only one
!md a half miles from the ocean beach. It is the port where
all the large steamships of the Clyde and Mallory lines land
their passengers and freight coming to Florida from New
York. Every outgoing vessel is now crowded with passengers returning North. I am of the opinion that, with all its
drawbacks, and Florida has many, there can be found no
more lovely scenery or health-giving climate, in the midst of
lakes whose clear waters are so delightful to gaze upon.
And, as I traveled nearly the entire length of the state, now
entranced with the view of a grove of magnolias, from whose
limbs hang festoon after festoon of the Spanish moss, or
looking in wonder at the beauty of a white heron, a pink
curlew, or other representativ of the feathered kingdom,
gathering shells on the shore whose beauty words f11.il to
express, while drinking in the perfume of the orange blossoms and flowers innumerable, I could not but regret to
know that here, amid all this beauty and grandeur, that
noisome, deadly upas-tree, theology. reared its gigantic hell-c:l,
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being pampered and fattened by the superabundance of
ignorance and superstition that here abound to a greater
extent than in any other state. I tried to make an effort to
start my paper here, but after being refused by three different
otllces to publish such a paJ?er, and finding that Freethought
in this state was as weak and scattering as that old monster,
theology, was strong and dominant, I desisted from any further effort. I am satisfied that the fact of my being an outspoken Freethinker works against me stronger than ever, but
I fail not to declare I am a Freethinker.
A. C. EVERETT.
NEWPORT, ME., April 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Aunt Debby's report of the dying condition
of God's elect is too important to be lost. I shall hail with
unspeakable pleasure the next installment of that most intensely interesting paper. Truly, when knowledge takes a
step forward, the church and the gods take a step backward.
I inclose $1, which, with fifty cents I sent before, pays for
THE TRUTH SEEKER for six months for Frank L. Nason,
Newport, Me. And I kindly ask any person who feels for
the unfortunate to send to the publishers $1.50 more, which
will pay for the paper one year. Brother Nason is a good,
true man, an Infidel-Spiritualist, very outspoken against the
"sum of all villainies," the Christian fraud, the church. But
I should not ask what I hav but for the fact. that Mr. Nason
is a cripple, cannot lift a cup to his mouth without taking
both hands, and has a large family. I am not able to pay
what I hav, but I hav done it because I know he prizes THE
TRUTH SEEKER very highly, and it would be hard for him to
part with it. For his stern refusal to let his children go to a
Christian Sabbath-school, he has been called many hard
words, such as Christians know well how to use.
SEWARD MITCHELL.

remarks about the Liberal papers giving space to Christians
I wish to say that I am more than pleased with the manne;
in which you conduct THE TRUTH SEEKER. In fact, everything you hav done since I hav read your paper has had my
unqualified approval ; and when I say that I am pleased with
Mr. Horace Seaver's management of the Investigator, it-is
scarcely doing justice to my feelings in that respect. I love
.that noble, kind, and patient old gentleman, who for so
many years has fought the good fight of freedom.
Yours truly,
F. M. BoRDEN.
WILBER, NEB., April 6, 1887.

MR. EDITOR: Friday of last week was a cold day for the

Rev. Clark Braden. He and the Rev. L. L. Luce hav been
making Wilber their headquarters for settling a little unpleasantness existing between them for the past two or three
years. First, Rev. Luce had Rev. Braden arrested for selling mortgaged property. Then Rev. Braden had Rev. Luce
arrested for perjury. Then Rev. Luce, in a civil suit, obtained judgment against Rev. Braden for about $150, and
seized Rev. Braden's grip-sack, or trunk, containing some old
clothes, boots, and Braden's lectures, all of which were sold
at sheriff's sale. Then Rev. Braden, on the oath of a Christian minister, had another warrant issued, and sent the
sheriff all the way to Pennsylvania and had Rev. Luce again
arrested for perjury. He was tried and acquitted, and at the
instance of Rev. Luce the sheriff seized Braden's overcoat to
apply on aforesaid judgment; and Braden failed to prove
himself a Christian by not even offering to giv his other coat
also.
By way of offset for our many afilictions of clerical tramps
we hav had seven sound, solid lectures; three by the unanswerable Remsburg, and four by the logical Jamieson-all
to large and appreciativ audiences. Inclosed find three dolLEoNARD, IowA, March 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed herewith $5, for which lars to apply on subscription, with many thanks for past inH. KILGORE.
you will send me the wickedest paper published in America dulgence.
for the next two years.
STARK, FLA., April 18, 1887.
Why is it that my friends and neighbors say that we LibMR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find post-office money order
erals and Infidels are so wicked, when we as a people are
for $5 for two subscriptions.
becoming more liberal each day? I for myself feel sure that
In regard to the Walker-Harman marriage for so many
I am not so wicked as I used to be, especially when I call to
mind that I used to believe my grandmother's election and moons, like the wild Indians of the West, it seems to me you
reprobation doctrin, on this wise, that she hoped to ·get to hav taken more notice of that foolish transaction than will
heaven, but if she was sent to the lowest hell, she would be ·please most of your readers; and as to the laws of Kansas,
as much to the glory of God as the highest seraph in heaven. which Mr. Walker finds so much fault with, he would hav
Or when I believed what old Deacon Whitlach preached to been jailed in any other state for the same offense. In your
me, the first sermon I ever heard, in part as follows: "My paper of the 16th inst. you say there are too many Christians
dear Christian friends, I tell you there are children in hell in Kansas to make the abolition of law a perfectly safe step.
that are not a span long. They tell you it is not fire that they Why did you not say there were too many Liberals to make it
burn in in hell, but I tell you it is just such fire as is in that a safe step. I moved with my wife and family the fall of 1865
stove," pointing to the stove at my side. I remember the from the great empire state of New York to Cloud county, in
shudder that I made when I looked around at the red stove. the notorious state of Kansas, and resided there seventeen
This was some fifty years since. We old ones do not hear years, or till the fall of 1882, and hav lived here in Florida
such inspiration nowadays. We must be departing from our since. I believe in liberty, and if there is such a thing as a
first love. God save us ! We, the faithful, should remember genuin Liberal, I am one. As to the marriage law of Kansas
Watson Heston in our devotions, and giv him a boom occa- Mr. E. C. Walker's Communistic theory would put us back
again thousands of years to old Abraham's times and doings
sionally.
DANIEL LEONARD.
There are many Liberals in Kansas in proportion to popula~
tion, and better society in any state is hard to find. The
BRAIDENTOWN, FLA.,April17, 1887.
KIND Sms: Please insert this acknowledgment, as I re- people are prosperous and happy, the laws are humane and
ceived a donation from a kind friend in Philadelphia. for the benefit of the poorer classes. They hav the best form
Thanks-many thanks. I was getting vory much out of of common school laws in the United States of America, and
they may thank the Liberal element for it. But how is it
heart, as I hav been very poorly the last week.
The Brooklyn lady who helped me has given me· great here in Florida, the oldest state, or the oldest city, St. Au.
pleasure, as I got some hens, and hav some young chicks to gustine, planted here in this Union I The school law is of
little or no account. The ignorant and superstitious people
attend. I hope they will be of some help to me.
I received the donation from Mr. C. Eckhard, also from that inhabit this state claim to be very pious. Most all the
S. S. Chase, Fall River, and F. C. M., Philadelphia. Thanks old residents, black and white, are church-members. As for
-many thanks to the senders. I hope a few more will re- murder or crime, there is very little notice taken of it. So
much for a pious and Christian state.
N. D. HAGA~LAN.
spond, so I can get my hut covered.
[We regret to note that our correspondent is in error when
Heartfelt joy at the papers sent, as I hav to often rest on
the bed;. so I can read, as I cannot do anything else, which he says that Mr. Walker would be jailed in any state. His
form of marriage has for some time been recognized as legal
is a great pleasure.
I liv near old lady Atzeroth, the one that raised coffee a in New York, and there has been no visible retrogression
few years ago. She brought work for me· several times. I toward the days of Abraham on that account. This statewent to see her, but she had gone· across the river. Her old ment may be deplorable, but truth demands it.-ED. T. S.]
coffee-trees were very much injured, if not killed, by the
HAVANA, ILL., April 5, 1887.
freeze we had on the 11th of Jan., 1886. The oranges are a
MR.
EDITOR
:
The
Lutherans
of this city hav just confirmed
failure here this year. A splendid growth of limbs, perhaps,
will make up next year. The was a little ice and frost away about twenty boys and girls, whom they hav taken into the
church. This church has a peculiar way of aunihilating the
from the river; none with me this winter.
Received a phonetic package from Burnz & Co., 24 Clinton minds of the children. As soon as they are nine days old.
they are baptized; and when they are old enough to talk
Place, New York.
Thanks to all, and good wishes. I do not know that I they are made to commit a prayer to memory, and repeat it
every day. At the age of six years they are sent to a private
shall want very long-.
MRs. E. J. SNoDGRAss.
school, where they are taught a few common studies and the
NEw GLAsGow, N. S., April18, 1887.
Lutheran religion. At the age of fourteen they are sent to
MR. EDITOlt: I mail you the Halifax Morning Oltroniole, in the minister, who teaches the confirming class. Here they
which you will find an account of the debate on the Nova are taught the catechism, part of which they are made to
Scotia Sunday bill in the house of Assembly in Halifax.
commit to memory. Then the minister examins them to
This bill was framed and introduced for the express pur. find out if he has their minds caged in, and if he finds their
pose of stopping the running of street cars on Sunday, minds well secured, he locks (confirms them) the door to
although it forbids nearly everything except going to church. their mind, and the noble faculty of reason is not allowed
·
It paseed the first and second• reading by a majority of two, admittance.
This is what I call mental bondage. With this kind of
nineteen voting for, and seventeen against. It was then re.
ferred to a committee for amendment. This committee teaching we can easily see why these people believe as they
altered it considerable, and left the street cars out altogether, do. They are not taught anything else. A former minister
and it is receiving a pretty rough handling in the House. If of this church was called upon to preach the funeral of a
they keep on removing its clauses (claws), it will be a very boy who had not been confirmed, and the minister would not
harmless affair. The bill is only advocated outside of parlia- go because it was contrary to the laws of the church to preach
ment by few Presbyterian clergymen and the religious anyone's funeral who had not been confirmed. This caused
press. The best citizens of Halifax are opposed to it, as are a fuss between him and some of the members, and with this
also all the secular papers, which hav opened their columns charge, and a few minor ones, he was called upon to giv up
for discussion of the question. The best members in the his pastorshrp. It looks as if these members wanted him to
House are opposed to it, and some of them, especially the preach the doctrin that makes baptism and confirmation inHon. Mr. Longley (attorney-general), hav uttered words in dispensable in order to be saved, and when the minister
behalf of civil and religious liberty that I did not think wants to follow out his doctrin, and practice what he
preaches, they are not satisfied, but want him to preach a
a public man in Nova Scotia would hav courage to utter.
Fearin~ tq~t possibly yoq m~y h~v misllnderstood my boy to :He~ven 1 when, accordin~ to their doctrin, he go(ls to
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hell. They don't believe their doctrin themselvs, and as they
pay the preacher, they want him to preach and do as they
say.
We are going to hav John E. Remsburg here in May if we
can make suitable arrangements. I would like well to hav
him come, and I am going to try to make arrangements for
one or three lectures.
J. A. WEARER.
AN OPEN LETTER TO MR. D. LOUIS BODGE.
CANYON CITY, CoL., April 16, 287.
MR. BoDGE: I hav read with some care your letter in TnE
TRUTH SEEKER of March 7, 1887, and hav concluded though
wit? trembling fingers to make a few remarks upon it, and
would be glad if the editor could print it as I spell it for the
eyes of other people.
·
The first thing I shall notice is that you are in favor of philosophic spelling, which I would not hav guessed from your
letter, only as you said it. You would be in favor of making all
right at once, or none of it. You would want to build a house
in a day, or not begin it-laying three or four bricks would
be so distasteful you would abandon it altogether. You
wouldn't plow an acre of ground unless you could do it with
one furrow.
As to being radical, I am with you, and the first thing in
order is as many letters as sounds. This would obviate the
necessity of a silent letter, and by such an alphabet I hav
written for the last thirty-five years.
People don't get their education in a day, but piecemeal,
and is it not .reasonable to you that the first thing, and easiest,
would be to drop silent letters that signify no part of a word?
This would be the least and first step that could be taken.
The next would be to restrict, as far as possible, each letter
to one sound, and use that letter for that sound only; this
would bring the people gradually to see and feel the propriety and necessity of common-sense spelling. A friend to
the cause, and yet your eyes are offended at the very first
and necessary steps toward educating the people!
You make a singular expression when you say "nine
new characters to represent letters," as if a letter 1s not a
character to represent a sound instead of a letter. Again you
say, "So sweeping a reform would, of course, produce an
almost total change in the structure of our language in its
represented form."
First, letters do not determin the structure of a language.
They only signify the elements of words. W orus are elements of language. Again, you say such change would obscure the etymology of words. This reminds me of an in.
cident in Illinois, of an Englishman who was carrying rails
on his shoulder, and had a piece of sheepskin sewed on his
coat to prevent the rails hurting him. Going back for a rail,
he met a man who asked him what he had that sheepskin on
his shoulder for. "Why, to show my etymology." Said the
other man, " How does that show your etymology ?"
"Why," said the Englishman, "my ancestors used to dress
in sheepskin, and as I hav been so long from England
people don't know me by my talk, so I put this on me
to let them know I'm from England." So silent letters
are pages of sheepskin fastened to words to show their
derivation; And that is an important point to the three millions of children that we must educate annually, and pay for
the millions of spelling. books they wear out. It was decided
by a convention of the etymologists in London that the
sounds of words are a surer clew to the etymology of words
than the letters, and that phonetic spelling brings to view
etymologies that were lost.
Dictionaries now furnish all the etymologies known. The
idea that a man will say he wishes the adoption of so great a
matter to bless the world, and yet ridicule the very first and
necessary steps to educate the people to appreciate it, does
not sound very logical to me. You introduqe an" oak-tree"
as an illustration, which reminds me of a man in Illinois who
had a field of forty acres to plow, and commenced it one
mornine;, and plowed all day, and at night found he had gone
but few times around his field. He concluded that four or
five furrows a day wouldn't pay, and quit. And so with
friend Bodge. His oak-tree was too much for him. He
would want all the twigs cut off in a day, or not at all. He
would be glad to see some one else do it, but he would
giv his influence against his own convictions. You would be
glad to see right spelling adopted, and yet you call those who
are laboring to promote it " spelling-deformers." If the
spelling reform is what you represent it, it amounts to a
morai obligation upon every man and woman, and if so, you
owe words of encouragement. You say "every little helps''
don't apply in this case. I differ with you. Inasmuch as it
familiarizes the eye with correct spelling, and so changes
that bad taste. Adding e· to the words hav, giv, and liv, and a
thousand others, adds 33! per cent to the cost of writing,
printing, and buying. By a falsely cultivated taste you might
be willing to pay 331 per cent for money when you could
get it without. People labor unCier the impression that words
are made of letters, without any regard to the number or
kinds of sounds that are in the word. Your taste would not
let you spell nolej (knowledge) as I do, although I hav spelt
all the sounds in the word. Your taste, my friend, would
cause you to add 80 per cent to the cost of that word, and
not get one cent in return. And yet the intelligent American
people will promote and foster a spelling so crushing to their
interests, constantly retarding the education of their children
to the amount of one-fourth of what they now get.
The greatest obstruction in our way is in the printers. It
seems they cannot afford to furnish themselvs with a few additional types to enable us to illustrate our scheme to their
readers, and if we write a communication treating the subject we must reduce it to the old spelling, or their compositors can't set it up, and yet you ridicule the little that our
Editor is doing. I hav not exhausted the ~ubject by a good
deal, and if you w1mt an alphabet let me know, and I will
~eud you on(),
,A, :j3. PlJ~:ARP.
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fihildr en~ s giorntr.

confusion in business transactions and society did not suffer when one could not believe
a word his neighbor said, then lying would
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall not be wrong.
Experience has taught people differently.
Ri'l!er, Mass., to wl1om all Uommunications for
To insure a man's own safety, he found
:his 00'1"'M1" should, be sent.
that he must not take his neighbor's life,
and s) murder became wrong. To enjoy the
"Between the dark and the dayHgbt,
possession of his own property, which he
When the night is beginning to lower,
found brought him happiness, he learned he
Comes a pause in the nay's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
must respect that of others, so honesty became right.
Briefly, right is that class of actions which
Good Advice.
men hav found by the accumulated experitTaken from a magazine printed in 1839.l
ence of thousands of years to be best for
Let. orde1· o'er your t.ime preside.
them and that which brought the most hapAni! met.hod all your business guide;
piness; wrong, the class of actions which hav
Early begin ani! end your toil,
.
Nor ]At 1n·eat task~ }'OUr hands embro:l ;
been found to cause misery.
One th'nl!' at once be st.ill beo;nn,
Tb~re are many wrong actions '1\'hich bring
Contrived. resolved, pnrsnerl, ancl rlone;
a
temporary pleasure, but if we consider
H1re not for what. yonrselvs can do,
them well, we soon see they ultimately result
And send not when yonrselvs can go,
in unhappiness. 1t may make a drunkard
Nor till to-morrow'• light. delay
What might. as well be done to-rlay.
happy to get drunk, but we can easily see
By steady d'forts H·ll men thrive,
what wretchedness would ensue if everyone
And long, by moderate lahor, !iv,
sought happiness in that way.
While eager toil anrl anxinn" earP,
JESSIE BREWSTER.
Healt.h. strength, on if peacp, and hfe impair;
Nor think It life of labor harrl,
It bas It rich and s•1re rPwa•·i!.
Its me~tls are he>trt.y, slumbers sweet,
Its c ·res are few. it.; hAalth complete;
?ifo mind so activ, fresh, anrl g;n,
As his who toils the livlong rlay.
A life of sloth drags hardly on,
Suns set too late, and rise too won,
Youth, manhood, nge, all linger slow
To one who nothing has to do.
The drone, a nuisance to the hive,
Not long in idleness can liv,
For well the bees, thnse jndges wis~,
PlA.gne, chase, anti stin[{ him till he dies.
Then humble ~tni! r.berlient prove,
And justice do and dntJ·love,
And Jet it be your constant plan
To compass all the good yon can;
Still follow on 'mid fo•s ~t!Hl gain.
In winter's snow ana snTntnr:r'ri ntin,
That by our loYe ani! pardoning grace
Bright, happy home your d1velling-place.
Lyons, N. Y.

C. R.

The Right and the Wrong.
I presume the children who are readers of
this corner of Tm: TuuTH SREKER know of
the class of people who believe in spirits of
good and evil.
Evolution has not progressed very far in
the case of this class. They rio not think it
possible to perform a good or kind action
without the help of a spirit.
I do not think any child who can be interested in the Children's Corner believes any
such absurdity. Yet you may "bav wondered
about this question of right and wrong, and
would like to think a little about their origin.
When in the course of ages this planet evoluted from its nebnlons state and became fit
for the abode of the higher mammals, as has
already been explained in this corner, mftn
made his appearance in the form best tilted to
survive in the struggle for existence. At
first, probably, if he thought at all, it was
only of himself, and how he could appease
his hunger as he roamed tbrongh the great
forests of a tropical country, killing and eating animals weall.er than he, and doubtless
being killed and eaten by th0se larger and
stronger. But, being the Iiighest form yet
developed, his superior reasoning power aided
him in avoiding those things which his experience had taught him t€nded to !Jis destruction, the avoiding and d"ing of which
were !Jis first ideas of right am! wrong.
This was a very simple beginning, and concerned only each separate individual, but the
most intelligen men would liv the longest,
because they were able to take better care of
. themselvs, and had children who would naturally be intelligent like their parents.
It was probably a long time before man
discovered that several men together could
defend themselvs against danger much better
than one man alone, and so for mutual protectiml they commenced to dwell together in
communities. This was the first germ of society, that has developed into what we now
hav.
Love of life is the strongest feeling in every
creature. The thought of life brings happiness, and whatever adds to one's happiness
makes life more desirable. As men dwelt
together and advanced in intelligence, their
capacity and desire for enjoyment increased.
It was no longer possible for a man to liv for
himself alone; others' rights must be considered. If death were desirable, and the
thought of life made one unhappy, then
right and wrong would no longer be what it
is. Murder then would be right because it
brought great happiness to the victim. If to
ha v one's property stolen causetl one ~~:reat
satisfaction and enhanced his happiness, then
a thief would be a benefactor, and theft
would not be wrong. If lying did not cause

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

What we dread as we grow old.
2.-GEOGRAPBIOAL PYRAMID.
A
A
AA
AAA
AAAA
1. Asia (abbr.).
2. A Jake in Turkish empire.
3. A town in France.
4. A town in S. A.
5. A lake in Nevada.
Lyons, N. Y.
CoNRAD RooKER.
3.-REBUS.

t

}-_._-~~.uv!::

The motto of some merchants.
4.-INVOLVRD CIIARADE.
Within the shorte:,t kind of street,
A team and snake we see complete;
But street, lettm, snake, fl.S they unite,
Bring but a steamer into sight.
Meanwhile, a lady on its deck
Now wears that snake around her neck ;
No reptil now, its furry coat
Protects from cold the ladv's throat.
Such wondrous change in man or bea~t,
Can work the poser, poet., priest;
But yet imagination's play
Must still return to Reason's way;
And ever still the mind must know
The substance from its fitful show;
Or, in the land of shadows bound,
The millfl must prove itself unsound ;
While gods and ghosts and snakes conspire
Against it, with chimeras dire.
hwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BA.KER.
5.-SOMETRIXG FOU TTIR YOUNGEST.

Can you see what Fanny is feeding?
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN 1S CORNER
APmL 23, 1887.
1.-It is trying to curtail.
2.-Sagacity.
3.-0n each side of the tree, and in the center of the picture, may be seen the figures of
the two old folks, when in the youthful garb
of " long ago."
4.VETCH
EMERY
TEPID
C R I E R
HYDRA.

Correspondence.
SAN DIEGo, CAL., April11, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought so many
times I would try and form acquaintance with
you, and the little Freethinkers, but I a.~ so
much older than some that hav been wntmg;
but when I saw that some had been writing
at the age of fifteen. I thought I was not any
too old. My father has 'been taking THE
TRUTH SEEKER off and on for about eight
years. He likes it very much, and always
gets me to read the Children's Corner. We
'vent and heard Mr. Putnam two nights, and
liked the lectures very much, too. We hardly
ever go to church, l~ut most every Sunday go
to a Good Templar's meeting instead. But it
is raining to-day, and we can't go. Well, I
must close, hoping to see this in print soon.
Your Liberal friend ever,
LILLIE D. WATKINS.
BuRNETT, NRn., April 1, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: We are having very
fine weather here now. Papa haR all of hiR
grains own. Papa had Mr. Jamie~on deliver
three lectures here. HiR first lecture was on
"What Freethinkers Believe Rnrl Disbelieve;" second, "The Bible and. Science, and
their Relation to Each Other;" third,
"Thomas Paine." I think the Science Column is very interesting. PApa apprPciates
the pictures very much. I like tliPm too. I
think if Mr. HeRtOn should stop the pictures
the paper would not be worth as much as it
is now. Papa read the selections from Mr.
In~rer~oll in the last TRUTH SEEKER aloud; he
thought they were splendid. He sa.id he was
~roing to giv it to some of his friends to read.
Well, I will close for this time.
I will ever remain your true friend.,
ESTELLE WHITNEY.
RAOINE, Wis., .A,pril 8, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav often felt as if I
would like to write a letter to the Children's
Corner. but then I hav let it slip, until today another desire has seized me. Father
has taken TnE TRUTH SEEKER a number of
years. and we think it the best paper printed,
especially since the pictures commenced.
They and the Children's Corner are the first
that take my eyes. My little boy is very fond
of lookin(J' at the pictures. I will write a few
of his id~a about God, which may interest
the children. (He was about three years old
then· he is six now.) "Ma. who made all
them' pretty little moons ?" " They are stars,
and it is said that God made tl1em." " Where
does God liv?" "Up in the sky, it is said."
Then he looked up at the beautiful starlit
sky and said, " Oh, yes, I see him peeking
his head out of his kitchen window." At another time, he had been told to come in when
it rained· one day a little sun-shower came
up whidh lasted about five minutes. He
ca~e around to the door and said, ''Mamma,
it sprinkled a little, but I did nqt get wet.
God did not hav much water to-day, so he
only pushed a little down." When about
four years old, he said, "There's a man in the
moon, isn't there?" "So they say." "Yes,
there is, for I see him putting his specs on."
For fear of taking too much of your valuable
Corner, I will, if there is no objection, write
a few more of Willie's queer expressions next
time. Wishing you success in your grand
and noble work, I will close with love and
kind regards to you and all the children.
-yours with respect,
MRs. MATHEA l'l{oRsE.
P.S.-Perbaps I may as well giv my age,
like the children, which is twenty-three years.

be glad to hear from him, as well as all our
boys and girls who find pleasure in the Corner.-ED. C.C.]
MooDY, TEX., April4, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Once more I take up
my pen to write to the Children's Corner,
with my love to all who are correspondents
of the Corner. It givs me pleasure to think
that there are so many that can think for
themse!vs without having priests to think for
them, and I think that the day is not far off
when they canall think for themse!vs, breathe
the pure air of freedom, and study science
instead of those ridiculous tales about Solomon, Joshua, and David,. a man after God's
own heart. But Christianity is dying out.
When we look back in the history of the past
and see how the church used to do, we can
see that it is coutinually failing. When we
cast an eye around over the country we see
the most intelligent people are Liberals, .we
notice the most studiou9 people are becommg
Rkeptical. The old creeds suit them no
longer, but must step back and make room
for something new. We hear prea~her.s ~et
up in the pulpit and. say that the BtJ?Ie 1~ I,Uspired by an all-WiSe God. That IS ndw-.
ulousl Do you think an all-wise God would
inspire a book that most of the Fchoolboys
are going around correcting its mistakes, and
showing its falsities? We think that God
never made any revelation at all, if there be
such a thing as a God. And as for the Bible
being a revelation to man from an infinit.
God, it can't be, for it contradicts all branches
of science. If it be a revelation it should
hav revealed the art of the telegraph, the
!ocomotiv, the steamship, and all other
branches of science. It says nothing about
the other worlds that exist in this omnipotent
space. If it be a revelation it should hav revealed all things to man, and not left him to
find it out the best way he could.
Yours for truth and love,
JOHN M. SIMMONS.
MuscoTAH, KAN., April 10, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON : As I read the Children's Corner in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I notice that more girls write to you than boys,
so I'll try to help the boy's side out a little.
There are not many Liberals out here, as far
as I know, but I'm glad to say that all our
family are Freethinkers. My father has been
lecturing against Romanism and the Catho~ic
church for a number of years, and has wntten a book entitled, "Romanism; or, Danger
Ahead," which has been circulated quite
well, considering the time it has been published. When I become a man I shall do my
best to hinder the Catholic church from gaining a foothold on our now happy republic.
It is very true in all Freethinkers' minds that
the Catholic church is the worst petty thief
in the whole universe. Your picture, "Women the Supporters of Priest and Pope," is
the best thing out, and I, for one, thank Mr.
Heston for his true as well as original pictures. If the Catholic church was away from
the ignorant Irish, I believe they would become more wealthy and better law-abiding
citizens. I believe a priest would take the
last penny from a laborer just to get the
man's sins forgiven.
Father is in Chicago, so I'm all alone with
two boys and a g:irl. I felt kind of lonesome,
so I thought I would write to you. We hav
about thirty cattle, a hundred pigs, and seven
horses. The grass is green, and the leaves
are coming out now. It looks as if we are
going to hav an early spring.
.
Miss Wixon, I do hope you will excuse my
poor penmanship and form of letter. I hope
you won't put this letter in the waste-basket,
for I would like very much to see it in print.
I am thirteen, and hope to write to you again
before I am fourteen. I remain,
Your Freethinker friend,
LoNNIE J. GRoVER.

OAK MILLS, KAN., April 9, 1887.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As I hav written to
Aunt Elmina, I will take the opportunity in
writing to you.
I am a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
take much interest in reading the Children's
Corner. I find that it contains many nice
letters from the young Liberal readers, who
seem to think lots of you and the Corner. .
THE TRUTH SEEKER is a grand, good
REDUCED TO $1.00.
paper, and its editors are rising toward. a
place of distinction. All of the noblest LibTHE STORY HOUR.
eral men and women on earth contribute to
its pages, and try their utmost c~mrag_e in
A Book for Cllildren and Youtll •
making it the grand emblem of Liberalism,
and thev are working rapidly toward our
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
canse. 'How is Colonel Ingersoll? I was
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
shocked to bear of the bad condition he is in,
but I hope to hear of his recovery. I hav
lost my youngest brother by the hand of
death, and h0me does not seem like home HOW TO STRENCTHEN
without him. I hav read the "Story Hour,"
THE MEMORY;
and when I turn to the beautiful portrait and
tribute of your little niece, it makes me feel
OR 1
so bad to think that such a bright little gem
Natural and Sd(lntific Metho{ls of
should hav a life so brief.
Well, hoping to hear from you, and wishing
NevH Forgetting.
the Children's Corner success, I will close,
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
ever remaining, Your true Liberal friend,
GEO. J. REMSBURG.
12mo, 160 pp ,
$1 00
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
[Colonel Ingersoll is, we believe, recovering
28 Lafayette .Pl., New Yorlr.
his usual health. We all wish him long life,
good health, and strength to deal many more
sturdy l:llows against the follies and supersti1
tions of the time. We sympathize deeply
with our friend and all the family in the loss
OR 1
of dear baby Gene. We can understand all
THE MYSTEBIE'.I OF MAN.
the grief and loneliness that came into the
home when the dear baby boy went out.
By R. T. Trall, :bi.D.
But we must learn to bear our sorrows and \
Revised edition, Profusely Illustrated,
losses patiently, and cling the closer to the
12mo, 344 pp. $2.00.
loved ones who remain with us. We thank
~ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
George for his kind lett!'!r, aQd shall a! ways
f?S Lafa,l et te flace, New ¥or~.
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Agents f'or the Truth Seeker.

BUY ONLY
Good Goods at Lowest Prices.

CALIFORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
-CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANS.oi.S.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
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NEW YORK.

and

OHIO.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalliil.
PENNSYLVANIA.
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Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 315 North 10th st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

TEXAS.
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Ne'\V York.
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OREGON.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
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N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

Ferdinand Pfister, Nashville.·
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JJrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
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Reported for the " Truth Seeker." by

MONTANA.
NEBRASKA.

FACTORY

~~~------------------~~m

MISSOURI.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.

Touch and Workmanship.
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Cor. 8/th St.

Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
0. B. Whitford, Butte City.
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The following are a few of my leaders, all o~
which are latest improved, best make, solid cob;
silver, open face or hunting, American stem-wine
watches, and guaranteed .strictly as represeu tee
or cash refunded : 2 ounce case, 7 jewels, $10 ; g
ounce, $11 ; 4 ounce, $12. With 11 jeweled movements, $12.50, $13.50, $14.50; 5 ounce, $16; 6 ounce,
$17.50. With full (15) jeweled movement, pat. regulator, $16, $17. $18, $19.50. 6 ounce, $21; adjusted
to heat and cold, add. $4 1 being only $25 for thi~
magnificent, 6 ounce 1 full jeweled, a<ljusted watch.
usually sold for $35 to $40. The following are all
best 14 karat gold filled gold watches, cases elegant and latest style, and guaranteed by special
certificate from factory and myself for 20 years :
7 jewels. $24.50 ; 11 jewels, $27; 15 jewels, $30. Adjusted, $34, cheap at $40 andpractically as good as
any $100 watch a lifetime. Ladies' watches, same
best quality cases : 7 jewels, $20; 11 jewels, $22; 15
jewels, $28. In good 2d quality filled cases. $2 to
$5 less. Ladies' 14 k. solid gold watches, $30,$32,$38.
Heavier gold cases in embossed, chased, enameled, Louis XIV. style, diamond ornamentationsd
eta., $5 to $50 extra. Gents' 14 k. solid go!
watches, from $45 up. Swiss watches, to close out,
very low. The above all guaranteed below bottom
prices elsewhere er cash refunded. All are carefully inspected before sending, warranted for one
year, and sent prepaid if on line of Amencan Ex.
office. Sundnes : Best rolled gold plated chains
and charms for ladies or gents, $2. $3, $4, $5, usuall,Y sold for $3 $4, $5, to $7. Jewelry, latest styles,
full line, 25 per cent below regular prices. Best
~pectacles ·in the world, $1. Genuin pebbles, $2.
Sent prepaid in case. Eye-~rlasses, same price.
(Send hne of finest print you can read distmctly
without glasses and state how many inches from
eyes, and I can suit you first time.) Good razor,
$1. Best in the world-a luxury-$2. Extra fine
BtJ'ops, 50 cents. Set best violin strings, 50 cents.
For guitar, 75 cents. 3 Ludwig harmonicas, 50
cents. Best achromatic opera glasses, $4. $5; in
pearl, $8 to $12. Large field )llasses. $8, $10. Big
nal service. $12. Watches cleaned. $1. Springs
$1. Jewels, $1. And ret-urned frPP. Best work
Try me.
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
Rochelle. III.
Desill'ner and patentee of New Freethought Badge
in pms and charmR. 2 sizeR, sohd gold, enameled
in 4 colors, and mo"t beaut-iful badge ever de
si!tned. Small. $2, $2. 75, $3 50. Large, $3 to $5
with __genuin diamond, f8, $10; aud charms up to
$15. Demand daily increasing. Agents wanted.
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Our Flag Above the Cross.
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This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
U uions and others.

~~

PRICES:

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Ha.!f-note, bl'k ink,
per q 11ire, . .18
Euvelopcs, black
mk, per pacl<, .18
P~tper or envelopes
wlth local andreas, 1,000, i6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, • .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local addreso, per
1,1)00, . • $10.00
Address

fiHE ONLY (§)C!~~EGTit
E:DITitiON.

VIRGINIA.

Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt. G.Ina-ersoll's

NEW YORK!

OPENING SPEEOR TO THE JURY

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

in the suit of the

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Bankers' and Merchants' Telegraph Company
.
against the
Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
themdor ten cents each.

on,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to l:iis mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

OLD

BOOK

Catalogue of Old, Rare, and Secondhand St.andA.rd books sent free.
JORDAN BROS.l.-.45 North 9th, St.,
Ill
13tl7
J:'hiladelphia, Pa.
O.:

J

BLASPHEMY
-AND-

THE BIBLE.
BY 0. B. REYNOLDH.
Showing that the Bible and the believers in
are the real blasphemers, and not the Seen
lariats.
This is the pamphlet for the distribution
which Mr. Reynolds is now indicted, and to b

TRIED FOR BLASPHEMY

May 3d.
Price, 10 Oen ts; 6 for 50 cents ; 13 for $1.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

w.

Th9 Tru~.h :eeke•,
OOPVRlGHTED.

PRICE, 6 CENTS.

Anv profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distrllmtion of Liberal literature.

Eighty-Acre Farm.
I hav an eighty-acre farm for sale in southwestern Minnesota, an unimproved praine f»•·m
in Noble• county, the south half of the no•·the.<st
quarter of Hect.ion 12 in township No. 103 of r>tng-e
4~. I owe two Liberals $300 on the tract, and Will
sell at a bargain for the sal<e of paying them their
money. A<lJr~•~
16
W. F. JAMIESON, Denver, Ool.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of

th~ Univer_s~~

and

Its Scientific Solutton, With some Ontlcisms o
Universology, Price, 20 eta.

Waifs and Wandermgs,aNew American Story. Price, cloth, $1.9Q; P'!>Jler, 5Q eta.
"A prose epic of the war, neh With mmdent
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
las~ with the living spirit of to-day,"-John
Swinton's Paper.

Golden 'l'hrone, a Romance. " The

author certainlY has gt>nius. The divine cr~a
tiv spark is within him. The book is filled Wltk
manly thoughtsJ expressed. in manly w(/rdsthe transcript or a manly mmd. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL. $1,

Ingersoll and J Psus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentnry Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein iti
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 eta.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profo~Jnd emotioiJ,
poured forth, it Heems ~o me, With extraordinary beauty, 11-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Lif'e. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Wh:v Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other A!rilostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

version of the ~ndian S~rr. of the Gard,en of
Eden, in which its supertonty to the mntJiated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10

ceg~~- all of the above address

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF 5!1NALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Morie Howla"d
and Eduard Howland, Ed\ tors; J. :~!f. Pryse and J
M. Burglar, Printers. ThiS paper i~ deyoted specially to the interest~ of ou~ colomzatwn enterprise the Credit Foncter of SmaJo,.. and ~renerally
to the practical Rolntion or the problem of lntegr!'l

•t

Oo-overation. Price,
a year; 50 cents for sa
monihll 1 ~~ oenu for $hrea month~
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l!otfi'Jl.
New Wine in Old Bottles.•
There can be no radical reform in things until
opinions hav been radically reformed.-Ltttre, 1849.
What is this "labor movement," pray?
We hear about it every day;
The thing has grown to such dimensions
'rhat statesmen show it their attentions,
And wise-philosophers and such,
Who"talk, and talk, and talk so much,
That I confess I can't make out
Exactly what it's all about;
But notice tliat behind their backs
'rhey carry every man an ax,
And judge the "movement" must be that
Of something these are sharpened atA sort of agricultural wheel;
And this it is that makes me feel
Almost afraid to speak my mind1 bavn•t any ax to glind.
However, as I've heard about
'rhe "movement's'' being near knocked out
For making an unwary lurch
Against the power of the church,
I'll risk a word, for I'm an amateur
Of movements, though I'm no dynamiter.
All honor to the meanest one
That plants a seed beneath the sun,
If hope go with it from his heart
'l'o make the more another's part;
But he that claims the right to lead
Must know the soil and know the seed,
For whoso plants for bread alone
Will find his gift shall turn to stone.
What need we now? Does " progress" rob
'rhe wealth of that great heart whose throb
Had quickened, strengthened from the first?
Then ours, indeed, are days accurst.
But no, the human heart is whole ;
Faith dwindles-faith whose firm control
Once shaped the yielding wills of men
To one for what was righteous then.
But now the heart has lost its guide
And vainly turns from side to side.
But must it turn ferever so?
Thank tlile fair light of reason, no !
What need we? Truth! Let men be taught
The naked truth, and minds so fraught
Will more and more see life as oneFor truth is single like the sunTill heart• combining for the right
Make scattered force resistless might.
But what is truth? Is it not he
That walked the waves of Galilee?
Though praised his name all names above,
It is not he, for this was love.
'!'ruth is that humble faith we draw
From sequent facts that men name law,
Which bm.ld no heaven in the skies
To fade from sight of searching eyes,
But lead us step by step from birth
Until our dust returns to earth,
With promis, if we rise again,
To lead us as they led us then.
No sudden light is this we bring,
Like Saul's, to Damas journeying;
Truth cannot change the wrong heart's way
Between to-morrow and to-day.
This thing it is that truth can do,
ilfake one in will what hearts are true,
And, placed alone at evil's side,
Shine till the worst be purified.
Poor "movement !" Luke has left a line
About old bottles and new wine,
Skin bags, you know, and nothing narrable
Can teach us :more than this same parable;
No w0nder your old bottle burst,
Yon might hav known it from the first.
The truth and all the truth shall save.
Can hands be free while heads are slave?
Shall hungry stomachs hav their part
And leave unfed the famished heart 1
No ! Let us strike for freedom whole,
For Freedom's body and her soul.
Make truth the banner of your hope,
Nor bow to big or little pope;
Aye, down with popery in science,
Down with popery in song,
Down with all the little popes
'rhat batten on the brainless throng !
Greed and ignorance are banded,
Freemen, freemen, guard your rights!
Down with all these robber barons,
Down with all these robber knights !
Where is now the flower of manhood
Ever foremost for the truth?
Greed has chilled the era ven blood
'rhat lags along the veins of youth.
Must we see the valiant spirit
Fire and sword had failed to tame
Grovel at the beck of gold 1
Arise, you dastards, rise for shame !
l<morance, the dam of sorrow,
Girded with the two-edged sword,
Gropes along the ways of darkness
Followed by her motley hqrde,
Bringing tacks to nail our savior
To the cross where Christ was slain,
Ours, the son of man immortal,
Born of wedded heart and brain !
Stand we firm until the dawning,
Calmly conscious of our might,
If like men we stand together
Foes will vanish with the light.
What need we? Common sense to save
The com:rnon people from the knave,
To cure them of the growing hate
Of higher worth that leaves the state
An easy prey in all its parts
To dirty hands and dirty hearts,
And common pride to make "their betters "
Ashamed of common scoundrels' fetters.
Watch them on each election day
March up and giv their votes awayNot always giv-to men they know
Unfit, then wait a month or so
*Copyright, 1887, by Louis Belrose, Jr.

A Dog That Reasoned.
Mr. Harold DoHner, a nativ of Denmark,
and for many years consul-general of Denmark in this city, and a portion of the time
acting minister for that kingdom, and well
known to business men as the head of the
firm of DoHner, Potter & Co., of New York,
for many years resided in Brooklyn in a kind
of rus in urbe-a mansion of the old style,
situated on Washington avenue, in the midst·
of what, for a city, are large grounds. He
always took a great interest in his flowers,
trees, and vegetables, and in the heart of the
city raised the very finest pumpkins. He
also kept two or three dogs; one a house dog,
another of the spaniel variety, and the third
a powerful mastiff. The mastiff was always
chained near the stable, and not far from the
rear entrance to the premises.
In a certain autumn the pumpkins which
were produced in Mr. DoHner's garden were
of such extraordinary size and beauty that
they excited the cupidity of a person who
stole two of the largest of them, and took
them to the Horticultural Exhibition, where
he entered them as his own, and actually took
the premium for them. This so raised Mr.
Dollner's indignation that he instructed his
gardener to take off the largest of those which
remained and deposit them in the cellar lest
they should also be stolen. At the same time
he told him to set the mastiff loose, so that if
anybody else came in at night to steal the
pumpkins, the dog would attack him. Pursuant to this order, the gardener worked all
the afternoon taking off the finest of the
pumpkins, which he carried up one by one,
piling them near the cellar door until he had
finished, when he conveyed them into the
cellar. About sunset he unchained the
mastiff.
This dog had watched the performance of
the gardener, and during the night he gnawed
off the largest of the remaining pumpkins
and carried them one by one to the cellar
door, where he piled them up and stood
guard over them until the next morning,
when as the cook arose and opened the
kitchen door, with an expression of great delight the animal wagged his tail, looked up
for approbation, and went away. The next
night he gnawed off everything from the size
of a hazel nut upward, and carried them to
the cellar door as before. A few days afterward, when the person suspected of having
stolen the pumpkins, who had always been
friendly with him, entered, the mastiff sprang
upon him with the utmost rage.
It is plain that the mastiff had never seen
such an operation before. He, therefore,
must hav comprehended it by an effort of the
mind, held it through tlu; entire night, worked
upon it, wntemplated it as a completed act, and
surrendered tlte pumpkins to the family when
tlte!J arose. Yet, of course, he failed to comprehend the reason, or to distinguish the
value of the ripe from that of the green

pumpkins. He also obviously connected the pastor of the new church. In his first public
man, who had in his sight stolen the pump- talk, he describes his charter members as
kins, with the deed.-Christian Ad1locate.
follows: " I think a careful scrutiny of that
list will reveal the name of no ' deadbeat'The 1887 Annual.
no. person who changes his residence every
There has been lying on our table several three months, more or less, to avoid the payweeks a copy of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL ment of a just rent-no person who obtains
for 1887, compiled and printed by those en- credit, at the grocery or elsewhere, by promterprising publishers, the Truth Seeker Pub- ising to pay next week and then forgetting to
lishing Company, of New York. The redeem his promis-no manufacturer of, or
ANNUAL has been issued for several years, dealer in, intoxicating beverages, nor any
and the set make a valuable and interesting person who knowingly permits his property
cyclopedia of Freethought statistics, argu- to be used in connection with such businessments, etc., but this last issue is in some re- no gambler, nor person who permits his
spects the best of all. In the place of the property to be used for the purposes of gamnonsense usually found in almanacs, this bling-no woman of unchaste character, nor
space on the calendar pages is utilized to giv any male associate of such a woman-no
the dates of important events, births and intriguing, deceitful politician, nor trickster
deaths of distinguished men and women, etc. of any kind-no person who buys votes, or
Then follows a condensed and very candid corruptly influences votes in any election
ri:lview of the progress of the Freethought -no person who sells his vote or politmovement in the United States during the ical influence, for money or other valyear 1886 ; also another carefully prepared uable thing-no person who bas wilfully
article on Freethought abroad. The other sworn falsely, either in taking an oath of
articles are the address by President Cleve- office, or otherwise-in short, you cannot find
land on the occasion of inaugurating the on that list the name of any person who has
statue of Liberty; "The Right to Testify," ever bl'en accused of any act, however trivial,
by F. M. Holland; Work accomplished by which the common voice of mankind prothe American Secular Union, written by S. nounces wrong."
P. Putnam, and a beautiful poem, "The
The new preacher explains to his congreComing Dawn," by D. Louis Badge. The gation why there will be no praying in his
closing article is an interesting story by Si meetings. He frankly. says he doesn't beSlokum. The most important feature of lieve in it, and givs them this bit of his own
this number, and which should secure it a experience. Once, when a young man, he
wide circulation among those who like to hav had been in dire extremity; all his efforts to
information of this kmd at hand for ready extricate himself proved futil; death faced
reference, is the department devoted to the him on every hand, and, in a moment of deSunday, oath, and blasphemy laws. Fifty- spair,
four of the large pages are devoted to this
" 'I jest flopped down on my marrow-bones
Crotch deep in the snow and prayed ;•
subject. Everything to be found in the constitution and laws of the several states and or rather I tried to pray, but could not. Evterritories, regarding the observance of rest ery word I uttered seemed like blasphemy.
days, qualifications necessary to testify in the I felt like a criminal, and stopped
courts, blasphemy, etc., has been carefully and I hav never tried to giv utterance to a
collected, affording information heretofore prayer from that day to this."
The "Try-Square" is ··a rnle of conduct
inaccessible to the general reader. If any
one thinks there are no "Blue laws" in this invented by Mr. Sawyer which he sets above
country, he should invest twenty-five cents the Golden Rule of Confucius-that rnle
in this ANNuAL. There are a dozen or more being, as he claims, founded wholly in selffull-pa.ge engravings scattered through the ishness. He has squared his own conduct
work, taken from Bennett's journey " Around by it for years, and has found it an infallible
the World," presenting scenes in China, guide.
In his preaching (a number of sample serJapan, India, etc.-Denison, Texas, Sunday
mons are given in the book) Uncle Job
Gazetteer.
------~~-----pitches into all the evils he sees about him in
Books.
the most sturdy fashion. He is especially
TRY-SQUARE; on, THE CHUROH oF PRAOTIOAL fired up in opposition to the prevailing politRELIGION. ByReporter. NewYork: The ical vices-vote-buying in particular-and he
Truth Seeker Company. 12mo, pp. 314. denounces from his pulpit many local sinners
Price $1.
by name. 'fhe old gentleman is possessed of
This is decidedly an odd book. The " Re- a very earnest and positi_v nature, and he give
porter" disclaims authorship, and he denies hard knocks right, left, and center; and his
us his name on tlite ground of modesty. All discourses make very entertaining reading,
names of persons and places are confessedly even for those who dissent from his views..
fictitious, but everything seems so familiar
that the reader will readily admit that it all
Obituary.
might occur in any country village.
Departed this life from Austin, Nev., March
The locus of the story (if story is a permis14, 1887, Mr. David Dear, aged 55 years 8
sible word here) is in Pinville, which appears
months and 11 days. A nativ of Kent,
England.
to be a small village in central New York.
The ltero is Job Sawyer, commonly called
Although a nativ of England he bad· spent
Uncle Job, who is one of nature's originals- the last twenty-two yearR of his life in this
a regular none!JU()lt. He has " roughed it" in country and Canada with his wife. He made
early life; but at the time of his introduction a trip to England with the idea of staying
to us he is about sixty years old, is wealthy, and spending his days there if it pleased him,
and has been many years a justice of the but he found that country had lost all its
peace. He is really a radical Freethinker, charms for him, so he returned to make his
yet he prefers to be called an " independent home in the United States. Deceased was
thinker" because, as he alleges, the Free- one of the finest specimens of honesty and
thinkers hav become.about as sectarian and integrity it was ever my pleasure to know.
dogmatical as orthodoxy is.
I bad known him as a Christian and he was
The book opens with a dialog between a good man, and I knew him when he comUncle Job and the local Methodist preacher menced to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
in a village store where they happened to other Liberal works, and then he sailed out
meet. The preacher finally confesses: " I into the sea of Freethought, which opened a
know that such talk as yours comes from a vista that expanded his thoughts and idea8,
pure and honest heart;" but he adds: " If and he had the faculty to express them withyou don't like what we are doing in the out giving offense. Without any apparent
churches, why don't you take hold and show effort or desire on his part he would draw the
us how to do something better?" As the old trnst and confidence of all he became acman's answer to this banter is the keynote to quainted with. He was the man always
the whole book, we quote it entire:
selected to repose some trust in, and it
"SAWYER (dropping his head thoughtfully). scarcely required his word for his bond. He
I think that point is' well taken,' as the law- leaves a wife to mourn his loss, as she alone
yers say. I hav heard it before, and I always can mourn the loss of a model husband and
thought it was a good point. I hav been companion. Death is the great harvester of
hoping and wishing for years that somebody all things, but death cannot destroy the influwould make a move in the rip;ht direction; ence for good of a noble life.
but nobody moves, though millions are comHis wife had but just arisen from an explaining that something is wrong. Since you tended period of sickness, through which he
hav brought the matter home to me so forci- had tended her, when he was strickeu with
bly, I think I will undertake, in my humble the disease that terminated his life in three
and uncouth way, to start a reformation days. He was unconscious several hours beright here in Pinville."
fore he died, so he could giv no expression of
After crushing an orthodox conspiracy and his hopes or fears of the hereafter, but he was
surmounting other difficulties, Uncle Job the kind of man that would die as he had
succeeds in founding what he calls " the lived, and be content to be judged by the
Church of Practical Religion," with a goodly past or future by his good works.
number of charter members, and he becomes
JAMEs Moss.
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Ingersoll's. 'Works.

PHILADELPHI:ALmERAL LEAGUE, 26~
meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious a.nd social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand a.t cheap rates

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures,_ comprising, "The Godsl"
"Humboldt~ "'J.'homas Paine," "lndividua ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."
The Ghosts. Pap~r, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
Oontents: "The c1host!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "The Declaration of Inde.P_endence," "About Farmin_g in Illinois,"
'"The Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past tiises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. IngersolL"

BACON AND SlUKSPERE•

THE

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
· plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.

1

Orthodoxy. · 56 pages, · 12mo, paper,

!I

lngerso!b Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YPe, and eontai!liqg as much as
could be delivered in two ordtiiary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Truth See~"er Annual
,Jfrt~fhinltt~s' ~lmatt,~u:,

!

1887.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Pranciscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $8.
Millions of these should be circulated.

<E. M. 267.)

··~.tiO.t'.t'.t.;L'I'l MODERN HOUSES" No.3,
(Pubttslle£1, Julu1, 1886) OONTAINB:

+ IDITI) + lLLU$TRATIOll$. +

Vindication of 'fhomas Paine from

'I,

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Bob. ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
·Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A_Story. By Si Slokum,

lround in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
a.ll his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodo_x_y," bound lD. one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!800
Paj!'es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

·rributes. · There hav been so many

li.PPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
'Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heav;v toned ·paper, 18x211, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50ets, or either one for 15ets.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write
The Bonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BUBB. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In faett one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It eantains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printeoiin various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose.t a fine steel portrait, with autogra~;>h
fac simile, has been prepared espeeiallx for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Bide, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; lD full Turke;v. morocco, ,gi).t, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
oalf~~ghest possible style and finish, $9.
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TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT O. ADAMS.
Vloth._$1.25.
For Bale at this Oftioa.

W. S B'r~LL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Con:llict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
150ENTB.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 OENTB.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
diseourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 P.ages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Ag-e.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take l!"reat pleasure in recommending " AntiProhibition "to the consideration of ever{ person
who is interested, not only in the cause o temperance, but in the principles of self government.J. J. MeOabe.

Ina-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's a.t greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these he1·etofore has been $1.00. We·
offer them now at FIFTEEN OENTB EAOH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
Jom
akage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
118Lafaye~e Pl., New York.

THE

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
A most powerfully written book.-Pht!a. Becera
This Book is not a Book I It is a Deed and
those who oppose it will prove that they fear ft.Vienna News. Prie~ 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

The Bi~le Analyze~.
BY

life, price} $1.50 each. Every admirer of these
apostles o Religious Liberty shouldha.v them.
panel, 10}1x17, $3; boudoir, $1; cabmet,.40
cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.

The nusts of Voltaire, Paine, and
Ingersoll. · Cabinet size; true to
Photographs of

A colored frontispiece showmg the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neeeessarr pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~rea test amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, sealed model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinv from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Ohapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Oistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BENT, PoSTPAID, ON BEOEIPT OF PBIOEt $1.
Address

PRICE, 25 ,CENTS.

.John R. :Kelso, A.M.

OONTENTB:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreation.-The
DelJ!ge.-The
Exodus.-The MiraSOCIAL WEALTH,
cles of the Bible.-The Errors of the Bible.-The
·TM BoZ, Factnr• and E~ Ratios in Ita T'he Heathens of the Heath. A finely Propheeies.-The Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
and Hell of the Bible.-The Sabbath of
written Radical romance. B¥. Wm. MeDonnell1 Heaven
.AcguirtlfMnt and .AJJPO'T'tionment.
the Bible.-The God of the Bible.-The Messiah or
author of Exeter Ha.ll, Family Oreeds, Day oi Savior.
Best, etc. 500 page·s. Price reduced. Paper,
By J. K. INGALLS.
Orown octavo, 888 J'lD. Splendidly exeouw '· Ben'
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.
b:v mllil. post naid. Prioe. a.oo.
CONTENTS: Economic Schools: a brief reE"Keter
Hall.
"
One
of
the
most
excitview of their Origin and Growth ; Rise and
ing romances of the day.» Price, paper, 60
SACRED MYSTERIES
Growth of Capitalism; Unearned Increase:
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
AMONG THE
profit, interest, rent; Conservation of Wealth;
Tools and Improved Machinery; The Nature of N:atbaniel Vangban. Priest and Man. MaJas and the (lulches ll,:JOt)
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
Wages; Private and Social Wealth; Land OwnYears Ago.
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonership ; Private Property in Land ; Capital and
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
the Productiv Factors; Partnership and Co· op- T.b.e Outcast. A deep, finely written
By AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON.
eration; Law of Contracts; Money and Credit;
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwoad Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
Of Value or Economic Ratios; Taxation as a
Dlustrated.
Price, $2.50.
80
cents.
Remedy; Reforms, n()'t Remedies; Suggestions
For Bale at this office.
AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
to Legislators; Conclusion.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
Price, Cloth,this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
28Lafayette Place, New York.
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exBY HELEN H. CARDENER,
pect to find, in such a marked delfl"ee, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
Introduction by
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
whose bfilliant and lucid style is familiar to
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
BffiLE.
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet; Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
H. BUliB, .one of our ablest correspondents. More
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
than 80,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
For sale a.t th1s office.
------------------~--------------Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
A double-page picture contrasting science and at this office. Price, 40e.; with autograph, 50o.
theology, showing how the one has labored for
OB,
human advancement, and how the other has
MEN OJ' BuliDIJIBS WHO DID BoliOI:TIIING BESIDES always opposed it.
MAKING MONEY.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twemY-five copies for $1 ; one hundred copies foi
A BOOK. FOR YOUNG AMERIOANB.
$8. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
.JAMES PARTON.
Miscellanies by AuoE D. LE PLONGEON
Author of "Yucatan: Its Ancient
This book contains 400 pages, p!ainly printed,
Practical Experience with Poultry.
treating of forty-six characters in history who hav
Palaces and Modern
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little bookhelped the world; together with eight portraits.
Cities."
Mr. Parton'fl works need no commendation. They a. pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter,~ but as full of meat as an eg~. It is
are standard.
Price, $1.25.
well ca.lled "practical," for we find nothmg un- $1.2:).
Price,
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeys,
THE TRUTH SEEK. ER.
\ddresa
are particularly discussed and their economical Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place
28 Lafayette Phaee. NA,.. York
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultrl" on a large
THE
seale, and, all in a.ll, it is a very useful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
J
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
OR,

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

ORIGIN OF THE BIELIOAL MYTH

tt.oo.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1

HERE AND THERE
IN YUCATAN.

BY

The Secret of the East

Fathers of Our RfpubJic:

The Origin,of the Christian Religion
REPLY
and the Significance of its
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
Rise and Decline.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, tl.OO.

For sale at this omce.

By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exposure of the Oatholic priest's
Historical misstatements.
Prlee tllotb, n.: Paper, GO Centa.

Paine, Jefferson, W ashlngton,
Franklin.
A LEOTURE delivered before the Tenth A anna
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Ohiekering Hall, New York.
November 18, 1886.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 10 cents.

Addres
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THE 0RnEH0r GR£AT I 0lT0 •

IV. Pr<j3;nJ~n~W~~-s Gltdit~e:e!or a Fair Trial.
V Dawn of Creatwn. An Answer to Mr. GladA Dtsau.•ston BP.WJeen
I ·
stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
Gladstone
Huxlc}
Muller
l
i
VI.
Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
I
'II b f
d
·nation that Am .
N RW Y ORK went dry again last Sunday.
'
' .
'
Huxley.
T WI e oun upon exam!
en. .
.
L~ntou,
Rt'\~l!e.
VII. AProtestandaPlea. ByMrs.E.LynnLin- canslaveryhasbeen in manyrespects the worst
A CHIN Al\!AN of thts etty, who calls himself On the Confl1ct between Genes1s and Geology.
ton
form that has been known, and that in all its de" Tom Paine," was arrested Sunday for iron~ON'rENTS:
..
I . This i.s a ne<r book an_d contains the latest discus-) formities it has been sustained by the greatest
ing clothes Just'
~f
l t h'
I. Dawn of Creatwn and of Worship. BY Ron. awn_O!J the m1stakea of !\-loses. _The names of the . leaders in all the orthodox church•s, while its
•
. •
ICC 1 u.rra~ o
1m go, say-.
w. E. Gladstone.
.
part1mpants are a guarantee of 1ts able character. bravest and truest 0 onents hav been Infidels.mg he dtd not regard 1ronmg clothes as a
II. The Interpreters of GenesiS and the Inter- i
Price paper 59 cents· cloth 75 cents.
D M B
PP
crime
·
prcte~s of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
'
'
'
'
. . ennett.
1 WE know all about your moldy wonders and
·
J III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Muller.
28 Lafayette PL,New York
.
your stale miracles. We
THE Rev. Dr. Bristor,
:Methodist· servant girl.
want a this year's fact. We
ask only one. Givusonefact
.
'
. '
felomous a,sault; tnal
for charity. Your miracles
this week at New City,
are too ancient. The witN. Y.
nesses hav been dead for
nearly two thousand years.
Their reputation for" truth
T. F. McGowAN, of
and veracity" in the neighBrooklyn, who is districtborhood where they reattorney of Queen's
sided is wholly unknown to
county, has disappeared.
us. Giv us a new miracle,
and substantiate it by witHe is said to be a denesses who still hav the
faulter to the extent of
cheerful habit of living in
nearly $20,000.
this world. Do not send us
to Jericho, to hear the
Tnx Rev. T. H. Dabwinding horns, nor put us
ney, of Floris, I a., left
in the fire with Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego,
home the other day tellDo not compelns to naviing his wife that he was
gate the sea with Captain
going to baptize some
Jonah, nor dine with Mr.
converts.
lt has tranEzekiel. There is no sort
of use sending us fox-huntspired that he eloped
ing
with Samson. We hav
with the seventeen-yearpositivly lost all interest in
old sister of bis wife.
that little speech so eloquent-ly delivered by BaTHE Rev. Arthur Morlaam'a inspired donltey. It
rison was convicted at
is worse t-han useless to
show us fishes with money
Baltimore last Saturday
in their months, and call
of stealing a horse, and
our attent-ion to vast multiwas sentenced to the
tudes stuffing themRelvs
penitentiary for seven
with five crackers and two
sardines.
'\Ve demand a
years.
11--Ir.
Morrison
new miracle, and we dewa1 a Methodist, and
mand it now. Let the
had previously been in
church fnrni•h at least
jail.
one, or forever after hold
her peace. - R. G. IngerNEw JERSEY now has
soll.
a law that all goods
PHILOSOPHERS hav DO
manufactured in state
aggrpsgiv tendPnciPs. With
eyes fixed on the noble goal
prison shall be so labeled,
DESTRUCTION OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH.-Gen. xix, 24.
to which they tend, they
in order that those who
A righteous citizen escapes.
may, now and then, be
object to prison contract
stirred to momentary
labor need not unwit,
wrath by the nnneceHsary
tingly encourage it by their patronage.
"Do you see that dignified-looking gentleman' obstacles w!th which the ignorant or the malicious
across the way 1" "Yes." "He has been a vestry- encumber, 1f they cannot bar, the difficult path;
A NEARI.Y completed Presbyterian chapel
man in our church and superintendent of the but why should their souls be deeply vexed? The
in Montclair, N. J., was blown down, on the ==================== Sunday-school for over twenty years." "Is that, majesty of fact is on their side, and the elemental
2Dth nit., at a loss of $3,000.
TnE rule oftenest broken in school-ferrule.
so?" Then in a lower tone: "What do yon sus- forces of nature are working for them. Not a
1, pect him of?"
star comes to the meridian at its calculated time
.
THE farmers at Paulding. 0., hav blown
A MAN who does buHmess on a large scale-a ! W
"Th t f ll
.
.
Oh but testifies to the justice of their methods-their
up a canal reservoir with dynamite because coal dealer.
/
IGWUG:
a e ow Wlth the 1ong han.1
' 'b 1' f
"
'th th f II'
i
d with th
'he'd a poet." Filtrip : "His is a striking figure- i e !e _s are o~,e Wl
e a mg ran an
.
e
it covered and mined a large tract of land
WBEN punishing a child never strike it above
d 11 bt dl
fi d b h. h
b't'
,
growmg
corn.
By
doubt
they
are
established,
1 wns. 1 and open inquiry is their bosom friend. Such
the
belt.
Inn
°
e
"Y
a
man
re.
.
Y
!g
am
that they wish to cnlti vate.
"
W!gwug: Ah.1 Well, I hv lD his ne!gborhood, men ha.v no fear of traditions, however venerable,
Tull Rev. Adolph A. Schabehorn, Presby- . TnolllPSON : Suppose a ~an should ~all_ yon a and! happen to ,~now that he has also been fired and no respect for them when they become mischievous obstructions; but they hav better than
terian, of Nyack, N. Y., is being tried for in- ;~ar, what should Y~~ do 1 Jones (hes!ta.tmgly): by h1s landlady.
What Sized man 1
LAYMAN (to deacon, after early service): "The mere antiquarian business in hand, and if dogmas,
temperance, untruthfulness, and immoral and
THE woman in full dress "bares her blushing music was fine this morning, deacon; magnificent which ought to be fossil, but are not, are not
improper "conversation" with women.
honors thick upon her," with, however, not very i -particularly the offertory. I was enraptured with forced upon their notice, they are too happy to
PARSON GooDELL, of Providence, R. 1., much accent on the blush.
j it!" Deacon (without a suspicion of guile): "Yes; treat them as non-existent.-Huxley·s Ol'if!in of
who, according to the charges of Mrs. Foster,
"YE little spa.] peeR ! I'll tache ye now niver to I noticed t~at yon were so enraptured that ~Y species.
.
'Tis very true, my sovereign km.g,
went wrong last fall, has been wllitewaslwd come home agin half-dhrownded toyer poor auld efforts to d1rec~ your 1 ~ttentwn to the contnbntwn
JIIy skill may '!ell be don?ted, .
. box proved frmtless.
by an ecclesiastical court and act1nitted of mother till yez knows how ter shwim !"
Bnt facts are ch1_els that w1nna dmg, ·
.
.
1 THE story has recently been imported of an
ministerial conduct.
IT takes two to make a bargam, except m cases E r h .
t
k
h
d d t
An' darna be disputed.
-Burns.
of matrimonial bargains. Then a minister is re- 'ng IS grave-s one rna ?~ W o was or ere . o
THE gospels, as professed records of Christ's
Two Louisville, Ky., negroes committed a qnired, although, in some isolated instances, his cut on a stone the words: , A VIrtuous woman 1s
criminal assault upon a young girl and were 881-yices are dispensed with.
a ~rown to her husband. ':l'he stone, however, words and deeds, will be allowed to form the most
:1 bemg small, he engraved on 1t : "A v1rtnons wo- important portion of the New Testament colleclodged in jail. Last week a mob endeavored
ANGEL DARLING: "Mamma, where did baby man is ~-to her husband." In England a five- tion. Now, the idea of God having inspired four
to lynch tllem, and there was a riot, which tome from?" Fond mother: "Papa bought him shilling piece is called a crown.
different men to write a history of the same transin the market." Angel darling: "Why didn't
actions-or rather of many different men having
was quelled by calling out the militia.
him div' ten cents more and det one wif hair on 1 ,
_A MOURNING husband came to see the. bust of undertaken to write such a history, of whom God
h1s dear deceased w1fe. "Pray study 1t well,'' inspired four only to write correctly, leaving the
ON& of Bu1Ialo Bill's Wild West Indians, a
A
MAN
in
St.
Augustine,
Fla.,
said
the sculptor. "It is only in clay, and I can others to their own unaided resources, and giving
Pawnee brave, contracted pneumonia while
13nilt a house which was almost a ca.
alter it." The widower looked at it with the most us no test by which to distinguish the inspired
the show was in this city, and a few days ago
'!'here was nothing so nt.,
tender interest. "It is her very self!" he ex- from the uninspired-certainly appears self-confn lhe was buried in a pauper's grave in Potter's
As he t-honght, in the st.,
I claimed; "her large nose-the sign of goodness." ing and anything but "natural." If the accounts
But his guests said that nothing was ha.
Then, bnrstmg into tears, he exclaimed," She was of the same transactions agree, where was the
Field. The show is now in London.
HousE-IIUNTER (to Harlem landlord) : "Why do so good! Make the nose IL little larger!"
necessity of more than one 7 If they differ (as
TrrE women of ·west Fairview, Pa., who
''I UNDERSTAND, 'Lijah," said the minister, they notoriously do), it is certain that only one
prayed the court a few weeks ago that a yon charge such a high rent for the house 1"
Landlord: ''Because there is a beer saloon on one "that many of yon colored people hav very queer can be inspired; and which is that one 1-G1·eo's
license might be granted in their town hav side, a livery stable on the other, and a church ideas of heaven. Now, take yourself, for instance, c-,-eea of Christenaom.
had that prayer granted. The reason they across the way. All the conveniences!"
do yon believe in the orthodox theory that heaven
I HAY now pitched my tent under a cypress-tree;
1
is a place of pearly gates and golden streets?" the tomb is now my inexpugnable fortress, ever
assigned was that they would rather hav
TuE will of Edward Kuehn, of Omaha, provides "No, sah, I don't," was the emphatic reply, "Dat
their husbands drink in town than go to that his body shall be cremated, and his ashes 'scription am too promiskiss to be true. Hebben close by the gate of which I look upon the hostil iu-mament, and pains !LDd penalties of tyrannous life
Harrisburg, two miles away.
placed in a silver urn, to be set up over the bar of sah, am a place wheer de 'possum hab only on~ placidly enough, and listen to its loudest threata popLllar saloon in that city, He wants a chance eye."
enings with a still smile. 0 ye loved ones, that
TnE Rev. C. F. Stiver, Episcopalian, of to see his friends trying to get where he is.
ONE of the new rules of a Western railroad is already sleep in the noiseless bed of rest, whom in
Grenada, Miss., came flying down the steps
A PARTY who testily viewed,
that clergymen making requisition for half-fare life I could only weep for and never help; and ye,
of a house where resided his parishioner,
The behavior inane of a die wed,
tickets are obliged to make affidavit that they are who, wide-scathed, ~till toil lonely in the monsterCapt. W. P. Fowler, the other day, and as
W1th a dynamite bomb
regularly ordained, and are engaged in no other bearing desert, dyeing the flinty ground with
Knocked him out su,·-le-cllarnp,
occupation. A certificate was recently received your blood-yet a little while and we shall all meet
he reached the gate the captain appeared in
In Innocuous desuetiewed.
from a preacher at Salina, Neb., who added after there, and our mother's bosom will screen us all ;
the door and shrlt him. The minister fell to
FATHER:
"Tommy,
yon
should
try
and
be
a
bet-:
the wordd, "I am engaged in no other business or and oppression's harness and sorrow's fire-whip,
the gronllll fatally wounded.
Being told
ter boy. Yon are our only child and we expect occupation," the phrase," But in preaching the and all the Gehanna bailiJfs that patrol and inthat he would die, Mr. Stiver requested that you to be good." Tommy: "It ain't my fault that nnsnchible richs of god's Word."
habit ever-vexed time, cannot henceforth harm
his sh1yer should not be punished, as he was I am your onil' child. It is tough on me to be' THE new English gun weighs I am afraid to say us any more.-Carlyle's Sartor R<sm·t?<S.
WE do not know what death is any more than
justified in the act. The inference is that good for a lot of brothers and sistersihavn't got." how many hundred thousand tons, and carries a
we know what life is, but whatever it is it is
proiectil
weighing
yon
wouldn't
believe
how
the R~v. :i\Ir. Stiver had insulted )Irs Fowler.
A LITTLE four-year-old in Harlem created a rip.
many thousand pounds; but, at any rate, it costs natural. We ought to say, "I know not what
A YOUTH named Defreitas jumped off the ple last weelt by remarlling to the teacher of the eight hundred dollars every time it is fired. And there is in the future, but whatever there is I am
Sunday-school class : " Our dog's dead, and I
Brooklyn bridge last week. A policeman guess tile angels were scared when they saw him one day last week they spent thirty-two hundred ready to meet it." This is the faith we need-faith
in nature and in what nature does, Death is only
grabbed him by the heel as he went over, so coming up the walk. He's awful cross to stran- dollars missing a target four times. This may be the last step of life. We should not take any more
war, but, to a plain man, it looks a e:reat deal more
that he turned several somersaults in the air gers.ll
care for this last step than for any other. It is
like extravagant foolishness -Burdette.
merely a step oj) the earth instead of on it. I do
and struck the water head foremost. Then
"No sir," thundered the old gentleman, "I hav
not like the habit of talking so much about what
he swam to a boat and was taken aboard un- made up my mind that my daughter shall never·
has no prelient concern. It is well enough to loolt
marry
a
man
who
plays
poker."
"She
might
do
a
injured. He was sentenced to three months'
into the future as far as we can, but let us not forgreH.t deal worse, sir." "Impossible! Poker has
imprisonment for disorderly conduct, but proved the ruination of thousands of men, and its
get that we liv in the present. When we hav exBY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
hausted the here, it will be time enough to think
procured bail and got a situation as a freak in victims never recover from the infatuation. She '
1
of the hereafter.-£. K. WlUlllburn.
Secretary of tl!e .American Secular Union.
a museum. Odium, the first man to jump conld never do worse." ~~Excuse me, ~ir, but I'm
from the bridge, was an athlete and a scien- sure she could. She might marry some fellow!
Price 10 cents.
THE TRU1'H :SEFKER A.:N:NU.A.L.
that thinks he plays poker.·' The old man
tific jumper, but was killed by the concussion. thought it over."
Price, 2li cents,
Address TH:& TRuTH SEEKI!lR CoMl'ANY,
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CONVERTING THE AMERICAN

Jloits and (/Jlippin!JS.
THE Society of American Artists hav
opened their gallery on Sunday, at Fifth
avenue and Nineteenth street.
THE Executiv Committee of the American
Museum of Natural History in Central Park
hav made a formal proposition to the board
of Estimate and Apportionment to open their
museum on Sunday if the city will pay the
extra expense, which is set at $15,000 per
annum.
TrrE charges against Pastor C. C. Herriott,
of St. Paul, are that he used the study attached to the church as an office for his real
estate speculations; that he made $9,000 in
booming real estate, and while advising his
flock to giv one-tenth of all they possess to
the Lord, made no such partition of his own
profits. He is asked to resign.
Tms note about Dr. Mary Walker i~ from
the Philadelphia Times: Among the guests at
the Girard is Dr. Mary Walker, whose natty
male attire and general make-up are the subject of discussion, as she passes in and out of
the hotel. Her age was the conundrum that
agitated a group of gentlemen last evening.
"I saw her twenty-five years ago," said one,
"and she must hav been thirty years old
then." Another one chimed in: "You're
wrong. She was not over twenty when she
made hPr first appearance in ·washington
about 1866. That would make her about
forty." Finally a venerallle-looking individual, who claimed to know, astonished all
present by solemnly assuring the disputar:ts
that the subject under consideration was
'' close on to sixty."

EAGLE

INTO AN

ECCLESIASTICAL HEN.

BrsHOP FowL~R gave the following advice immortals of the past generations who in deto ministers at the Fall River Methodist con- fiance of established tyranny, religious and
ference : "You are expected to do pastoral political, proclaimed and defended those
business, not social. Remember, and it will eternal truths which are the very soul and
save you from trouble. You go into the essence of civil and religious liberty. Through
homes of your parish representing all these their teachings and life-works the shackles of
ministers and taking all their characters with the Jews, of mankind, hav been broken in
you. Rather die than come out with soiled the civilized portion of the Old World and in
garments. I hope you are married. You the New. Yes, through the noble labors of
ought to be. Never hav a relation of which such dauntless and liberty-loving souls the
you would be ashamed to tell your wife. Jew sits in the Parliaments of Italy, France,
Keep that in mind and you will never hav a England and other countries; he sits in Conselect conference sitting on your case. So . gress and in our state legislatures; he fills
conduct yourself that any man in your parish eminent diplomatic positions, and in all pubwill be glad to hav you call whether he is at lic and private stations he is the peer of any
home or not." Now if the preachers will man.-Jewisll Times.
only act upon that advice!
TrrE Greensb01·o Workman has a fragment
WE consider that the millions of Agnostics of a diary kept by a lady visitor to Jefferson's
and Spiritualists in the United States, with residence at Monticello in 1805, and in that
the leaven of Buddhists, are allies of the diary special mention is made of the style of
Jews, for they teach and practice in better the house, that some of the floors were inlaid
spirit what the Jews teach and practice, with cherry and other species of fine and
namely, universal tolerance, justice, charity, costly wood. There was a separate apartphilanthropy, and all the great qualities ment devoted to the philosophical and astrowhich elevate, dignify, !J.nd ennoble human nomical apparatus of the president, and this
nature. Israel has allies in those brave sci- the writer termed one of the most elegant
entists who by their researches are enlighten- rooms in the house. There was also a powing the human mind, redeeming it from erful telescope, and a writing machine, the
ignorance and enthroning reason where su- latter a present from a gentleman in Paris.
perstition reigned. We Jews owe a debt of The Workman concludes that while it may
profound gratitude to the Darwins, the Hux- be true that the style of :Mr. Jefferson's house
leys, the Haeckels, the Drapers, the Buck- is greatly surpassed by many of the dwellings
leys, the Youmans, the Tyndalls, and, in a of modern times, yet it cannot hav been a
different sense, to the Beechers of this gen- "rude structure."
eration. We owe a debt of profound gratiWE congratulate the Independent upon the
tude to the Voltaires, the Diderots, the Garibaldis, the Mazzinis, the Jeffersons, the good senseand fairness of thiHditorial: "We
Paines, the Humes, the Galileos, the Brunos, confess that we do not understand for what
the Shelleys, the Franklins, the Copernicuses, good reason Congress, after having provirled
the Humboldts, the Washingtons, and all the in general terms that there shall be no differ-

ence in rates as between different persons,
should except ministers of religion from this
rule, and allow common carriers, coming
within the provisions of the act, to do business for them at reduced rates, as compared
with other persons. If the reason be that
these ministers are usually poor men, and
hence cannot afford to pay as much as other
people for the same service, then we reply
that this reason in many cases proceeds on a
false assumption, and t!Jat so far as the assumption is true it proves too much. A
great many other people are also poor;
and, poverty in the case of ministers
being the ground of the exception, then
Congress might just as well hav provided that nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent any common carrier from
giving reduced rates to poor people. It is no
harder for a minister to pay the usual rates,
because he is poor, than it is for a poor widow
or any other poor person to do the same
thing. But if the reason for the exception in
the case of ministers consists in the mere fact
that they are ministers of religion, and not
lawyers, or doctors, or merchants, or ordinary
workingmen, then we beg leave to say that
this, in our judgment, is very far from being
a good reason. Ministers of religion, in their
business and civic relations, are entitled to no
special exemptions or privileges because they
are such, and should be subjected to no disabilities of any kind on this ground. They
should, so far as law is concerned, be treated
simp1y as citizens, nothing more and nothing
less, having the same rights and privileges as
all other citizens, subject to the same responsibilities, and bearing the same tax burdens,
without any excepLion in their favor, and
without any discrimination against them."
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Qiomtqunications.
Tales Told Out of School.
IY.
'I'HE REV. DR. .iONES's REPORT CONTINUED.-THE INFIDEL
PRESS.
The Infidels, although so numerous all over the
country, are not organized. Fortunately for us, they
hav not yet learned the secret of organization, and
therefore do not know how to raise funds and establish missions in order to spread their principles. Any
church which had in its communion so large a number of intelligent, well-to-do people, with a creed or
without a creed, like the Campbellites, but with such
zeal and self-denial as the Infidels manifest, would be
a power in the world. A police force in a city, or a
regiment of soldiers in the country, can quell a mob
and scatter an insurrection in a little while of vigorous effort, because they are disciplined in the use of
weapons, and hav their minds concentrated on a single object. But the Infidels are made up of such a
heterogeneous set of independent thinkers that it is
impossible to associate them in an organization for
practical purposes. The English government and
the landlords keep the Irish people in subjection by
preventing them from being armed and organized, so
that they cannot throw off their oppression, or even
conspire to do so. The popish religion has made
them trembling slaves to their priests, and the government, taking advantage of this servil spirit, has
kept them in political slavery for hundreds of years.
If such a miracle could be wrought that the five
millions of Irishmen were changed in one night into
the same number of nativ Americans, it would be
interesting to stand off in a safe place to see the consequences. One year would be long enough time to
sweep tpe landlords out of the island, and restore the
soil to its natural owners. They would do it, not by
blind dynamite, but by dint of organization, which,
whether secret or open, enables one man to chase a
thousand, and two to put ten thousand to flight.
The secret of organization, and the idea that a river
which bears the commerce of a nation on its bosom is
made up of the ten thousand little streams that run
into it, we Protestants got from the Catholic church,
which has been studying the subject and trying its
plans for eighteen hundred years. Organization,
disciplin, and the perennial flow of the little streams
of money into the common treasury are the ~ine qua
non te success for any cause in this world. The Infidels, with amazing stupidity, hav deprived themselvs
of this great advantage in fighting the church, by
their excessiv individualism, which would scarcely let
any dozen of them agree together in killing a copperhead snake. They hate a creed, or anything that
looks like it 1 as a mad bull hates a red flag, and this
want of a platform and a policy disintegrates and
hamstrings them, so that they cannot marshal their
forces in battle array. This scanner at creeds can
not much be wondered at when we remember what
long and bloody wars hav been raged round dogmas, like the trinity, which no man can understand.
And the church may congratulate herself that this
lack of organization incapacitates the Infidels for
laying siege or making a combined attack, and
enables us to regard them simply as an insurgent
mob, without arms, without disciplin, without a commissariat, and without a leader.
Yet they hav a number of weekly journals, the
publishing offices of three of which, being the most
important of their number, I personally visited,
incognito, and had conversation with their editors.
In every instance I found them to be gentlemanly
men, candid in answering any questions I put concerning the cause to which tbey hav dedicated their
lives and labors.
THE "INVESTIGATOR"
at Boston, is the oldest journal ~f its kind in this
country, having been in existence over half a century,
and, what is very remarkabie, under the conduct of
the same editor and publisher. Brother Comstock,
who takes the oversight of all this class of papers,
informs me that of all the Infidel publications, the
InvestigatM is most free from faults. Mr. Seaver.
seems to be so amiable a man that, although I would
not trust his fangs when irritated any more than I
would Ingersoll's, he is in a good measure free from
venom in his utterances. I saw his paper regularly
during the time I was in the Eastern states, and
think Brother Comstock's judgment is correct. But
I observe that the In-vestigator is high-priced, like
the other species of the genus, indicating that advertisers do not patronize it extensivly, suspecting, I
suppose, its limited circulation. Still, the quality of
the paper, and typography, prove that the concern is
in a flourishing condition. More than any other
paper I hav seen, the Investigator is not so much the
mouthpiece of an editor who, once a week, givs an
utterance which sets all his subscribers to thinking
on .s~me branch or aspect of the cause he advocates,
as 1t 1s an organ through which any man of any mind
can lay his views before the public.
'1'he Freethought journals are peculiar in this. No
::Datter how devoted a Christian a man may be, if he

offers an article in defense of his own opinions, or in to do so, at their contents. The document marked
direct opposition to those advocated by the paper, it A, which accompanies this report, is a printed
will be given a conspicuous place in its columns. It catalog of the books for sale at this office. These
must be confessed that the Infidel editors are the publications, numbered by the hundreds, constitute
only men in the country who hav the courage of their what our devoted fathers would hav called the very
opinions, and prove it by allowing complete freedom armory of hell, all the weapons of which were forged
of thought and utterance. On this account I learn by the devil and his angels to be used against Christ
that the Spiritualists extensivly patronize them, be- and his kingdom. These books and pamphlets, each
cause, while the Infidel editors to a man are Material- of which is a siege-gun loaded to the muzzle with
ists, and do not believe in the immortality of the deadly explosivs, are cheaply but well printed, and
soul, they publish articles in favor of this doctrin as circulated everywhere by mail, and offered for sale to
readily as they do those of their own kidney. Our the people at the close of every public lecture.
religious papers, in their exclusiv devotion to ortho- Brother Comstock, our saintly but gallant chevalier,
doxy, seem to hav no confidence in the inherent told me that he had done his bast to throw a lariat
power of truth to defend itself by cutting its way round the neck of THE TRUTH SEEKER concern and
through ignorance and prejudice till it reaches tbe bring it to the ground, but it defies his skill and
conviction of the judgment. They expose themselvs goes on flourishing like a green bay-tree. .
to the criticism of acute .observers that a constant advocacy of their own one-sided views, and a constant
What Objections to Christianity~
refusal to giv a hearing to the other side of the quesNone can recall without feelings of pity; the hution, betrays a secret suspicion that their opinions are man heart goes out in sympathy with those countnot defensible by argument. A religious paper would less martyrs, who hav been, first by one party and
not dream of publishing one of Ingersoll's lectures, then by another, led for their opinions to the stake.
and dissecting it, and showing its fallacy to its But all of these had, in their hour of supreme trial,
readers, for fear such discussion might do harm what they considered an unfailing support. The
to or displease some of its subscribers. But the In- journey from this world to the next, though through
fidel editors would like nothing better than to pub- a trial of suffering, was a passage from a transient
lish the most orthodox sermon in their columns, so trouble to eternal happiness, an escape from the ernthat their readers might see the contrast between or- elties of earth to the charities of heaven.
thodoxy and Infidelity, and learn the reasons which
The martyr believed that through the dark vale an
each party givs for the faith that is in them. We invisible friend would lead him, a kind hand would
are forced to admit that of the entire press in guide him the more safely on account of the terrors
this country, political or religious, the Infidels alone of the flames. For Bruno there was no such cansocarry out the idea, and exemplify it, that the press lation; the philosophical opinions for the sake of
ought to be entirely free, and present and dis- which he laid down his life gave him no such supcuss both sides of every question which concerns the port, unless truth can be said to do so. The last
welfare of mankind. British statesmen _are justly great battle of life must be fought alone.
full of wonder at the perfection of the United States
Is there not something grand, something majestic,
Constitution as an organ of political government. It in the attitude of this solitary man-something whichi
is indebted for this to the full and free discussion even his enemies must hav admired-as he stood alone
that prevailed in the convention which framed it, in before his inexorable judges, no advocate, no witness
all the political papers of the time, and in all the present, none but the familiars of the Inquisition,
thirteen legislatures, or state conventions, to which clad in black, moving stealthily about~ The torit was submitted for examination, adoption, or rejec- mentors and rack are in the vaults below. He is simtion. There was no smothering of objections. Each ply told that he is guilty of heresy, and must recant.
framer recognized the fundamental principles of the He tells them that he does not receive the sentence
preamble, and, having the mens conscia recti, they with as much fear as they" giv it, and perhaps, for he
arrived at a unanimity of judgment, which, although has often done so before, that they, too, are of the
not complete, was sufficient to put the governmental same belief. What grandeur in this unshaken firm-.
machinery in motion, so that its defects, if it has any, ness of purpose, this inflexible adherence to the truth !
might be detected and amended, as was really the ·What greatness in this moral resolution, compared
case.
with the scene that occurred almost sixteen centuries
In the same city of Boston is
previously in the hall of Caiaphas, the high priest, and
" THE INDEX,"
Christ cast his gaze upon Peter; and yet it is upon
begun is 1876 by Mr. Abbot, a man of superior abili- Peter that the church has grounded her right to do as
ties, but for the last five years in the hands of Mr. she did to Bruno!
Potter, a Unitarian clergyman of extremely" LibBut posterity is now offering a tardy expiation for
eral," which means Infidel, principles ; associated this great ecclesiastical crime, and there will soon, we
with Mr. Underwood, who, for many years, I am trust, be a statue erected that will for ages haunt the
told, was a famous lecturer and debater on the ques- occupants of the Vatican. And, what is yet a better
tions that divide the church from tbe Infidels. The tribute to the honor of this noble man, and will be
.Index, in its weekly issues, is the organ of the Free more enduring than bronze or marble, the Liberals of
Religious Association, a society which reminds me of this country date the Era of Man from the execution
the sarcastic phrase lucus a non htcendo, since all of Bruno, and this is Anno Scientire 287.
the religion there is in their creed of no creed is not
And the illustrious Galileo fared but little better at
enough, as old Dr. ·Miller used to say to his theolog- the hands of the church. ·when he published his
ical students, "to convert a flea." The paper is a work vindicating the Copernican theory, the Congrespecimen of ·the fine intellectual culture which the gation of the Index declared it heretical, the author
transcendentalists of New England hav reached, and was ordered to recant and abjure his error on pain of
of those who edit it, and write for its columns. No death. To this Galileo yielded. The church then
one can read or understand it unless he is a good had rest for sixteen years, when Galileo again ventway removed above mediocrity in mind and attain- ured to publish another work, when again he was
ments; and on this very account it can do no possible summoned to Rome to answer to the charge of harm to the rank and file which compose the body of heresy, and there, with his hand on the Bible, through
the church. Its arrows are beautifully feathered, the fear of death, he is forced to deny what he knows
pointed, and poisoned, and fatal when they strike, to be true.
_
but in the present war go entirely over the heads of
What a scene! This venerable man, the most
the common people, and produce no results which prominent of his age, forced by a degraded church
should alarm our fears. Changes of the kind desired and despicable priesthood to deny the truth! He was
by the Infidels, in order to be successful, and per- then cast into prison for the remaining ten years of
manent in their effects and influence, must begin be- his life, and when he died he was considered so much
low, instead of above, especially in a republican gov- of an Infidel that he was denied burial in consecrated
ernment like tbis, where the people rule. The ground.
church's sheet anchor, in the storm now hurtling in
Kepler, too, was driven from his chair in the unithe heavens, is the common people, and the women; versity, which he had so long and honorably filled,
and these, thank God, are_ out of reach of the weap- because his discoveries were not conformable to the
ons wielded by the Index, and its like.
scriptures. The church, not content with burning,
Not so with
imprisoning, and otherwise persecuting the apostles
"THE NEW YORK TRUTH SEEKER."
of truth, has given them a name she thinks most
This, I should judge, is the best supported and most odious-that of Infidel. The church has fought with
influential of all the Infidel papers I hav seen. It is all her might every new-born science, and distilled ·
embellished every week with cartoons illustrating her venom upon every progressiv idea, until forced to ·
some passage of scripture, and designed by caricature accept it, when, with the consistency for which
to destroy the reverence the common people hav for she is famous, she will take the new philosophies
the word of-God as an inspired and infallible revela- under her fostering care and name them "Christian."
tion from heaven. Some of the subscribers who had
We need not search history in order t9 verify this
been trained up in Sabbath-schools and Bible classes statement. Our own times furnish plenty of illustraand who had been taught to regard as sacred all that tions. While the church can no longer punish for
was within the lids of the Bible are still shocked at disbelief, yet she continues to hurl her anathemas at
the blasphemy of these cartoons, and in some in- every bold doubter, and from pulpit and prQSS hav
stances hav quit supporting the paper; but enough been flung sneers at all the leading scientists of the
hold on, and cheer the artist who is prostituting his day. It has not been long since you would hear
fine talents in bringing reproach upon the scriptures. from every pulpit in Christendom the names " Dar! &pent several hours one day. in THE TRUTH SEEKER win" and ''monkey" hissed with an idiotic sneer that
office reading the titles of the books which filled the quite revealed the missing link. But at present the
shelves of the salesroom, and glancing, when tempted church offers but a mild opposition to the theory of
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evolution, and it will not be long until that will be
considered a Christian doctrin, and its immortal
author will soon be placed in the calendar of Christian saints.
It is perfectly consistent with the doctrin of infallibility for the church to persecute. For if her authority is from omnipotence, if she is infallible, she
cannot err; her decision must be final. Everything
that is contrary to her doctrins must be pernicious
and cannot be tolerated. And if it is absolutely nee·
essary for the salvation of the world that mankind
should accept this religion, it is far better to persecute a few Infidels here than allow their wicked doctrins to spread and drag a large portion of humanity
to perdition with them. And if God is going to
punish to all eternity those who deny the Lord, it is
perfectly right that his representative should torture
them just a little here, by way of an introductory to
what they will get hereaftE)r.
Though the church can no longer kill or imprison
for disbelief, she can silence an adversary about as
effectually by throwing her influence against him and
ruining him financially and socially. Many a man
who, with a little investigation, would be valuable in
the Liberal ranks, is awed into submission through
fear of being ostracized by the church; and the
church is not anxious about his salvation so long as
she can extract the dollars from his pocket.
Through this cursed influence of the church the
vices of nations are fearfully multiplied; people being
forced to purchase immunity with deceit and safety
with falsehood. Men, being forced to be dishonest
with themselvs, become dishonest with others, and
for the sake of position and profit proudly wear the
garb of hypocrisy, woven by the cunning hands of
priests.
What crime can there be in an honest doubt? Is
an earnest investigation to be rewarded by suffering
excruciating tortures for all eternity? Must a man
throw away his reason, that lamp which guides him
through the darkness to the realm of truth, and believe a sen15eless superstition, in order to be saved?
It seems to me that the man who would refuse to
reason and inyestigate should be the one to be
damned.
Although it may be consistent for an infallible
church to persecute, it is not consistent with truth.
If the doctrins of the church be. true, why need
they fear to hav its claims investigated? Truth does
not fear inquiry, but courts it. The reason why
priests and clergymen hav always taught that it was
a sin to doubt, that God was angry with the dissenter, was because, in my opinion, with them a secret
fear prevailed that their superstition might be false.
If Christianity is true, there need be no fear of an
honest inquiry into its claims, for if true, it will come
through the fire unscathed, and if not true, everyone
should rejoice in knowing it, for no one should wish
to entertain erroneous opinions.
If nature is from the same divine source as Christianity is claimed to be, why is not God as jealous of
one as the other? One may deny with perfect freedom every fact of nature.· We may deny every truth
of astronomy, deride every law of physics, hold in
contempt every proposition of geometry, and scoff at
the multiplication table, and neither God nor the
preachers would care. The only ology God is jealous
of is theology, and when that is assailed, an army of
half a million priests rise to defend his favorit subject.
If Christianity is a religion of truth, purity, and
love, those believing in that religion ought to be
charitable to an opponent. And if God is the
founder of such a religion, he ought to be able to
maintain it without the aid of the civil. power. Everyone ought to feel its divine influence. But
instead of Christianity filling men's hearts with love,
it has filled their hearts with hatred, as the long record of cruelties and crimes of the church will prove,
and the sooner such a religion is banished from the
world the better for humanity.
The Christian asks us what we will giv in place of
his religion. He claims we tear down and do not
build. But if we wish to build a new house where
an old one stands, do we not first hav the old one to
remove? It is true we giv no creeds in place of the
old ones, we furnish you with no superstitious dog·mas in place of Christianity; we endeavor to clear
the mind of error that truth may be received from
every source. With us dogmas are nothing; they
hav to be given up, and in every progressiv movement this is the case. Hav not the more recent and
liberal Christian sects given up many dogmas held
by the older ones? They hav outgrown some few
creeds and dogmas, and the Freethinker has outgrown them all. We no longer need them.
If you were sick, would you ask the doctor what
he would giv in place of the disease1 The disease is
eradicated that you may exercise yourself a whole
man. So, with us, we wish to tear error and superstition from the human mind, sq that the intellect
may be exercised unbiased and without fear.
The time is not yet ripe for Freethought social
organizations to take the place of the church, though
in many places this is being done, and will be done
when the time is ready for it.

One may do as much good out of the church as in.
To giv up superstition and accept rationalism does
not pluck the flower of pity from a single human
breast. Our hearts go out in sympathy for the sufferer as do those of the Christian. Bible or no Bible,
faith or no faith, creed or no creed, the angel of love
goes forth on her errands of mercy. Theology or no
theology, we can endeavor to make our fellowcreatures happy, for the "place to be happy is here,
and the time to be happy is now." The sick and
the suffering can be visited and their burdens relieved.
The naked can be clothed and the hungry fed. Let
us then turn our attention to bettering the condition
of ignorant, misguided, suffering humanity, and let
gods and deYils take care of themselvs. Let us no
longer offer our sacrifices on the altar of an angry
and revengeful Gqd that does not exist, but let us
offer our sacrifices at the shrine of humanity.
.Dexterville, Wis.
GEo. H. DAwEs.

The Dawn of Reason.
The weakness of Christianity is in its non-obedience
to the commands of Christ himself. It is selling
paste stones for diamonds, a pirate ship sailing under
false colors. The whole scheme of salvation may be
an outcome of ignorant superstition, as doubtless it
is, but that does not absolve the church from following in the footsteps of Jesus Christ, who was, in fact
or fiction, an embodiment of fraternal love. But. the
evidence of God's love for man, as revealed by the
history of Christ, finds no parallel in the history of
the church. Its pages are smeared with the records
of wars, burnings, tortures, and the terrible deaths of
its martyrs in the past, and the continual hate and
dissensions in its ranks to-day. If it is a message
from the creator, this so-called religion, it has been·
fearfully misunderstood. In lieu of fraternal love, we
see the whole aim and effort of the church to be a
worship of forms and ceremonials, and a cringing
flattery offered up to God.
I believe the creativ power has spoken to man, has
given him commands, just what to do and just what
not to do, and that the voice of God that has thus
spoken finds it echo in the very instinct and nature
of man himself. Nature, and man's relation to it, is
the religion which we should all study and seek to
understand. We need no books to do this, but we
need a little plain analytical thought, a sort of turning round to see who we are. As the new-born child
turns instinctivly for sustenance to the breast of the
mother from whom it sprung, so man turns to the
earth for his support, and finds it there always and
unerringly. As the mother's breast is always bared and
her arms ready to embrace in love the suckling child, so
the creator's arm is always extended, and, holding out
to man the fertil earth, he bids him to a life-long feast.
Now this is as plain as if we heard it spoken from
the clouds.
There can be no mistaking this: it is the voice of
God To all forms of animal life the invitation is extended, and by all forms of animal life it is accepted, and
not until we come to the highest animal (man) do we
find an organized attempt to shut out and prevent
an equitable division of the bounty of God.
It is man's greed arrayed against the beneficence
of nature; it is man's contempt for the divine will
clearly expressed in a universal language. This is
the giant sin of the civilization of this age, the monopolization of the land, and the extortions of the masses
by a privileged class.
Though all are bidden to the feast, the majority
deem themselvs fortunate if they get the crumbs.
Now, right on top of this foundation of gigantic
and universal sin against nature, against God, and
against man, is built a church which pretends that
love to man is the Clliuse of its existence. W auld
not hate to man be a better word?
We hear the clergy speak of the will of God, but
they get it from a book, and expatiate and enlarge
upon it, some giving one version and another a different one of the same sentence or command.
The religion of the future will take its texts from
the revealed will of .God as expressed in his handiwork. Not from musty records of the past, but from
ever-living evidences of preordained equity of provision for all, shall spring a religion which will be love,
and, being love, will be divine. It must come. The
shackles of superstition are falling off of blind
idolaters; the barbarism of orthodoxy is fading
before the dawn of God·given reason; and slowly
but surely the fact is looming up that the true worship of God is obedience to his will as expressed in
nature.
That wonderful mystery, the fragrant rose, which
blooms in my garden, sprang from the dull earth,
emitting sweet odor, and delighting the eye by its
beautiful color, has reached its perfect development
unimpeded by obstacle or unsatisfied want It has
fulfilled its destiny and fades and dies away, but to
the last sends forth its fragrant tribute of gratitude
to its creator.
But alas for man! With abounding nature already
to minister to his every want, he finds his brother man
engaged in putting obstacles, and digging pitfalls for
him, in his quest for sustenance.
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He monopolizes and holds the land, and enslaves
his brother man. And the monopolist has more
regard for a beast than he has for his own race.
There must be a squaring round, a righting up of the
universal and brutal wrongs to labor the world over.
It is coming now, and faster than many suppose.
The masses are becoming intelligent, their dull eyes
begin to glitter with the light of common sense.
The mockery of religion has unmasked itself, and is
no longer the bugaboo that can frighten them into
submission to the will of their enslavers. Let us
keep due on to victory. This government affords
peaceful means to right our wrongs. Anarchists are
lunatics and fanatics, and retard the progress of the
cause. They should be denounced and expelled
from every labor organization in the country. They
may be likened to an idiot who, with others, is on a
raft in the river, and discovering a rotten plank in its
make-up takes an ax and deliberately destroys it,
thereby drowning himself and all the rest on board.
The best place for an Anarchist is thelunaticasylum.
There he may build his chaotic realm of destruction
in his mind and be harmless, but at large he is a
dangerous animal. The labor cause does not want
him, never did want him, but the subsidized press of
the country would hav it appear that a labor reformer
and Anarchist are identical.
There is redress for labor's wrongs in the peaceful
ballot-box. There is release from the shackles of
ancient superstition, of obligatory forms and ceremonies, in the manly assertion of reason over a blind
and illogical fear of the wrath of God. To the toiling masses who support in non-productiv idleness
the large army of shysters, preachers, dudes, and
their millionaire fathers, royalty and its off-shoots of
dukes, lords, etc., this frightening the poor toilers
into a fear of the wrath of God in the next world is
the most shame-faced of all the monstrous humbuggary that has been rammed down their throats for
centuries.
But just now many of them are raising their erstwhile downcast eyE)s, and, looking this ridiculous lie
squarely in the face, are wondering how it was ever
possible for them to believe it. It is a libel on the
creator to condemn the greatest and most marvelous
of his works-man-and accuse God of placing him in
a world with the chances largely in favor of his being
damned eternally. Yet this is the God of the Bible
and the weapon which is used to keep in submission
the honest workman. There is no such God as this
in existence ; there never was, nor never will be.
The cause of life, the creation of worlds, with the
mysterious power of evolutionary growth of endless
forms of animals and vegetable life, is, and has always
been and will ever be, an. unsolvable mystery. That it
ever emanated from a GQd, shaped after the fashion
of man, who gets mad at his own work and damns it
right and left, is a barbaric notion which solidifies all
the horrors of heathenism, and, curiously enough, is
called Christianity.
We hail the dawn of reason as the sure harbinger
of the emancipation of industrial slavery.
WM. ALLEN SMIT!t.

Afraid of the Church.
It is surprising and painful, the cowal'dice of our
literary and scientific writers. Many of these gentle~
men are a disgrace to humanity and to letters. They
fear to write what they know to be the truth, lest the
priesthood and its dupes should be offended. They
state whole falsehoods and half truths; they slur,
they cover up, they pervert, distort, and discolor.
In Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly I hav just
stumbled upon a case in point. Arthur Vaughan
Abbot, in an article entitled " The Telescope and its
Revelations," is speaking of the sphericity of the
earth and its revolution through space. He adds:
But scarcely three hundred years hav passed since the
highest representativs of science and art in the then civilized
world assemble.d to compel a poor, insignificant Italian
astronomer to declare that the world was stationary.

Shame upon you, Arthur Vaughan Abbot! Why
did you not tell the truth? Why did you lie? You
knew that these "highest representative of science
and art" assembled, not as scientists, but as dignitaries of the Christian, the Roman Catholic, church,
and that their condemnation of Galileo's teachings
was spoken authoritativly as priests and prelates of
that church. They spoke for the church, in the interests of the church, not for science and in the interests of science, as you hav dishonestly tried to make
your readers believe. Perhaps it was not incumbent
upon you, in writing an article upon astronomy, to
state that the church which then condemned and
sought to silence Galileo exists to-day; that it claims
to be infallible, and that it is the same crafty, cruel,
and malignant foe of science, truth, and liberty.
But you were bound to tell the truth of history, and
not falsify in the interests of the church that forced
Galileo upon his knees, and wrung a lie from his reluctant and trembling lips. Such prevaricators as
you Mr. Abbot are stumbling-blocks in the way of
progress. You' are a shame to the noble profession
of letters. You are unworthy to speak in the name
E. C. WALKER.
of science.
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g[ommnnications.
The Rev. Hate Evil Mossback.
I suppose' there are few men in the world who can
tell good stories as long, without telling the same
one twice, as my uncle who livs in Maine. Of course,
the story sounds a great deal better than it reads,
because the reader loses the inflection of the narrator's voice and a pronunciation that no spelling can
illustrate. Then he has a way of holding. the listener
with his eye, makes appropriate pauses, and throws
in little glittering bits of profanity which sound well
enough, but would look out of place in print. In the
following narrativ which he relates names of persons
and places are supptessed, as he is settled in a
sparsely populated country, where all who liv or hav
lived anywhere within a considerable distance for a
generation are known to all the rest, and putting
anyone's name in print is likely to lead to remark.
My uncle has no great respect for ministers. The
pay they receive in his locality is not large enough to
attract a man who can make his living anywhere else,
so that the specimens of the cloth seen there are not
flattering representativs of their profession. He
said to me one day, "Boy, did I ever tell you about
old Elder Mossback and his lost ax?" I replied that
he had not, but I hoped he would, and he said he supposed he might as well tell it then as any time. After
pausing a few moments to gather up in his mind the
details of what he was about to relate, and arrange
them in the proper order, he said:
To commence at the beginning, as long ago as
1850 to '60 there used to be a kind of a gospel proddar and holy stake-driver lived over to Owlsburg, in
this prohibition state, by the name of MossbackHate Evil Mossback his full name was. He owned a
few acres of land, with what he called his dommysile
on it, that he made his headquarters, and where he
used to rally from when he made his raids on the
world and Satan. His wife stayed there for a garriison to hold the fort when the parson was away.. He
was a preacher by profession, but by trade he was
the biggest kind of a tramp. Honesty didn't enter
into his composition at all. The storekeeper over
there to Owlsburg trusted him once for some truck to
keep him from starving, and had to dun him for his
pay, and then never got a cent of it. Finally he gave
it up and went out to work peeling bark for twentyfive cents a day and boarded himself. He said he
wanted that money the elder owed him, and it was a
dumbed sight easier to get it that way than to collect it of old Mossback.
Fearfully and wonderfully made they say a man is.
Well, if there was anything that was fearful about
old Mossy it was his appetite, and the most wonderful feature he had was his feet; they were big
enough for a giant. Then he had legs like a giraffe,
the body of a fifteen-year-old boy, and a head, by godfrey, about as big as your two fists. Much as six
foot four inches tall, he was, and didn't weigh over a
hundred and forty after a meal. His mouth couldn't
hav been made any bigger without setting his ears
back so they'd touched behind his head, and his nose,
had been poked around through the scripture
so often looking after smut that the end of it was
twisted way off to one side.
The few acres of land he had was wet and stony as
the devil, and a better working man would starve on
it the first year, and so would the parson if he hadn't
depended more on his begging than he did on farming. He generally tried to raise a few potatoes and
peas to lengthen out his "salary," as he called what
folks gave to get rid of him.
In all the time he preached at Owlsburg old Mossy
never was known to hav his seed on hand in planting
time. Instead of saving anything he went around
the settlement and picked up what he could, a little
here and a little in 'tother place, and carried it home
and planted it. They asked him why he didn't plant
more, . and he said that land that wasn't planted
didn't hav to be hoed, and saved labor. As lazy a
man as ever lived in the world.
One winter potatoes had rotted pretty bad, and
every bushel a man had in the spring was as good as
a dollar, cash money. Things looked pretty mountainous for old Holy Joe, and he didn't see where he
was going to get his potatoes to plant. Well, sir, he
rallied and cast his eyes around for new fields, and
dumbed if they didn't light on a settlement about
four miles away that went by the name of Goldeoast.
There were quite a number of Christians in the
place, rich as the devil in faith, but poorer than
skimmed poverty in every other way. They had
been supporting a gospel prodder for a number of
years-one of these exhorters that would open up
hell right in front of them so that the faithful would
hang onto their seats to keep from dropping into it,
and he'd pretty near cleaned the camp out of loose
change.
There were others in the settlement that didn't
take any more stock in ministers than you and I do
,-~ve or siJ~: of thew1 farJXI.ers 1 all but oue; he w~s a

carpenter. The leader was old man Parson. He
used to say he didn't mind giving a poor tramp of a
preacher a dollar if he had earned it, but any parson
that got anything out of him had got to earn it first;
and what happened afterward showed that the old
fellow was right.
This was the settlement that Parson Mossback
looked at with both eyes peeled; h.e knew almighty
well that the faithful there couldn't help him, and he
was afraid that the others wouldn't, but he'd got to
make a rise or starve. So he sends a line to Deacon
Spike giving out that he'd be at the school-house on
the Goldcoast next Sabber-day, and would hold divine services, the Lord willing, both forenoon and
afternoon, and requests him to giv notice to the pe?ple to that effect. Same time, of course, he makes 1t
plain to the deacon that a collection would be acceptable.
Sunday came to the Goldcoasters, and with it, sure
enough, comes Parson Mossback, ready to do battle
with Satan and all his hosts.
Well, he took for his text, " The laborer is worthy
of his hire," and then he spread himself for an hour
and a half on the duty of Christians to support their
leaders, and closed his oration by telling the assembly
that he would take up a collection at the end of the
afternoon services. The second proceedings passed
off about like the first, and then old Mossy asked
Deacon Spike to send around the hat and see what
he could raise. The deacon came back with one dollar and fifteen cents in the hat, and Elder Mossback
began to think that his dumbed sermon hadn't taken
hold in the right place. Old man Parson was there,
and got up in his seat and apologized for the slimness
of the collection. He said he didn't hav much money
to giv himself, but if some 'taters would be of
any use to the cause he and two or three others would
contribute a sackful. The parson said " vegetables
was as good as cash" to him. Then old Broadax,
the carpenter, felt the spirit move and he followed
suit with the offer of an ox-yoke to the Lord if his
agent could make any use of it. Everything was
grist that came to old Mossback's mill, and he
grabbed quick as lightning.
The people had been so all-fired liberal with him,
the parson concluded to stop and preach again in the
evening. Well, night came and old Mossy was there.
He never had but one sermon, and he'd preached it
forward and back that day, so in the evening he had
to begin in the middle and preach both ways. He
howled so towards the end that they thought they'd
hav to stop him to save the roof, but he finally calmed
down and says, "My frien's," says he, "do not be
surprised at my enthusiasm. It's out of the fulness
of the heart that the mouth speaketh, and my heart
is full of the love of God and of gratitude toward the
frien's who hav been so liberal with their substance
to-day.- You will sing the doxology." They all
joined in, and that ended his first and last day's work
in the Goldcoast settlement.
Next morning along comes Mr. Broadax over to
Brother Searls's, where the parson had gone night
before for entertainment, with a yoke big enough for
a pair of young elephants, and of no more use to the
parson than it was when it stood in the tree, not a
dam mite. Then comes old man Parson with the
rest of the contribution in a sack as wide as it was
long, that held near three bushels. It was full to the
mouth, sew:ed up, and was about as bad to handle as
the same heft could be in any shape. When the old
man rolled the sack from his wag'on, the parson
at him to load the thing again and haul it home
for him, but Parson swore that he'd promised his
horse to a neighbor that day, and couldn't possibly.
He would do anything, he said, for a good cause, but
he couldn't lie for the best of causes. Then he drove
off and left the Rev. Mr. Mossy to get along the
best way he could. Old Stake-driver skirmished
around the sack for awhile, and said it was the
heaviest lot of potatoes he ever saw, if it wasn't he'd
be danged.
·
Well, Brother Searls helped him get the thing on
his shoulder, and then tucked the big yoke under his
arm, and sent him off. It was four miles to Owlsburg-up a thundering steep hill and then down
'tother side a good deal steeper, and then, by golly,
he had another just as bad to go up before he got
there.
Old Mossy plowed along, the· sweat jumping out
of every pore, till he'd gone about three miles. He
didn't dare to drop either the sack or the yoke, for he
knew he couldn't load them again, alone. After a
while he fell in with a neighbor that took the yoke
out from in under his arm, and helped him lower the
potatoes to the top. of a big stump beside the road.
He rested a while, took a drink from a spring, and
then he got under the sack again and staggered along
up the hill. Carrying the potatoes came a good deal
too near earning them to suit him, and he believed it
was more like doing the work of a jackass than of the
master that rode on one. When he finally got home,
dropped the yoke on the ground, and tumbled the
sack on the floor, he had just wind enough to say to
his wife, "Mother, God be praised!" "What's the
matter now?" says she. "Matter !" he says, "why,
I've ~ot a lasting holt on that nest of :J;nfidell:! over

to Goldcoast. Look at that sack of potatoes. Do
you think they would giv that liberal if I hadn't
touched their ungodly hearts~ Another such exercise of the power of God, and I'll convert the whole
of them." "Amen," his wife says, "but I'd rather
hav something to eat than convert a hundred Infidels." "Open that sack, then," yells old Mossy;
and he went to work at it with his knife, and she
bore a hand with the shears. " Seems to me," says ·
the old lady, "that there's something in this sack besides potatoes;" and sure enough, by thunder, the
first thing she struck when they got the bag open
was a stone as big as a man's fist. "And here's another," she goes on, "and another, and another.
'Pears to me these taters 'll need. sortin' 'fore they're
cooked," she says. The parson didn't say a word
till he'd divided the sheep from the goats. There
might hav been a hundred and thirty-five pounds of
potatoes, and dum nigh stones enough to make the
heft up to two hundred. Then the parson opened.
"Saint Mulligan and Jim Blaine!" says he, "if that
ain't meanness !" and he cussed the Goldcoasters in
the name of death and taxes. The whole lot of 'em,
he said, could go to tophet, and back again, before
he'd ever break the bread of life to such a galblasted community. And that's the last time old
Mossback ever preached in that settlement.
I here broke in to remind my relativ that he. had
promised to tell me about Elder Mossback's Lost
Ax. He gazed at me a moment with a look that. was
half astonishment and half reproof, and then, without
further notice of my interruption, proceeded:
Elder Mossback passed the time between that and
the next morning, Indian fashion, sleeping and eating ; and then he said to the old woman that he
guessed he would· clear a little piece of land of logs
and brush, and put his crop in new ground. For a
while he put in hard, but it seemed to him all the
time that the logs grew heavier, and the work began
to drag. He hadn't ent-irely got rested from his
yesterday's tramp carrying the potatoes and rocks,
so finally our sky-pilot farmer sets himself down on
a log and goes to sleep. While he snoozes away,
getting rested, along comes one of the neighbors'
boys and picks up old Mossy's ax and drops it into
a hollow stump. Then he skipped. Bimeby up
wakes the reverend stake-driver, and goes to take up
his ax, and lo and behold ye ! his ax is gone. Down
he flops on his knees and prays for a while the best
he knows. Then he looks where he left his ax. No
use, the ax isn't theta. Then he prays again, harder
than before. Same result. He tries it again, and
this time he tucks in for all he is worth, and lays
siege to the throne of grace with a powerful and longcontinued address, but there wasn't any more sign of
an ax around than when he began.
The parson went home pretty well tuckered out
and feeling bad generally. He laid it all to the Goldcoasters. They had trifled with him, the devil had
got away with his ax, and the Lord hadn't answered
his prayers. So he sat around the rest of the week,
and instead of planting his potatoes he eat every one
of them, and didn't hav any for seed after all.
Sunday morning he thought he would go to the
Methodist meeting and see what was going on in
that camp. The minister was away and they were
holding an experience meeting, and invited him to
join in. As soon as he got the floor the experience
of the past week came over him, and instead of praising God, he went on to tell them about the trouble
he'd had with the Goldcoasters. He told how his
hopes of having made an impression on the unbelievers had been raised by their liberal gifts, about his
journey home, and the rock sandwiches he'd found in
the sack; and then he came to the lost ax. Says he,
these are his words :
"I had worked hard all the forepart of the day,
and in the afternoon, being fatigued, I sot down upon
a log to rest. From that I dropped upon my knees
for a season of prayer, and arose refreshed in body
and mind. Soon I wanted my ax, and stepped to
where I had laid it down, but, my brethren, it was
gone. I looked round and round, and around and
around, and could not find it. I prayed the second
time and searched again, around and around, and
round and round, but no ax. I prayed again for the
third time, in perfect faith, and then looked round
and round, around and around. No ax-all. Then
once again, my brethren, did I lay mighty siege to
the throne of grace, still in perfect faith; but when I
arose-all, and looked round and round-all, and around
and around-all, still my ax was gone-ah. Then I
came to the belief that the devil had taken it
away-ah. But since I hav been in this meeting-ah,
new light has been given me, and at last I know
that the devil hasn't got my ax, but it's gone up,
GONE UP-ah, to swamp a road for me!"
Well, the parson impressed the folks at the
Methodist experience meeting powerfully, and they
agreed that perhaps the ax had gone to heaven to
swamp a road for him; but it wouldn't go down outside, and when he passed the hat after that some one
always hove rocks into it in memory of old man
fgrs.on 1 till finally ;yoq coW.dn't hire him to say collec.
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tion for a hatful. The last I heard of him he had
sold his place, packed his gripsack, and gone to
Boonton, New Jersey, and there I hope the peace
that passeth understanding, but which he didn't find
at Goldcoast, will abide with him forever.
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here and there writing out of curiosity, and some taken as a whole they were not obscene, and consepei:ming real personal obscenity.
quently were mailable, though I knew it was probaI answered all respectfully and earnestly, either ble that the average jury would pronounce them
ignoring the objectionable portions or kindly advis- obscene.
ing the writer to lift himself on a higher plane. I
The investigators and so-called conservers of
don't think one of my correspondents (and they are morality decided that the case must come before the
" There," said my uncle, "you hav the story of the legion) will deny that they were really made purer court in Abingdon, Va., in June, and I was to be
Rev. Hate Evil Mossback and His Lost Ax; and the and better by what I wrote them. I did not work taken to Wytheville jail, as being the most comfortanext time I start to tell you anything, don't interrupt for money, for though I asked that all should furnish ble jail in the district, and nearer home (thirty miles,
stamps for replies, I was money out on time and I believe, from Snowville).
me before I am half-way through."
G. E. M.
stationery. A few were generous, but the many exThe officers were all kind, and the marshal (l\fr.
pect more than they giv, and being more ready to Jordan, of Newbern, Va.) was especially kind and
Mrs. Slenker in Her Own Defense.
giv than ask, I hav made no :financial profit out of all sympathetic. He brought me here, and commended
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS : I hope you will not think the years of work in this line. I did my home-work me to the especial care of the jailer, and saw that I
I've been doing anything very criminal that I am in and made pen-work only a side issue and a mental rec- had pen, ink, and paper, and the privilege of writing
jail. Yet I presume the great outside world will reation. All the while I kept myself as prudish per- all I wished, and that letters from me to him could
think it one of the worst sins that could pe brought sonally as a Quaker. I firmly believe in monogamic go unread. He promised to do all he could to hav
against a woman, for I am charged with violating the marriage, and hav faithfully performed my obligation me bailed out, the bail being $2,000. It was most
Comstock law ·by mailing obscene matter.
as daughter, sister, wife, mother, and grandmother, midnight when we got here, and the jailer in bed. I
You see, rm a faithful follower, as well as wor- as well as citizen and neighbor, and aimed to giv to was taken to a cold hallway, and Ann, a town pauper,
shiper, of our old hero, D. M. Bennett; yet I hav the world truth and morality as I saw it.
was ordered to share her " bed" with me. It was a
never craved martyrdom, for I do not see the good
I hav a circle of ·friends, mostly strangers to me blanket spread on the bare floor, and anot.her to cover
of it, nor am I made of the stuff that produces :first- personally; who are, like myself, students of sex, us. An open door in front led to a room where 11
class martyrs. But though using all the caution my hygiene, and morality. We hav for years passed our man lay with a broken leg, and Ann waited on him.
frank, honest, truthful nature would admit of to avoid letters from one to the other, each putting his or her All around us were doors of iron bars, and behind
the very position I am now occupying, I hav all mark on what has been read, so that none will be each was a prisoner, singing, swearing, and using real
along suspected it would only be a question of time resent to the same person. We collect &11 cases of obscenity. Overhead was a man who was religiously
ere some of Comstock's agents would decoy me into "mother's marks," of deformed children, idiots, etc., insane. He prayed, cried, preached, and sang;
mailing him just what he wanted, as has really oc- that we can, and try to learn the causes thereof, so roared, stamped, and raged alternately, while the
curred.
that a better heredity may be given to future genera- prisoners aggravated him by calling him a liar and
While not desiring to claim any reflected honors tions by avoiding the mistakes of the present and other opprobrious names, just to make amusement
by comparing my case with that of my dear old past: We circulated slips from papers and medical for themselvs by hearing him rave. It was !1. long
friend Bennett, yet we really hav many points in works, and were really a vast school of devoted time ere I got warm, but :finally, as I had not slept a
common. Our birthday was the same, though not students, seeking the forbidden fruits of the tree of wink since leaving home, tired nature conquered, and
the same year. He was reared a Shaker, and I a sexual knowledge.
I was oblivious of all.
ELMINA DRAKE SLE~KER.
Quaker, both sects teaching the need of a pure moralHad I been like the majority of the ring, merely a
lVytheville, Ya., May 1, 1887.
ity, and especially a pure sexual morality. He had private citizen, I should probably hav escaped susA Cballenge to Comstoek, the Cl!risHan.
the warmest friends and the meanest enemies, and so picion, or been considered as game not worth hunthav I. He was the most honest, and frank, and rad- ing down. But my persistent attacks upon error,
From Pomerou's Democ1·at.
Anthony Comstock. You are hereby notified that in onr
ical of men, and I follow in his footsteps. I could no superstition, and fraud of all kinds, and the numerous
more help doing what I hav done than I could change communications I penned for some twenty-five or library are books and pictures of the class th1tt you deem
my whole nature. And now, wherein consists my thirty different papers, caused me to make many a immoral. That we hav in our library and in our private
crime 1 I deny that I hav committed any crime. I bitter and implacable enemy, some of whom swore office pictures of men, women, and children in undress unideny that the matter I hav mailed is, taken as a years ago to destroy my work if I was destroyed form. That we hav art journals and illustrated medical and
whole, obscene.
with it. They may destroy me, but the work will surgical books in which the anatomy of the human form can
You will many of you remember that some years last. The seed is sown, the harvest is being be seen naked by the naked eye. That we hav copies of
ago I wrote a series of articles for THE TRUTH SEEKER gathered, and year by year the crops will increase in books that you, in your insane, asinine anxiety to get holt! of,
declare to be" immoral," even as is a crowcl of schoolboys in
on " Sexual Intemperance" -articles so radical, sex- extent and value.
ually, as to be objectionable to many of the readers
In my sixtieth year I :find myself in jail. On swimming or dancing in the ssnd along shore.
Also, that if you enter our house, library, sanctum, private
of the paper, and to be finally stopped as dangerous Thursday last, April 28th, about 11 A.M., three men
to its well-being.· These articles received the warm- came in while I was writing an article on "Charity." office, or place of business to steal, take therefrom, or C011llsest approbation from S. P. Andrews, Elizur W.right, I at once divined their object, and was not at all sur- cate our private property until the law has declared such
articles by their name to be prejudicial to public morality,
Theron C. Leland, and hosts of other radical re- prised when they said that they had come on official and
ordered their destruction, we will break your head
formers. They grew out of reading the Alphct, and business, involving the mailing of unmailable matter. in case we hav no revolver handy, and throw your dead body
becoming convinced that the methods therein advo-_
After a short talk I was informed that in fifteen
the street.
cated was the best known way of settling the vexed minutes I must go to Lynchburg with them. I bad into
Our residence is R.t 18 West Sixty-first street, and onr priquestion of the relation of the sexes as regards the not anticipated so sudden an arrest, but sent one of vate office is at No. 234 Broadway. Ask the janitor for
propagativ act and its consequences. These articles them to the woolen mill for Mr. Slenker, and one to particulars. We make the proposition in good faith, that we
I continued for years in the Alpha, and won much Rev. Dr. Bullard's and to Mr. Smith for credentials may determin whether a citizen has the right to enjoy his
commendation from its editor 8ild readers. But, as to my character as a citizen; then, throwing a few own, duly acquired by purchase or production. 'Ne ttdmit
alas ! I read the poems of the "good, gray poet," things in a hand-bag, I was off, not saying good-bye that you can lay a complaint against a person; that you may
and quoted from his "Leaves of Grass," and commit- to any one for fear of breaking down.
cause his arrest, but we deny your right to act as sheriff,
ted several like indiscretions, and was :finally shut out
I do not know how they all take it at home. It judge, jury, and executioner, no matter whose agent you arc.
from its chaste columns.
came on them like a thunder-clap-though my hus- Therefore, if you enter our premises to destroy property that
In the mean time, "Diana" was published, and band and son know something of what I was doing, docs not conform to your ideas of puritanism on a rampage,
sent me by Mrs. Burnz (the publisher, though it but nothing of the scope and extent of the work. we will defend our rights and our property even to your
came out :first minus the name of any publisher). At They had warned me over and over of danger, but death if to that we must go in such defense.
first I was not interested· in the book, though ac- something I could not resist impelled me onward.
Bet~een works of art and works of nastiness there is a
I saw the terrible need of work, and that only a wide difference. Educated in nastiness, you arc not able to
knowledging its tenor to be good. Finally Mrs.
Burnz wrote me urging a careful review of the book. daring few would do it. It needed a womal?', clean, judge as to art, but that is no reason why rolccent people
Then I commenced studying it in earnest, and you pure, and honest, who would take hold and d1g deep. should suffer. Ambitious to earn your salary and expenses,
who know me know I do nothing by halves. I got It needed one who could reach the heart and speak you serve Anthony Comstock admirably, even as a polecat
in correspondence with the author, and he sent me a to the innermost; one who, like the Abolitionists of serves itself well by poking its nose into eggs before they arc
package of the books to sell or giv away at discretion. slavery times, would throw herself into the cause, addled.
If the law under which you proceed permits thf) existence
I did not sell many, but distributed them among daring all and braving all for the good that was to
of ori"'inals as works of art, and declares copies to be works
medical men and women, and all others where I grow out of it.
I had a long, cold, rough ride to Central. We of na~iness, the law is an insult and should be repealed. If
thought they would be appreciated and :finally do
arrived three minutes of train time, and got to this Jaw be honest, then the children of der.cnt parents are to
good work.
I received by express, and also from the author (by Lynchburg between 7 and 8 P.M., and by dusk I was be classed as nasty because they are reproduction~. We
presume your parents to hav been decent people .. _By t.hc
hand) a lot of sexual experiences collected from· all behind the bars for the :first time in my life.
way, while you are doing so much in the !me of pvmg IllIt
was
not
pleasant
to
hear
the
key
turn
upon
me.
classes of people who would giv them. These were
for yon to mform the
in type-writing, and had been collected by Diana as I was half sick from nervous excitement and the long, formation ' would it be asking too much
public as to your father and your b rot h ers, 1·f yon h av any.?
The
room
was
large
and
decent,
but
no
cold
trip.
the ground-work of his book, and typed off in classes
Let us know how far back of you the water is clear and the
or sets, giving the for and against of various ideas :fire, so I had to go to bed to keep warm, but did
high.
.
advocated in the book. These "Leaflets," as they not sleep a wink all night. I never can eat or sleep purpose
In all you do to maintain the dignity of. law aml1:s agents,
are called, had in my eyes one serious objection. when I am distressed. I felt so alone. Not know- · all you do to purify the stream of time, we will gladly
The words used to denote the sexual organs and ing even yet how they take it at home. It must be m
·
·P Wh Y no·t
aid. But why don't you attack your supcnors
their functions were ones which I supposed were te1Tible for them. All my little annoyances are as make your raids upon the persons, property, homes, and
never used save by the vulgar. I was disgusted, nothing to the thought of involving those I love. rights of the rich? Why not go in~o the pal~ccs as well as
shocked, and amazed at the free use here made of them. The reporter of the Lynchburg News called to inter- into the hovels? Why let your foolish prC]llcliCc and ungovI protested, argued, and objected, only to be con- view me. I gave him a brief statement, but hav not ernable anger lead you only to surpris.e those who hav no
means of defense, yet who arc better, purer, braver, and far
verted and convinced at every point. That is, con- seen his report. I was promised a paper by several, more
worthy citizens than yourself, even were all you charge
vinced that in proper hands they are short, emphatic, but hav received none. I was not allowed even a them with more than true ?
clear, and not misunderstandable-that no others hav pencil and paper to write.
.
The legislature of New York needs to protect ~he people of
About nine in the morning I had a hearmg, or this state by depriving Anthony Comstock of his power for
ever been found to fill their place so comple~ely as
they had done. Little by little I commenced send- whatever they call it. As I looked around on the malicious mischief.
------~~.------ing out these leaflets to those who were really inter- room full of men and saw myself the object of the
Crank or Hypocrit ~
ested in the study of sex and Dianaism. I 1ost many gathering of magnates of the law, as well as of curiFrom Life.
friends by it--friends who were shocked by the osity hunters, I wondered if woman would ever be
Mr. Anthony Comstock ~an sec a nastier mcanin.g in an
words, as well as the subjects treated upon. But tried by her peers.
I was offered counsel, but I felt it was useless, as innocent work of art than any adult of our acqnamt~nce.
having been a student at the feet of nature all my
life, I became daily more and more interested in sex no one could understand the case as well as I did, so Whatever suggests the human form is, to this man, .a~ mdeI made a simple statement (after the public reading cent thing, a.nd had he held office in the days of. Plnd1as, he
as the origin of all organized existences.
I received letters on sexual matters from all parts of some of the captured letters and leaflets). I e~- would hav delighted in "suppressing" the fnczes of the
of the country, and from England and Canada, nearly plained why they were circulated, and why plam Parthenon. What a magnificent contempt he must hav for
tjfc lice!}tious [>rute who created the ycnus of Milo!
~ll ~o~ru:)lendin~ thl;l WQrk I W&s qoing1 bqt lol .fl;lW wQrds were u~eq. J ~>aiq 1; had bee:p. ~fo~meq that
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waiting for Jeraey Justice to pull the bandage from
her eyes, and recognize his right to know when he
would be wanted to answer the charge of having defended the almighty from the slanders of his friends.
Wednesday morning the Editor found this note upon
his desk:
"Cutler and the judge set the case down for a week from
Monday-Monday, May 16th.
"C. B. R."
At what hour of the day or night this decision was
arrived at we do not know. Enough that it came at
last, for at one time it was thought that Mr. Reynolds would hav to permanently settle in Morristown
to find out. The district-attorney is a genial young
gentleman, but he seems to be a very busy man.
Mr. Reynolds lectured in Philadelphia last Sunday, the 8th, and will no doubt be happy to visit
other places between then and the 16th, for he must
linger in this vicinity till that time, if no longer.
Mr. L. K. Washburn will replace Mr. Reynolds at
Philadelphia on the 15th inst., and would also be
glad of other engagements in this section of the
country. If Mr. Reynolds is tried on the 16th, THE
TRUTH SEEKER will contain a full report of the pro
ceedings. But we suspect that the authorities of
Morris county are not over-anxious to employ further
the legal machinery of their inquisition.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Bingle subscription ............................................. . $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 5 00
Two new subscribers ..........................................• 0 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... . 0 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 7 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 50
What Is Freethou:ht ~
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
" Freethought, as we understand it," we once
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
wrote, " stands for absolute freedom of thought,
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
of speech, of publication, upon any and every subject
with one remittance.
on earth."
This sentence is the text for a three-and-a-halfThe Weary Way of the Blasphemer.
page criticism by John W. Truesdell, in the FreeThe Morristown court opened at 11 o'clock Tues- thinkers' Magazine for May. Mr. Truesdell calls
day morning, the third instant, and C. B. Reynolds the statement "radical and absrird," and defines the
occupied a front seat therein. He was accompanied kind of a Freethinker he is as follows :
by his bondsman, Edwin Worman, of Boonton; John
"But the more conservativ Freethinkers are those who beMaxfield, of the same place; L. K. Washburn, and the lieve that Freethought stands for the absolute right of all to
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The civil branch of think what they please upon any and all subjects, also the
the court had the first innings, and it was not until right to speak and publish, in a proper manner, all thoughts,
a grand jury had been impaneled, and the civil calen- provided they do not too severely trespass upon the rights of
dar called, that the judge who presides in criminal others."
He further says :
cases took the middle seat on the bench. Then two
"The absurd notion that a man who proclaim!! himself a
or three men were naturalized, a young lawyer made
Freethinker has either the moral·or legal right to speak his
a motion, and the court adjourned without referring thoughts upon any and every subject on earth will not stand
to Mr. Reynolds.
a moment's analysis. To concede the right to publicly adAt the noon recess District-Attorney Cutler was vocate crime would practically annul all legal and moral
interviewed. He said he would be busy all the week barriers against crime. . . . . It is this unbridled and
with the grand jury, had some other cases to try the almost criminal interpretation of the rights of Freethinkers
next week, and was not very certain when he would which encouraged the Chicago Anarchists."
Mr. Truesdell evidently entertains the opinion that
move Mr. Reynolds's triaL At this Mr. Reynolds
modestly suggested that the case be dismissed, which Freethinkers hav, or think they hav, rights peculiar
the judge would probably do if asked by the district- to themselvs. But so acute a philosopher as the
attorney. The idea was not favorably entertained by banker of Syracuse will probably see, now that it is
the district-attorney. He should, he- said, try the pointed out to him, that Freethinkers hav no more
case this term, and the court would probably adjourn and no fewer. natural rights than Protestants or
in two weeks. He would see the judge, and hav the Roman Catholics. We all start even in natural
day set; so at 2 P.M. Mr. Reynolds and his friends rights.
Mr. Truesdell's definition of a Freethinker's right
wandered wearily back to the court room, hoping
is
a funny one, and would land him in jail if the
that the dis,trict-attorney would keep his word and
Christi!ms
incorporated it into statute law. His own
interview the judge in time for them to take the
limitation of his rights is precisely the same as the
afternoon train back to New York.
His honor came in and ascended the bench, the English Christians endeavored to formulate into a
Like Mr. Truesdell, the
district-attorney looked at him a moment, spoke to a law against blasphemy.
lawyer, and then gathered up his papers and made English Christians guaranteed the right of all to think
for the grand jury room. Mr. Reynolds and friends as they please, also the right to speak and publish,
squirmed on the hard seats of the court room, and
"Provided that any person who, with the intention of
thought bad thoughts. The Court took up the cal- wounding the religious feelings of any person or persons,
endar, called it over again, an~ at last found a ease shall in any public place utter any word or make any
gesture, or exhibit any object within the hearing or sight of
in which the lawyers were ready for trial. Mr. Rey- any person or persons whose religious feelings are likely to
nolds kept his eyes on the door of the grand jury be thereby wounded, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor ; and
room, through which Mr. Cutler had disappeared, and on being convicted thereof, shall be liable to a fine or imhis friends kept vigilant watch of the clock. The prisonment, or both as the court may award, such imprisonsheriff was ordered to impanel a jury, and twelve ment not to exceed the term of one year."
This bill is exactly paralleled in Mr. Truesdell's
men of the vicinage responded to the lottery, took
their seats, kissed the Bible, s'helpmegod, and the statement that Freethinkers hav the right only to
attorney for the plaintiff addressed them. Mr. Rey- "spealc in a proper manner," and provided, morenolds and his friends never relaxed their watchfulness, over, that "they do not too severely trespass upon
and the door of the grand jury room and the clock the rights of others." The English bill was opposed
were indented by the looks directed at them. The by every Infidel in the country, because, said the
case was one of assault and battery, where one rail- Freethinker, this clause "puts nearly ever proparoad engineer had pou~ded another railroad engineer gandist agency of the Freethought party at a disadbecause the latter had been guilty of ministerial con- vantage. Every handbill, every placard, every conduct with the former's wife. The plaintiff swore tents-sheet, every journal or paper displayed for sale,
that he had been well thrashed, a doctor corro bo- every open-air lecture, and every strong sentence at
rated him, and the clock traveled on toward train a free leeture, would render the actor or speaker
time, but still no district-attorney emerged from the liable to a year's imprisonment for .wounding theregrand jury room. Mr. Reynolds's friends tiptoed ligious feelings of Christians." In other words,
their way out of court, for THE TRUTH SEEKER had to when the Freethinkers did not speak in a proper
go to press, and walked rapidly to the depot. Mr. manner, they could be put in jail. We can never
Reynolds and his bondsman kept their fidgety seats, agree with the author of that bill, nor with his cis-.
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Atlantic supporter, for we hold that everyone has the
natural right to speak as he or she pleases, but not to
trespass at all upon the rights of others. It is an
undisputed fact of history that the Christian religion
is responsible for unnumbered murders, for bloody
wars, for cruel persecutions, for every offense in the
calendar of crime, but we would fight for the right
of a man to be a Christian as soon as for the right of
Mr. Truesdell to be a conservativ Freethinker and to
think, and· say, and publish that the limit of utterance
is reached when a person speaks in an improper manner-that is to say, in a manner disagreeable to Mr.
Truesdell. But when a Christian begins his career of
deviltry, then we would sit down on him, and sit
down hard; just the same as upon any one who trespasses upon another's rights.
Who shall say what is a "proper manner,, arid
who shall decide when the trespass is " too severe!"
Our critic says that "to concede the right to publicly advocate crime would practically annul all legal
and moral barriers against crime." Treason, we
presume Mr. Truesdell will concede, is a crime. Yet
our Constitution guarantees the right to advocate
treason if one chooses, and so far we hav not heard
that the legal and moral barriers against treason are
:flat upon the ground. Blasphemy is a crime in most
states, yet Mr. Truesdell would no doubt agree with
Mr. Reynolds that he has the right to speak contumeliously of the Bible. Fishing on Sunday is a
crime, but we do not believe that Mr. Truesdell
would care to shut us up in jail for advising a friend
to cast a line on the Lord's day-not even if we
pointed out a good fishing-ground. We could name
hundreds of acts which are and hav been crimes, but
which every one advocates· now. They were not
crimes naturally, but only made so by statute, and
who cares for those laws now 1
Real crimes are the invasions of others' natural
rights to their life, their liberty, or their property.
We fail to see how freedom of thought, of speech, of
publication, trespasses these.

Mrs. Slenker's Arrest.
Probably no Infidel writer in the country is more
widely known than Elmina Drake Slenker, of Snow·
ville, Va. The knowledge that- she is now lying in
.jail, accused of mailing obscenity, will shock thousands, and the first question asked is, What has she
done 1 So far as an answer to this may be printed it is
told, or rather hinted at, by Mrs. Slenker in her own
defense in another column of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Before judgment is pronounced in her case, the
good character of the defendant must be considered.
Mrs. Slenker is now a woman nearly sixty years of
age, an honest, earnest, whole-souled person who
would not willingly injure anyone in the world. We
hav had dealings with her for years, and never knew
a more honest person. In all that she has done-in
her writings as in her business dealings-honesty,
simplicity, and straightforwardness hav been her
marked characteristics. In whatever she became interested she spared no trouble, and, we are afraid, no
words, to get to the bottom of it. On some subjects
she is an extremist, if not a fanatic. Bearing this in
mind, her conduct is better understood.
· Some years ago, as Mrs. Slenker herself explains,
she took up the study of heredity and the relations
of tho sexes. She, with a number of others, some of
them living in New York and Brooklyn, entered with
great zeal upon the chase after facts to support their
theories. Some, however, tempered their zeal with
much discretion, but Mrs. Slenker was not of that
number. Her earnest nature did not permit concealment in anything. And, while we find it impossible
to get at the bottom facts in the case, we are convinced that she has gone to intolerable lengths in her
correspondence, and in circulating the " data " furnished by the anonymous author of the pamphlet
" Diana." The publisher of this book denied to us
any knowledge of these " data," but thought that if
they did exist it would be extremely injudicious to
circulate them. Other people who might be supposed to know something of the matter profess profound ignorance, and the precise words of the "data "
we can only conjecture, and our conjecture (founded
upon evidence that we cannot print) is that in both
the data and her correspondence Mrs. Slenker has
circulated that which we can in no wise defend, even
when clothed with the title of "scientific research."
Of course, the discussion of heredity and kindred
subjects need not and should not be confined to doc-
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tors and Latin scholars, for in that case scarcely an
practical goo~ would _result, but it is not necessar;
t? be vulgar m anyt?I_ng. The English language is
nch enough and :fleXIble enough to corivey all shades
of meaning without borrowing from the vocabulary
of -the abandoned class.
There is but little doubt that Mrs. Slenker will be
convicted on May 31st, at the Abingdon term of
court. She herself feels this. For years the agents
of Comstock hav been decoying her, and she has
been led to write and mail scores of letters and documents, almost any one of which would be sufficient
for Comstock's purposes. One of her friends writes
us that he is afraid to mail one of the letters she
wr~t.e, now in his possession. Yet in writing and
mailmg ~hese, the thought ·of being obscene, we
fully beheve, never entered her mind. The matter
was c?llected in the way of study of the subject of
heredity, and sent for a serious purpose to those
';hom she believed to be fellow-students in her pecuharly chosen field. · To the scientist and earnest
investigator, she holds, all subjects are pure. Of her
good intentions and personal p~rity there can be no
doubt. But Judge Benedict ruled in Mr. Bennett's
case that the intent of the book did not affect its
character under the postal statutes, and it is more
than probable that the same ruling will be made in
this case. Su~h ruling works rank injustice, and the
law of Dakota upon blasphemy might well be incor- porated in the rulings of judges who are trying violators of the postal statute. When it appears beyond
reasonable doubt that words are used in the course
· of serious discussion, and with intent to make known
or recommend opinions entertained by the accused,
they should be held to be free of taint, as they are
held by the Dakota statute to be not blasphemous,
t~ough amenable to that charge when recklessly and
frivolously employed. If ever any one was serious in
her work, we believe Mrs. Slenker is; and though her
earnestness cannot free her from responsibility to
morality and the law, it should affect our judgment
of her acts. · And, too, medical men assure us that
people may _he perfec~ly sane on all but one subject,
but be vergmg upon msanity regarding that one.
Whether or not Mrs. Sienker has done anything
worthy of legal punishment, it is an unconstitutional
stretch of authority to place her before a United
States court, miles from her home, where she 'is unknown, and where her previous unblamable life cannot
be made to weigh in the deliberations of a jury.
Mrs. Slenker's ·home is in Snowville, it was there
she committed the offense, and it is there, or at the
county seat, she should be tried. If she has sowed
obscenity b~oadcast, the laws of Virginia are ample
to protect Its people. The United States hav no
business punishing the citizens of a sovereign state
for any crime but those named in the Constitution
and over which the Constitution givs them jurisdic:
tion.
And what shall be said of the dirty agents. employed for years in . ensnaring an aged womaninducing her, by pretending to be students of her
special hobby, to write such words as should place
her in their power ! What shall be said of the society that employs these foul creatures ? What of the
Christians who support this society and urge the
prosecution of the miserable work? Their actions
sink them beneath the notice of clean and honorable
people, and they are best left to fester in their own
corruption. No words can express the contempt in
which every decent man must hold them.

The Mayor Woul_d Remodel the Sunday Laws.
Because of his enforcement of the Sunday laws
Mayor Hewitt has been accused of being a Puritan,
and the charge made him angry when a World reporter called at his office last week. He said :
"I hav already stated my views explicitly on that subject
and I hav asked the legislature to change the laws so tha~
beer may be sold in respectable places where music is performed while customers drink their beer. I see no harm in
that. I hav also explicitly expressed my approbation of a
law to permit the sale-of beer and light wines on Sundays
under proper restrictions, but the legislature has seen fit to
do nothing. I cannot make new laws. I must enforce the
laws now on the statute books. We began with the dives first,
now we hav got around to the respectable hotels. The law
makes no distinctions between individuals or places. It op.
crates against the rich and poor alike. But now that we hav
stirred up the influential proprietors of hotels, I suppose
they will bring some influence to bear to get the legislature to
change the law. Until that is done I propose to see that the
laws, as they exist, are enforced as far as possible. I do not
believe that the police mm ~Jpforp~J the law fully. It would

require a policeman at every store to do that. I believe that
the best way to get an obnoxious law repealed is to enforce
it strictly."
The Germans of the city hav formed a league for
the repeal of the Sunday laws; the New York Herald
has begun a crusade against the laws, and the landlords of the large and fashionable hotels hav also
organized. Now that the mayor and excise commissioners are favorably disposed toward a new law that
can be enforced, it looks as though the churchmen
would hav to take a back seat, and allow the people
a little personal liberty on Sunday.
Th~re is no more harm in selling cabbages and
clothmg on Sunday than there is in selling them on
M_onday. And whenpeople will hav their beer they
might as well huv music with it, for with their attenti~n occupied by more or less sweet sounds, they will
drmk fewer glasses than when beer is the sole object
of consideration.

The Residence of Christ.
We hav always had. some doubts as to where
Christ could be found. These doubts are dispelled.
The last, lingering shadow has departed. It has vanished before the rays of positiv knowledge. The Rev.
~- L. Cuyler has allowed the electric light of his
mtellect to shine on this question, and "the mists
bav rolled away." It is strange that no one made
the discovery before. This learned divine informs
us tha~ " Jesus Christ as veritably resides in your
heart, if you are a true disciple, as you reside in your
own house." What a multitudinous residence Jesus
occupies! His is a "house of many mansions." But
think of the "heart" of the ordinary Christian disciple for a residence !
.
It strikes us that the rent of such a tenement cannot be very high. It is not a very roomy structure
generally ; a sort of one-story affair, without a mansard roof. This residence is usually low in the walls
and poorly lighted. The cloud of Christianity ob·
scures the sun of reason. Whenever there is a revival a great many of these tenements are occupied,
but as soon as the revival is over there is a sign in
most of them which reads, ''To let."
Christ seems to move a great deal. We do not
~onder: The average Christian heart is not a pala~Ial residence. But think of anyone seriously writmg such nonsense as this clergyman has written. It
seems almost impossible to be Christian and sensible
at the same time. There is somewhat in Christianity
that eclipses reason and common sense. The words
of the Rev. T. L. Cuyler, which we hav quoted, come
about as near being idiotic as it is possible for words
to be. Can men and women who read such language
hav any respect for the man who uses it? Is th'ere
nothing for Liberals to do when the Christian pulpit
teaches that Jesus Christ livs in a human heart as a
man resides in a house ? Can superstition go any
farther?

Virginia Jails.
Civilization seems to move backward in southwestern Virginia, or else its wave has not· reached the
jails of that section. By letters received in New
York from Mrs. Slenker, the condition of one of
those institutions is learned. Her first night she describes as passed under a scanty blanket, shared by
an idiotic, insane pauper woman. There were no
fires in the building outside the jailer's room, and the
prisoners lay abed most of the day to keep warm.
Every prisoner had rats for bed-fellows-the big fat
' '
ferocious rats that :flourish in the fetid atmosphere
of jails. While Mrs. Blenker was penning one brief
note, eight huge rats scrambled over the :floor, and
some of them attempted to crawl upon her clothes.
In the next room to her an insane person was confined, a man, who unintermittingly prayed &nd yelled
and stamped and swore.
Such is the place where the Christian society, presided over by Baptist Samuel Colgate, and patronized
by the religious wealth of New York, has put Mrs.
Slenker, a woman used to a clean home and air and
sunlight ! Yet the United States commissioner was
humane in selecting this jail, for it has, says the
LJnchburg News," comforts superior to those of any
other in southwest Virginia!" What tlre lives of
prisoners in the others are it must beggar the imagination to conceive.
It is a relief to know, however, that the authorities
possess human hearts. The jailer at Wytheville is
''good and kind," writes Mrs. Slenker, " and little
kindly acts from one prisoner to another are gleams
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of sunshine that brighten even a prison." The food
offered her is good, plentiful, and varied but not
what she is accustomed to eat, and she gr~a.tly feels
the change.
We hope in the next issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
be able to announce Mrs. Slenker's liberation upon
bail. To think of an aged person-a woman of cult~re-confined in such a place is horrible. Ra.ts,
~nsane people, and vermin are not enjoyable companwns, though one is sustained, as is Mrs. Slenker, by
the conviction that she has done no wrong but
worke? only for hu~anity's good. And though we
may differ from her m her estimate of her work, we
?annat help. shuddering at the fearful consequences
It has entalled. Her husband has communicated
with the United States marshal at Newburn, and as
soon as the necessary formality of executing a bail
bond can be gone through with, Mrs. Slenker will be
free until the trial.

Woman's Work and Woman's Pay.
It is but justice to pay a woman for the work she
does, and if a woman takes a man's place and performs the work of a man, she should receive the same
pa! that the m~n ~eceives. The way to carry out
this me~sur_e of JUBhce is. for everyone who accepts it
to practlC~ It. I~ we beheve a thing is right or just,
let us do It. It IS not necessary to wait for a law to
be passed, or for compulsory legislation on the subject, before we begin. Men are always ahead of nations, and justice is always seen before it is sought
through a statute. It is unquestionably true that
hundreds and thousands of men, and some women
hav in their employ to-day women and girls to who~
they are paying less money than they are giving men
for performing the same labor, and these employers
continue such injustice only because they are not
com~elled by _the law of the land to do what is right
and JUSt. It IS a shame that this is true, and it is
mo~eover a shame t~at i_ndividuals will not act up to
their own sense of JUShce. Public opinion is made
by private conviction, and general reforms are
?ro~~ht ab~ut by individual acts. It is the duty of
md!Vlduals m matters of this kind to be guided by
their highest convictions. Let all those who favor
paying women as much as men for doing the same
labor start the reform, and others will then be forced
to follow where they are not just and honorable
enough to lead.
------~~------

WE call attention to Brick Pomeroy's challenge to Anthony
Comstock, published in another column. Mr. Pomeroy is an
admirer of art, and he desires to know once for all whether
h? is to be permitted to enjoy his gailery in peade, resting
h1s eyes upon the beautiful when so inclined, or whether he
will hav to invoke the aid of the courts to protect his property. We do not for a moment imagin that the soapboiler's
agent will pick up the glove, for Mr. Pomeroy has lived in
the West for many years, and has brought with him to effete
New York many of the wild Western ways, among which is
the habit of doing as he pleases with what he pays for. We
really wish that Comstock would try to seize his pictures.
Tms mixture of religion and tobacco smoke appeared in
the Evening Telegram on the day.of the ascension to heaven
of Peter Smith, a murderer hanged in this city on the 5th
instant. It is descriptiv of the ceremonies previous to the
execution :
"Deep from the heart of this noble priest prayers kept weniling
their way up to the throne of grace. Frequently the voice of
Smith blended with that of his spiritual adviser as he joined him in
asking for met·cy of God on the sins of his past life. When not
listening to the consolations that the prayer-book and ritual of t.he
Catholic church afforded hun, Smith pac .d -Up and down tho corridor with the death-watch, smoking segars furnished by these
kind-hearted deputy sheriffs. The smoke from their Havanas
united with his and formed, as it were, an incense that warted the
religions words that he not infreqnently uttered into the great
beyond."

We trust the prayers and tobacco smoke were acceptable
to the Lord.
TnE Supreme Court of Massachusetts agrees with Mayor
Hewitt of this city that the Jews can hav no special mercantile privileges on Sunday. A decision by the full court has
just been rendered in the case of the Commonwealth against
Starr. The defendant was a Hebrew, and contended that he
kept his shop open on Sunday for the purpose of selling meat
to the Hebrews. The opinion, which is by Chief-Justice
Morton, says :
"The Superior Court correctly held that the fact that he was a
Hebrew, who conscientiously believed that the seventh day of the
week ought to be observed as the Sabbath, and that he actually
refrained from secular business on that day, was immaterial. The
Superior Court also correctly held that it was not competent for
the ddendant to prove that he kept open his shop for the sole purpose of selling mAat to Hebrews, and that this was a work of necessity or chaJ·ity. The statute prohibits keeping open shop for any
purpose of business, and the exceptions of 'works of necessity a:J.d
charity' do not apply."

There are bills now before the Massachusetts legislatt:r'
revising the Sunday laws. The best thing for the Jews to
do is to help along their passage.
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l,tlttrs Jrom Jlritnds.
·PAROWAN, UTAH, May 1, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been a lone subscriber in this place for
a long time, but I am glad to be able now to send you a few
names-four new ones and my own-five, as you will see.
Inclosed please find $10, for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER
. as per names on blank.
GEo. S. HALTERMAN.
PARKERBBURY, On., March 31, 1887.
MR. EDiToR: You can send THE TRUTH SEEKER right
along, at least until the money givs out, and then I will try
to forward a few dollars more, for old friends are not so
easily parted. In fact, the thorough manner in which THE
TRUTH SEEKim treats all subjects makes it rather dear to me.
I can't very well do without it. Send her along, pictures and
all.
D. J. LowE.
LoNGMONT, CoL., April 19, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed· please find $5 for two years' sub. scription. Sometimes I am a little slow, being hard up, but
I am with you always so long as you stick to the true principles of Liberalism, as you hav done so far.
I think THE TRUTH SEEKER is improving a little all the
time. The cartoons are a feature that pleases all at our
home.
Yours truly,
M. H. CoFFIN.
BuFFALo, N. Y., April 28, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: I do not know when I saw an article in THE
'.fnUTH SEEKER, or anywhere else, that pleased me as well as
Debby's or Amos Townsend's. It is the best expose of the
conditions of the Protestant churches that I hav seen. I
hope Debby will continue her good work and giv us the second part and the third and fourth also. It is true, and as
well done as true. I hope, Mr. Editor, you will encourage
her to continue her good work.
JOHN DoWNES.
OwEN, 0., April18, 287.
Mn. EDITOR: Christians frequently charge us with insincerity. They tell us we preach Infidelity but do not believe
it. Now, I want to say to these Christians in all sincerity
that if I believed, as they do, that there is a place of eternal
torment, and that the great majority of the human family
are thrust into it, I would no more become father to a child
than cut my throat. Yes, if it were possible I would commit suicide a thousand times before I would be guilty of so
monstrous an act.
I want every Christian minister that has a particle of sincerity to preach and press this point from the pulpit. I want
every professor of religion that has a spark of honesty to
practice it during life, and thus cease to assist the Infidel and
Christian world in populating hell.
FRANK EVERLY.
RocKFORD, ILL., April 24, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: In the Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, article Paine, Thomas, last paragraph, I read: " This
unhappy unbeliever died in contempt and misery. His disgusting vices, his intemperance and profligacy, made him an
outcast from all respectable society. He is repre~ented as
irritable, vain, cowardly, filthy, envious, malignant, dishonest, and drunken. In the distress of his last sickness he frequently called out, 'Lord Jesus, help me!' Dr. Mauly
asked him whether, from his calling so often upon the savior,
it was to be inferred that he believed the gospel. He replied
at last, 'I hav no wish to believe on the subject.'"
There is a close resemblance between this extract and the
one Mr. Kelso quotes, and they may hav had a common paVery respectfully,
G. W. BnowN, M.D.
ternity.
SAN DIEGo, CAL., April14, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : You will please change the address of my
paper from Fort Worth, Texas, to this place, San Diego,
Cal., as I bav decided to make this city my future home, as
it is more congenial to the tastes of a Freethinker than Texas.
Here we hav no fanatical Sunday laws, nor threats of Prohibition. Southern California is having a most wonderful
boom at this time. This city, for instance, eighteen months
ago contained only twenty-five hundred population, and at
this time she has twelve thousand. The climate at this
place is conceded by all to be the most desirable in the world
-a more even temperature than that of Italy.
By all means continue the publication of the pictures. I
find they hav the same effect on one of the "faithful" that a
red rag does on a Mexican bull. Whom the gods would. de·F. W. BRADLEY.
stroy, etc.
SILVER CITY, lA., April17, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5.25, and a list of able
and Liberally inclined people. Please giv credit on my subscription as far as the amount will reach and send TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1887.
Please be kind enough to grant space in a conspicuous place,
as I want to say through the columns of your paper, on the
bounties of which I hav been feasting for one year without
paying for same, that I am, nevertheless, neither stingy nor
dishonest, and don't wish to be counted one of the ''vicarious
atonement Liberals," nor one of the "set of delinquents who
are so blind that they do not see that they are frauds." But
I am compelled to be a not very rich music-teacher, with a
small income and a large family, and through different causes
I am frequently deprived of the privilege of paying subscriptions in advance. Knowing well when I ought to pay, I am
struggling hard to keep my name off THE TRUTH SEEKER's
private charity list. Through the selfish and sneakish
machinations of the antagonists of Freethought, I frequently
hav to sustain heavy losses, and for the enjoyment of reading
and advocating Liberal papers I hav always been compelled
to sacrifice much of the comfort which some of our more
~enerol~S fri\)nqs, who perhaps hav money enou!)h to fe~l bi~

about it, can enjoy. Within the last few years I hav been
compelled to stop all my papers (mostly Liberal), and would
undoubtedly be compelled to stop the last on~, which I love
the most, if our fair-minded successors of the noble D. M.
Bennett were of the same starch as are a few of our would-be
Liberal readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I want to assure
you, Mr. Editor, that no Liberal can more heartily appreciate
the generosity of the true friends and supporters of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, nor more deeply regret that there are so
many who are (unwillingly, I trust) indebted to you, than I,
and I wish to be counted as one of the true friends of your
paper, who, at least, is willing to lend a helping hand in the
construction of the temple of humanity, even with the risk
of being associated with the less fortunate set of delinquents,
or what is still worse, with the risk of disgusting a few of
the more fortunate, "sensible, and honorable" readers of
your paper.
J. G. KuHN.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., April 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I saw by THE TRUTH SEEKER that C. B.
Reynolds has been here. I felt as though I coulrl fly to meet
him, as he is just the man of all others we need to organize a
Liberal society. If he cannot come, please send some one
else, and I will entertain them while so doing. I hav been
praying, hoping, and working for this end some time, that
we may hav a good Liberal organization. I believe we
could hav five thousand members in a short time.
I will say a word in regard to a poor or rich man's party.
Some appear to think we can hav a poor man's party. My
judgment is that we cannot afford to drift into any such
thing. My reasons are these. I ha.v among my subscribers
men that are worth $100,000, and should we drift into it, it
would be our downfall-and so it should be, as a Liberal
party must be for the whole people. The poor man is not
more honest than the rich. I hav a man working for me as
poor and superstitious as can be. These are the men to
blame for the state of our country to-day. Another word
and I hav done. I heard a large capitalist say he attended
the Episcopal church but did not believe the dogmas there
taught. The well-to-do would be ready at any time, if we
will organize and get strong, to join us, as we must under
our able leaders and the truths they teach.
CHARLES SAOH.
CmoA.Go, April 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send $8 for my paper. I am a
genuin Freethinker, and am sorry I am not a good writer so
that when Ingersoll makes mistakes I ·could correct him.
That " Lay Sermon" of his is open to criticism. I am well
along in years as well as himself. I know something about
those country villages where they were honest and happy. I
was in one of the blacksmith shops he tells about where he
stood on the forge and saw the sparks go up until 9 o'clock
at night. That was good for the boys who had nothing to
do. but not very good for me to hav to stay there until that
time of night and pull on the old handle of the bellows.
When I go into a shop now and see them pull a little slide to
turn on the wind, I think it is good times. I know the honest, happy cobblers. One of them married a girl, and when
she was about to be confined, he ran away and was never
heard from. The other got in debt and skipped out. Among
other debts was one which he owed a young lady for a
bushel of hazelnuts she had picked. He was to pay her fifty
cents for them. Then comes the doctor. It was thought
that he poisoned his wife's pet dog, and his wife also, but it
could not be proved against him. Finally he took poison
himself and said, "This is what killed the dog and my wife."
Happy, good, old times when I was a boy I The only thing
I can do is to read such things and cuss and let it go.
THOS. GALPIN.
Mr. Lemieux's bill now before the Quebec legislature provides
that in courts of justice a crucifix shall be placed in a conspicuous
place opposit the witnesses' stand during examination, and such
crucifix to be of the size determined by the lieutenant-governor
in council. Before a witness is allowed to swear and giv his testimony, he shall be called upon to lift his right hand in front of the
crucifix, and to place his left hand on the Book
the Evangelists,
and to swear 'before the crucifix and upon the holy evangelists to
tell the truth and the wh(}!e truth in the cause in which he is to be
heard as a witness. Every sheriff shall place or cause to be placed
a crucifix in the manner above indicated in each and every of the
court-houses within the limits of his district, under a penalty of
fifty dollars for each day in which he neglects to do so.

of

INNERKIP, ONT., April18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Science tells us that the cave dwellers hav
passed away, but such is not the case. One of them belonging to the Quebec legislature has introduced a bill for a new
form of oath, as you will see by the above clipping. If
Quebec passes that bill it will then be on a level with Connecticut and New Jersey. What a pity that men can be so
blinded with superstition! Just think of men in the nineteenth century carrying all sorts of trash in theii: pockets for
luck, and to ward off disease, such as carrying chestnuts for
rheumatism. Mr. Peck need not go back to the time of
Christ to find a man carrying a black eat's tooth.
Even some of our banks hav a horseshoe hanging above
the teller's desk, and on Sunday men will get down on their
knees, "like spaniels in the dust," and ask God to forgiv
them for the very actions that God prompted them to do.
0 poor, deluded men! don't talk about intelligence, but
go back to your caves and your diet of roots and grass.
Yours for a Godless world,
R. M. CowiNG.
NEw YoRK, May 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Your suggestion of the 30th ult. to the laborers of nominating Col. R. G. Ingersoll to the presidency is
what I always had in my mind, as he would undoubtedly
make the strongest candidate in the field.
Should he accept the nomination, the working people will
hav to disown their political absurdity, also turn a deaf ear
to the !)41¥94 ~nq ~ewspapers i t() tl!\l ;orrp.er especiallr, as

it will be obstreperous in its denunciation against the
great champion of humanity.
Workingmen! reconsider your situation! You are named
freemen, because you are in a free country. On what essential ground do you claim your freedom?
You are nothing more nor less than slaves to the church.
Who is the church?
Tramps who· are slothful to work are seeking to take
from you the right of mankind and to deprive you of your
liberty. The church is pressing on you what she terms to be
"legal holydays," and will teach you to vote against the man
who exposes their frauds, although he is broad in humanity
and is working more for your interest than all the churches
combined.
Look back! In the last mayoralty campaign you nominated Mr. Henry George, a man with broad principles. The
church, or at least her Tammany agents, hav discovered that
his works or his doctrins are against the disciplin of the
church.
The only fault I could find with Mr. George is that he is
trying to convince you that his doctrins are not against the
church, as he has no reason for fearing her.
But t.he great Robert G. is the man for you, fearless in his
denunciations, and under no obligation to the church or
"any other party." ·
It is in your power to decide whether you are. born to be
slaves, and whether the church has a right to interfere and
mingle in politics. It· is true that I am a mediocre, but hav
sense enough to comprehend that God did not select a Catholic preacher or the mayor of New York as his agent.
I cannot allow a human being like myself to be my superior on account of the ~alary I pay to him.
B. M. Gor.nowsKY.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., May 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am aware you are not very credulous or
apt to be excited at wonders, therefore I will briefly giv a
statement just as it was given to me by Deacon Dale. The
deacon said he had retired to bed, and had fallen into a quiet
and pleasant snooze, when he was awakened by a strong,
stifling smell of burning sulphur, which almost suffocated
him, but he was still more astonished when he beheld the
figure of a man sitting on a chair a few feet 'from the bed.
The figure was one living coal of fire, brilliant and intensely
luminous. "You may be assured," says the deacon, "I
w.as struck with mute astonishment. We gazed at each
other in silence for some moments (they seemed hours),
and the figure was the first to speak, which it did in grating,
measured sounds, and with an emphasis like the jabbing of a
red-hot piece of iron, or a heated poker, into my side.
"' Behold in me the once arch enemy of the only word of
God, the holy Bible, Tom Paine ! Tom Paine, the misleader
of youths and the traducer of saints! I am now roasting in
hell for my misdeeds. Be warned in time. Burn that Infidel TRUTH SEEKER and my "Age of Reason," and escape the
torments of everlasting hell !'
"I heard no more, but instantly fell back in a swoon, from
which I did not recover until next morning, and found myself a little fatigued, but not much. The events of the last
night were too vivid to be overlooked, but I thought I had
an attack of the nightmare of the worst kind, and so endeavored to let it pass. But behold, when I aroused myself,
there indeed was the cushioned chair, and the adjoining
mahogany table, but the chair was burnt bottomless, and
the mahogany table-top was ruined, where Tom Paine's
elbow had rested I This took place two weeks since. It is
true I hav had offers from some dime-museum men for the
purchase of the furniture, but Talmage wants them for the
use of our Tabernacle."
I would simply add that if the deacon were a Spiritualist, I
should impute his hallucination to that peculiar range of research, but the deacon is too good a church-member to tolerate such heresy.
·
CALEB.
P.S.-1 might add that I did not see the ruined furniture,
as Talmage had them in keeping.
C.
N. S. HoME, VA., May 1, 287.
MR. EDITOR: I find in "Lives of lllustrious Shoemakers,"
by W. E. Winks, Funk & Wagnalls, publishers, an interesting "Anarchy case." Thomas Cooper, a newspaper reporter, had become interested in the Chartists, and was their
nominee. The times were severe ; there was a big strike and
some riots. Cooper was nominee for the Commons, and he
made an open-air speech at Hanley, 1842. "His subject
was the Sixth Commandment, 'Thou shalt do no murder,'
in which he spoke of the violation of this law by the conquerors and legislators, and by masters who oppressed the
hireling in his wages. The men were out on strike, and the
excitement produced by this and another address on the
following night was intense. He counseled perpetually,
'Peace, law, and order,' and bade the men hold out in their
strike until the People's Charter became the law of the land.
Riot and incendiarism broke out in a short time, for which
Cooper was in no way responsible, but had, on the other
hand, distinctly ende!J,vored to persuade them from. He was
taken prisoner on his return from Manchester, and, having
been tried for the crime of arson, was acquitted, having
pleaded his own case so eloquently that the judge was evidently affected, and the ladies present at the trial were even
moved to tears. Tried again at the 1:1pring assizes on the
charge of sedition, he cross-examined the witnesses f~om
Monday to Saturday at noon, and then proceeded to sum up
his defense in a speech which altogether (Sunday intervening) lasted ten hours. 'I do not think,' he remarks, 'I
ever spoke so powerfully in my life as during the last hour
of that defense. The peroration, the Stafford papers said,
would never be forgotten; and I remember as I sat down,
panting for breath and utterly exhausted, how Talfourd and
:)l)rslti~e a,.nq the ~ury ~~~t tra,.nsjixed, gazin~ at Ille ~ silenpe
1
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and the whole crowded place was breathless, as it seemed,
for a minute.' The case being removed by a writ of certiorari
to the court of Queen's Bench, was tried on the 5th of May,
1843. In his defense Thomas Cooper again delivered an eloquimt audress in a speech four and a half hours long, and was
again acquitted of a charge of felony. Judge Erskine's
notes of the trial had ' Mistaken ' written alongside the evidence on that part of the charge. But the eloquent Chartist
orator was convicted on the charge of sedition and conspiracy, and sent to Stafford jail for two years.''
Perhaps this is where the Chicago judges got their law.
What constitutes a conspiracy and sedition? Evidently in
the practice of certain courts it is to want justice done to the
unfortunately poor, and to say so to some one else, if there is
enough prejudice and pjgheadedness among the populace to
allow, such judgment to be carried out.
I do not know anything about the Chicago Anarchists, socalled, but no evidence has been given that they plotted the
bomb-throwing, and the judge ·admitted it. When such rulings as they were sentenced under are supported by the people, there is no protection to the expression of an opinion,
and a trial for any alleged felony or misdemeanor can be
turned into a persecution for saying anything whatever that
does not suit the convenience of the judges, and in such case
the actual anarchy is not on the part of the .accused, but belongs to the maladministrati0n and injuriousprudence of big
blockheads and blacklegs who invite Nihilism by their iniquity. It seems to be the sentiment of the pious press that
these men under illegal sentence for what they probably did
not do are to suffer for being Atheists, for the priest-bidden
editors seem to think that the American republic is a government by God, for God ; and the people 'are largely enough
goats to swallow such stuff. Everyone who believes in free
speech and a free press should, regardless of these men's personal p1erits or demerits, see that American principles are
not violated by their execution.
JoHN P. GuiLD.
LExiNGToN, KY., April 23, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Every moment that monopolism is permitted to deface the beauty of our institutions will make the
reaction, which is sure to follow, more terrible and destructiv; We boast of liberty, and so did old Rome when under
the tyranny of nobles and senate. We know what followed
when Cresar, with the spirit of the Gracchi burning in his
bosom, undertook to reform the government. The few
patriots who forget self are the living columns which support the great moral structures of the world. The masses
are in a comatose state, and will do fol" bricks and mortar.
When Alaric sacked :Rome, the heathen residents raised
armies and tried to defend themselvs, but the Christians fled
to the churches and temples to pray for help and deliverance.
We see, then, how they dilute our ~trength and impair the
greatness of the body politic.
The tendency of religion is to mislead the mind ; even now
the noble candor of Cicero is distasteful to the Christian,
who prefers a false ecstacy on the bosom of Jesus to the
truthful spirit of philosophy which encounters with the same
firm calmness the smiles and frowns of fate.
" Tales Told Out of School" expose the meanness of the
clergy and their contempt for women. Under the- vulgar
teachings of the Bible they can find no way to put an end to
the- oppression and "quiet. agony" of the female sex. If
women would arise and defend themselvs these sensual
hypocrits could soon be silenced. I fear I forgot to state
that t:laint More, who is about to be canonized, persecuted
James Bairiham for his religious opinions, and had him
racked and burnt at Smithfield. James Bairiham was an
honest and talented lawyer who lived three hundred years
ALH.AZA.
ago, during the reign of Henry the Eighth.
CoLUMBus, KAN., May 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : My friend Hiram Crum, of Baxter Springs,
Kan., a liberal patron of THE TRUTH SEEKER publications,
has offered the Methodist church in that place to pay one-half
of the minister's salary, and another Liberal will pay the
other half, if the minister or his church will prove that man
has a soul to save, or that there is a God to save it. His
offer has not been accepted, and no attempt has been made
to prove that man has within his organism an individualized
entity called the human soul, or that such a being as the
orthodox God is anything but a myth, an assumption, an
absurdity. Seventy thousand priests in these United States
stand up in their pulpits and pray to and "talk to God almighty as though he was a little boy," and tell their deluded
blinded dupes what they know (?) about him, what he has
done, can do, and will do for and to his rebellious subjects,
and the value of man's immortal soul.
The priest's God is always behind him, hidden from the
view of his hearers, and can only be seen by " the eye of
faith.'' No man hath seen God at any time, except that
Moses onc6 saw a part of his posterior. In the light Of
science, the Christian's God and all other gods vanish, as
ghosts flee to churchyards at the approach of daylight. A
teacher asked a boy to define chaos. The boy said : " It is a
great pile of nothing, and nowhere to put it.'' So to me
God is " a great pile of nothing, and nowhere to put him, '•
and nothing for him to do. God, said Jefferson, is a" hocus
pocus phantasm.'' God is not found in Humboldt's cosmos,
for he had not found him in all his life-long observations and
rigid investigations and interrogations of nature. Laplace
told Napoleon I. that he had no place for a God in his
philosophy. The word God is early introduced to the child's
ears and imagination, and he hears it so often on all sides
that he takes it for granted that there is such a being. Volumes could not tell. in detail what I suffered when a boy,
when my vivid imagination, cooperating with fear, pictured
upon my impressible brain God and his judgments and vengeance. " Remember, child, remember that God is in the
sky-; relllt,Jmber }le will ptlqisll tlw wicl~ed by-and-by-,''

my pious parents used to sing sixty years ago, alluding to the
awful judgment day. " Parents and children then shall part,
part, part to meet no more," at the command of God. God
is in nearly all the text-books of schools and colleges, in
nearly all our literature, and now the priests especially want
God in the national Constitution, to be recognized, believed
in, and worshiped by law, and all compelled so to do by the
combined power of church and state.
I hav been a godless man forty-five years, and wish I had
never heard the senseless and cruel word. I became a godless man that I might be human and humane. Down with
God and up with humanity. Down with inhuman absurdities, and up with divine realities and possibilities of nature,
which, in the language of Tyndall, " contains the promis and
potency of every form and every quality of life." As long
as "the priests bear rule, and my people will hav it so;" as
long as their poor, blind dupes are diverted from their real
bodies to their imaginary souls, from this real, tangible, visible, organic life to the imaginary, fabricated, unproved, and,
to me, impossible orthodox heaven and hell, so long will this
life, its resources, responsibilities, possibilities, and significance be kept in the background, ignored and disparaged.
If these seventy thouf!and priests could be paid out of the
national treasury to be silent and get out of the way of
human progress, and the churches could be turned into temc
pies in which to teach nature and science, teach truth and
how to liv, and make the most of life, what rapid progress
would then be made in human development and toward
heaven on earth! In the place of all this let us proclaim liberty to all the people, and raise the standard of humanity.
Millions for humanity, not one cent for God or priests. If
this is treason, make the most of it.
J. H. CooK.
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his voice in their behalf? The daily papers here are
full of what the capitalists are doing. When anyone arrives
it is duly noticed, who he is, and where from, but the man
that does the work is never noticed. There is something
rotten in Denmark. I may be wrong in what I hav written;
if you think so, throw it out. I hav given my experience
and the experience of others, and I want to warn my fellow.
workman if he has. a home at all to think twice before
he believes the lying notices he sees and hears. Wishing
you success in your effort to banish superstition and help to
benefit the workingman, I bid you good-night.
GEORGE MIDDLETON.

EuBANKs, KY., April 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : We like the idea expressed by the words,
" Liberal," "Freethought," " free expression," etc.,· because
they admit a Christian, a Jew, an Infidel, and all views of
science, religion, and politics to enter the field of investigation. It is possible, however, that some may be too liberal
and free with subjects that are vital to society. W~ apprehend that we notice this tendency in the Freethought literature. The Anarchists of Chicago and the position of E. C.
Walker, of Kansas, are examples in politics, while the "New
God" of Mr. Putnam is an example in theology. In view of
the fact that great and needed reforms may be retarded and
smothered by extremes, and with the idea that society is
now under the full influence of our civil laws and the Bible
theology, we suggest prudence in Liberal circles. .Men who
simply disobey civil laws are only subject to the annexed
penalties, but the man who attempts to stand against his
government or aid its enemies is guilty of treason. Even if
men's principles are right who may thus act, still, their policy is wrong, and will do more of injury to reform than all
SAN DmGo, April17, 1887.
their reasoning will do of good. A man who is really a philMR. EDITOR: Yesterday, Saturday, I received my paper anthropist and wise in policy will act with reference to surand was thankful to again get something to read that is rounding circumstances. We liv in an age when every man's
worth reading. I landed in San Diego the same day, lthink, system of religion and politics requires a definit explanation.
that Mr. Putnam did, but was unable to go to hear him. It is not satisfactory to the people for a man to fight everyNow I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER what he thinks of San body's religion and politics and hav none of his own. The
Diego, and would beg leave to slightly differ from him. people hav a right, and will ask, If you discard all religions
True, I admire the mighty ocean, the great mountain, and and put the people under rule of Mr. Putnam's" New God"
the fine climate, but San Diego and neighborhood is but a -then what? If you hav a system called "Secularism,"
desert; there is not a tree on the streets that is worthy the what is it? The human mind, from its constitution and its
name, and few of them at that. The streets are dusty, dry, historic revelations, should discard the idea of Mr. Putnam's
and bare. With the exception of some .houses lately built "New God," and call it the old God of the past; Still, if
'the town is an unsightly mass of oid wooden buildings. The Mr. Putnam or anyone else chooses to believe there is no
immediate vicinity of the place is no better ; the hills are personal God but man himself, it is all right and consistent
bare or almost so. Were it not for irrigation it would be with Liberalism and Freethought. But it should be rel:nemnothing. True, there are some fine places, but it is only now bered that a man does not stop and reflect his teaching back
and then, like an oasis in the desert, that you meet them. to the fountain. It is humanity in its better interest that a
Still, if the improvements spoken of are carried out, San man's teaching affects. Society, among us, is now fixed on
Diego will be something at no distant day. I would like to a constitutional government that has cost millions of lives
say a few words on another subject, and am a little afraid to and dollars. To maintain its form and civil laws the people
tackle it, as I am not very well posted. Still, you can take it are ready to sacrifice their lives. Any teaching that ignores
for what it is worth, as I know it will be an advantage to the these facts in politics is, for the present, premature and
numerous readers of your paper who don't know the true inconsiderate. Society, also, is fixed on Bible theology.
state of things here; I giv my own experience, but unfort_ While clerical sects are a curse to the Bible itself, and while
v.nately it is the experience of a good many more. Newspa- many defects may be found in the book, yet we must express
pers and circulars are sent. to all parts of the United States our free thoughts with reference to the fact that the masses
and Canada setting forth the advantages to be gained by are Christians and that Infidelity is very odious to them.
immigrating to this country. If the plain truth were told, it Now, if this be true about Infidels, what abo.ut Atheists and
would be all right, but when they say, as those papers and Mr. Putnam's "New God?" The idea that society is the
circulars say, that work is plenty and wages high, they are product of either religion or politics is a wrong view of facts.
only deceiving the people. I know a good many in this The natural wants and duties of mankind which arise from
town who would be glad to get back to their old homes in their associations are independent of all religious and. civil
the East but cannot. Work certainly is plenty, but, as one governments. Whether there be a New God, an old God,
employer remarked to me, there are plenty to do it. They my Gud, your God, or·no God at all, the people will be born
are coming here daily by the hundreds. There is not work into this world all the same, and will eat, drink, sleep,
for them, and the wages are barely half they expected, and sicken, and die all the same. .This is equally true if there
lucky is the man who gets work at that.
There were no human governments. It is the duty of Liberals to
The papers are full protect and teach freedom of thought in all things, but too
is a land boom also going on.
of that, too, setting forth the advantages of California as a great latitude of action and expression should be guarded
farming country. The most glowing descriptions are given against. We hav evidences sufficient in the frailties of huof climate, soil, products, markets, etc. The land agent manity to warn us of theoretical extremes. Man is man after
meets you at the station; he is installed, and she too, in the all. He has conceits enough without being calleu his own
hotel where you put up. He is on the street, in the office, God. One great mind of the past penned the thought that
in the tent; he is everywhere. He finds you out, and if you "a man must know a little of everything to know anything,"
hav no money, or not enough to satisfy him, he quits. and when we consider the connection and dependence of one
Board is high, lodging is high. Every likely spot of land, thing on another in the universe of matter and mind, the exand what is not likely, is in the hands of these land grabbers. pression is not far beyond a possibility. My own mind runs
I was reminded of Dickens's Martin Chuzzlewit. Zephaniah in the line of a complete separation of church and state, and
Scadder is here in all his glory. This is a fine country, I don't this is suggested from history and the present attitude of redispute that, but where is the man of slender means that can ligious sects. In this separation, we desire the wisdom in
settle and make it his home? I wanted to get a few acres- our amended Constitution fully and practically carried out
five would suit me-but, as I said, in this locality it all wants in legislation-that Oongress shall make no law to establish
irrigation; it is of no use without it. The price those agents religion of any kind. Liberals should properly discuss natwant for the Iandi It is higher here-wild land-than the ural rights, and show where religion ends and politics bebest cultivated farm, with good buildings, in the East and gins. Liberals must also show that they are friends to civil
Canada. I don't want to encroach on your space, but I government and religious tolerance.
would like to.say a word to those who read your paper and
We express our opinions from no dogmatic standpoint.
who may likely be beguiled into coming here, to think well We are sentimentally liberal in all things. I feel the necesbefore they make the move; there is not enough work now sity of free discussion too much to ever bind my mind to any
for those that are here, and if they intend to buy land they ce:rtain creed or theory of politics or religion. The full demust hav lots of money. There is one question I would like gree of human progress can only be achieved through reason
to ask; that is, How did those men that now hold and con- and tolerance. Tolerance is demanded in order that reason
trol the land become possessed of it? 'Vho sold it or gave it may do its proper work. Great reforms, heretofore, that
to them? These are things I don't know. It looks as if might hav been accomplished by time and reason, hav
something was wrong somewhere. There is a Unitarian usually travailed in human garments baptized in blood. A
church in this town. I heard they had a meeting last week civil government or a religion, holding the masses in suborand framed resolutions to keep the Chinese and Eastern dination to clerical or political power without reason and the
paupers from coming here. The Eastern paupers are the un- right to reason, is not only destrnctiv to natural rights but
employed workingmen. I thought by what I hav heard stops the mainspring of human progress. The discussions in
and read that labor organizations in the United States were the balls of legislation hav developed questions that a monable to control and keep interested parties from deceiving arch or a pope could keep concealed for ages; and, in like
the~. Alas, for the workingman and his labor organization! manner, Liberal discussions, if properly carried on .without
Capital gets ahead of him every time. It has full control of extremes, may dev~lop facts th~t hav heretof~re been Ignored.
On abstract questiOns, the mmd, by necessity, must .march
.
.
.
.
.
.
everythmg here, the land IS theirs, the money IS theirs; , by induction. No one can work out the problem of the unithey can bring all the men from other places they like, and / verse by analysis. Therefore let Liberals be reserved, wise,
keep wages ll,t ll, ~t~J,rvation point. Wh;r qon't some one lift 1 and prudent in &ll thin~s.
W. :j3AKJiiR, M.:p.
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pie of the complete separation of church and
state, and the freedom of education at public
expense from sectarian influence and control.
Should the schools of the Catholic Protectory
Creeds.
be permitted to share in the distribution of
These rites of creed-idolaters,
the common school fund, the barrier will be
The• hollow shams of social formslet down, and it will be claimed that other
What are they but a work of waste,
Catholic institutions of a charitable or quasiA fire that burns but never warms?
charitable character are entitled to the same
Our crude supports of social creeds,
consideration, and this claim will be speedily
The weak supports of weaker minds,
Too seldom known for what they are,
follG>wed by a demand for allowing the church
Act not as lenses, but as blinds.
to come in for a share of the public money to
What soul is there would creep again
support its parochial schools. The bill is inWhen once its powers of flight are known,
tended as the entering wedge for the destrucOr rest upon Rnother's strength
tiontion of the public school system, and the
·With conscious power to stand alone?
establishment of the policy of bestowing pubCome out with me, beloved one;
lic funds upon sectarian institutions for the
Drop creeds like unto garments cast.
Let nature be our guide; let us
propagation of their various forms of religLove more and wiser to the last.
ious faith. The pending bill appears to hav
Eugene, Or., April16, 1887.
JoHN L. TAIT. . been opposed thus far mainly by the Evangelical Alliance, but a protest against it
should be raised by every believer in the prinAn Entering Wedge.
ciples upon which American institutions are
A bill was introduced in the Senate at Al- founded.-New York Tirnes.
bany early-in the present session by Senator
Murphy, the main purpose of which seems to
Books.
be to make a beginning in the diversion of
MR. EmToR : Can I say a few words in your
public school funds to the support of the
columns for the marvelous work, "Helen
sectarian institutions of the Roman Catholic
Harlow's Vow?" It shines into the realm of
church. It extends to the court of spQcial
social confusion, falsity, hypocriay, and evil
sessions the power now exercised by compassions with a prophetic light. Malice, demitting magistrates to commit "idle, truant,
nunciation, phariseeism, a brood of unwholevicious, or homeless children " to the Catholic
some spirits unconscious of the truth that
Protectory, and raises the limit of age of
. more than one virtue is essential to a noble
those who may be committed to that institulife, fail to crush the grand woman's soul who
tion from twelve to fourteen years, and ends
persistently holds to her self-respect and
with the provision that "the schools estabfaithfully performs to her child the parental
lished and maintained by the New York
duty which the father shirks. Were all legal
Catholic Protectory shall participate in the
wives and mothers of so noble a type as
distribution of the common school fund in
Helen Harlow, we might look for a rapid adthe same manner and degree as the common
vancement of the race to grander hights.
schools of the city and county of New York."
The literary excellence and the lofty concepThe Catholic Protectory and its schools are
tion and triumph of the heroin make " Helen
nominally charitable institutions, but mainly
Harlow's Vow" a book of absorbing interest
they are a recruiting agency for the Roman
from first to last, even while its graphic porCatholic church. So far as the" idle, truant,
trayal of social deformity is painful. It
vicious, and homeless children" committed
should hav wide distribution and reading.
to the Protectory are concerned, it can hardly
Tbe world would be the better for it.
be called an institution of charity, for the
LU{)!NDA. B. CHANDLER.
city pays out of the public funds $2 per week
for the support of each child so committed.
Professor Pierce, the great American truthLast year the Protectory received $242,000 teller, dropped in at the office of this paper
from the city, and in the last twelve years one day last week. He is the author of a litnearly $3,000,000 of the public money has tle book on the use of hot water as a cure for
been appropriated to the support of that insti- all diseases, and givs what he calls psychotution. Of the reformatory effects of its metric readings of character. His readings
t.eaching and disciplin little can be said, for are based upon the physical structure and
little is definitly known, apart from the fact form of the features, so that perhaps he has
that in spite of the efforts of that and numer- not struck the right name for them, but no
ous other Roman Catholic institutions for the doubt they are as psychometric as things
care of children, it is said that about eighty will average that go under that name. The
per cent of the paupers and criminals of the professor finds his lot to be like that of most
city continue to be nominally of the Roman reformers of the world. He has been thrice
Catholic faith. In the educational methods arrested by malicious persons either on the
of all these institutions it is well known that charge of practicing medicin without a
the first place is given to religious instruction license or telling fortunes for pay. but has got
in the nurture of the Catholic church. Their clear on the ground that he doesn't use any
main purpose is to make Catholics of those medicin or charge anything for his character
in their charge, and the general education readings. Those who buy his book for
imparted to them is of an altogether inferior thirty cents get their horoscope cast for
quality, and often very much perverted in nothing. He has done some healing in cases
its character. It is a kind of education that given up by the doctors, but the largest fee
ought not to be promoted at the public ex- he ever received, he says, was $3. In his
pense.
little book he givs directions for the cure of
Th• anxiety of the Protectory and other diseases by water, and avers that everthing
Roman Catholic institutions to increase the in it is founded upon experience. He has
number of children committed to their care traveled for twenty-three years, and makes a
by public magisttates and courts is due in the practice of attending prayer-meetings and
first place to a desire to use their power so talking heresy in such a manner that the
far as possible in proselyting for the church, hearers don't know it until they get outside
and, in the second place, to get the largest and think it over. Years ago he was an
possible share of the public funds for their agent for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but since he
use. It is extremely doubtful whether the adopted literature as a profession and became
money which they get ·is not more than suffi- an author he has confined his labors to the
cient for the support of the children com- distribution of his little book. He possesses
mitted to their care by the city. There are many testimonials to the value of hot water
sixteen Catholic institutions in the city which as a curativ.
obtain a share of the public money on account
of children committed to them by magistrates,
"The New God," by Samuel P. Putnam, is
and last year the total appropriation on this a book which will interest religious people.
account exceeded $1,000,000. They all seem It tells how to make a new God and a very
to thrive and grow on this public aid, the good one, as gods go. The price of this inpropriety of which is questionable.
formation is only ten cents, and he must be a
But the policy which has prevailed so long very covetous man who would want more for
of committing vagrant and homeless children his money.
Truth Seeker Company, 28
to institutions that are devoted primarily to Lafayette Place, New York.- Winsted Press.
training them in the Catholic faith, and of
paying those institutions for the care and
In Memory of D•. M.. Crane.
training of such children, is harmless comThe following resolutions in memory of D.
pared to the purpcse of this bill to divert to
M. Crane were adopted by the Seattle Libsuch institutions a part of the funds raised by
eral League at a regular meeting held in Odd
taxation for the support of the common
Fellows Hall, Sunday, April 10, 1887:
schools. Should this bill pass, a beginning
ResolVed, That it is a just tribute to the memory
would be made toward a policy for which the of our deceased brother, Daniell\!. Crane, a memCatholic church has long been contending, ber of Queen Cit.y Assembly of the Knights of
that of allowing to the sectarian schools of Labor of America, and also one of the organizers
that church a proportionate share of the pub- of the Liberal League of Seattle, ancl its president
for over fou~ years, to say that in regretting his
lic school funds. Such a policy would be in removal from our midst we mourn for one who
violation of the distinctivly American princi- was in every respect worthy of our esteem and

affections. Our departed brother had a well-cultured mind; he was one who took great pleasure in
·the investigation of truth; he was an admirer of
nature, ·a student of the grand and unchanging
principles of the universe; his mind was unusually clear, and his reasoning powers of a high
order; he was singularly free from the blight of
suoerstition ; he was fair and candid in an eminent degree; he accepted like an honest man
what his reason approved; he was no slavoJ to
mistaken dogmas, antique fables, or mythological
fictions; his mind soared into the realms of truth;
he acceoted the teachings of science as the most
reliable facts within the grasp of the human
mind ; he was untrammeled by the chains of
priestly creeds and fables; he sought to know the
truth, and imprinted the same on the tablets of
the hearts of his now bereaved wife and family,
with a reason, love, and sincerity that will cause
them to remain as shining beacon-lights during
their existence in this troubled world.
ResolVed, That we sincerely condole with the
family of om· deceased brother, who, through the
unchangeable laws of nature, has been removed
from our midst, and has gone to rest, believing
that whatever nature has provided for our future
he will share with the brightest and the best..
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There are men who are doomed to everlasting CONVENTIONAL LiES OF OlJR
woe before they die ! There is a time when it beCIVILIZATION.
comes impossible to turn around, and preaching,
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
even, to such has no more effect on them than
pouring water on a duck's back <Evangelist Dr.
SEVENTH EDITION.
L. W. Munhall, Boston, March 26th).
Price, 50 cents.
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many to madness, murder, and suicide, fearing they hav committed the "unpardonable THE CONFESSIONAL.
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10 cents.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.

PHILADELPHIA. LffiERA.L LEAGUE, 29 'Z
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood ats., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

The Gods. Paper; 50 cts; cloth, $1.
In five -lectures.!.. comprising, "The Godst
"Humboldt~" Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and " .tteretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

B~CON

Contents: " Tbe Ghost!!J" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'l-'he Declaration of Independence," "About ·FarmiJ!g in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past Hises before Me Like a
Dream," and ".A. Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of .Moses, Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, ·25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
Ingerso!J., Judge Jeremiali 8. Black, and Prof.
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

TH~

Truth See~er Annual I
I

.

~1 JJfrt~thinltt~~' ~lmaq,att
1887.

I

Ingersoll Catechised: IDs Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the san Fran~iscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

(E. M. 287.)

ji

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

"SllOPPEL'S .MODERN HOUSES" No, S,

+WITI)+ILLWHRATIOll$.+

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

CON'J:':ElN'J:'S.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
lQ.gersoll's Lectures Complete.

PAGI!.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M_ Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
-·
The ~arson. A_Story. By Si Slokum,

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
·for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
all his lectures} except tne latest on "Orthodo_xy," bound 1n one .beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pa~es, which is ·sold at the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.
Tributes~
There hav been so many
- ru>Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:v;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the fcmr will be forwarded
. to any address, for 50cta, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

AND SHAKSPERE.

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnets written by Francia Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factt one of the richestt brightest,
· best ever iasuea. It contains, beaiaea the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures,. letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
·purpose a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared eapeciall,l[ for. 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Bide, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library atyle1 $4.50; in full Turke~ morocco, )l'ilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

5
17

I

•

29

30
34

37
92

(PubUshea, Ju1111, 1886) CONTAINS:
.A. colored frontispiece showing the modern style
of painting •
.A. cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccesaary ~iecea. for
constructing a model house, with plain directions
fo!:_Ilutting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ tl).e (l'l'eateat amusement, it is more than a
~oy. lt 1a, m fact, a moat practical lesson in ArchItecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
~~J~fr~~ular designs, so exact that it is useful to
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinl! from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, oN RECEIPT oF PRI<JE, $1.
Address

'l'I-IE CO·OPERA'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N,
94
98

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

NEW YORK:

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gar'dener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

THE

Photogravhs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS. lna-ersoll's Tributes.

The Conflict between Christianity
·
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15CENTB.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND .MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased witb. :vonr address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
.A. beautiful p:m1phlet of 36 p_ages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
.A.Ke.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take jireat pleasure in recommending " AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self government.J. J. McCabe.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
"I am very much pleased with it} and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of th1s country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
wo d of it."
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office

Biblo ·Tomparanco:
LIQ.UOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Vloth, $1.25.
For Bale at this Office.

Fathers of Our Republic:

PRICE, 25 • CENTS.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

Tb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger90 cents; cloth, $1.25.
soll's at greatly reduced prices. Tbe Tributes are
E:~Ceter Hall. " One of the most excitprinted on heavY toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiing romances of the day." Price, paper, 60
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:
Nlllthaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
.A. Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
The Vision of War,
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.
Tribute to his Brother,

The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Mlller's Grave•
Tbe price of these heretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secur9
.tom
akage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
liS Lafayette PI., New York.

80.CIAL
1"M

WEALTH.

Fact<Jrs and Ezaet Ratios in Its
Acqui-rement and AppO'rti<mment.
By J, K. INGALLS,

So~

Price, Cloth,
$1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

The Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "Tbe great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Ita
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de~ree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

.A. doubl!)-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
OR,
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
·
twenjy-five co.Jliea for '1; one hundred copies far
the Christian Religion $~. VJe wish that the fnends of F~eeth9ught would
• 'fl
f 't
· diatnbute thousands of these telling pictures.

28Lafayette Place, New York.

The Secret of the East ,
The Origin of
an d the S1gm canee o
Rise and Decline.

1

s

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price. $1.00.

For sale at this office.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES
CONTENTS:
Tbe White Bull: .A. Satirical Romance.-Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the .A.theist.-The Prince~
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty CroWIJB. Th(,
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromemts.Tbe World as it Goes.-Tbe Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-.A.ndres Des Touches
at Biam.-Tbe Study of Nature.-.A. Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato'a Dream:-.A. Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-.A.n Adventure in India.

Practical Experience with Poultry,
By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, coating only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg~. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys!
are ~articularly discussed and theu economica
breeding and keeping treated of. Tbere are many
practical hints· about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH BEEKER Office,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REPLY
TO

REV.

L . .A.. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
By B. W. Lacy.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid pa_per. With 6'1 4. thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·s
engravings, Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Historical misstatements.
H11lf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Pr1eG (llotb, U; Paper, 1)0 Ve11ta.

Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
.A. LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A:anua
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York.
November 18, 1886.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

BIBLE !tiYTfiS
AND

THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work is to ,120int out the myths
with which the Old and New reatamenta abound;
to show that they were held in common w_ith other
nations; and then trace them to their eVIll.ent origin and explain their meaning .
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the w01·k before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. 8vo. Oloth. .A.bout 600 pages.

Price, $2.il0.

GOD AND HIS BOOK.
THE BIBLE:

W~RE

DID WE GET IT

AND WHAT IS IT?
By SALADIN, editor of the London "Secular
Review."
Issued in six parts. Four parts now ready. Price
25 cents each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office,

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
'l'he Greatest of all Anti-Bibll·
cal Works.
BY THOM.A.B PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies fo'
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from· Great
Britain, Washington wrote: ".A. few more such
flaming arguments • . • will not leave nnm•
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepao
ration."

Price,

a:;

cents.

For either of these works!.. or any of Paine•
writings,
Address THE ',L'RUTH BEEKER,
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THE OHDE HOF GHBATl ON.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Tnai:

(f~ms

of( Ufhonnhf..

By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
Gladstone, Huxle:s, Muller,
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis~ By Prof. T. H.
IT is stated that Miss Rose Elizabeth CleveLtuton.
Reville.
Huxley:
.
I HAv not been fi2hting a personal warfare. I
land, tae president's sister, will become first ' On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology. VII. A ra~test and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lm- I hav battled for human rights, for mental li?erty
assistant teacher in Miss Reed's school for\
OONTENTS:
.
This is a new book andcontainsthelatestdiscus-: and. freedom of the I_>ress,. and 1 trust the fr.iendd
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the: of llberty and equallty Will not forsake me1u my
young ladies, in New York, and will lecture l'
W. E. Gladstone.
participants are a guarantee of its able character.,' hour of triai.-D. M. Bennett.
on American history. The term begins the II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
LET us see just what it mealls "to believe in the
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley. 1
B'bl , 0
b •t th
t
m. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
. i e.
ne man means
1
e !"ccep ance as
tl. rs t o f S eptemb er.
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York
literal truth of everything m the Bible-e. g., the
GxoRGE FRANOIS TRAIN
account of the creation in
is about to begin suit in
---six days, the story of the
Omaha, Neb., to recover
_
garden of Eden, of the uni-versa! flood and the story of
$ 10,000,000 worth of
.--_
--Jonllh-and that it is all the
property there.
----~
perfect, literal word of God.
Another man thinkR, etc.
PAUL GROTTKAU, of
A third person thinks, etc.
Still other persons look on
Milwaukee, Wis., has
the Bible as a natural book
been sentenced to one
or collection of books, comyear at hard labor for
posed by men writing as
making a speech.
other men do, guided by
their natural faculties, and
=
THE Labor party has
not inspired in any miraculous sense.-W. L. ChaJ!In.
called a convention to
meet at Syracuse. August
"THE rationalistic school
17th, to organize the party
eertainlv does .not believe
throughout the state.
in results without material
causes," said Richard FulAN explosion in a coallerton quietly. "And you
minenearNanaimo,B.C.,
are quite correct-it does
buried nearly two hunbelieve in Ia w." •• The miracle of Jonah is, I fancy, a
dred miners, whom there
typical stumbling-block to
is little prQspect of rescuyou all?" the vicar asked
ing alive.
blandly. "No whale could
hav swallowed a man," anGRAVES, the slayer of
swered Richard; "not to
the Maine game warden,
speak of a man living three
days and three nights in the
Hill, last November, was
whale's belly [Mrs. Linton
arraigned at Calais on the
reads," body," and the es7th. He pleaded not
thetic preacher spoke of the
guilty. He says he killed
' whale's "society." But I
prefer the Bible word" bel. the warden in self-dely." It is quite good enough
fense.
for the story in which it is
imbedded.-HvZa:c.l if he
THERE was no liquor to
could hav been taken into
be bought in New York
it." "Not by God'spower ?"
last Sunday, and a great
"Not according to the limmany religious people
itation of a whale's anatomy
were thereby put to much
and the necessities of a
MRS. LOT'S TRANSFIGURA.TION.
man's." "And I believe it
inconvenience. The oUSfirmly," said L~dy Maine
But his wife looked back from behind him, and she became a pillar of salt.-Gen. xix, 26.
ual amount of drunkenemphatically: "for the Biness was noted.
ble says, 'And God sent &
great
fish.'''
"Yes,
we
may rest assured that all
on him, but his ribs will still be his most promiAT a baptism in New Orleans last Sunday
the miracles recorded were wrought," said Mr.
inent
feature,
and
at
the
first
favorable
opportua railing around. a wharf gave way, precipinity· he will voluntarily and ungratefully leave Lascel!es, addressing Lady Maine. "The speaktating fifty persons into the water, eight of
your hospitable roof, and from choice become a ing of Balaam's ass among them." "Perhaps that
is the least incredible of the series," said Richard
whom were drowned.
THERE is a dentist in a Michigan town the sign roving vagabond on the prairie, living on carrion drily. "And the consuming by fire of the false
and sharing his meals with the buzzard. These
over
whose
door
read;
:
"
Teeth
Extracted
WithA SPLIT is foreshadowed between the
priests of Baal! That, too, one may believe?''
out Enny Pane. Laffin G.ts (10) Cents a H& Ha !', predatory shadows are not at all dangerous. said the vicar, with a cruel gleam in his sharp
Knights of Labor and the Henry George
There is no fight in them.
A CHICAGo man paid $1,000 for an Indian Bible
That a popular fallacy re~rarding the ferocity gray eyes. "Yes, you priests of the dominant
Labor party. The information is not definit,
recently. It is peculiar how much more a man of the coyote exists, was illustrated not long since faith hav always been ready with fire and slaughbut it is certain that inharmony exists.
will giv for a Btble he can't read than for one he in the remarks made by a Northern preacher in ter when you were afraid of rivals," said Richard.
QUEEN KAPIOLANI of the Sandwich Islands can.
a sermon he preached shortly after his arrival -Jirs. Ltnton's Under Which Lord!
DEATH truly is then met with the greatest tranLAWYER (to client): "You want to sue Robinson in the state. He said: "Dear friends, methinks I
and her daughter, the Princess Lilinokalani,
see two men walking out on one of your bea-utiful quility, when the dying man can comfort himself
are visiting this country. Her royal highness for ! 500 for libel, you say?" Client : "Yes; he prairies. They enjoy the perfume of the flowers. with his own praise. No one dies too soon who
has blasted my character forever." Lawyer : "You
expresses herself as much pleased with Amer- think $500 the proper amount?" Client : "Well, the songs of the innocent little birds, and the has finished the course of virtue.-Ctcero's Tuscucalm, quiet beauty of your g-lorious Indian sum- lan Dt.•putations.
ican institutions.
make it i250. I only want what·s right."
mer evenings. Communing together, they walk
"FooL," he answered, "death is sure
THE Rev. Mr. Ward, who shot his wife at
"I HAV three witne•ses who will swear that at
along. heedless of danger. The sun sinks to rest
To those who stay and those who roam,
the.
hour
when
this
man
was
robbed
I
was
at
home
Englewood, N. J., committed suicide with
beyond the distant horizon; the curtain of night
But I will never more endure
in my own chamber, taking care of my baby."
chloral. It would hav been much more
gradually deacends and closes out the light of
To sit with empty hands at home.
"Yes, your honor," g'ibly· added the prisoner's
thoughtful in Mr. Ward if he had taken the counsel," that is litrictly true. We can prove a day; still the two men walk leisurely along, feel" My mother clings about my neck,
ing safe and secure. But hark ! What sound is
chloral before he did the shooting.
lullaby, your honor."
My sisters crying, 'Stay, for shame !•
that in the distance? What blood-curdling howl
I
· My father raves of death and wreck;
HENRY GEORGE'S Anti-Poverty Society had
OLD minister Uo young minister) : "Paul was a makes them arrest their steps 1 It is, dear friends
They
are ail tq blame, they are all to blame.
its second meeting Sunday night in the wonderful man, my dear young brother, a won- -it is the cry of the wolves on their track-the
derful man; and thousands upon thousands fierce and bloodthirsty coyote in hot pursuit, ah !
" God help me! save I take my part
Academy of Music, which was crowded. flocked to hear him preach." Young minister: And what, think you, do these two unfortunate
or danger on the roaring sea,
Mr. George led the singing and made the ad- "Yea, if Paul were alive to. pay he would only hav men do? One of them, my beloved congregation,
A devil rises in my heart
realizes his danger, and running to a tree, climbs
dress. McGl:ynn lectured in Boston.
'to name the salary he wanted."
Far worse than any death to me."
-Tennvson's Satlor Bov.
DISASTROUS floods prevail in Maine. The I A PREACIIER who used to hold forth in Sanger- up, by the aid of a convenient branch, out of the
reach of the cruef fangs of the relentless beasts of
water IJf the Kennebec and Piscataquis ville was wont to be rather wandering in his re- prey. He called unto his companion and said
WE rejoice in the widening thought that marks
·
d h" h
h
· h
b
marks. One day he asked a lady what his hearers
.
this age of ours, in the broadening and sweetenrivers IS reporte
Ig er t an It as een be- thought of his sermons. " Well, if you must unto him, '0 my brother! rea'h out and take ing sympathy that extends itself further and furhold
of
this
branch,
climb
up
beside
me,
and
b<~
fore for forty years. Washouts hav stopped know," said she, "they say that if the text had
saved!' But the other said, • No, there is no d m- ther where grace and compassion are needed; in
the running of trains on the Maine Central the small. pox the sermon was in no danger of
ger; the wolves are still a long way off...,-I hav the increasing fortitude and courage, i;, the growbetween Bangor and St. Johns.
catching it."
time enough.' Alas. dear hearers, while he was ing determination to hold evil u.t bay and compel
POINTING A MORAL.
yet speaking the dreadful coyotes came upon him, the wo.rld to giv up its lon~t hidden secrets of
S Ali.UEL R UPPERT,
a
farmer
of
BowmansW
(
•t
·
th
I
"T
N.
·
.
.
IFE Wi nessmg e p ay
en ights m a and rending him limb from limb, devoured him knowledg-e and beneficence. We rejoice in all the
to~n, Pa., .has JUSt discovered ~hat John Barroom"): "Whataterriblecurserumi"s,.Tohn !•' even in the twinkling of an eye. Thus it is, 0 spread of truth, in the deepening love of libertY,
Steigerwalt, who has worked for lnm a year,
Husband (feeling for his hat): •• Awful, awful! careless and heedlea3 sinners, that you to-night in tb.e higher respect for order and harmony and
peace, and in that grand vision of a nobler and
is a woman named Lena instead of John. Such a play as this ought to point a moral of in- stand.'' etc.
When the preacher concluded the services and better time coming that floods with light all
She has been sending her wages to Germany calculable good."
.
.
Wife: "Wilere are you going, John?" .
was leaving the church he was accosted by old higher spirits and touches with its beams of radito brlDg her parents to thiS country.
Husband : "I'm going out to see a man."
man Parker (who has lived in Texas since '36); who a,ce even the dark and stubborn ground where
povel'ty and misery hav their abode. Be it ours to
THE New York Sun notes that May 4th was
said:
HIS Satanic majesty (to applicant for admission):
"Parson, ~he front end of your discourse was feel that we liv in a world full or light and grandthe first anniversary of the throwing of the "What may I call your name?" Applicant: "I
eur and glory; full of promis, full of coming joy.
bomb at Chicago. The result was seven po- havn't got any. I'm the m<n who has been writ- grand and gloomy, and calculated to bluff the un- M<Y it be the wish and purpose of our hearts to
converted sinner. Yon had a full hand, and
ing
anonYmous
contributions
to
the
newspapers."
licemen killed, eleven crippled for life,
might hav raked in all the mourners in the pot~ ilv in such a world, not basely and meanly, but in
twelve so injured that they are still unfit for His Satanic maie•ty: "Who sent you to me?" but, Lord, bless your soul, you played a nine-spot a manner worthy of men and women, lifting up
Applicant: "Peter." His Satanic majesty (indigour song of praise to that which is true and beauduty, and seven n1en are in prison sentenced nantly): "Well, Peter ought to know better. You when you chipped in with that coyote yarn."
tiful and good.-F'rotntngnam's Consotattons Of
IN u FLA'S" TRE.
can't get in here, my friend; this place is too llood
to death.
Rationalism.
A dashing young damsel from ]\{e.,
for you.''
FoR the man
A GERMAN woman named Neustadt keeps a
With a face most uncommoulY Pie.,
Who, in this spirit, communes with the forms
COYOTE CHARACTERISTICS.
beer saloon in this city. On the 7th inst. a
Had such cute little Ft.,
Of nar.u1·e; who, with unddrstaudin~r heart,
In the unsettled interior of America, on the
Tnat when seen on the St.,
policeman detected her brother in the act of great plains, is found the coyote. The coyote is
Do>th kuow and Jove such objects as excite
Young
"Cnolly"
was
driven
Inse.
No morbid passions, no di•qnietude,
practicing his music lesson on a piano in the about two-thirds the size of a yellow dog, and
No vengeance, and no hatredd, neeris must feel
rear of the saloon, and at nnce arres.ted Mrs. looks like a second-hand wolf in straitened circumTue juy of that pure principle of love
•Twas I few hours ago down in Me.,
Neustadt, who will doubtless be fined, and stances. He bears about the same re!&tion to the
So ddeply, that, unsatisfied with aught
That I kissed a dear angel named Je.
genuin wolf that the buzzard does to the eagle, or
the majesty of the law vindicated.
Less pure and exqaisit, he cannot choose
If she whispered refre.,
that a chicken-thief does to a modern bank cashier.
But seek for objects of a kindred love
•Twas too low to be pie.,
THERE was a tremendous mass meeting in He has a perpetual air of being ashamed of himIn fellow· natures, and a kindred joy.
So I dtd so age and al!'e.
this city last Saturday evening, addressed by self, or of something he has done. As you catch a
-Wordsworth's Excursion,
glimpse of him, trotting away from one motte of
the excise commissioners and others, to pro- timber to another.looking back over his earH, and
Bible
of'
Bibles;
or,
Twenty-seven
TRULY
a
thinkin~t man is the worst enemy the
test against the tyranny of the law which pro- wir h hi• t"il furled around his left leg, he looks as
Divine Revelations, containing a description of prince of darkness can hav; every time such a one
hibits music at reputable places where wine if he" as aware that the police had a clue to his
tweuty-seven bibles and an exposition of two aunounces him•elf, I doubt not there runs a shnd·
whereabouts.
and
were
working
up
h1s
case.
No·
thol'.• av.d l?iJ?lical errors in science, history, der throtl'!'h the nether empire • and neov emisdaand beer are sold. An act has already passed
mortis, religwn, and general events. Also a 1
•
'
•
•
one ever saw a fat coyote. You may catch a
deli ieaJ,ion of the characters of the principal! nes are tramed, wtth new tactic", to, tf posst ble,
the New York Assembly licensing the sale of young one, civilize him as much as you can, feed
penonnges of the Christian Bible anrt ~tn ex- entrap him. aud h·lodwink and handcuff him.these beverages at concerts.
him on canned. ~rroceries, and .Put a brass collar
amiuation of their doctrina. Price, $1. 75.
Car!u!e's Sartvr Resartus.
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! ~ RECOMMRND~TION from Mayor Hewi.tt THE R~v. M~tthe:W H. Pogson le~tured on j AccoRDING to the Diario Roma'fi-O, it is now
:rflllJ!I!lnfJS. urg.mg the estabhsh~ent of small parks m the_ 15th ChiCkermg Hall. He Said that at precisely 2,641 years since Mr. Romulus, c.
=================== vanous
parts of the City for the benefit of the 14 years of age he took his first glass, and at. E., first laid out the streets and lots of Rome
poorer classes has met with a favorable re-: 16 he was a confirmed drunkard. Now he is and the event is still celebrated in the Eternal
1ft i
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THE Boston Herald irreverently remarked. ception at Albany, and the parks will be laid a preacher of the gospel. Thus is exempli- I City by the illumination of the Coliseum and
1
last Monday that "fashionable churches out when the necessary financial arrange- I fied the downward course of him who takes the Forum, and by banquets at which the
showed a falling off in their congregations ments hav been made.
I the first genial glass.
I memory of the distinguished citizen is apyesterday, and it is believed the religious sea- --====-=~::--- - propriately disp9sed of
in silence.
son is drawing to a
THERE is talk among
close."
Canadian statesmen of a
NEARLY ten thousand
commercial union beimmigrants landed at
tween the United States
this port on Wednesday
and Canada on a basis of
of last week. At this
free trade. Political unrate the year 1887 will
ion is also spoken of.
be unrivale-d for immi"HoA.DLY for judge?
gration.
He has some fine qualiTHE clergymen
of
tie.s, but if there is anyOmaha are endeavoring
thing he lacks it does
to explain the reason of
seem to be judgment."the great wickedness of
Oatholic Sun. Tbe best
that city. One of them
evidence that Judge
says that Omaha has
Hoadly has shown of not
gone into the real estate
possessing good judgbusiness, and that when
ment was when he bea man commences to sell
came bondsman for a
a thing for more than it
Catholic in the Archis worth the angels weep
bishop Purcell swindle,
and let him slide.-Lea-vand lost $60,000.
en_worth Times.
CoLoNEL IN GE RS o LL
Dn. McGLYNN says
tells a new story of the
that when he spoke of a
first time he ever heard
" certain old gentleman
of Philadelphia-a place
in Rome," he meant
which, by the way, he
Cardinal Simeoni, and
does not like, because
" the old gentleman in
the Quaker City folk
this country" is Bishop
once threatened to put
Gilmour of Cleveland,
him in jail. The scene
who is so little in sympaof the tale is out in Illithy with the grievances
nois, and the time many
of the people that, after
years ago.
A schoola tour of Ireland,he made
master had just been
the remark that he had
brought out from Philanot found
anybody,
delphia, and he at once
bishop, priest, or layman,
set to work to find out
who was able to tell hini
where his new scholars
what was the matter
stood in the matter of
with Ireland, anyhow.
enlightenment. He tried
them first on old IndeS1x sailors from the
pendence Hall. '' There
Dale, perfect specimens
is a building in my city,'•
· of physical development,
he said, " that ought to
were detailed to assist in
make every one's heart
arranging the flags loaned
throb with patriotism on
by the Navy Department
seeing it or hearing of it.
for the decoration of the
It is a grand building,
Congregational church
full of the natimt's life
for the Grand Army reblood." Then he asked
union at Washington.
those scholars who knew
Ou reaching the church
the building he· meant to
Sunday morning they
raise their hands. Not a
found that one of the
hand went up. Astonofficers of the church had
ished and grieved at this
spread one of the flags
woful ignorance, the
along the aisle. "Who
Quaker City pedagog
put that flag down there?"
once more expounded
angrily asked the leader
the claims of the unof the sailors.
" Mr.
known building to fame,
--," said a bystander,
and then called for· an"to save the carpet."
other raising of hands.
"It has to come up.
This time a little Hebrew
You may be good Chrislad over in one corner of
tians . here, but you are
the room said that he
d--d poor Americans.
knew it. " What is it,
Come aboard the Dale,
then, my little patriot?"
and you will see every
said the g 1 a d d e n e d
hat taken off as that emschoolmaster.
"The
blem comes down." The
mint
I"
yelled
the
little
flag came up.
.fellow.
A NEW LAOCOON.
IN the debate on the
interminable side issues
of the Irish question in the British Par- which the unbelieving member has passed. of Commons,' most thoroughly into pieces. laugh was witty as well as severe. Pious
liament two weeks ago, 1'l'lr. Bradlaugh Churchill has the bad habit of changing his It was evident to every one, and especially so strangers in the g;allcry shook their head,s
found an opportunity of paying some of his mind very often, and of thinking different to his lordship, who was present, that he was mournfully that so bad a man as the Infidel
debts to Lord Rantlolph Churchill. "Mr. things on different days. In this debate he in hands so powerful as to make his squirm- Bradlaugh should be allowed to score such a
Bradlaugh," says the correspondent of the cheerfully expressed sentiment& directly op- ing useless. For over an hourMr.Bradlaugh victory. The speech was, in many ways, the
New York Sun, "has never forgotten the posit to those which he had avowed but a continued his torturing process, permitting best heard in the House this session. Upon
exciting times when Lord Randolph Churchill few months previously, and then came Brad- not one weak spot in the ex-chancellor's moral/ its conclusion Churchill wen.t out for a? extook high moral ground, made himself the laugh's opportunity. He arose on Thursday armor to escape him, while the Irish and te?de~ walk among the lobbies and corndors.
champion of Christian morality, and exulted afternoon, and tore the erractic Churchill, Liberal ·members cheered and laughed as H1s failure even to attempt a reply lent emover the unpleasant experiences through surnamed ' The Stormy Petrel of the House they hav not done this session; for Brad- phasis to the fulness of his defeat."
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\thousand years later, a well organized monarchy and pared to dispute, but I deny altogether that they
religion elaborated throughout the country~the sys- corroborate what Mr. Grabill calls ''the brief allutem of hieroglyphic writing the same, in all its lead- sions of the Bible." · What brief allusions? What
The Age of the Eart.h and Man.
ing peculiarities, and it continued to the end of the could oriental scholars corroborate in reference to
the Mosaic account of the origin of man, by reference
monarchy of the Pharaohs."
It is quite refreshing in this age of religious doubt
And now we come to the second point. Mr. to monuments, inscriptions, or fragmentary remains?
and unbelief, and especially of ingenious sophistry on Gabrill says that my declaration as. to the Chinese Certainly not that man was less than six thousand
the part of eminent theologians in regard to the beirig "found in a highly civilized condition, with a years old, and most assuredly not that he was of one
interpretation of the early chapters of Genesis, to monarchy and government, as far back as 2,500 years type and one race 1 What then' Let Mr. Grab~!
find an intelligent and able man like Mr. J. W. B.c. is a wholly gratuitous statement."
reply.
.
Grabill, your correspondent, prepared to defend
Indeed ! Mr. Gabrill is surely not stupid enough
Then your correspondent on his own responsibilbiblical chronology and biblical science against the to imagin that I made such a statement on my own ity, and presumably of his own superior knowledge,
latest views advanced by biblical commentators and responsibility, apart altogether from authoritativ disputes Humboldt's calculation that a cypress-tree
men of science.
evidence on the subject.
in New Orleans was six thousand years old, though
In my article on" The Age of Man" I affirmed
Now, the Duke of Argyll, who certainly is not there were four fossil forests above the root of said
that "the records of the Greeks and Romans show biased in favor of the view I take, in his "Primitiv tree, under which the skeleton of a man was found.
these great empires to hav been inhabited by civilized Man" actually quotes Meadows on this very point as
If Humboldt's calculation stood by itself, it would
people as far back as 800 B.c." I further declared follows : "There is another civilization which appears not be without value, but when it is corroborated
that the Chinese might be "found in a highly civil- to be almost as ancient as that of Egypt, and which from a hundred other sources, the degree of probaized condition, with a monarchy and a government, has been far more enduring. The authentic :t:ecords bility attaching to its truthfulness is very much
as far back as 2500 B.c.; while, according to such em- of the Chinese empire are said to begin 2,400 B.c.- hightened. Mr. Grabill disposes of Wm. Pengelly's
inent authorities as Lepsius and Bunsen, the Egyp- 300 years before Abraham. They begin, too, appar- "three hundred thomand years as the lowest estitians bav a history that carries us back more than ently with a kingdom already established with a mate for man's existence in England" by cutting off
capital city and with a settled government."
four thousand years B c."
two naughts from the right of this scientist's calcuTo this statement Mr. Grabill demurs. He alleges
But according to Bunsen, another great authority, lation, and thus by a very easy process takes three
that there is no evidence in support of it; that nei- it took 5,000 years to form the Chinese language, thousand years as a period " approximating correctther written records, architectural monuments, frag- which was begun about 20,000 B. c.
·
ness."
mentary remains, tradition, nor indeed anything that
If we pay any attention to the theory that the age
Mr. Pengelly's calculation he calls "mere guessmay fairly be regarded as evidence can be adduced in of man on the earth is less than 6,000 years, we are work." But is this true~ How was .the calculation
support of my statement. Now, in respect to Egypt, confl'onted with so many difficulties of an insuperable made? "'We know," liaid this scientist in his lecture
Mr. Grabill is good enough to cite the authority of character that unless we set aside altogether the tes- on " The Time tbat Has Elapsed Since the Era of
Manetho, an Egyptian historian whe lived in the timony of modern science, and common sense infer- the Cave Men of Devonshire," "that in Kent's Cavern
reign of Ptolemy I., to demonstrate that the "first ences from obvious facts, and open wide the mouth there are inscriptions on the granular stalagmite, and
rulers in Egypt were gods, spirits, etc., and therefore of credulity, the Mosaic story of the age and develop- we know further that the lines of drainage of the
that the early history of Egypt, to use his own very ment of man on the earth is simply incredible. If cavern (Kent's Cavern) hav not changed. Now, if it
accurate language, "is shrouded in ignorance and Adam was the first man, what sort of man was he~ takes two hundred and fifty years to form the twenfabulous conjecture."
Was be Jew? Then I am not his descendant. Was tieth of an inch in thickness in a part of a cavern
It is quite true that in connection with Egyptian he Chinese? Then I am not his descendant. Was where the stalagmite has been formed with unusual
history and tradition there are a numbe~· of religious he Hindoo ~ Then I am not his descendant. ·Of rapidity, judging from these bosses, you perceive
fables, such as we find associated with the early what color and type was Adam? I confess I do not clearly enough that it would take twenty times that
history and tradition of all other nations; but while know, but neither does Mr. Grabill; but it i& certain amount of time at that rate to represent an inchMr. Grabili quotes Manetho to discredit him, we find that he could not hav combined in himself all the that is, five thousand years, and we hav fully five feet
an eminent scientist like Quatrefages-himself op- diverse characte1·istics uf the numel'ous races of men to account for in the granular stalagmite only. Now,
posed to the Darwinian theory-on the authority of now on the earth; and though I am not disposed to ladies and gentlemen, are you prepared for that
Marietta-Bey, declaring that "the lists of l\:Ianetho argue for more than one species of man, I think that amount of time~ Five thoueand years for an inch,
go back to 5004 before our era" (Human Species, no man of science would go as far as to declare that and sixty incbes-sixt.y times five thousand years."
page 130) in proof of the great age of the Egyptian it was possible for the numerous and diverse types of
Does 'Mr. Grabill doubt that scientifie men can
race.
men to hav emerged from one single pair within the calculate with marvelous precision and accuracy the
And if this be true we are at once taken back a limits of the time claimed by biblical chronology. movements of the heavenly bodies ~ And if he does
thousand years before the alleged creation of the Moreover, as most men of science believe that man is not doubt this, surely he should be able to advance
world and man, and hav the further difficulty that, the off-shoot of. the ape, it is quite within the range a reason why he should discredit the statements and
even according to the Bible, the Egyptian people of probability that one branch of the genus homo calculations of men of science who make geology and
were in a fairly advanced condition soon after the went off in one direction, and another in another, and paleontology their special studies.
.
deluge, with a powerful monarchy and an army suf- from these, through the slow evolutionary process,
Your correspondent concludes by admitting "that
ficiently strong and well trained to conquer the Jews the various races of men of diverse types descended. it is true that the remains of man are found in the
and put them into subjection.
And as Haeckel well says (Pedigree of Man, page 80) : deposits of the quaternary age, but no such remains
Mr. Grabill, to be thoroughly logical and con- "In that long chain of many generations that formed hav been found which carries the human period back
sistent, believes in the historical accuracy of the bib- the transition from the men-apes to the ape-men, and more than a few thousand years."
Heal flood, with its manifold absurdities and impossi- from these last to actual articulate-speaking man, no
A few thousand years ! Yes, Mr. Grabill, truly a
bilities. He does not, it is true, say whether he single pair can be designated as ' the first pair of bu- few thousand; a considerable "few," however, longer
believes in a local or a universal flood, but if he man beings.'"
·
than the biblical six thousand.
believes in the latter he must assuredly believe that
But because Moses, in an age of ignorance, said
M;r. Grabill's statement reminds me of the lines:
the Egyptians, if there were any before that time, that man originated from one pair, Mr: Grabill asks
In our Sunday~school they told
were swept off the face of the earth, and that this us to conclude that " either he (Moses) was gifted
Man was not so very old,
ancient race must bav been established afresh after with faculties far surpassing all human experience, or
For God formed him from red mold
the deluge.
else his knowledge was divine."
Years ago, six thousand.
But, according to Nott (Types of Man, page 211):
But what does Mr. Grabill mean by divine? Do
But science teaches that
" When Egypt first presents itself to our view, she human beings possess faculties that are not human _
When youth and young manhood came,
stands forth, not in childhood, but with the maturity but superhuman? The word "divine" has no meanThis seemed not so very plain;
of manhood's age, arrayed in the time-worn habili- ing except to persons who bav had a theological
Oft we tliought and thoug-ht again,
ments of civilization. Her tombs, her temples, her training; that is, persons who hav been trained to
Only just six thousand?
pyramids, her manners, customs, and arts all betoken accept everything as gospel which they cannot unThen when history we read,
a full-grown nation. The sculptures of the fourth dy- derstand. Besides, I deny that Moses says that man
This can never be, we said;
nasty, the earliest extant, show that the arts of that originated from one single pair. If 1\:Ir. Grabill will
More in number mnBt hav fled
Than some mere six thousand.
day, some 3500 B c.-date of Menes, more than look in ~he first ~hapter of Genesis (which, by the by,
3400 B c. (Humboldt). 3643 B.c. (Bunsen), 38!)2 nc. was neither written by Moses nor by anybody acForth' historic scribes aver
Egypt's older, and for her
• (Keru·ick), 3893 B.c. (Lepsius), 3895 B c. (Hincks), in quainted with the alleged facts it contains) he will
CJaiq1 a full ten thousand year
each case more than a thousand years before the find that " God created man in his own image, in the
More, this, than six 1housand."
' :·
Usherian date of the deluge-had already arrived at image of God created he them ; male and female
.,!T
a perfection httle inferior to that of the eighteenth created he them."
Now upgrown, we ~can more wide,
dynasty, which until lately was regarded as her AuThat is, God did not create one single pair, but
~cl~~~~n ~~~~~~: ~~s~e~~l~:·. . c,·: '" · . ''' ,,,T;
gustan age."
numerous· men and women.
Far from years six thousand: - · ,
On the other hand, if Mr. Gabrill believes in a
In the second chapter, which al&o was not written
Bone needles, and; k~i:ves ~r':'sto;~;·
local flood-a flood which drowned the Jews, but by Moses, I know we are told that God created one
Flint toqJ~.fonp.ed,jp af!i~s,gp,n\', ,,_,, .. ,
Up dt,Jg, are'hl ~ri~mph slio\Vn> , · ... ·· ,: ,, ,,,u
respectfully refused to touch the Chinese-when he man, and then, as an afterthought, one woman to be
bas explained why God should require Noah to his "helpmeet;" but a manifest contradiction like
"Foolisli,forrdsi.x't)ibusand.: ·· ' ' .. 1_ .
gather all the animals into the ark, while many of this surely does not demonstrate that the writer was
rdtli~~~w~·c~riie to'c!J~rly'~e~,u ' ,,,, '''' 11.'' ,.
them might hav remained unhurt on their nativ soil, gifted with faculties far surpassing all human ex peri- . ~';')':'L'R1i'~~-~~lt, W'h'en first lit~d' b6'? .··. • ·· ' ·'' ''~
or why Noah and his fareily did not emigrate to some e.nee, or tha.t ."his knowledge was. divine," .UI;l
.. le..s.s, I Jr •I.J:t:<· Tli!Rt•tnwn's years'inor~·Jill:ely'lJe' ·
' 1 ,;. !: .. ,.,!:
th
t
d th
d 'th 'ld
d
'h.1 I );;:; ...·mi ;.!·:M6x;e<thansi:xhundred thousand;
'· .,.,::
0 'db ··
1
for
in
:sti'
while God mercilessly destroyed "every creature
All that Mr. Grabill sa~s. about ,~ll~':B?ii~Jf»:~~ 1};W,~P~~ofq~i~~t_~):id~,nce c~n, B~,~,f~~.~¥:~~p,e,ca:n~~J~~
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could hav been an Egyptian race before the flood,
and from which of Adam's children they descended.
Till then, however, I will let the above quotations,
with one othe.r, stand as my reply to.yo~r co~respon~ant's first J?Ol~t." My. other quot~~10n Is this. It IS
fro.m Kennck s Anc.rent Egypt, page 131. . The
wnter ~ays: "The ghmpse whiCh we thus ob~am of
Egypt m the fifth c~ntury. after Menes, accordmg to
the lowest computatwn (still a thousand years bef?re
the deluge), reveals to us some general facts whiCh
lead to .important inferences. In all its general
chara.ctenstJCS E8ypt WI;\!! the S~JUB M we see it a.

..Professor Haeckel has trac~~:::r'l1~1 'alJ~ #~r~~tP,l~~~
Jackal and the wolf as cl,e~fi~'.lflS~ ~~~X:W.t ;li~,~~, t'Jif:)
hors~ to the bear. The~~:~~~~.-~~,;G:r!l'bil);';lt~~~ l
''. Onental scholars ha!' ·JJ§!, __ pih}~,l;l~ ~ q~If_g'~J!~tl"' ..!d!h
mphered the inscripti9~fitWc'lf t!i~2,~e~iM~~ ~.ip~Ms,
and. fragmentary re~!l,ln!",';gf":fn'gliP:k _X'~yrra,'r~«~d
~ndra bear, and wha~~s't.he:'r~s.Hit. 'f'b1 'T,J.l~y l:!1J!.ra.~~~4
Immeasurably to!·
, )' ~~\fl$g:e~ .?.f'.tli.o~,. 'an6i~1t
timee, and both c ·' b~Jta~~it' . <F~xpHnP:k'd'lli1ll"wo~l
derful manner the.l r.ff!.·lf'a~'sio W"Mttlle ~l:blij;'fl rr u., ;.
. That the inve#iaa\io'il. ·l_P-~"'Hr'lliifiii.fri§iJhl>}~~s~}#lv
a.dded irpmensel~rl&i 1~-lr l)lblQ\Vl~rdf.if:f:&~raL•:.mn 'lff'e~

,· ~W,i'f(l~·.'w~·,Ger~an sci~ntist,;)f.. FL)tsper, ijl i7r7,4
·!~hs~ove,red SOI?;IB ,.,hum,~n ,bone~ plmgfed ~It~, ~~e
1
r?~~~psof)~~ ·~orther~; q.~a,r, lltfld o~~.~.r et,tinct ;sJ?e.~I~£l_'-}n :<Ja1te,n~ut~,,, ~11-y~qS:" tJ:i:~ .. Mo~~c ,s,tpry, w:as
.re!i4MWt'.~9.li,Q~fui,. ..JY~~P: ,'f'opri,J~l ~. J$,26: ~.~v;e, ~o
'Jp'~· ~o~1SIJh~ .E~s.lJ,H. ~f..h:I~ d1,sqov~mes IP, .11 ~av~, ·ln
.'.·A.¥li~.\~t.a.'
l,i<1Ei)~Jtp.¢r.E!''he·..· f. ()~p:d, ·.boJ+·e·,s. . pf... .th~. b,.i~q,n
~f¥.1d 1f~in'd1'ef1 c~t :a.#~ :9.~rve.d by ,the'. ~lil)d •'of .in~P,;
wb. ~.r:f8~n~e.r~i*.g'JAJ8..3.9 m.. 'ad e. ·r. u.r.th~I·. di's~q~.efie\l,. 9f
:.mw~.·afug ldila hiB
..· elgi'Ui;h; .'wh.e'ri. "i,ri.' 1~58 Pen~e.lJ. y

;'~!i'il,iilB~' 'Mii'e1~'. ~ii~s~ aiElilo'Y.~rt~( ~j
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Boucher de Perthes, of Abbeville, discovered at Moulin Quignon at a depth of :fifteen feet, in a virgin
argilo-ferruginous bed belonging to the later Pliocene or early Pleistocene period, the half of a human
lower jaw-hone, by the side of a flint hatchet and
not far from it two mammoths' teeth; when Dupont
in 1864: found in the Tessa valley three different layers of human and other remains, side by side with
bones of the mammoth, rhinoceros, and other extinct
animals, the Mosaic story by rational beings was no
longer doubted-it was discredited and denied.
And no argument Mr. Grabill has yet advanced has
in the smallest degree weakened the force of these
and similar facts which I advanced in my forme:r
paper to demonstrate the vast antiquity of man.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

proves that he is more of an adept in slander than in
logic. Yet this is the gentleman who insists that.
arguments should be " impersonal." The fact that
Brownson is dead makes ·it all the more safe for
McArthur to indulge in his rmeers. The jackass can
kick with impunity the dead lion.
L.A. LAMBERT.

urea, inusic, incense-in fact, au· that appeals to the
eye, but her strength has been sapped by the printing·press and public school, and her last hold on the
credulity of her followers is of such a slight nature
that her priests dare not let in light, but hav recourse
to vilification, and that alone, when they meet an
opponent.
Attacked on all sides, she has received the worst
1
MR. MARTHUR's REJOINDER.
blows from her own children ; in fact, from those who
The above answer, if answer it may be considered, would sacrifice health, fame, wealth, family, all that
shows the true animus of the "Notes." Christianity man holds dear, rather than deprive her· of even one
is not to be defended, but a blackguard attack on of her n;tany claims.
When M. le Maisb·e was preparing _his work, "Du
one who is the peer of any living man is the question, and the only question, this reverend self-<,:on- Pape," every facility was accorded him for gathering
facts. Archives closed to the outer world were
fessed smircher deems worthy of consideration.
To the millions who are acquainted with Mr. opened to him. As he proceeded he became gradIngersoll, either personally or by his lectures, it is ually aware of the character of these vicegerents of
McArthm·'s Challenge to Lambert.
now obvious why he declined to "stoop to conquer t God, and he hesitated at completing his task. But
MR. LAMBERT'S REPLY TO MR. M' ARTHUR.
why, as a clean man, he viewed with loathing one the work had been promised, the world expected it,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRu:rH SEEKER, Sir: who, though called of God, dealt only in the most and this good son of the church was forced to groan
McArthur seems to be much irritated at my neglect of scurrilous language, and ignored all the usages of out, "At the time when courtesans, monsters of
licentiousness and wickedness, taking advantage of
him. He is not the :first to take up the defense of In- decent society.
His God, so this reverend smircher fondly believes, the public disorders, disposed of things at Rome and
gersoll. He has been anticipated by Mr. B. W. Lacy,
who wrote a good-sized book which he called" Reply called him to his present position as a teacher; and contrived to place their sons and lovers on the seat
to Lambert's Notes on Ingersoll." I. hav written a having been educated, possibly, by the charity of of St. Peter, I most expressly deny that those men
rejoinder to this reply, which is now going through the hundreds .of thousands of Irish servants through- were popes."
Is it any wonder that under such a showing the
the preE!B in Buffalo, and will be on sale in the course out this country, anointed with holy oil, and his
of a few weeks. This will explain my reason for mind illumined by the Holy Ghost, he rushes unso- reverend smircher declines to argue on cold facts ?
ignoring McArthur; I was dealing with an abler and licited into a controversy carried on by two gentle- Bearing allegiance to such a power, as depicted by
men, and slings at one of them the epithets of one of his own people, is it strange that his only rebetter informed man.
But as McArthur is evidently spoiling for a :fight, "ghoul, blatant blasphemer, mountebank, philosoph- course should be vilification and abuse~ Who
I see no reason why he should not be accommodated, ical charlatan, ignorant, superficial, full of gas and blames him for,not.having accepted my one hundred
providing he accepts it on the lines indicated by my gush," etc., etc. The gentleman thus maligned had dollars offered if he would meet lVIr. J. E. Remsburg
challenge. In the concluding paragraph of the among other things remarked, "Water always runs for :five nights 1 It might hav been made a thousand,
down hill." For this unphilosophical assertion he is yet the reverend smircher would hav declined. I sim"Notes," I made the following statements:
We hav said enough to convince our readers that Mr. anathematized, and all the lO"Ving terms this Chris ply desired to show his admirers that he had been
Ingersoll is proffigate of statement; that he is not to be tian gentleman had ever heard of or could possibly masquerading for two years in a lion's skin.In regard to the insinuation that I sneered at Dr.
trusterl; that he is unscrupulous; that as a logician and manufacture were bestowed on him with unstinted
metaphy&ician he i.s beneath contempt; that he is a mere hand.
Brownson's poverty, I will simply say, I did not. I
galvanizer of old objections long ago refuted; that he is
I, also, poor. I, thinking it possible there was an stated facts, and anyone acquainted with the New
ignorant.and superficial-full of gas and gnsh-in a word,
that he is a. philosophical charlatan of the first water, who honest priest in this country-one who was true to York Catholics of forty years ago knows my statemistakes curious listeners for disciples, and applause for ap- his convictions, one who dared to defend in public ment to be correct.
Mr. Donnelly, a wealthy merchant, :first conceived
proval" (Notes, page 200).
what he was supposed to practice in private, one who
These are the points which l claimed to hav estab. could satisfy mt~ that I had an itnmortal soul which the idea of this Review, and it is notorious that
lished in the "Notes." · I then continued as' follows: could be saved only through the holy Catholic 0. A. Brownson undertook its management and be·
came a Catholic only after several thousands of dolOf course, we do not expect him to reply to us, and for church-! dared to address a note to this vicegerent
several reasons. First, he will not want to; second, he can- of God, and in answer am assured that I am a lars had been subscribed. At that time he was living
in the upper portion of a rather obscure tenement
not;· third, he can pretend not to notice an ob!'cure country jackass.
pastor. Very well, then let Mme of !tis disciples or admirers
Well, possibly that may be, but my opinion of the house in a very unsavory part of the city. His son
try to rehabilitate hi~ smirched character. We hold oursel vs "Notes" still remains unchanged, and I think if they was educated for the priesthood, and on several occal'esponsible to him and all the glib little whiffets of his shalare on record in the "New Jerusalem," that God has sions was severely reprimanded for drunkenness.
low school.
The Review fell to pieces of its own weight, but not
I now repeat the charges and the challenge, and exclaimed, "Save me from my friends!" for I feel cer- till after Archbishop Hughes had felt constrained, on
tain
that
DO
honest
God
could
read
them
without
address them directly to McArthur. It will be well
several occasions, to notify this profoundly philosophfor him to observe, if he accepts this challenge, that feeling convinced that in securing the services of this ical editor that his articles were not only too heavy,
the discussion between him and me is not whether Waterloo theologian the world's people had lost, and but that they trenched on forbidden grounds. That
.
Christianity is· true or false, but whether my charges he had gained, simply nothintl·
Of late years this seems to be the ending of relig- Bronson died of an over-dose of chloral is, or was,
against Ingersoll are true or false. Both Mr. Lacy
an open secret; my informant being his physician, a
and McArthur hav mistaken the issue raised by my ious controversies. Ever since the discussion be- prominent Catholic.
tween
Pope
and
Maguire,
embryonic
theologians
of
challenge. They seem to think that they can defend
I am thus particular, Rev. Smircher, because, being
Ingersoll by attacking Christianity. This is a great the Catholic stripe hav hesitated arguing the inerits a pagan, I am true to my church, which teaches, De
of
their
system.
It
seems
to
giv
too
much
publicity.
mistake on their part, for I hold that my charges are
mortuis nil nisi bonum, and I do not desire to hav
true whether Christianity be true or false. Hence, Publicity causes thought; thought is destructiv of even you think there is one particle of Christianity in
arbitrary
creed,
and
Rome
trembles
at
the
possible
even if they were to prove Christianity to be false it
or about me.
would not in the least effect. my charges against consequences. She would rather hav her dogmas
In this treatment of the dead, we differ essentially
expounded
from
the
pulpit
by
her
trained
servants.
Ingersoll.
Ingersoll's chicanery, double-dealing,
from you Christians. One of the most powerful serThey
are
to
be
the
only
enlightened
ones,
or,
as
the
misrepresentations, and contradictions would be
mons I ever heard was a vilification of Thomas
equally reprehensible if directed' against Mormonism Catholic Review of late issue more graphically puts Paine, delivered by the Rev. Mr. Walworth. I adit:
or Mohammed11.nism.
We do not, indeed, prize as high as some of our country- verted to it in my letters to "D. C." Not many
My charges can be answered only by being taken·
men do the ability to read, write, and cipher. Some men years afterward, the nephew of this Rev. Smircher
up seriatirn and .disproved. When McArthur dis- are born to be leaders, and the rest are born to be led. The invited his own father to visit him at his hotel, and
proves or admits them, it will be time to consider the best ordered and administered state is that in which the few then and there murdered the old man. I mention
propriety of discussing with him the claims of Chris- are well educated and lead, and the many are trained to this incidentally. Possibly, if I were a Catholic, I
obedience.
·
tianity.
•
might say it was a punishment from God for the vilBoth he and Mr. Lacy erred when they imagined
To which I would add an oriental proverb, and ification of the memory of one of the noblest characthat I volunteered as a sitter to be talked at by attract the attention of the reverend smircher to it: ters in history-a, man who rose ~o the sublime when
every Tom, Dick, or Harry who suffers under the "The man who knows something, and who knows he said, "The world is my ,coun,try, to do gdod my
hallucination that he has something to say worth that he knows something, is a happy man; the man religion."
·
listening to.
who knows nothing, and who knows that he knows
In conclusion, Rev. Smircher, I will simply add
"I hav no doubt," says McArthur, " that Mr. Inger- nothing, is comparativly happy; but the man who that I am not open for an arguuient with you. My
soll had good and sufficient reasons for declinillg to knows nothing, but does not know that he knows few friends are ladies and gentlemen, people unac·
meet Mr. Lambert." There are very many who are nothing, is a wretched fool."
customed to either smirch or be smirched, and valuof McArthur's way of thinking.
The reason is patent why the reverend smircher ing their society very_ highly, :J: am disinclined to
Again he says, <;It is not customary for a leader to declines to argue on cold facts/ why he loads his introduce a new element.
go out of his way to answer every charge, even if opponent with abuse. It is simply because he knows
Your admirers hav received copies of our corremade by a clergyman."
that if the inner workings of his system were laid spondence, and will also receive a copy of this, an?
Men of character and standing do not consider it bare they would shock the sensibilities of _a Digger you can, if y'ou so desire, explain to them by mad
" going out of their way" when they defend the~ Indian. He knows full well that the claims of his' any other points you ·may wish to elucidate.
selvs against charges so eerious as to affect the1r masters will not bear the light of investigation, so he
You digged a pit,
honor and veracity. It is . their custom to meet would rather remain a slave to a parcel of Italian
You dig-~ed it deep,
You digged it for your brother.
them, and when they fail to do so they favor the sus- lazzaroni, and retain his eaay situation, than boldly
But it so fell out
strike out like a man and earn his own living.
.
picion that they cannot.
That you fell in
Again, McArthur tells us that " the ~unous reader
Rome is gradually undergoing the process of disThe pit you digged for another.
of the "Notes" will :find a reason on 1ts every page, integration. She has ceased directing the policy of
Yours,
McARTHUR.
and may possibly determin that Mr. Ingersoll simply nations, and the presumed successor of the meek and
dec)jned to 'st-oop to conquer.'" I tried to put a lowly Jesus no longer ha;; armies and navies at his
A Religious Editor Needed.
reason on every page why he should decline to stoop command. Her God has deserted her, and, like
From tli.f Balttmore American.
There is a !!'reat laugh going around town at tbe expense
to conquer, an<} it appears that he. has deemed them Patience, she sits on a monument smiling at grief'sufficient. But to the sneer of McArthur, I retort not her grief, but that which she has caused human- of ex-Public Printer Hounds. When Mr. Rounds went out
of office he went to Omaha and assumed charge of the Omaha
that the intelligent reader of his article will see in it ity for so many years.
Rfpublican. Fortune has smiled upon him in hi~ new field
good and suffiJient reasons why I sho'uld pay '!1-o
Her anathema sit (which, being anglicized, means of .labor, but it is evident that his early piety has been sadly
attention whatever to what he may say. For m- God damn you, or go to hell) is now a meaningless neo-lected. In the E11ster edition of his puper there appeared
stance when he meets Dr. Brownson's psychological ecclesiastical term, and having played its part as a a ;'ery full and elaborate account of the E-tster services, bu~,
unfortunately for him, it was ''love's labor Io~t," for his
argum'ent for the existence of God by a sneering ref- boomerang, has been relegated to its proper position readers
were so taken by tbe hracl-lines that they never got
erence to his poverty, and a malicious insinuation among the low and vulgar.
·any further. Here they are: "Echoes of Easter-How tl~e
that the do(lto):' w~& not sincere iu hie convictions, he
She still reta.~s her dogmas, wealth of ritual, :pic~- · t:!avior's :j3irthday- was]3eautifully Observed in Qmah!l·"
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One of the Coons Comes Down.
The Executiv Committee of the American Museum
of Natural History has sent the following letter to
the Board of Estimate and Apportionment of this
city, and a copy has also been forwarded to the
Department of Parks :
"Your honorabie bodies hav on former occasions called
our attention to the desire that our museum should be open
to the public on Sundays, and stated that if such an opening
was made an additional sum would be appropriated by the
city toward defraying the expense thereof. In order that a
full discussion of that subject by our trustees could be had,
at the invitation of the mayor (who is one of the trustees), a
special meeting was called at his house, March 21st last, to
discuss the subject of Sunday opening. A resolution was
offered to open the museum on Sunday, and the same was
rejected.
"The mayor expressed his own opinion, and supposed he
did also that of other members of your boards, that unless
some arrangement was made to open the museum on Sunday
probably no additional money would be voted by your
boards to the museum hereafter for any purpose.
"It was with this view of the subject that on further discussion a resolution was adopted declaring the museum open
on Sunday, and asking the executiv committee to confer
with us.
'
" In pursuance of the instructions of the trustees embodied
in the resolutions, the executiv committee hav carefully considered the whole subject as to what the additional cost of
the museum would be by opening on Sunday from 1 to 6
o'clock, and hav come to the following conclusions, which
tliey desire to prescut to your honorable boards:
"The present yearly expense of the museum, including
the salaries of the curators, clerks, engineer, janitor, night
watchman, and attendants, labor, coal, supplies, repairs, etc.,
is $23,889,88. Of this the city pays $15,000 for yalue received by opening to the public free four days in each week,
and the balance is made up mostly by gifts from the trustees,
they having contributed during the past year, for this purpose, $7,500. This year the expenses will be increased at
least $5,000 for additional superintendence, labor, and clerical force that will be required, making probably a yearly expense of about $29,000, irrespectiv of Sunday opening.
"To open the museum on Sunday the committee, after a
careful investigation of the whole subject, and full conference with the curators of the different departments, janitor,
and engineer, giv the estimate of what the increased cost will
be. It will be about $9,140.
"If it be true, as is stated by the papers and individuals
who favor Sunday opening, that great crowds will flock to
the museum on that day, you- will readily see the increased
responsibility of the trustees for providing for extra care of
the collections. If, on the other hand, crowds do not come,
it would seem that there would be no necessity for opening
the museum on Sundays, and the city might be saved this
expense.
"We also assume that contributions and subscriptions
now received from friends of the museum who are unfavorable-to the opening on Sunday will be withdrawn.
"We ha v, therefore, come to the conclusion that if the
museum be opened on Sunday, in accordance with the demands of the city authorities, the city should assume the expense. We therefore respectfully ask that you arrange to
giv us $15,000 additional per annum for opening to the
public free on Sundays, thus making a total of $30,000
annually."
Mr. Morris K. Jesup is president of this museum,
!'~g he P.!!o~ 9e~I,J tp~ pe~<J ang froAt of tpe orvositioll

to Sunday opening, the other officials merely clinging
to his coattails. His descent is not performed very
gracefully, and the evident intention of the museum
officers is to squeeze the municipal orange for all it
is worth, now that they are crowded into offering
Sunday opening. The figures set are about twice
or three times the extra cost .entailed by continuous
opening, and if the offer is accepted by the city the
trustees should not be allowed to set apart two days
in the week exclusivly for the visits of the five-hundred and one-thousand-dollar a-year patrons of the
museum. Little credit is due the officials for the
offer. They know that without Sunday opening
they must giv up all hope of getting the four
hundred thousand dollars which the legislature
granted providing the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment agreed. This board, which has absolute power to giv or withhold the money, is well
known to be stoutly in favor of Sunday opening.
Hence the come down of the coon. The surrender,
however, the animal wishes to make with as much
profit ta itself as possible.
After all, it might be best for the city to pay all
the expenses of the museums, and take charge of
them. The time proposed by ·the trustees of Sunday
opening-from 1 to 6 P.M.-is not sufficient. It
should be from 10 A.M. to 7 P.M. If the city owned
the institutions in whole, the matter could be
arranged to suit the convenience of the people. By
not opening the doors until 1 o'clock the trustees
think they hav avoide~ placing temptation to stay
away from church before the peop1e of the city, and
thereby saved what little conscience they may possess. This higgling and bargain-driving simply shows
that though the 'trustees may be very religious, they
are not extraordinarily honest; for if their objections
to Sunday opening were based on honest adherence
to principle, no a.mount of money that could be
offeredwould induce them to violate their convictions.
But though the city pay a high price for a limited
concession, it -is better than sinking half the money
and getting no return at all. The present trustees
cannot reasonably hope to liv forever, and in the
twentieth century New York may enjoy the treasures
which it has cost so many hundreds of thousands of
dollars to possess.

The Two Tyrannies of Russia.
In a little book recently published by Demas
Barnes are found many important facts concerning
that imperial despot among nations, the Russian empire. . Mr. Barnes was traveling through northern
Europe in search of cooling breezes-traveling, too,
with wide-open eyes, and judgment unclouded by
superstition-and what he found besides the breezes
he recorded for the benefit of the readers of a Brooklyn newspaper. But with that calm omniscience
which distinguishes the usual editor, the gentleman
who controled the Brooklyn journal cut out the most
interesting portions of the correspondence, and Mr.
Barnes, who is a gentleman of wealth as well as of
talent, has given us his book to set himself right.
Russia is generally known to be in civilization
the most baCkward of the nations, and its government is the most atrociously despotic. Her rulers riot
in wealth, her peasantry grovel in poverty. There is
no freedom, and none of the people seem able to
comprehend the meaning of the term. The czar is a
father with an enormous family of childre~, most of
whom are bad, and the rod of correction is never idle.
The prisons are always full; Siberia's population is
steadily increasing by accession and decreasing by
death ; no person in power feels secure from the
bomb or bullet of the Nihilist, and no man in the
. realm can tell when he may be hauled before a magistrate and charged with treason. The empire is
chaC!s, kept from bursting by the application of an
enormous pressure of physical force.
As a student trained to seeking causes of phenomena, Mr. Barnes endeavored to find out what keeps
Russia, naturally so prolific in food and raw material
f,or manufacturing purposes, ill such degradation.
He found surface indications showing two causes
-government and religion. The last analysis would,
however, show but one-religion. For if it were not
for their religion, or rather superstition, the people
would never submit to the present government.
The territory of Russia includes about one twentyfifth of the globe, and her natural resources are inexhaustible. In a condition of savagery, she is still the
mopt f<n:midable COJlll'etitor of the Vniteg St~tea in

the production of cereals, wool, :flax, hemp, tobacco,
salt, the precious metals, and petroleum. Eastern
Russia is naturally as rich as any portion of this
country. On the alluvial lands of the Volga and
other rivers the soil is deep and enduring. Some ·
labor-saving machinery is used there, but it is all
imported from America. Russians do not invent.
The railroads are built by foreigners. Men who in
America would be managing banks and manufactories
are in Russia por"ters at hotels, cooks in kitchens, or
at best painters of madonnas and chiselers of images.
A young man cannot change his vocation, as with us,
but he must continue as his father lived before him.
The cobbler's bench and the plow-handles are hereditary, like the czar's crown. Manufacturing privileges
are farmed out by the government as monopolies,
and public works carried on by favored agents of the
district governments. And the imperial government
takes good care that things shall remain as they are.
Intercourse with the outside world is almost impossible-clearly so without the knowledge of the government spies. Russia is fortified on all sides by
fortresses and guns, and a secret espionage is zealously maintained. The people are taxed to support
a standing army of hundreds of thousands of men,
and upon the castles and palaces of royalty and the
nobility has been wasted, says Mr. Barnes, money
sufficient to hav created a rebellion anywhere except
under a tyrannical government like that of Russia.
To obtain money to pay their taxes the peasants liv
in hovels, plow with a forked stick, and thresh grain
by whipping handfuls of straw over the end of a
board. In the Kremlin museums there is wasted
wealth sufficient to develop the resources of the
whole empire. Silver and gold, malachite, jasper,
rubies, diamonds, and sapphires are not only worked
into crowns, thrones, and vestments, but they are
formed into furniture, and make fire-places, walls, and
ceilings. The rapacity and . avariciousness of the
government and the nobility are infinit, Within the
Kremlin walls, where are the palaces of the czar, the
treasury, public buildings, and royal churches, the
wealth squandered appals the beholder. Some of
the walls are plated a sixteenth of an inch thick withgold. Seventy thousand pearls are worked into a
suit of clothes, worn, perhaps, once by a czar. The
military fortifications which protect Moscow and
these treasures are twenty-three miles in circum- ·
ference. The peace army of Russia is eight hundred
and tweaty thousand men. In time of war she
can put into the field over four million. Seldom
are there less than a million and a half of men
under arms for the people to support. The wage
of farm laborers is about twenty cents per day, the
pay of female servants about three dollars per month.
The peasants liv upon lentils, rye bread, potatoes,
and though a sheep may be purchased for the price
of a day's work, so. poor is the peasantry that the
laborer seldom tastes meat.. Women work in the
fields, and the children are never educated. Seventy
millions of Russia's population liv- in log cabins, the
individual cost of which would not exceed one hundred dollars. A log cabin for a home; rye bread,
lentils, and potatoes to eat-that is the portion of
the peasant for a life of toil; the balance that he can
earn is grabbed from him by the government ~md
the church.
The church in Russia,is back of the government,
and the two can scarcely be separated. The church,
however, as well as government officials, comes ht
direct contact with the people, and the tyranny of
their religion is, says Mr. Barnes, worse, if possible,
than the tyranny of the government. The Greek
Catholic church is the original Catholic religion, and
claims to inherit the true succession from Chtist.
The people of Russia believe this; they believe in
patriarchal infallibility, and readily and submissivly
do whatever the priests command. And the first
commandment of the church is to giv to the church a
large portion· of their earnings, and a last commandment is like unto it-giv to the priests half of what
remains. To show the superstitious submissivness
of the people, Mr. Barnes relates t.hat when at· one
time the church issued an order that, as potatoes are
not mentioned in the Bible, the people must not eat
potatoes, potatoes were banished and the people went
back to eating more weeds!
There are over forty thousa.nd Greek Catholic
churches in Russia, besides numberless religious institutions, such as monasteries, where the monks liv on
~o~tr~l;lqti<JP.~ frQID, ~e veovle~ ~0 perso~ ~S per•
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mitted to change his religion, except in case of marriage, when the husband must embrace the religion
of the wife. The churches of Russia are as gorgeous
as the homes of the peasants are squalid. Their
domes and minarets are gilded, and each church costs
more than the homes of a hundred thousand of the
people who worship in them. The churches of Moscow-about a thousand in number-are the grandest
in the world. Most of them hav from five to twentyfive domes and minarets, and some hav from fifty to
one hundred. They are colored white, green, red, or
blue, or are covered with silver or gold. The Cathedral of the Assumption, in which the czars are
crowned, is decorated with columns of porphyry and
jasper, with the floor paved with agates and carnelians, and walls covered with mosaics of priceless
materials: Aside from this, the money paid to support the priesthood, from the patriarch in Jerusalem
to the priest of the parish, is frightful in amount.
Untold wealth is lavished upon shrines, pictures,
vestments, and other ecclesiastical paraphernalia, and
the army of idle priests and monks numbers scores
of thousands. These must all be supported by the
people, seventy millions of whom are but just emerging from the slavery of serfhood, and living upon rye
bread and potatoes, cultivating the ground with the
rudest kind of tools, and considering themselvs fortunate to escape the long tramp to Siberia_! ·
Is it any wonder, when we know these things, that
the most familiar message that comes over tlae wires
from Russia. is, "Another attempt upon the life of
the czar?" As the head of the church and absolute
owner of the lives of his subjects, he unites in himself the two brutal forces that are crushing the life
from the people. But the murder of a czar will
little affect the people until they destroy the ecclesiastical system back of him. When they learn that
kings are not divinely appointed they may hav a government that will leave upon their tables something
better than potatoes, and allow them to hav a few of
the necessaries of life in their log cabins.

God and His Slaves.
In the following paragraph the editors of the Independent giv away the whole basis of Christianity:
"Dr. Charles S. Robinson, of this city, has an article in
the May number of the Homiletic Review, bearing the following rather startling title: ' Where was the Creator Before the
Creation?' It is clearly a doctrin of the Bible, which reason
finds no difficulty in accepting, that there is a God, one and only
one supreme being, the Jehovah of the Old Testament, a1,1d
that this one God is self-existent and eternal, without beginning and without end, and that all other forms of existence,
whether material or non-material, are to be traced to him as
the products of his power. What then about this God 'before the creation?' We do not understand the Bible to giv any
answer to thh question other than the fact of his existence
as the same God that he is after creation. The passages referred to by Dr. Robinson manifestly refer to God in creation
and after it, and not' before creation.' Reason, leaping beyond its own bounds, may ask Dr. Robinson's question, but
plainly it cannot answer it. The better way is not to ask
the question. It is quite enough to know God as he is in
creation and after it, without knowledge of him ' before
creation.' 'Where' God was 'before creation,' what he did,
and what he did not do, are matters which human beings at
least must remit to the category of those ' secret things ' that
belong not unto us, but unto 'the Lord our God.' The Bible
here givs us no light, and reason has none to giv. It is a
good thing in reasoning on the subject of religion, as well as
upon other matters, to know what are the boundaries of human thought, and ~!ways keep within them. If we get beyond them, we simply overwhelm ourselvs in the great deep
of our own ignorance.''

If God is eternal, then he must always hav existed
somewhere. But if there was no somewhere till the
creation of the universe, then the question, Where
was he before the creation! is a legitimate inquiry
and one which it is incumbent upon those in God's
confidence to answer.
The Christian idea is that God created time and
space when he created the matter of the universe.
But it is simply absurd to say that there has been a
time when time was not, or that there hav been places
where space was not. Time is eternal; space is infinit. Human reason finds no difficulty in accepting
this, but it flatly refuses to acknowle~ge that time or
space could be created, or that a umvertile of matter
could be manufactured from nothing.
· If God existed before the creation, he must hav
occupied space. That space he could not hav created. Time was also a factor in God's existence.
That time he could not hav created. We thus hav
time and space existing co-eternal with God. Those
certainly are two things which he did not make.
;Next we 4~v ~A~ ~I4y~:r~~ <?f :q;l!\t~~r1 fjllint] space.

1

Now, we never heard of anyone who could successfully confute the very simple proposition that "something cannot be made of nothing"-that matter can
not be created from an absolute !tbsence of anything.
It follows, therefore, as the night the day, that inasmuch as matter exists to-day, there never was any
period when it did not exist. This is very simple,
easily understood, and incapable of refutation by any
theologian. If, then, God did not speak himself into
being contemporary with the creation-an unthinkable theory-and if he exists at all-which we are by
no means prepared to admit-he must hav used
space in which to exist, time must hav elapsed, and
his residence must hav been amid the matter he is
supposed to hav created. If His Infinitude filled all
space, this could not hav been j for two substances
cannot occupy one place at the same time j if he just
resided in one corner of the universe, then he is limited, and therefore could not be capable of creating
all things.
The Bible is no authority at all, for the men who
wrote it knew much less concerning nature and· her
phenomena than the people of the present day. The
writers of Genesis believed God to be an exaggerated
king, and they accounted for the existence of the
universe in the childish manner narrated in the first
chapters of the Old Testament. No sensible white
man believes the stories to-day. The question asked
by Mr. Robinson is, therefore, the wildest of wild
inquiries, for until the present existence of God is
first proved, and the creation account is indubitably
attested, there is no call to go further back. A better question would hav been, Where has he been
since the creation? when so many millions of his
supposed children are dying of want, disease, and
horrible accidents. Where was he when his believers
were fed to wild beasts·? when they died in the desert
on the way to his son's tomb? when famins hav depopulated countries! when earthquakes hav entombed whole cities? when his children hav been
murdering. millions of their brothers? Where was
he, and where is he, when desolation and wretchedness are universal? when human suffering 'passes
the bearable? when agony shrieks in impotent
frenzy, and 'death is the only kind thing in the world !
Cold, blind, deaf, and dumb, he is either cruel beyond
comparison or powerless beneath contempt.
The theologian of the Independent opens the wellworn path from this dilemma, but it is the only path
out. It must be traveled, however, at the sacrifice
of manhood. Ask no questions about God, is the
only way to believe in him. Believe what the priests
say; beyond that the mind must be blank. Reason
knows him not, nor can it allow that he exists without accusing him of criminal acts of omission and
commission which, if a human being were responsible
for, would make him welcome eternal unconsciousness as the most blessed of states. The· truly consistent Christian will say when affiiction comes upon
him, God doeth all things well, and then go to sleep.
If he reasons upon the why and wherefore of it, he
must in the end deny God or his providence. Therefore, to save his faith he must say "there are boundaries of human thought," and we must " always keep
within them." This last conclusion is the one the
priests desire all men to arrive at, for then these
holy folks can still fatten on man's unreasoning foolishness. '
But what a confession for the Christians is this,
that they worship a being about whom they cannot
reason, and upon whose existence his own word
throws no light! Superstition can ask for no more
pliant knee than the Christian of the Independent
type possesses.
------~~.-------
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grand jury for the present term, aided by the
pleasant and pious Mr. Cutler.
A daily paper of this city says that in several of
the churches of Morristown prayers hav been offered
touching this trial, and in one church in particular
divine assistance was implored to enable the young
men of the church to restrain themselvs from attending the trial, on account of the pernicious influence
it might exert upon their minds.
Our readers will know the result next week.
SAYS Brick Pomeroy: "THE TRUTH SEEKER names Robert
Ingersoll as its choice for the presidency. Get out, man!
Bob Ingersoll is a man of brains: A m~n of ideas. A man
with a great big heart. A man who has long since outgrown
his party. A man who does the larger part of his own thinking. A man who-but pshaw! he is too good a man to be
president, especially when he has no powerful organization
to run a successful campaign in his behalf.''
A CATHOLIC journal says the workingmen should honor
Cardinal Gibbons for having defended their cause " before
the highest tribunal of the world." Why? The pope has no
authority. He cannot imprison a man nor fine him. He is
utterly impotent as a ruler in this country unless his slaves
bow to the rod. The pope is a creation of his creatm:es.
Yet the man who should carve out a wooden image and then
worship and fear it would be called a fool. What are the
Catholics who prostrate themselvs before the pope?
E. C. WALKER can see a point. In Lucifer of the 6th
instant he says: "Eugene Macdonald is getting impatient
with his stupid readers who are determined to hav hitn an
Anarchist because he advocates justice for all classes of people, including Anarchists and Socialists. If the editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER should protest against the burning alive
of Catholics, I hav no doubt that some of his readers would
swear he was a Catholic and tell him to stop sending them
the paper ! It is so difficult to make m ost people see an ab.
stract principle, even when they are pointed to any number
of concrete illustrations of it."
THE reason why Mr. Lambert's reply to Mr. J.H:cArthur,
and the latter's rejoinder, which appear in another column,
hav been so long delayed is that the manuscript has been
lost in some of the offices of the International Express. In
printing discussions we like, whenever we reasonably can,
to giv both sides in the same issue. When Mr. Lambert's
. reply was received, we forwarded it to Mr. McArthur, who
promptly wrote his rejoinder and started it on its way. But
it reached us only Wednesday of last week, and the manu. script had been torn in two and pasted together. Perhaps
some Catholic agent caught a glimpse of its contents and
thought it incumbent upon him to suppress both the priest
and the heretic.
------~~.-------

CoURTLANDT PALMER, president of the American Secular
Union, presided at the last meeting of the Nineteenth Century
Club, of which he is also the head. Governor Hoadly spoke
on " The Bible in the Schools.'' He said he understood that
the question referred simply to the schools of the state, and
not to private or parochial schools. The state does not take
the place of the parent, and has no call to teach theology and
religion as against the parents. It is the sole duty of the
parents to teach religion to their children. If the state
should teach religion to the young, why not to the old! The
age of twenty-one is a purely arbitrary division, and as a
man grows older and approaches the grave perhaps he needs
more religious teaching. It is proper that the Bible should
be read as literature in the ·schools, but not as religion. Goyernor Hoadly was followed by Dr. McGlynn, who holds the
most sensible views upon the question of any Catltolic
priest known. Dr. MeGiynn said: "I do not propose to attack the Catholic religion. I am still a Catholic-a Catholic
priest-and shall always remain just as I am. I believe that
the Bible has no proper place in the public schools. The
demand for the reading of the Bible in the schools was orig.
inally intended as an affront to the Catholic church, which
holds that it alone is the expositor of its sacred truth. Read
without comment it is simply a fetich. Accompanied by a
hymn and a pr~-tyer, the school service comprises pretty much
all the church service of the dissenting churches, and naturally they are satisfied, having got pretty much everything.
It is claimed that these services are non-sectarian. The Hebrew certainly has a right to object to a hymn praising the
name of Christ. He has a right to protest. It is the same
with the Agnostic. Suppose the Catholic majority of the state
should insist upon having the greater part of their services in
troduced in the schools, what an outcry there would be! The
mere perfunctory reading of a chapter of the Bible can accomplish no good whatever, and there are many things in it
which should never be read. Catholics believe that there
ought to be religion in the schools, and a great deal of it.
There is not enough religion in the reading of the Bible or
the singing of hymns to make a child religious, although it
often affords an excuse to parents for neglecting to te!lch
religion to their children. The Plenary Council of Baltimore
directed th~t when the priests could not hav parochial schools
they should oppose reading of the Bible in the public schools.
It is a forcing on a large body of the people a something tha
is displeasing to them. However, if it doesn't do much
good, it doesn't do much harm. If you must hav religion in
the schools, you hav not enough of it, and if you hav too
much, why force it on people who do not want it?"

Between the going to press of THE TRUTH SEEKER
and the date of issue will occur the trial of C. B.
Reynolds. When Mr. Reynolds, his counsel and
bondsman, appeared in the Mon-is County court last
Monday morning, District-Attorney Cutler was not
ready for trial. He had not had time to prepare.
But he had found ample opportunity to get out
another indictment against Mr. Reynolds for distributing the pamphlets in Morristown. T~is he handed
Colonel Ingersoll with great deference, JUSt as though
it pained him. The trial was then set down for
Thursday, May 19th, at 11 A.M.
w. F. JAMIESON gave his third course of lectures in Long
For this second indictment Mr. Reynolds is prob- mont, Col., l'i,[ay 1st, 5th, 6th, and 7th, and was announced
ably indebted to the friendly offi?es of the Methodist for a lecture on Thomas Paine in ~la9k Ht~wk, on Ma;y 15tll
ed~t9f 9f th~ ~oopt<?ll_ .fl'IJ,Uet~n~ who w~s 9n tlJ_e i\.ddress 1 :j:,.on~mont 1 Col,
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MoUNT FoREST, CAN., April 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for subscription for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which will pay for two years. I hope that
subscriptions are coming in good this spring, and that your
readers are Liberal in paying for their paper as well as call. ing themselvs Liberals.
WM. LEwis.
VALLEY FALLs, KAN., April 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Moses Hull, of Des Moines, Iowa, and Mr.
Braden, a "Christian" minister, held a discussion here during the past week. Mr. Hull impressed the people here with
the fact that he is a courteous, learned gentleman, and I
wish to "testify" that in my opinion (and I find that most
of those whom I hav conversed with on the subject are of
the same opinion) he literally mopped the floor with his opF. W. B. SMITH.
ponent.
627 TwENTY-FIFTH ST., 0AKLA~'D, CAL., April26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I send you by the mail a picture or group
of Oakland friends, with Mr. Putnam, taken while he was
here in Oakland; also a view of Lake Merrit and its surroundings. The picture is a pleasant reminiscence of a Freethinkers' Sunday picnic, and might adorn the walls of the
, editorial sanctum, as we are all truth seekers. When I send
my next subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKKR, I will send
enough to pay for a frame to the picture, so that all visitors
can see our pioneer Putnam haviug a good time on the Pacific shore. .His visit has done us good. The cause is look.
ing brighter, and we intend to go ahead. If any friends desire a copy of this picture of California scenery and our secretary among a group of Liberals, the ·undersigned can furA. H. ScHow.
nish a few copies.
RocHESTER, MICH., April 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Hav just finished reading the second instalment of " Tales Told Out of School." It seems rich in truth
-graphically told-of what might be said. But when I find
it purporting to come from a (merely) Dr. Jones, as a committee of one, appointed by a conference of ministers of no
denomination, place, or date given-saici Jones with a memory capacious enough to retain, verbatim, a TRUTH SEEKER
column and a half of remarks upon the same subject by
"the venerable Dr. M. at another private conference of
ministers," I think I am warranted in denouncing the whole
thing an ele?;antly written canard, and, however cute the
take-off, using a method unworthy of a cause that needs no
chicanery or make-believe for its successful propagation.
c. H. GREENE.

son to be "big chief." They, having ceased to worship
gods, cannot learn to deify men. Instead of the divine right
of kings, they believe in the free voice of the people; hence
they will accept from a society what they might reject from
an individual. Why could not the American Secular Union
propose and organize a scheme for this purpose ? It commands the respect, and it will certainly gain the confidence,
necessary for the promotion of such a scheme.
Most truly,
D. G. CRow.
BuRNETT, NEB., May 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We had W. F. Jamieson here again on the
evenings of April 18th, 19th, and 20th. The audience was
small, but very appreciativ. We were unable to get any of
the Christians out-that is, not enough to speak of. They
hav very much to say against Infidelity, but they hav so little
faith in their own creeds that they dare not go to hear what
they know in their own heart is true, for fear they would·
come away with less faith-as they surely would.
I would hav liked to hav every Christian in the land hear
the six lectures delivered here, but they are too selfish; they
know so much in their own conceit that they don't care to
learn anything more. That makes the biggest fool on earth.
The lectures were just immense. No one ought to begrudge
fifty cents to hear Mr. Jamieson. He is able to handle any
subject he undertakes to. I only wish I was able to employ
such speakers as often as once a month as long aS I liv, I
hav been in nearly all the Western states and territories, and
hav had a good deal of experience in human nature. I hav
seen nearly all nationalities, and, take them as a class, the
most devout Christian communities are the most detestable
to liv in. The moment a man embraces religion, he forsakes
his own freedom, and wants to deprive everyone else of
D. W. WHITNEY.
theirs.
BuRLrNGToN, KAN., May 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Last fall a soul saver came into Burlington,
and the missionary colored Baptists employed him to proclaim the news of glad tidings for them. They had a church
edifice which they had constructed, worth about twe thousand dollars, and they endured many privations to erect
their temple of worship. But there resided a sister within
sight of his residence, with whom he formed an acquaint.
ance, and she hung a white cloth in her window to notify
him that all was right for the shepherd to make his pastoral
call. It so happened on a time when he was to dispense the
gospel to his flock (one evening), that he tarried too long, and
in his haste became bewildered, and missed his way, and was
recognized at a farm-house. But at alate hour he arrived at
his appointment, and in tendering his excuses for his being
tardy he created suspicion, and they cited him to appear before their quorum of deacons, and his defense was so unsatisfactory in regard to his keeping late hours ill his pastoral
calls with his Delilah, and disappointing his congregation,
that they discharged him. A number of his members
adhered to him, and the first favorable opportunity, his opponents say, they fired th!l church edifice, anP, burnt
it up. From this circumstance we learn that revenge is
sweet for the man of God and his followers, although they
are covered with a colored skin.
CHRIS BRowN.

SPJUNGVILLE, UTAH·, April 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find stamps to pay for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALllANAO for 1887.
As our wants are more than our means, they hav to be
curtailed and brought down to proper limits. For this reason I hav to deny myself the luxury of reading a few of the
good books for sale in the TRUTH SEEKER office until money
is more plentiful >Vith me. But I can enjoy the anticipated
pleasure of reading them in the future, while I am reading
your paper from week to week. It it a real, every-day
FT. WoRTH, TEX.; April 28, 1887.
pleasure, .and the best journal in existence that I know of.
MR. EDITOR: I hav only a short time been aware of the
It works for our good all the time, so we should sustain it
by increasing the number of its subscribers. But it contains existence of your excellent journal, THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
too much truth to suit people who cling to err:>neous ideas; hav resolved not to miss a single copy of it in the future. I
buy it at a news-stand here. My efforts to secure some new
that is what is in the way in most cases.
subscribers hav so far been -without success, although here is
LUKE WM. GALLUP.
a goodly number of people liberally inclined. I hav made
strenuous efforts to awaken an interest in Freethought
HAMMONToN, N. J., May 2, 1887.
. MR. EDITOR : Your notice at hand ; you will please find among my countrymen (the Swedes) here, but with little
inclosed one dollar to continue the visits of your valuable success. The superstitions of their childl{ood are still too
papllr to my address. I cannot dispense with so interesting deeply rooted to allow them to entertain even a shadow of
a paper as ·THE TRUTH SEEKER-the editorials, "Letters from doubt as to the supernatural origin of their alleged revelations. This community is very religious, and infested with a
Friends "-yes, all ; even the fault-finders.
I see Father Hacker is yet able to hew to the line. I said swarm of professional advocates of the different creeds,
years since, an'd when the infallibility scheme was gotten up, whose "one business" it is to uphold and advance the cause
that Catholicity was doomed, as it would be the wedge to of superstition and soul-murdering theories that hav for so
divide; and now it seems there are important members many centuries been a curse to mankind, and the sole
seceding and pleading fqr important rights. Well, let the obstacle in the way of progress and development of the race.
good work go on. I wish I were able to ·help it on with A close student of history is forced to arrive at the conmeans. I think Heston must be a genius. I look at those clusion that the onward march of civilization does not adcartoons and smile, thinking how exactly they show up the vance in a straight line, but revolves in a circle. Nothing
tomfoolery. May his pencil be wielded till all see the short of a complete annihilation of superstition in all its
ridiculousness of all the schemes supported by that rusty old hideous shapes will suffice to attain a higher standard of civi!ization. The barriers built by the liberty-destroying instibook.
D. R. WoLusoN.
tution, the chu~ch, for th_e purpose of chaining the intellect
FoRT BAYARD, N. M., April 27, 1887.
and prevent investigation must be completely demolished,
MR. EDITOR: You hav kindly trusted me for a half-year's and the supremacy of reason over " divine revelation" unisubscription. I will trust you for the other half; inclosed versally acknowledged.
find $3.
Surely there was never a cau~e more deserving, more
While· THE TRUTH SEEKER may not reflect the views of the worthy and noble, tlian the one in which you are engaged,
more modern Liberals, its place could !Jardly be filled among and for which you are doing such noble work. Long liv
a most deserving class,. the "old-timers," those who hav TH!l: TRUTH SEEKER! Long liv the editor of this mighty
done the "hard hitting," and made it possible for the present organ in the· campaign against the degrading superstitions
good work to be done. How llove to hear them speak out, of the man of Nazareth. Many falsehoods about Ingersoll
an(i defy the enemy who once took delight in their torture! and other prominent Liberals are circulated by the press of
I regard the old heroes for their courage as I do .Abraham this priest-ridden part of the country, but the people are bee
Lincoln for his integrity. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER, ginning to see a little beyond the surface, and the pious liars
Heston, pictures, monkey, and all.
are awarded the well-deserved contempt of all truth-loving
I find in it philosophy to make me think, humor to make people. The wholesale fabrication of lies for the glory of
me laugh, cruelty to make me sorry, and encouragement to God is becoming a dangerous occupation, and the investimake me work.
gating spirit of the general public has caused many a pious
It strikes me that from the manner the old orders are "man of God" to cori).e to grief. The latest recorded stories
bouncing our sturdy brothers, we should hav a benevolent of "visitation of God upon blaspheming In5.dels" show signs
order within our own ranlts. Friend Reynolds has spoken of being the work of amateurs, displaying a great lack of
of it, and others hav said Amen, but who will be the founder? juilgment on the part of the inventors in locating the scene
Friend Beal,· of Portland, Oregon, has a beautiful scheme; where investigation could be easily effected.
it is hardly meeting the acceptance that I should like to see.
The report that Colonel Ingersoll has decided to lay down
~~~ms n.ot to o,cc:or<l w~th L.iber&l v~~w~ for 11-ll;Y one per- llis !J.r!Jlor &nil c~!\S~ ll~s !lott~J.CkfJ on Chr!$tianity b&a caused
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jubilant demonstration among the orthodox faction and considerable depression among the Liberal clement. I still entertain hopes to once again hear the voice of the great apostle
of truth, the ablest living exponent of Liberalism in the
world-the immortal Ingersoll! Long liv this noble champion of our cause! With sincere wishes for the success of
Freethought and a speedy downfall of superstition, I remain,
Yours respectfully,
GusTAVE A. SwENsoN.
FoND DU LAo, Wis., May 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 to continue the paper as
long as that lasts. I wish you would discuss the questions
of the Interstate Commerce law, passed last session of Congress, and indicate to the shippers who are complaining
of increased freight charges that they are charging the cause
to the said law, when if they will open their eyes and read
the law with one-one-hundredth part the care they do their
catechism, they will find that before the law, the railroad
companies made their charges without law, except in a few
instances, and this only lasted till the companies could buy
the legislature, and then they were without rule except their
own ; and if the growlers now against high and increased
freights will stop swearing about the law, and read it, they
will find that the railroad companies now fix the rates the
same as before, only higher, and the purpose they hav to
serve in charging higher ra'es now is to make the law odious,
and create a spasm among shippers, and get Congress to repeal it, and then you would see the scalpers come down on
their freights, and donate their passes to all the parasites in
the land, and will t-hen hav a rest and will continue again to
rob the people until we shall elect members to Congress who
will know enough to pass a law fixing the rates of passengers
and freight, and make them liv up to it, and send the commission's idea to hell, and let them sell out to its governor.
Then will come a revolution that will do some good.
DEw. c. PRIEST.
ADRIAN, MicH., May 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I see by your London correspondent that the
Infidel smasher, H. L. Hastings, of Boston, is hammering
away· at his old trade in the British metropolis. I myself
hav had some little acquaintance with this valiant and renowned son of thunder, as Brother W. H. Burr calls him. A
few years ago I was out WeMt on a visit, and the family I
was stopping with were taking his paper, The C!Lristian. , I
took some copies home and read them. I found so many
misstatements, and so many glaring falsehoods, and so much
slander and abuse of Freethinkers, that I made up my mind
to call his attention to some of them, and you may be sure
that I did not mince matters much with him. I told him in
plain words that he was both a slanderer and a falsifier.
After an interval of about three months I received an answer
from him. I replied, but he took no notice of the second
letter. About two years after I was in Chicago, and they
were then holding a great Christian convention there, led on
by that prince of lunatics, D. L. Moody. H. L. Hastings
was there to contribute his part in the performance. I
thought it a good opportunity to get acquainted with Hastings, and made it a point to attend one of the meetings held
at lower Farwell Hall. I requested the janitor, who knew
him, to giv me an introduction. HI) did so, and when I told
him my name he seemed very much surprised for some
reason. He did not seem incliued to say much, and finally
I told him that Charles Watts, the eminent English Freethinker from London, was going to speak at Hers by's Music
Hall in the evening, and that _Mr. Watts cordially invited
Christian ministers of all creeds and denominations to attend
and take part in the discussion. And what do you think
this valiant champion of the Bible said in reply?· . Why, he
plainly intimated that he would not d~sgrace himself enough
to even be seen in the company of such vile blasphemers.
His answer, of course, was just what I expected it would be.
How very courageous these Christians are! There were
present about five hundred ministers at this meeting, and I
thought it a good chance to show Mr. Hastings up. I said,
so as. to be heard by all in the room: "Gentlemen, behold
your great champion ! He publishes an anti-Infidel library in
Boston, and is forever charging Infidels with ignorance and
cowardice, and now, when there is an excellent opportunity
to meet one of the very ablest of them on a free platform, he
basely shows the white feather and ingloriously backs down."
And of such is the kingdom of heaven.
P. B. REASONER.
LoGAN, KAN., April27, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: In March I engaged Mr. J. E. Rem~burg to
lecture here on April 21st, I to advertise, engage hall, and
hav everything r~ady, and pay him a certain fee for the lecture. Mr. Remsburg was on time, and lectured to a small
but very appreciativ audience, some having come many
miles by rail and wagon to hear Mr. Remsburg's lecture on
"False Claims," at the close of which he was greeted with a
hearty shake of the hand and appropriate rem!l.rks from
many. The causes why we did not havacrowded house are
these: At 6 P.M. a severe thunder storm set in, which lasted
until10 P.M., and there was a trial in the justice's court that
evening of what the people supposed to be murder, and they
were wild with excitement over the brutal treatment and
cause of death. The court-room was crowd~d, and people
stood in the rain outside the door and windows, trying to
catch every now and then a word of the evidence, they felt
so outraged by the occurrence, so that proved to be a free
side-show that att.racted and. interested many real Liberalminded people who would hav heard Mr. Remsburg's lecture under any other circumstances. But we hav still the
sentiment of the dungeon, the thumbscrew, and the rack
existing among us, as you will see. On the second day after
the lecture I was pounced upon in the streets of Logan by
the citl: authority, saying: "That man should hav paid a
license that lectured here, but he did not, and as you acted
&a his agent, we want you to pa,r it." I ~J.s4eq him how
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much it would be. He said, "Come to my office and I will
tell you," I walked in, sat down, waited seemingly half an
hour for him to search and research, but he acknowledged
he could find no priCe, nor even anything to justify him in
taking anything, so he adjourned for one week, when I
should return and be gibbeted. Going to break me of sucking eggs, you see, and nip free speech in the bud.
Mr. Moody lectured here, Com Kames, and others, and
many entertainments, all of which carried away piles of
money from the citizens of Logan, and they were not required
to pay a license-not even mentioned to them. Mr. Remsburg's lecture brought moneyed men to the hotels, and teams
to the livery barns, and otherwise put money in the pockets
of the citizens of Logan. I paid for the hall, and paid Mr.
Remsburg, according to agreement, and threw the doors
open free to all that heard the lecture, and had sent out complimentary tickets enough to havfilled the house, as it would
hav been had it not been for the bad weather and the murder
trial. Mr. H. N. Boyd, our very Liberal-minded editor,
did the advertising for the lecture free, and volunteered to
stand one-half the other expense, but I declined the latter
offer. He owns and edits the Pltillips Oount.11 Freeman.
The head and body of his paper is free and untrammeled.
Mr. Remsburg fired the first gun for intellectual freedom in
Phillips county, and we want him again when circumstances
are in our favor.
J. McKINNEY.

a great measure by those various agencies. You suggested guile, no exercise, no disciplin equal in efficiency to habitual
that perhaps Mr. Keyes preferred to reply to Infidels after prayer, could hav been devised and enjoined upon the dupes
they were away. That is the style of man he is, and he of an'insidious imposture. Many a one there is, by nature
would much rather reply to them after they are dead than gentle, good, and honest, whose life is overcast and chilled
while living. In a sermon some time ago he enlightened his by the dismal cloud of popular superstition. From childpeople by telling them that 'fhomas Paine did not believe in hood the unhappy dupe has been taught that he has about
a God, and that Liberals were trying to demoralize society him a mysterious something, an immortal soul, which, withand open the flood-gates of vice by doing away with the out due circumspection, without much deep meditation
judicial oath in court~ Every one that is at all conversant without an humble, contrite heart, without steadfast faith,
with the writings of Paine knows that in making that etate- piety, and habitual prostrations before the throne of grace,
ment he showed himself to be either an ignoramus or a wil- will, when he comes to die, hav an unpleasant experience, a
ful and malicious falsifier and slanderer of the dead. It is veritable hell to encount~r. The imaginary glare and roar of
certainly la!Jghable to hear a Methodist pi'iest talking about its lurid fires confuse and daze his poor brain, so that he
Liberals demoralizing society when the statistics of our goes through life groaning under a crushing load of anxiety,
S. F. SMuRR.
country showed a few years ago that the seventy thousand and grieving that he was ever born.
priests in the country furnished the calendar of crime with a
percentage of 13,\-, while that of the entire population of the
MT. HEALTHY, 0., May 1, 1887.
United States was only 3 7-10; and the report of the directors
MR. Enn·on: I am seeking for a Liberal Freeth ought
of the Ohio penitentiary for the year 1879 , as published in paper-one that is not afraid to discuss all subjects that
the Cleveland LtadeJ•, showed that out of over 1 ,300 prisoners interest mankind, or ought to interest them, whether popuconfined in the institution at that time, there were 133 Jar or unpopular, holy or unholy. I do not ask the editor to
Catholics, and 178 Methodists, and that there was not a indorse popular or unpopular doctrins, but I do ask the
Spiritualist or Infidel in the institution; and a similar state privilege, if I am a patron of his paper, to discuss any question of morals or any system I think will improve the race.
of affairs existed- in Kansas. When Mr. Remsburg, Mr.
Putnam, 1\Ir. Reynolds, and Mr. Watts spoke here he was on A Free thought paper cannot lay much claim to liberality
h and with his note-book, and although a free platform was that will not discuss, or let be discussed, any subject that
.
does not coincide with the publisher's views. I hold that
given, and he was invited and urged to come forward and
ANADARKO KIOWA AND CoMANCHE AGENCY,
T.,}
d
patrons hav a right to be heard. Truth, and truth only, is
efend his cause, he remained as dumb as an oyster until
March 7, 1887.
divine, and the only way to arrive at truth is by free, unMn EDI
.
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TOR: 1 pic e up a ew o num ers o HE RUTH when he was here, tried hard both nights to gets Keyes onto ramme1e
Iscussion.
ow me a own, a VI11 age, or even
SEEKER lately. I find much in it that interests me. How- his feet, but it was of no use. He said to him that if he did a city, where discussions are not free, or the press is muzever, the same being two years old, and changes being liable
zled or subsidized, I will show you a people who are very
. n t
d
th
h t
not come forward and defend the cause of Jesus against the
. . t .
o cover a
1ow In ID e11 1gence
t o b e m ad e, I WI 11 o sen more an enoug
Infidel Watts, perhaps when the hour of dissolution came
·
sample number with this letter.
and he needed Jesus he might desert him. When Mrs. ReyFor sixty years I hav patronized the so-called Freethought
I am a crank, no doubt. .When about eighteen years of
ld
papers, beginning with the New Harmony Gazette, of 1828,
no s was here the good Christians sent and got a strolling
1
temperance lecturer to come here and speak at the very hours
When quite small, I sailed out of Boston, and this spirit was at which her meetings were appointed. 1\Irs. Reynolds, deL . E
b M R b
I
.
spite the united opposition of the churches, gave us two St. oms a:aminer, y r. o ; Boston nvestLgat01·, by
active in showing unlettered sailors how to read the names
"'Ood old Abner l 7 neeland · 0 S Murray's Reg~·era'-·1
good discourses to good houses. Her lecture in the after- "
''
· ·
"" "" ;
of ships and other matter. When older, I became acquainted noon was upon the" Past, Present, and Future of Woman," Vale's Beaco1•., ancl some others
· · All of these papers were
with Eastern Indians, and the spirit. moved me to help them showing the status of her sex Hilder Bible and Christian rule Freeth ought papers, and deserved the name. The Owenses
.
in all ways in my power. Finally, I resolved to giv the Ind h ·
·
' and Miss Wright spent a great deal of money to elevate tlie
an s owmg cone1us1v1y that the Bible and church instead
dian the benefit of the life before me, teaching all things that of being woman's best friend has been her worst enemy. producers of all wealth.
tended to help him chang'e from a barbarian to a civilized This man Keyes has been limping around on a cane with
Th e 1as t pre t en ded Freethought paper I hav patron1'zed 1's
rheumatism a good part of the winter, and 1 understand that the sectarian, Calvinistic, Atheistical Ironclad Age, of Inman.
Then came the question of, How shall I be enabled to. do he is importuning Uncle Sam for a renewal of a pension dianapolis, Ind. The editor is an M.D., a purger, and a
this good work? I was delighted with the accounts brought which he thought proper to discontinue. If Mr. Keyes has blood-letter. He says that the letting of blood is a great
home by missionaries from away across thousands of miles any faith in Jesus or his promises, why does he not exercise moral purger for all social evils. Herbert Spencer's theory
of waters. I saw that many good people contributed much his faith by laying hands upon himself and healing himself, for social evils must fall to the ground when compared with
money to make such missionaries comfortable, and I, too, and by asking Jesus to supply his pecuniary wants and not this M.D.'s remedy. He adopts the Christian halter and the
wanted and needed support. But how? Easy enough were be bothering Uncle Sam?
B. F. CoNAWAY.
gallows as another moral reformer. I think he will adopt
I a true orthodox believer, which I was not. Wishing to
their hell next, instead of Atheism, to moralize humanity.
·BROOKHAVEN, Mrss., May 1, 1887.
He says any sympathizer with those Anarchists ought to be
avai.l myself of aid, I made an especial study of creeds and
the Bible, and could not honestly believe in the doctrin of
MR. EDIToR : There is a Class of people, largely endowed hung on his Calvinistic gallows with those Anarchists of Chiendless misery. Neither could I be a Universalist. l::lo I with self-esteem, who readily accept the doctrin of immor- cago. Any Christian will tell him that Atheism leads to
settled on the doctrin of future life for the right-doers, and tality, and advocate it with much pertinacity, for no other Anarchy, and that his seven half-brother Anarchists are all
everlasting oblivion to the evil-doers. And all the hope of reason than tliat it accords so well with their own self-love. Atheists. The doctor must look sharp, or he will get his
life depended on a belief in Christ, as none could attain to So highly do they rank themselvs in the scale of personal head into the halter. If Atheism leads to Anarchy, as the
the future life except Christ claimed him as one of his trne importance that, in their opinion, the universe indeed would Christians say, I think Dr. Monroe ought to be hung with
followers. I hav rested thus, alternating between an accept- exist to little purpose if such as they, the very salt of the those seven Anarchists of Chicago, for he has taught Atheism
ance of the same as the teachings of the Bible and occasional earth, were, like ordinary forms, destined to die and cease to thirty years. Goodness knows how many Anarchists and
doubts in regard to its truth, the result of which left me to be. These are the ones who are pleased to speak of a sweet Socialists his teachings hav made. The doctor ought to
do my work alone; and, thanks to a good trade, I hav been communion with their savior, accompanied by a peace of know when he demolishes the Christian God the people beable to help Indians about one-half of my time.
soul, an exaltation of joy, an illumination of mind, of which gin to think that they ht~.v rights as well as his friend, Jay
I am now fifty-eight years old, and still helping Indians, common mortals engrossed with the sordid concerns of this Gould; that they are entitled to a fair share of the wealth
showing them how and why they inust eventually change, world can hav no conception.
they hav created; that a certain portion of the earth belongs
and the sooner the better.
If there is any one thing more than another tending to to them. Judge Gray, in sentencing those seven Anarchists
In all these forty-two years, I bav not received $40 that I foster and develop human selfishness to its most repulsiv to death, admitted that they did not commit murder, but it
did not earn with my own hands. I do not work, as others, proportions, it is a zealous belief in the doctrins of the Chris- was the doctrins they.taught that incited to murder. Now,
with my tongue only, but my hands are always full. I do tian religion. That bulief has dorie more to fill the fanatic's as Judge Gray is a good "Christian, and sincerely believes
things, and instead of asking the Great·Spirit to work for me, small soul with rancorous intolerance, and to blind his that Atheism leads to Anarchy, Socialism, and all kinds of
I take hold of the work and ask Mr. Indian to follow suit. reason to -its endless follies ar.d absurdities, than any other of crimes, I don't see how Dr. Monroe, if he should· be arrested,
This has always been my" mission."
the many religions that hav distracted and disgraced the could save his neck from the gallows if tried before Judge
I am now engaged in making pictures of the Indians' uni- world. With what complacency do the self-righteous ones Gray. I believe Dr. Monroe is an honest man, and would
versa! sign language. When completed, we can print books contemplate their own imaginary merits, their privileged not hav advocated Atheism if he had known that it led to
that all unlettered wild tribes can read from paper as well as intimacy with celestial society, and, above all, their immeas- Anarchy, Socialism, and Freelove. Neither would God hav
from their hands-a truly remarkable work, costing me years urable superiority over that pitiable object, the worldly man, created man if he had known what a boodler and land-grabof study. Should you remain engaged in truth-publishing, I the merely natural man, whose eyes hav never been opened ber he would turn out to be, for God says even the heavens
belong to the Lord, but the earth belongs to the children of
shall be glad to receive sample paper, and if interested, I will to the glorious light of spiritual truth l
sendsou samples of" Sign Talk."
To the selfish person, whose mind is crazed with religious men. Dr. Monroe says the land belongs to the land-grab- ·:.Nexr~tlro:e-~--yvil\:tell ~ouho_w the great agencies of Chris- zeal, it is a delicious privilege to approach his God in famil- bers. He turned up his nose at Colonel Ingersoll for hinting
,.ti~~~Ycifi_aw:n.~1-:!he!ii@' utflf't-lf.UJ not even notice my work as iar prayer, and feel himself to be a special object of divine that the earth belongs to the people who liv upon it. He
·.a matter of interest, ~tq. Nevertheless, I am aided in giving attention, and even interest, while enumerating his petty sneered at the Investigator and THE TRUTH SEEKER because
.t~~' ~a_tt~r_to:;~!?,d!~,~'s,' ~IIP,, "~~~,It"'! -Yff~l~rP.l patrons, I_ do trials, and asking for blessings upon his head. To ingratiate they let some of their correspondents show up the unfairness
!:'ribt·~eli~\re'ih'ere is one 'of· tliem 'Who··maites n·y ,pretensiOns himself and Fecure answers to his prayers, he labors to pro- of the Anarchist trials. He says THE TnuTrr SEEKER and
to Chi!istianity;u :f'Ii~~e't.:tb:~ug.il.t Jil ~He until ~~j~:;. i[Eut; s_o pitiate his deity with abject tones and fulsome praise. What Investigator are losing subscribers in consequence. It must
.far it is a.fJ~.'Ct~n:o~ one is a,cbhrch-member hatJI; know' of: 'a -stupid, what a monstrous conceit on the part of such a hnrt his feelings terribly. The b-onclad says they would
Yet, they giv liberally_to aid me put the sig talk into thfl-i ,~qpplipi);IJ:t to fancy the supreme power of the universe, when rather join the Christian ranks than defend the AnarchIndians' ~~J,Iqs,., ':cAn~~ ~a.rM:~o·btll. matter · sign talk:;wi11: tl:I~ls a<ldress~d by hi~, instantly withdr~wing hi~ attentio_n ists. They are not far out of the Christian ranks now.
be governed by reason ann t 1beral views.
hoknows-i'-1- fNm-evl'l'-ythmg--else-m order to humor h1m and listen to his Their methods of punishment are the same. John Calvin,
hold the ~ey, bu~ _BC?,?D it wil_ll?~av~,i!~plei to::;ai.Pi ~~ N ~rtfel at!):l'n~~~e·p~ tlat!ffftr ,
.
. .
who all say was an honest man, could burn Servetus with
1
invite· 're'as'.ori' t.'.6'''lea···a·.·in. readfilg.· 'matter for1 Indi.ail~. ~. &nu •:. W
..he. n t.h·· e. ea.t. tb..tq.~~l{·IJ·s'an.a~heav~s, an. d n;ass1v bUild_mgs white-oak saplings for a difference of opinion on the subject
-printed in t~e .~\l~ialllli p~n,si~~ language. 1
falJ,~m.!!ll~~ng and_ k1llmg :hou ands m th~ rum_s, t?e temfied of religion. Dr. Monroe could hang his seven half-brothers
.L
' ' ·.} '··
'
• ··1
LEwrs! F,/H:.i.DJJE'i';, ,, :rehglomst,,-_dromnng •On h)9- k es, \lifts -Ills voice m entreaty for a difference on social government and the best means of
"L 1' ''"
--- .
. ·. .
;';;·i: ,·t ,'::'.'., ; . :~p~ 1 pipt~q~~oli 1 ~o'll;i~it:.e»/),~l{;:~eavenlyfatlfei'j'the _very same improving the condition of the creators of all wealth.
. F '.:: ;i ),
\!'
,Y :'. ; f'r''l ,::E[:K~;l<Q;, ,lM:'!'Y.~~~,i,~~7r.r'; ~q~P,~~~io~.a,~~- ~~~~.er>~.b,p'~,t',t~at)NsW~~ i,s,~t,ht~ iAAWring,
Christians say Anarchists, Atheists, and Socialists are all
MR. EDITOR; ,I; ~~'I! ~n ~r,~~cle in THE TRupf,S~]f,R;il:~,\11,~~· · ~angl~~~,-~~4 ~~str~ymg :the QJ~.. a_qd ..~he_. ijro~J:l~· t~e. gQod Freel overs. Dr. Monroe despises Freel overs, but has great
c~e.ek,_ t.~~~n.. fr.?~'~.p.,~ O. . r~rt~t ~~~fl. ~~1f~~:~' PN~P0,rt~n8}<>:;b~-~ ~~~d,, 1l\e :~'!til, t~_~:.,~aJ~t liM. th~. ·Sillq~.r,, WJ:t:h, mdiScrmiinate respect for free haters. Christians will not discuss Atheism,
bdeh w.rJ.ttb~ RY ~~e -~~. ~p:,~ ~e1;9~~% of J. 'R:. ;K'ey~~~~.c4w;c)I Qru!llty,, What.rnsane fear must -possess the·so1:11 g11 o~e .wlio 'only by calling hard names. Monroe will not discuss
(al~l).qugl). ~ 't})ink he· ;wro.le lt,,h~mself), showm~ ~\s pr~~er.r ,Jtnder, cj.rc!l.m~t~41~es, so ~orrible·~a~ '.ttrile,al;,t/' ~pq~,a ~qri',SJ~r, :.f\-n:~rqh~s~ 1 _only by vilifi_cation.
and .zeal in defend~ng his cans~•. ~~~Obi() tow,~.rl,t.l.l.ud~.~, to; '~?; spem~l'.P~te~twn_J : lp t,he to~~~ Qr)i sn.WfllJt\g SfC.!l-P~Apt1 , , ,.Tun :rffWriJ .i SEEKER wtll hav t~ thank Dr. ~onroe for my
1'\'ilEI.!K~jjt, abdf~li.Is 'brave il)II)Jst-er.a_gl·~ old f~~~rl:,c>f}ll,f- .'vll~.ev!if~·lu;n? s'balung m. an.,!f.gon,y,pp~M'"~~f..ri~ll; ou~:, 1 ~:!1-<XIY~!idge qf,~t;n~ a new subscnber, for I d.td not know of
Methodist persuaswn 1 ~hat seems to thmk that he IS espectally "0 God, m tlus dreadful disa~te;~",·I re<JogniZC·1li1V:leij:atwiJH'Of: ::Itse'xistence_., :ltlhougbt when Mr. Bennett dted that was the
.. 9VM~'l~Pr p~·~q9! ~9 ~~~~Jlf?U~·~IJ~·~ept1 ~e!J~lar Soc),~t.y,~pGl; •J;hy: hqlyJwra~bPl.P:.inliiction ot tlipight~o~~l'j~?-d'J?m~litr; bl./t 'eD:~.~f~tli~.~~p~pe_rl >~:J'never .was a. subsc.riber to the paper. I
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the Kent ~\PT!tFJ:,.!}-,s~pct~H9./hbffi.&:ether With ~he.~.ft.y.·.·-·.:rR.~.·.·.T.H.'.·. rr.,...~.~~~..~ss~. . G. . Q.d. my·""..~. wee.t:.·s·_.~VIO)'·i.' ~.'¥.,··~~~:-~{!. ~~Rier,,. ~9~q~. 1h~v.':p.'~.:*~~~J.e~ge of. theJ.priCe .of It. . I mclose $2.50 for THE
SEEKERS arid a numb,eJi: of the b-one lad Age, Sfc~~~r (11Jou!Jld, rpJ; W;~ol~;~qu}lov,E1~:~nd tla,~9:,r~sl, rq:~~Yr 1fuef9¥Ami·ffi~,, ~~~\~. , tftH'Pr ~!fEK,JKRr . .
. , , ..
•
.
and o,tqesr l>JI.~~~ f11~.~ f~,~. ~l.ie~l~ t~ our; pl~ce ;·and~ to· me,, sav_e me, ,~homs~ev~r else WRR-r:W~>f1{et_1 ,~~o,nr1t 91 ~llli·~ f,. '" ~llj.~,~~:PlJ' SO~b yllat\• a p1on~e~ m the _great state;, of Oh10,
crush out and stf6,e ,the, .~pmt of mqmry and mvestigatwn :hr.Ns almeA.nB•of stnlt1fymg the rlllll'l~s~!llllfl-Ing) and brmgJDgl' I?orn m ·Ltto~field>oounty, ·Conn. i of Pun tan stock.
tltAtb~ (~~ro~q .ill oqr (:Offilll4.!lit,r, ~ll~ip~ b~en inq~ye~bie. :~t. llPiJWittftSJ~~ubj~ctJ~- to t4e co.OlmiJ futluence\ o:f J#iestty r "'·· ~~~s •'' r ·JJ! d ., ''' '"'' •'
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall

!li'Der, Mass., to whom aU Communications for
CorneJr should be sent ..

~his

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
C:>mes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Knee Deep.
They are callin~ "knee deep! knee deep !" at
night in the marsh below,
DJwn by the bank where the rank sword-grass
and calamus grow;
Like an army of silversmiths, forging bells for the
northern sprites,
And, koeping time to a rhyme, they work through
the summer nights,
Steadily up from their swampy forge the sparks of
the fire-flies rise
!11 the pool where the wading lilies make love
through half-shut eyes
To the whip-poor-will who scolds, like a shrew, at
the fluffy owl;
While the nighthawk shuffles by like a monk in a
velvet cowl,
And the bat weaves inky weft through the white
starbeams that peep
Down through the cypress boughs, where the
frogs all sing "knee deep."

I hav kno·"'n a song to lead a failing, elderly man
like me
Rtck through the gates of the years to the scenes
that used to be,
When the world was fenced from heaven by one
rose-hedge, and through
This bourne the blessed angels looked and the
asphodel odors blew.
·
So these syllables of the song, from the singers
among the reed8,
·
Hav made me to walk again, knee deep, in the
clover meads,
And.! see the storm king riding the summer clouds
in state,
With his chariot whip of livid flame and his thunder billingsgate;
And I watch the strong tawny tide through the
flags like a lion creep,
Where the fl'ighte(l inhabitants cling to the
rushes and sing" knee deep."
Knee deep I bend in the rippled creek with buttercup bloom~ o'er blown,
Like the gold on beauty's billowy breast, its color
half-hid, half-shown;
Knee deep in the Eaffron marigold flowers that
prank the meadows fair,
Like a procession of Saxon children, blue-eyed
and with yellow hair;
Knee deep in the whort.lebenies, sun-browned, in
the sun I stand,
With my torn straw hat half filled and a quail's
nest in my hand;
Knee deep in the topaz chestnut leaves, I rustle
toward the place
Where the pe1·t and upright rabbit sits, washing
her innocent face.
Song of the quivering cnlms and osiers ! I am
wading again, in truth,
Knee deep in the stream of lHemory that flows
from the land of Youth.
-Robert lrfcintyre.

Ponto.
Our Ponto was only a common dog, and
yet he bad such an uncommon adventure in
his doggish career that it made his . name
something more than mere memory, in our
family at least. An old heirloom in the
house was .a pale red earthen jar, shaped
after the manner of oriental water-jugs, small
at the bottom and top, with bulging sides a
few inches below the mouth. This vessel

than others, and went on to explain that
Ponto bad begun by lapping the oil, and, going down deeper and deeper as the oil disappeared, he had got beyond the narrow opening and was thus unable to free himself, as a
boy or girl would hav done had they been
fastened in the honey-jar. In his extremity,
the crawfish movement was the only remedy
that came to his doggish mind-if he had a
mind-and in this fashion he had floundered
through the pond where the blue.iilies grew
in the summer, and the musk-rats built their
cunning little brown houses in the autumn.
He had undoubtedly quenched his thirst,
though he did so under protest, and his stolen
sweets had furnished him a meal that was
anything but a "square" one to him. Notwithstanding, he came out of his queer prisonhouse resembling a Jiving skeleton. His anguish, which must hav been mental as well as
physical, had reduced him to such a state of
heart-br.oken imbecility that it was but an act
of kindness to make an end of what was only
a miserable existence. To all approaches he
turned sadly away, and would bound off
with an ambling, sidelong motion and lie for
hours in the deep grass more like a wild dog
than our Ponto.
MARY BAIRD-FINOH.
Frenchtown, Neb.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

a large store there and the merchaJ?-t, thinking-,
perhaps, that I looked green, smd, "Goodmorning, Henry Ward Beecher." I raised my
hat and replied, "You are mistal,en, sir, I am
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll." The crowd
laughed at the merchant, and my uncle said
I answered him just as I should hav done.
Long life to you and THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Gus C. MARTIN.
May 8, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I saw so many girls
and boys writing to the Corner, I thought I
would write a Jetter too. My father has
taken TnE TRUTH SEEKER for eight years.
We milk thirteen. cows and feed thirteen
calves. I help my father feed the calves. I
am a little· girl 9 years of age. If you can
make this out I would like to see it in print.
Your little Freethinker friend,
SARAH BELLE STroll:.
PATon GRovE, April24, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: 1l'Iy uncle has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since it was first
published; we could not do without it. I
think the pictures are very nice.
I received" Little Lessons for Little Folks,"
and I am very much pleased with it. I liv on
a farm; we hav nine calves, and I milk two,
and sometimes three, cows.
I hav a dog- his name is Huckleberry
Finn, A little boy, came to visit me and !).c
would caJI him Waterberry. I also hav a cat
I call Dolphin.
If you think this fit to publish, I would like
to see it in print. Yotirs respectfuJly,
GLENNIE BAILEY.

RIFDUVED 'EO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

\VORKS"BY ARTHUR B. lVIOSS.
Scriptural:
2.-NIHILITY.
How does spa~ annihilate God here?
'' God is now here ?" the preacher shouted.
An Atheist shook his head and doubted ;
But when I whispered " What's yrntr creed
then?"
He wrote the 'Difi"JJ same, indeed, then.
No letter was transposed or wanting,
Yet it denied the preacher's vaunting.
And even thus while Atheist doubted,
The preacher in his pulpit shouted,
And loudly made the bold assertion,
"That space a:ffecteth not God's person."
The "printer's devil" even, knows better;
It nihilates nor drops a letter.
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Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B 1\loss. The best conducted ne bate of modern
times. 1€0 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 ct~. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Bla•phemy. 5 cts. BiblA Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 cts. l\Ioses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Budclha, and Jesus,
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 ct".
FictHious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The BiblA God and His Favorits.
5 cts, Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth,
and Ha.ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig-n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., London, Epg.

Paine

Vin~icate~!

A thorough and overw::Ung reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
A sad truism.

--oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

BOOI{S FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Honr •. For Childl·en and
Youth. lh Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinliers'
Children's Stor:y-Book ever issued. 66full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. Fm· sale at this office.

A'tmles of Gold.

A Story-Book for

tbe Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a ver)l' large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

fie Yonth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositions,
with numerous references and citatwns, tha~
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. l'rioe ·
!Ill

o~>nt@.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
1\fissionaryDocument it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by !VIr. Remsbur!l' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showin!i; the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization ; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Libertyh· the Church and the
Antislavery RefDl'm ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance. Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scriplarre : Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cmelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is iliscussed
under the following heads: 01i~ of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundax Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath durin~ the Middle A/<"es; The Puritan
abbath; Testunony of Christian Reformers,
Rcholars, and Divines; Abro![ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Libert)'. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and ''Age
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and Ame1ica, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.,~ before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
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Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
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Agents for the 'l1ruth :Seeker.
O.A.LIFORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L.~York, San Jose, Cal.

OR,

O.A.NAD.A..

THE MYST.ERIE8 OF MAN.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

By R. T. Tralf; JJI.D.
Revised edition, Profusely Illustrated,
12mo, 344 pp. $2.00.

OOLOTIADO.

J~

G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

Address

A, Erwin, Murray.

THE TJWTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa;etr.e Phwe, New York.

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
. F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Unrivaled in Tone,

INDIANA.

~Q

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
M.A.SSAOHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIG.A.N.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. ~foore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co .• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
·
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thcs. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square", New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
B. F. Hyland,

OREGON.
Corvalli~.
PENNSYLV.A.NI.A..

Dr .J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TEX.A.B.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

. ~tsso·

&
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-
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The Bible Amtlyzed.

Ne'l'ir York.

I

hammer Log1c unsurpassed."
silk cloth, ~3.

-oB1J L. K. Washburn.

--o-

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examinatlon in verse of the charges generA.Hy brought ag-ainst his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp., 'l.to.

EXTRAOT.
"I could pronounce no benediction upon RoIt h•s done mischief enough to deserve
transportat-ion for life. I regard Roman Ch1·i ~
tianity as the worst form of tyranny. It commands the arm to work and the brain to die ; it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loves OJ'p-ession and hates liberty. It has ginn falsehood a
crown and truth a Staffold."

mani~m.

Showing

that thoRe who believe in the deity described
in the HiLle, and not. those who deny his existence, are guilt-y of "blasphemy." Paper,
12mo, 138~p., 50 cents.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

PRICE, 5 CENTS.

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
sbow that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
·

AddJ\11!8 'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayet'e PJac', New York.

BY SAMUEL P_. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the American Secular Union.

OR,

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.

SELl~-CONTR.A.DICTIONS

12mo, 160 [)p,,
Address

OF THE

BIBLE.

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

$1 00

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La1ayette .Pl., New York.

BNGL.A.ND.

I

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

•· ·

15c.

'Origin of tlle Christian Bible.
A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette PL. N<>w York

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF' SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Mrtrie Howland
ancl Eduard Howland, Editora; J os. Burgher and
F. L. tlrowne, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colomzation enterprise,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa, and genert>lly
t.o the practical solution of the problem of Intcvral
Oo-oper ~tion. Price, $1 a year; 50 C\ent.o fnr FJ:I
ma:a~n.
2~ oent• for tbreo mo,.,th•

THE NEW GOD. OLD

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
_THE· MEMORY;

Cr~me.

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

Catholic Church.

Bvo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De·
fense. A thorough analysis of the
The Real BlasplH'mers.

Christianity a Reward for

AND THE

"For Sledge-

JVRI1'FORD, J.f.D •

Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

"e~

~

Third

WORKS OF 0. B.

Authenticated by the Bible.

Col. Kelso's Works. The Public Schools

UT.A.R.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

FACTORY

Cor. 87th St.

TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

"Y

Touch and Workmanship.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Tboug}l.
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cent.s.
For sale at th1B officA.

Watts & Co., 17 J ohnson!a Court, Fleet street,
London.

BOOKS!

Catalogue of Old, Rare, and Secondhand Standard boul<H Bon t free.
JORDAN 13HOS.,___45 North 9th, St.,
13t17
.t'biladelpbia, Pa.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM 7

The Present and tile Future
Republic of" North America
BY A CAPITALIST.

A book advocating assomat.e life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with t.he vresent
conditwns of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and be has drawn a vivid picture of tho future
Republic of North Amenca, ns it will be when
society shall be organizerl on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.
Papcr,a~c;

Robt .. G .. ln2'ersoll's

c'oth, $1.

Address THE THUTH SEEKEH CO.,

OP.ENING SP .E.EO.U TO TH.E JURY

Charles Watts's Works.

in the suit of the

Bankers' and MercJ•ants' Telegraplt Company

'I'H8

against the
Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

1

1

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

TRY•S·UU.t\RE;

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Sef"ularism; Destructiv and

C~emstruc
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

The Church of Practical Religion.

Christ'an Evidenees Criticised

BY REPORTER.

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

S. · P. Putnam's Works.

+WIT})+ ILLU$TR1UIOll$.+

Secularism; its Principles and its
PAGE.

5

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty.

Address by Grover Cleveland,

The Coming Daw-n.

By D. Louis Bodge,

Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·

By F. M. Holland,

The American Secular Union.
Putnam,
The Parson.

A Story.

By Si Slokum,

NEW YORK:

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to rr;s, with extraordi·
nary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts aro published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secnlar Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? 'l'he Christian Deity;
· l\'Ioral Value of the Bible: Froethonght and
Modern Progress: Christianity, itH Natnre and
Influence ou Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic·
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
the above works addreHB THE THUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

37

Practical Expflrience with I>oultry.

92

By GEo.l\1. DAVENPOl<T. This is a littJc booka pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages. costmg only
"a quarter," bnt as full of meat as an er;rr. It is
well called "practical," for we find notlnng unpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeysi
are particularly discussed and thmr economica
breeding and keeping treated of. 'rhere are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very u~eful addition to
the poultry literature of lhA day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
28 Lafayette Place, Now York.

94

98

ASHORT LESSON

IN HISTORY.

A donble-page pictnrs contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one bas labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twenJy-five copies for $1; on<:> hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freeth9ugbt would
distribute thousands of tlwso tellmg pwtures.

Gottlieb, llis Life. A Romance of
other Agnostic Poems.

29

30

By Samuel P.

Ingerson and Jesus. A conversation
Pl·ometheus. A poem, "It is crammed

17

34

Freethought Abroad,

The Right to Testify.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itl
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

CON'J:'EN'J:'S.

Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Lavvs of the
States and Territories of the United States,

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper1 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-John
SWinton's Paper.

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Clutr!cs Bradlangb. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; l\liracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

(E. M. 287.)

The Problem of the Universe1 and
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritic1sms o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

in cloth and' lettered. Price,$1.25. CoNTENTs':
Section I. Definition of Frecthonght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to !liohammedanism. Section III. Fref•thougbt lVIartyrs and Confessors. Sr.ction IV.
Freethought iu Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its

on,

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human. concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethongltt. Bound

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

THE TRUTH

SE~'J{ER ~~NNUAL.

Price, :M cents.
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must be elected by the people, and all class
laws should be repealed. He denounces the
MY LonGER's LEGACY; oR, THE HrsToRY OF
doctrins of Maltlms as a canting philosophy,
A RECLUSE. Written by himself. Compiled
and arranged by Robert W. Hume, and and lays about him lustily and eloqirently in
published by Funk & Wagnalls.
various other directions. As remarked, the
The subject of this work and its imputed book is worth reading.
author, Roland Hardeman by name, is an
GENESIS oF Sor&!WE. By Herbert SpenAgnostic, and though by birth an aristocrat THE
cer. Humboldt Library No. 89. Price 15
is by inclination a British "Radical or Liberal.
cents. Sold at this office.
The sketch of his life therefore givs several
Mr. Spencer begins this work by pointing
openings for the exposition of difficult prob- out that there is not so much difference belems on the incoming changes, religious, so- tween scientific knowledge and ordinary
cial, industrial, and educational. Both in knowledge as is generally supposed. The
design and style the work is far superior to simplest kind of knowledge is scientific-for
most of the trashy light literature of the day, instance, that an unsupported body will fall
inasmuch as it treats of important matters or that smoke will ascend. At the same
well worthy of the attention of the public.
time, this is mere unreasoned knowledge and
Social reform is attended to by a Scotch appeals only to the perceptions. It is the
doctor who, it must be admitted, givs Roland province of the next step in science to extend
Hardeman very sound advice on his marriage, the perceptions by means of reasoning. This
which eventuates unhappily.
brings us to that stage of knowledge where
In the course of the tale the educational and we are enabled to affirm with certainty that
industrial questions are not forgotten. A it will take more force to lift a piece of lead
word with respect to the dramatic interests than a piece of wood of the same size. That
of the story, which are exhibited in the sad is undeveloped science, or qualitativ previsresults that sometimes follow marital infidel. ion. A third step enables us to tell how
ity, and in a subsequent attempt at and trial much more force will be required, which is
for murder. The details of all the above- developed science, or quantitativ prevision.
mentioned incidents are very interesting, and Moreover, a further distinction is that as we
are vividly and very naturally described. pass from qualitativ to quantitativ prevision,
Copies of "My Lodger's Legacy" can be ob- we pass from inductiv science to deductiv
tained at the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER. science. "And this," says Mr. Spencer, "is
Bound, $1; in paper, 25 cents.
the unexpressed difference which leads us to
cons1der certain orders of knowledge as esSoLAR BIOLOGY: 1{ !:lcient.ific Method of Delineating Character, Diagnosing Disease, pecially scientific when contrasted with
Determining Mental, Physical, and Busi- knowledge in general. Are the phenomena
ness Qualifications, Conjugal Adaptabilitv, measurable? is the test which we unconetc., from Date of Birth. By Henry E. sciously employ. Space is measurable: hence
Butler. Boston: Esoteric Publishing Co. geometry. Force and space are measurable:
Octavo, 350 pp., price $5.
hence statics. Tim·e, force, and space are
This book is worth five dollars as a curios- measurable: hence dynamics."
ity if not for any other purpose. "Solar biMr. Spencer finds reasons for doubting the
ology" might readily be translated into every- truth of all philosophies of the sciences which
day English to mean the influence of the sun tacitly proceed upon the common notion that
and its system upon human beings as deter- scientific knowledge and ordinary knowledge
mining their character and destiny. The au- are separate, instead of commencing, as they
thor believes that whereas the sun and the should, by affiliating the one upon the other
moon and the planets affect the motion of the and showing how it gradually came to be disearth and things on its surface, as the tides, tinguishable from the other. As illustrating
etc., therefore they equally affect the lives of the false method of classifying the sciences,
men and women. This is not a new thing; Mr. Spencer takes up the arrangement proit is astrology. The hook says that the date pounded by Oken, who appears to hold ideas
of birth fixes the character, certain stars or in common with Hegel. To comment on Mr.
planets with a malign or beneficent influence Oken's propositions, he says, would be as abbeing in the ascendant at that time.
surd as the propositions themselvs. Hegel is
The positions of the other heavenly bodies next dissected, and then we reach the Comton the day of a person's birth, of course, will ean scheme of the sciences, distinguished
determin what his luck will be, and other- from the Hegelian by the fact that it is
wise modify things. About a hundred pages worthy of respectful consideration. In truth,
of the book are devoted to showing where the however, M. Comte fares little better finally
stars stood and will stand on all the days than Oken and Hegel.
from 1820 to 1899, and for twenty-five cents
Having thus to some extent cleared the
the publishers will send to any address tables ground, Mr. Spencer goes on to develop his
covering the years 1900 and thereafter. The own theory of the genesis of science, which,
book shows a great amount of astronomical he says, is to be found in the simpler forms of
knowledge on the part of the author, and the knowledge, the sole origin of which is expemechanical work is elegant and expensiv.
rience. It should be the first duty of PosiTHE CRIB;~ ... By Geo. W. Bell. Des Moines, tivists to read this analysis of Comte's classiIowa: Mo@eB Hull & Co , publishers. fication, and then rearrange the order of
historic development. Mr. Spencer has left
12mo, pp. 351, price $1.
This book comes accompanied by a cover it somewhat askew.
upon which are printed numerous press noHow TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY; or, Nattices. One of these notices says that the book
ural and Scientific Methods of Never For" reads like a romance." Another calls it
getting. By l\L L. Holbrook, M.D. Sold
at this office. Price $1.00.
" a most brilliant and scathing review of the
If experience did not demonstrate otherpolitical situation." A third, more enthusiastic still, and slightly ungrammatical, says, wise, it would be generally believed that peo"We began at the beginning, and there was ple with good memories are horn, not made.
no good place to stop, no abatement of the Dr. Holbrook, in this work, givs instances
interest that held us spell-bound, and read where memory has been strengthened and
right <in, on to the end; then for the first built up by practice with that object in view.
time we were awake to surrounding objects, He also tells how the result sought for may
and was mad because the captain had not be achieved. The first thing necessary, when
gone right on and made his book longer. It a thing would be remembered, is of course
reads with all the thrilling interest of a fairy attention-the fixing of the subject firmly in
tale!" To which we would respectfully say, the mind. Then an occasional repetition will
"Chestnuts." The "New Crisis'' is a book serve to revive the memory. But what Dr.
worth reading, though it is to be feared "that Holbrook appears to place greatest reliance on
the author has failed in his purpose to is suggestion and association, especially the
" prove the existence of a class conspiracy latter. Remember things in connection with
the design of which is to subvert the princi- other things, and then when one of them is
ples of our government by a monopoly of all recalled, all the rest come trooping around as
wealth." We doubt the existence of any such though fastened together. One story told in
"conspiracy." In the sc~amble for wealth a company suggests another perhaps totally
and power there is too much of every man different. An instance of memory by assofor himself to make a conspiracy probable. ciation is given: "The date of the great fire
Otherwise the author has set forth the condi- in London is 1666, easily remembered from
tion of things about as it is, and proposes the the repetition of the figure 6. This date enreforms which he deems necessary. Like all ables one to name the time of the Great
who go to the bottom of the difficulty, he be- Plague, which was the year previous; it also
lieves in free trade, and would giv American serves to indicate the beginning of fire insurgenius and skill a chance to '' explore the ance, which sprang like a phenix from the
world, and feed and clothe humanity with ashes of the city." " The year of the fire in
our abundant products." The land, he holds, London was that in which tea was introduced
should be restored to the people; transporta- from China into England.'' A good way to
tion lines must be controled, if not owned, by keep a name in mind is to write it down and
the government; a great majority of officers remember how it looks; thus two senses renow appointed should be electiv; the Senate inforce each other. Many persons hav learned

Books.

to spell chiefly by recurring to the appearance
of words as they stand upon the printed
page of the spelling-book.
Proceeding
mainly in this line, the author tells how to
strengthen memory of faces, of places, of
music, of facts and events, of figures and
dates, and even a.pplies the same principle to
the learning of ne1y languages. The book is
written in an admimbly plain and straightforward style. Here is his definition of memory:
Memory may be defined as that intellectual
power which enables a person. to recall, with more
or less disfinctness aud accuracy, past experiences,
facts which hav been before the mind, forms,
facEs, figures, words, phrases, emotions, sounds,
and colors, which hav Previously exercised the
brain. Or it may be defined as a kind of resurrection or reproduction of the past, or a perce~
tion of anything with reference to its past existence, or a vision of t.ime past.
We hav given the foregoing in order to
contrast it with the definition of memory
given by Professor Loisette, who calls it
The primordial property of the protoplasma
differentiated as nerve ganglia, similarly as contractility is the primordial property of the protoplasma differentiated as muscular·fiber.
The difference between the two writers is
that one tells what memory is and the other
does not. Dr. Holbrook's book appeals to
the reason and to common sense at once, an"d
can be heartily recommended as both instructiv and interesting ..
In a 55-page octavo pamphlet, E. F. Ring,
of Milwaukee, Wis., givs "Forty Reasons
Why I Am Not a Christian," and they are all
good ones. Price 25 cents.
There are fifty 12mo pages in Mr. L.
Record's treatis on "The New Theology,"
and he charges $1 for it. His address is 67
Springfield street, Dayton, Ohio.
J. Fitzgerald, publisher of the Humboldt
Library, presents "Science and Crime and
Other Essays," by Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.,
as No. 88 of that series. It deals with the aid
which science has given to justice in courts
of law, and other subjects. Price 15 cents.
Dr. W. H. Benson, 1225 Filbert street,
Philadelphia, will send to any address in the
United States or Canada, on receipt of six
cents, his little pamphlet entitled, "Easy Lessons in Socialism." He counsels his brothermen to abandon the doctrins of orthodox
theology, and return to_ the simple religion of
Jesus the Socialist.
E. B. Waldo, 20 Shonard street, Syrac:1se,
N.Y., believes in temperance in all things,
and under the title of " Self-Control " has
published a pamphlet of 39 16mo pages on
that subject, which he sells for 25 cents. An
admirable feature of Mr. Waldo's work is
that, so far as we can discover, he does not
ask for any statutorY enactments to stultify
the self-control which he advocates.
This being the jubilee year of her majesty,
Queen Victoria, the "Jnbilee Prize Poem,"
which we hav received from a loyal subject,
is quite appropriate. It is published by the
British Association for the Diffusion of Common Sense, with notes by a workingman. It
is immense. We would not part with our
copy for anything except another just like it.
Price 5 cents.
The limitation of wealth is what John H.
Keyser calls "The Next Step in Progress"
in his new pamphlet bearing the title quoted.
A limitation of wealth, he holds, with graduated taxation upon accumulating and accumulated fortunes, is the only hope of the
republic. Among the great number of politica,l propositions the adoption of which is the
"only hope," Mr. Keyser's looks as promising as any we hav heard.
"A Proletary" takes for his text an article
from THE TRUTH SEEKER on "The Natural
Sciences in Our Common Schools," by H. M.
Cotting£:r, and writes a pamphlet of "Hints
about the Teaching of Natural History,"
which is published by l'IL Harman, Valley
Falls, Kan. -There is a wild Western recklessness about the typography of the work,
but the author has uttered some ringing
truths~ Send ten cents to l'IL Harman fer it.
"Saladin," the knight-errant of Freethought chivalry in Europe, is performing
deeds as illustrious in their way, and as disastrous to the Christian hosts, as were those
of his great namesake. His latest tilt he
rides as the champion of woman against her
enemies, the priests and the Bible. Under
the title, "Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame,
and Her God," he has published as a pamphlet 64 pages of his articles from the Secular
Review on " Christianity and Woman." In

England Part I. sells for sevenpence, or about
15 cents. In this country, owing to the way
our minds are protected at the expense of our
pockets, the price is placed at 30 cents.
Order the.book of W. Stewart & Co., 41 Farringdon street, E. C., London, England.
Mrs. Annie Besant and G. W. Foote, editor
of the London Freethinktn', recently held a
four-nights' public debate on the question,
"Is Socialism Sound?" Mrs. Besant affirming,
and Mr. Foote denying. The debate is published in a pamphlet of, 153 pages, price, in
America, 50 cents. Knowing the able character of the disputants, the reader may be
assured that the best that can be said for or
against Socialism is to be found in this
pamphlet.
Some time ago TnE TRUTH SEEKER printed
Mr. J. E. Remsburg's lecture on "The
Fathers of Our Republic," and has since published mauy cvmmendatory notices of it.
The space could not hav been devoted to a
better purpose. Mr. Mendum, of Boston,
has issued the lecture in pamphlet form, at
15 cents per copy. It makes 45 good-sized
12mo pages, and is printed in au attractiv
style, with a picture of Paine Hall on the
cover. Author and publisher are entitled to
the thanks of the Liberal public.
" What is r;l'hought ?" asks Miss S. C.
Clark (Cambridgeport, Mass., 12mo., 15 pp.,
price 15 cents), and she answers:
The breath of the soul, the vital respiration
t.hat sustains the spirit's embodied existence.
Thought is the cradle in which the man-child is
rocked; it is the finger of the Father to which his
children tightlyclingwhen striving, with frequent
failure; to walk alone. It is the guiding voice
heard above the tempest of llf~, the spray from
that Eternal Fountain which floweth over and
dashes in musical, rippling fall on every fevered
bl"east.
An evidently earnest, if not clearly successful, attempt to answer a vexed question.
" Isaure and Other Poems " is a collection
of verse by W. Stewart Ross, editor of the
London Secular Review. Mr. Ross is a man
of versatil talent, and his verses show that he
has the literary faculty highly cultivated.
There is something wild and weird about
them, however, and they are not of the sort
that th~ poet wished to hav read to him on
that evening when he longed for rest. They
are distinguished by strength rather than
melody. For instance :
Her white feet are swathed in the linen and shavings,
My head pressed her bosom, the worm is now
there,
And the blast o'er her tomb mingles wild with my
ravings,

And the gravel is mixed with the gold of her
hair.
And the ribs of the clouds widen wide with a
moan,

And through them the winter windi yell;
And the thunder's red heels, as from heaven he
reels,
Ring bass to the chorus of Hell.
"Tri-Square; or, the Church of Practical Religion," is the title of a book by an
anonymous writer who shows evidence of a
disciplined mind and a large experience.
It purports to be a record of the experiences
attending the attempt to establish a church
upon a broad and comprehensiv basis-somewhat after the plan suggested by the Rev.
Washington Gladden, and were it not for
THE TRUTH SEEKER imprint Upon the titlepage, and the prejudice resulting therefrom,
the book might pass among orthodox readers
for the work of some enthusiast only a little
more advanced than he in the new theology.
The author, although extremely liberal,
does not entirely discard creeds or the necessity for them. He even formulates a creed
for his church, but makes it broad enough
for all people who would do good to stand
upon. It is not based upon belief or unbelief. It is this :
" Every net or word that will result in injury to anybody is wrong and is prohibited."
The object of the ''church is to teach mankind all things essential for their proper
guidance and happiness in this life, which is
deemed to be the true service of God."
No person who does not in good faith bee
lieve in this rule, and practice in accordance
therewith, shall be accepted as a member of
this church; all members who wilfully
violate this rule, or the law of the land, shall
be expelled.
He does not reject the Bible, but regards
it purely as the work of men; neither does
he believe in the divinity of Christ, but as a
reformer. The trinity he acknowledges is
matter, force, and law. The living strictly
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within the letter and spirit of the law, is the
surest way to prepare for a future life.
The author's idea is to unite all moral,
well-disposed persons in the work of improvement and reform. It matters not if a man
believes in a God or not, so his life proves
correct by the "Tri-Square "-he can become a member of his church; if he is a bad
or immoral man he cannot be fellowshiped
without first reforming. He favors the investigation of all matters pertainin.~ to this
life, particularly Bible history and writings,
believing it is not God, but the devil that is
afraid of inquiry. Rewards and punishments
are justly awarded, but whether in this life
or the life to come, or in botll, he does not
pretend to know- but "somehow, somewhere
they must surely come." It may be no being
is yet sufficiently advanced to inherit eternal
life.
We advise all who feel interested in this
subject to read the book. It is not dry nor
prosy. The interest increases as the reader
advances, ami it does not prove convincing it
will furnish food for vigorous, activ thought.
For sale by the Truth Seeker Publishing
Company, New York. Price $1.-Denison,
Texas, foiunday Gazetteer.

·

?'Dlmal. ec~nomy, as an efficient agent of the thinkmg pnnmple which. so evidently animates and
controls this wonderful piece of machinery amid
the conditions of time.

A few pages further on is a third sentence
covering sixteen lines of eleven words per
line. Apart from the difficulty of following
the leading idea through these long arrays of
words, there is nothing in the book objectionhie to the Freethinking Deistical Spiritualist,
and it certainly contains much that every
sensible person must indorse. No doubt Mr.
Forster was possessed· of a clear and activ
brain capable of holding a though-t while he
&raped and decorated and frescoed it with
other minor thoughts, but be should bav
been more regardful of the infirmities of his
readers. A flight of one hundred and fifty
steps should hav an occasional landing where
the climber may pause for breath. The mechanical part of this book is above criticism,
and it contains a fine steel portrait of the
author.
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DR. J. L. YORK,
The noted Western Lib~ral orator, starts on· his
Eastern lecture tour May 1st., and will sneak at
Sacramento on May 8~b, at Salt Lake Cit.y, May
15th and 22J, at Canon C•ty. Col., May 29tb, at Denver. C·•l., June ~th antl 12;h; and at Garden City,
Dodge City. Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa: Chicago. IlL;
Grand Rapids, MlCh; Columbus, Alhance,Akron,
Ohio; L.nesville, Pittsburgh. Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy.
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
and at other pomts on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, and leave the latch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't mi•s a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Liberals desiring to arrange with the Doctor,
please addl"fBB Without delay, in care of Ohe~s
Brothers, Garden Cit.y, Kom,; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, Co'orado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
Iowa; E. A. Stevens, 7c0 West LRke street,
Chicgao, Ill: D. A. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; lioman l:ltaJy, 86
Diamond stre.t, Pittsburgh, Pa,, Geo. Longford,
11r6 Leopard st., Philadelphi•, Pa.; Tnith Seeker
office,,. ew York city; Iuv~~tilmtor office, lloston,
1\Ias".; H. L, Green, 165 Delevan av,, Buffalo, N, Y;
N. Hexter, Cleve'and, Ohio.

Very Cheap Pampbleis. W.S BEL.VM PAMPHLETS.

PHILADELPHULIRERAL LEAGUE, 252
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications alw"ays on hand at cheap rates

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnet. written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.n., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"SH0¥1'EL'S ,UOUERN HOUSES" No.8.

(Publtshel!, Julv 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colpred f~ontispiece showmg the modern style
of pamtlng.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
PRICE,
15CENTS. colored, to supply all the necceasarr J)ieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
Inyers••ll C •techi.sed:
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.-· for nutting them together.
"The Clergy on Divorce" is Judge R. B.
.
While the supplement affords both old and
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro· M. E. Billings.
Westbrook's latest "booklet." The judge pounded
young_ tl;le !!"rea. test amusement, it is more than a
by the Editor of tbe "San Franciscan;"
~oy. It Is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Arch·
singly,
3
cents;
per
dozen,
20
cents;
per
hundred,
LIBERrY
ANU
MORALITY.
denies that marriage is a sacrament, or that it f2.0Q.
Itecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
is a Christian institution; that the only just
~~ll~~~~ular designs, so exact that it is useful to
ORTHODOXY,
Accept my thank• for your excellent and useful
cause for divorce is adultery, or that the fed55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinv from
A lecture, fifty-four clo•ely pri .. ted large 12mo discourse.-James Parton.
$500 to $15.000).
eral government has any right to interfere in pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
I am much ple~sed with Your address, and will
2 New Design• for Barns.
notice
it
in
Jfart.-T.
B.
Wakeman.
the inatter-all of which is claimed by the
1
New
Design for a Chapel.
Civil Rig Ttts Speech,
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
clergy. Incompatible lawcenforced relations, Including the add•essof Frederick D-nglas. fifty. able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
(by 1\:Iaria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
he holds, are productiv of discontent, tempta- three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen A~: e.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, oN RECEIPT oF PRICE, $1.
tion, disease, and vicious tendencies in off- for $1; a ..d f6 p' r hundred.
Address
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
We suggest that these be nurchased in quantispring, idiocy, insanity, and numberless other
tie•, and given away to Christil\n•, and It is w1th
PRICE, 20 CENT!:!.
THE 00-0PEBATIVE BUILDING FLAN ASSO'N.
evils. Tbc system of "limited" divorce " that not unreasonaola exptctation that the rrices
The number of heads under which you hav
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.
·
diVIded the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
which leaves both parties in the anomalo~s hav been placed so low.
Address THE 'l'RUI'H SEEKER CO.,
the concise mRnner in which each point is .disNew
Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
position of being neither married nor single,
cussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
28 La:ayette Pl., New York.
I take great pleasure in recommRnding "Antibond nor free, is most unwarranted, and is
Prohibition" to tlte consideration of eve1{ person
characterized as a disgrace to the statute
who is intere•ted, not only in the cause o temperance,
but in the principles of self government.BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
book of any enlightened state. On this subJ.J.McCabe.
Introduction by
ject the judge uses vigorous language. As a
OR
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
reform in marriage laws, he recommends
LIBERTY AND MOU.A.LIT¥.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
"I am very much pleased with It, and I wish the
something like those in certain European
eventy thousand ministers of this country were
The
Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
states which provide for divorce by mutual
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
consent of parties, but prohibit haste and The Reason Wby a Good Roman Catholic wo d of it."
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Print=~ 1~ oPnta"-.
'R'o.,. filR.lo A.t t.hf• nffifle
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
rashness, and allow the referee to withhold
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
this Republic.
his decision for one year, the parties meanat this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
<'f Colonel Ingersoll's pamph ets, which will be
disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

The Con1liet between Christianity
and Civilization.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

ROMAN ISM,
DANCER AHEAD.

while living separate. Reconciliation not
By A. J. GROVER.
taking place, the divorce is granted. The
fickle and unprincipled might sometimes take
40 CENTS.
advantage of existing laws, and seek separa- PRICE,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
tion for trifling cause, but the many should
not suffer for the want of a reasonable and
legal way of escape from bondage because the
OB.
few abuse it. 'l'he judge has treated the matof Business Who Did Romething Besides
ter further in his 'larger book on " Marriage MPn
Making Money. A. Book for Young Americans.
and Divorce."
HY .JAMES PARTON.
·Colby&; Rich hav published a bulky volPrice,
- $1.25.
ume of 43:3 pages, entitled, "Unanswerable
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Logic: a Series of Spiritual Diseourses given Address
28 Lafayette Pl..ae. New VMk.
through the Mediumship of Thomas Gales
Forster." TJ.J.e intrr)duction is by Carrie
Grimes Forster, who says that the author
"now bathes in the brightness and effulgence
of the upper sanctuary of the Father, the
glory-land of righteous compensation." The
book is designed to define Spiritualism and
LiqUOR DRINKING
set forth its truths. The author says :

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

Bi~la Tmnparanna:

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

Spiritualism rolls its warm, sp~rlding waves of
thought across the colrl gmy sea of material skeptimsm, just as the Gulf St•·eam weaves its mYstic
length across the latituues and the oceans, exercising an influence, imperceptible to ma,ny, perhap;, but none the less powerful and extensiv because as yet una,ppreciated in its full bearing.
For, amid the more exalted enterprises of human
genius characteristiC of the present age- amtd
the holier utterances of the press, the pulpit, and
the rostrum-amid the loftier conceptions of the
poet, the artist, and the man of letters-the mental eye "r the spil"ltnal philosopher can perceive
the inculcations anu direct inflliences of this
school of thought beginning t.o manifest themselva with n. pers1stent ti'uthrnlness not to he mistaken, and with a conclusivness well-nigh irre·
sistible. And this condition of thing~, we are
encouraged to believe, will be increasingly apparent as mediumiHtic facilities· are affurded for a
clearer understanding uf its phenomenal presentations, as well as. a higher n.ppreciation of the
ethical and philosophical dedtictious which are
the legitimate sequences or an intelligent investigation.

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsbur"'S "Bible
Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

lngoersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger~
Boll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavY toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type. suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision or War,
Tribute to his Brother,
From the foregoing the reader can judge of
The Grant Banquet Toast,
the author's style, as also from the following
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
sentence of 133 words:

In attempting an elucidation of the fact of
man's existence as a spirit entity while in the ma, tel'ial bod,v-the fact claimed in my text ~ts a fundamental tenet of the spiritual school, but denied
by many who arc nn willing to accept of the phenomena of Spirituali"m as sufficiently satisf4'1tory
testimony in favor or the same-permit me, in adclition to tlie phenomenal phases familiar to most
of you, to offer further testimony by arh·erting
somewhat in detail to the wonderful agency exerted in the realm of conscious individuality by
the nervous system of the human body e•pecially,
and the important duties devolving upon it in the

The price of these he1·etofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secnro
Jom
a.kage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
98 Lafayette Pl .• New York.

'rHE

CONFESSIONAL:
ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
1

By SALADIN.
Price, 80 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Ingersoll's W'orks.

rhe Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.
In five lectures. comprising, "Th'll Godst"
"Humboldt," " 1'homaa Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

'rhe Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost~" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of IndeJ)endence," "About Farmi 0 g in Dlinois,"
•· The Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Ola.rk," "The Past mses before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Inger•oll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25. •
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
. plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The t:hristian Reli~ion. By R. G.
IngersoJ1 Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a .grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Fran<U!can. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
1\fillions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'l'bomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

THE

Fathers of Our Republic:
Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franldin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A nnua
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York.
November 18, 18M6.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
!'rice 15 cent.s.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

BIB-LE IfiYJfi-IS
AND

TITKIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work ts to I>Oint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that t.hey were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origm and explRin their meaning.
"It is unquestionablv true that the results of a
rationalishc study or the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so >wcessible as they Rre now made
in the worli before n•."-N. Y. Snn.
1 vo\. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 PRges.

Price, $2.:l0.

Address on the t:ivit Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
[n~ersoll's Lectures Complete.
The Greatest o1' all Anti·Bibll·
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand

cal Works.
for Mr. Ingersoll's works} the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "OrthoBy THOMAS PAINE,
do_xy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
Price, Single Cop1es, 25 cents. Six copies fo •
priCe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
$1.00.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of ·war," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and 1n large, clear t~pe, suitable for framing, and the four will be rorwarded
to any address. for 50cts. or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

TH..t:; URISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with th6
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa-

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In faet, one of the richest brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never be- ration.''
Price, 35 cents.
fore published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
For either of these works, or anY of Paine'
brought together till now, many other gems, writings,
Address THE 1'RUTH SEEKER,
selected from the speeches. arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and dav-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a. rare personal souvenir. To h~lp it serve this
purpose. a fine steel portrait. with autograJ?h A COMPEND OF TilE NATURAL LAWS OF INfac simile. has been prepared especiallx for 1t.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edJl"es, glit back
DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
and s1de, $2.5Qo; in half calf, mot Heel edges, eleEx oRANGE.
gant library style, $4.50: in full Tnrlcev morocco, gilt, exquiaitly fine, $7.50; in full tree By J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
Price, 25 cents.
Photo~raphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1; cabinet. 40 e~nt.R.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.
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Jlews off the lfetk.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MAY

THE

oan ERorcREA TIoB.
A Dtscusston Between

Gladstone,

Huxley,

Duller,

~i.

i887.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
ByRon. W.E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. Ry Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
vn. AJ~;f:li and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price paper 59 cents • cloth 75 cents
'
'
'
'
•
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PJ.,New York

9§~1ns

off U[hought.

HAD England never had an established church,
she might hav been spared the most deplorable
periods in her history.-D. M. Bennett.
WE honor our ancestors when we liv better,
think better, and do better than they did. That
is a false veneration that builds a ship after the
model of the Mayflower; that creates a house of
Puritan architecture; that livs as they did in our
grandfathers' days. Our
forefathers showed their
sense when they respected
their own ideas. That is
the lesson that Plymouth
Rock inculcates. It is not
a symbol of attainment; it
is the rude attempt, the apprentice hand, that foretells the column of beauty,
the full power of liberty.
No form is so perfect that
it should be ·copied forever ;
no method so fit that it
shall never be sup plan ted.
Life is progress ; the world
must be emancipated from
models. Candles may be run
in molds, but not human
beings.-L. K. Washburn.
FuLL eighteen hundred
years hav passed since Paul
imagined that the reign of
death was almost over, and
it is not over yet. Death is
still absolute and universal.
The most that has been accomplished is, here and
there, to obtain a brief reprieve of the imPartial sentence under which all. lie
together. But this reprieve
has not been the work of the
priest or the magician;
prayer has not won it, nor
any far off, doubtful resurrection. It has been the
work of the physiologist,
the physician, the sanitarian, the student of hygiene,
of those who ha v discovered
the laws of health, and•
most of all, of those who
hav obeyed them.-John W.
Chaelwick.
LOT,.FINDS REFUGE FROM A WICKED WORLD.
THE common Christian
conception of the pardon of
hour. Yon see Joe and Deacon Fnmstock were I sin upon repentance and conversion seems to us
trading horses out there, and I'm bound to take to embody a very transparent and pernicious falthegospelrighttothepeople."
lacy. "Who can forgiv sins but God only?"
. "BE of good cheer, Sister Jones," said the pastor asked the P~ai:isee~. Ther_e is great _confu~ion
INDIANS never kiss each other, and no one who to a dying member of his congregation. "Yon and ~ontradictwn I~ our Ideas on this s~bJ?ct.
will soon be in heaven playing on a golden harp, ! ~od IB_ the only. bei,~g who can not forgr~ sms .
has ever seen an Indian can blame them much.
rejoicing with the an el thron ." "Ah no,,. F~rgtvness of sms. means one of two thmgsWHEN a heathen gets about half full of Massa- and
.
.
g
"
g
' ' 1t etthor means savmg a man from the consechusetts rum, the Christian religion strikes him famtly u~ter~d Stater Jones.
I could never_ play quences of his sins, that is, interposing between
as being faultless.
on a ~msical mstrument.,-not even an accordion:-! cause and effect, in which case it is working a
OLD lady <to wicked little boys who are playing and Ill never b_e 1_!-ble to play_on a h,~rp unless It . miracle (which God no doubt can do, but which
we hav no right to expect that he will do, or to ask
marbles on Sunday): "Little boys, what are you has a handl_e to It like an orgum.ette.
A PA:RALYTICyoungwoman,who had been unable·1 that he shall do); or, it means an engagement to
playing marbles on Sunday for 1" Little boys :
to walk for years,was conveyed to a revival-meeting 1 forbear retaliation, a suppression of the natural
"We're playing for keeps."
one night recently, and during prayer she sudden, anger felt against the offender by the offended
MRs. DE HoBsoN: "What a lovely prayer-book, ly arose, gave an ear-piercing shout, climbed over 1 party, a forgiving of vengeance on the part of the
Mrs. Hendricks. Is it ·a present from your husthree pews, gained the aisle, and made a dash for !ininred-in which meaning it is obviously quite
band?" Mrs. Hendricks: "No, I won it at the the pulpit. Itwasnotanotherfaithcnre,asmany inapplicable to a being exempt and aloof from
progressiv encher party at Deacon Smith's last
persons in the c.ongregation supposed. She had human passions.-Greu's Creeelof Christenaom.
week."
simply seen a mouse in her pew near her feet.
CANT is useful to provoke common sense.-Eme1·MRs. GRUNDY : " So you've been left a lot more
son.
TRUE ECONOMY.
money, I hear, Miss Luckie?" MisH Luckie: ''Yes;
No good· man can hav a realizing conviction of
quite a lot." Mrs. Grundy (with a sign of resigna- A thrifty and most economical dame
the truth of Christianity, and not be miserable.
tion): "Well, it's true what the good book says- Owned a pair of fine fowls whose fair qualities To be consistent, every Christian should ba in a
came
' Them as has gits !"'
madhouse. "If men in general," sars L~igh
Through a line of fine fowls of an eggsellent fame. Hunt, "had ever seen a human being broiling in
ON THE BACK STOOP.
a real fire, writhing and groaning, men in genYoung wife : "I wonder the birds don't come And madam, the hen, had a musical way
eral would fall on their knees to implore the
here any more. I used to throw them bits of the Of duly announcing an egg every day,
quenching of hell-fire, or they would disbelieve
While Sir Cockolornm would join in the lay.
cake I made, and-"
its existence.'' Judge for yourselve, my readers,
Young husband : "That accounts for it."
And once on a time in the cold of the year,
whether the thought of unbroken everlasting
OUll pastor (to new arrival in town): "Perhaps When eggs they were scarce and when eggs they sleep for all human kind, or such a future as
were dear,
you would like to join our Mutual Improvement
Christianity teaches, is the more rational and
Union 1 We should dearly like to welcome yon." Still daily their cackle was truthful and clear.
ennobling.-Undertoooa•s Lectures ana Essays.
New arrival: "That depends on how big you gag And ere their commendable labors did cease,
WHAT is there in this life that can appear great
your limit. I'd a been eatin' nuggets in Reno to- A bountiful basketful showed the increase;
day 'f •t hadn't beim fer th' 'Sons of Faith' there.'• All fresh and all fair and worth four cents apiece. to him who has acquainted himself with eternity
and the utmost extent of the universe 1 For wh'at
A TERRITORIAL editor says in his paper: "Yes- Since eggs they were scarce and since eggil they is there in human knowledge or the short space of
were
high,
this life that can appear great to a wise man 1
terday we were again married. It will be rememWhose mind is always so upon its guard that nothbQred that both of our former wives eloped with The thrifty old dame, with a natural sigh
ing can befal him which is unforeseen, nothing
the foreman of the office. To avoid any future (For she liked a good egg) put the basketful by.
which is unexpected, nothing, in short, which is
inconvenience of the kind, we hav this time mar- "In the list of my sins," with decision said she,
new 1 Such a man takes so exact a survey on all
ried a lady who is a compositor, and she will set "The sin of eggstra vagance never shall be,
sides of him that he always knows the proper
the type while we hustle for the ducks who still Such eating is quite too eggspensiv for me.''
Place and spot to liv in, free from all troubles and
owe on subscription."
It chanced, when the far-awaY farmers had heard
YoUNGman (to sexton, at church door): "Isn't The price of good eggs, that their spirits were annoyances of life, and encounters every accident that fortune can bring upon him with a bethe sermon nearly done?" Sexton : "About an
stirred
coming calmness.-Cicero's Tuscuran Disputations.
hour yet. He is only on his' Lastly.'" Young To send in by car-loads the frni t of the bird.
"You allow that it would hav been my vocation
man : " Will it take him an hour to get through
to be a nun had I been a Catholic?" Virginia asked
his 'Lastly?'" Sexton: "No, but there's the And long ere these efforts for profit did cease,
in a strange voice. "Yes, and as a Catholic I
'One word more and I am done,• and the' Finally,' An overstocked market had felt the increase,
would hav respected yonr choice," Ringrave anand the·' In conclusion' to come yet. Don't get And eggs they were selling for one cent apiece.
swered," though as a Catholic I should hav deimpatient, young man. Your girl won'tspoil.''
The thrifty old dame with a heart that was gay,
plored the false view of goodness which takes
A CoLORED preacher was talking of prayer, and Brought forth her full basket without a delay,
from this life the purest and finest natures to shut
said: "Now, bredren, when you prays don't pray From where she so lately had stowed it away.
them up in a living tomb where they can do no
so much in a gineral way; pray more pertickler. "The price has come down while the eggs are yet good to anyone !" "We are the last in the world
sweet,''
And when I says 'more perticlder,' do you know
to uphold the Romish church, with all its errors of
what I means? Let me tell yer. If I prays de She said, "which will giv me a plenty to eat.
doctrin and superstition," said Hermione, speakLord to gib me a turkey, dat ain't nothin'-1 ain't At twelve cents a dozen they're cheaper than ing as she had been taught. "But you ·must in
meat."
a-goin' to git dat turkey I Dnt when I prays de
fairness allow us Anglicans the same vocation."
Lord to gib me one o' Massa John's turkeys, I
Ringrave shook his head. "No, I do not," he said
knows l'se gwine to git dat turkey 'fore Sat'd'y
gently. "A woman can do better for herself and
night!"
the world than by incarcerating herself and re"WE didn't hold services in the church to-day,"
nouncing all practical usefulness. A moth~:>r is of
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
said a clergyman in a small town in Washabaugh
more value than a nnn.'"-M1•s. LintDn'S Under
county, Dakota, as he returned home. "Where "NOTES ON INGERSOLL.' Which LonJ, r
did you hold them, then?" asked his wife. "Back
By B. W, Lacy.
of Joe Pinneo's barn." "Well; that's a strange
FAITH
place-has the church burnt np ?" "Oh, no, the
A
thorough
exposure of the Oatholic priest·s From Tradition to Reason.
church is all right, but the congregation was all
Historical misstatements.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
back of the barn, so I went there and stood up on
Prlc4l (JJotb. U; Paper, r;o (lent••
Oloth, 11.25.
'For Bale at thia Oflloe.
a hay-rack and expounded the word for over an

As yet Archbishop Corrigan has not reLinton,
Reville.
ceived the communication from tile pope in On the Confiict between Genesis and Geology.
OONTENTS:
regard to the McGlynn case. It is reported
!. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.,
·
W. E. Gladstone.
that his holiness will excommunicate McGlynn
ll.
The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interif he declines to obey and make the journey
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
Ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
to Rome inside of the next forty days.
Muller.
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HIGH license has become a law in Pennsylvania.
JAOOB SHA.BP was
called to the bar on
Moilday;
TALMAGEisannounced
as the Decoration Day
orator in this city.
QUEEN · KAPIOLANI, of
the Sandwich Islands,
spent Sunday in New
York.
THK great flood in
Maine still continues,
and railway traffic is impeded.
TIIB Saturday halfholiday, is not being so
extensivly observed as it
ought to be.
GENERAL GRANT's widow is just recovering
from a severe attack of
malignant diphtheria.
'fhe Anti-poverty Society's third meeting,
Sunday night, was largely
attended. Henry George
addressed it.
THE legislature has
passed a law permitting
the indulgence of beer
and music under the
same roof, and it is now
legal to whistle between drinks.
EVANGELIST PETER DWYER, of this city, is
under arrest for abandoning his wife.
MARTIN F. TUPPER, the author of " Pro. verbial Philosophy," for several weeks past
has been scarcely able to read or write.
AT a. cattle fair in Madison Square Garden,
this city, 483 head were entered in all, upon
wl1ich the owners place an aggregate value
of about $1,000,000.
THE Rev. J. Edgar Brown, a Methodist
preacher at Allentown, N.Y., is being investigated. He is charged with promiscuous
hugging and kissing.
PARSON BRISTOR, tried at New City, N.Y.,
for assault upon his housemaid, was acquitted. The jury did not believe that the girl
resisted to the extent of her powers.
CHUROHGOING people in Madison county,
Ind., are scandalized by a free fight at a
church meeting in Union township last Sunday, in which several persons were injured.
THE lockout of New York silversmiths has
lasted three weeks, and the employers remain firm in the demand that the workmen
must abandon their labor organization before
they can come back.
GovERNOR KNoTT, of Kentucky, exercised
cxecutiv clemency in the case of a murderer
sentenced to be hanged, and the crowd who
came to see the hanging were so incensed
that they hanged the governor in effigy.
AT the last meeting of the Nineteenth Century Club, the Rev. W. S. Rainsford, of St.
George's Episcopal church, said he did not
believe the story of Elisha and the bears.
Concerning which the Bun observes that this
is substantially the position taken by Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll.
WHILE the Rev. D. I. Marks, of the Irving
Methodist church, New York, was preaching
in his pulpit a week ago, he was suddenly
stricken with paralysis. Though improving,
his recovery is considered doubtful. The
moral in this case is as obvious as in any
other of a similar character.
THERE were no saloons or gardens open in
New York last Sunday, and it is estimated
that from 50,000 to 100,000 persons crossed
the Hudson to New Jersey, where saloons,
theaters, fairs, and base ball were in full
blast. The wary Jerseyman is making hay
while the sun shines, but the blue cloud of
sabbatarianism is likely to overshadow him
at any moment. The laws of New Jersey
are the same as those of New York on the
Sunday question.
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FOR THE CREDULOUS.-CHILDREN,

attorney's office and demanded a warrant for
the arrest of the editor of the paper for circulating obscene literature. The warrant
was not granted. Titus's confession is full
TllE manuscript of Burns's poem, " The of pious asseverations, but is generally beWhistle," has recently been purchased for lieved to be a pure fabrication.
£283 by Lord Rosebery.
QuEEN KAPIOLANI of the Sandwich Islands
T11E Boston barber arrested for cutting a visited our schools last week. She was
man's hair on Sunday has been acquitted. greatly surprised to learn that New York exHis lawyer quoted 1 Cor. xi, 14, "Doth not pends $4,000,000 annually for educational
even nature itself teach you that if a man hav purposes, and that the pupils number nearly
long hair it is a shame unto him?" and the double her entire kingdom. The queen was
judges were overpowered and let the culprit royally entertained in Boston, that city havgo.
ing paid nearly $18,000 for hotel bills, carTnE Canadian Pacific Railroad owns the riage hire, flowers, and music for her and her
heaviest locomotiv in the world. It weighs numerous at\endants,
eighty tons. The next heaviest is the SouthTwo revivalists at Park Ridge, N.J., hav
ern Pacific's, seventy-seven tons; the third got into trouble by calling people indiscrimweighs seventy-two and a half tons, and is on inately " devils and sons of devils." One of
the Northern Pacific; and Brazil owns the them, named Mason, applied that epithet to
fourth, weighing seventy-two tons.
a Sunday-school teacher, and the latter
THE Rev. Mr. Ward, of Englewood, N.J., yanked him out of his pulpit by the beard,
who shot his wife, though not fatally, and and a free fight followed. The place is in a
then some time afterward committed suicide, state of excitement over the affair, and the
left a will disposing of property worth about evangelists are threatened with tar and feath$25,000, the proceeds of his two former mar- ers unless they moderate the tenor of their
riages. His widow's name is not mentioned discourses.
in the will, though it was drawn two days
THE joke in the following from the Bun
after the shooting.
will be seen when it is recollected that the
A DAILY paper published one day last week thirsty New Yorker must ferry the Hudson
.he confession of the Methodist Janitor Titus, to Hoboken if he desires to drink a glass of
of the Hackettstown, N. J., Institute, who beer on Sunday : " Wife (returning from
murdered Tillie Smith. The confession re- church) : ' How beautifully the choir sang
lates with conRiderable circumstantiality that "One More River to Cross!"' Husband:
the janitor and the girl had been criminally 'Yes, and that reminds me that I hav an enintimate, and that the !tilling was accidental. gagement in Hoboken this afternoon.'" A
Before night on the day of publication An- great many church-goers are having engagethony Comstock appeared in the district ments across the river on these dry Sunday

Jlolts and (filippin!1s.

~8, 1887.
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BEWARE OF THE TRAP.

afternoons. If the object of the Sunday law
in New York is to encourage church attendance, if is a failure. The worshiper could
always get his drink on the way to church,
so that his religious devotions were not inter.
fered with. Now that he must go to New
Jersey for the drink, attendance upon divine'
service is impracticable.
IN Louisville, N. A., and C. Railway Co.
vs. Frawley, the Indiana Supreme Court has
recently held that the mere fact that one who
sustains an injury by the negligent act of another may hav been at the time of such injury acting in disobedience of the Sunday
laws of the state, will not prevent a recovery
from the party whose wrongful or negligent
act was the proximate cause of such injury.
LAST Sunday, as I did my constitutional on
the avenue, says a writer on the Star, I overheard one of those neat, lap-seamed, a la
militain, ecru spring jackets say to another
ditto, outside one of the fashionable churches:
"Why, Belle, I thought you were a Unitarian?" "Yes, we were," was the reply,
"but rna and I hav joined the Episcopalians.
We like their forms better.'' " Their forms?"
"Yes; you get up and down so much, you
know, your dress doesn't get crumpled.''
THE Rev. Mr. Schabehorn, of Nyack, N.Y.,
tried by the presbytery for drunkenness, con·
fesses his fault, but pleads in excuse that ·"at
every wedding, christening, and social event
beer and wine flow freely, and if the minister
refuses to drink he givs offense.'' He promises, however, to risk gi-ving offense rather
than get drunk any more. Another charge
against Mr. Schabehorn is that he has been
guilty of "criminal conversation" with wo-

men, and his confession on that point is
awaited with interest.
MR. BAYARD, United States secretary of
state, has recently signed a treaty with the
Russian government under which political
refugees from that country may 'be arrested
in this. In behalf of the Russian-Americans
in New York a great many people are pro.
testing against the treaty, and on Thursday
evening of last week a mass-meeting was
held at Cooper Institute. Among the speakers was Dr. McGlynn, who said: "I do not
stand here to justify the assassination of the
czar, although I should not put any crape on
my hat if he should be killed. I hav the
profoundest respect for conscience, and even
though conscience should be erroneous a
man is following a heroic part in following
his conscience. There are noble, grand, and
heroic men who believe it to be their duty to
kill the czar, and I respect their opinions.
It is not the duty of the Senate to decide this
question of conscience for them." A letter
from Col. R. G. Ingersoll was read as follows :
"With every drop of my blood I am opposed
to any treaty with Russia by which the
United States shall be bound to deliver to the
agents of that infamous government men who
hav simply been charged with political
crimes. A Russian who does not oppose the
despotism of the czar is a criminal, and one
who does is a patriot and hero. No such
treaty should be made while Siberia is the
tomb of the bravest and the best. This government should side with the struggling,
with the oppressed, and no true American
should hav the slightest sympathy with the
tyrants, the usurpers, the enemies of the human race, called kings and czars."
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(/Jt11nmnnicaiions.
Tales Told Out of School.
"'VI.
THE ANDOVER CASE

Was just on the tapis at the time of this interview
with my combatant, and more to gratify my curiosity
in seeing what an intelligent Infidel would think of
it, I asked his opinion of the case. ·"Thank you,"
said he, "for calling my attention to that subject. It
proves and illustrates my position that the indefinable thing called religion has no power to make even
cultivated men frank, honorable, and honest, but
converts them, on the first temptation, into cunning
tricksters. If in the matter of land or money wordly
people would act as fraudulently as these Andover
professors do, they would be sent to the penitentiary,
like the New York aldermen, as unmitigated rogues.
You seem shocked at what I say, but look at thecase.
Here was a large sum of money contributed by Calvinistic Christians of the Congregational church to
endow a theological seminary where young men
should be qualified to preach the orthodox system to
the New England churches. Remembering how the
funds of Harvard University had been stolen by the
Unitarians, and prostituted to the teaching of a theology emasculated Qf all its stalwart and manly
features ; remembering, too, how the pious Jacob,
the patron saint of all religious rogues, had robbed
his nobler brother of his birthright and his father's
blessing by simulating the hairy hands of Esau,
these orthodox donors consulted the lawyers, and
under their directions put every conceivable obstacle
in the way of such another alienation. Then they
died, believing that Andover, like Princeton, would,
as a perennial fountain, send forth its streams of
orthodox influence to the end of time, to keep sound
and growing all the churches of their faith. The
founders of theAndover school of theology knew what
orthodoxy is. They were familiar with the teachings
of Jonathan Edwards, the great Calvin of the New
England states. They knew that the Five Points of
Calvinism, as they are called, are as logical as the
multiplication table, and that if one were admitted to
be true, and he who made the admission knew how
to reason, all the rest of them must be true also.
According to this system, the heathen in foreign
lands were in a totally and hopelessly lost condition,
because 'the1·e is no other name under heaven given
among men tohereby we rnust be saved' but the name
of Jesus, and the heathen, never having heard of this
name, must of course be exposed to eternal damnation. The whole enterprise of foreign missions was
based upon this scriptural tenet, and the churches
proved their faith in it by contributing millions upon
millions of money to put the heathen into a salvable
condition at least, if by any means they might save
some. But the sagacious heathen, when they saw
that, by the new religion offered to them by the missionaries, all their ancestors were not only dead, but
damned, because they had not believed in a Christ
or a Bible which they never heard of, gave tl~e cold
shoulder to such a religion, and, to take the stumblingblock out of the way of their becoming Christians and
joining the mission churches, the new doctrin of a
second probation is cooked up, forming an ollapodrida, or incongruous melange, the like of which
the world never heard of before. You see, these missionaries hav found a bonanza which they value at
its true worth. They liv like nabobs in their bungalows, and are pensioned for life on the funds of the
church. Nothing endangers them but the fact, if it
were spread among the churches at home, that. the
whole foreign missionary enterprise is the most
colossal fraud and humbug of the age, since the few
eonversions they make are among the lowest classes
of the Eastern nations. And so, to gull the people
at home, and keep their purse-strings loose, and with
the hope of increa~i~g their converts as proof of their
success, they propitiate the heathen by teaching that
~he depa~·ted souls of th.eir ancestors, now locked ~lp
m the pnsons of hell, wlll hav a second probation or
chance in the next world, as if they had had aji1·st
chance in this. But look at the monstrous absurdity
and utterunscripturalness of the idea! Paul says of
the present gospel, that it is' the wisdom oj God, and
the power of God unto salvation.' That is to say,
that the divine attributes of infinit wisdom, power,
and goodness were exhausted in originating the gospel as a. method of carrying out the purposes of God
concern,mg the human race as fallen. Under this
sy~t~m .th~ stream of human destiny, like the mighty
Mississippi, has been :flowing down from the date of
the fall in the Garden of Eden through sixty centuries
of time, bearing countless millions of unredeemed
_souls to the gulf of perdition, God saving by a miracle of grace only a comparativ handful, as the very
best that he could do in the circumstances of the
case. Could the imaginary church and go~pel of the
probationists, when set up in the next world be and
do any more than this? And if these instru~entali
ties! p~t in a.ctiv operati~n _under a new dispensation,
begmnmg With the Chnstlan church eighteen hundred years ago, with the Holy Ghost to help, hav

failed to the extent that the church containing the
redeemed is still a very 'little :flock,' what hope is
there that it will be any better in the ' second' pro-.
bation church of the future? No, sir,'~ said my combatant, waxing warm, " the Andover men. hav outgrown the creed which they swore they behaved and
would teach when they were installed in office. They
hav snug, warm houses to liv in, and large salaries,
and, like the missionaries, are pensioned for life;
and to keep these privileges they hav resorted to
tricks which, if a lawyer would practice in his profession, would cause him to be disbarred and driven
from court in disgrace. The second probation idea
is stamped with folly and childishness on its face,
and would hav been laughed out of existence when
first announced had it not been for the amazing
credulity of the Christian people, which makes them
like to be humbugged, and because there are vast
funds and comfortable pla~es at stake. For what
can be a nicer berth in this world of ups and downs,
and bread and butter, than a well-furnished house,
out of which no landlord can warn you, a good,
punctually-paid salary, and a chair in a theological
seminary where the professor performs his perfunctory devotions for a few minutes every day, and reads
over to a new class of students every year his old
fox-tail lectures, reeking with the lore of the Dark
Ages crammed into the Confession of Faith, which
they are sworn to teach ? If it were not for a con,
science and a sense of honor which forbid, Infidel as
I am, I might be tempted, for such a comfortable
consideration as I hav mentioned, to do as the
Andover professors do."
FOREIGN MISSIONS.

At this point I interjected a question as to his
opinion of the foreign missionary enterprise itself.
"Why, sir," said he, "it is the biggest swindle ever
practiced on the credulity of this or any other age.
It exceeds the imposture of the oracle at Delphos,
where the Pythian priestess, on her tripod, levied
willing contributions from the Greeks for ages. It
is a meaner money-making trick than the one played
for centuries and still kept up by the Catholic priests
on the Neapolitans by the liquefaction of the blood of
Saint Januarius. The way the church people in this
country cmitribute .money to the cause of missions
proves them to be the most gullible of mankind.
.A.nd the way the managers at home doctor up the reports of the missionaries abroad, so as to blind the
eyes and bleed the purses of their dupes, proves
what I said before, that the sentiment called religion
allows its devotees to do the meanest and most unprincipled things. If the church, in her benevolence,
would send a domestic missionary into some settlement on our Western frontier to save the souls of
our countrymen, furnish him with a house, and good
salary, and put him on the funds as a pensioner for
life, and then find, after twenty years of 'labor' in
his vocation, that there were ·more children born in
six months than the adults he had converted in all that
time; if, I say, the people would visit the field and
see how they had been swindled and their benevolence abused, they would giv up the business of
But the heathen are
soul-saving in disgust.
thousands of miles away, and all the knowledge they
hav comes through corrupt channels. The agents of
the missionary society at home, and the missionaries
themselvs, conspire effectually to hoodwink the people and make them believe that thousands of the
heathen are annually converted to Christianity, and
the whole of them soon will be if the Christians at
home only contribute liberally to the cause."
" But," I a&ked, " are not some of the heathen converted, and do they not join the church?" "Yes,"
said he, "but in India and China, where most of the
missions are located, humanity swarmsc in millions,
and is as cheap as dirt. The most of them belong to
the lowest class, are ignorant, .and poor as poverty
itself, are of no account, and can be hired at a few pennies a day to dress up and parade as Christian converts. Who ever heard of any of the intelligent
classes among the Hindoos or Chinese being converted ? If there are any such they are as rare as
white blackbirds. A friend of mine, in a city where
was located the largest mission station in the Pmpire,
had a missionary periodical put into his hands which
had just been received from England, containing the
annual report of the condition and prospects of
that mission, made by the reverend gentlemen who
composed it, with the request of the merchant who
handed it to him that he would read it carefully and
compare the statements made in its pages with the
facts in the case as he had seen them with his own
eyes. He met the English merchant a few days after
having read the document, and in conversation remarked that he could not believe it possible that men
professing to be religious, and whom he went to hear
preach every Sunday, could misrepresent facts as these
missionaries had done. ' Why,' said the merchant,
' it is their very religion that makes them falsifiers of
.the truth. It is the old doctrin of pious frauds
which the church has pmcticed from the first century
of its existence, and which has always been justified
because the lies told and the robberies committed are
for the glory of God and the good of his bloodbought church.'

"While on this subject of meanness and dishonesty, which religion of all kinds allows its votaries to
commit without blushing, I need not go to India for
example. Look at the Tract Society, the Bible Society, which, I believe, are close corporations in law,
that chose their own successors in offl.ce, and are not
accountable to their constituents who furnish the
funds they handle ; the Methodist Book Concern,
and all the other societies for the collection and disbursement of money for religious purposes managed
chiefly by the clergy. What a r~vel~tion might be
made if experts were sent to examin the accounts!
But as before remarked, the religious public like to
be humbugged. The seamstress in her garret, where
she works at starvation wages-provided she is pious
-likes to contribute of her hard earnings for the
support of the dear, self-denying missionaries, and
for the maintenance and education of the able-bodied,
pious young men who are studying for the gospel
ministry; and she would frown upon me and call me
an Infidel if I would undertake to show her the fact
that she was robbed by. the meanest kind of thieves,
and that her pittance, no larger t~an the farm~r's
' widows mite,' and so. sincerely given, went-, with
thousands more like it, into the insatiable maws of· a
priesthood, whotrade in religion as the brokers do
in watered stocks and 'futures."'
"My friend" said I, at the close of his utterance,
"I thank yo~ for the candor you hav manifested
during this conversation in giving me the ideas and
purposes of the Infidels. I must confess, if you are
a representativ man, as I take you to b~, .that you .are
a people with glass breasts, whose opmwns, motlvs,
and plans are apparent to. all who wish to. ascertain
them. You hav no secret mental reservatwns; you
don't seem inclined to force, distort, or explain away
the facts of nature to round out your views into a
system, but take them as they are. And while I am
in deadly opposition to your doctrins and schemes,
I must regard you as honorable antagonists. There
is, however, one more topic on which I should like to
hear you speak before we part, and that is, God.
Do you believe in a personal God who created and
governs all things?" To this he replied=." On this
subject I am neither a Deist nor an Athei.st, but an
Agnostic. I neither affirm nor deny; neither do I
believe or disbelieve, any more than I .do the proposition that the planet Jupiter is inhabited by human
beings, because there is no conclusiv evidence ?D the
·subject, one way or the other. If we are left WI~hout
any positiv proof of the existence of a God, or If our
faculties are too weak to perceive it, the most modest
position a man can take is to say frankly, I do not
know. To see the confidence with which each of the
hundreds of· sectarians declares that he knows all
about God and the universe, one would suppose that
he was on speaking and visiting terms with him,
and frequently entertained him at diD;n~r .. But th.e
Agnostic, when he stands before th~ Ilhmit~bl~ u~u
verse is appalled with a sense of his own msigmficanc~ and ignorance, and reverently says of its origin,
I do not know. But I look with favor on the theory
which attributes to matter itself, in its infinit forms,
all the phenomena which for ages we hav been in the
habit of ascribing to a personal God. Since the discoveries of Newton, thinking men, whose religion has
produced in them no obliquity of vision, and who are
judges and jurors, instead of attorneys at law with
the church as their client, are coming to agree that
matter is ·not only eternal in existence, but self-endowed with the_ force of attraction, which· keeps the·
planets in their orbits, and prevents collision. Look
at the force of matter in the human body which,
when a. man is sound asleep, pumps the blood by
main force into the arterial system, carrying life and!
health everywhere from crown to sole; and when its.
oxygen is used up, bringing i~ ~ack by ~he ven~us
cireulation to the lungs, where It IS replemshed with
new life from the atmosphere. Cut and tie up an
artery in a man's arm above the ~lbow, ~nd imm~
diately nature, as we call that force m physwlogy, wlll
begin the anastomosing pro~ess of dig~ing an artificial channel, and constructmg a new pipe, for conveying the arterial blood to the parts of the arm
below the elbow. This is an exhibition of the inherent and intelligent force of matter, and evidences design. A few centuries ago, before the birth of science,
if a· man born before his time had announced such
truths to the world, he would hav been sent by the
church to prison. Roger Bacon, in the fifteenth
century, for the crime of knowing how to grind glass
pebbles, and make magnifying spectacles, thus givi;ng
old people new eyes, was charged by the church with
being in league with the devil, and put into prison.
The phenomena of life were then attributed to miracle but now we ascribe them to the infinit capabiliitie~ of matter. While I admit that in this whole
class of subjects there are difficulties which science
has not yet solved, I think there are fewer in the
theory I favor than in any other. I am content,
therefore, to wait for new knowledge. If it shall
come to me before I die, or afterwards, how glad I
will be to receive it ! If my being is extinguished at
death, I will share the fate, as a fact in nature, of all
the countless millions who hav gone before me to the
realms of shade.
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"In your complimentary remarks a moment ago
concerning the Infidels, which I duly appreciate, you
spoke of our plans and purposes. Our purpose is to
free the human intellect and conscience from the
bondage of religion. And our plan, or method, to
accomplish this purpose is free discussion. We aim
not to form an organization with a creed as a bond
of union, nor a political party to exercise power, but
to ma~e eve.ry human being consciously free to think,
to wetgh evidence, and to come to a conclusion. The
church has the start of us by.eighteen hundred years·
during most of which time her authority was un~
questioned. But we hav the freedom of speech and
of the press, and what is more, with all due deference, a system of truth consistent with nature. And
althol!gh you do not believe it, I think your grandchildren will see, if your children do not anticipate
them, that the prevalence of our opinions will not
result in Anarchy, moral or political, but in making
our fellow-beings wiser, better, and happier than they
ever were under the reign of the church superstition. Farewell !"
At the close of this meeting I took my leave, and
while all was fresh in my recollection, made a record
in my journal of the substance of the conversation as
stated above. My experience with the Infidels thus
far has convinced me of one thing, that the policy of
representing them in our pulpits and journals as a
class without character and influence, is not only a
mistake but a dangerous one. They are wide awake,
and know what they are about. But the church
asleep, and fortified by numbers, wealth, and organi~
zation, are as ignorant of what is going on outside
as the Babylonians were when Cyrus, with the
Persian army at his back, was breaking down the
brazen gates of the Ettphrates, and preparing to invade and conquer the city.

The Unsettled Question.
Whatever may be urged against it, n~ question is
more important., or more imperativly demanding a
settlement, than that which is caused by the relations
of capital and labor. It is. very evident that the
present condition of things cannot long continue.
The general dissatisfaction, which is not confined to
the most ignorant and the poorest, is a proof that we
are on the eve of some important changes in our common life. ·
Whatever allowances we may make for individual
inequalities, no one can deny that something is fundamentally wrong when, in a land of plenty, such
contrasts exist in the possessions of men. The recognition of this fact is, in itself, a great step for a
nation to make in one century. Great wealth in the
hands of the few is absolutely more dangerous than
universal poverty. Its· tendency is to constantly
interfere with both legislation and commerce, and to
conquer by one means or the other every weak competitor. The rights of the individual are second to
the rights of property. Such a reversal of natural
rights can end only in discontent and revolution.
Not only so, but the social and other distinctions
brought about by such iniquitous means cause the
extremes of society to look with fear or suspicion on
each other. · The great body of. people who form
what is called "the middle class" are in constant
danger from any warfare between the two extremes.
Whichever way we look, we may discern the serious
results of any other inequality among men than that
which is natural. No nation can be at peace with
iGself, even if it be a republic, when every state institution is controled by wealth. People may complain,
then, of the restlessness of the laborers ; but every
violation of the rights of one by another class will
but intensify the resulting uneasiness.
There is no wisdom in joining in the clamor
against wealth, where it has been honestly acquired.
No conceivable system of life will produce equality of
wealth among men. Aud a coerced equality, could it
even be thought of, would be the worst system of all.
The whole of this great controversy may be
summed up in two questions: What should be done
by the state to adjust the difficulties of the situation"!
and, What should the individual do~ It is hardly
possible for anyone to fully discern the respectiv duties of the state on the one hand, and of the individual on the other. One thing is very certain. That
which can be done by the one should not be undertaken by the other. And any attempt to supplant
each other from its proper sphere can end only in
vexatious controversy. But how are we to ascertain
what should be done by the state alone, and what by
the individual~ The principal consideration is that
what is established for a national purpose should be
owned or controled by the people collectivly in contradistinction to corporations owning and controling
it. Take, for instance, the system of railroads.
There can hardly be any question of the justice and
utility of the national government having· absolute
control of it. Not that I suppose that the ownership
of the railroads by the general government is perpectly free from objection; but that, under the present system of ownership, the people are exposed to
the merciless avarice of railroad corporations. Every
law that has been, or will be, passed, in relation to

the ~ontrol. or regula~ion of railroads, will only show
the ~ncreasmg necessity of the state purchasing and
m~n~ng them. The Eng~ish people .likewise are perceivmg the same necessity. And If evils exist' on
either side, we hav to choose between an evil of mon·
strous extortion and interference from railroad companies, and industrial officialism. I do not believe
in state Socialism; nor is this measure akin to it. N 0
serious object.ion has been brought against the general ffficiency and cheapness of our postal system.
and its. management by the general government
affords a guarantees of equal efficiency in a similar
control of the railroads. I cannot recapitulate the
numerous advantages accruing from this in a brief
article. I will refer only to an objection I hav often
heard brought against it. It is said that it would
establish a tyranny inconceivably worse than that
which now exists. How that can be so, I fail to see.
Everyone knows that until recently no tyranny was
more extortionate than that of the railroad companies
in carrying freight to non-competitiv points.. Not
only so. The great amount of capital invested, and
the insane \'lesire for more, has been a constant menace to legislation and industry in every state of the
union. That would be forever removed in case the
people owned the railroads. It is not rash to say
that if the people will not own the railroads, the
railroads will own the people. It is not difficult to
make a choice between such things. Now for the
objection. Instead of establishing a system of tyranny of officials over employees, it w<>uld be the most
successful method of civil service reform that could
be adopted. Competency in each workman would
be indispensable; and political partisanship as a condition of promotion would be insanity. Whatever
other objections may be brought against this plan,
the counter objection remains unanswered-that
great wealth, that rich corporations, hav no pity for
the laboring masses.
.
The land question calls for a few remarks. This
is, perhaps, one of the most difficult problems of the
day. Not simply is it difficalt to devise an equitable
system of land ownership, but after that is done, the
difficulty of accomplishing it remains. vVe can more
easily say what should not be done than what should.
So far as the people collectivly are concerned, no individual or corporation should be permitted to enter
the public domain and own immense tracts of land.
I here refer to land grants to railroads, and to speculators in land. Evils innumerable hav been produced by these two causes. And no remedy is
worthy of consideration that does not strike at the
very root of the evil. Every ethical consideration
shows the infamy of the state legalizing the wholesale speculation in land. In every instance the poor
settler has suffered from the rich speculator. These
and similar measures are what seem to me to be
both nec~ssary and right. To impose upon the state,
as Sociahsm urges, the care of each and all would be
intolerable. It may be that there would be no poor
to care for if riches had no special privilege from law.
Now, what should the individual do~ First an'd
foremost, intelligence is imperativly necessary. We
shall be cursed with fraud and imposition so long as
the majority are hoodwinked with impudent flattery.
Justice can never reign where ignorance prevails.
Intelligence is a concrete force, and without it every
man is exposed to the intrigues of his fellow-man.
In a general sense, good laws and the spirit of freedom can exist only when the people are intelligent.
It has become a duty for every man to inform himself
on the issues of the age in which he livs. Ignorance
is criminal.
It becomes necessary for everybody to rightly understand the purpose and sphere of government, and
to protest against any invasion of individual rights.
It is doubtful whether there is a nity or state in the
Union that has not continually interfered with personal rights. I am not here referring to those cases
where all hav to contribute to the support of the
government. But in nearly every instance, rings and
cliques, composed as a rule of dishonest men, manage
our city and state affairs. The only successful remedy for such au evil is intelligence. It is folly to
attempt to abolish the government in order to rid
ourselvs of the evils which accompany it.
The habits of industry and sobriety al'e essential.
Each should contribute to the general good by devoting his abilities to that work for which he is best
qualified. If every man were willing to work, there
would be but little want, or misery, or crime.
Then the rights of men as corporations should be
fully understood and zealously defended. The idea
that a rich and successful man is necessarily dishonest, and that the poor man is necessarily honest, is
both vicious and false. The past has proven that
corporate wealth has been of inestimable value to
man, and that the laborer as well as the capitalist
has shared its benefits. And it is equally true of
every invention and discovery that was ever made.
There need be no revolt against the rights of
invested capital. But there is a need of more selfreliance, more personal temperance, more industry,
and of strict attention of everyone to his own business.
J. L. ANDRREW.
Liberal,

Mo.
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Sympathy for God.
More than any person that I hav ever known or
read about, I pity God. There is somewhat i~ex
pressibly sad in the existence of this divine being.
~e ha~ absolutely no companionship that can cheer
hts sohtude. I wonder If he does not sometimes
wish he was a man, so he could enjoy life and hav a
good time. What heart would not be touched at
thought of this lonely being~ Poor God! I pity
hi~. He ~a~ been a ~id~wer for hundreds of years.
Thmk of hvmg all this time without a female compauion. It is true he has one son; and a ghost for
a household .attend~nt. But there can be no family
comforts 0r JOYS without a person of the opposit sex
in the house. . No wife, no sister, no daughter! I do
not see what God has to liv for. The divine household is composed of all males. It is a kind of manastery. When I think of God, I rejoice that I am a
man. I cannot see much fun in being the "ruler of
the universe." I would not swap places with the
deity, even if he would offer boot. I would not be
God for any consideration. From a human standpoint, God is a pitiable person.
· ·
All that makes human life bright, sweet, and desirable is denied the deity. It may be that there is
compensation for his hard lot. I hope so. I will do
anything. to make it pleasanter for him. But what
au undesirable life he must lead! He never takes a
vacation; never leaves his business; never runs off
for a pleasure trip. He can't. Think of being everywhere 80 as you can go nowhere. "God is everywhere, in everything." He cannot move an inch· if
he did, be would step on -himself. What a wretched
feeling it must be, spread out all over the universe!
I do not see how he can ever pull himself together.
Think of a man having his head in Alaska, his feet in
Brazil, one hand in China, and the other in England.
Imagin having to lean over the whole of North
America to pull your boots on. The thought that
God is everywhere makes the divine existence " too
thin."
If one wished to call upon the deity, where would
he look for. the door-bell~ Think of God as you
will, you must pity him. He may hav worlds at his
feet, but if he never held his own baby on his knee,
he has missed the highest happiness that the elements hav evolved. I never li~ed the divine way of
bringing up a family, nor his employing a ghost• to
do his courting for him. A child running over the
fields of heaven would hav brought a less orthodox
expression on the divine countenance. God is a very
solemn being. There seems to be an everlasti.ng
sadn~ss in his face. Let u~ not condemn the deity
for h~s coldness. Perhaps, If we knew all he has to
su:a:el and endure, we should be as solemn and sad. as
-h~ 18• A I?an who h~s a pleasant ~orne, a lovmg
Wt~e! and fat~·, sweet cht~d knows nothmg of _the dat·k,
ternble sohtude wheie love sheds n~ hght and
warmth; where sympathy pr~sses not Its hand of
che~r and courage .upon t~e ~Ired, w~ary brow. But
I ptty <;lod most of all fm bemg obhg~d to hear the
c?mpl9:mts of mortals. I should ~h.mk he would
nng his c?estnut gong on t~ose mmisters who hav
been praymg for the same thmgs for so many years.
W.
Instructions for the Lord's Supper.
A printed set of "Hints to Communicants" which has
been forwarded to us, says the London ]i'7·ectldnkm·, is rather
amusiug. The ''Hints" are really most particular injuuctious emphasized by the language of priestly authoritativness
and by the plentiful usc of special large type for the most
important part of each regulation. The authoritativ hints
commence thus, the words italicized being in extra large
black type:
. " 1. The Blessed Sacrament should be received fasting :
this means that you should take no food 07' drink after-midnight, not eveu a drop of water or a dose of medicin is allowed."
The thought of the precious body and blood being allowed
to mingle in the stomach with an early rasher or cup of
coJfee, or in the intestins with a dose of jalap or castor oil, is
too distressing for the Christiau to contemplate.
Passing over minor instructions about removing gloves
and veils, and the mauuer of kneeling and bowing, we come
to the following :
"7. Your hauds should be held up a8lt~qlt as yaw· chin,
and the Sflcrcd Host should be rccei vcd in the palm of the
dght hand resting jlat upou the left, and so conveyed carefully to the mouth.· Take care that no particle remains uncon~umed on your hand."
The dreadful consequences of leaving particles unconsumed
is illustrated in the tale of the rat, which we took from the
colums of La Semaine.Anticlih·icale. The parson of this East
London church would hardly like to be compelled to swallow
all the rats and mice that frequent his church; and to allow
any of the sacred crumbs to be swept away with the ordinary
dust would be the hight of impiety. "Hint" No. 8 givs a
number of separate commands which run thus:
"8. Guide the Chalice ji1·mly witlt both hand8 to your
mouth.
" Do not take more than one small drop of the Precious
Blood.
"Draw your lips together, so that no cl7·op may escape.
"Men with hair on their lips should be most cM'eful.
"Never wlpe you1· li]JS with your handkerchief.
"Never take your hands away from the Chalice toith a
je1·k, or bow y01u- head suddenl:lf; women with large hats or
bonnets should be pa1·Ucularly ccweful about this."
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News and Notes.
I lectured at Lodi Saturday evening, May 7th.
Although short notice was given, the hall was full,
and the discourse on "The New Heaven and Earth"
was favorably received. Lodi is a pretty place of
about fifteen hundred inhabitants, and in the midst
of an excellent farming country. A system of irrigation is under way by which the resources of the soil
will be materially increased, and without doubt this
will be one of the richest producing sections of California. With plenty of water it will be almost unequaled for its wealth of fruit and grain.
I found some excellent pioneer workers in Lodi.
Dr. Gordon is one who never flinches in the expression of his opinions. The ministers tackle him but
once. They get enough of it at the first interview,
and pay due respect thereafter to the doctor's ideas,
and don't press him for a "change of heart." George
Hogan, who presided at the meeting, is another
stanch frontiersman of freedom. I was pleased also
to meet Mrs. Laura DeForce Gordon, who is one of
the most prominent lawyers in the state-a noble
representativ of woman's genius and perseverance.
Judge Callaway and others were present from Locke
ford, where there is quite a gathering of Liberals.
W. M. Bernard was present from Bartlett Springs.
He arranged the debate which took place a few years
ago at Elliott, a town near by, between Colonel
Kelso and a Campbellite preacher, which created a
big excitement, and our gallant colonel increased by
hundreds the ranks of Infidelity. W. N. Moss, Amos
Gove, etc., are of the Lodi phalanx, and I hope again
to greet these generous soldiers of humanity.
Fully a-thousand people were present at the Avon
Theater, Stockton, Sunday evening, to listen to the
" Glory of Infidelity." I guess I shall hav to put
Stockton in the front rank of our Liberal forces.
There are experienced leaders here, and they know
·how to giv presti~e to the cause. Their Paine celebration last winter was a most brilliant success, and
probably there was the largest attendance to it of
any in the country, as at least fifteen hundred people
were present. W. F. Freeman, Chas. Haas, A. Blossom, G. C. Hyatt, J. C. Gage, Emile Dreyfous, A. T.
Hudson, W. S. Fowler, F. T. Baldwin, P. G. Sharp,
I. S. Bostwick, with their families, and many others
make an intellectual and social influence that is broad
and deep for Liberal improvement. These friends
hav contributed several hundred dollars to giv Freethought and philosophic literature to the public
library of Stockton, and this is a noble instrumentality of agitation and progress. Mr. Freeman himself
hassold nearly a thousand dollars' worth of Liberal
publications at the lowest possible prices, receiving'
no remuneration for his own efforts, but sometimes
being out of pocket, in order to extend the circulation of books and pamphlets for reform and education. Such work as this in every community would
soon create a vast enthusiasm for justice, humanity,
and radical ideas.
San Joaquin is, they say, the " boss" valley of the
state. Its production of grain is enormous, and
Stockton is the shipping-point mainly. It has direct
water communication with Europe, and hundreds of
ships transport to the markets of the world the produce of this vast and splendid valley. The climate
is g~nial, like that of southern California, while there
are more facilities for water, and a much larger extent
of fruitful soil. Oranges, lemons, limes, grapes,
apples, peaches, prunes, a-pricots, cherries, figs,
almonds, etc., can be raised with profit, and almost
every variety of grain and vegetable. Hitherto the
farms hav been large, consisting of hundreds and
thousands of acres, and they hav not been skilfully
and carefully cultivated. The need is to break up
the large farms into small farms of ten and twenty
acres, and then the wonderful facilities of this valley
·
will be developed.
I was pleased to meet Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Pope at
Stockton, who liv about fifteen miles in the country,
but who were present at both lectures. They take
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that is the reason, I gue<s,
of their liberality and enthusiasm. Nothing like a
good paper to keep friends in the front rank. Mr.
Pope told a Catholic neighbor of his that if he would
read THE TRUTH SEEKER carefully for three years, and
at the end of that time was still a faithful Catholic,
he would giv him a ranch worth ten thousand dollars.
The man did not accept the offer. He was afraid to
take the risk, even with the prospect of a ten-thousand-dollar ranch provided he kept the faith.
I
don't think there is a single minister in the land who
would accept the same offer. Not even Sam Jones
could read THE TRUTH SEEKER three years and save
his faith and win the ranch.
I had the pleasure of taking lunch with Fred
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Schuenemann Pott and his confreres around a table
where he has gathered with friends for the last
fifteen years or so, and he has kept a record of every
meal of those present, etc., and the names of many a
noted Freethinker, reformer, and scholar can be
found in this remarkable list. Schuenemann Pott is a
brilliant, representativ of advanced German thought
and genilJil. He has a permanent congregation at
San Frandisco, and lectures throughout the country
in Germ!lli. and English and is equally eloquent in
both. He is an attractiv and scholarly sp.eaker, and
it was a gratification indeed to meet around the social
board so genial a man. Our German friends make
a grand force for Liberal ideas. There will be a
battle some time with the ecclesiastical forces, and
when the issue comes the German element, American
to the core, will be our strenuous allies for freedom.
I hav had a curious time at Ukiah, up among the
hills, a hundred and thirty miles from San Francisco.
I came to Cloverdale and took the stage, and the
ride through the hills, along the winding Russian
river, amid stately groves of oak, by the redwoodtrees where the coach is frequently held up by the
deft robber; by the enormous rocks, the Lovers'
Leap, where the Indian maiden, t.hey say, found
refuge from disappointment in death-amid scenes
lovely, grand, and romantic, ever opening into new
views of wildness and splendor, now defiles and then
broad expanses, and far-away pictures of snowy summits against the bending sky; amid these, along a
fine road, the four horses pass with gallant tread, and
I was not tired a bit when in the sunset light., gorgeous over the surrounding hills and green fields, I
arrived at the really beautiful city of Ukiah-a city
of course, though it has only fifteen hundred people,
but it is the metropolitan center of a county one
hundred miles long and seventy-five miles wide. The
Ukiah Silver Band summoned the folk to the court
house, and a fair audience greeted me at my first
lecture. Two ministers were present. They kept
quiet for awhile, but one of them, a Rev. Mr. Martin,
soon felt constrained to leap up in the very midst of
my discourse and demand an opportunity to reply.
Mr. McCowen, the chairman, called him to order and
assured him that he should hav an opportunity to
state objections at the end of my lecture. When the
time came, he was accorded the privilege of speaking
fifteen minutes to correct me if I was wrong in my
statements. Instead of doing this, he demanded an
hour and twenty minutes for a reply, and also half
the time on the succeeding meeting for debate.
Immediately upon his heels- the Rev. Mr. Connell,
with voice of thunder, declared his purpose to answer
me on the points I presented, and dared me to debate. He said I had flung the gauntlet down and he
was ready to pick it up. For awhile these two clergymen had it all their own way. When one sat
down the other got up, and so on, and if our chairman attempted to speak they glared at him as if he
were an intruder, and ordered him to sit down. Although the Infidels paid all the expenses of the lecture, etc., these clergymen seemed to think it was all
their own affair and they could run it to suit themselva. However, I made out to edge in a few words
and inform my clerical opponents that I did not
come to Ukiah to enter into a general debate, but to
giv a series of lectures on important Freethought
subjects, and I intended to carry out that plan at the
request ·Of my friends and for their instruction and
that of the community, but in order to giv them a
chance to combat my points, I would giv them every
evening one half-hour for criticism; and that was just
thirty minutes more than they would allow me at any
of their services. So I gave them a half-hour at each
succeeding meeting, but they did not avail themselvs
of the privilege. In order, however, to bring them
to terms, I offered to return to Ukiah on certain
dates and enter upon a general debate of the points
advanced in my lectures. I flung down the challenge
and dared the clergy to take it up and meet my facts
and arguments. \Veil, the Rev. Mr. Connell went
out of town and left the Rev. l'l:r. Martin to make
arrangements for debate. So the Rev. 1\'Ir. Martin
called on me Wednesday afternoon, and wanted to
know my terms, etc. I said, " Make your affirma·
tions, and I will meet them." "What affirmations~"
he said~ I replied, "This; for instance: 'Christianity
is of supernatural origin.'" "I won't affirm that," he
said; " but just put it the other way, 'Christianity is
not of supernatural origin,' and I will meet you."
The sly fox-! knew then I was dealing with a theological shark, and I meant to bring hin;t to the book.
I answered him: "I shall not undertake to prove a
negativ. That is not in logic to do. I will make an
affirmativ, and stand by it, or you make an affirmativ
and I will meet you." ·
The Rev. Martin said: "We will not affirm. You
hav come here to attack us, and we are ready to
meet you." "All right," I said, "if you refuse to
affirm, I will affirm." The Rev. Martin assented.
He also insisted upon six sessions, one each morning
and evening for three days. I also agreed, and said
I would hav my affirmations ready that evening. He
did not venture to my lecture, but met me afterward.
I gave my six affirmations-namely: (1) The Bible
sanctions immorality.
(2) The New Testament

sanctions persecution. (3) Human reason and experience are the only sources of knowledge. (4)
Secular morals are superior to Bible morals. (5)
Science has done more for civilization than theology.
(6) The principles of American political liberty forbid the enactment of any laws for the observance of
Sunday as a Sabbath. I had previously asked the
Rev. Martin if he was in favor of the Sunday laws,
and he had said yes. I told him I wanted a reply
the following afternoon. His countenance was glum,
and there was a coldness in his voice as he said : "I
will let you know.". On the following afternoon,
Friday, a ponderous committee of three appeared to
make answer to my propositions. In order to hav
witnesses I had my good friends McCowen and McGlaschan present, for I had lost all faith in the honesty of my opponents. I knew they wanted to put
me in a logical box and smoke me. Of course they
did not accept my affirmations,_ so in place of
them they gave me two negativ propositions and one
affirmation for themselvs-namely.: (1) The preponderance of evidence tends to show that there is
no God. (2) The preponderance of evidence tends
to show there is no future life for man. (3) The
Bible is the result of a divine inspiration. They
graciously allowed me the privilege of making the.
first two propositions affirmativ, omitting the word(
"no,"· so that they, the clergymen, would hav all the,
affirmations, thus changing entirely their plan of the,
previous day, when they would make no affirmation.
Of comse I refused their propositions, and at the
evening meeting exposed their sophistry. I showed
that their, propositions did not cover a single point
of my discussion. I had not affirmed there was no
God or no future life, or no inspiration in the Bible.
I had only opposed the authority of the Bible, not
its inspiration. On the questions of God and immortality I took the Agnostic position, neither affirming nor denying. I had no desire and had not undertaken to convince any one that there was no God
and no future life. I had no interest in these questions pro or con. They did not trouble and I would
not waste my time in discussing them. I wanted
something practical and positiv to talk aboutdefinit points-points that I had put in my lectures.
I said, "Gentlemen, meet those six affirmations, as
you said you would, or back down." .
Again they quibbled, and wanted in my first
affirmation to put " The Bible as a whole/' I refused
the change as begging the whole question. The
Bible is not to be taken as a whole. That is the
false method of theology. Again, they wanted to.
change " theology" to "Christian and Jewish relig-ion." I refused. I said, "I hav not declared against.
religion in my lectures; I hav declared against theology, and to that term I will stick." They utterly refused to accept the last affirmation at all, and after
putting their heads together they finally declared
they would not debate any of my affirmations. After
a full explanation of the matter I left them to the
judgment of fair-minded people. My affirmations
were stated in plain English. I was ready to defend
them, but these boasting clergymen put up their
sword, and, without a blow, bit the dust. Their vaunted
bravery was hypocritical cowardice. I went on with
my lecture after the settlement of this question, and
expected, of course, . no more disturbance; but
mirabile dictu I the worst was to come that has yet
happened in my tour, and a significant revealing of
what may be. I was explaining the Nine Demands,
church taxation, etc., and was reading Remsburg's
statistics in regard to the nm~ber of crimina~s belonging to the church, and had JUSt concluded, when
a brawny fellow stepped to the front and, in spite of
calls to order, went on to speak. He ·spoke a couple
of minutes and denounced me as a fraud and a
scoundrel, and said I ought to be voted out of the
community, as they ostracized in ancient Greece.
Then, without warning, he raised a burning kerosene
lamp and hurled it straight at my face with all the
force he had. Fortunately he was no better marksman than God was when he hit the Young ]\fen's
Christian Association rooms with lightning instead of
Ingersoll's law office, and the lamp went by aBd
struck the window and dropped to the ground outside. He immediately seized another lamp, but his
arm was grasped. He wrenched it away, and then
hurled the blazing weapon in his hand, crying in
frenzied tones, "Damn him, kill him!" and rapidly retreated, as the crowd tumbled on to him, to the door,
and rushed down the stairs into the street, and for a
quarter of a mile went like a whirling volcanic flame.
Of course there was indescribable confusion for a
moment, and women fainted; but I made up my mind
to finish the lecture, and order was restored and I did
so; after which a young man, more valorous than any
one of the clergymen, made a very creditable plea for
Christianity, to which I replied, and then dismissed
the audience. Two ministers and two kerosene
lamps were about as near having a "hell of a time"
as a Secular lecturer could experience. Now, the
curious part of the murderous affair is this, that it
was not done by a border ru:ffiian, but by one of the
city officials, a lawyer, a college graduate of gentlemanly bearing and smooth address, to whom I had
been introduced, and who seemed to ha.v Liberal
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sentiments. But he was born and bred a Ciltholic, j Opera House on Sunday night on "Evolution and the beautiful gold sign-" THE TRUTH SEEKER ,_:_that
and the statistics I read bor€', hard on the Catholic the World We Liv In-:M.an or lVIonkev-Which ~, Mr. Reynolds has just put up over the front doors of
church, all:d. this, no doubt, excit~d h~s ire, and in , and will finish our work here next S~nday. Our this office is misleading. Herr Oppenheimer might
that one y1vid act he ~ho~ed the ~nhented outcome thanks are due here to H. P. Mason, in whose family hav further continued his interesting observations in
of centuries of ec~lesiastiC~l teachmg.. He .thought . my wife and I hav been kindly entertained.
the same line i.f the Chair had not suppressed him
he had a per~ect right to kill me, and this he mte:nded · It is now nearly eleven years since I faced an so abruptly.
t? do. In his ungovernable fury ~e endangered the audience in this great city of the Latter-day Saints,
Mr. Boucher thought that the five cents which the
hves of all present, and half the au?Ience were wom~n. and yet many old and cheerful faces appeared in our audience had to pay for admission ought to entitle
If the lamp had struc~ the wall ml!!tead of ~he wm- audience as in days of yore, who hav stood out them to the privilege of the platform. President
dow th~re wo?ld certainly hav been destrl?-ctw·a.
against this Mol'lDOn deviltry for many years, waiting Denslow invited Mr. Boucher to join the club an'd
In this tern~c .far~e was seen ~he essentially bru~al and hoping for the enforcement of civil law against pay a dollar a year, which would relieve him from the
nature of Ch~IStiamty.. The Wild beast was exhib- this ecclesiastical despotism; and yet these Mormon extortion of the treasurer at the door.
ited. That wild beast IS ap over our ~ountry,_ und~r "cohabs," as they are called, stand out stoutly
In closing, Mr. Wakeman accepted the challenge
many a s~?oth and cul~Iva~ed exteno~, as lD th_Is against the law, and they are being sent to prison of Brothe~ Sutherland. Concerning Captain Clark,
case, and It IS capable. of mfimt destructH;m. It will almost every day, when simply to promis reform he observed that the remarks of a man who conn_ot do for u~ ~o. be _bhnd to ~hese underlymg barb:u-i- would save them from it. Such is religious super- fessed to having commanded a vessel in the slave
tie~ of our mvihzatw~. This ma?~an for the time stition that they would rather rot in prison than to trade were of small moment as bearing upon human
bemg I look upon simply as a viCti~, and a record desist from this so-called religious ordinance. But happiness, yet the utterances of Dr. Eccles were even
o~ the late~t _murder that ~rouches m the chambers the social aspect of Mormonism is by no means the more cruel and heartless.
A debate between the president and ex-president
of the Cb;Isti~ church.
worst feature of it. They are a disloyal people to
One thmg IS to be n?ted. My friend McGlaschan the government in which they liv, and, like Roman- on the subject of Socialism is promised in the near
said to the Rev. Martm, an onlooker o_f the soone, ism, a theucracy and priesthood which outrank in future. Mr. Denslow believes that Socialism is a
"This is fearful." The reverend rephed nothing. authority all civil law; and as such are a dangerous reversion to primitiv barbarism, while Mr. Wakeman
He kept silence. He had not one word of denuncia- element in our country. Only think of it, a great regards it as the higher integration, and by an open
tion for the crime committed. Was he in secret city protected by our :flag, and yet not a gentile is discussion it is hoped that the truth of the matter
sympathy with the onslaught? Was there a lurking permitted to take any part in its government, and will be brought into prominence.
gladnef!S in his heart?
yet they are taxed to the uttermost to support a govSalvation According to Reverend Pentecost.
All's well that ends well. They didn't scorch me ernment of priests.
that time. They hang Anarchists who fling dynaHow long shall this mental disease prey upon the
A few of the rich Christians and five of the rich
mite. What will they do with the pious Catholic intellect of the world? Religion, thy name is slavery; churches of Cleveland, 0., brought the Rev. Pentewho uses against the Infidel a weapon· equally cruel?. and nothing can cure it but commerce, science, and cost from New York to voice dogmatic sectarianism
I don't think I shall soon forget my campaign in Freethought.
under the name of revival services. Pentecost told
Ukiah. It is the queerest J?lixture I hav yet experiWe will be at Canyon City on the 29th, at Denver them that belief in the resurrection of the body was
enced. I shall go back agam some day, but perhaps on June 5th and 12th, at Ottumwa 19th and 26th, an important Christian doctrin. Whereupon the Rev.
1 had better wait until they tap the ministers and and at Chicago on July 3d and lOth, where we hope Mr. Hosmer, an advanced minister, told the people
burn gas, and kerosene lamps go out of fashion.
to meet Brother Stevens and other workers in the it was a belief of the Jews before Jesus, and much
This is a pretty valley, and productiv. The Rus- field of Freethought.
more plainly stat!'ld in the Maccabees than in the
sian river hops and wool are famous the world over.
Friend Eugene, and readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New Testament. Pentecost said: "I hav wives comNoble cattle range the fertil fields. A railroad is to I will not tax your patience and space with lengthy ing to me every day, who say, 'I wish you could get
be built from Cloverdale, and then for enterprise in epistles, but hope to keep you posted from time to hold of my husband.' 'What's the matter with him?'
this delightful land, which is like the Garden of Eden time, as we pursue our journey Eastward, that our ' Oh, he's good and kind, but he is not. a Christian.'
indeed, and a devil of a time I hav had in it. His Liberal friends may help us to help them in the The worst man in town. You are worse than a
Snakeship has been spreading himself, and the old good work ofmental freedom.
J. L. YoRK.
drunkard. You are worse than a blasphemer [such
Adam has come to the top.
as THE TRUTH SEEKER-only think of it!]. Young
I shall be at Sacramento, Grass Valley, Nevada
men, don't stumble over drunkards. But they say,
The Liberal Club.
City, until May 22d, and then if the almighty dollar is
'There is Mr. L.; he is a good man; he don't need
The Liberal Club reporter has just been reading a Christ, neither do I.'' Me too.
willing I shall take a look into Yosemite Valley and
If this thii?-g keeps growing, there will be no call
drink of nature's wonder, and so be ready for the large, five-dollar book on the subject of astrology,
Oregon campaign. I shall be.at Ashland June 5th; and has studied out his horoscope. Everybody is for men of God like Pentecost at three hundred dolat Talent" June 12th, and shall make a week's tour in born under a sign of the zodiac, Gemini or Taurus or lars a week. Any man can see where the shoe
Coos county from June 13th to June 21st. I shall Virgo, or otherwise, though they may not know it pinches.
The irrepressible Hosmer says the Sermon on the
be in Silverton, June 22d, 23d, 24th, and after that at the time. The present writer was born during
in Portland, Corvallis, Astoria, etc., but the dates are the period when Aries had the floor. Aries is pict- Mount says, By their fruits men are to be knownnot yet fixed, and I shall return Eastward as hereto- ured in the almanacs as a benevolent-looking mm, not by their Lord, Lord, and three hundred dollars
dormant, as though posing for a photograph. His a week. For a good part of a week Pentecost
fore noted.
I am finishing these notes in the cosy bachelor domain is over the intellectual forces. The horoscope preached from Mark xvi, 16, old version-" He that
quarters of Walter Hughans, where good times reveals that the writer belongs to "that function of believeth and is baptized shall be saved ; and he that
always prevail, and where after a hard day's journey, the grand body of humanity, the head;" that he is a believeth 1;1ot shall be damned." Whereupon Mr.
from morning to evening, there is refreshment for natural reasoner and thinker, that his brain is activ, Hosmer let the cat out of the bag to thousands of
the pilgrim adventm·er, and he can go on his way and that he is a lover of scientific thought; that he church-members by referring to the note of the
admires elegance, order, beauty, music, and dancing, revisers in the revised edition, saying the oldest
with happier spirit and more enthusiastic effort.
and has a great deal of the electrical fire. · If the pro- Greek copies had no such verses. All is omitted
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
prietors of THE TRUTH SEEKER can be convinced that from verse 9. The whole yarn about belief and
At Walter Hughan's, Oakland, Cal., May 14, 1887.
the horoscope isn't lying, these varied accomplish- being damned is a forgery, smuggled in by some
. menta ought to answer as a cornerstone on which to priest or monk since the councils of Nice and LaoA Burning Argument fot• Christ.
A dispatch from Ukiah, Cal., to the San Francisco base an application for a raise of salary. He regrets dicea, at which the sacred Bible was settled by the
to learn, however, that owing to his excessiv mental votes of the Catholic bishops. Well may the Rev.
CMonicle, May 15th, says :
activity, he is liable to brain disease. While he was Dr. Curry tell his ministerial students there are ten
s. p. Putnam, who has been lecturing here on the subject
nf " Mental Liberty" for several evenings, was interrupted teething, says the horoscope, his head should hav thousand old wives' fables in the Bible that will hav
to go. It is to be hoped they will go at once. S )1last night by a man of high standing in the community, but been kept cool.
The regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal omon's Songs should certainly be gone.
who must for the moment hav lost self-control. The lecturer had made a terrible tirade against all Christians, espe- Club, held Friday evening, 1\iay 20th, was distinThe cause of Freethought is helped here by Pencially of the Catholic faith, and had excited the enmity of guished for its great interest. A large audience was
tecost. His nonsense is too big.
G. F. LEwis.
the larger part of the community.
Cleveland, May 15, 1887.
During one of his most bitter speeches Mr. Hamilton arose present when President Denslow called the meeti~g
and denounced him, and citing the story of the banished to order and the secretary read the minutes of the
The Museums on Snmlays.
Grecian, said : " And as they threw shells at a bad man, so previous meeting. Mr. Wakeman gave the lecture
From the New Yorh: lVorld.
I now throw this lamp at you."
on "Progress without Poverty." The speaker proved
The growing prominence and usefulness of the li'IetropoliSuiting the action to the word, he threw a lighted lamp at to be a Socialist of a most pronounced type. The
tan lliuseum of Art bring into corresponding importance
the speaker's head. The lamp struck the chandelier, broke
it put out the gas, and, missing the head of Mr. Putnam, means of production, he said, should be placed in the the question of opening !t on S_nnday.. ~ub~ic lan~l a1~<l
hands of state officers ; lawyers, doctors, and teach- money are being used to g1v the City an mst1tutwn whiCh It
p~ssed through a window and exploded in the yard below.
Frenzied now with rage, Hamilton grasped another lamp, ers should hav a salary from the state, and women much needs. Private munificence, guided by the desire to
and, waving it in the air over his head, started to go out. and children should be pensioned. The speaker benefit the community through contributing to its enjoyment
and culture, is adding in a gratifying manner to ~ts value:.
The audience was naturally panic-stricken, and in the general stampede many we:e brl!ised and scratched .. Ladies incidentally criticised Henry George's doctrins be- Paintings worth almost a million dollars hav been g1ven to 1t
cause they were incapable of codification. He had within the past few months. Acquisitions of various !duds
fainted and strong men d1d the1r best. to stop the pamc.
.
Meantime the oil from the lamp in the hands of the excited asked the advocates of those doctrins to draw up a are constantly occurring.
Nothing, unless it were its destructiOn, could so lc~se!l t~w
man tlew in every direction, every drop .a fire-brand. How bill embodying them, but had found none able to
value of this institution to those for whose benefit 1t IS ma most terrible catastrophe was averted IS a wonder. There do so.
tended as keepij]g it closed on Sunduy. If it were ~etcr
were a score of ladies whose dresses were more or less burnt,
In the discussion which followed, Mr. Sutherland minecl that the chnrches should be closed on the partiCular
although not sufficient to seriously hnrt them.
Putnam finished his advertised conrse last evening, and got up and challenged 1\'[r. Wakeman to draft any and only rlay when their congregations were ordinarily free
attend them it would Rtrike everybody as an absurd ar.
left this morning for the city. ._
kind of a practical bill which would embody his (Mr. to
ran<Tement. The same impression prevails now, with the
Wakeman's) notions in legislativ form.
vast majority of the rcputa~le people of this communitr,
Dr. York at Salt Lake.
, Dr. Eccles said in effect that the weaklings and with reO"ard to the Metropolitan Museum o£ Art. Even m
DE~R EuGENE: You will see by this that I am on incapables who couldn't take care of themselvs might Boston~ with its rlirect Puritannical traditions, this view of
.
the situation is appreciated and acted upon.
the wing Eastward; spoke at. ~ac <:Jity on May 8th as well submit to the survival of the fittest.
The reason that it is not acted upon here IS that a few
Captain Clark announced among other things that very
to a good audience on "Indi~Iduahty and Wh~t It
excellent and well-meaning men who are in the majority
Costs" and was warmly received by our fnends he would like to see some men besides the Anarchists of the Board of Trustees of the museum assume the responsibility
of maldng the religious views of a small minority out.
Good~ll and many others whom I had not se~n since at Chicago with a rope around their necks dancing on
the reception given to D. ~· Bennett, some SIX years nothing. These remarks were believed to hav refer- weigh the great body of respectable public sentim~nt. WitJl
private property they wC!uld be entitled to do this. .But 1t
since. Brother Putnam will find a warm welcome at ence to Colonel Hinton.
may be emphatically demed that they hav th_e moral nght !o
Herr Oppenheimer had evidently stepped out of a thus act with what belongs to the commumty: There w_1ll
Sacramento on next Sunday, from whence he goes
North laden with "The New God,'' "The New bandbox, and everybody complimented his handsome come a public expression in this n1atter tliat will be unm1s-,
Heav~n and Earth," and other treasures of thought appearance. A neat buttonhole bouquet contrasted takable. Let us hope that these trustees will recognize the
that the majority of those even whom the_y respec:t proin the gospel of Liberalism. We bid him good well with his studious and intellectual countenance, fact
nounce them in the wrong, and that they Will exerCise the
speed, and commend him to our friends in t,he North and seemed to be, as it were, a materialization of his virtue of humility and admit that they th!lmselvs are not
:florescent speech. The burden of his remarks was necessarily infallible-that they may be trymg to stclll the
as a power for good.
We spoke to a large audience in the Salt Lake that the man with the badge.pin is a liar, and that tide of civilization and morality.
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flkommunications.
Mrs~

Colman's Reminiscences.

I was in Indiana at the time of a crusade against
saloons, where alcohol in its many different stages
and under as many different names was sold to whoever appliea for it. I think the name of the town wa~
Richmond where the tragedy I am about to record
was en"acted. The eldest son of a widow, a boy who
had just entered his teens, had paid for a drink and
then been treated to more by the proprietor and the
regular frequenters of the saloon. He drank until
he was " dead drunk," and so entirely dead that no
effort could call back life.
.
A young lady as I remember her, nineteen or
twenty years of ~ge planned and was chief actor in
the plot. She, with the mother of the dead boy, led
a procession of women, armed with hatchets, hammers, etc., entered the place where alcohol was sold,
offered to purchase all in their possession, and tben
proceeded to break everything from bottles to barrels,
emptying their contents into the ground. Some of
the keepers of these places took pay for their liquors,
and promised to quit the business. Others refused,
and sued Captain Way, as she was called. · I don't remember if any others were prosecuted. Th~ case
was tried by a court of men, no mother, wlf_e, or
sister in the jury box. The damages were la1d at
thirty dollars a light award, the judge said, because
of the tobacdo, log:wood, and other drugs found .in
the casks that turned the whisky into brandy.
In Illinois, in the northern counties, Spiritualism
was again in. the way of work. All the places usually
opened to lectures were preoccupied by Spiritualists,
and heaven in another world was a greater temptation than a free country here and now. Our progress was about the same as in Ohio. Our meetings
were often disturbed, though in Chicago we had
quite large audiences and no mobs.· In Whiteside
county, the· northwestern county, we were entertained right royally by a man formerly from New
York, Jacob Powell, and his good housekeeper, now
his wife. He planned our meetings for a month,
taking us to theni in his own conveyance, and returning us to his hospitable home. I can never forget
the little delicate attentions which are so grateful to
a woman battered and worn by worse beasts than
"St. Paul fought at Ephesus." Not only little attentions, but very large comforts were given us.
LucY N. CoLMAN.

Richards's belief may hav been a . little sha~y ~n
some things but there was one pomt on whiCh 1t
could not be shaken. He said that he believed in
eternal hell-fire for the wicked.
Richards is a father, so I suppose that he believes
in raising children for God, but if he shall conclude
that they are so strongly tinctured with unbelief to
be fit for heaven, why, then, I suppose that Richards believes that the best that God can do for his
children will be to giv them to ·the devil with instructions to torture them in hell forever. Such a religion
as the religion of eternal torture for men and women
would disgrace the lowest tribe of savages that ever
crawled upon the face of the earth. No"\', I would
not lay a straw in the way of Mr. Richards's success
in any honorable occupation, but, as Ingersoll would
say I would hav him civilize his religion so that
wh~n he shall lovingly hug his little child to his
breast he will not feel that possibly some day God
will clutch its poor soul and hurl it into eternal fire.
I do not believe that Christ, who would not torture a devil, ever inspired Rich~ds to tortu~e me
with lawyers for the want of dev1ls, nor d? I like to
believe that he was inspired by the devil; but yet,
after all if Mark told the truth, and a man once was
possess~d of a whole legion of devils, I can see no
reason why possibly Richards may not hav been
possessed of a devil or devils. And if it is true that
the devil inspired him to go for my money, he
played a devi~ish mean trick on Richards. For in
trying to beat me he beat himself.
Now commencing at the 16th verse of the 16th
chapte; of Mark, may be found these words : " He
who believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but
he who believeth not shall he damned. And these
signs shall follow them that believe; in my name
shall they cast out devils; and if they drink any
deadly thing it shall in no wise hurt them." Now,
as Richards had sworn that he believed the Bible to
be the word of God, and that its promises are good,
I wanted to mitke a test of his faith. ·So I had in
my pocket a dose of poison which I intended to
place in a glass of water, and then say to the man,
Here is a deadly thing, and if you believe the Bible
promis that it shall not hurt you, and will do me the
favor to drink it, and if it does not hurt you I will
admit that, at least, you believe, and I ought to be·
lieve that that Bible promis is good. - . ·
But when my attorney ;read to him the above
words, and asked him if he believed them to be God's
word andthat the promis was good, he would not
say yes, but all the while kept saying that he had
doubts about their being the words of God. Some
of my orthodox friends thought that it was awful for
me to .want him to drink poison, but I only wished
to make a thorough test of his faith, and found that
his faith was not strong enough to drink a deadly
thing.
M. BABcocK.
St. Johns, Mich.

I was elected to travel at one time two or three
weeks with a Dr. K. He was then a resident of the
West but his nativ state was a slave state. I hav
heard of awkward people, but it was never my fortune to meet but one, and that one was Dr. K. All
other awkwardness becomes gracefulness when I
think of him. He drove his own beast, a creature
that well represented his owner. I had no trouble
with mobs while under Dr. K.'s escort. Perhaps
those "fellows of the baser sort," judging us by our
equipments, horse, carriage, and ourselvs, thought
we were "hail fellows" in search of a job of their
kind, and did not wish to interfere in the matter. I
traveled in that vehicle three weeks, and in the many,
many times that my driver stepped into his carriage,
I do not remember once tbat he did not step with his
entire weight onto me. If by great· adroitness I
saved my feet by getting them entirely under the
seat down would come his entire weight onto my
lap.' But he was entirely oblivious to any trouble,
always perfectly satisfied with himself and all our
accommodations. Let me describe one of the homes
to which he took me, a favorit- stopping-place of his.
We had been driving for several hours, s~arting early
in the morning. A violent rain had come upon us,
but it was Saturday, and we had an appointment for
the Sunday following. As we came in sight of the
house, the doctor said, " That's the place; we shall
hav a nice time "-a nice-looking, white cottage, green
blinds, a front yard, pretty shrubbery. I began to
feel that the long drive in the rain was to be compensated by a good rest in pleasant quarters. As
we stopped at the house, a young woman opened the
door with a cordial good-morning, and saying, " Come
i~, you must be very wet."
.
Now, if only I could use a brush, I could pamt you
a picture worth looking at, for nudity and rags are
not objectionable in a picture, if only Comstock can
be kept from seeing it. This woman might hav been
thirty years old, but the beauty of youth bad not left
her face; her skin was clear red and ":bite, liquid
gray eyes, te13th like pearls, and her hrur so glossy
that you might imagin it· a mirror; but the dress, or
undress ! She had evidently been giving a baby its
Christ, Richards, and the Deyil,
natural nourishment. Her bust was entirely uncovANOTHER REPLY TO THE Y. M. C. A.
. ered; her arms, a model for a sculptor, were equally
GENTLEMEN:
You hav asked, "·Why am I not a
bare with her bust, as the sleeves to her garment
hung in shreds. I went into the house. The odor Christian~" But when I see so many among you and
in the house was choking. Two babies were in a the church who are so bad, it seems to me that first
long cradle, one perhaps a year old, the other a few you should reform yourselvs before trying to reform
weeks. I am more fond of babies than of any other others. Now, I never was treated so mean as I was
thing, but I could not get up courage to take either treated by the Rev. J. E. Richards, who sued me for
of them in my ru·ms, or to accept the attention of ten thousand dollars for having said "he doesn't betwo older children, who would hav been glad to be lieve the Bible to be the word of God." Now, to
caressed. As the doctor came in from the stable, be a Christian I am told that I must believe, but I
where he had been attending to his horse, he washed cannot believe, and I will tell you why. According
his hands in a hollow stone, and shaking them, to the fifth chapter of Mark, Christ relieved one man
looked about for a towel. The lady said her towel of a great many devils.. The account reads: "But
was on the grass, as she only washed the day before. when he saw Jesus afar off, he came and worshiped
The hands were dried at the fire-a large, open fire- him, and cried with a loud voice, and said, What hav
place containing a good, bright fire. The lady was I to do with thee, Jesus, thou son of the most high
well informed. Books and papers were scattered God 1 I adjure thee by God, that thou torment me
about-all the antislavery papers, quite a treat to me. not. For he said unto him, Come out of the man,
So I tried to feel comfortable. When our hostess thou unciean spirit. And he asked him, What is thy
And he answered, saying, My name is
spread her table, she took from off -the grass her name~
table cloth, held it to the fire till it ceased dripping, Legion, for we are many. And he besought him
and put it on the table. She made what a Yankee much that he would not send them away out of the
would call flapjack, a kind of waffie, baked on a· grid- country. Now there was there, ·nigh unto the moundle. The crockery and cutlery of the table would tains, a great herd of swine feeding. And all the
hav been benefited had they been put upon the grass devils besought him, saying, Send us into the swine,
for a night in a powerful rain. But I wasn't hungry, that we may enter into them. And forthwith Jesus
and so had no need of knife or fork. This woman gave them leave. And the unclean spirits went out,
was from Vermont, a teacher. A widower, well-to-do, and entered into the swine: and the herd ran viohad man-ied her; seven children had come. No skill lently down a steep place into the sea (they were
as housekeeper-the rest is easily imagined; entirely about two thousand), and were choked in the sea."
And according to the account the devils played a
given up to peopling the world, according to the
devilish mean trick on the pigs, and yet Christ did
commands of the Bible.
At a hotel in a town called Tippecanoe, in Ohio, not make any fuss about it.
Now, if there is a hell, and Christ -was God, and
where I arrived in the middle of the day, I was met
by the daughter of the house, a nice looking girl, if he thought it a proper place for a legion of devils,
only she had been comfortably clean. Her feet were he must hav had the power to send them to the
bare, and her ankles might hav been washed some place where they properly belonged. But instead of
time-! would not say they had not-.-but they were doing so, he treated them kindly, granted their
certainly in need of a bath then. I asked. her for a request, tormented them not, pern:1itted them to hav
room, making no other demand save that the bed a little fun with the pigs, stay in the country where
should be clean. As I sat down I drew my watch they could get a drink of water, keep cool, and hav
from its hiding-place (I always wore it out of sight), plenty of fresh air and be comfortable. Now, Christ
when this young lady, with the greatest astonishment treated those devils a thousand times better than
in look and tone, said : "What was that great yellow Richards treated me, and yet he claims to be a Chris·
thing you took out of your bosom~" I had no idea tian. And I would sooner be a first-class devil and
what she meant, but finally learned it was my watch, fall into the hands of Christ than be an honest unbeand that she had never seen one. In the course of liever and fall into the hands of some of the clergy.
the day she brought all her friends whom she could
But, after all, it may be that Mark's devil story is
reach to see the wonder. But the room which was an- not true, and I will tell you why. When in court
nounced was as clean as could be-l was obliged to Richards swore that he doubted the last ten verse~
leave the bed and rest in a chair; for though the one of the book of Mark being the word of God. And
• sheet, which the girl said was all theyever put on a the admission that possibly one-half of the book is
bed, was clean, there were more living creatures an interpolation is calculated to shake our faith in the
about the bed than I could comfortably sleep with. whole book. But if Mark tells the truth, I hav too
Such were some of the hote~s in the We~t thirty and much respect for Christ to believe that he will treat
we worse th~ he would if I were " devll. 1\:Ir.
forty years ago,

Our Londori Letter.
Now that the '!May meetings" hav fairly commenced, it will be seen day by day the enormous
amounts of money that hav been squandered during
the past twelve months for "religious purposes."
Education, and consequent enlightenment, has not
yet had any appreciable effect in reducing the
incomes of certain of the societies, and in the ordinary course of events it must still be a long time
before people see the folly of subscribing so largely
to irresponsible bodies who batten on the credulity of
their fellow-creatures. Many of the subscribers who
giv such large sums for these purposes do so in the
hope of appeasing their consciences, knowing how
they cheat and lie and grind the face of the poor to
acquire their wealth. By apportioning some of their
plunder to these societies, they consider they hav
squared their deity, who will winkat their rascalities
in consequence, and welcome them to paradise when
they die. The Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel, while lamenting a decrease in its income of
about £2,000, givs its receipts during the past year
as close upon £106,000-money completely thrown
away. It is positivly shocking to know that so much
money is thus applied, when there is such an amount
of destitution within a small radius of Exeter Hall;
and what can be thought of those who profess that
their deity is gratified by knowing such a state of
things exists I The reports of these miserable societies are enough to make• a thoughtful reader thoroughly disgusted with the majority of his species.
At the annual meeting of the Church of England
Young Men's Society it was stated that during the
last twenty· five years no less a sum than £81,573,237
had been contributed voluntarily for church purposes,
and all the good that has been really done has been
to stimulate the printing trade, which is all very well
in its way; but how much better would it hav been
to hav printed standard works and educational treatises at a cheap rate, than to diffuse low-priced Bibles
and lying tracts.
The missionaries will, as usual, be well to the front
with their tales of self-denial and self-sacrifice, all for
the glory of God and the immortal welfare of their
dusky br~tbren in Christ, The :re~ life oft~. mission-.
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ary is not narrated to the admiring audience at
Exeter Hall, or the subscriptions would drop to zero
immediately. Although some few missionaries may
hav done a little for the good of mankind by their
scientific observations and reports, the majority of
them are nothing but lazy loafers, enjoying themselvs
with all the luxuries of life they can secure, and sue- .
cessfully trading with the unfortunate nativs among
whom they are living. Why, all the disturbances
connected with colonization may be attributed, direct ly or indirectly, to these "pioneers of civilization." and they hav been the chief cause of scores of
petty wars, and the disastrous consequences following in the wake. Many thousands of " poor benigh ted heathen" hav had only too good cause to
curse the sight of a missionary.
It is stated that an anonymous donor has sent the
Salvation Army £5,000, to be applied to the funds of
the Indian contingent. No doubt this .is· a very
seasonable gift, as Booth's lieutenant will hav to outbid the other religious societies in the East for converts, and in the case of such keen competition for
these, prices will naturally go up. It costs more to
convert a Hindoo, even if he is a Pariah, than it did
a few years ago, though of course the expenses can
be reduced if two or three rival sects will arrange to
hav the same convert between them, and an amicable
arrangement of this sort is preferable to squabbling
over the man, as this would tend to expose the workings of the business, and such a catastrophe as this
must be avoided at all costs.
In face of the enormous capital so easily found to
run religion, it is exceedingly hard work for Freethinkers (who as a body are far from wealthy) to
make headway against superstition, and it is really
wonderful what progress they hav made during the
last few years, considering all the disadvantages they
hav had to combat.
J. D.
London, England, April 30, 1887.

word or sentiment in it calculated to make the reader
anything but a better or more moral individual.
I am tolerant of all shades of opinion and all
phases of character. We are what we are through
heredity, environment, and education. I could not
be other than I am and be myself.
Language is ambiguous, but I'll wager that of the
thousands of letters I hav ever penned, not one can be
found that I would not indorse and stand by to-day.
True, I hav outgrown some ideas, and changed some
opinions for others in consequence of more light being
thrown on some questions. But onward and upward
has been my motto.
The necessity that compelled this correspondence
to be an underground one was the hardest part of it
all for me. My frank nature has always led me to
openly avow whatever I did, said, or thought. All
letters not involving secrets of others I held as publie property, if the public desired them. Secret societies, covered-up footprints, dark closets, and sneaking byways I despise. Like the "good gray poet,"
I plead for the glad, free, open o~t-of-doors.
Unscrew the locks from the doors!
Unscrew the doors themselvs from their jambs!
Whoever degrades another degrades me.
Whatever is done or said returns at last to me.
Through me forbidden voices,
Voices of sexes and lusts,
Voices veiled, and I remove the veil,
Voices indecent by me clarified and transfigured.

Mrs. Slenker's Worlr.
It is Sun's Day, and the loveliest of May days, the
quiet stillness only broken by singing birds and gentle breezes. The emerald green of the yard, dotted
here and there with masses of early :flowers-tulips,
lilies, roses, peonies, pansies, and others too numeroua to mention-is one gay panorama of beauty. ·
Passers-by, as they seek .the temple where they
fancy they hold communion with some qeity enthroned on high, pause to look over the fence at the
:floral feast, and carry with them one more bright
picture to gladden and bless.
Amid all the sweet beauty around me, my heart is
sad and weary, and my eyes ache with unshed tears.
Not that I for a moment regret the work I hav done,
or deem it aught but the holiest and best of my life's
labors, yet ·I am sad because of the misery, wretchedness, and hopelessness of those near and dear to
me-those who tell me they would far sooner hav
carried me to the grave than to hav seen me under
all this weight of terrible condemnation and obloquy.
"'Twas ever thus from childhood's hour" I hav
always been "three centuries in the van."
When wearying of finding a life companion who
was free from theological superstitions and the curse
of rum and tobacco, I boldly advertised for one in
the ·water Cure Joumal, and out of some sixty who
responded, I selected_ Mr. Slenk~r and united my_ fate
to his. All my relativs and fnends were surpru;ed,
amazed and shocked, and one old neighbor shook
his ho~ry head and said, "Only to think the very
best daughter of Thomas Drake should do such_ a
thing as that, throw herself ·away on an entire
stranger." The good old soul never dreamed that
one's own nearest neighbors are oftenest most strange
to the holiest impulses of one's nature as well as
one's highest aspirations.
I am equally surprised. I find far more of a disposition to look leniently on what I hav done cropping out from editorials and personal letters than I
had dared to hope for, far more of a disposition to
judge me as having done it all from the purest and
best of motivs. I don't wonder at all that the rnode
of working is distasteful to the great majority, and
I assure you all much of the correspondence was as
disagreeable and repulsiv to me as it could be to any
of you.
.
Does the skilled physician enjoy probing an ulcer
or healing a gangrened wound~· Yet there is a
charm in ~onquering disease and building renewed
health on its foundations. So to me there was a
charm in seeking out the moral diseases, and sending
words of cheer and reform.
I tell you friends, there are many who will read
these lines ~ho will say to themselvs, "Elmina has
been as a kind mother to me and mine, and lifted me
up from misery and woe into the realm of peace, love,
and joy." Yes, I hav been the confidant of thousands. I hav prevented divorce, saved the lovely
maiden from her own wild passions, and inculcated
in all as far as I could, love, respect, and admiration
for a'pure and high mor~lity. .
.
.
I think the friend who IS" afraid" to mall our editor
one of my letters will own up it is, on the whole, a
good1 w~JJ-mte:!ltiolled expi~tle 1 apd tb~~;t thef(l is po

Verona and weep over Romeo and Juliet's graves,
when there is no such place. They go to Elsinore
ana do likewise, take tokens, etc., when there is no
such place-only a myth. Tourists make long voyage~:~ to the Hebrides to see w~ere Macbeth met the
witches, when there is no such place. They do not
admit that Shakspere portrayed character and presents them to us as types, yet they-many of thembelieve Jewish traditions, and Christ himself talks in
parables.
" What fools these mortals be!"
c. D. RENTGEN.,

What a Canadian Editor Found iu the States.
From Secular Thou(Jht.

On Monday, the 4th of April, I made my way to Kent,
Ohio, where I had been engaged to lecture. This was my
first visit to this town, and all the persons whom I met were
consequently strangers. But there is a bond of brotherhood
arising out of our views, and by a kind of Freemasonary
Secularists soon come to know and understand each other.
Here I met some very kind-hearted, warm, geniul friends.
who soon made me feel quite at home, and to realize that I
was amongst those whom I might hav known for many
years. Large audiences attended my lectures, and my utterances-although of a charecter which many of those present
had never heard before-were evidently much appreciated.
The newspapers also gave good and somewhat flattering reports. The time has quite gone by when men looked at a
Freethinker as a sort of imp of Satan-a monstrosity in the
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
world, to be &tared at as a curiosity. A novel circumstance occurred here. A Roman Catholic priest 'was
anxious to hav a set discussion, which I neeu hardly say is
:May 30, 1887.
very unusual. That church, as a rule, does not believe in
Lo, tears and roses, let them fallcontroversy, and hence not only avoids but condemns LlisThe day is sacred to the dead,
cussion. Here, however, was an exception; a genuin priest
For South, for North, whose blood was shed;
expressed himself as quite willing to meet me in debate. We
They died as heroes, one and all.
spent some time together arranging details, and the contest
. Above the blue, above the gray
will come off at an early date. It will not be the first
The grass grows green, the snow lay white,
Catholic I hav met in polemic warfare, but I look forward to
· O'er each and all still falls the night,
this encounter with a good deal of interest. He would not
For each and all we keep this day.
agree to discuss the Bible, which, considering the views held
by the church of Rome as to the authority of the scriptures,
Though 'neath two flags they fought and fell,
I could hardly expect, so we are to take lip Agnosticism,
Beneath one flag their struggles cease;
Christian Theism, etc.
They sleep beneath one arch of peace,
From Kent I went to New Haven, Conn., mainly to join
Their cause is one, and all is well.
my wife, who was about to sail for the old country and
Behold our Union's banner wave !
afterwards to return to this continent with the rest of the
The North puts forth the olive bough ;
members of my family.
Where'er we strew our flowers now
Then I traveled to New York, where I spent ten days very
They rest upon a hero's grave.
pleasantly, meeting many of my old friends, who shook me
cordially by the hand and expressed themselvs as much deLo, tears and roses, let them falllighted to see me. Forem:)st amongst these stands :1-ft•. MacThis is the Day of All the Dea"d ;
donald of THE TRUTH SEEKER, a warm-hearted, genial man,
For South, for North, their blood was shed,
full of sunshine and no shadow. His society I a! ways enjoy,
They died for freedom, one and all.
and this occasion was uo exception to the rule.
G. E. MACDONALD.
My next visit ·was to the Qnq,ker city, where I had been
announced to lecture, and here, too, I was greeted by large
The Railroads and the Clmrch.
and appreciativ audiences. Prior to the evening lecture,
The New York Times of May 13th contains an Mrs.- Watts gave a dramatic reading. There is a settled
item of news from Kingston, N.Y., stating in sub- calm and quiet in Philadelphia which contrasts strangely
stance that after solicitation Mr. Chauncey 1\I. Depew with the noise, hurry, and bustle of New York. In fact, it
on behalf of the West Shore Railroad Company had is curious, especially so to an Englishman, to notice how
tendered the Saint John's Episcopal congregation very unlike each other are the three great Eastern citie~ of
land for the site of a new church near the Union de- Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. Not only were my
pot in that city; and that the generous action of audiences large, but many of those who attended purchased
copies of Secular Thought, and I atn in hopes that in the
the railroad was favorably commented upon.
Will that congregation or those commenters ex- future I shall hav a large circulation. for my paper iu this
plain why the giving away of the property of a rail- city. Freethought is progressing in Philadelphia, but none
road by persons intrusted with its management and of the ministers can be induced to discuss. There was, at
safe keeping to a particular sect should hav favorab_le one time, some talk of a debate with Dr. Sexton, who is very
comment~ Does this church, in tempting the officials popular here, but as yet nothing has come of it. Whether
of the railroad to part title with land owned in com- anything will be done time will show.
After I had finished my engagement in Philadelpllia I went
mon by all its shareholders, and consisting of people
who subscribe to other creeds and of people who are again to New York,and spent some time with Colonel Ingersoll
not the dupes of creeds, claim to be an observer of and his charming family. The colonel was, as usual, brimful of humor, and running over with the milk of human
the Golden Rule~
Railroads privileged with power to take land from kindness. He is not lecturing much at present, as his law
owners at whatever price the courts may determin business occupies all his time. He has been converted to
can better perform their duties by acquiring it. for Christianity a good many times, struck dead almost as many,
legitimate railway purposes than by giving it away at paralyzed far more, but here he was still full of robust llealth,
and as much a Freethinker· as ever. A crank from England
the expense of their own stockholders, or placing it gave a lecture not long since in a Canadian city, and is~ueLl
to further superstition and avoid taxation to the bills announcing with all the effrontery imaginable that he
injury and expense of humanity in general.
had converted the colonel through telling him of the l;raelitJ. A. S.
ish origin of the British speaking people, but the author of
"The Mistakes of Moses" seems to hav survived the operaShakspere and the Chl'istians.
tion. It is a curious way to convert people to Christianity
It seems somewhat strange that orthodox church- by proving that they are Jews and must remain so. No, we
members should find so much to say against Shaks- h,av "Moses and the Prophets," the former a blunderer and
pere, he being the head and front of dramatic r,epre- the latter prophesying falsely, so we shall not heed Hine's
sentations, when he owes his eminence as a writer to "Life from the Dead." Thereby is scripture verified, and
-what they call-the inspired writings. This cer- he who can't see it should inquire of Dr. Wild. At New
tainly does not show liberality or charity, qualitiel3 York I met Miss Helen I:I. Gardener, well known as au able
upon which they boast.
'
authoress, and she expressed herself as greatly pleased with
He makes so many quotations from the Bible (253); Sec1dar 1'lto1tgltt, and at once wrote me au article, a portion
his finest passages are merely paraphrases taken from of which appears i.n this number. Our readers will, I am
it, some approaching so near as to savor of plagiarism, sure, be pleased with her able contribution. Colonel lugerand if we adopt their criterion, that " to the pure all soil also promised to sen~ me a series of articles which will
things are pure," they should not ignore this. Much be looked for with great mterest.
. h
d t"
f h"
k
I had a brief but good time with friend T. B. Wakeman,
b ett~r, Iet ~h eJ?l pu bl IS a new e i lOD o
IS wor s, who expressed himself highly pleased with Secztlar Thought,
erasmg obJectionable passages. They should recol- and kindly offered to contribute to its pages.
lect that true reformation is to cut out, prune, cuiThese engagements over, I returned to Toronto to again
tivate and build up · not tear down. That Shaks-~ assume my editorial duties, and to devote myself wrth all the
ere ~ade ample pr~visions for this will appear evi- energy I possess to making Secular Thou,qltt a great s~ccess.
P
.
.
. .
My. visit to the States was on the whole a very enJoyable
dent to anyon~ who wlll_ examm_ the text, wh1~h one, and. I trus. t it was also profitable to some of those who
proves that he mtended this, and It devolves on his hav hear<l a f?ecular lectqre for the first time. .
ovponeuts to do this, lnste~d, we find, versons g-o tg 1
C.l.!ARLEB w 4T+il·
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men as had been called for jury duty! Ignorant heart and had the audience with him in every
Roman Catholics from the mines, stolid carpenters- thought, but if he implanted even the feeblest sentiwith no thought but of their six days of toil and one ment of tenderness, of loyalty to principle, of patriotFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT,
of worship-superstitious Metllodists, and bigoted ism, or of right into the clods before him in the jury
Presbyterians
formed the material selected to try a box, the illegal and brutal charge of the judge must
Editor.
.E. M. MAcDONALD,
man for expressing his honest thought concerning_ hav torn it up by the roots. Among the whole
Business Manager.
C. P. SoMERBY,
the Christian deity. There were little snakes of twelve images of humanity there was not one man.
PUBLISHED BY
prejudice, as Colonel Ingersoll put it, lurking in the
About half past four Judge Childs interrupted
.1HE TRU~H SEEKER OOMPANY. minds of all of them, but the judge held that that Mr. Ingersoll with the announcement that the hour
made no difference so long as they thought they of adjournment had arrived, and after a -caution to
28.LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
could acquit Mr. Reynolds providing the evidence the jury not to permit discussion of the case in their
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. showed that he had not distributed the pamphlets in presence, the court room was cleared. Friday mornMorristown ! As that was not disputed, it is easily ing at half past nine Colonel Ingersoll resumed his
Address all Communications to THE TRU1'H SEEKER seen what the jury must hav been. When Colonel argument, continuing until nearly half past ten
COMPANY. Make all Drafts, Check,s, Post-office and Ex. Ingersoll had exhausted all his challenges, and the o'clock.
The morning address was a complete
press Money Orders payable to CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
jury had been seated, and stood up, and sworn, and 'speech in itself. He summed up the points he had
counted and recounted with all the pompous formality made and emphasized the legal grounds upon which
MAY 28, 1887. of ancient rules, the list stood as follows: Jacob he asked for the acquittal of Mr. Reynolds. As he
SATURDAY,
Odgen, church-member, denomination :aot P.-tated j neared the end of his appeal, the judge poised the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Lewis Baing, no church j Andrew B. Cogan, Roman gavel, ready to suppress the applause which the
Single subscription ............................................. . $3 00 Catholic j Paul H. Mandeville, no church j George audience seemed bound to giv the pleader for liberty.
One subscription two years, in advance .................. . 0 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
0 00 Schuyler, no church j Michael Rourke, Roman Oath- The last word had scarcely left the Colonel's lips
One subscriPtion with one new subscriber, in onereolic j Eugene Buchanan, Methodist j Leo De Hart, when the wooden hammer fell, and silence was enmittance ...................................................... . 0 00
no church; Horace L. Dunham, church-member, de- forced. District-Attorney Cutler was upon his feet
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. . 7 00 nomination not given; Lemuel E. Pierson, ditto j at once, and attracted the attention of the jury. Mr.
One subscription with three new eubscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 50 Benjamin Flaharty and John McTiernan, Roman Cutler is a youngster of some thirty years, pleasant
Catholics. There were but two or . three of these to look upon, but inclined to be a trifle deceptiv in
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................... . 10 00 men with faces indicating any intelligence whatever, what he promises. He is not a good speaker and
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
and their verdict proved that each one ought to be shows but little of that deep learning in the law
with one remittance.
marked on the forehead, J. J.-Jersey jackass.
which, as district attorney, he must of course pasWhen these animals had been secured in the pen, sess. He stated to the jury that the law against
ConYicted and Fined.
After many postponements and delays, Charles B. District-Attorney Cutler told them that the crime blasphemy was on the statute books. With its wisReynolds has been given a trial for the crime of charged upon Mr. Reynolds was circulating a blas- dom or unwisdom they as jurors had nothing to do.
blasphemy, and New Jersey is happy over her relapse phemous and impious pamphlet. He then called as Their duty was to say whether the words of Mr.
to savagery. On Friday night, the 20th instant, the witness John W. Babbitt, a constable of the court, Reynolds as copied in the indictment came within the
church-members of Morristown slept sounder than who was armed with a copy of the pamphlet, which meaning of the statute. Whether the statute is conthey had before since last fall-with more peace~ul he swore he had religiously preserved locked up in stitutional or not must make no difference to them j
consciences and happier hearts, for they had done his bookcase ever since it was given to him by Mr. that was for a higher court to determin. They must
their duty by their God, and convicted and robbed the Reynolds in person. Winfield West, bill poster, judge of the facts only. Except by giving a sanaheretic. The statute of two hundred years of age in testified that he too had received a pamphlet, besides rous roll to the words, "Gentlemen of the jury!" and
New Jersey, and in the rest of the world dating back which he had .warned Mr. Reynolds not to distribute occasionally emphasizing the last word of some other
to the gorillas of the forests, has been reverently them in Morristown as it interfered with his, the sentence in an equally meaningless manner, Mr. Cutawakened and religiously rehabilitated The law en- witness's, business. Thomas Cleary, Benj. McLean, ler made no attempt to speak interestingly. What
acted by the baboons of the past has been enforced Matthew Lowe, Mr: Dutton, George L. Clark, he told the jury ought to hav been in the judge's
by twelve jackasses of the present, and the rest of David L. Fox, Charles Thurstan, Lewis Armstrong, charge, and he must hav the credit of making no
the animals of Morristown grunt their approval.
all received pamphlets from the hand of Mr. Rey- appeal to the evident religious prejudices of the
Thursday, May 19th, in the year of gr11ce 1887, the nolds last Octob«;lr, and the pamphlets they received twelve men who were to decide the case. He spoke
Court of Common Pleas of Morris county, New were copies of the one offered in evidence by the for ten or fifteen minutes. When he sat down, the
Jersey, U. S. A., assembled at half-past nine and prosecutor, who rested his case when the last wit- presiding judge, Mr. Francis Childs, began his
waited until eleven o'clock for Colonel Ingersoll ness had stepped down from the chair.
charge.
and his client. Three judges were upon the bench
The witnesses used up the time ci court till recess.
We hav previously described Mr. Childs, but that
when the latter arrived-Mr. Francis Child in the Upon the reopening of court Coluc.'~l Ingersoll began description of him was as he appears in calm judicial
center and presiding, with lay judges DeWitt C. the defense. He had no witnesses, f<. 1' the circulation repose. When he has a religious opponent in his .
Quimby and Charles H. Munson on either hand. of the pamphlet was admitted, but began at once power, he changes his looks. His passions send the
Lay judges Munson and Quimby are sensible-looking, his address to the jury. Time and lack of space pre- blood to his face in a flood, his black eyes twinkle
level-headed men, but Mr. Childs has the peculiar vent the publication of the speech this week, but we with malice, and he speaks with such enthusiasm as
facial chal"acteristics that denote the tyrant. From shall giv it verbatim in our next issue. No summary we may imagin Cotton Mather exhibited when he
his cheeks up his head narrows rapidly; downward published in any of the daily papers givs the faintest argued for the execution of witches in early colonial
it expands enormously, and upon his neck rests a idea of its beauty and grandeur. All the hot sum- times. Displacing one of the lay judges at the end
double chin of great volume. His eyes are black mer afternoon he held the audience spell-bound-not of the bench, that he might be nearer the jury, Judge
and small, and twinkled viciously when he looked at a man moved from his seat j scores were touched to Childs entered upon his argument. It was evident
the defendant. His manner upon the bench reminded tears, while often times it seemed impossible to pre· after the first five minutes that the district-attorney
us of Judge Benedict, and his general make-up of the vent the people from breaking into tumultuous ap- and the judge had "swapped jobs." Mr. Cutler had
picture of Lord Howe in the school histories. One plause to express their approval of his sentiments. been cool and comparativly mild. The judge was the
rather cruel comment made by a man present was that The lay judges listened intently, and more than once opposit. His words were not a judicial charge to a
the bench stood for 101-one on each side and noth- their hands seemed desirous of meeting in approving jury, but a heated and very slightly disguised appeal
ing in the middle. The court-room and gallerywere contact. The gavel of the presiding judge was con- for conviction. He ·raised his voice in temper,
crowded to suffocation; all the approaches thereto, stantly busy, though when not actually pounding the pounded the bench to emphasize his points, and
and every spot where the proceedings could be even little square of marble before him he leaned back in throughout his speech was the advocate for his religoccasionally heard, were utilized by the friends or foes his chair, looked out of the -window, up at the ceiling ion and the prosecutor of him who had brought it
of free speech. The whole town was intensely ex- -anywhere to find an object to employ his attention into contempt. His zeal betrayed him. Legally
cited, and many people had come in from the sur- that he might not hear the burning sentences flowing expressed, the case at this point was Colonel Ingerrounding country. Before Colonel Ingersoll had from the eloquent lips of the greatest man this cent- soll for the defendant, Judge Childs for the plaintiff;
said anything, probably nine out of ten of the spec- ury has produced. Colonel Ingersoll spoke low and and the plaintiff's attorney made it a matter of pertators would hav rejoiced piously to see Mr. Rey~ soft, pleading with the stumps before him for a ver- sonal pride to win. It was not often he got the
nolds sentenced to the penitentiary; if, when the diet which should leave the flag unstained, and the chance to argue against so distinguished a man as
colonel was stopped by the presiding judge in the pages of New Jersey's history unsoiled by the most Colonel Ingersoll, and the opportunity must be made
afternoon, the verdict could hav been given by .the infamous of acts, the suppression of free speech. the most of. With the superstitious reverence which
audience they would hav unanimously declared that His voice has t-ecovered its strength and tone, and its the average juror feels for the high dignitary upon
the suppression of free speech, as attempted by the iowest note was heard in the farthest corner of the the bench, he might hav won it in any event ; but
prosecution, was the most heinous of crimes. As court room. The speech was full of imagery, the with the jury he had before him, it was the easiest.
soon as Colonel Ingersoll had forced his way through purest patriotism, the grandest of pleas for liberty, thing in the world. We quote his speech for the,
the crowd and found a seat, Judge Childs cautioned and the most exquisit and touching pictures. He sole reason that it possesses historic interest as showthe people to keep quiet, and orJered the clerk to made point after point against the law, following it ing the worst that can be done by even a New Jersey
impanel the jury. The defense was allowed six chal- from the dens and caves of savagery up through the judge :
lenges only, and they were necessarily used by Colo- cen:turies of religious persecution to the present,
"You will notice that the defendant is on trial for libel,
nel Ingersoll in a very short time, for from the start when, as he said, he had hoped the battle for human and it is called a blasphemous libel, because it denies and
the judge was plainly against Mr. Reynolds; and no rights had been fought and won. Mercilessly he de- contumeliously reproaches the holy name of God ; because it
matter how bigoted a talesman confessed himseif to nounced the law, and with·flawless logic showed that contumeliously reproaches Jesus Christ and the holy word of
God. Blasphemy consists in the denial of the being, attribe in reponse to the questions of Colonel Ingersoll, ~ Mr. Reynolds had not the rig?t to express ~is sen- butes, or nature of, or uttering impious and profane things
the double-chinned cipher in the center of the bench t1ments, then no man on the Jury had the nght to against, God or the authority of the holy scriptures; but it
ruled that he was a competent juror. And such speak his. He touched every chord of the human - is on:Iy committed by uttering such things in, a scoffing and
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railing manner, out of a reproachful disposition as it were writings are found in every library, whose opinions are
in the speaker, rather than with any purpose of ~ropagatin~ quoted almost as gospel; and he, passing on a case exactly
his irreverent opinion. If he has merely asserted his disbe- similar to this, says : 'The free and equal and undisturbed
lief in all the popular notions of Christianity without at- enjoyment of religious opinion, whatever it may be, and free
tempting by impious and abusiv or blasphemou~ remarks to and decent discussion on any religious subject is guaranteed
w?und the feeling~ of the whole Christian community, he and secured; but to revile with malicious and blasphemous
will not hav committed an offense of which the law can take contempt the religion professed by almost the whole comnotice.
munity is an abuse of this right.' And in that same case
"You will further observe that the defendant is not on this law under discussion-and I so charge you-was held
trial for the principles of his religious belief. The laws of to be perfectly constitutional, and that it was no invasion of
this state recognize no standard of faith, nor any established the rights of the citizen so far as freedom of speech was conform of worship. There is no offense known to our laws as cerned.
heresy or nonconformity.
"Now, gentlemen, it is said that this is an obsolete law.
" If you are satisfied from the evidence that the defendant This law is found first, so far as we are concerned, back
circulated the alleged libel, and that the· same is blasphemous, in the colonial days of this state. Almost at the .first formaand that the same was written, published, and circulated for tion of the state government it was enacted as a law. In
the purpose of scoffing at, or railing and bringing into dis- 1844 the law was again adopted by the people as the rule of
repute the Christian religion in that respect, and out of a conduct with reference to this particular subject-matter. In
reproachful disposition in the writer, and calculated and 1874-not fourteen years ago-only a little over thirteen
intended to wound the feelings of the Christian community, years ago-the people of the state of New Jersey represented
then the defendant is guilty in manner and form as he stands in the legislature by their representativs, enacted this same
charged.
law again as the rule of conduct that they prescribed for the
" It has been said, gentlemen, that the words contained in government of all_the people of this state. There it is.
this indictment are not blasphemous j that is, that they are
·"And, gentlemen, I desire to call your attention again to
not scoffing and railing, that they are not uttered with a re- this fact, that your duty as jurors is limited solely to passing
proachful spirit, and that they are not calculated to wound upon the question of the existence of the Jaw and the questhe religious sentiment entertained by a large portion of the tion of the violation of the law. With the wisdom of the
community. That is a question for you to judge. You can enactment you hav nothing to do. That power is vested in
read them over. You can read them with care, as found in the people and exercised by them through the legislature.
the indictment, and after having read them, then you are to Since this very bill was "formed, since this indictment was
pass that judgment on those words that you think under presented, the people of this state hav assembled through
your oaths, ~nd acting in the discharge of an important duty, their representativs at the state capital. The doors were
they are entitled to.
open. This case had notoriety. If it was the desire and
"But it is said in this case that the law under which this wish of the people that this law should be stricken from the
prosecution is maintained is obsolete--'-that it is dead. The statute book, there was the proper tribunal to appeal to, and
law on this subject is not obsolete or dead. It is to-day the power vested with ample jurisdiction over this matter.
"But it is enough for us to know that it is the Jaw, and
living expression of the will of the people in reference to this
particular matter, and you hav no more right to disregard being the law, we are bound to enforce it; and if this deor make this law a dead letter, or refuse to enforce it, than fendant has been proved to your satisfaction, beyond the
you hav to repeal or abrogate any other law on the statute reasonable ~oubt I hav referred to, to hav committed the
books protecting citizens in their rights of person or crime of blasphemy, it is your duty to convict him. If he
has not, it is your duty to acquit him. Let him be acquitted,
property.
"You, gentlemen, are not possessed, as has been well or let him be convicted, because he has either violated, or
remarked, with arbitrary powers. You do not hav legia- has not violated, the law. Do not acquit him by violating
lativ functions. It is your duty to pass on existing laws, and the law yourself."
as you .find them-not to cavil at, not to question, the wisdom
When the judge finished, flilence fell. Every one
or propriety of that enactment. It has been enacted by a
was
astonished, amazed, stupefied with the plain bias
power far above you, by a power representing the people,
and it is the expression of the will of the people that comes and heat exhibited. The listening lawyers present
before us here as the law, and it is a mistake that a jury or a glanced at each other and winked suspiciously. The
member of a jury has a right to do as he pleases. He has. spectators sat in open-mouthed wonder. The renot th~t right. He is bound as a good citizen, he is bound porters for the New York dailie::l, used to court
by the oath he has taken, he is bound by his conscience, to
administer justice in this case according to the law of the scenes and tyrannical rulings, :were taken so far
land-not as he wishes it, not as he would hav it, but as he aback by the speech that they forgot to write. "Do
.finds it. He is under the law, restrained by the law, pro- not acquit him by violating the law yourselvs !"
tected by the law, directed by the law, as much in the jury What could a spineless juryman do after a command
room as he is out of it.
like that? The silence was broken by the judge,
"Now, gentlemen, what is the history of this case? And I who commanded the clerk to swear the officers who
will say here that there may be an honest difference of opinion, as there undoubtedly is an honest difference of opinion, were to hav charge of the barn doors when the jury
as to the propriety of this enactment. You may hav your went out. Soon the jury chairs were empty, the
individual views. I may hav my individual views. It may spectators, lawyers, and judges scattered, subject to
be that I would wish the law different from what it is. You call when the jury returned. Opinions were about
may wish the law more stringent than we find it. So it is even on a verdict of acquittal; strong that it would
with every law. There is not a law on the statute books but
what you will find an honest difference o~ opinion in refer- be either acquittal or disagreement ; few believed
ence to. As to the law in reference to capital punishment- that conviction conld follow after Colonel Ingersoll's
the punishment visited for the gravest offenses committed speech. These good opinions simply proved that
against the law-men differ, and differ widely, but can it be the people didn't know the kind of a jury they get
held that because a juror differed as to the wisdom of that up in Morristown. Being used to juries of men,
law that therefore a person arraigned before him on a charge
however, this mistake was natural. Besides, the
of murder, with evidence proving his guilt beyond a reasonjudge
had supplied every quality of prejudice the
able doubt, that that man should be acquitted because a
jury l<tcked, and had driven them into a corner.
juror doubted the wisdom of the law?
The jury retired just before eleven o'clock; just
"What is Jaw? We say the law forbids this, or commands
that-what do we mean by law? We hav heard the learned after twelve o'clock they sent word that they had
advocate for the defendant in this case. With beautiful agreed. The court was again in session, and the
words, impassioned manner, and with speech so glowing as jury returned in single-file, like a dozen jackasses
to send a thrill to every heart, he has pictured the beauties
of liberty. But where is the essence of liberty-where is the along a narrow path. Ranged in a row, they elected
evidence of it? Is it not in the great power vested in the foreman to speak for them. Mr. Jacob Ogden
self-government? And where is the evidence of self-govern- looked at the clerk and said, "Guilty!" The judge
ment save in the power to enact laws by the people for the said, "Gentlemen you are discharged," and the twelve
government of all the people? And what is law, I ask you? disappeared.
The learned commentator says it is a rule of action prescribed
All through the trial Mr. Reynolds bore himself
by the supreme power of the state. And where do we .find
firmly.
The anger against him was intense throughhere the supreme power lodged? Where is sovereignty
here? It reposes in the people. Then what is law? It is a out the town, the only resident who spoke civilly to
rule prescribed by the people for the government of th~ peo- him being the clerk at the Mansion House. This,
ple. It is not the will of a legislature, not the say-so of a however, did not seem to cause him any anxiety, and
body of men who are in power to-day and away to-morrow- he certainly was not visibly afraid of the court. He
that is not law. And so, when we say that there is on the
statute books of the state of New Jersey a law that says, 'No looked the jurymen square in the face, and the eyes
man shall commit blasphemy,' that is the same as saying that were cast down were not behind his spectacles.
When the jury pronounced their verdict, the prosthat the power of the people exercising the sovereignty reposed in them bas declared that thus is the will of the peo- eoutor had gone to dinner and could not be found.
ple of the state of New Jersey.
After waiting for him awhile, the court took· a
" What secures freedom of speech ? What guarantees to a.
recess to go to dinner, reassembled at one o'clock,
defendant the right to trial by jury? What givs the
processes of court to compel the attendance of witnesses? but still no prosecutor. Becoming tired, Judge
What is it that prevents the courts from closing the mouth of Childs assumed a judicial demeanor, and said sternly,
his counsel? It is the law. And how long, gentlemen- " Charles B. Reynolds, stand up." Mr. Reynolds
think of it-could freedom of speech exist without law?
stood up. "You hav been convicted," continued Mr.
"Now, gentlemen, does this law interfere with the freeChilde, "of circulating blasphemous matter. Inasdom of speech? On that question I hav ~tn opinion delivered by probably one of the most eminent students of the much as the law has for so long been unused, you
Constitution that this country ever saw-a gentleman whose may reasonably be expected to hav been ignorant of
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it. And while ignorance of the law excuses no man
from its penalties, the co·urt f\)els bound to take the
fact of your ignorance into consideration in passing
sentence. The judgment of the court is that you
pay a fine of twenty-five dollars, together with the
costs · of prosecution, and stand committed till
paid.''
This back-down was not altogether unexpected.
When the verdict was rendered, Colonel Ingersoll at
once moved for a new trial, but during the hunt for
the prosecutor it was found that the two Jay judges,
Messrs. Quimby and Munson, were opposed to the
punishment of heresy, and insisted upon a light fine
as the penalty on the conviction secured, and a dismissal of the other indictment. The prosecutor was
also willing that the matter be disposed of in that
way. With the exception of Childs, the court felt,
as a daily paper put it, willing to let up on Mr. Reynolds if Colonel Ingersoll would let up on the court.
After his speech on Thursday, the Baptist and Methodist preachers of the place approached Colonel
Ingersoll and told him they agreed with " every word
he had said." A young lawyer, the son of the Presbyterian parson of the place, said the same. Though
the ministers doubtless exaggerated their agreement,
there was no doubt that the speech had had a great
influence upon public sentiment. The judges knew
of this, and when Colonel Ingersoll told them that if
they tried Mr. Reynolds upon the other indictment,
he would come down and convert the whole town,
they thought the joke might hav a selious side.
Had Childs been left to himself, he would prob<tbly
hav imposed the full penalty of the law. But Colonel
Ingersoll had softened public sentiment and won
over the lay judges, and Mr. Reynolds escaped state
prison.
When the bill of costs had been made out by the
clerk of the court, with the fine added, Colonel Ingersoll made out his check for the amount-seventy-five
dollars-and passed it over, remarking that if they
wanted any more to let him know and he would send
it to them. It is not likely that he will be called
upon for more, however, for when the Morristown
J erseyman gets a chance to foot up a bill against a
New York heretic, he is not apt to forget many items
of importance. By the time the clerk had pocketed
the check Prosecutor Cutler had returned from dinner, and in response to a question from the judge
said he desired to enter a nolle proseqtti as to the
other indictment. The judge granted this, ordered
Mr. Reynolds's bondsman, Mr. Edwin Worman, to be
exonerated, and dismissed the court.
In the little speech to the "prisoner at the bar"
it will be noticed that the judge ate the words he
uttered in the charge. Before he had ascertained
how the associate judges stood in the matter, Mr.
Childs had been hot for conviction. The district
attorney also wanted a conviction to the end that his
descent might be made easy. The extraordinary
lack of intelligence and manhood in the jury, and the
extraordinary abundance of prejudice and venom in
the judge, who sunk his office in that of the advocate,
secured it. They ·had their way to that point, when
they were overruled, and compelled to retreat.
When Childs was charging the jury, therefore, the
law was a live and breathing statute, the latest expression of the sovereign people, whose will it
undoubtedly was that it should be enforced. When
he came tq sentence the prisoner, the law had become obsolete. It was one of the most rapid cases
of dissolution known in the annals of jurisprudence.
At a quarter before eleven o'clock, when he charged
the jury, and again at a quarter past twelve o'clock,
when the verdict was rendered, the law was remarkably healthy, and bade fair to liv another two hundred
years. At a quarter past one o'clock it had died of
old age, and was buried in the cemetery of the past !
Let us hope that Christian hate and prejudice will
never again find a Gabriel to resurrect it.
Mr. Reynolds is now free from the toils of New
Jersey savagery, and will resume his labors for
intellectual liberty. He realizes that he has been
very near to prison, and escaped only by the ability
of his counsel. Nevertheless, he will again take the
field with his tent, if the Liberals want him, and it is
not likely that he will again be put in danger.
For his sacrifices and services in this case Colonel
Ingersoll will be thanked by every true man and
woman in the world.
'fhe others will probably
mourn that he succeeded in keeping a heretic out of
prison.
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DoDDS, 0., May 8, 1887.
l\1R. EDITOR: I would like to hav you giv me the name of
a paper publishing woman's suffrage matters, and the pro.
ceedings of progressiv women, in Washington city. I · ha v
heard of such a paper being published there,· but do not
know what it is called. I hav been taking your paper for
several years past, and think it one of the best. I hav heretofore given my mind and time for the freedom of the human
family, but as my stay is short what time I hav to stay shall
be devoted to freeing women's souls and bodies from slavery.
AARoN EvANs.
HA~MONToN,

N.J., May 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Allow me to commend your designs in the
last issue of THE TRUTII SEEKER. I hav before this studied
in the pages of Punclt the steady artistic pregress that sheet
gave the chance to Leach to illustrate. It is wonderful to
consider. Punclt began its illustrations with mere lines for
human beings, and it came to delight the world with the wit,
the purity, and the artistic beauty of its illustrations. Mr.
Heston has a greater chance, and it seems that he recognizes
it. This last picture of the school teacher is admirable in all
its details.
EowARD HowLAND.
About 6 o'clock Patrick Clarke, a bartender iu William Bennett's
saloon, No. 5'3 Sixth avenue, was found with a party of friends
drinking beer on the second floor of No. 102 West Thirty-Second
street. He was arrested.-N. Y. World, Mau 9,1887.

NEw YoRK, May 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find a text for a lay sermon. If I
believed in a hell, I think that the perpetrators of such a
Sunday law ought to be consigned to the hottest corner. As
it is, you hav my authority and warrant for condemning them
to the hottest and most disagreeable corner of the other
place. Their sentence and punishment shall be, Inasmuch
as ye hav done this thing unto the people, I condemn ye to
read this law daily, and to ponder on its wickedness, its foolishness, and its shortsightedness, and to listen to the revilings which all fair-minded men shall subject ye to, and may
the gods hav mercy on your souls. Amen.
W. G. 0.
RooKPORT, Mo., May 1, 1887.
1\fR. EDITOR: I see that some of your subscribers are dissatisfied about your position in regard to the Chicag0
Anarchists' trial. Now this thing makes ine tired. I say
those men did not hav a fair trial, and, in the nature of
things, could not hav a fair and impartial trial with ninetenths of the public press and the pressure of public sentiment against them. I suppose some of your growlers will
say that the 'i'Vriter of this is an Anarchist, and will want him
hanged on general principles. I am not in favor of Anarchy,
neither do I indorse the George land theory, but I am opposed to the death penalty, and if the six Anarchists are
executed, I shall regard it as but little better than the Bruno
or Servetus affair. I hope the croakers will giv us a rest.
The way I understand your position is that you are in favor
of a fair and impartial trial for any and every man accused
of crime-simply this, and nothing more.
Wishing you success, I am as ever with you for right and
justice,
G. G. BEoK.
TUCKER HENDERSON'S FUNERAL.

When it became known that Tucker Henderson was dead the
county authorities wefe of the O!Jinion that as he had no relativs
he had no friends, and the proper disposition of his body, according to law, would be to send it to the Ann Arbor dissecting rooms.
;Honest olcJ·Tuck's friends, however, objected, and John Galligan
and H. H. Boekeloo began to solicit funds with which to giv him a
decent burial. The necessary amount was quickly raised, coffin
and hearse procured, and a lot purchased in R1verside cemetery.
Mr. Galligan called upon two ministers of the gospel here to say a
few wotds at the grave, but were unsuccesoful. Tbe remains were
taken to the burial spot yesterday afternoon at 2 o'cloc!r, and A. D.
Skinner and M1·. GAJligan were the only mournets. In the absence
of a minister !VIr. Galligan officiated. He said:" Here lies an honest
man. He was black, bnt the color was only skin deep; his heart
was big and true; he never told a lie, ntJr stole a penny, nor
wronged a living man."

a

KALAMAzoo, May 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose clipping from the Gazette of this
city to show you what kind of ministers of the gospel we hav
out here, and to show to you conclusivly that their aim is
not money or honors, but that they labor solely for the benefit of the human race!
The case referred to is one in which an ex-slave, an old
negro known to everyone as a happy old fellow, proverbially
honest, was refused Christian burial, simply because he was
poor and had no relations. The ministers referred to evidently thought "there was nothing in it."
For my part I would rather hav such words as Mr. Galli_
gan uttered, honestly spoken above my grave, than the most
elaborate collection of empty words that ever a preacher concocted.
J.D. SorrELL.

CoLUMBus, KAN., May 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Never was there a time in the history of the
world when all papers and books on the side of truth, justice,
and humanity needed mental, moral, legal, and pecuniary
aid more than now. After fifty years of warfare, I am no
longer able to do much, but for ten years I hav given away
my TRurrr SEEKERS and other Liberal papers to those I
thought would read them, and I never let them lie in the
house or be destroyed, but take a bundle with me, and giv
them out here and there to those who will read them. In
this way in the last fifteen years in this county, and for many
years previous, I hav sown much good seed, which I believe
has done much good, and germinated in not a few minds to
the dissipation of old errors, the growth of a love of truth
and humanity.
Many Liberals who take TrrE TRUTH
SEEKER read it, or half read it, privately, and on account of
tlleir l:>usi!less il!terests, patronage, office, popularity, or the

opposition of wives, daughters, or friends, lay away their
papers out of sight, or let their children, as I hav now and
then seen, destroy the_m. Thus, and various other ways,
much of the good subscribers might do, the influence they
might exert, the light they might spread, the impressions
they might make, and the mental eyes they might open, is
lost, and not effected.
Well, I hav tried to do my part in this respect, and I call
upon you, 0 apathetic reader, to go and do likewise, and if
all will do so, it will greatly increase our power and our converts. "Let your light so shine before men that they, see"ing your good works, may glorify our" religion of humanity
and aspirations to a true life.
J. H. CooK.
ANAHEIM, CAL., April 29, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed 25cents for the·TRurrrSEEKER
ANNUAl, for this year. I am sorry I hav neglected it so long.
We had the pleasure of visiting with S. P. Putnam while
here. His lecture on "The Glory of Infidelity" I never
heard equaled, and sincerely regret that every person i:ri. the
land was not present. I was trying shortly afterward to describe the logical points in the lecture to a professor of Christianity, and gave the title of the lecture. He rolled up his
eyes in dismay, and said' "Infidelity never did any good in
the world." He believes what he says, and acts accordingly.
But if those that condemn it without hearing Mr. Putnam
could be persuaded to read his "New God," it would help
them see the absurdities of orthodoxy.
Dr. Higbie's suggestions on burial expenses and associations are admirable. We hav the "Truth Seeker Collection;" that answers a very good purpose.. Above all, we
need to organize in every place where six or more persons
reside ; they should meet and devise ways and means to hold.
meetings. We were sorry that Mr. Putnam's appointments
precluded his giving a course of lectures in Anaheim. We
need speakers gifted with the ability to instruct and advise
the scattered forces-how to unite, financially and socially,
to make a success of our gatherings, and to make them
attractiv. Liberals as a rule hav enjoyed the freedom from
superstition so thoroughly that they hav neglected to watch
the influences thrown over their children by the cuurch, and
if they find the children don't really believe the dogmas, still
they will enjoy the popular gatherings, and neglect the unpopular. Seventeen years ago Presbyterianism was represented in Anaheim by a parson and six hearers ; now a
church edifice, and, I guess, ninety or over members. Episcopals, Methodists, Evangelicals, Protestants, and Catholics
all hav churches and preaching. I hope to liv to see a _free
hall dedicated to the light-bearer.
MRs. KATE PARKER.
Fr. WoRTH, TExAs, May 10, 287.
MR. EDITOR : I ·seldom see any letters in the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER from this place, nor hav I ever met any of the
truth seekers of the town, though i would like to, and also join
them. In my own way, I am doing what I can for TrrE
TRUTH SEEKER and its cause. I hav got three or·four readers
who buy it from newsdealers, and hav got a newsdealer here
to promis to keep books, etc., published at the TRUTH SEEKER
office.
Mr. Heston's picture, "A Visitor from Rome," is good,
though rough on the devil. I don't believe the Bible devil is
half as btt'tl as the Roman devil. It is too good a joke to
keep, as it were, so I just grinned around my friends till I
got a chance at them with the picture. Some admire it, and
others think they will go to hell for looking at it. We hav a
Methodist Bible-pounder here who told his half-crazy followers, "If your house rent is due, if you hav not a dust of
flour, in fact, not a morsel of food in the house, your little
children ragged and hungry, and only-hav one dollar, and
Christ should ask for the dollar, giv it to him." This reverend imbecil's name is A. A. Allison. There has been something said about "our Bob" getting to the White House.
Well, I can't believe he will make it, but I hope he will try
it. I know of several votes he would get here from prominent church men. Though they don't like his views on religion, his temperance talk catches them.
I guess I'll not try to enlighten you on how to run your
paper. It suits me, and the only way to suit me better is to
get more of them, and as soon as I get able I will send for a
lot of pamphlets, etc.; but money is very scarce in this portion of Texas.
Well, as the nativs here say, "You has done gone an'
strock my tender p'ints." I am an old Knight of Labor, but
havnot visited a lodge for seven or eight months. It doesn't
smell right-too much Christ and crown business about it.
Show up the crookedness. I am of the same opinion as your
paper. I think Powderly has sold out to the Catholic
church.
C. E. ItsEN.
YANKTON, DAK., May 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Joseph Cook has come and gone. He was
here to deliver a lecture in a regular course paid for by Yanktonians. His subject was, "The Seven Modern Wonders of
the World." The sixth wonder was the rapid march of
Christianity, and in it the elephantine Joe, as usual, abused
everybody who failed to agree with his highness. R. G.
Ingersoll seemed to be an object of his most special hate,
and he lied about him scandalously. Colonel Ingersoll and
the Liberal League he said were obscenists of the most virulent type; so bad, in fact, and so dangerous, that it has been
the custom for years in Eastern cities to abandon the habit
of printing the names of ladies attending schools and colleges for fear Colonel Ingersoll and t.he Liberal League would
be sending them obscene literature through the mails. Joe's
red rag is that awful petition sent to Congress some years
ago to abolish the Comstock laws, but Joe didn't know that
a goodly portion of his audience were signers of the petition
along with your humble servant. Yankton sent 165 names
and is not an obscenist either. :rtloreover, we think his ele~

phantine highness exhibited very poor judgment to come
loaded with nastiness before a Yankton audience and indulge
in the tirade .he did under pretense of entertaining us. We
hired him and paid him a good, round sum to come here and
deliver a popular lecture, and of course were very much disgusted with the outcome. Even his orthodox brethren who
were present admit that we hav no further use for him.
Among other lies, he said that he ran D. M·. Bennett out of
Bombay by telling the truth about him. I was glad I had
Bennett's four "·Around the World" volumes and was able
to prove to the people that Joe wa~'not only a bigot but a liar
of huge proportions. The vulture is not willing even to let
the dead rest in their graves, but must drag them forth and
mop them with his vile tongue. Freethought journals he
first alludes to as sheets, then recalls it and dubs them napkins, and finally rags. ·An acute observer is our Joe. Instance the following: " The slight ripple on the page of theological literature caused by Channing, Parker, and Emerson
has already been quite obliterated by the ascendency of orthodox Christianity, and the work of their lives was labor
lost." As the man can scarcely be considered a foci, I am
constrained to pronounce him a knave. D. P. WILLOox.
IrrrAoA, N. Y., May 14, 1887.
To E. M. MAODONALD: In the last number of THE TUUTH
SEEKER, May 14, 1887, I find your criticism on the mentality
of Christ, or identity of Jesus,· and I hav this to say, that the
reason you hav doubts as to where Christ could be found is
because you hav not yet arisen from the animal to the intellectual, but are blinded by sensationalism. It has been your
continual study how not to see the principle, and from
whence the man Christ Jesus originated; and still you unceasingly proclail:ll., Humanity, humanity! None so blind as
those who won't see. You say he has vanished before the
rays of positiv knowledge. Believe me, they are the rays of
moonshine (the animal of nature). The word Jesus was in
the beginning the positiv and negativ embodiment of nature's
masculin and feminin form in great variety, transferred (so
to speak) from vegetation to animal as per observation.
Thus the animal takes form from material through vegetation, and the Jesus appears !!< perfect animal man. Thus we
hav the embodiment form of man. Thus he is in-the image
and likeness of male and female nature, made of a woman
(feminin), made under the law (masculin), that he (we) may
hav knowledge to redeem them who are under the law (or
masculin rule). In nature male and female are one in dual
form, to represent the positiv and negativ of all the fundamental principlEs of nature. Hence in this form the animal
man Jesus must taste death for all, as in Adam the one man
Jesus (the representativ editor TRUTH SEEKER), who is the
high priest of execution before whom the last lingering
doubts are dispelled. Thus he giveth up the ghost, the dead
for the living.
Jesus has no personality except the whole people; this
Jesus must die mentally to heal our education, by the knowledge of a distinction from the feminin tree of good and evil.
There is none good but one; that is positiv and negativ nature. Good is from the masculin tree of life, while evii is
from the feminin imagination or the negativ of good. To
know thyself is to hav all possible knowledge. Thus. Christ
dwelleth in you, that is to say, the resurrection of the dead
Jesus brings Christ, the tree of life (humanity), to our knowledge, and thep. it is the distinction between good and evil is abolished, and we behold the perfection of masculin and
feminin nature (the man Christ Jesus) our humanity. Names
ZENAs KENT.
are naught without principle.
[Mr. Kent has made it all very clear. We are indebted to
him.-ED. T. S.]
RAPID CITY, DAK., April 6, 287.
MR. EDITOR: In your copy of Nov, 20, 1886, I find an
article by C. D. Wallace entitled, "Earthquakes and Volcanoes," which contains some rather startling scientific deductions. He writes as though it were an established fact
"that volcanic eruptions and earthquakes w~re synonymous
terms. He says. "I think they will agree with me that the
causes of earthquakes are not from the elements above the
earth, or the slipping of the land beneath,
. but that
it is, as we learn from a study of geology, caused by the
pent-up vapors and gases from the interior of the earth!'
This would perhaps apply to volcanic eruptions and their
attendant local earthquakes. But to say that all ear-thquakes
are caused thus is putting it rather strong. Were this true,
earthquakes would always be attended by a discharge of
gases, etc., as in volcanic eruptions.
On the contrary, a great many of the most destructiv
earthquakes are attended by no eruption whatever. In this
this respect, however, friend Wallace has fallen into a very
common error, caused, no doubt, by the fact that earthquakes are most common in the neighborhood of volcanoes.
The connection, however, is only apparent. Volcanic eruptions caused by the vapors, etc., are found most frequently
along the zones of fractur~, marked by its attendant mountain-chains and the coast line. The disarrangement of the
strata here favors the percolation of water through fissures,
until it reaches such a depth that ·the internal heat is sufficient to change it into vapor. Earthquakes we must consider as two· classes-those attending volcanic action, an(!
caused, as Brother Wall ace says, by gases and vapors forcing
an escape, and those unattended by such eruptions. · The
cause of this latter class is by no means clear. One theory
advanced, and perhaps the most plausible one, is that such
quakes are but a continuation of the operation that upheaved
the mountain-chains and sank the ocean beds. As the earth
gradually cools and contracts, the hardened shell on the outside becomes too large and a collapse is the result. This
occurs at the weakest point, which would bring this class of
quakes into the same belt of volcanoes, but from a different
caqse, A.~a~, lli~Y o~ the volcanic eruptions are attendeq
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by no shock, notably tho~e of the Sandwich Islands, the flow
of lava being remarkably quiet.
However far astray in science, Brother Wallace gets home
when he tackles the subject from a theological standpoint.
'l'he moral to his fable can cover a multitude of sins (mistakes).
W. II. PETREE.
PITT, 0., May 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Though a Liberal, a Freethinker, and Agnostic, I am a truth seeker. Hence I am not-like the aver:
age Christian-contented with ex parte evidence in support
of my own views, and actually afraid of all witnesses said
to hav facts upon the other side.
I am in the habit of going wherever truth is promised, with·
charity for all, and malice toward none. Accordingly, a few
Sundays since, I attended one of our orthodox Christian
Sunday-schools, in quest of light, and was not only invited,
but actually rather pressed into the young (and middle-aged)
men's Bible class. The regular teacheJ; being absent, his
duty devolved upon the next in rank. During our drill upon
one of those machine-made lessons, got up with stereotyped
golden texts, questions, answers, etc., to prevent the possibility of anyone's .stepping off the tan-bark cider. mill track
of orthodoxy, as understood at headquarters, on to the fresh
verdant grass of inquiry and Freethought, this teacher requested " some one of the .class " to turn to " xiii, 27th,
Jericlto," and read according to the references. Several ac.
pordingly commenced hunting. Some looked bewildered
and hesitated, while one doubting but bold Thomas mildly
and humbly suggested that there must be a mistake, as he
did not think there was a book of Jericho in the Bible. -To
this the teacher replied, "Yes, there must be, for it says 'Jer.,'
and that-stands for Jericho." But finally (like the fiat, fourcornered-world philosophers of old, after Magellan had sailed
around it) this teacher had to giv it up, with nothing to fall
back upon· but the absurdity, as he said, of makirig "Jer."
stand for anything but Jericho.
Before closing his instruction in this memorable lesson,
this teacher embraced the opportunity of suggesting that it
must be evident,· " at least to every intelligent, tl;tinking
mind, that the scriptures are inspired, since, as they were
written by so many different authors without conference,
witltout inspiration, there could not possibly be such wonderful, beautiful, and uniform harmony between them."
And I was obliged to go home profoundly impressed with
the idea that a man who. had stood by his friend Jericho
with such tenacity as he was highly competent to prove the
inspiration of the scriptures by giving his voucher concerning the wonderful, ·beautiful, ·and uniform harmony thereof
and therein, and that chiefly of such (as this teacher) appears
to be the kingdom of heaven.
Cynus SEARS.
NEW CAMBRIA, KAN., May 1, 287.
MR. EDITOR: " Know thyself" and you will know a good
majority, at least, of your class. Now I know how it is with
myself; nearly every Liberal paper I receive has two or more
good articles, and I think, ''Now I will preserve that paper and
review it at some future time," but that is the last of it. I keep
on receiving more just as good and never hav the desire or
time to review the other, and, first thing I know, the children
hav torn it np; and so goes one after another, until, when I
go to collect them up, to giv away to do missionary work,
'there are very few to be found.
"Necessity [and adversity] is the mother of invention." It
·
·
b ehooves us to be stirring when
the clergy can excite the
prejudices of their adherents so they are barely on speaking
terms with their Infidel neighbors, and if we attempt to hav
a lecture close all public buildings against us. At New
Cambria there is no public place to hold meetings except
d'
W illiams Hall, and it is not a very inviting place for 1a Ies; so
I waited on the school board. J. l\'1. Brubaker, one of them,
very exultingly told me I could hav the use of it one night
for five dollars, and so we were compelled to take what was
then Williams Hall. I would suggest right here, to Liberh d'
als especially, where there are no other places of ol mg
public meetings, to attend the school elections and see to it
that .there are persons elected directors that would giv_ permission to the Infidel as quick as the Christian to hold meetiJ.1gs in the school-house, and recollect that one or two votes
will change almost any school election. And while I am
about it I will relate another little circumstance. We had a
literary at the New Cambria school-house this last winter,
aud, of course, Mrs. Abbott and I got in a good many Libera! ideas, and the school board sent in a written order that,
if such and such was allowed, they would close the building,
and we were put on the program for the next evening and
then voted off; so you see how much fairness there is when
the church has it allits own way.
After we had procured the hall they threw every obstacle
in the way possible, and to cap the climax they held a conference at the church the same night we held the lecture.
Now, what right hav they to interfere with our meetings, or
with the getting up of them, any more than they hav to interrupt them after they are gotten up? But they generally
do both, one as already stated, and the other by seating
themselvs for a few moments and then getting up and leaving, and thereby trying to disconcert the speaker and divert.
ing the attention of the audience from him·. Is that the way
they do at church? Is that doing unto others as they would
like to be done by? Is that showing any of the well-bred
manners every Christian claims to possess so much of?
Did you ever know" a Christian to act mannerly toward an·
opponent to his religion, and ought they not to, when we
pay indirectly on ll.n average four dollars a year to help main·
tain their institutions, in the way of church property bemg
exempted from taxation? Every Liberal knows by expe.
rience, just so long as you will be imposed upon by an individual just so long you will hav to be, and it is just so with
~ li!Hio». So l sarr' 'bNth.er Liberals, ~taud Oil your mau- '

hood and your dignity and do not allow them to muzzle you
along with the worldly people, as they are pleased to call the
non-church-members, as a good many of you do.
! presume my experience .is about the same as th t of
.
. .
.
a
every
act1v worker for the cause, and IS It not time for us to make
a firm resolve to "spread the light?" And what is more,
the times are ripe for the effort. Then, I say, instead of lay
ing your papers away for review and thereby allowing them
to get torn up giv them out. You hav had the ben fit 0 f
'
.
.e
them, and they will help the cause and the publishers.
Think of it; how much good you might do the publishers
by introducing them in this way. I presume they send out
hundreds of dollars' worth of sample copies in a year. You
might save them a great amount of this expe ·
I
ll
.
.
nse.
won c
like to take all the Liberal papers, but am only able to take
one, unless I could liv on the diet of the fabled Nebuchadnezzar. I hav plenty of wild grass, but not much else..
I make a firm resolve from this henceforth to giv out all
back numbers of the paper I am subscribing for and all sample copies sent me, so that any person wishing to subwribe
can snit his own taste. What other effect would this hav?
Why, when we advertised our lectures, instead of the dominie being able to take advantage of the advertisment to
arouse t)le prejudices of the church people, he would not
only fail, but they would attend and no doubt a good many
of them would help defray the expenses of our meetings, and
the dominie in his anguish of soul would be obliged to exclaim, " My God, my god, why hast thou forsaken me?"
JOI'IN w. ABBOTT.

1

Los ANGELES, CAL., May 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose herewith an interview with David
Christie on the Topolobampo question which I hav no doubt
will be of interest to your readers, quite a number of whom
hav written me for information on the subject; and the inclosed so fully corroborates my former statements that it
will hav a tendency, at least, to set on the inquiry those who
may hav thought of going there. In treating this question, I
hav no desire to injure any one, or the cause itself, but
simply to giv the exact facts as I know them. Parties who
hav put all their money into the enterprise, or who expect to
make large profits off the misery of others, will, no doubt,
defend the scheme, as, for instance, those who returned
fro~ Mexico with Owen for the avowed purpose of
contradicting statements made by myself and others who left
that abode of wretchedness at the same time. I want to
state here that the name of the boy who was thrown to the
sharks after his death by small-pox was Frank Bolin. His
body was put in the bay by Dr. Glenn and Chas. E. Chase,
which was done by the order of Dr: E. J. Schellhons, who
informed me that he did it by Owens's order. If any of your
readers hav watched this discussion in the press and the
Credit Foncier they will hav noticed that those upholding
the fraud hav replied to statements of fact by personal abuse,
always the weapon used by those who know they are wrong.
Yon, JHr. Editor, in dealing with Christians, hav found this
statement true.
Truly yours,
L. H. HAWKINS.
From the San Francisco Chronicle.

Among the passengers' on the last Panama mail steamer,
which arrived a week a.go, was David Christie, who boarded
her at Mazatlan. He is a· middle-aged man, who went down
with other colonists from Denver, Col., to Topolobampo,
arriving there on November 27th last. When Interviewed
yesterday with respect to the condition of affairs at the
colony, he told a plain, straightforward story, from which it
appears tkat the previous reports of the hapless and hopeless
condition of the colonists hav not been exaggerated. He said
he would be very glad if anything he might say would serve
as a warning to people not to be Imposed upon by the repre~entations of one Dr. Schellhous, who left the colony with
President Owen on April 5th (two days before he did), for
Gu'aymas-Owen going east and Scbellhous coming here to
float a quantity of the worthless $100 Credit Foncier bonds.
About thirty of the colonists left on the same little sloop for
Guaymas, most of them able-bodied men, who were leaving
in disgust and utter hopelessness of any improvement in the
condition of affairs there.
Owen, he said, had returned to the colony on the last of
February, having been telegraphed for by the company's
surveyor on account of the disturbances and dissatisfaction
arising from the ·favoritism shown in the distribution of
rations. He brought no money with. him, as he had promised, excusing himself on the ground that he was obliged to
come back prematurely on account of the disturbances. The
colonists were not really starving, as there was plenty of
flour and meal for their mush. They had fish now and
then but as for lobsters and oysters, said to be plentiful
ther~ he 'had seen nothing of them, and did not believe there
were 'any.· Many of the colonists were anxious to get away,

~~; ;:~=a~~~~~~~;~un~~ee a~a~b~~~~! ~;~as~i~~xt~~smt~af:a;~

that he offered to sell his chest of tools, worth $300, for $70,
but found no purchaser.
The rainy season will come on in two months, and matters
will then be worse. From indications which Christie saw,
the water sometimes rose during the rainy season four feet
above the level of the road that had been constructed around
the base of the mountain. The countr:y was very flat. No
work whatever had been done on the Irrigation ditch proposed, and not more thau c?uld be done by twenty men in
two days on the projected railroad. He had _refused to work
any more, because he saw that the whole thmg was a hum.
bug. He had expressed his views freely, and Owen had undertaken 011 that account to make him leave the colony
within twenty-four hours. Owen had gone so far as to draw
up an order that not more than two persons should m_eet
together in the camp to talk over colony matters; but seemg
that the order could never be enforced, he had withdrawn
it immediately after it was read. One serious cause of dissatisfaction was a deficiency of some $2,000 in the accounts
of Directors Peet and Pratt, who came from Denver. It was
money paid in by the colonists and said to be expended, but
no account was rendered.
Eaton and Hawkins, directors from the Eastern States, left
the colony in February, in disgust. Hawkins was attorney
for the company. A month after they were gone, they were
expelled, together with one Turner, on various fri_volous
charges, such as smoking in c~mp, drinking mescal with the
Me:xicans, etc. Men ij!llOked 1!1 sel!-defeuse to keep off the
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black gnats, which sometimes threatened to devour cne
alive. The first election held there was in March, for three
directors to replace those ~xpelled. It was I?att.er of common remark that Owen earned the ~all?t-box m his ~reeches
pocket and fixed the votes to smt himself. Nothmg had
been seen of th 6 grist-mill whic]l was said to hav been bought
with the Credit Foncier money. Owen urged all the colonists to remain at least six months longer and see how they
could stand thP- climate. J!e promised h_y tha~ time to secure
money to pr?secute the railroad work, m whiCh there were
two mountams to be tunneled. They had but t·No years
allowed them from last October to complete the railroad. If
not finished, then all the work done would be lost. The
first instalment of the $2.000 to be paid Haskell for the three
hundred acres loca_ted about three mi!es from the ir~igation
pump was due April 25th. If not paid then-a~d !t could
not be, as they had no money-Haskell could claim It back.
The entire outlook Mr. Christie concluded was discouraging in the extreme.'
'
CLEOPATRA, Mo., May 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am sixty years old, and I feel that I hav
been swindled out of my time in this world by the intellectual slavery exercised over the mind by the church, coupled
with political authority. Will you please giv me space in
your columns to present to the readerspf TnE TRUTH SEEKER
such facts as I may from time to time glean from court
records and history? Take for instance the Quakers of New
England. Now, if there ever was a denomination entitled to
be tolerated, it was this. Their errors, above those of all
other sects, were purely errors of the mind, exclusivly matters between themselvs arid their God. In all the relations
of life, their demeanor was that of meekness, simplicity, integrity, and peace. They appeared with none of that evangelical pugnacity with which Presbyterianism fought its way
into places of power, and overthrew old tyrannies to f'stablish young tyrannies in their stead; and yet the stripes
which persecution had inflicted on the Puritans were scarcely
healed when they themselvs began to wield the lash against
the inoffensiv Quakers. ''These detestable scene~ of more
than savage barbarity," says a writer, "began in the month
of July, 1656. Mary Fisher and Ann Austin having arrived
in the road before Boston, the deputy-governor, Bellingham,
had them brought on shore and committed to prison as
Quakers. They were stripped naked under pretense of knowing whether they were witches, and in this search," says
Sewel, " they were so barbarously misused that modesty forbids to mention it. After about five weeks' imprisonment
they were sent. back to old England, their beds and Bibles
being taken by the jailer for his fees."
Scarce a month after, eight others of those called Quakers
came. They were locked up in the same manner as the
former, and after about eleven weeks' stay they were sent
back. John Endicot bid them, " Take heed that ye break
not our ecclesiastical laws, for then ye are sure to stretch by
the halter." Then a law was made to prohibit all masters of
ships from bringing any Quakers into that jurisdiction.
Nicholas Upsal, a member of the church and a man of unblamable character, for speaking against such proceedings
was fined twenty-three pounds, and imprisoned also for not
coming to chnrch. Next they banished him out of their
jurisdiction, and though a weakly old man, yet he was forced
to depart in the winter. Nicholas afterward met with an
Indian prince, who, having understood how he had been
used, offered to make him a warm house, and further said,
"What a God hav the English who deal so with one
another about their God!"
The following year, 1657, Anne Burden and Mary Dyer
were imprisoned at Boston; and Mary Clark, for warning
these persecutors to desist from their iniquity, was unmercifully rewarded with twenty stripes of a three-corded whip
on her naked back,. and detained in prison about three
months in the winter season. The' cords of the whip were
commonly as thick as a man's little finger, each having some
knots at the end.
Christopher Holder and John Copeland were whipped at
Boston the same year, each thirty stripes with a knotted
whip of three cords, the hangman measuring his ground and
fetching the strokes with all the force he could, which so
cruelly cut their flesh that a woman seeing it fell down for
dead. Then they were locked up in prison, and kept three
days without food, or so much as a drink of water, and detained in prison for nine weeks, in cold winter season, without fire, bed, or straw.
Lawrence and Cassandra Southick, and their son Josiah,
being carried to Boston, were all of them, notwithstanding
the old age ·of the two, ser..t to the House of Correction, and
whipped with cords as those before, in the coldest season of
the year, and had taken from them to the value of four
pounds ten shillings for not coming to C;lmrch..
.
.
In the year 1658 a law was made which, besides Imposmg
heavy penalties and imprisonments, extend('c] to working in
the House of Correction, severe whipping, cutting off ears,
and boring through their t~ngt~es with a red-ho~ i_ron, whether
male cr female, and such hke mlmman barbantws.
The same year, William Brend and Wil_liam Leddra came
to Newburg; thence they were earned to Boston, to
the House of Correction, to work there, bnt they,
unwilling to submit thereto, were kept five days without any food, and then beaten twenty strokes with
a three-corded whip. Next they were put into irons, neck
and heels so close together that there was no more room)eft
between them than for the lock that fastened them, and kept
in that situation sixteen hours, and then brought to the mill
to work. But Brend, refusing, was beaten by the inhuman
jailor with a pitched rope more than one hundred strokes,
till his flesh was bruised into a jelly, his body tnrnell cold,
and for some time he had neither seeing, feeling, nor hearing. The parson, John Norton, was heard to say: "William
Brend endeavored to beat our gospel ordinances black and
blue· if, then, he be beaten black and blue, it is but just
u2on' him, and I will appear in behalf of him that did so."
Now in conclusion for this time, let me say thl're are a few
descenclants of such old ferocious Presbyterians in this country. Prominent among them is the postmaster at Cleopatra.
llis ~eal is equal to his duplicity.
J, W. DAy.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunieati.ons f0'1'
this 00'1'ner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Other Side.
"The words are good," I said, "I cannot doubt,'
I tool< my scissors then to cut them out ;
But 1\Iary seized my hand, "Take care," she cried,
"There is a picture on the other side."
I fell to musing. We are too intent
On gainin·g that to which our minds are bent;
We choose, then fling the fragments far and wide,
But spoil the picture on the other side !
A prize is offered ; others seek it, too,
Bnt on we press with only self in view.
We gain our point, and pause well satisfied,
Bnt ah ! the picture on the other side !
On this, a sound of revelry we hear;
On that, a wail of mourning strikes the ear;
On this, a carriage stands with groom and bride,
A hearse is waiting on the other side!
We call it trash-we tread it roughly down,
The thing which others might hav deemed a
crown:

An infant's eyes, anointed, see the gold,
Where we, world-blinded, only brass behold.
We pluck a weed and fling it to the breeze,
A flower of fairest hue another sees.
We strike a chord with careless smile and jest,
And break a heart-string in ·another's breast.
Tread soft and softer still as on you go,
With eyes washed clean in love's anointing glow;
Life's page well finished, turn it, satisfied,
And lo ! bright pictures on the other side.
-Selfctea.

Lilla's Angel.
Petted, loved, admired little Lilla, the only
daughter of wealthy and indulgent parents, it
seemed as if her life was shrined in happiness
and love. Not a wish had she that was ungratified, and life to her was very sweet and
beautiful. She had a surfeit of all the good
things of life, and took them as if by right,
unthinking and uncaring whether others had
anything or not. She loved the beautiful,
and disliked the unsightly and unlovely.
You should hav seen her play-room, hung
with tile brightest and most charming pictures of childhood scenes, and filled with all
kinds of toys, dolls, little story-books, and all
manner of quaint curiosities.
One summer afternoon Lilla lay swinging
in her hammock in a little grove of pines belonging to her father's many broad acres.
Her best dolly and several pretty playthings
were. lying all around her. The robins were
singing bits of songs in the branches· overhead, and in the distance an oriole caroled
his own sweet melodies, while the soft, south
wind played and danced out and in among
the dark green pines, whose long arms swung
lightly about like so many gauntleted hands
full of feathery plumes.
Perhaps Lilla did not fully appreciate all
this loveliness, but she drank in the sweetness
of nature about her to quite an extent for a
girl of nine years.
"It is very beautiful here," she said. " I
do not believe it is any lovelier up above the
clouds, or wherever it is that the angels liv.
I don't think even that angels are fixed any
more comfortably than I am, either. But I
wish I could just see an angel once in my life.
I wonder what it would look like I"
Just then she espied a little barefoot beggar girl gazing wistfully at her through the
fence. H"er garments were tattered and outgrown, but her eyes were bright and handsome, although the expression in them was
full of sadness, and her whole appearance indicated that want and misery to which Lilla
was a stranger.
"Oh, I wish you'd go away!" exclaimed
Lilla, pouting. " I can't bear to see you
stand there gaping at me. Go along, girl, go
right along; you make me sick with your
old ragged dress, and your bare legs and feet.
If you want anything to eat, go to the house
and Ellen will giv you a piece of bread. I
was just thinking about angels, and you must
come right up and annoy me. Go on, stupid,
quickly. 0 dear, dear!" and the petted child
of fortune turned away her face and shut her
eyes that she might not look upon the un·
sightly picture.
The little pinched face of the beggar girl
grew whiter, and the glistening tears filled
up her eyes as she reluctantly moved on a
few paces. She was mentally contrasting
situations, and wondering why her lot in life
was so different.
Lilla, observing that the beggar child had

proceeded on her way, fell asleep, and, sleeping, dreamed a dream.
She thought she was in a beautiful garden
where there were many blooming flowers of
varied hues and sweetest fragrance. A beautiful light, like the glow of a sunrise in summer, was upon all around, and an air of
peace, love, and harmony pervaded the
place. Not far away she saw, in her dream,
a large company of lovely children, and their
faces shone with light and beauty. Their
clothing was soft, light, and fleecy, like the
clouds in the splendor of June. Merrily they
skipped and played, while some sang· songs
sweeter and more melodious than the thrilling notes of warbling birds.
Presently she saw, not far away, one who
could not join that company of lovely beings
because of her tattered, miserable appearance
and her disagreeable manners.
"It must be that horrid beggar girl that I
saw peeping through the picket fence," she
said to herself. "Yes, that must be the very
one, poking herselfin here. I should think she
would know better, with such rags and such
a wretched shawl on her head. Stupid little
beggar!"
A lovely lady, who might hav been a teacher
in the group, now approached Lilla and said :
"Come nearer, little Lilla, and let me show
you the face of the ' stupid little beggar.'
Come!"
Closer and closer Lilla stepped to the little
girl in tattered garments until she stood face
to face with her. What was her consternation and dismay to behold, not the features of
the beggar whom she had seen looking
through the fence, but instead she saw her
own face, disfigured by a frown, her lips
drawn and discolored by snarling words and
cruel epithets.
"Who is it?" inquired the lady in the softest, sweetest tone.
"It looks like-like-like "-and poor
Lilla began to cry softly.
" It is the one you think, Lilla, it is yourself. But let us turn from this unfortunate
face to a brighter, fairer one."
Gently she turned Lilla about till she faced
the company of bright and beantiful beings
again, and, in the center, like some creation
of an artist brain, whose every thought was
molded to purity and truth, there stood the
loveliest vision her eyes had ever lookl)d upon
-the fair, sweet face of the little beggar girl,
whose appearance at the fence had disturbed
her so. Clothed in radiant garments, faultless, glorious, lovely as the dawn, she seemed
to Lilla more beautiful than all the others.
Said the lady, kindly, "Lilla, this little
one, has noble traits of character which you
will do well to imitate. While she wore
coarse and ragged raiment outwardly, you,
Lilla, wear rags and tatters inwardly. None
but the pure and unselfish, the loving, gentle,
thoughtful ones, may enter this company.
Here must you stand outside, until you become as true and pure as she, yourself a
beggar at the gate, until, kind, gentle, unassuming, you seek to help others, and learn
the fact that it is not always those who hav
all that wealth can giv who are the most fortunate."
In this way she talked a long while to
Lilla, who gradually began to SCI} that, while
she loved the beautiful, and was well satisfied
with her own condition, this was not the
whole of life, nor all that could make happiness and contentment. She must let her
heart go beyond herself and her surroundings
-she must bless others, if she would be
blessed herself.
While Lilla lay sleeping and dreaming, the
little beggar girl, haunted by the picture of
the child in the hammock, and unmindful of
the cruel words spoken to her, retraced her
steps, that she might catch one more glance
at the pleasant picture-that she might look
once more upon the girl whose lot had been
cast in such fortunate circumstances.
As she gazed again between the pickets,
her heart almost stopped beating, for, with
terror, she saw, coiled among the dried pine
needles, very near the hammock, a serpent
with head erect, and looking at the sleeping
.Lilla.
Brave little Corinne!-for that was the name
of the beggar girl-in that moment her courage did not fail her. Seizing a large stone,
she ran quickly in at the open gate, and, in
another instant, she threw the stone, with all
her force, upon the snake and crushed it;
then, with a large stick, she beat it till it died.
Lilla awoke, terrified at the sight of the
serpent so close to her.
'' Did you kill it?" she inquired of Corinne.
"Yes. It was looking right at you, oh, so
wickedly I and I was afraid it would hurt
you," and Corinne shivered.

Her face shone just as it did in Lilla's
dream. "I think," said Lilla, "you are my
good angel. You must come home with me,
and tell my papa and mamma what you hav
done. What a good disposition you must
hav l I wish you would forgiv me for being
so cross to you."
" I did not lay it up against you, for I
know your way of life is different from mine .
You did look so nice and cool in your hammock that I had to turn back to look at you
again."
" I am so glad you did, for when my doll
fell out of the hammock I suppose it disturbed
the snake, and had it not been for you the
dreadful reptil might hav killed me."
It finally came about that Corinne became
an inmate of Lilla's home, and was, after a
time, adopted by Lilla's parents, her· own
parents being dead. It was some time before Lilla told her dream, but Corinne said
she did not think she was so good as the
dream said, but she would try to be.
"I think you are,'·' said Lilla, " and you
will always seem to me just like an angel.
Anyway, I shall always call you my good
angel."
And so she did, and also she tried to
imitate her goodness.
S. H. W.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

What we hav all noticed.

2.-Dandelions, open in April.
3.-Imp-rim-is.
4.-Dryden, Hood, Tennyson,
Moore, Byron.

Pollok,.

Correspondence.
CLARINDA, IA., May 15, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: Mamma said I could
write a letter for the Children's Corner if I
.thought you would publish it. Papa is a
Freethinker and takes THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We like the paper very much. We liv on a
large hill two miles from town. We hav a
lot of stock, and milk nineteen cows; hav lots
of chickens, ducks, turkeys, and pea-fowls.
I hav four brothers and two sisters. One
brother is married and livs in Nebraska. I
am fifteen years old and the youngest child,
and I go to school. This is my first letter,
and I will close before I make you tired.
Yours very truly,
ELLA RAwUNGs.
HAMILTCN, Mo., May 8, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I hav been reading the
Children's Corner in Trm TRUTH SEE:KEH
this afternoo:e, and like it very much. I hav
been thinkin<>' so many times of writing and
getting acqu~inted with you and the little
Freethinkers, but I hav felt about like Miss
Lillie Watkins; that I was so much older
than any of the correspondents; but when I
saw her letter l felt a little more encoura~e~ ..
I think some of the folks do very well m
writing letters.
My father has been taking THE TRUTH
SEEKER for some time, and thinks highly of
it. We hav a great deal of fun over the
pictures nearly every time the paper comes.
Our sprin" seems to be coming in very fast
and very wa~m · the thermometer' was ninetyfour degrees ab~ve zero this afternoon about
four o'clock. How is that for a spring day ?
They had baptizing out west of our house this
morning; there were about fifty persons. baptized ; the minister's horse looked as 1f he
had baptized it.
.
I guess this is long enough for the first
time. Hoping there will be space in one
corner for this, I remain ever,
Your friend,
ALTOE CoLBY.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

2.-0H.ARADE.
THE STORY HOUR.
A metallic currency-a curl'ent of apple-juice
A Book for Children and Youth.
-and the concurrency of botlt in one wlto concun-including a few cursiv curses- by Bay-eur.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
First, a metalstampedf0'1' money,
Sometimes with devices funny.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
Here is one, a sort of sea-gull,
Cross between a goose and eagle,
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Kind of dove or holy pigeon ;
The Story Hour. For Children and
With a motto on religionYouth. lh Susan H. Wixon. Without .Super" IN GoD wE TRUST," and much I wonder
stition. The Only lliust~ated Free.t.hinkers'
If 'twas meant, or was a blunder.
Children's Stor;f.-Book ever 1Bsued. 66 full-page
"We," that means the "upper tens," sir,
and 25 smaller illustrations; large j;ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
" We" can't flrust our fellow-men, sir!
4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
covers;
"In GoD we trust," but you poor trash, sir,
Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story of
Why, you will hav to pay the cash, sir !
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jenni~ Butler
How the Atheist's doubts must dwindle
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at th1s office.
Into faith at such a swindle!
A·~ules of Gold.
A Story-Book for
Once an Atheist took a hammer
t'he Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon,
And he gave " G-d" a "rammer,"
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This ve_ry excelJust as God the " ah " deleted
lent work for young masters an<J. ;rrusses, has
When he Ab'ram's name completed ;
passed through a very large edit10n, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
Then he showed each pious scholar
$1 25, free of postage. This new edition has a
"In (naught)-0-we trust" upon his dollar.
photograph of the author which adds very
This silent curse each feature cast
much to .the value of the volume.
Upon our brave iconoclast;
T'll.e
Youth's Liberal Guide. By
"Almighty dollar, great creator,
Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. This
Destroy at once thy mutilator!"
volume aims at the education of youth in .the
principles of Freethought, at· the same tune
This numismatic scheme givs saying,
that it inculcates moral duties and human
"See the Christian's wheel for praying."
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
But in selling and in buying
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
It givs a currency to lying.
SEEKER.
My muse now with the second grapples,
B\ble Inquirer. A Key to Bible InIt is the juice expressed of apples.
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
I cannot pause to point a moral,·
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositionsJ
with numerous references and mtat10ns, tha1i
Nor speak of that Edenic quarrel,
are contradicted in terms by the same number
Nor stop to ask why Adam's dinners
of other propositions in the same book. J?rice
Should make all Adam's children sinners.
115 oen*L
The wltole is known as Mrs. Grundy
From Honduras to bay of Fun day.
Tho' here the sex you find is common,
That is, it may be man or woman;
And the concurrency be normal,
Or but subservient and formal.
Four syllables in all we find them,
But two as one injint combined them.
-oA company in a;pple.juice
A
thorough
and
overwhelming
reply to the New
In different parts they might produce,
York Observer's slanderous attacks
But then our company were smallupon the Author-Hero of the AmerOne hundred and-naught more at all.
ican Revolution. Containing
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. B.
both the slanders and
3.-RRBUS.
their refutation.

Paine

Vin~icate~!

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-"()-

The New York Observer {Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
·
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC C4.NARD.
An old saying.

A Fabricated Account of a Beene at the Death.
bed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OIDLDREN'S CORNER
MAY 14, 1887.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
1-ROTTEN
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
ORIOLE
{upon which the Observer relies to prove its princiTINMAT
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
TOMATO
ELATOR
78pp. Price 15 cents.
NET ORE
A.d<lreQs
·l'I!E TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.

Ina-ersoll's Tributes~

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose ·poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear _type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

REDUCED IN PRiCE.
In five lectures, comprising; "The Gods "
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individua\.
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The <fhost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde}Jendence," "About Fal'lllll!g in lliinoia,"
''The Grant Banquet," "The .Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingeraoll."

The Vision of War,,·
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Inteniews on 'l1almage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25,
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper; 25 cents.
The Vhristian Religion. By R. G.

The price ofthese het·etofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY OENTS. Mailed secura
.tom
akage, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1,00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ·ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
'Liberals should scatter it generously;

ROMAN ISM,

atheNumber
of Vital Questions Propounded by
editor of the San Fmnotscan. . 5 cents; 50

DANCER AHEAD.

OR

ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to
cents per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of' 'fllomas Paine from

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Address on lhe VivH Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
ln~ersoll's Lectures Complete.

By A. J, GROVER.

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
•

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for 1\fr. Ingersoll's worksJ the publisher has had
ali his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over li300
pa/'(eB, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

1 ributes.
1

Pmo&,

THE

Fathers of Our Republic:

There hav been so many

!J.Pplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22;illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Photographs of Coionel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1: cabinet. 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

J. E.. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
1\'fissionaryDocument it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg- are:
The Church and ]\'!orality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the TemJ?erance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Aonua
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 13, 1886.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In faGt~ one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected, from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose. a fine steel portrait, with autograJ,>h
fac simile, has been prepared especial!,~; for 1t.
Price, in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisit.ly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scriill;ure : Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; .Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and.Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity, Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

By JOHN E. REMS:)3URG.
Price 15 cente.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

~~~----~-----------~------------------~·~~
'<
/;;~
Reported for the "Truth SeekO!:" by
and Printed by Permission of
the Author,

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

lifious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choiue extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisil!," "Rights of .Man," and "Age
of Reason "a1·e g1ven; also, tnbutes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
pei·sons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted J:laper,
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

Situation Wanted.
An honest, industrious man-·a Freethinkerdesil·es empleyment of any kind, such as work in
a restaurant, or hotel, or coachman, or gardener.
Address,
Trros. GoDDARD,
3.!22
Care Truth Seeker Co~
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N. SHELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization~
PRICE,
15 CENTS.
It iR a shmner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings,

I. N, BAKER,

~·
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LIBERTY AND

MORALI~Y.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for l'onr excellent and useful
disconrse.-James Parton.
I am much pletsed with your address, and will
uot.ice it in ,lra ... -T. B. Wakeman,
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide diasemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is intereRted, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self government.J. J. McCabe.

LIBERTY AND MOltALITY.
"I am very mnch pleased with it, and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
.wo d of it."
Price 15 cents.
For sal" a.t this office

f5HE ONuY (§)o~~EGlll

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is iliscussed
under the following heads: Oriill!l of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundaj' Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; '.restimony of the Christian Fathers; The
a,bb ath durinif the Middle A/'(es: The Puritan
abbath; Test1mony of Ohnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abro~ration of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six co01es, $1.00,

40 CENTS.
A.dd1·ess THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

E:DillliON,

------"-- --

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

Tl~ Bo~

}factors and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth, .

t~CONOMIC

NEW YORK:

$1 00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

·----~--

EQUITIES.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

A OOMPEND OF THE NATUHAL LAWS OF lN-

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
· ExorrANGE.
By J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."'

PRICE, 6 CENTS.

Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Bi~le

Temperance:

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthm
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times, teo pp,, 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
.25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths; 25
LIQ.lJOR DRINKING
eta. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. BtblA Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 21 and a. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin, 5 cts. SocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Relildon, 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ctB'. Natural 1\fan. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorits,
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 cis. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsbur~e's "Bible
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Animals. 5 eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
E. C., London, Eng,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Commended, Defended, !J,nd Enjoined
by the Bible.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:.
on.
Men of Bnsiness Who Did Something ~esidcs:
Making Money. A. Book for Young Amcncans.

. BY JAMES PARTON.

. st.2a.

Prtce,

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Address

'l,HE

CONFESSIONAL

ROl\'IISH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.

Price,

ao cents,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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A Hebrew Opinion of Our Sunday
Laws.
Pharisee is to-day yet a by-word of derision.
It expresses narrowmindedness, slavish submission to the letter of the law; and the New
Testament ,has taught the Christian community to despise and abhor the pharisee:
Th!!.t the pharisee of old was a person alto.gether different than what he is conceived of
by the average class of, people has been conclusivly shown, but we do not propose to deal
now with that question. That the pharisee,
in every respect implied by the word in modern vocabulary, is not yet dead is fully illustrated in the most recent of times. If there
hav ever been people who stick more slavishly to the letter of the Ia w and slapped
reason and _common sense in the face than the
present interpreters and executors of the law
of our state, we would like to know where they
were. The wise directors of our police force
forbid the owner of a public hall to hav dance
music performed and a ball held on his premises unless he obtains a theatrical license. If
he complies with the law he is forbidden to
supply his guests with wine or beer because
under our present license law vinous, malt,
and spirituous drinks may not be dispensed
in a place of public amusement. Nobody
doubts that the legislators never intended.
such an interpretation of the law, but our
pllarisees show you the letter of the law and
that is all they care about.
The traveler who takes a rest at a hotel
and the family who boards at a hotel, and all
people who take their meals at a restaurant
or boarding-house, cannot be served with
wine or beer at his meals, because again the
pharisee is abroad and forbids him to-the
letter of the law is opposed to it;
TJ1e laboring man, the man who during
the whole of the week is glued to his counting-room, the working bench, his facto'ry,
an•! cannot join his family in their meals except on the day of rest, on Sunday, he cannot hav the cheer of a glass of light wine, or
fresh, foaming beer, because Sunday is a day
devoted to God, and his representativs in
Albany hav seen fit to forbid the use of any
other beverage 'on the Lord's day hut water.
Sunday is not claimed as a religious institution-is another piece of pharisaism, as
glaring as it can be. Everybody knows that
the strict pharisaical observance of it-they
call, it puritanic-is due to the influence and
the clamor of the representativs of the
church; otherwise, a rational, liberal interpretation would not attempt to turn the day
of rest into a day of lugubriousness and
abstention.
A Jew who celebrates his day of rest, who
observes the Sabbath of the Bible, if he is
caught selling a piece of meat, or a pair of
socks, or a necktie on Sunday, is at once
transferred to the lock-up. He has violated
the Christian-Sabbath, which is not his Sabbath. How the Christian sneered and sneers
at the Jew because he upheld the validity
and majesty of the law of holy writ. To
show his contempt for these slaves of the law
he abrogated the law including the observance of the biblical Sabbath. And now that
he observes the first day of the week, which
has no other foot to stand on than man-made
law, he out-pharisees the pharisee and would
forbid the motion of every animate and inanimate motor if he could. And if we allow
this encroachment upon the rights of the
people we will h'IV the puritanical Sabbath
revived in our community in all its rigor, in
all its absurdity, all it tyranny and bigotry.Heb1·tw Standm'd.

One by One Passing Aw.ay.
DEAR EuGENE: I hav recently written letters to prominent Liberals at various points
in our great Northwest, along the line of
Brother S. P. Putnam's intended route, to
stir our people up for a revival of good things
when our genial and able Putnam shall drop
in upon them with glad tidings from " The
New God," "A New Heaven and New
Earth," as implied in the gospel of Liberalism.
One of these letters was sent to Father
Crane, the president of our Liberal League at
Seattle, W. T. To-day I was pained by the
response to tllis letter at the hands of his loving daughter, Laura E. Hall, at Seattle, bearing the sad news: "My clear father's hand
is pulseless in death, and cannot reply to your
letter."
I presume that his death will b~< reported
to THE Tl:UTII-SEEKER by his many friends at
Seattle. And yet I cannot keep my pen from
a word of deserved tribute to one of D. l\L
Bennett's warmest friends in his time of persecution, when every true friend counted one
against the enemies of right and truth.

THE TRU'l'H SEEKEH, MAY 28, 1_887.
Father Crane was a kind and genial man,
respected!tby the general community, and appreciated and loved by his friends. His death
is a deep loss to the Liberal cause, which manifold proofs during many years of valuable
service hav placed him in the front rank.
And while Father Crane carried with him a
loving heart and helping hand, with a good
word and smile for every one, yet he was a
most uncompromising foe to superstition and
religious tyranny, and a Liberal in the true
sense of the term. For, while Father Crane
was a most decided and pronounced Infidel,
he was also a Spiritualist, and yet not so absorbed in Spiritualism as to be lop-sided and
morbid about another life, but took a keen
interest in the progress of our cause and the
Nine Demands of Liberalism ; and nine times
during the past sixteen years hav I visited
Seattle in the interest of Fr·eethought, always
to find him at his post with helping_hand and
a warm welcome to his home.
To my mind such a death, although the
warning was so brief and the event so sudden, has in it nothing of dread or horror. It
is but giving back to nature, as we hope,
only a part of her endowment in exchange
for more refined conditions of life. But, be
that as it may, whether life be continued in
higher form or cease with our breath, there
need be no horror in the event of such a death
as that of Father Crane. His was a ripe old
age, and the close of an honest, useful, earthly
life.
Let him rest! Cover his grave with flowers, and plant over it the evergreen as a
symbol of the hope of a future state, which
he· er.tertained during life, and an expression
of tender memories hidden a way in the hearts
of children and friends left behind him. And,
Eugene, when my time has come to depart, I
trust that you will be able to say of me also,
that I died with the harness on, and fell with
my face to the foe.
DR. J. L. YoRK.

Obituary.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 25 7

I find by reading the Kansas City 1'imes
that Col. Kersey Coates, a well-known pioneer and Freethinker of that city, is dead. I
clip the following from the Times:
CJLONEL KERSEY COATES.
A race of broad minds and strong spirits were
those who turned the currents of inland commerce to the great bend of the Missouri, and the
strongest and broadest of them all was the man
who died peacefully at his home yesterday. Colonel Kersey Coates was a type of the highest order
of pioneers- those who hav not only energy, but
intellect and insight-. He could both see and act,
could both labor and command. With indoinita. ble resolution and an allegiance to truth which
;-,ever varied,. he had the charm of human sympathy and the disarming grace of kindly humor
which gathered about him friends instead of followers. His influence was felt by men and communities.
Colonel Coat~s was the embodiment of that rarest faculty-or combination of all the facultiescommon sense. He was natural and direct in
thought, speec!J, and action; therefore his conversation and his public addresses were alike
always effectiv; his jndgments were always reasonable and general!:; accurate, and his performance never betrayed snnptoms of weakness or of
heRitation.
K~nsas City owes to his clear knowledge and
unflinching tenacity of purpose nmch of the position the city now occupies. He supported all
good _enterpris'es and coolly smiled down many
foolish ones. His example kept aliv~ faith and
energies when the light was dim and when the
brighter period made all energetic his wise counsel helped them to avoid the danger of wasted
power.
Such men are born for a purpose. The purpose of Colonel Coatee•s life has been nobly fulfilled. His career was complete, rounded, and
beautiful in its srm_metrical outline. Nothing but
good will be said of him, because there is nothing of evil for malice to discover. Living and dead,
while he was the object of political animosities
engendered during a time of convulsions, he has
had and wil.l hav the respect of every honest man,
and the admiration of all with penetration to recognize great qualities.
G&o. J. REMSBURG.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth_
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates
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BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shaltspere could not write
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590, By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

'':SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. S,
(Published., Jul'J !, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored fran tispiece showing the modern style
of painting.
• A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the necceasary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plain directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords -both old and
young_ the ll"reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Design_s for Residences (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Par loa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associa tiona.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

THE 00-0l'UATIVE :S'liiLtiNG :PLAN ASSO'N,
191 Broadway <Box 2702) 1 New York.

Very Cheap Pamphle1s.
---0---

~OVELS.

We hav on hand a large number of the following

Wily Send Missionaries to tllis Kind of T lte Heathens of the Heath. A finely of Colonel Ingersoll's pamph ets, which will be
written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell disposed of at cost, as fol ows:
Folks 1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day oi1
Ingersall C:1techised:

Chinese books on etiquet date back 2,600
years, and children are carefully instructed in
such books to this day. I hav been therecipient of their courtesies in the homes of the
rich and the poor. There are impolite people
in China, so there are in every lanrl. The
courtesy and justice of a people are largely
represented in their laws, and in their conduct toward strangers. By this test we are a
rude people in comparison with them. A
Chinese friend, one who is daily tormented in
his own home by the invasion and insults of
the sons of respectable people, called on me
yesterday. In conversation he put these
questions:
"You lived in China twenty years?"
" Yes," I replied.
" Did the boys or people force themselvs
into your house and ill-treat you, and insult
you on the street? Did they break your
windows, and throw mud upon your floors?"
"Never," I answered. "Only once was
a stone thrown at me in twenty years, ancl
then heathen men, total strangers to me,
cried out a rebuke; and when some of our
missionaries were disturbed, the officers did
protect them and arrest offenders. My children could go out daily unmolested in that
land. Neither I nor they can do that here,
accompanied by a Chinese, without annoyance and insult." I could fill this entire
paper with such contrasts, from government
to people.
The Chinese minister at Washington this
winter gave a reception. He carefully issued
a certain number of invitations. Four times
the number he invited came. They took
possession of his house, snatched the food
from the servants ere they could place it upon
the table, injured the carpet and furnishings
in their rush to fill their stomachs, and, in all
respects, as one paper says, " acted like so
many pigs."
Tltese were Americans in the
capital of our count1·y, and those of us who
hav received such exceeding courtesy and
hospitality in Chinese homes, and know how
very careful the Chinese are in these respects,
bow our heads with shame, and grow hot
with indignation.
When the Chinese see the wives of American and European merchants and orficials,
with a brief fall of lace for sleeves, and decollete, whirling in dance in the arms of men
not their husbands, the scene is most "revolting" to them. I hav heard vile language
from both men and women in China. I hav
heard profane, and sometimes the union of
both vile and profane, in this land. There
are no women, I believe, in any land who are
more careful of their personal reputation
than the Chinese.-Mrs. S. L. Baldwin in

Ch1•istian Advocate.

Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.

His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of tbe "San Franciscan;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 20 cents; per hundred,
ing romances of the day." Price, paper, 60 f2.00.
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
ORTHODOXY,
N11thaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. A lecture, fifty-four cloRely printed large 12mo
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.
Civil Bights Speech,
The Outcast. A deep, finely written Including the address of Frederick D·uglas. fifty.
Radical story. From the London edition. By three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man. for $1; aud $.6 pfr hundred.
30 cents.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantiA11 in a Lifetime. A Romance. By ties,
and given away to Christiam, and rt is with
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of that not unreasonable expEctation that the' rices
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its hav been placed so low.
personages are those one meets with in comAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness
28 La!ayette PL, New York.
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de,gre~. even
from so gifted a pen as that of Mrss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethough t ranks." Price, The noted Western Liberal orator, starts on his
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Eastern lecture tour May 1st, and will speak at
Sacramento on May Sth, at Salt Lake City, May
Freethink~r~. 15th and-22d, at Canon-City, Col., May 29th, at DenWe hav received a supply of illuminated motto ver, C·-I., June 5th and 12th; and at Garden City,
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa: Chicago, Ill.;
in tended to take the place of the "God-bless-our- Grand Rapids, Mwh ; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
home" placards which disfigure the walls of so Ohio; Llnesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.;
many houses. They are printed on heavy card- New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy,
board, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black, Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
with colored borders, with an illuminated mono- and at other points on or near the line, should the
, gram of U. M. L. The following are the various friends desire it, and leave the llttch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
readings:
Don't miss a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
······················································ Liberals
desiring to arrange with the Doctor,
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
please address wrthout delay, in care of Che2s
THE WORLD.
...................................................... Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,
...................................................... Denver,
Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
FREE THOUGHT WILL GTV US TRUTH.
Iowa; E. A. Stevens, 7W West Lake street,
Chicgao, Ill: D. A. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.
., ..................................................... R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Roman Staly, 86
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphia, Pa.; Truth Seeker '
...................................................... office,
Yew York city; Investigator office, Boston,
REASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
H. L. Green, 165 Delevan av., Buffalo, N.Y.;
....................................................... 1\'i:ass.;
..................................................... . N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.

E x:eter Hall.

" One of the most excit-

DR. J. L. YORK,

I'lottoes for
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UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
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THE TilliE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

:·······:..············································:
:

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
T-ILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

:
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0

0

0

:

THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY ;

TO DO GOOD

liiY

RELIGION.

:

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt Of price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Oloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Office.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS •
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price; Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
AddresA THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayett-e Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss 'Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

!tiYTilS
AND

THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work is to Eoint out the myths
with which the Old and New restaments abound;
to show .that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably -true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
1 val. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.:i0.
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·Sexual, P~~siolo~J and

CALIFORNIA,

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, CaL

OR,

CA.NA.DA..

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

THE MY&TERIES OF MAN.
By R. T. Trall, M.D.

COLORADO.

Revised edition, Profusely Illustrated,
12mo, 344 pp. $2.00.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

Address

A. Erwin, Mun:ay.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Unrivaled in Tone,

INDIANA..

~0

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis ..
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS,

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

MA.SSA.CHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northa)llpton.
MICIDGAN,

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Gmnd Rapids.
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

FACTORY&WAREROOMS,

DO Third

The Bible Analyzed. ''For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
~ilk cloth, $3.

NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 &108 So. 14th st., Omaha.

OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.
Corvalli~.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a.
'George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

1.1he Real Blasphemers.
,

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

Showing

that those who believe in the deity described
in the .Bible, and not those who deny his existence. are ~<nil ty of "blaspliemy." Paper,
12mo, 138pp,, 50 cents.

S})iritnalism Sustained. This work
goes not so fa~ to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged trut.hs of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.
·

HOW TO STRENCTHEN

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

I2mo, 160 pp.,
Address

ENGLAND.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La•ayette !'l., New York.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly_rtE!liable,kaccuratte pbamtphlet. Thk·ofu_g_h
anonymous, 1 IB now nown o e ;he wor o W
H. BURR, one of our ablest. correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For sale at th1s office. .

1

Robt. G .. lna-ersoll's

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, l2mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15C.

Origin of' ·the Christian Bible.
A Masonic Vindication of R.ight.
A Protest Against Persecution.

Catalogue of Old, Rare, and SecondOLD I hand
Htandord houkK Fent frfe.
JOHDAN l3HOS.,
North ur.b, St.,
BOOKS 13117
Phliadelphia, Pn.
45.

1

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present an•l tile Future
Republic of NorHt America
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice and crime. It deals with the J?resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossilile that the people should be ot.her than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the futuro
Republic of North America, as it wilj b~ when,
society shall be orgamzed on the prmmples of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,aOc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH CO.,

OPENING BPEEGB TO THE JURY

Charles Watts's Works.

in the suit of the

Ba•ikers' and Merchants' Telt.•·
c:raph ~ompany

'I' HE

against the

Truth Seeker Annual

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to tho~e who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Christianity a Reward f'or Crime.

Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette PL NPw York

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Weste1'n Union Telegraph Company

WORKS OF' 0. B. WHITFORD, lrf.D.

EXTRACT.
"I could pronounce no beuedict:on upcn Ro
mani•m. It h s done mischief enough to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri •
tianity ss the worst form ot tyrannY. It com-.
THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
mands the arm to work and the brain t) die: it
Published at Hammon tori, N.J. Marie Howland
feeds faith and starves tb.ought; it loves OliJP"68- and
Howland. Editors; Jos. Burgher and
sion and hates liberty. It has givtn falsehood a F. L.Eduard
browne, Printers. This paper is devoted specrown and truth a s.,affold."
cially to the interests of our colomzation enterprise,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa, and generally
PRICE, 5 CENTS.
tn· the Praetical solution of the problem of Integral
Add:l"'sA THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Co-operation. Price, $1 a year ; 50 o6nt• for sil'
1
28 Lafayet e PJac•, New York.
'"u•n• II~ oen'a for ihree mon*h•

OR,

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never For~ettin~.

THE TlWTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

By L. II., JVashburv.

THE MEMORY;

,

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

0>-.....
~~ Ne"VV" York.

Catholic Church.

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

NEW YORK.

tirentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
'Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.

-<"\V6'

AND THE

Svo., 883pp.,

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally brought aJZainst his Satanic majesty.
12mo. 466pp,, 'l.W.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.

TENNESSEE.

• -4.C}

Touch and Workmanship.

Col. Kelso's Works. i The Public Schools

MISSOURI.

.

-y

Cor. 87th St.

MAINE.

B. ·C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
li'Iills).

B. F. Hyland,

HJ~iene 1

-AND-

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'rbe History of Freet.hought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTs!:
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Stmggles for Life. Section II. Wl>at it
Owes to M:ohammed~tmsm. Section III. Freethought 1\fartyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteepth Ce~turies. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Trmmph Ill the Nmeteenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Dem~tnds.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
82 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

OR,

Serularism; Destructiv and Construe..

· The Church of Practical Religion.

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

fhristfan Evitlences Criticised

'BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
'his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

S.- P . Putnam's Works.
'.Ube Problem of the

Universe~

and

::na Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Waif~ and Wandermgs, a New .A.meri·
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pape~ 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, ri<lh with mcident
·and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John

Swtnton's Paper.

+WIT!)+ ILLU$TRJUIOil$. +

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 eta.
PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
'.I'he Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secula1· Union.· By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A :Story. By Si Slokum,

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
·in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein iti
shown there is much in harmony ·between
them. Price, 10 eta.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

Watts are published at the low price of J)'IVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Prm01ples;
Is the Bible Reli~tble? ThA ChriHtian Deity:
Moral Value of the Bible: Frcethnng-ht ~tnd
Modern Progress: ChriRti~tnity, its Natnre and
Influence on Civilization ; ;philosophy of ('lecularism; Science and B1ble, Antag-omHt!C i
Christian Scheme of Redemntwn. For all or
the above works address THE THUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, New York.

37

Practical ExJJCrience with Poultry.

92

By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a littje booka pamphlet of 82 WPll-!!lled pages, costmg only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egf{. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. H0ns, ducks, geese, and turk~ysi
are particularly d1scussed and thmr economwa
breeding and keeping- treat~d of. There are many
practical hints· about keepmg poultry on alarge
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additwn to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

94
98

ASHORf LESSON

IN HISTORY.

A double-page pi!Jtnre contrasting science and
theology,/showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50. cen.ts
twenty-five copies for $1; one hundred cop1es for
$3. We wish that the friends of Freeth~ught would
distribute thousands of these tellmg- mctures.

:Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
Price, 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis'Jegend-is shown. Price IO
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

5
17
29
30
34

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

NEW YORK:

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured fGrth, it seems to ms, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

other Agnostic Poems.

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction b,v Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christi~tnity; The J;Iistorical Value of the New TeHtament; III1racles;
Prophecies; The Pmctic!J-1 Yalve of Cl).ristianity; The Progress of Chr1stlamty. Prwe, $1.

<E. M. 287.)

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

THE TRUTH SEJi'KER !NNUA.L,
Price, 25 cents.
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THE silversmith lockout remains unmodified.
THE police prevented
Herr Most from making a
speech in Newark, N.J.,
last Sunday.
THE pope has written
a letter sustaining the
action of Archbishop
Corrigan in the McGlynn
matter.
A MINISTER who is in
jail in Georgia for stealing writes to the loca
editor to print nothing
about him, as he is a
" Christian and a jentlemen."
A GREAT crowd attended the last meeting
of the Anti-Poverty Society.
The Rev. Mr.
Pentecost delivered an
address, in the course of
which he said:
"If
Christianity and poor_
houses go hand in hand,
then, for heaven's sake,
let us look forward to
more heathenism."
A
collectipn of $264 was
taken toward abolishing
poverty.

--·----

IT is true that Ca,tholic and, in less degree, Protestant orthodoxy can say more comforting things
to a murderer than a Unitarian and Liberal religion can. It can make him
believe, even if has sud
denly sent his victim to hell
with not an in stan t•s chance
for conversion to save his
soul, that he, himself, in "a
fountain filled with blood,
drawn from Immanuel's
veins," may be "plunged
beneath that flood," and
lose all his "guilty stains."
This religion tells him that
he may find even the gallows to be " steps unto
heaven," and so he mounts
the scaffold happy, hopeful
confident. " Can your religion do this for a dying
murderer?" it is triumphantly asked; and I triumphantly answer, "No," and
thank God that it cannot•
for we cannot thus encourage the most wicked
crime. We hav heard God
in nature, in experience, in
the Bible, declare · that
"Whatsoever a man soweth
that shall he also reap."
"Every one shall receive
according to the deeds
done in the body," and we
hav nevtlr heard that God
has repealed that law.Rev. W. L. Chaffin.

ALL doctrins relating to
the creation of the world,
the government of man by
superior beings, and his
destiny after death are conjectures which hav been
given out as.facts, handed
down with many adornments by tradition, and acWALT WHITMAN will
crpted by posterity as "reTHE EVICTION OF HAGAR.
vealed religion." They are
read a poem at the New
theories more or less raTHE "BREAD-A.ND-WA.TER" TEXT.-And Abraham rose up eH.r!y in the morning, and took bread and a bottle of water,
York Decoration Day
tional which uncivilized
and gave it unto Hagar (putting it on her shoulder) and the child, and sent her away: and she departed, and wandered in
services in the Academy
men hav devised in order
the
wilderness
of
Beer-sheba.-Gen.
xxi,
14.
of Music. Mr. Talmage
to explain the facts of
will deliver the oration,
life, and which civilized
if his health permits, and Mayor Hewitt will
then?" "Indeed I was. And do you know I was men believe that they believe. Those doctrins are
so frightened that I got right down on my knees not in themselvs of any moral value. It is of no
preside.
and said my Cataclysm as fast as I could. Relig- consequence, morally speaking, whether a man believes that the world was made by one God or by
LAsT Saturday the half-holiday law took
ion is a great refuge, Mr. Neversmile."
twenty. A savage is not of necessity a better man
effect. It was fairlr well observed.
BREECHES of promis-pantaloons bought on
A LITTLE grammar found in an old garret in because he believes that he livs under the dominTHE White Star line steamers Celtic· and credit.
Portsmouth, N.H., has an illustration represent- ion of invisible tyrants, who will compel him,
THE more yon puff a cigar the smaller it be- ing the difference between the activ, passiv, and some day or other, to migrate to another land.Britannic collided in a fog 350 miles out from
neuter verbs. It is a picture of a father whipping Reade's Martyraom of A-fan.
New York last Saturday. Four persons were comes. And that is the way with some men.
THE fact that music and beer can not be served his boy. The father is activ, the boy is passiv, and
It is a curious fact that men, as members of an
killed aboard the latter vessel, and some
together makes the outlook for music look gloomy. the mother, sitting by herself on a stool looking ecclesiastic body, will insist on retaining doctrins
twenty injured. Neither boat sank.
on but doing nothing, is neuter.
which they hav long since ~liven up as individuals.
THE J"ury has been chosen in the case of
THE Gnrfotian U·nion this week givs us" The Cry
of Moses;" and it isn't "Dot goat vita you like de THEBE is a man in our town, and he is wondrous Thus you will scarcely find a minister of the
Church of England who will admit that he beJacob Sharp, who is charged with bribing baper on de valls!" either.
wise,
aldermen. When this case is over, that of
Whenever he write• the printer-man he dotteth lieves the Athanasian Creed, and yet no conven. .
R . M S .
.
d
FoRTUNE knocks once at every man's door, but
all his i's;
tion of that body has ever been willing to surex- C ommrsswner o11Ill . qurre, arrargne
she doesn't go hunting through beer saloons for And when he's dotted all of them, with great sang render it. -James Freeman Clarke. [NoTE.-If mv
for corrupt bargaining, will be tried.
him, if the maJl happens to ont.-Puclc.
froid, and ease,
memory does not deceive me, I saw it stated,
You may write about the unions
He punctuates each paragraph, and crosses all his some years ago, that the " disestablished" church
TIFFANY, the jeweler, has just completed
of Ireland had resolved to discontinue the reading
With the sharpest-pointed Faber,
t's.
the Gladstone testimonial to be presented by
But the mother with a. baby
Upon one side alone he writes, and never rolls his of the Athan asian Creed, at any rate to allow inAmerican admirers to that eminent state&individual clergymen to read it, or omit its readKnows the most of nights of labor.
leaves;
A.nd from the man of ink a smile, and mark "in- ing, as they saw fit. If so, it was a most sensible,
man. It is a pedestal and bust of sterling
A liiiNIBTER, havi~g preached a very long sermon.
and, therefore, un-Irish proceeding. The Athansert " receives.
silver, three feet high, and cost $3,500.
as his custom was, some "hours after asked a gen- And when a question he doth ask (taught wisely asian Creed is, no doubt, a bitter pill, but, for mytleman his opinion of it. He replied that "it was
self,
if I could swallow all the rest of the English
he
has
been',
MR. O'BRIEN, of Ireland, editor of United very good, but it spoilt a dinner worth two of it.'
He doth the goodly two-cent stamp, for postage Prayer Book, I think I could take down the AthanIreland, has been lecturing in Canada. He
asian Creed and not make a wry face about it.
THEY sat within the parlor dim,
back, put in.
is a Catholic and a Home Ruler, and those
The Scotch hav pithy saying to the effect that
I passed and heard her say to him,
A
BISHOP,
a
curate,
and
a
layman
were
fishing
who differed with him in religion and politics
"I wish, dear George, that you'd behavein Canadian waters one very hot day last summer. "there is no use of swallowing a whole cow and
If not, I wish that you would shave."
hav made things lively for him Ly throwing
When it came time for luncheon, the bishop pro- then worrying at the tail." The idea is, I think,
good, and to be received as "orthodox," but the
bricks, clubs, and vegetables at him while
"WHERE is the island of Java situated?" asked duced from under the seat of the boat a bottlea school teacher of a small, rather forlorn-looking presumably containing apollinaris-and a lump of mode of expressing it is rather Hibernian.-Hvlax.J
delivering his discourses.
IT is true that if philosophers hav suffered, their
boy. "I dnnno, sir." "Don·t you know where ice, which he proceeded to break in to small pieces.
THE Rev. W. H. H. Murray has solved the coffee comes from?" "Yes, sir, we borrows it A broad smile played over his he a ted face as he cause has been amply avenged. Extinguished
mystery of the sea serpent seen in Lake from the next-door neighbor."
began to extract the cork from the bottle. The theologians lie about the cradle of every science as
smile changed to an expression of agony as the the strangled monster beside that of Hercules,
Champlain. He says the illusion is caused
DoN'T worry about our noble land being invaded hot bottle, shooting out its cork with a tremendous and history records that.whenever sc~ence or orby hundreds of small plovers flying in a long and destroyed by gunboats, because of our unproexplosion, split from neck to bottom, and lost its thodoxy hav been fairly opposed, the latter has
string close to the water. The birds display- tected Sea-coast. The kind of sea-coast defense every drop. With a look of heart-rending appeal been forced to retire from the lists, bleeding and
the
majority
of
our
people
are
suffering
for
is
a
ing alternately their brown backs and white
the bishop turned to the layman and exclaimed : crushed, if not annihilated, subdued if not slain.
liberal reduction in the seaside hotel rates.
But orthodoxy is the Bourbon of the world of
"You're a layman, say it for me!"
breasts produced the phenomena which were
thought. It learns not, neither can it forget, and
A WlloNG inference : A little boy at the opera,
OBLATlON TO SPRING.
mistaken for the appearance and disappearthough at present bewildered and afraid to move•
noticed
the
gentlemen
-looking
through
their
who
Oh the gin-blossom blows on the juniper-tree,
ance of the aquatic monster.
it is as willing as ever to insist that the first chapopera glasses at the ballet dancers, said : 'Mam- The grasses are bright in the emerald lea ;
ter of Genesis contains the beginning and the end
THE Knights of Labor profess to be con- ma, buy me one of those things, so I can cover The frog gaily croaks in the pond by the way,
of sound ·science, and to visit with such petty
ducting a boycott against the New York Bun up my eyes with it when those women come on the And up in the sycamore carols the jay.
thimder-bolts as its half paralyzed hands can
stage."
because its utterances on the labor question
hurl, those who refuse to degrade nature to the
Our bosoms are light, and our fancies are free,
11
GENTLEMAN:
But
I
am
afraid
he
wouldn't
level of primitiv Judaism.-Huxley's Ortatn of
The gin-blossom blows on the juniper-tree;
do not meet with their hearty indorsement.
make a good watch dog.'' Man with pnrp: "Not The wren hops about on the white window-sill,
Species.
The boycott is opposed by the printers' trade a good watch dog! Why, Lor' bless your 'art, it
A.nd softly the lamb gambols over the hill.
THROUGH clouds of doubt and creeds of fear,
union, as the Bun pays the scale of wages, was only last week that this 'ere wery animal held
A light is breaking calm and clear.
and is a " card " office. . The printers are a burglar down by the throat and beat his brains The cloudlets are white and the heavens are blue,
The song of love, now low and far,
The doves in the apricot tenderly coo;
out
with
his
tail."
probably a rather more intelligent body of
Ere long shall swell from star to star.
The gin-blossom blows on the juniper-tree,
THEY played eucher. He was an old man. She Where shortly will revel the busy gold bee.
men taken as a whole than the rank and .tile,
Henceforth my heart shall sigh no more
was young. "Whenever you hold the right
For olden time and holier shore ;
or even the leaders, of the Knights of Labor. bower," he remarked in commencing, "your Then come, 0 my love, let us roam where the
God's love and blessing, here and there,
stream
THERE was no relaxation in the enforce- lover. is thinking of you." 'J.'hen he watched
Are now and here, and everywhere.
Flows softly along like a beautiful dream;
whenever
she
picked
up
the
cards
to
.see
if
she
-John G. Whtttter (b. 1808).
ment of the excise Ia w last Sunday. The
And we'll sing in our hearts like the glad chickblushed or not. He won.
number of arrests for drunkenness on Sunday
As the egg, so the chick, and the chick is not in
adee,
"You ought to be ashamed of yourse'f, a great,
fault. An eagle chips her shell here, a vulture
since the side doors hav been closed is nearly big man like you to be a beggar and a tramp. The gin-blossom blows on the juniper-tree.
struggles in to life there, and kites are hatched by
equal to that for the corresponding Sundays You oughtn't to be afraid. of work." "I know it,
brooding mothers as well as doves or nightinlast year when the side doors were open. mum, but I can't help it. You see my nurse
Bible
of
Bibles;
or, Twenty-seven gales. It is by the direct action of that brooding
frightened
me
once
in
a
dark
room
when
I
was
a
This is explained in part by the extra vigiDivine Revelations, containing a description of mother what kind of creature is added to the forces
baby, and I hav been timid ever since."
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two of life, but it all depends on man what kind of
lance of the police, but is due mainly to the
thonsau.d biblical errors in science, history, egg he chooses shall be hatched. If he has a fancy
"BAcK from Cannes, eh 1" said Mr. Neversmile
fact that those who are enabled to get into
monls, religion, and general events. Also a
to Mrs. Sprig gins as he seated himself beside her.
delineation of the characters of the principal for kites and vultures, he cannot expect to save
saloons are apt to indulge to an inordinate de- "Oh, yes, indeed; I couldn't stand the gyrations
personages of the Christian Bible and an ex- his- lambs and ducklings.-Mrs. Linton's Under
gree.
amination of their doctrins. Price, $1. 75"
Which Lorat
of the ground." "Yon were in the earthquake,
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DECEPTIV APPEARANCES AND ACTUAL FACTS .
. Humiliating indeed must be the condition of that man whose wife gqes to the confessional. Whe~ he walks the streets he is met by her confessor, who salutes him humbly, turns
aside and laughs l " Look at the gentleman; how fond he seems of his wife! It was yesterday she was at the confession~! with me; poor foo!l"-.Miclwlet.
A DISPATOH from Lexington announces
that an eminent astronomer of Hartford, Ky.,
has discovered they reappearance of the Star
of Bethlehem. Its position is in the northVAcOINATION for yellow fever has been western heavens, closely skirting the horizon.
successfully tried in Colombia, S. A.
How the eminent astronomer ascertained that
THE czar of Russia was shot at while rid- t.he particular, star which he observed is the
ing in his carriage last week, but was not hit. Star of Bethlehem is not stated in the disThose enemies of the czar who miss him so patch.
often are bringing Russian marksmanship
THE president and wife hav retired to the
into contempt.
Adirondacks in New York for a vacation,
THEBE vital statistics are printed in a daily which will include the anniversary of their
paper : The death rate of the globe is 67 a marriage. It is hinted that Mr; Cleveland acminute, 97,790 a day, and 35,639,835 a year, cepted a free ride from the railroad company,
and the birth rate 70 a minute, 100,800 a day, and thus violated the Interstate Commerce
law which he receptly signed, but all good
and 36,792,000 a year.
ON May 24th the big bridge between New citizens will hope that this is not so. None
York and Brooklyn had been open just but ministers are allowed to be dead-heads in
four years. Up to that date the total receipts this enlightened land.
were $2,435,787 .23. Passengers to the numTHE orators in the McGlynn crusade conber of 15,963,919 had walked across, and the tinue to repeat the saying of somebody,
cars had carried 64,111,556.
"Giv us all the religion you choose from
BrsHol' LITTLEJOHN, of Long Island, reports Rome, but no ·politics." Yet the man who
that more candidates for holy orders are de- lets somebody eJse tell him how he shall vote
sired in the Episcopal church, a.nd that is no greater slave than the one who allows
"quality is more needed than quantity." another to do his thinking for him. The
The Lutheran church also co~ plains of a lack pope's opinions on both religion and politics
of the ministerial supply, but omits Bishop should be accorded the weight to which their
Littlejohn's qualifying remark. The tendency ~reasonableness entitles them, and no more.
of brains is not toward the ministry. ·
THE census report of 1880 places the total

Jlafts and gllippinns.

THE General Conference of the Reformed
Episcopal church, holding at Philadelphia,
hav been considering this proposition: "No
minister of this church shall solemnize matrimony in any case where the divorced wife or
husband of either party is still living; but
this shall not apply in cases of adultery or
where parlies divorced seek to be reunited."

of the national wealth at $43,642,000,000. Of
this amount $10,197,000,000 are credited to
the farms; $9,881,000,000 to residences and
business real estate; $5,536,000,000 to railroads and their equipments; $5,000,000,000
to household furniture, books, pictures, and
the like ; $2,000,000,0)0 to live stock;
$6,000,000,000 to agricultural products re-

maining over, and $2,000,000,000 to churches,
schoolhouses, public buildings, and institutions of one kind or another. There was also
a considerable miscellaneous list.
A NovEL plan for settling labor difficulties
has been adopted in Paterson, N. J. The
board of trade has selected a bank president,
and the Knights of Labor hav selected a minister. These two hav selected an old citizen,
and in turn the three hav selected thirteen
men. Now the board of trade and the
Knights of Labor will alterna.tely reject one
until only one man is left, and this one will
be the president of the new board of arbitration to settle questions between capital and
labor without strikes or lockouts.
THERE is none so thrifty as the. New Jerseyman. Union Hill, in that delightful state
just across the Hudson from New York, has
appointed twenty-five special policemen for
Sunday work. Their duty is to arrest New
Yorkers who go there fo.r a drink of beer.
They get half the fines imposed on their prisoners, and the Jersey justices cooperate with
them by making the fines heavy. The proceeding has caused considerable comment,
and has called forth from a New York jurist
the suggestion that ten days' imprisonment
be substituted for the fine, the policemen to
take· half as at present.
AT a meeting of the Municipal Council of
the Irish National League on May 24th the
following was offered : '' Whe1·eas, This being
the sixty-eighth anniversary of the birth of
her gracious majesty, Queen Victoria, and the
jubilee year of the Empress of India, we, the
Municipal Council of the New York Irish
League, remind her majesty that in her

mature age, as in her youth, she has been
conspicuous by her want of sympathy with
her Irish subjects, and we regret that her
year of jubilee should be commemorated by
the most brutal and cowardly legislation
toward the Irish people."
PoPE LEo still yearns for the recovery of
his lost temporal power in Italy. In a late
address to the clergy he said : " We earnestly
desire that Italy should put aside her unhappy difference with the papacy, whose dignity is violated chiefly by the conspiracy of
sects. The means of obtaining concord would
be to establish the pope in a position where
he would be subject to no power in the
enjoyment of full and real liberty, which, far
from injuring Italy, would powerfully contribute to her prosperity." Think of the
happiness of that country in wliich the pope
is in a position "subject to no power I" It
could be equaled only by the happiness of a
rabbit swallowed by a boa constrictor.
Ex-SPEAKER G. z. ERWIN, of the New York
Assembly, is the sworn enemy of all legislation looking to the relief of New Yorkers
from the oppressiv Sunday laws, and kills
them as fast as they come up. He is the
man who, when chairman of the Committee
on Ways and Means, defeated the motion of
Messrs. Wakeman, Hawes, and Duryea to
tax church property. He has, however,
demonstrated his broad statesmanship by
getting a bill through the Assembly making
it a misdemeanor to feed sparrows. He has
also appeared as the champion of numerous
jobs. A daily paper has remarked that if
being a jackass were a misdemeanor, Mr.
George Zerubbabel Erwin would be a misdemeanant.
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for its use ·as a day's work not yet done, which we and in the private banks co~bined, and are.equal in :
volume to the deposits of the business men, mero
calllabor.
...
Working on shares is not an accident in that nat- chants, manufacturers, railroad kings, lawyers, and
ural organization of labor which arises through each financiers, whom we call the capitalists, in both the
Protection to Labor.
man fitting into the niche that he·. finds made for national banks and state banks combined.
Rufus Choate had three styles of handwriting- -himself and doing simply the best he knows ho~ to
Moreovei', there is rio wind, -no inflation, -in these
one which heeould read but his clerk could not, one do, minding always- his own business and leavmg deposits in the savings banks, as millions of doll~!'! ,
which his clerk could read but he could not, and orie other people to mind theirs_ For instance, the total in volume of the deposits in the national and state
which neither he nor his clerk could read. So pro-· manufactures of the United States hav first to pay banks are. The savings bank deposits made by the
tection to labor resolves itself into three styles-one for their raw materials purchased, all of which hav poor are all actual cash passed over the till. You
which each workman must discover and apply for been the finished product of one or . more previous cannot go to.a savings bank as you can to a national
himself, for the state cannot help him; one which the industries, and hav been created by a joint partner- bank imd say, "Here are my grain certificates, or my
state must discover and apply, for the workman ·ship of labor with capital, resulting in. a _joint shar~ng bills 'receivable and notes, or my railway or mining
alone cannot obtain it , and one which neither the of wages·of labor with returns to capital. Hav1~g shares; how much of a deposit will you credit me ·
state nor the workman can obtain or discover.
paid for these, there remained out of the whole pnce with on my bank book if I leave these here as CQlo
As the last category is the shortest, I will begin received on sale of the produc;~ts a gr9ss fund, out of. lateral~" Hence the savings bank deposits are all
by saying that neither the state nor the workman which the capital (or labor done before the xear be- the inii:nediate hard cash.
himself can protect him altogether from musketoes, gan) had to divide with the labor done durtng the
And since sayings banks must loan their deposits
weekly expenses, life insurance agents, patent year. The division in 1880 was:
in sums seldom less than $3,000, and from that up
medicins, doctors' bills, wet feet, venders of patent
to $50 000 on first mortgages on first-class improved
To wages (exclusiv of those earned on raw
rights, fever and ague, circuses,. professional labor
materials) ........................................ $ 947,953,795 city re~l e~tate, and none but the rich own this class
parasites, prophets, agitators, and economic quacks .. To capital for all purposes......................... 1,024,801;1;137 of property, it follows that .savings banks are a
These are conditions that hav got to be assumed, as
The share taken by capital includes payment for gathering up of the savings of the poor to_ lend them
the chemists assume simple substances, and as the
erecting plant, extending works, making repairs, to the rich. They invert every law of chanty. They
philosophers assume time, space, fore~, and ~otion as ·insurance, machinery, interest, losses by bad debts take from them that hav very little to hand over to
:first principles. · But, after all, practical smence conand losing contr~~octs, etc. The principle here carried them that hav much, that. they may hav more abunsists mainly in utilizing them or in minimizing the
.
·
.
out is evidently"'that of working on shares. In the dantly.
disastrous or deleterious influences flowing from them.
Not that savings banks as a means of hoardmg, as
salt manufacture the division was: . Begin with our workingman just as we find him.
compared with spending, are not good at the outset
He earns, or can earn if employed, ·say from one to To wages (not earned in raw materials) ............. $1,260,023 of a wages-worker's career. They are at all· times
To
capital
(for
all
purposes)
.....................
;.......
1,495,594
four dollars a day. In what respect must the state
good relativly to the beer saloon and the gamblingleave him unprotected in order that he may the betIn the mixed textil fabrics the.division was:
den. But for the wage-worker to keep his savings ,
ter protect himself 1 For this the state must do in To wages (not earned on raw materials) .......... $13,216,753 in the savings bank all his life, after he could use
all those particulars in which the workingman is his To capital (for all purposes) ............................ · 15,677,109 them as the sufficient means with which to go into
own best protector.
In the iron and steel manufacture the division was: business on his own account, and to become his own
I begin, then, by asserting that the workingman
employer and the employer ef others, is to combine
must be let alone by the state, and therefore must be To wages (of same process for which gains of
to depress wages a~ both ends, and indeed in th~ee
4
left unprotected by the state, because he is his own
r.apital are counted) .............................. $55, 76,785
To capital (for all purposes)............................. 49,809,750 different ways. F1rst, he swells the ranks and mbest protector as to his rate e.f wages-the price at
creases the competition among th~ wage-workers,
which he will sell his labor to his employer. . .
Where the nature of the business, or the inventions and so lowers their wages by competing with them
And. this calls up the question at the outset, What made in it, are such that capital invested in machin- for waaes when he ought to be competing with their
makes the rate of wages? The rate of wages is ery performs almost the whole of the l11bor involved employers in hiring them and so adding his ;'llite to
arrived at by a division, generally nearly. equal, be- in it, or where the nature of the business is essen- raise their rate of wages. Secondly, by keepmg' out
tween the aggregate capital employed and the ag- tially a commercial rather than a manufacturing one,· of competition with the profit-makers, he makes their
gregate labor employed in an enterprise or process, the slight work performed in the manufacture being numbers fewer, and hence their pro:fite larger; -for, as
of the difference between the cost of tho· raw a mere incident in a process essentially of buying we hav seen, the division of the gross ret.uriis of
· materials and the cost of the finished product of that and selling, as in meat packing, lumber, leather, etc., every industrial process, being nearly equal between·
enterprise or process.
• · the transaction is less a partnership and the share of the·· aggregate labor employed and the· aggregate
This is the same thing, in effect, as saying th.at the labor diminishes. Where, on the other hand, men capital employed, in the degree that. the share that
rate of wages depends on the demand for labor and and skill are nearly everything, and maChinery next goes to labor bas to be divided among many, and the
the supply of· labor, except that the laE!t .formula to nothing; as in the ship building, at a time when it equal share that goe·s to capital is divided among a
states the effect, while the first states the cause: consists, as now, almost wholly of repairing, and in few in the same degree must each individual capitalThe cause of the demand for Jabor is the profit tl:)at the silk manufacture at a time when new processes ist ~r profit-maker reap a large return for his .time
capital can earn in employing Jabor. The cause of hav to be introduced through new workmen, and a and the individual workman must reap a small re~urn
t}ie supply of labor is the fact that labor can, by generation has to be educated up to the art, the for his time.
.
laboring, make this division with capital or get this share of capital sinks and the share of wages expands
Hence every man who keeps on working for wages
share of the difference between the value ventured to threefold the partnership share. Compare:
after he has the means to become his own employer
and the value obtained, or between the cost of the Slaughtering and {Wages to labor ................ $10,508,530 and the employer of others, helps ·to depresswages
raw materials aiJ,d the finished product. Therefore,
meat packing.
Gross returns to capital.... 25,314,981 as to each wage-worker, and to intensify profits' and
it. is, in the long run, the rate of profit that reguWoolen goods {Wages to labor............... 25,836,392 monopoly in favor of the few profit-makers actually
manufacture.
Gross returns to capital.... 33,924.718
l!ites the rate of wages. For it is only where profits
{Wages to labor................ 31,845,974 in the field.
are large or rising, and employers are anxious to float
Lumber.
Gross returns to capital.... 55,226,370
Finally, by competing for the privilege of lending
into success on the flood tide, or to make hay while
Leather.
{Wages to labor................ 4,840,413 ·his money to the rich through the savings banks, the
the sun shines, that they offer higher wages; and, l'ice
Gross returns to capital....
7,199,375 poor man tends to ·cheapen capital to those who
versa, it is always the interest of an employer whose
And again, compa~e the arts in which machinery is ah'eady possess it-for the borrowers from those. ·
profits are good to extend his business by employ!ng of little importance, ship repairing, or in which skill banks are the rich-and to make its acquisition more
more help, rather than to contract his business by the is being developed by an educating process (silk difficult to those who do not.
manufacture):
difficulties inseparable from cutting down wages.
Measure for a moment the vast labor-employing
To place this partnership. between labor and capi-~ Ship building, 5Wages to labor ................. $12,713,813 power which the fund now held by workingmen in
tal fully before you, let me mte a few facts: Everyone
repairing.
t Gross returns to capital..... · 3,350,156 the savings banks represents, i.e., the number of
recognizes that working a farm on equal shares, where Silk and silk goods ~Wages to labor_................
9,146,705 men it coald employ.
one person.P,nds the land, improvements, buildings,
manufacture.
tReturns of capttal............
3,805,217
In farming and mechanical trades, each $1,000 of
seeds, fruit trees, implements, and, perhaps, cattle
It is idle to deny that these figures prove that capital employs a man.
In manufactures, each
and flocks and poultry, while the other brings only the under the existing wages system all industry is $2 500 employs a man. In railroading, each $8,000
labor power of himself, his family, and those whom he profit-sharing in fact.
eU:ploys a man. Hence the $800,000,000 deposited
Now, having shown that all wages-working is in our savings banks would employ in farming and
may hire, is a fair bargain, or, to put it more emphatically, a just partnership. For the farm as it stands profit-sharing under a thin disguise, the next ques- the mechanical trades 660,000 men. In manufactrepresents many years of labor already done. The tion is, Is the division that is made between the pro:fito ures it would em ploy 320,000 men. In railroading it
working tenant., who proposes to work the farm, niakers and the wage-workers a fair one, and if not, would employ 100,000 men. .Here, therefore, is a
offers one year of labor to be done against many what is the remedy, and is the remedy one which vast labor-employing fund held by workingmen
years of labor already done. This is the metayer the capitalists must apply, or is it one which the solely to loan it to the rich, and not to employ it at
system of Europe. Indeed, most pads of the world wage-workers must apply, or one which the state their own risk in employing themselvs and others.
in ail ages hav been tilled under it., and its equity must apply, or is it irremediable?
Now, the workingmen can only justify holding this
still remains to be q?estioned. .
Wages rise where employers seeking to employ fund in this way, either by saying that there are n_o
Now fifty-four ratlways, whtch cost to construct more help are many, and where men seekina to be profits to be made in . employing labor at pret~ent
and equip the_m $1,251,7~5,029 74, make annual l.'!J- employed are few. Obviously, then, if it be true rates, or that they are not intellectually competent to
turns to the .railway commtsstoners of Illinois. Their that wages ·are too low in any line of employment, find out where the profits could be made, or that
par capital 1s more than twice that 8Um, but with what is needed in that line is a greater competition they don't .want wages raised above where they now
that we hav not at present to do. These railways among employers, and a decreased competition are.
employ 156,007 wo~kers, of all s?rb>, from president an:iong workers, i.e, that a good many of those who
The first assumption, that there are no profits to
to brakeman. ~heu· gross earnmgs are ab~ut one are now seeking to work at that business for wages be made in employing labor at present rates, amounts
hundred and sixty-three an~ orie-half millions of shall cease working in it for wages, and begin work- to an admission that hi.bor has no ground of comdollars, and yet all .these 1:ailways are worked upon ing in it as employers, and on their own account. plaint.
shares by the naked labor, ~- e., labor not backed by This, and this alone, will lessen the number ·of
The second assumption, that there are profits to
the !east capital employed in the business. Th workers competing against each other for wages, and be made, but that the wages-worker lacks either the '
shar~ng comes out so ~ven!y, though no e_ffort ~t e~en increase the number of employers competing against courage or the competency to.make ~hem, amounts to ·
sharmg or profit sharmg IS thought of m adJustmg each other for the hire of :workmen.
a confession that the wages-worker 1s really under a
an! ~orkma~'s salary or an.y dividend, that there are · But you answer, That.implies the possession of cap- very great obligation to those men who ha v the courage
paid I~ salanes an~ wages $81,93?,170.81, an~ there ital on our part, and we hav not the capital. I reply, and competency to hire labor and make a profit out
are P":Id to the cap_Ital. (labor prtvwusly done m con- That would be a valid objection if it were true in fact, of it, since he, the wages-worker, if given the capital·
structmg and eqmppmg the roads) $81,720,265 53 but it happens to be magnificently and splendidly to work with, could not do it, and hence stands inyearly.
false..
debted for his means of subsistence to the fact that
No system. of int~ntional profit-sharing is more
The deposits of the working men and women of others can do what, with the same money, means
equal than this, provided we assent to the principle the United States in the savings banks amount to supplied, he could not do.
·
that a day's _wor~ already don~ and en, bodied in the upwards of $800,000,000. They exceed in volume
The third alternativ, th~t the wages-workers who
form of capital IS as well entitled to compensation the deposits of business men in the national banks hold these deposits in the savings banks do not wish
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wages to be raised, is therefore the only one consistent with the assumption both that there would be
profits to be made in their employment in industry,
and that they know how to make them.
VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
[To •BE CONTINUED.]

Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
While stopping with Mr. Powell, there came in our
way a tremendous freshet on Rock river. The
bridges in that region were washed away, and traveling was almost entirely suspended. Our mails,
whicb we had ordered sent to Lyndon, were on the
other side of the river.
· One morning, it having been six weeks since let. ters from home had reached me, Mr. Powell announced that he should take mi!l over the river that
day, as he thought it too much for a mother to bear
to wait longer in suspense for news from home.. I
said, " How will you cross ?" Said he : " A· few
miles away there is a bridg-e that seems fast, though
some feet under water. We will go there, and if the
bridge fails us, my horses will swim the river."
We _had meetings appointed on that side of the
river, and were in haste to be about our work. Mr.
Foss was then with me. He had been in the Baptist
pulpit twenty-five years, and was less afraid of water
than of sin, no matter how deep it might run. We
started in good season, and having reached the place
where the bridge should hav been, found nothing of
that sort in sight, but a long pole was set up on each
side of the river, and one about midway in the stream,
showing the location of the bridge. A man driving
the mail wagon had preceded us for the last mile, but
when he reached the point to drive into the water he
stopped, and no persuasions of Mr. Powell and Mr.
Foss combined could influence him to try the bridge
first. He said. his
was worth just as much to
him as the lady's was to her (and why wasn't it 7),
and he would follow us, or not go at all; and so Mr.
Powell, talking all the time to his horses as though
they were human, drove . them into the water, when
they began to swim. Mr. Foss told me very cheerfully that if by any accident the wagon should be upset, he was strong enough to take me and swim to
the shore. He stood up in the wagon, and I stood
on the seat, he holding me so that I should not fall,
and though the water filled the wagon up to the seat,
we reached the other side in safety, as did the maildriver also. When we were over, Mr. Powell said :
"Mrs. Colman, I would not hav done that for anyone
but a mother. You hav said very little, but your
face had become so anxious that it was painful to
look at it."
This was one of the experiences of our trip in Illinois.
· Some twenty years before this time, an uncle of
mine had emigrated to this state and . settled in the
town to which we were at that time destined. My
uncle and his wife were both dead, but two daughters
were living, very orthodox in their opinions. My
uncle was, or had been, sheriff of the county, postmaster of the town, and school-teacher. He was
practically the minister, as he had the charge of the
little society, read printed sermons to them on Sundays, and led their prayer-meetings during the
week. He was an excellent man, save his bigotry,
and that was almost unparalleled. As an instance,
when the postal laws required that the mail should
be opened on Sunday, he gave up the office rather
than break the Fourth Commandment, though he
every Sunday made a fire and ate of the food prepared for the table on that day. As a sheriff, he
arrested anyone suspected of theft, even though he
worshiped, as the second person of the godhead,
Jesus of Nazareth, who expressly forbade his followers to deal with the law of revenge. I presume the
command, "Swear not at all: neither by heaven, for
it is God's throne, nor by the earth, for it is his footstool," had never presented itself to his mind as a
command to be strictly enforced, nor had he ever felt
that the office of a sheriff was incompatible with the
creed of a Christian. We found no help in our work
from either one of my relativs. The husband of one
of my cousins was a graduate of Oberlin College, but
I do not remember one act of even common courtesy
given me by him or his wife.
His was work for the
Lord, not for man. We, however, held two meetings
in Lyndon, and had the use of the church for them,
but not the presence of my Oberlin cousin.·
We crossed the Mississippi and worked a short
time in Iowa and Wisconsin, meeting with very little
opposition, and 'quite as little success. Returning,
we stopped awhile in Pennsylvania, where the
ignorance of the people was appalling. At a gathering of men engaged in some mechanical wor~, Mr.
Foss said: " Well, my friends, whom are we gomg to
hav for the next president?" "We don't know; the
'lection man ha'nt been round to tell us." At another place, putting the same question, the answer
came, " General Jackson." Being informed by us
that General Jackson had been dead some years, the
speaker seemed astonished at our audacity, and assured us that they had always voted for the "gineral,
and we needn't think we should lie them out of ·doing
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it now." I am not making a plea for "woman's the kindest manner. I hav often heard of Mrs. - rights" in these reminiscences, but if I were I think saying that she learned a lesson at thli.t time she had
the answers of these men might be a good text never forgotten. We of the North hav always
whereon to base an argument. At one of our ap- indulged in the most bitter prejudice against color.
pointments· in Pennsylvania, the agent who was to No matter how refined and charming a person may
speak was taken suddenly sick, and I was sent for to be, if we can discover the least taint of color we make
fill his place. I went, found a crowded house, and them social outcasts. At the same time, how many
not one woman among them. I felt at first some- ladies will take into their arms and caress with great
what embarrassed to be the only one of my own sex, fondness a black dog, bringing the mouth of the
but these ignorant men were perfectly respectful, four-footed pet in close contact with their own! Such
treating me in every way well-another text for a is the power of prejudice and fashion.
Syracuse.
Luoy N. CoLMAN.
"woman's rights" lecture. If one woman could keep
such a company of coarse men on their good behavior, what might not a goodly number of them do
Chicago News.
at the polls or in the halls of Congress, if they went
SAINT GEORGl!: AND THE DRAGON.
as rightful members of the "body politic," ·rather
Infidelity at last is pulverized, Agnosticism has
than as favored visitors?
vanished into thin air, and Atheism is annihilated; for
My memory now takes me back into the state of . the arm of the Lord is revealed through the valiant
New York, where I worked, mostly by myself, for a knight who, armed catp-a-pie, mounted the wooden
year or- two. I went through the soqthern counties, horse in this chief city of Suckerdom, and, in the
from Buffalo to New York city, with varied experi- Opera House·last evening, boldly charged upon the ·
ences. At one place, a good Christian man, taking man of straw, whom he labeled "The Modern
advantage of my offer of the platform to anyone Pagan " in honor of Robert Ingersoll, and completely
wishing to speak, rose and said that " the speaker was demolished him-in his mind. If influence of mind,
no doubt a woman, to say the least, of weak morals, in a metaphysical way, could obtain over Ingersoll,
as she entirely ig'D.ored the commands of the Bible, the Christians would hav paralyzed him long ago.
uncovering her head and speaking in public, all of Columns of free puffs, in the way of interviews,
which was expressly against the laws of God laid heralded this modern Saint George, who promised to
down in the holy Bible."
utterly destroy the ":fiery dragon and bring him
After he had finished his tirade by saying he did down to slaughter" as easily as he pocketed political
all he could to prevent my having the house, I said, perquisite when a carpet-bagging member of Gov" Hav you finished· your speech, sir~" "Yes," he ernor Pinch back's administration in Louisiana; but
sai.d. I then said, "Do you keep the laws of God all the free puffing of the entire press failed to catch
laid down in the scriptures of the Old and New Tes- the crowd. It is customary, when Ingersoll lectures
taments ?" He indignantly answered, "Of course I here, for the intellectual ninnies to harp on his obdo; I am a Christian, and I don't wish to be insulted taining from the crowd fifty cents per head for reby such as you with such a question." I said, "No tailing his ribald blasphemy, but no such objection
insult was intended, sir. I knew you were a very was made to Colonel Sheridan's dispensing the true
ig-norant man, but I did suppose you knew something milk of the word at whatever he could secure. That
of the laws of the Bible in regard to your own sex, fine discrimination was, I presume, on account of his
as you were so familiar with tbe laws by which a wo- failure to get a crowd. Nevertheless, this warrior
man should be governed." He seemed astonished, bold merrily sang his lay for ordinary opera-house
and wondering said, "What do you mean?" I said, figures of admission. As a prelude to attacking
"You come into a meeting of mine, and insult me "The Modern Pagan," Saint George admitted lugerwith your charges, with your· face as smooth as a soli was "a good husband, a kind father, a stanch
woman's, and your Bible says, 'Thou shalt not mar friend, and a patriotic citizen." If that is the result
the corners of thy beard,' and you hav cut yours all of paganism, let us hav more of it and less Christi~n
off." This was when it was an offense to the church ity. Sincerity is the soul of ethics, and how heavily
to wear the full beard. He said with strong em- burdened with that commodity this modern: Saint
phasis, " There is no such passage or law in the George is may best be learned from a friend who
Bible." I answered, "Don't make your ignorance so met him the day after his de1mt as lecturer in Washapparent. If there were a Bible in the hall-but I ington, while pleasantly fumbling in his pocket the
do not see any-I would read it to you." A man box-office receipts and chuckling to himself over the
with a full beard, the only one in the large audience, boom the deacons and divines had given him the
said, "I will get one," and went out for that purpose. night previous. The friend congratulated him on his
When he returned with the book, I said, " This is success. "Success t" exclaimed Saint George ; " why,
not my book; you can look at it, sir, and see that it I hav just raised merry hell with him" -meaning
is the real Bible, King James version, if you wish;" Ingersoll-or words to that effect.
and turning to the law, I read it, telling ·them-all
CHICAGO SECULAR UNION.
chapter and verse where it was found .. You can
I had about concluded that I had better not write
realize that that Christian man was a somewhat wiser THE TRUTH SEEKER for several reasons: First, inabilif not better man when he left that meeting.
ity to make myself clearly unde~stood to. a large porI received about this time a letter from Mr. Fred- tion of its readers. Second, m so domg I might
erick Douglass, introducing to my notice a young col- injure more than help both the paper and the cause
ored wom-an, the daughter of a fugitiv slave, who I espouse. Third, that my duties multiply to that
showed considerable talent for public speaking, ask- degree that it seems . almost impossible to get a
ing me if I would take her with me and initiate her moment's rest; and last, but not least, that our secreinto the ways of advertising and getting up meetings, tary, Mrs. Freeman, is so much more able to keep
saying, "It is impossible for me to take her with me, you informed of what transpires here worthy-of note.
as I ani. a married man, and she is a young 'Woman, However, seeing nothing from our society for so
and I know no other speaker of whom I can ask the long a time, we just wish to assur~ the. ~ib~;ais that
favor." I had my meetings an-anged for some weeks we hav not fallen into "masterly mactlvity, but are
when this request reached me, and received invita- can-ying on the war with unabated vigor. _The actions to be a guest in homes friendly to the cause of companying circular, some _th~usan.ds of whi~h were
emancipation, but I was invited as one by myself. distributed in hotels, pubhc libraries, etc., might be
To take another with me was embarrassing, but I of use to other societies:
felt that I could not refuse, and wrote in answer,
To accommodate Freethinkers from all parts of the city
"Yes, send her to me." The first place where I pre- the Secular Union has leased the elegant and commodious
sen ted myself was in Honeoye, the long time home of hall, up two flights of stairs, :!.16 and 118 Fifth avenue (~ail
:M:r. Goodale, the noted Abolitionist divine. The Building), and will occupy it for reg~Ilar Sunr!ay cvenmg
· ·
t
k meetings. The e.xercises at these meetmgs consist of a lectlady who had sent me a pressing invitatiOn o rna e ure, three-quarters of an hour to one hour. in length, fo!lowed
her house my home, as she came to the door and saw by criticism and discussion. The lectur~r selects _his _subwith me a young colored woman, was too much ject, and the society is _in ~o way resp~msibl_e for his vwws
astonished to speak. She looked at me with con- or his manner of handling It. In the discussiOn each speaker
is allowed ten minutes to criticisP. or discuss the lectu;e.
· h
sternation on every feature. A t last, recovermg er- The number of debaters is necessn.rily J~miterl to five or_ ~Ix.
self, she said, "Walk in," and, giving my friend a The lecturer is given ten minutes in whiCh to reply to critiCs.
seat near the door, took me into an inner apartment,
The committee on lecturers will, as in t~e P,ast, pr?cure
saying: "Mrs. Colman, I did not kriow when I sent the very best talent, and present for the societ~ s consider_ay ou the invitation that you had a colored woman tion vital and practical topics. As far a~ possible they will
1 avoid consecutiv lectures on any one subJect. .
·
with you. I'm greatly embarrassed, as I hav on Y
The following will giv au iden._ of o~r. ord1~ary themes:
one guest room." I said, "Let me relieve you at Historical, current, and comparat_1v rehgwus I~eas! lesso~ s
once. I consulted my friend's prejudices, as I an- from the lives of eminent Freethmkers, evolutiOn In all Its
ticipated such happenings, and she told me she had phases, industrial, economic, political, social, and ethical
no prejudice against white people, and would be per- quM~~onls~t, Mr. Georg_e qollins wil! lect~re o~ "Genesis
fectly willing to occupy a room with me. I'm sure versus Succession of Life m Geolop;wal T~mes. MaySt~,
if you consult her, she will not object."
Mr. E. A. Stevens will lecture on "Seculansm versus ~od In
The change in Mrs. --'sface was ludicrous, but I the Constitution." May 15th, Mrs. A.M. fl'reeman Willlect'f •t h ld h
ure on "Men and their Gods." May 22rl, Prof. P.l:3~umgras
kept a very serious look as I sai d I I s ou
appen will lecture on "Equality and its Relation to Pohti~al and
that the white should leave a mark upon ~he blaclc Social Reforms." May 2!lLh, James Abbott, Esq., Will lectskin 'twould be as hard to bear as the black upon the ure on "The Truths of Spiritualism."
white. Alas [ that slavery has so often taken nearly
Other lecturers engaged are Gen. M. M. Trumbull, C_ol..A.
·
d · ·
M h t
J. Grover, Capt. W. P. Black, Mr. 9tto Wettst~1n, of
all the color from Its force viCtim.
Y os ess Rochelle, Ill.; Dr. Clevinger, Judge Paige, Profs. Hill and
"saw the point," opened her guest room, and asked Sommers, Wm. Zimmermann, Esq.,· Messrs. W. F. ~uray,
us both to walk in and· take possession. We. did so, L. H. Sawyer, and many others who bav devoted specml at.
and no reference was made to the difference in race tention to the various forms of Freethought.
again while we occupied it, but we were cared for in
The Chicage Secular Union is subordinate to the Amencan
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RPenlnr Union, which is organized on the basis of the Nit~e humanity. Mrs. Goodell and the daughter belong audience was representativ of the best ele'ment in the
lkmands of Liberalism. it is a Freethougbt organization, to the Congregational church, but with abundant community. I am quite well satisfied with the adand offers an absolutely free platform. All who can indorse
hospitality for different thought, and the Infidel vancement of the work here, and look forward to bat·
the Nine Demands are invited to cooperate.

rejoices in the welcome where creeds are forgotten ter results.
Next week I sball go to Yosemite, where I shall let
and gentleness prevails.
.
·A fair audience was present on Sunday evenmg at nature do all the talking. I will be a silent pilgrim
Pioneer Hall. A good beginning was made, I think, before the wondrous eloquence of the mountains,
"
·
for future lectures, and I was glad to meet with en- woods, and rivers.
I expect to lecture once more on my return at Sacthusiastic friends, some from out of the city, and
realize that interest in Freethought is broadening ramento, and then I shall begin my campaign in
and deepening. I shall lecture twice again at Sacra- Oregon and Washington Territory. I shall be at
mento-next Sunday and a week from next Sunday, Ashland, June 5th ; at Talent, June 12th; and beafter my return from the Yosemite Valley, if a hall tween these dates at Central Point, etc. I shall be
can be secured ; and so in my next letter I shall hav in Coos county from June 13th to June 21st. I·shall
more to say of this bright and busy point, and th~ be at Silverton, June 22d, 23d. and 24th. I shall be
_at Salem, Portland, Corvallis, Forest Grove, Seattle,
friends I meet here.
Monday morning I journeyed among the hills to Port Townsend and· other places, but hav not yet
Grass Valley, one of the oldest and liveliest mining been able to arr~ge.the dates. I expect plenty of
towns in the state. The gold-bearing quartz seems work and a good time in theN orth.
·
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
to be inexhaustible in the rock~ribbed bights about
it, and enormous mills 'are kept constantly at work.
Sq,cramento, Cal., May 20, 1887.
This is a Methodist camping-ground. Many of the
miners are ·cornishmen, and they go in heavy for
The Free Religious Association.
religion, most of them. There are also a great many
A platform has been kept free ang open to speakCatholics in the place, and the churches hav a pretty
large sway, aLd there was uncertainty as to how ers of all religions and no religion for twenty years
these first Freethought lectures would be received. by this society, whose annual convention and festival
The weleome on the whole was quite favorable. Be- were held on Friday, May 27th, in Tremont Temple,
tween three and four hundred were present the first Boston. The chief theme of discussion was whether
evening, Monday, May 16th, and nearly five hundred more attention should be given to solving problems
the second evening. The attention was good, and of practical interest to society, like those presented
Freet.bought ideas found a promising reception, by the existence of poverty and crime, from a scienespecially "The New Heaven and Earth "-the pict- tffic standpoint, and it was generally agreed that this
ures of a new society and a better brotherhood of would necessitate a complete reorganization, possibly
including change of name. Omission of the words
mankind.
Mr. and Mn•. Van Horter are the kind of friends "Free Religious" from the title was recommended
that make the pathway of the pilgrim one of flowers by Mr. G. W. Stevens, on the ground that what the
and cheerful entertainment. They hav been in this members called religion was only a cold philosophy
country through all !ts varied fortunes. They hav without real influence. He himself had no interest
been burnt out seven times, but hav never given up in any but practical questions, and in order to solve
the ghost. With something left they hav ·started these he would hav· more stress laid upon respect for
ahead and checkmated ill-hick. Nearly seventy years scientific thought, as well as for the rights of society.
of age, they are bright and happy as little children. He held that the Anarchists conderuufd at Chicago
They mean to hav a good time in this world what- were as truly usurpers as Louis XIV. Then the
ever fate may do. They built their home on the hill- Rev. M. J. Savage, after telling how deeply he had
side, and out of the· very bosom of the rocks hav been impressed, while still an orthodox minister, by
made the flowers grow and the green trees spread a calm, clear, electrifying address at one of the Free
their glittering roofs, and it is an elegant retreat in- Religious Association conventions by 0. B. Frothdeed. They also own the opera house in which I ingham, went on to show how fast Unitarianism was
spoke, and gave it on ·most generous terms for the improving, for instance in respect for Theodore
use of the lectures. Their bright sociability and Parker. He also dwelt upon the importance of
To which Mr. W. M. Salter, of Chicago, reenthusi~tstic earnestness for Freethought made them religion.
delightful co-workers in this mountain campaign.
plied by insisting upon the superior importance of
I also had the pleasure of meeting Thomas Paine, morality. Moncure D. Conway mentioned that Mr.
a real Thomas Paine, with the spirit of the mighty Savage bad omitted to speak of the chief excellence
~tcular
martyr in every drop of his blood. He too is one of of Unitarianism. It is the one single church which
the "Argonauts" of this golden continent, and has teaches that man is to be saved by his own merits.
been in many an adventure for fortune's smiles, and Christianity is the only religion which claims to sav-e
<JOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
though nearly seventy years of age still looks for· men by the merits of others. Unitarianism stands
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. ward, not to the spirit-land, but to the golden age of above all other forms of Christianity in its respect for
CRABLEB EcKRABD. Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
morality. Those who looked for the reappearance of
E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. humanity.
E. A. STEVENS, Chair. Fin. Com., - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
By the kindness of H. J. Snow and A. G. Peterson I the Star of Bethlehem, however, should turn their
was enabled to visit the Idaho, Ophir, and North Star eyes to Mr. Salter's Ethical Society, or to th~ plan
mines, where machipery and buildings to the value just pr<,>posed for reorganization. Before heanng of
News and Notes •.
of over a million dollars are in use for the develop- this, he had been thinking of making a similar sugSunday, May 15th, I come to Sacramento, where ment of the ore. The vast machineries, thundering gestion that very forenoon; and he felt encouraged.
the stately capitol building greets the eye. Sacra- day and night, crushing thousands o£ tons, are run to recommend that the Free Religious Association
mento has about thirty thousand inhabitants. It is by water-power, the turbine wheel, with Pelton's resolve itself into a society for the advancement of
the railroad center of the state, every line of travel process, which is a wonderfully simple ,invention by ethical and religious science. Dr. Adler had already
finding its way to this point. It has lat:ge railroad which enormous power is attained.· This process set the egg on the broad end, as Columbus did, by
shops where engins and cars are constructed, em- was only patented about three years ago, and it is planting religion on the moral sentiment. Could
ploying about two thousand men. The industrial now in use throughout this country, Mexico, South Christianity be made a perfect moral system by leavfacilities of Sacramento are superior to any in the America, etc., and is an immense saving. Mr. Pelton ing out the miracles and whatever else is supernatstate; and it looks as if it would be the Manchester used to liv among these mountains struggling with ural~ No. Christian morality is also supernatural.
of the Pacific coast.
poverty, and devoting years to the perfection of his It is based on the dogma of a speedy millennium, and
N.D. Goodell is our pioneer at this point., a 'Forty- theory, which, like the standing of Columbus's egg therefore it is impracticable. So is Socialism. What
niner who has been through all the rough and tumble on end, is the simplest thing in the world when you we ought to do, as an association, is to advance
and glory of early California life. A remarkable ex- know how. It consists in splitting the water in- ethical truth by scientific methods. Some definit
perience these 'Forty-niners hav had, coming over stantly it strikes the bucket, and it flies off, and there and practical method is much more needed, accordthe vast plains by a three months' journey, a weari- is no particle of accummulation in the buckets, how- ing to Professor Davidson, than any new statement
some way to the land of gold, where bright fortune ever swift the revolution. Thus the whole pressure of aims. If we are to hav churches, they must be
shone before one like an enchanted lake, flashing and of the water, ~rom two to five hundred feet, goes into based on science, and .instead of the pulpit, which
fading alternately. Adventurous, heroic, indomitable the motion of the wheel, and the power obtained by merely givs a set of desultory Sunday lectures, there
men were these 'Forty-niners, and the early life of one little wheel only a foot in diameter is amazing. should be a series of schools and lyceums.
California was one where big brain and muscle were Wherever water pressure can be secured this wheel
Too much time was given in this convention to
constantly on hand, for enterprise and conquest. is of priceless service. It furnishes power with definitions of religion, but this is an old habit of the
The elements of power were here, and of amazing marvelous facility and cheapness.
Free Religious Association, which will not, I fear,
growth, and California feels to-day the throb of that
Miners generally are Liberal. I had good num- be abandoned until some such name is adopted as
intense activity which gave such coloring and splen- bers at my meetings. When they understand the that of Progressiv A,ssociation, proposed by Captain
dor to her vigorous and romantic youth. What aims and purposes of Freethought, they are in thor- Adams, of Montreal.
changes hav passed since then over this rast terri- ough sympathy, for they see that its philosophy is
This las.t gentleman led the afternoon discussion
tory-a hundred iron horses, where once the slow that of happiness and progress, and the glory of of Sunday reform, which, he said, was a movement of
caravan trailed along, and fruits of every variety labor, and the destruction of poverty.
the good men against the God men. If God wanted
adorning the dusty plain which in the eagerness for
Among our good allies in Grass Valley, with those any observance of Sunday not necessary for the plain
gold was left uncared for, but which now givs richer already mentioned, are Joseph Lee, through whose good of man, why didn't he make the cows giv twice
promis to the state than even the exhaustless mines ! efforts mainly the course of lectures was given; Mr. as much milk as usual on Saturday, and let it keep
California is yet upon the threshold of its greatness, Russell, Mr. Pinckham, l\fr. McCormack, Mr. and over Sunday 1 The Canada ministers want~d no
and its future is to be apparently more brilliant than 1\'Irs. R. G. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Fisher, Mr. Coss- running of ferries or horse cars, and no makmg of
its wonderfully poetic past.
ler, Dr. Jamison, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Richardson, gas except for the benefit of the churches ; in other
Home-like and pleasant I find it at the comfortable Messrs. Whitfield, Hood, Leeman, Hanson, Totten, wo~ds, no breaking of the Sabbath, e:x;cept in t~e serresidence of N. D. Goodell, around which all the Whitney, etc.
vice of the Lord. Does God care more for the Jangle
flowers are blooming amidst the verdant glory of
Mr. Frank Beckett and Miss Lizzie Twitchell fur- of bells than for a good concert~ Good deeds bav
springtime and the songs of many birds that seem nished excellent instrumental music for the meetings, no Sabbath. All for man, and let God take care of
happy in the gorgeeus morning as in a palace of de- and added greatly to their interest. Mr. Van Horter himself! Then Judge Putnam showed in the most
light. This is a truly Liberal household, for though presided. Two of the orthodox clergy were present, effectiv speech of the day that the Sunday law was
all are not of one faith, the spirit is one of generous and they seemed to enjoy the proceedings. The nowhere enforced, for it prevented scarcely anyone

In addition to the program for May-the principal
lecture of which thus far was that of Mrs. Freeman,
who seems at every succeeding effort to surpass her
former brilliant record, and met with encomiums
from Gen. M. M. Trumbull and W. F. Furay such as
these Nestors of literature and Liberalism are seldom
in the habit of pronouncing-we hav had lectures
from the best talent the West affords, which includes
the gentlemen named above, together with Dr. E. S.
Clevinger, Prof. E. R. Paige, Dr. E. S. McLeod, and
other gentlemen of science. The argumentativ lecture on "The Errors of Spiritualism," by James Abbott, was so highly appreciated that he was invited
to giv his views on the " Truths of Spiritualism,"
which will be the closing lecture of our regular season.
It is gratifying, anid our many discouragements,
to know that we hav sown seed on good ground and
that the prominent workers in the Minerva Society
of Scandinavian Freethinkers are young men whose
first idea of mental liberty was the result of their
attend:.:.nce on our meetings, and they hav been ably
assisted by Bros. A. C. Berg and Olaf Olsen Ray.
Mrs. Freeman was invited to make their closing addn sE<, and did so amid rapturous applause. They
bad also a fine musical and literary program arranged
fur the occasion. There were some four hundred
ladies and gentlemen present. It is highly probable
tl:Jat when they recon:vene in the fall they will organize as a Secular Union.
Our semi-annual election of officers occurred on the
firBt Sunday in May, with the following result: President, E. A. Stevens; vice-presidents, Messrs. Bolton, Fraenkel, Freeman, and Card; secretary, Mrs.
A. l\I. Freeman ; financial secretary and treasurer,
J. W. Howe.
All the officers were elected unanimously. The
president appointed Dr. E. S. McLeod chairman of
the lecture committee, he having performed splendid
H"rvice in that capacity during the term just passed.
Mr. Howe has so far recovered from the lo&s of
his leg that he is now able to locomote on an artificial appendage sufficient to attend the meetings and
gather in the finances.
Dr. McLeod is making arrangements for Dr. J. L.
York's visit to Chicago, which will be about July 3d
or lOth, or both. All THE TRUTH SEEKER friends
should cooperate. My address will be found under
the heading of the Secular Union department.
E. A. STEVENS.

Nl(t Jlmtrican

Jlnion.
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from doing as he wished, though it did enable many ~ens who would favor any law making it possible for exhausted, but a new edition has just been issued by
rascals to defraud their neighbors.
an officer to listen at a key-hole to private conversa- the Truth- Seeker Company. They will mail a copy
A delightful festival closed the day.
tion, and then walk in and arrest the persons for to any address on receipt of price, ten cents.
F. M. HoLLAND.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
comparing notes, thoughts, or opinions on any sub------~~~------North Parma, N. Y., May 28, 1887.
ject, using for this purpose any words they might
The Defense Association's Appeal for Mrs. choose; and why should it be any more justifiable to
Sleni{er.
The Liberal Club.
interfere with, a private conference by mail where
The readers of Freethought journals know so~e written letters must take the place of spoken words~
The regular reporter of the Liberal Club did not
thing of the arrest of Mrs. Slenker-long familiarly The conspiracy against Elmina is doubtless but a get there on the occasion of which this is an account.
called Aunt Elmina-and of the charge upon which part of the general <;~onspiracy now manifest in vari- It isn't necessary to say why he wasn't there, but he
her arrest was made. It may be easy to suspect, but ous parts of this free-born country to gradually takes this opportunity to repel the insinuation that
impossible to ascertain, the meaning of it all and the abridge the liberties of its people; t.o steal away it was for the reason stated in the anonymous report
motivs which led to its accomplishment. The their birthright to life, libert.y, and the -pursuit of here appended. The manuscript reveals the handofficers of the National Defense Association hav made happiness in thfl manner constitutionally provided writing of a well-known lawyer, arid reads like this :
as much investigation of the affair as has been pos- frr them by the Freethinking, far-seeing, and hard" A little nonsense now and then
sible up to this time, and they d~sire to make an an- fighting fathers of the country, and to leave instead
Is relished by the wisest men.
nouncement and an appeal to the Liberals of the a mess of pottage made up of "Christian morality"
"Thus
wrote
~ood old Butler, and thus thought the
United States, especially to those who hav heretofore, compounded by hypocritical priests, soap-boilers, and
in the Bennett case and others, lent generous sup- sneaking bloodhounds. Now, if the Freethinkers Executiv Committee of the club when they arranged
port to efforts made in behalf of defending the free- will be far-seeing enough. they will at once become that on the last Friday in May they would ' drop
dom of speech, press, and mails. The friends of bard fighters, }ike their sires of '76, and repel tbe into poetry,' and offer the members and audien~e a
Elmina, :who hav made her acqnaintllnce in person or invaders. We say in the words of the Winsted Press varied program. They certainly touc?ed the nght
by correspondence, and those who only know her by that "it is the duty of every man who is a man to spot in the heart of the club, and their efforts were
her published writings, can hav no doubt that she is giv her support and sympathy, for her cause is his very successful. Nothing could be more bright and
correctly described as an unusually frank, truthful, cause and the cause of liberty everywbere,"·and we happy than the spirit of enjoyment that :pervaded _the
earnest, studious, and virtuous woman. Under the now invite such support in the form of money sub- audience. ·All Thomas-hawks were buned, old-time
recent stress of circumstances, when it would be scriptions to the Elmina defense fund. She has ad- feuds were hastily tucked away out of sight. Everyme1;ely human to deny, conceal, or prevaricate, and vised with us, and desires us to take charge of this body seemed glad to see everybody else. Thus doth
perhaps even proper and wise to confess nothing, she matter in her behalf, and in the fight that is to come music soothe the savage breast. The man with the
has made open avowal of the work she has been try- contributors to the fund hav from us and from her badge-pin was not there. He probably preferred to
ing to do. The hounds that put themselvs to th" the assurance that there will be no cringing, no dodg- get his music where he could hav a slight infusion of
task of destroying her must hav quickly discovered ing of straight issues, no compromise of Liberal beer. In his absence a new hand takes hold of the
these traits of her character, and of course saw that principles. We hope to make a square and success- bellows. Mr. Wakeman was watching the growth of
they had an easy victim to entrap. Had they been ful fight for the protection and maintenance of indi- his cabbages fifty miles away. All regretted that
the music could not exe:J;,t its harmonious influences
content with buying that which she offered for sale, vidual rights, and to that end we will ever pray that
upon him. Mr. Sutherland and Herr Oppenheimer
and making the most of that, their action would hav Liberals will be liberal-which in the last analysis
been despicable enough to earn for them the con- means, after all, alive to their own intere~ts. Sub- 'lay down together,' metaphorically. Captain Clark
could not stand it and left early. The program contempt of decent men and women; but words fail to scriptions may be sent to either of the undersigned.
sist~d of zither s~lo by Professor Davida, songs by
express the depth of their infamy as made evident to
E. B. FooTF. JR., secretary,
Miss Susie Russell and Mr. and Mrs. Schultze, and
us by facts in hand. We hav no absolute proof, but
120 Lexington ave~, New York.
recitations by Miss Dixon-all of the highest order
we are entirely convinced that the plot against Mrs.
E. W. CHAMBERI>AIN. treasurer,
of merit and all applauded by several encores. Mrs.
Slenker included the plan-not unheard of among
120 Broadway, New York.
Leonard acted as impressario, and to her energy the
this class of villains-of making the evidence before·
success of the evening's entertainment was principally
seizing it. Mrs. Slenker had, of late, invited from
A Letter from Mr. Reynolds.
due. The effec~ of the entire musical program was
her correspondents recitals of personal experiences in
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Rejoicing with my loved greatly enhanced by the perfectio~ of the fine Soh~er
the private affairs of life, which she was accustomed ones at my return to our ha-ppy home-from which I piano used on the occasion, and It probably was mto loan to otliers interested in the same subjects, bav been absent since last December-! desire to re- strumental, so to speak, in producing the marked
after removing from these private letter the names of turn my grateful thanks to eaeh and every o~e of the harmony which prevailed.
.
.
the writers. Many of these were so plain-spoken as kind friends whose sympathy and aid sustamed me
"The -lectures will be contmued durmg the month
to be startling to any body but a physician who has be- during the annoyance, worry, .and expense attendant of June.
A NEw HAND."
come accustomed to such things day after day, or to on my pen;ecution by the bigots of New Jersey.
There
is
no
doubt
that
the
foregoing
report is acthose in Elmina's circle, who could look beneath the
To Col. R. G. Ingersoll, who, when I first informed
scum on the surface to find interest only in the him of my arrest in Boonton, generously promised curate in its statement of facts, and probably the discurious facts of human life as illustrated in these to defend me, no words can express my gratitude ~r tich by the Hon. Benj. F. Butler is correctly quoted;
self-dissections.
that of my wife and children. Never was promis but it is to be regretted that the r~ference to. th_e
Elmina became so much absorbed in this search more royally kept. His grand effort in behalf. of man with the badge-pin was not omitted or elimifor facts in the domain of heredity, human experi- liberty of speech will for all time continue to do nated by the Editor. . So _fa_r as it relates _to the date
in question, as aforesaid, It Is-pervaded with error.
ences in sexology, and instances of vagaries or per- wondrously effectiv work for Liberalism.
versions in -the domain of sexual pathology, that.,
I am sure all thfl friends will heartily indorse the
J. L. ANDREw's post-office address is Liberal, Mo.
like the zoological student of mud-puddles or the views of Dr. E. B. Foote in regard to the reimbursphysiological investigator of excreta, she may hav l?st ing of Colonel Ingersoll for the money expended, and
MRs. H. S. LAKE speaks at Bridgeport, Conn., June 5th,
delicate appreciation of that which is and t?at whi_ch I very highly appreciate the generous donation, by 19th, and 26th; at Parkland Camp-meeting, Pa., June 12th;
is not nice; but, more unfortunate than this, consid- Dr. E. B. Foote and son, of the entire amount of the at Onset Bay, July 23d and 24th; at Cassadaga Camp, Aug.
ering the line of her investigations, she lost sight of fine. But it is just like them-genuin Liberals- 17th, 19th, 21st, and 23d; at Norwich, Conn., the Sundays
this-that in studying man as an animal, allo~ance the study and happiness of their lives is the allevia- of October; at Berkley Hall, Boston, the Sundays of Decemmust be made for the fact that there are specimens tion of human suffering and the promotion of liberty. ber. Address, 123 West Concord street, Boston, Mass.
To attempt to correct or contradict the many silly
so depraved as to lie shamefully and maliciously So
THE" Right Reverend" John A. Watterson, Roman Cathit happened that when she received from some of and malicious misrepresentations in some secular
her newly-found correspondents letters that were and many religious papers would be uselesl:'. But I olic bishop of Columbus, Ohio, has just completed a tour of
full of decoy and deceit, and, worse yet, well ·salted do desire that all Liberals should know the facts. the" holy land." The New York ljemld, in reporting his
with recitals of horrible tales that wo 11ld open Even according to the Jersey law I was not guilty of return, givs the objects of his journey. "He sought," he
Elmina's eyes with surprise, she, overlooking _the blasphemy. There is no low, improper, or ob~cen~ says, "for the rents made in the rocks ~f Calvar~ at the
vicious, lying propensities of man, and for. the time word in my pamphlet., "Blasphemy and th? B_rble, time of the death of Christ, as recorded ID the scnptures,
having her attention concentrated upon his prone- for the free distribution of which I was mdwted. and put his hand into some of these, fissures. He carefully
ness to sexual vices, accepted these overdrawn ebul- The pamphlet was written in self-defense, simply satisfied himself that what is now venerated ~s Mount Callitions of vile imaainings as actual facts, and no with the desire to prove that the Bible and those vary-the authenticity of which has been demed by somewas outside t!Je ancient walls, and is really the Golgotha of
doubt passed them"' along to some one else in the who insist that its every word is inspired of God
the Bible. He otherwise confirmed his faith by studious excircle to show the terrible results of natural propen- were the real blasphemem; that the Bible was not a aminations of the sacred spots. Bishop Watterson, in refersities unnaturally repressed, and unguided by proper safe moral guide, nor the best saints of the Old Tes- ring to the objections sometimes made by non-Catholics to
instruction. Some of us are in a position to know tament, indorsed by the New, persons whose example relics and objects of veneration, from. the idea the~ hav that
just about how unspeakably low down mankind may it was safe or creditable to follow.
what purports to be the same thing IS venerated rn tw~ togo in perversions of legitimate functions, but we also
I did not, in my Tent at Boonton or els?where, tally different places, spoke of the column of the scourgrng,
know what unmitigated liars and infernal scoundrels ever use abusiv or blasphemous words, only m read- which is kept in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jeruthe tribe of Comstockian post-office detectivs are, ing the Bible, ah~ays giving chapter and verse salem, while there is another s:olumn, ign~rantly called by
and therefore we conclude (having also other indica- and carefully omitting the filthy and obscene words. some the column of the scourging, shown Iu the Church of
tions. to determin our conclusion) that Elmina has The bitterly prejudiced bigot, Judge Childs, in his St. Praxides, in Rome. The two things, the.bishop d~clared,
·
been the victim of a foul conspiracy, in this way- charge admitted:
are totally different, both in shape and ID r;natenal, and
that the conspirators hav provided her with letters
Blasphemy is only committed by uttering such things _in therefore cannot both be columns of the scourgmg. The ~ne
which they hav afterward seduced her to s_end by a scoffing and railin~ manner out of a reproachful drs- in Rome, Bishop Watterson declared, i_s the column to. whiCh
.
t
d
position as it were, ID the speaker, rather than with any
mail to others in the conspiracy, or cap ure among purpose' of propa~ating his irreverent opinion. If _he has the savior was tied at the house of. Ca.mphas on the mght. of
. paSS!·on . ·Many instances of thrs, kmd , are to b~
bel' effects when making the final seizure at her merely asserted hrs diRbelief in all the popular notwns of hIS
, met
, wrth
home. The whole plot has been on a par with, but Christianity without attempting by impious and abusiv or in the Holy Land, owing to the sch1smat1ca~ Chr1stia~s ha~
more dastardly than that by which bunco-steerers blasphemou~ remarks to wound the feelings of the whole ing set up objects and places for ve~eratwn to d1scred1t
in large cities ensnar~ green folks from the country. Christ!an community, he will !lot hav committed an offense those held sacred from time immemor~al b_y Roman Cath?We cannot deny that Elmina has been too gr~en, too of whrch the law can take_ notice.
.
. . " The bishop was very fortunate lD his search, and IS
1JCS.
• S • the
confiding, too much enthused, perhaps, with one
It w_as because I ~hd confine myself to the Bible very
ID
successful in explaining apparen t d'1screpanc1e
·
of
relics.
His
success
is
as
notable
as
that
ofI' Con.
t
'dea but we do deny that she has offended eve11 and did not use any mdecent language, but ~o ~ully h IS or1es
.
he
~gai~st the Comstock mail law under which she is to and. c?nvinci~gl:y lai~. bare the facts, that Chnstians, stantine's mother, who always found any pious re IC s
the cross
be tried, and this, granting the worst that could be reahzr~g then· mab1hty to. ans.wer me or refute, my sougI1t , Whether it was the city of Nazareth, or
• h h
upon which Jesus suffered, or the tomb from whrc e arose.
said of what she has sent by mail. Several court_s assertwns, endeav~~ed to Impnson me.
.
,
The pamphlet, Blasphemy and the Brble, was When she dreamed wllere anytlling was, it had to be there
h a v ru1ed that sealed letters are privileged commum. Sim.
. pya
1
d ef ense of my views
.
. . les · The on time or trouble arose. If Constantine's mother and
cations, and cannot be interfered with under this
!lnd prmmp
law. Other courts hav ruled the other way, but the cartoo;n may or may not ~e m bad taste. I c~ll Bishop Watterson had been cont~mporane?us, th.ey woul~
Supreme Court has never ruled on this issue, and attentwn to the fact th~t It was n~t referred to In no doubt hav discovered every artl~le. mentiOned lD the BIthis case should be carried to that tribunal, if neces- the indictJ;n~nt und~,r whwh I was tned.
.
, . ble. But it is better, Faid Josh Billings, to not know so
than to 1,now
ao
many. things
that are not so,
1]
~.
sary. We imagin there would be few .A.mericau citi- 1 The edttlOU of l31asphemy and the Brble IS manr th in"s
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ar'orninttnicafions.

this nation is a religious corporation, capable of worship, and accountable to God for its laws and policy:
Still, with all this prestige of orthodoxy and power
Tales Told Out of School.
in the land, we hav been unable to cripple the popularity and influence of Ingersoll. His works form a
. THE REV. ~)R. JONES's REPORT CONTINUED.-AN ESTIMATE library of themselvs, and they are read everywhere.
OF INGERSOLL.
Were he a member of the church, or did he conceal
The committee, you will recollect, gave me instruc- his sentiments in regard to religion, as so many of
tions. to inquire particularly as to the real influence the politicians do, he could hav any office or honor
which the speeches and writings of Colonel Ingersoll he wished. I went on two occasions to hear him,
hav had in producing the paralysis of faith among and to find out if I could the. secret of his power
the people, over which we all so deeply mourn, and which has so appalled us. I noticed other ministers
for which we desire to find a remedy. I was per- in the audience, whom I knew, and who, I suppose,
sonally acquainted with this man's father in days gone came from the same motiv that 1 took me there, and
by, and hav often wondered how by the law of inher- they laughed as loudly as the rest when he held up
ited characteristics his son has become so errant from to ridicule some of the most sacred doctrins of the
the footsteps of the flock. . His case is a paradoxical Christian creed: I saw scores of intelligent and reone. There is not in the whole country a citizen so specfable looking people standing on their feet in a
well known and so thoroughly popular as Ingersoll. crowded room for two mortal hours and more lisienThe genial nature of the man, his undoubted hon- ing to this man. They would not stand ten minutes
esty in his views of religion, his amazing eloquence, in such uncomfortable circumstances listening to Dr.
flavored as it is with the Attic salt of wit, and his Hall, Dr. Crosby, or any other orthodox minister.
sublime courage in attacking a system of religion Many of our brethren who hav never seen or heard
which· has strengthened by the growth of eighteen Ingersoll suppose it is his talent for ridicule and
centuries, hav given him the highest place in the ribaldry that makes him popular, and that his
admiration of his countrymen. Notwithstanding all audiences are made up of the low and ignorant
our devices to limit his hearing, and dull the edge of classes who are regaled with such miserable diet.
his weapons, he commands the largest audiences But there never was a greater mistake. We hav
wherever he goes. Christians in full communion, as watched him with the eyes of a basilisk. We hav
I know to be the case, will leave their own churches shadowed him in his outgoings and incomings, and,
of a Sabbath night and giv any price to hear him, and, his enemies being judges, his life is absolutely stainwhat is worse, will cheer to the echo, with the rest of less. It would help us to neutralize his influence if
the audience, the most savage thrusts he makes with we could prove that he was either drunken, licentious,
his deadly rapier into the very bowels of our theol- or dishonest in his dealings ; but his character as a
ogy. Yet, with all this real popularity, I do not man seems to be without blemish. The mother of
think he could be elected tu ~ny office in the gift of this Infidel Achilles, when he was born, must hav
the people. If this judgment be correct, it reveals a given him a second dip into the Styx, for neither of
most important yet paradoxical fact, to wit : that his heels is vulnerable to our arrows. There are
although the church in this country, when compared mysteries in our religion-Joseph's dream, for into the rest of the population, is in a small minority, stance; the immaculate conception of Jesus ; the
she is so completely organized, possesses so much parental relation mutually existing between Christ
wealth, has such prestige by long and unquestioned and the Holy Ghost in the constitution of the Holy
occupancy of the ground, and such control of the Trinity; the perpetual virginity of Mary, the mother.
public eye, ear, and conscience through her eighty of Jesus, who had a family of children, which is the
thousand clergymen, who address their audiences chief doctrin of the Catholic church; all these, if
twice every Sabbath, and sometimes during the week, Ingersoll's taste ran in that line, what could he not
that the politicians would not dare to set .up a can- do with them in the way of ridicule? He seems,
didate for high office who is known to be opposed to however, to loathe all indelicate subjects as he would
the church and her religion. Each denomination is leprosy. He is one of the few witty men of the
an affiliated association, and if they all combined to- world who hav not forgotten that his mother, wife,
gether, and had a password, as they would hav in an sisters, and daughters are women; and that all obemergency, they could defeat any aspirant for polit- scene and indelicate language is an insult to them.
ical office. To this wonderful control of the public In regard, therefore, to his taste and sexual morality,
sentiment I attribute two facts-first, the deference he is covered with a harness of mail which bids dewhich all the railroad directors feel it their policy to fiance to all our weapons.
pay to the clergy as such in furnishing the whole of
Ingersoll's audiences are obviously composed of
the eighty odd thousand of us half-fare tickets, whic4 the most intelligent people, who would go to sleep in
of course abates the stockholders' dividends to the fifteen minutes under the soporific influence of the
amount of many thousand dollars a year. Free usual orthodox sermon on the Sabbath, but who
passes are given to judges, legislators, and politicians never seem to grow weary in listening to him in his
of influence, because in their lines they can help the attacks upon the church and Bible. I think I am
railroads. But clergymen hav no such influence, and safe in saying that the eighteen hundred years of the
the favor granted to them springs from .the reverence church's history has produced no enemy to Christianfelt for their high character as ambassadors of Jesus ity to be at all compared in ability and success among
Christ, and the servants of God and his church.
the people to this man. Michael Servetus was conThe second fact is that, with all the grumbling we demned to death at Geneva because he could not achear from the Philistines, in no state legislature or cept as an article of faith the doctrin of the eternal
national Congress has anyone been bold enough to sonship of Christ in the adorable godhead, alleging
propose the taxation of church property. To the that it taught the absurdity of a child being as old as
Infidel and worldly taxpayer, who cannot appreciate its father. What would the syndics of that city, in
divine things, it seEl,llls fair that as such property is that age of faith and religious zeal, hav done with
protected by the state, and in case of its destruction Ingersoll, who sweeps away every one of the docby a mob the church corporation owning it can re- trins of the Bible, and denies the very existence of
cover damages from the public treasury to the full God himself? I remember when those who read
amount of its value, the church people, like other· Paine's "Age of Reason" did so stealthily, lest they
citizens, should pay taxes on their property. But would lose their reputation if the fact were known.
we are beleaguered by a powerful enemy, and cannot To-day that book is orthodox and innocent of harm
afford to be overmuch scrupulous in the matter of when compared to the writings and speeches of
dollars and cents, and must therefore hold on to the Ingersoll, and those of Spencer, Darwin, Huxley, and
ground we hav so long occupied at all hazards. We others, which lie for perusal and ornament on the
must stand by the old claim that the church is the center tables of our best families. Even Bishop
authoritativ voice of God to society, as the New York Watson, Paine's antagonist, had to express his adChristians hav done in btinging about the enactment miration of those passages in the "Age of Reason"
of their Sabbath laws. These devoted and heroic where the author dwells on the goodness of God, and
men, with Brother Jesup at their head, hav still professes his faith in the immortality of the soul.
succeeded in closing the museums of art and natural His argument for the existence of a God derived
history against the public on the Lord's day. The from motion we hav all used in the pulpit from time
anti-Sabbatarians of that city are in an overwhelming immemorial. But the Agnostic books of our day,
majority, seven hundred thousand of them never which ignore all that Paine taught on the subject, are
going near the sanctuary of God at any time. More- for sale on the railroad cars and everywhere else, and
over, they pay their share of the taxes out of which a perusal of theni seems to be as fatal to a man's rethese public institutions are supported. Yet, such ligion as a dose of prussic acid would be to his life.
is their secret reverence for the church and her divine The liberty of the press, run into the ground as it is,
authority, that this vast army of opposition and indif- will not allow us to hav an index expurgatorius to
ferentism fall back into abeyance to her, as Dagon fell which we can consign such writings and keep them
prostrate before the ark of the Lord when the men out of the way of our people, but they are read and
of Ashdod took that emblem of divinity into their on sale everywhere:
idolatrous temple. Prestige is a great thing. It
Ingersoll does not aim to mix the poison of his
takes, by divine right, the power out of the hands of heretical works and words with sugar, as the Infidel
the majority; and givs it to the minority who are bet- writers of our popular magazines do. Boldly, like
ter than they, just as the prophet Samuel took the Mark Anthony at the funeral of Cmsar he speaks
erown from off the head of King Saul, and placed it "right. on," the ideas flowing from his lips ~nd pen like
on the head of David, the son of Jesse the Beth- a delicious but deadly distillation, and woe be to him
lehemite. As it would be suicide in the church tol who takes· a draught of it, or even tastes it, for
giv up this prestige, we must imitate the zeal of our although he may not feel the effect imme.diately upon
Covenanter brethren, and insist upon the claim that his system, when the Sabbath comes1 and he goes to
~·
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ch)lrch, he finds that all the serious parts of the
service pall upon his appetite, and reveal the fact
that unbelief is knocking for admittance at the door
of his heart. He smiles incredulously at the most
sacred truths, and when a person can do this it is an
infallible sign that he is already a pupil in the school
of doubt, and unless rescued will soon graduate in
the class of open Infidels.
One thing that givs Ingersoll a mighty advantage .
before the unconverted world, and even before the
half-Christian world, is the fact that, layman as he
is, he marches up and down before the serried ranks
of the Christian ministry, Catholic and Protestant,
composing an array of officers, from generals down
to corporals, eighty thousand strong, daring them to
meet him in a combat on the evidences of Christianity on which topiclthey are supposed to be perfectly
at 'home But among us all there is not a single
David with his sling and stone who has the courage
to accept the challenge of this proud and self-confident Philistine, and the skill to bring him to the
ground ! In the name of heaven, are there no more
smooth stones in the brook? and no one in our ranks
skilled eiwugh to use the sling? I admit that out
of the pulpit, and in a forensic debate, not many
clergymen are fit to engage, as was shown in the debate,. many years ago between Dr: Breckenridge .and
Bishop Hughs at Philadelphia, and Dr. Berg and
Joseph Barker in the same city. I could, however, giv
the names of at least twenty men in our church alone
all abundantly able to do execution upon this Goliath of unbelief, who, like his illustrious predecessor,
has despised and defied the armies of the living God
so long; but not one of any not~ or competency accepts the challenge! The effect Is that numbers of
our young men, baptized members of the church, ask
why, if Ingersoll is doing so much harm by his lectures and writings, our able ministers who assume to
be watchmen on the walls of Zion-commissioned
and salaried defenders of the gospel, soldiers of the
cross, panoplied from top to toe in the truth-do not
meet and conquer him. I hav often been interrogated after this fashion, and I admit I am at a loss
to reply. They say it looks as though the clergy
were conscious of having a bad case; and the presumption, without argument, is that Ingersoll is
much more than half right in his views. They say
their preachers are very brave in opening fire upon
him from their pulpits, but they are always sure
when they do so that he is a thousand miles away.
In discussing the subject of Ingersoll's influence
for evil in this country, another alarming fact is that
some of the most intelligent women in the church
are beginning to giv way in their faith and zeal.
Women in all ages hav been the mainstay of the
church. The secret influence they exert upon their
husbands and children is incalculable as a whole. If
they should desert the churches, as the men do, the
death-knell of religion would soon be heard sounding
its melancholy tones all over the land. No wonder,
then, that I noticed with astonishment and alarm,
when I attended Ingersoll's lectures, that the women
in the audience were not only as numerous as the
men, but appeared to be remarkably intelligent, and
to belong to the higher classes of society, such as
you would see in our most fashionable churches on
the Sabbath. The case seems to be this: The young
men read heretical books, argue on the subject with
the young women, and set them to thinking; and
then,. when Ingersoll or any other lecturer comes
along, they take them to the lecture, which they must
listen to in order to debate its merits afterward, and
where their faith, if not shaken to pieces entirely, is
undermined. In. a religious family I visited, a
remarkably interesting an~ intelligent young woman
had received, as a present from her lover, who was a
son of an eminent member of the church, a book
called "Exeter Hall." After reading it, as her
mother told me, from having been regular in her
attendance at church, and a teacher in the Sundayschool, she ceased going altogether, and the next
thing was that she procured all Ingersoll's works,
and other publications of the kind, read them with
intense satisfaction, and became, I fear, totally lost
to the church. Her mother, hoping it might frighten
her back to the church, read to her one day an extract from a sermon of Brother Talmage, in which he
held up an Infidel woman to the loathing of his congregation. But, although she was a model of gentleness; she broke out like a volcano upon Talmage,
saying that his utterances were as worthy of eontempt as the braying of a donkey, and that he little
knew what was going on in the minds of intelligent
women nowadays in regard to the Christian religion.
A Baptist clergyman has achieved an uncomfortable notoriety by positivly declaring that Ingersoll
does not really believe what he teaches, and only
lectures against the church and Christianity in order
to make money. But this "web-footed Christian,"
as Ingersoll facetiously calls him, is not a judicious
defender of our imperiled faith, for his assertion, if it
hav any truth in it at all, proves more than we wish
it to prove, namely, that the defection.from religion
is so general in society at large that thousands, including multitudes of professing Christians, not only
flock tQ hear thie m-ch-heretic o:pe~ the fire of ~ij
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logic and ridicule upon religion, but pay "him well
Of these theories the former has been considerably
for the privilege. Sub rosa.
shaken, if not proven entirely untenable, in recent
TALMAGE
years, not only by the critical labors of scholars, and
is another of those blind guides to the people. Like the results of the researches of men of science, but
his "web-footed" brother, he is as ignorant of the by the fact that the alleged inspired record has been
nature. and ex~ent of the present controversy with subjected . to many searching revisions at the hands
Infidelity ~s L_mcoln was of the true proportion of of the learned among the clergy themselvs. It is
the Rebellion m 1861, when, instead of enrolling an obvious that if this divine revelation left deity perarmy of 500,000 men with half that number of re- fect it was a revelation only to those who first had it;
serves, as the Antislavery men advised, he called out it lost-much of its perfection in translation, and those
75,000 men, all raw and undisciplined in the art of who believed in it during thelong period previous to
!V,ar, expecting with such a force to suppress the re- its revision believed in a revelation that was so imbellion in sixty days ! Talmage is a man of great perfect that thousands of alterations hav had
reRources, but his mind is like the wareroom of a to be made, and it is generally admitted that the
thrifty country merchant, filled with all manner of record, even in its revised condition, still contains
things-bar iron, salt, butter, oif of vitriol, gun- numerous errors. But, taking it as a divinelypowder, and scores of other articles of trade, all inspired production, there is no denying the fact
.thrown together in promiscuous confusion-and his that it should be regarded as true in all its parts;
mouth the door of egress. Under Paul, the wise for once to call in question, even in the smallest de.
master-builder,· Talmage may be building on the gree, any of its statements is unquestionably to display
right foundation, but his superstructure, like that a spirit of skepticism, which, allied with the exercise
erected by his neighbor, Mr. Beecher, consists chiefly of free thought; and pursued to its logical end, would
of "wood, hay, and stubble," which the fires of the land the inquirer in the position of the Rationalist,
next gen~ration will consume and leave behind a who accepts only such portions of it as appear to
mournful desolation. The earnest and intelligent harmonize with reason, common sense, and humanity.
young people of the church who are becoming inter- Regarding the Bible, then, in the light of an inspired
ested in the burning questions of the day, despise book, we find ourselvs compelled either to repudiate
Brother Talmage as incompetent to discuss them, altogether the plainest teachings of modern science,
and as a coward who skulks into his pulpit on the or so to twist and distort the language of these anSab9ath, where he knows he can make any statement cient writings, to make it harmonize with known
he pleases without the danger of being called to ac-. facts, as to render its clearest statements absolutely
count on tl).e spot, thus confirming the old charge worthless as a guide to its meaning. But regarded
that the Christian pulpit is a coward's castle. From .in the clear, shining light thrown upon the subject by
my intercours"e with the Brooklyn bn'lthren I think the doctrin of evolution, or the gradual unfolding of
Dr. Talmage's copresbyters set but a small value natural phenomena, we find ourselvs in no such posiindeed on. his services as a defender of the faith. tion of doubt and difficulty.
They do not believe that making hideous mouths, . No longer is it necessary to believe that God, less
and throwing mud and filth ·at the Infidels from the than .six thousand years ago, by a mere fiat, created
pulpit, is of any more force, or any more hopeful of the universe, threw into infinit space the innumerable
results, than a bombardment of muskets would be stars and suns, molded the earth into form, caused
against the fortress of Gibraltar. No, non tali aux- the grass to grow and trees to yield fruit, the waters
ilio, nee defensoribns istis tempus eget. The cause to "bring forth moving creatures that hav life,"
of the church is not helped by the cry of no danger ! making the beasts of the field, and as a final effort
There is danger, and he who would lullus into sieep producing man from the dust of the earth. When
and security is either a coward too chicken-hearted we regard these statements as the record of an an.
to fight, or a traitor who would lead us into ambush cient and ignorant people, all our difficulties are
with our guns unloaded and our swords rusted in overcome. And if we therefore apply ourselvs rationtheir scabbards.
ally to a study of the Bible, discarding altogether
I will not gratify the accursed indifference and the use of theological spectacles, we find in its ancient
slothfulness of the church by detracting the Infidels, pages much that. is useful and interesting to us as
and lying about them, saying that they are bad peo- students of nature, and also much that assists us in
ple in their lives; that they do· not believe their own understanding man~s physical, mental, and moral
t(lachings; that they quarrel with the church solely progress in the past. We find that, so far from the
because she is a constant rebuke to their immorali- Bible containing a true record of the events it proties; and that all the present opposition to religion fesses to narrate, a careful consideration of its pages
will die with them. This is the short-sighted and shows that it is inaccurate in its professed science,
unfair policy pursued in England and this country wro;ng in its history, and bad in its morality.
by Christians who forget the lesson which history
In point of fact, it shows that the early guesses of
teaches, that truth, although leaden-heeled and un- man, under the circumstances undoubtedly the best
able to overtake and trample down a fleet-footed lie possible and doubtless very useful when considered
in the short run, never fails to do so in the long run. as mere hypotheses, were pregnant with all sorts of
Ingersoll is in dead earnest, and so are all those who errors, which ·it has taken thousands of generations
are associated with him. So far as good morals are to correct.
concerned, if the Infidels generally, and the lecturers
II.-BIBLE SCIENCE.
particularly, were not persons of irreproachable lives,
The Bible statements and the results of the
the press of the country, with its sharp eyes and researches of men of science we hav found to be enkeen scent, would soon publish the fact, and giv the tirely at variance. And this was to be expected. The
evidence, as it does in the case of other. transgressors. knowledge of the ancient Jews respe0ting the pheBut these men brave unpopularity, accept poor pay nomena of nature was at best of the scantiest characfor their services when they could make fortp.nes in. ter; and it is only natural to suppose that the most
other vocations, ang. devote themselvs to their work learned among them could not attain to that degree
because,- strange as it may appear to us, and horrible of knowledge which was quite possible to people of
too, they believe religiously that the church now is, .more recent ages.
Knowledge accumulates in the human mind as
and always has been, a drawback to civilization; that
her religion has no foundation in either fact or rea- gradually as the shells of the little creatures at the
son ; and they are as sincere in their zeal to extirpate bottom of the sea that build up our great chalk beds.
both as the old Crusaders were to deliver Jerusalem And just as the geological deposits of one age differ
and the holy places from the dominion of the Sara- from another, so does the knowledge of one age
cens. And I fear that unless we arouse from our differ from that of the next.
If it is true that all our faculties hav been strengthlethargy, and arm for the conflict, they will succeed.
ened and ~eveloped by efforts and struggle, it is no
less true that the highest faculty, the mind of man,
The Bible and Evolution.
is the last faculty that has been brought under cultiNumerous as are the views which the human mind. vation, and that in the course of its development
is capable of forming in reference to the interpreta- from the rude savage up to the man of the highest
tion of the Bible, two rational theories only can be intellectual capacity, it has undergone numerous
advanced in respect to the origin and purpose of the transitions-many of which may be distinctly traced
various fragmentary essays of which it is composed. in the religious books of various ancient peoples,
·Put into the briefest form, the first of these theo- and in a marked degree in the sacred writings of the
·
ries is that the Bible is the very word of God, the Jews.
It must be remembered that the Bible contains
infinit ruler of the universe, who, in order to reveal
his will to mankind, and certain facts which, it is two creation stories, obviously written by different
alleged, it was quite impossible for them to acquire persons at different times, and each contradicting the
of their own unaided efforts, in regard to their origin other in the most positiv manner. The first says
and destiny, employed certain wise men as his aman- that God commenced proceedings by creating the
uenses, and inspired them to record with unerring heavens and the earth."
Now, here it is obvious enough that the writer
accuracy all that he considered necessary for human
meant that God created the universe out of nothing;
welfare in this world and for salvation in the next.
The second theory is that the various essays which that at his word of command the " matter and
comprise the Bible were written at various periods force," or the something of which the heavens and
by unknown authors, expressing their views on such the earth" were composed, were called into being.
By a knowledge of chemistry, however, we now
difficult and diverse subjects as the origin of t)le
world and man; his early history and development learn that matter and force are alike indestructible;
during barbaric ages; the laws by which he was gov- that not one atom of them can be destroyed ; that,
erned, and many other matters relating to the early mamfold as are the changes through which it is possible for them to pass, not a particle is ever lost, and
{?tages of )lis career.
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that, being imperishable, it is rational to suppose
that they never began to be.
The writers of Genesis, knowing nothing of chemistry, conceived that there was only one eternal
being, viz., God, and that from him all other existences emanated.
Nor were they consistent in their surmises. Having predicated of their deity that he was infinit and
eternal, they aaw nothing contradictory in an infinit
being producing something independent of himself.
Yet it seems clear enough now that if deity created
anything, it must hav been either out of himself or
out of nothing-. Butdt could not hav been produced
out of himself without limiting himself by so much
as was used in the creation or manipulation of the
"heavens and of the earth." In such case the infinit
deity would be rendering himself finite in order to
make a world, or we should hav the anomaly of an
infinit God existing side by side with a finite "heaven
and earth," which is an absurdity.
Nor is it conceivable that deity could hav produced
the "heavens and the earth" out of ;nothing, since
the universe must hav been always occupied by the
innnit deity, or else the infinit deity must hav existed
somewhere when there was nowhere for him to exist.
Or, the infinit being, being everywhere throughout
all eternity, there was something occupying every
poin_t in space eternally, and therefore to talk of
"nothing " would be to use language utterly devoid
of meaning. Nothing, as meaning "the absence of
something," could not exist in a universe filled by an
infinit deity.
But metaphysics was not the strong point of the
writers of the Pentateuch.
Having created the ''heavens and the earth," the
Bible story tells us that God said, " Let there be
light, and there was light." But the same writer
goes on to state that deity did not make either the
sun, moon, or stars until the fourth day. Light and
darkness are spoken of as though they were entities,
for it is said that God divided the light from the
darkness. This was followed by the construction of
a solid firmament to divide the waters above the
firmament from the waters below, the waters below
immediately gathering together and forming the
seas and oceans, and leaving the other portion of the
earth's crust as " dry land." Then grass grew. .
· Following this, as we hav already stated, God created on the fourth day the sun and moon, the one· to
rule. the day, the other the night ; "he made the
-stars also."
Out of the waters deity then produced fishes,
fowls of the air, and great whales; and lastly the
beasts of the field and man.
·
In the second account God created the heavens
and the earth; from the earth a mist went up which
watered the ground.
Then God created· man out of the dust of the
earth. He afterward created the beasts and fowls of
the air "out of the ground." And lastly, having
caused the first man, Adam, to hav a deep sleep, he
extracted a rib from his side, out of which he manufactured a woman.
Now, if these accounts stood alone, if there were
no other records relating to the creation of the universe, or of the world .and of all living creatures, it
would be our duty to critically examin again and again
all the extraordinary statements made in the opening
chapters of Genesis.
Thanks, however, to the labor of the students of
the so-called sacred literature of the world, no such
task is now necessary. The Bible story of creation
is only one of a large number of similar stories.
We find from a study of the Zend·Avesta that the
Persian story of creation is in many respects like the
story in the Bible, especially in reference to the
alleged fall of man through eating of "forbidden
fruit."
Similar stories too may be found in Hindoo and
Greek literature; but upon the face of them all there
is the stamp of a common origin-in point of truth
they are but the best guesses of an ignorant people
impatient of gaining the truth. What modern science
has to say upon these matters must be left for our
next chapter to tell.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
AN Austrian Roman Catholic paper says the pope favors
the following conditions for a reconciliation with the Quirinal:
"(1) The pope will advise the royal, archducal, and ducal families of Naples, 'ruscany, and ilfodena to renounce all claims to sovereignty in favor of the holy see. (2) The pope will crown Humbert
king, granting him and his Catholic descendants territory.m Italy
in fief. (3) The king will govern the whole kmgdom, w1th full temporal rights, but will acknowledge the pope as suzerain and pledge
himself to rule according to the dictates of the church. (4) The
king will reside in Rome. (5) Territory, including the Leonine City
and part of the Tiber shore, will be allotted permanently to t_he
pope with absolute ·ruling and proprietary nghts. (6) A speCial
convention will be concluded fixing the amount Italy shall pay to
maintain the papal household."

If Italy enters into any such bargain as that, her government must be composed of idiots. What claim has the pope
to a square inch of land that he doesn't buy? What right
has the Italian government to giv him a lot of folks to rule
unless they elect ·him? And why should Italy pay a cent
toward supporting his seditious household? The pope's
eternal cry for temporal power and wealth is the most
o:j:Iensiv of all h~s !!bsurd claims.
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Colonel Ingersoll's Speech at Morristown.
We are 'very sorry not to be able to fulfil the
promis of last week to print Colonel Ingersoll's
speech before the Morristown jury that coBvicted
Mr. Reynolds of blasphemy; but Mr. Ingersoll himself intends to hav it printed in the near future, and
prefers that it should not appear anywhere until then.
The delay will be a great disappointment to the
Liberals of the country, but we can assure them that
the speech is worth waiting for.

Disgusting.
Disgusting, says Webster, the American· standard
authority on the meaning of words, is that which we
dislike, or hav an aversion to, or repugnance for, or
are displeased with"; that which offends our taste, or
is "extremely unpleasant to the higher sensibilities
of the soul." The synonyms are aversion, distaste,
dislike. These are easy words to say. Most folks
hav a distaste for some things for which other people
hav great fondness, and we are. apt to dislike whatever trenches upon our peculiar notions. Aversions,
too, are natural, and we cannot help feeling them
toward whatever displeases us.
At the instance of Anthony Comstock the New
York legislature has passed a bill amending a pre~
vious statute against vicious literature which is now
awaiting the governor's signature, making it a crime
punishable with heavy fine and many months imprisonment, to sell, lend, giv away, show, or hav in possession any ''disgusting" book, magazine, pamphlet,
newspaper, story paper, writing paper, picture, drawing, or photograph. And anyone advertising, or
causing to be advertised, any "disgusting" literature
or works of art is subject to the same penalty.
Now, let us see how this bill would work, if enforced, say by Judge Childs of New Jersey, aided by
a jury of jackasses who would do just what he
ordered. The jury, bear in mind, hav nothing to do
with the law, its wisdom or foolishness, and their
duty is restricted to determining whether, "beyond
a reasonable doubt," the law has been violated.
We bought, the other day, on the way to our
office, a copy of the New York Times. Generally
speaking, the Times is a good paper-givs us the
news, with sensible comments thereon, and its
reporting is tolerably accurate. But the 1'imes is a
mugwump organ, and believes in property qualification for voters, a government by the aristocracy,
and much other un-American nonsense. The arguments for these schemes we dislike exceedingly.
They are distasteful, and our aversion to the Times
because of them is such that we throw the paper into
the waste-basket, exclaiming, "Disgusting!" Now,
if we could get District Attorney Martine to giv us a
warrant (and being a Democrat, perhaps he would)
for the editor, and we could find twelve jurymen who
agreed with us, the editor of the Times would hav
to go to jail.
Again, pick up a New York Sun. It is a good

newspaper-on the whole, the ablest of the dailies.
But the editor has the habit, very disgusting tQ us,
of catering to a Roman Catholic patronage. He also,
abuses individuals who oppose him, in a manner that
we dislike. By the terms of this law, therefore, if
we could get upon a jury and find eleven other men
holding our views, Mr. Dana would be found guilty
of circulating disgusting literature, and :fined or
imprisoned.
The daily papers, however, are not the only ones
reached by this law. The Ohristian Ad-uocate prints
columns of religious slush that must disgust every
person of common sense into whose hands the publication may fall. So do the Ohristian at Work, the
Ohurchman, the Independent, and other Protestant
organs. As for the Roman Catholic papers, their
columns are crowded with superstitious twaddle
which can be believed only by the most ignorant.
Nine Protestant juries out of every ten would unanimously declare the miraculous legends of Catholicism to be disgusting beyond decency.
In art, particularly, the religious folks would be
endangered by this law with a Benedict or a Childs
to enforce it. Who can look upon a painted crucifix,
see the expression of agony upon Christ's face, the
blood running from hands and feet and side, without
feeling an aversion for such representations? An
aversion, remember, constitutes disgust, and disgust
at a work of art makes the possessor of the work subject to the law.
But our Christian friends, and the editors of the
dailies, are not afraid of the possible consequences
of this statute, passed in the last hours of the most
dishonest legislature New York has had since
Tweed's time. Certainly not. The law was not
amended for their benefit, but to catch their oppo·
nents. Powerful corporations and churches will be
let alone, as heretofore; the weak and unpopular will
be made to feel the vengeance of the Vice Society,
providing its agent can find a pliant district attorney
to do his bidding. All literature opposed to Christianity is held in aversion and disgust by Christians,
and all reform books and pamphlets are disgusting
to the aristocratic conservative of society. Of course
the Infidels and social reformers are disgusted with
the senseless abuse heaped upon them by the church
and the conservative, but they hav no power, and can
not prosecute if they would.
But it remains to be seen, if Governor Hill signs
this bill, whether the Infidels and reformers will. be
allowed to liv in peace and disseminate their opinions.

this country will, with impunity, be permitted to
blackguard the generally accepted religion of the
people." How the Independent's desires are to be
carried out in Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Colorado·, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana,"Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico,
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washing•
ton Territory, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming, whose statute books are unsullied by blasphemy laws, it fails to state. The " general sensibilities of the [Christian] community" are in these
states and territories at the mercy of men who hav
been Christian ministers, and subsequently became
Infidels and "vulgar blackguards," as the E~depend
ent styles Mr. Reynolds, with no ground but religious prejudice, for it confesses that his pamphlet has
never been seen in that office. Our contemporary's
"settled doctrin in this country" that men are obliged
by law to speak of religion " in a manner that is
decent aud not offensiv" is a very unsettled doctrin
in all the states and territories mentioned. The
Independent, in its chuckling comments, shows at
once its ignorance and its impudence.
Another weekly journal published in this city,
which has attained its large circulation by printing
"racy" articles, expounds the law in this ludicrously
ignorant manner:
. ·
" Colonel Ingersoll has need to study the Federal Constitution. On the trial of ex-Preacher Reynolds for blasphemy
at Morristown, New Jersey, he claims that the prohibitory
act of the legislature was in violation of the Constittttion of
the United States, which declares that 'the liberty of speech
shall not be abridged.' Now, Congress is expressly prohibited in the first article of the amended Constitution from
doing that which New Jersey, as a sovereign. state, can do.
Here is the article in full :
'"Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment o
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech or the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble and petition for a redress of grievances.'

"Congress is forbidden to do any of those things; but the
article has no application to the several states, whose people
can at will punish a blasphemer and go further. Mr. Ingersoll is a centralist, and a centralist rarely studies the instrument which makes war on centralism.''

Leaving aside the· fact that Colonel Ingersoll's
claim was that the law violates New Jersey's constitution, it is sufficient answer to this legal fool to
quote the second paragraph of Article VI. of the
United States Constitution:

Blind Leaders.

" This Constitution . . . shall be the supreme law of
the land; and the judges in every state shall be bound
thereby, anything in the constitution or laws· of any state to
the contrary notwithstanding."

The trial and conviction of Mr. Reynolds hav
called forth an immense amount of approving comment and disapproving criticism. The secular papers
are about evenly divided in sentiment; the religious
papers dislike to acknowledge the persecution, but
their satisfaction with the conviction is apparent.
They nearly all take the ground that freedom of
speech is essential, but that the Infidels should not
be allowed to hurt Christian feelings. This is
a Christian country, they claim, and their religion
must be respected. They stand upon about the
same ground as the idiotically pompous crier of the
Morristown court, which is that any one who speaks
disrespectfully of" Gaud" and "our savior" deserves
imprisonment.
The Ohristian Aduocate, which speaks for the
l'tlethodists, is glad that "the charge of the judge
was a systematic and thorough reply to every point
made by Colonel Ingersoll," but the learned editor
fails to show what business the judge had to "reply"
to an advocate anJ. argue for conviction. The conclusion arrived at by the Acluocate is, that " it is not
wise to enforce these laws for every case, but, as the
New York 1'imes observes, 'it is well that there
should be some means of suppressing a noisy and
offensiv blackguard like Reynolds, and whether he be
suppressed as a blasphemer or merely as a plain
blackguard is a matter of very minor consequences.' "
To which we should like to add that the real blackguard is not he who expresses his honest sentiments,
but the man who vilifies another of whom he knows
absolutely nothing, and the religious editor who
indorses the vilification.
The Independent makes even less attempt to conceal its satisfaction with the blasphemy laws and this
conviction thereunder. Our Congregationalist contemporary would enforce the law continually, and
" trusts that the time will never come when men in

The papers out of the city are more inclined to
condemn the court. Though they throw a sop to
their religious readers by saying " Reynolds went too
far," it is plain that if they dared the editors would
read the religious bigots of Morristown a wholesome
lesson. Liberal sentiment is evidently growing, and
this prosecution will undoubtedly giv it a vigorous
push ahead. Colonel Ingersoll said it would giv Mr.
Reynolds a congregation of fifty millions. And it
certainly has given the widest publicity to Colonel
Ingersoll's own speech, and that speech, says au
Albany journal, " so far as harm is concerned, in the
definition religion would giv, is much more effectiv."
On the whole, therefore, religion has gained nothing
and lost much by this prosecution.
But it is pitiable to see the lack of comprehension
of the principle involved on the part of the press.
A number of them crack jokes upon the affair, advising Mr. Reynolds to stick to village street-corner
oratory, and eschew pamphlets hereafter; but there
is no indication that they comprehend what the fight
was about. We do not ·expect a Christian to be consistent in advocating free speech. Christians hav
always persecuted when they had the power, and
we presume they always will, no matter what variety
they belong to. Their arrogance is boundless.
Natural individual rights to them means only their
own right to their faith, and their right to persecute
others holding different faiths. But the secular
editors might be supposed to understand American
principles, and to be willing to champion them. It
may be, however, that the bran.ches of the upas-tree
of religion cover them, too, and darken their understanding. At any rate, the stuff the most of them
hav written about this case would disgrace a boy who
had studied for even one month the distinctiv principles upon which this republic is supposed to
stand.
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A Dynamiter, a Socialist, and a Catholic.
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fun of the Bible! It's a great thing to be a Sunday- wines Sunday afternoons. This is an implication
school teacher, and a Christian, and the United that without some such restriction the citizen would
States are certainly under Christian rule.
not keep sober during churoh service in the fore p'art
of the day. Assemblyman Crosby would allow hotels
Dr. E. B. Foote to the Liberals.
to serve wine with meals; under which provision
The following letter from Dr. Fpote, of this city, those who do not drink wine might go thirsty. Then
to Mr. Reynolds, has been forwarded us for publica- we hav had Messrs. Giegerich and Daly with other
tion. Certainly Colonel Ingersoll should not be special bills, none of which goes to the root of the
allowed to pay costs and fine as well as giv his splen- matter.
The only sensible solution of the question is to
did services, and we suspect it will be only necessary
to mention the subject to raise the amount at once. remove all Sunday laws except such as provide for
The trial has cost Mr. Reynolds a good deal of making it a secular day of rest. The liquor question
trouble, money, and anxiety, and Dr. Foote's sugges- should be considered separately.
tion as to a possible surplus is an excellent one. Mr.
Editorial Notes.
Reynolds's address is Box 104, North Parma, MonHERE is a sentence from Unity, a Unitarian journal pubroe county, N.Y. These are Dr.·Foote's views:
lished in Chicago, that we commend· to everybody, and con"NEw YoRK, May 21, 1887.
"MR. C. B. REYNOLDs, Dear Sir: Now that the fog servativ opportunists in particular: " The right of anytlt!:ng
which hung over Morristown has cleared away so that we take8 care of the end of it." Burn that into your brain, and
can take a calm survey of the field, I congratulate you on you hav a measure for all thought and action.
the result of your trial. In view of Ingersoll's masterly deMR. CHARLES WATTS has our hearty thanks for his defense
fense, it is quite true that you should hav been acquitted;
but if the jurors were turtles and the judge a donkey, you of the dead founder of THE TRUTH SEEKEU from the slanders
may thank Colonel Ingersoll's eloquence for saving you from of a man of God in Toronto. The. Rev. Mr. Johnson is a
the penitentiary. You hav your freedom, and all the. dis- minister of the jackal sort, and delights in tearing open
grace growing out of the prosecution-more properly, perse- graves; but Thomas Paine and D. M. Bennett cannot be
hurt by him.
cution-attaches to the commonwealth of New Jersey.
"And now let your friends chip in and pay the expenses.
" IF Barnum really wants to procure a curiosity which
Colonel Ingersoll made a liberal contribution to your cause
when he volunteered to defend you. Not only you and shall overtop all others," says The Earth, " he should secure
your cause hav.been nobly served, but the world has been the services of a millionaire who did not begin life barefooted
educated. Your words in the Boonton tent reached only a and without a cent.'' We fancy the great showman will hav
few hundred ears, while the magic utterances of Colonel difficulty in finding a man who did not begin life barefooted,
Ingersoll are laid by "the newspaper press before millions of unless tke great modesty of Comstock compelled him to
eyes. Dr. Foote, Jr., and I will pay the fine ($25), and we enter the world with shoes on.
feel sure others will come forward to cancel the expenses of
THE Christian .Advocate (Nashville) says: "You can't
the trial, so that Mr. Ingersoll's great liberality shall not be
shamefully taxed, for it would certainly be a shame for him teach religion either in a church or a school without teaching
to foot the expenses of the trial in addition to giving his val- dogma. All pretenses to the contrary are delusiv.'' We
commend this plain statement to those people who think
·
uable services.
" The Reynolds Defense Fund should be materially that the Bible can be read in the schools without a sectarian
swelled, and any surplus after paying the expenses of the bias. That the Bible, as a collection of books, exists, is all
trial could be well used in promoting your work in the lect- that we positivly know about the Christian salvation scheme.
A Warning.
All else connected with Christianity (except its secular hisure field under cover of your historical tent.
We would warn those Christians who, like Mr.
" After you shall hav been fitted out for your summer's tory) is taught as a dogma to be believed, not as a theory to
Hamilton, of Ukiah, Cal., take lighted lamps in their work, the Liberals ought to giv their attention next to Aunt be investigated.
hands with which to kill the Freethought lecturers, Elmina. A fund should be raised for her defense. The
THE Christian papers, especially the Roman Cathoiic
that it is not a safe practice. Besides the danger of National Defense Association stand ready to receive all mon- organs, hav been making much of a story that Garibaldi's
eys for the defense of those who are attacked, and to appro(!etting buildings on fire, which would lead to their priate such contributions in the way requested by the donor. son has been converted to the religion his famous father
despised, and has suffered baptism. The Turin correspondincarceration, they run a risk of getting thrashed. E. W. Chamberlain, Esq., 120 Broadway, is the treasurer.
ent of the Paris Figaro recently sent to his paper the followAlthough the most gentle gentleman, Mr. Putnam is
" Yours truly,
E. B. FooTE."
ing account of a visit to Garibaldi's widow and her positiv
physically well able to defend himself, and never
deuial
of the canard: "The family of Garibaldi livs in a
The Sunday Law.
runs. Had Mr. Hamilton approached within reach
quiet street in Turin. Donna Francesca, a middle-aged wo. 'rhe present attempt of the mayor and excise com- man, received the correspondent of the Figaro in her little
of his arm instead of running from the room, it is
more than likely that a doctor would hav found em- missioners to enforce the Sunday law as it relates to drawing-room, the walls of which are covered with scarves,
the selling of liquor has had one good result. It has flags, medals, and photographs of monuments which hav
ployment about the Christian's head.
shown
that none but a few fanatics countenance its been erected in Italy to the memory of her husband. On the
The other lect~rers, also, are men whom it is not
table stands a boot of patent leather, the present of Garisafe for the average Christian to attack. Together practical enforcement. This law as it stands upon baldi's bootmaker, in which the proportions of the welland separately Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Remsburg hav the statute books of the various states is merely a shaped foot are plainly seen. As to the baptism of her son
faced furious mobs, and got away safely. In years testimonial to our national ·hypocrisy. Those who Manlio, Donna Francesca indignantly declares that the whole
agone Mr. Washburn has been the terror of gamblers would vote for it would break it if they felt inclined story is an invention. 'My son,' she says,' is thirteen years
old, and has been studying at the College International for
at the county fairs of his neighborhood, and threats that way, and would consider themselvs none the several years. The director has comp~lled him, against my
worse
for
so
doing.
that he would be shot caused him no loss of sleep.
will, to take part in the religious ceremonies, and, fearing
This law belongs with a dozen other ethical beliefs that my interference might cause unpleasantness to my son,
He is still in good physical condition. Mr. Watts
carries with him some two hundred pounds of bone which Christians profess to hold, and which they do I hav told him to do as the others do, and to go to mass as
and muscle, and like most Englishmen knows how to hold up to the point of practicing them. Every he goes to the theater. I hav been asked several times to let
him be baptized, but I hav always refused, for, like my husdefend himself by the manly art. Mr. Underwood, Christian, if he knows what his religion involves, he· band, I detest priests and religion. I only believe in a suthough possessing some moral qualities that we do lieves "that the blessed are the poor and humble, preme being, and I hav only one altar, which you see.'"
not like, has physical qualities which excite admira- and those who are ill-used in this world; that it is
ExcEPT that Christian courts are known to be ludicrously
tion. Mobs hav no terrors for him. Dr. York and easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle
than
for
a
rich
man
to
enter
the
kingdom
of
heaven;
idiotic
in adherence to forms, we should hav difficulty in beMr. Jamieson belong to the wild West, and it never
that
he
should
judge
not
lest
he
be
judged;
that
he
lieving
that the following from the National Reformer is an
has been safe to tread upon a Westerner's coat-tail.
should not swear at all ; that he should love his account of a real court scene : '' The other day an action was
None of these men believes in turning the other
neighbor as himself; that if one take his cloak, he heard at the Liskeard County Court for breach of horse war. cheek when smitten upon one, and we caution the
ranty brought by Mr. Henry Wardroper, of Ladywell Park,
defenders of Christ against imitating the militant should giv him his coat also; that he should take no against a local farmer. Mr. Wardroper having given his
thought for the morrow; that, if he would be per- evidence, the defendant's solicitor, Mr. Borlaise Childs, beMr. Hamilton, of Ukiah, Cal.
feet, he should sell all he has and giv it to the poor." fore cross-examining him, asked whether in being sworn he
What is this professed belief but hypocrisy, pure and kissed the gospel or his thumb. Plaintiff; 'I kissed my
Cheap Villainy, but Dear Heresy.
simple T
thumb.' Mr. Childs: 'Why did you do that?' Plaintiff :
It costs more in some states of this land of the
'Because it is a version to which I am not accustomed.' I-I is
free to bring reproach upon the Bible than it does in
So with the Sunday liquor law. The virtuous honor (Mr. Underhay, deputy judge): 'Btlt you ought to
others to outrage girls. The Grand Rapids, Mich., Christian has stood behind this law with voice and hav raised the objection before. Your evidence thus far is
Herald of the 24th instant has this item of Sunday- vote just so long as no attempt has been made to worthless.' Plaintiff: 'I only object to the version.' Mr.
enforce it. But when this attempt is made, a howl Childs: ' I believe you are a Roman Catholic, and you didn't
school news :
kiss the gospel. You kissed your thumb?' Plaintiff: 'Yes.
" Sylvester Patterson, the Sunday-school teacher of Can- comes f rom every quarter a b out the infringement of His honor: , Then he has not been sworn at all.' Mr. Presnonsburg, was brought before Justice Walsh yesterday, to personal liberty, and not the law but its executors ton Wallis (plaintiff's solicitor) said it was a pity Mr. Childs
be sentenced for committing a criminal assault upon Eva are held responsible for the outrage. This time the did not call attention to this before. Mr. Childs said he had
. Morton, a little girl aged fourteen. The judge had intended Christian ox is gored. But do these religious wine- only just been told of it. He had seen ignorant men do that
imposing a fine of $15 and costs, but upon the presentation
bibbers want the law repealed~ Perish the thought, kind of thing with the intention of telling a lie and saving
of a petition signed by about sixty prominent citizens of
their conscience, though he did not suggest that was the case
Cannonsburg, asking for mercy for Patterson, he decided and perish him who suggests it. They wish its en- in
this instance. His honor suggested that Mr. Wardroper
that he would be sufficiently punished by paying the costs of forcement to be just lax enough to giv them the should take an oath on a version he would acknowledge, and
the case, which amounted to $28.13. The petition was modicum of liberty they exercise, and yet strict then hav his evidence read over to him, and he asked
started at the meeting of the Sunday-school in which he was enough to punish those who exercise more. With whether he held to it as correct. A Douay Bible was aca teacher on Sunday, and although the evidence was against
this end in view, all manner of ridiculous recommen- cordingly sent for, and Mr. Wardro~e; ha_ving taken ~is oath
him, he will be taken back into the fold, and given another d r
h
b
d
d b "ll
t d
d t th upon that the case proceeded. In gJ vmg J nrlgment hiS honor
1 ~ m ro uce lD 0
• e strongly reprobated the conduct of Mr. Wardroper in kissing
chance.'' . .
.
a ·~Ons av een rna e an
Twenty-eight dollars and th1rteen cents for out- leg1slat.ure. The good :M:r. Hew1tt would hav certam his thumb instead ofthe book, and declined to place any re;ra~in~ a girl, tm<l ~:~eventy-five dollars for ml\king , reputl\hle :Pl:wes S:Pecially licensed to sell beer and J Jiance upon his eviden<tc of the warranty &ncl noueqited him."
· Terence V. Powderly, the General Master W arkman of the Knights of Labor, should answer the
questions asked by the Labor Enquirer of Denver.
Especially is the public interested in hearing truthful answers to these inquiries :
"Why, sir, did you not publicly denounce the explosion
of dynamite which occurred in that strike on the steamer of
the Old Dominion line ?
"Did you not salute with uplifted hat the red fiags carried
in the great procession of the Central Labor Union of New
York; September, 1882?
"Were you not a member of the Socialistic Labor party
and di~ you not hold a red card of membership therein?
'
"Do you approve of the church persecution of Dr. McGlynn ? If not, why has not your voice been raised in
protest?
"Did you say that ' the Knights of Labor shall be subordinate to no other organization on earth?'
"Did you not swear to keep secret the secret work of the
K. of L.?
"Did you not reveal to Cardinal Gibbons the whole of the
13ecret work, and, furthermore, say to the Catholic church
that if there was in the order anything which it desired
altered or changed it should be done ?
~· If yeu answer yea, then I shall not ask you, is it not a
fact that you attend mass sometimes as often as three times a
day; that you freely confess (even the secrets of the order)
to the Catholic priesthood, and that you are pledged to them
to bend this order as they may wish or to break it?"
Mr. Powderly has posed before the world lately> as
an opponent of Anarchy, and the reason why he
passivly countenanced the use of dynamite in the
Knights of Labor strike against the steamship company mentioned would be instructiv. He has also
denounced Socialism vigorously, but why did he in
the. past salute its flag and suffer himself to be a
· member of the Socialistic party?
That he h9:s practically sold the order out to the
Roman .Catholic church, we hav known for some
time, and said so more than once.
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LINCOLN, ILL., May 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you·will find draft for a man who
wants the illustrations, in place of the brother who quit when
his bigoted' friends took exception to the bugs on Noah's
dish. My friend's stomach is not easily upset by reading
about the ark, its victuals, etc. Why don't our qualmy
friend read about Rab-shakeh in 2 Kings if he loves " scripter?" 'rid-bits are plenty, and humbugs abound therein. Why
not illustrate the facts as believed to hav occurred? Let the
pencil go on! There is nothing more ridiculous than the
old stuff called the "word." My respects to John Peck.
Yours truly,
JoHN BusiiEL.
ABILENE, KAN., May 16, 1887.
MR. EmToR: Inclosed find $1.50 subscription to your
paper for six months. I like THE TRUTH BEEKER and can't
do without it, but so much about Bruno, and Servetus, and
the stinking past of the church makes me tired. Life is too
short to squander in even discussing the old church nonsense.
Let us teach them something better, broader, grander,
holier, by a pure living and growing faith in this life.
I like your comments on :Mrs. Blenker. One might as well
run naked through the streets to show the human form divine as to exhibit our beautiful English in its Five Points
nastiness. I'm sorry for the old lady, but she is "luny" on
the subject of heredity.
. I am a great admirer of Colonel Ingersoll, studied law in
his office when a young man, and keep his picture hanging
always in sight.
A. G. ELLSWORTH.

and all of her writings are of .the most lofty and cultured
kind, and are the product of as pure a character as exists.
Will some friend of humanity be kind enough to bury Comstock and his laws alive in one grave, doing it quietly, as we
don't need to make any noise about such an infamous
wretch? I lived at Prospect Park, Ill., at the time of the
Bennett trial, and djd all I could for him, and will do still
more for her if the opportunity comes. ~e must fight the
same fight over again, or we will all be slaves. The churches
see that if they can hiss on the state to prosecute and persecute, they will in that way answer the arguments of Infidelity-and by adding lying-in the· best way possible. I like
your paper better and better. The Rev. Dr. Jones's report is
exceptionally go:>d. The pictures and Children's Corner
teach the truth to the little folks and those that would not
take time to ·read and think.
We are suffering for rain, and I tried to find some one in
town yesterday who was on speaking terms with the fellow
that runs the weather, but did not succeed,
I just read a letter from Elmina, and will donate to her
defense, and hope every one of your readers, and the readers
of every other Liberal paper, will do the same.
Yours for liberty,
· E. W. MINER.

DIANA, TEx., May 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : The people of Texas are now excited over
the question of Prohibition, and will vote upon it the fourth
of August, which fact you no doubt are aware of. Every
person should investigate this question, that he may be able
to vote intelligently upon it. I feel that I, like a great many
others, need information on it. I hav ordered the list of
books inclosed, because I believe they will greatly assist me
in this matter.
The proposed amendment will prohibit the manufacture
and sale of intoxicating liquors within the borders of the state,
even prohibiting wine and beer. There are, however, four exceptions-for medicinal, mechanical, sacramental, and scientific purposes. I do not favor the amendment, and think
it will be a failure.
The Prohibitionists are circulating the report that Colonel
Ingersoll is a strong Prohibitionist. I do not believe it.
Please inform me of the truth of the matter, and also, your
irlea of Prohibition. Success to you and yours, and the
cause you advocate.
J. M. WooDs.
[Colonel Ingersoll is too firm a believer in personal liberty
t0 be a Prohibitionist; and so is the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER.-ED. T. S.J
ALLEGHENY, PA., May 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Will you, or some of your readers, giv a
searcher after light some explanation on some scripture
points? The first point to be explained is Hosea xii, 9.
Does not this prove that the Jews got their God from Egypt?
The next point is contained in Acts xxv, 11 and 21. The
latter verse reads: "But Paul, appealing to be reserved to
the hearing of Augustus, I commanded him to be kept
till I might send him to Cresar "-i. e., Augustus Cresar.
Now, Augustus died A.D. 14, and Paul was born, according
to the received chronology, in A.D. 5, and converted in A.D.
37. Then, accordingly, Paul would hav been nine years old
when Augustus died, and as he was not converted until he
was thirty-two years old-well, I think there is a screw
loose somewhere. It is true the Roman emperors did adopt
the official title, ''Augustus," but it was certainly after
Paul's time, as the Emperor Pertinax, when elected to the
throne in A.D. HJ3, was " saluted as Cresar."
I sent the first of the above questions to the editor of the
Christian at Work, but, with the true Christian spirit, he
refused to even publish it.
INFIDELIS.
AxTELL, KAN., May 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav delayed writing for a long time, not
because I am less enthusiastic in our cause, nor that there
was not plenty to say of interest, but I thou~Sht that others
ought to be heard from. Liberalism in Kansas is aggressiv.
For four months past" Father" Hurley and M. H. Cone hav
been conducting a debate· through the Axtell Anch01· on
" The relativ merits of Christian and Secular teaching in
producing moral men." We hav shaken up the town com_
pletely. We feel that Secularism was well defended, and
Catholicism, the Bible, and Christian training were shown to
be incentivs to crime. I do not think that any plaee has
been so .thoroughly shaken up as this. We keep the four
hundred books and tracts out. We meet all their sophistries
on the streets. We offer challenge after challenge to debate.
We offer anyone that will read the very best works extant.
The " bell sheep" in the churches say that " Liberal union
is the worst thing that ever took place in our town." They
hav quit calling us bad names, as they find that don't pay;
we hav replies for such talk. They quit quoting the Bible
at us, for they find we quote back what they don't like to
hear.
·
THE TRUTH BEEKER is indispensable with my family. I
would rather giv a cow than see the paper go down. I am
very sorry to see that our giant, T. B. Wakeman, has such
feelings, but hope he will reconsider.
I see mention of the arrest of Mrs. E. D. Blenker, "our
ewe!." How long are our best men and woman to be
arrested and disgraced, and our own cherished opinions ridiculed, and our cause retarded by such hellish work? I hav
read THE TRUTH BEEKER most of the time since it started,

LEMooRE, May 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : While writing you on other business I will
send the money for another year's subscription. I am now,
and hav been for a long t.ime, taking a large number of
papers and journals, and a year ago I thought I would drop
THE TRU'rH BEEKER for awhile, but your just and honorable
position in regard to the Chicago Anarchists, together with
the unjust criticisms of some of your subscribers, caused me
to renew again at that time, and does now. I became first
interested in THE TRUTH BEEKER by the outrages upon Mr.
Bennett; not that I do not enjoy and appreciate your paper
and your effort for truth and right, but my knowledge, not
belief, compels me to be a Spiritualist, hence THE TRUTH
BEEKER would be read second. Yet you are very fair in your
treatment of Spiritualists. I would not hav you think that
I am an Anarchist. I am not. Neither do I belong to any
of the orders, but I followed the testimony of the Chicago
trial of those men, and felt that it was one among the many
great outrages committed in our age and time. Hoping you
will continue firm for the right as you see it, and not be intimidated by fault-finders,
I remain,
Yours truly,
Du. L. L. MoonE.
ST. JoHNSBURY, May 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3 to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER for another year. I don't
see how 1 am going to get along without the paper. It is
the best paper that I hav found yet, and I shall continue to
pay far it, as every subscriber should, and as every man will.
St. Johnsbury is afflicted just now with the Salvation Army,
which makes more hellish noise for heaven than all the
hoodlums in town. They are the especial favorits of the
Advents and Methodists, and I suppose that accounts for
some of the noise they make. The Methodists were holding
what they called conference the week that H~ston made th_e
picture of the Methodist conference in THE TRuTH SEEKER.
Didn't it fit? well, I should snicker ! I showed the paper to
some of my Methodist friends. They acted as if they were
mad, but I mighf hav been mistaken. It is the strangest
thing to me, in this nineteenth century, _to see enlightened
people, so called, follow in the footsteps of their savage and
superstitious forefathers who established the most cruel and
foolish religion ever followed by man. I can't see why they
do it, but they do, and pay well for it, too.
JoHN BELKNAP.
VERSAILLES, Mo., May 12, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I must say that I am an admirer of your
most valuable paper, and do not see how I could get along
without it, as I am in one of those benighted back-ground
lccalities where the weeds grow thick and rank. How could
it be otherwise so long as the people reject reason and common sense, and try-to rest on a pillow filled with Baptist
porcupines, Presbyterian vultures, Methvdist hawks, Campbellite geese, sanctified ducks, and Catholic buzzards, and
not one of them can get a comfortable nap on that pillow
(the Bible) without being punctured and tormented by the
hard, unyielding quills of the others? And if one of the unregenerate happt;lnB along and tells them that their heaven
and New Jerusalem is to be burnt up, and all ungodliness is
to be burnt and destroyed, and there is to be no more pain,
'sickness, or death, then they are grieved again.
Not long since, when in company with several Christians,
an intelligent looking gentleman came up, and one of the
brethren said, "Here is a college student, he can tell you
about it." I asked him if his geology was in unison with the
Bible story of creation, and he shocked the true believers by
saying, "Not by a damn sight."
J. B. BowERS.
Du Bois, PA., May 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Is civilization retrograding? If not, what
is the meaning of the great Bismarck yielding to the demands
of the pope? What is the meaning of the preposterous demands of the pope that the king of Italy shall become his
slave? What means the no less impudent demand on FriJ.nce
that the scions of the church shall be exempt from military
duty, and his grossly i~pudent demand on the Knights of
Labor in Canada that they shall be ready at any moment to
giv up their organization when he dem~tnds it? All these
. things go to show that the church. is g.Li ning power in all
countries where it has the chance of propagating its doctrins
and superstition among the ignorant masses and through
them working on the fears of the ruling tyrants, anrl in this
country using demagogs to do his bidding by giving them
the votes of their ignorant and superstitious followers, the
priests forever working to place the church above the state

in all countries. What can be done to check the onward
march of this head of all tyranny, while the Pn;>testants themselva are ready to destroy anyone who fights superstition ?
They cannot see that they are indirectly aiding.in their'own
destruction by acquiescing in the exemption of church propl
erty from taxation. They are helping that church to attain
a power in this country above the state that will work their
own destruction.
.
J. D •.
PATOH GRoVE, Wis., May 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading about !Irs. Blenker's
case, and I would add to your questions, What about having such a law in these United States that any and every
person can be arrested for sending obscene matter through
the mail ? We got along one hundred years very well without such a law. Why can't we get along longer i I tpink.it
is about time the Comstock law was ;repealed, for I think
that each head of a family can better pr.ote·ci his respectiv
charges without the law. It seems to me a great burlesque
to hav such a law. at the same time that we hav the" holy
Bible." It would be hard to find anything more obscene
than that holy relic.
And what a.bout those limber-backs that dare not go on
and continue to demand the repeal of the Comstock law? I
hope it will get hold of some of them ye~. Poor Mrs.
Blenker! I presume she never wrote anything to anyone
against their consent.
.
· .
It seems to me that all the law that we need in the matter:
is this: If anyone should send to another without their consent or demand, or at least against their commands, then the
individual should hav cause of action against the one send-.
ing. Freedom of the press and pen was the corner-stone of
our'republic, but we seem to be in a fair way of realizing the
truth of Heston's last picture.
M. Y. B. H.
CANTON, 0., May 20, 1887·.
1\<lR. EDITOR: On last Sunday evening, in accordance with
public notice given, Mr. Louis Schaefer, proprietor of the
Opera House here, delivered a lecture before an audience of
over twelve hundred on the subject of " The Moni.l,.'Intellectual, and Christian Character of the Pulpit." The audic
ence was composed of our most intelligent citizens, .of ladies
and gentlemen.· What prom9ted Mr. Schaefer so to do was
the aggressiv attacks by the pulpit in some of our 'churches
here, without discrimination, against the stage in general.
He spoke for over an hour, taking his text from Luke vi,
41, 42, and proved by reliable statistics .that ten times more
crimes are committed by reverend gentlemen, in proportion
to their number, than by any other class of people in the
country, and are annually on the increase; mostly crimes
of a character in which women are implicated; that there
are at the present time fifty ministers in the penitentiaries of the United States where there is one actor. He
advised clergymen when they make pastoral visits to hav
their wives accompany them, and urged upon fathers and
husbands to take the cue. He spoke of the inception of the
drama and theater in Greece, bringing their history down to
the present day, referring to the assassination of President
Lincoln. The stage, he said, has produced more intellectual
giants and poets than any other institution we hav any know].
edge of; that none but cranks and fanatips in the pulpit will
place themselvs in opposition to the legitimate .drama; that
in earlier days such performances were held in churches,
palaces, castles, and palatial residences; that Christ himself
was friendly to social enjoyment, even on the Sabbath day.
He warned his hearers against wolves in sheep's clothing,
, and not to be infittenced by Pharisees and hypocrite. Mr.
Schaefer during the delivery of the lecture received rounds
and rounds upon rounds of applause, and has since been solicitEd to repeat the lecture.
ONE WHo WAs PRESENT. ·
FoREST GRoVE, May 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : You do not seem to hear from this corner of
the Lord's vinyard very often. I thought I would send a·
few words of cheer. For some time past I hav wanted to
tell you what we think of the illustrations in the dear old
TRUTH SEEKER, but as every picture seemed better than the
last, I hardly knew which one to praise. The one which
represents the women as supporting the clergy ought to be
sent broadcast all over the United States, for there is nothing
more true to life than that picture. THE TRUTH BEEKER is
doing a grand work for the cause of Liberalism, and-. it
ought to be better supported than it is.
We are hoping that S. P. Putnam will make usa visit during his stay in Oregon. There are not many strong Liberals
here, but what we lack in quantity we make up in quality.
We ha v a few as stal:lch Liberals as America can produce. And
that reminds me that we hav in Forest Grove a few bigots
who will compare favorably with anything produced in the
twelfth century. The farmers near town wished to start a
creamery, and in order to do this they wished to interest the
business men of the village, not feeling able to bear all the
expense themselvs. They therefore arranged ·for a meeting
of all the farmers and business men at Bert's Liberal Hall on
a certain day. Well, it was talked over in the mean time
among those most interested, and one of the bigots made the
statement that if the meeting was held in that Infidel hall he
would take no stock in the creamery, nor attend the meet~
ing; and another of the same class said it was all he could
do to go into that hall where they had Tom Paine's picture
framed and hanging up. Now, Mr. Editor, I want you to
find out what Paine's picture would hav to do with a creamery. Must we not only hav the Bible in our free schools, but
is it absolutely necessary to compel the use of it in the cowyard? Had I been at that meeting. I should .hav proposed to
the committee that there should be an appropriation made.to
buy a Bible, hymn-book, and the Thirty-nine Articles for
every cow belonging to. the creamery.
Dear editor and brethren, as Josi&h Allen's wife says, I
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would not like you to repeat this, but really what I think is
that the Liberals around Forest Grove need a little more back~
bone. They don't take enough interest in Liberal lectures
and they don't take enough Liberal literature. We must ha;
a revival here, and we look to S. P. Putnam, as oqr presiding
elder, to begin the awakening. We shall probably hav a
visit also from Dr. York; at least, we hope so.
We hav read Helen Gardener's book, "Men, Women, and
Gods." What a grand work it is! It ought to be put in the
hands of every woman and girl in America. I am -doing
missionary-work with my copy, loaning it to every wom~n
I can get to read it. Of course I hav to be careful whom I
loan it to, for some would burn it, just as a few hundred
years ago they would hav burnt the writer. How many
hearts throbbed with fear and sympathy when the sad news
went over the land that our noble leader, the silver-tongued
orator, Colonel Ingersoll, had a sill)ilar throat trouble to that
of our grand warrior, General Grant! And how much our
hearts hav been relieved by better reports of his affliction I
-May he liv many years yet, for there's a grand and glorious
work for him to do. May he liv a thous<tnd years, and his
shadow never grow less.
Yours for U. M. L,
MRs. SARAH C. Tooo.
NEw YORK, May 18, 1887.
MR. EnrroR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 14th appears
an article from Mr. George H. Dawes, to only a part of which
I object ; that is, where he says, " Liberals of this country
date the era of man from the execution of Bruno, and this is
Anno Scientirn 287." It is given that Bruno suffered
martyrdom Feb. 16, 1600. If this is correct, then to found
an era from that date and count now 287 is an absurd error,
a gross error of fact. It has been exposed before, and to
persist in it wilfully any longer is not only absurd, but one
will stultify himself and the whole class in which he counts
himself if no objection is put in. Therefore I, as one of the
Liberals, for this reason protest against and repudiate it.
But there are plenty of other good reasons to condemn it, as
anyone will find by reading the article on " Chronology" in
the Encyclopedia Britannica. To separate into divisions
and to multiply impediments among the human family is to
retrograde. Progress tends to simplify, to unite, and equalize-equal rights and equal duties for all, and privileges for
none. Progress strives for uniformity in languages and
writings, for the same standard of money, measure, and
weights, and time. Progress is opposed to all barriers in
intercourse and trade. When this epoch once arrives, as it
surely will, then war will be a thing of the past, a relie of
barbarous ages.. Let us hear no- more of this so-called new
era, it is a nuisance now but would prove to be a curse. By
the way, I will ask any one of its adherents, Is man not
older, or is science not older also? Then why start from
FREDERIOK KoEZLY.
half way?
PITT, Omo, May 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We hav recently had an interesting exhibition
of the harmony, charity, tolerance, and brotherly love that
pervade the Christian camp. Its happening was after this
manner, i. e.: For many ages the Methodists had had sole,
undisturbed, and undisputed control of this bit of Christian
pasture. Then peace, harmony, and brotherly and sisterly
love seemed to prevail so completely. that the guardian
angels could go·off junketing for weeks without danger to
the fold.
But a short time since, some Baptists thought it was not
good for one denomination to monopolize the field, and accordingly undertook to organize a church after their kind,
just for company's sake. Then trouble commenced all
along the line, and "there was whispering with white lips,
' The foe! They come! they come!'" A few weeks ago
the Baptist shepherd preached a sermon on baptism, demonstrating from his standpoint many things in general, which
life is too short and precious to mention, and two things in
particular, whereby hangs my tale: 1. No baptism except by
immersion worth a --!" 2. Infant baptism unauthorized
and absurd. These points in particular made the Methodists
as was the place of everlasting torment before the new
version put out the fires and compelled the devil t:.- go outside to warm his toes, as shown by Heston. Accordingly
something had to be done to allay the fears of some of 'the
1\'l:ethodists that they were not .duly washed. Accordingly,
as soon as their shepherd could collect ammunition and load
his gun, he went for what he termed " this unauthorized
Baptist nonsense." During the Methqdist shepherd's reply,
one of the pillars of the Baptist church, composed of such
material as martyrs or persecutors (as they are the under or
upper dog in a fight) are made of, sat close and conspicuously before him, ·alternately taking notes, shaking his
head, and looking wise and severe.
Finally the reverend brought his discourse to a close in
substance about as follows: "I hav now preached and unfolded the truth as it is contained in the Bible, and nothing
but the truth. And you clearly perceive : 1. There is no
warrant, not even a shadow of it, for the chtim that .efficacious baptism must be by immersion. 2. There is abundant
authority for the administration of the saving ordinance of
baptism to little children; but," added he, looking and
pointing severely at the aforesaid old Baptist soldier, now
about ready to explode close in his front, "I see, and I am
pained to see, there is one who does not believe it: But I
defy him to disprove it." Now the old man did not stand
upon the order of exploding, but exploded at once, by jumping to his feet.and, with great excitement, declaring in substance, "Sir, you hav not preached the truth, but lies from
beginning to end, and the truth is not in you."
At this critical juncture the flames were opportunely
quenched and oil was thrown upon the troubled waters by
an old lady, the wife of the Baptist warrior, stepping up to
him, :plucking him by the sleeve, and saying to him in a par-

alyzing tone, " Come on, pop. Let thell) sprinkle their
kids if they want to, and see where they'll go to."
Pop went on. And the Methodists and Baptists then and
there parted with much the_ same feeling for each other that
prevailed between the different sects in days gone by, when,
left unrestrained by outsiders whg think no baptism of much
efficacy without soap and towels, they manifested their
brotherly love and Christian charity and forbearance by
racking and roasting each other for Christ's sake, just as they
would now if the wicked outsiders would leave them free to
bear fruit after their kind.
CYRUS SEARS.
LEBo, KAN., May 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The man who runs the risks to life and limb,
WhO soiis his hands and clothes, in pulling down an old, CODdelUDed, decaying temple, is entitled to as great, or greater,
compensation than the one who builds the new; and as I find
that you are thus employed, and as you seem to voice my
views most aptly on theology, I hope to encourage you a little by a few kind words, and by giving you my own and a
friend's name as subscribers on probation. When the time
is up, if I should not again remit, please do not send longer,
as I expect and hope to leave for Europe soon.
The following was written in a spirit of kindness, as was
the note inviting me to attend an Advent meeting and hear
the evidence of the immediate second coming of Christ, as
foreshadowed by the prophecies, visions; and dreams of
John, Daniel, Belshazzar, and others of Bible notoriety:
LEB~,

KAN., - - , --,1887.

FRIEND E., DPar Slr: Many thanks for your invitation to accompany you to the Advent meeting, but as I am familiar with the line
of sophistry they would dignify as argument while yet ignorant on·
many scientific points that I regard as more import.ant to us than
the second, or even the first, coming of Christ, "or any other
man," you will Please excuse me, as I hav no time to waste, and
believe me,
Thine truly,
F , M.D.
Believers in dreams and prophetic visions _
Scarcely deserve any student's derisions.
A man must bav cheek like a government mule,
Or money at stake on your being a fool,
To ask your attention to cackle so fiat
As are visions of cranks in this age or· that.
Go study the science and use of tbe brain;
Go plant a few trees or a few hills of grain ;
Go fatten or slaughter musketoes and mice,
Or sturly the nature and habits of lice;
But talk not to me of old Dan or Belshazzar,
Jonah, or Job, or old Nebuchadnezza1·.
I relegate them to the moths on the shelf
If I wish for dreams, I can dream them myself.
Nor ask I for aid at interpretation,
Being content with my own explanation.
Church dogmas stand out' in open defiance
Of truth as revealed and taught us by science.
All that they teach from the dawn of creation
Getsscorclled in the flames of investigation.
Tiley execrate all who exercise reason,
And curse them as villains guilty of treason
To God's holy government, founded of old
By preachers, who claim theY must manage the fold,
Or all will be plunged into rlarknePs and gloom
More dreadful to thin-k pf than that of the tomb.
With such I wish little nr nothing to do.
But I do not desire to influence you.

F.
.
ONEIDA, KAN., May 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The cuts by your artist, ~'l:r. Watson Heston,
which appeared on the front page of THE TRUTH SEEKER of
the 16th in st., we must say illustrate most vividly Mr. Pecci's
(commonly called Leo XIII.) modus operandi by which he
intends to capture our most formidable citadels by swamping us at the ballot-box. Mr. Heston portrays this in four
acts, viz.: Act 1st. An embassador of Pecci's placing the
foreign eggs in the nest, being assisted by a Protestant
clergyman, and Columbia standing by endeavoring to quiet
and pacify the eagle, who seems to demur.
Act 2d. After the eggs are h!ttched, it is astonishing to see
the physiognomical transfigurations exhibited by Columbia
when she beholds that the incubating (mutual) has resulted
in one young eagle, two serpents, or vipers, and one crocodile.
·
Act" 3d. The crocodile having grown (by s'all feeding and
pampering) to enormous proportions, is lying across and has
crushed Columbia, as well as our American eagle, and as
one of the serpents is in the act of swallowing the young
eagle, the crocodile is swallowing both the serpent and eagle.
Act 4th. Now the crocodile has consumed the whole outfit, except the Protestant clergyman who aided in the incubating process, and who must hav ·got away. Said crocodile, being swollen to immense size, is reposing with his head
lying .across the Stars and Stripes, bearing thereon inscribed, '' E pluribus unum." The crocodile has a huge
·
cross on his spinal column.
Now comes the farce to conclude with, which is our political "Punch and Judy" demagogs aiding in the construction
of the grand propaganda university at Washington city; the
university near Central Park, N. Y; the placing of a nuncio
in this country ; the crowning of Gibbons with the red hat ;
the passage of the Freedom of Worship bill in the legislature
of New York, as well as the Murphy Protectory bill, inviting
and permitting foreign criminals and paupers to laud at Castle Garden at the rate of ten thousand a day, etc., etc.
Such a farce is too ridiculous and absurd for any sensible
nation of people to tolerate. The idea of our Solons at Washington spending their whole term, almost, legislating on protection to home industries on the one hand, while on the
other inviting starved-out pauper labor from all other
nations to this country, and thereby driving to the wall our
artisans, is too preposterous. What use is protection or protectiv tariff under such circumstances? Shut down the
gates to foreigners, repeal the naturalization laws, or amend
so as to read twe~ty-one years before citizenship is granted
aliens; appoint a commission to investigate all secret designs (vigilantly) that are alien to our free institutions; pass
laws prohibiting any priest or clergyman from performing
the marriage ceremony, and it will not be long before we can
with all propriety call this America. Our motto should be,
" America for Am~ricans," for it is evident that Americans
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Europeanize more readily than Europeans Americanize; and
by our Solons acting upon the above suggestions, they would
be placing such protection around our most formidable citadels, free schools, as well as the ballot-box, that we might
feel secure against foreign invasions of ignorance, superstiAMERIOA.
tion, criminals, and paupers.
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., May 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : The best omen for the Liberal cause in
America at this moment is that it produces such heroius as
Elinina. The worst is that her defense is being taken up by
the Freethought press in such a feeble, half-hearted manner.
I had hoped the arrest of this " mother in Israel," with its
certain consequences, would hav aroused the whole- Liberal
world to a united demand for the absolute repeal of the infamous postal laws which bear the name of Comstock. But
I J?Crceive I was mistaken. Let us consider the points of the
situation. In circulating facts concerning the relations of
the sexes, which hav been covered by the screen of conventional hypocri&y and laws devised for the especial protection
of lust and its worst consequences, Mrs. Slenker has been
rendering a service to science and morality whose importance
can only be appreciated by the very few who hav gone below the surface of these tabooed but vital subjects. I can
scarcely believe that you do not consider the laws of propagation a legitimate branch of science, or that you doubt it
must be cultivated by the inductiv method, if at all. Why,
then, do you quote the word "data" as applied to Mrs.
Slenker's facts? How can you say she "has gone to intolerable lengths in circulating them?" Can they be circulated
too much ? Do they not need to be ventilated the more in
proportion as they are themselvs the more revolting and
atrocious? Hav you a particle of sympathy with the Comstockian idea that the door of the nuptial chamber should be
the mental, as it is the legal, screen for the enormities which
fill the world with idiocy, deformity, disease, and crime? For
my own part, as a Freethinker, a cultivator of science, a
friend to humanity, and the father of daughters, I find no
words to express my abhorrence for this most pernicious and
dangerous phase of the movement in favor of ignorance.
With regard to the language used by 1\'Irs. Blenker, there
may be more show for a difference of opinion among those
whose good opinion is worth having. But allow me to say
that you -entirely misconceive when you remark that "the
English language is rich enough and flexible enough to convey all shades of meaning without borrowing from the
vocabulary of the abandoned class." The words used by Mrs.
Slenker are the only words for the ideas expr~ssed which belong to the English language (the others being barbarous modern Latin) ; they may be found in a work as standard as
Bayle's Dictionary, and, though prudishness has commonly
kept them from the eye, they were familiar to the ear of every
man, woman, and child who has spoken En.!!;lish ever since
Vortigern went sparking to Rowena.
But even if it were otherwise, the point is of no importance. " Whether a thing shall be designated by a plain
noun substantiv or by a circumlocution is," says Macaulay,
in his usual felicitous style, "mere matter of fashion.
Morality is not at all interested in the question." But surely
morality is interested in this, that crime, and especially
legalized crime, shall not be treated mincingly. It is more
than a matter of fashion which shall be considered worseto commit the most infernal outrages upon womanhood aud
maternity, or to call them by their right names. Mrs.
Slenker's bad taste, if it be bad, is far from a sufficient
reason why there should be any hesitation, when a powerful
co=on enemy is iri view, about coming up to the aid of a
Freethinker and moralist likely to die in prison for publishing literature of a strictly ethical and scientific kind, couched
in what she at least considered decorous language-she, an
old woman of unquestioned good education and good character.
Suppose that Mrs. Slenker had used Latin words instead
of English, hav you any idea that the inquisition would hav
let her alone? Surely it is within your knowledge that
Harman and Walker are now under arrest, with excellent
prospects of conviction, for publishing one such item as Mrs.
Slenker's "data," in which the sole "obscene" expression
was one of those very Latin words for which she has substituted S!txon tantamounts. The object of the movement in
favor of ignorance is to emasculate science and destroy -it.
Coarseness of expression on the part of scientific writers was
never anything but an excuse.
It is, however, an excuse to which we hav allowed a great
deal too much. Years ago the cry of obscenity operated on
the hosts of Freethought like the historic appearance of a
skunk at what should hav been a great Union victory. Such
a thing might-be excused once, but officers and soldiers who
turned success into disaster by running away a second time,
even from a skunk, would hav deserved to be shot. At
whatever cost of disgust and trouble, the polecat of prurient
prudery must be slain if science and Liberalism are to be
preserved. The Comstock gang hav made the issue squarely,
and we must not dodge it. Science is to be put down. The
means are to imprison scientists on charge of indecency. We
cannot do less than come square up to the front, with our
battle formed on this line, that while knowledge is imlispensable to morality, some breadth in the expressions of its
cultivators is but a venial offense at worst. 'rhis is the attitude of 1\'Irs. Slenker, of Heywood, of Walker, of Harman.
While too many of our soldiers are trying to repeat the grand
retrograde movement, others are training all their guns upon
that skunk. There are more of them than there were. JHrs.
Slenker's fate will make more, just as the prosecution of
Heywood and Bennett gave "Cupid's Yokes" a m1tional
celebrity. And so at last the movement in favor of ignorance
will, I trust, defeat itself. But such victories are won only
through the blood of martyrs, and none of us can be held
excusable for vacillation in the hour of trial. C. L. JA].J:ES,
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Performing bears are sometiq1es seen in the
streets of cities, accompanied by their masters, by whom tlley hav been taught to do
many clever tricks. I saw one once at Rocky
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Point, a Rhode Island summer resort, who
Ri'Der, Mass., to uihom all Communications fqr
was very fond of beer, sarsaparilla, lemonade,
!l>.is Oqrner ahould be sent.
etc. The crowds who visited him were very
fond of buying drinks and seeing. the bear
:Between the dark and the daylight,
swallow them. Bruin would stand on l!is
· When the night is beginning to lower,
hind feet, draw the cork with his teeth, tal{e
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
the bottle in his fore-paws, tip his head back,
That is known as the Children'S Hour."
and swallow the contents in very quick time.
He finally guzzled so much beer that it killed
May Days.
him. He was what we might call a bear
Now the pretty birds are coming,
drunkard, and met the fate of other drunkFrom the sea-horn islands roaming,
ards.
And our own wild bees are humming
In the plum-t.rees clad in white,
Bears are found occasionally in the White
Fanned by breezes soft and light.
mountains, and used to be quite plenty there,
Low beside the Elkhorn waters
as well as in other parts of New England.
Noisy wild geese and their daughters;
In the West and Southwest of the United
But the wounded waits and loiters
States they still exist in numbers, and hunters
In his lonely wanderingtake great pleasure in bunting them.
Sad ho hears the song of spring.
Bear meat is said to be very fine. It occa8'lon the toiling, busy farmer,
sionally finds its way to our markets. A genWith the aid of many a charmer
~M,dest maiden, naught may harm her),
tleman bought some bear meat once at a
Plants the checkered fields with corn,
great price, but, sending it home for dinner,
Heeding not the proud world's scorn.
Bridget thought it would be nice for pies,
•Neath the new sun daily shining
and she boiled it and chopped it up for minceGray cloud~ turn their silver limng,
meat! The bear pies were very good, howS!ldness brings no sad repining
When the violets dipped in dew
ever.
Lift their starry eyes to you.
There is a bear story in the Bible about two
In thq grove the yellow-hammers
she-bears devouring forty and two children at
Rend the air with saucy clamors,
one time. It is undoubtedly a myth.
Thrilled with May-time'>< brightest glamours.
Below is a true bear story, relating to the
Neighbors now jMt o'er the way
capture of a bear in our own country.
Holding concerts every day.
ThrusheR brown and gaver swallows
.A. BEAR STORY.
Uo and down the breezy hollows,
There
are
plenty
of bears in the far West,
While the bloomm.:r blne-bell follows,
away in the forests and on the plains where
Oalling to the rose of June
In a dreamy, tender tune.
civilization has not yet set her foot. Chas.
Ha~'en, May, the royal comer,
F. Blackburn, mining prospector and geoloBed rose paints the cheek of summergist, and who has traveled extensivly all over
Pen of mine be never dumber
the great. West, givs many interesting acTuan the liqnid notes and free
counts of meeting with bears in his travels.
L~rks hav learned across th9 sea.
His bear stories are actually blood-c~rdling,
Bluebirds, too, recross the billow,
and make the cold shivers run up and down
Building in our waving willowNot a thorn be in the pillow:
the spinal column.
Little fea~hered friends of mine
His first exciting bear-hunt was along with
Welcome to our northern pine l
a man called Captain Jack in the famous
Frenchtown, Neb.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
Black Hills.
Thfly had trailed a huge cinnamon bear to
his home, a large cave in a hill. They were
hardly brave enough to face the bear within
his den, and they sent in their big dog.
All About the Bears.
The meeting of the dog and bear was not
Now, some of you, perhaps, hav seen a mutually agreeable. The bear was gruff,
bear, and you know that it appeared exceed- and growled at the intruder, and the dog
ingly funny walking about on its kind feet.
howled and barked at such a rude welcome.
Bears belong to the carnivorous or flesh- Pretty soon the old cinnamon bear came out
eating animals that are plantigrade, which of his cave home, walking on his hind feet
means that they can walk on the soles of their and holding the big dog under his left arm,
feet. Do they eat anything else except flesh? as if he were some little insect. The poor
Oh, yes, they eat vegetables, grains, and in- dog looked as if he hadn't a friend in the
sects, and they are very fond of sweets, like world, his eyes were bulging, and he was
honey, and they like milk, too.
held as tightly as if in a vise; and, besides,
They do not kill animals by biting them in Bruin was striking the poor fellow with his
a vital part and sucking their qlood, but they right fore-paw terrible blows which weaktear them with their claws, or hug them to ened his voice with every well-directed cuff.
death. I guess we would not any of us like He finally dropped the dog, and then caught
o be hugged to death.
him again in his iron-like jaws by the back
Where are bears found? Oh, in almost all of his neck, and g_11ve him such a shaking as
latitudes that are not inhabited by human he never had before; then he threw him fully
beings. Where men are, bears are not, for thirty feet to one side, looking at him as if to
hey are soon killed or driven away.
say, "I'll teach you, sir, that you cannot
The white or Polar bear is now the largest enter a gentleman bear's abode in such an
and most powerful of the bear tribe. A unceremonious manner as that!"
polar bear sometimes weighs fifteen hundred
Ths dog lay quite still, unable to move, and
pounds, and is very savage. Bears are very the bear's eyes flashed with triumph mingled
affectionate and loving to each other, although with anger.
cross and ferocious toward other creatures,
At that .moment he espied Captain· Jack
especially when attacked. They are very standing under a pine-tree squarely in front
much attached to their babies, and when one of the cave and his bearship. The bear did
dies, the poor mother is disconsolate. It will not hesitate, but jumped fully fifteen feet
fondle the dead body, bring it food, and try toward the captain, who fired with his needleto nurse it back to life. And if the mate gun and shot the bear endwise. The bear
dies or is killed, the one who remains mourns jumped again, and would hav had Captain
and cries, and refuses to be comforted. It Jack for dinner had he not jumped too. He
sits by its dead in great distress, and will be ·dropped his needle-gun and caught the limb
killed rather than leave it.
of the pine-tree, swinging himself out of the
The grizzly bear is more savage than any reach of his bearship. Mr. Blackburn, who
other of the race of bears.
was on the top of the cave, then gave a shot
You hav heard of the cave bear, I suppose. or two to the bear, when he dropped, seeing
He was large and strong, and lived in. the which Captain Jack dropped, too-from the
caverns of Europe in what is termed the tree. Of course it was a relief to see Bruin
"post-tertiary epoch," which means in geol- lying there so still, for no one can fancy being
ogy, the second period after the age of mam- made into mince-meat by the teeth of a bear.
mals.
In the mean time the dog began to come to
Did you ever hear of a bear that wore spec- life and gasped for breath, which had been
tacles? No? Well, away down among the very nearly knocked and scared out of him.
Andes mountains in Chili, there is found a The bear kicked and commenced rolling down
black bear, with smooth and glossy fur, ex- the mountain side in his death agony. The
cept its muzzlE: and breast, which are dingy poor dog was assisted to his feet, but as he
white. But there are half circular marks saw the old bear he felt like retreating. It
around its eyes, which make him appear as was a year before the dog regained his accusif he had on spectacles; hence its name, a tomed vigor, and after that terrible experi.
spectacle bear.
ence he Vl!ould strike out for camp as soon as
Borne bears can be tamed if taken in hand he caught the scent of a bear, believing, no
when very young, and they will become doubt, that "discretion is the better part of
quite attached to their masters.
valor'' when bears q,re arounq, He diq not

Qkolumn.

fancy such an everlasting shaking and pounding as the bear gave him, and ~obody can
blame the dog.
That bear weighed 1,300 pounds, and it
was good to know he would never shq,ke
dogs, or any other creature, again.
.
B.H.W.
QuEsTroNs.-To what species do bears belong_?
What is the meaning of carnivorou• 1 plantigrade? How do bears kill animal•? Where are
bear• found 1 Tell what you can of the polar
bear, their attachments, etc. What of the cave
bear? the spectacle bear 1 Can bears be tamed 1
What of performing bears? What can you say of
the bear who drank beer 1 What was his fate?
Where do bears still exists in t.his country? What
of bear meat 1 What of the bPar story in the
Btble 1 Tell what you ch.n re!'llember of the story
of an encounter with a bPRr In thA West.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

2.-A STYLISH ENIGMA.
Now here is a style
That will make you smile,
And you'll guess it the very first trial;
It does not denote
The style of a coat,
But the styie of the good old 8Un-dial.
Behead it, and there
'Tis, a palindrome fair,
Whose center if yet you but take away,
'Tis a curious fact
·That it shows you exact,
And at all. times, the mid of the day.
So our sun stands still
Over Puzzler's Hill.
As for Gideon once on Gilboa ;
And it even runs back
In its palindroml:l track,
As once for the king HezekiahIf the Bible don't tell us a-lie-ah l
OLD BoY.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children

and
Youth. <By Susan H. Wixon. Without Super
stition. The Only Illustrated Freethinliors
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illusti·ations; large illtype, heav:vd
toned paper, broad margins, · uminate
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office
A·tmles of Gold. A Story-Book for
the Young Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excel
lent work for young masters an(! !'llisses, has
passed through a very large editwn, and ·a.
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This ne~ edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the· volume.
T':le Youth's Liberal Guide. By
Prof. H. M. KottingertA.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER.
B>ible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJi>hlet
refers specific~~olly to 148 Bible proposit10nt11
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propo~itions in the Pame book, Price
R5Mn*~·

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

Tlle Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br. Wni. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper
90 cents: cloth, $1.25.
Ex::eter Hall. " One of the most excit
ing romances of the day." Price, paper, 60
cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Ni!lthaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man
A Radical novel of marked ability. Egual to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdon
3.-REBUS.
ald. 404 pages. $1.25.
Tll,e Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radicals tory. From the London editiOn. BY
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.
All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its ab~olute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and
perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exFor little students in geography.
pect to find, m such a marked de~re~ even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OillLDREN'S OORNER
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." P1ice,
MA.Y 21, 1887.
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
1.-A city that is set on a hill cannot be hid.
2.-By putting the space between o and w,
instead of between w and h, God is now here
becomes God i.9 no where.
3.-Appearances are often deceitful.

Correspondence.
May 15, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I saw so many
boys and girls writing letters I thought I
would write one too. My father has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for eight years. I hav
two little sisters, one of them is five and the
other nine. I am a girl twelve years old.
This is the first letter. Excuse my poor
writing. Your Freethinker friend,
. MATILDA A. 8TIOE.
FRENCHToWN, NEB., April28, 287.
MY DEAR Miss WIXON: In offering the inclosed lines I do not wish to intrude upon
the rights of others who are more capable of
entertaining the children of the Corner than
myself. I rejoice, and I am sure there are
many who share this feeling with me, that
the Children's page is always so "filled with
tender, humane, and scientific principles.
" As the twig is bent the tree's inclined" is
an old. saw, but none the less true. Children
who are given the right start on the path of
life will not accept silly superstitions when
they are grown up. With best wishes for the
prosperity of the Corner, I am,
Ever yours for the truth,
.MARY B. FrNOH.

Pains

Vin~icats~ !

--oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Obsm·ver•s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL •
--oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETIIER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated .Aceount of a Scene at the Death-

bed of Tll.omaa Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
~upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
EDITOR CHILDREN's CoRNER : It is quite nat78pp. Price 15 cents.
ural to expect to hear a F'inclt sing, and sin?;
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
well. too, as she often does in our Corner (I
mean Mary B. as a matter of course). But a
Orow, or J. 0row, or, to be facetious and
REPLY
doubly punsome. a Jay Crow-why, ''it
TO
REV.
L. A. LAMBERT'S
beats all nature," and no mistake l Two
very unmelodious birds in one combination "NOTES ON INGERSOLL
for perfect harmony-the very embodiment
By B. W. J,.acy.
of euphony and impersonation of poesy.
Da.gmar's "Virginia's Visit" was a fine A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·s
pu>zle to me, and called all my mind-reading
Historical misstatements.
faculty into play, as I am unacquainted with
P1"1n•. !1Joth. U: Pape1". 1\0 (Jen1i•.
both Dagmar and Virginia. Virginia is the
daughter of Bishop Snow, and no matter
what gentile prejudice may say, slte i~ not
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
over-estimated by her friend Dagmar. Your
OR,
puzzle artist is doing. excellent· work. nut
above all others, I desire to praise that very The Forgery of the Old Testament.
fine contribution on " The Right and the
Dedicated to the clergy
Wrong," by Jessie Brewster. Don't print
BY
anything from your Old Boy as long as there
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
is anything like that on hand. We muHt hav
more from her. She is a giantess. Who is
Secularist.
she, anywa;n
Yoqr.
QLD noy,
lO cents,

TFIE 'l"'RU'l'l-l

~EEK.ER,

JUNE 4-, i 88'7.

J;ngersolla "Works.
I' he Gods.

Inu-0rsoll's Tributes.
REOUCEil IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangemcmts whnreby we can
offer theRe magnificent prose poPm> nf Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper,18x22 inches, illuminated bortler, large clear type, suitable for fram
in g. The titles are:

Paper, 50 ets; cloth, $1.

In five lectureM, comprising, "The Gods"
"Humboldt," "Thom~il Paine," "Individuaiity," and "Heretics am! Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Wom~n, and Ohild," "The Declaration of Independence," "About Fanning in Illinoia,"
•· '.rhe Grant Banqueh" "The Hev. Alexander
Olarlt," "The Past .ttises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll."

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage•.Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

The price of these hemtofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN OENTB EA.OH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFT:~ CENTS. Mailed secure
.tom
akage. AddresR THE TRUTH BEEKER
~ L~tfayet.te Pl.. New York.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
'
The l!hristian Relhdon. By R. G.
IngersoJ,1 Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
Georl!e .1!'. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.

Ot·thoaoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Ingersoll Cate<·hised: His Answers to

DANCER AHEAD.

atheNumber
of Vital Questions Propounded by
editor of the San Frani,-tsca·n. 5 cents; 50

cents per dozen' 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindi<•atiou of 'l'llomas Paine from

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Goo<l Citizen of
this Republic.

Addl"ess on !he t._;ivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
fn~t>rsoll's Lcctur·es Uom plet.t'.

By A . .T. GROVER.

the attacks of the New York Observer. by Hobert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
·

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher bas had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing .over 1i300
paJ?;es, which is sold at tho exceedingly ow
P"riCe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

"l'ribntel-l.

'.-lr!rARR

Fath rR of Our

There hav been so many

A LECTURE delivered before tbe Tenth A anna
Oongressof the American Sec·ular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 13, 1!l!l6.

By JOHN E. REMSBUIW.
Price l~ Mnt.R.
AddresM THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

W. S BECL'8 PA MPH GETS.
The Conflict between {;bristiauity
and Civilization.

Reported for the "Truth Seek•" by
I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

15 OENTB.
PRIOE,
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my th~tnk• for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleRsed with your address, and will
notice it in Ma".-T. B. WakAman.
A beautiful pRmphlet of 86 pages. It iii a vPry
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age,

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburll" are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinfir the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Ohurch and Civilization; the
Ohurch and Science; the Ohurch and Leai·ning;
the Ohurch and Liberty h. the Ohurch and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem_perance Reform; the
Ohurch and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRIOE, 20 OENTB.
The number of heads under whichoyou hav
divided the subject mattet· of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each. point is discussed, should bA highlr commended. Therefore
I tl!.ke !l'reat pleasure m recomm~nding "AutiProhtbttion "to the consideration of ever{ person
who is intereRted, not only in the canse o temperance. bnt in the principles of self government.J.J. McOabe.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by BcriJ:>ture : Falsehood and
Deeeption ; . Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices;· Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; IntemJ)erance; Poverty
and Vagrancy-: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents ; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking.

Thomas Paine.

LIBERTY AND .MOitALITY.
"I am very much pleased with It, and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
wo d of it."
·
Jl'nr sal~ &t thlo offire
"Price 15 OAntB.

~HE ONuY <0o~~EGJII

This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is aiscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Bunda_y Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath durin&" the Middle ~es: The Puritan
abbath; Testimony of Ohnstian Refonners,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents: six conies, $1.00.

The Apostle of Re-

R~pubHc,

Paine, Jefferson, WashirJgton,
Franklin.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all t-he famous "tributes "
heretofore pri.n ted in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose, a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt· back
and side, $2.50; in half calf,- mottled edges, elegant library style1 $4.50; in full Turkey morocco, ~ilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
Photo~raphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, 11: cabinAt. 40 nAnt.R.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CENTS.

'T'TIR TRUTH REEKER 00.

THE

1!-PPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His B1·other," "The Vision of War," the "G1·ant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, aud Ill large, clear type, SUitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

40

PRIO&,

€::DIJIIION.

SOCIAL
TM

WEAl..THq

Bo~

Facfmos and .Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirmnent and AppO'I"tiowment.

By J. K. INUALLS.
Price, Cloth,

$1 00,

AddreFIR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
NEW YORK:

ligious and Political Libei-ty. Tells the story
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
of the Autho.r-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of hie character and genius, and vin28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
dicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Ohoiue extracts from ' Oommon Sense,•
"American ·Orisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given ; also, tribu tea to Paine's
PRICE, fi CENTS,
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Ps-"n l. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth,.75 cents.
1
Image Br~ak.,r. Six Lectures: De1
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- B Moss .. The b~st conducted debate of modern
in~~:ton !tn Unbeliver; Jeft"erson an Unbeliever; times. ieo pp., 25 cts.
The Mirror of Fre.e· .
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 etA!. 25 cts. Bihhc11l Errors and Secular •.rruths. 25 ·
LIQ.UOR DRINKING
Two Revelations. 5 CtR. Bible Horror•; or,
The Apostle of Liberty. An addrese cts.
RPal Bl.l»phemy. 5 cts. Bib lA Makers. 5 cts.
delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Free- Bible Samt~-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. l\foses
'
'
thinkers' Convention, danuary 29, 1884. Price, tJs. Darwin. 5 ct•. S<tcrat.. ~, Buddha, and Jesus.
10 cents.
5 cts. OhriRtianity a Degrar!in~ Reludon. 5 cts.
•
Fictitious Gods. 5 ct... Natural l\fRn. 5 cts.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
The Old Fatth and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
SpinozR. 5 cts. The Bible God anr! His F~tvorits.
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 cts. l\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health. We~tlth,
Situation Wanted.
•md H~ppiness. 5 ct.s. The B1·Rin Anrl the Soul.
An honPst, indu•trious m~tn-a Freethinker- 5 ct.s. .Nat.ure and_ the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsbur~r's " Bible
desires employment of any kind, such as work in Naturlll Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lawer Morals." 48 pages ;-price 10 cents.
a restaurant, or hotel, or coAchman, or ga1·dener. Animals. b cts.
Address,
TH<>S. GoDDARD,
Addresa Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
8122
Oare Truth l:letker Oo.
E.O., LonJun, Eng,
28 Lafayette PJ.aoe, New York.

l 8 Tempsrance

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS. B··~t·

sc!t~~ J~~~:u:f. l~~~=ti[oilo Aw1f~i~~~g~t!~ff:u~

Commended Defended and EDJ' <Jined
by the B1"ble

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.
A

OOMPEND Oll' THE NATURAL

LA WB Oll' IN-

DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND

EX ORANGE.

By J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

CAPT~INS OF INDUSTRY1
OB.

MPn of Bnsiness Who Did Rometbing Besides.
Making Money. A. Book for Young Americans.

BY ."JAMES PARTON.

• $1.2:Jr

Price,

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Plo.ne. New York.

Address

THE

CONFESSIONAL

ROMISH AND ANGLIOAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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IIJoetrg.
Saint Anthony's Sermons.
Saint Anthony preached to the Priory throng;
Saint Anthony's sermons were terribly long,
So dreary, so wearY. so learnedly deep,
'l'hat all of the brothers were soon fast asleep.
He sighed as he looked at them, placid and still,
For he loved his own sermons, as some people will;
Then away in a huff to the river he sped,
A sermon he'd preach to the fishes instead.
He stood on the bl'ink and his sermon began, •
But fish are not fonder of sermons than man.
l:lo he girt up his cassock; quoth he, "I must go
And see if they'll1isten to me down below."
That night as the monks in refectory sat,
They wondered and asked what the saint could
be at,
When a young brother said, as he bent over his
dish,
' He's gone to the river to preach to the fish !"
So down to the river they started in quest,
And peered through t.he water with curious zest,
Till they spied in the bed of the river below
The saint and the fish sitting row upou row.
And 'tis said ever since that historical night
Not a fish in tha1; stream can be tempted tu bite.
'.rhe reason's as plain as the waters are deep,
Saint Anthony's sermons hav sent them to sleep.
-Freae,·iclc E. Weatherly, in Temple Bar.

Patrick O'Finagin's Church Dues.
One evening, weak and weary,
When my mind was sad ond dreary
At my prospects of the future, too disc msolate
to tell,
I went to Father Cares·,
Who is always light and airy,
Faith, he never saems to bother about heaven,
earth, or hell.
"Och !" says I, " dear Father John,
I•ve an awful taking on
About my sins and my shortcomings, and I dread
the judgment day;
But your rev'rence can retrieve me,
And with fitting words relieve me,
And with holy consolations take my terrors all
away.''
Then, with repentant fearing,
I whispered, in his hearing,
M.any a sad thought which I long had kept a
secret in my mind ;
And I asked him to excuse
If I couldn •t pay my dues
To the church and to the priest, as the crops
were far behind.
"Sure poor Biddy and the childer
Need so many things they hinder,
And I scarce can keep the devil of starvation
from my doot ;
But holy Father Carey
You can make me bright and airy
With a word of consolation from the church's
ample store."
There I ended my confession
Of the cause of my depresswn,
But my sins were so enormous that the priest
had to refuse ;
For hii! "claim in a disaster
Is the first-all others afterAnd the church givs consolation to the man who
pays his dues."
Sturgts, Jficlt.
THoMAS HARD•NG.

· Might and Right.

ma:y fairly expect before long t~ see the bar
and the bench held in as light esteem as the
pulpit is to-day. If theology is dishonest In
its imposition upon McGlynn, the law is no
less so in its swindle of Reynolds.
Stealing $75 from J't:lr. Reynolds seems to
hav vindicated and appeased the Jersey Joss
and reestablished his mighty dignity. Some
people were afraid that Mr. Reynolds might
spend the rest of his life in prison, and that
even that would not ward off the earthquakes
·and cyclones which an offended God might
send to New Jersey, but it turns out to be
only a matter which justifies the theft of
$75. A great scare all for nothing, and the
Jersey Joss is shown up to be a very smallpotato fellow after all.
: Public sentiment has a great restorativ
:effect in such cases; and as public sentiment
'stands upon fundamental right when it sup: ports Father McGlynn in his difference with
:that beggar on horseback, little Mickey Corrigan, so public sentiment, guided and directed
by the master mind of Colonel Ingersoll,
i should be strong enough and right enough to
·sternly rebuke this Judge· Childs and his
infamous work. Let such judges be taught
that the world has no sentiment toward them
but intense loa.thing and contempt, and such
:crimes as Judge Childs has been guilty of
will cease and such judges as he will become
. rare.
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
May 23, 1887.

Sunday Laws in Illinois.

Mottoes for Freethinkers.

I

WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borde·rs, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the y_arious
readings:

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

Origin ot· the Christian Bible.
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REASON IS A DETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
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BffiLE F.A.BRIC.A.TIONS REFUTED
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

-

15c

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

0

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOWt

A Masonic ·vindication of" Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York

-
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THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS

100.

••

.······················································
.
.. SUPERSTITION IS THE CI(ILD OF SLAVERY. .
.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12m(/, 29 pages,

.
0

AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F L. l:Srowne, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our coloniZation enterprise,the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa\ andfenerally
to the practical solution of the problem o Integral
Co-operation. Price, Sl a year; 50 oents for si:J
"'~"''f\~n..S!Pi ~Ant• fnr tht·.:.~ mnr•th•

:ooooooooooooOOooOoo'oooooooooooo•••OoOoOooooooooooooo:

OlD

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

.

.

BOOK~!

Catalogue of Old, Rare, and Secondhand Standard bookH sent free.
JORDAN BROS.~45 North 9th, St.,
13t17
.l:'liiladelphia, Pa.

• • • • • • • • o •• o.oooo•ooooooooooooooooooooooo,oooooooooooo

:

THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;

TO DO GOOD

lliY

RELIGION,

:

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Free thought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents". Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A bill has recently passed the House in
Illinois prohibiting the playing of baseball on
Sunday. The bill was introduced by Representativ Vickers, of Johnson county. On the
13th of May J .. E. Remsburg spoke at the
TRAVELS IN FAi!TH
home of Mr. Vickers on the Sunday question.·
Tradition to Reason.
Instead of openly attacking Vickers and his
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Vloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Office.
bill, Mr. Remsburg argued against Sunday
legislation in general, defended Sunday
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
recreation, and made an earnest plea in behalf of liberty, and by this method carried a
majority of Vickers's constituents with him.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER;
The following " special" to the Chicago
Introduction by
Times shows the effectivness of Mr. RemsROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
burg's address:
Price; Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
SPRINGFIELD, May 20.-[Special.]-Repre~
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
sentativ Vickers's constituency is not a unit
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, '
in the support of his bill prohibiting the play28 Lafayette Place, New York.
ing of baseball on Sunday, and 111 sent a
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
petition to Senator Garrity to use all his at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.
influence in securing a defeat of the measure.
In the Senate this morning l:lenator Garrity
had the petition read, after which it was referred to the committee on license and misAND THEIR
cellany. The petition is as follows:

From

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present and. the Future
Republic ot' North ~merlcs
.. BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice and crime. "It deals with the J;>resent
conditwns of1 society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections·, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under oui· present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North AmerJCa, as it will be ivhen
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,aOc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. Charles Watts's Works.

MR. GARRITY, Senate Chamber, Dear Sir: At the
request of many of the citizens of VIenna, I inclose the Within petition to you. We destre to
acquaint the Senate with the fact that a majority
(and a large majority, too,) of the Citizens of this
(Johnson) county are opposed to the bill prepared
by VIckers. The signers of this petition are in
earnest. We want this bill defeated. We are op1Josed to it becoming a !awl. Because it is unconstitutional.
2. It io an open attempt to .mfringe upon the
rights of the people.
·3. It is not in accordance with the spirit of progress and liberty of our state and people.
4. It is only characteristic of its author's idea of
liberty.
.
5. It prevents honest, hard.working, moral
young men, who labor from ten to twelve hours a
day, from enjoying themselvs on Sunday.
6. It is par excellence with the infamous old
Sunday laws of Connecticut.
7. It is an attempt to re-enact the religious intolerance of a century ago.'
8. It virtually bars labor from amusement and
makes pleasure a crime.
9. It IB infamous, brutal, and heartless.
It was born of policy; political aspiration was
its father, and the author's hope its mother.
It takes sunshine from the many to satisfy the
selfish wish of the few. We are opposed to all
this. We are·for law and order, but we are against
inquisit.ions. Giv the young men liberty-just a
little. Let them play ball. IVe are in favor of
being law-abiding citizens seven days in the week.
Anythmg that IB immor"l on Sunday is immoral
any other day as well. Vickers is too narrow to
see this. If any man disturbs the peace the Jaw
covers the case. If the law as-it is be enforced,
the rights of all will be protected. Every Sundayschool, every church, every family, every home and
fireside, every picnic, and every public meeting
w1!1 be protected.
'I'he names on the petition represent more tban
two-thirds of the business men of Vienna, and
two-thirds of this number supported Vickers las&
November. You are at liberty to use tlie petition
m auy way you may deem proper.
Asking you to kindly lend your aid in opposing
the law, I am,
Very truly yours,
L. 0. WHITNEL.
PET[TION.
'l'o THE HoNoRABLE SENATE o~' THE f'!TATE oF
ILLINOIS: We, the undersigned citizens, busmess
men, and firms doing busmess in the town of
Vienna, Johnson county, Ill., do hereby emphatICally enter our protest against the passage of the
bill which lately pas•ed the lower house of the
general assr,mbly, vrohibitiug the playing of basevall on Sunday, because in our judgment said bill
Is an intnngement on the rigltts and liberties of
the people, prohibiting, as it does, innocent
amusement, recreation, and Pleasure. :
.
Signed by 111 citizens uf Vienna.
'

The people's love for Father McGlynn
shows a wide appreciation of the stand he
has taken for human rights. His position
has a high significance. It means that authority, to be respected, must make itself
respectable; that it is not enough to assert
authority, but that the title to authority must
be proved by reason and based upon funda·
mental right.
No more dangerous or disreputable prostitution of authority has ever been exhibited in
this country than the imposition of a fine
upon Mr. Charles B. Reynolds by one Judge
Childs in a New Jersey court for "blasphemy." The law put into the hands of this
judge the power to take $75 from Mr. Reynolds, and he hastened to demonstrate his
unworthiness to be intrusted with this power
by taking the money. This $75 was taken as
a thief takes. It was honest money, and no
equivalent was rendered for it. If ever there
was a bold, licentious defiance of right, this
outrage by Judge Childs was one. In his
anxiety to uphold an obsolete law he ignored
the fundamental law, "·Thoushalt not steal."
In his anxiety to pander to the worst elements
in New Jersey he has written his name on the
roll of infamous judges.
My soul goes forth in reverent admiration
for Father McGlynn because of his firm stand
a.gainst the most corrupt autocracy the world
has ever seen, and my soul rises to adoration
of Colonel Ingersoll for his noble defense of
Mr. Reynolds's rights, which must excite approval all over the world. As a lawyer, loving my profession, I want to sound a note of
PERSONAL EXlSTEN(;E AF1,ER
warning. The bar and the bench cannot
DEATH IM.PBOBABLE.
stand many such trials as that of 1\fr. Reynolds. The strain is too great. A.Iready
By L. R. SMITE.
lawyers are beginning to be looked upon as
unable or too indifferent to remedy the mis- Pamphlet, .32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
chiefs of such trials, and if lawyers and the
Published and for sale by
law fail to represent human rights, then we
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethougbt. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS~:
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

IliBLE 1tiYTI-i8

The American SecuJa.r Union; its

Parallels in Other Religions

Seeularism; Destructiv and Construc-

The object of the work is to }Joint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to-show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us.''-N. Y. Sun.
t vol. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, S2.ii0.

DR. J. L. YORK,

Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll;)
32 pages in cover. PrJ.ce, 10 cts.

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society. n
Iritroduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents : The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price. 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at tlie low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Chl'istian Deity ;
his Eastern lecture tour May 1st, to speak at
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Sacramento on M-ay 8th, at Salt Lake City, May
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secu15thand22d, at Canon City, Col., May 29th, at Denlarism; Science and Bible Ant!l.gonistic ;
ver, Col., June Mh and 12th; and at Garden City,
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa; Chicago, Ill.;
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKGrand Rapids, Mich ; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Ohio ; Linesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy.
Practical Experience with Poultry.
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
By GEo. M. DAvENPORT. This is a little bookand at other points on or near the li:cye, should the a pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only
friends desire it, and leave the latch-string out, "a quarter," but as full of meat as· an eglf. It is
well called "practical,'' for we find nothmg unat liv and let-liv rates.
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkeys
Don't miss a rare treat, and Freethinkers and are IJ(l.rticularly discussed and their
economical
Liberals. desiring to arrange with the Doctor, breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
please address without delay, in care of Che~s practical hints about· keeping poultry on a larg e
BI·others, Garden City, Ran.; Thos. J. Truss, scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition t 0
the poultry literature of the day.
Denver, Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
Iowa; E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake street,
28 Lafayette Place, New York
Chicgao, Ill; D. A. Blodgett., Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Roman Staly, 86
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphia, Pa.; Truth Seeker
office, New York city; Investigator office, Boston,
A donble-ps.ge pictnre contrasting science and
Mass.; H.L. Green, 165 Delevan av.,Buffalo, N. Y;
theology, showing how the one has labored for
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents ;
twenJy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fot
---0--$3. We wish that the friends of Freeth ought would
We hav on haudalarge number of the following distribute thousands of thP.se telling pictures.
of Colonel Ingersoll's pamph ets, which will be
disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Asaoa·r LESSON IN HISTORY.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
Ingersoll Catechif!ed:

HISTORY

His Answers to a Number of Vital Qnestions Propoqnded by the Editor of the "Sau Franciscan;"
sinJdy, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; Per hundred,

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPM.EN1'

$~.00.

OF THE.

ORTHODOXY,

Ot'Europe.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen; $1; and $6 per hundred.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price,$&
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
-

Civil Ri 'I hts 1.-peech,
Including the Rddress of Frederick D ·uglas. fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a..~d $6 p~r hundred.
We suggest that these be Purchased in quantities, and given away to Christian., Rnd It is with
that not unreasona!)le exp~ctation that the r rices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La~ ayette Pl., New York.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thonsan.d biblical errot·s in science, history,
mortis, religion, and general events. Also a
deli: teation of the characters of the principal
Perwnuges of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $1 75·

THE ·TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 4, 1.887.
Agents for the Truth ~eeker.
OA.LIFORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA,

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Wetland, Ont.
T. Clappiso!}, Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

THE

-:Po
~0•

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-oflice, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSAOHUSETTS.

J'oseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOBIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
·
S. D. Moore, Adrian. · Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
.

MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis: ·
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th.st., Omaha.
,

.

NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
omo.
N. Hexter,-303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Vail Epps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
.

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse,
UTAH,

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reyqould, Salt Lake City.
John.A. Jost, Ogden.
He;ru:yBooth, Stockton.
,

~a

AND SQUARE.

FACTORY&WAREROOMS,

1. C>e>o

b.-~e Ne-v-v York.

.-

Th1rd

Col. Kelso's Works.~ The Public Schools
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge~r:~;:h.~.gic unsurpassed." - 8vo., 833pp,,
Deity -Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp,, '1.00.

I
I
I

AND THE

-o-

By L. K. Washburn.
-oEXTRACT.
"I could pronounce no benediction upon Ro·
manism. It h- s done mischief eno~h to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri•tianity as the worst form of tyranny, It commands the arm to work and the brain to die; it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loves OJ1!pression and hates liberty. It has givw falsehood a
crown and truth a scaffold,"

The Re_al Blasphemers.
Showing
that those who believe in the deity described
in the Bible, and not those who deny his existence, are guilty of "blasphemy." Paper,
12mo,.138pp,, 50 cents.
·
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsiste'nt in denying the alleged -truths· of that philosophy,
Cloth, lllmo, 245pp,, $1.

PRICE, 5 CENTS.
Add)'ollSB THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayet'e P1acP, New York.

THE NEW GOD.

HOW TO.STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the Am&ican Secular Union.

OR,

Natural and Scientific_ Methods

·t2m:o,-160 pp.,
Address

$1 00

•
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette .Pl., New York.

The Church of Practical Religion.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success,
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well·chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind,
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universe~ and
Its Scientfiic Solution, with some CritiCisms o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Waifs and Wandermgs,a.New Ameri·
can Story, Price, cloth, $1.00; Pl!-iler, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
Sto1,nton's Pa-per,
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itl
shown there is much in harmony between
them, Price, 10 cts,
Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
With life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to ms, with extraordinary beauty,"-DR. HENRYW, BELLOWS. $1.
Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell, Price 25 cents,
· Why Don't . He Lend. a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Pnce, 10 cts.
Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr. of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

-

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BffiLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thon_g!r
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
· H. BUBR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents,
For sale at this office.

I

By THOMAS PAINE,
· "The Author-Hero of the Revolution,"
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies fo
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking -of this work in connection with thG
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
flaming arguments • • . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

in. the suit of the

on,

THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

Robt. G.ln&"ersoll's

TRY•S·QUl\RE;

(Publtshea, Julv 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showing the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neocessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plain directions
for nutting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the !Ireatest amusement, it is more than a
toy,. lt is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders,
55 New Designs for Residences (cost vatyinll' from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern,
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON REOEIPT OF PRIOE, $1,
Address

Tlte Greatest or all Ant.l·Bibll·
cal Works.

OPENING SPJGJG(JB TO THJG JURY

So m~ny hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TBUTH-SEEKEB has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3,

Price 10 cents.
Address THE _TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

of

Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.!).

•

Catholic Ch urcb.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

against the
W~stem Union Telegraph Company

BACON AND ~HAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENR'!
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

:"})---v-6'

ENGLAND.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publica tiona always on hand at cheap rate a

Touch and Workmanship.

Cor. 87th St.

TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

PHILADELPHIA LffiERAL LEAGUE, 257

~*' ~

Unrivaled in Tone,

KANSAS.
MAINE.

PIANO.

GRAND, UPRIGHT

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
,

~

-\) .~~

INDIANA.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

$-ER

Price, 3ii cents.

THE

For either of these works, or any of Paine•
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Truth
See~Der
Annual
1

4Jfrt~ihinht~s' ~lmatUtt,
1887.
CE. M. 287.)

VOLT AIHE' 8 ROMANCES
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance,-Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The PrinceS!'.
of Babylon.-The l\'lan of Forty CroWilB, Th£
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromeg-as.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure iL
Having No Pleasure.-An AdventurEJ,.in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6'J
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2,00,
HnJf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE DAWNING.

+ IDITI) + ILLU$TRATI Oil$.+
CON':L'EN'J:'S.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Badge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A.Story. By Si Slokum,

A NOVEL.

PAGE.

5
17
29
30
34

"Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
An octavo volume c>f nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1.50,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The Secret of the East,
OR,
The Origin

of the Christian Religion

37

and the Significance of its

92

Rise and Decline.

94
98

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
NEW YORK:

C. B. REYNOLDS·
So

Cents Each.

Address TFE TUUTH SEEKER CO.

THE
CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUB
CIVILIZATION.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION,
Price, 50 cents,
Address THE TRUTH SEE:KE R CO.,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 'l-," i887.
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J/ltws o/( the i(etlt.
EDITOR O'BRIEN was shot at I. n Hamt"lton,
Ont., last week while returning to his hotel
from the ball where he had lectured in behalf
o f I reI an d . H is driver was hit in the wrist,
but the lecturer escaped uninjured. :Mr.
OB .
C
' nen is a atholic, and his assailants are
supposed to be Orangemen.
QuEEN KAPIOLANI bas
sailed for Europe.
SPAIN has just bad
built a new torpedo boat
with a speed of over 33
miles per hour.
THE Jacob Sharp trial
has not progressed viSIbly during the past week·
Great difficulty is experienced in selecting a jnry
satisfactory to both siues.
TIFFANY still refuses
to take back his employees unless they will leave
the Knights of Labor,
and has also declined an
invitation to confer with
the state Board of Mediation and Arbitration.

'
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IV. Proem to GeuHAiR : A Plea for a Fair Trial. /
By Ron. W.E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. GladA Dtscusston Between
stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
GJaclstont",
H uxle
VI. Mr.
Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
·
R "'.... , Muller,
Huxley.
THE swamps of the Carolinas could tell stories. of
O h C nflil"!"tb()>D •
G t'\'~11 c. G I
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- Protestant crudty to Protestant slaves that would
1
n t e 0
ct etween enesiS and eo ogy.
ton
make the very trees sigh in sorrow for the bruOONTENTS:
1 This is a new book and contains the latest discus- tality of Christian slave-drivers.-». M. Bennett.
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon , sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the·
W. E. Gladstone.
.
., participants are a guarantee of its able character.
REASON was given to man to he exercisec, not to
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterPrice paper 59 cents· cloth 75 cents.
he stifled. Destroy that and you dwarf man to a
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
'
'
'
'
brute. Take reason away from man and you take
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York
all that is noble in him; it is the motion from the
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the light from the sun.
Reason bids a man throw
air, his
the hue
the flower,
off
falsefrom
reverence
of
customs, and embody his
life in higher forms. Reason is radical. It does not
believe that goodness is all
known, that greatness is all
dead, and that man's whole
duty is . to worship tl:o e
former and weep over the'
latter; but it point! him·
forward, and says: "There
are holier truths to he
learned, lQfticr bight~ to be
reached. and a. better hu·
manity to be lived."-L. K.
ll'ashbul"n.

IT fo happens that of late
t''e death-beds of" .believerli
hav been possibly less
peaceful th~tn ~hose of unbelievers. Terrible doubts
hav intruded themselvs.
Orthodoxy is hound to believe that Voltaire and
Paine, and other so-called
THE Opera Comiqne at
Infidele, died miserable
Paris was destroyed by
deaths, and s ~ill goes on
fire on the night of May
asserting it, though there
25th. Two thousand per.
is not a particle of proof;
sons were in the theater
But it would not be diffi·
cult, were the proof (as to
at the time, and 200 are
the miserable death of these·
reported to bav perished,
so-called Infide:s)abundant,
many of them actresses.
to match these cases with a
score to one of the unhappy
IT is getting to be the
deaths of orthodox Christians of the most saintly
general belief that New
character.-John W. ChatlYork has at present anwwk.
other boa~d of boodle
I DO not believe in forgiv ·
aldermen. The mayor is
ness as it is preached by the
ABRAHAM GOETH OUT 'fO OFFER UP ISAAC.
having a desperate strug-·
church. We do not need
gle with them to prevent
. And Abraham rose up early in the morning, and saddled his ass, and took two of ·his young men with him, and Isaac
the forgivness of God, but
their corruptly awarding
of onrselvs. If I rob ll1r.
his son, .1!-nd clave the wood for the burnt offering, and rose up, and went unto the place of which God had told hlm.Smith and God forgivs me,
Gen. xxn, 3.
the city electric light conhow does that help Smith 1
tract.
If I, by slander, cover some
MAJOR BEN. PERLEY PooRE, the writer, died
what use, pray tell me, are the scorpions aNd poor girl with the leprosy of some imputed crime,
lizards 7" "They eat innumerable insects," the and she withers away like a blighted flower, and
last 8unday at Washington.
minister triumphantly replied. "All right ; hut afterward I get the forgivness of God, how does
HANLAN, the world's champion oarsman,
of what use are the insects 7" "The insects 7 that help her 7 If there is another world, we h~v
got to settle with the people we hav wronged Ill
was beaten at Chicago on the 30th ult. by
'J.'HE woman whose favorit hymn is "I Would Why-er-they.serve as food for lizards." "Yes; this. No bankrupt court there. Every cent must
Gaudaur.
Not Liv Always," has sllent $210 for patent medi- but of what use are the lizards?" "Why, you be paid.-Inoersoll.
must be blind not to see that they serve as food
cins during the last ten. years.
J. H. RuNYoN, of Keyport, N. J., was defor snakes." "Of course I see tha~, hut that only
·
Dn. TALMAGE d9nonnces 99 per cent of novels brings up the question of what use are the snakes." A SUNBEAM piercing the forbidden shade
nied the right to testify in a case in which he as pernicious. The doctor will now hav numerous
Of some drear prison cell has often brought
"To eat the lizards, I tell you. My dear sir," the Quiet to troubled spirits, and has made
was plaintiff last week, because he admitted letters of inquiry as to the titles of the volumes.
minister added, "it is not strange that ChristianDark, morbid brooding change to peaceful
that he was an Infidel.
A METHODIST minister in Connecticut is re- ity advances so slowly" when we think of man's
thought.
·
Ported as saying that there will not be as many narrpwness of understanding."
So one good life will prove a. guiding light,
TBE burning of some car stables in this Congregationalists in heaven as there are icicles
To brighten paths weak mortals oft find drearA MOONLIGHT SCENE.
city last week destroyed 1,200 horses, and in the other place.
III.
I.
A beacon in the narrow way of right
the flames spreading burnt a number of teneA
man
A
man
To lure the fallen to a higher sphere.
C1TIZEN : " Pat, would you be in favor of home
Enraged,
In love,
ment houses, and left several hundred people rule if youcouldhav it for the asking?" Pat: "No,
SciENCE
worships truth alone; her steady gaze
A dog
A maid
sor ! You don't find me a-takin' for no thin' anyhomeless.
is fixed upon the real; she never glances aside to
Uncaged.
Above.
thing I might fight for."
·
follow expediency. Her work is to declare what
DECORATION DAY was observed in New
IV.
u.
is; she leaves to others to say what ought to be.
REv. Ms. BLAl<K : "My dear, I've brought you
York with a fine parade and a big meeting in
A grip,
He twangs
Pure, serene, unwavering, Science walks through
this pretty parrot to cheer your hours when I am
A groan.
Guitar,
the Academy of :Music, where Governor Hill away. He can't talk yet, hut we'll soon teach
this world of ours, a grand, clear, davlight in
A
dog
And woos
illuminating ~til dark places, revealing with equal
was present; :Mayor Hewitt presided, and him; won't we, pretty Polly 7" Pretty Polly :
His
star.
Alone.
lucidity, beautiful facts and ugly facts. As the
" Not by a - - sight I"
Talmage orated.
"SPEAKING about the artist who painted fruit• Mns. Prous: "I do wish, Mr. McSnorter, that rays of the sun fall alike on gorgeous pa.lace and
THE proprietor of a Chicago dime museum so naturally that the birds came and pecked at you would come up and see my husband. He is on filthy hovel, on fair and happy faces. and on
has written to the postmaster at :Morristown, it," said the fat reporter, "I once drew a hen that very ill, and· I ani. afraid he wlll die without ex- those plowed deep with the lines of misery and·
want, so does the sunlight of science throw clear
N. J., instructing him to engage the twelve was so true to life that after the city editor threw periencing religion. Don't you think yon can beams on the glory of nature, and illuminati! witli
it into the waste basket it laid there."
convince him of the necessity of atoning for his
men who sat on the Reynolds jury in the
past neglect 7" Rev. McSnorter : "I will try, Mrs. equal brightness its stains and its dark blots.OMAHA lady: "Dick, you havn't told me all Pious. I will come up this afternoon and see if I Mrs. Annie Besant's Chrtsttanit"ll ana J.l'reethouuht.
blasphemy case. He wants to exhibit them
THoU hast been
as freaks, and will pay them $500 for two about that new baby." Little Dick : "I don't can't ind~ce him to leave some of his fortune to
know much about it yet. It only got here this the new theological seminary." Mrs. Pious (bas- As one, in suffering all, that suffers nothing;
weeks.
morning." "But you havn't even said whether it tily): "On second thought Mr. McSnorter I don't A m~Ln that fortune's buffets and rewards
CANON FLEMING, of London, has just issued is a sister or a brother." "Well, it looks like a lit- believe your presence will be necessary." ·
Hast ta•en with equal thanks; and bless'd are
tie brother, hut mamma says he is goin' to be a
those,
a book of sermons one of which is said to be sister, an' I suppose he will."
A TALE oF PIETY.
When blood and judgment are so well commingle&
plagiarized almost wholly from a discourse
NonTHERN lady (who has not been long in the
On Sundays little William went
That they are not a pipe for fortune's finger
delivered six years ago by the Rev. T. De South): "How is your sister Matilda coming on
Unto his Sabbath-school :
To sound what stop she pleases. Giv me that man.
He learned his lesson every week,
Witt Talmage, of Brooklyn. The canon's in her new place 7 , Colored lady: u Matildy is
That is not passion's slave, a.nrl I will wear him
And never broke the rule.
In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of hearts,
bad taste in stealing is generally condemned, comin' on first-rate, but de baby am mighty
colicky." "Baby! Why, I didn't know she was
He kept that up until at length,
As I do thee.
-Sha/Cspere's Bamlet.
and he has apologized in a published card.
married." "No wonder yer didn't know bit. MaWhen he had older grown,
SHAKbFJtRE
says
we
are
creatures
that look heHe knew enough to take and teach
TBE New York legislature has adjourned tildy herself d1dn't know hit."
fore and after. The more surprising that we do
A class all of his own.
without modifying the Sunday laws, and the PAnsoN SQlliRE: "I understand, deacon, that
not look round 1t little and see what is passing
Behold what good may come to those
under our very eyes.-Cartvle's SJ.rtor Resartus.
liquor-seller will now proceed to oil the the church carpet is being ruined by water from
dripping umbrellas." Deacon Goode: "It is so,
Who lead a pious life,
hinges of his side door for use upon the first parson, and something has got to be done."
And mingle but with righteous menTHE Egyptians laughed in the faces of the
day of the week. Mayor Hewitt has done P~rson: "Why not hav a rack in the vestibule,
Greeks, and called them children when they
Abjuring sin and strife.
talked of their gods of yesterday, and so well did
his hest to enforce an obnoxious law in order and leave the umbrellas there instead of carrying
The president of that same hank
their pup'ls ·profit by their lesson that they soon
Where William was a clerk
to get it repealed. Having failed in_ this ob- them to the seats?" Deacon: "I am afraid it
laughed at the Egyptians for believing in the gods
would spoil the solemnity of the benediction."
Beheld with joy his interest
ject through the stupidity of the legislature,
at all. Xenophanes (550 B c.) declaimed against
Parson: "You think soT" Deacon: "Yes; everyIn doing Christian work.
it is not likely that he will trouble himself body would want to be the first out so as to get
the Egyptian myth of an earth-walking, dying,
the
best
ones."
"Of
such
a
very
pious
man
rescuscitated
God. He said that if Osiris was a
much further in the matter.
There surely is no fear :"
man, they should not worship him ; and that if
So said the president, who then
IT is announced that the visitations of the IN a conversation drifting toward the many
he waR a God, they need not lament his sufferings.
wise provisions of nature the Rev. Mr. Mackwell
Made William his cashier.
1priests in
- Wtnwooa Reaae.
St. Stephen's parish, which Dr.
said: "The other day, in my intellectual excurNow William livs in luxury
:McGlynn was bounced from, hav been un- sions, I came acrosH a wonderfully senBible paper
Fon ourselvs, we own that we do not understand
Somewhere in Montreal ;
·usually successful, and will be extended an- treating of the use of snakes. The long black
the common phrase, A good man but a bad king.
Securely fixed with this world's goods,
can AS easily conceive a good man and an unWe
snake
is
especially
useful.
He
goes
into
the
dense
Whatever
may
befall.
·. other month. A'' visitation "means that the
natural father, or a good man and a treacherous
worms himself amcng the reeds and
priests call at all the houses in the parish, swamps,
flags, and devours thousands of scorpions and
And to his children, when they come
f1·iend. We cannot, in estimating the character
'and pray wit.h and prey upon the inhabitants. lizards, which, without his timely interferencQ,
And cluster 'round his knee,
of an individual, leave out of our conRidera.tion
He says, "Be good, for just see what
his conduct in the most important of all human
Every good Catholic, on these occasions, is would become too numerous. So, you see, everyThe gospel did for me."
relations: and if in that relation we tlnd him to
·expected to giv something, if it is his last thing, even the black snake, is useful, being
bav been selfish, cruel, and deceitful, we shall take
>penny. Those who giv nothing run the risk created for a purpose." "That is all very well,';
the liberty to call him a bad man in spite of all his
one of the r'verend gentleman'slisteners replied.
·of being damned. There are 20,000 persons "We recognize the use!uln~ss of the snake, be- THE TRUTH S:F.VKVR ANNUAL. temperance at table, and all his regularity at
Price,
21)
cents.
iin St. Stephen's parish.
chapei.-Ma~au•av's
Milton.
cause he devours scorpions and lizards, but of
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IN Venezuela, S. A., a newspaper editor is
in prison for intimating that that country has
not progressed under the rule of the present
king.
A DAKOTA orgimization has on its letter
head these words: " Office of the Brule
County Horse-Racing Association, Successor
to the Young Men's Christian Association."
GovERNOR HILL has vetoed Vedder's Special
License bill. Some 300 other bills, passed by
the legislature at the last session, await his
action, Comstock's " Disgusting" bill among
the rest.
GEoRGE H. DISQUE was hanged at Jersey
City, N.J., June 1st, for the brutal and unprovoked murder of his wife. In his confession of the crime he said, " I put my trust
alone in God, and hope he will be gracious to
my soul."
THE council convened by the First Baptist
church, one of the largest and most important
places of worship in St. Paul, Minn., to investigate charges of untruthfulness and unchastity against the late pastor, the Rev. R.
R. Ridell, hav found him guilty, and recommended that he be deposed from the ministry.
A DELEGATION of New York hotel men,
headed by Colonel Ingersoll, called on Mayor
Hewitt last week to ask him for a more liberal construction of the law which prohibits
the drinking of wine with meals on Sunday.
The mayor assured his visitors that while he
did not indorse the present construction of
the law, he had no discretion in the matter,

CONTRAST.

and advised them to make a test case and called the remark of an exchange that "the
carry it to the Court of Appeals.
standard of morality in Harrisburg must be
very different from that of Brooklyn, for
THoBE who trifle with the unknowable
whereas the people of the former city rose
sometimes bring about results that are une~
up against a man for merely repeating one of
pected. On Sunday, May 22d, the Rev. Mr.
his sermons, the people of Brooklyn, where
Griffiths, of the Episcopal church at Kent,
they were originally delivered, made no disConn., prayed long and fervently for rain.
The following Thursday rain came, and with turbance at all."
THE Rev. W. E. Solomon, a Baptist
it lightning. A bolt struck the church and
preacher of Salem, Mo., was last week condamaged it to the extent of $100.
THE presbytery at Hudson, N. Y., in the victed of living with too many women, and
case of the Rev. Mr. Schabehorn, charged sent to jail for three months and heavily fined.
with drunkenness and immoral conversation The trial was largely attended. The reverend
gentleman set up the plea that he had a
with women, finds that the pastor's usefulness is at an end. It warns him to abstain worthy example in his great namesake, who
from these vices in future. Mr. Schabehorn had seven hundred wives, but a Salem jury
has taken a total abstinence pledge as to beer, didn't think so. He had already been turned
out of the church for his misconduct.
and has gone to work as pastor at Clarkstown.
THE older members of Plymouth church
SoME Rhode Island Christians lately, in an believe that Beecher's successor should be
orthodox discussion of " divine " mysteries, one' who will stick to the theology of the
appealed to a silent listener to giv his views
dead pastor. At a business meeting held last
on the subject. "My opinion is," said Mr. week Mr. Thomas G. Shearman, a trustee,
H., "that one man knows just as much said: " It would be a sorry thing for us to
about unknowable things as another;" a seek the fellowship of those who are willing
proposition which called for so much study to fellowship with us now that he is gone.
in order to seize the. point of attack that it We should never take a step toward asking
broke up the discussion.
anyone to condone our offense of having that
THE Pall Mall Gazette says that the expla- greatest and best man for our pastor. We
nation of Canon Fleming, the queen's chap- hav also a duty in holding up a light here to
lain, that he quoted inadvertently from the world. It would be our eternal disgrace
Talmage's sermons, instead of copying them, to be led into the deplorable error of calling
in his recent volume does not cover the case. as a pastor pne who should deem it his duty
It appears strange that several pages could to rectify Mr. Beecher's errors, and call us
be accurately copied without the knowledge back to the theology of Calvin. We don't
of the copyist. This is not the first time Tal- want to go back with Jonah into the belly of
mage has been stolen from. A Harrisburg, any sea dog. We want no man here, howPa., minister was tried and condemned for ever eloquent or pious, who represents ideas
that offense a few years ago, which has re- not of the school of Mr. Beecher, the school

of which he was the leader and light. We
want the next man to hold up that light, and
to sustain and rejoice in the church founded
and built up under the theology of Mr.
Beecher, which we hav found good enough
to liv by and to die by. I trust we shall call
a man as our pastor who will be faithful in
preaching the gospel of love and not of fear."
AT the conclusion of Mr. Reynolds's recent
trial for blasphemy, the Rev. Hugh 0. Pentecost wrote to the editor of the World of this
city: "I hav read with interest yolll' account
·of the trial of Mr. Reynolds in Morristown,
N. J., for blasphemy, and think some one
ought to express the disgust and shame which
many Christians must feel at the proceeding.
How silly and stupid it is to fine a man for
expressing his honest opinions, in whatever
bad taste, so long as he infringes on no one
else's equal rights in doing so. Will men
never learn anything from history? It seems
incredible that a statute against blasphemy
can be operativ in this or any state. This
silly and wicked statute has succeeded in giving a thousand times the circulation to Mr.
Reynolds's pamphlet that it otherwise would
hav had. I am a Christian minister, but in
my opinion, if God and the Christian religion
cannot take care of themselvs without resort to courts of human law, both are in a
bad way. Truth takes care of itself. If we
hav the truth we need not fear blasphemers.
If Mr. Reynolds has the truth, judges and
jurors will not suppress it. That cause is a
very weak one which will not bear discussion. I venture the opinion that there are
many Christians in New Jersey who are
ashamed of the Reynolds trial and conviction, as I certainly am."
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!flommunications.
Protection to Labor.
And here let me say the so-called labor organizations are ·in fact organizations of workingmen into
unions to withhold their laborfrom market until certain terms are granted. None of them are therefore
· really and in fact organizations of labor. Labor is
never really organized except as it is actually engaged
in industry in conjunction and partnership with capital.
Any organization of labor which fails to include
within itself the capital necessary to the employment
of labor, evidently implies the existence of another
organization of labor, exterior to, and more or less
independent of it; viz., the organization of labor by
capital which employs the labor givs it all the means
of subsistence it actually receives, and even the means
with which it sustains all collateral and secondary
attempts at organization, including the means with
which labor organizes itself to fight capital when war
between the two is necessary. Hence it is the
primary organization of social industry, through. the
cJoperation of labor with capital, under the inducewent of wages to the worker and profits to the
employer, that now constitutes the existing organization of labor as an agent in actual industry. All
oGher organizations of labor, such as the Knights of
L1bor, the Central Labor Union, and the trades
uuions, are organizations eff<lctiv to aid in settling
with capitalists the terms upon which laborers shall
enter into the final compact with capital whereby
they finally become, in the only true sense of the
word, organized labor, i. c., labor organically set in
motion to effect industrial results, i. c., to increase
t.he consumption, production, and distribution of
commodities. What are ordinarily called organizations of labor, i. c., societies to adjust the terms on
which men will work, bear the same relation to the
actual organization of labor, or to Society at Work, as
primaries in politics bear to the actual government.
When the actual officers of government hav been
selected, the primaries dissolve and lie dormant until
another occasion for selection arises, while the gov·
ernment moves on in the hands of the officers whose
choice the primaries hav aided to determin.
When the Knights of Labor, trades unions,
Brotherhood of Locomotiv Engineers, and other similar orders hav done their work, labor is not yet
organized. It has only fixed the terms on which it
will organize. Its real organization is only arrived
at when the wheels of industry are again set in
motion, with every man at his post, the loom deftly
weaving its product, the Bessemer caldron blazing
with its silvery draft of liquid flame, the engin toiling
sruoothly under its tremendous burden, and the car
gliding "o'er the stony street." Labor is really
organized only when society is again at work
In a paper read before the Cleveland convention in
l\Iay last, by Lawrence Harmon, of Peoria, it was
stated that the fact of 200,000 men striking between
ApriL24th and May 12th, and 125 000 men being out
in the week ending May 12th, had entailed a loss of
wages amounting to $3,000.000, and of gross returns
to capi~al rising to $2,500,000, of $4,000,000 in losses
upon deferred and canceled contracts, and of
$20,400,000 upon building contracts; the entire loss
upon strikes in the three months immediately following the first of May aggregating many hundred
millions of dollars. To this must be added the effort
of the Anarchists in Chicago to convert the strikes
into a social revolution, the slaughter of the police by
dynamite, and the impending sentence upon leading
Anm:chio;ts consequent upon that tragedy. No one
mistakes these events for an organization of labor.
They are the disorganization of labor in its most
short-sighted, cruel, and criminal form.
Organizations of laborers into unions are essential
to protect laborers from making injurious contracts
to work, and they become mischievous in so far as
they prevent them from making contracts to work
which are beneficial, or as nearly so as the share of
the profits derivable from the industry permits.
In so far as they cultivate in workingmen the
notion that their condition as wage-workers is permanent, and dull in their minds the aspiration to become
their own employers and the employers of others, in
that degree they injure their members pecuniarily
and mentally, and depress the rate of wages. They
~ho_uld be training schools for the graduation of capItalists and employers. It is only by multiplying
employers that wages can be raised.
The state can do very little toward multiplying
the number of employers. What little it can do lies
in the direction of facilitating the formation of corporat~ons, so that enterprises involving great corporate nsks can be undertaken without great individual
risk. It may be said roughly that the creation of
?orporations ~ultiplies by ten the willingness of capItal to take nsks, and therefore multiplies in like
manner the field for the employment of labor. The
state can do a little, perhaps, by removing taxes from
precarious forms of production, by promoting the collection of debt and the enforcement of contracts.

But mainly rates of wages depend on the energy,
courage, and promptness with which wage-workers
leave their own ranks when they get the means to
become profit-makers and employers. This depends
on their savings and the use they will make of them.
But the amount of their savings and the use they will
make of them depend in turn on the theories of life
and industry and society into which they are indoctrinated. If they become indoctrinated with the
theory that all profit-makers are robbers of labor, and
that in order to be honest they must always continue
to be poor and to rely on some one else for employment; that the wages life is for them and for all
ho:t;~est workingmen as effectivly .perpetual as a life
sentence to Siberia is to a Russian, then the largest
joy, the most effectiv spring, and the best hope in
life are dead and gone to them. · What is left is but
half a life. If they then settle down into the apathetic torpor of feeling that the best thing they can
do with their life is to file down the sharp corners in
the chains they wear, to shorten their hours of labor
as days-workers, to giv up their unsold hours, hours
over which their employer has no control, to lounging,
dissipation, or politics, instead of to working to better each man his individual condition; and if especially they allow themselvs to be deluded by prophecies and predictions of the social reorganization of
society, in which that day's work not yet done or
saved, which is called labor, but which in fact means
only the necessity of laboring, shall be of more value
and power .than the day's work done or saved, which
we call capital, then they are not only emasculated of
half their working force, but they are on the way to
be stripped of two-thirds of their moral manhood and
level judgment. They are on their way toward
hatred of society, complete inefficiency, and lack of
industry and enterprise, and social rebellion and
ostracism.
The point whete workingmen decide their fate for
good or ill is where they consent to surrender individual ambition, and to be one of a class or caste
that shall own no property, not even the tools
with which it works-no home, no land, no means
of subsistence beyond the day, and no plans for
getting out of this bondage except those dreams
which involve getting everybody else out.at the s_a:ine
time. Wages work should be the necessary startingpoint of the young, but the exceptional condition of
middle life, and should rarely befall the old. It may
be wise for laborers to sell to one employer a shorter
number of hours per day than they now do. But to
hold that short hours of labor in themselvs considered is a blessing, is a fatal blunder. Labor is not a
curse to man, woman, or child, but is our chief means
of enjoyment, as well as of utility. To train ourselvs
to avoid it, instead of to seek it, is the surest means
to keep ourselvs under its harrow.
The only road out of poverty is to become one's
own employer. The only route to self-employment
is by personal economy in expenditure and energy in
effort. This implies doing as much of our work ourselva and hiring as little of it done by others as is
consistent with our time and needs, and this implies
long hours of labor to every one who seeks to get
out of the thraldom of wages work into the freedom
of working for profits on the labor-capital and skill
of others. Hence the real road to shorter hours for
every workingman is longer hours. All business
men know this perfectly. But it does not suit the
interests of all politicians to say what all business
men know to be true. They prefer to cater to existing sentiment rather than to manufacture a more
correct sentiment; to float with the tide rather than
to turn the tide.
It is not true that hours of labor in the world generally, or in the United States in particular, are
shortening, nor is there any reason to believe they
ever will shorten, or ever ought to shorten, whether
from the invention of machinery or from any other
aause. All wealth resolves itself ultimately into the
means to command the services of others, and so expansiv are our wants and the wants of all mankind
that as each new want is supplied with less efiort
than previously, twenty new and higher wants spring
up in place of it.
.
The infinit elasticity of our wants is an undoubted
truism in economics. But its necessary corollary is
an exhaustless demand upon our energies. The class
of men who are their own employers, especially duting the first ten, fifteen, or twenty years of their selfemployment, work with all the force and nerve they
possess, not merely eight, .but twelve, fourteen, or
even eighteen hours a day. Some will say this is
only until they get their business where it will run
itself. But this is not usually true. When a man of
enterprise gets any one butJiness where it will run
itself, he immediately adds another. When the two
will run themselvs, he takes on a third; and so on,
until he is loaded up to his full capacity for the
profitable expenditure of energy. This is Napoleonism; but Napoleon was simply the type of the energetic business man everywhere. As the tiger has
just so much nervous energy to throw off, and if he
cannot throw it off in that pursuit of game for which
it is adapted, he will expend it in walking up and
down behind his prison bars, so will human energy

exhaust itself each day upon its work, its investigations, its recreations, or its dissipations, in some
form. It will not essentially shorten its hours of expenditure of effort.
The wages class do not average as many hours per
day of work in the United States as the self-employing class. It is the love of ease and the desire to
avoid the risks, harassments, and worry of selfemployment that chiefly keep men in the wages class.
At least this is the most prominent, reason after the
desire to spend theit wages in various forms of
enjoyment as fast as obtained.
There are very few of the wages class who do not
at some time in their lives amass means enough to
become their own employers in that small and insecure way in which self-employment, or "working on
one's own accc;mnt," must always begin. But they
know that to slip out of an easy and apparently
secure wages-earning place into one in which they
will be risliing their own savings in employing themselva and others, involves probable loss and a great
increase of care, strenuousness of effort, and exertion.
Holidays and short hours will not lessen the com·
petition of the wage-workers with each other or increase the number of their employers.
This can only be done. by a large portion of the
wage-workers becoming employ~rs and working for
profits instead of for wages. If wages are too low,
it proves that there are too few profit-makers, and
that the competition among them is not as great as it
needs to be to make wages higher. How can an increasing number of wage-earners be induced to become profit-makers and enterprisers 1 This can only
be done by multiplying the number and stimulating
the activity of all the industries in which it is possible to make profits. Alexander Hamilton is charged,
whether truly or not I cannot say, with having
uttered the sentiment that if government will take
care of the rich, the poor will take care of themselvs. ·
This sounds heartless as an expression. If, however,
it is so modified as to substitute for the rich the
enterprising, those who will use their capital and tllat
of others in giving employment to as many as their
capital will cover, it then becomes true that government can more feasibly and more economically provide for those who are compelled to work for wages
by multiplying the avenues in which enterprising
men can make a profit, in employing capital to pay
for labor, than in coming directly to the wagesworkers and distributing bread and rations among
them gratuitously or in legislating concerning their
hours of labor.
VAN BuREN DENSLOW.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
I was once advertised to speak in a place whem I
was not personally known to any of the gentlemen
who had the meeting in charge. A colored lady was
speaking in the state at the same time, and no one of
the getters-up of the meeting knew whether the name
Colman belonged to the white woman or the colored.
I arrived at the station after nightfall, and the problem was unanswered. At last one of the gentlemen,
a little more brave than the others in waiting, propounded the important question,." Mrs. Colman, we
do not know whether you are the colored or the white
lady; will you please tell us 1" I felt a little mischievous, and so said : " If. you are not able to tell a
white person and a colored, one from. the other, why
should you care 1 If I am colored and pass for white
I may gain a little among the people who are prejudiced against color;" and so I refused to tell them,
and not one of the audience was able positivly to
decide. The morning light gave them the much de- ·
sired answer.
I think, as I am on the subject of color, I will
relate an anecdote which more properly belongs some
years later, but I might omit it should I wait for the
more proper place, chronologically speaking.
During the war, when I was in Washington, a
Dr. Thompson was sent from England by the friends
of the colored people to look about and see what was
the best thing for their English friends to do for
them. Calling at my office, he immediately took me
for his countrywoman, and was so well pleaE!ed to be
with one of his own nation that before I had time to
announce myself as a full-blooded Yankee he had
begged me to allow him to remain my guest while he
should stay in Washington. He was in company
with the Rev. Mr. Leigh, of New York city, the president of the Freedmen's Aid Society, in whose employ
I was at that time. Mr. Leigh's daughter was with
her father, and as a great favor I was asked by Mr.
Leigh to take the young lady, a miss of perhaps fourteen, into my care, and show her the sights, while
the two gentlemen should pursue their business or
pleasure without encumbrance. I of course took the
young lady to the public reception at the White
House.
Dr. 'rhompson and Mr. Leigh soon after arrived,
and following them came Captain Carse, of Freedman's Village. Captain Carse was my friend, and
seeing me, he came immediately to me, and, with
great indignation in his voice and face, said he had
brought Sojourner Truth, with his wife, just as he
would hav brought his own mother, and that the
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doorkeeper would not allow Sojourner to come inside because she. was colored. Dr. Thompson expressed great surprise at the atrocity, but there was
no help. Mrs. Lincoln's dressmaker, a colored
woman, who always dressed Mrs. President, was
never permitted to go into the house as a caller;
color in any degree was a bar to the entrance. Dr.
Thompson said to me : " I would so like to take a
colored person on my arm and enter this house !" . I
said: "Wait until the next reception day, and I Will
arrange that you shall do so." I introduced him to
Miss Josephine Slade, daughter of the usher at the
White House under President Johnson, and who
afterward became Mrs. Wormley, wife of one of the
far· famed Wormley brothers. She was very beautifl}.l, and being on the arm of a distinguished ·English gentleman, the usher did not detect the color,
and so she passed in. Mrs. Lincoln, however, knew
the young lady, as she was sometimes employe? as
helper by the dressmaker, and she . did ~ot fail ~o
scowl upon her her contempt at the mtrus10n.. Th.Is
prejudice against color looked very contemptible m
the eyes of the good Englishman, and it certainly
was and is, vulgarly contemptible. But was it more
so than the English caste that forbids the Marquis
of Lorne, the husband of one of Queen Victoria's
daughters, walking beside his wife and entering the
same door with her in_some of the public assemblages of the titled nobility of old and aristocratic
England~
"Physician, heal thyself," is often an
appropriate admonition.
·
I now return to my work. I was in Ulster county
some time, and in Greenfield I had a ·memorable
time. In Ellenville there were two or three prominent men who were pronounced Abolitionists, and
tolerant in their religion, and with their assistance I
had a very successful meeting.
.
I always made it a point in my addresses to speak
of the legal slavery in which every white woman is
held, being governed 1by laws to which she has never
given consent, and this statement of her condition
raised the ire of some two or three. lawyers of the
baser sort·, so that after my departure from the
county they made loud threats of what they would
do if I ever came among them again, getting up a
list of questions relating to sex, very vulgarly worded,
which they announced they should propound to me.
The member of the legislature from Ellenville had
served as chairman for my meeting, and was a personal friend. He wrote to me asking .if I had the
courage to come again and speak. I answered,
"Engage the hall and advertise." He had by some
adroitness obtained a list of the questions that were
to overthrow me and the cause of woman. I was
consequently informed of what I was to meet, though
that matter was a secret between Mr. D. and myself.
My friend had also obtained the service for chairman
of a very popular man, who believed in free speech.
I arrived in the morning of the day, and was met
with a welcome from several friends, but they were
so doleful and fearful that, had I not been slire of
myself~ I should probably hav failed from being af.
The hall was filled,
fected by their timidity.
many more women being present than on myofirst
visit. The chairman was skilful as a keeper of order,'
and the meeting was quiet.
When I took my place, I announced that I had
been informed that some gentlemen, who I was
glad to see were present, had a number of queries to
propound, and if they would present them then, at
the opening of the meeting, I would be obliged, as
perhaps the entire evening's time might be required
for the answers. The audience evinced the greatest
anxiety, but the gentlemen kept their seats, and their
tongues seemed to hav been tied. I had the list of
questions in my pocket, and knew how to answer
them without being in my address vulgar or obscene.
The vulgarity was in the wording of the queries. I
do not now find it, nor hav I ever found it, obscene
to talk about the relation of the sexes. If fathers
and mothers would teach their children the laws of
physical life, and tlae sacredness of the human ~ody
in all its functions, licentiousness would soon disappear. The meeting was a great success, and was so
reported in the local papers, but those base men
wrote a garbled, lying report to the New York
.Fierald, and it was published, as thousands ~uch hav
been since. I was somewhat hurt by hearmg that
one of the leaders of the Woman's Rights party said,
on reading the report, that she was sure Mrs. Colman
must hav been very imprudent, or such reports
would not hav been made. How little she knew
about it then! Since then she has been·maligned
beyond decency in a hundred papers, and in a city
of which I hav long been a resident she was once
hanged in effigy in such a position that to-day, thirty
years after, as I write of it, the blood mounts to my
face, and I involuntarily blush for poor human
nature.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
0

0

IT is reported that Deacon George White, of
Seymour, Indiana, has been expelled from his church
on account of his extremely liberal views. He boldly
declares that he believes the world is a million years
old, and that, as likely as not, it will last another
million before the judgment day.
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Q. Is the attempt a success? .A. Not a blooming success.
The Liquor Law and Sunday.
Q. Why? A. Because by working the bottle Saturday
There is an absurdity about our Sunday liquor night the citizen may pass Sunday in an advanced state of
laws apart from their religious aspect, and this intoxication.
Q. Is there no law to prevent his doing so? .A. There is
absurdity is that they aim at suppressing an effect
instead of a cause. The alleged object of the laws is not.
Q. During the last three Sundays, the law against selling
to preserve the peace and sanctity of the day; and to liquor being enforced, how many arrests for drunkenness
this end the authorities hav been forced, in the hav been made? .A. 200.
Q. During the corresponding Sundays of last year, when
interests of the impartial administration of justice, to
the saloons were open, how many arrests for drunkenness
close the bars in our uptown hotels, even where it is were
made? .A. 165.
admitted that the sale of liquor over them would not
Q. Evidently, then, it is not the open sale of liquor that
probably, if possibly, lead to public disturbance. It causes drunkenness? A. No.
Q. What, then? A. The drinking of it.
appears that the patrons of these uptown hotels are
Q. Does any remedy suggest itself to your powerful
capable of using intoxicating liquors without deleintellect? . .A. There do.
terious results except to their own health and
Q. What is it? A. To make the drinking of liquor an
pockets, while those who patronize the saloons in . offense against the law.
Q. But has not the American citizen a right to determin
the less fashionable parts of the city are liable to become boisterous; brawls ensue, crimes are committed what he shall take aboard his own stomacl:t? .A. He unhas.
against the peace of the people of the state and their doubtedly
Q. Is not, then, your method an invasion of personal
dignity, and public order is disturbed. Here we hav liberty? A. It is; but when the question of preserving the
two different results from the same act, that of selling sanctity of the Puritan Sabbath is up for discussion, l beg
liquor. Plainly there is no public harm in selling the leave to observe, Personal liberty is of minor consequence.
uptown man a drink on Sunday, since the effect is
Now, I am aware that somewhere in this argument
innocent, and it is equally plain that directly the there is a fallacy as big as the side of a house, and I
opposit is true in the case of the downtown or East hav no doubt that l'lfr. D. Priestley, of Milwaukee,
or West Side citizen, since the effect is not innocent. Or., could point it out so plainly that it could be seen
It follows, therefore, that liquor may not be the a mile; but I will bet a dollar !l,nd stake the money
rnalurn in se, and that it is not from the sale but that upon close examination it will be found to be
from the drinking by certain persons that evil results. only the reverse side of Prohibition.
Why, then, should the law deal with the sell~r and
I hav a religious acquaintance-an Episcopaliannot with the drinker~ Why should he be subJect to who sometimes givs utterance to a unique thought.
the payment of a license fee which detracts largely He believes in the saying, In vino ve1·itcts-in wine
from the profits of his business if his business is there is truth. That is, the drinking of ardent spirits
unproductiv of harm for a legal point of view? And causes an augmented flow of blood to the brain, and
if, on the other hand, his business is productiv of puts into more activ control those passions which
lawlessness and evil, why should he be allowed to are predominant in the individual. Other restraint
conduct it at all, either on Sunday or any other day being relaxed the true natute is exhibited. He
of the week, since lawlessness and evil are to be would therefo~e place each person, at the beginning
discouraged at all times~
of his career-sa.y at the age of eighteen yearsThe inconsistency and injustice, I hold, arise from under the influence of alcoholic stimulant. If in
restrictingthe sale of liquors instead of the drinking this condition the subject become devotional to a
of them. If the law would deal with intemperance, marked degree, and inclined toward spiritual things
let it make a crime of drinking on Sunday. The mere generally, it would be evident that he possessed an
prohibition of selling on that day does not suppress inherent religious nature, and hence should be prethe evil, because, by providing himself with liquor on served. But if he become irreligious and blasSaturday, the citizen may pass Sunday in any of the phemous, or inclined to draw those around him_ into
various stages of exhilaration desired.
argument about the authenticity of revealed thmgs,
If there were no one to drink on Sunday, there it would prove him to be an undesirable person to
would be no one to sell; but the reverse is not true. hav in a well-ordered community, and he might propEven though none is sold on Sunday, drinking may erly be placed in lilolitary confinement for _life or
proceed, as we hav seen, by .means of liquor pur- humanely drowned, according to his fixed preJudices
chased on Saturday.
on the subject of capital punishment. In this way
The prime cause of drunkenness, as noted, is taking the scoffers and hypocrits would be eliminated, and
liquor into the human stomach; the traffic is inci- only those by nature religious would survive.
dental merely. Then let the law go to the root and
The main objection which the proponent can
forbid the drinking of liquor except by such as can frame against this scheme is that the carrying it out
carry it off with impunity. Illstead of licensing the would interfere with personal liberty, and for that
seller, license the buyer. Do we license the dealer reason any law officer who should attempt to ~x~cu~e
in steam-engins, or the man who is to use them~ the it ought to be hanged for a pirate. In my opmwn It
man who sells fire-arms, or the man who carries differs only in degree from Prohibitory and Sunday
them~ Let the excise bo.ard or the mayor issue the laws.
license to drink, embellished with a photograph for
As for the drink appetite, I believe that, like other
identification of the bearer. The fitness of the person evil appetites, and like the superstit~ous insti_nct, it
to receive such license could be determined experi- will continue to menace human happmess until men
mentally by a board of experts who should, at the and women hav cultivated sufficient character to
state's expense, furnish him with liquor to any extent control it. Maybe by opposing it with force we
he chooses to drink it, and then carefully observe the shall find that legal persecution strengthens an
result. If the applicant in this .condition repairs to immoral propensity as well as a good one.
the sidewalk and offers to lick all the civil officers of
G. E. MAcDONALD.
the municipality and half the constabulary, or otherThe Case of Charles B. Ueynolds.
wise menaces the public weal, the license should of
course be withheld; and if he thereafter be discovI am glad that our friend Reynolds has been inered with a jag aboard, he could be punished accord- strumental in bringing to light the i~famous law on
ing to the statute in such case to be made and blasphemy in New Jersey, _and the bigotry and ~ate
provided. But in instances where the applicant for a of her people, without havmg to go to states ;rmson
license, of his own will and volition, ceases to drink for it. On the whole it has .been a great victory.
when he has had enough, and then either goes That great champion of mental freedom, Colonel
peaceably about his business, or crawls into an empty Ingersoll, had a magnificent chance to _las_h the
wagon and sleeps it serenely off, the license may be religiously conservativ populace, and he did It well.
safely issued, subject to revocation for cause.
It will hav a healthy effect upon that community,
Our present liquor laws may be both evaded and the state, and the entire country. Further than
broken. The law which I here propose might be that he has shown himself to be the fearless man we
broken, but it could not by any means be evaded- who' are personally acquainted wit~ him_ bel_ieved
which is the test of all sound and scientific legislation. him to be. Some may think that discretion IS the
It may be objected that this method would be a better part of valor, and that he la~ked that _disrestriction of personal liberty. Admitted; but so is cretion but whether so or not, he, With the pnson
any liqum: law. Of what value is the right to buy doors 'open before him, ?ar~d to stand by his
liquor if the sale of it is prohibited? All will recall honest convictions, and this IS glory enough for
the girl who desired to "go out to swim," and himself and his friends.
received the maternal assent with the proviso that
When the self-alleged servants of J ~hov~h call
she must not "go near the water." The cases are upon the soverei~n will of _the people to Impnson an
parallel. Or, for another illustration, suppose that honest fearless hberty-lovmg man because he puball men were left free to many, while all women were lishes 'views c~ntrary to theirs, on the plea of
denied that privilege. Would the male prerogativ wounded feelings it is a blessing to the country and
be worth getting enthusiastic over~ As John Stuart a safeguard to it~ free institutio~s tha_t the farce of
Mill has curtly said, "the state might just as well the whole thing bas been formbly pw_ture? to the
forbid the citizen to drink wine as to purposely make people at large, as it has been done m his recent
it impossible for him to obtain it." For a state to trial through the will and t~e ability of Ingersoll
concede a right and then deny it exercise is a legal the invincible. It can be nothmg but a farce for a
absurdity.
handful of fanatics to call upon the civil law to deI will state the matter, as it were, catechismally: fend a supreme divinity against a human_ being: .
We expected nothing betterfr?m that Ignommwus
Question. Is it desirable to suppress the use of liquor on
Sunday? Ans~oer. It is.
section of this so-called land of liberty than that the
Q. For what purpose ? A. To prevent drunkenness on full penalty of the law would be ~is port~on: But
that holy c1ay.
·
Q. By what method do we now· seek to attain that enc1? the backdown of the court is obvwusly sign~ficant.
The nanow souls of New Jersey should come m con.A. By prohibiting its sale.
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· tact with manhood and womanhood imbued with
broader and more philanthropic ideas of personal
and intellectual liberty.
What a judge I And yet, what better material
could be expected from such a source! Mr. Childs's
charge to the jliry is believ.ed to be wi~~out :pre~e·
dent for its shallow reasonmg, the novitiOus significance of its interrogatories, its assumption of things
not susceptible of proof, it~ coio.rable. ph.ases, its b~as,
and its deplorable lack of JudiCial digmty by falling
to the argument and plea of an interested advocate
of the cause of a bigoted people, who he claims instituted and still sustain such an unjust law.
UNcLE ·LuTE.
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Jo~eph Lee, per S. P. Putnam.............
5.00
Livermore, per Theo. Garner...............
20.00
San Jose, per R. H. Schwartz..............
30.00
Petaluma, per Philip Cowen................
30.00
Napa, per R. F. Grigsby.....................
30.00
Amos Merritt, per S. P. Putnam..........
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Lodi, per Dr. Gordon.........................
10.00
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"
''
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"
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"
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S. P. Putnam, per treasurer................
55.00
" 9.
15.00
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" 31. S. P. Putnam, per treasurer................
Total disbursements to date............... .... .. $1,224.11
May 31, 1887.
CnAs. EoKHARD, Treasurer.
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things be. He awoke from a dream in which this
beautiful architecture was outlined almost as it is today in material form. He immediately ~na?e drawings, and it was accepted by the con miss~oners as
the most perfect design of all. It is a umque and
original conception, and there is nothing like it that
I know of in the world. It·is so constructed that
every room is light and airy, and has the ben~:fi.t o~
the sunshine and healthful breeze. It consists of
five branching wings, each making a separate edifice,
and yet so united that all are practically under one
roof. These branching wings join in a frontage of
exquisit beauty and majesty, so that the whole impression is perfectly harmonious, and it appears as
one building, a beautiful display of u.nity in.variety.
It is an achievement of Freethought m architecture,
for it is something new, and is not a tame imitation
of the old style. It is a happy dream indeed, an
ideal home for those who seek rest from the storms
of life.
I lecture to-morrow nig·ht, and expect to organize
the Sacramento Secular Union. I :find Davis, of
Brighton, seven miles out, a royal aliy, for he means
business, and by his interest al}d enthusiasm I look
forward to noble results in this captital of California.
I will report progress next week. I hav just
returned from Yosemite, and I am so full of the wonders of that mighty vale that I hav not much of an
eye for business. I feel as if I had been drinking
wine every minute for the last five days. I hav
beaten Paul and hav gone much higher than the
third heaven. I hav climbed, and climbed, and seen
the wonder of the world. Next week I will try to
relate my marvelous experience, if there is anything
in human language by which these gorgeous pictures
can be transfused into pen and .ink; but of nature I
hav received her grandest impulse to freedom and
humanity.
I shall be at Ashland, Or., June 5th; Central
Point, June 7th and 8th; Talent, June 12Lh; Coos
county, June 13~h to 21st; Silverton, June 22d to
24th; Salem, June 26th; Portland, July 3d; Corvallis, July lO~h, etc. I shall be able to giv other
dates more de:fi.nitly next week. I hav had my vaca·
tion,. and now expect a busy campaign until Christmas.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.·
Sacramento, May 28, 1887.

News and Notes.
. Sacramento is my last camping-ground in California, and I bid good-bye with hope. I hav not
been disappointed in the Golden State. The free
spirit of its early people is still alive. However, the
battle is not by any means won. The ecelesiastical
power is sleepless. Every year large petitions are
presented to the legislature for the enactment of
Sunday laws. So far, however, without avail, but
orthodoxy has the gift of persistency. It hangs on,
and it expects some time to catch Liberalism napping, and again pass the Sunday laws, and then will
occur another bitter religious fight at the polls. In
all the annals of the state there was never so fierce a
contest as that which raged over the Sunday laws.
When religion enters the political arena, the darkest
passions are aroused.
N. D. Goodell, whose generous hospitality makes
my stay so pleasant in Sacramento, is a sturdy representativ of the old Californian life. He is of the
blood of the Puritans, being born in New England,
and brought up in its orthodox atmosphere; but was
early drawn into the Universalist church, through
which he passed into absolute Freethought. He
came to Sacramento when there was not a wooden or
bric~ building erected, but the inhabitants lived in
tents and adobes scattered among the groves of live
o~ which were then here in abundance, but hav since
been destroyed. Sacramento now numbers thirty~
thousand inhabitants. It has many elegant build·
ings. Merchant princes hav flourished here, and
they were the first with little capital, but splendid
energy, to start the Central J;:>aci:fi.c railroad. It was
at Sacramento that this enterprise received its impulse to success. :;:lacramento ia now the railroad
center of the state. Five tr~ns per day run to San
Francisco. The raih;oad shops employ two thou(:land
men. It was here that. the largest engin in the
world two years ago was built. In these shops
everything is made connected with cars and engins.
Through the kindness of Mr. Lynch, superintendent
of the car shops, I was enabled to view this vast hive
of industry, where iron and wood are wrought into
delicate and massiv shapes for the uses of civilization. It looks as if Sacramento would be the manufacturing point of the Pacific states. The Sacramento
valley has not yet developed its agricultural wealth,
It can produce almost anything, even the fruits of
southern California--oranges, lemons, etc. Its wheat
lands are unsurpassed. This valley is capable of
supporting a population of millions.
1\:[y friend Goodell is an architect, and has erected
hundreds of buildings ip the city, public and private,
wherein is pictured the combination of strength and
beauty which is the flower of Freethought. His
most successful triumph of art is, I think, the Hos-~
pital for the Indigent Sick. This came from" visions
of the night." It flashed like an inspiration, if such

Human PJtenomena.
Into the investigation of any of the phenomena of
nature, especially so of those which more intimately
pertain to the welfare and knowledge of human
beings, the element of unbiased candor and fairness
should enter, to secure the attainment of truth.
After having thus ascertained a basic truth, then the
greatest of wisdom is sometimes needed in the effort
to develop and establish conclusions which shall be
absolutely just. In the exercise of that wisdom it is
sometimes necessary that the door of the human
heart should be closed against all feelings which
would tend to warp the cool, calm judgment of the
presiding minds.
When judgment holds the helm,
No wave can overwhelm;
When feeling spreads the sails,
They're torn to shreds by gales.
The great light of the present age has, among
other wonders, disclosed an established class of
phenomena whi!.Jh history proves to hav been exis~
ing in alllrnown ages of the world, but in the past
recognized and accepted by mankind only to a Jim·
ited degree. Upon these phenomena, as a foundation, the superstructure of modern Spiritualism has
been built, how wisely is, to many thoughtful and
candid minds, a great and momentous question, for
nature has laid many another foundation upon which
man has erected superstructures. only to fall in error
and decay on the sands of time.
The phenomena to which allusion has been made
consist of so called spirit rappings, involuntary writings, trance speakings, physical manifestations, transformations or transfigurations, form materializations,
and magnetic healing. These phenomena are given
in the order in which they hav become known in this
country, and their apparently permanent and unquestionaWy genuin existence is candidly admitted
and ll'ositivly asserted. That they are really no new
productions of nature's laws any dispassionate reader
of Bible history knows, but that their existence is
sufficient warrant for the adoption of the spiritual
theory becomes a very grave question when it is considered how little is probably known of the inherent
powers of human beings, or of their variety. Wisdom would seem to dictate that the possible compass
of those powers should first be ascertained, as a
theory based upon actual knowledge would prove to
be of the greater value in drawing just conclusions.
Among the universally known powers possessed
by human beings are the familiar ones of the ordinary
senses, and reason, and memory; and among the
more unfamiliar ones admitted are mesmerism, clairvoyance, clairaudience, psychometry, and healing.
The former class, being the common heritage of all,
are styled human faculties, while the latter, being of
rarer possession, are den0minated gifts, because er-

roneously considered as pertaining more sp.eciall.Y to
man's mentality. That all men do not mhent or
possess these fac~ltie~ and. gifts ~like is ~rue to the
order of nature, m:fi.mt vanety bemg a umversallaw,
and that the gifts should be accounted marvelous the
facts warrant. And yet it is quite as strange and
unaccountable how a human beings should see
through the medium of the eyes as to see without
them, or as to how perceptions are rec~ived through
the exercise of any of the other senses IS as great a
marvel as those received by means of the rarer gifts
mentioned, and more so when the exercise of reason
and memory is duly considered.
Standing in full view of all the marvelous powers
even now known to be possessed by human beings,
in propria persona, modesty, at least, W<?~d seem ~o
dictate a conservativ waiting before ascnbmg to disembodied beings results which may be quite as likely
to emanate from those embodied For behold how
one human mind can, under proper conditions, co;ntrol absolutely the action of another; how events m
human lives past present and to come, are clearly
' told;
' how existences
'
.
perceived and
w~wh
hav b een
are seen · how voices are heard whwh once hav
spoken id the by-gone years, and nothing but the
deathless echo left to vibrate in the deep abyss of
the unfathomable, and this all human power.
And further, the condition of entrancement is also
another recently admitted power possessed ~y hu·
man beings and which seems to differ only m degree from the long-accepted one. o.f. sleep-walki;ng,
and both appear to prove the possibility of speakmg
and of acting without conscious reason or memory,
in whole or in part, depending on the depth or
absoluteness of the condition.
And further, that human beings possess the power
under rare' conditions of projecting a similitude of
themselvs into existence, at greater or less distances
from their p!;tysical bodies, has ·been known in all
historical ages of the world under the name of " the
double," or IJoppleganger.
And further, .it would seem, judging from modern
experience, that human beings also possess the power
under some circumstances of assuming the form and
features of those who once hav lived, and whose
former personal appearance they possibly discern
clairvoyantly as events are seen. This is called transfiguration. The seizing of persons while in that condition by skeptical investigators rudely breaks the
attendant conditions, and sometimes causes great
harm by the sudden revulsion to a normal condition.
And further, no fact is better established than the
one that some human beings possess a power to cure
the ills that flesh is heir to under conditions the most
extraordinary. Instances are not infrequent where
the healer diagnoses the case of a person thousands
of miles away, and treats it to a radical cure. This
would seem to demonstrate that personal contact of
healer and patient is not always necessary, and that
there must be an invisible link which connects each
with all, making a common brotherhood of th~ wh<?le
human family. This connection is not necessanly
spiritual in its nature;. it may simply be a condition
of human life, like the sea of air in which all forms of
life exist.
To stop at this point in the highway of investiga.
tion, and to declare this the end .of human power,
would seem unjustifiable, especially as the road
traveled is seen to extend further. Materialization
stretches on beyond. After the foregoing expose of
human power, it would seem neither illogical nor unreasonable to assume that it is capable of projecting
parts or the whole of human forms, or numbers of
them, into temporary being. That these forms should
themselvs universally claim to be reembodied spirits
is not surprising when it is reflected that the person
projecting those forms is an extreme sensitiv, and
therefore readily yields to the psychologic power of
those present, to say nothing of being previously
educated into the belief. It is also a noteworthy fact
that these forms only possess so much knowledge as
may be perceived clairvoyantly and clairaudiently by
the person producing them. If their creator is ar.
poor clairaudient, the forms experience gre~t di~
culty in giving their own names even; and If their
creator lacks in clairvoyant development, it is unlikely
that the form will resemble the personality claimed.
In other words, the form produced is as faithful ar.
reproduction as the creator of it perceives of a once
living entity. It may also be further noted as having a bearing on the investigation, that where these
forms are produced for the delectation of a miscel
laneous audience, it is the favorits of their creato
who receive usually the most attention from the
forms and vice versa, varied only in favor of those
occupying a mid-way or negativ position in the regard of their creator in the sole interest of a speculativ future. If this class of phenomena were not the
positiv production of the so-called medium, the
whims and caprices, the loves and hates and indifferences, of that individual could not influence, much
less control, their appearance, or dictate their subsequent conduct.
·
These forms, as seen by clairvoyant power in their~
immaterial condition, yield no proof of their actual
existence, any more than does an event foretold by a
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seer. It is possible, perhaps, that they may exist as
illuminated shadows of human lives that hav been, or
as attaches of human beings in mortal life, and perhaps pervaded by a certain amount of life drawn or
projected from .those to whom they are attached, as
limbs to a tree trunk, only to fade out of existence
by slow and sure degrees, and to perish utterly when
all memory of their former being has passed away.
In support of this theory the fact is cited that, of all
the myriads of human beings who hav perished here,
none are ever claimed to be seen only those who hav.
left in the mind of ·man some memory of their once
having existed on the earth. Indeed, were the whole
human family suddenly swept out of existence, for
all that is at present known, it is possible that these
shadowy attaches would vanish instantly and utterly,
for there would be no memory to retain them, nor
human life to support them.
This same principle may pervade all nature as a
universal governing law of all living entities. The
illuminated shadows of fallen trees and faded flowers,
of the beast that walks no more and of the bird
whose wings are folded forever, may still exist as the
· .attaches of their respectiv living entities in the
world's life, connected to them through the inscrutable working of some life-principle not yet understood, dependent on the memory of man.
Cases of entrancement furnish no positiv evidence
of the subject being overshadowed and controled by
foreign spirit power, for it may be simply a personation of some illuminated shadow by that second self,
or double, which seems to be a component part of
individual human beings, representing, perhaps, the
negativ pole of human life. This double seems to act
independently of the positiv part of man's nature;
is not governed by the will power; leaves no memory
in the mind of its actions or deeds, and is freest when
self-consciousness is suspended.
Finally, it is a law of nature that whatever has a
beginning must necessarily hav an ending. This is
destructiv to the theory of immortality. Eternal existence in amorphous or changing conditions is possible and a fact in nature. If human spirits were once
formless, or taken like a drop of water from the ocean
of eternal being, they must return, in the invariable
order of nature, to their original state or condition.
If they originally possessed forms, they will simply
revert to them upon the· dissolution of the body. If
spirits do actually exist as individual entities in
some state of existence where they are awaiting their
turn in the order of nature to be born into this
world, the materialization of one of them will place
.the keystone in the arch of the superstructure of
modern Spiritualism; otherwise the structure is
liable to fall and carry with it the religion of nineteen
hundred years. The destruction of this beautiful
. temple, every stone of which has thus far been laid
by willing hands and consecrated by longing, prayerful hearts, is a sad spectacle to contemplate, but
sadder yet it would be to see it standing in all its
brightness an ignis-fatuus to deceive and to destroy.
That this latter may not prove to be the case is the
sincere wish of all right-thinkin~ minds; and yet the
cautious fears and careful investigations of very many
superior intellects do not permit them to accept as
conclusiv the phenomena as spiritual which appear
to hav come into this strange world as a permanent
M. WHEELER.
factor in the affairs of life.

Paul and Augustus Cresar.
The solution of the puzzle which "In:fidelis" propounds in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 4th in regard
to Paul's appeal to Augustus Cresar has been frequently made in THE TRUTH SEEKER by the " Man of
Sin." Paul was contemporary with Augustus Cresar
and died many years before that emperor did. This
discovery was made by "Antichrist" in 1878. Paul
in his second epistle to the Corinthians, xi, 32, says:
" In Damascus the governor under Aretas the king
kept the city of the Damascenes with a garrison, desirous to apprehend me." A thorough examination
of historical data disclosed the fact that, although
there were several successiv kings of Arabia Petrea,
named Aretas, one of whom was reigning at the
death .of the emperor Tiberi us, A.D. 37, there was but
one Aretas who ever had control of Damascus, and
the period of his government of that city ended 62
or 63 years n.a., when he was superseded by the
Roman governor Scaurus. From that time onward
for several successiv centuries the Romans held unshaken control of all Syria, and no petty king of
Arabia could hav marched an army two hundred and
:fifty miles and taken Damascus, nor would the services· of such a king hav been at any time required
to govern that city. (See "Aretas" in McClintock
and S!rong's Cyclopedia.)
It is said that other Roman emperors received the
title Augustus 'among a string of others such as
Cresar, etc. But the fact is that only the :first
emperor is or was known and designated as Augustus Cresar.
In Taci.tus' s "History" we read that " the name
Augustus, and all imperial honors enjoyed by former
princes, were by a decree granted to Otho," who became emperor in the year 68 ~ l;mt hi!'J reign wa,s &o

short that the historian is uncertain whether he accepted the titles. Otho was succeeded by Vitellius
in the same year, wh?, being on the march, sent
forward to Rome an edwt to " postpone for the present the title of Augustus; and for that of Cresar he
'
declined it altogether."
At the very beginning of the "Annals" of Tacitus
the author speaks of "the time of Augustus," and ~
the next sentence refers to his successors in their
order, to wit, "Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and
Nero." And if anywhere Tacitus speaks of Nero as
Augustus, even as having that title among others
we hav overlooked it.
'
But the "Annals" of Tacitus is a forgery of the
:fifteenth century, and there is reason to suspect that
the "History" is an earlier forgery.
The book of Acts, or the nucleus of it, is a much
earlier work than has been supposed. The text is
more corrupt than that of any other New Testament
book, but the very name Augustus in Acts xxv and
xxvii is one of many evidences that the events narrated in that book, so far as they are true, all occurred
in the century before the Christian era.
ANTICHRIST.

A Yiew of Ginville.
Fm· more minute particulaJJ's inquire of the Archon of West
Troy,N. Y.

Ginville .is a gushing place. It gushes with gin,
and also with beer and brandy and whisky, and the
gutters gush with. slush. Its pavements and sidewalks are badly broken (where there are any to
break), but the thresholds and floors of the saloons
hav to be often renewed. The principal architect~
ural feature of Ginville is the police-station, which
occupies a prominent corner, around which circle
liquor saloons in every variety, and all in full bloom.
The police commissioner owns one of these saloons
and his brother another. One saloon proprietor is a
police sargent, who hires his brother to tend bar;
and the captain does business in a similar way. Any
day in Ginville you may see the police traversing
from the station to the opposit saloon, and countermarching back to the station. Sometimes they seem
to get tired, and go inside the saloon to take a rest
by leaning against the bar. The saloons under
police patronage are booming bravely ; other
branches of business are drying up. In fact, everything in Ginville is drying up except the mud and
mustiness. Ginville would be Gin City but the legislature thinks otherwise. And the revenue rolls on
as the river swirls by, and no mills but the gin-mills
grind their grist.
J. P. GuiLD.

The Tent •
Time is quickly passing ; opportunities to help
forward the cause of mental liberty are available now.
It is useless to wait till all things are favorable ·
there will always be something in the way. We~
never command success, but energy, self-sacrifice,
and perseverance generally secure it.
I hav great need to remain home and attend to my
own affairs and recuperate an exhausted exchequer.
But under the spur of persecution by the Jersey
fanatics, I am loth to even seem to ground arms or
sanction a truce. The enemy realize their desperate
condition, and are making mad, ~esperate struggles
to regain lost power and prestige. Now is the time,
when honest hearts are eager for the facts, and excited by spirit of inquiry, to hav Tent lectures and
afford friends and neighbors opportunity to escape
the cruel bondage of superstition. We must help
them to free themselvs of fear and sectarian hate,
and help them to liv lives of love and peace, and in
their turn do valiant service for the cause of universal
mental liberty.
Those who desire Tent effort can secure it by a
little energy and perseverance. But "the affair cries
haste, and speed must answer." Write at once. Address Box 104, North Parma, New York.
c. B. REYNOLDS.

A Profitable Exchange.
A. blasphemer in New Jersey has been fined $25 and costs, amount-

ing in all to about f75. He had published and circulated a pamphlet, which contained Pictures of the most vile and insulting
·kind. In one of them was a pig-sty labeled, "The Holy Virgin."
Hogs were branded with the holy cross, and names of Mle different
churches. The whole pamphlet was a most brutal attack upon the
sacred principles which a Christian nation holds dear. Robert
Ingersoll, who defended the wretch, attempted to get sympathy
for him by claiming he was denied the rights of free soeech. But
the law of the land does not recognize any speech as free that is
devoted to lampooning the faith and belief of the people. It is just
as :d:tuch n.n insult upon personal rights as to strike down his body,
or destroy his property, The offense of this man was against the
moral sense of the community, a wanton assault upon the principles nine-tenths of the people hold dear, and he was justly punished.-Oslca!oosa T~mes.
The malignant bigot who wrote the above probably did it
with eyes overflowing with tears. His dool was evidently
on account of the absence of a law making the penalty for
blasphemy the stake and fagot, as in days of yore. The advent of this editor on earth has, by some mistake, been delayed at least a century ; he should ha v been '' dug up " when
laws were in force t!Iat were more in harmony with his shallow conceits. It show& upmif!tak!!,ble evide11ce of progress
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when the prison, rack, and f11got can be swapped, even up,
for a twenty-five-dollar fine.- Industrial Appeal.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Freethought University at Liberal, Mo., will hav its
first annual Commencement this year, from June 28th to
July 2d. G. H. Walser and C. W. Stewart will make addresses and the scholars will contest for elocutionary and
oratorical honors.
.
'fHE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will hold
its next quarterly meeting in Omro, Wis., June 24th, 25th,
a~d 26th. John L. Potter, C. W. Cook, and other speakers
will be there. Round-trip tickets to meeting for one and
one-third fare on all railroads in the state are promised. A
life assurance will be organized in connection with the State
Ar,sociation at this meeting. Hotel rates, $1 per day.
OuR friend and former neighbor, D. L. Scott-Browne, who
could find nothing to liv in Clinton Place for after THE
TRUTH SEEKER came away, has moved his Shorthand College
and Phonographic Headquarters to 251 West Fourteenth
street. He occupies a whole house now, and keeps a shorthand boarding school. Last Saturday evening he opened hill
handsome parlors to his friends and gave them a reception.
M:r. Scott-Browne is all that could be desired as a shorthand
teacher, and as an entertainer he proved to be more than
those best acquainted with him had expected. Music, daneing, and refreshment were provided, in which all joined and
partook without getting r, as it would be expressed phonographically according to the American Standard system.
Probably as enjoyable a time has not been had in this settlement since the TRUTH BEEKER editorial and composing
rooms wer.e formally opened.
J. E. REMSBURG, having filled his engagements in lllinois,
returned to Kansas, where he is now making his third tour
since March. The following is his.program:
Haddam.......................... Tues., Wed., Thurs., June 7, 8, 9.
Concor~Ia ............................................................ Fri., 10.
Brook.ville ............................................. Sat., Sun., 11, 12.
Bavana ............................................................. Sun., 12.
Windom ........................................................... Mon., 13.
Sterling ............................................................ Tues., 14.
Leon ... :.................. Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., 15, 16, 17, 18.
Ha.vedull ........................................................... Sun., 19.
Neodesha ...........................................Mon., Tues., 20, 21.
Joplin (Mo.) ......................... Wed., Thurs., Fri., 22, 23, 24.
Humboldt ... ;......................................... Sat., Sun., 25, 26.
Paola ................................................ Mon., Tues., 27, 28.
Mr. Remsburg and the Rev. Dr. Lucas will hold a fourdays' debate at Leon, Kan .. commencing June 15th. The
following propositionS' will be discussed: 1. The Bible, believed by all Christian~ to contain a divine revelation from
God to the world, is purely of human origin. Remsburg
affirms, Lucas denies. 2. Jesus the Christ of the New Testament scriptures is the son of God, as taught therein. His
religion is therefore divine. Lucas affirms, Remsburg denies.
THE Rev. Wilbur Crafts; of the First Union Presbyterian
church, this city, says that the laborers " want a half-holiday
to drink whisky in," and that "the eight-hour movement is
a lazy movement instead of a labor movement." M:r. C. F.
Henry writes to a daily paper to say that this sort of pulpit
utterances hav driven him from the church. He declares
that it is left to Colonel Ingersoll, who is called an Infidel, to
say kind words for workingmen, while the minister too often
paints him as though he was a ruffian. Mr. Henry expresses
too his fear that many ministers preach to the rich man and
for the rich, and a~ds : " I would rather be shot than to
hang around a church and be a Christian paupet." Mr.
Henry is to be eongratulated that the light has broken in
upon him. If he continues his observations he will discover
that the clergy as a class are not favorably inclined toward
industrial reform. Anything that sets the laborer to thinking about his rights they regard as a species of heresy. If
labor agitation dees not benefit the workingman physically,
it at le\),st stirs up his dormant mind, and so educates him to
a certain extent. The clergy know this, and hence their opposition. The church wishes the laborer to remain a stupid
·and ignorant mendicant, incapable of self-government. Its
charities are its stock in trade. It poses as the friend of the
poor, although it does not return to the poor a thousandth
part of what it takes from them. It opposes the half-holiday, on the one hand, because it knows that what the workingm&n spends on Saturday afternoon for enjoyment will.
not find its way into the contribution box on Sunday morn.
ing ; and favors it on the other because it believes that possibly the toiler may be satisfied with a half.day of amuse_
ment and will observe the whole day following. Between
these conflicting views the laborer is left to.werkout his own
salvation. Consequently he will get the half-holiday if he
cll.n, and spend Sunday as it suits him best; and certainly,
while there are in the country so many loafers like Crafts
and his eighty thousand fellow-priests, the workingman will
hav performed his share of labor if he works eight hours
per day. The policy of the short-hour movement is another
question. The "lazy movement" is the one that advocates
the existence of an army of next-world pilots who liv upon
the labor of others.
THE F'orwm for June contains the first of a series of papers
on "The Object of Life." The initial article of the series is
contributed by Prof. George J. Romanes, disciple of the late
Charles Darwin, and exhibits the views of an evolutionist
philosopher on this weighty question.
WE hav upon our exchange list a couple-of dozen or so of
labor papers. We hav seen in but one of them a. word ill
condemnation of tile conviction of C. !3. l{ey:p.oldj!,
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Immortal consciousness of the possession of all good the Infidel can meet death with a philosophical
or of total and irretrievable loss. He knows not which. resignation which religion has ever failed to impart.
There is no reason that he should not.
The
.A. God, the object of all worth:r love, who will receive
vengeance
of
Jehovah,
like
the
thunderbolts
of
him to his bosom or cast hrm forever forth. He
Infidel Thoughts on Death,
t~e
knows not which. .A. throne of glory, or the worm Jupiterrhe has long regarded as creatures
To-day I liv. I know not for how long. An hour, that never dies the fire that never will be quenched. imagination of others, which hav had no vlace m hts
a week, a year, or many year~. peath will come, and He knows not ~hich. He knows not whether he is own mind. The errors of his life he has i!Jready sufcome soon, for the longest life IS short. What fol- worthy of love or hatred.
.
.
, fered for. He has received the rewards and paid the
lows after I know not.
If the brain of the Infidel be not rmparred by his penalties of his conduct here. He has done hilil
No man knows any more than I do. But there sickness if his reason has not already fled, taking work and he is weary. He is going to his rest.
The monks of old whispered to each other,
are thousands who believe that after this they will with it the fruits of its labors and leaving his meminhabit another world. They profess to regard this ory to revert to the time when its exercise had not "Brother, you must die !" .A.nd we, in bold, clear
only as a preparation for a future existence. Do yet begun, joining in a mysterious circle life's ending tones exhort our fellows : " Brother, sister, you
they liv bett~r lives and die happier deaths for this with its beginning, he meets death in the spirit of must liv ! Liv one life ·and liv it well ; then, if an- ·
belief'? I think not.
humanity. He has the struggle of parting with life, other follows learn to liv that well too."
Brother, si~ter, you are young·, and life may seem
We did not prepare this earth for our dwelling- of parting, probably, with some objects that hav been
place. We did not prepare ourselvs to dwell in it. dear to him. That is common to all, whether they long before you. Do not waste its hours in dreamThe preparation was made by those who dwelt here hav religious faith or not. He has no fear of an ex- ing. It is very, very short. Before its early mornbefore us. They left us a state of society, laws, and istence hereafter, because he has no reason to suppose ing seems to hav passed away you will hav reached
customs, organized according to their knowledge. It that if there be any such existence it will be any its close. It is the only life, so far as you know,
is for us to improve them, for our own benefit and harder to endure than this. He has known others that you will ever hav. Spend it wisely, that in its
that of our successors here. If, hereafter, we become who hav died. They were hidden from sight. The passing you may enjoy its flying sweets, and in its
citizens of a land of spirits, it is reasonable to sup- elements of which they were composed were dissolved. ending, when memory strays back to these, your
pose that the spirits who are there before us will The iron, the water, the salt, the lime, and all the early days, it may find no evil done, no ·good left unknow more of the requirements of spiritual existence other ingredients of man passed into other forms. done, to trouble it with vain regrets.
than we who hav no experience of a spiritualistic con- No particle of them perished, but as h!lman beings
Brother, sister, years hav passed. away since first
dition. This life is all we know. Life with flesh they were no more. It is his turn now, and he has you started on your journey through life. .A. few
and blood, bones, muscle, and brains. Our business no cause for fear, for it is the common lot of all.
more winters and summers-perhaps O:J?-ly a few more
here is to make life happy for ourselvs and others,
In the possession of health and the enjoyment of risings and settings of the sun-and you will hav
and to meet death fearlessly and cheerfully. If we life, to shrink from death is the natural spirit of reached its termination. Waste not your time in
liv again it will then be our proper task to learn the animal self-preservation. When life has run its idle repentance of the past. .A.ll you hav is between
duties of our new position thoroughly and perform course, and age or disease makes it no longer de- now and the fast approaching hour that will be your
them well.
sirable, the fear of death is the result of belief in a last. Do your duty in this time. Make the world
The present is all we hav. The future is uncer- religion which made a God it called good and pict- within your reach better and happier for your prestain. If there is another life after this, all the prep- ured him as evil. It springs from the idea that hap- ence in it. Then, when the end comes, your dying
aration we can make for it now is to prove our worthi- piness is not a reward justice renders a well-spent eyes will not close upon the fading vision of a wasted
ness to enjoy it by making the best use of this.
life, but a gift mercy may bestow, if earnestly sought, existence.
The pious Christ.ian does not make the best use of in the last moment of conscious existence. On tl;lat
Brother, sister, it is here. Your course is run.
this life. Hit~ object is not chiefly to contribute to last moment, religion teaches us, eternity depends. .A. For good or for evil you hav lived among us, and
the sum of human happiness here, but to secure his good life may be blasted, an evil one retrieved, in willliv among us no more. .A.ll you hav now is your
own happiness hereafter. Practical realties are, with that flickering second. Demoralizing belief ! that after past, and that is fast disappearing. The future is a
him, brought into subjection to visionary anticipadeath comes the judgment, and that that judgment blank page. The present is but the period which,
tions. Human sympathies are cru&hed out by sanctiis passed upon us, not for how we hav lived, but for before you drop the pen forever, you are putting to
fied selfishness. The certainties of time are held to
how we hav died. Consoling thought for the Infi- the sentence you hav written in the book of time. I
be of little importance beside the uncertainties of an
del! that before death comes the judgment, and that know :raot what that sentence is. Those who stay
imagined eternity. He livs in fear, for he is comat death the judgment is over and the sentence when you are gone may point to it as the-teaching of
manded to work out his salvation with fear and
wisdom, or the warning of bygone folly, or they may
trembling. He believes that if there is an eternity has been carried out.
Yes, before death the judgment and the punish- blot it out as a useless memento of a worthless life
of bliss there is also an eternity of woe, and that most
ment. In life we pay the penalty for our misdeeds. disfiguring the page. But for you life is over. Over
men find it; that, ever-present beside him, are evil
We seek no mercy, for there is none. Mercy never alike its virtues and its vices, its riches and its povspirits who, themselvs condemned to everlasting
erty, its joys and its sorrows. Meet death calmly,
misery, are seeking to secure him as a companion in stays the effect from following the cause. Our good resignedly, cheerfully. If your life has been a beneand evil deeds follow us, not in another world, but
their torments; that his fellow-creatures are hurrying
here,
close at our heels. .A.nd when we come to die fit to humanity, you are receiving now the last coin of
into hell, nnd unless he constantly resists will bear
your reward in pleasant memories of kind thoughts
him along with them ; that his 0wn nature is prone we hav no more to fear, for we hav suffered all.
and gentle words and loving acts. If it has been a
"Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof." Suf- curse, the recollections that embitter your last moto evil, and must be conquered at every step at the
p~ril of his own eternal loss. .A.nd his brightest ficient for this world its pains and griefs, its sorrows ments are but as the grating of the prison door that
hopes are dashed, his passage from earth darkened and crimes. Death comes as nature's sweet sleep opens for your release. The world in which you
and made terrible, by the fearful sentence that." no after a weary battle. May be the sleep will be sinned is the world in which you hav paid the ·
man knows whether he is worthy of love or hatred." eternal, dreamless. May be we shall wake again. If penalty. You hav satisfied the last claim of justice.
Perhaps he is a more liberal Christian, one who so, with the coming of another day will come its own Your title to everlasting freedom has arrived, and
professes to follow Christianity, but is, in great part, hopes and fears, its own duties and trials. We shall the bearer's name is Death.
E. J. BowTELLguided by the principles of humanity. He has dis- go forth to do its work and win its rewards. .A.nd if
American House, .Dover, N. H.
carded hell, but still believes in heaven. He has re- that day is not without its evil hour, again "suffijected the literal meaning of scripture, but, inter- ciant for the day is the evil thereof." No need by
Advice.
preted by human reason, he receives it as divine vain imaginings to anticipate it now.
"They gave me advice and counsel in store,
Death, divested of his imaginary after-terrors,
truth. May he not meet death with joyful anticipaPraised me and honored me more and more ;
Said that I should only ' wait awhile,'
tions, regarding it only as a portal to an immortality comes to us in the evening of life, when the day has
Offered their patronage, too, with a smile."
of bliss? I think not, for heaven rests on the same been well spent, wearing a pleasant smile upon his
It is well known to all how lavish people are with
foundation as hell; and he who believes ,that God face, and carrying in his hand rich_ and precious gifts.
will one day say, "Come, ye blessed," believes it on He brings to the suffering ease, to the toil-worn rest. advice. I think I am realizing this a little more fully
the same authority which declares that he will also He is the friend of nature, for when nature has done than I ever did before. Advice and sympathy are sent
utter, "Depart, ye cursed, into everlasting fire." its work it longs for sleep. Therefore, when the In- acl irljinitum, and I appreciate it as few can; for love
Christianity and humanity are opposing forces. fidel, who measures the unknown by the 'known, of appreciation is one of my most prominent "bumps."
. Through life they hav fought for the poss~ssion of still retains his rational faculties, he meets calmly I prize friends' sympathy and encouragement above
that man. Whether his death be one of religious the final dissolution which ends at once his joys and all price. Plautus says, "Every man, however wise,
requires the advice of sonie sagacious friend in the
dread or of calm philosophy depends upon which is his sorrows, his faults and their penalties.
The hour of death, when the enfeebled limbs re- affairs of life."
victor in the last hour of consciousness.
One friend says, "Write as you never wrote beWhen Christians die, in spite of promises of fuse to obey the will, when the mind is but dimly
eternal mansions, in spite of hopes of immortal conscious that consciousness is departing, when fore," realizing that now is the golden opportunity
crowns, in spite of consoling sacraments and words familiar objects are scarcely visible, or take fantastic of getting truths before the world, and making hisof spiritual comfort, the damp sweat of death is made shapes to our delirious vision, and voices dearest to tory that p,hall ring through the ages. Another says,
more chilly on the brow, the last agony more terrible, us strike dull and strangely on the ear, is the hour "Talk little and write less;" while there ure intermethe thought of what may come after more appalling, in which religion tells us eternity must be won or diates who giv advice all the way between these exby the faith which teaches that eternity depends on lost. The agony of death, with the added agony of tremes.
that last moment, and that in the same direction that responsibility for. a never-ending future, is crowded
One pious friend says, "Right is always right;
the tree falls it shall forever lie.
into a single moment. It is not strange that such a make no compromise with wrong. · If you were
. We hav all read in story books how pious people death should not be calm. Nature acts otherwise. doing good work, why did you not do it openly and
die. · We hav been told of angels that were visible to When life is near its close the mind deals not with the above-board~" But the friend forgets that she also
them as they lay stretched upon their couches, of future, but the past. It knows no future. If any says, a little further back in her letter, "Thee is
their smiling faces and happy hearts, as they went future there be, the knowledge of it has yet to come. right. Alpha was the beginning, but thee must reforth to meet the God of their love. But some of us Well is it if the past bring up no fantastic visions. Well member that extreme is seldom right." Now I would
hav stood beside their death-beds when they were if no imaginary angel visit that dying couch. Well if ask, Is there any extreme to right or truth? .A.re they
conscious that their last hour was at hand. For .us no delusiv hopes of heaven are whispered roul\.d it. not like round and square; simply full and complete,
such tales hav lost their force. I remember are- Heaven may be lost, angels may be transformed to and incapable of comparison~ How, then, can one go
mark I heard many years ago. It was made by a devils, and the moment when all should be peace to extremes in either of them?
young man, himself a most devout Christian, who racked with doubt and fear.
Now, friends, please wake up and see the whole
practiced surgery ill a German hospital. He had
Those who hav charge of the young should be animus of this prosecution. It is one of the greatest
seen many die; those who had faith in Christianity, careful of the impressions their minds receive in outrages of the age-a lot of men coming and
and those who had none. He said: "It is strange early life, for, although mature reason may scatter arresting an old woman, who has broken no law and
with what calmness Infidels meet death, which fills those impressions, in the end, when reason has weak- done no one an injury ; demanding before her arrest
religious people with fear." It was strange to him; ened or altogether fled, and memory, passing over the that she giv into their hands her private papers,
it was strange to me then ; it is not so now.
interval, goes back to its beginning, those impres- which may implicate others equally innocent; taking
What follows death according to the belief of the· sions may materialize before the eyes of the dying. an advantage of her ignorance of "the majesty of
orthodox Christian'? Eternity of inconceivable hap- But if this be not the case, and reason retains her law" and robbing her to her own inju;ry! Like their
piness or unutterable misery. He knows not which. throne until consciousness of existence has ceased, head, Comstock of cruel fame, they take every possi-
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ble mean advantage, regardless of law, right, decency,
or justice.
They knew I was alone and powerless, and therefore put the bail so high as to preclude ninety-nineone-hundredths of my friends from the possibility of
assuming it. A lady friend in Chicago says, " I do
not know what to say about Mrs. Slenker's case, except that I think the bail is an outrage, especiaily
when compared with the rate of bail asked in this
city in cases of rape. One hundred dollars in such
cases is considered quite enough." Now, I hav no
doubt saved many a woman and girl from being
raped by means of giving real truths regarding sexual
temperance and sexual morality,_ and yet my bail
was $2,000, and no one to plead for its abatement.
Friends, while thanking you each and all for
letters personally and to the press in my behalf, I
must still ask for more. It is not my fight alone.
It is a fight for freedorn, a word dear to every
heart. Our Constitution guarantees liberty of speech.
Yet, I speak needed words to the soul-sick, the ignorant, and the mentally starved, and for· sending this
bread to the hungry I am jailed like a vile criminal.
Friends, I need more than advice; I need "the
sinews of war."
Remember, I am not fighting for my right alone
to free speech and free mails, but for your rights
and your children's rights, for the rights of all coming- generations.
.
Yesterday I received twenty-five letters, all expecting replies, and not so much as a two-cent stamp
in the whole batch. It costs about four cents to
answer a letter, making i:t as short as you may. A
few hav done nobly in contributing money-help.
But right here let rr.e say, twenty-five cents from
each sympathizer will be at least good backing to
good words, and there are few who cannot send this
much.
I hav sent it to nearly every call that has ever been
made in our papers, or by individuals, for help. Now
I need this ''bread cast upon. the waters." Will it
come~
Or will the closing lines of the poet from
whom I quote in the commencement be the finale?
But with all their honor and approbation,
I should long ago hav died of starvation
Had there not come an excellent man
Who bravely to help me along began.
Good fellow, he got me the food I ate;
His kindness and Cllre I shall never forget.
Yet I cannot embrace him-'-though other folks canFor I myself am this excellent man.

I do not, however, believe that this is the end.
Little by little the light is breaking through the
clouds, and the sunshine of hope smiles upon the
landscape of life. The imaginary " obscenity spook"
is fading away, and the real personage of good work
comes to· the front, and what to me has been the
·great trial time of terrorism is proving to be a glorious opening for more, better, and stronger work than
·any I hav yet accomplished. Better, because it goes
clear down to the foundations of life, and builds
them upon a pure heredity of cleaner blood and wiser
brains.
By to-day's mail I send out from Snowville three
pecks of papers, books, and letters, all treating on.
hygiene, health, and morality, and through this one
case of mine tons of similar matter will on this same
day be sent from thousands of other post-offices all
through the Union.
I hope everyone of our readers will be enthused to
take hold in dead earnest and help the work for the
repeal of all laws that abridge the rights of individuals, and especially one that fines and imprisons for
furthering the philosophy and science of life's
foundations. If our private letters to our nearest
and best friends are to be made public property and
censors set upon them, where is our boasted freedom
of speech? Not a word or line of my public work is
under ban; only what has been lawfully mailed as
· first-class matter mider letter postage, and sent to
those asking, desiring, and needing it, is condemned.
No one complains of being injured by any of it, and
.hundreds assert they hav been benefited morally and
physically by it, and yet here am I in bonds because
I tried to learn, teach, and educate; because I sought
earnestly for facts and gave freely of them.
Come to the rescue, friends. If you cannQt save
rne, remember that every blow will count· for the
good work, and nothing will be lost. Scatter the
seed, and the harvest will come. Now is your golden
opportunity; to-morrow may not be yours. "Ring
out the old, ring in the new," and bend all your
energies toward making ours indeed a free country.

persecution of Mrs. Slenker? Her books and papers hav
been before the reading- world for· many .years. Why this
arrest? Is it not that Freethought is getting a little in the
a~cendant, and so this Christian Comstock wishes to blacken
the name of Mrs. Slenker because sbe is a prominent Liberal?
I hope the Freethinkers will not wait for Sumter to be fired
. upon, but will arouse themsel vs at once.
J'l'hss IDA V ELLINGER.
4 HUGHES BLOOK, GIFFORD ST., SYRAOUSE, N. Y.
MR. EDITOR : I would like through your paper to add my
testimony to the worth of Elmina's writings on physiological
truths, and to say that any person who finds encouragement
to lewdness in any form by the reading of her works upon
sexual purity must be thoroughly licentious, and ought to
find some retreat where his or her safety might be insured
against contact with knowledg-e upon any subject. My
heart goes out in sympathy to Mrs. Blenker in this her hour
of persecution, and I write this that she may know it. Surely
all womankind, and I will add all men, who are pure and
chaste will be glad to extend any help within their power to
this victim of superstition and malignity. ·
MRs. EuzA CRITTENDON.
SYRAOUSE, N. Y., May 30, 1887.
MR. EmTOit: I am not in the habit of writin)!: for the public, but I wish to-day I were, as my sympathy for Elmina is
too strong to refrain from publishing it. Has it come to this,
that a woman whose life-work has been the enlightening of
her own sex upon subjects of the greatest value to them must
be arrested, put into a jail (jails) with the insane, the suspected criminal, and as if that were not enough, with a company of rats to share with her her resting-place, and for what?
She has used the mails to answer questions sent to her
through the mails by one of the men so corrupt that the
resting of his eyes upon purity turns it into temptation to
vice. I inclose $1 for the Defense Fund.
·
.
Mus. FRANK RAYMOND.
.
16 GRAOE ST., SYRAOUSE, N. Y.
MR. EDITOR : I wish my name to go before the public as
one who thoroughly believes in Elmina as a woman of the
highest principles, "chaste as ice," one who has done and is
doing a great deal to help the world by knowledge of the
laws of our being, especially in the physiology relating to
sex. Will you please giv this place in your columns? I
inclose $1 for the Defense Fund.
MRs. ARVILLA FLINT.

38 KELLOGG ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
MR. EDITOR : Will y.ou please add my name to the list of
women who believe in a thorough knowledge of the laws of
life, and that sexual physiology is one of the many things
that should be understood? I also wish to say, All honor to
Elmina for daring to write upon the subject.
Miss JosEPmNE A. WILKINSON.
16 GRAOE ST., SYRAOUSE, N. Y.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read of many atrocities committed in
the name of law, but this one of imprisoning Mrs. Slenker
seems to outdo all others. Allow me to protest against it
with my whole being, and to say I fully believe_in her as a
true, pure woman.
G. S. HARRINGTON.

KINSMAN, OHIO.
MR. EDITOR : I see by the papers that through Anthony
Comstock Jlilrs. Elmina D. Slenker is to be tried for sending
objectionable mail, or violating the postal laws. Now, do
you believe, Mr. Editor, that the Comstock vice society is a
fraud? and that Mrs. Slenker is corrupting the minds of the
people? Not much! It is simply because she is a broadminded woman, a deep and original thinker, scientific a11d
Liberal; a non-believer in tQtal depravity and vicarious
atonement. She believes that by a thoroughly secular antl
scientific education and an understanding of the laws of
heredity the people may become a moral people, and vice
and crime be almost unknown. And now, after spending
her best time in an unpopular work for the benefit of humanity, in her sixtieth year to be hunted down and persecuted seems the bight of cruelty; all because she bas not
used her talent and energy in the interest of the church, but
for the good of humanity. However you may differ from
her, let us do all we can to save her from our Bennett's fate.
Being a woman, she will suffer more keenly than man, antl
we want her to help in the battle of moral and intellectual freedom for years yet. If all were to plead for her that
she has helped by good words or deeds, I feel sure the in.
solent and miserable Comstock would be defeated. I love
her much, knowing her to be pure, loving, and true.
·
Truly yours,
MRs. NonA FERRELL.

The Bible and Evolution.
III.-MODERN SCIENCE.

But if the Bible is wrong on all these matters,
what has modern science to say about them ?
Let us first of all consider the question in its relation to astronomy. The generally accepted theory
of modern science is that, reons and reons of ages in
the past, all that now exists in the form of worldsplanets, moons, stars, suns-was one mass of gaseous
matter filling space.
In the course of untold ages there was a loss of
heat in this vast mass of molten matter, which
brought the particles closer together and set them
into a spinning motion, which increased as the particles became more united.
From this great whirling mass outer rings were
from time to time thrown off, and from these rings
still other rings, until there were a multitude of
Till the sound of the trumpet
moving bodies in the universe, each revolving round
Far, far off the daybreak callthe largest mass near to it.
·
Hark! how loud and clear I hear it wind I
Our sun in this way became the center round
Swift I to the head of the army l
which a number of planets revolved; these planets
Swift! spring to your places!
Pioneers l 0 pioneers!- Whitman.
being themselvs the children of the sun, having been
May 30, 287.
ELMINA. D. SLENKER.
thTOwn off from it in rings at various intervals as we
bav stated ; the moons proceeding from the various
PEOPLE WHO INDORSE MRS. SLENKER.
planets in the same manner. By this spinning
Tlu.-ough our esteemed friend, Mrs. Lucy N. Col- motion and the law of attraction all these bodies were
man,· we hav received the subjoined letters from rendered globe-like in shape. Accepting this theory,
we account for the phenomena of night and day as
Syracuse, with a request to publish:
resulting from the revolution of the earth on its own
16 GERTRUDE ST., SYRAOUSE, N. Y.
MR. EDITOR: What is the meaning of this prosecution and axis, while sammer and winter are explained on the

supposition that the earth travels round the sun once
a year, and whichever part of the earth is facing the
sun in that part there is summer, while in that portion of the earth which is turned away from the sun
there is winter.
The Bible statement that light was created on the
first day and the sun on the fourth, is clear proof
that the writer of the nineteenth chapter of Genesis
was wholly ignorant of such sciences as astronomy
or physics, the former of which teaches us that our
planet was originally a part of the sun, and cannot
exist as a world for a single instant without it, being
held in its orbit by this great central attraction; while
the latter makes known to us that light is not an
entity brit a phenomenon-a mode of motion-and
so far as our earth is concerned we derive all our
light from the sun.
But thinking that light was something real; something that could exist by itself independent of other
existences-and that it could be separated from
darkness, which was also regarded as an entity-the
writer of Genesis saw nothing inconsistent in his
decl.tration that God said, "Let there be light," and
there was light, on the first day, and created sun,
moon, and stars on the fourth.
How should he? He did not know that thousands
of years after he was dust, an insignificant band of
religious zealots would proclaim that his writings
were divinely inspired. He did not know that thousands of people would regard his well-meant guesses
as God-given truths. Nor did he know that the
investigations of men of science would one day
reveal the absolute absurdity of his statements. So
he wrote confidently on, with the air of one who
knows and will not be contradicted.
But human knowledge grows, and day by day the
dreams of the past giv place to the realities of the
present, the fancies of ye!'terday to the facts of today. The sun we now know is the grand center of
our plane~ary system, by whose attractiv power the
planets are held in their respectiv orbits, and from
which source we receive all our light and heat.
Of the magnitude of this great orb it is impossible
in words to convey any adequate idea. We know,
however, that the ancient writers of the Bible had no
conception of its vastness, but regarded it as a brilliant light hung up in the heavens to giv us light by
day, while the moon served a similar purpose at night.
But, while it is impossible to convey an adequate
idea of the vastness of this great burning mass by
mere arithmetical liumbers, still, as this is the only
method open to us by which any idea of its vastness
can be conveyed to the human mind at all, we must
be excused if we ask our readers to contemplate the
stupendous magnitude of this body by certain comparisons and by reference to the following :figures.
By. various calculations, the diameter of the suu has
been found to be 880,000 miles; its circumference,
2, 764,600 miles, while its surface covers no less thau
2,432,800,000,000 square miles.
It has been further computed that its solid contents comprehend 356,818, 739,~00,000,000, or three
hundred and fifty-six thousand billions, of cubical
miles. Or take another illustration. The sun is as
large as 1,350,000 globes of the same size as our
earth.
·
Traveling at the rate of forty-five miles per day, it
would take more than one hundred and sixty years to
make a complete circuit of the sun.
Our early ancestors had no idea of the vastness of
the sun, and they were doubtless led to believe that
it W!lS not very large because of its great distance from
the earth; and when we learn that it is no less than
ninety-five millions of miles away from the earth, we
cannot wonder at the error into which their lack of
-knowledge caused them to fall.
To form some idea, however vague, of what this
means, let us take a familiar illustration. A. cannonball may be shot out of the mouth of a cannon and
sent spinning through space at the rate of five hundred miles· an hour. Traveling at this enormous
speed, it would take a cannon-ball twenty-one years
two hundred and forty-five days to reach the sun.
With these facts in our minds, it is easy to see that
the Bible writers had no conception of either the
distance of the sun from the earth or its vast proportions.
And their ignorance is even more apparent in reference to the stars, for they represent that, while it
took deity six days to fashion the earth and put it
into something like order, he threw into the vast
expanse at one single instant all the stars that stud
the universe, and shed light and heat over myriads
ARTHUR B. Moss.
of worlds.
THE Independent givs these statistics of church
communicants in the United States: "Met.hooist
Episcopal, 4,346,516; Roman Catholic, 4,000,000 ;
EpiRcopal, 430,531; Moravian, 10.686; Baptist,
3,682,007; Congregationalist, 436,379; ChriRtian
Union, 120,000; Friend, 105,000; Adventist, 97,711;
Methodist, 18,7.50; Presbyterian. 1082,436; Lutheran, 930,830; Reformed, 259,974; German
Evangelical, 125,000 ; Mennonites, 80,000 ; Church
of God, 45,000."
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Mr. Ingersoll Will Not Receive His Money Back.
NEw YoRK, June 2, 1887.
E. Macdonald, Esq., Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
MY DEAn MACDONALD : My attention was called to
an article in your paper in which Liberal~:~ are called
upon to raise money to reimburse me for my expenses and amount paid for fine and costs in the
case of the State of New Jersey against Reynolds.
I want nothing of that kind done. Under no circumstances would I receive anything.
·
Yours very truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unprincipled Avarice.
No people in the world are more avaricious or
selfish than the Christians, and no "soulless corporation" fights harder to get money from the public
treasury, or property from the people, than the
church corporations. Not content with robbing the
state of the taxes honestly due it, they would steal
every foot of land in the country, if they could, and
convert it to their own selfish uses.
No better proof of this is needed than the wrangle
of the Congregationalists with the town of Greenwich, Mass., affords. Nearly two years ago we called
attention to the fight, and are again reminded of it
by the receipt of a pamphlet by H. w~ Smith, a
resident of the town, giving in detail the efforts of
the Congregationalists to steal a meeting-house built,
owned, and kept in repair by the town; the use of
which was to be granted for any meeting whenever
six persons asked the town authorities for it. To get
at the beginning of the steal, it is necessary to go
back over a century. In colonial times church and
state were very solidly united in Massachusetts. The
inhabitants were taxed to support the preacher, and
:fined if they did not listen to him upon Sunday.
Greenwich is a portion of the ancient territory of
Quabbin, in the Connecticut valley, and was incorporated in 1754. In 1816 the town settled up with the
parish of Quabbin, which until that time had attended
to ecclesiastical affairs, and all the records and papers
were transferred to the selectmen of Greenwich. This
wiped out the parish, and the town provided the
provender for the religious beast. In 1823, ten
years before Massachusetts separated church and
state, Greenwich voted to "build a new house, to be
used as town-house and a place for public worship."
The house has been used, in accordance with this
vote, by Calvinists, Methodists, Universalists, and
Unitarians. The town has always paid the bills of
the house, appointed committees to look after it, sold
the seats therein, apportioned its use between the
different sects, and on one occasion appointed a committee to "effect a compromise, and a more harmonious state of feeling among them." In 1865 the
Congregationalists became incorporated. In 1880
the meeting-house needed extensiv repairs, and an
offer was made openly in town-meeting to giv the
house to the Congregationalists if they would repair
it. They declined to receive it. The pew-rents were

then used to repair the house, which, with private
subscriptions and an additional $1,000 raised by taxation, put it once more in substantial order. Afterward the town shingled it at an expense of between
one and two hundred dollars.
In 1883, Mr. H. W. Smith, a Liberal Unitarian,
with Spiritualistic tendencies, desired the use of the
house for a Spiritualistic lecture. The Congregationalists were using the house in the morning, and
the selectmen granted it to Mr. Smith for the afternoon. After the posters announcfug the lecture had
been put up, a deacon of the church called at Mr.
Smith's house and informed him that "the line must
be drawn somewhere," meaning that the orthodox
folks would not tolerate a Spiritual meeting in the
house-though what right they had to object no one
knew. Mr. Smith yielded his right as a citizen, and
the Spiritual lecture was delivered in his own parlors.
Mr. Smith then carried the matter into town meeting, and the citizens voted again that the house
should be free for all. But Mr. Smith did not desire
further trouble, and he built a church of his own.
In 1885 Mr. Chandler Powers engaged Charles
Watts to deliver a lecture in Greenwich, and six persons asked the selectmen for the use of the meetinghouse, which was granted. It was then the Calvinists
came out strong. Though the house was built by
vote of the town in 1823; though the town had paid
all the bills; though the Calvinists were not -organized till 1865'; though they had once refused to
accept the building; though all sorts of sects, except
Spiritualists, had used the house-they now came
forward and claimed the house on the ground that
they were the heirs of the Puritans of the Quabbin
parish ! The fact that the Quabbin parish had been
merged in the town in 1816 and the house not built
till 1823 made no difference to them. Three of their
number resolved themselvs into a parish committee,
and nine days before Mr. Watts's lecture issued a
warrant calling a parish meeting to consider the
claim of the town to the right to grant the use of
the hall! The town paid no attention to the warrant,
and the society enacted its little farce of holding a
meeting with closed doors. Mr. Watts was to lecture
on Sunday, the 18th of October. Toward night, on
the preceding Saturday, the citizens of Greenwich
were somewhat astounded at the sound of hammer
and ax in the direction of the church, and to see that
the doors were being barricaded by the Orthodox
Congregational Society, and men busy transporting
the necessary comforts for a night's camp in ithe
church. Blankets, stove, and provisions were carried
in, and men installed inside; while, later, a deacon of
the society was heard to ask from the outside, " Are
your musket and cartridges all right!" This was
answered a:ffirmativly.
On Sunday, October 18th, the Orthodox Congregational Society of Greenwich sanctioned, or employed, a sheriff to parade the grounds and steps
of the town's meeting-house, within whose walls were
pews belonging to many of the petitioners, who were
debarred and forbidden to enter the "sanctuary of
the Lord'' "at their peril." Just before the appointed hour for the lecture by Mr. Watts, knots of
villagers were gathered here and there on the town
common, while the sheriff occasionally warned the
too-venturesome straggler to "keep off of forbidden
ground." At 3 o'clock the town hall, close by the
meeting-house, was occupied by a large audience.
After dispersing, nothing was heard to break the
stillness of a New England Sabbath evening but the
tread of the sheriff, and his repeated warniiJ_gs.
Immediately after this, the legal fight began, the
Congregationalists suing tbe town, and attaching
its property to the amount of a thousand dollars, for
granting the use of the house. Of course the town
had to respond, or be defaulted. A town-meeting
was called, and the Congregationalists rallied their
members to vote against the town defending itself !
They were defeated, and the case finally landed in
the supreme court, which appointed a master to take
testimony, and there the matter rests. Once since,
the society endeavored to get the town to drop the
suit, but they were outvoted, and until the case is
settled the town owns the building, though the society controls it by force.
This is one of the most flagrantly dishonest acts
ever committed by the church, and is directly aimed
at the Liberals and Spiritualists of the town. To
prevent these latter from having a lec.ture, the Calvinists deliber&tely plan to steal a building to which

1

they hav no more claim than hav the Freethinkers
themselvs. It is another proof that the dominant
religious party in this country is tyrannical, narrow,
and tremendously dishonest. This is the result of
their religion, and the religion ought to go much
faster than it is-going.
----------Help People Before Hitting Them.
We printed last week the appeal of the National
Defense Association for substantial aid for Mrs.
Slenker in laer approaching trial. This issue contains
a letter from Mrs. Slenker, and several indorsements of her and of her work. We hope the appeal
will be successful, and that the good opinions printed
will call around her many more friends.
There is great need of help for Mrs. Slenker, and
that of a practical kind. A good lawyer is badly
needed at her end of the line of communication. To
the general public the mystery encircling this case is
as impenetrable as a sea fog. No one can find out
just what are the words and sentences and paragraphs upon which she is held. Even the sentiments
expressed are largely subjects of surmises. If the
grand jury hav indicted her, a copy of the indictment
has not found its way to the public. Even the substance of the warrant for her arrest is still a matter
of conjecture. It is probably this lack of facts which
leads Mr. H. L. Green to say in the Freethinkers'
Magazine for June :

"Elmina Drake Blenker, the well-known Freethought
writer, has been arrested on the charge of circulating obscene
literature through the mails. From what we learn we hav
no doubt of Mrs. Slenker's guilt-she herself seems to admit
the charge made against her-and yet, at the same time, we
are sure that Mrs. Slenker really thought she was serving humanity in what she has been doing. She is evidently a crank
on the sexual question, as are many other very good people,
and who are constantly, unintentionally, bringing Freethought into disrepute by their injudicious manner of promulgating their opinions. But if people hav no more discretion than to violate, knowingly, the established usages of
society, and the laws of the country, they should be prepared
to su1fer the consequences without murmuring, and should
not expect those who condemn their course to come to their
aid when they get into trouble. We regret, very much, that
so good a woman should hav permitted herself to be thus
entangled in the meshes of the law, and disgrace the cause
of Freethought which she has heretofore so bravely advo·cated."

Personally, we are a little better off in this matter
than Mr. Green and the public. We hav been shown
" samples " of the style of correspondence indulged
in by the "ring" spoken of by MI:s. Slenker, but not
the identical matter complained of. The samples,we frankly confess, we do not like. In fact, they are
excessivly distasteful, and we wonder that grown-up
people should consider them contributions to science.
But, with possibly one exception, they cannot by any
stretch be classed as obscene, measured even by
Benedict's definition of the word. And that one is
cleaner than matter found in standard medical works.
Thus far the facts, as we know them.
Keeping these facts in mind, then, the case has two
aspects-the legal and the moral. Viewed from
either, we consider Mrs. Slenker guiltless. In the
first place, the law is unconstitutional, and capable
of being, and has been, used for malicious and wicked
purposes. Secondly, the matter complained of was
private correspondence. It was not sold, nor advertised to be sold. It was simply the comparison of
views on a certain subject by many persons who
could not meet together, and were therefore com-·
pelled to write. They wrote as they would talk, an<:_l
their letters were intended for themselvs only.
Third, the matter written is not of that class, as tilefined by the Attorney-General of the United States,
"the object of which is to excite the imagination and
inflame the passions." Fourth, there should not be
a legal standard of orthodoxy in medicin, falling below which the dabbler in physic should be punished.
The most orthodox physicians lose the most patients
because of their inability or disinclination to learn
new methods. The first doctor who let the blood
st~y in a patient's veins, or gave cold water to a man
in the heat of fever, was considered a heretic by the
" regular" school, but nevertheless he was a benefactor of the race. And it is, moreover, a generally admitted fact that reforms in any profession are instituted by persons outside of that profession. But it
has also been generally observed that under the narrowing influences of the prevalent religious orthodoxy, the professionally orthodox can say and do,
without limitation, what the layman who experiments
and speculates is punished for doing. Mrs. Slenker
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and her friends hav been engaged in propagating a
theory regarding the relations of the different factors
of the human race which should do away with th~
suffering entailed upon one of those factors by the
animal brutality of the other factor. The purpose is
certainly good. In advocating lives of purity they
hav necessarily supported their theory with facts
showing the harmfulness of the opposit way of living. Medical writers do the same in stating the results of any investigation in any particular direction,
but they are legally and rightfully protected. When
Dr. Foote was before the Senate Committee opposing
the " disgusting " bilf to which we called attention
last week, he explained that by it the power was conferred on district-attorneys to suppress all medical
books. Comstock, who sat on the opposit side of
table, grandiloquently said, " Oh, we shan't trouble
standard medical works; only the quack books."
No such legal power should be conferred upon any
person, for he might get the notion into his head, if
he hated the publisher, that what a great many regard as a standard work is, after all, of quackish
tendencies.
The moral side of the question is equally plain
and in favor of Mrs. Slenker. That which makes for
good is moral, and that which works harm is immoral. Christian morality-that is, those precepts
founded on Christian d(')gmas-is much of it highly
immoral. Natural morality, as the Nine Demands of
Liberalism phrase it, is the true basis of human
action, and the true criterion for human judgment.
Natural morality is founded upon the experience of
the human race. Experience proclaims all good tobe moral ; all bad to be immoral. If Mra. Slenker
had injured any one, she would hav committed an
immoral act. But no one claims to hav been injured
by anything she has said, written, or done-not even
the hired spies of the soapboiler's society. Why,
then, should she be punished~ It is not for us, it is
not for the church, it is not for any government officer, it is not for any person or persons on earth, to
set themselvs up as censors to· say, because Mrs.
Slenker has deposited in the mails written sentiments which they disapprove, expressions they regard as in bad taste, sentences they look upon as indelicate, that she must go to prison. Who would
escape if the majority could do this and the majority
changed their minds occasionally? Mrs. Blenker's
advice-given from conclusions drawn from the very
facts for presenting which she is arrested-has
benefited many persons, making their lives happier,
and by so much added to the sum of human joy. If
she has done this, why magnify a molehill of bad
taste, perhaps, into a mountain of criminality? One
wife made happier, one husband made more kind,
one mother benefited, one daughter saved, outweigh
all the criticisms of words one is disposed to indulge in.
Mrs. Slenker should be drawn away from the door
of the prison before we cudgel her too severely for
her indiscretion in working for humanity's good in
what she considers a legitimate manner.

An Enterprising Man.
Mr. James Lamar, the proprietor of a Chicago
dime museum, who has offered $500 to the Reynolds
jury in the blasphemy case if they will allow him to
exhibit them as two weeks' wonders, certainly has not
missed his calling as a purveyor of curiosities. His
recognition of the unique nature of these J erseymen
stamps him at once as a second Barnum.
The foundation of Professor Barnum's fortune was
laid when he discovered and utilized as a freak the
physically diminutiv Gen. Tom Thumb. _Mr. Lamar,
with equal prescience, recognizes that mentally the
Reynolds jurymen are undoubtedly the prize midgets
of the world, and as such would prove a drawing
card in a city like Chicago. - Of course, in their nati v
town, where men like Mr. Cutler are district attorneys, and others like Childs sit upon the judge's
bench, microscopical intellects do not excite remark.
Again, what a scope these men would afford for
the oratorical powers of the dime museum lecturer.
His remarks about the Wild Man of Borneo hav long
since palled upon the public ear. The living skeleton,
the fat woman, and the electric girl are chestnuts. The
Circassian lady, with long and upright hair, who
caresses the toothless and inanimate python of the
jungles, is no longer new; and even the bridgejumpers are. falling into a depth of forgetfulness,
beside which their falls off the Brooklyn Bridge

dwindle to small proportions. Of course these are
necessary to the full complement of dime museum
curiosities, as the true cross is indispensable to complete the furniture of every Catholic cathedral,
though, as observed, they hav been overtaken by
desuetude. But, giving them a passing notice, when
the lecturer reached the Jersey jury, how could he
do justice to his subject? We should hear him say:
"Now, ladies and gentlemen, allow me to call your
attention to twelve of the greatest living products of
misguided nature discoverable within the utmost
confines of this terrestrial ball. How can I name
them? Words fail me, but I must prooeed. These
creatures, ladies and gentlemen, formed in the image
and likeness of men, are the twelve beings who, in
this hind quarter of the nineteenth century, sitting in
the jury box at Morristown, N. J., May the 20th,
1887, rendered a verdict of guilty in the case of
Charles B. Reynolds, charged with the crime of blasphemy ! Let me name them. The first one is
Jacob Ogden. You will observe that he is alive. I
thrust a pin into him and he moves. Marvelous !
He is a member of the Christian church, but does not
possess sufficient intelligence to distinguish one
denomination from another. The second of these
great livhig curiosities is Lewis Boing. He has
never heard that there is such a thing as a churchotherwise he would be a Presbyterian. He also belongs to organic nature. The third is Andrew B.
Cogan. -'He knows enough to be a Roman Catholic,
and there cerebration ceases. Then we hav Paul H.
Mandeville and GtJorge Schuyler. The first was
named Paul because he will lie for the glory of God,
and the second was called George, after the father of
our country, because he cannot tell a lie, or the truth
either. The sixth is Michael Rourke, who in spite of
his Greek name is a Roman Catholic from away back.
Need I say more as to his intelligence? Eugene
Buchanan, to whom I next invite your polite attention, is a Methodist. How could the utter lack of
reason, nature's best gift, be more laconically stated?
No.8 is Leo DeHart. No church will own him, and
here, ladies and gentlemen, he first finds his Godappointed sphere. To place him elsewhere would be
to question the wisdom of the creator. Horace L.
Dunham, the ninth-to this one the same remarks
apply as in the case of Jacbb Ogden. Of Lemuel E.
Pierson, the tenth, I may say that he does not know the
price of putty. He was in training for that step in
scientific knowledge when drafted upon this jury.
Benjamin Flaharty and John McTiernan, the eleventh,
the twelfth, and .the last, we may consider together,
their mentality being so dormant that the combined
perspicacity of the two would be insufficient to sendone of them into the house during a shower. Now,
ladies and gentlemen, allow me to close with the
remark with which I opened this address, namely,
that you hav here before you twelve of the greatest
living curiosities discoverable within the confines of
this terrestrial ball. And permit me to add that the
proprietor of this museum is negotiating with the
authorities of New Jersey to secure for your entertainment next week both the attorney and the judge
who acted as prosecutors in this remarkable case.
You will now pass to the auditorium below and witness the Rev. T: DeWit~ Talmage in his great prayer
and dance act."
Such a combination as is here foreshadowed would
open up a new era in the dime museum business.
Interest might be prolonged by occasionally adding
to the collection one of those religious editors who
indorse the action of the jury.

Editorial Notes.
No one but a determined bigot will deny that the one great issue
in American politics is Prohibition.-Aaaress to the Kentucley Prohibitiontsts.

It. is indeed a great question. It is a question whether two
men shall decide how a third man shall run his own stomach,
and then by brute force compel him to abide by their decision.
THE so-called Reformed Presbyterians met the other day
in synod, and after a long discussion resolved " that Christian professors free themselvs from all participation in and
responsibility. for the sin of Sabbath-breaking." We trust
the synod will let the world know the number of professed
Christians who keep this formal resolve. The statistics
would be interesting.
,__

___

__

THE Christian at Work says that "God and religion are
necessary to man." We cannot admit this. The Jewish
God is a tyrant; the Christian religion has ever worked evil
to those who hav lived under its influence, and we do not
think that tyrants and religious persecutions arc beneficial to
any race. God and religion, we believe, are necessary to
New J erseyites alone.
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THE Church Messenger, of Charlotte, North Carolina, is a
dishonest .sheet. In reply to a correspondent,
askmg for the particulars of Voltaire's death, it prints an infamous libel upon the French philosopher, and excuses itself
by saying it is "the best that we can do." The account is,
perhaps, the best for Christianity, put for truth it is the worst
that religious ~genuity could devise.
sc~dalously

THE Toledo Blade is canvassing its readers' choice of the
ruan for the next president. The following is its call :
"We ask every reader of the BTar:le to take the trouble to send us
his views on the Republican preRidential nominee in 1888. Take a
postal card and answer upon it the following questions. Use only
the numbers in answering :
"1. Who is your first choics for Republican presidential candidate in 1888 t
"2. Who is your second choice ?
"3. Who is your choice for vice-president t
"Sign your name, with Your post-office address, and put nothino
else upon the card. Address it simply, 'The Blar:le, Toledo, Ohio.,,

Mr. W. H. Kerr, of Dubuque, Kan., who sends this thinks
it would be well for every Liberal to send the Blade the name
of Robert G. Ingersoll as first choice. We agree with Mr.
Kerr. Let the people see that a champion of freedom is
popular in America, ruled though she is by religious tyrants.
Mr. H. Merrick, of Brooklyn, seconds our nomination of
Colonel Ingersoll, and offers to giv twenty-five dollars toward
the election- expenses of the party that will giv the name of
Robert G. Ingersoll the first place on its presidentiaL ticket.
THE Permanent Committee on Reform chosen by the
United Presbyterian Assembly ,in session at Philadelphia, does
not regard with serenity the present condition of religious
affairs. Its report submitted to the Assembly the other day
says:
"The spirit of Antichrist is abroad. Mormonism, Secularism,
Liberalism, secretism, saloon ism, Snndayism, inebrieIsm, and other kindred evils are threatening civilization. Atheism
is gaining ground. The psalmist calls the Atheist a' fool.' There
are many such 'fools' in the land who say no God, no Bible,
no Sabbath, no church, no prayer, no worship. Away with
all Sabbath laws &nd restraints, and let the first day of the week be
devoted to the ·goddess of pleasure, to travel, recreation, and
amusement; to Sunday newspaper reading, theatrical entertainments, and beer-drinking; tax the churches, take the B1ble out of
the public schools and giv the children of our country a merely
intellectual training, abolish all chaplaincies and religions oaths,
and run the entire government upon purely (or impurely) secular
principles."
~ocialism,

The logic of the committee's report would seem to be that
a change is needed. And since this government has never
been run on secular principles, how would it do to giv those
principles a trial? The religious principles with which the
state is at present corrupted appear not to hav led to gratifying results.
THE discovery of the Star of Bethlehem by the Kentucky
astronomer is not indorsed by the editor of the Christian AdtJocate. He says that " the !LPPlication of the title, Star of
Bethlehem, to this heavenly body is only one of the futil attempts to explain miraculous occurrences by natural phenomena," which is another way of saying that it is of no use
to try to make Bible stories appear reasonable. The editor of
the Advocate does well in condemning this Star of Bethlehem
theory at once. It proves too much, because wl;en the star
first appeared it was supposed to be a sort of celestial pyrotechnic display in celebration of the birth of Christ; but if it
has a regular orbit and period of recurrence its appearance
at that time was merely incidental, and as a witness to the
divine character of Jesus it becomes valueless. An event of
so notable a character that a star is specially created to commemorate it is worth talking about, but if the event merely
chances to occur at the time when a certain star is in the
heavens, the circumstance Lecomes less remarkable. If this
star denoted the birth of a savior at its first appearance, its
subsequent appearances should hav the same significance.
However, if there are those who hold that a new messiah is
actually now on earth, we would call respectful attention to
the claims of Lewis the Light and Mr. Cyrus Romulus R.
Teed, the arguments in favor of either or both of whom as
divine incarnations are as good as we hav ever h<lard in
favor of any one, past or present.
CoLONEL INGERSOLL evidently does not believe in shutting
off the supply of claret at the dinners of the dwellers in
hotels. At a meeting of the proprietors of the leading hostelries of this town last week to consider the best means of
getting around the Sunday laws on the liquor question,
Colonel Ingersoll submitted a written opinion, in :which he
found holes in the law big enough to roll barrels of wine
and liquor through on the Sabbath. Then he added :
"Nothing can be more objectionable, nothing could be better calculated to annoy and interfere with the liberty of a
citizen, than to say that every guest should be under the
espionage of the police-that the city authorities shall hav
the right to watch to see whether he drinks wine at his meals
-to see the manner in which he livs. The privacy of. a
guest while in the hotel is just as sacred as when at his
home, and in such privacy he should be protected by the
law. Besides, it should be remembered that during the
thirty years in which the law has been in force, the practice
under it has never been to interfere with the dining-table,
which certainly ought to create a strong presumption that
the construction I contend for is the correct one. I hav read
decisions with regard to the sale or giving away of wines or
liquors on Sunday, but I find no case where the question is
raised whether the keeper of an inn, tavern, or hotel has a
right on Suuday to supply his guests witll wine. This question involves another. The first question is, Has the guest a
right to hav liquor or wine at his meals? If he has that
right at home, he has, in my judgment, that right at his
hotel. ' Shall I not take mine ease at mine inn?' is an old
adage, and up to this time has never been disputed. I deny
the right of the city authorities to say what a ~uest at 8,
hotel shall hav for his dinner,"
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out whether any state has the right to keep upon its statute
books laws that prevent a full and free expression of opinion
on all religious subjects without incurring such prosecutions.
Can we find Freethinkers enough to make the effort, and, if
CAIRo, ILL., May 18, 1887.
possible, get a deci&ion that can be poked unceremoniously
MR. EDITOR: Watson Heston is a jewel in his line, and into the faces of those who through religious bigotry and
makes your paper doubly attractiv. You are both entitled malicious • feelings are doing all they can to crush Freeto public' thanks.
AMARALA MARTIN.
thought? Who will help this case to the Supreme Court?
J: R. PERRY.
SaN ~ERNARDINo, CaL., April10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am an out-and-out Liberal, and hav been
HELENA, NEB., May 23, 1887.
ever since I was oid enough to think clearly and independMR. EDITOR : I hav thought for some time that I would
ently. I hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER for several years, and send you a word congratulatory of the splendid management
greatly admire Watson Heston's illustrations. But one of the best paper I hav any knowledge of. The dusting of
thing, Mr. Editor, I cannot possibly see what good can ever John W. Truesdell's jacket, in your issue of May 14th, was
come of your persisting in leaving off the ending of such just what he.needed. I fear, though, that he has the "big
words as "have," "give," "live," etc. It looks careless head" too bad to appreciate it. When I saw his article in
and unfinished.
Yours,
N. J. JAULEYS.
the Freethinkers' Magazine I felt as though he ought to hav

frotr{ tfritnds.

BAVAUIA, KaN., May 24, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : I wish to add a word of encouragement to
Heston for the work he has engaged in. I think the lessons
he is teaching are the very best and clearest. One look at a
picture illustrating an idea is worth many times the reading
of the items containing the same; more particularly to the
young and those who are a little dull and inclined to excuse
things apparently-as they may think-unaccountable, but
which notwithstanding are in the wisdom of God.
A. K. }'loTT.
ATLANTA, Ga., May 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Your favor of the 21st to hand this morning.
I am sorry to inform you that Mr. G. W. Price is dead. A
more upright and honorable man never lived in the city of
Atlanta.
I want to giv you a piece of advice this morning. It is
this: Never send me a dun for my subscription to the dear
old TRUTH SEEKER. When it is due, always giv draft on me
for the amount, no matter where I am, what I am doing,
whether I take the paper or not, for if I do not I should. I expect to contribute to the Truth Seeker Company the sum of
$3 every year as long as I liv.
SrroMo BRoTHEns.
PouGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., May 18, 1887.
MR. EDITon: Alleged obecene words are to respectability
what blasphemous ones are to religion, and both bear the
same relation to truth. The former has its result in custom,
the result of crudity; the latter, in superstition, born of
ignorance. Hence, they are younger and older brothers.
There is about as much real injury done when an idea is
represented by a plain, definit term as when a God is blasphemed, and certainly in the same way. For what logical
reason, then, can a free mind condemn the absurdity of one
and not the other? Elmina penetrates them both.
H.· P. REPLOGLE.
KENT, 0., May 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The debate held here recently between Chas.
Watts and .the Catholic priest Leeming was a great victory
for Secularism. The priest was so completely squelched
that I don'~ think he will ever want to meet another Secularist in debate. Some of his own folks acknowledged his defeat, and said he made a fool of himself. One Irishman
said: "Shure I could bate the priest meself." This fellow
remarked that the trouble was the Infidel was under the influence of the devil. He says it is no use for a priest to debate with an Infidel when he has the devil to help him.
Quite a sensible admission for a Christian-that God and a
Catholic priest are no match for the devil and an Infidel.
B. F. CoNAWAY.
NEWPOUT, ME., May 25, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 21st is an excellent number. "Tales Told Out of School," if possible, is
the best of all. ''The Two Tyrannies of Russia " is of great
importance, showing what " the mother of fools ancj. the
father of knaves hav done to murder humanity." And the
article "God and His Slaves" ought to be read by millions.
A thousand times hav I asked that question, " Where was
the creator before creation?"
Since writing the foregoing I hav read " Tales " in your
paper of May 14th-! liav been away most two weeks-and
I don't like at all the word ''Brother" Comstock. And this
brings me to say a word about the outrage on Mrs. Blenker,
that great worker for humanity. Must such a grand woman
go to prison?
·
S. M.
WILKES B~RRE, PA., May 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just now read in the 0h1'istian Advocate
an exulting statement in reference to the Boonton blasphemy
case of C. B. Reynolds, and I am astonished that a decision
so manifestly against the right to oppose the Christianity of
our time, and against the freedom of speech, should hav been
made. If this decision is law in New Jersey, and if it is not
contrary to the clause in our national Constitution guaranteeing to every man the right to his own notions about religion, and the right in his own tent to expound them unmolested by a New Jersey mob, then it will be but the
easiest thing in the world to suppress Freethought and free
speech in any state of these United States of America. The
Christianity of our time is equal to the task of getting a
blasphemy law enacted in every state which is not already
supplied, and then good-bye to any lecturer that may chance
to pass along.
The question is clearly and squarely put in this case. Can
Mr. Reynolds or anybody else preach against Christianity in
New Jersey without incurring an indictment for blasphemy?
And if not, is the law upon the statute books of New Jersey
not an unconstitutional law? And should not be taken to
the Supreme· Court and reversed with ccF·.e, ntc.? I am
willing to pay ten dollars toward the expense of it, and find

ent at.the lecture, could not wait until he got in the pulpit
to talk about it, but was talking on the street about the lecture the next day. As Mr. Remsburg is gone, he will hav
lots to say, and will do him up in grand shape-in his mind.
I will say to Liberal friends, Get Mr. Remsburg, and hav him
lecture on "False Claims."
·
J. A. WEABER.
NEW HaVEN, P A., May 22, 1887.
1\'lR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find 25 cents, for which you
will please send me "Orthodoxy," by R. G. Ingersoll,
" Ingersoll Catechised;" and " Bible Temperance," by E. C.
Walker.
We hav a few Freethinkers in our little town. I get THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and it goes the round of all that I know.
This is a hot-bed of orthodoxy. We have a population of
about four thousand, and nine churches; so you see
we hav lots of ignorance, for the more churches the more
ignorance, and the fewer churches the more intelligence.
The.Catholics had a big blow-out here yesterday; they made
God a present of a gospel-shop, as I call it, and I suppose
God is feeling good over it. I know some of the good Catholics were, from the effect of spirits. I would like ·to see a
Freethought lecturer here. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER
and its pictures.
W. J. WRIGHT.

a good spanking. He got it; and don't you forget it. Now,
I qon't want you to get vain over what I say, but the fac~t is,
the grand old TRUTH SEEKER is getting better and better
every week. Watson Heston is a "brick." His converting
the American eagle into an ecclesiastical hen is immense.
Keep up the pictures by all means. Let the grumblers grumble-you run the paper.
OswEGo CENTEI~, N. Y., May 20, 1887.
I hav just finished reading Prof. W. S. Bell's " Christianity
MY DEAR EuGENE: Yon can imagiu my loneliness since
and Civilization," and, like everything else the professor has the death of my loving wife, with whom I hav lived for
produced, it has the true ring to it.
W. BRooKS, M.D".
thirty years, and who has, shared my joys and sorrows during this long interval of time. I am alone "(how the word
MoRGAN, TExAs, May 21, 1887.
hurts!) wllile I write; and oh! the painful, torturing stillness
MR. EDITOR: I see in the dispatches dated the 20th that
when I walk into our once cheerful, happy home, with no
the jury in the case of C. B. Reynolds found a verdict of
sound of a human voice or footstep of loved ones to greet
guilty. The Liberals of this place join with their brethren
me! And our only child is a way from home, prostrate with
all over the country in sympathy for Brother Reynolds,
sickness, and has spoken only in whisper for the last month.
and trust that the Supreme Court will reverse the decision of
But I'll not take your time with my own trouble, for I am
the jury of bigots that found him guilty. We are now comwriting to cllallenge my Christian friends who are eternally
mencing a campaign for Prohibition in Texas, and before
harping on their one-stringed harp, "You won't talk so
August expect it will be hot, although said to be outside of
when you come to die." My wife was an Ingersoll Agnostic
politics. The Democratic leaders are, almost to a man, in.
-i.e., she knew that she did not know-but was cheerful
opposition, and if our little town is an index, the Liberal
and happy, and would silence the preachers who called to
element are on the same side. I think, for myself, prohibitory liquor laws are a humbug. I see that your correspond- save her soul with such answers as this, " I don't know; do
you?" She had her mind and voice till within three minutes
ents are giving their opinions on the illustrations. I think
of her death, and knew her light was nearly extinguished,
the biblical ones should be continued as a help to Bible readbut passed away without a shadow of superstition, as calmly
ers and students, as they are a most forcible explanation of
as if going to sleep. About forty rods from our home, a few
the text. You hav my permission to continue, and I know
months ago, an honest, earnest, devoted Christian lady died,
I am with the majority. In fact, go ahead, and edit the paone who always told us, over and over, "You won't talk so
per as you are now doing and I will be satisfied.
when y~u come to die;" but she died in fear that she might
MosEs MILLEn.
possibly hav left some duty undone and made a failure of
heaven after all. My Christian friends, don't tell me again
SAN ANTONio, TEXAS, May 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I received your valuable paper for a long tllat "Jesus can make a dying bed as soft as downy piltime while I was connected with the San Antonio Daily lows are."
Find inclosed $1 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would gladly
Light as mail clerk and advertising agent, which latter posimake it $100.
tion I still retain.
So say I, comrades, Colonel Ingersoll for president! Let
A hypocritical Democratic legislature has passed an ordinance or preliminary law, ordering an election to be held on all who can compute the cost, and the probable result. I
the fourth day of August n~xt, to decide whether prohibition say he is the strongest man for the Labor party, the Jews,
shall -be enforced in t)lis state. The movement emanates and all Liberals; and hundreds of Christians will vote for
from a set of ignoramuses who do not, or are not, possessed him, the anathemas of priests notwithstanding.
A: H. WALKER.
of sufficient strength of mind to govern their wants for the
food of the inner man, and hence are trying to pass sumptuary laws, thus restricting the balance of mankind in the exercise of their freedom.
Some thief who has. not the fear of God before him has
carried off all the pamphlets and the two large books you
sent me, but as luck would hav it, I had " Bible Temperance" in my pocket. I hav made considerable propaganda
for THE TRUTH SEEKER and its publications, and shall do so
hereafter. I want at least one thousand copies of "Bible
Temperance.'' to sell to all anti-Prohibitionists throughout
the state. I am going on the road for that purpose about
the fifth of June, and shall make subscribers for you, also.
Please send me anything in connection with the foregoing.
Respectfully,
HERMANN BIIEUSING.

LExiNGToN, May 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : What hav the clergy done but propagate
silly, base, and vague ideas? I reminded a learned man
to-day of Carlyle's remark that "atoms were seething with
the promis of future potency and life." "What a blasphemous wretch!" said my friend. "It is sufficient for us
to know that Christ died for us ; what hav we to do with
atoms?" Oh, my friends, what should be our scorn and
contempt for preachers who thus degrade the human mind
almost to the level of the brute? What, if we could see the
godlike soul, in .their hands, dwarfed, distorted, halfparalyzed, contaminated by the coarsest associations-and
that, too, which nature fashions so heavenly, so divine?
Behold the howling, grinning demons, exulting over the miserable wrecks they hav made! They know that they could
admit the light by degrees into the darkened minds of men;
but-momentous question-how, then, would they be able
to pay their board bills? What do they know of statesmanship? Jefferson said, "Beware of them." While the people
should be the fountain of power and influence, Constantine
caused the rich to supply the wants of. the state, and drew
from the revenues of the churches funds for the support of
the poor. Emerson and Machiavcl hav both emphasized the
idea that the people know their own interest, and in times
of great danger the last appeal can be safely made to the
people. Herbert Spencer I'emarks that tlle exchange made
every morning between country and city people, according
to their own judgment and wishes, is better tllan the plans
of kings.
Joseph Cook has been lectnring here on " Tlle Certainties
in Religion," including, "Shall we liv when we are dead?"
A certain 1'Usticus, listening with open mouth, called him
" the eighth wonder of the world." Joseph forgot that when
dining upon the sweets of paradise, there is always a skeleton
at the feast. I tllink I hav been better pleased with the exquisit reflections of Montaigne upon the fear of death.
Scme timid gentlemen and ladies are distressed because
our country is trying to part with some of her barbarous
ways, when the only thing necessary for safety is to remind
the people every clay and hour that the change should be
peacefully made, instead of qnarreling like Kilkenny cats.
What shall we do when the Socialist rallies the world beneath· his banners? They come here for peace, and not for
war 1 with overwhelming numbers, and laws which hav long
been desired can soon be made. Preachers and monopolists
will offer with blushes and shame the use of palatial residences and churches for factories and dwellings for the poor,
I see it as in a vision.
ALHAZA,

HAVANA, ILL., !lay 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to inform you that we had Mr.
J. E. Remsburg here on Monday night, May 23d, to giv us a
lecture; subject, " False Claims." The audience was a fair
one, and all present took great interest in what was said, so
as to catch every word uttered, except one Methodist churchmember, who olliy listened about ten minutes. He got his
little brain full and left. The next morning he was heard to
remark that such men as Mr. Remsburg ought to be arrested
and fined for giving such lectures. I think if his intellect
had been a little more capacious so he could hav listened to
all the lecture, he would hav come to a different conclusion.
Mr. Remsburg's lecture was good, and right to the point.
Some of our leading business and other prominent men came
out to hear him, and all that I hav heard say anything about
him say he is a man with great ability, and he stated facts
which were right to the point. Dr. Pierce came from a distance to hear him, and we gave him the .pleasure of introducing the speaker. The doctor is a Liberal out and out,
and is always on hand to help the cause. Dr. J. H. Hill and
Mr. E. Scott came ·an the way from Jacksonville, a distance
of about forty miles. Dr. J. H. Hill is a hard worker in the
cause of Liberalism, and always ready to help. Mr. Scott,
whose hair, now white, shows that he is upward in years, is
firrlliy fixed in the cause of Liberalism. He is generous, and
looks like a man living for the happiness he could gain in
this world, regardless of any other. I am going to hav Mr.
Remsburg here again this fall if I can possibly make the
necessary arrangements, and if he comes I am sure he will
be greeted with a houseful of interested people. If he could
hav lectured the second night the house would hav been
crowded.
Mr. J.P. Mcintire, the Methodist minister who was presI
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KALAMAzoo, MroH., May 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to tell of something which happened
not far fro~ here, and which givs the lie to the idea of a
prayer-hearing and answering God. I do not know the
names of the people concerned, so I will not try to giv
them, but it was a farmer, and he was having a well bored
near his house. It seems they were in rock from the start ..
The well was fifty-five feet deep and only an eight-inch
hole. One day when they were not working at the well, and
no one was about it, a little child, just beginning to walk,·
found its way to the spot. Its mother saw it standing by
the well. She at once called to it, and, on hearing her, it
looked around and slipped into the well with both feet.
When its mother got to the well, it had slipped down until
she could just touch its little head with the tips of her fingers, but could not help it in any way. Every motion the
poor little helpless thing made to extricate itself only
pushed it further from its frantic and grief-stricken mother.
Down, down it went, in spite of the cries and screams and
prayers of its mother, until when help (if help human powers can be called) came, it was out of sight, out of reach,
and out of hope of recovery, yet still crying for its mother.
They could not help it. So it went on until it was ·at the
bottom of that dark, deep well, and there it stayed alive for
three days, crying for its mother, with merciless rocks
crushing its little heart- to death. On top of the ground,
in the free and open air and in the free and open sunlight,
in hearing of their little darling, yet powerless to help, were
the parents. 'Remember, the hole was only eight inches in
diameter, and the little child fitted so closely that. it went.
down very slowly. And yet a God so kind and tender that
he watches even the falling of a sparrow looked on with the
indifference of a heartless fiend, and would not help it out.
And the people waited until it died, and rescued its little
body from the hands of God by blasting. Who could worship such a fiend? I hav no prayer for him.
S. P. WooD.
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guage ;" quite a difference, and in this form entirely correct. "to accustom our eyes to correct spelling." Fy, Mr.
I fear you are given to quibbling when you are more intent Pikard, how can you be so inconsistent?
·
to trip me up in grammatical expressions than to refute my
A spelling reform in accord with the above simple yet comargument. Thus you quote, " So sweeping a reform would, prehensiv system will not hav to be modeled over a.s the years
of course, produce an almost total change in the structure of go by. The change in use and pronunciation of the other letters
our language in its represented form," and then try to over- (consonants) in connection with it, such as e,k, and g, I hav
throw it by saying, "Letters do not determin the structure mentioned in my other letter. Such a radical reform goes
of a language; they only signify the elements of words. to the bed-rock, and revolutionizes the appearance of more
Words are elements of language." Well, what of that? than four-fifths of the words in the English language. The
Can you change the letters of a word and not change the spelling-book may be dispensed with ; under such a system
appearance of the w0rd? Mind, (said the 1'epresented form a child could hardly spell a word wrong if it tried. As you
of the language, i.e., its appearance as written or printed, claim that our American children hav to content themselvs
not as it is spoken. Will you deny it? Take a page from a with only three-fourths of the education they might acquire
book with the words as now spelled, and place lieside it . but for our faulty spelling, you will readily see how, under
another with the sa.me reading, but spelled entirely by sound, its infiuence,· our people must reach a much higher plane of
with the new letters proposed, and no one unacquainted with thought and a grander horizon of mental development I
the spoken form of our language would believe they were in am not probably so sanguin as you, yet I readily admit its
the same tongue. Their appearance would be as dissimilar importance, and will hail its adoption as a great blessing.
as Italian and Spanish. In the face of the fact that I said There are a few drawbacks in connection with a system of
notwithstanding this I would be glad to see the change spelling entirely by sound, where all words pronounced a.like
adopted by every periodical ·and every educational institu- are spelled alike, since at times a writer's import may not be
tion in the land, you will hav it that I. am no friend to spell- exactly clear in regard to the intended meaning of some of the
ing reform. You say, "The i(lea that a man will say he words used. The sense of the subject will generally show us
wishes the adoption of so great a matter to bless the world, the right meaning, but not always. There is a remedy for this,
and yet ridicule the very first an.d necessary steps to educate however, which may be decided upon when the proposed
the people to appreciate it, does not sound very logical to system comes into usa. May we look for its adoption? You
me." You may think that the very "first and necessary will probably say, May we work for its adoption? Be it so.
step" to correct an error is to substitute another error, but I I care not if you commence by laying three or four bricks
do not. Would you correct one falsehood by telling another only a year, as you propose, or overturn the old system at
in its place? Certainly not. Neither can I consent to cor- once; but what I wish, and I hav tried to make it clear to
rect a wrong spelling by adopting another equally incorrect. you, is to hav all words which are changed spelled in accordThere is an old and true saying that you must strike at the ance with the common-sense method, and the percentap;e
root if you would remove an evil, and I consider the " first which can be thus corrected without the use of new type is
step and the necessary step" is to spell the words right when small. You are disposed to blame the printers for not furwe change theni, and not adopt a false spelling which must nishing new type to illustrate the new spelling to their readin a few years undergo another change. I .yill explain this ers, but how can the print.ers provide themselves with new
further on. You say, "You would be glad to see right spell- type until some form for the characters has been decided
ing adopted, and yet you call those wlw are laboring to pro- upon? Would you hav every printing-office running a sysBERLIN, N. J., May 31, 1887.
MR. 'EDITOR: You have told a greaf deal of truth in your mote it ' spelling deformers.' " This is as far from the truth tem of spelling " on its own hook ?" Our publishers are not
paper, but never struck a richer vein than in the "Tales as the sun from the earth. I call no one a " spelling de- to blame; it is a subject for a national convention to meet
Told Out of School." You ought to publish it in pamphlet former" who is laboring to hav " right spelling adopted," upon and decide.
I will tell you, friend Pikard, why I do not think the proform, and every Liberal ought to be willing to liv on two but only apply ~t·to those who seek to introduce a sham reposed change is likely to be adopted anywhere in the near
meals a day, as I will agree to, until he has enough to buy a form, such as hav, giv, liv, and nolej (see table below).
Passing over your harmless little stories of those Illinois- future. In 1866 Congress authorized the adoption of the
dollar's worth to distribute among churchmen. If an Infidel had written the same, churchmen would sneer at it, ians with the "sheepshin," the forty-acre field, etc. (which, metric system in the United States-a system of weights and
and call it false and blasphemous; but here they hav the by the way, are highly amusing, and which, I trust, will measures giving the same ease and facility in reduction and
plain, naked truth from one of their most intelligent parsons, yield you an infinit amount of merriment whenever your business calculations that is secured in money computation
who was chosen by themselvs to travel a year and get at the mind reverts to them), allow me to introduce right here a by the use of our decimal curren()y. Twenty-one years hav
true state of the churches, and my experience and observa- table or alphabet of sounds used in spelling, by which I will gone-by, and the people still use the old tables. Children
tions in a life of eighty-six years prove that he. has told the endeavor to show you the fallacy of spelling as you do the are still laboring over the old problems of grains and pennyabove-mentioned words. I will try to show by familiar ex- weights, and yards and rods, puzzling their brains to commit
truth, and now let it be sca_ttered to the ends of the earth !
Well, Brother Macdonald, the Boonton churches hav de- amples what vowel sounds should be represented by single a lot of musty old tables, and there is no prospect of this
fended their God. The jury of wise men decided that }Ir. letters, placing a number for each lacking letter, since THE useful system being adopted until it is made compulsory in
Reynolds injured his character to the extent of $25. What TRUTH· SEEKER has no type to represent (singly) those each state by enactment. And I fear it will be so with a
radical spelling reform. The great majority of the people
an idea! A finite man injuring the character of a supreme sounds.
are blind to their own interests-like to drift idly along in
M,em.
being $25 worth, and the damage can be paid in "filthy. A, ay.
(1), ah, as in far, heart.
N, en.
the slow current of popular errors, and it is hard indeed to
lucre l"
aw, as in fall, v;-alk.
0, Qh.
arouse them from their lethargy.·
But they will find in the end that it is not a God but (2),
(3), sound of a in hat, land. (7), uh, as in won, bulb.
In conclusion, I can say as you do, "I hav not exhausted
priestcraft that has been injured, and that they hav injured B, be.
(8), uuh, as in wolf, push.
the subject by a good deal," but I trust I hav shown you
it themselvs more than Mr. Reynolds did._ There is one C, see.
(9), ooh, as in move, fool.
why I do not favor your alleged reform of displacing one
thing I would like to know. How are they to get this $25 D, de.
P, pe.
Q, que.
error by adopting another, and that my position is entirely
to their God? Does he ever come down, as it is said he did E, ee.
(4), eh, as in get, when.
11, are.
D. Lours BoDGE.
logical notwithstanding your doubts.
in olden times, or are some of the saints to carry it up to (5),
er, as in germ, dirt.
S, es.
him when they go? And what will their God do _with the F, ef.
T, tee.
money when he gets it? We do not read that his son, in his G, pronounce always g hard, U, you.
JosEPH, 0&., lVIay 18, 1887.
as in girl, not je.
(10), ow, as in growl, mound.
thirty-three years' life on earth, ever had but one piece of
MR. EDITOR: I think I hav pretty thoroughly dissected
V, ve.
· the little pamphlet entitled "The Theory of Evolution," by
silver, and that was taken from the mouth of a fish, nor did H, aitch.
I. eye.
W, double you.
it cost anything to get. As there are so many pious tricks (6), ih, as in fit, hymn.
Prof. Thomas Henry Hu-!'ley. I differ widely with the proX, ex.
fessor, as it were, from my point of view. I hav a small
played off in the churches now, I think the court should hav J, Jay.
Y, wy.
Z, zee.
stock of ideas or conclusions which, though not inexorable,
appointed some honest Infidel to see that the Lord gets his K, kay.
I use as a source of reliance under the present condition.
pay for the damage done to his character, . for if it is L, ell.
Let us now apply the principles of the above alphabet to a However erroneous, I think the professor has knocked the
left in the liands of the church, I don't believe he will ever
get a farthing of it. And I would like to know how their few words, using one of these figures whenever a vowel Miltonic or theological system higher than Gilderoy's kite,
God approves of their manner of defending his character, as occurs which our regular alphabet does not represent by a and has supplanted it with a theory rather more absurd and
they say he is supreme in power, and can strike blasphe- separate letter. I shall thus be able to show you why my retrograding ; for I, from some cause, probably ignorance,
"falsely cultivated taste" will not allow me to spell nolej am not able to distinguish the material difference between
mers dead or punish them in his own way.
(knowledge) as you do. It seems a trifle strange for a man 6,000 years of duration and 100,000. It seems to me that
Yours,
J. HAOKER.
who has been a s_pelling reformer for thirty-five years to giv there is nothing gained by chasing our ancestry back to the
A REPLY TO MR. PIKARD.
the sound of o and e in this word-sounds which are not monkey, pachyderm, or any other species of lower grade.
MIDDLE FALLS, N.Y., June 1, 1887.
heard in it at all-omitting the sounds which are really heard, We, as he states his views, originated from something inMR. PIKARD : I hesitated for some time before asking THE marked (1) and (4) in the above table, and then triumphantly ferior. Where will he come to in the course of time on his
·Ttw·ru SEEKER !or space in which to reply to your open let- remark: " I hav spelled all the sounds in it.'' On the con- string of inferiority? On page eleven, in the pamphlet of
ter in the number for May 7th, since my former article meets trary, you hav done nothing of the kind. Correctly spelled, his lectures, it will be seen what he wishes to throw out of
and answers all your objections to my position, and only the word must be, n(l)l(4)j. You hav slwrtened the word by court. I don't propose to throw anything out of court.
that you are so unfair in your treatment of me in this cou- your spelling, but hav not bettered it in any other way, When his argument is traced back and found withont founnection I would remain "silent, trusting to the good sense of nolej being just as much a blunder as knowledge j both are dation he comes the theological dodge on it. The question
THE TRUTH SEEKER readers to fairly comprehend my views .wrong. And this brings us right back to the p·ostulate in is asked, Who was God's ancestor ? and he supports the
when they hav been so plainly set forth. ·But you show so my former letter, .that, "except in the one item of space theory of no existence without a universal first cause. As
evident a determination to misrepresent and· distort the saved, the old adage of 'every little helps' does not apply,'' regards the different formations it would be only a matter of
statements which you are trying to answer, that I feel com- to answer which you cry out, "I differ with you, inasmuch time until we would pierce the heart of the earth. What
pelled to briefly notice your errors, and partly restate my as it familiarizes the eye with correct spelling.'' Correct then? Another theological stump. It will be seen on the
views regarding the changed words.
spelling, eh? Let us see. You spell have ltav, and give giv, eighth page of the aforesaid pamphlet that the universe has
First, I would say, if you hav read my communication whereas, correctly spelled, they would be, h(3)v, and g(6)v come into existence somehow or other. That is as much as
with the care you speak of, you ought not to incorrectly (see sounds marked thus above), the sounds a and inot being to say, there was a time when it (the universe) did not exist.
quote from it, or tack on a meaning that it dees not express. heard in these words. Perhaps to all this you will say you How is that compared with Uncle Moses's statement? It
By the way, the letter appeared in the issue for April2d, and could not spell them correctly because the papers do not hav appears to me very clear that there is no existing thing
not March 7th, as you hav got it. You say: "You would the proper type. Very truJ; but when I mentioned that with one end. In case there is one end, there must be two;
be in favor of making all right at once, or none of it. You nothing of moment could be accomplished by those who are and if this is accepted, and the universe had a commencewould want to build a house "in a day, or not begin it. Lay. lopping and pruning among the twenty-six letters we .now ment, it· must naturally hav an ending; and if there is any
ing three or four bricks would be so distasteful you would hav, and said that nothing short of a ra.dical reform would indication in the front ground of its destruction, I think it is
abandon it. altogether. You wouldn't plow one acre of suit me, you seemingly indorsed me by saying, ''As to being recent. Again, if the earth were once in a molten nondition,
ground unless you could do it with one furrow," etc. Now, radical, I am with you, and ~he first thing in order is as in what condition was it before that, or was that its original
friend Pikard, where do you find any statement in my letter many letters as sounds;" and then, in the face of these brave condition? If so, would not the cause of it possess the
from which to draw such a conclusion? I hav intimated words, you, in common with others, reproach me because I po~ver to keep it in that condition ? If such was the case,
nothing of the kind. Again you say," You make a singular cannot indorse your spurious reform of ltav, giv, liv, and which seems to me impossible, it must hav been the place
expression when you say nine new characters to represent nolej. What position is this for a spelling reformer to as- described by ancient clergy as hell, as most of our druggists
letters," an expression I did not use. I said "to represent sume? You would be glad to see right spelling adopted, hav scraped up a. little brimstone for future reference.
N. c. KENNEDY.
the letters we now lack to- express the sounds of the Ian- and yet you wish our papers to adopt a sham reform in order
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sweetest, the noblest occasion known to men,
women, and children.
S. H. W.

Youth. BLBusan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Chil4ren•s Btoq,-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; !arge ~ype,.heavy
toned paper, broad margms, lliummated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.

Our Puzzle Box.

Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, ·Fall
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom all Communications for
!hia,Oorner slwuld be sent.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour. For Children and

1.-REBUS.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

.Alpvles of Gold.

The Thinkfidel.
A wise saying.

He may not a Freethinker be
Who boldly boasts he thinketh free ;
•Tis only freedom from a thought
Not to hav by wisdom wrought
Some kindly deed to cheer and bless
A child bereft of happiness.
His is the independent mind
Who good in all can duly find.
Whate'er his chapel or his creed,
Or having none, who does a deed
To light the loads that others gall,
Not bigot but a brother call.
Then call not him an Infidel,
Nor damn him to a devil's hell,
Who not believes and will not own
The gods or ghosts with name or none,
But faithful does what seemeth good
As reason makes it understood.
He only is the faithful one
Whose work will stand in time to come,
Who cares not most for things of might,
But craves to guard the weakest's right.
Hope, truth, and justice shall approve
Of him whose faith is work and love.
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.

2.-THE MATHEMATIOIAN'S MIRAOULOUS METAMORPHOSIS.
The sum of numbers as you take
You change yourself into a snake.
Please find
What kind.
J.K.P.B.

Tl'le Youth's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
princi_ples of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moraJ duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common senile. Ad4ress THE TRUTH
BEEKER.

Btble Inquirer. A. Key to Bible In-

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ;?hlet
refers specifica.lly to 148 Bible pro:positwne
with numerous references and crta.twns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other Propositions in the same book. Price

3.-PUZZLE.

llliellnU

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. BY. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Famlly Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents ; cloth, $1.25.

Exeter HalL " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price,. paper, 60

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest .and Man.

Our Flag Above the Cross.
Not long since attention was called to an
advertisment in THE TRUTH SEEKER of some
paper and envelopes with this heading, " Our
Flag Above the Cross." The advertisment
recalls to mind a letter received in the beginning of the year from a Liberal friend, Mr. J.
Waters, in which he advocated a plan to keep
alive in the minds of growing children the
heroic deeds of the fathers of the republic,
and at the same time inspire them with
greater love and veneration for the institutions of our country which hav been given
into our keeping.
It is, perhaps, a sad truth that children are
not duly impressed with the significance of
liberty and equality in a free land like ours,
and forget to whom they arc indebted for the
blessings and privileges enjoyed.
For new inspiration, for further stimulation
of thought and memory, Mr. Waters recommends that the national holiday, the fourth
day of July, should be used, together with
its grandest celebration of our national independence, as a gift-making holiday, as tht:~
day itself is typical of the great gift of liberty
to America.
The idea is sensible, beautiful, and praiseworthy. If we should " giv good gifts" on
any day, there is no time more auspicious
than America's birthday. The proposition of
Mr. Waters will, no doubt, meet the approbation of every lover of liberty throughout the
land.
The impression made upon the minds of
children by Christmastide is evident upon all
sides. - And yet this time celebrates an occasion of the truth of which there are many
and grave doubts. Were the main ideas connected with Christmas in exact accordance
with the truth, instead of much error, as is
the case, even then there is not so mucli
reason to celebrate the day with festivities
and gift-making as clusters around the fourth
day of July, the birthday of American Independence.
If it is desired to associate the day with
myths, "Uncle Sam" and" Aunt Columbia"
stand out in bold relief, ready to be utilized
and woven into the joy and happiness of the
holiday.
It is seriously to be hoped that the ideas
suggested above will find approval in the
minds of everyone, and that a beginning will
be made this year to lift the birthday of
American Independence into such light,
prominence, grandeur, and beauty as shall
inspire enthusiasm and kindle the fires of
appreciation and devotion until they burn in
the bosom of every child as they never hav
before. Let gifts, mementoes, and blessings
be exchanged; let the poor, the needy, and
unfortunate be made glad and rejoicing that
they liv in a land of liberty, free men, and
some day to come, it may be added, free
women.
Let the flag be lifted above the cross and
float upon the air of heaven, the symbol of
freedom and fraternity. Let the bells ring
and chime the glad songs of liberty and
equality, and !he, sw~et interchange. of gifts
make the Nation s Brrthday the holiest, the

A Story-Book for

tne Youn_g Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Beeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

A Badical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. $1.25.
·

The Outcast. · A deep, finely written

Badical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

A11 in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of

this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked dej!'re~ even
from so gjfted a pen as that of Mrss wixon,
whose biillian t and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." Price,
$1.50. Ad4ress
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Find the faces of the four winds.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OIDLDREN'S DORNER
MAY 28, 1887.
1.-0ne. person yawn!ng in company will
sometimes produce a yawn in all present.
2.-Coin-cider (co-in-cider).
3.-A miss is as good as a mile.

Paine

Vin~icate~!

-oA thorough and overwhelming reJ?lY to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

Correspondence.

PERRY, ILL., May 23, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav been reading
the Children's Corner and I thought I would
try and write. I go to Sunday-school; the
teacher thinks I am a great Bible reader, but
it is THE TRUTH S!!:EKER I read. Our town
has 770 inhabitants and 6 churches. Pa is
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
the only one in town that takes THE TRUTH
-oSEEKER. He has taken it for eight years. I
The New York Observer <Presbyterian) having
am thirteen years old and this is the first letter I ever attempted to write to a paper. I recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyhope this will escape the waste basket.
where in vindication.
Yours truly,
GEoRGE J. DowNER.
TOGETHER WITH

ToNAWANDA, N.Y., May 24, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write and see if you are well. I hav four little kittens at home. I am at my grandma's
now. I was going home to-night, but it
rains so that I cannot. I am nine years old.
There is a little baby here and he is very
nice. My grandma has taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER for twelve years, and I like it very
much, especially the Children's Corner. I
think that you are a dear, good woman to.
take so much pains for the children. I liv on
Tonawanda Island in Niagara river. I am
not home-sick with grandma, but I want to
go home and see mamma.
Your little friend, NoRA L. MILLIOHAMP.
JESSIE STARK CRow.-Your poem went
astray, and arrived too late for publication
last month. It is very good and will keep.En.C. C.

THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE- TRUE COD?

A Fabricated Account of a Beene at the Deathbed of Tlwmas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to pi"ove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. BY KER-

sEY GnAVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Bata.n. Cloth,75cts.; paper, 50cts.

Biogra11hY of Satan; or, a Historical
The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; _or, Christianity_ Before ~hrist.

Contammg new and startling revelatiOns in
reli~ious history1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines, principlefu precepts.
and miracles of the Christran New Testament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
h-istory of sixteen oriental cruci1iec:!_gods.
Ad4ress THE TRUTH BEEKER.

REPLY
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses:
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

l

Price 25 cents.
Address
A44ress TBE i'RUTll SEEQR
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21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.

By Thomas H. Huxl6y, F.R.S.
and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.R.S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of current
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24. PQpular Scientific Lectures. Illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmholtz.
25. Origin of Na~ions. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large By Grant Allen.
Zl. Hi~tory o~ Landholding
n England. By
Joseph Fraher, F.R.H.S.
W. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the
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Numerous illustrations. By William Henry
Flower, F.R.S.
~9. Facts and Fictions of Zool0 gy.
Numerous
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
-!0. } Study of Words. By
Richard Chenevix
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Dawn of History. By C. F. Keary, of the
45.
British Museum.
16. Diseases of Memory. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
17. Childhood of Religions. By Edward Clodd,
F.R.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. ByJas. Hinton.
49. The Sun : its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its Condition. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.KS.
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55. Scientific Basis of Moral_~~ and other Essays.
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The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
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Herbert Spencer.
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tribution to Anthropology and the HistorY
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70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herber
Spencer.
71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..!. LL.D.
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72. The Dancing Mania or the Middle Ages. By
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
73. Evolution in History, :J;.anguage, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and ·
Literature.
74. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwin. In G partff
15 cents each.
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Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 35 cents.
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Price 15 cents each number, unless othertoise ma1·1Ced.
1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.B.
fl. The Forms of Water in Clouds and River!!:. Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustrations. By John 'J.'yndall, F.R.S.
8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ¥o; By Walter Bagehot, Author o£
"The ..,nglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town .Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Charles Kingsley.
7. Cons.ervation of Energy. With numerous Illustrations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
8. Study of Langl]ages, brought back to its Tru~
principles. By C. Marcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory ")f Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaserna.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
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13. Mind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
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By Camille Flammarion.
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mrddle age. By John Gardner, M.D. 16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley,
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17. Progress : Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electricity. 60 illustrations. B;
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
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Richard A. Proctor.
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A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·s
Historical misstatements.
Prta"' Cllo&b, 11; Paper, GO Cleat•.
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Ina-ersoll's Tributes.

Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lectures.~... comprising, "The Gods\"
" Humboldt " "'.l'nomas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies." ·

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Gl10st!!J!' "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "·.rne Declaration of Inde]lendence," "About Farmin_g in lllinoill,"
•· The Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Pas~ .uises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tnbute to Ebon C. Ingersoll"

Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved l P~
per, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
lngersoY, Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

.lITTLE~ lESSONS
FOR

11ITTLE F8LKS.

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Hrant Banquet Toast,
A.ddr~>s'! at Harry Miller's (}rave,
The prioe of these h~1atofore baR been $1.00. We
offe1· them now ~<t FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ;
THE FOUR FOR F£F1' OEN'l'S. Mailed secur&
1oru
11.kR11• ~rlrlr,.•• THE TllUTB REEKER
2!< T.a.fR\'At.fP. Pl.. NPw York.

BY AUNT ELMINA
' (MRS. E. D.

REDUCED IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements whereby :ve can
offer these magmficent prose poems of l'rlr. [n~rer
soll•s at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, !8x22 inches. illuminated bordor, large clel\r tvpA. Hnit.RhiP l'or fram
iug, The title~ are:

SLENKER).

56 pages, 12mo, yaper,

-------·---·-·-·~------

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Pnnted in
large, clear t,YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

DANCER AHEAD.

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Ji'ranciscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.
V~dication of Thomas Paine from
the attaclrs of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
·

The Reason Whv a Goorl Roman Catholic
Cannot tie a Goocl Cit.i?.cn of
this Republic.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
In~ersoll's Lectures Complete.

By A . .J. GROVER,
Pnro&,

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 11300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly low
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factl one of the richest brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besiaes the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-da~ conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve thill
purp<;>SE\\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fao sinrl!e, has been prepared e~Weciallx for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges..' gilt back
and side, $2.50; in half calf, mottlea edges, elegant library style, $4.50; m full Turke;~~: morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

Fatllers of Our Republic,
Paine, Jefferson, Washington!
Franklin.
NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

A LECTURE delivered bd'ore the TPutL .!1 uuna
Congress of the American Seeular Union,
· in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 13, 1886.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Price 15 cen t.R.
Address THE TRUl'H S.EEKER CO.,

~~------------------------~-------------Reported for the " Truth Seekr " by
I. N. BAKER,

VV. RBELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Con1lict between Christianity
aJHl Civilization.
15CENTS.
PRICE,
It iR a Rtunner: conmse, scholarlr, and good.M. E. Billings.

and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

LIBERrY AND MORALITY.

boudoir, $1: cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much ple~sed with vour addreRs, aucl will
notice it in Ma ... -T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

Bible Morals.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should bf\ highly commended. Therefore
I take ~reat pleasure in recommending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of ever{ person
who is interested, not only in the cause o temperance, but in the principles of self government.J. J. McCabe.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showin!{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes i the Church and CivilizatioR; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Libertyh· the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem]lerance Refonn; the
Church and the Republic.~!

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

Tweftty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b~ Scri~ure Falsehood and
Deception; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and Vagrancr: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle co_pies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
· eventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
wo d of it."
Prioe 15 o~>nt•
ll'or sale at thl~ offire

~HE ONI.rY ~o~~EGJII

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is itiscussed
under the following heads: Ori~ of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunday Arguments i Origin of Chlistian Sabbath; Testimony ohhe Christian Fathers; The
abb ath durin~{ the Middle A~es; The Puritan
abbath; Testrmony of Chnstian Refonners,
Scholars, and Divines; Abro!{ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

.

CENTS.

THE

There hav been so many

II.J!plioations for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:v7 toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, cle.ar type, suitable for framing, and the feur will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.
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Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man " and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tribut~s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents ;
oloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashiR!{ton an Unbeliver ;_Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ct6.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

de~vered in Paine. Hall.,~ before the N. E. Freethmkers' Convent10n, ~ anuary 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

Situation Wanted.
An honest, industrious man-a Freethinkerdesires empl~yment of any kind, such as work in
a restaurant, or hotel, or coachman, or gardener.
Address,
Tnos. GoDDARD,
St22
Care Truth Seeker Co.

€:DIJIIION,

WEALTH.

SOCIAL

TM Bold Frutnrs and Err.rut Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J, K. IN(}ALLS.
Price, (loth,
$1 00,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKElt.
28 Lafayette PlacP, New York.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

NEW YoRK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

A

OOMPEND OF TIIE NATURAL LAWS OF INDUSTRIAL PuoDUOTION AND

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

ExorrANGE.

By J. K.

INGALLS,

PRICE. 6 CENTS,

author of" Social Wealth."

Price.

~5

cents.

Arli!reRR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WORKS BY .ARTHUR B. MOSS.

BtDle

Temperance:

Wa8 Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
I} Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
time)!. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Btble and Darwinism.
25 eta. Bibhral Errors and Secular 'fruths. 25
Ll(lUOR DRINKING
cts. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real B!a~phemy. 5 eta. Bible l\Iakers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Socrates Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorits.
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature !1-nd the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsbnr~r's "Bible
Na~ural Select10n. 5 eta. Man and the Lower Morals " 48 pages· price 10 cents.
,t\mmals. Geta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
E. C., Lon .lon, Eng.
28 Lafayette Place, New York,

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
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CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
OB.

Men of Business Who Did Romet.hing Besides
Making Money. A Book for Young AmeriCans.

BY JAMES PARTON.
Prlc~>,

Address
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~1.2:i,

THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette Plo.M. "'"' v.'"lr
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ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN,
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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How the Robin Came.
Happy young friends, sit by me,
Under May's blown apple-tree;
Hear a story, str·ange and old,
By the wild red Indians told,
How the robin came to be.
Once a great chief left his son,
Well beloved, his only one,
When the boy was well-nigh grown,
In the trial lodge alone.
Left for tortures long and slow
Youths like him must undergo,
Who their pride of manhood test,
Lacking water,Jood, and rest.
Seven days the fast be kept,
Seven days be never slept.
Then the poor boy, wrung with pain,
Weak from nature's overstrain,
Faltering, moaned a low complaint :
"Spare me, fatker, for I faint!"
But the chieftain, haughty-eyed,
Hid his pity in his pride.
"You shall be a bunter good,
Knowing never lack of food;
Yon shall be a warrior great,
Wise as fox and strong as bear;
Many scalps your belt shall wear,
If with patient heart you wait
One day more !'' the father said.
When, next morn, the lodge he sought,
And boiled samp and·moose meat brought
For the boy, he found him dead.
As with grief his grave they made,
And his bow beside him laid,
Pipe, and knife, and wampum braidOn the lodge top overhead,
Preening smooth its breast of red
And the brown coat that it wore,
Sat a bird, unknown before,
And, as if with human tongue,
"Mourn me not,'' it said or sung;
" I, a bird, am £till your son,
Happier than if hunter fleet,
Or a brave, before your feet
Laying scalps in battle won.
Friend of man, my song shall cheer
Lodge and corn land; hovering near,
To each wigwam I shall bring
Tidings of the coming spring;
Every child my voice shall know
In the moon of melting snow,
When the maple's red bud swells,
And the wind flower lifts its bells;
As their fond companion
Men shall henceforth own your son,
And my song shall testify
That of human kin am I."
Thus the Indian legend saith
How, at first, the robin came
With a sweeter life from death,
Bird for boy, and still the same.
If' my young friends doubt that this
Is the robin's genesis,
Not in vain is still the myth
If a truth be found therewith;
Unto gentleness belong
Gifts unknown to pride and wrong ;
Happier far t~an hate is praise,
He who sings than he who slays.
-John G. Whittier in St. Nicholas.

Lost Souls and Saved Bodies.
'A STEAMER LosT !-The steamer John Knox.
She str11ck the Channel Harbor and sank
in half an hour. Every soul on board perished.
Some bodies were saved, having been washed
ashore."
We would most respectfully inquire of the
chronicler' of the above paragraph his meaning in stating, "Every soul on board perished?'' If he means every person on board
lost his life, died, or perished, why not say
so ? Why call the crew of the steamer souls?
Holding the chronicler to an accurate use of
terms, we can call him to an account for fixing the state of these "souls," for without
any reservation, limitation, or qualification,
he boldly declares " every soul perished."
Then these " souls" are dead ; they can
neither rise at judgment in glory, nor to
shame and everlasting contempt. They are
dead, every one of them; "perished," utterly annihilated I
Is it not about time for newspaper men to
drop these Bible terms and phrases, and report their news items with a little more
sense?
There is another error we see often-oh, so
often!-" The couple became man and wife;"
or, what is still worse, "the parson made
them man and wife." Why not report it he
"made them woman and husband?" as much
sense in the latter as in the former. Just
think how ridiculous ! The parson makes
the groom a man by marrying him to the
bride, while the bride remains a woman, just
what she was before! He was not a man
before, but the marriage has made him one.
They are now only man and wife, not !Lus·
band and wife. She becomes a wife by the
marriage, but he does not become a husband.
His relationship is not changed toward the
wife; he is simply a man as before, not a hus.
band, while she is his wife; for did not the
parson after the ceremony declare, " I now
pronounce you man and wife ?"
Recently this vulgarism has been very
apparent in the Walker-Harman trial, where

1

i. i 8 8 '7.

both of which are to be numbered; one of
them she wears, and the other is placed· with
all the reSt. The gents arc to draw from the
caps, which entitles them to the ladies wearing the caps which bear the corresponding
number.
·
Twenty-five cents will buy a cap, a lady,
and supper for two.
Sale of caps to commence at '8 o'clock.
THE YOUNG RECRUITS' BAND
Hav kindly c~nsented to furnish appropriate
music.
COME AND HELP ON A GOOD CAUSE.

the offenders were indicted for " living together as man and wife," and this in law repeated i.Intil one would grit their teeth and
exclaim, "What fools these lawyers and lawmakers bel"
Away with &uch Christian Bible nonsense,
and usc proper language when describing
the common events of life, and if the
churches and priesthood choose to use holy
twaddle, myth, fire, blood, and thunder, let
them do so to their hearts' con tent, but let
those who know better leave them severely
alone in their false Bible expressions and
sacred phraseology, and if they choose to
chronicle a narrow escape, " it was miraculous," and thus expose their inaccuracy and
bigotry we can afford to let them and smile
at their folly. But let us arm ourselvs against
these infringements on a correct use of Ian.
guage, and stick to a scientific vocabulaFy
bereft of their insane renderings and divine
interpolations without sense or reason.
ELLA E. GIBSON.

-T1·ibune. ·
WORKS OF 0. B.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

Young Ladies' Home Missionary Society.

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS
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THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS H~RE.

Paper; 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

.
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A Masonic Vindication of R.igllt.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12m a, 36 pages,
15c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGioN.
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The price of e!Wh of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liber
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
in cloth and' lettered. Price,$1.25. CoNTENTs;: wrapped, on receipt of price.
Section I. Definition of Freethoug_ht and its
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
Early Str11ggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. FreeTRAVELS IN FAUTH
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
From.
Tradition to Reason
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the NineBY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
teenth Century.
Cloth, $1.25.
For Sale st this OfficA.
The American Secular Union; its
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
(Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.)
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Charles Watts's

Works~

Serularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the " Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlangh. Contents : The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

T7te Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

Tracts. The following tracts· by Chas. D·TD··T...,..,
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible ; Freethought and
Model'n Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic;
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

Each lady is to hav two sweeping-caps,

.
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How a Church ExtPnsion Failed.

Attractiv Services.

REASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.

······················································

.

15c

A Sioux Falls minister recently went out
to another Dakota town to help organize a
church. On his return his wife said to him :
A double-page picture contrasting science and
" I tmst you were successful and laid the theology, showing how the one has labored for
foundation for a prosperous church society." human advancement, and how the other hae
always opposed it.
"Well, I'm afraid I can't say that I was."
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
"Why, I don't see what could.hav pre. twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies f0r
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
vented?"
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
" I'll tell you ; I got those together who
appeared to be interested, and we talked the
HISTORY
matter over some little time."
OF THE

The Methodist papers are printing a good
many communications on the subject ·of
church entertainments of an alleged question.
able character. The Northern Christian Advocate tells of one such entertainment, the
handbills in regard to which read as follows:
TO-NIGHT!
SWEEPING-CAP SOCIAL!
AT M. E. OIIUROH,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

........................................................
:oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo:

Origin of tlle Christian Bible.

Infidel. Was Adam a perfect man or not?
Christian. Gorl made him perfect, but he
sinned and became imperfect.
I. Could a perfect being sin?
C. Adam was a free agent, and could do as
he pleased, right or wrong.
I. Yon hav not answered my question.
Could a perfect being sin, or would a perfect
being want to sin?
C. Well, he might be tempted.
I. Suppose God had made two men, and
suppose the one had no desire to sin and
could not be tempted, while the other had a
taste for forbidden fruit and finally ate some
-would one be better than the other ?
C. Yes.
I. Then could both be perfect?
C. Well, no; not if one were better than
the other.
I. Which would be imperfect?
C. Why, the one that wanted to sin-the
way you put it.
I. Well, is not that the one that God made
and the one that you said was made perfect?
C. You talk like an Infidel, and such -remarks may cost you your soul. It will matter but little to you wheth'er Adam was perfect or not when you get into hell.
I. At your string's end, eh? Your own
answers make you admit that if Adam
sinned he was not perfect. Now, is not the
God that made him responsible for the sin
resulting from his imperfection?
C. I don't want to disc-uss such things.
God's ways are not man's ways.
I. Why didn't you say that at first?
Tyrone, Pa.
W11r. SooTT.

ings.

.......................................................
.
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE
WORLD.
........................................................
.
........................................................
.
FREE THOUGHT WILL GlV US TRUTH.
:

························••oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

A Dialog.

"Well, why don't you go on?"
" Why, they didn't appear to be very enthusiastic, and to test the matter I said,
'Gentlemen, I move that we proceed to
organize a Presbyt~rian church.' Just then
a prominent business man arose and said,
'I move to amend the gentleman's motion
so that instead of a Presbyterian church
we organize a board of trade and get up a
boom.' 'Those in favor of the amendment,'
said.!, 'will please rise.' You ought to hav
seen them get up ! Every man stood up ex.
ccpt one lame man, and he was feeling on the
floor for his crutch. Some got up on the
chairs, and one man tried to crawl on top of
the stove. When I came away they were
talking about moving the cemetery to make
room for a street-car line."- Winnipeg Sift.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-our
home" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy card
board, 9 inches by 22 1-:l. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated mono
gram of U. M. L. The following- are the varian
readings:

......................................................
......................................................
.
.

WHITFORD, J.f.D.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

Mottoes for Freethinkers.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3
_ _ _ _A_d_d_r_e_s_s_T_HE
__T_R_U_TH
__s_E_E_KE
__R_c_o_._
1

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; J os. Burgher and
F L. llrowne, Printers. This paper is devoted spe<Jially to the interests of our colonization entervrise,the Cvedit Fancier of Sinaloa, and ~enerally
t,o the practical solution of the problem of Integral
Oo-operation. Price, $1 a year; 50 cent.R for six
,..,nntb•' 25 oen~ fo" thl'ell month•

OLD

BOOKS!

Catalogue of Old, Rare, nnc1 Secondhand Standa.rcl bookA sent free.
JORDAN BROS., 45 North 9th, St.,
13t17
Philadelphia, Pa.

Practical Experience with Poultry.

:0· .X..D· .IJi!i
AND

1\IYTI-IS
THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work rs to }Joint out the mytb11
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with othe.r
nations; and then trace them to their evident ongin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are·
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made,
in the work before us."-'-N. Y. Sun.
1 val. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.50.

DR. J. L. YORK,
The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
his Eastern lecture tour May 1st, to speak at
Sacramento on l\Iay 8th, at Salt Lake City, May
15th and 22d, at Canon City, Col., May 29th, at Denver, Cnl., June 5th an<l12th; and at Garden City,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa; Chicago, Ill.,
Grand Rapids, Mtch ; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
Ohio; Llnesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa, .
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy,
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland, 0
and at other points on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, and leave the latch-string out,.
at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't miss a rare treat, and Freethinkers andl
Liberals desiring to arrange with the Doctor,.
please address without delay, in care of Che~s,
Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,.
Denver, Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,.
Iowa ; E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake street,.
Chicgao, Ill; D. A. Blodgett-, Gmnd Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Roman Staly, 86'
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphia, Pa.; Truth Seeker
office, New York city; Investigator office, Bostonr
Mass.; H. L. Green, 165 Delevan av., Buffalo, N.Y.
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---0---

We hav on haud a large number of the following
Colonel Ingersoll's pamph ets, which will be
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- of
disposed
of at cost, as fol ows:
!\ pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
«a quarter,'' but as full of meat as an eg!j. It is
Inuersoll Oatechised:
~ll called "practical," for we find· nothmg unAnswers to a N~mbe~ of Vital Questions Pro•
IJ)ractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys! His
pounded by the Editor of the '.'San Franciscan;"
are particularly discussed and therr economica singly,
3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many $2.00.
practical hints about keepiiJ.g poultry on a large
ORTHODOXY,
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
A lecture, fifty-four clo•ely printed large 12mCi
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1 ; and $6 per hundred.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
~
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Civil Riqhts 8peech,
Including the address of Frederick D'uglas. fifty.
three-large
octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven for $1; a.:td $6
per hundred.
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two . We sugg~st that these be pu_rchased in quanti
.I
thonsaud biblical errors in science, history, tres, and grven away to ChnstranA, and rt is with
monls, religion, and general events. Also a that not unreasonable exptctation that the vrices
delineation of the characters of the principal hav been placed so low.
perwnnges of the Christian Bible and an exAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
amination of their doctrins. Price, $1. 75.
28 Lafayette Pl. New York.
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Agents for the Tmth Seeker.
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OAI.IFORNIA..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

v

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

~0

ILLINOIS,

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

~()
-4~ ~
AND SQUARE.

PIANO.

4~

~~
"'V 0

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Browi!, Burlington.

Cor. 87th

MAINE.

B. C. Russey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSAOIIDSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

•

1_

F AOTORY &

C)

NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Ga.nl, 365lHonroe st., Brooklyn.

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
s1lk cloth, $3.

Bvo., 833pp.,
·

OREGON.

B. F. Ryland, Corvallis.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.R. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.

Showing

that those who believe in the deity described
in the Bible, and not those who deny his existence, are guilty of "blasphemy.'' Paper,
12mo, 138pp., 50 cents.
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN

THE MEMORY;

6~'

Ne-w- York.

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

UTAH.

12mo, 160 llp.,
Address

$1.00

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette .Pl., New York.

ENGLAND,

.

V

·EX-TRoACT.
"I could J>ronounce no benediction Upon Romanism. It h • s done mischief enough to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri'tianity as the worst form or tyranny. It commands the arm to work and the brain to die; it
feeds faith and starves thought-; it loves o~p-es
sian and hates liberty. It has givtn falsehood a
croWII. and truth a scaffold."

PRICE, 5 CENTS.
Addii>'RP TIJE TRUTH SEEKER.

28 Lafayet'e PJac ·,New York.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the .A·TTuwican Becu_l!lll' Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BffiLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thon..r_h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenl a.
For sale at thrs office.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

in the suit of the

Bankers' :s:nd ruierchants' Tele·
Company
against the
Western Union Telegraph Company

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written fn well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
F'Dr sale at. this office. Price, $1.00.

S. P .. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universe, and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms o
Universology. Price, 20 eta.
Waif~ and Waudermgs, 11 New Ameri·
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day.''-Joh?l
Swinton's Paper.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

Truth See~Der Annual
1
I

I

1:1

,

±

~rt~thinkt~fi ~lmaq,anc,
1

1887.
<E. M. 287.)

THE CRISIS.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Prince!!~.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microml)gas.The World as it Goes.-The Bla.ck and the Wliite
-11'Iemnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
~tt Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A .Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure ill
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 p~tges, laid paper. With 67
eng,avings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
H: Llf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

A NOVEL.

PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
'l'he Parson. A_Story. By Si Slokurn,

5
17
29
30

" Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1. 50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
28 Lafaybtte Place, New York.

The Secret of the East,

34

OR,

37
92

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

94

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

98

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this oftlce.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
NEW YORK:

C. B. REYNOLDS·
86 Cents Each.
Address TFE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

of

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OIJR
CIVILIZATION.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr. of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 1(1"
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.
.

THE DAWNING.

CONTENTS-

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of' all A.ntl-Blbll·
cal Works.

+IDITI) + ILLU$TR1UIOll$. +

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to ffis, with extraordinary beauty. "-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

GottHeb, His Life. A Romance

191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

For either of these works!.. or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER-.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itl
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

'I'HE 00-0:PE:RATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.

Price, 3:i cents.

THE

~Jraph

OR,

(Published, Jul!J 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A. colored frontispiece showing the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the necceasacy pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ t~e ~rea test amusement, it is more than a.
toy. It 1s, m fact, a·most practical lesson in Architecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New_ Design for a Chapel.
Drawmgs and description o:f a model Kitchen
(by Maria Par loa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.
Address

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa-ration. 1'

Robt. G. Ingersoll's

TRY•S·QU}tRE;

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3.

Bv Thomas Paine.

OPENING BPEECR TO THE JURY

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

•

-oBy L. K. WasltbttiJ"n.

OR,

T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybonld, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

6'

THE

~

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

V

I Cnotholxc
~D IIP·hurcb

Spiritualism Sustained. .This work

omo.

N. Rexter, 303 Superwr street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.n., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

Col. Kelso's Works.' The Public Schools

The Real Blasphemers.

NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.

-<"\

WAREROOMS,

St~ OQ Third ~~

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examinatlon in verse of the charges generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12 mo, 4 66 pp_, •- 1· 50·

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louie.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and· 7 :30 P.M. for lectures an<!
free discussions on religious atJ.d social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trntb
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,

INDIANA.

PHILADELPHIALffiERALLEA.GUE, 26'i

~

GRAND, UPRIGHT

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.

383

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,

384

Jlltws off tht 1,fttlt.
W:rr.Lu.x A. WHEELER, vice-president nnder
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7HE 0RnEB 0FcH£JlI TI 0B• I
A Dtscusston Betwe~

Gladstone
Hnxle}', ltlnller,
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Rayes, died at Malone, N.Y., last Saturday, On the C onfiict between GenesiS and Geology.
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I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. BY Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
NEWMAN LITTER and Herman Hehrskrowi tz,
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and theintertailors, were arrested last Sunday for breakPrete:rs of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
ITI. Postscnpt
ing the Sabbath by sewing.
Muller. to Solar MYths. BY Prof. l\Iax
THE clearing away of
the debris from the site
of the Paris theater fire
brought to light the bodies of seventy victims.
THE latest development
in the Sharp trial is the
charge of jury-bribing by
the defendant. An investigation is being made.
THE Episcopalians of
New York talk of erecting a cathedral, to be the
finest building of the kind
in America and to cost
$10,000,000.
THE birthday of Jefl'erson Davis on June 3d was
celebrated at Richmond,
V~., by a concert for the
benefit of the Confederate
Soldiers' Home. Davis
is 79.
THE Rev. W. C. Stiles,
reported lost, strayed, or
stolen from Pittsfield, N.
H.,wasseeninNewYork,
and later turned up at
Norway, Me., where his
mother livs.
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IV.
& Fair Trial.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Glad-
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off Ufhonght.

stone. BY Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
.
SLAVERY, its perpetuation and crimes, are an
VII. AProtestandaPlea. ByMrs.E.LynnLm- eternal blotupontheChristianchurchof Amer. _ton
.
.
ica.-D. M. Bennett.
This IB & new book and con tams the latest discus-!
.
sion.op the mistakei of Moses ..The names of the
WHEN we entreat a_ fellow-creature to forgiv the
J partiCipants are a guarantee of Its able character.! offenses we hav committed against him, we mean
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
to entreat that he will not, by any act of his, punTHE TRUTH BEEKER CO
ish us for them that he will not revenge or repay
' · retam
. no rancor m
· his
· breast
28 Lafayette Pl.,New ~
:rork
them, that he Will
against us on account of
them ; and such a prayer
addressed to a being of like
passions to ourselvs is rational and intelligible, because we know that it is
natural for him to feel anger at our injuries, and
that, unless moved to the
contrary, he will probably
retaliate. But when we pray
to our heavenly father to
"forgiv us our trespasses as
we forgiv them that trespass
against us" we overlook
the want of parallelism of
the two cases and show that
our notions on the subject
are altogether misty and
confused; for God cannot
be injured by our sins and
he is inaccessible to tho passions of anger and revenge.
.. The expression of God"s
taking vengeance is an Old
~-'estament or a pagan expression and can only be
consistently and intelligibly
used by those who entertain
the same low ideas of God
as the ancient Greeks and
Hebrews entertained-that
is, who think of him as an
i r r i t a b I e, jealous, and
avenging potent.at.e.-Greu•s
C eed: of Ch,·tstend:'Ym.

THERE are wine and irreconcilable differenc·es of
opinion among Christians.
These differences are inconsistent with the claim that
THE pope has written
the Bible is a revelation
to his nuncios abroad
from God. Should a being
of infinit wisdom make a
saying that the restorarevelation to man, he would,
tion of his
temporal
it is reasonab!e to be:ieve,
ABRAHAM PREPARET.I:I TO CARVE ISAAC.
power is the only terms
make himself understood;
upon which he will treat
otherwise his communicaAnd Abraham stretched forth his hand, and took the. knife to slay his son. And the angel of the Lord called unto
tion would be no revelation
for peace with the Italian
him out of heaven, and said, Abraham, Abraham.-Gen. xxii, 10, 11.
at all. To reveal is to make
government.
known. fffen are liable to
THE backbone of the Sunday beer famin in
also grew up and branched out, and now while be misunderstood because of the indefinitness of
this city appears to hav been broken.
my children play iu a swing attached to one of their ideas and their inability to express their
the branches I pump water through the hole which views with clearness and precision, but is It possible that such a being as we are told God is has
A THOUSAND men were employed last week
still remains in the trunk."
taken the pains to inspire certain individuals to
in the ruins of the car stables recently burnt,
"Do you tell that for the truth?"
THE fashionable clergyman is feeling very ill
"Why, certainly, sir; I never tell anything but write his thoughts, and has so obscured his meandigging out the carcasses of the 1,200 horses just now, and his congregation are skirmishing
ing by doubtful phrases and ambiguous expresthe truth."
destroyed by the fire.
round to raise money to send him to Europe.
"Are you engaged in farming or the real estate sions that learned and honest men cannot agree
as to what he has declared ?~Underwood's ChrisTHE Italian woman, Chiara Cignarale,
THERE is a couple living in the vicinity of Bos- business?"
"Why, I'm engaged in neither, my friend, nei- tianitv and: MaterialiSm.
charged with shooting her husband in a New ton, who two years ago were nursed in the lap of
THE English laborer wants to know if the village
York tenement-house, has been found guilty luxury; that is to say, they were very wealthy. In ther. I'm a preacher. I went out there as a missionary seven years ago, and though my work has rector of Mr. Forster's imagizoation has anything
of murder in the first degree and sentenced a fatal hour the husband took to amateur farm- been humble I trust it has had a beneficial influ- to say about justice here on this solid earth. He
ing, and the wife became her own milliner and
has heard enough sentiment-al cant about the
to be hanged July 22d.
dressmaker. The last seen of the nnfortnna te ence on our people."-Dakota Bell.
joys of heaven, where he, the rector, and the
NEws has just been received at Manson, pair was last week, when they entered the cars en
INSTRUCTIV STATISTICS FURNISHED BY THE EDITOR squire, their earthly distinctions having vanished,
route for the state almshouse.
Calhoun county, Ia, that the Rev. Dr. Reid,
are to stand round a throne, waving palmOF A WEEKLY PAPER.
JoHNNY was sick last summer and had to stay in Average number of MBS. received per day .. . 1fJ5 branches and striking harps. These celestial poswho left that place last winter to become a
missionary in Central Africa, had been killed the house while there was a circus in town. Nat- Average number of MBS. declined per day .. . 120 sibilities somehow do not appeal very strongly tourally it did not sweeten his temper, and his Number of enemies made per day ........... . 120 his dull imagination. But he is conscious of
and·eaten by a tribe of cannibals.
stern and disagreeable facts related to his actuaF
mother had to talk to him. "My child," she Number of reproachful and abusiv letters received per month from would-be contribLEWIS MAsQUERIER, the land reformer, said, " you must not complain because you are
utors, whose work I hav refused .......... 21050 daily life. He knows that he and his fathsick. It is very wicked. You want to go to Number who cheerfully accept my judgment 00 ers hav been for generations uncared· for, ne-.
dedicated his own monument . in Cypress heaven, don't you?" "Yes'm," he growled, "but Number
of contributors who hav sought to
glected, and permitted to grow up with scarcaly
work upon my sympathies, and by thereHills Cemetery, Brooklyn, last Sunday. A not till after the circus. A little boy can go to
higher aspirations than the beasts about him and
cital of pathetic tales of poverty and disfew friends were present and listened to his heaven any time, but a circus ain't in town every
tress induce me to accept their MBB ...... 4,551 often not so well housed as they. He has an idea.
day."
Number who hav succeeded...................
3 in his dim mind that a religion which has nothing:
addresl:!. Mr. Masquerier is 85 years old.
Number of times I hav been sorry I yielded..
3 to say about iniquitous land and game laws is no·
A CERTAIN gentleman had a mother-hi-law with Number of my relativs living..................
33
CHARLES SEIDHORF, aged 91, and his wife, whom he did not liv on a very peaceful footing.
religion for him. He finds that the rector has no·
Number of these who think themselvs com- 33 word of rebuke for earthly injustice, but is, in
aged 93, of Union Hill, N.J., committed sui- Finally she died, and the son-in-law in a few days
petent to write for my paper ............. .
33 nine cases out of ten, the friend and ally of some:
who hav tried to do it ............... .
cide last week rather than go to the poor- afterward met Jones, who is somewhat of a lit- Number
Number who hav failed ....................... .
33 neighboring game-preserving landlord. But the
house. The poormaster called for them and erary character. "I suppose you hav heard of Number of suggestions as to the proper manson of toil needs and dAmands justice and progmy misfortune," said the distressed son-in-law
ner
of
"
running"
my
paper
received
per
found them both dead upon the floor. A let55 ress here.
week from friends ........................ .
"Yes, Iread the sad news." "Well, I want you
00
Not in Utopia, subterraneous fieldster which the old man left set forth the rea- to get me a nice epitaph for her-something Number of these suggestions utilized ....... .
Or some secreted island, heaven knows where !
Number of my contributors who are thorsons for the act.
short." "Yes," replied the friend," the shorter
But in the very world, which is tile wor!C.
oughly satisfied with my treatment of
Of us all, the place where in the end
the
better.
How
would'
At
Last'
do?"
them
.......................................
.
00
THE new Scotch cutter, the Thistle, built
We find our happiness, or not at all.
Number of persons among my acquaintances
-Wordsworth_.
who do not think they could conduct the
to capture the America's cup, now held by
"MY son," said a minister, placing his hand on
paper better than I do.·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
00 For these things the laborer looks in vain from
New York yachtsmen, has proved herself to the head of a freckle-faced boy," do you attend Number
of times I hav wished that I were
dead ......................................... 5,360 Mr. Forster's time-serving priest with his usual
be a remarkably fast boat, having beaten the the Baptist Sunday-school?" " No, mum," repictures of celestial bliss.- W!lliam Clarke.
plied the boy, "but me and Billy Powers goes
Genesta by eleven minutes in a forty-four-mile a.-swimmin' in the baptistry in the basement."
BETWEEN vague, wandering capability and
THE CZAR'S PLEASURE TRIP.
race over the Dover course. She will come " But," said the minister, " you will never get re- The czar started out on a pleasure excursion,
fixed, indubitable performance, what a differligion in that way." "Oh, come off!" growled
to America and try for the cup.
ence! A certain inarticulate self-consciousness
To travel a few miles by rail,
the boy. "The baptistry hasn't been pumped out With stockings of iron that he had to pry on, and dwells in us; which only om· works can render arJAMES HoPE, the notorious bank burglar, for six months, and the religion in it is a-gettin'
a steel undershirt that wouldn't show the ticulate and decisivly discernible. Our works are
was taken to Auburn last week for robbing so thick that it will stick to us when we don •t use
the mirror wherein the "pirit first sees its natural
dirt, and a riveted ulster of mail.
soap."
the Manhattan bank in this city several years
I need for this trip stout clothes that won't rip," lineaments. Hence, too, the folly of that impossible precept, Know thyself; till it be translated
Said the czar," when they catch on a nail."
TRUE, THOUGH REMARKABLE.
ago. He has just served out a sentence in
into this partially possible one, Know what thou
"Yes,
I'm
from
Dakota,"
he
said
meekly
as
he
California for a similar offense. Other senAnd he took for his friends on this pleasure excur- canst work at.-Carlyle's Sa1·tor Resart-us.
sion
tences in different states are hanging over got into conversation with a man on an Eastern
"IN all the contingencies of chance and variety
train.
An army of soldiers so rough,
him. He is upwards of fifty years of age,
"Ah, is that so 1 I am thinking of going out With gun and with cannon, with flag and with of action," says Jeremy Taylor," remember that
thou art the maker of thy own fortune and of thy
and will probably end his days in jail.
there myself to invest in some farming land."
pennon, with carloads of shot, and a mon- own sin," which reminds one of the complaint of
"We hav some very fine land."
strous
big
lot
of
muskets,
and
rifles,
and
stuff.
THE workingmen of New York, to the num"So I understand-but are not some of the sto- Says he : " •Twill be tame if we find any game, Minerva in the Odyssey: "How wanton mortals
to reproach the gods ; for men say t.ha t evils come
ber of more than 50,000, turned out last Sat- ries they tell of its fertility exaggerated?"
And don't hav ammunition enough."
from -u~. But they thAmselvs by their own folly
"Why, my friend, I am sorry to say some of
urday night to giv a reception to Mr. O'Brien,
suffer more than they need auffer."-Chrtstlan
So he started forth on his pleasure excursion,
editor of United Ireland, but Mr. O'Brien them are downright untruths"
Re(Jister.
This jolly and fun-loving czar;
"That's what I thought. Now, what is the most
refused to show himself. He said in expla- remarkable instance of the fertility of Dakota And they halted, •tis reckoned, on every third
OuR bodies are our gardens; to the which our
nation that he could not appear upon the same soil which ever came under your observation?"
second, hit the wheels with a whack, and ex- wills are gardeners; so tbat if we will plant netamined the track, and tore up the floor of tles, or sow lettuce; set hyssop and weed up
"Well, I believe the case of my pump might go
platform with John McMackin, who had once
thyme; supply it with one gender of herbs, or
the car.
presided at a dynamiter's lecture; neither at the head of the list."
"
What
a jolly sweet life,'' said the czar to his wife : distract it with many; either to hav it steril with
"What was it?"
would he fellowship with Henry George, on
"This
pleasure
excursion,
ha,
ha
!"-S.
w.
Foss.
idleness
or manured with industry; why, the
"I dug a well about forty feet deep the first seaaccount of his land doctrins, nor with son I was there and put down a wooden pump. It
power and corrigible authority of this lies in our
willa.-Shakspere•s Othello, Act 1, Sc. tU.
McGlynn, because of his trouble with the happened that it was made out of a small cottonNo sadder proof can be given by a man of his
pope. He is severely criticised by the leaders wood log which was a little green, and the soil at
the bottom of that well, forty feet from the sur- THE TRUTH SEli:KER ANNUAL .. own littleness than disbelief in great men.-Oarof the labor movement.
Price, 2IS cents.
face, was so fertil that the pump took root, and it
ll/!B.
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EFFECT OF COMSTOCK'S "DISGUSTING"

THE price for a license to sell liquor in
Bushnell, lll., is $2,000, and yet six saloon
men hav applied for licenses. This, they say,
NEAL Dow charges that the rumsellers of represents about $12 apiece from every man,
Maine bribe Republican officials not to en- woman, and child in the town.
force the Prohibition law.
THE Rev. Edward H. Dutcher, Methodist,
CARDINAL GIBBONS has returned from of Bedford, N.Y., has quit work and gone on
Rome, and last Sunday he spoke in Baltim&re. strike. His salary was meager, and he deHe said that the pope has great affection for clares that he will not break a"ny more bread
America!
of life until he is better paid for it.
SAVANNAH News: "The irreverence of
PRoFESSOR ADLER's Workingman's School on
some of the so-called evangelists has become 54th street held its first graduating exernauseating. They are as familiar with the cises last Saturday evening. Mr. Adler prename of the deity as a cat with its kittens."
sided, and Mayor Hewitt sent a letter. This
MAYOR WHITNEY, of Brooklyn, declines to school combines education in mechanics with
appoint women on the Board of Education in the ordinary school studies. The results hav
that city. New York has three ladies on its been very encouraging.
board, and the result has not proven unsatisTHE late Mrs. A. T. Stewart, during the
factory.
last few years of her life, built a cathedral
THE fiftieth anniversary of Queen Victoria's at Garden City, L. I., at an expense of someaccession to the tb.rone of England occurs thing like a half million dollars, and endowed
. June the 28th, and that is what all the jubila- it with $15,000 annually. The trustees of the
tion is about. The exercises at Westminster cathedral are not satisfied with these munificent gifts, and are suing for more.
Abbey will cost $85,000.
APPEARANOES indicate that Dr. McGlynn
THE Allgemeine Zeitung, a Vienna newspaper, mentions a project which has been will not go to Rome in obedience to the
hinted at to make Pope Leo king of Palestine pope's orders. He has lecture engagements
under a guarantee of protection on his throne up to June 23d, and if he fills them he will
hav but eight days left out of the forty given
by all the Catholic powers.
TnE Salvation Army recently made a raid him during which he must present himself in
on a Kansas town, and this is part of a circu- the holy city or be excommunicated.
lar with which they billed the village : "SmilTHE New York Episcopalians hav begun
ing Belle, from Wichita, Kan., the girl who taking subscriptions toward their new $10,jumped out of a two-story window to get 000,000 cathedral. They hav already raised
salvation, will be at the rink, April 18th, at $400,000, and a committee is to choose a site
8 P.M. Cyclones of salvation! Tornadoes of at an early day. In order to draw subscrippower l Gales of grace l Celestial breezes! tions from all Protestant denominations, the
Collection at the door to defray expenses."
promis is made that the cathedral will be con-

} 28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 pervear.

BILL.-LET THE GOVERNOR

ducted on unsectarian methods. If $10,000,000 is expended in the construction of this
cathedral, there is no doubt that it will be
ornamental as well as useless,
TEXAs liquor dealers are soliciting subscriptions from brewers and dealers in the North
and West to combat the Prohibitionists in
the coming elections. They say that unless
speakers are put in the field the state is likely
to adopt Prohibition by 25,000 majority.
The dealers want high license and strict
supervision of the traffic.
THE Chicago Empress had recently this significant editorial: "D. B. Stevenson, of
Paola, Kan., desires the Empress to continue
the publication of the Talmage sermons. To
show how hard it is to please all, we will say
that the EaJJYI"esB discontinued them for the
reason that hundreds each week declared
that they were a disgrace to the paper."
TrrE following announcement was a few
weeks since extensivly placarded on enormous posters in the town of Lisburn, county
Antrim, where a series of Lent lectures was
being given in one of the Protestant churches:
Sunday, April 3.
THil: REVEREND CANON - "Descended into Hell."
You are all affectionately invited.
EDIToR O'BRmN's visit to New York for
the purpose of arousing public sympathy in
behalf of Ireland was to some extent a disappointment. The leaders of the Labor party
here got up a parade in his honor, probably
larger than he will ever see again with the
same object, and prepared to giv him a rousing reception, but on account of the presence
of a few objectionable persons he declined to

SIGN

IT I

present himself before the multitude. He
was afterward banqueted and received by a
few distinguished individuals, but there was
no popular demonstration. Banker Eugene
Kelly, however, placed $25,000 in his hands
for the Parnell fund.
DuRING the recent discussion by the General Presbyterian Assembly of the communion
wine question, several clergymen undertook
to explain the exact character of the wine
used by the savior at the Last Supper. After
the issue had been disposed of by the adoption of a resolution in favor of unfermented
wine, the Rev. J. S. Martin, of Chillicothe,
·made a novel suggestion. "Having drawn
the line on the wine question," he remarked
to one of the brethren, " it's now in order for
the assembly to determin the exact kind of
stone upon which Moses engraved the Ten
Commandments. It's important to know
whether it was sandstone, limestone, or concrete. "-Pltiladelpltia Bulletin.
A PORTION of the congregation of the old
Washington Street Methodist church in
Brooklyn hav petitioned the bishop not toreappoint the Rev. C. W. Millen as their pastor.
They charge that ·Mr. Millen has banished
from the church a gospel temperance organization ; that he indulges in unprofitable conversation; that he is lacking in spiritual
mindedness, and that he is a victim of selfadulation. In view of these shortcomings,
aggravated by the introduction of secular
music and instruments into the church building, the petitioners represent that the pastor's
usefulness is at an end. The congregation is
divided, Mr. Millen is defiant, and the
guardian angels are picking up clubs to preserve order.
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9Jammnnications.
Protection to Labor.
CONCLUDED.

t

·But the use it is possible to make of the savings
of labor depends on the degree in which the whole
country in which we liv diversifies and extends its
industries.
The diversification of industries in its turn involves
national protection by tariffs on imports, and by
other means, against injurious international competition in our own markets, and in our spheres of
industry.
·
I will state b:riefl.y ten distinct reasons why national
protection by tariffs is necessary to the maintenance
of a high rate of wages in this country.
F"irst.-All values in commodities to you depend
as much on the obstacles to the production of the
commodity by others as they do on the facilities to
its production by you. The American farmer's wheat
would be worthless if there was any one point on the
globe-where it could be produced for nothing, and
could be from thence transported instantaneously
and gratuitously to the farmer's door; No shoemaker could get a nickel for his shoes if they could
at any one point in the world be made for nothing,
and then laid down for nothing beside the product
of that shoemaker's labor. Hence all values which
attach to what you produce depend not only on your
facilities for producing, but on the obstacles to the
production by others. To the extent that others, in
Europe, India, or China, can produce for nothing,
_ transport for nothing, and import for nothing the
same thing you are producing, they can destroy all
value in what you produce.
Hence, if values of labor are to be higher in this
· country than in foreign countries, the values of those
products which they hav all of our facilities for producing must be higher; and to make the values of
products higher foreign markets and our markets
must be two markets, and not one and the same
market, for no one commodity can hav two different
prices in one market.
.
Labor has a price of say $1.50 in America, $110·
in England, $0.90 in Belgium, $0.80 in France, $0 60
in Germany,_$0 50 in Austria, $0.30 in Russia, $0.20
in Turkey, $0.10 in China and Japan, and $0 05 in
India per day. These differences in the value of
labor would all disappear if Hindoo labor could be
supplied with the same facilities we are working
with, and if its product could be gratuitously placed
side by side_ with the product of our labor.
Whatever higher values attach to American labor
and its products, over what attach to foreign labor
and its products, are due, therefore, to the obstacles
to the free introduction of the products of foreign
labor, and to the obstacles to the general supplying
of foreign laborers with our facilities. Free trade,
by removing these obstacles, tends to throw the
whole world into one market, having but one price,
and thereby to destroy that very difference on which
our higher values for commodities and for labor rest.
Protection tends to preserve and increase these differences in value~ And these differences in values
constitute the whole difference between the condition
of the free American laborer and the Hindoo cooly.
Therefore the division of the world into different
markets, having dtfferences in their values for commodities and labor, is as essential to the freedom of
the American workingman as is the government
under which he livs or the air he breathes.
Secondly.-The higher rate of profits and wages,
or of aggregate earnings to capital and labor, which
prevail in America over what hav ever been obtained
in other countries are equivalent to the fact that the
same amount of effort relieves more human want and
satisfies more of human desire; in short, produces
more happiness and does more good, than a like expenditure of effort in any other country. This higher
rate of profit and wages is the pecuniary aspect of a
more rapid and vigorous rate of well doing in the
industrial service of mankind. It springs partly
from our possession of the largest area of new and
virgin soils, and our application of machine power to
the cultivation and transportation of its products;
partly to the amalgamation into the American races
of the highest race typos of Europe, and the greatest
number of them, wheraby a higher type of inventiv
energy and mental resource is evolved in the American race than ever before existed on earth ; and partly
and jointly with th!;lse two it is due to the abandon
ment of the policy of relying on the three or four industries which could be carried on in an imperfect way
through the natural protection afforded by our cheap
land, and grasping in addition the great manufacturing industries in the establishment of which tariff
protection was peremptorily needed.
We could raise some corn, cotton, and tobacco
without protection, just as we could hav some reading and writing without schools, and protection has
in some instances, probably, imposed some tax on
corn, cotton, and tobacco; but to-day five times
more corn, cotton, and tobacco can be raised in the
country because of our magnificent woolen, cotton,

iron and steel, silk, salt, and sugar industries, than
·could be raised here if these industries had no exc
istence; and but for protection these industries would
to-d·ay hav no existence whatever. Therefore corn,
cotton, and tobacco, the articles for which we hav
natural protection, hav grown fivefold faster under
the labor of carrying the burden than they would
hav grown if they had declined the burden. They
are like the man who carried the calf every day till
he became an ox, and found his strength so developed
thereby that while, as a matter of power, he could
still carry the ox, as a matter of fact and convenience
the ox carried him. These vast manufacturing industries are the ox that to-qay cru:ries our farm products
and our farming system over the Rockies to the
Pacific slope, whereas, did they not exist, our farmers
would be still limited to the eastern half of the great
West. To this diversification of our industries is
due their activity; out of their activity comes their
high rate of profit on capital, and out of this high
rate of profit on capital come the existing rates of
wages. And this higher rate of profit and of wages
in their turn, as a continual state of higher reward
for well doing, stimulate us to continue in rendering
a higher degree of service to mankind than is rendered by any similar number of persons or race of
people on the globe. Hence we want protection for
our labor from all the world in order that we may
do most for all the world, thus merging the most enlightened self-interest in the most cosmopolitan philanthropy.
'I'hirdly.-The position taken by the free-traders,
that whatever is profitable to each of the two parties
to a trade must be profitable to the nation at· large,
and since the two parties to a trade would not make
the .trade unless each of them saw a profit in it, the
fact that they make it shows that the nation at large
is benefited by it, is made untrue by the fact that
while each person buys or sells for money, the nation
at large exchanges always goods for goods, international trade always resolving itself into barter. If
one nation, as England, does not hav the goods with
which to pay for the breadstuff, cotton, and petroleum·
we ship her, she buys coffee of Brazil and tea of
China, and with those balances the account, leaving
only an occasional small remittance necessary in
money. Now, when trade resolves itself into barter
of commodities for commodities, the expediency to
us, as a nation, of importing a foreign commodity
relativly to the expediency of producing it at home,
contains two questions, viz., 1st. Where can we buy
the commodity cheapest, abroad or at home~ and 2d.
Where can we, as a nation, barter the greatest number of the commodities which we produce in exchange
for it?
Now, to the individual buyer of a commodity, the
first of these questions is the only one that ever
arises, because he, as a buyer, always pays for it in
money, and never in goods. But to the nation both
questions arise, because the nation pays for it in
goods or becomes bankrupt. To pay for it in money
would drain it of its medium of exchange, its implement of commerce, in which it can no more afford to
pay for its purchases abroad than a mechanic can
afford to pay his debts by handing over his kit of
tools, or a farmer can afford to pay his debts by surrendering his farm.
The nation thetefore must
inquire, when comparing the relativ expediency of
importation and production, not only at what price
can I buy, but with how many products can I pay in
barter, if I buy abroad, and with how many can I
buy at home~
Now, we will suppose John BuB is at his end of a
telephone that connects with Uncle Sam's right ear,
and that Uncle Sam has several telephones at his left
ear, connecting with Brother Jonathan in Connecticut, and with the Hon. Timothy Buckeye in Ohio,
and with Mr. Aeiram Sucker in Illinois.
Uncle Sam first caBs up John Bull, and says:
" John !" "All right," says John, "I'm here."
"John, my people need 560,000,000 pounds of
paper every year, and they want to know where they
can buy it cheapest. Can you furnish it f"
John Bull : " The Lord only knows whether I
could or not. I never made more than 350,000,000
pounds of paper a year in my life. I don't make as
much paper per capita as you do. What possesses
you to be wanting to buy paper o' me 1 I might
sell you a few thousand reams at a low price, but if
you call on me for more than double the quantity I
am now making, I can't tell where I'd be."
Uncle Sam : "Jus' so, John. Well, I only want to
figure on it a little. Suppose you could furnish it,
what can I pay you in 1 You know while our citizens pay money for paper, between you and me it's
all barter of goods for goods. Now, what will you
take of me if I buy all my paper of you "I"
.
John Bull: "I can't take much more wheat, for our
farmers are grumbling at what I'm taking now. I
might take a little more cotton, but not much, for
I'm tryin' to get my cotton, if I can, in Egypt and
India."
Uncle Sam: "Wheat and cotton-why, I'm sending over so much of them now that the bigger the
crop I raise the less I get for it. You wouldn't like
say 50,000 shiploads o' pumpkins, would you?"

John Bull: "No, I wouldn't like. no _pumpkins,
would you?"
Uncle Sam: "I can buy all this paper at home,
and pay for it in straw, cordwood, corner lots, potatoes, lime, coal, railroad freights, tim her on the
stump, cattle on the hoof, cranberries, school teachin',
preachin', clams, whisky, hay, or any other domestic
product. How can I afford to buy it of you when
you won't take anything in pay for it but cotton and
wheat, and when you don't want any more of those?"
John Bull: "I havn't said you could afford to buy
of me. Some of my cranks that are running the
Cobden Club might hav said so, but I tell you your
trade is most free when you trade with those who
will take most freely what you hav to giv, and those
are, of course, your home producers."
So Uncle Sam calls up his home producers, and
finds that he can buy his 560,000,000 pounds of
paper, and pay for it in straw, which would otherwise be worthless, in cordwood, lumber on the stump,
corner lots, pumpkins, or any other of his domestic
products. He finds his trade abroad a most restricted
trade, because restricted in the means of barter
which he can make use of in payment, while his trade
at home is free trade, because he is free to pay with
whatsoever commodity he can produce. Hence protection of domt!Stic industry tends toward the high·
est freedom of our home trade, which must in any
event form nineteen-twentieths of all our trade.
Fourthly.-A fourth economic reason why workingmen need protection by a tax to keep out the
product~? of foreign labor, rather than to keep out
the foreign laborer himself, is this: The foreign
laborer, the instant he lands upon our shores, becomes in every economic sense an American laborer,
a consumer of American products, and a part of that
vast American demand which givs to all American
commodities their value. He does not, like the imported commodity, merely displace the American
Jabor previously in the market. On the contrary, he
adds to its employment. It is only necessary that
the labor migrating into this country shall distribute
itself among the d1fferent employments according to
the demand, as in the main it does, to continue the
equilibrium between occupations previously existing.
For instance, if one shoemaker is required for 300
persons, and if out of 300 immigrants only one, after
he comes here, goes to making shoes, then the lal>or
market in the shoe business would not be disturbed
in the least by the arrival of 10,000,000 immigrants,
because each arrival would increase the American
demand for shoes in a ratio exactly equal to the
increase of the American supply. Business to the
shoemakers would be brisker than ever, as society in
motion makes more life than society at rest. But
suppose that instead of the 10,000,000 immigrants
we bring in free the shoes which one in 300 of them,
if a shoemaker, would make, but no immigrants at
alL The demand for shoes is not increased at all,
but shoes enough to supply 10,000,000 persons are
thrust upon our markets from abroad without any
new consumers of shoes. This does disturb the
equilibrium previously existing in the shoe market.
One-fifth more shoes than existing consumers want
might cause a fall of two-fifths in the existing prices
of all the shoes in the country; might, if it were an
annual supply, throw thousands of persons out of
employment, for the imported shoe goes on displacing American labor, but producing nothing and demanding nothing, unless it may be a drain of gold to
Europe, from the hour it is imported to the hour it
is worn out and thrown away. The imported shoemaker, on the other hand, is instantly incorporated
into the great army of American producers and consumers; he is part of the demand which makes values
as well as of the force which supplies them, and in
the economic sense his presence here, if he is an honest, industrious man, is just as useful to the country
as is the presence of any worker whose- a1;1cestors
came in the Mayflower. They are, therefore, in the
wrong who say, Let in the foreign commodity, but
shut out the immigrant. They only are entirely
right wbo say, Let in the immigrant freely, but shut
out the commodity.
And now the economic reason why the commodity
produced by American labor should be preferred t0
that produced by foreign labor, is that in the domestic production, suppose it to be of cloth or iron,
compared with the foreign production of cloth or iron,
two domestic or American capitals and two American
sets of laborers are employed, viz., that which produces
the cloth or iron itself and that which produces the
corn or cotton or beef which is given in exchange for
it, while in the case of the imported cloth or iron
only one domestic capital and one set of American
laborers is employed, viz., that which produces the
corn or cotton which is given in exchange for cloth
or iron. The capital and labor employed in producing the imported cloth or iron _are foreign capital
and foreign labor, i.e., located at the time of production in a foreign country where they constitute a part
of the local demand for the land and food, fuel arid
other products, of that country, and are no part of
our local demand for land or bulky products.
Moreover, in the case of the cloth or iron produced
in this country, the American people hav two con-
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sumptions as well as two productions, where the imported commodity furnishes them with only one.
They consume the ioon or cloth, and they also consume the corn or cotton given in exchange for it.
They hav just so much more of the comforts, conveniences, and necessaries of life. But in the case· of
the imported cloth or iron, the American people hav
the co:asumption of the cloth and iron, but the consumption of the wheat or cotton given in exchange for
it takes place abroad. .A. domestic production as compared with a foreign production, therefore, doubles
both o1,1r home production and our home consumption. There is the same difference as between a circulation of the blood within a human being, which is
life, and a letting it out upon the air, which is death.
Out of this activ home production and consumption
spring profits and wages; and as the division is
nearly that of working on shares, the wages-earner
shares with the profit-maker in the blessings of an
activ societary circulation, thus placing it in his
power to become a profit-maker himself.
Fifthly.-.A. fifth reason why a nation should protect its trade and production by tariffs on imports is
because it is better and more humane to protect them
in this way than to send armies into all the barbarian
countries of the world to compel them to buy our
goods at the point of the bayonet. It is cheaper in
the long run to conquer the world by attracting their
emigrants to us than by sending our armies to
them. This protection to American labor is doing.
Sia:thly.-Protection to American labor should be
sustained because it is a sure and reasonably short
road to cheapness. France proved that with beet
sugar. When Napoleon decr~ed its protection in
1812, England got off such rhymes as this:
Says John Bull to Bony, while we hold the cane
You are welcome each year to get beat.

But now France can reply :
When you held the cane ours was the pain,
And you led us a lively cotillion;
That your toddies would chance to be sweetened from France
Some day was one chance in a million.
.
But now, you know, its a jolly go,
.
You can't drink the health of the queen, you know,
But protected beet sugar gets into the gin
And shows what a pickle old England is in.

Seventhly.-I would advocate protection to American industry, if for no other reason, for the political
reason that it is the question of the union of these
states under one government carried down to its
foundations, back to its causes, out to its proper
safeguards, and forward to its most sublime fruition
and destiny. Historically, this union of states was
formed solely in ·order to pass a protectiv tariff.
That was the motiv. So far as free trade has
wrought at all, it has wrought, with insidious wiles,
to connect the South in its affections with England,
and to connect the North in its interests with England, and to prevent the North and South from being
bound together by both affection and interest. Our
American Union is never secure so long as a pound
of Southern cotton is spun in Manchester, or a ton
of Northern iron or steel is brought from Birmingham. On the contrary, let the cotton crop of the
South be spun and woven anywhere in this country,
South or North; let our railroads now pointing
Eastward be so turned that they will point Southward; develop the we tal iD.terests of the vast chains
of Southern mountains, and the combined military
power of all the nations of the world could not force
the North and South apart.
Eighthly.-I would vote for protection to American industry because Germany, France, Russia, and
even England hav not only indicated, so far as they
hav steadfastly adhered to this policy, that it is in
accordance with the ineradicable instincts of human
nature, as well as with the harmony of economic interests in society; but when they hav departed from
it, in part, as England did in 1846, in withdrawing
protection from the farmers of Great Britain and Ireland, the result has been disastrous in every aspect
of the case, when thoroughly examined. .A.nd I
would vote for protection because the greatly-stricken
nations of the world, Ireland, India, Turkey, and
. Egypt, hav been consigned to hideous ·desolation
and famin by that foreign military force which prevented them from pursuing the natural,· healthy,
national poliey. Every English colony, in the degree that is free, without a single exception, adopts
the protectiv policy. New South Wales protects a
a dozen products, and Victoria protects nearly every. thing. On the contrary, the barbarous ethics which
till now prevailed among nations permit the supposed
sovereign nations of China and Japan to be dragged
at the car of British free trade under treaties imposed on them by military force.
Ninthly.-I would vote for protection to American
labor because, much as it has already done, it has
yet accomplished but half its work. We hav to find
employment in the United States within twenty
years for a hundred millions of people. The future
industrial ·activity of the country must exceed the
present as that of the present exceeds the stagnant
life we led a century ago. We hav still a vast sugar,
flax, hemp, tea, silk, and grain culture to develop.
We hav plains as wide as empires to irrigate, forests
that hav been wasted to restore, rivers to protect

from wasteful .overflow, a commercial marine to
renew, and a new adjustment of Socialism and individualism as forces in society to perfect. Second
not even to our system of free schools, or of manhood suffrage, or of representativ government tn
securing all these ends, will be the protectiv policy.
.A.nd now·
Tenthly.-Maintain protection to American labor,
because it is virtually the educating force for all
adults of both sexes-the free school of all trades
and industries-the forcing house. of new inventions
-the invigorating and stimulating energizer of all
our undeveloped capacities. Upon the torpor of
individual selfishness it comes like the influence of
the sun in spring, breathing into it a life it did not
know of, endowing it with a soul it did not before
possess. Men move under the consciousness of this
great national purpose, with a sense of common interest from Florida to Oregon, from Maine to Arizona. If
it shall ever appear that there is any pnictical utility
in the broader sentiment of being a citizen of the
world, it will develop through and out of the sentiment of protection. Hitherto the pretense of desiring to weld all nations into one, and all markets into
one, and all prices of labor into one, has been only the
hypocritical pretext of the strong, with which to gull
and destroy the weak. Already out of the protection
sentiment and among protectionist statesmen is developing the new. quality of international ethicsthat weaker .nations hav inherent rights of home rule
which stronger nations must respect; that mankind
is never benefited, but· always cursed, when people of
one race, language, or religious faith, no matter
what, conquer with the strong arin, and force their
officers or their 1aws, their merchants, their mission-·
aries, or their manufactures, upon another; that heathen nations must no longer be compelled to dodge
under the panoply of the Christian religion, as China
and Japan are now hypocritically professing to do,
in order to escape the terrible burden of foreign military despotism and industrial decimation and famin.
Not until the justice and wisdom of the national
policy is everywhere admitted can there be international justice founded on international sense of
right. I would advocate protection, therefore, in the
interests of the broadest cosmopolitanism and human
charity as the means of bringing about that condition
of things in which man should recognize as of one
blood all the nations of men that dwell on all the
· face of the earth.
VAN BuREN DENSLOW.

Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
The evening previous to the starting of Captain
Brown's followers from Rochester, I spent at the
house of Mr. Frederick Douglass, and when ready
for my walk home, Shields Green accompanied me.
I said to him while on our walk, " Do you know,
Shields, that by going with Captain Brown into a
Southern state you expose yourself to the gallows ;
that if you are taken you will surely suffer all that a
slave state can inflict~" He answered: "Yes, I shall
probably .lose my life, but if my life will help to free
my race, I am willing to die. I hav suffered cruel
blows from men who said they owned me. Death by
the hands of the law for no offense save believing in
liberty for myself and my race would not be degradation, but blows from an overseer crush into my soul !"
Brave and good man ! Virginia hung him by the
neck till he was dead, but no amount of persuasion
or threat could draw from him the name or residence
of anyone who had helped him, either as a fugitiv or
as a freeman, on that fatal mission. My own name
was in John Brown's "carpet-bag," but Governor
Wise wisely refrained from demanding that the state
of New York should giv up citizens who had only
abetted treason by words. .A.las ! that to-day free
speech is treason.
The year following the execution in Virginia of
those persons engaged in the Harper's Ferry massacre·was one of continuous mobs in New York state.
Those in Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, and .A.lbany
were perhaps the·. most noted. In all these cities
the Republicans were in power, save in .A.lbany.
There the mayor was a Democrat, and he alon.e protected the meeting by the power of the law. The
Republicans seemed mad upon the subject of preserving the Union, no matter how low they should
be required to stoop to their lords of the South; but
when the South precipitated the war by firing upon
Sumter, Republican and Democrat awakened to their
own degradatipn.
My daughter in November of 1862 was just entering her seventeenth year, and I had begun to feel
that in her I should find my wishes and expectations
accomplished and fulfilled. She was scholarly, and
something of a genius. Her talent for sketching was
marked when quite a child, and often in a company
of a half a dozen she would make a picture very
creditable, at least recognizable, of them all. Her
great desire, however, was for the stage, but I could
not encourage her in that wish, with neither father
nor brother to protect her, and entirely dependent
upon my daily labor for a living; and, realizing at
least some of the difficulties attending that profession,
I said No for the present.

The New England Woman's Medical College, situuated in Boston, was at that time in operation, and
my sister, Dr. .A.. F. Raymond, was a student there,
so I concluded that that college was the best opening
within my means; knowing also that a thorough
knowledge of ataatomy and physiology would be a
great acquisition should she ever use her pencil as a
profession. She was accordingly admitted as a student in the fall term of 1862. But in two weeks a
telegram reached me saying, " Come · Gertrude is
. k." I reach ed her twenty-four' hours before
very s1c
her reason left her entirely. She lived one week
thereafter and died: Mr. Garrison and Mr. Pillsbury
came to the college and tried to say words of comfort. . I was very anxious to reach home with the
remains before death should hav destroyed the natural look of the dear child, and so my sisters (Mrs.
Clark was with me as well as Dr. Raymond) made all
the necessary preparations as promptly as possible,
and we took the 2 o'clock train for the West. My
heart was broken, and I thought I would gladly die
if only I could. I saw nothing in life for me.
· When we reached Chatham, not the depot but a
little way into the township, in an instant we were
thrown from our seats, and the car in which we were
was thrown over nearlyupside down. The crash was
terrific. The first word spoken was by my sister,
Mrs. Clark. She said, "Lucy, if you are alive, speak."
I answered, "Yes, and you are, as you can speak."
I thought I wanted to die, but I found I did not, for
I was working very hard to extricate myself from the
broken seats and other ti]llbers that held me fastened.
The night was very dark, it was then ten o'clock, and
we were some four miles from any help.
The engineer had gone down with his engin many
feet, not killed, but badly hurt. Not one of all the
number was dead, but the groans. told of the suffering. We could not see our situation, but my
sister and myself got together and worked our way
out of the car.
We were on a ridge so steep that we could only keep
our footing by putting our hands into the gravel and
carefully pulling ourselvs onto the track. Our eyes
having become tised to the darkness, we were able to
move about with safety. Our bruises were. not very
serious, as neither my sister nor myself had any
broken bones.
·
The cause of the accident was the raising of a rail
by some one or more persons who desired to wreck
the train, as a regiment of soldiers was expected to
take that train at some point east of Chatham. The
time was some few days after General McClellan had
been relieved of the command of the .A.rmy of the
Potomac, and some people were ready to do a desperate act to gratify their revenge. The wreck remained on the track some four houra, and then
help had been obtained, and we were again on our
way.
.A.mong the passengers was a gentleman in the
garb of a clergyman; his cravat was white-such as
marked a minister in those days-and his conduct
was so ludicrous that I hav never forgotten it. .A.s my
sister and myself made our escape from the car we
found some one was before us, and our voices showing we were of the feminin sex, he said : " Ladies,
are you hurt 1" We answered, "N.ot much." "Well,
ladies, I'm very happy to tell you I'm not hurt in the
least. .A.t first I though I was, but I find I
am not; but, ladies, did you see anything of my
umbrella as you came through~" What a question!.
We had dragged ourselvs from a car overturned in
the darkness, hardly knowing whether or not our
limbs were left us, and that reverend, who could, without doubt, tell anyone how to escape hell, was so frightened that his umbrella had become the " one thing
needful," and he required the help of two women to
obtain it. .A.fter a time a little child, whose mother
was hurt, was becoming frightened, and knowing that
one can sometimes make friends with a child of two
years of age by its appetite, I drew from my pocket
some little crackers and gave them to it and the sisters older. The clergyman, observing it, and not to
be outdone, said: "I left a paper of crackers in the
car ; if some one would go into the car and get them
the children could hav them." If some one, at the
risk of life and limb, would go into that car he would ·
giv the children the crackers! No wonder such people want to be helped into heaven by and through a
savior.
·LucY N. CoLMAN.

A. Revised " Lord's Prayer."
Clipped from a newspaper about the time of the
Ecumenical Council: "The following dexterous but
slightly blasphemous jeu d'esprit has just made its
appearance in Rome: 'Our father who art in the
Vatican · Infallible be thy name ; thy temporal sovereignty come; thy will be done in Europe and
America as in Ireland. Giv us this day our tithes
and titles, and forgiv us our trespasses as we giv
plenary indulgence to those who pay penitently unto
us; and lead us not into Ecumenical Councils, but
deliver us from thinking; for thine is the crozier, the
key, and tiara, Rome without end. .A.men.'"
SEND for a catalog of our publications.
mailed free.
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tinel Fall leaps nearly four thousand feet. Th~n t~e
Yosemite flashes to view largest of all, dashing m
three torrents twenty-six hundred feet from its airy
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
pinnacle. Right in front of this we come to Cook's
· Hotel, where we find
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
h refreshment
t
· for new toil.
t akBeing
th
CIIAllLEB EoKHARD. 'l'reas.,
- - •
28 LafaYette Pl., New York. obliged to leave t e nex mornmg, we mus m e
e
E. B. FooTE, Js., Ch:tir. Ex. Com., I20 Lexington Ave., New York. most of the glowing hours. After dinner, with our
E. A. STEVENs, Chail'. Fin. Com., - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. sure-footed horse, we mount Glacier Point, thirtytwo hundred feet above the base of the valley. This
News ami Notes.
, is a unique experience--a pleasing terror. We climb
.
right up the almost perpendicular sides of the mounWe could only m~ke a dash to the Yosemite! but tain. The valley is at our feet, hundreds of yards
t~at one supreme ~hmpse of gra~deur an~ loveline~s below, broadening to more majestic views as we
g~vs a fresh, poet!c beauty to hfe, and ill. Nature s mount the curious stairway. Forms that tower
dearest haunt we find a glory for hum~n toil.
above recede beneath. A cliff overhangs the horse's
We left Sacrnm_ento Monday evenillg, May 23d. head. In a few minutes he passes within a foot of
On_ Tuesday mor_mng we are at Raymo_nd re~dy !or its edge. We seem to be going right off into space.
the dusty stage nde of twen:y-three miles, cln~bm?' Our knowing animal turns of~ sudden and s~oot~ in
three thousand feet to G!ant s, where .we take dillnel. the opposit direction. There IS no use to gmde him.
In the afternoon ~e chmb C:howchill~ the first of He know·s every crook. He has learned the fiftythe ranges of the Sienas. It IS a magnifi~ent ascent. nine zig-zags of the pathway by heart, and he can
Im~ense prospects spread befor~ us-hills, !ore~ts, ascend or descend in the darkest night. After two
p_laills, the vall~y of San J oaq_uill, the. ghttei:~ng hours' riding we reach the top. Here is the finest
nvers, and, agamst the far honzon, the cloud-hke and most splendid view of the valley. The perpensummits "of the Coast Range. Beneath us yawn dicular wall of South Dome confronts, fifteen hunenormous g?-lfs and defiles,_ thous~nds of feet ?elow; dred feet in hight, Beyond is Cloud's Rest, crested
and stretchmg away for miles, With every vanety of with snow, six thousand feet above the valley. Over
color, are th~ masses of t~ees. Around our upwa~d the iron railing we .can look direc~ly down t~ree
p~thway spall~e the _myn~d ~owers-the mount":ill thousand feet. It makes the h(lad swim, and the Iron
pn;1k, cl?ver, I:Jy, lupi_n, Wild l~ac, and rose-while railing is a very comfortable assurance. I believe
bnght h1rds willg th~1r way th1 aug~ the v~st cham- Mrs. Langtry stood outside the railing on the very
hers of the overhang~ng ~ore_st. M1g~ty chffs to":er edge, and gazed serenely down that awful chasm.
a~ove, about whose mass1v s1des we chmb. We nse We did not follow her example. Our head was level
s1x thousand five hundr~d feet above th~ level of the behind that railing, and we thought it best to keep
sea. tF~on:dthfi~ Su~lmltt RColckk~e wbhirl t?fulown ltlhe it so. In full view, in the Upper Valley, are the
moun am-sl e ve ml es o. ar s, a eau 1 va. ey Nevada Falls, seven hundred feet high, and Vernal
two thousand feet below, m the bosom of the h1lls, Falls, four hundred feet high. Beyond is the Cap of
w_her~ the Merced flows. Here we ~nd a supper and Liberty, and Starr King, and all along the horizon
mght s rest, lulled to sleep by the mu~wal waters of the glitter a hundred peaks of the high Sierras, covered
stream and the _cat~ract whose white banners float with ice and snow. Far down is Mirror Lake, that
from the mountaill s~de.
.
holds in its " glibtering eye" the encircling mounWednesd~y mornmg dawns glonous~y. A mar- tains. Opposit are Washington's Column, the· North
velous day IS before us. Early we start ill the splen- Dome the Royal Arches the Yosemite Pinnacle and
did sunshine, away for the wondrous valley. We Falls,' the Eagle's Rest, 'the Three Brothers, and El
hav a. good company of merr:y travelers. Harmony Capitan. Scenes of surpassing loveliness greet the
prevalls, and the hours ~ass hghtly by as we mo~nt eye in every direction. In the late afternoon we
the second range _of the S1enas, pass Lookout Pomt, descend as if into a mighty basin which the sun
where ave~ the w1de country we c~n glance alm_ost to adorns with gorgeous gold and silver and jewels of
the ocean Itself, a resplendent picture, the canol?- of every hue. We reach the hotel just in time to bethe Merced three thous~nd ·feet ~elow,_ the nv~r hold the moon's silver edge vanish behind the Eagle's
showing here and there l~e a fleet?lg diamond. ill Rest, while afar the stinset gleams on Cloud's Rest;
the rocky base, the vas~ hi~ls spreadillg bey?nd With the rainbows gather over the beautiful Bridal Veil,
dense forests on therr s1des and summits; and ·and the Yosemite booms on amid its . sweeping colthrough wide openings the plains and valleys appear umns of mist.
Up in the morning and away at six o'clock, in the
floating in th~ r~m?te air like azure veils,_ till or~e can
s~arcely tell 1f 1t 1s earth or sky that ghtters ill the glorious sunshine sparkling into the valley from a
d1stant seen~. . OD: we g? to the Enchanted Vale. thousand peaks. At Inspiration Point we bid fareAt moments ~t 1s Simply silence, ecstasy, as through well to the transcendent vision. At noon Thursday
the. embowermg trees new _prosp~cts greet the eye, we reach Clark's or Winona, the Big Tree Station, as
while back~ar~ the towerillg ~hffs extend, out. of it is sometimes called. The big trees are seven miles
whose gramt s1~e the p_athway 1s blas~ed by whiCh away. We visit these in the afternoon. What
we. ma~e our tml~ome JOurney. At h~gh noon we monsters they are, with enormous, twisting arms,
wa1t. Wl~h trem.bhng hearts for the Wizard spell of towering from two hundred and fifty t~ three hunInspiratwn Pon~t. We. come to the edge of the dred and thirty-seven feet in hig-ht. There. are six
valle:y, M_t. Monah agamst us, and t~e ~ascades; hundred and sixty in all, and amid their mighty
an~ 1f th1s were all! we would say, Th1s 1s en?ugh ranks we cannot realize their size. We hav to get
?ehght for our -weari~ome way.. But the valley _Itself out of the c!lTI'iage and walk around in order to know
1s not yet seen. It 1s to the nght of us~ behmd .a how big they are. They are from twenty to thirtyhuge mound of rocks. On we go. Not a word 1s three feet in circumference. We rode right through
said, as with one elect1ic whirl the ~ampart vanishes the base of one of them, and there was plenty of
and the wondrous scene unfold~, as if dr.opp~d freflh room for two horses and a coach with eight passenfrom heaven; unlanguaged, hke mus1c Itself, a gers What a time these trees hav had .of it-four
symphony of color and form. Who can voice the thou'sand years of age, and every one of them burnt
tumult~ous glory of tha~ one rare moment~ We S•ee by camp-fires that flashed in these. fores~s centuries
Natures sweetest, subhmest face. She has. woven ago. What a story ihey could tell1f the1r murmurfor us her ~ablest drapery,_ and we are worshipers at ing branches were articulate ! There are a thousand
her feet, childr~n of the sml, overw~elmed w1th her Iliads in their silent heart. These Homers are voiceg~ace, her maJesty, and her b~au~1ful terr?r. The less, but not inglorious. Their grandeur is more impwture aJ?pa~s, eJ?-chants. It 1s hke a da~nty ~up pressiv than that of the mountains, for they are
Jeweled With m:fimt wonders, and t~e sp~rkl~ng wme mountains that hav grown and battled with the
flows ever forth, each draught an illtoxwatwn that storms of years. They wear their crown by the
blinds not, but reveals new glories.
royalty of struggle.
Two thousand feet below the valley shines the
Back again to Clark's in the glorious moonlight
river, flashing amid masses o~ grove.. Bright green evening, and a night's rest also amid the musical
fields greet the eye from pomt to poillt, and dwell- murmur of stream and fall.
in~-h.ous~s seem lik~ littl~ hives. The valley is a
We hav the jolly good fortune to ride from Clark's
mile_ill w1d~h and nme m1les long. The walls rise to Raymond on a "buckboard" instead of a lumberon e~ther. s1de_ from two thousand. to six thousand ing stage, and in the refreshing morning, with glory
feet m h.1ght m superb and startlillg forms, cathe- in earth and sky, and a span of fleeting horses, down
drals, sprres, domes, castles, ·columns, arches, ming- the Chowchilla we speed with exhilarating motion,
ling in wild magnificence, while as if bursting from while picture flames on picture from the glowing exthe very. clouds the c~tar~cts dash down the enor- pause, mountains above and mountains beneath,
mons cliffs, almost a m1le m length, some of them flowers filling the air with perfume and making the
"rivers set on end," as somebody says, and ere they rocky chambers of the forest resplendent, while
reach the bottom roll into masses of spray that the gorges with emerald groves stretch to the blue plain,
wind ~ometimes sweeps again back over the cliff, like along whose glittering bosom, like a silver necklace,
wavermg ranks of cloud. From Inspiration Point the rivers seem to hang in motionless liquid brilliance.
we slowly descend. New aspects of grandeur are On we go; dinner at Grant's, and in the dusty evendisclosed. ~he hights are more imposing. Picture ing, Friday, we reach Rayman~, the thermometer at
cr?wds on p1cture. The hundred rock_s seem to con- a hundred. It is one of the hot spells of California,
sp1re to make a fresh wonder every passing moment. and it makes one wilt. It is like a Boston Fourth of
We go by the Bridal Veil, nine hundred feet in July. Even the midnight breeze is like the air of a
length, spreading its exquisit texture woven of liquid furnace. We arrive in Sacramento on Saturday, not
splendors in the dazzling light. On the other side, tired a bit for in the heart of the Sienas we drank
by the massiv El Capitan, glitters the Ribbon Fall, of the fou~tain of youth.
three thousand feet in length. Opposit to this, SenI found some good friends at Yosemite, and if I
'

had known this before I should hav made arrangements for a longer stay.. The only way now is to
return, and this I hope to -do. My friend, Albert
Bruce, has a big park of six hundred and forty
acres about Chilnualne Falls at Clark'B, and it is a
regal domain indeed; and I hope hereafter to spend
some happy hours in this delightful retreat where
the sweet waters make music. Mr. Bruce has been
over thirty years in this country, and is a stanch
Freethinker, and so are most of the mountaineers. I
was in hopes to meet with our veteran Infidel friend,
Van Campen, but missed him. I was pleased to
meet with his son, R. A. Van Campen; also with
Richard A. Fitzgerald, of the hotel; a gentleman of
culture and liberality, who did all he could for our
comfort as a Secular pilgrim. Among other friends
are James Ridgeway, Joe Smith, H. N. Brindalson,
etc. There was Steve Cunningham, who was the
first to own the valley, and, with frontier enterprise,
raffied it off.
·
·.
The three Wash burns also are genial Liberals,
and it was their indomitable pluck that made these
wonderful mountain roads by which the valley is so
easily and pleasantly reached. Some day there will
be a railroad from Raymond to Clark's-and then
for a Yosemite boom! The country is full of .gold
and silver, besides magnificent timber, itnd there is a
chance for big industries. I don't, however, want
any railroad from Clark's to the valley. The stagedrive is too lovely and exciting to be exchanged for
anything else. It is only half a day's journey, and is
a fit preparation for the glory of the valley itself.
Mrs. Jean Bruce Washburn, sister of Mr. Bruce, has
written some poems on the Yosemite which surge
with the very music of its life and beauty. She is an
enthusiastic student of this wonderland, and its wild
cascades and gigantic forms find beautiful and
rhythmic expression in her descriptiv measures.
Thomas Hill, the artist, has his studio here, and a
paradise it is of art and nature, of beautiful pictures
and cmiosities of this wild land. He is a genuin
lover of the Sierras, and he can catch their brightest
glory. He knows Yosemite by heart, and his paintings are vivid with the genius of the place. He has
marvelous skill with the brush, and· he can follow
nature's swiftest change, and imprison her subtlest
lines.
I must not forget Stevens, our stage driver, who
can fill up the odd moments of travel with droll
humor; and make us feel safe at every dizzy point
The stage d1ivers of Yosemite like to spin yarns, and
they hav all sorts of fabrications for the credulous
traveler; as, for instance, the romance of the hunter
lost in early springtime, who for three weeks had
nothing to liv on but fresh deer-tracks and snowballs; or the story of "The Dissatisfied Boy," who
after half an hour's ride in the coach wanted some
pie. After considerable difficulty the lunch basket
was hauled out, and the pie given to the boy. Then
the youthful :fiend wanted a plate to ea.t it on. The
fond mother finally procured a plate. Then the boy
wanted "pa to take a bite." The pa was persuaded
to do this act of kindness, after which the boy
plaintivly burst out, "I want the bite that pa took."
These, and l.8gends of like character, denote the exceeding amount of human nature which stage drivers
possess. There was a clergyman also of consid_erable vivacity among our number. I will not mentwn
his name, for if his ministerial brethren should find
out that he was a " hail fellow well met" they would
try him for heresy. He has been to the Valley
several times, and knows it better than he does his
Bible, I guess, and that accounts for his genial humanity. They say he is quite an enthusiastic preacher,
and once on a time when a rude fellow interrupted
his sermon with a personal insult, he said to hjs congregation, " I will adjourn the services of the Lord
for five minutes and whale this man," whiQh he did
to the satisfaction of all, and then finished his discourse. A bully minister that. I admire his muscle
if not his theology.
I lectured Sunday evening, May 29th, at Sacramento. A Secular Union was organized, and I
believe this capital of California will be one of our
best points of work.
.
Along with N. D. Goodell, whose generosity is unbounded, and whose pleasant home has been one of
my most delightful resting-places, where thought and
genial spirit prevail, and the "fair humanities"-along
with this splendid representativ of our cause in Sacramento I must rank also our coadjutor, Owen
Thomas Davies, of Brighton. He subscribes for
three TRUTH SEEKERS, and makes good use of them,
and he takes all the Liberal journals, I guess, and
keeps them on the round of missionary service. He
knows how to knock the orthodox all to pieces on a
theological argument, for he understands the weak
points of his adversary. He was once a Mormon and
knows the Bible thoroughly, and his information givs
him many a sharp arrow wherewith to trouble the
Christian. He believes in something besides talk,
and made a generous contribution to the Union. He
owns one of the handsomest ranches in the country,
of nearly seven hundred acres. He gave me . a
picture of it, and it looks like quite a hvely affrur,
with its stock, buildings, etc.
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·Among other Sacramento friends are Dr. Hughes:
Mr. Chessley, Mr. and Mrs. John Avery, Mr. and
. Mrs. James Felker, George Cooper, James F. Day,
E. T. Woodward, Dr. Light, Charles Robbin, David
Ross, Frank Foster, Frank Sharden, Lewis Calish,
etc. The Unitarian minister, Mr. Massey, is a man
of broad views and generous spirit, an.d although' he
does not exactly agree with me, he is doing a work of
radical importance, and for moral and intellectual
purposes our friends here can heartily cooperate with
him for the progress of humanity.
Our friend Butterfield was out of town ·the first
two lectures, and I did not hav a chance to see him
until the last. He is always ready, however, for the
front line, and with friend Goodell, Davies; etc., will
keep things lively for reform.
I was pleased to strike C. H. Dewey, an old-time
Omaha friend, and one of the big business chiefs of
that metropolitan city. With Creighton and Clark he
owns Shoshone Falls, which, next to Yosemite, is one
of the grandest attractions on the continent. Mr.
Dewey was among the first discoverers of these falls.
He has been all over the world, and says that ninetenths of the people he meets in every land of intelligent people are Infidels. He is a true-blue Liberal
himself, and I hope good fortune will bring us together again, for he has not circumnavigated the
globe for nothing. :S:e has traveled like the philosopher, with the insight of the skeptic.
I went to a seance Tuesday evening. I saw a
multitude of spirits of all sorts. They materialized
right before me. Where they came from I know not.
I shook hands with soine of them. They were
warm-blooded and-made of solid stuff. There was
nothing weird or ghost-like about them. I know
these spirits can eat a square meal, and I hope to be
as material as they are when I get to the summerland. They danced also, quite lively. No grave
clothes about that ! What do I think of it 1 I don't
know; the modus operandi is beyond my vision, but
if hell itself should gape I would not believe in spirits.
I wasn't built that way. I can't get beyond my five
senses. They are all. the intellectual capital I possess, and outside of them I hav neither credit nor
cash.
I leave this day for Oregon. The Golden state is
now a happy memory. I hav met hosts of Liberal
friends, and my heart is grateful for their many
kindnesses. I shall be in Ashland, Oregon, June
5th; Central Point, June 7th and 8th; Talent, June
12th; Coos county, June 13th to 21st; Silverton,
June 22d, 23d, 24th; Salem, June 26th; Mahalia,
June 28th, 29th, 30th ; Portland, July 3d; McMinville, July 5th, 6th, 7th; Corvallis, July lOth, etc.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Sacramento, Gal., June 2, 1887.

Lectures at Grand Rapids.
We hav residing in this city one of the wealthiest
gentlemen of the state, who is one of nature's own
Freethinkers-a Materialist through and through.
This gentleman, whose name is D. A. Blodgett, has
imposed upon himself the task of enlightening our
people, and driving out priestcraft with ita superstitions, and to that end uses a goodly sum yearly of
his superfluous cash. His excellent plan is this: He
brings all the leading speakers here, secures the
largest and grandest opera-house in the city, pays
the speaker, as well as all other expenses connected
with the enterprise, then invites the public, through
the press, to attend free of charge. Mr. Watts has
has been here on several previous occasions, delivering a course of four or five lectures each time, and
has become so popular with Grand Rapids audiences
that there now seems to be a tacit understanding
that we must hav him here at least twice a year.
Our people know and appreciate a good thing when
they get it, and now that we hav found it, we must
hav it; and so long as the people appreciate his
efforts, Mr. Blodgett is quite content and amply
repaid for the money thus expended.
Mr. W atta was introduced to an appreciativ audience Saturday night by the Rev. J. E. Roberts (Unitarian). Mr. Watts spoke upon "Man, His Origin,
Nature, and Destiny." For the next three lectures I had
the honor to introduce the speaker. We had two grand
lectures on Sunday. Mr. Watts was at his beat, as
was evidenced by rounds of applause from the audience. The morning subject was, "Philosophy and
Theology," and evening, "Religion or MoralityWhich 1" While the latter lecture would, doubtless,
be better rec(lived by the popular audience, yet for
the thinker anil reasoner the morning lecture was, in
my opinion, superior. In this lecture Mr. Watts
shows his great reasoning powers, debating both
sides of the question with himself. And in this lecture, as well as the one in the evening, he rose to the
sublime bights of philosophy. It is true we hav but
one Ingersoll, yet it is nevertheless true that we hav
but one Watts upon the Secular platform. His
thorough acquaintance with ancient history and
familiarity with modern thought are unquestionable,
and make him an easy master of the subject he
undertakes to discuss. Although an opportunity was
offered at the close of each lecture to anyone to take
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issue in short debate,. or ask any question bearing 1
" Our Beautiful English."
upon the subject of the lecture, not one dared "lock
I
wish
to
say a few words to A. G. Ellsworth, who
horns " with Mr. Watts, and I do not wonder at it,
seems to rather misunderstand my position regarding
either.
The last of the course was delivered at the Uni- the use of old, obsolete, sex words. I no more
advocate the pztblic use of those words than I do
versalist church, of necessity, on Monday evening.
Speaking generally of these lectures, the Daily running nude upon the streets. I do not believe in
Eagle of Tuesday said : "Last night, at the Uni- shocking anyone's sensibilities needlessly. I hav no
versalist church, Mr. Charles Watts closed a course belief in saying mass or making prayers to a fetich
of four lectures in this city, the topics being as here- but if I am with those who hav, I should deprecat~
tofore announced in the .Daily Eagle. These lect- the doing of these things by an unbeliever in a spirit
ures, from one of the most eloquent, forcible, and of bravado or ridicule in the presence of those who
think them holy. If our friend has read C. L. James
p~easing speakers on the modern platform, were proin.
the same paper in w~ich his letter appears, he
VIded through the generosity of D. A. Blodgett, Esq.,
and were absolutely free to the public. They were a will see that "our beautiful English" has no words
rare treat to the large audiences who heard them, for we can substitute for the tabooed ones.
Yet I agree with him that so long as the public
even those who do not agree with Mr. Watts's Agnostic views and conclusions, who do not accept evo- demands their disuse, it is well to use others, even
lution as a reasonable explanation for man's existence though more roundabout, and from a foreign tongue.
and future prospects, are charmed with the manner He must remember that I used the words entirely in
private, and under sacred letter seal, to those who
of his arguments, with his diction and logic."
Mr. Watts anticipates starting on a lecture tour preferred them as being shorter and more explicit.
through the West in October or November, when we I presume my critic sometimes takes an air bath or
expect him here again to lecture. Our Western water bath in nudity, but not in the public streets.
friends will make a note of this, and secure his ser- Do friends see the point ~ If Ellsworth will select
vices and dates by writing to Mr. Watts as early as one word from my public writings that is immodest
or obscene, I will be glad to know of it, so that I
possible.
J. M. JAMISON.
may
henceforth avoid its use.
Grand Rapids, June 9th.
At the hearing at Lynchburg court-house, the
private documents were publicly read before a roomDr. York in Denver.
full of not 'only gray-headed old men but young men
DEAR EuGENE: Permit me to say for the eye of the and boys. If this was done in the true interest of
Los Angeles and San Bernardino people-lest they " suppressing vice," why are any of us doing wrong
might feel that I had forgotten their kindly assistance in sending out the truths in private, sealed letters to
during nine weeks of labor among them-that this is those who understand them as pure science. and not
the first time since my connection with THE TRUTH as subjects for ribaldry and jokes 1 Now will come
SEEKER began that any mail or money has miscarried. the public trial, where men and women will be comYou maybe assured that I was much annoyed at the pelled by law to hear what the law expounders may
mishap, on account of t,he Los Angeles people, as denounce as obscenity. I asked a. lady here, a wellalso on account of Brother Putnam, for whom I had educated woman and a doctor's wife, if she would go
deferred the letter, which contained favorable and with me to testify as to my private character here in
well deserved mention of him and his valuable service Snowville. Her reply was, "I should die if I had to
to our cause in California, and also post-office order hear the trial." Now, I should despise myself if I
for $10-$5 for THE .TRUTH SEEKER and $5 for said a word or did a single thing that would bring a
Watson Heston, whom all admire for his handiwork. blush to the cheek of man or woman. Yet the law
But such is life.
compels and enforces people to hear what will kill a
Your readers will note by this t.hat I am still on modest woman.
the wing Eastward. After leaving our friends at
I stand by my record, public and private. I ask
Salt Lake in the best of spirits, we came over the no judgment that does not take it all in, but I desire
Rio Grande, feasting our eyes on the most grand and- to be understood; hence this brief explanation, to
beautiful scenery to be found on our continent, to which I append the following, which appeared in the
Canon City, nestled down like a gem at the mouth of Kansas Blade:
the great canon through which the road passes.
To-day you see me under bonds to appear at the bar of
Here I gave two lectures to large audiences-for this judgment to answer to the charge of mailing obscenity-a
little city. Our cause here is on the gain, although the charge more damning in the eyes of the community than
dry rot of churchism shows itself on every hand-and rape, seduction, robbery, arson, or even murder. But I hav
quite recently displayed its virus by turning two of never mailed a single line save in the interests of a morality
so full and high that ninety-nine-hundredths of you would
Brother Locke's children out of school for reciting say
it is impossible to liv up to it, though many of you claim
Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon" and a Freethought poem. when you cast off the mortal for the immortal you will then
And yet these trustees thought it just to impose be just what I wish you to be here and now-pure in love
upon the children of Freethinkers Bible reading and and pure in life. I say what is good in heaven is good on
earth, and because I hav worked for this end I am called a
other religious exercises. What an unmitigated fanatic,
and far worse. Even the workers for a clean heredcheek some people hav!
ity and a pure morality accuse me of going too far, though
From Canon City our way to Denver led through they own I hav commenced a greatly needed work, and that
Pueblo and Colorado Springs, two fine towns; and the world "wUl probably vindicate me five hundred years
the country in this springtime is picturesque and from now," thus tacitly adn1itting the value of it all.
It is hard to see friends and neighbors "pass by on the
beautiful. And of Denver it may truly be said, but other side," and I often feel indignant as I see some of them
few other cities in the far West present on every doing this, when I so well know the true inwardness of their
hand such marked evidence of rapid growth and underground lives, and realize that beside them, as actors in
general prosperity. It is built mostly of bright, the great drama of life, I stand as white as snow in comparwith deeds they hav committed against sexual purity
clean brick, and with lavish display of well-kept .ison
and real cleanliness of heart. I hav inherited from a line of
lawns and magnificent buildings, and one is every- Quaker ancestry a natural, ineradicable habit of pure thought,
where impressed with bright prospects and great that will not and cannot condone impurity or dishonesty in
any form or shape. It is my honest mdignation at the covthings for the future of Denver.
Our cause here is promising, and in good hands, ered up nastiness of the would-be-believed-to-be pure and
that has brought me where I am. I am what I am
and we were made welcome by the brethren of Free- chaste
through the inheritance of all the pust. As Ewald Henry
thought in a most cordial manner. The Secular puts it in the Open Gou1·t: " Every organized being of our
Union, of which Thos. J. Truss is president, and present time is the product of the unconscious memory of
John G. Jenkins is secretary, commands the respect organized matter constantly increasing and dividing; conassimilating new and excreting waste matter; conof the people of Denver, as is shown by the large stantly
stantly recording new experiences in their memory in order
audiences and the tone of the press.
to reproduce it over and over again, it was shaped richer and
Our meetings are being held in the mammoth rink, more perfect the longer it lived.''
Thus you will see it is not I who am responsible for all
and the opening lecture on "Evolution and Creation"
the work of my brain and hands, but it is the harvest of the
was attended by not less than a thousand people, brain
"made fertil with the deposition of my ancestors "-of
with the promis of a much larger number next blood made rich by truths planted by the centuries.
Sunday.
I am finding a far greater support in this "touch-me-not"
On next Sunday I giv my closing lecture here on work than I hoped for, even from Liberals. My life work of
"Individuality-What It Costs," and a glimpse of earnest advocacy for the true, the good, and beautiful is
blooming out into blossoms of encouragement and true symthe unburied dead, and possibly I may giv my fare- pathy from thousands, which is balm and consolation to my
well on next Tuesday evening on " Revelation or heart. Full of a love for humanity, craving approbation a!'
Inspiration-Which ?-and How May We Know the my sweetest food-save a clean conscience-! feel every cruel
stab of tongue or pen, or even glance, as few can feel them.
Human from the Divine?"
Yet never once, even though my n<"arest and dearest home
I hav been called to speak at Greeley, but must friends
and relativs are against my works, hav I faltered or
defer it until my return, when I hope to stir them up wished to turn back. I see myself fined and imprisoned, and
with a course of red-hot lectures.
the little Havings of a lifetime poured out as a libation to a
I am glad to acknowledge the receipt of a goodly vile law, and all I love most in te~rs of shame, despair, and
yet" my soul goes marchmg on."
number of warm-hearted letters from the official horror
They may kill me in my days of old age and physical
brethren at Ottumwa, Chicago, Grand Rapids, Kent, weakness by worry and annoyance, but the seed is sown, aJ?d
Akron, Alliance, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, where humanity will reap the harvest. In the words of Whitwe shall be in due time, as noted in THE TRUTH man:
SEEKER and Boston Investigator, and will be glad to Not a grave of the murdered for freedom but grows seed for freevisit Columbus, Ohio, while passing through on our In ita domturn to bear seed which the winds carry afar and resow,
way to Philadelphia. Will some of the official breth- And the rains and the snows nourish.
Libertv, let others despair of you ;
ren respond T
I never despair of you.
ELMINA D. SLENXER.
My address during July will be at Ionia, Mich.
Yours for all truth,
J. L. YoRK.
Snowville,, V<l., June 7, 1887.
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f&ommunicafions.
Nature's Economy.
Nature's economy is paradoxical. The vast domain of the universe is a laboratory of elements in
motion. There is no resting-place for atoms or
planets, and motion and life are the results. Motion
and electricity may account for all the phenomena we
observe. Electricity is dual; its operations are controled by affinities and repulsions.
In the midst of the drama of life we are in the
midst of the work of death. Death is only another
form of· elements produced by motion or change of
atoms. With the origin of life begins- the unerring
work of decay. The ceaseless work of nature goes
on regardless of the pleasure or the pain resulting
therefrom. The same power which adorns the curlyhaired babe with the dimpled cheek of joy, and the
maiden with the charms and grace of loveliness, also
arms the lion and tiger with claws, teeth, and a fierce
disposition to rend and tear either, as well as the defenseless hare cr lamb which comes in their way.
The economy of nature requires, or at least allows.
the strong to devour the weak. The big fish"ls eat
the little ones. Neither is this rendition of the
maxim that "might makes right" confined to life in
the waters. The chicken eats the grasshopper, and
man eats the chicken. The cow devours the grass,
and man devours the .cow ; man will even· rob the
cow's calf of its sustenance.
Nature requires decay and death ou~ of which to
elaborate joy and life, and these apparent contradictory conditions seem to be nearly equally divided.
Neither the shrieks of pain nor the smiles of pleasure
deter or encourage nature in her work. While the
famishing traveler, on the dusty plain, quaffs the
crystal draught with delight, the cries of the drowning crew and passengers go up from the ship sinking
in the same pearly liquid. The convulsions and
death of a fonner age prepared the coal which warms
us to-day. As the mellow rays of the summer sun
play over the mountain-top, dancing through the
cracks of the cabin, they rest ·on the sweet face of a
babe dying with burning fever. While the children
are tripping over the lawn, full of life, childish glee,
and happiness, grandpa is passing through the
agonies of death and dissolution in the bed-chamber.
The splendor and luxury of wep.lth are neighbors
to squalid poverty and want. There is no design in
nature, or if there is, it is only to sap man's happiness and thwart his pleasure. Design is the result
only of man's genius. A city nestles at the foot of a
slumbering volcano, when suddenly, and without
warning, an eruption ensues, destroying the city and
its people without mercy. Again, a town in a western plain resembles a beehive of industry, when in a
few hours the fearful cyclone passes that way and
leaves it a mass of ruins.
The elemendts of nature, acting and.freacting on
· themselvs an on each other, produce h e and death;
her laboratory is a hive of affinities and repulsions,
building up and pulling down, beautifying the lily
and rendering the gorilla hideous; erecting the
mountain masses and eng:ul:fing islands and continents. And these paradoxwal processes go on with
equal diligence, showing no preference one way or
the other.
The writer lied who said that "every prospect
pleases and only man is vile." There is as much
that is repulsiv and noxious in nature as pleasant
~nd enjoyable. The reign of law is ~up;eme. Call
It the power of God, or what you will, Its changes
ring on now as ever, despite your prayers or .your
curses. There exists as much, ~f not more, pain than
pleasure,. as much dar~ness as. hght, as much shadow
as sunshme, as much vwe as vrrtue, and as much cold
as heat.
For ~ught we know the valleys are as deep as the
mountams are high; there may be as many liquid
substances as solids. The philosophy of the ancients
d_iscussed the properties of only four elements, earth,
a1r, fire, ~d water; now there are known to be about
seventy simple substances. Of t.hese fifty-eight are
me~als, five are ~ases; the ~em~ining seven ar~ chiefly
s_oh~s. The vanous combmatwns of the sohds and
h9-m~s, the metals and the gases, resemble the combmahon of letters into words, and the formation of
words into language. Their name is legion.
~lectricity, one ?f the most subtle powers with
w~wh we are acquamted, appears to pervade everythmg, and may yet be found to be the source of life
as well a~ the cause of death:
.
.
The air we brPathe, forcmg th_e cl!n;son hde of
h~alth and strength thro?gh our vems, ~f Impregnated
":Ith too much oxygen, mcre~ses the Impetus of the
vital powers, wears the macbmery too fast, and death
result~. An increased propol'tion of nitrogen, whicb
compnses twenty-one parts in one hundred of the
atmosphere, wo~ld produce an opposit result., which
would a.lso end lD death. Wh!le the _inhabitants of
the tornd zone ~re scorched ~Ith ~ropwal heat those
of the pol11r.regwns are freezmg Wit~ cold.
Some !r.mts, ve~etables, and bernes are palatable
and nutntwus, while others "re poisonous. and pro-

The igneous rocks of to-day may hav been the
duce death. All animals are fierce and vicious in
their natural or wild state; their association with man aqueous and chemical formations . of a previous
is alone what makes them tame and gentle. Man epoch or age. Tb.e precious metals of to-day may
himself is an animal of varying passions, sometimes hav been the grosser particles of a former age purikind and loving to his fellows, at other times he ex- fied and refined by the igneous action .of later times.
hibits a deadly hatred toward his kind. At times he This gradual elevation and subsidence w:hich is
sympathizes with the woes of the suffering, offering going on all the time, and the sudden upheavals and
food and drink to the famishint:!; again he invents depressions caused by earthquakes, volcanoes, or
murderous implements with which in war he deluges similar convulsions, account for all the diversities of
the earth with human blood. And, in fact, when man the landscape; the sublime grandeur of the mountain
is in an uncivilized state he will devour his enemy at peak as well as the quiet loveliness of the dell.
breakfast. The burning sands of the desert are Large tracts of land, which in the days of the
scorched with drouth, yet the freshet of waters in Pharoahs were very fertil, containing magnificent
other places carries terror and destruction before it. cities and temples, are now buried by sand from the
In accordance with the general policy of nature, Lybian desert. The winds transformed the garden
the church and its priesthood picture before us a God of one period into the desert of another and later
of infinit love and mercy, or of implacable hatred and one.
The action of frost and fire are alike destructiv as
tyrannical cruelty and vindictivness-it is difficult to
tell whi<;h-and as a finishing touch portray the devil well as perpetuating to human happiness and hopes.
as a monster of equal or greater power. This priest- Nature, so to speak, "blows hot and cold" on our
,
hood also portrays the elysian fields of a heavenly labors and most earnest efforts.
By the time a man gets ready to liv he has to get
Eden, as well as the dismal regions of an antipodal
hades. It is a relief, however, to know that these ready to die. It is a struggle for existence; life is
are only ideal creations, existing only as myths and " a mixed pickle." We know not why tlae ice glacier
superstitions of the past. They are purely roan- moves onward, no more than we know why the lava
made gods, devils, heavens, and hells. The Chris- is thrown upward from the volcano. The force extian worships while the Infidel scoffs, the saint prays hibited in both of these manifestations of nature's
while the sinner curses. The Christian pays his de- handiwork is beyond human comprehension. To
votions to Jesus; the Mohammedan bows to the east add to the mysterious phenomena .of glaciers it is
at sunrise, invoking the blessing of Mohammed; and only necessary to remember that they are not conthe Eastern worshiper kneels at the shrine of Con- fined to the frigid zones; moreover, volcanic action
fucius or Buddha. And while this religious jargon is, and has been, manifested nearly all over the face
is going on, the sun continues to shine, the winds to of the earth. Traces of the work of glaciers are
blow, the rains to fall, and the planets to whirl, with found in the northern part of the United States.
While icebergs float into warmer latitudes, melt,
total indifference to man, his whims, his superstitions,
his gods, or his devils. Again, while flowers exhale and deposit their imbedded freight of rocks and
delightful perfumes, decaying animal matter givs off earth, forming submarine mountains, plains, and
offensiv odors-dead human beings the most offensiv valleys, composed of material different from all else
in the vicinity, the volcano is changing the appearof all.
Nature by mysterious processes produces sour as ance of the landscape equally as much, and 'in an
well as sweet fruits from the same orchard planted entirely different manner.
In a general way nature works in epochs, ages, or
in the same soil. The honey-bee extracts golden
nectar from excrement and dead carcasses as well as periods. This view has led to the nebular theory
from the petals of flowers. Sons and daughters of of the- origin of matter, and its consolidation into
the same parentage often exhibit great and opposit globular, planetary shape. We hav the periods of
'diversity of temperament, complexion, and dis- orbitual planetary revolution, the succession of the
position.
seasons, day and night, gestation, and the tides. In
Change is indelibly written on every atom of mat- like manner the geological formations of the earth's
ter. A volume would not suffice to contain the crust seem to hav been arranged in layers correspondhistory of a pebble; its history would be part of the ing to important changes on the surface. Thus there
planet. A million of years would not measure its is supposed to hav been a time when there was no
chronology. The chalk cliffs of Europe are but the life, known as Azoic; then came life in its lowest
forms, termed Paleozoic, or ancient life; then, as
remains of countless myriads of minute animals.
The stupendous masses of limestone that soar up- more favorable conditions appeared, the ponderous
ward in the mountain peaks were once living beings. animals of the Mesozoic had their sway; and all
The coral islands which dot the oceans were begun along the periods of the past the tendency has been
centuries, yes, thousands of centuries, ago, by small towards "cephalization," as Dana calls it, or to· the
insects. Fossil remains of their work are found in development of brain-power, which finds its climax in
man .
our own lovely East Tennessee valleys.
The writer has seen bushels of water-worn pebbles . The zenith of the animal kingdom has passed. In
on top of Cumberland mountain, near Jacksboro, at ·support of this assertion we need only to refer to an
article in a recent issue of the Tacoma (W. T.) Daily
least 1,500 feet above sea level.
The mind is lost in wonderment when contemplat- Ledger, which givs a· description of mammoth reing the mighty upheavals which gave birth to conti- mains found in Spokane county, W. T. One of the
nents and mountains, fm·cin.Q" the waters to their horns was ten feet and one inch long, and twentypresent borders. The great Mississippi va1ley at no four inches in circumference, weighing one hundred
very remote date was an inland sea· to-day it is and forty-five pounds. A tusk measured twelve feet
teeming with life and wealth. The b;illiant, spark- nine inches in length, and weighed two hundred and
ling diamond, so highly prized in the lady's breast- ninety-five pounds. The molar teeth weighed eighpin, in another form is pure carbon, and black as the teen pounds each; some of the ribs were eight feet
ace of spades. The particles comprising the writer's long. The pelvic arch was six feet in diameter, or
body n:iay hav once been component parts of the large enough to admit a man. This huge monster
huge ichthyosaurus, or may hav winged the air in was eighteen feet and six inches.high, and its weight
the monstrous pterodactyl, with its twenty-seven estimated at twenty tons, or the capacity of an
ordinary railroad freight car. Yet, perhaps, its
feet spread of wings.
Most of nature's processes are slow and gradual; enjoyment of life was no keener or sweeter than that
her operations are generally marked by periods; of the ant, bug, or mouse which it mercilessly crushed
however, earthquakes, eruptions of volcanoes, and beneath its ponderous tread.
The ocean is salt, and often presents the paradoxtornadoes come suddenly and without warning.
The epochs of geology are distinctly marked pe- ical spectacle of human beings famishing with thirst
riods; the convulsions of earthquakes are. sudden when wrecked on its vast, billowy bosom. It does
and awful interruptions of the usual work of nature. not acquire its saltness from saline beds at its botThe earthquake of 1755 extended its influence over tom, but from soluble mineral washings from the
one-twelfth of the surface of the globe. The city of land. Inland seas are more strongly impregnated
Lisbon was destroyed with its sixty thousand inbab- with salt than the ocean, and, strange to say, the
itants. The earthquake of Calabria, Italy, 1783, salt quality disappears when an artificial outlet is
lasted two minutes, but destroyed one hundred provided. Of the conditions of time and power
thousand people. We fail to see any benevolent de- necessary to produce all these wonderful changes and
sign in such wholesale slaughter of unsuspecting phenomena, the mind can form no adequate concepvictims.
tion.
W. A. SIMPSON.
Loudon, Tenn.
The mistake of the church consists in supposing
death to be accidental instead of being the result of
law. The violation of moral law does not nor cannot
WERE an opinion a personal possession of no value
entail physical death on posterity only in so much as except to the owner ; if to be obstructed in the
it affects the physiological idiosyncrasies of the race. enjoyment of it were simply a private injury, it would
The work of " creation" is going on now as ml!ch make some difference whether the injury was inflicted
as it was in the fabled " beginning" of Mosaical cos- only on a few persons or on many. But the peculiar
mogony. The human mind cannot conceive of either evil of silencing the expression of an opinion is that
the "beginning" or annihilation of matter. Miracles it is robbing the human race ; posterity as well as
did not, do not, and cannot occur. The supernatural the existing generation; those who dissent from the
exists only in language and in the brain of en- opinion still more than those who hold it. If the
thusiasts and dreamers. While the land on shore opinion is right, they are deprived of the opportuand coast lines is gradually emerging from the water nity of exchanging error for truth; if wrong, they
of the oceans in some places, it is as gradually sub-~lose what is almost as great a benefit, the clearer persiding in other localities: There ,is a constant fluct- caption and livelier impression of tru.th produced by
uation as rega.rda level.
its coUision with error.-llfill.
·
"
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The Growth. of Religion.
No one animated by the spirit of truth~that is,
who has desired to know the truth about the origin
apd history of religion, and has honestly given his
. attention to the inquiry-can fail to see that what we
call Christianity, in the shape we hav it, has been a
growth. Through the. centuries, wherever it has
bei:m believed and taught, its zealous devotees hav in
their enthusiasm drawn largely on their imaginations
and marvelousness in order to represent its wonderful excellence and its claims to the supernatural.
They hav magnified and exaggerated its powet over
our human nature in such extravagant and unnatural
terms that the common vocabulary could not supply
the words to express their admiration. The language
of common life was barren of suitable epithets to
extol its marvelous and superhuman qualities.
The earlier writers, the fathers of the church, were
Greek scholars, but they ·were not of the philosophical class, for but few of the philosophers gave
the new faith any attention, nor had they much confidence .in those who espoused it. The fathers were
learned, but they were more credulous, and most of
them were victims of, or in sympathy with, the popular superstitions of their times. Hence in their
ardor for the new sect, and in their desire to win
converts to it, they did not scruple to ransack legend
and myth for adjectivs and titles with which to popularize and immortalize it. Ecclesiastical history and
church literature are made up of this mythological
and idolatrous style -of composition.
.
Some of these earlier writers of the .Alexandrine
school were particular to state that the language
they used was simply allegory, and must not be
taken or understood in any literal sense; that, while
they used the popular style, they were aiming to
convey to the minds of the people the great principles and truths in nature which were fundamental
and eternal.
But the more vulgar demand was for mythology,
for the marvelous and supernatural; so the people
took the allegories and fables of the philosophers for
facts and history, and condemned all who refused to
do so as heretics and Infidels. This accounts for
the anomaly in our day of all religious literature and
popular faith retaining these Greek allegories as literal. The later fathers so taught and 1eft to us their
records, creeds, and beliefs.
Religious teachers of all sects and of no sect,
cla.iming to be Christians, hav had no alternativ but
to take these ancient writings as literal, and not. as
the figures and alleg-ories for which they were written and intended. The modern religious enthusiasts
are like their prototypes ; they will use these fables
as facts, and insist .on all believing them as such if
they wish to be considered religious. They claim
they must use them, they must believe them, for
there is no such a thing as religious belief without
them. Religion, they say, cannot be taught or he·
lieved, nor can the mind contemplate it, without
these idolatrous terms.
Everyone now who sees religion in the original, as
the few earlier intelligent writers understood it, and
intended to teach it through their allegories, must be
impressed with the magnitude of the fraud so long
imposed upon the people. In the earlier· ages,
among the barbarous and illiterate, there may be
found some excuse for it. It was to them the substitution of one form of idolatry for another. If it
had not all the visible idols to reverently adore, it
had all the imagery and picturesque descriptions and
titles, the glowing achievements and conquests of the
Christian divinities and canonized saints. It was
substituting a superstition that appealed to the
imagination, to the ideal and supernatural, for one
that was addressed to the senses.
Christianity can never be gene:t:ally accepted, nor
can it hav any influence for good over the minds of
those who say they believe it, while it is taught with
its present corruptions and obscurities. As now received, it cannot impress the mind of the intelligent
truth seeker as in any sense true. The masses of the
intelligent are becoming alienated from it. They
know it is not what it should be to command the
respect of honest people. It is not understood; it
is therefore looked upon by them as something foreign to human needs or interests. The thoughtful
either oppose it or let it and its deluded advocates
and adherents alone, claiming what they willingly
award to others, the right to private judgment and
liberty of conscience in religious belief.
The ages of the Christian fathers, in which Christian literRture originated, constituted a period when
abstract thought or scientific reasoning was comparativly unknown. There were then learned men who
were engaged in speculativ philosophy. They were
eaptivated with what was plausible and apparent,
more than inRpired with a desire to know the absolute truth. Testimony, instead of positiv demonstration, was taken for authority. Science as explained
and understood now was then the unfathomed mysterles of nature. As everything was taught in parables, pictures, allegories, and fables, that style has
been preserved and has come down to us. If we do
uot know this, and if when w~ l't>ad relif?ioqs lit~r~-

ture we fail to read and interpret it in thfs light, we
cannot comprehend it; we may say we believe it, but
we do not understand it. This error has been
indulged in to the extent that it· is by some conBidered a credit, and an evidence of Christian excellence,
for us to avow that we believe what we do not unders~and. Doing this has transformed ignorance and
error into the virtue of piety. They would think it
heresy, if not blasphemy, for us to read the fathers
as they themselvs said they wanted us to read them,
and use terms and names as they used them-as
figures and. personifications, and not in any sense as
literal facts or personages. · So long as we use any of
the figures, titles, qualities,· and virtues of Greek
divinities, the terms Holy Ghost, Holy Spirit,
Blessed Spirit, Our Lord, Our Savior, Jesus Christ,
the Son of God, Holy Angels, Messiah, the Anointed
One, the Lamb of God, the Divine Light, the Word,
as in any sense representing an image, a personality,
a form or thing, having any attributes, properties, or
endowments as ·individual existences, then we are in
our conceptions yet under the delusions. of the
idolatry of our superstitious ancestors.
There are, it must be admitted, a smaJI number of
sincere believers in what is called the Christian
religion who are living and will die with a fervent
faith in the reality of all these myths as supernatural
entities; and who think this belief makes and keeps
them good, and that without it they would not nor
could not be religious; that they would be wicked
Infidels, aliens and sinners, and without God and
without hope in the world; that they would be miserable, lost wretches, unworthy of salvation and of
heaven. They think this heathen faith is the source
of their greatest earthly comfort, and of their assurance of God's love and mercy, and of all they hav in
this life worth living or dying for. Once charmed
and fastened .under the dominion of this faith, their
minds are so subjugated and enslaved by it that no
light nor reasoning, nor even self-evident truth, can
be appreciated by them, nor in any measure release
them from the degrading spiritual bondage.
A faith in these ghostly phantoms affects the mind
and moral sense not unlike the gradual introduction
of an insidious narcotic poison into the body. At
first it produces a stimulating, exhilarating sensation,
adding another enjoyment to, and thus increasing by
its novelty, the pleasures of existence. The unsuspecting victim, judging from his feelings, is assured
that he has found a new solace and comfort to
increase the value of life. The drug being an enemy
to the healthy bodily organs, it gradually poisons
and perverts them from their normal action into the
abnormal one of conforming to and assimilating with
an enemy. Thus insidiously the integrity of the
organism is destroyed, the physical strength and
activity paralyzed; yet the unconscious victim remains confident of the great virtue of the drug, and
ascribes his infirmities and failures to some other
cause, or to. the decrees of providence, who, for some
good end, in his inscrutable wisdom, has seen fit to
visit them upon him. It is just so with those whose
minds hav .become perverted by this ancient heathen
faith in demons and ghosts, under the varied names
and titles already enumerated. They do not care to
inquire or to know the origin and history of their
belief. They hav gradually taken into their minds
the heathen idea they call God, and with it all the
other personifications who, as ghosts or spirits of
some degree in the divine hierarchy, execute the purposes tmd functions of the different offices allotted to
each of them in the creation and salvation of man.
Our brethren· and sisters who are reveling in this
faith, who are so happy, so safe, and so secure in the
folds of the father's love, and hav such assurance of
their salvation and of his care and presence in the
eternal future, do not know that they derive all this
fictitious and unwholesome exhilaration from the narcotic poison of error, of positiv, flagrant falsehood,
operating on the mind and feelings, perverting and
destroying all healthy, normal mental integrity, and
producing this morbid sense of religious enthusiasm
cherished as divine and direct from God. The evils of
this faith are ruinous to the whole character. When
the mind is enslaved by them there is very litttle
hope of any progress or usefulness of the individual.
Bigotry, uncharitableness, impatience, and intolerance are the outgrowth of these corrupting falsehoods, as the history of the church furnishes abundance of evidence in its wholesale persecutions ·and
slaughter for nearly a thousand years. And nothing
but light and intelligence has banished most of this
religious cruelty, and protects us from its inflictions
to-day. Now the poison of this wretched faith is
working out a milder form of cruelty, through vituperation and epithets of "Infidel" and "heretic,"
with a view of destroying character, standing, and
influence.
'fhis is an advance from barbarism. It is progress,
and in it there is great hope for the future. As light
becomes diffused, the world will be redeemed; superstition supplanted by science, error. by truth; and
bigotry and intolerance wiii yield to sentiments of
love and charit.y, and the feelings of a universal
brotherhood.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
Philadelphia, June, 1887.
..
. ··

The Liberty of Thought and Discussion.
JOHN STUART MILL "ON LIBERTY."
If all mankind minus one were of one opinion, and
o~ly one p~rson were o~ the contrary opinion, mankmd would be no more justified in silencing that one
pers~m t_han ~e, if he had the power, would be justified m silencmg mankind.

**

*
Th~r~ is the greatest difference
between presuming
an opmwn to be true because, with every opportunity for contesting it, it has not been refuted and
assuming its truth for the purpose of not permitting
its refutation. Complete liberty of contradicting and
disproving our opinion is the very condition which
jus~ifies us in assuming its truth for purposes of
actwn ; and on no other terms can a being with human faculties hav any rational assurance of being
right.

**

*
Wrong opinions and practices
gradually yield to
fact and argument; but facts and arguments, to produce any effect on the mind, must be brought before
it. Very few facts are able to tell their own story
without comments to bring out their meaning. The
whole strength and value, then, of human judgment
depending on the one property that it can be s~ t
right when it is wrong, reliance can be placed on it
only when the means of setting it right are kept constantly at hand.
**

* on the memory of those
The man [Christ] who left
who witnessed his life and conversation such an impression of his moral grandeur that eighteen subsequent centuries hav done homage to him as the Almighty in person, was ignominiously put to death as
what ? As a blasphemer. Men did not merely mistake their benefactor; they mistook him for the
exact contrary of what he was, and treated him as
that prodigy of impiety which they themselvs are
now held to be for their treatment of him.

**

* his garments when the
The high priest who rent
words were pronounced which, according to all the
ideas of his country, constituted the blackest guilt,
was in all probability quite as sincere in his horror
and indignation as the generality of respectable and
pious men now are in the religious and moral sentiments they profess; and most of those who now
shudder at his conduct, if they had lived in his time
and been born Jews, would hav acted precisely as
he did. Orthodox Christians who are tempted to
think that those who stoned to death the first martyrs must hav been worse men than they themselvs
are, ought to remember that one of those pe!·secutors
was St. Paul.
~·

*

* believes that Atheism is
No Christian more firmly
false, and tends to the dissolution of society, than
Marcus Aurelius believed the same things of Christianity; he who, of all men then living, might hav
been thought the most capable of appreciating it.
Unless anyone who approves of punishment for the
promulgation of opinions flatters himself that he is a
wiser and better man than Marcus Aurelius-more
deeply versed in the wisdom of his time, more elevated in his intellect above it-more earnest in his
search for truth, or more single-minded in his devotion to it wben found-let him abstain from that
assumption of the joint infallibility of himself and
the multitude which the "great Antoninus made with
so unfortunate a result.
*"**

The beliefs which we hav most warrant for hav no
safeguard to rest on but a standing invitation to the
whole world to prove them unfounded. If the challenge is not accepted, or is accepted and the attempt
fails, we are far enough from certainty still; but we
hav done the best that the existing state of human
reason admits of; we hav neglected nothing that
could giv the truth a chance of reaching us; if the
lists are kept open, we may hope that, if there be a
better truth, it will be found when the human mind
is capable of receiving it; and in the mean time we
may rely on having attained such approach to truth
as is possible in our own day. This is the amount of
certainty obtainable by a fallible being, and this the
sole way of attaining it.

**

*
No wise man ever acquired
his wisdom in any
mode but by keeping his mind open to criticism of
his opinions and conduct; nor is it -in the nature of
human intellect to become wise in any other manner.
The steady habit of correcting and completing his
own opinion by collating it with those of others, so
far from causing doubt and hesitation in carrying it
into practice, is the only staple foundation for a just
reliance on it; for, being cognizant of all that can, at
least obviously, be said against him, and having
taken up his position against all gainsayers-knowing that he has sought for objections and d1fficul~ies,
instead of avoiding them, and has shut out no hght
which can be thrown upon the subject from any
quarter-he has a right to think his judgment better
than that of any person, or any multitude, who hay
not ~one throu~h a similar :process,
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The Queer People Across the North River.
New Jersey is a state mighty hard to please, and
what suits the people of one town will not be tolerated in another.
When C. B. Reynolds set up his canvas tabernacle
in Boonton, to preach the gospel of Freethought, he
was stoned, his tent ropes cut, he was threatened
with a ducking in the canal, arrested, and finally
tried, convicted, and fined twenty-five dollars and
costs, which Col. Robert G. Ingersoll paid for him.
All this was taken as an indication that the Jerseyites did not love Freethinkers, and wanted nothing
but Christianity preached to them.
Some time ago, the Rev. Mr. Switzer and the Rev.
Mr. Mnason went down to Park Ridge, N. J., and
set up a tent, in which to hold revival· services, to
the end that the devil might be overthrown and the
people of that township rescued from his clutches.
. Messrs. Switzer and Mnason continuously prayed,
sang, and preached, beseeching the people to turn
from their sins and seek salvation. Their exhortations were of a general and particular nature, and
various people, of the place were pointed out as hindering the Lord and helping his adversary. This
has been going on for some time, but, strange to say,
it did not please the inhabitants of Park Ridge. They
therefore warned the reverend gentlemen to cease
accusing them of being sinners, just as the Boonton
Christians warned Mr. Reynolds to withhold his
information that the Boonton people were not
sinners. They went even further in paralleling the
action of the . Boonton Christians. Mr. Reynolds
was stoned; so were Messrs. Mnason and Switzer.
Mr. Reynolds was reviled; so were the revivalists.
The Boonton Christians threatened to throw Mr.
Reynolds into a canal; the Park Ridgers threatened
to tar and feather Messrs. Mnason and Switzer, there
being no canal handy, and tar plenty and feathers being
cheap. Finally, the end came to the revivalists'
services just as it did to the lectures of Mr. Reynolds. At daylight of the morning of the 6th instant
the tent lay flat upon the ground, the guy ropes cut,
covering a miscellaneous assortment of overturned
benches, broken lamps, prostrate platform, and other
debris. Around it slowly gathered the revivalists,
with shouts of "Glory to God!" and "Hallelujah !"
and "Praise God from whom all blessings flow."
The actions of the revivalists, however, differ somewhat from the conduct of Mr. Reynolds. Instead of
singing, ''Praise God !" he swore out a warrant for
the arrest of the guilty parties. The religionists
laid the destruction of the tent at the door of the
devil. Mr. Reynolds rightfully placed it upon the
shoulders of the Christians. The revivalists hav
made no effort to repair the tent, saying they are in
God's hands; Mr. Reynolds went to work, repaired
his tent, and made himself useful out in Pennsylvania.
It only remains now for the Christians of Park
Ridge to arrest the revivalists for blasphemy-and
we assure them that the stuff preached by revivalists
is more blasphemous than the lectures of Mr. Rey-

given his choice to drink a fatal dose of poison or to
slay himself with a dagger. He took the poison.
When Jesus Christ offered the Jews a religion
which he argued was superior to the one with which
they were then afllicted, he was crucified as a blasphemer.
When Giordano Bruno ventured to point out that
the earth was neither flat nor the center of the solar
system, he was put to death as a heretic by order of
the pope.
When Ga.lileo had the temerity to suggest that,
after all, Copernicus may hav had some reasonable
grounds· on which to base his astronomical theories,
the Roman Inquisition imprisoned him and kindly
allowed him to choose whether he should recant or
be cremated. Under the circumstances, he chose to
recant.
When Michael Servetus expressed the belief that a
son could not naturally be. as old as his father, he
was put to death by John Calvin without the shedding of blood, i.e., he was burnt at the stake.
When, a few centuries later, Abner Kneeland defined his- conception of the deity as different from
that of certain Christians, he was lodged in jail for
the offense.
When, in England, Messrs. Foote, Ramsey, and
Kemp illustrated their paper with religious subjects,
they met the same fate as the preceding.
When D. M. Bennett mailed a book advocating a
morality which the author conceived to be superior
to that practiced by Christian Clergymen, a year in
prison and a heavy fine were required to solace the
offended brethren of the cloth.
When Dr. E. B. Foote sought to teach the world
an economy at variance with that of Christian sociologists, it cost him five thousand dollars for his experiment.
'
When an ex-preacher told a New Jersey congregation that, in his judgment, the creator of the universe
had not worn diapers within the historic period, he
was mobbed an_d violently assaulted, and his tabernacle was wrecked; he was arrested as a blasphemer,
tried, convicted, and fined according to the statute
in such case made and provided.
Whenever any reformer has tried to change the
opinion of his fellow-men, it has cost him his reputation.
When Garrison advocated the abolition of African
slavery, he was asked if he would like to see his
daughter marry a nigger.
When a Catholic priest named McGlynn, of contemporary fame, denied the right of an Italian Bourbon to say what political opinions an American citizen should hold, a certain labor party, in convention
assembled, passed a resolution characterizing him as
an Atheist.
When somebody opposed the Comstock law as
unconstitutional, he was denounced as one who desired to open the floodgates of immorality, and corrupt the youth of our land with obscene literature.
When another person said that he did not believe
one man had a right to determm what another man
should take as a beverage, he was charged with advocating intemperance in the use of alcoholic liquors.
When a well-meaning editor noted that a conviction, found after trial in a case in which the judge
admitted that the accused were not guilty as charged
in the indictment, was not a sound one, he was told
to go his ways for an Anarchist.
From all of which it will be seen that the penalty
for free discussion has gradually become lighter; and
from which also may be gathered the conclusion that
the time will come when a citizen of the world may
express his belief upon any and all subjects without
risking his life, his liberty, his fortune, or his sacred
honor.

A Horrible Result of Sectarianism.
One of the most shocking effects of too earnest
Christianity occurred in Pittsburgh, Pa., on Tuesday, June 6th. Frederick Herman, a steel worker,
lived at Mt. Washington with his wife and three
children. Herman was of a :r.norose disposition, and,
notwithstanding_ his piety, frequently quarreled with
his wife, a patient little woman, and occasionally
beat her. One of the most fruitful causes of these
quarrels was the difference in religious views, Herman being a Lutheran, and his wife a Catholic, and
they could never agree about the sect in which the
children should be trained. By superior physical
force Herman had the children baptized into the
Lutheran church, and the wife seemingly acquiesced.
About four weeks ago, however, Mrs. Herman concluded to hav the youngest, a.daughter, baptized in
the Catholic church, and did so, concealing the fact
from the father. By some means, on the 6th instant.,
Herman learned of the circumstance, and at on~e
stopped work and went home. Pleasantly calling
his wife to him he took her upon his knee, and said,
as the account states : " I heard to-day that you
had Elizabeth baptized again. Is it true ?" Mrs.
Herman did not answer, so he clutched her
fiercely, repeating his query. Mrs. Herman became terrified, and broke away from him, jumping
through a· window. Herman leaped after her,. and
chased her -down the sparsely-settled street. In
front of a Mrs. Wolfgang's house Herman caught
his wife and threw her down in the gutter. Standing with a foot on each side of the prostrate
woman, Herman pounded her in demoniac. fury
with bricks and cobble stones, until she la,y perfectly
still, with blood flowing from numberless wounds.
When he supposed she was dead he left her, and ran
rapidly back to his own house. After lying in the
gutter for a few minutes Mrs. ·Herman arose and
staggered across the road, falling every few feet, as
though she were dazed. She moaned terribly. She
went on down the lane, falling and rolling over, and
getting up again, and falling again. Meanwhile Herman returned to his home, and went upstairs to
where the little babe, Elizabeth, about which all the
trouble had been, lay quietly sleeping in its cradle.
He lifted it out and with a razor cut its throat. Then
going to one of the windows, he looked out, and
drew the razor across his own throat.
In the basement of the house lived another family,
named Kissner. Happening to go to the door, Mrs.
Kissner looked up and discovered Herman. She
called to her husband, and he rushed to Herman's
door, where he was met by the fiend, who gasped,
"Lord, forgiv me for what I hav done." Mrs. Herman was placed upon a bed down-stairs, and her
injuries attended to. The babe was dead. Herman
was past aid, and his death but a matter of minutes.
He was put upon a bed, and at once asked for the
pastor of his church. When the Lutheran preacher
arrived, Herman made signs for paper and pencil, and
when given them, wrote :
"I ha v struggled as long as possible. She promised to be
true. She has broken this promis, and has not told me, and
I found out that she lied until the elder son was born. Rev.
Brant knows all. Had she told me that she had the child
rebaptized, we could hav consulted together. The Lord hav
mercy on me. Lord bless the Evangelical church ; long may
she prosper. God bless my children and giv them peace ..
Greetings to my friends and brethren. A man named
Feucht shall adopt my children. Let them remain Evangelical Lutheran. The reverend father shall interest himself
in their welfare. I will willingly die. My child is with me.
Adieu."

At short intervals he penned these messages :
" The Evangelical Lutheran Orphan Asylum. God bless
them. I desire that my two boys go to that institution."
" My child that I took with me shall be with me in my
grave, not in the Catholic burying-ground. That is my last
wish."
·
"Adieu. I hav reached my end. I must die. Adieu.
My wife shall be forgiven, she is responsible as much as the
others. She will not always liv Catholic ; that is my last
wish."
" My wife is not at all good enough to train the children.
Place them in the Evangelical Orphans' Home. Adieu."

When too weak to write he asked for a German
hymn-book, and turning the familiar pages with
bloody fingers, he stopped at the hymn he wanted,
which the minh1ter read. Theil he slowly sank into
death. His wife may recover.
This tragedy is the plain result of religion. The
man was not insane ; he was religious, and but followed the teachings of the churches in placing his
religion above all else in the world. He was an bon-
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est sectarian, believing that

ther~ is but one

road to
For this
behef the church was responsible, for Herman was
ignorant, and followed blindly his spiritual leaders.
Had he been taught that kindness and love to his
family, a happy home and merry children, were of
in:fi.nitly more importance than any belief about God
_and a future world, the tragedy would never hav
been. The Christian religion is directly responsible
for the lives of this man and his babe, and for the
fiendish attack upon the mother. Any religion
which puts heaven above the earth would hav the
same effect upon such a nature as that possessed
by Herman, and therein lies the iniquity of all intense
religions. Better a thousand times that men should
never hav heard of religion than that such infernal
deeds should be committed as a consequence of pos-sessing it.
he~ven, and that one through ~IS church.

j "Saint's Rest,"

and the Bible constituted the library.
of the evangelical Christian, the publications of the
Tract Society might hav been considered exhilarating
and nutritious literature. That was a hundred years
ago at least. Now, the average Christian reads daily
papers, books, and magazines, and the slush published by religious societies has little charm for him.
Another point that should not be overlooked is
that with its outgrowing of religious literature, ·the
public is fast outgrowing evangelical Christianity
itself.

Meanness.

Here are two more newspaper expressions evoked
by the recent trial of C. B. Reynolds for blasphemy.
The first is from a secular journal which reflects the
opinions of the :fieople of a city filled with churches
-the Brooklyn Eagle :
"Without offering any suggestions to people who may
The Work of Christians.
tllink that the-right to be profane is worth having, we subIt's a fine state of affairs that prevails in a portion mit that our limited experience with the English language
and the American public has taught us two strong facts.
of this country now!
First, we hav found that vigor of thought and intensity of
Down in Washington a druggist has been tried for
expression is not enhanced by the frequent interjection of
doing business on Sunday, and the District Commis- words bearing the relation to speech that is sustained by
sioners are gravely considering whether ice and milk sores to the body; and secondly, that the majority of people
can be legally sold in the national capital on Sun- hav inherent respect for religion, however denominated, and
day! One law resurrected is a Maryland statute of regard a blasphemer with the feelings that are inspired by
the sight of a dime museum monstrosity."
1723!
That paragraph is rhetorical rot. Freethinkers do
Up in Connecticut local trains are stopped on Sunnot
care how much respect the Christian entertains
day, and a Purit!Ln quiet prevails!
Here in New York men are arrested and held to for his pet superstition; they only ask to be allowed
bail for running a sewing-machine on the first day of the freedom to express their own views upon superthe week! No one can purchase any useful article stition in general, and the Christian. superstition in
on Sunday afternoon, and hotel-keepe1•s are arrested particular. This has been denied Mr. Reynolds in
for selling wine to their guests! Meanwhile New New Jersey, though millions of people are constantly
Yorkers who will hav their liquor are going in thou- "·blaspheming" in other parts of the country. And
sands to New Jersey-where they fine Infidels there is at least one man in the land who believes
twenty-five dollars and costs-and getting ih'llllk as that the greatest museum monstrosity of the day is
the jury that convicted Mr. Reynolds. Mr. Lamar,
lords!·
of
Chicago, holds that the average common-sense
Prohibition Barebones are shouting, "Praise God!"
citizen
would look upon such a collectio~ of human
and the rest of the church folks are howling in glee!
They think they hav got the country in their tyran- images with feelings akin to awe at the enormous
chasm between their time and the present.
nical grip.
The second expression is from a religious papet,
These Sunday laws are infamous infringements of
personal liberty. Their enforcement is tyranny, of the Christian at Work :
"A New Jersey blasphemer paid into court $25 for the
the smallest and meanest kind. But we hope the
Christian legislativ hypocrits will turn the thumb- pleasure of blaspheming his maker the other day. :Mr.
Ingersoll defended him. It must hav proved an expensiv
screws down till the blood flows, when the people luxury to the blasphemer; there was the cost of counsel, the
may get angry enough to demand the repeal of fine imposed by the court, and the damage to his character
religimis laws.
-that is, supposing it could be damaged. Mr. Ingersoll
------~~.------does better. He defends a man for blaspheming, at a profit,
Running Down.
but is carefnl not to offend the law himself, while he hires a
The American Tract Society, located in this city, hall to denounce God in at a charge of fifty cents a headacknowledges that its business has fallen off one-half double what it costs to see a country circus."
This paragraph is of interest as showing the tota 1
within the past fifteen years. The officers of the
society explain this decline by saying that denomina- depravity and innate cussedness of religious editors.
tions hav gone iuto the tract business on their own The Christian at Work obtained its information of
account, and no longer purchase supplies at head- the result of this trial from the daily papers. Now
quarters. The Sun of this city, however, has a more every paper stated plainly that Colonel Ingersoll paid
plausible theory, and one that we are inclined to Mr. Reynolds's fine out of his own pocket. The
accept as the real cause. The Sun's theory is based Christian at Worlc also receives THE TnUTH SEEKER
and we hav repeatedly stated that Colonel Ingersoli
upon several facts, to wit :
1. The tracts of the society, while as good as ever, did not charge a cent for his services in this case.
are practically worthless, being the fag-ends of old We hav also printed Mr. Reynolds's acknowledgment
sermons and other religious nonsense which the of a gift of twenty-five dollars from Colonel Ingersoll, making $100 in cash, besides his expenses, and
great public regard with aversion.
2. The tract pedler is an obnoxious individual, two days' time-worth about $2,000 to him-which
Colonel Ingersoll gave freely to defend freedom of
the butt of ridicule, a bore, and a foel.
3. The denominations are tired of paying for lit- speech in the barbaric state of New Jersey.
His reward is mendacious abuse and mean insinuerature which does not teach their peculiar isms.
ations
from the little-souled J udases who edit ChrisThat is to say, they care more for their sectarian
tian
papers,
"Can you wonder that we hate your
views than for Christianity in the abstract.
4. The doctrin of hell is now considered by all in- doctrins-that we despise your creeds 7"
telligent people as the wild imaginings of lunacy.
Editorial Notes.
The society's publications speak of hell as an actual
ATTENTION
is
again
called to the work of Mr. Reynolds
place, and the purpose of most of them is to warn
with his canvass tabernacle. He has two engagements
the sinner to flee from the wrath to come. Protestbooked in Ohio, and desires others east or west of that
antism now very generally admits that the wrath state that the freight charges and his own expenses may not
spoken of is a myth, and hence the documents hav cost more than the sum total he receives. Address him at
North Parma, N.Y.
lost their point.
5. The books and papers issued are so exceedingly
MAYOR HEWITT has found that the Young Men's Christian
dull that no one can be induced to read them-even Association of this city is a law-breaker in maintaining huge
pious old maids and sanctimonious deacons rejecting bulletin-boards on the sidewalks in front of its building.
them in favor of more piquant matter. · This stupid- But we are willing to wager considerable that Mayor Hewitt
ity and the ancient flavor emanating from them are is not powerfnl enough to force this tax-dodging religious
institution to remove the obstructions.
sufficient reasons why an ungodly public will not be
converted to evangelical Christianity by them.
GoVER:&oR HILL has signed a bill amending the present
If our contemporary had put its conclusions, Sunday law of this state so as to inflict severer penalties for
which we hav briefly summarized, into a few words, second offenses. The penalty has been a fine of $1 to $10,
it would hav said that the American world had out- or imprisonment not exceeding five days. The amendment
.
. .
.
fines the Sabbath-breaker $10 to $20, er imprisonment not
grown the rehgwn manufactured m Nassau street. less than five nor more than twenty days. Governor Hill
When Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress," Baxter's 1 has done a very contemptible act in signing such a bill.
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THE Bible tells us that" it is appointed unto men once to die."
God makes the appointment.-Inaepenaent.
·

Does this apply to those fellows who get into heaven
through an appointment with the sheriff made by the judge?
A ooLUMN has been erected at Monte Pincio, in Rome, to
the memory of Galileo's imprisonment in the neighboring
palace of the Medicis. It bears the following epigraph :
" The neighboring palace, once the property of the Medicis,
was the prison of Galileo Galilei, guilty of having seen the
earth revolve round thesun.-S.P.Q.R., LDCCCLXXXVII."
WE publish in this issue a few extracts from John Stuart
Mill's essay "On Liberty," and they will be followed by
more from the same source. Just at the present tinie, in
these days of blasphemy trials, Comstock prosecutions, and
Sunday laws, it is well to remind people that there are a few
fundamental principles of liberty from which it is not safe to
depart. Mr. Mill has set these forth in unmistakable terms.
It was one of the late Stephen Pearl Andrews's wisest sayings that the people of each succeeding generation need to
be indoctrinated with the spirit of rebellion to tyranny;
otherwise that spirit is lost, and we are given the opportunity to justify our tyranny toward those in our power by
that which is exercised over ourselvs. It appears to hav
been left to a few Freethinkers of to-day to call back our
generation to the great principles of individual liberty with
which John Stuart Mill sought to indoctrinate his.
AT a meeting of the Henry George people in this city
lately, an attempt was made to get Mr. O'Brien, the Irish agitator, to address the crowd. Mr. O'Brien refused. Shortly
after, the Union Labor party held a meeting, and adopted
tllis resolution:
"WHEREAs, An attempt has been made by the Socialists of this
citv to force themselvs and their theories upon the Hon. Wni.
O•Brien and the Irish Land League, regarrlles3 of the injury that
would result to the cause advocated by the Lea.gue :
"Resolved, That we, the Union Labor party, represe,ting the
American law-abiding people, repudiate this attempt to drag Communism and Atheism into American politics. We regret th~tt good
and honest men should be misled by such men into a movement
that attacks all religions, all laws, and all the habits, customs, and
institutions of our people."

We extend to Mr. George our sincere sympathy. No man
has said meaner things of the Socialists than he; no man
more vehemently denies being .a Communist; no man is more
bitter against Atheists, nor more energetic in using religious
prejudices and "working the religious racket" than the late
candidate for the mayoralty of this city. And to be called a
Socialist, a Communist, an Atheist; to be accused of attacking all religion, all laws, all the habits, customs, and institutions of our people, must be very disgusting to him, and
should entitle him to the interference of Anthony Comstock.
It has nothing to do with the case that his land scheme is
thoroughly Communistic; that the government ownership
and control of the earth is Socialistic doctrin; that his defense of Dr. McGlynn and attack upon the church places
him without the pale of the most important Cluistian sect in
the world; that the legal adoption of his theories would overturn our laws, our habits, our institutions-he must feel
keenly this resolve of the Union Labor party, and all the
more keenly because he has tried so hard to be conservativ
and respectable while carrying on a most revolutionary crusade. He has said Good Lord, Good Devil, with great impartiality; snubbed the Socialists, abused the Communists, and
turned up his nose at the Atheists all to no purpose. He is
accused now of being all three in one. And the joke is no
less enjoyable from the fact that most people believe it true.

TrrE enthusiastic Mr. :Jfamilton, of Ukiah, Cal., who threw
a lamp at the secretary of the American Secular Union while
the latter was enlightening the townsfolk in tlw machinations
of Catholicism, is likely to pay dear for his burning zeal.
The day after his furious outbreak Mr. Hamilton had a warrant served on him by Constable F. C. Albertson, and was
taken before JusticeS. C. Poage, charged, as tlw complaint
read, that he "on the 13th day of May, 1887, at and in the
county of Mendocino, state of California, did without authority of law, wilfully disturb and break up an assembly and
meeting, called 'Liberty meeting,' not unlawful in its cilaracter, at the Court House, in the town of Ukiah City, in the
county and state aforesaid, then and there being held by a
sect or denomination calling themselvs ' Infidels,' under the
_management and eontrol of one S. P. Putnam, as affiant is
informed and believes, and so states the facts to be;" whereupon he pleaded guilty to the charge and was fined $100, but
a stay of fifteen days was granted. Mr. S. J. Cilalfrant., of
Ukiah, has also sworn out a complain cilarging Mr. Hamilton with having made an assault with a deadly weapon with
intent to do great bodily harm. This charge, says the Dispatch and Democrat, will go to the Supreme Court for trial.
We do not imagin, however, that Mr. Hamilton will get his
deserts on this eomplaint. The papers of the place make
excuses of all sorts for him, and it is very easy to see that
the Christians are secretly sorry that he did not killl\1r. Putnam. The murderous assault is described as an " unfortunate incident," and his frenzied hurling of the larr..p was
done in a " moment of unguarded impulse." One paper almost counts him a hero for carrying the second lamp he seized
to the street and throwing it upon the ground. The truth is,
he intended to follow up his assault upon Mr. Putnam, but
was prevented by men in the audience. He then ran from
the hall, holding the lamp above his head, scattering burning
oil as he went. Mr. Hamilton had murder in his heart,
though he was prevented from completing his intention, and
should be punished. He jeopardized the lives of hundreds
of veople by the panic his insane conduct caused, and many
.of the ladies in the audience were ill for several days after.
It will be a disgrace to the courts of Mendocino county if
such infuriate brutality is not properly condemned, and
will virtually be a gu~;trantee to the Christian element that
it may do as it pleases with Infidels.
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hour, and told what a terrible thing it was to be without
God in the world; how bad it was to go to the theater, or
dance, or ride on the street-cars on Sunday-didn't say anything about stealing a horse on Monday, or visiting a happy
OTTAWA, 0., May 28, 1887.
home to giv spiritual consolation when the husband is away
MR. EolTOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is simply grand, and to business and making a hell of tl1at home. Thi~ may be
Watson Heston is one of the immense factors of its grandeur. the means which results in the new birth.
Its value' to the Liberals has been doubled the last year, and
The women to-day are the pillars of the church, and if
many of the orthodox get lessons before they are aware of they could be .converted and shown the broken reed upon
the source which set them thinking.
C. E. BEARDSLEY.
which they rely for support, then, and not till then, will the
occupation of a priest be gone.
CHARLES FRANKLIN.
BosToN, MAss., June 5, 287.
MR. EoiTOR: In reply to Brother Koezly's question in last
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., June 4, 287.
TRUTH SEEKER, I desire to say that neither the age of man
MR. EDITOR : In your issue of May the 14th, under the
upon the earth, nor even' the age of science upon this planet, title of '' Mrs. Blenker's Arrest" you alternately excuse and
was ever intended to be represented by the new dating. The condemn one of nature's noble women. You say that "the
idea I put into the figures when first etarted was the one so English language is rich enough to convey every shade of
grandly suggested in Brother Wakeman's original call for meaning without borrowing from the vocabulary of the
this progressiv movement, viz., that in the early part of 1600 abandoned class." Now, I venture to say that the editor's
"A.D.," our glorious science became a standard to be upheld knowledge of the ignorance that prevails is ;jJLot as complete
to the death against the murd2rous "followers of the lamb." as his knowledge of the meaning of words. It was Mrs.
And as 287 years added to 1,600 ''A.D." makes 1,887 years, Blenker intent to reach the " abandoned" class of people,
as all can see, therefore no just cause of complaint can be and only the plainest language (vulgar, if you wish) could
found with the figures of this ever-glorious, anti-superstition reach their understanding. I believe Aunt Elmina speaks
calendar, called year of science, as a standard manner of the truth when she says that much of her work has been reYours cordially,
GEORGE N. HILL.
dating.
pulsiv to her. She holds the same relation to the moral
world that hospital doctors and nurses hold to the physical.
GoLDEN, N. M., June 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Since the 29th ult., we hav had in one Cath- Their work is to probe the festering ulcer, cure the most
olic family the highest exercise of Roman ism for the redemp- loathsome diseases, of which they keep a record and description of an orthodox soul. A boy of Mexican parentage tion of cases. No matter how disgusting the details, they are
died just previous to that date. His mother, who has one printed in medical books and sent through the mails ; and if
legal husband and a second one from choice, called the "the intent of the book" does "not affect its character,"
priest here to hav numerous masses said for the repose of under the postal statutes, then every medical work,
the soul of the departed boy ; and to promote more effica- every Bible publisher, is amendable to the law. Thoucious repose, she desired to·bury the boy within the P.hurch. sands of refined people would not enter .a hospital
To obtain the coveted favor, the mother pays the priest the as doctor or nurse because the work is both dirty
and disgusting to them, yet they are willing to acknowledge
sum of one hundred and twenty-five dollars. That sum
the
necessity of such work ; and who is there that has any
would be an enormous price for the church building entire,
knowledge of society and the moral status of to-day who will
but for the repose of a Mexican's soul, and the purification of
not say there are diseases in the moral world that require
the mother, perhaps it is not too much. The woman pulls the
men and women who are willing to engage in a work that is,
wool over the eyes of the French priest, always accommoin one word, disgusting, in order that they mny probe the.
dating when a good fee can be earned by extra sounding of
moral ulcer and remove the gangrene from society, and lift
the holy bell and adding a headstone within the sacred walls
humanity from the cess-pool of immorality and place them
to admonish others that it is a good investment to pay handon a higher intellectual pl!lne from which shall evolve future
somely for future rewards.
H. L. MciLVAIN.
generations possessing moral purity ? Now let these Christian prosecutors. compare Elmina's captured leaflets with the
BLAOK HAwK, CoL., May 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Please send me TrrE TRUTH SEEKER for inspired nastiness in Genesis xxxviii, the book of Deutereight months, and " The Secrets of the East," by Felix L. onomy, and the book of Ruth, and then giv their honest
opinion whether the Bible should be sent through the mails
Oswald, for which you will find inclosed $3.
I am a great admirer of your paper, and would not be or suppressed as obscene literature.
I hav not seen that for which my benefactor is indicted or
without it for double its suoscription price. Although I do
held
responsible, but feel safe to say that she never penned
not indorse everything you publish, yet I believe yours i~ the
only course for aFreethought journal like THE TRUTH SEEKER one word that she did not intend should benefit the receiver.
All true men and women of the Liberal ranks should see
to take.
I think the cartoons by Heston are doing a good work. I that she receives the generous support her work merits.
MRS. FLORA A. ABBOTT.
believe that every one of them strikes a blow at superstition

ffrotf( · tfritnds.

that could be done in no other way. Long liv Watson Heston to continue the good work. There has been a good deal
said in your paper by its correspondents both for and against
the Chicago Anarchists. As for me, I hav no sympathy with
Anarchism. I am a Freethinker, but I believe there is a
limit to free speech. I was in Chicago in the spring of 1875,
during the strike in the McCormic reaping works, and overheard a part of a speech marle to the strikers on the corner of
Twenty-third street and Blue Island avenue. The speaker
referred to McCormic as " the man with silk stockings." He
said : "The time is past when the laboring man need fear
capitalists. With thirty-five cents' worth of dynamite in
your pocket you can do better execution than a thousand
soldiers with muskets." Are these the kind of principles to
advocate in a free co~ntry? What incentiv is there for a
man to accumulate wealth, to make a home for his family, if
he is not to be protected by the law-if he is to be at the
mercy of Anarchists and dynamiters ?
No, Mr. Editor, I can't agree with you on the Chicago
Anarchist question, but nevertheless I think THE TRUTH
SEEKER thP. best Liberal paper published, and think that no
one but a narrow-minded bigot would stop his support of
it because the editor differed with him in opinion.
CHAS. E. SMITH.
ToLEDO, May 22, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav ta],en up my abode in this place, and
hav not yet been able to meet with any of our persuasion,
and I notice by your pa.per you hav no agency here. Why
is this thus? Is there any Freeth ought society in Toledo?
and if not, why not ?
There is a combination in the churches here just now in
order to revive the cause. They hav a professional gospelthrasher who is trying to make converts and saddle them
with a cross. He would be a good speaker if his articulation
were better and the matter of his talk had a little bit of common sense mixed in. But I noticed there were buckets of
tears shed by the women folks when he pictured the separa.
tion of families-all imaginary, of course-when the husband
and father was turned into the goat pen, where he would
gnash Iris teeth to all eternity, while his dear wife would go
to the right among the imported Cotswolds, Southdowns,
etc., and enjoy herself. I forgot to state that the preacher is
Rev. Dr. Munhall. He makes an effort to be funny at times.
How easy it is to make people laugh in church I I was ushered into a pew and sat beside a young woman who appeared
to be under conviction, and stood up for prayers. As I am an
old man, I thought it would be no harm to speak to her without being introduced, and told her if she desirecl to go forward
to the mercy seat and get nearer to God I would let her pass,
as I might sit in the seat of the ungodly; but I never would
stand in tl!e way qf sinners. Well, he talked for v,.boqt an

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., June 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I will relate two little incidents recently happeniag in this city. A fellow named Mack, clerking in one
of our stores, has been a Freethinker for many years. A
fellow-clerk, named Gibson, was an ardent Methodist,-who
delighted in believing all the hard stories contained in the
Bible, and was sorry that there were not still harder stories
in that book, so that he could show how good he was by believing them all. He wa~ sorry as well as amazed to think
that :Mack should run the awful risk of losing his s_oul by
not believing these stories. He held up before him the torments of hell, and solemnly assured him that his soul would
burn in· an awful lake of fire forever and ever and ever if he
did not repent and believe the Bible. Oh, there was such
peace in believing ! To be assured that your name was
written in the lamb's book of life, and that you would escape
hell and be happy in heaven simply by believing the Bible
and obeying the commandments! Oh, it was awful to think
of the danger to which Mack was exposed. A little incident
occurred which varied the line of argument and led :Mack to
think he had the advantage. A pesky little mouse had got
into the store and was playing havoc with some of their
valuables.
Gibson procured a trap and the mouse was
caught alive. He suggested that Mack had better drown it,
but as water waR scarce and the weather was cold, and a big
coal fire was blazing in the stove, Mack thought he might be
saved a trip to the pump by throwing the mouse into the
stove, and he succeeded in doing so just as Gibson came upon
the scene. He was too pious to swear, but there can be no
doubt that he thought all sorts of cuss words. He charged
Mack with being the personification of cruelty. He had no
heart. How could he, oh, how could he throw that mouse
into that ted-hot stove ? Then came Mack's turn to talk.
Said he : " That mouse was a sinner. He stole a portion of
your dinner a day or two ago, and has been committing
divers depredations about here for more than a week. You
said kill him. He is dead, but his sufferings are over. If
that mouse now was but a human being, you would say it
served him right. You tell me that if I die in my sins, as
that mouse did, God will burn me, not merely for one instant, but for all time; and yet you worship God, you praise
him, you call him kind, and loving, and just; but me, because I threw a wicked mouse into the stove to suffer for but
an instant, you characterize my conduct as cruel, infamouA,
and outrageous. I think your creed needs a little mending
before you assail me for cruelty." Gibson looked serious
the balance of the day.
A reli,g;ious crank struck this.city a week or two ago, and
commenced pedling a small circular relating some of his
·marvelous religious experienceA. He is an especial favorit
of God, for th~t m!sterio~s bein,g frequently vif>tts him in

trances and in dreams, and has told him that the Bible is
true, and that Ingersoll will be damned. A day or two since
this crank brought up in a crowd in which was Bill Custer,
the biggest wag in town. · He had sized up the crank by
reading his crazy productions, and also had some previous
knowledge of him, and so Bill assumed to be a first-class
vision-seer himself, had trances often, and as for dreams,
nobody could cope with him. The crank was mighty well
pleased to find a brother trance operator, and it was found
their experiences ran parallel in many instances, and so he
began to establish the genuinness of his remarkable visions
by the peculiar experiences of his new-found brother. For
a little while the cause of these two prophets of the Lord
was in the ascendancy. No scoffing Infidel could hav held
his own against them. At length Bill gained the information that the name of his comrade was Ferguson. Then Bill
pretended to refer to some notes that he had made, and he
began to question him. You were in Colorado such a time;
you hav a brother in St. Louis? To all of whfoh the crank
responded affirmativly. "Then;" said Bill, "you are the
man. I hav had three visions lately, and was told each time
by God that you was coming along and would soon be here.
He wanted me to say to you that he wanted you to giv up
the trance business and go to work. He says if you will be
industrious he will prosper you. J\lly last vision was less
than half an hour ago, so you may rely upon it as being
fresh from G0d.'' The poor crank was all broken up. If be
had been possessed of any reason, it would certainly hav
given way. He disappeared.
JAMES K. MAGIE.
AMsTERDAM, N. Y., May 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Christianity has robbed woman of her womanhood. It has damned her for being a woman. It has..
cursed her nature as the origin of sin.
The Bible reeks with its cruelties to woman. The church
perverts her impulse of love, by telling her to love God, not
man. If she innocently makes the mistake and loves the
godly man-well, we all know the result. The pastor becomes popular, if not great, but the woman is ever after
known as a "poor, weak creature." It seems almost impossible that a woman so weak could be capable of consummating parson-worship. Bah! what a disgrace to man, that
woman, his creator, can but receive such loathsome taunts
from him!
Infidelity as yet is no better. It struggles hard to shake
off Christian morality, and giv to woman the opportunity to
be a woman, but it can't. In " Tales Told Out of School"
the Infidel, when speaking of her, is as stupid as the Christian, and only knows to echo him-" Weak woman!"
Like Mrs. Blenker, I am interested in obtaining facts to
know to just what extent man is sincere iu granting to woman
individual liberty, which he clamors for so vehemently for
himself. To my entire satisfaction, I hav gathered sufficient
knowledge to establish without doubt that it matters but
little whether it be Infidel, Jew, or Christian, woman need
but expect the same from each; that is, "Stay where you
are."
Mrs. Blenker has been gathering facts against man's system of sexual slavery, which so shamefully degrades her sex,
and for fear she would tell the truth about the male brutes,
as the Pall llfall Gazette did, the scavengers of filth cage her
to silence her ; but she talks right on. They placed her in a
dirty dungeon, but ~he told the world all about it.
In her case, the average Infidel no doubt believes that she
should be satisfied to hav his aid in freeing her from church
superstition, without being so bold as to call men to account
for their sex-inquisition, which is but the heartless tormentor
of her sex.
Whether every man wh0 thinks himself a Liberal fights
for Mrs. Blenker's right to oppose man's abuse of her sex, or
not, will matter but little in arresting the great tide that has
set in to right sex wrongs. The. great tidal wave of heredity
is arising throughout the land, and when it rushes forward
to the central point, many are the curses that will be swept
away with it.
Now, if you believe that a woman should be a woman ; if
you believe that she has a right to use all her endowments of
nature; if you believe that her love nature did not find its
origin in total depravity, then do what you can to free Mrs.
RAY D. CHAPbfAN.
Blenker from Christian persecution.
PIPPIN LAKE FAHM, May 22, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: At last the Watts-Leeming debate has passed
into history. And what a tremendous castigation the poor
priest received at the hands of that great Secularist, Charles
Watts, done May 17th, 18th, and 19Lh, at Kent, Ohio! Subjects: First night: " Is Christian Theism ]','[ore Reasonable
than Agnosticism?" second night, ''Is Christiauity of Divine
Origin, and Adequate to the Wants of Mankind?'' third
night, "Is Secularism Superior to Christiauity ?" Father
Leeming opened the debate. He said, afiirmiug the first
proposition, that two and two make four, and man havin.g;
intelligence to discover the fact, therefore there mnst be a
personal God; that Plato, Cicero, and Socrates were Deists,
consequently Christian Thefsm is more reasonable than Agnosticism.
Platitudes like these, brushed aside in a moment by the
logician Watts, enabled his fi11e audiences to hear two
twenty-minute lectures each night after he had dis posed of
the priest's pueril tactics. At the close of the first night's
joint discussion, Leeming, in his efforts to extricate himself
from the dilemma his own reckless bombast bad placed him
in, only confirmed the impression that he was selling his
reputation for an interest in the admission fees (one-half the
.
proceeds).
The second night, under the scathing arraignment of the
arrogant pretensions of priestcraft, the priest lost his temper,
and calling to his aid sophistry, vituperation, and invectiv,
threw away l!is Qlaim to tqf;) titje of ~entleman; but to no
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purpose, save to substitute disgust- for pity in the minds of
his hearers;
Beaten at every point, and smarting under Watts's awful
indictment of his church, cornered in argument, yet forget.
ting that personalities are out of place in debate, the crafty
priest, true to his religion, attacked character, abused his·
opponent, and vented his spleen in slandering the dead.
From his lofty standpoint, Mr. Watts could not descend to
such a level, but proved, by his brilliant presentation of. the
claims of Secularism and by his manly bearing, the superior.
ity of it and its fruits.
Alas! the poor priest's dilemma grew desperate! Something must be done, or his followers would lose faith in his
ability, and so, posing as an advocate of principle, he ignored
argument; denouncing slander, he used it to smirch the
good name of prominent Secularists; promising to avoid
personalities, yet so conducting himself as to be repeatedly
called to order by the able and impartial moderator, Prof.
R. B. Marsh; claiming to know history, yet distorting its
facts-such were some of the methods used by this Christian
advocate.
·
.
It is much to be regretted that Mr. Watts did not hav an
opponent able to distinguish between assertion and proof,
between argument and preaching, or knowing something of
the rules governing debate. ·
Still, good results must come from these meetings, since
the dullest could scarcely fail to observe the striking con.
trast between the manners of the disputants as an illustration
of the effect of Christianity and Secularism upon their lives
and conduct.
MARIUS HEIGHTON.
PLUM CREEK, NEB., May 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : There are inany Freethinkers in this vicinity,
but, as in most places, they keep mum.
.
We are suffering from fearful drouth, owing to the accursed ignorance of the fools who hav been firing the prairies
in this "prairie fire empire "-that is, Texas, Kansas, Ne.
braska, and Dakota. Of all the disgraceful rubbish called
laws against prairie fires, I believe ours are the most worthless and useless. They can not and will not be enforced.
If we had simply a law forbidding the making of prairie
fires, under the penalty of at least $50 fine, the same
to go into the local school fund, and compelling the road
supervisors to make fire-breaks around each section of land
of non-residents, and charge the same to·those non-resident
land-owners, and compelling all residing land-o:wners to erect
fire-breaks around their land, we would hav rain as we had
formerly; but since cattle-men, who took some care of pasturage, left, we hav been filled with ignorant, uneducated,
priest-ridden American peasantry, who hav for two years
kept a continuous fire, so that, though clouds hover over us
for days, there being no attraction in our burnt and baked
ground, we do not get any life-giving rains; consequently,·
all agriculture, fruit-growing, and dairying are something
we do not witness in this "prairie fire empire." And in connection, of course, hundreds of other businesses and industries are either at a stand-still or scarcely making any headway. Our local press, when a little rain drops along a river
and timbered belt from two to four miles wide, publish
the same as magnificent showers, when thousands of farms
in .the distance from creeks or rivers are not touched by a
single drop of rain. This local one-horse press is the biggest
stumbling-block to progress and prosperity. The editors will
publish how the Sunday-schools are prospering, how the
railroads are robbing people, but these demagogs never try
to enlighten people politically and show them that the ignorant, priest-ridden American peasants are the foundation of
all corrupt and bad government. They don't show the people how these same farmers hav changed and prostituted
about fifty out of nearly seventy school-houses into gospelshops for Sunday-schools and prayer-meetings, and annually
during winter steal from tax-payers, on an average, two tons
of coal at each school-house, at $7 per ton, making $1,400
per year in this county-and many things in like manner.
At one place, ·several weeks' revival meetings were held in a
school-house, right by a church, because in the church they
would hav had to pay for coal. And not a single peasant
was to be found to protest, because some of these same
mentally blighted peasants, called farmers generally, are candidates for office. Would you believe it-one official told
me, at a little Bible argument, that he believed the sun is
going around because the Bible said so. Shades of Moses!
In 1883 and 1884 we bad splendid crops, but the climate is
simply destroyed for the present. The only good thing we
derive from .this climate-destroying process is that these
praying classes fall in debt so rapidly that poverty compels
them to sell out soon, and then they are forced to go somewhere else, to some newer region, and curse it with their
ignorant, priest-ridden practices. The past results of drouth
in Texas, Kansas, and other places are so well known by the
public that they need not be reitera.ted. Montana last year,
through these continuous fires, paid dearly for it-i. e., they
drew the climate a thousand miles farther north southward
among them. Results; bankrupt banl•s and money institutions, bankrupt capitalists and cattle and sheep men. But
it is very hard to teach an American peasant any scienceimpossible. He is told, every Four~h of July, that he is the
smartest Aleck in the world, and that settles it with the
farmer. And he is told from the cradkup and continuously
preached to about fire, fire and brimstone, and more fire
again, so that it is part of our ignorant peasant's nature to
fire forests in Wisconsin, Michigan, etc., and bring drouth in
Illinois and other states; fire the cedar swamp in New Jer.
sey, and cause drouth right in sight of the ocean; fire prairies from the Rio Gmnde to British America, and establish
the largest "prairie fire empire " ever known. The political
demagogs had better attend to the mentally blighted, destructiv American pell.santry, and make leBs of a sc11.recrow

out .of a few blatherskites called Anarchists, representing all
nationalities. If this is denied, I will show three American
Anarchist editors and publishers to one foreigner. There is
no use lying any longer. These farmers tell us society would
go to destruction' without prayer-meetings, but they never
tell us that right among these Sunday-school-blighted people
are the worst ignoramuses, hypocrits, adulterers, right in
this Davidson county of Nebraska, that ha.s for years suffered from the blight of Prohibition and Sunday laws.
Now, see the results. Hastings and scores of younger
places outgrow us in size, population, business, industry,
progress, and prosperity, while we here at Plum Creek are
dragging along in the same old ruts of Puritanism. But it
serves us right. It is only a short time since we ignorant
farmers were a mere set of henpecked servils. When our
water-brained women ordered Sunday-school, we held it,
even breaking school-house doors to get in. When our
water-brained women said the gospel needed warming, we
stole tax-payers' coal and warmed the humbug up. When
the same ignorant women ordered us to vote for a county
school superintendent who advocated the reading of the
Bible in school and praying, we did so, though the Nebraska
constitution forbids any school appropriations for sectarian
purposes. We are Republicans; arid who ever saw a Republican respect any constitution? When our water-brained
women ordered us to vote for St. John the Kansanite, we
did so, because the Prohibition platform said, Article Third,
"We want Jesus Christ recognized as the ruler of the country." Though the Constitution of Uncle Sammy forbiQ.s any
foreigner to become president, we voted Jesus Christ in all
we could. We are Republicans, and care not. for constitutions. We shake with the czar.
CINCINNATUS.

HAVANA, CUBA, May 10, 1887.
FELLoW TRUTH SEEKERS: For a long time I hav desired
to lay before you, and especially before our heroic champions, Dr. Juliet H. Severance and Mr. J. G. Malcolm, a
conception, invention or discovery, which circumstances
and investigation presented to my mind some years ago, and
which, if adopted and established by our government, must,
in my humble opinion, redound more to the welfare of humanity than hav all the inventions of all past ages.
From what we hav had the pleasure of reading from the
able pens of our above-named champions, and from others of
their kind, it seems to me that we must infer that they are
aware of the fact that cents, dimes, dollars, and eagles, like
apples, pears, peaches, and plumbs, are cheap when abundant, and dear when scarce. In his splendid article in our
great standard, THE TRl:iTH BEEKER, of December 25, 1886,
Mr. Malcolm said that our United States Supreme Court had
decided that money is not a measure, put a representativ of
values. Well, that court might just as well hav said that a
yard.stick is not a measure, but a representativ of distance.
The hight of a tree cannot be 50 pounds nor 50 bushels,
while it may be 50 feet. The weight of a pig may not be 50
feet nor $50, while it may be 50 pounds.. The price of a cow
may not be 50 feet nor 50 bushels, while it may be $50; because the hight of the tree is measured by and expressed in
feet, the weight of the pig is measured by and expressed in
pounds, while the value of the cow is measured by and expressed in dollars.
Since the measure of distance must be of some fixed distance or. Iength, and the measure (comparison) of ponderousness, or gravitation, must be of a fixed weight, I think I
clearly perceive that the· measure of values must be of a fixed
value. We might as well try to measure distance without
any fixed unit of linear. measure as to try to measure values
without a fixed unit of value measure that possesses a veritable fixed value. In some countries distance is often expressed in hours or days of travel, but that is like a uni-t of
value measure (the dollar) marle of or based upon anything
that may fluctuate in supply and demand, as is the case with
the precious, and all other, metals. It depends upon the
rapidity with which one travels, or upon the supply and demand of the metals.
The dollar based upon or made of gold or silver, or of
anything of a nature so fluctuating, is like a yard-string nmde
of india-rubber, and it is the very thing that has enabled the
fraudulent class to rob the honest, wealth-producing gawkias
of the world of the hard-earned proceeds of their daily labor.
They greatly inflate the volume of money, which makes dollars cheap, and then, having secured evidences of debt
against the gawkies, they greatly contract the volume of
money, which causes the dollars, because of scareity, to increase in value, or, in wealth-measuring capacity, like a
stretched india-rubber yard-string, and then they compel the
gawkies to pay off those evirlences of debt while the wealthmeasuring capacity of the dollar is thus increased. Please
don't be offended because I use the term gawkies. I am
aware that I am one of them, and I call a spade a· spade.
The amount of money per capita in circulation, were it the
same throughout the world, would not be important, if it
could only be kept at a fixed wealth-measuring capacity; the
people would soon learn the value of it.
I hav traveled in a good many countries, viz., United
States, Mexico, West Indies, South America, England, Spain
France, Switzerland, Germany, and Belgium, and I hav ob:
served that whatever number of dollars per capita there may
be in circulation in any country, that will be about the number of dollars that the average laboring man will get_ for a
mo?th's wages, including board, washing, and lodging,
whiCh always equal about one-half as much more.
When the English had succeeded in their conquest of the
East Indies, the very first thing they did was to, by taxation,
traffic, and spoliation, robbery, drain nearly all the money
out of that country, and into their own coffers, until they
had reduced the volume of money in India to about six-ty
C~nts per cavitll.. ~etiC~ a, J!l.OI)th's wages of an average
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laborer in that country is about sixty cents, including board,
washing, and lodging, or a.bout ninety cents net. See New
York Herald, June 4, 1886, page 4, third column.
Since the East Indian farmer can obtain labor for about
one-thirtieth of the amount that the American farmer must
pay for it, he can produce wheat or any other product of the
farm for less than ten per cent of the amount that it costs the
American farmer to grow it, and still realize a good profit ; ·
but the English, by and through taxation and trickery, so
manage the Indian that they get nearly all the proceeds of
his labor, or the products of his farm, or the proceeds therefrom, for a mere trifle, and thus intelligence gulls the gawkies
in every country.
We might make greenback paper dollars without basing
them upon gold or upon any other article of value, and by
making them a legal tender we could repudiate debts by paying them off with such stuff, but we could not compel anybody to exchange wealth for it. We might just as well take
a pound weight, and having stamped it with the words,
"This is one yard," try to measure distance with it.
Seven hundred years ago gold and silver were so scarce and
precious that money made thereof would buy more than a
hundred times as much labor converted into any kind of
wealth than money made now of the same quantity of those
metals will buy ; and gold is being consumed in the arts
throughout the world to such a great extent more than the
mines of the world are yielding it up, that the amount of gold
that now exists in the world-about $3,000,000,000-is decreasing at the rate of about $50,000,000 a year. From which
we may reasonably conclude that within about sixty years
the people of all those nations against which capitalists hold
national bonds payable in gold must be in the same condition
that the fifth chapter of Nehemiah, in the Bible, says that
the people were in about 2,400 years ago. The great capitalists of the world are aware that such a condition of affairs
is rapidly approaching, and hence the "hard times" that are
gradually swooping down upon the people throughout the
entire world. All national bonds are payable in gold coin.
Were the people, the government, of the United States to
construct and equip two competing lines of railway, one extending from Boston, Mass., via New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh,Cincinnati, St. Louis, and
Denver to San Francisco, Cal., and another from Charleston,
S. C., via Atlanta, Memphis, Little Rock, and E! Paso to Los
Angeles, Cal., with an appropriate numbrr of branches extending north and south from the main trunk lines, at a total
cost of about 2,000,000,000 greenback paper dollars, made a
full legal tender for all dues, debts, and demands anywhere
under our flag, and then by our United States Constitution
make each dollar of that greenback, railroad, car-ticket
paper money (absolute money) at any "and all times receivable for a first-class ride for the distance of about a hundred
miles, more or less, to be determined by Congregs, on any of
the government· railroads, and were our United Btates Constitution to permit Congress to increase the distance of ride
to be given for a dollar,· in proportion to the increase of facilities for performing the labor, but never to diminish it, because such facilities can never retrograde, while they may
increase, a dollar of this greenback, railroad, car-ticket,
paper and absolute money would always be equal to just so
much labor converted into any kind of wealth, because a
given amount of labor is requisit to carry first-class a passenger, or a given amount of freight, or a second-class passenger, a hundred miles on a railway.
Having our railways and this money, to the extent of
about $40 per capita, established, with no other kind of le~al
tender under our flag, our United States Constitution should
provide that in proportion to the increase of our population
the amount of our legal tender money shall, by the secretary
of our treasury, be increased, that so we may perpetually
hav $40 per capita in circulation, to the end that the dollar
of liquidation may always equal in wealth-measuring capacity
the dollar of obligation, and so that any obligation, such as a
life-insurance policy, though it run for a hundred or a thousand years, may be liquidated in dollars of the same wealthmeasuring capacity as were the dollars that existed at the
time when the obligation was entered into.
Our post-offices might then be distinguished by three
classes-those of the first class, and in large cities, might
emit bills of exchange or post-office money orders to the
amount of $100,000; those in smaller cities, and of the I'CCond class, might emit such bills to the amount of $10,000;
and those of the third class, in villages, to the amount of
$1,000. They might also loan money according to Mr. Malcolm's plan, and thus greatly facilitate the progress of our
industries, and then our government would be much more
"by the people, of the people, and for the peopl"," than by
capitali~ts, of capitalists, and for capitalists, as is the case
with it now.
Since it is obligatory upon Congress to establish a unifonn
system of weights and measures, a uniform measure of values
as well as of anything else, when once they see how it may
be done, I don't perceive how they can conscientiously neglect to do so after their attention rriay hav been called to
this plan.
By having these great railway lines established, the people,
the government, could hold in check the great swindling,
extorting railway monopolies. The government railways,
together with our money, thus established, would redound
more to t.he welfare of the people than hav all other inventions combined. Our Congress has already given away to
rich, swindling railroad companies much more than a suflicient quantity of land, had it been sold at a fair price, to
amount to the entire cost of these railways. Hnd we such
railways and such money as I hav hP-rein deRcribcd, all our
farmers coulrlliv well and grow richer every year, and all
frugal htborin~ people could acquire comfortable homes and
a competency for old age. If I am wrong, pleaHe set me
GEORGE NEWTON.
right,
.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'l)er; Nasa., to wlwm all Oommunieationa for
this OQT11,(J'!" alwuld be sent.
Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Wild Flower.
Alos! little flower, I know not your name,
The weeds that surround you enfeeble your fame,
For judging of others by those that surround
Extends to the weeds' that inhabit the ground.
Come. raise up your head, little bright, drooping
flower,
And fall not so low in your loveliest hour;
Your petals are shapely, Your colors are fair,
And sweetest of fragrance is felt on the air.
You're fairer by far than the proud buttercup,
Which ever is holding its haughty head up; ·
Your beauty surpasses the sunflower tree,
Which holds up its face for the sun-god to see.
Alas! that your face should be shut from the glare
Of morning's bright raY, when it bursts on the air,
Far off in this corner, where all is repose
Save zephyrs too gentle to shatter a rose.
Oh! had yon not bloomed in tllis valley obscure
Yon might hav been sought were your colors less
pure;

But do not feel slighted-'tis rich, it is rare,
The blossom that brightens the desert's despair.
You've blossomed in beauty, but never hear
praise,
The stranger that passes bestows not a gaze,
But richer is yours-it is wrong, it is wrong
To trample a bloswm so worthy a song.
Come, part from the stem, for I know you will
share
ThislonelinessleH.ning so close to despair;
Away from the stem, sweet graces impart,
Come now, let me place you right over my heart
DARLINABELL.

How to Write a Letter.
There is an art in letter-writing as in everything else; and there is that about a letter
that, to a shrewd observer, determine the
character of the writer.
A neat person is never slovenly with his
letter, nor careless about his expressions. To
write easily, gracefully, and entertainingly
may be very much the exercise of a gift
possessed by few, but there are certain rules
regarding letter-writing which may be acquired by every one.
A business letter should be concise and
particular, expressing no more, no less, than
is required to be made known. The first
business letter of a young college graduate
consisted of four and a half long pages full of
minute details. His employer bade him
shorten it. He rewrote it and condensed it
one-half. Again was he told to shorten it.
Four times he re-wrote the letter, condensing
every time, until he bad expressed all that
was necessary in the space of half a sheet !
A business letter should commence thus:
Mr. James Brown,
Dear Sir:
And should close with :
Yours respectfully; or, Yours truly.
A letter of friendship, or of any personal
interest, may begin in this way:
Dear Friend; or, My Dear Miss, Mrs., or Mr.-:
And should close in friendly letters with :
Yours sincerely; or, Yours affectionately.
In a friendly letter formality may be put
aside, and its composition should be easy and
natural, as one would talk. In letters for
publication great care should be exercised
that nothing unpleasant or offensiv to the
general reader should be printed. In letters
for the Children's Corner, as well as elsewhere, a stilted manner shoulcl be avoided;
also a copying from other letters, as, " I saw
so many others writing I thought I would
write," etc.
In what you write be original, and different
from ot.hers. Be brief, and express much in
few words. Formerly, it was the proper
thing to begin letters half way down the page;
now it is in good taste to begin at the top of
the page.
If a letter, or note, is to be delivered on the
day it is written to some one in town, the
date may be placed at the bottom of the page,
left hand corner; otherwise it should be
always at the top of the page, right hand
corner.
An informal note of invitation maybe written in the first person, and answered in the
same way.
All letter-writing should be simple, natural,
and free from slang or impure phrases.
W orqs should be spelled correctly and written plainly. With these few hints borne in

mind, there is no reason why a child may not. gram (or gramme). It is the weight of one
write an interesting and intelligent letter.
i cubic em. of pure water at its temperature of
S. H. W.
greatest density, that is, 4° Centigrade.
------~~-----10 milligrams (mg.) equal 1 centigram (cg.).
Our Puzzle Box.
10 centigrams
"
1 decigram (dg.).
10 decigrams
"
1 gram (g.).
1.-0HARADE.
10 grams
"
1 dekagram (Dg.).
One hundred tlwuaand pounds we find ;
10 dekagrams
"
1 hectogram (Hg.).
A sack or purse to suit our mind;
10 hektograms
"
1 kilogram (kg.).
At last our idle dream must go10 kilograms
"
1 myriagram (Mg.).
'Tis naught-to it we little owe.
The most important weights are the gram
Like those adventurous Spaniards bold,
and kilogram. The g. is equal to 15.432 gr.,
Mistaking pyrites for gold,
Misled by its metallic cast,
and the kg. is equal to 2.2046 lbs.
Our total for blacklead has passed ;
A five-cent nickel, one of those with a
And strange it is that none hav said
shield on, weighs about 5 g., and is about 2
There gG the crew with their fool's leadem. in diameter.
An epithet deserved, I hold,
29. Temperature.-Temperature is measAs well as ever was "fool's gold."
Then let us bow before our fate
ured by the centigrade thermometer. This
Our total wealth as graphite state;
thermometer·· is graduated so that water
And for myself, if truth be told,
freezes at 0°, and boils at 100°. The interval
All I possess two pencils hold.
between freezing and boiling is graduated into
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
100 equal parts. When temperatures are
2.-REBUS.
being given, 0. stands for Centigrade, and F.
for Fahrenheit.
30. 0. G. B. Bystem.-The three most important units of measurement in physics are
the em., g., and the second. The student
should become familiar with all of these, as
they are extensivly used, and many other
units are derived from them. This system of
A sad event.
units derived from the em., g., and s. is called
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDRRN'S OORNER the C. G. S. System, and the units derived
JUNE 4, 1887.
are called C. G. S. units. The.y will be .ex!.-Versatility.
2.--Gnomon ; behead and take away the plained as required.
31. Remarka.-It is necessary for all to bemiddle it is noon, and if always noon, the
" sun ~mst stand still;" yet it runs back as come familiar with the Centimeter, Gram, and
well as forward, for noon is a palindrome. second. We are all familiar with the interval
You can't solve the Bible story so, though of time called the second. The sketches
some commentators try it.
given will serve to make us familiar with the
3.-Cape Cod.
centimeter, and if we remember that a cu. em.
of water weighs a gram, we will hav a moderately good idea how much a gram is, or we
can.estimate a gram when we remember that
a five-cent nickel weighs five grams. Try
and become familiar with the following units
Liberal Lesson Leaves.
PHYSIOAL SERIES, NO. IV.-THE METRIO SYSTEM. also: the meter, which is a Iitle more than a
yard; the kilometer, which is a little more
i4. Length.-The standard of length is the than
half a mile ; the kilogram, which is a
meter (or metre). It is approximately the
little more than two pounds; and the liter,
.0000001 (one ten-millionth) of the distance which is a little more than a quart (wine
from the equator to the pole along the surface
measure).
G. G. GRowER.
of the sea. The polar circumference of the
earth is therefore about 40,000,000 meters.
QUESTIONS.
The meter is equal to 39.37 inches.
'
1. What is the weight of a cu. om. of water 1
10 millimeters (mm.) equal 1 centimeter (em.)
A~~·#h'ft"t is the weight of a liter of w.ater 1 Ana.,
10 centimeters
"
1 decimeter (dm.)
1
~g'Lead is11.35 times as heavy as water,how much
10 decimeters
"
1 meter (m.)
a en em. of it weigh 1 Ana., 11.35 g.
10 meters
"
1 dekameter <Dm.) does
4 Iron is 7 2 times as heavy as water, how much
10 dekameters
· "· 1 hectometer (Hm.) would
a cu. m. of it weigh? Ana., 7,200 k'l".
10 hectometers
"
1 kilometer (km.)
5. How many m. in 10 kn;t. 1 Ana., 10,000.
6. How many sq. em. m a square m.? Ans.,
10 kilometers
"
1 mynameter <Mm.)
.
d
The important units are the em., m., and 10,000.
7. 'l'he average weight of. a man IB 140.4 poun s,
km. The em. equals .3937 inches; the m., how many kg; does he weigh 1 Ana., 63.7.
s. The average weight of a !VOman is 55.2 kg.,
39.37 inches., the km., .6214 miles.
how many pounds does she weigh 1 Ana., 121.7.
9. The average bight of a
man ill 66.3
inches how
manY om.?
Ana.,
168.4.
xoo millimeters=:ro centimeters=t decimeter=a·937 jncheP
10. The average
bight
of
a
woman
is
157.9
em.,
how
many
The above sketch will aid in forming an inches? Ana., 62.16.
.
. .
11.
At
birth
the
average
Weight
of
a
g:!r!IB
6.415
idea of the values of the measures of length.
pounds, how many kg. 1 Ana., 2.91.
The small lines are one mm. apart, the
12. At birth the average weight of a boy is 3.2
how many pounds? Ana., 7.055.
larger ones one em., and the total length is kg.,
13. The average bight of a girl, at birth, is 19.02
·
one dm., or .1 m.
inches. how many em 1 Ana., 48.3.
14. 'rhe average bight of a boy at birth is 49.6
25. Burface.em., how many inches? Ana., 19.53.
100 square millimeters (sq. nrm.) equal 1 sq. cen- NoTE.-The above figures in regard to the human body are given b~ Qnl)telet. The measuretimeter (sq. em.).
ments were made upon Be1gians.
100 square centimeters equal 1 square decimeter
(sq. dm.).
100 square decimeters equal1 sq. meter,
Story of an Oyster.
Why, then, the world's mine oyster,
The sq. em. is most used. It is equal to
Which I with sword will open.
.155 square inches. The annexed cut is one
-Merry Wtves Of Wtnasor.
sq. em. It is divided into sq. mm.·
And as we are picking the wo!,'ld to pieces
to see what it is made of, and how it is made,
of course we must dissect whatever comes in
our way.
Now, this oyster-your little fingers could
never pick it open, it is shut so tightly.
I ~'lJ.~-= I o o Sqj'.»tNW.

flolumn.

II

26. Volume.1,000 cubic millimeters (cu. mm.) equal 1 cubic
centimeter (cu. em.).
1,000 cubic centimeters equal 1 cubic decimeter
(cu. dm.).
1,000 cubic decimeters equal1 cubic meter (cu.m.).
The important ones are the cu. em. and the
cu. m. The cu. em. equals .061 cubic inches,
the cu. m. equals 35.31 cubic feet.
27. Oapaoity.-Capacity may be measured
in cu. em., but it is frequently measured in
liters (or litres). One liter is equal to one
cubic dm. = 1,000 cu. em.
10 milliliters (ml.)
equal
1 centiliter (cl.).
10 centiliters
"
1 deciliter (dl.).
10 deciliters
"
1 liter (!.).
10 liters
"
1 dekaliter (Dl.).
10 dekaliters
"
1 hectoliter <HI.).
10 hectoliters
"
1 kiloliter (kl.).
The only one extensivly used in physics is
the liter (pronounced leeter). It is equal to
61.02 cubic inches, or 1.05 quarts (wine
measure).
28. Weight.-The standard of weight is the

There are two very hard shells, you see,
like valves, an upper and an under one.
Hence oysters, clams, scallops, and mussels
are called-what? Can't you guess? Bivalves !-that's right. And now one of our
bright boys has, with a knife, forced the hard,
firmly closed shells apart, and there is the
little soft, pulpy fish. Is it a fish?
Why, yes; certainly it is, and a very delicious one too. He does not appear to hav
any head, however. What a funny fish, sure
enough! And what a pretty house inside
is that he livs in ! How smooth and glo~;sy !
What bright and changing colors it shows in
the light!
This lining of the oyster shell is called
"mother of pearl," and buttons, brooches,
studs, and many useful and ornamental articles are manufactured from it. The shells
are used to harden roads, and for other purposes. The oyster livs in a bed with a great
many relativs of his with the salt water for a
'
.
blanket. Oysters attach themselvs m baby-,

hood to a shell or rock in clusters, and there
they stay till some one comes with a rake,
made on purpose to take them, and gathers
them in by the bushel. The clam is buried
·in the sand; the mussel can· swim along near
the shore, .so can the scallop, and when
picked up, click, click, he snaps his shells together as if angry at being disturbed, but the
oyster never opens his mouth, nor does he
ever of his own accord move an inch, but lies
in bed all the time. When the tide ebbs off
we can see him and his mates lying there just
'as still as mice.
His family is very, very old. He belongs
to the tribe called Mollusks, and they are
first found away back in what is called the
Silurian Age. Mollusks are .animals whose
skeletons are on the outside of their bodies.
Silurian is named from a tribe of Britons,
or Silures, who formerly lived in Wales,
where the formations of this age are very
plenty.
Sometimes the oyster gets sick, and a lot of
shelly caps form around some foreign substance that has somehow got in between the
animal and its shell, and after a while they
are hardened into what are termed pearls.
These are much sought for, and are very
costly and valuable.
The oyster is one of six classes, all of
which come under the family of mollusks.
You hav seen snails on the land with four
horns, and little eyes on the ends of two of
them, havn't you? The shell of the snail is
like a spiral tube, into which he tucks himself, or stretches out at his leisure. Ancl the
slug, too-can you describe his appearance?
Head, horns, a fat little foot, and a soft little
body. These are relations of the oyster,
only they liv on the land instead of under
water; we do not use them for food, and
they are known as gasteropods. The oyster
comes under the head of Acephala, and that
means that it has no head.
S. H. W.
QUESTIONS.-What animals are called bivalves 1
Why so called 1 What is the lining of the oyster
shell called 7 What is its use 1 How does the oy.
ster liv 1 Describe the habits of other shell-fish.
To what tribe does he belong? Define mollusk.
Silurian. What is the result if the oyster becom~s
sick 1 Into how many classes are mollusks drvii!ed 1 Describe the snail and slug. What is the
difference between them and the oyster 1 To
what class do they belong 1 Under what head is
the oyster classed 1

Correspondence.
DEL MAR, CAL., May 24, 287.
DEAR Miss WIXON: It has been a long
time since I wrote to you. I am elev:en
years old. Everything remains as it always·
did, only the Christians are growing weaker
in their knees. This year is kind of an off
year. It didn't start in to rain until the last
of February, and it is trying to rain now. It
hardly ever rains later than April.
Papa and mamma went to hear Mr. Putnam lecture in San Diego. They thought his
lecture was very good. They brought home
some very good Infidel books. I suppose
that our Christian friends hav erected a monument for Noah. We hav a nice house and
a cistern that holds three hundred barrels of
water.
Your friend,
LUTHER SnAUG.
OVERTON, GA., May 28, 287 E.M.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As it has been several
months since I wrote to you, and nobody
seems to miss me, I thought I would write
again. I know you hav not space to publish
anythin~ from a poor writer often, so I will
only wnte occasionally. The Corner is hnproving all the time, and I am particularly
pleased with the Science Column. Educate
the children in science and you will see them
grow up into good Freethinkers; for Christianity's worst enemy is science. It always
has been, and ever will be. I wish I could
liv to see the day when every church is converted into an institute for learning science.
You are doin~ a splendid .work in educating
the children m the course of Freethought.
Every Liberal paper ought to hav a department for the children; the mind is more
easily bent while young. I wish I could
hear you speak. I am very much pleased
with the interest Mr. G. N. Hill takes in your
work. I agree with him in thinking that
Freethinkers ought to date from the death of
the noble martyr Bruno. If Jesus Christ
ever lived, no doubt he was a good man, and
a martyr, but we cannot hav as much respect
for him, because the Christians hav slandered
him so much by saying that he wants people
to be washed in his blood and that he macle a
failure in his attempt to. save sinners. It
looks strange to me that God did not crown
his only son's effort with success when it was
in his power to do so.
1 hav written some verses for the Corner,
and hope they will prove worthy of publication. ·Yours for truth,
DARLlNA BELL.
[We thank our friend for her kind appreciation of our efforts. We hav the best and
kindest friends in the world, and their approval of our work is very gratifying.-En.

.::C~-~C=·~J---c::..-=--=--=-=-=-=-=--=========
Correspondence Wanted

With refined and affectionate young lady of Freethongpt views, by a YO)ln.g farmer whose present
acquamtances are Chr~strans. BOX 658, St. Oatharine's, Ont.
1~
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lne-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements ~hereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at .greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 1Bx22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The ti ties are :

f'he Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lectures.~... comprising, "The Gods "
"Humboldt," "'.l'nomas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25. ·
Contents: "The Ghost!!J" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of In"About Farmi.J:!g in lllinoill,"
•· The Grant Banquet" "The Hev. Alexander
Olark," " The Past J:tiBes before Me Like a.
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingenoll.".
de~endence,"

FO{l

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1,25,
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 5_0cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
.
·
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 P~
per, 25 cents.
The Christian Relhdon. By R. G.

11ITTLE f8LKS.
BY AUNT ELMINA

lngersolb Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

(MRS. E. D.

Orthodoxy. · 56 pages, 12mo, ,Paper,

SLRNKER).

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid, Prmted in
large, clear t,YPe 1 and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordiiiacy: lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,

The Vision of War,
Tribute to bis Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these hel'etofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secur9
Jom
akage, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

ROMAN ISM,_
OR

lngersoll Cateehised: His Answers to

DANCER AHEAD.

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San J?rari.C'tscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

A(ldress on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

By A. J. GROVER.

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Bound in one volume, To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works} the publisher has had
all his lectures, e.l'cept tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pajl'eB 1 which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5, Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

THE

Fathers of Our RepubHc~

There hav been so many

ll.Jlplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banq1;1et Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:ry" toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and 1n large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the fonr will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15ctl.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Paine, J e1ferson, Washington,
Franklin.
NEW YORK:

This

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factl one of the richest~_ brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besiaes the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes 11
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought to_gether till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare person'al souvenir. To helE it serve this
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, wi h autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especiaJJx for 1t.
Price 1,in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s11ie, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary sty,le1 $4,50; m full Turke;y- morocco, gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnr~t are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiarles · the Church and Oivilizatio11; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement;, the Tem_:perance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.
·

Bible .Morals.

P.RICE. -a.o CENTS.

W. S.BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

Reported for the "Truth Seek.-," by
I. N. BAKER,

15 CENTS.
PRICE,
It is a stunner; concise, scholarlj·, and good.M. E. Billings.

and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse,-James Parton.
I am much pleased with ~our address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. WaKeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages, It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Ag-e.

r

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point ia discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self government.J.J.McCabe.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scrip_iure Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating; 'l'heft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
r: ukiudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity, Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on IB.rger quantities.

LIBER'l'Y AND .MORALITY.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
wo d of it."
"Price 15 cent.s.
For sals at this office

~HE ONLtY (§)o~~EGill

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is Biscussed
under the following heads: Ori!W:t of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabba t)U The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .lliXamination of
Sunda}' Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; '.restimony of the Christian Fathers; The
a b b a th durinll' the Middle Aj>eB; The Puritan
abbath ; Testrmony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines ; Abroll'ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six contes, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi Q name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,•
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine'S
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Euro_:pe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

·

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashiR!I'ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 c1!3.

The Apostle of Libe1·ty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.,~ before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, olanuary 29,1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

E·x:.eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day,»
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

N.'ll.thaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages.· $1.25.

A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Aanua
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering- Hall, New Yorki
November 13, 1886.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

40 CENTS.
A.ddreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Pmo&,

E:DIIlliON.

SOCIAL

WEALTH.

TM Bole Factnrs and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, tJloth,
$1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

NATUHA~ LAWS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
ExOHANG&.

A OOMPB:ND OF Tllll:

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

By J. K.INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."

PRICE, 1'i CENTS.

Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

a

Bi~le

Temperance:

Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 100 pp,, 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular 'l'ru ths. 25
LI(lUOR DRINKING
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Btble Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 11 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Socratesl Buddha, and Jesus.
II ots. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ctg. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorite.
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
and H~J-ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desig-n and
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Animals. li eta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson'S Court, j
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
E. C., Lonlon, Eng,

Commended, Defended, r.nd Enjoined
by the Bible.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
OB,

Men of Business Who Did Something Besides
Making Money. A. Book for Young Americans.

BV jAMES PARTON.

- $1.25.

Price,

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pls.ae. New Yo~k.

Address

THE

CONFESSIONAL

ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Content.
One seeks in vain
A fairer country than this broad domainWhere freedom dwells on coteau, hill, and plainAnd fertil prairies, rich with growing grain,
lnvite the men of courage, brawn, and brain.
Hither on breezy wing
Far from the pampered East a-wandering,
All gilded customs to the wmds I fling ;
Why should my heart to cit:v pleasures. cling 1
My shack's a castle! and I reign its king.
Then come what may,
Here in this cabin rude content I'll stay;
Het•e at my cabin door I'll whiff away
The cares and troubles of a yesterday;
Why should I change my lot 1 Why further stray?
~Sam T. Clover tn Dakota Bell.

Religious News f'rom Boston.
The Brick Lane church was last evening
filled by a large and fashionable audience
gathered to welcome the Rev. Mr. Stellalite,
who comes to this city with the most flattering testimonials of the pulpit and press of the
West, where he has filled long engagements
in nearly all the large cities with unqualified
success. His welcome last evening was a
complete ova.tion, and his efforts from first to
ast were rewarded with the most unmistakable approval of his delighted listeners. 1\'Ir.
Stellalite's engagement covers the current
week only, and all who wish to hear him
(and who does not?) should go early. Every
evening, with matinees on Wednesday, Satuday, and Sunday.
A movement is on foot at the Swell Street
church to hav the choir and pulpit change
places. It is high time that this improvement were effected. The worshipers at this
church hav too long been subjected to great
inconvenience in having to turn their heads
to see the singers. It was at on:e time proposed to remove the pews and substitute
swivel chairs, but the suggestion being made
that this would be an unnecessary expense,
as nobody, of course, cared to face the pulpit
at any time during the service, it was determined to meet the difficulty by the cha12ge we
hav already mentioned. Strange that this
was not thought of before. The other
churches will undoubtedly follow the example of this enterprising congregation.
We are requested to say that none but
hose coming in carriages will hereafter be
admitted to the services at the Nazarene
church. The practice of admitting pedestrians has resulted in the attendance of scores
of persons of the lower classes almost every
Sunday, until the annoyance became quite
unbearable. The Nazarene church has made
a move in the right direction.
We ar!'l pleased to be able to inform our
readers that the Bucl>minster Avenue church
has just been furnished with a new range and
all the necessary utensils for cooking. We
shall expect to hear of reawakening of interest among the worshipers at this elegant tabernacle in consequence of this new convenience. Indeed, as we pen these lines, we
are informed that the formation of a new amateur theatrical club is on the tapis, and that
it will include in its membership many of our
best citizens. We are requested to say that
parties hereafttr hiring the chapel for balls
and like entertainments can hav the use of
the rang~ and cooking utensils at small additional expense.-1'ransc1ipt.

Stray Scraps.
it is a sure fact that if it had not been for the
Christian ~p.others this world would hav gone to
smash and to the devil long ago.-EvanueUstL. W.
Munhall.

Here is a consideration for the advocat~s of
suffrage for these " Christian mothers" not
to be ignored.
When these Christian
mothers hav their ballots (which will be as
soon as it is seen that there is no other way
to save this world from going to smash and
to the devil), they will vote God into the Constitution at the bidding of the priests, and all
the Christians will say, "Amen!"
The Rev. Justin D. Fulton pitched into the
Catholic church again yesterday in the Masonic
Temple. One thing he said was : "I believe the
Catholic church has got all the power it is going
to get in this country. Somehow or other God is
going to hav his way in America. I believe that
it was God who by thode fatal words, 'Rum,
Romanism, and rebellion,• called a halt to the
man, James G. Blaine, who was groveling in the
dust before the Roman Catholic element in this
country for the sake of their votes."
-This is equal to an eminent Boston divine,
during the last presidential campaign, saying
that if Cleveland was elected, he should know
that God had no further use for the Republican party.
What a mighty man God is in politics oc-

casionally in the estimation of some of the
gentlemen of the cloth ! If God does hav his
way in Ameriqa, then why complain and
mourn when a Guiteau shoots a Garfield?
ELLA E. GIBSON.

Books.
LITTLE LEssoNS FOR LITTLE FoLKS. By Aunt
Elmina (Mrs. E. D. Blenker). Boards,
illuminated cover, price 40 cents.
" Little Lessons" received. They are interesting, and even we, old as we are, get
new ideas from them.-A. W. Lake, Gar•rettsville, 0.
After careful examination I can say that
" Little Lessons," received for my little
daughter, is far superior to the books now in
use for young children; in fact, it is the acme
of success for young Liberals.-Mrs. Franms

Bardmass, Dun Glen, Ne1:1.
We hav all read "Little Lessons for Little
Folks," and are delighted, and hav been
much enlightened thereby. It is particularly
interesting to Georgia, and if I had my way
about it, it would be introduced into the
schools as a text-book, to take the place of
some of the goody-goody hog-wash now taking the lead.-A Friend, Rogers,. Ark.
I wish to say a few words of praise in fav0r
of Elmina's " Little Lessons for Little Folks."
It is a nice little book, instructiv for old or
young. I read every word of it, then sent it
as a present to a grand-daughter in Wisconsin. Every fa.mily should hav it. Buy it,
everybody. It is a neat little book for the
children.-Samos Parsons, San Jose, Cal.
We liked the" Little Lessons" very much.
My 'oldest boy, when he finished reading it,
said he had but one objection to Elmina's
book-that was, that it was not half big
enough. The langua.ge in which it is written
makes it comprehensiv to the young, and interesting and instrnctiv to big folks, as well
as little ones.-Lottie Griffin, Meloir, Kan.
I hav read Elmina D. Blenker's last book
of "Little Lessons." It is well got up, and
I consider it well adapted to store the minds
of youth (and many of older years) with useful scientific and historical information, far
in advance ·of the stories and catechism I
learned in my youth, and which it has taken
me years to unlearn.-John Ray, Wetland,

Canada.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

lOo.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15C

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
- - - - 15c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS!:
Section I. Definition of Freethou_g:ht and its
· E~trlY Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Free·
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during· the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine·
teenth Century.

The American Secular Union; its
Necessity, and the Justice of its Nine Demands.
<Dedicated to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.}
32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

A :RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

llAV

·~~···············~···~····~-·~·······················

FREE THOUGHT

WILL

GIV US TRUTH.

SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
. .......
....................... .................... .
REASON IS A BETTER GUIDE TRA.N
....................................................
.
~

~

~

FEAR.

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS

lliY

CATHEDRAL.

.······················································
····················································
.

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE,

.......................................................
NEVER TROUllLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YoU,
TilE WORLD IS lliY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD lliY RELIGION.

The price of e~tch of the loregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a la1·ge card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
Christian Evidences Cl'iticised. A the
lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Iritroduction b;v Charles Bradlaugh. Con- cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
tents: The Origm of Christianity; The Histori- wrapped, on receipt of price.
cal V~tlue of the New Testament; Miracles;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Serularism; Destructiv and Construc-

TRAVELS IN FAITH
Secularism; its Principles and its
From Tradition to Reason.
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is t'he .Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
' Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ;.Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ant~J,gonistic ·
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Cloth. 11.1!5.

For Ral" 1\t tbig OffiM

New Edition, Revised and Enlar&'ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
TM Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York
A double-page picture contrasting science and
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
theology, showipg how the one has labored for at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50o.
human advancement, and how the other ha.e
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents;
twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fm
$3. We wish that the friends of Free thought would
AND THEffi
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM;

Biogra-phy of Satan; or, a Historical

The Present and the Future
Republic oC North America,
BY A CAPITALIST.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Paper,50e; cloth, $1.

THE LIVING

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

OLD
BOOKS

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 Hl. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

Origin of the Christian Bible.

Elmina's " Little Lessons," and Colonel
Kelso's argument for "Spiritualism." Both
of these books seem well adapted to fill a
"·long-felt want." Elmina's lessons are short
talks about the stars, monkeys, fishes, water,
stones, leaves, nerves, frogs, cows, dolls,
HISTORY
grass, etc. Concerning these and similar
OF TilE
subjects she has succeeded in imparting much
knowledge in a form that is likely to hold the INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of' Europe.
interest and deeply impress the minds of
children.-Health Monthly.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3
" Little Lessons for .Little Folks " is the
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
most sensible, interesting, and instructiv
book for children that it has ever been our
THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
pleasant privilege to peruse. Mrs. E. D.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
Blenker is the author, and in the preface she ann Eduard Howland. Editors; J os. Burgher and
F L . .tsrowne, Printers. This paper is devoted spesays that "it is like a school-book, which cially to the interests of our coloniZation enterprise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa\ and fenerally
aims to teach the groundwork of facts~" It t.o
the Practical solution of the problem o Integral
is compiled from reliable sources, and put in Oo.opAration. Price, Sl a year· 50 cents for six
months.
a5 oen1;s for ihree monihl
plain, simple language, so that all may understand. This editor dearly loves children,
Catalogue of Old, Rare, and Secondand he wishes that he were able to present
hand Standard hooks sent free.
I JORDAN BROS., 45 North 9th, St.,
one of these nice books to every child in the
1
13tl7
Philadelphia, Pa.
land, but he isn't, and so through his book
agency he furnishes it for only 40 cents.Practical Experience with Poultry.
The Plaindealer.
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egl{. It is
"John's Way" is strong and masterly in well
called "practical," for we find nothmg unthe logic and argument of Freethought. practical in it. Hens, ducks,!eese1 and turkeysi
are
particularly
discussed an the1r economica
"The Darwins "is superior in force, imagery, breeding and keeping
treatedpf. There are many
and breadth of range ; but above all, " The practical hint~ abo~t .keeping poultry on .a large
scale, and, allm all, 1t 18 a very useful addition to
Infidel School-teacher " is the most convinc- the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
ing in its character, being in the highest
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
sense sublimely simply and unostentatious,
and he who can read it without acknowledgKERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
ing its beauty, grace, and persuasivness must
Sixteen
Saviors or None. BY KERneeds be a bigot of the narrowest order.sEY GRAVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Dr. J. J. Stone.
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Cloth,75cts.; paper, 50cts.

A book advocating assoCiate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice 1 and crime. It deals with the J?resent
conditiOns of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
pool' and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amer1ca, as it will he when
society shall he organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written.

Jlottoes for Freethinkers.

Expos1tion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, as cents.

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
tbonsan.d biblical errors in science, history,
mor'lls, religion1 and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
peraonages of the Christian Bible and an exami1ation of their doctrine. Price, $1.75.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Containing new and startling revelations in
reli!(ious liistoryl which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines, principle~ precepts.
and miracles of the Christ1an New Testament
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or1
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucifie~jJs.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BIBLE

~IYTHS

Parallels in Other Religions.

The object of the work 18 to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionahlv true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
1 val. Bvo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, 82.50.

DR. J. L. YORK,
The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
his Eastern lecture tour May 1st, to speak at
Sacramento on May Bib, at Salt Lake City, May
15thand22d, at Canon City, Col., May 29th, at Denver. Col., June 6than<112th; and at Garden City,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa; Chicago, Ill.;
Grand Rapids, Mwh ; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
Ohio; Linesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy,
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
and at· other points on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, and leave the latch-string out,
--at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't milia a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Liberals desiring to arrange with the Doctor,
please add·ress without delay, in care of Chess
Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, Colorado; William Lindsay, ottumwa,
Iowa ; E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake street,
Chic gao, Ill: D. A. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Roman Staly, 86
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphia, Pa.; Truth Seeker
office, Jl!ew York city; Investigator office, Boston,
Mass.; H. L._ Green, 165 Delevan av.,Buffalo, N.Y.;
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of Colonel Ingersoll's pamph ets, which will be
disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Qnestions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan ;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.
ORTHODOXY,
A lecture, fifty-four cloqely prirlted large l2mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1 ; and $6 per hundred

Civ-il Rir!ltts •"IJeech,
Including the address of Frederick D, uglas. :fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; aad $6 per hundred.
We suggest that these be Purchased in quantities, and given away to Christian•, and 1t is with
that not unreasonable exptctation that the prices
hav been placed so low;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 1. 8, 1. 887.:!,gents for the Truth

~eeker.

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE, 25 7

OALIFORNIA..

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 l'.M. for lectures an<t
free discussions on religions and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnt.b
Seeker publications always on hand ·at cheap rate

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANA.DA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T~ Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

BACON AND

OOLORAno.

... -

.

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
.

ILLINOIS.

·E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Unrivaled in Tone,

INDIANA.

~0.. 1_

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

Touch and Workmanship.
FACTORY

C'5ao

Cor. 87th St.

.• ;·.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-:i>ID.ce, Smyrna
Mills).
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
•

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Ga.ul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
. .

B. F. Hyland,

OREGON.
Corvalli~.
PENNSYLVANIA..

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W, F. Schade, 3,706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

mh·lr d

·.A..

The Bible
·

~nalyzed·.

1\.

:0-\)-6'

~e Ne-w- York.

$>--

AND THE

· "For Sledge-

hammer Log1c unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Catholic Church.

Svo., 833pp.,

The Real Blasphemers.

(PubliSMa, JuliJ 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece shoWing the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
EXTRAOT.
.
colored, to supply all the necceasary pieces for
"I could pronounce nn benediction upon Ro- constructing
a model house, with plain directions
mani•m. It h s done mischief enougn to deserve for
putting them together.
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri '·
While the supplement affords both old and
tianity as th& worst form of tyranny. It com- yonn~r.
!freatest amusement, it is more than a
mands the arm to work and the brain to die; it toy. 1tthe
is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Archfeeds faith and starves thought; it loves OOJP"es- itecture;
a
pedect, scaled model of one of our
sion and hate~ liberty. It has giv~n falsehood a most popular
designs, so exact that it is useful to
crown and truth a s"affold."
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinr from
PRICE, 5 CENTS,
$500 to $15,000).
Addi\S!as TJJE TRUTH SEEKER.
2 New Designs for Barns.
28 Lafayet'e P!ac", New York.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
Au Article on Villa Park A.ssociations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, oN REOEIPT OF PRIOE, $1.
Address
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. A.ndtuss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwil!k, Norse.

Showing

that those who belleve in the deity described
in the .Bible, and not those who deny his existence, are guilty of "blasphemy." Paper,
12rno, 138pp., 50 cents.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

THE NEW . GOD.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN

TE MEMORY;

Bem·eta171 of the .Ame1·ican Secular Union.

OR,

.

Price 10 cents·.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

12mo, 160 tJp,,

$1.00

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La1ayette Pl., New York.
-------------------------------------

ENGLAND.

j

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thon.{h
anonymous, it is now known.to be the work of W.
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. Mote
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cen1~.
_F_o_r_sa_l_e_a_t_t_h_Is_o_ffi
__
ce_._____________________

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robto G .. In~ersoll's
in the suit of the

THE

. aga.inst _the
Western Union Telegraph Company

Truth Seeker Annual
--AND--

OR,

BY REPORTER.

The Problem of the

Universe~

and

Its Scientific Solution, with some OritiClsms o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs. a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Joh.n
SWinton's Paper.
Ingersoll and J~sus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itl
shown there is much in harmonY between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

<E. M. 287.)

VOLTAIRE' 8 · ROMANCES
OONTENTB:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes•.
of Babylon.-The 1\fan of Forty Crowus. Th&
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-1\Iicromegas.The World as it Goes.-The Black anrl the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Natnre.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure iL
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.

THE DAWNING.
A NOVEL.

PA-GE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
'rhe American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A ,Story. By Si Slokum,

5
17

29
30
34

"Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetns, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
A.n octavo volume of nearly 4.00 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
28 Lafaybtte Place, New York.

The Secret of the East,
OR,

37
92

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

94

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

98

Price. $1.00.

For sale at this office.

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
NEW YORK:

C. B. REYNOLDS·
35 Cents Each.
Address TFE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

THE

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

CONVE!'TIONAL J,IE~ OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Story of the Garden of
Eden, in which its snperionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

+IDITI) + ILLU$TRATIOll$. +

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to rr;s, with extraordi·
nary beanty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

other Agnostic Poems.

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Ptice, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laidJ'aper. With 6?
engravings. Price, cloth, bevele boards, $2.00.
Half calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Church of Practical Religion.

S. P .. Putnam's Works.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of' all A.nti-Bibll·
cal Work§.

For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRY•SQUl\RE;

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

Price, 3S cents.

Bankers' and Nierchants' Tele·
graph Company

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church. without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job. Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N,

Speaking of this work in connection with th6
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

OPJJJNING SPEECH TO THE JURY

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

.. :SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3.

-oBy L. K. Washburn.
-o-

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12rno, 466pp., •1.50.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEW.YORK.

& WAREROOMS,

Col. Kelso's Works. I The Public Schools

MASSAOHUBETTS.

Joseph Ma.rsh, Northa.mpton.

.

~HAKSPERE.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnet• written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

· ·. J~ G'. :Jeh1Hner; 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
1

399

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

400

Jltws of( lht lfetk.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 1.8, 1.'887;

TH.E 0HDE BO.r C·R£ JlITJ DB )IV.
,1

·

A Dtsousston Between

Gladstone.

Huxhi-.r

Muller

Proem toGenesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Glad'
stone. By Albert Re~e, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and GenesiP, By Prof. T. H.
vn A Huxley
Protest" and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin' ton
This is a new book and contains thelatestdiscus·
sion.op. the mistakes of Moses •.The names of the
partiCipants are a guarantee of Its able chartotcter.
Price, paper 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
'
THE TRUTH SEEKEP R CO:l k
28 Lafayette l.,New xor

9J~ms

of( l[hought.p

EV.ERY one's duty is first to provide for himself
and his own household, but this being performed
faithfully, a love for humanity is the next highest
and holiest sentiment he ·can feel. Humanity is
our highest object of reverence.-D. M. Bennett.
TAKEN as a rule, no Christian believers die so
peacefully, so confident of salvation, as Catholics;
and if enabling us so to die is a fair test of the
trn th of a religion, their religion is truest and best.
But this is not the true
test. The right criterion
is, " How does religion help
a man to liv?" If our faith
really is what our critics
hav usually conceded, a
good religion to liv by, then
it is good enough for us and
for the world. • • • If we
LAST Sunday a ma:n
wish to show that we are
drowned himself in the
any better than others, let
us do it by deeds, and not
reservoir a~ Central Park
by words.-Rev. W. L. Chaffrom which many people
flr•'s Objections to Unitarianget their drinking water.
·;sm,
The body was recovered.
!; OUR business is not to ask
!.whether we are prosperous
MR. LAOOMBE, corpo.but whether we are right.
rati<m counsel, holds that
(It is not popularity we are
any guest at 11 hotel may
~seeking, but truth.
No
use wine, liquors, or
'movement which has hfted
the
world,
reformed
Bociety,
beer on Sunday at table,
helped in the progt ess of
provided he did not purman, baH ·"ver been Yery
chase them on Sunday.
popular. For a long time
tts supporterB hav strugPoPE LEo has written
gl~d with oppo.it10n; they
an autograph letter to
av been a feeule petople;
Queen Victoria, congratthey hav been taunted with
ulating her on her jubilee
their small numbers aud
their little infiuen:ce. But
and thanking her for the
if they had tho t1 nth <•II
government protection
theil' eide, they rand 11ot ,
she has extended to the
and went forward sure of
Catholic hierarchy in
ultimate triumph.
The
honest· man, the man who
India.
.. '· 1\(t, .•
. aves the truth, does not
:?
HERR MeaT the Anarchwait till popularity and. sucist and his friends had a
cess arrive. He is willing
to share in the day of small
picnic at Oak Cliff Park,
things, knowing, as Emerat Union, N.J., last Sunson says, that when the
day. It is reported that
single man plants himself
there was a collision be.
·"on his instincts, the great
ABRAHAM: CATCHETH A RAM.
world at last comes round
tween the Anarchists and
tO him.'
others, in which a consta.
And Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for a burnt-offering in the stead of his .son.-Gen. xxii, 13.
lJ
"
For to side with truth is
ble was shot in the hand.
noble, when we share her
mgager ernst,
A BIG parade to encourage Dr. McGlynn in
THE Watertown Times says that the spectacle of
a horse grazing in a front yard, while a goose Ere her cause brings fame and profit, and 'tis
his rebellion against the pope is expected to
prosperous to be just;
kept him from straying by holding the halter, did
take place in this city Saturday night, the
Then it is the brave man chooses, while the cownot
attract
as
much
attention
as
it
would
if
the
18th.
ard stands aside
THERE is one road that apparently doesn't lead goose had not been an "exiled tailor's goose," Doubting, in his abject spirit, 'till his Lord is cruGovERNoR ToRRES, of the state of Sonora, to Rome. It is the one that Dr. McGlyn.ll is trav- weighing about twenty pounds.
cified."
-James Freeman Clarke,
MINISTER (to little boy): "What hav yon got
has issued- 11 proclamation offering a reward eling on.
IT is not because of his toils that I lament the
there,
little
boy-your
Sunday-school
paper?"
IT is hard to believe that a man is telling the
of $500 for the head of every hostil Apache
poor man ; we must all toil, or steal (howsoe_ver
truth when you know you would lie were yon in Little boy : "No, thir; 'count of the baseball we name our stealing), which is worse; no faith·
Indian.
game yesterday." Minister: "Don't you know
his place.
ful
workman finds his task.a pastime. The poor
that's no paper for you to read on Sunday?" LitGERMANY's crown prince is said to hav
"I LovE everything that's old," sang Goldsmith. tle boy: "Yeth, thir." Minister: "Well, giv me is hungry and a-thirst; but for him also there _is
cancer of the throat. Emperor William is How Oliver would hav gloated over the jokes in
food and drink; he is heavy-laden and weary, but
the paper,"
for him also the heavens send sleep, and of the
better. The czar of Russia has not been shot Harper's Drawer~!
A POLICEMAN recovered on a steamboat a pocketat for a few days past.
T.EACH.ER : "If you were president of a county book which had been etolen from the good Bishop deepest; in his smoli:y crib a clear d~WY _heaven
fair and wanted a gate tender, what would you Griswold. "I did not want any reward," said the of rest envelops him, and fitful glittermgs of
THE constitutional prohibition amendment do?" Pupil: "Boil it."
cloud-skirted dreams. But what I do mourn over
policeman," and I would not hav taken anything, is, that the lamp of his soul should go out; that
was defeated in the Massachusetts House of
ORPHEUS was a musician whose music had power but I did think the bishop might hav said, 'Oh, no ray of heavenly, or even of earthly, knowledge
Representative on the 7th, lacking three votes to draw rocks, etc., to him. The modern street damn it, Smith, take ten dollars.' If he had just should visit him; but only in haggard darkness,
of a two-thirds majority.
musician has the same power.
said that I would hav been satisfied."
like two specters, Fear and Indignation, bear him
company. Alas ! whether the body stands so
IT
is
rather
hard
on
the
pions
man
who
attends
SHE
was
tall,
dignified,
spectacled,
and
from
MASTER W ORll:MAN PowDERLY addressed a
church to fil11d it against the law to thirst after Boston. Her mind was jammed with metaphysical broad and brawny, must the soul lie blinded,
large audience at Lynn, Mass., last Sunday. his righteousness on Sunday,
philosophy, and she couldn't help but show it. dwarfed, stupefied, almost annihilat d? Alas!
was this, too, a breath of God, bestowed in heaven,
Among other things he said that if manufactA CmcAGo man has paid one thousand dollars "Mr. ChumpleY,'' said •he to that modest youth
urers lock out the Knights of Labor Anarchy for a copy of the Bible. A swindling Omaha at a little aocial affair on Prospect street, "hav but on earth never to be unfolded? That there
you read Gall?" He edged away from her in ter- should one man die ignorant, who had capacity
will come in.
·
agent told him it was just out.
for knowledge, this r call a tragedy, were it to
A sociETY journal informs us that "when .a ror. "I-I don't know, ma'am," he feebly mur- happen more tJ;tan twenty times in the minute, as
HAVEMEYER's great sugar factories in gentleman and lady are walking up the street mured; "I-I never saw it. Are they usually red?"
by some computations it does. The miserable
Brooklyn were burnt last week. Over a mill- the lady should walk inside the gentleman."
I MET a freckled village boy,
fraction of science which our united mankind, in
ion dollars' worth of property was destroyed,
Who loitered by the way;
a wide imiverse of nescience, has acquired, why is
A woMAN's will is strong,
and it is feared that a number of workmen
His hat was off, his brickdust curls
not this, with all diligence, imparted to all 1Believe it though you don't;
With
balmy
winds
did
p}ay.
Carl'/lle's Sartor Resartus ..
But you'll find out ere long,
lost their lives.
It's weaker than her won't.
WHERE is your God of power, 0 Christian, that
"Oh, whither bound, bareheaded boy,
A TRAMP went into St. Peter's church, this
he permits himself to be thwarted and set at
Beneath this blazing sky?"
"WE will sing the three hundred and twenty.
naught by the devil? Where is your God of love
city, the other day, and knelt down to pray. ninth hymn," said the minister at the close of a
"I'm going home-but hav to wait
that he allows his dear children to be enticed into
Until my hair is dry."
His devotions were marked with great ear- pathetic funeral sermon. "It was ·a favorit with
sin by the devil? Some Christians dislike the
nestness, but he shortly rolled under the pew the remains."
AN eccentric justice of the peace, before whom devil so much that they try to refine him a way,
A LADY took her little boy to church for the :first a citizen had prosecuted his daughter's lover for and make him-into an allegory. But this cannot
and went to sleep. He now worships in jail.
time. Upon hearing the organ he was on his feet ejecting him from his own parlor on the Sunday be allowed, unless they are willing to make God
THE Rev. C. C. Frost, formerly pastor of instanter. "Sit down!" said the mother. "I evening previous, solemnly decided as follows:" It into an allegory too. The two beings must stand
won't!"
he shouted; "I want to see the monkey." appears that this young feller wtots courtin' the or fall together. If there is no need for a devil to
the Baptist church of Butte, Mon., and also
WIFE (who believes in consistency): "If the old plaintiff' gal in plaintiff's parlor, and that plaintiff account for the evil in the universe, then there is
treasurer of the Hope Mining Company, -is
intruded and was put out by defendant. Courtin' no need for a God to account for the good in it.
accused of being a defaulter to the amount of Blue laws forbid kissing one's wife and the selling is a public necessity, and must not be interrupted. If you do not personify the destructiv principle
of intoxicating liquors on Sunday, why isn't the
several thousand dollars. He is also charged former enforced as well as the latter?" Husband: Therefore, the law will hold that a parent has no in nature, neither must you personify the preserlegal right in a room where courtin• is afoot, and vativ. There is no evidence for the existence of
with obtaining $2,000 from a bank by false "Because it isn't necessary."
so the defendant is discharged, and plaintiff must a God that does not also PI"ove the existence of a
representations.
AN absent-minded Pittsburgh preacher re- pay costs."
devil. You must hav both or neither. The gosmarked in a eulogy from his pulpit that "death
THE CLER-GY-MAN.
pel of Christianity asserts the existence of both;
LAWRENOE DoNoVAN, a New York youth loves a mining shark." Thereupon fom" stock
Oh, children, get onto this poor, Tired-looking the gospel of Freethought denies the existence of
who once jumped from the Brooklyn Bridge, brokers and a man with a brother in Colorado got
gen-tle-man who is 'ap-proach-ing ! Do you Not both. And I affirm that the disproof of the devil
attempted a similar feat from the Westminster up and left the sacred building.
feel sorry for him? I do. I feelsoverysorry that is good news to the world.-Mrs. Besant's- Chrtsbridge at London the other day, and was
liE (after morning service): "What did Yon I Would just like to Take his place for the Next ttantw anct Freethouullt.
arrested. He pleaded in defense for his act think of the sermon this morning, Miss Breezy?" three months. If I were per-mit-ted to Do so,
HAn Newton or Descartes lived three or four
Miss Breezy (of Chicago): "It seemed to me to
that he wished to help commemorate the lack originality. Why, some of the ideas advanced what would Happen to me? Why, I should go to hundred years ago, and pursued their studies as
Europe at the expense of an ad-mir-ing con-gre- they did, it is most probable that they would not
queen' a jubilee.
are old enough to hav whiskers!"
ga-tion, and Stay until Oc-to-ber, and hav Dead hav lived to finish them, and had Franklin drawn
THE Rev. Peter Eirich, of Hoboken, N. J .,
As an item of interest it might be stated that a Loads of fun. I should Also be in receipt of about lightning from the clouds at the same time, it
pile of strength that would reach half way to the Seven hundred dollars per month sal-a-ry. For would hav been at the hazard of expiring for it in
has sued for divorce from his wife on the moon is wasted in this counh'y every year by pea- the Wea-ry-looking gen-tle-man is a pop-u-lar the fiame.-Patne s Aue of Reason.
ground of abandonment. Mrs. Eirich says ple holding up hymn-books in church who C:on•t cler-gy-man. Why does he look So tired, and why
she left her husband because she was so know a B fiat note from the howl of a brindle cat. must he Go to Europe 1 Because, dear children, YET are there some to whom a strangth is given ,
A will, a self-constraining energy,
much his inferior mentally, and could not
"WHEN did you die?" asked St. Peter, who was his Health is un-der-min-ed. He always is That A faith which feeds upon no earthly hope,
assist him in his literary work as he. wished putting some necessary questions to an applicant. Way at this season of the Year.
Which never thinks of victory, but content
In its own consummation, combating
her to do which led to unpleasantness. She "A :week ?'go_." "A week ago! and it _has ta~en
.
' .
,
.
you all this time to get here?" "Yes, su. I died
TAT Because it ought to combat, . • .
will not ObJeCt to her husbands going ahead 1 in Chicago," "'Oh, in Chicago; that explains it, THE TRUTH· SEFKER 4 NNT .• · Rejoicing fights, and still rejoicing falls.
with the divorce proceedings.
Chicago is a long way from here."
1
Price, 25 cents.
-R. w. Mtlnes.
'
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THE Academy of Music was crowded, as
Linton,
Reville.
usual, last Sunday evening by the George- On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
OONTENTB:
McGlynn Anti-Poverty Society.
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
W.
E.
Gladstone.
_
Tim Coney Island excursion season opened
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and theinterlast Sunday. The weather was rather too
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
cool for thorough enjoyment.
Muller.
·
SuNDAY in this city is
not so dry as it was.
-Two bloodthirsty Paris
journalists, M. Clemenceau and Mr. Foucher,
hav fought a duel with
pistols. Neither was hit,
and both were satisfied.
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NEW COAT OF ARMS SUGGESTED FOR VIRGINIA.

George. In the process of evolution, says.
the Sun, that monarch has advanced so far
that he has agreed to let his subjects think as
PROFESSOR PROOTOR, the eminent English they please on religious matters, and so peace
scientist, is unable to find the Star of Bethle- reigns once more in the Tonga Islands.
hem reported by the Kentucky astronomer.
A YOUNG Baltimore girl named Emma Vin"THE tragic death of the late Lord Jesus ton dropped dead the other evening as she
Christ" is the way the Marlboro, Mass., was about to join her partner in a quadrille.
Times alludes to an incident in Roman and The moral of this visitation is ·dulled by the
following contemporary occurrence : "At the
Jewish history.
AT the recent sale of Lord Crawford's services in the Presbyterian church in Nyack
library in London, a Mazarine, otherwise a on Sunday night Dr. Clare W. Beams, aged
Gutenberg Bible, the earliest book printed sixty years, the organist, was taken sudwith movable metal types, in the original oak denly ill with heart disease, and expired soon
afterward."
boards, was sold for $13,250.
MRs. HATTIE UPDIKE, wife of a prominent
TnE New York World recently employed
cattle-ranch owner of Topeka, died suddenly
some chemical experts to analyze the foods,
at Kansas City recently. The coroner, upon
medicine, and liquors sold in New York.
investigation, learned that Mrs. Updyke had
Very little adulteration was found, and the
suffered from dropsy and that gangrene had
worst thing discovered in the liquors was
set in. She had placed . herself under the
alcohol.
treatment of Mrs. Emma Behan, a ''ChrisTnE scheme for building a Protestant Epis- tian scientist." Mrs. Behan's treatment concopal cathedral is not exciting the financial sists in trying to convince patients that they
interest which was expected. The $400,000 are not diseased, but suffering from imaginasubscribed two weeks ago has not been tion. The Christian coroner certified that
largely added to. The cost of the cathedral death was due to mortification of the foot!
is now placed at $6,000,000.
THE parallactic motion of the stars has
KING GEoRGE, of the Tonga Islands, makes been demonstrated by the Rev. Dr. Pritcha typical Christian. He is a convert to Meth- ard, of Oxford, by means of a process for
odism, and a while ago he undertook to make making stars photograph their position, and
all his subjects worship God according to the which has been perfected by himself. Star
dictates of his majesty's conscience. His 61 Cigni has been found to vary its relativ ansubjects rebelled, and tried to kill the king's gular distance from the four others around it
prime minister, on the ground that the king in a course of six months to the amount of
and his advisers were several centuries be- four-tenths of a second of an arc, and hence
hind the times. !3ir Charles Mitchell and a the distance of this star in the Cygnus from
gunboat were sent to Nukualofa to try to the earth is calculated at. fifty billions of
make a nineteenth century potentate of King miles; yet it is apparently the nearest to us

of all bodies 'in space outside our own planetary system.
THE London Times' correspondent at Rome
says that the pope has no sympathy with Mr.
Parnell's Irish campaign, but that no official
opinion to show how the church regards the
movement has yet been given, because the energetic pressure brought to bear by a majority of the Irish bishops holds the normally
conservativ tendencies of the Vatican in
check.
THE Philadelphia Times says that a. resident
of Exeter township, Berks county, has been
officially declared insane because he wanted
to build a monument to Eve. It seems that
Christian communities are willing to risk the
eternal salvation of their souls upon a story
the truth of which they won't risk a penny
upon, but which they declare a man insane
for believing.
THE Christian Socialist, published in London, is not a very loyal sheet. The June
number has this: "This is the jubilee month!
We are glad of it, for it means that the
wretched exhibition of flunkeyism and snobbery which the British people hav been making of late will end, for the present-in its
most offensiv aspect at any rate. We hav no
desire to say anything on the subject. Carlyle found the Corn laws too mad for a chapter. We find this royal jubilee too mad for
an article. Just look at the stupidity of the
affair 1 A very common-place lady, who
would hav been in no way distinguished in
ordinary life, except, perhaps, for the pos.
session of a shrewd business head, has been
permitted to occupy the throne of this land
for fifty years. During that time she has
been well rewarded for the not over-hard

work she has had to perform ; and during
that time she has very graciously bestowed in
' charity ' a certain portion of the money given
to her by the people for this purpose. And
simply because this has gone on for fifty years
we are all supposed to be delirious with joy,
and for it we are all expected to return
thanks, in person or by proxy, in Westminster
Abbey on a day appointed. Really, it is too
absurd."
THE Washington Post says these are Colonel Ingersoll's sentiments on immigration :
" All foreigners are not good. The same remark may be made about nativs. Some foreigners are good, and probably the same
remark may be safely made about the Americans themselvs. On the whole, the effect of
immigration is good. This country is capable
of taking care of six hundred million people.
A great majority of the foreigners who come,
come with the intention of building a home,
of purchasing land; come for the purpose of
getting an opportunity to work; come fc>r
better wages, to better their condition, and a
very large majority are willing to work to
the extent of their strength. I hav not the
slightest sympathy with the people who are
endeavoring to prevent the landing of immigrants on our shores. This country certainly
would not bav been much without immigration. For my part, I do not see why thr. emigrants of 1887 hav not just the same right to
land on these shores that the emigrants of
1620 had, and some that are coming now are
a good deal better than some of those who
came then; they are altogether more civilized hav better ideas as to the rights of others, and hav m a far greater degree the habit
of attending to their own business."
,
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9Jommunications.
Tales Told Out of' Sehool.
- 1'HE REV. DR• .tONES ON SPIRITUALISM.

During my stay in Boston, which is the -headquarters of Spiritualism, and being sent out on a
voyage of exploration, I availed myself of the opportunity to study that great movement of the_ human
mind in this age which outstrips primitiv Christianity in the rapidity with which it has made converts.
The office of the Banner of Light, which is the oldest and most prominent of all the papers devoted to
the exposition and advocacy of this cause, is located
in this city. I called there on a certain occasion,
hoping to meet 1\:Ir. Colby, the editor, and to hav
some conversation with him on the general subject,
but he was not in. However, I found in his place a
a very intelligent blond lady of about forty-five, who
could, and did, giv me as much information on the
topics of inquiry as the editor could hav done.
The Spiritualists, I find, are all Infidels, but the
- Infidels are not all Spiritualists. Like the former,
the latter hav a literature ; and it is amazing to see
the number and character of the books they hav on
sale. The inclosure marked (B) contains the printed
catalog. The lady clerk of the establishment, as I
took her to be, evidently suspected me for being a
clergyman, and as she was well posted, and willing
withal to impart information, I made the most of my
time in asking questions and listening_ to her answers.
As to the numbers of the Spiritualists, she said that
the Catholics, in their official representations, had
set down their numbers at ten millions. But as they
had no organization, and no way of counting noses
accurately, as the churches had, it was impossible· to
know their exact strength. In estimating the Spiritualists as a force hostil to the church, however,
knocking off one-half their number, as given by the
Catholics, they compose a host which must be largely
taken into account in the campaign which opens
before us. Thousands of the membership of both
the Catholic and Protestant churches .are illiterate,
and hav no opinions which they could either state,
defend, or respect. If asked why they go to their
respectiv churches, they can giv no answer, except
that they hav been in the habit of doing so ever since
they were born, and that they inherited their creed,
as they did their property, from their fathers. But
every Spiritualist is, and must be, an intelligent and
experienced person, able to giv the reason why he
believes as he does, and why he makes battle against
the church. The Spiritualists do not proselyte, and
their opposition to the church is not for the purpose
of stealing her members and strengthening their own
ranks, as is too much the case in all the churches,
but they feel that the church stands in the way of
the world's progress and ought to be removed.
Neither do they persecute; for when their cardinal
ideas are· ridiculed, as they unmercifully are, they
smilingly say that if those who ridicule had had
their experience, they wou1d believe as they do. At
their lectures during the winter, and their campmeetings during the summer, the speakers expound
what they call the philosophy of Spiritualism, and
the mediums who are in attendance giv tests, by
which is meant the evidence of the senses that
Spiritualism is true. On this point they bav no
faith; it is knowledge. A friend of mine attended
one of these camp-meetings, consisting of about two
thousand persons, and three policemen were present
to suppress all disorder. As there was no disorder
to be suppressed, these uniformed officials attended
all the meetings and seemed interested ; while at a
Methodist camp meeting of about the same size, and
in. the s~e state, it required between twenty and
th1rty pohcemen to keep down the rowdyism that
was present. This seems to show that the Spiritualists are well-behaved.
After spending some time in looking over the
books for sale, I stepped up to the counter, and ventured to remark to the blonde lady clerk what a sorrowful thi~g it was that, accepting as they did what
we all considered one of the fundamental doctrins of
Christianity, the immortality of the soul, the Spiritualists did not fall in with the church and impart
their zeal, intelligence, and character to the advancement of Christ's kingdom in the world. I remarked
t~at the church had the machinery of her organizatiOn complete and well oiled at every point of friction,
and if the Spiritualists would join her they could find
a home well furnished with every comfort, and the
church would gain a valuable accession of numbers
"Why, sir," said the lady clerk, "such an idea could
ne'!e~ be realized; it is impossible. Christianity is a
rehgwn, and the church is its embodiment and that
which you call religion, if we can trust the ~ecords of
history as written by the church herself has been in
all ages the direst curse that has ever 'aftlicted the
human race. You may think it harsh in me to say
t:~o, but you know, as a historian, that the church can
be tracked down through all the centuries of her
existence by the innocent blood she has shed.
Either Lecky; or Buckle, I forget which has declared in his history, what has never be~n denied,

that no organization of men on the face of the whole
earth has shed so much blood as that which calls
itself the church of God, of which Jesus Christ is the_
head-:-all to promote the interests of r~ligion.
:Religwn constructs a God and a creed out of Its own
fancy, and then requires all to believe it, and join its
communion, on pain of death, if it hav the power to
execute its will. Every religion in the world, as you
must know, has persecuted-pagan, Jewish, Mohammeda.n, and Christian in its divisions and subdivisions
of Catholic and Protestant. A real Christian is
naturally and essentially a persecutor; for if a man
sincerely accepts a creed, and· honestly feels that his
neighbor must believe it as he does, or go down after
death to eternal hell-fire, the very benevolence of his
nature will lead him to persecute, by imprisonment
and death, all who reject it; _for what is the pain of
two or tlll"ee hours' burning at the stake, when compared to an eternity of such suffering as every unbeliever must endure? It was the benevolence of
Calvin's nature which influenced the authorities of
Geneva to burn Servetus with slow instead of quick
fire, hoping that at the last gasp he would repent,
and recant his error; and that his terrible fate would
warn other people away from heresy. I say Calvin,
and all the rest of his kind, felt that every man must
believe their creed, or dwell in eternal flames after
death. He never examined the question of persecution in the light of reason, or he would not hav been
the bloody-minded man he was. He accepted the
popular doctrin, taught ana illustrated in all church
history, and got from the Bible itself, that a person
was as responsible for his belief as he was for his
actions; whereas, we know tliat, in view of the evi·
dence before his mind, a man has no more control
over his belief than he has over the stature of his
body. He was blinded, and converted into a monster of cruelty, by that hateful thing called religion,
the original offspring of ignorance and fear, which,
during the countless ages of the infancy of the human
race, had become an inherited instinct, and continues
so to be, except among thosewho, like the Buddhists
of China and Hindosta.n, reject all religion entirely.
Buddhism has a following which outnumbers Christianity. You may criticise -the notions of its adherants, and joke about their deity; but if they do not·
smile, neither do they resent it; because their opinions are not religious convictions, but mere speculations. But let anyone in England or America joke
about the persons in the godhead, as defined in the
Christian creed, or the immaculate conception of
Jesus Christ, and he is charged with the crime ·of
blasphemy, and perhaps sent to prison."
"What," said I, " do -you not claim Spiritualism to
be a religion?" "No, sir," said she. "Spiritualism
is not a religion; and that is the reason why it
neither proselytes nor persecutes. It is a system of
natural and moral philosophy. Not one of its phenomena is miraculous, or supernatural, but all are as
natural as the rain-fall in summer 8\1-d the snow-fall
in winter. We hold that it is as natural to liv after
death as it was to liv before birth; and as progress,
unfoldment, is the law of the univer&e, we expect
that the personal identity of the man which began
with his ante-natal life will not be affected by the
event of death, any more than it wa.s by birth.
Matter is eternal in its origin and duration; and the
survival of a person's individuality when he is called
a spirit, is only one of its infinit possibilities. The
theory is perfect, and beautiful, and rational. All we
need is its verification; and this you may hav by the
phenomena which occur at our seances, and which
cannot be explained in any other way than that a
man when he dies carries his personality with him.
An Atheist may be a Spiritualist, for theological
notions ha.v nothing to do with this subject; and if
refusing to believe in the Jehovah of the Jewish and
Christian scriptures makes one an Atheist, then all
Spiritualists are· Atheists; or, what is a more proper
and modest term to use, Agnostics." "Then you
think," interrupted I, "that the substance of the soul
is material~~~ " Most assuredly I do," was her reply.
"Whatever in the universe is not matter, in some of
its in:finit forms, is nothing at all. The chemist
shows you that matter in its crudest form-a mass of
iron, or gold, for instance-caD. be reduced' by heat
to a liquid, then to a gas, and then to a condition of
invisible ether; and by the application of cold can be
brought back again, step by step, to its former condition. So with the soul, that part of a man's body
whlch performs the function of thought. If, in a
calm state of mind, you put your. finger on your
pulse, you will feel the beats to be regular, until you
think of some absent friend, or affecting incident;
then you will notice that the beats are more frequent,
and your face is :flushed. This proves that thought,
the act of the soul, or intellect, influences. the body
as any other material substance would. The soul
is not an entity, living in the body and distinct from
it, as a tenant is who livs in a house by virtue of a
lease which he holds from his landlord, and can be
turned out of possession at the expiration of its time.
If you had eyes adapted to the sight, you could see,
when a friend dies, the beautiful process of his
personal identity eliminated from his brain, which
was the organ· of thought, and assuming ·the shape

and substance by which he can be recognized hereafter, as-he was recognized duril!lg his life here. .
"You sp9ke a while ago of the church believing in
the . d<_>ctrin o.f th~ immortality of s~ul.. _Well, if
Christians bel~eve It they cannot find It m the Old
Testament at all, and in a very indefinit form in the
New Testament. The heaven, or future state, which
Jesus promised his followers was to reign with him
on the earth, after he should return in the clouds of
heaven to set up his visible kingdom in Judea. The
time for this return was expressly designated to be
in the lifetime of that generation. Paul believed so
firmly in this second coming that he did not expect
to die at all, but ·to meet the Lord in the air, when
the trumpet should sound announcing his approach;
assist him in the grand assize of the judgment, and.
in the. final setting up of his throne at Jerusalem;
the pious dead being resurrected from their graves
to meet the pious living, and all together, to reign
with him in the new heavens and the new earth that
would follow the conflagration of the world. This
was the idea of heaven and the future life taught by
Jesus and Paul, and believed in by the prhnitiv
church. The New Testament is permeated with it
from beghming to end. It was only when ~he lapse
of time proved that Jesus, Paul, and all the rest of
the apostles and disciples were entirely mistaken,
that the church made the best of her disappointment,.
and fell back on the oriental imagery of the 'Revelstion of John,' and believed that the New Jerusalem,
which was an equivalent term for heaven and the
future state, was a big city that W';'oB to be let down
from the skies; of unnumbered houses; surrounded
with walls of jasper; having. streets of gold, on .
which, as I once heard a preacher say amid the rapturous and devout hallelujahs of his electrified flock,
the saints would walk in silver slippers. If a Clll"istian becomes ashamed of, and givs up, such childish,
yet scriptural, notions, and asks himself if he has
any clear and connected ideas of the future state, he
would be compelled to confess that he had not, but
that all was dark and confused.
"But the Spiritualist, being a student in the school
of Newton, has clear conceptions. Death is to him
only the ringing of the bell which announces the lifting of the curtain to another act, with its scenes, in
the great dram~ of individual existence, just as birth
into the world was the first act. The law of evolution which brought him into the world, and escorted
him across the stage as an actor on the theater of
life, accompanies him from the place of exit to the
green room, where he changes his dress, and prepares for the next act. These are natural and reasonable expectations, when ·we see the capabilities
of the human soul, as hinted at in a Newton or a
Shakspere. Harps of gold, singing psalms of praise
to God, as if he were a vain man who could be tickled
with flattery; or, as Mr. Spurgeon, the great Baptist
minister of London, expects to put in his time, contemplating for a thousand years each the different
wounds in the body of Christ, made by the nails and
spear of the executioners-all these seem peuril and
contemptible to .us Spiritualists.
"As it is the environments of a man which, in this
world, advance or retard the development of his
character, and make him what he is, so our environmenta in the next stage of existence, vastly improved
as they will be by the due process of evolution, will
repair the damage sustained here, and help us to go
on in the ascending scale of progress."
Here I asked what the Spiritualists' idea of hell
was, or whether in their system there was any hell at
all, or how they would control men in this world
without the certainty of punishment for their misdeeds hereafter ? To this she replied : " We agree
with our Infidel bretlll"en, that a transgressor of
moral law suffers the penalty as soon as he commits
the offense, in remorse of conscience. But at death
the divergence of our views begins, because they
consider death the extinction of existence, whereas
we, believing that the play of life covers more than
the two acts of birth a.nd death, hav no doubt that
naturally, not judicially, a man does suffer on the
threshold of the future state, both for his misfor,
tunes and his criminal doings here consciously committed. If he hav deliberately wronged anyone, as
Booth wronged Lincoln, for instance, he will suffer
the hell of remorse until he makes the only atonement possible, by asking forgivness. Then the
wronged man, impressed _by the no8le act of owning
his fault, performs the equally noble act of forgivness, and the two, understanding that all the events
of time are mysteriously concatenated by the relation
of cause and effect, become reconciled, and henceforth aid each other in their careers of progress.
"The doctrin on the subject of future punishment,
as held by the evangelical churches, is that ' while
some sins in themselvs, and by reason of several
aggravations, are more heinous in the sight of God
than others, every sin deserveth God's wrath and
curse, both in this life and that which is to come.'
That is to say, that, unlike human ideas of justice
which graduate the amount of suffering to the
heinousness of the sin committed, every person who
goes to hell at all for any offense, small or great, remains there eternally in point of time, and sufferB to
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-the full measure of his capacity for suffering. The
cruelty and absurdity of this scheme are seen in the
contrast between it, on tlie one hand, and the law and
penalty of natural morality on the other. The great
poet of nature, in his inimitable manner, incidentally,
or in the way of obiter dictum, teaches in one of the
plays which I was reading a few days ago, that if A
wrongs B, in either soul, body, or estate, it is his
duty and interest, if he wishes to be delivered from
the hell of a guilty conscience, to acknowledge the
offense, and repair, if possible, the injury he has
inflicted. Until he does so, B, while he ought not to
revenge. himself or cherish secret hate, is under no
obligation to forgiv the injurer, and should hav no
intercourse with him. But if A repents of his misconduct, and offers to do, and does, all in his power
to repair the damage, then B, if he wish to preserve
his self-respect and peace of conscience, will cordially
forgiv the injury. Hence the poet makes Proteus,
the offender, say :
My shame and desperate guilt at once confound me.
Forgiv me, Valentine. If hearty sorrow
Be a sufficient ransom for offense,
I tender it here : I do as truly suffer,
As e'er I did commit.
Val.:
Then I am paid ;
And once again I do receive thee honest.
Who by repentance is not satisfied.,
Is not of heaven or earth; for these are pleased:
By penitence the Eternal's wrath's appeased.

"God, as was the common notion in the times when
he wrote, must. be paci.fied in· his wrath ; but the
poet is careful to avoid impressing his reader with
the idea that this was to be done by the suffering of
an innocent person. The offender himself is the one
to i:nake the atonement, and the method is the rational one of repentance and, as far as possible, restitution."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Wlt_at Makes the Rate of

Wages~

I see that my friend, Mr. Denslow, is wrestling
with this knotty problem. I recognize his ability to
deal with this as with other complex questions. But,
after reading his first chapter in THE TRUTH SEEKER
.of June 4th, I must say that he is either a good way
off on this subject or I am. He says: "The rate of
wages is arrived at by a division, generally nearly
equal, between the aggregate capital employed and
the aggregate labor employed in· an enterprise or
process, of the difterence between the cost of the raw
material and the cost of the finished product of that
enterprise or process." By following Mr. Denslow
further on in his chapter, I get some idea of what he
means in the sentence quoted, and yet it seems to
me that he fails utterly to correctly answer his own
question.
We might inquire, in the ·first place, What is
wages? I answer, It is the pay or the product that
we receive for our labor. When the question is
asked, " What makes the rate of wages !" there are
involved many factors which must all be considered
in arriving ·at a correct answer. And we must take
cw:e that we don't take effects for causes, and causes
for effects. In the present juncture of public B.ffairs
there is probably no greater question in our national
politics than the correct solution of this very question. Thousands are giving it their earnest study.
Edward Atkinson has had a tussle with it, and I think
the question -mastered him. Atkinson is a ready and
a pleasant writer, but his mode of reaching conclusions is very peculiar. It is said of him that he would
oppose the reduction of street-car fare from six to
five cents as a positiv injury to the workingman, for
l;lefore the reduction he would save six cents by
walking, whereas after the reduction he would save
but five. We must take care in dealing with the subject that we don't get some of Atkinson's rulings
mixed up in our conclusions. I think I can discover
in Denslow's reasonings some inverted laws where he
deals wholly with effects, whereas it becomes us.to
keep closer to the causes which produce effects.
Wages, then, being the product of our labor, the
inquiry is, By what law or rule is determined the
amount of product we shall receive for a day's labor!
In other words, it is the same old question, What
makes the rate of wages ~ Possibly we might reach
a solution of the question a little easier by using a
simple illustration. Suppose five men are thrown
.upon a desolate island. They are without food,
shelter, or the means of procuring clothing, except
such as may be .developed upon the island. In the
first place, they set about to get something to eat. It
is discovered, after an experiment of a few days, that
with all their diligence each must hunt or fish five
hours each day in order to procure subsistence.
Here, then, we get a basis to build upon: It takes
the product of twenty-five hours' labor each day to
subsist five. For the time being I will leave out the
other factors of shelter and clothing, and will pursue
our first lesson on the line as thus laid down. Now,
we will suppose that after a few days one of these
five breaks a leg, and is unable to hunt or fish. He
needs, however, as much food as before. It is readily
seen that if the other four perform their duty to their
comrade each musl. now work six and a quarter hours

for the same reward; or, in other words, the same
wages that he before received for five hours. We
might pursue the illustration with another broken
leg, and thus increase the obligation to eight hours
and one-third of an hour, and again to twelve hours
and one-half. We are now down to the starvation
line. For the sake of illustration we disabled these
men with a broken leg. Suppose we now disable
them by other means, and let us see whether precisely the same results. do not ensue. Suppose, instead of a broken leg, number one discovers that his
father held title to the island, and that the same now
descends to him, and that it is but good law and common justice that he should receive rent, and he fixes
it at just the amount that will support him. The
other four are precisely where they were, so far as
their wages are concerned, when number one was
laid up with a broken leg. Now, we will suppose
that number two invents or contrives- a net whereby
he can catch as much fish in one hour as he formerly
could in five hours. If the advantages of this net are
distributed equally among the four workers, it is
found that their obligation to labor is reduced to one
hour and a quarter each day; for whereas they were
obliged to work an hour and a quarter each day to
pay their rent, by the USA of the net this obligation
is reduced to a quarter of an hour each day, and
their own subsistence is secured with one hour's
labor. But suppose number two is not willing that
his comrades shall hav the benefit of his invention
without compensation, and he proceeds, after the
usual manner, to drive a sharp bargain with thE'm.
The result will be found in number two having
bought a half interest in the island. Number one
will hav discovered that his island has enhanced in
value since there came a demand for a portion of it
from number two, and he now proceeds to quadruple
the rent, or to double on his half. Number two follows suit, and now it is discovered that the three
workmen remaining, with the use of the net, must
work, in the gross, seven hours, or two hours and
one-third of an hour each, to subsist themselvs and
pay rent. Still they are benefited, for whereas
their subsistence in the first place cost five hours'
labor each day, now it costs but two hours and a
third. Now it is discovered that the two landlords
hav increased their capacity for consumption, for
they now consume two shares where before they consumed but one. Man is an imitativ animal, and the
result is, the three workers begin to consume the
same amount, and now it is found they hav increased
their obligation toJabor one hour each per day, making
three hours and a third each. Still, they hav an advantage over their advent upon the island. But now
comes a religious edict to wark only six days of the
week. This increases their obligation to labor a little more than four hours per day. But, seeing their
landlords idle, this suggests to them an idle day now
and then, and the result is that they are now about
where they started when they made their advent upon
the island, working five hours for mere subsistence.
I hav employed as few factors as possible in making this illustration, but I think I hav suffieiently
illustrated the fact that in determining "what makes
the rate of wages " we must go to the basic structure
of society and keep constantly in view the proposition that the reward of labor is the product of labor.
We must divest ourselvs, for the time being, of all
knowledge of dollars and cents, for these factors hav
more to do in misleading the mind than any other
factors involved. The rate of wages can never exceed the product-no· more than a stream can rise
higher than its source; but in a primitiv state. of
society the rate of wages can always be made
equivalent to the product, as illustrated by the
pioneers upon the island when each worked five
hours per day. I confined my illustrations to the
procuring of food; but I could hav used five more
hours and carded the same illustration into the production of shelter -and clothing with precisely the
same results. But in time comes government taxes,
pauperism, children, the old, the disabled, and a hundred other factors, all to be considered in determining "what makes the rate of wages."
Mr. Atkinson, in discussing this very subject, furnishes me with an important statistical table. He
says that by careful computation it is discovered that
the labor of one man, working three hundred days,
can produce upon the plains of Dakota 5,600 bushels
of wheat. Out of this product can be made 1,000
barrels of flour, with enough left for seed and to replace or recompense for every contingent energy exercised in its production. The labor of one more
man, working three hundred days, will carry this
wheat to Minneapolis, make 1,000 barrels, grind the
wheat, and put the flour into the barrels loaded upon
the cars. The labor of two more men, working three
hundred days each, will carry this flour to New York
and place it upon the docks. A barrel of flour is a
ration for one person for a year, and it is thus seen
that the labor of four persons, working ten hours
per day the working days of a year, will provide one
thousand persons with all the flour they need. The
labor of four more men will provide a thousand persons with their meat for a year. The labor of six
more men will provide a thousand persons with all

the other substantials or delicacies known to the
American table. This estimate includes every ingredient of wear and tear, or, in other words, all the
energies of man needed in the production of the food
for one thousand persons. The labor of ten more
persons will cook the provisions and place them upon
the table ready for consumption. Thus, twenty-four
men detailed from a thousand persons, using the ingenious labor-saving contrivances now known and in
use, can produce all the food, cook it, and supply all
the waste of machinery needed to feed one thousand
people. The labor of five more persons can produce
all the cotton and wool needed for one thousand persons, and the labor of five more can ·weave it into
cloth, and the labor of ten more can make it up into
the garments, coarse and fine, usually worn by an aggregate of one thousand persons.
And thus we might go on detailing from the one
thousand persons, and before we should reach. the
one-hundredth man we should hav applied all the
useful energies of man in supplying every need, and
every luxury, now enjoyed by the American people.
In this illustration I simply present the per cent of
energy required in the production of all our creature
comforts, and I hold that all may be produced with
less than ten per cent of the energy of the entire
population. A part of this estimate is drawn from
the tables of Mr. Atkinson, and, although he usually
argues in behalf of the capitalists, I don't believe he
will dispute these estimates.
If, then, our needs, our pleasures, our amusements, our education, and even our luxuries, may
be supplied by a draft of less than ten per cent upon
the energies of the whole people, how comes it
that so many of this number are required to expend
the full one hundred per cent of their energies to obtain only a moderate share of the needs, pleasures,
and education of this day and ageq The answer to
this is not hidden. It is found in the artificial systems created by man whereby incomes ensue with
no corresponding production. These incomes are
traced to three sources, viz., rents, usury, and dividends. In the ratio which these systems bear to
production will be found the gage whereby we determin the rate of wages. Und@r present systems, created wealth possesses a power to command the
energies of man without diminution of its own power,
and it is easy to see that herein is involved a principle which in time would absorb the wealth of the
world. Let any man take his pencil and figure what
would• hav been the result had Columbus when he
set sail for America borrowed a dollar, to be paid
four hundred. years after date, at six per cent interest,
compounded. A friend of mine has figured that it
would hav taken the labor of more than twenty-five
million men from August, 1492, to August, 1892, to
dig the gold to pay this debt, working three hundred
days in the year, at $2 per day. We here see the
subtle power in this principle of "cent per cent,"
and every attempt to solve the riddle of "What
makes the rate of wages?" that does not take into
consideration this principle and these factors of
rents, interest, and dividends, will be unprofitable or
useless. I use the word "dividends" where some
people use the word " profitFt," because the latter
term is scarcely distinguishable from wages, and in
its general application may be justified, while dividends as a result of shareholding in a corporation is
akin to rent and interest. If I buy peanuts at three
cents per quart and sell them for five cents per
quart, my profit is said to be two cents, but I say
this two cents is my wages for the convenience which
I hav rendered to the purchaser.
Mr. Denslow seems to ignore the importa.nt factors
which I hav here suggested, and which enter into the
proposition of what makes the rate of wages? He
may say he is dealing with facts as they are, and not
with facts which some might suppose ought to be.
We are established upon the systems of rents, usury,
and dividends. This being all true, nevertheless I
maintain that under these systems the natural law of
wages will 'be found just above the starvation line.
It cannot go below. It cannot be maintained very
far above. 0 therwise we might all become possessed
of wealth, and liv upon the income which attaches to
wealth. Hence there is a law which levels wages to
a point a little above the starvation line. We may
by invention increase facilities for production, but
this only has the tendency to increase wealth, and
throw out of the ranks of production the fortunate
possessors of that wealth, and they consume with no
corresponding production, thus leaving the laborer
near to the starvation line as before. Thus I hold
that all schemes designed to elevate the working
classes by increasing their wages, or shortening the
hours of labor, which do not involve the destruction
or diminution of income without labor, will be fruitless. Mr. Denslow is a protectionist, and I understand his ideas of protection to be predicated upon
the fact that the rate of wages is higher in the
United States than in European countries, and he
expects to maintain that higher rate in this country
by erecting a barrier in the shape of a tariff between
this and the older countries. But I must be permitted to inquire why it is that wages are higher
in this country, or lower in European countries, and
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unless this question can be correctly answered I submit that the question of whether protection will protect is not yet solved. I hold that the reason wages
are higher in this country is because the ratio of
producers to consumers is greater here. In the old
countries their systems hav gone to seed, and they
hav produced just as many landlords, aristocrats,
government favorits, and non-producers as the labor. ing population can support. Their wages hav struck
the minimum. Transient causes may produce transient results in the matter of wages, but, in general,
European wages are at the minimum. In this country we are creating a similar class of landlords,
millionaires, and non-producers, and the time is coming, and indeed is near at hand, when it is discovered
that the same pauper labor of which we complain in
the old countries is developed in this country. Some
think this pauper labor is imported. Not so. It is
cultivated here as it has been cultivated in the old
world, and it is but the natural product of the systems which prevail, and which establish the fact that
poverty is the child of progress.
JAs. K. MAGIE.
Springfield, Ill., June 8, 1887.
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News and Notes.
Oregon is an entirely different country from California. The landscapes are more verdant, the rainfalls being greater. The mountain sceneries are illtrieste and changeable in outline, wonderfully beautiful, like the splendid New England views where the
numberless peaks toss away into the blue horizon
with endless .variety. In California the skies are
soft Italian, or covered with heavy mist or deep pall
of cloud. Here the skies are filled with mountainous
masses, pile on pile, like rolling Alps in the in:fi.nit
azure. They assume all dazzling shapes, glittering
in gigantic array over the bright valley and along the
lofty summits. The sunset is like a land of gold
with jeweled gateways, that reach to the zenith
itself, and shine with every lustrous hue. There is
no lovelier spot in the world than Rogue River Valley
for soil, climate, and beauty of surrounqings. There
are a good and Liberal people here also, and my
week's work amid these delightful scenes is one of
. the happiest of my journey. California is a golden
memory; Oregon now dawns upon me with invigorating summer's wealth.
A glorious ride I had about Mt. Shasta. Beautiful mountain, sweeping clearly from the plain with its
white draperies glistening fifteen thousand feet high!.
There are scarcely any foot-hills, and one can look
upon it in all its giant glory as it towers straight
before from the vast plain. For hours we speed
along the winding track amid the huge forests four
thousand feet above the sea, while still that mighty
mountain appears close at hand, and yet it is from
thirty to sixty miles off. On we go over the Klamath river and the rocky gulfs, where the train seems
to dangle in air upon the enormous trestle-works.
At Coles we take the lumbering coaches and climb
the Siskiyou range, and at the end of two hours
begin our descent into. Rogue River Valley. In the
afternoon sun, amid the wide groves and undulating
fields, we behold Ashland, our first camping-ground
in Oregon. We lecture here on Sunday afternoon,
June 5th, and are greeted by a large audience, and
on Monday evening again to increased numbers.
Our bold pioneer friend, Dr. York, has done noble
service in this valley. Liberalism is almost the prevailing influence, but it needs, however, a more
thor.ough organization in order that its power may
be felt.
The name, Rogue river, they say, was derived from
the fact that the Indians of this valley were arrant
rogues, and the worst of their class to deal with.
This valley has indeed been the scene of the fiercest
combats and massacres, and it was a "dark and
bloody ground " where now all is smiling peace.
There are some " old campaigners" here, and as a
general thing I find them enrolled in the Liberal
ranks.
Lindsey Applegate came to this country in 1843.
He was one of the originators of the Oregon Emigration Company which left Missouri with two hundred
and fifty men capable of bearing arms, with their
families, teams, and household goods, and after six
·months' travel over the plains and mountains reached
the coast. They came to a land of adventure and
peril, and the early history of Oregon is replete with
romance. Lindsey Applegate has been a prominent
figure in these eventful transactions, and simply on
. account of his straightforward Infidelity he has not
always received the credit he deserves. The church,
as usual, claims the glory of it all. Applegate for
many years was Indian commissioner. He was
thoroughly conversant with Indian language, charac-

ter, etc., and knew how to manage thesewild sons of philosopher. He has studied deeply into Freethe soil and keep them peaceable and industrious. thought, its ideas and facts. He is an excellent
His administration of these difficult affairs was a suc- lecturer, and has done good service for our cause by
cess. When the ridiculous policy was adopted by his frank and manly defense of Liberalism on many
the government of putting the Indian department in a platform. He has had a hard fight with the orthocharge of the churches, Lindsey Applegate was re- dox here. They don't like him. They hav trieq to
moved for the reason that he was an Infidel, and, of get rid of him, and to ostracize him. But he has
course, unfit to represent ecclesiastical rule. This come to stay, and I find him a vigorous, bold, and
policy is entirely wrong, and a fundamental violation . well-armed defender of our cause.·
of Secular principles in the affairs of state, and has
Messrs. Beeson, ·Ammerman, Anderson, Terrell,
proved a disastrous failure. Clergymen may know Mr. Klum, the postmaster, Herman Stock, Mr. Pur·
how to pray and draw big salaries, but they don't vis, Mr. Goddard, Mr. Holton, and others, with their
know how to govern even a savage tribe. Political families, are stalwart Liberals, and Talent, with its
wisdom is not their fo?·te. Their blund~rs are worse Freethought Hall, is bound to be a center of great
than a crime, and hav cost the government millions influence.
I lectured at Central Point on Wednesday evening.
of dollars with war and devastation. I was glad to
meet so stanch a Freethinker as Applegate, who has This is a new place, and my lecture was the first of
had to combat so much of priestly authority, and has the kind ever delivered there, but the hall was
always put his colors to the front.
crowded to its utmost capacity, and "The New
General Applegate, his son, presided at my meet- Heaven and Earth" was cordially rec!=Jived. Prof.
ings, and made an eloquent address in behalf of the I._ N. Hall, Mr. Lever, and others are. our good
principles of the Secular Union, of which all his life workers at this place, and I was glad to meet with
he has been the outspoken advocate. From a boy so many friends who ru:e generous in the support of
he has been in the midst of strife and adventure, and our cause. I was glad to meet here with Mr. C. W.
he has battled both for liberty and Union.
Coker, the author of "Science vs. Theology," a very
Father John Beeson is also a well-known advocate plain and forcible statement of the fact that theology
of justice. For many years, on· the platform and arises out of ignoi'ance of the laws of nature, and
in the press, he has been the defender of the rights with the advance of knowledge must vanish away.
of the Indian, which hav been violated at times by Mr. Coker is a veteran Infidel, and has suffered much
the national. government. Father Beeson is a Spir- for opinion's sake. :f!:is book has had quite a circulaitualist, but he is in no hurry to pass over. He likes tion on the coast.
this world. He is eighty~four years of age, and still
I lectured on Thursday evening at Medford. The
looks ahead to work for humanity's sake with· en- Christians hav endeavored to capture this place by a
thusiasm.
series of revivals. They appointed a special prayerMr. and ~u:s. J. L. Tozer, Mr. and Mrs. Fountain, meeting for the night of my lecture. But it seemed
Mr.-and Mrs. Hutchins, Mr. and Mrs. Cordell, Mr. to be of no avail, for I spoke to a full house. Mr.
and Mrs. Coolidge, Captain McCall, and others, and Mrs. W. R. Andrews, Mrs. Barnum, Mr. Riddle,
representativ men and women of the place, con- Mr. Rosenthal, and others are the good ·and true
stitute a noble guard for liberty in this enterprising Liberals here who face the music.
and flourishing city.
Mr. Naler, of Jacksonville, arranged the meeting
•ralent is a rural community. The church and at Medford. He is one of the old guard in the
post-office constitute the village. But it is a lively valley, and can always be depended upon to do his
place. They hav lots of fun here. Extremes meet. share of the work. I passed through Jacksonville
Bigoted orthodoxy arid advanced Liberalism are face and met a few of our friends. I am in hopes when I
to face, and the battle waxes furiously at times, and next visit this valley to gi,v lectures at this point.
the Liberals enjoy it to their hearts' content, while
I lectured at Talent last evening. I was gratified
the Christians feel rather sad. The minister only to hav a company of little children sing for the occagets a hundred dollars a year, and I guess mighty sion. It was a bright promis of what will be, for the
little of that is cash. I expect that yellow-legged beauty of childhood givs its luster to our advancing
chickens are for him like angel visits-few and far thought. ·
I lecture at Talent this evening, and to-morrow,
between. If his faith is equal to his b~gotry, however, he will no doubt survive. Our Liberal friends Sunday, morning, and at Ashland Sunday afternoon.
used to hold meetings in the schoolhouse, where ·all I hav been encouraged greatly by my work here. It
other meetings we1.1e held. The orthodox minister, has been a splendid opening for the Oregon camin order to checkmate the Liberals, induced the dis- paign. Next week I am in Coos county, off the railtrict to pass a vote that there should be nothing in road, among the mountains and forests, where you
the schoolhouse except the school sessions. The hav to look twice to see the top of the trees, and
Christians by this strategy thought they had effectu- where the roads go down into the bottomless abyss,
ally out-maneuvered the Liberals. But the Liberal and you hav to travel on horseback, for a wagon
forces out-flanked them most decisivly. It only took would go to· the "demnition bow-wows," it is such a
a couple of days to raise funds to build the Universal hard road to travel. I think, however, I shall enjoy
Mental Liberty Hall. The Christians were simply it, with all its ups and downs.
astonished, and could scarcely believe their eyes as
They are to hav a grand rally at Silverton, June
they beheld the structure rising day by day. Our 22d, 23d, and 24th. I shall be at Salem, June 26th;
friends had a grand time at its dedication to freedom at Molalla, June 28th, 29th, and 30th; at Portland,
and humanity. Crowds were present from all over July 3d; at McMinnville, July 5th, 6th, and 7th; and
the county. The Christians got up a revival, but .it at Corvallis, July lOth. I expect to be at Forest
was no use. The tide went the other way. The Grove, Seattle, Port Angeles, Port Townsend, NewLiberals were on top. They hav had Sunday meet- castle, Black Diamond, Franklin, Colfax, Pendleton,
ings ever since, with the widest discussions of every Baker City, etc., but the dates are not yet fixed.
question. Besides this, they hav a Secular SundayTalent, Or., June 11, 1887. SAMUELP. PuTNAM.
school, which is exerting a most potent influence. So
In the Sunny :San Luis Park.
I find Talent full of life. It is a central point of
enthusiasm, and the whole valley feels the fire of its
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si?· : Here
free and progressiv spirits.
we are, in this delightful region of pure, mountain
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Breese, whose hospitality I air, bright sunshine, warm days, cool evenings and
now enjoy, are whole-hearted Liberals and reformers. mornings, lofty bights-east, in the far south, west,
They keep the music going. It is an inspiration north. Some of the peaks are one hundred and fifty
indeed to be among those who are so thoroughly miles away, yet they are in plain sight from where
imbued with the spirit of advancement, and who hav we stand in thia broad prairie-like valley, seventysuch grand convictions and splendid devotion to the miles wide, and nearly twice seventy long.
truth. A few years ago they were members of the
Here is our new home, 7,500 feet above sea level,
Congregational church, but not a remnant of the old and forty miles to the east of us the dazzling snowfaith and conformity is left. They are soldiers capped Sangre de Cristo range of mountains, and the
indeed of humanity, and enlisted for the war. Miss monarch of the great chain, Sierra Blanca, nearly
Rosetta Waters, the sister of Mrs. Breese, who 7,000 feet higher than our cottage home. Happy?
teaches the village school, keeps superstition out of How could we help it amid such surroundings ? The
it with unflinching courage. Some of the parents little wife, who has journeyed with me thirty years,
want a little God and Bible in the school, but this is as joyous as a meadow lark, and looks as young
"Infidel School-marm" allows nothing of the sort. and girlish as she did twenty years ago. Why? I
I had the pleasure of attending her school picnic hav promised to remain at home all summer, and
yesterday, and the boys and girls evidently enjoyed take her with me in my winter lecture tours. Secnature and humanity. Religion and theology were ondly, we own a home, our own " vine and fig-tree,"
set aside, and poetry and music of this world made so to speak. As we are not George converts, we
bright and happy the occasion. This is a model Sec- also own a mile long and half a mile wide of Uncle
ular school, and shows by its genial atmosphere how Sam's soil.·
·
naturally children take to common sense and the
Permit me to return my hearty thanks to Denver
beautiful teachings of science.
Liberals Nebraska Liberals, Longmont Liberals, for
I hav also quite enjoyed a sojourn with W. J. a busy ~inter's lecture work that made it possible for
Dean and his wife. They liv nearly at the base of me to secure a permanent abiding-place, and to treat
the mountains where Wagner Butte lifts its tall head myself to a" ministerial" vacation the livlong summer
to the skies and gi:eets with snowy crest the sum- through. Gardening, cultivating fruits and flowers
mer's sun. Here was tranquility and golden sun- and vegetables, will keep up physical tone, and next
shine, and bright, running waters whose music was winter the" farmer-preacher" will be glad to respond
peace. It was beautiful all around, with the wide- to the calls of his Liberal friends to sow the seed
spreading valley and purple hills. Mr. Dean is a broadcast in every orthodox community.
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sons to send their contributions and their words of seen at the bed-side of President Lincoln in the engood cheer.
ALBERT CHAVANNES.
graving of the death scene. At this day, more than
twenty years since, my heart goes out in thankful· Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
ness to him for his kindness. He always came at my
The services O:t the funeral were performed by Mr. call. He told me how to destroy the parasites that
Frederick Douglass. I did not wish for a minister, were eating the life out of these children. He said the
but a Universalist minister, a friend of the family, sickness was from want of food and care, encouraged
being present, made a short speech. I was almost me to do as seemed right, and with his help and
crazed with my grief. I had now no object in life. counsel. After being there three months the chilTo be sure, my father and mother were with me, and dren were all clean and well, but it was no use, I had
needed care, but I could put that care upon my to giv it up. But my work did not not cease until
M.r. Chavannes for M.rs. Slenker.
sisters, and ·giv myself up to sorrow. Very soon that woman was removed. It was a hard fight with
To THE EDITOR .oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am there came a call from Washington for a woman great odds agajnst me. The prominent antislavery
informed by letters received from Mrs. Slenker that without prejudice to take charge of the National men in Congress, and the Unitarian minister, then
the moral support and financial help which she hoped Orphan Asylum for .colored children~ This institu- chaplain of that august body, were each and all on
to receive from her Liberal friends are not coming as tion was founded by Mrs. Pomeroy, wife of Senator the side of the teacher, though not one of them ever
freely and abundantly as she expected. Will you Pomeroy, of Kansas.
took the trouble to visit the institution. Secretary
There were a great m~tny homeless colored chil- Stanton, his assistant, Major Luddington, and tha.t
please allow me the use of your columns to present
some reasons why generous help should be tendered dren in and about Washington-children from babies indefatigable woman, Jane Gray Swisshelm, had
of a few months old to ten years of age. No one taken time to examin into the matter, and they were
to her~
.
,
I will address this appeal to three distinct classes knew where or who·the mothers were; but the differ- with me. Governor Andrew even sent his secretary
·
ent shade.s of .color were all represented in them, all the way from Boston to defend the charming
of persons.
First, to those who, like myself, believe Mrs. showing that the slaveholders of the South were woman. Even Robert Dale Owen cast his vote for
Slenker was right in carrying on the work for which destitute of prejudice as regarded the mothers of her.
she has been arrested, while we may now realize that their children. What man cares for the welfare of
Mrs. Swisshelm finally announced that unless the
she carried it on with more zeal than discretion. I an illegitimate child' The Bible shuts out the "bas- whole thing was thoroughly looked into she would
claim that those of us who .believe that sex matters tard" (I don't like th(:) look or the sound of that hav the woman arrested on a criminal charge of manought to be investigated for the benefit of humanity word, but as it is one of the refined words of the slaughter, and as the charge could .be easily susought to take advantage of Mrs. Slenker's arrest to holy scriptures, perhaps M:r. Comstock will not tained, her friends were glad to cease their opposigiv to such investigation the stamp of respectability. object to its presence in the niail) from heaven, and tion. The Massachusetts lawyer went back to
Respectability is largely a matter of moral worth and for aught the father cares, it may be shut out from Boston, and the teacher was removed, but it had
of numbers, and no person is more capable to stamp all the comforts of earth. There were also in this taken three months of constant, persevering labor to
any of her actions with the mark of moral worth than asylum several old women from ~:~eventy to ninety bring about the removal, and the children had again
Mrs. Slenker. _ Her character is above reproach. The. sears of age. The institution had officers in all the become filthy and sick; starvation had also aided in
number of persons among the Liberals who really Northern states; and the donations from these several the work, and many of them died. The cellar of the
sympathize with her work is much larger than is states were relied upon to support it; the govern- spacious building used for the asylum was well filled
supposed. Just as the Christian church is honey- ment, through Secretary Stanton, allowing it "the use with wines and liquors of a stronger character. I
combed with doubts about the doctrin of the sanctity of a large house and grounds in Georgetown, owned think the most charitable excuse for that person's
of the Bible, so is the Liberal public honeycombed by a rebel who fled to Richmond on the breaking out conduct that could be made would be to say she was
with doubts about the sacredness of sex, and doubts of the war.
constantly under the influence of alcohol ; she was
more and more the advisability of keeping what
During the year that had passed since the forma- certainly crazed with something. I do not know her
relates to it covered by the dark veil of ignorance. tion of this society, three or four matrons had been whereabouts at present, but I venture to say, if she
A little more boldness, and a little less deference to successivly and successfully quarreled away by the is living, those persons who were willing she should
the received opinions, woul~ disclose sufficient resident teacher, a woman from Massachusetts, re- be paid a good salary for abusing helpless children
strength and numbers to compel respect for those lated to and recommended by some of the mpst pro- are careful to keep her out of their homes ; they do
who hav sufficient moral courage to investigate wher- nounced Liberals in and about Boston. I will not not want her company. This was only one of the
ever truth leads and in whatever manner offers the say she was the worst woman who ever lived, because cases where the poor colored people were used to profit
I hav not seen all the wicked women of my own time some broken-down teacher or minister. Secretary
best prospect of success.
Second, I would appeal to those who care little or even, but I hav no hesitation in putting her at the Stanton told me that the trouble he had with the
nothing for the line of investigation followed by Mrs. head of all I hav known. A woman who will delib- complaints in reference to these contrabands was
Slenker, but who believe that the freedom of the erately starve, and in many other ways abuse, little almost equal to the war. The North had so many
mails ought to be maintained. Remember that it is children who hav no one to care for them is a mon- superannuated clergymen to care for that it seemed to
not for writing obscene matter that Mrs. Slenker is strosity that I prefer not to be acquainted with. be a very God-send to find a place to send them
threatened, but for sending it through the mails. This teacher bore a name honored and beloved in where they would be paid a salary for doing someAn addition of the word "blasphemous" to the law Massachusetts, and because of her name the Liberals thing that far better had been left undone.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
as it now stands, and no Freethinker would be safe (I mean here by Liberals the Unitarians and Agnosto correspond on the subjects which occupy his tics and Republicans of Governor Andrew's stamp)
Lectures and Meetings.
innermost thoughts. Freedom is not the birthright were determined to defend her under all circumF. H. RA.u, secretary of the Brotherhood of Agnostic Morof men; it is the hard-won right of those who not stances ; and so, if a matron made any complaint
only dare to defend themselvs, but who know how about the teacher, instead of looking into the matter, alists of Hannibal, Mo., writes: "Doubtless many of your
the matron was summarily dismissed. Had I known readers know something of the Liberal organization called
to unite in defense of those who are assailed.
Third, I would appeal to the many friends of Mrs. the condition of things there, I could not hav been the Society of Moralists, which was organized in this city in
Slenker, who love her for her character, and for the persuaded to take the place, but having taken it, I 1875. This society was composed of Agnostics and Spiritalists, who worked together harmoniously for nearly twelve
noble work she has done on Liberal battle-ground, determined to change its character or break it up years, when it was deemed best to separate the two elements.
but who disapprove of her last work, and on that entirely. I will not tire the reader with a very minute This was done amicably and by mutual agreement; on the
account now stand aloof in her hour of. trouble. Do description of these children, eighty in number, not 22d of May, 1887, and on the 29th the Brotherhood of Agnot let such reasons keep you back. Remember that ten healthy ones, and not one exempt from the third nostic Moralists was organized. This Brotherhood, with its
a friend in need is a friend indeed. The friendship plague that the God of the Hebrews sent upon the local societies scattered broadcast, is designed to be to those
which claims the right to pass judgment on the acts Egyptian king, Pharaoh, to cause him to let Moses who do not accept any book as infallible what the church is
of others before tendering a helping hand is the and the rest of the chosen people return to their own to those w"ho do, namely, a conservator of all the social and
friendship of the master for the slave, and not the land. The teacher had been matron long enough to al- moral influence which they are capable of exerting. Every
low these children to be covered with these disgusting Agnostic who feels an interest in this movement is requested
friendship of man for man.
I believe I fully realize the importance of the step insects. The disciplin was sustained with and by to send name and address to the undersigned. For a twowhich is presented to the Liberals in asking them to hunger, the teacher taking the food from any one of cent stamp a copy of the constitution will be mailed to any
giv moral support and financial aid to a person who the desolate creatures who was disobedient, and point."
has been arrested for cru:rying on what is called ob- there was always disobedience.
w. F. JAMIESON closed his lecture labors for 1887 with an
One of the farmers whose land joined the asylum address at Longmont on Decoration Day. The following
scene correspondence, but I believe it to be a step in
the right direction, and one which sooner or later will complained to me that he had not been able to keep telegram appeared in the Denver Republican: "Memorial
hav to be taken. The overthrow of the belief in the food for his swine, only as he put it behind a lock, as Day was duly observed by the McPherson Post No. 6, G. A.
divine origin of the Bible and the holiness of God is these hungry children would devour .the contents of R., yesterday afternoon at the City Hall. The floral- offer_
but a barren process unless it enables us to seek for his swill barrel with eagerness. Mrs. Senator Pom- ings were numerous and exquisitly beautiful. Post-~om
new knowledge which can be made useful to humanity. eroy had died, and the woman who took her place mander John Hertha presided, a male quartet furntshed
Freethought has only value because it destroys the was evidently afraid of Massachusetts.
appropriate music, charmingly rendered, and Professor
My friend who had recommended me to the society Jamieson delivered an eloquent address. Not half the peofetters which prevent men from the intelligent pursuit of happiness. And whoever has given serious thought if she could once get me into that institu- ple who desired to participate in the services were able to
thought, as Mrs. Slenker has, to the best mode of tion, I would find it was not quite time for me t<_> ~it secure even standing-room in the hall." Mr. and Mrs. Jamdiminishing the amount of human suffering, must re- down and hug my own grief. Here were attromtl6S ieson then proceeded three hundred miles to southern Coloalize how much of it is due to defects in character, perpetrated daily upon the children of a race whom rado, in San Luis Park, where they will reside through the
and how much character is dependent on inherited I had adopted and worked for in the best years of ·summer on their own land (three hundred and twenty acres)
tendencies ; and thus being led to the study of the my life-abused under the name of Christian care, in a cottage which they hav just built. Mr. Jamieson ~ishcs
laws of heredity, we are forcibly led to the study of and as yet there was no help. I looked about me. no lecture calls until January, 1888. In the mean tlme he
the relation of the ,sexes and to seek remeaies for the I did not pray, but I used my authority as matron. will be glad to hear from all his friends. Address, Monte
frightful abuses and misconduct now so prevalent; I said, "You will be mistress of these children in the Vista, Col.
and who shall say among Freethinkers and free in- school-room but out of the school-room you hav no
Just Enough of a Gotl to Swear By.
quirers that having thus been led to the very en- control. N~ver take away their food again. I will '.rhe Post classes Thomas Jefferson and Benja~in Franklin _as
or Agnostics. ·• Our neighbor Will find by examhmt
trance of a new and better life, we shall stop because, not allow it." She tried it, but found herself circum- "Freethinkers
ing the Jives and writings of both Fraukhn and Je~er~on t a
forsooth, sex is too holy to be discuseed, or for the vented as and where she least expected it. The while these gentlemen might hav at one time m the~~ hves been
Freethinkers each of them distinctly avowed a behet m God, a'!ld
more contemptible reason that it is not respectable grounds were covered with trees bearing the most this
is all that is required in any court to make a competent witdelicious fruit-early apples, apricots, and, in time, ness.- Washington Repuoncan.
to think, write, or talk about what relates to it!
.
.
. .
Rather
an anti-climax. Did the Republwan destre t~ ~ntt
in
the
greatest
abundance.
This
woman
peaches
I feel very sorry for the unpleasant position in
mate that it is satisfied with the ~inir~mm of rebgwus
which Mrs. Slenker now finds herself, but I feel forbade these children to help themselvs, though the avowal
which will save a man {rom bemg mcompetent as to
fruit
was
wasting
upon
the
ground.
I
said
to
them,
proud of her, and instead of seeking to excuse her, I
civil rights? If so it may refer to the pretty retort made
wish the number.of women who possess her courage "You must not climb the trees without permission by Rufus Choate .;..hen he was catechised in court: ''Do
from me, but eat all you wish from the ground." I you believe in a God?" " Yes, sir." " What Go,~ do you beand her zeal should be increased one thousand fold.
Subscriptions hav been opened in her behalf. I sent for one of the army surgeons. His name I do lieve in?" " I believe in the God of the statute! -Galveston
hope these few words of mine will induce many per- not at this writing recall, but his picture is to be New~.

In an especial manner I wish to thank Brother
Ross Osceola, Neb., the purchaser of my Minnesota
farm: who so kindly stepped forward and paid two
other Liberals nearly $400, besides the amount paid
me.
And last, though not least, the Dunckel brothers,
Butte City, in far-off Montana, proved themselvs true,
stanch friends to their old " pastor."
Monte Vista, Col.
·
W. F. JAMIESON.
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flommunicafions.
The Revival.
Th~

church was crowded; the heat was stifling.
The congregation presented a surface of a thousand
fluttering fans. The revival commenced in the latter
part of the winter, continued until late in June, and
still the great church was crowded daily and nightly.
Still the altar was daily and nightly surrounded by
weeping, praying penitents. The church books
showed an increase of over a thousand members, and
the prudent, far-seeing pillars of the society congratulated themselvs as they calculated the sum that
would be deducted from the church debt by the liberal donations of the enthusiastic young converts.
Up from the immense concourse, borne hither and
thither and turned into swaying streams of sound by
the waving fans, rose the revival hymns.
Marching upward to Zion,
The beautiful city of God,

sang the gray-haired, dim-eyed mothers who saw just
" over there " all the blessings they had missed in
life, the charity, the sympathy, the ineffable peace, the
friends who had slipped into the unknown so long
ago, the babies that had faded out of their arms-all
would be restored in that "beautiful city of God."
"Marching upward to Zion," chanted the deepchested young men, and their eyes flashed· with an
exultant luster. It brought visions of breaking·
away from the present-:-like "going West "-like
gliding over the level reaches of prairie where the
sky came low like the roof of a long building in perspectiv. It was climbing mountains, and leaving
one's banner flying higher than man ever trod before.
As fair maidens' voices, clear as bells, rang out,
"Marching upward to Zion," eyes met " eyes which
spake again ;" the story was told, religion and love
joined hands, and who could tell which one of the
invisibles opened the narrow gate for the young people whose names were written on the church books,
and whose silver and gold dropped into the church
coffers?
" Marching upward to Zion " rolled in one vast
volume of sound out into the summer night, and Dr.
Parks, returning from his last visit, halted before the
church door, stood irresolute for a minute, then
entered. There was a "floating population " in the
vestibule, on the stairs, and in the aisles-people who
were tired and were going home, and people who had
been to other pla~es and were" taking in" the revival
as an "afterpiece." Dr. Parks, with his analytical
eye, classified the congregation with a glance or two.
On the platform, back of the reading desk, occupying the chairs and sofas, sat probably a dozen resident preachers, calm, cool, deservedly E)Xpectant of
an outpouring of the spirit. In front of these walked
the traveling evangelist, who had inaugurated, and
still managed, the services. He was small in stature,
slight and pale. He moved about rapidly while
speaking or singing, throwing his arms up and down,
then swaying them in time to the music, or to urge
the people to sing with more spirit. Below him,
about the altar, knelt a number of penitents.
Back of these were the members of the church.
Dr. Parks was sure he could hav told them by the
expression of self-approval on their faces. Still back
of these and in the galleries were the unconverted.
Amongst them were the frightened, the excited, the
irresolute, the despairing. Occasionally there was
to be seen a face calm, decided, curious, but with
a free soul looking from the eyes.
This diagnosis occupied Dr. Parks but a few minutes, and he turned his attention to the evangelist.
He wondered at the power of this little man to
thus move multitudes by his skipping about, and his
inane little stories. He could not yet exactly classify
the Rev. Mr. Melrose. He was a new creation. He
watched the lithe figure, always in motion, whether
talking, singing, or praying; watched him spring
from the platform to the top of the baptismal font,
then back to walk around and around the reading
desk, kneeling in prayer, then rising and walking
about with closed eyes, still praying, then kneeling
again-talking, talking, in an off-hand, familiar way.
to that great and awful will; watched the swaying,
restless figure, without solemnity, reverence, or devotion in any of its changing attitudes, and the man of
science had a revelation. Unconsciously he spoke
aloud: "This is the long-sought missing link."
A hand was laid on his shoulder and a voice said
in his ear: "That's the right label, paste it on."
Dr. Parks turned to meet the amused eyes of a
brother physician. He said: "I never saw anything
like his behavior outside a menagerie."
"No? If you had been with me in the tropics you
might hav seen the same thing in the jungles."
The two friends stood awhile in silence. The penitents around the altar were converted, one after
another, and rent the air with their rejoicings. Dr.
Parks spoke: "I havn't seen anything like this for
more than twenty years."
"You forget the night in the Louisiana swamp
when we ran across the dar key hoodoos?"
"Ah, no, This is eomethin6" of tb,e sa..rne sort ; quite

as much sense and reason in the hoodoo pow-wow as
there is in this. The African is the more ancient religion, but the old must giv place to the new. Those
darkies were very much in earnest, and no doubt considered themselvs persecuted by their masters who
build fine churches in which to hold their pow-wows,
while Sambo is driven to the swamp. Well, well-"
Dr. Middleton suddenly interrupted his friend by
grasping his arm and exclaiming : " Why, in the
name of all that's .prudent, do you allow that!" and
he pointed to a girl leaning over the gallery railing.
Dr. Parks looked in the direction indicated, and
the color left his face. The girl, fair, slender-, with
dark, burni}lg eyes, and flushed cheeks, sat watching
the evangelist. She was like one mesmerized. Her
head, her hands, her whole body, swayed in unison
with the preacher. Swift and agil as Mr. Melrose
was, he displayed not the trained agi~ty of the
dancer ; not the confident poise of the acrobat, but
rather the lithe, swinging, uncertain grace of the
denizen of the forest and plain.
" How much she looks as Laura did !" Dr. Middleton whispered hoarsely. His friend gave no
answer, but started for the gallery. The people
made way for him. His principles as well as his
history were well known to many there. He soon
reached the girl, but not quite soon enough. The
evangelist, attracted, no doubt, by her absorbed
manner, was talking to her. She had risen from her
seat. She stood with clasped hands, regarding
Melrose with a look of mingled fright, bewilderment,
entreaty. She was trembling from head to foot.
She tried to answer the preacher, or draw away from
him, but she stood helpless, bereft of speech and volition. Mr. Melrose said : " Come down to the
altar-come to Christ," and his hands were grasping
hers, but Dr. Parks interposed.
Taking the little man by the shoulders; he pushed
him slightly, saying: "Stand aside, sir. Ethel, come
with me."
The girl clasped her shaking hands about the
doctor's arm, gasping, " Oh, uncle, uncle!" He half
carried her out of the gallery, shielding her as much
as possible from the curious gazers.
_
In the vestibule they were met by a young man
who had watched the scene in the gallery from his
place amongst the converts and penitents. He advanced, hat in hand. " Dr. Parks, shall I take Ethel
home 1 Haven't you something else to do !"
The doctor glared at him.
" Mr. Gastar," he said slowly, " the most important business I hav in the world is to take_ care of
Ethel. For the present. I shall giv it my personal
attention. You, knowing what you do, are wholly
unpardonable for bringing her to a place like this."
- "Dr. Parks, I owe a debt of duty and gratitude to
a higher power than any on earth, a power I expect
to serve in spite of all opposition. I brought Ethel
here that my future wife might learn to walk in the
straight and narrow way beside me."
The young man said this with an air of selfapproval, and " persecuted for righteousness' sake,"
impossible to describe.
Dr. Parks's scornful eyes measured him from head
to foot. His voice shook as he answered :
"You, John Gastar, a teacher and leader for
Ethel ! Good-night, sir! Try to cultivate better
manners."
Dr. Parks reached home with the excited girl, and
he and his wife succeeded, after an hour or two, in
quieting her. She slept but fitfully, and arose next
morning with a racking headache.
" It is better this than the other,". the doctor said
to his wife. "With this shock to the nerves we hav
time on our side, but in the trouble that took off her
father there is no hope."
The office boy came to say there were two gentlemen awaiting the doctor. The two proved to be Mr.
Melrose and John Gastar. The latter sat near an
open window, wearing an irreproachable morning
suit, and his highest, holiest smile.
The pre!J.cher walked about softly, swinging his
arms, and turning his head from side to side continually. Now that he was not on his familiar rostrum his feet had an uncertain motion, like one walking in the dark. The doctor's manner was barely
civil. He felt that these two men taxed him sorely
by claiming even such hospitality as his public office
afforded. Mr. Melrose entered at once upon the
business about which he had called. If his host had
not been prepossessed in his favor, seeing him now
in the glare of the morning, and in the broader glare
of undisguised antagonism, he actually felt a loathing for the man such as he had never felt for any
miserable, helpless, idiotic creature with whom his
profession had brought him in contact. He asked
himself : " What freak of nature is this thing ! Of
what is he the expression? What feelings, what
thoughts, -preceded his advent amongst human
beings 7 What was the cause of this ugly effect!
this unfinished, seemingly boneless form-this faded,
beardless, though not childish, face, with its colorless
eyes and hair ?"
These interrogatories were the undercurrent as
Dr. Parks listened to and answered Mr. Melrose's
remon~tr~nr~s !mel e~ort~tions concerning hie 'be-

havior of the night before. He explained as far as
he thought p.ecessary his own religious views, his
ideas of the duties of life, where the interests of the
creature, in the evangelist's mind, conflicted with the
homage due the creator.
"Yes, yes," said Mr. Melrose, "this liberal way of
thinking may do for yourself, but why dictate to
Miss Moore~ Let her choose for herself."
"And, pray, sir," the doctor answered, "why
should not I, instead- of you, influence Miss Moore's
choice?"
"I would lead her into the way of peace, which
she can never know until she is born again. Oh, I
hope she will not, by your advice, grieve the heavenly
spirit away forever, sin away her day of grace, commit the unpardonable sin-oh, I hope for her, I
agonize for her!"
"Do you consider Miss Moore such an exceedingly
wicked girl?" Dr. Parks asked dryly.
" She is unregenerate, and I hear she has never
even been baptized. She is not your daughter, not
even your niece-no relation whatever. By what
authority do you stand between her and her soul's
salvation?"
.
Dr. Parks's face turned ashy white. The hand
that lay upon his kne~ clenched itself. The other
hand, outstretched on the. table beside him, fondled
the glittering surgical instruments that lay in an
open case. How easily might he with one slight
stroke of one powerful hand crush this gnat that
tortured him! When could a swift and silent anesthetic be used to better advantage! Yet his voice
had no tremor as he answered,
"True, Ethel has never been baptized. True, she
is not bone of my bone, nor flesh of my flesh. Let
me tell you something. You won't understandstill, rll tell you. Thirty-five years ago, I was a
homeless, untaught orphan. It is needless to say by
what chance I drifted into the family of Dr. Finley:
The family consisted of the parents and two little
daughters, Ethel and Laura. I fully believe there
has never lived a boy who at the age of fifteen has
had a more miserable past and a more hopeless future
than I had at that age. What Dr. Finley saw in me
he told me afterward. He gave me care and kindness, and the means of an education. In a short ~ime
I was a son to the parents, a brother to the two httle
girls. It was my first knowledge of home, of love
and kindness, even of humanity in any but its worst
phases. There's no need of a long story. Everything
prospered with me. I was Dr. Finley's partner. I
married, and still lived near my first friends. The
eldest daughter married my dearest school and college friend, who died two years after when baby
Ethel was less than a year old-died of heart disease.
In her bereavement, the young widow clung to my
wife and me more than to any others, not even excepting her own parents. I am glad it was so. _Very
soon she was alone but for us. Dr. Finley and his
wife died within a week of each other, stricken by a
great calamity, but two months after the death of
Ethel's husband. Baby Ethel was taught from her
first lisp to call me 'Uncle.' My house was her
home. When the young mother, worn out withgrief, followed her loved ones to the grave, her last
glance was one of trust in me and my wife; her last
words, 'I know you will take care of my baby.'
"You .say Ethel Moore is not my daughter-no
relation to me. I loved her grandparents as I would
hav loved my father and mother had I ever known
them. No brother and sister could hav been dearer
to me than were George Moore and his wife, Ethel
Finley. No blood relationship hav I ever known;
but I claim -Ethel Moore as my niece, my granddaughter, my daughter, what you will, by all the
laws of love and gratitude that heaven has made and
earth has abused. She has been born to me through
the holiest passions of which the human heart is
capable."
The doctor paused. The preacher fidgeted. John
Gastar had forgotten his high and holy smirk; his
face expressed only interest in the story he had
heard. Dr. Parks continued:
"Ethel inherits from her father a tendency to
heart disease. I hav hoped by constant care to
counteract it; and I can scarcely pardon you, Gastar,
for what you hav done. I told you something of
this when I gave my consent to your engagement
with Ethel."
Gas tar commenced stammering an excuse; but the
restless evangelist cut in and stopped him.
"You say, Dr. Parks, the parents of Miss Moore
are dead; but you mentioned another daughter of
Dr. Finley-Miss Moore's aunt, of course. Is she
living? If she is, she, as nearest relativ, is certainly
the proper guardian for her niece."
The little man stopped walking up and down the
room and stood before his host. Dr. Parks groaned.
"That, too!" he said. "You must know it all?"
"I wish to know if Miss Moore's aunt is living.''
"Yes, she's living."
"Where 1 Somewhere near1"
"Within a few miles.''
"Giv me her exact address;- I will visit her."
"Your visit will be useless. Laura Fi:p.ley s~es PQ
c;>:qe 'b~t her physician and, her ptq'~~,''
'
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"You see her, no doubt?"
It was Dr. Parks's turn to wince under tlie implied His splendid young manhood was a ruin. His home,
"I do. I saw her yesterday. She sat with her threat, and the look on Gastar's face supplemented after that night's work, was in the same retreat that
knees pressed against the wall. She had torn at the it. Would he be willing to run the risk of harming held Laura Finley. There be walks up and down,
plastering till her fingers were dripping with blood. Ethel to punish her guardian and salve his wounded singing the hymns taught him by Melrose.
The evangelist still goes up and down the land,
She was trying to find her way into heaven by a dignity~ He bowed a formal good morning and
telling his wild stories, selling his photograph and
·
roundabout road since she has committed the unpar- went away.
donable sin, and the gate is closed against her. That
Dr. Parks, going about his daily work of healing his hymn-books.
Dr. Parks, standing by the graves of his best and
horrible idea took possession of her brain nearly diseased bodies, wished most fervently that the healdearest, remembering those two darkened ones in the
twenty years ago, at just such another revival as you ers of souls were not such miserable bunglers.
are conducting. Her parents died of grief; and
Two or three days passed. Ethel had recovered madhouse, sighs in an agony of soul:
" 0 God! 0 Christ! 0 religion! how many evils
Jack Middleton, as good a man as walks the earth, her usual serenity, and spoke of the evening at the
MARGRET HoLMEs.
goes through life alone. Four liv.es ruined by just' revival and her strange excitement as if it had been a are committed in your naiDe!
such a jumping, shouting, screeching creature as you. troubled dream. Dr. Parks tried to keep her ocSit down-do! You madden me with your perpetual cupied so as to obliterate, if possible, all impression
The Liberty of Thought and Discussion.
motion."
Melrose had made.
JOHN STUART MILL " ON LffiERTY."
The evangelist looked scared for an instant, but he
She was going to a lawn-festival at the house of a
It is not, in constitutional countries, to be appresaid lightly, as he dropped into a chair: "Well, that's girl friend. How fair· and sweet she looked in her
sad, really. I'll pray for you all. But, Dr. Parks, white dress and June roses· as the doctor kissed her hepded that the government, whether completely
don't you see now, with such unfortunate environ- good-bye. Gastar was her escort, and he seemed to responsible to the people or not, will often attempt
ments as Miss Moore's, how doubly necessary it is hav forgotten his last interview with Dr. Parks. He to control the expression of opinion, except when in
that she be converted ! I do. If she has heart dis- was in excellent spirits, and was very proud and doing so it makes itself the organ of .the general
intolerance of the public. Let us suppose, therefore,
ease she is likely to be taken away at any moment. tender of pretty Ethel.
How essential, then, it is that she be fully prepared.
Dr. Parks had one exceedingly troublesome, that the government is entirely at one with the peoI'll pray for her and use every endeavor to reach her though pecuniarily profitable, patient. She consid- ple, and never thinks of exerting any power of coerthat .she may be converted before the terrible punish- ered her daily duty to herself but half done unless cion unless in agreement with what it conceives to
ment of her poor aunt falls upon her. No doubt Miss she had spoiled her physician's evening by a visit to be their voice. But I deny the right of the people
Finley resisted the spirit, was proud and stubborn, herself. This night she went through her stereo- to e;x:ercise such coercion, either by themselvs or by
and so God took from her the reason that she would typed program. She must see the doctor. He left their government. The power itself is illegitimate.
not devote to his service. I've known of many such her at ten o'clock. His homeward way led him past The best government has no more title to it than the
the church where Mr. Melrose's revival was in worst. It is as noxious, or more noxious, when exinstances."
Dr. Parks had no answer, but how many thoughts progre!!ls. Long before he reached the building he erted in accordance with public opinion than when
went spinning through his brain! What manner of heard the singing, shouting, and supplication of the in opposition to it.
antagonist was this that defied him-that chilled his crowd gathered there. He sighed as he came near
**
blood 1 In the years of his professional life he had enough to catch the words of the refrain they sang:.
Strange it is that men *should admit the validity
almost forgotten the meaning of fear. He had ·met
Too la.te, too late, will be the cry,
of the arguments for free discussion, but object to
Jesus of Nazareth has passed by.
death in all his horrid or treacherous forms, battled
their being " pushed to an extreme," not seeing that
with him hand to hand, and beaten him back inch by
"What a slander on a mereiful God these people unless the reasons are good for an extreme case, they
inch. He had been stifled by the hat breath of pes- make music of!" thought the doctor. The thought are not good for any case. Strange that they should
tilence, and his cheek scarcely paled. He had gone was scarcely defined when a piercing shriek from imagin that they are not assuming infallibility when
over. battle-fields while bullets whistled by him, and within the church startled him. Then there was a they acknowledge that there should be free discussion
his hand never shook. He had no thought but for cessation of the singing, weeping, praying, shouting; on all subjects which can posssibly be doubtful, but
the torn and mangled humanity about him, and the and a confusion of sounds arose that the listener think that some particular principle or doctrin should
could not understand. The people were pouring out be forbidden to be questioned because it is so certain,
sorrow for the lonely ones at home.
But now, in the presence of this creature, only so of the church.. There were breathless questions and that is, because they are certain that it is certain.
far removed from the four-footed life of the jungle irrelevant replies.
To call any proposition certain while there is anyone
"There's something wrong in there," said the doc- who would deny its certainty if permitted, but who
as to walk upright and giv intelligible orders to his
tailor, he was helpless as blind and manacled Samson. tor. "I'll go and see what it is." He entered with is not permitted, is to assume that we ourselvs, and
During the conversation his hand had never ceased to a flitting thought that this time Ethel would not be those who agree with us, are the judges of certainty,
fondle the bright instruments. Now it passed over in the gallery. But what meant the faces he met' and judges without hearing the other side.
them lightly; now noiselessly turned them over; Why these exclamations, and this fal1ing away before
.
**
now tested their points and edges ; all with the him as if he were a "walking case" of fever? Had
Mankind can hardly be* too often reminded that
Melrose poisoned his neighbors and friends against there was once a man named Socrates, between
physician's delicate precision and se:p.sitiv touch.
He reviewed the situation. He had bared the him T Several persons he almost forced to stop, but whom and the legal authorities and public opinion of
wounds of the past for the inspection of this stranger. his questions were evaded. A wide walk up the his time there took place a memorable collision.
He had shown the weakness of his best beloved, ask- aisle was given Dr. Parks. He was accustomed to a Born in an age and country abounding in individual
ing compassion of this wanderer. He had striven to certain amount of deference, but this was something greatness, this man has been handed down to us by
make her helplessness her defense, and her danger extreme. There was a group in the chancel that those who best knew both him and the age as the
·was turned into a reason for her swift destruction. seemed to be the nucleus of the trouble, and he ad- most virtuous man in it. This acknowledged master
All this by a creature whom human laws could not vanced toward this.
of all the eminent thinkers who hav since livedAs he drew near, he caught glimpses, as the people whose fame, still growing after more than two thoutouch, and to whom reason and charity in their .best
shifted about, of a woman's white drapery trailing on sand years, all but outweighs the whole remainder of
sense were unmeaning sounds.
The man of science felt himself driven to the wall, the floor from a recumbent form.
the names which make his nativ city illustrious-was
" Some one fainted?" he asked.
disarmed, excepting in one way. There was but one
put to death by his countrymen, after a judicial convic" We think-we hope so," the person answered, tion, for impiety and immorality. Impiety in denything to do. He was calm, deliberate, thoughtful.
It was the precise thinker's grasp of the dilemma. then stood aside.
ing the gods recognized by the state; indeed, his
Others fell back now, seeing Dr. Parks, and he accuser asserted (see the "Apologia") that he beHe felt no anger, no more than if it had been cholera
or yellow fever he dealt with. His hand closed softly stood still, seeing Dr. Middleton kneeling beside a lieved in no gods at all. Immorality in being by his
about the handle of a probe as he slowly turned his half-disrobed form, his head and s~oulders hiding doctrins and instructions a "corrupter of youth." Of
the face of his patient. As Dr. Parks stepped behind these charges the tribunal, there is every ground for
eyes on Mr. Melrose. His thought spoke itself :
him, be raised his head, saying brokenly,
"I believe I'd better kill you."
believing, honestly found him guilty, and condemned
" She is dead-God help us a).l !"
There was no sign of anger or violence, but J obn
the man who probably of all then born had deserved
He turned away, meeting that instant Dr. Parks, best of mankind, to be put to death as a criminal.
Gastar rose hastily and stood before the doe tor, com·who then first saw the face of the dead-Ethel Moore.
pletely hiding the evangelist, exclaiming :
***
Dr. Middleton clasped the ann of his friend, and
" Dr. Parks, do you know what you are saying T
The assumption on which
this [the refusal to restood by him silently. · He had no words to offer in
Go away, Melrose ; go away !"
The preacher waited for no second bidding, but presence of the calamity that seemed to turn the ceive an Atheist's oath] is grounded is that the oath is
worthless of a person who does :not believe in a future
seized his hat and fairly ran, keeping his scared eyes strong man to stone.
All sounds were hushed. The stricken man gazed state, a proposition which betokens much ignorance
fixed on the probe. Dr. Parks laughed; Gastar
at the dead girl, while great beads of perspiration of history in those who assent to it (since it is hisprepared to follow his friend.
"John," said the doctor, "let us understand each rolled down his ashen face. On the other side of torically true that a large proportion of Infidels in
other. No more of this, or, by the God you dis- the dead, John Gastar crouched on the floor. The all ages hav been persons of distinguished integrity
honor, I'll kill you both. Ethel _is under my guar- evangelist sat on a chair at a little distance. The and honor), and would be maintained by no one who
other preachers stood about the altar awe-struck and had the smallest conception how many of the perdianship. She'll not go again to that Babel."
"Very well, sir; your deeds be upon your head." silent. What could be said? What could be done? sons in greatest repute with the world, both for vir"Stop that at once! I've fathered my deeds too It was afterward known that John Gastar, influenced tues and for attainments, are well known, at least to
long to be preached at by you. Unless you pledge by the fanatical arguments of Melrose, had persuaded their intimates to be unbelievers. The rule, besides,
me your word as a man (not a Christian, you're the Ethel to come to the church. She, not knowing her is suicidal and' cuts away its own foundation. Under
veriest caricature of Christ) to use no word of per- weakness and danger, in her confidence in her lover pretense that Atheist~ must be lia~s,. it adm~ts the
suasion with Ethel, she shall never again go out of was easily led to believe that Dr. Parks was preju- testimony of all Atheists who are wlllmg to he, ~nd
diced. The strange manner of worship to one who rejects only those who brave the obloquy of publicly
my house under your care."
Gastar winced. His handsome face and figure had been taught all she knew in the utmost calmness, confessing a detested creed rather than affirm a falsehad captivated more than one foolish girl's fancy, the crowd, the heat, the light, the noise, the intense hood. A rule thus self-convicted of absurdity so far
but aside from his fine exterior there was nothing in excitement, in short, the revival, had done its work. as regards its professed purpose can be kept in force
Suddenly the evangelist sprang from his chair. only as a badge of ~atred, a relic. o~ persecution-a
him that Dr. Parks desired in the husband of his ward.
This he knew. It was only because of the tender "Let us sing ' Praise God from whom all blessings persecution, too, havmg the peculiarity that the qualfondness that could deny Ethel nothing that an en- flow ' for the taking home from the paths of sin of ification for undergoing it is the being clearly proved
gagement of indefinit length had been consented to. this young sister. How blessed to go to heaven not to deserve it. The rule, and the theory it
implies, are hardly less insulting to believers than to
The expression of Gastar's face was not amiable as from God's own earthly tabnernacle !"
Infidels. For if he who does not believe in a future
Dr.
Middleton
seized
him
by
the
shoulders,
and
he stood hesitating.
"I think this a downright humbug. I expect to pushed him into his chair. "You little viper, sit state necessarily lies, it follows that they who do believe are only prevented from lying, if prevented
down and hold your tongue !"
marry Ethel."
"I too! I too!" shrieked John Gastar, and he they are by the fear of hell. We will not do the
''Yes; I'm sorry to say I expect it too. As to your
opinion on humbugs, I'll hear it some other time." sprang from the floor, threw his arms above his authors ~nd abettors of the rule the injury of supposin~ that the conception which they .hav formed
" Very well, then, I'll promis not to take her to head, and shouted out peal after peal of maniac
of Christian virtue is drawn fro~ ~hell' own co:qlaughter.
The
great
church
rang
with
the
horrid
church again till after we're married,. l.}ut m1 wife
~9~d 1 ~d t~e b.ell.ftS gf tqe qste:qerE! stooq at~: scio~s:ge§S~
will go wbere :{ sfile :lit to ~ake her,"
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Virginia.
The coat of arms suggested by our artist for Virginia is very appropriate. It is true that it is not
under Virginia law that Mrs. Slenker is being prosecuted, but it is Virginia district-attorneys, commissioners, and grand jurors who hav forced her into
the United States court.
A little while ago, down in the southwest part of
Virginia, in Mrs. Slenker's town, one of the most intelligent of the farm wives of the vicinity began to
churn the accumulated cream from her dairy. She
churned all day, but no butter rewarded her efforts,
and she upbraided the hired girl, saying that the
cream had been bewitched by the girl. The servant
was angry at being called a witch, and left her mistress's service. A neighbor came in, and, learning of
the trouble, procured a horseshoe, hung it on the
churn, and the butter formed in a few moments !
It is the dense ignorance of the community in
which she livs that makes Mrs. Slenker's position
peculiarly dangerous. The people down there know
nothing of what is going on the world, and liv in an
atmosphere of intense prejudice against radicalism in
any form. A' jury drawn from their number is
scarcely more fit to judge Mrs. Slenker than a jury
of John Calvins would be to judge the late Charles
Darwin.

The Infidels of England.
The National Secular Society is a compact and
well organized body, under the shrewd leadership of
Charles Bradlaugh, and is a political as well as social
force of no small power in England. Once a year
the society holds a conference corresponding to a
congress of the American Secular Union, at which
reports are made, suggestions offered, and good
speeches listened to. The conference this year was
held in Rochdale, May 29th, a report of which has
just reached us through the National Reformer.
. Eighty-three delegates officially represented fifty-one
societies, while a score or two more towns were represented by visiting Freethinkers, including one
whose home is in South Africa.
The report of the executiv, read by the president,
disclosed the following encouraging items : New
members enrolled during the year, 505; new societies
formed, 6-one of these being at Belfast, Ireland ;
cash in hand, general fund, £155 17s. 7d; benevolent
fund, £39 19s. 7 d; propagandist fund, £35 Os. 7d.
The benevolent and propagandist funds benefited
during the year by a bequest from Mr. Maillaud to
the amount of £8 and £101 r~spectivly. Thirty
children of Freethinking parents were withdrawn
from religious instruction in the Board schools of the
Metropolitan district, under the provisions of the
Education act passed in 1870. The executiv urges
upon all the members of the societies their duties in
this regard, and regrets that so ·few Freethinkers
avail themselvs of the privileges of the act. The
Manchester Branch has purchased a hall for £1,645,
and the Freethinkers of the city, to the number of

onethousand, hav eubscribed £1 shares in payment.
A legacy of £500 will pr<!lbably be used to liquidate
the balance of the debt. Forty branches showed an
aggregate income of over two thousand pounds.
Sixty branches failed to report. in time. The literature committee, presided over by Mrs. Besant, reported a larger distribution of Freethought and
political literature than during any previous· year.
The students graduating from the science classes
maintained by their proficiency the high character of
the school, and three branches increased the number
of students graduating. A deficiency of £44 ls. was
incurred by the school, borne personally by Mr.
Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant.
.
From the Parliamentary standpoint, says the report, the year has been of very high importance to
the Freethought party. A "bill for the abolition of
prosecutions against laymen for .the expression of
opinion on matters of religion " has been introduced by Mr. Courtney Kenny, and is down for a
·second reading on July 6th. Mr. Bradlaugh has introduced a bill substituting affirmations for oaths in
all cases where· oaths are required by law. This
bill Mr. Bradlaugh is pushing from day to day,
whenever opportunity occurs. On the question
of its second reading a handsome majority of one
hundred and four was obtained in its favor, and
the bill is now treated as a party measure. The
government, though not favorable to the success of
the bill, has left it an open question for the House
to decide. The prospects of the bill are regarded as
materially improved, and the Freethinkers of the
kingdom are requested to urge their members to
vote for it.
The executiv reported to the Conference that the
General Council of the International Federation of
Freethinkers would hold its annual Congress in
London on September lOth, 11th, and 12th. The
Freethinkers of India send word that they hav been
sufficiently activ during the year to compel the enmity
of the missionary press. The inauguration of the
monument to Giordano Bruno has been delayed by
the refusal of the Roman municipality to grant the
necessary site, and it is not probable that this decision
will be reversed for at least a year, as at the last eiection in the city too many Christians obtained office.
Mr. Bradlaugh was reelected president of the
society; Mr. W. H. Reynolds, treasurer, and R.
Forder, secretary. In returning thanks for the con~
fidence expressed by his reelection, Mr. Bradlaugh
said:
"As far as my Parliamentary work is concerned, it is
purely political. I hav in Parliament no right of advocacy
of our views unless they are attacked and need defense ; but
I hav the duty to the party which trusts me of striving to
win for it equal justice before the law, and, if the law be unfair, of striving to modify it-so as to makEl it fair and equal
for all. I should like, if it be the pleasure of the Freethought party speaking by its annual Conferences, to remain
your president until two matters in Parliament hav been settled. First, the controversy on oaths, until every man who
desires to affirm has the right to affirm without challenge.
Secondly, until the blasphemy laws hav been abolished. I
shall never feel quite happy in my seat in the House while I
am the president of a body of men and women who are subject to disabilities imposed on no other party in the country.
One good friend bade me beware of the injurious possibility
of fiattery. I fancy it will seldom come without being accompanied by a good deal of its opposit, and if it should, I
hav swallowed, I think, sufficient of the antidote in the past
to prevent any of the injurious effects of the poison. You
hav given me again for one year your trust. I ask you to
remember that without your willing consent and activ help
you will hav conferred on me an empty grant, a useless authority. I hav no authority save such as comes from your
love, from your sympathy. And I need it all. Remember
also that you hav your work to do in the coming year, as I
hav mine. The Freethought party is more noticed than it
ever was before, and you ought to work vigorously in all political, municipal, a1;1d local business. You ought to fight
with every fair weapon that you can find, and so win and
maintain a good position. I can only help you as you help
yourselvs. I hav no force save such as you giv me. But
for this coming year I will use the position you hav given me
as I judge it can best be used for the good of the party, subject to your verdict on the using when I come to you again."

In regard to the Blasphemy bill which Mr. Courtney Kenny is pressing in Parliament, the Conference
requested 1\Ir. Bradlaugh to obtain the omission
of the clause which we quoted some weeks ago, and
if unable to procure this, or such modification as to
render it harmless, then the Freethought party desired him to oppose the bill. The clause is as follows:
.,. Provided moreover that any person who, with the intention of wounding the religious feelings of any person or persons, shall in any public place utter any word, or make any

gesture, or exhibit any object within the hearing or sight of
any person or persons whose religious feelings are likely to
be thereby wounded, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor; and
on being convicted thereof, shall be liable to fine or imprisonment, or both, as the court may award, such imprisonment not to exceed the term of one year."

The president agreed to fulfil the wishes of the
Conference, and would statE} in Parliament on July
6th that the National Secular Society opposed the
bill if this clause is retained. It was the first time,
he said, that a decision given by the Freethought
party would be .repeated in the House of Commons.
He did not think the bill could pass at this session in
any event. For the Affirmation bill he had more
hope.
The idea gathered from reading of the work of the
National Secular Society for the past year is that the
Freethinkers of England report to the world, Progress. This society is the practical force of heresy in
England, and as a support to Mr. Bradlaugh is invaluable. · In him the party concentrates itself, and
through him becomes a political power. We congratulate our English brethren upon their leader, and
their leader upon possessing such stanch supporters.
But Englishmen should not forget to acknowledge
the effectiv labors of W. Stewart Ross, the brilliant
editor of the Secular Review, and of G. W. Foote,
the martyred editor of the Freethinke1·. Though not
political, their work is no less necessary, and its
results not smaller, perhaps, than that of the sturdy
champion whose name is oftenest upon men's lips.

Great Cry and Little Wool.
At last the Andover Board of Visitors hav rendered their decision in the heresy cases, and it ·is
adverse to one professor only. The decision is as
follows:
"At a meeting of the Visitors of the Theological Institution
in Phillips Academy, in Andover, held June 4, 1887, the complaint, a;s amended, against Egbert C. Smythe, D.D., Brown
professor of ecclesiastical history in said institution, the answer thereto, the evidence laid before them, and the arguments in behalf of the complainants and respondent were
further considered by the Visitors, and they find that the
Egbert C. Smythe, as such professor, maintains and inculcates beliefs inconsistent with and repugnant to the creed of
said institution and the statutes of the same and contrary to
the true intent of the founders thereof, as expressed in said
statutes, in the following particulars, as charged in said
amended complaint, to wit:
" That the Bible is not the only perfect rule of faith and
practice, but is fallible and untrustworthy even in some of
its religious teachings; that no man has power or capacity
to repent without knowledge of God in Christ, and that
there is and will be probation after death for all men who do
not decisivly reject Christ during the earthly life; and thereupon they do adjudge and decree that the said Egbert C.
Smythe be and he hereby is removed from the office of
Brown professor of ecclesiastical history in said institution,
and said office is hereby declared vacant.
" Votl!d-That the secretary notify the said Egbert C.
Smythe, the complainants, and the trustees of Phillips
Academy of the foregoing findings and the action thereon by
the Visitors."

At the same meeting it was decided that the
charges against the following associate professors
were not sustained: William J. Tucker, Bartlett
professor of sacred rhetoric; John W. Churchill,
Jones professor of elocution; George Harris, Abbot
professor of Christian theology, and Edward Y.
Hincks, Smith professor of biblical theology, severally, in the said institution.
Professor Smythe will carry the case to the
supreme court of Massachueetts, and the end is not
yet. The question for the court to decide is not
whether the views and teachings of the professors
are contrary to the historic creeds of the church, nor
whether they are contrary to the creeds of the
churches in eastern Massachusetts when the seminary
was established, but whether they are contrary to
the views which the founders embodied in the creed
that they prescribed as the test of the doctrinal
soundness of all who should occupy chairs of instruction in the seminary. If Mr. Smythe is off color in
his views, he ought not to ask the orthodox to pay
him money for teaching his heresy. It is true that
in tills case the difference between him and the
Board of Visitors is only the difference between
tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum, but to hair-splitting
sectarians that difference is something immense, and
has before now been the cause of much pious bloodletting.
By their decision the Board of Visitors hav dogmatically affirmed that the Bible is a perfect rule of
practice as well as faith, and that the heathen whom
God has mercifully kept from possessing a knowl-
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edge of Christ will all go to hell. Touching this
last, the affirmation is but one remove from idiocyfor who knows anything about the matter at all?
Touching the :first, we venture to say that the
Andover Board of Visitors dare not use the Bible as
a rule of practice. . They dare not follow the example
of any of the .Old Testament unworthies, for fear of
the state prison, nor would they dare to do as Christ
did, because they would be put in some county
workhouse as tramps.
The trial and decision simply show what a. farce it
is to frame a creed in one generation which the next
will riddle with ridicule. Endeavoring to split the
hairs of the whiskers on the face of the man in the
moon with a meat-ax is a common sense pastime
compared with the theological hair-splitting of the
professors and Board of Visitors of Andover Seminary.

A Great Discovery by a " Great " Journal.
It would be much better, says the World, to repeal
obsolete laws than to permit them to remain as deadletters on the statute book. . Our daily contemporary
is moved · to thus remark because the District of Columbia commissioners, in their effort to revive the
Sunday laws, hav found that the penalty for blasphemy in that locality is boring the tongue, branding
the forehead, and death.
This is a great discovery for a daily paper to
make. In regard to the treatment of heretics by the
religious the "great" journals are usually stupendously ignorant, and therefore. silent. If they note
the punishment of. a blasphemer at. all, they content
themselvs with saying he is a "vulgar blackguard,"
and pass on to the important question of whether a
floor-washer in a government office shall be a mugwump, Democrat, or Republican, or whether the last
fish the president caught weighed three pounds, or
three pounds and a quarter. We are pleased that
one paper has opened its eyes for a moment, though
it will probably go to sleep again immediately. .
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll discovered this ancient
statute a good many years ago, and THE TRUTH
SEJfiKER has unearthed others just as unjust, but they
are still retained on the statute books and spasmodically enforced without any protest from the great
journals whose editors' time is chiefly occupied in
assigning reporters to ascertain how many times a
day Mr. Cleveland has his boots blacked, or whether
his wife's poodle dog kills chickens.

Two of a Kind.
The Western Watchman, a Roman Catholic paper
· published in St. Louis, says :
"Protestantism.-We would draw and quarter it. We
would empale and hang it up for crow's meat. We would
tear it with pincers and fire it with hot irons. We would
fill it with molten lead and sink it in a hundred fathoms of
hell-fire, but would not lay an ungentle hand on a hair in a
Protestant's head."
The Protestant journal which brings this gentle
sentiment to the notice of the Eastern public adds :
"We would hate to trnst ourselvs in many a country in
this world in the hands of a man belonging to an infallible
church, the church of St. Bartholomew and the auto-da-re,
whose rhetoric would reach so sanguinary a bight as this.
We fear that to make sure of drawing and quartering Protestantism, a.nd of impaling and hanging it up for crow's
meat, of tearing it with pincers and firing it with hot irons,
it would be conceived to be the best way to subject Protestante to all these things."
The inference from this is that Ro.manism has in
the past possessed the monopoly of persecution, and
that Protestantism has been the abused and never
the abuser. But this same journal chuckled over
the conviction of Mr~ Reynolds, and pronounced
blasphemy laws good. It would, without doubt,
mete to blasphemy as severe punishment as the
Western Watchman would to Protestantism, and
would go further than that sanguinary publication
and punish the blasphemer himself when he " outrages the religious sentiment of the Christian community." We would hate to trust ourselvs in many
a town in this country controled by the Protestant
church-the church of Geneva's flame, of Sonoy's
Holland torture chamber, of the Arminian and Anabaptist persecution, of the apologists of religious persecution-Knox, Luther, Calvin, and Beza-of the
Quaker-killing Puritans, of the slave-selling and
whipping and murdering Methodists-whose zeal for
its religion led it to enact blasphemy laws to suppress Infidels. We know from the record that its
hl\tred to blaspheJUy lea.ds it to fine and imprison and
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torture Infidels, and we fear that if . it possessed the
power every Infidel would be served as some hav
been.
It ·
h" t · al f
h
1s a 1S one
act t at every powerful Christian
sect has persecuted and been persecuted in turn, and
that they all unite in persecuting the Infidel.

Treason.
The Reformed Presbyterian church synod recently
met at Newburgh, N. Y., and among the subjects
discussed was the relation of church and state, and
the acknowledgment of " God" in the United States
Constitution. The conclusion of the synod upon
this subject was embodied in the following resolution,
which was adopted :
" Resol'lled, That we will endeavor to teach more forcibly
the duty of our nation to God and the Bible view of civil
government, ~J.nd will make our teachin!!; more emphatic
against the Infidelity of the civil government, and will maintain our position of political dissent in refusing our electiv
franchise to put into office men who are bound by their
official oath to support the Constitution of the United States,
and we will become responsible for suffrage only when
they become responsible to Christ by their official oath."
This is J1egativ treason, and might easily become
positiv should one of these pious fellows be elected
to office. No doubt, in such an event, he would use
his power to overthrow our supreme law, and substitute therefor the will of his supreme being-said
will being interpreted by himself.
The Constitution, in these days, seems to be regarded very little, every two-dollar-a-year official,
whether state or federal, setting his opinion up as
superior to its written limitations, but nevertheless it
is better as it is than as the Presbyterians would
make it. We therefore derive great comfort from
the fact that the ''National Reform Party" is as
weak in numbers as it is strong in bigotry, and as
powerless in politics as its God is impotent in human
affairs.
·

What Will They Do 1 ·
The New York Herald is vexing the Roman Catholic followers of the late Labor mayoralty candidate
of this city by propounding a few conundrums. The
Herald suggests that as the land theories of Mr.
George hav been examined by the church and condemned, though not officially, as unsound, a further
holding of them by Roman Catholics will bring on a
conflict with the church. What the Catholics ought
to· do in this case is conundrum number one. The
Herald also suggests that whereas Mr. George declares that if the Irish landlords really own their vast
estates they hav a perfect right to evict their tenants,
his Irish followers must needs giv up their allegiance
to Parnell and the cause of Home Rule. Will the
Irish sympathizers cease their sympathizing, or avow
that the Irish landlords do not really own their land?
is conundrum number two.
These are pertinent inquiries, and deserve an explicit answer. If the pope, speaking ere cathedra,
and therefore infallibly, condemns the land theory of
Mr. George, no Catholic can believe the theory, and
remain a Catholic, any more than he could remain a
Catholic if he accepted any dogma of Protestantism which the church condemns. And if the Irish
landlords do really own their land, then they hav the
right to do as they please with it-charge what they
like for its occupancy, and let whom they will cultivate
it. The land question of Ireland, under such conditions, must become a question of charity on the part
of the landlords and not one of right on the part of
the tenants.
As we said, the Herald's inquiries are pertinent,
and deserve an answer. Dr. McGlynn, as the most
intellectual Catholic in the George following, and a
vociferous pleader for the Irish tenantry, should giv
them consideration and reply.

Editorial Notes.
THE managers of the museums of this city are a smart lot
of hypocrite. They hav been quietly at work at Albany and
obtained the omission of the clause requiring them to keep
open on Sundays from the bill giving them additional annual
appropriations, and Governor Hill has signed it. He has
also signed a bill giving the Metropolitan museum $312,000
for new buildings. It is to be hoped the Board of Estimate
and Apportionment of this city will be less pliable than the
governor and the country deacons of the legislature.
MR. W. L. WILLIS, of Kokomo, Indiana, has published a
leaflet sounding the alarm against the encroachments of
priestcraft upon the liberties of the people, one hundred
copies of which he sends for twenty-five cents. The counts
in Mr. Willis's indictment of tile church are so forcibly drawn
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that conviction can be secured upon each and every one.
They are: Endeavoring to put "God" in th~ Constitution;
the enactment a.nd enforcement of blasphemy laws; the enactment and enforcement of laws observing a pagan Sab·bath; the enactment and enforcement of laws restricting
personal liberty, a.nd violating the natural rights of the citizens of the country. Mr. Willis is an earnest Freethinker,
and is advancing the welfare of humanity in many ways.
THE Connecticut folks are not to be deprived of their Sunday papers, after all. The railroad commissioners hav decided to allow newspaper trains to run through the Nutmeg ~
state early Sabbath mornings, as a11 act of necessity and
mercy l The ungodly Win.sUd Press thinks this attempt to
fool the Lord by making him think that Sunday newspapers
are a necessity will fatten the fires of hades, but we disagree
with Mr. Pinney. Sunday papers, or anything else that distracts the attention from immediate surroundings, are clearly
a mercy to the unfortunate mortals compelled to liv in such
a state as Connecticut.
"Is is not just a little singular," asks the New York Stall',
" that those with whom Dr. McGlynn has become most intimately associated in the course of his new crusade are
nearly all pronounced Infidels ?" Henry George thinks it is
not, because Dr. McGlynn's associates are" the publicans and
sinners " of the Christian renaissance." But there are better
reasons than this, or rather there are good reasons, for this is
no reason at all. The movement which has forced Messrs.
George and McGlynn into prominence is no revival of an antiq ne Christianity, but a protest against the iniquities inflicted
upon society by that system of religion. The labor movement was here before Mr. George was. The leaders of it
wanted something-but how they were to get it they scarcely
knew. Mr. George came along and offered his theory, just
as the Socialists and Communists and Anarchists offered
their theories. The a.gitation going on in behalf of the rent, racked tenantry of Ireland helped emphasize the land question, and the labor people accepted Mr. George and his notions. Mr. George was also well known in Newspaper Row,
and he was by long odds the most available candidate for
mayor the Labor party could find. Dr. McGlynn's fight
with his church has since kept the pot boiling, and whoever
originated the Anti-Poverty Society, with McGlynn at the
top, had a shrewrl head. The reason so ma.ny Infidels are
connected with the movement is because they all liked a political campaign with ideas in it; they hoped that the movement would be a training-school for voters, so that through
peaceful means a change for the better in society might be
brought around. They believe in progress ; they work for
reform; they are about the only honest friends of the poor,
that is, themselvs; they are not bound by custom nor tradition; they are free to think, and do think; they hav the
courage of their convictions, and will vote as they talk. In
every movement which even promises to help humanity the
Infidels are always at the front. They may be mistaken and
misplace their confidence, but their zeal for the right, their
enthusiasm for progress, their love of justice, lead them into
social as well as religions reformations. That is the reason
why many of the associates of Dr. McGlynn are Infidels-not
because they are publicans and sinners trying to exhume a
buried phase of a religion which from the year of our Lord 1
to 1887 has been a hindrance to the world in all its phases.
THE order of the War department to restore to all the
states, including those that were in rebellion, the flags captured in the late civil war, has led to a big rumpus, and the
president has rescinded the order. General Fairchild, of
Wisconsin, was the first. to violently attract public attention
to the order. He addressed a G. A. R. post, and during his
speech invoked this malediction :
"May God palsy the hand that wrote the order! May God palsy
the brain that conceived it, and may God palsy the tongue that
dictated it !"

The Grand Army of the Republic all over the country
took the matter up, and Ohio veterans engaged lawyers in
Washington to obtain an injunction restraining the War department from carrying out the order. As a sample of the
sentiment animating the war veterans, the following stanzas
from a song sung at a G. A. R. meeting in Des Moines, Iowa,
will do:
"We will never harm the man who rules this mighty land,
Though he gave us open insult with an open hand,
But he never can review the dear old army grand,
When we go marching in Dixie.
"We are for the Union still-the starry flag so trueWe can stand the grays on deck if they'll let us wear the blue
And consent that we were right when we licked the rebel crew
As we went marching in Dixie.
" Hurrah! hurrah ! we'll meet the rebel orew,
Hurrah ! hurrah ! just as we used to do,
And we'll stand by Tuttle till we see him safely through,
While he goes marching in Dixie."

This incident of the flags has put the complete reconciliation of the two sections back about a decade. It shows that
the North still keeps the war memories wa.rm, and this
knowledge will further embitter the South, and she will draw
back the hand extended for peace. The order was ill conceived, for the patriotic sentiments of the men who saved the
Union should be respected, but it looks rather small for the
magnificent Army of the Republic to make such a fuss after
the order was issued. On the narrow ground of sectionalism, even, the North could afford to let the flags go, and if
the return of the banners would hav brought the two portions of the country nearer in sentiment, the act would hav
borne the richest fruit possible. Humanity is one, and good
feeling among brethren is worth more than all the war sentiment in the world. "Patriotism," said Dr. Johnson, "is
the last resort' of the scoundrel," and the " patriotism" that
would keep alive sectional enmity in this country was never
better described.
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Brother-Liberals, let us unite before it is forever too late to
save ourselvs from a tyrant a thousand times worse than
death l I scatter my papers, in hopes of doing some good
in that way; for whoever sees the pictures will be obliged to
SAN JosE, CAL., June 1, 1887.
think in spite of themselvs, and hasten the day when superMR. EDIToR: Has John L. Brooks accepted the offer made
stition's reign shall be over.
W. V. CoPE.
him ,by C. J: Curtis, of Bradford, Pa., of $100 to get up a
real, tangible spirit, that could be felt of; handled, etc.?
EUBANKs, KY., May 21, 1887.
Curtis has got him there, I think?
SA:r.ms PARsoNs.
MR. EDITOR : I take this method, through THE TRUTH
STELLA, WAsH. T., May 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed in this please find $5-three for the
renewal of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the rest for inclosed
order of books. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from its
first C?PY; I like the paper and its principles; I am interested m the cause of Liberalism and am ready to h"elp to support it as far as I am able.
F. C. SoHARNHORST.
Swux FALLS, D. T., June 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : The books sent for are received. Inclosed find
draft to pay for them, also $1 for the American Secular
Union, and $2 for the Defense Fund of Elmina. I believe
every Liberal, rich or poor, should do something, according
to his means, for her defense, no matter how little. I am
comparativly a poor man, but if it be necessary she can draw
on me for as much more-two or three dollars. When will
there be an end to this Comstock inquisition?
N. S. JoHNsoN.
GRAND RAPms, MIOH., May 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Does not this foolish persecution of Mr. Reynolds and the noble Mrs. Blenker show that the church and
its teachings do make either Christian or criminal of every
person in the land? The state has no right to force anyone
to be either Christian or criminal, and we would be a thousand times better off without either one. Is it not strange
that God cannot take care of his blasphemers yet without
the help of men, and bad men at that ?
CHAS. SAOH.
FRENOHToWN, NEB., May 31, 287.
MR. EDITOR: My blood boils when I think of Elmina
Blenker's case. I shall send for some of her books if that
will help her any, and all who call themselvs Liberals should
do so, if it is only a small amount.
We like your suggestions as regards Ingersoll for the presidential candidate. The Liberals would vote for him to a
man, woman, and child. The Republicans would follow
suit; the temperance party and one·half the Knights of Labor and many Democrats would do likewise. He will without
a doubt, be the strongest man that can possibly be ;ut in the
field. Should he be elected, then we will see those ''piping
times of peace" that we hav heard of so many years but
never realized.
MARY BAIRD-FINOH.
SEWARD, NEB., May 23, 287.
MR. EDITOR: We hav a town of over two thousand inhabitants, and seven or eight churches, as near as I can guess.
Preaching is done in all of them all the time, yet the Liberal
element holds good. I was strongly solicited a few days
since to donate for another gospel edifice. I declined, giving
the deacon my reason for declining. First, I had no religion,
· never had, neither did I want any. In the second place, it
was teaching absurdities to the youth, such as devils, gods,
ghosts, angels, etc., which no living being knows anything
about,· nor ever will. In the third place, it is a fraud on our
government to put our property into a church where it is
exempt from taxation. I am worth one thousand dollars; it
is assessed to help run our institutions and government. If
I put the thousand dollars in a gospel shop, where is the
revenue?
The above were my reasons. He left.
H. L. BoYES.
HoRNITos, CAL., May 2, E.M. 287.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5 for two years' subBCription. We expect a boom in this county soon. It is
generally believed that the great Fremont grant is about to
change hands. The names of the purchasers are a sufficient
guarantee that it will be worked, when some of the richest
mines in the state will again be opened. Owing to litigation,
they hav been lying idle about twenty years. When the
change takes place, there will be a rush back of many of the
old residents, besides new-comers.' Then I will make an
effort to obtain new subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER and
other Freethought journals. The pictures are splendid, and
are read by many who do not read English, but hav them
explained. I tbink that if the pictures were put in book
form each year, with short explanations and appropriate
verses from the good book, they would readily sell. With
best wishes to THE TRUTH SEEKER and all its friends I
remain,
Very truly yours,
R. W. BAROROFT:
EuREKA, May 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR:. Inclosed please find $5 to pay for your valuable paper for two more years. It has become one of the
family necessities. with us. I would hav been more prompt,
but hav changed locations, and waited to make a permanent
settlement before renewing. I would be more than glad to
get subscribers for your paper, but genuin Liberals are hard
to find in our vicinity.
Those pictures are good for dyspepsia-better than allopathic pills! Long liv Watson Heston! We are puzzled to
understand why the monkey is represented in so many of the
picture~. I think Sarai was too generous to hold out, by the
expression of her countenance in the last picture.
Now, to put aside joking, I think every true Liberal should
awake to the dangers that are threatening all who do not
bow to some creed. Why cannot some one who has influence and opportunity place Colonel Ingersoll's name before
the public as a candidate for the presidency at the coming
election? I do not think there is a man in the United States
JllOre capable tp!lp, h~ ~s of filling the :positio~ of :presjqe~t.

BEEKER, to return thanks for the receipt of sample copies of
the following Liberal papers : Monroe's Ironclad Age, Indianapolis, Indiana; the Open Court, Chicago, lll.; the Liberal, Nashville, Tenn., Ella E. Gibson, editor; the American
NonconfO'I'mist, Winfield, Kan. ; Lucifer, Valley Falls, Kan.·
Liberty, Boston, Mass.; Secular Thought, Toronto, Ont. W;
hav received also a printed circular from C. Garwood, Baltimore, Md., asking contributions to" Elmina," a lady who is
" in jail " awaiting a trial on the charge of ·circulating obscene matter in the mails. I am not wealthy, but liberal to
unfortunate cases. E. C. Walker and Lillian Harman ask
contributions to aid in rebellion against the civil laws of
Kansas. They set up self-law on marriage, and bid defiance
to state authorities. We are liberal, but we do not propose
to be so liberal as to aid and comfort those who imprudently
get into such unnecessary extremes of breaking civil laws
and bidding defiance to constituted authorities. We know
not the guilt or innocence of Elmina, what she put in the
mails, nor whether she meant "lewdness" or had "lewd
motivs." Neither can we tell the lady's condition that nece~
sitated her labor in the field of sexual physiology. I take
the firm stand that civil laws, passed by the law-making
powers of our republic, though within themselvs they may
be impolitic and unjust, should be respected by all persons
until they are repealed by the power· that made them ; and,
while I feel for any lady " in jail " for any crime, I retain,
as my chief political duty, supreme regard for our republican
form of government.
W. BAKER, M.D.
ST. Louis, Mo., May 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is a weekly visitor at my
house, and is read with great interest by all. Mr. Heston's
pictures add a great deal to the value of the paper. They
are an index to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and cannot escape the
Christians' eyes. Besides, it would take a volume to express
the idea of each picture by words.
St. Louis is not far behind in the ranks of Liberalism and
Freethought. A year ago we organized "The Society for
Ethical Culture of St. Louis," with a membership of ninety
activ members, which has increased since to two hundred.
We hav a permanent lecturer in Mr. W. L. Sheldon (a student of Professor Adler, of New York), who delivers his
addresses every Sunday morning in one of the finest halls in
the city. A Sunday-school for the children has also been
organized, and is in a flourishing condition. Christians are
admitted free to both lecture and Sunday-school.
.
The Germans hav also a Freethought society (Freie
Gemeinde) here, which was organized many years ago by
the pioneer Freethought lecturer and writer Edward Schroeter, of Sank City, Wis. They hav a fine hall, and the society
is doing good work.
·
With regret I read in the last TRUTH SEEKER that the hands
of Comstock hav made another Freethought martyr. But I
hope the Freethinkers will come forward and defend an
aged and deserving woman in the hour of need. Mrs. Blenker has always defended our cause, and is worthy of assistance. Inclosed find $2 for the Blenker Defense Fund, and
$3 to pay the fare of THE TRUTH SEEKER from New York
to St. Louis for another year.
G. H. SoHEEL.
SAoRAMENTo, CAL., May 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: You will remember that some time-since I
took the liberty to to write a short article for the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER in regard to strikes, etc., that were occurring
in different cities throughout the Union. About that time it
seems that certain parties had taken exceptions to what I
said, consequently I hav received a number of letter from
different ones, some of them quite threatening; but the
writers do not giv their names, so I cannot reply to them direct. This is my apology for penning these lines for your
·
paper.
If any one has anything to say in answer to what I hav
said or may say or write, I think it would be wise for them
to date their letters and sign their names to them. Some do
not comprehend what I said in my letter published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Feb. 19, 1887. Now, I wish to say just a
few words more, and I will try and say them so plain that
the wayfaring man, though a fool, cannot err therein; then
every one will know just where I stand.
First, as my last letter in your paper would indicate I
recognize the right of every one, both men and women 'to
.
'
decide for themselvs, without dictation or interference, when
they shall work or cease to work, where they shall work,
and for what wages they shall work. I also recognize the
absolute right of any employer to decide for himself without
interference from any source whatsoever, whom he 'shall employ or discharge; also the right to regulate and manage his
business with perfect freedom in all particulars, provided,
only, that he deal lawfully and justly with all men. 1
recognize the right of every father or guardian to hav his
son or ward (respectivly) learn any lawful trade also the
right to learn to write and read or any other branch of education; and he should be subject to regulation only by the
laws of the land.
No":, I wish to request that if any one has anything to say
t? ~em ~nswer to this letter, he will say it to me boldly by
s1gmng his name and residence, ~o that I can reply to him if
I wish to, as I do not wish to burden your paper with it:
Mr. Putnam has been here and given two of his grand lect~res. :a.e has ~one to t4e Yo~em.ite Yalley this W(;le~; will

le<iture here again next Stmd~y' evening, May 29th; will
leave for Oregon the last of next week. I had the pleasure
of having Mr. Putnam with me while in this city. I found.
him to be a genial and a whole-souled' gentleman, and his
lectures were all tb,at could be asked for. He is a good
speaker and perfectly at home on the platform.
N. D. GooDELL.
AYER, MAss., May 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Will you.hav the kindness to send me pamphlets, etc., to fill the inclosed order?
I am a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hope
by the aid of its inspiration to keep abreast of the world of
thought and that freedom for which our forefathers so nobly
fought, and vom;:hsafed to us by a Constitution without a
God to hamper our joy in this world and forestall our happiness in the future life.
I watch with a great deal of interest the conflict between
truth and error, church and Freethought. And I often ask,
When will the pure light of heaven shine forth to enlighten
the blind?
The illustrations of the encroachment of the church by the
far-seeing prophet, Heston, I trust are seasonable warnings
to all lovers of liberty-nay, freedom is the better word.
And I am left to ask, Is it possible that this splendid government, the best that ever blessed this green and beautiful
earth, can again permit those it was designed to.protect to be
taken by the throat by usurping priests ? And shall that
emblem of individual sovereignty which the heroic Thomas
Paine said should make every man a king be trampled in the
dust as a despised and wortllless thing ?
This is the conflict to-day-between the church power,
with its numbers and wealth, on the one hand, and truth,
freedom, and a world of happiness and joy on the other. If
the advocates of freedom cannot all keep step to the same
tune, let us· keep abreast and in solid columns, and spend no
strength on divisions and jealousies, remembering that every
victory over· an insidious and powerful foe will insure new
supports. ! hav confidence that the fruit of this great struggle will fall on the human side-the side of freedom, prog·
ress, love.
Look at the priest-ridden countries, and then at the one
country whose very ensign is freedom, " divinely bestowed
upon man," and choose this day which we will serve and accept service from.
Keep up these illustrated prophetic warnings, remembering
to be forewarned ·is to be forearmed.
ELIJAH MYRIOK.
VINELAND, N.J., .June 10, 1887.
DEAR EDITOR AND READERS oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Trusting you approve the appeal of the Defense Association for
Mrs. Blenker, in the issue of June 4th, I wish to urge that
the general sympathy and substantial aid be so generous as
to enable the defense to strongly meet the " straight issue"
of individual rights in protection of sealed matter by mail,
and to obtain reliant decisions from highest courts that will
end the contemptibly fraudulent decoy's interference. While
that is privileged, with both use and control of courts,
secret originating of matter solely for ita purpose will be continuous, and the innocent be thereby tortured.
Probably no mind doubts Mrs. Blenker's good motivs, or
right to conscientious correspondence, and friends of justice
should sustain its cause, however they differ on the benefits
of her special object, which non-acceptance could soon settle. C. L. James does well to giv his views. Liberals will
do well to heed them. Some years ago he showed in a published article that church encroachments on legal rights were
continually increasing, and more readily enlisting official
assistance. The Defense Association is our only practical
resisting power; it has done what has yet been accomplished.
Had it organized twenty years ago, and taken the firm stand
now proposed, the decoy's bills to extend acts might not hav
been passed, and obsolete Blue laws might not hav been revived. But since their availability has made plain the whole
inquisition plan, and secured official might to rivet chains,
tum dungeon keys, and cut gallows ropes, making formal
dislodgment of the Constitution unnecessary, let the unpretentious qefense counsel be sustained by such patriotism as
our sires exemplified only a century since.
Fangs of greed and bigotry are edged anew by gold recently drawn from the bars of Kansas and New Jersey. Success in ~amaging_a zealous, intelligent woman will strengthen
the darmg that IS doubtless collecting items for evidence
against others. The entire animus of popular sentiment is
the ignorance and slavish submission of woman, which provides material for what affiicts and convulses the world.
Yet, strange to note, otherwise bright people take on the
dulness that caters to the sentiment, and sell the liberty
they hav evolved to a belief in. Facts of to-day should dismantle of that dulness the somnolence of despotic fascination.
M. E. TiLLoTSON.
ToLEDo, 0., June 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: A short time since a meek and lowly follower of Jesus wanted me to giv my soul to God when the
following conversation ensued :
'
" Do you believe in your Bible ?"
"Oh, yes; that is God's word and revelation to man."
"Well, God says in his word, 'All souls are mine·' my
soul must be included, and would I not be a scoundrel to try
to giv away that not belonging to me?"
"But you must believe in the Lord Jesus Christ in order
to be saved; no matt~r ho~ good you may be, or how sorry
you may be for past sms; if you do not believe, you will be
damned."
" Well, we will take the parable of the fatted calf, which
was as innocent of evil intent as calves generally are. Now
in order for the prodigal to come home to his father afte;
feeding with the swine, and spending all his portion ln fast
Jlvin~, 4i<l 4e h~v to geijen t~e :J:iord -Iesus <Jhrist in ordil:('·
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to be ~elcomed home by his father, and gorge himself on
that poor innocent calf, which had been murdered for his
sake? The old man was his father all the same, even when
the prodigal was far away and very bad. You can't destroy
kinships by bad actions or wanderings. Now, suppose a
child after being turned out to play with nice, clean clothes,
face, and hands, falls into a mud-hole, and comes back to ma
in a terrible plight, weeping and dirty, what will she do?disown the child? or will she clean it up and let it take
another chance at the mud-pie bu~iness? She loves the child
when it is clean, doesn't she? Well, dees she love it because
she washed it, or does she wash it because she loves it? If
there is a God, he is as good as a kind father or mother ; if
he is not, I do not wish to hear about him, for if he is unkind he is evil, and I prefer a good, plain, decent devil,
knowing what to expect from him, to a hypocrit, who has
the name of being good, and is not even respectable."
"I am afraid you are lost."
''Well, 'olive oil,' as the French say."
CHARLES FRANKLIN.
SAN Jos:E, CAL., May 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I want to tell you something of the impression that Mr. Putnam made in our " garden city." First of
all I will say he has left behind him kind remembrances in
the hearts of our people, and will be warmly welcomed
whenever he returns to San Jose. He seems to be the right
man in the right place ; as a man, cordial and genial, with
an utter absence of the egotism that is so often noticeable
among speakers. As a lecturer he is logical and eloquent.
Mr. Schwartz and myself, accompanied by Dr. York, met
him at the depot with our ca-rriage, the same carJ;iage and
the same persons that met friend Bennett when he la3t visited
this city. It was our pleasure to be one of the number who
entertained him at that time, and it has again been our
pleasure to entertain Mr. Putnam.· Our hearts and home are
ever open to true workers in the Liberal field. For some
.months before Mr. Putnam's advent among us, Messrs.
Schwartz, Magenheimer, and Parsons labored unceasingly
to awaken and keep-' awake an interest in the coming event.
Mr. Parsons, living out of town, kept his pen busy. Messrs.
Schwartz and Magenheimer raised by subscription a sufficient sum to cover all expenses, the Turners, as you know,
donatuig the use of their beautiful hall. The press, too,
deserve especial credit for the kindness and generosity mani·
fested throughout. Dr. York could not remain long, but
ran up from San Francisco to help work up things and meet
Mr. Putnam. The result of all this was that Mr. Putnam
spoke two nights to large and enthusiastic auqiences, especially the second night", when the subject was " The New
Heaven and Earth." Had. he spoken a third time we fee}
assured that every seat in that vast hall would hav been occupied. Could he hav come a month later he would hav
found a bewildering mass of flowers-flowers from every
clime, of every hue and variety. Our late floral fair was one
of the most beautiful scenes I ever saw. Every conceivable
design was produced in flowers. 'n is beyond my powers of
description, therefore I shall not attempt it, but I will tell
you of a ship composed of twenty varieties of roses raised
on one stalk, the rigging of smilax.
Ere this reaches you you will hav heard of Mr. Putnam's
treatment nt the hands of a Ukiah Christian-still another
proof of the necessity of the spread of Freethought; but we
must be careful not to overtax our workers. Mr. Putnam,
for instance, is working too hard ; lecturing three and four
times per week where he should speak but once ; his extensiv correspondence, besides his regular letters home ; visitors
to entertain; invitations to accept; he is expected to write
up the country wherever he goes-why, he actually has to
plow and prepare the ground for the seed, and then plant
it before he passes on to the next. From early morn till late
at eve, even while traveling, is his pen (and consequently his
brain) hard at work. He should not be allowed to wear
himself out. We need such workers.
With your permission I wish to refer to Mrs. Blenker's im.
prisonment. I know nothing of the matter mailed by her,
yet I do know that it is an outrage. I woUld not change
places with Anthony Comstock and his allies for. all the
wealth this world contains. Ingersoll once said, in speaking
of a certain low set of men, "What dirty angels they will
make!" · I know of no class of men that this applies to as
well as to the above-mentioned Comstock and his allies.
Just think of it, a woman (who has no voice in our laws,
classed, as all women are, among children and idiots) of her
age and standing, whose gray hairs entitle her to respect,
dragged to a prison, treated as a criminal, for sending to a
supposed investigator a private letter containing expressions
which a few designate as obscene, and this, too, while the
Bible, so full of disgusting obscenity, is sent at will over
land and sea. Let them purify their Bible before they condemn the writings of others. One need not be surprised
after hearing such sermons as a certain Mr. Christian, of
Sacramento, preached here a few evenings since, and the
papers expatiated on his eloquence, told how he melted his
audience to tears. (I sat there taking notes, and not a tear
dimmed my eyes.) He said: "I believe in a hell. I do not
know what it is, whether it be a literal fire or a state or
condition; whatever it is, I believe in it. There are a great
many people that you and I would not like to liv with forever. Why, there are some women I woUld not like to liv
with forever," etc. I thought, "There are some men that I
would not like to liv with forever, and the Rev. Mr. Christian is· one of those men." Still, I do not desire a hell for
him. If this were the spirit of Freethought I woUld not be
a Freethinker. No wonder helpless women are dragged to
prison, and Freethought speakers assailed with coal-oil
lamps. This is the Christian spirit, and we must work on
until it is crushed out. So I say, All hail to the SecUlar
Vnion l ~~t!!cl 1M it good spell<i· :flet {lvery Lil:)er~l 3llQ {lvery

Spiritualist in the land join hands and help the work along.
I did not mean to say so much when I began this letter. If
you knew how much more I wanted to say you woUld certailily excuse its length.
MRs. R. H. SonwABTZ.
KENT, 0., June 13, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Will you kindly allow me space in your
paper of reform to say a word to G. E. Macdonald, the writer
of the article in your issue of June 11th headed, "The Liquor
Law and Sunday?" While I wish to respect his opinions,
and do not expect to convert him at once into the true path
of reform, I do hope to show him that, to my mind, he overlooks the true question of cause and effect. If we find a man
beside the road, with visible marks of murder, we naturally·
try to find out who was the murderer, the cause of the same,
_and the manner by which it 'was done. If we learn that the
murderer was a lunatic, the punishment is not "meted out'
to the murderer, as it would be to a man. of sane mind. If
we learn that the murderer was a man of sound mind, who,'
from whatever cause, procured a gun and shot his victim,
we trace the facts to where he got the gun. If found the
seller of the gun knew the buyer was in a rage or passion,
or of unsound mind, and was likely to put the gun to some
bad use, would not and should not he, the seller, be held as
a party to the act, as he was one of the causes of the murder? If a druggist sells me the poison to poison my fellowman, knowing (or not certain of the purpose for which it is
bought) that I am buying and he selling the poison for
some bad use, is he not a party to the act? Does not our
law compel all sellers of poisons to know as far as possible
the purpose for which the ;poison is bought; also to put the
skull and cross-bones with the word "Poison I" on the package of poison sold?
Now, let me ask one more question, nnd one which I think
runs parallel to these already asked. If you are a seller of
strong drink, selling the same, as all sellers do, for the profit
there is in it, and I come to you to buy liquor in an intoxicated condition (and every seller should know when he sees
a man whetb.er he is drunk or not), and you sell me the
" finishing touch" of " hell-fire" that deprives me of what
little reason I had before, and in this condition I commit a
dastardly crime, which woUld ·really be the more to blame,
the seller who had all his faculties of mind and olily sold the
"devil" for the profit there was in it, or the buyer, who had
not the strength of mind, urged on by a damning appetite,
that he had f"Jrmed in an unguarded past, to resist the temptation of " one more" drink? While I am a Liberal, and
believe it the right of every man, woman, and child to take
all the privileges and comforts possible, so they do not trespass on the rights or others, either directly or indirectly, I do
not believe it right to allow anyone, merely for " profit," to
set snares to catch the unwary, who, from lack of good
sense, good bringing up, or other cause, is careless and falls
a victim to the snares that may be strewn in his pathway of
life. Many a kind parent's heart has been made to blee~ for
the actions of their child who has been led astray by a neighbor's desire to make money by selling alcohol.
As regards the using of the Sabbath for pleasure and renreation, I cay say, "So mote it be," if used in a manner becoming to good citizenship, good breeding; orderly, and to
the mutual benefit of all. I believe this an age of progression, an age of advancement in the arts and sciences, in morality, in religion-in fact, in nearly everything that man has
anything to dQ with. Superstition and bigotry are being
driven from the minds of the mass of the people; the
churches themselvs are dropping their old dogmas of unfounded belief; and why should not intemperance in everything be lessened and one more step be made in the ladder
that marks the difference or space between man and the
lower order of his kingdom, keeping uppermost in our
minds that man can only stand at the head of the animal
class olily as he subdues his animal nature and elevates himself in the scale of knowledge and morality ? I do not wish
to hinder anyone from killing himself w:ith strong drink, if
he so desires and does not cause or encourage its use by
others. I do not nor cannot say just how to battle with this
subject of intemperance, neither do I care how the monster
is destroyed so it is done to the mutual.benefit of mankind.
There are many things to be taken into consideration when
we wish to produce a reformation in any evil that besets us.
And if there is anything that can be said in favor of strong
drink, as a beverage, send it along so everyone can see it.
Don't use the dead languages or unknown tongues to talk to
live people. While I may know a little of Latin and Greek,
learned in my school-days, I do think best to talk so every
one can understand it, even a child. Giv us fair play, and
reform in all things.
A. D. SwAN.
DENVER, CoL., June 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It is some time since I hav noticed a communication in your columns from a citizen of Denver. Our
friend Putnam's bright, vivacious, and genial mind drove his
pen into writing pleasant lines of those engaged in the interests of Secularism, and many hopeful words for the local
cause here. Well, Putnam can't help it, for he is as full of
hope in the cause to which he is giving his energies as is a·
fond father to the future of his only boy. The people like
Putnam, and whether he be eastward or westward bound,
he leaves us in a high state of inspiration.
I hav been tempted on several occasions to drop you a few
lines, when I note how difficult it appears to be for many of
your readers to follow your explanation re11pecting your
position on the Chicago Anarchist's matter. Not that I
think your editorials lack clearness in statement, but from a
general mental disposition, I suppose, for an interested
reader to put his oar in, and assist in propelling the idea
against the opposing current.
Last evening, Dr. J. L. York and wife, in company with
S(lV{lf3l fri!l~ds 1 were picel;r enter~ned by a genial Liberlll
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family, residing in the section of our city known as'' Capitol
Hill." During the evening, the editorials of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, in respect to their attitude toward the Anarchists,
became one of the subjects of conversation. One friend
feels that you are pleading the cause of Anarchy and dynamite.
I do not know, Mr. Editor, whether further comment will be
ofany avail in justification of your position. I will admit that
aa I heard your first editorial read I shook my head and made
remarks in opposition to the attitude, and thought that perhaps an undue amount of influence or sympathy, or a. failure
at proper discrimination, had caused the view of the matter
you printed. At this time, my only source of information
had been the Associated Press reports and local newspaper
comments. From that day to this, just in proportion as I
hav been enabled to become more- familiar with the facts
presented to the court at the trial of the Chicago Anarchists,
has the injustice of the proceedings and the verdict become
more ma~;~ifest. There is not a particle of Socialism yet
developed in my mental constitution. I am an individualist
to the core, at the present writing. I love order, but I love
liberty more than the order which comes of quiet submission
to the present forms and methods of religious, social, and
political orthodoxy.
I love free thought, because without it there can be no
free speech, and without this latter the but partially-developed tree of liberty must wither and decay, and justice die.
An answer may be deemed pertinent that expresses, "I, too,
love liberty as I love the apple of my eye, and because of this
love, and for the reason that I would hav the lives and property of all protected, it is better and just that these Anarchists should be hung." I most emphatically say, that if upon
trial it is shown by undeniable evidence that any one or all
of the Chicago Anarchists were intentionally connected with
the throwing of the bomb at the.Haymarket, which carried
death in its tra,in, then let the hand of justice fall upon them
as upon other murderers. Do not let us assent to their
being deprived of life because they are Anarchists, because
they are cranks or fanatics. Let us demand that they hav
trial after trial, until every judicial means at command has
been exhausted in the attempt to prove them guilty of the
capital crime of which they stand condemned. Beware how
we sharpen the knife that may sever the head from the
shoulders of some noble brother who may champion the
cause of universal mental liberty, or the sister who may be
doing a duty to humanity-a duty as dear to her and more
demanding than life itself. Who are the fanatics? We can
not name those who are to be. We can find upon the historic page what kind of people that term was applied to during the past. Darwin tells us how a thousand of them a year
for two hundred years :were dealt with by the Inquisition.
Example after example crowds your memory, reader, extending throughout historic time. It is well for us to demand
that justice shall sit' supreme in every case, but especially in
these cases where the dungeon door is to close on, or the
gallows rope to encircle the neck of the man who utters his
honest thought.
Liberty, equality, and justice viewed in the abstract embody sentiments we all profoundly revere, but how varied
are our differences in their application to human relations of
any specific order. We know, Mr. Editor, how difficult a
task it is to dislodge mental prepossessions or prejudices. To
apply the Spencerian law, as soon as the term" Chicago
Anarchists" is uttered, the states of consciousness which
follow are the same that hav followed upon each occasion
the like sounds hav been heard, or " along the line of least
resistance."
I took my seat at the " writer" to giv you a few lines in
respect to our visit from Dr. York. I am glad friends in the
East are to meet and hear him. He is a man of strong individuality. He has something to say to the people and he
knows how to express it effectivly. He held his audience of
a thousand people or more for nigh two hours last Sunday
evening. None of the friends need hesitate to arrange with
him to speak for them for fear he will leave them loaded with
debt-that is, if they will take advice from the doctor. His
extended experience in the management of lectures can be
profitably employed by our societies. Of course he feels
that he cannot crowd his methods upon local societies, feeling that in each community there are those residing who
know the peculiarities incident to that locality. Our society
had adjourned, as we all thought, for the summer, when
some of the members received word of the doctor of his
Eastward journey. We had been doing a fairly vigorous
work during the preceding eight months, had spent all the
money the friends coUld put into the work for this year, and
it fell upon me to write to the doctor. He says the letter
sent a chill all over him.
Of course, if I had anticipated such a result, I woUld hav
couched my letter to him in different language. I wrote to
him what so frequently makes up a letter to our itinerancy:
"No money in the treasury." Well, the doctor was bound
for Denver as his tickets were purchased before he received
my letter. 'We are all rejoicing now that this was the case.
It is seldom that we hav been treated to such radical thought.
He is a born rostrum speaker. He aims his blows straight
at superstition, ghosts and all, and hammers out a wellrounded discourse. He should speak more than once wherever he is engaged. I do b~lieve th~t all along_ the li!le the
societies can afford to hear him. He IS an Amencan Liberal.
His platform is broad enough for all who believe in the Nine
Demands to stand upon. Don't think you are getting a
seance speaker in the doctor. His eyes are wide open, as
also his mind. As I hav said, he is a man of strong individuality, and he cannot well be compared_ to anyone; of m!lch
inspiration· bold, forceful, and clear m every expressiOn.
Every soci~ty engaging him will hav just cau~e to feel glad.
The radicals wilt be disappointed, and so will the seancegoers. The doctor's Spiritualism is much attenuated. He
does not like the Materialist to tie to a stone and throw overboard phenomen& which yet &re unexplained.
TJiot;~. J. Tau(!s,
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and myths-the Fourth of July becoming a
patriotic gift-making season rivaling all other
times and seasons known-the glorious deeds
of its founders glowing with a fire and enEdited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
thusiasm inspiring and unquenchable.-En.
Ri'IJeJr, Mass., to whom all Oommunieations f0'1'
C. C.]
!l/4 Om~ should be sent.

Our Puzzle Box.
Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

A Swarm

1.-PIOTURE OF AN OX AND IDS DRIVER.

of B's.

B prudent, B loving, B upright, B true,
B meek, and B lowly in all things you do.
B doing some good, B doing no harm,
B nP 'fore the sun if yon B on a farm ;
Bcause to B sleeping when yon should B hoeing
Btokens a man that will poomr B growing.
B out Bfore loimgers if you Bin trade,
B sure to B working •till evening's soft shade.
Bware in your selling to B truly just,
B cautions in buying to B ready first.
B grateful for favors, B loving, B kind,
B studious,· also, to B well refined.
B very forgiving, Bcause you would B
Bfriended and B forgiven most free.
B mild and B harmless, B true unto all,
B sure to B kind when the poor on you call.
B still and B quiet wherever you B,
B obliging, B frugal, B fair, and B free.
B what you seem, and seem to Bright,
Bcause you will then B your neighbor's delight.
B kind to the sick, B a comfort to all,
B a shield to the youn!l, to them B a wall.
B not a brawler, Bware of strong wine,
B mannerly ever, and B not as swine.
B firm in temptation, B not overcome,
B wise for yourself, B careful for some.
B careful to Ball right, if Yoll please,
Bcause if you're not you'll B stung by our B's.
B careful to pay for this goodly old paper,
Bcause if you don't it w1ll Basad caper.
B good, all ye chidren, and remember poor me,
Bhold, I'm your friend. Elisha D. B.
Three River.•, Mich.
E. D. BLAKEIILI.N.

Our FJag Above the Cross.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, .My lJJsteemed
.F1iend: After reading your able article entitled" Our Flag Above the Cross," I cannot
refrain from writing a few lines on the subject.
Truly, the suggestions you hav made are
worthy the consideration of all Freethinkers,
and if followed would be a great help toward
implanting in the minds of the rising generation those thoughts and ideas which alone
can make them great and learned men and
women.
The church cares naught for our principles
of liberty and justice, and hence it is the
duty of every Freethinker to work with renewed energy in order that we may keep the
torch of liberty lighted to shed its glorious
rays over this broad and fruitful land.
Let its rays be so strong, so bright, that it
will disclose to the world those hidden treasures, those principles of justice which for
hundreds of years hav been held from the
gaze of humanity by the shrewdness of priest
and preacher.
The age in which we liv demands expression upon all the great questions which involve the safety of our country, and if by
righting the wrong, if by giving help to the
needy, and making glad the hearts of the
young, we offend God almighty, his beasts,
and the virgin men who surround him, why,
my dear reader, let it be so. Surely we, who
hav stood the hatred and oppression of the
priest and his followers, can bravely bear the
tortures of gods and devils.
Bo let us join hands in this great work ; let
us gladden the hearts of our boys and girls
on the Fourth of July, as in former days we
hav done on the 25th of December, and instill into their minds a love for the principles
of truth and justice; let us picture to them
the glorious deeds of those who died for freedom's cause, or risked their lives on the
bloody field of battle in order that we might
enjoy liberty and happiness.
And as, one by one, we giv praise unto
these noble men, let us head our roll of honor
with the name of one whose whole life was
devoted to the cause of freedom, !tnd whose
every thought was for the advancement of
humanity ; who, fearless alike of imprisonment and death, gave to the world that powerful document, "The Age of Reason."
For where, in the annals of history, could
we find a more loyal patriot than our immortal hero, Thomas Paine?
Sincerely yours,
KATIE KEHM.
Ottumwa, Ia.
[We cheerfully commend the above letter
from a brave and fearless thinker to the attention of all, and hope that the suggestions
it contains may be carried out until the
nation's holiday shall become, in every sense,
the great holiday and holy day of the all year,
wben the flag shall proudly float triumphant
above the cross and all its attendant shams

always read the letters in the Children's Corner, and 'the pieces. I like the pictures.
Papa went to Los Angeles to hear Mr. Putnam lecture and he liked his lectures. But
he has beed sick ever since. . I am ten years
old and read in the Third Reader. I study
geography, reading, spelling, gram;mar, and
arithmetic. I hav writing and drawmg- every
other day. I am going into the Fourth Reader
next term.
Hoping my letter will be printed, I will
Your little Freethinker friend,
close.
MAY AUGUSTA JoHNS.
LINKVILLE, OR., June 4, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I will try to write to
you and tell you about Linkville. My father
keeps a hotel and a store. A gentleman
friend of ours is taking THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and I like to read the Children's Corner and
look at the pictures. I am a little girl nine
years of age.
Yours truly,
GENEVIEVE JENNIE SMITH.

Where is the driver ?

M
2.-

A LETTER REBUS.
D
This is an "atom ultimate,"
Of which great scientists must prate.
Eternity, unbounded space,
Are much too great for me to trace.
Further and further still afar
We measure on from star to star,
And when our telescopes grow blind,
We still project the flying mind
Till, like old Noah's wearied dove,
We leave the unwinged space above.
But if the _qreatness of designs,
Baffies alike all human minds ;
Repeated subdivisions show
That things may be too .;mall to know.
The mountain's solid body shakes,
And into massiv boulders breaks ;
And these go crashing o'er the land
Till we behold the finest sand ;
And this we subdivide by arts,
Reducing still to finer parts,
Until the dust gets in our eyes,
Or, vaporized, ascends the skies;
And then we query what might be
If we could only do and see;
Then from the infinitly small
Back to our homes on earth we crawl.
Perhaps indeed the " ultimate "
The primal germs may indicate ;
But, all unknown to mortal eyes,
Beyond the knowable it lies.
Perhaps, in cycljng ages vast,
All nature into chaos past,
A new creation may ariseA new-made earth, moon, sun, and skies;
The la~:~t analysis of time,
End in a synthesis sublime.
The philosophical disease
Infectious spreads on every breeze!
Even as I write this simple strain,
The madness rushes to my brain ;
But till creation's wreck be come,
Science must sit in silence dumbTill the last crash of world shall burst
And show us how the last is first.
Irwin, I a.
J. K. P. BAKER.
3.-REBUB.

"Why, God saw you."
Willie stopped a moment to consider, and
then with a good deal of satisfaction expressed i1;1 his face, replied : .
"No, he didn't, rna. There was an awning
over tlw store /"-Ex.

Let 'Children Go Barefooted.
Chiidren who are allowed to go barefooted
enjoy almost perfect immunity from the danger of "cold" by accidental chilling of the
feet, and they are much healthier and happier
than those who, in obedience to the usages of
social life, hav their lower extremities permanently invalided, and, so to say, carefully
swathed and put away in rigid cases. As
regards the poorer classes of children, there
can be no sort of doubt in the mind of any
one that it is incomparably better that they
should go barefooted than wear boots that let
in the wet, and stockings that are nearly always damp and foul. If every one could go
barefooted during the warm weather. it
.would he much better for the feet ; corns
would disappear, cramped toes straighten out
and grow to a natural size, and the foot also
would become more beautiful and healthy.Herald of Healtlt.

THRE~RIVERs, MroH., June 6, 1887.
DEAR MisS WIXON: I havbeenasubscriber
and devoted reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
from its first output in Paris, Ill. I was
pleased when .the Children's Corner was introduced as a part and parcel of the paper's
contents. Inclosed find a little poem entitled
"A Swarm of B's," which may meet your
approval; if so, please accept it as a small
donation to the Corner you edit, and may
you liv long to conduct the same wisely and
REDUCED TO $1.00.
splendidly, as you hav done heretofore, is the
best wish of your friend,
THE STORY HOUR.
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
A Book for Children and Youth.
Author of 200 Riddles (published by the.
Truth Seeker Company), from which I
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
would like to hav a few transfened to the
Children's Corner. I hav written a poem
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
on" Beautiful Flowers." Would you like it?
[We thank our good friend for hi's excellent
FREETHOIJGHT ~OVELS.
contribution, and for his kind wishes. If the
T1u~
Heathens of the Heath. A finely
" Beautiful Flowers " are as fine in quality as
written Radical romance. Br.Wm. McDonnell1
the beautiful B's, and no doubt they are, we
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Da.y 01
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Pa.per,
would be pleased to hav them adorn the
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.
Corner, and may the author of them "liv
T.lte Outcast. A deep, finely written
long and prosper."-ED. C. C.]
Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, a.uthor of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.
CHAT WITH CORRESPONDENTS.
All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
KATIE K.- We heartily indorse all your
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
ideas as expressed.
personages are tho.se one meets with i~ comDAGMAR M.-Please let us know your
mon life, and are portrayed with a vivulness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exopinion of A in L when convenient.
.
pect to find, in snch a marked de~re~ even
ANGELO.-Yes, we are friendly to S. P. P.,
from so gifted a. pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
and believe he is doing brave campaign work.
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Pl"ice,
He has remarkable genius, and great versa$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tility.
W. E. B.-No, there is no need to worry
about how to die. Learn to liv well and IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COO?
properly, and you can die well enough when
you've nothing else to do.
T. S. Co.-Many thanks for note paper and The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
envelopes-" The flag above the cross"
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.
motto. It is pretty in design, and should be
in general use by Liberal-minded people.
BERTJE.-Wethink Sam Newton must be in
By Is1·ael W, Groh.
Havana, Cuba, but we hav had no tidings
Price 25 cents.
Address
from him in a long time. The forgetfulness
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
you mention is probably only in seeming and
not in being.
ANNA C.-Don't worry about such matters.
REPLY
Keep cool and be calm. All will come out
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT•B
right, and nobody and no cause will be dishonored or disgraced by any' such transac- "NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
tions as you name.
By B. W. Lacy.
BEN AND BILL.-Certainly, we welcome
A
thorough
exposure of the Oa.tholic priest·s
boys the same as girls to the Corner. What
Historical misstatements.
made you think we did not like boys ? We
Prtc'- (Jlotb, ll~ Paper, GO (lent•.
suppose they do not like to write letters as
well as girls, is the reason we do not receive
more of them.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES rN OIDLDREN'S CORNER
JUNE 11, 1887.
Juvenil.
1.-Many words darken counsel.
Children rarely comprehend the idea that
2.-An adder.
·
3.-Turn the picture from right to left, and providence watches over all they do, and selsee the faces as the picture goes round.
dom appreciate the fact so often taught them,
in different ways, that what seems to them
Correspondence.
impossible is possible with the alleged disposer
of all events.
INGALLS, KAN., June 5, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN': I thought I would atAn illustration of this came to our knowltempt to write a letter for the Children's Cor- edge the other day, which we think is good
ner. I am twelve years old. Father has enough to go into print.
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for six years, and
A little boy about five years of age was sent
I read the Corner. Our school was out last
Friday. I study reading, spelling, grammar, to the grocery store at the corner on some
geography, and arithmetic. My sister Nellie trifling errand, and while there his bright
and I take music lessorrs, and I am taking eyes lighted upon a barrel of pippins exposed
painting lessons. I think it would be nice to temptingly to view just outside the door. In
get up a pa.per of our own, and call it the
Ohildren's F'reethought Pape~r, and hav the going out, it appears he took one, and re-·
children write essays and letters, and hav a turned to his mother munching it.
nice picture on one side of a leaf to draw
" Where did you get that nice apple, Wilfrom. I got a nice album on the Christmas- lie?" inquired his mother.
tree, and would like to hav your picture to
"Dot it at the docery," replied Willie.
put in it. Please send me " Little Lessons
''Did the man giv it to you?"
Yours truly,
for Little Folks."
"No; I took it."
JESSIE BUTTERFIELD.
"Why, Willie, that was naughty l You
ONTARIO, CAL., June 9, 1887.
should not take apples or anything else withDEAR Miss WIXON: I am going to write out permission."
you a few lines. Papa says be wants me to
"But nobody saw me."
write to you, so I will begin. I hav started
"Oh, yes, Willie, there was one who saw
to write a great many times, but hav never
finished my letter. Papa takes THE TRUTH you."
SEEKER, and we like it very much. I ~lmost
"Who?"

Pains

Vin~icata~!

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New·
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their . refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Beene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods. Paper, 50 eta·; cloth,

Inarersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.

$1.

We hav made arrangements whereby we oan
offer these magnificent prose poems· of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The titles are:

In five leotnresl.. comprising, "The Gods "
"Humboldt~ '' Tnomas Paine," " Individnal.ity," and " J:leretios and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!t" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of lnde]lendence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
•· The Grant-Banquet:• "The Rev. Alex~nder
·mark," "The Past .urses before Me Like a
Dream," and "A 'J;ribnte to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

The Vision of War,
Tribute to his Brother,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50ots;
cloth, $1.25.
.
.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
Wnat .Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 oen ta. \
The {)hristian Religion. By R. G.

The price of these hsretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY OENTB. Mailed secure
Jom
akage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

lngersolb Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George .If, Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

418

56 pages, 12mo, .Paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Pnnted in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

DANCER AHEADa

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San FranfY!Scan, 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen~ 25 cQPies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

By A. J. GROVER.

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

·Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr.Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound lll one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library· style, and containing over 1i300
paj!'eB, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pr1ce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

PRro&,

THE STU.UG(illE
}OR

There hav been so many

Religious and Political Liberty.

MJplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heavy toned paper, 1B:x22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cta, or either one for 15cta.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factt one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issnea. It oantaina, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," n~ver before published, and all the famous "tnbn tea "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare person'alsonvenir. To help it serve this
purpoa~\ a fine steel portrait, with antograJ?h
fao simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Prioe1.in silk cloth, beveled edge~!) gilt back
and sule, $2.50; in half calf, mottlea edges, elegant llbrary style, $4.50; m full Turkey morocco, J!'ilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in fnll tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

40 CENTs.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mci., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 J,afalette Place, New York.

NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

THE

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Fathers of Our Republic,
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P~ICE. '1-0

CENTS.

Paine, J etferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A:nnna
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New Yorkt
November 18, 1886.

Reported for the "Truth Seek.-:" by

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

I. N. BAKER,

Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

boudoir, $1 ; cabinet, 40 oen ta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

W. S BELL'S PAMPH.LETS.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

PRICE,
15 CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings,

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnr!l' are:
The Church and Morality;· Crinlinal Stahatica,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes i the Church and CivilizatioR ; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temjlerance Reform; the
Ohurch and the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY •
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disconrse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The

Twenty Crimes and

Age.

Vices Sanctioned by Scrii>.tnre Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
(l'u.kludness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft ;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc¥; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents i 6 copies, $1,
Special discount on larger quanthies.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

J)HE ONLeY <0o~~EG111

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is Eliscnssed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Chlistian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Bunda~ Arguments i Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath durin~ the Middle Aj!'eB; The Puritan
abbath·; Test1mony of Chrrstian Reformers,
Scholars~ and Divines; Abro~ation of Sunday
Law& Prroe, 25 cents; six coo1es, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delinea tea the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hiij name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choi"e extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis ""Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are gi'ven; also, tlibntea to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of EnroJle and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver ;.,Jetrerson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Halb be:l'ore the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, olannary 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

E·!(eter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Price, paper, 60

Nrdhaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal to
George Eliot's works. By Frederika Macdon~ld. 404 pages. $1.25.

€:DI1IIION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you ha v
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each paint is discussed, should be highl:y commended. Therefore
I take !l'reat pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of ever7 person
who is interested, not only in the cause o temper·
ance,'bnt in the principles of self government.J. J. McCabe.

LIBERTY AND .MOR.ALITY.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
wo d of it."
'Price 15 oente.
For salA at this oftloe

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

NEw YoRK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
ExoHANGE.
By J. K. INGALLS, author ?f "Social Wealth."

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

PRICE, ts CENTS.

WORKS BY .ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Bi~Ie

Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Temperance:

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B Moss. The best conducted debato of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Bibhcal Errors and Secular Truths. 25
Ll(lUOR DRINKING
eta. Two Revelations. 5 ctB. Bible Horrors; or,
Rea,! Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. BocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favorits.
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Animals. 5 cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
E. C., Lonlon, Eng.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
OB,

Men of Business Who Did Something Besides
Making Money. A. Book for Young Americans.

BY JAMES PARTON,

- $1.2fl.

Price,

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York.

Address

THE

CONFESSIONAL

ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 80 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
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l!ottrg.
A Prayer of the People.
Giv us, good Lord, the germ of truth
To light the mind of man,
That Age, in clasping hands with Youth,
' Its own defect may scan.
G1v us a. church without a. creed,
Nor compassed round about
With windows stained, and self. and greed,
And all the poor left out ;
A church that sets to thought no bound,
No muzzle on the lips,
Where hyp6cnts are never found,
Nor rum upon its ships.
Giv us no la.wa tha.t bind and curse
Pale Science with her star,
That make a. gray-haired woman worse
Than foulest felona are.
Giv us no jails that crowd and look
To see the martyrR come,
When jm t a. new thought in a book
Has struck the bigots dumb.
Giv us no governmental spies
That hire folks to sin,
And tell ten thousand pions lies
· To ta.ke the people in.
Giv us no base informers, please,
Who claim one-half the fines,
For craven creatures like to these
· Ha.v skulli:ed within the lines.
Giv us no rich monopolist
With bonds well salted down,
While famin drives, with bony fist,
Sad wretehes in the town.
Giv us a flag, red, white, and blue
(A phantom heretofore),
Whose morning dream may yet be true,
To guard the weak and poor.
Giv us the judge who gilds no crime,
Though one be rich and strong
To cross his palm with silver's chime,
And stifle right with wrong.
Giv us the freedom that shall reach
And overlook the earth,
When liberty is more than speech,
And equity has birth.
Giv us the law ·that takes the thief
Of many things or few,
Nor claims the farmer's hard-earned sheaf,
As untaxed millions do.
Giv us a shield for every presRTaat boast of years gone byAnd giv, oh, giv some swift redress
When legislators lie.
Giv us a mighty chieftain, Lord,
The monarch who is man,
Ta.ke from the wall our father's sword
For Labor's rising clan.
Giv us true laws, a priceless boon
To every sex and race,
When liberty unveils at noon
The new birth of her face.
Giv us tbe free light of the pen,
A sweeter pen than mine,
Where souls of women grand, and men,
Through centuries shall shine.
PrenchtotDn, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH,

within the forty days, and the archbishop
may safely proceed with the excommunication. The 22d of June is, indeed, of all the
days in the year, so eminently appropriate
for such a purpose, that if, through any misgivings, the archbishop feels compelled to
deny himself the pleasure of excommunicating Dr. McGlynn on the 22d of June instant,
he ought to wait until another 22d of June
comes around.
For on the 22d of June, 1633, in a hall in
the palace of the sacred congregation of the
Inquisition, before the scarlet-robed cardinals
of the holy office, among whom sat one of
Archbishop Corrigan's favorit authorities, the
Jesuit Bellarmine, there knelt a trembling old
man of seventy, weakened by long imprisonment, and, as some say, by the torture of the
rack. However this may be, sore indeed
must hav been the anguish, whether of mind
or body, which that venerable old man must
hav undergone before he could hav been bent
to take the part he did in the tragedy there
enacted.
For then and there kneeling, with his open
hand on the holy gospels, the old man on oath
denied what in his inmost heart he knew to
be God's truth, and denied and cursed the
revelation that the heavens had made to him.
The exact words that he repeated, as they
were entered on the records of the holy office,
were thesE::
Solem esse in centro mnndi et immobilem motu
locati propositio absnrda, et fa.lsa in philosophia,
et formahter haeretica, quia est expresse contraria
sacrae scriptnrae.
Terram non esse centram mnndi, nee immobilem, sed moveri motu etiam dinrno, est etiampropositio absnrda et falsa in philosophia, et theologi~e considerata, ad minus, erronea in fide.
Corde sincere et fide non ficta, abjuro, maledico,
et detesto snpradictos errores et haereses.
Which, being tr&nslated into English, is :
That the sun is the center of the universe, and
immovable by local motion, is an absurd proposi·
tion, false in philosophy, and formally heretical;
because it is expressly contrary to sacred scripture!

'

That the earth is not the center of the nnive1·se
nor immovable, but is moved even by a dinrna·
motion, is also an absurd proposition, false in
philosophy, and theologically considered, at least,
erroneous in faith.
With a sincere heart and unfeigned faith I abjure, curse, and detest the above-mentioned errors
and heresies.
Thus two centuries and a half ago waE
Galileo compelled to deny on oath that the
earth moves round the sun--a truth he saw
as clearly as Dr. McGlynn now sees a truth
that in the social sphere is as grand and inspiring, and that to the lives of men is far
more important.
·
But the world still moved.

Books.
The Proper Date for Excommunicating Folks.
From Henrv Georue's S!andard.
The weeks are passing, and since Dr. McGlynn as yet makes no sign of going to Rome,
he forty days of the summons of which the
archbishop's secretary has informed the press
will soon be up, and it will be the privilege
of " his grace" to place by name on this
'subject," who insists on acting like a citizen, the major excommunication. This,
once vulgarly known as excommunication by
bell, book, and candle, is what might be
termed in vulgar speech of the present day
the "big boycott." Once the boldest might
well hav quailed before it, for, though in
Italy it· never amounted to very much, and
Italian barons would sometimes make a papal
legate eat a bull of excommunication-parchment, wax, lead seals, and ribbons-in parts
of Europe farther removed from the holy see
it struck like the whitening of leprosy, shutting off its viCtim from intercourse with his
kind. Even if its operation had not been
somewhat modified in more recent times, it
could, of course, hav no such effect in this
country. But it would still be, from its historical associations, a very imposing ceremony, and it is to be hoped that if Archbishop
Corrigan does it at all, he will do it in public.
For not only would many of our "best society"-Protestan.t evenmore than Catholicenjoy it immensely, but the newspapers
would all print full reports. And, if he will
pardon the suggestion, the most appropriate
day for the archbishop to excommunicate Dr.
McGlynn would be the 22d of June, which
this year comes on Wednesday. To be sure,
the forty days, which, through his secretary,
Archbishop Corrigan has informed the public
are given to Dr. McGlynn to present himself
fore Cardinal Simeoni, will not then hav
quite expired, but still, if Dr. McGlynn does
not sail for Rome before the 22d, it will be
physically impossible for him to get there

Friends, I hav need of many-copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER for distribution among friends.
All who do not care to preserve them will
please mail any of the copies from May 14th
to July 31st.
I will send " The Darwins," 50 cents; my
photograph, 3 cents; " Studying the Bible,"
75 cents; "John's Way," 15 cents; "The
Infidel School-teacher," 20 cents; "Little
Lessons," 40 cents, or "The Clergyman's
Victims," 25 cents, according to the number
of papers sent, if senders want them and will
ljO order.
I need them, and just now cannot
send money for extra copies. Please send at
once. Address E. D. Blenker, Snowville,
Pulaski county, Va.
"The Jewish Life of Christ, being the
Sepher Toldoth Jeshu or Book of the Generation of Jesus, translated from the Hebrew,edited (with an historical preface and voluminous notes) by G. W Foote and J. M.
Wheeler;" 48 pages. Price sixpence. London: Progressive Publishing Company, 1887,
second edition, is a reprint . of 'l'HE TRUTH
SEEKER's "Sepher Toldoth Jeshu," by
" Scholasticus " alias " Antichrist," and the
editors hav made good use of " Antichrist's "
notes and comments. This is all right, and
we are glad to know that so useful a work
has been reprinted in England. It seems
that after the .republication was announced
in England it was discovered that in 1823 a
complete translation of the "Toldoth Jeshu"
was made by a Jew and published by Richard
Carlile. But there was no copy of it to be
found in the British Museum. And the
translation of 1823 was objectionable on account of its close adherence to the original in
that part relating to the amours of Joseph
Pandera and the Virgin Mary, which" Scholasticus" veiled in Latin. Otherwise he
might hav been numbered among the martyrs
to obscenity whose names will be inscribed
on the crown of Comstock in the kingdom of
heaven.

Why No Scotchmen Go to Heaven.
Years ago, in times so remote that history
does not fix the epoch, a dreadful war was
waged by the king of Scotland. Scottish
valor prevailed, and the king of Scotland,
elated by.his success, sent for his prime minister, Lord Alexander.
"Wee!, Sandy," said he, "is there ne'er a
king we canna conquer noo ?"
"An' it please your majesty, I ken o' a
king that your majesty canna vanquish."
"An' who is he, Sandy?"
The minister, reverently looking up, said,
"The king o' heaven."
"The king o' whaur, Sandy?"
"The king o' heaven."
The Scottish king did not understand, but
was unwilling to exhibit any ignorance.
"Just gang your ways, Sandy, an' tell
king o' heaven to gi'e up his dominions, or
I'll come mysel' and ding him oot o' them ;
an' mind, Sandy, ye dinna come back tae us
until ye hae dane oor biddin'. "
Lord Alexander retired much perplexed,
but met a priest, and, reassured, returned
and presented himself.
"Wee!, Sandy," said the king, ·~ hae you
seen the king o' heaven, an' what says he tae
oor biddin' ?"
"An' it please your majesty, I hae seen
ane o' his accredited ministers."
"Wee!, an' what says he?"
" He says your majesty may e'en hae his
kingdom for the askin' o' it."
"Was he sae civil?" said the king, warming to magnanimity. "Just gang your ways
back, Sandy, an' tell tp.e king o' heaven that
for his civility the de'il a Scotchman shall set
foot in his kingdom."-Ohamhers's Journal.

Working 0:11' a Farm Under Pulpit Influence.
"Your price is too high," said an Eastern
speculator, as he rode over the farm of a Dakota man living near Fargo. " I can't pay
$5,0JO for such land as this."
"It's worth it, though," replied the owner.
"Why, look here; it's all low, fiat land."
"Yes."
·
"Covered with water half the year."
"Yes, just about."
" The soil is heavy and cold."
" Yes, middling heavy and cold."
"Then how do you make out that it's
worth $5,000 ?"
" My friend, do you see that hole over
there back of the bam ?"
"Yes, digging a well, I should judge."
" Supposed to be, but it has a deeper
meaning than that. That hole is down sixty
feet, and I hav two dead dogs in the bottom."
"Well, what's'the scheme?"
"Why, you buy the land for $5,000, dogs
begin to smell ·good and strong in about a
week, expert sniffs around and ·pronounces it
natural gas, Fargo papers full of it, farm sold
for $25,000 inside of two days, clear profit of
$20,000! See it?"
"Ye-es, the plan appears feasible, but why
don't you work it yourself ?''
"Me? Why, you see, I'm a minister, and
the people in my church are getting so very
particular that I don't want to try it. But
I'll let you hav the place at those low figures
and preach a powerful sermon the next day
after the expert is here, and point out the
fact that natural gas in the Red River Valley
is prophesied about away back in Deuteron-

omy."-Dakota Bell.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The StorY Hour. For Children and

Youth. l'Jy Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book everissned. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large we, heav:y
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.25.
.

Two Little Red .Mittens. A Story· of

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of. the following
of Colonel Ingersoll's pamph eta, which will be
dillposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Ingersoll 0fJ.techised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan .,
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
12:00.

ORTHODOXY,

A lecture, fifty-four cloRely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred

Civil Bights ·~'peech,
Including the address of Frederick D'nglas. fiftythree-large ootavb pages, sin~~:ly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; add $6 per hundred.
.
We suggest that these be Purchased in quantities, and given away to Christian., and it is with
that not unreasonable exp, ctation that the r rices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Latayette Pl.,·New York

DR. J. L. YORK,
The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
his Eastern lecture tour May 1st, to speak at
Sacramento on May 8th, at Salt Lake City, May
15th and 22d, at Canon City, Col., May 29th, at Denver, Col., June f>thand 12th; and at Garden City,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa; Chicago, Ill.;
Grand Rapids, Mtch ; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
Ohio; Linesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy,
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N.Y..; Cleveland, 0.,
and at other points 'on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, and leave the latch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't miils a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Liberals desiring to arrange with the Doctor,
please ~ddress Without delay, in care of Ohe2s
Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
Iowa-; E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake street,
Chicgao, Til: D. A. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Roman Staly, 86
Diamond streft, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphill, Pa.; Truth Seeker
office, l"'ew York city; Investigator office, Boston,
Mass.; H. L; Green, 165 Delevan av., Buffalo, N.Y.;
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
TM- TraiJe Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
.Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale ·
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

BIBLE
AND

~IYTifS
THEIR

Parallels ·in Other Religions.
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then tr.ace them to their evident oriQ:in and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before ns."-N. Y. sun.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.50.

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or NonA. BY KER-

SEY Gll.AVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biography of Sat1m. Cloth, 75cts,; paper, 50cts.

Biogravhy of Satan; or, a Historical
Ex,Posltion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 36 cents.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-sevep. pibles and ap ex!}osition of two
thonsan.d biblical errm·s m smence, history,
mor~ls, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $1. 75.

The World's Sixteen Cruciiled Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Containing new and startling revelations in
reli~ous historyJ which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines, princip!e9, precepts.
and miracles of the Christian New Testa.men t 1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many 0 I
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified g!).!:Js,
Address THE TROTH BEEKER.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA•

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
the Rightway Ahnshonse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office. and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F L. J:Srowne, Printers. This paper is devoted speA'\)Dles of Gold. A Story-Book for cially to the interests of our colomzation enterthe Yonnll' Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon. prise,the Credit Fancier of Binaloat and generally
Beeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excel- to the practical solution or the problem of Integral
lent work for young masters and·misses, has Oo-"I'I'Aration. Price, $1 a ve«r 50 OAnt.• for siT
passed through a very large edition, and a months. ~:u1: t~Ant• '""" tbr ............ H,th•
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage, This new edition has a
Catalogue of Old, Rare, and Secondphotograph of the author which adds very
han it StandR.J'd bookR ~ent free.
much to the value of the volume.
JORDAN BROS., 45 Nort.J, 9th, St.
13t17
Philadelphia, Pa.
T\e Youth's _Liberal G:uide. By
Prof. H. M. Kottmger, A.M. Pnce; $1.00. Th1s
volume aims at the education of youth in the
Practical Experience with Poultry.
principles of Freethonght, at the same time
GEo. M. DAvENPORT.' ThiR is a little book
that it inculcates moral duties and human a By
pamphlet of 32 well-fillod pages, costing only
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
"a
quarter,"
but as full of meat as an egif It is
common sense. Address THE TRUTH well called "practical,"
for we find nothing unBEEKER.
practical in it. Hens, dncks,!eese1 and tnrkeyasi
are particularly discussed an the1r economic
Bi.ble Inquirer. A Key to Bible In- breeding
keeping treated of. '.rhere are many
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pa.mJ?hlet practical and
about keeping poultry on a larg e
refers specifically to 148 Bible v.roposit10ns1 scale, and,hints
all
in all, it is a very useful addit10n t 0
with numerous references and mtat10ns, tha~ the poultry literature
of the day.
are contradicted in terms by the same number
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
of other propositions in the same book. Prioe
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
116 oenU.
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A.gents for the Truth Seeker.
CALDl'OBNU..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1'70 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, W elland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
.

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, '150 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T, P. Monroe, postmaster, DuDkirk.
KANB.o\8.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
JllAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfteld (Post-o:ID.ce, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSACHUSBTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
li4ICHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 B. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co •• 8'1 Woodward ave., Detroit.
li4ISSOUBI.

Philiip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. '1,'. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., '109 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBBBASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
.

NBW YOBX.

Brentano Bros., Union" Square, New York.
Chas F •. Gaul, 865 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
.

OBBGON• .

B. F. Hyland, CorvaUi11.
PBNNSYLVANU..

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, '122 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Bchad:e, 3,'706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.

THE

4,0-$--PIANO.

~v~~

GRAND, UPRIGHT
Unrivaled in Tone,

~Q 1.

TBXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Re_ybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
BNGLAND.

PHJL.ll)ELPHll.LffiERA.Li.JU.GUE, 262
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AND SQUARE.

Third ·b~

6~'

Ne-vv- York.

Col. Kelso's Works. I The Public Schools
AND THE.

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

Catholic Church.

hammer Logic unsurpassed." · Svo... 833pp.,
silk cloth, $3.

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

claims for the exi~tence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally brought a~ainst his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp., •1.50.
·

The Real Blasphemers.

Showing

that those who beheve in the deity described
in the Bible, and not those who deny his existence, are guilty of "blasphemy." Paper,
12mo, 138pp., 50 cents.

.Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
()loth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

.

By L. K. Washburn.
-0-

EXTBAOT.
"I could pronounce no benediction upon Romanism. It h•s done mischief eno]!gh to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri•tianity as the worst form of tyranny. It commands the arm to work and the brain to die; it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loves O;lpression and hates liberty. It has givtn falsehood a
crown and truth a scaffold."
PRICE, 5 CENTS.
AddJ'IIlBB THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayet'e l'Iac•, New York. ·

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretmy of tlte .Amm'ican Secul0/1' Union.

OR 1

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

-0-

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.

• ·•

1

Price, 36 eents.

For either of these works1..9.r al!}" of Paine••
writings,
Address THE ".L'HUTH SEEKER.

Truth Seeker Annual

VOLTAIRE'S ROIAICES

-AND-

Hllolf calf or half morocco, marbled edges,u.oo.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BY REPORTER.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universet and
Its Scientific Solution, with some OriticlSmB o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs. a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 150 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-d&y."-Jolm
swtnton•s Paver.

(E. M. 287.)

Prometheus. A r,oem. "It is crammed

5
17.
-·

2~

30
34
37
92
94
98

" Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Bun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1.50.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co~~
28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York.

The Secret of the East ,
OR,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significan~ of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, 11.00.

For sale at this o:ID.ce.

C.AJJINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
NEW YORK:

C. B. REYNOLDS·
So Cents Each,

Address TPE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Gottlieb, IDs Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

THE

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF 011B
CIVILIZA.TION.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

version of the Indian Stocy: of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superiontyto the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of. the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

A NOVBL.

PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland.,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A_Story. By Si Slokum,_

with life, though ,, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLoWS. $1.

other Agnostic Poems.

THE DAWNING.

-+ UJITJ:) + lttU$TR1UlOU$. +

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oen~ Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itt
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadie
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princea
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. Thr.
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microml)g_a~.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philoeopher.-Andres Des Touchel
at Siam.-The Btugy of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Cliinese.-l'lato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laidjla_per. With 6'1
@gravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.

The Church of Practical Religion.

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Tile Greatest of' all A.nti·Blbll·
eal Works.

THlt

.

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job SawYer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discruis all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed i.Jidepenqenoe of America from Grea\
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more mch
flaming arguments • . • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

TRY•SQUARE;
OB

'l'HE CO-OPEBA'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N,

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thom.as Paine.

in the suit of the

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEXEB has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

(Pu!Jltshea, JI/Jf/1, 1886) OONTAINB:
A colored frontispiece showing the modern style
of paintin_g.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn ancJ
colored, to suppJ.y all the neccessarr pieces for
constructing a model house, with pla1n directions
fonutting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~rreatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinv from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Ohapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
BENTo POSTPAID, ON RECEIPT Ol!' PBICE, $1.
Address

6l!!J, 00

Robt. O.In~rersoll's

against the

"SHOPPEL'S .MODERN HOUSES" No. Ia

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou~h
'll'
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W. Price, Single Oopies, 25 cents. Six copiea for
. H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
$1.00.
28 Lafayette .Pl., New York.
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cen1 s.
1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For sale at th1B office.

12mo, 160 pp.,

OPENIN(J BPEEOB TO THE JURY

Western Union Telegraph Company

BACON A.ND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not . write.
The Bonnetw written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By: WM. HBNBJ
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

-<""\-..;)...0'

FACTORY&WAREROOMS,

Watts &Co., 1'7 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Bankers' and Merehants' Tele·
graph CompanJ'

meets every Sunday in lndu11trial Hall, Broad ancJ
Wood sts., at l! :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures ancl
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. · N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

Touch and Workmanship.

•
~Cor. 81th St. ~0

TBNNBSSBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

·~

415

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

From the German of MAX NOBDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 150 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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:Jjltws of! tht f!leth.·

A BOY playing baseball
at Reidsville, N. C., had
the misfortune to hit the
Rev. George Pittard .in
the face. He went forward' to apologize, and
the minister-knocked him
down and stamped upon
him, inflicting injuries
"YoUR last day must be
SARAH GIVETH UP THE GHOST.
from which he died. ·Pita ruthless kind of spiritual
And
Sarah
died
in
Kirjath-arba;
the
same
is·Hebron
in
the
land
of
Canaan:
and
Abraham
came
to
mourn
for
Sarah,
butchery," said Richard,
tard has disappeared.
and to weep for her.-xxiii, 2.
" if a poor soul is punished
THE Farmers' Institute
for not having learned,
of South Renfrew, Ont.,
when in the body, what
"Well, what do you call this?" inquired the old farms belonging to her were let, and for how
has passed resolutions in favor of free trade
much
and
to
whom.
How
you Christians can imfisherman : "He got a haddock on his hook, and
with the United States, and pledging the inhe had a great deal of trouble to get it near the agin such a divine being as he whom you worship
stitute to do its utmost to carry such policy
boat. At ~ast he landed him, and I said, said I : I cannot conceive. Your God of love is more cruel
to a successful issue.
A FRIEND of ours calls a pretty little sohoolm'am 'Well, for a hac dock, that fish pulled d-n hard.' than Moloch; your .di~ne reason more.insensate
than Juggernaut."-Mrs. Ltnton's .. Under WhiCh
A MOB attacked the Salvation Army at up town, "Experience," because she is such a dear 'Yes, he did,' said Dr. Brooks. Now, what's that Lord.
but swearing?"
teacher.
Quebec last Sunday, and pelted them with
JUST AWAY.
"How is the work progressing in Dakota?"
IN a Hebrew ·school:" What crime did Joseph's
stones. One young woman is fatally injured.
brothers commit in selling him?" All the pupils asked a Boston minister of a good brother who I cannot say, and I will not say
livs in Dakota at the Baptist anniversaries the That he is dead. He is just away!
THE_ attendance at the Anti-Poverty meeting in chorus : "They sold him too cheap."
other day. "Well, I am getting along pretty well,
last Sunday evening crowded the Academy
FnoM an old bachelor's album : " It's too soon but still it's rather discouraging," replied ·the With a cheery smile and a wave of the h~nd
of Music, and the overflow filled Irving Hall. to marry when one is young, and too late when one Dakota man with an air of despondency. "Isn't He has wandered into an unknown land,
G~orge and McGlynn addressed both audi- is old. The interval may profitably be devoted to there any religions interest out there? Can't you And left us dreaming how very fair
reflection."
awaken it? Or won't they come to .church?" It needs must be, since he lingers there.
ences.
.
THE average baseball player gets $ll,QOO. The "No, it isn't that. The first week I went there I And you, oh, yon, who the wildest yearn
"SoME of the striking silversmiths are going average minister $500. The average baseball au- had big congregations. One day there were one For the old-time step and the glad return,
bllCk to work. They are allowed to take dience is two thousand; the average congregation hundred and fifty down on their knees weeping Think of him faring on, as dear
and praying. A man came in and said there were In the love of there as the love of here ;
their old positions without agreeing to forsake five hundred.
A couNTRY editor says : " An in tereeting article two detectivs coming down the road, and every And loyal still, as he gave the blows
their labor organizations, and so they regard
entitled : 'The Soul After Death, and What Be- blessed person got up and skipped."
the strike as a victory.
Of his warl'ior strength to his conn try's foes ;
comes of It,• is crowded out this week to make
•' EVER NEW AND J!'AIB TO BIGHT.
Mild
and gentle as he was bravefor
more
important
matter."
room
·A MAN named Straumbach, of Salem, TIL,
" Oh, the drums were heard and the picolo When the sweetest love of his life he gave
says he killed the unknown girl found murA LoWELL minister preached last Sunday on note, as the circus up town· paraded, and the
To simple things. Where the violets grew
d~red in Rahway, N.J., last April. It is be- "Why do the Wicked Liv?" We don't know surely shorn-off mule and the whiskered goat, and the
elephant umber-shaded. I followed it calmly at Pure as the eyes they were likened to.
lieved that the confession is made by Straum- why they do, but we might suggest mildly that if early 'morn, my work and my labors spurning,
the wicked didn't liv it would be a cold day for the
The touches of his hands hav stayed
bach, who is a musical tramp, in order that ministers.
and I harked to the sound of a rusty horn with a As reverently as his lips hav prayed.
wild
and
unhallowed
yearning.
Few
and
short
he may get a free passage East.
THEBE is a summer hotel in New Hampshire were the tu11es they played, and they pau·sed not When the little brown thrush that harshly chirred
Mns. PETER EIRIOH, whose husband, the called the Quoquinnapasskessananaguog House. at all to monkey, so I slowly followed the route Was dear to him as the mocking bird;
The name runs twice around the building and they made at the. heels of the lop-eared donkey. And he pitied as much as a man in pain
Rev. Peter Eirich,·is suing for divorce, says then away out into the woods, where it is used as
I bought up a seat at the show that night, and A writhing honey bee wet with rain.
the reason she left the reverend gentleman is a trail by fishing parties.
looked at the limber woman, who tied herself in Think of him still as the same, I say,
because he wanted to handle all her money,
W. H. DoANE, of Cincinnati, makes $20,000 a a knot so tight she seemed more like hemp than
of which she possessed a considerable amount year writing hymns. Rider Haggard and his human. And I eagerly looked at the wondrous He is not dead, he is just &way I
-James Whitcomb RtleiJ.
and to obtain control of which, Mrs. Eirich parodists don't make this much in a lifetime by bloke who swallowed some cotton· blazing, and
PRoTESTANT, as well as Catholic, Christianity
blew from his nostril~ a cloud of smoke, till I
fears, her husband was induced to marry her. writing "Hes," "Shes," and "Its." This shows thought
he was sheol raising. And I watched the discourages investigation and love of truth, by inthat it pays to be religions.
She also alleges brutal treatment which made
clown as he ran and rolled, and stood in a dozen stilling in to the mind unmanly fears respecting
WHILE
some
Baptist
ministers
were
immersing
a
the consequences of coming to conclusions in con·
her-~life with him .miserable.
convert at Lake Kampeska, Ia., they allege that poses, and worked off a string of jokes so old, they flict
'
with accepted dogmas. How can a man, educame from the time of Moses."
they
saw
a
sea
se1-pent
swimming
wlth
its
head
THERE is an unprecedented exodus from
to believe a system that forbids doubting" WHERE can I buy a pair of cuffs?" inquired a cated
and twelve feet of its body standing above the
this city on Sundays. The closing of the water. When ministers begin to see such snakes late riser of an Austin hotel proprietor one Sun- the beginning of all wisdom-regarding its truth,
beer saloons and gardens does away also as that, it is no wonder that Ohio voted for pro- day morning. "Don't believe you can buy them make an impartial examination of its claims, or
anywhere," replied the hotel m~, "clothing the claims of other systems opposed to it, or inwith the trade in " soft drinks" like soda hibition.
vestigate without fear or favor questions that are
and lemonade by closing the places where
WHILE Jay Gould was traveling "on the Wabash stores are all closed up until four o'clock in the related to it?-Unaerwood.'s Lectures ana; Essays.
evening." "Well, where can I get a cocktail? I
dinner
at
a
little
town
system
he
stopped
over
for
they are usually obtained. Hence, whether
IN this austere solitude [the hermitage to which
southern Illinois. The party ate some eggs, am as dry as a puff-ball." "Can't. Saloons are
the citizen wants beer or lemonade, his best in
among other things, and when the bill was pre- all closed until after fom· o'clock." "I suppose I Peter had withdrawn] his body was emaciated;
can
get
a
glass
of
sweet
cider
at
some
corner
his
fancy was inflamed; whatever he wished he
chance of quenching his thirst is outside the sented to Gould it contained the item," One dozen
city limits. However, if he chooses to sneak eggs, $1.80." The great railroad magnate re- grocery, can't I?'' "Not much; groceries are all balieved; whatever he believed he Qaw in dreamij
closed up until after four o'clock." "Are, eh? ~tnd· revelations. • • Such ·is credulity that mir'in at a back door like a thief he can get marked that eggs must be at a premium in that Then I guess I'll hav to go down to some drug acles, most doubtful in the spot and at the mo~.action_, to which the restaurant-keeper replied,
liquor iil New York even on Sunday.
No, Blr; eggs are plenty enough; but Jay Goulds store and get a glass of plain soda." "Can't do ment, will be received with implicit faith at a conthat, either. Drug stores are not allowed to sell venient distance of time and space.-Gtbbon's DeFnoM 10,000 to 15,000 persons paraded last are mighty scarce."
soda until after four o'clock." The man moved cline ana Fall of the Roma" Emptre.
THAT
is
a
good
story
they
are
now
telling
at
the
mournfully over to the water-cooler, and had
Sat\).rday night at the McGlynn demonstraADvANCING years brought no diminution of
expense
of
the
Rev.
Dr.
Phillips
Brooks
of
Bosabout half filled a tumbler, when a policeman in
tion. There were numberless bands and fife
ton. This is the way it runs: The genial ~utocrat frontof the. hotel commenced shooting at a sus- Hume's gayety of spirit, nor did evon the apand drum corps, and banners and mottoes was fishing one day in the yacht of a well-known picious-looking dog. The hotel guest dropped the proach of death overshadow that cheerful serenexpressing the sentiments of the participants. character of East Gloucester, named Captain glass, jumped about fourteen feet, and running ity for which he had all his life been remarkable.
One motto which might reasonably hav been Cook, wh<;> follows the sea for a livelihood. In behtnd the office desk shouted : "Don't shoot There are those who hav thought it strange that
couversatwn, Captain Cook informed Dr. Holmes again 9ap.! I won't touch a drop of your darned the end should come thus to a man of David
e;x;p~cted to appear numerously was conspicHume's opinions. A more dismal closing would
that the last fisherman who had hired his boat
uous for its absence, namely, "To hell with was Dr. Brooks. "He was very pleasant com- old ice-water ·until after four o'clock. If you hav been in better keeping, they think, with such
think it is too rich £or my blood, I'll practice self· a career. But. timidity or fDl'titude, in the face of
the pope." This omission entails a heavy re- pany," Captain Cook was kind enough to say denial and spit cotton until sundown."
the inevitable, is but a poor test of the truth of a
sponsibility upon somebody.
In popular " but he swore a good deal for a clergyman." " H~
man's belief.-Prtnctpal Catrd, D.D.
did
what?"
inquired
Dr.
Holmes,
aghast.
"He
demonstrations the sentiments of the majority
swore," stoutly reiterated Captain Cook. "Oh THE TRUTH SEJi'KER ANNUAL.
THE weak thing, weaker than & child, becomes
should not be veiled.
nonsense, I don't believe it," said the doctor:
Price, 29 cents.
strong one day if it be &"true thing-Ca1·lyte.
·~
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THE Jornal de Gomercio of Rio Janeiro says
JEFFERSON DAVIS has written a letter in
which he says that the ordering of the Con- that on a farm in Brazil where hemp is
federate fiags to be returned to their original grown seven large monkeys hav been taught
states is without precedent in military history. to cut the hemp and prepare it for sale.
THE New York Episcopalians are having j He thinks thefiags belong to the states whose They work more quietly than the negroes,
some difficulty in finding a suitable site for I soldiers captured them, and that the general and the cost of feeding the animals is
trilling.
their proposed $6,000,000 cathedral. The government has no voice in the matter.
committee report that as
soon as they look at a
--_ __
site the owner of it sends
the price up.
THE Swedes of Chicago are going to erect in
·Lincoln park a $50,000
monument to Linnrnus,
·--- the famous botanist. The
--=------- --monument will be the
finest in Chicago, and is
--=--·-to be a fac simile of the
Linnrnus statue at Stockholm.

J/Joits and tJlippings.

================== ,

A PIOUS man named John Tobin knelt
down in Broadway ~ne day last week, and
offered up a prayer. A police officer listened
to him until he was heard to ask God to
11
save New York from the politicians," and
then arrested him. The judge held with the
officer that anyone who would make so un-

llt~~~~5~~~~,~~~~::~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~!!~;~~~~~~~
--

--

ST. ALBERTUS Polish
ehurch, in Detroit,Mich.,
has been closed since
Dec. 3, 1885, on account
of a desperate war between two factions of the
congregation. Services
were held there last Friday afternoon for the
first time by one faction,
nnder the protection of
sixty policemen.. The
other faction surrounded
the church, some four
hundred
strong, and
threatened violence. The
former faction, which
numbers two thousand
persons, finally entered
the church in a body and
held services.

-

MRs. Luay BARBER
voted at Angelica, N.
Y., last fall. The federal authorities refused
to prosecute and dismissed the complaint,
and the grand jury has
refused to indict her.
The State Committee of
the Woman Suffrage party interfered for her.
THE Rev. Sam Jones
curls his evangelical lip
at the business thrift of
the great West. He says
that the St. Paul Christians will not be in heaven twenty-four hours
without having a real
estate sign out and claiming the agency for all the
best corner lots in the
Celestial City.
· THE Shelbyville, Ind.,
Baptist church was burnt
recently, and a man
named Calee is under
arrest for lighting it.
He confesses and m:.tkes
affidavit that the pastor,
the Rev. Wm. Snapp,
bribed him to commit the
act. Some of the congregation charge Mr.
Snapp with ministerial
conduct toward a young
woman of his flock.
ARCHBISHOP CoRRIGAN
addressed the students
of the Manhatt~n College
at their annual examination exercises. He said
regarding the labor question that it was a momen.
to us problem, but urged.
the students to remember
that ''the Catholic church
has in her keeping the
unraveling of this as of
all other secrets." And
probably there were sorrie
people present stupid
enough to believe that
the archbishop told the
truth.
A OIITZEN of Albany
and his wife, wearied
by the prosiness and
long sermons of the
pastor of the church
that they attended, decided to change their place of worship. So
on a recent Sunday they attended a neighboring church to see how they would like it.
Hardly were they seated when their pastor
entered the pulpit. He had exchanged pulpits for that service, and that morning
preached an unusually long sermon. At the
c::lose of the service he met his two parishioners and thanked them very heartily for
feeling such an interest in his preaching as to
follow him to a strange church.

of necessity be insane,
reasonable
a prayer
must
and
Mr. Tobin
was locked
up as a lunatic.

---~

THRRE judges hav re
versed the decision of
Judge Laurence and of
New York's corporation
counsel, who held that
hotel men may not serve
wine to their guests with
meals on Sunday. Liquor
will therefore continue
to be sold as usual. Yet
anyone who reads the
law would say that Judge
Laurence and the corporation counsel were right.
The law distinctly says
that no liquors shall be
sold or given away on
Sunday, and the very license which permits the
selling of liquor on other
days of the week contains
the words 11 except on
Sunday " in prominent
Instead of
characters.
being reconstrued, the
law ought to be repealed
or made alike for all
days.

BUFFALo BILL, otherwise Gen. W. F. Cody,
is attracting great at
tention with his Wild
West show in London.
He gave a private entertainment to royalty
the other day, which not
only pleased his visitors, but gained for himself an
advertisment
which no money could
pay for. He had for his
audience the king of
Denmark, the king of
Greece, the king of Saxony, and the king of the
Belgians, besides the
prince and the princess
THE MAN AND THE MOUNTEBANK.
of Wales, and a dozen
How Brass raises itself to the level of Brains.
other princes and princesses, all. of whom reDumNG the eleven months ending May 31st garded the occasion as a royal lark, arid
THE London Saturday R(J'{)iew sums up the
Dr. McGlynn excitement in this city as fol- 417,860 immigrants landed at the different were much entertained. Buffalo Bill reports of the United States, an increase of marked during the proceedings that he had
lows:
133,608 over the same period last year. This often held four kings, but had never before
Divil a man or a pope that can frighten um;
No! and when Lao was afther invitin' nm
comprises about 98 per cent of the entire im- run against such a royal fiush. This joke
Over to Rome, he'd ha.v KOne to enlighten um, migration, as it does not include arrivals from was duly explained by the Prince of
1
Freely, but not to be laid on the shelf.
Canada and Mexico. Over 94,000 came from Wales to the crowned heads, who were
Yes; I will venture to giv ye me word
Germany, and nearly 60,000 from Ireland. 1 ignorant of the great American game of
Never the likes of l:tis logic was heard.
Archbishop Corrigan
During the month of May the immigration: poker. Mr. Cody is realiz.i~g the. prom~s of
Wished him in Oregon;
reached 83,664, an increase of 28,431 over the psalmist that the " diligent m busmess
Sure he'd, begorra ! gone
May, 1886.
shall stand before kings."
Better hiniself.

--
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{/[ommunicntions.
Tales Told Out of' School.
TRREV. lm • .TONES ON SPIRITUALISM.-CONTINUED.
At this point, seeing that the lady clerkwas well
ver(led in Spiritualistic lore, I said: ."My dear madam,
you will take no offense, I hope, If I ask you what
are the Spiritualists' views concerning love and
malTiage. In my section of country, they are generally believed to be Freelovers." To which she replied: "You will admit that the press of a country
indicates pretty clearly the advance made by society
from barbarism to civilization. In these days such is
the rivalry between journals, and the desire of each
to get the advantage of the other in giving the public
the latest and most substantial news, that a new
order of men has arisen, called ' Reporters,' whose
function is to picture the times as they are-to hold,
like the stage, the mirror up to nature ; to show
Virtue her own feature, Scorn her own image, and the
very age and body of the time, its form and pressure.
The results of these men's labors, published iu the
-daily and weekly papers, are so disgusting in the
narrativs they furnish of vice and crime among the
higher, as well as the lower, classes of society, that
one would be moved to vote for suppressing the
license of the press, or establishing at least an index
expurgatorius, were it not for the fact that it informs
parents of the kind of world into which their children hav been born; and where they must perform
their parts of honor or of shame. They see that life
is an Indian gantlet, which everyone is bound to
run, and through which very few escape without a
wound, and most of them never reach the end of the
:file, but fall dead under the relentless tomahawks of
· the savages. We inherit the vices of our remote
ancestors-,-the vices of childhood, of youth, of mature
life, and of old age. Into these we fall by reason of
sheer ignorance how to avoid them. But far better
. than any Bible or any religion, we hav in these latter
days a revelation made to us in the science of physiology, which teaches us how our bodies are constructed, how personal vices saw through the nerves
of life, shortening our days and making us miserable
and degraded while they last. Now, we Spiritualists
hav dethroned the old J ehQvah of the Jews and
Christians, and hav installed science in his place. ·To
arm our children for the dangerous conflict before
them in life, as soon as .they are able to comprehend
a process of reasoning, we put into their hands
treatises on physiology, so that they may see clearly
the two paths which open before them-the path of
virtue, which leads to honor, to self-respect, to health,
and to a long and happy life on the one hand ; and
on the other, the path of vice, which leads to dishonor, to sickness, and premature death and damnation.
"Now, if you hav been an attentiv observer of
human events, you will hav seen that among the
divorce cases, the crim. con. cases, the elopement
Cf!.ses, the suicides, murders, and other vagaries growing out of the love instinct, which are reported in the
newspapers all over the land, no Spil:itualists :figure.
Remember that, according to Catholic statisticians,
we number ten millions. Examin the police courts,
and the reports of all the penitentiaries in. the land,
and you will be struck with the fact that no Spiritualists or Infidels are found among the criminals who
hav forfeited their liberty by their crimes. The
reason is that these two classes of people, better than
any other, understand the laws of life and health, and
obey them. They know from t)leir study of practical
physiology that personal vices, and especially those
which are sexual, revenge themselvs upon those who
commit them; and that if they wish to enjoy life, and
fulfil their mission here, they must find out the
secret of ruling themselvs, instead of being ruled by
their vices. Modern Spiritualism is not yet forty
years old, and yet if you would attend our meetings
and look round at the old men who in part compose
them, you would be impressed by their hale and
he~lthy look. As old Adam said to Orlando in the
p1ay, our old men could say to you, if you asked them
the cause of their youthful looks :
Though I look old, yet am I strong and lusty;
For in my youth I never did apply
Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood;
Nor did not with unbashful forehead ·woo
The means of weakness and debility.
Therefore my age is as a lusty winter,
Frosty, but kindly.

· "I do not say it boas tingly, but because there is a
profound philosophy in the fact, which all the church
people ought to study, that no class of persons are
so chaste in their love relations as the Spiritualists,
if. we may jutlge of the condition of society by the
press. Here and there, now and then, there may be
-though I hav heard of none-a divorce between
married peop~e, who find out that th.ey are mismated,
and feel that It would be a crime against true marriage and humanity to bring children into the world
under the curse of inharmonious relations between
the parents; but such are as rare as angel's visits.
Marriage, like the old Jewish Sabbath, was made for
man-not man for marriage. The church reverses

the rule, the Catholics making it a sacrament, and
existing only by the authority and for the good of
the church; the Protestants making it a divine ordinance. But France, England, and the United States
all make it a mere civil contract, but with this anomalous feature in its character, that whereas it is of the
essence of a civil contract that the parties to it may
dissolve it for reasons satisfactory to themselvs, in the
civil contract of marriage the parties cannot do so.
I :firmly believe in the conservativ influence of liberty,
intellectual, personal, and political. You may feel
shocked at my saying it, but after much observation
and reflection I am inclined to think that the abolition of the marriage oath, and allowing men and
women to manage their love matters to suit themselva, under the strict meaning of the law that marriage is a civil contract alone, there would be much
greater permanence in the relation, and vastly fewer
divorces. When married persons quarrel, and feel
that they are bound together with an iron chain
which they cannot sever, the consciousness that they
are in bonds aggravates the evil. But if they hold
each other by the stronger tie of love and respect.,
and both feel that they are at liberty to go, the sentiment of honor will come to the rescue, and restore
the old love and confidence which the iron chain
could not. Many people are suspicious of all freedom. It is the result of the church's doctrin of total
depravity, that men cannot be busted unless loaded
down with chains.
"But there is another reason why Spiritualists
walk perpendicularly through life and deserve the
reputation which the press givs them of remarkable
exemption from the sexual scandals which occupy so
much public attention in England and this country.
You never would do an act unworthy of yourself in
the presence of your mother or daughter. Ninetenths of the crime committed is done privately, in
the dark. Bring the actors out into broad daylight,
and they would not dare to perpetrate crime as they
do. We all exercise by our presence-a restraining
influence on each otheT, and this is one of the good
things resulting from society. Now, we Spiritualists
hold that our departed friends still liv, and like a
cloud of witnesses take cognizance of us and sympathize
with us in the struggles we put foTth on the theater
of life. We feel both encouraged and restrained by
a consciousness of this fact ; encouraged to make a
brave and persevering fight, and restrained frpm
doing anything unmanly· or unwomanly, although
tempted to do so.
"Hav you ever seen a book published every now
and then by a Colonel Billings, of Iowa, containing a
list of the names of clergymen who attain the unenviable distinction of being religious criminals ? We
hav. not got the book on our shelves, but if you
would like to see the names, crimes, day, and date of
nearly a thousand clergymen committed within ten
years, I will send an errand-boy round to the news
depot and get it." " Don't put yourself to .the
trouble, my dear madam,'' said I, "for I saw the
book at THE TRUTH SEEKER office in New York, and
felt on reading it pretty much as 1 wppose Sir John
Falstaff felt when he was carried in Mistress Ford's
buck-basket to Datchet's-lane, and tumbled into the
river Thames."
"Well,'' continued she, " you
observe that the offenses are generally sexual, and in
law worthy of the penitentiary. The only real model
saint of antiquity, Joseph, is immortalized in the
Bible for resisting the fascinations of Potiphar's wife.
He was controled by his belief in the omnipresence
of God-' How can I do this great wickedness, and
sin against God?' But the gay Lotharios of the
pulpit who :figure in Mr. Billings's book, although
they denounce the Spiritualists and Infidels because
they do not believe in the orthodox God, giv the
most indubitable proof that they themselvs are
either out-and-out Atheists, or worship and serve a
God whom they can mesmerize and put to sleep, as
Professor Cadwell does his subjects, so that he can
not see when they go out to practice their amours.
One of our Boston editors, who had read and studied
Colonel Billings's book, thunderstruck his subscribers and made mad the preacher-worshiping women,
especially of the Downs school, by declaring that in
proportion to their numbers there was no class in
society so criminal as the clergy, and that in regard
to chastity, the lawyers, the doctors, the tradesmen,
and the politicians were all celibate Shakers in comparison with them. Now, these clerical delinquents
evidently believe that God's eyes are constructed
like ours, and that he cannot see in the dark. But
the Spiritualists believe and, what is much more,
they know that departed spirits are only separated
from us by a thin veil, and that they see and cheer us
as we run the gantlet of life, and feel ashamed and
sorry when we fall. Hence we hav a present and
powerful motiv to well-doing."
"But what hav you to say," I -asked the lady clerk,
" about those fraudulent manifestations of departed
spirits which are so frequently noticed and censured
by the newspapers ?" "Well," said she, "I admit
there hav been instanc,!ls of the kind you mention.
But as the circulation of counterfeit money in busi·
ness transactions proves in itself the reality of the
good money which it counterfeits so every fraridful

device to counterfeit spiritual phenomena proves conclusivly that there are real phenomena which are
thus simulated. I deeply regret that any Spiritualistic medium should bring reproach upon the cause,
and upon his or her own character, by ever practicing a trick upon the credulity of the people for the
mean and miserable purpose of making money. But
mediums are only human beings, and hav all the infirmities of humanity· like other people. There are
hundreds of them, known as such, all over the coun.
try, and many who are not known to the public; and
if some of them practice fraud, the rest who are honest should not be condemned on that account. Besides, mediumship is a natural gift, like a talent for
music, painting, or poetry, and has no necessary connection with good morals. Some musicians, painters,
and poets of eminence hav been people of. bad morals,
and so may some mediums be. Hence we must 'try
the spirit~,' and never implicitly surrender either our
judgments or consciences to any communication simply because it purports to come from the worlrl of
spirits. The process of dying makes no sudden
change in the character of a liar, transforming him.
immediately into a winged au gel, playing on a golden
harp, as the church teaches. He carries with him
across the river ·of death all the attributes which
marked his character here, and has to begin his new
career of intellectual and moral improvement in the
other world at the lowest rung of the ladder. Such
bad, undeveloped spirits often speak through mediums -whom they control, tell lies, and play tricks, as
they did here. Mediums are not, as such, infallible
expounders of truth. They are the mere mouthpieces of those who control them. All phenomena
are natural, not supernatural, and all that Spiritualism proves beyond doubt is the mere fact that death
does not destroy the personality and individuality of
a man, but that both survive the event. If we wish
to know more than this we must wait till we die, and
find it out by experience. But around this great
fact of a future life, as a nucleus, may be built, and is
being built, a philosophy which is benign in its influence upon all who accept it. A man who has no
longer any fear of an angry God and a burning hell- ·
fire, who has not the leas~ particle of the fear of
death, can afford to take thmgs as they come and be
happy; and remembering that his future_ condition,
at least at the start, depends in a great measure upon
the character he forms here, he has another and exceedingly powerful motiv to well-doing."
"You present your case very strongly, madam," I
observed. "But it seems to me that if you abolish
hell, as a motiv, you must abolish all oaths in courts
of justice too; and then, what inducement can you
present to the common run of men to speak the
truth, be faithful to their word, and trustworthy in
all emergencies?" To which she replied: "I think
I could show you from the history of all ages, if I
bad the time, that the church idea of making men do
their duty by the hopes of heaven, and the fear of
hell, betrays a disgraceful ignorance of human nature, and reflects great dishonor on the God who is
supposed to hav made man in his own image and
likeness. When two armies are in sight of each
other, and preparing for battle the next day, and
they WI.!Dt to put on guard at night, and intrust with
the countersign, men in whom implicit confidence can
be placed, what steps do they take to secure the object? Do they lead each man up to the quarters of
the proper officer, and swear him to the faithful performance of his duty as a sentinel, and make him kiss
a greasy old Bible, as they do in our. civil courts;
and which means that he is willing to go to hell, and
burn there forever, if he break his oath? No. What
has in all ages been found to be infinitly better in
making a man true to his promis is, to put him on
his parole of honor. You appeal to his manliness,
and his sense of honor and rectitude, and ·are seldom
disappointed in the result. During our late civil
war, of all the thousands of men, on both sides, who
were taken prisoners, and liberated on their parole of
honor, that they would not take up arms again, unlPss
duly exchanged, I never heard of but one who broke
his word, and he was the son of a Presbyterian minister, and was scornfully rejected and reproached by
his Southern commander to whom he had offered his
services.
"This is the reason why I believe that if you would
abolish all religious oaths in courts of jus tire, and elsewhere, and put witnesses and contr:=tctors on t~eir
word of honor as men, it would be a WISe plan to brmg
out the truth, and make men faithful. Christ showed
himself to be a philosopher, if he were not a god,
when he said to his disciples, 'Swear p.ot at all; but
let your communication be yea, yea; and nay, nay."
He knew where to find the leveragein human nature
in order to speaking the truth, which is so important
in society. The only treaty in history that was honestly kept and never broken, was the one William
Penn made with the Indians in Pennsylvania, which
was confirmed, not by oath, but by yea and nay."
"Taking it as a whole, my deur madam, with some
exceptions, I must admit,'' said I, "that your theory
is very beautiful, and very plausib~e; but ~ o?serve
that the majority of the most emment sment~sts or
thE~ day, in this country and in England, treat It as a
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_mere pitiable delusion. You do not place your Spiritual phenomena where we Christians place the
divine mysteries of our religion-above the grasp of
reason, and therefore to be accepted, if at all, by
faith alone, based on the authority of holy men of
God who sp_ake as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost. If you appeal unto Ca1sar in defense of yolll'
cause, unto Ca1sar you must go, and abide by the
consequences." To which the lady clerk replied:
"Why, my dear sir, that is exactly the thing we constantly desire to accomplish, to bring our case into a
c?urt where. the decisions of the judge, and the verdiCt ?f the Jury, shall be governed by the testimony
of witnesses, who, in point of character, are unimpeached and unimpeachable. But pooh-poohing is
neither the scientific nor the legal method of disposing of a natural phenomenon called a fact. .It is,
.however, the very way adopted by the majority of
so called scientific men in treating the facts of Spiritualism. There. are thousands of persons whose
word· would be taken in any court of justice without
question, who testify that the personality and iridiyiduality of a man are not destroyed by death, and
giv as proof what their eyes hav seen, and their ears
heard. It is not a question of philosophy at all, but
simply a fact on which a philosophy is based, to be
decided by the testimony of witnesses. The scientists would not dare, in so many words, to impeach
those witnesses, either with falsehood, imbecility, or
childish credulity, but they virtuaily do so when they
refuse to investigate a question in their owri <'J.omain
of nature, and dismiss it with a contemptuous poohpooh. The Spiritualists stoutly maintain that the
phenomena which occur at their seances, and which
are not new, but as ol~ as the race, are natural, and
not miracles. But in the face and teeth of this allegation, repeated a thousand times, the scientists persist in calling them supernatural and religious, and
therefore incapable of scientific investigation. If
they were compelled to go· through the form o£ investigation, as was the case at .Philadelphia, where a
fund of money was at stake, it would be as if the
plaintiff's attorney, with his fee in his pocket, would
investigate the defendant's side of the question.
This is not investigation at all, which implies that
both sides of the question are considered. It is a
mere paid attorneyship, which, if it had been adopted
by scientists on other subjects of inquiry, in deference to a bribe-giving church, would hav surrounded
the nineteentl~ century with the gloom of the Middle
Ages. It is the office of the judge in courts of law
and justice to gather the facts in the case, and present them to the jury as the basis of their verdict.
How anxious an honest juror often is, when his mind
has been obfuscated by the sophistical pleas of the
lawyers, to hear the court calmly, and in an unprejudiced way, cite in detail the facts in evidence, pro
and con, and dwell upon them in the interest of
justice between man and man. Hence, the opinions
of Tyndall and other scientists who hav never investigated in the department a£ science called Spiritualism, as they hav in other departments, hav not the
weight of a feather on the minds of those who feel
interest enough in the subject to giv it a fair and
thorough examination.
"But, while the subject is in their own realm of
inquiry, and out of the realm of the theologian and
religionist, I will make an excuse for the scientists
for ignoring the phenomena of Spiritualism for
which, I suppose, they will not thank me, but which
I honestly make because I hav gone through the
same experience up to the point where they turned
away in disgust, but where I continued the investigation till I finished it. If it be true, in defiance of
all argument to the contrary, that a person survives
the change called death, and continues to liv on
under the law of progressiv development, the fact is
so momentous in its character and consequences that
it is almost impossible to believe it. How often, on
the announcement of good tidings, do we hear the exclamation of the person interested, 'Oh, I cannot believe it; it is too good news to be true !' When one sudd'enly learns that an absent and beloved friend whom
his soul long and intensely yearned to see is unexpectedly in the neighborhood, he is so glad that he
actually becomes incredulous to the' fact. In like
manner, when a man who has the .fire of love for a
departed friend burning on thE) altar of his heart
hears that the spirit of that friend is near and wishes
to speak to him, he feels that the privilege of listening and of being assured of the truth of such a possibility shall be accompanied by extraordinary and
marvelous manifestations, 1md he wonders why the
communication is not made to him at his home or
some other place of his own choosing. And when he
is informed of the natural law that he cannot take a
message off this wire between two stations on the line,
but must come to the dingy little office called the
seance room, where the telegri\Phic operator called
·the medium is perhaps a person of imperfect moral
.character or of no great account, he feels and acts
like N aaman the Syrian. The story is in the Bible
•(2 Kings v). Naaman was a leper who, when he was
;told by the prophet to go and wash in the Jordan to
lbe recovered from his leprosy, like his illustrious
;successors, the scientists of the nineteenth century,

pooh-poohed the idea, and haughtily said: 'Are not
Abana· and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than
all the waters in Israel ? l\iay I not wash in them
and be clean?' So he turried and went away in a
rage. But when his servants came near and expostulated with him, saying: 'If the prophet had bid
thee do some great thing, w~mldst thou not hav done
it? How much rather then, when he saith to thee,
Wash and be clean? Then went he down and dipped
himself seven times in Jordan, and his flesh came
agaiB, like uRto the flesh of a little child, and he was
clean.'
"I know how these scientists feel, for I remember
well when I felt toward the whole subject of Spiriti.lalism doubt and distrust. But I was a witness to
facts, over and· over again, that can never be accounted for in any other way than that death is only
a change of the mode of existence, and does not at
all extinguish a ll!an's being, but that he livs and acts
upon a new theater concerning which we now know
little but the bare fact."
Thanking the lady clerk for her courtesy in giving
me an insight into Spiritualism as it is understood
by the Spiritualists themselvs, I took my leave and
hastened, as I did after leaving THE TRUTH SEEKER
office, to set down in my journal the substance of
what she said. If the Spiritualists were organized
they would compose the right wing of the army of
unbelief arrayed against the church, while the Indels, if organized, would compose .the left. Of the
two, we hav vastly more to fear from the former than
the latter, for the central idea of Spiritualism is a
Christian one, whereas the Infidels generally are Materialists who believe that death ends all. As soon
as doubt unsettles the faith of a church-member or a
Materialist, he finds a congenial stopping-place in
Spiritualism. The safety of the church consists in
her complete organization, whereby her heads of departments raise funds, print, books, and send their
missionaries into all parts of the land. Should the
sentiment these two classes are now forming ever be
able to marahal their strength it will be a very serious
matter. But sufficient unto the day is the evil
thereof.
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Question!

Excessiv wealth, resulting in luxury and idleness on the
one hand, and excessiv toil and poverty on the other, lead to
intemperance and vice. The measure of reform here demanded will prove to be the scientific solation cif the temperance qnestion.-Gincinnati Plaiform of the New Union Party.

· The question before the people of the so-called
civilized world is not whether "alcohol is ever necessary for any use," nor is it that "the liquor traffic is
the gigantic crime of crimes," nor is it of the slightest
consequence what small-minded men like Garfield or
Solomon said about it, for neither of them had any
sympathy with the producing classes.
There is a whole volume of meaning in the few
lines at the top of this paper. "Excessiv wealth,"
etc. It is a crime and a waste of time to discuss the
" liquor traffic" when the homes of millions hav been
stolen from them by usury thieves.
While the people liv on food, ninety per cent of
which is not fit to take into any stomach, it is useless
to think of making the people temperate.
Giv the peoplB their rights, restore to them their
stolen homes, lessen the hours of labor at least onethird, increase their wages one-half, abolish a great
many wicked laws, take down your barbaro,us gallows,' turn your cruel, inhuman prisons into asylums
for the diseased; cure, not punish, the unfortunate ;
and these, with many other reforms, when tried for a
century, more or less, will begin to show what is the
best methods to save the inebriate.
It was a truth, no matter who said it: "The son of
man came not to destroy men's lives, but to save
them.'' All the laws, customs, and principles on
which governments and individuals act are on the destructiv plan. To save mankind, to heal their wounds,
to take them by the hand as brother, is not thought
of. That worst word that ever disgraced the English
language, "punishment" for crime, is all the people
think of. I am not surprised that even some Liberalists use it, for the Bible and the pulpit teach it, but
a true reformer never ought to use it.
The liquor traffic question will be in order when
justice is done the producer, and not before. Force
will never stop intemperance. Rum selling, or the
use of alcohol, is not the underlying cause of intemperance. Five thousand years of abuse of the poor
O'Brien in Canada and Reynollls in New Jersey. and the oppressed is the cause of all the evils.
From such communities, good Lord, deliver us.
It is not true that "the liquor traffic is the gigantic
Canada and New Jersey are at the present time cause of crimes." Hav the sale and use .of liquor
making the most energetic efforts to muzzle free brought the world into the condition where nearly
speech and incidentally to encourage mob violence. all the wealth is in the possession of a few? No sane
A New Jersey judge-do not forget that his name is person will say it.
Neither is it true that" alcohol causes three-fourths
Childs, and that his brain and the verdict which he
procured and approved appear to be ample proof of all chronic illness which the medical man has to
that his name could not be changed without doing treat." To make such a statement is not going to
violence to certain facts. This New Jersey judge the root of the evil. Alcohol is not a natural drink
and two Canadian mayors hav allowed mob violence to quench thirs.t, yet millions of gallons are drunk.
to go unpunished, while the victim of the mob in one But why will man take into his stomach that which
case iS' tried for blasphemy and in the other case the animal will reject'? It is because for thousands
escapes with his life through no favor of the mayors, of years his stomach has been poisoned by unnatural
simply because these men hav expressed an honest food, and his physique degenerated by excessiv labor.
thought. In New Jersey there is no complication. Tobacco is a thousand times greater curse to the •
It is a simple case of religious bigotry and phenom- race than liquor, and it is only a question of time for .
enal ignorance, while in Canada politics and religion the people to see it. We don't settle the temperance
hav joined forces, as of old, to crush free speech and question permanently until we know why people
drink liquor instead of water.
destroy intellectual liberty.
When reason takes the place of blind fanaticism,
Of course, neither will succeed. A thought, once
born, never dies. 'fhe glimpses we hav already had· and the mind becomes sane, we may hope to hear
of liberty are too firmly fixed in memory to be for- the subject of temperance calmly discussed. Outgotten. Canadian mayors may wink at mobs for side of the " Heredity" meetings we hear nothing
abusing the person of James O'Brien, but the tide of about temperance. Then the questions of how to
opinion in favor of Home Rule for Ireland has risen feed, clothe, and educate the offspring during childtoo high to prevent its further spread. The brickbat hood and after-life will be subjects that will lay the
arguments in favor of tyranny are always the last foundation for a solid temperance superstructure.
But before the liquor question is hardly thought of
desperate resort. They are always the final message
from defeated ignorance and bigotry to their more intelligently the people, the wealth-producers, must
hav their right restored to them. Every human
more enlightened rival.
New Jersey judges may allow mob violence to go being born into this world must hav a home of his
unpunished---:-may impose a fine upon Mr. Reynolds own, without the vandal hand of a usurer or a murfor expressing an opinion which differs from that of derous mortgage on it. Stop selling the land. It is
the average ignorance. of the constituents of this not yours to sell. Stop collecting rents of those
judicial Childs-but all of the judges in the narrow- half-starved families. Every family own the house
minded little state .will never be able to again they liv in. Stop taxing the people's homes ; it is
imprison thought nor make the honest expression of robbery to do it.
The murderous governments of every nation on
·it ~n offense against justice. In anoLher New Jersey
village one set· of religious bigots hav just mobbed earth hav planted their bloody feet on the prostrate
another set of religious bigots for the crime of advo- forms of the producers, and the guns from every war
cating a different phase of theological idiocy from ship, every fort, navy yard, and from millions of
their own, and at the same time expressing the hands are all pointed at the people to keep them from
opinion that their opponents were "devils.'' Both attempting to gain their rights.
Are the men who make the Prohibition laws, Sunsides talk glibly of what God intends, what he wants,
what he wishes them to do, ana brag like street day laws, and the many other oppressiv laws men. of
bullies of what he has done and will do to confound principle? No, indeed ! They are fast preparmg
their particular enemies. And in the mean time it the way for the God-in-the·Constitution law.
Temperance has not been discussed in l\faine for
would require omniscience to be able to decide which
is the greater set of donkeys, or rather which of nearly forty years. From the beginning of tbe
these two sets of donkeys has the longer ears. fanatical Maine law crusade there has been an
Imagin an almighty God attempting to decide be- incessant wrangling in the courts, every act of which
tween the degrees of idiocy possessed by two sets of has been a curse to the cause of temperance.
Law-making in this, as well as all other countries, _
skulls filled with bran ! There are some few things
which would be impossible to even a supposititious is fast assuming a dangerous attitude. When men
God in the state of New Jersey. Even the being are under sentence of death for free discussion, it is
who could make the Red Sea stand on end could not no time to talk about the evil effects of alcohol. The
eyolve thought out of putty, nor procure justice people want to know if they hav any rights, or must
fr.om brains saturated with superstition. "Thus governments forever make the people slaves~
Newpo1·t, Me.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
endeth the first lesson."
HELEN H. GARDENER.
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south wind that woos-the sad and timid violets that
These views enlarged his soul and made him patient
only bear the gaze of love from eyes half closed-the with the world, and while the wintry snows of age
[The Beecher ~Iemorial volume, which has been compiled
and edited by Mr. Edward W. Bok, and of which a limited ferns, where fancy givs a thousand forms with but a were falling on his head, spring, with all her wealth
private edition has been printed. contains a remarkable series single plan-the green and sunny slopes enriched of bloom, was in his heart.
of trib~tes to the great preachen Among the hundred con- with daisy's silver and the cowslip's gold.
The memory of this ample man is now a part of
tributors are Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, President Cleveland,
As in the lea:fl.ess woods some tree a:fl.ame with life nature's wealth. He battled for the rights of men.
Mr. Gladstone M. Bartholdi, Sig. Salvini, Duke of Argyll, stands like a rapt poet in the heedless. crowd, so His heart was with the slave. He stood against the
Senator Sher~an General Sherman, the poet Whittier, Dr.
selfish greed of millions banded to protect the pirate's
Talmage, Admir~l Porter, Canon Farrar, Geo. W. Childs, stood this man among his fellow-men.
All there is of leaf and bud, of :flower and fruit, of trade. His voice was for the rig4t when freedom's
Roscoe Conkling, Dr. McGlynn, Henry George, Lawrence
Barrett, W. W. Corcoran, Washington Gladden, Andrew painted insect life, and all the winged and happy friends were few. He taught the church to think
Carnegie, Charles Dudley Warner, John Burroughs, Julia children of the air that summer holds beneath her and doubt. He did not fear to stand alone. His
Ward Howe, Ristori, Miss Cleveland, Mrs. Garfield, and
brain took counsel of his heart. To every foe he
many other names of prominence. The following is Colonel dome of blue, were known and loved by him~
He loved the yellow autumn fields, the golden offered reconciliation's hand. He loved this land of
Ingersoll's tribute :J
Henry Ward Beecher was born in a Puritan peni- stacks, the happy homes of men, the orchard's bend- ours, and added to its glory through the world. He
tentiary, of which his father was one of the wardens ing boughs, the sumach's :flags of :flame, the maple~;~ was the greatest orator that stood within the pulpit's
-a prison with very narrow and closely-grated win- with transfigured leaves, the tender yellow of the narrow curve. He loved the liberty of speech.
dows. Under its walls were the rayless, hopeless, beech, the wondrous harmonies of brown and gold- There was no trace of bigot in his blood. He was a
and measureless dungeons of the damned, and on its the vines where hang the clustered spheres of wit and brave and generous man, and so, with reverent
roof fell the shadow of God's eternal frown. In this mirth. He loved the winter days, the whirl and hands, I place thi.s tribute on his tomb.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
prison the creed and catechism were primers for drift of snow-all forms of frost-the rage and fury
children, and from a pure sense of duty their loving of the storm, when in the forest, desolate and stripped,
hearts were stained and scarred with the religion of the brave old pine towers green and grand-a
Dr. York in Ottumwa.
prophecy of spring. He heard the rhythmic sound
John Calvin.
DEAR
EuGENE:
Our second lectUl'e in Denver drew
Inthose days the home of an orthodox minister of nature's busy strife, the hum of bees, the songs of an audience of about fourteen hundred, showing m9st
the
eagle's
cry,
the
murmur
of
the
streams,
birds,
was _an inquisition in which babes were tortured for
clearly that Denver contains a large Liberal element
the good of their souls. Children then, as now, re- the sighs and lamentations of the winds, and all the who can be induced from time to time to show their
voices
of
the
sea.
He
loved
the
shores,
the
vales,
belled against the infamous absurdities and cruelties
the crags and cliffs, the city's busy streets, the intro- strength on the side of Freethought.
of the creed. No Calvinist was ever able, unless
And although om· stay was so brief in their beautispectiv,
silent plain, the solemn splendors of the
with blows, to answer the questions of his child.
ful city, we hav abtJ.ndant proof that·the hearts of the
night,
the
silver
sea
of
dawn,
and
evening's
clouds
of
Children were raised in whatwas called" the nurture
Denver people are in the right place.
and admonition of the Lord "-that is to say, their molten gold.
And our thanks are especially due to Brothers
The
love
of
nature
freed
this
loving
man.
wills were broken or subdued, their natures deformed
Truss, Jenkins, Shed, Thomas, Clayton, and others
One
by
one
the
fetters
fell;
the
gratings
disapand dwarfed, their desh·es defeated or destroyed, and
of the Secular Union who made our stay pleasant and
their development arrested or perverted. Life was peared, the sunshine smote the roof, and on the gave us a helping hand on our way. We wish also
:floors of. stone light streamed from open doors. He
robbed of its spring, its summer, and its autumn.
to acknowledge the kindness &f members o~ the SecChildren stepped from the cradle into the snow. No realized the darkness and despair, the cruelty and ular Union at Canon City, of which John Locke is
hate,
the
starless
blackness
of
the
old,
malignant
laughter, no sunshine, no joyous, free, unburdened
president, and George Towers the secretary. This
days. God, an infinit detectiv, watched them from creed. The :flower of pity grew and blossomed in Secular branch was planted by our fellow-worker, W.
his
heart.
The
selfish
"consolation
"
filled
his
eyes
above, and Satan, with malicious leer, was waiting
F. Jamieson, and we were made happy in watering
for their souls below. Between these monsters life with tears. He saw that what is called the Chris- his. plant, which givs good promis of future usefultian's
hope
is
that,
among
the
countless
billions
was passed. Infinit consequences were predicated of
ness.
the smallest action, and a burden greater than a God wrecked and lost, a meager few perhap~ may reach
Our ride across Nebraska and Iowa was most dethe
eternal
shore-a
hope
that,
like
the
desert
rain,
could bear was placed upon the heart and brain of
lightful, and on every hand the corn and grain fields
neither
leaf
nor
bud-a
hope
that
givs
no
joy,
givs
every child. To think, to ask questions, to doubt, to
stretch away as far as the eye can reach, and with
investigate, were acts of rebellion. To- express pity no peace, to any great and loving souL It is the great promis of a bountiful harvest close at hand; and
dust
on
which
the
serpent
feeds
that
coils
in
heartfor the lost, writhing in the dungeons below, was simI could . not but think and feel as we. sped across
ply to giv evidence that the enemy of souls had been less breasts.
these rolling billows and wide· sweeps of food-proDay
by
day
the
wrath
and
vengeance
faded
from
at work within their hearts.
the sky-the Jewish God grew vague and dim-the ducing lands how great and grand our country is,
Among all the religions of this world-from the threats of torture and eternal pain grew vulgar and and only man is vile. At least, I may truly say all
creed of can.nibals who devoured :flesh to that of Cal- absurd, and all the miracles seemed strangely out of such men as Comstock and those who aid him in his
vinists who polluted souls-there is none, there has place. They clad the in:finit in motley garb, and most nefarious metbpds to prevent vice and obscenbeen none, there will be ·none, more utterly heartless gave to aureoled heads the cap and bells.
ity; and I can hardly find language sufficiently strong
and inhuman than was the orthodox CongregationalTouched by the pathos of all human life, knowing in condemnation of those miserable people who hav
ism of New England in the year of grace 1813. It the shadows that fall on every heart-the thorns in trapped our friend, Mrs. Slenker, in the meshes of
despised every natural joy, hated pictures, abhorred every path, the sighs, the sorrows, and the tears that the law-a law all right in its proper use, but most
statues as lewd and lustful things, execrated music, lie between a mother's arms and death's embrace- cruel when so perverted as to convict an innocent
regarded nature as fallen and corrupt, man as totally this great and gifted man denounced, denied, and and right-minded old lady of crime, when the act for
depraved, and woman as somewhat worse. The the- damned with all his heart the fanged and frightful which she is arraigned contains none of the element
ater wa"l the vestibule of perdition, actors the ser- dogma that souls were made to feed the eternal of crinie; and the animus of all these persecutions,
vants of Satan, and Shakspere a tri:fl.ing wretch, whose hunger-ravenous as famin-of a God's revenge.
from Abner-Kneeland to D. M. Bennett, and on down
words were seeds of death. And yet the virtues
Take out this fearful, fiendish, heartless lie--com- to Reynolds and Mrs. Slenker, takes root in religious
found a welcome, cordial and sincere; duty was done pared with which all other lies are true-and the prejudice and a determination to crush out free
as understood; obligations were discharged; truth great arch of orthodox religion crumbling falls.
speech and the dissemination of truth among the
was told; self-denial was practiced for the sake of
To the average man the Christian hell and heaven people. Alas! what won't Christians do for Christ's
others ; and hearts were good and true in spite of are only words. He has no scope of thought. He sake1
book and creed.
Eugene, I am proud of you, and glad to see you
livs but in a dim, impoverished now. To him the past
In this atmosphere of theological miasma, in this is dead-the future still unborn. He occupies with stand up bravely for principle and in defense of Mrs.
hideous dream of superstition, in this penitentiary, · downcast eyes that narrow line of barren, shifting Slenker, whom I regard as a noble, good, motherly,
moral and austere, this babe first saw the imprisoned sand that lies between the :fl.ow~g seas. But Genius and highly intelligent lady, and whose intentions and
gloom.
knows all time. For him the dead all liv, and' motivs were no doubt for the good of suffering
The natural desires ungratified, the laughter sup- breathe, and act their countless parts again. All humanity.
·
.
pressed, the logic brow-beaten by authority, the human life is in his now, and every moment feels the
And to say that I am simply sorry for Mrs. Slenker
humor frozen by fear-of many generations-were in thrill of all to be.
is too cheap. We are all sorry. But how much are
this child, a child destined to rend and wreck the
No one can overestimate the good accomplished we soriy7 I feel that way just five dollars' worth.
prison's walls.
by this marvelous, many-sided man. He helped to Place me on her Defense list, and the money will be
Through the grated windows of his cell this child, slay the heart-devouring monster of the Christian sent in due time to the TRUTH SEEKER office. Dear
this boy, this man, caught glimpses of the outer world. He tried to civilize the church, to humanize friends, sympathy is a golden element and the very
world, of fields and skies. New thoughts were in his the creeds, to soften pious breasts of stone, to take crown of the heart's affections, and yet without the
brain, new hopes within his heart. Another heaven the fear from mothers' hearts, the chains of creed helping hand· it is as a sounding ·brass or tinkling
bent above his life. There came a revelation of the from every brain, to put the star of hope in every cymbal, and I can only hope that a sufficient sum
beautiful and real. Theology -grew mean and small. sky and over every grave.
may be realized to place her defense in the hands of.
Nature wooed and won and saved this mighty souL
Attacked on every side, maligned by those who Colonel Ingersoll, and that it may be carried to the
Her countless hands were sowing seeds within his preached the law of love, he wavered not, but fought highest court, and, if possible, break down this
tropic brain. All sights and sounds-all colors, whole-hearted to the end. ·
infamous use of legal power in the hands of bigots
forms, and fragments-were stored within the treasury
Obstruction is but virtue's foil. From thwarted and knaves. . .
of his ·mind. His thoughts were molded by the light leaps color's :flame-the stream impeded has a
We _spoke last night to a fairly numerous audience
graceful curves of streams, by winding paths in song.
in the Ottumwa Opera House, with the pro:mis of a
woods, the charm of quiet country roads, and lanes
.. .
He passed from harsh and cruel creeds to that big house next Sunday.
grown indistinct with weeds and grass-by vines that serene philosophy that has no place for pride or hate,
We were kindly met at the train by Brother Wm.
cling and hide with leaf and :flower the crumbling that threatens no revenge, that looks on sin as Lindsey, a true Liberal, and the warm friend of S. P.
wall's decay-by cattle standing in the summer pools stumblings of th~ blind and pities those who fall, Putnam, who had kindly by letter commended us to
like statues of content.
·
knowing that in the souls of all there is a· sacred. his care.
There was within his words the subtle spirit of yearning for the light. He ceased to think of man
Brother Putnam has left a good, clean, fresh trail
· th~ season's. change-of everything that is, of every- as something thrust upon the world-an exile, from in the minds of the Ottumwa people, and they all
thmg that hes between the slumbering seeds, that, some other sphere. He felt at last that men are part like him well.
half-awakened by the April rain hav dreams of of nature's self-kindred of all life-the gradual
We were cordially received by Brother and Sister
heaven's blue, and feel the amorou~ kisses of the sun growth of countless years; that all the sacred books McCaroll, warm-hearted people and old-time workers
and that strange tomb wherein the alchemist doth were helps until outgrown, and all religions rough in om; cause ; as also by Brother Peck, and many
giv to death's cold dust the throb and thrill of life and devious paths that man has worn with weary others whose dames we did not learn. And from our
again.
feet in sad and painful search for truth and peace. reception at Ottumwa, we are bound to say that
He saw with loving eyes the willows of the meadow- To him these paths were wrong, and· yet all gave they are a wide- awake and generous people.
streams grow red beneath the glance of spring-the promis of success. He knew that all the streams, no
We will be in Michigan during July; at Colum- ·
grass along the marsh's edge-the stir of life beneath matter how they wander, turn, and curve amid the bus, Ohio, the 21st and 28th of August; at ·Pittsthe withered leaves-the moss below the drift of hills or rocks or linger in the lakes and pools, must burgh, Pa., the 4th, 11th, and 18th of September; at
~now-the ·:flowers that giv then· bosoms to the first some time reach the. sea.
Philadelphia, Sept. 25th and Oct. 2d; at New York,

'Tribute to Henry Ward Bee_cher.
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Oct. 9th ; and at Boston, Oct. 16th, 23d, and 30th
the Lord willing.
'
Our address during July will be Ionia, Mich.
J. L. YoRK.

are in their appropriate places only when behind iron
bars. A gentleman who had been on the police for a
sc?re or more years in this city, leaving it as a capt~m, told us once that about half the policemen were
--------~.-------drshonest men, and that it took the other half to
The Jewish Lif'e of' Christ.
':'atch them. This was a few years ago, but it is not
The editors of the republication of the " Sepher hkely that the morals of the force hav greatly imToldoth Jeshu" (Book of the Generation of Jesus) proved. ''We can't get good men," another person
say that a complete translation was made by a Jew' connected with high official police position said
and published by Richard Carlile in 1823. But it lately. "Intelli&'ent m~n will not take the places, or, if
seems that a copy of it was scarcely to be found, and they would, therr physrque is not up to the standard.
there was none in the British Museum. The first · Men with brains are not strong enough, and the men
impulse of a Christian would be to destroy such a who are strong enough possess few brains. That's
the reason the intelligence of the police is so low."
· book, and that probably accounts for its scarcity.
Taking these facts into consideration the wonder
Soon after the publication of "Antichrist's" translation he found in a public library a little book with is that so few cases of police brutality ~re reported.
The remedy for these few lies with the police comthe following title :
"Jesus of Nazareth," by Isaac Goldstein. New York. missioners, who are men of brains. If every patrolman who commits an outrage upon a defenseless
Goldstein & Co., 19 Beekman st. 1866.
All efforts to procure a copy of the book failed, citizen were promptly dismissed and punished for
and nobody knew anything about the publisher. -It assault and battery, there would soon be an end to
was not a translation, but a romance founded on the matter.
numerous Hebrew documents which were referred to
An .Advertisment.
in foot notes, and there were several pretty good ·
Advertisments _in the reading columns of THE
wood cuts, as if the book was gotten up for profit,
hoping that it would attract many readers. But the TRUTH SEEKER are not purchasable at any price. But
failure to find a stray copy of so recent a publication for the information of our readers and the general
creates a suspicion that the edition was suppressed. public weal, we feel it a duty, sometimes, to call atPossibly the American Bible or Tract Society were tention to meritorious articles. Especially is this
willing to pay the Jew all he could hope to make by true of articles designed to relieve human suffering
and banish misery from however small a portion of
the sale of the book.
Two extracts from the book will giv an idea of its the W?rld. The sick and helpless are tender charges
cgmmrtted to the ~are of the well and strong, and
character:
Chapter I. It was in the year 3667 194 B.o.], which was must be watched with solicitude and nursed in love.
the 47th year of the kingdom of the Hasmonean dynasty Therefore it is that we take peculiar pleasure in
[105 B.o.]. and 259 years after the building of the second spreading knowledge concerning the medicin advertemple [515-259=256 B.o.], and 159 before its destruction tised in the following circular :
[90 B.o.]. Alexander Jannai, the seventh prince of the
Maccabean dynasty (called by the rabbis Hyrcan the second),
was in the first year of his reign [106 or 105 B.o.], etc.

This is an attempt to fix the date of the birth of
Jesus, but some of the dates do not agree with the
rest. Two of them, however, agree with each other,'
to wit, 106 or 105 B.o.
The date of the death of Jesus is likewise confused, but it appears to hav been from 28 to 37 years
later:
Chapter XVII.. It was in the year 3636 [115 B.o], the
228th after the building of the second temple [515-228=287
B.o.], under the reign of Alexandra, called by the rabbis,
Helena [78 to 69 B.o.], the widow of King Jannai, that the
delegates waited upon Jesus, etc.

The reader will see, in spite of the confusion of
dates, that Jesus was probably born about 106 B.o.,
and died before the end of the reign of Alexandra,
69 B.o.. If the stoning and hanging of Jesus was
about the middle of her reign, say 75 B.o., then he
would hav been about 31 years of age. PaUl became
a convert after the death of Jesus, whom he never
saw except in a vision, and he was preaching in
Damascus a little prior to 62 B.O. If his conversion
was just after the s_toning of Stephen, it was about
65 or 66 B.o., for that is the date of the_ murder of
Onias as described by Josephus (Ant. xiv, 2). No
other martyrdom answering to that of Stephen can
be found until A.D. 62, and the name is doubtless a
fictitious one, for Stephanos is a Greek word meaning "a crown."
ANTICHRIST.

Police Brutality.
It would seem impo:;~s1ble that an organized effort
to arouse public sentiment against the brutality of
policemen is necessary to the peaceful exist!lnce of
the citizens of New York, but such is the fact. Almost
every daily paper has been compelled toprotest to
the police commissioners that their men are too free
in the use of the club and hav brought disgrace upon
the department ; and now a public-spirited citizen,
Mr. William Browne, of 26 John street, issues a small
pamphlet appealing to the people to create a public
sentiment which shall sweep the brutal evil out of
existence.
Thereis no dispute that the aetions of the police
are often arbitrary and cruel. At least a dozen
times within the past two months hav unoffending
people been mercilessly clubbed and thrown into a
police cell. No crime had been committed ; they
simply refused to obey the gruff order of some
patrolman bloated with " a little brief authority" and
poor whisky. The police are recruited from the
coarse classes of truck drivers, bartenders, or 'long~horemen ; and men of these occupations are apt to
be ludicrously pompous and tyrannical when. placed
in positions of authority, and to compel obedience to
their orders with physical force. No class of men
are such ardent admirers of the prize-ring as the
police; and when a boxing-mate~ occ~s the c~ptain
of the precinct selected attends m umform as a sort
of official umpire, and invites his friends on the force,
who regard a ticket to a fight as a favor to be grateful for. Naturally, the police like to use their fists
jn emulation of their prize-fighting ideals, and when
fists will not "knock a man out " the club is resorted
to. The policeman's friends on his beat are the bartenders, and this close sympatpy with the saloon
brings them illto coutP.ct with clP.sseE! of people who

"THE WILL OF GOD OUR DAILY BREAD.
"Help the Sick,
The Bodily Sick,
The Earthly Sick,
The Heavenly Sick.
'' For these sufferers Our Holy Father has blessed the
miraculous image of Our Lady of Perpetual Help;_ a wafer
made of tissue paper to be taken in water.
" It should not be taken as a trial ; that would be trying
God. It should be taken every day in a communion with
the Will of God until He is pleased to hav wrought in us the
cure we are most hoping for.
•
" While taking, say: My God, attached to the Cross with
you, how can I complain! Thy will be done, not mine.
Good Mother of Perpetual Succor, obtain me relief and be
praised. . Amen.
" We sell it at cost price, 50 cents per 100, to help tlLe sick.
Address Joseph Gosselin, 198 Grand street, New York."

The discovery of this remedy ~arks an era as distinctly as the birth of the savior of mankind. Mr.
Gosselin should be canonized and sainted. No
sordid pedler of a patent medicin he, but a philanthropist of broadest sympathy and open purse. He
sells his great discovery to all the world for a paltry
sum. One hundred pieces of tissue paper for fifty
cents is very cheap, and Mr. Gosselin will, no doubt,
in addition pay the postage to forward them to any
part of the United States. The medicin combines
ease of taking with true piety, and composed as it is
of pure papal blessings cannot injure the most delicate of constitutions. Drank in water, it will not
blacken the teeth, but stimulates the appetite,
strengthens the muscles, and thoroughly invigorates
the system. _ The formula is of itself an infallible
remedy for lock-jaw and stuttering. No one who repeats it accurately and rapidly can long remain afflicted with these dreadful complaints. No deleterious
drugs are used in its compounding, and no minerals
nor acids to destroy the delicate structure of the
stomach. Papal blessings, the basis of this wonderful
remedy, are purely vegetable in nature, being extract
of cabbage-head; and the paper used in the composition of the wafer may be made of rice.
All sicknesses yield alike to to this remedy, and it
may be-taken for acute disorders as efficaciously as
for chronic diseases. Fevers, cuts, burns, sores,
broken limbs, scrofula, baldness, in fact, all the ills
which a:ffiict mankind, are as one to this medicin, and
for making its merits known we shall not charge Mr.
Gosselin a penny, conceiving that the gratitude of
our readers will be ample recompense for the small
space used.
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lend such enchantment to the view tha,t what was glorious
then is vulgar now ?
!Ir. Conway also speaks of Mr. Reynolds as "flinging his
mud about." It was not mud at all. Several weeks ago we
printed the principal passages for which Mr. Reynolds was_
indicted. Everyone of them was a plain statement of some
Bible absurdity, and several were taken verbatim from an
article by Mr. 'Foote in one of our own special numbers.
Perhaps Mr. Uonway is obliged to make a concession to
Bumble when he writes letters in an English journal.
One part of Mr. Conway's letter, however, givs us much
pleasure. "As I write," he savs, "THE TRUTH SEEKER, of
this city, is printing it [Mr. Reynolds's pamphlet] off by
thousands for clamorous buyers." So long as ''blasphemy"
g;ets disseminated, advanced Freethinkers need not mind
being called names.
·

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Remsbnrg-Lucas debate at Leon, Kansas, did not·
take place, Dr. Lucas for the second time backing out. The
notorious Clark Braden was sent for, .but, of course, Mr.
Remsburg refused to meet him. No Freethinker should ever
suffer himself to be even spoken to by Braden. The miserable scoundrel should be left severely alone.
MRs. E. DEMOTT writes: "The Hempstead, N.Y., Freethought Association held its annual meeting for the election
of officers last Sunday afternoon, June 19th, at the residence
of Mr. Franklin H. Mo!lineaux. The president gave an interestin?; address, reviewing the work of the association during the year past, and considering the best methods of carrying on the work for the next. The following officer~ were
reelected, viz.: President, C. F. DeMott; vice-presidents,
Robert B. Jackson and Elisha Hyatt ; .treasurer, Franklin H.
Mollineaux. The president appointed a committee on grove
meetings as follows: Joseph Carman, Elisha Hyatt, and F.
H. Mollineaux; executiv committee, C. F. DeMott, Robert
B. Jackson, and H. H. Seer."
AN attendant of the Newark Liberal League says: "As
soon as a person begins to think and investigate for himself,
independently of a priest or the clergy, he will gravitate immediately to Secular philosophy and Liberalism. Floods of
light are pouring through the clouds of delusion upon the
people, and they are beginning to do their own thinking.
Even in such cities as Newark and Orange, N.J., that are
said to be the hot-beds of orthodoxy, a large majority of men
hav come to the conclusion that they do not need the offices
of the clergy or priest. Light is beaming on their minds,
and they are coming to a knowledge of the truth. The
Newark Liberal League is like a beacon-light in a dark
place. But the members do not half realize what a benign
influence their little light is shedding through the darkness
that surrounds the place. It fs a very significant state of
things when Jews and gentiles, Infidels and Christians, Materialists and Spiritualists, agree to come on the same platform and reason together. The Newark Liberal League says,
' Come and welcome to our platform, if you can throw any
light on the great problems of life.' Recently Sereno E.
Todd, a deacon in the Congregational church, addressed a
crowded and intellectual audience, under the auspices of the
League at Newark, on 'The Scientific Conception of the
Soul.' Partition walls are being demolished between religious sects and Freethinkers, and the world is coming to the
light of truth. Men are beginning to feel proud of the fact
that they are doing their own thinking, and can dispense
with priest and clergy. Let Liberals hold up their heads and
assume a more manly attitude."
THE pope conferred the title of ''Defender of the Faith"
upon Henry VIII., and the faith that Queen Victoria defends,
says the Wm·ld, is that of the Roman Catholic church.
JoHN the Baptist's day, June 25th, was celebrated in Burlington, Vt., by the St. John Baptist Society with hurdle
races, standing jumps, tugs of war, a married men's race,
fat men's race, and so forth. The profits of the games went
to the new St. Joseph's church. Thus was recreation and
piety pleasantly commingled for the glory of God and the
good of the pockets of the priests. The Christian church is
a cosmopolitan institution, and it is a very curious denizen
of the sea that doesn't make good fish when in her net.
THE Methodist Advocate is made happy by the receipt of a
program of Easter services held in Pekin, China. Accompanying the program wa.s the following note, which added
immeasurably to the editor's delight. It is from the missionary in charge :
''We bad flowers, singing, praying, talking, responsiv readings,
scripture selections, and a collection. The latter •-mounted to
only $9, but, in order to raise that amount, a hundred schoolchildren voluntarily went Witl1011t thet•· dlrmer."

From the London Freethinker.

When Christian missions sink to the depth of meanness of
robbing school-children of their dinners that the missionaries
may hav money, they earn the contempt of all decent people
-and they will get it, too!

We are sorry to see a letter in the Manchester Guardian,
signed by Moncure D. Conway, reflecting severely on Mr.
C. B. Reynolds, who has been fined in America for " blasphemy." ~lr. Conway calls him "a fellow," which is a
curious sequel to a complaint of his "bad taste." Mr. Reynolds is also accused of using "Salvation Army methods."
Well, what if he does? Are not those very methods patronized by bishops in England? Is there not a Church Army as
well as a Salvation Army, and are not the operations of both
remarkably alike? The fact is, Mr. Reynolds simply carries
about a tent, which he pitches and lectures in, halls being
dear, and in many cases unprocurable for love or money.
Jesus Christ and Paul did even without tents, preaching in
the open air; yet Mr. Conway regards them as highly
respectable characters for all that. Is it because they
pre!lche<l. !lea.rly two t4ous11nd years a~o; !Uld qoes distance

THE Jews who become converted to Christianity are, says
the New York Sun, "simply brought up at an enormously
extravagant price. The London Society for the Conversion
of the Jews continues its existence because of a rich endowment and the desire of its officers and missionaries to draw
the salaries which it is so amplJ able to pay. So long as you
hav money enough to giv them their price, you can, of
course, get., converts to any sort of faith ; and the small
number of Jews whom the society has succeeded in purchasing shows that the people of that race and religion are extraordinarily proof against such pecuniary temptations to
abandon their brethren." The Sun is undoubtedly right in
this. Converting Hebrews is a business a few hypocrits hav
worked up, supported by a few fanatics. It is more senseless th!ln the work of the American Tract Society,

Is Mr. Reynolds a

"Fellow~"

~----~~.--------
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Ujommunicnfions.
'l'he Parson.

fingers on a cold day, if dealing with it at a:ll-rakes
up an old-time cough in June, and in July IS packed
off to Europe to recuperate for four months, with a
fat purse made up for him by his fat-witted congregation.
The parson, take him by and large, is a coldblooded fish, and doesn't warm up worth a cent to
the pleasures which go toward making life worth
living-not on his nativ heath he doesn't.
On some other heath he has been known to sail in
and harvest about as much fun to the square inch of
heath as the next man.
The parson at home and the parson abroad are
two very different individuals oftentimes Distance
from home lends a great deal of enchantment to the
parson's view at times, and the greater the distance
the greater the enchantment, not infrequently.
The average parson, when on some foreign stamp·
ing ground, is. a good deal like a hermi~-cr~b-he
comes out of his shell t.hen, and shows up m his true
colors and proportions. The trouble is,· he gets in~o
his shell when he returns, and becomes the conventional theological crab again.
Though the parson comes high-be is high at the
lowest rates-Christians must hav him. They must
hav the gospel expounded one day in the week, even
though they expound poker, and dally with cussedness in general, the other six days.
There is more or less mixed metaphor in this
screed, the parson being held up as a scripture~;;lugger, shooting-iron, engineer~ pot-hunter, c;ab,
fish, etc., but mixed metaphor, bemg to the stntJght
variety what the cocktail is to straight whisky, is
palat.able at times-if not this time, some other tim"e.
Verily this is a quisby world, and if there be a
quisby character in it, it is the parson, take him by
and large. This is simply my unfeltered opinion,
that's all. Those who harbor faltered opinions are,
of course, contrary minded.
Sr SLOKUllr.
P.S.-Though bearing the same title, this screed
is not the story of "The Parson" in the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL-not by a long chalk. The parson
of that tale was a thoroughbred. Peace to her
ashes !
S. S.

such may be the case, though I believe such instances
of help and guidance in time of trouble are exceedingly rare.
. The case of Mrs. Langworthy, as related in the
Pall Mall Gazette shows what" a sympathetic race of
men priests are. She, it appears, applied to two dignitaries of the church for advice in her hour of need,
and hoped one or both would hav been willing to
use their influence in helping her to gain a living,
but., as might be ex:pected, she fou_n~ ~either of them
inclined to do anythmg beyond enJommg her to trur;t
in Jesus. But as events hav turned out, she has discovered that the outside public were better to trust
in than all the gods ever invented. Her experience
of clerical assistance is by no means a solitary one.
Indeed, it is quite the rule. A priest is ahyays ready
to assist a rich believer, but a poor one IS voted a
nuisance, and may go to the devil as quickly as possible. Wherever there is any plunder to be bad,
there the priests are gathered together, but poverty
ill. any shape or form is odious and always to be
avoided.
J. D.
London, England, June 6, 1887.

AS HE APPEARS TO TilE NAKED EYE OF TilE WRITER.
The parson is a party who e~pounds ~be scriptures
to sinners. E1·go, the ~a:son IS t;tot a jiDI~er. .
.
. The scriptures are wntmgs whiCh reqmre a great
deal of expounding, and more pounding. The parsons who pound the scriptures the heaviest are most
ill demand.
These theological w~ang-bangers are the Sullivans
of the profession, and draw the biggest crowds.
. They also draw the biggest salai;ies. They likewise
. never fail to draw sharp on time. They never keep
the cashier waiting.
The parson pounds and expounds the scriptures
according to the tenets of the sect under whose banner he enlists.
These sects, on t.be Protestant side of theology,
are divers and many. Cousequently divers and many
are the expoundings. Variety, which is said to be
tbe spice of life, is the spice of Protestant theology,
Some Other Absurdities.
it would appear.
On the Catholic side of the house this spice is
The attempt is made continually by the reverends
lacking. There you get B.c. hardtack from one
and by the apologists for the Christian superstition
century's end to another. Stale as is the provender,
to claim all the great men of the past as friends, beyou must take it on or be damned ! This seems to
Iievers and moral supporters of the church and its
be rough, but it is the law of the Medes and Persians
dogm;s. Th~ latest n?w i~ to clai~ Lincoln. as a
of Catholicism.
Christian behever. This sticks out m a late hfe of
Had I to choose between the two, I should most
Lincoln by Hay and Nicolay. It is only by assertio~~
certainly choose the Spice Islands of Protestantism.
It is all assertion, for they never quote a word of his
Giv me spiced dishes before stale and flat hardtack
in support. I hav by me a life of Abraham Lincoln
by Charles Maltby, 1884. The author, on page 26,
of the B.C. brand. I bad enough of that brand furuses these words: "Early in the spring of 1831
nished by Uncle Sam, during the late ruction, to his
noble army. I am not in the army now, and don't
Denton Offut, a trader from Kentucky,· came to
want either diet.
Sangamon county purchasing produce for shipment
The Protestant parson is a party of muitifarious
to New Orleans. . . Soon after the arrival of the
parts, not individually, but collectivly.
·
boats at New Orleans . . a general stock of merAs I before said, he pounds and expounds as he is
chandise was pUl'chased, with which Offut and Lintrained to do. He trots out hell in its brightest red,
coin returned to New Salem. Lincoln was retained
or passes it by a left oblique, as it were. He may
in Offut's employ as chief clerk at a salary of $25 per
bank the fu·es, and keep hell on tap, so to speak, or
month and board, and the writer of these memoirs,
he may declare the fires to be spiritual, minus brim. . who had not attained his majority, was emstone.
Our London Letter
ployed as assistant at a salary of $15 per month."
These theological field-pieces are of multifarious
The trial of C. B. Reynolds for blasphemy has, I
We quote these. words to show the reader that
caliber. There are a few big guns, and from these take it, resulted. in a virtual victory for the Free- Mr. Maltby was necessarily in Lhtcoln's company
they range down to penny pops.
thought party, for although the prosecutor obtained very much for fifteen months. Mr. Maltby givs one
Their grand field and firing day is Sunday, when a verdict, yet the penalty inflicted was so ridiculous quotation from Mr. Lincoln's words, and they are as
they all go off with more or less detonation. A considering the enormit.y of the m:ime in the ·eyes of follows: "When any· church will inscribe over its
funny thing. with these pulpit pops is that it takes the orthodox party that it appears to me that Lib- altar, as its sole qualification for membership, the
those of the smallest caliber the longest to load up, eralism, as you call it, is felt to be a pow,l'lr that it is savior's condensed statement of the substance of
scarcely safe to oppose too violently for fear of both law and gospel, 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy
while their explosions are the lightest, of course.
In many instances, these are not sufficiently loud consequences of a rather unpleasant nature to the God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
-to keep the sinners awake. This is rough on the "unco guid." The judge who took the chief part in with all thy strength, and thy neighbor as thyself,'
guns shooting at them, but then these are doing the the case was apparently just such another gentle that church I will join with all my heart and all my
best they can to thunder and boom, so it can't be Christian as the one who tried Foote, Ramsey, and soul."
helped.
Kemp here for their connection with the .Freethinke1·.
The fact that Mr. Lincoln never joined any church
·The parson is alwayB cocked and primed for a shot It was very considerate of lVIr. Childs to mitigate the is proof that he never found one that used tha~ i~
on the fly at sinners, but his gnmd feu de joie-I penalty on the supposition that the defendant was scription-nor any one else. By these words It IS
guess this should be feu d' enjer-comes off on Sun- ignorant of the law, and no doubt said what he did plain that Lincoln was simply a Deist-that and
day, when all natUl'e quakes, as he thinks.
on the matter to let himself down lightly. It was nothing more. It is absurd to claim Lincoln as a
The parson who trains and fires before a rich con- fortunate Colonel Ingersoll was well enough to Christian-the only words he uttered were to be
gregation/ is generally a gun of some considerable appear in court, for although a pliant jury would be interpreted the other way. Mr. Lincoln delivered a
caliber, if not more.
only too well pleased to implicitly follow the opinions speech in Springfield, IU., June 26, 1857, the theme
He is mighty careful, however, that he doesn't of the judge, the outside public would be greatly in- being an answer to the opinion of the United States
shoot point-blank at the sinners in front of him who fluenced by the speech of a powerful advocate. For Supreme Court, March 6, 1857, in the very celebrated
pay his big salary.
the future people will he rather chary of setting Dred-Scott decision. Mr. Lincoln said that ChiefLoading with blank cartridges, be aims and fires obsolete laws in motion, and every such prosecution Justice Taney used language which bore this interlow, retiring after the firing is over, conscious that tends to weaken the party who make and use these pretation: "The public estimate of the black man is
he has wounded none of his friends where they liv- iniquitous statutes, while on the othe1· hand the more favorable now than it was in the days of the
not touched them on the raw, you know.
views held by those who are attacked will be studied Revolution." Mr. Lincoln, in refutation of the asThe guerilla parson, of the Sam Jones type, loads by many who were previously quite indifferent to sumption, shows in the following emphatic and burnup to the muzzle with shrapnel, canister, chain shot, anti-theological questions.
ing words what devices, intrigues, and unhallowed
Priestcraft always bas made, and always will make, means were used to rivet the shackles and tighten
shell, grape, slugs, old spikes, etc., and will let-hergo"Gallagher, slam-bang, point-blank, perfectly re- itself obnoxious whenever opportunity occurll, and the ehains of his bondage: "All the powers of earth
garclless as to whether he brings clown crows or. the more it does so in this age the better, for al- seem rapidly combining against him. Mammon is
tUl'keys, skunks or stags.
though t,he majority are more or less in favor of after him, ambition follows, philosophy follows, and
He bags more or less game, but as he doesn't stop religious institutions, they are little inclined to .see the theology of the day is fast joining the m·y."
long in the field, the game, somehow or other, takes assumption carried too far. The old question of the Mr. Lincoln well knew that the Bible established and
to itself wings and mysteriously disappears over yon- utility or otherwise of church bells is again cropping upheld sl::tvery, and, as an Abolitionist, did not beder, somewhere, nobody knows just where.
up, and the matter is being discussed by one or two lieve one word of its alleged divinity. This is well
The average parson is mighty slim-waisted in the of the daily papers. To an invalid the horrid discord known to all who were his intimates. If Mr. Lincranium, and wasted is his fragrance on a more or of a dozen or more bells from as many steeples, all coin had been one of those superstitious tenderfoots,
less desert air. He wouldn't make an average cob- being worked at the same time, must be as great he would never hav arrayed " the theology of the
bier, by a long waxed-end.
torture as any to be endured in a supposititious hell;. day" as one of the upholders of crime. No! they
A poor parson, a poor eongregation, for a sure but of couTse this is of no moment to a priest who is always pass over the glaring absurdities and impert.hing. This parson knows no such word as economy anxious for people to come to his show, and for that fections of holy writ., and bridge the bloody chasm
in his dealings with helL He is a wholesale dealer end acts in the same manner as the showman at a from Genesis to St. John's hallucination with nice
in brimstone, with fire enough to do an immense deal county fair. The reason given by one curate for platitudes about the "blessed redeemer," the "love of
of grilling.
declining to discontinue the nuisance when urged Christ," and the undying respect that the Lord has
~e has no friends worth mentioning in the congre- to do so by a parishioner on account of a sick relativ for the "cheerful giver." Further, I am intimately
gatwn to let up on, and as he considers the whole was that God ordered :lVIoses to hav bells fastened to acquainted with James Tuttle, an "old-timer"kerboodle his enemies, he plays hell, as his best card, the tails of the Levites' gowns, and therefore if he a real landmark-who, forty years ago, located upon
at them for all it is worth. The difference between stopped his bell he would be liable to everlasting his present lovely farm near Atlanta, Ill., a point
the salary he gets, and that which he thinks he damnation for disobeying God's commands, though midway between Springfield and Bloomington. In
ought to get, be makes up in giving the sinners hell. what connection there is between Moses and a mod- early days M:r. Lincoln, before railroads were runAnd what do the sinners care for him or his hell? ern curate, and gown bells and church bells, it wop.ld ning, used to stop over-night with Mr. Tuttle, on his
J:ifot a ti~ker'~ dam-this is not a cuss-word, but a puzzle the curate's God or anyone else to find out. trips to court in Bloomington, and on his return.
?am whwh tmke~s make of putty to keep the solder But it will always be so-the arrogance of priests Mr. Tuttle was telling, lately, Mr. Remsburg and
m place-but retire when the fireworks are over and can be extinguished only by abolishing the priests, myself how it was that Mr. Lincoln and himself used·
pursue the even tenor of their previous ungodly ways. and the sooner this is done the better for mankind.
to compare notes in regard to their belief. In those
The upper-crust parson has a soft snap of it. He I There is a great amount of talk about the sympa- days, Mr. Tuttle says, Freethinkers were scarce, and
draws !rom five. to :fifteen thousand dollars sala.ry, thy shown by the clergy to the suffering in mind or I when he found a sQu] like Lincoln, who had sense
deals gmgerly With hell-hardly enough to warm his · body, and it is quite possible that now and again and independence, be made most of his opportunities
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for enjoyment. He says Lincoln was a free, independent thinker and talker, and, as far as lVIr. Tuttle is
concerned, it was revealed to him just what Lincoln
thought, and he takes pleasure in testifying to the
fact.
,
.
In the Chicago Times of yesterday, I read an article from the editor, entitled the "New Revision.''
The attempt rrJade was to show why the new
version was almost entirely ignored, I was not
a little astonished to find a paper so well: up in facts
and independence taking the ground it did. The
Times says that it is to be attributed, in the main,
to the respect the believer has for the musty old
volume. It is hallowed with age; the family record
is therein; quotations are on the gravestones; it
tells when the children were born, manied, or
died; the chapters and verses are handy. Now it is
simply absurd to say that these are the causes. It is
generally understood that hell is knocked out
by sheol. From this cause the clergy hav refused to
recognize it. A Bible without a literal, seething,
roaring hell has no charms for a priest. What would
the church come to without a live, real, working,
sulphur lake for sinners? There must be a veritable
hell; the clergy see the need of one ; they wil~ not
giv it U:p. The timid must be slaves! Not ~atisfied
with eternal torments after the resurrectiOn, the
Catholic church has reared and maintains a half-way
house of agony called purgatory, to escape which it
is necessary to contribute cash or equivalentsmostly cash-to save souls from torture for that
wonderfully indefinit space of time that intervenes
·between death and the regular judgment. Oh! what
fools mankind will be! What slaves ignorance does
make ! Oh ! the terrors of that demon fear. It is not
the love of humanity that holds dupes in line, it is a
mortal dread, Intelligence is the only hope. As
mankind think, and study, and observe, and reason,
they become free. It is the only chance to free mankind. If intelligence goes on apace, there is a
lively hope that a better day will come. It is coming.
If a prayer was ever answered, I would say, Let us
pray.
JOHN BusHEL.

Brotherly Love.
[The following note explains the subjoined poster:
"Pittsburgh, June 15, 1887.-Inclosed find docume~t
extensively circulated in Ireland by P!'otestants I_n
1820 in derision of the pract,ices ··of the Catholic
church. I obtained it from a ·gentleman who
brought it from Ireland many years ago ]
THE UIFALLIBLE FRA'l'ERNITY OF TITE TRUE FAITH IN LONDONDRURY aND NEIGHBORHOOD

Are hereby informed, that on_the 4th of November last there
arrived iu London, by the Boulogue steame~, from th~ Continent (vide papers of that date), a large quantity of_ Crucifixes,
Crosses Agnus Dei's, Rosaries, Charms, Bleeclmg Hearts,
Images: and Relics of Saints and Martyrs, a Miracl!lous Ca_se
of which has been received at Crab Lane, and Will be disposed of to those of the Holy Faith only, who ~ay feel SJ:liritually inclined to purchase the same, commencmg on Chnstmas clay next, The whole as described will be offered at the
under mentioned low prices :
500 Images
250 Images

of our Holy Mother, from ls. to 5s. each.
·
of our Holy J\:I0tller blessed by the Holy Fathers, from
5s. to £5 each.
.
Q
3 500 Cl'Osses, all blessed at the Vatwan, fromld to .s. 6d, each.
4:000 Rosaries, from ls. to 5s. per set.
50 !:tos~tries, blessed by St. Spencer, from 7o_. _6d. to £1 ls.
.
7,000 Pictures of Bleeding Hearts, beautifully colored to hfe, at
various prices.
10 000 Agnus Dei's, from lil. to £1 Bach.
.
2o'neams of Consecrated Papero, Grl. per sl1eet (for pr1vy pnr!JOSeB).
500 Gallons of Holy Water, me,de by the Priests, and bleB~ed 111 the
3 w~~~~f;ads of fragments of tho real Ct·oRs,.4d. !Jer cubic inch.
3 Hogsheads of teeth, selected fmm all tho l:lam~s m the calendar,
as cbarius for children teething, and 111 stnngs for expectant
mothers.
,
c t T'
''0 Barrels of Soil, from the grave of Fat,lJer _Sneeley, oun Y lPperary, wben boiled in milk will cure all d:seases, ~cl. per ounce.
An endless quant,ity of Blushes for young ladtes gomg to coufession, 3d. per dozen.
·
.
6 Bags of Saints and Holy Fathers' bones, a sure remedy for ro't 111
potatoes.
.
Any quantity of Plenary Indulgences, brought over by Carclmal
Wiseman, for all sins, ranging from sh-Jooks to murder, pnces
according to the iniquity.
6 Special Pontifical Iuclulgences for those who hav doubted the
Faith, 100 guineas each.
.
.
90 000 Consecrated Wafers, the purchasers of onewllf be ent1tledto
' a week's absolution, anu so on in proportwn for any greater
· h est b'"c
11
Thonumber.
last copy of Den's Theology to be sold to the h1g
er.
N

Purchasers to the amount of ooe pound from tlie above
~election, wili be entitled to a sight of the following relics,
which hav been collected for the express purpose from all
the Catholic churches in the world :
St. MichaBl'B Cudgel that 1'ruised the Devil.
Tbe Holy Poker, and a pa1r of the Pope's Old Shoes.
'l'lle Angel Gabriel's Toot,hpick ar d brnsh
fit.. Joseph's Spo1<eshave, Gimlet, ancla Nt\il he intencleu to drive.
,Tnrlas Isca1•iot's Lantern, (wants glazmg)..
.
.
'l'lw Holv Hand from G>trswoocl, a touch from winch w1ll cure the
Hch.
.
k' t I
Sr.. 'rhomas-a-Becket's Nightcap anq J\Iac ·m os '·
~t. Switbin's Umbrella and Clogs.
.
A p1ece of the Bridge of Pm·gatory, taken wheu last re,n"'uecl.
St. Loyola's Strait-Jacket. Fool:s C~p, and CH.t-o'-mno 1.a1ls.
'!'he Dice the. Soldiers played wnh for the Ganneut.
El perilla del sa~mmeuto (stuffed).
'l'he Skin of the Devil's forehead (t,anned).
The end of the Devil's 'l'ail, with st.iug a.tt.ached.

Pllrchasers to t!1e amount of five pounds will be entitled
to see the following:
.._Crucifix, the timber part of the real Cross.
'l'llree 'l'hi"h Bones, proved to be St. 8t-epllen's.
'!'he Bonlrlfll' St:me that gave him the finisher, 3 cwt.
'l'he Devil'H Nose, as pulled oil' by St. DnustH.u.
A Bunch of Keys, supposed to b" St. Peter's (rathor rust.)').
St;, Patrick's Wheelba.1:row and Hod.
. .
'['lle Sknll of St,, DelllnH. a large crack m 1t.
Tlle Froclt and Bnstle of 8t. Brirlg-et.
.
~it,_ Anne's Stockings (want darning), H.IH\ a Lock of her H~tll'.
'l'he Rope that Judas hanged himself w1t.n.
, ..
A Wallung St,ick, made from the Cross of the Good Tlnef.
Gnv Fttwkes's Box of Lucifer i\Iatches and Dark Lan tcru.
.
A 1(·ngr qua.ntit.y of preHerv~d Pw~.nhnneM i'ronl va.nona Nunnenes
(would hav been youug s~tints D V.).

Pnrchasers to the amount of twenty pouurls aucl upwards
will be entitled to see tlw following:
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Two Skulls of St. Peter, one when he was a little boy,
·A Pair of the V1rgin Mary.'s Garters, to be presented to a Chapel
in building.
Pope Joan's Blessed Baby, preserved in spirits.
•
The Pope's Shirt that he wore when he vacated Rome (rather discolored).
·
St. Wmifred's Hearl, ~tnd a Bottle of her Holy Water.
One of the Tails of Balaam's Ass.
A Sack of· Hair from Nebachadnezzar•s Back.
The Virtues of St. R. I, P., of St. Helen's, wrote by himself.
A Shawl left hy a Lady at the Confessional (not an Irvinite).

tiv do so by narrowing their thoughts and interest to
things which can be spoken of without venturing .
within the region of principles, that is, to small prac-_
tical matters which would come right of them~elvs if
but the minds of mankind were strengthened and
enlarged, and which will never be made effectually
right until then; while that which wou:ld strengthen
The female faithful are affectionl).tely informed that there and enlarge me~s minds, free and daring speculation
will be a raffle in the Confessional for Phelim's Wart and on. the highest subjects, is abandoned.
Staff. Early application for shares will be necessary, as a
* ll:great number are already bespoke.
* by the errors of one
Truth gains more even
If all the lots are not disposed of in a few days, the
remainder will be put up by Lottery, and to insure sobriety, who, with due study and preparation, thinks for himhonesty, and good behavior, the following childless Monks, self, than by the true opinions of those who only hold
Nuns, and converted Noviciates, hav been selected to superthem because they do not suffer themselvs to think.
intend the disposal :
Monk Oliver
·' Jud•ts
Busy Bee
"
Riddle
"
·worsted
The Monk of Sutton
Noviciate Bottler
"
Auctioneer
Paregoric
"
Waggonbody
"
Thimble
"
James

Sister Calimanco
" Mercy·
" Nancy
" Duchess
" Postage
" Finger Post
Perverted for Worsted
"
\Vork
"
To Sin no More
"
Filthy Lucre
Love
"
A Sweet Bibby

After the distribution of the prizes, the Fraternity will be
shown, at the foot of the Altar, a faithful copy of Taylor's
Will, with Wiseman's Jesuitical explanation thereof; and
then a grand prophetic Emblematic Exhibition by two
Priests in Person, of the great battle that is to be fought between the Protestant Bishop of Westminster and Cardinal
Wiseman, for the title, when it will be left to Providence
and themselvs to fight it out; but it is expected that one of
the priests will get rather warm, and he that represents the
cardinal will drop in for a sound drubbing (a laSt, Collins,
of Liverpool), and run off from the contest, to the amazement, consternation, and pity of the faithful; during his
flight the organ will play a solemn requiem for the poor cardinal and the rest of the flock.

Not that it is solely ol' chiefly to form great thinkers
that freedom of thinking is required. On the contrary, it is as much, and even more, indispensable to
enable average human beings to attain the mental
stature which they are capable of. There hav been,
and may again be, great individual thinkers in a general atmosphere of mental slavery. But there never
has been, nor ever will be, in that atmosphere an
intellectually activ people. Where any people has
made a temporary approach to such a character, it
ha11 been because the dread of heterodox speculation
was for a time suspended.

**

In respect to all persons* but those whose pecuniary circumstances make them independent of the
good will of other people, opinion on this. subject is
as efficacious as law; men might as well be imprisoned as excluded fi·oiY1 the means of earning their
bread. Those whose bread is already secured, and
who desire no favors from men in power, or from
bodies of men, or from the public, hav nothing to
fear from the open avowal of any opinions but to be
ill-thought of and ill-spoken of, and this it ought not
to require a very heroic mold to enable them to bear.
There is no room for any appeal ad rnisericordiam
in behalf of such persons. But though we do not
now inflict so much evil on those who think differently
from us as it was formerly our custom to do, it may
be that we do ourselvs as much evil as ever by our
treatment of them. Socrates was put to death, but
the Socratic philosophy rose like the sun in heaven,
and spread its illumination over the whole intellectual
firmament;

. The foregoing document shows how the Protestants loved their Catholic brethren, and also how
carefu:l they were not to injure their feelings. But
if the same rules were applied to the distributors of
this that the -Protestants apply now to Infidels, they
should hav bee~ prosecp.ted for blasphemy. Every
Christian papei' that we hav seen has applauded the
conviction of lVIr. Reynolds because he "outraged
the sentiment of the community." The circu:lar is as
well or better calcu:lated to outrage the sentiments of
a Catholic Christian community than anything lVIr.
Reynolds said or wrote. But to the intolerant Protestant bigots it makes a great deal of difference
whose feelings are wounded, No Infidel must shock
***
their pious sentiments, under penalty of the prison;
But
it
is
not
the
minds
of heretics that are deteribut they can make fun of their religious opponents
with impunity. Such are the morals of Protestant- orated most by the ban placed on all inquiry which
ism, and such their consistency in maintaining free- does not end in the orthodox conclusions. The
greatest harm done is to those who are not heretics;
dom of speech!
and whose whole mental development is cramped,
--------~~~--------and their reason cowed by the fear of heresy. Who
The Liberty of' Thought and Discussion.
can compute what the world loses in the multitude
JOHN STUART MILL " ON LIBERTY."
of promising intellects combined with timid characWith us heretical opinions do not perceptibly gain, ters, who dare not follow out any bold, vigorous,
or even lose, ground in each decade or generation ; independent train of thought lest it should land them ·
they never blaze out far and wide, but continue to in something which would admit of being considered
smould()r in the narrow circles of thinking and studi- irreligious or immoral1 Among them we may occaous persons among whom they originate, without sionally see some man of deep conscientiousness and
ever lighting up the general affairs of mankind with subtil and refined understanding who spends a life in
either a true or a deceptiv light. And thus is kept sophisticating with an intellect which he cannot
up a state of things very satisfactory to some minds, silence, and exhausts the resources of ingenuity in atbecause without the unpleasant process of fining or tempting to reconcile the promptings of his conimprisoning anybody it maintains all prevailing opin- science and reason with orthodoxy, which yet he does
ions outwardly undisturbed, while it does not abso- not, perhaps, to the end succeed in doing. No one
lutely interdict the exercise of reason by dissentients can be a great thinker who does not recognize that
a:ffiicted with the malady of thought.
as a thinker it is his first duty to follow his intellect
to
whatever conclusions it may lead.
**
Unhappily there is no security in the state of the
***
public mind that the suspension of worse forms of
But I must be permitted
to observe that it is not
legal persecution, which has lasted for af>out the the feeling sure of a doctrin (be it what it may) which
space of a generation, will continue. In this age the I call an assumption of infallibility. It is the underquiet surface of routine is as often ru:ffied by attempts taking to decide that question for others, without
to resuscitate past evils as to introduce new benefits. allowing them to hear what can be said on t~e conWhat is boasted of at the present time as the revival trary side. And I denounce and reprobate th1s preof religion is always, in narrow and uncultivated tension not the less if put forth on the side of my
minde, at least as much the revival of bigotry ; and most solemn convictions. However positiv anyone's
,vbere there is the strong permanent leaven of intol- persuasion may be, not only of the falsity but ~f. the
erance in the feelings of a people, which at all times pernicious consequences-not only of the permcwus
abides in the middle classes of this country, it needs consequences, but (to adopt expressions which I albut. little to provoke. them into activly persecuting together condemn) the immorality and impiety _of an
those whom they hav never ceased to think proper opinion; yet if, in pursuance of that pnvate JUd~
objects of persecution.
ment, though backed by the public judgment of ~Is
*"'*
country or his contemporaries, he prevents the op~n
A convenient plan for having peace in the intellect- ion from being heard in its defense, he as~umes·_m
ual world, and keeping all things going on therein fallibility. And so far from the assumptiOn bemg
very much as they do already. But the price paid less objectionabl~ or less ~an~erous ?e?ause the
for this sort of intellectual pacification is the sacrifice opinion is called Immoral or Impwtis, this IS the case
of the entii-e moral courage of the human mind, A of all others in which it is most fatal. These are
state of things in which a large portion of the most exactly the occasions on which t~e men of .one g~n
activ and inquiring intellects find it advisable to keep eration commit those dreadful mistakes whwh exmte
the genuin principles and grounds of their convic- the astonishment and horror of posterity. It is
tions within their own breasts, and attempt in what among such that we find the instances memorable in
they address to the public to fit as much as they can history when the arm of the law has been employed
of their own conclusions to premises which they bav to root' out the best men and the noblest doctrins;
internally renounced, cannot send forth the open, with deplorable success us to the men, though some
fearless characters, and logical, consistent intellects of the doctrins hav survived to be (as if in mockery)
who once adorned the thinking world. The sort of invoked in defense of similar conduct toward those
men who can be looked for under it are either mere who dissent from them, or from their received interconformers to commonplace, or time-servers for pretation.
truth, whose arguments on all great subjects are
meant for their hearers, and are not those which hav
SEND for a. catalog of our publications. It is
convinced themselvs. Those who avoid this alterna- mailed free

..
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The Priests of Missouri.

"
If THE TRUTH SEEKER had published
the story that
thirty Roman Catholic priests in one diocese had
been guilty of all sorts of misconduct, the Cathplic
press would hav said that we told a falsehood. But
Bishop Hogan, of the diocese around Kansas City,
Mo., has said that, and it remains to be seen what
the church authorities .will do to him for telling tales
out of school. Mr. Hogan had occasion to suspend
a priest by the name of Hynes, at Pierce City, and a
business concern sued the priest for a lot of furni·
ture he had purchased. One of the witnesses examined was the bishop, and while upon the stand he
admitted the authorship of a letter in which he
named thirty priests, giving dates and full details,
who had got drunk, got into street fights, got into
houses of ill-fame, got into jail, and into trouble of
almost all possible kinds. The following is a partial
list, which the bishop gave as samples:

"1869. Received in the St. Joseph diocese the Rev.
Bingle subscription ............................................. . $S 00
Michael Haley, priest of diocese of Cloyne, tried in diocese
5
00
One subscription two years, in advance ................ ..
5 00 of Buffalo and failed, as he had failed in Cloyne. RecomTwo new subscribers .......................................... .
mended from diocese of Buffalo to diocese of St. Joseph.
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... .
5 00 In diocese of St. Joseph (Brookfield mission) constantly
drunk ; once made an assault on a female. Got sick, was
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................. ..
7 00 taken into Sisters' Hospital, Felix street, St. Joseph, and
died there in 1870.
One subscriptio11 with three new Jmbscribers, in one
"1869. Received into diocese of St. Joseph, the Rev. Mr.
remittance ................................................... .
8 50
McGinnis (Breckenridge mission), constantly drunk. · BeOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
longed to diocese of Dubuque; sent out of diocese of St.
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
Joseph in 1870.
by number over five at the same rate, invariably
"1869. Received into diocese of St. Joseph, Francis
with one remittance.
O'Reilley, student, recommended by priests of St. Louis.
O'Reilly had been a student in Cleveland. No cause assigned
.A Scientific " Religion."
for leaving Cleveland. After ordination had charge of
In THE TRUTH BEEKER of July 16th we shall begin the pub- Platt9burg mission. Was constantly drunk. Afterward got
lication of a series of papers which we know will be most permission to go in the Newark, N.·J., diocese; there got
publicly drunk, and had to be put into a hospital asylum. Is
favorably received by the Freethinkers of the country-a
now going round irom city to city a drunken wreck.
series written specially for our columns by Prof. Felix L.
"1869. Received into diocese of St. Joseph, the Rev.
Oswald. Professor Oswald's book, '' The Secret of the George Turk, from diocese of St. Louis. Got charge of
East," has made him known to the Liberals of the country, Conception mission. Was constantly drunk. Got the people
and his contributions to the Popula;r Science Monthly, the of his congregation to fighting each other, and going to law
North .American Re'Oiew, the Forum, etc., hav made him a with each other, fighting at church on Sundays, and Iawing
each other the remainder of the week in court.
solid reputation as a scientific thinker. He is also author of
" I cannot giv you a history of each individual case of
the following books published by Appleton and Lippincott : misfortune and of crime. The recital would be too long,
Physical Education, Summerland Sketches, ZoOlogical .and often too shameful in detail. I mention names and
Sketches, Household Remedies, and the Poison Problem.
dates only of a few :
" 1869. Rev. Herguemoether, Carrollton, dismissed 1871.
The title of the series which we shall publish is, " The
''
1870. Heffinger, Carrollton, dismissed 1872.
Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of Secularism. A Con" 1870. Rev. Foley, Liberty, dismissed 1871.
tribution to the Religion of the Future." The purpose of the
'' 1870. Drohan, Carrollton, dismissed 1871.
papers is to demonstrate the natural basis of ethics, and to
" 1870. Seebold, Weston, dismissed 1873.
exp'ose the immoral tendency of the Christian religion in
" 1870. Gotagh, Maryville, dismissed 1870.
many of its tenets, such as the natural depravity dogma,
" 1871. Saigmule, cathedral, dismissed 1872.
" 1871. J. Jacobs, cathedral, dismissed 1872.
· tending to the suppression of normal instincts ; the alleged
" 1871. H. Jacobs, dismissed 1872.
sinfulness of unbelief, suppressing the spirit of free inquiry;
" 1871.· Steindle, Brunswick, dismissed 1872.
the imaginary duty of blind submission to established
" 1873. McMahon, Weston, dismissed 1872.
authorities, fostering fiunkeyism and mental prostitution;
" 1873. Jerry Murphy, commission 1!!-nd jobber, dismissed
and other-worldliness, which encourages the neglect of this 1874.
world's interests and duties. Against these Christian teach'' 1875. Zwyte, Saxton, dismissed 1878.
" 1875. Munt, cathedral, di~missed 1875.
ings, so detrimental to humanity, will be set in contrast the
" 1876. A. Here, Plattsburg, dismissed 1877.
Bide standards of natural religions, by showing the identity of
" 1876. Galvin, cathedral, dismissed 1877.
duty and inclination in normal specimens of our race" 1876_ Herbert, cathedral, dismissed 1877.
adducing the health-protecting instincts of young children,
"1876. Kiley, cathedral, dismissed 1877."
their love of physical exercise, their candor, their inquisitivRecounting his experience with these priests, the
ness-all suppressed by the preposterous methods of our
bishop says:
pa;rsonage-plan of education.
"I did not know then, as by bitter experience I now know,
Each chapter will be devoted to som~ special maxim of a
that priests ordained for and belonging to a diocese do not
code embodying the condition of earthly happiness: health, leave it but through compulsion or expulsion, especially
freedom, truth, order, justice, prudence, self-reliance, when the change is from a'rich to a poor dioceEe. Such exknowledge, industry, etc. These papers are replete with pelled priests are a happy riddance to the bishops they hav
anecdote and illustrations from history and the customs of grieved and the parishes they hav scandalized, but they are
foreign nations, and the author proves his positions by facts. a withering curse to the bishops and the·parishes compelled
To the critics of Liberalism who ask, " If you explode their to hav their services. It is true no bishop receives a priest
from another diocese without a recommendation from his
nonsense, what are you going to put in its place?" this series former bishop, but the former bishops are generally heartwill be a complete answer. The papers will continue for sore from scandals, vexations, and troubles, and hav no obseveral months.
jection whatever to hav trouble removed from their own
We would respectfully suggest that Liberals make extra doors. In their charity also for erring priests, in their writeffort to induce their Christian friends to read this series ten recommendations of them they giv them honorable menand·become converts to The Religion of the Future.
' tion for every good quality they hav-and the worst men
generally hav some good qualities; but they never mention
their faults, hoping that priests, when they go to a new
Three New Pamphlets by Colonel Ingersoll. place, and get another opportunity 'to do good, will avoid
We hav put in pamphlet form the last three articles by the faults that brought them into trouble before.
Colonel Ingersoll that appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"But, alas! human nature is very weak, and when temptaThey are
tions come again they are yielded to, and thus it is that, in
THE TRUTH oF HISTORY. This is a comment by Colonel trying to pardon and lift up erring men, we hav only got
,Ingersoll upon the religious lies t.hat hav been told about them into deeper disgrace, and given them opportunity to
disgrace themselvs more and more, and to carry and spread
himself, and first made its appearance in these columns.
disgrace from diocese·to diocese, and from parish to parish.
BIBLE IDOLATRY. A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the In this way priests liav been known to go from Ireland to
editor of the London Beculall' Re'Oiew.
England, and thence to Australia through the United States,
INGERSOLL ON MoGLYNN. Being the comments and opin- from one diocese to another, pardoned by one bishop, exions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church horted .by another, to no purpose but to spread quarrels,
between the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer, the contentiOns, and scandals through the chur.ch.
"The' constant shameful public and sacrilegious drunkenpope.
ness of the last three mentioned priests who were by my side
The price of each of these little pamphlets is three cents; at the cathedral determined me to wipe them and their kind
per do!'lel!., 30 cents; per hundred, $~.
out of my jurisdiction. Herbert, after repeated drunken-

ness, went into a spree for a week in my house. Was in the
house, broke out at night, got into a house of disreputable
women in his drunkenness, and was thrown out into the
street; picked up drunk, recognized, and taken into a home
and made sober and put into a carriage and taken to my
house. That evening Galvin artd Kiley were told by me to
prepare for the prpper celebration of the feast of the patronage of St. Joseph for Easter Sunday. On Saturday night
they stayed up all night drinking, carousing, and shouting.
Kiley fell dowri, blackened and almost broke his face in falling. Of course, the two sacrilegious priests said mass the
next day, and Kiley went into the pulpit and preached, with
his blackened and bruised face, to the people of the cathedral. This was on the feast of the patron of the diocese and
of the universal church. It was time for ine to. begin a
reformation."

This is good testim~ny in support of the charges
made against Roman Catholic priests, and it cannot
be said to proceed from an unfriendly source.
Everybody who pays attention to the order of the
priesthood knows that priests as a class are sensual
men, but it is generally impossible to convict them.
In New York, for instance, it has come to our knowledge that various priests hav been high livers-eating and drinking riotously, and indulging in other
disgraceful excesses-but when we hav asked our informants to put that down in shape for use, they hav
invariably declined. It is not often that a priest in
this city is arrested, though they hav frequently been
seen upon the streets in an intoxicated state ; the
police are almost to a man Roman Catholics, and a
good percentage of the judges and court officials are
of that religious faith. And in politics the church is
all-powerful, so that the priestly misdemeanants are
safe.
Bishop Hogan has done a good deed in exposing
the immoralities of the priests of his diocese. The
public will be curious, however, to know what' his
archbishop will do to him for his frankness.

.Another Curiosity for Mr. Lamar, of Chicago.
Perhaps the stupidest comment upon the recent
blasphemy· case is this from the Westm·n Rural,
published in Chicago :
"An ex-minister of the gospel in New Jersey has been
found guilty of blasphemy. He was a sort of imitator of Bob
Ingersoll, but without Ingersoll's polish and genius. Bob is
exceedingly blasphemous, but he does it in a good-natured
way, and in a style that robs it of a great deal of its harshness. But this New Jersey imitator was as uncouth and
rasping as the oath of a boy who is just learning to swear.
He made wretched work of it, and so disgusted everybody
that he was brought to the bar of justice under a statute of
the state that was a hundred years old, and had never before
been enforced. Ingersoll was his lawyer, and made a very
temperate speech; Mr. Ingersoll himself makes the mistake
of seeming to think that bold declaration and ridicule are
argument. This New Jerseyman appears to al~o hav thought
that calling God ' names' was sound and convincing argument. He did not convince, and could not convince, any intelligent man by such a course of anything except that he
was a low-bred, vulgar-mouthed person. If a man does not
believe that there is a God, that is his business. If he chooses
to say that he does not believe it, that is his business. But
when he delivers himself of a fiood of obscene language, that
is a matter that his neighbors hav something to say about.
He is indecent when he uses improper language even to a
gate-post, and the law that bringf! him to account is a good
law. Nothing is gained by blaspemous or other indecent
language, and in such a. case as this one under consideration
the only ~urpose of its use is to wound somebody's feelings,
and that IS not gentlemanly. We ardently wish that there
was law enough to shut up every vulgar mouth in all the
world, whatever may be the occasion of its belchings. We
hav a great deal of sympathy for the weakness of men, but
we hav not the slightest patience with a man whose tongue
delights in obscenity or blasphemy. It is unmanly, and
Colonel Ingersoll to the contrary notwithstanding, nobody
has any right in this free country to be unmanly."

Profounder ignorance of his subject is seldom
shown, even by a squash-and-potato editor. And a
narrower spirit than this writer possesses we hope
never to observe. ·The New Jerseyites would hav
felt very good if they could hav found Mr. Reynolds's
language to be even in(!ecent, much more obscene;
but our country friend from Chicago has n:o difficulty
at all in convicting him off-hand of the vilest obscenity. And the ease with which he runs blasphemy
into obscenity ought to earn him a place in Comstock's society, for the agent of the John-street soapboiler has torn his hair many times and oft because
he could not reach all heretics through his obscenity
laws.
.
His solicitude for the morals of a gate-post shows
that our agricultural editor's heart is in his· business,
and reflects credit upon his Christian training. We
agree with him that any man who corrupts a gate!?ost by blasphemous language ought to be shut up ;
Indeed, the rack and dungeon would be lenient pun-
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ishment. Every legislature should at once pass a
law protecting Christian gate-posts fn>m heretical
contamination, and the National Reform party might
well ask for a constitutional amendment compelling
decency to gate-posts as the measure of a citizen's
fitness for voting,
And then again, what a broad party platform would
that be which should demand that " nobody has any
right to be unmanly!" If it were properly called to
its attention, there is no doubt the Women's Christian Temperance Union would embody this idea in
its organic documents, even though it might be considered rather oppressiv upon the female sex.
The editor of the Wester-n Rural is in the wrong
place. His great abilities hav not sufficient scope.
Let him apply to Mr. Lamar, of his city, who will
undoubtedly giv him an engagement at his dime museum, in lieu of the Reynolds jurors whom he failed
to secure.

.S of the Queen's
Feature

Jubilee~

Fifty years ago, counting backward from June 21,
1887, Victoria Alexandrina became queen of England.
fi · h
·
h t
Last week Tuesday, the ftiet anniversary of t a
event was celebrated by her loyal subjects and
others, and commemorativ services were continued
throughout the week. In London one of the biggest
crowds the world ever saw lined the streets through
which she passed from Buckingham Palace to Westminster Abbey, within whose sacred and expensiv
walls she was originally crowned.
The queen of England occupies the position of a
medium between the Almighty and the British peopie. She is their sovereign by divine right, transmitted to her from the deity through the offices of
his ministers. At least, such is the theory; though
it must be said that the theory is hardly a scientific
one, and by many is considered idiotic in the extreme.
·
There are those, however, who believe in it, some of
whom are alive.
.
• .
At Westminster Abbey the proceedings, were of a.
so-called religious character, and were afforde~ by
the quean's loyal subjects, through taxation collected
by the sheriff, at an expense of $85,000. · It is a
matter to take pride in that they eclipsed in grandeur
even those which marked her coron11otion fifty years
· · ·
previously. The services were composed of.· the
mummery which passes for worship in Episcopal
churches, and when . they were over the procession
moved back to Buckingham Palace, incidentally passing. over a small child and killing it. It is doubtful
if the parents of_the child duly appreciate(! the honor
thus bestowed upon their unworthy offsprl_ng. It. is
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Erastus Wiman, an Englishman who owns the boats
and railroads connecting New York with Staten
Island, got up a celebration at Erastina an:d. St.
George's Park, and by advertising tremendous attractions induced about fifteen thousand people to
patronize his boats and to drink the beer which he
provided. From a-financial point of. vie·w, his patriotism had its reward.
From Washington President Cleveland. took it upon
himself to send Victoria word that he, but uttered the
general voice of his fellow-countrymen in wishing the
prolongation of her reign; which is well enough by
way of courtesy, but which in point of fact is untrue.
If the American people wished for the continuance of
monarchy in England, they were very inconsistent
in fighting against it in this country.
This jubilee affords the thoughtful person an opportunity to indulge one cheerful retlection1 na!Dely

·a

.

·is some radical sentiment quoted from the author pictured
over it. IJ?. the space between the portraits and around them
are arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and the
panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each
corner by Mr. Eckhard's design of the flag above the cross.
The whole makes an exceedingly handsome work for framOn~ Ecclesiastical Thumbscrew.
ing. The artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
The New York Herald assures the public that it are as true to nature as the photographs from which they
is in possession of certain knowledge that the were transferre~ The design will be sent postpaid by mail
parishioners of Dr. McGlynn's parish who do not for $1 upon application to Mr. Eckhard or to this office.
THE Alabama Sentinel, an official organ of the Knights of
oontribut~ to the support of St. Stephen's ohuroh
are being refused absolution at the confessional. Labor, published at Birmingham, Ala., has a shrewd appreciation of New Jersey. It says: "The imported Pinkerton
The Herald prints the following:
detectivs who, during the recent coal-handlers' strike in New
'' The reporter was told of ·the following occurrence in Jersey, fired into a crowd of Jersey City children, killing one,
the German ch-qrch of St. Francis of Assisi, in West Thirty- were acquitted of the charge of murder by the jury last week.
first street, a sample, his informant said, of what takes place Some of the local newspapers are inquiring "for the lost,
in other parishes : A lady went to confession last Saturday strayed, or stolen Jersey justice. It was busy at Morristown
night in the above church. She was a parishioner of St. at that time prosecuting C. B. Beynolds for blasphemy under
Stephen's. After she had told her little tale her confessor a statute two hundred· years old. Just giv Jersey justice
asked her where she lived. Friends of hers had been asked time and it will get there.''
the same question and she knew what it meant.
" 'I don't feel bound to tell you that, father,' she answered.
OUR Episcopalian citizens are gradually backsliding into
" ' Do you belong to the Committee of Thirty-five?' (This Romanism. The pastoral letter issued last year was almost
'is the executiv committee of the McGlynnites of St. a Catholic document ; and the plan to erect a cathedral is
copying the mother church. Now at the Long Island dioStephen's.)
"'If I did, father,' answered the fair penitent, 'it is not a cesan convention just held, a Rev. Mr. Geer "vigorously
denounced public schools as being worthless so far as remortal sin, nor yet a venial one.'
"'Are you a sympathizer with Dr. McGlynn?' persisted garded their efficacy in teaching the truths of Christianity,"
'the priest.
and said the schools ''are becoming worse as the days go on."
"'Yes, father, and I will continue to be.'
Mr. Geer should be reminded that the public schools are not
"'Then I will not giv you absolution,' said the confessor supported for the purpose of teaching religion, and then he
so loudly that, says· the lady, he attracted the attention of should get him to a monastery.
other waiting penitents.
·
TEE New York World makes the discovery that" the last
" 'Well, father,' said the lady, rising from her knees, 'I
;will never again ask you, or any other priest, to giv me ab- two-thirds of Robert Ingersoll's tribute to the memory of
Beecher i!!, a fine· specimen of blank verse.'' "Moreover,"
solution,' and she left the confessional almost in tears.
"·The priest quickly saw he had made a mistake, hastily adds the World, " it is a contribution to our literature which
.called her back, and after a few words gave her absolution. will do much to raise the average of American poetry. It
In futu.re ·the lady will attend another church Her name is is a master-stroke, and there is no good reason why it should
not appear in its appropriate garb in type." This is all true
in the possession of the Herald, but cannot be published.''
enough, but a lily is not improved by painting, and it is not
The priests are acting under orders; of course, necessary to use art to place one of Colonel Ingersoll's comfrom Archbishop Corrigan, _and this step indicates positions at the top of English literature. The World should
the church's determination to enforce obedience to study the sentiment of the tribute, not its dress.
its authority, so far as it can.
·
TEE Gape FeiJ!I' Advocate is published by a colored man in
As long ·ago as last January, THE TRUTH SEEKER
Wilmington,
Del., for and in the interests of the colored peosaid : "we are much mistaken if even the most deple. Negro preachers, in his opinion, are much like their
voted of Dr. McGlynn's parishioners does not weaken white brethren, and he warns his race against them. He
in his.allegiance when the authorities put the ecclesi- says: " There is nothing that does more to injure the negro
astical screw upon the lay thumb. A refusal of race than the ig·norant jackass preachers who prey upon the
church privileges-confession, absolution, sacraments, pockets of the colored people. On Sunday these Bibleburial rites-to be followed by excommunication, will smashers can be seen after their pulpit harang is over sitting
around some of their members' houses, with another man's
bring most of the Catholics of St. Stephen's parish wife, waiting for the last old hen to be put on the table that
to their knees." One of the measures that we men- they may stuff their hypocritical hide. They, as a rule, are
tioned is now being tried, though, we are glad to say, always wanting to build a church, and therefore can be
without success in ·the one instance that has become found with a little book collecting money for that purpose,
and when it has been built it would not make a good-sized
pv,blic. In how many instances it has succeeded, coal-house. Generally these pulpit gymnasts know as much
who can say~ It is generally reported and believed about preaching as a Tennessee mule knows about probation
that Dr. ·McGlynn has been threatened with excomafter death.''
munioation should he not reach Rome by July 2d,
WHEN the Perfectionists at Walnut Hills, Ohio, were ex· . away his oon t umacwus
·
t an d h e
; t o exp1am
con d uc,
posed about a year ago, and forced by public opinion to dis. h. as publ'1cIy sru·a th a t h e w ill no t go. Wh en. h e h as continue their peculiar worship, which their religious
su:ffiere d th e ext reme penaIt y th a t the ch urch oan opponents called scandalous, they joined the Methodist
· :fl'1ct , wh en h'1s o ld pans
· h'wners h av b een b oy- church of the place. Recently the authorities of the church
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poor, the g1ver of eternal pam or pleasure, or Will Joseph as really as of Mary,
th ey
. d enounce her for what she 1s,
. an arrogant tyrant,
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"Fourth., Power to work miracles under certain conditions."
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TEE queen of England's jubilee, celebrated June 21st, was
th e mtWlloo
__ 1.. d an d womanh oo d t o th row o ff a II o th er
not allowed to pass without the religious row usual when
fear~
large numbers of people get together. In Belfast, Ireland,
jubilee bands were attacked by Catholics, and stones fiew
Editorial Notes.
thick and heavy until the police appeared. After a hard
IN answer to a question from a subscriber we may state- fight, in which many policeman as well as rioters were
for about the fiftieth time-that D. M. Bennett was a Spirit- injured, the mob was dispersed. In Cork about fifty persons
ualist and Atheist. That is, his faith was strong that the· were disabled by Catholic rioters, and a newspaper office
phenomena of Spiritualism proved another existence for mor- was raided. In Boston, Mass., U.S. A., because the city
tals, and he had no idea whatever that a personal God granted the use of Faneuil Hall to a British society for a banexisted. Sometimes Mr. Bennett expounded a philosophy quet, the Irish Catholics surrounded the building and yelled
akin to Pantheism, but on straight theological lines he would and fought vigorously. It took three hundred policemen to
prevent the good Irish Catholic citizens from mobbing the
properly be .put down as an Atheist.
banqueting society. The rioters nearly killed several EngMR. CHARLES EaKHARD, treasurer of the American Secular lishmen, the policemen nearly killed several rioters, and the
Union, has published the Nine Demands in a more attractiv militia were put in readiness t<.> defend the city from a furious
form than any in which they hav previously appeared. At uprising ·of patriotic Irish Catholics. In New York the
the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper 24xl9 inches Catholics held funeral services in various churches to mourn
are the cabinet-sized likenesses of Jefferson, Washington, and for the "Irishmen who fell in holy Ireland's fight." If our
Paine, the Fathers of our Republic. At the sides are Frank- good Irish Catholic citizens would keep their quarrels to
lin and John Adams, and between these two are printed the themselvs, they would appear to better advantage. EnglishNine Demands of the American Secular Union in conspicuous men in this country hav the same right to celebrate the
type. At the foot are Lafayette, Girard, and Ingersoll, mak- queen's jubilee that the Irish hav to hold Home Rule meet.
ing eight li~enes~fi)s in !J,ll. lnsc!:ibed beneath each portrait ings, and the lrishmen sho11ld r~;member it,
that the reign of divinely appointed kings and queens
is a half century nearer its end than it was fifty years
ago when Victoria was crowned in Westminster
Abbey.
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WHITE CHUROH, KAN., June 1, 1887.
MR. Eorron: I don't know when I hav been more shocked_
than since I hav learned of Elmina's incarceration in a filthy
jail. How long is it to be the case that Liberals are to be
treated in this manner? Is it not 11.stonisbing to know that
_ so pure and philanthropic a person as she can hav such indignities heaped upon them? I hope you will make it hot
for her base persecutors. I am old and sick, but I say, Long
liv TaE TnuTa SEEKER, and may your lives be spared to ba_ttle for the right. My regards to Heston.
I. P. MARTIN.
LEoN, IowA, 1lfay 24, 287.
MR. EDITOR: The Liberals had their first regular meeting
last Sunday, and adopted that constitution you suggested
some time ago of an Illinois society, and published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, namely, moral, social, and industrial basis.
The names of the officers of the Leon Secular Union arc:
A. E. Ball, president; W. E. Gammori, vice-president; Mrs.
A. B. Ball, treasurer; and Mrs. J. W. Long, secretary, We
were assembled for a pic-nic last Sunday, as well as for general work, and just as we had our fishing-tackle ready, and
swing hun')!;, a much-needed and welcome shower drove us to
the house of our worthy president, on the bank-s of Weldon
Creek, where we listened to speeches, readings, essays, recitations, music, etc. Everyone resorted to some favorit
amusement after dinner, and over fifty persons did all
in their power to act natural, human, and to sustain a Secular Sabbath. We meet again at the same place the third
Sunday in June.
JoHN W. LoNG.
ORANGE, N. J., June 20, 1887. ·
MR. EDITOR : My residence is near far-famed Morristown,
the place where Brother Reynolds was hauled up and finer!
$25 for expressing an honest opinion in regard to certain
_words and phrases. The result of that farcical trial may be
set down as a grand triumph of Freeth ought over orthodoxy.
Although friend Reynolds was required to pay a fine, the
verdict of the people was in his favor. Reynolds was not on
trial. The case simply hinged on an insignificant technicality, viz., "Bad that old obsolete law been violated?" That
old law, which had been a dead letter for two hundred
years, was revived and put in force. Of course, honest
urymen had to admit that the old law had been viobted,
which gave a wooden-headed judge a show of authority to
impose a nominal fine. But they are all sick of it. You
will see that such a miserable law will be repealed next
winter. The people of Boonton and Morristown are just as
sick: of and ashamed of the whole affair as they can be.
That $25 has made more proselytes to the cause of Freethought than thousands of dollars would make if expended
in any other way. We cannot compute the grand infiuence
of that little sum by way of bringing indifferent thinkers to a
Ess E. TEE.
knowledge of the truth.
OKETo, KAN., May 29, 287.
MR. EDITOR: As I hav not seen anything from this part of
the moral vinyard for some time, I thought it proper to let
the friends know how the cause was progressing in this part
of the great Sunflower state. The cause of Freethought is
being pushtd in quiet but effectiv manner. The Cone
brothers, of Axtell, and others are scattering Liberal literature all over the county, and its effects are being felt. By
the way, Mr. Cone has been carrying on a religious discussion through one of the county papers with one of the pope's
hired men, named Hurley; but alas! like others of his kidney, all Hurley could do was to call names and make faces.
His scurrilous replies, for they cannot be dignified by the
name of ·arguments, even disgusted the better class of his
own people. Mr. J. E. Rerr,.sburg gave a course of lectures
at Turner Hall, Marysville, a few weeks ago, and on account
of continuous rains the attendance was not as large as was
desired, but the lectures were well received, and a good impression made. Mr. Remsburg, besides being a good speaker,
is a courteous and affa)Jle gentleman, which qualities soon
destroy that prejudice which many Christians hav against
Freethinkers.
As so many hav their say on the Anarchy question, I shall
briefiy express my views on the matter. While I bitterly detest the principles of Anarchy, I do say that the Chicago
farce would disgrace the autocracy of Russia, and I am proud
to see the editor of the greatest Freethought journal in
the world stand up, not for Anarchy, but for the etermtl
right.
JoHN A. MAYHEW.

WEsT TRoY, N.Y., June 8, 287.
Mn. EDITOR: Let those who admire tyranny and superstition date from Cresar or Christ, but we who profess b_etter
things should use any other chronology, and I can think of
none better than the Bruno calendar. Although there were
nominal sciences even ages before the Mosaic Adam, yet
until Bruno showed that natural laws are universal, .there
was no comprehensiv and positiv science. As regards the
time of his death, a few days need make no dispute about
our era. The Christian era does not coincide with any time
given for the birth of its supposed hero by several year;~,
whilst it is not really the year 1 of Bruno's era until F~;b.
18, 1601, of the era of superstition. So far as convenience
and unity are concerned, there are other calendars than
the Christian one which are_ used by more people than that.
Bow long do intelligmt Americans intend to submit to the
muzzlement of the press? The latest development of bigotry
is the boycotting of a local paper by a West Troy police
judge, who assaulted three news-boys and deprived them of
their wares because his judgeship thought the Truth not fit
for distribution. Truth is a fierce West Troy political paper
wjth sound sense, and no love for the drunken Plagistrate.

The publishers, so says an extra, propose to proceed against
him for highway robbery. The editor has since been
brutally assaulted. It is an inter-Irish war. When Liberals
enough hav been fined, imprisoned, and legally murdered,
the great silent host of thinkers will make themselvs heard
in legislativ halls and secure the freedom to speak their own
minds.
·
A Christian has just asked me what we want of laws if
there be no God. I answer: "We do not want laws for the
sake of God, but for the good of man, and most of all we
need laws to protect honest Freethinkers from Christian
cowards and cutthroats. If there were no Christian nations,
the United States would need no navy. There is always
danger that a god man will get an inspiration and Guiteau
you."
·
JoHN P. GUILD.

fiuences to make him a· more moral and intellectual character, -the credit is in no way due to him, it was his fortune;
arid the more ignorant and idiotic are not deserving of blame ;
it was their misfortune in having been born and placed under
less favorable circumstances. No rational being would prefer being foolish or idiotic; those who are so in any degree
are not so by choice, but as the result of circumstances over
which they had no choice or control.
This view of things may not meet the views of many, but
that .does not make it less true. It will be indorsed by those
whose. minds hav become more enlightened, and consequently better able to view things in their true light.
What control hav we over the physical body, whether we_
shall be tall or short, weigh three hundred or one hundredand fifty pounds, hav bhick or red hair, inherit from our
parentage some bodily or -mental disorder? We hav no
choice whatever. We hav not been made to order, but by
natural law, and are as much the product of natural law a
the tree that has grown in the forest.
"Oh, well," you say, " that may be all true enough with
regard to the body, but the mind is different." Yes, themi~d is different, but governed by laws equally as strict.
If you are born of parents who bequeath to you a good
organism,- and instil into your youthful mind good- moral
principles, giv you a good school education, laying the foundation for a scientific one, the chances will be favorable to
your becoming an honorable and intellectual person. But,
on the other hand, you are born with faulty organism, inherited from parentage, and in infancy and youth your -surroundings are of an immoral character ; your school and
general education defectiv. You will be found to be mentally as well as physically what circumstances made you.
If you should prove better than your surroundings, it will be,
as. it were, by accident that some favorable infiuence had
reached you, and operated favorably on some good trait in
your moral or mental organism so as to lead you to pursue a
course better calculated to develop the moral and intellectual traits of character that may be in you, which otherwise
might hav lain dormant. It is not uncommon to see s_uch
-cases. So, after all, whatever we may be physically, mentally, or morally, we are the result of circumstances. Hence
the necessity of trying to introduce better influences.
If what I hav said be true, where does our individual
moral responsibility come in-responsibility for being where
and what we are, and not better than we are ? As well hold
a poor man responsible for not being rich, a silly man -for
not being wiser, a short man for not being tall, or a tree for
having grown <trooked. All are the effect of causes which,
under the circumstances, they were unable to avoid or reverse.
JoHN RAY.

WEST GRovE, PA., June 6, 1887.
l\'In. EDITOR: As I was visiting with old friends and relativs in the neighborhood of Longwood, I thought I would
llrop in here and see how they were coming on, as my ltabit
in former years has been to do so when I was in this particular neighborhood.
It is now nearly forty years since this yearly meeting of
the Progressiv Friends was inaugurated, to fill what seemed
to be a want of the more Liberal members of the Society of
Friends (Hicksite), with Oliver Johnson at their head. But
little by little its usefulness as a free and Liberal organization
has dwindled away. Their presiding otlicer on this occasion
was from Rhode Island, and I judge belonged to the Free
Religious school, of which the Index was the organ. His
right-hand supporter was G. B. Stebbins, of Detroit, who
was there to represent Spiritualism, to get subscribers
for the Relig1:o, to circulate copies of that paper among
the audience, and to· make fiings at Materialism and the
great Secular movement of the age. So that with these two
classes of minds that the Progressiv Friends of Pennsylvania
hav got set over them, it is no wonder that the more free, intelligent thinkers hav been withdrawing their material aid to
the support of these meetings, so that the subject of their
discontinuance was brought up for consideration. When the
vote was taken, some six or eight voted to discontinue, and
about twice the number to continue the meetings. One of
the leaders of these meetings, a capitalist who had paid
out his money with a liberal hand for their support, and who
had voted for their discontinuance, rose and remarked that
unless they could hav the names of thirty or forty to their
subscription paper for a sum of money from each one (not to
exceed five dollars), to sustain these meetings, they would
hav to be discontinued. So it would seem. as though the
continuance of these Progressiv Friends' meetings of Chester
county, Pa., hangs on the finance question, and as I hav been
an attender of these meetings, more or less, for the last
A. B. PIKARD TO D. LOIDS BODGE (POLITENESS OF THE TRUTH
twenty-seven years, I am not at all surprised that the intelSEEKER).
lige-nt Freethinkers of Chester county, Pa., hav got tired of
June 16, 1887.
·paying out their money to support this bogus Free Progressiv
FRIEND BooGE: I hav just read your letter to me in THE
Friends' yearly meeting, now run in the interest of cliques TRUTH BEEKER, and hasten to reciprocate the favor. And first,
and parties.
S. D. MooRE.
I will say that the papers containing your letter to me, and
mine to you, I hav given away, and therefore shall need to
MYRTLE CREEK, On., June 10, 1887,
MR. EDITOR : I hav not ·written any for THE TRUTH BEEKER rely on memory, and misrepresentation is not my name. To
for some time, but hav been doing something for our valua- be short, and as fair as short, the gist of the matter is this :
able cause through the columns of a local journal. I am You professed to be a friend of the spelling reform, and then
glad that S. P Pntnam is lecturing in this country. - If rhad when THE TRUTH SEEKER illustrated the nature of the remeans, I would circulate ~ur literature from one end of the- form by dropping ofi a useless letter .from a few .simple
words which even children could not be mistaken in, you
country to the other.
The clerical drones of Southern Methodism hav made ridiculed it by calling those words bobtailed-the very simtheir appearance in our little town. The Baptists were here plest method that could be employed to let the people see
a short time ago. The Presbyterians officiate once a month. that the reform would not change our language, as some peoIt is seldom that any of them get any proselytes. These ple suppose, but simplify its spelling, so that every child and
preachers will not meet us in open, free public discussion, foreigner knowing the alphabet can read. How you could
so they are afraid to slander us. They claim to reply to reconcile the two positions I couldn't see, and so I illustrated
some of our argument (in the hearing of those who never accordingly. If you had always been accustomed to hav
your photograph taken witb. three eyes in them, however
read it) when the author is in another country.
The Bible must be peculiar to justify so rriany creeds and blind the third one might be, and I should make you one
names of parties. Its ignorant votaries will not attempt to without the third eye, you wouldn't know yourself, nor pay
defend it, because they are unable, while its enlightened ones me for it, it would look so much like thoge bobtail words.
My friend, your words imply that those who spell giv, ha v,
will not by fair means, because they know better.
They know that their premises are false, and therefore liv, and nolej are spelling deformers. Well, I am in good
their conclusion must be false also. They know that the company. 111r. Webster and Mr. Smalley in their .spelling,
only way to perpetuate their claims and authority_ over man- to show the correct speech, spell those words _just as I do,
kind is by force-by force of law, by force of arms, and by and that is what spelling is- for; and I spell the first three as
force of superstition. But this they find cannot be accom- everybody else does, 'for everybody knows that the only obplished in Protestant countries. They find that they are ject of the invention of letters was to spell or represent the
losing control of the people; that whatever is intolerable sounds that constitute words, as figures were invented to
and intolerant in Protestantism must be vanquished, so that spell or represent numbers. Everybody knows that silent
what there is of real Protestantism will soon display itself iu letters don't spell anything, and for that reason in elementary
the form of Freethought, Liberalism, and humanity. But books are printed in italic. And now Mr. Bodge thinks
what there is of Romanism must. return to the old dragon those words are not spelled right because their useless eaudal
that gave it birth. It is obvious that many so-called Protest- appendage is left off. I wish Mr. Bodge had told us what
ants will go to Rome. Shall Rome ever rule America? Per- right spelling is. If he means that the customary spelling is
haps in a few short years we will hear the cry of "Rally right spelling, how can he be a friend to or in favor of reround the flag, boys." Many patriots will say when they forined spelling ?
One author says, " Spelling is representing a word by its
.hav read this, "Giv me liberty or giv me death."
proper letters." If this definition is correct, then we hav it
L. c. BILL.
that spelling is representation, and hence I say that a letter
WELLAND, ONT., June 6, 1887.
spells a sound. !,.etters were never designed to be grouped
MR. EDITOR: As the result of thought and investigation or clustered together to signify words, but simply to repreinto the why and wherefore of things being as they are to- sent to the eye the elements of speech. With Mr. Bodge
clay, I had arrived at the conclusion that they are so as the would reformed spelling be correct spelling if the common
result of natural law, which we hav not had the power to way is correct? He shoul_d hav given us some example of
control. Take the human race, for instance. We all are correct spelling of "nolej," for instance. Be has given us
just what we are as the result of circumstances not at our the common alphabet, and the names of the letters-thanks
command. None of us had any choice as to our parentage, for so much-without any reference to whether the sounds
birth, or country in which we should be born; are not re- are simple or diphthongal, which shows that my friend is not
sponsible for the traits of character in our organizations, nor an expert in the science of sounds. Be must know that the
for the infiuences operating upon us from the time of our names of letters amount to nothing ; his eyes are offended
birth to the present time. As we are to-day, we are the pro- when a useless letter is left ofi ; his ears would be offended
duct of cause and effect.
to hear it sounded on. It is evident that Mr. Bo<lge takes
If one person has been more fortunate than another in his the names of letters for their sounds, for he saJs of Mr.
organism, and has been surrounded by more favorable in- Pikard, " It seems a trifie strange for a man who has been a
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spelling reformer for thirty-five years to giv the sound of o
and e in this word [nolej], sounds which are not heard in it
1\t all, omitthig the sounds which are really heard, and then
triumphantly remark, 'I hav spelt all the sounds in it.'" Mr.
Bodge says, "You hav done nothing of the kind." There are
but five sounds in· the word, and I spelled it with five letters.
Now, how many sounds do I spell? Mr. Bodge says,
"Mr. Pikard don't spell as many sounds as there are in the
word." Mr. Bodge, how many sounds are there in the word
nolej ? ;!lfr. Bodge says, " Correctly spelled, the word must
be nalej "-a pronounced as in far. Does he spell any more
sounds than Pikard? Again, Mr. Bodge says to me, "You
spelled have and give "hav" and "giv," whereas correctly
spelled they would be hav and giv." Taking h!sown alphabet
for it, we spell the words just alike, and this shows that he
takes the name of a letter for its sound,.instead of taking the
sound of a letter for its name. Spelling reformers are gov~
erned by the sounds they wish to represent, and not by the
·
names of letters.
I presume Mr. Bodge would write living, livid, etc.,
without any tail to the first syllable; hence it would be a
bobtailed syllable. We learn the pro.perties of sounds by ear,
and the properties of letters by the eye, and then the relation between them. Mr. Bodge says my spelling of hav, giv,
and liv is spurious reform spelling, and. yet he spells them
just as I do. The only difference between us is, he goes by
- the old names of the letters, and I by the sou~ds they signify. He says, Bc-oh-de-gee-ee, and then pronoimces his
name; and I say, B-o-j, and then pronounce his name.
When Mr. Bodge comes to understand the subject, we shall
think alike.
The whole may be summed up as follows: The number ·of
simple elements of speech in the English. language cannot
exceed thirty-seven, and I shall be satisfied with thirty-four.
There are three intermediate sounds, that are called shaded
sounds, which I judge not essential to the meaning of any
word, and therefore I do not represent them.
I use thirty-five letters, thirty-four for simple sounds, and
i as a diphthongal letter; but even i is not essential. Now,
friend Bodge, suppose you and I put a little money together
and buy THE TaurH BEEKER a small font of type of twelve
or thirteen letters of the same size as those your letter was
printed with, so they will work right in· with those letters it
has without difficulty, including a little plate containing the
alphabet, to be put into a corner of the paper for everybody
to see, and then we can illustrate and demonstrate to the eyes
of all that wish to know.
Then you could furnish some of your nice: poetry, and I
some plain and home-made talk or story, and ~o establish an
alphabet that. cannot be faulted, if the edit&r will agree to it.
What do you say to it?
A. B. PrKARD.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., June 15, 1887.
ME. EDITOR: I was induced to subscribe for THE TRUTH
BEEKER on assurance that it is not a strictly partisan organ,
but its columns are open to discussion from all sides of every
question presented. But I note that the rule ~s objected to,
apparently with some effect, on questions of the most vital
and general importance to the human race. Raving been a
Freethinker· from my earliest recollection, I hav become
aware that intolerant partisan prejudice is incompatible with
Freethought. Moreover, though we think our best thoughts
to-day, perchance we shall hav better to-morrow. It were
oft a pity if we do not. For we often meet thoughts in books
and periodicals that, unless they serve to suggest better,
which they sometimes do, should hav been 'written in the.
sands upon the sea-shore and obliterated by the incoming
tide. Having been a free reader of everything that comes to
hand, I hav often noted a wide discrepancy bf!tween theories
and the logical import of facts. Hence the need of free investigation, Free thought, and free expression.
The modus operandi of creation, and the age of our planet
and it populations, are questions of no practical use or importance to anybody, and it is well they are not, for we can
get no reliable solution of them. The existence of our planet
and its population, and that the general condition of the human race on this planet is anything but satisfactory, appear
to be generally well-known and admitted facts that should
call for no further comment or explanation, Then what
are the possibilities of the future, and how can they best be
realized? appear to be the only quPstions of special importance to the human race that present themselvs for solution.
The theologist promises a happy-future in a "spirit-world or
in a physical resurrection on the conditions that we submit,
without protest, to the inequities that are practiced upon us,
which indicates that Christianity has greatly degenerated
since the days of its reputed founder, or a spurious article is
imposed upo~ us. The Spiritualist is more liberal, and
promises all a happy future in a spirit-world unconditionally, for which we should be duly grateful if he were duly
authorized to make such promis, of which there ·appears to
be a reasonable doubt. The Agnostic promises nothing, for
he knows he don't know, and will not venture to guess, but
thinks it best to "eat, drink, and be merry, for to-morrow
we die." By which it appears that the preacher of Ecclesiastics has a few disciples left to keep his lamp trimmed and
burning.
It being obvious that neither of the foregoing theories
presents a reliable solution of the social problem, I think it
advisable to direct attention to known facts and their logical
import; for unless we·hav an intelligent knowledge of these
we shall likely be hoodwinked with hnpudent fiattery and
subtle sophistry. Justice can never reign where ignorance
and knavery prevail. Hence ignorance, except when
hypocritically assumed as a false pretense, should be regarded as a misfortune rather than a crime. It being desirable that everybody should rightly understand the proper
;purpose and sl>4!lr!l of ~OV(ll"J}tp.tmt, ~nd to protest against

any invasion of individual rights, it should be equally desirable that everybody hav a correct understanding of what
should constitute individual rights .. The law of our being
appears to be the only just and reliable standard by which to
judge of individual rights. That law distinctly indicates that
every individual should hav an equal right to liv, and that
right logically involves an equal right to the means of living;
hence an equal distribution or ownership of all wealth. For
what purpose should government exist at all unless to secure
to everyone the means of living? I am aware that govern.
ments were evidently organized to secure a monopoly of all
wealth to a comparativly few, and hav evidently served that
purpose well and no other. Hence the need of reform.
_Transportation being but an integral branch or part of a
general system of distribution and exchange of products
that division of labor has made an absolute public necessity,
if there can hardly be any question of the justice and utility
of the national government having absolute control of transportation, there should hardly be any question of the justice
and utility of the national government having absolute control of the entire system of production and exchange. That
would enable us to secure an intelligent distribution of work
on the basis of the physical and intellectual ability of the
workman, and an equitable distribution of products to all
who need them. That being virtually admitted to be a just
principle, calling it Socialism will be a virtual admi6sion
that Socialism is a just principle, and is denounced simply
and solely because it is a just principle. Nevertheless, I
shall fail to see how it can possibly be the final goal of human destiny on this planet, but is an indispensable first
movement toward that goal. For private ownership of
wealth is the only known incentiT to all the violence, fraud,
and usurpation that has been committed on this planet for
the acquisition of wealth, power, and dominion. Hence it is
incontrovertibly the mother of all abominations and the root
of all evil, and must be abolished before any reform will be
possible ; hence, " no remedy is worthy of consideration
that does not strike at the very root of the evil." I think
Mr. Denslow is making that fact appear clear enough, though
it does not appear to liav been his intention to do so. Therefore I am well pleased with your giving liberal space to the
advocates of private monopoly of wealth. If it is your purpose to be equally liberal with those who advocate the equal
right of every individual to liv, and to the means of living,
I shall renew my subscription with pleasure, but not otherJ. A. TUTTLE.
wise.
CANON CrTY, CoL., June 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: As I seldom see a letter from this place, I
will attempt to inform the friends of intellectual liberty who
read THE TRUTH BEEKER how Freethought is progressing
here. Mr. Jamieson was here the latter part of December,
and delivered four good lectures, which roused the people
somewhat. The largest audience was about seventy-five,
which we considered good for this priest-ridden town. It
might be considered extremely good when we take into considerntion tb.at there were from one to four churches in this
town from twelve to fifteen years before the building of the
first school-house.
It will be naturally inferred that there is quite a prPjudice
in the minds of the Christians of this vicinity against Freethinkers and our Freethougbt organization. Immediately
following this organization, and dnring the religious excitement of last winter, my brother and sister were suspended
from school for persisting in speaking their sentiments,
claiming equal rights with our Cb.ristian friends, the account
of wbinh my sister Orella will giv in the Children's Corner.
The last evening Mr. Jamieson organized a Secular Union,
getting only thirteennames. Since then we hav met every
other Sunday.
Occasionally others than tlle members would come in, but
very seldom and very few. The Christians are afraid, appareutly, in spite of the fact that we are surrounded by
churches--seven in a town of three thousanu inhabitants.
For the first six or seven weeks of this year, a perfect cyclone of religious excitement swept over here. They brandished their. fire and brimstone at everybody, but got no
Liberals. There were a very few who were "on the fence,"
and claimed to get down on the other side, but now don't
know which side they are on.
The Methodist Episcopal church, the largest in town, was
filled night after night for three ·weeks with a throng, many
of whom were seeking salvation by faith. ll'[y sister and I
went six or seven evenings. At first we went for mere cnriosity, as we had never been to a revival before. We also
wanted to hear how the evangelist would abuse and misrepresent Infidels. He is no speaker; he would sing exciting
songs, and recite death-bed scenes, and tell how he was
saved, and how it rejoiced him that he and his family would
all meet in heaven-all calculated to rouse the people's feelings and create excitement.
The first evening we were there, he came to us and said
to each, ''Sister, are you a Christian?" "No, sir." " Don't
you want to be a Christian?" "No, sir." " Ob., sisters, I
am afraid God will think you are bantering him and take
you at your word and strike you dead!" We said, " We
hav no evidence there is such a being." "Do you mean to
say the Bible is a lie, and all of your friends liars?" " We
do not believe the Bible, but we think most of the Christians
believe what they claim to." " Hav yon a mother?'' '·Yes,
sir." " Is she living?" "Yes, sir.'• " Is she a Christian?"
"No, sir. She was once, but reason taught her better."
" Do you read your Bible?" ''Yes, sir; and find it contradiets itself. Therefore we cannot believe it." He said, "I
will giv anyone ten dollar.s who will show me ~ contradiction." I was on the point of repeating texts to him. but he
hadn't time to stop then, but went and ta_lked to s0me Christian brothers and sister~, whom he told he would stay for
another hour if they wished· it 1 and talk to and pray with
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them. The next evening we handed him a letter containing
contradictory texts, also claiming the ten dollars. The
third evening, instead of answering or paying, he abused the
Infidels, saying they were thieves, liars, and drunkards, and
he could see no reason for their claiming unbelief unless for
a screen for their meanness.
He claims to hav been a saloon-keeper fifteen years, "but
now he is going to glory, thank God!" One evening he told
how once, when he was riding on a train going around the
foot of a hill at the top of which a cabin stood, several dogs
came barking at the train, but one little puppy kept barking
and bowwowing and rolling over and over down-hill, but
couldn't make the train stop. He said that reminded hiJllcOf
little puppy Infidels who kept barking at the great train, the
church, but it, like the other, paid no attention, but kept
moving on.
.
I had the letter and texts_, and two other letters, published
in the city paper. In one letter I answered the above story
as follows: '' I admit that the propriety, as a minister of the
gospel, of your staking a ten-dollar note on the reputation of
the word of God is, to say the least, questionable; but, after
having done so·and fairly lost, then to sneak like a whipped
' puppy' behind the pulpit, is, in my judgment, even more
censurable. The Infidel 'puppy,' according to your comparison, has the courage to bark, but you, after having
boasted that one could put a thousand, and two teu thousand, to fiight, do not even dare to bark."
The reverend didn't ask us again to become Christians,
and I never heard him mention, or heard of his mentioning,
Infidels or Infidelity during his stay of two weeks after the
publication of my first letter.
Dr. J. L. York has just been here and delivered two good,
rousing lectures to houses of about two hundred each.
Sunday evening, May 29th, his subject was, ''Evolution and
Creation; or, How God Made the World." May 31st, his
subject was, "Individuality-What It Costs; and the Unburied Dead." Several hav said that he put entirely new
ideas into their heads. If so, the doctor deserves great
credit. Sunday evening, several young men went forward
to inquire of the doctor where they could get books on that
subject. Four more names added to our list. One of the
most pious brothers was there the last evening, and said be
thought the lecture splendid. The doctor thinks he will be
back this way in November. We hope so. We also hope to
see and hear Mr. Putnam in September.
Mrs. York is accompanying the doctor on his lecture tour
to Boston. They stopped with us while here, and were
visited by, and visited, several of the Liberal friends, all of
whom were very much pleased to make their acquaintance.
If the doctor is not, as r<presented, " the Ingersoll of the
Pacific," they certainly hav some giants over tb.ere.
Yours· for truth,
CARRIE LooKE.
SroNEHA~r, MAss., June 20, 1887. ·
To ll'l:ns. E. D. BLENKEn, Dear Sister: I hav read with sorrow and indignation the story of your arrest. I hav nlso
read your ll)tter in 'fnE TRUTH BEEKER of June 18th. It
seems to me you hav the right to use whatever terms you see
fit in private and under sacred letter seal. Whatever anyone
may think of the terms chosen, I cannot see that it is any of
their concern. Comstock must be more than prying and hnpertinent to meddle with private letters. With the fact
before us that a sealed envelope has no rights that he is
bound to respect, I cannot see that you or I or anyone else
should be obliged to pay letter postage. If suppressing vice
is interfering with private letters, then there should be other
men and methods used. Granted you hav gone too far, in
what way docs it affect me? The law does not compel me
to read your letters or write to you. If it compelR the letters
to be read in open court when they are not considered fit for
the private ear, I think it is time the court was suppressed,
or the law or Comstock. We are nearly all of us victims to
the law of inheritance and the curse of ignorance. I believe
that each one should strive in their own way to understand
this, and help others to knowledge. Knowledge of facts,
not prayers of faith, is our salvation.
Brother Macdonald's" String of Whens" was simply splendid-a magnificent sermon of ages in less than half a column.
I couldn't help thinking of another little when-several of
them, in fact, but this special one ran thus: When M.rs.
Blenker wrote letters, she was childish enough to suppose she
had as much right to private conversation with her pen as
with her tongue · that she wa& surrounded by male protectors who rep~se~ted (at election times) the dignity and manliness of true government, and that a woman should be interested in all that made the woe or bliss, the health or agony,
of the human raf!e. When a few more years pa.ss away, her
accusers will be11.r the same relation to moral history that
King George and Benedict Arnold bear to the history of the
United States.
Take courage, sister. One with right is a majority. We
who suffer for the sins of our ignorant ancestors will help
the future to unstained love anrl un inheritance of health of
mind and body. Sympathy is cheap, I know, but it represents the thoughts that shall pave the way to deeds:
Triumph and toil are twins: a.nd a.ye
Joy suns the clouds of sorrow;
· A.nd 'tis the martyrdom to-day
Brings vietory to-morrow.
I almost wish you were a man, and had run away with
someone's wife or daughter, or bad victimized some sweet
young girl, or had grown rich by cheating or living off of the
toil of others. The law and Comstock would hav been innocent and ignorant of your deeds. It would be so much easier
to be rascally than honest-easier to be vice in silk and
broadcloth than virtue in honest calico. Between you and
me, I dou't wish any such thing. I am glad you are a brave,
hnmauity-loving woman. It will be better for you and the
coming generations.
C. FANNJ:S: ALLYN.
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A Wonderful Remedy.

Edited lfJI Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
fUoer, Mass., to tJJhom all Communications fur
this a(YI'11hl' should ~ sent.
Between the dark and the da,ylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as tbe Children's Hour."

The Noisy Fourth.
Once again the Fourth is glorious,
And the youngsters are victorious,
As they about
Bright and early in the morning,
Thoughts of sleep and breakfast scorning,
They are out,
And the noise
Of the boys,
Busy hosts whom none can number, drives from
weary eyes of slumber
Of the morn,
While of rest the yells bereave us, and the early
crackers leave us
· ·
All forlorn.
Now farewell to peace and quiet!
For the youngsters' licensed riot
Has begun,
And the nervous must be fretting,
From the rising to tbe setting
Of the sun,
Sturdy men
Tremble then,
While the women, sorely frightened, with their
windows closed and tightened,
Stay at home,
Lest the serpents should caress them and the
bursting bombs distress them
As they roam.
Men and women, madly rushing,
Panting, squeezing, jamming, pushing,
Pack the trains,
And the steamers, where the madding
Crowd is resolutely adding
To their pains,
Wild and high,
As they fly,
Fiendish yells tbe youth are rising, and the bonfires still are blazing
Everywhere;
Crackers everywhere are popping, and the rocket
sticks are dropping
Through the air.
-----~.-.------=N...:._Y. Sun.

Any young folks who are suffering from
the same complaint as the little prince in the
accompanying anecdote are recommended to
try the same medicin. It costs very little,
and is sure to effect a cure.
Once on a time there was a king who had
a little boy whom he loved very much. So
he took a great deal of pains to make him
happy.
He gave him beautiful rooms to liv in, and
pictures and toys, and books without number. He gave him. a graceful, gentle pony,
that he might ride when he pleased, and a
a rowboat on a lovely lake, and servants to
wait upon him wherever he went. He also
provided teachers who were to giv him the
knowledge of things that would make him
good and great.
But for all this the young prince was not
happy. He wore a frown wherever he went,
and was always wishing for something that
he did not hav.
At length one day a magician came to the
court. He saw the scowl on the boy's face,
and said to the king:
" I can make your son happy and turn his
frown into smiles. But yon must pay me a
good price for telling him the secret."
"All right," said the king; "whatever you
ask I will giv."
So the price was agreed upon and paid, and
then the magician took the boy into a private
room. He wrote something with a white
substance upon a piece of white paper. Next
he gave the boy a candle and told him to
light it and hold it under the paper, and then
see what he could read. Then he went
away.
The boy did as he had been. told, and the
white letters on the paper turned into a beautiful blue.
. They formed these words :
" Do a kindness to some one every day."

Our Puzzle Box.

A SPRINGFIELD Sunday-school boy caused
a momentary sensation last week because of
·this speech, which he made as he tendered
his usual contribution: "Here's my'penny.
Father hadn't any, and mother hadn't, and so
I took this out of the yeast cup. I was
bound to bring one, even if we had to go
without yeast."
Two little boys were talking together about
a lesson they had been receiving from their
grandmothar on the subject of Elijah's going
to heaven in a chariot of fire. "I say, Charley," said George, "but would you not be
afraid to ride on such a chariot?" " Why,
no," replied Charley, "I sl:j,ould not be afraid
if I knew that the Lord was driving!"
LITTLE four-year-old had heard in Sundayschool, for the first time, of the omnipresence
of deity, and, like many an older head, was
puzzled. "But, mamma," queried she, wonderingly, " is he everywhere? Is he in this
room?" "Yes, my child, God is everywhere, even in this room," answered the
mother. The little one's face assumed its
company expression as she smilingly said,
" Take a seat, God!" She wanted him to
feel at home.
A LITERARY gentleman who has just seen
" The Story Hour " for the first time writes
of it thus: "I was so delighted with it that
I read it entirely through, and,. amid smiles
and tears, became a boy again. The style is
just my ideal of what reading, or rather writing, should be for children. There is so
much written and printed for the young at
the present time that is simply trash and nonsense of a low, silly, and disgusting type that
a perusal of ' The Story Honr' is delightfully
refreshing, and my interest was increased by
the reference to localities with which I was
familiar. I hope it will be the happy fortune
of· tens of thousands of our American youth
to read so invaluable a book and thus be
refined and elevated by the truthftll stories
contained therein."

1.-REBUS.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

Memory Gems.

THE STORY HOUR.

F1·om the Wurks of Thomas Paine. To be
learned and recited by The Truth Seeker
children.

A. Book for Children and Youth.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

It is from our enemies that we often gain
excellent maxims.

r1.56 P.M.

Society is produced by our wants, and gov.
ernments by our wickedness.
Youth is the seed-time of good habits, as
well in nations as individuals.
He who takes nature for his guide is not
easily beaten out of his argument.
Men who look upon themselvs born to
reign, and others to obey, soon grow insolent.
The nearer any government approaches to
a republic, the less business there is for a
king.
Immediate. necessity makes many things
convenient which, if continued, would grow
into oppressions.
Man has no property in man ; neither has
any generation a property in the generations
which are to follow.
Government, like dress, is the badge of lost
innocence; the palaces of kings are built on
the ruins of the bowers of paradise.
When the tongue or the pen is let loose in
a phrenzy of passion, it is the man and not
the subject that becomes exhausted.

II. :)0 P.M
Wanted.
2.-THE BEGGING FR!AR.
A friar of a begging order
Came across my garden border.
No professional alms-taker
Ever got a cent from Baker.
But advice I ?;ave unstinted,
And of several things I hinted :
"Why not work and by your labor,
Earn your living like your neighbor?
Why not mend at once your way, sir.
Answer me! What do you say, sir."
"To name my urder is my answer,"
• What is that?" "'Tis - - - - - sir."
" Then I'll decapitate, curtail you,
'
For no such cunning shall avail you.
Can: I not end it by this plan, sir?
Take this answer,------, sir!"
Then he tarried not to cavil,
But at once began to travel,
While the dog ran barking after
With a sort of canine laughter.
Irwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
3.-REBUS.
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tyra~es-

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day oi
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

T.l:te Ontcast. A deep, :finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance.· By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its abHolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a· vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de~re12:.. even
from so gjfted a pen as that of Miss wixon,
whose biilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o-

::The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should bo circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at thd Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
· Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO~

The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

By Israel W. Groh.
Price 25 cents.
Address
A,ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
. Price,
10 cents.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
Tb.e Story Hour ... For Ohildren and

Youth. :Sx_Susan H. Wixon. Without SuperBy L. R. SMITB.
stition. 'l'he .Only illustrated Freethinliers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large :type, heavy Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, • Price, 10 cents.
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
Published and for sale by
.
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
.'rwo Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Prille 10 cents. For sale at this office.
ELEMENTS
OF
A'~Dles of Gold.
A Story-Book for
tbe Young Folks. By Miss Susan H Wixon
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This vecy excel:
lent work for young master1 and misses, has
passed through a very large, edition, and a
FOR
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
photograph of the author which adds very
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
much to the value of the volume.

T'\te Youth's Liberal Guide.

Politics and self-interest hav been so unifm;mly connected that the world, from being
so often deceived, has a right to be suspicious
of public characters.

Ceremony, and even silence, from whatever
motivs they may arise, hav a hurtful tendency when they giv the least degree of
countenance to base and wicked perform.
ances.
Every age and generation must be as free
to act for itself,· in a.U oases, as the ages and
generations which preceded it. The vanity
and presumption of governing beyond the
grave is the most ridiculous and insolent of

Paino VinOicatoO !

UNIVERSAL HIS TOBY

That which may be thought right and
found convenient in one age, may be thought
wrong and found inconvenient in another.

Those who hav quitted the world, and
those who hav not yet arrived in it, are as
remote from each other as the utmost stretch
of mortal imagination can conceive.

FREETHOlJGHT NOVELS.

11.46.P.M Tlte Heathens of the Heath. A :finely

When man ceases to be, his power and his
wants cease with him.

The new, latest improved '14 karat filled gold·
watches are the best. and most durable in the
world for little money. Prtces again reduced.
Beven jewels, $25; 11 jewels, $27.50 ;'15 jewels, $30.
Sli>me, adjusted to heat and cold, $34. Ladies•, ·7
j~weled, $20; 11. $22; 15, f28; with glass inside cal!,
$3less; Louis XIV. style, $3 more; all best Amencan hunting stem-winde1·s; open face, gold cap,
$3less; open screw case, $5less; all cases accompanied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20;fyears. Above movements in a ounce silver
cases, $13 leM ; 4 ounce, $12 less ; 5 ounce, $10.50 ;
and 6 ounce, $9 less. All guaranteed one year and
sent prepaid, if on line of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not satisfactory.
.
WATCH WORK.
Send me your watcbes to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleaning; springs, $1; jewels, $1, and I will
return in perfect order prepaid. Best spectacles
or eyeglasses in the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Send line finest print you can 1·ead 14 inches from
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
eyes without glasses.
·
Rochelle, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Free thought
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. Liberal discounts.

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COO?

BYMISB SUSAN H. WIXON.,

A right reckoning makes long friends.

THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.

An old-fashioned proverb.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S OORNER
JUNE 18, 1887.
1.-Plum-bag-o. 2.-Catastrophe.

Correspondence.
June 5, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As I saw so many
boys and girls writing to the Corner ·I
thought I would write a letter, too. We hav
166 chickens and 12 turkeys. My little sister
and I hav a little wagon. I hav a set of little
dishes. As this is my first letter, I will close.
I am a little girl five years of age. .
Your little Freethinker,
SA~ EsTm:R Snos.

By

Prof. H.JII.. Kottinger~ A.M, Price; $1.00. This
volume arms at the eaucat10n of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER.

Bi.ble Inquirer. .A. Key to Bible In-

vestigation, Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers specificll.llY to 148 Bible P,ropositions
with numerous references and citations, that1
are contradicted in terms by the sa.me number
of olher propositions in the same book. Price
2~

OAnte.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"~OTES

ON INGERSOLL."

By Prof' H. lU. Cot1in~er, A.M.

This book is jnst what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendiu.m of history from 2,000
yearsB.o., on up to1883, all m a nutshell.-Elmina
Slen7cer.
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupY
an important place ; in t.he family it would be no
less important, as conveYing information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Mr. Cnttinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may
be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a concise and interesting historical text-book.-Miwau•
Ieee Sentinel.
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.50.
For Schools in Quantities, $1.50.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
OB,

Men of Business Who Did Something Besides
Making Money. 1\. Book for Young Americans.

By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exposure of the Oatholio priest's
Historical misstatements.
PrleG Vlotb, tl; Paper, 30 VeDI••

BY .JAMES PARTON.
Price,
Ad,dre~@

*'

~HE

-

$1.2~.

TRUTH BEEKER.
~afayeHe Plaoe, New York~
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Ingersolra· W'orka.
;fhe Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.
In five lectures..__ comprising, "'l'he Gods(
"Humboldt~ "'.l'nomas Paine," ''Individuality," and ".tl.eretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "·The Declaration of Inde])endence," "About Farmin_g in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past Itises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
..
c ·
What Must We Do to Be Saved t Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Relhdon. By R. G.
Ingerso!J, Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages,

l~mo,

_pape!,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid; Pnnted m
large, clear tyPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordiilary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously;
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lna-ersoll's Tribute$.
REDUCED IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent proRe poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heaVY toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing, "The titles are:

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been $1.00. We
offer them now at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH;
THE FOUR FOR FIFTY CENTS. Mailed secure
lom
akage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
28Lafayette Pl., New York.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

DANCER AHEAD.

Vindication -of Thomas Paine from

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San F'ranotscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.
.
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents. . .
.

.Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
In~ersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho-.
doxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, .library style, and containing over 1i300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
·

Tributes.

There hav been so many

MJplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over.
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heary- toned paper, 18x22, illu-·
minated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four. will be forwarded
to any address, for 50ots, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

~

By A • .J. GROVER.
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This

new book is a gem. It·is a model in every respect. In factt one of the richest~ brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besiaes-the celebrated" Decoration Day. Oration," ·never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapestbut never
brought together till now, many otner gems,'
selected from the speeches, arguments, 'lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-da:y- conversations of the author. The work is designed,
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as'
a rare personal souvenir. To hell' it serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with aiitograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for It.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and si;le, $2.50; in half calf, mottled .edges, elegant library style, $4.50; m full TurkeJ>: morocco; _gilt, exqnisitly fine, $7.50; in .full tree.
calf, mghest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

CENTS.

A.ddreKs THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE STRUGGLE
!!Oil

Religious and Political Liberty.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa.Jette Place, New York.

NEW YORK:

THE

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

Fathers of Our Republic,

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Paine, J etferson, Washington,
Franklin.

PRICE.

4-U

CENTS.

A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A:nnua
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 13, 1886.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Reported for the "Truth Seek..-" by

Price 111 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

40

PRIOR,

W. S.BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

50 cents.·

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

PRICE,
15 CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

boudoir, $1 ; cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

r

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cimts per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburl!' are:.
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinll' the. creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; . the Church and Civilization.; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

Vices Sanctioned by Scrij)i;ure Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In-.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
(:'uki.udness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty.
and Vagrancr; I_gnorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents i 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending " AntiProhibition" to the consideration of ever{ person
who is interested, not only in the cause o temperance, but in the principles of self govei·nment.J.J.McCabe.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

ftHE ONI.tY <0o~~EG!II

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunday Arguments · Origin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath during the Middle A~es; The Puritan
abbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abroll'ation of Sunday
Law& Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it, Choice extracts from ' Common Sense," .
"American Cri~is ""Rights of Man " and "Age
of Reason " are gi;.en; also, tribut~s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Em·ope and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted IJaper,.
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents. ·

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash"inll'ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

The .Apostle of Liberty. An address·
delivered in Paine Hall.,~ be:l'ore the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

RUPTURES CUR EDby

mylllediettl Compound und lmproTed
Elastic Sn.-.portcr 1'rnss in;rom30 eo
90 day4. Reliable t eferenr.es g~ven. Send
stamp for' circular, cmd sav 1n what papel'
you oaw mv adveriiBemenl. Addreoo Oapt.
.6.. Coll!ngi,SmlthY!lle.Je!!'eriOII QQ. lit. r.

w•

E:DI!IIION.

LIBERTY .AND MORALITY.
"I am very much pleased with it, and I wish the
eventy thousand ministers of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
wo d of it."
Price 15 cents
For sal• A.t this office

BOOKS ON MEDICAL .AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

NEw YoRK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

PRICE, fi CENTS.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Bi~le

Temperance:

Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 100 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
LI(lUOR DRINKING
cts. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and a. Each 5 eta. ll!oses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
the
11 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Relillion. 5 cts. '
Fictitious Gods. 6 eta. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith· and tbe New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts.. The Bible God and His Favorite.
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 eta. l\iiracle-Workers. 5 eta. ~ea\th, Wealth, 1
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Bram and tl).e Soul. 1
"
.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and . This is a companion book to Remsburg's Bible
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower Morals " 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Animals. CJ cts.
·
KER CO
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
Address THE TRUTH SEE
y ·•k
E. C., Lon.L>il., Eng.
28 Lafayette Place, New or •
1

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by
Bible.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND 1\IEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of n_ear!y 1fl000 pages, fully
illustrat~d. Cloth, $3.25-m Eng sh or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
BoyDoctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Fiv!l volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes m one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <.Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E.~- Foote, Jr., viz ..: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," represen tmg the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam/' considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY ffiooka and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_ages, cloth
bound, $2' "Heredity"
by Loring_ Moody, 159
IJ.ages, cloth 1 75cents; •1The Law of Heredity," by
F H Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.,;_' Generation before ~~r:en
eration " by Dr. E. ll. Foote, Jr., 10 <;ents, ;Re·
r orts of Conventions and Parlor Meetm!l's dunng
1882 "10 cents; "TPird Annual Co,?ventiOn of the
tnstitute of Heredity,M~~· 1~ 10 cents.
Address
THJ!l TRuTH SEEKEB.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY- 2, 1.887.
M. M. Trumbull, of Chicago. It is very good
reading indeed. Price 6 cents.
•

What I Know.
I know the summer's day is sweet,
I know that love is sweeter still,
I ·know that bliss is ne'er complete,
I know of no perpetual ilL
I know that life has many sides,
That some things here seem hardly meet;
I know that baseness often rides,
While virtue walks with weary feet.
Yet often want and wealth, I know,
But for each other's mask hav stood ;
And men, I know, where•er we go,
Are mostly happy when they're good.
I know that life, upon the whole,
Is well worth all we ha v to giv ;
And that the gra'llder is the goal,
Bo..much the grander •tis to liv.
I know that death is very nigh,
That evil shrinks before his breath ;
That only goodness givs " good-bye "
A rainbow in the cloud of death.

A series of letters on "Humanism versus
Theism; or, Solipsism [Egoism]=Atheism,"
addressed to "C. N.," hav been printed by
the London Freethought Publishing Company, 63 Fleet street, E. C. It deals with
abstruse questions of sensation and perception, and sells for an English sixpence, which
in America is increased to a quarter of a
dollar.

CoLUMBus; or, a Hero of the New World.
A Historical Play, by D. S. Preston. New
York and London, G. P. Putnam's Sons.
This pathetic poem, which has been highly
praised by Lowell and Edwin Booth, tells
how the brave explorer proved the falsity of
he old Bible view of the flatness of the earth,
set up by Spanish priests against his search
for truth, and thus made possible our country's greatness, visions of which are brought
in to help him disarm the mutineers who
would hav turned his vessels back. The
magnanimous generosity with which Queen
Isabella offers her jewels to equip him for
this voyage, and then vindicates his innocence
after he has been sent home in chains, is depicted with great dramatic power. Never
has the discoverer of America been portrayed
more nobly.
F. M. H.
"Lucifer Radical Tracts No.5" is entitled,.
'Thomas Jefferson," being a lecture by Gen.

Dr. Broughton, the astrologer, is going to
issue a pamphlet entitled, "Why I am an
Astrologer," the Introductory to which he
has already printed as a sort of herald of the
forthcoming larger work. The doctor thinks
he has reason to believe that the planets hav
an influence on the destinies of human beings,
and that those who do not agree with him
are ignorant of the subject. The Introductory pamphlet contains Professor Proctor's
remarks on astrologers in general. Dr.
Broughton's address is 66 West Fourth street,
New York.
The Esoteric Publishing Company of Boston issues a magazine called the Esoteric, No.
1 of which is at hand. The longest article is
entitled, "The Ultimate for Which We are
Laboring," being a lecture by Hiram E. Butler. It attempts to put a significance into
the Garden of Eden story, the visions of
John, and other things which we take no
stock in. Still, it advocates a doctrin, or
philosophy, that contains a good inany of
the humanities. Subscription price, $1.50
per annum; samples, 15 cents. Address the
Esoteric Publishing Company, 478 Shawmut
ave., Bo&ton.
Miss Susan H. Wixon spends the summer
months at the seaside resort at the head of
Buzzard's bay, on the coast of Massachusetts,
called Onset. This is where the Spiritualists
hold camp-meetings, but a good many other
people go there to enjoy the climate and
scenery. l\iiss Wixon is so well pleased with
the locality that she has written a book on
"Summer Days at Onset," in which nearly
everything connected with that resort is described with a glowing and eloquent pen,
and many interesting legends and anecdotes
are added. The book leaves the impression
that life at Onset is a_ pleasant dream.
J.D. Shaw, editor of the Independent Pulpit, has found it necessary to print a small
pamphlet, "A Myth Exposed," to defend
himself against the false charge that he left
the Methodist church because the conference
did not make him a bishop. Mr. Shaw explains that he quit the church because he
had ceased to believe what it taught, and
that the episcopacy had nothing whatever to
do with it. He has successfully refuted and
killed this lie, but religious lies, like those
who1ell them, generally die in the hope of a
glorious resurrection, and no doubt the res.
urrection of this one will come before the
present generation has tasted death. Man
cometh forth as a flower, and is cut down;
he fleeth also as a shadow, and continueth
not; but the pious falsehood is from everlasting unto everlasting.

THE TRUTH SEFKER ANNUAl.
Price, 2G cents.

•New Edition. Revised and E'mar.red.

MEN WOMEN & GODS.

w. FooTE.

Bu o.

" The Plague and Peril of Monopoly" is a
lecture by the veteran reformer, Parker Pillsbury, now published in pamphlet at 15 cents
per copy. In it Mr. Pillsbury, with vigorous
language, sets forth his views on the dominant subject of labor and capital. Some of
his statements are startling, though true, and
all his advice is good.

The Freethinkers' Magazine for July will be
a Fourth of July number. It will contain
- Wilfrel% B. Woollam.
Colonel Ingersoll's great centennial address
entitled, " The Declaration of Independence,"
Books.
also " The Declaration of Independence;"
THE CBBMATION OF THE DEAD. Considered a poem entitled, "Land of Liberty," and an
from an Esthetic, Sanitary, Religious, His- editorial by each of the editors on the same
torical, Medico-Legal, and Economical
Standpoint.
By Hugo Erichsen, M.D. subject, besides very much other interesting
With an Introductory Note by Sir T. matter. The number will be for sale at this
Spencer Wells, F. R. S. Detroit: D. 0. office for 25 cents.
Haynes & Co.
"The God of the Bible" is a small but
1'his work is a thorough and convincing
argument in favor of cremation. It would meaty pamphlet on the cruelty, inconsistency,
seem strange that the disposal of the dead by and absurdity of the Jehovah of the Hebrew
a method in every way so much superior to and Christian scriptures. It was written by
burying ~hould require more than to be men- a man who, up to an advanced age, had been
tioned in order to be adopted, but the fact is a believer in the Christian religion, but whose
clear enough that there is a great deal of own researches hav made him a pronounced
prejudice against it. All possible objections Freethinker. His analysis of the ark story is
are made, the noisiest one, of course, coming one of the most thorough we hav seen. Adfrom the church. No reform was ever heard dress Gco. K. Donnelly, lt'I.D., 212 North
of that did not find enemies in the pulpit. 11th street, St. Joseph, Mo.
Perhaps the silliest objection offered is that
the incineration of the dead would so destroy
the mortal frame as. to make resurrection of
the body impossible on the last day. Lord
Shaftesbury has answered this by asking
what in that case would become of the early
Christian martyrs who perished at the stake,
but it is well known that a reply to a religous argument never has the slightest effect
upon the maker of the argument; so the resurrection plea is still and will probably continue to be urged as long as it can hav an
effect upon the unthinking. The writer of the
present work holds that the dissolution of the
body is as complete by the process of gradual
dissolution as by that of incineration, and
thst therefore the resurrection will be mirac• ulous in its character any way; and if this is
so, the miracle might as well be a good one.
The only objection to cremation worthy of
serious treatment is that the incineration· of
the body destroys all evidence of crime in
cases where there is suspicion of poisoning or
violence. This is true, but the number of
cases is so small and the results of exhumation for forensic purposes are usually so unsatisfactory, that there is not really so much
force in the objection as might at first be supposed.
·
Dr. Erichsen has treated the subject from
all the points of view indicated by the title of
the book, and while he has devoted more
space to the religious aspects than they are
worthy of, perhaps he has taken the best
course, as an advocate for an unpopular
cause, to do away with the prejudice against
cremation.
The history of incineration and the illustrations of the different crematory establishments throughout the world, ancient and
·modern, form interesting and instructiv features of Dr. Erichsen's work, the price of
which by mail is $2.

lnftdel Death Beds.

B~

25 cents.
-·
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROMIBH AND ANGLICAN.
.An E!VJJose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 80 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

HELEN H. CARDENERi
Introduction ·by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; ·Paper, 50 cents.
TluJ Trad6 "puyptied at SpecialDiswunts
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
211 Lafayette Place, New York
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40C.; with autograph, 50o.

DID JEsu~i:~:rn~rsE FROM

BIBLE MYTHS

Price,

THE, CONFESSIONAL

The E'Didences for the Resu1-rection Tried
and Found lVa:-~.tin:g.

By Saladin.

The object of the work IB to point out,the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
ratiouaUstic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. SUn.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. Abo'u t 600 pages.

PRI<JE, 25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ttATlONAL OOMMU.NISM,
The Present and the Future
Republic oC :¥orth America
BY A CAPITALIST.

Price, 82.SO.

A book advocating assoCiate life as a remedy for
poverty, viceJ and crime. It deals with the ~resent
conditions or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Re~ublic of North· Amenca, as it will be when
soCiety shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book IB vigorously
and interestingly written.

Cbarles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price,$1.25. CoNTENTs!:
Section I. Definition of Freethou_gbt and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought MartyrS: and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
. tion V. Freethought Triumph in the- Nine·
teenth Centurv.

Paper,SOc; clot.h fU.
.Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

DR. J. L. YORK,
The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
his Eastern lecture tour May 1st, to spealr at
Sacramento on May 8th, at Salt Lake City, May
15th and 22d, at Canon City, Col., May 29th, at Denver, C ··I., June flth anrl12th; and at Garden Qity,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa; Chicago, Ill.;
Grand Rapids, Jll,ch ; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
Ohio; Linesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy,
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
and at other points on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, and leave the latch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
,
Don't miils a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Liberals desiring to· arrange with the Doctor,
please address Without delay, in bare o! Chefs
Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
Iowa; E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake street,
Chicgao, lll: D. A. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Roman Btaly, 86
Diamond stret t, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., PhiladelpbiR, Pa.; Truth Beeker
office, "ew York cit-y; Investigator office, Boston,
Mass.; H. L. Green, 165 Delevan av.,Buffalo, N.Y;
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.

Se(·nlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv.

A RIGHT TO CONTROL

Duties. Price, 75 eta.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the. Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity •
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on. Civilization. i..,Philosophy of Beculariflm; Science and nible Ant!l,gonistic ·
Christian Scheme of Redel!l_ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

KE&~EY GRA YES'S WORKS.
BiograP.hY of Satan; or, a Historical
~s1lion

of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 85 cents.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelatitms, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an ex~osition of two
thor,san.d biblical errors in sCience, history,
mor;t.ls, religion1 and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
penonages of the Ch1istian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $1. 75.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Contamiug_ new and startling revelations in
reli~ons historyJ which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines 1princip!eJ!1 precepts.
and miracles of the Christian New Testamen t 1
and furnishing a key for ·unlocking many 0 I
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental cruci1ie~ds.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

:

.
.
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH,
.......................................................
IB

SOCIAL

WEALTH

TAl Boll F'actm• and .E~ Ratios ln Its
.Aegrdrtnnent and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

.......................................................
.:
REASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR,

:

.......................................................
......................................................
. THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL. .
······················································
.
.
······················································

-

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

:......................................................
................... -~~ .':.~~: ................... l
BUl'ERSTITION

A

Secularism; its Principles and its

.
······················································
.
HAV

pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

reply to . the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction b;r Charles BradlRJ!gh. Contents : The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles ;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-l~. The motto is· in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
1eadings:
THE LIVING

22

Christian Evidences Criticised

.tlottoes for Freethink.er25

:

THEm

AND

Parallels in Other Religions.

Price, Cloth,

UNIVERSAL )![ENTAL LIBERTY.

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,

•

•

8t.oo.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.

AND THE PLACE TO-BE HAPPY IS HERE.
.······················································
.

BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
()!.otb, 11 25.
For Bale at this Omce.

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

l SBDft.T LESSOR II HISTORY.

.·········.·············································.
:
THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
:
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
.····'··················································
.;

A double-page pic~nre contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
bm:ri.an advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
The price of e:>.ch of the foregoing is 25 cents.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 110 cents
For Freethought societies there is a. large card
twenJy-ftve co_pies for .1; one hundred copies for
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved sa.
We wish that the fnends of Freethought would
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liber- distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
wrapped, on receipt of price.
and
Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
Addres• THE TRUTH BEEKER.
F. L. browne\ Printers. This p·aper is devoted specially
to the mterests of our colonization enterHl:::iTOHY
priae,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa\ and fenerally
01!' THB
to tlle practical solution of the probiemo Integral
On-tlJM~ration. Price, 11 a year; 50 cents for aix.
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT months. IK een*tl.for •hr·'" mnnth•

OC Europe.

Practical Experience with Poultry•.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book
a pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing oul:l"'
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price; sa
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg~. It isAdrlre~a THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
well called " practical," for we find nothmg un• »HS OF
practical in 'it. Hens, ducks, geese1 and turkey!'
CADINET PHOTO '·'R
'Of .a.r .
are particularly discussed and their
·economical
breed.in.g al!d keeping treatf!d of. There are many
• pr.act1cal hints about keepmg poultry on a larg e
t
t
acale, aud, all in all, it is a veJ,"Y useful addition t 0
So Cents Each.
.
the poultry literature of the day.
· TRUTH BEEKER Omce,
:18 Lafayette Place, New Yor.k.
Addrels TEE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 2, 1.88'7,_
Agents for the Tro.th Seeker.

PHILADELPHIA LffiERA.L LEAGUE, 26 7
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures an~
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

OALnrORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.

Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

COLORADO.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not writP.
The Sonnetll written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By Wm. HF:NRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
.
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ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
- F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Unrivaled in Tone,
¢

INDIANA.

~~

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. ·
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

""'"vo

Chris. Bro1VJ1, Burlirigton.
MAINR.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-oiD.ce, Smyrna
Mills).
MABSAOHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapid;~.
B. D. Moore, Adri~n. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NRBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th at., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Ilrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Ohas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st .. Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
omo.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

'Y

. ~s

KANSAS.

Touch and Workmanship.

•

Cor.87thSt.

.
FAcToRY

&

SO Third b-'1

Col~ Kelso'" Works.

.

.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W:F. Schade, 3,706Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N.Cherry st., Nashville.
.

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybpuld, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

e>-"

Ne-yvYork.

The Public Schools
AND THE

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed." Svo., 833pp.,
silk cloth, ss.
,
Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Do·
tense. A thorough analysis of the

Catholic Church.
-0-

By L. K. TVasltburr.
-0-

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges. gener·
ally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466PP.• '1.50.
.

EXTRACT.
"I could pronounce no benedict:on upon Ro
manism. It h•s done misohief enough to deserve
transpm·tation for life. I regard Roman Chri ·•
tianity as the worst form of tyranny, It commands the arm to work and the brain t) die; it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loves O!lp-ession and hates liberty. It has givt n falsehood a
crown and truth a scaffold."

St,iritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to eustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny·ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 24.5pp,, $1.

PRICE, 5 CENTS,

OLD
BOOKS I

1

Catalogue of Old, Rare, and Secondhand-Standard books sent free.
JORDAN BROS.t..45 North 9tb, St.,
13t17
rhiladelphia, Pa.

A.dili'IR88 TRE TRUTH RlilEKER.
28 Lafayet e T'!ac ·,New York.

THE NEW GOD.

OREGON

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
.

-v:6'

1"-

WARERooMs,

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the .American Beeular. Union.

on,·

l2mo, 16_0 pp.,
Address

11111 00
'II'

•

THE TRUTH SEEKEB CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

j

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou,;_ll
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BUBR, one of our ablest correspondents. Mor~
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenfs.
For sale at th1s office.

Robt. G. lna"ersoll's
in the suit of the

THE

against the

Truth Seeker Annual

For either of these works!.. or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

-AND-

OB,

BY REPORTER.

P~ Putnam'~

Works

The Problem of the Universe and
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oriticlams o
Universology, Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs. a Nbw Ameri

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 110 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with incidimt
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-John

Swtnton•s Paper.

Prometheus. A poem. "Itiscrammed

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princell'.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. Th'
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a. Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure ir.
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

THE DAWNING.

(E. M. 287.)

A NOVEL.

+IDITI) + IttWHR1UIOll$. +
PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grov:er Cleveland,
The Coming Davvn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Lavvs of the
States and Territories of the United States,
'!'he Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A Story. By Si Slokum,

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itl
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6"1
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Hnli calf or half morocco, marbled edges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Church of Practical Religion.

S.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Price, 3:J cents.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph <:ompanJ'

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.
.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

OP.ENING BP.E.EGB TO TH.E JURY

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and other:
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language,· and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind~

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York. .

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Co!rPANY.
Natural and Scientific Methods of
The Greatest of all Antl·Blbll·
Never Forgetting.
cal Works.
SELl'-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
By THOMAS PAINE,
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
BIBLE.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

So manY hav asked for copies of this famons
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained II
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

THE CO-Ol'E:aA TIVE BUILDING :PLAN ASSO'N,

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRuTn SEF.KF.R

ENGLAND.

Western Union Telegraph Company

"SHOPPEL'S .MODERN HOUSES" No.3,
(Pub!tshea, JUZIJ 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showing the modern style
of paintin!f.
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the necceasarr pieces for
constructing a model house, with plam directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ~;treatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most I>racticallesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is nseful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinv from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
·
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PosTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRIOE, $1.
Address

5
17

"Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1. 50.
Address TilE TRUTH BEEKER Co,~
28 Lafayette Place, L'lew York.

29

30
34

37
92

94
98

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE!ii OF OUR
<:IVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NOBDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 110 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0.

B.

WHlTFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crim".
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

NEW YORK:

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured farth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

tOo.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15c

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance. of

Origin of the Christian Bible.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25C.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell.' Price 25 cents,

version of the Indian l!lto.rr, of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. · Price 10
cents,
For all of the above address
. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution:

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York •
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t§~ms

off g[hought..

; IV. Proem to Genesis:· A Plea tor a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W.E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. GladA DtscusS'lon Between
stone. BY Albert Reville, D.D.
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis.· By Prof. T. H.
All gods and religions hav been based upon the
Ll. nton,
H. ev~lle,
A PREAOHER and hymn-singer named
VII. A Huxley.
Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- !treat untruth of superna t ura1ism; a 11 hav b een
Dwight. was arrested in this city last week 1 On the Con1l.ict between Genesis and Geology.
ton
oomP?sed lar~el;v o_f thf!. same gross falsehoodP,
·
.
..
.
I
OQNTENTS:
·
1 Thisisanewbookandcontainsthelatestdiscus- and liavbeen mrmwaltothe.humanrace;allhav
while conductmg. r~hgwus serVIces at the 1 1. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. lJy Hon. , sion.op the mistakes of Moses. ·.The names of the 1 fallen short in affording to man the truths he
Florence street miSSIOn. He had embezzled
W. E. Gladstone.
.
partrmpants are a guarantee of rts able character., needed; all produced darkness instead of light;
money and spent it on drink and riotous liv- II. The ltnterpfreNterts of GBenepsrsfaTndHthHelnxlterPrice, paper, 59 cen ta; cloth, 75 cents.
all proved an incubus instead of an aid; all augpre ers o a ure.
y ro . • • u ey.
.
t d th vii 0 f ·
· t d f ·
ing. Dwight. is from Boston.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
I !Den e
ee s
Ignorance ms ea o mcreasMuller.
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York . mg kuowledge.-D. M. Bennett.
PERSONAL relations conOTTo, king of Bavaria,
stitute the prior conditions
has been officially deand the very matter itself
clared to be insane.
of morality, and in their
absence it has no room to
11m Rev. Thomas P.
be. An absolutely solitt\ry
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which destroys human hapanniversary of his wife's
piness and love. No! I am
death. He is supposed
what I hav been, qear wife,
an Agnostio-k n o w i n g
to be insane.
nothing, and refusing to
affirm what I cannot prove. '•
THE court having de"But when we die, Richcided that hotels may sell
ard!" "We go into the
liquor to. guests with
light of knowledge or into
their meais on Sunday, it
the darkness of annihilation," he answered calmly.
is now only necessary in
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THE Sharp trial has been going on for a
.A. BONG.
South-Sea Islander : "So you came out here to
Fold white arms about me,
fortnight. The evidence so far is considered
save me?''
Cling, sweet lips, to mine;
damaging to the defendant.
. Missionary : "Yes."
Sweetest sweet, without thee,
South-Sea Islander : "And if you had not come
FATHER DENT, of Little Valley, N. Y., is
I but waste and pine.
WoMAN may be a puzzle, but man is not willing
·
I could not ha v been saved ? "
Lean, dear face, above me,
under indictment for writing letters charging to giv her up.
Missionary: "No."
Soft hands, hold mine close ;
a brother priest with gross immorality.
NEw YoRK's Sunday relations with water· nowa
South-Sea Islander : "What a lucky thing it was
Let me look and love thee,
days
are
not
as
strained
as
they
were.
for me that the Pacific Mail Steamship Company
THE Rev. John T. :Maxwell, Methodist, of
Oh. my very Rose !
SoME of the profits made by Jay Gould last year was organized."
Irondale, Ala., on the 22d inst. shot and
Comfort me with kisses
are quite ahead of anything mentioned in sacred
A TEACHER was endeavoring to find out the
That your soul comes through;
killed a man whom he accused of having
history.
pr•oficiency of her little friends in mental arithLet the old dead blisses
assaulted Mrs. Maxwell.
IT is said that a department is to be established metic, and took the following method of ascertainBreathe and burn anew.
Mrss GRAOE HowARD, daughter of Joseph in the public schools in New Jersey which will be ing what she desired to know: "Now, children,"
0 my sweet one, sweetest !
Howard, Jr., the journalist, has gone to Crow devoted to teaching the youn-g idea of that she !lai.d, "suppose l·hav two squash )ilies, and diLove of loves supreme !
vide one of them in ten pieces and the other into
This has been the fleetest,
Creek, Dak., with a collection of $2,000 to foreign country not to blow out the gas.
Dearest, maddest dream.
PoRTLAND, Me., has a bank cashier· who has 100 pieces, which would you rather hav, a piece of
build a schoolhouse for the Indians.
been in one bank fifty-three straight years. Peo- the pie that was divided into ten pieces or of that
-Phtllp Bourke Marsten.
THE question who· shall be Beecher's suc- ple who ask why he hasn't m&de a grab and run cut into 100 pieces?" There was an absolute hush
THE choice lay before me between dereliction
for
a
moment,
and
theri
a
little.
gir!
answered.
of a supr·eme duty and loss of eyesight. In such
cessor in Plymouth church remains unsettled. away are informed that the money in that bank is
timidly: "One of the 100 pieces!" "Why so?' a case I could not listen to the physician, not if
The names of Mr. Stowe, his nephew, and of counted every night.
"Well, please, ma'am, I !J.on•t like squash pie."
1Esoulapins himself had spoken from his sanc"PA," said little Jimmie, "I was very near going
Mr. Scoville, his so~-in-law, are mentioned.
AT a Friday evening prayer-meeting in a fash- tuary; I could not but obey that inward monitor
to the head of my class to-day." "How is that
JoHN PRYOR, aged 18, is a negro painfully my son ?" ''Why, a big word came all the way ionable uptown church recently the brethren ob- I know not what, that spoke to me from heaven:
deformed and near-sighted, but he carried off down to me, and if I only could ·hav spelled it I served that a stranger was among them. He was I considered with myself that many had purchased
a tall, lank, sorrowful looking man with large feet less good with wor·se ill, as they who gave their
the honors at Grammar School 26, in this should hav gone clear up."
and a three days' growth of beard. After the lives to reap m;rly glory, and I thereupon concity, last week, and received the gold medal
"DID you see my picture in the paper, to.day opening exercises the pastor requested any who cluded to employ the little remaining eyesight I
dear?" inquired a you111g merchant who had jus~ might feel so disposed to rise and state their ex- was to enjoy in doing this, the gr·ea test service to
.of the valedictorian.
been made a town-councillor. "YeP, I did-and- periences for the benefit of their fellow-sinners
common weal it was in my power to render.THE Fidelity bank of Cincinnati, 0., has and"- Here his wife burst it;Jto tears. "Why, The stranger immediately sprang to his feet and. the
Milton.
failed. Appearances indicate that the bank's ~hat's the matter? ~hy d?es 1t ma~e you cry?" 1 began as follows : "I feel that it is good to be
Why, Jack, I'm so drsappomted. If I bad known here to-night." ("Amen " from several of the Is it, O-man, with snob discordant noises
officers stole all its money. The liabilities
With such accursed noises as these
'
brethren.) " As I look ar~und me I find it difficult
reach high into the millions. New .York you looked like that I'd never ha v married yon."
Thou ~rownest nature's sweet and kindly voices,
"GAZE
upon
that
pure,
beautiful
evening
star,
to
analyze
the
emotions
with
which
I
am
filled.
And ]arrest the celestial harmonies ?
banks lose $700,000 by the failure.
and swear to be true while its light shall shine! You are all str·angers to me, yet I feel as though I
CAPT. JAoK HussEY, who used to work as Swear, my love ! Swear by Venus!" exclaimed a had known you for years. I am surrounded by Were half the power that fills the world with
terror,
'longshoreman around the New York docks, youth in impassioned accents. "How stupid you an atmosphere of congeniality. I believe that I
Were half 'the wealth bestowed on camps and
and who had rescued about forty people" from ~re !" answered the Girton girl. "That is not may speak freely and frankly, and that I need
courts
Venus. The right a•cension of Venus this month hav no hesitation in saying to you all that I long
drowning, was shot a few weeks ago by a is 15h. 9m.; her declination is 17 degrees, 25 min- to say." ("Go on-go on!" from an enthusiastic Given to redeem the human mind from error,
There were no need of arsenals or forts.
d·runken policeman, and died on the 21st. utes South, and her diameter is 10.2."
deacon.) "Thank you, brother, I will go on. I
am int.roducing a work in this neighborhood The warrior's name would be a namA abhorred,
was an Irishman and a man of remarkHOW SHE MIGHT PRAY.
And every nation that should lift again
which is certain to find a ready sale as soon as its
able strength and courage.
A California woman who had $30,000 up as mar- merits are understood-a work which every one Its hand against a brother, on its forehead
'fHE jury in the case of Cora Lee, on trial at gins on stocks went to her pastor and asked :
Would wear forever the curse of Cain.
of the intelligent men and women to whom I am
-Longfellow·s Ar~enal at Sprtnotlell%.
Springfield, lll., charged with the murder of
"Do you think it would be wrong forme to pray speaking to-night ought to possess. Its price is
for stocks to go up?"
nominal, being but twenty-five cents per copy,
THoBE
hynins
which are most immortal in the
Sarah Graham, has been discharged, having
"Certainly 1 do," was his reply.
and it will be completed in fifty parts. The work hymn-books are often those which the churches
failed to agree. Cora Lee lived with Gra"Well, what shall 1 do?''
to which I refer, my dear brethren and sisters, borrowed from poets whom they left outside.
ham, a notorious revivalist, as his wife.
"You might pray that.they shouldn't go down, is-" There was a brief intermission, during Who wrote "While thee I seek, protecting power"
Graham's legal wife lived with him at the ma'am."
which the stranger made a hasty and somewhat -that perfect utterance of the last triumph of
same time, ahd both women assisted him as
DURING the course of a sermon in a Dakota town ungraceful exit, assisted by the janitor. Then a religious trust ? Helen l\Iaria Williams, the fl'iend
evangelists.
last Sunday a harsh creaking was heard to pro- hymn was sung, and the assembled throng soon and imitator of 1\:Iary Wollstoncraft. You will
ceed from under the church. After some time a forgot the sad- eyed man, who stood outside gaz- still find her branded as a heretic in the biographA SHORT time ago the Rev. Richard C. movement was felt in the building and several ing pensivly at the silent. stars and murmuring: ical dictionaries. Who wrote '' Nearer, my God,
Stivers was shot and killed at Grenada, members of the congregation started out, fearing "It was a daisy scheme, and blame me if I ean see to thee?" It was Sarah Flower Adams, the friend
and disciple of W. J. Fox. In her lifetime she
Tenn., by a parishioner named Towler. The that an earthquake was coming. "Friends," said why it didn't work."
would hav been disowned by the very churches
the minister, as he stopped his sermon and leaned
cause of . the shooting was a mystery until over the pulpit, "pray be seated; there is no
which now cannot draw near to God without borrowing her wings to fly with.-T. W. Htootnson.
lately it has transpired that Stivers entered danger." "But the church is moving and there's
the room of Mrs. Towler while she was asleep something wrong," replied a lady who was very
JE.sus had defects and imperfections like all
and alone, and pulled the clothes off her bed. much agitated. "Oh, that's all r·ight, Sister A OOMPEND o"F THE NATURAL LAWS OF 'IN- other men, and it is b'ut simple justice to him and
Brown. You see, there are some workmen under
all other men that these defects should be disShe screamed and he fled. When Towler the building with jack·screws, and now they hav
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
passionately pointed out so that mankind may
learned of the fa~t h~ sought out t~e clergy- hitched onto t~e back end. with ten yoke of oxen
. ExoHANGE.
,
know the truth and be free-free from the thralman, :yvho met h1m With a drawn pistol. In and are snakmg the edifice over onto a back
•
dom of ancient superstition, free from the absurd
the shooting which followed the Rev. Mr. street. In the ~orning, God willing, work will. By J. K.!NGALLS, author of" Social Wealth." idea that Jesus was a perfect man. He was a
.
, commence on thrs lot on the finest opera house
simple Jewish enthusiast and religious reformer
s:1vers was fatal1y wounded, but before he ' west of Chicago. 1 tell you, the boom in this town ,
Price, 25 cents.
·
foolishly supposing himself the Messiah, thereby
died he exonerated Towler from all blame.
is only just nicely started."
'
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coming,to an untililely death.-W. E. Coleman,
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"Religion! but for thee, prolific fiend, who peoplest earth with demons, hell with men, and heaven with slaves !-SlUJlley.

Jjlofts and tJlippings.
ON the queeu's jubilee day Mayor Hewitt
caused the American flag to be hoisted on
the City Hall, and spoke at a meeting in
honor of Victoria. He has also vetoed the
aldermanic ordinance permitting fireworks on
the Fourth. For these acts he is accused of
a Jack of patriotism.
THE Chinese census of 1875 gave the population of the empire at ·435,000,000. Among
no people with any degree of civilization is
the birth-rate so high as in China, and,
alt.hough the death-rate in the densely
crowded districts is very great, there is every
reason to presume, says the San Francisco
O!wonicle, that there are now 450,000,000
people in China. These figures represent
more than one-third of the population of the
globe. It is a greater population than that of
aU Europe, and three times the number of
people on the Western continent.
W. H. Bmm writes to the New York Sun
concerning the Episcopalians and the Fourth
of July: "After the inauguration of Jefferson there was a revival of the celebration of
the Fourth of July. For some years the anniverRary had not been observed in Philadelphia, and in 1790 the feelings of patriotic
Americans wm·e outro.ged by the ringing of
the beJJ of the Episcopal church on the fourth
of June in honor of the birthday of George III.
But in 1801 there was a grand celebration of
the Fourth of July by the Republicans. And
though the charter of the aforesaid Episcopal
church required its incorporators to furnish a
round of beJJs from sunrise to sunset on the

tist. The physical condition of the aristocracy of Europe is such that the haughty
descendants of blood as impure. as it is blue
cannot afford to snub the medical profession.
Modern science wields a scepter before which
IT is said that a great proportion of the
the heads of kings must bow.- World.
wine drunk by Americans is manufactured
FoLLOWING is the constitutional amendment
from cider, mixed with acids and coloring
materials; while much of the wine made to be voted· on in Texas in August : " The
from grapes is sent to Europe and brought manufacture, sale, and exchange of intoxiback as imported wine, decorated with fancy cating liquors, except for medical, mechani ·
cal, Eacramental, and scientific purposes, is
labels and sold at fancy prices.
hereby prohibited in the state of Texas. The
Lo BENGULA, king of a South African legislature shall at the first session held after
tribe, does not accept unqualifiedly the doc- the adoption of this amendment, enact necestrins of Christianity .. A correspondent re- sary Jaws to put this provision into effect."·
lates that one day a missionary was preach- The adoption of this amendment will, no
ing to a large crowd, among whom the king doubt, lead to an unprecedented demand for
was an attentiv listener. The white man alcoholic liquors for other use than as a bevremarked that all men were alike in the erage, and the words medical, mechanical,
sight of God, who would listen as readily to sacramental, and scientific are liable to somethe petition of the humblest man as to that of what strained definitions.
the greatest king. " That's a lie!" shouted
IT would be a curious piece of history that
the Jdng at the top of his voice. Everything
the king says is echoed by his Joyal subjects, would record the manner of raising the vast
so everybody shouted, "That's a lie!" The snm of money involved in church-building.
missionary found it necessary to change the Yesterday we were in the court room one
hour and thirty minutes and in that time two
subject of his discourse.
beggars, one for a church at Hollis and
THE absurd extremes to which aristocratic another for the Home of the Friendless at
ideas often go in Europe are weB iJJustrated Leavenworth, importuned the county officers.
in the case of Princess Henrietta, of Schles- The latter was a lady and they, of course,
wig-Holstein, etc. She married Professor came down gracefully, but the former was a
Esmark, one of Germany's greatest surgeons, red-faced, licentious-looking individual, and
and was henceforth snubbed and avoided by some of the officials wouldn't consent to
her family. And now the services of Esmark being bled, and one of those was told in our
are wanted in regard to tha iJJness of the presenc!l and hearing that, "he might want
crown prince, and the haughty family of the some political support from his section some
Princess Henrietta hav changed their de- time, which he would not get if he did not
meanor, and hav begun to show a marked giv to the church fund." We hav often been
cordiality toward the wife of the great scien- told by officials drawing good salaries that

national anniversary, no sound was heard
from its steeple until twelve o'clock, when an
order came from the governor to ring that
bell."

they are bled, and bled, and bled by those
beggars, and that it takes a considerable portion of their salaries to appease them. We
heard one officer name over $150 that he had
given to these beggars in the last year.Kansas Blade.

DR. MoGLYNN has finally said publicly that
he wiJI not go to Rome. " In the good old
days of Galileo," he says, '' they could talre a
layman to Rome in chains for what they
think I am guilty of. The Roman authorities
wiJI ultimately Jearn by bitter experience
their own spiritual business at home and
to interfere Jess with politics in Ireland,
America, and other countries. Few know,
as I do, the merciless and obstinate consistency of the Roman ecclesiastical machine in
sticking to errors of policy and politics when
they are in the interest and ambition of temporal power. I am not so foolish or presumptuous as to suppose that arguments can
diminish the stupidity, enlighten the gross
ignorance, or bend the obstinacy of that
relentless machine. The Roman machine is
anxious to hav an accredited embassador at
Washington, who would be in the Italian
ring, and his presence would be a fruitful
source of corruption and enslavement to the
Catholic church of this country. The policy
of the church now is to toady to the proud
'and wealthy, and kick the lowly in the
mouth. At Rome they are laughing in their
sleeves to us for our excessiv submissivness
to their power and for our excessiv generosity
in contributing the Peter's pence to the support of the whole army of lackeys and fiunkies, both Jay and clerical, who surround the
pope with a barbaric pomp scarcely equaled
by that of any imperial despotic court."
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ship a.t a. large salary, and devoted his abilities to the
ruination of the Chinamen's bodies, since he made
such slow work at saving their souls. The agents and
secretaries. whose functions are to collect and disTales Told Out of School.
burse funds, point to the immense amount of money
raised every year for church extension purposes, and
THE REMEDY FOB 'rHIS WIDESPREAD DEFECTION.
if the religious income from this vast expenditure at
PHILADELPHIA, 13th of Sixth Month, 1887.
FRIEND MAoDoNALD : I send thee another and the last in- all corresponded with the outlay, there would be
ground for rejoicing. But that such is not the case
stalment of Dr. Jones's report, for TEE TRUTH BEEKER.
Debby bids me 15iv thy workm~n a word of praise for the we hav only to look at the statistics, which, it has
accuracy with wh1ch they hav prmted the parts already pub- been charged by the secular press, hav been " doclished. When she undertook the big job of transcribing the
document she felt in honor bound to hav it printed as it was tored," as they call it, by the officers who make their
written so that no injustice would be done to the author. living by handling the money. The church, in all its
She thi~ks that when Friend Jones reads over the report in denominations except the Catholics, so far from makprint, and remeJ?lbers how hard it must hav. been for her to ing an advance corresponding with the population, is,
decipher his chu::ogtaphy, and make a fan copy for the
printer, he will be pleased with the performance of her part and has been for years, losing ground. The Catholics
of the work, although she strongly suspects that he will themselvs admit that of the foreign immigration
grate his teeth a little at the way you hav told tales out of thousands of their faith who leave Europe never reschool.
port themselvs to t~e church in thi~ cou!ltry,. but are
Respectfully thy friend and the friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER, lost in our populatwn. The fact 1s so gla.rmg a,nd
AMos TowNsEND.
so pregnant with results that the priesthood compel
After giving you a bird's-eye view of the real situa- the people to erect church schools so as to segregate
tion of things as it appears to me, I approach the the Catholic children and avoid a. ruinous contact
most important part of my report, to wit: The means with American children in school and on the street.
we must resort to in order to restore to the church There is lamentation all over the land among Prot· her former pre~t~ge and . power, only remnants ?f estaNts that the number of pious and educated- young
which are now VIsible. H1story teaches us that m men who enter the ministry of the gospel as a. vocathe fifth century of the Christian era., while the tion, and are qualified by talents for the positions
church had converted the mass of pagans to Chris- they seek, is by no means in proportion to our needs.
tianity, paganism had converted Christianity by in- Hundreds of churches in our own denomination are
troducing into its belief and practice pagan doctrins vacant while crowds of unemployed ministers ·are
and modes of worship, though under Christian names going ~bout in search of settlements but not finding
and with Christian permission. Shall we make such them. When the settled pastor of a wealthy church
a. compromise as this with Infidelity, and attempt the dies it would be amusing, if it were not so bad a
impossible feat of mingling oil and fire with water ? sign, to see the numbers who offer themselvs on trial
or shall we fall back in our contention to the ground as candidates for the vacant pulpit, and how many
our fathers occupied in the day of their glorious are turned away as having no qualifications for the
achievements-the gospel of Jesus Christ, the whole place.
gospel, and nothing but the gospel! Shall we listen
All these things are signboards pointing unerringly
or shall we turn a deaf ear to the sirens who would to the anomalous fact that with all the amazing
lure our ship upon the rocks and wreck the hopes of wealth of the church, and the generosity of her memthe wqrld by mixing up with the sincere milk of the bers in contributing to propagandist enterprises of
word these poisonous adulterations of science, fa.l!!!ely all kinds, she reaps no such rich harvest of souls as
so called, that please the taste of the people, but es- we might expect from such sowing. Our home missentially damage their souls 1 In our warfare with sionaries in the West, numerous as they are, and very
Infidelity, what agencies ha.v we! In the first place, expensiv, seem to make little impression on the pubwe hav Moody and Sankey, both of them extremely lic mind. The Infidels, although unorganized, and
illiterate men and of no education either in literature in advancing their cause not spending one dollar to a
or theology; Joseph Cook; setting himself up as a hundred thousand of church expenditure, giv infinit
scientific expounder of religion to the common run of trouble to the missionaries and pastors, who complain
New England preachers, who retail in their sermons that Infidelity springs up all around them like mush
what he givs· them in his weekly lectures, but pro- rooms after a wet night. The very atmosphere itself
nounced by German scholars to be a conceited seems laden with its miasmatic influence. I heard in
bungler in handling the very tools he is ambitious to New York, from a. Western brother, of the case of a
use; Sam Jones and Sam Small, and the class of very intelligent and excellent young man of family
preachers who ape their methods in the pulpit; a lot who was an elder of the church in the East, but who,
of shrieking women-preachers and a. large handful of after migrating to the West, became a thorough Infiwomen reformers, so called, who, being debarred del. The seeds had been sown in his heart in the
from the pulpit by most self-respecting denomina- East by his having unfortunately read several of
tions, are determined to make themselvs heard as Ingersoll's lectures, ·and his environments ehanging
public teachers on the platforms of voluntary asso- by his coming to the West, .he and his family all
ciations. As respectfully a.s they can, all these push conformed thereto, and were thus lost to the church.
aside the regular ministry and make the impression The term Infidel, which was one of reproach in the
upon the public mind that the clergy hav become East, had lost its stigma. in the West, and when
more or less useless in the plan of salvation, and applied to a man there seemed rather to indicate that
should go into innocuous desuetude or otium cum he had both brains and gumption, and was honorable
dignitate. The tribe of revivalists, of which those and successful in his business relations. The public
above mentioned are the most conspicuous, hav met sentiment of the West having changed from that of
with great success in saving souls, according to their the East, and the fact that a man does not lose caste
own showing. But a.s a merchant cannot tell in society by repudiating the church and her religion,
whether he is making money, or is even solvent or seem to act upon the seeds of Infidelity, which lie
not, till he takes an account of stock and compares latent in the rank soil of the human heart, pretty
his income with his outgo, so, in contemplating these much a.s a warm rain in June does on a newly-planted
emotional religious effervescences, we must estimate field of corn.
their value by looking at the general, and not the parNow, in our conflict with such causes and their
ticular, local results. There is a striking resemblance effects, what we want is to restore to its place in the
between the cause of the church and that of the Pro- hearts of the people the old respect which our fathers
hibitionists. Thousands of money are constantly used had for the ordained ministry of the church, a.s the
to get up meetings, to publish papers, and to send ambassadors of Jesus Christ, whose function in the
out lecturers for adva!lcing the cause of total absti- plan of salvation is to convince and convert sinners
nence, and it looks to some sanguin and superficial ob- by the regular appointed means of grace, and then
servers as if the whole nation was about to be con- by suitable instruction to build them up as·living
. verted to the Prohibition policy. But when we ex- stones in the temple of God. Moody and Sankey and
amin the official documents of the states and general Cook are not ministers of the gospel. They are selfgovernment, we find that, with all this outlay of appointed, unauthorized, and irresponsible evangelmoney and moral effort, there is more liquor made ists, and the very fact of their existence in the
and consumed every year than there was the year church is the bitterest reflection on the Christian
before; so that while we see bright spots here and ministry as God's appointed agency from bringing a
there on the map of the country indicating local lost world to Christ. It is as much as to say that
progreess, all the rest is dark and drunken, proving our savior, in establishing the church as an organizathat the Prohibitionists, as practical reformers, with tion, and in appointing the ministry of reconciliation
all their honest zeal, are not on the right track, and and the means of grace to be the convicting and contherefore must inevitably fail to accomplish their verting power, made a grand mistake, which the
benevolent purposes.
revivalists hav discovered in this advanced age of the
It is precisely so with the revivalists. To hear world, and propose in their superior wisdom to cortheir boastings the gullible would suppose that the rect. The New Testament makes it as clear as the
kingdom of heaven was at hand, and that Satan's noonday sun that women should avoid all unnecessary
kingdom was tottering to its fall. It reminds me publicity, be keepers at home, their feet abiding in
of the excitement produced all over this country by their own houses ; that they should not open their
the labors of the missionary Giitzlaff in China, who mouths, but only their ears, in the sanctuary of God,
made us believe that the hundreds of millions of the keeping quiet all the time, and getting their husChinese empire would be soon converted to God. bands at home to giv them any information they need,
But the zeal of the missionary soon cooled when he and 1o resolve any doubts that may hav arisen in
saw what uphill work it was to convert a Chinaman their minds by the preaching ; that they should be
and after having mastered the language he accepted modestly_ appareled at all times, and especially durthe post of interpreter on board of an English opium ing their attendance at church on the Sabbath, di:ffi-

f!kommunicntions.

dent and unpretentious, constantly remembering the
solemn· truth that it was woman who, by fatally
tempting Adam in the Garden of Eden to eat the forbidden fruit, brought death and all our woes into the
world. But, as if Paul had never written his epistles or never wao inspired by the Holy Ghost to do
so, these women preachers and evangelists, with their
brazen faces and their squeaking voices, enter the
pulpit, and, when not permitted to do so, crowd on
the platform, appear before legislativ bodies, state
and national, and undertake to do the work which
they are expressly forbidden and utterly incapaci~
tated to do. The scriptures teach us that the pains
of parturition were appointed by God as a curse, and
as a standing memorial through all ages of his anger
a.t woman for having seduced Adam from his allegiance and introduced sin and its consequent misery
into 'a world that else might hav remained forever a
paradise of joy and contentment. This curse was
not only intended to be a constant reminder to her
of her guilt in that great transaction in Eden, but to
keep her in a modest and submissiv frame of mind at
home and abroad, as becoming women professing
godliness. But some of them hav gone so far as to
publish essays and books, one of which I saw in New
York, entitled, "Parturition without Pain," which
professes to lift the God-appointed curse from the
mothers of children, thus giving the lie direct to the
divine teaching, and bidding defiance to the divine
arrangement. Such books, I am told, are found
everywhere, even among the most intelligent women,
and all the zeal of the medical profession cannot
drive them out of circulation!
The same criticism I hav made on revivalism .I
must offer on the
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS.

They are voluntary, unauthorized organizations,
utterly unknown to primitiv Christianity, running
without being sent, virtually setting aside the regular ministry, and consigning them to the position of
foot-boys to the chariot of salvation, and undertaking
the work of saving souls and building up Christians
in their most holy faith by the patented methods of
billiard rooms, athletics, and other games, which
were never practiced formerly in this dying world
except in taverns and other places of sinful amusement. What would the fathers of the church hav
thought seventy years ago if a body of illiterate
young men, puffed up with zeal and spiritual pride,
would nullify their vocation, retire them· from the
pulpit, and take upon themselvs, without the least
semblance of authority, the work which was delegated
expressly and exclusivly to them as ambassadors of
Christ, and to which their lives and learning were
devoted? I must express to you my honest convictions, come to after a great deal of observation and
reflection, that they are hindrances, instead of helps,
to the gospel. They are a compromise between the
world and religion, and like all compromises in which
Christ and Satan are parties, in the end Satan is the
gainer and Christ the loser. Can we wonder that
the blight and mildew pf a universal· Infidelity has
ilettled upon society, permeated the literature which
is forming the intellectual character of our youth,
and that it has scared the timorous clergy away from
their function of preaching the doctrins of the cross,
when the church herself has lost faith in the wisdom
of her great head, and the institutions appointed by
him, and allows callow young men, clerks in stores
and shops, and upstart, self-appointed evangelists, i:.o
do the work of an ordained ministry~ To me the
progress of Infidelity in this age, when the armo~y ?f
the church is full of weapons able to destroy 1t if
only wielded aright, is explicable only on the theory
that since the church herself has put dishonor on the
appointed means of grace, God in. anger has given
her up, for the time being at least, to suffer from her
own treasonable and cowardly devices.
HUGH MILLER,

with a prophet's ken, in his great work entitled,
"Footprints of the Creator," written nearly forty
years ago, foresaw the present times clearly, sounded
the alarm, and warned the churches of Christendom
of what was coming, and how to meet the emergency.
Before quoting his words, we must bear in mind that
at the time he lived the Development hypothesis,
which he regarded as Antichrist, lay couched like a
tiger's cub in the beautiful and captivating language
of the " Vestiges of Creation," the reading of which,
I well remember, was confined to but a few, even
among what we call the cultivated classes. But the
keen-sighted Scotchman, with a mind illuminated by
the Holy Ghost, saw the animal, knew its natural
instinct, that it was thoroughly, and only, antagonistic to Christianity, and aimed a death-blow at it
in its cub state. What would he think, and how
would he feel, now, if he were among us, when that
hypothesis has been hammered out into a system by
Darwin, Spencer, Huxley, and others; and when the
books of these authors, simplified, to suit the capacities of youth, are in the public libraries, and on the
very center-tables of the members of the church;
and the full-grown tiger slinking around among the
printing-offices, the colleges, and even the pulpits of
the country? Darwin, until the last year or two of
his life, never was suspected of being an ID.fidel and
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Atheist. Like so many other scientists and philosofair share of popularity can hope to escape making
Pioneering.
ph~r~, he simply ignored the whole subject of
enemies. It's an old, old adage that says, "Woe-unto
FRIENDS : I wonder if you realize what it means to you when all men shall speak: weJI of you." So we
re~1g10n. But_ for more than a quarter of a century,
w1thou~ seemmg_ t_o know it, he was constantly en· be a pioneer-to push into prominence and respect- must be grateful even to our enamies, as they do
gaged m under~nnmg .the foundations of the church; ability_ an unwelcom~ cause. All reforms begm by show us some faults that our friends are either blind
and when he d1ed the clergy sang him to his rest in cro~dmg themselvs m where they are undesired and to or fail to inform us of.
W estminste~ Abbey? as. if he had been a Christian! therr 'representativs are usually maligned and anT?e. more m:y case is studied up, the more you will
·
Doesnot th1s look like JUdicial blindness inflicted by athematized.
see It IS but h1s~ory repeating itself, only with the
· . As ~n Abolitionist in antislavery times, as a be- added accumulatiOns of the intervening time.
an angry God?
Hugh Miller says: ''The danger from the Devel- bevel: m the Washingtonian movement for temperBennett saw the animus of the Comstock law as
opment hypothesi_s to an ingenious order of minds ance m the long ago, and as a worker for equality of soon as it was enacted, and was one of the first to
ha~ bee~ underestimated. . . . . The antagonistic sex, I hav always been in the fore front of the battle. sound the warning cry against it, and also one of the
pomts m the array of the opposit lines are simply So also was I the first woman Atheist I ever saw, and first to suffer persecution under it.
the law of development vers·us the miracle of creation. the fi~st anyone ever saw in any place where I hav · In 1877 a spy was sent to his office to see if some.
T~e clergy as a class suffer themselvs to ever hved.
thing unmailable could not be found. Two or three
ln~ger far. m the rear of an intelligent and accom- . We had not been settled here very long when a little pamphlets were taken, but though he was arphsh_ed la1ty-a full age behind the requirements of httle boy was reproached for doing me a favor, and rested, nothing was deemed strong enough to make
the_ t1m~. Le_t them not shut their eyes to the danger was told that I did not believe in a God. "Yes she out a case against him. .A.t Watkin's Glen in 1878
whwh IS commg. The battle of the Evidences will does," said the little fellow with strong emphasis he was again arrested for selling "Cupid'~ Yokes,;
h~J:v as cert~inly to be fought on the field of physical '~she believes in two gods." And all along through and then a~d ther~ he got s? indignant at the spi;it
smence, as 1t was contested in the last age on that of hfe I hav thus needed and found apologists and de- of persecutiOn whwh thus mvaded personal rights,
·the metaphysics. And oil this new arena the com- fen~ers. Needed th~m because I was a pioneer in that he declared he would publish in his TRUTH
batants .will hav to employ new weapons which it r!l'dwal reforms,: working among the pious conserva- SEEKER a notice that he would " sell that pamphlet in
will be ~h~ privilege of the challenger to ch~ose. The tivs; found them because I ·made truth, right, and the regular course of his business if it cost him his
evangehst1c churches cannot slight or overlook a good conduct my motto.
!ife." H~ did _sell it, and was decoyed, just as I was,
When we cam~ he~e some fifteen years ago the ~nto sendmg directly to an agent of the vice society
form of error at once exceedingly plausible and consumm~tely dangerous, and which is telling so widely people of Pulaski demed there was a real Atheist in JUSt what he wanted.
He was tried, condemned, and
on somety that one can scarce travel by railway, or the world. When it was noised around that there sentenced. Bravely he served out his term, making
on a st~amb?at, or enc~unter a_ group of intelligent were two of them in their midst, curiosity was rife. fr~end~ every day, doing good work every day, and
mechamcs, Without findmg demded trace of its rav- Those who became acquainted with us were asked cnpplmg t~e enemy every day. It was for selling a
ages." Thus_ spoke ~ugh ~iller nearly forty years ago. the most ridiculous questions imaginable, such as book teachmg sexology that he was imprisoned, and
B?t n_otw1ths_tandmg th1s warning, our theological how we looked, what we ate, how we conversed yet had he had a fair trial, and a just judge, he would
semmanes contmue to send out every year to preach among ourselvs, and once, when I furnished a de- hav escaped conviction. Judge Benedict will be
the ~ospel, at· such a time as this, young men who bater with some arguments in favor of alcoholic tem- remembered in history as " the unjust judge" than
are 1gnorant of the very rudiments of the contro- perance, the public was astounded at learning that which no greater stigma can be fastened up~n one
·versy now raging. One of them makes some rash !1-n !nfidel c?~ld be~ieve in any good thing. We were who holds so impartial an office.
Heywood was afterward indicted for the same
speech in the pulpit, betraying his ignorance, and mv1ted to v1s1t a fnend twelve miles from here and
the next day so~e college sophomore, or high school this friend was asked by his neighbors to notify them offense, but with a fair trial and an honest judge he
student, calls h1m to account, and shows him that he of the time of our arrival, as they were all eager to was acquitted.
.A. few days more, and I, too, may be judged-!
kno~s little, ~d that little inaccurately, about the see " the awful Infidels." All this we lived down and
subJect on whwh he spoke so dogmatically. No one conquered, and for many years I hav been president hope by no Benedict biased by prejudice and preconc!l'n doubt Hugh Miller's orthodoxy and high Chris- of the oma~'s Reading Club, though it had three ceived opinions. I hav, like Bennett and Heywood
tian cha~acter. .~e made the science of geology a preacher s Wives as members. When it became helped in a small way to pioneer the work of sexual
handmaid t_o rehg1~n. .A.;nd yet~ ou~ theological_pro- know I was se_lling " Diana" a rumpus was kicked reform, which it is hoped will some day culminate
fessors, ~Imstered m t~e1r semmanes, holding con- up, but I convmced them that the main "fault" of in giving to the world a science of sexual physiology
:verse w1th the past, mstead of the present, and the book was it required men and women to be more than which no book is more needed, or would b~
Ignorant altogether of the world they liv in go on t~inperate sexually than they felt it possible or de- more conduciv to a true and pure morality.
June 26, 287.
Eu.uNA D. SLENKER.
year aft~r year, unaware ~f ~he_ fact that the oid argu: Sirable for ~hem to be. It asked them to practice on
ments m behalf of Chnstlamty amount to nothing earth the virtues they expected to liv out in heaven.
Then came another fuss because I sold "Leaves of
r:ow, when ~he common mind,_ sharpened by educaIndignant.
Grass,"
but by promising not to lend it hereabouts I
twn, and stimulated by what 1s called the scientific
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER : Since Mrs. Slenker's arrest ·
spirit, hav made all men feel that doubt instead of got· out of that, and yet, if the book was laid on the I hav made it my business to present her case to m;
the fear of God, is the beginning of all .;isdom. If desk and counter of every public place in town, not friends, and to try to interest them in her, and so
our pulpits were now filled by such men as Chalmers ~alf a dozen pe~ple would read half a dozen pages of obtain for her moral and financial support in this her
John Pye Smith, and others like them, would th~ 1t, because It IS above the taste of ·the average hour of persecution and prosecution. And I wish to
youth of our churches, with the mark of baptism and reader.
Then came th~ arrest for obscenity. That was the say through your paper that the spirit evinced in
parental consecration on their foreheads, leave the
last
feather, the unpardonable sin, the gulf that some of the editorials in publications supposed to be
house of God on the Sabbath, and flock in troops to
could
not be passed, and I was shut out from the ~iberal upon the case of Elmina is more discouraghear Ingersoll? I trow not. ·
mg than all the opposition from Christian sources
I know, my dear brethren, that the views expressed club I h~d. been o~e of the foremost in organizing that I hav as yet met. Because Mrs. Slenker's way
and
sustammg.
St1ll,
had
the
members
given
free
in this report would be disliked by many of our
of work is not my way, and because she has found
·people who lay the flattering unction to their souls vote, I should probably hav retained my place. But her duty in work distasteful to me, and has used lanchurch
and
creed
were
too
much
for
them
and
so
that the church is in no danger, being founded on
guage somewhat obsolete, shall Liberal editors speak
the roc~'- Christ, an~ delivered from all fear by the they remained on the conservativ side. .A.t :fi~st, after of her as " acknowledging guilt," and call her a
my
return
home
from
jail,
only
a
stray
neighbor
or
" unconditiOnal prom1s that "the gates of hell shall
"crank?" (I wish the wor.d '·crank" was obsolete)
not prevail against her." But this does not warrant so ventured to call on me, and these seemed to feel and throw cold water upon the effort to raise money
as
if
they
were
braving
public
opinion.
But
one
by
supineness and compromise. See what a sheer
for her defense ?
simulacrum the Protestant church has become in one they hav d~opped into the ruts again, till nearly
I suppose if Liberal papers were careful never to
a!~ the old habituates are seemingly as cordial and
the land of Luther! Look at Massachusetts, the
say anything against "the established usages of
fnen_dl_y
as
before.
Terrible
things
are
said
of
me
by
land planted and consecrated by the Puritans of the
society," they would not find it necessary to send out
Mayflower, flanked on the one side by the Catholics goss1pmg tongues, and believed by those who are yearly circulars for help to enable them to continue
not
well
acquainted
personally.
·
and on the other by the Unitarians, who are as near
In spite of the seriousness of the situation I hav their publications. Let us all try to help those who
to Infidelity as zero is to nothing! Look at Andover
work for humanity, especially when their work brings
and the Congregationalists of New England, wh~ to sm~le a~ some of the charges made against ~e, one them such suffering as Elmina has been called to
of
whwh
IS
that
I
hav
ruined
the
health
of
all
the
hav the face to denounce the Unitarians as a robber
endure.
sect, stealing the funds of Harvard devoted to married w~men he~e by givin~ them medicin to proI hav no doubt that my way of work is very disduce
_abortwns,_
while
the
~act
1s,
!'ve
given
the
strongChristo et ecclesice, and prostituting them to the adtasteful
to others who are in the Liberal field, but I
vancement of a baptized Infidelity; while they them- ~s~ k~n~ o~ testimony agamst th1s very thing, because cannot change my way. I must be myself, and
IS
mJurwus
to
the
health
of
the
mother
and
if
It
selva are going over, with bag and baggage, to the
surely a woman of sixty years, whose life has been
babyish heresy of a second probation! The descend- unsu?cessful may injure the child mentally and without a blemish, even letting the "established"
physiCally;
and
then,
too,
the
very
women
they
point
ants of the Puritan fathers, now on the · stao-e are
respectable society be the judge, should not be critinot as sagacious, clear-sighted, and loyal to God as out as being so injured were fully as feeble before I cised at this time. When the Comstock law shall
Balaam's ass was; for when the prophet traitorously caine here as they are now, and some more so. I let go its clutches of this, in my estimation, grand,
went off with the princes of Moab to curse the merely tell all this as showing just a few of the brave woman, it will be time enough for critical
chosen people, the ass saw the angel of the Lord thorns in the pathway of a pioneer.
There is a bright side to it all. It is grand to con- censure.
standing in the way, and refused to go forward.
I hav just received a letter from Massachusetts,
But from present signs the rank and file of the New quer prejudi~e and prove one's good words by good from a cousin of mine, Mrs. E. H. Lincolm, in which
deeds,
and
wm
grace
and
glory,
despite
old
opinions
inEngland Congregationalists hav lost their eyesight
she says : "I am willing my name should be puband cannot see the inconsistency of the reverend herited and rooted deeply in the mind. It is enthusing lished as one who believes not only in Elmina, but
and
encouraging
to
meet
with
the
support
of
press
Balaams of Andover consorting and agreeing with
in her work. Women are much better judges of the
the messengers of Balak, king of Moab. 'fhe age· of and people to such an extent as I hav done and need of knowledge on sexual physiology, I think,
miracles is past, and asses no longer see the angel of under so terrible a charge as has been Iaunch~d at than men."
Faithfully,
Luoy N. CoLMAN.
the Lord standing in the way of a prophet's defec- me. I hav received over seven hundred letters from
June
27,
1887.
tion. The promis of Christ that the gates of hell everywhere. Even across the "big pond" come
should not prevail against the church, went upon the words of cheer and approbation, sympathy and
help.
FoR it is this-it is the opinions men entertain, and
presumption that the ministers of Christ would be
I
only
wish
I
were
better
able
to
respond
to
them
the
feelings they cherish respecting those who disloyal to their chief, and listen to no proposals of
in
"thoughts
that
breathe
and
words
that
burn"
own
the beliefs they deem important-which makes
all
compromise with the devil. But if treason takes
and
giv
back
ringing
sentiments
that
should
sow
se~d
this
country not a place of mental freedom. For a
possession of the hearts of the ministry, and the
long time past, the chief mischief of the legal penalenemy can furnish motiv enough to surrender, I see for the centuries.
no reason why the cause of the church should not be . How of~en I think of Bennett's remark during his ties is that they strengthen the social stigma. It is
lost, as the cause of political freedom has often been. tn;ne of _tnal, that he had " so many of the very best that stigma which is really effectiv, and so effectiv is
fnends m the world, and some of the very meanest it that the profession of opinions which are under the
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.
e~emies," for I, t~o, hav a multitude of splendid I ban of society is much less common in England than
SEND for a catalog of our publications. It is fne;nds, an~ a few h1tter and venomous enemies. No is in many other countries the avowal of those which
radical wnter who has pronounced opinions and a incur risk of judicial punishment.-John Stuart Mill.
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News and Notes.
Saturday evening and Sunday morning at Talent,
and Sunday afternoon at Ashland, I gave my closing
lectures in Rogue River valley, and although the
usual Oregon rain was. present, the attendance was
large. So memory and hope shine together amid
the rainbows and clouds and sunshine of this beautiful valley. I hav seen nothing more enchanting
than these sweet sceneries of blending hill and dale,
and rolling mists that glitter in gorgeous ranks, and
the sky over whose varied face a thousand pictures
come and go. I shall not forget our splendid host,
that from point to point are making things lively for
the orthodox camp. The forces are so evenly divided that there is plenty of fun amid the clash of
arms. The little hall at Talent, with its Universal
Mental Liberty Club, is a kind of burning focus for
the restless fires of progress. A thousand such over
the land would giv a new era to the world.
The music furnished by Mr. and Mrs. Breese and
Miss Waters, and the band of little children, was an
inspiration and delight. The old songs were made
living with hope, and the melodies never born of
orthodoxy were made to do service for the free spirit
of Liberalism.
I was obliged to hurry up, and amid the driving
rainstorm reached the cars just as the iron horse was
puffing the signal of departure. Sunday midnight I
reached Rose bury. Early on Monday morning I was
aroused by the cheery voice of my friend, James
Laird, who came to pilot me through the big hills
and mighty forests of Coos county to the outermost
verge of the world, to the jumping-off place, where
one can almost leap into the palace of the setting sun.
There was a sixty-mile horseback ride before me, for
the roads were so uneven that even a buckboard
might drop to pieces and disappear amid the abysses
of a western turnpike, whose ways, like those of God,
are sometimes past finding out. Off we started in
the clear and brilliant morning. My steed was one
of the best in the county, and for the first few miles
I quite enjoyed his quick and invigorating step.
About noon we reached Looking Glass, a beautiful
little valley amid the bosom of the hills. Beyond
this there was a twenty-four mile ride yet to my
night's lodgings, and there was no time to stop for
rations. We were obliged to take our noonday lunch
as we went "marching on." Up over the Coast
R!tnge we took our circuitous path. The scenery
was delightful and magnificent. Amid the tall trees
we could glance far away over the variegated landscape. Blue hills were in the distance, around which
rolled the seas of forests, with green isles of cultivated lands here and there. The trees that ovel'hung
our pathway were of enormous growth. Some of
them, fir and cedar, were ten feet in diameter, and
from iwo hundred to three hundred feet in bight,
shooting almost straight as an arrow. Climbing
over the mountain, we struck the head waters of the
east fork of the Coquille, which went dancing down
the enormous crags with its fluttering white banners,
making music in the deep and solemn aisles of the
endless woods. At times it went merrily along, close
by our feet, and we could stoop and drink of its
sparkling current. Then in a minute almost it
seemed to be down hundreds of feet below, and we
could scarcely hear its murmurs as the crested waves
dashed on. In the very bosom of the crags and trees

we came to a school-house, remote from any habita- lecture. The ball was ci·owded in the evening with
tion. Where the children came from I could not an enthusiastic audience. The band poured forth its
tell, but there were a dozen playing about, and the inspiring strains, and I felt well rewarded for all the
bright school-mistress was just ringing the bell, for labors of my journey with so cordial a reception, and
the recess was over. I would gladly bav dismounted I did the best I could for "The New Heaven and
and rested my weary bones for an hour or two, study- Earth." The next morning I went to Arago, a part
ing abc's. We rode up, and friend Laird intro- of the way by wagon, and then by boat. They hav
duced the majority of the troop of boys and girls all sorts of conveyances in thie~ country-saddleas his children or grandchildren.
This is a horses, boats, wagons, buckboards, steamers, schoongreat country for children. Mr. Laird has a family ers, rafts, etc. I came to the handsome farm of
of ten, and all Freethinkers, and still they come. J. Henry Schroeder. Close by are the fair grounds
There is plenty of room. Mr. Laird's son has the of the county, in the big building of which I gave a
ranch nearest the schoolhouse, but we could not lecture in the afternoon. Mr. Schroeder chartered a
stop, for still we had sixteen miles of travel to his steamer for the special accommodation of the Infidels,
own home. It seemed an interminable journey. and a large.number were present from up and down
However, we pressed on. Mr. Laird is a jolly com- the river and the lumber camps. The Schroeders, I
panion, and by telling stories and occasionally quot- find, are a multitudinous family. Henry Schroeder is
ing from THE TRUTH SEEKER, of which he is a con- the patriarch of them all. He came to this country
stant reader, I was able to forget the aches and in 1859. He is 'now over seventy years of age, and
pains of my body. Now and then a scene of sur- his golden wedding will come in 1889. He has
passing beauty would appear amid the dense foliage, grandchildren and great-grandchildren by the score.
the stream bursting into a brilliant cataract, along- I asked him how many he had. He said he didn't
side precipitous banks, with flowers and green moss, know; he hadn't counted them lately. Some~ here
and. the golden evening sunshine flowing in mellow between fifty and sixty is the number of his descendsplendor from mass to mass of rocks and fallen ants, and they are all in the Freethought ranks, to the
trunks, some of which arched the roadway, and we third and fourth generation. This is a good record.
passed beneath them. These pictures would revive J. Henry Schroeder, his son,· has ten children. He
me with a shock of delight, as if an exhilarating cup is the captain of our forces here, and his energy and
were at my lips, and for awhile there was pure enjoy- persistence are indomitable. He has written scores
ment. But the aches and pains would come back, of letters, raised the sinews of war, chartered steamand it was with a kind of despairing joy that at the ers, etc., in order to make the campaign a success,
close of every twelve or fifteen minutes I heard friend and under his leadership I find everything in splenLaird cry out as we passed a landmark, "Only five did condition. All the friends are interested, and
miles more," "Four miles more," etc., until at last, at the wheels of progress roll smoothly on. I was
half-past seven o'clock, his white dwelling, solitary in pleased to meet with his wife, and his daughters,
the forest, hove in view. Slowly we meandered to Miss Ella and Mrs. Kribs and Mrs. Hanly, and his
that haven of rest. I could hardly dismount. It sons, George and Augustus-all enlisted in the Libseemed as if I had no feeling in my bones. I was eral ranks. Mrs. Schroeder is the daughter of Mr.
a kind of a jelly-fish out of water. However, there Perry, one of the old campaigners of this country.
was a warm welcome, a comfortable chair, big fire- Her two sisters married two other Schroeder brothplace, and a crackling blaze, and although it was the ers, and there are about ten children to each family,
month of June, the fiery columns were as pleasant as ·and so under this name a regiment might be musin winter's weather, and the bright heat, like a charm, tered into service. Thus may all good citizens
dispelled the weariness. Miss Emma Laird, the flourish. With the Schroeders also are the Smiths,
daughter of mine host, was the gentle housekeeper the Lowes, the Garfields, the Nichols, the Danielof this remote caravansary, and soon a delightful sons, etc.; and I really think Coos county is the
supper was ready for the hungry pilgrims. Early to banner county of the States for its stalwart Liberalbed was my motto for that night, and soon I was ism.
sound asleep, with no dreams to haunt me. At five
After the Arago meeting we went by the steamboat
o'clock in the morning, however, friend Laird said, Ceres, Capt. John Yeager, to Coquille City. Here
"Awake-arise," and I obeyed the summons. I.was are also some good friends-E. S. Spurgeon, V. N.
quite refreshed and ready for the day's journey, when Perry, A. G. Aiken, Andrew Forsness, C. W. Allen,
the coffee and breakfast bad been disposed of, and the S. N. A. Downing, Mr. and M.rs. Harrington, etc.,
sun was flooding the beautiful forest and the birds and R. L. Blackburn, brother to our Utah camwere singing.
paigner, Prof. Charles Blackburn. I guess everyMr. Laird could not accompany me on my second body in the city came to the lecture in the evening,
day's journey, but was to meet me on the morrow at for the hall was filled to its utmost capacity. They
Coquille City. So I bade good-bye to hospitable don't hav very big cities in Coos county, for the
iriends, to the boys and the maiden, to Mr. Cox, who whole population of this sea-board is only about four
keeps up the tug of war with friend Laird in the thousand. But the people are full of life.
wilderness, and off I plunged into the grand old · The next day, in the bright morning, we embark
woods, nature's cathedral, filled with music and won- for Bandon on the steamer Myrtle, Capt. Levi Snyder.
drous pictures. A delicious joy it was to be miles The Coquille river is one of the most crooked in the
away from any human being, with no voices save that world. It is forty miles by the stream to the ocean,
of the swaying branches, the rippling, shining wa- and yet in a straight line by land it is only twelve
ters, and the invisible birds. Occasionally I would miles. However, the turnings in and out afford demeet a traveler, or pass some out-of-the-way farm, lightful sceneries. We pass by the farm of our
and wonder how in the world anybody ever came to stanch friend, Judge A. J. Lowe, who is one of the
locate in such corners of this vast wilderness. Along old settlers of this county, one of the" 'Forty-niners"
in the afternoon I came to Myrtle Point., where about of California. He i.;~ a prominent citizen, and his Infifty houses are clustered together, and here I was to fidelity is never kept in the background. He has
giv my first lecture in Coos county. Slowly I rode two brothers, Robert Lowe, of Empire City, and R.
into the little village, wondering what kind of a M. Lowe, of " Beaver Slew," and all three are Libreception I should hav in this distant place. A erals, and surrender nothing for the sake of popularpleasant-faced, patriarchal-looking man accosted me ity. At Parkersburg,' along the route, I am pleased
and inquired my name and if he could render any to meet David and Frank Lowe, Wm. Hammersberg,
service. I did not know but he might be the bishop etc.; at Randolph, Mr. and Mrs. Walcott, and others,
of the diocese and the mortal foe of the Infidel lect- and all along the river the Liberals seem to congreurer. However, I ventured to giv my name. In- gate. At about noon we arrive at Bandon, and this,
stantly he said, "Follow me." I knew then by the with the exception of Cape Blanco, eighteen miles
Masonry of Freethought that I was in the right below, is the extremest western point in the United
hands, and I followed. This was C. Lehnherr, and he States; and so it has been my fortune to giv a lecttook me at once to his home, Pioneer Hotel, and ure in America nearer to the setting sun than any
here was rest and a good, square meal, and plenty of other pioneer. I can't get any farther without tombfriends-his wife, Mrs. Lehnherr, a gentle believer in ling into the Pacific. I was glad indeed to greet t~e
the Catholic faith; his daughter, Mrs. Miller, an broad waters flinging their b!~<nners against the ghsardent Freethinker; the grandchildren, etc. Soon tening sun. Immediately after djnner I rush to the
other friends came dropping in-G. W. Ramsdell, a shores and climb the big rock called Gibraltar Rock,
kind of a world-wandering Infidel, with five children, which is about a hundred feet high, and a lonely
each one born in a different state: and Mrs. Rams- rock it is, for there is none like it anywhere up and
dell, a genial companion of his artist life. The first down the coast, and the geologists affirm that it came
thing I did after supper was to hav my picture all the waytothislandfromMontana, whereitskindred
taken. Mr. Ramsdell was the one who suggested tower to the skies. From this rock there is a magthe Coos county campaign. He reads THE TRUTH nificent view of the shores and ocean. To the north
SEEKER, and so keeps on the alert. Among other is Cape Arago, and to the south Cape Blanco, and
allies here are Charles Wilkins, who presided at the the Portland steamers can be seen as they speed over
evening meeting; Edward Bender, leader of the the blue Pacific. Hundreds of sea-lions were disportband which discoursed music for the occasion, every ing on the rocks, and tho~sands of bird~ skimn;ting
member of which is a stanch Infidel-Chas. E. the air, aud the thundermg breakers m glorwus
Diets, Henry Schroeder, C. E. Schroeder, Wm. music were dashing for miles along the beach;
Rohm; and from Arago, A. J. Smith, A. L. Allen, gorgeously, amid a pavilion of clouds, the sun sank
Jas. McNaughton, John Lindebeck, Fred. Schroeder, beneath that burnished sea.
J. Henry Schroeder, Augustus H. Schroeder, F. M.
Among our friends at Bandon are John Hambloch,
Kronenberg, Wm. H. Schroeder, George W. Schroe- P. H. Rosa, Robert Walker, T. ~· Nichols, Jerry
der, Wm. Warner, of Rowlaud Prairie, and others: Hine::!, L. L. Simpson, J. W. Dobbms, Judge G. W.
coming from many miles about to attend the opening Dyer, etc. P. 0. Chilstrom, who presided at the
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Human, Morality.
evening meeting, and J. M. Upton, editors of the
proclaimiJ;lg its rigMs. Its confessors, when tyrants
Bandon Recorder, are fearless exponents of LiberalT~e. a~sertion oft,en made by the advocates of thre~ten m the cause of God, boldly stand forth in
ism, and they are exceptions to the majority of Chnstianity that man s conduct here is influenced for the mterests of man. The pure lives of its virgins
editors, and speak their minds without fear or favor. the better ,by be_li~f ill: a hereafter is contrary to fact; h~v. .n~ver been prostituted to the love of mock
It was a pleasure to meet with such radical and able ~ost men s reh~wn IS purel_y theoretical. In prac- divimties, but ever faithful to real men; their lips
advocates of our cause, so bold and chivalrous in tiCe they are gmded by their own interests or nat- never pollute.d by prayer, their knees never bent to
their defense of liberty and justice. One of their ura~ sens~ of w~at. is ~ight. When faith is 1·eally the degradatiOn of adoring a feared unknown. They
recent leading e_dit_orials is worthy of a place in THE their leadmg prmmple, It becomes their object not follow not the Lamb of God whithersoever he goeth
TRUTH SEEKER, It IS so pronounced and vigorous in so _muc~ to do· good as to escape the consequences of ?ut the.good of man whencesoever it cometh. And
its enunciation of reform.
do~g Ill.
Most believers would willingly barter Its glorwus company of widows once wedded to a
I was pleased ·to meet W. V. Cope, of Denmark, their hopes of heaven for certain deliverance from God that is dead, are devoted from henceforth to
Or., formerly of Eureka, Cal., a subscriber of THE ·the possibility of hell.
· mankin~ that livs.
TRUTH SEEKER, and now and then a contributor to its
.H~manity has its paradise. It is not an Eden
Among theoreti~al Christians there are many who
pages.
are temperate, upnght, and honorable. This is not With Its untasted fruit ~f the tree of knowledge, for
Ov_er three hundred were present at the evening on account of their belief that in another world such the feast of knowledge IS spread upon its tables and
meetmg. They came from all parts_:Coquille City, con~uct wil~ meet with reward, or a contrary course to ~II w~o will the invitation is sent, "Com~ and
It IS not a new Jerusalem, where all interests
Parkersbur:r, Randolph, the mills, logging-camps, receive pumshment. In their hours of prayer they eat.
etc. Captam Floyd, of the tug-boat Katie Cook, say, " Thy kingdom come," and, " Deliver us from are lost but that in a God, for in it our own interests
brought thirty-two, and it will thus be seen that evil," but in their social and business relations they and those of .our, fellow-beings are alike objects of
there :was quite an interest in the Freethought act from _th~ sam.e motivs as Infidels. They do right culture. It IS not a place for the indulgence of
gathermg.
I gave a lecture on "American De- because It IS their nature to do so, and avoid wrong eternal sloth and sensuality, such as the followers of
mocracy." At the close the Coquille Secular Union bec~us~ . they kno_w that its consequences would be ~ohammed seek. It is not a Nirvana of self-annihilatiOn an.d destruction of individuality, for which the
was formed, with J. Henry Schroeder for president, preJudiCial to their interests in this life.
~uddhist longs. It is a condition here in which evil
and· J. · M. Upton for secretary. There will be a
The pr~ctical_ Christian whose actions are regulated Is subdued and good triumphant. It is not a divine
grand gathering on the Fourth of July of the Liberals ?Y .t consideratiOn of reward or punishment hereafter
along Coquille river, and without doubt hundreds of IS a dangerous character. He does no good for its gift, but the price of human labor.
~~manity has a true morality. No god-made
friends will join in this united movement.
own sake, but from a selfish desire for future reEarly on Friday we return to Coquille Citv~ on the muneration. He' shuns no evil because it is evil· but rehgwn ever had. The law of Moses which won
steamer Antelope, Captain Reed. Here we· meet a from fear of punishment. In the time of tempt~tion outw~rd obedience through terror, had' none. The
delegation from Mru:shfield-S. B. Cathcart, J. D. he is the first to yield and the last to be suspected teachm~s of Jesus had none, except inasmuch as
Garfield, R. M. Hutchinson, Wm. Hall, -T. G. Owen, The first to yield because the master he serves offer~ Jesus himself had drunk somewhat of the fountain
F. Mark, and E. A . .Anderson. In the afternoon a equal payment to the laborer who commences work of humanit:r and ~!ended some of its principles with
twenty-five-mile drive brings us to Marshfield. We at the eleventh hour and to him who has borne the those of his J ew1sh theology. Since his day his
lectured here Friday and Saturday evening to full burden and heat of the day. The last to be sus- followers hav blended more and more until the
houses, and we lecture again this afternoon and at pe_ct~d ~ecause his religious character conceals the nature of Christianity has become so, disguised that
Empire City this evening. We will report progress evllm his nature from the eyes of those who imagin me~ ar~ often ca~led good Christians for ignoring
next week. Everything so far has been favorable good morals accompany religious faith. His duties their faith and _actmg by ~uman rul~s.. It is the procand we hav a stanch Liberal host. I hav been kept to others are performed for his own sake or aban- ess of absorptw~ by whwh tJ:te rehgwn of humanity
s? busy ~ecturing and traveling that I hav not had doned altogether if he thinks thereby to w~ a larger attracts ~en. to ~ts_el~ . and fro~ the errors resulting
time until to-day to write these "News and Notes" crown, or escape with greater ease from wrath to from behef m divimties. It IS the survival of the
and I am so far West, with the railroad seventy-fi~e come. ~.hen. practical Christianity was a power in fit_test by which codes of ethics founded upon blind
miles off, that I don't know whether I can get them commumties, It peopled deserts and monasteries with fait~ are doom~d to J?erish, and -~ill be supplanted by
to THE TRUTH SEEKER in time. But I trust to luck. me~ and women who cast off their obligations to a high~r moraht~ built upon utihty, which is already
I hav enjoyed every minute in this wild and almost ~he~ f~l~ow-cre~tures. Now that it is a power only becommg recogmzed as our proper guide in life.
E. J. BowTELL.
unbroken country.
m mdividuals, .1t makes them impediments to the
-------4~~-----June 22d, 23d, and 24th there is a grand rally at progress of their race. Gazing on visions of another
For Mrs. Slenker's Defense.
Silverton. I shall be at Salem, June 26th ; at Mol- worl~, they blo~k the path along which others are
alla, June _28t~, 29th, and 30th; at Portland, July pressmg. to the Improvement of this. If as time ad_To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· : Many
3d; McMmnville, July 5th, 6th, and 7th· at Cor- vances we see Christians striving more and more, as of your subscribers and readers are responding to
vallis, July 10; at Forest Grove, July '17th; at we do ourselvs, to make the best of this existence the cal~s ma:de for the Elmina defense fund, and every
Seattle, Wash. T., July 24th. I shall be at Port and letting the next wait till it comes it is becaus~ day brmgs m one or more subscriptions, some large,
Angeles, Port Townsend, Colfax, Pendleton Baker the extinc~ion of Chris~i~nity by the ab~orption of its some small, but every little counts, so that now I esCity, but the dates are not yet fixed.
'
followers mto the rehgwn of humrulity is a process timate that the total fund amounts to about $400.
Marshfield, Or., June 19, 1887. S. P. PuTNAM.
constantly going on. It is the effect of the same law I see the Investigator has acknowledged about $125.
that causes progress in all things, the survival of the Mrs. Slenker has sent us names and amounts which
Liberal Enthusiasm in Oregon.
foot up $170. The moneys sent to us we hav already
fittest.
Fram the Banaon Recorder.
Finite inte~ligence could make no improvement in acknowledged in the IIealtlt liionthly in part, but up
In accordance with announcements made through these
a~d
pass no JUdgment upon a revelation from infinit to date we hav received about $85. In the Health
columns, ~r. Samuel P. Putnam, secretary of the American
Monthly we shall publish every item and send copies
Secular U:mon, an~ one of the abl~st Freeth ought writers and Wisdom and love. Yet a constantly increasing numspeakers m the Umted States, debvered a lecture in our lit- ber of religious teachers endeavor to adapt what they of the paper to those who hav sent with their remittle Ba~don ?n Thursday evening, the 16th. He was greeted call the word of God to the modern discoveries of tance their names and address. Probably it is unby an mtelhgent and appreciativ audience of at least three man. They decide by the test of such discoveries necessary to ask you to burden your crowded colhundr~d people. Mr. P. 0. Chilstrom introduced the speaker
retained or rejected. They umns with these items, Mrs. Slenker is in constant
by sa,Ymg that we of the coast counties of Oregon, being w_hether passage_s sh~ll
practiCally shut out from the great centers of intelligent discard verbal mspiratwn of scripture, and substi- communication with the members of the Defense
thought, by reason of locality and natural barriers seldom t_ut~ a general superintendence of divine intelligence Association, and already local counsel has been enhad the opportunity we were ab,aut to enjoy on this occa- hmited to the prevention of spiritual error. They gaged, and we hav reason to expect will serve satission, that of listening to so noted a speaker as Mr. Putnam.
factorily in the case. The case is put 'down to be
The lecturer's subject was "American Democracy." The try God's teaching by their own reason, and pro- called early in July (the 12th), but there may be
time occupied was a little over an hour and a half and there no~ce so~e of it to be sound and some unsound.
was not one in the audience with whom we spok~ after the Th~Ir actwns are inconsistent with their professed reasons why the prosecution will prefer to lay the
lectur~ but that exl?ress~d a re~ret that the. speaker did not behef, but they are helping our work.
They speak case over until fall, or if the prosecution is ready it
keep nght on talkmg mdefimtly. Never m the history of
our
tru~hs from the pulpits of the churches where may be that the defense will ask for some delay.
Coos county has there been so able, so logical so eloquent a
Uncle Sam's appropriations for the court proceeddefining made as to what constitutes Ame.tic~n Democracy, our vmces cannot be heard. They call themselvs
ings
seem to hav run low, and just now it would apas. t? what are the t~e sa?r.ed and .inalienable rights and rreacher~ of Christianity, but they are eradicating
pnvileges of an Amencan mt1zen to hberty of conscience to Its d?ctrms from the minds of their hearers, and pear that the defense is financially better prepared to
free speech, the pursuit of happiness, and the enjoyment of teachmg a grander and J?urer morality than Jesus go on than the government. It is, of course, imall that is good and desirable in this world. The Nine Depossible as yet to make a fair estimate of what sum
mands of Liberalism, as read and explained by Mr. Putnam ever knew: They are pnests of humanity, and are will be required to make a good defense, but it is
were reduced to simple axioms such as no sound fair' pr~mulgatmg the great rule that an evil deed is that
rational thinker can possibly gainsay or reject. To d~ jus~ whwh a~ds _to human suffering, mad a virtuous action certainly important that a considerable sum should
be insured early in order that nothing shall be left
tice tG the subject at all, in the space at our command at this that whi~h mcreases human happiness.
time, just before going to press, is simply impossible. Even
undone that ought to be done, for lack of means.
The
mmd
of
the
Infidel,
freed
from
the
rubbish
of
though we could giv space, word for word, to every thought
E. B. FooTE, JR.
uttered, there would still be something lacking something o_ld beliefs and theological moralities, is in a condi--------~.-------unconveyed and unpictured-the style, the look, 'the earnest tiOn to .a?cept a c?de of ethics founded upon reason
Christianity, Positivism, and Socialism.
expression, . the hone~t ringing tone. The speaker was and, util_Ity. While men were seeking knowledge of
From the Commonweal.
greeted agam and agam by most hearty applause as he made God s will from those who knew no more of it than
point after point, telling and forcible. It was Bandon's inThe " essential thought" of Christianity lies in the notion
themselvs, they were losing sight of man's needs. of "h')liness "-i.e., a special relation between the individual
tellectual feast, and right well did she partake and enjoy.
At the conclusion of the meeting a temporary organization Now they are acquiring information on which a true soul and "God." This has as its correlate what is someof an auxiliary Secular society was effected under the name system of morality, a human rule of life is being times known as the "ethics of inwardness "-that is, a moof the Coquille Secular Union. J. Henry Schroeder was c?nstructed. Human conscience defines ~oral ac- rality which centers in the personality and the attainment of
elected temporary chairman, and J. M. Upton secretary. A
this quasi-mystical relation with the clivinity-or, in other
charter list of membership was prepared an'd numeromly tiOns to be those advantageous to human interests. words, "salvation." As a consequence, Christianity, though
~uman
unde~standing
interprets
the
rule
by
the
signed by the ladies and gentlemen who had remained for
retaining elements. of barbaric ferocity in its theology in its
the purpose, when, on motion, the chairman appointed as a light of expenence. Human will conforms to it un- moral sentiment invariably tends to become maudlin, :md its
committee to secure additional names, C. Lehnherr of restraine~ by imaginary wills of visionary deities. practice commonly to hypocrisy.
Myrtle Point; A. J. Smith, of Arago ; Mrs. Harringto~ of,
Now, Positivism, while abandoning the theological side of
Coquille City; D. J. Lowe, of Parkersburg; A. D. Wolc~tt, ~uman mterest reaps the reward of this conformity Christianity, retains its introspectiv and individualistic attiof ltandolph, and J. M. Upton, of Bandon. It was decided In the greater share the increased stock of common tude in ethics. The ethical aim of Positivism, like that of
that a permanent organization should be effected at Bandon goods furnishes to each.
Christianity, is the perfecting of the individual character
J~ly 4th. Messrs. Jere Haynes, P. 0. Chilstrom, T.
H_umanity has its temple. It is not in Jerusalem and according to what is virtually the same standard, as i~
N1chols, and J. M. Upton were appointed a committee on nor m Rome, nor in Constantinople. Its vast dom~ proved by the retention of so many Christian forms in the
constitution and by-laws, to report at the next meeting of
Comtean cultus, and still more in the adoption of the introshelters the earth. From its pulpits its priests ex- spectiv and mystical Imitatio Gh?'isti of.Thomas a Kempis as
the Union.
pound human thoughts, and at its altars sacrifice a text-book of life and conduct.
Socialism alone, in effect, definiti vly abandons this old eth. MR. ANDR.EW D. WmTE will publish in the July false gods and inhuman ideas. Its choirs singing of
Popular Sc~ence 11£onthly the second of a series of earth'_s beauties and man's love, cheer us' in this our ical standard, and the code of morality growing out of it, by
procla~ming th~ great modern truth, that social happiness, in
articles, begun some time ago under the title of dwellmg-place, the only home we know. Its saints 1ts
plam sense, IS the one object of all moral conduct, and in
"New Chapters in the Warfar~ of Science." The who ha~ passe~ _away _are lamps to our feet, and refusing to be turned aside from this principle by specious
forthcomin_g article w_ill treat of the progress of those still remammg with us staves in our hands. attempts to reintroduce the rags and tags of a theological
E. BELfOR':C ~~bum~m. enlightenmeut m. the domain of meteorology. Its 1Il¥'tyrs are men a.nd woUJ.e~ whQ 4tl!V suffered for l!lor~lity-]lnder flrnotb.er na~e.
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the employee of the man who has something. Here, labor would fall, and that wages would fall with it?
then, would seem to be a natural cause for the rela- One laborer by. working harder and living lower than
tion of laborer and capitalist. But it is a maxim of others can get ahead of them, but all can no more
Mr. Denslow on the Labor Question.
political economy that competition reduces prices to gain in that way than all can win in a race. There
the cost of production, which, of course, include the must be another reason why machinery does not save
The capitalists and monopolists are fortunate in the capitalist's own wages as a contributor to the labor. There must be another remedy for this anomhaving secured the services of so able an advocate as work by superintending, etc. What is it that inter- alous state of things than for the laborers to " scab "
Mr. Van Buren Denslow, whose articles on Adam feres with the operation of this equitable principle each other down to the savages' standard of comfort,
Smith and "Wealth " in his " Modern Thinkers" and enables the capitalist to collect a revenue in which is clearly no remedy at all, for it would make
hav already proved his capacity to plead their cause. excess of his own wages of superintendence~ I so much less labor to be done, and the same number
I use these expressions without scruple, for the answer again, it is the law. Take away that, and his of hours' work for those who could get employment.
polemical purpose of Mr. Denslow's article on "Pro- profits would fall to the wages of superintendence The real reasons why machinery does not shorten
tection to Labor" is transparent, from the exordium instantly. Mr. Denslow's demonstration that the prod- hours, and the real remedy, are as follow!!: Under
where he classes labor agitators with fever and ague ucts are divided about equally between laborers and every system of labor-slave, serf, or wage-the
to the argument ad hominem which closes his first capitalists, even if it were sound, is immaterial. The share of the laborers is the least on which they can
article under the above head.
question is, How can capitalists get anything but liv consistently with the prevailing idea of comfort;
Mr. Denslow's figures are interesting and instruc- those wages of superintendence which they very Qom- that is, the least they will take without resorting to
tiv, but his inferences are altogether of the forensic, monly dispense with in hiring factors, overseers, and general rebellion. Mr. Denslow, of course, is aware
not the scientific type.
,
stewards! I defy Mr. Denslow to show any other of this well-known law, which simply· brings labor
"The cause of the demand for labor," says Mr. how than that they hav the law on their side and the within the generalization about prices falling to the
cost of production. It involves this corollary, that
Denslow, "is the profit which capital can earn in em- power.
playing labor." This is the exploded dogma of that
But Mr. Denslow lets another cat out of the bag in the minimum on which laborers can liv and raise
most dogmatical among economists, J. R. MacCul- admitting that his proportion is true ·only for some children being the average wage, multitudes never
loch. I hope to be pardoned for calling it exploded, trades, and that the share of labor diminishes as get as much, and therefore are not kept in the wage
for, though continually reproduced _by capital_ist~c machinery takes its place. "The meaning of this, class by love of ease, but by another cause altogether.
writers of pamphlets, newspaper articles, etc., It IS being interpreted, is that notwithstanding the pro- That cause is simply the operation of the law itself.
utterly rejected by all who hav gone below the sur- tection given by governments to capital, competition All above the minimum necessary to maintain the
face of the question, e.g., by James Bonar in his re- eventually reduces prices to the cost of production existence of the laboring class goes to the slave-owncent work on Mal thus. " Even Mrs. Marcet, a docil after all. Under the slave and serf systems this ers, landlords, or capitalists. In the first two cases
Ricardian," he observes, " put the case more care- mattered little. But now, when lower profits mean it is taken from the laborers by direct force, in the
fully. Work to be performed is the immediate not only insolvency, but speedy liquidation, the cap- third by the threat of refusing them work except on
cause of the demand for labor" (p. 155, Harper's italist must. keep up with the times or perish. the employers' own terms, which are just the old
edition, ~885). That is the point. The cause of the Accoxdingly machinery is continually supplanting minimum, the least they can be Jewed down to withdemand for labor is the want of the things which labor, and the reward of the latter, Mr. ·Denslow out turning discontent into revolution. Of this
labor produces. Ricardo contended that the amount being witness, falls accordingly. This may seem to "surplus value," as Marx calls it, a part is devoted to
of the supply was limited by the capital which stood contradict his other assertion, to which I agree, that enlarging the establishments of which the laborers
ready to furnish employment for labor, and MacCul- the wages of_ the hired laborer increase with the form a portion, with what result we hav already seen.
loch, as we see, went further. But both of them gains of the capitalist. But the paradox is easily But another goes to the defense of these establishoverlooked the fact that a very large class of labor- explained. Wages increase absolutely with profits. ments. Policemen, soldiers, agents, collect.ors, lawers are not" employed" by capitalists at all, and the Relativly to the percentage of profits they increase yers, politicians, sky-pilots, etc., ~II so many defendstill more significant fact that, in every case, a last also. But relativly to the incomes of capitalists they ers of the capitalists' possessions, must be supported
analysis shows it to be labor -.:vhich employs labor, decrease as the capitalists tllemselvs grow bigger. out of the surplus value which the laborer creates.
capital standing only in the relation of a middle man. This is the double process which is forcing on revo- Thus the laborer, receiving only enough to keep him
How, then, does capital get into this position? lution, placing on one side a very few immense in existence as a laborer, f0rges his· own chains with
Denslow, following Adam Smith, maintains that the monopolies, and on the other a world of discontented every stroke, nor is there any apparent remedy which
profits of capital are the" reward of abstinence"- laborers.
does not involve getting rid of the noble army of
as he puts it: "a day's work already done and em-.
Mr: Denslow improves on MacCulloch, as Mac- idlers- stock-gamblers, politicians, military, skybodied in the form of capital is as well entitled to Culloch did on Ricardo, when he says that if wages pilots, and all. But this, if it could be done, would
compensation as a day's work not yet done, which are too low in any line of employment what is needed really be a remedy, for the possession of the tools by
we. call labor." Now, if I deny, and every" profes- in that line is a greater competition among employ- the toilers and the product by the producers would
sionallabor parasite, prophet, agitator, and economic ers, and therefore a good many of those-who are now mean short hours and general abundance.
Of all the monopolies created by governments for
quack" does utterly deny, that the compensation of a seeking to work at that basiness for wages should
day's work done and embodied in the form of capital begin working as employers. Let us return for wis- the enrichment of favorits and the oppression of the
is anything else than the capital itself, Mr. Denslow's dom to the friend of our childhood, Mrs. Marcet. laborers, the most utterly inexcusable which now exwhole system stands on a shaky foundation. Which "Work to be performed is the immediate cause of ists is the system of Protection to whose defense Mr.
of us is right? To cite an illustration of which cap- the demand for labor." Then low wagea in any line Denslow devotes his last paper. It is difficult to
italists are rather fond. If a savage, a member of a mean that there is no work to be done in it which believe that Mr. Denslow can be sincere in saying
tribe who liv by digging clams, constructs a spade anybody wants, and the incoming of a thousand that all values depend as much on the obstacles to
with which he can dig ten times as many- clams as employers would only mean a thousand candidates the production of the commodity by others as they
with his hands, is not the possession of the spade an for bankruptcy. I am tempted here to show that the do on the facilities of its production by you, and
abundant compensation for his past labor 1 How reduction of prices to the cost of production is ·sec- therefore the higher values of American over foreign
does h'= get a 1ien on the labor of all the other ondary, and that the overstocking of particular lines nroducts are due to the obstacles to the free introsav:1ges who dig clams 1 This question Mr. Denslow with the resulting crash an'd crisis is the primary fact duction of the latter. At all events, the fallacy is too
avoids, and, since his purpose is polemical, not scien- in our industrial system. This, however, has been transparent to be worth refuting when the many obti:fic, he is mighty right to avoid it.
·
done already by myself and others so well that I only scuring words are cleared away and the conclusion
But as "the Lord turned the counsel of Ahithophel advise Mr. Denslow to read Karl Marx's little pam- put in juxtaposition with the premises.
into foolishness," so all Mr. Denslow's talents hav phlet on "Capital and Wage Labor," or my own,
The second reason why a tariff benefits the Amernot prevented him from selecting a singularly un- entitled, "Anarchy." But I cannot refrain from ican laborer is stated thus: " To the diversification
happy instance. "Working a farm on equal shares, pointing out that Mr. Denslow's wage laborers with of our industries is due their activity; out of their
where one person finds the land, improvments, $800,000,000 in the savings banks belong to that activity comes the high rate of profit on capital, and
buildings, seeds, fruit-trees, implements, and, clal!ls of skilled, not that of common, laborers; that out of this high rate of profit on capital come the
perhaps, cattle, and flocks, and poultry, while the for them to engage in business on their own account existing rates of wages." This, of course, embodies
other brings only the labor power of himself, his would be to invite the fate of beetles in that battle the old fallacy quoted from MacCulloch, but it also
family, and those he may hire, is a fair bargain. where, to use Mr. Denslow's own eloquent words, involves another which lies perhaps deeper still. So
This is the metayer system of Europe.
" the giants become Titans and the conflict Titanic;" far, at least, as unskilled labor is concerned, high
.
Its equity still remains to be questioned." The and finally, that their lending to capitalists through wages are as mythical as .the story of the man who
devil it does! Mr. Denslow simply presumes on the the medium of savings banks does, indeed, "invert carried the calf till he became an ox. :Malthus long
ignorance of your readers when he supposes them every law of charity-take from them that hav very since reasoned (Pol. Econ , 1820, p. 125), and the
not to know that the metayer system is a mere relic little to hand over to them that hav much;" for as experienced Brasseys hav since announced as the
of serfdom, and has always been considered in the prices approach the cost of production the rate of result of their ledgers (Work and Wages, c. iii), that
highest degree tyrannical and pernicious by all but a interest falls, while the incomes of the Titanic cap- the cost of common labor to the employer is the
few conservativ French and Italian writers, among italists year by year increase.
same all over the world. The difference in the "real
whom Sismondi is the best known. He deserves
In Mr. Denslow's second paper, reasoning from the wages," i. e., in what a day's work will bring the
thanks, however, for showing that it is just like all above fallacious premises, he piles fallacy upon fal- laborer, depends on the price of those things which
other arrangements between laborer and capitalist, lacy. "The infinit elasticity of our wants is an un- the laborer principally needs, and, of course, can
the more so since this very metayer system is becom- doubted truism in economics. But its necessary only be lowered by everything which raises the cost
ing alarmingly common in the United States.
corollary is an exhaustless demand upon our energies. of necessaries. In our multiplying tramps and pauAnd now, bidding farewell to Mr. Denslow for the
The real road to shorter hours for every pers we may see every reason to believe that it is
present, let us consider how the capitalist gets his workingman is longer hours.
. . It is the love steadily falling as the United States becomes more
lien on labor? I answer, Through the action of the of ease, and the desire to avoid the risks embarrass- of a manufacturing and less of an agricultural country.
legislature. As the powers of a landlord under the ments, and worry of self-employment 'that chiefly
The third argument, that_ the artificial creation of
metayer system are conferred in Europe on an aris- keep men in the wages class." The first of these a domestic market is necessary to get rid of unextocraQy, in America on syndicates, as slaves are made apothegms is true. But the second plainly contra- portable products, is surely too far-fetched for conslaves, and serfs serfs by the concerted action of the diets the third. If the increase of wants means an sideration. That any commodity under any circumvictorious or dominant element in any state, so rail- infinit increase of labor, then longer hours can never stances can sell better where it is produced than
roa_ds are chartered and the other corporations to bring shorter hours. Both the propositions may be where it is not is indeed an original position, and
which Mr. Denslow alludes created by the power of false, but one of them must be. Now, the truth is can rarely indeed be otherwise than absurd.
th~ government-that is, of organized physical force. this: that the increase of wants does not necessarily
The fourth reason and all which follow it are poIt Is a system of barefaced robbery.
mean an increase of labor. Machinery ought to save litical, not economic, full of the very spirit of spreadNow, I will _not only admit, but insist on what labor. The lowest savages hav to work far harder to eagle, and adapted to excite a smile even in a Fourth
seems at first sight an argument against my theory. get clams enough to eat than the laborers of a civil- of July oration. With more than half our farmers
Undoubtedly every machine, from the savage's spade ized community to get a much better living. Why, metayers, tenants, or in sol vent mortgagers; with a
for digging cla~s to the Union Pacific Railroad, then, do the civilized laborers not enjoy shorter hours million laborers in an intermittent condition of enevery accumulatwn_ ~f wealth, from the first basket than the savages? Mr. Denslow means to say it is forced idleness; with legislatures, courts, and senof clams to the milliOns of a Rothschild, makes it because they insist on living higher. But suppose ates controled by stock-gamblers and bonanza millharder for the man who h!\1'3 nothing to liv, except as they did not; is it not cle!\r that the dem~md for ionaires; with the press gagged, the :Purit~ Sllbbath
•
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restored, immigration arrested by legislation," order"
~!J:intained b;y Pinkerton's ban.ditti, hunger in our
cities, revolutiOn at our doors, 1t is time to talk of
attracting all nations to us, of our example to the
world, of our .glorious pnion, our pampered workmen, our manifest destmy l The man is as blind
now as most others were some thirty years ago.
Who can fail to see that now, as then we are
approaching a crisis which, if it does n~t end in
national ruin, must destroy these abuses which we
stand alone in our conceited stupidity by cherishing.
Among all these closing reasons the fourth alone
is worthy a serious repl~. It is that home exchanges
are. preferable to f?re1gn because the country is
enrwhed by both hnes of production. ·I will not
inquire whether ~he sentiment be worthy a nation
whose foun~e~ claim.ed the ":orld for his country. It
shall be .legitimate, If Y?U hke, but surely it applies
only to hnes of pro?u~twn which can support themselva. Now the tanff, Imposed to·protect industries
~hich, ~y the hy~othesis, cannot support themselvs
~ A~enca, has k1lled others, such as ship-building,
m whwh we used to lead the world. And now it is
proposed to ta~ . us, that ship-building may be
restored by subs1d1es. Instead of the ox carrying
the. man, th~ man must shoulder another calf! It is
a~ 1f an Illmois f~mer, having spent the profit on
h1s c~rn a~d bogs m a doubtfully successful attempt
to ~a1se p~neapples, should now, for want of corn,
begm feedmg the pineapples to the hogs. The only
w.ay a government can protect the laborer is to let
him alone. Of all other men, he has the best reason
to exclaim, "Deliver me from my friends and I will
tak~.., care of. my enemies."
C.
JA~s.
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And in my heart's just estimation prized above all good So I said, "When I am called for you may go with
' me," and I entered the presence of the nation's highI would much rather be myself the elave
And wear the bonds, than fasten them od him.

est officer with two of the blackest women I ever
The South refused to buy the book, and the clergy- saw, not as my escort, but I as theirs.
man, qend~n~ his ~ee to the slave power, published
.We were obliged to wait long enough for Mr.
another ed1t10n leavmg out the objectionable poem ~mcoln to te~ one of his funny stories to a deputaThe Tract Society now i~~oring the past, made hast~ twn of twelve merchant tailors from Baltimore who
to. prepare a room for rehgwus services at Freedman's had come to ask the president to pardon one or' their
Yillage, where my friend, Captain Carse, was super- brother merchants charged with trading with the
mtendent. These agents did not like me or my in- rebels. I do not know whether the man was parflue~ce. Captain C!l'rse, on the other hand, thought doned; they departed with no answer save the story
my mfluence benefimal, and sometimes sent for me in and that I hav forgotten. I wrote it out at the time'
a ~roublous time with the contrabsnds. One day he and it was published in the New York 'l'ribtme'
srud to me, "You ought to hav a monthly pass in- When .the president was mady, I said, "I am very
stead ?f being obliged to go to the commandant glad, srr, to sa:r to y~m t.hat I havn't come to ask any
every ~une we need you. I will get you one ;" and fayor ; my; busmess 1s simply to present to you my
so, gomg to the office, he asked Captain Brown to fnend, S?Journer Trutb, a woman very widely known,
make out a monthly pass. "How is that 1" said Cap- not only m our country, but abroad She will say to
tain Brown. " Here is a man who was just trying to you what she desires without further help from me"
persuade me to refuse Mrs. Colman a pass never 'J?o the other. woman I ~aid, " As soon as Sojourn~r
allowing her one." Captain Carse looked ~p and Is tbro.ugh w1th the president., present your business."
saw the resident agent of the American Tract Society Mr. Lmooln was not himself with this colored woand thereupon ensued a scene. The superintendent man. He had no funny story for her;~ he called her
of ~reedman's Village demanded his authority for Aunty, as he would his washwoman, and when she
keepmg anyone out of a place of which he was mili- comp?-mented him as the first Antislavery president
tary commander, reminding him that he was a resi- he srud, " I'm not an Abolitionist. I would not fre~
d~nt only by his permission. The monthly pass was
o~e slav~ if I oould · B!lv,~ the U:nion in any other way.
g1ven, and these agents were obliged to endure I m obhged ~o do It. . I srud to my friend, "We
my visits oftener than agreeable.
must not detam the president; others are in waiting.
Sojourner Truth, the colored wom~ who was not Are you ready?" and saying good-bye, I had just
allowe~ ~o enter th~ ~ite House as an equal with reached the door when Mr. Lincoln said very earot~er visitors, was livmg at the village at that time, ~estly: "Mrs. Colman, won't you come back~ Walk
gomg among the women and teaching them how to m. ~ere and take a sea~," opening the door of the
m~e the best .use of the litt!e the government sup- rallmg that separated h1m from his callers. .I went
plied them to hv upon. I thmk I will here giv my back, took the sea~, and by Mr. Lincoln's request
Eau Clazre, Wis.
readers an account of a visit which I made to Pres- read the letter whwh the colored woman who had·
------~~.------ident Lincoln with this remarkable colored woman gone into the room with me had presented. It was .
Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
for the pu~pose of ~traducing her to him. Sojourner
Immediately after giving up my position at the Truth was a slave m the state of New York freed by from the wife of a colored soldier, then ''at the front"
asylum I was appointed . superintendent of the the state in 1817. She was then about 'forty-five who was to be put out of the house she occupied the
schools supported by the New York Aid Society years of age, and she lived till the year 1883. She next day for non-payment of rent. She was sick in
some eleven in all, scattered over the district I never learned to read, but her intuition was remark- bed; the husband had been in the service over ten
visit~d them every week, and generally spoke on Sun- able. She was what the Spiritualists call medium- months, never having received one month's pay.
Syracuse, N. Y. ·
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
day m some one of the school-houses. At the close istic, but the spirit with whom she held almost
of one of my meetings i~ AlexanQ.ria a gentleman ~ourly ~onverse was God. She held long conversaJudicial FolJy.
came to the platform and mtroduced himself and in- twns w1th what she called the God of the universe
vited me t? take dinner with him at the Magnolia asked his opinion about anything she was uncerta~
I had been thinking for twenty years past that
House, saymg that as he was from Massachusetts it ~bout, and f?Uowed his directions, She early came New Jersey had greater fools in church and state
would be pleasant to hav a little visit with a North- mto the Antislavery work, and did valiant service as than any other stat~ in the Union; but your legislaern woman. · I said: " I hav with me some two or a lecturer. The first time she visited Ohio, she must ture, by adding the word " disgusting" to the
three teachers .. · I think I would not like to leave h~v been about seventy years old, but she was as amendment of the villainous and foolish Comstock
them." He interrupted me, ·saying, "Invite them vigorous as .a woman of fifty. Some one of the friends law, hav proved themselvs the biggest fools in the
also." f?aid I, "I will introduce them and if you of her race fitted her out w.ith horse and buggy, and nation.
then choose to invite them, I shall be m~st happy to she traveled for weeks, gettmg up her own meetings,
To me the book called God's holy word contains
dine with you." I introduced him. Two of the and they were quite a success. She said whenever hundreds of passages so disgusting that no money
ladies were daughters of Mr. Lawton of Cambridge she came where two roads met, she laid the lines would hire me to read it to a company of decent
who is, or was, the originator of the 'Lawton black~ dqwn in her lap, said to God, "I don't know which young people.
berry, and they bore a color as dark as the famous way to go; please you drive," and he always drove
A returned missionary called at my office fifty
fruit of that name. I expected my new friend would her to some place where .she had a good meet- years ago to beg money to send the Bible to the
feel that such a color would be a bar to further hos- ing. Her talks, which she called lectures were heathen. He told me the price of a missionary
pitalities, but he immediately extended his invitation mostly recitals of her own experiences. A~d she Bible, and s.aid if I had bu.t one cent that I could giv,
to my colored friends. I induced them to ac- could sing well, having a delightful voice. I hav that cent might make out JUSt enough to pay for one
company me to the hotel. They were refined ladies, heard her sing charmingly after she had passed her more Bible, and that Bible might be the means of
and shrank from any unpleasant demonstration. I one-hundredth birthday~ When she went among the saving at least one more soul; snd if I withheld that
felt sure that the gentleman who had invited us freed people, she found, if she was to hav influence cent the soul would be lost, and I would hav to
knew his grounds. and so I told them it would among the:p1, she must refrain from doing herself answer for it in the great judgment. I told him the
be so~ething to r~member, to dine at the public what she wished them not to do. Her wit or talent Bible was the worst book he could put into the
table m a hotel m the old slaveholding city of at repartee was very great. Once, in a large com- hands of anyone unless he could teach them that it
Alexandria. We went to table. None of the boarders pany, a young man said to her, "Sojourner, I don't was the work of ignorant men, having no more
left,_ but the waiters, who were colored seemed know about your going to heaven. The Bible says divine authority than "Gulliver's Travels ·" but
beside themselvs with astonishment. My' new ac- no unclean thing shall entet: that place, and your offered to giv him $10 if he would read 'in his
quaintance was a prominent lawyer, and the landlord breath is foul with tobacco." Sojourner looked at next meeting ten verses from his holy book and
a German. Some few weeks afterward Mr. Douglass the saucy youngster, saying, "Laws, child l I 'spects leave .it without note or comme~t-not tell why he
was ordered from the table, but he did not go to the to leave my breath behind when I die."
read It-but he would not do 1t. In an unbiased
hotel as the guest of my influential friend.
When Mr. Lincoln was elected to the presidency court the Bible would at once be condemned as " dis. I tried in my public ~eetings to teach these poor, Sojourner determined to make the journey to Wash~ gusting " to thousands, and almost every book in the
Ignorant, grown-up children that "cleanliness" was ington to see him, an Antislavery president, and so world contains something disgusting to some one.
not oll:ly ''next to .godliness," but that iii was positivly her Antislavery friends sent her, with her grandson, The Catholic doctrin is disgusting to Protestant~
· essentml to ~odlmess, and. that shouting, singing, a boy of twelve· years, to me. For some reason if and the Protestant doctrin is disgusting to the Oath~
and even p~aymg would ~v.all them nothing while the any special thing was to be done for any colo~ed olics. Infidelity, or Liberalism, is disgusting to
day followmg these rehgwus demonstrations they person, everybody, far and near, knew I was the one Christians. .A.nd so with all the various sects and
drank themselvs drunk, quarreled with each other to call upon to do it, and I am glad to say that, how· no man nor woman could express his or her b~nest
and stole and lied as they had learned to do i~ ever difficult the thing to be done, I somehow accom- sentiment on religion without saying something disslavery. It was a hard lesson for some of them but plished it.
gusting to those of other sects; and who is to degenerations of the most debasing abject slav~ry is
When Sojourner reached the capital she supposed cide what is disgusting~ Why, the bigoted justices
not productiv of very lofty morals. 'We expected too that by the following day she could walk right into and jurors.
much of them.
Comstock has now got power in New York to fine
the White House without any trouble, hav a good
The American 'rract · Society early established chat with the presiJent, and be asked to call again or imprison any man, woman, and child, and to stop
the~selvs by their agent~ ~mong these people. This perhaps; but it took many weeks before I could get every paper, book, or picture be pleases. I hav a
somety was the most pos1t1v pro-slavery organization an appointment for her. This I did at last through leather button I would like to tack up over the
I ever knew. In all their leaflets as well as larger Mrs. Lincoln's dressmaker, a colored woman, who speaker's desk in the New York state house to
public!l'tions, they entirely ignor~d slavery. They because of her business was in almost daily com- express my high or low appreciation of their wisdom
som~t1mes republished some of the English tracts, munication with the president's house. At last, one or folly. I suppose if you publish this, Comstock
leaVI;ng ~ut all refere~ce to t~e sin of slaveholding, Saturday morning at eight o'clock, we were to be re- will think it very disgusting and will be after me
puttmg mstead warnmgs agamst dancing, card-play- ceived, and promptly at the hour we were on the but I am ready for him. I hav not been fighting th~
mg, and theatrical exhibitions. One at this day can steps. The usher took my card, and leading the way battle of mental liberty more than sixty years for
hardly realize how entirely subservient all classes to the outer-room, from which the president's room nothing. Amen. Selah l
J. HACKER.
were to the slave power. I remember a good, lib- was reached, seated us, saying that when Mr. LinBerlin, N. J.
eral clergyman who, for twenty years fought in his coln wished he would send for us. This receiving------~~-----"h"th
'
~w~ par1s
. e rum power," and conquered
it, pub- room was well filled before nine o'clock. Still no
HoWEVER unwillingly a person who has a strong
hshmg a readmg-book for schools in which he put call came for Mrs. Colman and her friend. . Just be- opinion may admit the possibility that his opinion
one of Cowper's poems wherein ~ccur these grand fore twelve o'clock we were presented. While in the may be false, he ought to be moved by the considerwords against slavery:
anteroom there had come in a black woman who ation that however true it may be, if it is not fully,
I would not hav a slave to till my grounds
looked so forlorn that I knew she needed a friend, so frequently, and fearlessly discussed, it will be held as
To carry me, to fan me while I sleep
'
dead dogma, ngt ~ Jiving truth.-John Stuart
I ·said, " Hav you any one to present you to the all(iU,
9
.
.
For all the wealth that sinews bought and sold
preaidenH" "No," J~!Ud ahe1 "but 1 myst se~ hlw,."
llav ever earned. No I dear ~s freedom is

L.
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ried direct to Rome unless Bishop Hogan resigns.
He ·has violated the church injunction of secrecy in
all such matters."
This is about the most significant feature connected
with the whole affair. It has long been a matter of
public notoriety that priests are· immoral. Now it
transpires that if a bishop knows of scandal in his
diocese, he is to conceal it from the outside world;
and the interesting inquiry is at once raised how far
his duty extends in the case of crimes committed to
his knowledge. Must theft, arson, or murder also be
concealed!
All the evidence that comes to the light goes to
show that, besides other thmgs, the Catholic church
is a vast conspiracy among a lot of hypocrits to cover
up one another's villainies.

Firstly and Secondly.
In the last days of June we received the subjoined

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

circular from the American Institu,te of Civics, with

Bingle subscription .............................................. . $8 00 the request to publish, together with such editorial
One subscription two years, in advance .•..••..•.•..•...•
0 00 comments as might be proper:
Two new subscribers ..•.••..•.• ~ .•.•...........•....••••......•
0 00
"To THE EDITOR: On behalf of the American Institute of
. One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance ...•.......•..••.•...•.•.•..••...••.........•.•.•...•.•
0 00 Civics, and in furtherance of its purposes, which are to promote, through the agency of the school, the press, the pulOne subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .....••.•....•.•....•.......•...••••..•....•..•••••
'Z 00 pit, and otherwise, the conditions essential to good citizenship and good government, it is respectfully suggested that
·one subscriptio.a with three new subscribers, in one
remittance .•••••.•..••.•..•.•.•.•.•.•...•.•...•.•..•••.•••.•••
8 50 on the Sunday preceding the coming anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, Christian ministers of all denomOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .•.•......••..•.••.•.•....•..••.....•......•••.•..•• 10 00 inations, so far as possible, shall giv special attention in their
services for the day to the following topics, viz.: 'The inAny number over five a.t the same rate, invariably
fluence of the church as related to integrity in citizenship,
with one remittance.
.
and the duty of Christian men as citizens.'
" In presenting this suggestion, it is proper to say that the
A Scientific " Religion."
Institute of Civics represents ·no party or creed in politics or
In THE TRUTH BEEKER of July 16th we shall begin the pub- religion ; that its sole purpose is to aid, as above indicated,
lication of a. series of papers which we know will be most in the promotion of integrity, intelligence, and patriotism,
favorably received by the Freethinkers of the country-a. as essential qualifications for the right use of the suffrage;
and that it is on this ground that it confidently seeks the coseries written specially for our columns by Prof. Felix L.
operation of the pulpit, in the belief that, by united efforts,
'Oswald. Professor Oswald's book, "The Secret of the and without the introduction of controversial questions reEast," has made him known to the Liberals of the country, lated to party politics, it may exert a more powerful influand his contributions to the Popular Science Monthly, the ence in the formation of the individual convictions w,hich deNorth .American Review, the Forum, etc., hav made him a termin the character and influence the action of American
solid reputation as a scientific thinker. He is also author of citizens.
"Printed matter, which will be of interest to clergymen
the following books published by Appleton and Lippincott:
disposed to adopt the suggestions made, will be sent free
Physical Education, Summerland . Sketches, ZoOlogical upon application.
Re~pectfully,
Sketches, Household Remedies, and the Poison Problem.
" HENRY RANDALL W .A.ITE, President."
The title of the series which we shall publish is, " The
The American Institute of Civics is an association
Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of Secularism. A Conheavily officered by a United States Supreme Court
tribution to the Religion of the Future." The purpose of the
chief justice and a number of gentlemen whose titles
papers is to demonstrate the natural basis of ethics, and to
would
fill several lines, though of what its memberexpose the immoral tendency of the Christian religion in
ship
consists
we do not know. This turning to the
many of its tenets, such as the natural depravity dogma,
tending to the suppression of normal instincts ; the alleged pulpit for aid, however, indicates either a lack of
sinfulness of unbelief, suppressing the spirit of free inquiry; common sense or a purpose to build an aristocracy
the imaginary duty of blind submission to established of pedantry and puritanism.
In the first place, the proposition or subject put
authorities, fostering flunkeyism and mental prostitution;
forth
smacks of intolerance. Why differentiate
and other-worldliness, which encourages the neglect of this
world's interests and duties. Against these Christian teach- Americans into sects before asking what their duty
ings, so detrimental to humanity, will be set in contrast the is as citizens! What responsibility has a Christian
safe standards of natural religion, by showing the identity of man more than an Infidel man T The manner of
duty and inclination in normal specimens of our race- phrasing this subject looks as though the Institute
adducing the health-protecting instincts of young children, of Civics is endeavoring to giv the Christians a chance
their love of physical exercise, their candor, their inquisitiv- to repass the resolution that the earth and the fulness-all suppressed by the preposterous methods of our ness thereof belong to the Lord and his saints, and
that the present church·members are the saints.
parsonage-plan of education.
The subject, as the minister would say, consists of
Each chapter will be devoted to some special maxim of a
code embodying the condition of earthly happiness : health, Firstly and Secondly. The firstly is, The influence
freedom, truth, order, justice, prudence, self-reliance, of the church as related to integrity in citizenship.
knowledge, industry, etc. These papers are replete with It is a fruitful theme, and all bad fruit at that.
anecdote and illustrations from history and the customs of Church influence, so fa~ as it affects a citizen's
foreign nations, and the author proves his positions by facts. actions, does not conduce to integrity. On the conTo the critics of Liberalism who ask, " If you explode their trary, it destroys honesty, justice, and equality. It
nonsense, what are you going to put in its place?" this series is the influence of the church that has placed upon
will be a complete answer. The papers will continue for the statute books of so many states the infamous
several months.
blasphemy laws, the unjust taxation laws, and the
We would respectfully suggest that Liberals make extra tyrannous Sunday laws. It is the influence of the
effort to induce their Christian friends to read this series, church that makes men steal from state treasurand become converts to The Religion of the Future.
ies to support their religion; that has made them

The Missouri Church Scandal.
Bishop Hogan's exposure of the immoral character
of some thirty priests in his (Kansas City, Mo.) diocese is causing great scandal in the church. A priest
interviewed upon the subject said that Bishop Hogan
would be forced to choose between resigning and
being arraigned before the pope for violation of " a
cardinal rule of the church." On being asked what.
cardinal rule the bishop had violated, the priest
replied: "He is guilty of a betrayal of official secrets.
He has wittingly or unwittingly been the greatest
enemy of his own church by letting matters get
abroad that must injure the church. Great dissatisfaction exists in the diocese, ~nd the cafJe will b(l car-

deprive their fellow-men of civil rights because of
different religious opinions ; that makes them force
upon our public schools a book filled with the most
immoral and improbable of stories. It is the influence of. the church that induces our legislatures to
violate the Constitution by hiring hypocrits to pray
in senates and lower houses, in the army and
navy, and at nearly all government institutions. It
is the influence of the church that has pushed men
on to commit the greatest outrages upon liberty;
the grossest violations of individual rights, and the
most monstrous crimes against humanity. It was
the influence of the church that robbed the American
Indians of their land, without recompense; that
made New ])n~land a prison-house for body aa well

as mind ; that drove good men into a wilderness to
starve, and stripped virtuous women and tied them
to carts to be whipped. It was the influence of the
church "as related to integrity in citizenship" that
incestuously joined the church to the state and
robbed all men alike to feed the magistrate-ministers
who fattened on the poverty of the early American
settlers. It was the influence of the church that enacted the colonial laws that are now a butt qf ridicule
for their imbecility and the wonder of the civilized
world for their ferocity. It has been the influence
ofthe church thr~ugh all the decades since that has
perpetrated the cruelest acts in America's history.
As it was the church that hanged witches, so it is the
church that imprisons men for not committing the
crime of hypocrisy. It was the influence of the
church, "as related to integrity in citizenship,"
that put Abner Kneeland in jail, and tried to keep
its record good with C. B. Reynolds. It was the influence of the church that kept millions of human
beings in chattel slavery, and it was the same influence which mobbed and murdered the heroic Abolitionists. It is the influence of the church upon
American citizens that keeps a sensual priesthood in
power, that stifles every effort for progress, that
robs the people of their rights, and perpetuates the
hugest system of imposture that ever fed and
fattened upon the ignorimce of the human race.
As related to integrity in citizenship the influence
of the church is unmitigatedly bad. No class of men
produces proportionately so many criminals as the
leaders of the church-the men set apart for their
superior sanctity-the ministers. No other body of
men numbers so many hypocrits as the church. It
has got so now that the most pious are the most suspected; the loudest shouters in meeting are required
to pay cash in advance on their purchases ; and the
longest faces are given the shortest credits. When .
a trusted clerk or a bank official defaults, the first question is, What Sunday-school was he superintendent
off When one woman's husband and another man's
wife are miBsing, everybody asks, What church did
they attend 1 When scandal touches a woman, the
neighbors look askance at her pastor or her favorit
deacon.
. An honest, zealous, and virtuous Christian is looked
upon as a little weak in the head. John Knox, and
John Calvin, and John Wesley would be sat down
upon hard by the nineteenth-century people outside
of the church. Jonathan Edwards, dear old soul,
would be called crazy. A tract pedler is looked
upon as a bore, if he is not handed over to the police
as a sneak-thief in disguise. The Salvation Army,
the most earnest of all Christians, are classed with
circuses. As related to integrity in citizenship, the
influence of the church is directly the opposit of
good. It is both infamous ·and ridiculous.
Secondly.. The duty of Christian men as citizens
is to reform. Reformation by the wholesale would
be the most becoming to them of any duty. They
should reform their laws, their morals, and their actions. Some one-was it Colonel Ingersoll ?-said
that the only good laws passed nowadays are those
laws which repeal other laws. In this direction
there ia a world-wide space in which the church can
do good. Let the influence of the church procure
the repeal of those laws which the influence of the
church has had enacted. The duty of Christian men
as citizens is to be honest-to giv to others every
right they claim for themselvs-and to stop tyrannizing over their fellows. The duty of Christian
men is to be less arrogant, less puritanical, less cruel,
less anxious to control other folks. This is not a
government of Christians, for Christians, and by
Christians. That kind of a government was begun
here, but they fought so savagely that Infidels like
Thomas Jefferson had to reconstruct the Union to
make possible the realization of the dream of Americans-the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.
It is the duty of Christian men as citizens, and
especially Christian ministers, to be virtuous in their
relations to single women and other men's wives.
This sort of reform should begin in the pastor's
study and the pulpit, go down the aisles where the
deacons sit, up to the gallery, and invade the choristers' seats. It should be taken into the Sundayschools, and welcomed at the church festivals. It
should accompany the pastor on his calls, and the
sisters in all their goings and comings. And when
thia reform is accomplished, the ne~t gqt1 of" thl}
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Christian citizen is to stay in the United States and
not go to Canada. L'et the churches be purged of
hypocrite and time-servers, of pious frauds, and
psalm-singing mercantil thieves~ Let the gossips'
noses be shortened and their tongues silenced. Stop
the gambling at church fairs, and the robbery of poverty at the church doors. Then discharge the ministers and do your guessing for yourself.
These are a few of the duties of Christian men as
citizens; when they are performed the influence of the
church in relation to integrity will not be such an
utterly absurd subject of discussion as it is at
·present.

.An International Freethought Congress.
We gladly comply with the · request contained m
the following letter from Mr. Bradlaugh:

w.,}

"20 Crnous RoAD, ST. JoHN's Woon, N.
"LoNDoN, June 14, 1887.
" To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: I
should be obliged if you would giv the widest publicity to
the annexed invitation. I should be also very much pleased
to send you special invitations to any American Freethinkers
whose names and addresses you might furnish to me·.
"Yours sincerely,
C. BRADLAUGH."
Following is the invitation:
"INTERNAT£0NAL FREETHOITGHT CONGRESS, 1887.
" By the authority of the Council General of the International Federation of Freethinkers, under the auspices of the
National Secular Society (of which I am president), and with
the approval and confirmation of the Freethinkers of Great
Britain and Ireland in conference at Rochdale assembled, I
most earnestly invite you to attend the sittings of the International Freethought Congress, to be held in the Hall of
Science, 142 Old street, E.C., London, at 10:30 A.M., on Saturday, September lOth; at 11:15 AM., on Sunday, September 11th, and at 10:30 A.M., on ~onday, September 12th.
"Your early reply will be esteemed a favor.
" CHARLES BRADLAUGH."

Different .Accounts.
''In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth."
"The earth has been brought to its present condition through a series of changes or progressiv formations. It has passed through a regular course of
history or growth. There must hav been a first era,
in which the earth was a globe of molten rock; a
second era, in which cooling went forward until the
exterior became solid from cooling; a third era carrying forward the cooling to a temperature admitting
the existence of the simplest forms of life; a fourth
era commencing with the beginning of life on the
globe."
" And God made the firmament, and divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters which
• were above the firmament. And God called the dry land
earth, and the waters called he seas."
"Depressions for special oceanic basins would hav
been early begun in the second era over the cooling
and contracting sphere; and it is probable that the
existing continental areas were defined in general
contour in this first-formed crust, and that within
their confines appeared the first dry land. This
crust has since continued cooling and thickening.
The hot and acid waters of the condensing vapors
and the first oceans began the work of swface erosion and alteration, and of transportation and deposition."
"And God made two great lights; the greater light to
rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night."
"The sun has been losing heat by radiation through

all time."
"The moon is a satellite of the earth, and is
illumined by the rays of the sun."
"And the evening and the morning were the fourth day."
"The earth could no more hav existed before the
sun, or our planetary system before the universe of
which it is a part, than the hand before the body
which it obediently attends."
" And God said, Let us make man in our own image,
after our likeness. And so God created man in his own
image."
"Man was the first being that was not finished on
reaching adult growth. Man appeared in the Quaternary age. A skeleton of low grade was found in
the small Neanderthal cave. The forehead is low,
and the head long; the brow-ridges very prominent,
a little ape-like; but the cranial capacity was about
seventy-five cubic inches."
"And the earth brought forth grass, and herb, and tree."
"Sea-weeds were the earliest plants of the globe."
"And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast
of the field, and every fowl of the air."
"The e!11'liest species

of life were aquatic, tmd Rll of

them marine. The' -animal kingdom began with Pro~
tozoans, then followed Radiates, Mollusks, and
water-Articulates; it included fishes, the lower Vertebrates, and Amphibian species. With each period, the progress was upward, toward a fuller and
higher display of the system of life."
"And the .Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground."
"Man has developed gradually and step by step out
of the lower vertebrates. The human race belongs
to the last order of Mammals, and has undoubtedly
developed out of a branch of this order."

44i

day .. Shall we conclude from this that we may anticipate a·
time when every knee shall wobble and every tongue get
thick acknowledging that lager beer is lord, to the glory of
whisky, the father of intoxicants?
THE Cceur d'Alene mines in Idaho were first made known
to the public through THE TRUTH BEEKER. A great many
people crowded there, found no gold, and denounced the men
who discovered the mines. Frank Reed, one of our subscribers, owns the Jim Blaine mine, in Dream Gulch, and
ha,s just refused an offer of $100,000 for it. He says he
won't sell to a psalm-singer anyway, at any price.

QUEEN V IOTORIA. has addressed a letter of thanks to her be"The creation of the world occurred about six thousand loved subjects for the enthusiasm they showed in celebrating
years ago."
the fiftieth anniv.ersary of her reign. Of the jubilee she says:
"The earth in cooling must hav taken three hun"It has shown that the labor and anxiety of fifty long years,
dred and fifty millions of years."
twenty-two of which were spent in untroubled happiness, shared
and cheered by my beloved husband, and while an equal number
" The Bible is the word of God, and therefore true."
were full of sorrows and trials borne without his sheltering arm
'' The Bible account is the work of an intellect and wise help, hav been appreciated by my people."
wise for its time, but unversed in the depth of science
The construction of this sentence shows that while the sun
which the future was to reveal."
may always shine when Victoria comes out in person, it is
sometimes foggy when she appears in print.
The- source of one of the foregoing accounts of an
Tms is the deep and satisfying argument for the trinity
important occurrence will be readily recognized. used by William R. Huntington, rector of Grace church,
The other is the account of science. We put the New York:
"Of the threefold personality inherent in that eternal one, we
former in small type as being of less importance.
are given a hint in the form of the ascription under which he is
aqdressed. 'Holy, holy, holy,' is the cry of those about the throne,
A Saint in Tribulation.
'Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to
The Rev. F. M. Todd, of Manassas, Va., is realiz- come.'"
Because the crazy man who wrote Revelation said" holy"
ing the truth of the prophecy of his divine master,
three times there are three 'persons rolled into one in the
"In the world ye shall hav tribulation." Nine mem- Lord ! If driveling idiocy can go further than that, we do
bers of his church hav preferred the following charge not want to see it.
against him, to wit:
ONE plank in the Union Labor party's platform is as fol"That on the 24th of May, 1887, he was seen by one lows:
Robert Turner in the woods of Mr. Currie, in Prince William
"As the continued prosperity of the community depends upon
county, about two hundred yards from the road, with a lap- the physical as well as mental condition of the growing generation
robe spread and lying down upon it with a white woman." we demand that our young men shall be allowed to practice base
ball, boating, dancing, music, and other athletic sports and
The report of the discovery caused a commotion in amusements
without let or hindrance by law, provided it is done
Manassas, but there were faithful adherents to the without interference with the rights of other citizenS."
None of these amusements being prohibited on other days,
pastor who would not believe the darkey's story. A
trial of the case was inevitable, and Mr. Todd wanted this plank is thought to hav reference to Sunday base ball.
Another plank says :
to hurry it up. So it was given out that the pulpit
"We believe that a protectiv tariff for the benefit of American
on the next Sunday would be filled by a noted manufacturers and manufactures is the corner-stone of the prosperity
of the nation."
preacher from Washington. That brought a full
Concerning
which latter declaration of faith there is room
hou,se. At the close "of the service Pastor Todd anfor a wide difference of opinion.
nounced that at ten o'clock to-morrow morning
there would be a meeting of the church, when all
NEw JERSEY nowadays furnishes some queer samples of
persons having any charges to make against him religious people, but perhaps no more than might be exwere invited to present them, and that the Rev. Dr. pected when it is considered that they spring from ancestors
Sunderland, of Washington, was expected to preside as ignorant as the writer of the following ordination paper:
"In the Name of almighty God
at the trial.
"To whome it may concarn: the barer hereof Noble W Thomas
Accordingly, at ten o'clock the next morning, the is Premited to Preach The Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ In the
E Church
meeting was held, Dr. Sunderland in the chair. But Methodist
"Being Exsamned and approved of at a Quartermeet held at the
when the accusers of the pastor were asked to pre- Branch-Freehold and Trenton Circit
"Sign in the Name and behalf of the Conference
sent their charges, they refused to recognize the
"Solomon Sharp
jurisdiction of such a court. Dr. Sunderland ruled
"October the 30 1802
President of the
"Methodist E Church
that the point was well taken, and the consequence
" in the State of
was that the case was referred to the Presbytery.
"New Jersey"
There is very little about ancient Methodists to boast of,
And now it is on trial in Washington, Dr. Sunderland appearing as counsel for the accused; and and the present members of that sect are worthy descendants
some say the selection of counsel is a wise and proper of them.
THE Christian at Work, good orthodox paper that it is, is
one, because. Dr. Sunderland once underwent a simishocked. It says :
lar tribulation.
"The name of almighty God is being dragR"ed into politics in a
way that is as blasphemous as it is distressing. Thus a speaker at
Three New Pamphlets by Colonel Ingersoll. a temperance meeting in Detroit the other day declared, 'God is a
Prohibitionist,• and a certain A. A. Carleton, a member of the
We hav put in pamphlet form the last three articles by general executiv board of the Knights of Labor, in a speech delivColonel Ingersoll that appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER. ered on Sunday evening at the Knights of Labor hall in Sixth
avenue in PittsburR"h, is reported as saying, ' Christ himself, when
They are
he preached his Sermon on the Mount, was the first Knight of LaTHE TRUTH OF HISTORY. This is a comment by Colonel bor: Grossly irreverent and blasphemous as these declarations
sound, they indicate a tendency on the part of the ignorant and
Ingersoll upon the religious lies that hav been told about irreverent
tc speak for Providence. Tb.e utterances may not be
himself, and first made its appearance in these columns.
intended as irreverent, but they are so. These cranks, demagogs,
BrnLE IDOLATRY. A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the theorists in a small way, who assume to quote God's viqws on economic questions, should be suppressed. TIVO of them in sixty
editor of the London Secular Revi,P,w.
millions of pppulation are exactly two too many."
INGERSOLL oN MaGLYNN. Being the comments and opinDid the editor of the Christian at Work reflect, when he
ions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church penned this rebuke, that there are about eighty thousand
. between the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer, ministers in this country, every mother's son of whom can
tell us all about the will of God-what it is on any given subthe pope.
The price af each of these little pamphlets is three cents; ject, and just what will happen to anyone who does not obey
it? These ministers all speak for Providence, and are terriper dozen, 30 cents ; per hundred, $2.
bly familiar with his ways and will. And we hav even read
in the Christian at Work very dogmatic statements of what
Editorial Notes.
God wants or does not want. Why, then, should not the
IT is reported in the daily papers that Governor Hill has followers of Himry George and Dr. McGlynn be allowed to
signed the Disgusting Literature bill. If this new law is put in their little guess? Their right is as good as that of
impartially enforced, let the Christian journals, the Police any minister or pious editor, and they know just as much
Gazette, the American Tract Society, the publishers of dime about it as anybody.
novels, and the Bible House crowd look out. The Christian
at W01·k's editorial commendations of patent medicins, also,
WATSON HESTON recently journeyed from Carthage to Jopwill hav to be toned down.
lin, Mo., to hear J. E. Remsburg.
A CHRISTIAN journal derives great satisfaction from the
W. S. BELL's lecture engagements are as follows: Creston,
statistics of church building, which show an increase of ten
a day. " In view of this deeply significant fact," it says, Iowa, July 17th; Herman, Neb., 21st; Stanton, Neb., 23d,
" we may assuredly anticipate the coming time when every 24th· Burnett, Neb., 25th; Clearwater, Neb., 26th; David
knee shall bow, and every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord, City,' Neb., 30th; Osceola, Neb., August 2d, 3d; Seward,
to the glory of God the father." Another statistical item Neb., 4th, 5th, 6th; Lowell, Neb., 8th, 9th, lOth; Plum
going the rounds of the press-probably as true as the church Creek, Neb., 12th; Fairbury, Neb., 15th, 16th, 17th; Salem 1
1i$Ufes~i~~ tb&t B&lOO~ij &fe WCf<)asing at the r~te of forty- a Neb., l!)th, :?Oth, ~1st; Palm;rra1 :?~q,
--~~--
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NEWPORT, ME., June 20, 1S87.
MR. EDITOR: As one who is as interested in the prosperity
of youJ; paper as anyone in the world, I earnestly protest
against the waste of so much valuable i!pace as D. Louis
Bodge has on a subject he has made "as clear as mud."
Who can tell what his thirty-eight linE)s of nonsense mean ?
Every word of the two columns is so much space wasted.
SEw.ARD MITCHELL.
FT. SULLY, D. T., June 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2-$1 to be applied for the
defense of Elmina D. Blenker; the other dollar for C. B.
Reynolds's Tent fund, if you will be so kind as to receive
funds for our champions. If the Christian fanatics succeed in
chopping off the heads of our leaders, that will encourage
them to attack the rank and file. Now is the time to step to
J. C. BLAISDELL.
the front with substantial aid.
T.ALL.AH.ASSEE, FLA., June 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, to be applied as directed.
THE TRUTH SEEKER suits me very well, all except the ridicule department. This I think will do no good, as it is put
on now .. Those cartoons may take with a few, but I hum- bly think it lacks dignity. The cause we are advocating is
a tremendous one, and our efforts should be in such a direction as not to excite anyone's disgust by want of (excuse the
term) dignity and solidity. Remember, my dear sir, THE
TRUTH SEEKER is our standard and leader in Freethought.
GEo. A. CRooM.
EDGAR, NEB., June 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose a draft of $3 for the Elmina l)efense Fund. The .money has been subscribed as follows:
J. W. VanBrunt, 50 cents; J. Branstitre, 50 cents; Nathan
Ong, 50 cents; J. P. Nelson, 50 cents; T. B. McClellan, 50
cents; T. E. Casterline, 50 cents.
We send the amount, though small, hoping that every
Liberal will do likewise, believing, though " Elmina is a
crank on the subject of heredity," that she is honest in her
motivs, and the true friend of humanity.
·
Respectfully,
T. E. CAsTERLINE.
HEBER CITY, June 2, 287.
MR.· EDITOR: I hav just finished reading your issue of
May 28th, and must say I think your contributions are getting better every issue. I miss Peck's " Christian Absurdities," and along comes " Tales Told Out of School," and as
the saying is, "It makes me laugh when I don't feel well."
Putnam's " News and Notes" are splendid. I was surprised and pained to read the account of his narrow escape
in Ukiah. I hav had the pleasure of hearing Mr. Putnam
lecture, and although a man might differ from him in opinion, his bearing is such as I think ought to entitle him to the
respect of every honest man and woman; but as long as there
is one true follower of the meek and lowly a person is not
safe in advocating free speech. Hoping you may liv long to
carry on the good work, I remain,
Yours for universal mental liberty,
ANDREW LINDSAY.
NEwToN, MoNT., June 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I consider your paper the best I ever saw.
There are a good many Freethinkers here, but they are
drones, as I call them. They don't take much interest in
knowledge. I hav tried to get them to subscribe for your
paper, but hav not got any yet, though I think I will. I
shall continue to try. 1 was trying the other day, and in the
mean time I asked an orthodox lady if she ever got an answer to prayer, and she said she did. She then gave me a
sample, and here it is. She said her son, ten years of age,
was thrown off a horse and nearly killed, and she prayed
two days for God to make him whole, but he did not, so she
and all the church-members prayed for God . to take him
away from earth, and her prayer was answered "Now,"
said she, "would you take away my only hope?" I said,
"No, not if you can get consolation out of that answer to
prayer."
F. H. LoVERING.
OSHKOSH, Wis., June 10, 1887.
ME. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for one more year's
subscription to the best paper in the world, commonly called
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Perhaps I may liv that long; if not,
my wife will appreciate it for my sake, if nothing more. I
wish to send my regards to the person who sympathized
with God so much; also to Si Slokum, Parson Jones, John
Peck, and others who hav afforded me so much comfort in
reading their contributions. I went to the Methodist church
a few weeks ago, and caught them taking lunch, consisting
of the body and blood of Christ, but as they knew I was not
a cannibal they did not offer me any. But when the meeting was nearly over, the bishop came to me and asked me
how I did. I told him I was pretty well for a man of my
age and disabilities. "Are you a Christian?" said he. "No,
sir," said I. "Do you come here often?" said he. "Yes,
sir, I often drop in here to see what is going on, as it is near
tny house," said I. · "Well, what do you think of Christianity·?" said he. " I look upon it as a species of mild insanity," said I, ' 1 for a person can be perfectly sane on all
subjects but one, and be insane on that one." "Well, what
do you think of the Bible?" said he. "There are a great
many good things in the Bible," said I, "but. wkatever there
is good in it was stolen from the pagans, and does not belong to Christianity; but, taking it as a whole, I caunot
indorse it. And since I hav been sitting here, I hav been
pondering over what you said in the Lord's Prayer. When
you said the Lord's Prayer you were praying to God, were
you not?" "Yes," said he; "You believe he is a good
God, do you not?" "Yes," said he, "Then why did you

wrong, the question has been settled for over twenty-two
years by brute force, and I do not see how it can do any
good to revive the subject now, especially if falsehoods are
brought into play. As I glance through your paper, I can
not help but think how free its otherwise fair pages would be
from foul stains-if a few more of John Brown's co-partners
in treason had been hanged with him.
I merely refer to these pieces because they are perhaps
more bitter than any other which you hav recently published. In a spirit of fairness, I ask you to publish this let- - , 0., JunQ 25, 1887.
ter in order to let it be known that you hav at least one
MR. EDITOR: In the case of Mrs. Blenker I believe it to be reader who occasionally gets tired of reading malignant
religious persecution. I believe she has the good of human- vituperations of his state, his parents, and himself.
ity at heart. She is a storehouse of information, and she is
Yours for true progress,
B. B. BELL.
ever ready to giv it to the most humble without money and
without price; and if she has to go to prison let us try and
BRADFORD, p .A., June 15, 287.
make her stay as pleasant as the case will admit. My heart
MR. EDITOR : For several years I bought two copies of
is big, but my purse is small. What money I hav is made THE TRuTH SEEKER, and after reading gave them to friends.
by working hard for about sixteen hours a day, excepting Find inclosed $3, and put me down for thirty years. I am
Sundays, when six hours will answer. I am a farmer. only seventy, young and healthy. I hope to liv to see the
Milking and churning, and all other chores, hav to be done revolution commenced in '76 completed. Our ancestors
on Sundays the same as other days, and it is often the case broke the chains of a tyrant, but we are now struggling to
that odd jobs in the rush of work run over till Sunday. This sever the liuks of mental slaTery, and for intellectual liberty.
Sunday morning I was up before the sun, and out in the po- I must hav THE TRUTH SEEKER under any circumstances. I
tato-patch applying Paris green to the plants to kill the can't well exist without it. I read the letters with much inbugs. God sends the bugs to destroy the potatoes. He terest, and I often look for contributions from Peck and
never did like vegetables; probably you remember how mad Kelso. I feel like expressing my thoughts, but the Liberal
he was at Cain for presenting his vegetables. But the Paris subject, so vital to our happiness, is so vast I am at a loss to
green is more thRJ;l a match for him; it lays them out by the know where to begin or end.
millions.
I enjoy the cartoons hugely. They blossom with the pictI am almost sixty years old. After following a fast horse ures of truth. I feel disappointed in not getting the argu-.
all day, cultivating corn, I can hardly drag one foot after the ment in the blasphemy case. The colonel is certainly the
other. Thus you see that what little money I haY comes by greatest living o~ator of this age. How true when speaking
the hardest work, but for all that I hav inclosed $5 in a letter he always says something!
to send to Mrs. Blenker, I hope every Liberal in the country
The hotel-keepers of New York hav a realizing sense of
will do the same. Let us show our liberality.
B. M.
their rights. A guest in a hotel any day should enjoy every
privilege, as though living in his cottage. Why not? And
NEw Yo:RK, June 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: G. N. Hill writes, June 18th, as follows: who shall dictate to us what we shall eat and drink when in
" And as 287 years added to 1600 .A.D. make 1887 years, as pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness? When the time
all can see, therefore no just complaint can be found," etc. comes that a big, nasty man, armed with a club, puts his
He started the calendar from the early part of 1600. In the nose into the goblet of my friend with a fiourish of legal
InveBtlgator of July 18, 1883, he wrote that he began the cal- authority to see whether he drinks wine or sarsaparilla, I
endar with the first day of January, 1600. It is evident wish to die.
I wish to say there are in this city many good and true
that G. N. Hill has not learned anything since then. Now,
it is true that 287 added to 1600 makes 1887, but can he not Liberals, and many more scattered throughout McKean
see that the year 1600 is not included in the 287 years? And county. They are earnest Freethinkers, but they are lazily
that as he started with and from the 1st of January, 1600, he !atisfied. Tell me how we can create enthusiasm among
is therefore a year ahead in his reckoning ? He wrote to them. If worth a million, I would giv one-half to aid unime, as I can show, that the year 1600 belongs to the seven- versal freedom and liberty of the mind, if I could convince
teenth century, and as he still persists in his perverseness, all the world that this is the time and place to be happy.
Find $2 more. Send anything you please fur distribution.
virtue in patience will come to an end. Let Brother WakeSincerely,
0. H. WHEELER.
man come to G. N. Bill's aid, 1 ' gloriously, grandly," and
put himself on record too.
AxTELL, K.AN., June 12, 1887.
I will hereby renew my former offer to G. N. Hill, or to
MR. EDITOR : I received three circulars from the Defense
anyone else, to wager $25 or more, the loser to pay it to the
Liberal cause, that, starting with and from the 1st day of Association, and posted one, with clipping from Dr. Foote's
January, 1600, is to count now 1888; any editor of a reputa- Health Monthly, in our post-office, with the notice that I
ble daily paper, or our famed lawyer, R. G. Ingersoll, to de- would receive and forward their contributions, signing my
cide the case. This dispute about the era concerns a gross name, and posted the others in stores. I had already sent
error of fact, which is reason enough to condemn it at once. $1 to "Aunt" Elmina, and you know that $1 is harder for
Besides, there has never been given one good reason. Not me to spare than hundreds from others that read your paper.
one can be named in its favor, but there are a· great many I am not done yet. I am getting people to read Mrs. Blenker's works, and will see that she gets more money. All of·
against it.
FREDK. KoEZLY.
our Liberals here are shocked, surprised, and hurt over her
OvERTON, G.A., June 24, 1887.
arrest. Where is this arresting busine~s to end? Elmina, as
MR. EDITOR : Though not a subscriber to THE TRUTH I understand, is an opponent of free love, a true Liberal, and
SEEKER (I reside with my father, who has taken it since its an earnest laborer in the field of true reform. She probably
first publication), I read it regularly, and think it by far the did what I would not, but she has far more ability than I,
most truly progressiv of the Liberal papers I hav seen. and if I should ever rise to her level, which is very doubtful,
Some editors seem to think that the addition of every new I might do just as· she did. I and, in fact, moet Liberals
ism to their banner constitutes Liberalism. Your plan are sectarian, and would much rather our leaders would
seems to be to investigate all, and adopt only those which ·leave the sex question to those that are not prominent with
lie on the true road to progress. "1 Be sure you're right, us, but if anyone is persecuted for their efforts in scientific
then go ahead," is your motto, I t9ink.
research, it is our duty as Liberals to help them. We do not
Aggressiv Christianity, as well as aggressiv Liberalism, know how soon any of us may be arrested for .A,narchy, and
11
seems to be more rife in the North than in the pious" South, tried for blasphemy, or arrested for obscenity and tried for
as your correspondents will hav us. Our churches are filled Infidelity. It is getting to be a very grave matter when our
as usual with women and children, and a few men who never secretary is assaulted by throwing at him a lighted lamp by
read nor think of the Bible. Our preachers are as a rule a a "respectable" member of society, and when all of the
dull, stupid set of men. Of those I know, I can call to mind power and genius of Ingersoll cannot prevent a verdict of
only one who seems to labor for the good of his hearers. guilty for blasphemy, and when a lady of more purity than
His sermons are utterly devoid of cant, but rather plain lect- all of the orthodox churches in this land ever possessed is
ures on morality and business habits. A good many of our hunted down, and her good name, her happiness, and her
ministers are shrewd, money-making men, who scruple not liberty taken from her.
to coin filthy lucre on the Lord's day.
We of the Axtell Liberal Union talk of putting up an
Georgia has a few odious religious laws, but has not yet ice cream and lemonade stand on the Fourth, and giving to
caught up with New Jersey. Church property is not taxed, all that are approachable a badge of red, white, and blue,
and priests arc exempt from poll-tax and county duties. with our trinity, Axtell Liberal Union, and hoist the stars
Although the subject is not being agitated, I am confident and stripes with a streamer containing our motto, "Unithat the sentiment of the majority is against these disgraceful versal Mental Liberty;" and each one is to be a committee
laws, and they will probably be repealed within a few years. of one to secure recruits to sign our constitution and read
It pains me greatly to see you publish so much refiecting and subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER. We think a barrel of
on our people, both as to their ante-bellum and post-bellum lemonade given away will giy us more popularity, and
habits. I cannot see that the cause of true Liberalism is power, and goo"d fellowship than to hire the best lecturer in
thereby benefited. If it be true, as most Northerners seem the field for one hundred lectures. I recommend all Liberal
to think, that we are all villains, 'tis passing strange that our societies to try it. Five hundred persons in a crowd of
criminal records do not show it. Now, I ask you in all twelve hundred with a badge on with the words, "Axtell
seriousness, suppose some " respectable" old Southern lady Liberal Union," will show our editors and the sky-pilots that
in her dotage were to write for THE TRUTH SEEKER a series we are not to be spit upon with impunity. We will then be
of reminiseences, characterizing all Northerners as miserable so we can demand that a tribute to Thomas Paine must" be
scoundrels, would you publish her effusions? You ought on the program in the future. Most people say I am too outnot to, and you would not. Yet from such a Northern lady spoken. I cannot help it. I am honest; I am sincere. I
you print such articles, th-ough I am happy to see that they would rather hav the open hatred of the enemies of reason
are of so contradictory a nature that no sane man can be- th~n to fondle around and hav no true, warm friends. I hav
llieve them. Think of a blacksmith welding an iron band one faculty, however, that is to my benefit. I make them
(white hot, of course) around a negro's neck l Anyone who laugh. A smile doesn't answer me. I like a good, hearty
can swallow. this for breakfast can digest the Hebrew chil- laugh, and in our " literaries" they are so used to it that
dren at noon, and gormandize on an everlasting hell the fol- they often commence when I arise·. We should all learn
lowin~ evenin~.
Wh!J~ll!l~ .African. J?l3V!lry was ri~ht o:r th.a,t "vinegar will not catch flies." We ha,v sixty Farmers,
say to him, 1 Lead us not into temptation ?' for if he is a good
God he would not do it, if you ·said nothing about it."
1
'
Well," said he, 11 some people construe things·· different
from others." "But," said I, "that is in very plain language, and cannot be misconstrued, and if he is a good God,
those words are very much out of place." Then he left me
in quite a hurry.
My paper comes regularly, and I enjoy it immensely.
GEo. M. HARE.
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Alliances in this (Marshall) county. I hope that Comstock
will arrest the publishers of THE TRUTH BEEKER and the
Boston Investigat<Yr now. It will be the grandest boom for
E. W. MINER.
free speech that was ever heard of.
ST. ANTHONY, lA., June 13, ~887.
MR. EDITOR : I send you the names of some Liberals, to
whom please send your valuable paper.
It just h!lppened by chance that I saw your paper and sub.
scribed. I would not be without it for double its price. It
voices my sentiments to a dot. I think well of the cartoons
-think it is good work in the right place.
I should like to hear from yoil longer and stronger on the
public school question. We need no dogma or ·superstition
taught the young. Text-books need a reform, especially
primary readers and histories. I am a teacher in· the public
schools, and hav long noticed and fougbt the tendencies of
text-books to develop religion and politics. It is a paramount question to Liberals that school books should be free
from all religious superstitions. Teachers in this state are
prohibited by law from teaching. religion. Still it is done.
Reading the Bible, praying, singing hymns, etc., are carried
on by some teachers.
Two years ago, "when I accepted my present position, I
found that Bible-reading, etc., had been practiced by my
predecessors, and some dissatisfaction was expressed at first
when it was discontinued, but a ten-minutes' talk on some
scientific subject soon filled the requirements, and to-day
neither students nor patrons would hav us fall into the old
line again.
J. F. REED.
LATHEOP, Mo., June 6, 287.
MR. EDITOR : As I hav quit Hamilton I therefore request
you to please send my paper to the above address and
oblige. Now I wish also to i
m you that this is one of
the most godly little cities I ever struck, having a population
of about 1,500,six great joss-houses,and a corresponding number of long-faced gospel-cardrivers, sky-pilots, spook-dealers,
etc., and variously designated (by the faithful) as priests,
preachers, and true servants of the Lord, etc., and .not an
Infidel in the place, that I know of, excepting myself. Therefore I think I am justly entitled to the condolence of all liberal-minded men and women, especially the latter, as we are
single, of the male gender, and on the market; and we
would also solicit the Truth Seeker Company's daily and
nightly prayers, i.e., if they should happen to hav on hand
any of that commodity, to the throne of grace (humanity)
that we may hold out faithful to the end for the cause of the
genus ltomo (not God), to stir up the dry bones of old corrupt orthodoxy, get them to read and subscribe for one of
the best papers in the world-THE TRuTH SEEKER-the true
saver of mankind.· Fraternally yours,
LEvi CHUTE.
P.S.-1 will inclose $1, for which please send me" Little
Lessons for Little Folks," 40 cents; "Two Little. Red Mittens," 10 cents; '' The Outcast," 30 cents; '' The Fathers of
Our Republic," 15 cents, and "A Lay Sermon," 5 cents.
L. C.
MCNTPEL:Om, IND., June 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I feel like praising the cartoons in general,
and the picture of Thomas Paine in particular.
I made good use of what Paine had done in his life in
reprimanding the editor of a small paper for publishing Talmage's sermon in which he rehashed the miserable lie of
Paine's awful death, and compared Colonel Ingersoll, and
Infidels in general, with something bad. It just suited me to
tell what Paine. did that the world now acknowledges as
meritorious.
The evolution of human liberty would be an excellent subject for an essay-religious bigotry, tyranny, arrogance, and
-persecution on the part of those in power, and self-sacrifice,
martyrdom, suffering for the sake of truth and justice by the
reformer. For instance, the Albigenses were murdered and
exiled, John Huss and Jerome of Prague burnt at the stake,
and the persecuted Hussites, Taborites, Waldenses, and
others made way for Luther's great reformation, denying
the supremacy of the pope, claiming the right of private
judgment, and building up the creeds and dogmas of Calvinism. Then comes the Quaker and decides that when an apparent contradiction appears in the holy scriptures we should
accept the doctrin that givs God the most exalted character;
that God is no respecter of persons ; that all may be saved by
accepting Jesus as the means of redemption, and in church
capacity all are equal. Thomas Paine's parents were
Friends, anrl he doubtless was well educated in religious
matters, and only had to take a step to be where he was
in politics and religion.
WILLIAM ALLEN.
FoND Du LAo, Wis., June 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I judge from Mr. Heston's work that he is
reading the Bible, and by the time he gets through, and
spreads his thoughts as he progresses so that men and women
may see as well as read the old history of the human family,
m,any may be prepared to read some paper or article not
headed "Christian." A very good man said to me a few
days since that he thought the Christian churches had been
of some advantage to .the human family. I submitted to him
a few tests. I referred him to the report of the warden of
tl.te Wisconsin state prison for 1879: "Religious instruction. Baptists, 4; Catholics, 44; Campbellites, 1; Christian, 1; Congregationalist, 1; Episcopalian, 1; Lutheran,
18; Methodists, 33; Protestant, 4; Presbyterian, 6; Shakers,
. 2; Universalists, 1; Unitarian, 2; No religion, 10. Totals:
Religious, 120; No religion, 10." For 1880: Protestant, 78;
· Catholic, 31; Jew, 1; No religion, 11." For 1882: "Protestant, 106; Catholic, 58; No religion, 21." Then I referred
him to your report of sixty-two prisons, and he admitted
that those reports were stubborn facts, and he had not considered it with these facts in view. Then I referred him to
Profes~or ~illin~s's wor~ of the "Crimes of Pre~cllers 1 "

wherein he shows from his list of the crimes of preachers
and the census of the United States that the crimes of
preachers are nearly five times as many in one thousand as it is
in one thousand of the people, the preachers excluded. Then
I referred him to the late move on the part of the Episcopal
and Catholic churches to destroy our common school systein
and reduce women to ancient bondage, and I remarked that
the only good the human. family had ever derived from
so-called Christianity was what had been obtained by association, and what little had been got in an educational point
after being obliged to·do their own sifting, and I thought if
all church-members could hav had clear-cut associations, all
dogmas and church themes left out, our calendar of crimes
would be very much improved. I am glad Mr. Reynolds
has got through.
DE W. C. PRIEST.
HAVANA, ILL., June 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : As I am a regular reader of THE TRUTH
BEEKER, I thought I would contribute a mite to its columns.
I am an admirer of your paper, and would not do without
it. Myself and partner, Mr. L. P. Weaber, are millers, so
we take THE TRUTH BEEKER together. I think Watson Heston can lay Talmage in the shade. Mr. Heston represents
the Bible as 1 understand it by reading the book. But Talmage, and all" other sky-pilots, only tell us the good and omit
the bad. As I am a Bible reader and church attendant,
I know these so-called ministers, or gospel agents, are
" choicey " in selecting their texts.
We hav an opportunity of hearing a thin sermon every
month. Our minister tries his best to explain the scriptures,
but he has only three sermons perfect, viz.: "Baalam and
his Inspired Donkey," "The Prodigal Son," and "Christ
and him Crucified." No matter where he selects a text, he is
certain to hop on one of the subjects named. We hav some
fine arguments with the Christians and ex-Christians, and
those non-converts who think they will be Christians. I hav
read ''False Claims," and the Jersey heresy case. Please inform your readers how it is that G. S. Baldwin, the copyrighter, prefaced the blasphemy pamphlet in such a disgusting manner, viz.: "His [Ingersoll's] Client is a Very Foolish
Person," "The ex-Clergyman's Ribald Pamphlet," etc.
Please correct Mr. G. S. Baldwin's error. As we are Liberals,
we think Mr. Ba.lwin is a little orthodox. He certainly
gathered up newspaper reports in order to swindle the public. Fearing I am using too much of your space and time, I
will close and giv some other contributor room.
J. A. REED.
[Mr. G. S. Baldwin's pamphlet is a spurious version, and we
do not understand by what authority he has copyrighted it.
The sensational titles were no doubt intended to please the
religious public. Being made up of newspaper reports, his
pamphlet is beyond question what our correspondent implies-a swindle on the public. We do not know what Mr.
Baldwin's religious views are, but his methods would indicate that he is orthodox.-ED. T. S.]
NEw ERA, MroH., June 15, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Please tell brother J. R. Perry, of Wilkes
Barre, that here is another ten dollars to put with his for a
test case, but I want one thousand tens, and that will shake
Christian ideas from the base to the capital of this stupendous monument of superstition and ignorance grown arrogant with age. One thousand tens will strike the tap-rootthe traditionary pineal gland inside the circle of Willis-and
deaden the whole system.
When I want to kill a bear I don't snip a piece off the end
of his nose, or jerk out one of his claws, or slice two hairs
from the end of his tail. Science (natural) has shown us·
vital points, and we are not ignorant of the means by which
Bruin can, with no danger to ourselvs, be blotted out. Let
us (as Liberals intelligently true to our own best interests)
act on the offensiv awhile and see how it will work. Stop
skirmishing; do as Hood did at Nashville, concentrate our
forces, and cut our way through or die. We hav our gen.
eral and his engineers, and .subalterns, Ingersoll, Wakeman,
Seaver, Watts, Underwood, Monroe, Blenker, Colman, Stanton, Severance, et al.
Let us put the sinews of war in their hands, and if they
prove untrue on all the general ethical principles which concern us (as Freethinkers in all the term means) most, then in
committee of the whole let us take a rope and hang them
higher than Haman. I hav been so cut up myself for twenty
years past-ostracized, my motivs utterly misconstrued, even
murder attributed to me (which, however, is the lot of all
physicians), and always with Christian bitterness, never by
Spiritualists or Freethinkers-that somehow I feel the persecutions of evolutionists more than I would otherwise.
· Organization is needed, cooperation next, concentration of
financial force next, on the powers that be, with a definit
understanding from the first that this is no boy's job.
Excuse my vehemence! The old soldier will come up
sometimes as of old when I hear the rebel yell as I heard it
at Atlanta and Franklin, and other hard-fought battles no
more vital in their results and necessities than what we, as
Liberals, should fight for to-day. Please tell Mr. Perry I
JoHN M. LoGAN, M.D.
look through the same glasses.
ST. Lours, Mo., June 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Often I hav taken the pen and written page
after page with the intention of sending it to you for publication, but always found some fault or another and thought
it unworthy and uninteresting for the readers of your vainable paper.
First, I would like to ask you or any of the readers to
. answer me the question: Is it correct that the United States
Congress has voted $10,000 for building a Roman Catholic
church at Fort Leavenworth? I can't think that the members of this body would .oav done an act so contrary to the
Constitution. I read this in one of those magnificent and
tJtr~wbeaded-e<Uted l3.attl\l Qref,lk baptism papers. Another.
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wonderful publication is the War Cry of the Salvation Army.
To save my life I cannot find a sensible passage or sentence
from the first to the last words. This army is a company
formed out of old minstrel and circus people, together with
criminals, drunkards, runaway girls, all too lazy to do anything honest; but cranks won't die out. In my opinion all
these saints ought to be brought to the workhouse for ninety
days or longer.
St. Louis is a pretty but very dusty city, with some very
fine parks, botanical, and zoOlogical gardens. The public
library contains some extra good books, but the accommodations for strangers are not sufficient. The reading-room
is filled with signs prohibiting smoking, talking, and wearing the hat, etc., but, nevertheless, it is a better one than
none. Still, I expected more for St Louis, as the one in
Cleveland, 0., is much better, in my opinion, and St. Louis
has so many more inhabitants than Cleveland. I hav not
found out as to whether there is a Secular Union here or not.
Never heard anything of it since I hav been here.
Sometime ago I made a trip down South along the grand
father of waters, the Mississippi, which I enjoyed very much.
I think there is no better way to learn something about the
country than a trip along the river. One thj.ng that I noticed
which I had not known before was the treatment of the
crew of negroes on board of the boat. I hav traveled over
parts of Europe, and hav been in many states of the Union; I
hav seen people work hard to make a living, but I never saw
such an immense amount of labor done in such a short time
for such a small pay-$1 per day and living. The first mate
would help them-with a club-if they were exhausted and
tired. Some of them I saw fall down with cramps, but no
pity from the side of the officers. Work, work, and work,
or die! At a small place above Cairo about a dozen of them
ran away and forfeited the money they were to get.
FnED. L. HoFFMANN.
LowELL, MAss., June 12, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We Infidels all hav a work to do, and a work
which none can do but ourselvs. It is the elevation of the
race, and its complete emancipation from the mental slavery
which religion imposes upon its devotees. Superstition
is the great bane and curse of this world, overtowering and
overtopping all others. Who shall slay the monster ? Let
each one do his part.
It should be our aim to elevate our own being to a higher
plane of physical existence. The moral man, as D'Holbach
says, " is nothing more than this physical being considered
under a certain point of view; that is to say, with relation to
some of his Il).odes of action, arisin~~; out of his particular
organization." And he defines the physical mati "as he who
acts by causes our senses make us understand. The moral
man is he who acts by physical causes with which our
prejudices preclude us from becoming acquainted."
To elevate the race man must study nature, meditate upon
her, and conform to her laws. The supernatural, wh11t is it?
A chimera, a delusion which for ages has chained the mind
of man in slavery; which has caused him to think only in a
given rut; to cringe in the dust like a serf before an omnipotent czar; and for his sake to hate wife and children, and to
trample under foot the tenderest and sweetest impulses of
humanity; to deluge the earth with blood and turn it into a
vast charnel-house. Once, aye, and for ages, until Liberalism· tore the bloody scepter from its grasp, the Christian
church, with fiendish heart and unpitying eye, burnt at the
stake myriads of the pure, the brave, the true, nature's
noblemen, who dared defy her power and scorn her authority. Liberalism has done its work, but not its perfect work.
The snake is only scotched, not killed. Even now she is
trying to hunt out a heretic to prosecute for blasphemy l
The firebrand is dead; but the infernal spirit which lit it still
livs in heart and brain. The hyena is perfectly harmless
when caged. We must cage the church.
Now a word as to the every-day duties of Liberals. We
should all own a good stock of Liberal books ; they are our
weapons in debate. They sow the seeds of common sense
and reason in the minds of our children, and besides we need
them to read ourselvs. The brain must hav mental food.
Giv it the right kind, the kind that nature's teachings furnish.
Buy the works of Paine, D'Holbach, Ingersoll, Graves, Bennett, etc. Then lend them to your inquiring neighbors, but
not, perhaps, to the ultra-orthodox, who would start a bonfire with them, as that would be casting pearls before swine.
And every Liberal should take, and pay for promptly, at
least one Liberal paper. THE TRUTH BEEKER is worth four
times what it costs. Keep it paid for in advance. Bad bills
are the rocks on which most Liberal papers are shipwrecked.
Organize a Liberal society. Don't say, I can't-there's no
such word in the dictionary. United we stand. In union
there's strength. Under the term Liberals I include Spiritualists, Materialists, Agnostics, Deists, Atheists, and radical
Unitarians. We are all Liberals, or Secularists, if you like
that word better. We all stand upon the common platform
of Freethought, free speech, and a free press. Our creed is
broad, universal mental liberty; we can all stand upon that,
too. We are all opposed to sectarianism, superstition, and
bigotry, also to priestcraft. Then let us unite, organize, and
work for the triumph of the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
It is not necessary to hire a hall-meet once a week in each
other's parlors. Let half a dozen Liberals get "together and
elect a chairman, and for one year. Read a lecture to be
followed by ten-minute speeches. For singing books the
"Truth Seeker Collection," and Kneeland's "National
Hymns," are both admirable. We don't want any Methodist
religion; but a little of their zeal, well secularized, wouldn't
go amiss, brother.
The Constitution of the United States is menaced. Liberty is but a name in New Jersey, in which Christian bigots
gag free speech, and where a dozen jackasses, presided oyer
by the "missing link," vonvict a
of the unmeanmg
crim.e of blasphemy,
.Jos~fH ~- W~o~.
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Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Dil'l', Mass., to whom all Or»nmWT~-ications fqr
this Oqrner sMuld be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

Birds, Berry-beds, and Cats.
The berry-blooms are white as snow,
And corn-field furrows, row on row,
The plowshare turns ;
And blackbirds in their friar coats
Hav offered us the shrillest notes
From oh, how many golden throats!
When day ret)lrns.
The berry-blooms are falling now,
And birds on every banded bough
This very morn
Sat watching, with their crested heads
Of sober browns or wrathful reds,
Tne changing of the barry-beds
In thievish scorn.
But now the Maltese cat appears,
Wit.h half-grown kits-the pretty dearsAll creeping low,
And :flying fast across the sward,
Each h1mgry cat and boasting bird,
Each asking each the self-same word,
"What scared you so?"
Come here, defeated kitty-cats;
Your poor hearts beat such pit-a-pats,
I pity you;
But vanquished birds feel war's fierce stings,
And though you chase the saucy things,
Touch not a one of all their wings,
Black, white, or blue.
Frenchtown, Neb.
MARY BA.mn-FrNCH.

Mother's Girl.
She sits securely by my side,
l\Iy bonny little lass.
The world is cold, the world is wide,
I let the cold world pass ;
With Mary smiling up at me •
I care not what the world may be.
She looks into my faded face,
My bonny litUe lass,
But does not see the wrinkled place
Where Time's rough footsteps pass ;
She measures me by love's own rule,
And thinks" mamma is beautiful."
She asks me many curious things,
My bonny little lass :
" Be angels shaking out their wings?"
She says when snow showers pass.
I kiss her happy face and say,
"Angels hav surely passed this way."
She looks at me with serious eyes,
My bonny little lass;
Right up to mine the sweet thoughts rise
That through her lashes pass.
She pats my cheek, with smile and nod,
And softly asks, "Does you know God?"
And though I cannot answer her,
My bonny little lass,
Queer little qnestions quaintly stir
The rippling words that pass :
"Is God a Quaker? 'cause, you know,
He thee's and thou's the verses so."
She holds her head against my heart,
1\fy bonny 'ittle lass;
Her eyelids droop, her tired lips rest,
Her thoughts to dreamland pass;
While bending down to kiss that curl,
I hear her whisper, "Mother's girl!"
-Jnlta H. Nav.

Our Puzzle Box.
. t-REBUS.

11(

.J!

Six scripture names (masculin).

2.-0HARADE.
Here is Bunny, and 'tis funny
Bow the wagging of his jaw
Hid impose his joke on Moses
In the old Levitic law ;
And you'll view him if near to him,
While that " chestnut " still he chews,
As he'd scoff at law, God, prophet,
Still defying Jewish stews;
Tho' regarded and recorded
As a ruminant complete,
Yet as proven-hoofs unclovenHe gets out by four whole feet.

Next I bring you, and I ring you,
For that "chestnut'' what I should;
For Lepus, reap us cheap as NeposYou aon't really chew you?· cud,·
So bring it, spring it, ring it sing itLeporin jokes are understood.
Now the whole is just a solace,
Flora's gift of heavenly hue;
Just a token that seems broken
From the vast cerulean blue;
'Tis creation's revelation
Of the beautiful and true.
. ..
J. 1\:. P. BADR.

A truth.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OffiLDREN'S CORNER
JUNE 25, 1887.
1.-Turn the picture upside down and see
him. 2.-Monad. 3.-Elephants and car trains
bear their trunks on before.

Correspondence.
ST. JoHNs, ILL., June 21, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write to the Children's Corner. W. B. Bell
lectured here last night in the colored schoolhouse. Grandpa and grandma and I went to
hear him lecture. He delivered a good lecture. Mr. Bell stayed at our house, and he is
awful funny. He has lots of puzzles. He
puzzled me with them. I am nine years old.
I read in the Fourth Rea.der. I study spelling, arithmetic, geography. Please, marm,
if you think it worth it, publish this.
Yours truly,
ARABULA HALL.
P.S.-The pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER
make me laugh. That monkey is too funny
for anything.
W. BuTToN, June 26, 1887.
To THE EDITOR OF THE CHILDREN's CoRNER:
I commend most heartily your invitation to
all citizens to unite in makine; the coming anniversary of our national mdependence a
national gift holiday for the children and
youth of our country. It has been the fashion, of late, in some quarters, to attempt to
belittle the day, and to talk slightingly of the
"stilted oratory," as it was termed, when
eloquent men rehearsed the noble deeds
wrought by our patriotic grandsires.
That day commemorates an event-and
other events sequent thereto-more closely
allied to the welfare of the human race than
any other human action· or event. Let then
the patriotic :fires of the fathers be rekindled
in the hearts of the youth, there to burn with
unquenchable ardor until injustice, usurpation, and tyranny shall be swept into an oblivion that knows no resurrection.
J. WATERS.
[The above was received too late for publication last week, but the sentiment and character of the article make good reading all the
year round.· We would like all who observed our national holiday as a gift-making
season to send their names to the Children's
Corner for publication, with an account of
their proceedings.-En. C. C.]

flkolnmn.
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"A flea in . the ear" is a common expres- THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.
sion, and means to hint at something n~
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
are the best and most durable in the
pleasant, or to put a personon guard against watches.
world for little money. Prices again reduced.
some enemy, or the evil doings of another.
Seven jewels, $25 ; 11 jewels, $27.50 ; 15 jewels, $30.
adjusted to he!Lt and cola, $34. Ladies•, 7
It · has been said that the flea could be Same,
j"weled, $20; 11, f22; 15, r28; with glass inside cal?•
trained, and that a man once did train some $3less; Louis XIV. style, $3 more; all best Amencan hunting stem-windei·s · open face, gold cap,
fleas to perform several little tricks. The $3 less; open screw case, $5 iess; all cases accompanied
by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
two tricks with which the people are most
20 ryears. Above movements in a ounce silver
familiar, however, are the biting and hopping cases, $13 le~R; 4 ounce, $12less; 5 ounce, $10.50d'
and 6 ounce, $9 Jess. All guaranteed one year an
B. H. W.
tricks.
sent prepaid, if on line of American Express
QuESTIONS;-Tell tR.e meaning of parasite. Dethe :flea. Name the class it belongs to.
Describe the search for one. What peculiarity
hav its hind legR? What will destroy them? ·In
what countries do they abound? Is there more
than one kind of flea? What is the meaning of
"a :flea in the ear ?" Can the flea be trained?
Did you ever see a flea ? Does the above sketch
agree with your own ideas ?
~cribe

Jokes of the School-room.
A five-year-old boy returned from his first
day at school not quite satisfied with his
teacher. " Why," he said, "she kept asking
questions all the time. She even asked how
many two and. two are."
This was written on the fly-leaf of a book
on moral science : " If there should be another flood, for refuge hither fly ; though all
the world should be submerged, this book
would still be dry."
As an Austin teacher was calling the roll,
he had just come to the name of Robert
Smith, when Robert threw open the schoolroom door on a run, and called out," Here!"
"Robert," said the teacher, gravely, "you
must not answer to your name unless you are
here."
"Henry, you are such a bad boy that you
are not fit to sit in company of those scholars
on the bench. Come up here and sit by me,"
exclaimed an exasperated teacher.
"Professor," said a graduate, trying to be
pathetic at parting, " I am indebted to you
for all that I know." "Pray don't mention
such a trifle," was the not very flattering
reply.
"Now you see how the power is applied
in this machine," said the professor, as he
started the machine referred to, and added,
" It is turned by a crank." Then he wondered why the class smiled.
The youthful idea of school has many illustrations. " Where are you going?" " To
school." "What do you go for?" "To
wait for school to let ont."-Youtlt's Companion.

office or per I'egistered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not satisfactory.
WATCH WORK.
Send me your watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleaning; springs, $1 ; jewels, $1, and I will
return in perfect mder prepaid. Best spectacles
or eyeglasses in the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Send line finest print you can read 14 inches from
eyes without glasses.
OTTO WE'l'TSTEIN,
Hochelle, Ill.
.Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Free thought
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. Libei·al discounts.
'

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Obse1·ver's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the Ame'rican Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBEMT G. INGERSOLL,
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every-·
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WI'l'H

A ROMAN CA'fHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at t!Le Deatltbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed .to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observe1· relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COO?
The Narrativ of tb.e Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

U.!EDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
B11 Is1•ael W. Groh.
Price 25 cents.
Address

A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Over .a hundred ·fine illustrations.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

A Yery Little Flea.
Most of you hav seen fleas, especially you
who own a dog, for t!Je common flea is a
parasite of the dog.
What is a parasite? Why, it is a creature
that livs the whole or a part of its life upon
the body of another, and gets all its food
from it.
The flea is a very agil animal, dark-brown
in color, small, and remarkable for its
hopping powers as well as its sharp and
nipping bite. It belongs to a class known as
the hopping diptll'l'a. It has a quick eye, and
sees you, when you are hunting for him, before you see him, and with one bound he has
evaded your search. As the Irishman said,
"When you put your :finger on him, he is
not there!"
The flea is quite an interesting fellow, and
although he is so very little, he can make
himself extremely troublesome and annoying.
He has a long tongue and a double upper
jaw, quite firm and hard, and also a double
upper lip. He has three pairs of jointed
legs, and long double claws; little rings, ten
in number, lap over his body, like scales on a
fish. His two hind legs hav several joints,
and are so long that he can leap a surprising
distance .without any seeming effort. His
outer case, or covering, is tough and hard.
Fleas are quick-witted, and perfect little
torments. They are very troublesome to
some animals, especially to dogs, as told you
in the commencement, but the Dalmatian
insect powder will effectually destroy them
by being shaken freely upon the animal.
When very plenty they attach themselvs to
human beings, and their bite makes a fearful
itching sensation. In .some countries they
abound in great numbers, and bite the people
all day and all night-as in Turkey, Germany,
Italy, and South America.
The jigger, or sand flea, is another variety
found in the s~tnd ~nd abo1lndin~ ncar the
sea-shore,

Vinfiicate~ !

Paine

OR,

FREETHOUGHT )'i,0VELS.

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Tb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely
Dedicated to the clergy
written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell~
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day oi
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

T.'he Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked de~ree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug]ltranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 clilnts.

PER80NAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo,

- Price, 10 cents.

Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ELEMENTS

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Story Hour; For Children and

Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Al!IDies of Hold.

A Story-Book for

the· Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

fte Youth's Liberal Hnide.

By

Prof. H. M. KottingerlA.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Btble Inquirer. A Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible P,ropositwns,
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other vrovositious in the S!Wie book, A>rioe
lfi \liiP.t~.
. .
. .
.

OF

UN IV ER8A.L HIS T0RY
FOB
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLIOS ANn
/
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
By Prof' J'fi M. Cot1in;:.er, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,0001
years B.c., on up to 1883, all in a nutshe!l.-Elmina,
Slenlcer.
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place ; in the family it would be n<t
less important, ~s conv~ying information that al~
should be acquamted with.-Snsan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may
be commended as fulfilling its purpose of a concise and interesting historical text-book.-..l'fiwau.
Ieee Sentinel.
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.50.
For Schools in Quantities, $1.50.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
on,

Men o.f Business Who Did Something Besides
Makmg Jlioney. A Book for Young Americans.

BY .TAMES PARTON.
Price,
Address

- $1.2:).
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2Bliafayett!) l'laoe, New York\
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Ingersoll's, W'orks.

lnllersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.

rhe Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoli's at greatly reduced pricea. The Tributes are
printed on heavY toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The titles are:

In five lectures comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Wom!J,n, and Child," '_'The Declaration of Inde_pendence," "About Farmin_g in Illinois,"
'"l'ho Grant Banquet," "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute toEbon C. Ingersoll."

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50ots;
-cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on 'falmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved t Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G ..

The price of these h~1·etofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY CENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

Ingersog, Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fi9her. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

ROMAN lS M,

10 cent~. '$1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

OR

lngersoll Cate<'-hised: His Answers to

DANCER AHEAD.

Vindication of 'rhomas Paine from

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

a .ti[umber of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the Sa,n l<ranciscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen: 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.
the attacks of the New York Obser~·m·, by Rob-ert G. Ingersoll. Priee, 15 cents.

By A. J. GROVER.

Address on the ()ivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Compl{lte.

'l ributes.
1

THE STftUGGLE
FOR

Religious and Politic-Liberty.

There hav been so many

BY THEO. C. SPEN~:
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TR.UTH SEERER CO.,
28 LafM ette Place, New York.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factt one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed iu various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and dar-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admirinl\" friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help It serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for It.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and AI;le, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant llbrary style, $4.50; in full Turke}' morocco, _gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Bible .Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scripture Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
D'u.hludness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on lar;rer quantities.

Fathers of Our Republic,

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.

~

and Printed by Permission of

I.

r

/

/

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

lifious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
o · the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi~ name from the asperswns cast upon
it. Choiue extracts from " Common Sense,"
"Amm·ican Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. l::lecond edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image ..Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts;

The Apostle or Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Frecthinkei'S' Convention, .January 29,1884. Price,
10 cents.

AU PTURES -GUREDby
m~~~~~lg'S1n~~!!~re~~~~~~.~~:~ ~~l~fi.~~3o to

90 days. Uolin.blc t cfercnr:C'A given. Send
eta.mp for circulur, awt sau in.what pape~
JIOU saw my adverttsenumt. Address Ca.pt·

w. A. ColllDga,SmitllvUie,Je!!'e!aon Oo.lt.t.
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By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

~~/

W. S.BELL'S PAMPH1~ETS.
The Con:O.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15 CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY

~lND

MORALITY.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse. -James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age •.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

~~

<?t'O

A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A nnua
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 13, 1886.

/..

~oAo,Oo,,

fOHE ONLIY <§>o~~EGill

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origjn of' the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath_;, The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!iXamination of
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian l!'athers; 'l'he
abb ath during the Middle Ages; The Puritan
abbath; 'festimony of Christian Reformers,
S cholars, and Divines; Abrol{atiou of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

/?

Reported for the "Truth Seekr" by
I. N. BAKER,

boudoir, $1; cabinet. 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price, 10 cants singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are:
·The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showin~ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization.; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty; the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; the Woman's Rights
Movement t the Temperance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

~

50 cents.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

THE

PRICE."" CENTS.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

J. E. Remsburg's Wo1·ks.

NEW YORK:

~

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt. edges.

CENTS.

A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tl'ibute to
His Brother," "'fhe Vision of ·war," the "Grant
Banauet Toast," and the I'ecent address over
"Little Harry Milier's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heav,y toned paper, 1Sx22, illuminated border, and mlarge, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, fm 50cts, or either one tor 15cts.

Prose Poems ·and Selections.

40

PRIOJl:,

Bound in one volume. To meet the dema.nd
for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
all hiH lectures) except the latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pages, which is Hold at the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

€.DI111ION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject Ip.atter. of' the pamphl~t, aJ?d
the concise manner m winch each pomt IS discussed. should b~ highly commended. Therefore
I take f'(reat pleasure ln recomm~nding "AntiProhibition" to the consid~ration of eve1{ person
who is interested, not only m the c><nse o temperance, but in the principles of self government.J. J. McCabe.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
"!am very much pleased with 1t, and I wish tho
eventy thousand miniHters of this country were
obliged to purchase the pamphlet and read every
wo d of it."
Price 15 cents.
·!.l'or sale at this office

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

NEw YoRK:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. l<'oote. In one handsome 12mo volume of n.early 11000 p>tges, fully
illustrated. Cloth, $3.25-m EngUHh or German
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; Ol:J. Sammy Tubbs, the
BoyDoctor, and Sponsje, the Troublesome 1\'Ionkey.
Dr. E. B. Foote. F1v~ volumes, at$1 each, or $5
By
PRICE, fi CENTS.
per set; or five volumes m one for $2.
SEXUAJ, PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUN~.
250 pageH, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") · 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between a
I By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES . (Dil,l,'e Paip.·
phlets). By Dr. E. ~- Foote, J1·., viz ..: Bactena
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. Tbe Mirror of Free- 1
m their Relation. to Dtseasc,"reprcsentm_g the g!'rm
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
... "
theory, advocatmg personal and public hygiene
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
LIQ,UOR DRINJil;~b
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Suncts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Btble Horrors; or,
.. , •
beam " considerin_g the blue-glass cure-of valuo
R~al Bl.asphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
f:rJOHI3d to swk and well. By mail, 10 cen.ts each.
Bible Samts-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Mose~
'
'
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
of Heredity " by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages, cloth
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 cts. .
1
I
bound
$2 • ',.Heredity " by Loring 1\Ioody, 159
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts. i
pages,'cloth\ 75cents; ,!The Law of Heredity," by
'fhe Old Faith and th!l New. 5 cts. .Bruno ~nd .
_
.
-,.
F.
H.
Marsn,
10 cents; '.'Th.e Alpha.bet of the
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Btble God and H1s Favorits. f
BY E C. WALKER.
HumanTemperamentsz" With IllUBtrati~ns, by Dr.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth, ·
•
E.
B.
Foote,
10
cents..i..
' Generat~on before ~~~en·
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and tl;le Soul, 1
-.
by Dr. E . .H. Foote, J1., 10 qents, ~El·
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible eration"
ports
of
Conventions
and
Parlor Meetm~s durmg
Na~ural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
1882" 10 cents· "Third Annual Conventwn of the
Ammals. 5 cts.
0
Institute
of
H~redity,l\Ial._~,
1883," 10 cents.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
Address THE TRUTHPSEEKNER Cy ·•k
Address
T.Hlll TRUTH SEEKER.
E. C., LonJ<>n, Eng.
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sents Spiritualism in its aspect as a vitalizer
of religions, while he concludes that it is
neither a science, philosophy, nor religion in
itself. He has given an unusually clear insight
into the birth, rise, decline, and resurrection
of systems. The book has been variously
been attributed to Governor Hoadly, M. D.
Conway, Professor Reich, and others, but we
think we could name a Cincinnati M.D. more
likely to be the author than either of these.
It may be had at this office, and, we believe,
Mr. I. W. Groh does not believe that the at tile bookstands.
God of Israel is the true God, and the Trutll
"A. Spies's Autobiography" comprises a
Seeker Company llas publislled the reasons
for his unbelief in a 25-cent pamphlet. Mr. short, jerky, and disconnected history of the
Groh was early taught, as too many are, that life of the leading Anarchist under sentence
the Bible is the word of God, and in order to of death in Chicago, a lucid account of the
understand God's will lle became a reader of Haymarket riot, a full report of his speech in
the book. His reading discovered to him court, a preface by" Nina VanZandt Spies,"
that, so far from being divinely inspired, the and portraits_ of both Mr. and Mrs. Spies.
Bible is the composition of very falli hie men. His story of the riot is as follows :
"On the following morninp; [after the riot
He still has faith that somewhere in the uniat McCormick's reaper works]. about nine or
verse there is an " all-wise creator," and he ten o'clock, A. Fischer, one of our composlabors to remove from him, if it shall turn itors, asked me if I would not come to a genout to be of the mascu!in gender, the stigma eral mass meeting which would take place at
Cllristians hav attached to him in describing the Haymarket in the evening, and ' make a
him in the Bible.
Mr. Groh be.gins at speech ' on the brutality of the police and the
of the eight-hour strike. I replied
the beginning, quoting the first chap- situation
that I was hardly able to speak, but if there
ters of Genesis, analyzing tllem, and was no one to take my place, I should come.
showing their falseness. In this way, he Delegates of a number of unions had called
pnrsues his subject through to Jesus and the meeting, he said. I made no further inPaul, and while, perhaps, his criticisms are quiries. About eleven o'clock a member of
Carpenter's Union called on me and asked
not as forcible as tllose of Paine and Colenso, the
that the handbill he showed me be published
tlley are sufficiently energetic to shake the in the Arbeite1• Zeitun,q as an announcement.
faith of the common-sense Chl'istian. He It was the circular calling the Haymarket
uses largely tile Socratic method, and his meeting, and at the bottom it contained the
queries are those likely to occur to almost words, 'Workingmen, bring your arms
every intelligent person. The pamplllet is along!'
" ~This is ridiculous,' said I to the man,
worth reading.
and had Fischer called. Him I told that I
would not speak at the meeting, if this was
A Radical's contribution to the late jubilee the circular by which it had been called.
" ' None of the circulars are as yet distribof England's queen is entitled "Royal
Paupers." G. W. Foote, the editor of the uted-we can hav these words taken out,' the
Freethinker, London, is the autllor. The ob- man said. Fischer assented, and I told tllem
that if they would do that it would be all
ject of the pamphlet is to show wllat royalty right.
does for the people, and what the people do
"I never for a moment anticipated that
for royalty. After reading it, one must con- the police would wantonly attack an orderly
clude tllat the answer to tile first question is, meeting of c.itizens. Anq I never saw a disNothing; and to the last, Everything. Mr. orderly meeting of workmgmen. The only
disorderly meetings 1 hav ever witnessed
Foote very easily finds that the cost of were the Republican and Democratic powthe royal family to the nation is about wows. I went llome about four o'clock P.M.
$4,041,580 annually, while the returns for to take a little a little rest before going to the
this vast sum are not found at all. The meeting. The reaction, following the excitement of the previous day, had set in. I was
queen, it is true, forms a ministry, but in very
tired and ill-humored. After supper my
this she has no choice; she is supposed to brother Henry called at our house. 1 asked
open and close Parliament, but she rarely him to come along to the meeting, which he
does it; her speeches are prepared for her by did. We walked slowly down Milwaukee
the ministry and read by proxy; she givs avenue. It was warm; I had changed my
; the revolver I was in the habit of
perfunctory assent to acts of Parliament she clothes
carrying was too large for the pocket, and
never ·reads, and which she would not dare inconvenienced me. Passing F. Stauber's
to veto if she wanted to ; she confers titles, hardware store, I left it with him. It was
but the recipients are selected by the minis- about 8:15 o'clock when we arrived at Desters. She is, in short, of no earthly use, and plaines and Lake streets. I was under the
that I was to speak in German,
Mr. Foote prefers to see England a republic, impression
which generally follows the English. That
witll an elected president at the head. Tile is the reason why I was late. Small and
loftiest virtue Victoria possesses, says Mr. large groups of men were standing around,
Foote, is that, being a queen, she bas lived but there was no meeting. Not seeing anylike an honest woman. And to glorify her one who migllt be supposed to be intrusted
with the management of the meeting, I
for that is casting refiections. Therefore jumped
upon a wagon, inquired for Mr. !'arthe jubilee is founded upon no great shakes, sons, wllo I thought had been invited, and
and the money spent might better hav been called the meeting to order. Parsons was
used in relieving the sufferings of the people. not there. I saw Parsons at the corner of
The pamphlet costs about 10 cents, and is ob- Halsted and Randolph streets. ' I think he
tainable at 28 Stonecutter street, E. C., Lon- is speaking tllere,' said a reporter to me. I
told the crowd to wait a few minutes, while
don, England.
I went out in search of Parsons. Not finding him, I returned to the wagon, wllere
"Isms" is the quaint title of a little book somebady told me Parsons, F1elden, and
received from the house of Robert Clarke & others were llolding a meeting in the office of
Co., Cincinnati. In tracing the origin and the Arbeitefr-Zeilung. I sent one of our emunity of religions, the author has been ex- ployees over to the office to call Parsons and
Fielden, and began to address the meeting.
haustiv, and clears away much of the mys- I s~oke about twenty minutes.
ticism and obscurities with which ignorance,
" Then Parsons spoke. The audience was
prejudice, and superstition hav usually suc- very quiet and attentiv. Parsons confined
ceeded in clothing the world's religious his" himself to the eight-hour question, but spoke
tory. The gradual development of man from at great length. While he was speaking I
asked Mr. Fielden if ·he would not make a
savage to civilized life through the pllases of few remarks. He didn't care to speak, but
fetich, animal, and nature worship to psycllo- would say a few words, and then adjourn the
theism, wherein, under either pantheism or meeting. I said, 'All right, do so.' It was
monotheism, love, charity, mercy, benev- about ten o'clock when Fielden began to
olence, etc., become elements in his social speak. A few minutes later a dark and
threatening cloud moved up from the north.
ife, is very clearly set forth; and the author's The
people fearing that it would rain- or at
assumption that such a stage of development, least two-thirds of them-left the meeting.
with the accompanying attainments in the 'Stay,' said Fielden;' just a minute longer.
- arts and sciences, had been reached by a peo- I will conclude presently.' There were now
ple some ten thousand years ago has many not more than two hundred persons remainOne minute later two hundred policefacts presented to support it. These people, ing.
men formed into line at the intersection of
he author thinks, disseminated a pure and Randolpll strt:et, and marched upon tile litsimple monotheistic morality tllroughout the tle crowd in double quick step I
"Raising llis cane in an autlloritativ way,
world, and it has reappeared in history clothed
with the myths and folk-lore of the various Captain Ward, directing llis words to ·Fielden
races, under many forms of mythology and re- (I was standing just bellind Fielden in the
wagon)," said, 'In the name of the people of
igion; all preserving under animal and astro- tile state of Illinois, I command this meeting
nomic symbols the " true inwardness " of the to disperse.'
esoteric religion. The usually dull subject of
"' ()aptain, this is a peaceable meeting,'
symbolism is rendered quite simple and inter- retorted Mr. Fielden, while the captain
esting, and exhibits the curious uniformity ex- turned around. to his men and gave a command wllich I understood to be, 'Charge
sting in the allegories, morals, and internal upon them!' At tllis juncture I was drawn
sense of all Bibles and religions., The autllor from the wagon by my brotller and several
handles Theosophy very tenderly, and pre- 1 others, and I had just reached the ground

Books.

·The TatTer is a new periodical published
at Indianapolis, of which Margret Holmes,
the author of the story-the " Revival".printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 18th,
is the editress. The Tatler is literary, and
published to entertain its readers, in which it
should succeed, with Margret Holmes as a
contributor to its columns. The subscription
price is $1.56. a year.
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when a terrific detonation occurred. 'What
is that?' asked my brother. 'A cannon,' I believe,' was my reply. In an instant the
fusilade of the police began. Everybody
was running. All this wa.s as unexpected as
if suddenly a cloud had burst. I lost my
brother in the throng, and was carried away
toward the north. People fell, struck by the
bullets, right and left. As I crossed the
alley north of Crane's factory, a lot of officers
ran into the alley, some of them exclaiming
that they were hurt. They had evidently
been shot by their own comrades, and sought
protection in the alley. I was in a parallel
line with them, and the bullets whistled
around my head like a swarm of bees. I fell
once or twice over others wllo had' dropped,'
but otllerwise escaped unhurt into Zepf's
saloon, at the corner of Lake street. Here I
heard for the first time that the loud report
had been caused by an explosion, whicll was
thought to hav been the explosion of a bomb.
I could learn no particulars, and about a half
hour afterward took a car and rode home· to
see if my brother had been hurt. He had
received a dangerous wound. Turnhig aside
when I had answered, 'It's a cannon, I believe,' he belleld the muzzle of a revolver deliberately aimed at my back. Grasping the
weapon, the bullet struck him in a vital part.
(He recovered.)
" The . next morning the papers reported
tllat the police had been searching for me all
night, and that they had orders to arrest me.
Nobody had been at my house during the
night ; the report was a lie. I went to the
office ·at my regular hour, and began to work.
About nine o'clock, detectiv Jim Bonfield
made his appearance, and told me the chief
of police wanted to hav a talk with me. I
went along with him to tile central station.
Two other detective arrested Schwab and my
brother Christ, who had come to the office to
learn what had occurred on the previous
night. The fact that his name was Spies
sufficed to arrest him and charge him with
having committed murder I
"This was on the 5th of May. I hav been
incarcerated ever since. The comedy, called
trial, lasted eight weeks, and ended, as tlleo
reader well knows, with our conviction.''
Nina VanZandt Spies publishes the book
"with oLte object in view, namely, to afford
my American countrymen and women an
opportunity of becoming acquainted with the
life, character, and aspirations of a man who,
with others, lls.s occupied their attention for
the last nine months." She also takes the
public into her confidence, and tells how she
fell in love with Mr. Spies, and married him.
The price of the book is 25 cents, and may
be had of Nina VanZandt, 102East Washington street, Chicago, Ill.

Obituary.
When a good man passes into the " great
unknown," it is but meet to pay a passing
tribute to his memory. Such is due John
Johnson, of Oak Valley, Elk county, Kan.,
who crossed the mystic river li'Iay 2, 1887.
Deceased was born in Butler county, Ohio,
Oct. 11, 1829. On the banks of the Miami
he grew to manhood, married, and settled
down in life. In 1855 he moved to Hendricks county, Indiana, at which place he
resided until April, 1860, when he moved to
Jefferson county, Kansas. From tllence he
moved to Oak Valley, in Elk county, in 1871,
at which place he was an activ member of
his county until his untimely demise. Soon
after locating at Oak Valley, lle erected a
fiouring-mill on Elk river. No mill west of
the Mississippi ever had a better reputation
for "truth and veracity" than had what was
known as "Johnson's Mill." The needy
were never sent away empty. He was kind
and charitable to a fault. John Johnson was
a progressiv Liberalist in the fullest acceptation of the term. He was ever ready to giv a
reason for the hope within. Political preferment did not awe !Jim into silence. He was
one of the favored few that pass through life
without having an attack of religion in some
form. Mr. Johnson settled in Oak Valley
when the wild whoop of the Osage Indian
mingled with the howls of the coyotes, and
lived to see the Kansas Southern railroad
constructed through his lands, and the busy
town of Oak Valley spring into existence at
his door. Generations yet to come will call
John Johnson a good man, and point with
pride to the works of his mind and muscle
that transmit his name to the pulsation of
P. VAN HYATT.
coming years.
F'all River, Kan., June 21, 1887.

New Edition, Revised and Enlar&"ed.

BIBLE l\IYTHS
\

THEIR

AND

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work IS to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before·ns."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Bvo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.60.

Mottoes for Freethinkers.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

......................................................
0

0

THE LIVING HAV A BIGHT TO <JONTBOL
THE WORLD.

........................................................
.
THOUGHT
GIV US TRUTH.
:. 0

••••••••••••• 0

FREE

0

•• 0

•••

0

0

0

••

0

•••• 0. ·: 0

........ 0

•• 0

0

0

0:

WILL

······················································
······················································
0

SUPERSTITION IS THE <lHILD OF SLAVERY.

0

......................................................
•

BEASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.

0

THE BOHOOL-HOUBE IS
OATHEDBAL.
.······················································
.
MY

.

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.

,

······················································
......................................................
0

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLA.<lE TO BE HAPPY IS HEBE.

0

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

......................................................
0

:

THE WORLD IS MY <JOUNTBY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

0

:

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present and the Fntnre
Repnblic oC North America.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, viceJ and crime. It deals with the {>resent
conditiOns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is ahnost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book IS vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,ooc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

DR. J. L. YORK,
The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
his Eastern lecture tour May 1st, to speak at
Sacramento on May 8th, at Salt Lake City, May
15th and 22d, at Canon City, Col., May 29th, at Denver. C~l., June Mh and 1~th; and at Garden City,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa; Chicago, Ill.;
Grand Rapids, Mich; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
Ohio; Linesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy,
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N. Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
aud at other points on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, and leave the latch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't miss a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Liberals desiring to arrange with the Doctor,
please addl'ess Without delay, in care of Chess
Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
Iowa; E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake street,
Cllicgao, Ill : D. A. Blodgett., Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ollio; Roman Staly, 86
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphia, Pa.; Truth Seeker
office, "ew York city; Investigator office, Boston,
Mass.; H.L. Green, 165 Delevan av.,Bnffalo,N.Y.;
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ollio.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F L. llrowne\ Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the mterests of our colontzation enterprise,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa\ andfenerally
to the practical solution of the problem o Integral
Oo-on<>Tation. Price, S1 a year; 50 cents for six
months. 2Pi oant• f("''.,. tltr!l,. ,,.,.... nthP

MEN, WOMEN & t:iODS.

Practical Experience with Poultry.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
. C
. p
p nee,
loth, $1.00, aper, 50 cents.
The 1'r~ Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 400.; with autograph, 500.

By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only
" a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg,:r. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg nnpractical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeys
are particularly discussed and their economical
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
/
·
1!8 Lafayette Place. New York.
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OALIFOBNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
-F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
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GRAND, UPRIGHT~
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AND SQUARE.

meet$ every Sunday in Induatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at ·cheap rate

BACON .AND SH.AKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not writr.
The Sonnetll written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBV
BURR. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

Touch and Workmanship.

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

.J!..;r0

KANBA.S.

Chris. BroWil, Burlington.
MAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
.

.

MABSAOHUSBTTB.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Sw~n & Co •• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st .. Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
omo.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

-y

• ...&..2$

Cor. 87th St.

FACTORY

& WAREROOMS,

OQ Third .b.~

PBNNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Lonj!jord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TBNNBBBBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TBXAS,

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A, Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton .

....J.-0'

Ne-w- York.

Vol. Kelso's Works. The Public Schools
i

AND THE

The Bible .Analyzed. ''For Sledge-!
hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Catholic Church.

Svo., 833pp.,

Deity .Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough-analysis of the
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally brought against his· Satanic majesty.
12mo 466pp •1 50
• • '
• ·• · · ·
•
•

-oBy L. K. Washburn.
-o-

I

"
EXTRACT.
. .
I. could pronounce n<> b_enedict1on upon Romantsm. It h ·· s done mtschtef enough to deserve
~
transportation fo•life. I regard Roman Chri 'Splritnahsm Sustamed. Th1s :work tlanity as the worst form of tyranl).y. It .co!J).goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to'1 mands tp.e arm to work and the ):>ram to dte ; 1t
show that <Jhristians are inconsistent in d_eny- f\)eds fa1th and )iltarves thought;. 1t loves O\'>p~es
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.J' s10n and hates liberty. It has gJ.nn falsehood a
<Jloth, I2mo, 245pp., $I.
crown and truth a scaffold."
PRICE, 5 CENTS.
<Jatalogueof Old, Rare, and SecondAcJdns>BB TRE TRUTH SEEKER.
hand Standard books sent free.
28 Lafayet'e PJaco, New York.
I JORDAN BROS.~....45. North ~tb, St.,
1
13t17
.l:'"hiladelphta, Pa.

OLD
BOOKS

ORBGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallii.

-<"\

6~'"

HOW TO STRENCTHEN

TE MEMORY;

I

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Sw•eta'l'l/ of the .American SeculOII' Union.

OR,

•1 00

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou.:.h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER <JO.,
H. BUBR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
28 La!ayette Pl., New York.
1 than 30;000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenis.
------------------------------------- F__
or__
sa_l_e~a_t_th_l_~_o_ffi_c_e_.____________________

12mo, 160 pp.,

"" •

THE

against the
Westet'n Union Telegraph Company

Truth Seeker Annual

For either of these works~-. or allY of Paine's
writings,
Address THE ·xRUTH SEEKER.

-AND-:-

TRY •SQU/J.RE;
OB1

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rieh with mcident
and dramatic power ; breeZl" from first page to
last with the living spirit orto-day."-John
SWinton's Paper.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is ciammed

A NOVEL.

+IDITI) + ILLU$TRATIOll$.+
CON'J:'EN'J:'S.
PAGR.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A _Story. By Si Slokum,

. 5
17
29

30
34
37
92

94
98

" Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1. 50.
Address T!!E TRUTH SEEKER <Jo<t
28 Lafayette Place, l'lew York.

THE
CONVE~TIONAL

LIE!il OF OUR
<:IVILIZATION.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER <JO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

NEW YORK:

10c.

BIDLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured f&rth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-Dn. HENRY W. BELLows. $1.

Paper, 12ruo, 47 pages,

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

15C

Origin of' the Christian Bible.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
.Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of the above address
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE DAWNING.

<E. M. 287.)

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth <Jentury Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein iti
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes•.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty CroWlJs. Thi
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm!Ul:.as.- The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A <Jonversation
With a. <Jhinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure iL
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome I2mo. 448 pages, laid/aper. With 6?
Price, cloth, bevele boards, $2.00.
half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER <JO.
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WaifR and Wandermgs, a New Ameri-

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES

eng~avings.
H~lf calf or

The Church of Practical Religion.

Its Scientific Solution, with some <Jriti01sms o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

THE CRISIS.

Price, a:; cents.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele-.
fP'apb <:ompany

The Problem of the Universet and

"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single <Jopies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

Speaking of this work in connection with th6
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the· propriety of a separation.n

Robt. O.Inarersoll's

S. P. Putnam's Works.

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

Bv Thomas Paine.

OPIJJNING SPIJJEOB .TO THE JURY
in the suit of the

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

THE 00-0E'E:B.ATIVE BUILDING E'LAN ASSO'N.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Natural and Scientific Methods of
The Greatest of all Antt-Bibll·
Never Forgetting.
cal Works.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
By THOMAS PAINE,
By M. L. HOLBROOK,. M.D.
.
BIBLE.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

(Pullltshea, Jul!J 1, 1866) <JONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece shoWing the modem style
of painting.
·
A cardboard supplement, ingeniously drawn and
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
constructing a model house, with plain directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the !l'reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy. It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
$5lkJ to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect <Jistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, PoSTPAID, ON RECEIP7;' OF PRICE, $1.
Address

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

.B:NGLAND.

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

"SHOPPEL'S .MODERN HOUSES" No.3.

.A Masonic Vindication of' Right •
A Protest Against Persecution.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
1110.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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AT Quincy, TIL, on the Fourth, Tim Baldwin the aeronaut jumped from a balloon at
a hight 'of 5,000 feet from the ground. He
held to his parachute and landed out of
breath and exhausted, but otherwise uninjured.
A .MILLioN-DOLLAR fire
devastated
Marshfield,
Wis., last week ..

uU.U.IJU
u II LiLt ul"' II Bll' f[ll utJ
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D.

'IV. Pr~:Htgn~W~if.sill~ait~~e!or a Fair Trial.
V Dawn of CreatiOn, AnAnswertoMr.Glad.A Dtscusston Between
'
stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
Gladstone
Huxle11, Muller
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
,
1
'
Huxley.
Linton,
Keville.
VII A Protest and a PIEla.. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinOn the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
• ton
·
.·
OONTENTB:
'
1 This is a new book and conta.ins the latest d1scns·
I. Da.wn of Creation a.nd of Worship, By Bon. sion.op. the mistakes of Moses..The names of the
W. E. Gladstone.
part1c1pa.nts a.re a. gna.rantee of 1ts able character,
II. The Interpreters of Genesis .and the InterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
THE
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
·
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PAUL believed in a. God who used to liv in a box
made with hands, and only three or four feet
square at tha.t, and who seemed to need a._ grea.t
dea.l of burnt blood a.nd roasted ftesh to make him
feel comfortable.~». M. Bennett.
THERE is no reason why a Christian young woman should not desire to secure service in a.
ChrisMan family; there are good reasons why she
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LA aT week Friday
there were 256 deaths in
this city. This mortality
rate has not been equaled
before since 1876.
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THE high lice.nse law
for Minnesota went into
effect July 1st, and has
already caused a gratifyfying falling off in the
number of saloons.
THE trial of Jacob
Sharp, charged with bribing the New York board
of aldermen to secure the
Broadway railroad franchise, ended in a conviction on the 29th ult.
VroE-PRESIDENT HARPER and Assistant Cashier
Hopkins of the broken
Fidelity bank in Cincinnati, 0., are held in default of $200,000 and
$100,000 bail respectivly.
MRs. MARIA HALPIN,
whose name, during the
last national election, was
connected with that of
the presidential candidate, has recently been
married, and live with her
husband at New Rochelle, N. Y.
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to excommunicate the Rev. Dr. McGlynn and
to publish the decree of excommunication in
the 'ournals"

J

•11,-fr,

THE LAST OF ABRAHAM.
·
And these are the days of the years of Abraham's life, which he lived, a hundred threescore and ~fteen years. Then Abra·
ham gave up the ghost, and died in a good old age, an old man, and full of years; and was gathered to his people.-Gen. xxv, 7, 8.

A DISPA.TOH from Rome says: "Orders
hav been sent to the archbishop of New York

·
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TREnE is a. destiny which shapes the side-door,
rough Hewitt a.s he will.

TH:& Rev. Peter Roberts, Congregational-. A JEnSEYliiAN's idea of celebra.ting the glorious
ist, of Scranton, Pa., is under arrest at the Fourth is to come to New York and spend his
instance of his servant-girl, Anna Husaboe, 1 money for oyster stews.
who charges him with betrayal and conspir- \ A PRINTER np in Canada. is said to be 103 yeare
1 ld
H e h as mad e so many t ypograph"wa1 errors
acy at criminal abortion
1
~
'
:during his career that he is afraid to die.
. A REUNION f S ou thern and N or thern so1• ' BATH-HOUSE robber: "No use lookin' fer anyd1ers has been held at Gettysburg, Pa. The thin' here, Bill. Ticket stub ter one of Joe Cook's
veterans were placed in battle array on the ' lectures, an' a poker chip, Busted drummer from
old field and charged on each other, but • Boston."

° ·

°

i

instead of firing when they met they shook 1. THE editor of London Punch conf~sses th~t h_is
hands heartily and declared that the war is ' paper _cannot make mn~h headway m Amenca m
oppos1t10n to the "Editor's Drawer "of Harper's
over.
:!rfagaztne.

I

THE pope of Rome wants the United
«WHAT was the text this morning?" asked a.
States to recogniZe him as a temporal power, stay-at-home hn"band of a. church-going wife.
and desires provision to be made for a papal! :• Man! are ca.!led, but few a~~ chosen." "What
embassador at Washington to look after the : JUrY d1d he hav reference to?

I

·

J

interests of the church. Similar overtures
A BRooKLYN physician has. been investigating
are being made toward the English govern- 1 cats ~nd dogs, a.nd he finds JUst as many cranks
and fools a.mong them as among the huma.n race.
ment.
.
.
He says that every. fourth ca.t is off her base, while
THE crops in Cambridge, Ill., are suffering
severely from drouth. About ten da~s ago
the farmers of the place called a meetmg in
the Congregational church and led by the
. .
. '
'
mm1ster, all prayed for ram. Outdoor prayer
meetings were also held, one of them continuing until 12 o'clock at night, at which hour
a bank of clouds arose, and there were indi-

I

. every ninth dog is a. sort of fanatic.
_C?MMERCIAL traveler: "So yon don't hav Pro1
h1b1t10~ dow!? _h~re m Te~nessee,,~h ?" Tenn~ssean : Proh1b1t10n-what s _that? . Comme_rmal
traveler: '·'Why, laws agamst llqnor-se!lmg."
Tennessean : "Stranger, this is Tennessee."
IN Syracuse late Saturda.y night. Customer :
"Where's Mr. French 1 , Clerk : "Gone to New

York to spend Sunday." Customer : "Where
cations of moisture. At this the happy would a. telegram reach him 1" Clerk : "Musicfarmers turned the meeting into a dance and hall, Hoboken, np to 12 o'clock to-morrow night."
offered up a prayer of thanksgiving. Rain\ A WELL· KNOWN clergyman recently refused to
did not come however, and at last accounts ; permit his congregation to pay the expenses of a
the conditio~ of the crops was more serious ' trip to Enr_op~ which _he had i_n co~templa.tion.
The comm1sswn appomted to 1nqmre as to his
than ever.
sanity report tha.t he will probably recover before
h t
·1
·
TwENTY-ONE persons were tried at St. Pe- t e 8 earner sal 8 '
tersburg between June 7th and 16th on the
A DARKEY, being brought before the magistrate,
charge af being members of the secret society was a~lced: "Ha.vn't you been in jail for stealing
called the "Will of the Peo le" of COllil)liC- ch~ckens on~e before?" "No? s~h: J?C'l• indeed, I
• •
P ' •
•
ham•t. Praise de Lawd fer his mfimt mussy, no1ty m several murders, and of havmg nes1sted body hain•t cotched me yit. It seems as if I was
in several dyna';llite outrages. Thr~e pris?n-~ pertected by de higher powers."
ers were ncqmtted. The others, mcludmg
"Do yon realize sir, said a long.haired pastwo women, were sentenced to death, but · sanger, "that ther~ is ~ne who sees and hea1·s all
· sentences were commuted to exile
·
· we do, who can solve our mmost
·
·
therr
m
thoughts,
a.n d
h
b t
h d
d b · d
f
b
Siberia or imprisonment at hard labor.
e ore w "G1v
om. weus are
crus stra.nger,"
e an
rm~e
worms?"
youru hand,
replied
THE Fourth was celebrated in the usual the other, "I know just how you feel. I'm married
way. Though we hav in this city an ordi- myself."
ADVICE to young ladies about to gra.dnate: Be
nance that prohibits fireworks on that day, it
was totally disregarded and no attempt was just a.s sweet a.s you can, The man who doesn't
like to look upon a sweet girl graduate is a. vilmade to enforce it. Consequently the city lain-or married. Tie your essay with a blue ribwas filled with smoke and noise. The fire bon, and be p1·actica.l in the choice of a. subject,
department was kept on the jump for three We suggest "The Coming Man." Advice to young
days, and a long list of fingers shot off, faces men about to gra.dnate : Don't mind the newspapers. Whoop it up for all you're worth on the
burnt, legs broken, and eyes injured de. Commencement stage a. bout "The Scholar in
manded the attention of the doctors.
Politics,"" The Ideal Republic,'! and "The Polit-

I
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considerable
in
should desireexperience
this. But
household matters has confirmed us in the opinion
that, when this reasonable
desire is very strongly
urged, the safest course to
pursue is to make careful
inquiries a.t the last place of
service, both as to the moral
character anii the rea.diness
a.nd a.bility to perform the
duties of her position. A
readiness to attend fa.mily
p1·ayers, even a.n eagerness
for those devotional exercises, will hardly compensa.te for lack of willingness
to do what a serva.nt is em-:
ployed to do.
The· old
Scotch parson might ha.v
put it a little too strong
though we confess to con
sidera.ble sympathy with
him. Asking where he could
get his shoes mended, a.
brother parson, whom he
wa.s visiting, replied that
''Jamie, at the foot of the
hill, was a good Christia.n
man ;" and the pa.rson
b1·oke in with, "It's not a.
good Christian man tha.t I
want, but a. good cobbler."
-The Golaen .Rule.
IN one of his letters Hume
givs the following halfplayfnl, ha.lf-serions summary of the constituents of
human happiness which
had fallen to his lot: "I
shall exult and triumph to
you a. little that I hav a.t
last a.rrived at the dignity
of being a. householder.
About seven months ago I
got a house of my own, and

completed
a regula.r fam1
ily,
co_nsist~ng of a. hea.dical Destiny of Pata.gonia.." About five years from· namely, myself-and two mfenor members, a.
now read your ora.tion over to yourself slowly.
maid and a cat. My sister has since joined me,
.
a.nd keeps me company. With frugality I ca.n
"DoN'T ask me to go to church with yon again," rea.ch, I find, cleanliness, warmth, light, plenty,
said a. Minneapolis citizen to his wife;" it won't and contentment. What would yon hav more 1
do yon any good." "Why not, John?" she a.sked. Independence 1 I hav it in a supreme degree,
"Didn't you enjoy the sermon?" "Enjoy the Honor? That is not altogether wa.nting. Grace 1
sermon?" he repea.ted. "Why, the preacher kept 1 That will come in time. A wife 1 That is none of
boomin' St. Paul, a.n' never said a. dinged word the indispensa.ble requisits of life. Books? I hav
about Minneapolis."
more than I can use. In short, I cannot find a.ny
ouT oF THE DEPTHS.
blessing of conseqnence which I am not possessed
From the advance sheets of" The Bitter Dregs," of in a greater or less degree; and without any
a story of pa.ssion and feeling by Montrose great effort of philosophy, I may be easy and satMadeira, Esq., the rising young Boston novelist: isfied."-Burton's Ltje ana Letters of Hume.
"It was noble in yon to speak so frankly of Your
UNFORTUNATELY, beautiful maxims about loving
struggles a.nd poverty, Very few men would be one's enemies and returning good for evil did not
brave enough to own that they had formerly lived i keep Jesus from reproaching the Pha.risees on
in South Boston."
many occasions. Unfortunately, aman'sparticnPe!eg Burnham's face flushed with delight a.t Jar enemies a.re just those who scarcely ever a.pElvira.'s words.
pear to him worthy of love, and this was evidently
"I, too, hav suffered," she continued, with the th!' case with Jesus a.nd the men upon whom he
sigh of one who has ta.sted of life's bitterness. poured forth his denunciations. Judging by his
"Last summer "-the cold, hard look which he mode of speaking, we should suppose that all rebad noted once before came into her eyes, a.nd ligious people who did not agree with him were
there was a. perceptible quiver in the lips as she simply hypJcrits. . • • Jesus uses towa.rd the
spoke-" last summer we visited my uncle's fam- Pharisees such langua.ge as this: "Scribes and
i!y in Vermont. They hav a. motto,' God Bless Pharisees, hypocrite;" "you blind guides;;, "you
Our Home,• over the mantelpiece, and at night fools a.nd blind;" "yon serpents, yon generation
they gather a.bout the melodeon and sing from of vipers."-Amberlev's AnaiJISis. Verily, verily, I
,T
d T
f s
'f
·
he Go! en rea.snry o ong, ormmg a. group I sa.y unto you, I am the door of the sheep. All
similar to that which embellishes the cover of that that came before me a.re thieves and robbers.volume."
John x, 7, B. [Not merely Moses and the prophets,
"And yon can speak of these things unmoved I" greater and lesser, but such men a.s Buddha, Conexclaimed Burnham.
fucius, Zoroaster, Socrates, Plato, Cicero, etc., etc.
"It is you who ha.v taught me to be bra.ve, Bah! Jesus Christ was surely a.s great a. crank a.s
Peleg," she made answer, "but I hav not told yon Guiteau!-C.)
all. My father has invited them to visit ns this
A PERFEC~ being would not h~v been so unwinter, and they are cotilimg-all of them-on
T
d
d h B
·
Cl b
t t
ues ay-a.n t e rowmng
u mee s a. our manned and terrified by the approach of dea.th a.s
house on Wed-Wednesday." Her words ended in to be in" agony," a.nd "swea.t as it were great
a. dry sob, but in another moment her strong, drops of blood." His deportment would ha.v been
womanly nature reasserted itself, and she was her- more like that of the hea.then Socrates, who conself agam, ca.lm, proud, a.nd defiant.
versed freely with his friends, endea.vored to sus•• Good heavens!" exclaimed Burnham. "And tain their fortitude a.nd lighten their grief, and
the 'Golden Treasury of Song!' Will they bring when the time came, drank the fatal hemlock with
a.slittle concern as if it had been a glass of wine.
that, too?"
"I know not," she answered, wearily. "It may The agony and despair of Jesus increased to the
be that they will bring not only that, but the fatal moment, and his last words, prompted by his
suffering and the utter hope'essness of his posimotto a.nd the melodeon as well."
There was in Peleg's nature a strong element of tion-so it would seem-were words of reproach
poetic chivalry which enabled· him to appreciate against his God, "My God, my. God, why hast
and admire any act of silent herois)ll, especially thou forsaken me 1"-Unaerwooct's Jesus Not aPe?·on the part of a. woman. He rose_sl~wly from ~he fect Character.
low chair on which he had been s1ttmg, a.nd with
WHo noble ends by noble means a.ttains,
a sudden movement of exqnisit, fawn-like grace
Or, failing, smiles in exile or in chains;
knelt at her feet, reverently lifted the h_em o~ her
Like good Anrelins l~t him reign, or bleed
tailor-made dress, and Impressed upon 1t a k1ss.
Like Socrates. Tha.t man is great indeed.
~·Noble, snffheriBng wo.man ,'' hbetmburm~trhed. '~I
-Pope.
0
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will come
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WHEN they tell me that J esns taught a gospel of
your our o na1 1.
love, I say I believe it. Plato taught a gospel of
_
love before him, a.nd yon deny it. If they say,
"Jeans tangbt that it is better to bear an injury
than to retaliate," I say, "Yes, but so did Aristotle
t~CONOMIC
before Jesus was born. I will accept it as the
A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF IN- statement of Jesus, if you will a.dmit that Aristotle said it, too." I am willing that any man should
DUBTRlAL PRODUOTION AND
come before us and say, ''.Jesus ta11ght that yon
ExoHA.NGB
must love your enemies; it is written in the
By J.K. T . .GALLS, ~uthor of" Social Wealth." Bible;" but if he will open the old manuRcript of
Diogenes Laertins, he may there rea.d, in texts
....
that ha.v never been disputed, that tbe Greek
Price, 25 cents.
philosophers, half-a.-dozen of them, said tho same
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
before Jesus was born.-T. W. Hiuutnson.
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RELIGIOUS

four abreast, carrying their axes, and the city
fathers rode in a big lumber wagon drawn by
twelve yoke of red oxen, driven by the Goddess of Liberty. In the evening there was an
A coMMITTEE is being organized at Genoa, exhibition of. fireworks, with a war-dance
Italy, the birthplace of Columbus, to celebrate performed by one hundred . Shoshone and
in 1892 the 400th anniversary of the discovery Bannock Indians.
of America. All the United States will be
NEw YoRK's new corporation counsel, Mr.
invited to send representativs.
O'Brien, sustains the decision of the court
A SEVENTH D.A.Y BAPTIST of Waterford, that hotel-keepers may sell liquor with meals,
Conn., the Rev. Edmund Darrow, was born but decides that restaurant-keepers hav not
in the seventh year of this century, on the. that right. 'fhat is, the Fifth avenue man
seventh day of the month, on the seventh day may hav his wine, but the Bowery man is
of the week, and in the seventh hour of the denied his beer. Thus the equality of citizens
day.
under the law gets another set-back.
THERE is prospect of a religious war in
ON the pay-rolls of the teachers of our pubSouth Carolina. Some Mormon elders are
proselyting in the upper part of the state, and lic schools for May there was one teacher who
the other sects hav opened hostilities. South receh·es a salary of $700 a year, from whose
Carolina has furnished the Mormon church pay was deducted just one cent for being
tardy two minutes. The cent was, according
about five hundred recruits in the last ten
to the figures of a clerk to the Board of Eduyears.
cation, the amount the teacher would earn
DuRING the war the city of Richmond, Va., in one one-hundred-and-twentieth of her
issued about $500,000 in paper money, which day's work.
passed current throughout the Confederacy.
THE trial of the Rev. F. M. Todd, of MaNow somebody has gathered up all these
notes and is suing the city for redemption. nassas, Va., by the Washington presbytery
Legal opinion is about evenly divided as to on a charge of having been seen in the woods
in 11. ministerial situation with a female memthe city's liability.
ber of his congregation, ended on the 8th in
No Fourth of July celebration thus far re- a verdict of not proven. All of the seventeen
ported equals that held at Beaver Canon, members sitting in the trial were agreed that
Idaho. The Declaration of Independence was the charge was not proven, but it is said· that
read by a man named John Hancock, and five of them were opposed to a simple " not
Henry Clay delivered an oration. There was guilty." The report adopted indicates that
a big procession in which the states were rep- the presbytery believes the defendant to be
resented by thirty-eight young women in guilty, but that under the rules of evidence
white Mother Hubbards, mounted on black the belief is not sufficiently supported to warhorses. One hundred woodchoppers marched rant a verdict to that effect. Dr. Sunderland,

Jjlolts and f!Ilippings.

PROCESSION.
counsel for the defense, announced an intention to appeal the case to the synod. He
objected to the form of the report, and
insisted that a simple verdict of not guilty
should hav been rendered without any qualifying words.
IF the Board· of Visitors of the Andover
Theological Seminary has expelled Professor
Smyth from hi.s professorship because he
spelled his name with a y, their action would
at least hav been comprehensible, and might
hav been justified. Neither of Professor
Smyth's four accomplices spells "Smith"
with a y, and neither of them was expelled.
But if the Board fired Smyth on account of
his religious opinions, its action was incoherent, for Churchill, Tucker, Harris, and
Hincks all admitted at their trial that they
think as Smyth does, but no one of them has
been disturbed. Anyone might know that
the Board that makes sut:h an unwarranted
distinction and shows so crude a sense of
justice, is the same that insists that the unwarned heathen must be damned.-Life.
IN reversing the decision of a referee granting a divorce upon the testimony of a detectiv and a disreputable woman, Judge
Brunt of New York delivered the following
opinion: ''The wisdom of the. rule that divorces should not be granted upon the evidence of prostitutes and private detectivs is
strikingly illustrated by the nature of the
testimony offered to support the allegations
of the complaint in the case at bar. The
prostitute, influenced by money or for the
gratification of feelings of revenge, seems
willing to swear in any way desired, and the
private detectiv furnishes the evidence which
he is employed to procure, even though he

has to resort to his own fertil brain for the
facts or supposed facts upon which he founds
his testimony." This opinion is 11. blow at
the private detectiv system under which a
great many divorces hav been granted.
SoME people's ideas of the function of a
mayor do not seem to be very clearly defined.
A person signing himself " Yours for Reform" writes this to Mayor Hewitt: "if its
al the same to yu i woold like to sugest that
yu do sumthing to prevent a factory over my
rooms from letin water run through the
sealin on to my bed. I hev complam~d to the
·factory men, but they say they can't do
nothin', and eppeel to you as mair of the city
to protect its sitzens in their constushnal
rites."
IN 1858 Pierre Dejan and Caroline Schaeffer, residents of Louisiana, were married.
She was a German, and he had a small percentage of negro blood in his veins, though
he was as white as any Caucasian. The marriage was illegal, but the Catholic church
sanctioned it, and they thought they were
husband and wife and lived as such for
eleven years. Then, in 1869, the constitution
of the state was changed to allow marriages
between whites and blacks, and the couple
were again married before a justice of the
peace. In a controversy over the property of
Dejan, deceased, a decision has just been
rendered by the court that the ceremony of
1858 was invalid, and that they were not husband and wife until 1869. This decision
affects a great many couples of mixed blood
in the South who were married by the church
before the war, and who now are informed
that their children are illegitimate and that
they hav been living in illicit relations.
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is said (Numbers· xvi, 21): "And Aar-on shall lay ernment which shall command the respect of our
both his hands upon the head of the live goat, and con- own people, and be a terror to evil thinkers, evil
fess over him all the iniquities of the children of speakers, and evil d,oers. It is admitted that in all
Israel,
and all their transgressions in all their sins, ages Christianity has been eminently conservativ in
Tales Told Out of" Schooi.-Concluded.
putting them upon the head of the goat, and shall its influence, politically and socially, while it is equally
.THE REMEDY FOR TillS WIDESPREAD DEFECTION.
send him away by the hand of a .fit man into the true from history that ·heresy is revolutionary in its
In finishing my work as a jury of inquest, sent out wilderness. And the goat shall bear upon him all tendency, and disposed to follow any jack-o'-lantern
to ascertain as far as I could the real condition of their iniquities unto d land not inhabited j and he reformer who professes to advance the public good.
things, I hope you will take my suggestions as com- shall let go the goctt in the wilderness." The. orthoIV. Then, and lastly, I would hav the national
ng from one who has observed carefully and dox Jews feel toward Ingersoll and the evolutionists Congress make a similar pronunciamento based upon
reflected much on the subject. The published just as we feel, and in such a convention as I propose t.he conceded fact, stated by Dr. Hodge, that this
reports made yearly of the condition of the church, their rabbis should be invited to take seats.
nation is Christian in character, and should be Chrisand her auxiliary societies, are not reliable. .As
II. I 'Vould hav a committee of able men des- tian in its government; and that Infidelity and
charged by an eminently respectable and responsible ignated by the convention who should be skilled in Infidels, Socialism and Socialists, together with
secular newspa}Jer in New York, they are doctored, so polemics and in the art of addressing popular audi- .Anarchy and .Anarchists, should be suppressed by
that those from whom the money comes cannot un- ences, and who should hold themselvs in readiness law. .All the orthodox religious sects, having been,
derstand them. They tell the public only what we to accept the challenge of the Infidels, and discuss according to this program, in that convention on the
would like to believe, instead of what is really the the points at issue between them and us. This principle of representation, no opposition worthy of
case, deluding the people, putting them off their would put a stop to the boast that of the eighty odd notice would be made. If the German · Infidels
guard, thus increasing the danger which is already thousand clergymen in the country who are the should grumble at such wholesome restraint as this
imminent. But the scriptures are full of the doctrin official defenders of the faith, not one of any reputa- policy would impose on them, they can return home
that prayer is omnipotent with God; and if God does tion at all has the courage to meet the Infidels in a when they please to the merciful rule of Bismarck.
not appear in behalf of his church, jeoparded with discussion of the merits of the question. No tongue .And as for our nativ- born Infidels, like other dangerevils both within and without, it is proof positiv that can tell how this refusal to discuss acts as a justifica- ous vipers which cannot be killed, let them gnaw
the fervent, effectual prayer of the righteous has not tion among the people of the doubts they express as against the file. .All of which is mspectfully subbeen offered. .As a concluding part of the program, to the truthfulness of religion. More than once dur- mitted.
DAVID JoNES.
you hav a right to ask me what suggestion I would ing my peregrinations hav I encountered young men
make in the way of remedy for the present state of and young women, born and brought up in the
'nte King and the Priests.
·
things.
church, and who were just Infidel enough to hav lost
A BOOK OF CHRONICLES.
Well, a desperate condition requires a desperate their relish, if they ever had any, for divine things,
CHAPTER I.
remedy. In the treatment of a bodily disease many asking me, with an air of triumph, when I mildly re1.
Once
there
was
a king who ruled his people
a valuable life has been saved by the heroic method proved them for their course, why, among all the
of a physician who, even through the hollow eyes of thousands of our educated and learned clergy, who even as a father governs his children.
2. He pressed not his subjects into standing armies
death, could see life peering. Such heroic treatment call themselvs expounders and advocates of religion,
the Christians of this age must adopt if they would there is not one who is willing to defend that re- to molest or conquer neighboring king<iloms, nor did
arrest the widespread Infidelity, and continue the ex- ligion in oral debate 1 . The fathers of the church he organize missionary enterprises to force his religistence of the church as the repository of divine were ex-o.fficio fightj.ng men in their time, and ex- ion upon other nations that chose to maintain differtruth. Then
tinguished heresy after heresy as they arose to cor- ent systems of church polity.
3. He did not seek to overreach the rulers of other
I. I would hav a grand convention made up of a pro rupt and weaken the faith of the gospel. But while
rata representation of all the orthodox churches, in- Infidelity in our day has increased its power a thou- countries through priestcraft by sowing the seeds of
cluding the Catholics and the orthodox Jews, to con- sand-fold by the invention of arguments which the religious dissensions between king and subject,
sider the .present dangerous condition of the country early fathers never dreamed of, our clergymen, it is priests and congregations, parents and children, and
in regard to religion. If you would reject the alleged, like a military company on dress parade, husbands and wives.
4. But he did unto others even what he wished
Catholics from this consensus of the competent, let pose before their congregations on the Sabbath and
me remind you that during the long centuries up to preach wishy-washy sermons from which no one them to do unto himself; and his servants walked in
the time of the Protestant reformation, she was the would suspect that the church was beleaguered by all the footsteps of their royal master.
5. In his dominion all the virgins got good hussole embodiment of the Christian life and doctrins in an army of sharp-shooters so deadly in their aim that
the world, except the Eastern or Greek church, which, the clergy feared them as much as they feared the bands and all_ the young men for themselvs good
in point of numbers and influence, was comparativly devil. The late Judge Black was greatly to blame w:ives. [The fifth verse is thought by comment~~otora
small. Whatever of authority 7oe hav to preach the for sending this pale-faced fear into the ranks of the to be an interpolation.]
6. There came unto this king three magicians saygospel and administer the sacraments was derived, clergy. He was foolish enough to grapple in a
mediately or immediately, from the Catholic church. wrestling match with Ingersoll, and, before he had ing: We hav heard of thy glory in a distant land,
Protestants hav nearly all admitted this by declining fairly felt his antagonist, found himself on the broad and we hav journeyed hither to acquaint thee with
to rebaptize converts from that church, thus acknowl- of his back as if engaged in contemplating the the mysteries which we hav searched out, and to
edging that body to be a part of the true church; heavens. Judge Black as a lawyer or a politician e:ialt thee with the miracles of our wisdom.
7. For behold we hav come to weave a fabric for
and if the Catholic church is good enough for God could hav discussed any question in law or politics
she ought, especially in such an emergency as th~ with his opponent. But when he undertook to de- thy garment of state. This fabric shall l;>e a touchpresent, to be good enough for us. Dr. Hodge, our bate the religious question, as a pastime, with a man stone of virtue unto all thy servants and people; for
distinguished professor of theology in the Princeton who had made it a subject of study for years, he dis- whosoever shall be pious, loyal, and trustworthy of
Theological Seminary, which has sent, and still sends covered, and others saw, that he did not understand thy servants he shall be able to behold the brilliant
out every year, more young ministers than any other the subject; and we had to hurrah him through as colors of the royal garment and to discern the fine~
institution of the kind in the country, has deliberately we did many ·years ago Dr. Berg in his debate with ness of its texture; but whosoever shall be a traitor,
expressed his matlll'ed opinion on a subject closely the Infidel, Joseph Barker, whom he had challenged an .Atheist, impious, and untrustworthy, his sight the
cognate with this in an essay published in the Ne7o to engage in a similar contest without first girding garment shall elude and to his grasp the texture of
the fabric shall not be discernible.
Princeton Revie7o for January, and entitled "Re- up his loins.
8. .And the king was pleased with the words which
ligion in the Public Schools." In this arti~le the
For such reasons I would hav a committee of our
doctor, who from his eminent position and his great ablest men, supported out of a general fund, whose the wise men spake.
9. .And the king gave them !tn upper chamber in
learning may be considered a spokesman for all the function should be to debate before the people the
rest of us, justifies me in my proposal to cooperate questions in dispute between us and the Infidels. his palace wherein to set up their loom, that they
with our Catholic brethren in the grand effort to Such debates should be printed in fair type, and cir- might weave a garment for the king even as they had
Christianize the schools and the laws, and make them culated everywhere among the people, so that, by said, and according to all the wisdom which was
conform to the religious character of the nation. .As reading both sides, they might become intelligent within them.
10. .And the king appointed them to eat at his
the Protestant hatred to the Catholic has been so in- Christians, able to giv a reason for the faith that is
table and to drink of his wine, and he gave them revtense for two hundred years, and would naturally be in them.
the chief obstacle to a political union of our forces in
III. I would hav this convention issue a deliver- enues, and costly apparel, and he commanded his
the coming struggle with Infidelity, I will quote a ance to the public, setting forth their authority to people that they should withhold no good thing
few sentences from Dr. Hodge's article to show that act in the premises by virtue of their being the con- from the wise men.
11. Thus did the wise men liv at the king's palace.
there is the best authority for the suggestion I hav stituted witnesses for God upon the earth, and their
CHAPTER II.
made, and that such cooperation, so far as the school capability from life-long study to understand and
question and we Presbyterians are concerned, is en- expound the will of God as revealed in the scriptures.
1 . .And after many years the king sent his chamtirely.practicable. He says: "Shall the Ghrist£ctn Such deliverance should be addressed 'to that class berlain to the room wherein the wise men wrought,
majority consent that their wealth shall be taxed, in society who hav the intelligence and the wealth that the king might hav information of the progress
a_nd the whole energy of ow· immense system ofpub- necessary to control the orders below them, and to of the garment and of its color.
lw schools be turned to the worlc of disseminating satisfy the people that the questions concerning
2. .And the king thought within himself: "Now I
Agnosticism through the land and down the ages? religion, and its relation to the government, and the shall know of a surety whether my chamberlain is
()hristians hctv all the power in their own lutnds. well- being of society, are not open, but settled ones, faithful unto me or not."
·
The danger arises simply .from the 71Jealc and sickly so adjudged to be by this consensus of the com3. .And the chamberlain went away from the king
sentimentalism respect£np the transcendental spirit- petent; that the state of things hitherto existing, with fear and trembling; for though he was a just
7tality of religion, the non-religious charctcter of' the where every man, unlearned as he may be, sets him- man and faithful, yet he feared evil.
state, and the supposed equitable rights of a smctll self up as a debater and a judge on religious ques4 . .And when the chamberlain came unto the wise
Infidel minority. Alhve hctiJ to do is, for Catholics tions, is as dangerous to the stability of society. as if men arid made known unto them the king's comrtnd .Protestants-disciples of a common master- the citizens were allowed to carry around in their mands, the wise men led the chamberlain into an
to come to an 1mderstanding with respect to a com- pockets, as they now do, matches, dynamite cartridges inner room where the loom was, but the chamberlain
mon ba.~is of 1ohat is received as general Christian- liable to explode by concussion and to spread death could see no fabric in the loom.
ity, a practical quantity of tntth belonging equally and ruin everywhere. I see with pleasure a move5. .And the wise men'took the hands of the chamto both sides to be reeogn-ized in genentl legislation, ment among the ruling classes to hav Congress berlain and laid them upon the loom and said:
rtnd especially in the literature and teachinq of' mtr increase our standing army, and establish garrisons "Touch now, we pray thee, the softness of this
p7tblic .~clwols."
'
near all our large cities, so as to be in constant readi- fabric, and feast thine eyes upon the l:lrilliancy of the
If you object to the orthodox Jews, let me call to ness to put down popular tumults arising from any texture which we hav wrought; for thou art faithful
mind that they hold, at least, to the inspiration and cause. If the soldiers enlisted for this service were and loyal unto the king thy master, and unto thee
authority of the Old Testament, which we admit to selected for their intelligence and sobriety and their the garment shall manifest itself, and its gorgeousbe the foundation of the New Testament. But what noble ambition to be soldiers of the cross; and if ness shall not be hidden from thee."
confirms their right to sit in such a consensus is the they were well paid and enlisted for long terms, the
6 . .And the chamberlaim said within himself, "Hav
fact that we Christians got the central doctrin of our public interests could be protected from the anti- not I served the king my master with singleness of
religious system-vicarious atonement--from their religious, as well as social agitators. We need, and heart all my days? Why then should the scales of untypical feast of expiation yearly observed, where it must hav-what, sa yet, we hav not--a strong gov- belief be placed before mine eyes, that I see not the

- f!lommunications.
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gorgeous fabric which the wise men hav wrought?
Behold I must conquer Satan, or I shall die, and my
office shall be given unto another."
·
7. And the chamberlain cried with a loud voice
and said: "Blessed be God who has sei'!t unto the
king the wise men to weave this beautiful garment,
and glorious shall be the day on which the king
shall be arrayed therein."
.
·
8. And the wise men said: "Blessed be God who
has given unto the king a faithful chamberlain to
whom the fabric has manifested its beauty, and
whose hands hav been able to handle its texture.",
9. And the chamberlain reported unto the king
that he had seen the fabric which the wise men had
wrought, and glorious was the color thereof, brilliant
the design, and gorgeous would be the garment made
thereof to array the person of the king.
10. And the king sent other of his officers to the
fabric which the wise men wrought, and he sent
them one after another.
11. And when they came to the loom they could
see nothing.
12. And the wise men spake unto them even the
words which they had spoken unto. the chamberlain.
13. And they thought within themselvs, "Hav not
we served the king our master with fidelity in our
several stations? Why then should this fabric be
hidden from our eyes~
14. "Shall the chamberlain only hav honor, and·we
be cast out and be found unfaithful ? Surely, Satan
hath bewitched us that the brilliancy of this garment
is hidden from us, but we will not let Sabin triumph
over us; let us fight the good fight and keep the
faith, and our eyes shall behold the glory of the
king's apparel when he shall be clothed therein." And
they reported unto the king even as the chamberlain
had done.
15. At last the king himself went to view the garment which the wise men had wrought.
16. And the wise men said unto the king:
"Blessed art thou, 0 king, above all the monarchs of
the earth, for God has prospered thy kingdom and
has given thee servants faithful and true, for they
were able to behold the fabric which we hav wrought
and to handle its texture. An Infidel and an unworthy one is not among them, and blessed art thou
to be set over so faithful a people."
17. And the king looked upon the loom, but could
see no fabric.
18. And he thought within himself, "How is this
thing ? Are all my servants faithful, and shall I alone
be found a castaway? Surely some charm confounds
my sight; and sm:p.e evil spell darkens my discernment! Hav I not been ever as a father to my people? and hav not they been as children unto me?
But I will walk by faith, if not by sight, and I shall
yet escap~ the snare of the evil one and confound the
onslaught of the enemy of souls." '
19. And the king said unto the wise men, "The
fabric which you hav wrought pleases me well, and
mine eyes delight in the brilliancy of its color.
20. ''Behold the feast of harvest draweth nigh,
and the people shall present themselvs before me
with gifts and with rejoicing; then will I be arrayed
in the garment of your handiwork."
CHAPTER III.
1. And the harvest was ended and the summer was
past, and the people assembled with presents for the
king before the royal palace ;
2. And the wise men arrayed the king in the garment which they had wrought.
3. And the king presented them with gold and
with precious stones, and the wise men departed for
their own land.
4 . .And the garment was light and airy for the
king's person.
5. And the king walked forth from his chamber to
present himself before his people.
6. And the chamberlain and all the king's officers
and hou(:lehold cried out with loud acclaim, "Behold
how beautiful is the king arrayed in his regal garment!''
7. And the king stood forth upon the balcony of
the palace before all the people.
8. And the people beheld the king and there fell a
great silence upon them, and they marveled greatly,
and they made no acclaim unto the king.
9. And a stripling whose master had come from
afar to do homage to the king, and the stripling had
charge of his master's horses, and he cried out: "By
the spirit of truth which is within me, the king stands
before you naked !"
10. And others reported the saying, and a rumor
and tumult arose and spread even unto the king and
to his ears: "The king hath no garments on ! the king
is naked!"
11. And the chamberlain took off his cloak that
was upon him, and he put it upon the king, and he
led the king into his chamber.
12. And he fell at the king's feet and he said: "Of
a truth we hav been deceived by the wise men, and
by their craftiness they hav laid snares both unto the
king and unto all his people. And now also are they
gone and hav taken the king's gold and silver with
them."
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13. And the king and his people marveled greatly pointed hour we arrived at the beautiful grove on the
at the subtlety wherewith they had been deceived by edge of the little village of Silverton, where the
the magicians.
*<It*
gathering was to be-and a grand gathering it was.
Four or five hundred people were present. The
News and Notes.
band played enlivening music, the choir sang, and I
I found a goodly company of Liberals at Marsh- then gave an address on " American Democracy."
field, Coos county. This is quite a lively little In the afternoon an equally large number was pres-·
metropolis on the far-away coast. ·There are exten- ent, and I spoke on "Mental Sincerity." Mr. P. D.
siv coal mines in the neighborhood. The fisheries Allen read Washburn's beautiful address on "Death
are excellent. The timber is of splendid quality, and Immortality," and the band and choir gave joycapable of a beautiful finish. The most elegant ous entertainment. We had our lunch beneath the
furniture is made from the myrtle wood which tall trees and amid the sun-bright shadows. In the
abounds in this county. Along .the shore are what evening a big meeting was held in the railroad freight
they call the "beach mines," which produce quan- house. Seats were made of lumber for the accommotities of gold, and gold mines are also in the mount- dation of about three hundred, and every seat was
ains. The sojl when cleared is exceedingly fertil. occupied. I gave "The New Heaven and Earth."
It is a good fruit and stock country. Coos bay Thursday afternoon the Silverton Secular Union was
offers one of the best ports of shelter along the organized. One hundred and fourteen names were
coast. When railroad communications are complete em-oiled, representing the best elements in the comand the natural resources developed, Coos county munity. In the evening there was another grand
will be a noble country. Its climate is superbly gathering.
healthful. The summers are delicious. It is just
Friday afternoon I again lectured in the grove, and
where the north winds and the south winds meet in closed the series of lectures in the evening to a
refreshing currents. There are no cyclones; the crowded house. Nothing has been more successful
days flow along with bright and breezy splendor.· and brilliant than our Silverton meetings. The orThe winters- are a bit disagreeable, with little snow, thodox were simply overwhelmed. The Methodist
but considerable rain. There is, however, no ex- minister ·was made sick by the affair and had to take
tremely cold weather. .
.
to his bed. One Methodist sister said I ought to be
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Cathcart, Mr, and Mrs. J.D. mobbed and hung. "Whom the gods would deGru:field, Mr. and Mrs. F. Mark, Mr. and Mrs. stroy they first make mad." A curious incident ocNorman, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hilburn, R M. Hutch- curred at my first meeting. The Rev. Thomas
eson; Wm. Hall, chairman of the meetings; T. G. Small has been a minister here for forty years, and
Owen, E. A. Anderson, S. Miller, Thomas of "Ken- has ruled with unquestioned authority among the
tuck Slew," Judge Hyde, G. A. Bennett, editor of members of his sect. He interrupted me once or
.!Jay Ne·ws," Cyrus Sandrith, T. M. Bridges; Gil- twice in my discourse.
He evidently thought the
more and Garrison, of General Trumbull's brigade- Infidel bad no rights that he was bound to respect.
and through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER they In the course of my address I declared that Chrissend greetings to their old commander ; C. G. Grand- tianity was in favor of poverty, and quoted the text,
holm, J. Bazzill and others of Marshfield, S. H. "Blessed are ye poor.' " He instantly cried out,
Hazard, chairman of meeting at Empire City; Wm. " Don't misrepresent the scriptures. There is no
Saunders, A. P. Owens, Fred. Jarvis, 0. B. Richard- such text. It says, 'Blessed are ye poor in spirit.'"
son, Hemy Ploeger, etc., of this latter place, make I had the exquisit pleasure of showing that he was
up the splendid legion of Coos bay. Three hundred ignorant of his own Bible, and demonstrated before his
were present at all the meetings in Marshfield, and I own admirers that it was he that misrepresented the
closed the series of lectures to a full house, at Empire scriptures, for I read the text just as I quoted and
City, on Sunday evening. A Secular Union was there was no "poor in spirit" about it. Oh, what a
orgapized for Coos bay, and thus two strong asso- fall there was, my countrymen ! The subsequent
eiations hav been formed in both parts of the county proceedings interested the Rev. Small no more. He
-the Coquille and Coos-and they will, no doubt, kept a profound silence. A minister of forty years'
keep our banners to the front in this farthest West- standing, he was convicted before his own people of
ern sea-board of the United States. I felt amply absolute ignorance of what the Bible said on a most
l'l'lpaid for all my arduous journeys in these bright important subject.
results, and the companionship of so many choice
The orthodox are thoroughly demoralized. Last
and forward spirits.
winter they had a revival, and after thirty-one days'
Sunday afternoon the steamer Comet, Captain laborious effort gathered in one hundred and thirtyRoberts, takes me to Empire City. After the even- three, of which only sixty proved up their claim at
ing lecture I cross the bay to the little sand-encircled the end of the six months' probation, and most of
ranch of Fred. Jarvis, the stitge-driver-a herculean these were women and children. In three days, withcompanion who would take you safely through every out any particular effort, our host numbered over one
peril. I bunked beside his horses unt.il two o'clock hundred stanch men and women. Abner Allen,
in the morning. It was blowing great guns, and the eighty-seven years old, joined the organization, and
big sea was thundering in might! squadrons upon it was the first organization of any kind that he had
the near beach. In the faint dayhght, after the tide ever joined. Without doubt, a Freethought hall
was out; we began our journey alongside the Pacific will be built at Silverton, and a splendid influence go
to the Umqua river. ·
forth for liberty and justice. Dr. McClure, the presiIt was a picture of strange magnificence that hung dent; Mr. Kline, the vice-president; P. D. Allen,
its mystic shadows, and lights, and gloom, and secretary; Mr. Fit"zgerald, treasurer; lltirs. Carrie
glories along that marvelous pathway. On one side Fitzgerald, Mr. Mount, and Mr. Walford, of the
the sea with its crested billows sweeping from seven executive committee, are brave and energetic workthousand miles of tumbling waters to our very feet ; ers; and to back them up in every enterprise are the
on the other the faint gray sands, straggling clumps Davenports, the Rosses, the Smiths, the Aliens, the
of trees, huge fallen trunks, stranded ships, and W olfords, the Leonarda, the Hibbards, the McGeers,
bleak hills. Friend Jarvis wrapped a big oil-cloth tent Macintosh, Buff, Marchbanks, Wright, Forshay, the
about my body, and I didn't care for the whirling Cooleys, the Geers, and others whom space forbids
gales that make the sea roar. Brighter grew the to mention upon the roll of honor and progress.
horizon, and whiter the broad expanse of liquid
The Methodists wanted a debate, but when we
night. Silvery splendors rolled along the orient sky. agreed to debate, their man, the Rev. Driver, was
Then the sun, a glittering golden point, burst upon unwilling to come to the front. He preferred to giv
the sea and shore, and soon all the billows were gor- his thunder after I was gone. I sold nearly one
geous in the .draperies of morn, a beautiful army, hundred dollars' worth of books at Silverton, ari.d
ever advancing and changing its resplendent array, this shows the deep interest among the people conwith its million feet flashing far as the eye could see cerning Freethought; and, more than the lectures,
twenty miles up and down its circling shores. At these books will continue to disturb the equanimity
six o'clock the little steamer Juno awaits us at the of our orthodox friends, and spread the mighty agimouth of the Umqua. Up this beautiful winding tation for reform.
river we go in the now burning heat-the thermomSilverton has nobly advanced our cause, and made
eter at one hundred and thirteen. I make mo an the pulse of freedom quicker, stronger. Hope glitters
umbrella of a bedstead and sleep upon the ·hay bales amid the radiance of her beautiful homes.
in the breezy shadows, while tho soft green hills and
Next week and week after I am at Salem, Molalla,
sylvan dales go floating by. At noon we reach Portland, McMinn vile. I am at Corvallis, July lOth;
Scottsbm·g. Here we are stranded until next day Stagton, July 12th, 13th, 14th; Silverton again, July
morning, when we take the lumbering stage amid 15th; Forest Grove, July 17th; Scappose, July 19th,
heat equal to that of the previous day, and travel to 20th, 21st; Seattle, July 24th; Port Angeles, July
Drain's station, at which we arrive in the afternoon. 31st; Port Townsend, Aug. 7th, Stb, 9th; Colfax,
At two o'clock in the morning we are aroused for Aug. 14th; Pendleton, I expect, Aug. 21st; Baker
the rushing train, whose music is gladness, for I had City, Aug. 28th, and then I shall move on to Idaho
become tired of the slow-moving coach and clouds of and Utah, etc.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
dust. In the dawn I reach the church-shadowed
Silverton, June 25, 1887.
city of Salem, which they say is awfully pious. I
had not time to look around, for I.N. McCorkle, of
THE Standard estimates the income of Archbishop
Silverton, was ready with a swift team to take me to
the grand rally which was appointed for that morn- Corrigan at $40,000 a year. This is gathered from
ing. . It was fourteen miles away, and in the bright the cathedraticum ; a tax of $200 on each church in
sunshine we sped along. Glorious Mt. Hood, rising the archdiocese, $5,000 salary from the cathedral, his
like a vast pyramid sixty miles away, crowned the palace and its expenses, and a tax of $1 on each
green landscapes with snowy lusters. At the ap- burial in Calvary cemetery.
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The dogma of exclusive salvation by faith made
The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of j bas struggled back to the rescuing rocks of our
forcible conversion appear an act of mercy, and stimmother
earth.
Lured
by
the
twinkle
of
reflected
Secularism.
ulated· those wars of aggression that have cost the

stars, we have plunged into the maelstrom of Antinaturalism, and after regaining the shore, by utmost lives of more than thirty millions of our fellow-men.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
efforts, it seems now time to estimate the expenses In the Crusades alone five millions of victims were
sacrificed on the altar of fanaticism; the extermination
Auth~r of" Physical Education,"" The Secret of the East," etc.
of the adventure.
INTRODUCTION.
The suppression of science bas retarded the prog- of the Moriscos reduced the population of Spain by
From the dawn of authentic history to the second ress of mankind by a full thousand years. For a seven millions; the _man-hunts of the Spanish-Americentury of our chronological era the nations of an- century or two the Mediterranean peninsulas still can priests almost annihilated the native population
tiquity were beguiled by the fancies of supernatural lingered in the evening twilight of pagan civilization, of the West Indies and vast areas of Central and
religions. For fifteen hundred years the noblest but with the confirmed rule of the church the gloom South America, once as well-settled as the most
nations of the Middle· Ages were tortured by the in of utter darkness overspread the homes of her slaves, fertile regions of Southern Europe. The horrid
sanities of an antinatural religion. The time has ·and the delusions of that dreadful night far exceeded butcheries in the land of the Albigenses, in· the
come to found a Religion of Nature.
the worst superstitions of pagan barbarism. "The mountain homes of the Vaudois, and the Spanish
The principles of that religion are revealed in the cloud of universal ignorance," says Hallam, "was provinces of the Netherlands exterminated the inmonitions of our normal instincts, and have never broken only by a few glimmering lights, who owe habitants of whole cities and districts, and drenched
been wholly effaced from the soul of man, but for almost the whole of their distinction to the surround- the fields of earth with the blood of her noblest
long ages the consciousness of their purpose bas ing darkness. We- cannot conceive of any state of children.
The neglect of industry and the depreciation of
been obscured by the mists of superstition and the society more adverse to the intellectual improvement
systematic inculcation of baneful delusions. The of mankind than one which admitted no middle line secular pursuits proved the death-blow of rational
first taste of alcohor revolts our normal instincts ; between disoluteness and fanatical mortifications. No agriculture. The garden-lands of the Old World benature protests against the incipience of a ruinous original writer of any merit arose, and leaming may came sand-wastes, the soil of the neglected fields was
po'son-vice; but the fables of the Bacchus priests for be said to have languished in a region of twilight for scorched by summer suns and torn by winter floods
centuries encouraged that vice and deified the genius the greater part of a thousand years. In 992 it was till three million square miles of once fruitful lands
of intemperance. Vice itself blushed to mention the asserted that scarcely a single person was to be found, were turned into hopeless deserts. " The fairest and
immoralities of the pagan gods whose temples invited in Rome itself, who knew the first elements of letters. fruitfulest provinces of the Roman empire," says
the worship of the heavenly-minded. Altars were Not one priest of a thousand in Spain, about the age Professor Marsh-" precisely that portion of terreserected to a goddess of lust, to a god of wantonness, of Cbarlemagn_e, could addre_ss a common letter of trial surface, in short, which about the commencesalutation to another." In that midnight hour of ment of the Christian era was endowed with the
to a god of thieves.
That dynasty of scamp-gods was, at last, forced to unnatural superstitions every torch-bearer was per- greatest superiority of soil, climate, and position,
abdicate, but only to yield their throne to a celestial secuted as an enemy of the human race. Bruno, which had been carried to the highest pitch of
Phalaris, a torture-god who cruelly punished the Campattella, Keppler, Vanini, Galilei, Copernicus, physical improvement-is now completely exhausted
gratification of the most natural instincts, and fore- Descartes, and Spinoza bad io force their way through of its fertility. A territory larger than all Europe,
doomed a vast plurality of his children to an a snapping and bowling pa<'k of monkish fanatics the abundance of which sustained in bygone centuries
eternity of horrid and hopeless torments. Every who beset the path of every reformer, and overcome a population scarcely inferior to that of the whole
natural enjoyment was denounced as sinfuL Every the heroism of all but the stoutest champions of light Christian wm·ld at the present day, has been entirely
natural blessing was vilified as a curse in disguise. and freedom. From the tenth to the end of the withdrawn from human use, or, at best, is thinly
There are regions, where the
Mirth is the sunshine of the human mind, the love- sixteenth century not less than 3,000,000 "heretics," inhabited.
liest impulse of life's truest children; yet the i.e., scholars and free inquirers, had to expiate their operation of causes, set in action by man, has brought
the face of the earth to a state of desolation almost
apostle of Antinaturalism promised his heaven to the love of truth in the flames of the stake.
gloomy' world-despiser.
" Blessed are they that
The systematic suppression of freedom, in the very as complete as that of the moon; and though within
mourn." "If any man will come after me, let him instincts of the human mind, turned Christian Europe that brief space of time which we call the historical
deny himself and take up his cross daily." "Be af- into a universal slave-pen of bondage and tyranny; period, they are known to have been covered with
flicted, and mourn and weep; let your laughter be there were only captives and jailors, abject serfs and luxuriant woods, verdant pastures, and fertile meadturned to mourning and your joy to heaviness." their inhuman masters. Freedom found a refuge ows, they are now too far deteriorated to be reclaim'" \Voe unto you that laugh." " If any man come only in the fastnesses of the mountains; in the wars able by man, nor can they become again fitted for his
to me and hate not his father and mother, his wife against the pagan Saxons the last freemen of the use except through great geological changes or other
and children, his brothers and sisters, yea, and his plains were slain like wild beasts; a thousand of ag-encies, over which we have no control.
own life also, he cannot be my disciple!'
their brave leaders were beheaded on the market A.nother era of equal improvidence would reduce this
The love of health is as natural as the dread of square of Quedlinburg, thousands ~ere imprisoned earth to such a condition of impoverished productivepain and decrepitude. The religion of Antinatural" in Christian convents, or dragged away to the bond- ness as to threaten the depravation, barbarism, and,
ism revoked the health laws of the Mosaic code, and age of feudal and ecclesiastic slave farms where they perhaps, even the extinction of the human species"
denounced the care even for the preservation of life learned to envy the peace of the dead and the free- (Man and Nature, pp. 4, 43).
The experience of the Middle Ages has, indeed,
itself. "Take no thought for your life, what ye shall dom of the lowest savages. "One sees certain dark,
eat or what ye shall drink, nor yet for your body, livid, naked, sunburnt, wild animals, male and female, been bought at a price which the world cannot afford
what ye shall put on." "Bodily exercise profiteth but scattered over the country and attached to the soil, to pay a second time. The sacrifices of fifteen centlittle." "There is nothing from without a man that, which they root and turn over with indomitable per- uries have failed to purchase the millennium of the
entering him, can defile him."
severance. They have, as it were, an articulate Galilean Messiah, and the time bas collie to seek
The love of knowledge awakens with the dawn of voice; and when they rise to their feet they show a salvation by a different road.
The Religion of the Future will preach the Gospel
reason; a normal child is naturally inquisitive; the human face. They are, in fact, men ; they creep at
wonders of the visible creation invite the study of night into dens, where they live on black bread, water, of Redemption by reason, by science, and by conevery intelligent observer. The enemies of nature and roots. They spare other men the labor of plow- formity to the laws of our health-protecting instincts.
suppressed the manifestations of that instinct, and ing, sowing, and· harvesting, and, therefore, dese1:ve Its teachings will reconcile instinct and precept, and
hoped to enter their paradise by the crawling trail of some small share of the bread they have grown. Yet make Nature the ally of education. Its mission will
blind faith. " Blessed are they that do not see and they were the fortunate peasants-those who had seek to achieve its triumphs, not by the suppression,
yet believe:•· "He that believeth and is baptized bread and work-and they were then the few" (while but by the encouragement of free inquiry; it will
shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be half the arable territory of France was in the hands dispense with the aid of pious frauds; its success
damned.'' " He that believeth not is condemned of the church). "Feudalism," says Blanqui, "was a will be a victory of truth, of freedom, and humanity;
already."
concentration of all scourges. The peal!!ant, stripped it will reconquer our earthly paradise, and teach us
The love of freedom, the most ·universal of the of the inheritance of his fathers, became the property to renounce the Eden that has to be reached through
protective instincts, was suppressed by the constant of ignorant, inexorable, indolent masters. He was the gates of death.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
inculcation of passive resignation to the yoke of "the obliged to travel fifty leagues with their carts whenpowers that be," of abject submission to oppression ever they required it; be labored for them three
and injustice. "Resist not eviL" "Of him that days in the week, and sunendered to them half the
Astronomy and Geology at War.
taketh away thy goods ask them not again.'' "Who- product of his earnings during the other three; withTHE TRUTH SEEKER's "Different Accounts" of
soever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him out their consent, he could not change his residence
world formation-i. e., the biblical and the scientific
twain." " Submit yourselves to the powers that be.'' or marry. And why, indeed, should he. wish to
The love of industry, the b!lsis of social welfare, marry, if he could scarcely save enough to maintain -is amusing and jnstructiv. But I cannot refrain
that manifests itself even in social insects, was de- himself 7 The Abbot Alcuin had twenty thousand from incidentally pointing out the conflict of modern
nounced as unworthy of a true believer: "Take no slaves called serfs, who were forever attached to the science with itself, or rather the conflict of geology
thought, saying, What shall we eat? what shall we soil. This is the great cause of the rapid depopula- with astronomy. It is assumed that the Laplace
drink? or wherewithal shall we be clothed 1 For tion observed in the Middle Ages, and of the pro- theory of cooling and condensing worlds is true, and
after all these things do the gentiles seek." "Take digious multitude of convents which sprang up on thim, to contradict the biblical assertion that the
no thought of the morrow, fo_r the morrow shall take every side. It was doubtless a relief to such miser- creation of the world was about six thousand years
thought for the things of itself.'' "Ask and it shall able men to find in the cloisters a retreat from op- ago, THE TRU'rH SEEKER says:
The earth in cooling must hav taken three hundred and
be given you," i.e., stop working and rely on miracles pression; but the human race never suffered a more
and prayer.
cruel outrage, industry never received a wound fifty millions of years.
I turn now to Newcomb's "Popular Astronomy"
The hope for the peace of the grave, the last solace better calculated to plunge the world again into the
of the wretched and weary, was undermined by the darkness of the rudest antiquity. It suffices to say and quote:
It is thus found that if the sun had, in the beginning, filled
dogmas of eternal hell, and the preordained damna- that the . prediction of the approaching end of the
tion of all earth -loving children of nature: "He that world, industriously spread by the rapacious monks all space, the amount of heat generated by his contraction to
his present volume would hav been sufficient to last eighteen
hateth not his own ·life cannot be my disciple.'' at this time, was received without terror."
million years at his present rate of radiation. We can say
"The children of the kingdom shall be cast out into
The joy-hating insanities of the unnatural creed with entire certainty that the sun cannot hav been radiating
utter darkness, there shall be weeping and gnashing blighted the lives of thousands, and trampled the heat at the present rate for more than this period unless he
of teeth.'' "They shall be cast into a furnace of fire, flowers of earth even on the bleak soil of North has, in the mean time, received a miraculous accession of
there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth." ''They Britain, where the children of nature need every hour energy from some source outside.
Professor Newcomb's calculation is doubtless acshall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the of respite from cheerless toiL "All social pleasures,"
presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of says Buckle, " all amusements and all the joyful in- cepted by every astronomer who believes in the Lathe Lamb.'' "And the smoke of their torment as- stincts of the human heart were denounced as sinfuL place theory. But it is at war with geological data.
cendeth forever and ever, and they have no rest day The clergy looked on all comforts as sinful in them- If the sun, including our earth and the wnole plannor night.''
selves, merely because they were comforts. 'rhe etary system, has condensed from "all space" in
For fifteen centuries the pilot of the church lured great object of life was to be in a state of constant eighteen million, how can this little earth hav been
our forefathers to a whirlpool of mental and physical affliction. Whatever pleased the senses was to be cooling three hundred and fifty million years 'I
But there is no proof. that the sun is contracting
degeneration, till the storms of the Protestant revolt suspected. It mattered not what a man liked; the
enabled them to break the spell of the fatal eddies, mere fact of his liking it made it sinfuL Whatever or that it ever was any larger than it is now. On the
contrary, ages of meteoric accretion must hav enand, like a swimmer saving his naked life, mankind was natural was wrong."
A
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larged it. And so also we know that the earth is
slowly enlarging. This accretion hypothesis is not
hampered by time. The growth of worlds is as long
as eternity.
No wonder Professor Newcomb is constrained to
add that man has probably existed on this planet less
than ten thousand years, and civilization less than
four thousand. Every well-informed geologist is certain that man has existed at least hundreds of thousands of years, and probably millions.
. The fallacy of the Laplace theory can be shown in
a few words. The maximum thickness of the earth's
fossiliferous strata is fifteen miles or more. The lowest Silurian rock uncovered by later formations contains fossil animals and plants which must hav lived
in a mild temperature. But it is certain that other
Silurian rocks, containing the same species of animals
and plants, are now buried many miles deep under
later deposits. Say it is ten miles at the lowest.
Now, what is the temperature at that depth? About
1,000° Fahrenheit! So, then, we hav this result:
Those Paleozoic creatures, which neyer could hav
lived in a temperature much over 100°, are now in
their fossil state heated up to 1,000°. And this is
your cooling world!
BuRR.

-··

An Open Letter to }'riends.
Only three more days and I start for Abingdon
Court-house, so I pen one more letter to the old
TRUTH SEEKER, and in doing so the face and fate of
its beloved founder arise vividly before me, almost
making me feel as if he was here present reading the
lines as they drop from my pen-point. He went
' through the same round of experiences I hav. At
first he was almost alone in his radical views, but determined to speak his honest thought though ever· so
unpopular, because he felt it was truth and the
world needed it. Arrested by post-office spies for
obscenity, he stoutly denied the charge, and the
"consensus of the competent " pronounced · him
guiltless, yet he was convicted simply because it was
a foregone determination of his enemies that he
should be.
A few days more may tell the same tale for me.
But I want, while I can, to assure you all how gratified I hav been at the strong support of press and
people that has been vouchsafed me. It has helped
to mold public opinion at home and abroad, and
has made the waiting days pass, not only in tolera. tion, but with actual pleasure and enjoyment.
Over eight hundred letters hav brought the magnetism of kind words, sympathizing words, cheering
words, indorsing words, and hopeful words. And
words hav not been all! Money for defense has
come far more lavishly than I had dared to hope.
Should any remain in my hands, when all is over, it
will be sent to the National Defense Association,
where it can be used to defend others who are unjustly prosecuted and persecuted.
Right here Iwant to make one simple explanation
of what-has gone against me more than almost any
other one thing. Some months before my arrest I
became deeply interested in the subject of hybrids,
and in the conespondence many wonderful accounts
of monstrosities born of connections between animals
and human beings came to me from many quarters.
I knew Heywood was interested in all that pertains
to sex and heredity, so wrote a note to him telling
him of the stories I had received, and to my sorrow
and surprise he published the item in the WMd.
I did not think it fit for publication, so failed to mark
it " private," and when I wrote a letter for his paper
disclaiming all approval of such connections, I did not
think of correcting the impression that I had purposely sent the item for print, and not till I had received letters from several friends telling me they
could not help to defend my case because I had advertised these stories in the Wo1·d did I see the shape
they had taken in other minds.
·
That it acted as an advertisment I soon realized,
for so many wrote for them; but unless I thought
the write1·s interested in. the subject for science's
sake I refused to send them, and explained to them
the manner in which the subject was made public.
But I think this is my first explanation for print, and
just now, while every act of my past is closely
scrutinized, it is well to explain the error and how it
occurred. I am usually caut.iou:s in placing before
the public what I think will be misunderstood or will
in any way lead to the vulgarizing of ~he human
mind.
True scientific inquirers will be aided and helped
by much that would be harmful to the undeveloped
intellect of the ignorant or the very immature. I
cannot expect to meet the approval of all on all
subjects.
Many of our German friends disapprove of helping
me because I believe in Prohibition, but I don't believe in the Prohibitory laws as they are, and are advocated by the church and the masses, I think the
government should own and run ·an manufactories of
liquor, and see that all was genuin and unadulterated, and hav it all sold at certain plaGJes and stated
prices, just as postage stamps are. The people make
the laws for the benefit of .the whole people, while

liquor rings work specially for their own benefit
caring little or nothing for the consumer. It is m;
p:o~ensity of giving the pure and genuin, and furmshmg each customer the full value of his money,
that has helped place me before the people as I just
now find myself.
If a correspondent sent a stamp for information, I
always gave all I could, sometimes. several dollars'
worth, including time and stationery. I am money
out on all the work I hav ever done for the public
and in the correspondence. I may be out far more
than this ere it is all ended, yet I would not. take
back one iota of it all, even to jail experience and
broken health, for I believe it has done great good,
and will do still greater. Life is short at the best,
and we can each of us do but little. I hav the testimony of hundreds that I hav helped and benefited
them. Can one regret doing good ? As yet no
testimony has come .of anyone ever having been
harmed by aught I've said or written. So I go
quietly to my trial, hoping whatever the verdict of
the court may be, that my little world, the Liberal
world, will stand by me only one-half as earnestly as
they did by D. M. Bennett-only one-half as earnestly
as he would, could he hav lived till now. In the
·bright and hallowed radiance of his honored and beloved name I rest my case, bidding each and all of
you a cheerful and hopeful good-bye.
TO ELMINA1S FRIENDS, HELPERS, AND CUSTOMERS.
I am receiving quite a number of letters, the
writers of which say they mailed me money and
failed to hear from me as to its reception. I hav
written to every one who has sent as much as ten
·cents. I always try to answer all business letters at
once. If any hav ordered books or photos, or sent
money that has not been acknowledged, they may be
sure the fault is in the mails. I mail my letters,
packages, and papers myself, and attend to it well. If
books fail to reach customers, I shall be glad to hear
of it, and will do all I can to make it right. I
earnestly thank all who hav aided me by sending for
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
books.
July 6, 287.
Liberal papers please copy.

Beecher and Ingersoll.
The beautiful tribute of Rohert Ingersoll to the
memory of Henry Ward Beecher recalleJ a unique
and characteristic defense of the first-named gentleman by the Plymouth pastor. There had been some
talk of a public controversy between the alleged
Infidel and Christian, and some members <?f Plymouth were quite anxious for such a discus1:3ion, but
the majority were !leriously opposed to it. One gentleman in particular was mo!lt bitter in his denunciation of Mr. Ingersoll, and among other things
remarked,-" No man has any right to tear down unless he can build up with equal -facility."
"Brother," said Mr. Beecher with a chuckle," the
foundations of your faith must be very knock-kneed,
and you ought to be obliged to Ingersoll or any
other man who would sweep them away. True faith
and true love cannot be disturbed by logician, Infidel,
or iconoclast. That which is not true ought to go,
and if there is anything I do enjoy it is to see a
brave and able man pitch into the superstitions of
the age. He can't whack 'em too hard to suit me."
At another time a gentleman was relating a story
of Ingersoll's egotism. An admirer of this gentleman
desired him to visit his mother, an old lady of seventy, who was an ardent Presbyterian. Mr. Ingersoll declined on the plea of not wishing to unsettle
the belief of so venerable a matron.
" The arrogance of supposing himself able to show
an old Christian like that the error of her ways !"
said the critic with a sneer.
"I don't believe he ever said it," said Mr. Beecher
with some irritation. "It is not in harmony with
his character. If the lies that are told about public
men could be materialized, they would wall in and
roof over the whole earth."-Eleanor Kirk in the
World.

Prehistoric Man.
A valuable collection, numbering more than ten
thousand objects, illustrating the habits and accomplishments of prehistoric man in western Europe, was
opened to public exhibition at the Smithsonian Institution, July 7th. These were gathered during a five
years' residence abroad by Mr. Thomas Wilson, exUnited States consul at Nice, and his wife. They
hav been so arranged as to illustrate the gradual
progression of the race from the beginning of the
Paleolithic epoch of archooology (the Quaternary of
geology) down to and through the Bronze age to its
merging with the Iron, just preceding the dawn of
prehistoric time.
The series begins with the chipped stone elements
of the creatures who, during perhaps sixty or seventy
centuries, roamed over all that portion of the continent t,hen above water and not covered with ice.
The jaw-bones of these people lack the fixtures, so to
speak, to which in modern humanity the tongue
muscles are attached; and this leads to the presumption that they did not possess the power of
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speech. However that may be, the shape of their
skulls indicates that they could hav had nothing of
interest or importance to say.
The dawn of the Glacial period drove them to the ·
caves, where, during a residence of some centuries,
they invented clothes. This is proved by the existence in great numbers of stone scrapers used in preparing the hides of their quadrupedal contemporaries.
From chipped stone they hav advanced to ground or
polished stone, and thence to implements of bone.
Now came the dawn of art, and their finest bone
implements were engraved with pictures of the horse,
·
reindeer, and bear.
The collections of pottery and bronze of a much
later period are curious and extensiv. · Of bronze
there are barbed fish hooks, exactly like those of today; long pins with globular heads as large as
walnuts, the counterparts of the implements used by
modern ladies to keep the hat in place; and, finally,
there are safety pins, used by Etruscan maidens long
before the advent of Romulus and Remus, which
contain in the germ every principle of that most
tlseful article known to the modern nursery.

Professot· Klein's Star.
Astronomer Klein, of Kentucky, recently made the
startling announcement that he had discovered the
Star of Bethlehem "in the northwestern heavens
near the horizon." Mr. Klein's knowledge of astronomy may be judged by the following letter from
Richard A. Proctor to the Globe-Democrat:
Astronomers hav to thank Mr. Klein for the amusement he
has afforded them.
The smoked glasses and mirror attachment which hav
shown him Cassiopeia in the day-time. though at night
he cannot find either the constellation or his marvelous star,
would be useful improvements. He should patent them.
Hitherto astronomers, idiotic old fogies that they are, hav
supposed smoked glasses chiefly useful in diminishing light,
not in making faint objects visible.
It may interest Mr. Klein and others ignorant of elementary
matters in astronomy to learn that Cassiopeia is never " below the horizon, and consequently invisible from our latitude "-our latitude meaning any latitude in Kentucky.
CaRsiopeia at midnight. at this season, is as high above the
horizon as at 4 in the afternoon. The constellation may be
invisible at midnight through smoked glasses or with the
mirror attachment in which the Hartford observer rejoices.
Smoked glasses and mirror attachments are indeed not greatly
esteemed by astronomers as aids in observing stars. But
assuredly every star down to the seventh magnitude can be
seen in Cassiopeia now at midnight, and Mr. Klein's Star of
Bethlehem is not visible among them.. While he has been
smoking glasses, somebody has been smoking him.
But possibly this portentous new star comes out in the
daytime to oblige Mr. Klein, and goes in again-perhaps even
works its way out of Cassiopeia to get below the horizonat night, just to vex astronomers.
Let me explain, however, that though in writing about the
matter for European and American magazines and journals
I hav done my best to get all the fun out of the Kentuckian
professor's " discovery" that lies in it-and that is saying a
good deal, for it is the funniest thing I hav yet heard of-!
bav been careful not to- describe it as an essentially Kentuckian or American achievement. It curiously illustrates
prevalent ignoran'"e about matters astronomical-but that is
.all.
Respectfully yours,
RrorrARD A. PRoOTOR.

Lectures and Meetings.
SrNOE the commencement of the lecture season last fall,
J. E.· Remsburg has delivered three hundred lectures.
J. HENRY SorrnoEDER, of Arago, Coos county, Or., under
date of June 18th, wri_tes: "Coos county was struck with
a Liberal cyclone this week. It visited Myrtle Point first
on the 14th inst., and swept through Arago, Coquelle City,
Bandon, and Marshfield, and is expected to spend its force
at Empire City to-morrow night, and then leave the county
for other parts of the state. Its course from here has not
been definitly calculated, but will be northward as far as
Washington territory, then east. It would be advisable for
people north of here to prepare for it. It seemed to increase
in force, so that Coquelle and Bandon got a little heavier
dose than the two first-mentioned places. Marshfield and
Empire City are yet to hear from. The damage cannot yet
be estimated. Fortunately there was nobody killed. It
seems that the principal damage done was a mental disturb-·
ance and it is feared that some will not recover. The most
sing~lar feature of the affair is that a majority, especially
those who sustained the greatest damage, are now praying
that it may retrace its course and visit us again, and complete
the destruction. They would rather build on a new and
strong foundation than patch up an old and partially worn
structure. Later .-Some hav not yet recovered from the
shock, and are undecided. The present outlook, however,
is that those who lack the means ('poor sinners') will patch
up the old structure and malw it serve their purpose a while
longer, while others more energetic hav already commenced
to clear away the debris, and will build anew. Some are
talking of emigrating; but cannot decide where to go.
Nearly all the Liberals here are showirig a spirit of self-sacrifice by renderino- every necessary assistance, and doing all
in their power tob alleviate the suffering of the poor unfortunates. Putnam is a brick. He has endeared himself to
us by his congeniality and gentleman~y deportment1 as -.yell
as his devotion to the cause of humamty. We hav hved m.a
new earth this week, and hope to reach the new heaven m
the future. The 'American Democracy' is our ideal, and we
hav decided to enlist in the cause and fight for the same.
The Coqnelle Liberal Union was organized at. Bandon, Coos
county, Or., on the 16th inst. J. Henry Schroeder was
chosen temporary president, and J. M. Upton secretary. It
will hav a membership of over one hu~dred, and l?oks f?rward with pleasure to the time when It may affihat~ With
other organizations of the kind, and do Its part tn the
reformation,''
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9Jommnnications.
Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
As I read the letter, "It's a hard case," said Mr.
Lincoln, "but what can I do? I havno more money
than she has. Can'T; you take her off my hands?" I
said in answer, "Mr. President, when I came in I
told you I was very glad I had no favor to ask of
you, but really I shall be most happy to grant you
one, and so if you will write on this envelope the
words yo.u hav just said to me, 'It is hard, but I, the
president, hav no more money than she has.-Abraham Lincqln,'" said· I, "I will take her and see that
the sick woman's rent is paid." . The president put
on a look which meant, "You hav the best of me,"
took the letter, and wrote on the outside, " I consider this a very worthy case.-Ab!,! Lincoln." I
took the woman, but I learned in that conversation
of perhaps something more than fifteen minutes that
he, Mr. Lincoln, was not glad to be the emancipator
of a race of slaves. Perhaps he came to rejoice over
it when he realized that by the logic of events his
name would be immortal for that act, but he did not
see it then. He believed in the white race and not in
the colored, and he did not want them to be equal
politically or socially. My work continued with the
freed people through the year; though I often visited
the hospitals, and did what I could to while the time
away with· the poor mai.Jned and homesick soldiers.
A woman's presence was always a joy to them.
There was a volunteer nurse, a Mrs. l\fary Parker,
with whom I was intimately acquainted, whose name
should be printed in letters of gold on. enduring
marble. She worked without salary, as she did not
please the woman who had charge of the nurse's department, and was therefore summarily dismissed
from government employment; but she worked, giving herself very little rest, day or night, sleeping for
an hour or two wherever night overtook her. She
slept in the warehouse where the soldiers' supplies
were kept, when within reach of the building, on a
pile of blankets, and if the blankets were gone, on
the boxes. She visited all the hospitals in the entire
district once a week if possible, but her daily visits
were at the hospitals in Alexandria. The soldiers
told her all their grievances, and she never once
failed to get them removed, when they were found
to be real, and not the effect of a morbid condition of
the sufferer. After the first year of work, she had
become so well known to President Lincoln that he
said to those whom it concerned, "When Mrs.
Parker asks for an ambulance, giv her the best pail·
of horses and the most trusty driver. There's no
need of questioning her; she is on some mission of
mercy which everyone else has forgotten." The
smgeon-general became her powerful friend, and
more than one incompetent or cruel sm·geon lost his
place by being represented to him (the surgeongeneral) in his true colors by 1\lrs. Parker. Sl).e
shared the soldiers' rations, and the soldiers shared
with her whatever friends sent to her for her comfort.
One day she came to my room with her feet
literally on the ground. She did not know it, though
it was in March, and wet and cold. She was full of
enthusiasm about a yonng soldier whom she had in
her tent (some of the Western soldiers had given
her a tent, and now she had a home). He was very
young, had fallen away on his march, and was
reported drunk or a deserter. Mrs. Parker had
found him, knew that he was sick, had ordered an
ambulance and brought him to her home, and after
making him comfortable, she liad been to the president, and he had said, "Yes, yes," to whatever she
desired, and now on her way home she had called to
tell me and to ask me to come and see "her dear
sick boy." I looked down at her feet, her toes protruding from the holes in her shoes, and said, "Mary
Parker, you havn't been into the White House in
such a plight~" She said, " I didn't once think of
my feet, and I don't think the president saw them.
I was in such haste to get the pardon before my
poor boy soldier dies, so that he could see it." I
took from my purse five dollars and said, "Swear to
me that you will buy you a pair of shoes on your
way home, and I will giv you this money to pay for
them. I can't afford to giv it to you for any other
purpose." She said, "I will." But when, a week
from that time, she came to tell me the yonng soldier
was dead and buried, her feet were in the same ragged shoes. I said, "Your feet-what does it mean!"
" I couldn't help it. I know if you had been with
me and seen the soldier that I used that money for,
you would hav forgotten bare feet." Such was Mary
Parker, who for all the years of the war gave herself
to the welfare of the soldier. She never received
one dollar from the government for her services, but
I hope some of the soldiers for whom she worked so
faithfully remembered her and made her some remuneration.
Jane, Gr~y Swisshelm, on~ of the earliest of the
Woman s R1gh~s women, a !meal descendant of the
family to whwh Lady Jane Gray belonged, did
valiant service in the hospitals. She had the same

power, perhaps in a less degree, that the late Dr.
LaRoy Sunderland possessed. Her hands always
soothed the patient; even the amputation of a limb
seemed not painful if only Mrs. Swisshelm was the
assistant; her touch overcame the suffering. But like
Mrs. Parker (the nurae), she could not come under
rules. She knew what and how to do, and when to
do it, and so, as a soldier, she would hav been a
sharp-shouter or a scout, never a subordinate. It
was my privilege to know her well, and knowing, to
appreciate her. I used to think, as on my visits to
my various schools, I met or passed the ambulances
filled with maimed and bleeding men, and often
dying men, how great must hav been the wrong of
chattel slavery that requi.J:ed such a sacrifice of life
to abolish, and wonder if woman were only an activ
power in the government if she would not hav found
a way to remove the wrong without the dreadful
war; but the thing that most distressed me was the
seeing of young boys handcuffed together in charge
of some officer, accused of deserting or some lesser
offense. These boys-they were not old enough for
men-had been, in many cases, hired by some men
as substitutes for themselvs, they, the boys, having
no idea what a soldier's life meant; charmed by the
martial music and the persuasiv power of the speakers, they had enlisted. The life was too much for
either theu· physical or moral natme to endme, and
so they had fallen and were prisoners. At last came
the end and Richmond was taken, but one morning,
not a month after. the joyful news, came the sho~k of
the president's death. What need to write it? Is
not every one familiar with the tragedy ? One thing
you are not familiar with unless you were a witness ;
that is, the grief of the colored people all through
the District of Columbia. They had looked upon
the president as. their savior, and loved him as such,
and, added to theu· grief, they feared now they would
be retmned to bondage. It was touching to hear
their wailings; every hut whose occupant possessed
a rag of black cloth, or, not possessing, could obtain
it, found it a delight to hang it over the door, and
when the day came when, for the time being, all,
without regard to the color of the skin, were allowed
to enter the White House, not one failed to look upon
the face of their dead friend. And now came the
trial of the assassinators, all of which you will find
in the chronicles of the day. I only make this
record, that, so far as I could judge from the evidence,
and I attended the trial, Mrs. SmTatt had no more to
do with the mmder of President Lincoln than had
any other. rebel woman. She, no doubt, desired it,
as did many another rebel, but that she in .any way
aided or abetted, or even knew anything about it·
until after the occm-rence, was not,· in my opinion,
proved even by circumstantial evidence ; but men
seemed mad. I was present in the comt wlien Mrs.
Surratt's daughter entered, looking wild with grief.
She was not allowed to look one moment upon her
mother, but one of the officials took hold of the poor
girl's shoulders, turned her around, and put her out
of the comt. ·Mrs. Smratt was not allowed speech
with a woman after her arrest.' Man made the law,
man arrested her, man tried her, by man she was
pronounced guilty, and by man she was hung by the
neck until she was dead. I do not find anything
to say about " woman's rights;" it is all woman's
wrongs. My good cousin need not hav warned me
that I would make my reminiscences unpopular by
writing of the rights of women; I find so much of
wrongs that I hav no space for rights. I think great
injustice was done to one man, perhaps two, who
were found guilty of aiding in the assassination ; but
the people were mad with fear, and the civil authorities and military commission that tried the prisoners only carried out the will of the people at large.
Had they become less bloodthirsty, that they were
so careful of the arch-traitor. Jefferson Davis 1
Syracuse, N. Y.
· LucY N. CoLMAN.

The Iron Bed of' Procrnstes.
From untt'//.

The age of fable has bequeathed us a very suggestiv bit of mythology in the story of Procrustes. Upon
an iron bedstead which this notorious highwayman
possessed, all the victims which fell into his hands
were stretched. If they were too long for the bed,
their legs were cut off. If too . short, they were
stretched. Bed and victim must. be made to fit at
any cost.
This myth suggests an analogy in the mental bistory of man. Established opinion has ever been
tramping up and down the highway of thought and
has stretched upon the Procrustean bed of torture
the advanced thinkers of every age.
In the past men of independent thought were
burnt, poisoned, hung, drowned, buried alive,
smothered, crucified, for attempting to enlarge or
pmify the world's knowledge and life. None of
these things are done now. frhe man of ideas is
merely figurativly stretched on the Procrustean bed
of dogmatism. Instead of cliopping off his legs, his
character is impugned, his heart declared hardened,
his sanity impeached. Instead of stretching the
thinker's limbs, his ideas are tortured and twisted

I

and bent until theu· original form and power is destroyed.
Time was in Christian history when the church
willingly sacrificed life in the holy effort to make
earth's noblest men fit the iron bed of dogma!
Mother Chmch found the monk Luther an eccentric
child. She tried to put him to bed and to sleep, but
he refused to be silenced by such benumbing lullaby.
The success of Luther's protest encouraged the
human spirit. Since his time the rise and progress
of Rationalism and the disintegration of dogmatic
theology has been a movement of steadily increasing
breadth and momentum.
Organized Christianity is now ashamed of its iron
bed. But no amount of sanctimonious whitewash or
pious paint can efiace the stains and spots upon it.
Liberal and humane men in all denominations wish
to put the hateful thing in the theological attic.
But mark the irony of fate. Science and the purified
religious consciousness of humanity insist in bringing that iron bed (the plan of which was· revealed
from heaven) into the clear light of day.
It is not proposed to stretch persons upon this
bedstead. The intelligence of the age proposes to
put it to a new and more noble use. Henceforth it
shall be called the bed of truth, and all ideas which
will not fit it must be modified until they do. If
any man chooses to tie to theories that cannot rest
peacefully upon this humanized Procrustean bed, he
may be permitted to do so. There is no law to prevent one from believing in any amount of superstition, except the law of right thinking; and .if one
will ignore that law, there is little to be said.. People
may lie down on their bed of dogmatism in fancied
security, but the coverings that prevent contact with
the iron framework of truth are being rapidly worn
out, and at no distant day contact with reality will
startle the human mind into a self-conscious appreciation of the fact that it has been bound for centuries upon. the Procrustean bed of delusion.
FRANK

L.

PHALEN.

Parable of the Monkeys.
In a certain forest on the far-distant borders of
the sea there lived a tribe of monkeys. Though
their rank in civilization and learning was comparativly low, these monkeys led a life of peace and contentment. They obeyed implicitly the mandates of
their ruler, adhered strictly to the laws of the tribe,
and performed their religious duties with devotion
and sincerity. Old age and infirmities were respected the weaker sex was ·treated with deference
and sp~red the harder portions of the toils, and
toward one another they were peaceful and considerate. Temperance and morality governed all their
actions and desires, dishonesty or deceit was never
practiced, and, in short, vice was unknown to these
simple monkeys.
.
The Great Orang-outang was worshiped as their
creator. They prayed to him for relief or succor,
adored him for the blessings they enjoyed, and
praised him for his goodness and greatness and wonderful works. Life, they had learned to believe, was
given them for the sole purpose of being enjoyed;
therefore was true and perfect happiness made the
object of their lives. And as contentment and pleasure were found with the knowledge they possessed,
and in their mode of living, any advancement was
never desired, and was, moreover, unnecessary. But
withal, these monkeys were industrious; for their .
idea of a life of happiness was not that it consisted
of idleness. Each performed diligently his share of
the work necessary for the welfare and maintenance
of his family and the tribe.
As in their forest was found all they desired,
nought was cared for the world outside of it; save at
times to wonder, while gazing out over the vast expanse of sea, what .strange things lay beyond the
horizon.
.
And thus they lived, and had lived, from generation to generation, in peace, simplicity, and virtue.
One day several strange monkeys came into the
forest. Notwithstanding that they were of a tribe
entirely different from and unknown to the nativ
monkeys, and that their speech, appearance, and
action caused them to be looked upon with mixed
reverence and fear as beings of a superior order, they
were received hospitably and treated with all the
civility and kindness the nativ monkeys were capable
of showing them.
"We .hav come," said they, "from the big forest
across the sea to teach you the truth, so that you
can be wise and good, as we are, and as all monkeys
are who worship the Great Baboon, the true creator.
At present you are ignorant, unhappy, and barely
civilized; you cannot be good, or peaceful, or contented; for how is it possible when your religion is
so low and untrue, and you so abominably wicked as
to worship a false creator~ But rejoice! for we hav
come to teach you the blessed truth and save you
from the wrath of the Great Baboon."
'rhe nativ monkeys were both perplexed and displeased. They· regarded these strangers as far
superior to themselvs in wisdom, and could not
therefore but admit that they were in possession of
many truths unknown to them, yet they failed to
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comprehend the truth of what had just been heard, and Horned Gorilla, but were severely chastised and natural philosophy, there is always some other
and to understand by what right those denunciations treated with the utmost contempt and cruelty.
explanation possible of the same facts ; some geocenof both themselvs and their beliefs had been made.
At length one day a large number more of the tric theory instead of heliocentric, some phlogiston
"You say we are wicked and unhappy because we Baboon worshipers came into the forest. They instead of oxygen; and it bas to be shown why that
worship the Great Orang-outang. We fail to com- informed the nativ monkeys they bad come to settle other theory cannot be the true one; and until this
prehend. We obey our creator's laws, and they tell there, and that therefore the forest now belonged to is shown, and until we know how it is shown, we do
us to be good and happy. You say we should wor- them. The nativ monkeys failed to perceive the not understand the grounds of our opinion. But
ship the Great Baboon.. We do not know who he lawfulness of this, and having learned by sad experi- when we turn to subjects infinitly more complicated,
is· we never heard of him. Why, then, shall we ence the treatment likely to be received should these to morals, religion, politics, social relations, and the
w~rship him? The Great Orang-outang made this civilized monkeys become their masters and rulers, business of life, three-fourths of the arguments for
forest, and the sea, and the whole world; and he they attempted to drive them out. But, they being every disputed opinion consist in dispelling the
made the sun, and the moon, and all the stars; and unacquainted with the art of warfare, the invaders, appearances which favor some opinion different
it is he who givs life to the monkeys and all other with their superior weapons and kiwwledge of fight- from it.
creatures. We hav heard him and hav seen his won- ing, overcame them and slaughtered them without
**
derful manifestations ; and many generations ago he mercy, killing their children, outraging t-heir wives
Mankind ought to hav* a rational ass.tu·ance that
appeared at times to certain of our ancestors, and and daughters, and destroying whatever belonged to all objections hav been satiiilfactorily answered; and
talked with them and gave them laws. Therefore them. This one-sided warfare continued till but a how are they to be answered if that which requires
comparativly few of the nativ monkeys remained. to be answered is not spoken? or bow can the
we worship him, for he is the creator."
"Y@u poor deluded ·monkeys!" replied the These surrendered themselvs as slaves to the con- answer be known to be satisfactory, if the objectors
strangers in pitying accents, and rolling · up their querors, Then the Great Baboon worshipers sang a hav no opportunity of showing that it is unsatiseyes, " surely it is time you are delivered from your song of thanksgiving to their creator for allowing factory? If not the public, at least the philosophers
blindness. We are much wiser than you, and you them to so easily obtain so beautiful a forest, and and theologians who are to resolve the difficulties,
must believe what we tell you and not question the prayed to him that all those wicked monkeys who must make themselves familiar with those difficulties
truth of it. The Great Baboon. is merciful, there- had been killed in resisting them might go to the in their most puzzling form ; and this cannot be
fore has he sent us to teach you to worship him. Horned Gorilla, and that those who had escaped accomplished unless they are freely stated, and
For if we had not come, you would havgone, after might be obliged to undergo the severest hardships placed in the most advantageous light which they
death, to the Horned Gorilla, who livs in a great; as a just retribution for their sins.
admit of.
Only a few of the once peaceful and happy tribe of
cold plain, where there is no fruit or water, and not
*••
even a tree, and no light or heat, but it is so cold monkeys now remained. Their former bo1;11e was a
If, however, the mischievous operation of the
that all those go there freeze forever and ever, with- long, long distance away. No more could they look absence of free discussion, when the received opinout once being able to become warm or escape. It out over the sparkling sea or ramble along its shore; ions are true, were confined to leaving men ignorant
is there all monkeys go who do not worship the no more could they drink from their favorit springs, of the grounds of those opinions, it might be thought
Great Baboon ; and it is there you will go if you do or gather the choicest nuts and fruits, or frequent that this, if an intellectual, is no moral evil, and does
not believe what we tell you. You must not believe their accustomed haunts ; no more could they rDfim not affect the worth of the opinions, regarded in
in the Great Orang-outang, for there is no such being. at will through the beautiful forest, and no more their influence on the character. The fact, however,
You say he gave you laws and talked to different could they call every part of it their own-all bad is, that not only the grounds of the opinion are for- ·
ones of your tribe; that is not true. The Great been taken from them. Their freedom was gone, gotten in the absence of discussion, but too often
Baboon is the only real creator. He has many times their happiness was a thing of the past, and ere long the meaning of the opinion itself. The words which
appeared to monkeys and has given them laws, which the existence of the tribe itself would be as some- convey it cease to suggest ideas, or suggest only a
are written in a book; and if you obey these laws thing of long ago.
small portion of those they were originally employed
They lived in want and degradation in a strange, to communicate. Instead of a vivid conception and
and pray to the Great Baboon for forgivness, you
will become as good and wise as we, and civilized unknown part of the forest, whither they had been a living belief, there remain only a few phrases
like the monkeys of the big forest across the sea. driven by the encroachments of the civilized monkeys. retained by rote; or, if any part, the shell and husk
And after death, you will go to the Great Baboon's In place of their once happy ignorance of vice and of only of the meaning is retained, the finer essence
beautiful forest among the stars, where you will liv their former virtuous and upright character, were being lost. The great chapter in human history
in infinit bliss forever and ever with a golden bell on moral depravity and a familiarity with the lowest of which this fact occupies and fills, cannot be too
viQes and crimes. Intoxication, licentiousness, and earnestly studied and meditated on.
the end of your tail."
.
And thus these worshipers of the Great Baboon their attendant evils bad already performed their
••*
haranged for a long time; dilating on the horrible share in reducing the tribe, and were now aiding in
The
greatest
orator,
save one, of antiquity, has
sufferings to be endured in the company of the the destruction of the few survivors. There was no left it on record that he always studied his adverfor
any
manual
labor,
and
moreover,
these
desire
Horned Gorilla, and the manifold wonders and de·
sary's case with as great, if not with still greater,
lights of the Great Baboon's forest; relating nu- monkeys were utterly unfit for work of any kind, intensity than even his own. What Cicero practiced
lost
all
their
vigor
and
energy.
Their
belief
having
merous tales of the creator's power and mercy and
as the means of forensic success, requires to be
loving kilidness, and reading from the book in which in the Great Orang-outang had long been supplanted imitated by all who study any subject in order to
by
that
in
the
Great
Baboon.
his laws were written; referring continually to the
This, then, was what the true religion and its civ- arrive at the truth. He who knows only his own
ignorance and wickedness of their hearers, and enilized
adherents had done for these monkeys; and it side of the case, knows little of that. His reasons
deavoring to dissatisfy them with their condition by
was
to
them an inestimable gain, as they had been may be good, and no one may hav been able to
glowing descriptions of the innumerable blessings,
refute them. But if .be is equally unable to refute
wonderful advancement, and marvelous achievements able to lay hold on eternal life. All their present the reasons on the opposit side; if be does not so
degradation
and
wickedness
were
no
drawbacks
to
of the believers in the Great Baboon, and promising
much as know what they are, he bas no ground for
them that by adopting the true faith they, too, would everlasting bliss; for they had at last acquired that prefening either opinion. The rational position for
promised
and
long-sought-for
wisdqm
and
virtue
in
enjoy the same advantages. And so they continued,
him would be suspension of judgment, and unless he
reasoning, entreating, threatening, and commanding, being able to comprehend and comply with the contents himself with that, he is either led by authorgreat,
yet
simple,
maxim,
"
Only
believe
and
you
while they enforced the truth of the new faith and
ity, or adopts, like the generality of the world, the
DoRANT.
their assertions of being messengers from the Great shall be saved!"
side to which he feels most inclination. Nor is it
Baboon by the performance of certain tricks which,
enough that be should bear the arguments of adver1
though commonplace to anyone of their own tribe,
'l he Liberty of Thought and Discussion.
saries from his own teachers, presented as they state
appeared to the nativ monkeys as miracles performed
them, and accompanied by what they offer as refutaJOHN STUART MILL "ON LIBERTY."
through the divine agency of the creator. In this
If the teachers of mankind are to be cognizant of tions. That is not the way to do justice to the
manner, then, they worked upon the simplicity and
all that they ought to know, everything must be free arguments, or bring them into real contact with his
superstitions of these monkeys, who, though at first
own mind. He must be able to bear them from
to be written and published without restraint.
attempting to remonstrate, were gradually overcome;
persons who actually believe them; who defend
***
and finally, believing themselvs the most unhappy
them in earnest, and do their very utmost for them.
If the inte!Ject and judgment of mankind ought to He must know them in their most plausible and perand wicked creatures on the face of the earth, they
abandoned their faith to adopt the better one for be cultivated, a thing which Protestants at least do suasiv form ; be must feel the whole force of the
fear of eternal punishment, and in the hope of being not deny, on what can these faculties be more appro- difficulty which the true view of the subject has to
able to find at least a small amount of true peace and priately exercised by anyone, than on the things encounter and dispose of; else he will never really
which concern him so much that it is considered possess himself of the portion of truth which meets
enjoyment while they remained in this world.
And now more of the Great Baboon worshipers necessary for him to bold opinions on them ? If the and removes that difficulty. Ninety-nine in a hunfrom across the sea arrived; and, like their predeces- cultivation of the understanding consists in one thing dred of what are called educated men are in this
sors were shown the greatest civility and respect by more than in another, it is surely in learning the condition; even of those who can argue fluently for
the 'nativ monkeys. They were given shelter and grounds of one's own opinions. Whatever people their opinions. Their conclusion may be true, but it
furnished with fruits and nuts, and shown where the believe, on subjects on which it is of the first impor- :ffiight be false for anything they know; they hav
coolest springs were to be found. In return, the tance to believe rightly, they ought to be able to never thrown themselves into the mental position of
nativ monkeys were treated with hypocritical kind- defend against at least the common objections.
those who think differently from them, and con***
sidered what such persons may hav to say; and conness ; their honesty and unsuspicious natures being
taken advantage of to impose upon and grossly deWhere there is a tacit convention that principles sequently they do not, in any proper sense of the
:fraud them whenever the smallest opportunity are not to be disputed; where the discussion of the word know the doctrin which they themselvs pro.offered, so that, ere long, they found themselvs be-. greatest questions which can occupy humanity is fess. ' They do not know those parts of it which
.coming impoverished for want of food 1 and obliged considered to be closed, we cannot hope to find that explain and justify the re~ainder;. the consi~erati~ns
to retire deeper into the forest in order to allow the generally high scale of mental activity which has which show that a fact whwh seemmgly conflicts with
invaders to possess and make use of those better made some periods of history so remarkable. Never another is reconcilable with it, or that, of two apparportions of it which had been obtained by barefaced when controversy avoided the subjects which are ently strong reasons, one and not the other ought to
fraud. They were the witnesses of acts of intern- large and important enough to kindle enthusiasm, be preferred. All that part of the truth which turns
perance and immorality which, at first, shocked their was the mind of a people stirred up from its founda- the scale, and decides the judgment of a completely
finer instincts, but by constant repetition these in- tions, and the impulse given which raised even per- informed mind, they are strangers to; nor is it ever
stincts became dulled, and finally died out. Thus sons of the most ordinary intellect to something of really known but to those who hav attended equally
and impartially to both sides, and endeavored to see
these civilized worshipers of the Great Baboon the dignity of thinking beings.
the reasons of both in the 10trongest light. So essenrobbed them, not only of their worldly possessions,
***
but of their nobler aud better natures, with all their
The peculiarity of the evidence of mathematical tial is this disciplin to a real understanding of
attendant attributes; and when, in natural conse- truths is, that all the argument is on one side. There moral and human subjects, that if opponents of all
quence, the nat~v monkeys ~ecame qua:relsome au.d are no objecti?ns, and no. answ:ers to objectio~s: B~t important truths do not exist, it is indispensable to
vicious and imitated the cnmes and VIces . of tberr on every subJect on which difference of opmwn IS imagin them, and supply them with the strongest
superi~rs, they were not only threatened with the possible, the truth depends .on. a balance to be stru~k arguments which the most skilful devil's advocate
most direful vengeance of both the Great Baboon between two sets of conflictmg reasons. Even m can conjure up.
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Beecher and Comstock.
How does it happen that Mr. E. W. Bok, who was
chosen, or appointed himself, to compile a " memorial" volume of tributes to Henry Ward Beecher,
has included Anthony Comstock in the list of contributors? For, by all that is strange, Anthony Comstock is in that list, and gets off the following piece
of labored exordium~
"What pen can describe the gifts with which the almighty
endowed Henry Ward Beecher? As well attempt to count
the sands of the sea or the drops in the ocean. Who can
comprehend his genius? By what standard of measurement
or process of description can one compass his diversity of
gifts? But over and above all eloquence, genius, and
powers stands, in my mind, the grandeur of a heart so filled
with love to God that he regarded all mankind as his brethren. Charity abounded to all. Malice had no place of
allodgment in his heart. Misrepresentations of what he said
and did were abundant. These attacks were often especially
exasperating and hard to bear; and yet over all in his heart
seemed written, 'Love to God,' and this seemed the keynote
of peace and joy in his life.
_
·
"Mr. Beecher endeared himself to the New York Society
for the Suppression of Vice, and to myself, by his defending
and espousing our cause at various times. No amount of
opposition, obloquy, or reproach which we bad to encounter
could daunt his courage in support of our cause. His eloquent voice more than once was heard in our behalf.
"That life that went out so quietly on Brooklyn Hights
disappeared· as disappears the morning star, which sinks not
down behind a darkened west, but melts away with the
brighter effulgence of the rising sun; that life seems to
whisper back the song of the angels, ' Glory to God in the
highest, peace on earth, good will to men p·
"ANTHONY CoMSTOCK."

As this is a string of hackneyed commonplaces, it
is exactly what might be expected from a man of
Comstock's mental caliber, but it can add nothing to
the fame of Henry Ward Beecher. That phase of
Beecher's character-namely, his detestation of Calvinism-which made him worthy of the words written of him by Ingersoll, is the one with which his
name will be most honorably associated in history,
and it is also the very phase that religious Pecksniffs like Comstock could never understand or appreciate. Their defense of Beecher weighs as testimony against him. To excite the admiration of
hypocrisy is a misfortune to any publi9 or private
citizen.
Beecher's connection with the Society for the Suppression of Vice came about through his son, William
C. Beecher, aeting as attorney for Comstock. Probably no eminent father ever tried harder to hoist his
sons up to his own level than did Henry Ward
Beecher, and what recognition his services as a campaign orator entitled him to he was willing they
should receive, and they hav received it. If the
secret history of the "disgusting" literature bill
were known, it would doubtless be found that
Beecher's indorsement of the Vice Society secured
the signing of that act by Governor Hill. William
C. Beecher, Comstock's attorney, going to Washington with his father's name as a talisman, would at
once secure the sympathy of the president ; and an
intimation from Cleveland to Hill that the signing of

the bill would be considered a favor could not well
be disregarded. The fact that Governor Hill affixed.
his signature on the morning of the day when otherwise the bill would hav failed, would indicate that
in some manner his mind was mysteriously quickened.
But the misuse of Beecher's name by the Vice
Society will not end here. Comstock's success at
Albany is likely to take him to Washington with a
similar bill, or a worse one, to be incorporated in the
postal statutes. He will be backed by the church,
and the legislature will be as wax when he lays his
obscene hand upon it. And if, as is said and believed; Cleveland used his influence to secure the
signing of the "disgusting" literature bill in New
York, no opposition will be encountered from him
when it is proposed as a United States law. Then
we may expect another reign of the Comstock terror;
for when the word "disgusting" is applied with all
its synonyms and modifications, it can be made to
bring within the meaning of the statute any thing or
publication which excites the aversion of a religious
or ignorant jury.
It is not a :flattering commentary upon centemporary statesmanship that such a law could be passed
by our legislatures, and it is to the discredit of Henry
Ward Beecher that he gave the power of his name to
be used by the society with which the law originated.

Our Tenement Houses.
Fr. J. 0. S. Huntington, who is a Protestant
Episcopal monk, contributes to the current number
of the Forum an article on " Tenement House Morality," which, if its statements are true, as they doubtless are, shows that we hav forms of misery and degradation in New York unequaled anywhere else. in
the world. A gratifying feature of the article is
that, though from the pen of a monk, it is wholly free
from religious cant. Mr. Huntington describes one
block of a tenement-house district which he visited.
The block, he says, measures 700 by 200 feet. On
all sides are rows of tenements four or five stories
high. Behind one-third of the houses in these rows
are rear houses, with smaller rooms, darker and
dirtier passages, backed often by another rear-house,
a brewery, a stable, or a factory. Altogether there are
1,736 rooms. In these rooms liv 2,076 souls, divided
into 460 families; thus, on the average, each family
of five persons occupies three rooms. The population of some parts of New York is 290,000 to the
square mile; the most densely populated part of
London has 170,000. Of course, in many cases, the
family is larger (some of the very poorest people
take lodgers), ~nd in a number of cases he found
fourteen or fifteen grown persons occupying two
rooms, or even one. And then many of these
"rooms " are hardly more than closets, and dark
closets at that. Almost all the bedrooms measure
only seven feet by nine, and hav but one door and
one window. The door leads into the apartment that
serves as kitchen, parlor, sitting-room, laundry, and
workshop, and the window opens on a dark stairway,
up which the moisture from the cellar and the sewergas from the drains are continually rising. Onefifth of these rooms, too, are in basements below the
level of the street, and nearly half of even the outer
rooms open into courts only twenty feet wide, in
which are usually several wooden privies for the use
of the fifteen or twenty families in the front and rear
houses.
In these rooms are found sometimes two or three
married couples, and a half dozen grown or halfgrown girls and boys. In hot weather doors and
windows are opened to let in what air may be stirring,
and such a thing as family privacy is, of course, out
of the question, and therefore unknown. Under
such circumstances the morals of the barnyard, or
worse, is the only morals possible. Added to this
are the misery, the squalor, and the filth to which
any well-kept barnyard is a stranger. " Even bodily
cleanliness is impossible. Bath-rooms are unknown
in tenement houses, and the public baths, open only
a few months of the year, often afford but fresh opportunities for vice.'' In most families what little
bathing is done must be done in the presence of
others.· Of course, says Mr. Huntington, sickness
and death hav their own horrors. What little privacy
may be possible for the well is often denied to the
sick, who, to get any air at all, must lie in the room
used by the whole family for almost every purpose.
"And death, from its frequency, and the coarseness
that surrounds it, loses, if not all its terrors, at least

its dignity, and is regarded as one of the many disagreeable accidents of life, hardly worthy even of idle
curiosity. The corpse lies for two days in the room
where the family eats, works, and often sleeps."
Children in these tenement houses must find their
playground "in the dirty street in front of the block,
or in the dirty yard, half filled with privies, behind.
When it rains the children play in the cellars, sailing
their boats on the water that often stands there, or
wading ankle-deep in it." With all their opportunities for observation, with their eyes open to see
everything, and with their ears open to hear ·everything, the period of childish innocence is passed at
nine or ten years of age. Girls and boys of that age
are found who, as Felix Adler described it, hav
"already eaten of the tree of knowledge." About
these tenements there is no such thing as the home
influence, but the world outside has its attractionssaloons, dance-houses, gilded vice. To these the
youth are drawn, and from them the boys are likely
to be graduated for the penitentiary, the girls for
something worse.
The conclusion which the writer reaches is that
morality in tenement houses is practically impossible.
He asks: "Can anything be done· to set things
right 1" and here he makes tbfs significant admission:
" Of course something is being accomplished for a small
portion of the young people in tenement districts by the
various chapels, mission-rooms, guild and reading-rooms,
schools and libraries, but these are, for the most part, only
palliatives of the misery; and an increasing number of the
hardest workers in the cause of philanthropy are beginning
to question whether a.ll our charitable agencies and institutions, by making the lives of tenement-house people just not
intolerable, may not be actually increasing the evils that they
are organized to redress."
Such an admission from a priest should hav weight
with those who seek to relieve misery through
charity alone. Charity has its uses. The starving
man should be fed; the sick should be cared for, hut
the organized charity of the churches breeds vagabondage and laziness, an.d destroys manhood and
independence. It is demoralizing to any person to
receive that which he has done nothing to earn.
Exactly what the remedy for the evils of tenementhouse life is to be Mr. Huntington does not say, and
perhaps no man can say. It would seem that responsibility rests chiefly with the owners of the houses,
who permit large numbers to liv in small quarters.
If every landlord performed his duty in this regard;
if every house were supplied with a janitor to see
that hallways, yards, and cellars were kept clean; if
the street cleaning department would do the work it
is paid to do; if the health department were as activ
as it ought to be, and if New York had a water
supply adequate to its needs, we should shortly see
a vast improvement in the tenement-house districts;
and it is a great deal better to begin with reforms of
this kind than to mark out for the abolition of poverty and immorality some great scheme that can
never be realized. AU will agree with Mr. Huntington that " this is not a matter for sentiment or pious
condolence, but for justice.''
It may be with some a cause for rejoicing that, in
view of all the poverty, suffering, vice, and want in
overcrowded, squalid, and reeking tenement houses,
the Episcopalians of New York are about to erect a
six-million dollar cathedral Also that we shall then
hav in this city some seventy million dollars' worth .
of church property which pays no taxes, and which
consequently throws a larger burden upon the rentpayer, from whom all taxes are finally drawn. Certainly, Father Huntington, we want less piety and
more justice.
---------.~----------

Triflin~;"

with Legal Machinery.

When the hotel men of New York waited upon
Mayor Hewitt and asked for relief from the odious
Sunday law, the mayor informed them that he was
powerless in the matter. He would suggest, however, that they might break the law, refuse to giv
bail, and, unde:r; a writ of habeas corpus, carry the
case to the Court o£ Appeals. As mayor, of course,
he would not advise them to break the law--he
merely offered a suggestion. This suggestion the
hotel men adopted, and in pursuance of a previous
arrangement one of their number was to be arrested
on the following Sunday. It was plainly a conspiracy to break the law, and the captain of the precinct
was drawn into it. On Sunday he visited a hotel
and ordered dinner, with wine, which was served.
The captain dipped a piece of bread in the wine,
swallowed it, and thereupon placed the proprietor of
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the hotel under arrest. The prisoner accompanied
the officer to court, where the judge held him. for
trial, but, exercising judicial discretion, allowed him
to depart in the custody of his counsel. The prisoner went back to his hotel and resumed business,
and the lawyer went to his office. The parties appeared in court, the police captain guarding his prisoner with a show of mock vigilance, and counsel
arose and, with due solemnity, formally demanded
that cause be shown why his client was restrained of
his liberty. As a matter of fact, the client had not
been restrained at all. Counsel next asked an adjournment, which was granted, the prisoner being
again placed in custody of his lawyer. When the
case finally came to trial the judge decided, as he was
bound to do, that the prisoner was guilty as charged,
his license plainly prohibiting the sale of wine on
SuRday. Up to this point the proceeding had been a
farce under the forms of law. The reports said that
the court could not keep a straight face, and the
counsel bubbled over wjth laughter. It was a jolly
affair all around.
The convict, though nominally restrained of his
liberty, remained in custody of his counsel as before.
Through writs of habeas corpus the case went to
other courts, and it was finally decided that the
words forbidding the sale of wine to any person did
not include guests of a hotel.
No definition of
"guest" was given, and the hotel-keepers are left to
construe it to suit themselvs. ConPequently, any
person who sits at the table of any hostelry in this
city, provided he order a sandwich or a doughnut,
can hav served to him all the liquor he is ready to
·pay for.
This case has been a legal burlesque from beginning to end. There was about it none of the
majesty of the law calculated to strike terror to the
heart of the evil-doer ; but nothing else could be expected in the execution of Puritanical blue laws
which neither judges, prosecutors, nor the man making the arrest believe in enforcing, and which it is
probable they all habitually break. The chief executiv of the municipality, Mayor Hewitt himself, under
the thin disguise of a suggestion, advised· the breaking of the law, a police captain connived at it, and
the high courts of justice lent themselvs as actors in
the ridiculous farce. No mock trial could be more
ab.surd. It is a different thing, however, when the
small saloon-keeper is fined a hundred dollars for
serving a customer ·with a glass of beer on Sunday.
The moral is that the Sunday laws should be repealed.

McGlynn.
The curse of Rome has finally fallen upon " the
priest McGlynn." Michael Augustine, otherwise
Archbishop Corrigan, on July 8th made public a
letter, in which, after setting forth the reasons therefor, he makes the following announcement:
"It has become also our duty to deClare to the clergy and
laity of our charge, which we do by these letters, that the
Rev. Dr. Edward McGlynn is excommunicated nominatim,
with all the penalties attached to this censure by the canons
of the church."

The penalties are that Dr. McGlynn is " cut off
from the communion of the ehurch, from its sacraments and participation in its prayers,· and, should he
persevere in his contumacy, deprived of the right
after death of Christian burial." Hereafter no good
Catholic can associate with Dr. McGlynn; none can
eat, or speak, or worship with him, or show him any
social recognition whatever, under pain of incurring
excommunication. The priest giving him the sacrament will b.e unfrocked. The mass cannot be celebrated in his presence, and the Catholic cemetery
that receives his remains will be polluted. Such is
the traditional meaning of the excommunication. It
is a complete boycott, to be raised only by the repentance of the subject.
Considering the nature of this ecclesiastical boycott, it was naturally to be expected that Dr.
McGlynn would feel somewhat depressed at having
it declared against him; but such is not the case.
At the meeting of the Anti-Poverty Society, Sunday
night, he spoke of the action of the Roman machine
as a great mistake, and held the whole proceeding up
to ridicule. He regarded it as a liberation so far as
it affected himself. Said he: "The lightning of excommunication in such cases is mere stage lightning
made of phosphorus by a ' super,' and the thunder
the mere rattling of sheet-iron by some poo:r devil
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it. Parents who care more for the hiculcations of superstition than of learning are, of course, pleased to see their children instructed in religion, but it would strike a fair-minded
person as unjust that the children of Freethinkers should hav
these services thrust upon them. Of all public departments,
superstition is most out of place in the public schools. It is
a matter for regret beyond expression that those who hav
charge of our educational institutions do not know enough
about their business to keep religion out of them.

who receives fifty cents for his work. The excommunication is not worth the paper it is written on."
Having seen its inside workings for a number of
years, Dr. ~fcGlynn knows, as every intelligent priest
knows, that the Catholic church is a fraud and that
the pope is the prince of humbugs. He knows also,
as every intelligent person know~, that the curse of
Rome falls heaviest not upon those whom it excommunicates,· but upon those whom it continues to
control and upon those countries where it gains a
foothold. The Catholic church is a curse in itself,
and, rightly considered, to incur its condemnation is a
beatitude.

THE Kansas City Times contains an account of some religious exercises that were held near there recently. Ed.
Sneed, a murderer, was hanged on June 24th. The day before the execution a number of Catholic priests and sisters
visited the murderer's cell and perduaded the occupant to accept salvation through their church. They then retired, and
during their absence the city Protestant missionary and a
representativ of the Young Men's Christian Association
gained access to the condemned man. There had been for
some weeks a desultory fight to see which sect should gain
final possession of Mr. Sneed. The Protestant visitors
opened services by singing" Nearer, My God, to Thee" and
"Rock of Ages," and were engaged in prayer, when a
platoon of Catholic priests arrived, and, as the account says,
with expletivs, ejaculations, and fist-shaking, hustled the intruders out. But for the prompt action of the guards there
might hav been another murderer or two for the surviving
religionists to squabble over. Whether Mr. Sneed took the
Protestant or Catholic route to paradise is left undetermined,
but it is certain that he did not leave this world without the
benefit of the clergy. And that is a great boon.

EditoriaJ Notes.
THE farmers of Illinois hav been praying for rain, and we
trust that ere this they hav been blessed with a shower. But
there are few things more foolish than to pray for rain. It
is an implication that an all-wise creator (if there is one)
does not know when crops need watering.
JuDGING from the reports from Oregon, Mr. S. P. Putnam, secretary of the. American Secular Union, is awaking
the echoes in that quarter. More than that, he is leaving
behind him a trail of Freethought literature to repeat the
joyful sound. The people of Oregon hav bought hundreds
of dollars' worth of books, and read THE TRUTH BEEKKR
attentivly. Lecturers say that where THE TRUTH BEEKER is
there is enthusiasm also. Ergo, subscribe for THE TRUTH
BEEKER.

IN the Waco, Texas, Independent Pulpit for June the editor, Mr. J. D. Shaw, makes a very fair and able review of
the political field where the adverse forces of Prohibition
and Anti-prohibition are contending. On the Prohibition
side he finds the mercenary time-serving preacher, who is for
Prohibition but knows nothing about temperance; the imbecil drunkard, who has no confidence in himself, and wants
the state to reform him; the religious fanatic, who advocates
the amendment because the preacher advocates it; the
would-be party boss, who wants to get into notice some way,
he doesn't much care how; and, finally, a lot of sober and
thoughtful citizens who see the evils of drink and the corruption of the whisky power, and believe that Prohibition is
the only sure remedy for them. On the other side is the
liquor dealer, who opposes the Prohibition amendment because it would ruin his business; the party boss, who opposes
the amendment because it will break up the party power ;
the licentious drunkard, who wants his liquor; the moderate
drinker, who doesn't abuse his right to drink when he feels
like it, and therefore thinks that right should not be taken
from him; and again the large body of thoughtful citizens
who recognize the evils of drink, but do not regaid the law
as a sovereign remedy for them. This class further holds
that the right of Prohibition, once admitted, would be a
precedent dangerous to our free institutions. Mr. Shaw confesses that, although he seeks to view the elements in the
strife impartially, his sympathies are altogether on one side.
He opposes the amendment.

ANAROHIST TuoKER, of Liberty, calls the Editor of THE
TRUTH BEEKER a " quack" because, while believing in law
and justice, he (the Editor of this paper) takes exception to
the charge of Judge Childs in the Reynolds blasphemy case.
If THE TRUTH BEEKER had ever advocated laws against bias.
phemy, or the right of a judge to act as prosecutor under
them, Mr. Tucker's criticism would hav an application
which, under the circumstances, it totally lacks. The belief
is growing upon us that when certain subjects are under diScussion Mr. Tucker loses the faculty of Reason.
CANoN FLEMING, Queen Victoria's chaplain, was recently
detected in the theft of one of the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage's
sermons and publishing it as his own, and now a Western religious paper brings the news that a young clergyman of Indiana has plagiarized a sermon from some other preacher
and delivered it as an original conception. The paper which
prints the news wants to know how it is " that men are not
prosecuted for this kind of theft." The reason is that the
value of the thing stolen is not sufficient to bring the offense
under the head of petty larceny.
HE who wants to enjoy the comforts of religion as derived
through the medium of the Bible, must cheerfully and thoroughly
submit himself to the absolute, divine authority of that hook. If
he doubts its authorit.y, or cavils with it, he will not he in a condition of mind to receive its comforts.
Faith, simple faith, is an
indispensable condition on his part.-Indepe~aent.

Also, if a quadruped would enjoy the comfort of shavings
as a diet, he must wear green spectacles and cheerfully subEDGAll C. BEALL, the phrenologist, has examined the head
mit himself to the belief that he is eating grass. It will at
of Henry George, and the result is published in the Cinonce be seen that, as in the other instance, faith, simple
cinnati Enquirer. He finds that Mr. George has a " sanfaith, is an indispensable condition on his part.
guin-vital-mental temperament, which is indicated by a
SENATOR GRADY, in addressing the Catholic Institute the plump figure, smail bones, sandy hair, ruddy complexion,
other day, said: "Don't be afraid to wear your Catholicity blue eyes, rather small features, and a high, narrow brain.
as a badge, and when told that one religion is as good This constitution is favorable to facility and versatility of .
as another, don't turn another way, but say you don't believe it; expression, and aptness in literature, oratory, or educational
say there is but one religion that is worthy of the name, and work-qualities all present in Mr. George. His head measthat is the Catholic religion." The Gl<ristian Advocate adds: ures twenty-two inches, not large enough to giv the power
"Our advice to Protestants is to wear their Protestantism ItS of a Luther, a Napoleon, a Bismarck, or a Gladstone. His
a badge, and when told that there is but one religion that is brain is not perfectly balanced, but the only striking disproworthy of the name, and that is the Catholic religion, say portion in his mind is between the selfish instincts and the
that they don't believe it, and that while the Roman Catholic sense of universal love. There is more Hmnder than lightreligion may be worthy the name of religion, its true name ning in him, and though as brave as any man in a battle for
is a mixture of Christianity and paganism." T.he Advocate principle, he will never manifest cruelty or malice, even to a
is certainly justified in saying that Catholicism is a pagan foe. He is modest to a fault, conciliatory and yielding, senand Christian mixture, but, then, it is the original Christianity; sitiv to the luster of a good name, and as honest as any man
and though Catholics are bigoted and arrogant, their claims need be. In these and some other respects he resembles
hav a foundation of which the claims of Protestantism are Beecher, but his head is still narrower; in fact, exceedin.gly
utterly destitute. This is not saying much for Catholicism narrow at the sides, above and a little in front of the ears at
the seat of acquisitivness or love of possession. In such a
either.
brain there is no abstract desire for ownership, and money
IT is the complaint of religious people that our public will be regarded simply as a convenience like the spade and
schools are godless and otherwise deficient in the theologi- harrow that lighten labor, but hav no beauty or attractivness
cal department. Let us see. On the program of the gradu- in themselvs. This explains Mr. George's lack of sympathy
ating exercises of Grammar School No. 47, this city, June 28, for monopoly, but his efforts to improve the condition of the
1887, we find the following" Order:"-No. 1. Reading of the masses, and his enthusiasm for the work, are due to his
Scriptures; No. 2. The Lord's Prayer;· No. 3. Chorus, ''But enormous benevolence, which givs the great bight to his
the Lord is Mindful of His Own;" No. 5 "Thou Heaven frontal top head. This faculty dominates his whole nature,
Blue and Bright;" No. 19. A Hymn; No. 2). Address by and colors all his life. Intellectually he has more capacity
the Rev. William Ormiston,.D.D.; No. 22. Doxology, "Be for philosophy than science; yet reasons more by induction
thou, 0 God, Exalted High." Many of the intermediate than by the a p1i01i method; has fair causality, but very
numbers here omitted also show indications of containing large comparison, and will manifest wonderful talent for
references to the alleged beauties of religion. We are in- classification, illustration, criticism, perspicacity, discrimformed by one who was present at the exercises that the ination, perception of analogies, and ingenuity in the use of
"address" of the Rev. Mr. Ormiston was a sermon, in which metaphors. He may not he remarkable as a statistician or
the preacher informed the young graduates before him that for great accuracy in any branch of specific detail, but he has
unless they were Christians, and lived godly lives, they decided power for abstract thought." Professor Beall is
would find that what learning they had been able to acquire evidently an admirer of Mr. George, as he says that "among
was but dross, not to say a snare and a delusion. If the those who love their fellow-men his name will stand second
grailuating exercises in all the schools in New York were to none." There are probably very few persons who doubt
like those of Grammar School No. 47, and if the daily currie- Henry George's sincerity and philanthropy, but, to use a
ulnm is like the closing services, then a good third of the theological figure, there is a celebrated and populous turnpupils' time is taken up with praying, Bible-reading, hymn-~ pike that is said to be paved with good intentions. There is
singing, and listening to pions homilies, thus giving the one thing that Mr. George ought to do. He ought to read
young idea religious target practice five days of the week. Mr. Beall's work on the" Brain and the Bible." It is not so
Those who ~tttend churcb on !;lunday would get six days of big a book as " Progress and Poverty," but it is a greater one.
1
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Sn.VEI\TON, On., June 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The Silverton Secular Union was duly organized at this plac~, June 23d, by Samuel P. Putnam, secretary 'of the American Secular Union, with a membership
of 114 citizens, representing the very best elements of society.
The following is the list of officers elected for the ensuing
year: Dr. J. W. McClure, president; W. M. Cline, vicepresident; R. D. Allen, secretary; M. Fitzgerald; treasurer ;
Mrs. Carrie Fitzgerald, H. D. Mount, and E: Wolfard, executiv committee. The following resolution in regard to
)'lr. Putnam was unanimously adopted at our last meeting :
"Resolve!%, That having had the pleasure of listening to the
course of lectures delivered by Samuel P. Putnam, secretary of the
American Secular Union, at Silverton, June 22d, 23d, and 2lth inst.,
we hereby desire to expreHs to him our high appreciation of his
eminent services, and would add our recommendation of him to
people everywhere as a well-poised, well-informed, very able, and
eloquent advocate of progressiv Liberalism."
R. D. ALLEN, Sec. Silverton Sec. Union.

1 through a superstltious fear of future punishment for doing

wrong, but in obedience to that love of truth, justice, and humanity with which each intellect will be largely imbued. And
'in those days all men will belong to the grand army of Liberals. May their lives be full of joy I JoHN W. MunnA.Y.

KENT, 0., June 3, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: Will Seward Mitchell, of Maine, please in_
form the readers of THE TIWTII BEEKER how it will be pos_
sible for every man to hav a home of his own under the selfexisting laws of nature when it is impossible for many to
draw their pay on pay-day and go home sober? How can
anyone own his home if no land is to be sold? Who would
build a house on land belonging to another ? How would
the debts of our country be paid and the security of our
homes be maintained were the principles to be carried out
which you advance -in TnE TiiuTrr BEEKER of July 2d?
Please state the benefit to a poor man in getting drunk or
·spending fifty cents to one dollar per day while his family is
suffering for want of food at home simply because he is a poor
man? Do you not know that the capitalist, as a rule, puts
in more hours and harder work than the poor man? How
inany poor men really deserve a home ? If everyone had a
home at this present time, how long would they keep it if
they could "fool it away?" Please an<:!wer these simple
questions, and I will giv you some harder problems to solve.
A PooR MAN FR_OM KENT.
FT. SooTT, KA.N., June 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : The growth of Liberalism is necessarily slow
because the evolution of the human mind is slow. A majority of mankind hav but poorly developed intellect~, and
for this condition they are indebted mainly to the church,
which has thrown many obstacles in their way to prevent
their natural development. The church has not only discouraged thinking and reasoning, but has positivlyforbid it,
and the ·masses of mankind, being bountifully supplied by
the church with ignorance and its twin brother, superstition,
hav rarely found courage to disregard the commands of the
church, consequently the order has had, to a great extent,
the effect its originators hoped for-that is, the retrogression
of the human intellect and the increase of superstition,
which means almost unlimited power to the church. And
those who dared to disregard the mandates of the church
were made to suffer death by some of the most cruel of the
apprpved methods of savage Christians, and their names
maligned as only the church can malign those who, by asserting their individuality, offer themselvs as a subject upon
which she can bring to bear her wonderful '"seventy times
seven brand" (none genuin without signature of the pope
and portrait of the three-headed God on the wrapper. One
dose stops the pain. Price only one individuality per bottle) of loving forgivness(?).
These are some of the causes that hav filled the world with
mere space-occupiers-men who claim to think certain
things and giv their assent to certain beliefs, but who, mentally, are not capable of either thinking or believing anything. Such is the condition of a majority of mankind today. Then the task that presents itself to the Liberal-minded
men and women is to hold in check the tendency of the
masses toward immorality while a faithful effort is being
made to elevate them mentally, and as they rise mentally so
will they morally. Their elevation will require a process
much the same as has evoluted from the " razorback" of
yesterday the sleek porker of to-day. They are not susceptible to the persuasiv powers of reason. Who would think
of bettering the grade of his swine by a course of lectures ?
It is much the same with these people; they must rise
gradually by the process of evolution, and as they rise
Christianity will be grasped by those who hav not already
got sufficiently high to grasp it 'because it includes in its
te-achings many of the barbarous and superstitious customs
of the lower stages from which they are rising ; and from
Christianity they will, in time, rise to the higher field of
Liberalism. The church is a necessary round in the ladder
that reaches from the dark valley of superstition and ignorance below to the broad plane of sovereign individuality
and perfect happiness above. Most all religions hav taught
many good moral precepts which are none the less good by
being presented along with so much that was bad, though
probably less effectiv. That relic of barbarism, intolerance,
is the greatest evil that can be attached to any church, and
in the hands of over-zealous followers it has been the cause
of untold crimes against mental liberty. The church has
ever tried to arrest the immutable laws of evolution by trying to keep in the folds those who hav become fitted for a
higher plane. But even intolerance is passing away, and with
it the fiendish doetrin of hell, and when those are gone we
will hav heaven as meaning the common conditi(>)n of all men
after death ; and it will serve very well in that connection.
And in the days of this condition of affairs, it shall come to
pass that men will be seen doing that which is right, not

OTTUMWA., !A.., June 29, 287.
MR. EDITOR: To the list of brilliant lecturers who hav increased the intellectual wealth. of our citizens, we may now
add the name of Dr, York .. What a magnificent man he is I
His arguments are unanswerable. Eloquence, logic, witall these combine to make him " the Ingersoll of the West.''
If the Liberals of this country desire a speaker who believes that tllere is no subject too sacred for investigation ; if
they desire one who, fearless of what may be the result,
throws the light of reason over the bloody field of superstition, and reveals the cowardice, the. ignorance, and brutality
of the defenders of Christianity; if they desire one who
stands before the world as a representativ of all that is great,
grand, and noble, then they should not hesitate to secure the
services of Dr. York.
Although the doctor delivered two of the most eloquent
and instructiv lectures ever heard in this city, yet not one of
our daily papers said a word concerning them.
It is, indeed, to be regretted that the editors of our newspapers-supported alike by Infidel and Christian-are too
mean, too cowardly, to say one word of praise regarding the
glorious principles of Liberalism.
They do not hesitate to write long accounts of the Academy
of Visitation, houses of ptostitution, parochial schools,
gambling dens, Catholic fairs, dog fights, etc., yet when now
and then there comes a wanderer working for the interest of
humanity, when some one dares to lift his voice for the advancement of science, truth, and justice, and plead for the
liberty of man, woman, and child, they either do not mention the fact at all, or else they display their 'intelligence by
calling our lecturers "foul-mouthed blasphemers,"" enemies
of the beloved redeemer," etc.
There is but one paper published here that dares a.clmowledge the superiority of man over God, and whose editor not
only believes in the principles of Liberalism, but also
scatters Freethought through the medium of his paper. It
is the Industrial Appeal, and the editor is Mr. N. M. Ives.
Through the columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER we wish to
thank Mr. Wm. Lindsay for his efforts in securing the services of Dr. York.
Mr. Lindsay is one of the foremost workers in the Liberal
ranks. Time has left the wrinkles of care upon his brow,
and changed his hair to silvery whiteness; his shoulders for
many years hav borne the load of oppression, but still he
fearlessly defends the right and unfurls the starry banner of
Freethought, and waves it over the barbarous creeds of
KA.TIE KEHM.
ages past.
PITTSFIELn, MA.ss.; June 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : In your issue of June 25th last you say:
"The Herald suggests that, as the land theories of Mr.
George hav been examined by the church and condemned,
though not officially, as unsolmd, a further holding of them
by Roman Catholics will bring on a confiict with the church. '•
As I was brought up in the Roman Catholic church, and
think I know something of the dogmas of that church, it is
very amusing to read such nonsense as that quoted above.
Pray, how can the church condemn anything unofficially?
Does the Herald or THE TRUTH BEEKER know what is meant
by " the church?" Do they think or believe that a few cardinals, or an archbishop or two, constitute " the church?"
If so, they. are very much mistalwn. The Herald is also mistaken when it says that the land theories of Mr. George hav
been condemned by the church. The pope has no authority
to interfere or seek to control the belief of any Catholic in
matters of politics. The land question is not a religious
question, and the church. has not condemned or sanctioned
it. The pope has no right or authority to interfere in the
land question, and any Catholic, high or low, has a right to
think as he or she pleases in the matter. Dr. McGlynn was
reprimanded by the powers at Rome for his speeches in
favor of the Land League, 11nd before he had anything to do
with Mr. George or his land theories. He was reprimanded
because he was independent, fearless, and a lover of his
fellow-men, and because he was not an humble tool of the
power that seeks to keep the people in bondage and ignorance. He was reprimanded because he was in favor of free
public schools, and not in favor of sectarian schools which
would teach that all who die outside the pale of the Catholic
church would go to hell. He was reprimanded because he
was not in favor of the temporal power of the pope. He was
reprimanded because he was consistent, and believed that
the Italian people were as much entitled to their liberty as
the people of Ireland or Poland. The press of the country,
which for years has been saying that Catholics were ''priestridden," is now fighting the .brave man who comes out and
fights manfully and bravely not alone for his own rights, but
for the right of every American Catholic to think ».nd act as
he pleases on political questions. Why is it that to-day
nearly every infiuential journal in the land is inimical to Dr.
McGlynn and Henry George? It is because they belong to
either of the old political parties, and they see a power in
the new movement that threatens the existence of both parties; and boca use nearly every one of them is owned by
stock companies and syndicates that are alarmed at the theories of Henry George, and know that when the people begin to think, and study, and act, the system that has allowed
one man, or a dozen men, to become millionaires, while
thousands .hav a hard struggle for existence, is doomed.
What a sight for thinking men and women was that in London on the 21st of the present month, when hundreds of
thousands of people gathered to gaze upon and honor an old
woman-for what? Because she had been a queen for fifty

years, because she had graciously consented to liv on the
bounty of the people and raise a family of royal paupers and
pimps for the people to hav the pleasure of supporting. I
cannot help but echo the saying of the comic paper Puck,
"What fools these mortals be!" How true it is !-the pope
reqeiving Peter's pence from the starving people of Ireland
to buy a present to send to the monarch of a country, when
the Parliament of that country is forging chains to enslave
them. Verily, there is need of reform, and it is time that
the people, and particularly the Catholic people, should
awake. There is as much need for a reformation as there
was in the days of Luther, and, if the signs are right, it appears to be coming. Let us hope it is, and that when it does
JA~ms MoKENNA..
come it will be thorough.
[Our friend has settled nothing, but merely contributed to
the hot dispute upon this point. It is a fact that the church
has deposed McGlynn because of his adherence . to Henry
George's land theories. It is also a fact that the church does
control the social as well as the religious views of its people.
While the pope has not said ex cathedra that George is
wrong, he has praised Corrigan and upheld him as against
McGlynn. Everybody knows that this implies a condemnation of the land theories of George, in an unofficial manner.
The Herald and THE TRUTH SEEKER are pro.bably as well acquainted with the history, policy, and power of the church,
and also what constitutes the church, as is our esteemed
Pittsfield friend.-En. T. S.]
TRoPw, FLA.., May 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I was sitting on the veranda of the Casper
Winter Cottage. The magnificent lagoon· was doubling the
beauty of the starry sky. Italian sky? No, but its counterpart, our lovely Florida sky. My genial host and family
were sitting around. I had been telling the boys about the .
ancient Arcadians, who in the far East-and ages before
Jacob, the progenitor of the Hebrew race, perpetrated the
most cruel and abominable fraud recorded in the annals of
crime-watched their fiocks beneath skies as fair as ours. I
had been telling them how these ancient shepherds, sleeping
out on the open plains, had naturally been led to the study
of the stars; how they had mapped out the heavens; how
they had noticed that soven of the stars kept moving about
all the time ; how they came to believe that each of those
seven stars was the home of a god; how they divided time
into weeks of seven days and named the days after their
gods. Saturn being a severe and morose god, the day
they dedicated to him, Saturn's day, or Saturday, was
regarded with awe. People were afraid to do any work on
that day. And this was centuries before the Israelitish
tutelary divinity, Jehovah, who "dwelt on high Olympus"
-I wonder if I did make that mistake when I was talking to
the boys; I seldom get Greek and Hebrew mythology mixed
-whose home· was on Mount Sinai, had carved the fundamental law of the Hebrew theocracy in stone. I had explained all thit~ to the boys in language adapted to their
young minds and had fallen into a reverie over my mishaps,
and was thinking how many times I had laughed over Pickwick's ridiculous dilemmas and was almost wishing that I
was constituted like Mark Tapley and " couldn't help being
]oily" over my own. Pickwick was getting into countless
difficulties; I was getting into almost as many, and what
was lacking in numbers was more than made up for in
intensity. The change of a single word by a printer or a
" student" learning the type-writer had in two instances
driven me to the verge of distraction, and more than once I
had seen things in print over my name that made each partkular hair upon my head " stand upon end like the quills
upon the fretful porcupine." I had sworn a score of times,
per deos immortales, that I would never write another line,
and a score of times I had broken my pledge. I was thinking, brooding, meditating, wondering what would strike me
next, when I heard some one say: " If it were so ordered
that they should be put into the arlr, the same power that ordered it could cause them to liv without eating. The good
book says 'nothing is impossible.'" This ron sed me immediately. "There are a great many things that are utterly
impossible ; God almighty nor anyone else can't make two
and two make five," I said, and then fell to thinking again.
But this little break had changed the tenor of my reverie.
There are people, I soliloquized, who actually believe the
story of Sindbad the sail0r and Jonah and the wonderful
whale. I knew a minister of the gospel once, a graduate of
Yale, who said that he would believe that Jonah swallowed
the whale if the Bible said so, and I hav no doubt that he
would. Now, a man with a mind constituted like that
might possibly believe that God could, upon some extraordinary occasion, or in a few isolated cases, or under some
unusual stress of circumstances, cause two and two to equal
five, but I doubt if he could possibly believe that the laws ot
the relations of quantities could be permanently changed so
that two halves of a thing would be equal to more than the
whole of it. And yet, after all, as I think it over I don't
know but that a man might believe it. There are men who
honestly believe that one God sits upon the right hand of another God to judge the quiclr and the dead, and yet they believe there is only one God. There are persons of n considerable intelligence who believe that a semi-barbarous military
chieftain made the sun stand still for quite a long time. Mr.
O'Brien, for all he graduated at the University of Michigan,
was firmly convinced in his own mind that God was born of
a Syrian peasant woman .. He prays to that woman every
day, and honestly believes that a colossal wax doll which
stands in his church, and is reputed to be an image of God's
mother, is a sacred thing. I know a professor of ma.tllematies in a large educational institution who knows that there
is something supremely sacred about a. Bible. He reverences
the paper and other materials of which it is composed. He
was perfectly horrified when he found a student using an old,
worn-out Testament a!l he would any othl.lr waste paper. I

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 1.6, 1.887.
fully realize that man's CllPacity for believing the marvelous lost, the period would come when that one soul would suffer
is uQ.limited.
W. A. MosELEY.
more torment, more anguish, more misery, than would overbalance all the happiness, all the pleasure, all the enjoyment
of all the beings that hav ever lived and died on this planet.
CAR1"HAGE, Mo., July 3, 287.
MR. Enrl'ott : On the 24th of last month I had the pleasure I said: "Why don't they come and help you? Are they
of hearing J. E. Remsburg deliver his magnificent lecture on honest? They sneer at you because- you parade the streets,
Thomas Paine. Mr. Remsburg has been giving a series of but to my mind it is no worse to beat tambourines on earth
lectures at Joplin, Mo., and as I had a little spare time I than to play harps in heaven." If I were religiously in
-- went fourteen miles to hear him, and was well repaid as I clined, I wonld rather meet with this people in the rink than
found him to be scholarly, eloquent, and logical, and' pos- in those gorgeous temples, with cushioned pulpits, whose
sessed of an array of historical facts concerning the career of preachers strive too often to please the tyrants, for over the
Paine which were not only convincing, but admirably pre- ramparts of tyranny has always waved the banner of the
sented. After giving a general outline of the many positions church. For my vart, I would rather go to hell with
of trust and honor which Paine filled, and the inspiring in- honest rags than to heaven with gilded fraud. Senator
fiuence of his writings, Mr. Remsburg went on to quote the Wade, from this district, once said, "Heaven might hav a
opinions of numerous great men who knew Paine personally, little advantage in climate, but hell had the best folks." I
proving beyond dispute that those who knew him held him told the girls I believed they could reach a class that the
in high esteem. When such men as Napoleon Bonaparte, churches could not reach, and did not want to.
A pious lady living one thousand miles from here, in a
Lafayette, Washington, Jefferson, Franklin, and hosts of
others unanimously speak of the old hero in the most ex- talk with a friend and sister in the church, said she did not
alted terms, how impotent and contemptible are the slanders like to associate with the common class-'-did not like to
of the religious bigots and moral runts who try to do him mingle with laborers and greasy mechanics. Her friend
harm l Even Dr. Priestley, Paine's most bitter religious asked her what she was going to do when she went to heaven,
opponent, is forced to admit the truth of Paine's integrity where there would probably be some of that class. She
and moral worth. But in the summing-up, the examination answered that she did not know ; that in her father's house
and comparison of evidence, the analytical and caustic style were many mansions. I suppose she believes that the memin which he handled his subject, and the blistering denuncia- bers of the Salvation Army will hnv a separate place fixed up
tions of the sleuth-hounds of the church, was where Mr. for them-like a rink, with plain board seats. But this same
Remsburg particularly excelled. It was a verbal cyclone of lady professes to be a follower of Jesus, who said, "The
thrilling and red-hot truths. I advise all Liberal organiza- foxes hav holes, and the birds hav nests, but the son of man
tions to get Hemsburg, and if only one lecture is ·secured let hath not where to lay his head "-he who associated with
that lecture be his unanswerable defense of Thomas Paine. the poor, the lowly and the down-trodden.
A few more years will doubtless finish my career, but
It is time the people lmew the truth, and high t.ime that the
lying and malicious tongues of a brazen and shameless clergy. when the shades of death are gathering thick and fast around
were silenced, and I know of no one better fitted for the task my brow, " I vrould rather hav the satisfaction of knowing
thu,n J. E. Remsburg. In this connection I want to aav a that I dried one tear from the cheek of sorrow, than the
good word for the many wide-awake and earnest Liberals promis of a golden harp and crown."
Inclosed find $5.00, for which please send Trm TRUTH
whom I met in Joplin. I felt as a lone wanderer must feel
who suddenly finds himself among brothers. Owing to the SEEKER one year from date to the address given, and renew
Yours fraternally,
Tnos. DouGLAS.
kindness of niy friend, Mr. George Hutchinson, I was en- for,
abled to meet many genial and true Liberals. The Kendrick
brothers, Dr. Owen, Mr. Burgess, and others whose names I
EuBANKs, KY., May 21, 1887.
cannot now recall, are men worthy of the great and noble
MR. EDITOR : Many t)!anks for courtesies shown me in
cause of Fl'eethought. I shall long hav pleasant memories
of the few brief hours I spent with them. One thing is THE TRUTH SEEKER. I write for the ideas, the reason of
rather remarkable-I find that all the readers of 'frm TRUTII things, not for rhetorical show. I hav but little Liberal
SEEKER whom I hav met are earnest and aggressiv workers literature, and am surrounded by a partisan class of sectarians
in trying _to destroy the power of Christian superstition. who are afraid to read Liberal papers. We hear much sairl
They seem to be endowed with plenty of wholesome grit 1md about Infidelity and Infidels by a certain class of people, and
energy, and hav no fears of what either the parson or Mrs. I desire in these lines to notice th-at class. It is true that
Grundy may say about it. Would that we had more like Liberal thought examins the claims of the Bible and all
other systems of theology. But the question before us, is,
them.
WATSON HESTON.
Wbat is Infidelity, and who are Infidels? If I understand
the object of Liberals in their teaching, it is to free the people
WAnRRN,O.,June19,1887.
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friends hav some hopes of me yet. While the lamp of life Any Infidelity in this? Allything new in this teaching? Is
holds out to burn, the vilest sinner may return. The older 1 it true that history develops this element of teaching in all
ages, and that the graves of many martyrs are filled by those
grow, the more ridiculous orthodoxy seems to me.
There was a revival last winter in the Methodist church great men who were advocates of science and human freehere, and a daughter of mine, who is a zealous member, in- dom? But, first, What is Infidelity? Paine says that his
.
b. .
.
. d
idea of an Infidel is, a person who is untrue to himself, his
- rule, the god idea
(Illced me to attend . My h earmg . mug Impaire , 1 was own mind and convictions. As a general
obliged to go up close to the pulpit, and that made me rather
conspicuous. My daughter introduced me to the minister of any age or location is made the test of Infidelity, and this
and his wife, who did· all they could to hav me get religion, leaves as many foundations for Infidelity as there are gods,
systems of theology, books, and creeds. Where Jews and
an d wh ile they offered it very cheap-almost for nothing-!
could not see for the life of me what I should do with it if I Christians rule, the idea is that an Infidel is a person who
. 1y an appea t o disbelieves the claims of the Bible. In giving our own idea
•t The preacher·'s ar-ume
e,
n ts were f!Imp
had I .
1
. I of Infidelity, we shall claim the right claimed by a man in
. gs a d he comme n c ed at th e wrong en d . H e tnec
the feelm , n
to infiuence the brain through the heart instead of the heart talking with a doctor about a sick child. The doctor had
through the brain. But as I was inoculated with_ that same no name for the disease, and the man gave the disease a
name of his own. The doctor said he never heard of such a
virus when a boy, it failed to take.
· n may be a g ood th"mg t o th ose w h o .Iv en t•Ire y name for a disease. "Neither did 1," the man said. "But
1
Salvati0
1
for the next world, but as I hav no interest in any other you hav no name for it, and I hav as good a right to giv it a
world than this, I want a salvation that will do the business name as you or anyone else." Now, I claim as good a right
here and now. 1 don't want to wait till I'm dead. This to hunt up Infidelity and Infidels as anyone else. Infidelity
is the opposit of fidelity. Fidelity, says Webster, is "faithminister admitted to me that he cared not what I believed so
.
fulness, honesty, loyalty." Infidelity, says Webster, is" dis·oi· I h"
h
h
d
t
d"
1ong as I J nee IS c urc , an - 1wp myra Ica1 views to belief of Christianity, breach of trust, unfaithfulness." We
myself. Honest, wasn't he?
are now in search of a class of people who are" unfaithful."
Only once during the revival did he mention hell, and dishonest, disloyal, and guilty of a "breach of trust" with
·
then he apologized for it and added that the hell he meant the Bible and Christianity. Those who simply disbelieve the
was simply a state of mental anguish. Different sort of a Bible, and hav never placed themselvs under its defense, are
hell fifty years ago l Then they uncapped hell in their im. not subjects of its government in this life. They hav never
agination, and pictured the awful condition of the inhab- embraced it, to prove themselvs unfaithful, dishonest, disitants of the underground world. But it is cooling off won- loyal, and guilty of a breach of trust. But there arc two
U.erfully since the introduction of natural gas. I'm afraid if dasses of people who are unfaithful, dishonest, disloy&l, and
we keep tapping the earth for gas we will get ahead of the
· ht
d
t sh t h"
· th
th
are guilty of a breach of trust in the Bible-namely, Jews
f f
a1m1g y, an cu
or
IS supp1y. o ue1 m
e ne er
world.
and Christians. In truth and effect, they are a hot-bed of
Infidelity. We now hav them indicted before the world and
Right on the heels of the revival came a branch of the Sal.
vation Army oflicered by young women, who hired the rink the God of the Bible, and are ready for the proof. In this
. ess After they h d b
.
court, the prisoners at the bar shall hav the benefit of their
an d Sta rt e d bllsi n •
a
een runrung some
time I went one day and met the Methodist minister, who own testimony:
introduced me to the lady officers. They in turn labored
Q. Mr. Jew, what say you of that part of the Bible called
hard to save my soul, but were far from pleased when 1 the New Testament? A. We answer that we do not believe
hinted at the possibility of one not having a soul to save, its claims of divinity. We never hav believed Christianity
to be divine, and we do not admit the New Testament as any
They labored so earnestly, and were apparently so honest part of our Bible.
about it, for my welfare, that I felt inclined to make a few
Q. Why do you reject the claims of Jesus Christ? A. We
remarks, which they kindly permitted me to do. I told them hav the best rea~ons for. rejecting him. We had Moses and
that I didn't see the thing as they saw it, and that I could the prophets to JUdge Ins claims. He came among us as one
not afford to be less than a man; that some things seemed a of us, in our own country; lived and died among us. His
works were fully manifested in our midst, and, instead of
little curious to me in this Christian community where so embracing !lis claims, he was judged guilty of treason by us
many churches, with few exceptions, gave. them the cold and put to death. Our reason, also, teaches us that the God
shoulder. So far as I knew, the army was perfectly ortho- of Moses never became a man or part of a man. We believe
dox-its members could not be accused of heresy, for they that the main thing concerning him-that he arose from the
did not even take any stock in the modern sheol. 1 told ~rave;:-i.s a base f!Llsehood. An~ we believe that Christians,
m clarmmg to believe the Old Bible, while they do not keep
them that these church ministers preach of the priceless the law of Moses, are guilty of unfaithfulness, dishonesty
value of the immortal soul-how, if there is only one soul disloyalty, and making a breach of trust.
'
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Christians, therefore, are Infidels.
Q. Mr. Christian, what say you of the Jews and that part
of the Bible ·called the Old Testament? A. A Jew is a
bigoted Infidel. They murder<ld the son of God, and do not
believe _in Jesus Christ nor the writings of the apostles.
They Will all go to hell if they do not become Christians.
The Old Testament is divine, but it is dead by reason of
Christianity-Christ" nailed it to the cross."
So far, so good. Here are two leading parties-and the
only parties in defense of the Bible-and each testifies to the
other being an Infidel-holding to part of the Bible unfaithfully, dishonestly, disloyally, and guilty of a breach of trust.
But what say the Bible and profane history about the Jews
and Christians ? Does the God of Moses in the Bible teach
that the Jews were and hav been faithful, honest, loyal, and
true to the book? Are they not, to-day, a scattered example
of the vengeance of their own God? Are they not held as a
wicked and stiff-necked set of Infidels in the teachings of
both the Old and New Testaments? Treason is more odious
to the Bible God than alien rejection of Bible claims. The
God of the Bible does not stop at treason and rebellion with
the Jews; but charges them with wilful murder-that they
crucified, unjustly, with malice aforethought, no less a personage than the son of God, whose charactel' shows l1im to
hav been the most wise, innocent, and virtuous man that
_ever was murdered on earth. Profane history corresponds
with these Bible facts about that class of disloyal, dishonest,
Infidel murderers, called Jews. And the four-and-twenty
elders, with all Christians, here fall before the throne of
judgment and cry out, "These things are trl.W) and faithful"
about the Jews. Let them stop the cry of Infidelity about
others, and learn that no murdering clan hav " eter-nal life·
abiding in them."
We now come to the other class, called Christians. We
shall divide this class into two parties-Catholics and Protestants- and hear their testimony about ench other. The
Catholic takes his seat on the rock, Peter, and an infallible
church, and deposes that all Protestants are heretics; and a
heretic being one who has denied the faith, the New Testament pronounces him worse than an Infidel. Then, the
Catholic being judge, if I call a Protestant an Infidel, the
Catholic says he is worse, because he has " held the truth"
as a traitor-unfaithful, dishonest, disloyal. There was but
the one, only Catholic church for centuri~s after Christ
established Christianity. Until the traitor, Luther, appeared,
there was unity and harmony in Christianity. The Prot.
estants received the Bible from us. We kept it safe and
secure through the " dark ages." They hav not only received
the Bible from us, but they hav corrupted and changed it to
suit all kinds.of doctrins. Rejecting the true foundation of
the infallible Christian Church, they set up under Jesus
Christ as the rock and foundation, and hav proved to be
traitors to him by making creeds, sects, divisions, and all
kinds of devilish systems. What civil government, we ask,
would tolerate men in making and executing all kinds of
political creeds among its citizens? The pious, honest, and
hard-working masses of the people are imposed on by these
creed-mongers. They hav to be taxed to build too many
churches and support too many preachers. All the Catholics
will fall down before the throne of judgment and say,
"These sayings are true and faithful" about the Protestants.
Let them stop calling others Infidels, and learn that a heretic,
a traitor, a dishonest class like Protestants, are "worse than
Infidels."
But what say the Protestants of Catholics? Answer the
question, gentlemen. Taking the New Testament as your
guide, will you depose and say that Catholics are true, faithful, honest, and loyal to the teachings of the book? Nevernever. Darkness hovers over their historic record. They
are condemned by both the Jewish and Christian gods as the
''little horn" of Daniel's vision, and the seven-headed, tenhorned beast of the thirteenth chapter of Revelation. You
Catholics, not only hav you taken a wrong foundation and a
false claim of Christianity, but yon hav taken the key of
knowledge and natural rights from the people wherever you
had political power, and your line of unfaithful, dishonest,
and disloyal policy has been to force Christianity on the
world by the sword. Tell us Protestants that we are a class
worse than Infidels? We say, Christ we know and Peter we
know, but what and who are Catholics? All Protestants
now fall before the throne of judgment and cry out, " These
sayings are true and faithful" about Catholics. Let them
cease to call others Infidels, and learn and prepare themselvs
for the awful judgment and plagues of "the whore of
Babylon "-the "mother of harlots and abominations."
The true picture of the Christian and Jewish world is here
completed. We hav made no attack on the Bible nor the
God of the Bible. We hav no doubt that many good, honest,
and pious Jews and Christians, with the Bible in hand, wonder how any sensible man can disbelieve its_claims. Now,
if this pious class would open the door of truth and history,
and count the lives, property, human suffering, divisions,
strife, envy, hatred, and the general gloom thrown over
science, the freedom and rights of humanity, by the claims of
Moses and Jesus Christ, we apprehend they would rather
ask, How can any sensible man help being an Infidel, or rejecting the divine claims of the Bible? Complete the record
with the fruits of all other systems of theology and their
books, look at all the cartoons that may be devised to show
human ignorance, superstition, and crime, and I apprehend
you might ask, How can any sensible man help being an
Atheist? We think we hav convicted the prisoners at the
bar of being a hotbed of Infidelity. We hav done this by
assuming the Bible to be divine and allowing the parties to
testify against each other-and, by their own book and their
own testimony, they -stand convicted of being untruthful,
dishonest, disloyal traitors to the teachiJJg of the Bible.
w. BAKER, M.D.
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tiona are pure and true; then will your life
be as such.
Do not allow idleness to deceive you; for
while you giv him to-day, he steals to-morrow
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
from you.
Rifler, Ma88., to UJ!wm all Communications fO'T'
He is a rare man who has none but real
:his GO'T'ner sh(Yltld be sent.
sorrows. The imaginary ones are often the
most troublesome.
" Between the dark and the daylight.
The human imagination is an ample theater
When the night is beginning·to lower,
upon which everything in human life, good
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
or bad, great or small, laudable or base, is
That is known as the Children's Hour."
acted.

{lltildrtn~ s

fliorntr.

Grandma.

g[olumn.

" When grandma puts her glasses on
And looks at me-just soIf I hav done a naughty thing
She's sure somehow to know.
How is it she can always tell
So very, very, very well?
" She says to me, 'Yes, little one,
'Tis written in your eye!'
And if I look the other way,
Or turn and seem to try
To hunt for something on the floor,
She's sure to know it all the more.
" If I should put the glasses on
And look in grandma's eyes,
Do yon suppose that I should be
So very, very wise 1
Now, what if I should find it true
That grandma had been naughty, too 1
"But, ah !-what am I thinking of
To dream that grandma could
Be anything in all her life
But sweet and kinc1 and' good 1
I'd better try, myself, to be
So good that when she looks at me
With eyes so loving all the day,
I'll never want to turn away."

Intelligence and Social Life of Ants.

'

-Slaney Dayre, in Our L!ttle Ones.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

A proverb.

•

2.-NUMERIOAL OHARADE.

"Eighty," two numbers make, combined,
The laJJt, five times the first, we find.
Take first from laJJt, what must remain,
"Eighty" will just five times contain;
But multi ply the first and last
And "eighty" is the product cast.
hwin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.
3.-INITIAL AOROBTIO.

The initials of the words corresponding to
the following definitions will. make what the
woman said to her little boy.
. To walk in water. A collection of cattle.
To p:et up. An important export from China.
To debate. That which is left. A speaker.
To conjecture. A near male relation. To
val~e highly.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES
JULY

IN CHILDREN'S OORNER

2, 1887.
1.-Honest and independent American
legislators.
2.-Mend-I-cant, end I can.
3.-An idle head is the devil's workshop.

Words of Wisdom.
A good life is the readiest way to secure a
good name.
We are often pleased with others only because we are so ourselvs.
When you bury an old animosity, never
mind putting up a tombstone.
To hF ideas is to gather fiowers; to think
is to weave them into garlands.
What we need most is not so much to realize the ideal as to idealize the real.
Some neglect their advantages, and then
exclaim against their unlucky stars.
Murmur at nothing; if our ills are reparable, it is ungrateful; if remediless, it is vain.
See to it that each hour's thoughts and ac-

There are more than a thousand varieties
of the little creature known as the ant. But
they are described under three families or
heads, and the study of them is very interesting.
They are busy little beings, seldom idle,
unless suffering from illness. The scriptural
advice, " Go to the ant, thou sluggard, consider her ways and be wise," is not inapt, or
out of place, and if more· people obeyed the
injunction there would be fewer idlers about.
Some kinds of ants are born blind, and go
groping in darkness all their lives. Others
hav what are called compound eyes; that is,
the eye is composed of many smaller eyes, or
facets, sometimes as many as twelve hundred. Sir John Lubbock, who made ants a
study, thought they could not only. distinguish
colors, but that they perceived colors not
known to the human eye. He performed
many wonderful experiments with ants, and
he believed they could hear and produce
sounds not audible to our ears.
They usually hav three classes ·in their
tribes, known as the males, the workers, and
the queens, the workers having no wi~gs, and
the queens nip off their wings after they hav
once used them in flying. They hav a pretty
long lease of life, considering their size, some
·
species living seven or more years.
Their homes and villages are models of
neatness and order, and they appear to keep
servants or slaves, these being the ants of
another tribe which hav been captured in battle, and when the slaves die they are buried
in a different cemetery from their masters
and masters' families.
They seem to hav some knowledge of
farming, and the ants of Mexico and Texas
know how to clear and prepare ground for
agricultural purposes, and then cultivate a
peculiar species of food known as ant-rice.
In our own climate, the ant is very fond of
aphides, which is the name of the little green
lice that infest plants, or rather is fond of the
milk or juice secreted by these creatures.
A,nts seem to communicate with each other
by some intelligible signs, and go and come
in regular order. They lay out streets, erect
homes, and in some places they thatch them
in order to protect them from bad weather,
performing the different operations of mining, carpentry, and even masonry with. the
utmost care and skill.
In Brazil there is a species called the carpenter ants, and among them are found regular wood-choppers and well-diggers. The
latter hav been known to dig wells a foot in
diameter, and thirty feet in depth. They also
make roads and pave them with a cement
made of clay.
They are very sociable and friendly among
themselvs, and although their villages, or communities, comprise thousands and thousands,
yet they never fail to recognize each other, or
discover an alien or enemy, no matter where
they may meet one. They fight with foreigners and strangers, but with their own tribe
they are upon the best of terms, and strangers
of their own race are received in a very hospitable manner, fed, and entertained with
much courtesy and kindness.
·
They sometimes get into houses, notably
the black ant and little red ant, and are
very troublesome in destroying food.
They
are fond of cake and cookies, and many a
housewife has been discouraged and sickened
at the myriads of uninvited guests that
throng the pantry shelves devouring all before
them. Borax sprinkled freely upon the
shelves will drive them away, and they will
not usually trouble dishes placed over water.
They dislike black walnut, also, and will
shun tables and shelves made of this material.
In the "History of the Berlin Academy "
for 1749, in the German "Ephemerides," and
also in the J(YUrnal de Physique for 1790, may
be found strange stories of clouds of winged
ants that darkened the air, and moved with a
spiral-like motion, seen at variolls places,

1

and at length falling in such vast numbers
that they covered the earth so that one could
not step without crushing them.
Of all the lower order of animals, as we
term them, not one has probably such intelligence, in proportion to its size, as the little
insect called the ant. They display great
powers in government, in construction of
dwellings, streets, tunnels, cultivation of ant
farms, holding slaves, domesticating animals,
laying up food for winter use, manufacturing
sugar and other articles of diet, erecting hospitals for their sick, showing great interest
and affection for their own, and actually exhibiting some moral sentiments. generally attributed only to man and the higher order of
animals.
Ant life is a very interesting and profitable
study, and those who hav watched their
habits closely regard them as wonderful
creatures, highly intelligent, social in their
habits, moral, skilled in mechanical industries,
and possessing some traits and gifts that are
superior to those of which we hav knowledge.
S. H. W.

THE WATCR OF THE FUTURE.
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
watches are the best and mo~t durable in the
world for little money. Pnces again reducerl.
Seven jewels, $25 ; 11 jewels, $27.50 ; 15 jewels, $30.
Same, adjusted to heat and cold, $34. Ladies', 7
jeweled, $20; 11, 122; 15, J28; with glass inside cap,
$Siess; Louis XIV. style, $3 more; all best American hunting stem-winders; open face, gold cap,
$8 less; open screw case, $5less ; all cases accompanied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 1years. Above movements in 3 ounce silver
cases, $13 less; 4 ounce, $12less; 5 ounce, $10.50;
and 6 ounce, $9 less. All guaranteed one year and
sent prepaid, if on line of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not satisfactory.
WATCH WORK.
Send me your watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleaning; springs, $1; jewels, $1, and I will
return in perfect order prepatd. Best spectacles
or eyeglasses in the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Send line finest print you can rearl14 inches from
OTTO WE'l'TSTEIN.
eyes without glasses.
Rochelle, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Free thought
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. Liberal discounts.

Paine

Vin~icate~!

-oQuESTIONS.-How many varieties of the ant are A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
there? Under how many heads or divisions may
York Observer's slanderous attacks
they be classed 1 ReiJ!lat the scriptural advice
concerning the ant. Tell what you can of the
upon the Author-Hero of the Amereyes of the ant. What did Sir John Lubbock think
ican Revolution. Containing
of the sight and hearing of ants? What of the
workers, queens, etc.? their liomes and villages?
both the slanders and
Do they believe in keeping sla.ves? What of the
the_ir refutation.
ants of Mexico and Texas? What are aphides?
Can you name other food eaten by ants? What
BY
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
of the Brazilian ants? What of their social
habits, fil,!"hting propensities, hospitality, etc.?
-oDo they mfest houses sometimes? What will
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
drive them away 1 Where may be found strange
stories concerning the flight of ants? Name some recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
of the things t-hat t.hey can do. Is ,the study of Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyants tuterest.ing 1 Wny so? ·
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH
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and Political Liberty. Tells the story
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it. Choiue extracts from • Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
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a]lplicationa for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address ove•
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:vy toned paper, 18x22, illu
minated border, and m l!!rge, clear type, suite.
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to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15ctb

Thi~
!!ew book is a gem. It is a model in every r(,spect. In fact~ one of the richest, brightes1.
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous " tributes •·
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
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for and will be accepted by admirin~ friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To heli> It serve this
jmrpose\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ;Jb
fac simile, has been prepared especiallr, for It.
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calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
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Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

and Erojoined

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearl_y 11!100 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, $8.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; Ol:J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Bol'_Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Fivfl volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes m one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"repreaenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 ce:nts each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
bound, $2 ·h " Heredity!" by Loring__ Mooay, 159
!>.ages, clot t 75cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F H. Ma.rsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents..t • Generation before Rljfl'eneration" by Dr. E • .H. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; Re·
orts of Conventions and Parlor meetin~s during
1882/' 10 cents; "Third Annual Conven twn of the
Institute of Heredity,M~, 18821" 10 cents.
Address
TBuTR BEEKEI&.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 16~ 1887.
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Very Cheap Pamphlats.
-·--o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol'ows:

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

THE HUMBOLDT LffiR.ARY.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

Price 15 cents each number, unless otherWise mal·ked.
l. Li~ht Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
~ The Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers.~. Ice
·
and Glaciers. 19 illustratiens. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
·
8. Physics and Politics. An application of tho
principles of Natural Science to Political
Bociet¥; By Walter Bagehot, Author of
"The .l!.nglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous Hlustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
G. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
Dy Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology, With Appemlix on Coral and
Coral Reefs, By Charles Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous lllus..
trations. By Baifonr Stewart, LL.D.
8, Stnqy o_f Langp.nges, brought back to its Tru3
prm01ples, By C. Marcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory ~f Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaserna.
11. } The Naturalist on the Rivet; Amazon, A record of 11 yea1·s• tmvel, By Henry Walter
12.
Dates, F.L.S. Not sold separately,
13. •Mind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illnstrationi
By Camille Flammar:ion.
15. Lon!l"evity. The means of prolonging life afte!'
nudille age. Dy John Gardner, M.D.
16, Origin of Species, By Thomas H. Huxley;
RR.&
.
17, Progress : Its IJaW and Cause. With other dis,
qnisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electricity, 60 illustrations. Dr
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. Dy
llichard A. Proctor. ·
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kallcy Miller,
Jll.A.
. .
21. 'l'ho Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
Dy Thomaa H. Hnxky, F.R.S.
~. Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.Il..S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A reYiew of curren1
theories conce ·uin~; Atoms_,_ Apes, and Men.
·
D.vSanmel Wainwnght, D.v.
24. Popular Scientific Lectures. Illustrated. By
Prof, H. Helmholtz.
25. Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University,
2fi. The Evolutionist at Large Dy Grant Allen .
27. History of Landhohlinlf
n England. Dy
Josevh Fisher, F.R.H.B.
28. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the
customs of Barbarous aatl Civilized Races.
Numcrotis illustrations. By William Henry
l!'lower, F.R.S.
~9. Facts an<l Fictions of Zoology,
NnmeronH
illustrations. Dy Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
-lO. } Study of W or(ls, By Richanl Chcnevix
:!1,
Trench.
·;2, Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Richar<l A. Proctor.
·~3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
34. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Speuccr.
35. Oriental Religions. By John Caird, l'rcs.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
ao. L0ct11.res on Evolution. Illustrated. Dy Prof.
'1'. H. Huxley,
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. Dy John
Tyndall.
38.1 Geological Sketches. By Amhibald Gcikic,
~9.{
Jt'.H.S.
.
·10. 'l'hc Evhlcnce of Organic Evolution. Dy Gco.
J. Uomanes, F.R.S.
·
41. Current Discussions in Science. Dy W. M.
Williams, F.C.S.
12. History of the Science of Politics. Dy Frederick Pollock.
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley
Professor Agassiz, and others.
·
D:twn of History. By C. F. Keary, of tho
4fi.
British Museum.
16. Di~cascs of l\Iemory. Dy Th. Ribot. TranHhttml from the French by J. Fit>:gcrahl.
17. Childhood of Religions. Dy Edward Clodd.
F.It.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. Illustrated. By Jas. Hinton.
1~). 'l'ho Snn: its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its Condition. Dy Judge Nathan '1'. C:Lrr,
Columbus, Ind.
50.} l\Inney and the Mechanism of Exchange. 13y
Gl.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
f>:l. DiHPaRes .of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Trans
lated from tho French by J. Fitzgerald.
f>1. Animfll Antomrttism, and other Essays. Dy
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
·
G-t Dirth an<l Growth of Myth. By E(lward Clod d.
F.H.A.S.
55. Scientific Dasis of Moral_s.~. and other Essays.
By William Kingdon Clinard, F.RB.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

Ingersoll Catecltised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
-l!.ounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
smgly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY,

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil R"igltts Speech,
Including the address of Frederick Douglas, fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1 ; aud $6 per hundred.

The Truth of' Hlstorr,
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upon
the religious lies that hav been told about himelf, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY,
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the e<litor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON J'tlcGLYNN,
Being the comments au<l opinions of Mr. lugersoil upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, ~nd it is with
that not unreasonable expectation that the urices
hav been place<l so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La!ayette Pl., New York.

BIBLE MYTI-IS
AND

1'he 1'mde Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Prwe, 40c.; with autograph, 50c,

Mottoes for Freethinkers.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto

cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
inten<led to take the place of tho "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 Hl. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

.......................................................
.
THE LIVING
A RIGHT TO CONTROL.
THE
WORLD.
.
.
HAV

~ 0

0. 0

•• 0

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0. 0

•

0

0.

..······················································
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH,
:

······················································
.······················································
.
SUPERSTITioN IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
......................................................
:····················································..
REASOJ\ IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
......................................................
......................................................
.
.
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.

.······················································
.
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND
TilE
PLACE
TO
BE
HAPPY
IS
"HERE.
..........................................................
.............................................
.

THEIR

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE •.rROUBLES YOU.

Parallels in Other Rei igions. ·

The object of the work is to J2Dint out the myths
......................................................
.
with which the Old ~nd New restaments aboun<l;
THE WORLD IS lilY COUNTRY j
to show that they were held in common with other
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
nations; and then trace them to their evident ori....................................................
.
gin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
The price of e:tch of the foregoing is 25 cents.
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
For Free thought societies there is a. large card
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made 22 x 15 inch_cs, nrintcd in colors, with an engraved
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
·heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liber1 val. Bvo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
Price, $2.60.
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.

.

Charles Watts's Works.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTs!: TIIC Present and the Future
Section I. Definition of Freethoug_ht and its
Republic of' North America.
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Free"
BY A CAPITALIST.
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec· poverty, vice 1 and crime. It deals with the J.lresent
tion V. Freethought Tiiumph in the Nine- conditions of society in this country, pointm_g out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
teenth Centnrv.
impossible that the people should be other than
and vicious under our present system. The
Secularism; Destructiv and Construc- poor
remedy, the au thor thinks. is in communal life,
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
and he has dmwn a vivid picture of the future
of North America, as it will be when
Christian Evidences Criticised A Republic
society shall be organized on the principles of
reply to the "Chlistian Evidence Society." Rational
Communism.
Introduction by Charles Draillangh. Con- and interestingly written.The book is vigorously
tents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Papcr,lSOc; elotll, $1.
Prophecies; The Practical Value of ChristianAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 eta.
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Piinciples;
Is t'ho Bible Reliable 1 1'he Christian Deity J
Moral Valne of the Dible ; Freethought ana
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ant11,gonistic;
Christian Scheme of Rede_!!li)tion. For all of
the above works address THE THUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

KERSEY GR.AYES'S WORKS.
Biogrnphy ot' Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.

DR. J. L. YORK,
The noted Western Liberal orator, starte<l on
his Eastern lecture. tour May 1st, to speak at
Sacramento on May 8th, at Salt Lake City, May
15th and 22d, at Canon City, Col., )\{ay~9th, at Denver. Col., June 5than<i 12th; and at Garden City,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa; Chicago, Ill.;
Grand Rapids, Mich; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
Ohio; Linesville, Pittsburgh. Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, l\1ass.; Albany, Troy,
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N. Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
and at other points on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, anrl leave the latch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't miss a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Liberals desiring to arrange with the Doctor,
please address without delay, in care of Chess
Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, . Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
Iowa; E. A. Stcvem, 750 West Lake street,
Chicgao, Ill; D. A. Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Homan Btaly, 86
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Gco. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphia, Pa.; Truth Seeker
office, New York cit.y; Investigator office, Boston,
Mass.; H. L. Green, 165 Delevan av., Buffalo, N.Y.;
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.

·H.}

~~:}Illusions. Dy James Sully,

58.}
11'~ Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
5\l.
1 wo double numbers, 30 cents each.

Childhood of tho World. Dy Edward Clodd.
lHiHccllaneous Essays, By Richard A. Proctor.
Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Rchgions of the Ancient World. DyProf. Gco.
Divine Revelations, containing a tlescription of
Uawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
twenty-aeven bibles and an exposition of two
mnnber, 30 cents.
thou.sand biblical errors in science, history,
11-3. Progressive ll;Iorality.
By Thomas Fowler,
mor~Is, religion, and general events. Also a
LL.D., president of Corpus Christi College,
delilwation of the. characters of the principal
Oxford.
personages of the Christian Dible and an exIH. DiHtribution of Animals an<l,Plants. D~· A.
amination of their doctrins. Price, $1. 75.
'tussel Wallace and W. T. 'l'hiselton Dyer.
55. Conditions of Mental Development; and other
The World's Sixteen Crucified SavEssays, Dy Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
66. Technical Education ;·and other Essays. Dy
Contaming new and startling revelations in
Thomas H. Huxley, F.I-t.S.
roli!(ions history1 which disclose the oriental
67. The Blaclr Death. An Account of the Gren.t.
oligm of all tl1e aoctrines, ,Princip1e,lb precepts.
Pestilence of .tho Fourteenth Ccntur:v· J/111
and miracles of the Christian New TcstamentJ
J. F. C. Hecker.
and furnishing a key for uniocking many or
THE
CREDIT
FONCIER
OF
~INA.LOA.
68. (Spgcial number, 10 cents.) Three Essay.
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
Herbert Spencer.
b\story of sixteen oriental crncitie<l gods.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Mario Howland
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and 09. <Dovble ,Number, 30ccnts). Fetichism: A Co~
F. L . .Browne, Printers. This paper is devoted spetnbntwn to Anthropology an<l the Riston
ofHeligion. Dy Frit.o Schultze,_Ph.D. '1'ralllicially to the interests of our colonization enterlated from the Gorman by J. Fitzgera1"
prise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa and fenerally ·
M.A.
to the pra!Jticalsol_utionof the probiemo Integral
(Jo.opAratwn. Pnce, Sl a. year; 50 oentR for six 70. Essays Specnlativ and Practical. By Herber
Spencer.
months.
~5 aentw for thren mon\h1
A double-page picture contra.sting science and
71. Anthropology, Dy Daniel Wilson LL D
theology, showing how the one has labored for
'Yith Appendix on Archeology. ]'ly E.
human advancement, and how the other has
Practical Experience with Poultry.
'lylor, F.U.S.
always opposed it.
By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book- 72. Tho Dancing Mania of the Midillo Ages. Dy
J, F. C. Hecker, M.D.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents a pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only
twenjy-five co_pies for '1 ; one hundred copies for "a quarter," but as full of meat as an egf{. It is 78. Evolution in History, Language, anti Science.
$3 We wish that the fnends of Freethought would well called "practical," for we find nothmg un·
Four Addresses delivered at the London
diStribute thousands of these telling pictures.
practical in it. Hens, ducks, geese, and turkeysi
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
arc particularly discussed and thetr oconomica
Literature.
breeding an<l keeping treated of. There aro many 74. Tho Descent of Man; and selection in relation
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large
to Sex. Dy Charles Darwin. In G part9
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful additwn to
15 cen l.s ertch.
·
From Tradition to Reason. the
poultry literature of the day,
Add~ ~s THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
BY BOBEBT 0. ADAMS.
.
TRUTH SEEKER Offioe,
28 Lafayette Place, New· York.
Oloth, Sl.25.
For Bale at this Office.
60.
Gl.
li2.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

·n:

TRAVELS IN FAITH

FREETHOUGHT WORKS.
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Hume's Essays. Essays and treatises
on various subjects. By DAVID Hma,
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's
life and writings, to which are added
di~logues concerning natural religion.
Pnce, $1.50.
·

Idols and Ideals, with

~n Essays on

Christianity. By MoNCURE D. CoNWAY,
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of
London, $1.50.

If, Then, aud·Wheu. From the doctrios of the Church.
BARLow. 10 cents.

By WARREN SUMNER
·

Image Breaker (the). I$y JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
25 cents.
Separately, 5 cents each. 1,
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In.
_tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever;
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath.

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, b&o
ing the substance of thirteen lectures OD
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1.

Ingersoll in Canada.

A Reply -to

Wendling, Archbishop ·Lynch, "Bystander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE.
15 cents.

ls Life Worth Living. By WrLLIAM
H. MALLOCK. Contents: The New Import of the Question, Morality and the
Prize of Life, Sociology a.s the Fountain
of Morality, Goodness. as its own Reward, Love as the test of Goodness, Lifo
as its own Reward, The Superstition of
Positivism, The Practical~Prospect. Tho
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality,
and Natural Theism, The Human Race
and Revelation, Universal History. and
the claims of the Christian Church, Belief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50 .

.Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character
of the Jewish Deity Delineated.
and valuable book. 35 cents.

A new

Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts.
Koran (the). A new English edition
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which iE
added the life of Mohammed, or the history of that doctrin which was begun and
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50

Letters of Jnuius. Two volumes m
one. From the latest London edition.
$1.50.

Letters to Eugenia; or, A Preservativ Against Religious Prejudices. By
Baron D'HoLBAOH, author of the "System
of Nature," etc.
Translated from the
French by ANTHoNY C. MIDDLEToN, M.D.
Price, $1.00.

Life of Paine. By J. E. REMsBURG.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine, author of
" Common Sense," " Rights of Mnn
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical an'd
explanatory observations on his writings.
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00.

Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry
for the practicalization of known truth. ·
13yMARY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00.

Love Ventnres of To:p1, Dick, and
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents.

Man's Nature and Development. By
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, F. G.
HARRIET MARTINEAu. $1.50.

S., and

Modern Thinkers: What they Think
and Why. (Principally on Social
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLow, LL.
D., with an introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swedenborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages. $1.50.

Moral Education: Its IJaws and Methods. By Prof. J. R. BuciiANAN. A new
method to conquer crime, disease, nnd
misery, which churches, colleges, and
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.

Moral

Physiolo~y;

A Brief and Plain

Treatis on the Population Question.
RoBERT DALE OWEN. 60 cents.

By

Mortality of the Soul and the Immortality of its Elements.
PELLEGRINI. 10 cents.

By A. SNIDER DE

Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales
and SuperstitionH interpreted by compm
ative Mythology. 13y JOHN FIBRE, M.A.
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2.

Origin and Development of Religious
~ Ideas an<l Belief's, as manifested
in history rtnd soen by reason.
RIB EINSTEIN.
$1.

By MoR

Orthodox Hash, with a Change of
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLo-w
10 cents.

Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon_
Cast Out.

60 cents.

Personal Immortality and Other
Papers. By J osm OPPENHEIM. Extra cloth, 12mo, 98 pag~

'l1i oats.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JuLY i6, i887'.
Agents for the Truth Seeker.
~CALIFORNIA..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILUNOIB.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302. State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

ER.
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AND SQUARE.
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meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the andienca. N.B.-Trutl.
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Bonnet11 written by Francis Bacon to the Ea1!
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By: WM. HENRY
Bunn. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,

INDIANA.

~~
~VQ

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
.

MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-oftlce, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSACHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICillGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87· Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Drentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st .• Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, c"r. Essex and Grand streets.
omo.
N. Hexter, 303 Snpenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

cor. 87th

1.

FACTORY

.st~ 0 0

& WAREROOMS,

Third b.~

PENNSYLVA.NIA.

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a,
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.
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The Bible Analyzed. ''For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Catholic Church.

Bvo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges gener~-~
ally brongh t against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp., S1.50.

Spiritualism Sustained. This wor

goes not so far· to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth,12mo, 245pp., $1.
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HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

(Pu/Jlis1ted., Julr; 1, 1886) CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece showing the modern style
of painting.
-oA cardboard supplement, ingenioUBlY drawn and
ExTnAcT.
colored, to supply all the neccessary pieces for
"I could pronounce no benediction upon Ro- constructing a model house, with plam directions
manism. It h•B done mischief enough to deserve for putting them together•.
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri•While the supplement affords both old and
tianity as the worst form of tyranny. It com- youn~t the ~;reatest amusement; it is more than a
mands the arm to work and the brain to die; it toy. 1b is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Archfeeds faith a:ad starves thought; it loves O!'pres- itecture ; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
sion and hates liberty. It has given falsehood a most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
crown and truth a scaffold."
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiliv from
PRICE, 5 CENTS.
$500 to $15,000).
4ddi\Slss THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2 New Designs for Barns.
1
New
Design for a Chapel.
28 Lafayetle Place, New York.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Oistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, POSTPAID, ON REOEil'T OF PRICE, $1.
Address
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

By L. K. Washbu'l'n.

THE NEW GOD.
SecretmiJ of tlte Ame1-ican Secular Union.

OR,

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

$1.00

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, itis now known to be the work of W.
H. Bunn, one of our ablest cQ.rrespondents. More
than· 30,000 copies hav been Slild. Price, 15 oen1.s.
For sale at this office.

Robt. G. lneersoll's
in the suit of the

THE

against the
Western Union Teleg'l'aph Company

Truth Seeker Annual

For either of these works!..!!.r any of Paine's
writinl!'B,
Address THE ·.n~UTH BEEKER.

-AND-

TRY.•S·QUl\RE;
on,
BY REPORTER.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms o
Universology. Price, 20 ots.

Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with~ moident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-.Tol'l.n
Bwintan.'s Paper.

Prometheus. A po!')m. "Itiscrammed

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Prinoe111.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. Th•
Huron; or, tho Pupil of Natnre.-Micromf!gas.The World as it Goes.-Tho Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosophor.-Andres Des Touches
at Bi!J.Ill.-Tho Study of Natnre.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato'B Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

THE DAWNING.

<E. M. 287.)

A NOVEL.

..-miTI) + ILU:l$TRA.TIOU$. +
OON':t'EN':t'S.
P.\GR.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Badge~
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A_Story. By Si Slokum,

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein iti
shown there is much in harmony betweeD
them. Price, 10 cts.

VOLT liRE'S RDMABCES

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6?
eng~avings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.
Hnlf calf or half morocco, marbled edgea,$4.00.
Address THE TnUTH BEEKER CO.

The Church of Practical Religion.

The Problem of the Universe, and

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

Price, 31l cents.

Bankers' and Mcrcl•ants' TclcM"raph ~ Company

S. P. Putnam's Works.

"The Author-Hero of tho Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for ·
$1.00.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Groat
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

191 Broadway (Box 2702), New York.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Natural and Scientific Methods of
The Greatest oC all A.ntl·Bibll·
Never Forgetting.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
cal Works.
By THOMAS PAINE,
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
BI;BLE.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in . well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while tho truth is being brought
.to his mind.

'l'HE 00-0PEll.A'l'IVE :BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

ENGLAND.

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those Who desire
them, for ten cents each.
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"Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among tha
herdsmen of Admotns, and the herdsmen know
not it is tho Sun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound iu
cloth. Price, $1.50.
Address THE TnuTII BEEKER Co .•
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE!ii OF OlJR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, ro cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

NEW YORK:

10c.

DIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Error11 Exposed.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to ma, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.

Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

-Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

1.'\c

Origin of the Christian Uible.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

A Masonic Vindication of Right.·

other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 ots.

version of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
<lents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A Protest Against Persecution.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
1llo.
Addre11~
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York
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THE OH nEu1l OF U

llHPATJOiliiV. Pr~:Jgn~W~~-BGl~d!;~en~.!oraFairTrial.
Ji
D. V Dawn of Oreatwn. An Answer to Mr. Glad.A Dtsousston Bet!lle/l11
·
stone. By Albert Revil~e, D.D.
Gladstone
Huxley l't.luller
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. BY Prof. T. H.
'
'
'
Huxley.
A BAPTIST minister named Tillerson, reLinton,
Reville.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linsiding near Somervell, Tex., recently com- On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
ton .
~ONTENTB:
. This is a nevr book and cohtainsTthe latest difsctns-\
mi. tted· a cri·mi'nal assault upon a little girl
I. DawnofCreatwnandofWorship ByRon swnonthemistakesofMoses. henameso he,
eight years of age. Tillerson is 55 years
W. E. Gladstone.
·
· participants are a guarantee of its able character.!
.
. .•
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter-l1
p ·
t .
th
t
old, and the editor of the BosquQ Gtttun says
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
nee, paper, 59 cen 8 ' 0 10 ' 75 cen s.
that "he has probably lived long enough." 1III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKPERNCOy·• k
Muller.
28 Lafayette 1., ew or
------JA.ooB SHARP, the convicted briber, was 70
years old on the 6th. He
spent the day in jail.

Jltws olf lht 11/ttlt.

A LANDSLIDE on the
shore of Lake Zugersee,
Switzerland, precipitated
forty houses and two
hotels into the 1a k e ,
drowning over one hundred persons.
THE Rev. Father Dent,
a Catholic priest, has
been sentenced to seven
months' imprisonment in
the Erie county, N.Y.,
penitentiary. He libeled
another priest.
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I SEE no use i~ being a so'n of- G~d, or even of a
virgin, if it makes one wretched and nnhappy,D. M. Bennett.

IN science and philosophy' a man's con tribn tiona
k
d h
h' h.
·t · d e d
to now.1e ge av li~ va1nWewh IC I~ qm ~I~ t~
ent of h1s persona ty,
oever mven e
e I ferential calculus or the binomial theorem, we
shall not understand them any better by learning
when or where the discoverer lived or what manner
of man outwardly he was.
Whether nominalism or re·
alism is the truer philosophic standpoint, whether
thought is a function of
matter or matter has no existence except for thought
-these and the like are
questions which are capable
of investigation on their
own merits; and it affords
no help to their solution to
know when the origmator,
defender, or impugner of
any of them was bprn and
how long he lived, whether
his person was comely or
homely, whether he was.
happy in his married life or
lived and died in single
b le 8 8 d n e ss.-Prtnctpa!

:f-

e

Catra, D.D.

THE religions aspect certainly has changed. The
theological epoch draws
near to its close. The impulse given, in the reign of
Charles II., when the R0yal
Society r9ceived its charter
-an impulse"clearly understood as committing the
the English mind to natural
studies as distinguished
fro' m snperna tnral-has
Y A.N PHoN LEE, a Chigone on with aCcelerating
motion ever since, until now
nese youth who has just
the books on natural science
been graduated f r o m
outrank in power, if they
Yale, was married last
do not in number, the works
week to a Miss Jerome,
on theology. The great
writet·s
in dogmatic and
of New Haven, Conn.
specnlativ theology are of
He is a good-looking
the past. Warburton, CndISAA.C (LIKE ABRA.HA.M) TELLETH A LIE.
young man of more than
w or t h, Barnes, Taylor,
ordinary intelligence, and
And Isaac dwelt in Gerar. And the men of the place asked him of his wife, and he said, She is my sister, for he feared
Hooker, are little read; and
such interest in them as
to say, She is my wife, lest, said. he, the men of the place should kill me for Rebekah, because she was fair to look upon.she is well-favored and
remains is due rather to
Gen. xxvi, .6, 7.
rich.
their rhetoric than to
their reasoning. .
PownERLY, general
master workman of the Knights of Labor,
the completion of the new race-hack, which, as The working mind of the age turns from theologthou prob!l.bly knowest, is the finest half-mile i.eal questions with a kind of disgust; and as no
announces that he will resign )lis office at the
great thinker engages in obsolete or unreal spectrack west of the Missouri river."
Minneapolis convention to be held in October.
n1ations, the literature of theology languishes.
"IT seems to me," observed the sub-editor, To one who remembers the place it held half a
THE death rate in New York city last week
A FouRTH of July dodge: "Don't spank me, "that the recording angel must hav a pretty easy century ago, this fact is of profound significance.
was 200 per day.
dad ; I've swallowed a torpedo."
time of it nowadays." "Why so?" asked his -0. B. P,·otltingham.
HoNESTY is more precious than gold, though it wife. " Simply because if a man does anything
SWEET EVENINGS COME A1\D GO.
THE police made 148 arrests for liquor- cannot equal gold in opening the way into a f'ash- good or bad it gets into the newspapers." "Well
Sweet evenings come and go, love,
what of that 1" "Why, all the angel has to do is
selling in this city last Sunday.
ionable city church.
They
came and went of yore;
to go over the papers with a pair of scissors."
This evening of our life, love,
THE total assessed real and personal prop .
IN Hindostan a copper cent is called a "damri."
AN Irishman, writing to his wife, who was still
Shall go and come no more.
erty of this city for 1887 is $1,507,640,663- From this probably comes the expression, "It in "onld Ireland," began his letter by making the
isn't worth a continental."
When we hav passed away, love,
an increase of $86,672,377 over la'Bt year.
following surprising statement : "It's a foine
All things will keep their name;
"IF women are really angels," writes an old
But yet no life on earth, love,
Two keepers of the Ward's Island Insane bachelor, "why don't· they fly over the fence, in- country, Bridget, and no mistake. I've this day
put phat they call an inshoorance on me loife, an'
With ours will be the same.
Asylum, a New York city institution, hav stead of making such a fearfully awkward job of If I'd fall down a ladder wid me hod an' break me
The daisi'es wilf be there, love,
been indicted on a charge of killing an insane climbing?"
neck to-marry begorra an' I'd get twenty-five dolThe stars in heaven will shine;
AN art critic, describing a recent collection of lars a wake as long as I was ded."
patient.
I shall not feel thy wish, love,
brio-a-brae, says : "The visitor's eye will be struck
"OUR school closed yesterday," says a Dakota
Nor thou my hand in thine.
THE color question is being sharply dis- on entering the room with a porcelain umbrella."
paper, "and at the end of the usual commenceA better time will come, love,
cussed in the churches just now, and the This is encouraging to visitors.
ment exercises the graduating class amused itself
And better souls be born;
general sentiment is against mixed worship.
by playfully riding the principal of our high
"On, what is so rare as a day in June?"
I would not be the best, love,
school
on
a
rail
through
our
main
streets,
and
Asks Lowell. Well, opinions vary ;
Asbury Park, a Methodist camp-meeting staTo leave thee now forlorn.-Georue Ellot.
then ducking him in a frog-pond back of Baxter's
But the day most rare, we must declare, tion in New Jersey, excludes colored persons.
I HAV been to the old church these lflst Sundays
mill. It was a merry occasion, and greatly enIs the twenty-ninth of February.
to hear what the new vicar has to say, and it is
QuEEN VICTORIA. has addressed a letter to
"0 liiUlll! the' was ali' ngly-lookin' tramp kim joyed by all who engaged in it. The principal queer to hear a gentleman like'him tell us that we
seemed
to
object
at
first,
but
he
soon
entered
into
Mr. Matthews, who presented to her an ad- into the front parlor this mornin' when oi was
shall all be burnt in flames forever if we do not
the playful spirit of his pupils and submitted to
dress by the loyal Catholics of London. In afther dustin'." "A tramp ! And what did yon their sportiv ways. Our boys and girls are full of think as he bids us think, and then to come to the
·
lecture-room and find that there is no place for
it the queen says that she has always felt full do, Bridget?" "Oi dusted, mum."
real Western dash and spirit, and know how to
hell in ~tll creation, and that the church, which
THE body of a young girl, mysteriously mur- enjoy themselvs."
confidence in the loyalty of her Catholic subpretends to know everything and to teach us all,
dered, has been found on a lonely conn try road in
jects in and out of Ireland.
A vERY slight error of fact or practice will some- is no better than a nigger pow-wow man.-Mrs. E.
Ohio. This outrageous infringement on a pnre~y times result in a serious mistake. This was reLynn Linton.
MRs. LANGTRY, the actress, has formally local industry has excited widespread indignation
cently illustrated in a school where a pupil who
TAM SAMsoN'S weel-worn clay here lies,
throughout
New
Jersey.
renounced her allegiance to all foreign potenhad been impressed with the force and value of
Ye canting zealots, spare him!
AN ancient omen says that "if two marriages double letters-such as double o in " fool,"
tates, and has filed an instrument in the
If honest worth in heaven rise,
office of the clerk of the U. S. circuit court are celebrated simultaneously, one of the hus- double e in "heel," etc.-was called upon to read
Ye'll
mend or ye win near him.-Burns.
bands will die." This omen is no doubt verified in
in northern California declaring her bona fide every instance ; bn t we are prepared to believe the touching poem exhortatory of early rising,
EvERY evil to which we do not succumb is a benbegmning : "Up, up, Lucy ! the sun is in the
intention of becoming a citizen of this coun- that the other husband will die, too, if he livelong sky!"· Surprise which soon gave place to hilarity efactor. As the Sandwich Islander believes that
the strength and valor of the enemies he kills pass
try. She already owns considerable property enough.
was occasioned when the pupil read the line : into himself, so we gain the strength of the temp"Double
up,
Lucy!
the
sun
is
in
the
sky,"
thus
PHYSICIAN (to anxious wife): "We hav held a
in New York.
tation that we resist.-Emerson.
consultation, madam, over your husband's case; giving it a significance by no means contemplated
ALL thoughts of ill, all evil deeds,
THE United Labor party of this city is he is a very sick man, and it might be well to by.the poet.
That hav their roots in thoughts of ill ;
holding primaries to elect delegates to the send for a minister, I think." Anxious wife:
THE SENSATIONAL PREACHER.
Whatever hinders or impedes
Syracuse convention in August. Amorig "Will one be enough, doctor, or would yon advise
From the ancient, quaint phrase of the Bible
The action of the nobler willthose already chosen are Dr. McGlynn, a consultation of ministers?"
He carelessly chooses a text,
All these must first be trampled down
"0 RowENA!" t-xclaimed Voltigeru TapemeasAnd then drifts away in a lecture
Henry George, James Redpath, John McBeneath our feet, if we would gain,
nre, dropping on his knees without a struggle,
That leaves the true question nnvexed;
In the bright fields of fair renown,
Mackin, and F. C. Lenbuscher. The Socialists "your beauty fires my heart-" " My daughBut be catches the ear of his hearers,
The right of eminent domain.-LongJellotO.
are showing themselvs very strong, and it is ter," said old Hengist Wheatcorner, entering the
Which often is longer than fiDe,
THERE was surely something respectable in the
certain that they will hav a large representa- room, "I will divide 'the contract with yon; I will
With a brio-a-brae sermon a layman
sentiment which made Mr. Brassey refuse, howfire the rest of him." Which he did.
Might preach ''o'er the walnuts and wine."
tion at the convention.
ever much his riches might increase, to add to his
"YouNG
man,"
he
said
solemnly,
"are
yon
preTo-day
he
slings
mud
at
officials,
establishment. There is surely something natPRESIDENT CLEVELAND was invited by the
pared to go 1" "Prevared to go 1" repeated the
To-morrow he'll handle the press,
ural in the tendency, which we generally find
mayor of St. Louis to visit that city during young man blithely. "I should say so; I shipped
In the hope of a free advertisement,
coupled with greatness, to simplicity of life. A
the national encampment of the Grand Army my family to the country last week for the sumBe it either a kick or caress;
person whom I knew had dined with a millionof the Republic, and accepted the invitation. mer, hav given up my flat and stored the furniAnd he mixes the slang of elections
aire, with his tltmkeys standing round the table.
With a patter of tea-table talk :
I suspect that a man of Mr. Greg's intellect and
But as members of the G. A. R. hav pro- ture, and taken a room down-town. I'm prepared
to go anywhere."
And instead of the milk of the scriptures,
character, in spite of his half-ascetic hatred of
tested, and as threats of personal violence
Is profuse with his water and chalk.
plush, wonlo rather hav been one of the six than
DURING the course of his prayer last Sunday
had been made in case Mr. Cleveland underone of the two.-Gulawtn Smitlt.
morning a Western minister said: '· 0 Lord! we
took the trip, he has written a second letter desire to return more than the usual amount of
I BELIEVE
CA.BINET
PHOTOGRAPHS
OF
recalling his acceptance. Some divisions of thanks this morning for the blessings of the week
That woman, in her deepest degradation,
Holds something sacred, something undefiled,
•the Grand Army refused to parade in Mr. just closed. Especially would we thank thee for
Some pledge and keepsake of her higher nature,
Cleveland's presence. His veto of the de- the successful organization of a board of trade
and for the gratifying outcome of that little South
And, like the diamond in the dark, retains
36 Cents Each.
pendent pension bill is supposed to hav ex- Side deal in which thy servant was interested.
Some quenchless gleam of the celestial light!
cited their ire.
But above all we desire to return our thanks for
Address TEE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
-LongJell.uw's Spantslt Stuaent.
THE Georgia railroads
refuse to carry negroes
in first-class cars. The
Rev. W. A. Sinclair, a
colored preacher, and his
wife were ejected last
week on account of their
complexion.
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WAY PROHIBITION

term of not less than six months or more than
three years, in the discretion of the court."

THE Italian Catholics celebrated the Feast
TnE Circuit Court of St. Louis, Mo., has of the Virgin last Saturday with a parade. A
just denied a petition for the incorporation of horsecar attempting· to pass through the proa faith-cure establishment in that city.
cession, the driver was mobbed, and a policeTHE New York World has gathered infor- man who came to his assistance was attacked
mation from the Labor leaders that the Labor with swords and badly wounded. Eight of
parties will hav a candidate for president in the Virgin's bloodthirsty votaries were arrested and lodged in jail.
the. field next year.
THE Philadelphia Press makes this interest'!'HE British commission appointed a year
ago to inquire into the merits of M. Pasteur's ing statement: "In Minnesota the number of
method of inoculation for hydrophobia hav saloons is diminishing under high license,
while in Rhode Island it is increasing under
reported favorably.
SAYS the Memphis Avalanche: "When one Prohibition. There is a moral in all this, but
finds a paper called the Clwistian at W01·k there is no necessity for stating it. Practical
saying that 'a Yankee has just taught ducks temperance reformers know it, and Prohito swim in hot water with such success that bitionists wouldn't believe it."
they lay boiled egg",' it is about time for the
THE clergy of Pueblo, Mexico, hav coleditors of wild Western secular papers to lected over $200,000 for the coronation of the
lead in prayer from the amen corner."
Virgin of Guadaloupe. next December. It is
A FEW hundred years ago Dr. McGlynn estimated that the total contributions of all
would hav been undergoing torture at the the Catholics of the country will amount to
hands of the Inquisition, and if he refused to $1,500,000. It is no wonder that the people
recant the fagots for an auto.da-fe would soon of Mexico are the most impoverished lot of
Catholicism,
be collected. As Rome is infallible, and wretches in the universe.
never changes, the only reason it does not do sooner or later, will reduce any country to a
this now is because it cannot.-Oitristian Ad- nation of beggars.
vocate.
THE Whig, of Quincy, Ill., says that a
A OOMMITTEE has reported this section be- prayer-meeting was held some nights ago on
fore the constitutional convention at Salt Lake a farm in that section to ask for relief from a
City, Utah : " Bigamy and polygamy being drouth. The meeting lasted till midnight.
considered incompatible with a republican At that hour a bank of clouds crept slowly
form of government, each of them is hereby out of the south west, and soon spread over the
forbidden and declared a miBdemeanor. Any entire western horizon. The prospect of deperson who shall violate this section shall, on liverance from the ruin that faced them drove
conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not many of the meri delirious with joy, and the
more than $1,000 ~nd by imprisonment for a meeting, which a few minutes before was of
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the most lugubrious character, broke up with
a dance and a prayer of thanksgiving. But
the rain did not come.
P&r FKSsoR TYNDALL, in a communication
published recently in London, says that he
has received numerous letters from all parts
of America on the Irish Home Rule question,
and they all recommend the utmost re~istance
to Mr. Gladstone's policy. "Inasmuch," says
Professor Tyndall, "as a desperate gamester,
miscalled a statesman, has chosen to invoke
ignorant foreign opinion against the instructed
opinion of his own countrymen, it is worth
showing that American opinion is not entirely
·
on one side."
WE rejoice over the Chicago report of the
new trial for the condemned Anarchists.
Every fair-minded man will welcome the
news. The judicial utterances and legal
rulings of Judge Gary at the trial of last year
were a disgrace to the American bench, and
entitle him to a place alongside of Scroggs
and Jeffries. The conviction of the accused
was an outrage agamst evidence, law, decency, fair play, reason, justice, freedom,
human nature, and the Constitution.-John
Swinton's Paper.
"THE other day," says a Boston corre
spondent of the Minneapolis Tribune, " a
countryman from Cape Cod sought out the
office of Zion's Herald, which is near the top
of a large building in Bromfield street, one of
the upper small rooms, whose location is not
readily learned from the street signs. He
was looking for ' Mr. Zion.' He had been a
reader of the paper for years without parting
from the fallacy that Zion was the name of
the editor. On this occasion he wanted to
argue a denominational point that the latest
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issue of the paper had declared. Some jokers
encouragPd him in his delusion, and warned
him that Zion might deny his identity, as he
didn't like to be disturbed at his work. Mr.
Pierce, the reverend editor, did deny that he
was Mr. Zion when the countryman at last
found him, and when the latter persisted and
refused to be denied, the gentle editor opened
the sanctum door and assisted the caller out
with almo!t the traditional force that was
common in old-time journalism."
WoN'T somebody organize a Society for the
Protection of Society from Societies ? This
would seem to be about the last hope of the
republic. So true is it that " in union there
is strength," that there .seems to be no strength
outside of unions. The only free men on
record are Robinson Crnsoe and his man
Friday, and they were free only because there
were but two of them. Had there been
three, the majority would hav formed themselva into a society and bullied the other fellow. There are in this country, perhaps, a
few million people left who are not yet
"organized," and who believe that individual
liberty is still worth something. How would
it do for them to form an anti-society society?
Just now a man cannot exhibit an antique
statue without dressing it in sheet-iron clothing, a poor man cannot send his child to deliver newspapers, nor can a pedestrian kick a
vicious dog without being made miserable by
some society with a long name. One party
wants to confiscate your property, and
another would compel you to drink water.
The poor man is unable to sell his labor or
the capitalist to buy it without the interference of some organization. Isn't this abou
played out ?-Life,
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Mrs. Colman's Reminiscences.
I was on one of the government gunboats on my
way to Richmond, and saw them putting this man,
through whom so many-oh, so many !~men had
lost their lives by starvation, into Fortress Monroe
~ prisoner.
I little thought at that time that
the government would feel it incumbent to treat this
traitor with such extreme tenderness that the guard
would be .ordered to change their army shoes for
slippers because the noise of the walking of these
keepers disturbed the repose of the distinguished
prisoner.
After the excitement caused by the death and
funeral of President Lincoln, the trial of the assassins
and the hanging of the condemned, the people
breathed quietly, and then came the word that the
teachers of the schools of the freed people would. if
they desired, be given passes to Rtehmond, and a
return ticket, by paying the fare one way. This
favor was to hold good for a limited number of days.
I thought I would like to see Rtehmond, but IDJ
salary did not admit of much superfluous traveling.
I think the fare was at that time seven dollars. I'm
not sure but there was another reason in the way.
We were to go to Secretary Dana for passes, and
though I had never met htm, I felt sure that he was
prejudiced against me for the part I had taken in
getting the teacher of the orphan asylum removed.
Unlike Secretary Stanton, Dctna was from the East,
and Massachusetts people were in favor of the
teacher because of her name. I never like to ask
favors of prPjudice, and so, as one after another of
the lady teachers came to me urging me to go. I said.
"No, I wilLnot ask the secretary for a pass." "Then,"
said they, "you canm,t go, and we shall not hav half
as good a time as if you were with us." But they
could not induce me. I said, "Go, and depend upon
yourselvs."
The d11y after the departure of these ladies (teachers) Mrs. Parker, the nurse with the ragged shoes,
called for some favor. I said : " Don't you wish to
go to Richmond~ Can't you get a pass for two 1 If
you can, I will pay your expenses in the city." Shf'
said: "Yes, I do; but I hav some soldiers whom I
am at work for now so I cannot possibly leave, but I
ho.v a pass for two, just given me by the surgeon. general ; I will giv you this, but Miss - - - must
go with you, as I ·bav promised her " " No," said I,
"I would not go with her." Mrs. Parker went out.
and in an hour or two returned with a pass and
transportation to and from Richmond for lHrs. Col. man. I accordingly went, surprising the ladies very
tnuch, as I would not tell them where I obtained the
pass, but assured them that Mr. Dana did not giv it.
I arrived in Richmond about seven o'clock in the
evening of the day following my departure from
Washington. The boat-ride was very pleasant; we
Were out of sight of land some hours. I hav a
.stomach that never rebels against the motion of the
boat-or did not when I was young. I do not wish
to try the water now-alas ! that we must grow old
or die-and at my age it is, according to scripture,
that " the grasshopper becomes a burden," much
more the sea. I found a colored boy who showed
me the way to the ''Teacher's Home," I expecting to
~nd my friends there, but the matron said they came
but ~;~he refused to take them ; she had a\l she could
liccommodate. I said: "This home is given by the
government, with rations for the time being; by
'What authority do you take possession of this im
tnense house, take in whom you please, and reject
others at this time in the evening, a stranger and
alone T You say you hav no bed; you hav a floor
unoccupied, and an easy chair which I hav possession
of and shall remaia in till morning; in daylight
1 will report myself to the commandant and tind
what it means." I had o; struck the nail on the
· head;" the madam immediately changed her style,
prepared me a very comfortable supper, gave me a
bed by myself in a room by myself, w1th comfortable
things for the toilet. This woman, with the teachers,
one a reverend, was from one Chri.:~tian society, aud·
I was from a dtfferent one, and so, as they came first
into possession, they determined to hold it. It wa~;
nice to hav accomwodatwns for any friends who
&hould visit the place; there was but one hotel open
at that time, the Bt~.Uard House, and its charges were
'Very high. In the morning I found· the hotel. lHo:;t
of my friend8 were preparing to return to 'vVaRhiug
ton, as the length of their purses was not suffieiellt
to pay five or even three dollars a day. ''How did
~ou get here, and where did you stay ?''
"I came by
the boat and stayed at the Home, where I expected
to find you all," said I. "Well, but they would not
B.llow us to stay." I answered: "They allowed me
to stay; why not know your rights and then maintain
them! We will look about, alld we shall probably
find a home with some nice colored fanuly; if not, we
will stay at the Home."
We soon found a colored woman who before the
war had kept a large boarding-house ; she took ul:l,
though she was in comparativly small quarters. She

was, however, exquisitly clean, and she gave us excel-·
len~ food.
I wish I could.repeat for my readers the
very graphic account of the taking of Richmond
which this black woman gave us. She said: "We
almost despaired, as . we . heard of one city after
another being taken by the Union soldiers, arid we
feared that in some way-we could not tell how--'-we
had off.mded God, and so he was going to pass
Rtehmond by and leave us in our slavery. We humbled ourl:lelvs in the very dirt; and, with our faces on
the ground, we begged God to forgiv the unknown
sin, and send us the Yankee soldiers to free us;
And on the Monday morning after Jefferson· Davis
thought it best to leave Richmond," she said, " while
going to my kitchen to prepare my breakfast, I
!:law coming over the hills a number of soldiers, bearing aloft the ilag with the stars and stripes. Oh,
now my heart leaped for joy! I ran into the street,
and, with all our people in this part of the town, fell
upon my knees and shouted Glory! And then when
President Lincoln came, some days after,. I was
standing in my door to look at him; he passed so
nf'ar me that I could bav. put my hand upon him.
He turned and looked, and certainly bowed to me.
l'hank the Lord, I saw our deliverer!"
This woman was a free woman,· and owned her
house; bad earned it by keeping boarders. ·She had
buried her husband and only child the last year
of the war, and she grieved greatly that not a _piece·
of black goods could be found in all that city that
she could roba herself in as a molirner. Like many
another bereaved of husband and child, she felt that
sable garments would giv her comfort. Grief is its·
own comforter, I know right well; nothing else
soothes us; finally it wears itself out .. I was clad in
crape myself at that time, and when I found how
much this poor woman wanted such, I gave her my
bonnet and cape, and took from her a gingham log
cabin sun-bonnet, which seemed rather out of place
on my head, as you will see, on my way back to
Washington.
.A woinan once a slave, whose history is so marvelous that it deserves a place among the reputed
special providences, was one of the company of
teachers, as was also. her daughter, who was so free
from taint of color that "she was educated in a New
England academy in the old slave days without her
parentage being discovered by professor or pupil.
This woman had given her pass to a lady friend
from Philadelphia who desired greatly to visit
Richmond, and so must return, as she. came, by
Baltimore. That city not being UI;~der military rule
at that time, she required no pass.. I. tried to persuade a teacher who. was going to remain in Richmond some two or three weeks to giv this woman
her pass, assuring her that I could and would procure one and send to her, but it was of no avail.
When I reached the wharf, ready to take passage on
the boat for Washington, this person was there to
say good-byfl, wishing very much she could accompany us, rather than go alone to Baltimore. As I
handed my pass for inspection, the officer said,
" \Vhich is Mrs. Colman 1" " I am Mrs. Colman,"
said I. '·And which. is your nurse f' I knew in a
moment bow he had~ead the pa,.s, and, putting my
hand on this woman's shoulder, I said, "This is the
one." He looked at the handsome mulatto, nicely
appareled, with rather an elegant bonnet and nicely
fitting gloves, and then at me, with bare hands and a
gingham sunbonnet on my head, smiled, but indorsed
the pass by saying, "All right; go on board." My
nurse did not take, and only that her daughter saw
that it was a scheme that I fully understood I might
not hav been able to get her to go onto the boat: I
handed her my basket, and with a good deal of authority said," Take it and go on board; what are you
thinking about~·· Bewildered, she turned to her
daughter, who echoed my words, and went onto the
boat. .An officer of the boat, as she attempted to
enter the cabin, stopped her, E<aying, "No nigger~>
allowed in the cabin." I said, " When was the order
given that a lady may not take her servants into the
cabin 1" "I bPg pardon," said the man; " I did not
notice that you had a servant." So my good friend,
a lady in ever;y sense, even in her dress, had a free
pa!:isage to Washington in tbe cabin of a steamboat,
and to this day she doesn't know how it came about.
She knows that when the mspector looked at ill}' pa"!s
he a~ ked which was nurse; I put my hand upon her;
and when ordered out of the cabin I claimed her
r1ght there as my servant. 1 told no one how it was
done at the time, as in more cases than one I hav
found it not best to "let the right hand know what
the left dcieth," but as more than twenty years hav
gone by since this occurred, I will copy for my readers the pass:
Pass Mrs. Colman val. nurse to Richmond and return with
tram•portation.
SuRGEON-GENERAL.
Washington, 18-.
The writing was in the professional style and
troublesome to read, and the inspector read the ab
brev1ation "vol" anrl, and having inquired, and seen
both Mrs. Colman and the nurse, he was sure he had
deciphered the writing correctly-but smaller mistakes
than that hav sometimes caused great trouble.
There were two or three other military stations, but

the inspectors read the document the same way; one
looked sharp, and asked rrie what the blind word ·was, .
but I did not enlighten }lim, only said that the other
officers had called it "ap.d."
LucY N. CoLII:'[AN.

A Colloquy.
Orthodox.-My friend, ..I fear. you are. on the
wrong road, and that your eternal interests are in
jeopardy.
S!ceptic.-Perhaps so, and I would be greatly
obliged if you would tell me how I can mend my
ways and avoid the dangers to which you refer. I try
to lead an upright life. I do as I would be done by.
I do not steal, nor bear false witness, nor judge in
uncharity. I giv to the poor as liberally as my means
will allow, and I hold the truth above price, and to
it, if need be, would sacrifice every personal benefit.
0.-I·concede all this, and, further, that in moral
worth you surpass many real Christians, saying nothing of merely professing ones, But you still lack
the one thing needful, religion. Without that you
can never enter the kingdom of God, nor behold the
glory of his presence.
.
.8.-If so, please tell me which of the mulbitudinous religions I should embrace.
0.-The Christian, of course. It is beyond question the most pure, the most holy, the one and only
true faith.
.8.-If what you say be true, it seems strange that
the good being for so many ages left his poor children, whom he loves more tenderly than an earthly
parent loves his own off,;pring, in ignorance regardmg their spiritual necessities, and almost as surprising that the large mRjority of mankind. after the
gospel b,as beenpreached to them, should reject its
claims and adhere to their ancestors' belief8. But,
granting all you say, to which branch of the Christian church shoUld I connect myself 1
·
0.- With almost any except the Universalist or
Unitarian-with any which holds to the essentials
ofbelief, such as justification by faith, the divinit.y of
Christ, the trinity, baptism, and the new birth. New
forma and minor articles of faith are of comparativly
small moment. The cardinal principles of belief, in
regard to which the churches are in substantial
accord, honestly professed and practically exemplified
in the discharge of the daily duties of life, are all that
is required to constitute the Christian.
.8.-Will you permit me to .ask who has the divine
authority for defining the "essentials " of belief 1
And, further, what differences of opinion in regard
to the interpretation and expo~ition of articles of
faith may be safely indulged 7 You, sir, are a Protestant. As such you believe in justification by faith
alone. The Catholic church holds to the doctrin of
justification by faith and works. That church
exceeds yours both in antiquity and number of adherents. How am I to decide between your respectiv
claims! But suppose by ".private interpretation" I
am guided to an opinion adverse to yours, what
then? Or supposing that I am a scholar and logician,
and that after vast research and by weighing the
strongest arguments, pro and con, I attain the abso·.
lute truth of the question, how will those fare who
are equally as honest- in -their seai;ch for tmth as I,
who ·hav neither the time, means, nor education to
indulge in exhaustiv investigation~ Must they not
accept, as almost invariably they do, the doctrins of
the church under whose influence they hav been
raised or chance to come? .And will he whom they
strive so hard to serve acceptably eternally damn
them because they are not able to discover the truth
for want of light which his providPnce has denied
them? Again, as to baptism, the Roman Catholic
and the Episcopalian hold to the doctrin of baptismal
regeneration, so also certain members of the Baptist
church, while Pre~byterians and Methodists regard
baptism as simply an initiatory rite. Volumes hav
been written on both sides of the question, and yet
the divergence of the sects is as gn•at as ever. Who
shall decide when preachers disagree? So likewise
as to the mode of baptism. Catholics, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Methodists baptize by sprinkling or pouring; Baptists, by immersion, which they
deem the only true Christian and apostolic baptism ..
Libraries groan under the weight of books of controversy on this question, and Greek aud Hebrew
lexicons, the writmgs of the fathers and classical
authors, hav been laid under tribute. but in vain.
The question is still undetermined, and is, it would
seem undeterminable. So also of plenary inspiration, predestination, etc. Even regardmg the object
for which the precious blood of your Lord was shed
there is a world-wide diJJerence of opmion between
Christian sects. Some ss.y it was shed for the salvation
of all men. others for the "elect" only. But why
enlarge"? Every article of faith on which the Christian world agree is classed among thfl essentials, and
those in regard to which they differ among nonessentials. The reason is obvious. No one sect
alone could contend successfully against " the powers
of darkness," i. e., honest, searching criticism and
unbiased historical investigation. Therefore the
sects bav come to a kind of sub rosa understanding
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by means of which they are enabled to suspend hos- I confess that if all skeptics were like you I should
tilities among themselvs, and unite their forces entertain a higher opinion of that class. Good-bye.
against the common enemy.
S.-And if all Christians were as much disposed
0.-Do you then hold that Christians do not know as you to listen in kindness and patience to adverse
what doctrins they believe are essential to salvation, ·criticism, I should place a higher estimate on their
and do you charge those who are foremost in every system. Good bye.
·
B. W. L.
good work with dissimulation and falsehood 1
. · S.-I judge of what they believe by their own
''Rome's lllow Descends!"
creeds as expounded by their best writers. But
The above head-line, in the biggest kind of big
though we skeptics accept the statements of Chris- "caps," appeared in the Catholic Sun-one of Dana's
tian professors in regard to what doct,rins they hold, "two papers, both daily "-Sunday the 9th inst.
the logical results which are said to flow from them
"Great gosh!" I exclaimed, as though the editor
we often question. For instance, we believe that were before me, "you don't say so? Who's crushed?
Presbyterians hold. to infant bapti~<m, for they say Anybody 1"
so; that Baptists deny tbat ordinance to infants,
Believing that the force and effect of the blow
etc; that the former hold that sprinkling is an all- were discounted long, long years ago, I don't believe
sufficient mode of baptism; that the latter claim that anybody was crushed very severely.
baptism is not a mode but an act, and that that act
"Rome's blows" do not cr1.<sh. as they did when
can only be performed by immersion; but when people were more deeply steeped in superstition than
either of them tells us that this variance is "non- to-day, though too deeply to-day; and the Prince of
essential," we dissent. From the Christian stand- Darkness, old Pecci of Rome, delivers blows that are
point baptism opens the door to the kingdom of more or less vain ; in this instance, pretty much conheaven-the church-outside of which, according to siderably more than less, I think.
some-the majority-no one can be admitted to the
All the " blows " that Rome has on hand at this
celestial paradise, while all hold that without its date, and all she can deliver, I would rather hav
sacred precincts no one is as safe as within them. descend on me than a single blow from J. Lawrence
The same line of reasoning applies to infant baptism. Sullivan's "right duke" -you bet !
The Catholic church holds that the infant that dies
A fig-no, a straw-for old Pecci's "blows," and
without the benefit of this rite can never enter the " blows" of all other highcockolorums of stlperheaven. We charge no one with dishonesty for hold- erstition. Frauds all, from pope to priest, including
ing a belief different from our own. Most Chris- the Protestant quota, and they know it themselvs, if
tians, doubtless, think themselvs honest.
their poor duped and deluded followers do not.
0.-After all you hav said, whatever doubts you . As the Sun bends the knee so servilly to Rome,
may entertain, will you not admit that the Christian to that reminiscence of days when superstition's grip
has this advantage over the skeptic: If the skeptic was tighter than to day, old Pecci and his entire
is right in his belief, the Christian is just as well off gang of leeches-cardinals, archbishops (arch-devils),
as he, whereas, if the Christian doctrin prove true, etc , etc.-I wonder it is not called the Catholic Sun
the skeptic's condition is sad indeed-hence that my and done with it.
SI SLOKUM.
faith is, at least, safer than yours~ But you say
Christians think they are honest. Can a man think
}'or Elmina'~ Defense.
he is honest without being so!"
The
treasurer
of the National Defense Association
S.-If belief depended on volition and error was
not pernicious in its consequences, there might be acknowledges the receipt of the following ~>ums for
some force in the argument predicated of the safety the Elmina Fund: Mrs. Frank Raymo~d, $1; Mrs.
of the Christian faith. But belief is not a matter. of Avilla Flint, $1; Mrs. Eliza Crittenden, $1; E
choice, but of conviction, and false doctrins are pro- Moyer, M D., $2 ; Herbert Merrick, $2; Ron. J e1hn
lific of injurious results. We may entertain errors C. Greene, $5; Miss Grace Carrington, 50 cents;
which, at first, seem harmless, or even fruitful of Mrs. Edza Husted, 50 cents; Thomas Knight, $5;
good, but, sooner or later, their baleful effects will F. G. Welch, M.D., $1; D. Cummins, $5; C. B.
be manifest. False views which hav led to ecclesias- Reynolds, $5; Fred. Smith, $1 ; Rev. G. W. Powell,
tical domination are no exception to this rule. Chris- $1; Mrs. Electa Curtis, $5 ; Mrs. Hattie Allen, $1;
tianity is an outgrowth from Judaism. As a system Urs. A M. Purdy, $1; J. J. Johnson, $1; A. P.
it must stand or fall with it. By the teachings of Johnson, $1 ; Rees John, $1 ; John McCJ·ory, $1.
synagogs and churches the upas-tree of intolerance Other contributions are in the hands of Dr. E. B.
has been nurtured and has shed its pestilential influ- Foote, Jr., J. P. Mendum, and Etmina herself. It
ence over Christendom. To prove their loyalty to God may not be improper to add that the management of
·nations hav waged wars against nations, neighbor has the National Defense Association is gratefully apprebeen arrayed against neighbor, and brother against ciativ of the fact that no call has ·ever been made by
brother in deadly feuds. Cold, cruel ecclesiastical it without being heartily and generously re8ponded
murders .by teus of thousands hav been perpetrated to. It should be suggested, however, that the
to prepare the world for the reign of the Prince of earnest work of a devoted Liberal may sometimes be
Peace. The bread of the poor is even now snatched quite a helpful as a money contribution, if not more
from their mouths to appease the hunger of an in- so. If everyone would do as Mr. E. W. Miner, of
satiate priesthood, and their hard-earned farthings Axtel, Kansas, did, who says in his letter to THE
extorted from them by appeals to their superstitious TRUTH SEEKER (issue of July 9th): "I received three
fears for the building and endowment of huge circulars from the Defense Association, and posted
cathedrals. In free America the people are taxed to one, with clipping from Dr. Foote's IIealth JJfonthly,
pay for the erection and adornment of luxurious in our post-office, with the notice that I would re. churches and parsonages by reason of millions and ceive and forward contributions, signing my name,
millions of dollars' worth of church property being, by and posted the others in stores," the d1fficulties
law, exempt from taxation. Thus dissenters are which the Defense Association has to struggle against
forced to contribute for the propagation of a faith would be very speedily overcome.
ED. W. CHAMBERLAIN, Treas. N. D. A.
which they esteem pernicious. So also Christiansthe Protestants paying for the support of the
News and Notes.
Catholic hierarchy, and Catholics for building houses
of worship for Protestants. Faith has antagonized
Sunday evening, June 26th, I lecture at New Era,
science, and thereby impeded the general enlighten- in the camp of our Spiritualist friends, who keep
ment of the people. It bas cremated witches, butch- things pretty lively in this part of the country. I
ered heretics, and even now inflames the ignoble spoke in behalf of "Universal Mental Liberty,"
passions of men to. such a· degree that the most which in this life or the life to come is the glory of
worthy are often, to a great extent, debarred from existence. 'l'he Secular philosophy includes all
social and business advantages because they cannot, worlds, for, no matter how many there are, we can
in conscience, subscribe ·to popular formulas of only take one at a time. The continuance of life
faith.
does not destroy the value of supreme emphasis on
But you ask: Can a man think he is ·honest with- what you hav now got. Enjoy the moments as they
out being so 7 Yes, and this is a very dangerous fly, is just as good philosophy for an angel as {or a
kind of self deception. No one who adheres to a man.
faith through motivs of fear is, in the highest sense
I had a pleasant time among our ethereal allies
of the word, honest. Your argument founded on the who see worlds on worlds and yet behold the beauty
alleged safety of your belief is an appeal, not to my of earth. I had a message from D. M. Bennett, who
reason, but to my apprehension of possible danger. declared that my lect,ure tour would be a grand sueThe thoroughly honetlt man forms his own opinions cess, and that some time I would be an exponent of
without regard to personal consequences, and· will Spiritual philosophy. I hav a heart for any fate, and,
embrace the truth, as he apprehends it, whenever whatever change I may undergo, liberty, science, and
and wherever found. Belief is not the child of vo- humanity will be the no!:Jlest joy.
Sunday evening I lectured at Salem to a small
lition, but of conviction. I cannot believe a thing
simply because I would like to believe it, but because audience. The capital city of Oregon is indeed
the evidences of its reality commend themselvs to a sluggish town, overburdened with churches and
my judgment. Even if your opinion be safer than quite under the puritanic rule. But we hav stanch
mine, I cannot adopt it, much as I might desire to do friends here, and I hope for progress. Messrs.
so, unless by facts and arguments addressed to my Forstner, T1ffany, Hawkins, Willis, and others will
understanding I am led to believe it sound. People I giv some light amid the funereal pall, and promis of
who hav the courage of their convictions never take brighter days. The Rev. Mr. Skiggs, once the Campcouncil of their fears.
.
I bel1ite minister of this place, now a Unitarian, is on
0.-Though severe in your strictures, you are not the broad road to Liberalism. He presided at the
abusiv, and, though not convinced by your arguments, ecture. Some friends were present from quite a

I

distance-John Phillips, of Spring Valley; Asa
Strange, of Eola, etc.
Monday I returned to Silverton in order to hear
the Rev. Mr. Drh·er, whom the Methodists pitted
against me for debate, but he refused to enter the
field. He preferred to take it all alone in his pulpit;
and I do not wonder at this, for a more loose theolo-gian I hav seldom heard, altho~gh he knows how to
talk in a glib and sounding fashion. One of his wild
statements was this, that there had been no particle
of knowledge of the unseen world given since the
resurrection of Jesus. This, of course, rules out the
whole of the New Testament, not a word of which
was written until fifty years after the death of Jesus,
and since it conveys no information, of course it is
useless as a revelation. He also said we had no
knowledge of moral truth outside of the Bible. At
the same time he declared that we could not prove
the divinity of the Bible b_y itself, but by the seal put
upon it, like a will in court. How can we prove the
d1vinity of the seal unless we know good and evil T
And yet we don't know good and evil outside of the
teachings of the Bible. "We must prove the truth ·
of the Bible," says Driver, " before we read it;" and
yet the capacity to ·prove the truth comes only from
the reading of the Bible. What a driver that is! I
shall certainly drive him when I come back to Silverton July 15th, and giv a lecture on "The Bible."
I spent Monday evening with Robert Scott, a
stanch Infidel with the blood and poetry of Burns in
his enthusiastic nature. He has two thousand acres
of land, a saw-mill, grist-mill, cheese factory, etc.
Round about his ranch there is quite a little village.
He is not afraid to speak his mind, and the Christians
are obliged to respect his rights.
We arrived at 1 o'clock at night. In the early
morning we arose and took our way in the splll"kling
dawn through the big woods to the Soda Springs,
where we had a drink of the refreshing beverage.
This is a delightful resort, but the roads by which it
is attained are so difficult that but few penetrate to
the sylvan abode.
From Soda Springs we go on to Malalla, to
Wright's Bridge, which we reach in the afternoon.
We find flags flying, the band playing, and the beauti·
ful grove full of people. Fully four hundred were pres·
ent. Here we hav a splendid time for three days. In
the afternoon I lecture, and in the evening the young
folks dance. They come from every direction, twenty
and thirty miles·off. Wilbur and Saunders are present from Eagle Creek, and they capture me for a
lecture there August lOth and 11th. Mr. Wilbur
owns a hall, and we expect to hav a grand time.
Robert Devine came from his beautiful prairie paradise snugly packed away in the bosom of the hillsa quiet spot where he has what he calls his " den,"
in which, after a life of adventure and turmoil, he
rejoices amid a pile of Freethought books and papers.
Among others is G. J. Trollinger, the "boss whittier''
of Oregon. He ca_n whittle anything out of a stickarticles of most beautiful and delicate fashion. I
thought he was a Yankee sure, from the Nutmeg
State, but he was born in Indiana, and has never
been east of that state. He is one of the pioneers of
this country, and has staked· off twenty-seven hun·
dred acres of la!!d. He has a saw-mill, grist-mill,
etc. He gets up at 4 o'clock every morning, and
keeps things on the go. With him in the Infidel
ranks are Reuben Wright, Silas Wright, D. R. Wells,
James Dickey, L. Mayer, Philip Graves, A. B. Klise,
Dr. Goucher, T. C. Mack, A. J. Baty, George Knight,
Ira Moody, John Carbouric, J. Zeek, Mrs. May, of
Canby, G. W. Smith, Rolla Herring, A. J. Casson,
B. F. Linn, and a hundred others. Some Christians,
however, were present. The Rev. John Darnell, a
"hard-shell" Baptist minister, seventy-three years of
age, was on the platform at all the lectures, and he
stood the bombarding like a man and never flinched.
I admire his pluck. He was born to be an Infidel,
but circumstances made him a Baptist minister. I
think he would preach a pretty sensible sermon.
On the second day we organized, and over one
hundred names were enrolled under the banners of
Freethought, and so Molalla vies with Silverton as
to which shall be the brightest star that blazes on
the forehead of the dawn. They will also build a
hall, and so when I come again two Freethought
temples will greet the sunlight and the starlight.
This is splendid encouragement for our pioneer work.
Friday we come to New Era, and take dinner with
our noble Liberal friends, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Jesse,
who read THE TRUTH SEEKER with all their heart and
mind, and whose cordial welcome made a delightful
hour upon our pilgrim way. Friday evening we.
lecture again at Salem to a sma:ll house, but the
courage of such warm-hearted fnends as Forstner
arid Tiff,my and a few others makes even this
church-ridden city a hopeful battle-field.
They are bound· to keep me at work in Oregon,
and almost every night is occupied. I shall be at
Portland to-morrow; McMinnville and McCay next
week; Corvallis, July lOth; Stayton, July 12~h, 13th,
14th ; Silverton, July 15th; Forest Grove, July 17th;
Scappoose, July 19th, 20th, 21st; Seattle, Or., July.
24th· Port Angeles, I expect, July 31st; and bet wee~ these dates Newcastle, Black Diamond, and
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Franklin; Port Townsend, Aug. 7th, 8th, 9th; Eagle
Creek, Or., Aug. lOth, 11th; Colfax, W. T., Aug.
14th; and then Spokane Falls, Pendleton, Union
City, Baker City, etc.
. The .probabilities now are that the grand national
Congress will be held at Chicago next November.
If so, we hope that every Liberal in the country will
make an effort to be there. The present campaign is
so encouraging and the interest so great that, without doubt, our coming Congress will be the most
important and successful of any, and will giv a vast
impulse to our work.
Salem, Or., July 2, 1887.

respect of the community by his straightforward
manliness. lie has been a noble soldier of liberty.
B. F. Fuller; J. E. Brooks; J. H. Olds, of Lafayette;
E. N. Ford; J. R. Booth; Littleton Younger; Robert Laughlin and Lee Laughlin, of North Yam Hill;
W. J. Garrison; E. T. Wallace, of Amity; L. A.
Wilson; Jonathan Bogue; W. T. Kutch; J. W.
Cook; S. Richardson ; F. lVI. Boyer, and others at·e
also ardent friends of progress, and my campaign
here was one of the best along the route. The
Opera Hom;e was well filled the first evening, and
the numbers increased with every lecture. On the
last evening a Secular Union was organized, with a
membership of nearly fifty. l\'Icl\'Iinnville is in the
midst of a beautiful farming country. It has a bright
future, and I believe that a Freethought hall will
some time be one of its chief attractions.
From l\'Icl\'Iinnvi11e I go, Friday, June 8th, to
McCoy, through a country that shines with harvest
glory, and where men aTe busily at work I am
greeted by Joseph K. Sears, one of the most independent of Libe1·als, and who has no particle of fear
in his composition, no matter what the odds against
him. He is thoroughly in favor of reform and honesty, and is one of the most respected citizens in the
community. I found a pleasant sojourn with him
and his family-a good rest-and in the evening at
Perrydale, two miles off, in the school- building, gave
a lecture to a crow-ded house. They are constructing
three or four new church edifices about McCoy, but
evidently Freethought has many supporters. A. H.
Denny, Kenneth Campbell,
W. Stockton, N. H.
Greg, John Nutter, Matt Caldwell, Joseph Black,
J. J. Hill, etc., are all outspoken Liberals, and so I
think we shall be able to hold the fort in spite of the
orthodox thunders.
I hav thus been kept busy every night, and wherever I go there is enthusiasm and interest. Tomorrow, July lOth, I am at Corvallis; July 12th,
13th, 14th, at Stayton; July 15th, at Silverton; July
16Lh, 17th, at Forest Grove; July 18th, 19th, at
Eagle Creek; July 20th, at East Portland; July
21st, at Portland; July 22d, at Astoria; July 23d,
24th, at Seattle, W. T.; July 25th, 26th, at Newcastle;
J!llY 27th, 28th, at Black Diamond and Franklin;
July 29th, 30th, 31st, and August 1st at Snohomish;
August 2d to 9th at Port Angeles and Port Townsend; August 11th at Portland; August 13th, 14th,
15th, at Colfax, ,V, T.; and afterward at Spokane
Fails, Walla Walla, Pendleton, Union City, Baker
City, Prairie City, etc., but the dates are not yet
fixed.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
jJicGoy, Or., July 9, 1887.

Portland promises to be the chief city of Oregon.
She bas grown rapidly in the last few years, and now
numbers about thirty-five thousand inhabitants. The
resources of Oregon are not yet developed. Her
wheat and fruit are unsurpassed, and the name
"Oregon" is beginning to be a passport to favor in
the markets of the world. The building of railroads
will open an immense country to settlement, containing some of the richest farming lands on the continent. Our friends, A. F. Neunert, C. H. Saunders,
and A. B. Niles, met us at the station, and it did not
take long to feel quite at home in this lively camp,
where the bustle of preparation was going on for the
Fourth of July. I had met Niles at New Era, and
so I was not long a stranger in the crowd. It takes
only a few minutes to make old acquaintance in this
Western land. C. H. Saunders is one of the veterans
of our cause-three quarters of a century old, and
enthusiastic still. He has a cow that givs six gallons
of milk a day, and makes fifty dollars' worth of butter
a month. It is enough to make one feel young to
own such an animal as that. I must enroll that cow
in the Liberal ranks. I don't believe there is a particle of orthodoxy in her veins. She livs for the sake
of humanity.
A. F. Neunert is one of our strenuous Germa:ta
allies-always at the front. He has made and lost
half a dozen fortunes in this country, but no amount
of adversity can keep him at the bottom. He is
bound to rise. He is earnest for Freethought, and
work is made easy, with so splendid a comrade to
smooth the difficulties and provide the sinews of
war, in spite of indifference and cowardice, which are
too much in the way of progress.
In the golden evening our friend Neunert takeP
me in his carriage over the big hill near the
city, from whence an immense panorama is seen-the
winding river, Mt. Hood, Mt. St. Helens, etc.-a
magnificent picture, and about two miles beyond we
come to "a green and mild declivity," where, in a
country mansion, resides our genial enthusiast and The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of
bright dreamer, Cornelius Beal, who, amid trees and
:flowers and fruit, is recuperating age with nature's
Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE..
beautiful life. It was a pleasure to meet with this
broad-minded philosopher, this poetic worker, who
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
·never gets discouraged, but looks at the bright side, Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc.
and keeps on with a generous faith in man's boundless good. A gentle reformer is Friend Beal, yet
I.-PHYSICAL MAXIMS.
strong in purpose and undeviatmg in devotion to
ideas. He sees good iu everything, and hope amid
CHAPTER I.-HEALTH.
all the shadows of man's devious way.
A.-Lessons of Instinct.
Our meetings at Portland were well attended SunNature has guarded the health of her creatures by
day afternoon and evening, and the outlook is en- a marvelous system of protective intuitions. The
couraging for advancement in the future. Friends sensitive membrane of the eye resents the intrusion of
came from a distance-Martin Miller, S. C. Scharn- every foreign substance. An intuitive sense of' dishorst, and others, who for years hav been in the picket comfort announces every injurious extreme of ternline of freedom, and, almost alone, hav upheld the prin- perature. To the unperverted taste of animals in a
ciples of radical progress. Col. G. E. Caukin, Mrs. state of nature wholesome food is pleasant., injurious
Haight, of East Port,land ; Ed. Ali!.'key, Henry Rose- substances repulsive or insipid. Captain Kane found
felt, H. C. Schaeht, Dr. Nwhols, J. Krats, Mark Levi, that only the rage of famine will tempt the foxes of
J. Harold, G. H. Ward, I. H. Ftsk, C. W. Herralt, the Arctic coastlands to touch spoiled meat. In
H. Simm, I. S. Ordway, Dr. Hart, Fred. Witti, times of scarcity the baboons of the Abyssinian
Adolph Rebe, Henry Stan!ortb, Dr. Lewis, l\'Ir. mountains greedily hunt for edible l'Oots, which an
Wheeler, l\'Ir. Hall, Mr. Cole, Lincoln and Krouse; unerring faculty enables them to distinguish from the
Messrs. Durant, Benheimer, Chur'lh, E. Closset, poisonous varieties. The naturalist Tschudi mentions
Mason, Battin, Smith, D. W. Horlbing, R. Lax, Me- a troop of half-tamed chamois forcing their way
Clay, and many others are interested in the Free- through a shingle roof, rather than pass a night in
thought work, and this commercial center of the the stifling atmosphere of a goat stable.
Northwest w:hll, no doubt, hav a :flourishing Secular
Man in his primitive state had his full share of
Union.
·
those protective instincts, which still manifest themMonday was a warm, dusty day of music, parade, selves in·children and Nature-guided savages. It is
boom of cannon, etc. Thousands of people were in a mistake to suppose that the lowest of those savages
'Portland from the surrounding country. There was are naturaiJy fond of ardent spirits. The travelers
quite a display of fireworks on the river in the even- Park, Gerstaecker, Vambery, Kohl, De Tocqueville,
ing, and at half-past eleven the top of Mt. Hood, and Brehm agree that the first step on the road to
seventy miles off, shone with an enormous ball of ruin is always taken in deference to the example of
red fire, the grandest and loftiest illumination on the admired superior race, if not in compliance with
the continent in honor of the national holiday.
direct. persuasion. The negroes of the Senegal high
Tuesday, July 5 Lh, I come to McMinnville, a p1eas- lands shuddered at the first taste of alcohol, but from
a.nt and thriving town of fifteen hundred inhabrtants a wish to conciliate the good will of their visitors
about fifty miles from Portland. This is a somewhat hesitated to decline their invitations, which subseorthodox place. The Baptists are in the lead, and quently, indeed, became rather super:fl.uous. The
hav a coiJege established for the making of ministers. children of the wilderness unhesitatingly prefer the
J3.ut they only graduated one minister last year, and hardships of a winter camp to the atmospheric poiso the supply is not very great. I enjoyed the sons of our tenement houses. Shamyl Ben HaddiD,
hospitality of Mr. and l\'Irs. ·w. T. Booth, who were the Cil'cassian war chief, whose iron constitution had
once good church-members, but are now earnest in endured the vicissitudes of thirty-four campaigns,
the L1beral cause.
pathetically protested against the pest air of his
I met also D. A. K. Olds. seventy-five years of age, Russian prison cell, and warned his jailers that., unless
who came to this cou_ntry decades ago, and who has j his dormitory was changed, Heaven would hold them
.had a hard fight wrt.h fortune, and from infancy, responsible for the guilt of his suicide. I have known
almost, has been a Freethinker. He has won the country boys to step out into a showEll' of rain and
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sleet to escape from the contaminated atmosphere of
a city workshop, and after a week's work in a spinning mill return to the penury of their mountain
homes, rather than purchase dainties at the expense
of their lungs.
The word frttgality, in its original sense, referred
literally to a diet of tree- fruits, in distinction to carnivorous fare, and nine out of ten children still decidedly prefer ripe fru~t and farinaceous dishes to the
richest meats. They as certainly prefer easy, homemade clothes to the constraint or fashionable fripperies. The main tenets of our dress-reformers are
anticipated in the sensible garments of many halfcivilized nations. Boys, within reach of a free bathing river, can dispense with the advice of the hydropathic school. They delight in exercise.; they laugh
.at the imaginary danger of fresh-air draughts, and the
perils of barefoot rambles in wet and dry. They
would cast their vote in favor of the outdoor pursuit
of hundreds of occupations which custom, rather
than necessity, now associates with the disadvantages
of indoor confinement. The hygienic in:fl.uence of
arboreal vegetation has been recognized by the ablest
pathologists of modern times; avenues of shade trees
have been found to redeem the sanitary condition of
many a grimy city, and the eminent bygi('nist,
Schrodt, holds that, as a remedial institution, a shady
park is worth a dozen drug stores. But all these
lessons only confirm an often manifested, and too
often suppressed, instinct of our young children :
their passionate love of woodland sports, their love
of tree shade, of greenwood camps, of forest life in
all its forms. Those who hold that "nature" is but
a synonym of "habit" should witness the rapture of
city children at first sight of forest glades and shady
meadow brooks, and compare it with the city-dread
of the Swiss peasant lad or the American backwoods
boy, sickened by the fumes and the uproar of a large
manufacturing town. A thousands years of vice and
abnormal habits have not yet silenced the voice of the
physical conscience that recalls our steps to the path
of Nature, and will not permit us to transgress her
laws unwarned.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.
The reward of nature-abiding habits is not confined
to the negative advantage of escaping the diecomforts
of disease. In the pursuit of countless competitive
avocations the Art of Survival is a chief secret of
success, but in this age of sanitary abuses our lives
are mostly half-told tales. Our season ends before
the trees of hope have time to ripen their fruit ; before their day's work is done our toilers are overtaken by the shadows of approaching night. Sanitary reforms would undoubtedly lengthen our average
term of life, and an increase of longevity alone would
solve the most vexing riddles of existence: the apparent injustice of fate, the disproportion of merit
and compenRation, the aimlessness. the illusive promises and ba:ffied hopes of life. For millions of our
fellow-men an increase of health and longevity would
suffice to make life decidedly worth living. Health
lessens the temptations to many vices. Perfect
health blesses its possessor with a spontaneous cheerfulness almost proof against the frowns of fortune
and the cares of poverty. With a meal of barley
cakes and milk, a straw couch, and scant clothing of
homespun linen, a shepherd-boy in the highlands of
the Austrian Alps may enjoy existence to a degree
that exuberates in frolic and jubilant shouts, while all
the resources of wealth cannot recall the sunshine
which sickness has banished from the life of the
dyspeptic glutton. If happiness could be computed
by measure and weight, it would be found that her
richest treasures are not stored in gilded walls, but
in the homes of frugal thrift, of rustic vigor and
nature-loving independmce. The sweetness of health
rdlects itself in grace of form and deportment, and
wins friends where the el~:"gance of studied manners
gains only admirers. Health is also a primary condition of that clearness of mind the absence of
which can be only partially compensated by the light
of learning. Health is the basis of mental ·as of
bodily vigor; country-bred boys have again and again
carried off the prizes of academical honors from the
pupils of refined cities. and the foremost reformers of
all ages and countries have been men of the people ;
low-born, but not the less well born, sons of hardy
rustics and mechanics, from l\'Ioses, Socrates, Epictetus, Jesus Ben Josef, and l\'Iobammed, to Luther,
Rousseau, Thomas Paine, and Abraham Lincoln.
C.-PERVERSION.
Habitual "sin against the health-laws of Nature was
originally chie:fl.y a consequence of untoward circumstunces. Slaves, paupers, immigrants to the inhospitable climes of the higher latitudes, were forced to
adopt abnormal modes of life which, in the course of
time, hardened into habits. Man, like all the varieties of his four-banded relatives, is a native of the
tropics, and the diet of our earliest man-like ancestors
was, in all probability, frugal: tree-fruits, berries,
nuts, roots, and edible herbs and gums. But the
first colonists of the winter landg were obliged to eke
out an existence by eating the flesh of their fellowcreatures, and a carnivorous diet thus became the
habitual a.nd, in man·y countries, almost the exclusive
diet of the nomadic inhabitants.
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A.Jcohol is a product of fermentation, and the
avarice of a cruel master may have forced his slaves
to quench their thirst with fermented must or hydromel till habit begot a baneful second nature, and the
at first reluctant, victims of intoxication learned t~
prefer spoiled to fresh grape- juice. Sedentary occupations, however distasteful at first, are apt to engender a ·sluggish aversion to physical exercise, and
even habitual confinement in a vitiated atmosphere
may at last become a second nature, characterized
by a morbid dread of fresh air. The slaves of the
Roman landowners had to pass their nights in prisonlike dungeons, and may have contracted the first
germ of that mental disease known as the night-air
superstition, the idea, nawely, that after dark the
vitiated atmosphere of a stifling dormitory is preferable to the balm of the cooling night wind.
In modern times an unprecedented concurrence of
circumstances has stimulated a feverish haste in the
pursuit of wealth, and thus indirectly· led to the
neglect of personal hygiene. The abolition of the
public festivals by which the potentates of the
pagan empires compensated their subjects for the
loss of political freedom, the heartless egotism of our
wealthy Pharisees, venal justice, and the dire
bondage of city life all help to stimulate a headlong
race toward the goal of the promised land of ease
and independence-a goal reached only by a favored
few compared with the multitudes who daily drop
down wayworn and exhausted.
But the deadliest blow to the cause of health was
struck by the anti-natural fanaticism of the Middle
A.ges, the world-hating infatuation of the maniacs
who depreciated every secular blessing as a curse in
disguise, and despised their own bodies as they de.apised nature, life, and . earth. The disciples of the
worlil-renouncing messiah actually welcomed disease
as a sign of divine favor, they gloried in decrepitude
and deformity, and promoted the work of degeneration with a persevering zeal never exceeded b:v the
enlightened benefactors of the human race. For a
period of fifteen hundred years the ecclesiastic history of Europe is the history of a systematic war
against the interests of the human body; the "mortification of the flesh" was enjoined as a cardinal duty
of a true believer; health-giving recreations were
suppressed, while health-destroying vices were encouraged by the example of the clergy; domestic
hygiene was ·utterly neglected, and the founders of
some twenty-four different monastic orders vied in
the invention of new penances and systematic outrages upon the health of the poor convent slaves.
Their diet was confined to the coarsest and often
most loathsome food; they were subjected to weekly
bleedings, to profitless hardships and deprivations;
their sleep was broken night after night; fasting was
carried to a length which often avenged itself in permanent ·insanity; and their only compensation for a
daily repetition of health-destroying afflictions was the
permission to indulge in spiritual vagaries and spirituous poisons: the same bigots who grudged their
followers a night of unbroken rest or a mouthful of
digestible food indulged them in quantities of alcoholic beverages that would have staggered the conscience of a modern beer-swiller.
The bodily health of a community was held so
utterly below the attention of a Christian magistrate
that every large city became a hotbed of contagious
diseases; small-pox and scrofula became pandemic
disorders; the pestilence of the Black Death ravaged
Europe from end to end-nay, instead of trying to
remove the cause of the evil, the wretched victims
were advised to seek relief in prayer and self-torture,
and a philosopher uttering a word of protest against
such illusions would have risked to have his tongue
torn out by the roots and his body consigned to the
flames of the stake.
Mankind has never wholly recovered from that
reign of insanity. Indifference to many of the plainest health-laws of nature is still the reproach of our
so-called civilization. Our moralists rant about the
golden streets of the New Jerusalem, but find no
time to expurgate the slums of their own cities; our
missionary societies spend millions to acquaint the
natives of distant islands with the ceremony of baptism, but refuse to contribute a penny to the establishment of free public baths for the benefit of their
poor neighbors, whose children are scourged or caged
hke wild beasts for trying to mitigate the martyrdom
of the midfmmmer season by a bath in the waters of
the next river. 'remperance, indeed, is preached in
the name of the miracle-monger who turned water
into alcohol; but millions of toilers who seek to
drown their misery in the Lethe of intoxication are
deprived of every healthier pastime; the magistrates
of our wea1thy cities rage with penal ordinances
against the abettors of public amusements on the day
when nine-tenths of our laborers find their only leisure for recreation. Poor factory children who would
- spend the holidays in the paradise of the green hills
are lured into the baited trap of a Sabbath-school and
bribed to memorize the stale twaddle of Hebrew
ghost-stories or the records of fictitious genealogies;
but the offer to enlarge the educational sphere of our
public schools by the introduction of a health primer
would be scornfully ejected as an attempt to di'l"ert
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the attention of the 'pupils from more important tithe-payer who seeks an opportunity of displaying
topics.
her prudish virtue at the expense of the helpless; he
may vote to suppress outdoor sports in the cool of
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
But the laws of Nature cannot be outraged with the late evening, when the inhabitants of the teneimpunity, and the aid of supernatural agencies bas ·ment streets are trying to enjoy an hour of extra
never yet protected our ghost-mongers from the Sabbatarian recreation-a privilege to be reserved
consequences of their sins against the monitions of for the saints who can rest six days out of seven, and
their physical conscience. The neglect of cleanliness on the seventh harvest the fruits of other men's
But epidemics refuse to recognize such disave~ges itself in diseases which no prayer can avert; labor.
durmg the most filthful and prayerful period of the tinctions, and the vomit of yellow fever will force the
Middle A.ges, seven out of ten city-dwellers were most reverend monopolist to disgorge the proceeds
subject to scrofula of that especially malignant form of the tithes coined from the misery of consumptive
that attacks the glands and the arteries as well as the factory children. Nor can wealth purchase immunity
skin. Medical nostrums and clerical hocus-pocus of from the natural consequences of habitual vice. The
the ordinary sort were, indeed, so notoriously un- dyspeptic glutton is a Tantalus who starves in the
availing against that virulent affection that thousands midst of abundance. The worn-out tradesman,
of sufferers took long journeys to try the efficacy of whose restless toil in the mines of mammon has led
a king' s touch, as recorded by the unanimous testi- to asthma or consumption, would _vainly offer to
mony of contemporary writers, as well as in the still barter half his gold for half a year of health. Thoucurrent term of a sovereign remedy. A. long foot- sands of families who deny "themselves every recreajourney, with its opportunities for physical exercise, tion, who linger out the summer in the sweltering
outdoor camps, and changes of diet, often really city, and toil and save " for the sake of our dear
effected the desired result; but, on their return children," have received Nature's verdict on the wisto their reeking hovels, the convalescents experienced dom of their course in the premature death of those
a speedy relapse, and had either to repeat the weari- children.
E.-REDEMPTION.
some journey or resign themselves to the" mysterious
It has often been said that the physical regeneradispensation" of a Providence which ob~tinately
refused to let mir!lcles interfere with the normal tion of the human race could be achieved without the
operation of the physiological laws recorded in the aid of a miracle, if its systematic pursuit .were folprotests of instinct. Stench, nausea, and sick-head- lowed with half the zeal which our stock-breeders
aches might, indeed, have enforced those protests bestow upon the rearing of their cows and horses.
upon the attention of the sufferers; but the disciples A. general observance of the most clearly recognized
of A.ntinaturalism had been taught to mistrust the laws of health would, indeed, abundantly suffice for
promptings of their natural desireP, and to accept that purpose. There is, for instance, no doubt that
discomforts as signs of divine favor, or, in extreme the morbid tendency of our indoor modes of occupacases, to trust their abatement to the intercession of tion could be counteracted by gymnastics, and the
the saints, rather than to the profane interference of trustees of our educat.ion fund should build a gymnasium near every town school. A.s a condition of
secular science.
The dungeon-life of the monastic maniacs, and the health, pure air is as essential as pure water and
abject submission to the nuisance of atmospheric food, and no house-owner should be permitted to sow
impurities, avenged themselves in the ravages of the seeds of deadly diseases by crowding his tenants
pulmonary consumption; the votaries of dungeon- into the back rooms of unaired and unairable slumsmells were taug-ht the value of fresh air by the prisons. New cities should be projected on the plan
tortures of an affliction from which only the removal of concentric rings of cottage suburbs (interspersed
of the cause could deliver a victim, and millions with parks and gardens), instead of successive strata
of orthodox citizens died scores of years before the of tenement flats.
In every large town all friends of humanity should
attainment of a life term which a seemingly inscrutable dispensation of Heaven grants to the unbeliev- unite for the enforcement of Sunday freedom, and
ing savages of the wilderness. The cheapest of all spare no pains to brand the Sabbath bigots as eneremedies, fresh air, surrounded them in immeasurable mies of the human race. We should found Sunday
abundance, craving admission and offering them the gardens, where our toil-worn fellow-citizens could
aid which Nature grants even to the lowliest of her enjoy their holidays with outdoor sports and outdoor
creatures, but a son of a miracle-working church had dances, free museums, temperance drinks, healthy
no concern with such things, and was enjoined to refreshments, collections of botrmical and zoological
rely on the efficacy of mystic ceremonies : "If any curiosities. Country excursions on the only leisure
man is sick among you, let him call for the elders of day of the laboring classes should be as free as air
the church, and let them pray over him, anointing and sunshine, and every civilized community should
him with oil in the name of the Lord." "A.nd the have a Recreation League for the promotion of that
prayer of faith shall cure the sick, and the Lord shall purpose.
In the second century of our chronological era tpe
raise him up."
Thousands of the fatuous bigots who prayed for cities of the Roman empire vied in the establishment
"meekness of spirit" continued to gorge themselves of free public baths. A.ntioch alone had fourteen of
with the food of carnivorous animals, and thus in- them; Alexandria not less than twelve, and Rome
flamed their passions with the sanguinary, remorse- itself at least twenty, some of them of such magnifiless propensities of those brutes. Luigi Cornaro, cence and extent that their foundations have withthe Italian reformer, assures us that it was no stood the ravages of sixteen ·centuries. Many of
uncommon thing for a nobleman or prelate of his those establishments were entirely free, and even the
century to swallow fourteen pounds of strong meats J'll.ermce, or luxu-rious 'N arm Baths, of Caracalla
at a sin.Q"le meal, and that, after invoking the bless- admitted visitors for a gate-fee which all but the
ing of Heaven upon such a repast, the devourer poorest could afford. Our boasted civilization will
of meat-pies would rise with his paunch distended have to follow such examples before it can begin to
"like the hide of a drowned dog.'' The "Love of deserve its name; and even the free circus games
Enemies," "forgiveness and meekne!'s," were on their (by no means confined to the combats of armed prizelips; but those fourteen pounds of meat-pie worked tight.ers) were preferable to the fanatical suppression
out their normal result; and among the carnivorous of all popular sports which made the age of Puritansaints of that age we accordingly find men whose ism the drearie~t period of that dismal era known as
fiendish inhumanity would have appalled the rough- the Reign of the CroFB.
The preservation of health is at' least not less
est legionary of pagan Rome. Crebar Borgia, the
son of a highest ecclesiastic dignitary, a diseiple of important than the preservation of Hebrew mytbola priestly training-school, and himself a prince of the ugy; ttnd communities who force their children to
church, seems to have combined the stealthy cunning sacrifice a large portion of their time to t~e study of
of a viper with the bloodthirst of a hyena. Four A.siatic miracle legends might well permit them to
times he made and broke the most solemn treaties, devote· an occasional bour or two to the study of
in ord~r to get an opportunity to invade the territo'ry modern physiology. We should have health primers
of an unprepared neighbor. His campaigns were and teachers of hygiene, and the most primitive
conducted with a truculence denounced even by his district school should find time for a few weekly
own allies; with his own hand he poisoned fourteen lessons in the rudiments of sanitary science, such
of his boon companions, in order to possess himself as tbe importance of ventilation, the _best modes _of
of their property; twenty-three of his political and exerciFe, the proper qualit.y an? quantity o~ our datly
clerical rivals were removed by the dagger of hired food, the significance of the stimulant habit, the use
·
assassins or executed upon the testimony of suborned and abuse of dre,s, etc.
Such text- books would prepare the way for health
pHjurers. He tried to poison his brother-in law,
Prince Alphonso of A.ragon, in order to facilitate his lectures, for health legislation and the reform of
design of seducing his own sister; he made repeated, municipal hygiene. Tbe untruth that "a man can
and at last partly successful, attempts to poison the not be defiled by things entering him from without"
brother of his mother and his own father, the pope. has been thoroughly exploded ·by the lessons of
The heartless neglect of sanitary provisions for the science, and should no longer excuse the neglect of
comfort of the poor avenges itself in epidemics that that j"rugality which in the times of the ~agan repubvisit the abodes of wealth as well as the hovels of lics formed the best safeguard of natiOnal vigor.
misery. A stall-fed preacher of our southern seaport Milk bread, and fruit, instead of greaBy viands,
towns may circulate a petition for the suppression of alcohol, and narcotic drinks, would soon modify the
Sunday excursions, in order to prevent the recreation- mortality statistics of our large cities, and we should
needing toilers of his community from leaving town not hesitate to recognize the truth that the remarkon St. Collection Day; he may advocate the arrest of able longevity of the Jews and Mohammedans has a
bathing schoolboys, in order to suppress an undue great deal to do with their dread of impure food.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
love of physical enjoyments, or to gratify a female
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~mnmunications.
Belief in Gods Means Submission to Priests.
One desire dearest to the human heart is the exercise of, arbitrary power over the actions of otherf'.
Possessing this advantage, unscrupulous men delight
. to levy contributions upon the industry and resources
of all under their sway, and make them subservient
to their ease, their interests, and their selfish enjoyments. The priest, ambitious to rule, and yet realizing the difficulty of enforcing obedience on the
strength of his own merits; artfully devised a system
of superstition whereby he could work on the hopes
and fears of the weak, and thus secure not only submission, but respect, love, and a bountiful supp0rt.
He pointed his dupes to an imaginary awful being
enthroned in the skies, at whose name he taught
them to bow and tremble, and whose minister and
mouth-piece he caused them to believe himself to be.
A. blind, unhesitating belief in the reality of this
dread phantom, and also in that of certain alleged
revelations of his, was exacted under dire penalties,
for, without such belief, the priest well knew he
could exercise no influence, and enjoy none of th~
honors pertaining to the priestly vocation.
The very fact that faith is demanded as an indispensable condition is positiv proof of fraud. Every
religion is a garr..e of confidence, and every priest a
confidence man who proclaims what he pretends is
the word of a God, and then arrogantly commands
everybody, under the penalty of certain damnation,
to accept and believe it as such. In order to exercise and increase the credulity of their dupes, these
crafty priests invent and announce, under the name,
"divine mysteries," propositions of an incongruous
character, the dogma of the trinity being a noted instance. One person in three, aLd three in one; one
because it is three, and three because it is one. Can
absurdity be carried to a greater leng.th 1 Yet, we
are solemnly assured, it is a godly mystery, incomprehensible to the mere carnal mind. How thesesly faith-men must chuckle in private over the
bewilderment and submission, the perplexity and admiration, of their poor, awe-stricken believers !
Nowhere, outside of the flimsy assumptions of theology, is doubt discouraged or treated as a crime. A.
well-established truth loses nothing, and has nothing
to fear, from doubt or the closest scrutiny. It is
always imposture, and that alone, in the stolen drapery of truth, that dreads and deprecates investigation. All the deduction.'! of science and philosophy
cheerfully invite examination, with a view to the
discovery of latent errors and the uEimate perfection
of knowledge. Men who disbelieve the circulation of
the blood or the heliocentric system of the heavens
are merely ignorant, certainly not crimin.al, meriting
not our hatred but only our pity. In the domain of
theology alone does a different procedure obtain.
Here, it is made a solemn duty to abhor all disbelief,
and to accept, cherish, and resolutely defend whatever dogmas priestly authority may see fit to inculcate.
In early childhood, when incapable of exercising
reason,_our helplessness naturally compels us to rely
upon authority for all our instruction. Whatever our
parents and elders tell us at that tender, confiding
age we accept without hesitation as absolute truth.
With a little care and training, any falsehood, not too
glaring, may then be imposed upon our ignorance
and credulity·; any absurdity be commended to our
favor and made a sacred object of our blind, tenacious faith.
But as we grow .older we gather experience, and,
little by little, free ourselvs from this dependence
upon others for our attainments in knowledge; free
ourselvs from the necessity of implicit deference for
high authority, and, in time, learn to observe, compare, criticise, and make a proper, independent use of
our own reason. In a few years we come to realize
that all we hav heard and read is not truth, but very
much of it rank falsehood; and this diBcovery tends
to weaken our confidence in the authority which we
before had held as infallible. The progress which
an individual will make in emancipating himself from
the errors incidental to his birth and surroundings
will depend on the power of his mental faculties. If
these are activ and strong, he will make short work of
it, and pass with a rush from mists and fogs into the
assuring light of truth, leaving his weaker brother
to liv and die in the midst of a cloud of darkness,
with never a suspicion of his l!enighted condition.
Faith being an involuntary state of the mind, being
forced upon us whether we will it or not, according
to the testimony of our senses and the conviction!j of
our judgment, we are no more accountable for what
we believe than we are for bight, weight, or complexion. To reward us for our belief and punish us
for our disbelief is not only irrational, but monstrously unjust.
Faith is little else than a stupid credulity that has
stultified and enslaved all Christendom. Nevertheless, the great, the indispensable business of your
true Christian is to believe, to believe with his whole
soul; to believe blindly, tenaciously, and in defiance

of all doubts. He has a precious soul to save,
which, in default of faith-true, unfaltering faithmust be debarred from heaven, and cast forever into
outer darkness, where the only sounds striking his
horrified ears will be '' weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth." Therf:fore, be must believe.
Besides, his dear mother, his blessed old grandmother, and his aunts and his cousins and his neighbors all, all, believed. Why should he alone prove
recreant, di!'grace his name, and be jeered as an
Infidel! No, no! If there is anything in which he
may feel a justifiable pride, it is his inherited faith;
his firm, unshaken faith. No absurdity of doctrin,
no contradiction of scripture passages, no weight or
cogency of reasoning, can shake or unsettle that
faith, founded !U:l it is on the everlasting rock of
ages. The main duty of his life, as he understands
it, is to believe, and that in the face of all opposing
proofs and arguments, all such being, in his opinion,
mere sophistries devised by that subtle enemy of
mankind, the devil. When one of the ungodly
presses him to investigate the foundation of his
faith, he generally refuses flatly to do it; but when
he does happen to make a pretense at such an investigation, he goes about it only to confirm his convictions-to strengthen, to harden, and crystallize that
glorious, blessed faith. In triumph he sings :
I am a Christian true,
One whose llead is level;
I lmow a thing or twoDoubts are from the devil.

In ancient times the race of af'!ses roamed over a
wide, grassy plain, where they and their ancestors
had enjoyed their freedom from time immemorial,
until man made his appearance among them with the
bridle. This article, he solemnly assured them, was
their only means of safety, declaring it to be a protection against their old enemy the lion ; an ornament which no respectable ass could afford to be
without; and ultimately a sure guide to a much
larger and richer pasture far away over the river.
The silly creatures listened; St1ffered themselvs to
be bridled; and from that day to this they hav been
man's submissiv slaves. So
Faith is the bridle the priesthood provide
To slip on the asses they're anxious to ride.

Brookhaven, "Jliss.

S. F. SMUBR.

God and Gods.
God!
Who or what is God ?
This is what no fellow ever could, or ever can,
find out, except in case of a wooden god.
Yet the Christian has the assurance to tell us that
he knows all about God !
And he really knows what, that the anti-Christian
does not know?
Nothing!
Yet he sticks to it that he knows, because he
thinks there is a God ; because he believes there is a
God; because he hopes there is a God !
How any human being, even though a monster
himself, can hope there is such a monster as the
Christian's God is made out to be in his own book,
surpasseth comprehension.
Hope that such a being exists as the God of the
Bible ? Holy horror!
Yes, the individual and collectiv Christian thus
hopes.
Ask him why, and he will tell you it is because he
hopes for a futu.re life; tantamount to saying that
he hopes to liv in company with his God !
The Christian prates and prates and ever prates of
the goodness of hie God ! _
Yet "God's own book" is damning evidence to
the contrary.
" God is love," the Christian will piously tell you,
with rolling eyes and long drawn face, and that unblushingly, right in the face of horrors that daily
accumulate on horrors' head!
Right in the face of the daily horrors of the mines,
of the earthquake, of the railroad, of the steamship,
of. the cyclone, of the land-slides, of the flames, of th,e
ills that flesh is not heir to, etc., etc., will the· pious
Christian tell you that " God is love !"
From such Jove, and we see it manifested every
day, the good devil deliver us!
God!
As the great Leviathan of Freethought in this
country, Colonel Ingersoll, says of blasphemy, God is
a question of geography, I think.
In one place he is one thing or being, in another
place another thing or being, and so on until all the
places hav been heard from, including the back counties and Boonton, N. J.
Over India, China, •rurkey, Christendom, and outlying heathen dependencies and independencies of
these several extensiv areas, not forgetting the Mormon kingdom and the red men's reservations, preside
sundry and divers gods, each according to the
notions of his, her-! believe there are some shegods ; why shouldn't there be ~-or its people, and
each getting in his, her, or its work satisfactorily-!
presume so, in most cases, or bouncing would be in
order, and other gods elected.

With few exceptions, these gods are held up as
paragons of goodness, notably the Christians' God,
and yet, like the latter, are malicious monsters !
Strange that a monstrous Gcd is styled a" God of
love and mercy," and a monstrous man is called a
monster, without any bones about it!
In some parts of Africa, and in some of the South
Sea Islands, gods are worshiped fo"r what. they are
and for what they are worth-monsters!
These are the only honest people running gods for
worshiping or other purposes.
Knowing their gods are monsters, they do not
hypocritically set them up as personifications of
goodness, but worship them as mo;nsters.
They yell, howl, pray, beseech, Implore, and supplicate these gods to let up on them and giv them a
chance.
They know their gods are tough cusses, and th~y
are continually on the pray to keep out of their
clutches; and there is sense in their proceedings.
But what seme is there in the methods of a people
who, setting up a "God of love and mercy," continually howl,, yell, and pray for mercy! Why should
they be continually crawling and groveling at the
feet of a "God of Jove· and mercy "I" Why forever
be supplicating, beseeching, imploring, and begging
for mercy from one "All-Merciful?"
Why, if these methods are necessary to propitiate
a "God of love and mercy," not strip off said God's
masquerade, let him appear in his true colors, and
then grovel with some appearance of reason, like the
heathen (!), who do not dress their gods up in sheep's
clothing, hut let them remain in their natural raiment-that of wolves 1
But here we hav the Christian continually praying
to his " God of love" that the latter may not lead
him into temptation, as though said " G. of 1." were
always. around in some dark corner, with a piece of
mince pie thrown out to tempt l'eak mortals to lay
their hooks upon it, or to do some other ht:linous
things!
·
Oh, that such a God as this should be set up for
mankind to grovel at his feet! But, whoa! the God
is all right enough, if gods must be maintained at all,
for he is bke all other gods, heavily down on humanity at large.
The trouble is, that, being a wolf, he is brightly
rigged out in lamb's wool, yard wide, and warranted
to wash; a bare-faced guarantee, the waters of truth
washing away at once the fine snowy fleece, leaving
the coarse shaggy hair of the wolf exposed-how
quickly the waters of the Zugerzee stripped the
lamb's fleece from the wolf's back, only a few nights
ago!
Glorious God of the Christians! Forever sitting
on the fence, by the water-melon patch, tempting
poor, weak mortals to climb over to the otber side
and feast on the sweets of stolen fruits. Glorious
God!
If I state the case wrongly, why does the standard
and standing Al, copper fastened, high-hallelujah
prayer of Christendom contain the vital clause,
"Lead us not into temptation?"
A. God that will sneak about, or sit on a fence,
trying to tempt weak mortals to sin, being a God, is
a meaner thing than a Comstock, if possible. And I
don't care who bears me say it.
If St. Colgate should hear me, though, he might
rejoice that there was a meaner thing extant than a
Comstock, which has tempted hundreds to commit
crime, and pounced on them if they succumbed; and
I should hate to be the means of causing said saint
a moment's rejoicing.
I once read a most affecting story of two little
girls who met a horrible ogre in the woods. What
they were in the woods for I don't remember, and it
doesn't matter, as they undoubtedly had a 1·ight to
be in the woods, unless trespassing on the property
of the ogre-! never saw an ogre, but I presume it
is a monster such .as two little girls, or two girls as
they run, would not care to meet in the woods, or a
back street, even. By the way, I hav seen a Comstock-is that anything like an ogre? ·
Well, the horrible ogre stopped the two little girls,
who sized him up for a great, big, ugly thing that
walked on his hind legs. They saw he was perfectly
horrid, but very shrewdly began to praise and laud
him to the skies.
They called him a dear, good creature; the very
picture of love and tenderness; a thing of beauty
and a joy forever; perfectly lovely, etc.
In short, they just loaded him with taffy of the
softest and sweetest variety; and when their stock
of confectionery was exhausted, the ogre grinned a
gladsome grin, sniffed a satisfying sniff, and, grabbing the two little girls by the back hair, raised them
to his cavernous mouth, and downed them as one
would a couple of cherries ripe.
I wonder if this story is not applicable to the case
of the Christians and their God? I wonder if they
are not in the woods, face to face with the ogre, who
is constantly devouring them, as at Zug, and in
a thousand ways as horrible, notwithstanding the
taffy they are as constantly loading him with? I
wonder.
Yes, it just occurs to me that it is. Their God-a
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borrowed God at that-is an ogre, and they know it.
But to get on the soft side of him, if possible, they
play the vain game of the little girls, and style him
"God of love and mercy !" "The All-Merciful !"
"The just and bountiful God!" ringing the changes
on these in a thousan.d ways, while he scoops them
in ad libitum, ad finem I
When reading of such horrors as at Lake Zug, and
countless other horrors daily being recorded, it is
enough to make a dog vomit to ·hear one of our
·pi:ous God-bawlers solemnly intone his rot-" God is
good !" ''God is love!" "God tempers the wind
to. the shorn lamb,!" "God watcheth over all, and
not a sparrow [English or otherwise, I S~Jppose]
falleth to the ground without the fall being recorded!" or wo~ds to that effect. Yes, enough to
make a dog vomtt, I say !
Talk about .God's being plea~ed or d~spleased ~th
mortals, graciOus or angry wtth, lovmg or hatmg
them! What bosh ! what rot!
.
.. When .the e.agle loves,. or hates, or .m any way
mterests _Itself m the tomtit; when ~he hon purrs or
humps h~mself. on account of_ the domgs of the ~ouse
rat, and It s~all be made pl~m to me th~t such IS the
?ase, then will I tak.e stock m ~he assertwn that gods
mterest themselvs m the a~arrs of mor~al men and
women, dude~ and Boontomtes not co!lsidered.
In conclusiOn; I would say that, If' I must bav
a g?d, I pre~er to hav one of t~e South Sea_ Islands
vanety, faRhwned of wood. If he gets too obstreperous, I can dump him in the cellar; if that doesn't
h~v the desired effect, th~n into the furnace with
h1m ! T~at would be turnmg the tables on a god,
wouldn't It?
SI SLOKUM.

1

giv it a dull and torpid assent, as if accepting it on
trust dispensed with the necessity of realizing it in
consciousness, or testing it by personal experience,
untll it almost ceases to connect it~elf at all with the
inner life of the human being. Then are seen the
cases, so frequent in this age of the world as almost
to form the majority, in which the creed remains as it
were outside. the mind, encrusting and petrifying it
against all other influences addressed to the higher
parts of our nature, manifesting its power by not
.suffering any fresh and living conviction to get in, but
itself doing nothing for the mind or heart, except
standing sentinel over them to keep them vacant.

***

To what an extent doctrins intrinsica1Iy fitted to
make the deepest impression upon the mind may
remain in it as dead beliefs without being ever
realized in the imagination, the' feelings, or the under,tanding, is exemplified by the manner in which the
majority of believers hold the doctrins of Christianity. By Christianity I here meati what is accounted
such by all churches and sects-the maxims and
precepts contained in the New Testament. These
are considered sacred, and accepted as. laws, by al1
professing Christians. Yet it is scarcely too much
to say that not one Christian in a thousand guides or
tests his individual conduct by 1 eference to those
laws. The standard to which he does refer it is the
custom of his nation, his class, or his religious profession. He has thus, on the one hand, a collection
of ethical maxims which he believes to bav been
vouchsafed to hi~ by infallible wisdom as rules of
4"0vernment; and on the other, a set of every-day
juclgments and practices, which go a certain length
with some of those maxims, not so great a length
with others, stand in direct opposition to some, and
'l,he Liberty ot' 'l'hought and Discussion.
are, on the whole, a compromise between the ChrisJOHN STUART MILL "ON LIBERTY."
tian creed and the intf:-rests and suggestions of
There is a cl>tss of persons (happily not quite so worldly life. To the first of these standards he givs
numerous as formerly) who think it enough if a per- his homage ; to the other, his real allegiance. All
son assents undoubtingly to what they think true, Christians believe that the. blessed are the poor and
though he bas no knowledge whatever of the grounds humble, and those who are ill-used by the world;
of the opinion, and could ·not make a tenable defense that it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye
of it against the most superficial objections. Such· of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom
persons, if they can once get their creed taught from of heaven; that they should judge not, lest they be
authority, naturally think that no good, and some judged; that they should swear not at all; that they
harm, co)Jles of its being allowed to be questioned. should love th~ir neighbor as themselvs; that if one
Where their influence prevails, they make it nearly take their cloak, they should giv him their coat also;
impossible for the received opinion to be rejected that they should take no thought for the morrow;
wisely and considerately, though it may still be that if they would be perfect, they should sell all
rejected rashly and ignorantly; for to shut out dis- that they hav and giv it to the poor. They are not
cussion entirely is seldom possible, and when it once insincere when they say that they believe these
gets in, beliefs not grounded on conviction are apt to ·things. They do believe them, as people believe
giv way before the slightest semblance of an argu- what they hav always heard lauded and never disment.
cussed. But in the sense of that living belief which
*·ll<*
regulates conduct, they belie>e these doctrins just up
Creeds are all full of meaning and vitality to those to the point to which it is usual to act upon them.
who originate them, and to the direct disciples of the The doctrins in their integrity are serviceable to pelt
originators. Their meaning continues to be felt in adversaries with; and it is understood that they are
undiminished strength, and is perhaps brought out to be put forward (when possible) asthe reasons for
into even fuller consciousness, so long as the struggle whatever people do that they think laudable. But
lasts to giv ·the doctrin or cxeed an ascendancy over anyone who reminded them that the maxims require
other creeds. At last it either prevails, and becomes an infinity of things which they never even think of
the general opinion, or its progress stops; it keeps doing, would gain nothing but to be clas!-wd among
possession of the ground it has gained, but ceases to. those very unpopular characters who affect to be
spread further. \Vnen either of these results has better than other people. The doctrins hav no hold
become apparent, controversy on the subject flags, on ordinary believers-are not a power in their
and gradually dies away. The doctrin bas taken its minds. They hav an habitual respect for the sound
place, if not as a received opinion, as one of the of them, but ·no feeling which spreads from the
admitted sects or ·divisions of opinion; those who words to the things signified, and forces the mind
hold it hav generally inherited, not adopted, it; and to take them in, and make them conform to the forconversion from one of these doctrins to another, mula. \Vbenever conduct is concerned, they look
being now au exceptional fact, occupies little place in round for lVIr. A and B to direct them how far to go
the thoughts of their professors. Instead of being, in obeying Christ.
·
as at .first, constantly on the alert to defend themStop It!
selva against the world, or to bring the world over to
them, they hav subsided into acquiescence, and
Mrs. Slenker's arrest,, imprisonment, and coming
neither listen, when they can help it, to arguments trial should arouse every lover of liberty to deagainst their creed. nor trouble dissentients (if there fensiv activity. If sbe be convicted, it will add anbe such) with arguments in its favor. From this other to the long list of mart,yrs that bav been
time ma_y usually be dated the decline in the living doomed to suffer for trying to enlighten and bless the
power of the doctrin.
world, and drive another nail in the coffin of liberty.
***
Is this nation to be under the control of a church
We ofben hoar the teachers of ali creeds lamenting oligarchy, with the villainous Comstock as chief inthe difficulty of keeping up in the minds of believers quisitor, who, with monumental cheek and spuriou~
a lively apprehension of the truth which they nom- morality, overrides all sense of justice, liberty, and
inally recognize, so that it may penetrate the feel- decency, trampling upon constitutional rights at his
inga, and acq 11ire a re11l m'l.stery over the conduct. sweet will 7 Shall all discussion of the most imNo such difficulty is complained of while the creed is portant of all question~, upon the proper solution of
still fighting for its existence; even t.he weaker com- which depend the weal and woe of all coming genbatants then know and feel what they are fighting erations, be probibitl'd, and disease, deformity, infor, and the difitJnmce between it and other doctrins; sanity, and idocit,y continue to be perpetrated, beand in that period of every creed's existence, not a cause one or more low, sensual men can see nothing
few persons may be found who hav realized its fLmda- but obscenity in its investigation T
Will people ever learn that there are no ob~cene
mental principles in all the forms of thought, hav
weighed and considered them in all their important words, the obscenity being always in the mind of the
bearings, and hav experienced the full effect on the one that perceives it? An intelligent, pure, and recharacter, which belief in that creed ought to pro-. fined person sees only beauty in the human form, the
duce in a mind thoroughly imbued with it. But highest re~lilt of the great artist,, Nature's, long conwhen it h!t~ come to be a heredttary creed, and to be tinued work, and it awakens in him a feeling of deep
received passivly, not activly-when the mind is no est reverence and admiration, while low, vicious, ~or
longer compelled, in the same degree as at first, to rupt persons see only obscenity and impurity. One
exercise its vital powers on the qnestions which its can observe in the external world only what is responbelief presents to it, there is a progressiv tendency siv to his own nature. Obscenity exists nowhere in
to forget all of the belief except the formularies, or to the universe except in the mind that perceives it. It
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·is an imaginary demon, ever ready to mar and destroy
Comstock is posses!Sed by this hallucination, and
should be placed in charge of some pure people,
where his better nature could be developed instead
of, as now, being allowed and encouraged to wallow
in his own filth and resort to all manner of dishonest,
indecent tricks to procure the means to feed this
morbid, insatiate love of the low and vicious.
If there be any sense left, in a time like this, of
what the right to free speech and a free press means;
if the citizens of these United States hav not lost aU
the courage that should descend from sire to son; it
they hav any realization of the dangers now threatening our existence as a republic from laws on obscentt.y, blasphemy, conspiracy, extradition of political
offenders, etc., that will blot out all the dearly- bought
liberties we hav had handed down to us by a race of
men who would never hav submitted as bas the
present generation to outrages upon individual and
"ested rights that would sink the oppressions of
George IlL into insignificance in companson, let them
arouse to action on this matter.
Few, even of Liberals, seem to realize the situation and the true import of all these things; most will
chatter of "a question of taste," or "impropriety,"
or some trivial affair which bas nothing to do with
t.he question, which is this, and this alone: Has an
Kmerican citizen the right to think T Has he a right
to express that thought~ And has he the right to send
that thought written or printed through the mails?
If he has not, then liberty in America is dead, and a
new republic must be built upon the ashes of our
once free, but now fallen, country. If there be any
heroism left. among us, let everyone, with voice and
pen, call a halt to this infamous Comstock raid, that
will be so pronounced that even the deaf to the cries
of justice shall be made to bear, and, hearing, to obey.
J UL1ET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
195 Fourth st., Milwaukee, lVis.

Napoleon Bonaparte's lteligion.
Napoleon Bonaparte in an address to tbe clergy at
Breda, in Brabant, May, 1810, denounced the Catholic
clergy present and praised the Protestants. The
whole speech was printed in a Russian pll.per and
was copied by the Theophilanthropist, of New York.
I quote two sentences :
Bnd I not met in Bossuet's doctrins, and in the maxims of
the Gallican church, with principles that agree with mine,
1tnd bad not the Concordat been receivPd, I myFelf should
hav bPcome a Protestant, and thirty millions of people would
hav followed my example.
What ignorant idiots you are; prove to me out of the gospel that Jesus ChriRt has appointed the pope his substitute,
or successor of St. Peter, and t!Jat he !Jas tl18 right to excom.
municate a sovereign.

The Freethought University at Liberal, Mo.
From the Llbe•·at Enst(ln.

The rarest intellectual feast ever offered to the people of
this city took place last week. It was the occasion of the
first annual commencement of the first Freethought university in the world. The exercises occupied every evening
from June 28th to July 2<1. The laq!;eRt and most enthusiastic
audiPnce that ever gathered in U. M. L. Hall greeted the exercises throughout.
·
On Tuesday evening the exercises were opened with the
first annual address of the institution. delivered by G. H.
Walser, the founder of the nni versity. The speaker traced
the progress of mental liberty for the la~t two thouFand
yr ars, personifying most beautifully and appropriately all
the various princirles anrl forces that hav been at work, and
clo~ed with the Freethought University as the crowning
triumph and glory of universal mental liberty.
On Werlnesday evening the sturlents exhibited the results
of their elocutionary training for the p·lst ypar. The entertainment was of the highest order and extrPm<•ly gratifying
to all, and would hav done credit to any inotitutinri in the
land. The participants contested for a Web,ter's Unabridged
D:ctionary, which was awarded to Miss Birdie Cowley.
Thursday evening. members of the sophomore cla~s de..
livered a series of public orations prepHred for the nccasi<m,
The essays surpassed the Pxpectatinns of the most sangnin,
and demonstrated the superiority of an institution where
freedom of thought rPigns snpreme. The speakers contestPd for twenty dollars in gold, which was awarded to
Miss Emnia McRae.
On Friday evening the fir..t. annu>tl addresq to the stnrlents
was delivered hv Prof. C. W. Stewart.. The snb_jPct of the
,1 ddress was" The Scope of g,lncation." and it waq h!lndled
in that schni>trly and elnq<wnt manner so characteristic of
Professor Stl'wart. He irnpresoerl upnn the students the f11ct
that education was the work of the grellt school of lift>, and
that institutions of learning were founrle1i but. to prepare us
snccessfnlly to complete the "nrk of that education. After
the address. President Leahy marle a few closing remarks,
rPViPwing the work of the past JPar and exprPSoing hiS gratification at the succPssful termination of the first year's work.
On Satnrrl&y evening the exprcises werP brought In 11 r.Jose
with the rendition of the celebrated tragerly, "Adelgit.ha."
The dr&ma was givPn in elegant costume, anrl was the finest
dramatic entertainment ever offeree! to the people of Liberal.
A number of strangers were in attenclance from abroad,
and all expressed themselvs greatly pleased with the closing
exercises of the first year of the first Freethought university.
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New Jersey Ruffianism.
·Preachers and lecturers who would sojourn inNew
Jersey should go armed. Its people are barbarous. A
revivalist named Mnason has been conducting meetings in the village of Park Ridge, in that state, and,
being hooted and mobbed from the first, has called the
residents some hard though meaningless names, such
as devils, imps of Satan, etc. Last week the series of
indignities which had been put upon Mnason culminated in a· mob visiting his house, dragging him out,
flogging him with a horsewhip, shearing his hair and
beard, and finally ejecting him from the town.
It is needless to characterize t.his outrage by the
use of words. Every believer in human rights can
feel more on such a subject than words express.
It makes no difference that Mnason is a deluded
fanatic. It makes no difference what be thought or
said on the subject of religion. Whatever be thought
be bad a right to stand up and say in his tent, and
none but a contemptible coward, with a naturally
vicious nature inflamed by religious prejudice, would
seek by force to prevent him from exercising that
right. His assailants hav placed tbemselvs in danger
of punishment by the law, though it is bv no means
certain that they will be punished. In New Jersey
it is deemed more criminal to "blaspheme" a creature
of the imagination than to commit an outrage upon a
human being.
--------~~---------

'J'he Pope's Irish.

It is bad for the people of Ireland, who are forever
holding out their bands to America asking alms, that
some of their representativs in this country do not
conduct themselvs in a manner better calculated to
awaken sympathy. There can be no question that
the Irish Catholics of New York and other large
cities giv the police more trouble and occupy more
of the time of the criminal courts than any other
class. People with rabid anti-Irish views claim that
these Roman Catholics are bad citizens because they
are Irish; and on the other hand, there are those who
say that Irishmen are bad citizens because they are
Roman Catholics. It could not. be truthfully said
that either of these views is strictly correct, because
many Irishmen make the best of citizens, and there
are Roman Ca. tbolics who hav thus far behaved
themselvs tolerably well; but it must be admitted
that the combination of the two-the Irish Catholic
-on occasions shows himself in anything but the
guise of a desirable person. But be is numerous, he
has friends, and be bas a vote, and it is a rather bold
public speaker, or newspaper, especially if it be a
political organ, that will hav the hardihood to say
that he is not in every respect a gentleman. He is,
in fact, the pet of the politicians, and aspirants to
public office who do not take him into account might
as well cease to aspire. It will be remembered that
in our last presidential election one of the candidates
allowed himself to be reckoned a Roman Catholic,
and m~de more or less strenuous endeavors to create
the impression that the blood of Finn McCool ran

red in his veins. How these laudable efforts were
rendered abortiv by the three R's of the Rev. Dr.
Burchard, who proclaimed that the opposing party
was the party of Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion, is
familiar to all.
This persistent and unremitting deference to the
Irish Catholic has not bad a good result. It has at
length produced in his rather obtuse mind the
impression that he is the particular pride of this nation, and that Ireland, which sends its tribute to
England and its paupers to America, bas somehow a
claim upon the United Si:.ates for support and defense.
He regards Ireland as the Gem of the Sea, and he
looks upon American institutions with contempt as
compared with those he has left behind in coming
here; nevertheless, he centinues to come, and sends
for his relativs as soon as circumstances will permit.
His chief concern for his mother country is that the
stranger with foreign sympathies holds office there;·
nevertheless, be gets into office here at the first
opportunity, and carries his national sympathies and
his superstitions with him. Those of his fellowreligionists who are so considerate toward America
as to &tay away from it, send over their O'Briens to
raise a "fund" and to agitate in the United States
the qu!')stion whether some tenant in Ireland should
pay his rent or not. As long as the .favorl! are all
one way, the representativ is pleased. If, on the
other band, he is offered an opportunity to assist
some similar movement, he declines "to mix the
cause of Ireland with American politics."
Another peculiarity of the Irish Catholic is that
he fails to recognize that other foreigners bav the
same rights here as himself. After holding Home
Rule meetings in Faneuil Hall to denounce the
queen and her minions, which he has an undoubted
right to do, he raises a digraceful rumpus and threatens violence because some Englishmen who differ
with him in opinion celebrate the quean's jubilee in
the same historic building. After walking over other
citizens and impeding traffic on St. Patrick's Day, he
joins a mob on the 12th of July, and throws bricks
and stones at Orangemen who celebrate the battle of
the Boyne. In Paterson, N. J., last week Tuesday,
when the Orangemen were parading, the Irish Oatholic filled the street with riot and confusion. He
bas so terrorized the Orangemen of New York that
the only way they dare to celeerate their great day is
to sneak to the wharf by some back street, and
go quietly out upon an excursion.. There are not
policemen enough in the city to protect them in
tbeir.rigbt to parade.
It is not popular to say anything derogatory to the
Irish Catholic. He has a vote, and he numbers
millions. The citizens whom it is safe and proper to
denounce are the Anarchists. They are few, they
don't believe in voting, and they hav hardly a friend
in the world. It may, therefore, be the part of
policy to denounce the Anarchists and put the Irish
Catholic into office. In that way the pope will
ultimately become the supreme dictator in politics,
as he is now the supreme pontiff in religion.

they receive two. With an income of seven millions
per annum, and an expenditure of only half of it, a
clear profit of three and a half millions is left them
to be applied to the building of new churches, paracbial schools, and Catholic colleges. One institution
alone, the Catholic Protectory, says the Christian q,t
Work, clears $100,000 every year in this sort of
"benevolence." It professes to care for 2,000 cbildren, and last year received therefor $24:2,000 from
the state.
The state in the last twelve years has paid Catholic
institutions $8,052,528.4:8. One-half of this, or, in
round numbers, $4,000,000, is profit. And it should
be borne in mind that many of the inmates of these.
asylums are kept at work at some productiv industry
the proceeds of which are nearly sufficient to support
them. It is no :wonder that the church blesses poverty!
The $1,055615 paid to Catholic institutions in
New York would provide for 10,000 paupers at $100
per head. If there are in the state, say, 70,000 Oatholics, then one Catholic in seven is a criminal or a
pauper.
The Protestant and Jewish charitable institutions
hav received since 1885, so says the Christian at
Worlc, about $670,000, or a little less in twelve years
than the Romish institutions bav every year; and
"Protestant institutions support more dependent
children than all the eighteen Roman Catholic institutions together." When the church is grabbing
millions at this rate, it looks like splitting hairs for
the courts to waste their time trying boodle aldermen
for taking mere thousands from private corporations.
What is still more amazing, the church does not stop
to defen.d these enormous steals. It goes on scheming for more. One bill which has been before the
legislature for some years provides for apportioning
a part of the public school fund to the schools of the
Roman Catholic Protectory, and another one, equally
vicious, proposes to incorporate the Kings County
Roman Catholic Protectory, and award to it a share in
the common school fund, besides surrendering on the
part of the state the guardianship of its wards to the
Protectory.
The Christian at Work presents these facts to its
'readers ·and inquires, " How long can we stand it~"
The reply is that we shall hav to stand it just so long
as a majority of the people admit the principle that
the state has a right to award money to any institution under ecclesiastical control or in which religion
is taught in any form.
-----------

No Misrepresentation.
The appended letter is from Custer City, Pa.:
" To THE EDlTOR oF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Sir : In your
editorials, July 9th, you giv a couple of 'extracts' from the
Union Labor platform. Please read the platform, and see if
you can find either of them. I hate to see the grand old
TRUTH BEEKER following the example of subsidized Christian
boodle organs, and misrepresenting things.
"UNION LABOR."

The committee of organization of the Union Labor
party of New York city met at Clarendon Hall,
What the Catholic Church Costs New York. June 19th, and adopted a platform. We hav reread
The Homiletic Magazine givs the statistics of the extracts quoted in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and find
them correct as published in our issue of July 9th.
moneys paid by the state of New York, during the
They are as follows :
past ten years, to eighteen Roman Catholic institu"We believe that a protectiv tariff for the benefit of
tions ostensibly for the support of the poor. They
American manufacturers and manufactures is the ccrnerare as follows:
stone of the prosperity of the nation.

Year

Amount

Yea.r

1877 .................... $
1878....................
1879... ...............
1880....................
1881............ ...... . .

577,417
615,419
550 371
662.458
555,223

1882.................... $ 684.519
Ul83,................... 696,838
1884.................... 837,462
1885.................... 838,719
1886 .................... 1,055,615

Amount

" As the continued prosperity of the community depends
upon· the physical as well as mental condition of the growing
generation, we demand that our young men shall be allowed
to practice base-ball, boating, dancing, music, and other
athletic sports and amusements without let or hindrance by
Here we hav a total of $7,074,041 in ten years, or law, provided it is done without interference with the rights
an average of $707,404:.10 per year. It will be seen of other citizens."

that the annual appropriations hav steadily increased,
and that while in 1877 the appropriation was something more than half a million dollars, in 1886 it was
more than a million. At that rate, in a hundred
years the appropriation would be a billion, and the
state would be a paradise of paupers.
In Protestant institutions it has been found that
children can be cared for at the rate of $50 each per
year; and as Protestants are somewhat more civilized than Catholics, it is reasonable to suppose that
children in their institutions are as well provided for
as in those of their Romish brethren. In spite of
that, however, the figures show that in some cases
Catholic institutions are paid by the state as high as
$110 per year for each child in their charge. This
indicates that for every dollar they expend in charity

"Union Labor" evidently had in mind the Union
Labor party platform adopted at Cincinnati last
February. Whether the two bav any connection or
not we are unable to say. There is in New York a
United Labor party, which is the George-McG!ynn
party, or the Anti-Poverty Society. It is said to bav
little strength outside of New York. The Union
Labor party, on the other hand, as we learn from the
Standard, in the.West amounts, in some places, to a
"respectable body," while in New York, it is, says
Mr. George, "nothing whatever except a skeleton
organization such as those of the humbug labor
parties that were started here during the last municipal election to bleed politicians and resolute for
publication." The party claims to hav a following
here of some fifteen thousand, with organi:z;ations in
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nearly every district. The two parties, the Union
Labor and the United Labor, a~e certainly much at
variance, particularly as regards protection, the restriction of immigration, and the land theory.
Our correspondent will of course see at once that
be is under a misapprehension, and that THE TRUTH
SEEKER bas riot "misrepresented things."

Let America Be Represented.
NEw YoRK, July 12, 1887.
E. M. MACDONALD, EsQ., EDITOR oF THE TRUTH
SEEKER, llfy .Dear Sir: I bav just received the inclosed invitation and letter from Mr. Charles Bradlaugh:
"CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL, My Dear Sir: I should be obliged
if you would giv the widest publicity to the annexed invitation. I should be also very much pleased· to send you
special invitations to any American Freethinkers whose
names and addresses you might furnish to me.
"Yours very sincerely,
C. BRA.DL.A.UGH.
"INTERNATIONAL FREETHOUGHT CONGRESS, 1887.

"By the authority of the Jouncil General of the International
Federation of Freethinkers, under th•· auspices of the National
Secular Society (of whicl). I am president), and with the approval
and confirmation of the Freethinkers nf Great Britain and Ireland
in conference at Rochdale a•sembled, I most earnestlY invite you
to att.end the sittings of the International Freetbought Congress,
t.o be ·held in the Hall of !:lcience, 14~ Old street, E.C., London, at
10:30 AM .• on Saturday, September lOth; at 11:15 A.M., on Sunday,
September lith, and at 10: 0 A.M., on Monday, S"ptember 12th.
"Your early reply will be esteemed a favor.
" CHARLES BRADLAUGH."

I hope that you will publish this, to the end that
the Freethinkers of America may be represented in
the International Congress.
Yours truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.

Presbyterianism-J osephus.

third day, as the divine prophets had foretold taese and ten
thousand other wonderful things concerning him; and the
tribe of Christians, so named from him, are not extinct at
this «;lay."
The first reason for regarding the paragraph as an
interpolation is that everybody capable of forming an
intelligent opinion on the subject so regards it.
S. Baring· Gould says: "That this passage is spurious bas been: almost universally acknowledged."
Furthermore, Josephus was a Jew who did not
believe in Christ, and consequently would never bav
made any such admission. It was not found in his
writings until be bad been dead two hundred years.
U.P to the time of Eusebius (A.D. 325) none of the
church fathers bad discovered it, although they bad
access to Josephus's works, and could bav used it to
good advantage in controversy with the Jews if it
bad been there. Another proof that the passage was
not written by Josephus is the fact that it is wedged
in where it bas no connection with either what goes.
before it or what comes after it. After the paragraph
quoted, the writer proceeds to recount "another sad
calamity." The :first sad calamity evidently was p.ot
the coming of Christ, but something related before
be is mentioned, so that the interpolation breaks· in
upon the narrativ in a most absurd manner.
J osepbus mentions one Jesus, the reference to
wham bears no evidence of being an interpolation,
but be was the leader of a band of robbers, and
a horse thief.

Credibility of the rroldoth Jeshu Story.
The Hebrew Standard oracularly says :
" The book known as Sepher Toldoth Jeshu has no critical
or historical value whatsoever. It is a spurious compilation
of suppressed passages from the Talmud, and the accounts
contained in the Talmud are so strongly colored with bias
and so much intermixed with fabulous, incredible stories
that it is utterly worthless as a historical document. We
doubt the Jewish authorship of that spurious compilation as
well as the authenticity of the Talmudic account."
Does the editor of the Hebrew Standard mean to
be understood as doubting the existence of a historical Jesus~ It is certain that the Talmud is
silent concerning a Jesus crucified under Pontius
Pilate, and now the Hebrew editor doubts the
authenticity of the Talmudic account of a Jesus
who was stoned and hanged a hundred years before.
He says the passag~s relating to that person are
fabulous, incredible, and probably spurious. Furthermore, he calls them "suppressed passages." Indeed ! Suppressed by whom and. when! But it
seems they did not stay suppressed, for BaringGould has translated them all, and confesses that
they relate only to a Jesus who was stoned and
banged about a hundred years before Pontius Pilate.
Were they suppressed in the thirteenth Cf)ntury when
Raymundus Martini, a Christian publisher, made
a Latin translation of a part of the Toldotb J eshu
story from a Hebrew document transcribed by a
monk named Porchetus Salvaticus T Were they suppressed when Luther translated the same Latin into
German?
Where did Celsus, in the second century, find his
account of Jesus, so unlike that of the gospels, and
so similar to the accounts in the Talmud and Toldoth
J eshu 7 Where did Epiphanius, in the fourth century, obtain the information that Jesus was the son
of Jacob, surnamed Panthera (answering to Pandera
of the Toldotb Jeshu story)? Where did John
of Damascus, in the eighth century, get the idea that
Panthera was a progenitor of Mary, the mother
of Jesus~
The Toldoth Jeshu story undoubtedly contains
much that is fabulous and incredible, but so do the
gospel stories. Does the Hebrew editor really beIieve any more of the Gospel of Matthew than of
Sepher Toldotb J esbu 1 Matthew, Mark, and Luke
tell us that Jesus was crucified on the great Passover
day. Does )be Hebrew editor believe that! Does
be not know that the Jews never tried or executed a
culprit on that holy day 1
But the Talmud and the Toldotb Jesbu make no
such vital error; they bav Jesus tried, stoned, and
hanged on the day before the Passover. Nor do
they tell us that be was conceived by the Holy
Ghost; be bad a human father, but was outlawed
because his mother was not married.
If the Hebrew editor believes there was a Jesus
crucified under Pontius Pilate, on the unsupported

A correspondent sends THE TRUTH 'sEEKER two
questions:
1. When was the Presbyterian church founded?.
2. What evidence is there that the passage in Josephus
mentioning Christ is a forgery?
It is claimed by Presbyterians, but not admitted
b.y historians, that the Presbyterian church began
before the apostolic age. A presbytery is mentioned
in the New Testament as long ago as the time when
1 Timothy was written, somewhere between the
years 120 and 140. The. person who wrote that
book uses presbytery thus:
";Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was given thee
by prophecy, with the laying on of the hands of the· presbutery" (1 Tim. iv, 14).
The word is of Greek derivation, and. was used to
designate a body of officers to whom was committed
the government of the church. The "elders of the
congregation" mentioned in Leviticus iv, 15, is
called a presbytery in the Septuagint, the earliest
Greek translation of the Old Testament. From
which it would seem that the "church of God," as
the apostolic church called itself, took its forms
from the Jewish church. It merely changed "rabbi"
to minister; the bench of elders it called a presbytery, and the lower officers of the synagog reappear
as Presbyterian deacons. Thus if we should follow
the word back to its original application, we would
find that the first Presbyterians were Jews. The
claim of Presbyterians that their church as a distinct
ecclesiastical organization is· the oldest in the world
cannot be substantiated. From the time of the
apostles, of whom very little is known, down to the
Reformation, they a.re entirely lost sight of, unless it
is admitted that they survived in the Waldenses .of
Italy. But as the Waldenses were practically Roman
Catholics until after the Reformation, when they became Presbyterians, their identity with the apostolic
church rests upon no foundation. The Presbyterian
church, as it is at present, evidently did not exist
previous to the Reformation of the t>ixteenth century.
It is the child of John Calvin, and no accurate history
could attribute to it an age of more than three hundred and fifty years. Its form of government is old,
but that fact no more identifies it with tl~e ancient
church than our republican form of government identifies the United States with Greece or Sparta. The
Presbyterian church enjoys the distinction of having
the most diabolical creed ever invented.
The passage of Josephus relating to Christ is
as follows:
"Now there was about this time Jesus, a wise man, if it
be lawful to call him a man, for he was a doer of wonderful
works-a teacher of such men as receive the truth with
pleasure. He drew over to him many of the Jews, and many
of the Gentiles. He was [the] Christ; and when Pilate, at
the suggestion of the principal men amongst us, had con- testimo~y ~f the fo~ gospels, would it be impertinent
demned him to the cross, those that loved him at the first did to ask him If be beheves that Moses wrote the Pentanot forsake him, for he appeared to them alive again the l teucb, and that it is historically true 1
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Editorial Notes.
THE Sunday Free Pnaa, Scranton, Pa., July 3d, contains an
account of the ministerial doings of the Rev. Peter Roberts.
The old story~betrayal, crime, desertion. The October
grand jury will consider the case, pending which the Rev.
Mr. Roberts is under $1,000 bail.
THosE who wish to know the reason why self-respecting
Freethought lecturers decline to debate with the Rev. Clark
Braden are referred to a pamphlet by B. F. Underwood, en.
titled, " The Kind of Man Clark Braden Is." Also to any.
one acquainted with Braden's character for truth and
veracity.
THE case of the United States against the two Harmans
and E. C. Walker has been transferred from Topeka to
Leavenworth, and adjourned until the October term of court.
The United States attorneys in Kansas and Virginia seem to
be averse to working in hot weather. These are ca~es, however, in which official laziness is a virtue.
J. R. MoNROE, in his Ironclad .A,qe, begins an editorial note
thus: "Anarchy, after getting a fair hold upon the managers of the 'Secular Union' didn't seem to be satisfied."
There are some editors who don't seem to be satisfied unless
they can work into their papers occasionally an insinuation
that is rather worse than an outright falsehood.
DURING a thunder shower at Bellaire, Mich., the other
day, the lightning struck the center-pole of the Adventist
camp-meeting tent, while, as tJle Kalamazoo Gazette says,
"all the other bad places escaped." It is believed that the
lightning was late in getting around, having been originally
aimed at Mr. Reynolds's Freethought tent, which was at one
time erected in that vicinity.

------

Now is the season in the Catholic churches for collecting
the pope's Peter's pence. Catholics are also to be taxed
to get up a jubilee and celebrate Pope Pecci's fiftieth anniversary as a priest .. The Catlwlic Um:on and Times remarks
that "the holy father is entirely dependent on the charity of
the Christian world." If every member of his church should
giv the "holy father" one cent, it ~ould net him the
comfortable sum of $2,000,000. As he is well along in
years, it would seem that by the practice of strict economy
this sum should carry him through and bury him in tolerable
style. The pope is the prince of beggars.
DR. CLEMENOE S. LoziER, chairman of the New York State
Committee of the Woman Suffrage party, reports to THE
TRUTH SEEKER that the committee are rejoicing at their success in the case of Mrs. Lucy Sweet Barber, of Alfred, Allegany county, who voted in the last year's elect.ion, and was
arrested and bound over to appear before a United States
commissioner. The State Committee conducted Mrs. Barb~r's defense, and secured a dismissal of the case. Then the
enemies of woman suffrage resorted to the state court, and
asked the grand jury to indict Mrs. Barber, but the arguments of her counsel convinced the jury that no law had been
violated, and the complaint was again dismissed. Mrs. Barber is free, and only awaits the coming of another election
day to vote again. The Suffrage party say they expect
thousands of women to follow her example, as the way to the
polls now seems to be clear. Mr. Hamilton Willcox, 146
Broadway, New York, is prepared to furnish information
how to proceed to all women who apply to him at that
address.
MR. IsRA.EL W. GRoH is the author of a pamphlet, "Is the
God of Israel the True God?" recently published by the
Truth Seeker Company. Mr. Groh, previously to writing
the pamphlet, was a .member of the St. Paul Reformed
church at Schaefferstown, Pa. The pamphlet appeared
about June 1st, and on the 15th the author received a notification from the president of the consistory of that church to
appear on the 18th and answer questions about his pamphlet.
Mr. Groh duly appeared before minister and elders, and
after an interesting discussion, in which, it may be believed,
Mr. Groh asked as many conundrums as he was called upon
to answer, the matter was settled by the direct question from
the pastor : " Do you believe in the God of the Bible and the
creed of the church?" The accused answered that he did
not, and explained that upon joining the church he had professed to believe without having investigated, and that supsequent research had changed his mind. Here the examina.
tion ended, and on July lOth Mr. Groh and his wife were
formally excommunicated for heresy. Whereby the church
loses a good and intelligent man and Mr. Groh losesnothing.

Mrs. Slenker's '!'rial Adjourned.
July 14th, 5 P.M.-The indictment is made out at
last and of course it is accusatory of mailing obscenity, 'etc., but the trial will be deferred till October.
So I shall bav to liv with the sword of fate suspended
over me several months more. But the discussion
the subject of reform will in the mean time receive
will no doubt do enough of good to more than balance my personal disquietude.
Kind letters from everywhere encourage and sustain me. I thank one and all for help and sympathy,
and hope great good for humanity will grow out of it
all.
ELIIIINA D. SLENKER.
A. Truth Recognized.
Fromtl!e z,.dPpe>tdent.

TrrE TRUTH SEEKRn, which boasts of being the chief organ
of the avowed Infidels, has a correspondent who bas been
studying Spiritualism in Boston. He reports it as the result
of his investigations that "the Spiritualists, I find, are all
ln5dels," but the Infidels are not all Spiritualists. Tl.Jat is
probably very near the truth.
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WILSEY, KAN., June 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I did think I was a Freetrader, but after
reading the articles on "Protection to Labor," from Van
Buren Denslow, my faith has been terribly shaken, and unless some able person refutes the ideas put fbrth by Denslow,
I must change my opinion on at least one political point. I
desire that some one will take up the question and giv the
readers of this grand paper an opportunity- to weigh both
sides.
Yours truly,
J. S. LroHTY.
WEST UNroN, 0., July 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Having had the bonds of superstition and
priestcraft stricken from my mind, I now feel, like one of
old, that I am out of the gall of bitterness and bond of iniquity. Realizing that I am free indeed, I shall not lose an
qpportunity that I may hav to tell the good news to others.
Believing that the orthodox religion is the greatest curse tba t
has ever blighted this beautiful world of ours, I want to be
one of those with whom there is no compromise. I do everything I can against thein, and ask no quarter, for which I
am heartily hated by the narrow-minded, superstitious
bigots. We hav a few earnest workers here in this hot-bed
of bigotry who will keep the lamp of liberty and Freethought
burning brightly.
I hav beeu aud am doing some missionary work, and find
a few who are· Liberally inclined, nearly all young men.
Will send you a list of names, for sample copies of your excellent paper. I think it the best thing I hav ever come
across.
R. J. WILSON.
BARRE, MAss., June 25, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Please say to W. V. Cope, Eureka, that I
think the rea~on " why the monkey is represented in so
many of the pictures" of Watson Heston is because Dr.
Adam Clark, the great, famous Methodist commentator,
decided that the serpent that tempted Mother Eve in the
garden of Eden was an orang-outan!!', alias monkey; and
that Heston, anxious to bav his illustrations perfect and full,
real-zed that they would not be complete if he omitted the
monkey, the fourth person in the godhead or trinity; for
Hamlet le't out of "Hamlet" could not be more disastrous
to the play than the serpent (Satan) left out of the creeds to
the world of orthodox clergy. The old devil is everywhere;
he goeth about everywhere in some form, seeking whom he
may eat up. Don't you remember when the sons of God
assembled on a certain occasion that Satan was there also?
Where is he not? No picture could be complete without
him; therefore, our faithful artist does well never to omit
him. He is always prowling around, especially at Methodist
camp-meetings and ministerial calls. He "love~ a shining
mark, a signal blow!" He wants ever to know what is
going on; how, when, and where to best seize his prey and
"drag him down to chains, darkness, and despair."
By no means, Mr. Heston, dispense with the monkey,
alias orang-outang, alias Satan, devil, and forty more significant titles; for he is as indispensable to the success
of the pictures as is his presence to the orthodox clergy, who
draw their salaries by professing to see his satanic majesty
standing constantly before them, ready " like a roaring
lion" to eat up somebody.
ELLA E. GIBSON.
PouGHKEEPSIE, N.Y., July 1, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been pleased with the discussion about
reforming the spelling of English in THE TRUTH SEEKER by
Mr. Pikard and Mr. Bodge. I agree with them in the desire
and belief that such a reform is of the greatest importance,
and is within reach if earnestly sought for. I do not agree
with them in details, but, as there is a wide difference in the
ranks of spelling reformers as to the number of new letters
required, and the uses to be made of certain forms, there is
nothing either surprising or discouraging in the fact that
these correspondents of yours do not agree in these matters.
Spelling reformers know that there is time and room for
growth, and that gradually we are approaching each other.
My object in writing to you, however, is not to explain
my own theories about this important matter, but to call the
attention of Messrs. Pikard and Bodge to the fact that I
should be willing to contribute to the scheme proposed by
Mr. Pikard to purchase a small font of phonetic sorts to be
owned by the Truth Seeker Co., and to be used in making
our favorit paper a vehicle of culture in this department of
human progress, and still more delightful to onrselvs.
By means of it we could illustrate the different notions of
different thinkers and inventors in alphabetirs and orthoepy.
All the young readers of. our Liberal paper would be interested in it, and by its means would cultivate a taste and
habit in the correct pronunciation of words. Until in general use, a phonetic alphabet is practically a most instructiv
and facinating puzzle for boys and girls. If you will, Mr.
Editor, accept a phonetic font of type from your readers, I
am sure we will get yon such a nice one and keep it in such
constant use that you will yourself come (cum) at last to fall
in love with it, if not with its donors.
Out of some twenty.four rules for improving the English
spelling, Trm TnUTH S&EKEn, some ten years ago, adopted
two, I think, for use throughout the paper. Many of us
would be pleased if the editor should conclude to add one or
two more, nr to enlarge the scope of the rules he has adopted.
When you start your list of subscribers to the phonetic
fund, set me down for $5.
W. C. ALBHO.
FINDLAY, 0., July 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: As your aim is to tell the truth and do justice to all, I want to correct a statement in your paper in re.
gard to Rev. Mr. Brown, of Allentown, N. Y. Now, there
is such a thing as a minister being gr.o.ssly misused, and I

think this is one of them. The church people undertook to·
run the minister, and the minister was one of that kind of
men that wouldn't be run i and they were bound to get rid
of him and trumped up a charge against him because he was
away over night and happened to hav a girl with him of
about ten years old, and very slender and delicate at that.
The girl being afraid to sleep alone, he got a room with two
beds in it and they both occupied the same room; yet there
was nothing wrong or sufficient to make such a stir about,
it is believed by everyone of the outsiders of the church, and
they had the right kind of sympathy, for they raised him the
salary that the members refused to pay. It only shows to
what low means church people will go to get rid of a
preacher when they want to get rid of one ; at lease, that is
the opinion of an Infidel and the worldly people of his own
town. I take this matter up because I saw an account in
THE TRUTH BEEKER that the Rev. Mr. Brown was having t1.
church trilil for indiscriminately kissing the girls; the girls
in this case were were all not over ten years old. He is a
man very fond· of children, but for no immoral purpose.
Had he made more fuss over some of the older ones, it is believed there would hav been no stir" made. As I am probably
the only reader of your paper that is acquainted with the
affair, I wish to make the correction, and let the readers
know how the matter stands to an unprejudiced eye.
H. W. HEVERLY.
I am, for justice,
KENT, 0., July 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I desire to say that a man in our midst has
"fallen by the wayside "-one who has drunk in the essence
of science, whose brain has been made a receptacle or storehouse of knowledg-e; one who has filled the various positions
of. educator of science and of theology; one who has studied
with an honest, inquiring mind both ancient and modern
literature, and has been led by pure thoughts and pure desires to search out the great mysteries of natural, and what
hav been termed supernatural, causes; a man who£e reasoning powers stand high up on the ladder of reason; one
whose honesty of purpose has been fir.ancially tested by his
refusal of large salaries to advance the cause of certain
creeds and religious dogmas and promote the unfounded
faith and principles to be taught in church and seminary,
but who. has battled for the truth regardless of opposition,
from higher motivs than simply to supply his physical necessities and cater to unfounded faith in others; who is now
striking daggers to his hearers, who love to worship something they know not of sooner than to even respect that
which their reasons should dictate to be good and noble.
Such is the man.who dispenses knowledge from the pulpit of
our Universalists' church. I am glad to say he takes the
path marked out by his reason, guided by science and welldemonstrated truths. He listens not to the opinion of oth_
ers, but deals out such precepts and principles as he deems
to be true and just. Allow me to say that I think one such
man can do more good in enlightening mankind than many
ultni-extremists and Radicals. "'
He courts not the favor or opinion of others, but proves
his own in a gentle, easy, and becoming way, such as none
can take offense at.
Is it not too true that those who hav been brought up uniler orthodox instruction and who in after years learn the
fallacy of such superstition drop into a disbelief that _is not
beneficial or reasonable ?
Does not reason, many times, tell us of things that argument cannot prove? Is it not best to be Agnostic in what we
know not of? - IS it policy or right to deny the existence of
a supreme ruler or a "sweet by and by" simply because we
cannot prove, or perhaps conceive of, such to our satisfaction? Is there such a thing as premonition? If so, what is
the cause? I hav grave doubts of the spirit of man living
alone and separate from the physical body, and yet I see
those in whom I hav confidence, those who are honest in
their dealings and who hav minds seeking for knowledge,
who say they know there are spirits who converse and make
themselvs known to man. Must I believe then;:t deluded or
dishonest? May there not be many a natural law by which
mind and matter are separated, or can be made to harmonize
in the past and present, or in the future, and still be unknown
to man? Are there not new laws and new forces being developed by· us, unknown to those in past ages?
Is not conservatism in all things preferable to radicalism in
any? While everyone has the right to believe as he may, is
it not our duty to respect such belief, if not detrimental to
good morals and an injury to ourselvs? Is it right to discard the opinion of another until we investigate fully its
truth?
A. D. SwAN.
AMSTERDAM, N.Y., July 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : " In those days tjlere was no king in Israel ;
every man did that which was right in his own eyes''
(Judges xxi, 25).
Here we find Israel in a complete state of Anarchy; and,
perhaps, entirely unable to account for it. Nor do we find
from the meager account that blood fiowed • more freely
at that time than when kings with iron tyranny swayed
to and fro the submissiv Israelites.
Now, these queRtions I ask, and in good faith: Are we
unconsciomly drifting toward Anarchy? Is it a natural
result of social evolntion? Can the individual check the
natural course of social evolution, any more than society can
exist without the individual? Why I ask this is, that just
now so many individuals are making the grandest efforts of
their lives to shoo away Anarchy. If it is the natural result
of social evolution, then I, for one, do not intend wasting
energy on the inevitable; or, in common parlance, shall
refuse to be one of the shooers.
Look in the past, and what do we see? It is not yet
a decade of years since one hundred thousand people made

an unprecedented appeal to hav a law revoked that had cast
D. M. Bennett. and E. H. Heywood in dungeons. More than
twelve thousand letters were addressed to the president, beseeching him to pardon the former. This was an earnest
appeal for the Anarchy of individual morality; that is, the
right to print and circulate thoughts on morality as entertained by the individual. "No restrictiv laws" was the cry.
When we cry too much law, as thousands, yea, hlllldreds
of thousands, do; when we succeed in repealing just one
obnoxious statute; when we tell people to violate the law to
do away with it-as, for. instance, the hotel-keepers of your
city were recently advised by eminent counsel to do-has
not just one more step been taken toward Anarchy?
Has it not been said, and wisely, too, that the advance qf
nations lies in the repealing of laws, not in their enactment?
Then, must not nations advance through what seems to be
but a kind of Anarchal evolution P
If the time comes-and who say it will not come-when
more laws are repealed than enacted, Anarchy then must be
inevitable.
8ome of our most brilliant and logical minds hav almost as
much as intimated this. Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, whose
thorough knowledge of law no one will deny, has said, in
one of his heartfelt sermons to the struggling masses of
laborers,. that, after all, with every recourse t.o law, they
soon will discover how little can be accomplished by it.
Now, I do not mean to infer that Mr. Ingersoll has even as
much as inhaled the dilute aroma of Anarchy; but does he
not intim.ate that a greater, a grander sense of justice must
exist among men than that which law can giv, before men
will cease stealing each other's labor by a system in whose
shadows the faded reflections of chattel slavery are totally
lost, when along~ide this huge monster-white slavery?
Is it not possible that he in the dim distance sees that
coveted haven of human love, plent.y, and rest, whither our
colossal social ship is quietly drifting, yet cannot name it?
There are others, too, who are ever activ in the struggle
against law. Drs. Foote, Sr. and Jr., in making their able
appeal to the legislature of this state not to pass another of
Comstock's infamous bills, bitterly fought law; and, if successful, they hav but scored another victory for Anarchy.
Though they may be displeased, or, even still more, disgusted, with my attempt to taint their acts with Anarchy, yet
to prevent the enactment, to rescind, to condemn, to violate
a law, is it not Anarchal? Perhaps I do not rightly understand Anarchy; but the geueral diagnosis of it is the gradual
doing away with law, when_ finally that state sh:~.ll be
reached, as in Israel; "Every man did that which was right
in his own eyes."
From Kansas, what do we hear? Well, only that the
incl.ividnal and law cannot harmonize. E. C. Walker and
Lillian Harman recognized the priority of natural law over
man's. To elaborate further: that divine and artificial law
are powerless to change n>ttural law. Hence, their alltonomistic marriage, which is but a struggle for Anarchy.
Later still, and what do we hear from Virginia? That law
is justice; and justice is law? No; but that law has invaded
the most sacred right of the individual-the right to tell to
another the opinions held on sex matters, under seal. Mrs.
Elmina D. Blenker is a human sex evolutionist, and has the
same right to express herself in understandable Englishyes, just as much so-as the fish, bird, or dog sex ev.olutionist has to express himself.
Here, there-yes, almost everywhere-comes the unison
cry: " Defend her against the tyranny of Ia w with thought
and action, pen and purse." This cry, though a supremely
just one, is but the cry of Anarchy. It is the struggle
against Jaw by a combination of individuals determined
to hold forever the inviolability of individuality. Here the
Anarchist and individualist hav fraternally locked arms to
rescue individuality from the destroyer-law. Am I right?
Dr. McGlynn, who scorns the pope and his church law,
and br~tvely accepts excommunication rather than yield
.up his cherished individuality, has defied law, seeking freedom through that same Anarchal road that leads to a future
as mute as the past
As I said before, these few questions are asked in good
faith, and from a point of information. It is possible that
a few people hav discovered the direction in which we are
drifting, and han_ging men, imprisoning women, and cursing
babes will no more arrest the ·natural course of things than
it. can to restrain the earth from making its daily revoRAY D. CHAPMAN.
lutions.
SANTA ANA, CAL., June 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav never been partial to Mrs. Blenker as
a writer, as she advocates the doctrins of Malthus, which
were always very offensiv·to me. But I hav never doubted
her sincerity and integrity, nor the purity of her motivs, and
as I desire to enjoy the right of free speech on all subjects,
and upon all occasions, I hav always held sacred the right
of all others to the same privileges.
And now that Mrs. Blenker is under arrest, my sincere and
heartfelt sympathy is extended to her, and I must say I look
upon her as a martyr to the cause of common humanity, and
all should rise and speak out in her defense, and if necessary
spend their means freely to that end. But, they say, she has
used language unmusical and unacceptable to ears refined.
While I am sorry for her own sake that such is the case, I
must frankly confess that it is none of my business, and is
the business of no one else but herself, and if people don't
like it they are not obliged to read it.
She had a perfect right to select her own Janguage to
clothe her ideas, and if her motivs were pure, the words
could not be impure.
Tho axiom underlying all law is that the motiv qualifies
the deed. It is in law called malicious mischief to destroy
the property of another, but previous malice must be proved
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to hav existed, else the prosecution must fail, for one might
destroy another's property iil an attempt to do the owner
th_ereof a kindness, and one could not justly be punished for
an attempt to do good. Therefore should it be proved that
Mrs. Blenker was trying to do good, she cannot lawfully be
condemned to punishment on account of the language she
might hav used.
The mere killing of a human being is not murder; the
motiv prompting must be considered, and that will qualify
the deed. One may justly take the life of another in selfdefense. But if it be proven that an evil motiv prompted the
deed, then an indictment for murder will hold.
So, then, in the case of Mrs. Blenker, if it shall be proven
that she used obscene language with the intent to overthrow
morality, and corrupt society, then under the law the indictment will hold, and she must be sentenced accordingly; but
on the contrary, if it be proven (as I think it will) that she
was laboring to elevate mankind and benefit the race, then
must the jury decide, Not guilty, and the defendant will be
acquitted.
While I hold that crimes should be suppressed by law, yet
I am a.gainst the centralization of that power in the general
government. It works great hardship and injustice to the
accused by taking them far from home, where they are not
!mown, and where it is often difficult to procure necessary
witnesses, greatly increases all expenses, and givs them entirely into the power of those who, not knowing them, may
be prejudiced against them, treat them with unnec~ssary
.severity, and perhaps render au unjust decision in their case.
Everyone accused before the law should be tried as near
home as convenient, by an unprejudiced jury of his peers,
and by the gener!ll government. ·
I am opposed to Comstock, to the Comstock law, and to
the corporation established to enforce the same. Their existence is a menace to republican government.
Free speecll., free assemblage,· and mails inviolable are
indispensable to the perpetuation of liberty on this continent.
The slimy serpent of priestcraft, wbicb is the parent of all
despotism, is slowly and under plausible pretexts twining his
horrid folds around these bulwarks of liberty, and unless we
rouse ourselvs speedily to a sense of the danger we are in it
will soon be too late, and the sun of freedom will either set
in a sea of blood, or rise baptized in blood to a new life.
I must speak one word of approval of your treatment of
the Anarchists: You are doing nobly. Let us hav jul!!tice
to all. I am no Anarchist, but I hav paid $3 to assist to get
a new trial. I bav read their speeches before Judge Gary,
and I can tell you they are noble and good men, unjustly
condemned, and banging them will be murder of the basest
kind-murder which will stain a nation, unless we speak
out, They are not guilty!
In regard to Mrs. Blenker, I will pay $1, and more if
necessary, to sustain her, and see that she is not crushed. To
her friends I would say, Take no heed of Mother Grundy,
but extend the hand of kindest sympathy and love to the
gentle, the-pure, and the good. Let not tlile slightest reproach fall upon the breaking heart of one who has voluntarily placed herself in the frQnt of the battle to receive
arrows the enemy hav hurled at you. We must not desert
those who, like D. M. Bennett and Mrs. Blenker, bravely
meet the enemy and fight the battle for human emancipation.
G.
THURSTON, SR.
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But with love an(l a•piration that reach to realms above,
ap_pears upon the coin of the realm. Mr. Rayner's second
Where all is pure and lovely, and naught abounds but love;
objection involves some discussion, but it is generally beWhere all are taught progression, to scale the winding stair;
Where each will gather bright truths, which the higher ones pre- lieved that the Fathers of our Republic had a republic in
view. It is a matter for regret that our institutions are not
pare;
.
Get illumination from the stars to crown the earth with light,
all that has been hoped or claimed for them.-Eo. T. S.]
Which teaches manl<ind to be just; which teaches right is might;
Wh1ch says to pope and monarch, Go bow before the rod
BAN FnANOisoo, CAr.. , July 3, 287.
Of equal rights which is to rule, for that is to be God.
MR. EDITOR : I cannot longer refrain from adding my
We teach the plan which is to make a mortal man a man indeed,
word of heartfelt sympathy for dear Mrs. Blenker. Bile bas
Which is to not cast on a Christ a load Of sin, a hideous deed,
always been doing good for everybody whenever she could,
But. liv a life of useful acts, a garden where to sow
A plant for true humanity, which will forever grow.
all through a long life, and now, in her old age, must be atOf course, some of our Materialistic friends will laugh tacked by the bloodhounds of Christianity. We Liberals
when they read this, but I cannot help that. I hav clone the must not allow her to be imprisoned for a term of months or
same before I became an investigator. I do not know that maybe years; her surroundings are densely thick with. ig
spirits produce this force and intelligence; neither do I know norance and superstition, and I am afraid it will go hard
that they do not do it. So, for want of a better name, we with her. But her cause is ours, and we must stand by it
and let these bigots see that we will defend each other be-·
call them" spooks."
WM. H. BREESE.
cause " we know our rights and dare maintain them."
BosToN, MAss., July 3, 1887.
Respectfully,
MRs. E. M. HANssoN.
MR. EDITOR: In the last TRUTH BEEKER you publish an
BAKER's CoRNER, INn., June 21, 18_87.
article headed, "Features of the Queen's Jubilee," to some
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2. Please forward three
statements of which I beg leave to take exception.
SpPaldng of the queen, yon say, "She is their sovereign copi~s of Aunt Elmina's "Little Lessons for Little Folks."
by divine right, tran~mitted to her from the deity thron)rh The remaining 80 cents is a donation to Mrs. Blenker from
the offices of his ministers. At least, such is the theory." Mrs. Rachel H. Baker, an old. subscriber to TuE TRUTH
Please giv your authority for this statement. I am an BEEKER; She is now in her seventy-fifth year and a conEnglishman, born and brought up there, and hav receivecl, firmed Spiritualist, having some thirty years ago experienced
perhaps, a somewhat limited education, but ~ever before what, to her mind, was conclusiv evidence for this belief,
beard or read of such a theory. On the contrary, hav al- and notwithstanding she and Mrs. Slenker would differ
ways unoerstood that our !lings and queens were appointed widely on this subject, she is a Liberal in the true sense of
to the office of head of the nation by the nation's representa- the term, and a humanitarian, too; therefore, she sympa- ·
tivs, according to a· fixed rule or law. Indeed, the oath thizes deeply with Mrs. Blenker in her dark days of persecuadministered to members of Parliament distinctly states they tion, being more capable of doing so from the fact that she
Rball be "loyal to her majesty, as by law appointed." The herself !Jas, to some extent, had a taste of this bitter pill, havrule is that the eldest son, or, lacking a maier the eldest ing since her early days been a Freethinker, and likewise
daughter of the last or some previous incumbent shall be been a strong advocate of equal suffrage. Her father was
disowned by th·e society of Friends on account of entertainappointed, subject ·to certain conditions, viz.,tbat he sh~tll
ing views too Liberal for the church's circumscribed sphet·e.
be sane and morally fit to govern, and shall profess a belief
This circumstance had a tendency to encourage her in her
in the Protestant religion. Divinity has nothing to do with
Freethought ideas, and so by degrees she became what is
the appointment any more than it bas with the appointment
termed a confirmed Infidel; and she, with the helping hand
of a king or president of these United States. In neither
of her companion, bas succeeded in rearing a family, six of
case is the candidate appointed directly by tbe whole people,
whom are living, all grown to the age of mauliOod and
but by a few who are supposed to represent them. In each
womanhood, and I am proud to say none hav any affinity
case there is a rule or restriction on their choice. Our rule
for the orthodox church, as the writer of this letters happens
being more stringent tban yours, our representative are less
to be a member of aforesaid family.
BARAn F. BAKER.
free to put in the wrong man than yours are. I refer you to
the Tilden steal, for instance. Your rule simply states that
F ARLINVILLE, June 30, 1887.
the candidate muRt be nativ-born; ours goes further and
MR. EDITOR: As Mrs. Ehnina Drake Blenker has been arsays he must be a lineal descendant of some previous incum- rested as a law.br.eaker, and as she does not seem disposed
bent, and also comply with the conditions I hav named. If to dodge the issue, it is eminently proper that the public
the candidate fulfils these conditions, not all the bribery or should know just what that issue is-that they should know
corruption in the world will keep him out. This may hav what.sbe has done
happened in the barbaric ages, but it is not likely to happen
Mrs. Blenker has for years been before the public as an
in our time.
author, critic, and educator, and her talents hav been
One king did think he bad a divine right to rule. and lost aclmovl'!edged to be of a superior order. But she has been
his head in trying- to convince ·the people of it. There may engaged in other work besides this, and those who hav
hav been others since who hav·thought the same; if so, they known her best in this new field are the ones who can teshav been wise enough to keep it to themselvs.
tify to her sincerity, honesty, perseverance, and pure intenThere is one other statement in your article I wish to speak tions.
about. You say, "If the American people wished for thP
I hav enjoyed the privilege of being one of her correspondcontinuance of monarchy in England, they were very incon- ents for the last five years. Slle has been enthnsiastic'in her
sistent in fighting against it in this country." I never hail advocacy of" Alphaism," and bad quite an array of facts in
the-time nor tbe inclina.t.ion to read book histories of nations, support of her pet theory. But in order to get at all the
for I hav an idea that the best of them are unreliable. My bottom facts, she requested her correspondents to communiTALENT, On., June 27, 287 E.M.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. S. P. Putnam has shaken up the dry information of the past is gained from the writers in the pub- cate their own private experiences or the well-authenticated
bones of the cburcht!s, and also of stagnant Liberalism, in lic press of the day. If these giv wrong information, some Pxperiences of others touching the cause of birthmarks,
this (Rogue river) valley, by delivering three lectures in Ash- other writer is sure to attack the untruth and try to stop the hybridization, in the vegetable as well as the animal kingland, one at Central Point, one at Medford, and three in the damage done, while your writer in book shape givs no room dom, in order to ascPrtain the value, force, and extent of
U. M. L. Hall here. The U. M. L. Hall has a free platform for the opponent's case. All histories are pa.rtial and biasPd. pre-natal influences. Experiences flowed in that were varied,
where nobody is clebaned from speaking his honest opinions How many histories of your late civil war are there? and unique, and interesting, but here a new difficulty had to be
on account of race, color, religion, or sex. We hav sent out which one of them is the real, true one? Now, as far as mv met. As her corre~pondence widened it took in a class of
challenge after challenge to the sky-pilots of this valley to limited information goes, the· rebellious colonists in this pPrsons who had very interestin~ experiences and facts to
come and defend their particular superstition on this free country did not fight against monarchial institutionsassuch, relate, but were unacquainted with the scientific terms orplatform, but none of the regulation Andover cut has so far but· against a " wrong" done them under that system, just dinarily used in medical books, and the only way to get at
as the Southern people fought against a wrong done them what they knew was to let them tell their story in their own
accepted our invitation.
But honar to whom honor is honor is due-if none of the under republican institutions, and still-remained republicans. way. (And here I would remark, p>trenthetically, that a
regulation cut ever had the courage to stand up for Jesus on So I believe the majority of the colonists were still monarch- person who has investigated would be surprised at the small
a free platform, four Salvation Army cranks stood it for ists even after their successful ubellion, but were unable to number of men and women of ordinary intelligence who can
three meetings, and then they came to the conclusion that adopt tbat system of government for the same reasons that converse inte11igcntly on physiology, especially sexual
the spirit of the Lord would not manifest in that Infidel hall, they did not adopt a state religion. There were too many physiology; not because they do not know, but because
they are not acquainted with the proper scientific terms
with Paine, Bennett, and Ingersoll looking down upon their " isms" in their politics, the same as in their religion.
There never was a system of government devised but what with which to convey their ideas.) Anrl in relating their exsilly contortions. But, Mr. Editor, this is why they quit all
at once-we kept them busy explaining Bible contradictions, wrong could be done under it. I am living in a community periences they sometimes used words that I had only heard
and they bad to go home to study their Bible first, and so, that constantly boast that their town is the center .of the used by the baser sort of people, and because of such assoyou see, the spirit of the Lord hall a poor show. In fact, universe. They call it the Hub. They boast they hav got ciation they were shocking. But Elmina said: "If I can
some of our sanctified Christians got up and left the hall, and the best system of education in the world, and that they are obtain the facts in no other way, let them come that way. If
now the regulars and the irregulars love us as you know a possessed of the "cradle of liberty." Yet it is only a few dia.monds are buried in filth, we dig for them justthe same."
days ago this ''cradle of liberty" was surrounded by a howlThese letters of experiences hav been sent to those of ElChristian can love.
And now, Mr. Editor, as some of your correspondents ing mob, who threatened its destruction because a few of mina's correspondents who desired to investigate tbat subwrite to you about the phenomena of Spiritualism, I will say their fellow-citizens cl9.imed the right to meet in it and ex- · ject, and no others; she never sent them to any but those
she believed to be sincere. And now, as to the result of this
that myself and family hav given it some investigation, and press their honest opinion.
I don't decry your republic because of this intolerance. work of hers, I will say that I do not !mow of a single insince Mr. S. P. Putnam bas given us a new God in place of
the old one, I will giv the God of which this force called We hav it in England; it is everywhere. It appears to be stance where it has worked mischief, but I do know of famSpiritualism speaks; and I think he will compare very favor- omnipotent; it seems to hav always existed, and promises ilies that hav been made happier by this correspondence. I
ably with Mr. Putnam's new God. ·The following lines of never to die. It exists in every community, no matter under !mow of a busbnnd and wife who quarreled lil'e cats and dogs
poetry were produced in a trance at one of our circles, and what system of government. I was a republican long be- who now liv together with mutual respect. I !wow of one
fore I lived under the Stars and Stripes. I am one still, but young girl on the very verge of ruin who was saved by the
signed, "Lakeman:"
I confess my ideal republic bas not been realized. I am dis- counsel, advice, and information giv~n her by Elmina and
0Ltr god is in the flowers; 'tis in the blade of grass;
appointed in yours, but I bav faith that it will be better in her corps of corre~pondents; and I know of thousands of
It breathes us gentle whi8pering-s whene'er the spot we pass.
It tells ns of a grander life, one better, mo1·e sublime,
the future. True liberty and freedom is not generally ac. others who are living in misery and degradation, and are
Wl11ch is to teach us nobler thoughts than we dream of at this time. cepted here. I fail to find any more of it here thun in Eng- peopling the world with a generation of vicious and incaThe fnll unfoldment of the soul is taught by simple flowers,
pable children, all through ignorance, who might become
Wllich through the kissing of the dew, the sweet, enchanting show- land. We may all get it, perhaps, in the sweet by-and-by.
good and useful citizens by a little wholesome information
THOMAS RAYNER.
era,
Spring-s forth a bnd, and then the fragrant bloom
[0
d t h ld
b
Wuich in itself is beau&y adorned by rich perfume.
ur correspon en s ou remem er that the sovereigns about tbemselvs. Whatever Elmina has done has been
So are our livPs wbile on this plain
of England hav the crown placed upon their heads by a prompted by a pure and noble purpose, and she stnnds bebishop of the church, and he should . regard the expression fore us to-day a noble example of unselfish and untiring deOnly waiting for the showers which are an angel train.
'l'hey come, but not with golden luu·p to smg to Christ all Praises; to which be objects as having reference to that fact. Thea- votion to the best interests of humanity. "The very head
They come and bring sweet love, the weaker one upraises;
retically as remarked a sovereign of England is such by ti e and front of her offending hath this extent-no more."
They come. but not to favor somP, others send to torme?t endless,
'
"
. '. , ,
. .
.
. ~
H. E. DEWilY.
To writhe .in everlasting pain, dev01d of peace or love, fl'Iendless; ' grace of God- Det g1 atza, to put It Ill the form Ill which It

w.
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kind enough to me to blunt my feelings) for
the honor and happiness of its character, I
·become irritated at the attempt to govern
mankind by force and fraud, as if they were
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall all knaves and' fools, and can scarcely avoid
Ri'Detr, Mass., to whom all Communications for feeling disgust· for those who are thus imthis (Jornetr should be sent.
posed upon.
S. H. W.

g[Ttildrtnt s giorntr.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day•s occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Our Puzzle .Box.

Rome Wasu't .Built in a Day.
The boy who does a stroke, and stops,
W1ll ne'er a great man be;
'Tis the ae-e-regate of single drops
That makes the sea the sea.
Not all at once the morning streams
Itg gold above the e-ray ;
It takPS a thousand little beams
To make the day the day.
Upon the orc'>ard rain must fall,
And soak from branch to root,
And buils must bloom and fade withal,
Before the fruit is fruit..
The fo.rmer Jileeds must sow and till
And Wait the wheaten hear!,
Then cradle, threRh, and go to mill,
Before his bread is bread.
Swift heels may get the early shout,
But, spite of all the din.
It is the vatient ho'd.inq out
That makes the winner win.

A memorable epoch in history.

rather old for a girl of eleven years, but I am
old in my actions and talk. Just one month
from to. day is my birthday, and _so far in my
years it is the happiest day of my life. I had
a splendid time here the Fourth of Julybaby shows, dancing picnics, and fireworks.
I try to be good and go to Sunday-school like
my school-mates, but it was not born in me
to sit singing hymn after hymn, and hear a
preacher. About a month ago, two of my
school-mates were up to my house, and the
Bible was on the tahle. One of the girls
stepped up and took it, and she and the other
girl looked at it, and then would say something about the pictures; then they would
look at me to tell them something. All I
could say was, " Yes,'' and nod my head.
Well, for fear you are like other peopleimpatient of reading nonsense-I will close
for this time. I remain,
Your true friend,
IDAH BoLEY.
P.S.-I hope this will be good enough to
put in print.

Mrs. Jessie Brewster writes: " I think you
you are doing a grand and good work, and I
like to be allowed to help in any small way I
can."
.[We are obliged to our friend for her good
opinion, and hope ever to· deserve it. She
will please accept our thanks for her in3.-0KNTRAL AOROST!O OR HOURGLASS PUZZLE.
teresting article, and we assure her she will
always find a hearty welcome in the Corner.En. C. C.]
2.-DELETETJONS.
A monk's hood of its front bereft,
But a nocturnal bi1·d is 1eft.
But clip the monkish tile behind,
A female DO'Dine then we find.
I1"1JJin, Ia.
J. K. P. BAKER.

{fkolumn.

-Alice Gary,
--------~~~---------

The Strength of the Hills.
Mv t.hou~hts go home to that old brown house,
With its low l'Oof sloping down to the east,
And its garden fragrant with roses and thyme,
That blossom no longer ex~ept in rhyme,
Where the honey-bees used to feast.
Afar in the west the great hills rose,
Silent and steadfast., and gloomy and 1n·ay,
I t.houe-ht they were giftnts, and doomed to keep
Their watch, while the world should wake or sleep,
'l'ill the trump should sound on the ·judgment
day,
I used to wonder of what they dreamed
As they brooded there in their silent might,
While J\:farch winds sm,Ae them, or Jnne rains fell,
Or the snows of winter their ghoRt.ly spell
Wrought in the long and lonesome night.
They remembered a yonne-e•: world than ours,
Before the trees on th,,t top were born.
When the old brown honse was itself a tree,
And waste were the fieldi! where now you see
The winds astir in the tasseled corn.
And I was as young as the hills were old,
And the world was warm with the breath of
spring,
And the roses re1 and the lilies white
Budded and bloomed for my heart's delight,
And the birds in my heart began to sing,
But calm in the dist>tnce the gteat hills rose,
Deaf unto mptures >tnrl dumb unto pain,
Since they knew that Joy is the mothe~ of Grief.
And remern be red a batterflY's life is brief,
And the sun sets only to rise again.
They will brood and dream, and be silent as now,
· When the youngest children alive to-day
Hav grown to be women and men, grown olrl,
And gone from the wo•·ld like a tale t.hat is tolcl,
And even those Echo forgets to-day.
-Louise Ghanc!'e>' Jr[oulton in Harper•.•.

Memory Gems.
From the Works of T!toma8 Paine. To be
learned and 1·edted by t!te children.
He pities the plumage, but forgets the dying bird.
His natural rights are the foundation of all
his civil rights.
·

La.y then the ax to the root, and teach governments humanity. ·
Man was his high· and only title, and a
higher cannot be given him.
Natural rights are those which always appertain to man in rigbt of his existence.
Civil rights are those which appertain· to
man in right of his being a member of soci. ety.
When it becomes necessary to do a thing,
the whole heart should join in the measure,
or it should not be attempted.
The duty of man is not a wilderness of
turnpike gates, through which he is to pass
by tickets from one to the other.
Man did not enter into society to become
worse than he wa3 before, nor to hav less
rights than he had before, but to hav those
rights better secured.

. About Monkeys.

Write the na.mes of the seven objects, beginning at the top. They will form an hourglass. The central letters, taken downward,
will giv the name of the surrounding objects.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN'S OORNER
JULY 9, 1887.
I.-Salmon, Cain, Lot, Jacob, Adam, Isaac.
2.-Hare-bell.
3 -We ought always to esteem others
above ourselvs.

Correspondence.
WEsT SUTTON, MAss., July 11, 1887. .
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I write to tell you how
we spent the Fourth of July. I invited some
of my acquaintances to visit me. We had
presents. Among them were rockets and
Roman candles. We sang "America," and
would hav read the Declaration of Independence, but did not hav it at hand. '
" The Story Hour" has been put in our
village library. I like it very much. ] read
sonic of it, to my grandmother, who is almost
eighty-seven years old. I wish all boys and
girls co•1ld hav a copy of it, but if they are
too poor to buy one, it is a good thing to hav
it in the library, so that all can read it.
This being my first letter, I will close now,
hoping the rest of the correspondents will
write and tell us how they spent the Fourth
of July.
Yours with respect,
LuoY W. PHELPS.
[That was an excellent way of spending
the anniversary of our national Independence, and another year we trust it will be
very generally observed in the same manner,
and the reading of that great document, the
Declaration of Independence, should not be
omitted. Some time we will print it in the
Children's Corner, that all may hav a copy
for p.reservation.-Eo. C. C.]

GREENCASTLE, IND., July 6, 1887.
DEAR Muis WrxoN: I suppose you will be
surprised to get a letter from me, but I hav
started three letters to you, one piece of
poetry, and a piece of prose, but never had
patience enough to finish them; but I will
try and get this one sent oft before I think of
it. My papa is a jeweler by trade, and of
conrse I am trying to be saleslady for him, as
he hires no one, and I am very proud of my
situation in life, and not only my life, but of
my father's life, as he neither drinks, smokes,
nor chews, and it is almost needless to menWhen I contemplate the natural dignity of tion my mother's life, because she is always
man, when I feel (for nature has not been, happy. You may think this letter sounds

When a set of artful men pretended,
through the medium of oracles, to hold intercourse with the deity, as familiarly as they
now march up the back: stairs in European
courts, the world Wll9 completely under the
government of superstition. The oracles
were consulted, and whatever they were made
to say became the law; and this sort of government lasted just as long as this sort of
superstition lasted.

In the warm, forest-clad land of Africa
there liv a great many kinds of monkeys.
They are divided into tribes and families that
differ from each other as much as the different races of men. There are large and small,
fierce and g•mtle, tailed and tailless tribes. If
we were to dig down into the earth ever so
far under the great African forests, we should
still find the bones of monkeys, showing that
those who liv there now are but the children
of others who hav lived and died in the same
place through countless generations. The
farther we dig down, however, the more difference do we find between the remains of
the old monkeys who lived here ages ago and
of thoBe who hav recently died.
Nothing in this world of ours ever stands
still. The conditions of life hav been and
are continually changing. Animals and
plants must change too, and become adapted
to the new conditions, and so they hav been
departing more and more from the original
forms until new species hav been modified
from the old ; and the old forms, not being so
well adapted to their changed surroundings,
were >yorsted in the struggle for life, and hav
been gradually crowded out of existence. In
this way whole tribes and families hav become extinct, and new ones taken their
places.
You can easily see how naturally this
would come about if you will in'lagin the
climate in any warm country to be from year
to year growing colder. It would be reasonable to suppose that those animals who
chanced to hav the thickest coat of fur and
hardy constitutions would' survive those not
so favored.
As the cold increased the
wealrer and more dPlicate animals would die,
vegetable food would become scarcer, and
the animals who survived would eat more
fiesh and thus become stronger and fiercer.
Those among them who were strongest and
best formed f)r swift running would hav the
advantage in obtaining food, and in this way
a very different animal would be modified,
and grow up from the old stock that inhabited
the warm climate. This illustration is very
imperfect and will not bear close criticism,
but it will serve to show you how those
changes may come about.
It is among those extinct tribes of monkeys
who hav ·been exterminated by some such
means that. we must look for the early progenitor of man. Not a trace of him has yet
been found. Some great and wise men, however, hav devoted their whole lives to the
study of this subject, and are able to giv us
an idea of what our ancestors were like when
they lived and moved and bad their being on
this earth centuries and centuries ago.
As time goes on, and you children hav
grown to be old men and women, and hav
each of you done all you can toward the further enlightenment of our race, the world
will then only begin to realize the debt of
gratitude it owes to Mr. Charles Darwin for
his long years of patient search after truth,
and the light he has thrown upon our origin,
that most interesting question to all people of
intelligenP.e.
Ages ago, so long that your young minrls
cannot grasp the length of time, there lived,

probably, in the forests of Africa a strange,
ape-like creature, who had descended from
the catarrhine monkeys. They walked upon
two legs as we do, but their feet were quite
differently formed, and were more like hands.
The great toe was much shorter, and projected at an angle from the side of the foot
as our thumbs do from our hands. This
enabled the creature to use his feet in climbing the trees in which he lived. He could
grasp the branches with his feet as easily as
with his hands, and could swing himself
from branch to branch with great rapidity.
His arms were very long, a tail depended
from his body, and he was completely covered
with hair. The males and females both had
beards. Their hearing was very acute, and
they had sharp-pointed ears, which they
could move about in any direction; if a slight
noise attracted their attention, they could
direct their ears to that point, and thus be
quickly warned of approaching danger.
Their eyes were very peculiar, having a
third eyelid, which could be drawn very
rapidly across the eyeball, such as you hav
observed in birds.
These creatures were very fierce, and sometimes fought each other in a drea.dful manner,
using their great canine teeth as weapons.
This animal was the ancestor of mankind,
and I am afraid this is not a very fiattering
picture I hav drawn of our relativ. But if
some spirit medium would only confer upon
us a real benefit, by materializing him for our
better acquaintance, a cautious interview
with him might reveal to us some very excellent qualities that do not appear in the picture. In any case, Mr. Darwin tells us we
should not be ashamed of him. This is what
he says: "The most humble organism is
something much higher than the inorganic
dust beneath our feet, and no one with an
unbiased mind can study any living creature,
however humble, without being struck with
its marvelous structure and properties."
JESSIE BREWSTER.

----------·------------------

QuESTIONS.-What of the race of monkeys? BY
what means do new species appear on the earth 1
St.ate how greH.t changes somet-imes come about.
Where must we look for the progenitors of the
primitiv man 1 'l'o what scientist do we owe a
debt of grat.it.ude 1 What C>Ln you tell of' the
ancient ape of Africa 1 De•cribe his appearance.
Who was t.uis st-•·auge creature suppo•ed to be the
ancestor of 1 Should we be aRhamPd to own an
ape for an ancestor 1 State what Darwin says.
Which iB superior-inorganic dust or organic matter? What is the Bible idea of the ongm of man 1
I• it sensible or rEa"onable 1 Ought we to accept
unreasonable stories as facts 1

R.ItDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
.A. Book for Children and Yonth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

FREF.TIIOUGHT "'-OVELS.
H~ath. A finely
written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell 1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day ot
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Tile Heathens of the

A11 in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is ite absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are port,rayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find. m such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethongh t ranks." Price,
$l.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
-----~~-------------------

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eokhard, treasurer of the Amerioan
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24xl9 iucheA, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHlNGTON. and PAINE, the F .. thers of our
Bepublic. At the sides are FR.\NKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the AmeriCan Secular Union in cons11ituous type. At the foot. Rre
LAFAYE.TTE, GIRA.RD. and INGERSOLL,
makmg eight likenesses in all. Iuscribetl beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portrait.s and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nme Demands is surmounted on each corner by J\:Ir. Eokhard's design
of the flag above tile cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing, The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which theY were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.

THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.
The new, latest improved g. karat filled gold
watches are the best and mu.t durable in the
world for litt.le moneY. Pnces agam reduc~d.
Seven jewels, $~5; 11 jewels, i27.W; 15 jewels, ~30.
Same, adiust,•d to ll'""t and coloJ, ~34. Ladies', 7
i··w..,led, $20; 11. $22; 15, i28; "Hh gmss instde cap,
$Siess; Louis XIV. style, ~3 more; all best Aruerimm bunting stem-windels; open face, gold cap,
1'3 less; open screw cat~e, $5less; all cases accompanied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
~0 .J(:ars. Above movements in 3 ounce s1lver
cases, !:13 leaH ; 4 ounce, ~1:! less; 5 ounce, UO 50 ;
and 6 ounce, $9 less. All guaranteed one year and
seut prepaid, if on llne of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refund.-d if not. •ati"factoi·y.
WATCH WOHK.
Bend me your watched to be repair~ d. Inclose
$1 for cleaning; sprmgs, $1; jewel•, $1, and I will
return in Perfect order prepaid. Be•~ spectacles
or eyeglasses in the world, $1, pt·<·paid in ca•e.
Send line finest pnnt yon can read 14 inches from
e:res Without glasses.
OTTO WETTSl'EIN.
'
Hochelle, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethuught
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch wurk
in lots. Ltberal discounts.

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lecture~.~,. comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt," " Thomas Paine," " Individuai.
ity," and " Heretics and Heresies.''

The Ghosts, Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," '"l'he Dflclaration of Inde_pendence," "About Farming in illinois,"
'"The Grant Banquet," "The ltev. Alexander
Clark," "The ·Pa•t Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingeraoll."

Some Mistak;es of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
clo~h, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 cents,
.
The t:hristian Relitdon. By R. G.
Ingerso!b Judge Jeremiali .B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

liTTLE~lESSONS
FOR

11ITTLE f8LKS.
BY. AUNT ELMINA
(MRs.

E.

D. SLENKER).

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in ·two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously. . .

ln&"ersoll's Tributes~
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangement's whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
Printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The titles are:

Ingersoll t:atechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Ji'rarwisca:n. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'l'bOmas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the t:ivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
In~ersoll's Lectures Complete.

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at Harry Miller's Grave.

'Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher bas bad
all his lecture~) except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 11300
pal<'es, which is sold at the exceedingly .1ow
prwe of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

The Price of these he1etofore has been 75ct.s. We
offer them at FIF't'EEN CENTS EACH ; THE
THREE FOR FORTY CENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TlWTH SElEKEll,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York,

There hav been so many

ll.JlPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Y1•ion of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on beav;v toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts1or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

OR

NEW YORK:

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every re. Bpect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters; table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admirinjl' friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help 1t serve this
purpos~\ a fine steel portrait, with autogra~h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Prjce1.in silk cloth, beveled edges_, gilt back
and s1de, $2.50; in half calf, mottlea edges, elegant hbrary style, $4.50; in full TurkeY: morocco, gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest. possible Rtyle and finish, $9.

ROMAN ISM,

..
THE. TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Guod Citizen of
this Republic.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

By A • .Y. GROVER.
40
Reported for the "Truth Seekl!l:" by

Our Flag Above the Cross.

I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

This device is for
paper >1lld envelope~ for SEcular
Unions and others.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1; cabinet. 40 cents. '
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'k ink,
per q nire, . .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, t6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, • .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with l.ocal address, per
1,1)00, . . $10.00
Address

J. E . Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburf' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Btat1stics,
sbowin11 the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Anti"lavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem~erance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by S01igture Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecntion; Ininstice to Woman:
(' ui.iucuiess to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalis!ll ; Witchcraft;
. Slavery; l'olygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranq: lgnorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copws, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger gul'ntities.

'1""119 Truth ~eeker.
COPVRlOHTEO.

Any profit from 8ales will be devoted to the free
distribution of Liberal literature •

Sabbath-Breaking. Th1s is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath fl'Om a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is B.iscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;_ The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; l!<xaminatwn of
Bunda)' Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath during the Middle All'es: The Puritan
abbath; Test.imony of Christian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; AbrogatiOn of Sunday
Law• Price. 25 cants; six coPies, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

lil;{ions and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero'~ life, delineates the leading trait~ of his character and ge11ius, and vindicates ill~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Chowe extracts from " Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and ''Age
of Reason " a1·e given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed 01). jine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and contammg a handsome
steel portrait of Paiae. Price, paper, 50 oents;
cloth, 75 cents.

fiHE ONLtY &o~~EGrrr

DR. J. L. YORE,

E:DIIlYION.

The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
his Eastern lecture tour May 1st, to spea• at
Sacramento on l\'Iay 8t.b, at Salt Lake City, May
15th and 22J, at Canon C1ty. Col., May 29th. at Denver, C••l., June Mh au<l 12th; and at Garden Uity,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa: Cbwago, Ill.;
Grand Hapids, M ch ; Oulumbu~. Alliance, Akron,
Ohw; L-nesville, Pittsburgh, Philarlelpbia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, 1\Iass.; Alb.my, Troy,
Rochester, Batavia, Bufl'alo, N.Y.; Clevelan<l, 0.,
and at other pomts on or near the line, shuuld the
friends de~ire it, anrl leave the latch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't miiB a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Liberals desiring to armnge with the Doctor,
please address Without delay, in care of Uhe~&
Brothers, Garden Oit.y, K<i.n.; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, Colorado; William Lind"ay, Ottumwa,
Iowa; E. A. Stevens, 7W West Lnlie street,
Chicgao, Ill: D. A. Blodget', Grand Hapids, ~liuh.
H. H. Balaton, Columbus, Ohw; Boman !:ltaly, 86
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Geo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelphi», Pa.; Truth Seeker
otlice, ~ ew York city; Inve.stigator officp, .Haston,
Mass.; H. L. Green, 165 Delevan av.,Buffalo, N.Y.;
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
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'VORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Temperance:

Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Hollo Wilkie, und A1·thnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freet.hought. 50 cts. The B1ble and Darwinmn.
25 eta. Uiblwal Errors and Secular 'l'ruths. 25
LIQ.UOR ~:KINKING
Two Revelations. 5 ct.R. Bible Horror•; or,
The Apostle of" Liberty. An address ct.s.
Real B aBpbemy. li eta. BiblA Makers. 5 cts.
delivered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Free- Bible Saintt~-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 ct.s. l'tioses
thinkers• Convention, .JanuarY 29, 1S84. Price, ·vs. Darwin. o cts. SocratPs, BucJdha, and Jesus.
the
10 cents.
5 eta. Christianity a Del:(ra<ling Religion. 5 cts.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,,
Fictit.ious Gods. 5 cts, Natural l\fan. 5 eta.
Tbe Old Fa1th and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and 1
Spmoza. 5 eta. Tb" B1bl~ God and H1s Favorits.
E. 0. WALKER.
5 cts. M1racle-Workers. 5 crs. Health, WeR.Ith,,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain an<l the Son!. I
mv!Uedical Compound and lmJiroYed
5 ct.s. Nature ~nd the Gods __ 5 eta. Design and · This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
.ElRstic ~ .. I,JIOrtcr Truss in./,rom30 to
90 dav~ Reliable Je1ercnr.E'B g1ven. Send
Na~ural Selectwn. 5 eta. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages· price 10 cents.
stn.mp" for.circulur, awl sav in what papef
Animals. 5 cts.
1/0U talO mv advntlseuumt.
At1dreas Oa.P.t.
Address Watts and Co,, 17 Johnson's Court,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
E. C., Lon.1on, Eng,
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New Yorlr.
'!ll. A. Colllugs,SmithvWe,Se!!'eriOII. Qo.l!.t.

Image Ureaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbelivei"; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
P!l-ine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 oonts; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

Commended, Defended, c.nd .Enjoined
by
Bible.

RUPTURES

CRNTI:J.

A.ildresR THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
ann Eduard Howland. Editors; Jo•. Burgher and
F L. J:>rowne, Printers. This paper is devoted spe<.:ially to the interests of our colomzatwn entH•
pnse,the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa, and generally
to the practical solution or tbe probJ~rn of Integral
nn ...nnoj;" ation. Price, fil a. year j 50 oents for Bli
months. ·~"' f1~utw fnJ- thr"'P mnnt.h,..

THE TRUTH SF.tJ{FR ANNUAL.
Price, ll5 cents.
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1/otfriJ.
The Dying Agnostic.
Nay, wePping friPnds, i want no priest
To mar my peace with bootless ~trife,
Ere Death's cold kindness hath released
Me from the prison-bou•e of life.
Too oft his craft to scorn I've laughed
To ~end him now a suppliant cry;
Serene I dra•n the welcome draught,
And, smiling, tell you, "Thus I die!"
Yea, though the darksome -shades of death
Are clnsing fast around mv headThough well I know my failing breath
Will leave me soon with half unsaidMY" brain is clear, my will is strong,
From SUPerstition still l"m free;
Nor tear-filled eye nor faltering t.ongue
Shall wring one recreant word from me.
Nay, wherefore weep 1 Your God, you say,
Is love supreme, enthroned above.
Can the mistakes of life's short day
Then separate me from that love 7
Your creed you mock with idle fears
When mouming o'er my future lot;
You do but waste your bitter tears
On one who knows he need• them not..
And when beneath the daisied sod
You lay away mY worn-nnt frame,
PraY let no black-rnbcd "priest of God"
Advance for me to heRven a claim.
Rather let one who shared my faith
Tel] of the truths I loved mdeed,
How Reason'slamn illumed my path,
How "to do good" was all my creed.
And aye the stars will shine as clear,
The grass grow g·een, tbe loud wind swell,
As o'er the saint God holds most dear,
O·er me whom men dub" Infidel."
And whether life or naught may be
Beyond the grave's myHteriotH gate,
Guarded by Death. awaiting me,
I bow submissiv to my fate.
-(Jeorue Gubertson tn the Secular Revtew.

A Good Temperance Story.
Jack was full of clams and beer. The beer
was nothing new in Jack's experience, but
the clams were something of a novelty to
him. He had been spending the Fourth at
Glen Island, and had partaken so freely of
both the solid and the liquid that he was
puzzled as to which to attribute his unsteady
gait. It was 1 o'clock in the morning. He
had just left the elevated railroad, and was
zigzagging homeward with his white hat on
the back of his head and his hands in his
pockets, singing softly to himself:
The Man in the Moon is looking, love ;
He's winking, love; be's b!inldug, love;
.And each little star will tellHere Jack ran against a tree and lost the
thread of his song. After recovering his hat,
which had rolled in the gutter, Jack resumed
his journey, and, turning up a quiet side
street, climbed up a front stoop, and sat down
upon the topmost step. The moon was shin.
ing brightly, and paling the street lamps.
The horizon was lit up with R, glow like that
of a prairie fire, and the chimneys across the
way stood out black and distinct against the
glowing backgro.und. From far clown the
street he could hear a party of serenaclers
singing an old song which sounded familiar
to him. Jack was beginning to get sobered.
He put his hollowed hand behind his ear and
listened. Yes, although he could not hear
the words, the serenacl.ers were so far away,
he could supply them himself:
There's a heart beating for somebody,
L•ghting the hume he loves best,
Warming the bosom or somebodYWarming the bosom of somebody, ob!
-and the "Oh !" came wafled down the street
in a tuneful little cadence which died away
like a sob in the distance. The song brought
to Jack's remembrance an old-fashioned farmhouse on a Vermont hillside. There were
horse-hair chairs in the room, and a piGture
of Washington and his family on !be wall.
In the corner stood a little mdodeon with a
squeaky bellows, the complaining of which
he could hear even now through all the intervening years. Before the melodeon sat a
young girl whose blue scarf matched the color
of her eyes, and who was playing the very
tune he had just heard. Tl!e " Oh !" at the
·end of the song came softly to him out of the
past, and it seemed to Juck to hav something
of regret in it. Jaclr took off his hat and ran
his hands through his hair. He lapsed into
reminiscence again, and remembered how he
had married the blue-eyed girl and brought
her to the big, roaring city ; how the babies
had come one after another until they bad
three; how his "little woman's" eyes had
lost some of their luster from weeping, and
how he stayed out o' nights driuking beer
when he should hav been home looking after
the welfare of his wife and babies. By this
time Jack was thoroughly sobered and re-.
pentant. He felt in his pocket for his latchkey, but the key wasn't there. He didn't
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care to ring the bell, because he was afraid
of his wife's anger. _The window had been
left up because the night was warm, but he
thrust his hands between the blind slats and
tried to undo the fastening. A low growl
made him withdraw his hand quickly. Then
it occurred to him that it was only his setter
dog, and he whistled softly to the dog and
the animal whined a recognition. After
struggling with the fastening until he succeeded in unfastening the window, he lodged
on the window sill, when he tried to climb in,
and, loaded· as be was, teetered back and
forth, at the imminent risk of tumbling into
the stone basement below. At last he rolled
into the room with a thump which shook the
whole house. He had just gathered up his
bruised body and placed it upon the sofa,
when the door opened and his wife made her
.appe9.rance.
''So you've returned, hav you," said she,
2arcastically, while her eyes blazed like ardent
coals. " The baby is sick with the croup upstairs, but of course you don't care anything
about that. We might all be taken down
with the cholera and you wouldn't know anything about it. I suppose you've had a very
pleasant time to-day with your friends and
a;e a.s drunk as usual. This thing has gone
on as long as it is possible to last. I am perfectly satisfied that you hav been unfaithful
to me, and I hav sufficient grounds for a
divorce. Get down, Rover. I. could curse
you, sir. Even the dog is a better protector
thari you are. I hate you. That's what I
think of you,i• and she struck him a blow in
the face with the fiat of her hand which made
his head ring. " Oh, you deceitful wretch,
if I had a pistol I would shoot you," she continued.
Jack gritted his teeth together and clenched
his hands. He half arose from the sofa and
then his good sense prevailed, and he resumed his seat. The door closed with a
bang behind his wife, and he was left alone
in the room with the dog.
·
"Old fellow," said Jack, taking the dog's
silky ears in his hands and looking down into
the dog's brown eyes, ·• old fellow, things is
getting mighty warm around here, aren't
they?"
The dog thumped his tail and emitted a
short bark.
" And somebody's to blame, eh, old fellow?"
The dog put his forepaws on Jack's knees
and whined.
" The little woman exaggerates my weaknesses, but in the main she's about right.
What d'ye think?"
That unfailing barometer of a dog's emotion, his tail, played a tattoo on the fioor,
and he executed a dance on the parlor carpet
in>:iting a frolic.
"No, Rover, there's no funny business
about this. This affair is serious. There's
got to be a reformation. You remember old
man· Luther had a reformation, don·t you?
Yes, I suppose you do. Well, here's what's
going to reform-going to giv up beer and
clams and stayin' out nights. Back, old fellow, lie down in the corner," said Jack, as he
opened the door on a crack and listened. A
faint sound as of sobbing came down the
stairs. Jack closed the door and resumed
his seat.
''It's raining up stairs. I'm afraid the littie woman will get wet. Now, I'm going to
take off my shoos and see if the roof leaks.
You lie right down there in the corner and
k~ep still till I come down," said Jack, speaking to the dog, who slunk off into the corner
in a shamefaced way.
Then Jack stole softly up-stairs and peeped
into the room, where sat his wife with her
face hidden in the bedclothes. She was sabbing violently, and Jack's heart was touched.
Jack walked up to her and placed his hand
upon her shoulder.
"Little woman!" said he.
Louder sobs, but no answer._
" Little woman," he resumed, trying to
swallow his throat, "I've been a big brute to
you and the children, but if you'll try to
overlook what I've done in the past I'll try
and do better in the future."
·
"Oh, Jack, I struck you!" came from the
bedclothes in smothered accents.
. ''Never mind that, little woman. It didn't
hurt me."
Jack sat down upon the side of the bed
and drew his wife upon his knee. She hid
her face upon his shoulder, just as she had
often done in the olden times in the house
upon the V <Jrmont hillside.
"Do you think you can giv me another
chance?" said Jack.
"It was all my fault, Jack, and l'rn very
sorry."
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"Well, we'll call it Equare then, and start
Pamphl~ts.
in again. What d'ye say?"
---0--"0 Jack!" was the only reply, and then
We h10v on hand a large number of the following
there followed a sound which had something of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph"ets, which
of sweetness and requital in it, and borne on will be di2posed of at cost, as fol ows:
the wind from half a mile away came there.
Ingersoll C ,t,.chised:
frain :
His Answers to a Number of Vital Qnestions Pro'
pounded by the Editor of the "San Francisc..n i"
Warming the bosom of somebody, oh I
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
-St~n.

Very Cheap

$~.00.

An Addt·es!:l to Women.
0 ye women ! idly waiting
For t.he tides of fate to bring
Into wme fair sheltered harbor
Every goodly thing,
Think yon .that the wodd's rich treasures
Unto you will come,
While ye stand there idly waiting
With closed lips and dumb 1
No, the wide fields of ambition
Are not man's alone ;
You may reap the waiting harvest
If you will but come.
Mor~, the chains that long hav bound you .
You may 1·end in twain, .
But yonr own emancipation
You yourself must gain.
WomR.n scorned, and bound, and fettered
More than slave of old,
Not the less ner fetters gall her
That they be of gold.
Down through all the centuries saddened
BY our tears in vai 11,
Comes the odict : Man, your master,
Over y:m •hall reign,
This, the measure of the jus \ice
Where the people ruleWoman classed with chiltl and savage,
Lunatic, and fool;
Crushed her highest aspirations,
Still unquenched her thirstThrough her holiest, purest, noblest
Attribut~, accurst.
How much longer shall we listen
To a stren song,
While the great world throbs with anguish,
Oh, how long 7 how long 7
Up and doing, 0 yewomen!
And, wtth voice and pen,
Will we 'wrest our riRh ts inherit
From the hands of men,
JESSIE STARK CRoW.

Lit~rary Notes.
Andrew D. White will conclude in the August Popular Science .Monthly his account of
the .astonishing superstitions of the Middle
Ages respecting diabolical infiuence in the
production of storms.

, Science, the weekly publication heretofore
printed in magazine form, has doubled the
size of its pages and now appears as a 16-page
quarto. On account of the saving of labor
and paper which this change of form involves, the price per annum is reduced from
$5 to $3.50. Our worthy friend Henry J.
Thomas, who used to contribute a good many
bright thing~ to these columns, is a regular
writer for Science.
Prof. Richard A. Proctor says of Dr.
Janes's " Study of Primitiv Christianity," in
Krwwled,qe (London, Eng ) : " Readers of
Knowledge will find much to interest them in
Mr. Janes's carefully thought out and wellwritten treatis. He presents much of the evidence to which we hav directed readers'
attention. He has also collected much matter on which we bav not hitherto touched.
fhe subject of the origin and progress of
Christianity is very fully and fairly considered.
He givs his reasons and shows
how he has weighed them. He does not mislead by dogmatic assertion." For sale by the
:Truth Seeker Company. Price $1.50.

·oRTHODOXY,
A lecture, fifty-four olo~ely printed Iarl\'6 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Ctvil Bioi hts !ipeech1
Including the address of Frederick D- uglas. fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.>d $6 p•r hundred.
The .Trut.h of History,
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upon
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; SO cents per dozen; $2 per
hundre'ct.
·
·

BIGI.R IDOLATRY,
A letter Colonel Inger"oll wrote to the editot• of

the London "Secnlar Review." Price 3 cents;
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

30

INGERSOLL ON lUcGLYNN,
Being the comments and opiuions of MY. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; :io cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
Wei!uggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christiano, And 1t is with
that not unreasonable exp_ ctation that the prices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE '!'RUTH REEKER CO.,
28 La. ayette Pl., New York.

IfiYTI·lS
AND

THEIR

Parallels in Other B.el igions.
The object of the work 1s to ,Qoint out the myths
with which the Old and New restaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origm and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionablY true that the results of a
rationalistiC study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.60.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'rhe History of Freethought. Bound
in clnth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS!:
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
En.rly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought, Ma1·tyrs and Confessors. s~ction IV.
Free thought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Centurv.

Sef·ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction b,v Charles Bradlaugh. Con~
tents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Valne of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secnlar Principles;
Is tbe B1ble Reliable 7 The Christian Deity J
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civihzat.ion ; Philosophy of Secularism ; Science and Bible An ta.goni•tic i
Chri•tian Scheme of Redem_ption. .!!'or all or
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place. New York.

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORRS.
Biogral1hy of Sntan; or, a Historical

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
We are reqnes~ed to announce that Prof.
P nee, a5 cents.
Nath9.niel N. Pierce, Psychometric Counselor Bible of Biblt>s; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
and Healing Medium, of Philmont, N. Y.
twenty-seven b1hles and an exposition of two
(formerly of Putnam, Conn.), also the Great
thohsand bibltcal errors in science, history,
mori.ls,
religion, and general events. Also a
American Traveler and Truth Teller, author
deli; teat.ion of the charact.ers of the principal
of "the Book of Books, being Directions for
personnges of the Christian Bible anrt an exami'lation of their doctrins. Price, $1 75.
Cleansing the Blood and Curing All Forms of
Disease that the Human Family is subject to 1'he Wol'ld's Sixteen C1·urHtPd Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Without the Use of Any Medicin Whatever,"
Contaming new and startling revelations in
declines to be a candidate for the chief execreligious history 1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the doctrines, princip:es, precepts.
utiv of the Uriiterl States in 1888. Having, as
and miracles of the Christian New Te•tamentl
he states, accepted the presidency of the Naand furnishing a key for unlocking many or
its sacred mysterie•, besides compnsing the
tional Dog-annihilating Society, with a capital
b1story of sixteen oriental crncified gods.
Address THE TlWTH SEEKER.
of ninety million dollars, his attention will be
so taken up witll the business thus involved
that he does not feel that he could do himself
justice in a political canvass. He complains
that the public clamor expressed through
A donble-page picture contrastina sci:nce and
letters and otherwise urging the presidency of theology, showing how the one hal! labored for
this country upon him has caused him much human advancement, and 'how the other has
annoyance, and his decision is final. Mean- always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
time, he will devote himself to selling the twenj;y-five copies for $1; one hnndred copies for
$3.
We wish that the fnends of Freethonght would
"Book of Books" at 30 cents per copy.
distribute thousands of thi'SO telling pictures.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY.

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. JJT• .l!'OOTE.
25 cents.
Price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRAVELS IN FA~TH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.
For Sale at this Office.
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Agents for the 'l'ruth :Seeker.
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PHILADELPHli LIBERAL LEAGUE,

OALIFORN'r.A.;- ·

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
·seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OA.NADA..

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

OOLORADO.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not writE'.
The Bonnet.. written by Francis Bf\con to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1500. By Wu. HENRY
BURR. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stev!lns, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Unri-valed- in Tone,

. Touch and Workmanship.

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

c

:.2\j-0

KANSA.S.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSAOHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st .. Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
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can succeed, it is a right thing.-Ca,./1/le. [NDTE.STEPNIAK, the celebratThis is a cardinal point with
ed Nihilist author, will
the late Seer of Chelsea,
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but I cannot indorse it with
VI.sl't tbe Uni'ted States 1·n
·-a safe conscience, and I put
September.
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censed preacher of the
Methodist church, has
'swindled the citizens of
El Paso, Texas, out of
about $6,000. His piety
is reckone•l as something
extraordinary.
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ISAAC AND HIS WIFE ENJOY THEMSELVES.
And behold, Isaac was sporting with Rebekah his wife.-Gen. xxvi, 8.

THE School of Philosophy has opened for
the Eeason at Concord, 'Mass. The philosophers hav been discussing Aristotle.

1

OF the 37 men, women, and children who
HALF a dozEn dresses do not make a woman, but
were in the yacht Mystery when she was up- they often break a man.
set in Jamaica bay, near Brooklyn, on SunIF all men were to pay as they go, there would
day, July lOth, only 10 were saved.
be less going and more pa~ing.
ENGLAND may be "mistress of the C•s," but she
AN excursion train and an oil train collided
at a crossing near St. Thomas, Ont., on the has never yet been able to master the H's.
A SMALL boy wil! do a good deal of work for a
15th. The cars took fire from the engin, and
little money this time of the year. The circus seaa dozen people were either crushed to death son bas come again.
or burnt alive.
A FRENCHMAN in London claims to hav discovJ AOOB SHARP, the convicted briber, has ered a certam root which allays hunger and thirst.
been sentenced to four years in the peniten- He Probably refers to the root of all evil.
"ONE swallow," pathetically, but not originally,
tiary, and to pay a fine of $5,000. His
health is very feeble, and he probably will rema1ks an exchange," does not make a summer."
True. But several swallows may bring about a
not survive the imprisonment.
fall.
A RussiAN prince named Eristoff has rePRoFEssoR : "What end bas a mother in view
cently made an offer of marriage to the widow when she whips an incorrigible child 1" Senior
of Frank Leslie, the publisher, and was Vassar girl rises, blushes, and sits down.-Chrt~
lian lntellioencer.
refused. The Marquis de Limville is underNEws comes from Georgia to the effect that a
stood to be the accepted suitor of Mrs. Leslie.
man in that st'tte is living "pleasantly" with his
A coNVENTION of the National Colored eighth wife. This shows the value of trying again
if at first yon don't succeed.
Press will be held at Louisville, Ky., August
A MINISTER in Somerset county, Me., has hisser9th. There will be reports and discussions
mons p1·inted monthly, and sends them to his sick
on the" Power of the Negro Press" and on the parishioners every week. The result is that there
"Religious, Educational, and Social Status Is very little sickness in his church.
of the Negro."
MoTHER (sadly) : "Well, I suppose poor dear
Mt·s. Field is in heaven now." Mathematical son:
THE inflamed weather of last week was fol- • Oh, no, mamma! it takes three days to resurrect,
lowed on Sunday by terrific thunder squalls. and she won't be in heaven until six o'clock toSeveral boats were upset, and some lives lost. night."
The spire of a church in Brooklyn was blown
"WHAT'S the matter, Pat?" "More fun in the
off, and lightning struck a church in Jersey family this· morning, sor." "Yes; twins again 7"
"No, sor. Faith, and its triplets this time."
City. At Carlisle, Pa., trees and houses '• You're getting on." "Gettin' on, is it 1 By
were swept through the streets by the wind. hivms, sor, I belave the next'll be quadrupeds!"
IN a prayer-meeting, not long since, in New
THE Rev. Mr. Dale, a Methodist preacher
and temperance advocate of Peterboro, Pa., Hampshire, a worthy layman, speaking of some
eminent missionary, said that'' he was a poor boy
having been misrepresented by a saloon- taken out of the streets and put into the Sabbathkeeper, proceeded to the latter's place of school by a good lady-his father being a drunkbusiness the other day and gave him a severe ard and his mother a widow !"
THOSE two celebrated preachers, Rev. Dr. Bacon
whipping. He further offerec1 to whip the
whole liquor element of the town. This and Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, were once rlisputing on some religious subject when the former acChristlike proceeding so pleased 'Mr. Dale's cused the latter of using wit in his sermons.
congregation that they at once raised his "Well,'' said 1\'Ir. Beecher," suppose it had pleased
God to giv you wit, what would you hav done 1"
sahuy.
jEFFERSON DAVIs has given au interview to
the Baltimore .A.nM1'ican, in whir:h he states
that the federal government, in 1861, entered
into a conspiracy to assassinate him. To
this end, he claims, two desperate characters
were released from a PGnn~y Ivania prison and
offered a reward of $1JO,OOO if they would
effect his decease.
He had; he claims, a
miraculous escape from the hands of these
ruffians.

mercy of this same generl

THE engineers of the
elevated railr 0 ad in
Brooklyn are on strike.
The managers of the rO>ul
refuse to arbitrate and
·
th t ·k
are rep1amog e s rt ers
with non-union men.
JOHN LRBERRY, a li-

•i<•

CouNTRY editor (to his wife) : "Well, those downEast people are great geese. They are still hunting for the buried treasure of Captain K1dd, the
pirate. All they hav found so far is a jug with
eleven cents in it. That seems to represent the
savings of the old pirate's life-time." Editor's
child: "Pa, what kind of an editor is a pirate?"
BREVITY produces some very remarkable specimens of what the philosophers call nominalism.
One of our cOITespondents bad occasion to go into
a store to inquire for Dr. Abercrombi6's works,
''The Intellectual Faculties," and "The Philoso-

phy of the Moral Feelings." When he aRked for
them the bookseller ~olemnly replied : "I know I
havPn't any moral feelings, and I doubt' whether I
hav any intellectual f'aculties."-Ex.
"BEAUTIFUL!" said the drummer. "Sixty birds
in two hours, and only missed two shots." A quiet
gentleman sitting in a corner of the hotel office
put down his paper, rushed across the room, and
grasped him warmly by the hand. "Allow me to
congratulate you, sir," he said; "I am a professional myself."
"Professional sportsman 1"
"No; professional liar."
"MoTHER," abe said with a heart that beat
Loud as her tones of woe,
" To you the secret I'll repeat,
This cold world cannot knowLay thy hand on my throbbing browNay, shrink not from the themeOscar has come for two weeks now,
And never said 'ice cream.'"
A SENSIBLE little girl asked her mother the
other day how it was that Adam and Eve came to
leave the Garden of Eden, and was told that the
devil entered the garden in the form of a serpent
and tempted them, and God banished them. The
little child pondered over the reply foi' a few
moments, and then looking up, said: "Mamma,
why didn't God send the devil away instead o1
Adam and Eve? They were in the garden first."
Lours XIV. was one day conversing about the
authority which kmgs hav over their subjects.
Count de Guiche ventured to remark that. this
power had its limits, but the king, who would not
hear of it, passionately replied: "If I commanded
you to throw yom·self into the sea, you ought
without hesitation to jump in head foremost.•·
The count said not a word, but turned on his heels
and walked toward the door. '!he king asked him,
in surprise, where he was going. "To learn to
swim,'' was the reply. Lams XIV. burst into a
laugh, and there the matter ended.
HER name was Sniggs-it didn't suit
Her rich esthetic nature,
And so she thonght she'd hav it changed
By act of legislature.
She sought a limb-a legal man
With lois of subtle learuing,
And unto him abe did confide
Her soul'" most painful yearning.
He heard her through-he asked her wealth,
He pondered o'er her story,
And then he said he would consult
His volumes statutory.
She sighed and rose-he took he1· hand
And sudden said, "How stupid !
I did forget the precedent
Of 'Hymen vs. Cupid !'
"Just substitute my name for yours."
The maiden blushed and falteredBut in two weeks she took her name
To church and had it" altared !"
CAlliNET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDS·
35 Cents Each.
Address TEE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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might as well hav thrown
LherseIf fhrom the rtobof of a
one1on ouse on
e area
railings in the street be! ow.
. . . How mauy a lonely,
sorrowing women, eager
but to prove the smcerit.y
of he~ repent.ance, has
wailed in agony f0r forgivness on ea.1·th,. which will
only be granted her in
heaven.- Melville's Wltite
Rose.

"JusT so!" remarked
George, bitterly.
"Any
man you don't choose to
count a gent.leman, you
look down upon ! What
hav you got to do with
gentlemen. I should like to
know?" "To admire one
whPn I see him," answered Mary. ''Why shouldn't
11 It is very seldom and it does me good." "Oh,
yes," rejoined George contemptuously. ''You call
yourself a ladv, but-" "I do nothing of the kind,''
·interrupted Mary sharply, "I should like to be a
lady,and inside of me, please God, I will be a 'ady,
but I leave it to other peoJ.le to call me this or that.
It matters httle what anyone is called."-George
Macctonald's .Marv Marston.

MAN mav do with impunity, in every part of this
enlightened nation, that which, if woman does 'it,
is to her woJ·se than death. And it is considered
a matter of course. It is something to whiCh
·the1·e is •carcely any objection, and yet it is simply
an implication that woman is not the eq11al of
man, else it would neVPr be that that whwh will
bring disgrace and social infamy to one may be
tolerated in the other without anything derogatory to his cbaracter.-lTnderwood's Essavs ana
Lectures.
IT becomes no man to nurse despair,
But in the teeth of clenched antagonisms
To follow up the worthiest t1ll he die.
-Termvson's Princess.
I FIND that Mr. Talmage bas the disease that
seems to affiict most theologians, and tbat is a
kind of intellectual toadyism that uses the names
of supposed great men instead of arguments. It
is perfectly astonishing to t.be average preacher
that anyone should bav the temerity to differ, on
the subject 'of theology, from Andrew Jackson,
Daniel Webster, and other gentlemen eminent
[peradventurp] for piety dming their lives, but
who, as a rule, expressed their theological opinions a few minutes before diHsolntion. These
ministers are perfectly delighted to bav some
great politician, judge, soldier, or president, certifY to the trut.b of the Btble, and to the moral
character of Jesus Christ.-Inuersott's T<lt with
Talmaue.
OFTEN what a man takPS for the dictates of conscience is nothing more than a whiff of impulse,
a caprice, a crotchet, which an undisciplined
mind cannot dist-inguish from the deliberate decision of a competent intelligence; and the more
irresistibl~ the impul"e, the more Rudden and
vehement the caprice, the more it is likely to represent itself to his imagination as an imperious
command of the monitor within. There are some
persons who can no more discriminate betweeu a
desire and a duty than others who hav a mere
smattering of arithmetic can cast up a long Rddition sum right. Yet these are precisely the characters moot prone to be dogged and pcrsist.ent in
their noxiou• blunder, and to dreHB it, both to
themselvs and to the world, in the gaudiest guise.
W. R. Greu.

To test all assertions by adequate evidence, to
extricate the truth from involvments of imperfect
language, to push inquiry by every method-these
are prime esaentialsof human progress. Of equal
necessity is the removal of all chechs to the liberty
of expres•ing opinions. If these objects hav the
importance that Mill attributed to them, his
labors for their promotion would alone entitle
him to be accounted a benefactor of the race.Dr. A. Batn.
THERE iR no use speculating on "what migh~
bav been;" except when it helps us to direct what
may be.-Chas Gibbon.
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SALVATION.

Respectfully suggested to the Andover Theologians.
IT is generally understood, and, we reckon,
correctly, that a woman will hav the last
word. At ap.y rate, it is corroborativly
Now that Krupp, the German gun-founder, affirmed that when a rural editor recently reis dead, says the Philadelphia Press, he will monstrated with the principal contributor to
the "Poet's Corner" for writing on both sides
probably be canonized.
of her paper, she quietly retorted: "Well,
EIGHTEEN Congregational ministers died in and don't you print on both sides of yours ?
Vermont last year, and their average age was There, now, that settles it."
seventy-six years and nine months.
IN Algeria there is a small stream which
THE Toronto Mail says that skepticism is the chemistry of nature has converted into
taking a deep hold of the more enlightened true ink. It is formed by the union of two
part of the French population of Lower Can- rivulets, one of which is very strongly imada.
pregnated with iron, while the other, mean"PA," inquired Bobby, who was reading dering through a peat marsh, imbibes gallic
the paper, "what is a ' stony glare?'" " It acid, another ingredient in the formation of
. is the expression which comes over a man's ink. Letters and other manuscript matters
face at church," explained the old gentleman, are satisfactorily written with this singular
" when the contribution-box is held before natural compound of iron and gallic acid.
him and he has neglected to provide himseif
LAST year a Russian peasant, living near
with tim cents in change."
Odessa, was sentenced to six months' imTnE Italian League of Freethinkers, with prisonment for blasphemy. A correspondent
headquarters at Naples, numbers about two of the London Times was recently present in
thousand. The League was formed a year the appellate court of Odessa while the
ago ; its president is Prof. Giovanni Bovie, a peasant's appeal was being heard. He writes
member of the Italian Parliament. Early as follows : "The appellant's offense was
next year the League proposes to publish a this: Tired and weary after a long day's labor
weekly journal, to be called L'Esame.
in the harvest field last year he entered the
TnE priest of Canicatti, a large town in the village tavern· and drank a glass of vodkha
province of Girgenti, Sicily, recently caused After this appetizer he was supplied with a
to appear beside him in the pulpit a young small meat roll, called in Russian ' pirog.'
man whose face was blacked, whose head The peasant found the ' pirog' such excellent
was furnished with two large horns, and who eating that he exclaimed : ' I would rather
had a long tail from the end of which crack- kiss the girl who made this pirog than the
ers went off. The priest informed his fiock icon !' The latter is the sacred picture never
that this figure was the devil, and a great absent from any Russian habitation, before
panic ensued. Womun and children prt.sent which it is usual for visitors to uncover and
at this unseemly comedy were injured in the cross themselvs. The peasant's exclamation
was highly complimentary to the cook of the
crush.

AT the Anti-Poverty meeting last Sunday
tavern, but the parish priest, to whom it was
reported, heard and judged it in ·a different night Dr. McGlynn said : " I hav no quarrel
light. ·Hence the prosecution and sentence. with the Catholic church and her sacraments.
The peaeant, whom 1 saw enter the box and I should ad vise you all to enjoy the sacradevoutly cross himself before the ' icon' in ments, as I myself no longer can. But if any
court, was a middle-aged, jovial, and good- priest or bishop or pope [hisses] should make
tempered looldng man, who appeared much it a condition of your receiving the sacrarelieved by the court reducing the original ments that you shall giv up your belief in the
justice of this work, or surrender any of your
sentence to one month's arrest."
political or individual rights, then refuse to
ALTHOUGH the presbytery failed to find a receive the sacrament under aey such unjust
verdict of guilty in the case of the Rev. Mr. enforced limitation. Just tell the ecclesiasTodd, of Manassas, Va., charged with minis- tical machine that strives to impose such
terial conduct, the citizens of Manassas refuse conditions to mind its own business. Never
to acquit him and hav held a mass-meeting at sacrifice your inalienable rights to any ecclewhich denunciatory resolutions were passed. siastical dictation whatever. If they should
A number of affidavits giving instances of try by strategy, and other arts that I know
alleged immorality on the part of Todd were they may use, to stop you from attending
read, accompanied by the statement that they these meetings by refusing absolution at the
had been sent to the· presbytery and sup- confessional unless you giv the meetings up,
pressed by that body. The citizens hope that thrm you can say to the pries"t who seeks
their resolutions will induce the Rev. Mr. to earry out the attempt to stifle the movement, 'Father, you can keep your absoluTodd to leave town.
tion.' " At the Socialist meeting the same
WILLIAM B. OAKLEY, of Pittsfield, Mass., 'evening Col. R. J. Hinton said: "There is
has been found guilty of the crime of incest no longer any free discussion in labor organwith his two daughters, Alfreda, aged seven- izations; they are priest-ridden and prophetteen, and Isadore, aged thirteen. The testi- ridden bond slaves of McGlynn and George.
mony showed that for several years past, And now half a dozen meet in the back
when Alfreda refused to obey him her father parlor of a hotel and presume to dictate the
would whip her with a strap and kick her. policy of the Labor party. This clique decide
The girl did not dare to reveal their father's that certain men in the party are too radical,
conduct, because he had threatened to kill certain principles are too premature, and
them if they exposed him. Alfreda finally proceed to sit upon these men and principles.
told the story in March last to her mother, They presume to do thus, and look back with
and Oakley was soon after arrested. Two confidence to the 68,000 votes which the
physicians testified that the girls had been party once received as an index for the
terribly abused. Oakley, who is forty-five future." Last fall Colonel Hinton was one of
years old, carried his Bible into court with Mr. George's most effectiv and zealous camhim every day.
paign orators.
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(/§1.11nmunicaiions.
The University of IIJinois.
To those working for the separation of church and
state there is a case in Illinois that may be of interest. For there the question of the legal right to perform religious services in the public schools is assuming such shape that it will soon be brought before
the courts for decision.
Iu the spring of 1885, a student at the University
of Illinois, at Champaign, was suspended indefinitly
from the privileges of that university because he
absented himself from the religious senices performed
daily in the college chapel. He had paid all fees
required of him, and in the four years of his attendance at this university he had never been charged by
the faculty with any misconduct or delinquency, so
that there was no accumulation of charges against
him, but his suspension was due wholly to this one
cause.
The chapel exercises consisted at that time of vol~
untary responsiv reading of the New Testament, of the
repetition of the Lord's Prayer, and in announcements, and occasionally a short lecture was added,
so that the chapel exercises consisted mostly of religious services, and these were so connected with the
other bueiness of chapel that attendance upon the
one necessitated attendance upon both. There was
in this case no refusal· to attend any of the exercises
other than the religious services, but willingness to
attend was expressed were these services omitted or
separated from the legitimate business of chapel.
.An excuse from further at.tendance at chapel was
offered upon the condition of signing the following
petition:
Wrml!EAS, At the daily assembling of the students of the
Illinois Industrial Univ~rsity in the apartment called the
chapel religious services are belli, to wit, the reading of the
New Testament scriptures and the recitation of the Lord's
Prayer; and,
WnEREAs, Attendance upon and the listenin_g to any religious services is repugnant to my religious convictions, and in
violation of what 1 conceive to be my rights of conscience,
Therefore, I, - - - - , a student of mature age, of
said university, re~pectfully ask of the regent and faculty
thereof that I may be excused from attending and listening
to such religious services.
This the student refused to sign, mainly upon the
ground ·that he had no religious convictions for the
chapel exercises to be repugnant to; that by signing
it he would be merely asking a favor of them, and
would be admitting the right of the faculty to require
his attendance upon the religious services, a right
which he denied; that by the constitution of the
state the faculty was prohibited from requiring
attendance upon religious services ; that it was absurd to require a petition for an excuse from an exercise which he was cnder no obligation to attend;
that it had no authority to require of him his reasons
for non-attendance at· chapel.
Upon receipt of these objections to signing the
petition, the faculty, .April ·30, 1885, suspended him
inde:finitly from the privileges of the university.
A petition for the restoration of his rights in the
university was presented to the board of trustees.
In support of his petition, an argument was submitted in which it was maintained that the university
had no 1·ight whatever to compel students to attend
religious services, such compulsion being in violation
of the constitution of the state of Illinois. The university was founded and has been supported by the
state, and all of its property, its purposes, and its
management are under the exclusiv control of the
legislature, subject, however, to such limitations as
are contained m the constitution. The legislature
cannot authorize the board of trustees or the faculty
to violate the constitution. Nor can the latter do
any act as agents, employees, or officers of the state
which the legislature could not authorize done. The
faculty has no power not given it by the constitution
and laws of the state.
The constitution in the third section of the Bill of
Rights provides :
The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession
and worship without discrimination, sllull forever be guaranteed. . . . No person shall be required to attend or sup.
port any ministry or place of worship against his consent,
nor shall any preference be given by law to any religious
denomination or mode of worsllip.
By the constitution of the state, then, all people
are guaranteed the privilege of the free exercise and
enjoyment of religious pr.ofession and worship, or, if
they may choose, of the non-exercise of religious
profession and of non-worship. Any interference
therewith, in the way of discrimination or preference, even by legislativ enactment, is, by the express
words of that instrument, p10hibited. The taxes by
which this university is supported are gathered at
large from a population characterized by dissimilar
religious beliefs, observances, modes of worship, and
preferences. With such a public furnishing the
money to sustain the university, and supplying it
with the students in attendance, and having equal
rights to the full and equal enjoyment of all of its
privileges, it is manifestly impracticable and impossible to devise even a limited measure of religious

1

services for adoption in the university upon which all
the different sects and classes could harmonize. The
only alterliativ, therefore, to preserve the benefits of
the constitutional guarantees in letter and spirit, and
to secure to all absolute equality of right in matters
of religious predilection, must be to exclude from the
university all religious services performed as university exercises. If religious services cannot legally
form a part of the university exercises, students
certainly cannot be legally compelled to attend them.
Under a clause in the New York constitution*
identical with the one in the constitution of Illinois,
the superintendents of public instruction, including
Hon. John A. Dix and John C. Spencer, hav in a
uniform series of decisions, extending over a period
of nearly fifty years, held that religious exercises
could form no part of the public school exercises nor
be regulated by the school disciplin.
It would be impossible to frame a general proposi
tion in the English language, were it expressly
intended to prohibit compulsory attendance upon
chapel in this university, which would attain that
object more completely and with more certainty than
the one in the constitution cited above, which reads:
"No person shall be required to attend or support
any ministry or place of worship against his consent."
For the reading of the Bible and the Lord's Prayer,
as conducted in chapel, constitutes religious worship,
and the chapel, when occupied for that purpose, is a
place of religious worship within t-he meaning of the
constitutional inhibition above quoted. Could any
one find warrant for a doubt Gin this point 7 If the
acts referred to are not religious worship, what are
·they 1 And if they are acts of religious worship,
what is the place, the chapel, where they are performed but a place, for the time being, of religious
worship~ .Any place, while religious services are
being held there, is a "place of religious w·orship"
within the meaning of the constitution.
The constitution, it will be especially noted, says
nothing as to the ground upon which the refusal of
consent to attend a place of religious worship must
be based. It does not say that it must be based upon
religious convictions or conscientious scruples, as the
faculty seem to suppose. The sufficiency of the
ground of refusal is left entirely with the individual,
and no one can go back of such refusal to demand
the reason for it. It was sufficient that attendance
be against his consent. Whether the· objections be
founded upon religious convictions, conscientious
scruples, or mere cussedness was no one's business
but his own. .Any official inquiry concerning this
would be an impertinence as much as would be an
inquiry concerning one's politics.
Article 8, Section 3, of the ~onstitution of Illinois
provides:
Neither the general assembly, nor any county, city,
town, township, school-district, or other public corporation
shall ever make any appropriation or pay from any public
fund whatever, anything in aid of any church or sectarian
purpose, or to help support any school, academy, seminary,
university, or other literary or scientific institution controled
by any church or sectarian denomination whatever; nor shall
any grant or donation of land, money, or other personal
property ever be made by the state, or any such public corporation, to any church or for any sectarian purpose.

It is evident that if the reading of the New Testament and recitation of the Lord's Prayer by members
of the faculty, as officers of the university, constitute
sectarian teaching, or if such exercises are held for
a sectarian purpose, then the university is thereby
converted into a sectarian institution, and the institution itself, its property, and all the funds appropriated by the legislature to its support are perverted
to an unlawful use.
Of what conceivable use are these exercises if they
are not for the purpose of teaching religion~ If they
are not for that purpose, of what use are they, and
why is their abolition objected to by Protestants
alone, while .Agnostics wish them abolished and
Catholics and Jews want them either changed or
abolished 1 If they are not sectarian teaching, and
are not for a sectarian purpose, why do a certain
group of denominations object to their abolition, and
certain other sects want them either changed or
abolished 1
By reading the Bible and recitation of prayer they
are teaching by their actions and example-the
strongest possible way of teaching-that there is a
God; that he answers prayers, and that the Bible is
inspired.
.
·
Teaching the truth ·of these propositions is sectarian teaching with respect to .Agnostics and unbelievers. .And they, considering such exercises sectarian and unjust, organized the American Secular
Union, one of the objects of which is to procure the
exclusion of all religious exercises from the public
schools. By reading the New Testament and repeating the Lord's Prayer the inspiration of the New
Testament and ·the divinity of Christ are taught.
Such teaching is sectarian with respect to the Jews.
Reading King James's translation of the Bible, and
*The free exerci~e and enjoyment of religious profession
and worship without discrimination or preference shall forever be allowed in this state to all mankind.-Con8t. of N. Y.,
.Art. 1, § 3.
·

repeating the Lord's Prayer is sectarian teaching
with respect to Catholics, who believe the Douay
Bible to be the only correct English translation. Attendance upon such services is a sin in the eyes of
Catholics. The reading of even the Douay Bible iri
the schools, without note or comment, is not allowed
by the Catholic church. That· church prefers to hav
no religious exercises to having the Protestant
service. In many school districts of this country
there has been physical violence between the two
contending parties, the Protestant teachers using
violence to ·enforce attention to the exercises, and
Catholic parents using force to restrain the teachers;
In Hartford, Connecticut, the school board decided
that when over one-third of the pupils in one room
were Catholics, they might withdraw into another
room and hold Catholic services. In fact, in nearly
every city wher13 the Catholics hav much political
power there is an angry contest perpetually going on,
in which both parties consider the practice in question as sectarian.
.Again, the first section of the constitution quote4
above says, "Nor shall any preference be given by
law to any religious denomination, or mode of worship." By the religious services in the university the
state is giving preference to the Protestant denominations over all-others, and is giving preference to
the Protestant mode of worship over that of the
Catholic and the Jew.
To invent any form of religious worship that·wm
not be objected to by some religious denomination as
well as the non-religious portion of the community,
who may be supposed to hav some rights, is absolutely impossible.
· For these 1·easons, all religious services performed
as university exercises are unjust and illegal, and by
performing them the faculty is perverting the university and all of its funds to an unlawful purpose.
This student's claim to reinstatement in the university rests upon the facts: that absence from religious
services was the only offense with which he is charged;
that compulsory attendance upon such services is expressly prohibited by the constitution of the state;
that the faculty has. no right to demand reasons for
refusing such attendance ; that the performing of
these services as university exercises is illegal, and
prohibited by the state constitution; that compulsory
attendance upon an illegal service is illegal.
The board of trustees referred the case to Hon.
Geo. Hunt, attorney-general of the state; who, after
citing the resolution of reference and the facts in the
case, givs the following opinion:
The question here raised involves the right. of the trustees
and faculty of the University of Illinois to hold chapel exercises in the manner and form substantially as they hav hitherto been held, and the validity of the rule requiring the
attendance of all students on said exercises unless excused
therefrom.
He contends that the rule referred to is void on account of
being in conflict with that portion of Section 3, Article 2,
of the constitution of the state of Illinois which declares that
"no person shall be required to attend or support any ministry or place of worship against his consent; nor sha.ll any
preference be given by law to any religious denomination or
mode of worship.".
it is evident that, so far as his rights are concerned, only
the first part of the above-cited clause of the constitution is
involved.
By Section 1 of the act to provide for the organization and
maintenance of the university it is provided that the board
of trustees shall hav power to make and establish by-lawsfor
the management of the government, in all of its various departments and relations, of the Illinois Industrial University.
By Section 2 of the by-laws of the faculty, adopted by the
trustees, it is provided that "the faculty of the univ~rsity,
subject to the direction of the board of trustees, shall hav
general control of the di•ciplin and studies of the univer&ity,
and shall make in that behalf from time to time such regula-.
tions as they may deem expedient. It is under this power
that the regulation with regard to chapel exercises was
adopted.
I do not believe that the constitutional objection urged is
well taken, or that any of his constitutional rights are violated by the rule in question. That rule does not require him
to attend any ministry or place of worsllip against his consent. In the first place, he was not required to attend the
university. His attendance upon that institution was purely
voluntary. Attendance upon the university was not even
one of his rights as a citizen of Illinois. It is, on the contrary, only a privilege accorded to such persons as come
within the conditions prescribed in the statute and imposed
by the laws of the state and the by-laws of the faculty acting
under authority of law. It is presumed that the trustees are
competent to decide what regulations are proper for the government of the institution. and the Jaw givs them the power
to enforce obedience under penalty of forfeiture of said privilege on account of disobedience. Students are admitted to
said university for the purpose of instruction and disciplin,
and in accepting the privilege of attendance thereon, either
tacitly or formally agree to conform to the regulations for
the government of said institution. It is unnecessary to say
that disciplin is essential to every educational institution,
and that this disciplin must be administered by those in authority.
The general rule is that whenever any person joins an organization, or accepts a privilege, he ·c«;msents to obey the
mles of the organization, and fulfil the couditions of the
privilege. ~e bas no right to say that be will obey part and
still continue his membership in the organization, and the
enjoyment of the privileges conferred thereby. He is under
no obligation to join and subject himself to the regulations
prescribed, nor is he under any obligation to remam·. But
so long as he does remain, the obligation which he voluntarily took remains in force unless released by the powers
. which imposed it.
I find among the rules for the government of the students
the following : " 9. Each applicant for admission shall sign
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the following prom is of good conduct: 'I, the undersigned, constitution still reads: "No person shall be com- certain ungodly members· of Parliament, and there
-.- - , wishing to become a student in the Illinois Industrial
University, hereby promis that during my connection there- pelled to attend a place of religious worship against can be very little reasonable doubt that he is quite as
capable of a disreputable job as any New York alderwith I will perform all duties with fidelity, will yield loyal his consent."
and immediate obedience to all lawful autlwrity, and at all
The attorney-general further says: "The rule in man. The evidence given before the committee on the
times will strive to maintain a gentlemanly (or ladylike) de- question is not in any proper sense compulsory petitions in favor of coal and wine dues certainly did
meanor, in public and in private,· a! ways mindful of my own in my opinion. He could attend chapel exercises if not show that his hands were very clean, and his
good name >tnd of the fair fame of the university which I
he wished, or if he did not so wish he could be impudence in seconding the motion to punish one of
seek to join."
On entering the university every student agrees, in accord- excused upon request, and the rule requiring such his subordinates must hav taken the House somewhat
ance with the foregoing, to yield loyal obedience to the lawful request was proper," etc. Could he be excused upon by surprise. What splendid examples of morality
authority of the institution.
request 1 No. Only by signing an untrue state- are shown by these eminent and devout Christians!
In the case in question the student assented to this, and for
nearly six years had yielded obedience before he seems to ment-a statement that such exercises were "repug- It is not surprising that they so strenuously, though
hav discovered that the exercise in question was an abridg- nant to his religious convictions." Only by begging vainly, use their best endeavors to stem the tide of
ment of his rights as a citizen. He, doubtless, at the same for the privilege of enjoying a natural right guaran- .'Infidelity." They hate its advance because it is a
time yielded obedience to many other rules which were re- teed him by the constitution, and this to be enjoyed not. purer system than the one they profess, and under
strictions upon his liberty as a citizen, and which, had he
not been a student in this institution, would not hav been as a right, but as a favor. Only by doing that which no other religion than Christiamty could they so
binding upon him. It cannot be denied that the faculty the law clearly gave him the right to refuse to openly and successfully carry on their nefarious pracmight properly require his punctual attendance upon all rec- do, viz. : the giving of the reasons for refusal of tices. As " Jesus pays for all," those who profess to
itations, that it might also forbid him to visit neighboring attendance upon religious services.
believe in him can safely practice any rascality withcities during certain days of the week, or at certain hours of
out imperiling their chance. of an eternal paradise,
the day.
and this doctrin they fully carry out.
Secularism.
These would be restraints upon his personal liberty, and
From the Inae.vendent Pulpit.
Considerable stimulus is being given to the Freeyet no one would deny that they might be enforced even if
such enforcement required the expulsion of anyone who reSeveral people hav asked me the meaning of this thought party by a few of the chi 3f working members,
fused obedience.
term.
and there is every reason to believe that greater
But the rule in question is not in any proper sense compulSecularism is the religion of humanity; it embraces advance will be made this year than has been for
sory in my opinion. He could attend chapel exercises if he
wi£hed, or if he did not so wish he would be excused upon the affairs of this world ; it is interested in every- some time past. Efforts are being made toward more
request; and the rule requiring such request was a proper thing that touches the welfare of a sentient being; thorough organization, the means taken appearing
regulation, and was an infringement of no natural of legal it advocates attention to the particular planet in favorable for the end to be gained. Unfortunately,
rigllt.
which we happen to liv; it means that each individ- the bulk of Freethinkers are none too well endowed
1 do not· think that the other constitutional questions raised
by the petitioner hav any bearing upon the case. A:ny dis- ual counts for something; it is a declaration of intel- with this world's goods, and are ill able to afford to
lectual independence; it means that the pew is buy the literature or subscribe toward the expenses
cussion of them will, therefore, be unnecessary.
I am of the opinion that the trustees and faculty had the. superior to the pulpit, that those who bear the bur- of the lecturers, who themselvs are men who hav to
right to adopt the rule in question, aud for continued re- dens shall hav the profits, and that they who fill the work for their livelihood, but who, unlike the "minfusal to obey it they might suspend the student from the purse shall hold the- strings. It is a protest against isters of the most high," hav in many cases gone conprivileges of the university.
theological oppression, against ecclesiastical tyranny, siderable distances to address meetings without any
This opinion of the attorney-general the trustees. against being the serf, subject, or slave of any phan- remuneration whatever. You would not find many
adopted as their own, and the action of the faculty tom, or of the priest of any phantom. It is a protest "men of God" doing that; the vast majority would
was sustained. This opinion is one of the most against wasting this .life for the sake of one that we complacently allow a congregation to be damned
logical and pointed documents ever issued by the know not of. It proposes to let the gods take care without putting out the smallest effort to save them
department. See with what ease and grace he sweeps of themselvs. It is another name for common sense; unless well paid for doing so.
J. D.
away the decisions of Ron. John A. Dix and John C. that is to say, the adaptation of means to such ends
Spencer, of New York, with "I do not think the as are desired· and understood. Secularism believes
other constitutional questions raised by the petitioner in building a home here, in this world. It trusts to Sunday Base Ball Playing Legal in Missouri.
hav any bearing upon the case. Any discussion individual effort, to energy, to intelligence, to obser- State of Missouri against Christ Von der Abe, charged with
violating the Sunday law.
of them will therefore be unnecessary." Thus an- vation and experience, rather than to the unknown
The defendant is prosecuted under Section 1,578 of the Re,.
swering three of the points raised, he proceeds with and supernatural. It desires to be happy on this
vised Statutes, which reads as follows :
the second; his first point in answer to which is side the grave.
·
"Every person who shall either labor himself or compel
that attendance upon chapel was not compulsory,
Secularism means food and fireside, roof and rai- or permit his apprentice or servant or any other person under
because attendance at the university was voluntary, ment, reasonable work and reasonable leisure, the his charge or control to labor or perform any work, other
and not even one of his rights, but "only a privilege cultivation of the tastes, the acquisition of know!-· than household offices of daily necessity, or other work of
accorded to such persons as come within the con- edge, the enjoyment of the arts, and it promises for necessity or charity, or who shall be guilty of hunting game
ditions prescribed in tb.e statute, and imposed by the the human race comfort, independence, intelligence, or s.hooting on the first day of the week, commonly called
Sunday," shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor aud tined
laws of the state and the by-laws adopted by the and, above all, liberty. It means the abolition of not
exceeding $50."
trustees, acting under autlwr.ity of law." Ostrich- sectarian feuds, of theological hatreds. It means the
To understand the policy and scope of the Sunday laws on
like, he confidently sticks his head into the darkness cultivation of friendship and intellectual hospitality. our statute books it is necessary not only to look at the seccreated by his learned use of the term "privilege," It means living for ourselvs and each other; for the tion under which this prosecution is carried on and which
and crifls " Therefore." He brings us then to the ques- present instead of the past; for this world rather only prohibits "labor or work " by any person or by his
tion, whether a student at a state school has a right than for ·another. It means the right to express your servant or by anyone under his control (other than the
of attendanee which he may enforce by law, or. only a thoughtin spite of popes, and priests, and Gods. It household offices of daily necessity or other works of
or charity), or hunting game or shooting on Sunprivilege which the trustees and faculty may deny at means that impudent-idleness shall no longer liv upon necessity
day, but we must look at sections 1,5t:IO and 1,581 in connec.
pleasure. Of course, in a private institution, it would the labor of honest men. It means the destruction tion with it.
be purely a privilege. But the university being . a of the business of those who trade in fear. It pro.
Section 1,578 prohibits work and labor of a servil characpublic institution, supported by the state, all persons poses to giv serenity and content to the human soul. ter, or manual work or labor, and hunting gam·e or shooting
on
Section 1.580 prohibits horse-racing, cock-fighthaving certain specified requirements of age, char- It will put out the fires of eternal pain. It is striving ingSunday.
or playing at cards or games of any kind on Sunday.
acter, education, and upon payment of certain fees to do away with violence and vice, with ignorance, " Games of any kind" following the special words " playing
and signing the agreement to obey all '.'lawful poverty, and disease. It livs for the ever present at cards" means playing at any game of cards, dice, or games
authority," hav a right to be admitted, and that to-day, and the ever-coming to-rnorrow. It does ·not of a light character. In a word, it means gambling games,
not games like base ball.
right can be enforced by law.
believe in praying and receiving, but in earning and
Section 581 prohibits·the exposure to sale of any goods,
A public privilege, when all the lawful conditions deserving. It regards work as worship, labor as wares, or merchandise, etc.
are fulfilled, becomes a right. In the present case prayer, and wisdom as the savior of mankind. It
In none of these sections do we find recreation or entertainall these conditions were fulfilled, and so long as says to every human being: Take care of yourself ment, such as the evidence shows the game of base ball as
he obeyed all "lawful authority," he had a right so that you may be able to. help others; adorn your conducted-by the defendant in this case, prohibited. On the
the fact that some pleasures, sports, and games are
to remain in attendance. At last the starting-point life with the gems called good deeds; illumin your contrary,
prohibited, and base ball is not, is an intimation by the
has been reached, and we are brought to the question path with the sunlight called friendship and love.
legislature that there was no intention to prohibit the game.
of the legal authority of the faculty and trustees
Secularism is a religion-a religion that is under- If any recreation or entertainment, even of a moral character,
to adopt the rule requiring attendance upon religious stood. It has no mysteries, no mummeries, no was carried on or conducted in a loud or disorderly manner
on Sunday, it would be illegal; but the evidence in this case
services. This is the question at issue, and the only priests, no ceremonies, no falsehoods, no miracles, shows
that no disorder or disturbance was committed, but
question at issue. But what has the learned gentle- and no persecutions. It considers the lilies of the that the best of order prevailed, and the neighborllood was
man to say upon this question, or in reply to the field, and takes thought for the morrow. It says to not annoyed or disturbed.
The l'eop!e al!ainst ~Tm.. Dennin (42 Supreme Court
arguments of the petitiOner 1 With that wisdom the whole world: Work, that you may eat, drink, and
and profundity characteristic of the small man in · be clothed; work, that you may enjoy; work, that reports of New York, page 327) was a case where tile
defendant was arrested for phtying base-ball on Sunday.
a big office, he says: "It is presumed that the you may not want; work, that you may giv and There the statute is much broader than ours. Tile statute
trustees are competent to decide what regulations never need.
under which. he was pro8ecuted reads as follows: "All
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
shooting, hunting, fishmg, horse-racing, gaming or other
are proper for the government of the institution, and
public sports, exercises, pastimes, or sllows upon Sunday,
the 11\w givs them the power to enforce obedience
Our London Letter.
and all noise disturbing the peace of the clay are prolltbtted."
under penalty of forfeiture of said privilege on
There servil labor, trades, manufactures, ami mccllanical
We are given to understand that the state God employments are prohibited likewise. Tlw evidence shows
account of disobedience." Of course, they are " presumed" to be competent, but is this presumption of was very well pleased at the performances lately cel- that the base-ball playing was in private grounds, and no
such a nature that it cannot be questioned ! The ebrated in his West End house. His vicegerent, the noise disturbing the peace of tile neighborhood resulted
and the court decided that tile defendant com- attorney-general seems to think so, as he steadily queen, and all the high priests convey that idea, and therefrom,
mitted no offense under the statute in playing base-ball, and
avoids the question. The idea of the infallibility of so no doubt it is correct. They ought to know, be- discharged him.
the board of trustees and faculty was never before ing so constantly in communication with him. But
Our Supreme Court in 187fi decided that hunting game on
known to exist outside of the minds of the members if such be the case, he must be a very one-horse deity Sunday was no.t a work or labor wtthin the statute, and disof these honorable bodies. The legislature is also to find any gratification in such tomfoolery. It is charged the defendant, who had been convicted of llunting
under the Sunday laws (State against Carpenter). Since
presumed to be competent to enact such laws as are stated that formerly he was very indignant at having that case was decided our legislature has made hunting
the
house
of
prayer
turned
into
a
den
of
thieves,
but
"proper" for the government of the state, but do
game a violation of the Sunday law. But they hav not pro.
ihe courts hold such presumption a bar to the con- he has evidently changed his opinion on the subject, hibited, either expressly or by construction, base-ball carried
sideration of the question of their constitutionality ? or else he has been deposed in favor of a more pliable on decently, orderly, and quietly on Sunday.
I might say in addition to this that the game was a reason'rhe entire argument of the petitioner was upon the God, better suited to the spirit of the times. The able
sport and use of nature's powers, and wllile the
question of the lawful authority of the trustees and real fact of the matter, as it appears to me, is that evidence showed tllat money was taken and money paid
faculty to adopt the rule in question, and for the those who were concerned in the "thanksgiving'' to the players, it in my mind is not within the mcauin~ of
purpose of showing that they had no such authority. service do not -believe in any description of supernat- this statute any more than would be tlle playing of any
piano player or singer that might come into tile home of a
But what has the argument of the attorney-general ural being; the only God they hav any faith in being citizen
on Sunday to contribute to his entertainment. I
to say concerning this point-the only point at the one known as " Mammon," and him they worship th~refore find the defendant, under the laws and tile eviwith
all
the
fervor
of
which
they
are
capable.
issue? Absolutely nothing I He loaded his gun
dence, not guilty, and discharge him.
That eminent and sincere preacher of the gospel,
EowARD A. NooNAN,
with the puff-ball "privilege," but long before it
Judge St. Louis Court of Criminal Correction.
reached the mark the dust had settled, and the Alderman Fowler, has been fairly well exposed by
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The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of juvat," said a Roman proverb, which means literally never such a pair of eyes as young Robbie Burns
that Fortune favors the strong, and which has been kept flashing from under his beautiful brow." "WoSecularism.
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East;'; etc.
I.-PHYSICAL MAXIMS.
CHAPTER II.-STRENGTH.

.A.~Lessons

of Instinct.
Bodily vigor is the basis of mental and physical
health. Strength is power, and the instinctive love of
invigorating exercise manifests itself in the young of
all but the lowest brutes. The bigot who undermines
the health of his children by stinting their outdoor
sport as "worldly vanity," and "exercise that profiteth but _little," is shamed by animals who lead their
young m races and trials of strength. Thus the
female fox will train her cubs; the doe will race and
romp with her fawn, the mare with her colt. Monkeys (like the squirrels of o_ur northern forests) can
be seen running up and down a tree and leaping from
branch to branch, without any conceivable purpose
but the enjoy~ent of the exercise itself; dogs run
races, young hons wrestle arid paw each other in a
playful trial of prowess; even birds can be seen
sporting in the- air, and dolphins on the play-fields of
the ocean. In nearly all classes of the vertebrate
animals the rivalry of the m:ales is decided by a trial
of st~ength, and the female unhesitatingly accepts
the vwtor as ~he fittest repr~sentative of his species~
Normal children are passiOnately fond of athletic
sports. In western Yucatan I saw Indian girls climb
~rees with the agility of a spider-monkey, and laughmgly pelt each other with the fruits of the Adansonia
fig. The children of the South sea Islanders vie in
aquatic gymnastics. Spartan girls joined in the footraces of their brothers, and by the laws of Lycurgus
were not permitted to marry till they had attained a
prescribed degree of proficiency in a number of athletic exercises. Race-running and wrestling were the
favorite pastimes of young Romans in the undegenerate age of the republic; and, in spite of all restraints, similar propensities still manifest themselves
in our school-boys. They pass the intervals of their
study-hours in competitive athletics, rather than in
listless inactivity, and brave frosts and snowstorms to
get the benefit of outdoor exercise even in midwinter.
They love health-giving sports for their own sake as
. if instinctively aware that bodily strength will furt'her
every victory in the arena of life.
The enthusiasm that gathered about the heroic
games of Olympia made those festivals the brightest
days in the springtime of the human race. The
million-voiced cheers that hailed the victor of the
pentathlon have never been heard again on earth since
the manliest and noblest of all recreations were
suppresse~ _by order ?f ~ crowned bigot. The rapture
of competitive athletiCs Is a bond which can obliterate
the rancor of all baser rivalries, and still unites hostile
tribes in the are~?" a o~ pure J?anhood : as in Algiers,
where the Bedoums JOmed m the gymnastic prizegames of their French foemen : the same foemen
whose banquets they would have refused to share even
at the bidding of starvation. In Buda-Pesth I once
witnessed a performance of the German athlete
.:Weitzel, and still remember the irrepressible enthusiasm of two broad-shouldered Turks who crowded
to t~e e~g_e of. the platform, and, with waving
kerchiefs, Jomed m the cheers of the uncircumcised
spectators.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.

. The " survival of the fittest" means, in many
Important respects, the survival of the strongest.
In a state. of nature weakly animals yield to their
stronger n~als; the stoutest lion, the swiftest tiger,
has a superwr ch!l.nce of obtaining prey; the-stouter
bulls of the herd defy the attack of the wolves who
overcome the resistance of the weaker individuals ·
the fleetest deer has the best chance to escape th~
pursuit of the hunter.
A sta:te of civilization ~oes only apparently equalize
such differences. The mvention of gunpGwder has
~rmed th~ weak ~ith the power of a giant; but the
Issue of mternatwnal wars will always be biased
by the comparative strength of sinew and steadiness
of nerve of the men that handle those improved
weapons. In the last Franco-Prussian war the
French were favored by an undoubted superiority of
arms, but they were utterly beaten by a nation
whose sons had devoted their youth to gymnastics.
The arms of the Gothic giants were of the rudest
description: hunting-spears and clumsy battle-axes;
but those axes broke the ranks of the Roman legionaries, with their polished swords and elaborate
tactics. !or the last two thousand years the wars
that demded the international rivalries of Asia
E~ope, a~d North America nearly always ended
with the vwtory of a northern nation over its southern neighbors. The men of the north could. not
always boast a superiority in science or arms nor in
number, J?-Or in the _adv~ntage of a popular' cause;
but the ngor of their chmate exacts a valiant effort
in the struggle for existence, and steels the nerves even
of an otherwise inferior race. " Fortis Fo·rtuna ad-

well rendered in the paraphrase of a modern trans- men wiil condone many a moral blemish in a suitor,"
lator: "Force begets fortitude and conquers fort- says Arthur Schopenhauer; "they will pardon rude- une." Nor is that bias of fate confined to the battles ness, egotism, and intellectual povert.y; they will
of war. In the contests of peace, too, other things forgive even homeliness sooner than effeminacy.
being equal, the strong arm will prevail against the Instinct seems to tell them that in the 9•esult of marweak, the stout heart against the faint. Bodily 9'iage a mother's influence can neutralize any defect
strength begets self-reliance. " Blest are the strong, b'ut that."
C.-PERVERSION.
for they shall possess the kingdom of the earth,"
would be ·an improved variation of the gospel text.
The history of Antinaturalism is the history of a
The Germanic nations (including the Scandinavian persistent war against the manlier instincts of the
and Anglo-Saxon) who have most faithfully preserved ·human race. Buddha and his Galilean disciples
the once universal love of manly sports, have pre- considered the body the enemy of the soul. Accordvailed against their rivals in the arena of industry ing to their system of ethics, Nature and all natural
and science, as well as of war.
instincts ar~ wholly evil; the renunciation of ·earth
An American manufacturer, who established a and all earthly hopes is their price of· salvation, and
branch of his business at Havre, France, hired the chief endeavor of their insane zeal is directed
American and British workmen at double wages, against the interests of the human body. The gospel
maintaining that he found it the cheapest plan, since of Buddha Sakiamuni, and its revamp, the" New
one of .his expensive laborers could do the work Testament" of the Galilean messiah, abound with the
of three natives. In the seaport towns, even of ravings of an anti-physical fanaticism as unknown to
South America and Southern Europe, a British sailor the ethics of the manly Hebrews as to the philosophy.
is always at a premium. American industry is stead- of the earth-loving Greeks and Romans. The duty
ily forcing its way further south, and may yet come of. physical education and health-culture was entirely.
to limit the fields of its enterprise only by the bound- ignored in the gospel of the life-despising Nazarene.
aries of the American continent. From the smallest "A healthy mind in a healthy body," was the ideal of
beginnings, a nation of iron-fisted rustics has repeat- the Grecian philosopher. A world-renouncing mind
edly risen to supremacy in arms and arts. Two in a crushed body, was the ideal of the Christian
hundred years before the era of Norman conquests in moralists. The sculptors and painters of the Middle
France, Italy, and Great Britain, the natives of Nor- Ages vied in the representation of cadaverous saints,
way were but a race of hardy hunters and fishermen. hollow-eyed devotees, and ghastly self-torturers.
A century after the battle of Xeres de la Frontera, Physical training was tolerated as a secular evil
the half.savage followers of Musa and Tarik had indispensable for such purposes of the militant church
founded high schools of science and industry. And, as the hunting of heretics and the invasion of Musas the fairest flower springs from the hardy thorn, sulman empires; but its essential importance was
the brightest flowers of art and poetry have immor- vehemently declaimed; the superior merit of sacritalized the land·s of heroic freemen, rather than ficing health to the interests of a body-despising sou I
of languid dreamers. The same nation that carried was constantly commended, and the founder of the·
the banners of freedom through the battle-storm of monastic orders that superseded the pagan schools of
Marathon and Salamis, adorned ·its temples with the philosophy did not hesitate to enforce their dogmas
sculptures of Phidias and its literll.ture with the by aggressive measures; the wretched convent slaves
masterpieces of Sophocles and Simonides.
had to -submit to weekly bleedings and strengthPhysical vigor is also the best guarantee of longev- reducing penances; their novices were barbarously
ity. Nature exempts the children of the south from scourged for the clandestine indulgence of a lingermany cares; yet in the stern climes of the higher ing love for health-giving sports-wrestling in the
latitudes Health seems to make her favorite home; in vacant halls of their cloister-prison, or racing conies
spite of snowstorms and bitter frosts the robust on their way to their begging-grounds. The Olympic
Scandinavian outlives the languid Italian. In spite festivals were suppressed by order of a Christian
of a rigorous climate, I say, for that his length emperor. The fathers of the church lost no opporof life is the reward of hardy habits is proved by the tunity to inveigh with rancorous invectives against
not less remarkable longevity of the hardy Arab and the pagan culture of the manly powers, "so inimical
the manful Circassian, in climes that differ from to true contriteness of spirit and meek submission to
that of Norway as Mexico and Virginia differ from the yoke of the gospel." The followers of Origenes
Labrador. Men of steeled sinews overcome disease actually practiced castration as the most effectual
as they brave the perils of wars and the hardships of means of taming the stubborn instincts of unregen-.
the wilderness; hospital-surgeons know how readily erate boys. Their exemplar, who had recommended!
the semi-savages of a primitive borderland recover that plan for years, came at last to suspect the neces-.
from injuries that would send the effeminate city- sity of eradicating a germ of worldliness in his own,
dweller to the land of the shades. Toil-hardened mind, and proceeded to accomplish that purpose by· ·
laborers, too, share such immunities. On the 25th emasculating himself. The anti-physical principle of;
of March, 1887, Thomas McGuire, the foreman of European Buddhism manifests itself likewise in the,
a number of laborers employed at the night-shaft of fanaticism of the Scotch ascetics who raged against:.
the Croton Aqueduct, fell to the bottom of the pit, a the scant physical recreations of a people already.·
distance of ninety-five feet, and was drawn up· in sufficiently a:ffiicted by climatic vicissitudes and the,
a comatose condition, literally drenched in his own parsimony of an indigent soil. It still survives in, the,
blood. At the Bellevue Hospital (city of New York) bigotry of those modern zealots who groan at sig.b,t.
the examining surgeon found him still alive, but gave of a horse-race or wrestling-match, and wouldi fain,
him ,up for lost when he ascertained the extent of his suppress the undue worldliness of ball-playing: chil-injuries. Both his arms were broken near the shoul- dren. Manly pastimes were banished from the V\ery;·
der, both thighs were fractured, his skull was hor- dreams of a world to come; and while the heroes of
ribly shattered about the left temple and frontal Walhalla contest the prizes of martial sports, and th&
region, six of his ribs were broken and their splinters guests of Olympus share in the joyful festivals of the,
driven into the lungs. There seemed no hope what gods, the saints of our priest-blighted heaven need
ever for him, and, after the administration of an the alternative of an· eternal hell to enjoy the prosanesthetic, he was put in a cot and left alone to die. pect of an everlasting Sal?bath-school.
To the utter surprise of the attending surgeon, the
Trials of strength and of skill,
Rewarded by festive assemblies,
next morning found the mass of broken bones still
breathing. His fever subsided;· he survived a series · Feasts in the halls of gods, where the voice of the muses
An.swered in songs to the ravishing lyre of Apollo,
of desperate operations, survived an apparently fatal
hemorrhage, and continued to improve from day quotes a German poet f~om the Vulgata, "when
to day, till about the middle of June he recovered his suddenly," he adds, "a gaunt, blood-streaming Jew
complete consciousness, and was able to sit up and rushed in with a crown of thorns on his head and a
answer the questions of the medical nien who, in ever huge wooden cross on his shoulder, which cross he
increasing numbers, had visited his bedside for the dashed on the banquet table of the appalled gods,
last three weeks. As a newspaper correspondent who turned paler and paler till they finally faded away
sums up his case: " His strong constitution had into a pallid mist. . And a dreary time then began;
repulsed the assaults of death, till finally the grim the world turned chill and bleak. The merry gods
monster went away to seek a less obstinate victim." had departed; Olympus became a Golgatha, where
And, moreover, the exercise of athletic sports lessens sickly, skinned, and roasted deities sneaked about
the danger of such accidents: a trained gymnast will mournfully, nursing their wounds and chanting dolepreserve his equilibrium where a weakling would ful hymns. Religion, once a worship of joy, became
break his neck.
a whining worship of sorrow."
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
According to the mythus of the Nature-worshiping
Greeks, the darling of Venus was a hunter (not a
But Nature had her revenge, and the despisers:
~ailor or a hair-dresser), and the gift of beauty is, of their own bodies became so truly contemptible
mdeed, bestowed on the lovers of health-giving that in comparison the rudest barbarians of antiquity
sports, far oftener than on the votaries of fashion. seemed respectable men. '.rhe neglect of physical
Supreme beauty is country-bred; the daughters of exercise avenged itself in loathsome diseases, the perpeasants, of village squires, of fox-hunting barons, verted instincts exploded in vices; the monkish selfhave again and again eclipsed the galaxies of court abasers became caricatures of manhood : bloated,
belles. Country boys have won hearts that seemed whining, mean, and viciously sensual wretches, the
proof against the charm of city gallants. "I have seen laughing-stock of foreign nations and the curse and
many a handsome man in my time," says old Mrs. disgrace of their own. Physically, mentally, and
Montague in Barry Cornwall's" Table Talk," "but morally, the earth-despising convent drone repre-
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solid work for the future depends upon the increase 1At Woodburn I strike my friend Scott, of the Liberal
of their circulation.
host, and on we go to Portland. Here again I meet
I was glttd to meet with friends from the vicinity my friends the Saunders, Niles, Beal, etc., and rest
-Mr. Hodges, Mr. Clark, etc.-and I don't leave myself awhile. Saturday afternoon I come to Forest
Corva1lis with discouragement. I shall return again Grove, and here. I get the enthusiastic greeting of
and hav a larger audience.
T. G. Todd, who keeps our forces in motion at this
I was pleased also to meet Mr. I. T. Ford, of In- point in spite of much indifference. I am now at the
dependence, postmaster of the place, against whom home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Buxton this happy
the Christians hav waged a bitter warfare on account Sunday morning, and pleasant surroundings and
of his outspoken Liberalism, but without success. genial hospitality make my pilgrim pathway full of
He stands. his ground, and the community is in his cheer and hope. I lecture this afternoon and evenfavor. I hope to lecture at Independen-ce on my ing, and doubt not I shall bav a good reception in this
next tour. From all indications, I expect to old camping-ground of friend York, where his ringprosecute the campaign again, after the next Congress, ing voice bas been heard. ,.Next week I am busy-Manalong the Pacific· states. They are full of promis.
day and Tuesday evenings at Eagle Creek.; W ednesFrom Corvallis I come to Stayton, where I giv day at East Portland; Thursday at Portland; Friday
three lectures July 12th, 13th, and 14th. The. or- at Astoria; Sunday next at Seattle; Monday and
thodox element here is one of the most bitter I hav Tuesday, July 25th and 26th, at Newcastle; July
met. There was an intense desire to do me physical 29th, 30th, and 31st and Aug. 1st at Snohomish;
violence. Some thought I ought to be mobbed and Aug. 4th and 5th at Port Angeles; Aug. 7th, 8th,
hung. I reckon a few of them thought I bad horns and 9th at Port Townsend; Portland, Aug ..11th;
and hoofs. However, we hav stanch men here, and Colfax, W. T., Aug. 13th, 14th, and 15th; and then
they don't scare worth a cent and we went right I expect to be at Spokane Falls, Walla Walla, Penahead. All the lectures were 'crowded, and I gave dleton, Union Ci~y, Baker_ Cit:y, Prairie City, and
an extra address in the grove, to which, also, there thenc~ to Emmett s a_nd Bmse City, Idaho. I expect
was a large attendance. We organized a Secular to be m_ Salt Lake ~Ity Sept. 24th and 25th for the
Union with forty good names for the start. Wm. conventiOn of the Liberal<~ of Utah, and_from thence
Sims, Otto Schellberg, T. J. McCary, Dr. Matheson, by '!lay of Colorad? and Nebraska to ChiCago for the
Captain Waters, H. N. Cooper, I. H. Cooley, Frank natwnal Congress m November.
Roe, George Gaspe}, Wm. Brown, N. R. Adams, and
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
others are our "Marion's men" in these Oregon forTestimonials Wanted.
ests, and the enemy will find an unbroken front.
To· THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A letter
I want to speak a word for McCary, who preeided
at the Liberal meetings and is president of the from Mr. H. E. Dewey, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July
U nipn organized here. He is teacher in the school, 23d, applauds Elmina's work and cites two instances
of recognized ability; but the orthodox are going in which her efforts hav resulted in benefit and hapto make a hot fight against him and remove him, if piness to others. Many similar cases must be known
possible, on account of his fearless advocacy of to Elmina's friends, and it would greatly aid and
Freethought. He made burning, eloquent addresses strengthen her and be a deserved tribute to her deat my meetings in defense of his position. If the votion if the reports of such cases weoo collected. I
orthodox do remove him, it will only open a larger therefore ask each and all who hav experienced
field of usefulness; for I believe he would make benefit from her work, or who know of others so
a brilliant success on the Freethought platform, and benefited, to send a statement to that effect. Such
statement should be authentic, and within the positiv
such men we now need in our ·ever advancing work.
The orthodox of the vicinity wanted a debate with knowledge of the writer. I expect this request will
Clark Braden, and they sent him a telegram to bring me a large number of such testimonials which
"come on." I instantly refused to meet him, qn the I can use to advantage, while respecting the wishes
ground that he was no gentleman, and by his own of those who indicate that they wish their communibase methods was ruled out of the lists of honorable cations treated as confidential.
ED. w. CHAMBERLAIN,
warfare; and I took occasion at Stayton and SilverTreas. N. D. A , 120 Broadway, N. Y.
ton to expose this theological tramp, and . I think
that even the Christians are ashamed of his comMrs. Slenker's Attorneys.
pany-at least, every Christian lady and gentleman.
From Dr. Foote•.• Health ltfonth.ty.
At the close of my lectures at Stayton a challenge
The
question
is often asked, " Do you know anywas given me for debate. I instantly accepted it,
with the condition, which was granted, that I should thing of Elmina's attorneys?" For the information
choose a time not included in my present engage- of all who are interested ·in the case we bav the pleasments. As these take almost every evening until ure of presenting the following extract from a letter
November 1st and the meeting of Congress, the from Prof. Thomas N. Conrad, ex-president of the
Virginia Allricultural and Mechanical College : "The
debate will no~ come off until my next tour; but
unless the orthodox party back down, the debate law firm of Ronald & Heermans, of Blacksburg, Montgomery county, Va., stands well, and deservedly so.
is as certain as anything can be in the course of
Chas. A. Ronald, the senior member of the firm, is
human events.
Silverton friends greet me at Stayton-Fitzgerald, sixty years of age, was a soldier in the Mexican war,
Davenport, Wolford, Mcintosh-and in the early and was the senior colonel in the famous " Stonemorning (Friday) we take a drive for Silverton over wall" brigade, and was its actual commander in a
number of its battles. He is a lawyer of thirty-five
the beautiful Waldo hills. This is one of the loveyears' experience; was at one time the commonliest farming sections of Oregon, and is a rural
wealth's attorney of his county, and twice represented
paradise, indeed, of splendid fields, orchards, groves,
the county in the legislature. He is a Democrat in
etc. We stop at Ralph Geer's, a famous pioneer of
politics, an eloquent advocate, and a gentleman of
this country, whose deeds of strength are among the
high standing and ability. Charles A. Heermans,
legends of the land. We gather fruits, flowers, etc.,
the junior member of the firm, is forty-five years old,
for a merry hour, but in the midst of the very sunthe present commonwealth's attorney for the county,
shine of our joy Fitzgerald meets with a sudden fall, a journalist of fifteen years' experience, has a large
and a swift, terrific vision of death appears which
acquamtance in the state, of commanding influence,
The awful shadow passes
I shall never forget.
a Republican in politics, and a rising man of southaway, and life triumphs; but it leav~s my friend
Virginia.
Fitzgerald weak and on a bed of suffermg-a noble west
News and Notes.
" There are few firms possessing greater advanfriend,
indeed-frank,
brave,
genial-the
life
of
the
I lectured at Corvallis Sunday, July lOth, to a.
tages and capable of rendering more efficient service
fair audience, afternoon and evening. But Corvallis company-generous, open-hearted-a comrade whom to any cause they espouse."
love;
and
so
our
deepest
sympathies
are
with
we
is a slow-going place for Liberalism at present.
In addition to Messrs. Ronald and Heermans, both
There is much indifference, owing to the fact, perhaps, him and his noble wife, whose charming home has this law firm and Mrs. Slenker are in correspondence
that Corvallis is a little bit out of the way, and doesn't been to me a rest and inspiration. Nowhere bav with the treasurer of our National Defense Associafeel the pulses of the "wide, wide world." However, I had a more delightful welcome. The lights and tion who is also an able lawyer. E. W. Chamberlain)
it expects ere long to be one of the great main lines of shadows come; but these all shall only knit more Esq:, has been a constant attendant at the ID:eetings
travel from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Ten million closely the ties of fellowship, and make our humanity of the Defense Association, bas taken a deep mterest
dollars is now ready, I believe, to complete the rail- sweeter. and nobler, and sorrow shall be the minister in its work, and is thoroughly conversant with the
road through western Oregon to Boise City, connecting of kindness and hope.
prosecutions which hav taken. place under the ComIn the evening I lectured to a crowded house, stock law and he is especially familiar with such
with the Northwestern Railroad, and being a continuation of the Oregon and Pacific, which runs nearly a third of the audience being obliged to stand. cases as :night properly be called persecutions.
from Albany through Corvallis to Yaquina Bay, mak- I spoke in reply to the Rev. Mr. Driver on the gen- Those who are contributing money for Elmina's
ing a new trans-continental route which will open im- uinness, authenticity, and inspiration of the Bible. I defense are entitled to know these facts, and it is
mense tracts of country to the inroads of civilization. think our Christian friends hav heard some facts with much pleasure that we spread before our readThis will giv new life to Corvallis, and so progress about the history of the Bible of which they never tlrs what we hav learned from Professor Conrad in
and Liberalism. Howevlilr, I found a whole team in dreamed. The discussion has done good, and I only regard to the local counsel and what we know o~r
my friend B. F. Hyland, the son of a clergyman, but wish that the Rev. Mr. Driver would meet me in de- selvs of one who is in constant correspondence With
packed with Liberalism like a summer-day with sun- _bate. But he will not. I hav challenged him, but the defense.
shine. A half-dozen like him would revolutionize he finds that "discretion is the better part of valor."
THE St. Stephen's Home for Orphans and Homeless ChilI am up with the early worm on Saturday mornCorvallis. Mr. Wheeler is another splendid ally.
dren
in East 28th street, this city, is soon to become a paroing-not,
however,
to
be
caught
by
tM
early
bird.
These are the only two who take THE TRUTH SEEKER
school. The Home was founded by Dr. McGlynn to
or Liberal journals in this place, and they show the With one of Marshbank's good teams, Homer Daven- chial
provide for the poor children of the parish. contrary t~ the
port
takes
me
over
to
Woodburn,
eleven
miles
off,
_for
vigorous impulse of constant communication with
wishes of the church authorities, who wanted him to bmld a
the world-wide movement of Freethought. I always the morning train to Portland. It was a beautiful parochial school. It is said that tlJe New Dorp, Stat~n
find my best success where THE TRUTH SEEKER and drive in the jeweled dawn, the woods and fields Island, Home, also founded by Dr. McGlynn for poor chilInvestigator hav preceded me, and so I see that our growing luminous and fiery in the advancing day. dren, has already been broken up and will soon be sold.

sented th_e vilest type of degeneration to .which the
manhood of our race has ever been degraded, and the
enforced veneration of such monsters, as exemplars
of perfection, has perverted the ethical standards of
mankind to a degree for which our present generation is as yet far from having wholly recovered. The
love of athletic recreations is still smirched with the
stigma of the Middle Ages; " respectability " is too
often mistake!! for a synonym of pedantry and con
ventionaJ effeminacy; parents still frown upon the
health-giving sports of their children; vice still
sneaks in the disguise of saintliness and worldrenouncing aversion to physical recreations.
The degeneration of many once manful race_s has
reached an incurable phase ; the listless resignation
to physical abasement and decrepitud~. Earth has
spurned her despisers ; millions of priest-slaves in
.• southern Europe have lost the inheritance of their
fathers, and have tci till the soil for aliens and despots.
The arbitrament of war bas· made them taste the
lowest dregs of national humiliation ; the life-long
worshipers of whining· saints appealed in vain to the
God of Battles, and were forced to eat· dust at the
feet of the despised. Infidel and heretic. The ships
of the Spanish Armada were consecrated by a chorus
of ranting priests commending them to the miraculous
protection of heaven; and heaven's answer came in
the blast of the hurricane that buried their fleet in
the depths of the sea. The same nation once more
invoked the aid of the saints for the protection of an
armament against the great naval powers of the
nineteenth century. The ships were ceremoniously
baptized with the most fulsomely pious names: "The
Holy Savior of the World," "Saint Maria," "Saint
Joseph," "The Most Holy Trinity," and sent forth
in full reliance on the protection of supernatural
agencies. But in the encounter with Nelson's selfrelying veterans the sacred bubble at once collapsed.
St. Joseph's impotence howled in vain for the r~.ssist
ance of the Holy Ghost. The Savior of the World
could save himself only by a shameful flight, and the
Most Holy Trinity succumbed to a decided surplus
of holes.
E.-REDEMPTION.
In the work of physical regeneration Nature meets
the reformer more than half-way. Our children need
but little encouragement to break the fetters of the
fatuous restraint that dooms them to a life of
physical apathy. They ask nothing but time and
opportunity to redeem the coming generation from
the stigma. of unmanliness and debility. Physical
and intellectual education should again go hand in
hand if we would promote the happiness of a
redeemed race on the plan that made the age of Grecian philosophy and gymnastics the brightest era in
the history of mankind. Physical reform should· be
prQmoted by the systematic encouragement of
athletic sports; every township should have a free
gymnasium, every village a free foot-race park; by
prize-offers for supremacy in competitive gymnastics
wealthy philanthropists could turn thousands of boy
topers into young athletes. We should have athletic
county meetings, state field-days, and national or
international Olympiads.
. Educational ethics should fully recognize the
rights. of the body. We should admit the unorthodox,
but also undeniable, truth that an upright and
magnanimous disposition is a concomitant of bodily
strength, while fickleness, duplicity, and querulous
injustice are the characteristics of debility. We
should teach our children that a healthy mind can
dwell only in a healthy body, and that he who
pretends to find no time to take care of his health is
a workman who thinks it a waste of time to take care
of his tools.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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giommunications.
Bible Astronomy and Evolution.
Without a doubt, immense progress has been made
in all the physical sciences during the last two centuries ; indeed, it may be truly said that methodized
knowledge has accumulated with far greater rapidity
since the printing press has revealed the facts to the
multitude than in all previous history. Science is
distinguished from common knowledge in this-that
whereas science uses the J,acts which are commonly
known, it does more, it arranges and organizes them.
Of thil sciences, none has greater fascination to the
speculativ mind than astronomy. Its truths are discovered by careful observation, and by even more
careful mathematical calculations. It has been well
observed that all science, to become accurate, must
be expressed in terms of mathematics. In that case,
astronomy may be regarded as a fairly exact science.
And so indeed it is. The astronomer may predict
with absolute certainty many astronomical phenomena a hundred years before their happening. To the
very hour he can foretell the next transit of Venus.
But while it is true that to-day such wonders may
be performed, it was not always so.
It is perfectly plain to the most superficial student
of the Bible that the writers of its various fragmentary essays knew nothing of astronomy.
The writer of the first chapter of Genesis had no
idea either of the distance of the stars from the sun
or the earth, or of their magnitude. He appears to
bav thought that this earth was the only world, and
all the heavenly bodies unimportant auxiliaries The
universe to him consisted merely of this earth, which
he believed to be walled about on ·every hand by an
overhanging, arch-like, solid firmarq.ent.
When the poet Thompson finely wrote:
With 'llbat an awful, world-revolving power,
Were first the unwieldy planetslaunch'd along
Th' illimitable void! Thus to remain
Amid the flux of many thousand years,
That oft had swept the toiling race of men
And all their labored monuments away,
Firm, unremitting, matchless in their course,
To the kind tempered change of night and day,
And of the seasons ever stealing round,
Minutely faithful,

he was expressing from a poetic point of view an
aspect of the astronomical phenomena following the
alleged creation which was quite beyond the grasp
of the writer of Genesis.
· No idea of the "illimitable void" through which
the multitudinous stars continually coused appears
to hav entered his thoughts. To him the earth was
flat, and the sun, moon, and stars fixed in the heavens
like sun burners, or electric lights on the roofs of
theaters or great halls.
And the writer of the book of Joshua was no less
ignorant, for according to him, at the command of
Joshua the " sun and the moon stood still," a statement which is absurd on the face of it, since,
so far as this earth is concerned, the sun does not
move, but the earth revolves around it. It is a declaration, moreover, which could only hav been made
in an age of supreme ignorance of the elementary
principles of astronomy. Many divines hav sought
to explain away the absurdity of the inspired writer
by declaring that what actually took place was that
the earth stood still, and this, it is alleged, gave the
appearance described by the Bible writer. But this
only renders the passage more ridiculous from a
scientific standpoint than before, for as the earth,
besides revolving on its axis, is traveling round the
sun at a speed almost equivalent to a thousand miles
an hour, for the earth to hav stood still would hav
meant the precipitation into space of all animated
beings, and the probable engulfment of the earth by
the sun.
A careful study of the pages of the Bible will
show, however, that all the astrologers mentioned
within its pages proceeded in their investigations
into celestial phenomena on a wrong assumptionthe assumption that the earth was the center of the
universe. Nobody can blame them for it; they were
doubtlessly perfectly honest-and if the priesthood
of subsequent ages had not claimed for the writings
in which these views are set forth " divine inspiration," these astrologers would hav deserved nothing
but praise for their early and earnest guesses at truth.
But in the natural evolution of the human mind
the study of the heavenly bodies underwent numerous
important changes. Human life at best is short, and
few are the facts which even long-lived astronomers
could gather for the benefit of their fellows. If, as
the learned Josephus thought, "God indulged
the antediluvians with a long life that they might
bring astronomy and geometry to perfection," then
undoubtedly the intention of deity was never realized, or, the early astronomers, or astrologers, as they
were. called, having very inadequate means of making
known their" accumulated knowledge, much of it
must hav been lost either in the teaching or, as
a religious writer seriously suggests, "in the flood."
In other words, it must hav been washed "from the
tables of the memory" of Noah and his "righteous"
put :probably very ignorant family.

The Chaldeans, the Egyptians, and Chinese appear
to hav made astronomy an important study, and
with some useful results.
The Egyptians conceived that the planets Mercury
and Venus revolved like satellites around the sun;
but they believed the earth to be stationary, and the
sun, moon, and stars to revolve round it.
The Greeks, too, cultivated the study of astronomy,
and Pythagoras, who lived more than five hundred
years before . Christ, seems to hav been the first
to teach that the sun was the center of the universe;
that the earth was globular, and moved round the
sun; that the moon was inhabited, and that comets
are wandering stars.
But it was not till Copernicus, in the sixteenth
century, formulated afresh this system, with some
slight improvements, that it began to be accepted
even by cultivated persons. Galileo was condemned
for preaching it, and had to recant or die. . He preferred to recant. Bruno, more brave, chose rather to
die at the stake than yield up what he believed to bE\
true. So, too, did Vanini and many another pioneer
of progress.
The invention of the telescope, the wonderful discoveries made by the use of it by Galileo and others,
all tended to confirm the principles laid down by
Copernicus, and to open up a wider field of study for
future astronomers. With a still further improvement of the telescope, and the manufacture of ~ne
120 feet in length, great strides were made in astronomical science.
In the year.1666, in his twenty-fourth year of age,
Sir Isaac Newton made his wonderful discovery of
the law of gravitation. While resting under a tree
in ·an orchard the young scientist was struck upon
the head by a falling apple, which led him to numerous important reflections. First of all, he thought
that, as all bodies lighter than the earth were irresistibly attracted toward it, so it might be that this
law of attraction or gravitation acted in other regions
besides the earth ; that this law extended as far
as the moon, whose motion would necessarily be
influenced by it.
In his " Principia," Sir Isaac Newton very largely
elaborates this theory. He also was the inventor of
a telescope.
Few very important discoveries were made in
astronomy from this point until Sir William Herschel
directed his large telescope8 toward the heavens.
Then many important discoveries were made, which
not only e:Jct;ended the astronomical view of the
planetary s]'f!tem, but also of the sidereal heavens.
Sir Wm. Herchel's son, following in his father's
footsteps, continued the work, and, with the aid of
Sir J. South, made a catalog of 380 double stars,
determining with the utmost precision and accuracy
their distances and angles of position.
From this time down to the present, extraordinary
progress has been made, so that it may be truly said
that not only are most of the movements of the
heavenly bodie& known; not only can the distances of
the stars be determined ; not only can eclipses of
sun or moon be accurately foretold; not only can the
composition of comets be demonstrated, but Professor
Tyndall has carried experimental science so far as to
determin the weight of a comet's tail.
All this knowledge, it will be observed, is a slow
growth. Changes undoubtedly hav taken plaee in
the heavenly bodies themselvs during the thousands
of years that hav elapsed since the early astrologers
or the Biblical writers first devoted their attention
to the study of celestial phenomena~ But no such
changes hav occurred to account for the topseyturvy view of the subject which our early ancestors
entertained. To them the stars were small luminaries
fixed in the heavens to giv the earth light by night;
they were but "twinkle, twinkle little stars." Now,
however, they are discovered to be immense bodies,
millions, or in some cases billions, of miles away fro!ll
the earth; some of them are found to be great suns;
others are so distant that the light from them has
not yet reached the earth, notwithstanding the
immense speed at which it travels.
And the study of astronomy, in addition to
revealing many facts with which we were previously
unacquainted, has done more than any other science
to banish the gods from the universe and to make
known the unity of nature. The astronomer finds
that he ·can set no limits to nature; that he can
neither scale her bights nor penetrate her depthsthat, go as far, in any given direction, as he may,
there is still boundless space beyond which no man
has penetratrated, or probably can penenetrate.
Man's faculties are finite; how, then, can he
possibly grasp the infinit-whether it be called nature
or God?
ARTHUR B. Moss.
A ·PERSON who derives all his instruction from
teachers or books, even if he escape the besetting
temptatil'~n of contenting himself with cram, is under
no compulsion to hear both sides; accordingly it is
fa~ from a frequent accomplishment, even among
thmkers, to know both sides; and the weakest part
of what everybody says in defense of his opinion is
what he intends as a reply to antagonists.-John

Stuart Mill.

Are Christians Spiritualists 1·
Perhaps nine-tenths of the laity would indignantly
answer, No!
But "to the law and the testimony."
The word "spirit" occurs some hundreds of times
in the Christian's Bible, but it is usually accompanied
by a definitiv term.
Only a few Bible writers hint at a belief in spirit
as an entity separate and apart from the body.
The Old Testament writers are remarkably silent
in regard to a future state.
The New Testament writers often refer to an
entity termed by them " the holy spirit," " the Holy
Ghost," " the spirit," etc., evidently meaning a supposed personification of- the deity which they worshiped.
The phrase, "spirit of God" occurs some twentyfive or thirty times, but in ne·arly every instance is
defined by some accompanying word or words as
pertaining to man.
"The spirit of God moved on the face of the
waters " is an incomprehensible phrase unless construed to mean that power inherent in nature capable
·
of evolving order out of chaos.
This " spirit of God" came on Balaam, Saul, upon
Saul's messengers to 'David, on Aza, and was in Job's
nostrils. It is also said to dwell in believers, and
sanctifies them if they do not grieve it.
Matthew saw " the spirit of God " descending in
the form of a dove at Christ's baptism, which is a big
crumb o~ comfort for the gullible. It was by the
spirit of God that Christ cast out devils.
God is said to be " the God of spirits," " the
father of the spirits of all flesh ;" he "maketh angels
spirits ;" it is also said that "there are four spirits of
heaYen," whatever that may mean. .
The "unclean spirits," · "dumb spirits," and "foul
spirits" spoken of and cast out by Jews and apostles .
betrayed their gross ignorance of physiology by attributing diseases to the agency of demons.
The practices of Christians and Spiritualists in ex
orcising and invoking the supposed communion of
spiritual beings are decidedly similar.
The oracle of the ark of the covenant, or the ark
of God, and the breastplate worn by the priests
singularly enough resemhle the planchette and cabinet dark seances of modern Spiritualists.
The making of an ax swim, the increase of oil in the
pots by Elisha, read like the "manifestations" of
flower mediums and others of Banne1· of Light
fame.
The suspension of physical laws was about as common among Bible worthies, or unwor.thies, as among
the disciples of the Fox girls. Christians, of course,
accept all "the truths" recorded in God's infallible
word, the same as the Spiritualist refers all. those .
mysterious mental and nervous phenomena to the
agency of disembodied spirits at once, and without
investigation or controversy.
The handwriting on the wall at Belshazzar's feast ,
is complemented now all over the land by "independent slate-writing."
The appearance of Jesus "in the midst" of the
disciples, "the doors being shut," reads mighty like
the description of a dark seance (John xx, 26).
Acts ii, 2-the pentecostal "out and down pouring" of "the spirit" sounds WOJ!derfully like an
account of a seance of mediums.
·
Then " the spirit of prophecy " is spoken of, and
the power of "discerning spirits," which smacks
strongly of the teachings of modern Spiritualism.
Peter preached to the spirits in prison, which is
another conundrum; and John, in Patmos (whose
liver was morbid), saw "three unclean spirits, like
the spirits of devils."
But the grandest seance of all was the ascension of
Christ in broad daylight into the clouds in the presence of a gaping crowd.
The church, however, kicks on the healing of diseases in the face of the pos1tiv and direct assertions
of Christ and the apostles to the effect that the
elders and believers could cure the sick and handle
venomous serpents with impunity.
The "familiar spirits " referred to in the Bible correspond very well with the " guardian angels " or
" spirit controls " of mediums.
.
The dreams, visions, trances, etc., of the writers of
the Bible and Bible characters are often quoted by
" Christian" Spiritualists in confirmation of their
doctrins. ·
Since the advent of authentic history it has been
the universal custom to attribute all mysterious
mental phenomena to a spiritual origin, and all
natural phenomena to God. The latter belief wae
prevalent in Bible times.
There is no appreciable difference between the rav~
ings of Saint John in the Isle of Patmos, and the incoherent utterings of many modern trance mediums.
Pulpit perorations are often of the same flippant,
senseless nature.
The prophets of the Bible were mediums in the
same sense that mediums are prophets.
Christians meet together and pray for "the communion and indwelling of the holy spirit;" while
Spiritu!l.lists mel3t1 sins-, and invoke "the influence,"
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or the spirits of the dead, as they claim to understand it.
.The " conditions" necessary to obtain the desired
results are the same in the Christian church meeting
as in the Spiritualistic seance.
The writer has witnessed and experienced the
mental phenomena of the so-called "revivals of religion,:' as well as those of spirit-mediumship, and
attributes them all to psychic Jaws not well understood. That they can and will be accounted for
~ithout requiring the intervention of spirits-holy or
otherwise--'-I hav no doubt.
The results are self-induced in both instances; that
is, no results would take place in either case did not
the Christian or Spiritualist arrange or bring about
the necessary " conditions."
The mental or nervous phenomena peculiar to
religious revivals would ensue just the same did the
devotee concentrate and direct his devotions to
Jove, Jupiter, Mohammed, Buddha, or Confucius, instead of to Jesus; likewise, "the manifestations" of
Spiritualists would occur the same if the diakka of
the planet Saturn or the demons of hades were invoked, instead of the spirits of dead relativs and
friends.
Spiritual manifestations are both illusory and de~usiv, and the same may be said of the Christian religion.
There exists no evidence that the theory of either
the one or the other is true. In fact, the tendency of
what proof there is attainable in regard to either is
to prove that they are both false.
Christianity has been in vogue eighteen hundred
years, yet the world is not saved from sin.
Modern Spiritualism made its advent about half a
century ago, yet instead of the world being revolutionized to its doctrins, there are, perhaps, more Materialists now than there were then.
Like the boiling of a pot, the results, the modus
operandi of " getting religion" and becoming "de·
vel oped " as a medium, flow from within outward,.
and not vice ve1·sa, as supposed by the respectiv
devotees.
So far as known, there is no power or influence
above or outside of us to produce the results observed. There is nothing supernatural, supermundane, or beyond the cognizance of our senses; or if
there does exist anything of that sort it is beyond
our comprehension and utility, and as such it is useless for us to theorize or speculate about it.
The Christian theorizes upon the beauties of a
future home beyond the clouds, or in an indefinable
somewhere, attainable on good behavior here, while
the Spiritualists· expatiate on the loveliness of the
great beyond or "summer-land."
The Christian looks forward to the resurrection of
"body and breeches," while the Spiritualists claim
that the mind or thinking principle only will survive
death, yet it is to be in an ethereal, human form.
"Experiencing religion," or passing under "spirit
control," exalts and intensifies the feelings or senses
somewhat like the ecstasies of hypnotic subjects,
and, prolonged, deranges the organic functions and
dethrones reason.
The brain is in an .abnormal whirl of excitement,
all the forcesof life appearing to be centered and
concentrated there, and attempting to escape upward
through the top of the head because the skull seems
too small to contain the sea of bliss in which the soul
is floating. It is a mental intoxication. It is extremely dangerous to drink excessivly at this elysian
fountain.
The man or woman who sails too ofben on this
mysterious, unknown sea soon becomes satiated with
the jewels gathered there, and would gladly exchange them for the husks of the normal state. The
whole being becomes so intensely absorbed in this
mysterious ocean of wild, ecstatic delirium, that the
unfortunate subject is oblivious to the requirements
and duties of practical life, caring for nei~her wi!e nor
potato-patch, and lands in an insane asylum an object
of pity, a wreck of his or her former self-all from
attempting to sound and sail in the boundless abyss
of the unknown, where there is no shore, chart, or
compass to guide. Vain mortals, beware !
But to return. The Christian longs to walk the
golden-paved streets of the mythical New Jerusalem,
carrying palms, harps, and singing and shouting
forever in sight of "the great white throne" which
John saw, with those hideous beasts sitting around
to complete the picture and the Christian's hap piness; while the Spiritualist expects to hav a good
time generally " over there," and, by way of spice to
relieve the monotony of sylvan groves and " the
music of the spheres," to occasionally whisk around
the scenes of his earth life, rapping tables, thumping
pianos, and controling mediums, for the edification
of gullible mortals and for his own advancement in
'the spirit spheres.
There is to be observed this difference between
the practices of Bible Spiritualists and their Christian
successors in modern times-the former "asked
counsel of the Lord," that is, consulted the oracle,
prophet, or priest in regard to their temporal affairs
only; th~;~ l~tter cl!!-i!I). tQ ask QoC!. to save thetp. from
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temptation, sin, and an endless hell, though they are
careful to weave into their px:ayers always a petition
for the reception of ''every good and perfect gift."
The instructions of the Lord to some of the Bible
mediums or prophets were about equal to the "conditions" required for the development of modern
mediumship.
Hosea was instructed by the Lord first to marry a
prostitute and afterward an adulteress. Whether
modern Spiritualism is responsible for free love doctrins or not, free loveism was unknown till after the
advent of the Spiritualist craze.
Moreover, the Mormon branch of the church base
their polygamous practices upon the teachings of
the Bible. The spiritual "sealing" of a numberof
women to one man as carried out by the "Latter-day
Saints" is but the system of concubinage taught in
the Bible gone to seed.
The vast temporal and spiritual power claimed by
the bofy mother Roman Catholic church-of which
Protestantism is only a sugar-coated parasite or side
issue-is founded on Christ's declaration to Peter in
Matthew xvi, 18, 19.
The church-especially the Catholic-extorts its
millions annually from its votaries for its supposed
influence and ministrations before a mythical " throne
of grace," for the "free pardon of sin," for the sale
of indulgences, etc.
The eighty thousand able-bodied priestly drones
in the United States fleece their unsuspecting victims
to the tune of from $20 to $20,000 yearly, for their
intercession as middle men or mediums between man
and supposed gods.
An " innumerable company " of astrologers, soothsayers, trance lecturers, and spirit mediums ply their
vocation at from twenty-five cents to $5 per head for
their ·'seances," "sittings," answering of "sealed
letters," etc.
Where's the difference~
Echo only answers, " Where ~"
W. A. SIMPSON, Ex-Deacon and Ex-Medium.
Stockton, Tenn.

hundreds of others Mrs. Heywood and I hav received
from her; it contained nothing whatever indicating
that it was a "private" letter. The fact printed was
a revolting one, but none the less a fact because it
let daylight into the dark, rotten morality of socalled "good society." The public statement of facts
relativ to mental disease (no names of persons implicated were given) is as much an imperativ necessity
to reformation as that the diagnosis of physical
disease must precede suggestion of remedies. To
say the fact was "not fit for publication " is to say
that the patient better die of the malady than be relieved by faithful curativs, even though pain is incidental to convalescence. It recalls pro-slavery irrationalism which tried to "remove" the Abolitionists
for exposing the villainies of chattel bondage ; it was
not the sin, but pictures of it, which shocked the prosla-verites !
Whenever persons intimate to us that what they
say is confidential, their wish, of course, is always respected; but facts sent us are .fit or "not fit" to
print, according to conditions of which the publishers
of the l-Vord must judge for themsel vs. Unless
specially marked "private," I do not consider it a
compliment to me, or to the senders, to receive from
them statements which they are afraid or ashamed
to face in print;. I am not, never was, and never
shall be in the clandestin role of social reformer.
Persons unprepared to stand behind their own sentences, written or spoken to me, I hav no use for.
But, irrespectiv of the above, I am with you, Mr.
Editor, in every brave and timely word you hav
printed in Mrs. Slenker's defense. Her arrest and
imprisonment is an outrage on personal liberty and
the rights of pr-iuate correspondeHce, which will be
resented, more and more, as people becorne intelligent enough to sense the villainy of Comstock's
"laws." I trust that the intrinsic nobility of the
woman in this case, the spotless righteousness of her
purpose, and the imperativ necessity of reform will
assure her unconditional acquittal.
Princeton, July 16, 1887.
E. H. HEYWOOD.

Mrs. Blenker's Offense.

The Liberty ot' 'l'hougbt and Discussion.

Mrs. Slenker has forwarded us a copy of the indictment found against her. It reads as follows:
District Court of the United States of America for the Western District of Virginia in the fourth circuit, at a special
term of the District Court of the United States of America, for the. Western District of Virginia in the fifth circuit, held at Abingdon within and for the District and
circuit aforesaid, on the 12ch of July in the year of our
Lord 1887, and continued by adjournment to and including the 14tlt clay of July, 1887.
Western District of Virginia, S.S.
The Jurors of the United States of America within and for
the district and drcuit aforesaid, on their oaths present that
Elmina D. Slenker, late of Pulaski county in the district and
circuit aforesaid, heretofore, to wit, on the 15th day of March,
1887, at the said Western District of Virginia, and within the
jurisdiction of this court, did unlawfully and knowingly deposit and cause to be deposited in the mail of the United
States for mailing and delivering in the post-office of Snowville, Va., certain obscene, lewd, and lascivious writings,
papers, prints, and publications, one of which said writings
is called, "The Girl and the Dog," and the others of said
writings, prints, and publications are without any title whatsoever, and all of which said writings, papers, prints, and
publications are so lewd, obscene, and lascivious that the
same would be offensiv to the court here and improper to be
placed on the records thereof, wherefore the jurors aforesaid
do not set forth the same in this indictment, which said
writings, prints, and publications were then and there
inclosed in a paper envelope, which said envelope was
indorsed in red ink, "Private papers of Elmina D. Sienker,
Snowville, Va.," which said envelope, containing said writings, prints, and publications as aforesaid, was then and
there inclosed in another paper envelope,_wbicll said lastnamed paper envelope was then and there addn'ssed and
directed as follows: "W. H. Barclay, Richmond, V!L."
Against the peace of the said United States and their dignity and against the form and statute of said United States
in such case made and provided.
We h.tv never seen the stuff mentioned, and therefore cannot say how o:ffensiv it is. If it is the same
that was printed in the l-Vord, it is very disgusting,
and we cannot imagin how 1\Irs. Slenker should hav
thought she was domg good by circulating it.

JOHN STUART MILL ''ON LIBERTY."
When their enemies said, "See bow these Christians love one another" (a remark not likely to be
made by anybody now), they assuredly had a much
livelier feeling of the meaning of their creed than
they bav ever had since. And to this cause, probably, it is chiefly owing that Christianity 110w makes
so little progress in extending its domain, and after
eighteen centuries is still nearly confined to Europeans and the descendants tf Europeans. Even with
the strictly religious, who are much in earnest about
their doctrins, and attach a greater amount of mean"
ing to many of them than people in general, it commonly happens that the part which is thus comparativly activ in their minds is that which was made by
Calvin, or Knox, or some Ruch person much 11earer in
character to themselvs. The sayings of Christ coexist passivly in their minds, producing hardly any
effect beyond what is cauRed by mere listening to
words so amiable and bland. There are many reasons, doubtless, why doctrins which are the badge of
a sect retain more of their vit.ality than those common to all recognized sects, and why more pains are
taken by teachers to keep their mefmiug alive; but
one reason certainly is, that the peculial" doctrins ai·e
more questioned, and hav io be oftener defended
against open gainsayers. Both teachers and learners
go to sleep at their post ·as soon as there is no enemy
in the field.

* *

It is the fashion of the* present time to disparage
negativ logic-that which points out weaknesses in
theory or errors in practice, without est.ablishi[1g
positiv truths. Such negativ criticism would indeed
be poor enough as an ultimate result; but as a
means to attaining any positiv knowledge or conviction worthy the name, it cannot be valued too highly;
and until people are again systematically trained to
it, there will be few great thinkers, and a low
general average of intellect in any but tb~ mathematical and physical departments of speculatwn. On
any other subject no onfl's opinionR deserve the name
of knowledge, except so far as he hn.s either had
forced upon him by others, or gone through of
himself the same mental proce::;s which would hav
been required of him in carrying on 1111 acti~ controversy with oppon~nt~. That, therefore, wh1~h when
absent it is so mdtspensable, but so dlflicult to
create,' how worse than absurd is it to forego, when
spontaneously offering itself ! If there are any
persons who contest a received opi11i011, or who will
do so if law or opinion will let them, let us thank
them for it, open our minds to lis1e11 to them, and
rejoice that there is. some one to do for us ~hat
we otherwise ought, If we hav any regard for etther
the certainty or the vitality of our convictions, to do
with much gr~ater labor for om·selvs.

MR. HEYWOOD ON THE MATTER.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your
issue of this date Mrs. Slenker says:
Right here I want to make one simple explanation of what
bas gone against me more than almost any other one thing.
. . . In the correspondence many wonderful accounts of
monstrosities born of connections between animals and
human beings came to me from many quarters. I knew
Heywood was interested in all that pertains to sex and
heredity, so wrote a note to him telling him of the stories I
bad received, and, to my sorrow and surprise, be published
the item in the Word. I did not think it fit for publication,
and so failed to mark it" private."
This implied (though perhaps not intended) censure
of me as being the cause of what "has gone against
her more than almost any other one thing," is uncalled for and unsupported by the facts. The brief
extract .(five lines only in our narrow Mlumns) appeared in the last September Word. In the October
lVord I printed a long letter from Mrs. Slenker fully
explaining her position as an investigator of sex
SEND for a catalog of our publications.
questions but containing no such insinuation as is
implied i~ the al;>ove: l.\'!rs, Slen~er's letter w~s like mailed free
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to hell. He does not like it. We do. We hold that it is
good, sound, he&lthful teaching. Every reli!!:ion has taught
it. . . . Let a man once get it engraved 'deep in his soul
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
that obedience and consecration are rewarded with heaven,
and selfishness is punished with hell-that will be a creed to
E. M .. MAcDOl.ULD,
Editor. expand a boy's soul with the infinities and the eternities; it
teaches him that to be a Christian is to hav the spirit of a
0. P. SoMElUIY
Business Manager. hero and a martyr. Such a teaching does not make dwarfs
PUBLISHED BY
and cowarils; it makes men. Dr. Codman's son does not
'1 HE TRUTH SEEKER fJOMP ANY. like it; we do.''
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Those who fondly believe that the ides of hell has
been eradicated from the average human mind will
experience a shock to their optimistic views in these
words of the Independent, the leading religious literary journal of the country, to quote from its prospectus. It is evident, however, that the Congregationalists are still lingering along the pathway of
mental progress, looking back with comforting
thoughts to the place described by Dr. Watts as
one of
'' Eternal plagues and heavy chains,
Tormenting racks and fiery coals,
And darts to inflict immortal pains,
Dyed in the blood of damned souls.''

Bingle subscription ............................................. . $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. .
I) 00
Two new subscribers ............................ ; .............•
I) 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one reThey keep its ~memory warm, and no doubt hav
mittance ...................................................... .
5 00 picked out the people who will walk therein, "burnOne subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. .
7 00 ing continually, yet unconsumed," as ancient Pollock
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. ..
8 1)0 put it. And not only do they believe in hell. but
they hold the belief to be good and sound and
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 healthful, calculated to expand souls with "the infinAny number over five at the same rate, invariably
ities and eternities." They vehemently deny that
with one remittance.

Still Believe in Hell.
In his m·agnificent tribute to the late Henry Ward
Beecher, Colonel Ingersoll drew a true picture of the
orthodox Calvinistic home of seventy years ago. He
described such a home as a "Puritan penitentiary-a
prison with very narrow and closely-grated windows.
Under itl'l walls were the rayless, hopeless, and measureless dungeons of the damned, and on its roof fell
the shadow of God's eternal frown. In this prison
the creed and catechism were primers for children,
and from a pure sense of duty their loving hearts
were stained and scarred with the religion of John
Calvin. In those days," he said, " the home of an
orthodox minister was an inquisition in which babes
were tortured for the good of their souls. Children
then, as now, rebelled ae-ainst the infamous absurdities and cruelties of the creed. No Calvinist was ever
able, unless with blows, to answer the questions of
his child. Children were raised in what was called
'the nurture and admonition of the Lord '-that is
to say, their wills were broken or subdued, their
natures deformed and dwarfed, their desires defeated
or destroyed, and their development a-rrested or perverted. Life was robbed of its spring, its summer,
and its autumn. Children stepped from the cradle
into the snow. No laughter, no sunshine, no joyous,
free, unburdened days. God, an infinit detectiv,
watched them from above, and Satan, with malicious
leer, WllS waiting for their souls below."
. A correspondent of the Evenin.q Post, recognized
by the Independent as the "son of Dr. Codman, the
famous preacher of Dorchester, Mass., in the early
part of the century," declares that Colonel Ingersoll's
description is substant.ially true, as he remembers his
father's teachings and those of his neighbor. Dr.
Storrs, of Braintree. He writes:
"As children, we were often overshadowed by the 1\SBem.
blages of the 'Suffolk and Norfolk county associations,' and
I do not believe that any of those men were hvpocrits. Dr.
Storrs, of Braintree, father of the present Dr. Storrs, of
Brooklyn, was one of them. He often came to Dorchester
on an exchange. He was a fearfully eloquent preacher. In
his excitement he would pound the Bible and thrash the
cushion with a vehemPnce that was terrible as the doctrin~
he enforced. He would pidure the dang;er of the unregen.
erate soul, the death-bed of the sinner, the day of judgment,
the writhing of the damned in the lake of fire and brimstone
with all the power of litis oratory, with shouting voice and
with glaring eyes. Had he not been preaching; against the
devil, we would hav supposed that the devil himself was in
the pulpit. When Dr. Storrs, Dr. Beecher, Dr. Finney, or
any of these terrible men came home to dine, and cracked
their jokes at the table, what wonder was it that we poor litchildren who had just been frightened by them nearly to
eath wondered 'how they could?' That was indeed a
mystery.'"

Mr. Codman's verification of Colonel Ingersoll's
description of an orthodox home moves the Independent to grief, and it belabors him for his apostasy
from the church:
" But the real burden of ' J. C.'s' complaint &gainst the
home of his father and mother is just this, that they told him
solemnly and with tears, so as to fill his young mind with
"tW!l 1 that if he did not repent and be converted, he would.go

the devil is dead, nor will they admit that calling the
place sheol has taken one degree from the heat of
hell's :flames. Such stubbornness must command the
respect accorded to mules, but the Congregationalists
cannot expect the intelligent portion of the world to
view them with any great amount of admiration.
It is evident, too, that there is still a vast expanse·
of missionary ground for Freethinkers to work in.

A Proposed Legal Robbery.
The Atchison correspondent of the· Kansas City
Times, quoted by Luc~fer, writes to his paper as
follows:
"The $50.000 for the Lutheran college will probably be
raised by general taxation. as a monster petition requesting;
the mayor and council to make the levy has "been prepared.''

The constitution of Kansas contains this clause:
" . . . Nor shall any person be compelled to attend
or support any form of worship, nor shall any control of, or
interference with, the rights of conscience be p<1rmitted. nor
any preference be given by law to any religious establish.
mentor mode of worship."

_ It may be that this clause is not broad enough to
prevent t.he consummation of the outrage foreshadowed by the Times correspondent, but if. not, the
courts would probably prevent a general tax levy for
the benefit of one sect. Such a tax is clearly contrary
to the spirit of the constitution, if not to its letter.
It would be simply legal robbery.

McGlynn and His Church.
Edward McGlynn, the excommunicated priest, is a
very different man from Edward McGlynn, the pastor
of the rich and populous parish of St. Stephen's. It
is well that this is so. As a member of the Roman
machine Mr. McGlynn's mouth was sealed. Now
that he is liberated, as he puts it, he can disclose
the purposes and crafty measures of that machine.
His speech at the Academy of Music mi the evening
of the day that his excommunication was made public
is s ringing arraignment of the Roman Catholic
church, and a revelat.ion of some of its inside political
workings. Mr. McGlynn claims still to be a Catholic
~a better Catholic than the pope himself-and we
cannot, therefore, congratulate him as heartily as we
would; but for his exposure of the priests of his
faith he deserves well at the hands of those who are
laboring for a truly secular government. Every man
who opposes the Roman hierarchy is a benefactor of
his race.
The policy of the Roman machine, said Mr. McGlynn, is prompted by the desire to restore the
temporal power of the church. To accomplish this
the pope would dicker with the devil himself, and
sell the liberty of every Catholic in the world. It is
with that purpose in his mind that the pope has sent
two prelates to England to trade off Ireland for a
papal embassador st Victoria's court; it was for that
purpose that the Vatican supported Bismarck at the
last German election ; and it was to aid that scheme
that a German-American bishop of this country was
offered the archbishopric of St. Louis if he could
arrange for a papai represehtativ st Washington.

"As long as the Catholic people," said Mr. McGlynn,
" whether of Irela,nd, or of- America, or of Germany,
or of Poland, practically giv the pope to understand
that he can do what he pleases, not merely in the
way of defining the doctrins of the church, but in the
way of interfering in their policy and polit.ics, and
pulling the strings ; sometimes, as in Germany,
allowing priests not only to take an activ part in
politics but to sit in parliament, or, as in France,
allowing cardinals, bishops, and priests to sit in the
assembly, and to become permanent members of the
upper house; and again, when it suits him, permitting an archbishop to d11.re to say to an American
citizen that he must never in the future make a political speech of any character whatever, or to attend
any political meeting whatsoever, without the permiRsion of the sacred congregst.ion of the propaganda,
an Italian institution some thousand1:1 of miles away,
run by men who do not know but that Florida is a
suburb of New York, or Mobile the name of a street
in San Francisco-as long, I say, as the Catholic people of Ireland, of America, of Poland, or of Germany
consent to let the Roman machine, of which the pope
himself is but s mere puppet, do all that, so long will
this Roman machine, with the pope at its head, continue to use poor Paddy, and the poor American
Catholic, and the poor Polish fool, and the poor German fool as so many pawns on the political chessboard, to be sacrificed at any time for whatever can
be got in return."
Mr. McGlynn never sympathized with this policy
of the church, nor with the attempts to isolate the
Catholics of. the country by educating their childrfln
in parochial schools. He believes in separating
church and state, and maintaining the independence
of each from the other. The policy of the church,
in Catholic countries, has, he says, ruined the faith
of the people, until now "it is s notorious fact that
relig-ion is vanishing from nearly every part of the
world; that ;men . who are naturally religious are
being alienated from the churches, and, perhaps,
more from the Catholic church than any other. In
Ro-called Catholic countries," he continues, "you will
·find a peculiarily satanic hatred of rPliQ'ion-pope,
bishop, creed, and church-that you will find scarcely
anywhere else. Go to Catholic countries and you
find that the gown of the prieRt ·is hated as something unclean. You will find that a . priest can get
all the room he wants in a railway carriage by simply
exhibiting himself and his gown and shovel hat at
the door "af the compartment. It is not because of
the great reverence they hav for his reverence, but
that they hate the mere sight of him, that men will
crowd into another compa-rtment or another carriage
rather than be compelled to ride in the same one
with him." These are harsh words, but they are true,
and Mr. McGlynn confesses. that the facts they disclose are not new to him.
Considering the reasons why he was removed from
St. Stephen's pari~h, Mr. McGlynn said:
"First, they wanted to make an exR.mple of the man who
kept his engagement in Chickering; Hall. so that all priests
might know that no man among them might makp, a ~peech
without the pPrmission and con~ent of the archbi.shnp. so
that the archbishop should hav the unquestioned control of
all his priPstly ' subjects.' It was a prPcede~t that would
diminish the value and the quantity of the goods that he
might occasionally wish to dPliver to one or another political
party. It is told on unquestioned authority that the archbishop was eager to send for a prominent Democrat to assure
him that Dr. McGlynn had been inhibited from making
spePches during the political campaig;n. It is a matter of
public record that his vicar-general. Preston, wrote to Mr.
Joseph O'Donoghue a letter which was distributed before the
doors of churches; and poor fools of Catholics who read it
said, 'Oh. I was going to vote for George, but that won't do
now; that is going; against the church.'
"Well, the next charge was McGlynn wouldn't build a
parochial school. One of the councilors had the charity to
speak up and say, 'Has Dr. McGlynn ever been asked or
instructed to build a parochial school?' 'No,' said the archbishop, ' no, he shouldn't be allowed to build one; he is not
methodical enough; he shouldn't be allowed to build one.'
" Then the next charge was general financial failure. That
charge came about four years too late. I confess that I
never did take the view of the priesthood that the impersonation of all the cardinal and theologi~al virtues in one was the
ability to squeeze money out of the people, but to a large
portion of these ecclesiastical gentry the sum of all virtues
to-day is to be called a financier-the one merit that makes a
pastor, a vicar-general, and an archbishop. It is a strange
thing that St. Paul, who names about a dozen virtues which
should characterize a bishop, actually omitted financiering.
St. Paul never was a financier.
" But the one reason why I was suspended by Archbishop
Corrigan (unless he is a fool or a liar) is that I taught the
doctrin that God made the land for the people, and that I
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refl1sed to retract it. I clo refuse to retract it I And I was son's equal right, and .commits no act to curtail sledge-hammer enemy of Christianity and hereditary rulers,
suspended from my ministry for that and no other reason."
others' equal liberty. The cause of freedom is our and bothers the parsons and Australian government not a
little. Its .editor is a vigorous fighter, who never :runs.
Whether Mr. McGlynn is right or wrong in his

social opinions makes no difference in the verdict
which must be rendered against his church in this
matter. It is sufficient that that church has placed
itself on record as against the teaching of any new
political economy, and in so doing has disclosed its
own political ambitions and designs. Mr. McGlynn
may not be another Martin Luther, but he has placed
the people of this city under great obligations to him
for his sacrifices.
·
It is, however, safe to say that the Roman church
will go on trading votes for dollars and power just
the same as heretofore.

cause, and in fighting for that cause we confess to
partisanship. But we cannot agree with everyone
for whom our principles demand toleration, and because we cannot admit that social chaos is the shortest
cut to social order, it is manifestly unfair .to say that
we are enslaved to the principles of arbitrary authority. Such authority we are constantly opposing, and
·shall continue to oppose, though all the Anarchist
writers in the country sit around and condemn,

Discrediting Miracles.

The editor of the Christian Advocate is evidently
losing faith in the miracles of the Bible, for in answer
to a query from a correspondent whether he " supReal ChriRtian Teaching.
poses" that Laza.rns remembered "his experience in
The Christian E1Jangelist of St. Louis says:
the other world," Mr. Buckley somewhat impatiently
" The pursuit of happiness is not an ' inalienable right,' says:

.

nor a right of any sort. We are here to do our duty, not to
~eek our plea~ure.
Happiness is not a lawful a1m of life.
Neither ifl it an attainable aim. He who sets out to be happy
is c'loomed to disappointment and misery. The pursuit of
happiness is a wild goose chase. You ·can never come up
with it. · The most fleet of foot are always outstripped .in
thif' fond pursuit. To him who turns aside from this hopeless chase for pleasure ancl plods on in duty's narrow path,
h!tppiness may sometimes come, to bear him company. But
we l)annot run her down, thou~rh we speed after her with
fiving feet. Not only is duty before pleasure, but there is no
real pleasure except in the pursuit of duty."

This is the morality of. the Christ,ian religion
strictly 11.pplied. But what an inhuman religion is
that which denounces happiness as unlawful and unattainable! It is the religion of the brakes· and
jungles, of the caves and dens, of savagery and animalism,
It is well that the world disagrees with theology in
its moral as in its scientific teaching.

"Partisan " Warfare.

" We suppose that Lazarus did not remember his experience in the other world, because we suppose that he was
dead in the same sense that a man who is drowned is dead
before he is brought to life, and that he never would hav
come to life without our Lord's voice or some miraculous
power; but that he was dead in the sense that his spirit was
permanently and entirely free from the body we don't suppose, and therefore we suppose he did not know anything
durinp; the interval."

If Lazarus was only experiencing a period of suspended animation, then his resuscitation was no
miracle. The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER once
assisted in rescuing a drowning policeman of this
city, whose "raising from the dead" required several
physicians, a quantity of morphine, and about a pint
of whisky. It is rather belittling to the claims made
for Christ to put that morphine and whisky on a
level with " our Lord's voice or some miraculous
power." If Lazarus was not dead, then there was
no miracle. If he was dead-well, we doubt the
miracle anyway.
It. is painful to note the purely materialistic view
Mr. Buckley takes of the matter. Were he a different
sort of a man, however, we should rejoice at his conversion.

In the Winsted Press of last week, Dr. M. E. Lazarus, writing under the name of Edgeworth, has an
article on " Pnritanic Despotisms," dealing principally with the efforts of Comstock to suppress
"obscenity." About the middle of the article. we find
A RESOLUTION was passed at. the Fall River meeting of the
this:
Massachusetts Knights of Labor instrunting c'lelegates to the
"From this obscenity pretext 'of persecution, it has been an
easv step to revive the obsolete laws against blasphemy, anc'l
we find in New Jersey Mr. Reynolds, a' Freethou~rht Infidel'
lecturer of fair moral reputatiou, and who had not exceeded
the usual license of his school in making light of scriptural
authorities, imprisoned, tried, and fined. Such legislation in
the neighbor state. New York, would extinguish THE TRUTH
SEEKli:R, and put clerical bits on a number of other organs
more or less 'Liberal.' which means anti-biblical, and nothing more. Yet it is pretendec'l that the United States has
divorced state from church. The suppression of THE TRUTH
SEEKER would not in itself retard the emancipation of
thought, that organ be\ng; ensl&ved to the principles of arbitrarv authority, ancl wag:ing merely a partisan warfare; but
the power which would suppress it would be inquisitorial
and fatal to other evolutions of thought ; it would be a eh~rch
censorship."

coming MinneRpolis convention of the Knights to refuse to
accept the resi~rnation of T. V. Powflerlv from his present
office of general master workman. The Rev. Jesse H. Jones.
dele~rate from Abingdon. spoke in favor of the resolution.
"He vividly pictmecl the demorali;r,in~r effect of the dethronement of Mr. Powderly upon the Catholic members of the
order, and fervently urged the delegates to retain him, and
thus prevent the election of a radical, who might anta~ronize
the reli~rious elPment." It is wonderful how much conciliation and consideration the "relip;ious element" needs_ The
Teli11=ious sentiment of the community must not be wounc'lec'l,
the faith of our fathers must be respected, the piety of honest Christians must not be shocked! Bnt who. in this worlc'l,
ever heard of respecting or consic'lering the feelings of the
radicals? Tbe Rev. Jesse H. Jones, dele~rate from Abin~r
don, is a fooli~h man. Powderly has already irrpparably
c'lama~recl the Kni.~rhts of Labor by sellin.~r t.hem out to the
While giving Dr. Lazarus full credit for his love of Catholic church, the arch enemy of the people, and if he iR
retained in office it will not be five years before the order will
liberty, we cannot help thinking that his criticism of be wrecked.

THE TRUTH SEEKER is prompted by the fact that during a period of many months in which he wrote us
numberless letters, he failed to induce us to subscribe to his creed of Anarchy. But in stating that
we are " enslaved to the principles of arbitrary
authority," Dr. Lazarus has gone beyond the confines
of fact, and is roaming in the imaginativ field of
fiction.
· That we are waging apartisan warfare is admitted.
We believe in partisanship-of the right kind-and
we respect every earnest man who is doing what he
can to advance the cause he holds dearest. Dr. Lazarus himself is a partisan, and a very zealous one,
In fact, the Anarchist partisans, while thinking that
they ~tlone are mentally broad enough to surround
all truth, are about the narrowest and most intolerant
of all partisans.. If a person is not long enough to
fit their bed, t.hey stretch him out; if too short, they
cut him off. If they cannot then make him fit, they
throw him away.
With this it is not our wish just now to quarrel.
So long as their intolerance is confined to words,
they are within the moral law. We do object, however, to Dr. Lazarus's attempt to pitchpole a carload
or two of odium upon us because we are not just the
kind of .a partisan he is. Our party, our champion,
our leader, is Liberty-liberty for everyone to think
as he pleases, to express that thought, and to act as
he pleases, so long as he infringes upon no other per-

TFrn followin~r dispatch from Chicago, dated July 18th,
needs no comment to make the cruelty of professional Chri~
tian charity-mon~rers apparent: "Robert G. Ferguson, a~red
twelve years, of La Gran~re. who has been confined in a
'Christian home' at Humboldt Park for some time, was
found on the street yesterday with iron shackles on his feet.
He says there were at the Home five other boys besic'les himself. They were fed on potatoes and water, each boy
receiving a certain allowance three times a day provic'led he
had not been unruly. .Robert said he stood the treatment a
few days, anc'l then escaped and truc'lged home. His father
at once sent him back. On his arrival. the Rev. Mr. Arnolc'l,
who is in char.!tC of the place, chained him in an upstRirs
room and put him on half rations. He was kept there four
nays, and was then released on promising good behavior.
That night he once more started for La Gran.~re. but was
caught and again chained in the room. This time he was
kept in the shackles ten days. Yesterdav, while Arnold was
at church. Robert, with the assistance of the other boys, escaped to the street, where he was found."

Newspaper Notes.
THR semi-monthly Plaindealer is a little map;azine published by Francis Graves, of Hastings, M.ich. It is bolrlly
Infidel in tendency, and the last issue is embellished with
several quaint specimens of the wood-en.~rraver's art. Mr.
Graves will please accept our acknowledgment of the courtesies to THE TRUTH SEEKER contained therein.
THE Melbourne, Australia, Liberator has been prosecuted
several times by the government, but Mr. Symes, the editor,
has thus .far been triumphant. He announces, however, that
another case is beinp; pr~parec'l against him, though whether
for blasphemy or sedition he knows not, The Liberator is a

THE Spiritualist journals, Light in the West,8pi1'itual Offering, Light for Thinkers, Current F(l()t, and Mind and Mattm•
are all dead, and from their ashes-quite a goodly heaprises The Better Way, published at Cincinnati, Ohio. Messrs.
M.G. Youmans and I. S. McCracken seem to be the head
and front of the new paper, which, with more experience by
its publishers, promises to be a valuable defender of the
Spiritualistic faith.
THERE are quite a number of Anarchists in Melbourne,
Australia, of the philosophical sort, and they publish a
twelve-page monthly, called Honesty. There is no dynamite
in it, but much forcible writing. Its contributors are principally Freethinkers, who hav turned their attention to social
subjects, and become converts to the extreme individualistic
views of Michael Bakounine and Herbert Spencer. They
are hot-headedly wrong, like our loved friend Tucker, but
they are able, and we read them with interest.

Special Notice to the Liberals of the WMt.
FRIENDS AND Co-woRKERS: Having recovered from
a severe sickness, which, having reduced me in :flesh,
has only intensified my energy and persistency, I
intend making an extended lecture tour to the far
West. I shall start early in September.
Never was there greater need of vigilance and
united effort on the part of all Liberals, not alone to
defeat the open, as well as the insidious, attacks of
priestcraft., but that friends and neighbors may be
disabused of the misrepresentations of the clergy in
regard to our aims and objects. Once induce the
intelligent to investigate, instruct them in the noble
principles of Liberalism, and their· prejudice would
change to admiration.
lt is' a duty we owe ourselvs, as well as our friends
and neighbors, to afford them an opportunity to
know what Liberalism really teaches, to educate them
in the grand truth that the practice of justice and
mercy insures our own happiness while promoting that
of others; that Infidels do not destroy. any incenti vs to
good, but by precept and example urge all to liv lives
of love, truth, and benevolence; that we earnestly
and constantly strive to attain heaven in our own
homes, here and now, working out our own salvation,
fearlessly, by diligence in the acquirement of knowledge that shall save ourselvs and loved ones from the
dread and ine1itable penalties of ignorance of nature's
laws; doing right from love of right and our fellowcreatures, not from fear of hell or for the mere hope
of receiving a crown and harp in some mythical
heaven of the clouds.
Our main dependence to accomplish the work must
ever be the Liberal printing press. In no way can
we so easily and effectivly advance the cause as
by obtaining new subscribers-cash in advance-to
our Liberal papers and magazines. Very many are
induced to read after their interest has been aroused
by the lectures or consequent discussion after a lecture_ I shall, as heretofore, carry a supply of our
best Liberal books and pamphlets, and use every
exertion to procure subscriptions to our Liberal
periodicals. Shall be glad to correspond with friends
who hav clean back numbers of our Liberal papers or
magazines which they are willing to donate, conditional on their being carefully and effectiviy distributed.
If those desiring lectures in their vicinitv will
make an effort, they will be surprised at the ease
with which success can be secured. Ever remember
if you can induce the intelligent to once commence
investigation-to read and study the subject-you
become their redeemer from the cruel bonds of superstition.
Reader, will you kindly help me and the cause by
arranging for one, two, or more lectures in your
vicinity 1
I am quite willing to go to the smallest and most
out-of-the- way places. Am not particular. Will
lecture in palatial oper:t house or old barn ; in picturesque grove or public square; wherever the people
who desire to hear will assemble, that is the place I
desire especially to speak in .• Do not worry about
terms. I will make terms suit.
Now, don't lay this paper down and say," If I was
in Blank's place I would," etc.; nor sigh, "It is too
bad we cannot hav him here to giv us a course of
lectures." Exert yourself ! Call on your Liberal
friends; start subscription papers; secure a hall or
some available place, and then write me at once for
dates. Make one earnest effort. Attend to it at
once!
I expect to be in Illinois during September-prob- .
ably in that vicinity till after the Congress of the
American Secular Union in November; then westward,
ho! lecturing on to California and the Pacific coast.
Letters addressed, care of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, will always be promptly forwarded to me. But do not wait till I am on tbe
road. Write me at your earliest, and address
c. B. REYNOLDS.
Box 104, North Parma, N. Y.
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GRAND RAPIDS, MroH., July 14, 1887.
_MR. EDITOR : I am glad to notice in one of your recent
issues 'that Mr. J. M. Jamison, who endeavored to make you
believe that yon were an Anarchist, ha~ discovered his
mistake. Mr. Jamison must hav read yonr paper between
the lines, otherwise he would hav replied to you, and taken
up your challenge, and got the reward which you hav
offered.
RIOHARDSON.
Bowr~ING GREEN, KY., July 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: As I am a searcher after the mysteries of the
Bible, will you or some of your readers explain this scriptural point found in Hebrews xiii, 8: "Jesus Christ, the same
yesterday, to-day, and forever?"
Now, if this be the case, what is the use of prayer? It is
useless to ask him to do something he intended doing from all
eternity, and it is useless to ask him to do something he
J. H. PILAND.
never intended to do. Please explain.

_
NEwPORT, ME., July 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: You speak my mind exactly when you say,
" No Freethinker should suffer himself to be spoken to
by Braden. The miserable scoundrel should be left severely
alone."
It is demoralizing to associate with such people. Braden
is a Christian, and should stay in the Christian fold where he
belongs. I thank Mr. Remsburg for his course.
SEWARD MITOHELL.
NEWARK, N.-J., July 17, 1887.
MR. EorTOR: One of our most earnest workers, one who
was devoted to the Freethought and labor movements, an
earnest and indefatigable worker in behalf of Liberalism, has
departed from life. On July 13th, Cornelius A. Marshall,
president of the Newark Liberal League, died of a hemorrhage of the lungs. He had been in feeble health for some
time, and gradually grew worse until last Wednesday, when
he passed away peacefully and quietly. The Liberal League
holds appropriate memorial services on Sunday, July 24th,
T. B. Wakeman speaking.
G. G.
EoLA, OR., June 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 to pay my subscription for the year. I delayed some, expecting to get up
a little club. Money is scarce here at present. I hope to be
able to send you some new subscribers this fall. We hav a
good many here that are friends of ours, and I think will
soon become patrons of yours. I bad the pleasure of taking
in on last Sumlay evening an able lecture, delivered by our
worthy and esteemed friend Samuel P. Putnam, on the new
Heaven he proposes to help build on this Earth. He seems
to be just the man for that misoion. He is doing it in a way
that the clergy cannot take exception to._ He is still with
us, and will speak again on Friday, July 1st. A. STRAIN.
WILSEY, KAN., July 13, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : For the benefit of some good Christians,
please giv the name and account of the man that John Calvin mistreated so cruelly. Giv full account, if possible, as
they deny it being a matter of fact and history. Others read
your paper after I get through with it, and combined we do
much to open the eyes of some who claim Christianity is all
there is in good.
J. S. LIOHTY.
[We hav several times published the account of John Calvin's cruel mistreatment of Michael Servetus, and cannot at
present find room for another reprint of it. If Mr. Lichty
will procure the book by D. M. Bennett called, " The Champions of the Church,'' he will find what he wants, and much
other information about the infernal works of the Christian
church and clergy.-ED. T. S.]
SANTA FE, N. M., July 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I met with an intelligent miner, and a close
observer of facts, during many months' residence in old
Mexico, where nineteen-twentieths of the population are
Roman Catholics, and where priestly influence is paramount
to civil law. He relates a case that overshadows all the
romances in the Decameron of Boccacio, and leaves Mormonism to learn of the pope. There resides in the town of
Battepelis, near the boundaries of the states of Sinaloa and
Chiahuah, a priest who is the reputed father of seventy
children, the mothers of them ranging in age from fourteen
to forty-five, a number pointed out being beautiful-women.
In South America these lecherous priests will go into the
drawing-room of a wealthy family, and select one of the
daughters to show her a vision of the Holy Guost. Fear of
priestly influence commands obedience, and the crime is
silenced. In Mexico, previous to marriage, the brid; is
anointed, a custom quite as beastly as that practiced by the
Mormons, a priest officiating with licentious ceremonies.
Can there rest a hope for that misguided woman to lead and
- liv a virtuous life? She finds it convenient to confess her
sins just as often as she is tempted by her confessor to
commit one.
Peon slavery, abolished by law, from ignorance and
poverty, is now many degrees more objectionable than
slavery as it existed previous to the Rebellion. They receive
as wages in placer gold mines one real per clay, not in
the virgin gold they extract from mother earth, but in beans,
corn, and salt, Americans caught short of money receive no
more than two reals,- or twenty-five cents per day, wages.
Men of money and energy hav opportunities for money.
making equal to those of the states. Fannie Ward, a fine
correspondent in the employ of the Mexican Central Railroad
Company, writes most beautiful rose-colored reports of
Mexican character. As her sex forbids her seeing crime
in its many :forms, she cannot write facts on matters perti-

the motes out of your .own eyes. Go to work and repeal
your own bad laws. There is no blasphemy law in Virginia.
Now 1 let me tell you how to "run the paper" (and of
course you will do as I say). When you want to abuse
everybody that does not think as you "do, south of the Mason
·and Dixon line, just don't do it, but giv that space to
John Peck, George Macdonald, or some one else that will
write Infidel "truck." Giv the place devoted to "ReminisCANYON CITY, July 1, 1887.
cences" to that fellow who was in your office when the parMR. EDITOR: Awhile ago I met Mr. M. on the ·sidewalk, son who is " telling tales out of school" called.
who said: Mr. P., I don't see as you hav any starting-point
Very truly yours,
GEo. W. BAuM.
in your religious views.
P. Hav you?
HANOVERTON, July 16, 1887.
1\iR. EDITOR: As I feel it a duty incumbent on some one to
M. Yes.
P. Well, I will make you a proposition, and see if we can apprise you of the death of another of Nature's noblemen,
start alike; and first, is it conceivable that there ever was a and fearing no other will attend to it, I send this obituary.
We attended the funeral of our friend and brother George
time when there was nothing?
Freed, of East Rochester, yesterday. Mr. Freed received a
M. No.
P. Then it is conceivable that something must hav been kick in the abdomen from a colt, which cal).sed his death in
a few days. It is a sad affair. Mr. Freed was a man of
eternal?
more than ordinary moral worth. Born and reared within
M. Yes.
remote environments, yet at an early day he got a glimpse of
P. Is that your starting-point?
the sunshine of mental life, which always lent its luster
l\1. Yes.
P. That is mine. So you see we start at the same point. to illuminate his path. Mr. Freed denounced slavery when.
Now, let us remember that what is eternal cannot be ac- it was exceedingly unpopular so to do, and was much percounted for. It cannot be asked, Who made it? nor, Where secuted by the self-styled God's people when rotten eggs
did it come from? There everybody must stop or knock his were the most potent argmpent they could bring against
brains out against an impenetrable wall, impervious even freedom. It did not take him long to dispose of the Bible.
to spirits. Now, on the next question, What is that eternal He was a great -admirer of D. M. Bennett, whose portrait
adorns the walls of his parlor. He was in full sympathy
something ? we may divide.
with Elmina, having always been an advocate of the doctrin
M. God is that eternal something.
P. No~, notice that all the means we hav of knowing any- for which she was arrested. Cutting it short, he was an
thing are our senses. These are physical organs by which excellent man, always in a good humor and cheerful, and the
we apprehend physical forces. What we apprehend through first to minister to the poor and alleviate suffering.
He was a very successful agriculturist; kept his farm in
these senses is real; what is suggested to the brain through
these senses is ideal. Now, please tell what you know about the best of trim, and yet he found time to read enough
God, for you must know something of him before you can to keep his mind stored with useful knowledge; was always
abreast with the times. He had no enemies; he won the
assert anything of him.
respect of all, and got it. He Tesponded when Mr. Lincoln
M. Well, I don't know anything of him.
P. Then you cannot tell anything about ·him, not even called for troops, and served in the Union army. Mr. Freed
was a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He was
assert his existence ?
·
sixty-seven years old. He died as he lived, calm, peaceful,
M. Well, what do you say is eternal?
J. T. JoHNSON.
P. Matter-the substance of the universe; and all I know and resigned, without fear.
is about matter. I hear, see, smell, and feel matter. These
ll-1mnLE FALLS, N.Y., July 14, 1887.
all assert the reality of matter. Whereas God is simply an
1\iR. EDITOR: If I were not one of the most patient of men,
ideal, an inference from what you see. You pray to an ideallong-suffering and not disheartened under difficulties, I fear
God, and the answers you get are of the same sort.
I should despair of ever getting Mr. Pikard to correctly
M. But who do you think made the world?
P. Who do you think made what is eternal? The world quote me; but line upon line and precept upon precept
is a formation from eternal matter, and everybody knows may in time work such a desirable result. Mr. Pikard does
that matter is changing from form to form all the time. We not seem to understand that in the table I gave, each qf those
know matter exists, and that is more than you can say of sounds marked with a figure is to be a letter in the new
what you call God ; and you are required to believe he exists. alphabet proposed, a1;1d that in the combination of letters
All the gods that were ever named existed on the same following, illustrated by familiar examples, I bav tried to giv
the names of those new lett.ers. Thus the first letter is proprinciple-faith.
Science consists in the knowledge of matter, its forces and nounced ay, the second ah, and so on. It does not follow
because I grouped these new letters under the vowels with.
mechanical principles.
Matter is known to exist in some sixty-four simple ele- which they had chiefly been associated that I meant them as
ments, which are constantly changing by infinit evolutions. only different applications l'>f the preceuing; letters-far from
But you call your God good, and of infinit love and mercy. it; each of these numbers signifies a distinct Zette1·, which is
To prove that, would you quote the destructiv tornadoes and as yet lacking in our alpllabet, but ought to be supplied.
earthquakes that destroy so many thousands in a few min- Remembering this, how Mr. Pikard can accuse me of spelling knowledge with an a and an e passes my comprehension.
utes of persons beloved with infinit love?
My friend, if I were going by your house, and saw it on I stated distinctly that I would spell the word n (1) 1 (4) j
fire, with your wife and children in imminent danger, with (see table in my last letter), and thtn because these sounds
ample means to save them, and did not, would you quote me came next after a and e he jumps to the conclusion that I am
using those letters, only pronouncing them differently, No,
among your friends? I say, No, sir-never.
no, Mr. Pikard, I don't use a or eat all in the word, .but two
A. B. PIKARD.
new letters, pronounced ah and eh, for the second and fourth
GooDWYNSVILLE, VA., June 28, 1887.
sounc\ respectivly. Cannot ~ir. Pikard say n ah 1 eh j?
MR. EDITOR: After reading your issue of the 25th, I can't Tben he bas spelled the word knowledge as now pronounced.
resist the temptation to scold a little. I love THE TRUTH Further on he says, "Mr. Bodge says my spelling of hav,
SEEKER, and I hav nothing but the kindest regards for all of giv, and liv is spurious re'orm, and yet he spells them just
its friends. Therefore it bothers me when I read in " our as I do." How unreasonable Mr. Pikard can be I He spells
paper" such sentiments as are expressed in your editorial, give, giv, and I spell it g(6)v, or, in other words, the middle
''Virginia," of the 25th, and in" The Reminiscences of a sound is the new letter, pronounced ih, like the sound of the
Reformer." It may be reformation, or in the interest of re- letter i as now used in this word by Mr. Pikard, but it is not
form, to sleep with and associate with negroes, but, as i, for I use a separate character for each vowel sound. Now
Beecher said of the "fall of man," it is reformation down- will it be claimed by Mr. Pikard that I spell the word just as
ward. Having been reared with negroes, and having liv-ed he does?
It seems to me that I hav now made my system as plain
all of my life with them, I think I know something of them,
and I must say, if I know anything about tb.e negro, Mrs. as it can possibly be, and that Mr. Pikard ought not to be
Colman does not. I hav never seen Fred Douglass, but I will longer in doubt as to how I would spell any word. I would
venture to say if he is a genu in negro, you can no more "re- be pleased to see his proposed system in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
form" him from filth, faith, and fanaticism than you can as I·hav given mine, that we may see wherein we differ, or
change the spots of a leopard. Now, I know you will say, why it is that we shall think alike " when I come to under-"Hates the damn nigger," but come down to Petersburg and stand the subject." I am a trifle amused at his going so far
drive out in Dinwiddie a few mi.les, and ask the first negro in his zeal as to cha-nge our family name at his own sweet
you meet, '' Who is your friend of all friends ?'' and prob'1bly will, and the name of our post-office also. His last letter to
he will say, "The Infidel of Goodwynsville." I reckon Mrs. me was liable to hav been sent to the dead-letter office on
Colman would call Nat Turner a martyr, as she seems to account of his unauthorized change in the address. I would
think old John Brown was. She perhaps classes them with explain to Mr. Pikard that the authority of the spelling
Lincoln, and the defenders of their homes with the infamous reform is not expected to extend over family names and
Booth. I thought THE TRUTH SEEKER was a Liberal paper, proper nouns.
I desire to acknowledge the receipt of a communication
not a bloody-shirt organ.
" Virginia "-well, arc not the district-attorneys sworn to from Professor Jamieson, from his new home in the lovely
do as they hav done in this case? That tale about the churn- :::ian Luis Park, but, alas! the pleasure of perusing it is de_ing milk" all day," and the" most intelligent farm-wives," nicd me, as I hav never learned shorthand. Doubtless the
is too thin. Now, I will bet you a new subscriber it is not professor naturally concluded that I was familiar with the
w. Of course I know you would not publish anything you system from my advocating a system of spelling based on the
had any idea was not true, but I must think you hav been use of a separate letter for each vowel sound. I believe Mr.
imposed upon in this milk tale. People don't churn all day Jamieson is himself the originator of a system of shorthand
often. I think it a little uncalled-for to abuse the " most superior to the one most in use.
In connection with· the friendly discussion between Mr.
intelligent" farm-wives of Virginia in this way, simply_ because Mrs. Blenker has violated a national law, and has to Pikard and myself, I see that the Maine freak has slopped
take the consequences. If Mrs. Blenker has sent such nasty over in one of his charactetistic effusions. Some people are
and vulgar language through the mails as the papers say she hoggish in their desires ; others are more modest in their
has, she ought to be punished, as well as those who send the demands. The Maine freak belongs to the latter class~
nasty Bible. I think you brethren up North ought to pluck Some people want the earth ; h,e only wants THE TRuTH
nent to emigration to Mexico. The truth, written by Fannie
Ward, would be objectionable to the big corporation which
pays her to write exclusively in the interest of Mexico.
While Romanism is surely on the decline in Mexico, education, intermarriage with Caucasians, and time will induce
the masses to exercise the liberty of thought.
HuGH L. MoiLvAIN.
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SEEKER. Not finding room enough in his own little paper
with the big name to air his ignorance,_he would fain hav
the writers for THE TRUTH SEEKER stand back and giv him
their room wherein to slander little girls' pet cats and dogs,
or deprecate the non-adjournment of the Manhattan Liberal
Club to scuttle and sink Mr. Astor's yacht. I do not recollect of ever having met or exchanged a word with this ranter
that he should thus turn his pop-gun battery in my direction,
but I hav heard that freaks are given to sudden ebullitions of
temper without any assignable cau~e, and I suppose the
Maine specimen is no exception to the rule.
D. Loms BonG:E.

sheep come into our fold the beautiful natural surroundings
will hav a beneficlent effect on their character, and assist the
good example the other colonists giv them in remodeling
it. Although my copy of THE TRU'l'H BEEKER will remain in the Colony Library from the day of its arrival here;
I think you will get other private subscribers from among us,
You hav recently received several communications from
Seattle societies, and also one from Dr. York expressing sorrow at the death of Mr. Daniel Crane, of Seattle. One of our
trustees, Mrs. Laura E. Hall, is a daughter of Mr. Crane, and
she is a '' chip of the old block" in every sense of the word,
never afraid. to express her opinions whether these agree
with that of the multitude or not; and, like her father, she
_
BosToN, MAss., July 12, 287.
will be able to say when she dies, ''I hav not lived in vain."
MR. EDITOR: In reply to Brother Koezly's last, I respectCHAS. PETERS.
fully submit that his idea of putting grave questions in
MoLALLA, OR., July 1, 1887.
mathematics out to editors and lawyers to settle is indeed
MR. EDITOR : Three red letter days for Mol!Hla! S. P. Putrich, nearly equal, in fact, to his yvay of computing the lapse
nam and the friends of religious liberty hav just closed a
of time.
What need has the world of any professional mathe- Liberal camp-meeting at Wright's Spring, on the Molalla.
maticians if other pro{essions can do their work just as well? The series was conducted in a peaceable and orderly manner.
And now, if he will just drop a few lines to the principal Everyone was pleased. The weather was splendid. The
professor of mathematics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Oregon City brass band excelled its previous records. The
picnic baskets· were loaded with the good things prepared by
!lass., he will soon be on the high-road to knowledge.
careful ladies. Two hours' talking in a grove was a severe
Cordially yours,
GEo. N. HILL.
test to the lecturer, but he was equal to the occasion, and one
WELLESLEY, MASS., July 12,· 1887.
hundred and four names signed to a call for an auxiliary
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed bill for books, etc., Secular Union, a temporary organization with president and
sent you on June 20th. Thank you for the order.
secretary-the first meeting toward permanent organization
Will· you ple!tse send to Mrs. Slenker or to the Defense to be held a week from to-day-all this, and more, is enough
Committee, to be used in her behalf, $5 of this amount, and to show that Mr-. Putnam's visit to us was a splendid success.
charge to my account. I should be glad to bav it sent as A charter will be applied for as soon as a permanent organsoon as possible. I bav too long neglected it already, but I ization is effected. Also, steps are being taken toward the
bav been very much hurried of late.
~rection of a hall, with library, Sunday-school, etc.
Shame on a government when its people are compelled to
G. J. TRULLINGER, Temp. President.
defend themselvs against its unrighteous enactments and its
R. J. DEviNE, Temp. Secretary.
malicious assaults! Sbame.on a government when it fosters
LEXINGTON, KY., July 11, 1887.
villainy and makes the love of truth of no account, and the
MR. EDITOR : The people are beginning to find that the
desire for knowledge a crime! ELIZABETH M. F. DENTON.
human brain has been scorched, perverted, and dazzled, and
the owner of it led meekly along for ·ages on the road to the
NEw CASTLE, WAsH. TERR., July 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav received the war call and the command lunatic asylum. Think of a splendid organ of thought
to baste to the front from our noble and energetic lecturer, shrunken, depolarized, clogged, and hampered with unSamuel P Putnam, and, by all means, I guess we must obey natural tendencies, thoughts, and intentions, which hav
orders and take up arms and onward to the fight. The changed its very structure-persecution and murder being
father from Rome bas sent some of his most worthy embas- considered virtues, when God is to be defended. Christians
sadors here already to gather all the lambs to the fold for adore their deity, while he thirsts for their blood (a savage
safe-keeping while the devil, Putnam, will be around roar. could do no more). The horrible tortures which he knows
ing and seeking whom he may devour. But for all that we how to avert they bear as if they were blessings, and the
expect a crowded house waiting him when be comes. I can more they are trampled Jhe higher is their opinion of the
assure you that there is a great tendency toward Liberalism riches of his grace.
The laborer is expected, it seems, to be a great and suChere, and by the time we renew our subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER I expect to get five or six new names to add to the cessful speculator, though fortunes are often wrecked in
list of truth seekers. Two of our most energetic workers that way. Is there no well-digested scheme in existence
here hav left-:-Mr. I. P. Calhoun has gone to Tacoma, and which could secure to the poor man the advantages which
Mr. John Farley has gone for a visit to his fatherland, seem now only within the reach of the favored few? The
present constitution of society must be swept away before
Sweden-both subscribers to the noble TRUTH SK?.KER.
Some of your correspondents must be laboring uoder some the good man's dreams of the heavenly sway of justice can
delusion or other when they name our noble Ingersoll for the be realized in connection with the affairs of men. Let some
next president. DJ they think that the millennium "is that genius arise whose holy sense of duty to his own race is unnear, or is the age of wonders to commence in 1888? Sure precedented, ·who proposes restrictions to surround the
enough it would be a year of jubilee for all Freethinkers if monopolist of an a,wful and compelling character. Never
such a thing should happen;- anywa.y, we must hope for the hav nations manifested so great a love for liberty as the refll;ture. You shall hear from this place again after Putnam publics of Greece. The laws of Solon fed the sacred fiame.
Well do the Prohibitionists understand his way of assemhas been here.
JENKIN MoRGAN.
bling the ptople every night and teaching them. We are also
requested to bring our hymn-books-the candidates for
BRADFORD, PA.; June 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you $1, which you will please place offices are such pious men. The sweetest hymns in mine
were composed by John Newton on his own slave-ship,
to my credit.
I see by the press reports that the Seybert Spiritual Investi- while the smothered slaves were thrown into the sea.
The women, it appears, are again reminded of man's grasp
gatin~S Committee of Philadelphia, Pa., hav made their report. Whatever their concfusion may be, let it be recorded of thought, and of their own weak intuitions. Forgetting
and published for the benefit of humanity. The committee the dnll and sometimes malicious articles, which are not
were composed of learned scientific men, and some of them penned by them, some facts, peculiar to them, might be
uncompromising Spiritualists. 'fhey hav SJ:>ent three years, spoken of in a scientific way, and this is done by our most
ALHAZA.
and investigated every known phase of mediumship. They learned and dignified savants.
had only one object in view, and that was to ascertain if
FROSTBURGH, Mo., July 10, 1887.
modern Spiritualism was trne.
MR. EDITOR: Sitting in my room at the hotel here, I was
Fabulous prices hav been paid to all mediums that would
amused at the antics of the Salvation Army on the street.
come before the committee and produce proof of spirit reAfter singing several of their songs, which were somewhat
turn. Now, wliat will their decision be? I, for one, am
after the style of the plantation songs of the negroes in the
anxious to !mow. If it turns out that anyone is not satisfied
days of slavery, a repetition of one or two lines with a hallewith their report, let us hav another committee, and keep on
lujah or a "come to Jesus" for a .chorus, the fiag-bearer
until the truth is fully established. I think Spiritualists should
planted himself, and the rest kneeled down in the dust
interest themselvs in these scientific investigations >t they
around him, while one prayed to their imaginary God, his
seem to be all kind and well-meaning people, and can't afford
prayer being interluded with many an amen from the rest.
to be deluded. I wish some orthodox Christian would apAfter fifteen or twenty minutes of this, they told the crowd
point a committee to investigate popular theology, and aswho surrounded them that they were now going to their hall
cartain if there is one scientific truth associated with it. Giv
to finish their orgies, and invited all to come with them and
us a few s1ich investigations and the pe:>ple will soon find
get acquainted with Jesus, who would save their soul~.
that all religious and isms are born of ignorance and superHow ridiculous all this seems in these poor,. ignorant, deC. J. CuRTIS.
stition.
luded mortals, and yet in half an hour after I passed a fine
brick church from which issued sounds very similar-it" was
PoR'l' ANGELES, WAsH. TERR., June 24, 1887.
1\'i:R. EDlTOH : Please find inclosed $3 for one year's sub- Sunday-school children being drilled in the same belief that
God was pleased with their senseles> praise! These were the
scription to your invaluable journal.
Our colony, I am afraid, is going to be a regular Infidel children of the best- citizens in the p1ace, and the men ~tnd
nest, as thos& here don't seem to hav any respect for. the women training them were probably prominent people who
Sabbath and other sacred institutions whatever. I think feel they are doing their God some service in warping the
you already know that we will be free from ·churches and minds of the innocent children.
I sometimes think how hopeless it looks-all the efforts
saloons-the twin evils-in our colony, and as we will soon
lmv the majority of voters in the county we will be able to that a few Secularists can do to stem this tide of superstition
regulate the liquor traffic for the whole county in a short that surrounds us; with all these armies of ignorance worktime. Our enemies say that we will be an immoral crowd, ing all the time, under tlifferent names, but all working for
but I am not afraid to state that our community will be, and the same end, the enslavement of the mind of the masses.
is already, superior in morality to any in this broad land of Perhaps the time was, when all men were mere savages, that
ours. The scenery of this place is the grandest I hav ever
seen, and I hav seen some fine scenery before, both in Switzerland and this country, but never met such a combination
of the lovely and magniffcent. I hope thf!,t jf any black
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the people in ignorance that they may continue to fieece
them, and they are so strongly organized that it seems impossible to check them. Indeed, the Catholic organization
is apparently gaining strength in all countries, especially in
this-this country that is the only hope of the love-r of his
race, or at least was at its foundation. This country that was
the hope of the world is so overrun with the wretched dupes
of the pope from countries that Christianity has ruled for a
thousand years, that the blessed boon of universal suffrage
ia turned into a curse-that boon that the founders of our government thought would be the greatest safeguard of liberty.
One of them said there was no fear of untruth prevailing
while truth was left free to combat it, but we now see truth
overwhelmed by the hordes of ignorance that are cast upon
our shores, who, with the help of the superstitious already
here, can and do imprison and fine both men and women for
speaking or printing their honest thought. JoHN DowNEs.

religion did some good ; they could be governed in no way
but through fear of ghosts and witches. But the trouble is
that the crafty priests fil).d in it too much advantage to themselvs; they will not giv it up, but strain every nerve to keep ,

BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., July 17, E.M. 287.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find a prayer which I clipped from
the Utica Globe. I think it is the best I ever read.
THE TRUTH SEEKER comes every week, well filled with the
religion of humanity, and has become a household necessity.
We conld not keep house without it. Long liv Brother Hes.
ton and the cartoons. Every Infidel should hav a picture of
"The Nine Demands of Liberalism." I hav a handsome
frame on mine, and it looks immense. Hoping you may liv
long to dispense the great truths of science and humanity, I
am, as ever,
Yours without Gods or ghosts,
WM. THORPE.
A SALCON-KEEPER'B PRAYER.

At At-chison, Kan., the women crusaders visited a liquor saloon
and tried, by praying, to induce the proprietor of the saloon to
close his place. The proprietor invited the ladies to seats, asked
them to pray, and offered himself the following prayer:
"Almighty creator ! we pray thee, hav pity upon the woma.n here
who is not grateful for tliy gifts, who wants to make thy children
like the beasts of the field and to compel them to drink water like
an ox, while they dress extrava.!lantly and le~td their hnRb •nds by
other extr&vagances, not tending to our well-being, to banlt•·notcy,
deprivmg them of th" pleaHnres of the world-yes! and driving
them to suicide. 0 Lord, hav mercy upon these a.dtes! L'> >It
npon them ; they wear not even the color of face which th'ln hast
gtven them, but they are sinning against thAe, and, not content
with nature, paint their faces. 0 Lord! thou canst also perceive
t,hat their figure is not as thon hast made H, but thev wear hump;
on their backs like camels. Thou seest, 0 Lord, that their he~td
dreSS CODS!StS of f,.lse hair, and when they open their mouths thon
seest their false teeth. 0 Lord ! just mo<ke a note or the sptral
spring and cotton batting contrivances they wear in their bosom,,
for no other purpose than to make themselvs voluptuous otnd excite in a man a much worse passion than the use or wme, R.s H does
in me this moment; and for t,he same reason they hav a No.6 foot,
pinched mt,o a No. 3 shoe, and a No 40 waist squeezed into a No. 17
corset. 0 Lord I these women want men who patiently accept of
all this without n•in'l' the power to.ou hast given to m'<n thott, "ll
women shall be subject to man. TheY will not bear the burd"n <
of married life, obey thy commands to multiply and repleni"h til '
earth 1 bnt they are too lazv to rat•e th~ir ch\ldren, and, 0 Lor· I !
thou Knowe•t the crimes they commtt. 0 Lord I hq.v mercv Ill""'
them and take them back into thy bosom. Take folly out of their
hearts; giv them common sense, that they may see their own f,,,tshness: and grant that they m"Y be l!ood and worthy citizeuH of
our beloved mty of Atchison. 0 Lord I we thank thee for tl>e
blessings bestowed npon us and ask thee to deliver us from all
evils, especially hypocritical women, and thine shall be the p.-aisu
forever and ever. Amen."
HoLDEN, Mo., July 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The church is blind to truth, insensible to
reason, and void of conscience. It is true of all sects of the
Christian religion that, when they had the power, they would
roast other Christians and heretics at the slake for differences
of opinion. This is true of both Catholics and Protestants in
their early history; more especially true of the Protestants,
who, l think, are perhaps the worst, most intolerant, and
hypocritical of all the adherents of the Christian religion.
Who can study the history of that religion, with its inquisitions, kirk sessions, and witch-burnings, without being surprised at its superstitions, amused at its rites, and appalled
at its crimes?
·
But as the people become educated, as our civilization advances, ecclesiastical power diminishes, its superstition antl
hypocrisy become more apparent, and its crimes less. Alas!
it is not yet powerless for evil.
I am led to these reflections by reports which come to me
through THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Freethinkers' Mttga:ine
of the expulsion of Louis Wolfes from Tuscarora Lodge No.
24 I. 0. 0. F., W.Va., for not having definit ideas of the
supreme being, which he said was unknowable; for not
knowing whether the supreme being made and controls the
universe; for not knowing what becomes of man after
death ; for not believing in a personal God; for going, and
encouraging others to go, to Mr. Putnam's lectures.
Now, does any member in that lodge know just what the
supreme being is? Does any know by whom and how the
universe was made and controled? Does any know that
man will after death liv another life in another world? D es
any know that God is a person f If any member of thnt
lodge knows any one of these things, Barnum would pay a
good price for him, for he could then exhibit the smarLPst
wa~ that ever lived.
But further and worse: After Specification 1, unrler which
head seven questions were asked, in answer to which the
" prisoner" or "culprit" did not. profess as definit know!
edge as his loving and charitable brothers possessed, Specification 2 was taken up, and sixteen questions were asked,
almost all pertaining to his going to Mr. Putnam's lectures,
indicating that that was where the rub was, and he was
expelled exempli gratia.
1 think that whole proceeding was unjustifiable and unfortunate. I believe in a God, but I do not believe in a personal God. I believe in some intelligent energy or entity
somewhere back of all natural phenomena, but- I do not
know that I am right, nor do I know that any Free Mason,
Odd Fellow, or anvbody else who differs from my idea ~s
wrong, for it is someth-ing about which none of us has defimt,
and positiv knowledp:e, and therefore the lotlgc that expelled
Louis Wolfes, even if he did go to hear Putnam's lectur_e,
should, in my opinion, hav its charter arresteq and held ttll
the grand master or a deputy can go and mstruct those
brothers in the pt:inciples of the order.
C. L. CA~TliR, M.D.
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things. Train the clambering vines of honor,
'justice, gratitude, truth, upon the latticework of a noble foundation, such as may be
seen in many-in all children born under fair
Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXON, FaZZ conditions. Don't kill the enthusiasm of
Ri'DtYI', Ma88., to whom all Communications fin childhood, but feed it with wholesome food.
!his dorner should be sent.
Don't stop the questioning tongue, but encourage it with truthful answers. Don't
break the strong, fierce will, but train it with
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
a gentle hand. What you would like to see
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
your children be, that be yourself, and with
That is known as the Children's Honr."
your own firm fingers train the little Tines of
humanity in the way that they should go,
The Old Liquor Bottle.
and when they are old they will not depart
S. H. W.
How dear to my heart are the scenes of the dram- from it.

flkhildrtn~ s

f!Iorntr.

shop
As sad observation presents them to view,
The brandy, the whisky, the gin-sling and hotdrop,
·
From the Works of Th0'/'TW,8 Paine. To be
And every vile mixture that drinking-dens
learned and recited by the children.
knew.
The suicide's pond and the poorhouse that's nigh it,
The belief in a cruel god makes a cruel
The churchyard where many lost victims now .man.
are,
The court-house, the jail, and the gibbet that's
Let us propagate morality unfettered by
by it,
superstition.
And that meanest bottle that stands on the bar;
good
school-master
is
of
more use than
One
The old liquor bottle, the tempting black bottle,
The traitorous bottle that stands on the bar.
a hundred priests.

.Memory Gems.

How oft, in their folly, men hav hailed it with
pleasure,
Believing it made them more able to work,
Or that it enlivened the joys of their leisureIt made them but brutal, iuclining to shirk.
Delusion hath seized them, for each of the features
And powers of the man strong drink only can
mar,
While in the whole world the worst of all creatures
Is found in the bottle that stands on the bar;
The old brandy bottle, the tempting black bottle,
The traitorous bottle that stands on the bar.
·Lo! when from its place boon companions upraise it.
And, clinking their glasses, then pressed to their
lip,
Though stung by the serpent, yet madly they
praise it
While sealing their doom with wild laughter
they sip.
A demon of wrath hath distilled this damnation,
When chaos combined to set morals ajar;
Oh, from rum's enchantment is there no salvation
To banish the bottle that stands on the bar?
The old whisky bottle, the tempting black bottle,
The traitorous bottle that stands on the bar.

It is with a pious fraud as with a bad
action-it begets a calamitous necessity of
going on.
The key to heaven is not in the k.eeping of
any sect, nor ought the road to it to be
obstructed by any.
To read the Bible without horror, we must
undo everything that is tender, sympathizing,
and benevolent in the heart of man.
My own opinion is that those whose lives
hav been spent in doing good and endeavoring to make their fellow-mortals happy, will
be happy hereafter.
The intellectual part of religion is a private
affair between every man and his maker, and
in which no third party has any right to
interfere. The practical part consists in our
doing good to each other.
S. H. W.

Correspondence.
Aye, now the teetotalers all are inviting
To write quick your name on the temperance
OscEOLA, 0., July 8, 1887.
pledge;
DEAR M1ss WIXoN: I felt very sorry when
Their workmen are waiting and thonBands uniting
I read about Aunt Elmina being in jail. At
Are building a fortress as strong as a ledg-e.
Haste ! this is the time for man's sober reforming, first we thought that the people that did it
were pious, and put her in jail because· they
Enlist, then, and follow the temperance star.
Old Alcohol's trenches now hard we are storming, did not like her belief. I hope she will not
Down with the old bottle that stands on the bar! hav any more such trouble. I always like to
The wit-stealing bot.tle, the tempting black bottle, read her "Little Lessons." Pa and rna like
to read the lectures and letters first, but I go
The· traitorous bottle that stands on the bar.
Religion and rea~on must join to dissever
The chains tbat entwine all the world in its woe,
Nor labor nor learning hath liberty ever
When compassed about by. wh:ie•s wicked flow.
The king superstition, with dogged persistence
Love, science, and law it o'erruns with its car.
Bring dynamite-guns to blow out of existence
The image of torment that stands on the bar!
The death-dealing bottle, the tempting black
bottle,
The traitorous bottle that stands on the bar.
. JoHN

PRESCOTT GUILD.

Right Training.
Vines left to themselvs run here, there, and
everywhere. Roses, morning-glories, and
honeysuckles, when they grow according to
their own sweet will, present a wild, straggling, helter- skelter appearance, their tangled tendrils blowing out in every fanciful
direction. Under the hands of a careful
trainer, the branches are lifted, the dead and
useless leaves and strings of wood removed,
and the whole so twined and placed in graceful lines and curves that Nature herself
might smile to see how beautifully Art can
improve beauty.
So with children. Leave them to come up
as they will, growing wild, without let or
hindrance, and the spectacle is sad and
strange. But placed in the hands and keeping of intelligent, refined, broad-minded men
and women, trained carefully and conscientiously-behold the result: the p;irl grows
gracefully and healthfully, as lovely as a
flower ; the boy develops sturdy honesty and
true manly vigor of mind and body. Thorough, self-reliant, practical teachers make
childhood of the same strong fiber. Actions,
surroundings, habits of older people, impress
children more forcibly than many words.
The love of the lovely, the appreciation of
grace, truth, integrity, in teachers and caretakers· make strong impressions upon the
childish mind. The pleasant voice, gentle
manners, patience, forbearance, pity, and
tender feeling in parents and elders hav very
much to do in evolving like characteristics in
the buds and blossoms of a household.
Find the chief, the leading traits of childhood, and develop them. Implant the love
of the beautiful, by pointing out beautiful

first for the Children's Corner, and read the
rest afterward. I like to read on Sundays;
I like to read better than going to Sundayschool. My favorit books are " Tempest and
Sunshine," " All In a Lifetime," "Children
of the Abbey,"" Jane Eyre," "Dora Thorne,"
and " The Shadow of a Sin." We would
like to read" Uncle Tom's Cabin," and hav
asked for it several times, but never could
find it. I hav all of your books but your late
one, and I am going to send for it as soon as
I can. I think your books are splendid ; I
wish I could write nice stories. There is a
woman in this neighborhood that writes such
nice poetry; b.er name is Mrs. Harter. Perhaps you hav seen some of her writings; she
often writes to the papers, and is a Liberal.
This part of the country is thickly settled,
although there are but five families that are
Liberals. The Christians are very strict with
their children, and do not allow them to
dance. They are talking about the mean,
wicked people sometimes when· their own
children are dancing at the same time. Whenever they want to go to a dance they tell their
parents 1hey are going to a pa.rty, and go and
dance all night; they never tell it themselvs,
but sometimes their parents find it out. They
want them to go to meeting and get on the
"Lord's side." We hav had several dances
at our house, but I danced but once. My
parents don't object to our dancing if we don't
get too warm, then go out and catch cold;
that is all the harm they see in it. Well, I
DAISY ZIMMERMAN.
expect I must close.

.
SAVANNAH, GA., July 11, 287.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I like the Children's
Corner very much for the practical way in
which it is edited, so that i~ is always kept
interesting. The only complaint a captious
reader could make is that it is so short. I
wish you would stand guarantee that it would
be a whole page long in each issue. My
motiv in writing is that you may hear how
well pleased one reader is with your plan for
the Fourth. I am for retaining all the old
holidays, so far as practicable, despite this
weather-100° or so in the shade. I am sunworshiper enough to commemorate the 21st of
December, the day when the life-giver turns
our way once more. Why shouldn't summer
bring its gifts as well as winter? We owe
you thanks f6r the suggestion.
I send you a little acrostic, which I scarcely
thought good enough for the Corner, especially after reading Mrs. Finch's poem in your
last. It is meant for a reply to my friend Miss
Bell's verses on a Georgia wild tlower in No.
Yours very respectfully,
25.
HUGO B. PLATEN.

flolilmn.
Liberal Lesson Leaves.
PHYSICAL SERIES.-No. 5. THE MOLECULAR
THEORY.
32. Theory.-A hypothesis is any assumption ; in physics a hypothesis may be made
to explain phenomena. If a. hypothesis be
apparently true and explains a number of
phenomena, it is called a theory. If it be
proved to be true, it then becomes an established fact. It will readily be seen that the
difference is merely a matter of evidence,
and as different people may value evidence
differently, what some regard as a mere
hypothesis others may consider to be a
theory, and still others, who are too ready to
come to a conclusion, may consider it to be a
fact.
33. 1'he Molecular theory.-This hypothesis,
from its great iniportance and almost universal acceptance, deserves particular notice.
Briefly stated it is this: There is a limit to
the divisibility of matter. A quantity of
water may be divided into two parts, and
each of these parts again divided ; we may
consider the division repeated over and over
again until finally we reach a quantity so
small that it cannot be divided again and remain water. This quantity, the hypothetical
limit to divisibility, is called a molecule.
34. Atomic theory.-It may be shown by
chemistry that water is composed of two
gases, oxygen and hygrogen; therefore a molecule of wafer must be composed of these two
gases, and can be separated; but it is no
longer water-it is oxygen and hydrogen.
These particles of which molecules are composed are called atoms. Hence we derive the
following definition: A molecule is the smallest quantity of matter that can exist by itself.
An atom is the smallest quantity of matter
that can enter into combination to form a
molecule.
35. Prop&rties of Molemles.-Mo1ecu1es are
generally assumed to hav the following prop~rties: They are infinitly hard; they are indestructible; they are perfectly elastic ; they
are spherical in shape; they are in continual
motion; molecules of the same substance
hav the same weight; molecules of the same
substance hav the same volume.
36. Remarks.-Bearing in mind that this
molecular theory is not a demonstrated fact,
but merely a hypothesis, we shall now show
how some of the general properties _of matter
are explained by it; and the special properties of matter we shall explain when treating
of them.
37. Porqsity.-First let us consider porosity.
Since molecules are in continual motion, it
follows that there must be spaces for them to
move in; therefore matter must contain, as
well as the molecules, these spaces in which
they move. This hypothetical property of
matter is called porosity.
38. Explanation.-Matter must take up
room, since it consists of molecules, each of
which has a certain volume, and also because
it includes spaces between the molecules.
Matter must be indestructible, because the
molecules are indestructible. It must hav
weight, since its molecules hav weight. It
must be impenetrable, since its molecules are
infinitly hard. It is compressible, since spaces
exist between the molecules. These spaces
are reduced in size by pressure, or, in other
words, the molecules are pressed nearer together. Matter is divisible, since it consists
of molecules, and these molecules may be
separated, but in no case is any molecule divided.
39. Size of Molecules.-Mo1ecu1es are all too
small to be seen even with the most powerful
microscopes. The number of molecules in a
cubic centimeter of air has been estimated at
twenty-one trillion. Loschmidt estimates the
diameter of a molecule of hydrogen at
0.00000004 of a centimeter. The following
is from Sir William Thomson : '' lmagin a
drop of rain, or a glass sphere the size
of a pea, magnified to the size of the earth,
the molecules in it being increased in the
same proportion. The structure of the mass
would then be coarser than a heap of fine
shot, but probably not so coarse as a heap of
cricket balls."
40. Remaqoks.-Hereafter, when we speak
of molecules or explain any phenomenon by
the molecular theory, it must be distinctly
understood these statements are not made
as demonstrated facts, but only to aid in
understanding the subjects which we may be
considering. It cannot be too fully impressed
upon the mind that the molecular theory has
not been proved, but is only a hypothesis

suggested and accepted by many because
it apparently explains a great number of
facts that we co·me across throughout both
physics and chemistry. GEo. G. GROWER.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.- CONUNDRUM.

What is the difference between these two
boys?
2.-REBUS.

A passage from Sbakspere.
TO THE WILD FLOWER OF OVERTON. BY ONE
OF THE BE:E8.
Do we know the fair flower that blooms in
the glade,
Afar from the gardens that mortalshav made?
Renown it has none, for secluded it grows,
Leaf-shaded, where scarcely a stray sunbeam
~lows.

Its delicate bosom, caressed by the breeze,
Now rivals in fragrance the jasmin and
rose,
And cheers with its nectar the wandering
bees.
" But where is the flower such praises may
claim?
Enough you hav hummed, if you giv not the
name."
Look. close, for 'tis hidden; too well, do you
say?
Look closer, you'll find it; but I must away.
June 25, 2S7.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN <JHILDREN'S CORNER,
JULY 16, 1887.
1.-What can't be cured must be endured.
2..:.Four-score.
3.-Wade, Herd, Arise. Tea, Argue, Remainder, Orator, Guess, Uncle, Esteem.
A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a more attractiv form than any in which t.hey
hav previously appeared. At the· head of an engraving on" heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of. our
Bepublic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union in consPicuous type. At tbe foot A.re
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed ben•ath each portrait is some radical sen tim en t
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques uf vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the flag above the cross. · The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and tbe portraits
·are as true to nature as the Photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO;,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1
OB,

Men of Business Who Did Something Besides
Making Money. A. Book for Young Americans.

BY .JAMES PA.RTON.

Price,
Addres&

• $1.2:;.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette PI,.M. New YoTlo.

Fathers or Our Republic,
Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Annua,
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York!
November 13, 1886.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 111 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

•
.
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Ingersoll's W"orks.

THE WATCH OF rrHE FUTURE.
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
watches are the best and most dUl'able in the
world for little money. Pnces again reduced.
Seven jewels, $25; 11 jewels, $27.50; 15 jewels, $30.
Same, adjusted to heat and cold, $34. Ladies', 7
jeweled, $20; n. $22; 15, f2B; with gl!,ss inside cap,.
$Bless; Louis XIV. style, $3 more; all best American hunting stem-winders; open face, gold cap.
$3less; open screw case, $5less; all cases accompanied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 years •. Above movements in 3 ounce silver
cases, $13 less ; 4 ounce. $12less; 5 ounce, $10.50;
and 6 ounce, $9 less. All guatanteed one year and
sent prepaid, if on hne of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval
and cash refunded if not satisfactory.
WATCH WORK.
Send me your watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleaning; springs, $1 ; jewels, $1, and I will
return in perfect order prepaid. Best spectacles
or eyeglasses in the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Send line finest prmt You can read 14 inches from
eyes without glasses.
OTTO WETTStEIN,
Rochelle, Til.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethougbi
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. Liberal discounts.

rhe Gods. Paper, 50 cts ; cloth, $1.

In five lectures comprising, "The Gods"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine,'' "Individua\.
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."

l'he Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost~" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Indejlendence," "About Farmil!g in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banquet_" "The Rev. Alexander"
Oiark," "The Past .ttises before Me Like .a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

·

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved l Paper, 25 cents.
The Uhristian Reli~tion. By R. G.
Ingersoll Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
·George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents•; cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
·.rhis makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
[n~ersoll Catechised: His Answers to
Number of Vital Questions Ptopounded by
the editor of the San F'rarwiscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen~ 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

lnerersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
ptinted on heavY toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The titles are:

a

Vindication of Thomas Paine from
the attacks of the New York ObservP>", by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bil .
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
[ngersoll'8 Lectures Complete.

The Vision of War,

The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
ell his lectures, except.tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over ll300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
priCe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

Life.

The price of these hei'etofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY OENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

There hav been so many

a,pplications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the feurwill be forwarded
to any addtess. for 50ct~~ or either one for 15cts.
Prose Poems and ~elections. This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact one of the richest~ brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besiaes the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-~o-daJ! conversations of the author. The W!>~k IS d!Jsigned
for and will be accepted by admirrng fnends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
· purpose a fine steel portrait,-with autograJ?h
fac simi\e, has been prepared especiallx for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Rhle, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style, $4.50; m full Turkey morocco, _gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

NEW YORK:

DANCER AHEAD.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
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1-'RIC~io..

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

,.., t.<ENTS.

By A • .Y. GROVER.
40

PRraE,

boudoir, $1 ; cabinet. 40 cents.
_ _ ___::A::_ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

Reported for the "Truth

See~"

by

Our Flag Above the Cross.

I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission ef
the Author.

This device is for
paper and en velopes for Secular
Unions and others.

[_I

PRICES:
Half-note, bi'k ink,.
Per quire, . .18:
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .lS
Paper or envelopes.
with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, . . 25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with I acal address, per
l,oJOO, • • $10.00
Address

Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburjl" are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showing the cteeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Tem.Perance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by ScriiJJ;ure Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery i
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars or
· Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
t: ..-kiu.tness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavety; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle co.Pies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities .

The Truth Seeker.
COPYAIOHTEO.

Any profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distribution of Liberal literature.

.Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabibatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbat)U '.rhe Christian
:Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!ixamination of
;Bunda}' Arguments i Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of ~he Christian Fathers; The
abb ath d'Uting the Middle A~es; The Puritan
abbath; Testrmony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrol!'ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six conies, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his chataoter and genius, and vindicates h!Q name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Chowe extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed o~ jine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and contai_nmg a handsome
steel portrait of Paiae. Pnce, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

The Apostle of" Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine HallJ bel'ore the N. E. Freethinkets' Convention, .ranuary 29, 1884. Price.
to cents.

RUPTURES
GU REDb,
my!Uedieal
1:

Compound nnd lmpro..-ed
Elastic SuT•P,orter Truss ~·n;_rom,30 to
90 days. Reli!l-blo relerenr.ee g!vcn. Send
stamp for ctrcular 7 and sav m 1ohat papet
vou laW mv advertuement. Address C~pt.

W. A. Ooll!Dir,Smllhvlllt,Jtll'ti'IOII Gt.li.r.

CENTS.

·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

50 cents.
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fiiHB ONuY ~O~~BGIJI

DR. J. L. YORK,

E:.Dill.liON.

The noted Western Liberal orator, started on
his Eastern lectu.re tour May 1st, to speal! at
Sacramento on May 8th, at Salt Lake City, May
15th and 22d, at Canon City, Col., May 29th, at Denver. c~J., June ~th ann 12th; and at Garden City,
Dodge City, Kan.; Ottumwa, Iowa: Chicago, Ill.;
Grand Rapids, M;ch ; Columbus, Alliance, Akron,
Ohio; Linesville, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Pa.;
New York, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; Albany, Troy.
Rochester, Batavia, Buffalo, N. Y.; Cleveland, 0.,
and at o~her pomts on or near the line, should the
friends desire it, ann leave the latch-string out,
at liv and let-liv rates.
Don't miAs a rare treat, and Freethinkers and
Libemls desiring to arrange .with the Doctor,
please addi·ess Without delay, in c&re <•f Ohe~s
Brothers, Garden City, Kan.; Thos. J. Truss,
Denver, Colorado; William Lindsay, Ottumwa,
Iowa; E. A. Stevens, 7~0 West Lake stteet,
Chicgao, Ill: D. A. Blodgett, Grand RapidM, Mich.
It H. Ralston, Columbus, Ohio; Roman Bta!y, 86
Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa., Oeo. Longford,
1106 Leopard st., Philadelplth, Pa.; Truth Seeker
office, '"ew York citY; Investigator office, .Boston,
Mass.; H. L. Green, 165 Delevan av., Buffalo, N.Y.;
N. Hexter, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW YoRK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAC&
PRICE, 8 CENTS.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Bthls Tempsrancs:

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. teo pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errm·s and Secular Truths. 25
Ll(lUOR DRINKING
ots. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5. cts. Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. SocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
by the Bible.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural M~W.. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and th!J !i[ew. 5 cts. ..Hruno a,nd
,..
.,
Spinoza. 5cts. TheBibleGodandHisFavorits.
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth,
__
and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and tl).e Soul. I
" .
5 ots. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and ~ This is a companion book to Remsburi!''B Bible
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pa.gea; ptice 10 cents.

AT~~~ss b~~~is and <io., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.C., Lonl.:m, Eng.

Address THE TRUTHPSlEEKENR cyo"\
28 Lafayette ace, ew or&.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
ann Eduard Howland. Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F L. browne, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colomzation. enterprise,the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa, and generall:y
to the praoticalsolution of the problem of Integral
(Jp.opPT&tion. Price, $1 s year; 50 e~nt. for Bill''
months. 911: ('1~11f;G '"" th,.'·" tnnn'l:h•

THE TRUTH SEI?KER ANNUAL.•
Price, 215 cents.

•
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Colonel ingersoll in Court.
Robert G. Ingersoll was in Syracuse last
Thursday, among other eminent lawyers from
New York. He was engaged in a suit between two telegraph companies, the American Rapid and the Bankers & Merchants, in
the United States court. before the Hon.
. Judge Wallace, in which was involved the
little sum of $3,000,000. It was a threecomer or triangular case, wherein receivers
and bond-holders were interested.
The
other counsel were able, and exhausted the
forenoon session with their legal quidnuncs;
but on the adjournment for dinner, this deponent, though somewhat accustomed to legal
conundrums when young, was unable to take
in the heads and points of the case. On the
reassembling of the court, Mr. Ingersoll
opened his side. As it was an equity case,
the evidence had been taken and printed, and
this was the summing up. He spoke two
hours and a half. There is no use in talking
-Colonel Ingersoll is a power. He made
things plain as a pike-staff, as he always does.
His presence had got noised about, and the·
court-room was full. At the close there was.
no person present, I venture, who heard him,
whether lawyer or layman, but that understood the case. The other couneel were
dressed in black, and otherwise in strict accordance with the usage of members of the
New York city bar. Mr. Ingersoll was
dressed very plainly, but neatly. He wore lowquartered shoes, dark pants, light-colored
summer vest, and sack coat of the same material, of the thinnest 'fabric, the stripes in
both ~unning ~p and down, with neat, plain
necktie, over a standing color with the corners
turned down. Nothing could be simpler or
_ more unpretending. He is, in common conversation, noticeably hoarse. It brought to
me a momentary impression of sadness, for
I remembered some time ago seeing it
stated that he had had a surgical operation
for the removal of a throat difficulty supposed
to be like General Grant's. But as he talked
his voice grew clearer and rang out with
much force and lung power. He is becoming considerably corpulent, shaves his face
all over, is nearly bald-headed save. a sheaf
of gray hair nearly white extending from his
ears across the occiput, but having no length.
His head is large and round, and he has a
tremendous brain. He is perfectly .courteous
an:I good-humored in his treatment of his
·adversaries. In occasional collisions with
them his quick wit and repartee were characteristic and full of fun. But when he was
contradicted very flatly by Mr. Wilson by a
counter-assertion, he did not tell the counsel
he lied, but turning toward him, with uplifted arm, in a tone of thunder, he said,
" That i8 not t'I'Ue /" The effect of voice,
gesture, attitude, was annihilating, at least to
further contradiction. Mr. Ingersoll is forcible in utterance, vehement in manner, and
ardent in address. His earnestness impresses
you that he believes what he says, and that
he mea~s you shall. What is remarkable for
one so much engrossed in professional care
is the fact that he finds time, as a sort of
amusement, for such extensiv research in
theology, history, and literature, while his
sympathy with humanity is deep and tender
as a woman's heart. There is a vein of exceeding fineness in the fiber and soul and
brain. His eulogy on Mr. Beecher, though
in prose, is a wondrous poem in itself.-.New
Em Gleaner.

Stray Scraps.
Novelist Cable's farewell at Northampton,
Mass., May 23d, was on "The Passage
Through the Red Sea." He admitted,
" There is no account of this crossing on the
monuments of Egypt," but solaced himself
and his hearers with, "No nation is apt to
leave a monu'ment commemorating its defeat."
He rather questioned the dividing of the
waters by any but natural means, easing off
with, "Just how much is due to natural
causes, and how much to the direct help of
God, it is hard to tell, but the historian leaves
us no room to doubt God's hand in the matter." Why did he not say God's finger, or
arm, or foot? He said" God had not made
a mistake, that he had to work miracles," but
that " the whole intent of them was to teach
us that all the operations of nature are the
work of God's hands." I wonder how he
knows I Who told him?
'• Calamities are the result of natural miBtakest" he said, " and though God's action
was benevolent and beneficent for the Israelit es, it was the destruction of the Egyptians·"
but he justified God, because "he dealt with
them as a nation, and not as an individual."
He alluded to our war,.saying, "God pun-

ished both sides for the crime of moral neglect."
Mr. Cable lett "his audience in tears,';
going to the South on a r!)cuperating (Junketing) tour preparatory to returning and writing more love.sicl~, religious, blood-thunder-and-fire novels. Preacher and novelwriter combined makes a happy conglomeration not often found in either profession separately. Long liv the preacher, novel-writer
Cable I
At the c~lebration of the two hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of the First Congregational
church, Springfield, Mass., May 23d, said
ex. Governor Robinson, of Massachusetts:
"Let us unite church and state so closely in
the administration of all public business that
we become that people whose God is the
Lord, and we shall then be in accord with the
spirit of the fathers who builded here for a
future beyond their own time," etc.
It is not best to get excited, but had not
progressionists better be on the alert to counteract such advice as uniting church and state
in public business ? ·What church? Which
church? The one that ex-Governor Robinson was then puffing-the Congregational!
"Spirit of the fathers!" that would be a
fine retrogression, truly. Why, those fathers
compelled everyone to "go to meeting," or
fined him. Minister-tax was levied on all
property and every citizen, and if unable to
pay it, the only cow was seized and sold,
or, what was considered worse still, the
family Bible. The " spirit of the fathers "
revived, or we be in accord with the "spirit
of the fathers!" Do you know what you are
saying, ex-Governor Robinson? You, and
your Unitarian denomination, would be nowhere-just where it was two hundred and
fifty years ago when that Springfield church
you were applauding was incorporated .. How
very silly such talk seems I Suppose " we
should become that people whose God is the
Lord," and put that God into the national
Con11titution, should we hay any less cyclones,
earthquakes, freshets, drouths, and other dispensations of divine providence than now ?
If it would put him in good humor, there
would be some use in it; but, alas! he plagues
his chosen just as badly as he does us reprobates. There is no hope of amendment.
ELLA. E. GmsoN.

1887~

author-that is, such as are alleged to hav
taken place at a remote period in the history
of the world. The author does not believe
that anyone has the right to wantonly attack
a religious faith and belief unless he is able to
supply a better one to take its place.
Whether himself and associates hav found
the true one or not, he leaves the reader to
judge. He wishes the reader to examin the
material facts of history, and to judge accordingly.
"If this .discussion," says the _author,
" sha,ll in any way unsettle and endanger the
honest faith of anyone, we here pledge oureelvs to tender them a philosophy of life that
is reasonable, consistent, elevating, and consoling, thus bringing peace and joy into this
life, and leading ever onward "into the freshness of the great future."
The author need not worry himself on this
score, as, besides an assumed belief, nine.
tenths of all civilized races hav their private
opinions about the matter, which, however,
they are not given to airing unnecessarily,
unless they are so unfortunate as to belong to
a reservation for cranks.
Religion at best is but a profitless subject
for discussion in any guise, and as long as
people hav ideas of their own and brains of
their own, it will be futil to turn their beliefs into some channel that takes a different
course from their own. Every sect and every
denomination in the ecclesiastical world believes, or pretends to believe, in some prescribed divine doctrin, and it is useless to attempt the formation of a universal religion.Gal'Veston, Tex'as, Daily .News.

We hav received from the New .York
TRUTH S!!EKER a copy of the Nine Demands
of Liberalism, printed on a liberal sheet of
plate paper and surround-ed by fine cabinetsize portraits of such noted religious heretics
as Washington, Jefferson, Paine, Franklin,
Girard, and Ingersoll. The work is designed
by Charles Eckhard, treasurer American Secular Union, and those who would like to
frame it will probably find that it fits the
frame of that hideous conception wherein
despair in the shape {)f a bedraggled woman
clings to a wooden .cross on a barren rock,
with the choice of letting go to be drowned,
or hanging on to be starved. The new pict.
ure will fit the old frame, and the old picture,
Opinions of Our Books.
notwith~tanding the dampness of its atmos.We find a new pamphlet of some 80 pages phere,. will burn in either a coal or wood
on our table, from the Truth Seeker Publish- stove. The Truth Seeker cm:npany will send
ing Company, New York, written by Israel the new design for $1. Ad&ress, 28 Lafay.
W. Groh, entitled, "Is the God of Israel the ette Place, N.Y.- Winsted, Conn., P1·ess.
True God?" (price 20 cents); and another by
Samuel P. Putnam, entitled," The New God."
After reading both productions, we can say
---o--we like "The New God" the best, but we
We hav on hand a large number of the following
Fuppose this is on the principle that each
COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'eta, which
individual makes his own God, as Colonel of
will be disposed of at coat, as fol ows:
Ingersoll says. Every race of people, every
I"gersoil C:ttechised:
sect, and indeed every individual defines
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions ProGod differently-if not in words, at least in pounded by the Editor of the "San Francisca.n ;"
conception. Mr. Groh describes the God of singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
Israel a~ pictured in the four books of Moses, f2.00.
ORTHODOXY,
Joshua and Judges, and certain places in the
New Testament; and he thinks him a mon- A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
ster. Mr. Putnam pictures a God in accord- pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
Civil Bights Speech,
ance with his conceptions of what such a
being ought to be, and a very attractiv pict- Including the address of Frederick Dr.uglas, fiftyure it is. It is not, however, a perfect; un- three-large octavo pages, sinlllY, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.ad $6 per hundred.
changeable God, but a ·progressiv God, who
The Truth of Dlstor,-,
changes as men change, and advances -as men This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upon
advance, But Mr. Putnam thinks it would the religious lies that .hav been told about himbe better to dismiss the gods entirely. This self, and first made its appearance in these colis the closing sentence : " The highest excel- umns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
lence of humanity is where there are no gods, hundred.
BIBt,E IDOLATRY,
neither new nor old, where man is all in all,
letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
cultivated, disciplined, lordly, the master of A
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
himself, the champion of his natural rights, cents per doz., or $2 per hundred. ·
and the-lord of his own heart." There are
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN,
few more pleasant writers than Mr. Putnam,
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingerand several of his productions in verse hav soll -upon the fight in the Catholic church between
had a wide circulation.-Denison, Texas, the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
Sunday Gautteer.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

"The Struggle for Religious and Political
Liberty " is the title of one of the latest works
of Theodore C. Spencer, published by the
Truth Seeker Company, New York. It is
full of the traditions of the early centuries,
together with hi'storical facts, and is well
worth reading. The church of Rome, Mormonism, :Mohammedanism, dogmatism, and
all other isms constitute a large portion of
the contents of the work. The persecution
of the early Christians occupies a chapter of
muc·h interest. The book indicates much
careful thought upon the part of the author.
ins idea is to apparently show the great obstacles the early races had to surmount before they could approach the avenue that led
to liberty. A great many religious demonstrations are pronounced fallacious by the

per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable exp. ctation that the tlrices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La.ayette P1., New York.
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Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abonnd;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionabl:v true that the results of a
rationalistlC study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. avo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price,

$~.GO.

THE HUMBOLDT LIBRARY.
Price 15 cents each ·r.umber, unless otherwise mm·ked.
1. Li!i(ht Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Pl'Dc·
tor, F.R.A.S.
2. The Forms of Water in Clouds and River~~, Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustrations. By John '.L'Ylldall, F.R.S.
3. Physics and Politics. An application of the
princip1es of Natural Science to Political
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author o£
"The J!.nglish Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous ill us.
trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S; ·
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With A})penclix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Chm·les Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous lllus.
trations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
B. Stuqy (lf Lang_uages, brought back to. its TruJ
prmmples. By C. Marcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory -:>f Sound in its Relation to l\Iusic.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaserna.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. Mind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Al~xander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illustration:
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Longevity. The means of prolonging_life afte::
m1ddle age. By John Gardner, l.VI.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley
F.R.S. .
.
17. Prog.r11s~ : Its Law and Cause. With other dis·
qms1t10ns. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electrimty. 60 illustrations. B;John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Fa~iliar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
R1chard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Railey Miller,
liLA.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomaa H. Huxl&y, F.R.S.
!2. See;i~~~~ and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Chftorcl, F.R.S.
~. Scientific Sophisms.
A review of current
theories conce :uinli( Atoms_,_ Apes, and l.Vlen
By Samuel Wainwright, D.JJ.
·
24. Popular Scientific Lectures. lllustrated By
Prof. H. Helmholtz.
·
25. Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large By Grant AllPn.
27. Hit~tory o~ Landholding
n England. ]}y
Joseph F1sher, F.R.H.l::l.
W. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrn ted in the
customs of.Barbarous auJ Civilized Rae'·"·
Numerous illustrations. By William Hcnrr
Flower, F.R.S.
~9. Facts and Fictions of 2.oologl;· NumerouH
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
JO. } Study of Words. By Richard CheneYix
~1.
Trench.
~2. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By r.iehard A. Proctor.
o3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
il4. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Sp<:11cer.
85. Oriental Religions. B)T John Cait·il, l'reo.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
36. Lectures on Evolution. lllushated. By Prof.
T. H. B;uxley.
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. B>· John
. 'fyndall.
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Gcikic,
:J9.
F.R.S.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. :11.
Williams, F.C.S.
42. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock.
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor IInxley
Professor Agassiz, and others.
·
Dawn of History. By C. F. Keary, of tl e
45.
British l\luoeum.
·
16. Diseases of Memory. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
i7. Childhood of Religions. By Edward Cioutl,
F.It.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. lllustrated. ByJas. Hinton.
49. Tho Sun: its Constitution; its Pl1enO:JH'Iln;
its Conditwn. By Judge Nathan 'l'. C;trr,
Columbus, Ind.
50.) 1\IoneY, and the Mechanism of Exchange. Dy
51.[ Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Tmm
lated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
5B. Anill!al Automatism, and other E~says. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
54. Birth and Growth of Myth. By Edward Clod d.
F.U.A.S.
55. Scientific Basis of l\Iorals 1. and other EHsars.
Bl' William IUngdon Clilford, F.RS.
~~:} lllusions. By James Sully.
The Origin of Species. By· Charles Darwin.
59.
'fwo double numbe1's, 30 cents each.
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clmhl.
61. lliiscellaneous Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
62. Rehgions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Gco.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 30 cents.
63. Progressive Morality.
By Thomas FowlPr,
LL,D. 1 president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxford.
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. B.l' A.
~ussel Wallace and W. T. Thiselton Dyer.
U5. Conditions of Mental Development; and other
E~says. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66. Te~hnical Education ; and other Essays. By
1:homas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Blaclt Death. An A.ccount of the Grrnt
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centurv- ~
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. (Spfcial number, 10 cents.) Three Essay.
Herbert Spencer.
69. (Double Number, 30centsl. Fetichism: A Carr
tribution to Anth1·opo ogy and the Historl'
of Religion. By Frit~ Schultze,_Ph.D. 'l'rauslated from the German by J. Fitzgera!.l
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Her betSpencer.
71. Anthropology, By Daniel Wilson.,_ LL.D .
'fith .4J>Jlendix on Archeology. .1.5Y E. B.
1:ylor, F.H.8.
72. The Dancing Mania or the l\Iiddle Ages. By
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
78. Evolution in History, Language, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
C~ystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
74. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwm. In G part~
15 cents each.
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meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
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free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trut.L
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate
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silk cloth, $3.
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S})iritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so fa~ ~o sustain S_pir~tualiBp:l as to
show that·ohrtsttans are mconststent m denY·
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

25 cents,
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BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Sem·eta'l'l! of the American SeiYUlar Union.
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EXTRAcT.
"I could pronounce n~ benedict! on upon Romanism. It h s done mischief enough to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri 'tianity as the worst form of tyranny. It commands the arm to work and the brain b die ; it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loves o~p"eB
sion and hates liberty. It has givtn falsehood a
crown and truth a scaffold."
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Price 10 cents.
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PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thon.:ll
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. Mo1·e
,. than 80,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenis.
For sale at thts office.

"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Qop1es, 25 cents. Six copies for
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Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
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The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questwns
of human concern, religious, political, and other. wise. The book is written in well-chosen -language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
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them. Price, 10 eta.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
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proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
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" Oh, heaven ! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admet.ns, and the herdsmen know
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Authenticated by the Bible.
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with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to ma, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
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BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
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Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

Origin of the Christian Bible.
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other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
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Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

version of the Ind~an Storr. of the Garden of
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THE 0HDEB OF CHEAT! OR.
.A Dt.•cusston Between

MRs. CLEVELAND was 23 years old the 21st.

Gladstone, Huxley. Muller,
Linton,
Reville,

THERE were 935 deaths in New York city On the ConfiictbetweenGenesisand Geology.
last week.
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. BY Ron.
THE movement to enforce th& Sunday
W. E. Gladstone.
liquor law has collapsed The rna· 't
f IT. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter.
JOn Y o
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
saloons hav open side doors.
Ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.
THE Central L a b o r
Union has appointed Sep-=
tember 5th as a Labor
holiday, and asks all toilers to observe it.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D .
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. BY Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
·
VII. A Protest and a Plea .. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Linton
This is a new book andcontainsthelatestdiscnssion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Pric.e, ps,per, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
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THE new yacht Volunteer, built at Boston to
defend the America cup
against the Scotch Thistle, is an astonishingly
fast boat.
SoME Philadelphians
are preparing to celebrate
September 15th as the
anniversary of the promulgation of the United
States Constitution.
THERE is to be a na
tiona! church built at
Rome in honor of St. Patrick and at the expense of
theirish people. Collections are being taken up.

--

~
~,~~-=

CHicAGo, like New
York, has boodle aldermen. Orie of them, Mr.
McGarigle, convicted, has
escaped, and his whereabouts is unknown to the
police.
AN expre8s train, near
Hobokus, N.J., ·ran at
full speed through a gang
of Italian laborers on the
21st, killing eleven outright and injuring anumber of others.

==----

IT is reported that Stanley, the African
explorer, is dead.
VtGILANTS are 'after the Mormon missionaries in South Carolina, and hav given them
ten days to leave the state or be hanged.
JAOOD SHARP, the convicted briber, is still
in New York, his counsel having secured
a etay. His health is bad, and he is likely to
die in jail.
PARTS of New England were visited last
week with one of the heaviest rain-storms
ever known there. In New York the weather
has been muggy, with frequent rains.
PHILADELPHIA publishers say the revised
Bible has fallen fiat. Hundreds of thousands
of copies remain on the shelves, and the
people will not hav them at any price.
THERE,was a fire in a Chinese joss-house in
this city last week, and the god was burnt
up. The worshipers will buy themselvs a
new deity as soon as circumstan<'es will permit.
A woMAN of 52, according to the British
Medical Journal, recently dropped dead in a
:London street. Tight-lacing with cor,ets
had ~topped the action of the heart and lungs
and produced syncope.
IMMIGRATION to this country in the past
twelve months has amounted to 483,116, an
increase of 160,000 over the preceding year.
During the last fiscal year the excess of exports over imports was $77,958,448; this
yea~ it is only $273,832.
EvANGELIST MNASON, whom the barbarians
of Park Ridge, N ••J., mobbed, :flogged, and
clipped, returned to that place last Sunday.
They declared they would lynch him if he remained, whereupon he heard a " voice from
the Lord," and went away.
THE total value of the 'mineral product in
the United States last year was $465,000,000,
an increase of $37,000,000 over 1885. The
gain was caused by the increase in the production of pig iron. The total value of the
gold produced was $35,000,000, an increase
of $3,000,000; silver, $51,000,000, a decrease
of $600,000.
A MOB of fifty men waited upon the Rev.
J. W. Henry, of Odessa, Mo., on the 22d,
with the intention of riding him out of town
on a rail. 'rhe clergyman met them with a
shot-gun, and they retreated. The daughter
of the leader of the mob had given birth to
an illegitimate child, of which, she claims,
the Rev. Mr. Henry is the cause.

I

THE hea1·t has much
affinity with the brainshould I not add the
stomach ?-that it will only
bear a fixed amount of illusage, or even of justifiable
wear and tear. Take too
many liberties with it, and,
no more than the intellect
et the digestion, will it continue its functions. There
comes a paralysis of the
feelings, as of the senses,
EXTRAORDINARY GROWTH OF IS A.A.C.
and that is indeed a dreary
the man waxed great, and went forward, and grew until he became very great.-Genesis xx:vi, 13.
death-in-life which drops
its arms in hopeless lassitude, and says: "I hav
shot
my
bolt.,
I
hav
run
my chance-sink or swim,
WrvEs love in_dulgent husbands,
what matter? I accept my fate." . . • Accept
And we've sometimes heard of such ;
your fate! What is this but yielding the stakes
Yet women maintain·
before the game is played out? Scuttling the
They've a right to complain
ship before she strikes and fills? Surrendering
When a husband indulges too much.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND'S nurse has died. She
the fort and going over with arms, standards, and
was less fortunate, in this respect, than George
ST. PETER was sitting by the gat~s of glory ammunition to the enemy ? The man who sucWashington's.
when a straight-haired personage in' black ap- ceeds in. love, war, money-making, is he who will
Goon-BYE, McGlvnn ! Meet yon-('scnse us, proached him and said: "Having shuflled off the
your holiness). Forgot, McGlynn. Hav made mortal coil, I am looking for a place where I may not accept his fate, but frowns, grins, and strives,
different arrangements. Can't meet you hereafte1'. dwell forever among the 'strictly orthodox." "I never yielding an inch, unless to win back two
inches, and so, by sheer force of dogged obstinacy
-Life.
don't know any such place 'round here," replied and perseverance, gaining the hard fight at last
KING SoLOMON was over one hundred years old the saint, "but if you"ll apply to the Andover and grasping the prize.-Melville's Whtte Rose.
when he married, and although he dressed nicely Theological Seminary you may find where people
IN Hnme there is, in some respects, a singular
he was a very plain man. Most of his wives mar" of your kind can be accommodated."
ried him for money.
"How is the work progressing in Dakota?" contrast between the literary and the pers:mal
life.
Perhaps, in this point of vtew, though in no
"Goon mawnin, Wilyum, bas yo' read about de asked a Boston minister of a good brother at the other, the nearest approach to him was in the case
communication de pope has gib Doctar McGlynn ?'' Baptist anniversaries the other day. "Well, I am of his not less famous contemporary, Dr. Johnson,
''No, sar; dis chile steer clear ob dat; communi. getting along pretty well, but still it's rather dis- who personally and in social hfe was one of the
couraging. The first week I went there I had big
cation corrup' good manners, sar."
congregations. One day there were one hundred most undeferential an<'i incredulous of men
IT is said that the Rev. Dr. John Hall preaches and fifty down on their knees weeping and pray- dearly loving an argument merely for the sake of'
to two hundred million dollars every Sunday; and ing. A man came in and said there were two de- the fight, indifferent which side he espoused, and
that the contribution boxes often come back tectivs coming down the road, and every blessed almost brutally skeptical of unsifted assertions
looking very much ashamed of themselvs.
and facts outside of common experience, even
person got up and skipped."
.when supported by credible witnesses; and yet
A LITTLE four-Year-old created a ripple by re"THE people of New York are not very sociable,
marking to the Sunday-school class : '' Our dog's are they?" said a Western man, addressing an whose main characteristic as an author is that of
dead. I'll bet the angels were scared when they acquaintance who lived in the East. "Well, I an intolemnt stickler fot· authority, an absolute
sStw him coming up the walk. He's awful cross to don't know but they are, although they may be a uncritical acc~pter of tradit.ionary dogmas, and a
laborious expounder of intellectual commonstrangers."
little peculiar in that respect. For several years
places.-John Cail'd, D. D.
"I AM devoted to George, of course," said a I had my office in a large building on Broadway.
THE brotherhood of man is a sacred thing to
Ohicago girl to her mother; "but I am afraid that One day a fellow came in and asked if my name
he hasn't get-up-and-get enough about him to was McFiddleton. I told him it was, and then think of-a sublime thing to teach. When the
make any great success in this world." "Why?'• after a few moments' silence he said : 'My office is Greek tragedians taught the brotherhood of man
asked her mother. "Because he always kisses me just across the hall, and ever since I saw your stgn before the Christian dispensation, was it less
on the forehead."
several years ago, I hav been intending to drop in sacred than it became after Jesus came on earth
and repeated it 1 There is this difference between
FIRST Omaha nlan : "I swindled the big rail- and see you. I p.m your brother, you know, and- the attitude of natural religion and the attitude
road companies out of $20 to-day." Second Omaha well, how are yon getting along, anyway?' of any sectarianism, that, while natural religion
man: "It doesn't seem possible." "Fact, though. Ves," continued the Eastern man, "they are a recognizes every voice of God that ever spoke
I ordered a carload of goods, and the freight came trifle peculiar, but after you get in with them you through the soul of man, Christian sectarianism
to $20 more than the goods are worth." "Well ?'• will find them very sociable."
only admits the utterance of one pure soul to be
"I made 'em keep the goods."
"HAVING a boom here 1" asked a stranger, as be divine.-T. W. Hi!lrJtnson.
THE girls who go into ecstasies over a new pat- put his head out of a car window at a Dakota
ZEALOTS eagerly fasten their eyes on the differ"Naw !" replied a nativ. "That's ences between their creed and yours, btit the
tern for knit lace; who grow enthusiastic over station.
making paper flowers ; who read novels galore ; strange-thought every place had one this spring." charm of the study is in finding the agreements,
who go to the opera whenever they get a chance ; "They be, mostly," and the man sighed and the identities, in all the religions of men.-Emwho wear boots a size too small for them ; who leaned up against the depot. "Then why isn't e1·son.
say "awful" forty times a day, etc., make just as this town having one?" "W•y, you see, stranger,
WEALTH, well made and wellstent, is as pure as
good wives as the other kind, and don't you for- it was owin' to a little mismanagement. We
get it!
platted a big Brighton Beach Boulevard addition the rill that runs from the mountain side.over to the Jake i'inin' the town, and you know Goldwin Smtth.
"JonN,"called the president of the GreatDa the land there is just a little bit soft like. Well,
THEY tak' religion in their mouth;
kota Land and Improvement and Trust Company~
the first spec'lator that come along the boys got
They talk o' mercy, grace, and truth,
" how many town lots did we sell yesterday?"
too
fast
and
took
him
down
to
it
and
he
started
to
For what? to gie thetr mahce shouth [vent]
" One, sir." "Very well. Bring in the map and
On some puir wight,
mark off forty. How much money did we Joan walk off acrosss the lots, and I'm blamed if he
didn't stick there and we couldn't git to him to
An' hunt him down, o'er right and ruth [pity],
out?" "None, Rir ; but we had a partial applicapull him out." "How long ago did it happen?"'
To ruin straight.
tion." "Very well again. Order some new cir"•Bout two week~." "He must be dead, then?"
culars and mark up our capital $200,000."
All hail, Religion ! maid divine !
" Oh, yes, I reckon he's dead all right enough, but
Pardon a muse sae mean as mine,
FIRST tramp : "Whenever the pangs of hunger before he sunk out o' sight he hollered to other
Who in her rough, imperfect line,
steal o'er me like a troubled dream, I ask myself if buyers that we took down and warned them 'bout
Thus dam·s to name thee;
the conAcionsness of an unquenched thirst or an the place, and somehow capitalists kinder got
To stigmatize false friends of thine
nnsatiRfied appetite is more inclined to bring dis- prejudiced .ag'in' our real estate and we hain't
Can ne'er defame thee.
-Bu1-ns.
tress to the soul than the perception of the long- havin' no boom a-tall. I•m goin' to move."
THERE can be no doubt of the usefulness of
sought-after but still-withheld meana of satisfying
douJ:ot as a means of clearer vision, and it is most
inward craving. What would you say, Bill?''
steadfastly to be believed that a fixed creed mean~
Second tramp: "Jes' this: that if you spring any
stagnation. Flowmg water, if running over a
more of your Concord School of Philosophy conundrums on me, I'll dissolve pardnership and From Tradition to Reason. clean bed, is sweet and whOlesome, but stagnant
water becumes offensiv, and scatters disease and
hang on to this pie wot they gave me at the house
BY BOBEBT 0. ADAMS.
death around it.-Hylax.
that Emerson lived in."
Oloth, $1,115.
For Bale at this Oftioe.
J~~------
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WHEN one is humbugged he wantH, at least, tb:J.t
a slight semblance of possibility should exist.D. M. Bennett.
THE region of the senses is the unbelieving part
of the human soul, and out of that now began to
rise fumes of doubt and question into Mat·y's heart
and brain. The death of her father wa• a fact.
The loss, the evanishment, the ceasing, were incontrovertible things. She
was sure of them; could
she be sure of anything
else ? How could she? She
had not seen Christ rise f
she had never looked upon
one of the dead ; never
heard a voice from the
other bank; had . received
no certain testimony, These
were not her thoughts; she
was too weary to thirik ;
they were but the thoughts
that steamed up in her and
went floating. about before
her.
["Whoso readeth,
let him understand !" for it
is more than I do.l She·
looked on them calmly,
coldly as they came, and
passed or remained-saw
them with indlfferencethere they were and she
could not help it-wearily
believing none of them, unable to cope with and dispel
them, hardly affected by
their presence, save with a
sense of dreat•iness, and
loneliness, and wretched
company.-llfarv Marston.
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A

NEW APPLICATION

"The tyrant never wants a plea.

Jllolts und .f&lippinns.
~·~==========:==========

THE mayor of Argonia, Kan., is a woman
named Susanna Salter. She enjoys the distinction of being the only woman mayor in
America.·
A LAWYER in Colmar, who defended some
Alsatians of Turckeim against the charge of
having sung the "Marseillai~e," got three
weeks' imprisonment for his plea, the precise
punishment that his clients received for their
song.
DEPOSITS in eight New York banks hav
increased $2,609,865 in the past six months.
This is· regarded as indicating that the Saturday half-holiday has not had the deleterious
effect upon economy which its enemies predicted.
THE Gardener's Monthly reports Professor
Rothrock as saying that in spite of the common belief to the contrary, this is not a
timbered continent, only 16t per cent of tllC
whole area remaining in tjmber. Tb.is is
within 1! per cent of the condition when a
nation begins to experience a dearth of
timber, and climatic changes begin.
EvELYN OllLRIOHs, <?f this city, is a nice
Young Men's Christian Association young
man, employed as collector by a piano firm,
which engaged him from the Y. 1\L C. A.
rooms on the recommendation of the officers
of that institution. Last week he left the
firm, with his accounts eighty dollars short.
A police officer was set to hunt him up, and
captured him at the Y. M. C. A. rooms,
where he had left his application for another
13ituation.
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OLD FABLE.

They hav little chance of resisting the injustice of the powerful whose only weapons are innocence and reason."

IT has been decided that the Edmunds law
for the punishment of polygamy and fornication in Utah and other territories is applicable
also to the District of Columbia, and a nayal
officer has just been arrested under it at
Washington.
Tms is the sort of stories that they publish
for fact in Saratoga : " A clergyman, calling
on a Washington street family, was ushered
into the parlor, where Miss Betty was seated
at the pianoforte. He asked the young lady,
a member of his Bible class, to 'play one of
her favorits.' ' I'm not playing favorits any
more,' she said. 'I'll take the field against
them every time.' "
THE prohibition campaign in Texas is producing some extraordinary sentences. The
Herald cites as an example the words of
Congressman Mills in a Texas speech. He
remarked that "hell is full to overflowing
with such political preachers as Dr. Carroll,"
the Prohibitionist. In reply; the editor of
the Waco .Advance referred to Mills as" this
foul-mouthed, Infidel, snake-eyed monster."
THE Educational Committee of the Georgia
House and Senate in joint session lately
reported in favor of the Glenn bill, which
makes it a penalty for any teacher to teach a
white child in a colored school or a colored
c!Jild in a white school, the schools being
kept separate by a constitutional law of the
state. The preliminary discussion of the bill
created considerable excitement in the North.
Its passage is accepted in Georgia as the fixed
policy of the state. There was little discussion in the committee. Every white man
voted for the bill, the two colored members
of the committee voting adversely..

" THERE doesn't appear to be any reason," was shown by the evidence that the associasays the Savannah News," why the president tion would make a feature of the faith cure,
should continue to favor Herbert F. Beecher.'' and he refused the petition of incorporaRight. And there doesn't appear to be any tion.
THE Rev. C. W. Millen, of the old Washmore reason why Mr. Cleveland should help
Wm. C. Beecher, counsel to Uomstock's ington street Methodist church in Brooklyn,
society, and brother to Herbert F., by asking has bad charges brought against him directly
Governor Hill to sign Comstock's bills. Grat" assailing his moral character, and will be
itude to their father is all very well, but the tried shortly. In the list of complainants is
sons are not Henry Ward Beechers by any Mrs. Squire, a boarding"bouse keeper, who
says that the Rev. Mr. Millen insulted her in
means.
her .own house, more by his actions than 'by
THE Providence Journal, the leading Re- his words, though exactly what he did her
publican newspaper of the state, and for modesty will in nowise permit her to lightly
years the practical arbiter of RiJpublican divulge. She promises that it shall come out
political affairs in Rhode Island, printed conat the trial.
spicuously the other day the following sweepGEoRGE S. PETERS, United States attorney
ing confession : " It cannot be denied that
Prohibition in Rhode Island, after a year's for Utah, has filed suit against the trustees
experience, is found to be so complete a and managers of the Mormon church in befailure that it is no extravagance to pronounce half of the United States to disincorporate the
it a miserable farce. It has not even approx- said church and wind up its business. The
imately prohibited the use of intoxicating petition alleges that the property is valued at
liquor; it is not to-day resulting in any per- $3,000,000-$2,000,000 in real estate and
ceptible diminution of drunkenness, as com- $1,000,000 personal property. It sets forth
the law of Congress prohibiting any church
pared with former years.''
THE St. Louis Institute of Christian Science from owning more than $50,000 worth of
recently applied for incorporation, and stated property, and the section of the Edmunds
its object to be " to teach a higher sense of Jaw providing for the disincorporation of the
moral and spiritual qualifications requisit for Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints and
harmony and health, thereby elevating man- escheating its property to the United States
kind mentally, morally, and physically; to for the benefit of the common school funds of
establish and maintain a school or institute that territory. The petition asks the appointfor instruction in Chrigtian science or meta- ment of a receiver, and that all books, papers,
physics and its application to health, and pro- etc., belonging to the church be turned over
mote longevity as taught by the Massachu- to him, with all deeds, notes, and property of
setts Metaphysical College of Boston ; to every description. The court set September
establish and maintain a sanitarium for the 15th for hearing the petition, and ordered a
treatment and healing of diseases as taught subprona issued to all parties in interest to
at said college." Judge Dillon held that it attend on that day.
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9}mnmunicafions.
The Seybert Commission.
It is probably known to THE TRUTH SEEKER readers
that shortly before his death, Mr. Henry Seybert, of
Philadelphia, an enthusiasti.& believer in modern
SpiritualiRm, "presented to the University of Pennsylvania $60,000 to found a chair of philosophy, and
to the gift added a condition that the universit-y
should appoint a commission to investigate all
systems of morals, religion, or philosophy which
assume to represent the truth, and particularly of
modern Spiritualism."
A commission was accordingly appointed by the
university, composed of ten members, of whom Dr.
Wm. Pepper, as provost of the university, was ex
o:fficio chairman, Dr. Horace Howard Furness acting
chairman, and Prof. George S- Fullerton secretary.
Each member in turn, at one of their earliest preliminary meetings, expressed his entire freedom from
all prejudice against the object to be investigated,
and his readiness to accept any conclusion warranted
by facts. The acting chairman confessed to a leaning- in favor of the substantial truth of Spiritualism.
"The Preliminary Report of the Seybert Commission
for Investigating Modern Spirit'-'alism" has been
submitted to the trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, and is just now published in a handsome
volume.
It is for the purpose of calling attention to this
valuable book that I hav just perused that I lay
aside other duties and peu this article. Let me
entreat every one who has any doubts regarding
modern Spiritualism, or who is ignorant of the manner in which the tricks are performed, herein so
graphically described, to invest one dollar in the
purchase of this book, and read it carefully. He
will find it free from prejudice, cant, or hypocrisy,
dealing only with f!lcts-meiorable, stubborn facts.
The :first session of the commission recorded was
held March 13, 1884, with a Mrs. S. E. Patterson,
recommended by the late Thomas R. Hazard,* who
professed to be a slate-writing· medium. In the
words of the report, " A small piece of slate-pencil
was placed within a double slate, and the leaves
fttstened together with a screw, which passed
through one wooden rim into the other. The
spirit- writing upon the slate should be indicated by
the pencil appearing upon the outside of the slate.
The slate was laid upon the medium's lap for one
hour and a half without results." Three subsequent
trials previous to May 31st were made with this
medium with no better success, and another in her
own home alone with Mr. Furness.
On January 16, 1885, the commission report, a
slate that was left at the house of Mrs. Patterson
just before Christmas was returned. A full deEcription of the manner in which the slate was sealed is
here given, with diagram. "When the slate was
shaken, no sound of the rattling of the pencil was
heard," which showed that it had been removed, but
the seals were examined and defllared intact. An
account is here given how "Dr. Leidy pushed a thin
knife blade between the slate at the unprotected
corner," and. how " Mr. Sellers pushed in a thick
knife-blade a little to one side of Dr. Leidy's, and
separated the s-lates one-tenth of an inch (space
enough to work out the pencil), and the seals were
not broken." The slate was then opened, no pencil
and no pencil marks found therein. "The rims
were worn smooth and blackened at the corner
where the slates could be separated; this was very
distinct. Some soapstone dust, which Dr. Koenig
identified under a microscope as the same with a
remaining fragment of the pencil inserted, was found
rubbed into the same corner, showing that the slates
had been separated and the piece of pencil worked
out."
Mrs. Patterson is again introduced by Dr. Calvin
B. Knerr, a member of the commission, who describes
very minutely how "with a mirror in my pocket,
which I could bold under the table at any angle that,
would reflect whatever occurred at the other side of
the table, in the medium's lap, the accustomed position of the medium's slate, . . . I beheld a hand,
closely res~mbling that of the medium, stealthily
insert its :fingers between the leaves of the slate, take
out the little slip [of paper, on which he had written
his question], unfold and again fold it, grasp the
little pencil
and with rapid but noisAless
motion
write across the slate, from left to
. right, a few lines; then the leaves of the slate were
closed, the little pencil laid on the top, and, over all,
two hands were folded as if in benediction." Dr.
Knerr repeated this trial the second and third time.
He thus reports: "Again the slates went down;
*This is the credulous, fanatical Spiritualist of whom the
commission r ... port this: " InriePd, Mr. Hazard once told us
that the true spirit in which to approach ttw study of Spiritualism is 'an entire willingness to be deceived.'" Almost
eq1Ial to Seward Mitch<'ll's assertion on an open postal card
to me: "Spiritualism false is far better for humanity than
Materialism true.'' Thus do the most radical on all subjects
expose their own insanity.

again I saw the hand at work as before. • . . I
My form was Aold to doctors three,
requested a third trial. After this last experiment,
So you hav all that's left of me.
.
·
I come to greet yon in white mull,
in which again, for the-third time, in my httle mirror,
You that prizes my lonely skull.
So Dr. Furness had at last discovered the owner
I saw the stea'thy :fingers write on the slate, I told
the medium I was satisfied, smothered my indignant of the skull, and also that this ·letter had been opened
anger, and left the house as quickly as I could. For and resealed.
the larger part of a· year I had investigated in good
The last venture was with Mrs. Martin, of Oxford,
faith this department of Spiritualism, which, in the Mass., from whom Dt. Furness received the astoundmedium's case, had turned out a downright· fraud." ing contradiction that the skull was claimed by a frail
It is necessary to state that on this last trial the French girl by the name of Marie St. Clair; accomEslates were not screwed together, which left the me- panied by positiv proofs that the letters bad been
dium an opportunity to write the answers for the opened. "In every instance," says the doctor, "the
spirits. But on all former occasions when the slates envelopes had been opened and reclosed; it is therewere thus secured, or the madam knew she was fore scarcely necessary t.o add that every instance
watched, no results were obtained. Thus endeth the has borne the stamp of fraud."
claim of spirit-writing between sealed slates and the
Still unsatisfied, our persevering· investigator visited
pencil being brought out and laid on the top of the Dl·. Mansfield, in Boston, May 19, 1885, and there
slates, as ended the wonderful phenomena of the discovered that this medium au_swered sealed· (1)
eighty-pound stone coming through the ceiling at questions in the presence of the questioner by daubDr. Chesebrough's, at Syracuse, without so much as ing fresh mucilage on the paper which contained the.
cracking the plastering.
·
questions, under the pretense of sealing it, th!:m,
Two sessions are reported with Mr. Fred Biggs, a retiring to his table piled with books that screened
professional slate writer; two with Mrs. Maud E. him from observation, opened the paper, read and
Lord; two with Mrs. Margarretta Fox Kane, none of . answered the questions.
·
which were satisfactory.
The materialization scenes, the attempt to make of
Mrs. Thayer, the noted flower medium, now a slate- him a slate-writing medium by the noted Joe Ca:ffray,
writer, at Col. S. P. Kase's, in Philadelphia, also so facetiously described by Dr. Furness, it is imposfailed to giv satisfaction with the slates, but had sible to reproduce, as was the search for the· ownerquite a shower of flowers and a live terrapin fell on ship of the skull.
the table on two occasions, supplemented with· a
But it would be unjust to close this meager notice
pigeon hovering around.
and omit the Slade Zoellner investigation, the stateA report is made of a session wi~h Mr. Pierre ment of which, in 1878, exercised such a strong
D. 0. A. Keeler; a screen performer.
influence in favor of Spiritualism in America.. When
The spiritual photography intention with his Professor Fullerton was in Germany in 1886, he
brother, W. M. Keeler, was abandoned, the commis- , visited the four colleagues of Zoellner, including
sion being unwilling to accept the medium's con- Wundt, Zoellner being dead, and an extract from the
ditions.
Dr. RotheJ·mal and Mr. Powell were unable to get summary of these conferences is here subjoined: .
Thus it would appear that of the four eminent men whose
any materializations; and a Mrs. Best is reporte d names hav made famous the investigation, there is reason to
not very favorably.
believe one, Zoellner, was of uPsound mind at the time, and
But the most interesting and amusing reports are anxious for experimental verification of ali already accepted
of Dr. Slade and four " sealed letter" writers. It hypothesis; another, Feckner, was partly blind, anri believed
·
'bl t d · · t
'th
ffi
because of Zuellner's observations; a third, Scheibner, was
woul d b e Impossi e 0 0 JUStiCe 0 ei er; su ce also affi.icted with defectiv vision, and not entirely satislied
to say of the former, there w'ere six seances held be- in his own mind as to the phenomena; and a f<iurth, Weber,
tween Jan. 21 and Jan. 28,1885. The report of each was advanced in age, and did not even recognize the dissession must be read to be appreciated. Here.are a abilities of his associates. No one of these men had ever had
few lines from the summary:
experiences of this sort before, nor was any one of them .
acquainted with. the ordinary possibilities of deception. Tlie
In our investigations with this medium we early discovered experience of our commission with Dr. Slade wonlct suggest
the character of the writing to be twofold. . . · In one that the lack of such knowledge on their part was unfortcase the communication ·. . . was general in its tone, unate.
lt;g-ible in its chirography, and usually covered much of the
A consideration of all these circumstances places, it seems
surface of the slate. . . . In the second, when the com- to me; this famous investigation in a somewhat new light,
municationwas in answer to a question addressed to a spirit, and any estimate of Z >ellner's testimony basect merely on the
the writing- was clumsy, rude, scarcely legible. · · · In eminence in science of his name and those of his collaborshort, one bore the marks of deliberation, the other of haste. ateurs, neglecting to giv attention to their disqualifications
. . . The long messages are prepared by the medium before for this kind of work, cannot be a fair or a true estimate.
GEo. S. FuLLERTON.
the seance. The short ones, answers to questions asked during the seances, are written under the table with what skill
Thus is exploded the Zoellner test, of which such
practice can confer. With this knowledge, it is clear that
the investigator has to deal with a simple question of leger- immense capital has been made. ELLA E. GmsoN.
demain. The slate, with its message alretJ.dy written, must
Barre, Mass., July 21, 287.
in some way be substituter! for one which the sitter knows to
be clean. The short articles must be written under trying
THE DIAKKAS TO BLAME.
circumstances, out of sight, under the table, with all motions
The following letter from Silas J. Chesebrough,
of the hand or arm concealed. It is useless to attempt to
limit the methods whereby these two objects may be one of Spiritualism's most valiant defenders, to the
attained. All that we can do is to describe the processes Syracuse Cour-ier, shows why the report of the
which we distinctly saw this medium adopt.
Seybert Commission is adverse to his faith. It is an
Now, it will plainly be seen that one must read the open letter to the secretary of the commission, Mr.
book in order to gain a knowledge of these processes George S. Fullerton :
-the substitution of slates, the writing upon others
Sm: I hav read the report of the Seybert Commission with
under the table, the scratching of the :finger-nail on mingled feelings of pit.y and regret-pity for the countless
the rim of the slate to imitate the sound of the pencil, horde of anxious, truth-loving, truth-seeking people, who
the prepared slates never used for lack of opportu- are thus by you unwittingly dtsappointed; and re~~:ret that
report was so prematmely made.
nity, the unslippered foot hastening to its slipper- your
In common with ordinary investigators, your members
all of which, and many other movements that the naturally drifted towa•d B·•ston. the •· H11b" of spiritual incommissioners distinctly saw, pomt to a solution tercourse, but the Seybert Uommission is not an ordinary or
common association of men, and for this rettson I ~rn simply
much more rational than the spiritual theory.
amazed that your report should be published to the world
Dr. J. V. Mansfield, Boston; Mr. R. W. Flint, New even
before any of your members hav either privately or
York city; Mrs. Dr. Eleanor Martin, Columbus, 0.; officially visited Svracuse.
and Mrs. Ehza A. M!irtin, of Oxford, Mass., are the
From the day of your first appointment to that important
fonr sealed letter writers referred to above. The trust till the present time, nearly every member of the comtask of testing these mediums was assigned to Dr. mission has been repeatedly notified that Syracuse, as a base
of spiritual operations, now stands second to no place. on the
Furness, and faithfully he performed his part. He continent, if in the world.
"
first wrote in a gummed and sealed letter to Dr.
Long before your report was given to the press, we had,
right here in Syracuse, definit information that evil spirits
Mansfield:
were at work upon almost every member of the commission,
Feb. 28, 1885.
What was·the name, age, sex, color, or condition in llfe of and that the diakkas bad registered an oath that each and
every one of their band would try to ridicule truth anct disthe owner, when alive, of the skull here in my library?
tort genuin manifestations, to the end that the commission
The correspondence between Dr. Furness and Dr. should report adversely to our sacred cause. ln slwrt, we
Mansfield reached the fifth letter before Dr. Furness were repeatedly informed by our spirit guirles that the whole
discovered that "the six eminent scientific ghosts, Seybert Commission would be diakkad, and your unfinished
Hare, Combe, Fowler, Spurzheim, Gall, and Rush report justifies the conclusion. It is 9irnply u. supplement to
·• Bottom Facts," and I understand tbe author of that book
did not agree with each other on all points," as the appeared
before your commission as a professional juggler,
first two decided the skull to be that of a colored wo- and succeeded in palming off upon you some of his diabolical
man, while the remaining four dissented, but a ne- work.
Understand, I hav not a word of fault to find with any
gress, named Cornelia Wmne, declared it was'' D.i.nah
of the comrnis-<ion as individuals, for I believe you
Melisb's top-knot." Dr. Furness also discovered and member
hav all acted up to t,he best light that was in you; but I do
proved, by an ingenious method, that all these letters lament that none of yon gave heed to our warning, that no
had been opened, read, and resealed.
one visited Syracuse, the very head-center of Spiritualism.
Joe Caffray, whom you ridicule ·in your report, was
He now turned to Mr. Flint with his skull question, from whom he received answer that the spirits formerly a member of my own family, and l know him to be
a medium of great power, and fully capable of demon~trat
gave no response at three sittings; but Dr. Furness ing the truth of ~pirit communion to anyone not already enfound that the seals bad been tampered w1th, but for tangled in the toils of diakkas.
Before making your final report, let me urge every memsome reason abandoned.
Dr. Furness then sent the same letter to Mrs. ber of your commission to come to Syracuse an!i witness for
the most astounding and convincing spiritual
Eleanor Martin, Columbus, Ohio. She gave him an yourselvs
demonstrations ever given to man.
abundance of gushing doggerel from " Sister Belle,"
Yours in defense of truth, StLAS J CnEBEBROUGH, M.D.
in which she affirmed:
H Otisco st., Syracuse·, N. Y., July 19, 181:l7.
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Mrs. Colman's Ueminiscences.
My stay in Richmond for a week was full of interest. General Halleck was the military commander
at the time, and every order he issued showed his
hatred of the negro. I saw punishments inflicted
upon the negroes for trivial offenses that ought to
hav stung_ t~e commander's conscience to his dying
day. I viSited t~e !3elebrated slave pen where the
slaves were kept m confinement until the " gangs"
were full that were sent to the more southern
markets; I hav forgotten the name of the man who
owned this pen for human beings, and dealt in them
for many years, and made himself rich in this infamous business. As I told him what I thought of
slavery, he said, "I hain't no prejudice a<Yainst niggers," and, calling a boy perhaps ten ye"'ars old to
him, he said, "Lady, this is my son." This child
was a bright octoroon, strongly marked with African
features. I said, " Where is his mother~" " In New
York, lady. She's stopping at a hotel, and there
ain't no .lady thar' that's got dresses as smart as
her'n." I asked, "Why is she in New York'!" "Well"
he said, "I tuk her thar' and married her a spell arro:"
0
I said, "You had despaired of selling her since thf'
Emancipation act, and so married her." "Well I
wanted a wife, and I knowed she'd be a good o'ne,
and this is her son, too; but you don't seem to think
I done suthing to be proud on. I thought you'd
think 'twas pious." Piety is a strange thing. Perhaps this act was a pious act. 'Twas J,).O doubt a
good thing for both parties.
I visited Castle Thunder and Li.bby prison; was
in Libby when a soldier came in and offered the commandant a hundred-dollar bill to allow him to walk
down one of the corridors. I asked the keeper why
he refused He said in answer that the keeper of
Andersonville was in one of the cells, and he had no
doubt the soldier would hav shot him if he had permitted him to get sight of him~
.
Libby was a sorry place even then, after the North
had had 'possession of it nearly two months. How
many people, I wonder, know that a black woman
was whipped t? death for. persisting in throwing
loaves of bread mto that pnson"yard to the starving
soldiers, and Jefferson Davis was living in the city at
the time1 Dr. Mary Walker was a prisoner in. Castle
Thunder some six weeks. These two prisons were
very noted as places of cruelty and starvation, but
there were other prisons in RIChmond equally badprisons for negroes which had been in US,fl for many
years-where women even were immured for the
awful crime of trying to escape from slavery. I
became acquainted with one woman in Richmond
who took me into a prison where she was once held a
prisoner six weeks, with a young babe, because her
·owner had died insolvent, and so she was put into
that dreadful place to await a purchaser. Fortunately, this slave woman had made a friend of a
Northern woman on whom 'she had waited, and this
friend purchased hH and her child, made them free,
'and afterward gave her a house and lot. This house
was on the . opposit corner from the one which the
;president of tho Confederacy occupied during the
war. General Halleck now made his headquarters in
this same house, and it was pitiful to see how this
man cared for this place ; be was so afraid that
1 would take something as a relic, even the bushes
were protected by an announcement that they were
,not to be broken. I hav never been a relic hunter,
.but some of my friends of the North had asked for a
trifle from the "seat of war." I gathered a few tufts
·of grass only from the home of Jeff Davis; I had
,already a piece of the whipping-post; a pair of hand·CUff8; a slave whip, which I put with a piece of the
.coffin, and some of the inside lining of the same,
;in whtch President Lincoln's remains were buried,
;and inany other ·things of like value; but I hav
;given them all away, keeping nothing but a night,shirt of.her husband's whteh Mrs. Lincoln gave me,a rather strange article to giv one for a keepsake, but
Mrs. Lincoln was very strange woman.
I visited the colored schools in and about Rich,mond; went some miles below the city to see a
,clergyman who, because of his office, had been kept
r.in power over the contrabands at Alexandria until
~they, the freed people, had risen against him.
One
.,of these women had become so enraged with him
•;that ..she had knocked him down with an iron fry-pan,
,and then gone to the military commandant and
.told him what she had done, and awaited her punish
.ment. The commandant satd, "J;>on't do it again!''
ii opened the eyes of the persons to whom thts man
,bad applied, and the school was refused him.
I had a reason for wishing to visit Richmond
,which had nothing to do with schools or pupils.
Many, many years before, when I was a young
'womap, I had been employed in a boarding-school in
:Philadelphia where Prof. Charles Minnegerode, a
_young refugee from Gennany, was one of the
<teachers. He was full of enthusiasm at that time for
1liberty; had just barely escaped with his life because
-of hi£ fathpr's official position in the government, but
was exiled from his country, as he, with his class in
-college, had been discovered in instigating treason.
;He had renounced Roman Catholicism, and seemed

a

to. be a Freethinker.
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He had afterward been ap- Luis Parlr. Now, I would like a full description of it and
what can be raised there. What kind of stock country is it?
Is there much ~overnment lancl for homestead? I hav some
thoughts of gowg West this fall."
pal church m Rtehmond. We were for some time on
6. ~- P. L:, East Saginaw; Mich.: "I think you hav done
such intimate terms as to exchange letters quite a sensible ~hmg, since t.he mountain would not come to you,
frequently, and at one time the gentleman came to to go to 1t. 1 need some rest in a different and better
~assachusett& to visit me; but finally we both mar- climate. How shall I reach Monte Vis•a if I decide to
come? I hav an idea it is southwest of De~ver. Presume it
ned and the correspondence ceased.
would be fully as good tJ'visit the Park on a two months'
I wished very much to see this old acquaintance, vacation as a trip to Europ()."
7. E. M. E., Central City, Neb.: "Cattle is what I want.
~nd h~d ptetured to myself something of an excit~ng
mtervtew, as I knew how widely we had grown apart. Could I get ba?k near the_ foo~hills, on some clear spring·
brook close to umber, and tind a place where by irrigation I
I had seen a report of a sermon which this rector could
make a hay meadow of three, fottr, or six hundred
had preached some six weeks before the fall of Rich-· acres, and find plenty of good range ?"
mond from the text, "The Lord shall put far away
8. G. G., West McHenry, Ill.: "I was glad to learn
from you the Northern army," and he had said in through TH_E TRUTH i::lEEKJ£L{ that you had secured so de~ira
a home In Colorado, and that you and your wife had conthat sermon that the people of that city were just as ble
cluded to occupy and enjoy it this season. I do think you
safe as though they were in Abraham's bosom. I are entitled to a pen~ion from the government and exemption
went to his house, saw his wife ·and children-an only from dJltY on the retired list of Liberal workers with full
daughter bearing my name, and three or four sons at pay. Your life has been an eventful one, and when I reflect
home. The father was with his eldest son who wa~.< upon what .~e h::tv all passed through, the violent and malignant oppositiOn we hav encountered, the intolerant spirit of
wounded at Petersburg at the taking of Richm:ond pwus fraud and persecuti~m that has environed our pathway,
and had never been able to reach home, and so, a~ 1he deadly nightshade of Ignorance and priestcraft castin!T a
has often been the case in my life, I was disappointed. dark and dism"l shadow in the distance behind us grinnlug
I gave Mrs. Minnegerode my present name, and did like·a famished hyena grave-robber, I feel that we hav
t? congr!ltulate our.sel~s that we hav lived in an age
not tell her where I knew, or rather had known, he1·. reason.
when 1t 1s poss1ble for a tlnnkmg man to giv expression to
husband. Such are some of the changes in life. I hav his honest thought and not forfeit his life."
seen somewhere "that a man's good or ill fortune is
his wife." I think this rector's position in life was _These excerpts show the interest which is felt in
made by his wife. Whether it was good or otherwise I, this portion of the globe by our Liberal friends. As .
perhaps, am not· an impartial judge. I am apt to I sit here in our little home, and look over this broad
make the niche very large in which I set my friends; prairie like valley, with its ten thousand square miles'
If they are too small to fill the niche, perhaps I should my constant wonder is how so beautiful and extensi;
blame myself that I made the niche over-large for a regio~ ~as remained unoccupied for so long a time.
Whtle It IS true that there are now cities and boomtheir dimensions.
The free woman who had a home near Jefferson ing villages and thousands of enterprising inhabitDavis had husband and children-three grown-up ants scattered over this vast valley, it is also a fact
sons. She made a little party for me and the teach- that thousands upon thousands of acres are still
ers with me, inviting the colored ministers and their vacant, _inviting the settler to homestead, preemption,
wives. One of her daughters was about being mar- free claim, or purchase.
But more of this later on.
ried, and her lover was one of the guests. We had
No. 1. The Mankato physician. You can get a
a very nice dinner, and all the et .ceteras, but the
~imidity of these colored people was painful.
They nice place here, five, ten, and three hundred acres
dared not speak above a whisper, as one of the rules but it is poor soil for doctors. Nevertheless, ther~
of 4'!lavery was that more than two persons congre- are many invalids who hav sought this clime for the
gated together in the evening constituted a disturb- great boon, after losing faith in Eastern Esculapians.
ance, and the whipping-post was the cure. Freedom Then it is undeniable that some people would infrinae
was so new a thing to these old time slaves that they the laws of health if they lived in paradise. Ede~s
knew not how to use it. This lady said to me, "I fii"st case of colic proves it.
McLouth correspondent.
At Alamosa Monte
hav heard of you, Mrs. Colman, and I am so grateful
to you that I would be willing to crawl on my knees Vista, Del Norte, and other rapidly growing towns
from this city to Washington if only by so doing I chances for mercantil business are good. Judging
could do you any good.'~ I am glad to be appreci- by the prices we hav to pay for everything needed
ated; but who has ever thought of paying the slave by a family, they are too good. Land can be bought
for his sufferings~ In this interminable talk of for $3, $4, $.5, $6, $7, and $10 an acre. Uncle Sam
compensating the slave-owner for his losses, who ever has several fine farms ready for the nephews and
thought of paying the slave for the loss of a lifetime'? nieces with grit and enterprise enough to come and
We are none of us very patient of wrongs done by liv on them, farms as rich as mortal eyes, I do believe,
.t~o~e whom our race defrauded of everything but ever looked upon.
The other inquiries will be answered later; for this
hfe Itself, and often of that. Richmond is beautifully situated, but when I was there it was desolation article is long enough. But before closing, I want
itself. The rebels set fire to the best part of it and to say it would delight my heart to bav Liberals
it was lying in ashes. We were invited to' the come by the c~tr-load and take what is left of this
governor's house, a fine-looking place, but to the eyes mountain park. Liberals are the people I hav
of a Northerner the lack of cleanliness was a draw- worked with shoulder to shoulder for a generation,
back. I think neither in Richmond nor any of the I would like to see thousands of them flocking in
cities in the District of Columbia are they acquainted here to help make the land blossom-men and women
with house-cleaning, or were not at this time. Per- of vigor, thrift, as I. know them to be; a class who
love mental and physical liberty better than life ·
haps the Yankees hav introduced it.
who hav faith in humanity; who can say to ~·
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
brother, '·You are a Ltberal; your word is good
enough for me; I want no other security.'' Among
San Luis Park.
such people for more than thirty years I hav labored.
Judging from the large number of letters which I Sunounded by them, when I obey nature's command
hav received since the publication of my article in to join the silent throng, I want my bones buried in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, a fuller description of this sight of that grand mountain yonder, Sierra Blanca,
favored region of our country will be of interest to with no Christian ceremony, nor a taint of orthodoxy
many of your readers.
in this pure air.
W. F. JAMIESOO.
Those who hav written to me personally hav asked
~Monte Vista, Col.
some practical questions, which I will repeat for the
benefit of others:
ALL languages and literature are full of general
1. Dr. 0. T., Mankato, Minn.: "Want to hav a nice place observations on life, both as to what it is and bow to
in a good settlement, or in a not too large city-five, ten
twenty acres. How is your country? Please let me know: conduct one's self in it; observations which. everyOf course, you, personally, are a great attraction, for I want body knows, which everybody repeats, or hears with
to be an activ Freethinker till I go to -well."
acquiescence, which are received as truisms, yet of
2. S. P. F., McLouth, Kan.: ''Having read one of your whwb mo.3t people first truly learn the meaning,
letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER, hence I write you in reference
to the country and climate in Colorado. I hav had a desire when experience, generally of a painful kind, has
to correspond with some one in San Luis Park, but could made it a reality to them. How often,. when smartnot get the address of anyone before. Please tell me what ing under some unforeseen misfortune or disappointchances there are for land, and how prices mnge; also what ment, does a person call to mind some proverb or
chance for mercantil business. I expect to migrate West common saying familiar to him all his life, the meansonn.''
3 Dr. S. T. D., Hill's Ferry, Stanislaus county, California: ing of which, if he had ever before felt it as he does
"You hav located in San Luis Park. Is there any nlace or now, would hav saved him from the cal~mity 1 There
location in tile park where a truth-seeking doctor coulcl are indeed rea~ons for this other than the absence of
make a living by the practice of medicin? How cold does discussion; there are many truths of which the ·full
the weather get there in the winter time? How can I get meaning cannot be realized until personal experience
there ? What point by rail road?"
4. J. H. C., Columbus, Kan.: "I want to get out of these has brought it home. But much more of the m~,tan
cold prairie winds. I only want a small patch for a garden ing even of these would hav been understood, and
and small fruits; small, cheap house in a quiet, healthful what was understood wonld hav been far more
and sightly spot. I want so much in my natural surround~ deeply impressed on the mind, if the man had been
ings, lam hard to suit. Pure air, water, and grand >Cenery
are the three leading factors to invigorate and inRpire me. accustomed to hear it argued pro and con by people
Like Byron, 'From my very boyhood hav I loved to look on who did understand it. The fatal tendency of manNat~Jre in her loftier moods.' Now, will you please write me .k:md to leave off thinking about a thing when it is no
a bnef sketch of your surroundings, and if you think there is longer doubtful is the cause of half their errors. A
a place for me?"
5. E. M. P., Beebe, Gratiot county, Mich.: ''Saw your contemporary author has well spoken of '· the deep
letter in THE TRUTH SEEKEU, giving a description of the San slumber of a decided opinion."-J. S. JJ:lill.
pomte~ t? ~professorship in William and Mary College,VIrgm~a, a~d finally became rector of the Episco-
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500

gather here to feed upon the thousands of salmon
A Priest Secularized.
that, driven up the stream, perished along its b~nks.
In the August number of the North .Amm·ican
The "Jackknife" is a kind of "four corners," with a .Review Edward McGlynn, the excommunicated
grocery store post-office, where " Deacon Bascom " priest, 'writes upon "The New Know-Nothingism
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
Dr. McGlynn's position, in this
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. might find familiar quarters and talk politics the liv- and the Old."
CHABLES EoKHARD, Treas.,
- - 28 Lafayette Pl., New York. long day. It is a lively spot, although off the rail- article, is this: That while the old Know-Nothing
E. B.' FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. road and among the woods. McElsander, H. WilE. A. STEVENs, Chair. Fin. Com., -. 750 West Lake St., Chicago. burn Guthrie, Albert Lacy, Rolla Herring, of Spring party was furiously opposed to Catholics and Catholicism, there really was no n_eed of such a part:r beWater; John Revenue, of Sandy, and others, with cause of the weakness of the church at that time;
Eighth Statement of Treasurer.
their families, make a-noble advance guard here, and but that now, when there is much and good reason
the promis is bright for future efforts. I was wanted for a revival of true Americanism as opposed to
RECEIPTS.
1887.
for one night at Sandy, where Liberals do congregate priestcraft, the people are not at all awake to the
Reported receipts ............................... $1,474.21 at Revenue's, but I could not go, as every night was
fact, but nod sleepily on the edge of a religious pit
July 2. Ashland ............. per I. L. Toyer..........
30.00
10.00 occupied. I lectured Monday and Tuesday evenings dug deep and wide for thei~ ~ene?t by the. Roman
" 2. Central Point ...... per I. N. Hall...:.........
10.00 at Eagle Creek to crowded houses. They came from hierarchy. In support of thiS Imphed assertwn, Dr.
" 2. Medford ............. per Granville Nayler...
,, 2. Talent .............. per W. H. Breese.......
30.00 all parts, and filled the seating capacity of Wilburn
40.00 Hall, which holds a couple of hundred or more. Miss McGlynn instances many encroachments of the
" 2. Coquille .............. per I. H. Schroeder....
church and discloses m0re of her ambitions. One of
40 00
" 2. Marshfield .......... per I. D. Garfield.......
10 00 Classon sang the "Star Spangled Banner " with fine these J~st is amazingly colossal, and new to· us. It is
" 2. Empire City ........ per S. H. Hazard........
5 00 effect at my closing lecture, the audience joining nothing less than the intention to perpetuate a for" 6. Silverton(ch'ter) .. per I. W. McClure......
5 00 in the chorus. Afterward there was music and dane.. eign tongue by means of parochial schools and. ~o
" 11. New Era ............. per S. P. Putnam.......
30 00 ing up to the midnight's merry stroke. I shan't for" 11. Silverton ............. per M . .Fitzgerald.......
make a large portion of the country German Cathohc
Salem
.................
per
S.
P.
Putnam..
....
10.00
" 11.
25.00 get "Jackknife" very soon. I am coming back, per- in language, sentiment, and religion. Dr. McGlynn
" 11. Molalla ............... per Reuben Wright.....
"
" 29.
( ch'ter).... "
"
• 5.00 haps, the next Fourth of July, and then we will or- says:
ganize our forces. Our veteran, McElsander, who
It has been ~~;vowed to me by a German clergyman of this
Total receipts ..................................... $!, 724.21. for years has not allowed the orthodox a comfortable
who :tlattered himself that Great Britain and Ireland
DISBURSEMENTS.
nap, is the main spoke in our wheel, and the car is city
Reported disbursements ....................... $1,364.11 bound to move on, and the " Jackknife " will be wer~ almost exhausted as sources of immigration, while Germany, with her 45,000.000, would continue year after year
170 00
July 2. S. P. Putnam ...... per treasurer.............
to pour hundreds of thousands of her people on our shores.
"
.... ... .. ....
50 00 opened for effectual service.
" 9. Truth Seeker Co..
Wednesday morning McElsander takes me back to This insane hope is cherished chiefly in Wisconsin and i~ the
"
.............
70.00
" 11. S. P. Putnam......
"
. ............
5.00 Portland. Such a road ! such dust ! Oregon can valley of the northern Mississippi. The ears of Amencan
" 29. Truth Seeker Co..
boys born. of German parent~ are box~d by the reli~ious
beat the world for that, and such stumps and teacher in parochial schools m St. Loms for the _hemous
Total disbursements ............................. $1,659.11
broken-down bridges I hav seldom encountered~ I offense of speaking the common language of Amenca-the
EXPENSE .AOOOUNT 8. P. PU1'N.AM, SEO. A. 8. U.
arri:ved safe and sound, but I could scarcely see, I was English-and a clerical superintendent, t? reproac~ an
Nov; 20, 1886, to Feb. 12, 1887 ............................... $193.48
American boy of German parents for manhness and mde.
Feb. 12, 1887, to June 3, 1887................................. 195.32 so thick inlaid with dirt. I lectured at East Portland pendence, can find no better words to do justice to his reprothat evening to a fair audience, and on the following bation than to say, '' Du biht tin .Ame1'ikaner ".(You are an
Total .................................................... $388.80 evening in Portland to a crowded house, whei·e the American!). There is a widespread and persistent effort,
Approved by E. A. Stevens, Ch. Fin. Com.
council-fires of friend Beal do burn. I was delighted with scarcely any attempt to conceal it, to Germanize the
The officers of the American Secular Union thank with my welcome. I shall be at Portland again Catholic church in the Northwest. The means toward the
attainment of this is to multiply German church schools and
E. B. Foote for his donation of nine volumes of the August 11th.
German parishes, and to make the multiplication of the l!ltIn
connection
with
the
lecture
we
had
a
festival
Murray Hill publication of "Plain Home Talk."
ter an excuse and a justification for the appointment, w_Ith
The American Secular Union has sent with "Plain occasion, and ;I didn't get away until midnight.. the aid of German cardinals in Rome, of German-speakmg
Home Talk" two hundred different books, pamphlets, I slept on board the boat, and in the moming when bishops. In furtherance of this plan, Germans speaking but
and tracts to the nine recently formed auxiliary I awoke I found myself on the broad bosom of the imperfectly the English language are appointed pastors over
English-speaking congrrgations, and e~pecially_where th<re
Unions: Kent; Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Farmdale, Columbia, with wooded shores on either side. I is the excuse of the existence in the congrl'gatwn of a few
Ohio; Nashville, Tenn.; Marshfield, Or.; Silverton, remember reading in my school days of the Columbia German-speaking families. This plan has been so successful
Or.; Brandon, Or.; Molalla, Or.; Phcenix, Ariz., and sweeping on its lovely and majestic course, and that the ecclesiastical archiepiscopal province .of Mil waukee,
the Chicago, Ill., Unions; distributing sixteen hun- it seemed so far off that I never expected to look with its German archbishop and its German theological seminary, has been very largely Germanized, and similar designs
dred copies of ·selected works of Freethought litera- upon its mighty stream. Here I am, however, with for
the immediate future are entertained for the great archsigns of civilization on every hand. In the afternoon bishoprics of Cinciruiati and f:;t. Louis.
ture.
CHAB. EcKHARD, Treas.
the bright, industrious city of Astoria comes to view.
Such a o!lcheme as outlined in the foregoing seems
At the landing my friend Wm. Chance meets me.
News and Notes.
practically hopeless, but we know there is no limit to
He
knew
me,
he
said,
almost
at
sight.
That
is
I had a pleasant experience at Forest Grove,
the audacity and ambition, as there is none t.o the
although the sanctuary of the Lord broods over it because he reads THE TRUTH SEEKER, I suppose. We tyranny and cruelty, of the Romish church, and with
were
acquainted
instantly.
Chance
is
one
of
those
with the shadow of its wings. This was. originally
the vast and well disciplined army of mental serfs
settled by the Congregationalists and was intended who always keep things a-going. He was postmaster possessed by her, this plan may well giv the Amerito be an orthodox community. But the march of for twelve years, and has always occupied prominent can people painful thoughts, and imbue them with a
progress prevented. Among the pioneers were positions, but he has never been afraid to speak his little of the patriotic spirit-though it often degenHenry Buxton, T. G. Todd, F. N. Hines, Jonathan mind. He has sold hundreds of dollars' worth of .erated into fanatical bu~combe-of the Know-NothWells, and the spirit of revolution has prevailed, for books, and these hav kept the fires alive. He has a ings of a generation ago.
little boy named after Ingersoll, and by his looks
they hav been stanch advocates of Freedom.
But this is not all, by any means. "Things hav
and
talk I reckon he will make a first-class Infidel.
Michael Vert died a few years since and left a sum
been happening," says Dr. McGlynn, "within the
His
blood
will
answer
to
his
name.
Mrs.
Chance
is
of money for a Freethought hall, and this has been
last few years all over the country, and especially in
used to good advantage, and the Liberals hav their also a noble enthusiast. In this Freethought home our state and city of New York, a mere tithe of
found
the
true
philosophy
of
life,
making
the
best
I
fort, and occasionally a little heavy artillery awakes
which would, but a generation ago, hav stirred the
the pious slumbers of the saints, and they realize of things as they come, and the flowers of the future country to a white heat of anger. But a few years
out
of
the
glowing
joys
of
to-day.
that the world is moving on. .
I also met H. Nelson and family; J.P. Foster, of ago, many bishops, assembled in the provincial counI had good audiences Sunday afternoon and evenStark's
Point; Sheriff Albert, of Cathlamet, W. T.; cil of Cincinnati, issued a pastoral letter, the product
ing, and I look forward with pleasant anticipation to
I.
F.
Halloran,
editor of .Astorian / D. E. Ireland, of the pen of the Scotch bishop Gilmour, of Clevea return to this "happy hunting-ground," where
Cleveland
Utzinger,
Col. Jas. Taylor, Jas. Williams, land, which was largely a deliberate thesis against
field and grove mingle in such beautiful array.
Chas.
Wright,
and
others.
I had a crowded house our Declaration of Independence, in the attempt to
I was glad to meet with Mrs. T. G. Todd, who
in
the
evening,
and
at
the
close
of the meeting the show that men are not born 'free and equal,' and
givs a lively column now and then to THE TRUTH
Freethought
books
went
off
like
wild-fire. I was when some remonstrance was called forth, in not a
SEEKER,·and who is one of our brightest allies of the
that
I
had
not
a
week
to stay in this few instances from Catholics, the Franco-American
sorry,
indeed,
fair sex. She is sister of Mr. Trollinger, president
place,
instead
of
only
one
night.
But
it was too late bishop, Chatard, of Indianapolis, hastened to justify
of the Molalla Union, and so the pioneer Campbellite
to
change
the
plans
of
my
campaign;
but I shall the manifesto, which he had himself signed, in a letpreacher has given good blood to the Liberal cause.
here
next
year,
and
we
will
hav
a grand ter-to a New York paper, in which he corrobprated
come
back
Mr. Todd is rejoicing in the possession of a magnifithe teaching of the pastoral letter· by quotations from
rally.
cent Holstein calf that weighed one hundred and
a letter of the pope, whom he slavishly described as
I
am
floating
back
now
on
the
broad
Columbia.
I
thirty-five pounds at birth-the biggest on record.
'our present holy father, Pope Leo XIII., ·now
I begin to think that we Infidels are the "saints" left Astoria early this morning, and expect to arrive gloriously reigning.'"
•
at
Seattle
to-night
for
lectures
to-morrow.
I
shall
be
and inherit the earth, for with this almost miraculous
These anti-American sentiments are now followed
at
Newcastle,
etc.,
next
week.
Sunday,
July
31st,
calf, and friend Saunders's Hereford cow that givs six
by "an avowed determination, as shown in the last
gallons of milk per day, which I believe also beats I am at Snohomish; August. 3d and 4th, at Port council of Baltimore, to establish all over the country
Angeles;
August
7th,
8th,
and
9th,
at
Port
Townsthe record, and friend Wells's, of Molalla, splendid
a great system of parochial schools in opposition to
horses, with the blood and fleetness of Woodford, end;. August 11th, at Portland; August 14th, at the public schools, and it is made the most urgent
Colfax,
W.
T.;
August
21st,
I
expect,
at
Pendleton;
that glorious sire, it does seem as if we had the right
duty of priests everywhere, under threat of expulsion,
side of Mother Nature, and she keeps her noblest August 28th, at Baker City; August 29th to Septem- to found such schools. The hope is not concealed
ber
5th,
at
Prairie
City,
with
a
seventy-mile
stage
gifts for the advance guard of the world. The
that when the so-called 'Catholic vote' shall become
wilderness of reform is beginning to bloom and blos- ride; September 6th to 20th, with James Wardwell, larg~r, the politicians may be induced to appropriate,
at
Emmetts,
Boise
City,
and
vicinity;
September
som like the rose. The ministers must be on the
through state legislation or local governments, all
lookout or the yellow-legged chickens will go troop- 24th and 25th, at Salt Lake City, for a convention of the funds necessary for the support of thf'Be schools.
the
Liberals
of
Utah;
and
then
eastward
via
Canon
ing over to the opposit camp.
·
This has already been accomplished in PoughkeepI met Hauston, of Hillsboro, at Forest Grove, and City, Denver, Nebraska (Osceola and other places sie, New Haven, and elsew:here, and for a brief period
I was wanted for a lecture at his place, but I bad not along Union Pacific Railroad), to Chicago, for the during the offensiv and defensiv alliance between a
time. I hope to take this point on my next trip. National Congress in November.
certain set of priests and the Tammany ring of the
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
They say there are good Liberals here, and chance
days of Tweed, Connolly, and Sweeney, an appropriColumbia,
.River,
Steamer
.R.
.R.
Thornpson,
July
for a flourishing organization.
ation procured by legislativ trick and fraud, under
23, 1887.
Thos. Billinger, George Finch, B. P. Cornelius, J.
the m.anagement of Peter B. Sweeney, awarded sev
R. Griffin, M. Johnson, of Gaston; M. E. Dilley, Dr.
J. E. RRMSBUnG is l2c.turing in Nebraska. His appoint- era! hundred thousand doilars to the parochial schools .
D. N. Ward, Alfred Lee, Wm. King, L. E. Smith,
J;Dents for the first two weeks in August are as follows: of New York city. What would the old-time Knowetc., are our friends at Forest Grove and vicinity.
Salem, Mondfiy, 1st; Louisville, Tuesday, 2cl; Fontanelle, Nothings hav thought of this? It should be noted
Early Monday morning I am again on board the Wednesday, 3d; Norfolk, 'f.hursday, 4th; York, Saturday, that these parochial schools, which it is the design to
rattling train. At Portland I meet friend McElsander, 6th, Snnday, 7th; Wilber, Monday, 8th; Arapahoe, Tues- multiply, are exempt from taxation, and that thus
and we take a long, dusty ride to "Jackknife" or day, 9th, Wednesday, lOth, Thursday, 11th; Indianola, the public in some sense puts a premium upon a sysEagle Creek, as it is called, for the eagles us~d to Friday, 12th, Saturday, 13th, Sunday, 14th.
tem of schools hostil to its own, and so encourages
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. AUGUST B, 1.887.the laying of an enormous additional burden upon
the poor Catholic people who hav already paid,
directly or indirectly, their full share of the taxes for
the support of the public schools, which it is now the
growing tendency to forbid them to use, under penalty of privation of the sacraments of the church.
Another thing which was almost unheard of a generation ago, aBd the suggestion of which, in anything like its present extent, would then hav caused
the gravest civil disturbances, is the approprintion of
valuable public lands and of millions of dollars of
public money, to the support of all manner of sectarian institutions under the control of churches, and
especially of the Roman Catholic church. It may be
sufficient, by way of illustration, to refer to the Catholic Protectory in Westchester, to the House of the
Sisters of Mercy in Slst street, and to the Found-·
ling Asylum of the Sisters of Charity in 68th street,
immense institutions supported by the city treasury
of New York, at an expense of from half a million to
a million of dollars a year, and the two latter built
upon blocks of ground given by the city through the
favor of the Tammany ring, and worth hundreds of
thousands each. There is a host of smaller institutions of the same character, and supported chiefly by
the public treasury, tp nearly all of which children
are committed as to public institutions by the civil
magistrates. Would it not be enough to make the
elder Know-Nothing bigots turn in their graves could
they bear that vast sums and great public properties
are thus turned over to irresponsible private and
sectarian institutions, especially if they could learn
that the priests, and monks, and nuns, whose institu~
tiona are thus benefited by the public, are but the
more emboldened to denounce our schools and other
public institutions, in language at times brutal if
not obscene, while indulging in unwarranted pharisaic glorification of their own institutions and of
themselvs? The extraordinary zeal manifested for
the getting up of these sectarian schools and institutions is, first of all, prompted by jealousy and rivalry
of our public-schools and institutions, and by the desire to keep children and other beneficiaries from the
latter, and, secondly, by the desire to make employ~
ment for and giv comfortable homes to the rapidly
increasing hosts of monks and nuns, who make socalled education and so-calle<\ charity their regular
business, for which a very common experience shows
that they hav but little qualification beyond their
professional stamp and garb."
Of the value placed by the church upon these
parochial schools, Dr. McGlynn says:
It is not risking much to say that if there were no public
schools there would be very few parochial schools, and the
Catholic children, for all the churchmen WO\lld do for them,
would grow up in brutish ignorance of letters; and a commonplace of churchmen here would be the doctrin taught by
the J e~uits in Italy, in their periodical magazine, the Uivilta
Oattolica, that the people do not need to learn to read, that
all they do need is bread and the catechism, the latter of
which they could manage to know something of, even without knowing how to read. A confirmation of this is to be
found in the very general illiteracy in countries where
churches and churchmen hav been exceedingly abundant
and hav exercised temporal control. It is a remarkable fact
that in Italy, France, and other so-called Catholic countries,
in spite of the hostility to the government schools, the clergy
do not establish parochial schools. The ecclesiastical authorities of Italy, while willing enough to impose on our
Catholic people of America so heavy a burden, do not dare
to try to impose a similar burden· upon their people nearer
home.
But Dr. McGlynn is not through with his indictment. Smarting under the chastisment of the
church because of his own entrance into politics, "as
a citizen, not as a priest," he goes on:
But what, most of all, might seem well adapted to revive
and intensify the old hateful and bigoted spirit of KnowN othingism, and justify its fears and prerlictions, is the actual
and direct interference in politics of bishops, vicars-general,
and priests in their ecclesiastical capacity and because of their
ecclesiastical intluence, to promote the pecuniary and other
temporary objects of the ecclesiastical machine. Recent instances of this, not a few, could be mentioned. It must suffice
here merely to refer to the letters and messa,ges of the late
Vicar-general Quinn, of New York, sent to clergymen to secure their intluence as churchmen to defeat constitutional
amendments which, even after their adoption, must hav been
practically over-ridden and over-ruled in the interest of Catholic institutions, and to secure the election to the legislature of
such men as Mr. J. W. Husted, because he was willing to favor
"generous appropriations;'' the instance referred to in this
article of the clerical alliance with the Tweed ring ; the letter
of Monsignor Preston to Joseph O'Donoghue in the late mayoralty canvass; the denunciation of one of the candidates
and his party from Catholic altars; the secret prohibition to
a priest who went, not as a priest, but as a citizen, to keep
his engagement to speak at a political meeting, the chief demerit of which speech was clearly in the fact that the movement it was intended to help was likely to bring disaster
upon the Tammany ally of the ecclesiast.ical machine; the
abuse of the confessional in forbidding men under penalty of
refusal of absolution to attend the meetings of one political
party; and, last and worst of all, the effort of an archbishop
in the late election to defeat at the polls by the abuse of his
ecclesiastical position the call for a constitutional convention,
which, as the result proved, was demanded by an overwhelming majority of all those who voted on the questionan effort in full keeping with the action of the same archbishop, when bishop of Newark, in senrling to the Catholic
pastors of New Jersey a secret confidemial letter, telling
them to " instruct" their people how they "must" vote
upon certain proposed constitutional amendments, giving
minute details as to the striking out of certain clauses, and
suggesting that for greater surety it might be better that the
Catholic voters should fltrike 011t all the clauses. The hei-

nousne~s of

this action will be better understood when it is
mentioned that the _object of the proposed amendments was
to protect the public treasury, and to prevent the people of
counties and towns from being oppressed and robbed by
railroad and other corporations.
From this cursory review of the situation Dr. :M:cGlynn concludes that the e 'Is a d d
d d d
vi
n
angers rea e
by the Know-Nothing party are now veritablyupon
us, growing and multiplying unless checked by
public sentiment and our law-makers. It astonishes
him, therefore, to witness the indifference with which
these dangers are viewed by' the people, and especially by the two old political parties, who do nothing to remedy it, but, on the contrary, cooperate
with the Roman church in making it worse. A similar indifference he also finds in the great majority of
the journals of the country.
Dr. McGlynn is new in this business of religious
reform, and _we are not at all surprised at· his deep
astonishment. It is but a little while since he was
himself a cog wheel in the machinery he is now so
vigorously smashing, and a· very important wheel he
was, forming a close connection between the political
wishes of the archbishop and the votes of St.
Stephen's parish. The facts Dr. McGlynn now sees
with his newly-opened eyes hav been patent enough
to the Freethinkers for years, and he is following
after THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Freethought journals in bringing them to light. · And curiously
enough, Dr. McGlynn's remedy is our remedy, and
has been advocated by the Freethinkers for years,
even before Dr. McGlynn had taken " holy orders."
The Nine Demands of Liberalism contain all that
Dr. McGlynn advocates. To Freethinkerl'! there is
nothing new in his platform demanding the abolition
of " all privileges granted by public authority to
individuals or corporations, whether civil or religious,
and the equal taxation of the property of all such
corporations, without exemption or exception in favor
of any church, charity, or school, or, in a word, of any
institution that is not the property of the people and
controled for some public and common use by public
officials; and the conduct of government, .in all things,
absolutely for the public, that is the common, goodor, in other words, for the masses, and never for an
individual or a class; forbidding appropriations of
school funds to any but common schools; forbidding
the reading of the Bible or any other distinctivly
. religious book; all praying, worship, and singing of
religious hymns in common schools; forbidding
magistrates to commit to any but public prisons,
asylums, etc; repealing all existing laws by which
appropriations are made to any but public institutions, and forbidding (legislature) counties, cities,
towns, and villages to donate any property, or to sell
or lease it at lower than market values, or to donate
money for the payment of assessments, or for any
other purpose, to any church, or to any school, college, asylum, ho-spital, etc., or to any institution of
charity, correction, or learning, which is not the property of the people, and under the exclusiv control of
officers of the people; revoking existing appointments, and forbidding future appointments of chaplains, whether salaried or not, in any public institution, and forbidding compulsory attendance at, or
joining in, any prayer, worship, or religious service
or instruction in any public institution, and forbidding any insult to the faith or religious convictions
of any inmates of public institutions, or pupils in
public schools."
This is the platform of the Infidels, but upon it
Dr. McGlynn is heartily welcome.

Spelling Reform.
THE TRUTH SEEKER should stand high in the estima
tion of spelling reformers for the firm and consistent
stand it has taken in favor of a simplification of
English orthography for the past seven years.
Among the many periodicals which gave encouragement to the movement soon after the formation of
the Spelling Reform AssociRtion, in 1876. as, for
instance, the IIome Journal, Utica IIerald, Philadelphia Baptist Weekly, and others, THE TRUTH SEEKER
is the only one, so far as I know, that has persistently stuck to its colors, and had the courage of its
convictions. From the abandonment of· the cause,
apparently at least, by other papers, some persons
may think that the spelling reform has lost ground;
but I do not think such is the case. The claims of
the reform are on too solid a foundation to be abandoned, and none of the great philologists and educators who hav spoken so decidedly of the necessity for
the simplification of spelling, in order that universal
education may become a fact both North and South,
will take one backward s'tep. The reform must come,
but it may take some time to prepare the mind of the
public for it. To assist in this preparation, the
officers of the Spelling Reform Association hav
begun the publication of a handsome quarterly entitled, " Spelling," which will duly set forth the
claims of the reform, and show what is proposed to
be done at the present time to carry on the work
more effectually. The first number contains a valuable article from the pen of J. H. Gladstone, a member of the London school board, and brother of "rV m.
E. Gladstone.
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-All persons who are in any way interested in the
amendment of our absurd orthography should at
b 'b f th' ·
1 It h
on~e su sen e or IS JOUr~a.
as the ~est educatwnal talent to conduct It and to contnbute to
its col?mns. The publication of it is committed to
the Library Bureau, 32 Hawley street, Boston, to
h' h dd
· t'
d
b · t'
IC a ress commu~ICa_wns an
su scnp wns
should be sent. The pnce IS $1 a year. _
ELIZA B. BuRNZ.

"!

Presbyterianism and Episcopacy.
P1·esbuteros, "elder," and episkopos, "overseer,"
are both pure Greek word~. It is certain that the
vernacular of Palestine in the first oentury was
Aramaic, and there is no evidence that Jesus or his
apostles or immediate disciples could speak Greek,
much less write it. Josephus confesses that the
Greek was to him an unfamiliar language ; he
wrote it with difficulty. Dr. Murdock, who translated the Peshito, or Syriac version of the New Testament, maintains that it is written in substantially
the language spoken by Jesus and his immediate disciples, and it is undoubtedly as old a version as the
Greek.
The word presbuteros occurs far more frequently
than epislcopos in the Greek version of the New Testltment. In the Peshito or Syriac version the word
episkupah, translated "bishops," occurs in Acts xx,
28, and Dr. Murdock makes this note :
This is the only place in this version of the New Testament
in which the word bishop occurs.
And Dr. Murdock could hardly hav failed to notice
that the Syriac version makes no distinction anywhere between an elder (presbuteros) and a bishop
(epislcopos), and seems to place a female elder
(presbutis; plural, presbutera) almost on a level with
the male elder or bishop. The same word in Syriac
(lcishisha) answers for elder or bishop in the Greek
(Phil. i, 1 ; 1 Tim. iii, 1, 2; iv, 14; v, 1, 2, 17, 18, 19 ;
Tit. i, 6, 7; ii, 2, 3).
In Acts i, 20, the Syriac word which Dr. Murdock
translates " service" is " bishopric" ( episkope) in the
GrPek.
Episcopacy finds an u~stable foundation in the
Syriac codex. Not until the close of the second
century did bishops begin to loom up above elders.
ANTICHRIST.

Let America Be Represented.
There can be no question as to the duty and advisability of the Freethinkers of the United States
being represented at the International Freethought
Congress to be held in London, England, Sept. lOth
to 12th.
It is not practical nor necessary to call a mass
meeting, inasmuch as there is the most perfect unity
among all true Liberals in their desire to be represented by America's most able exponent of Freethought. I would therefore suggest t,hat the Executiv Board of the American Secular Union solicit
Col. R.' G. Ingersoll to attend the International
Congress as the delegate of the American Secular
Union and the representativ of the Freethinkers of
the United States.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
HENRY GEORGE's positions on the various social theories
are of interest principally because he _!tUd .Qr. McGlynn are
the bead and front of a considerable party in this state, and
Dr. McGlynn and the party usually agree with Mr. George.
In the last Standa,1·d .Mr. George says: " There is this truth
-and it is a very important one-in Socialism, that as civilization advances the functions which pass into the proper
sphere of governmental ·control becomes more and more
numerous, as we see in the case of the railroad, the telegraph,
the supplying of gas, water, etc., but this is all the more
reason why we .should be careful to guard against governmental interference with what can safely be left to individual
action. In some things our existing system is too Socialistic
and in others too Anarchistic. The proper line between governmental control and individualism is that where free competition fails to secure liberty of action and freedom of development. The great thing which we should aim to secure
is freedom-that full freedom of each which is bounded by
the equal freedom of others. If it were absolutely neces,ary
to make a choice between full state Socialism and Anarchism I for one would be inclined to chose Anarchism, preferring no government at all, bad and inconvenient as that
might be, to a government which should essay to control
and direct everything. And I imagin that this would be the
choiee of the great majority of the American people, for individualism is strongly rooted in all the habits of thought of
the peoples of J!;nglish spe~ch,. and we se~~ to l_ack the
capacity for governmental d1rectwn and adm1mstratwn that
has been developed on the continent. This is the reason
why S:>cialism of the German school can never make the
headway here that it bas on the coutinent of Europe: It is,
in fact, the product of a state of society in w~i.ch people hav
become largely used to governmental supervisiOn and direction and are accustomed to look to government as a sort of
spe~ial providence. But, in the mean time, there is no
reason why those who entertain such views as I do should
not work harmoniously with Socialists of the German school
as long as we go together, or why we should be perpetually
ac':!entuat.ing our differences. The ultimat~ aims of_ Socialism are high and noble. T~ey seek to obtam f_or socwty th_at
abolition of poverty for which we would stnve. Any dispute as to means may w~ll be postpo_ned until it is necess~ry
to raise it. I and my frwnd both w1sh to reach ~he Pac1~c
ocean. I think we shall reach it at San Franc1sco; he IS
tirmly of the opinion that it will be necess~r;v to keep on
until we get to China. So long as we are wllhng to travel
westward in the same car, we can well postpone disputes."
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On t.he Fourth of July an eminent divine preached
a sermon in this city on ''Faith and Fire" worb, in
which he assured his hearers-the small boy included-that, however brilliant might be the coruscation of fire-crarker, Roman-candle, or rocket, it
couldn't possibly equal the pyrotechnic display
awaiting them in the brimst:mian realms of Pluto below. With this assurance, the gentle Christian hurling a burning lamp at Mr. Putnam seems a little too
previous. But it is by these methods that the church
has " 8pread its light" among the nations. Were it
supreme to-day, kerosene lamps would not alone be
utilized of modern inventions in the dissemination of
its propaganda. What 'weird devices, what terrible
tortures, might it not apply as conduciv argument to
opponents had it the power to invoke to its aid the
marvels of modern inventions ! What could it not
do in the way of making converts with electricity and
dynamite!
Last spring I lectured in several towns in Michigan, and. had the distinguished honor of giving the
first Freethought lecture in the little city of Ludington. I spoke before the Knights of Labor on
"Progress and Poverty." The hall was full, and my
lecture was enthusiastically received. Half of the
audience were ladies. A. lively discussion followed,
and we had a good time. A.n announcement was
made that on the following Saturilay night I would
giv a Freethoughti lecture. The Knights offered me
their hall, but knowing that among them were several
Catholics, I would not accept it, as I felt that they
did not understand what a Freethought lecture was,
and I would not take advantage of their ignorance.
The Democrat, a city paper, contained the following
notice of my labor lecture :
The lecture given by Mrs. A. M. Freeman, of Chicago, on
" Progress and Poverty" at the K. of L. Hall last night was
a taldng card. The hall was full of enthusiastic listeners
who were highly pleased with the lecture. Mrs. Freeman is
a fluent speaker, and is a woman of rare ability. She speaks
again at Tripp's Httll on Saturday evening.
In~orsed by the papers, '[. had a good audience at
the Freethought lecture-many ladies, members of the
"Woman's Temperance Society"-Free Methodists,
and Catholics. I began very gently with them. I
appealed to their common sense, to their reason; I
requested them to remain until the conclusion of my
lecture, assuring them that the freest opportunity
would be given for criticism. I wanted criticism. I
begged them in the most persuasiv words I could
command for "more light." There were no kerosene
lamps. The hall was lit with gas. I told them that
there were three sources of evidence-nature, which
furnishes us w~th natural phenomena; written or
verbal history; and our own reason, which stands preeminent. That mathematics rests upon self-evident
truths, a straight line being the nearest distance between two g~ven p.oints. That the Bible's claim to
infallibility is not self-evident, makes no app.eal to
our reason, and receives no support from nature or
natural law, dealing largely in supernatural assertions. I refer to what I said for the .reason that
several ladies at this juncture, with a withering look
of scorn, drew their drapery about them and
marched out, a liege lord or two trotting along
shamefaced in the rear. I went on, speaking rapidly,
so that they should hear as much as possible before
making their escape. Another lot arose and hurried
out. I drew it mild, for I knew I hadn't a Chicago
audience. It was a little thing they got mad at. In
referring to the nine plagues, I said that the magicians made frogs, but that they couldn't make lice.
That it took a mightier God to make· a louse than a
frog. You see ~his was all in favor of their God, and
one wouldn't thmk they would mind a small thing
like that, but they did, and out the]' went.
Then I questioned them in regard to the floodhow an old scow like that described, with only one
door, and that pitched tight, and one little window,
twenty-two inches square, in the roof, could hold half
a million i~pecies of animals, and oxen, and sheep, and
hay, and so on, to feed them for a year. A.nd r told
them how they went marching in, two by two, two
elephants and .two musketoes, two poodles and two
fleas to bite '_em, and so on, ad infinitum, with Noah
and Lis wife, and his three sons and their wives, to
manage the whole menagerie. About a dozen at this
point made their escape, and somehow I was so
forcibly reminded of the old story of the march into
~be ark ~hat ,it struck me as an animated picturesome
IllustratiOn ala Watson Heston in THE TRUTH SEEKER
and I imagined I saw the long ears identifying th~
stupid, evaluted, human donkeys. In the ante-room
on the stairs, in the street, were heard words lik~
these: " Isn't ~t dreadful~" "She ought to be
hung." "We ought to go and get a policeman and
put her in jail." "Sbe should be driven from town,"
and so on. All of the old gentle methods that Christians hav resorted to were proposed, but, thanks to a
few brave Freethinkers, were not executed. Had
these Ch;istian ladies had their way, the lecturer of
the evem~g would hav befln grilled, broiled, fried,
roasted-m fact, served _up in every conceivable style
~nown to the gastronomlC art. A.nd this was not in

Dr. Juliet H. Severance paid a visit to our city
the Feejee islands, where they make a business of
eating missionaries, and whe~.e the mi~sionari~s a short time ago on her return from a lecturing tour
expect to .be eaten, but in the mty of Ludmgton, m through Nebraska, and she said the word A.narchis~
the great state of Michigan, owning allegiance to that is flung at people as the mob used to fling bricks and
rotten eggs at the Abolitionists. The word doesn't
Constitution which guarantees free speech to all.
The result of my lecture was that the Freethink- hurt; the eggs did, and, besides, they were not nice.
ers of the town declared that I should speak in Lud- The doctor emphasized her words as though she
ington ag-ain, and that the Opera House should be spoke from experience. One word as to Elmina
filled. The Catholics behaved better under fire than D. Slenker. I do hope the Freethinkers will stand
the Protestants, several remaining until the conclu- by her. She has a good, sympathetic heart. How
sion of the lecture. I accounted. for it in this way: easy for a wretch like Comstock to impose upon her!
The Protestant is thrown upon his own reason. He How little can be known of what is true or false!
dislikes it. He has his creed. and he doesn't want to Remember this man's career. Think of the low,
be disturbed. The Catholic. turns to his priest, and Jesuitical cunning he has employed in his methods.·
One doesn't hav to teach immorality to become
if his book is proved fallible, his priest and pope are
still infallible. However, I made many friends, even obnoxious to the church and its tools. He has but
among the conservativs, the Knights of Labor invit- to doubt. By lack of" faith" he is not only promised
ing me to come to Ludington this fall and speak at a liberal display of "fireworks" in the next world,
but receives what amount of persecution Christian
the dedication of their new hall.
A. short time ago a Mr. Sheridan gave a lecture in bigotry can inflict upon him in this.
MRS. M.A.. FREEMAN,
this city against Robert Ingersoll, in which he said
Sec. Chicago Ser>. Union.
that Ingersoll is an intellectual and moral Anarchist.
293 Washington Bo-ulevard, July 24, ~887.
To call Freethinkers Anarchists seems to be quite
the fashion, as I see that Mr. Monroe, as copied in
last week's TRUTH SEEKER, refers to the managers
M.omJs Pius WhaU
of the Secular Union as Anarchists. Mr. Ingersoll
The one glaring defect in the popular basis of moral
has already spoken for himself. Mr. Stevens, pres- right and wrong consists in this prohibition: "You
ident of the Chicago S!'cular Union and chairman of shallnot dare liv after the infinit law that is in you."
finance committee of the American Secular Union, Such is the inimitable wording of it by the heroic,
has been referred t.o several times by correspondents pure-souled Emerson. This is nature's law when
of THE TRUTH SEEKER as an Anarchist. Mr. Stevens stripped of all conventional trappings an.d society
is a Socialist, and if there is one thing better known livery. Hence this rare, royal sympathy w1th natme
than another by the Chicago Anarchists, it is that ·as the basis of morals irradiates almost every page of
Mr. Steven's and themselvs do not agree at all. In a the Concord sage. He would " rather be a pagan
recent lecture before the Union by Mr. Simpson, one suckled in a creed outworn than be defrauded of his
of the critics, Mr. Collins, said, ''I think that anyone manly right of coming into nature."
here who may hav confounded Socialism with A.nLikewise, what Carlyle said fifty-four years since
archy will be convinced that they are as far apart as respecting the basis of right and wrong remains in
the poles."
greater force even to-day-" I cannot understand
Because one demands justice for individuals, must morals. Our current moral law (even that of philoshe accept their id~as! It is to Mr. Stevens's credit, opbers) affronts me with all manner of perplexities.
-and to the credit of the Socialists of Chicago, that Punishment neither is, nor can be, in p1;oportion to
they hav been brave enough, self-sacrificing enough, fault; for the commonest of all examples take the
loyal enough to the best part of their nature, to case of an erring woman." This language, in view of
ignore the disagreements of the past, and demand a two trials for "obscenity," so called, pending, one in
fair trial for their imprisoned fellows. Let the Free- Virginia, the other in KanSaEI, is rendered remarkably
thinkers who are criticising this action observe how pertinent; especially si'nce, in neither instance, is it
unanimous the church and its ministers are for the definitly known for what the destined punishment is
speedy execution of these men. Recently, in Chi- inflicted.
Again, says the Chelsea sage, " Moral force and
cago, in Faneuil Hall, Mr. Joseph Cook, of Boston,
said, "I hav here a pen made out of wood from the moral correctness-how shall the litigation be l!etsidewalk where the Haymarket bomb was thrown; tled between these 1" Be this our present endeavor.
and whenever I go to write with it, the sentence 'it What are the qualities inhering in an absolute and
makes is, 'May God hav mercy on the souls of the unchangeable basis for right action! Webster deAnarchists, but may the courts not hav mercy on fines th~ term "moral" as synonymous with" manner,
their bodies!' "
.
custom, habit, way of life." According to this
Poor old Joseph! what relic-hunters his kind hav standard, it is quite evident that mankind may, as
been! How many cords of cross, and crown, and Dryden says, "break loose from moral bonds," and
saintly bones are stowed away in .holy places! That yet be very far from immoral, in the better sense of
dilapidated old sidewalk around the Haymarket was this much mooted term. According to the present
too far gone into dust for relics. On the spot where imperfect standard, morality or immorality consists
the bomb fell the walk was heavy stone. The ver- in simply conforming to established custom. Hence,
dant, gullible Bostonian has been imposed upon. It if one does not eat, drink, sleep according to custom,
is an old chestnut, but swallowed by the clergy readily. he is an immoral man. If, however, he externally
After the great Chicago fire, its court-house bell was conform in these and like minor particulars, giving
made into I don't know how many car-loads of little tithes of social "mint, anis, and cumin," yet defraud
charm bells. If he had said that the penholder was custom on the sly, he remains a thoroughly moral
made from the telegraph pole spirited away by the man. Such is orthodox church morality. It will
police, filled with bullets shot at the people holding pass muster by that stand 11 rd. Its fundamental dea peace~ble meeting, it would hav been more credi- feet is that it compels and fosters the living of a
ble.
double life. A.nd its conscience, if it hav any, ''makes
Among the news in that very ably conducted cowards of us all." It is re-creating a~d perpetuating
paper, the Ironclad_ Age, is the following:
the myth-now made_ a most palpable fact-of the
.A BOMB sa.ARE.
ancient Roman Janus. It may do-but poorly-for
CmaAGo, July 2.-Judge Baker, of the Criminal Court, the childhood age of the world, when men, like
discovered a dynamite bomb under his desk several days children, prefer to be deceived and deceive themselvE>.
ago, and for a while consternation existed in the building,
The temple of this two-faced deity, now as of old,
until it was found to hav been rendered harmless by having
its contents cleaned out. It is thought to be one of the relics will not be closed till the incoming of that. universal
of the Anarchist trial, as the room is the ~arne in which that harmony which nature prophesies concerning man's
celebrated case was heard, and many specimens of bombs interior state. She must be courted and won as the
were· used in the evidence.
bride and basis of right. Then, and. then only, will
Now, the fact is that its contents were never there be a marriage between the internal state and
cleaned out; that it hadn't the remotest idea of the external action.
being anything else than harmless, as it was merely a
In the observance of nature's law is found the only
painted ball, whose offense lay in the fact that it bad rational mode of growing better and happier. It iE<,
dropped from its flagstaff and rolled on the floor. therefore, the most beneficent. It never demands
All of which was duly chronicled by the Chicago obedience without first showing that the course
.I-Ierald a day or two later.
counciled is the most beneficial. It iR, hence, based
The church is making a supreme effort to suppress on the highest reason. Its laconic vocabulary is,
free speech-to rob the people of their liberties. A. "Yes," to the right; "No," to the wrong; pleasure
clergyman in Chicago the other day said to a re- for the former, pain for the latter. It is thus selfporter: "We are only going to close the Paloons evident and omnipresent to man's five senses. It
now. It is not a Christian move as yet, but as soon becomes to him an abiding demonstration, exacting
as we can we will make it one." We will close every- faith only upon positiv knowledge.
It is unalterable, conE'equently absolute. It appeals
thing. Stop, also, the Sunday papers." Instead of
censuring THE TRUTH SuKER for the noble course it equally to all perE ons, in all ages. It is that alone
has taken, there should be laudation that one paper which possesses the attribute of the divine-" the
is brave enough to stand up for the rif!ht. Mr. same yesterday, to-day, and forever." Therefore it
Putnam's words and my own were just as obnoxious is universal, unlike man-made institutions, which
to Christians as were the words of the Anarchists to fluctuate with successiv eras and influences. It concapitalists. Tried in a Christian community, by a stitutes the fundamental principle in all things. It.
Christian jury, before a Christian judge, and we hence antedates all other codrs, which, at best, are
would hav been condemned. Mr. Reynolds's fate pale and sickly photographs of this original eternal
demonstrates it. The punishment wqul¢t f!~v l)e13n law. ·This fact stamps it God-originated, or naturaL
accor(Une- to their ~ower to inflict it;
I lt jE) t!;Hl.t, "m~e <Jod 1 one lp.w 1 one element, and the

THE. TRUTH SEEKER.
, one
far-off
.the whole creation
.
, divine event to which
moves.
.
These positiv qualities demonstrate its adequacy
to produce a better moral condition for the race and
a large proportion of happiness. It embodies the
virtues of all artificial l~tws without incorporating
their vagaries and vices. All civil codes and religious
institutes are meritorious only in the proportion
that they are based upon natural law, and not upon a
fanciful revelation superstitiously received.
Such is this unvarying order or law governing the
movement of the universe. It assumes the nature of
law, because its violation is scrupulously followed by
the wise and just penalty previously pointed out.
This machine, multifarious in parts, but uniform in
its workings, and of which man seems to be the microcosm or summing up, is, so far as we know aught
to the contrary, its own intelligence, like the human
body invested with its motiv power.
Amidst the domestic, social, and politi0al anarchy
to reinaugurate the reign of natural law now seemingly so• Utopian·, would be the panacea for existing
abuses. The race is daily butchered by art and artifice.
When, by the violation of natural law,
a member of the race has degenerated so far
as to injure others by first. having injured him-·
self, be should be treated, not as a criminal, but as a
ruorally diseased person. He should be placed in a
, hospital for rational treatment, and there retained
till reasonable evidence appears of regained manhood; that is, a yielding of· voluntary obedtence to
nature's laws. "St.. Anthony" ought to be taken
care of on this basis.
According to this law each person in harmony with
the measure of an uncorrupted nature and knowledge
would be the medium of conveying its benefits to
those around him. Thus alone shall we ever arrive
at the ultimate truth that man "was originally
wrought by nature, not by vile offense" of any
statutory code.
The flagrant violation of these basic principles of
human action, in recent arrests and prosec_utions, is
our only apology for this extended reiteration of them.
ZoA ToPsis.

AUGU~T
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We hav followed the guidance of our own hearts. Mad art
thou!
We hav set before us the wisdom of man instead of fear of
·
thee. Mad ar-t thou !
We hav not remembered that the wisdom of man is foolish.
ness to the Great Ape. Mad art thou l
Thou gnd of wrath!
Thou jealous god I
Thou god of battles !
Almighty Gorilla!
The sun is thy throne, and the sun-stroke thy scepter.
Whirlwinrls are wheels of thv chariot.
Common sense cannot stand ·before thy uncommon abilities.
Thou sendest thy plagues and our reason is silenced.
The thunder is thy argument.
·
·
The logic of thy lightning h irresistible.
Weak-minded were he who would withstand the persuasivness of thy pestilences.
Pity, Everlasting Ape, our inherited depravity, our tendency
to think for oursel vs !
Through accursecl human knowledge we hav strayed from
thy ways like lost monkeys.
Yet, 0 Holy Ape, much of the monkey is left in us still.
We can still turn from the tree of knowledge to the tree on
· which cocoanuts grow.
Though we look like men not much of the spirit of men is
left in us.
We will part with all of it if tbou wilt smile on us.
Thou shalt hav our virgins, or thy priests shall.
Also, two-thirds of our wool.
Likewise of our bread and butter.
All who deny thee shall be roasted.
Only spare us," spare us, Holy, Eternal, Omnipotent Ape I
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Am I to stand back with folded hands, afraid to be
smirched> hesitating to speak, when I see just the same
need they saw~ Nay! giv me liberty or death! I
could not vegetate even in palace halls, and know the
great need of humanity for work that only myself
could do-for only ourselvs can ever do our work.
Each of us has a world of our o.wn, and we should
never shirk its duties. Friends, look out for your
rights, and your children's rights. Speak now while
you hav the power. There is a joy in battling for liberty and freedom. The dangers only enhance the
pleasures, and victory is ours ·if we do not supinely
let the fitting moment pass unheeded by.

Dear friends, while you are doing and saying so
much for my help and defense, I want you to know
that I am also trying to help all I can. I hav received and answered about nine hundred letters since
my arrest, and every one of them kindly. I hav
mailed off bushels of books and papers, even to
selling nearly all my private library, including presentation copies from friends. I hav given health,
strength, and time, and shall continue to do so as long
as I am able.
.
I think you all see by this time that, though a few
may condemn methods, the wm k has been, and is
still, a needful one, and that behind it are grand,
noble, and true men and women who will dare all for
_liberty's
sweet sake.
Mrs. Slenker at Home Again.
Three montl;ls of freedom are before me, and in
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER FRIENDS : I am home once that time I want to do all I possibly can, and earn
more, for three month£ at least. We had a warm all I can. So I ask you to please order Liberar
week of it, and in coming home had nine miles to ride books of me-my own and others that you may wish
in an open farm wagon, over the joltingest of roads, to read or loan to pious friends. I should like to
and the mercury way up into the hundred, and sun hear from every Liberal friend, and to hav each of
boiling down its best. For three hours we had its you send for at least one of my books.
I need the stimulus of letters, orders, and advice;
full force. I guess we imbibed enough of its lifegiving rays to last us a century or so.
lest thoughts turn in upon themselvs and grow marNeighbors and friends all seemed glad to see us bid. Nothing like useful work for health of mind and
home again, their only regret being that the case was body. That week in jail, with nothing to do, 'Yas a
not " dismissed." But I tell them they need not terrible experience. One can bear a great deal when
hope for that. .There is too much anticipation of it is in a righteous cause, and they feel that they are
"something rich" cropping out of" the ·celebrated .doing useful and effectiv work for human good.
Slenker case." Press and people all about are too
I am glad to see the Defense Fund roll up. It has
" eager for the fray" to allow it to subside. My cost me thus far to be arrested, jailed, bailed, and
decoys, McEffe and Barclay, did all they could to hav indicted over two hundred dollars, including lawyers'
1.'he Development of the Ape's Religion.
it tried then and there, so as to save them the trouble fees, and yet the real trial has not commenced. I
.ilfoncure D. ComJJa!l in The Open Court.
of going again. They owned up that they did not tremble to think wbat ·would hav been had not so
"But as the first developed talkers and writers enjoy the stings of the Liberal press, and I was glad many of you so generously con;te to my aid and
had been comparativly few, so the first men were they were not callous to them. They freely con- assistance. I hope hundreds more will come before ·
coi:nparativly few; and these, like their forerunners, fessed that I had intended no obscenity, and meant Oct. 25th. We need the names and influence of
were pursued by fear and jealousy of the half-human-· only good work in all I had done. But of course, the every one. It is a cause that needs personal support
ized. In this higher commonwealth the dismal story more they want it hurried, the less it was best for us as well as financial, and this is why I ask even tbose
of the anthropoid tribe was repeated. The aristoc- to hurry it.
.
who are ill able, to send their names, if but twenty·
racies of intelligence and beauty were forced to flee,
It was several days before we could get the indict- five cents accompany them.
and in the end formed a society which began the ment made out, and all settled so we could leave.
Though the work be called by foul epithets, it is
works of human civilization. So it went on for ages. The whole trip was exhausting-physically so be· the purest, cleanest, and best work of the age; an?
The ape seemep to hav died out of this new form. cause of the heat and worry, and financially so of the time will come when you will each and all see It
He might reappear in the fantastic tricks of boys, necessity. I paid $28 80 for the pleasure. of going so. There are few reforms of all the past where the
but education soon bound him. But, alas! though to Abingdon and being indicted and returnmg home pioneers hav not had to face the obloquy of foul
• physically bound he survived morally, and, ~n the again to wait three months for the final trial. Then names and the stings of the conseryativs .
further progress of the human society, made himself I had my lawyers to pay, and their expenses there
Never a truth has been destroyed;
felt. For man found himself surrounded by ob- and back. I could not· but think, as I saw the
They mav curse it and call it crime,
structions and enemies. Serpents, wild beasts, dis- crowds of men thronging back and forth between the
Pervert and betray, or slander and slay
Its teachers for a time.
eases, hurricanes, drouth, and famin beset him. He hotel and· court-house, some reeling with intoxicafought these bravely and steadily, made headway tion, and some fig-hting till blood dripped on the
But reforms never go backward. This fateful one
against them until it unfortunate~y occurted to some pavements, 1md the majority chewing, sm~king: and of sexual purity is bound to win. _ ·
.
of the least courageous to try and explain them met- otherwise debasing themselvs, that the Imagmary
The fountain of lo:ve shall be cleansed, and the
aphysically. Now, there had. ~een preserved from crime of obscenity was but as a floating mote in the dreams of heavenly affectionateness shall be realized
their ancient apehood a traditiOn of the wrathful air to the real crimes against mind and body that on earth, and become a part and parcel of the inheritgorillas or other creatures· against which the more passed scot-free all around us.
ance ·of all life's children. ·
human forms bad been defended. In dreams the
On my return home i found enough mail matter
We bav great need to work, for ~hose who are not
hated and hunted ancestors of humanity hav been waiting for me to fill a trunk-books, papers, and let- for us are against us, and the agamst are countless,
haunted by visions of the Angry Ape. There now ters-not one too many, though, for I need every as only the wise few are favored to see the beaconarose some mystery-men who ascribed outward real- good word, and even adverse criticisms are beneficial star of light. So we will·push onity to the vision coined by fear, and imagined that and suggestiv. I hav not had time to even read all
While tbe followers there
there must be a gigantic Ape, creator and god of the letters yet, as a week's absence at this time of
In embryo wait behind;
We to-day's procession headi_ng,
apes, who was angry and jealous at the way in which year makes much home work necessary..
I will attend to all the book orders this week, save
We the roUie for travel cleanng,
some of his creatures had taken the work of creation
Pioneers 1 0 pioneers!- Whitman.
· .
into their own hands. The idea once started, response one or two who, as usual, gave no post-o ffi ce add ress.
July 23, 287.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
came from the closeted ape lurking in each of the Where one receives hundreds of letters, ~hey cannot
least developed. These now ascribed thunder and remember addresses, or even take time to look them
- 1•
F"f · h
f
IN my nativ land I hav stoo~, _on the 1 e s ore 0
lightning, tempests and diseases, to the wrath of the up· so they should be on each letter and card, if
'
d · d
·
the Frith of Forth on the daiSied grass tbat was,
Supreme Ap", and there grew a panic-stricken clamor answers
are esire .
'fi
G h
a where maidens as
Contributions for defense are still coming, and all only last century, a ery e enn bl
d
"th
for men wbo could pa01fy the Ape demon.
In
will be needed, for it will be a long, hard fight. I lovely and mothers as. leal a~ ev~r ess_e ma~ WI
response to this clamor appeared the priesbhood.
Jn _the
"The priesthood declared that the jealous and hope none of you will let your enthusiasm wane, but their love or home :With t~eir f~thBpb~n~~ed
1
.e., un ~rmg,
angry Supreme Ape would destroy them all unless kee on doing all you can in the good work. The devourin~ fire; pensb£>d with. t e
1
pe?shetd
they gave him the larger part of th,eir food, and built facfthat the" diso-usting" bill passed in New York "Thou shalt not sufftJr a WI~ch to
h a~~·~
temples to him, and in these supported a large num· and became a la~ shows the determination of the with the kirk of Scotland plymg, t~e /mffg
8
her of men to kneel before him, acknowledge his ignorant and conservativ majority to rule or ruin the an~ the fiery straw rou~d;.'om~n.s en er ~ ~to~d
wise and Liberal minority. But mind will conquer wnthed and ~hrunk an
tsse m agony.
supremacy
.
, and sing his praises all the time. A I hav
,
in the lon ran. They may fetter and bind, cramp ankle-deep amid the grass aud the buttercups, where,
somewhere one of the litanies to the Eternal pe,
and confi! but they can never kill or destroy a sin- only in last century, t~e :res b~rn~ out ~n~ left th~
"I should much like to see it," said I.
The Chimpanzee went off and returned with some gle truth. 'Eternal vigilance, persistent labor, and ground covered with emd er~ an c _rr~ honC:a~n I
will giv us the battle. Don't be remnants of half-~oaste viscera.
n w Y
very old and dry palm-leaves, from which he read me untirin ener
1~st~adf of c~a~e~ :~n~s, ~~~!u~l~
afraid
~
work~y
even
unpleasant
work
must
be
done
daisies
there
no~
the following
if we would conquer the world's evils.
low buttercups_ ms ea 0 roas e
e r s·.
.
Ll'l'ANY TO T!IE BOLY APE.
A friend wrote commenting on my sexual labor, now the Bible IS weak and the N_ewspaper IS s~ronbg'
0 Ape of Apes, we acknowledge thee to be our creator and
ruler!
that she thought'I had suffered martyrdom enough becalj.se _Jehovah hashbegun.;o ~le, ~nd dM:n b a:or:~
Thou art angry with us nearly every day.
in
working for a lifetime against creed and church, gun to hv ;hbecause du~tn~y kas ~r~
to eearth
Just art thou, visiting our sins upon our children.
1 8
and that I was taking far too much upon myself in I a reb~l to ~'_aven .a~
t~o fa~ s 0~y:he falselyThou art so very, very just. I
my old days by going so deeply into this sex work. and Its happmesfs 'Ge~ause be k g and men and
Ang~;r is thy customary attiturle.
Thou art angry that we should ke.ep thee angry.
But did not D. M. Bennett, at about the same age, called church 0 . 0 are ro en, .
.
r
We hav wickedly eaten the fruit of knowledge. Mad art do the same thing~ Did not Harriet Martineau, one women !).re awa~emng from the _hornble m~ht!lla e
thou!
We hav wBJ]ted in the lil?ht of our own eyeij. Mad art thou I C?ft.he l!l"lj.nqes~ of ~ll wo,rker.s1 qq twAni~>Aiv t.h~ s~llle? of Oalvary !l,nd Its s~ulls.-Sq,lad?-1?··

r; .
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"The Design Argument."
·That rare specimen in natural history, a Methodist
troubled by Reason, has been found He asks o·f
the Christian Advocate :
" Chtistian people prove the existence of God by the desi_gn manifest in nature. Is there not a design in the attributes of God; and, if so, does it not argue a designer of
God?"
To this budding logician Dr. Buckley replies :
" When Christian people show a design in nature, and
draw from that the conclusion that there is a God, they
boldly assume that God is the first great cause, and also
assume his eternity. The word 'attributes,' as you use it,
seems to show that you hav in your mind a sort of phrenological idea of God, and you conceive him as divided up. Put
that out of the way, and hear his voice saying, 'I AM.'
Then use your intelligence upon nature, and draw your presumptions from purpose in nature. But that will never in~uce anybody who did not believe in God before the attempt
was made in that way to make him believe."
In his first and last sentences our learned doctor of
divinity is right. The design argument is worthless
without a monster assumption, and that assumption
aids materially in destroying the argument. If the
attributes of nature-her laws and their invariable
fulfil~ent-argue design, so do the attributes of
the designer compel us to find for him another designer. The God of the Christian is not one solid,
eternal, persistent force, but a being who plans and
repents_:_does and undoes-orders and revokes his
orders-makes a law of nature and then performs a
miracle to thwart it-in short, acts like a human
being with a weak character and fickle <;lisposition.
He is " divided up" with attributes innumerable. If
the possession of attiibutes argues a designer of
these attributes, then God must hav had a designer.
There is no escape anywhere or anyway from this
conclusion. To say, "Put that thought out of the
way, and hear his voice saying, 'I am,'" is biblical
hocus-pocus, an appeal to a superstitiously reverenced
authority to hide theological ignorance. It is no
wonder that the admission is forced that the design
argument will convert no one. To claim that it will,
impeaches the reasoning powers of the world.

One World at a Time.
Almost every orator and writer of the .McGlynnGeorge party winds up his speech or little piece with
these _words :
. "And the time will surely come when God's will shall be
done on earth as it is in heaven."
Now, we would respectfully suggest to the eminent
gentlemen who are expounding God's will that it is
about time to cease this claptrap and talk sense. In
the first place, the existence of " God " is a debatable
question; in the second, no one knows how things are
done in heaven, and it is nowise likely that Mr.
George's land theories hav been adopted there ; in the
third, if the Christian church doesn't k:i:ww what God's
will is, we don't believe Messrs. McGlynn and George
do; in the fourth, every humbug preacher, every
;fighting tyrant, every enslaver of :uu~u, every :perf:'!~-

second chance, and such a doctrin is plainly extrabiblical, and very gossamer of texture.
The fact of the matter is, if the New Testament is
true, about ninety-nine of every hundred human
beings will, when they die, eternally roast in fire,
while the rest will sing songs of praise. It's a square
up and down doctrin, proclaimed by ·Jesus and_
taught by all the Christians whose religion cot;~ld
remain unchanged by their humane feelings. !f the
New Testament is true, it ire; hell or heaven for the
whole human race, past, present, and to come, in·
eluding the heathen.
We trust, however, that the parties to this con•
troversy will forgiv us if we remark that the abti!olute
A Specimen Christian Woman.
accuracy of the canonical scriptures is very generally
questioned.
We printed last ~eek the news of the death of
Cornelius A. Marshall, president of the Newark, N. J.,
Another Land Scheme.
Li)>eral League. Mr. Marshall possesse? many
One hundred and twenty-four" members .of the
friends outside of Newark, and to them his death
·English Parliament a1·e in favor ofth,e following land
was wholly unexpected. One of them, living in' Orscheme propounded by Charles Bradlaugh :
ange scarcely credited the newspaper announcement,
"Ownership of land should carry with it the duty of cultiand ~rote to Mr. Marsho.Ws brother-ih-lawin Newark vation.
for information, inquiring if the deceased and the
'' Whei:e land capable of cultivation with profit, and not
president of the League were identical: He received devoted to some purpose of public utility or enjoynien.t,. ia
held in a waste or uncultivated state, the local authontleB
the following reply from that gentleman's wife:
ought to hav the power to compulsorily acquire such land.
"NEWARK, July 18, 1887.
" The compensation is to be only the 'payment . to the
" Dear Sir: Cornelius A. Marshall, deceased, was the owner for a limited term of an annual sum not exceedmg the
president of the Newark Liberal League. His mind was dis- then average net annual produce of the said lands.' .
eased for the last ten years, and I am sorry to say he got
"The local authorities are to let the lands thus acqmred tU
mixed-up with that organization. We gave him a Christian tenant cultivators.
.
burial, such as he would hav liked had his mind been clear.
" The conditions of tenure are to be such 'as shall afford
" His disease was purpura and consumption. His brother reasonable encouragement, opportunities, facilities, a~d
and the Knights of Pythias took chatge o:l' the funeral.
security for the due cultivation and development of the Sll.ld
"Respectfully1
:MRs. jAs. H. VAN HoRN."
land.'·"·
It seems impossible that a woman could write such
The first proposition, says Mrs. Besant, would deunkind words of her dead brother, and we do not stroy all large holdings, while not destroying private.
thfnk she would were not her mind twisted by relig- property in land. Idle landlords could not squat on
ion, and her. natural sisterly love turned to hatred by land and evict would-be cultivators who did not pay
the poison of her creed. We knew Mr. Marshall rent, The tendency of the second, however, js ttl
well, and though, in our opinion, he_ made some fool- destroy private property in land, as it givs the nation
ish errors in his connection with Liberal work, no supreme power over its land by giving the state
one could say hi!! reason was unseated. He was ear- power to eject landlords on a particular pretext-that
nest, and his mind was sharp and sound. He did of not using the land to. the best advantage. The
much good and hard work for the Newark Leagu~, third clause, regulating compensation, is Jair if it be
and is justly held in high esteem therefor. H1s recognized that man has no right to absolute ownersister's words are slanders for which the Christian ship of the soil. Taking that view, to giv the ejected
religion is responsible.
tenant compensation equivalent to just what he
------~~-----obtained from the soil itself would be just. But if a
The Editor and the Professor.
man can absolutely and inalienably possess land, then
It seems from a correspondence between Prof. the scheme is decidedly unjust.
Egbert C. Smyth, the head and front of the Andover
It will be noticed that Mr. Bradlaugh's scheme,
school of the future-probation doctrin, and the editor like that of Henry George, depends upon a satisfac-of the New York Independent, a Congregationalist tory answer to the question, c.an. men rightf~ly posjournal of wide repute, that the expelled and cen- sess land which they may let he Idle, and evict theresured professors can find ·but little scripture to sup- from other men who would cultivate it?
port their theory. Mr. Bowen wrote to_ Mr. Smyth,_
Leo Taxil.
asking him to name "those passages of scripture
which giv hope that the heathen, who hav never in
Probably not half a dozen of our readers know
this life been offered salvation through Christ, will, Leo Taxil from ·Leo XIII., except as they know that
after death, hav the opportunity to accept God's for- the latter's name was never Taxi!. But nevertheless,
givness and be saved." Mr. Smyth wrote back that Mr. Taxil has been a gentleman of prominence, a
his friend Dr. Hincks would prepare a three-column .virulent enemy of the thirteenth Leo, though now
11
"review of the biblical reasons for supporting the his friend and ally. Mr. Taxil is a resident of Paris,
future probation doctrin. Mr. Bowen rejoined that in sunny France, and, until a few years ago, was·
he wanted the passages· of scripture pointed out, not known as a Freethinker. Bis notoriety proceeded
reviewed. Mr. 'Smyth answered him that, if he from his publication of the "Anti-Clerical :Library,"
wanted the review previously spoken of, Professor being illustrated pamJ?hlets leveled at the Jewish Je·
Hincks would prepare it. Mr. Bowen, with truly hovah and the Jewish Jehov:ah's Christian church.
remarkable persistency, wrote· again for the passages Our readers will recollect the comic pictures reproof scripture relied on to "prove the Andover heresy to duced from them on the last page of THE TRUTH
be Andover drthodoxy. Mr. Smyth retorted that the SEEKER some months ago. Though not the works of
opinion was becoming prevalent that the Independent the most eievated art, they are keen caricatures of
"is in danger of destroying its reputation for intel- the barbaric religion anomalously prevalent in some
ligent and. helpful treatment of sacred scripture." civilized countries. The text, in French, is feroMr. Bowen then published the correspondence, ciously witty, but of a character better appreciated
remarking that Mr. Smyth and his confreres were in France than here.
We are reminded ·of these things by seeing in our
helping the Infidels, and insinuated that a Wall street
shark wouldn't be as mean as the Andover professors American papers an extract from the Pall Mall Gaare in using trust funds to pay the expenses of prop- zette, of London, reading thus wise :
.
agating an opinion not shared by the corpse that
"A curious scene was witnessed the other day at the Vatonce owned the cash.
ican. M. Leo Taxil, whose real name is Jongand, formerly
This is a case where we can applaud a religious wrote some of the most., anti-clerical' works ever printed.
editor. The persistence with which he grappled for According to his own account, while composing a diatribe
against Joan of Arc he had to refer to th~ history of ~er trial
those passages of scripture commands our admira- and condemnation, and was so struck w1th the angehc chartion. That he did not ·get them shows very con- acter of the heroin that he felt himself suddenly converted
clusivly that they are not in the theological mudhole to the very faith he was abusing.
searched, and Mr. Smyth ought to hav owned up at
"He proceeded instanter to Rome, to Jmplore the pope's
once that it was no use searching for them. For it forgivness and blessing; His holiness at once granted him a
private audience, which lasted half an hour, during which
is a fact that the Bible givs the Andover professors he wept at the feet of the holy father. At length the
no aid and comfort, the teaching of Jesus being that pope consented to giv him his blessing on the condition
the man' who did not believe on him should go that in his future works he would labor to undo all the harm
tc;> h«;~ll, Nothin~ is !'laid about giving the heathen ll!: :tw l;l&d d,oJ;J.e ~o ~h.tl 9a.tholic church. M. Leo Taxil promised
cutor of the human race, has invoked this same God,
and declared him to be on his side.
It is time now to do something for humanity, and according to humanity. The world has for a great ~any
centuries been run in the interest of God, and, If we
may believe our new brace of social reformers, it has
gone straight to the devil. Common sense, therefore, would seem to declare that the wiser course
would be to run it in the interests of some one else
for awhile. We know absolutely nothing of God's
will in heaven, but we do know something of the
poverty, the suffering, the injustice, that exist on
earth..
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he would do his best,-and departed. Before leaving,· how- treat their own signatures and oaths. One said truly they·
ever, he had to make the piquant confeEsion-that he had not 'were quibbling with the church and paltering with their
yet been able to convert his wife, who remained a hardened consciences.' A ,church is in a bad way when its officeAtheist."
bearers sign its creeds with a mental reservation, or treat the
There seems to be something awry with the chro- whole thing as a good joke or a transparent farce. For such
nology of thi\'1 incident, for it wa.s :first bruited abroad a church reformation or destruction is not far off. Think of
a reverend doctor and theological professor saying that ' the
about two years ago. However, as this story is Confession of Faith could not be honestly signed by imy man
somewhat of an improvement upon the old one; we whose mind was open to the religious impressions of the
will accept it in lieu thereof, and all the more will· day.' And yet he himself had signed that Confession, and it
ingly as it enables us to • pay a tribute to a woman. is through his having done so that he holds his present posiWe lift our hat to Mrs. Taxil, and trust that she .will tion and draws his yearly salary. A nice man he is to teach
his students honesty and courageous uprightness."

ever resist the attempts of her husband to drag her
down to the church of Rome.
There is another thing that we would say, connected with this case of recantation. When the
story was printed two years ago, we made some
inquiries, in answer to which we were told-and this
was corrqborated by the English press-that Leo
'!'axil had gone crazy.

" THE Fathers of Our Republic" received the following
indorsement from the pen of Colonel Ingersoll: "MY DEAB
REM~llURG: Accept my thanks for' The Fathers of Our Republic.' I was greatly interested in tl;le lecture, and at the
time I heard it hoped it would be issued in book form .. You
hav done a good work, and hav done it well. Your facts
are stated in an admirable way, and your conclu,sions justly
and naturally drawn. The pamphlet will do, great good.
The minds of thousands will be disabused. It has been and
~----~~.------still is the business of most ministers and priests to show that
Editorial Notes.
all
the great dead-the patriots, scientists, and philosophers
THIRTEEN Philadelphia churches hav been changed into
factories and school-houses within the last few years. The ·-were small enough, and ignorant. enough, andhypocritical
Bulletin of that city· correctly calls this " improvement's enough to pretend to be what they were not, and to believe
what they did not. Yours truly, R. G. INGERSOLL.'~
march."
THE next chapter of Professor Oswald's remarkably clear
A MINISTER writing to the Christian at Work from West
and able Contribution to the Religion of the Future will be Virginia reveals his diecovery of a book describing Marypublished next week. In these papers Professor Oswald is land, by George Alsop. The book was writterrtwo hundred
building, on the ground cleared by science, an enduring y'ears ago. Mr. Alsop was an enthusiastic admirer of Marystructure of nat1,1ral morality. And he is building it hand- land and her institutions, and among the many marvels he
somely, too.
found there when he came from England was Roman Catholics and Episcopalians dwelling together without bloody war!fR. I. W. Gnon, author of "Is the God of Israel the True
fare. Such a state of affairs he never before conceived posGod ?"writes us that only he has been excommunicated from
sible. In admiring surprise he writes : .
the St. Paul Reformed church at Schaefferstown,.Pa., and
"Here the Ro~an Catholick and Protestant Episcopal concur in
not his wife. · He says: "It was the impression that they unanimous
parallel of friendship and inseparable love intoyled
would also excommunicate her, because I informed them into one another. All inquisitions, martyrdoms, and banishments
that she holds the same opinions, and desires to hav her are not so much as named but unexpresEably abhorred by eae.h
name taken from .the church roll. As we were not present other. The several opinions and sects that lodge within this government meet not together in mutinous con tempts to disquiet the
at their meeting, but learned that the excommunicatiob power that. bears Rule, but with renewed quietness obey the legal
ceremony had been performed, I reported before I was commands of Authority."
apprised of the above fact."
Because of this phenomenon, and the fact that the people
of Maryland usually had enough to eat, he calls her The
THE discovery of a woman in the moon is announced
Miracle of this Age.
by W. H. Burr, in a letter to the New York Sun. It was
made more than a year ago by Dr. James M. Thompson, a
A VERY large proportion of the sixty-eight thousand votes
:tetired physician of Washington. It is a profile occupying received last fall by Henry George, candidate .for the mayorthe west half of the moon, the dark spot above answering to alty of this city, were cast by the Socialists. Since then,
the banged hair. She faces a little upward, and has a neck however, Mr. George and his aiders and abettors hav shown
big enough to require a collar of the size that Mr. Cleveland small respect to this class of supporters, and hav endeavored
wears. And yet she is good-looking. The profile may be to curry favor with the conservativs of society by repudiating
seen through an opera-glass. And ~ow, we suppbse, the them. Naturally enough, the Socialists resent this conduct,
man in the moon must go. So turn the rascal out.
and in the electio!l of delegates to the coming convention of
the United Labor party at Syracuse they are coming out
WE hav received the subjoined card from E. H. Heywood: strong. In .several districts the George men hav been de.
" PRINCETON; MASS., July 29, YL. 15.
feated, and pledged and known Socialists chosen delegates.
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER : Thanks for inserting mme of .the 16th,
but you croFsed out 'Y:L. 15,' and put' 1887' in its place. By what The proceedings at the primary in the Tenth Assembly disright do you try t.o put back on mY neck the A.D Christian yoke trict on the 27th ult. are interesting .. After much quarreling
that, nine years ago, I delibemtely repudiated 1 Since then Chris- between the George men and the Socialists, the meeting
ti>tn 'time' has been 'no longer' with me. Bennett and Abbot arrived at the voting point, with the Socialists several laps
used to print dates as I sent them-permitttng me· to be 'crazy' or
sane at my own risk and cost. I date in the year of love from the ahead numericaliy and oratorically. Three Socialist tellers
orivin of the New England Free-Love League in Boston, Feb. 25, were appointed, and the voters put their ballots in the hat.
1873.
Truly yours,
EzRA H. HEYWOOD."
There were 140 votes cast, and only 111 voters present. The
We are very sorry to hav committed so great an outrage George men wanted the vote declartd at once, but the Socialupon Mr. Heywood's personal liberty. He undoubtedly ists roared dissent. They accused the George men of stuffpossesses the inalienable right -to date his communications as ing the hat, which was denied, but feebly. On a second
absurdly as he pleases. But the~,· somewhere around about ballot, the Socialist delegates were elected. The sympathy
here, comes in our inalienable right to use our ow:n discre- of the general public will in this case go with the Socialists.
It was scarcely fair, after their support of George last fall, to
tion in editing THE TRUTH SEEKER.
giv them the cold shoulder for the sake of pleasing the conSAYS the Milwaukee Sentinel in its issue of July 20th:
servativs who did not, and never would, vote for Mr. George.
"But in this world which lies outside the influence of the pulpit, Whatever we may think of Socialism, to entertain that
are men as intolerant as any who ever persecuted others for philosophy can scarce~y be deemed as discreditable as stuffopinion's sake. They are not content to be amiably indifferent to
what they consider the unwarranted license of affirmation in ing ballot-boxes.
theology, but with the zeal of the bigot they make assaults on the
church. They scorn the att1tude of Goethe, who said: 'I keep
WHAT a Chicago journal calls" the rock ahead in woman
silence at many things, and am well content if others can :find sat- suffrage" came to light in a recent convention of the Wo·n what gl'vs me offense.' or this class of zealouH_b1gots man's Christian Temperance U mon,
.
.
I II.,
l'sfa.ctl·on 1
at R ock Island,
is Ingersoll. If b1s warfare were made at a time when religious intolerance took the form of political and personal persecutwn, it after a speech by Mrs. Clara Neyni.ann, of this city. The
would hav an excuse; but to assail with tongue and p~n the re- Union, as is well known, is an organization of the most
ligious beliefs of men and women whose lives are good, is to be as fanatical women in the Christian church, while Mrs. Neyas tho"e he accuses of iutolenmce. It is not such men
d
H
l'ntol~rant
v
er paper at this convenas Ingersoll
who "!Jav secured to men the right to be free in their mann is a very hetero ox person.
opinions, and at the same time to be respectable. The cause Of tion dealt exclusivly with woman suffrage, but it did not
liberality was never ,dvanced by illiberal advocates."
satisfy her Christian sisters, if we credit the correspondent
'f 1't ·
of the Boston Woman's Journal, who wrote to that paper:
t
th
f
h
0
t
1
I
1
exThe proper P ace or t le man w
wro e a •
is
honest
sentiments,
is
in
some
asylum
for
infant
"Mrs. Louise S. Rounds, state president of the Illinois Woman's
Presses h
Christian Temperance Union, spoke of the paper preHented by
idiots. ·
Mrs. Neymann. She said she had heard names quoted-Emerson,
John Stuart Mill, and Hel·bert Spencer-eminent names that
" HEREBY; or what used to be called by that name," would liv for years, perhaps, but not one word of Jesus, to whom
says the Nova Scotia Trades Journal, "seems to be becoming alone this reform could look for permanent support. She wa•
very common in orthodox Scotland. Both in the Free and first of all a Christian, then a temperan<;e woman, and, last of allEstablished Assemblies this year there were strong protests bavmg come to the position 'gingerly,' as her hearerH .would wit·
f F a1t
· h , an d strong ness-a believer in suffrage for women on temperance grounds.
against some things in. the Con f ess1on.o
She was tired of hearing the old, threadbare cry, the long b~trpeddemands for that venerable document being revised. By on tune, of • woman·s rights,' preached by the godless women who
some of the leading doctors the Confession was handled with ·hac been leaders m the cause. She ~poke with much vehemence,
scant courtesy. In fact, the whole thing was treated by and struck the pew with her hand to enforce her remarks."
those reverend gentlemen who had all subscribed to its doc. The same criticism of the suffrage workers was forced
trins as if the whole were a good joke. Laughter and upon the Cook county Women's Suffrage Association by Mrs.
cheers were the order of the day. The signing of the vener- M. E. Holmes, president of the Illinois Suffrage Association.
able document was treated as if it were a meaningless formal- Mrs. Holmes claimed that "the one thing necessary was to
ity, and as if there were not any necessity of keeping up the considertherelation ofsuffragetothechurch; that suffragists
pretense even of honesty when by their signatures men stand out from church work too much. She claimed that
.
declared that that was 'the confession of their faith.' This they cannot d o the work unt11 they, as suffragists, get into
is alarming, not as to whether the Confession, of Faith the churches; that a strict spiri~u~l as well as a suffrage sois correct or not, but as exhibiting the miserable Sadducean ciety is necessary. She said tlus 1s the only way to get the
dishonesty and levity witA w,b~P,},l rtJV!Jrepd gentlPmcn can chUJc:1 pl'op1e in the work. A ~trnng feeling i" pr<>valcnt,
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that suffrage has nothing to do with religion, and if that be
the case, she wanted nothing to do with suffrage.'; The ad-,
vacates of woman suffrage will find, like all reformers, that
Christian allies are a detriment rather than a help. U~ess
the reform will make to the glory of God, the sewing circle,
and the beloved pastor, the dear sisters will hav none of it ..
THE story goes that a Wolf, seeing a Lamb .drinking at a
stream below him, resolved to find some plea which should
justify to the Lamb himself his right to eat him. He therefore accused him of roiling the water. The Lamb called· the
attention of the Wolf to the fact that he was below the Wolf
and could not possibly effect the water upstream. The
Wolf then charged him with insulting him ·the year previously, b\lt the Lamb replied that he was not then born.
After a further conversation, in which the Lamb had decidedly the best of the arg.ument, the Wolf seized him, remarking that he would not go without a victim even though
the Lamb refuted every one of his imputations. 'fhere is,
therefore, a simil~;~.rity between the Wolf and Anthony Comstock, as represented this week by our front-page picture.
'fHE Rev. J. A. Scott, of qot Creek, Va., writes the following charges against the Christian church :
"In the Southern states the negro Baptist preachers [and perhaps others] are very ignorant, very venal, and hav great control
over their people .. In nearlY all sections of the South, in closely
contested elections, the effort is made to bribe the. Preacher, and
through him control the congregation. This effort· is lar!l'ely snccessful. Few negroes can resist a bribe. The church is prostituted
for money to be the servant of corrupt political partisans.
"The English prelatical churoh, and other established churches
receiviiill from the civil power protection and support and honor,
pay it back in loyal protestations and aervice. The church serves
the state as its master. Note the loyalty of the Anglican church to
the Stuarts. Note tp.e T01·yism of the Episcopalians during the
Revolutionary war.
"Several of the Protestant churches of this country hav voluntarily sold themselvs or bestowed their church influence to the furtherance of some political issue. For instance, the Northern
Methodists enacted and tried to enforce Abolitionism; the North·
ern Presbyterians decided to uphold the Federalists as opposed to
the State's Rights interpretation of our Constitution, and to .compel its people so to do. And various denominations hav since,
protesting their loyalty to the present government, sou<(ht te, by
way of retnrn, shape its policy. They memoralize it abont how to
treat the Mormons, Prohibition, Knights of Labor, etc. Of course
this is apart from the proper work of the church. The church
teaches her members to be good citizens, but she baH nothing to do
with dogmatizing about forms of government or questions of civil
policy. Whenever she has done so she has blundered; and her
ilhame has sooner or later become manifest.
"But chi~fly the Rom ish church has sold herself to the governments on earth, It is her policy in every land. Through her
priests she controls her people. Everywhere she trafficks with the
civil power, to enhance her ecclesiastical prerogativs. In the United
States she sells her votes to the party that is most subservient, and
that givs the largest returns in the way of money and influence.
In Ireland she, so far aft she dares, throws her influenc.e with t.he
Home Rule party, to maintain her· power over them. In Germany
Hhe sells her influence to de•potic Btsmarck, that she may increase
the influence of her bishops. Such is her policy. Everywhere, for
her own advancement, she bar!l'ains &nd trafficks with the powers
of the world. And it is to that sba.meleBs otnd persistent policy tba~
Hhe owes her worldly grandenr and power."
Mr. Scott's criticism of the Northern Methodists is scarcely
deserved. The Methodists of the North did not really waut
to "enact Abolitionism," but they were driven to it at last.
Aside from this, Mr. Scott's indictment is a true bill.
Two Magazines.
The two artiCles in the Popular Seience Monthly for
August that will more particularly interest Freethinkers are
Andrew D. White's "New Chapters in the Warfare of
Science," and Grant Allen's "Progress of Science from
1836 to 1886," taken from the Fortnightly RIJ'IJiew. The
Monthly shows no falling off from its high standard since the
death of its founder.
·
The Forum for August contains eleven papers of interest
to almost everybody. From partisan Governor Foraker to
peaceful Professor Ely, the writers are men of exceptional
ability, though most of them are conservativly and piously
wrong in their philosophizing. The Forum is published at
97 Fifth avenue.
------~~.-------

Tortured by :Means of Christian " Science."
A Phv.•tctan•s Letter tn Bobton Eventna Transcript.

I make this protest because of the agony and death which
a so.called Christian
science practitioner has brought to an
·
aged woman. For months she had been allowed to suffer,
and her life has been shortened by weeks, and perhaps by
months. Less than three months ago I was asked to see this
. .
poor woman, who had been under the care of a Chnstlan
· t'1St f or more th an BlX
· mon th s. I f oun d h er 1'n a very
sewn
feeble condition, hardly able to get out of bed alone, and
blanched from the continual loss of blood. She was told,
however, that nothinJ! was the matter, and that she must act
after such a belief. On examination I found that she was
· f rom cancer, w h'1c h ha db een a 11 owe d t o a d vance so
su ff erm&'
far that 1t was impossible to remove it by operation. Much,
1
h ·
·
d h k
however, could be done to re ieve t e mtense pam an c ec
the loss of blood. The "scientist" had full control, and notwithstnnding the patient's protestations of weakness and
pnin, she was told to forget it, and was urged into the street.
The patient was not allowed to use the ordinary means of
relieving pain,
cloths, because'"
in reality there
· , such
N ow,aswhot
h a t was
was no pam.
nee d ed was th e mos t ab solute quiet. As the result of her efforts to be about there were
frequent and very profuse hemorrhages. The patient was
told that she was getting better. A few days before her
death, after dragging herself down three flights of stairs and
into the street, a hemorrhage began, which lasted all night.
Being alone, and having used every available article, she was
obliged to tear up a blanket in her endeavor to stanch the
flow of blood. In the morning she was again told that it was
of no account, and that the disease was passing from her.
When the patient, wit.h some doubt in her mind, referred to
the torn blanket ~he was told thu.t it, merely told how strong
she was. Her fail h in this mode of treatment at lnst gave
way. A bed in one of the hospitals of the city wa; procured
for her, but she died ou tlte fu!Jowinl,l' day l.wfore she could,
be rem.ovel\ to it.
·
·
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Y[efftrs frgtl( tJritnds.
ANDOVER, July 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am one week in the rear, but credit me
from July 1st. I don't want to miss one paper; too good to
be lost. ·I may not want the old lien long, for I am nearly
eighty years old, but here is $3 to venture for another year.
May truth increase and fogyistn decrease.
WARREN STRICKLAND.
MARSHFIELD, OR., July 10, 1887.
MR. EorTOR: Inclosed please .find $5, half of it to pay for
the paper for another year for myself, and the balance to pay
for it for a year to be sent to Prairie City, Ill. I hope you
will continue the pictures in the paper, for they are not only
amusing, but very instructiv in .illustrating and showing
up some of the many humbugs and wrongs that are being
perpetrated upon a credulous and superstitious world.
S. P. Putnam was here a short tili\e ago, and gave a
number of his thought-awakening lectures, and, judging
from the numbers that were out to hear him, I think they
will bear good and abundant fruit. In fact, I certainly think
there are but few men, if any, that are doing the same amount
of good in this land that he is, with his earnest and logical
lectures, together with the disposal of the many Freethought
bool\s and pamphlets, and securing of many subscribers
to-your valuable p<tper. Long may -he and others of his
faith liv to struggle for the right.
W. A. GILMORE.
605 RIVER STREET, TROY, N.Y.
MR. EDITOR: If you hav space in the columns of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, I wish you would print in them for me the
following appeal: I am a young man and hav a family, and
I am tired of living in New York state working for another
man. I want for myself and family to work. I want to go
out where the earth, the air, and the sunlight are free. Now,
I wish some of the subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER would
giv me some idea of the government land in the Western
states. I see a great many articles printed in THE TRUTH
SEEKER that hav been written by parties who live in Colorado,
Iowa, Wyoming, Illinois, Wisconsin, Nebraska, and other
states. Will they please be so kind as to giv me some idea
of the land in their vicinity-land that I can liv on and
cultivate for five years and then call my own? Or, perhaps,
some Infidel is rich enough to giv me some land, for they are
very liberal people. They can notify me by letter. I am an
American and an In.fidel, and am not afraid to sign myself
S. D. JEFFERS.
as such.
TEXAS, MICH., July 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Is it necessary, in order to show our lack of
faith in prayer to a being no one knows anything about, to
resort to the orthodox style of writing Sunday-school yarns?
In your issue of June 11th S. P. Wood, of Kalamazoo,
Mich., tells a tale of horror, if true, of a small child slipping
into an eight-inch well, and that God, as usual, did not come
to the aid of the praying mother.
Now, the above story fully illustrates the non-interference
of the gods in· h•1man affairs. But, alas for the story! like
the Christian's account of the blasphemer that was turned
to fire, it lacks the element of truth. I hav lived in Kalamazoo county, Mich., over fifty years, and never heard of
such an accident; and, to add to the impossibility-of such an
account being true, there is not known such a rocky ledge
within fifty miles of Kalamazoo.
No use telling Sunday-school stories to wipe out faith in a
prayer-answering God. Let the faithful believer point to one
well-authenticated case where the gods respond·ed to the cry
of a grief-stricken mother.
L. S. BuRDICK.
FoRT MADISON, IA., July 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for subscription clue.
I hav been expecting to get one or two names to send in with
mine, and in fact hav one partly promised, but am too busy
to see them now. I shall work for them all the same after
sending mine.
I .am very much pleased with the way you conduct the
paper, and notwithstanding we do not agree on the subject
of immortality, still I hav not one word of censure.
Of course, we are all well pleased with Brother Putnam.
He is a genial, good fellow, and a gentleman "from the
ground up." He gave me much more than I care to claim
when he wrote me a Spiritualist, for I am quite sure 95 per
cent of the phenomena is fraud for money.making. I. am
''rock-rooted" on the continued existence philosophy, and
l1av no fears that my individuality will ever be destroyed;
and to the friends who en'tertain similar views (and all
others) I wish to extend a cordi~! "shake "-failing here,
to be given on the other shore; or, as our Christian friends
my, "beyond the bounds of time and space."
J. R. TEWKSBURY.
AYER, MAss., July 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I felt well repaid for going three miles in the
hot sun and returning in the dark (though with more light
than when I went) to listen to the inspiring words of that
champion of Freethought, L. K. Washburn. His avalanche
of logic and truth, exposing the superstition, ignorance,
fraud, and pretense of the C8ristians, fell serenely on the fullfledged Freethinkers, while it was quite too warm for the
pinfeathered tribe, and altogether too much light for those
just emerging from the orthodox shell, who had not suppoeed
the world was so full of light. The orthodox were grieved
11nd chagrined to see their idols thus smitten by the sword of
trnth which proceeded out of the mouth, and turned every
way to guard the way of the tree of life-the freedom of
man, woman, and child.
And the wail that was afterward heard : '' Oh, if we only
}lad the power the gh~r~h OD.Ifi;J !l!!-d -·c- ..,.,. .. u b.u~t t~I:!S~

Infidels down ! They should no more endanger our craft.
We would accept their blood in lieu of the blood of Christ!"
This inspired apostle of truth challenged the Christians to
show wherein they carried out the precepts of their divine
master, but it was much easier to show wherein they did not
than wherein they did. When the lecturer compared the
Bible to John Bunyan's" Pilgrim's Progress," I was reminded
of Bunyan's "holy war," prophetic of the battle now being
fought-the bombardment of eye-gate and eat-gate. The
bolts, bars, and keepers are inside, short of ammunition, acting only on the defen~iv, and their sure surrender is only a
question of time.
The cheerful faces of the Freethinkers evi"nced their love
of music-the rattling of the dry bones of historic Christianity; while the Dhristians wore mourning for their wounded
idols, and their sad faces showed how painfully they swapped
human affections for the love of the deities-left the warm,
growing, green earth {or the skies. The protracted prayermeetings were proof that they loved darkness rather than
light.
I should say Brother Washburn was a good commander of
heavy artillery, and is well practiced with siege guns. His
early experience as a sharp-shooter while in the church was
good practice for the heavy work. Long may he liv to
break the shell of superstition and let the oppressed go free
and giv sight to the blind, is the confident hope of
Yours truly,
ELIJAH MYRICK.
HaNNIBAL, Mo., July 10, 1887 ..
MR. EDITOR: You hav doubtless been informed that a
separation of the Moralist Society of this city has taken
place. I feel it to be a duty, which is mine in common-with
others who are cognizant of the facts and equally interested.·
to giv without undue emphasis an impartial account of this
so-called separation. The objects for which this societv
was formed are briefly and plainly set forth in its co~
stitutional declaration of principles : " To promote the
development of a general diffusion ·of knowledge on all
subjects appe_rtaining to the amelioration of the 1Juman race,
and that enlightened reason is the highest tribunal known to
man by which we are to be condemned or exonerated. No
dogmatical acknowledgment is required as a prerequisit to
membership. But the sole requirement, aside from social
and moral fitness, is an acquiescence in all the elementary
truths of human intelligence, and the right to think on
any and all subjects as to them may seem best; and, above
all, to show charity and tolerance, which alone constitute
what is.known as Liberalism."
These claims were contained in the c-onstitution when the
Spiritualists joined the society about six years ago, since
which time there has been a most perfect unanimity on
all questions of Liberalism, no Spiritualistic discourse having in that time been delivered before the societv.
Actuated by these sentiments, the Spirituali~tic portion
hav given their most hearty cooperation, having in view the
highest aims and purposes of the society.
About a month ago a few discontents, for no known cause,
calling themselvs Agnostics, sought to break up the society
by first getting possession of all the property belonging
to the society. They then induced the superintendent to
order a called meeting on a very short notice, and passPd a
resolution, declaring the Spiritualistic portion of the society
separated from the society. No question of this kind had
ever been brought before or discussed by the society. They
then held a meeting among themselvs, and made and adopted
an amendment to the Moralist constitution, debarring all
" Christians, Spii-itualiAts, and free-lovers from membership
in the society." The Moralist Society met in regular session
at its quarterly meeting on the first Sunday iii July, and
ignored entirely the proceedings of this called meeting, on
the ground that as no belief or unbelief is a fundamental
principle of the society, therefore. the position taken is unconstitutional, and cannot be made a cause of separation.
J. B. CHESLEY.
NEWPORT, ME., July 25, 1887.
_ MR. EDITOR : I cannot satisfy my conscience till I tell you
and the readers of your truly valuable paper what my feelings were while reading Parker Pillsbury's book, " The
Plague and Peril of Monopoly."
So deep down was I stirred that I wanted every man and
woman in the world to read it. Is that book, full of startling
facts, to be read by a comparativly few, when it ought to be
scattered broadcast and read by millions? Unless the peo.
ple awake to a realization of the true condition they are in,
another ''sea. of blood " is sure to come to this nation. When
he says, "Oh, but th.ere is such a need of intelligence everywhere!" my soul was sick and sarl, because it is true. While
the people hav been, and are, asleep, they are being bound
hand and foot. To me the situation is appalling, and I fear
that only the thunder of another bloody revolution will awake
them. I earnestly hope the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
will send for thousanrls of copies of this book.
,
But what is the cause of this f~arful condition of things?
How came this about? How did a few become so vastly
rich? By what power rlo they hold all the wealth? Has pay
for the use of money. called usury or interest, been the cause
6f bringing the people to the state of slavery they are in?
There is, there must be, some great underlying cause for this
appalling state of things, and unless the people know why
they are in bondage, why a few hold these vast estates, why
thair incomes are so enormous, we make but slow progress
toward a solution of this momentous question. Could men
amass the vast amount of wealth they rlo if it were not for the
pay they got for the use of money, called interest ? I am in
earnest about this intensely important subject. Who will
answer it?
To ''A Poor Man from Kent" I will say, the first thing
for the people to do is to demand of the government that it
ta~e 1·;:, j70bb~r hands O\Jt r~ ·"~ ~n,-'"' 1 'l'B poc~!Jts; tll!lt it

shall repeal a great many laws; and that it stop "making '•
laws. I want law-makers, state and national, to stop legalizing crime. Countless millions of clays' work are done every
year by the poor to get money to pay for the use of money,
called interest, when it should be free. Never until this sys.
tern of infernalism, interest on money, is stopped can the
people hav their rights.
I want the people to demand of the government that it
abolish the army ·and navy immediately. Armies are kept
for the sole and only purpose to keep the people from assert.
ing their rights. It costs billions of days' work of the pro.
ducers to support this entirely useless, disgraceful affair, an
army and navy.
I want the government to abolish their custom houses, and
giv us free trade. When the army is disbanded, and those
legalized robbers, custom-house officers, and the soldiers go
to work, there will be. millions less paupers to support, which
will do a great deal to help the poor to a home.
And now a word about going home sober. As it has been
hu-ndreds of years th11t the stomach has been a receptacle for
all manner of abominable food, it will take a long while for
men to get a natural, healthy appetite, so I will not discuss
that question, though it would be a pleasure to do so.
To me it is very easy to see" if no land is to be sold," every.
~me would hav a plenty.
When people stop selling the land,
men will not hav to build a house on "land belonging to
another." Every man has a natural right to land enough by
a reasonable amount of labor for a home, and the vandal
hand of the usurer should never touch it, and it never should
be taxed, Henry George to the contrary notwithstanding.
"The debts of our country." If you mean the" public.
debt," so-called, I say, if the people were not slaves they
would never pay another dollar, for it has already been paid
in principal and interest. And as for private debts, so-called,
when the interest equals the principal, the debt is paid.
Whether "the capitalist puts in more hours than the pcor
man" is of not much consequence. In every kind of business in"
the world there should be cooperation, and finally community life, where they shall "hold all things common," and
work for love. This, and this only, will prove to be the
panacea for all the ills or woes that affi.ict the race. Neveruntil the people stop working for pay, and grow to a condition of true human brotherhood, and work each for the good
of all, will there be peace on earth and good
among men.
and women. Upon that principle I hav Worked for many
years. Brother, will you join my church?
SEWARD MITCHELL.

will

BURLINGToN, KAN., July 4, 1887.
To ELMIN.A.: You are sixty-three, and I am sixty~ nine. We
hav lived to witness many changes in. the arts and sciences,.
in mechanics, and in politics and religion. The railroads forthe transportation of passengers and freight from the rockbound coast of the East to the Golden Gate of the West, and
from the frozen regions of the North to the summer land of
the South, were unknown when you and I were enjoying ourchildhood days. And we can realize, too, that in politics.
and religion we hav not progressed as in the above-named
sciences and mechanics.· We well remember when we had
in our United States Senate chamber senators who were men
of renown-a Webster, Calhoun, Silas Wright, Henry Clay,
Hayens of South Carolina, Louis Cass of Michigan, and
others who were noted for their patriotism and integrity.
·we had no sleuthhound of the ilk of Comstock sneaking
around the national capital to approach senators and representativs to buy them for a few shekels to support his inquisitorial schemes to decoy innocent people into his construction
of crime in violating his ob<cenity laws, emanating from his
bigoted and superstitious mind, and a clan of inquisitors
called the Young Men's Christian Aswciation, endeavoring,
with other Christian parties; to get control of our government. And, our Congress having retrogratlerl from the high
position that it occupied in those days into a body (with few
exceptions) of millionaires and attorneys for the railroads,
banking and other monopolies, we can realize how those infamous laws were enacted that you are arrested under and
condemned as a criminal by an unprincipled, subsidized
press, and an ignorant populace who are controled by the
priesthood and dishonest politicianA, for endeavoring to educate the people on the baneful influence of intemperance on
themselvs and their posterity. But you know that according
to the Christian standard of morals (the Bible), one of
the first commands given to Adam and Eve was to be fruitful, multiply, and replenish the earth. And the clergy will
not be condemned for not trying to fulfil the comm_and.
And Paul, who is the author of two-thirrls of the New Testament, advises that if a man take a virgin unto himself, let
him do whatsoever he will to her. There is no sin; let them
marry.
Elmina, I hav learned that there are too many of our professed Liberals who are not free from their superstitious
notions of obeying unjust laws which hav been enacted by
ignorant and unprincipled legislators. 'Phe Comstock obscenity law, as I understaad, was passed by our Congress in,
the last small hours of a session, when the members were
more or less asleep under the effect of intoxicating beverages
and anxious to adjourn and go home. The law demonitizing silver in 1873 was enacted under similar circum8tances,
and- members acknowledge since that they did not under_
stand the features of the bill; and the . president (Grant)
pleaded the same ignorance for his dereliction of duty after
he approved it.
I hav cited you a few of the many unjust laws enacted in
the last twenty years in the interest of church and a corrupt
state, and proving that our civilization is very deficient in
moral principle.
You are arrested under the notorious Comstock law, and
condemned as a criminal and felon for committing no offense,
~tgainst the rigo.t:: ~ ~ n.l!J :people, but to satisfy an ignorant.
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Mr. Beecher could si~gle out but one of the abominable lies, may be opened, and when the water. may hav flown in
and it seemed as though he dare not expose the others. But around the steamer, she may be floated out into the river and
we are gratified and thankful for humanity's sake that the steam away to the ocean.
efforts of great men are engaged to correct some of the misNow, I will ask my fellow-gawkies why it is that we don't
takes and errors of the creeds.
S. WEsT.
build any such docks at New York, to which some one will
say, " Why, you goose, don't you know that the tide doesn't
CITY OF FARIBAULT, MINN., July 12, 1887.
ebb and flow to the extent of nearly thirty feet at New York;,
MR. EDITOR : Fully realizing the valu,e of your time, still I as it does at Liverpool?" To which I would say, "Why,
feel it a duty to encroach upon it far enough, at least, to yes, old gander, but we hav the beautiful Hudson at New
render to you most sincere and hearty thanks for the favors York, and by building a lock, that might raise the water to
shown me. I received the ANNUAL of 1886, and hav read it a bight of forty feet, and a capacity to hold a hundred vescarefully. It contains several very useful hints and sugges- sels at a time, about forty or fifty miles from the city, on that
NEw ERA, Mron., July 4, 287.
tions, besides much information which I shall use as seed river, and then, for a distance of eight or ten miles below
MR. EDITOR: We in this county are literally enshrouded when I go out again to sow. I alw"ays scatter a little that lock, on both sides of the river, construct our docks,
by Christian ignorance and Christian bigotry ; nevertheless, seed upon every field that I pass by, and hav caused several they would hav a better foundation, n.ot cost half so much,
I am glad when I can send even a small order to THE TRUTH people to stare when I hav called their attention to the and be far better protected from a foreign enemy than the
SEEKER office. I am not quite alone, but I at times feel very enormous amount of church property that is untaxed, and great docks at Liverpool, which are within easy range of the
lonely and poor because ostracism in its most virulent form several other points. I believe I hav a little mission on th.is guns of ships in the Irish Sea. This great lock on the Hudis ever present.
JoHN M. LoGAN, M.D.
earth, and, as I am able, I shall labor for the upbuilding of son might be made to open ami. close op.ce every hour, for
the temple of truth, and razing of the old ruin of error, that the accommodation of passing vessels.
LEoN, !A., July 18, 287.
the hoot-owls of superstition and priestcraft may be without
Were all this done, the people of New York and Brooklyn
Mn. EDITOR: Miss Katie Kehm, of Ottumwa, Iowa, gave a resting-place in our land. Faribault is the head and front
two lectures near Leon, Iowa-out-door meetings-subjects, of Episcopalianism in the Northwest, and here it has its might be notified that, if they persist in remaining where
" Religion of Humanity," and "The Influence Christianity bishop, its schools-which cost hundreds of thousands of dol- they are, themsel vs and their property might suffer the conHas on the Minds of the Risiog Generation." They were de- lars, the finest imd most magnificent buildings of our beauti- sequences;. in which case they would move up to the vicinity
livered July 10th and 17th to good audiences, and were a ful city. Here, also, is the place where they (the Christians) of the lock, graving-docks, and navy yard, and build a new
and much better city, with streets a hundred feet wide, and,
J. W. LoNG.
success in every particular.
boasted, two years ago, when I had been here but a few in the middle of them, and from crossing to crossing, a row
months, that if I did not " join" they would starve me of trees containing one of every kind of tree that grows in
.
EAsT OrTo, N.Y., July18, 1887.
out
in six months. 'If any of our folks. come this way, please our American forests, and two eucalyptus-trees between each
Mn. EDITOR: Not receiving TnE TRUTH S&EKEl~ as usual,
I reasoned that its failure to appear was my own fault, as I call, and we won't let you starve. I am enlisted for life, and crossing. ·on either side of this row 9f trees there should be
had not-renewed my subscription for the present year, which mean to light it out and die in the ranks, starve or otherwise. a ten-foot sidewalk. Tlien New York would be the most
Belief avails nothing, therefore- it is folly for me to say salubrious city in the world, and entirely beyond the reach
I now hasten to send you, together with a new subscriber.. I
feel your paper is a necessity, and I do not intend to do what I believe, but I believe in a supreme power. I don't of foreign enemies, all(' entirely free from the ten-foot rise
without it, and the least that I can do is to wish you weH know much of that power, and the little knowledge I do and fall of the tide that now annoys the shipping there. An
possess does not prove him a fiend. I teach that if there is honest, an eminent civil engineer, such as General John Newand renew promptly.
immortality for man (which I hope, and trust, and fully be- ton, might de~ign and superintend the construction of the
. Inclosed please find $5 for the same and oblige,
lieve there is), man's happiness, then as now, will de- whole work, and the profit to the people would be immense.
Yours truly,
CLARK BuROHARD.
pend upon not what he has believed, but upon what he has
GEOI!GE NEWTON.
done. Good works,
pure life, a noble life, a life devoted
lvlARSHFIELD, On., June 25, 1887.
SALEM, !A., ,July 10, 287.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $3, for which we wish to the welfare of his fellow-men, a life upon which a man
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me space for a word. It is exyou to send us TnE TRUTH SEEKER.
may look back without regret, will enable him to look forMr. Putuam, your famous lecturer, ha3 just been here ward without fear. I also teach that there is no forgivness tremely queer that any reasonable. man or woman can be so
sowing Freethought seeds. I think in time there will spring. for sin, nor punishment, except in the remembrance of the extremely foolish as to support a cause which is degrading to
up a tree of liberty of thought even here, where the,re are crime, which is always with us, whether we liv seventy or mankind, when a careful research is made and r·eason is the
two churches among a population of five hundred.
seventy, million of years. Rewards and punishments are ruler suprPme. How can mau believe he is on the down
Mr. Putnam left a part of himself here in the way of books with us and in us, and are not from God, nor Jesus, who grade? Yet the ecclesiastical curs say that man is getting
of his own writing. I hav read " Adami and Hev~," "Lend could bestow immortality no more than any other _Jew or worse. Historr and reason tell us that we are on the
a Hand," "Problt:ms of the Universe," "Waifs and Wan- any other man, nor yet rob memory's urn of one grain of dust. progress instead1 of ou the decline. Never could I believe
I write this to you that you may know something about the most holy Bible was so outlandish, contradictory, absnrd,
derings," and "A Lay Sermon" by Robert G. Ingersoll; and
I think when I get them all properly digested I will be a me, and the effort that I am making ; not because I feel that and childish until I read it through carefully. At last I am
pretty good Liberal. He was kindly received here, even by it is great, but that, if you will be so very kirid, you may cor- thoroughly disgusted with anything that has anything but
those who differed with him in his theological views. Per- rect me where I go astray, and giv me truth where I hav reason and humanity for its basis. My parents arc both in
the mire of superstition ; so deep there is no chance for
haps he has already sent you the nice little notices both pa- error.
I intend to devote my whole time and attention to this reason. I am going to do all that lies in my power for the
pers here gave him. Mr. Putnam, as well as being a good
lecturer, is quite a romancer; "Waifs and Wanderings" I matter as soon as I am able to do so, fully realizing that I advancement of liberty and fraternity. I came not to send
liked very much.- Fiction is a part of literature, I think, must go out without recommendation or favor, with division, but unity and love; not as the founder of Christianthat should be true to our human nature in the characters, organized bands of church wolves to bark at my heels-but ity, but to the contrary. It made me fairly shudder when I
read" Tile Church and Its Influence," by John Peck, and
even if the plot is somewhat fairy-like. Fiction is read more also satisfied that truth is mighty and must prevail.
than any other literature; our boys stuff their pockets with
If I dared,J would ask a question. Why not fix upon some other correspondence of Jike character. When l think
dime novels, and our girls read them inside their grammars some time to date from that will not divide time _into two of the unspeakable cruelty of the church, it makes me wonder
at school. I sometimes think if we could weave something parts? Why hav a B.o. and an A.D.? Why not fii upon a how man can uphold such things. Church-members say the
in this for the good of the young no better wor:k could be date that all historical literature and events can be arranged church was right, but I say, Nay! I wish the influence of
along upon a straight line? What do we care about when the church was trampled under foot; we would. be the betdone.
.
ter. Many hav told me that all advancement was due the
My husband had not made up his mind to take TnE Jesus was born?
TRUTH SEEKER when Mr. Putnam was here. Will you please
Now, thanking you for your patience, if you hav been church, but when they are sounded they will quail and say
tell me who George Francis Train was, what kind of a patient, I will close with the names of some whom I think it is not for them to argue the case, but I will lile damned
writer he was, and if he is living now?
E. A. H.
would be pleased to receive a copy of your paper, and who if I do not believe all their nonsense-that nothing but the
[George Francis Train is an eccentric philosopher, at might subscribe. You will, of course, use your judgment blood of Jesus will keep me from where fire-and-brimstone is
plenty. I cannot go such foolishness. I believe that the
Dn. SEELEY.
present Jiving in New York. He is about sixty years of age, as to sending the sample copies.
way to get to heaven is to be honest, upright, and kind
only
and spends his time in Madison Square Park among the
HAVANA, CuBA, June 29, 1887.
in all things, and the better we are the better off we are. I
children. He has been wealthy, but is believed to hav lost
FELLOW TRUTH SEEKERS : I don't desire to bore you with sometimes think that the author of the "Religion of Science"
the greater part of his money. He is a rather witty writer,
worthless
trash, and, knowing that we hav at the helm the is about right, but still I cannot tell exactly. But the theory
though more noted for his eccentric style than any greatmerit. He is generally regarded as a" crank."-En .. T. S.] veritable Franklin of the age, Mr. Eugene Macdonald, to of evolution comes more near to filling the bill than anything
hold me in check, I will now lay before you a few ideas rei- I hav read. Nature is the only go:l I recognize. I am in
BusHNELL, hL., July 15, 1887.
ativ to what I deem one of j;he most important subjects of doubt as to whether there is a future existence, but if there
MR. EDITOR : I hR.V read Mr. R. G. Ingersoll's tribute to our time.
is not, there is nothing lost by being honest in all things. Be
Henry Ward Beecher. It is a very fine production, and, I
I think I can safely predict that, ere long, England will hav so for principle's sake, not because of fear or reward, but for
suppose, very appropriately applied to the minister so long afloat guns that can be made to throw red-hot shot a distance the general good of mankind-using the words of our worthy
the ruling star of Plymouth church. He seemed to use all of twenty miles; and I think that I can now giv the plans for president, Robert G. Ingersoll. I neither want· his heaven,
there is in genius's thought upon the great theologian. Yet a gun that would do it. Had England such guns-and we nor fear his hell; any God who is so fiendish and bloodit se.ems to me he was very much limited in his task as far as don't know but that she has-and were she to go to war with thirsty as the God of the B1ble does not deserve the praise
theology was concerned. The denunciation of endless pun- us, she might steam along at full speed off Long Island, and and flattery of anyone, but rather the contrary. He has
ishment by Mr. Beecher seemed to giv Mr. Ingersoll his leisurely lay New York and Brooklyn in one vast expR.nse of broken every commandment he set forth but one, and that is
greatest admiration for Beecher. It was that dogma of the ruins; or, instead thereof, place the United States under the first~tb.at no gods shall be before him. As I think of
orthodox creed that Mr. Beecher denounced as without jus- bonds to the extent of thousands of millions of dollars in or- this it fills me with pity for such a poor, deluded people who
tice, mercy, or goodness that secured the esteemed admira- der to save those cities, and the wealtb. therein contained- would let such a tyrant be tl~ir guide. Reason rejects
tion. True, Mr. Ingersoll speaks highly of that bravery, in- which wealth has, to a great extent, been hoarded up there such as the word of God; reason asks for something of a
dependence, and moral courage that Mr. Beecher possessed, in the form of magnificent edifices by a goodly number of higher nature than the so.called holy Bible.
Again, how can women-who bav been so oppressed by this
before which many theologians would quail with intimida- scheming, swindling, Tweedy, Sharp fellows who hav suction, also of the great preacher's magnanimity, his enlarged, ceeded by and through swindling tricks· that they, for a long· Jehovah and the book claimed to be his word-oh, how
generous, and liberal views when directed and molded by time, hav been playing upon the gawkies throughout our en- can they submit to the atrocious crimes committed against
them by this book and its priests? It is a wonder they are so
his reflections on the investigation of nature, and of the great tire Union.
goodness of his heart. These all received a share, and probAfter England, or any other foreign power, in collusion silent, yet the majority of church membership are women.
ably not too much, oi the great orator's eulogy. That bight with our capitalists at home, might hav succeeded in thus The men ought to go to their rescue. I wish all Liberals
of goodness, -charity, and mercy that Mr. Beecher reached in securing against us bonds to tlte extent of thousR.nds of mill- would unite to denounce such as an imposition.
There are several Liberals in this community, who do not ·
his expression and declaration, "I will not serve a God who ions of dollars, the gawkies, throughout our Union, would
llas an endless punishment for his subjects," furnishes the be compelled to writhe under an onerous and burdensome care to subscribe for a Freethought paper, but wr10 giv the
greatest boom for· the tribt1te. The ability of the man Vvas taxation to pay the interest on those bonds and for their final preachers lots of trouble, and tltey are the best of citizens.
I hav been a reader of TnE TRUTli Si>KK&R for nearly a
good; the rejection of everlasting punishment one of his liquidation. Oh, what another great haul the capitalists
year, and I am very thankful we hav such papers to
greatest acts. He seemed to add to his merits by adding to , would rake in from the gawldes!
the character of God.
Were you to go to Liverpool you would behold magnificent strengthen the sensible. I am lost without it. lt has been
But the real Liberals in general, whether those born at Mr. graving-docks there, extending for eight cr ten miles along given me by a friend, as I was so . pinched to get along that
Beecher's time or since, will ask for a more thorough denun- the Mersey, into which docks, when the tide is high, the I could not rake and scrape enough to spare to subscrip~,
ciation of theological falsehoods-the doctrin of original largest steamer may ride with absolute safety, and after six but hope this will not always be the case.
A LIJlERAL.
sin, the fall of man, the son of God from the ghost; and hours, when the tide may hav gone down, the water-tight
Virgin Mary story, the vicarious atonement, and the forgiv- gates of that great granit apartment may be closed, and the
TJIE TRUTH S&EKEI~ CoMPANY's Catalog of Frcethought,
ness of sins, not from the one against whom you hav sinned, steamer left perfectly high and dry for inspection, repairs, or Reform, and Scientific Ijooks will qe mailed free to any ac~~
,and many more abs!J.rd illeas l!!- t~~ ort~wdox creeclR. Y~t . for preservation; and, whell cl()sireq. tge !!"f!.teR 11-t high tide I dress upon appliclj.tioll.

priest-ridden populace, and an unprincipled, superstitious,
and bigoted priestcraft. And you .are not alone. Seven men
. are confined in prison in Chicago for committing no crime,
but exercising the right of the freedom of speech contrary to
the dictum of the monopolistic power and a subsidized press,
and the ignorance of the court, jury, and people. What will
be the end it ·is difficult to divine. I cannot assist you financially, for I am crippled with rheumatism in my feet, hands,
and arms, and hav.given up all manual ·labor, and it is diffi ..
cult to write. Hopin~ that you will be liberated, I remain,
Your friend,
CHRTs. BROWN.
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Qlornir.

EditM. by Miss SusAN H. WxxoN, Fall
Ri'Der, Mass., to "'lwm all Oommunication8f0'1'
:his a~ should be sent.
·"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

A Midsummer Song.
Oh ! father's gone to market town ; he was up before the day,
And Jamie's after robins, and the man is making
hay,
And whistling down the hollow goes the boy that
minds the mill, ·
While mother from the kitchen door is callinll'
with a will,
" Polly ! Polly! the cows are in the corn !
Oh! where's Polly?"
From all the misty morning air there comes a
summer sound, ·
A murmur as of waters from skies, and trees, and
ground;
The birds they sing upon the wing, the pigeons
bill and coo,·
And over hill and hollow rings again the loud
halloo,
"Polly! Polly ! the cows are in the corn !
Oh ! where's Polly?"
Above the trees the humming-bees swarm by with
buzz and boom,
And in the field and !larden a hundred flowers
bloom,
Within the farmer's meadow a brown-eyed daisy
blows,
And down at the edge of the hollow a red and
thorny rose.
But, "Polly ! Polly! the cows are in the corn !
Oh! where's Polly?"
How strange at such a time of day the mill should
stop its clatter !
The farmer's wife is listening now, and wonders
what's the matter.
Oh ! wild birds are singing in the wood and on
the hill,
While whistling up the hollow goes the boy that
minds the mill.
But, "Polly ! Polly I the cows are in the corn !
Oh! where's Polly?"

People Will Talk.
Yon may get through the world, but •twill be very
slow,
If you listen to all that is said as you go;
You'll be worried and fretted, and kept Ill a stew,
For meddlesome tongues will hav something to
doFor people will talk.
If quiet and modest, you'll hav it presumed
That your humble position is only assumed,
You're a wolf in sheep's clothing, or else you're a
• fool!
But don't g~t excited-keep perfectly coolFor people will talk.
And then if you show the least boldness of heart,
Or a slight inclination to take your own part,
'fhey will call you an upstart, conceited, and
vain;

But keep straight ahead-don't stop to explainFor people will talk.
If threadbare your dress, or old-fashioned your
hat,
Some one will surely ta\ e notice of that,
And hint rather litrong that you can't pay your
way,

But don•t get excited whatever they sayFor people will talk.
If you dress in the fashion, don't think to escape,
For they crJtlcJse then in a d1fferent ~hape;
You're ahead of your means, or your tailor's unpaid;
But mind your own business-there's naught to
be madeFor people will talk.
Now, the best way to do is to do as you please,
For your own mind, if you hav one, will then be
ease.
Of course you will meet with all sorts of abuse ;
But don't think to stop them-it ain't any use. For people will talk.

How }'Jo!;sie Went }'ishing.
Flossie is a dear little girl aqout eight years
of .age. She is very kind-hearted and very
affectionate. She loves the beautiful in
Nature, and is extremely fond of flowers.
Many a bouquet has she brought me, and
many bunches of beautiful wild grasses.
Once at the close of the day she walked with
me to the post-office, and while we were
walking along on the plank sidewalk, talking
of one thing and another, all at once she ran
down the bluff, screaming, "Oh, see them !
the darling· sweet- pea blossoms ! " She
plucked the lovely flowers q~ickly, and came
running with them to me. " Here, Miss
Wickerson "-she a! ways calls me Miss Wickorson-said she, \'take them; they are so
pretty to grow so near the water!"
But I was to ·tell you how she went fishing.
She had made me a little call one day, and
then ran down to the water. She was gone
so long I feared something had befallen her,
and went myself to see what she was about.
As I went down the step~ leading to the

water's edge, I beheld Flossie seated on a
rock, not far from the big rock Jumbo, and,
leaning over, she seemed to be gazing into
the water.
" What are you doing, Flossie, dea.r ?" I
inquired.
''Why, I'm fishing," said she. "I've
caught five already!"
And, sure enough, there lay five little
fishes-minnows, I guess they were-on the
rock beside her.
She had a long blade of beach grass, and
on the one end she had tied a little piece of
the flesh of a mussel for bait, and with tl:yl.t
she was catching fish.
"I thought," said she, "I would try to
catch enough for Bonnie's supper. Now,
Miss Wickerson, won't you please to fry
them for that poor little dog's supper?"
"They are too small, I believe. But don't
you think, Flossie, my dear, that it is cruel
to catch these pretty fishes?" I said.
"Why, Miss Wickerson," said she, gravely,
"you know there's no hook on the grass ; if
there had been they might hav been hu1·ted."
"Well, but they are out of their nativ
element; and see, dear "-and I pointed at
one-" how this one pants, and the others
are nearly, if not quite, dead."
Flossie mused a moment, and then said,
solemnly, " Miss Wickerson, I think they
are better ojfted dead!"
''Why so?" I asked.
" Well, they are young and good now, and
innocent. If t:Qey lived to grow up into big
fishes, they might get" to be mean and steal
some baby-fishes and eat them, and then the
baby-fishes' mamma might cry and feel badly
about it. And then, too, they might get
a hook in their throats, and their mouths
would bleed, and they might be caught with
a hook-yes, and be put in a boat, with the
hot sun beating down upon them all day,
while the fishermen smoked cigars in their
eyes! Oh, yes, I think, Miss Wickerson,
they are much better ojfted to die this way!"
I was greatly amused ·at this quaint logic,
and while she put two of the larger ones in
my hand to take home to " fry for Bonnie's
supper," she q!lietly dropped the other three
back into the water, and was rejoiced to see
them float away as lively as ever.
" I hope they'll know enough to go straight
home and behave themselvs," said she, "and
not be frolicking about until they get nabbed
by an eel or a shark-the foolish little fishes."
S.H. W.
--------~.--------

Earliest Methods of Measuring Time.

flkolnmn.
Liberal Lesson Leaves.
SERIES.-NO. 6. FOROE AND MOTION.
41. F'orce.-We hav seen that by virtue of
mobility (12) bodies may be moved. Anything which thus tends to move a body is a
force. If a body be moving, its motion may
be increased, diminished, or altered by a
force. Force may be defined as any cause
which tends to alter the condition of rest or
motion of a body.
42. Velocity.- Velocity is the distance
which a body moves in a unit of time. Velocity may be expressed in different units according to circumstances. We speak of velocities of so many meters or feet per second,
kilometers or miles per hour, etc. On the
C. G. S. system the unit of velocity is one
centimeter per second.
·
43. Table of Velocities.- The following table
is useful for the information it contains ; it
will also show some of the different ways in
which velocity may be expressed. It is
partly taken from Ganot's "Physics." Of
course, the values given are only approximations, but they will serve to giv a general
idea. The numbers given in the table may
be taken as about the average.
feet
meters
per second. per second.
Military quick step,
4.6
1.4
Moderate wind,
10
3
Fast sailing vessel,
18
5.5
Channel steamer,
22
7
50
Racehorse,
15
100
Eagle,
30
120
Carrier pigeon,
38
1,090
Sound,
332
Shot from Armstrong gun, 360
1,180
Martini-Henry rifle bullet, 405
1.330
roiles
kilometer
p~r hour.
per hour.
Railway train,
25 to 60
40 to 100
Storm,
55
85
Hurricane,
100
160
kilometer
miles
per second. · per second.
Light,
aoo,ooo
186,000
44 . .Mass.-We ~hall learn later that the
weight of a body varies slightly at different
places, but it is evident that the quantity of
matter remains the same wherever it may be.
Mass is the quantity of matter which a body
contains. The same units are used for mass
as for weight. We speak of a mass of a
gram, kilogram, ounce, pound, etc. A gram
is the· quantity of matter contained in one
cubic centimeter of water at its greatest
density-that is, at 4° C.
45 . .Momentum:-Momentum is the quantity of motion which a body possesses. It is
evidently proportional to the velocity and to
the mass; therefore, it is proportional to the
velocity multiplied by the mass. Hence, to
find the momentum of a body, multiply its
mass by its velocity. When a body is at re5t
it has no momentum, for its velocity is zero.
A mMs of 20 grams, having a velocity of
10 em. per second, has the same momentum
·as a mass of 10 g. with· a velocity of 20 em.,
or of 5 grams with a velocity of 40 em. The
momentum in each case will be seen to
be 200.
46. Reflection of .Motion.- By elasticity,
bodies in collision will hav the direction of
their motion changed ; such motion is said
to~be reflected. The bouncing of balls and
marbles when dropped on the ground are
examples of reflected motion ; also, the
rebound of billiard-balls from the cushion
of the table.
47. Law of Reflection.-The angle formed
by the direction before collision with perpendicular to the surface of contact is the
angle of incidence ; that formed after contact
is the angle of reflection.
The angles of incidence and reflection are
equal and in the same plane. This is the law
of reflection, and is equally true for all kinds,
whether of ordinary motion, or of sound,
heat, or light.
Expe1iment.-Roll a billiard-ball along the
table, so that it will strike the cushion, and
observe that the angle made with the cushion
before contact is equal to that after contact.
The same thing occurs when a ball is rolled
a•ong the floor so as to hit the wall; the
angles before and after contact are equal.
Since the angles made with the cushion
or wall are equal, it follows that the angles
made with the perpendiculars to the cushion
or wall are equal. This experiment, therefore, proves the law of reflection.
GEO. G. GROWER.
PRYSIOAT~

thnndAr waR ll.eard-how many feet off did th~
hghtnir !(strike? A. 5 450ft.
4. If t.he report of a 1mn be heard two seconds
a.fter firing, how many meters distant is it? A.
664m.
5. If it tA.kes light 498 seconds to reach the earth
from the snn, how mR.ny miles distant is the sun 't
A. Ahout. 92,500,000 miles.
6. How ma.n ·· lnlometers distant is the sun T .A.
NearlY 150,000.000 km.
7. What is the mass of three liters of pure water'!'
A. 3,000 grams.
8. A man weighing 65 kg. is walking at the rate
of 1.4 m. per second-what is his momentum'!'
A. 91.
'
9. Find hiR momentum in C. G. S. units. (Note.
We must reduce tbe weight to grams. and the
velnoity to em.) A. 9,100.000.
10. A mass of JO lhs lH moving with a velonil.y olf
60 feet per second-find its momentum. A. 600.

A Curious Story.
There is a tale told of a sea captain who,
in a distant corner of the southern seas, visited an undiscovered or unexplored group of
beautiful islands. After landing and trading
witq the gentle nativs, he was astonished by
the visit of a white man, evidently a person
of means .and consequence, who, after making himself very agreeable, implored the captain to giv him a story-book, if he had such
a thing in his possessi0n. The captain had,
and, deeply touched by the pigs and cocoanuts which the white exile had given him,
bestowed on him a copy of the " Arabian
Nights' Entertainments." Overcome by the
present, the exile burst into tears and cried,
"You bav saved my life, and given 'me rank
and wealth." On explanation, he said : "I
should long ago hav been eaten, but while
they were fattening me I learned enough of
their language to tell a child the story of
' Little Red Riding Hood.' The child repeated it, and the whole population were
mad with joy: Tltey ltad neve?' lteard a st01"Jj
bef0'1'e. From that day I became a great and
honored man. When they had a grand national festival, I sat on top of a hill, and
thousands wept (while some elderly relativ
was being cooked for a feast) at the cruel
death of the grandmother as caused by_ the
wicked wolf. I had with me a volume of
fairy tales, and I soon began to set a price on
my performances. ' Red Riding Hood' is
rather worn; I get only a hundred cocoanuts
for her now. But 'Cinderella' is still good
for four pigs and a turtle, and 'Beauty and
the Beast' brings six or seven, accoriling to
the quality. But with the 'Arabian Nights,.
I shall be able to· go on accumulating pork to.
the end of my rlays.''

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-REBUS.

The story is that King Alfred had no better
way to tell the time than by burning twelve
candles, each of which lasted two hours; and,
when all the twelve were gone, another day
had passed. Long before the time of Alfred,
An old saying.
and long before the time of Christ, the shado")V
of the sun told the hour of the day by m~ans
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN ORTLDREN'S OORNER,
JULY 23, 1887.
of a sun-dial. The old Chaldeans so placed a
1.-Fourth of July.
hollow hemisphere, with a bead in the center,
2.-Cowl (owl, cow).
that the shadow of the bead on the inner sur3.SPROUTS
face told the hour of the day. Other kinds
HORSE
of dials were afterward made with a tablet of
ACE
wood or straigllt piece of metal. On the tabH
lets were marked the different hours. When
CAR
HARPS
the shadow cam& to the mark IX, it was
SPIDERS
nine o'clock in the morning. The dial was
sometimes placed near the ground, or in
Correspondence.
towers of buildings. The old clock on the
eastern end of Faneuil Hall, in Boston, was
RuMNEY, N.H., July 18, 1887.
DEAR MISs WixoN: Just think, I am away
formerly a dial of this kind; and on some of
up in the mountains-mountains all around
the old church towers in England you may
us- they are so steep that I· ba v been only
see them to-day. Aside from the kinds menupon one. In the clear evening one can hear
tioned, the dials now in existence are intended
an echo. There is a little one called Pinmore for ornament than for use. In the days
nacle; the Indians had a fort upon it once,
when dials were used, each one contained a
and Indian arrowheads hav been plowed up.
At the base th~>t'e is a running brook where
motto of some kind, like these: "Time flies
we can catch fish. Forty-eight trout we had
like the shadow ; or, " I tell no hours but
for supper the other night; but, you must .
those that are happy."
know, some were very small.
But the dial could be used only in the day.
July 19th.-Yesterclay was stormy, and so
time, and, even then, it was worthless when
I stayed indoors all day ; but to-day is lovely.
There is a camphor refinery here-there are
the sun was covered with clouds. In order to
but seven in the country-it smells so strong
measure the hours of the night as well as the
it makes our eyes run water ; it is very hot
hours of the day; the Greeks and Romans
in the refinery. There are mica mines six or
used the clc:psydra, which means, " The
seven miles away. It is not very warm here,
water steals away." A large jar was filled
and we are all well, and hope you are all
well. With love to you and Mrs. Phillips.
with water, and a hole was made in the botFrom your little friend,
JosiE.
tom through which the water could run.
The glass in those days was not transparent.
No one could see from the outside how much
water had escaped. So there were made, on
the insirle, certain marks that told the hours
Paine, J efl'erson, Washington,
as the water ran out; or else a stick with
notches in the edge was dipped into the
Franklin.
water, and the depth of what was left showed
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·annal
the hour. Sometimes the water dropped into
Congresaof.tbe American Secular Union,
QUESTIONS.
in Chickering Hall, New Yorio.
another jar iri which a block of wood was
NoTE.-In solving problems relating to velocity,
November 13, 1886.
floating, the block rising as the hours went use
the values given m the table.
on. Once in a while, some very rich man
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
1. How m""'Y meters can an eagle fly in a minhad a clepsydra that sounded a musical note ute? A. 1,800 m.
Price 15 oen tR.
2. How many feet can it flv? A. S,OOO ft.
at every hour.-Popular Soience .Monthly.
3. Five seconds after a f!asJ:\ q~ l,igptning the
Mi\:r~s~ TliE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
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Ingersoll's Works.

THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
watches are tbe beMt and mo•t durable in tLe
world for little money, Pnces agam re<lllced.
Seven jewels, $25; 11 jewels, $27.50; 15 jew elM, •ao
Same, adjusttd to heat and c.ola, :pl-4.. Ladteh'• 7
j"weled, $20 ; 11, $22; 151 f28; wtth gmMs matde cap,
$3less; Louis XIV. style, ~3 more; ~ll best Am.,ncan hunting stem-wmdet·s; op~n face, gold cap,
$3less; open screw case, $5 les•; all caMeM accompanied by manufacturer'M and ID>' guarantee fot'
20 years. Above movements m 3 ouuc" Mtlver ·
caMes, $13 le~s; 4 ounce, $1~ leMM; 5 ounce, U0.50;
and 6 ounce, $9lcss. All guaranteed one year and
sent prbpaict, if on !me of American ExpresM
office or per registered mail, subject to approval
and c&sh refunded if not sattHfactory.
WATCH WORK.
Bend me your watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleanmg; sprmgs, $1 ; jeweltt.t $1, and 1 will
return in perfect ord.,t· prepatd. .HeMt spectacles
or eyeglasses in the worid, $1, prepaid in case.
Bend line finest prmt you can read 14 inches from
eyes Wtthout glasses.
OTTO WE'l'TB 1 EIN,
Hocbell.,, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
badge-pins and charms, and to Mend watch work
in lots. Ltberal discounts.

l'he Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lectures.~.. comprising, "The Gods\"
'' HumboldtJ~ "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and ".lieretics and Heresies."

'l'he Gh9sts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "'J.'he Declaration of Inde.Pendence," "About Farmin.g in Illinois,"
•· '!'he Grant Banque~t" "The ltev. Alexander
Olark," ... The PaMt .tttses before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Inger~oll."

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
.
interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Uhristian Religion. By R. G.
lngersoJ1 Judge Jeremiah B. Black, and Prof.
George .1!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
could be dehvered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand mission .. ry document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

lx.urex•soll's Tributes .
REDUCED IN PRICE,
I

Ingersoll Catec.hised: His Answers to

We hav made arr?"ngements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose Poems of 1\Ir. luger·
soli's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
Printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The titles are:

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
,the editor of the san Fl·anclscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'fhomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Obser·ver, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Adaress on the UivH .Rights BHL
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
[n~ersoll's Lectures Uomplete.

The Vision of War,

The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at Jlarry Miller's Grave.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for l\lr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all ills lectures, except tne !atest on " Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in hall
calf, library st>•le, and containing over 1,~U''
pages, which is· sold at the exceedingly Jm,
prwe of $5. Bent by maillJOstpaid.

'l'ributes.

The price of these het·etofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN OENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY CENTS.
Mailed Mecure
from bre;,ka.ge. Address THE THU1'H SEEKER
28LafayeHE' Pl .. New York.

There hav been so manJ

jj,pplications for .Mr. Iugersoll's ."Tribute to
His Brother," "The ViMion of War," the "Grant
Banquet ToaMt," and the recent address ove1
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that .they ha\
been printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22, ilJu
minated border, and in large, clear type, suita·
ble for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

This

new, book is a gem. It is a model in every respect.. In factl one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued.. It contains, besides the milebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famops "tributes "
heretofore printed iil various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day con·
versations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admirin!l' friends aB
a rare personal souvenir. To help 1t serve this
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ;>h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Price 1in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s1.1e, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style1 $4.50; m full Turke;l' morocco, gilt, exquistt!y :tine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

.A. Prose Poem.·

The T'IV.Uie Supplied at Special Discounts.
AddresR ~rHE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayett,e Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autoll.'raph, 50c.

ROMA N·I·s M,
Reported for the "Truth Seeloe'~" by
I. N. BAKER,
and'Printed by Pc;rmissiop of
the A~thor.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

OR

DANCER AHE ,:~D.
Tlw Reason Why a Good Roman Catholi
Cannot be a Uuoll Citizen of
this Republic.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1: cabinet, 40 nents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

By A • .J. GROVER.

J. E. Remsburg's Works .

Sabbath-Bt·eaking.

THE NINE DEMANDS

I
:~HE ONuY ~o~~EGill

This is the best·

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a r&tional point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is tl.iscuMsed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination ol
SundaL Arguments; Origin of Christian Bab·
bath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
a.bb ath during the li'Itddle Ages: The Puritan
abbath; Test1mony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPtes, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

li~ious and Political L1berty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of hiM character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Chou.:e extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Orisis," "Rights of Man," and ''Age
of Reason "are given; alMo, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons· or Europe and America, many of them
written e>;pressly fo1· this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paiae. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

A SPLENOID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Bcrii>J;m·e Falsehood anti
Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; In·
tolerance and Persecution;· Injustice to Woman:
t:' uhiuaness to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Shivery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and ldiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special 'discount on larger quantities.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash·
ington an Unbeliver; JefferMon an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ctl!.

The Apostle ot" Liberty. .A.n address
delivered in Paine Hall.J before theN. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .lanuary 29, 1884. Price.
10 cents.
'l'RE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

m~~~~~~~~~n~0 '!!~;>~~·~,:.~:~ ~1·~·fi.;,;:a~~o

90 day3. Refiable Jeferenr.es given. Send
stamp' for circular, uud sav in what pnpet
vou saw mv adverttsement. Address Ca.pt.

W. A. Collillgt,SmlthvUle,Jel!'eraoiL Qo..lf.t.

CENT

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the pen.
itentianeM; the Qhurch and Civilizatio:n; tht·
Church and Science; the Church and Learning'
the Church and Liberty h. the Ohurch and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Right>
Movement; the Temperance Reform; tbf
Ohurch and the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

40

PRIOB,

.False Claims, Revised and Enlarged.

E:DillliON.

------- -·-·--NEw YoRK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
28 LAFAVETTE PLACE.

PRICE, .6 CENTS.

·woRKS BY ARTHUR B. Moss.

B"hJ

r.~~:;t~~.u~:~t~w~;:;,:i~;~ Iu e

T

emparanee:

thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwimsm. '
25 cts. Biblwal Errors and Secular Truths. 25
LIQ,UOR DRINKING
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Btble Horrors; or,
.
Real B!.a.phemy. 5 cts. Btb!A Makers. 5 cts.
Btble BalUts-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Eaclt 5 cts. llfoses
'
'
tJ
vs. Darwin, ~ ct_s. Bom·ates1 .Budclha, !J-nd Jesus. ;
5 cts. Chrlshamty a Degraamg Rehg10n. 5 cts. ,
•
Ficti t.ious Gods. 5 ctH. Natural !\ian. 5 cts. .
The Old Fatth and the New. 5 cts. Bmno and 1
Spinoza. 5 cts. Tbe Bible God and His Favorits. '
BY E. 0. WALKER.
5 cts. 1\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. flealth, Wealth, :
and HappineMM. 5 cts. The Braln and ti:te Soul. '
This is a companion book to Remsburg'S "Bible
5 ct.s. Nature !J-nd the Gods. 5 cts. Dest~rn and
Natural Selectwn. 5 cts. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pa.ges; price 10 cents.
Animals. b cts.
j
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
E.O., Lon t ..n, Eng.
•
28 Laf&;rette Place, New York.

Commended Defended and .Enioined
by the BI"ble

in a niore attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Bepublic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amerwan Secular Union in consPicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
makmg eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabesqttes uf vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by Jilt'. Eckhard's design
of the tlag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly hand~ome work for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F L . .tSrowne! Printers. This paper is devoted spe •
cially to the mterests of our colon!Zation enterprise,the Oredit Foncier of Sinaloa andfenerally
to the practical solution of the prob1em o Integra.}
(Jr...opAration. Price, $1 a year; 50 cents for sill
months. ~1\ ,Ant• fn,.. tht"AA mnnth•

CABINET PHOTOGRA.PHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDS.
So Cents Each.
·
Addreis TE'E TllUTH SEEKER 00.

THE 'fRUTH SE'FKER ANNUA.'L,
Price,

~

cents.

·
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Opinions of Our Books.
THE STlWGGLE FOR REI.IGIOUS AND POLITICAL
LIBERTY. By Theo. C. Spencer. "Every
effect must hav a cause; and, as every
man is subject to these effects, he has a
right to make use of his reasoning faculties
in finrling the cause." New York: The
Truth Seeker Co., Lafayette Place.
This book is an educator. In fact, it may
· be said to be multum in parvo. It is the history of the struggles of Freethought with the
variou$ churches from time immemorial to
the present. In describing these conflicts and
victories in his introductory chapter, the
author says:
We would notice that, even in this modified government.. the people continued the same old struggle to obtain political rights, in which victories
would be followed by defeats; the heads of tyrannical kings fall under the ax of the public executioner; kings mounting the tht·one to take the
placesdnade vacant by those who were forced to
retire into banishment di•graced- all this by the
will and power of a determined and resolute people. In Eng-land we would see Kmg John signing
the Magna Charta-t.he great charter of liberty,
rest.raining the royal prerogattv, relieving many
grievances of the people, and guaranteeing to
them the enjoyment of life, libert.r, and property,
unless declared forfeited by the judgment of their
peers, or the laws of the land; the throne made
vacant by revolution, to be followed by a com·monwealth, which, on gaining sufficient authority,
becomes a despotic government under the rule
and control c,f relig-ious fanaticism, until the people, exhausted and wtary of the strife, placed a
kin_g again upon the throne.
William and Mary, before ascending the throne
made vacant by the abdication of James, we find
assentmg to the declaratwn of rights, in which it
was solemnly guaranteed that Prot6stant subjects
might bear arms for their defense; that elections
· of members of Pal'liament might be free to all;
that freedom of speech in Parliament should not
be questioned in any place out of Parliament;
that Pxcessiv bail should not be required; and
that cruel and unnatural punishments ~hould not
be imposed. ,
We would see in the New World of the West
sturdy, earnest men and women, who had been
driven from their homes in the Old World, by
their religwus and political persecutors, to seek
homes in the wild forests, where they might enjoy
equalrights.with all others in the political government of the country, and what, to them, was the
dearest of all privileges, the right to worship God
according to the dictat.es of their own conscience,
and' not the conscience of a haughty king or pope.
On civilizati.Pn, and what does it, Mr.
Spencer has the following :
The brawny farmer may take his all with him to
a new country; the ingenious mechanic his
machinerY; the en!l'ineer his plans for railroad•
and other public improvemeutd; the merchant
his goods; but still the priest would say, "All
these men are of no account in building up and
oivihzing a country." They would claim that h
required a fE>w of them to dist.ribute the Bible and
religious tracts to build up a lasting founddotion.
Although they may reach the country after the
hardest of the struggle ii! over, st1ll they are soon
able to send back a vivid account, showing how
zealous missionaries hav earned on the glorious
work of civilizing the world l>y redeeming one
more benighted spot on earth, so that the people
are, with their Christian help, prosperous and
happy.
This book contains twenty chapters, mostly
of historical facts, all deeply interesting. One
chapter on Mythology compresses a world of
information as to tlte origin of our Bible and
its stories. This chapter is so interesting,
and contains so much that thousands of pages
of mythology must be read to obtain, that
New Tlwught readers may draw on us within
thirty days for a five-page extract.-New

Tlwugltt.
The Truth Seeker Publishing Company hav
become the leading Liberal publisher!! in this
country, and almost every week we receive
something new from their prolific presses.
And they are doing good work, both in the
mechanical execution of their books and in
the mental and moral quality of their contributions to the Freethought literature of the
world:
Here is the contents table of Mr. Spencer's
book, and it will giv the reader some idea of
the scope and tendency of the publication:
Introdu~tory, the Beginning, the Pagans and
Jewe, the Church of Rome, Mormonism, Mohammedanism, DogmatiBm, Martin Luther and John
Calvin, the Godhead, Persecution of Early C:hrlstians, Chnstians Persecute Christians, the Wrongs
of he land, Hugnenots Persecute Catholics, Catholics Persecute Huguenots, the Puritans, the Pligrims, the Revolution, the Cuurch of England,
Protestants of America, Slavery, the Cause
Found.
Mr. Chas. Eclihard, treasurer of the American Secular Union, sends us, through the
Truth Seeker Company, a beautiful photoengraving group of portraits, the size of the
sheet being 19s24 inches and containing as a
center piece the Demands of Liberalism,
nicely printed. In the upper left-hand corner
we find the portrait of Je:tierson, with this
motto from his writings:
In every country and in every age the priest has
been hostil to libertY.
In the center at the top is Washington's
portrait, with the words beneath:
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The government of the United States is not in
any sense founded on the Christian religion.
In the upper right-hand corner comes Paine
with:
The world is my country; to do good my religion.
At the left of the Demands is Franklin,
saying:
Don•t let me be mistaken-it was not for Christ'S
sake, but for your sake.
At the right is John Adams, with this sentence:
Their [Jesuits] restoration is indeed a step
toward darkness, crueltY, perfidl'• despotism,
death, andIn the lower left-hand corner we see Lafay.
ette, and he says :
May this immense temple of freedom ever stand
as a lesson to oppressors, an example for the oppressed, a sanct.uary for the rights of mR.nl1ind.
In the middle at the bottom Stephen Girard
looks out, and, concerning his college, says:
I enjoin and require that no eccle•iastic, missionary, or minister of any sect whatsoever, shall
bold or exercise any station or duty whatever in
said college; nor shall any such person ever be
admitted for any purpo•e, or as a visUor; within
the premises appropriated to the purpose of the
said college.
In the lower right-hand corner we find the
last portrait of the group, that of R. G. Ingersoll, and this is his challenge, to the enemies of liberty:
·
The combined wi•dom and genius of mankind
cannot couce've rf an argument against the liberty of thought.
It will be observed that each portrait is
followed· by a selection from the writings of
the person himself. Price $1. For sale at
this office.-Lucife1'.

W. S BELL'S PAMPHLETS

Vin~icate~ !

Paine

The Confl.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY

ROBE~lT

G. INGERSOLL.

-oThe New York Obsm-ver (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should bo circulated everywhere in vindication.
~OGETHER

WITH

A. ROMAN CA'rHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated .Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Tlwmas Paine.

Casselton, Dak.

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

---0---

We h,.v on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL -INGERSOLL'S pamph eta, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Ingers,,ll C 1techised:
ITis Answers to a Number of Vital Qnestions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY,

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12rno
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Ri(J hts Speech,
Including the address of Frederick D··uglas.fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1 ; a.1d $6 per hundred.

'l'ne Truth ot" Hlstorr,
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upon
the religious lieK that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIB J,R IDOLA. TRY,
A let.ter Colonel IngerRoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN,
Being the t'omments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and hh employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be Purchased in qu,.ntitieK, and given away to Christiano, and 1t is with
that not unreasonable exp, ctation that the rrices
bav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La avette Pl .• New York.

80CtAt.

WEALTH.

Tl~.e 8o~

F'act<Yr& and JCxact Ratios in· Its
Acquirement and .AppO'l'tionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
•
•

Br Prof u

lU. CoUin~cr, A..JU.

This book is jus~ what the busy world of' to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2.00(
years B.c., on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-Eimina
Stenker.
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place; in t.he family it would be nc
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-SUsan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in WI'! ling this boo];
are excellent, and his st.andpoint admirable; it mas
be commended as fulfillm~ it.s purpose of. a concise and interesting histoncal text-book.-.tfiu:au.
k:ee Sentinel.

DJD·T
T.l
n
.n-.ul!l

AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work IB to noint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations: and then trace them.to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
..
"It is unquestionablv true that the results of a
rationaliat.w study of the Christian scr.iptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. SuTJ..
1 vol. 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price, $2.:.0.

RATlON AL COiv.IMUl\l ISM,
'l'hc Present and the Future
U.epublic of No•·th America,
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating assoCiate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the J?resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
Impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicions under our present system. 'rhe
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
a.nd be has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the ,Principles of
Rational Communism. The book ts vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,:.oc; clotlt, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

IS THE COD 0 F ISRAEL

THE TRUE COO?
The Narrativ of 1he Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testument.

By Israel W. Groh.
Price 25 cents.

H~ath. ;A finely
written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell
author of Exeter Hall, Famtly Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc.' 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

All in a LUetime.

A Romance.

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

~OVELS,

T lt~ Heathens of the

By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its abMolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividnesP
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex-·
pect to find, m such a marked de,ll'ree, even
from so gifted a peu as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Plice,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tlle Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story, From the London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

OR 1

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to th~ clergy
BY
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
·
Price,
10 centE.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents
Published and for sale by
1'HE TRW'H SEEKER CO.

THE STRUGGLE
!!OR

Re igiou · a,nd Po1itical LibPrty
1

PLAIN HOME TALK AND IliEDICAL COMBy THEO. C. SPENCER.
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handCloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Borne 12mo volume of nearly 11!!00 pages, fully
illust.ratad. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
A. new cheap edition at only $1.50.
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Spons~e, the Troublesome Monkey,
By Dr, E. B. Foote. F1ve volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
OR,
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
The Origin of the f'hristian Religion
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Reand the Significance of its
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Rise and Decline.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria·
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing: vaccination; "Health in the SunPrice, $1.00~
For sale o.t this oa~.,.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to siCK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
bound, $2 · "Heredity," by Lormg 1\Iooay, 159
~ages, cloth\ 75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the A OOMPEND OF TilE NATURAL LA WB OF IN
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
DUBTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generatwn before Regen
eration" by Dr. E. B. F0ote, Jr., 10 cents; ''Re
ExorrANGE
arts of. Conventions and Parlor J\Ieetint;rs dnring
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of the By J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth.'
Tust.itnte of HerAdity,llfaY 29, 1883," 10 cents.
Price, 25 cents.

The Secret of the East

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

At1<J~ooo

1\IYTifS

PRICE, 20 OENTd.
1'he number of 1leads under which.you bav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, Bhould be highly commended. Therefore
I t.ake great pleasure in recommAnding "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of .every person
who is iuterested, not only in the cause of temperance. but. in the principles of self-~avernment.
J.J.JHcCabe.
For sale n.t tbi~ ofli.ce.
Prwe 1~ cent!!.

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.50.
For Schools in Quantities, $1.50.

$1 00,

Addre"" THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place. NAw Yorlr.

ANTI-PHOHIBITION.

HIGHER INSTITUTER IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

FREETIIOUGHT

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

LIBI~R·ry ANn MORA.LITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I otm much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in.tlftti<.-T. B. Wakeman.·
·
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 P>tges. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age,

-

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obsm'tltl>' relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.'
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH HEEKEJl CO.

FOR

GOOD WORDS FOR ELMINA'S BOOKS.
I hav received Elmina's " The Dar wins"
and "John's Way." They are excellent.
I hardly know which I like best. John's
way was a pretty good way, and the Darwins
were such a nice family, I wish we had them
for neighbors, so I could know more of
them.
We like " Little Lessons on Science." I
am reading it aloud to my little girl. It is
splendid. I hope there will be more such
books for Liberal children.
MRs. JENNIE VosE GRAHAM.

15CENTS.
PRICE,
It is a stunner; concise, scholarb·, and good.
M. E. Billings.
__
·
·
.

'l'H1<1 'l'RD'l'H PJllRR'RR

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT•S

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

'rHE

CONFESSIONAL

''NOTES ON INGERSOLL."

ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

By B. W. Lacy.

By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

A. thoroug_h exposure of the Catholic priest's
Historical misstatements.
P.-t~L.

, • ..., .... WI'! pq,p"'•· f'SR 6'f411.._f._

.HI~TOH.Y
OF THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Euro1•e.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $a
.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

.An Expose.

DID JESUS CHRIST RISE l,ROM
'I'HE DEAD1
Tlte Evidences fo·r tlte Resurr·ection Tried
and Found Wa~~ting.
By Saladin.
PRI,.,E,
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

51.1.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 8, 1.887.
Agents for the Truth Seeker.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 26 ~

OALIFORNU..

meets every Sunday in lndnlitrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, .Welland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO,

BACON AND ISHAKISPERE.

_

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnet& written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Esse:t and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRl'
BUBR. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A: Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
·

Unrivaled in Tone,

Touch and Workmanship.

INDIANA.

)v;0.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
·
MAS8AOHUBETT8.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN.

cor. 87th

1_

st~oo_

S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 8'1 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe At .. Brooklyn.
H!mry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Superror street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

Third b.-~

TEXAS.

UTAH.

Ne\?'T York.

Catholic Church.
-o-

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the ch>Lrges. generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466op,, H.50.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.

EXTRACT,
"I could pronounce n'' benedict'on upon Romani•m. It h · s done mischief euougn to deserve
transportat-ion for life. I re!lard Roman Chri ti>Lnity as the worst form of tyranny, It commands the arm to work >tnd the bmin t) die: i;
feeds f>tith and starves thought: it loves Oi>P ·esliion and hates liberty. It has givtn falsehood a
crown and truth a scaffold."

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Ser;retary of the American Seoular Union.

191 Broadway <Box 2702), mw York.

-o-

PRICE, 5 CENTS.
/uidr~""

'f'lfll: '!'RUTH 8F.EKER.

28 Lafayet'e PJaco, New York.

By G. W. I!'OOTE.

Price,

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE NEW GOD.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN

THE MEMORY;

PAINE'S A,GE OF REASON.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou~n
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of w.
H. BuRR, one of otir ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenl s.
For sale at this office.

"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Cop1es, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

Natural aud Scientific :Methods of
The Greatest of all Anti-Bibll
cal Works,
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forgetting.
By THOMAS PAINE,
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M,
BffiLE.
Address

$1.00

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La•ayette Pl., New York.

.
I

Speaking of this work in connection with ths
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa.
ration."

Robt.G .. Ing-ersoll's
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
:~ercllants'

Price, 3:J cents.

Tele-

:rapb ComP.any
against the

Western Union Telegraph Cornpany
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

THE

For either of these works, or any of Paine·s
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Truth Seeker Annual

V0LT AIR E' 8 R0MAN CE8

-AND-

TRY•S·QUl\RE;
oR,

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without supetstnwn, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questwns
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

S. P . Putnam's Works:
Universe~

and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritimsms o
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Waif~"~ aud Wandermgs. a New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with incident
and dramatic power ; breeZJ" from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-.John
SWirlton's Paper.

THE DAWNING.

(E. M. 287.)

A NOVEL.

+IDITf) + ILLU$TRATIOTI$. +
CON':t'EN':t'S.
PAGR.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, Liberty. Address by G1•over Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy La-ws of the
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A.Story. By Si Slokum,

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

5
17

"Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen oF Admet.us, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god!"
An oct.avo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1. 50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
28 L>tfay.,tte Place, New York.

29

THE

30
34

CONVEXTJONA L J,JE~ OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.

37

92
94
98

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS OP 0.

B.

WHTTPORD, M.D.

·Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

in rhyme between the Ninet.aenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itt
shown thel·e is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes•.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. Th(
Huron ; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the PhiloBopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Stud~· of Nature.-A Conversatiot:
With a Chinese.-Piato's Dream.-A Pleasure it:
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laidJ'aper. With 6\
engravings. Price, cloth, bevelc boards, $2.00
!IJ1lf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH CO.

The Church of Practical Religion.

The Problem of the

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

~nd

THE CO-Ol'E!!ATIVE BUILDING l'LAN ASSO'N

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

ENGLAND.

Bankt~rs'

"SHOPPEL'S .MODERN HOUSES" No. 3,
(Publtshea, Jttll/l, tS!Ifi\ OONTAINS:
A colored fran tispiece sh(' 11g the modern style
of painting.
A cardboard suppleme!ll \ngenionsJy drawn and
colored, to supply all tho necceasary pieces for
constructing a model housb with plain directions
for putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old and
young_ the ((reatest amusement, it is more than a
toy, It is, m fact, a most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, soaled model of one of our
most popular designs, so exact that it is useful to
builders.
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyiny from
$500 to $15,000).
2 New Designs for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Par loa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa. Park Associations.
SENT, POSTPAID, ON BEOEIPT Oil' PRICE, $1.
Address

Infidel Death Beds.

12mo, 160 pp.,

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

6

AND THE

8vo,, 833pp,,

OR,

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

0'

:'})--\:):

B1J L. K. Washburn.

TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

.

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defpnse. A thorough analysis of the

OUEGON.
PENNSYLVANIA.

WAREROOMS,

"-For Sledge-

hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalli:i!.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

&

Col. Kelso's Works. IThe Public Schools
The Bible Analyze£1.

_A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

.FACTORY

NEW YORK:

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured fGrth, it seems to n;.e, with extraordinary beauty,"-Dn. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

tOe.

15c

Origin of the Christian Bible.

Earth, Heaven, >Lnd Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why· Don't He Lend a Hand, and

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 cts.

version of the Indian Story of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superiority to the mutii!Lted
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price tn
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, t2mo, 36 pages,
15c.
Addre&f
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York

5i2
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THE OHDEH OF CHEATIOB.
.A DtsC"Usston Betwllll7l

Gladstone,

Huxley,

Muller,

DR. MoGLYNN spoke in Brooklyn last
Linton,
Reville.
·
Sunday evening to an audience of over 3,000. On the Confiict between Genesis.and Geology.
OONTENTS:
THE torrid w.eather has now lasted nearly
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, By Han.
six weeks without intermission. The death
W. E. Gladstone.
Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterrate in New York is large but not without II. The
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
III.
Postscript
to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
precedent.
Muller.

BooDLER MoG.ARIGLE,
the convicted Chicago
alderman, is safe in Canada.
LAWYER REED, who defended Guiteau, attempted suicide by jumping
from a New Jersey ferryboat last Saturday.

-··..:::::::===:==

~~--

-

---

~

THE Voice, a Prohibition
organ, ~states that nearly
ninety bar-rooms are doing an open business in
the Prohibition city of
Bangor, M;e.
TRII: Rev. G. M. Hanselman,.of Brooklyn, was
stricken with a hemorrhage while intoning vespers last Sunday, and
died immediately.
To make a test case,
a New York policeman
arrested a Chinese laundryman last Sunday for
ironing shirts. The judge
spoiled the test by discharging the prieoner.
THE pope c}lae decided
that there is no need of a
special letter in regard to
the Knights of Labor,
who, he says, will not be
molested by the church
so long as the members
remain good Catholics.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea !or a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creatwn. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D .
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
VII. A J~;f:[i and a Plea. By Mra. E. Lynn LinIN spreading peace over the world, Christianity
ton
has proved a failure. If war is ever done away
This is a new book and contains the latest discus- with, and the nations study peace instead of war,
sian on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the Rationalism will hav to effect it; Christianity will
participants are a guarantee of its able character. hav to giv way, and a better religion take its
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
· place.-D. M. Bennett.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO~.
I HAV already lived long enough to see the nass28 Lafayette· Pl .. NPw York.'
~tWA-Y of •AvAral successiv stars, each one of
which seemed, in its season,
to enlighten the whole
world-in the days when
Ooleridge was in the zenith,
for instance, or Cousin, or
Comte, or J. S. Mill, or, if
you please, Emerson. After
all, these seeming triumphs
are often tempor~;~ry ; and
the real safety is to be
found in free discussion and
in giving the advocates of
each school their say.-T. w.
Hiootnson.

ES.A.U C.A.USETH HIS PARENTS TO GRIEVE.
.A.nu Esau was forty years old when he took to wife Judith the daughter of Beeri the Hittite, and Bashemath the
daughter of Elon the Hittite. Which were a grief of mind unto Isaac and to Rebekah.-Gen. xxvi, 34, 35.

JoHN TAYLon, head of
the Mormon church, is
reported to hav died last week. He had 1
been in hiding for two years under an indictf}ldd~
ment for polygamy.
THE Scotch cutter Thistle is on her wa.y to
THE Chinese always weep at their weddings, As
New York to try for the America's cup.
usual, the Chinese are ahead.
JEFFERSON DAvrs recently wrote a strong "REsoLVED, That the common schools in this
letter to ex-Governor Lubbock, of Texas, country hav done more for its prospel'ity tl:ian the
denouncing Prohibition on the ground that circus," was the question before a Paterson, N. J.,
debating society last week. Decided in the negathe world is governed too much.
tiv.
.A. JEw called Rabbi Hirsch died in Brook- "LIFE has been for me a suoceusion of sad
lyn last week whose age was said to be 109. blows," said Mr. Breather. "Ah !"said the new
He was born in Poland in 1778, and saw pastor, sympathetically, "Yes, indeed," replied
the parishioner. "I've had the asthma twentyNapoleon on his march to Moscow.
two years."
Mrss HusABo&, who was betrayed by the "MA," said' Bobby," hav I been a very good boy
Rev. Peter Roberts, Congregationalist, of to-day T" "Yes, Bobby, and I am very proud of
Pittsburgh, Pa., under promis of marriage, you." "Well, will you do me a favor, ma.?" "If
has sued the pastor for breach of promis, lay- it's reasonable, Bobby. What is it?" "Let me go
to bed to-night w1thout saying my prayers."
ing the damages at $50,000.
.A. OOMP.ANY met at a house in Brooldyn last "REMEMBER, Bobby," said his mother, "when
you are about to do somethmg you know to be
Sunday evening to baptize a child in the wrong, that, although I may not see you, there is
name of the father, son, and Holy Ghost. .A. one who does." "Who do yon meanti•inqnired
quarrel arose during the proceedings, and Den- Bobby, anxiously. "God." "Oh," said Bobby,
nis Hillen stabbed Michael Mullen to death. with a look of intense relief, "I thought you
meant pa."
THE Free Religious Association is holding "Do you not often wonder, George," she said,
a camp-meeting at Cassadaga Lake, New softly, aB they stood at the gate, "at the infinit
York. The platform is reported to be free number of stars, where that vast, silent, eternal
for the expression of all religious sentiments procession is going, and whence it came?'" "Ye-es,"
replied George, rather hesitatingly, "but don't
"from Presbyterianism to Atheism." The you find that to look at the sky for any length of
managers are Spiritualists.
time makes the back of your neck ache?"
THE Fall River steamboat line is about PuBLISHER : " Got that case of Bibles packed for
to build the largest steamer ever launched. the Old Orch'l.rd camp-meeting, William?" Will"Yes, sir, The order was light this season;
She is to be 420 feet long over all, 52 feet iam:
onlY four dozen. Shall I hang out the express
beam, and 21 feet depth of hold. She will card 1" Pub isher: "No, never mind. The box
hav 355 state-rooms· and 7,500 horse-power can go in the same freight-oar with that consignengins, will be called the Puritan, and will ment of· As In a Lookmg-Glass' novels."
THREE Frenchmen who were studying a volume
cost $1,500,000.
of ShakBpere in their nativ lanl!'nage endeavored
THE Rev. Ulysses S. Glick ie pastor of a to translate into English the well-known opening
Methodist church at Harrisburg, Pa., but he to Hamlet's soliloquy, "To be, or not to be." The
did not preach a week ago Sunday. While followiug was the result: First Frenchman: "To
on his way to his pulpit he was arrested by a was, or not to am.'' Second d1tto : "To where, or
to not " Third ditto : "To should, or not to
constable and compelled to marry a young is
will."
woman who was the mother of a threeJAKE SHARP, who has just been convicted of
months-old child. He acknowledges his bribery, iB Baid to hav never drunk anything
guilt.
stronger than milk. Mr. Sharp's sad fate should
THE Rev. William Thomas Abbott is a teach our youth to drink something strollger than
mi-that is, to swear off drinking milk, before
Methodist preacher recently located at Ches- they are drawn into the awful whirlpool of-of -of
terton, Ind. While there he seduced and one thing and another, if not worse.-Norrtstown
·
eloped with a young girl named Susie Beck, Herald..
taking her to St. Louis, where they lived as DEACON HADDElii : "Put that air picter-book
husband and wife. On the 18th ult. Susie daoun lmmejetly, Jonathan Haddam! Don't ye
know it's a sinter read seoh literatoor on th' holy
died under suspicious circumstances, and Sabbath! Nex• Y' know· ye'll be wan tin• ter take
Abbott fled. It is now discovered that she th' Peter Parleys oft''n th' best-room mantel afore
was poisoned, and that the arsenic which church!" (Grabs book !tom his son's hands, and
caused her death was administered by Abbott is soon buried head over heels in its contents himself.) Jonathan: "I don't see why I can't read it
ostensibly to produce an abortion. The police if you do, dad. It's jest as much Sabbath fer you
are on the lookout for him.
•s 'ti~ fer me!" The deacon (guiltily): "1-er-

aqd finds.

THE annual iudgm~n t day
in wnich the Jews believed
is nearer the truth than the ·
indefinit doomsday of Christian superstition. Every
day is, indeed, a judgment
day, whe1ein man reaps
what he has sown, And new
truth sentences old error ;
but there are eras in history, worlds of beliff and
feeling, that come to an
end, others that come into
existence. No clock strikes
as they go or come. They
come and go "without ohservation."-M. D. c.mway.
Nol'HING can long endure
which has nat· Rtruck root
into the true, the admirable, the everlasting; and
Christianity has now endured for nearly two thousand ~ears. But it is a
product of humanity, and
every thing human is born
to die. To-day Christianity
is dying· a lingering death
-to be prolonged nn til its
usefulness to the world shall
hav been wholly exh~usted.
1'o m~tny it is dead already,
a11d the number of these is
iuor~a•ing day byday.-TIIe
Impeachment ofChn,tianity

wa'n •t read in' it, my son; I wuz jest-er-er-seein'
what it said !"
"WouLD you believe it," she gurgled, "while I
was bathing in the sea the other morning a nasty
crab fastenec itself to my toe T'' "Quite an intelligent crab, I should think," her lover replied.
·"Intelligent l Why do you think so?" "Because
it knew how to catch on to a ince thing." Then
she blushed, ·and when he attempted to take a kiss
she made scarcely any res1stanoe.
ON THE UMBRIA.
Staid-looking passenger : "Will you kindly.let
me know wiD.en we cross the three-mile shore-limit,
sir'!"
First officer: "Certainly sir. DefAulter?"
Passenger: "Do llook like one 1 No, sir. I am
a deacon of Saint P.harisPe's church, and the rest
of the boys in· the smoking-room hav l'egard
enough for my calling not to start the game until
we get out of the diocese.''
"STRANGER," he said, as he tendered his pocketpistol, "kin me in a drink. You'll find that the
real old stuff." "Thanks, no liquor," was the
reply. "Well, will you smoke a cigar?" "Not any
o•gars." An old gentleman who had observed all
this grasped the stranger warmly by the hand.
"Sir," he said, "it fills my heart with joy to see a
young man like you turn away from &uch vile destro:~ ers." "Yes, sir," the young man replied;
" you see I'm a prize-fighter in training, and I've
got to go slow."
H. W. RIPLEY, of Portland, Me., who has passed
forty-nine summers in the White Mountains, tells
a story about Henry Ward Beecher. Mr. Beecher
once drove a passenger wagon from the Twin to
the Crawford, just for fun. In turning around,
his team became tangled up, and his wagon bid
fair to tip, when a Portland and Ogdensburg conductor, looking out of a chamber window of the
hotel, •houted, "Let go your leaders, you --old
fool!" "That's good advice, young man,"was Mr.
Beecher's calm reply, as he followed 1t.
LAsT Sunday a favorit local minister was delivering an impassioneil account of the destruction
of Gomorrah. He thundered away until he (listu rbed the tired boomers in the !ron t pews
"What," he shouted, "what could be worse than
that city's lot!" "If it's a dt.y lot," replied a justawakened man, "I'll giv you $75 a foot." "Eighty!"
shouted another speculator in the gallery, aroused
by the familiar sounds. "Ninety!" roar~d another,
jumping up. ''One hundred !" And the whole
congregation chipped in and would hav boomed
Gomorrah clear out of sight had not the sexton
with great presence of mind called the worshiper•
to their senses by passing round the plate. Th&t
busted the corner.

SwEET day, •o cool, so calm, so bright,
The bridal of the ~ai-th and sky,
·
Sweet dews shall weep thy fall to-night,
For thou must die
Sweet rose, whose hue, angry and brave,
!:lids the rash gazer wipe his eye,
Thy root is ever in its grave,
And thou must die.
-Georoe Herbert (1593-1682).

WREN many violins play together, each taking a·
part in relation to all the rest, a much grander
music is the result than any single instrument
could produoe.-Georoe Macaonala.
WE were once accosted by an inquisitiv Irish·
man thus: "D'ye believe in the mother of God 1"
"No." "By gory,thin,y'reAtheist. I wouldn't
be in your boots for twenty pounds." Was that a
satisfactory basis for olassifioa tion T Professor
Huxley had a cook who got on a drunken spree·
and made such a row in the house that the police
were called. As she was hustled through the
yard she sent back a blast, of which all that could
be heard was an emphatic ''damn Atheist." Is
Professor Huxley, therefore, to be ranked as a
"pronom•oed Atheist?" But if a drunken cook is
not an authority, is a sober bigot any better?Popu:ar Scter.ce Jfonthly.

WHEN I consider that without a miracle the
stars swing in their circles, that without a miracle
seed-time and harvest keep their punctual round,
that without a miracle the Immanent life climbed
from the fiery mist of worldA unmade to all their
myriad shapeliness and interacting harmony, to
minGral and vegetable and animal life, and from
the wallowing saurian to the man or woman whom
yon love-when I consider all these things, I must
confess it seems to me little less than blasphemou1
to suggest that the power which is equal to them
all is not equal to the development of humanity
from any possible depth to any poss1ble bight, by
methods as serene as those which keep the stars
from wandering or convert the substance of the
planet into human smiles and tears.-J. W. Chad·
wtck,

STERN law-giver 1 Yet thou dost wear
The godhead'8 most benignant grace;
Nor know we A.nything so fair
As is the smile upon thy face ;
Flowers laugh before thee in their beds;
And fmgranoe in thy footing treads;
Thou dost preserve the stars from wrong;
And the most ancient heavens, through thee, are
fresh and strong.

Giv unt.o me, made lowly wise,
The.spirit of self-sacrifice;
The confidence of reason giv,
And, in t.he light of truth, thy bondman let me
liv I
-Woraswortl<'s oae to Duty.
THAT over-exertion of the intellect in youth does
a man harm is true, though not a very fruitful
OB,
proposition; but knowledge does not dPstroy de·
Men o,f Business Who Did Something Besides oisivness : it only turns ·it from thti decisivness of
Makmg Money, A. Book for Young Americana.
a bull into the deoisivness of a man, Which nations do the great workB 1 The educated nations,
or Mexico and Spain ?- Gozawtn Smtth.
BY JAMES PARTON.
I WILL hav a care of being a slave to myself, for
it is a perpetual, a shameful, and the heaviest of
Price,
$1.2:l.
all slaveries; and I may arrest it by moderate
A.ddresa
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
desires.- S'eneca.
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
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THE conviction of several druggists in
Pittsburgh last week for selling soda water on
Sunday, notwithstanding their plea that soda
A ouRrous old anchor, very probably lost water is a necessity because it is a medicin,
by the early French missionaries, was found suggests to the Sun a consideration of what
at the head of Green Bay. It appears to hav might be the state of thirsty people in this
been constructed from a young maple-tree big town if the Sunday Closing Association
having three branches from the root. Another should get a similar decision from a New York
bar was fastened on. Thus far it is like a court. Next to the corner liquor saloon the
round-topped stool with four legs .. On the corner drug store, perhaps, numbers the most
bottom of these legs were fastened, with patrons, and if soda water is to become a
mortis and tenon, the flukes, which were tabooed drink on Sunday thirsty travelers on
that day may hav to carry refreshing liquids
bars of oak crossing each other.
A NUGGET of gold weighing 156 ounces and in their pockets or hand bags, or perchance
5 pennyweights was recently found near resort with the horses to the watering troughs,
Breckenridge. It is worth as a specimen if they can find any.
IT is physically easier to giv money to the
close to $5,000. It is !!aid to be the largest
lump of gold ever found in California, but churches now than it was two hundred years
one almost; if not quite as large, was taken ago, when the following was the order at the
from the Little Annie mine in Summit dis- contribution box : " The Magistrates and
trict, Rio Grande county, late in 1876. Aus- chiefe Gentlemen first, and then the elders
tralia produced the largest nugget of gold and all the congregation of men and most of
ever discovered. It weighed 136 pounds, them that are not of the Church, all single
and was found at Ballarat, near Geelong.
persons, widows, and women in absence of
THE London Chronicle reports a curious their husbands, come up one after another
outbreak of superstitition in Sp!tin. A crazy one way, and bring their offerings to the
woman at Torrox gave out that the Virgin Deacon at his seate and put it into a box of
Mat·y had appeared to her, and told her to wood for the purpose, if it bee money or
preach a new gospel for the salvation of man- papers; if it be any other chattle, they set it
kind, as the end of the world was at hand. or lay it downe before the Deacons, and so
The woman's story was believed, and the passe another way to their seats again." In
whole village was soon in a state of frenzy. those days the clergy had the people by the
Like the primitiv Christians, they went in at throat, and knew they would. pay at howonce for community of goods. Finally they ever great inconvenience.
Nowadays, a
burnt their valuables and clothes in a big fire, polite deacon gently insinuates the contriburound which they all danced in a state of tion box under the notice of the alleged warnuLlity. The gendarmerie arrived just in shiper, and with deferential manner craves a
time to prevent the parents from flinging "tribute to the Lord." And the box is not
their children into the flames.
I always heavy with cash, at that I

THE question of the successor to the presidency of the Mormon church has been settled
temporarily by the appearance of an address
. signed by Wilford Woodruff, president of the
Apostles. He says : " As upon two former
occasions in our history, the duty and responsibility of presiding over and directing the
affairs of the Church of Jesus Christ in all
the world devolves upon the twelve apostles.
With the blessing of the Lord and the faith
and prayers of his people, we hope to do our
duty until we, too, shall be laid to rest." It
has been thought by some that either George
Q. Cannon or Joseph Smith, nephew of the
original Joseph Smith, would assume the
leadership. Woodruff is in the regular line
of succession, and his address, assuming control, would indicate there is to be no departure from the orders. Woodruff is eighty
years old, and a man of mediocre ability.
He has been in hiding two years, and is still
out of sight to all save the faithful.
THE Rev.W.W. Everts, a Southern preacher,
is a cool beggar. lie writes in the National
Baptist: " If the provisions contemplated
by the Blair Bill are to fall into the hands of
political manipulators and cultured skeptics
seeking employment and position, and not
into the hands of religious people, in all ages
and all lands the trusted educators of the people, the rejection of them by the South may
be no evil. Will not the Christian educators
of the South, as well as of the North, agree
upon some basis of cooperation by which the
present drift toward secularization of all
public schools, colleges, and universities receiving subsidies from the state may be arrested ? May not the denominational schools
share the state funds and the public charities

DROUGHT IN

so equitably as to make separate state endowments, with their moral and physical perils,
unnecessary?" There is one consolation to be
derived by Secularists, and that is that the
Blair Bill has no prospect of becoming law.
A PENSION examiner in Illinois was required
to take the deposition of an applicant for a
pension who seemed very positiv about the
date on which he contracted a severe cold,
which resulted in a chronic difficulty, for
which he claimed the bounty of the govern~
ment. His positivness as to the date led to
the inquiry how it was that he could swear
to an incident which was comparativly
trival when it occurred. He said 1 "I know
that the cold was contracted on the 21st of
February, 1862, because Bob Ingerwll was
married on the following day. How do I
come to remember that so well? Why, Bob
was the colonel of our regiment. I was on
guard duty near Peoria on the night of the
21st: It was as cold as I ever felt it, and as
I stood at my post Bob came along, and after
saluting him I said, 'Bob, if you don't giv
me an overcoat, a bottle of whisky, or relieve
me from this duty, I will freeze to death.'
He replied, 'I'll do all three.' With that he
took off his overcoat, which had been made
as a portion of his wedding outfit, and handed·
it to me. Then from his inside pocket he
hoisted out a flaqk of prime old red-eye and
chucked that over too. After that he left me
and returned to his quarters,and I'll be blamed
if he didn't issue orders for the relief of the
entire guard, as he said it was too cussed
cold for guard duty that night. You see, that
event impressed dates on my memory, and I
am not likely to soon forget Colonel Bob's
wedding.''-Bujf"alo 'l'imeB.
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law when lovers break the fetters of sordid interest Christians with gentiles, Jews, or Christian dissenters.
or caste restrictions. In their hearts, the very flat- Thus encouraged, Christian parents have not hesiterers condemn the decision of a bride who has sac- tated to sacrifice the highest interests of their cliillove to wealth, even in obedience to a parental dren and children's children to considerations of
The Bible of' Nature; or, The Principles of' rificed
mandate, or the monitions of Nature-estranged ''expedience." In Spanish America thousands· of
Secularism.
baby-brides-girls of twelve and thirteen; nay, even
moralists.
A CONTRffiUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
In extremtls of adverse circumstances, love itself, of ten years-are delivered to the marital tyranny of
however, will often voluntarily withdraw its claim. wealthy old debauchees; in France, Italy, and AusBY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Aut~or of" PhYsical Education,''" The Secret of the East," etc. Hopeless inequality of station, disease, and irremedi- tria miilioE.s of mutually reluctant boys and girls are
able disabilities will extinguish the flame of a passion compelled to wed in obedience to the decision o£
that would have defied time and torture. A lover a business committee of relatives and panders. In
I.-PHYSICAL MAXIMS.
struck with a .cureless 'malady will shrink from trans- the cities of the northland nations marriages of
CHAP fER III.-CHASTITY.
mitting his· a:ffiiction ; a proud barbarian will refuse expedience, though rarer, are still of daily occurA.-Lessons of Instinct.
to make a refined bride the witness of his humilia- rence. "Whatever is natural is wrong," was the
The manifestations of the sexual instinct are guided tions. The perils of consanguinity may reveal them- shibboleth of the medieval dogmatists, and the proby the plain and emphatic monitions of a physical selves to a sort of hereditary (if not aboriginal) tests of instinct were suppressed in the name of
conscience, developed partly with the primordial instinct; and the discovery Gf an unsuspected rela- morality.
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
evolution of our organism, partly by the hereditary tionship bas more than once deadened desire as if by
Next to dietetic abuses, premature and unfit marexperience transmitted during the social development magic, and turned love into self-possessed friendship.
riage is undoubtedly the most fruitful cause of the
B -REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.
of our species. The guardians of our prevailing systern of ethics, too, have enforced the regulations of
In the oldest chronicle of the human race the his- degeneration of the human species. The penalties of
their added supervision with a zeal apparently justi torian of the patriarchs has preserved a genealogical Nature, which every husbandman knows to avoid
fied by the importance of its purpose; but an analy- record which seems to have been transmitted for the in the case of his cattle, are recklessly risked by
sis of those regulations strikingly illustrates the perils special purpose of showing the casual connection of parents and guardians of helpless children-perhaps
of abandoning the plain path of Nature, to foJluw continence and longevity. That record (the fifth in the vague hope that the normal consequences
the· vagaries of hyper-physical dogmatists.
The chapter of Genesis) states the age and the marriage might be averted by the intercession of supernatutal
Nature guided bias of sexual intuitions refers to time, date of the progenitors of ten different generations, agencies. But. miracles have ceased to suspend the
selection, and circumstantial restrictions. The con- with a regularly correspondent decrease of period in operation of Nature's laws, and it would not be
trol of our clerical moralists ignores the first and both respects, from the first· to the sixth, when both an over-estimate to say that a hundred million Chrissecond law of modification, while their recognition of increase in a single instance and then decrease to the tians annually incur the penalty of moral or physical
the third involves a large number of irrelevant and end of the list. The lessons of that record might be sufferings and premature death, as a retribution of
irrational precepts.
read in every branch of every genealogical chronicle their own or their parents' outrages against the laws
In a state of nature, instinct and circumstances from Noah to the latest posterity of his sons. In of the sexual instinct. Premature intercourse of the
cooperate in the prevention of sexual precocity. all countries, among-all nations of all times, prema- sexes stunts the fmther development of the· organism
Active exercise furnishes a vent to those potential ture courtship has courted premature death. Conti- and entails physical defects on the off,;pring of a
energies which physical sloth forces to explode in nence during the years of development rewards itself series of successive generations. Puny, weakly, and
sensual excesses The adult males of all species of in health and vigor, both of body and of mind. scrofulous children people the cities of southern
vertebrate animals fiercely resent the encroachments Success in every line of endeavor is the reward of Europe from Havre to Messina, though infant morof immature rivals. Savages postpone their nuptials reserved strength. That strength becomes available tality has assumed proportions which partly counterto a period of life when the possession of property or in the needs of after years, and is the chief basis of act the evil by the sternest of N11ture's remedies.
prestige enables them to undertake the adequate that love of independence and impatience of tyranny Our fatuous modes of indoor education, combined
support of a family. In countries where both sexes found only among manful and continent nations. The with the influence Of a stimuiating diet (meat, pepperspend a· large portion of their. time in outdoor occu- love of the gentlest females is reserved for the man- sauces, and coffee, instead of fruit, bread, and milk)
pations, precocious prurience is very rare. In the liest males of their species, while precocious coveters systematically promote premature prurience. Our
pastoral highlands of the Austria~ Alps (Styria, of such prizes meet with humiliations and disappoint- school-boys are thus driven to vices of which they
Salzburg, and the Tyrol), boys and girls meet only ments. Those who forbear to anticipate the prompt- know neither the name nor the physiological signifiat church festivals, but enjoy their amusements ings Df Nature can rely on the favor of her undimin- cance, t.hoJ?gh, like the victims of convent-life, they
apart, the girls in dances and singing- picnics · the isbed aid; and to such only is given the power of suffer the consequencesboys in shooting-matches, foot-races, and mou~tain that " love that spurs to exertions."
.Losing their beauty and their native grace,
excursions. A lad under eighteen caught in flirtaAnd if marriages are planned in heaven, that with but a small chance of subsequent redemption by
tio~s i~ at once laughed back to manlier pastimes, heaven manifests its will in the appeals of love, and
healthier occupations. The monasteries of southern
while girls even more jealously guard the exclusiveness not in thP counsels of avarice or expedience. If the Europe are foster-schools of even more baneful vices
of their festivals, and would chase away an intrusive sorrows of poverty-straitened love could be measured
-crimes against Nature, which in the slave-dens
bachelor as promptly as a trespassing boy. Lycmgus against the misery of disgust blighted wealth, it of the Middle Ages were more frequent than in the
fixes the marriageable age of a groom at thirty years, would be admitted that the course of true loYe is,
most dissolute cities of pagan antiquity. Dr. Layof a bride at twenty. Among the martial Visigoths after all, the smoothest, in the long run as well as in ton's report on the regult of the ''Royal Commission
thirty and twenty-five years were the respective the beginning. For the inspirations of genuine love of Ipvestigation" (1538) describes the moral status of
minima.
will resist the assaults of misfortune as they defied
the British convents as an absolute ne plus ultra of
The importance of limiting the license of precocious. its menace, and the ban of prejudice can detract but imaginable corruption. The memoirs of Guicca1·dini
passion has never been directly denied, but the sig- little from the happiness of a union hallowed by the
and Pedro Sanchez depict a depth of immorality that
nificance of the instinct of sexuctl selection seems to sanction of Nature.
would haYe revolted the libertines of the Neronic
have been unaccountably misunderstood. 1\;(arriages
c.-PERVERSION.
era. The indictment of Pope John XXII. contains
without the sanction, and even against the direct
The enemies of Natur~ have not failed to pervert
forty-six specifications that can hardly be quoted
protest, of that instinct are constantly encouraged. an instinct which they could not wholly suppress.
in Latin. Jordanus Bruno, however, sums up the
''Love matches," in the opinion of thousands of That this suppression was actually attempted in the
secret of such aberrations:
Christian parents, seem to be thought fit only for the first outbreak of antinatural insanity is abundantly
characters of a sentimental romance, or the heroes of proved· by the history of the early Ch1·istian sects,
Insani fugiant munrlum, immundumque sequuntur.
the stage. The overpowering sway of a passion the Novatians, the Marcionites, and the followe 1·s of (The maniacs, despising earth, stray into unearthly abom. h
l ·
inations.)
w h lC asserts its c aims against all other claims self-mutilating Origenes. Absolute abstinence from
whatever ought sufficiently to proclaim the impor- sexual intercourse was made the chief text of "unThe absurd interdictions of marriage on account of
tance of its purpose and the absurdity of the mistake worldliness." Novices were brought up in strict a difference in speculative opinions were for centuries
which treats its . appeals as a matter of frivolous seclusion; mutilation was the usual p£>nalty of violated enforced with all the truculence of Inquisitorial
fancy.
vows, but was also practiced as an apriori safeguard butcher-laws; the espouser of a Jewess or a Morisca
And, in fact, only the universality of that passion against the awakening of the sexual instinct. St. was burnt at the stake, together with his bride; even
transcends the importance of its direction. For, Clemens of Alexandria, one of ·the few semi-rational clandest~ne inte~course with an unb~lieving par~m?ur
while the sexual instinct, per se, guarantees the per· leaders of the patristic era, gives an appalling account was_ p~mshe~ With barbarous seventy; and a Simi~ar
petuation · of the species, the instinct of selection of the consequences of those crimes against Nature, . preJUdiCe still frow?s ul?o~ the loves of Cathohcs
refers to the composition of the next generation, of and vehemently denounces the fatuous dogma, which and. Protestants~ qf Chnshans and Mo~ammedans,
which it thus determines the quality as the other was nevertheless only modified, but never wholly and even Freethmkers. In ~reland the pnest encourdetermines the quantity. And just as the vital renounced, by the moralists of a church whose ethi@s a~ed_ custo';ll of earl;y marr~ages ha~ filled the rural
powers of the individual organism strive back from were undoubtedly derived from the physical nihilism d_I~trwts w~th starvmg 'l~Ildre~; m thousands of
disease to healt,h, the genius of the species seeks to of Buddha S11kiamuni. The Galilean apostle of Anti- Cities marnages ?f expedienc~ mvo~e the curse of
reestablish the perfection of the type, and to neutral-. naturalism indirectly inculcates the superior merit of Nat~re on the traitors ~o the highest_ mterests of our
ize the effects of degenerating influences. We suppression in his allusions to" eunuchs for the king- spemes. . Every marnage, unsan~twned ?Y love,
accordingly find that the individuals of each sex seek dom of heaven's sake" and the saints "who neither avenges Itself on several generatwns of mnocent
the complement of their own defects. Small women marry nor are given i~ marriage," as well as in the offspring, as w:e_ll as directly in blighted hopes and
prefer tall men; fickle men worship strong-minded example of his personal asceticism; and Paul dis- years of unavallmg regrets.
women; dark grooms select fair. brides; practical tinctly informs us that marriage is only a lesser evil,
E.-REFORM.
.
business m~n are attracted by romantic girls; city a compromise with the passions of the unregenerate,
Before we can hope to abate the prevalence of
belles admire a rustic Hercules, and vice versa. which perfect virtue should forbear to gratify: "It genetic abuses we must promote a more general
Exceptional intensity of mutual passion denotes is good for a man not to touch a 1ooman; neverthe- recognition of the truth that the organism of the
exceptional fitness of the contemplated union, or less to avoid
," etc. Such dogmas bore human body is subject to the same laws that govern
rather the results of that union; for, here as else- their natural fruit in the society-shunning fanaticiflm the organic functions of our fellow-creatures; and
where, Nature, in a choice of consequences, will sac- of hermits and anchorites; in aberrations a la Or- that health does not dispense its blessings as a reward
rifice the interests of individuals to the interests of igenes, and in that dreadful source of unnatural vice, of prayer and theological conformity, but of conthe species. Passionate love, accordingly, is ever the enforced celibacy of monks and priests.
formity to the promptings of our sanitary intuiready to attain its purpose at the price of the ternIn the philosophy of those moralists, the physical ti0ns. We must dispel the delusion which hopes to
porary advantages of life, nay, of life itself; and the interests of mankind were of no moment whatever. conciliate the favor of a miracle-working deity by
voluntary renunciation of such advantage is, therefore, The church that burnt nuns and priests for yielding sacrificing the physical interests of our species to the
in the truest sense a self. sacrifice for the benefit of to the power of an irrepressible instinct, has in mill- interests of a clerical dogma.
posterity, a surrender of personal interests to the ions of cases sanctioned the nuptials of immature
Like the seductions of Intemperance, the temptawelfare of the species. In spi• e of the far-gone per- minors and the nature-insulting unions of avarice tions of precocious Incontinence may be counteracted
version of our ethical standards, we accordingly find and flunkeyism. FDl' the sake of a small fee it has by more abundant opportunities of diverting pasan instinctive recognition of such truth in the pop- encouraged the ma1;riage of reluctant paupers, but times. According to the significant allegory of a
ular verdict that applauds heroic loyalty to a higher [howled its anathemas against the unions of orthodox Grecian myth, Diana, the goddess of hunters and
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forest-dwellers, was the adversary of Venus, and out,
door exercise is, indeed, the best preventive. of
sexual aberrations. Athletes are instinctively continent. Sensuality seems incompatible with a hardy
active mode of lift>, as that of hunters, trappers, and
backwoodsmen. The stigma of public opinion alone
would, however •. suffice to reduce the frequency of
premature marrroges; for, in the island of Corsica
where the recognition of their baneful tendency i~
based on purelY: economical considerations (the perils
of over-population), the dread of social ostracism has
proved more deterrent· than the fear of poverty and
starvation.
In a community_ of Eeformants (as the German·
philosopher Schelling proposed to call the friends of
reform) twenty-five and thirty years should be
accepted as the lawful minima of. a marriage age, and
·the teachers of Secularism should lose no opportunity
to plead the cause of Nature against the usurpations
of priestcraft and conventionalism. Public opinion
should be trained to the recognition of the truth that
the_ sacrifi'he of love to lucre, caste-prejudice, and
bigotry is a crime against the genius of mankind, aud
that a marriage, vetoed by the verdict of Nature,
cannot be hallowed by the mumbling of a priest.
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man upon, Mr.- Bergh ·had passed, all unconscious regular, trained defenders of this city and state are
of the distinguished honor dqne him and the compli- almost all foreigners. Very few, indeed, of the poments paid his manly beauty and showered upon his liceman are Americans, and, excepting only two of
humane head.
the regiments, most of the faces of the militiamen
So the man whose profession it is to prevent were the faces of other nations than ours.
suffering and death was mistaken for the one whose
The Irish and German, of course, predominated;
profession requires him to dispense both when occa-. but almost every nation under the sun was represian demands-and all because both men are tall, sented, and the nativ American was conspicuous by
his absence. The Seventh and Twenty-second regithin, and look as dry as !l powder magazine
Talking about men's looks, did you notice the ments are, of course, chiefly American. The others
Zouaves1 Why is it that a man looks so phenom· are mainly .foreign. What other nation on the globe
enally fiendish and reckless without anything white would dare to hav its defense composed of those wbo
about his neck~ Did you ever-notice that~ Two or were with it, but not of its blood? In a republic
three of the Zouaves had added a white neckerchief only c.mld it be either safe or possible, and this is
to their usual uniform, and the effect was simply the only republic that bas tried it so far.
magical. They did not look half so fierce as their
"DJ I think it an element of danger?"
comrades. An army looks twice as formidable and
Oh, no ! my English friend, I do not think it an
ever so much less human if only the uniform excludes element of danger, but quite the reverse. Our poanything white at the throat.
licemen and militia do not serve because they must.
I strongly s~spect that all this is taken into ac- They serve because they want to; and they are as
count by Bismarck in uniforming his troops. I loyal and as brave in the defensa of the country they
know I would a good deal rather fight a man-if I hav come to for refuge as if they bad been born
had to fight one at all-who had on a nice linen collar. under its flag and cradled by nativ mothers. That
If he affected the usual Zouave toggery or the Prus- the service is absolutely v-oluntary goes a long way
sian uniform, I'd run.- Ugh! they look wicked enough toward explaining why this is true.
to make a Gatling gun turn pale! Now, I like to see
" W auld it no.t be extremely difficult to get Irish
-soldiers look as if they meant business, but there is police to fire on an Irish mob, if such a mob were to
Letter by Helen H. Gardener.
no use in trying to dress an army so as to scare the be?"
"If selfishness were contagious and fatal, what an other side to death.
I think not, unless it were of a religious as well as
awful epidemic there would be, and what a lot of
That is not civilized warfare.
of a race nature. There is never likely to be a rac_e
good material for funerals would be gathered up
And, by the way, what an absurd contradiction mob in this city unless it were of a religious characright here," said a witty lady on Decoration Day as of terms that form of expression is ! " Civilized war- ter, for theN is no other exciting ce.use which would
forty or fifty of us stood on the steps of the Fifth fare," indeed! One might as well talk about a warm not divide all race sympathies. And I very much
avenue branch of the Mercantile Library, trying to freeze or a wet drouth.
doubt if the trouble you apprehend would exist even
see over and through each other so as to now and
One of the features ·of Decoration Day which was if it took that one form. American atmosphere is
then catch a glimpse of the procession as it entirely new was a meeting held in honbr of the not conduciv to fanaticism of a warlike nature in
mn.rched by.
~
women who served, in one way and another, in the large cities. There are always too many varieties of
Everbody laughed except the brass-nosed woman war. There was an interesting paper, of a historical opinion in om: great centers for it to flourish, or for
who had provoked the remark by spreading a parasol nature, read by Mrs. H)lssey, of New Jersey; a clever any one to be unduly aggressiv openly.
directly in front of three small but eager children.
"poem" by another lady; some good music, by two
When George Jacob Holyoke was over here he
She heard theremark and the laugh. She under- ladies and a gentleman, and a lot of talk more or less remarked that this was the only country which had
stood both perfectly ; but she did not close that about the subject in hand.
some two hundred religions-all equally respectable.
parasol, so she enjoyed the supreme satisfaction of
The chairman seemed to get Prohibition and He thought it was because Americans must hav
seeing the soldiers herself w bile she possessed the "providence " hopelessly mixed up with the women variety. They sample everything that comes along,
proud consciousness of preventing a number of other of the war. Abraham Lincoln and Jeho-vah, Clara and they make choice of their religions and their
people from catching even a glimpse of anything be- Barton and Jesus, Anna Ella Carroll, Grant, and the drinks with equal freedom from dictation and comlow the tops of the flagstaffs.
Holy Ghost got pretty badly tangled in the course pulsion.
And what a pathetic lot of flags those were ! Poor, of her remarks.
In small towns, of course, this is less apparent ;
tattered old shreds, clinging to their posts, and revProhibition seemed to hav taken a lively part in but there the nativ American is usually at the helm,
erently carried by old and broken men who, them- freeing the slaves, some way or other, and "prov- which would render a race conflict next to impossiselva young and activ, had followed these same flags idence," the soldiers, and the women each appeared ble. He retains the keys to his own court-house, and
when they came fresh and crisp froni the loving to hav saved the Union in turn.
the Gatling guns are at his command. Oh, you need
hands that worked so bravely to send banners that
Nevertheless, it was an interesting meeting, and if not lose any sleep while you are with us because our
should be worthy of the men who were to follow these ladies could only lay aside their two pet fads police force and militia are foreigners, my friend !
one day in the ye~tr, it would be an excellent idea to
They are all right., and we Americans sle~;>p quite
them.
Poor, tattered, silken wrecks ! What memories start a movement which shall result in proper under- sound with Patrick in the army, Fritz in the navy,
they arouse! what tears they start! I found m:yself standing of the fact that, aftt:r all, women do bear Samba coquetting with the militia, Jacques on the
with pictures of unutterable sorrow in my heart and the hardest part of every war, and their services police force, Angelo with a key to the powder
tears on my cheeks, and I realized that it was the should hav proper recognition on our national Dec- magazine, and Ah Sin beginning to cast tender
flags and not the men that stirred my blood and oration Day.
glances from his fluting-iron toward the ballot box
made me fiercely angry that nobody cheered them,
It is proverbial that an Ameri9an crowd is the and the perquisits of the plethoric pocketed alderand that men stood stolidly by with cove'red heads best-natured crowd in the world. But what is an man.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
while these pathetic symbols of glory and of death American crowd 1 and where is it to be found'?
were borne once more to the graves of those who Surely not in New York city. Among the thousands
]lr. Washburn's ltecord and Prospectns.
From the J,.ve.~tt(lator.
had followed them so bravely and fallen under their and hundreds of thousands on Broadway and Fifth
avenue yesterday, certainly not one~ third of the faces
I hav delivered· for the .lnvestigator Lectureship
folds.
I hope that this did not happen anywhere else indicated that they were American born. And right nearly seventy lectures the past season, and hav disalong the line of march, and that all of the brass- here I want to say that the whole length of those tributed a large quantity of Liberal tracts, papers,
nosed, selfish women, and stolid, unenthusiastic men two streets I saw but one drunken man. That is a etc. In most places where I hav visited I hav found
happened to be massed on that particular block, pretty good record for a big city on a holiday, and the people interested in our cause, and willing, as far
where even the banner with Lincoln on it did not is thrown in here for the information of the Prohibi- as able, to help advance its principl61s. Through the
call forth one single cheer, and made no man lift his tion party, as well as for the pleasure and happiness very generous donations of friends, whose contribuof all of us.
tions were acknowledged in the Investigator, and
hat.
Holidays, of whatever nature, so soon take on the through the loyalty of Mr. J. P. Mendum to the
A little further down !!> pretty girl about the kissable age-you may decide for yourself how old she character of gala days that I heard it asked a number lectureship, who was responsible for my salary, I hav
was--.vith lips as fresh as a rose and eyes so pure of times as people looked at the flag on some large been enabled to devote one year to the work of Liberalism; and I wish to thank every person who aided
and clear that no other jewels could be half so rich building, "Why is that flag at half mast 1"
The marching thousands in uniform did not mean me in the work for their kind and noble support.
and beautiful, exclaimed: "Oh, which one is General
Sherman~ I must see General Sherman ! I never a funeral procession, but a parade, to the tired The outlook for another year is brighter for what
workers who got an extra day of rest; and to the has been done this year, and it is my desire to conhav, and he might die!"
Her companion laughed. "Well, the very home- impecunious loafer it meant a rare chance to see a tinue in the Liberal field, and do my share of the
free show. Each made the most of it in his own work for the overthrow of superstition in the land.
liest old codger you see t.o-day will be the general."
"Provided your ugly old chap is as thin as a way, with small regret for· the veterans dead, and I hav been lecturing this month in Lunenburg, Ayer,
match and as dry as a New York .Sunday," put in vastly more interest in the uniforms than in the and Fitchburg.
records and wounds of the veterans living.
That able and devoted worker for Freethought,
one of the party.
"The veterans don't march half so well as the Capt. Robert Davis, of Lunenburg, Mass., is not
"I don't care how homely he is, I shall cheer,"
militiamen," remarked one hair- brained biped ; and satisfied with what be is do1ng alone with his pen
said the pretty little maiden.
I thought that I would tell her that she would hav another athletic youth said that he'd bet fifty cents and tongue, and so has paid me for five lectures in
to go down to Madison square to see Sherman; but if he had command that they would keep their lines the above-named places. His method is to hire a
hall, hav posters distributed advertising the lecture,
I yielded to the temptation to see what man she straighter or he'd know the reason why.
They appeared to be under the impression that and after the lecture to giv away all the tracts and
would cheer on the strength of deciding that he took
Grant drew a chalk line in front of Vicksburg, and books that the people wish to read, and to pay every
the palm for homeliness.
A puffy old German, commanding one division of every soldier kept his eye and his toe on that mark cent of the expenses himself. Only a few Liberals
are able to do this, but a great many are vastly more
the Grand Anriy, came near receiving the honor during the entire battle.
The human biped is a queer animal. It lacks able than is Captain Davis. This gentleman's enthuvicariously, but she suddenly stopped and said :
" Thin ? Well, he's not thin, and besides he looks as feathers; it is true, and that is one reason why it is siasm for Liberalism amounts to almost religious
neither a vulture nor a loon; and it would require zeal, and he is never happier than when doing someif he drank beer. Does Sherman~,
"No. Sherman looks as if he drank bran," said a two m.ore legs and an octave or so added to his thing for the spread of truth and the cause of mental
.
voice to make him a perfect donkey; but little phys- libert.y.
bystander, and eve1·ybody laughed.
Through the generous encouragement of Captam
Just then Mr. Bergh hove in sight, and the little ical defects like these are perhaps of but small
weight when it comes to a real test of character and Davis and others, I hav decided to continue the lectmiss hesitated no longer. She cheered lustily.
[ ureship, but hav not yet arranged any particular
"There he is! There he is! He looks just like capacity, after all.
There was one sight which seemed to astonish my program. It has been suggested th~t the best and
you said; but I don't care, he's just splendid, anyEnglish friend more than anything else, and I fancy I wisest ~ourse would be to try to bm_ld up a st_r~ng
how. Oh, tohy don't the people cheer him?"
Society m Boston, and radiate from thrs ;pomt._g~v~ng
And before her escort knew which man she had it is, as he said, not to be matched in the world.
That was the very patent fact that t};l.e standing, lectures as they may be called for m adJommg
chosen to bestow her enthusiasm for General Sher-
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places. This plan can be carried out if support
enough is pledged to make the undertaking a success. I do not wish to engage in a failure, and there
is no need of making a failure if the friends of Liberalism who are interested in the cause will but giv
their principles the support they deserve.
We can hav a large and flourishing Society in
Paine Memorial, that shall carry on a work whose
influence for good may be felt throughout the land.
I am anxious to do that which will best promote the
progress of our movement, and would invite the
opinions of others upon the question.
Fraternally,
L. K. WASHBURN.
Revere, Mass., July 26, 1887.

News and Notes.
Saturday evening, July 23d, I strike Puget Sound
at Tacoma. Tacoma is a thriving place, with more
hills to the acre than any other spot on the globe. I
should judge that every dwelling-house was on an
eminence of its own. Tacoma expects to be the
terminus of the Northern Pacific, and is growing
rapidly.
Puget Sound is a beautiful sheet of water. It is
dotted with hundreds of islands, and the landscapes
are constantly changing. The skies are so full of
smoke now that the far-off sceneries of snow-capped
mountains cannot be viewed. The sun is almost hidden from sight. Only a faint effulgence from the setting
orb illuminates the wide floods and romantic shores,
but enough to make a picture of indescribable beauty
and fascination. Long ago, upon the hills of New
England, I used to read of Puget Sound. Then its
waves broke upon a vast wildnesss-so remote that
it seemed almost impossible for civilization to reach
it in my day. But the shores now resound with the
whistle of the locomotiv, and wealth and elegance
greet the eye. At nine o'clock, in the bosom of the
darkness, Seattle, on.its lofty eminence, shines like a
constellation, with its many quivering lights. At the
dock we are met by our good allies, Lyman Wood,
Walter Walker, A. Amunds, and John H. Hummell,
and soon find comfortable quarters in the Occidental
Hotel, which is one of the finest houses along the
coast. Seattle has a population of twelve or fifteen
thousand. It has plenty of enterprise. Up to this
time it is the metropolis of the sound, and, I guess,
will maintain its supremacy, although it keeps its
laurels only by a persistent fight.
Seattle has been full of tumult on the Chinese
question, but the banners of peace are beginning to
wave. At the last election the Liberals came out on
top, and some of our representativ men, like Lyman
Wood and others, are in responsible official positions.
The worst act I hav heard of in regard to the riots
was that committed by a clergyman who, as a member of the militia, shot down, without cause, an unarmed citizen amid crowds of women and children.
The clergyman has fled the country. This shows
the spirit of Christianity. Theology has always been
the greatest of murderers, and the clergyman delights in bloodshed when he can do it with safety.
A more cruel and dastardly act was never committed
than this shooting by an irresponsible militia.
I had good audiences Sunday itfternoon and evening, but our forces at this point are somewhat disorganized owing to many causes, and it will require
time and patience and wise action to gather the hundreds of Liberals of this city into a harmonious and
powerful society. But there is splendid material,
and I hav high hopes of its future usefulness.
One of our noblest and most generous comrades
has passed away, D. M. Crane, a venerable and
worthy leader in our cause. It was one of my most
pleasant anticipations in coming to the coast to see
this brave and high-minded Freethinker, whose communications were always so full of cheer and noble
kindness. I was doomed to be disappointed. He
died suddenly in the very midst of his work and usefulness. But his memory is bright and beautiful, an
influence that cannot perish for liberty, for justice,
and for humanity.
Monday, July 25th, I go up toNewcastle,amining
town of about seven hundred inhabitants amid the
wood-covered hills. I had a cordial reception, and
full houses the two evenings I lectured. The band
played, and everything went off in fine style. Never
in the history of the place had there been so large an
assembly of men and women. The ministers can't
do anything here; they hav all been starved out.
One of them, like a sensible fellow, has gone to work
in the mines at two dollars per day. He would rather
grow fat in the bowels of the earth than fast and
pray in the courts of the Lord.
Frank Murdock sang at our first meeting, and
Joseph Aspen at the second, and so the muses made
our way pleasant amid these gloomy realms of Pluto.
We went down into the mine, nine hundred feet
below the surface, and dwelt for a few hours in this
subterranean world, where the weird lights and thunderous reports make it seem like sheol. It is a comfortable summer residence, the air being delightfully
cool. They had a strike here lately of six months'
duration, but the working people came out ahead.
This is one of the best mining properties in the terri-

tory, and large quantities of coal, about five hundred
tons, are daily shipped.
I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins
Morgan while here, of Welsh blood and Liberal to the
core, and time passed pleasantly by, although it did
seem as if I were out of the world, so quiet it was,
especially in the morning when the men were asleep,
or at work in the mines. The miners work eight
hours a day and come·out about four in the afternoon,
and the evenings are quite lively with ball playing,
etc. The Newcastle nine are among the best in the
territory, and hav won many 11 famous victory.
Among our other jovial and Liberal friends here
are John Williams, Wm. George, Thos. Oakley, leader
of the band; G. D. Spencer, Rufus Calhoun, Wm.
Penman, Thos. Naylor, Henry Bloom, Thos. Price,
Wm. Under, Thos. Macdonald, Richard Roesiger, Jas.
Carrington, John Hutchenson, August Saunders,
John John, J. P. Rich, J obn Clark, Ben. Atkinson,
Andrew Brown, August Farley, Wallace Fonier, Geo.
Davis, G. Getschman, James Raper, Thos. Edge, etc.,
and it will be seen that the banners of Liberalism in
Newcastle will never fall to the dust. We expect to
return here on our next trip and organize a Secular
Union.
We come back to Seattle on Wednesday, and giv
two lectures Wednesday and.Thursday evenings, and
organize the Seattle Secular Union; and I believe we
shall hav a royal company to defend our cause in this
city of the hills, and the setting sun will shine upon
our victorious forces. Walter Walker used to liv in
Utah, and he kept things lively there for reform, and
he will do the same wherever he goes. He is a born
agitator for the right. He believes in progress with
all his heart. John H. Hummell is equally devoted,
an activ worker, generous and enthusiastic. Another
stanch advocate is A. Amunds, always ready to lend
a hand, and who looks forward and not backward,
and is one of the live men of the city. With him
goes his partner, P. Wickston, as solid as the hills
and true as steel; and the father-in-law, Mr. Stone,
who in old age keeps up the fires of freedom, and
believes still in the "good time coming." Also, A. C.
Bowman and his wife, at whose charming residence
on the banks of Union Lake I was entertained.
Bowman has many a fight on hand, especially with
the ministers, who are always, however, obliged to
beat a retreat, and not in the best of order. He
is surrounded with Christian neighbors, who are
determined to convert him and bring him to his
knees; but so far he is right side up with care, and
h«? doesn't giv much evidence of a "new birth."
Among others are Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Wood,
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Hummell
and family, who are all Liberals; Mrs. D. M. Crane,
Mrs. Laura Hall, our potent worker at Port Angeles;
W. W. White, Michael Pilling, Miller Galloway,
Frank Pontius, R. Scott, 0. A. Carr, Wm. Cochran,
B. F. S~eeny, Samuel Combs, Judge Soderborg,
C. M. Bridges, Dr. Done, Mrs. Josephine Giddings,
A. J. Charleston, C. J. Childberg, Wm. Moran, John
Coolage, H. F. Phillips, E. Roberts, Robert W. Wincipaw, N. Childl:>erg, Messrs. Erlin, Robertson, etc.
I was plea£ed to make the acquaintance of Judge
Bush, formerly of Washington, D. C., who is now
located in this territory. He is well known to the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER by his contributions to
its columns. He is a genial and able man, and
is quite an addition to our forces in this country.
I expect to lecture at Seattle next Tuesday, and
close my work at this point with bright hopes of
future progress. I am now on route amid the islands
of the sound to Snohomish, where I lecture. to- day,
to-morrow, and Sunday and Monday. Next week I
shall be at Port Angeles and Port Townsend, Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, August 7th, 8th, and
9th; at Portland, August 11th; at Colfax, August
13th, 14th, and 15th; at Pendleton, I expect, August
21st; at Union, August 23d, 24th, and 25th; at
Baker City, August 26th, 27th, and 28th; at Prairie
City and vicinity, from August 29th to September
6th; at Emmetts and Boise City and neighborhood,
from September 6th to 19th; at Salt Lake, September 24th and 25th ; and eastward by Canon City,
Denver, Nebraska, to Chicago, for the National Congress in November.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Puget Sound, Steamer W. F. Monroe, July 29,
1887.

Mrs. Slenker.
I suppose "you alls" will think me somewhat lacking in backbone to hav allowed the remarks on my
case in the last TRUTH SEEKER to worry and keep me
lying awake nearly all night. Though willing to do
and dare all, where I believe it right and best, I am
not the less sensitiv to being skinned alive, or irritated by unjust adverse criticism. I claim to
hav sent nothing to anyone that I did not send
for the best of purposes, and even if not directly educating at the time, I meant it as good seed and to
be exchanged for facts from the receiver which were
needed in the work.
In writing up any branch of science, few save the
students and teachers will be able to comprehend the
usefulness of much matter that seems entirely irrel-

evant to the subject; so when our editor calls the
item referred to as having appeared in the Word
"very disgusting" "stuff," others who see and
know its full import realize that it was of the greatest importance, because it was a fact and truth touching the most important problem of social sexual
science.
So far as I am concerned, it was n'ot so much the
publishing of "the matter in the objectionable item in
the Wm·d that I disliked as it was the way in which
it was done. If I had intended making the fact
known in print (and it was a real fact), I should hav
put it in an entirely different shape. I never like to
needlessly shock or even disgust people by presenting
truths in too rude or rough a style.
But what is done can't be helped. I hav perhaps
unwittingly sown better seed than I intended even
in this ; for I feel that Mr. Heywood is correct in
thinking "pain is incidental to convalescence," and
also as regards the "clandestin role of the reformer."
I always prefer frank and open work w~erever it is
possible, yet we often write in private what is "unfit
for publication," because for the average reader it
would require too much preface and explanation to
make it understandable.
To Mr. Heywood and others who were studying
the science of sexual passions, the Wm·d item was
perfectly in place, but to outsiders, robbed of all
that should hav accompanied it, it lqoked to be entirely uncalled for.
We cannot please all, even of our friends. But we
can be kindly tolerant, and giv those who differ from
us the benefit of the widest charity and consideration.
I am truly sorry if I bav hurt Mr. Heywood's feelings
in what I said regarding this matter, for I hold him
and his good wife ~s true reformers, and true friends,
not only of Elmina, but of all human kind.
Probably, next to Tbpmas Paine, no radicals of
·these latter days hav been more maligned, misrepresented, and misjudged than hav Ezra and Angela
Heywood.
Now a word to Geo. W. Baum. I would respectfully inform him that the churning incident is a real
fact, and occurred within a mile of Snowville, and
the parties are personally known to me. "Churning
all day" is frequently done by thrifty farru-wives
who depend on butter-moneyfor many little household purchases. Not unfrequently the cream refuses
to yield up the buttery particles, and so the churn is
kept standing around to be worked at odd moments,
and hour after hour the dasher vainly does its work.
I remember many such a "thro' of it" in my own
past experience; especially one during my girlhood.
We had tried salt, soda, hot water, and dropping in
a small roll of butter, all in vain; finally, "old Aunt
Morey" called, and at once pronounced the cream
bewitched, and she heated a smoothing iron and
threw it in the crf;lam, saying it would make a burn
on the witch, and she would leave the house. Surely
enough, in a few- moments, the butter came. Probably the. bot iron wrought the needed change in the
cream. Now, this was in the Empire State, and not
in Dixie, and there are still plenty of people in probably every state in the Union who are quite intelligent in many respects, but who believe in signs,
omens, witches, gods, and devils. I know I find
such wherever Iliv.
If Mrs. Slenker has "violated a national law," it is
curious that so many of our best lawyers, scientists,
and thinkers, who hav seen specimens of all that was
mailed, are so ready to defend them as being mailable under the law; and that so many of our best
physicians are in favor of" quashing the indictment"
as unjust and unrighteous,
·
Thmk you as good, great, and wise a doctor as E.
B. Foote would fill page after page of his .Health
Monthly, issue after issue, with letters, articles, and
editorials of defense, if he believed what was mailed
was lewd and obscene~ As to " nas~y and vulgar
language," that is all a matter of education and taste.
If a scientist whose merits and works are of worldwide reputation, such as are those of H. M. Parkhurst, can use and defend this language as clean,
proper, correct, and legitimate, shall we lesser lights
carp and cavil over it 7
Are Liberals tmly Liberal 7 It would almost seem
that many of them would like to shut out from our
papers everything save comments upon Noah and
the ark, Solomon and his numerous wives, and Jesus
and the enemies he wanted slain before him, and it
almost seems that Elmina's enemies would like her to
be imprisoned, if not slain outright, for touching the
forbidden subject of sex.
I see Mr. Chamberlain asks those who hav been
benefited by Elmina's work please to send statements to that effect. Does he mean simply sexual
work, or does he yoke in all her work against theology, alcohol, tobacco, and punishment-especially of
helpless little children~ If so, I fear the responses
will be overwhelming; unless the sexual shock has
paralyzed the pens of the people.
You see, I am judging by the appreciativ and flattering personal letters I hav received during thirty years
of public and private correspondence, and the real
outcome may be far less than I anticipated. Honest
in intent and clean of heart, hav I ever given to the
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world my best. The seed is sown and time will
ripen the grain, and the future shall judge of"lhe
harvest, I need, also, the words written against as
well as for me, and friends who see mention of my
case in papers other than those for which I write
will confer a great favor upon me by sending such
extracts, giving name and date of the journal from
which they are taken.
Friends, July will be gone ere you read this and
August will hav begun. The months pass s.;iftly
away, and near and more near draws the fateful day
when I must once more go to be judged, and prob.
ably condemned and convicted. It is a great strain
on one's ·nerves to feel the shadow of a prison resting
on and over one for weeks and months together ; to
realize that the end is ever approaching nearer and
still nearer, as inevitable as death itself, and no arm
to avert the blow.
You may say I risked it all open-eyed. Well, so
does ever.:y soldier in the army risk wounds, capture,
and death open-eyed; but each one hopes to escape,
just as I hoped to do my duty and escape, unharmed
by fire and foe.
My object in writing this is to ask all the silent
ones, the spectators of the combat, to jump down
from the fence and take sides in the work; to show
their colors, to let us know who our friends are. We
need every name of every friend to free mails and
free speech. We need the indorsement of everyone
who believes in a clean heredity and a broader
scientific sexual education.
If the hundreds who hav spoken brave, true, earnest, inspiriting words in private letter would only
send just a few lines of public approval, or simply
send twenty-five cents, with their names, so they
might be placed in the roll of honor, and help to
swell the ranks, they would be accomplishing far
more than they imagin. we ask none to do this
save those who truly sympathize in the work. But so
many think it is of no use to write or send unless
they can do big things. They forget that liWe drops
of water make the mighty ocean. · So, right here, I
ask each one to become a drop.
The day is not far off when you will realize that
this little fight way down in old Virginia is something more than a mere personal matter; that I hav
not risked fine and imprisonment, slander, contumely,
and disgrace for the paltry privilege of mailing a few
words.
Behind me are noble, scientific, grand, and true
men and women, each and all of whom are in the
work and of it. One by one they are coming to the
front, and lifting a part of· the load from my shoulders. The first dark, dense desolation is passing by.
Not one of you will ever know the terrible horror
of that first week in Wytheville jail, when I did not
know if even my husband or child would ever care
for me again.
Right here I wish to say that Mr. Slenker stood
by me stanchly and kindly all through the stay
in Abingdon, and closed up the trip by donating
$10 to the defense fund, and promised still more help
toward it.
•
It has cost me over $200 for being arrested, jailed,
bailed, indicted, and re-bailed, and what the real
trial, fine, etc., will cost only the future will tell.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
Snowville, Va., July 2-8, 287.

Church and :State.
Edward McGl!Jnn in

tne Standard.

I shall giv you a little chapter of unpublished history. A priest, Edward J. O'Reilly, pastor of St.
Mary's church i:d Grand street, this city, a man of
ability and culture, had shortly before the date of
tpat interview been promoted from the parish of
Newburgh, where he had begun to agitate in writing
the so-called "school question," which largely consis ted of the demand for public moneys for Catholic
parochial schools. When he came to St. Mary's par·
ish in New York, he found himself burdened with
two parochial school buildings which he found it all
but impossible to support, even with the aid of fairs,
and rafl.les (in violation of law), and picnics and excursions, the chief profits of which would come from
the sale of beer and intoxicating drinks. He said to
me one day, "I can't support my schools." "Well,
then," said I, "don't support them." "But," said
he, "I must support them." "Well," said I, "support them, then." I simply meant to say that if be
and his people wanted private, religious, parochial
schools, nobody should deny them the right of enjoying that luxury, but that reasonable beings would
suppose that he and his people should also enjoy the
privilege of paying for the luxury. But the fact is
that the Catholic people. a!'\ a rule are not very eager
. I sch oo Is, wh"lCh are f orce d upon
· th em b y
f or paraeh 1a
the fanaticism of bishops and priests, so· that the
support of the schools has to be extorted from the
people by never-ending scoldings from the altar and
pulpit, by choking people at church doors to sell
·
·
· ·
the~ e_xcurswn tickets, and by o~her Similar unChnsthke arts. In the conversatiOn referred to,
Father O'Reilly quickly made known his view on the
subject, He said.: "We are paying our share of the
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taxes. We are therefore entitled to" our share of the that has for one of its objects the pr-ocuring of some
public school fund. We bav the votes and the· po- such provision or amendment in the constitution of
litical influence, and we must demand, and shall· ob- this state. I will giv you, as entirely pertinent to
tain, our rights." - I answered that he might bav a this subject, the text of a correspondence which
majority of the voters in some of the wards in New I had some tbree months ago with .the acting secreYork city, but that he should not forget the bitter tary of that committee, the Rev. Mr. Baker. But
hostility of the great majority of the people of the first I should like to say that some suggestions
state and country to such demands, and that the in my part of the correspondence were dehberately
pressing of such demends by him and his friends intended to make impossible in the future the miserwould provoke bitter denunciation and caricatures able evasions that hav been common in the past, by
from pulpit and press, and would do irreparable which, under the pretense of non-sectarianism, people
injury to the Catholic .church throughout the United hav been deprived of the reasonable enjoyment of
States. He replied: " What bav I to do with the such religious ministrations as they preferred, and,
Cathoiic church in the United States'? My mission on the other hand, hav been coerced into attending
is to my own church and to the children of my own religious service and instruction which were utterly
people"-a sentiment which I thought very uncath- distasteful to them, and at which very often they felt
olic, and one that was rebuked by the action of chil- that they could not voluntarily be present without
dren in his own Sunday-school, who showed that grievously sinning against conscience. Surely it is
they were concerned not merely for the interests of the rational doctrin of the soundest Christian philoreligion in the United States, but in far-away China sophy, as it is a cherished American principle, that
and Japan, for the spiritual help of which they were liberty of conscience shall be inviolate. The correspondence is as follows :
collecting and contributing their pence.
ST. LUKE'S HoSPITAL, 54TH ST. AND FIFTH AVE.,}·
.
This Father. O'Reilly, determined to carry out his
NEw YoRK. April29. 1887.
views, associated with himself a number of priests,
REV. EowARD MoGLYNN, D.D., Rev. and Dear Si1•: A cona.mong whom were Fathers Cloury, of St. Gabriel's, ference
of the executiv and finance committee of the "cenTreanor, of the Tramdiguration church, and McKenna, tral committee for protecting and perpetuating the separation
of St. Rose's. They formed what may be called an of church and state" will be held at this hospital on Tuesday
offensiv and defensiv alliance with the Tammany evening, May 3d, at 8 o'clock, at which the followine; proamendment to the state constitution will be discussed :
ring, of which at that time the chief ornaments were posed
"No moneys from the public treasury, state, county, or
Tweed, Sweeney, Connolly, and Oakey Hall. It was municipal, or moneys rai~ed by taxation, shall be given,
a matter of life and death for the ring at that time, paid, or loaned to any sectarian institution·, or any institualready deep in its unparalleled thievery and general tion under sectarian teaching or control."
I hav been specially requested to ask you and t.be following
rascality, to secure the reelection of Oakey Hall as
gentlemen to be with us on that occasion: Rev. Joshua
mayor. It was like a godsend to the desperate ring Strong,
D.D., Mr. Henry George, Mr. Henry A. Cram.
to be permitted to hope that they could buy the
I sincerely trust that i.t will be in your power to be pres"Catholic vote" and the support of the Catholic eccle- ent. Yours truly, GEoHGK S. BAKER, Acting Secretary.
Executiv Committee-E. M. Kingsley, S. Hastings Grant,
siastical machine, at so cheap a price as that of a few
Churchill H. Cutting, Anrlrew Powell. Finance Commithundred thousand dollars a year for Catholic schools, tee-H.
A. Oakley, Hugh N. Camp, William Alexander
which sum they could easily procure by legislativ Smith.
trick and fraud. To giv to the allia~ce more surety
NEw YnRK, May 3, 1887.
and dignity it was desired by the ring, and the desire Mr. GeorgeS. Baker, Acting Secretary of Committee for Protecting and Perpetuating the Separation of Church and
was gratified, that Archbishop McCloskey should hav
State, St. Luke's Hospital, New York city:
a conference on the subject with Peter B. Sweeney.
Sm: I hav received your favor inviting me to take part in
who was known as the "brains" of the ring. This a conference of the executiv and financial committees of
conference was held on a Sunday evening, in a room your committee to be held this evening, to w_hic_h conference
in the old episcopal, now pastoral, residence of St. vou inform me that you were requested to 1nv1te also Rev.
Joshua Strong, D. D., Mr. Henry George, and Mr. Henry A.
Patrick's church in Mulberry street. In due time Cram.
I thank you for the courteous invitation, and regret
the ring maintained its part of the bargain by passing that another engagement will not permit me to be present.
I am glad to be able to express my sincere concurrence in
through the legislature an appropriation which
granted to the Catholic parochial schools of New the general proposition w·hich, as I understand it, underlies
purpose of your committee and the amendment to the
York city an amount somewhere between two hundred the
state constitution it proposes as follows: "No moneys from
and three '>hundred thousand dollars. Mr. Sweeney the public treasury-state, county, or municipal-or moneys
got great credit for his cleverness in so managing raised by taxation, shall be given, paid, or loanPd to any secthat the appropriation was tacked on to a bill on, I tarian in'stitution, or any institution under sectarian teaching
believe, the last night of the session, and in such or controL"
I am convinced from my reading of history that too often
shape and language that but few of the legislators the liberty of religion has suffered by the so-called protection
could hav known or guessed the real intent of the of the state, and its purity has bPen corn~ pte~ by state en.
appropriation or the amount appropriated. The dowments, while, on the other hand, the llbertJC~ of the peo.
appropriation awarded "a sum equivalent to twenty pie and. the rights of the state as representativ of these liberties, hav been time and time again encroached upon by
per cent of the excise money in New YQrk I'Ounty churchmen
grown rich and powerful by the endowments of
for the year 1868 to such free schools as are not the state. I could not, however. with perfect ~atisfaction to
already in receipt of any share of the public school myself, approve of the propospd amendment _unle_ss I were
fund." A commissioner was by the act itself- to bf' permitted to amend the amendment by makmg 1t broader
more radical, and so clear in its provision as to render
appointed for the distribution of the fund. Mr. and
impossible all quibbling and evasion. I .wo\\ld therefore s~g
Nathaniel Jarvis, Jr., was appointed such commis- gest the insertion after the word "tRxahon of the followmg
sioner, and even he, who is somewhat known as a words: '·From licenses, exci;;es, or in any other way. by
practical politician, was shocked at the cupidity and authority of Jaw." Again, after the word "control" I
unscrupulousness of Catholic clergymen in their woulri sug.e;est the addicion of the following worrls: "Or to
».ny private institutions, or to any institution that shall not
unAeemly scramble to get more than their share be
the property of the people in. their political c_apacity, and
of the appropriation. One worthy pa"'tor had the entirely controled by officers elected or appomted by the
coolness to af'k for aRhare, although he bad no school, people."
I hope tbat these suggestions will meet. with a!'crptance
on the ground that, if he could get a liheral slice of
the fund, he would st ·rt a school. The parochial from the conference, in which. case I shall cheerfully and
earnestly defend the proposed amendment with voice and
schools enjoyed this gift of the ring for a year or two, ptn, and use what influence I mRJ: ha_v in the matte_r of the
and clergymen privy to the bargain did ~hat th~y elrction of delegates to the const1tut.wnal cnnvenhon, and
could to keep their part of the pa!'t by dmng thell' with the members of the convention in behalf of the amendbest to reelect Mayor Hall. and therefore to oppose ment.
With best wishes for the committee and yourself, 1 am, sir,
the rival candidate, Judge Ledwith, who was himself
EowAllD MoGI.YI'N.
Yours sincerely,
!t Catholic, and for whom personally some of the
I received another letter from Rev. Mr. Baker,
clergy referred ·to had the kindest feeling. More than telling me that my suggestions had heen submitted
one priest recommended the Tammany part.y from to the conference and were referred to a legal comthe altar the Sunday before electi0n, and Mr. John mittee, froni which, no doubt, we shall hear in good
Mullally, a well known Catholic journalist and politime a favorable report.
·
tician, recently a tax commissioner, went about to
What I say in my Jett.Pr to Rev. Mr. Baker is what
priests the Saturday evening bPfore with what was I said in the Sun in 1870, and I ·am glad to know
equivalent to a message from Vicar-general StarrR, that what was said so long ago is in substance and
with whom he had just been in conference, to the spirit and largely in phrase_ology the same _as the
effect that the Tammany party were willing to do the Nine Demands of the Amencan Secular Unwn. I
best they could for the Catholic schools, and it was can cordially and unreservedly subscribe to those debut fair that the Catholics and the clergy should do mands and I should be glad to see them granted by
the best they could for Tammany Hall.
appropriate changes in our constitutions, state and
Is is not high time to hav done with this wretched
business once for all by such legislation, or rather federal.
amendment of the constitution, as was suggested by
W. S. BELL and J. E. Remsburg are both at work in
me seventeen years ago 1 I am happy to hav reason Nebraska.
to believe that even gentlemen prominently conREUBEN Cr.EMEN'r. the thievin.!!' president of the Citizens'
nected with tlie House of Refuge are beginning Savings bank of ~eavenwo:th, Kan., is a good Christia!l.
He formerly
m Fredoma,
N. Y.,
where heinwas
act1v
to see ~his mat_te; in t h e s.~me 1"1ght . as I .d ?• an d th a t elder
in the lived
Presbyterian
church,
interested
all an
church
they will be wilhng to cooperate w1th Citizens of all work. His character as a religious man was the same in
denominations and of no denomination in procuring Leavenworth as in Fredonia. and the pious folk of that town
through the constitutional convention which is to took him to their bosoms and compelled the faithful to wi~h
be held in spite of the efforts of Archbi;hop Corrigan ·~ draw their deposits from. the four ungodly bank~ of the City
·
· ·
·
· · and place the money w1th Brother Clement. The only linto prevent 1t, such l?rOVlSl~ns a.s will make such 1rn- christian act Mr. Clement is accused of is breaking t!1e S~btation and scandal 1mposs1ble m future. My reason I b>tth by starting for Canada on that day.. He took w1th h1~
for saying this is that some of these gentlemen are, I J $51,000 of the brethren's money, but that 1s ~small offense m
believe, activly interested in the work of a committee the eyes of God's church compared to l.Jreakm~ the SabNtth,
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It may be fl~ttering to the . Christian t~ know the appearance of rushing business. The more conit ri=>quired the crucifixion of God to save him, a~d vel'ts made, ~he more profit to the c.h~rch, and the
·p,·om the Nnrth American Revtew.
that nothing less would do; but it opens up a senes more wealth m the pocket of the dommie.
Men raised in a certain faith usually adhere to it, of inferences that makes the idea more and more
How would the hundreds of thousands of these
or drift. into one of its cognates. Thus a heathen incomprehensible, and more and more inconsistent C:h.risti.an minis.ters in the Unit~d States ma~e their
may wander from simple Confucianism into some with a will purpose wisdom and justice thoroughly hvmg If they did not bulldoze It out of the pockets
'
'
'
of the cre~ulous by making the "pews " believe what
form, of Buddhism or Brahmanism, just as a Chris- divine.
tian may tire of following the Golden Rule, and
But when I got to the new dispensation, with its the "pulpit" does not 1 .
.
.
adopt some special sect-o.pe more latitudinariwn or sin-forgiving business, I figurativly "went to pieces"
~or do we heathen beheve m a. ma:hme way of
ceremonious, according to the temper of his religious on Christianity. The idea that, however wicked the domg good. . If w~ find a man starvmg m the streets
conscientioustHlSS; but the latter continuE'S still a sinner, he had the same chance of salvat.ion, "through we do not wait u~hl.we find the ove~s~~r of the poor,
Christian, though ·a .pervert; while the heathen, in the blood of the Iamb," as the most God fearing-in nor for t~e .unwmdmg o~ other Civilized red tape
Christian parlance, is still a pagan.
fact that the eleventh- hour man was entitled to the before rehevmg the mans hunger. If a heathen
The main element of all religion is the moral code sam~ heavenly compensation as t.he one who had s~es a man fall from a tree-top, and serio~sly injure
controling and regulating the relations and acts of labored in the Lord's vineyard from the first hour- himself, he does ·not first run to a hospital for an
individuals toward " God, neighbor, and self;" and all this was absolutely preposterous. It was not ambulance, nor d~es the a~J;lulance-man first want
this intelligent "heathenism" was taught thousands just, and God is justice.
.
to know w~at pre?mct the InJUred man belongs to;
of years before Christianity existed or Jewry borApplying this dogma, I began to think of my own but forthwith he IS cared for and taken to the nearrowed it. Heathenism has not lost or lessened it prospects on the other side of Jordan. Suppose est shel.ter for other needed treatmen~, .and when t~e
siuce.
Dennis KParney, the California sand-lotter, should d.anger IS .over then red tape may come m-the ChnsBorn and raised a heathen, I learned and practiced slip in and meet me there, would he not be likely tian machmery. .
.
.
its moral and religious code; and acting thereunder to forget his heavenly 1mngs, and howl once more: . If we do an;yt~mg chan table we do not advertise
I was useful to myself and many others. My con- •' The Chinese must go!'' and organize a heavenly It like the ~hr.Istian, nor do we suppress know1Pd.ge
science was clear, and my hopes as to future life were crusade to hav me and others immediately cast out of the mentonous acts of others, to humor our vamty
undimmed by distraeting doubt. But, when about into the other place~
or .gratify ou~ spleen. An i~stance of this wa.s coi?-seventeen, I was transferred to the midst of our
And then the murderers, cut-throats, and thieves spiCuous durmg the MemphiS y~llow-fever ~p!demiC
s~owy Christ.ian civilization, and at this impressible whose very souls had become thoro·nghly impregnatpd a few ,yeftrs ago, and when t.he Chmese were .virulently
p ,riod of life Christianity presented itself to me at with their life-long crimPs--these were to become persec~ted a~! over the Umted States. C~mese merfit·st under its most alluring aspects; kind Christian " pure as new- born babes" -all wit-hin a few short ch~n ts m Chma do;nated $40. 00~ at that time .to. the
friends became particularly solicitous for my material hours of a death-preparation-while I, the good rel~ef of plague stncken Memphis, but !he Chnstmns
and religious welfare, and I was only too willing to heathen (supposing tfie case), who had done naught ~metly swal!~wed the swe.et. morse.! w.Ithout .even a
know the truth.
but good to my fellow-heathen, who had spent most
thank you.
But they did advertise It, ?eavily nnd
I bad to take a good deal for granted as to the of my hard earnings rPgularly in feeding the hungry, strongly, a~l over the world, when they pa1d $137.~00
inspiration of the Bible-as is necessary to do to and clothing the naked, and succoring the distressed, to the Chmese. government as. petty compe~s.a:wn
Christianize a non-Christian mind; and I even ·ad- and had died of yellow fever, contracted from a for t.he mas~a~re of 23 Chm~men by Civilized
vanced so far under the spell of my would be soul- deserted fellow- being stricken with the disease, whom Amen can Chl'lstmn~, and for robbmg. these and other
savers that I seriously contemplated becoming the no Christian would nurse, I was unme:rcifully con- poor heathen of then: earthl.Y poss~ssw~s.
.
bearer of heavenly tidings to my " benighted " hea- signed to hell's everlasting fire, simply because I had . In matters of charity Chnstian~ mva~·Iably let the~r
thPn people.
not heard of the glorious saving power of the Lorn nght band know what bbe left IS domg, and. cry It
But before qualifying for this high mission, the Jesus, or because the construction of my mind would o?t . ~rom the hou~e-~ops. . The heathen IS too
Christian doctrin I would teach had to be learned, riot permit me to believe in the peculiar Fedeeming digmfied fol' such childish vamness.
and here on the threshold I was bewildered by the powers of Christ!
Of cou~se, we ~e?l!ne. to admit all the a~vantag~s
multiplicity of Christian sects, each one claiming a
But, then, it was. gently insinuated: "Oh, no! of your b~a~t.ed Civihzatwn, o.r .t~at ~.he ~hite race IS
monopoly of the only and narrow road to heaven.
You heathen who bad not heard of Christ will not be the only Civih:,;;ed one. Its CivilizatiOn IS borrowed,
I looked into Presbyterianism only to retreat shud- punished quite so severely when you die as those .adap~ed, and shap.ed fro~ our oldel' form.
de"ringly from a belief in a merciless God who bad ' who heard the gospel and believed it not.'"
Chma has a n.atwnal ~I story of at leaAt 4,000 years,
long foreordained most of the helpless human race to
The more I ro>ad the Bible the more afraid I was to and had a prmted history 3,500 years brdore a
an eternal hell. To preach such a doctrin to intelli- become a Christ.ian. The idea of coming into daily European di~<covered t~e art <_>f type-printing. In
gent heathen would only raise in their minds doubts or hourly contact with cold-blooded murderers, cut- the com:se of our natiOnal existence our rae~ .has
of my sanity, if th.ey did not believe I was lying.
throats, and other human scourges, who had had but ·p~ssed, !Ike others,. through ~{·thology, superstlti.on,
Then I dipped into Baptist doctrins, but found so a few moments of repentance before roaming around WI~c~craft, established "rehgi~n, . to philosophical
many sects therein, of different "shells," warring over heaven, was abhorrent. And suppose, t.o this horde rehgwn .. ~e .hav been blest with at ~east a half
the merits of Cl)ld-water initiation and the method of shrewd "civilized" criminals should be added the dozen rehgwns more than any other natiOn. None
and time of using it, that I became disgusted with fanatic thugs of India, the pirates of China, .tbe of: them we~e ra~ional enough to become the abiding
such trivialities; and the question of close com- slavers, the cannibals, et al. Well, this was enough faith of an mtelhgentyeople; but ~hen we began .to
munion or not only impressed me that some were to shock and dismay any mild, decent soul not reason we succeeded m m.akmg somety better and Its
very stingy and exclusiv with their bit of bread and schooled in eccentric Christianity.
government more protectiv, and our great Reasoner,
wine, and others a little less so.
It is not only because I want to be honest, and to ~onfu.cius, reduced our various social and religious
Methodism struck me as a thunder-and-lightning be sure of a heavenly homP that I choose to sign Ideas mto book form, and so perpetuated them.
religion-all profession and noise. You struck it, or myself "Your Heathen," but because I want t.o be as . China, with .its teeming populatio~ of 400 000,000,
it struck you, like a spasm-and so you " experi- happy as can, in order to liv longer; and I believe IS de~onst~a.twn enoug~ of the satisfactory re.sults
enced " religion.
I can liv longer here hy being sincere and practical of this rehgwus evolutiOn. Where else can It be
The Congregationalists deterred me with their in my faith.
paralleled 1
.
.
.
.
starchiness and self-conscious true-goodness, and
In the first place, my faith does not teach me pre.
Cal! us. heat~en, If ~o~ will.' the Chmes~ are still
their desire only for high-toned affiliates.
destination, nor that my life is what the gods hath superiOr m somal admmistr~twn and somal order.
Unitarianism seemed all doubt, doubting even itself. long foreordained, but is what I make it myself; and Among 400.000 00~ of. Chmese there are few~r
A number of other Protestant sects based on some nat.urally much of this depends on the way I liv.
murders and robbenes m a. year than there are m
novelty or eccentricity-like Q11akerism-I found not
Unlike Christianity, "our" church is not eager for New York state.
.
worth a serious study by the non-Christian. But on converts · but, like Free Masonry, we think our
True, China supports a luxurious monarch-whose
one point this mass of Protestant dissension cordially religious 'doctrin strong enough to attract the seekers every whim m~st be grati~ed; yet, withal, i~s people
agreed, and that was in a united hatred of Catholi- after light and truth to offer themselvs without are the most lightly taxed m the world, havmg nothcism, the older form of Christianity. And Catholi- urging, or proselytizing efforts. It preeminently ing to pay but fr~m tilled soil, rice, and salt; and
cism returned with interest this animosity. It teaches me to mind my own business, to be con- yet she bas not a smgle dollar of national debt.
haughtily declared itself the only true church, outside tented with what I hav, to possess a mind that is
Such implicit confidence hav we Chinese is our
·of which there was no salvation-for Protestants tranquil, and a body at ease at all times-in a word, heathen polit.ician~ that. we leave matters of jurisespecially; that its chief prelate was the personal it says : "Whatsoever ye would not that others prudence entirely m their hands; and they are able
representativ of God on earth, and that he was should do unto you do ye not even so unto them." to devise the best possible laws for the preservation
infallible. Here was religious unity, power, and We believe that if we are not able to do anybody of life, property, and happiness, without Christian
authority with a vengeance. But, in chorus, my any good, we should do nothing at, all to harm them. demagogism, or by .the ~ruel persecution of one class
solicitDus Protestant friends beseeched me not to This is bett.er than the restless Christian doctrin of to promote the selfish mterests of another ; and we
touch Catholicism, declaring it was worse than my ceaseless action. Idleness is no wrong when actions are so far heathenish as to no longer persecute men
heathenism-in which I agreed; but the same line of fail to bring forth fruits of merit. It is these fruit- simply on account of race, color, or previous condiargument also convinced me that Protestantism less trials of one thing and another that produce so tion of servitude, but treat them all according to
stood in the same crtegory.
much trouble and misery in Christian society.
their individual worth.
In fact, the more I studied Christianity in its
If my shoe factory employs 500 men, and givs me
Though we may differ from the Christian in apvarious phases, and listened to the animadversions of an annual profit of $10,000, why should I substitute pearance, manneJ;s, and general ideas of civilization,
one sect upon another, the more it all seemed to me therein machinery by the use of which I need only we do not organize into cowardly mobs under the
"sounding br-ass and tinkling cymbals."
100 men, thus not only throwing 400 contented, in- guise of social or political reform, to plunder and
Disgusted with sectarianism, I turned to a simple dustrious men into misery, but making myself more murder with impunity; and we are so far advanced
study of the "inspired Btble" for enlightenment.
miserable by heavier responsibilities, with possibly in our heathenism as to no longer tolerate popular
Tlie creation fable did not disturb me, nor the less profit 1
feeling or religious prejudice to defeat justice or
Eden incident; but some vague doubts did arise
We heathen believe in the happiness of a common cause injustice.
with the deluge and Noah's ark; it seemed a reflec- humanity, while the Christian's only practical belief
We are simple enough, too, not to allow the
tion on a just and merciful divinity. And I was not appears to be money making (golden calf worship- neglect or abuse of age by youth, however mild the
at all satitdied of the honesty and goodness of Jacob, ing); and there is Ir)Ore money to be made by hPing form. "The silent tears- of age will call down the
or his family, or their descendants, or that there was "in the swim" as a Christian than by being a heathen. fire of heaven upon those who make them flow."
any particular merit or reason for their being the Even a Christian minister makes more money in one
"He who witnesseth a. cr;ime without preventing
" chosen" of God, to· the detriment of the rest of year than a heathen banker in two. I do not blame its commission, or reporting the same to the nearest
mankind; for they so appreciated God's special them for their money-making, but for their way of magistrate, is equally responsible with the principal."
patronage that on every occasion they ran after other making it.
"If a stronger man assaults another who is weaker,
gods, and had a special idolatry for the "golden
How many eminent Christian preachers sincerely it is ~,he duty of they~&ser-by. to take the weak man:s
calf," to which some Christians allege they are still believe in all the Christian mysteries they preach? part.
But to Chnstians this would be a spectacJto
devoted.· That God, failing to make something out And yet it is policy to be apparently in earnest; in merely-one !o be encouraged rather than preven~ed.
of this stiff-necked race, concluded to send his son to fact, some are in real earnest rather from the force of
A heathen IS not allowed to marry unless he IS a
redeem a few of them, and a few of the long-neglected habit than otherwise-like a Bowery auctioneer who good citizen, moral, and capable to instruct the chilp-entiles, is not strikine-ly impressiv to the heQ,then,
to mf1ke trade, rrovides customers too-to kee:p ur dren he way roe honored with.
1
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"Parents are responsible for the crimes of their gantly stalks. · The poor hav the votes, and yet elect not good enough to admit of evening work. Mr.
children." This is an axiom of the com,m0 n law·in those who betray them for lucre to corporate and Green removed from the city, and the club gave up
Chinese heathen.dom.
capitalistic interests; and the administration of the ghost.
We do not embrace our wives before our neigh- justice-in fact, the whole system of jurisprudenceSoon Liberal Leagues were formed. and the two
bor's eyes, and abuse them in the privacy of home. is to stimulate crime rather than prevent it. As to Liberal papers, the Index and THE TRUTH SEEKER,
If we wish· to fool our neighbors at all about our preventing poverty, or rendering it less intolerable, seemed to become partisan. I had taken the Inclere
domestic aff~tirs we would rather reverse the exhibi- that is the most remote thought of religious and for two or thi:ee years, but it had become distasteful
tion-let them think we disliked our wife, while love political local administration.
to me, and I had given it up.
at home would be the warmer.
It is no wonder, under such circumstances and
I had seen but one or two copies of THE TRUTH
I would rather marry in the heathen fashion than conditions, that New York is a most heavily taxed Sl!EKER when, receiving a letter from the editor of
in the Christian mode, because in the former instance city, and the worst governed for the interests of New that paper, I learned that a league had been formed
I w~:mld take a wife for life, while in the second in- York. "Public office a public trust~, Rather, it is in Syracuse for the purpose of helping the editor of
stance it is entirely a game of chance.
a farm to be workeq, Christian-like, for all it is the Index, by votes, at the anniversary of the
We bring up our children to be our second selvs worth. Public spiritedness and moral worth hav no National League, which was soon to meet in Syracuse.
in every sense of the word. The Christian's children, value or utility in " practical" Christian politics. I was surprised that the two leading members of the
like himself, are all on the lookout for No. 1, and it Such civic virtues "don't pay."
old Radical Club had entirely ignored the existence
is a common result that the old people are badly
Do as we do. Giv public office to the competent. of myself and sister, and were as private with their
" left" in their old age.
Pay them well. If they are inf-fficient or indifferent, League as though they were guilty of intrigue and
While traveling among the Christians one has to remove them at once. If dishonest, morally or deceit. I was somewhat angered, and, with my
keep his eyes wide open; even then be bas to pay .financially, kill them as traitors.
sister's help, soon obtained double the names required,
dear for his comforts. In traveling in China among
"It is better that a child knows only what is right sent for and obtained a charter, and in one week had
the pure heathen, especially in the interior, a stranger and what is wrong than to liav a rote knowledge of a Liberal League in good running order, The hiso
is not everybod.v's cow-only good to be milked and all the books of the sages. and yet not know what is tory of the divisions in the National Society is
then turned loose-but he is the public's ·guest; his right and what is wrong." Collegiate education does familiar to us all; I do care to return to it. Suffice it
money is a secondary consideration.
not necessarily make a youth .fit for the duties of to say it was a hard .fight, but those of us who surAs the heathen does not encourage labor-saving life. And men like Lincoln, Greeley, and other such vived, though scarred, feel tbat for us the battle was
machinery, I do not hav to be idle if I don't wa1;1t to, Americans prove it.
a triumph. It is well to know our friends. I was so
"The most successful youth in life is not the most falsified at that time by men and women that Syraand, as a result, work is more equally distributed.
If a hungry heathen steals a bowl of rice and milk, learned, but the most unblemished in conduct." So -cuse has never been the same to me, and never can
and eats it on the premises, the magistrate discharges say the heathen. But here, it is called smart when a be again. I hav a few friends whom I love as brothhim-as a case of necessity-like self-defense. But boy is merely impudent to the old, and it is "smart- ers and sisters, and they hav been to pie all that I
he who knows the law and violates it, is punished ness," and is excused by the phrase that '· boys will could desire. In the long sickness of my last sister,
be boys," when a boy throws a stone with malice to terminating in death, my only near relativ, they were
more severely than he who is ignorant of it.
Christians are continually fussing about religion; break some one's window; or do some injury. And all in all-but my work is nearly done. THE TRUTH
they build great churches and make long prayers; parents of such a boy, whi.le they chide, will secretly SEEKER family, with its supporters, are very dear to
me-my own family, I must call them, as I hav no
and yet there is more wickedness in the neighbor- chuckle, "He's got the makings of a man in him."
It is our motto, "If we cannot bring up our chil-, other. ·They hav always treated me with kindness
hood of a single church district of one thousand people in New York than among one million heathen, dren to think and do for us when we are old as we and appreciation far beyond my deserts, never havdid for them when they were young, it is better not ing rejected anything which I hav sent them. I hav
churchless and unsermonized.
Christian talk is long and loud about how to be to rear them at all." But the Christian style is for felt often that I hav had more than my share of the
good and to act charitably. It is all charity, and no children to expect their parents to do all for them, p!l,per.
fraternity-" there, dog, take your crust and be and then for the children to abandon the parents as
Since I came into this family of truth seekers we
thankful !" And is it, therefore, any wonder there is soon as possible.
hav lost by death very many valuable members.
more heart-breaking and suicides in the single state
On the whole, the Christian way strikes us as de- F 1rst our martyred editor and publisher, D. M. Benof New York in a year than in all China~
. cidedly an unnatural one; it is everyone for himself nett;' but his soul has been marching on through all
The difference between the heathen and the Chris- -parents and children even. Imagin my feelings, if the~e years, inspiring his friends to continue the
tian is that the heathen does good for the sake of my own son, whom I loved better tban my own life, work so well begun by him. And then our loved and
doing good. With the Christian, what little good for whom I had sacrificed all my comforts and lux- highly-talented secretary, T. C. Leland, how much
he does he does it for immediate honor and for future ury, should, through some selfish motiv, go to law we miss his genial presence and his gifted pen; and
reward; he lends to the Lord and wants compound with me to get his sh!ll'e prematurely of my property, dear and most excellent Elizur Wright, almost peerinterest. In fact, the Christian is the worthy heir of and even hav me declared a lunatic, or hav me less as a helper in all ways-his intel.lect was mararrested and imprisoned, to subserve his interest or velous, his heart full of goodness, and hrs fearlessness
his religious ancestors.
The heathen does much and says little about it; intrigue! Is this a rare Christian case~ Can it be was always activ. "Is it duty~,- that question
answered in the affirmativ, he never shrank. We
the Christian does little good, but when he does he charged against heathenism?
We heathen are a God-fearing race. Aye, we hav lost others less known-my own sister Mrs.
wants it in the papers and on his tombstone.
Loye men for the good they do you is a practical believe .the whole universe-creation-whatever exists Ril.ymond, Mrs. Bonnell, of Junius; Mr. Mitchell, of
Christian idea, not for the good you should do them and has existed-is of God and in God; that, fig- West Junius, and many others-peace to them all!
as a matter of human duty. So Christians love the uratively, the thunder is his voice and the lightning And now my reminiscences close for the pr11sent.
heathen; yes, the heathen's possessions; and in pro- his mighty hands; that everything we do and con- By and by, when my readers are rested, if the Edito_r
. portion to these the Christian's love grows in inten- template doing is seen and known by hiD;!; that he allows it, I will giv you a chapter of my own e~pen
. sity. When the English wanted the Chinamen's has created this and other worlds to effectuate bene£- ence in Spiritualism. Just at prer,ent I can thmk of
gold and trade, they said they wanted "to open icent, not merciless, designs; and that all that he little else but the imprisonment of men and women
China for their missionaries." And opium was the bas done is for the steady, progressiv benefit of the for their opinions orally expressed or written upon
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
chief, in fact, only missionary they looked after, creatures whom he endowed with life and sensibility, paper.
Syracuse, June 20, 287.
when they forced the ports open. And this infamous and to whom as a consequence he owes and givs
Christian introduction among Chinamen has done paternal care, and will giv paternal compensation
more injury, social and moral, in China than all the and justice; yet his vowe will threaten and his
PoPULAR opinions on subjects not palpable to sense
humanitarian agencies of Christianity could remedy mighty hand chastise those who dAliberately disobey
are often true but seldom or never the whole truth.
in two hundred years. And on you, Christians, and his aacred laws aud their duty to their fellow-man.
"Do unto others as you wish they would do unto They are a p~rt of the truth; sometimes a_greater,
on your greed of gold, we lay the burden Gf the crime
sometimes a smaller part, but exaggerated, drstorted,
resulting; of tens of millions of honest, useful men you," or ''Love your neighbor as yourself," is the
and disjoined from the. tr~ths by whic.h they_ o?ght
great
divine
law
which
Christians
and
heathen
alike
and women sent thereby to premature death after a
to be accompanied and hm1ted. Heretwal opmwns,
short, miserable life, besides the physical and moral hold, but which th& Christians ignore.
This is what keeps me the heathen I am! And I on the other hand, are generally some of these
prostration it entails even where it does not presuppressed and neglected truths, burstinQ" the bonds
maturely kill ! And this great national curse was. earnestly invite the Christians of America to come to
which kept them down, and ei~her ~eeking reconcilivVONG CHIN Foo.
thrust on us at the points of Christian bayonets. Confucius.
ation with the truth contamed m the common
And you wonder why we are heathen?
opinion, or fronting it as en~mies, and setting
.Mrs. Uolman's Reminiscences.
·The only positiv point Christians hav impressed
themselvs up with similar exclusivness as the whole
The
war
was
over,
the
new
president
inaugurated,
on heathenism is that they would sacrifice religion,
truth. The latter case is hitherto the most frequent,
honor, principle, as they do life, for-gold. And the heat of the summer was upon us, and it was time
as in the human mind one-sidedness has always
to
return
to
my
N
orthetn
home.
I
had
grown
old
then they sanctimoniously tell the poor heathen,
in these years of the war, chattel slavery was abol- been the rule, and many-sidedness the exception.
"YoU: must save your soul by believing as we do!"
Hence even in revolutions of opinion one part of the
Members of my faith do not so worship gold, ished, and I felt that I had fairly earned rest. Many
truth usually sets while another rises.
Even
although they know it is a very handy thing to hav very sad things bad come into my domestic lifein the house; but honor and principle are dearer things that I do not record, because private sorrows progress, which ought to. supera~d, for the most part
than pelf to the average heathen. But I dare say are not for public ears. Death is easily talked about, only subr,;titutes one partral a~d .mcomp.lete t:uth f?r
another· improvement consrstmg chiefly m this,
when the heathen hav"become sufficiently demoralized as it is what sooner or later comes to us all, but
that th~ new fragment of truth is more wanted,
there
are
troubles
much
harder
to
bear
than
death,
by contact with Christian civilization and its Vamty
more adapted to the needs. of the tim~, than that
Fair of pretense, pride, and dress, they will probably which we hide in our own bosoms, and the world has
which it displaces. Such bemg the par_tml character ·
no
suspicion
that
we
are
not
comfortably
happy.
It
be worse even than the Christian in beating their way
of
prevailing opinions,. even :vhen rest~ng on a true
through this wide, :wicked world. Pupils are often seemed best to remove my home to Syracuse, where
foundation, every opmwn whwh embodies some~~at
sister
of
mine
was
living,
and
wher.e
in
a
short
time
a
too apt.
In public affairs, it is either niggardliness that came another sister to die. We were at .first four of the portion of truth which the common opm10n
omits ought to be cou~idered precious, with whatever
puts a premium on dishonesty, or loose extravagance sisters; now only two of us remained.
amou~t of error and confusion that truth may be
H.
L.
Green
was
at
this
time
a
resident
of
Syrafor show, that encourages political debauchery and
blended. No sober judge of human affairs will feel
jobbery. In general, business men are lauded as cuse, and through his exertions a radical club was
great financiers who actually conspire to buy laws, . formed, that was for some years very prosperous. It bound to be indignant because those who f~rce on .
our notice truths which we should otherwise hav ·
place judges, control senates, corner and regulate at was very democratic, and some people who belonged
overlooked, overlook some of those which we se~.
in
it
intellectually
did
not
like
to
associate
with
peowill the price of natural products ; and, in fact, act
Rather he will think that so long as popular truth IS
as if the whole political and social machinery should ple who were not always grammatical in speech or
one-sided it is more desirable than otherwise that
be a lever to them to operate against the interests of fashionable in attire. However, we held a very
unpopula~ truth should hav one-side~ asserters, too;
the nation and people. In a heathen country such respectable meeting once, and sometimes twice, a
such being usually the most energetic, and the most
conspirators against social order and the general week. I was myself chairman over three years. At
last I left the city for a year, resigning my place and likely to compel reluctant attention to_ t~e fragment
welfare would hav short shrift.
of wisdom which they proclaim as If It were thG
Here in New York, the richest and the poorest assuring the society that I would never again hold
whole.-J.
S. ~Mill.
office.
Age
had
come
upon
me
and
my
health
was
city in the world, misery :pines while wealth arro1
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Where WiU It End 1
The Mormon church is organized under the Utah
territorial laws, and its affairs are managed by thirteen trustees. The church owns a large amount of
property, real estate and personal, has a fund for importing its converts, and is a thrifty concern generally. The Mormon theology is based upon the Jewish Bible; its members religiously believe in imitating
the revered patriarchs of old in the number of their
wives; it has revelations of later date, but equal
authenticity, than the Christian church · possesses,
and is for these and other reasons cordially hated by
its mother and rival, the Christian church.
At the last session of Congress Senator Edmunds
procured the passage of a bill authorizing fourteen
trustees to be appointed by the president, and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, to take posses_
sion and control of the property and affairs of the
corporation of the Mormon church, and wind up its
affairs. The bill also authorized the attorney-general
to sue for and escheat to the government all property
of the Mormon church corporation in excess of $50,000 of value in real property, except buildings used
exclusivly for religious worship, and to devote the
funds realized to common school purposes. The bill
further provided measures to disincorporate the
Mormon " Perpetual Emigration Fund Society,"
winding up its affairs and devoting its funds to common school purposes. The bill, which President
Cleveland allowed to become a law without his signature, enacts also severe penalties for polygamy,
and forces the first wife to testify against her husband.
Under the proyisions of this bill, Mr. George S.
Peters, United States attorney for Utah, has now
filed suit. against the trustees and managers of the
Mormon church in behalf of the United States to disincorporate the said church and wind up its business. The petition alleges that the property is
valued at $3,000,000-$2,000,000 in real estate and
$1,000,000 personal property. It sets forth the law
of Congress we hav quoted, asks the appointment of
a receiver, and that all the books, papers, accounts,
etc.; belonging to the church be turned over to him,
together with all the deeds, notes, and property of
every description. September 15th was set down by
. the court for hearing the petition, and subpmnae issued to the church authorities ordering them to
attend on that day.
The United States, therefore, may now be considered as fairly embarked in the business of confiscation of religious property, and a precedent established
. for future crusades of the kind. But, in the beginning of this affair, as one who opposes the church
about to be despoiled as well as the church which
has started the crusade, we desire to enter a protest
against the conduct of the United States authorities.
These authorities are being made the tool of priestcraft-the catspaws of a rival religion. The Christian church dreads the progress of the Mormon
{lhurch, and has determined to stamp it out. Tbe
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United States are the boots the Christian church has millions of dollars is nothing for religious corporaput on to do it in. The reason for these forcible tiona to 'hold. The sum would not build the 'bare
measures is that Christian ministers cannot answer walls of the Catholic cathedral, and scarcely repair
the arguments of the Mormon elders. The Mormons the rotten tenements held by Trinity corporation.
carry·out the precepts and follow the practice of the The only reason, therefore, for this unconstitutional
Christians' saints, and quote chapter and verse from proceeding is that polygamy must be s:uppressed.
the Christians' Bible to justify· themselvs. No one But this, in itself, is as flim!3Y a pretext as the other
who accepts the Bible as the word of God, divinely would be. Only a small percentage of the Mormons
given to man to liv by and die by, can prove these are polygamists, and the law for reaching them is
Mormons wrong. If polygamy was not wrong ample and efficacious. Hundreds of them hav aufamong God's first-chosen ~people-among those t.o fared under it, and it is not pretended that this suit
whom he gave his commands direct, and whose wei- will reach more. But, for the fault of the few-a
fare he personally looked after-why is it wrong to- fault, as we hav said, already expiated by many-a
day? "A bishop shall hav but one wife," wrote whole body of religionists, thousands and thousands
Paul to Timothy, but he didn't write that a layman of men, women,· and children, are to be robbed of
could not hav more. Yet the Christians do not con- their property. It is no excuse that the proceeds of
fine their complaints to the bishops of the Mormon this robbery will be devoted to a purpose infinitly
church. Yet why call the Utah people villains, and wiser and more beneficial than that chosen by the
commend the early Christians as exemplars of virtue? victims.· The property is theirs, and they should be
By the Bible Christian theologians cannot show the ·allowed to use it as they choose. The United States
Mormons to be wrong. Hence this legal and forcible are rich enough to build all the schools Utah needs
crusade.
without this money. Instead, the robbery of the
Polyg-amy is a disgusting and detestable institu- Mormons_ is deliberately planned and legally executed
tion. It debases the men, and degrades the women to satisfy the hatred of an opposing religious sect.
to the level of hired mistresses, prostituting their
While no one would rejc,ice more than we to see
bodies that they may liv out their religion. The the Mormon superstition as well as the Christian
Mormon church is a tyrannical, poverty-compelling superstition become a thing of the past-a phase of
macbine of tremendous power. Like the Roman barbarism from which the race had become emanCatholic machine, it. keeps its people in slavery and cipated by natura,l progress-it. yet ?ee?me~ our
ig-norance. . It exacts a large share of the productions duty, in the name of freedom, of Impartial JUstwe, of
of its devotees and commands absolute and servil religious liberty, to protest against the action of the
obedience to the orders of the hierarchy. It is a United States. The Mormon has as good a right to
huge imposture, useless and vicious, built of decep- ·advocate his religious compound of faith and foolishtion and craft upon the fear of superstitious ignorance. ness as we hav to disclose its true character. And if,
In this too it is like the Roman Catholic church overriding our Constitution, it becomes a settled
and for' it there is no reformation. Destruction is th~ thing that Congress can legislate out of existence all
religious bodies which it hates, what is to prevent
only thing that will reform it.
But its destruction should not be undertaken by the national government from stamping out the irreforce by the government, unless the government is ligious people whom the church hates more?
prepared to undertake the destruction of all religThe New Aspect of Mrs. Slenker's Case.
ions. Neither should it be undertaken at the instance
We
are very sorry indeed to hav caused Mrs.
of a rival sect, anxious for revenge because" of its
Slenker
the night's sleeplessness of which she comargumentativ defeat. If the government is to destroy
all detestable reliiions, where shall it stop? If it is plains, but we are a thousand times more grieved
to confiscate the property of every sect that becomes that· she should hav given us cause, however innoa menace to our institutions, where is the law cently, to use the words we were compelled to. For
against the Roman Catholics 1 If church-members it appears from the indictment that the matter she
are to be placed under the direct supervisio~ of the sent was not the Word itself, but a circular or letter
national government because they vote for men of containing the same story. And as she was very
their faith, why did not Congress pass laws robbing much grieved that her private "information " to the
the Methodists who combined at the instance of Heywoods should hav been printed, we should not
their church leaders and voted for Grant and Hayes hav thought that she would further circulate it.
for presidents? If Congress can appoint trustees Neither should we be blamed for printing the indictfor a church because five or ten per cent of itsmem- ment. Those who are appealed to for aid hav the ,
bership hav relations with more than one woman, right to know what they are aiding, and how could
where are the trustees for the Protestant churches? they obtain that knowledge except by perusing the
Aye, where are the trustees for the churches dishon- indictment ?
ored by the membership of the senators and repre.
It is better in this matter, as in all others, to be
sentativs who spend their salaries on hired mistresses, honest. Mrs. Slenker has been engaged in a work
and when their money is gone procure them places which to her seemed necessary and good. Her
in government service T
intentions and personal character cannot be quesThe people of the United States owe such liberty tioned. Others, however, hav not seen· the necessity
as they possess to such freedom of speech and wor- of the work, and hav disapproved of it. Probably
ship as the Christians cannot help permitting. The ninety of every hundred Freethinkers condemn the ·
Constitution of the United States does not permit work as uncalled for and useless. This is their right
Congress to legislate regarding religion, and without as clearly as it is Mrs. Slenker's right to consider her
violating the supreme authority of the land Congress labors scientific. We do not see, therefore, why she
·cannot take from peaceful citizens private property for should scold because Liberals do not all agree with
public use without compensation. The fundamental her. Let her be "kindly tolerant., and giv ·those who
law of our country was framed to protect all alike, to differ from her the ben:efit of the widest charity and
throw the arm of the Jaw around all alike, and to consideration."
There is valid excuse for the conduct of those of
allow everyone to exercise and support his own prowhom
Mrs. Slenker complains .. If the sole considfessed religion, be it Christianity or Confucianism,
Mormonism or Mohammedanism. Congress has pre- eration in her case were the matter complained of in
cisely the same right to confiscate the Roman Catholic the indictment, we frankly confess that we should
cathedral that it has to sell at auction the Mormon hav little heart in her defense, beyond personal
temples. If the Supreme Court sustains this law, we regard for her and natural sympathy for an aged
shall expect the Protestants to urge Congress· to woman, doing what she thinks good and right, deknock down to the highest bidder the territorial coyed by the unprincipled agerits pf a scoimdrelly
property of that other enemy of· theirs, the Roman society. Apart from the facts that the court before
which she is arraigned is an improper one; that the
Catholic church.
The only reason that other governmllnts than ours law under which she is indicted is unconstitutional,
hav urged when taking steps of this nature, has been· that it is a statute that has been shamefully abused,
that the church possessed so much property and had· and is vicious in the last degree; that her prosecutors
such a hold upon the people thereby, that the exist- are urged on by an illegitimate religious society, one
ence of the Etate was menaced. This was the plea of whose objects is to crush, by fair means or foul, opof the old English kings, and of the Italian and ponents of Christianity; that her arrest is made with
Mexican governments in recent times. But in this no good motiv-and if we had never until now
case there is no such plea. If there were, the insig- hea1·d of Mn1. Slenl\er, audknew nothing of he1· worknificant amount of property attached, compared to we would not consider the case one that called for au ·
that held by other sects, would disprove it. Three uprising of Freethinkers to defend invaded principles.
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But there is another side to the case, and, while
we giv due weight to the side just presented, it is
upon the other view of it that we base our plea for
Mrs. Blenker. In matters of this kind, of course, personal considerations must be left aside. It would
make no difference with the principle if Mrs. Blenker
were as vicious as she is virtuous and honest: And,
admitting that there e:X:ists a necessity for municipal
regulations restraining the spread of depraved literature, we must defend Mrs. Blenker, as the matter
now appears to us, for a good many reasons. In the
first place, the prosecutor cannot produce a single
person who has been injured in person, property,'or
morals by anything Mrs. Blenker has done. This
fact alone is sufficient to acquit her.
Secondly, the post-office folks hav no legal nor
moral right to interfere with private correspondence.
Under the present law, even, matter sent from one
person to another, in sealed envelope at letter rates,
is wholly between the two correspondents, and should
no more be made the basis of a prosecution by the
Unite!} States than should the conversation between
the parties. Mrs. Blenker was not offering her let·ters for sale, nor her circulars. She was not engaged
in that busineli!S which it is the intent of the law to
suppress.
Thirdly, it is monstrously absurd to punish a person for putting a piece of paper into a letter-box,
when the contents of the paper could be circulated
orally from person to person without exposing them
to any punishment whatever.
Fourthly, the matter complained of is a mere
incident in Mrs. Blenker's work-one alleged fact
among hundreds-of no more consequence to her or
her work than a single brick is in the building of
a house. To prosecute her for it is like allowing
a man to put up a huge building, and then arrest him
because one brick in the foundation is ill-looking and
dirty. If Mrs. Slenker had laid special stress upon
this ill-formed brick, or if she had had it duplicated,
and sold it simply because it was ill-formed, the
prosecutors might hav had a peg to hang their suit
upon. But now the prosecution appears to be
wholly an invasion of the right to send information
through the mail.
For these and other reasons we shall do what we
can to secure the acquittal of Mrs. Slenker, and hope
every other person in the country will also help.

the voice of ·men and maidens singing the ' Harvest Home,'
mingled with the laughter of children. Drink it and you
will feel within your blood the startled dawns, the dreamy,
tawny dusks, of many perfect days. For forty years this
liquid joy has been within the happy staves of oak, longing
to touch the lips of man."
The liquor was rare. old whisky, probably not to be
duplicated, and was the best that the sick friendwho had been directed to use a atimulant-could
hav. , It was an act of kindness on Colonel Ingersoll's
part to send it. The letter that accompanied the
gift was a sort of testimonial to the quality of the
whisky, but, proceeding from Colonel Ingersoll, was
clothed in poetic garments that no other brain could
fashion.
Somehow the letter got to the public, and created
a sensation. The Christians began at once to call
Colonel Ingersoll the advocate of whisky-drinking,
the liquor-seller's friend, and all the other things
that follow. This might be expected, and only shows
the unfairness of the pietists. Anyone not thoroughly stupid can see at a glance just why the letter
was written, and anyone not thoroughly dishonest
would never try to t~ist it into evidence that Colonel
Ingersoll thinks too much of whisky. However, the
Christian editors are dishonest enough to do it, and
use it with all the power they possess.
But we are surprised that a Freethinker-a man
of ability, and generally credited with possessing
some worldly wisdom-should deem it necessary,
because of this letter, to tell Mr. Ingersoll that he
has been "misused by the devil," that he sent his
friend a poisonous drink, that he has written a
whisky "ad." of exceeding danger, that Whisky is the
destroyer of the world, "and it is awful to think
how the most gifted become his victims and advocates
-especially poets in prose or verse f' that it really
was Alcohol which wrote the letter, "and thus misused the colonel's hand and pen and wonderful
brain."
This is abusing a man because he is courteous and
kind, and is a long way out of place. It shows, too,
a woeful lack of comprehension.

The Imbecility of" Woman's Suffrage .Advocates.
In the Denison Sunday Gazetteer, John G. Hartwig, a naturalized citizen, says:
"In the ranks of Freethinl>ers of the United States there
are men advocating woman suffrage. These Freethinkers
consider the male portion of the American people are a lot of
imbecils unable to attend to the public affairs of this free
country,' and want the women of the United States to do
this. Nature, however, has assigned the latter to the performance of other duties."
Our German friend goes on to say that though
the male advocates of woman suffrage may be imbecils, lacking the necessary manhood (sic) or intellect
to grasp the affairs of state, yet women could not
better the matter, as they would simply vote for Prohibition and the overthrow of religious freedom.
The rights he givs to women are narrowed to this,
and he seems surprised that they are "not content
therewith :"
"Under our Ameriean fundamental laws named, all of the
women 0f the Uni0n, presiding over households, hav the nat-.
ural right to render their hQmes as attractiv as possible to
their husbands and sons; and strictly to enjoy sobriety, each
in her own family circle, thuE promoting the cause of sobriety
throughout the land."
1\ir. Hartwig evidently views the Freetbought advocacy of woman suffrage from a broad and allcomprehending elevation. Because we hold that a
woman is as much an individual as is a man j that
she is just as capable of making rules by which she
is herself governed as men are; that she is equally
entitled with men to say who shall administer those
iaws; that, as she is one of the governed, and just
governments derive their power from the consent of
those governed, it is unjust to deprive her of a voice
in the making of that government, Mr. Heitwig concludes tbat we are all imbecils who want to retire
from public affairs and turn them over to our mothers, wives, and sisters! The logic which leads to
this conclusion is extremely unique, and exhibits to
public view an original, if peculiar, mind. But
there can be no doubt that the ladies will be pleased
to learn that they are still accorded the right to

We Hope It .May .All Be So.
The writer of the subjoined is of the firm of Ronald
and Heermans, Blacksburg, Va., counsel for Mrs.
Slenker:
"MoNTGOMEUY Co., VA.., Aug. 3, 1887.
" EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I hav just read your article of
June 25th on 'Virginia.' You do injustice not only to the
state and to Mrs. Slenker's cause, but open yourself to ridicule for a lack of knowledge of the people of whom you
speak. The community in which Mrs. Slenker livs will
compare favorably in intelligence with any rural community
in the United States True, there may not be so many
Freethinkers, but for liberty-loving, justice-dealing, they are
peers to any, and I woul.d rather select a jury from the people of these mountains to try Mrs. Slenker's case than from
New York or New Jersey, where Bennett and Reynolds had
the benefit of that high order of intelligence of which they
boast. Montani semper liberi! Virginia has produced no Com.
stock nor disgraced her statutes with 'blasphemous' laws.
The spirit of Jefferson abideth in these mountains and will
preside at the trial of Mrs. Slenker.
C. A. HEEHMANs."
We hav but a word to say in reply. The incident
Mr. Heermans denies was related to us by Mrs.
Slenker herself, and, with due respect to Mr. Hearmans we must decline to doubt that lady's word. In
Mrs. 'slenker's communication in another column it
will be seen that she reaffirms the truth of the story.
Ignorance is not confined to Virginia, of course, and
we honor that state for the blasphemous vacancy in
her statutes. But, as Mr. Heermans well recalls, it
was the Infidel Thomas J~fferson who guided Virginia's lawmakers into the right path.

A ltisplaced Sermon.

A good many folks are making a great deal of fuss
over the letter written by Colonel Ingersoll to his
sick friend when he sent him some whisky. The
letter is a little poem, .to wit:
"NEw YoRK, April, 1887.
"MY DEAR FRIEND: I send you some of the most wonder- perform the duties demanded of them by nature, and
ful whisky that ever drove the skeleton from a feast or they may continue to minister to the wants of the
painted landscapes in the brain of man. It is the mingled male members of their families without fear of incursouls of wheat and corn. In it you will find the snnshine ring our German friend's displeasure. Should they,
and the shadow that chased each other ~vcr the btllowy however so far forget themselvs as to make their
fields the breath of Jtme, the carol of the lark, the dews of h
tt t" t tb . d
ht
th
nces
night: the wealth of summer, and autumt.'s rich content, all
ames a rae LV ~ eir aug ers, e conseque
golden with imprisoned lig]).t.. Prink it !l-nd ,rou will hear . must be upon their own heads.
.
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In Mr. Hartwig's nativ land it is usual for the wife to
go into the field and perform the hard labor incide~tal
to agriculture, while the husband sits at home and
smokes his pipe till she shall· return and cook his
dinner. Whenever the lord and master condescends
to help her prepare the land for planting, he usually
does it by holding the handles of the plow while she, ·
yoked with a four-footed animaf, draws the implement through the soil. Mr. Hartwig forgot to mention that this duty and right is still preserved to her,
and probably will be forever, in countries governed
by such liberty-loving gentlemen as our naturalized
friend.
·
--------~.--------

THE Sun, of this city, says:
"It doee seem that there is a ce,rtain incongrni ty in a shruggle
againsh Socialism in the United Labor Party, Mr. George's land
scheme is distinctlY Socialistic. Where is the line to be drawn in
the United Labor party between tbe Socialism thah is permitted
and the Socialism that is tabooed?"
,

That is an easy conundrum. The line is drawn between
Mr. George's theories and those of any other Socialist.
WE get tllis important item of news from the Sacramento,
Cal., Bee: "A religious census was instituted in Eureka,
Humboldt county, for the purpose of ascertaining just how
many people professed allegiance to the various churches.
The parsons are alarmed, not because they hav found how
many nominal Christians there are in the community, but
for the better reason that the census uncovered three thousand Infidels in the town. The churchesyroposed to go into
politics on a teetotal-Sunday-law platform, but the nest of Infidelity which their curiosity stirred up has brought· about a
halt in their ambitions."
-----+---

IN 1879 the following brief editorial appeared in the Seymour (Ind.) Times: "While Elmina is capering around iu
her kitchen and cow-lot with Brother Heermans's bleeding
scalp dangling at her belt, it remained for Brother Remsburg to step in and harvest his hide and tallow. There isn't
anything at all left of that poor orthodox man. We sincerely
trust that he may gather up his scattered remains and bring
them on board our gallant crafc for a heavenward cruise."
The above refers to a theological controversy which Mrs.
Slenker and J. E. Remsburg had with Charles A. Heermans,
who is now counsel for Mrs. Slenker in her pending case.
Tm: issue of John Swinton's Paper of August 7th contains.
the announcement that the paper is to be discontinued. Mr.
Swinton says :
"I hav been wrecked by this paper and by the labors associated
therewith-in which during the paat four years I hav sunk tens of
thomands of dollars-all of it out of my own pocket. The publication of John Swinton's Paver must now, therefore, be brought to an
end.''

This is regrettable indeed, for, of all the labor papers, John
Swinton's easily stood at the bead. It was better edited,
contained more labor news, and had more editorial vigor
than any labor paper now in the field. Mr. Swinton was the
first to wake the workers up and set them to thinking. His
appeals and advice led to the compact labor organizations of
this city. Only for him and his paper, Henry George's
wonderful canvass would hav been impossible. But, with
the gratitude peculiar to masses, the workers hav deserted
their old friend and taken up with newer theorists and more
sensational teachers. The political leaders of the Labor
party found that, because of Mr. Swinton's honest adherence
to principle and repugnance to political deals, they could
not use him, and they, too, went back on him, as they will
on any square, up-and-down, one-lmndred-cents-on. the-dollar man who will not· resort to tricks to push his purposes.
The workingmen will find they hav made a great mistake in
allowing John Swinton's Paper to die. It will not be many
moons ere an unflinchingly honest journal will be needed to
expose the underhand deals of some of the Labor party
politicians.
THE Sacramento Bee is honest enough with itself to say:
"The Beecher memorial volume will soon be out. It is
said that the tribute paid by Col. R. G. Ingersoll is really the
only one worthy of perusal. We hav not had an opportunity
of reading any of the others, but Ingersoll's is certainly a
most remarkable example of magnificent poetry in prose. It
is a song as grandly beautiful and as melodiously harmonious
as anything that has ever entranced the ears of man. Ingersoll is the greatest orator, the sublimest word painter, that the
world has ever seen. It is the fashion of cobwebbed brains
to point to the ancients as masters of eloquence, to worship
at the shrine of the philippics of Demosthenes or bow down
in awed humility before Cicero's orations. And yet all their
garnered words together could not form such a wreath of
eloquence as is to be found in this one tribute to a dead
American patriot by a living American genius. As one reads
it he can hear the murmur of the brooks, the warbling of
birds, the merry laughter of children, the songs of harvesters,
can see the cattle Mtanding in the pools, like ' statues of content,' be enchanted with nature in nature's happiest mood,
and awed with her majesty and grandeur.- More than that,
one can sweep over the life of our greatest pulpit orator at a
glance, and can follow hiin with the eye from that 'Puritan
penitentiary' in which he was born, through all the successiv stages of battling with the prejudices instilled into him,
until he stood on the mountain top, preaching that same
liberty of thought for others that he deemed to be an inalienable right of his own. To our mind, there is nothing superior in the English language to this tribute penned by Ingersoll unless it be that wonderful word panorama in which
this' same orator briefly traces the life of Napoleon I. from his
lowly birth in Corsica until he pictures him with folded arms
at St. Helena, gazing out upon the sad and solemn sea."
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be knew be could not recover. Good logic, not to pray for here in a short time, with Watts or York as our priestwhat you believe to be impossible; for the Lord is generally, exterminator, and expect a glorious Liberal feast.
if not always, all things being equal, "on the side of the
I like your excellent paper better· every week; always find
heaviest battalions." But I bav already infringed upon your something interesting and instructiv, and would not be withWooDsToCK, VT., July 27, 1887.
space. Inclosed you will find $2, one for S. R. Day, and out it for twice its cost.
FRIEND 1'1Ia.onoNALD: I hav $10, which I wish to get rid
one for myself, which you will please forward to the proper
Tl:e pictures speak volumes, and are ddng more to expose
of in such a way that it will do the most good. I see no betthe fpolish doings ·of the Bible than anything I hav seen
parties fur tile defense of Mrs. E. D. Slenker.
N. E. P.
ter way than to look after those that most need it. The
of the kind. Heston is certainly a brick. .Long may you
first, Sister Elmina S!enker, is calling. She must hav $2.
CoLUMBUS, 0., July 29, 1887.
both liv and prosper.
R. J. WILBON.
Then come the pictures that so please the orthndox part of
MR. EDITOR: A thought struck me to-day; it would be a
the community; Mr. Heston must hav $3. Next, Dr. Ed- good idea to publish an.illustrated Bible by WatJan Heston.
HuTOHINSON, KAN., July 30, 1887.
ward :McGlynn must hav $5, for he has stepped out into the The only trouble would be that to be properly done it would
MR.
EDITOR:
George
Newton, in THE TrmTH SH:H:KER of
wide wqrld. Don't let any true American say "cold, cold be so disgusting that it would bother Comstock, and he
world." In his honest movement and self-sacrifice stand by would be under the necessity of refusing the holy Bible his June 18th, cannot see but that money is as much a measure
of value as a yardstick is a measure of length or a pound
him and see him through those troubles ahead.
countenance, and prosecuting the publisher for publishing
weight is a measure of weight. It does not occur to him
JoHN D. PowERS.
the worst book in the language. What a joke! If a comthat value is au ideal thing which can no more be measured
pany could be formed for the purpose I would take some of
than love, or hope, or fear. Take, for example, a horse.
ATOKA., I. T., July 24, 1887.
the stock, certain.
Hi~ bight, circumference, length, and weight can be dPfinitly
MR. EDITOR: Please to change my address to this place.
I am pleased to see Father :McGlynn is inclined to expose
You see I am floating about so I can subscribe for a short
measured so that no .two will differ regarding them. But his
some of the villainies of the Catholic church. He will prove
time only. I send you fifty cents to extend my time. I am
value cannot be so measured. If put up. at auction, he
to be an able coadjutor of THE TRUTH SEEKER in that line.
at present prospecting for a gold and silver mine at this
might be sold at $100, and in one hour the buyer might resell
At least, I hope so. Now, if Mr. George will come out and
place; hav a good' showing. By the way, I would like to
him for $150, or for only $50, and that without any change
combat its superstitions there will be .some chance of their
inquire through your columns (as prospectors) if any gospel
in the condition of the hDrse. The bight, length, and weight
doing good; for it is no use talking, this superstition and
of a horse do not depend upon how many horses there are in
sharp can giv me any information regarding the gold or
priestcraft must be torn up root and branch .before the conclithe country, but his value does. Tile value of a thing-by
silver mines that those Bible people worked. I see great
tion of the masses can be improved any worth talking about.
accounts of large quantities of it, but no account of miners
this I mean its selling price in dollars-depends upmi. the
It is the foundation stcne of all th11 misery, poverty, and
or mines which must hav been worked to produce it. Now
whims and fancies of purchasers, upon supply and demand.
ignorance that exist among us.
JoHN DQWNEs.
if those old mines could be traced up they must be immensely
Length and weight are definit qualities which can be definitly
rich, and with modern machinery ought to pay handsomely.
measured.
FRaNKFORT, MroH., July 26; 1887.
I make this proposition. If any one will look them up I
The value of a dollar is just as uncertain and as changeable
MR. EDITOR: I want to let the readers of 'l'HE TnuTH
will go ahead and work them, giv him one-third, keep oneas that of a horse, or even more so, because its supply can
SEEKER know that I am growing up for the right, the good,
third, and giv the Lord one-third.
I. A. VAIL.
be changed easier and quicker. It takes years to rear
and the true, although I hav had a hard chance so far in my
horses, but the quantity of money in circulation in the counlife. But the light is beginning to gleam around me, for
LESLIE, MroH., July 1, 1887.
try can be changed in a few months. When bankers cease
hav
read
five
copies
of
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
which
gave
me
I
:M:R. EDITOR: In the death and burial of my father, Frankto loan, but continue to collect in the money due them; it can
lin Elmer, July 12th, in the eighty-fourth year of his age, we an insight into the nature of things. I hav read the Michigan take only a few months to reduce the circulating medium to
can truly say a philosopher has passed away. He had emerged Christian .Advocate, in which I found things I could not one-half. If we had a financial system by whicll we could
from darlmess in the proud light of reason. As was reqnested, understand. I was t')]d by the Christians that God did not maintain a uniform amount of money per capita in circulaa Liberal lecturer was engaged, a Mr. Potter, of Eaton Rapids, intend we should understand all of his ways. But I am free tion, the value of the dollar would be about unchangeable,
who gave an address on death. Death was as natural as from sin, for I was baptized in the name of the Holy Ghost but even then it could not be properly called a measure of
birth, especially in old age-but not in youth, as that is con- last February. I ate and drank in remembrance of Christ at value, though it would represent .value. How can a thing
trary to the laws of nature, and the time would surely come a Methodist quarterly meeting. I thought it looked very measure value that bas itself no fixed value? During the
when death would not be known in youth ; when we shall silly to eat and drink in remembrance of something which I war, when the amount of money in circulation was greatly
know how to rear our young as well as the birds of the for_ knew nothing about. So I commenced a hymn which I had increased. we still called a dollar a dollar, and a dollar was
est, and when we will advance much faster in the future than heard sung, as follows. :
worth a hundred cents. But the price of wheat and everyCan it be l"ight for me to go
in the past. The day bas come when the world demands
thing else went up in proportion to the increase of money per
Along this dark, uncertain way,
knowledge and will hav it. The most learned aml intelligent
capita. Iri this case it was not the value of things that
Say I believe, and yet not know
clergy are to-day making science and the developments of
Whether my sins are washed away 1
changed, bnt the value of the money. It is this that makes
nature a study for the coming generation.
our financial system so unjust and dange!'ous. Bankers can
I will no longer go this way,
SARAH A. HAYNES.
Leading and being led astray;
change the value of money at any time they please and to
But forward come, defend the right,
any extent they please. When they want to make the value
NEw YoRK, Aug. 7, 1887.
Led and leading into li¥ht.
of the dollar high-priced, they can stop loaning and thus reMR. EDIToR: W. H. Burr's discovery of a woman in the
One night as I went to prayer-meeting a gentlemaa said to duce the amount in circulation. When they want to make
moon is not new. Longfellow's infant Hiawatha observed me, "Be true to yourself;" and so I hav been up to this
it. It attracted his attedtion once while in company with time. I hav seen men of all creeds, and men without a its value low, they can start loaning. They usually loan
his grandmother, the aged Nokomis, and he inquired of her creed, whom Christians call Infidels. I am tempted to say: only to one-third the value of the securities, because they
know that they can reduce the value of the securities to onewho the woman was. She gave this explanation (I quote
Hurrah
!
hurrah!
for
the
Infidel;
third when they please.
from memory) :
Hurrah ! hurrah ! for his fame ;
Let nie illustrate: Suppose A to own a horse worth $100,
Once a warrior very angry
Hurrah ! hurrah ! for his childrenSeized his grandmother and threw her,
and B to hav $100 in cash. Let us also suppose that B has
May they grow up the same.
Right against the moon he threw her,
I would like to hear from some of the readers of THE the power to increase and decrease the value of money, at
'Tis her body that you see there.
will, by changing the amount in circulation. Let us suppose
It was certainly many years ago that Hiawatha remarke.d TRUTH SEEKER, for it seems lonely here. My mother is
that he first reduces the amount in circulation one-half.
dead
;
my
father
is
in
Iowa.
this feature of the lunar orb; and I would venture to point
Then the value of the dollar will be double; or, in other
MYNDRED
L.
D.
LANSING
(age
17).
out that Nokom,is's story is inuch superior to JHr. Burr's, in
words, half the nun:i.ber of dollars will buy the horse. Let
that it not only postulates a woman in the moon but explains
WEST
UNION,
0.,
July
26,
1887.
us suppose that B buys the horse then for $50. Now, let us
bow she got there.
Very respectfullly,
MR. EDITOR: In looking back over the various and almost suppose that B doubles the amount of money in circulation.
G. E. Ma.onoNALD.
innumerable positions occupied by the church, but finally .The horse will then be worth $100 again, and if A should
·
OTO , IA ., J u IY 17 , 1887 .
g1ven
up w h en. compeII e d. . b y reason, common-sense, an d buy him he would hav to pa_v back the $50 he ~e:ot from B,
MR. EDITOR: Being a regular reader of your paper, and· public sentiment, one is forced· to exclaim, "Consistency, and giv his note for $50 more. Then let B reduce the
seldom seeing anything from this section in your columns, I thou art a jewel!" and to wonder what foolish position she amount of dollars per capita. in circulation to one-half again;
thought you and the friends of Freethought might be pleased will next occupy.
he could buy the horse back for $50 and pay B with his own
to hear how the cause is prospering away out here in the
I cannot call to mind one single reform proposed or note. This shows t.hat the present financial system is one of
Northwest. Just at this moment I am enjoying the ho~pital- adopted, for the benefit of civilization and for the ennobling legalized robbery. Nor can any just system of money ever
ity of my friend Mr. S. R. Day, one of the pioneers of .of mankind, for the last fifteen hundred years, that has not be established that docs not maintain a fixed sum of money
western Iowa, and who has resided for over thirty years been tenaciously opposed by the dominant sect in the locality pm· capita in circulation. This, in my opinion, can only be
upon the farm he now owns, a beautiful plateau of some six or country in which it was proposed; and the reformers done by having national banks just as we now bav a national
hundred acres, situated in the pleasant valley of the Little were persecuted, cast into prison, or burnt at the stake, just post-office. These banks should loan at a monthly rate of
Sioux river, Woodbury·county, Iowa. As I hav already as public sentiment would permit. By taking a close obser- interest, and every borrower should be compelled to pay the
stater!, Mr. Day is one of the pioneers of this section, and vation of the past and present, the libenil "Infidel" is made rate of interest for the time he had the money. Tlle rate
also one of the pioneer:s of Freethought, and much good has to feel glad that religious superstition and priestcraft are should be raised monthly when the amount in circulation
he accomplished for the cause of moral and mental liberty in rapidly losing their oppressiv and murderous grip on man.
was above the sum pe?' capita fixed upon, and lowered
this county. Just now we are being" favored" by a series
Superstition and supernaturalism always go hand in hand monthly when the amount in circulation was below that sum.
of meetings by a doubtful sort of an evangelist, known -neither of them has any existence except in imagination. In this way, and in no othPr, can H1e volume of money pm·
as the Rev. Weber. As an orator the reverend gentleman is They are twin-sisters, and their mother's name is Ignorance. capita be kept the same. On no other plan can we hav
a success, if low, vulgar slang and dirty tales go to make up Fanaticism and Enthusiasm are their legitimate offspring. honest money.
oratorical ability. While I write I am at the same time This constitutes the family group down to the second generaBut there is another imp0rtant defect in our money. It
being edified by one of his finest efforts (as his tent is but a tion, beyond which it is useless to trace them. It was from has generally been believed that money should represent
stone's throw from my friend's house). And at the close of this family that first sprang that horribly diabolical doctrin labor, and hence we hav held that it should be made of gold
each tirade of abuse, which he never fails to pour out upon of a personal devil and a literal hell, and with their extinction or silver, because that represents labor. But even gold does
the unprotected bead of any who dares to disagree with him must go their favorits, i.e., hell and devil. When I read not represent labor if it can be got without labor. Let us
on tbe duties and destinies of mankind, or doesn't come down of the horrible murders committed in the name and defense suppose the case of a man homesteading lGO acres of land
with the necessary wealth to keep the reverend gentleman's of a so-called all-powerful God by self-instituted and igno. and afterwards a gold mine is found upon it. The owner of
pay-roll good, or at the close of some vulgar story, wholly rant adherents, my blood runs hot, and I wonder how long the la~d lets out the job of mining the gold to others and
unfit for any respectable audience-expressions that ought this thing will be tolerated by intelligent men and women.
o-ets half of the proceeds. His gold does not represent labor
to banish from society any man in a respectable community
When such men as Sir Wm. Blackstone, Bishop Jewell, ~ his hands. He did neither tPil nor spin, and yet he got
-there goes up a shout and hurrah that would do justice to and a great many others eminent in English literature, gold. It is therefore a poor way to make money represent
Red Cloud and his entire army of painted braves. But all is science, and art, believed in witchcraft, we of the present labor to hav it redeemable in gold or silver. It can be made
not gold that glitters, nor all bombastic egotism reason, can point to the mile-stone along the highway of progress, to represent labor more perf .. ctly in another way. Let it be
as the reverend gentleman discovered one day last week, and say with pride: "So much for free government, free loaned only on securities of the products of labor. It should
while making his rounds of pastoral visits. h so happened speech, and a free press, bequeathed to us by the untiring not be loaned on land or mines, but on houses, barns,
that by mistake he dropped in at the home of one of our efforts of the immortal Paine, Washington, Jefferson, and machinery, grain, cotton, wool, stock, etc. Then and not
best-posted Liberals, and asked to pray with him. :My their noble fellow-laborers in the great cause of humanity."
till then will money bav a labor basis. Ptvper monBy loaned
friend placed his pocket-knife upon the floor, and told Mr.
When my ICing-faced orthodox friends begin to boast on this principle is as good as gold and much easier got.
Preacher, if he thought he could move the knife, to go of their all. powerful God, I like to giv them one good solid Money loaned on land as security represents lam! and not
ahead, but the reverend concluded nDt to pray. .My friend Jeft-hanclcr like this: "Cttn your God make a stone so heavy labor, even if t_!le mone~ should be made o_f gold. But
then asked ~im why prayer did not save Garfield, when all he can't lift it?" which generally knocks them clean out money loaned on labor or 1ts products as sccunty represents
Chr~stendom ~ere prayin~ for his recovery, which be on the first round.
labor, even if t4c money is made of paper.
!l.VOldcd by saymg that be did not pray for Garfield QC(!at!Se
We expect to hold oqr third aunl.lal Libera,! camp-meeting ;
,J. G. :MALOOLM.
1
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THE TRUTH- SEEKER. AUGUST_ 18, 1.887.
GLENWOOD SPmNGs, Cor.., July 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50 to renew my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been almost a constant reader of it since Mr. Bennett's time, and I think it
grows richer anrl better as the years go by. I am e.qpecially
interested in "Tales Told Out of School," and "News and
Notes." _The cartoons are good. .I think that in the issue of
July 9th, "Religion in the Man and Instinct in the Brute,"
is particularly good, and it tells a particularly sad story.
Out here in sunny Colorado, and especially in Glenwood
Springs, the people do about as th<'y please both on Sunday
and Monday. Stores of every description-dry goods, clothing, bardware, and grocery stores-are open boldly and
abO'Veboard until noon on Sundays, while drug-stores and
saloons are open all day. We hav a population of fifteen
hundred, and hav only one church building. It is Catholic.
The Presbyterians will soon hav one completed.
There seems to be an inspiration in these grand old
mountains here that is fatal to superstition and orthodoxy.
The whole country is so big and so broad, the atmosphere is
so pure and life-giving, and all nature h so grand and beau
- tiful, that human nature cannot but be influenced by them,
and the result is that we hav a great many broad, Liberalminded men and women.
We are all waiting anxiously for Ingersoll's arldress to the
jury in the blasphemy case.
Miss MAGGIE .PATTERSON.

thought personality; that is to say, each creates his own
world according to his mental capacity. Thus all things are
made by him (plural) that are made, and without him (plural)
nothing can be made; hence our collectiv individuality hav
become one, the bridegroom and the bride. The only
positiv guide to truth is comparativ; tlius, as we see in plain
nature variety in perfection growing from the same soil, so a
variety of ideas are .produced from the new heaven and
earth (the brain of man), each in perfection, as in phin earth,
and no collision. Though I am a crank in the eyes of some,
and my experience is unpopular, the fact of these observaZs:NAS KENT.
tions cannot be avoided.
·NEw YoRK, July 30, 1887.
_MR. EDITOR: In to-day's TRUTH SEEKER Boston's great
mathematician, G. N. Hill-Horace Seaver's sensible young
man-is out again, and writes : " What need has the world
of any professional mathematicians if other professions can
do their work just as well?" He would not trust for a de.
cision to an editor of a daily, or to Mr. R. G. Ingersoll. No!
he wrote to me: "Our gallant colonel is a lawyer, and may
not hav more knowledge of ma.thematics than you hav;
every man to his trade, you know." I hav full proof that
he does not even comprehend or understand what he reads,
as years ago he cited for his support the Encyclopedia Brittanica an:i Martin's Calendar, but never gave a sentence
thereof, because, of course, both are against what he says and
pretends to know; but, nevertheless, lJC still crows lustily.
He would not trust Mr. Ingersoll nor any editor, except, perhaps, Mr. Seaver, but tells me to "just drop a few lines to
the principal professor of mathematics, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass. He [I] will soon be on the high road to
knowledge." I will try to accommodate this mathematician
of the Hub, and change my offer to suit him, and see
whether he will take the bait. Herewith I renew my wager
of twenty-five dollars or more: "That, to start from and
with the first of January, 1600, is, to count correctly, now the
288th, and not the 287th year." I am perfectly willing to
leave the decision to the principal professor of mathematicR
of Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Cornell, or Rutgers-either he
may select. If the decision be against me, Mr. Hill shall be
at liberty to pocket the stake-money or do as he pleases; but
if he loses, I shall tnrn over the gain for the Liberal cause.
Is this not fair? Will it suit him now? Let him come out
like a man. I am not rich, but the one or the other, whoever is wrong, deserves a little punishment for this year's
long mulish stupidity. Then we will see the high road to
Fmm. KoEzLY.
knowledge clear.

LoNDON, 0NT., July 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : As I hav never seen any letters from this
orthodox city, I thought I would like to send you a line or_
two. I just wrote a letter to my wife in roronto; she is
getting some books and some TRUTH SEEKERS bound there.
Canada needs all the help it can get to enlighten the people.
Mr. Watte is doing grand work in Toronto, and Secula-r
Tlwugltt is a fine paper, bnt I could not be without THE
TRUTH SEEKER. The cartoons are just grand. I never was
much of a Christian; I always tried to malw honesty my religion. I never could see any sense in this sin.and- repent
business, but I did not hav so much knowledge until I began
to read Liberal papers, THE TRUTH SEEKEP. in particular.
Now I am always ready for them; and, a!Lhough I bake
bread and peddle it all over the east end of Loud )n, I a! ways
speak my honest thoughts, and sometimes giv a short
lecture wh-en time permits. I don't think I hav lost a customer of any consequence through it. I hav been the means
of making a good many skeptics, althou_g·h I cannot get them
to subscribe for a paper. They all plead hard times. When
I see a person-man or woman-with the slightest spark of
reason, I keep at them until I nnish them; otherwise it is a
waste of time. There are a great many Freethinkers in this
taxed-to-death city, but they are not game. I would soon
get up a society if I was not peddlirg bread at all hours.
Inclosed is $1 for "Self-Contradictions of the Bible;" one
of my converts asked me to get it for him. I did not see it
advertised lately, and I forgot. the price. I will attend to
the paper a little later. If there is a balance .let it be for Elmina D. Blenker. I always said I would never shoulder a
musket for anything but liberty.
JosEPH ALLASTER.
lTnAoA., N. Y., July 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: A new heaven and earth presupposes old
ones, which hav died or faded, being the experience of nature's embryo, at the advance of knowledge. Man is a substitute for nature, as all things whatever are embodied in him;
·hence he is not a part of nature, but the whole in mental and
original form. He is the masculin and the feminin poles
united. When we talk about nature, we mean man, for in
him dwells every possible expression; he is the founder of
the to be new heaven and the new earth; the creator of all
wisdom in heaven or earth; a son of the virgin embryo old
world from whose conception the new was, or is, overshadowed.
It is a species of insanity to suppose that the Bible is to be
blotted from nature's acts, while the facts are that plain nature, as in Gen. i, 1, came into the embryo state of mental
knowledge having only the capacity to exercise the animal
or. base brain, and has bnt just now passed through the animal state of knowledge and come to· its birth and mental
form. Tlms in the end of the old embryo state (or world)
God (nature the animal) sent forth his son; born of nature,
history of virginity (the Bible). Th.us the olr! world of embryo ignorance has p•tssed away, and behold, I, the son, the
science, the mental form of virgin nature, make all things
new. Thence I will use a Bible term for the want of a better
one. Thus, '' In the beginning Wt1S the word" (which means
a conception) or declaration, and this declaration was with
God (nature's mental form) in man, and the declaration was
(or is) God (the science) of mental form. Thus this is the
potency of mental creation of the new heaven and earth.
Hence he, this new-born son, is the God and creator of all
things in mental form, and as the earth from the same soil
brings forth special varieties, so does the moral earth (the
feminin of mental natnre) brinQ, forth a variety of ideas, the
mold of which it is impossible to change. Hence wars and
contentions may as wsll cease at once, and join in therevolving principle of the natural universe, where all collisions
must cease. It is a great wonder thai among so many wise,
so little knowledge is manifest. Can we not see that we are
one people (as in" Isaac shall thy seed be called"). Thus
in the cartoon of July 23J. we behold the oneness and pleasure of Isaac with Rebekah his wife. " Isaac" means laughter, or a pleasing reflection; as much as to say sectarianism
will cease when knowledge shall cover our nakedness.
I write this as a standpoint to which all must Jinally come.
But you will, as usual, say, Cau any good com•; out of
Nazareth? All new beginnings are unpopular and infidel.
The old world bas passed ~tway, and behold I create a new
heaven and earth wherein rlwellet.h righteousness and unity.!
This is 11. collectiv creation of class unity, a creation of free-

OREGON, Mo., July 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : A little item of interest to bur Freethinkers
generally : This vicinity and place, like so many others, is
thoroughly priest-ridden. Although it has not over one
thousand souls, there are several churches existing with regular services-Presbyterian, Methodist, German Methodist,
Christian, Colored Baptist-the colored folks are Baptist
"kase Jon de Babtist he was one "-besides a large sprinkling of Catholics, and half a dozen others. The Presbyterian
is the aristocratic one of the village, where none are very
wealthy, and it is amusing to see "high-flyers" at fashion
who immigrate here as Methodists, or other dissenters and
heretics, attach themselvs to this representativ of our oi
aristoi. 1t proves that modern sectarianism is nothing but a
variety of social companies. Take away the social feature
and the churches would all perish shortly. They are places
where pride, vainglory, and hypocrisy exhibit themselvs in
all their pomp and circumstance. Of course the heathen are
cared for (those at Borriboola Gha), but occasionally a poor
member of the church comes near starving to death. And
this in the" over-producing West." There are a few very
poor people who belong to the Presbyterian church for some
reason or other. Now there is a Woman's Union here,
started originally for social purposes, but by the persecut-ion
of some priests it developed into what said priests bad pre.
dieted-a woman's riguts affair. It is an old, firm institution. Sometime ago a woman with a large family in extreme
destitution, a widow and good Presbyterian, and faituful
member of tliat church society here, appealed to this union
for aid, for fuel and flour. This union had done some charitable work before. The help was given, but a Freethinking
member otl'ered the following resolution in substance:
Many appeals for charity are made to this society; and,
This society was not founded with a view to doing act"
of ehat-ny; therefore,
Resol,ed, 'l'hat hereafter in all cases of appeals to it by members
of clmrehes for aiu, t.he appeal be referred to the church of whteh
the applicant ia a member, ~tnd th>tt the present appeal of l'!Irs.
- b e referred to the Presbyterian congregation of this place.
Reso~ved, That these rtsolutions be pubiisheu, etc.
WHEREAS,
WnERE.I.S,

It was beautiful to see what a stirring among dry bones
this caused. You may imagin how many riclt brothers and
sisters there were who stand higlt as givers to heathen, and
never knew anything about the poor sister who actually livs
I.
close by them.

KENT, 0., July 25, 1887.
lVIR. Eonou: I think when we see an hone8t man in the
pulpit, he should be mentioned as well as the bigots who
would dethrone reason and enslave the mind as well as the
person of man. We hav both these in our little village.
One divine proclaimed from his pulpit, yesterday, that there
was no use disguising the fact that if two neighbors were to
so·.v a orop uf wheat on adjoining lands, and one should prepare his ground well, sow good seed, and follow well the
conditi(;nS uccessary to make a good crop, but should swear
from morning till night and curse God tile year round, he
would get a much better crop than the one who used poor
seed, sown_ on poor ground nncl poorly prepared, even
though he prayc<l continually, with the neighborhood to help
him. Now see how much better truth looks on paper tl!an a
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lie as ex:pressed by our Romish father, who says, "RBason
beloiJgs to man, as a governor, but no man bas the right
to reason against the dictates of the gospel;· and unle~s the
mind of man is influenced directly by the spirit of God he
should not be allowed to reason, for reason ofttimes causes a
man to murder," etc. He would hav us believe that only
the great infallible at Rome (think of that) and his spiritual legates, over whom be has spread his (should I use a
capital H) garments, should be allowed to use reason at all.
If this was the case (and I am sorry to say it is too much so),
Bridget could "pay the praste " for even the breath she
draws, and be made to think it God's will.
I am the recipient, of late, of several letters and postals,
some of which, although in a friendly spirit, are rather inclined to giv me " particular fits" for some of the opinions
expressed in my correspondence to your valuable paper.
Well, brothers, fire away, for by such means we learn from
each other. To my mind nothing at this present time, when
the mind of man is so deeply contaminated with evil, both
from heredity and contagion, can take the place of law_ and
government. I mean by law certain fixed rules and principles by which we are governed. Every individual has, or
should hav, a code of laws or principles by which he is
governed in his dally walk-such laws as his reason and
sound judgment hav dictated to him as the best for his physical and mental development. As his mind grows and
ascends higher up in the more matured man, he sees the necessity for new laws; the old must be repealed and new
ones, better adapted to his needs, must be made. This is
self-apparent to all. Now when we see man making so
many mistakes in the laws he has set down for his own individual guidance, how can we expect a select few to make
perfect laws to govern the many? From individual law
comes family law, by which the members and heads of a
family are governed ; then the law for societies ; then states
and nations. Then comes the law of nations by which they
hav amicable intercourse with each other. They buy, sell,
and traffic in a friendly way under certain laws which each
has agreed upon as just. ·As new laws are needed the old
ones are annulled. Who can say that because one law, or a
_portion of the laws, of our land, as made by our law-makers,
and St1itable to the majority, do not harmonize with the ideas
and feelings of a few, or minority, the entire code of laws
should be abolished, and man left like the more inferior por.
tion of the mammalian family, the strong to feast upon the
weald One man writes me, "The curse of the a~es has
been man-made laws," and speaks of a "monster criminal,
the state;" and he still further. _speaks of "our organized
pirate called government." Another says, "Do away with
law, and educate the people so we will need no law." Oh
that all men were so educated! What a beautiful world this
would be! But, unhappily, it is not the case, and something within aHks, Is it possible to educate man to perfection? How many of us do as best we know? WH it not
be easier to teach man to do right with a constraining law
to punish him when be does wrong? No man who does not
wish to steal can cbject to a law to prevent stealing. Another writes me that no . one or body of men hav a right to
restrain another or others in their liberty. In answer to this
I wish to say that law is not intended to hold anyone in
check from asserting all his natural freeborn rights, but to
stop him when he undertakes to usurp the rights of others.
There is no such thing, neither can there be, as jttstifiable,
absolute liberty, for when one carries his liberties beyond
certain bounds he is trespassing on the rights and liberties
of others. When fire is devouring everything before it,
and undertakes to burn up the sea, the briny surf says,
"Hold, check your ravenous appetite. Your liberty stops
here, and my liberty begins." What is a government but a
big family; its membqrs overgrown boys and girls, many of
whom are as wild and untaught as in their infancy, and need
a parent law as much? Wiu\t is it that made man, made
this earth on which. we liv, made the beatttiful flowerli
that decorate our homes? What is it that has spread the
carpet of green over the land on which we love to walk?
What the sun, the moon, etc., as in wonder we look? L!l w,
nothing but law. L<tw governs the most minute atom of
matter, as well as the whole monster creation. Yet, we see
even natural laws disobeyed, and the criminal punished.
Man daily disobeys nature's law, and is brought to an untimely and premature death. What is a monstrosity bnt a
disob~dience of the natural laws?
We say the law of inertia, law of gravity, of attraction, of
repulsion, etc., and think nothing of it because tbey are
found or known to exist in nature, but named by m1tu. How
do we know there are laws of forces called centripetfll and
centrifugal-the one to draw the particles of matter toward a
center, the other from the center? \Ve can neither sec, hear,
nor feel any of these laws or forces, and yet we know they
exist. How then when we see by these laws how man has
bern evolved from the mineral and vegetable kingdom to the
highest type of the animal kingdom, his mind evolved to
intellect, and tbat intellect improved as tlw finer tissues and
organs of the brain hav improved-to what some of us seem
to think noble specimens of nature? Do we ever st•>p and
think how little we actually know, and what pigmies we are
both in our natural and cultured ntttures? How can it be
possible, with that great law of government that dictates to
forces of electrical and psychologic life, that the aniuial
species is at its best, and stops here? Oh, no, brothers;
although we may never look back to know of our present
life, yet that great aud enduring law still governs all life in
all stages of growth. Pat-don me for using my personal
liberty in speaking what I believe to be· true, and alttwugh
you may diJfer from me in opinion, that docs not restrict me
fr0m so expressing myself unless it trespasses on and injures
the same liberty of others. Let us first know what good
laws are, and then liv up to them. Bre11k no lnw by farce,
but legisla.te better ones as required.
.A,. D. SwAN.
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to build a chapel, and Mrs. Barnes was interested in procuring subscriptions to that end.
She spoke to Mr. Barnes about it, and, as he
intimated a willingness to subscribe, she sent
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall a collector to urge him further. The colRi'Der, .Mass., to whom all Communications for lector said he had understood that Mr. Barnes
t 1U8 (JO'l'nf/1' 8hould be sent.
was willing to subscribe. Mr. Barnes said
he was. The collector drew out a subscrip. " Between the dark and the daylight,
tion book and offered it for Mr. Barnes's sigWhen the night is beginning to lower,
nature. "No," said Barnes, "I won't sign
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
that book, because that isn't necessary. My
That is known as the Children's Hour."
word's just as good as my bond. When I say
I'll subscribe I mean it. And l may as well
How They Were Saved.
Ray at once that my subscription will be
A TRUE STORY.
$5,000." '.t'his fairly took the collector's
She stood beside the iron road,
breath away, for it was almost the whole of
A litt.le child. of ten years old;
the amount they were trying to raise.
She heard two meeting thunders rolled
" That's a splendid gift," he managed to say
From north and south, that plainly showed
after a while; " we shall be deeply obliged. '•
Danger too fearful to be told.
"Not at all," said Barnes; "but," he added,
Nearer, still nearer, rumbling on,
One train approached with crashing speed; "there is a condition to the gift." "Oh,"
What could she do? who would giv heed
said the collector, ''I'm sure any condition
To her-a child-who stood alone
you might annex would be well received by
And voiceless as a roadside weed?
our people." "I'm not so sure about that,''
A feeble cry she raised, and stood
said Barnes, '' the condition is that all· the
Across the track-and then nnt:ed
people baptized in the new chapel shall be
Her little apron from her side,
And waved it swiftly as she could,
baptized in boiling hot water."
"Good
If only she might be espied !
morning," said the collector ·as he put the
If only on the hissing back
subscription book in his pocket and walked
Of that huge monster, nearing fast,
off.
The· engineer his eye might cast
On her, there on the curving track,
And heed her signal ere he passed !
She stands with shout and warning beck ;
On comes the train with thundering roar;
The fireman sees-he looks once moreOnly a Dog.
He sees a little waving speck,
And slackening, slowly moves and slower.
Yes, but what a noble creature! How
"Hi! little girl, what's all this row?"
strong and courageous ! How watchful,
. "Another train ! My ears it stuns!
patient, and affectionate! How docil, obeIt rounds the curve like rattling guns !
dient, constant, a~d faithful !-quite different
Back ! back !-for I must signal now
from many other animals.
The other !"and away she runs.
Nearly all children are fond of dogs, and
So by this little maiden's hand
Were hundreds saved from fearful lot;
dogs like children when they do not tease
But when with awe they spoke of what
and annoy them.
~'hey had escaped-and ma<le demand
The word canine, relating to dogs, is from
About the child-they found her not.
the Latin canis. In the wild state he is
For she had vanished through the wood;
classed with the wolf, cayote, jackal, and
None guessed her dwelling-place or name,
fox, but fossil remains hav been found that
Nor by what wondrous chance she cameWhile home she ran in blithesome mood,
indicate that he belongs to a species different
Nor knew she had done a deed of fame.
from the above-mentioned animals. The
But in the olden times they would hav said
wild dog of Australia is called dingo.
It was an angel that stood thereFrom time immemorial the dog in a tame
The hood above her golden hair,
condition has been the friend of man and
A nimbus glowing round a head
children. The dog is a mammal, and you
With supernatural radiance fair.
hav learned before what that is. Little pupThe small white apron that she waved
Across the dangerous iron track,
pies are as cunning as you can imagin. They
To warn the rushinll' engins back,
are born blind, their eyes opening to the light
Might hav been wings, whose flashing saved
when about ten days old. Their mother is
Five hundred souls from mortal wrack.
always very proud of her children, and fearful for their welfare ; she will allow no one to
Our Puzzle Box.
approach them except those in whom she has
1.-HffiROGLYPHIO TRANSPOSITIONS.
great confidence, not because she is cross,
but because she fears some injury may befall
her offspring.
There is a wonderful variety among dogs,
and each species has some distinguishing
trait-~ome are more watchful than others;
some are good for hunting on land; others
will plunge in the water for prey, as the
Equivocation.
water spaniel. Some, in the cold regions,
are employed in drawing heavy loads; others,
like the Newfoundland, can swim and dive,
and hav frequently saved people, especially
children, from drowning. All dogs swim
naturally. Then, there are the St. Bernard
dogs, or Alpine spaniels, who hav saved the
lives of travelers lost in the snow on the
mountains. In passing the Alps, strangers
Not your own.
sometimes lose the way, and, falling in the
clefts benumbed with cold, they fall asleep
and die.
The monks of Great St. Bernard convent
would send out their dogs to look for lost
travelers, and their sense of smell is so keen
that they can find a person though buried
deep down under the snow. They would
run with their noses to the ground till they
found the spot where the wanderer lay buried
An abatement.
Express the hieroglyphic exactly, and under the snow, and then would scratch,
transpose into a word answering to the defi- dig, and bark till some one came to help
nition.
them in their laudable work. One dog of
this kind, who saved the lives of twenty-two
.A.NI:WERS TO PUZZf,ES IN QIITLDREN'S OORNER, persons, was decorated with a beautiful medal
JULY 30, 1887.
for his noble services.
1.-0ne is stepping up the stairs while the
Some dogs, notably the terrier, will catch
other is staring up the steps.
2.-" I, an old turtle, will wing me to some rats, mice, and all kinds of vermin. My own
withered bough."
dog, Bonnie, will scent a rat very quicldy,
and watch for hours, like a cat, until the rat
A Single Condition.
comes from his hole, when he seizes him in an
A story about eccentric Isaac Barnes, who instant.
was once collector of the port at Boston, and
He Only needs to hear the word "rats,"
a noted wit, is recalled by the P4iladelphia when he is on the alert and ready to hunt for
Record. ':lis wife was a devoted Baptist. them. He also hunts mice, slugs, snails, beeWhen be went to church, which was seldom, ties, and catches moths, millers, and flies.
he went with her. But he always went with Dogs can be taught many tricks. We once
a mental reservation, upon which his fancy had a dog in our family who would walk on
disported itself during service, for there was his hind legs, beg, say his prayers, play dead,
only one Baptist that he liked, and that was jump rope, ·make believe drunk, and sing.
Mrs. Barnes. Now, the Baptists were about J He was very cunning, and a great pet.

Qlltiltlrtn~ s

Qlolumn.

I h~tv heard a story of a dog who bought
pies. It was in thi~ way (and Buffon in his
"Natural History" tells the same story). A
man went through the streets of Edinburgh
selling penny pies, and ringing a bell as he
went. One day he gave this dog a pie. The
next time he heard the pieman's bell, what
did the dog do but seize the man by the coattail and hold him ? The pieman showed the
animal a penny, and pointed to his master,
who was a grocer, and was watching the proceeding in the doorway of his shop. The
dog looked and nodded at his master in a beseeching manner, running back and forth between the grocer and the pieman. Finally
his master put a penny on the dog's tongue,
and he instantly ran and dropped it in the
pieman's hand and received his pie. And
this practice was carried on every day as long
as the pieman came that way.
There are many instances of the sagacity of
these animals which make them appear
almost human in thei~ knowledge. They
learn the very expression of a face, and know
the wish of their master without a word being
spoken. Their attachment to their friends is
remarkable, and there are well authenticated
cases of dogs dying of grief at t.he loss of a
friend, sometimes refusing all food and
mourning till they die upon the grave of their
master. Many anecdotes are told of the wisdom and kindness displayed by these at times
misunderstood. and abused creatures.
They hav a superior sense that enables
them to track the path of their owner, and if
left in a strange place can usually find their
way back, though never over the road but
once .
The dog is quick to understand, and is the
most devoted friend and servant of man,
never failing to obey his wishes when fully
understanding what they a're. He is quick to
perceive who likes or dislikes him, and he
never fawns upon one when it is not meant,
that is, he is not deceitful. A dog always
meets his master with gladness, and will
caress even the hand that has struck him.
He is the same friend to man in his darkest
days of adversity as in his hours of prosperity, and will follow his footsteps when all
others desert and abandon him, share all his
toils and dangers, protect him as far as· he is
able, guard his property, is always affectionate and kind when treated right, and is
faithful unto death. He has no vices as man
has, is intelligent and tractable, understands
language, and some species can all but talk.
Dogs are subject;to a disease called rnbies,
and if a person is bitten by a dog suffering from this malady, t.he tortures are
terrible, and result, unless prompt measures
are taken, in a horrible death. M. Pasteur,
of Paris. is said to hav discovered a remedy
for the bite of a mad dog, and people hav
been successfully treated for this disease by
him. Intelligent physicians think that the
disease is not nearly so common as has been
supposed,
Dogs dream and start in their sleep, and
moan as people do.
The ancients were fond of the food of dogs.
The Polynesians and Chinese, it is said, are
fond of dog meat to-day.
Some people dislike these animals, and
cannot bear the sight of them; but, as a
rule, almost everybody likes a good and
amiable dog. The American Indian was
always accompanied by his dog, and thought
he would hav him for a companion after he
died and went to the "happy hunting
ground" in which the Indian believed.
Byron has sung :
'Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark
Bay deep-mouthed welcome as we draw near
home:
'Tis sweet to know there is an eye
mark
Our coming, and look brighter when we come.
We should be kind to these intelligent and
affectionate animals, for they are the emblem
of fidelity. They look to us for food and·
shelter, and in return they protect us, are
faithful and watchful, and, if occasion demands, will lay down their lives for us without a murmur. They. are close in their
friendship, and when treated properly never
desert an old friend for a new one.

will

S. H. W.
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The Pope He is a Happy Man.

Just listen! You, my brother man, who by
'' accident of birth" was made a Buddhist instead of a Christian, be you as pure as a nun,
as benevolent as a sister of charity, and
punctiliously observant of all God's laws
written in universal nature, and yet you are
hopelessly and irrevocably doomed to an
eternity of indescribable misery unless you
accept a Christ and a gospel of which you
never bad and, in the nature of the case,
never c(mld hav had any knowledge! That
is the language of "prevalent religious belief," and to assert and maintain to the contrary is, in the language of that same belief,
"very pernicious and to be detested." Truly
we may repeat., caricature is out of the question; the repulsiv features of the image are
so ugly that they cannot be overdrawn.

The pope be sat in the Vatican,
In St. Peter'" chair sat he;
And he said, •· Such a fix as I've got into,
I ne'er in my life did see."
Au' aye as he swiftly twirled each tlmmb,
He sighed to himself, "Me miserum !"
"HBre's the Irish priests all a-~rying 'Woe!
For the land is desolate;'
Bnt the English bishops they say' Not so,
· Pay no heed to their lying prate.'B!t.en! I can but twirl each thumb,
And help!es;]y si~b. Me mioerum!
"Pi! send two prelates over the sea,
Aorl try what Ita'ian }!nes'e
Will do, to make mattet'3 more smooth for me,
And help me out of this meso.
At present I can but twirl each thumb,
Uussinn .Religion.
Anr1 sigh to myself, Me mieerum !
p,·c,m a Review of A. F. Heard's "Russian Chw'ch
"The nuncio with Norfolk's duke hobnobs
ana Russian DlM•ent."
In honor nf jubilee;
The Greek church had been pretty genBut. then, there's these Irish.eviction i'>bS
Demanding my sympatbyerally secularized in spirit when Peter the
Ho,v to keep b"th pa1·ties under my thumb
Great completed its degradation by abolishing
Io the bothering problem-3f; mtserum!
the patriarchate, and committing the govern•· So unfortunate! just when ·the swerving mind
ment of the church to a synod which was in
Of English •ociety
reality only a bureau of the imperial adminisIo turning to Rome-in fact, going it blind
tration. In his promulgation of this measure
With fashionable PtetyCries Ireland.' Ob, father, why Are you dumb the czar declared, with curious frankness,
.Over these, our. wrongs ?'-Me miserum !
. that it seemed dangerous to the country to
"If I ~ay to Ireland, 'Submit to wrong,'
permit a spiritual ruler to share authority
Parnell will the .Modes be,
Who from bondage wtlllead them forth e'er long, which belonged exclusivly. to the autocrat,
and to persuade the common people that the
Bnt in that case, good-by t.o me'I'bey will saY I iust sat "'nd twirled my thnmb, spiritual power is that of another and a betWhile poor Ire!aud w,n!ed, 'Me miserum !'
ter realm; in case of any difference between
"If I Ray to those who be!i..ve in me,
the patriarch and the czar, it might even hapWbo to fatth and to chureh are true,
pen that the people would take the part of
'Bon crmrafle, Belle Ertn! I bless you, be free !•
the patriarch! Peter's principles once acThen, England, l!ood-I.Jy to you,
To the ~old, to the lands, we had p1 anned CPpted, the present condition of the church
would come
followed naturally. The synod has lost what
To Mother Church, Me misernm !
little show of power it once enjoyed, and
".Eh.eu I I hav fallen on an evil day,
now meets only to register, without debate,
For the RChool-m~tster is abroad,
the regulations and decisions prepared by the
And the demon of thought we no more can lay
imperial Jay procurator, who is generally a
In the name of the chu•·ch or of God.
McG)Yun I hav bounced-but he'll make military offictr. The debasement of the
things hum
clergy under such. a system is inevitable.
In the States, I suppose-Me miserum !
The monks, from whom the _bi~hops and
"Now, which aha \I I ke•p, and which let go 1
othPr dignitaries are selected, are better edu. Poor Erin, or Albion nch 1
cated than the simple priests, but mona8ti. Could I soft-sawder both, l>ow blest! but, nocism in Russia bas alwaJs been a life of sloth
Tilet·e remains but the question-Which. 1
I dare not think. Go. bid Gounod come ;
and selfishness, quite indifferent to the works
Bu music my Molace-Me miserum !
of charity, education, and preaching which
-Torontu Grip.
bav occupied many of the orders in the Latin
church. The <'-haracter of the secular clergy
'1'he Destination of the Heathen and is. contemptible when .it is not vile. The
the Heterodox.
bightr classes do not associate with them,
Judge step /!en Brewer in the Ithaca Daily Journal, and the peasantry quarrel with them over
I quote (the italics being mine) from a the price of prayers and sacraments, and
book entitled "The Confession of Faith of hate them as a rapacious borde of-government
the Presbyterian Church in the United Srates functionaries. Neither branch of the clergy
of America," published by the Presbyterian seems to exercise any spiritual influence
board of publication; the same being now whatever.
The effect of the unfaithfulness of the
the standard of that church in matters of
faith and doctrin. After having stated that church to its sacred mission has been to procertain classes of elect persons are save_d, the mote skepticism at one end of the social
confession goes on to say as follows : " Others scale and fanaticism at the other.. The upper
not elected, although they may be called by classes imported unbelief along with other
the ministry of the .vord, and may hav some foreign fashions from western Europe, and
common operations of the spirit, yet never with them Atheism is at least as common as
truly come to Christ, and therefore cannot be Christianity. The national church in their
saved. .Much less can men, not professing the eyc·s is only a branch of the police, and it
Ohri.;tian 1'eli:;ion, be saved in an.1J other way offers nothing to satisfy the modern spirit of
whatsoever, be they never so diligent to f1'ame inquiry or to fit the new problems of life.
tlteh• lives accordin.7 to the li,q!tt of nat1u·e, ctnd Atheism, however, which is the child of
t!te law of that 1·el(qion tl!ey do p1'ofess·; and to intellectual pride, does not readily obtain a
assert aml maintain that they may is very foothold among an ignorant peasantry. The
tendency of ignorance is always toward expernicious and to be detested."
That the italicized part of the foregoing re- cessiv credulity, and the Russian masses hav
fers to and intentionally includes the heathen a ehildlike yearning for the mysterious and
is evident; for the heat hen all hav "religions the supernatural. Hence wlnle they bav
they do profess," ami, furthermore, as is well little respect for the clergy as moral instrucknown, adhere to with as much piety and tors, they are prone to attribute an almost
devotion as do the devotees of Chr,stianity to magical efficacy to rites and ceremonies, and
their religion. And yet the doctrin above an immense importance to the mechanism of
quoted affirms that be they never so devot- a worship in which the devotional impulse
edly pious or religious in their own way, or seems to hav little share. The church has a
conform they their li vcs never so circum- remarkable hold upon them, and yet the
spectly to that morality which the light of most mnguin would hardly reckon it as an
nature a-ffords, it all goes for naught. They influence m the government of life.
But there are millions of the common peomust accrpt a Christ and a gospel of which
they hav never heard and never had an op- ple for whose emotional demands a fossilized
portunity of hearing, or be forever lost; con. ceremonial rdigion, even with superstitious
signed they mnRt be to that hell so graphically additions, makes no provision; and thus it
deocnbed by Jesus as the ever-burning lake happens that in spite of the conservatism of
of tire prepared for the devil and his angels. the lower classes dissenting sects of the most
Now; that is the doctrin held by the Pres- extravagant character prevail in Hussia to an
byterian denomination, and, I think, by all of enormous extent. The conservativ instinct,
the Calvinistic denominations of this country in fact, almost always has a conoiderablc
and other countries as well. Think upon it influence upon their origin. The se<!taries
for a moment, and consider its "true inward- profess to be the "Old Believers," squaring
ness " carefully, and then say if yon think a their creed and conduct by the ancient standoctrin so bristling at all points with the in- dards, and they include the most reactionary
vulnerable armor of defense against the cari- and obstinately unprogr_essi v of the people;
caturist can be caricatured. So made up is but as the widest license of individual opinion
it of the shocldng, the unreasonable, the is applied to the determination of what the
absurd, that there seems to be no stock left prim1tiv belief was, this conservatism does
for the exaggerating imagination to work not in the least interfere with the developwith. Evidently caricature is not possible. ment of monstrous novelties. The principal

forms of dissent are known collecti vly as the
Raskol, or the Schism, and they embrace a
great variety of heresies, some of which hav
been maintained with more or less secrecy
for two cEnturies. The number of the Haskolniks is not known, as many of them preserve an outward· fidelity to the orthodox religion, and practice their real belief in private.
Some authorities estimate them at fifteen
millions, and Mr. Heard thinks that ten or
eleven millions at a11y rate would not be too
high a figure. Opposition to the national
church and to all social reforms aud foreign
innovatio"S has led them into a systematic
opposition to the government. They are incljned to Socialism and Communism, and are
probably the source or at least the main support of many revolutionary movements.
They are loo:oely grouped in two great classes
-the Popovtsi, or "priest-possessing," who
bav a hierarchy of thE.!ir own, largely recruited from the refuse of orthodoxy, and
the Bezpopovtsi, or those wiihout priests,
who renounce sa.cerdotalism and all the
recognized forms of Christian worship. The
v:arietics of error and flagrant immorality included in this latter group are numberless,
and by the usual process of subdivision they
are constantly increasing. Thc'y rrject marriage and domestiC obligations; and while
some regard the conjugal relation as a sin,
and others look upon it as a respectable trmporary arrangement, there are between these
two extremes a multitude of inflamed fanatics
who make of sensuality a religious emotion.
They bold that by the apostasy of the
national church all the sacraments, except
baptism, which is administered by laymen,
hav been forever closed; but their desires
cannot be satisfied without some substitute
for what bas been taken away. Some eat the
flesh from a living maiden's breast, and the
"yawners" sit with open mouth all through
their service, waiting for angels to bring
them invisible chalices. The Child-ldllcrs
slew new-born infants to save them from sin.
The Stranglers dispatched their ailing friends
and relativs, because " the kingdom of
heaven suffereth violence." The Burners
preached redemption by suicide, and whole
families threw themselvs into the flames of
their burning houses.
Besides the Raskolniks proper, there are
numbers of what Mr. Heard calls erratic
sect~. in which all the vagaries of imposture
and credulity seem to be pushed to their last
conclusions. lt is a melancholy chapter in
which our autlwr recounts their creeds and
practices, at once grotesque and horrible.
They mtisfy the craving for religious excitement with frantic exercises, ending in indescribable license. They play upon superstitious ignorance with frequent appearances of
Christs and prophets and sibyls, to some of
whom they pay divine honors. There is no
law of morality to which they do not set
tbemselvs in opposition, and no bulwark of
the state to which they are not a danger.
Shrouding themselvs in secrecy and professing as much orthodoxy ·as the police require
of them, they honeycombed t.he national
church before their operations were more
than suspected ; aud it is only within our
own day that the government has become
aware of their alarming numbers. No measures, either of severity or mildness, hav had
the least effect in checking them. They are
said to Le still increasing, and still exhibiting
that tendency toward erotic abuses so common in fantastic religions.
--------,::--.,---
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Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work ts to pomt out the myths
with which the Old and New TeHtaments abound;
to show t.hat they were held in common wtth other
natwnH; and then trace them to their evident origm and explain their meaning.
"It tH nnque8ttouably tnw that the results of a
rationalist,w study of the Christian "criptnres are
nowhere else HO acceHstble as they are uow made
in the work before us."-N. Y. SuA,
1
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FfUJtors and Exact Ratio8 in Its
.Acquirement and .ApprJ1'tiunment.

By J. K. IN6ALLS.
Price, Cloth,
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Addl·eRR 'l'HE TRUTH ~EEKEH,
28Lafayette Place, New Yor.t>.
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THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
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We h'lv on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph ets, whioh
will be disposed ol' at cost, as fol ows:

Ingersoll C·J.techised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Qi1estions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 oents; per hundred,
$2.00.

O.RTHODOXY,

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Clvil RirJltts li'peech,
Including the address of Frederick D 'uglas, fiftythree-large octavo pages, sinlO(ly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; aiJd $6 per hundred.
T'be Truth ot" Hist.orr,
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upon
the religious lies t.hat hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBU8 IDOLATRY,

A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 80
centH per doz., or $2 pen· hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN,
Beiug the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight i.n the Catholic church between
the late pa~tor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
t.he pope. Price 3 cents;· 80 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred..
We suggest that these be Purchased in quantitied, and given away to Chl'istiau., and tt is· with
that not unreason able exp, ctation that the Ilrices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La aYette Pl., New York.

Our Flag A.bove the Cross.
This device is for
paper and envelopes for S6cular
Unions and others,

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'k ink,
per quire, . .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, . .25
. Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with 1ocal address, per
1,DOO, , . $10.00
. Address

The Truth Seeker.
COPYRIGHTED.

Any profit from "ales will be devoted to the free
distribution of Ltbera!lit.erature.
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G. INGERSOLL'S

Great CenJennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of ln~e~endence,
. ALSO THE

I1nmortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New Yora.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
·rhe History of FrePthought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. · Price, $1.25. CONTENTs!:
Section I. Definitwn of Freethought and its
Enrly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freeth ought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Centurv.

Sec·ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 ets.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introductwn by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents : The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price,

75

cts .

'a'ntct.s. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: :pefense of Secul!tr ;principles;
Is the B1ble Reliable? The Chrtsttan Deityd·
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought an
Jlfoclern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on. Civihzation i.._ Philosophy of Secularism ; Sctence and .tlible Antagonistic i
Christian Scheme of Hedem_lltion. For all OI
the above works-address THE TRU1'H SEEKER, 28 Lafayet.te Place, New York.

TRAVEl.S IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.

Vloth, $1.25.

For Bale at this omce.
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PHILADELPHIA LIDERAL LEAGUE, 25 '2

OA.LIFORNIA..

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood i!ts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and.
free discussions· on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications alwaYs on hand at cheap rate
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J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
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W. B. Cooke, 1701:2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Out.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

OOLORADO.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Bonnet& written by Francis Bacon to the Ead
of Essex and his bride, A.D.,.1590. By" WM. HENRY
BuRR. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

J.G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
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E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
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J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
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Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-ofiice, Smyrna
Mills).
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Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
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OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, mevelaud.
VanEpps & Co., 251! Superior st., Cleveland.

. hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Catholic Church.

Svo., 833pp.,

-oBy L. K. JVashbu,.r.

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denYing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. W. J!'QOTE.

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price,

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

191 BroadwaY <Box 2702), New York.

-THE NEW GOD.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN

THE MEMORY;

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.
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TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Becretm'l! of the American Secular Union.

-0~;XTRA.CT.

"I could pronounce no benedict'on upon Ro·
mauigm. It h •B done mischief enougn to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Roman Chri ti!inity as the worst form of tyranny. It commands the arm to_ work and the brain to die; it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loveR O~i>p•es
sion and hates liberty. It has given falsehood a
crown !lind truth a B<>affold."
PRICE, 5 CENTS.
Addrq~s THE TRUTH BEEKER.
· 28 LafayeMe PlacP, New York.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

Natural and Scientific ~letbods of
Never Forgetting.

SELI!~-CONTRADIC1'10NS

12mo, 160 pp.,

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
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By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.

U1'AH ..

$1.00

THE TRUTH SEE:KER 00.,
· 28 La•ayette .Pl., New York.
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A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou~ll
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of w.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cen1 s.
For sale at th1s office.

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robt, G .. Int:ersoll's

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has .obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents e!ich.

TRY•S·UU1\RE;
OR,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to foimd a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questiOns
of humttn concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen langu~tge, and easilY nnderstood. There is ju,;t sufficient nltrrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale ttt this offioe. Price. $1.00.

S. P . Putnam's Woi'ks.
The Prohlem of the

Universe~ and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritimsms o
Universology. Price, 20 eta.
Waif>~ and Wnntlermgs. a New Ameri
can Story. Price, cloth. $1.00; paJ301', 50 eta.
"A. prose epic of the war, riah with incident
and dram~ttic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-daY."-John
Swinton's Paper.
Ingersoll and JPSUR. A con~ersation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein itl
shown there is much. in harmony bet-ween
them. Price, 10 cts.

Prometheus- A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion.
poured f<nth, it seems to n;e, with extraordi·
nary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, ftnd Hell. Price 25 cents.
H~ Lend a Hand,
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 eta.

Why Don't

P~INF'S ~GE

OF REASON.

'I.'IIe Grcut.est of all Anti·Bibll·
cal '" orlu.
By THOMAS PA.INE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Cop1es, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE: CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Price, 3:i cents.

THE

For either of these works, or any of Paine's
writing~,
A.ddress 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER.
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J{rtttfhinltt~~' ~lmattat,
1887.

OONTENTB:
The White Bull : A B~ttirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The PrinceS',
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. Th~
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-Micromegas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White •
-Memnom the Philosopher.-A.nclres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With .a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handeome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 61
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled bon rds, $2.00
Hnlf calf or half morocco, marbled edg-cs,$4.00.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

A NOVEL.

+IDITI) '*' ILLU$TRATIOU$.+
CON'::I:'EN'::I:'SPAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and Territories of the Up.ited States,
£he Right to Testify. BY F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A Story. By Si Slo~um,

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANC-ES

THE DAWNING.

(E. M_ 287.>

5
17
29
30
34

"Oh, heaven ! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmeu of Aclmet.ns, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Snn-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Pric~, $1 50.
Address THE TnuTH SEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayttte Place, New York.
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CO~Vt;;~TIONA

L i.IEtii OF 01JB

CIVILIZATH~N.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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li'Tll'l'l'ORD, Jf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime,
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

NEW YORK:

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFU'l'ED,
And Its Errors Exposed.

UBLISHED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 LAF,\VETTE PLACE.

Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15c

·Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

and

A Masonic Vindica1ion of' R.ight.

Adanii and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Story of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutil. ated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 1P
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE CO·O:!'E:RATIVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Brit.ain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

OPENING BPEJJJOB TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' snd '.l:ilea·chants' Tele·
grapl\ Com}u,ny
against the
Wester·n Uition ':J.'elegraph Company

';SHOPI,EL'S MODERN HOUSES" No.3,
(Publtshea, Jul!J 1, 18Rfi\ CONTAINS:
A colored frontispiece shll 'lg the modern style
of Painting.
A cardboard supplemenl ingeniously d~awn and
colored, to supply all th~ neccessary pieces for
constructing a model housb with plain directions
for Putting them together.
While the supplement affords both old anu
yonn~t the \<Te~ttest amusement, it is more than a
~oy, 1t is, m fact, a· most practical lesson in Architecture; a perfect, scaled model of one of our
~~u~.fr~~ular designs, so exact that it is useful ta
55 New Designs for Residences (cost varyinv ftom
$500 to $15,000),
2 New DesiJ<"ns for Barns.
1 New Design for a Chapel.
Drawings and description of a model Kitchen
(by Maria Parloa) and a perfect Cistern.
An Article on Villa Park Associations.
SENT, POBTI'AID, ON REOEII'T OF PRIOE, $1.
Address

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Deft•nse. A thorough analysis of the

B. F. Hyland, Corvalli£.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Ne-vv York.
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The .Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

OltEGON.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Sp,ring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, llOli Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
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Col. Kelso's Works. IThe Public Schools

claims for the existence of the B'ble deity, and
an examinatwn in verse of the charges gAner~tlly brought agamst his Satanic majestY.
12mo, 466pp, '1.50.

Phillip Roeclr.r, 322 Otive st., St. Louis.
E· T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
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A Protest Against Perseention.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
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ELEVEN Chicago boodle aldermen were convicted in a batch on the /5th.
THE (;terman crown prince has suffered a
recurrence of his throat trouble, and a fourth
. operation has been performed. The physicians say his case is not eo hopeful as it was.
FISIIERY troubles between Canada and the
United States continue.
THE Socialist propaganda in Germany continues to increase with
astonishing rapidity.
HENRY GEoRGE and
his followers deliver, almost daily, to large
audiences, speeches on
their proposed reforms,
constantly referring as
grounds to ''God's will,''
"God's in ten ti on s ,"
"what God designed,"
etc.
IN reply to a friend's
letter asking his views on
Prohibition, Jeffers o n ·
Davis expresses his disapproval of such movements, regarding them as
dangerous majority intolerance and subversiv
of necessary personal
liberty.
THE difficulties between France and Germany seem approaching
a crisis. It is rumored
that Germany will return
Alsace and Lorraine to
France upon condition
of receiving the latter's
onsent to the annexation
of Holland to Germany.
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Dawn of CreatiOn. An Answer to Mr. Glad~"!
JfJt~
{J
·
.A. DtscusS'ton Between
i'
stone. By Albert Revi~e, D.D.
_
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
VI. Mli~:b~~tone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H; ~ IT has been. s~~d by his o~ponents, with some
Linton,
Revtlle.
• VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin-1 ijhow of plauslblhty, that JY[lll was at bottom a
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.~
ton
·
I religious man. Setting aside special dogmas, and
coNTENTS'
This is a new book andcontainsthelatestdiscus·: looking only to the cheering influence of religion
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. sion,op. the mistakes of Moses. _.The names of the! on its most favorable side-an influence that may
w. E. Gladstone.
.
i part1c1pants are a guarantee of 1ts able character., be exerted in a variety of ways-we may call his
II. The Interpreters of Genes1s and theinter-,
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
.
aspirations and hopes for a bright future to the
·
preters
of
Nature.
By
Prof.
T.
H.
Huxley.
·
III Postscript to Solar Myths By Prof Max I.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
race, are1'1g10n
of h umam'ty, T o h old up an 1'dea1
·
Muller.
'
•
· ·
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
that involves no contradictiol'l.B to our knowlede:e
to inspirll a11d elate the
·
·
mind oppressed by the dullness and the hardships of
the present life, will be ac·
cepted by many as comfort
of the spiritual kind, the
real analog of religion. And
something of this effect is
undoubtedly produced by
Mill's later writings. With
all this, however, the fact
remains that, in everything
characte1·istic of the creed
of Christendom, he was a
thoroughgoing negationist.
He admitted- neither its
truth nor its utility. His
estimate of its best side is
given in the remark to a
friend under domestic sorrow: "To my mind the only
permanent value of religion
is in lightening the feelinll
of total separation which is
so dreadful in a real grief. •'
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REBEKAH PERSUADETH JACOB TO SWINDLE ESAU.-Gen. xxvii, 6-17.

~.

Mtu, 1J1J Dr, A, Batn.

THE elegant pagan popeLeo X.-cared little about
the monk· Luther and his
doctrine; wished, however,
to hav done with the n<~iae
of him; in space of s::~me
three years, having tried
some softer methods, he
thought good to end it by
fire. Leo dooms the monk's
writings to be burnt by
the hangman, and his body
to' be sent bound to Romeprobably for a similar purpose. It was the way they
had ended with Russ, with
Jerome, the century before.
A short argument, fire.
Poor Russ! he came to that
Constance council,· with all
·imaginable promises and
safe-conducts; an earnest,
not rebellions kind of man:
they laid him in a stone dungeon " three feet
wide, six feet high, seven feet long;" burnt the
true voice of him out of this world; choked it
in smoke and fire. That was not well done.-

conduct, he wheeled around and knocked me
down." Justice: "This is a rather interesting
case. Yon are a stationer, eh ?" Prosecuting witness :,"Yes, sir.'' "And hav you really got any
REPUBLICANS and Democrats both claim to
bfack ink?" "Yes, sir." "Black as soon as yon Oarlvle.
hav carried Kentucky in the late election.
A TOURIST without money is a tramp. A tramp write
with it?" "Yes, sir." Justice (after a mo- PERSONALLY, I care nothing about names. It
who
has
money
is
a
tourist.
THE Prohibition amendment to the Texas
ment's reflection): "You are a liar. The prisoner makes no difference to me what the supposed
A HARLEM girl who has read the Bible through is discharged."
great men of the past hav said, except as what
constitution was defeated in the election of
eight times, surprised her mother the other mornthey hav said contains an argument, and that
HER COOL "No."
August 4th by a majority of some 125,000.
ing by getting down to breakfast i; time.
argument is worth to me the force it naturally has
.In her muslins light and airy,
BARNUM professes to believe in the seaupon my mind. Christians forget that, in the
WIFE: "Dear, I wish yon would invite young
Oh, my pet seems alwa.ys cool;
realm of reason, there are no serfs and no monserpent, and offers $20,000 for it alive or Profc·ssor Y. some day, I hear ·he is dreadfully
Even where the sun is glary
archs. When you submit to an argument, you do
No exceptions grace the rule.
dead, provided that it is more than fifty feet absent-minded; perhaps he may take our Jecilia."
not submit to the man who brings the argument
IT takes three weeks to perform a marriage
Yet I loiter moist and wiltedlong.
forward. Christianity demands a certain obedi·
ceremony among the upper classes in Japan, and
Faintly gasping for more air,
ence, a certain blind, unreasoning faith, and
GENERA.L P ArNE's new steel yacht, the Vol- it is generally conceded that the clergyman earns
Wis1ing I was Highland kiltedparades before the eyes of the ignorant, with
unteer, won the Goelet cup in the Newport his fee.
Or could wander still more bare.
great pomp .and pride, the names of kings, solrace last week, beating the best of the other
TEACHER: "Where do theArabsliv?" Boy: "In
Yes, she's ever quite unruffled,
diers, and statesmen who hav admitted the truth
yachts by a mile.
the desert." Teacher: "What do they call those
of
the Bible. . . • So far as I am concerned, I
Ever
calm
ahd
ever
cool,
· pious men who flee to the desert?" Boy: "Dethink more of reasons than of reputationd, more
While I roam in hot air muffled,
BRIBER SIIARP's lawyers hav secured a stay serters."
of principles than of persons, more of nature than
Longing for some frigid pool.
of proceedings and prepared a bill of excepA DAKoTA man, while on his way to borrow
of names, more of facts than of faitha.-Inuersoll's
Thus
it
was
in
desperation
tiona. The general sentiment is that Sharp a neighbor's paper, was struck by lightning and
Tilt With Talmage.
On
one
fearful,
torrid
day,
will never go to Sing Sing.
killed. We hav no comment to make here. To
I TAKE possession of man's mind and deed;
That I turned the conversation
intelligent people it isn't necessary.
I care not what the sects may brawl.
To the theme that dearest lay;
ELISII.A. WELSII,,
the original " Yankee
.
MY four-year-old boy remarked confidentially to
I sit as God, holding no form of creed,
Gasped
"
Wilt
hav
me
?"-expeditious,
clock" man, died on the 1st at Forestville, the cook the other day that he "would hate to be
But contemplating all.
Hotter •twas than cooking-schoolConn. He was 78 years old, and left an a chicken." "Why, Rob?" "'Cause I would hav
-Tennyson'~ Palace of Art.
And
I
found
her
"No
"
deliciousestate valued at over $3,000,000.
to lay eggs, and [ don't know how," was the
HAD the Christian religion done any good in the
'Twas so very, very cool.
response.
THE prayers of the illinois farmers for rain
SoME five or six years ago, when Watertown, world,· I would not hav exposed it, however fabuHARLEM teacher to a boy in a grammar class :
hav not brought the desired moisture, and "John, correct the following sentence: It are very Dak., was a new place, the business men raised lous I might hav believed it to be; but the delusiv
idea of having a friend at court whom they call a
everything is ruined by the drouth. The cold." John, as he wipes the perspiration from $500 with which to build a church. A meeting was redeemer, who pays all their scores, is an encourhis forehead with his shirt-sleeve : "It are thun- called to talk over the nlans. "You've got the agement to wickedness.-Thomas Paine.
milk supply has d!lcreased 60 per cent.
$500, hav you?" said Judge S. J. Conklin, who
dering hot."
A MOVEMENT is on foot to erect a $25,00)
was a.t that time mayor of the city. "Got it right
THEOLoGroAL hatred has exaggerated the priSHE said it was a very bright idea. He said he here,'' replied the chairman of the soliciting com- vate vices of Paine. It has made mountains out
monument in City Hall Park to the memory
knew a brighter one; and when she asked him
"It strikes me," continued the mayor, of mole-hills, where it would hav made mole-hills
of Nathan Hale, who during the Revolution what it was, he answered: "Your eye, dear." mittee.
"that it is a good deal of money to put into a out of mountains, if he had been a defender of
was hanged in this city by the British as a There was silence for a moment; then she laid her church." "Yes, that's so," said another prominent the faith. At the worst, Paine was not more
head upon the rim of his ear and wept.
spy.
citizen. "I suppose we can do what we please intemperate than were many of his clerical conCALLER (to old Mrs. B•ntley) : "The new minis· with it?" "That's it exactly," returned Conklin, temporaries, who were not less esteemed for their
THE county general committee of the
is making himself quite popular, is he not, "and my idea is to put it into something of more almost miraculous gifts of imbibition. Then, too,
United Labor party decided in a recent meet- ter
Mrs. Bentley?" Old Mrs. Bentley: "Well, I ain't permanent value to the city· than a church." had he been orthodox, something would ha v been
ing that members of the Socialist Labor party muc!J. sot by him. Fer the last three Sundays he's "Tuat's my opinion, too," said another leading allowed to the terrible condition in which he found
citizen; "how would a school-house do?" "School- himself in France during the Re1gn of Terror-a
must leave the latter organizll.tion or get out prayed fer rain, an' th~re ain't a drop fell yit !"
house nothing!" said the mayor; "what we want prisoner deserted by the young republic at whose
of the United Labor party.
" THE hairs of your head
to put that money into is something that will birth he had assisted so .efficiently, his life in
Are
all
numbered,"
he
said
DR. CuRRAN, a Catholic priest who has
stand as a monument to the liberality and public jeopardy for the humanity of his opinions.-J. w.
To his nephew, just turned of eleven·.
spirit of the citizens of Watertown, and some- mwawtok.
stood by McGlynn, and recently introduced
" If all were lilrn you,"
thing, also, which will be useful and of lasting
MATT. xx. 1-16,-No doubt the laborers who had
him to an audience, is now in danger of exSaid the kid," mighty few
benefit to the place. I move that that t500 be used borne the burden and heat of the day had no leual
Bookkeepers they'd need up in heaven !"
·communication. The archbishop has not
to lay out a four-mile race track, that shall be the standing.point for their complaint; but the senti_yet decided in his case.
finest west of the Mississippi ! If we're boomers, ment that prompted it was none the less a just
A FAIR WARNING.
nB· boom!" They finally comprom!fted on a one. Granting the validity of the master's plea
let
"The racing association will giv you one hunTHE Siamese princes visited New York last
dred dol'ars an acre, deacon, for the lot!" "To mile track, and offered what money was left as that he haa honorably fulfilled his bargain, it may
·week. One of them, named Devan wongse, is build a race-track on 1 No, sir. I don't believe in purses for the Fourth of July raceP,
be still urged that the bargain itself was not of an
flaid to be a humorist. It is recorded that, horse-racing; it's sinful!" "Say, one hundred
equitable character. Plainly, a sum which is ade·quate pay for an hour, is inadequate for ten or
being asked if he were pleased with our insti- and fifty!" "Well, I'll take a hundred and fifty;
twelve hours; and that which is sufficient for a
but if they build a race-track it will be against my
tutions, he replied, "Yes, Siam."
day is excessiv for an evening. The same arguearnest protest 1"
ment applies to a future state. If, as is so often
MAYOR HEWITT has forbidden the playing
Paine, J etrerson, Washington,
JusTICE {to prosecuting witness): "Now, state
urged, it be a compensation for the sufferings of
of iustruments for dance music after 12 P.M. your case as briefly as you can." Prosecuting witFranklin.
this state, then it ought to bear some proportion
in places where beer is sold. The sale of the ness : "I will, your honor. I'm a stationer, and
to those sufferings, But how can this be effected 1
this morning this man ca.me into my house and
beer is not interrupted. If the mayor will said: 'Hav you any black ink?' 'Yes,' I replied. A. LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anual Jesus saw the difficulty, and endeavored, but not
Congress of the American Secular Union,
successfully, to meet it by this parable.-Am!lerlev.
now regulate by law the time when people 'Jet black?' 'Yes.' 'Will it turn black after
in Chickering Hall, New York,
shall go to bed and get up again, or perform awhile, or will it write black at once?' 'Writes
SoME ladies are ready to plume themselvs upon
November 18 1 1886.
not having been guilty of certain great crimes.
other sanitary offices, he will relieve his black at once.' 'Jet black?' 'Yes.' 'Yon are a
By
JOHN
E.
REMSBURG.
liar,' and with that, your honor, he turned to walk
Some thieves, I daresay, console themselvs with
fellow-citizens of great responsibilities and out, and when I put my hand on him gently,
Plica 15 cents.
the reflection that they ha.v never committed mUJ:•
prove himself a statesman by t.b.e same means. intending to ask for an explanation of his curious
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
der.-Geo. Macaonala,
IT is now said that Stanley, the African ex-·
plorer, recently reported dead, is alive.
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To suppress the lawless feudq and strife
that bav been continually agitating Kentucky,
the militia at Morehead bav seized and confiscated the arms of all the desperadoes they
could. find.
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VICTIMS

OF

DIVINE

on the subject with Duke Torlorna, the
syndic of Rome supporting the application,
and that be believed the mnnicipul councJ!
would grant the required site.
CITIZEN 'fRAIN has been celebrating himself in ·verse. From his bench of philosophy
in· Madison Square he sends out the following:
Who ever saw me cough or snePze 1

THE Pariq municipal council some time ago
H>wk 1 Spit.? Limp 1 (•how •igDH of DiAease ?)
(Or go to ctmrch? Pray on mY knee• ?)
ordered all religious sentiments and exprPssions to be removed from the books used in
With Flag of Health to bre•ze unfurled
n~iub<>WH arnuntl my Ltfe are curled,
the public ~chools. Tbe bnard of t>duc>ttion,
The happiest fellow in world.
however, ditl the work but partinlly, and a
vote of censure upon the board bas just been
THEY hav had the jttbilee fever very
passed by the council.
strong in New Zealanrl. The Herald of thai
NrNETY-FOUR Paris policemen recently colony contains abundant evidt>nce of th•·
'handed to their superior officers silver ·fuct. Here is one adveriisment: ''Wanted
watches, which each of them had f<~und at -Two jubilee larlies want two jubilee bushis llome. These Wll.tches bore, in place of banos. Apply 25 Qneen street." Ht're if:
the number, the word<: '' B·•uvenir of Gen. another: "Wanted-Jubilee wives, hm-band8,
Boulanger, July 7, 1887." engraved on the houst>maids, waitresse8, housel!ePpers, barcase. An inquiry has been instituted as to maids, and general servants can be bad for
the origin of these gratuitou~ gifts to the the asking. A. McLeod, 25 Queen street."
police. It is taken for granted that Gen.
J ANRBVILLE, Wis., is excited over the elopeBoulanger bad nothing to do with the matter. ment of the Rev. D. Seymore, pastor of the
PRoF. F. Bot~SARI sends to the National
RFjvrme1• the account as published in the Ro-

man journ>tls of a deputation from the committee fnr the erection of the monument to
Giordano Bruno, which was r<'ceived by
Signor Crispi, then minister of the interior,
and now, in consfquPnce of the d('ath of
Signor Depretis, proh11bly prime mini~ter.
The deputation asked the support of the
government for the obtaining fr<•m the Roman mnnicip'llity the concession of a site for
the erection of the Bruno monumPnt. Signor
Crispi stated that he had already conferred

~

Methodist Epi>copal church, and Mrs. Fanny
J. Henry, wife of J. A. HPnry, edi·or of the
.A1'[!U·~.
Both parties are prominent in society
anrl religious matters. Seymore was consirlPred the ablest .Methodist pn:acber ever in
Janesville. Mrs. Henry bas for years been
the organist and a leading member of tlw
church. No one set>ms to hav been aware
that there was undue intimacy between tlw
two parties, but the elopemPnt was premPdi.
tatt>d, planned, and arranged by clandestin
meetings. l\1rs. Henry has heretofore borne
an estimable reputation. Besides her bus-

BENEFICENCE.

band, she leaves two children, a boy of seven
and a ~irl of four. Seymore leaves a wife
and five children entirely destitute. He left
with about $250, $130 of which was the procet'ds of the ~ale of a: buggy and bor~e, and
the balance was church funds. It is the
preacher's third offense, his first victim being
a fourtepn.yt>ar.old girl. Hts piety has been
rt-markable for its ~incerity. He is a scamp
made worse by the grace of God.
AT the meetine: of the National Association
for the Promoti~n of Holiness held in Pitman
Grove, Pa., the othPr day, Dr. William
.VlcDonald ~aid: " [tell you that no one who.
usPs tobacco can be entirely sanctified."
·• Say 1 say(" shouted several clergymen,
• that's going a little too far, for some of our
best minh·ters use the article.'' ,, What I hav
,;aid I hav eaid," replied Dr. McDouald.
.. No man can be entirely saved and use
tObacco." •• You're a liar I" angrily shouted
a well-known man in the audience. The
man, wuo is said to be an influential Christian,
immediately left the audiwrmm.
SA vs the Galveston News: " It is a question if another man upon earth pnsses>es the
8ame peculiar oratorical and literary power
a~ Ingersoll.
He sways the largest audi.
ences by his wit, eloquence, and pathos as
1 he
wind sways the boughs of a tree.
His thrusts are sharp anrl din,ct, and though
turnPd a_gainst what be believes to be a popular fallacy, are never profane or vulg11r. He
is diplomatic, observant, and generous, and
Ihoul!h most bitter in bis denunciations of
superstition, was never known to refu~e to
listen to reason or argument from those who
held different views from himself. Iu some
respects he is a wonderful man, and like

Rienzi or Cicero, bas but to move his lips
aud audiences stand ready to listen.'
CHWAGfl bas got a new sort of missionary.
The 1/emld of that city describes him and his
work : ... A tail, gaunt, cadaverous man, wearing a full beard, a time-worn frock-coat, and
a shirt front that ought to bav been sent to.
the laundry bdore the hot weather set in,
stood at the corner of Madison and . Clark
streets la~t evenin11: with a bundle of goodsized hand-bill~ under his arm. 'My friend,'
he said to a palt>-faced, middle,ag<'d citizen,
who wore his hair a trifle long for July,' you
look like a man who has helped many a good
cause--' 'Possibly, sir.' 'I bav some figures that utterly expose the Anarchist~,
Spiritualists, and Atheists-prove the divinity
of Christ-you've got to believe it,' and then
he poured forth a jumble of words frorn his
printed document. ·l'~e already distributed
free of charge fifteen hundred of these, and
would to God I could giv away these-they're
all I bav ltft. Anything you choose to
giv--' 'IntempPrance is the greatest curse
we hav,' interruptPd the middle-aged man as
be got to the wind ward of the whisky-~cented
bn·ath. 'Exactly, sir,' was the tract.pedler's
candid reply; • if a man wants to look like
the devil, act like the devil, and be a devtl,
let him fool with alcohol-even lager-beer.'
Abruptly changir.g the subject, he contioupd·
'Yes, the Bible's all rigllt, but these figures
are my own; they make it clear, plain.
Athei~ts won't accept the Bible; they've got
to take my fignres. If you rare to help the
cause along, even five cents will be--'
'Oil, you can't get Chicago whisky for a
nickel.' and before the 'tlggers' man could
1 finish his appt'al, tile saucy, long-haired man
was around the corner and lost in the crowd.'
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gfmnmunicafions.
Mr. George, :Father Huntingdon, and Dr. Me·
Glynn.
I am a subscriber to Mr. George's paper called
the Standard. I hav read, with deep interest, every
·number from the first. I believe most sincerely in
his doctrin concerning the land, that it belongs to the
human family in common, like the atmosphere and
the sunlight; and that the cheapest, faire~t, and shortest way of raising taxes for the support of the government is by levying them upon land values alone. As
the whole includes, and is composed of, all its parts,
I believe this land reform movement includes all
others of the kind; and that, when it succeeds, it will
bring in, consequently, a tide of blessings that will
astonish mankind, and prove that, when time and circumstances hav prepared the way for the birth into
the world of a great truth, it does not come singly and
alone, but is accompanied by other truths which are
allied with, and subordinate to, it. I mean that the
farmers, who are numerous enough, perhaps, without
the aid of the mechanical classes, to achieve the success
of this movement, are so ignorant of Mr. George's
theory that they regard him as their enemy instead of
their friend. The newspapers they read are generally
published in the interest of monopoly, and especially,
that mean and thievish form of it called a protectiv
tariff; and from reading such one-sided papers, they
hav the idea that the land reformer aims to saddle all
the. taxes upon them, and let the millionaires and
bond-holders go free. It will require a long time to
pry open the eyes of the farmers so that they can see
their own interests; for, as a class, they are the pagani
of the country, the most ignorant and narrow-minded
of its population, and the most easily imposed upon.
In the Standard of July 23d was published Father
Huntingdon's Sunday evening speech, at the AntiPoverty Society meeting, followed by a short one
from Mr. George. · These gentlemen, with Dr. McGlynn, wish to make the land reform a religious
movement. They hav adopted as the war-cry the
phrase, " The fatherhood of God, and the brotherhood
of man." This sonnds well. The latter half of it I
believe in with all my heart. But the first part of the
motto, is it true~ If God be a father, and regards
with equal eye all the children of his family, as an
earthly parent does, how comes it to pass that the
larger part of them are in such suffering circumstances,
treated as disinherited bastards, instead of legitimate
children and heirs ? If he is infinit in power and
benevolence, and as such undertakes to control and
manage the world he created, why does he not abolish
the causes which hav laid waste, for so many ages, the
happiness of his children? and why did he not prevan t the existence of these causes in the first instance,
when, being omniscient, he must hav foreseen how
pregnant they were with curses to his children~ Mr.
- George, Father Huntingdon, and Dr. McGlynn are
only men, but they are so benevolent in their nature,
and know so well how to adopt means to ends, that, if
they had half the power which God has, over human
volitions, and material things, they would not require
two thousand years-the time that God, by the gospel, has been trying to do it-to drive the deadly
evils of oppression, poverty, and wretchedness of man
and brute, out of the world. Nay, ·these gentlemen,
if they had set to work at the beginning to make a
world out of nothing, would hav so arranged the
conditions that sin, and misery its consequence,
would hav no place in it. God is not a father if he
hav a hell of eternal :fire in which to consume the
happiness of the larger part of his family. Even if
we accept nature as the synonym for God, she is cruel.
True, she givs us sunlight and rains, and the order
of the seasons for the earth to grow and mature her
food for man and beast. But she starves to death
multitudes of her children by drouth and famin,
ravages whole nations by fatal diseases, . engulfs
thousands in one moment by earthquakes and cyclones,
and has ordained that the strong shall prey upon the
weak, in the air, on the earth, and in the sea.
Father Huntingdon, whose speeech I hav read over
and over again, on account of its beautiful and forcible simplicity, has contemplated -the woes of New
York society, growing out of poverty and oppression,
till his heart aches ; and he has brought himself to
believe and teach, that "the free will of man, defeating the purposes of God," is to blame for it all. Secretly, and logically, a man of his ability must seeand
feel, that, if God is all-powerful, and all-merciful, and
does nothing to put out of existence the evils that
hav converted the earth into a hell, he is responsible
for the present state of things. But as it would be
blank Infidelity, if not blasphemy, to say so openly, he
relieves God of this mountainous load of responsibility, and puts it on the free will of man! Let the
young father speak for himself: "There is plenty of
land, there is plenty of power to labor. Put the two
together, and the result will be what God intended.
But that result can be hindered in one of two ways.
God has made us beings with free will and power of
choice, to settle in some measure our own destinies in
this world. If we choose to defeat his purpose, and

thwart his goodness, we can do so, and reap the barvest we hav sown; if we choose to do his will; we
can be free, and strong, and holy." Now, what an
imbecil kind of a God he has pictured! With all
the resources of the universe at his command; with
infinit pity and benevolence in his heart to prompt
the exercising of his infinit power, he stands aloof,
and sees his own children by the million, age after
age, ground to fine powder between the upper and
nether mill stones of human avarice and ambition,
and never lifts a finger to put a stop to it! He would
like to interpose; it is his purpose to do so, but the
free will of man is stronger than he, and will not let
him! Fath(lr Huntingdon is so careful of the character of God, that, to protect him against the obvious
charge which the minds of intelligent beings would
bring against him, of allowing sin and misery to run
dot through the world when he could abolish it,
he takes the ground that the free will of man, a worm
of the dust, is able· to, and actually does, override and
defeat the benevolent purposes of Almighty God!
Into such depths of folly does Father Huntingdon's
theology plungehim.
Mr. George ought to quit attempting to make land
reform a religious movement. Let him make it a
rnoral movement. The antislavery men, fifty years
ago, thought, when they began, that they could make
the abolition of slavery a religious movement. But
the church, appealing to the Bible, Old Testament
and New, silenced them in argument. The brotherhood of man, which was their motto, based upon the
salvability of all men, Jew and gentile, bond and
free, male and female, was, inferentially a New Testament doctrin. But it was taught and understood, at
least in. theory, long before Christianity appeared in
the world. In the antislavery controversy, however,
the positiv teachings of Moses and Paul crushed out
of sight the moral philosophy of the gospel, and
almost the entire Christian church, Catholic and
Protestant, were in favor of slayery, taught that it
was a divine institution, and pronounced the Abolitionists to be Infidels. The Abolitionists, therefore,
went forth among their countrymen demanding the
immediate emancipation of the slaves as a requirement of natural and eternal justice, and as the only
policy which could save the republic from ruin. It
took thirty years of effort on the stump, on the rostrum, and in the press to educate the people and
enlighten their conscience, and bring them to understand and feel that either slavery or the republic
must be destroyed. During all these years not only
the slave-holders but the religion of the Bible, and
of· the entire church, were dead against the.m. But
such was the potency of truth, and so strong the sentiment of justice in the human heart when the con·science was enlightened, that the people backed up
President Lincoln when, in 1863, he issued his proclamation of freedom to the slaves, and made sure the
permanency of the Union.
.
"Our heavenly father," in the laws he dictated to
his chosen people, laid down some wholesome principles and regulations concerning the land, which
Mr. George is wisely taking advantage of in his great
contention. But I must remind Mr._ George that it
was the same heavenly father who allowed one branch
of his family, the Jews, to make merchandise of the
other branch, called "the heathen round about." It
was he who not only authorized, but enjoined, the
Hebrews to rob the Canaanites of their land, and put.
tlaem to death for resisting. He it was also who
ordered the Israelites that "anything that dieth of
itself should be given to the stranger that is within
thy gates, that he may eat of it; or, thou mayest sell
it unto an alien." Wherever, therefore, the ]andreformers, seemingly to curry favor with the church,
use the phrase, "The fatherhood of God," they at
once call 'to mind such facts as I hav mentioned, and
dampen the zeal of many intelligent persons who
would like to cooperate with them in their laudable
work. "The brotherhood of man " is a rallying cry
that covers the whole case, and rouses the enthusiasm
of humanity. The prefix, ''Fatherhood of God," immediately injects doubt and confusion into the mind,
and hinders hearty cooperation.
Dr. McGlynn, at a late Anti-Poverty meeting, bitterly denounced the Italian pope and propaganda as
a mere machine, governed by a lust for money and
power; and said that it was the knowledge of this fact
that had ruined many Catholic countries, and plunged
them into Infidelity and Atheism. This language
seems to imply that communities, when they see the
wickedness and hypocrisy of the church, are so disgusted with it, that they rush into Infidelity, as a
herd of panic-stricken buffaloes rush over a precipice
into destruction. There is a good de~tl of this kind
of apologetic tone among reformers of various kinds
toward the class called Infidels, when they see how
utterly heartless.and indifferent the chur~h as a body.
now is, always has been, and, I may say, always will
be, concerning those who begin any work of radical
moral reform. They seem to think that the Secularists would all be good Christians if the church would
lead in all practical efforts for the welfare of mankind
duririg their stay in this world. But this is a mistake. The corruptions of the church may, and often
do, set men to thinking. But what we call Infidelity

is the result, or ve.rdict, which the human int"ellect
arrives at after the evidence for religion, pro and
con, has been argued in the Supreme Court of the
Human Understanding, where reason alone is the
judge. In this court the huma~ heart has nothing to
do with the questions discussed and decided, becq.use
the heart cannot reason, but only feel. The Infidel,
therefore, rejects Christianity, and the church which
claims to be its embodiment, for the same reason
that he rejects Mohammedanism and _Mormonism,
because its claims to be a supernatural religiol! are
all consumed in the crucible of investigation. If the
church, instead of turning its cold shoulder, as it
does, to "the cross of the New Crusade," would fall
in with that great movement, and giv it speedy suecess, the argument of the Infidel against the church
and her religion would not be invalidated in the
least. The key-stone of the arch which supports the
claims of the church to be a divine, soul-saving rnachine, is the doctri:t;t of the Fall of Man in the Garden
of Eden, making necessary the whole scheme of
salvation, whereby the race, or a small part of it, can
be restored to its original condition and character.
But modern science has knocked this key-stone out,
and logically, the whole superstructure tumbles into
ruin; and that we may not be discouraged in our
efforts to improve, we are consoled with the wellgrounded hope that, whereas the law of progress has
gradually brought the race to its present stage of
improvement, the same .law will continue in force during the illimitable future.
R. S. D.
July 25, 1887.
------...-----

The Gospel Racket.

Go preach the gospel to every creature.
"There. is luck in odd numbers," but the above
command, composed of seven words, has been fraught
with more mischief to human kind than most people
are willing to allow.
.
·
The minds of men hav been so much occupied with
this command that they hav lost sight of nearly every
earthly good. And thousands hav been murdered
and cruelly tortured and persecuted because it has
been thought that they stood in the way of the
spread of the gospel.
I suppose the word" creature" in the above command was designed to mean human " creature."
It is evident that the one who gave the command
had no just conception of the. number of human
"creatures" in existence when the command was
given. It is further evident that the command did
not come from an all-wise God, for the good reason
tha.t an all-wise God would not command a thing to
be done which it was impossible to do. The idea of
a dozen men starting out on foot to "preach the gospel to every creature " is preposterous.
In that generation there must hav been millions of
"creatures" scattered over the face of the earth
which the twelve could not reach. And millions hav
died every generation since who never heard a blast
from the gospel trumpet. And probably the time
will never come when the gospel will be preached to
every "creature."
·
The command to "preach the gospel to every
creature" shows the ignorance of those who gave the
command, whether they were Gods or men. I say
Gods because there is a ghost God, and a son God
and an old father God, whiqh make three. Now, i~
these three Gods, by some gol:lpel sleight-of-hand
hav been metamorphosed into one God, it is the
business of the Christian and not mine.
·
If the salvation of men was made to depend upon
being reached by the gospel-hangers, the Gods must
hav known that they were bringing millions into existence every generation only to be damned.
If salvation does not depend upon preaching the
gospel, then the Gods or men who gave the command
made fools of themselvs, and those who are contributing millions each year to send the gospel to the
heathens are bigger fools still.
What the number of inhabitants was nineteen hundred years ago I hav no means of knowing. A great
part of the earth's surface had not been explored at
that time, and there could hav been no definit idea of
the number of "creatures" to be preached to. Even
to-day, with all the appliances of steam and electricity,
and with the help of the printing-press, millions die
each generation who never heard of the gospel. If
the command came from an infallible God, then he,
like all the infallible popes, has made some egregious
blunders. Probably the time never will come when
the gospel will be "preached to every creature."
For neaily two thousand years the Christian has
been engaged in a vain attempt to benefit the world
and the inhabitants thereof by plowing in the skies ;
and he is constantly trying to persuade the people
that some time in the dim future he will make it a
success.
Two thousand years can scarcely be considered
time enough for the Christian to get a fair start.
But if the Infidels and scientists will only stand back
and giv him a fair chance, in eight or ten thousand
years he will be able to show some grand results.
But suppose the time should come when the
gospel should be preached to every creature, the
question is whether it would prove a blessing to the
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world. Has the Christian religion rendered the rich
less grasping, bettered the conaition of the poor,
made the people more intelligent or more honest 1
In the first place, if preaching of the gospel is calculated to elevate the human race, those who preach
it of all men ought to be the most honest, intelligent,
and humane. What are the facts 1 They hav a
greater number of representative in the prisons in
this country in proportion to their numbers than any
other class of people.
.
What is more, there is no class of people in this
country whose crimes are more kept out of sight, and
who are punished less according to the crimes they
commit, than those who are commissioned to "preach
the gospel to every creature."
In the second place, this is allowed to be one
of the most thoroughly Christianized countries in
the world, and ought to be taken as a fair test of the
humanizing influence of Christianity.
One of the most important commands of this
gospel, which is to be preached to every creature, is
that the rich must sell what they hav and giv to the
poor. And it is made as impossible for a rich man
to enter the kingdom of heaven as it is for a camel to
pass through the eye of a needle.
, _
Yet, in this country, one-half of the entire wealth
of the country is in the hands of two and a half per
cent of the people. Millionaires occupy nearly every
seat in the senate, and twenty to seventy-five thousand dollars are current prices for seats in the lower
house. Indeed, seats in Congress might about as
well be put up at auction and sold to the highest
bidder, without the least regard to the eternal fitness
of things.
In all the great churches are capitalists whose
fortunes hav been built up by the unpaid toil and
sweat of the poor. " One thing thou lackest : sell
what thou hast and giv to the poor."
Tracts of land, containing thousands of acres, are
bought by Christian speculators, and held to the
exclusion of the homeless. When these lands are
rendered valuable, not by anything which the owner
has done, but by the labor of those who settle around
them, they will be put into market and sold for quadruple what they cost. Verily, "The son of man hath
not where to lay his head."
·
Even churches in their corporate capacity pot:>sess
millions of wealth, and hold thousands of acres of
the most valuable lands in the country. All going to
show to show that the teaching of those whose business it is to preach the gospel to every creature has
no more to do with their own acts than the outside
garments they wear.
Christian speculators frequently buy up the_ pro-.
visions of the country and hold them until starvation forces the people to buy them at any price they
· may ask. Thus thousands of children are sent to
bed supperless because a Christian hog wants to
make money. Will not all the " enda of the earth "
be blest when this glorious gospel is " preached to
· every creature 1" " Blow ye the trumpet; blow the
gladly solemn sound."
Hear this sad story from ·the Hartford Examiner:
"In the severity of winter young girls hav tramped
from place to place in search of work; hav begged
shelter and food; slept in outhouses and barns, and
are to,day the victims of hunger and exposure.
Wholly defenseless, they are thrown into temptation
and the lowest kind of vagrancy. The males tramp
farther inland, and become desperate and vicious,
while the old people and infants remain in the villages staL"ving by inches. Common necessities of
life are unknown to hundreds of fathers and mothers
and children." Could a worse picture be truthfully
drawn of any heathen land-even of any savage tribe 1
The biting sarcasm of the above extract on the
Christian religion can only be realized when it is considered that the Christian pretends that " peace on
earth and good will to men " follow in the wake of
the gospel.
We hav some of the richest churches in the world,
and Christian millionaires by the score. Hundreds
of ministers are receiving princely salaries; there is
an abundance in the country; graineries overflowing
and storehouses literally bursting with stores of pro.
visions. The poor do not suffer ·on account of a
scarcity of anything in the country. Do these suffering ones fare any better because the gospel is
preached to them ? Do those who are commissioned
to " preach the gospel to every creature " propose
any remedy 1 They _never cease boasting of the
elevating and humanizing influence of the Christian
religion, and yet they hav the effrontery to tell these
suffering ones that it is all for the best; that they
are in the hands of a just and merciful God; that
" he doeth all things well;" that they must be patient
and suffer on; that " seeming afflictions are unseen
mercies;" that their suffering here will be rewarded
with bright crowns hereafter.
To attribute their suffering to a banana or some
other kind of fruit that a woman ate six thousand
years ago is to insult the common sense of the age.
Yes, while starving girls are sleeping in barns and
alleys, Christian shylocks are drawing from two to
four per cent per month; but it is all for the bestGod is directing the affairs of men. I take another

quotation from a Western newspaper to show how·
the rove of justice follows the preaching of the gospel: " The busy world consists of employer and employee, and all that is produced in the present constitution of society belongs to the employer, and
nothing to the employee. With his daily wages
he must purchase of the former all that he
needs. When there is an over-production the
workmen are forced to idleness. Wages cease, and
they no longer hav the power to purchase for the
most part what they hav produced. Starvation and
want, or the meager resources of charity await them.
It is not so with the owners of the excessiv products
of industry. If they c~nnot sell, they can, at least,
exchange among themselvs and be happy."
This statement shows that, notwithstanding the
preaching of the gospel, systematized robbing-is the
rule in this country. Yet the rich Christian can ba
happy, while those who hav produced his wealth by
their labor are starving. Everything for the wealthy,
nothing for the producers of wealth, and yet they
pretend to follow the example of Christ and his
apostles, who held " all. things in common."
Millions for foreign missions, but no plan for the
starving mothers and children at home. While the
storehouses in Chicago were full of grain, and thousands of cattle and hogs were being butchered every
day, thirty-five thousand men, women, and children
in that city were in a starving condition.
Chicago has some Christian millionaires, many
gorgeous churches, rich Christi~n merchants, a lot of
boodlers, and much squalid poverty. What is true
of Chicago holds true in every Christian city in the
country.
" Go preach the gospel to every creature." Has
not the gospel- been sufficiently preached in this
country? Yet in Christian cities where church
spires bristle like spines on a thistle, women hav
made overalls at -sixty cents per dozen, and passed
the whole winter without fire. Men who hav been
under the influence of gospel teaching from early
childhood turn mothers with helpless children into
the street when they hav no place to go because they
are unable to pay their rent.
In parts of any Christian city, if a man were unattended, he would be murdered if it were known that
he had a hundred dollars in his pocket. Pious
Christians get away with thousands of the people's
money, sometimes made up from the scanty savings
of poor widows and sewing girls. Yet they occupy
front seats in fashionable churches, while a poor,
starving girl is sent to the lock-up for stealing a loaf
of bread. "Blow the gospel trumpet."
If there are any grand results from this gospel
preaching, they certainly ought to be manifested in
the churches 1 But what are the facts 1 Are they
not, clannish.? Is not individualism nearly wiped
out? Is there one who dare take a bold and independent course, regardless of the old bell-wether of
the flock1 Has the preaching of the gospel devel-·
oped pioneer investigation~ Are not Christians
always giving battle to the scientists, who hav
proved themselvs to be the best friends of man~
" Beware of science when it contradicts the Bible."
So says a popular Christian paper. There you hav
it-science gaged by the Bible. This has been the
position of the church for hundreds of years. She
stands like a dried mummy with an old book in her
hands, and claims that it is of more importance to
the world than all the discoveries of science. To the
church the ignorance and brutality of two or three
thousand years ago is of more importance to the
world than the intelligence, civilization, and scientific
attainments of the nineteenth century. Without
opposition, the church would soon force us back to
the science and philosophy of the book of Genesis.
The church turns out her quotum of criminals, and
more than her proportion of lunatics; and the world's
best thinkers-are certainly not found in the churches.
If the people in the churches are not as parsimonious
as those outside, then the churches hav been. belied
by all history.
If the good result of gospel preaching is neither
to be found among preachers nor in. the churches,
would it seem like sound policy to giv a great deal of
money to send these preachers far away from home
to enlighten those who are more moral and honest
than themselvs 1
Salvation armies, Christian revivals, dance-halls,
theological seminaries, ministerial conventions, horseraces, bribers and boodlers, Sabbath-schools and
cock-fights, Christian associations and prize-fights,
missionaries and gamblers, swill-shops and churches,
Christian executions, murders, suicides, seductions,
infanticide, elopements, divorces, shootings, and stabbings are the order of the day, and strangely mixed
in this highly Christianized country.
" Go preach the gospel to every creature." "Blow
the gospel trumpet." Let the Christian find " no
rest for the sole of his foot" until these blessings are
canied "to the ends of the earth." Selah.
Yes, "Blow the gospel trumpet." Go to all the
islands of the sea, and among all the native tribes,
and as fast as converts are made send them on
to Boonton. Let the two Sams rejoice and Comstock be glorified. Let every scientist and philos-
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opher review his work and make it square with
Genesis. Blow the gospel trumpet .around Snowville. Aunt Elmina must be reconstructed. She has
been letting · her light shine in the dark corners
without permission from the trumpet-blowers. She
must be cast into hell (a prison hell) because she
does not join in the gospel racket.
If the trumpet-blowers succeed in getting her into
prison, there will be cannonading in heaven all day
and a great display of fireworks at night.
It will serve her just right. She must learn to
pay less attention to human suffering and more attention to the trumpet-blowers._ Let her go to jail.
Let Anthony hav a day of rejoicing, and the trumpetblowers hav a day of jubilee. The trumpet-blowers
appreciate her motivs about as much as the people
of Thurso did the labors of Robert Dick, the Scotch
geologist.
Some of them found him, with hammer and chisels,
engaged on a rock literally made up of fossils.
" What are ye doin' there, mon 1" they inquired. "I
am inspecting an ancient graveyard," said Dick.
" Hoot, mon, there's nobody burriet there," said
they. The people of Thurso said Dick was crazy,
and, worse than all, was not '' soond on the Bible."
When the core of the whole matter is reached, it
will be found that Elmina is not " soond on the
Bible," and the trumpet-blowers are wroth. A snatch
from the "Song of the Geologist;" written by Dick,
comes in here with a good deal of force :
Hoorah for the hammers sae braw I
The lower we go the more we shall know
Of ancient an' present an' a'.
Here's freedom to dig and to learn,
Here's freedom to think and to speak ;
But none ever sought to strangle a thought
But creatures baith vulgar an' weak.

Go preach the gospel to every creature. Blow the
gospel trumpet, until every word uttered by a Liberal is "disgusting," and everything written on sex
and sex relations is "obscene." Then Judge Benedict, and Colgate, and Mad Anthony
Will bathe their weary souls
In seas of heavenly rest,
And not a wave of trouble roll
Across their peaceful breasts,

and Boonton will become the· Mecca of this Christian
country.
How long, dear savior, oh, how long
Shall this bright hour delay?
Fly swift around, ye wheels of time,
And bring the welcome day I

Blow the gospel trumpet. Hurry up the cakeslet Colgate soap the track. Keep Talmage and Sam
Jones and the Salvation Army constantly in the
gospel harneEs until the will of God shall be done
on earth as it is done in heaven. Let Anthony
swing his smut-bag in the name of ·the ~ord, and
soon will be ushered in an age of purity and godliness equaled only by that of the Dark Ages.
One author recounts the number of thousands of
women in Europe made dissolute by the priesthood.
But that was done by God's regularly constituted
agents, and, of course, could neither be " disgusting"
nor " obscure;' and did not affect Christian morals
like the writings of Aunt Elmina. Let Boonton begin to buy crape early, for she may be called to
divide honors with Snowville, and then not only
crape but sackcloth and al;!hes will be brought in
requisition.
Blow the gospel trumpet until such heathens as
Elmina, and Socrates, and Solon, and Plato, and
Cicero are brought up to the Christian levBl of
Talmage, and Sam Jones, and Benedict, and Comstock.
In some parts of the Eastern world known as
heathen, it is customary for dealers to place their
commodities in the public places and leave them.
The purchaser takes what he wants and leaves the
money according to the price marked upon the
article. Preach the gospel until such heathens are
brought to " know the Lord from the least to the
greatest," and through the grace of our lord and
savior, Jesus Christ, are taught to know and practice
Christian honesty.
It is related that a Christian merchant took a
cargo of goods tQ- an Eastern market, and after the
goods were unloaded, the men who had been engaged
began to retire. "Are not those goods to be taken
in 1" inquired the merchant. He was told that there
was no danger from rain, and the 'goods would get
no damage. "But may they not be stolen 1" asked
the merchant. " Not the least danger in the world,"
said they, " there is not a Christian within a hundred
miles of here." But heathen honesty will never satisfy Christians; they want the real, " true-blue,"
blood-bought Boonton kind.
Blow the gospel trumpet. This year the Methodists are to raise a million dollars to send missionaries
to these people to te11ch them Christian civilization
and Christian honesty.
No matter about monstrous births, idiots, and
lunatics; no matter about cripples and deformities;
no matter about hereditary taints and diseases.
Elmina must learn that this kind of education is not
in fashion with Christians, that Christ and him cru-
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I had a pleasant sojourn on top of the hill with my human nature. Wisdom does not always prevail, nor
good friend1:1, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Eddy. I was generous councils. The Puget Colony seems, up to
flanked on either side by the ministers, who lived in this time, to hav been successful, and, with careful
the adjacent houses. But I was not haunted a bit. management, will pass the shoals and rock:! to a favor! don't know how it was with the ministers, whether able sea of fortune. It is composed mainly, I should
they saw horns and hoofs or not, and whether their judge, of men and women of earnes~ convictions an:d
appetites grew less. Mr. and Mrs. Eddy are con- mtelligence. Its president, Geo. Venable Smith, has
stant readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and so I was in made a thorough study of cqoperativ principles, and
News and Notes.
congenial society.
has wisely conducted affairs.· The situation of Port ·
C. H. Packard, editor of the county paper, the Angeles is excellent, the ocean views are gorgeous,
Friday evening, July 29th, I strike Snohomish, a Eye, is one of those rare editors who speaks his mind the climate is delightful. It is the first harbor en the
lively place in an out-of-the-way corner of the world, and lets the world know where he stands on the sound from the sea. The "spit" is four miles long,
up the Suohomish river about twelve miles, and in Freethought que~tion. He has one of the brightest and forms an ample breakwater. The harbor has
theJllid~t of the mighty forests that it will t~~oke one papers in the territory. He has'' an eye" on every- eight f:lquare miles of anchorage, and can affmd shelter
hundred years to demolish, s.nd in the mean time thing, and he bas a facil pen with which to report for hundred~ of vessels. There is a lighthouse here,
supply all the markets of the country. The land is the news in a spicy fashion. He is secretary of the and this was formerly a port of entry, but is not now.
exceedingly fer til when cleared, and forty acres are Secular Union.
There is, however a bill pending in Congre~>s to make
about as good for production as double that quantity
,George Brackett, John H. Sweet, E. C. Ferguson, it such. The number of colonists is three hundred
elsewhere-but it takes from fifty to seventy-five who presided at my meetings; G. B. Deering, Chafil. and thirty, and the population of the precinct is five
Lowe1·y, H. C. Comegys, who acted as president of hundred. One can be happy and contented here and
dollars an acre to prepare for cultivation.
I gave five lectures in Snohomish, one on Saturday the temporary o1·ganization; J. V. Bowen, the Black- dream of the good time coming. Much has already
evening, three on Sunday, and one on Monday even- man brothers, A. N. Morgan, one of the first settlers been accomplished. Trees hav been cut down. A
ing; and organized a Secular Union with over fifty of the country IUld a thorough Liberal; H. D. Mor- big saw-miH has been built, and will soon be in opernames-and the prospects are that this will be ont: gan, Fred. Fass, the Bateman brothers, Oliver Me- >J.tion. Houses hav been constructed of rcugh lumof the most flourishing Liberal organizations in the Lean, G. H. Pennington, C. H. Anderson, Martin ber, but they are comf01·table. Some of the people
territory. Tbe repreoentativ busmess men of the Kitzmiller, Mr. Yeaton, H. A. Ray, Chester Thom· liv in tents. I took dinner at the colony table. It
city are Liberals, and not afrai~ to express their ton, and others, are our allies here, and a splendid reminded me of old soldier times-but the rations
views, and take an open Etand m favor of Free- company they make of earnest Freethinkers, and 1 were good. I hav thus given the facts, but I hope
thought. The miniEtt-rs hav a pretty hard time of it E-Xpect, on my return, that the membership of the no one will jump to any conclusion, but make proper
here. There .are two churches, and the average Union will be counted by hundreds. I leave Snoho- inquiries before venturing to this far-off experiment.
audience is seven for Sunday-one for each day mish with bright hopes, for I hav met with noble Oue must hav some money, and some faith, and a
in the week. I had fuH houses every evening, friends, and my campaign has been one of delight thorough conviction of the necesE-ity of work, and a
although the "Drummer Boy of the Rappahannock" and advantage.
determination to stand· by through thick and thin.
In the bright early morning of Tuesday, August This is a most important undertaking-a beautiful
was in town with his ~:<ilver drum, and the Free
Methodists bad pitched their tent and were singing 2d, I float down the river to the shining sound. A dream-which may some tine giv sweeter and better
and praying with volcanic fervor; but the stream of merry company is on board, for about twenty hope to all human progress. To labor harmoniously
F1·eetbought pursued the even tenor of its way and Snohomishites are going to camp out and hunt and together is the glory of civilization. ·
made hope and cheer amid the pleasant sunlight. I fish for a week or two. I would hav liked to linger
The Model Commm1wealth, edited by Mrs. Laura
enjoyed myself in this far corner of the world, wh_ere along the sunny beach and try my luck with the line Hall, is a successful journal. It has now a subscrip·
the immense solitudes stretch for hundreds of miles and shot, but I must hurry forward to the Naples of tion list of eightt>en hundred, f-Xtending all over the
away, and the snowy peaks are seen,. and Mount. the coast, Seattle, glittering like a queen upon the United States. Mrs. Hall is the daugllter of D. M.
Ramer through the rugged valley presents itself, a hills in the golden sunset. I lectured Wednesday Crane, and is a most enthusiastic and able exponent
resplendent picture, at the top of the spacious scene. evening, and the Secular Union was permanently of the principles of the commonwealth.
~nohomi~h has had quite a remarkable history in organized, and, I guess, if the platform of the Nine
I enjoyed the hospitality of 1\Ir. and Mrs. Louis
the development of advance thought. Years ago, D1·. Demands is adhered to, that our Seattle friends will Williams, formerly of Portland, who hav come here
Folsom, a graduate of Harvard College, and a man come to the front with a powerful array. Like the to help fulfil the glorious dream of their Spiritual
of rare scientific attainments, 1ocated here, and, National Union, the Liberal society here has drifted philosophy.
I had the pleasure of meeting Norman Smith,
assibted by Eldridge Morse and others, started the upon side issues, and the cause has been weakened.
Free Religious Association and Atheneum of Sno- However important other great reforms are, they whom I formerly met in Colorado. His father was
homish, and for several years this was the main in- must hav their special instrumentalities; while the the original owner of the lands about here, and was
stitution of the place, and had a museum building, Freethought organization must be devoted to its collector of the port. Mr. Smith is a thorough beand property to the amount of several thousand dol- own work, which creates the fundamental conditions liever in the colony, and by his genet•ous cooperation
this site has been secured for the enterprise.
Iars, and there was prom is of a Ltberal university of political progress.
From Seattle I come to Port Townsend, another . Francis Hinckley, formerly president of the Chiamid these Western wilds nearly a quarter of a century ago. But the ups and downs of territorial life bright and lively city, with beautiful views of the cago League, is here, and he makes a good Liberal
and business rever~;es destroyed the fair prospect, sound, the islands, and the snowy ranges. The halo bishop. Dr. W. J. Taylor used to be boy and chum
and the property changed hands and the original of promis is also over this city, and there is no know- with E. A. Stevens, and through the TRUTH SEEKER
purpose was abandoned. Still, the fruit of this bold ing what its future magnificence may be, when five columns they can shake bands with greetings from
pioneer effort is notted in the Radwal spirit that per- .hundred ships come sailing into the Puget waters Puget sound to Lake l\lichigan.
vades this remote frontier town.
from Ormus and from Ind. No one knows as yet
Albert E. Saunderson, Mr. and Mrs. Galbraith,
Eldridge Morse is one of the quaint geniuses of where the golden wand will drop.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Taylor, W. N. Shearer, Mr.
this part of the country. He was one of the leading
I was met by our bright, f!:dventurous comrade Grant, E. D. KenJey, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Beck,
·spirits in the early Freethought movement, and D. W. Smith, mayor of Port Townsend, the busiest W. H. Green, Frank Chambers, 'rhos. Malony, A.
started the Northern .&ta1·, which was for many years of its citizens, a soldier and o:ffieer in the war, and one Kummer, Kendall Church, D. W. Morse, \Vm. Bell,
the· moot popular newopaper on 1-'uget sound, and of the most prominent citizens in the territory, and Jos. PiPrson, C. A. Morse, W. B. Dodge, J. B.
had a large etrculation. It was an outspoken advo- who has won his position by pure grit. He has Croctke, E. B. Mas tick, Jr., etc., colonists and rescate of Ltberalism, and published articltls from the never been afraid to hang the pictures of Thomas idents of the place, are among the friends .at this
foremost writers of tbe day on scientific and religious Paine, Ingersoll, and Bennett on the walls of his law point, and I anticipate pleasure in coming again to
topics. But the Northern ;Star, I expect, was too office. In all his struggling days he never flmched _this possible Garden of Eien in the New· Age.
From Port Angeles I go E ~stward. I hav traveled
good to last long, and so it disappeared, for Morse, in the expression of his Freethought convictions, and
like all We;.terners, bad magnificent plans and a lot his success has come simply by strenuous ability.
thousands of miles from New York city, and yet I
Thursday,· on the little boat Derpath, Captain hav not reached the central point of Uncle Sam's doof them, and one day there came a crash. But Morse
is irrepresoible. He immediately went to ''tramp- Seymour, I am off for Port Angeles, thirty miles mm10ns. I must go a hundred miiea west yet. This
ing," and he has gone over every foot of wel:itern ~way toward the eea, where the Puge~ Sound Coop- central point is about nineteen miles west of c,_pe
Wabbington-up and down every river, over every erativ Colony flings its banner to the breeze for its Flattery rocks, say two hundred miles we~:>t and
mountam, and through every foreE>t. The Indians model commonwealth. I am fortunate to be accom- seven hundred miles north of San Francisco. This
hav come to look upon him as one of their old-time panied by entertaining and Liberal friends, Mr. Thos. may appear a Puget sound yarn, but if anyone will
divin;ttes rtincarLated, and so tht-y treat him as they D. Merrill, of Saginaw, Mich., and Miss A. W. Bright. consult the map of the world this l:ltatement will be
would a wande.ing god. He has gathered together This sound is called the Mediterranean of the New found correct.
I left Pm t Angeles last Friday evening, but here
a ruass of ancient Indian legends which are of ab- World, and it is indeed a delightful expanse of sparksorbing interebt. He is one of tbe most brilliant con- ling waters, and as we go sailing over its blue bosom I am this morning S1turday stranded off Dungeness,
tributors to Bancrcft's "History of the Pacific we might easily imagin that we were amid the olden with the prospect of lying here for twelve hours until
States,'' and has written a most valutLble essay on lands and historic scenes. The fluctuating outline of the high tide. The boat is now at an angle of fortythe tide marshes of Puget sound for the Agricultural the distant shores melts like jewels in the quivering five degrees, and I can neither sit up straight nor lie
department of the United States. He is a typical horizon, and at times the sea is almost like glass, so down straight, and I hav to write these lines with
We~:tern man. He knows how to rough it, and at softly do the winds steal over it. It was an enchant- both feet braced· to keep some kind of a perpendicthe same ttme possesses an extraoo-dinary faculty for ing summer's voyage. The little steamer took it ular. There is a gentle insinuation that the boat
knowledge, and be has something to say on almost quite easy, and dtdn't hurry a bit, and we were nearly may tip over at any time, in which case I shall hav a
every poid that is d interest to humanity.
all day long going the thirty miles. Half-way we salt sea bath and a wade and swim for about a mile,
The fir&t one to greet, me, and the main lever in my stop at Dungeness, a little city of one store, three and the anticipation is not a very entertaining one.
work here, is I. S. Martin, who is always doing some- hotels, and no church, tucked behind what they call In that case, what would become of my Freethought
thing to keep things a-going, and he has materially a "spit," and it took about an hour to reach it from literature and these'' News and Notes 1" I sincerely
increased the circulation of 'I' HE TRUTH SEEKER, and the open sound; and we had to creep 1:1lowly back hope that Jonah's whale may come along and swallow
so made my lettures more succt-ssful in their result. again, in order to avoid stranding. About sunset we all this Infidelity until the boat is right· side up with
He is an old miner, and has made and lost a dozen arrived at Port Angeles. Behind it towers the Olym- care. I am afraid that oth£-rwise the fishes will find
fortunes in this unc<;rtain land. One day he took pic range, with its beautiful snowy peaks, glistening a tumult in their caves below. I don't, know when
out a nugget of gold worth eight tbousand dollars. m the golden light. The colony could not hav se- these "Notes" will come to hand, bu,t if delayed,
He bas about made up his mind to stick to Snoho- Jected a lovelier spot whereby to giv the world a friends will know the reason why-that I am drifting
misb. He has comfortable bachelor quarters, and I glimpse of the paradise of the future. Mr. Charles on the sandbars of Puget sound, at an angle of forty
know be cannot do any better tban to kf>ep our flag Ptters and other1:1 are ready with fraternal greetings, five degrees, with a still greater inclination that I
a-flying in thi8 quarter of the world, after his thou- and sol feel at home. I hke this cooperativ colony might hav a pair of angel-wmgs and r-kip.
sand leagues of travel and years of adventure. Likfl so far. It is an experiment, of course, and its theory
If I don't hav to wade from here to Port Townsend,
myself, he is a dreamer of the "good time coming," o{ formation seems to be right, but the final success I shall be at Colfax, W. T., Aug.l4ch; stt Pendleton,
and all the trial of life does not quench the hope of depends upon the material, that is, the kind of folks I expect, Aug. 2bt; at U oion, Au~t. 23J, 24•h, and
progress or the spirit that still delights in "morn- that come in to carry out the plan. The trouble with 25th; at Baker City, Aug. 26th, 27th, and 28th; at
ing's outspread radiancy."
these cooperativ associations is the imperfection of Prairie City, from Aug. 29th to Sept. 5th; at Emcified is all that is necessary to constitute a Christian
education.
·
Keep up the gospel racket until good hard sense
becomes as rare as white crows, and the church and
l\lrs. Grundy rule the world. Blow the gospel trumpet.
.
JoHN PECK.
Naples, N. Y.
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mett's and Boi,.e Cit.y. Idaho, from Sf'pt. 6th to
SPpt. 18th; at Salt LskP. for convention of Utah
LibPralR. SPpt. 24th snd 25rb, and thf-n Eastward by
way of Canon City, Denver, NPbraRka. Iowa, to Chicago.
SAMUFL P. PuTNAM.
On a sandbank, PugP-t .~rnmd, Aug. 6, 1887.

M.r. RPJilulds in Ohio.
llfetamorn., 0.- I g lailly accppted the urgent
invitation of friend D. A. Kahle to deliver two lectures on Sunday, July 31st., at Metamora, hoping the
trip via, the lake would tend to the restoration of my
health. On arrival at Sylv~tnia (Metamora is some
twelve mileR off thfl railroad) I was met at the depot
by friend J. M. Hopkins, a veteran Liberal, who,
with his good wife, render valuable service to the·
canse of Iufidelity-in every relation in life they
n-flP.ct credit on the cause tbey e!>poQse. I highly
appreciated my· most hot'pitable reception at their
cosy, happy home, and much Pnjoyed tbe needed
re~t and the perusal of the last TRUTH SEEKER.
On Sunday morning, with Squire Hopkins, I
enjoyed a pleat'ant drive to Metamora, and repairedto the house of Mr. D. A. K11hle, who bas been for
nigh fifteP.n years a sufferer from lung trouble, and is
now in the last stage of consumption.
Mr. Kable two y~ars ago buried JJ.is wife, the
loved and loving helpmate whose gent.le ministrations
so blessed his life and made his sufferings endurable.
I found him living· without the presence of any
relativ, keeping house alone with his man John. who
ably acts as cook and housekeeper. Fciend Kahle,
with very large love of life, fully realizes that the
dread fiat has gone forth; it is -impossible he can
long survivP, yet he contemplates death )Vith serenity,
bowing to the inevitable, comforted with the glad
assurance he bas not lived in vain. Despite his outspoken Infidelity, he is beloved and re~pected by the
entire community for his sterling worth, kind, gen, erous nature, and earnest desire at all times to pro-mote others' welfare ..
At. 3 P.M. a large and intelligent audience listened
to "Why I Left the Pulpit." In the evening at 8,
although it was generally supposed the attendance
would be very slim, there was a very large audie~ce.
fully twice as m11ny as 11.t the afternoon lflcture. I
spnke on "The Bible: Whence It Really Came and
What It Really Teaches." I gave away a number of
sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER. and sold quite a
number of book<~, Miss Helen H. Gardener's great
maRterpiflce, " l\fen, Women, and Gods," and Dr. E.
B. Foote's " Plain Home Talk" taking the lead.
I hope _to respond to the many kind invitations to
lecture at Sylvania, Lyons. and adjilcent villages on
the commencement of my Western trip early in September.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

1

from Abraham, the pastn-raJ chiPft~tin, to JeF~ml, the
iconoclast. the Theodore Parker of N11zttreth. Writers
like Oswald confound, in a promiRcuous m~tli~rnity.
men who in their far-away. time and place withstood
the abuses of arrogant power, and thoRe who in
other times and places abuqed power in t.heir names.
I do not disparag'e the usAfulness of Mr. Oswald's pen
in defense of natural hygiene ag'ainst monacbism or
other ascetic prPjudices. yet even her.e, with wilful
blindness, be prt'ltends to ignore cbPm1c11l and physiological distinct.ionP, and injures the cause of temperance by confounding' -the most wholesome wit.h
tbe most pt>rnicious drinks, What an Rbsurdit.y tbi"'
f~tnaticism }pads him into here. viz.: " The <11Jarice of
a cruel maRter may hav forced his slaves to quench
t.heir thir8t with fermented must or hvdromel, till
habit begot a baleful s~cond nature, and the at fir8t·
relue~tant vict.ims of int.oxic~~otion lf'arnPd to prefPr
spoiled to fresh l!fap~ jnic<> !" ! ! ! Yet such stuff
comes right in the midst of very forcible good sense.
AR if watPr were not cheaper than wine!
Sir Walter Scott and otber rrllditable medievalists
Rhow up the jolly carousals of monln:: living as parasites on the fat of the land. but it was reserve(! for a
more original genius to discover in wine-bibbing a
complement of fasts and penances, enforced on the
monk by his abbot.
What wonder that so rPrklPss a pen should cbarg'fl
Jesus, the wine-maker and friend of public11ns. with
monkish asceticism, and repflat the same of Buddha.
who, says Arnold, experimented such nonsense and
repudiated itT SPe his poem which the king of Si~tm
P-rowns aR ort.bodox. This is a fair sample of THE
TRUTH SEEKER's crude and promiRcuous way of handling Christianit.y, which may pleaAI'l thoRe alreartv
disillusioned, but repels serious Christ.iBns. The
truly formidable foes of superstition, like Renan,
carry conscience into criticism, and conciliate by
fairness.
M. E. LAzARUs.

The Woman in

th~

Moon.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It w!ls
not I who diRcovPred the woman in t.he monn, as Mr.
G. E. Macdonald !lupposeR, but Dr. JamPR M.
Thompson. to whom I gave the credit in my letter to
the New York .~nn; ani! hfl i<~ alRo named as the diRMverf'r in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Auf!URt 6th. Mr.
Macdonald now savs it is not a new diRcovAry, and
qnotes Longfflllow to provfl tbst the infant Hiawatha
observed it, and was told thst an angry warrior once
threw his grandmotbPr againPt the moon, and it was
her body that the child !law there.
But it is not the body of an oJd woman that Dr.
Thompson di!lcovered ; it is only the head ar.1d neck
of a very good lonking young or middle-ag-ed
woman in profile. Furthermore, it r~'quireR a Fpv" Parli~~m ·W art"art>."
glass, or an opflra-l!laRR. to S"fl the profilP, and no on A
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir·: You will pretend that t.he infant Hiawat.ha looked through
Bn optical instrument to see old g-ranny Lo in the
admit (July 301h) that you are a partifmn, and you moon. So I guel'ls that Longfellow was drawing·a
add that I am one too, and '' a narrow and intolerant long bow when he told tb!lt story, and I douht
Anarchist." Will you kindly introduce me to my whether he or any other fellow ever eaw that old
party, Anarchist or otherwise? I would be grateful squ~tw in the.mooti.
for the knowledge of any band of men more or less
Mnre thRn a yPar ago I Rent a communication to
organized with whom I could own even intellectual the New York Snn about this nflw ast.ron 0 mical diPfellowship. You may not hav intended to misstate covery, accompanying it with a drawinl! that I hoped
me. A few years ago, I myself supposed that my to Bfle reproducPd. But mv lPttPr did not appear.
vie~s accordPd with those announced by Liberty of and I afterward learned that mv drawing would not
Boston; but the Anarchism I espoused had not be anF~wer the purpose in a papPr lib the Sun. I then
come "consciencelesfl," bad not enthroned E_qo in undertook t.o makfl a drawing that would llnRwer,
place of the absent Jehovah. I repudiate this Tak- and hoped to hav it. appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
kakeric and Tuckeric dPspot.ism, no less than Mrs. But I neglected to finiRh it, until at last the fact of
Majority Grundy's, nor are Lucifn·'s flirtations with the diRcoverv became known to m~tny persont:~. and
Hymen a whit more attractiv to me. Seymour's one "J. K. L." announced it in t.he Snn of J unfl30t.h.
London phase of Anarchy is as crazv as Chicago's. Then I wrote to the editor claiming for my frieno
He endeavors to resuscitate the l'ffete twaddle of Thompson, a modest. uprig-ht.. and genial bachelor of
that gutter-rat, 1\'Iarat. William 1\Iorris, the poft seventy-two, a retired phyRician whose sands of liffl
labor tribune, is indeed a party leader attractiv by seem unlikely soon to run out, the credit of the
his personal character and spirit, but infected with astronomical discovery.
the craz9 of l>J.nd nationaliz>~.tion, which knocks his
The man in the moon is one of t.he myths of the
deniRl of state Socialif:m farther tban I can see it.
Miildle AgPs. A writer in the twelfth CPntury, named
That there exist scattered over the world charac- Necham, alludes to the vulgar belief embodied in four
ters just and kind enough to associate without laws lines of Latin verse, which are thus translated by
or government is probable, but ignorant of each Baring-Gould:
other they cannot fonn a party. But pethaps it
SPe the ntstic in the moon,
shows a narrow partisan spirit to oppose the concesHow his bnnciiP weighR him ciown;
sion of clerical privilege of prohibition and of comThus his p,ticks the truth reveal,
pulsory taxation to the 11ox dei of the ballot-box.
It never profitR man to steal.
"Moonshine," in "1\Iidsummer Night's Dream,"
I do not oppose the electoral system unconditionally. Some autonomic. t.yrannief' are fatal under ex- comes in with a bush of thorns, a lantern, and a dog'.
isting prPjudices, as at Valley Falls. This fatality Twice he begins his speech, but. iR unRble to finish it,
would be hmtted, however, not universal, but for the on account of interruptions. At last he says:
general government which you pretend is necessary,
All that I hav to p,ay is to tell yon that the lantern is the
and which, strictly allied with the churches and with moon, I the m11n in the moon, this thornbush my thorncapitalism, baffles every free thought, word, and act. buP.h, and this dogmv dog.
Ten thousand independent autonomies, allied as
Mr. Baring-Gould says that an old Devonshire crone
they might be to resi~t foreign invasion, would, in once pointed out to him the dog in the moon. But
respect to social and religious affairs; present a great I confess that I was never able to see in the moon
range of choice f~tvorahlfl to personal liberty. What either a man or a dog. I hav, however, from early
an object lesson is theE lmunds court of the despot- childhood, in common, I presume, with the most of
ism inherent to all general governments !
mankind, seen a face in the moon, that is, spots
Now, let us examin the partisanship that you con- answering for eyes, nose, and mouth. But after seefees. In its opposition to clerical authority, I fully ing through an opera-glass the profile and neck of a
sympathize, but not in your reckless insults to tradi- robust woman on the west half of the moo?, I can
tional sentiments, or gratuitous vilification of .the · with the naked :eye almost trace the ouhllll:e of the
old worthies about whom you know next to nothing; 1 same.
·

5aa

In July. 188B, when Dr. Thompson came to my
house and showed us through his littl':l teleAcope the
woman in the moon, he Raid he was disappoint.ed in
not being able to make the star-gaz'lrs at the N~tional
observatory Ree it; they conl<i only see crags and
craters. JuRt so it was in G1.lileo's time-no savant
could see the horns of Ven11s through his telescope
-that is to say, they ehut their eyes or wouldn't
look.
_With a little e:ff)rt of the imagination you can see
11.lso the face of a m1111 in tb<~ moon, parthlly Aclipsed .
by the woman's profile. Hfl bas plenty of bait· and
beard. and appears t.o b'l whiqoering in her ear, or,
possibly, about to kis'! her. Her profiiA c~~ou bfl seen
W. H. BuRR.
when the moon is only half full.

Will

D~>bate

with B1·a<len or the DPvil.

To THE EDITOR oF 'l'HE TRUl'H SEEKER, S•:r: L'lt
us be thankful that Libor~tliRm aflrnitc; of wine difference in opinion". I diff~r fro'll Tae TRUTH SEEKER
when it sayt:~, "SBlf-respect.ing Freethoug-ht lecturers
decline t.o debate with the Rev. Clark Braden." I
am a Freethought lectnrPr. I bqlieve I am selfrespecting. I do not decline to debate wit.h Clark
Braden. I may hav no higher opinion of him a'! a
man and an opponent than you hllv; but when any
Christian commnnit:V pnts forward Clark Br~trien as
t.hfl representativ of Christ.ianity. and the Liberals
invite me to meet him in debate. I propose to meet
him ev11ry time. I will never pull down my fl>tg of
Liber~tlism in the face of any ChriRtian crn.ft. It is
my bu!liness to maintain and defend Liberalism
11gainst t.be attacks of all foes, reput11ble or disreputable. It is not my businARS to choose my antagonist. According to my understanding of the princinl~>s of free debate, I am unoPr obligation, as a
Liberal and a man, to face Christianity in open
dflbate wit.h the man of its choice. It is not my
place to dictate to it. who its champion should be.
It has a right, Bnd I fully rf'cognize its right, to
choose its own mouth piece. I hav no right to make
oeha.te a personal maHer. This iq the mistake which ·
the Christian church baR been mRking for agPF1.
Ag11in and a~rain h11v I hf'ard clflrgymen offqr as
~tn excuF1e for thflir ChriF1t.i11n cowardice, in refusing
to d~>bate with Infidfll lecturers, t.h11t it would be incomp~ttiblfl with a clerg-yman's holy callin~r, anrl a
F1RcrificA of self-respPct, to dflbat.e with irresponsible
InfirtPl itinerants; b'at.ant bl11.1'1pbemers, whose chief
!'lt.ock in trade con siFts in ridicn ling the doctrins of
ChriRt.iBnity and hrwat.ing t.he ministry.
.
Bv the !lcceptPd rnleR of clebate, among polflmif'ts,
Hedge's "Rules of Lngic," for instance, a debAter has
nothing' to do with tbe pArsonal character of his opponent.. if t.bat opponent iR indorsed by his co-balievers. We hav been trving for years to get the Christians to see that dehatl'l is not, ll pPrRonal warfare ;
but.. rather, one of the best methods for aRcertaining
truth. Are we goin!r to surrender in the face of the
enemv bv m11king debate after all, <t p<>r!'lon~~ol aff,.,ir '?
Mo~te · Vista, Col.
'
W. F. J AliHESON.
MRS. H. s. LA"Klt ~peaks !It ca~S!tll!tga camp-meeting,
17th, 19th. 21st, Rnrl 23cl; at Philadelphia, Pa., tlie
Rnnciays of SPptPmber; at Norwich. Conn., the Sunrlavs of
Oetnbr>r; at Boston, the Snnrlays of DecPmher. Rocieties
ciesirin~~: her sPrviq,es will address her, 123 West Concord
street, Boston, MasR.
---------.~---------Trrlt PropreRRiv A,r7e nf the 6th in st. sRys: ·"The lnrgPst
aurlir>nce which has aP.~Pmbled In list!'n to 11ny LihPml IPcture
in this citv Rince that ilelivererl by Colonel In~rPrsoll. ~ralhered
at Power~'s Opera House last Snnrla:v PVPning to enjny the intellectual treat prr>pareci for tlwm hv Dr. York, the famous
Freethou{l:ht orat,or from the Pariflc coast. After calling
attention to the V!lrious Liberal papers, makin~r ~pPcial mention of the rro_qres.~1:'1J Age, the speRlH•r procperkd to ]fly rlown
t.he planks of the platform upon which he ~tood as a bold
and fearless champion of the nppresseci, who suffer from
Pcclesiaslir'al or any other form of tvranny. an ont-anrl-nut
LibPral favoring eqnal rights to aJI irrcspectiv of sex. color,
creeci. A granrl phttform trnly, withnnt a rol.len plank in it.
Dr. Ynrk's style is humorous. pleaqing at times. el<"'qnent,
and entirely a~apted to the tRst<>s of the American public;
his voice is rich, powerfnl, and melodious, Rnrl in gesture he
nRtnrally follows the arlvice of Hamlet in his instructions to
players: • Snit the action to the word, the word to the A.Ction.' The Teleg1·am ller<tld. in commenting on the lecture,
savR: • His denunciation of ChriRtiA.nity, and its teachings
au"ci eff<>ct• was much more intense thA.n that of Dr. Watts,
the" Engllsh Ingersoll." He mflrle his p"lints with telling
effrct, and was frequently applanrlerl.' The general senlimeut of the Freethink in(\' portion of the anrlience was one of
unqualitlPci apnrnvRI. while a complimPnt no lesq pointe~
was pain him by the ChriRti!ln repre<c•nt.A.Ii vR who rleemed 1t
proper to get m·arl l!hnut. it; thPre is A.n olrl sRy_imr th11t. ·it is
nnlv thP truth which mij kf'R ns A.ngrv.' The d~t1ly p>1perR hA.v
p,tvleci Dr. York the 'Ine:er•nll of the West.' We PRY a
hi~rhPr tribute-he iR the • York of the We.~t.' anr! of the
world. He is an inrlivicinal; and R• •here is hut one W:•ttts,
one ]ngersoll, RO thPre is bnt one York. The A_qe wt~hes
him •Gnci-Rpeerl' in his jrmrney through the E,q•t, !lnrl vn~ees
the desire c•f the Freethought elemen~ in Gra~rl Rarul~,,
when it hopes to he>1r him a!!ain upnn his ret.nrn In I!Je fall.
Dr. York has PpPnt about six wf'eks in MichigRn w1t.h rPiativsl!t Innia cinring which lime he has )pclured at.. Ioma., BPIciin, anrl oth~r pointR. to lar{l:e Hnrl apprecinliv a11~1encc·~· He
now t11kes up his line of march for Bnoton v''! Alltance,
Columbus. Pittsburgh. Phi)Rrlelphia, Rnci New 'i ~1rk to fill
his appointments as per Tuura l:l&&K&R and in'Ve8t~gator.
Au~rust
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f/Iommunications.
The Bible of' Nature; or, The Principles of
Secularism.
A 'coNTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY FKUX L. OSWALD.

Author of "Physical Education,'' "The Secret of the East," etc.
I.-PHYSICAL MAXIMS.
CHAPTER IV.-TEMPERANCE.

A.-Lessons of Instinct.
Instinct is hereditary experience. The lessons derived from the repetition of pleasant or painful
impressions have been transmitted from an infinite
number of generations, till impending dangers have
come to proclaim themselves by instinctive dread,
opportune benefits by instinctive desire. The shudder that warns u_s to recede from the brink of a steep
cliff is felt even by persons who have never personally
experienced the peril of falling from the rocks of a
precipice. Mountain breezes are more attractive
than swamp odors; the fumes of a foul dungeon warn
off a child who has had as yet no opportunity to ascertain the danger of breathing contaminated air. A.
few years ago I bought a pet fox, with a litter of
cubs, who were soon after orphaned by the escape of
their mother. They had to he fed by hand ; and,
among other proceeds of a forage, my neighbor's boy
once brought them a bundle of lizards, and a dead
rattlesnake. For the possession of those lizards
there was at once an animated fight, but at sight of
the serpent the little gluttons turned tail and
retreated to the farther end of their kennel. They
were not a month old when I bought t.hem, and
could not possibly have seen a rattlesnake before or
known the effects of its bite from personal experience; but instinct at once informed them that an
encounter with a reptile of that sort had brought
some of their forefathers to grief.
The vegetable kingdom, that provides food for
nine-tenths of all living creatures, abounds with an
endless variety of edible fruits, seeds, and herbs, but
also with injurious and even deadly products, often
closely resembling the favorite food-plants of animals;
which in a state of Nature are nevertheless sure to
avoid mistake, and select their food by a faculty of
recognizing differences that might escape the attention even of a trained botanist. The chief medium
of that faculty is the sense of smell in the lower, and
the sense of taste in the higher animals. In monkeys, for instance, the olfactory organs are rather
imperfectly developed, and I have often seen them
peel an unknown fruit with their fingers and then
cautiouslyraise it to their lips and rub it to and fro
before venturing to bring their teeth into play. The
preliminary test, however, always sufficed to decide
the question in a couple of seconds. The Abyssinian
mountaineers who catch baboons by fuddling them
with plum brandy have to disguise the taste of the
liquor with a large admixture of syrup before they
can deceive the warning instincts of their victims.
Where copper mines discharge their drainage into a
water-course, deer and other wil<:J animals have been
known to go in quest of distant springs rather than
quench their thirst with the polluted water.
That protective instincts of that sort are shared
even by the lowest animals is proved by the experiment of the philosopher Ehrenberg, who put a drop
of alcohol into a bottle of pond water, and under the
lens of his microscope saw a swarm of infusoria
precipitate themselves to the bottom of the vessel.
Animals in a state of Nature rarely or never eat to
an injurious excess ; the apparent surfeits of wolves,
serpents, vultures, etc., alternate with long fasts, and
are digested as easily as a hunter, after missing his
breakfast and dinner, would be able to digest an
abundant supper. Instinct indicates even the most
propitious time for indulging in repletion. The
noon heat of a midsummer day seems t.o suspend the
promptings of appetite; cows can be seen resting
drowsily at the foot of a shade-tree; deer doze in
mountain glens and come out to browse in moonlight; panthers cannot afford to miss an opportunity
to slay their game at noon, but are very apt to hide
the carcass and come back to devour. it in the cool of
the evening.
The products of fermentation are so repulsive to
the higher animals that only the distress of actual
starvation would tempt a monkey to touch a rotten
apple or quench his thirst with acidulated grapejuice. Poppy fields need no fence ; tobacco leaves
are in no danger of being nibbled by browsing cattle.
Nature seems to have had no occasion for providing
instinctive safeguards against such out-of-the-way
things as certain mineral poisons; yet the taste of
arsenic, though not violently repulsive (like that of
the more common, and therefore more dangerous,
vegetable poisons), is certainly not attractive; but
rather insipid, and a short· experience seems to supplement the defects of instinct in that respect.
Trappers know that poisoned baits after a while lose
~heir seductiveness,:and"_old ~rats have been seen
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driving their young from a dish of arsenic-poisoned
gruel.
. .
Certainly no animal would feel any natural mchnation to seek arsenic or· alcohol for its own sake,
and there is no reason to suppose that man, in that
respect, differs from every known species of his
fellow-creatures. Our clerical temperance lecturers
rant about "the lusts of the unregenerate heart," the
"weakness of the flesh," the "danger of yielding to
the promptings of appetite," as if Nature herself
would tempt us to our ruin, and the path of safety
could be learned only from preternatural revelation.
But the .truth is that to the palate of a child, even
the child of a habitual drunkard, the taste of alcohol
is as repulsive as that of turpentine or bitterwood.
Tobacco fumes and the stench of burning opium still
nauseate the children of the habitual smoker as they
would have nauseated the children of the patriarchs.
The first cigar demonstrates the virulence of nicotine
by vertigo and sick headaches; the first glass of beer
is rejected by the revolt of the stomach ; the fauces
contract and writhe against the first dram of brandy.
Nature records her protest in the most unmistakable
language of instinct, and only the repeated and con·
tinued disregard of that protest at last begets the
abnormal craving of that poison-thirst which clerical
blasphemf'rs ascribe to the promptings of our natural
appetites. They might as well make us believe in a
natural passion for dungeon air, because the prisoners of the Holy Inquisition at last lost their love of
liberty and came to prefer the stench of their subterranean black-holes to the breezes of the free mountains.
.
The craving for hot spices, for strong meats, and
such abominations as fetid cheese and fermented
cabbage have all to be artificially acquired ; and in
regard to the selection of our proper food the
instincts of our young children could teach us more
than a whole library of ascetic twaddle. Not for the
sake of "mortifying the flesh," but on the plain
recommendation of the natural senses that prefer
palatable to disgusting food, the progeny of Adam
could be guided in the path of reform and\ learn to
avoid forbidden fruit by the symptoms of its forbidding taste.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.

There is a tradition that the ancient Thessalians
made it a rule that the guests of their banquets must
get drunk on pain of expulsion. To let anyone remain sober, they argued, would not be just to the
befuddled majority, of whose condition he might be
tempted to take all sorts of advantage. If bhe evils
of drunkenness were undeserved afflictions, ·it would
certainly be true that sobriety would give an individual an almost unfair advantage over the rest of his
fellow-men. He would be an archer trying his skill
against hoodwinked rivals, a runner challenging the
speed of shackled competitors. There is not a
mechanical or industrial avocation in which sobriety
does not give a man the advantage which health and
freedom confer over crippling disease. For the baneful effects of intemperance are by no means limited
to the moments of actual intaxication, but react on
the half-lucid intervals, and even on the after years of
the reformed toper. Temperance, in the widest
sense, of abstinence from unfit food and drink, would
be the best gift which the fairies could bestow on a
favorite child, for the blessing of frugal habits in
eludes almost all other blessings whatever. Spontaneous gayet.y, the sunshine of the unclouded soul,
is dimmed by the influence of the first poison-habit,
and the regretful retrospects to the " lost paradise of
childhood" are founded chiefly on the contrast of
poieon-engendered distempers with the moral and
physical health of earlier years. Temperance prolongs that sunshine to the evening of life. By temperance alone the demon of life-weariness can be
kept at bay in times of fiercest tribulation. Undimmed eyes can more easily recognize the gleam of
.sunshine behind the clouds. The prisoners of. the
outlawed Circassian insurgents admitted that, in
spite of hunger, hardships, and constant danger,
their captors contrived to enjoy life better than their
enemies in the brandy-reeking abundance of their
headquarters. The myth of the Lotos- eaters described a nation of vegebarians who passed life so
pleasantly that visitors refused to leave them, and
renounced their native lands. The religion of Mohammed makes abstinence from intoxicating drinks a
chief duty of a true believer, and that law alone has
prevented the physical degeneration of his followers.
With all their mental sloth and the enervating influence
of their harem life, the Turks are still the finest representatives of physical manhood. At the horse
fairs of Bucharest I saw specimens of their broadshouldered, proud-eyed rustics, whose appearance
contrasted strangely with that of the sluggish boors
and furtive traffickers of the neighboring natives.
After twelve hundred years of exhaustive wars,
alternating with periods of luxury and tempting
wealth, the descendants of the Arabian conquerors
are still a hardy, long-lived race, physically far
superior to the rum-drinking foreigners of their coast
towns. For more than six hundred years the temper~~:te Moriscos held their own in war and peaqe
a~ainst all nations of Christendom. Their Semitic
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dePcent gave them no natural advantage over their
Caucasian rivals · but they entered the arena of life
with clear eyes ~nd unpalsied hearts, and in an age
of universal superstition made their country a garden
of science and industry. Their cities offered a refuge
to the scholars and philosophers of three continents,
and in hundreds of pitched battles their indomitable
valor prevailed against the wine-inspired heroism of
their adversaries.
Frugality has cured diseases which defied all
other remedies. For thousands of reformed gluttons it has made life worth living, after the shadows
of misery already threatened to darken into the
gloom of approaching ~ight. Luigi Cornaro_, a V~ne
tian nobleman of the siXteenth century, had Impaued
his health by gastronomic excesses till his physicians
despaired of his life, when, as a last resort, ~e
resolved to. try a complete change of diet. His
father, his uncles, and two of his" brothers had all
died before the attainment of their fiftieth year; but
Luigi determined to try conclusions wi~h th_e demon
of unnaturalism and at once reduced his daily allowance of meat to' one-tenth of the usual quantity, and
his wine to a stint barely sufficient to flavor a cup of
Venetian cistern-water. After a month of his new
regimen he regained his appetite. After ten weeks
he found, himself able to take long walks without
fatigue, and could sleep without being awakened by
nightmare horrors. At the end of a year all the
symptoms of chronic indigeRtion had left him, and he
resolved to make the plan of his cure the rule of his
life. That life was prolonged to a century-forty
years of racking disease followed by sixty years
of unbroken health, undimmed clearness of mind,
unclouded content. Habitual abstinence from unnatural food. and drink saves the trials of constant selfcontrol and the alternative pangs of repentance.
"Blessed are the pure, for they can follow their
inclinations with impunity."
C.-PERVERSION.

The poison-habit, as we might call the craving for
the stimulus of unnatural diet, is the oldest vice, and
in some of its forms has been practiced by almost
every nation known to history or tradition. Thousands of years before Lot got drunk on home-made
wine, the ancestors of the Brahmans fuddled with
soma-juice; Zoroaster enacts laws against habitual
intoxication; the art of turning grape-juice from
a blessing into a curse seems.to have been known to
the nations of Iran, to the Parsees, and to the
first agricultural colonists of the lower Nile. Nunus,
the Arabian Noah, is said to have planted vineyards
on the banks of the Orontes; the worship of Bacchus
was introduced into Asia l\'Iinor several centuries
before the birth of Homer. The origin of the opium
habit antedates the earliest records of Chinese history; for immemorial ages the Tartars have been
addicted to the use of Koumis (fermented mare's
milk), the Germanic nations to beer, the natives
of Siam to tea and sago-wine. Intoxication and the
excessive use of animal food were prevalent vices,
especially in the larger cities, of pagan Greece and
Rome.
Yet the ancients sinned with their eyes half open.
Their recognition of dietetic abuses was expressed in
the word {htgality, which literally meant subsistence
on tree fruits-or, at least, vegetable products-in
distinction from the habitual use of flesh-food. The
advantages of temperate habits were never directly
denied; the law of Pythagoras enjoins total abstinence from wine and flesh, and the name of a
" Pythagorean " became almost a synonym of
"philosopher." In all but the most depraved centuries of Imperial Rome, wine was forbidden to children and women. The festival of the Bona Dea
commemorated the fate of a Roman matron who had
yielded to the temptation of intoxicating drink, and
was slain by the hand of her stern husband. Lycurgus recommends the plan of letting the pupils of the
military training-schools witness the bestial conduct
of a drunken Helot, in order to inspire them with an
abhorrence of intoxication. 'rhe bias of public opinion always respected the emulation of patriarchal
frugality and frowned upou the excesses of licentious
patricians.
.
But the triumph of an anti-physical religion removed those safeguards. Mistrust in the competence
of our natural instincts formed the keystone of the
Galilean dogma. The importance of physical welfare
was systematically depreciated. The health-laws of
the l\'Iosaic code were abrogated. The messiah of
A.ntinaturalism sanctioned the use of alcoholic drinks
by his personal example-nay, by the association
of that practice with the rites of a religious sacrament. The habit of purchasing mental exaltationeven of a fever-dream-at the expense of the body,
agreed perfectly with the te~dencies of a ~ature
despising fanaticism, and durmg the long mght of
the Middle Ages monks and priests vied in an
unprecedented excess of alcoholic riots. Nearly every
one of the thick-sown convents from Greece to Portugal had a vineyard and a wine-cellar of its own.
The monastery of Weltenburg on the upper Danube
operated the largest brewery of the German empire.
For centuries spiritual tyranny and spirituous license
went P!!t~d, tn hand, and ~s the ch~rch i:p.cre!i,S(lQ
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in wealth, gluttony was added to the unnatural thus expended in the purchase of disease were de- absinthe, fetid cheese, and caustic spices. The sechabits of the priesthood, and only the abject poverty voted to the promotion of arson and robbery, the ond would abolish many kinds of animal food, but
of the lower classes prevented intemperance from utmost possible extent of the consequent mischief sanction milk, butter, eggs, honey, and other " semibecoming a universal vice. As it was, the follower!! would probably fall short of the present result. The animal" substances, condemned by the extreme
of the Nature-despising messiah lost no opportunity stimulant habit in all its forms clouds the sunshine school of vegetarians. " From the egg to the apple,"
to drown their better instincts in alcohol. They of life like an all-pervading poison-vapor. Alcohol is an old Latin phrase which proves that the fruga1ity
could plead the precedence of their moral exemplars, undermines the stamina of manhood; narcotic drinks of the ancient Romans never went to such extremes.
and vied in sowing the seeds of bodily diseases foster a complication of nervous diseases; opium and Milk, eggs, and vegetable fats, in their combination
which their system of ethics welcomed as conducive tobacco impair the vigor of the cerebral functions. with farinaceous dishes, might amply replace the
to the welfare Qf a world-renouncing soul.
The excessive use of animal food, too, avenges itself flesh food of the northern nations, and, considering
Among the slaves of the Scotch kirk-tyrants the in all sorts of moral and physical disorders. It in- the infinite variety of fruits and vegetables known to
long-continued suppression of all healthier pastimes flames passions which no prayer can quench. "Alas! modern horticulture, there seems no reason why a
contributed its share to the increase of intemperance. what avails all theology against a diet of bull-beef~, vegetarian diet should necessarily be a monotonous
On the day when the laboring classes found their Father Smeth wrote from the Sioux missions; and the one. The Religion of Nature will require the renunonly chance of leisure, outdoor sports were strictly almost exclusive use of flesh food has, indeed, a:ffi.icted ciation of several deep-rooted prejudices, but its path
prohibited. Dancing was considered a heinous, and our Indians with the truculence of carnivorous beasts. of salvation will in no sense be a path of thorns.
on the Sabbath almost an unpardonable, sin. The The same cause has produced the same effects in
Christian Indifference.
tennis-halls were closed from Saturday night to Mon- western Europe. The carnivorous saints of medieval
day morning. Bathing was sinful. Mountain excur- Spain delighted in .matanzas and heretic-hunts, as
Another instance of the " rarity of Christian charsions, strolls along the beach, or in the open fields, their carnivorous ancestors in the butcher sports of ity" has just been exemplified at the cost of a human
were not permitted on the day of the Lord. Dietetic the circus, and their British contemporaries in bear- life in the ~eighboring city of Joliet. Jacob Gloyer,
excesses, however, escaped control, and thus became baits and Tyburn spectacles.
a young, well-educated German, teacher of the
the general outlet for the cruelly suppressed craving
E.-REFORM.
Turners' free school, died between Sunday night and
for a diversion from the deadly monotony of drudgery
The consequences of intemperance· have at all times Monday morning under most distressing circumand church-penance. For "Nature will have her provoked protests against the more ruinous forms of stances.
·
revenge, and when the most ordinary and harmless the poison-habit, but the advance from special to
By the efforts of Carl Plum, a business man of this
recreations are forbidden as sinful, is apt to seek general principles is often amazingly slow; and even city, but a resident of Joliet, and· one of the leading
compensation in indulgences which no moralist would now the cause of temperance is hampered by the Turners in this district, a Freethought school was
be willing to condone, .
and the strictest short"'ightedness of reformers who hope to eradicate founded to counteract the insidious Catholic influence
observance of all those minute and oppressive Sab- the Upas-tree by clipping and hacking its more which so permeates the German schools of Joliet.
batarian regulations was found compatible with prominent branches. They would limit prohibition Young Gloyer was invited to assume charge, and the
consecrating the day of rest to a quiet but unlimited to the more deadly stimulants, not dreaming that school thrived for a time. But when the children
assimilation of the liquid which inebriates but does the fatal habit is sure to reproduce its fruit from were withdrawn, either to take part in the struggle
not cheer" (Saturday Review, July 19, 1879). the sm~llest germs; that the poison:vice, in fact, is for existence or by removal, few were found to take
"Everyone," says Lecky, "who c.onsiders the world infallibly progressive, ever tending to goad the mor- their place, and the school gradually waned and the
as it really exists, must have convinced himself that bid craving of the toper to stronger and stronger power of the priests became paramount. The young
in great towns public amusements of an exciting poisons or to a constant increase in the quantity of pedagog found it necessary to either cease holding his
order are absolutely necessary, and that to suppress the wonted stimulant: from cider to brandy, from school or limit its sessions to certain hours, and dethem is simply to plunge an immense portion of the laudanum to morphine, from tonic bitters to rum, cided on the latter course, so that he was enabled to
from a glass of wine to a dozen bottles, from beer find employment as a waiter in a restaurant. · The
population into the lowest depths of vice."
Clerical despotism is still a potent ally of intemper- and tobacco to the vilest tipples of the dram-shop. proprietor was a bigoted Catholic, so that young
ance. In hundreds of British and North American "Principiis obsta" (Resist the beginnings) was a Gloyer, who lodged with him, invariably preferred
cities the dearth of better pastimes drives our work- Latin maxim of deep significance. The cumulative the seclusion of his room to the society of the family.
ingmen to the pot-house. They drink to get drunk, tendency of the stimulant vice may be resisted, but
Sunday afternoon he was out with Freethought
as the only available means of escaping tedium and o'nly by constant vigilance, constant self-denial, con· friends, but early retired to his own apartment.
the . consciousness of their misery. Nature craves stant struggles with the revivals of a morbid appe- Shortly after, moans and groans were heard, even by
recreation, and the suppression of that instinct has tency, all of which might be saved by the total passers-by, appR.rently emanating from the room of
renunciation of all abnormal stimulants whatever, for the young teacher. Those pitiful moans increased
avenged itself by its perversion.
only in that sense is it true that " abstinence is easier in intensity until nearly daylight, when they ceased
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
altogether. His cries of distress were plainly heard
Dietetic abuses have contributed more to" the than temperance."
We must accustom our boys to avoid the poison- by people in the neighborhood, who presumed that
progress of human degeneration than all other causes
taken together.
Our infants are sickened with vice as a loathsome disease, rather than as a forbidden people in the bouse were attending to his wants, so
drastic drugs. The .growth of young children is luxury which could ever be indulged without paying that not a solitary individual volunteered to go to
stunted with narcotic beverages; the suppression of the penalty of Nature in a distressing reaction, far his assistance or even notify his friends. Toward
healthier pastimes drives our young men to the rum- outweighing the pleasures of the morbid and mo- morning some one asked a milkman to look in his
shop; intemperance has become the Lethe in which mentary exaltation. We must teach them that the room, stating what he had heard, and remarking,
the victims of social abuses seek to drown their artifice by which the toper hopes to cheat Nature out "He's quiet now." There on the bed, with muscles
misery. The curse of the poison-habit haunts us of an access of abnormal enjoyment is under all cir- contracted by cramps, "drawn up like a ball," as they
from the cradle to the grave, and for milliqns of our cumstances a losing game, which at last fails to pro- expressed it, young Gloyer was not yet quite cold in
fellow-men has made the burdens of life to outweigh duce, e>en for the moment of the fever-stimulus, a death. An acute attack of cholera-morbus, which a
its blessings. There is a doubt if the "years" of glimpse of happiness at all comparable to the un- simple remedy or the slightest assistance might hav
relieved, was the cause of his death. The following
Genesis should be understood in the present meaning clouded sunshine of temperance.
But before we can hope to redeem the victims of day the daughters of Cal:'l Plum, robed in white,
of the word ; but historians and biologists agree that
the average longevity of our race has been enormously the poison-vender, we must learn to make virtue more sprinkled flowers in the grave of the talented young
reduced within the last twenty centuries, and in- attractive than vice. We must counteract the attrac- German, and one of them took occasion to giv the
temperance is the chief cause of that decrease. Our tions of the rum-shop by inviting reforming topers, Christians a little lesson on moral philosophy and
E. A. STEVENS.
average stature has been redueed even below that of not to the whining conventicles of a Sabbath-school, practical Christianity.
the ancient natives of an enervating climate, like that but to temperance gardens, resounding with music
As mankind improve, the number of doctrins
of the lower Nile, as proved by D'Arnaud's measure- (dance music, if "sacred concerts" should pall) and
ments of the Egyptian mummy-skeletons. On our the jubilee of romping children, and shortening which are no longer disputed or doubted will be
own continent, outdoor life in the struggle with the summer days with free museums, picture galleries, constantly on the increase, and the well-being of
perils of the wilderness has somewhat redeemed our swings, ball grounds, and foot-race tracks. The mankind may almost be measured by the number and
gravity of the truths which hav reached the point of
loss of physical manhood; but what are the men of gods of the future will contrive to outbid the devil.
It would be unfair, though, to depreciate the ser- being uncontested. The cessation on one question
modern Europe compared with their iron-fisted ancestors, the athletic Greeks, the world-conquering vices of the Christian ministers who in a choice after another of serious controversy is one of the
Romans, the Scandinavian giants, the heroic Visi- between dogma and reform have bravely sided with necessary incidents of the consolidation of opiniongoths 1 Like a building collapsing under the progress Nature, and, defying the wrath both of spiritual and a cons0lidation as salutary in the case of true opinof a devouring fire, the structure of the human body spirituous poison-mongers, of rum-sellers and heretic- ions as it is dangerous and noxious when the
·
has shrunk under the influence of the poison-habit; banters, are trying their utmost to undo the mischief opinions are erroneous.-J. S. Mill.
and there is no doubt that the moral vigor of our of their antinatural creed, by frankly admitting that
The Inwardness of tlle Mormon Confiscation.
race has undergone a corresponding impairment- a man can be defiled by "things that enter his mouth,"
From the Sequachee Sun.
appreciable in spite of the recent revival of intellect- and that the sacrament of eucharistic alcohol should
Would it not be a good thing for the United States to take
charge of all the church property in the country, and approual activity and the constant increase of general in- be abandoned to the rites of devil-worshipers.
But the religion which pretends to inculcate a priate it strictly for the benefit of public schools?
formation.
The government has as much right to confiscate the propThe tide is turning; the victims of anti-physical peace-making spirit of meekness has been strangely
of the Methodist or Baptist churches as it has the
dogma!:! are awakening to the significance of their remi-ss in opposing the excessive use of a diet which erty
Mormons. We do not believe there is any church right
delusion; the power of public opinion has forced the is clearly incompatible with the promotion of that except the Christian (vulgarly called Campbellite) church.
dupes of the alcohol-brewing Galilean to join the virtue. In Christians, as in Turks, Tartars, and It is the only true church of Christ. And all others are
crusade of the temperance movement ; diet-reform North American Redskins, a chiefly carnivorous diet teaching doctrins contrary to the best interests of the people ;
· t" t f
·
b
t
d
we favor wiping them out.
has become a chief problem of civilization; but the engen d ers th e ms
me s o carmvorous eas s, an a
None (except the Campbellites) hav half the Bible indorseupas-tree of the poison-habit is too deeply rooted to Peace Congress celebrating its banquets with sixteen ment the Mormons hav. We tliink the Mormons are a little
be eradicated in a single generation, and the task of courses of flesh food might as well treat a vigilance off yet they are nearer in accord with the Bible than many
redemption will be the work of centuries. As yet committee to sixteen courses of opium. "Frugality" so-~alled orthodox churches. Wipe out Mormons and all,
establish the Christian church, which is the only true
the probing of the wound has only revealed the ap- should again be promoted in the ancient sense of the and
church of Christ. It is best to wipe out one at a time, as it
palling extent of the canker-sore. The statistics of word; in a community of reformants temperance and will be easier to take them in detail.
Wipe out the Mormons first; then pitch into the Baptists,
the liquor traffic have established the fact that the vegetarianism should go hand in hand. Or rather,
value of the resources wasted on the gratification of the word "temperance" should be used in the and the Mormons will aid in their downfall out of revenge.
the poison-vice far exceeds the aggregate amount of extended sense that would make it a synonym of When the Mormons and Baptists are no more, pick up some
1 • d
rest.
the yearly expenditure for educational, charitable, and Ll.~stinence from a l l ,czn
s of unnatura l .f oo d an d of Itthewill
be just as constitutional as what is now being done
sanitary purposes-nay, that the abolition of that drznk1 • and Dr. Schrodt's rule should become the with the Mormons. Wiping out Mormonism is a good
traffic would save a sum sufficient for all reforms canon of every dietetic reform league, "Avoid," he precedent fo~ future legislation. The ice had to _be broken
needed to turn earth into a physical and social para- says "all drinks and stimulants repulsive to the somewhere m order to take away personal liberty and
b t I
II co m est"bl
the people.
dise. And yet that waste expresses only the indirect paI a e of an u~se_d uce d ch"ld
I
•. u a so a
I
es enslave
The liberties
of a people are never taken all at once.
and smaller part of the damage caused by the curse that need artifiCial preparatiOn to make them palat- Legislation of this kind begins on some weak body, and
of the poison habit. The loss in health and happi- able." The first part of that rule ·would exclude gradually uses one faction against anotber qntil all are made
·
U~f!l? 9~nlfot be ~stim.ate(!. in coin; but if the sum opium, tobacco, alcoholic beverages, tea, coffee, ' slaves,
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The Constitution.
September 17, 1787, the convAntion called to
formulate a Comtitntion for the United States finished itq work and submitted it to the people. The
convention was presidfld over by Washington, and
mPt in Philadelphia. We are· favore.d with two circulars calling attenti0n to this, and outlining the
monster celebration of that convention's centennial
to be held in Philadelphia, SeptPmber 17th. The
president of the United Stat!ls will be there, a score
or more of governors bav ar>cepted invitqtions, and
innumerable ed'tors, senat"lrs, repreBentqtivs, doctorR, ecclesia~tics, poet<~, or!lt'lrs, jnd~es, inventors,
bi~torianFI, army and navy officerfl, and lawyers ·are
expert<>d t0 join in. If the bopeB of the Comtitutional CetJtonnial commission be realized, it will be a
big day for Philadelphia.
To arouse the pP.ople upon the Bubject and fill
them with enthuqia<~m suffi1ient t0 induce an overcrowding or Philadelphia. the commi!!Rion h11s iFIFIUed
an addrel'ls "to the people of t''e Unit<>d Stqtes."
The addreBs is appealingly tender. t11uchingly path•tic, bravely heroic, and hypocrit"cally p11triotie~.
We bav room, however, for 1--ut one paragraph. Of
SPptember 17, 1787, and its results, the address
says:
" The labors of that rlav presPrvf'rl for all time t.hP prPcimJ~
frnits of fr~>erlom and ~Plf-e:ovPrnment. Unique in ori~in ;
without a prototype in rleRie:n; of Pnrlnrine: Rtr•·ng"th, anrl of
phPnomPnal RllCCe<~. in the' historv of political philoRoph,·
the Constitution RtRmiA alone. TPRferl by dRne:er anrl arlverRity, RA well flR bv pPRCP. anrl proRperify. enrl~>ared to nR
by trarlition aurl hallowPrl bv PXnPriencP, it hap becnme thP
ohjPct of onr r~>ver.,ntial anrl aff••ctinnate reg"R-rl. To it no
AmPri,.an minrl can bP. too aftl•ntiv. anrl no AmPrican hPart
too rlevoterl, anrl it is he!iP.VI•d that. thP pPoplP- will e:Rt.her. RR
they nPvPr yet hav e:at.herPrl. to commPmnrate hv npproprin.t~<
exercises the v:reat. work which waR R!'CnmpliRhPrl in PhilnrJ.,J.
phia hy rhe Rtat.f'RmPn of the RPvnlution. anrl to retnrn in a
devont nnrl HPa•tfPlt. mannPr thPir thankR to rlivinP provirlencP
for the ble~singR which they hav enjoyed during a century of
federal conRtitutional government."

We sincerely wiRh tlJis were all t"ue about thP
"reverential and affArtionatq regard" the people hav
for the grPat "chartAr of our libertieR," and if it were.
none would more hPartily Celebrntq this centennial.
But it iB not. It is Bimply political buncombe and
fireworks rhFtoric of tbe ancient Fourth of July Ptvle.
The Comt'tution, with its amendment<~, iFI, perbapFI,
the wi~<e•t politicRl document tbat men hav drawn.
It is simple. dire<'t, broad, comprehensiv, and, be~t
of all, probibitR governmental tvrflnny. That iB its
spirit. But has this spirit given life?· Is the Constit•Jtion reverenced and it~ proviRions regarded T
If wfl revere an authority, we are 11pt to obey it9 commandB, for sincere regard is bP!"t Rhown by works
and not by lip Bervice. The Conf'titution of the
United StatPs is held up for an idol, framed for Bhow,
pictured as "dtvine "-iwd then, like m~tny. another
precious thing, put away in memory's attic and forgotten. There is not a polit:cian in tbe countryand the politicians are unfortunatalv our law-makers
-who cares a straw for the Constitution. He never

thinks of it ; our executiv officers forgt-t its existence, really is false, ·the eff~ct it has upon its b'3lievers
and our judges twi~t 1t into unmeaning shape when ! would be a sufficient reason for its rejection by·
some rash litigant appeals to its provisions. The decent and humane people.
Comtitution is violated at every session of Congress,
The "only remarkable thing about Mr. Field's
broken by every e:t~te legislature in the coun_try, by "reply" to Colonel Ingersoll is the absence ther·efrom of scurrility and abuse. As it shows that there
almo"t every municipahty and town government.
Our statute books coutain thousands of laws con- is at least one gentleman in the Christian mi.niqtry,
trove1 ting the Constitution in spirit and !totter. The we are grateful for this open letter. That Mr. Field
ChriE'tian church is, perhaps, ,its most deadly foe. is, however, alone in his elevation, ·the only one
For the benefit of our pious citizens hundreds of of his kind in the P.tndora's bn of superstition, iR as
Jaws hav been enacted, every one of which is UDCOn- clearly shown OJ the C'Jmments of ,_!;he religious
~t tutional.
Chaplains in the army; chaplains in the press. And even Me. Fteld, with all his strained
navy; Indians givt-n over body and soul to seCts; and labored courte~y. could not sink the minister
money appropriated for religious purposes; persecu- completely, but insinuates that Mr. Ingersoll- is
tions inaugurated at the imtance of the church; re- insincere and hils not convinced him9elf by his own
ligious rites on all public occasions-these, and arguments. Acknowledging that the C0lonel is an
d0zens of other violat10ns, occur annually, done by Atheist, and giving as best he can Mr. Ingersoll's
Congress, of all po"f:'rs the one that should be the reaBons therefor, Mr. Field asks of Mr. Ingersoll :
mo~t jealous of our Great Charter. In the states, "Does your argument convince yourself T With all
mstters are worse. Every one of the Demands of your tendency to skepticism, do you really believe
Liberalism is a demand for the restoration of Consti- that there is no moral government of the world-no
tutional government, depa1 ted from at the solicita- power behind nttture 'making for righteousness''" .
tion of some begging religious sect. Secular corpoWe do not imagin the time will ever come when a
rations, too, e:mash the Conr:,titution into verbal theologian will be t.horoughly honest and fair toward
splinters, and the comts help them by learned de- an Infidel. Mr. Field's eff.)rt in that direction is
cisions of great length and ingenuity. If one of the commendable, and we advise him to try again. When
framers of the Constitution could return to the these good qualities come to him with less striving,
United States to-day, the first question he would ask be can pay more attent.ion to his argument. As in
is, ''When was the Constitution thrown overboard 1" the present instance be was compelled. to expend
Blasphemy prosecutions occurring under a charter nearly all his energy in trying to be polite, his article
guaranteeing free speech; heretics deprived of civil suffers greatly in other direct.ions.
rights in a land where all men are said to be equal;
Religious .Agents.
the state treasury robbed in the name of religion,
though the Constitution forbids the establishment of
Ever since the legiBlature passed the Jaw allowing
religion; churches controling in politics, though police magistrates to commit juvenil delinquents to
church and state are supposed to be separate institu- religious institutionB, these corporations hav main·
tions-all these would surprise the resurrected tained agflnts at all the police courtR, whose busines~
framer of a Constitution which forbids them, and in- it is to influence magistrates to send them prisoners.
dicate that the document which be considered im- In many courts these agents are as plenty as hotel
pregnable bad gone to ruin and decay. It certainly runners in a depot. The reaqon for this solicitude
cannot be said to be reverenced with a very affection- is found in the f11ct that ,the state pays for the keepate regard, though it has been and is undoubtedly ing of these unfortunates, and the institution that
" tested by danger and adversity."
gets 'them gets also hard cash to pay its priests, and
When the cohorts and the hosts meet in Philadel- some credit for "doing good work."
phia next month, they will probably carry out the
Thesfl agents are a most unscrupulous lot of fellows,
program of turning their eyes to the skies and say- as pr0fessiotial philanthropists are apt to be, and
ing to the air that they a:re thankful for the blessings tbey rel'lort to almoRt any trick to get business for
which his "Divine Providence" has so kindly vouch- their piouB jails. One of the worst of these caBes
safed. This, also, will be a work of national bypoc- came to ligbt last week. Miss Mary O'H>tra is a modnsy. There never was so much suffering in this eRt ann induFitriOUFI cigar-milker, employed by HtJ.ll,
country as now, and if his '' D1vine Providence" is Blair & Co., Brooklyn. Friday Bhe went to a picnic
really conducting the aff11irs of this planet, his efforts in t.he outf'kirts of the city, and at night failed to
are not exactly blessings. Men are dying of want, return. One of her employers went to the police
and women doing worse, because of poverty; chil- headquarters and reported her disappearance. He
dren by hundreds are giving up their little lives ere was BUrprised when informed by a detectiv that the
they are well bPgun. Heartless oppression is slowly girl bad bPen arrested on the night of the picnic
mmdering thousands of laborers m mines and facto- while aRl~ep on a bench in the depot of the Prospect
ries, and ''society" is afraid of a French Revolution Park and Coney Island R'tilroad, in Twentieth street,
on American soil. Injustice is about as common as and t hfl following day, whfln arraig-ned before Jusjustice, and a man who livs honestly, deals right- tiC'e MaR~ev for intoxication, bad been sent to the
eously, and helps his fellows, is pointed out as a HouFie of the Good Shepherd.
phenomenon. ··This does not look as though" D1vine
The "HouBeof the Good ·ShPpberd" is an instituProvidence" is distnbuting blt>ssings with any too tion which makeB a F1pecialty of taking in abandoned
lavish band.
women, and the employer indignantly wanted to know
The Contltitutional Centennial commission would why the inFitice bad l'ent a good girl to Buch a place.
do infiuitly more good if it should addrtSi! itself to Justice MaBRey tnld him that. the agent, of the house
the revival of a regard fur the ~pirit and letter of our bad represented t.bat MiFIB O'Hara had been corrupted
great charter instead of conducting an extravagant by her surroundings in the cigar factory, t.bat her empageant in which the orators will be robed and er- ployer wal'l an immoral man, and that. she bad become
wmed hypocrite, and the audience self-satit>fied Rbandoned. The employer informf'ld the judg-e thttt
patriots tickted to be told bow great they bav be- t.he agent was a liRr, that Miss 0' H11.ra was 11. good and
come. There is, of course, a· good deal of personal virtuonR girl, and that she had bP.en arre!'ltqd by a
liberty yet lt-ft in this country, but it is mostly the fool offi11er, simply because Rbe fell asleep in the
liberty to r:,tarve "in the sphere in which God has depot while waiting for a car, that she never was
placed you."
drunk in her life, and only drank two glasses of beer
that day. The judge at once ordered the diEOcbarge
.A l<~ailure.
of the girl, and calling the agent before him, said to
"It is not always necessary to answer an Infidel. him: ''I am very much surprisen that you should
If one will answer him, it is not always necess.ary hav mRde such a st.otRment to me as you did, reflectto use courtesy." These are the words of a Chris- ing on the honor of Mr. Blair. I hav had this mattian journal in beginning a commendation of Henry ter most thoroughly inveBtigated, and fiud your
M. F1eld's "Open Letter to Rubert G. Ingersoll" in statements regarding Mies O'HRra to be utterly withthe .North American Review. And this Christian out foundation in fact. You hav maligned an inpaper cites as precedents for its position the examples nocent man, and wronged the girl as well. In
of Jesus Christ and Mar; in Luther. "Col. Robert future you will bav to be very careful in your stateG. Ingersoll," goes on tbe Independent, "bas gener- mpnts t.o me about people."
ally bad scant courtesy from Christian apologists;
The judge need not bav been surprised. Every
and he bas not deserved much."
one .who knows these religious institutions knows
These are truly Christian sentiments, and they that the harpies they keep in courts are not at all
reveal the u. gliness of the Christian religion. If scrupulonB aR to how they obtain their victims, the
Christianity were, as a matter of fact, as true as it main object being to get them, and then get the
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state's money. Giving cal'!b to religious corporations One of the scientists told a World reporter that at
is putting a premium on rPligioul'! knavery.
last year's convention in Buffalo, Professor Morse
made an address that was so full of Infidelity that
" The Tr·uth of History."
the Catholic diocesan authorities there forbade the
The Workingmen's Ad,Joaate, published in New
clergy from attending the meetings. He added that
Haven, Corm •• prints the following paragraph, giving
the action of the prayer-ineeting was decidedly out
as its authority the London Justiae:
of place, and bas been commented on with something
"Mr. Charles Bradla,lg;h, the muci]_.Jan<led Infidel M.P., approaching severity. There are Atheists and Instood cheek bv jowl with the Christian bmJ.r_qeois stl\tesmen
and voted against the weekly payment bill in Parliament. fidels in the association in abundance.
The action of the pietists, however, is in keeping
Capitalists hav a stronger bond between them than so-callerl
religion. M~tmmon is worRhiped by both Infidel and with the arrogant claims made for their religion,
'Christian' Briti~h lawm'!.kers."
according to which no man is good unless he believes
In the National Reformer of July 31, 1887, Mr- certain things. What the world therefore regards as
Charles Bradlaugh himself tells bow be stands. He a piece of impudence, the Christians call a humble
says:
duty. The fault is not so much with the men as
"The Truck Bill is now out of my hands, and in a few with their religion. If the Infidel scientists do not
days I shall know what the Lords-who hav formally rearl it want to be humiliated in this way in the future, let
a first time-will do with it; but as I hope and believe that them drop their kid~gloved. indifferentism and stand
it will pass into law this session with but little alteration, I
venture-especially in view of the reckleRs misrepresentation up and tell the truth about C~istianity.
of my conduct ·-to explain to my readers the substantial
anrl. as I think, gr~>at advantages this bill will confer on the
working classes. The old Truck Bill of bt and 2d William
IV., cap. 37, did not extend to Ireland, and was limited to
the particular trades mentioned in the 19th section of that
act. The new bill-on the S'lgg;eqtion of Mr. Sexton, gladly
adopted by myself, and rearlily accepted by the late attorney.
general for Ireland-extend" to Ireland._ By a clause proposed by Mr. Sexton and accepted by me, weekly wage is
made compulsory in Ireland, where the employment is by
time. A further clause, proposed by Dr. G. B. Clark, pro.
hibits longer pay than fortnightly in Scotch quarries, where
the employment is by time. This I also accepted. The government wished to make weekly pay compulsory everywhere,
but the opposition was too strong for us. The new bill extends to every person clefined as a workman by the Employers and Workmen act, 1875."
It appears from this thl\t Mr. Bradlaugh gladly
extended tbP bill so as to include Ireland; that be
instantly accepted the amendment making weekly
payments compulsory in Ireland, and prohibiting in
Scotland longer intervals of payment than two
weeks ; and further that the government-which in
this case supported Mr. Bradlaugh-desired to make
weekly payments compulsory everywhere, and would
bav done so bad not the opposition "been too strong
for us." And when we add that Mr. Bradlaugh
was the originator and introducer of this bill; that
with the help of the Conservativs he ha~, night after
night., keptParliament in session until 3.30 o'clock
in the morning that the bill might become a law;
that be bas received deputations without number,
and patiently considered all amendments sugge~ted ;
that he has exhausted his powers of persuasion in
tr,Ying to reconcile the conflicting interests involved
in the bill; that he bas watched and defended the
bill on twenty-seven parliamentary nights-it will
occur to honest folk that London Justiae is a very
ignorant or knavish paper; and that the Workingmen's Advoaate is a little ha<~ty in its condemnation.

Jnfidt'l and thl'istian Scientists.
The American Association for the Advancement of
Science which met in this city last week and this
numbered some five or six hundred. The congress
lasted over one Sunday, on which day about seventyfive of the visiting scientists got together and held a
prayer-meeting at Columbia College. A lot of ministers were called in to do the praying, but many of
the scientists delivered impromptu little sermons of
an orthodox character. A subject of prayer alluded
to by all the ministers and some of the members of
the association was the ungodly character of the majority of their associates, who are Infidels, and who
at that moment were enjoying themselvs by the seaside, bathing, eating fish dinners, and having as good a
time generally 1\f! they knew how.
Monday, the Infidels got back to town and read in
the morning papers that they bad been made the
object of pious solicitude. They did not like it.
They regard prayer as a useless waste of energy, and
while they do not consider that in itself it will work
them harm, they do consider the conduct of their associates · as impudent, in assuming that the pious
ones are better than the heretics. Making them the
objects of prayers implies moral guardianship, and
this they resent.
The association embraces all creeds, but a majority
are Freethinkers though many of the latter do not
.
r ·
p f
. ' th .
care to emp h asize
eir vie~~ upon ~e IgiOn.
ro •
Edward S. Morse, the retirmg president,. has frequently publicly express~d very liberal views? a~d. in
his address the other mght be scored Christiamty
for having opposed every advance made by science,
and for having combated the scientists' deductions.

Clark Braden.
As some of our readers do not know who Clark
Braden is or why our lecturers refuse to debate with
him, we present a few " testimonials" to his character which are calculated to enlighten them.
Some years ago the Campbellite or Disciple church
at Perry, Ill., of which Mr. Braden was a member, issued an address to the Disciplesof the country,
repudiating him.
The address contained the following:
"We claim, therefore, that he imposed upon our ignorance
in this matter when he sought and obtained our confidence
and fellowship; and that consequently he is not, and never
was, rip:htfully a member of this congregation.
Until Clark Braden sets himself right before the congrega.
tion for his conduct here, we must hold him an enemy of the
church and to the cause which we plead, and as wholly
unworthy of a place among us either as a member of the
body or a preacher of the blessed gospel."
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tics of the country would be left almie. Though the
average Christian loves his- God devotedly, and has a
monnmen tal reverence for "God's holy Sabbath," that
Christian is rarely found who will go into his pocket
to back up his love and _reverence.

Editorial Notes.
is ·an important question asked by a subscriber of
the Okri8tian AdtJocate: "Is it necessary for a Christian to
kneel by his bedside to offer his daily prayer before retiring,
if the room is very cold? Will not God hear prayer if a
man prays in bed under such circumstances?" The editor
replies : " Persons who cease to kneel, and undertake to
pray in bed, we hav reason to believe soon giv up praving.
At this point temptation frequently begins." Kneeling in
prayer, therefore, is an evidence of grace, while praying in
bed is the first step on the road- to Infidelity. It is a
momentous subject, looked at in this light.
Hl!RE

A DISPA.TOH to a Paris newspaper, the RepubUq•u F'ran~ise, and printed here on the 4th inst;, says: "The pope has
decided to take part in the political elections, and has appointed a commission to canvass the clericals. He hopes to
secure a strong party in the Chamber of Deputies, and to
force the Quirinal to make concessions." That is to say, the
pope will use his spiritual power over his superstitious followers to force them to vote for the men he selects, in order
that he may compel Italy to giv to the church a small principality. Leo XIII. seems to be the most unscrupulously aggressiv pontiff that the Italians ever elected. By the way,
who excommunicates a pope for doing those things which
he excommunicates a priest for doing?

LAST y~>ar J. E. Remsburg delivered a lecture on the Sunday question in Baltimore. Lengthy reports of the lecture
appeared in the 8un, American, and other papers, which set
in motion a spirited controversy anrl agitation of the subject.
In the American Lwn Review for July and August, James T.
Ringe. old, an able lawyer of Baltimore, comes forward with
an e:x:haustiv paper entitled, "Sunday Idleness," in which he
demonstrates the unconstitutionality and utter absurdity of
our Sunday laws. "Alone among American penal statutes,"
he says, "the Sunday law is directed, not against a' crime,'
or an act injurious to civil society, but ap:ainst a 'sin.'" He
The Apostolia Times, a Campbellite paper, refer- justly contends that " an established Sunday really means
nothing more or less than an established church."
ring to one of Braden's pamphlets (they are all of the
same character), said:
THE American Association for the Advancement of Science
" We do not hesitate to declare_ that the author of such a met in convention at Columbia College, this city, last week.
tract deserves to be not only censured, but excommunicated In his arldress, Prof. E. W. Morse, of Salem, Mass., the
by the congregation to which he belongs, and repudiated by retiring president, paid this tribute to the Christian church:
the entire brotherhood, unless he givs evidence of sincere " The wirlesprearl public interest in Darwinism arose from
repentance."
the fact that every theory and every fact advanced in proof
The Christian Review, Q.nother Campbellite paper, of the derivativ origin of species applied with equal force to
the origin of man as one of the species. The public intereqt
gave him the following notice:
has been continually excited by the consistent energy with
"In addition to the slanderous documents hurled like a which the church; Catholic and Protestant alike, has infire-brand b~fore the public, Clark Braden's conrluct has veighed against the dangerous teachings of Darwin. Judging
been such for some time past that the church has discarded by centuries of experience, as attested by unimpeachable
him and disavowed any fellowship with him."
historical records, it is safe enough for an intelligent man,
Whe~ he made his infamous attack on Colonel even if he knows nothing about the facts, to promptly accept
Ingersoll, the Christian Standarcl, the leading paper as truth any generalization of science which the church
delares to be false, and, conversely, to repudiate with equal
of his denomination, published a defense of Ingersoll
promptness, as false, any interpretation of the behavior of
and refused to admit Braden's articles into its col- the universe which the church adjudges to be true. In
umns.
proof of this sweeping statement, one has only to read
The Falls City (Neb.) Journal, from which Braden the imposing collection of facts brought together by Dr.
solicited a complimentary notice, gave him the fol- White, the distinguished president of Cornell University,
which are embodied in his work, entitled 'The Warfare
lowing:
of Science,' as well as two additional chapters on the same
'' We personally know Clark Braden to be an unscrupulous subject which hav lately appeared in the Popular ScitmM
liar. Braden is a liar by nature, and a charlatan by profes- Monthly."
Rion. He exhausted his resources for knavery in this state,
THE Prohibition campaign was earnestly conducted in
and is no longer recognized by his own church in the East."
Texas. The Prohibition women were in dead earnest, and
The Table R>ck (Neb.) Argus testifies as follows: worked like experienced politicians At Denison, relates
"From what we can learn of Mr. Braden, he is a scoundrel the Sunday Gazetteer, near every polling-place refreshment
and a villain of the blackest dye. Christianity needs no such stands were erected, from which sandwiches, cofftle, lemonade, and melons were given out. Above the stands were the
defendt-rs as Clark Braden."
words, painted on long pieces of white cloth : " For God,
The Winfield (Kan) Norwonformist pays:
and Home, and Nativ Land, Free Lunch." Some of the
" It is yet to be reported that CJark BrR-den was ever electioneering of tile women provoked funny results. Apreceived in a community the second time except in company proaching a meek-lor-,king dar key, one of the most prominent
of the officers with jewelry on his wrists."
of the Temperance Union ladies said to him: "You are goThe Rev. L. L. Luse, of Nebraska, says:
ing to vote this ticket, are you not? You wouldn't sell your
"I hav had business transactions with a large number of vote for a cigar an(! a drink of whisky?" and received alesmen in a great many different states~men of all characters son in the science of dividing tweedle-dee from tweedle-dum,
and professions:-but for pure meanness, unlimited trickery, when the darkey replied: " Well, missus, I don't speck I
uncalled for and foolish lying, the like of Clark Braden I hav will ; but I jes's leave sell it for a cigar an' a drink ob whisky
as fo' a biscuit an' a piece ob fat meat." _At ano.ther pollingnever known."
Clark Braden is an unfit man for any gentleman to place a sanctimoniou"-looking n~>gro was besieged by a zealous member of the Women's Christian Temperancf.' Union,
as.sociate with. He is a moral polecat.
and importuned to vote the way of the total abstainers. He
silenced her with the following piece of religious philosophy:
And Jt ServtJd Him Right.
" It wah Ebe dat tempted Adam to commit de fust sin, but
The Osage City, Kan., Free Press brings this I'm not er gwine to be tooken iJl like Adam, an' yo' can't indoose me to poll er wrong vote on dis occashun." But, pervery interesting item of news:
haps, the most cruel rebuff received by any of the fair poli"Thomas J. Beets, living twt'> miles northwest of Melvern,
ticians was administered to one by a young man who looked
was brought before C. S. Martin, J.P., Monday last, and as though he might belong to the Young Men's Christian
charged by G~orge H. Dale with violation of the Sund~y Association, but who turned out to be a wolf in sheep's
law, by workmg on that day. The defendant asked for a clothing. "You will vote for us," cried the lady, rushing up
jury trial, whicll was given, and the jury brought in a verdiet of' not guilty, and that said cau~e of action was with- to him as he stood one side watching the crowd at the polls.
"I am nnt old enough to vote," was the reply. "Yes, you
out pro~~ble c~use.• ,The costs, $39.60, were taxed. to the
are; I know you are old enough to vote." "Well, if I'm
complammg wltness.
old enough to vote, I am certainly old enough to know how .
If every persecutor among the Christians could be to vote." The young lady said he was a mean thing, and
made to pay about forty dollars a persecute, the here- didn't speak to him again all day.
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DANSVILLE, Aug. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : ii'Ir. Peter Wilklow is dead. In the death of
Mr. Wilklow Dansville has lost lin earnest Liberal and one
J. KENNEY.
of its m9st upright citizws.

erecting a cheap and simple tombstone should they wish to
cherish for a little time the memory of so fragil and fleeting
a worm as I. Hence you will find ·inclosed $6-$5,for the
paper and $1 for Elmina's Defense Fund. And now I will
inform the many patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER and yourself, as well as the many friends of the orthodox faith, that
on the morning of the Fourth of July last, our eldest daughter, Mary, aged twenty-six years, passed away. She had
been a victim for many years to that insidious, lingering, and
dreaded disease, epilepsy. Our good orthodox friends no
doubt would""say God in his great mercy saw fit to take her
to himself; at last she is at rest, and all is well. I hope so,
dear friends. But the great query with me is why God
couldn't hav taken her on the occasion of her first hundred
fits, and not hav waited to inflict her with one thousand. But, friends, it's a relief to father and mother to feel
she is out of her trouble, and yet sad to know that she is absent.
A. F. ALBRIGHT.

STERLING, ILL., Aug. 2, 1887.
THE TRuTH SEEKER Co., Gentlemen: You are sending
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER to my father's address, Martin
Baer, Sterling, Ill. Now, every respectable sheet stops
when subscriptions expire. Please keep them. Father's
subscription expired in June. Father died in May, and we
bav no use for them. For the dollar you would send souls
to hell. Mind, there is a day of reckoning, for you hav
made the life of my mother miserable, who is a Christian
lady without reproach. You put me in mind of the dog who
runs around licldng sores, filling your infamous sheet with
TuLARE, CAL., July 20, 1887.
what ministers do, and secure followers for their labor. If
MR. EDITOR : There is one very important reason why
J!:lll ·are such saints why don't you send your lectures free Mrs. Slenker should be sustained and defended with all the
and not stand at the front door and claim sb much for hearenergy, means, and force that Liberals can contribute. The
ing nothing? What would you not do for gold ?
trials of Heywood, Benm:itt, and a long list of others may hay
J. H. BAER.
resulted in a general way in defeat, but when strengthening
the cause of mental liberty is considered, it is a victory to us
LExiNGTON, Mo., Aug. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : 1\irs. Colman tells of eig.ht hundreq vermin- by thousands added to our side. Heretofore it has been hard
ridden, starving little niggers in the .hands of their Yankee to raise funds for defense, and those who hav stood to the
deliverers-a sight that never was paralleled in all the days front, already poor, hav been reduced to destitution. The
of slavery. She seems to wonder why the Federal govern- great increase in numbers already renders the burden of
ment didn't hang Jefferson Davis, "the arch-traitor." Yes, defense light, when so many are seen to respond promptly
why didn't they, when no arm could save him, and he was to the defense fund of Aunt Elmina. With the increased
helpless in their power? I wish to tell her why. Because circulation of Liberal journals, and their ability and deterhe was not an arch nor any other kind of a traitor. Because mination to battle for the leaders, I see nothing on our part
the chief-justice of the Supreme Court held similar views to to be discouraged about. If Comstockism sees anything
those of Mr. Davis on the right of a state to secede. Because cheering in such victories as it has won, it must be because
when the states broke up the old confederation which had it is blind to the reverse side of the issue. Nothing rejoices
been declared "perpetual " they formed the present Union a good Christian like Comstock so much as to reduce his
victim to poverty. A liberal contribution of funds for
with that word out.
When we arid our passions are dead the historian of the defense, cheerfully given, will take much from the satisfuture will read that it took 2,800,000 men for years to con- faction of his prosecutions. I see no reason why, if Mrs.
querJefferson Davis and his 700,000 men, and be will write- Slenker's case is fully and fairly presented, she shall not be
acquitted. One such victory to us would be· worth ten
" Greater than Cmsar."
The moral is that if Rationalists intend to carry on a war times the cost.
Every exposure through the public press of the means by
against superstition, they would better let things alone on
which Comstock decoys victims fot prosecution arouses the
GEOllGE WILSON.
which they don't agree.
indignation of all right-minded people, and after each prosecution several influential journals and most of their readers
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., July 31, 1887.
MR. EnnoH: You say you do not see what good Mrs, take up the defense of free speech and free mails. We hav
Slenker could expect to do by the story of " The Girl and the nothing to lose in this fight, and 1\irs. Slenker's courage givs
E. M. DEWEY.
Dog." I do. A sound morality must be based on knowl- us a cheer for victory before the battle.
edge. The very fir~t step toward it is to get out of the way
the hypocritical morality of organized consecrated ignorance.
BEARDS'rowN, ILL., July 18, 1887.
Nothing can be more effectual to this end than to expose the
MR. EDITOR: I lecture on Freethought at Centre next
enormous wickedness festering under the very thin veil of Sunday. I hav a regular appointment about eight miles
social sham. Bur, beoi<.les this, it seems that Mrs. Slenker's from here in this county, and ~he good, liberal, and unbig.oted
interest in "The Girl and the Dog" was mainly of a physio- Christians ha v threatened to rotten-egg me; not for '' blaslogical nature, and that the story was not published, in the phemy," but because, ·since I began to go there, the young
ordinary sense, by her, at least, but only "circulated among a· people hav forsaken the churcllto attend my lectures. The
few persons who were professed investigators of a scientific old ones·hav saic!, if I would only come at 11ight, they would
question. Thus, the prosec,ution, should it be successful, hav ready some suitable eggs. I simply ·told them that
marks a new aBd alarming step forward to the movement in if they would kindly put up $10, I would be pleased to come
favor of ignorance. It becomes every Liberal to defeat this prepared with rubber boots, coat, and cap-an egg-proof
conspiracy against knowledge and liberty if he can; and coat of mail. As yet they hav not accepted my proposition.
I think I see several points which Mrs. Slenker's legal friends Five years since I was ousted from the pulpit of the Congrecan make good use of.
gational church for preaching the second probation, which a
One is that the alleged obscene :matter was all contained in respectable portion of this sect has since adopted as a shibsealed envelopes, and marked private. I think this clearly boleth. I hav got still further out of the theological wilderremoves it from the scope of the Comstock Ia w, atrociously ness, and hav since been hammering away till now this same
tyrannical as that is. In a demurrer on this point, United church and community are literally honeycombed with
States Judge Deady ruled that a private letter, though most Infidelity. They find it " sweeter than the honey in the
obscene, and .sent with inte~ to annoy, was not within the honeycomb." This church has seriously .considered the
statute.
proposition to throw overboard the musty old Puritan creed
Another fatal flaw in the indictment is that it does not which I refused to preach. But many of the members are in
specify the obscenity complained of, but says the whole the dark womb of the church, waiting an era to be born into
matter is too lewd, obscene, and lascivious to .be placed upon a world of better light. It is their gestation period now, and
the rtcords of the court. This paltry device for trying the they will, I am quite sure, come to the brighter birthright
prisoner on an indefinit charge has been held unlawful in and light of Liberalism. I giv you this bit of personal expethe following typical cases: The case of New York against ience as corroboration of the general principle so uniquely
Victoria C. Woodhull, the prosecution having. refuse:! to told in" Tales Out of School." In my experience of over
specify the obscenity, was declared out of court. In the twenty years, I could relate very many similar incidents, all
case of the United States against Ezra H. Heywood, tried " true as gospel."
before Judge Clark, the latter required all the obscenity to
R. FLETOHER GRAY, M.D. (" ZoA ToPsis ").
be specifiea: In the case of the United States against Ezra
H. Heywood, tried before Judge Nelson, the prosecution,
LEoN, IA., Aug. 2, 287.
attempting to evade specification on the plea that the obscene
. MR. EDITOR : The Leon Secular Society has held four
matter was too bad to go on the record, was overruled. In meetings during the summer, which hav been quite well atthe English case of tJJe Queen against Charles Bradlaugh and tended, and a great f)eal of interest was manifested in the
Annie Besant, the defendants, being convicted, appealed on work.
The society secured Miss Katie Kehm, of Ottumwa, Iowa,
this point, and the higher court thereon reversed the finding
of the lower.
to deliver a lecture at each of the last two meetings, which
The alleged obscenity, also, hardly falls within Jeffreys were held July lOth and 17th.
Benedict's definition of the term. The dog story is adapted
In her first lecture, "The Religion of Humanity," she conto excite not lascivious thoughts and emotions, but rather trasted the teachings of Christianity with those of Liberalism,
disgust, horror, and repugnance.· It was doubtless to cover and dwelt at length on the blackened character of the dejust such cases that the " disgusting" clause was added fenders of the church. She spoke of many of the needed reto the New York statute. But that is not yet United States . forms of the times, of the aim and methods of Liberalism,
law.
·
C. L. JAMES.
and the glorious achievements accomplished by Infidelity.
Her second lecture, "The Influence of Christianity Upon
GREAT VALLEY, Aug. 5, 1887.
the Minds of the Rising Generation," is full of good and
MR. EDITOR: THE TnuTH SEEKEr~ has been a weekly practical thoughts, showing the lecturer has an activ mind
visitor to me since the 15th of April unpaid for, yet always well stored with information. She shows the necessity of
constant, and welcomed by me, always laden with the parents teaching their children the principles of Liberalism,
choicest viands and the most wholesome mental food. Hence and not allowing their minds to become clouded with superit stands me in hand to pay up and in advance, that I may stition, as early impressions ani difficult to erase. She aniassimilate its wholesome extracts ami vital principles to the mates her hearers with the love of liberty and home.
building up of the physical and spiritual man-feeling at the
Miss Kehm is a cultivated woman, a humanitarian in the
same time that the doctor, nurse, and undertaker were paid true sense of the word, and a brave and outspoken worker
and that my friends would only be to the small expense of i~ the Liberal ranks, and for the cause of humanity. She is

an earnest and forcible speaker, with a clear and distinct
voice, and graceful in her delivery. We hope to hav. her
lecture again before the society, and would cheerfully
recommend her to other societies.
At our next meeting, Aug. 21st, the president· of the
society, Mr. A. E. Hall, will lecture on" World Making."
Our afternoon exercises are varied with music, recitations,
short speeches, and occasionally a paper.
MRs. J. W. LoNG,
Sec. Leon Secular Society.
ALoovE, NEB., July 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : There are many Infidels here, and if I can
succeed in getting them to take your paper, we can hire a
lecturer and hav a boom, as they are having in Coos county,
Oregon. If we were organized, I am certain we could hav a
Jamieson, ·Remsburg, or Bell almost every month in the
year. I would write to Mr. Bell now, while he is making
the rounds of Nebraska,. but all the Infidels here seem to
know nothing about our lecturers, and of course all the stir
to arouse a community cannot be made by one person. But
if you see fit you may say to the subscribers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER that if they will send me their names I will find a
timber culture, homestead, or a preemption that is contestable for them for a locator's fee, said fee to be put in the
hands of some Infidel for the purpose of hiring the services
of a lecturer in this part of the country. We hav a nice
country. I will also answer any question they may see fit to
ask in reference to the country or the government land laws.
I will try only to find abandoned claims, so there will be no
difficulty in the contest's being a successful one. I know of
one claim at present, worth $800, open to contest, within
about four miles of. a thriving railroad town of about six
hundred inhabitants. Locators charge $10 to $20 for locating; contest fees will be from $10 to $40; filing· fee, from
$2 on a preemption to $14 on a homestead, and the same
($14) on a timber culture. I will say right here that it is not
necessary to liv on a timber culture. If other pursuits are
wanted, I will be pleased to hand names to the different
boards of trade in the vicinity.
I would like to stir up the Infidels here. The reverends
are always ready, if anyone has the least to say about an
Infidel, to say, "You can expect nothing better from a
follower of Bob Ingersoll."
Allow me to congratulate you on your answer to American
Institute of Civics, entitled, "Firstly and Secondly," in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of July 9th.
HENRY W. MATTI.EY.
LEXINGTON, KY., Aug. 3, 1887.
MR. Enrron: Let us not forget that shortly after the death
of Constantine power was given to the Christian priesthood
to lessen and modify that of the sovereign, but Justinian
made Rome the center of religious power. We know the
result. He ought to hav known better, but he had not the
wisdom of Jefferson or Thomas Paine. Common sense
ought to revolt at the idea of being ruled by a ghostly power,
and chasing phantoms for a living. I know of a young man
who was turned out of doors by a maiden aunt because he
denied the divinity of Christ.
He remarked that ten·
old maids could not make a fool of him; he would rather liv
on a crust and be independent. But to discover the depth
of infamy, talk to a clergyman's son. One admitted that his
father did not believe what he preached. He declared that
"pardon blotted out sin." But I know hearts that no lawyer could soften-no God. Think of a man suddenly bounding into heaven and becoming an angel! There is no culture
without experience. A dog might bound into a library
without understanding the books he finds there. But to return to the minister's son. His plans for the future were
actually fiendish. His denial of well-known facts was criminal in the extreme; his language would be called scurrilous,
for he insult~d me repeatedly. In the hight of my blasphemy
I quoted Shaftesbury: " Reason is a sea to the weak; faith
clings to every twig."
One good Baptist brother here says, "Christ never made a
mistake." I think he made several-monstrous, shameful,
unreasonable, and unnatural. His life is a record of an impostor, artful and inconsistent; his language a tissue of bold
effrontery, cruel and immoral suggestions, requests, and
commands. His prophecies were the greatest mistakes of
all. They were not fulfilled. Call him.a reformer! Well,
he was about like John Wesley, who took the part of the
English king against the colonists. How they both dwindle
doVI n before such men as Wilberforce, Ingersoll, Lincoln,
and, perhaps, Henry George and McGlynn! Such men will
drown monopolists in a deluge of love till the human race
will turn from them with loathing and horror, till homes for
industrious poor will rise like fairy palaces. Men will imitate their purity and goodness until sin and poverty and
misery, bloated guilt, malice, serisual~ty, avarice, and injustice will be only regarded as horrible an<.l grotesque
dreams of .the past.
ALHAZA.
CoRRY, PA., Aug. 1, 1887.
SEORET BENEVOLENT BOOIETIEB OOMPAllED WI'l'H OHUIWHES.
WHICH MOST USEFUL .
Recently a convention from nearly all denominations of
Protestant clergymen met in Chicago and denounced all
secret societies. The Catholics are doing the same thing. A
great teacher said the standard of whether a thing was good
or bad was its fruits.
The question is, Which is the most useful, the church or
these societies? What are their fruits and relativ cost and
benefits? There lately resided in Corry a physician who
p<tid to the Methodist church regularly a considerable sum,
aggregating thousands. A few years before· his <.Ieath he
paid a less sum to a benevolent· secret society. After his
decease his widow .was called on for money to help pay a debt
the church had incurred while he was a member, and she
actually paid $5 from her scanty widow's mite, and the stock
in tne c4~rch that <;:o~t them over $5,000 is not worth a penny.

THE TRUTH
The benevolent society, to which they had paid far less than
to the church, paid the widow over $2,000.
Four heads of families hav passed away in this city within
a few months, whose families hav been saved from dependence by secret benevolent societies.
In no case hav I heard of any church doing such a thing.
The churches of our time are for the poor in the sense in
which sheep-shears are for the sheep.
However much the clergy may recommend the sheep to
pay into and trust the church, they don't, not a penny.
Nearly all of the more astute preachers are insured in these
secret benevolent societies that they denounce. Whoever
else is fleeced by payinp: into a church, they are not; they
know each other too well.
What does the church return for the immense sums paid,
chiefly to support ministers? In no part of the country can a
churcll-member be distinguished from a·non-church-member.
No one thinks of asking what a man's faith is before trusting
him. There are good men and women in all churches who
are so in spite of, not on account of, church membership, and
there are just as good, and some better, non-church-members.
The church of our age has produced no men equal to
Stephen Girard, Peter Cooper, .A braham Lincoln, or Horace
Greeley, all of whom obtained their nobility outside of
cht1rches.
It u~ed to be thought that the way to heaven was through
the church. Intelligent persons hav discovered the way
to heaven is open to everyone alike; that the priests hav n<i
corner on the way, or any knowledge about it whatever,
except what all of us hav. They don't pretend to hav any
witnesses from heaven. In this respect. they are not as
logical as the Spiritualists, who brin2" their witnesses into
full, plain view. The divine father of all has stamped in our
souls the love of justice. Churches are only machinery.
They are not religion any more than plows or hoes are
agriculture. They no more make the love of religion than
bakers or meat-dealers make the love of bread and meat, or
the sheep-shearers make wool. Their dogmas may hav been
useful in the childhood of the race. The beliefs of the Dark
Ages, when th~ most of our orthodox theology came into
bemg, is for this reason not adapted to our age any more
than a child's spelling-book is adapted to a Newton, or the
clothes of a babe are adapted to manhood. Religion is
eternal. Never was it so common. Never had it so much
care for the unfortunate. The secret benevolent societies
are protecting the weak and helping the helpless. The best
men and women in the churches will help.
MR. EDITOR: If interesting to your readers, I will in a
future communication giv the history of a few church banking and savings schemes, whereby over six millions has
been filched from the faithful, and more than twenty suicides
resulted.
· G. F. LEwis.
CoLUMBUS, 0., Aug. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The state Saengerfast held at this place the
28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st was a signal success, and one after
which it would be well for many more cities to copy.
First, the decoration far exceeded that of many other occasions, scarcely excepting. the Fourth of July, and was in many
respects far superior to that of the Fourth. It was much
quieter,more civil, much more intelligently carried on, and. in
every respect a glorious occasion. Parades took place each
day, headed by some of the best bands in the state, from
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Akron, Canton, and many otherdties.
All was lovely, and all thought the gcose hanging high till
there escaped a breath of the fact that the Sunday parade was
to excel all others and be the grandest jubilee of all, when
Washington Gladden, the gentleman who paid a tribute of
respect to Mr. Beecher, arose in his sepulpher and blasphemed
the event as one most execrable, and solicited to hav· the
intentions changed.· This was seconded by Rev. Hutsinpillar, the little Irish pilot of the Third avenue M. E. church.
However, the Sunday arrangements were C!lrried out, and
the parade formed at the corner of Main and High streets;
mounted horsemen in uniform leading the procession ; then
the different companies on foot, with their respectiv brass
bands from different portions of the state; carriages of officials;
then the city fire department to the extent of some eight
or ten chemical engins, hosecarts, and hook and ladder
companies; infantry, and, last but not least, the Columbus
police procession, buggies and carriages, etc.
It was an immense treat for the populace, who are not
able to get off on a week day to witness such spectacles, and
they enjoyed it. The streets along which the procession
marched was lined with thousands of spectators all anxious
to see over the heads of their fellow-creatures, and ready on
the slightest occasion to "whoop."
·
Everybody that went out was out for a good time, and,
with the exception of, perhaps, a few, had it, notwithstanding the unusually hot, sultry atmosphere. One drum-major,
so unfortunate as to drive too much in the sun, was sun-struck,
and in a dangerous condition when last heard from, but it
did not frighten folks from the park in which it occurred.
One hundred and fifty kegs of beer were donated by the
enormously large brewing companies of the city to the differ_
ent delegations visiting the place from other cities, to assist in
defraying their expenses, and no one knows just how many
more were furnished at a reasonable figure. Now, this was
all on Sunday. Its being a Sunday picnic was the grindstone that angered the Christian and drove him to think
thoughts of the assassination of American liberty; and he
thought them. Not a few. It did not, though, prevent the
picnic.
The Freethinkers had to rejoice that, when intoxicating
drink is taken and the example set by Christians themselvs,
they could not hinder the dissipation taking place in such a
magnificent manner on his, the Christian's, own dear Sabbath.
As to my own opinions, one American liberty should be
destroyed, and that is the manufacture of intoxicating drinks.
I am what may be called il-Liberal in this respect. Still,
with my bitter hatred of liquor generally, I think that when
Christians drink it in their most holy chu.rches, others should
drink it in defiance of Christianity on their righteous one
only holy day.
Our mayor's being a Freethinker and every inch a gentleman, also of German extraction, was the cause of the fire
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Yesterday I chanced to sit on a sef!.t in a railroad car oppodepartment and the police, infantry, etc., participating in the
event. He also delivered an excellent opening address, and sit a young man who is to be hung November 16th in Columwelcomed the guests to the city with all the hospitality that bus, 0., for the killing of a young lady a Youngstown, 0.could b.e conjured. It may be considered most truly a vic- jealousy, I think, the cause. My prayer and greatest desire is
that education and freedom of thought be given unstinted to
toJy scored for Freethought.
R. H. RALSTON.
our people, seasoned with a spirit of love for each other,
love for the truth, love for justice, love for the welfare of all,
ANGOLA, Aug. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER, as all persons should, Jove to set none but the best examples before the young.
grows better as it grows older. The cartoons are doing, I Many believe in no hereafter, and if this belief is true, how
think, an excellent work in destroying old ,theological dog- can we do better than ·to enter heaven while here? Yet we
mas. Your ideas expressed in reference to the Chicago must remember that we hav many-to us-disgusting sights·
Anarchists accord with my sentiments very well. Aunt in our daily walks that we must not allow to annoy us, but
Elmina is having trouble with the Comstock tribe. I pity make the best of them we can under the circumstances, and
her, for this is all of life to her with her Materialistic belief. I we will be much more happy than otherwise. We must enhope she will come out conquerer at the end of the law-suit, counter the Anarchist, the Nihilist, the Socialist, also: the
for if this is all of life it should certainly be made enjoyable. Deist, Atheist, the Catholic, and Protestant, etc., none of
whom hav the same political or spiritual views, and we can
DR. J. H. MooRE.
only liv happy by granting to others all we ask for ourAelvsKENT, 0., Aug. 2, 1887.
the right to think as our reason teaches. All we can do is to
MR. EDITOR: I hav. been a reader of your valuable paper educate the mind as fast as possible until reason can obtain
but two years, but in that time hav learned to appreciate the evidence from all the available sources of actual knowledge.
many good sayings contained therein. While I see in it Until such time let us hav charity for each other and commany articles setting forth ideas that I consider erroneous, I bine in one government for the best mutual interests of Ethe
think it my duty well to consider, both pro and con, all whole.
A. D. SwAN.
ideas advanced by others (for how else could we grow in
CLEVELAND, 0., Aug. 1, 1887.
knowledge?) before condemning them, even the most radical
MR. EDITOR: I will say a word, if you please, on the lanviews on all topics. I try to learn the true path in which I
would best travel. I know it impossible for all men to think guage question. A language cannot be made to order, it
alike on all subjects, as no two are born and reared under must grow. Language has its biology, its physiology, its
the same influences, but I want to think all men naturally pathology, ·and· its therapeutics, the same as do persons, of
honest, and feel it my duty to .respect everyone's opinions, if whom language is an attribute. The sounds which one
hears and speaks are determined by the generic conditions
honestly expressed.
When I take into consideration that the people of the and repeated actions or habits of the organs of hearing and
united ~tates are a mixed people, a people from nearly every speaking. and by the fineness and refinement of the controlnation and climate in the world, bringing with them the ing nerves and brain. This will account for dialects, and
ideas, customs, habits, and education of many land!l, those until there is a uniformity in people's throats, mouths, ears,
who hav been downtrodden by church and state in their and brains, there can be no universal language,.and no. enmother countries, and who hav emigrated to the "land of tire uniformity in the use of any one language.
As a good illustration of the attempts to invent a patent
the free" with dreams and expectations so exalted that,
even if America was a paradise, their ideal. fancy could not language I append an article from the Chicago Herald, supbe supplied satisfactorily, I think it the duty of each to be posed to be written at a date some centuries hence:
.ADVOO.ATING THE SALAD LANGUAGE.
liberal one toward another. I am not surprised to see orthoCentral Opera House was crowded last evening with the
dox bigots in our land, as they are bigots both by heredity
and education, being taught that it is a sin to listen to rea- wealth, beauty, and fashion of Chicago to hear a lecture on
the universal language by the celebrated Prof. Cmsar Porn- _
son, or to think differently from the way in which their fore- peius, D.D., LL.D., of the university of Leopoldville, Congo.
fathers thought two thousand years ago .. I am surprised to Professor Pompeius has delivered this lecture in all the ptin- .
see so many bigots in our Freethought ranks ; to see those cipal cities of the world, and has gained an immense army of
who advocate the growth of the mind say, This is so and con verts to his theory. He is the most learned man in the
that is not so, when the facts are that neither can be actually world, and is a full-blooded Congonese, though it is said his
were Americo-Africans, as his name might indicate.
proved either true or false. Brethren (I mean all mankind), ancestors
He commenced by saying that the idea of a common form of
do you ever stop to think that what we actually know is but speech for all the nations of the world was not new. It had
little as compared with what we guess at?
been entertained by great men in almost every age of the
Skepticism and unbelief are the stepping-stones to the world since the confusion of tongues at Babel. The learned
temple of knowledge, and were it not that our minds are in Dr. Slaukenbergious, whose memoirs appear in the writings
Tristram Shandy, was a strong advocate of it . .So was
continual doubt, we would be yesterday, to-day, and forever of
Leibnitz. So. was Lord Monboddo.
the same. But we never can arrive at that point of immutaA society of learned men commenced a movement in that
bility until perfection can perch upon our banners of under- direction in the year 1900. But the efforts had heretofore
standing. What we think true to-day may plainly manifest been to invent a new language and compel mankind to acitself not true to-morrow. Could I but persuade the world cept it, an obvious impossibility. The idea of smelting all
languages into one, by mere heat and attrition, had
to combine to seek for the truth; then if I could but per- existing
not seemed to hav occurred to the learned Thebans, who
suade mankind to do what they know to be true, I would had heretofore undertaken the mission. Professor Pompei us
rest at ease. While my mind is forced to liv within the said that thought had come to him when he was engaged in
tissues of this material, and until that great principle that we the great work of establishing infant schools for young goknow not of has evolved me by its laws from my present rillas throughout Africa. The education of the gorilla has
the triumph of the twentieth century, and it was acplace among the created to a higher stage of more mature been
complished by means of the universal, or " 'salad language,'
life, where the tissues and functions of my mental house as I prefer to call it," said the professor, " for it is a mixture
shall be better adapted to permit my mind to advance up- of everything. It is extremely simple, and yet it has the
ward toward the pinnacle of understanding, then, and only commercial power of the English, the courtliness of the
then, can we know the truth. 'l'hen-hav I said then? no, French, the philosophical adaptation of the German, the
not as long· as our minds are immature, and not until that pompous euphony of the Spanish, and the sweetness of the
Italian. We take from each language those words or
great law of mental growth has lost its vital force. Do not phrases that are the simplest aqd the most easily retained in
ask me when that will be, for I hav never seen the end of in- the memory, for the use of language is but an effort of memfinity. How few there are among us who stop to inquire ory. If an animal could only memorize the words, it would
what is really right and what wrong, even if they know soon learn to speak them. That was the very first point in
which of these two they should choose? How few there are our gorilla schools, and ·when we accomplished that the
work was done. I yet expect to· see a gorilla president of
who will say No to their physical wants and desires that they the great state of Congo.
·
know they should not gratify ! How natural it is for a man
'' Choosing the simple! t words and eliminating the hard
who has learned to love rum or tobacco to say, " It doesn't ones and the bad constructions, we obtain a language which
hurt me; it may be wrong to use them, but I am hot going every person, I might say every creature. ought to speak an(!
to deprive myself of what l.want to please some one else!" write with fluency. Take this rule, the traditional rule of
all grammars : La gmmmar e l'arte of 8prWllablar y scribt7
Thou slave; thou who considerest thyself one of the higher conectement. Who can fail to understand that ? Take our
order of mammalia, and one who boastest of thy superiority, system of conju!?iations : Ich bin, tu es, he is siamo, er.te, sono
and classed as man; one who is calculated to be tender and -the very simplicity of it startles one into accepting it at
affectionate; one who is looked upon as a protector of the. once. Would any young lady fail to understand a gentleman
weak; who would shed his blood for the sake of his country, who should say to her, • Volete, pe1•mit me ojf"1'i1' mia CO'I"azon
and ma main l' She would refer him to her mother without
his child, his home; thou who art looked upon to set beacon delay." This forcible illustration on the part of the profeslights to mark the way for the young and less learned that sor had an immediate effect on the audience.
they stray not-is it such a one that has fallen a slave to apThe professor continued his illustrations and his argupetite? Is it such a one whose physical enslaves his mental ment for nearly an hour, holding the rapt attention of his
person? 0 thou weak-minded! thou who shouldst be strong hearers the whole time. Bringing the lecture to a close, he
said: " The salad language is the language of diplomacy
and a governor are now weak and governed, a slave bound ·the language of business, the language of love, the language
with chains that cannot be broken I All I hav said about the of poetry. It is the natural language, and exists in the conuse of rum and tobacco can be said of all the known evils that stitution of man. Even the wonderful Shakspere is improved
beset man-envy, jealousy, revenge, and many natural and and adorned by it, as I will show you in my closing illustra·
acquired habits and passions of the .flesh. Will we subdue tion:
"Allle monde ist Rcena
them ? Will we break the chains and gain our liberty?
Und alle the men et femme~ only spielers;
'l'ous ont their exits y gehen wieder ab,
A highly respected attorney at Independence, Kan.,
Et chacuu in su temPs Hpiels molte parts,
although a hard drinker all his life, signed the Murphy
Cbe drame being seven actos. Primero l'enfan t.
l\fewltng y sprudelt inle nourrice arms:
pledge, but his appetite for strong drink had so fastened its
Puis el whiumg babe. Con SA. bundel
Y
shinin!l' morgantlicht rampe co rome caracol
fangs into his .flesh that he could not, s·o he thought, leave
Uontre-creur zu Hchool. Con esto l'amoroso,
off the "damning cup," and he broke his pledge several
Soupiraut como furnace, mit triste canzoue
l\Iade auf su hebsters' eyebrows."
times, but confesl!ed and was shown mercy by his friends,
The professor continued the quotation to the end, and th(
until at last he said he could not keep from drinking, and
with tears in his eyes would entreat the young men, "For lecture closed amid great applause. He held a reception at
God's sake, young man, quit drinking while you can see me, the Grand Atlantic afterward. It is understood that the
trustees of the University of Chicago will at once endow a
an old broken-down bloat, a slave to rum!" Has not this chair for a professorship of the salad language, and it is
same thing, in substance, been repeated on the gallows by thought that Professor Pompeius will not be able to refuse
tlwse who had fallen and become murderers by the passion the usual Chicago inducements.
JoHN P. GuiLD.
of jealousy, revenge, etc.?
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Bilit«l by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Ri'IJer, M(I,IJIJ., to fllhom all (Jommunicatiomfor
this 0U1'7UYT' slwuld b6 sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

'J'he Potter.
In Youth I read this story of a potter :
He wrought with careful fingers day by day,
Unt.il a vase of lovAIY form wo.• molded
And shapened delicately in the cl•y.

Then he beheld a higher type of beant.y,
Antl broke the ve•sel he had finished there,
To fashion with untiring zoa\ and labor
Another form more g,·aceful and more fair.
So Year by year, at earlY dawn hel!'inning,
He labored till the night ma"le l>tbor v~in,
And alwaYs broke each form of dainty molding,
The pure ideal of his dream to gain.
. At last he shaped a11 urn of rareRt beautY,
With cypress drooPing and a half-veiled rose,
And, flushed with joy, looked up to heaven in
triumph,
When, lo! a sudden glory on him glows.
One halld he lifted to the railiant vision,
And with the other swept the urn aside,
And snildenlv, without a warning,
The urn was broken and the potter died.
"Fool!" was the name the story-writer gave him
Who of a long life left no record here,
Yet bore he witness of a heav•.-nly vision
Wi~h the pure passion of an ancient seer.
Naught that he fashioned to his son! seemed
worthy
Of the diviner beautY he hacl known;
H~>left no record of a life of failure
Upon whose face the r.arting glory shone.

So I, sweet friends! I will not leave behind me
A thing of dust to show my toil and pam,
Bnt in the rnpmre of the higher VIsion
·Sweep back my songs, and trne to that remain.

not indil)ate s0mething genuin somewhere,
and it is that which I am seeking. When I
find it, I will let you know. But it will hav
to come in perfect accord with· reason and
every-day common ~ense, so that I may be
sure that there is no humbug about it.
The children of Onset are among its most
plrasant features. ·out of school they run
romp, dance,and sing,play hide-and-seek with
birds and butterfles, gather wild flowers on
land, shells on the strand, Rnd frolic with the
little fighes in the water. I miss some sweet
faces that I met here in other seasons. Little
Flossie Cassell is in California, and some
other in different places. But Dora Butts is
here, and Bessie Chase, too. o,car C. runs
about in his sailor suit, and Eliza Alexander
still sells cakes and jelly rolls, that her
mamma knows so well how to make.
The otber afternoon some children had a
concert in the kit chen of a cottage just across
the way. Maude and Georgie Gardner and
Hattie Minzie wrre the principal performers,
while Allie Minzie acted as manager. They
had a table covered with. a b!Rnket for a plat.
form, and tbe girls, in long dressrs, queer
hats, and funny sashes, sang and recited very
prettily. The audience was not large, but
very enthusiastic. The price of admission to
this concert was two cents, and all felt that
they had received their money's worth. I
am sure I did for one.
An hour later. The night is a gem of loveliness. The lights twinkle all about amid the
trers, in cosy summer homes, the sky is
thickly studded with stars of wonderful
brightness, and the air is just cool enough to
be comfortable. I hav been sitting on the
piazza listening to cornet music from some
one in a boat out on the bay, and bav jugt
come inside to _say that I wish you were all
here to enjoy this favored spot with me, so
I could whisper good-night to you all and
pleasant dreams. Your sincere friend,
S.H.W.

-lrf. E. H. Everett.

Memory Gems.

A Letter from the Editor.
ONSET BAY, MAsR., August 10, 1887.
MY DEAR FRIENDS: You hav bern in my
mind many times since arriving at this popular and lovely summer resort, and to-night I
feel "impressed," as the mediums say, to
write you a Jetter. Our little family is charm~
ingly domiciled in a wee birds'-nest of a cot.
tage on a street just a little way off from the
"plank walk," or, to speak more pretentiously, the South Boulevard. On the right
is a good view of the blue waters of the bay,
backed by a grove of fine young oaks. On
the left, and adjoining our cottage, is another
grove of young pines and oaks intermingled,
under the branches of which swing two btout
hammocks. West Central avenue runs pa~t
the grove, and on either side, like pretty
martin boxes, are cunning little summer
homes, peopled by good-hearted men and
women, little children, cats, and dogs, and
squirrels in the trees outside. They all enjoy
life immensely, or appear to, especially the
squirrels. I guess they do, without any makebelieve. Certainly, the hours slip by very
quickly and delightfully, and night comes
altogether too soon.
Of course, you know this place is, be8ides
being a summer watering-place, a Spiritualistic camp-ground, and "Spiritual" meetings
are held here nearly every day. Then, too,
there are many people here who are known
as mediums, and profess to hold personal
conversations with those whom we call dead,
who not only declare they see such, but show
them to others in bodily form. While enjoy.
ing the natural beauties so lavishly displayed
on all sides, you would naturally suppose
I would try and find out all that is possible in
regard to the various phenomena of this
philosophy of Spiritualism. So I do; but,
although seeing and hearing a great deal,
and some things that I do nut really understand, as yet I am not positivly convinced
that when one is dead he livs again. We all
wish to believe it if it is true, but we do not
like to believe a falsehood is a fact. At least,
I do not. This is apparent-that there are
those who simulate, who pretend they are
ghosts, when they are simply flesh-and-blood
people like you and others. It is a dreadfully
wicked thing to do, but it is done, and I
know it. They who do these things are
tricksters, frauds, jugglers, who impose upon
the credulous for the sake of getting money
without earning it.
· You say such persons ought to be hanged.
Well, I don't know about that, but I would
be glad to see them banished from civiliza.
tion, and as soon as possihle. It is not for
me to say that these fraudulent operators do

From the Works of Thoma.~ Paine. To be
learned and recited by the children.
Titles are but nicknames, and every nickname is a title.
Persecution is not an original feature in imy
rrligion; but it is always the strongly-marked
feature of all law-religions, or religions
established by law.
Such is the irresistible nature of truth, that
all it asks, and all it wants, is· the liberty of
appearing.
The more perfect civilization is, the less
occasion has it f0r government, because the
more does it regulate its own affairs, and
govern itself.
All the great laws of society are laws of
nature.
All hereditary government is in its nature
tyranny.
Experience in all ages, and in all countries,
ha~ demonstrated that it is impossible to control nature in her distribution of mental
powers.
The representativ system takes society
and civilization for its basis; nature, reason,
and rxperience for its guide.
Nations can hav no secrets; and the
secrets of courts, like those of individuals,
are a! ways their defects.
When, in countries that are civilized we
see age going to the workhouse, and youth
to the gallows, something must be wrong in
the system of government.
These are the times that try men's souls.
The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot
will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of
his country; but he that stands it now de.
serves the love and thanks of man and
woman.
What we obtain too cheap we esteem too
lightly.
I love the man that can smile in trouble,
that can gather strength from distress, and
grow brave by reflection.
'Tis the business of little minds to shrink;
but he whose heart is firm, and whose conscience Rpproves his conduct, will pursue his
principles unto death.
A traitor is the foulest fiend on earth.

S. H. W.

Correspondence.
CAMPTOWN, Aug. 8, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I think the Children's
Corner is very nice. My grandpa takes TnE
TnUTH SEEKER; he livs next house below U8I was ten last July. I hav two brothers
older than I, John and Fred. Fred has
"Apples of Gold." We liv: in the hotel.
Mamma has five birds. I think the pictures
are very nice in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours truly, G.&oRG.&M. REED.

are written together the numbers they .stand
for are to be multiplied; and when they are
written in the form of fractions, the upper
part is to be divided by the lower. Let the
Liberal Lesson Leaves.
mass be representP.d by m, the velocity by v,
PHYSIOAL SERIES.-NO. 7. FORCE AND .MOTION the force by f, and the time by t :
(CONTINUED).
v-~- f=~- t=mv
M =~v' -m•
t'
f"
48. Newton's Laws of Motion.-Newton;s
GEo. G. GRowER.
three laws of motion are the following:
I. •' Every body continues in its state of
QUESTIONS:
rest or of uniform motion in a straight line,
NoTE.-The best example of a constant
except in so far as it may be compelled by im- force is that of gravity. We will assume that
pressed forces to change that state."
gravity will impart to any falling body ave.
II. " Change of moti'on is proportional to !ocity of 980 em. or of 32 ft. for each second,
the impressed force, and takes place in the which is about the correct value.
1. What will be the velocity of a body after
direction of the. straight line in which the
falling 3 seconds? A. 2,940 em. or 96 ft. per
~orce acts."
sec.
III. "To every motion there is always an
2 What is the force of gravity on 1 gram?
equal and contrary renction; or, the mutual A. 980 d \'lli'R.
3. On i.OOO grams? A. 980,000 degrees.
actions of any two bodies are equal and op4. ThP. force of gravity on a c~rtain body
positly directed in the same straight line."
was 1 960 dvnes. In threP. RPP-onds the body
The first of these laws is owing to the was
failing with a velocity 2.940 em. per sec.;
property of inertia (11). The second enables what was the masg of the body? A. By the
us to measure forces, and also shows that the formula m ~ = !.!l60 'a = 2 grams.
v
2940
.
effect of a force is the same, whether it acts
5. Force is 9,800. time 5 seconds, mass 10
on a large or small body, and whether the
body be in motion or at rest. .The third we grams; required the velocity. ~- v = ~ =
9800 5
will considrr later.
' = 4.900 em.
1
49. Remarks. - Force produces or alters
Mass was 10 kg; after falling 4 seconds
momentum. Any force acting on any body velocity was 39.2 m. What wnR the force of
at rest, but free to move, will set the body in grav1ty?
.
A. f = mv
t = lOOOOx4 3920 = 9,800 , OOO
motion, and impart to it a momentum which
depends upon the force and the time it acts. dvnes.
· 7. The force of gravity on 2 grams is 1.960
The momentum imparted by a given force dvnes, the velocity .acquirrd in falling was
in a given time is the same, no matter what 7:840 em. per sec. How lone: was the body in
.
size the body it acts upon may be. In some falling?
A. t = mv
f = 2<7840
= 8 secon d s.
1960
cases a force may be applied to a body with.8. Suppose a force of 200 dynes acts for 3
out moving it; the reason is that the force is seconds on a mass of 10 grams: What would
opposed by anothtr force equal to the first, be the velocity ? A; 60 em. per second.
which is therefore neutralized. Thus, when
we try to lift a body which is too heavy, we
Wise Words.
fail to move it because the body is attracted
He who forgivs is victor in the dispute.
to the earth by the force of gravitation, but if
Most men know what they hate, few what
the lifting force be increased so that it ex- they love.
ceeds the force of gravity, then the body will
Habits are soon assumed ; but when we
be lifted. We may pull on a string without strive to strip them off, ;tis being flayed
breaking it, because the force which tends to alive.
break the string is opposed by another force
Man must work. He may work grudgwhich tends to hold it tngether; but if the ingly or gracefully. He may work as a man
first force be increased so that it exceeds the or a machine.
other, then the string will break.
The infinitly greatest confessed good is neg50. Meo.sure of Forces.-Forces are meas- lected to satisfy the successi v uneasiness of
ured by the momentum they are capable of our desires pursuing trifles .
.producing in a unit of time. If the body be
True glory takes root and even spreads;
of unit mass, the force is measured by the all false pretense, like flowers, f~ll to the
velocity produced, for the momentum is ground; nor can any counterfeit last long.
equal to the velocity since the mass is one.
The love of reading enables a man to ex51. Units of ForC8.-'fhe dyne is the C. G. S. change the wearisome hours of life, which
unit of force. It a force which acting on one come to everyone, for hours of delight.
gram of matter for one second will impart to
We se!dom condemn mankind till they hav
it a velocity of one Cl"ntimeter per second ; in injured us, and when thry hav, we seldom do
other words, a dyne is a force which produces anything but detest them for the injnry. _.
one C. G. S. unit of momentum in one second.
It may serve as a comfort to us all in our
Another class of units are called gravity calamities and a:ffiiction, that he that loses
units ; they will serve for· ordinary purposes, anythin~ and gets wisdom bJ it is a gainer
but are not perfectly definit, for the force of by the loss.
gravity varies slightly at different places.
There are two sides to all memories, a
On this system we ~peak of a force of a gram, bright side and a dark side ; and the gain or
kilogram, ounce, pound, etc.; we mean a loss from a memory depends on the side of it
force rqual to that of gravity on the quantity which we hav in our mind~ as it is recalled
of matter named. The force of gravity on a by us.
milligram is a little less than a dyne.
He who is sympathetic has his entrance
52. .Action and Reaction.- When one body into all hearts, and is the solver of all h ~man
acts upon another, the second acts upon the problems. To him is given dominion where
first; this action of the second body is called he thinks to serve; and the love which he
reaction. Action and reaction are equal and gives without stint, as without calculation, he
contrary.
receives back without measure, as without.
If you hit a stone with your hand, the re- condition.
action of the stone makes you feel the blow;
--------~~------Playing Fool.
it is the same as if the stone struck your
hand. Throw a piece of glass·on the ground
An industrious young shoemaker fell into
·and the reaction of the ground will break the the habit of Ppending much till).e in a saloon
glass.
near by. One by one his customers began to
l:Cxperfments.-Drop a rubber ball on the desert him. When his wife remonstrated
floor, and the reaction of the floor will cause with him for so neglrcting his work for the
the ball to bounce up again. This experi- saloon, he would carelrssly reply:." Oh I I've
ment also illustrates the reflecti9n of motion just been down a little while pl~yiag pool."
(46). Children who play marbles are famil- His little two.year.old.caught the refrain, and
iar with the collision of bodies; they know would often ask: " Is you goin' down to play
how, sometimes, when they strike one glass fool, papa?" This m~tde a deep impression
ball with another, nearly all the mot,on of on the shoemaker, as he realized that the
the first is given to the second, the first com- question was being answered in the falling
ing to rest ; and at other times both marbles off of his customers and the growing wants
move on, but not so fast as the first was mov- of the household.· He resolved again and
ing before the collision.
again to quit the pool-table, but weakly
Collision balls are balls hung upon strings, allowed the passion of play to hold him a
so that when one is pulled aside and then time. Finally he fon.nd himself out of work,
released it will strike another ball. If the out of money, aJld out of flcmr. Sitting on
balls be made of ivory or some other elastic his bench one afternoon, idle and despondent,
substance, the first ball will come to rest he was heard to exclaim, "No work again
when it strikes the second, and the second to-day; what I'm to do I don't know."
will move on; but if they "!>e made of 8ome "Why, papa," prattled the b11.by, "can't you
inelastic material, such as clay, both balls will run down and play fool some more?" "Oh I
move after the collision, but with reduced hush, you poor boy," groaned his father,
velocity.
shame-stricken. " That'~> just the trouble.
53. Formula.-The following formula may Papa has played fool too much already."
be used to solve problems. Remember that But he never played it again, and to-day his
the letters stand for the value of forces, veloc- home is comfortable and happy once more.ities, etc., and that when two or more letters Tempera~ Banner.

g[olumn.
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THE WATCH 0}, THE FUTURE.

Ingersoll's w-orks.

'l'he new, late•t improved 14 -karat filled gold
watclle• are the b~•t anll ruuot !lurab;e in the
world for little moneY. l'nces ag .. m reduced.
8~v"n jewel•, $25; 11 jtwel•, !27 tO; 15 jewel•, $30.
!:lam~, ,.djnsL• u to u.-at aud culu, $34. Ladtes', 7
j ·wtled 1 ~20; 11. ?22; 15, :28; with gh'"" in•lde caJ;J,
$3 le••; Luui. Xl v. Kt.l It, a WOI e; all be8t AmeriCan hnutwg Kkm-wwdeJ"; ,,pen fa<·e, gold cap,
f3 lts•; up~u KCI'tW ca•e• $5 lese ; all ca•e• accomp,.nied by wauuf.. cturer•• and WY guarantee for
00 >ear•. Above ruovtwtnt• in 3 ounce 8llver
c ..se•, ll3 le••; 4 uuuce. $1~ le••; 5 ounce. U0.50;
and 6 ouuce, f9 te••· All guaranteed one YP~<r and
•~tH prepaid, If on hue of Amt>rwau Express
office or per registererl m ..il, subject to approval,
ami ca•h refunded if uor, .au.f>tctory.
WATCH WOllK.
Send me your waw!Je• to I.Je repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleanuog; spnug•, $1; jewel•· $1, aud I will
return Ill perfect ordHr prepaid. B.-•t •pectacles
or eyegla"""" 1n the wond, $1, pr.-paid in ca•e.
Send line fine•t print yon can read H inches from
eye" without gla••e•.
OT'IO WEl"J S 1 EL.~.
ltucbell.,, Ill.
Agents wantPd to sell my beautiful Fre.,thought
badge-pins and cha•ms, and to send watch work
in lots. Liberal aiscounts.

fhe Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lecture• comprising, "The Gods\"
" Humboldti_' " Tt10ma• Paine," " Individuality," and " .1:1.eretics and Heresies."

L'he Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Con tents:." The <fhost!!J" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "-~·he Declaration of Indej)endence," "About Farming in Illinoi~,"
''The Grant Banque~t" "The ltev. Alexander
Olark," "The Pa•t .tUBes before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Inger•oll."

Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
lnterviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa. per, 25 cents.
'l'he t:hristian Reli~don. By R. G.
Ingersolli Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t}'PB, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand mi••lOnary document.
Liberals 8hould scatter it generously.
Ingersoll Uatet.~hised: His Answers to
· a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San F'ran tBcan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen' 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

EARNEST WORDS.
A

NEW MONTffLY MAGAZINE

Vindication of 'fbornas Paine from

(Now in Press.)

the attacks of the New York ooserver, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Its primary purpose to promote Human ImprovemenL anrl adv~tuceall Real Ro>form. DR. EMMET
DENt:!MOllE. DR. HELE:-.1 DEN::!tluRE, Eunors.
S. H. PllEI:i 1'0.:-I, A••oe~ate Editor. One Year,
Oue lJollar; Sox Montb•, F.fty c~nt•; o~e Month,
Ten c~nts. !Send -~amp for .ample cop,V. Address
E \R~ESl' WORDS PUBLISHiNG COMPANY,
1398 .Broadway, N"w York Cny, N.Y.
3.34

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large s1ze octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Corn plete. .

'Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodo_x_y," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pages, which is •old at the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

•rributes.

Life.

Ina-ersoll's Tributes ..

There hav been so many

ll.JlPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the ·~Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be,en printed on heav;r toned paper, 18x22, illu_nunated border, and m large, clear type, smtable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any addre•s,for I>Octs1or either one for 15cts.
Prose Poems and ~elections~ This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In faot~ one of the richest\ brightest,
best ever is•uea. It contains, besiaes the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never. before published, and all the famous "tributes 11
heretofore printed in various •hapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a. rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose.\ a· fine steel portrait, with autogra:{lh
fac simile, has been prepared especiall>: for 1t.
Price 1.in silk cloth, beveled edges, g~.lt back
and Slole, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style1 $4.50; in full Turke~ morocco, gilt, exqui•ltly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest- PORsible •tyle and finish, S9.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger·
soil's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Reported for the "Truth

Seek~"

The price of these he1 etofore has been 75ots. We
offer them at FIF'l'EEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOB FORTY OENTS.
Mailed secure
from bre'l.kage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~ Lafa:vet.te Pl.. NPw York.

by

I. N. BAKER,

.New Edition. Revised and Enlarged.

and Printed by Permission <ilf
the Author.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

50 cents.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

boudoir, $1; cabinAt. 40 Mnts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

---

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

[_I

The Trade Supplied at Spedal Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autoJl'raph, 50c.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price,10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Mis•ionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects con•idered by Mr. Remsbur!f are:
The Church and Morality; Crinlinal Statistics,
showin!{ the creeds of the pri•oners in the penitentiaries i the Church and Civilizatiol'l; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Anti8lavery Reform ; t e Woman's Bights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Repuhlic.

Bible M.twals.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a LrJoll Citizen of
this Republic.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y ScriJ;>t;ure Falsehood and
DeceptiOn; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; In.
tolerancA and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
~ ui..i.udne•s to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibali•m; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyl{!'mY; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc;v: Ignorance and Idiocy; Ob•cenity. Price, amgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

By A • .T. GROVER.

Sabbatb-Bt·eaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and hand•ome print. The question is discus•ed
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish 8abbath; The Chri•tian
Scriptures and the Sabbalh; Ex11mination of
Sunday Arguments£· Origin of Christian Sabbath; Tes~imony of he Christian Father•: The
abb ath durin!{ the Muldle Ages: The Puritan
abbath; Te•t1mony of Chl'lNtian Reformers,
S cholars, and Divines; Abrol{ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPie8, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Authm·-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of hi• character and genius, and vindicates his name from the a•per•lons cast upon
it. Chowe extracts from • Common Sen•e•"
"Amerwan Crisi••" "Bights of Man 1 " and "Age
of Reason " are given; al•o, tribute• to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persona of Euro,Pe and America, many of them
written express;y for thi• work. Second edition~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper.
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paiae. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
Image Brt~akt~r. Six Lectures: Decline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver ,;.Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
The Apostlt~ ot· Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine Hall before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .TanuarY 29. 1884. Price,
10 cents.
'l'llE TRUTH R'ERKER CO .•

RUPTURES

CURED~,

my!Uedical Compound and Im roYed
Elastic 8UI•1Jorte.r .I, russ mftom 30 to
90 days. Relip.ble 1 eferennea g~ven. Send

stamp fof ctrcutar, aud •au tn what pnpet
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A Cruise· on the Gil Bias.
An Editor of my acquaintance, in partnership with a young ,bank clerk named Smitb;
sails a yacht, habitually, in the waters of the
East ,river and Long Island sound. The
name of the yacht is the Gil Bias-pronounced Hie! Bias, and called Gilly for short.
On a recent Saturday the Editor invited me
to go sailing with him. The yacht lay in
Echo bay at New Rochelle, seventeen miles
from New York, and the Editor promised to
meet me at the Grand Central Depot so we
could go out together. It was a muggy day
when I took the l}.orse-cars at Eighth street,
and before I reached the depot a car-horse
dropped, overcome by the humidity. I got
there a little too late to see my train go out,
but in good season for the next one. The
Editor hadn't waited for me. and I went to
New Rochelle alone. It is a historic town,
and contains the old Paine farm and the
Paine monullient, but the cars don't go
within a mile of Echo bay, and that distance
I footed. From a bluff in Hudson Park I
saw the Gil Blas rocking at anchor, looking
something like a white duck in a mill-pond.
A small yawl, painted to match the yacht,
floated alongside at the end of a boom. A
yellow signal with a red crescent in the middle waved from the masthead; a little brass
cannon glinted across the starboard rail; a
sailorfied chap in a seaman's cap (rhyme not
intentional) sat forward on the roof of the
cabin ; and, resting his arms on the main
boom and· gazing shoreward through a binocular glass, I recognized the Editor himself.
After striking several attractiv attitudes,
waving my hat, wiping the perspiration from
my brow, and adding such other gestures as
I thought would probably lead to my identification, I was pleased to see the Editor get
into the yawl and commence making demonstrations toward the shore. He took me on
board the yawl and thence to the Gil Bias.
The Gilly is a keel sloop twenty-five or
thirty feet in length and nine in width, with
four sails-mainsail, topsail, staysail, and
jib. She needs five feet of good water to sail
in, and has some thirty inches of freeboard,
as they call that part of a vessel's side which
is above water. In the center is a cabin ten
feet long and six wide, with a snug forecastle
or galley or kitchen forward, and lockers
along both sides and aft. On both sides are
cushioned seats, dubbed transoms 1 to sit or
sleep on, between which is a short table that
stands on two legs screwed into the floor,
and shuts up like a lemon-squeezer. The
chap sitting on the roof was Ollick, a Finnish
sailor. He is the crew of the Gil Bias. He
has sailed in deep water on square-riggers
and fore-and-afters, and knows all about
working a vessel, but the occupation he
dotes on seems to be rubbing up the brasswork, scouring the lamps, polishing the little
cannon, and cleaning the paint and varnish.
In conversation he is profane beyond the
bounds of necessity. It grieved me to hear
him do so much swearing when there was
apparently no occasion for it; it looked as if
he was wasting italics that would be needed
in a emergency.
The Editor dressed me in a flannel shirt, a
slouch hat, and soft slippers. that wouldn't
scratch the deck, and gave me some refreshment. Then we sat down and waited for
Partner Smith, who came later. Smith, and
the Editor, and the crew are three quite dissimilar persons. The Editor is inclined to be
fat, and follows his inclination in that regard.
Smith's tendency to be lean is gratified ;
while the crew is small, and short, and lithe.
They also hav different methods of making
their several ways about the boat. Smith
scrambles there, the editor rolls and slides
there, and the crew squirms his way about.
I introduced a new method by making a
sprawl in the general direction, and then
gathering myself up. This system affords
great facilities for holding on.
At 5 o'clock we made sail. It was understood that, so far as I was concerned, this
was to be a pleasure excursion, and myself a
mere passenger, but I consented to help hoist
the anchor. I pulled at the cable with much
energy, and sat down with the regulation
thud when the anchor finally consented to let
go the bottom. If it bad been a cork it
couldn't hav bobbed to the surface any
quicker that it did when it had once made up
its mind to rise. Just as I struck the deck
Smith yanked the cannon lanyard and let off
the gun with a bang; Ollick hoisted the
staysail, and the editor hauled the main boom
clo&e aboard. The wind came from the side,
and the boat suddenly careened half over.
With the noise of the gun a:nd the tipping of
the boat I concluded that my sudden sitting
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down had started every timber in the craft,
but as the others showed no excitement I
concealed my surprise sud got to a safe place
by the sprawling method I hav mentioned.
The Editor was holding the tiller and looking
aloft with a professional and critical eye, and
Ol!ick and Smith were calmly coiling down
ropes. I afterward learned that the gun was
fired as a parting salute to Echo bay, and I
found out before the cruise was over that the
Gilly never sailed on an even keel. ·In order
to do herself justice she must hav her lee rail
about six inches under water.
We headed for Oyster bay, an arm of the
sound that indents the north shore of Long
Island twenty miles from New Rochelle.
The sail was without incident, but not withe
out interest, especially to the passenger. The
loose ends of ropes had a way of tying themselva up into bowlines and lassoing his feet,
and the boom lay in wait for his head and
gave it a good thump whenever it got a
chance. The greater part of the time _the
deck sloped to leeward at about the pitch of
an ordinary shingled roof, but lacked its
stability, having a compound motion impossible to follow. A seat beside the rudder
post offered the best advantages as to permanence, but those advantage,g were somewhat lessened by the slack of the sheet coiling itself about the passenger's legs, the tiller
striking him in the stomach, and the boom
getting a crack at his head whenever the boat
went off on a fresh tack.
About dark tho Gilly was off the bluff that
guards the entrance to Oyster bay. It was·
known that there were in the vicinity certain
buoys to be rounded and certain shoals and
reefs to be avoided, but exactly where they
were located nobody aboard was prepared to
say. Smith, therefore, went below, and proceeded to overhaul the chart, the result of
his endeavors going to prove that while those
hydrographic objects were readily located on
parchment, it was quite another thing to pick
them up in a waste of water whose surface
had a monotonous and uninteresting sameness as far as the eye could reach. In anticipation of having to sail by chart, the binnacle,
co~taining the compass, was rowsed out by
O!lick, and placed where the Editor, who
was steering, could keep his eye on it; but it
is worthy of note that no buoys were sighted,
and that if. there were shoals in the way of
the Gilly, she sailed over them without
touching.
We ·dropped anchor in Oyster bay at 10
o'clock that night, and the deck came once
more to a level. Ol!ick inserted himself into
various lockers and boxes, and broug~t forth
potatoes and meat, and bread and butter and
coffee, put an iron chimney on the stove in the
forecastle, ~tar ted a fire, and directly set forth
a toothsome meal on the table in the cabin.
The passenger, who had hitherto been inactiv,
now displayed a renewed interest in the proceedings, and his ·achievements at that littre
table were entered on the log of the Gil Bias.
A previous entry showed that somebody
named S. P. Putnam· had been similarly
honored.
Before going to bed the passenger mounted
to the roof of the cabin, and took a confident
header into Oyster bay, as a preliminary to a
contemplated swim. Owing to the shallowness of the water, he was enabled to make
the valuable scientific discovery that the
bottom there was formed chiefly of alumina!
deposits and other ingredients which go to
. make up an unusually hard kind of clay.
These mineralogical specimens were afterward removed from his hair by means of
a comb, and examined at leisure.
The passenger slept that night on one end
of the port transom, the Editor occupying the other end. As the transom is nine
feet long and the combined length of the
occupants something over eleven, there was
a tangled-up mass of feet in the center. However, the sleep of the passenger must hav
been uncommonly deep and sl).tisfying, as he
got enough of it by 4 o'clock the next morning and at that hour went on deck. The
water looked cool and inviting, so, slipping off
his night clothes, he dropped over the side.
After swimming about for a while, and satisfying himself that his natatorial powers were
still retained, he concluded to go back on
board. Then he made the discovery that it
was somewhat easier to get into the water
from the Gil Bias than to get onto the Gil
Bias from the water. Her rail was above his
reach, and after jumping for it and catching
it just as he had exhausted the strength which
he had need of to pull himself aboard, he
hung on the side of the boat like the fender
of a tug, and called vociferously to the Editor
to come and pull him abroad. The literary
man was aroused at length, but not until the

occupants of the neighboring yachts, some of
whom werefemales,hadcomeon deck and leveled their glasses at the victim. Observing this,
the man overboard swam around to the other
side, where the Editor reached down a friend~y
hand and took him in. Smith protruded his
head through the cabin hatch long enough
to inquire why the passenger hadn't climbed
up the bobstay, as he might easily hav done,
and then went back to sleep. The passenger
then got a field glass, and sitting dpwn in the
cockpit, proceeded very collectedly to familiarize himself with his audience on the other
yachts, observing which the ladies retired.
After a breakfast as hearty as the supper
had been, we got out of Oyster bay, and
started for New York, with a fair wind and
sun right behind us. Perhaps it wasn't hot
and perhaps the passenger didn't get his hands
and his face burnt, and his neck girdled, but
appearances were otherwise.
There was
shade on one side, but there was. spray there
also, and the water squirted through the scuppers in a moist, disagreeable way. Ollick,
dressed in simply undershirt and trousers,
was everywhere with bucket and sponge,
sloshing and swabbing right and left. Then
followed a scouring process that left every
piece of brass on the boat so bright that it
shot back the rays of the sun in dazzling little
streaks ; and,_ the angle of reflection being
equal to the angle of incidence, as Mr. Grower
has explained, one of these streaks met the
passenger in the eye, no matter which way he
looked. When Ollick had driven everyone
three or four times around the yacht with his
scrubbing things he disappe~red in the forecastle, and when he again emerged he was
very gorgeous in a white shirt with navy blue
collar, cuffs, and bosom, duck trousers, white
as snow, and sailor cap. He took a seat forward, and was for some time an object of
deep admiration to the passenger.
Smith brought a copy of the Christian at
Work aboard to counteract what he calls the
Atheism of his shipmate. It is a peculiarity
of both Smith and the Editor that each regards the other as a Jonah. Smith attributes
all bad luck to the baneful influence of unbelief, and the Editor thinks that superstition
is at the bottom of it. ·Smith is something of
a vocalist. He has a strong bass voice that
issues from his elongated larynx with the
vibrating effect of a whistling buoy and
shakes llim like a reed whenever he exercises
it. He got himself in the proper frame of
mind by a close perusal, at frequent intervals,
of the religious journal above mentioned, and
then, grasping the mast to steady himself, he
beguiled the tedium of the day by singing the
appended cheerful verses:
Sixteen men on a dead man'• chest!
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
The devil and drink did for the rest !
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
For they drank and drank, and got so drunk,
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
Each from the dead man bit a chunk!
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
The> bottle burst and the men accurstYo! ho, ho! and a b3ttle of rum!
Sucked his blood to quench their thirst !
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
They sucked his blood and crunched his bones!
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum !
When suddenly up came Davy Jones!
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum !
"My men," says he, "you must come with me!"
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
And he grinned w!th a horrible kind of glee !
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
Davy Jones had a big black key!
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
It was for the locker beneath the sea!
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
He winked and blinked like an owl in a tree!
Yo! ho, ho ! and a bottle of rum!
And he sunk •em all to the bottom of the sea!
Yo! ho, ho! and a bottle of rum!
Now all take warning by this 'ere song !
Yo! ho, ho ! and a bottle of 1·um!
Never drink whisky so devilish strong!
Yo ! ho, ho! and a bottle (Jf 1·um!

him of that fact in rather plain language.
He didn't appear to be a gentleman, though,
and held on. The weather was squally
and Smith had ordered our. topsail in,
but this fellow's breach of good manners
awoke the yachtsman's instinct in him, and
in a moment Ollick had monkeyed up the
mast and reset the sail. The Gilly, feeling
the increased pressure, dipped a little more
of her rail under, gave her head a jaunty toss,
and, kicking up her heels, began to forge
through the water with a pleasing rustle.
The fellow had the windward position of us,
and his boat was a racing box, but in spite of
all that we out-footed him. As we crossed
his bows, and he dropped astern, Smith gave
vent to some derisiv language, pointed out
small and insignificant craft which he might
tackle for a race with a reasonable prospect
of success, and otherwise so harrowed up the
man's feelings that he went about and put
off in another direction.
After the squalls were over the wind died
out entirely, and we had to anchor to keep
the Gilly from going backward. While we
lay there Ollick got supper ; then a little
breeze ruffled the water, and, taking advantage of it, we bore down upon the anchorage
of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club, of which·
the. Editor and Smith and the Gilly are members. It was dark when we got there; the
tide was .running like a mill-race, and the
Gilly's buoy, to which she was in the habit of
tying up, was surrounded by so many other
yachts that she had to be warped in by passing a line from one boat to another, and
finally to the buoy. During this process ~
found that I had done Ollick injustice in
supposing that he had exhausted his powers
of objurgation on the previous occasions that
had drawn upon them. For, added to the
perplexities of darkness, a stifling atmosphere, and a rushing tide bearing us toward
some black rocks that looked like the discolored teeth of dragons, a swarm of muskfltoes settled down upon the devoted tar,
and made life a burden; I may simply say
that Ollick's profanity did the subject simple
justice, and whenever he paused for breath
the Editor took up the strain and enriched
the air with his ornamental blasphemy. Smith
is a member of the Congregational church,
but he showed signs of satisfaction at hearing
his sentiments expressed in so much better
terms than h.e could command. I never saw
so many musketoes before in my life.· The
air was thick with them, and their voracity
was unbounded. To protect myself from
them I lay flat upon the floor of the cabin,
covering myself, head and heels, with a
blanket, under which I sweltered until morning broke,· and -then Ollick, his face and arms
swollen from the bites of the pests, took us
ashore, and we came to the city. All that
day my chair in the TRUTH SEEKER office
rocked and tipped with a compound motion,
as though at sea, and I had only to close my
eyes to find myself back upon tae waters of
Long Island sound, tossing and dipping
among its restless waves. The click of the
type as it went into the compositors' sticks
answered to the lap, lap of the water against
the sides of the yacht, and upon opening my
eyes the delusion was not the more readily
dispelled when I observed that in the TRUTH
SEEKER office and aboard the Gil Bias the
same Editor sat at the helm.
G. E. MAODONAJ.D.
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'l'HE CO·Ol'EltA'l'IVE BUILDING PLAN ASSO'N.
191 Broadway <Box 2702), New York.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.·
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bin·gle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By ThomaR Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with "the
proposed independence of Amelica from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more suc.l:
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on ·the propriety of a sepa·
ration.n

OPENING SPEECH. TO THE JURY

;;ra.pll Company
· against the
Weste1'n Union Teleg1'aph Company

"SHOPPEL'S MODERN HOUSES" No. 3.

Tbe Greatest or all Anti·Bibll·
Natural and Scientific Methods of
cal \Vorks.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forgetting.
By THOMAS PAINE,
BIBLE.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

ENGLAND.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele-
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Price, 3:') cents.

For either of these works, or any of Paine'l
writin~s.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

TH8·
.
.

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

TRY•SQU.L\RE;
OR1

VOLTAIRE'S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes<,
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. Th~
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-:lriicromegas ..::....
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatim::
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure iri
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
e1Jgravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $2.00.

The Church of Practical Religion.

Hnlf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen lan~
guage, and easily understood. There is just sufficient nan·ativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universe, and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waif8 and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·

can Story.· Price, cloth, $1.00; paiJer, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with incident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
Swinton's Paper.

A NOVEL.

+IDITI) + ILLU$TR1UIOll$. +
PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Da-wn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy La-ws of the
States and Territories of the United States,
'.I'he Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A Story. By Si Slokum,

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

5
17
29
30
34

37
92

94
98

" Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
Au octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1. 50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co!!
28 Lafay.,tte Place, !)leW York.

THE

CONVENTIONAL J,IEfil OF OUR
CIVILIZA. TION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0.

B.

WHITFORD, llf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Centnry In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

And Its Errors Exposed.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to ms, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

15C

Origin of the Christian Bible.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
J

THE DAWNING.

(E. M. 287.)

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

Paper, 12ri:to, 95 pages, 25c.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 cts.

version of the Indian Storr of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
·
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

A Protest Against Persecution.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
f~
Addre&f
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New YOlk
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Jlews of( tltt Jjfttlt.
ARCHBISHOP ELDER in a recent address proffers the Catholic church as the workingmen's
best friend, and urges them to beware of
'' the danger that there is, now that the day
· has arrived in which the workingmen assert
and maiT1.ttlin their rights, of forgetting religious obligations."

THE TRUTH SEEKER,. AUGUST 20, 1887.

THE 0BDE 80FCHE .II.aTI 0Bi

IV. Pr1r:Jgn~W~fl~ littd:;~~~-!or a. Fair Trial •
V. Dawn of CreatiOn. An An8werto Mr. Glad•
.J. DtsOUBston Bet'IIJtJen
-~
stone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
Gladstone, Huxle)', Muller,
VI. Mii:t?~~~~tone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Linton.
K~vllle.
vn. AProtestandaPlea.· ByMrs.E.LrnnLinOn the Conilict between Genesis and Geology.
ton
CONTENTS•
1 This is a new book and contains the latest discus·
· an d o f. Wors h"IP. BY H on. :, participants
sion on the mistakeli
of Moses.
The
names
of the
I • D awn o f 0 reat10n
are a guarantee
of its
able
character.
W. E. Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and theinterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
praters oftoNature.
By Prof.By
T. H.
Huxley.
III. Postscript
Solar Myths.
Prof.
Max 1
THE TRUTH SEE KE R c 0.,
Muller.
1
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
o
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~ili

6tms of(. Ufholigltf.

I FANCY Hesper would hav been a little shocked
if one had called her an A.t.heist. Bile went to
church most Sundays-when in the country; for,
in the opinion of Lad:v Margaret, it was not dec· th e ceremony: wh ere you bav
or- us th ere t o omit
influence, you ought to set a good example-of
hypocri8y, namely 1 But if anyone had •u'l'gested
to H eHper a certain old fashioned use of ber chamber door, she would hav inwardly !aug bed at the
::;;. ::"Jb-:\XrtFJI.fetet-··-,,-r;.~~~&J@ifrNs.pa.J- rz.. ~ nirl,
_,
absurdity.-Geo. Macaonata.

Tax pope continues a
determined struggle with
Italy to get possession of
a certain coveted territory.

MAN, know thyself-study
thy body, it8 every law. and
functwn, wnat 1t needs for
food and dnnk, what it
s\qould breathe a••d how it
should be clothed, what
will dwelop 1t In harmoniou• proportions and buw it
may be clean and pure ;
study thy mind, the laws
wbwh govern thought, the
highest U8es which thought
may be made to BHve ;
study thy heart, what it is
to love and to be loved,
what 1t means to love not
only persons, but truth,
virtue, i•tdtice, a8 thy very
self. And, having done all
this, see huw thy phYHlCal,
thy affoctional part~ at·e so
intimll.tt>IY interwoven that
thou canst not draw a line
ofsepll.ration between them.
Sa" and know that tllon art
the temple of temples,
whose incessant ~acnlice is
ceast>less aspiration for divine tdeal~, a never-ending
search for knowlerl!le, and
a warm, unbounded love.
This surely is natural, practical, univer>~al religtoo. No
sect, no system, bas patented it. IG i• tqually natural iu all sects and under
all •ystems. No word Bili:Dl•
fying less than univer,al
will d~ fur a prefix to tt.-

SAM JONES has difficulty in filling all his
numerous engagements ;
special trains are run,
and the audiences are
prodigious.
DR. McGLYNN's recent
statement that the German3 are attempting to
Germanize the Catholic
church in the Northwest
is extensivly
contra_
dieted.
FKARS are expressed
that the animosity being
raised in the South by
late resentful expressions
in the North may lead
to calamitous results in
the event of a war with
England.
A
ST. PETERSBURG
firm has equipped and
started for Central Asia
an expedition which will
establish cotton plantations and make an analysis of the soil of Turkestan and the Trans-Caspian territories.

.Fr~aertc

A. Hir.cJc,eiJ,

THERE IS no need of pulling down Christianity any
more-it is down. IG is now
in order to study it as we
study the myths and sysJACOB DECEIVES HIS FATHER, SWINDLES HIS BROTHER, AND TELLS LIES.-Gen. xxvii, 19, 20.
ONE of the usual feeble
tems of Greece and India,
wtth a certam sympll.thy
periodical investigations
hand ine that hat, and I'll show you what your old and kindly construction, Huch as one PUt8 upon a
is being made into the corruption of New
father can do in the way of a home run. P1tch life that'" ended. Nay, more, one may well reoogYork police courts that enables many of the
'em up there, boy. ·•
nize that thl8 pa•t relll(lllUS world attained. in tts
worst criminals and leaders of "gangs" to
day, a power over manklDd wh1ch ha• ha•·d;y yet
TBE milkmaid known in former days,
been dreamed of by the baby rtl!Jgion of the new·
obtain release from jail through political
"PA," said a Second avenue boy," I know what
If pi <tin was not unbearable,
world. now in its m,nger. Tne wol"id is practi" pulls" as often as they are sent there.
makes folks laugh in their sleeves!" •· Well, my
And often won the poet's praise;
calh without a r~liginn which can curb human
But the mllk m"'d" now is terrible.
pa•sions and selfidhuess as they were largely
THE Ute Indians in Colerado are commenc- son, what makes 'em 1" "•Cause that's where
II!' Ternyson ~~:ot £i0 for writing the "Jubilee curbed by oruperstitwus terrors. Those filar• fl~d
ing hostilities, and troops hav been prepared 1heir funny-bone is."
HE dropped his melon on the pave,
Ode," bow much were ten Word•worth 7 What is aud laughed at, 1t is too soon to expec~ men to
to dispatch against them.
1
And when it fell kerflummux, ·
your opimon of Edgar A. Poetry 1 Why d1d L~u- put tarth m the power of the iuf.. nt rellgiuu that
LAST Sunday the Salvation Army, after
" Well, never mind,•· said he, "•twill save
renee Sterne in•tead of gomg stra•gLt? Not- bas neither threat nor bribe. Bat this-Interval of
holding services, attempted to march through
A heap of h·ouble for our stomachs."
withstanding his name, J•>sepb never Addt•on, sk~pt.icism will close, and the world pre•ently be
Ocean Grove, N. J.; but was prevented by
FoREMAN (to country editor): "Do you want ~~~rt, ~:::a~·~rs:!~~~r•• B~~~~Pt :f.:'h~ ~~;~ ~t!~~ startle~ b~ t~e01mnacles of love iucarnate in scithe J>Lv.
Mr. Goodman's sermon, ' Fee-"" My Mrs. B>Lrbaula 1 Wlly dtd ltwba d Lovelace? ence.- · ·
'wa11.
t h e po1ICe.
k
. .
. l
Lambs,• to go on the editorial page?" Ed•tor What a reputation Sir Walter t:\.,ott! Where did OH, I see thee old and formal, fitted to thy petty
TBE S oc1a1ISts are commencing a v1o ent (absPntmindedls): •·No. Run it in the • Alitrtcnlt- E
d W 11
W
d M
part,
warfare against Henry George and his fol- ural D~partment.,,
dmun
a er 1
ha_t sorrow caude
rs. With a little hoard of maxims preaching down a
l
f
h .
l
Fanny Steers 1 The wnter Congrtve o~er. the !
daughter's heart.
.
owing or t eu attempt to expe the former TBEIB Jove confessed, when Pc&tasy was o'er,
fact that the~e notes are no Wlltttter tf 1t ts "Tb
d
'd
th f li
h
"ted
Lob
t
th
ht
d
.
bl
b
t
't
.
,.
t
tb
po·
t
ey
wer~
anl(erou•
gut
ese
ee
ngs-s e
f r 0 m the Ulll
~ or par Y·
And they bad partially returned to reason,
oug . estra e. 0 1 Wl 11 ue more 0 e m
herself was not. exempt;
THE 'leader of the "Whyos," the worst "Darling," said he," hast ever loved before?"
to promls, as be does faithfully, not to do 80 Han- 'l'ruly, she herself had sufftJred "-Perish in thy
"Well, no," she answered-" that is, not this sea- nah More.
,
self-contempt I
gang of roughs in this city, was killed on the
son ! "
IT was a New Bedford man who, when a terrible Outliv It-lower yet-be happy I Wherefore should
13th by a saloonkeeper whom he attacked in
FIRST Omaha polit.ician : "I'm afraid it's all up storm set Ill one lllght, rusbtd mto the huu•e ot a !
I care?
his own bar-room, breaking up the furniture with uH, B II." SPcond Omaha politician: "What's neighbor and cned on,, •· Junes, this i• the end- I myself must mix with aati,n, lest I wither by
and throwing bottles at the proprietor's head. the matt.er 1'' "The Wor1a says the only two great 1 ing up uf tanh!'' "I'm afraid •o-l'm atrll.td so I"
despair.
-Tew•vsor,•s Loclcstev Hall•
. IT is thought tllat Germany is deterred i•snes of the future are labor and temperance." 1was tile reply. •• An<l what shall w., doT' "Mal!.e
YE high exalted virtuous dames
·
"Great Jwks! An' we must either work or stop our peace with heaven I" Tue wmd blew still
Ty' d ~Pin godly Ia, s
'
from declaring war only by the emperor's de- drinkin• to catch votes?" "That's just it. Which strong.,r, the bou•e •hook, and the calitlr exBefn;e Y" gie poor Fr~~t~ names
termination that no army shall go into the shall we do, BillT" "Commit suicide."
clatmed, "Junes, you lost five l>usht>ls of wheat
Sup 0 e a charJge o' ca•es.
'
ltfllT""I""Ad
b
·
ps
•
field without him. His ill health prevents his
OMAHA man (at the circus) : "So you are king "'s a
es.
u you av your suspl·
A dear-loved lad, convenience snug
cions?" ''I hav, The man who took my wheat
A tt·e ch~ ou" tuclrnatt'on'
a t ten d ance a t present, b u t t rou bl e may b e ex- of the Cannibal Idlands, t-h 7 I bav always given h ad be t ter own up.' , " can yon ,org-tv
#
h 11111''
"
Bnt. leta med whisper
i' your ln~r
1
pected to follow his death, and his condition free Y to heathen miesious. and am glad to see one "1 can." •· Well-'' Here the wind •nddenly
Y~'re atblins tae temp tal ion.'
is anxiously watched.
I o~ the ?rands snatch~d from the burmng." Can dropped, and after a look .through the wtutlow
Th~n gently scan your brother man,
.
: mba! kwg : •· I came here to Preach to you peo- the con•cience-strtcken mu.n turned and fim•hed,
Still gentl.,r Sidler woman;
ON the mght of the lOth a crowded ex- pie. but was induced to travel forthe~e kind men.•· ·'Ye•, tf ever 1 meet htm 1'11 atlvl•e him to call
Tho' they may gang a keunin wrang,
cursion train of fifteen cars, from Peoria, Ill., "What did you expect to preach against T" ru·ound I"
To step a•tdd 1• humau i
to Niagara Falls crashed into a burning "Against the use of tobacco 1 Mo•t of the mis.
. '
.
sionaries you sent us had smoked all their lives." WHEN the young debut11.nte gets sight of a beau,
One point must st11l tie greatly dark,
br:tdge near Ptper City: Tile wreck. -;as . " A.h, ha ! So even you obi~ct to tobacco-smoking
She scarcely can pet:p through the leav"" of her
The moving whv tht:y do It:
fnghtful, ~mly four sleeptrg cars remammg · minister• ?" "Yes, we don't want any more like
fan,
And iu•t as lamely can ye mark
Her
heart
doth
so
flutter,
her
cheeks
do
so
glow,
How far perhaps they rue tt.
on the track. One hundred and eighteen· them. Tobacco spoils the soup."
Aa she a•ks, all a-&remuhng, ·• Whota the man?"
-Burtt:J's .&aaress to the Un.co Gutd.
bodies were taken from the ruins, and the in"SARY," said a Dakota man to his wife," did
jured numbered four times as many more.
you take them ten bunches of wheat I brought in Twenty doth bring her to years of discretion;
LIVING
men
must hav living institutions. It is
Nu longer she blu•hes, but change• her plan;
an' put 'em all togtother an' mix the roots all up,
very id1e to ouppos~ that we are to be ruled by
Os the morning of the 9th, Willis McDear- an• plaster some mud on •em in good shape?" Wtth thoughts of the pocket, tl.e ,place, the pro- men who are lying in their graves. Each age is
fe••Ion,
mon, a school-teacher near Babattia, Tenn., "Yes, I fixed •em.'' "Put the hunch. in the
capable of judgiug of it• need• : Jt i; not to be
She questiona the circle with, "What is the supposed th .. t a past age should know what we
found his school-house surrounded by a mob, wa.gon, a~' l'll take it to town an' gtv it to the
man 'I''
who rtfused him admission on the ground that ed tor an tdl btm It all grew from one sePd. And
should wont.-Na1.tu10a1. Baptist.
. . . .
tben be wtll say lD the pap~r that he ' was on At thirty, each day the thought doth appal her,
EVERY age must take care of itself, and we must
he was a Prohtb1t10mst. McDearmon opened WedneHday showed a stool of wheat by Farmer That hour by hour her ro•e• grow wan,
ll'lV those that come after us credit for reopenmg
another school-house. The Anti-Prohibition· Doozenberry, m which there were over four buu- Her circle of lovt:rs grow• HruaJ 1tor and smallerthe poil-b•>ok aud lettmg iu "'new cla8s of voters
ists installed a new teacher,and pupils divided dred dtalks an' heads. This remark'ble product is
She duns each d~ce1ver w1th, "Which is the [women, for iustance, 1882] as soon as one is
according to parents' views on the question·
all from one gram of seed. Dakoty agin the
man?"
found which can "xerc1•e the right u8efully to
•
world I Next!'"
Forty changes her tune, and, grown romantic,
ttsdf and to the public.-Eelu•buryh Review.
SENATOR FRYE, just returned from a Euro" IrEnE you are, are you, you young reprobate?"
Deems it charming to stmper as much as she
THE Fpirit which has tried to fasten upon Paine
pean tour, says : " I found girls in factories in saiil Mr. Badgerly, as he came across his son playcan;
the stigma of licentiousues•, and has completely
Venice working with great skill for from five ing base-ball on the common. ''So. this is the Haunts watering-places, steams the Atlantic,
failed of doing so. has had no anxiety to f>Lsten
For the query of hfe now ts, •• Where Is the this sttgma noon Hamilton or W>LHhmgtoo, when
to twelve cents a day, the most experienced way you spend the time that you ought to be puttmg in at school, is 1t1 Here the teacher's been
man?"
-Lve.
succe•s might hav rewarded iudu•try. The reagetting twelve cents, out of which they had send!Ug word wan tin' to know if you were sick,
sou is evident. Hamilton and Wastnngton fluug
to liv; but how they liv is a wonder. Fa~rm and I·ve been buntmg for you for the last hour.
themselv• against the orthodux tradition with dehands all over Europe earn twenty cents a day. No, str; I don't care If lt is your strike or whose
strnct!v force. Tile manr,Je u! orthodoxy JB a.
HISTORY
Women do most of the field work. I saw stnke 1t t•. I won't hav any more of this blame
mantle of charity. It htdes a multitude of sins
01!' THIC
nonsen•e. Iuu lu•t-" Here the boy made an
tbat would else he publi•lled aud paraded wtth
no improved machinery on the farms of the iueff~ctual pas• at the ball, and the old gentleman
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT unmitig,.ble zeal.-J. W. Cl!aawtclc.
Continent. It seems certain that there must pau•ed. "Great Scott I'' exclaimed the old man
Of Euro1•e.
HE that does good to another man does good
be a European war in the near future. The under his breath, as be pulled off his coat, •· how
many more strikes you got?" "Two;• replied the By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D. al•o to himself; not only in the consequence• but
-only way to avoid it is to disband the armies, boy, who had retreated to a safer distance as he
in the very act of ·doing it; for the consciousness
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $li,
.and that can't be done."
observed hl8 father's preparatiOns. "Well, just
'.of well-domg is an ample reward.-Seneca.
Alldress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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THE Conservator, the organ of the colored r his health an' hishigh-tonedways. If he had
I
folks of Chicagg, has this to say about I been a colored man put in jail for grabbin' a
====:.=== McGarigle, the "boodler" of that town wbo, stray chicken they'd dun put him in a cell

THE Dallas, Texas, Times relates this as
evidence that prayer is answered: "Just
1
before the election there were prayers offered
CoNCERNING the Labor leaders the Tribune· escaped to Canada: " So you let McGarigle and forgot he ·was there: This way makin' up for the success of the Prohibition amend•
remarks: "The men who hold it their most ~et away_, did you? I 'nowed it, _leastw~ys I I· fish out. o: o~e ~an an' dog-meat out o' ment in Texas. Now that the amendment is
sacred duty on earth to strive to better the. spected 1t. You all was too pertiCular hout 'nother a1n t nght.
defeated by such an overwhelming majority
condition of their fellowthere are those who are
disposed to ridicule the
men, and who profoundpower of prayer. Those
ly believe that they hav
who are so disposed
discovered the right way
should not laugh too
to do it, are never to b.e
loudly. In a colored
despised."
church in Dallas a part of
TnE reporters who colthe congregation prayed
lect news of the doings
·tor the triumph of Prohiof the labor organizations
bition. As soon as it had
of New Yorlr city hav
finished the other part
formed an .assembly of
raised its voice asking for
the Knights of Labor
the triumph of the anti's.
which they bav named
It was a case where one
in honor of the late Dr.
or the other side had to ·
Horace Greeley. The
win. The anti's claim
purposes of the Horace
there is much in pray.
Greeley assembly hav
er."
heretofore been purely
social, but recently when
.A:. CORRESPONDENT of
the labor news reporter
the St. Louis Globe-Detnof the Tribune had a
OC'I'at spent the Fourth of
disagreement with his
July in a part of Illinois
city edit()r and found it
where the farmers hadn't
expedient to leave the
had rain for a month,
paper, the.Central Labor
and were praying for it
Union passed solemn
to come. He tells this .
resolut-ions denouncing
,story: "I was in the
the city editor and orderhouse of one of these
ing that all news of the
farmers, a strong be- Central Labor Union's
liever in the efficacy of
affairs be withheld from
prayer, and he told me
the 1'?-ibune's reporters.
he thought that the Lord
And so it has come about
was sending them the
that the T1ibune alone,
drouth to punish them
the paper founded by
for their wickedness.
Horace Greeley, is not
After dinner I went out
represented in the Horinto the woods and lay
ace Greeley assembly,
down under a tree.
aud its labor reporters
Pretty soon a· big dead
are at present struggling
limb dropped off a tree
under a boycott by their
close to my head. I had
fellow. newsgathers.
lived in the country long
enough to know that
Tn& Melbourne Libwas a good sign of ape?·ator adds to an old item
proaching rain. Then,
concerning Italy : " In
in a little while more, I
18(ll, a government inheard a tree-toad chirp.
quiry revealed the interRain sign No.2 I Then
C3ting fact that out of
I heard a rain crow caw,
the 26.000,000 populaand I sat up to listen.
tion, 17,000,000 could
Sign No. 3 I ·Presently
neither read nor write.
I heard a locomotiv
In the kingdom of Nawhistle and the train
ples it was still worse.
rumble over a track I
In. five years the governknew was fifteen miles
ment, hated and opposed
away. Sign No. 4 I I
as it was by the priests,
got up and went into
startedll, 137 elementary
the house and told my
schools, which were atfriend that I had been
tended by 2,217,870 boys
out praying for rain to
aud girls. All these
come before night, and
would hav grown up in
added that I was confiignorance if the pope and
dent of getting what I
· his party had had their
wanted. He looked at
way. The first ragged
me mournfully, and said
school iu Home was
in a hopeless way. that
opened by an American
he gue~sed not.
It
lady in 1870. As late as
wasn't for an irreligious
that year the inspectors
man from St. Louis to
found the children in
come out there and outRoman schools so ignopray all the people of that
rant that they could not
neighborhood.
I took
mrtke them understand
him out in the yard and
either geography, synshowed him the clouds.
tax, or spelling. Some
'Oh,' said he, with cheerof them thought the
THE ROCK OF AGES GEOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED.
fulness,
' that'll pass
Adriatic a mountain, Sararound us. We've had
dinia a city, Milan the
capital of Sicily. One said Brutus was~ desFouR hundred and one convicts confined wives, the same devotion to our m~thers, the that to occur before.' But I made him
pot, Dante a French poet, Petrareb a famous in the main prison at Nashville hav appealed same ·affection for our sisters, and for their make everything secure, and before long
One boy declared Columbus an to the people of Tennessee to work for the sake, and for the sake of 'our children, we there came along a rain that would. hav
poetess.
apostle; another said be was the Holy Ghost. adoption of the Prohibitory amendment. appeal t·o you to unite as one man and free drowned a man if he had been out in it.
Another said Cardinal Grant .was president After saying that three-fourths of the in- the state from a curse created by the hands The farmer was in ecstasies, and would
of the United States. Some did not know mates were made criminals by intoxicants, of man, discountenanced by the law of God.. "; hav canonized me if he had known how.
in what country Rome was, and had never they close their appeal as follows: "Wearing Rev. N. W. Utley, chaplain of the peniten-; I left while my laurels were green, a~d I
heard of Jesus Christ. There were about the garb of disgrace, being dishonored and tiary, certifies at the bottom of the list of; suppose my old friend hasn't yet decided
70,000 priests, monks, and nuns in Italy at counted unworthy to mingle with the people names that the document was prepared by· whether or not I possess supernatural
th~ time."
powers."
of our state, we yet hav the same love for our the convicts themselvs as a voluntary act.
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McGlynn were any kind of a theologian-not t,o giv what he does not hav." Since one man is no legli'peak of philosophy~he would undoubtedly know islator ina multitude, one man·~s no parliament, and
that there are pure, scriptural dogmas that need no one man has no right and power, neither can a great.
special declaration, and such is the last commandment number of such men bav such a power and right.
Dr. McGlynn's Position and His Church.
of the Decalog.. "Non domum, non agrurn, non The· power is with God; God givs the power, by
From all reports, news, and items that hav come servum, non aucillam, non bovem, non asinum, et selecting one and puttiug him into power; that is,
within our reach, we can fairly conclude that: Dr. Mc- uni1Jersa quce illius sunt." Would Dr. McGlynn constituting him king, emperor, pope, ~tc. Hence,
Glynn's case, especially his relation to his church and oblige us by showing us whether the Catholic church '' Guilifllmus, speciali Dei gratiaimperator German ire."
the position be is holding toward Catholic doctrins has a dogma declared. and proclaimed against mur- "Leo XIII., speciali Dei gratia Pontifex Maximus." ·
"J oannefl. Dei et apostolicre sed is gratia episcopus."
and ecclesiastical authority, haJl not yet been clearly der T
His insipid and self-admiring declamation for a Power and authority is given from above (from pope,
stated arid illustrated from an· unbiased, philosophical point of view. · From all this we may even dogma, a declaration, and the like, exhibits him in emperor, king, bishop) downward by nomination, apventure to assert that Dr. ·McGlynn, not having. such a light that" ignaros fallit,_ notis (vel scientibus) pointment, consecrt~.tion, ordination, l')tc. People
started on his" new crusade" systematically, with a autem est derisui." He seLmB either not to know hav no right to elect a priest, a bishop, a count, a
.
scrupulously measured. and investigated plan, got that the teachings of the church do not consist duke, a king, a pope.
The former is an Infidel system, the latter one is
into such a Scylla and· Charybdis that be lost the con- of a row of dogmas, or to know what is to be
~rol.of his own destiny and is actually at. the mercy believed by a Catholic Christian. If he only looked the "revealed" one; the former was in practice in
in his school-books, he would find out very easily pagan Rome, is in republics to day, is also among vaof the waves.
Let us giv a fair, an impartial consideration to Dr. the nature of his doctrins: whether they are rejected rious Protestant sects and Infidels, upheld 'by Dr.
McGlynn's case in order to show the reader those and condemned by his so much belo>ed and admired McGlynn; the latter one in all kingdoms, empires,
latent agencies that are in operation beneath the sur- church, or tolerated. We fear, however, that he and i_n the orthodox churches, upheld by Dr. Meglynn with oath and public profession.
face of this singular disagreement of a Roman priest would not know where to find them. and his pqwerful cbu~cb.
·
Does he really believe that the· most autocratic of
Now, how does this agree? Worst of it for Dr.
The bare case is this:
all social institutions, Uie Latin church, would, or, McGlynn is the ridiculous position into which h13
Dr. Edward McGlynn, a Roman Catholic priest, in fact, could tolerate such doctrins 1 It is impos- got by holding his American citizenship above the
outside of his church availing himself of the liberties sible to suppose; and the fact is, that his doctrin has allegiance that he owes to his church. The authority
of an American citizen, proposes publicly a doctrin long been condemned, ever since the times of Gnos- of a Paritheistico-Protestantico-Infidel theory, his
against the individual ownership in land, and declares tics; later against the Albigenses; still later against free American citizenship, above divine authority!it a·wrong done to the multitude. He consequently Th. Campanella; against Proudhon; against Fourier, admissi, risum teneatis amici!
What is it, anyway, hypocrisy or ignorance?
espouses the theory of abolishing individual owner- etc. It is a doctrin of the Cathohc church that
We may add, that the constitution of the Catholic
ship in land, maintaining and t(laching that land is the "Homo iure naturce potest acquirere et possidere
common property of all, entirely ip.. the same way as dominio perfecto stabiles proprietates;" that is, "A church is that of an absolute monarchy (see Catholic
are sunlight and air. The nation shouJd be the owner, man can by natural Jaw (right) acquire and possess Philosophical Manuals); Dr. M0Glynn is a citizen of
and its government is to administer it, collecting with perfect ownership any kind of real eslate." And: it. Furthermore, the Catholic church teaches (see
yearly rents from it so as to be able to abolish all "Imo; spectato iure gentium, homines naturre officio again· Catholic Philosophical Manuals) that material
other taxes, which are an unjust and unbearable bur- tententur ad divisionem stabilium proprietatum." power is less, the spiritual one is more, higher and
den upon the poor laborers.
·
Communism, no matter of what kind, is most posi more sublime. A republic-being of no divine origin,
The public teach.ing of this so-called land theory tivly rejected and condemned by the church, and as all power is from above--is disregarded, not acconstituted an offense in the eyes of the Catholic private ownership is not only admitted, but positivly knowledged, even denounced; better and higher is a
church · authorities. They warned and admonished declared as the only lawful way of possessing unmov- kingdom; still higher is an empire; the highest, and
the priest, who having persisted and preached the able goods. Where here does the necessity of a the most sacred, is the popery; hence. the three
same principles in spite of remonstrances of the " dogma'' come in ? Is it not enough when the crowns. The pope is the king of kings, a_nd morechurch authorities, there arose an open split between church advocates a doctrin and condemns its opposit! the vicar of God. Dr. McGlynn is his citizen; yet
church and. priest. As the priest would not part It should suffice such a pious Catholic man, who in in the same breath he claims that the pope has no
with his cherished principles, be incurred the ire of his heart is so warmly attached to it that even by right to summon him to Rome, or excommunicate
Rome, who finally launched down its heaviest excommunication he cannot be severed from it ?
him. Isn't this the most absurd and ridiculous
thunder upon the head of the champion of the
Dr. Edward McGlynn does not know his own claim?
famous land theory-that is, excommunication.
position, nor that of his own church; not even
No matter what a pope says in his encyclicas about
Apart from these two offenses-the new land guessing from afar the fundamental principles upon his Liberalism, love and friendship toward free institheory, and refusal to obey, or contumacy-Dr. Mc- which that old establishment is built. He only tutions, republics, it is a dangerous hypocrisy. ReGlynn is also accused o£ having advocated the public knows the archbishop, the cardinals, the pope, and publicanism and popery are the zenith and nadir;
school system in America against the Catholic the ecclesiastical "machine j" 'for the church itself the greatest possible oppositions, the two farthest
parochial school system.
and its dogmas he is full of filial and tender Jove. distant extremities. The professional followers of one
This is the case objectivly.
We shall undertake to show the doctor that he i~ cannot be the friends of the other. If the church
Whenever something of interest emerges from the follower of S:pinoza, consequently a Pantheist; a would, for an instant, admit Dr. McGlynn's theories,
within the jealously guarded pales of the old Latin follower of Rousseau, Voltaire, Proudhon, etc.; there- it would be the most astonishing suicide, a refutachurch, an unusual attention is paid to it all the civ- fore a strong Infidel, at the best, a Rationalist (Iucus tion and abjuration of its own very foundation.
ilized world over. It was more especially so with a non lucendo).
Did Dr. McGlynn ever think about the questions
the case in question, which very closely interested
The father of modern Pantheism, Baruch Spinoza, here ventilated? We are sure that .he never did.
the most . important and most · populous strata of whom, after Voltair:e, we admire, study, and love the
He made an irreparable blunder right at the bemodern society: the men of wealth or capitalists, most-although we feel and think even more liberally ginning; and this was his acquiescence into those
and the men of labor-that is, the producers and than our great master, whose works (being so. impi- praises which his parishioners hav him overwhelmed
transformers of raw material. Those theories if re- ous) Dr. McGlynn probably never read-beautifully, with, concerning his excellency, goodness, etc., as a
alized, would undoubtedly revolutionize societ~; and admirably explains the position of a natural man, the priest; it was. the locking of the door behind his
so we venture to say that its every thinking member society, monarchy, aristocracy, freedom, slavery, god, back. He knew that if he persisted, his excommuniis entitled to giv an opinion on the subject or to take etc. Except the scholastics, all philosophers adopted cation was bp.t a matter of time; he also knew .that
a subjectiv view of the case.
his views concerning society (although Socrates and he would persist. Having been praised so highly as
. In accordance with this assumption we shall con- PJato also approached his OIJinion .. ); and there is no a Catholic priest, a faithful disciple of the jlist-men. Bider Dr. McGlynn's case from a theologico-pbilo- doubt that Dr. McGlynn is also his disciple.
tioned Roman doctrins and theories, that a really
sophical point of view, with due consideration
Man in a natural state has no laws. There is no sin, learned man- never would claim, he could not falltoward the case of hath parties.
no virtue, no merit, nothing good, nothing bad, noth- back on Iufidelism or any Protestant denomination
The first question which offers itself for discussion ing beautiful, nothing ugly, nothing just or unjust, without being pointed at by archbishops, priests, and
here is, whether the new "land theory" can really etc., but all is either useful or harwiul, comfortable Catholic laymen as a hypocrit; so then be had to slide
constitute an offense in the eyes of the Catholic or otherwise. A man is free juF>t to the t:Xtent to down in the ridiculous situation where he is fouud
. ch~rch, and consequently cannot be taught by a which he is physically capable. He can destroy his to-day, clinging to the threshold of a house whence
pnest of that chmcb. Rome examined the land enemies, acquire the necessaries of hfe in any way he had been flung out. Is this manly1-is it worthy
theory, but, too cautiously, pronounced no eentence whatsoever. When natural man enters society, by of an educated man T
concerning it, excownmnicating the priest for obsti- this act, which is spom a::~eous, he will spontaneously
Otherwise, too, he had shown great frailties. His
nat~ diJlobedience. This caution may_ be a good lose some of his liberty, retaining only one share of speeches and public orations are all ex abrupto, ex
polwy to~ard the clamorous masses upholding. and it., equal to that of eacu other. The sacrificed rights tempore-without a second's preparation, or previous
enco?-ragm~ the f~arless priest who, by the flocking collectivly constitute the public authorit-J or executiv careful, written elaboration; beginning where the
muJtitude, IS considered as being right; a martyr of power. As each memb•Jr of the somety, singly or irresponsible tongue deems proper, ending where
his principles, a man, of the people, a dtfender of the collectivly, cannot admimster municipal, judicial, or chances !Juggest after one or two hours of unsystempoor and oppressed, etc. Yet, it is not altogether legislattv affairs, all the members do it together by atical declamation. This is a very serious defect
wise. .Learned ecclesiastics, or, in fact, all good VOtes, eJecting certain persons WhOse busineSS it Will in a public speaker.
.
theologians, know that the church bas decided doc- be to administer justice, create and execute laws, etc.
Hts attacks on the Roman machinery are skinbins and laws with regard to this land theory; and That is, they constitute a parliament, government, deep, unworthy of a doctor of theology; any man of
such learned men will smile at the blind declamation kingdom, or republic. Certainly such is the origin of newspaper learning and education could, wir,hout
and ignorant assertion of Dr. McGlynn that "it is nations and all organized society. The power and much hazard, rival him. An excommunicated Roman
not against the doctrins of the cb urch f' "it is no authority has its source in the people, and the people doctor of theology is expected to cut deeper, to
dogma;" ''no archbishop, no pope, has the right" to thus is entitled to the right of election, and to create show thorough competency and familiarity with the
excommunicate him, etc.
legislation, and to appoint the administrators of their subject, and hav courage enough to tell all that is to
We do not know which to admire more, his bold- own laws and rights. This is a republic.
be told.
ness in haranging the masses with such assertion
Does Dr. McGlynn, as a citizen of the great
In an organized body of men, be it religion, asso?r. his i~norance of Christian, particularly of Thorn: American republic, appr.ove of this theory~ That ciation, lodge, state, family, no man can be his own
Isbc, philosophy. And he was educated in Rome!
he does, is perfectly known, since this was and is judge. Why does Dr. McGlynn pretend that his
What, we ask him, is the corner-stone of his still his platform, whence he dared disobey his church excommunication is null and void? He is not, and
cherished land theory 7 Is it not the abolition of authorities, the ecclesiastical "machine;"
cannot be, regarded as his own judge; his judge is
individual right of ownership in land? What is to
But now, there is another theory, diametrically op- Rome, and Rome excommunicated him, and this ends
succeed to it? Natural or common ownerships. posed to this, and Dr. McGlynn, under oath, pro- all. A person who is not his own master; who has
Now, we know only of two alternativs: either to fesses to adhere to and acknowledge that too! That no free will; who is fed, sheltered, and provided for
possess individually (personally), or in common. To other theory is included, as in a nutshell, in the by another, is in the power of that person, who has
take P?Ss~s~ion of i~dividual persons' properties by following modest little axiom, "Omnis potestas de-l and exercises full and unquestionable authority over
other mdividuals, wuhout their consent, is robbery; sursum, a Deo" ("All power is from above, from the mind and body of his subject. Such a person is
to do the same under the auspices of a mob-created God"). The followers of this principle say, "Nemo a slave, to whom his keepers prescribe eating, drinklaw, a king, or any monarch, is tyranny. If Dr. potest dare, quod non habet;" that is, "Nobody can ing, dressing1 work, way of living; refusal of mar-
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riage, .of free migration, opini_o~, spEjech, etc. A. Roman priest is exactly such a pitiable creature, and can
not possibly appeal to his less important American
citizenship.

races, the Protestantism of the Teutonic family, the
orthodoxy of the Sclavonic tribes, the monotheism of
all Shemites, the Trinitarianism of the Aryan stock
in Asia and the West.
This also explains th~ denunciation of the Tentons in this country by Dr. McGlynn; but for his
superficial and shallow objects, together with his
little motivs, and scratches on the surface, on Roman
collars, Germanization, etc., nothing, nobody, answers, not even Dr. Edward McGlynn.
New Yorlc Oity.
P;aoF. .A.. J. MoGYbROSI.
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rikinism," "Why Do Workers Want?" "The Want
of Liberty the Cause of Starvation," "Political Privilege the Cause of Present Evils," "Is Anarchy
Superior to Government?" and "Is Poverty Curable
by Government~" When such live issues (I.S the
foregoing are discussed by the Secularists week after
week, without intermission, and when, moreover, ·
public debates are held every Sunday evening at the
Melbourne Anarchists' Club upon all the weighty
problems of land, currency, commerce, and political
and social questions generally, it speaks well for the
development of radical thought in this far-away·
corner of the globe.
·
There hav been several changes in the Freethought
press of the colonies since I last found time to write
to you. The Rationalist (N. Z.) has not been re~
vived as the Liberal, as was intended; and I hav
reason to fear that the company which floated it has
mysteriously collapsed. The· Reflector (N. S. W.)
only issued .for a few weeks, and then promised to
appear as a monthly-a promis that was never fu].
filled. The Henry-Georgian paper,. Ottr Commonwealth (S. A..) has been transformed from a weekly to
a monthly, and is manfully struggling to keep afloat.
A. sprightly little State-Socialistic weekly, the Radical, has been started at Hamilton (N. S. W.); and a
miserable little -scissors-and-paste hotch-potch has
just shown itself at Sydney (N. S. W.), bearing the
ambitious title of the Republican, though why it is
so called is not very clear, unless its object is to
catch the sympathies of the Sydney republicans,
now that they are having their political corns trodden on by the government which they are always so
proud of claiming to be a democratic one in fact, if
not in name. A.nd lastly, there is Honesty (Melbourne), a monthly . periodical, devoted to political
and social matters generally, and Anarchism in
particular.
Little news comes from New Zealand regarding
the state of the Freethought propaganda there; and,
in fact, the movement appears to be languishing
since the demise of its recognized organ, the Rationalist, although there is no doubt that the latter has
left behind it an influence which will continue to be
felt for some time to come. I hope next time I write
to send bette!," tidings from this bright little spot in
the A.ustraJias.
DAVID A.. A.N:PRADE.
South Yarra, JJ{elbourne, Australia, July 11, 1887.

There is a second charge against Dr. Edward McGlynn, reproaching him for his predilection for our
public schools. .A.n ·Infidel or a Protestant cannot see
the reason why the most orthodox of the churches
should oppose public schools, where, it is thought,
both the government and the community strive to do
their very best for the education of their own children. We shall explain it.
· Freethought in Australia.
Modern society is far advanced on the field of
The Freethinkers hav just been having a lively enpractical and experimental knowledge. Things in
the visible world are explained according to experi- coqnter with the authorities in SydnBy, New South
ence and knowledge, not according to their appear- Wales. In the early part of last month, when the
ance. To know and to believe are two things. If loyalists of our sister colony were exerting almost
we explain things in the light of modern experience, superhuman strength to create an enthusiasm over
we reduce the objects of belief; hence the legitimate the unpopular jubilee celebrations, a meeting was
supposition in the Catholic church that our public called by the mayor of the city. The object of this
schools educate Infidels-that is, knowers and doubt- meeting was to get .up a treat for the public school
children in celebration of the " jubilee " of the queen
ers, not believers.
·
Another justified objection is the objection to the of England. Amongst the t~o hundred persons who
Bible in the public schools. The Bible is for Prot- attended were a good sprinkling of republicans, who
estants the only source of revelation; for Cat4olics it constitute a large section of the Secularistic party.
is not. The Catholic church reserved the right to To the great discomfiture of the conveners of the
explain and comment upon the Bible to herself; be- meeting, the Secularists, or, more correctly speaking,
cause the unity of faith is banished wherever the the republicans, who were present succeeded in carsource of revelation is used and interpreted arbitra- rying an adverse amendment; and, as may be imagrily by the many-" quot capita tot sensus." .A.nd ined, they succeeded in thoroughly arousing the ire·
this accounts for the number of sects and denomina· of their opponents. The disappointed loyalists, not
tions among Protestants. This is the Catholjc ob- to be outwitted in this manner, induced the mayor to
jection. Our objection is more sweeping. We do call another meeting in order to undo the work of
not regard any ancient book as a source of ethics. the first one; and in order to secure themselvs
Morality cannot be based on alleged, or even true, against another defeat by the republicans, they
histories of ancient manners and obscure nations, secretly issued tickets to their known sympathizers
men, and countries.• Morals are based on science, or in order to pack the meeting. But Demos was not
knowledge of facts and things, whence we form our to be thwarted in this manner. No sooner. did the
principles, and adhesion to our principles givs us news spread that the tickets were being issued than
• virtue, and a virtuous man is a moral man.
a number of forged tickets were instantly prepared
Now, Dr. McGly;nn, advocating our public school by the disloyalists, and to the surprise of their opsystem without reserve, acted correctly from a Prot- ponents a great number of them gained admission
estant point of view, but very wrongfully from the before the forgery was detected. Then commenced
. point· of view. of his church. The Catholic church the contest in hot earnest. The doors were closed
never educated, because she coqld not and would upon the crowd to prevent them from entering, but
not, to science and experience. The principles of they quickly succeeded in forcing their way inside.
Christian philosophy had been laid down for these and a scene of confusion and disorder ensued.
last four thousand years; there is no change, prog- Groans, cheers, hooting, and hissiug drowned the
Do, .As Wt'll As Doubt.
ress, imaginable. Such a step could only be taken voices of the would-be speakers, and fightingbecarne
over the dead. body of the church. Scientific general. The mayor adjourned the meeting in the
On every side we see accumulating the evidences
progress is encroachment on church territory. If midst of the wildest disorder. But the dispute did of the persistent efforts of the church to stay the
Dr. McGlynn knew this, ·and still acted as he did, he not end here. Sir Henry Parkes, being appealed to, current of Freethought. A.ll the combined energies
is a traitor to his church; if he did not know thf' ordered all the theaters to be closed on Sundays. of the different sects of Christians are being exerted
principlesof his church, he is pitiable.
This was a terrible blow to the Secularists, for they t.o dam the waves of progress. The most infamous,
We quote the ground principle of the Catholic could no longer bold their concerts and lectures on yet subtle, schemes are resorted to to intimidate
church in this matter in the following philosophical that day, and a deal of indignation is being expressed Infidels from the utterance of their honest conproposition: ""Status civilis nullum ius habet impo- in the matter. The government justify their action victions. Fully realizing its inability to refute our
nendi suos magistros, suasque scholas patribusfami- toward the Secularists on the ground that the latter arguments or impair the force of the facts ar_rayed
"lias quoad filiorum educatioriem tum intellectualem constitute a" despicable minority "-an unpardonable against it, the church employs such d~sp1eable
tum moralem;" that is, "No state has any right to sin in the eyes of our noble rulers, and, unfort- minions of intolerance, sectarian hate, and bigotry as
force its school-masters and its schools upon unately, a sin also according to the popular ethics of Anthony Crary Comstock to lobby bills through a
fathers of families with the view to educate their chil- a great number of the Secularists themselvs. A. venal and corrupt legislature, with the admitted
dren in any manner, intellectually or morally." .A.s to petition is being signed for presentation to the. New intent to suppress all Liberal literature, or any pubtolerance-:-as it would be required in a common public South Wales legislature asking that the theaters be lication objectionable to sectarianism.
school~the Catholic church teaches: "Libertas con- reopened on Sunday; a subscription is being got up
Not alone the sanctity of our homes, but even
scientire in se spectata est omnino impia," i. e., "Lib- for Mr. Thomas Walker, who is principally depend- private correspondence, is invaded; and yet thouert;)!' of conscience, considered in itself, is absolutely ent on these lectures for a living, and there the mat- sands of Liberals sit supinely by. Not being immeimpious;" but, "Libertas conscientire socialiter con- ter rests at present: Freethought lectures may be diately, individually molested, they remai~ inert, with
siderata, si in datis circumstantiis tolerari pot"est, for the time.suppressed, but the desire for freedom owl-like complacency, blinking at the pnestly machnumquam tamen est approbanda, et multo minu~:~ is intensified.
inators laying cunning snares to deprive them of
The jubilee celebration has come and gone, and a liberty and every right that makes life desirable.
protegenda vel inculcanda," i. e., " Liberty of conscience, socially considered, if it can be tolerated inore opportune season could probably not hav been
Alas! many actually giv of their means to help the
under given circumstances, is, however, by no chosen if striking contrasts w,ere to be brought into power that sha11 enslave them. They giv ten, twenty,
means to be approved, and much less to be proteded prominence. We hav witnessed grand illuminations, fifty, a hundred dollars to the church they avow they
and inculcated." Again: "Libertas cultuum in se and costly ones too, and at the same time poverty despise, and then declare they cannot afford to s~b
spe.ctata est absurda," i. e., " Liberty bf worship and destitution on the part of those· who hav pro- scribe to a Liberal paper, the exponent of the prmconsidered by itself is absurd." A.nd: "Quamvis duced these grandeurs; we hav had fashionable balls ciples they profess to love. It is to be regretted
s::>cialis auctoritas civilis possit quandoque tolerare and torchlight processions, while thousands of able that such persons left the church before the glorious
cultuum liberhtem, earn tamen lege aliqua sancire and willing workmen are vainly parading the streets principles of Infidelity, "justice, and promotion _of
nullatenus potest," i. e., "Although social civil au- in search of employrqent, that they and their families others' happiness " had evoluted them out of Chnsthorities occasionally could tolerate the liberty of may obtain food and clothing. Unfortunately for tian selfishness and hypocrisy.
It speaks well for Infidelity that, despite being
worship, sanction it by law they could not pos- those who hav been instrumental in getting up the
sibly." A.lso : " Libertas docendi sive voce, sive ephemeral jubilee demonstrations, they hav had to thus dead-weighted, it makes such grand progress
scripta est intrinsece absurda et inbonesta," i. e., bold them in a time of keen social depression ; and and draws to its support such hosts of the best and
"Liberty of teaching, either in speech or in writing, they hav far from created the feeling of satisfaction noblest the world produces. The desire to inspire
men with the love of liberty, right, and truth, and
is absurd and dishonest intrinsically." "Libertas which they desired.
docendi est ad corruptionem mentis et cordis," i. e.,
The Freethinkers of Melbourne are having a quiet each other with a spirit of fidelity to duty, should be
"The liberty to teach is only destined to corrupt time of it just now; although, by the way, 1\lr. the first desire of every friend of humanity. Let all
mind and heart."
Symes recently received intimation. that his paper honest hearts make especial effort, then, to sustain
Here the Catholic leading principles are seen in would again be prosecuted, the reason not being the Liberal press, the bulwark of our liberty, and
broad daylight. Is this the liberality and friendly given. Although I say Freethinkers are having a induce friends and neighbors to subscribe.
Our cause is onward. Neither mollusk, priest, nor
feelings of the pope. and church toward republics quiet time, do not misunderstand me to imply that
and liberal institutions? Can a republic and liberty they are making no head way. On the other hand, parson can stay the car of pr~gress. If they do n?t
hav any more dangerous enemies than Roman hypoc- we hav good cause to congratulate ourselvs on the speedily ~volute out of t~e~r old ruts, they will
risy' Is this institution the idol of Dr. McGlynn, to solid progress which has been made for some time be buried m the mud of obhvwn.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
which he is so much attached that he cannot separate past. A.s Freethinkers, more attention has been
himself from it even if thrown out or ejected 1.
given to matters relating to freedom than has been
A. PERSON who derives all his instruction from
Poor Dr. McGlynn! Does he know his situation! the practice in the past; and as Secularists, more
He certainly does not realize it.
attention has been bestowed on secular matters and teachers or books even if he escape the besetting
What, then, did prompt him to plunge himself less on theological controv_ersy. .A.s showing this temptation of cont~nting himself with era~, is u~d~r
into this pool? Dr. McGlynn is not responsible for healthy tendency, it is sufficient to note that the no compulsion to hear both si~es; accordmgly It IS
the act-it has secret natural reasons, only to be weekly debates of the Australasian Secular Asso- far from a frequent accomphshment., even among
understood in the light of ethnological relations, ciation hav been upon such questions as "Why Do thinkers to know both sides· and the weakest part
racial sympathy, which works unnoticed. Exam- Men Starve ?" " Black and White Labor, or the of what 'everybody says in d~fense of his. opinion, _is
ples are the Catholicity of the Latin and Celtic Chinese. Question," " The Causes and Cure of Lar- what he intends as a reply to his antagomsts.-.M~ll.
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g[qt Jlmtrican ~tcnlar IJnion.

vantage for the China trade, and will make it prob- some places the river is a mile an·d a half wide. The ·
ably the western terminus of the Union Pacific rail- scenery is wild and grand. The country is so rugged
road lines, in which case it will hav a magnificent that it bas been surveyed only from two to seven
growth. The harbor of Port Townsend is one of miles from the shores on either side. The banks
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
f!!A.MUI!iL 'p. PUTN.ur, Secretary, • • 750 West La.ke St., Chicago. the best and largest in the world. It is about six shoot up abruptly a thousand feet and assume all
0HA.RLES EOKHA.a.D, Trea.s.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. or seven miles long and from four to six miles wide, sorts of fantastic shapes. The mighty mountain apE. B. FoOTE, JR.; Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. and affords anchorage in every part, being in all pears, and vast forests rolling away for hundreds of
E. A. STEVENS, Ohair. Fin. Com., • 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
places from seven to :fifteen fathoms deep. A thou· miles. The magnificent peak of Mt. Hood is in
sand ships might anchor here. It is six hundred view, and they say it is still a volcano and belches
Call for the Eleventh Annual Congress of the miles nearer China than San Francisco, and is the fire and smoke. It is white against the sky, fourteen
·
American Secular Union.
only American port that can compete with Vancouver, thousand feet aloft.
We pass the cascades by rail, and these roll and
To the Aureiliary Secular Unions and to all citizens the terminus of the C~nadian Pacific. Vancouver
tumble
with terrific force, but I reckon some day
and
Port
Townsend
are
about
the
same
distance
from
of the United States and Ganaclas who support
China, the harbors are of about the sai:ne size,· and t>hips will shoot these rapids with safety. They must
the Nine Demands of Liberalism:
You are wanted to attend the Eleventh Annual it looks as if- these eventually would be the English hav had some big earthquakes here some day, tbe
Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held and American competing points for the great tea shores are heaved imd tossed into such numberless
trade of the East. San Francisco is out of the race forms. The scenery is constantly varying, with
at Chicago, October 15th and 16th.
The Congress will be called upon to consider if expedition is taken into account, for she is at least green .fields, palisades, bare peaks, wooded knolls,
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought a three-days' voyage behind Port Townsend and sandy beaches, and rifted rocks. We pass the
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various Seattle. I reckon that these latter will divide the ancient burying-ground of the Indians that juts halfstate governments and by the national government as honors in this eommercial contest; being on different way into the river, where the remains of their
shall make the United States thoroughly secular, and sides of the sound, each has some advantage which melancholy tombs are seen, in contrast with the marble monument erected in honor of one of the· early
the repeal of all laws now on the statute books the other does not possess.
white
settlers.
The
Alaflka
trade
js
getting
to
be
of
vast
imporwhich conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Beautifully the sunset streams over the river and
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union tance. The mines of that country are being wonderconstitution to :five representativs-the President and fully developed-as well as the fisheries-and are a the shores, and the boat speeds on to new and enSecretary and three delegates. All charter-members source of great wealth. As Alaska is not an agricult- trancing prospects. Amid the glistening walls of
and life-members, all Vice Presidents, all Chairmen of ural country, all the supplies will be shipped from green and gold and gray, and the silver radiance of
!state Executiv Committees, are entitled to seats and Puget sound. They even supply from that point the misty sky, we arrive at the Dalles and take the
Totes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled the distant Amoor country. It will thus be seen ca.;-s for Colfax. We expect to be at Paseo next
to seats, but n<;>t votes, except by permission of the that as commerce develops Puget sound will be one week; and Goldendale, Aug.- 21st; Baker City, Aug.·
of the grandest marts in the world, and its shores ~8th; Prairie City, from Aug. 29th to Sept. 5th;
Congress.
.
will
one day be as lively and brilliant as those of the Emmett's and Boise City, Idaho, from Sept. 5th to
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
Sept. 19th; Salt Lake City, for Convention of Utah
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Free- Mediterranean itself.
Liberals,
Sept. 24th and 25th, and then Eastward by
I
see
my
friend
Jeffries,
of
Albany,
wants
to
come
thinker in the United States and Canada who can
West.. I advise him to correspond with D. W. Smith, Canon City, Denver, etc., for Chicago in November.
will be present.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
of Port Townsend, and I don't think he could find a
Per order Board of Directors :
_'l'he Do,lles, Aug. 12, 1887.
better place for Liberal enterprise than on the
CoURTLANDT PALMER, Pres.
sound Mr. Smith was last year mayor of Port
SAMUEL P. Pt1TNAM, Sec.
Townsend, and is one of the bravest Liberals and goE. A. STEVENS, Ch. Fin. Com.
Persecution for Opinion's Sake.
ahead men in the country. I lectured Sunday, MonCHAB. EcKHAnn, Treas.
Ever since civilization and enlightenment began",
day, and Tuesday evenings to large and appreciativ
audiences, and I found stanch and noble friends. those who hav evolved new theories or adopted unNews and Notes.
I enjoyed the delightful hospitality of Mr. and Mrs: popular views hav been maligned, abused, persecuted,
Fortunately my traveling companion, F. A. Brock- James Searey, Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Jackman, and Mr. and sometimes treated to a dungeon cell. ~ former
way, of Crescent City, W. T., who had landed early and Mrs. Capt. H. E. Morgan, with that of Mr. and times, when people were very superstitious and ignoin the morning when we :first struc-k the sand bar, Mrs. D. W. Smith.
These hav all been in this rant, and closer kin to the brute creation, the rack,
August 6th, became my good angel, and returned country for years, and partake of its glorious pioneer the thumb-screw, the ax,· the gibbet, were freely
with the vessel's boat j and Eo, by hard work at spirit. They are not at all afraid.
They hav used it: trying to suppress freedom of speech and of
rowing over a rough sea, I had a chance to quit my battled with fortune on land and sea, and won the thought. But it was impossible to crush out liberty
floating prison-house and :find consolation in roam- prize. With these, also, is Mr. Vincent, Judge J. A. and right. The sense of the best part of humanity
ing amid, the· half-dozen houses of Dungeness, and Kuhn, Chas. Eisenbeis, Capt. John F. Hinds, Mr. always believed that to speak his honest thought is
eating my dinner where I could sit upright with Church, F. W. Hastings, L. B. Hastings, David every free man's right, and to-day, in consequence of
more prospect of swallowing my food, which I could Littlefield, Capt. Hoxie, A. J. Smith, David Spoor, t-hat right, in consequence of the world's progress,
scarcely do on board the grounded steamer. Having Wm. Paine, Dr. Hunt, L. H. Jones, J. J. Calhoun, there is less persecution in it than ever before.
nothing else to occupy the afternoon, Mr. Brockway Quincy A. Brooks, collector of the port; A. C. Adams,
Yet, there is still too much of it for the world's
and myself tramped over the forest-embowered coun- W. E. Stevens, N. T. Oliver, G. Behrman, John good. Men and women suffer daily for opinion's
try. I found some elegant farm buildings and well- Slater, and many others. All are prominent in the sake, and will until all cruelty, hatred, and maligl!lity
cultivated fields on this apparently wild shore, and community, many holding offices of trust. They are banished forever out of the world.
discovered that about Dungeness are the richest hav been in the country from the beginning and are
"Aunt Elmina," whom you know as the aathor of
lands of the territory. Valuable stock is here, rang- its advance guard for all enterprises of pith and " Little Lessons " and other books, has, as you are
ing in value from one hundred to four thousand moment. I hav enjoyed myself, and set my face aware, been arrested, not long ago, on a charge of
dollars per head. The butter made in this section eastward with a happy heart, for I hav found com- using the United States mails in a wrong way. She
commands a premium in the market. It is astonish- rades who hav made my work splendid with hope is greatly distressed in consequence of the arrest,
ing what the soil can produce. I never saw such and cheer, and their kindness and generosity and and· feels that she, too, is persecuted for opinion's
exuberant wheat :fields. They giv as high as one bright greetings hav given sunshine to every toil. sake.
hundred and twenty three bushels to the acre. The and I hav had scarcely a moment of discouragement
How true, or untrue, the.charge against her may
oat crop ranges from ene hundred and forty to .one or gloom.
be, the trial in October next will determin; but we,
hundred and :fifty bushels to the acre, the grass
Wednesday morning I leave Port Townsend, with who hav known her for a truly good woman; who
three or four tons, potatoes eight hundred bushels, its promis-crowned bights overlooking the far hav read her books, essays, and sensible ideas in
and turnips one thousand bushels to the acre. These shining water!!!, and glancing to the Orient with ex- many newspapers; hav known how her heart has
:figures are verified by actual measurement. Of pectant eyes, and in the afternoon, amid the golden gone· out time and again to the aged, the poor, the
course, the average yield is only about half. As to mi,sts, Seattle, from its resplendent bights, also puts destitute, and unfortunate, cannot feel that she has
fruits, apples, pears, peaches, plums, and cherries are forth its eager hands for conquest. John H. Hum- wilfully transgressed the laws of the land, or that
produced in abundance. It costs, however, about mell, Messrs. Amm01ds, Wickstrom, Judge Bush, John she has intended any wrong whatever. She may )lav
one hundred dollars per acre to clear t~ese lands, Lavender, and others, again I greet. Judge Bush, been indiscreet, imprudent, unwise in her choice of
the trees-some of them are_ of enormous growth- who was for so many years in Ingersoll's office, has methods, as viewed from our standpoint, and not
running up to three hundred and :fifty feet in bight. prepared a most excellent and exhaustiv work on the herf.l; her way may be entirely d1fferent froni our
I spent several hours in studying agriculture, wait- "Oath Question," and I hope to see it soon in print, way; but for that, we should not condemn her or
ing for the high tide. About :five o'clock the boat for it is a valuable text-book and will be of great ser- turn the cold shoulder in the hour of her extremity.
was right side up, and by sunset we sped on our vice in our political reform. He givs the history and Let us esteem her for the good that she has done,
way to Port Townsend, and arrived there Saturday nature of the oath in all nations and religions, and for the noble and valuable work she has contributed
evening. I was glad to be able to bid a long fare- shows that the Christian oath has been an intru- to the world; for her kind heart, her love for the
well to the Dispatch- so named, I suppose be- sion on the common law oath, and was not originally human race and zeal to benefit the same, which last
cause it is generally behind time, and goes ag;ound the form of oath in English courts.
may hav been the means of drawing her into the
on every other trip~
I leave Seattle early on Thursday morning and in vortex of trouble in which she is now plunged.
I had the pleasure of meeting Squire Morris at the afternoon arrive at Portland, where my friends,
E. W. Chamberlain, treasurer -of the National DeDungeness, who is an old-time Infidel of the coast, Newnert, Saunders, Niles, Beal, etc., are ready for the fense Associatiol]., in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 30th
and who flourishes in spite of his Methodist neigh- line of advance. I was glad again to greet Mc- called for testimonials certtfying to the good works
bors; and is hale and hearty in his veteran service.
Elsander, all the way from Eagle Creek, and Mrs. that she has done; and surely we can all testify, and
Port Townsend is a quiet yet vigorous little city, Haight, of East Portland, who is one of our unflinch- gladly, to her ability as a writer and reformer, and
and by no means behindhand in the race for em- ing pioneer women in this land, and whose hospitality the benefit that many hav received from her hands.
pire. It has the grandest natural. scenery and sur- was one of the delights of my pilgrim journey.
.We all like to hav our friends stand by us, and it is
roundings.. It is prosperous, and has bright hopes
I lectured Thursday evening on "American Po- noble not to desert a friend in the hour of need-the
and flattermg prospects. From the porches of its etry," and then we mingled the practical with the hour when a friend is a friend indeed, for it is in the
residences on the elevated shores the eye sweeps the ideal and after the lecture organized a Secular Union. time of trial and adversity that friends show their
circ~e of a hundred miles that includes bays, straits, Mr. Hewitt presided at the meeting. Mr. Fisk was true worth-and Jet us all assure "Aunt Elmina" of
rolhng woodlands, and distant mountains clad with elected president of the organization, Mr. Whitfield our appreciation of all her good works, and also of
perpetual snow.
secretary, and Mr. Neunert treasurer; and I hav no our sympathy in the misfortune that has befallen
A majority of its best and wealthiest citizens are doubt we shall hav a strong society at this place to her. The children, by mentioning her kindly in their
unfl_inching Liberals, all ?f whom are activ, pushing push the Nine Demands. I b.elieve that when I little ktters, will help to make her heart glad in this
busmess I?e~. A syn~wate has just been formed return Portland will be one of the most flourishing hour of sorrow and troub!e.
S. H. W.
for the ?ml~mg of a rallroad from this point to the points on the coaRt for Secular work.
Columbta rtver, and th~~ce to Pottland, passing
All day Friday it is a lovely 'day. I leave Portland
TnE TnuTrr SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
through excellent coal, mmmg, and timber lands. The early in the morning by steamer, and go up the Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any adenterprise will giv Port Townsend an immense ad- broad and beautiful Columbia to the Dalles. In dress upon application.
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Christianity and Civilization.

the traces of former loveliness in her be"iutiful.
Among the Heretics.
corpse.
PRoFEssoR
HuxLEY
is in poor health, and contemplates
It is often said that Christianity has contributed to
Yet older was the civilization of Egypt. Old when leaving England for awhile. He may visit America.
the civilization of the world. It is asserted that arts,
THE Melbourne Liberator is bringing out a series of biog.
sciences, and material improvements hav followed in the ignorant Israelites heard the voice of an angry
the footsteps of its missionaries; that when the God in the thunder clouds of Sinai; old when the raphies and pictures of prominent Freethinkers. The
hav not yet got Mr. Symes into jail for his heresy,
Bible is introduced, man quits his savage state, and barbarian Abraham sought to appease a cruel divin- Christians
though they are trying hard.
ity
by
the
sacrifice
of
his
son;
old
when
the
God
advances toward a higher condition. Such stateTHE Spiritualist camp-meetings are better attended this
Christians profess to adore was but one among many
ments are contradicted both by reason and fact.
year than on any previous year, and there seems to be more of
gods
Abraham's
fathers
worshiped,
and
not
yet
It is not possible that a religion founded upon
them. The report of the Seybert commission has not shaken
mystic~l records of the dreams of illiterate savages selected for their chief-mistress of sciences and the faith of a great many-none that we hav heard of.
could foster civilization. Man's improvement has arts since lost. What mighty engins were employed
MR. G. W. FooTE, of the Freetltinke?', is now under the
been built upon facts capable of proof, and knowledge in building those wondrous pyramids that still stand, Christian harrow. One of the stories told about him by the
gained by experience. Christianity is erected upon defying time, centuries, and ages, after the work of Christians is that he deserted his wife in June, 1876. Mr.
visions and delusions. When Jacob, out ofthe many subsequent civilizations hav crumbled into dust! Foote was not married until March of the following year.
CoL. RoBERT G. INGERSOLL and family are trying to keep
gods of his ancestors, chose Jehovah for his god, he What marvelous chemistry preserved the bodies of
made the selection owing to a dream that he had in the builders and has kept them perfect to this day! cool at Marblehead, Mass. Though Mr. Ingersnll has not
for many months, the Christians hate him as heartily
his sleep. When this same Jehovah sent his son to What knowledge of other worlds taught them to lectured
as ever. This is a certificate to the continued good character
map
o.ut
with
accuracy
the
starry
spheres!
Surely
redeem the world, the knowledge that he was his son,
of Mr. Ingersoll.
·
born of a virgin, and not a mere man, begotten like there was civilization in Egypt when, in times of
IN
the
TeJCas
Prohibition
campai~,
Mr.
Shaw,
of the In.
other men, was communicated to J pseph in a dream. famin, the perishing of other nations flocked to her dependent Pulpit, was with the ' Anti's." Now that the
as
the
land
of
plenty,
and
were
fed.
Surely
there
was
When the law of Moses concerning meats clean and unelection is over and the temper of the combatants has cooled,
clean was abolished, it was because Peter dreamed a civilization there where from all quarters of t)le he proposes to discuss the question with a view to its possible
dream. This is the teaching of the Bible. It is not globe scholars gathered to compare and exchange future agitation.
MR. THOMAS WALKER, a Freethougbt lecturer of Australia,
the teaching by which peoples are civilized. It is the their knowledge. Surely t11'13re was civilization in
teaching -which keeps them in ignorance, and binds the country that possessed the most complete library has begun the monthly publication of an illustrated journal
named the Republican. The first number contained Colonel
them to poverty and slavery. When they come out the world has ever seen. There was-but there is Ingersoll's oration on the Declaration of Independence. The
of those conditions and advance to a better state, not. The doom of Egyptian CJvilizatiem was sealed advocates of 11. republican government for Australia are
they awake from sleep, and cast away the memory of when the early Christian converts fled from her numerous.
dreams. Night with its drowsy slumbers is past cities to the deserts, shunning the society of their
SHADIN, of the Secular Review, h~s been summering on the
for them, and by the bright light of day they inves- fellow-men to dwell with wild beasts that they might Clyde river. Mr. Ross is a Scotchman who loves his rugg{!d
find
a
lasting
habitation
with
Jesus
in
a
world
to
country, however much he hates her superstition. No
tigate; they test, they prove, they accept, or they
doubt his Scotch ancestry has much to do with his stroyg
come.
reject.
Antedating p~obably even that of Egypt were two writing. Scotchmen are noted for expressing their opinions
A religion which teaches its disciples to despise
with vigor, if not always with tolerance.
this life and consider it as only a passage to another, civilizations which hav continued to our own time,
Da. GE"RGE W. BROWNE, of Rockford, I\1., was one of the
those
of
India
and
China.
Cruel
efforts
hav
been
can never civilize the world. It is the savage who is
pioneers of Kan~as liberty. He went to Kansas in 1855, and
content to liv from day to day as best he can, hoping, made and are making to introduce Christianity in Lawrence established the He'/'ald of Freedom. Twice was
when he dies, to pass to some happier spirit land. among those innocent people. Scattered over the his office sacked by a mob; he was imprisoned, and for
months lived ia daily fear of assassination. He is a vigorous
If he emerges from that condition, cultivates the earth to-day there are about two hundred millions of Infidel
writer, and his researches into ancient history are exChristians
of
various
sects.
In
India
and
the
East
earth and makes it bring forth harvests, adopts means
tensiv;
there
are
three
hundred
million
Buddhists.
Among
of making life more useful and beautiful, it is because
THE New Tlwu,ght prints an old-fashioned Catholic curse
he recognizes the advantages resulting therefrom in them a few ignorant peasants hav become so-called as tbe one sent over bv Pope Leo XUI. for the benefit of
converts
to
Christianity.
In
our
own
land
Christian
Dr. McGlynn. The New Tlwu,gltt has been misinformed.
this world, and not because he submits his intellect
to a religion which teaches·him to count this life as men and women of culture and high thought are Dr. McGlynn was only expelled from the church-excommunicated, not anathematized. Even Catholic church
nothing and urges him to take no thought for the abandoning the teachings of Jesus for those of Bud- authorities
hav too much fear of public opinion to proclaim
morrow. If he abandons violence toward his fellows dha, and finding in Zeus Chrishna the original of such an apostolic malediction as Dr. Slop astounded Tristam
Jetms
Christ.
Others,
believing
themselvs
to
be
and acts with justice and propriety, it is because he
Shandy's Uncle Toby with.
learns that such conduct is most conduciv to his inter- still Christians, are being led by the natural liberalEVIDENTLY THE TRUTH SEEKER is appreciated in India.
ests here, and not because he has adopted a religion ity of their own minds to so humanize their faith The organ of the Madras Secular Society, the 1'hinke1', in its
that
they
seek
Nirvana
and
C'l.ll
it
heaven.
If
there
issue of July 10th reprints from our columns an article by
which teaches him that rewards and punishments
L. Andrew, another article in which sympathy is expressed
belong to a future state, and that every offense may is more of mildness, beauty, and truth in the teach- J.
ing of Jesus than in that of Moses, it is owing to the for God, and our London letter. In the next issue the
be pardoned at the eleventh h<>ur.
Thinker reprints a section of "Tales Told Out of School."
Civilization, instead of advancing with Christian- fact that, between the two, _Buddhist principles had The Thinker is the only Freethought paper in India, and its
spread
until
they
·struck
on
Jewish
hearts.
If
editor possesses a judgment of great discriminating power.
ity, bas ever receded where she has placed her foot.
Thousands of years before Jesus was born, there Christianity to-day is more liberal, more refined, and
THE Better Way, the successor to several defunct Spiritual
were mighty civilizations. There was that of Rome, more moral than it was six centuries back, it is be- papers, has the "original s•ate" upon which is written this
cause
the
voice
of
humanity
has·
been
making
itself
message from H. W. Beecher : "My Dear Sir: It is somemistress of· the world. Arts, science, and letters
thing great in nature that spirits can return. I fondly idolir.e
flourished under her government. A religion which, heard, speaking truths that Buddha spoke.
it. How great is the truth of Spiritual phenomena! I am
We are sometimes told that civilization follow!! assured that before long the world will giv more decided
however false, had at least a poetic beauty and a
Christianity
because
t].lat
religion
teaches
us
our
refining influence wanting in more modern theoloheed to them. I am advancing in Spiritual work, and will
gies, was here. Where the Roman eagle advanced, duties to each other. All that is good in its teaching continue to take an interest in the welfare and progress of
uncultured man abandoned his rude ways. He wan- is summed up in the sentence, "Do unto others as humanity." Mr. Beecher seems to hav passed on to the
land of platitudes.
·
dered no more about the forest, depending upon the you would they should do unto you.'' Shall we send
(}hances of the chase to save him from starvation. missionaries to teach this as a new commandment to - WHEN Elizabeth Cady Stanton returns from Europe,
will be soon, labor upon the Woman's Bible will be
Along the great Roman roads that stretched over the the Chinese, who read the Writings of Confucius which
resumed, and its publication speedily follow. Mrs. Stanton
!known world, the fruits of industry were carried. If -whose ancestors, five centuries before Jesus is said has consulted the eminent scholars of Europe in her endeavwrong were done, even in remote corners of her col- to hav been born, read therein: "Do unto another ors to do the Bible justice, and with their aid and that, of the
'Onies, the citizen of Rome could turn to his protect- what you would hav him do unto you, and do not to smart women over here, the Woman's Bible will be not alone
accurate Biblical commentary but a revelation of the disling mother, claiming his right. Christianity itself another what you would not hav him do unto you. an
honesty of other commentators and Christian apologists.
ibears witness to the civilization it found already Thou needest this law alone. It is the foundation We understand that the wit for the new work will be largely
<established, for its Bible tells us that Paul, in the of all the rest."
supplied by Helen H. Gardener.
hour of peril, claimed the privilege of a Roman citiAs men become civilized, they cast off the beliefs,
WM. MoDoNNELT>, the author of "The Heathens of the
:zen and appealed to Crosar. But a sad hour came, the habits, and customs of savage life, and develop Heath,"" Exeter Hall," a,nd "Beautiful Snow," is writing
and Constantine, unworthy successor to a noble line, the good which is within themselvs; They discover the '' Remiscences of a Preacher" for the Investi,gator. Mr.
is a theologian of no mean ability, and was desbowed his neck to the cross. Rome became Chris- truth by science, and apply their discoveries to use- McDonnell
tined by his parents for the church. He is now interested in
tian, and that once mighty organization began to ful purposes by art. Christianity has ever opposed law and in railroads and other commercial enterprises, and
crumble to pieces. Where she had reigned supreme, science, and if at times she has encouraged art, it has is one of the capitalists of Canada. Besiues his books, he
the savage roamed . again. The center whence been to render it subservient to her own ends. has written operas, words and music, which hav been proearthly justice, earthly knowledge, earthly art, had When she had most power, civilization was driven duced in Canadian theaters. He is short and thin in pllys.
ique, and possesses a nervous temperament.
spread over the nations, became the-center whence farthest back. In the park Ages, when she ruled, no
DooToR MoNROE, af the Ironclad .Age, who always writes
the anathemas of heaven were hurled aaainst all who progress was made to benefit mankind. None could good-naturGdly,
though be is sometimes misunderstood, has
did not sacrifice this world to win ~nother. The be made, for every scientific discovery was subjected his own theory of why Prohibition lost in Texas. It is this :
rule of Christ had set in. The age of darkness had to scriptural test. Since then progress has kept pace " Religion killed· it, as it does everything it heartily indorses.
commenced. Civilization was lost in the black with the retreat of Christianity before the advance of The ministers left their pulpits in some cases and canvassed
the state for the measure. This made the people fly to their
cloud of a blind faith.
humanity. Civilization has reached the highest de-. Bibles.
They found that Jesus himself on one occasion had
Older even than that of Rome was the civilization velopment it has yet attained in those spots where made a superior article of Bourbon w:hisky (then called wine)
o( Greece-a thing of beauty and of joy that did there is least faith. If we want Christianity practi- from plain water, using his miraculous power to effect the
not quit the world without leaving behind it a sweet cally regulating men's ·lives, we must seek it in the chemical transformation. And they very naturally concluded
fragrance which delights us still. The songs of its miserable shanty of the starving Irish peasant, or on that U1e ministers were fighting the master and were becom.
wise above that which is written. So they doubled up
poets are music to our ears, the sculptures of its the steps of some Italian church, where the lazy ing
and voted Prohibitinn clear down. And now the average
artists brightness to our eyes in our own day. B11t lazzaroni beg their bread. Christianity never ele- Texan, who is much given to religious fervor, but likes it
the voice of the singer is hushed, the hand of tile vated the condition of man. It never made him with tansy, will continue to serve the Lord after the manner
·
artist has lostits cunning. Greece became a battle- strive to win his rights, but taught him that was of his fathers."
ground where Jesus and Mohammed struggled for smitten on one cheek to turn the other to receive
Preaclling and Practice.
power to lead men to seek a better world by making another blow. It never instructed him to preserve
FNJm tl!e Catholic News.
this world worse. In her land once dwelt the phi- what he had gained, but commanded him to reward
It might be well to add that everything taken from an"
losopher, the man of letters, the wise legislator, the the robber who stole his coat by presenting him with other
paper should be credited, a rule which the Oatll,qlio
:artist, and the poet. From her port,s once sailed the his cloak. It never raised him from poverty by Nlws strictly adheres to. . . . Tue credit mar4:s in a,
•vessels of the wealthy merchant, bearing the fruits of encouraging thrift and industry, but bade him take newspaper are a good index to its ability.
FTrrm the E11enfnrJ Sun.
her soil and the manufactures of her cities. In her no thought for the morrow, and set for his example
Yet, if the bright Oatlwlic New.~ is to be tested by its own
land dwell now the beggar, the assassin, and the the lily of the field that " toils not, neither does she
thus set up, it is a less brilliant paper than many
brigand. From her shores sails now t.he starving spin." As civilization advances, Christianity retires, standard
hav regarded it, for in its column of news headed, "Among
:fisherman, lazily dreaming of a time to come when the standard of the cross is lowered, the Bible criti- the City Churches," we find that more than half had .prehe hopes to be transferred to anotber and a better cised, its errors and its crimes brought to light, and viously appeared in the Evening 8un, and is not credited.
world. The cross and .crescent hav done their work. over
rises in triumph the gu~t~red reason of man. And it is nP.W8 which cost the Evenin,q Sun money anq
s:geciaLeffort tq o1!ta~n 1
· · · ·
•
New :Yorlc cit?f,
·
~- J. BowTELL.
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The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of'
Secularism.
A

CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF !rHE FUTURE.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Author of" Physical Education,·' "The Secret of the East," etc.

I.-PHYSICAL MAXIMS.
CHAPTER V.-SKILL.

•

A.~Lessons of Instinct.
The organic faculties of each spPcies of animals are
marvelously adapted to its peculiar mode of life,
but only in the lower creatures the skilful exercise of
those faculties appears to bean inborn gift. The young
bee builds its .first hexagon with mathematical precision. The young ant neei!s no instructor to aid
her choice of proper building-material, of proper food
to be stored for winter use or distributed in the
nurseries of the larvre. The young butterfly, an hour
after issuing from the shell of the chrysalis, can URe
its wings as well as at the end of the summH, and displays the same skill in steering its way through the
maze of a tangled forest.
Young birds, on the other hand, have to acquire
such accomplishments "by long practice. Instead of
driving them back to their nests, their parents encourage their attempts at longer and longer flights,
and seem to know that occasional mishaps will prove
a useful lesson for future emergencies. The mother
fox carries half-crippled game to her burrow and sets
her cubs a-scampering in pursuit, allowing the best
runner to monopolize the tidbits. Young kittens
practice mouse· catching by playing with ·balls;
puppies run after grasshoppers, young squirrels play
at nest-building by gathering handfuls of leaves and
moss. .A. British naturalist, who had domesticated a
young beaver, one day caught his pet building a dam
across the floor of his study. The little engineer
had dragged up a cartload of books, papers, sticks of
wood, etc., and piled them up to best advantage,
placing the heavier volumes in the bottom stratum
and the lighter ones higher up, and filling out the
interspaces with letters and journals. Every now
and then he would "stand off" to scrutinize the
solidity of the structure and return to mend a misarrangement here and there.
Children manifest early symptoms of a similar instinct. Infnnts of two or three years can be seen
squatting in the sand, excavating tunnels, or building
prairie-dog towns. Young Indians insist -On the
privilege of breaking colts; the youngstPrs of the
Bermuda Islanders straddle a plank and paddle around
with a piece of driftwood, if their parents are too
poor to afford them a canoe of their own. To a
normal American boy a tool-box is a more welcome
present than a velvtet copy of Dare's Illustrated Bible.
Swiss peasant lads practice sharp· Rbooting with selfconstructed cross bows. The old English law which
required the son of a yeoman to practice archery for
three hours a day was probably the most popular
statute of the British code.
On new railroads.
bridges, etc., artisans, plying their t1 a.de in the open
air, are generally surrounded by crowds of youn?
rustics, who forego the pleasures of nutting and
nest-hunting for the sake of watching the manipulations of a new handicraft. EvPn in after years
the instinct of com,tructiveness frE>quently breaks the
shackles of etiquette, and prin(leS and prelates have
defied the gossip of their flunkeys by getting a set of
tools and passing whole days in the retirement of an
amateurworkshop. The emperor Henry I. invented a
number of ingenious hunting nets and bird-traps.
Mohammed II., the conqueror of Constantmople,
. for~ed his own chain armor. Charles V., the arbiter
of Europe, preferred watchmaking to every other
pastime. Cardinal de Retz deligbted in the construction of automatons. Peter the Great was the
best ship-carpenter of his empire.
B -REWARDS oF CONFORMITY.
The English word king, like Danish kong and
German koeni_q, are derived from koennen (pfact.ic>tl
knowledge), and the first ruler was the mo~t skilful,
as likely as the strongest, man of his tribe. Skill,
whether in the sense of bodily agility or of mechanical cleverness, established the superiority of man
over his fello\\"-Creatures, and is still in many respects
a test of precedence between man and man. Supreme
physical dexterity is always at a premium, in peace
as in war, in the sports of princes, in the pastimes of
pleasure-seekers, in the adventures of travelers, in
moments of danger, in camps, in the wilderness and
on the sea, as well as in smithies and workshops.
Conscious skill and agility form the basis of a kind of
self-reliance which wealth can only counterfeit. In
a cosmopolitan sea-port town of western Europe I
once overheard a controversy on the comparative
v~lue of protective weapons .. Revolvers, stilettos,
air guns, slung-shots, and bowie_ knives found clever
advocates, but all arguments yielded to the rema1k
o~ an old sea-~aptain, who had faced danger in four
different contments. "There's a use for all that1 P.9

doubt," said he, ''but, I tell you, mynheers, in a close decidedly worse, for after drudging ~11 day for an
row the .best thing to rely upon is a pair of quick inexor~ble ~aster, the serf ~ad often to wo~k by
fi~::ts" For the tefficacy, even of the best weapons, de- .moonh_ght, m_ order to get a ht_tl_~ bread. f?r ~Imself
pends to a large degree on the expertness of the and his family: The prop~sitiOn to J_om m any
handler,· the panoply of a weaklin~ being as unprofit- manual occupatiOn (the handlmg of a whip, pe~haps,
able as the library of an idiot. "Presence of mind" excepted) :would have been _resented a~ a _gross msult
is often only the outcome of such expertness, and in by every h_ttle baro_n or pn~st ?f C~natian Europe.
sudden emergencies theories are shamed by the Paul Conner descnbes the m~Jgnati~n of _a Fren~h
Prompt expedients of a practical man. In war the nobleman who caught
t af t_utor m_structmg
t
bhis boy_s
ft m
issue of a. doubtful campaign bas more than once botai?y and the secre o Improv.mg rees y gra mg:
been decided by the superior constructiveness of an "Gomg to make a clown of him 1 You had better
army that could bridge a river while their opponents get an assistant-teacher with a m~nure c~rt." _The
waited for the subsiding of a flood. The conquest of manual-labor dr.ead of s~veral m~dieval prmce~ went
Canada was achieved by the skill of a British soldier to the leng_th of employi?g spemal_ chamberlaii?S for
who devised a plan for hauling cannon to the top of ev~ry detail of t~eir ~mlet: a chief and assistant
a steep plateau. The fate of the Byzantine empire shirt-warmer, a Wig-adJuster, a han..d-washer, a footwas decided by the merhanical expedient o( a Turk- bather, a foot-dryer .. German baron~ thought meish engineer who contrived a tramway of rollers and chanica! l~bor an mcm;nparable disgrace-n;wre
greased planks, as an overland road for a fleet of war shameful, m fact, than cnme-for the sal;'le R1,tter
ships. By the invention of the chain grappling· hook who would have st~rv~d r~ther_ than put ~Is hand to
Duilius transferred the empire of the Mediterranean a plow, had no hesitatiOn m ekmg out an mcome by
from Carthage to Rome.
.
~ighway ro~ber:y. :r'he princes of the church thought
Even for the sake of its hygienic influence the de- It below their d1gmty to walk afoot, and kept sedanvelopment of mechanical skill deserves more general bearers ~~ transport th~m to church and back. They
encouragement. Crank-work gymnastics are apt to kept wntmg and readmg clerks, and_ now .and then
pall, but in pursuit of a favorite handicraft even an fought a duel by proxy, or sent ~ vicar to lay the
invalid can beguile himself into a good deal of health- corn~r-stone_ of a new co~rt-h?~1se, m or~er to convey
giving exercise, . and, besides, the versatile deve_lop- the _ImpressiOn that their spintual duties left them
ment of the muscular system reacts on the functwns no time for secular concerns:
.
.
of the vital organs, and thus explains the robust
That sort of othe: worldhness still seems to bias
health of active mechanics often laboring under the our plans ?f educatiOn. . Colleges tha~ would fear to
ilisadvantage of indoor confinement.
The poet lose pre~tige by devot.m&" a few mmutes a week
·Goethe, whose intuitions of practical philosophy to techmcal work or ~ortwulture, surrender doz~ns
rival those of Bacon and Franklin, records the opin- of_ hours to the bullymg_ propaganda _of a cleriCal
ion that every brain worker should have some mechan- miracle:monger. _Mech~mcal _mastership (after all,
ical by-trade in order to obviate one-sidedness, and the basis of all smence) IS den~ed a place among _the
mental as well as phyRical debility. Every handicraft honorable" faculties" of our high-schools. FashiOnreveals by-laws of Nature which no cyclopedia can able parents would b~ ~h~c~ed at the vulgar ta_st~ of
teach an inquirer; manual labor is a school of prac- ~ boy who shoul~ VIS~t JO~ner-shops a_nd smithies,
tical wisdom and sound "common sense." as the mstead of followmg his anstocratw fnends to the.
English lang~age happily expresses the su~ of that club-ho~se. The:y would bewail the profa_nat_ion_ of
wisdoll.l, is a prerogative of fariners and mechanics his . somal r~nk, I~ he should ~ccept an mvitat_wn
far, far oftener than of speculative philosophers.
to _Il;'lpart his skill to the pup1l~ of a mechamcal
Nor are such benefits limited to emergencies from traim_ng-~chool; but would conmve at the mental
which weal1h could dispense its possessor. .A.n am- pr?stitu~wn of a _youn_g sneak wh_o should try to
ateur handicraft is the best safeguard against the ~-eesta:bhsh ~ sanctimomous reputatiOn by volunteerchid bane of wealth: ennui, with its temptations to mg his assistance to the managers of a mythologyfolly and vice. Nabobs can do worse than imitate school.
the example of Carlo Boromeo, who spent every
D--PENALTIES oF NEGLECT.
leisure hour of his philanthropic _life in practical landNeglected development, either of physical or
scape gardening, and turned a large, and once barren, mental faculties, avenges itself in ennui, modified, for
lake-island into the loveliest paradise of southern the benefit of the poor, by the less monotonous_
Europe. "Heroum filii noxae~· "the sons of the· afflictions of care. There is no doubt that the feelgreat are apt to be nuisances," would be less true if ing of emptiness that seeks refuge in the fever of
Goethe's advice were heeded by our fashionable edu- passion or intoxication, is a wholly abnormal concators, and the benefits of his plan would extend to dition, as unknown to the children of the wilderness,
emergencies for which fashionable accomplishments who never feel the craving of unemployed faculties,
afford only a dubious safeguard. ".A. mechanical as to the truly civilized man, who finds means to
trade," says Jean JacquesRousse_au, ''is the best basis satisfy that craving. Unemployed muscles, like idle
of safety against the caprices of fortune. Classical talents, rebel against continued neglect and goad the
Rcholarship may go begging, where technical skill sluggard to seek relief in the morbid excitement of
finds its immediate reward. .A. distressed savant may vice, and the father who thinks it !!--'waste of money
recover his loss in the course of years; a skilful me- to invest a dollar in a tool-box inay have to spend
chanic need only enter the next workshop and show hundreds for the settlement of rum bills and gama sample of his handiwork. 'Well, let's see you try,' bling debts.
the reply will be; 'step this way and pitch in.'"
Both the effect and the cause of such excesses were
Thus, too, gymnastic ~gility is the best safeguard rather rare in the prime of the North American
against numberless verils .A. mother who hopes to republic, when nearly every colonist was a farmer,
protect her boy by keeping him at home and guarding· and every farm a polytechnicwn of home-taught
bim from the ro11gh sports of his playmates, forgets trades; but European luxuries introduced European
that her apron~strings cannot guide him through the habits, and our cities now abound with plutocrats who
perils of after years; and a better plan was that of are ashamed of the toil by which their forefathers laid
Cato, the statesman, warrior, and philosopher, who, in the foundation of their wealth. Our cities have bred
the midst of his manifold duties, found time to in- the vices faster than the refinements of wealth, and
struct his young sons in leaping ditches, and swim- have become acquainted with enmdming rapid rivers, in. order to "teach them to overWe lack the word but have the thing;
come danger that could not be permanently avoided."
c.-PERVERSION.
and thousands who would fail to find relief on the
The absurd contempt of mechanical accomplish- classical hunting grounds of Peter Bayle might
ments is due partly to the di~ect influence of anti- imitate his landlord, who practiced sharp· shooting
physical dogmas, partly to the indirect tendency of with a medieval hunting· bow till he could challenge
that caste spi1·it which has for ages fostered the an- the best pistol shots of the neighboring garrison.
tagonit-~m of wealth and labor. The opulent Brah- J n a choice of evils the most puerile game of skill is,
mans of ancient Hindostan thought themselves so im- indeed, clearly preferable to games of chance; but
meastt'rably superior to the children of toil that aSudra to that last resort of inauity the traditional aversion
was not permitted to approach a priest without ample to manual employments has actually driven thousands
precautions against the defilement of the worshipful of city idlers. Yet our American towns have never
entity.
The temples of high-caste devotees were sunk to the abject effeminacy of European cities,
closed against low-caste believers. The very breath where physical apathy has become a test of good
of a Sudra was supposed to pollute articles of food to breeding arid a taste for mechanical accomplishments
. such an extent that a Brahman had always to take a stigma of eccentricity, and where, consequently,
his meals alone.
spcial prestige has to be purchased at the price of
The secret of such prejudices was probably the practical helplessness, of dependence in all mechansupposed antagonism of body and soul and the ical questions of life on the aid and the judgment of
imagined necebsity of emphasizing that contrast by hirelings.
constant insults to the representatives of physical
Life-endangering accident may now and then
interests and occupations. For in Europe, too, the illustrate the dioadvantages of physical incapacity;
propagation of an anti-physical creed went hand a drowning bather may be. inclined to admit that the
in hand with the systematic depreciation of secular saving influence of a swimming- school might comwork, excepting, perhaps, the trade of professional pare fa>orably with that of the baptismal miracle
manslaughter, the military caste, which here, as in tank; but the survivors will persist in relying on the
India, found always means to enforce respect by vicarious omnipotence of coio, ignoring the clearest
methods of their own. During the most orthodox illustrations of the truth that physical incapacity
centuries of the Middle Ages industrial burghers were avenges itself in every waking hour, even of the
':alued only as tax- payers; peasants were treated wealthiest weakling, while the guardian-spirit of
1Ittl~ l_)ette;r thiW l;!e!l<Stf? of burden-in many :re!!vectf:! ::?4ill !lJCcompanie~ its w~rds from the' workshop tq
1
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the playground and follows them over mountains ai:J.d
seas.
E.-REFORM.
The growing impatience with the dead-language
system of our monkish school· plan will soon lead to a
radical reform of college education, and a fair portion
of the time gained should be devoted to the culture
of mechanical arts. For boys in their_ teens the " instinct of constructiveness " would still prove to retain enough of its native energy to make the change
a decidedly popular one, as demonstrated by the
success of the mechanical training schools that have
attracted many pupils who have to find the requisite
leisure by stinting themselves in their recreations.
"Applied gymnastics" (riding, swimming, etc.)
would be still more popular, and greatly lessen the
yearly list of. accidents from the neglect of such
·
.
training.
The bias of fashion would soon be modified by the
precedence of its leaders, as. in Prussia, where the
royal family set a good example by educating their
princes(in addition to the inevitable milit.ary training) in the by-trade of some mechanical accomplishment (carpentry, sculpture, bookbinding, etc.), the
choice of ·handicraft being optional with the pupil.
No model residence should be deemed complete
without a polyteohnic workshop, furnished with a
panoply of apparatus for the practice of all sorts of
amateur chemical and mechanical pursuits-a plan
by which the Hungarian statesman-author, Maurus
J ockar, has banished the specter of ennui from his
hospitable country seat. His private hobby is Black
Art, as he calls his experill).ents in recondite chemistry, but any omi of his guests is welcome to try his
hand at wood carving, glass~painting, metallurgy, or
any of the more primitive crafts, for which the laboratory furnishes an abundance of apparatus
Private taste might, of course, modify the details of
that plan, and even without regard to eventual results, its proximate benefits if once known would
alone insure its general adoption in the homes of the
ennui-stricken classes. The educational advantages
of ·mechanical training, though, can, indeed, hardly
be overrated. A scholar with nerveless arms and
undextrous hands is as far from being ·a complete
man as a nimble savage with an undeveloped brain.

Is

l{nowletl~e

Fatal1

This question is suggested by the almost universal
ban of custom upon any intelligent discussion or
inveRtigation of sex or sex relations.
Were there any realm of civilization exempt from
the evils of sex misdirection and perversion; did the.
sweetness of cleaa relations prevail in any social
realm, as a rule, it would not be so strange that one
who opened up a hidden cesspool, or probed an
exceptional ulcer, should be seize-d upon as a dtffuser
of obnoxious elements, off.msiv to the common taste
and sense of propriety.
But the well-known undercurrent of prostitution,
legal and illegal; the well-understood derangement
of physical and moral constitutio~, on account of
ignorance, indiscretion, or outraR"e; make it a matter
of amazement that any honest effvrt to reach bottom
causes should fail to be welcomed by thmking minds.
For what vossible reason cau it be conjectured
that Elmina D. Slenker, or any other matron of wellknown worthy lift3 and irreproachable conduct, should
enter ripon a scientific in vestig>ttion of the problem
of sex, except to confer upon humanity the benefit of
knowledge?
Does not the world need knowledge in this direction? Is this the one quality of life and human
relation that is to be made helpful and blessed by
the darkness of ignorance ?
Is the source of life the one realm where nothing
is or can be made clean, or lovely, or of good
report 1
It is the conviction of many minds that knowledge
in this department of being is essential to human
advancement and perfection. Sex is a principle of
life. It is an all-pervading quality and force. Everything created has come into form and function
through these two sex forces-positiv and negativ,
male and female. Without their perfect balance and
cooperation there could be no harmony in the planetary spheres. Without their ba.lance and wise cooperation in human life and society there can be neither
health, harmony, nor purity.
The perversion of -sex relations, and the' long'Continued darkness fostered by enforced ignorance
•Concerning this fundamental la.w and condition of
.life, has bred so deep and turbid a stream of vileness·
that the United States government has been called
in to giv authority to a detecti'v system.
This system, or its agent, does not exercise any
discrimination between works or expressions intended
to enlighten and reveal the causes of disorder and
impuriLy, and make way for intelligent treatment of
the sex quest.ion, and those that are designed to
arouse or inflame physteal amativ impulse. If but
some word or expression is obnoxious, ~he grasp of
the law throttles the beneficent teacher ahke with
the vendor of indecent publioatioris.
·
Is not this condition of things of sufficient import
in its aspects, bot4 ~~s ~ hiJ,!.qran?e ~9 the d1fi;\~~:~ioiJ.

of saving knowledge, and an interference with the
inestimable right of free discussion, to make it incumbent on all thinkers and lovers of j U'lltice to come
to the rescue of those who are under the ban of leg-al
prosecution, because of an effort to increase helpful
knowledge~ Why should Elmina be left entirely to
the process of law and verdict of a jury f Should
not the people everywhere constitute themselvs .a
jury to sit upon the case 1 Is it not time the thinking public-the people who are convinced we hav
groped in darkness long enough-should cry out; Let
there be light 1 Is not this cause of enlightenment
concerning one of the greatest problems of life, the
cause of humanity?
One mother, out of the abundance of motherly
heart, seeks to help lift the pall of unthinking ignorance and to find a better way wherein by a wider
knowledge humanity can rise to greater proportions.
Shall she be condemned without a widely voiced protest~
Are we not in this hour criminally inert
who shall fail to rally to the support, defense, and
vindication of Elmina. Slenker, and anyone who is
seized ~1pon by the detectiv system when trying to
find how to remove ignorance, vice, and outrage?
.. Those who realize that impurity, vice, and marital
misery cannot be legislated or detected out of existr.
ence, but can only be eliminated by right educational
influences, right knowledge, prenatal culture, and a
balance of sex power, which forces will advance the
race to a higher plane _of being, hav everything to
"work for.
·
It is not time for carping criticism, though in no
department of culture is it more important. that the
best possible methods, expressions, and words
Rhould be chosen-for it is humanity we should seek
to redeem, not words. It is no time for shrinking
timidity,· or faint praise that damns, but for brave,
loyal conduct by lovers of truth, righteousness, and
purity. It is time for a widely voiced protest that
will "ring out the old" customs of prudishness and
concealment that hav bred violence and misery, and
''ring in the new" order of knowledge that will, with
.the calciu1p light of truth, ~eveal to humanity the
sacredness of Sex. ·
LuCINDA B. CHANDLER.

Uberty or Anat·chy.
As an Anarchist parti~an who does not think him!.'elf mentally broad enough to hav surrounded all
truth, I highly appreciate the work which THE TRUTH
SEEKER is doing. Froui your intimation that social
cwws is what you undtrstand by Anarchy. and from
reading many of your articles, I think that there is
some difference in the force of certain words to your
mind and ourA. To me Anarchy is liberty, and liberty
is Anarchy. You say that your party is Libertyliberty for eve-ryone to think, expre~:~s his thought, and
act as he pleases so .long as he infringes upon no
other's equal right, and curtails no other's e-qual liberty. Now, this is-what I want, too, and .w1th this
admitted and intelligently applied we should hav
that condition which we call Anarchy. But I
must ask that by '' eqt1al liberty" we are at all
events to understand liberty, not equal restriction.
In a tantalizing sense, there may be "equal liberty"
where there is very little liberty. People do not yet
seem to realize that when they hav put themselvs
under constitutional law, taking away natural liberty,
the imposition upon a dissenting minority is notredeemed by the same being submitted to by the
ma.kers. They call that equal liberty. We call it
equal slavery.
Whether or not we are to condemn government
depende upon what is mea11t by government. Find
me a government in which all the citizens hav agreed
to join together and where they hav the conceded
right to individually withdraw from contributing to
its support when it ceases to fulfil their aims, as we
now hav with churches, and I will admit that such
!¥>Vernment is compatible with Anarchism. Anarchists hav no objection to any number of persons having a government, if such government will curtail
none of our liberty according to your definition.
We say that when a government levies taxes upon us
without our consent, it curtails our liberty and pur&mit of happiness by robbing us of our means. As
the churches are supported by voluntary contributions, so let ·the government be supported. That is
to say, we hav no objection to the subjects of a government voluntarily assuming such obligations and
binding themselvs as they see fit to contribute and to
pay, but let them take nothing from us and interfere
in no way with such of our acts as don't infringe
upoR their natural liberties, and we are content. We
believe in preventing and punishing murder and robbery, etc. It is a question of words whether this
prevention and punishment shall be called government or not. We refer it, when done by a hired
force, to the principle of insurance.
You know that in economic science "rent" has
a technical meaning. We giv a technic~! meaning to
''government." We do not use it to mean protection, but rulership. Are we not justified logically by
the fact that advoc~.ttes of government are constantly
ready to assert that it is impossible for them to carry
on their scheme without forcing all nativ's of the
QOuntry to be citizent~ aqq taxpayerf! whe~her they
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individually wish. to be so or not? They will respect
our "equal " liberty, but they cannot afford to
respect our liberty, neither our property! We are
now in the same stage that you would be in if the
idea prevailed that, in order to Aupport the church,
the majority might force the minority to be mem~
hers-at least, to contribute to it-and tbat, their
rights of membership, voting, etc., being reserved
for them whenever they chose to claim them, they
were treated with "equal" religious freedom, but
contribute they must and obey they must in no
matter what unnecessary thing-s the authority of the
majority ordered. We are seeking to enlighten men
as to the wrong and absurdity of promiscuous reciprocal tyranny. In proportion as this enlightenment
spreads, the way will be prepared for that which,
with your habits of thought, you may prefer to call a
philosophic Anarchical government, or government
of actual consent, but which we cal:l simply Anarchy.
Chaos is a theological fiction. In all nature form
and order result from the powers in things. Gov~
ernment other than self-government is violence. To
hav a self-governing state it would be necessary
to hav the voluntary adhesion of every citizen. We
claim that the adhesion and support of a great
majority can be had for equitable regulations compatible with and in furtherance of liberty, and that if
any stand out and cannot apprecia"te the benefits
of insurance, we can afford to let them alone so long
as they behave themselvs. I claim that Anarchy will
accomvlish in a more true and scientific manner the
aim of protection, which is all that attaches republicans to governmAnt. I claim this with the same
confidence as you claim that natural morality will
develop all the virtues-for which alone some conservativ people still cling to their Bibles-and
develop them far better for not having a mixture
or leaven of authority foreign to the meritorious
element in the case.
· J. L. W.
"IT is· the conservatism of the authorities of Rome
and their priests thu.t leads them to cling to the side
of the aristocracy and the wealthy and powerful few,
as opposed to the democracy of the poor masses.
Some priests will vreach that poverty is a blessing,
but they do not think it is a good thing for them·
selva or any of their relativs or friends. These
preachers are thPmselvs a terrible example of th€
clebaRing effAct of the vursuit of wealth. . When
I was studying in Rome my tutor told me that, if it
were left to the Italian people to decide what was the
worst fault of the Italian clergy, thP verdict would be
their avarice. I say that those who hav left the
church and cursed religion becauRe of the wrongs
that the priests allow wealth unrebuked to perpetrate, pay a higher tribute to the divine justice of
God than the high and dry and fossilized and motheaten men who sit in the firAt. places in the church
and the synagog."-Echoanl McGlynn, Ex-Priest.

A J)ishonpst Comm<'ntator.
P··om the Ra-rmpror Lig1,t.

'l'be subject of discus•ion before Rev. Dr. M~redith's
Bible class in this city rPcently was "'l'be Red Sea," and he
opPned it with th~ statpment., as reported in the ~ccular
papPrs, that the Israelites, before their departure out of
Egvpt., were instructed not to '·borrow." but to ask or demand of the E_g;vptians their jewelry. He said it was God's
tran~action.
Mr. Ingersoll, he saw fit to add, rlidn t think it
beneath his dignity to talk about. the Israelit.es borrowing
from the Egyptians, and then ringing in his cavils on false
pretenses. " Hoae>t, now "-quoting Colonel Ingersoll" was that a sq11are t.ransnction ?"
"You can see." Dr. Meredith continued, "what efiect
such caviling would hav on the young men who don't know
anything. Well, Ingersoll is no fool. He was brought up
in a Christian family; and either he knew that the word
'borrowed' was not there, or be dirl not know. If he did
not know,.anll then played on that worrl, 'honest. now, was
that a ~quare transaction?' (Che(•rs from the whole Bible
class.) God command~.rl the Israelites to take what they did
from the Egypr.ians; and you might as well try to fly from
the sun as to think to get away from God, if you hav·got any
money that· belongs to anybody else. He will catch you in
this world or the other-one.of the two."
Now let. us take down Dr. Meredith's Bible from the place
where it looks as if he had let the dust accumulate on its
cilver, and see whether he or Colonel Ingersoll is qnot!ng
God right. He asserts that God command('d the depsrtmg
IsraPlites to t!!ke what they did from the Ec;yptians; Colonel
Ingersoll asserts that Gorl commanded them to " borrow~· it,
eacl1 relying on the Bible story. Now, what does the B1ble
-this dt1sty Bible of Dr. Mt•retlith-itself say? Exodus xii,
35: •• And the children of Is mel did accor<lmg to the word
of Moses· and they borrowed of the E!!''PI ians jewels of
silver and jewels of gold, and raiment. (VersP. 36) And the
Lord gave the people favor in the sight of the Egyptians, so
that tlley lent unto them such things a_R t~e:v reqnircrl.'~
'l'his is the story just as Dr. Mererht.h s Btble tells 1t. It
happens. too, that it tells it in Colonel Ingersoll's way, and
not in Dr. Meredith's at all. And the secular paper from
which we take the whole report crows forth in a conspicuous
head-line to it: "Ingersoll Answered." Not only does the
Bible say that the I_sraeli!.es :· borrow~d" jewelry of th.e
EO"yptians before leavmg with mtent never to return, but 1t
adds that God " gave them Javor in the si.ght of the Egyptians so that they lent unto them." etc. Tlms is. the proof
that 'the Israelites "borrowed" driven clctu through and
clenched on the other side.
We now call on Dr. Meredith's Bible class to giv "cheers"
for Colonel Ingersoll, who has shown himself a more accura:te
and reliable Bible scholar than their own accepted t?ttcher IS.
Will they be "honest, now," anrl stand up >Inti gtvthem?
Can they really hold up their hearls. and say th>tt Dr_. Meredtth quotes the Bible truly? and, tf they canD:ot, .','?ll they
presume to &sdert that his is a " sq nare transa:ctwn?
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The Pope's Dangerous Desires.

just so far as it is accepted by the governments.
The government of the United States, of course,
cannot buy the pope's good offices in return for
pressure exerted upon Italy. The administration
that. attempted it would be hooted out of office. In
Europe, politics are conducted differently. Though
the people possess the franchise, the governments,
with few exceptions, are despotisms. In one way or
another, the divinely appointed kings manage to hav
their own imperious way. For their people, therefore, the entrance of the pope into the arena is
fraught with danger of the gravest kind. But to no
country so much as to Italy does the prospect look
dark. To surrender the territorial sovereignty of
the· States of the Church is throwing the people to
wild beasts. When Italywas taken from the French
and giv:en back to petty princes, archdukes, and adventurers, the States of the Church were restored to
the pope. Under Pius VII. people of these States
were again reduced to the condition of beggars. All
reforms were abandoned, and the ecclesiastics ruled
with tyranny. Education was narrowed, and placed
in clerical hands. Any professor suspected of liberal
views was at once expelled from his university.
Under Pius VII. and Leo XII. the government of
Rome is described by historians as infamous. The
people lived in misery and squalor, while the church
officials rioted in opulence. This continued through
the pontificate of Gregory XVI., and when he died
in 1.846 the people were like mad beasts. Under
Pius IX. more liberty was granted, and it is generally
admitted that he was the only pope with nineteenth
century ideas that has occupied the Vatiean. But
after his return from Gaeta in 1850, he began thereactionary reign, supported by French soldiers and
the Jesuits. Victor Emanuel found him the greatest
enemy to Italian liberty, and was forced to place
church property under state control, and abolish
ecclesiastical courts, OJ;' the church would hav
beggared and ruined the country. In Sicily and other
states, the church encouraged brigandage, and aided
the thieves to despoil the people and defy the state.
It was not until as late as 1870, when the national
troops took possession of Rome-leaving the pope
the Vatican wherein to pose as a persecuted prisoner
-that Italy became a country fit for a civilized person to liv in.
Leo XIII. shows the reactionary spirit which distinguished the latter part of his predecessor's reign,
together with the aggressiv impulses characteristic
of the. popes when they possessed actual temporal
power. He desires to be a king among kings and to
restore to the church the old-time magnificence and
ilrfluence. He is a dangerous man, and all the more
so that he is a diplomat of ability and a skilled politician.

Dr. Bernard O'Reilly, a Catholic theologian of
eminence, enjoying the confidence of the powers at
the Vatican, and speaking, therefore, with exceptional
authority, says that it is a settled thing that the
Catholic people of Italy will soon force the government to giv the pope a part of the kingdom, in which
he shall reign in things temporal as well as spiritual.
The claim of the pope is the modest on~ of the city
of Rome and the States of the Church. This popish
claim is viewed favorably, says Dr. O'Reilly, by all
European statesmen, except the radicals and the
anti-Christian sects.
Further, according to the same writer, the pope
in tends to push himself into the internal politics of
all nations, working always, of course, for the good
of the Roman Catholic church. A determination to
adopt this policy led him to interfere in French
politics in 1885, to issue his orders to the German
Catholics to support Bismarck, to send an emissary
to Ireland, to take cognizance of the constitution of
the Knights of La.bor, and to excommunicate MeGlynn for preaching a land theory contrary to the
doctrins of the Roman church. In short, the pope
proposes to hav a finger in the pies of all nations,
with the idea that from most, if not all of them, he
can extracb plums of great sweetness for Christianity.
Our Always Fresh Contemporary.
For what the unregenerate of this age term monumental nerve, the pope must be conceded to be ahead
Mrs. Slenker sends us this with request to print:
of all others. He ·has adopted this program, he sa.ys,
"I hav just finished re!J.ding the last issue of the Winsted
because the church is the very best friend of both Press, and I feel that I ought to let Liberals know the value
the rulers and the people; and, while both church of this old Connecticut periodicaL It is the most. radical of
radical papers. Not an issue of it but contains something
and state are supreme, sovereign, and independent fresh, new, and vigorous, something all Liberals need and
each within its own sphere, yet, as both docive their want. Send three cents to L. V. Pinney, Winsted, Conn.,
origin and authority from God, they should cooperate and see a specimen of it."
with each other in forwarding the welfare, spiritual
Cheerfully do we giv our esteemed contemporary
and temporal, of their subjects. Therefore, he seeks the benefit of Mrs. Slenker's good opinion, and we
alliance with all the powers, promising to help them may add also our own general appreciation of the
keep their "subjects" in .obedience in return for Winsted Press. It is lively, slashing, humorous, and
their aid in restoring to him the territorial saver- grimly sarcastic, and, as Mrs. Slenker says, something
eignty of which the Italian parliament in 1870 de- fresh may always be found in its columns-for inprived him.
stance, the following, from the Press of the 18th
We do not know how it will appear to Roman inst. :
Catholics, but to one who looks with contempt alike
"TheBostoninvest~qatorandtheNewYorkTnUTHSEEKEH
upon the claims of king and priest, the· pope's offer are in for the defense of Mrs. Blenker because she belongs to
has very much the appearance that a proposal of an their church. If she had happened to be a Methodist minisalliance offensiv and defensiv from one slave-owner ter or a Presbyterian deacon they would run with the Comto another would hav. In Germany, the proposal of stock hounds. This is sectarianism, and we hav yet to find
that Infidel sectarianism is any more liberal in thought or
the holy slave-owner might be worth considering by action than the orthodox bigotry from whicll it has sprouted.
the secular slave-owner, but in a· republic, where there
"If THE TRUTH SEEKER had never munched hay out of the
are not supposed to be any "subjects," Mr. Pecci's same rack with Elmina she might hang. It only seems to
overtures are of less value. It is true that here the feel such interest in the matter as a Cotton Mather Christian
king is represented by " society," which has an in- might hav felt in his grandmother on trial for unmistakable
·
d witchcraft. The chance of personal acquaintance, small as
terest in k eepmg the common people down, an it is, is thus seen to be of more importance in the TRUTH
might be glad to hav the Italian humbug's aid, but
the common people hav no idea of being sat upon
in any such way, and the holy slave-owner will find
that a certain portion of his slaves cannot be de-

SEEKER office just now than a mere question of right or
wrong. And this is the same TRuTH SEEKER that was
'founded by D. M. Bennett,' whose imprisonment for mailing obscene literature is being very adroitly justified by llis
successors. True, they make some protest against illegal
livered.
.
.
proceedings on the part of the prosecution in this particular
To one conversant w1th the h1story of the church case, they scold the creature Comstock for his method of
the :rosit~on ast;IUilJ.ed b! Leo J~III. appears dan~e:rou~;~ , proced11re 1 the;r aqmit that private correspopdenc@ is ex-

ceptionalliterature. There is more indication of perversity
and small craftines~;~ than of stupidity on their part, but
hypocrisy is not a saving grace on such occasions."
Fresh and vigorou~ Mr. Pinney has said this be
cause in a former issue we wrote:
"If we had never until now heard of Mrs. Blenker and
knew nothi~g of her work, we would not consider the case
one that called for an uprising of Freethinkers to defend invaded principles."
If our highly esteemed friend had been as desirous of letting his readers know why we defend
Mrs. Slenker as he seems to be to mislead them as
to our position, he might hav found room in his
fresh, new, and vigorous paper for the reasons we
gave in the same editoria~ from which he quotes.
But let that go. It is sometimes the case, we hav
found that a radical of radicals is so radical in criti' he runs into misrepresentation. And Mrs.
cism that
Slenker baa given us a certificate that the Press is
the most radical of radical papers. It remains, how_
ever, to be seen if Mr. Pinney is right.
We said that in Mrs. Slenker's case there is no
principle invaded call~ng for an uprising of Freethinkers as Freethinkers. This we believe to be an
accu~ate statement. Mrs. Slenker is not charged
with heresy. She is not arrested for mailing Freethought literature. In fact, there is nowhere about
her prosecution a single outward indication that she
is put to· all this. trouble because she is a Freethinker. The work. she has chosen is no more Freethought than it is Christian. It is not even a work
in which Freethinkers, as a body, sympathize. More
Freethinkers regret Mrs. Slenker's course than applaud it. Mrs. Slenker has committed no crime, but
the one she is charged with no more appeals to Freethinkers as Freethinkers than the aiTest of the most
pious smut pedler in New York. And it is not because, as the fresh and vigorous Mr. Pinney elegantly phrases it, we hav munched hay out of the
same rack .with Mrs. Slenker, that we defend her.
It is for a far different and a broader reason-a
reason, perhaps, so broad that Mr. Pinney will hav
difficulty in exercising the elasticity of his mind sufficiently to surround it. Personal friendship has
nothing to do with it, though we should be recreant
to all noble impulses did we not help a friend no
matter what trouble overtook him or her.
We defend 1\frs. Slenker for the same reason that
we defend any one person or any body of people unjustly prosecuted. We defend her for the same
reason that we ask for a new and fair trial for the
alleged Anarchists of Chicago. We defend her for the
same reason that we denounce the legal persecution
of the Mormon church. We defend her for the same
reason that we protested against the imprisonment
of Herr Most, when it was clearly shown that he had
done nothing deservin~ punishment. We defend
her because in her case the right to free scientific investigation has been imperiled ; because, in 1?-er ar~
rest, the Constitution of our country has been
violated, and because she was arrested for one thing
and is to be punished for another. We defend her,
in short, because we are a Freethinker, and not because she is.
Crime may be broadly defined as the injury of one
person by another. Our laws are framed to redress
such injuries by punishing the perpetrator. But unless such injury has occurred, no crime has been
committed, and punishment inflicted upon an innocent person is infamous injustice. Let the attorney of Virginia show that Mrs. Slenker has injured anyone in person, property, or morals, and
we hav not another word to say in her defense. But
until it is so shown we shall do our best to get her
out of his clutches, in which she has been placed
by the scoundrelly intermeddling of the hangers-on
of an illegitimate and dangerous society. We
do not defend Mrs. Slenker because she is a
Freethinker, but because she is a human being
whose liberty and rights are wantonly assailed
and violated for no decent cause whatever. If
this is sectarianism, we hope Mr. Pinney will some
time grow large enough to join our sect.
When the fresh and vigorous Winsted Press
states that we are "adroitly justifying" the imprisonment of D. M. Bennett, it states what its editor
ought to know is false. Mr. Bennett defended himself on precisely the same ground on which we defend
Mrs. Slenker-that he had committed no crime, had
injured no person. Incidentally came into the defense the unconstitutionality ef the law, the character
Q~ tlle prose~utor, a,I\<l of the society by whom he
o
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was employed. These are all applicable, and urged
in behalf of Mrs. Slenker. But the main fact in Mr.
Bennett's case, as in Mrs. Slenker's, is that no wrong
was done, and no injury to anyone resulted from his
conduct. It may be that some people's notions of
propriety were shocked slightly, but what of that?
Our notions of propriety are shocked every time a
priest feeds his congregation the body and blood of
Christ. In turn, we shock the Christians' notions
whenever we expose the foolishness
their imaginary cannibalism. Shall a man be shut up in prison
for sueh " offenses 1" If so, what becomes of
individual rights? of personal liberty T of freedom of
speech and of publication?
This, it seems to us, is broader ground upon
which to make a stand than that occupied by our
ever fresh contemporary, which holds that, as obscenity is only a vice, and vices are not punished, Mrs.
Slenker should go ~cot-free." This, if not damning
with faint praise, is at leltst pleading guilty and
throwing the prisoner upon the mercy of the court.
There is here no manful battling for right, but
an ''adroit" squirming out of a consideration of the
principles of the case. Mr. Pinney says that "if the
Investigator and THE TnuTH SEEKER believe that
obscenity is a crime, their duty to what they call
their Freethought is to see that any Freethinker
who commits that crime is hunted out and punished."
We might retort that, just as much, should the Press
seek out the vicious and reform them. And if we do
so think, adds the ever fresh Press, " we ought
to help Comstock make an example of Mrs. Slenker,
for it appears that according to their standards she
is guilty." In this Mr. Pinney adds treachery to Mrs.
Slenker to his previous squirming defense of her.
We cannot reflect the feelings of the Investigator,
but we can say that if the Press were honest those
words regarding THE TRUTH SEEKER would n·ever hav
appeared. In the editorial which has caused our
contemporary to slop over with such great waste of
ink, we denied Mrs. Slenker's guilt. We believe, as
previously stated, that crime is whatever matEfrially
injures the individual, and that he is a criminal who
wilfully and knowingly harms another. This is our
standard of crime and measure of criminals. If
obscenity does this, then is obscenity a crime; and if
the injured person cannot protect himself, then is it
the duty of collectiv individualism to protect him.
But, except in the case of children away for the moment from their parents or those in whose care they
are, we believe that the individual can protect him.
self against any obscenity that may crop out. As for
the wretches in large cities who peddle the rotten
stuff to minors, there are no years containing days
enough for them to worry through in jail.
That is our opinion of obscenity, stated many
times before; and that is our opinion of Mrs.
Slenker's case, stated often enough for the editor
of the Press not to hav fallen into so mimy foolish
errors.

or

The Ingratit11de of Politicians.
We believe that it is inevitable that every new
movement shall suffer sooner or later from internal
wrangling. The wrangle usually occurs as soon as
the new party has sufficient strength to fight at all.
The Abolition party was divided against itself, some
advocating peaceful and constitutional emancipation,
others advocating revolution, declaring the Constitution to be a covenant with death and a league with
hell. The temperance party splits on the different
methods of accomplishing its purpose, and the
Woman Suffragists divide on various small issues.
.Even the Liberals of the country, though never
strong enough to afford it, hav had their internal
squabble, and will, probably, hav more of them within
the next few years.
But for a good, strong, vigorous, and vicious fight
between two factions of a new party, that between
the Socialists and the Georgeites, in the United
Labor party of this state, overtops all others.
There are three labor parties in this state and
city-the Socialists, the United Labor pa1·ty, th~
Union Labor party. The last is the least, and,
though bearing the name of the labor party of the
West, is but a handful of professional political wirepullers. When it held its convention in Rochester recently, the press was divided in opinion whether the
Democratic or Republican politicians paid the expenses..In other states. the Union Labor party is the
Jabor party, hqt n,ot il! this atate. The 1Jnit~<l ~abor

party is Henry George's party, and claims 68 000
voters in this city, including the Socialists, who a~ted
with it la.st fall. This party held its convention to
nominb.te state officers in Syracuse last week, and
there it was the row occurred between the Socialists
and the land-tax men.

the value for. the community; second, assumption by society
of all functions that are natural monopolies. So far we
go together. There is no reason why we should not go
on together. But the Socialists hav stated distinctly that we
are not going the same way, but other ways. The .Socialists
want to naturalize land by taking it as the property of
the go~ernment, and.working it by the government, taxing
all cap1tal, all machmery, all productions, and settino- np
. a system of distribution and exchange. I cannot, for o;e-'-I
will not, for one-go that way. On that question there can
b~ no compromise. We cannot go that way. I hav the
highest. personal regard for many Socialists, and I hope that
th.ey wlll go our way. If not, they can go theirs, anrl we
will go ours. It is far better for us to part company than to
work together where there would be marked. recriminations
mutual strife, and mutual weakness. There is one simpl;
~~~t!~~ to be settled. It is a plain, clear question of natural

When Henry George was nominated for mayor
last fall, the Socialists were the main stay of the
campaign. Their organization is compact, and the
a·
b
mem ers well 1sciplined. They saw in George's
.candidacy a chance to push their ideas, and they
went in with a will. Henry George, being then poor
and unfortunate, gladly accepted their aid, and was
not at all PR!"tieular to say that he was no Socialist.
In .fact, his doctrine were supposed to be Socialistic•
and he did not undeceive the people.
In this election Mr: George found himself at the
T. B. Wakeman, associate editor of the Freehead of a labor party, and he was shrewd enough to thinkers' Magazine, offered a resolution, admitting
both the Socialists and those who wanted their seats
stay there after the election. He saw the possibility giving each a half vote. Dr. McGlynn opposed this:
of getting a great many people to adopt his peculiar He said:
economic ideas, and he started a paper. Through
the fuss in the church over Dr. McGlynn, culminat"No man here desires harmony more than I, but harmony
ing in that gentleman's .liberation, the excitement without union is simply futil. Parties hav to exist on a
definit principle and platform. Now, while I hav heard
was kept up, and the United Labor party is the out- a great deal about these Socialistic gentlemen being in favor
come.
of the same objects that we are seeking, it does not appear
As the Socialists had been the means, as they that they are in favor of the same means that we regard
claimed, of getting such a rousing vote for Mr. as absolutely important to. reach those ends. The very
George for mayor, and as Mr. George popularly means that we declared to be primary in the Clarendon Hall
platform, upon which we rolled up Henry George's great
was thought to run on ·a Socialistiq platform, they vote, was the means that made this convention possible.
demanded that more of their principles should be in- The leaders of that convention were called upon to call this
eluded in the platform of the new party. They be- meeting, and, upon the same lines upon which the great
gan electing Socialistic delegates to the Syracuse moral victory of last fall was won, we were called to organize
t"
Thi a·
not only the state of New York, but the whole United States
conven IOn.
s ld not suit Mr. George. Philip upon those party lines and that platform. It is too late no~
sober was a different man from Philip drunk. The to discuss a question of this character. We would look foolland-tax theory was found not to be Socialistic; Mr. ish to the people all over the state who are watching us
George became conservativ and desirous of being to see if we will stand by our principles. The substitute has
considered a reformer and not a revolutionist, and it been offered in a sense of justice, but it is not in the interests
was decided by him and his lieutenants that the So- of justice. It is a gross injustice. The labor of this com.
mittee, who worked the whole night, should. not be in vain
cialists must go. Thereupon a former ruling of the and _it is a pity that-we should hav lost 80 much time ~~
party was reversed, and it was officially announced going over the same ground. We are fi.11;hting over the
that no one belonging to the Socialistic Labor party absurd questiou of whether the dog is to wag the tail or the
could belong to the United Labor party. Whenever tail wag the dog. I want to know whether I am the dog or
Socialistic delegates to the Syracuse convention had the tail, and I do not propose, if I am the dog, to be wagged
by the tail."
been elected, a second and antagonistic set were also
selected, and the contestants took their quarrel to the
Mr. Wakeman's resolution was lost, ancl all the
convention.
Socialists were expelled. The new party will enter
At that convention Mr. George had an over- upon its second campaign with divided ranks and
whelming majority, and the committee on credentials bitter feelings. It is pretty safe to say that the
voted to reject every Socialist delegate whose seat United Labor party will not cast 68,000 votes in this.
was contested. In its zeal to repudiate Socialism city this fall.
the convention went on to unseat Socialists who
Mr. George's theory is a wonderfully captivating
were not members of their party. They seemed to one for city residents. Being without land, they
go upon the principle of that man, famous in history, hope by a turn of fortune's wheel to acquire some.
who commanded the Bartholomew massacre. When In the country a purely labor and anti-monopoly
he wa~ appealed to by the soldiers as to how they party is regarded with more favor. Possessing land,
should distinguish the Huguenots from the Catholics, the residents of the country do not desire fortune's
his reply was, " Kill them .all. God will know his wheel to turn them off it. Mr. George's theory is
own." The slaughter was continued, therefore, in- certainly Socialistic so far as it goes, and his desire
discriminately. While this is none of our quarrel, to hav society assume control of all functions that
we cannot help sympathizing with these victims of are natural monopolies, is also a Socialistic doctrin.
misplaced confidence. We cannot help thinking, too, These functions include not only land, but railroads
that thel·e is at least as much truth as poetry in the and .telegraphs, and ~t is Mr. George's avowed purp ose to turn these over to the government when he
short speech of one of the rejected Socialists. He
g ets the chance. From this it w1"ll be seen that Mr.
did not belong to the Socialist party, and some of
George differs from the other Socialists only in dethe members were in doubt as to him. But, his seat
being contested by an anti~Socialist, he was expelled. gree.
He left the convention with these parting words:
To an impartial outsider it looks very ungrateful
and inconsistent for him to expel the Socialists from
" I don't propose to argue the issue of Socialism. I refuse
to be trapped. I did not enter this convention as a Socialist, his party. It is not likely that he will catch many
but as a Labor mati. If I hold Socialist view~, that is my conservativ votes by being ungrateful to the men
own business. The issue of Socialism was not raised until a who made him what he is.
few of Mr. George's friends were defeated for delegates in
CHARLES WATTS will lecture in Halifax, N. S., Sunday
New York. It was not intended that this convention should
stand for the theories of Mr. George. The movement to afternoon and evening and Monday evening, Sept. 4th and
drive Socialists out of the party is a movement to change this 5th .
from a labor party of workingmen to a tax reform party for
FRANK PIXLEY, editor of the San Fmncisco A1·.qonaut, says
the middle classes. We are to be punished for doubting the
efficiency of Mr. George's theory. Tbat is the crime of the that in his younger days he "gambled with God for gold
Socialists. No theory is involved except our criticisms of dust." That is an alliterativ but irreverent way of saying
some people who are not demigods and gods, who hav been that he was once a miner.
damned, and, if not damned, excommunicated. It is bad
MR. LAVELLE, rector of the cathedral in this town, and
taste for men who hav been excommunicated by another
Archbishop Corrigan's assistant, said officially that it is a
pope to try to excommunicate us."
positiv fact that the holy see employed competent theologi9.ns
Mr. George defined his position as follows:
to examine the land doctrins taught by McGlynn and found
" I oppose Socialism or any compromise with Socialism. them palpably at variance with the commonly received
This question has been settled by the highest authority in notions of rights of property, not only among Catholics and
New York. The Socialists hav forced this question on us, all Christians, but throughout the world. He called them
and w~ must mee~ it and not c~mpromise wit~ them. I revolutionary. The congregation, however, did not pass
recogmze the serviCes of the Soc1ahsts. [A vo1ce: 'They upon them, and they are not, therefore, officially denounced.
hav voted for yot~.'] Wlle.th~r they vote for me or not, This is a very convenient way of doing, for if in after years
I ?annot compromise on theu ideas. They worked together the world comes around to George's land theories, the
w1th us last fall. I would be glad to hav them with us still, church can say she nevE:r condemned them, while now she
bu.t ":e hav come to the pa:ting of the ways. We hav our has whatever gain there was for her in excommunicating
pnncipl~s-first, the equal ng?ts of all men in the land of the McGlynn. The church ought to hav thought of this plan
countr~ 111 suc)l metho4 as wlll put f\ll ta4e~ on laild to tnl>c , before Galileo w~~os ordered to vacate.
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Freethinkers there ar~ in this community to assert their rights, pointed presented a set of by-laws for consideration and
they hav been so often told by the Christians that they hav adoption which elicited quite a spirited discussio_n upon a
no right to exist, and that they should be thankful to their motion of their adoption, in which Brothers Walker, May,
God to eternally damn them ; and it does seem as though Clark, Putnam, and others took part. In the course of Mr.
NEWPORT, ME., Aug. 16, 1887.
Putnam's remarks he quoted qnite extensivly from THE
To WoNG CmN Foo: Here is my @". Henceforth I am a they had about come to the conclusion that it was partly so.
TRUTH SEEKER to sustain the position taken by himself and
R. Joi<Es.
heathen, for you hav proved heathenism far .superior to
others in the moderation of discussions on labor questions
Christianity. A country out of debt is the place for me.
when they tend almost to the exclusion of those pertinent to
LEXINGTON, KY., Aug. 8, 1887.
Christianity and crime are synonymous terms.
the purposes and object of the Secular Union.
Mn.
EDITOR:
I
listened
last
night
to
a.
lecture
delivered
SEWARD MITOHELL.
At a late hour further discussion was suspended until next
by W. Mills, quite a noted Prohibitionist. I do not credit
OLNEY, Aug. 4, 1887.
all'of his statements. He said that Socialists could be always Sunday, 7th inst., at 3 P.M.
On motion a unanimous vote of thanks was tendered to
Mn. EDITOR: Religicn, after a trial of eighteen hundred found in saloons, that their plans were concocted there, that
years, is a perfect failure. If any denomination had the all new theories were there discussed. But he did not call Mr. Putnam for the noble manner in which he had enterpower to-day, it would act the same as it did in the Dark these advanced thinkers hypocrits. Next he stated that tained the Liberals and citizens of Seattle (in the course of
Ages. It is not alone the Catholic religion, but Protestants Christians had preserved the morals_ of the world from ship- five lectures-delivered during his stay in our midst) in the
and Jews are the same way, and one faction would like to wreck, but did not commence this great work until the time advocacy of Liberalism and Freethought. I ·hope his lectsee the other everlastingly damned. I know what I ;am of Luther, who was the best politician in Europe, except the ures will redound in much good in the near future.
JoHN H. HuMMELL, Cor. Secretary~
talking about, and maybe know more about it than the gen- dear, merciful Saint Cromwell. And then Calvin and Knox,
eral run of your readers, for I was born and raised a Jew, what lovely reformers! He forgot that when persecuted inMARSHFIEW, OR., July 30. 1887.
and the Jews, especially the orthodox faction of them, are dividuals fled into Calvin's arms, they soon ran out, preferMn. EDITOR: We hav received the first number of THE
no exception to the general rule. That we at present enjoy ring the wilds of America to his teuder embraces. Knox had
somewhat of religious liberty is not on account of religion, his own church brethren executed, without mercy, if their TRUTH SEEKER. I hay been reading yp old numbers, disbut in spite of it.
belief deviated in the least from his own. The awful sub- connected num·bers, as far back as 1880. A bachelor friend
I hav been a reader of your paper for about sixteen months, limity of their morals would horrify an American Indian. supplied my husband with them. To S. P. Putnam's lectures
but hav never seen any correspondence from this place. We Think of offering the cruelties of Calvin, Knox, Alva & Co. and these papers I owe my entire conversion to Freethought.
hav a beautiful town of about four thousand inhabitants, but, as patterns for Christians to follow! Oh, listen! He next For years I hav been an unbeliever in the Bible as divine
I am sorry to say, the religious element" predominates. · We declared that the Constitution of the United States was ac- writing, but like many others I. thought best not to say so.
hav eleven churches here, of as many different denomina- cepted only to gratify the wishes of twenty-five clergymen, Henceforth my pen will be used for freedom. My pen has
tions, and since last year another one was added, which is present at the convelltion of state delegates. How strange been the one oasis in the desert of my life, but nearly all my
the. Swedenborgian or New church, so we hav plenty of it was, then, that Jefferson and other great statesmen had so writings hav the ortliodox taint about the.m, the serpent and
roads to choose from for the New Jerusalem. I expect our poor an opinion of divines in general and particular, as if cross following me up so 1 felt afraid to speak my mind.'
town is about like the general run of them, and it will take they were IJ.Ot to be esteemed as reliable, from the very Now that is all gone, and! come to the writers of your paquite a while yet before people will begin to think for. them- nature of their office! Why were they, in the very wording per offering my hand as a co-worker for the good of humanselva and throw off the old superstition. At the same time, of the Constitution, debarred from any share in the govern- ity.. I do not come to you laden with scientific researches or
high-sounding phrases, but using simple language, with
if we look back a few hundred years and compare the pres- ment?
ent, we hav great cause to congratulate ourselvs, and hav
Will men, in their senses, giv their support to a pious no philosophy save my own observation of nature's
good reason to be hopeful for the future.
system which permitted .dukes, under the feudal system, to works; one who has scarcely been away from my breezy, ..
Is the defense argument of Colonel Ingersoll's in Mr. Rey- take the bride from her husband for three days and nights? billowy Pacific home for twenty years. If I can find a little
nolds's case in print already, and how can I get one?
The priest, also, was guilty of the same. (See notes, "Cus- corner in the rear of your writers I shall be most happy to
air my few. thoughts there. l'b.av for many years pictured
Yours truly,
I. M. ToBIAS.
tom of Country," Beaumont and Fletcher.)
Women must hav some share in the government or sub- ·my own demise, where a few friends would gather around
BosToN, MAss., Aug. 15, A.B. 287.
my coffin with flowers, and some old woman would say,
mit to indignities forever.
ALH.AZA.
Mn. EDITOR: I was. very sorry to see Brother Koezly
"Poor soul, she is better off!" and that would be all. Now
intimating that the giving of means to the Liberal cause is a
I feel like doing something that will li v after me ; leave a litSALEM, NEB., Aug. 8, 1887.
"punishment," for to me it seems the exact opposit of that,
Mn. EDITOR : TEE TRUTH SEEKER is ever welcome. It is tle at least that some wiser head ca.n take up· and carry out.
being, in fact, a great pleasure and high privilege in my the best paper that fath• r takes, because it furnishes more I am sorry fifty years of my life is gone and I hav been so
estimation.
idle.
food for the brain.
The phrase, "When he gets sober, he will be sorry. for
I do not yet belong to the League at Marshfield, but as
Mr. Os.vald's "Bible of Nature" is grand. "Letters from
that," will apply to him in regard to this expression, I think. Friends" are just the things to acquaint us with the ideas of soon as I can attend I s!J.all. My husband belong~ to that
Brother Koezly has made what he, no doubt, considers a the people, and to inform us as to the progress of Secularism. mystertous band misnamed Freemasons-the ''Free" I
really generous offer to help truth and reason along in this Therefore, excuse this letter.
would leave off. I grant him that privilege, notwithstandworld of sin and sorrow, but in order to show him how far
We, the people of Salem, possess everything requisit to ing I hav no faith in a society where a man ha~ to be good
astray he is in that, as indeed he seems to be in almost every- prosperity but wisdom. The brains of the people seem to and moral before he can get in it; besides, old King Solomon
thing, l will make his offer into something that can rightfully be sleeping, while passions hold sway over every being. We is no favorit of mine. Still, I hav gone over the water in
be called generous, it being very mucll more liberal and are slaves in order to avoid trouble with Madam Grundy. sunshine and storm with my husband while he attended his
praiseworthy than is his arrangement.
.The object of most people is to accumulate wealth. Yes, lodge, and expect I will do the same ag11in, and I expect
He declares himself anxious to suit 1lle in this matter, and even parents think thi8 the most important step in education, him to respect my rights and wishes just as I respect his.
I can therefore confidently tell him juet what will suit not forgetting, probably not knowin~, that they should inculcate
Mns. E. A. HILBORN.
only my~elf, but most all Freethinkers the wide world over, first a desire to become true men and women-citizens of the
and it is as follows: That we each giv a $25 share of world.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Aug. 12, ~887.
stock in the Paine Memorial to the cause of reason, whichMn. EDITOR: In reading over the article of Geo. Malcolm,
In this country people read but comparativly little. Many
ever way the decision goes, he to giv his to the sturdy old people do not read even the papers, and hav no books but a dated July 30th, I thought that if he substituted "representativ
Investigator, and I to giv mine to the gallant TRUTH SEEKER. Bible, which is seldom read by the majority. Gossip is .an of value" for ''measure," he would be nearer correct, and
In that way, whatever happens, these two gran:l helpers art in which_we are all versed. Just think of a place where perhaps th:Jre would not be so much difference between him
o1 progress will be benefited, and through them, of course, most of the so-called weaker sex work hard all day, and then and Mr. Newton. A:f.oney is used as the representativ of
the whole great humanity of which we are all a part.
attempt to rest their minds by reading trashy literature- value to do away with the necessity of barter. The value of
And now, as soon as Mr. Seaver shall notify me that the such a place is it here.
anything varies according to the quantity in the market and
investigator has received Brother Koezly's gift of the $25
For the purpose of causing the people of this church-ridden the number of persons to whom it is desirable. If there
share, or its equivalent in money, I wilt' at once write and community to think, my father, with the aid·uf a few Free- should be but one horse in the market, and three men were
get the decision from Harvard College, giving it to both thinkers, induced Mr. Remsburg to deliver his lecture on desirous of b~ying it, the one willing to giv the most dollars
papers for publication, meantime holding my own share ·"False Claims" in this town. The lecture was very well would get the horse, not that there was any difference in the
of stock ready for TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, so as to set our .attended, and I think it will cause some thinking, which will horse, or that one man's dollars were worth more than
worthy, but often mistaken, friend a bright and shining prepare the way for l'rlr. Bell, who is to deliver three lectures another's, but because his desire for the horse was that much
example of promptitude in business mattei:s.
more than the 'Jther's, measured in dollars; so in that sense
here during this month.
GEo. N. HrLL.
The Freethinkers hav more courage since the lecture. I dollars are a measure of value-the dollar is of no less value,
think that if we can get Mr. Reynolds, after having the nor the horse more, than before. The dollar represents
OsoEOLA, lA., Aug. 10, 1887.
people roused to action by Mr. Bell, the overhanging cloud value; for that reason it ought to be made of something as
¥n. EDITOR: Many thanks, as the noble old TRUTH SEEKER of ignorance will soon comme:uce melting.
little liable to fluctuation as possible. For that reason gold
· .
still comes into the family when the money for the present
"The Infidel School-Teacher" is a bonny volume. It is and silver. were fixed upon as the best and most durable.
year is long past due; but you will please find inclosed the written in pure language, and is just the thing to cause For hundreds of years their increase was very slow and
subscription price, $3. I should like to write a long letter, thinking. It, as well as the author's other works, deserves steaey, without fluctuation, but within the last century the
as I don't see- anything wr-itten from this priest-ridden local- a place in every Freethinker's library. May its author's days quantity has increased to such an extent that its purchasing
ity; but I was brought up in the time when the salvation of be long and many and ev.er bright, because she is doing power has decreased perhaps one-half. Why? Because the
the soul was of more consequence than the salvation of the good-making the world better.
gold of the world represents the value of the property of the
T. P. BRINEGAR.
head. I was raised by good Christian parents. They tried
world; therefore, a pound of gold represents the same
hard to get me to walk in the ways of that monster the
amount of property that half a pound did a century ago, and
SEATTLE, WAsH. TER., Aug. 6, 1887.
orthodox God; but, thanks to reason and humanity, I hav
Mn. EDITOR : After an absence of lecturers for over two oy substituting paper for gold du-ring the war, as it could be
never made one misstep in that direction, and I am now years, Brother Samuel P. Putnam made his appearance in done easier than digging the gold, we lessened the value in
nearly fifty-three years old and still seeking after truth. I our midst and delivered !ive lectures, in which he succeeded proportion to the amount we issued, thus causing the apparhav a large family, which I hav given and am giving a fair in gathering together a sufficient number of Liberals to or- ent rise in value of every species of property. Brother Maleducation, and that makes too rich soil for superstition and ganize into a branch Union.
colm would hav national banks lo!t.!ling paper money to· all
myths to grow in; but my Christian friends giv their Lord
At the last lecture the meeting was called to order by Cap- comers, as it is much easier got than gold. There would be
credit for most of my course in life. They say that I am tain May, president of the Liberal League, who introduced a limitless supply. How long does the brother suppose
sure to go to heaven; that the hand of the Lord is upon me. Mr. Putnam. As previously announced, Brother Putnam it would be till the paper money was equal to the old French
But I hold up to their view some terribly wicked things. delivered a lecture on" The Glory of American Poetry and assignats or Continental money, or even the paper money of
One I hav is a large picture of Old Splitfoot, eleven feet and Poets." He started out by reciting a grand and pathetic the Confederate States?
a half tall, on the side of my barn, with fork in hand, making poem.on the Laws of Nature, which was received with ~reat
I admire the stand you hav taken on the action of
.long strides westward, trying to get away from Bob; and in gusto. The lecture, throughout, was listened to in almost the government in regard to the Mormons. 'l'he prinmy house I hav exposed to view a cartoon, where Bob has breathless silence and profoundest interest.
ciple is sound. At the same time, I think good will come
slain him, and he is ready for burial. Bob has him by the
At the close of the lecture the enrolled members present aut of it, as you say no reason can be given for this action
tail, dragging him off, the different creeds, headed by their proceeded to perfect a permanent organization of a branch against the Mormons that will not act with tenfold force
priests, following along mourning, carrying .. the implements of the American Secular Union by electing the following against the Catholic church ; and the time will come, and
for burial. It is a lamentable affair for the priest, for he brothers and sisters its officers for the ensuing six months: that before the end of the present century, in my opinion,
knows that the young will begin to think, and he will hav to 0. A. Carr, president; Walter Walker, vice-president; P. when some such action will hav to be taken with that church
begin to work or steal. I am sorry that we cannot hav some Wickstram, treasurer, and John H. Hummell, secretary and if the people are to retain a fraction of the liberty that seemed
good Liberal lecturer come to this place and preach to the corresponding secretary. Sister Josephine Giddings, Sister to be guaranteed to them at the commencement of the centpeople the religion of humanity. J. E. Remsburg has writ- Nellie Wood, and Brother A. Amonds were elected executiv ury. Therefore I say that the present action of the govern_
ten twice to my son, offering to come and giv three lectures- committee-Brother Amonds as chairman.
ment against the Mormons will make a splendid precedent,
for twenty,four qoll!!-rS, QJlt W!) p~n't ~et )Vhat few SC!ltt~rin~
After u~e ele9tion of omcer~ the committee :previously ap- anq t4e ~ool).er it is followed in the Homan Catholic case, th(J
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Mr. Putnam showed that the value of all the property in the one..string animal will curl his tail·over a limb, crack
better it will be, and the easier accomplished. " So mot~ it
the United States, except church property, went through a nut, show his teeth, and chatter the louder!
be."
JoHN DowNES.
the tax-collector's hands once in forty years ; that this inIt is about time those who feel like good American citizens
DuLUTH, MINN., Aug. 8, 1887.
equality will increase church property and diminish the peo- cast their banner to the breeze, nailed to the niast, said
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $2, for which you will pie's property until ruin and desolation will prevail. :Ji'or their prayer (Patrick Henry's speech before Congress),
please send me the following, and if there is any money left, this reason President Grant _a,nd General Garfield urged the uttered their benediction (Gen. Warren before the battle of
send double or treble of those things you consider best for taxation of church property to prevent confiscation and Bunker Hill), and died if need be.
·
A. G. C.
distribution. I am only sorry that I cannot spare niore bloodshed. Mr. Putnam paid a beautiful and poetic tribute
money for the purpose of thus evangelizing the community. to Sunday, and claimed it for the people's.. holiday. He de.
But" the ball is rolling on," not" for Tippecanoe and Tyler, fended the Nine Demands of Liberalism with 80 much logic
CANAAN, 0., Aug. 9, 1887.
too," but for something inllnitly more important than was and force that a number of persons came over to Fre~MR. EDITOR: If you please, a few words for Mr. Bodge.
their success. And the ball rolls with regularly accelerated thought, leaving their myths behind them. Mr. Putnam The turn things hav taken between me and Mr. Bodge
motion;· but, as an octogenarian, I cannot expect to see the presents his cause, and not- himself ; he seeks results; he was not anticipated by me, but, hoping no harm has been
glorious triumph of truth in this and in other subjects in leads a new departure; he builds up. The Liberal ranks done, I will make a few words of reply. I think I underwhich I feel more or less interest. The one which I hav most are full pf would-be kings, popes, bishops, and priests, who stand him fully, and that when he_ spells "giv," "liv," and
at heart you appear to be opposed to, and it is so evidently for centuries hav bulldozed Freethinkers into inactivity and "hav" by our present alphabet, he spells them just as I do,
and palp3bly right that I wonder that a truth seeker does not prevented them from organizing. Every village and city both understanding the sounds alike. THE TRUTH SEEKER
find it. Why do you not see the self-evident truth that the has one or more ·of these self-conceited fossils. Like the and I use the phonetic alphabet, the first vo wei letters of
earth, with the other elements, belongs to all the people, not la.te Emperor Norton, of San Francisco, they hav no poVI er which are used .invariably for the first sounds, as a in at, e in
to a class whose superior brain alone has enabled, and still to enforce their edi'cts, and nothing remains but to treat et, i in it, o in ot, and u in ut. Mr. Bodge probably did not
enables, them to rob the mass? . I hope you are not, like the these non-commissioned tyrants with. contempt. Let us or- know this, and would call them by their loil.g-sound names,
religious and- the secular press generally, under the fear ganize ! Let us join every Liberal society which comes and therefore used figures instead of new letters. All right
of offending the classes, "the saviors of society." These along 1 Let us unite and use every instrumentality which so' far, but had he known the phonetic alphabet, he would
·
fellows see the truth J"ust as well.as I do, but self-interest will build up· L"Ibera1•Ism.
Then our roll-call will soon num. hav been supplied with letters for his purposes.
binds them to opposition. Why don't they bottle up tl;te air ber millions, when humanity will hav hopeful births,
Mr. Bodge thinks that ".knowledge" should be spelt thus,
and the sunlight? Because it is impossible. If it could be glorious lives, and peaceful deaths.
" nalej," which he says is spelling the word as now prodone, it would hav been done. ages ago. They do it in
Now, Liberals, are you willin~ to join with one from this nounced. I beg pardon, frCend Bodge. I hav three dictionEngland, Scotland, and Ireland so far as they can. They .sunset shore, and say that, if necessary, money, services, aries, Webster, Walker, and Smalley, who all in the notation
tax the window.glass in· every house, thus showing a dis- and life shall be devoted to the·new departure?
spell it as I do, using o as in "rot," "sot." Mr. Bodge says,
CoRNKLIUS BEAL.
" I would explain to Mr. Pikard that the authority of the
position to monopolize every right. "Land belongs in usufruct to the living," was enunciated by immortalized Tom
spelling reform is not expected to extend over family names
Jefferson, and it is not a" glittering generality." As surely
and proper nouns." Mr. Bodge, do you kttow that to be
as you liv, that doctrin known as Henry George's doctrin is
SQUAW CREEK, IDA., Aug. 1, 1887.
true? Were you present when Isaac Pitman, the father of
ME. EDITOR: Lying on my back unwell, I hav been the spelling reform, printed his phonetic Bible and dated it
correct, anQ. will be adopted in time, and you may liv to see
it if you are not old now. Read George's works, and if you perusing THE TRUTH SE~KER of July 23d. The pictures, of "Lundun," and printed at" Ba[phonetic character for th],"
are not convinced, I will pronounce you a hardshell, an course, came first. That barrel of drugs is a perfect repre- a11d spoke of the" Rev. Mr. Moseli" (Moseley)? Is not this
incorrigible. I beheld the evils of land monopoly years sentation of the workings of the Maine law. The last pict- spelling proper names by sound? To illustrate: There is a
before George was born, but I had not the genius nor the ure represents one of our forefathers evoluted so he can certain number of simple numbers, and a naught to signify
knowledge that he exhibits in his method of treati11g the play uponone string. After reading Jessie Brewster's piece location .. These are represented by ten figures, which consubject. · I knew the necessity for land-limitation, but did on those animals in the "Children's Cotner," the thought stitute a numeral alphabet, or alphabet of numbers. More is
not think of a constitutional method of getting at it as came, Whose turn will conie next, if there are too many unnecessary; less would be a deficiency.· It matters not
he has. I, however, assisted in getting the freedom of the weak-kneed f, mericans, and an animal of the one.strii:Iged .what is numbered; it is the function of each figure infallibly
public land to actual settlers in quarter sections. I see you order succeeds in melodious strains in lulling Mrs. Slenker to signify its number, without leaving us to guess. So our
hav a discussion in your paper of the_ phonetic system of to silence? Will it be Susan H. Wixon, too, who must stop one hundred thousand words are made from thirty-five
spelling, in which I hav felt an interest since my childhood .. her pen and her "Children's Corner?" 1 then opened a sounds, for each of which the phonetic alphabet furnishes a
history of the country inhabited by the brave and the free. letter which as infallibly signifies one sound as a figure does
JoHN SOOTT.
Having studied the same in boyhooa days in school, I nat. a number, ao that a correct, critical pronunciation can be
PoRTLAND, On.; July 26, 1887.
·
arrived at wi"thout a guess, as numbers are by figures. Then
M R. E DITOR: Th'e lecture recently delivered in this city urally opened near its close. Lo and behold, there was children and foreigners can pronounce our words by simply
M
s
1
p
p
t
Jacob
8harp
recorded.
Then
the
thought
occurs,
When
the
.
b
b ef ore a Iarge au d Ience Y r. amue
· u nam on
knowing the letters, proper and common nouns alike, as all
" A mencan
·
D
·
1 a t· nex_t issue comes out, will the case of Mrs. Elmina Drake words are made from the sounds indicated by the alphabet.
. emocracy·" h as comman d ed sue h umversa
tention and worked out such good results for our cause that Blenker, of Snowville, Va., be as faithfully recorded, if con- It is as important to know how to speak a proper noun as a
· a mo r e publi"c' manner f or victed because from a differentiation of nature she branched common one, whether of person, place, or thing. Letters
I feel I"t should be r·ecog n I"zed m
the benefit of Freethought. Through this gentleman the off a little farther from her ancestors, and then, by improving don't spell words. If they do, you need only to call over
great Northwest is now being moved to higher thought and herself by study and evolutional progress, became able to the names of the letters in the alphabet and you hav spelled
action. The members of reform organizations, as well as put her thoughts in books, papers, etc., and could play on all the words in the language. Letters spell sounds, aggre.
·
Liberals, unite in the happy thought that free and equitable even a harp of many strings, and, in her goodness of heart, gates of which make words.
government is yet possible.
devoted her time and talent for the good of generations yet
But to return to the place of starting, the propriety of
The consummation of Secularism will be equitable govern- unborn • when her a"hes
would be feedi"ng the pian ts to sus- spelling "liv," · "hav," and "giv" without a tail. Mr.
"
· I"f
· of th ose w h o were growmg
·
f rom see d Bodge must claim that these words are spelled right with
ment. The roquitas o_f the Roman empire had reached its t am
I e f or th'e b ram
highest state when Constantine became converted to the sown b Y h er ? If th e amma
· 1 of one s t rlng
· canno t apprecia
· t. e a final e or wrong. If it is right to spell one sound by one
Christian religion-when, as he passed through Italy, be th e h arp, s h ould th e one-s t nnge
·
d b rute b e perm!•tte d t o h ar- letter only, then it would seem equally right to spell ·three_
.
saw a flaming cross in the h_eavens bearing the inscription, ass, With
the he1p of his same kind sitting as jurors and sounds with three letters only. If this is allowed, then the
"In hoa l!igno vinoes" (Under this sign thou shalt conquer); judges .m p1aces where justice
•
·
is said to be dealt out in the question is whether I hav used the right letters.
and when Christ appeared to him that night and commanded
·
No one obJ"ects to the letters in" giv," "liv," and" hav·,".
him to take for his standard an imitation of this fiery cross nineteenth century?
·
· This equity of nature was principally evolved
If the New York Senate had power to appoint a committee they are universally used in English in spelling these words, .
(so he said).
.
by the Roman prretors and put into scientific shape
by the for Jacob Sharp and others, why should it not be incumbent as necessary to spell these sounds in England and America.
on some other Senate or somebody to look into an outrage THE TRUTH SEEKER can't be much out of the way. The
great priests of the en1pire. The prretor did not lay down
abstract propositions, but on taking his office issued an edict worse than pinning Jesus Christ to a cross and giving him finale doesn't spell anything unless it is the fact that the perstating what he would do under certain speCified circum- vinegar because he was born better than and in advance of his son who puts it· on doesn't know the function of letters.
If, therefore, THE TRUTH SEEKER has spelled these words
stances, and also taking what his predllcessor· had left him surroundings?
and altering, amending, or adding to as the needs of an adUnfortunately for herself, she was too much like him. as everybody else does, Mr. Bodge included, how could he
vancing civilization required. But that humanitarian juris- She has been helping feed the hungry and clothe the naked ridicule that paper for spelling them right, in leaving off
prudence of that rising civilization went down with the Ro- and forsaken for years, as is known to others besides myself; their useless tails? The toad, you linow, when he has no
man empire and the triumph of Christianity, and equity has and because she would see unborn generations more Christ- more use for his tail, drops it off and goes bobtailed. I
been a beggar in the world ever since.
like to their fellow-men, her steps must be dogged by a Judas should hav supposed that our friend Bodge would hav
England, in her formativ state; burrowed much from the Iscariot, whose evolution seems to hav progressed just far shouted : " Hurrah for our TRUTH SEEKER! Go ahead.
jurisprudence of Rome, but the Anglican church soon dfs. enough to giv him the scent of bloodhound. Well, too Just as fa.st as you·· can see a chance for another step forcovered that she could not build up a land-grabbing aristoc- well, do those of that ilk know that the only way to silence ward, take it; for 'is' use 'iz,' for 'was' use 'woz,'
racy under the benign influence of these principles of a brain like hers is to crush the spirit till the body pines for' knowledge' use' nolej,' and so on." No word will be
equity left from the Roman law, and equity was soon away from grief and is laid beneath the sod, or, as is done to obscured, nor anyone hurt, nor will any sensible person be
assigned a sl'parate jurisdiction, which was hedged in by ar- ·the best brains and kindest hearts of Russia, to bury it offended at a step so important to universal intelligence.
bitrary rules, fixed precedents, and technic.al forms of the alive in some bastile or Siberian mine. What, in the name
Letters are to sounds what photographs are to people, and
law. So England, from that time to this, has had both law
when we know the sounds that compose our names, we
.
of
God,
if
there
be
one,
has
got
into
some
brains
of
this
know
how to spell them, and hence hav the word as certainly
an d eqmty.
country? When boys we all attended state and county fairs
About the beginning of the twelfth century England com- where encouragement was given to raising nice, smooth by ~he eye as by the ear when spoken.
menced teaching this jurisprudence of Rome in her colleges vegetables, pumpkins, corn,' etc., .the best pulling teams, the
Now, what is to hinder this? Oh, what a feather it would
and schools. The English mind broadened, became more
be in the cap of Freethinkers to add the spelling reform as
comprehensiv, and its people hav been abreast of her laws fastest horses, the best milch cows, the plumpest pigs, the the tenth Demand in their platform! The churches accuse
ever since.
wooliest sheep, the nicest roosters, and the largest eggs. them of never having done anything for education. The
Washington, Jefferson, Paine, Franklin, Bolld other Lib- The old men, the young men, old ladies and young maidens, adoption of this reform and carrying it to success would do
erals and Freethinkers gave the world the greatest Liberal, all became interested. Their brains grasped all they saw, and more for universal education than the churches bav ever
equitable, and fundamental document ever issued for .the when the next year came round there were better stallions, done, all put together. It would add one-fourth to the erlupromotion of liberty..,.the Declaration of Independence. But better horses, better boars, better sows; the big eggs had cation of the people at one-fourth less expense than now.
But friend Bodge did not say anything of that little font of
slavery first, and then ecclesiastical rings and combinations, brought forth larger and nicer hens· and roosters; and they
and heartless and artificial corporations hav robbed the pco- would all go joyfully home, each who had helped improve phonetic type for the use of THE TRUTH SEEKE~. What a
pie of their natural rights until the land is filled with woe the animal or vegetable kingdom feeling elated at his sue- diffusion of knowledge would be given if the "Children's
and suffering.
cess. And.now, after half a century, an advanced spirit (like Corner" should be printed phonetically! We can negotiate
Mr. Putnam showed that religion never gave the world a Copernicus, who told of the heavens, or Columbus, telling of with the editor to ascertain what the cost would be of letters
free government, and never could, for it did not preach and another continent, or like Socrates) thinks the human (or in- enough to print two columns to begin with. After the cost
practice liberty itself; that two noted persons came to this human, as you choose) family can be bred up to a better of the punches for the new type, the cost would not be
country about the same time-John Wesley, advising us to standard, so there may be fewer robbers, murderers, and more thay that of Roman type. After that is ascertained,
stand by God and the king; Thomas Paine, telling us God thieves to take the x:oofs and 'Clothing which may cover the and we think proper, we will go among the people with a
would take care of hims.elf, but for us to forsake and abjure shivering, hungry, naked, and forlorn unfortunates who are subscription paper and see what we can do for the type,
the king and all oppression. The advice of one would hav unable to protect themselvs, voters or otherwise, and are including a little alphabetic plate, to be kept standing in the
reduced us to the condition of Ireland; the instructions of forced to succumb to the law of (survival of the fittest) "Children's Corner." We hav $5 offered already. I will
the other W()uld ]lav made us a happy ttnd prosperous might makes might; and she must be locked up with rats, furnish the form of th~ Jlew )etters. Now, what will my
people,
and if she hav JlO mone,r or frienqs sh~ can rot there~ and J frieJ1d sar
/1-, B. Pp;::ARD,
1
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something else to answer as a medium of exchange or money. But then, see all the pretty
articles made of gold and silver, the rings,
pins, bracelets, thimbles, all the thousand
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall articles of use and beauty made from these
Ri'Der, Mass., to whom all Oommunicationllfor ores to giv us pleasure.
this Corner should be sent.
These things are beautiful and refining;
without them, man might relapse to .the
"Between the dark and the daylight,
former state of barbarism. Hidden in the
When the night is beginning to lower,
earth, they tax man's ingenuity to bring them
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
to the surface and fashion them to use and
That is known as the Children's Honr:»
beauty.
,
The mines of the earth mean knowledge,
My Souvenir.
understanding. The metals are steps to
higher knowledge, and some one bas said :
'l'is not a letter seared with age,
" The finer the metal the higher the civilizaThe tear-bedimmed and yellow page,
•felling the tale of false and true,
tion." So then the product of the mines
And car\)ful wrapped with sacred bluemeans thought, culture, civilization, intelli1\fy souvenir.
gence, scientific progress, and enlightenment.
•Tis not the time-slained, mildewed glove,
The pick and the drill that open the rocky
Sad talisman of buried love ;
doors of the earth are great factors, revealing
Nor rose, with petals brown and dried,
Which symbol hearts whose hopes hav died- the great age of the earth, and also foretelling
1\fy souvenir.
the grand future of man.
S. H. W.
'Tis not A ring in rubies set,
Nor curling tress of glossy jet;
Our Puzzle Box.
Nor yet a thing to cause regret,
Or, laid awa.y, one might forgetHIEROGLYPHJO TRANSPOSITIONS.
1\fy souvenir.
rome .it is a boon more rare
rhan jeweled ring or glossy hair,
Or aught beside, l10wever fair'
1\fy souvenir.
Though queer, my souvenir was spoken,
A precious, pure, and lasting token;
Robbing.
From lip to ear, to heart from ear,
Came tha.t most trea.snred souvenir.
A litt'e boy, with lovely eYes
And swoet red lips, says his good-byes.
"Good-bye, Jinny !"to me be eaid.
I only kissed his rosy cheek ;
The tears forbade the voice to speak.
l'he child to me is very dear,
And well I knew in parting then
We'd never meet the same a!rain.
The child would go his way, I mine,
And change will ever come with time.
For thus will sadness fiil the heart,
When comes the moment loved ones part.
So his" good-bye," which now I hear,
The time of gathering grapes.
To me's a precious souvenir.
Concord., KIJ., 287.
Vmor~rA E. VANCE.
Express the hieroglyphic exactly, and
transpose your definition into one synonymous with that given above.
Uttle Edna.
I heard a funny story or two of little. Edna
H., the other day. She was rather fond of
running away, or straying off where no one
could find her. Her grandma told her that
if she ran away again, she would hav to be
tied just like the old hen that was always
wanting to set. ·A day or two after, little
Edna was beard screaming and crying as if
her heart would break. Her grandma ran to
see what was the mat.ter. "Ob, dear!" she
screamed between her sobs, " Edna has
runned away, and-and-! tied her to de
fence like de ole set tin' ben I" And sure
enough, the litt.le girl, after running a little
distance, bad tied her ankle to the fence and
then commenced kicking and screaming as if
·somebody else had lied her instead of her
own little bands.
One time she was riding with her grandma
through a dense maple grove. It was very
shady, and Edna began to cry.
"Ob, don't cry," eaid her grandma, "God
will take care of you just the same in the
dark wood as in the sunny field."
"I 'spect be will, gra~dma," said the child,
"but I thought the bears might ·come out of
the woods and eat up the horse! God might
forget about the horse, you know!" ·

The Metals.
Did you ever think, my dears, what a
world this would be without the metals?
Just suppose there were no iron, no copper,
no steel, no lead, no gold, no silver, no any.
thing of a metallic nature !
Why, what should we be? What should
we do? How could we liv?
·
No iron for our stoves, pots, kettles, and
en gins ; no copper for boilers, and other uses;
no steel for rails for ca.rs to run on, no steel
for knives Why, what would the boys do
for jack-knives? and all the thousand articles
· made of steel?
[f there were no lca.d, uo zinc, how strange
it would seem! No metals at all, anywhere !
Why, what a queer place the world would
be, surely enough ! The rocks and the trees
would still be here, you say. Well, yes, but
then, we couldn't make sewing machines,
printing presses, telegraph and telephone
wires, plows, forks, mowing machines,
scythes, altogether of woorl, you know, and
what a sad plight we should be in!
And then, if there were no go)d or silver, if
no brave miner had ever been down beneath
the earth's crust, and found the shining
metals, what then ?
Well, perhaps, we might bav got along
without t4e two l!ltter, for 1ve poq.)d h!lv had

small " original sins." It chanced that one
day he was playing in front of the house and
overheard some street gamins using slang
expressions profusely. He ran in. to his.
mother crying: "Mamma, mamma, what's
a ' gone sucker?' " Now, mamma did not in
the least know, but as her son had been disobeying her that morning, she took advantage of the opportunity to point a good
moral. "A gone sucker, my son?· Why, it
means a naughty little boy who doesn't mind
his mother." That night, as Johnnie was
saying his prayers, the full measure of his
sin seemed to occur to him with awful significance, and stopping short in the usual
petition, he cried out in the abandonment of
his remorse: "0 Lord, I'm a gone sucker!'"
Sitting one Sunday in the Bible class, during a pause in the qonversation there suddenly floated down to me from the infant
class in the gallery the "golden text," as it
was being recited by an exceedingly diminuti~ scrap of a boy : " Not for our sltins alone,
but for the shi1UJ of the whole world."-Harper's Magazine.
~------~~-------

The Bobolinks.

BIBLE MYTI. IS
.
AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Rei igions.
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
with which the Old and New ·restaments abound;
to show that. they were held in common: with other
nations; .and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalist.ic study of the Christian scl'iptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they a.re now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
Price, @;2.60.

Charles Watts's Work8.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Plica, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to 1\fohammedanism. Section III. ·Freethought 1\fartyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine.
teenth Century.

Seeularism; Destructiv and Constructiv.

22

pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Christian ·Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Bobolink is a very dandy-looking fellow,
Introduction b;v 'Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historiproud as a belle who has danced with the
cal Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prince of Wales or the Duke Alexis. He
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Chlistianity. Price,-$1.
has a habit of singing in rattling notes in the
air and hovering until his rollicking solo is Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 7o cts.
finished; or, if he commences his song on· a
stake·or a tree, he never rises until his music Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
is completed. Many writers hav tried to
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is
the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
imitate his song. Bryant and Irving both
1\foral Value of 'the Bible : Freethought and
giv him a prominent place in the written
1\fodern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Secupicture galleries.
larism; · Science and Bible Ant~onistic •
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
When I was a boy on the farm we used to
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKcall him the corn-planting bird, and, as we
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
read his song, he said: "Dig a hole, dig a
bole, put it in, coTer't up, cover't up, stamp
18 THE COD OF ISRAEL
on't, stamp on't, step along." He wore his
THE TRUE COO?
parti-colored suit, the main portion of a genteel black, a little whitish-yellow powder in The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
his hair, as if he had poked his head into a
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.
lily some time and carried away the pollen,
and a shoulder-strap of the same on each side
B11 Is1•ael W. Groh.
of the neck, proving him a brigadier in the
Address
army of peace. In the autumn the bobolinks Price 25 cents.
Correspondence.
THE TllUTH SEEKER CO.
go South on a furlough, take off their gaudy
GRANT, ILL., July 24, 1887.
uniform, put on suits of .rusty black, change
DEAR Miss WIXON: It is some time since I their name, and become either reed birds or PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
wrote you a letter, but, seeing so mimy other
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
children writin~~:, I thought I would write rice birds.-Hearth and Home.
again. I read THE TRUTH BEEKER, and like
By L. R. SMITH.
Gleanings.
it very much. I think the pictures are pretty.
Pamphlet,
32pp.,
12~o, - Price, 10 cents.
My home is at Fox Lake, Lake county, Ill. I
Talent is power; tact is skill. Talent is
Published and for sale by
am staying with my grandpa and grandma weight; tact is momentum. Talent knows
for a while, and bav lots of fun milking cows, what to do; tact knows how to do it. Talent
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
driving horses, riding out with grandpa, and
makes
a
man
respectable;
tact
will
make
him
gathering eg;gs. I think it delightful to run
and play till I get tired, then come in, sit respected. Talent is wealth ; tact is ready
down, and read THE TRUTH SEEKER till I get money. For all the practical purposes of life
.
OR,
rested again. I got "The Story Hour," and tact carries it against talent in the proportion
read i.t through and through, and then gave of ten to one.
The
Origin
of
the
~hristian Religion
it .to my cousin.· I go to school, and study
and
the
Significance
of its
A
little
girl
saw
an
old
drunken
man
lying
reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, geography, and grammar. I am eleven years old. on a door-step, the perspiration pouring off
Rise and Decline.
Now I will close. I do not want to tire his face, and a crowd of children preparing
your patience. I remain,
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
to make fun of him. She took her little
Your loving friend, CoRAM. HowARD.
apron and wiped hill face, and then looked
Price. $1.00.
For sale at this o1Hce.
up pitifully to tbe rest, and made this reThe Little Ones.
mark: "Ob, don't hurt him I He is some ·
•
Shortly after General Grant's death a bright
body's grandpa."
- .
little boy in Bangor, Maine, held the followA lady noted as a model housekeeper, on A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INing conversation with his grandmother :
" Grandma, did General Grant go to being asked by a friend how she was able to
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTJON AND
manage everything so easily and so well,
heaven?"
ExoHANGE.
replied: "My dear, you must know that the
"Why, yes, dear," said grandma.
By J. K.!NGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."
root
of
power
is
knowledge.
Because
I
know
"But, grandma, bow could he when they
Price, 25 cents.
how things ought to be done, I get them done."
put him in the ground?"
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
This
applies
to
almost
everything
else
as
well
" They only put the tired, sick part of him
in the ground, dear. His soul went up to as to housekeeping. "Knowledge is power"
A SPLENDID WORK.
the world over, and the lack of it leads
heaven."
1\fr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
not
only
to
misery,
but
often
to
destruction.
"Yes'm," doubtfully; and then, after
Secular Union, bas published
Once upon a time a good ma,n took his little
serious thought, "Grandma, do you s'pose
boy
to
the
gallery
of
the
House
to
show
him
he'll make a whole angel ?"
The same little fellow is not very brave in the great men of the nation, and they listenea in a more attractiv form than any in which they
the dark. ·One night his mother was putting eagerly to an able effort by one of them. hav previously appeared. At the head of an enhim to bed, and it grew dark enough for a When he bad finished, the father turned to graving on heavy plate paper_, 24x19 inches, are
lamp, but our small friend made decided ob- the boy and put his hand on his bead. " My the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
jections to being left alone while the lamp son," be said, "an honest man is the noblest WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
was found. In vain his mother protested : work of God." The boy looked into his Bepublic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
" But you won't be left alone, darling; God father's face with his great, earnest eyes. JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
will be here." · 'fhere was a short silence, "Papa," be inquired, simply, " who made printed the Nine Demands of the Amencan Secular Union in conspicuous type. At tl1e foot are
and then, struck with a bright idea, the Congressmen? "
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD; and INGERSOLL,
small boy exclaimed: "I say, mother, just
REDUCED TO $1.00.
making eight likenrsses in all. Inscribed besend God after the lamp, and you stay here
with me."
THE STORY HOUR. neath each portrait is some radioa,l sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
This story suggests another of a small
A Book for Children and Youth.
space between the portraits and a1•ound them are
maiden. One Sunday morning her mother
arabesques uf yines and flowers .in profusion, and
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
essayed to wash her before putting on her
the panel inclosing the Nine DPmands is sur· Over a hundred fine illustrations.
"meeting dress." Now, Miss Floy strongly·
mounted on each corner by llfr. Eckhard's design
objected to being treated in this fashion, and;
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
moreover, she bad had a. bath the night be- DID JESUS CHRIST RlSE FROM
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
fore. Her soul filled with righteous indigna. .
THE DEAD1
artistic part is equal to the best, and tbe portraits
tion. She cried : " Oh, mamma, I don't The Evidences for the Resurrection Tried are as true to nature as the Photographs from
need to be washed, but maybe I want ?i1UJing
and Found Wa:1,ting.
which they were transferred. The design will be
a little."
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
By Saladin.
In a certain city in Connecticut there lived
PRIOE,
25 CENTS.
TilE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
a very swa!l bo;r wfth a liqer~l ljh~re of
4dclress Tifl!l T:&l;J'.fll SEEKER.
~8 Lafayette Place, New York:

The Secret of the East,

ECONOMIC. EQUITIES.

THE NINE DEMANDS
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Ingersoll's w-orks.
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The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures oomprismg, "The Gods"
" Humboldt " " rhomas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and· Heresies."

The Ghosts.···· Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Oontents:" The Ghost~•· "Liberty for Man,
Wo:rn:an, and Ohild," "'!'he Declaration of Independence," "About Farmin.g in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banquetii" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past Ises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll."

FOR

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
.
.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved~ PaPer, 25 cents.
The t:hristian Religion. By R. G.

l1IfTLE f8LKS.
BY AUNT ELMINA

Ingerso\1 Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof..
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

. Orthodoxy.

(MRs. E. D. SLRNKER).

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should sea tter it generously.
Inger~Wll Uatechised: His Answers to
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San J!'raru,-tscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen' 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.
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THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.
The new, latest impr<>ved 14· karat filled gold
watches are the best and moijt durable in the
world for little money. Pnces again reduced,
Seven jewelH, $25 ; 11 jewels, $27.50 ; 15 jewels, $30,
~ame, adiusttd to hea.t and cold; $34. Ladies', 7
Jeweled, $20; 11, $22; 15; $28; with glass inijide cap,
$8 less; Lou,j~ XIV. style, :63 more; ali lJeijt American hunting stem-winders; open face, gold cap,
f8 less; open screw case, $5 less; all cases a.ccom,
panied·by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 Years. Above movements in 3 ounce silver
cases, $13 less; 4 ounce. $12 less; 5 ounce, $10.50;
and 6 ounce, $9 less. All guaranteed one year and
sent prepaid, if on lme of American Express
office or per registered m.ail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not satisfactory.
.
WATCH WORK.
.
Send me your watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleaning; sprmgs, $1; iewels. $1, and I will
l'eturn m perfect or!ler prePaid. Best spectacles
or eye,glasHes in the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Bend !me finest prmt you can read14 inches from
eyes wrthout glasses.
OTTO WETT81'EIN,
.
RochellE!, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. L1beral discounts.

Ina-ersoll's Tributes,
REOUCEO IN PRICE.
We ha.v made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingerso11's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper,18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fran:ing. The titles are:

Vindication of 'l'homas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Adoress on the UiviJ ltights Bill.
Large ·size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry }Iiller's Grave.

Tributes.

The price of these hei·etofore has been 75cts. Wo
offcr them at FIF'rEEN OENTB EAOH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY CENTS.
Mailed secura
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28Lafayett.e Pl.. New York.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pal!'es,. which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. · Sent by mail Postpaid.

There hav been so many

ru>Plications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry ·Miller's Grave," that they hav
been printed on hea:vy toned paper, 18X22, illuminated border, and In large, clear type, suitable for framing and the. four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50otsi or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

New Edition, Ilevis(•d and Enlarged.

MEN, WO.MIJN &
NEW YORK:

This

new book is a gem. It is a. model in every respect. In, fact~ one of the richest, brightest,
best ever rssuea. It cGntains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters. table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To hell' it serve this
purposE\\ a· fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fao simile, has been prepared esjleciall7. for It.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s11te, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style1 $4.50; ·in full Turke)T morocco, gilt, exquisrtly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9,

Life.

A Prose Poem.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; l'aper, 50 cents.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

The Trade Supplied at Spedal Discounts.
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Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
2S Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
a.t this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, GOo.

~

PRICE.,4o LCENTS.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Reported for the "Truth Seekll!r" by

DANCER AHEAD.

I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

Printed in

eplors on board, beveled gilt edges.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

50 cents.

Photographs of CoJonel Ingersoll.
· boudoir, 11; cabinet. 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

By A. J. GROVER.

r

THE STRUGGLE
l'OR

1

Re igious and PolitiGal Liberty.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater political
liberty ; also vigm·ously attacks the very foundat-ion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of HI avery iu this country, calls
-the attentwn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Tllroughout,
the work is replete with aHtounding facts and
weighty ar·gnments WhiCh cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
·
By 1'HEO. 0. SPENOER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa)ette Place, New York.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scri~ture Falsehood and
Deception; Oheating: '!'heft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Oonquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
t:'ub.iudness to Ohildren; Oruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg;tmy; Intempet·ance; Poverty
and Vagrancr: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

~HE ONuY ~o~~EGill

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

li~ious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius. and vindicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Ohoiue extracts from ' Oommon Sense,"
"American Orisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paiae. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
Image Hreak~r. Six Lectures: Decline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliveq..Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each.
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots.

The Avostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Halb before the N. E. Freethinkers' Oonvention, .January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.

RUPTURES CUREDb,

m:l']Ue<lical Compound and ImproTed
J£tnstic Surrporter 1,rn!ils injrom 30 to
90 davs. RelialJie tcfl)renr.<'B given. Send

sta.t:ilp for circular, and S(tl/ in what papet
vou onw mv advertiSement. Au dress OaJ)t.
W. A. .Collb~ts,Bmltllv!lle.Jetreraoa

aa. a.r.

CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered·by Mr. Remsburg are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Oriminal Statistics,
showinll' the creeds·of the prisoners in the penitentianes i the Ohurch and Oivilization.; the
Ohurch ana Science; the Ohurch and Learning;
the Ohurch and- Liberty ; the Ohurch and the
Antislavery Reform; the Woman's Rights
Movement~ the Temjlerance Reform;
the
Ohurch ana the Republic.
.

and most thorough work ever written on the
· Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is Eliscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;, 'l'he Ohristian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; l!<xamination of
Bunda]': Arguments· Origin of Ohristian Sabbath; Testimony of the Ohristian Fathers; The
• bb ath during the Middle Aj!'eS: The Puritan
&bbath; Testimony of Ohnstian Reformers,
t;cholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law• Price, 25 cents; SIX coPies. $1.00.
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PRIOR,

False Cla.ims. Revised and Enlarged..

Bible Morais.

GOD~t

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

E:DIIltiON.

. THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F L. tlrowne, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colomzation enter·
prise, the Oredit Foncier of Sinaloa, and l{enerally
to the practioalsolntionof the problem of Integral
Oo-t>paration. Price, $1 a. year' 50 cents for six
months. 9~ RAt\t~ fnr thra,. month•

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

NEw YoRK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE.
P~ICE,

\VORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

~~~:~:~~;:6~~~!7~~tt~l~~~w1!i~;:a;!~li~~!

1\ CENTS.

B'J..l T

lu 8. emperance:

times. 100 pp., 25 eta. The Minor of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism. I
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25,
LI(lUOR DRINKING
cts. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Bl!Josphemy, 5 cts. Dible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Samts-Nos. 1, 2, ancl8. Each 5 cts. Moses
,
!I
,
v.q, Darwin. 6 ctR, Socrates Buddha, and Jesus.
b th 6 B'bl
5 cts. Ohristianity a Degrading Re1jgion. 5 cts.
1
Fictitious Gods. 5 ctH. Natural Man. 5 cts.
'fhe Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta.· The Bible God and His Favorits.
BY E. 0. WALKER.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. H.-alth. Wealth,
and H~ppineijS. 5 ct.s. The Brain Rnd the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the GodR. 5 cts. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsbnrll's "Bible
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Animals. ~ cts.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 .•
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
E.O., Lon !on, Eng.

Oommended De.L'ende· d .and EnJ'ol'ned
y
e,

C. B. REYNOLDSas Cents Each.
Addre•s TFE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

TRAVELS

U~

FAITH

From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
moth, 11.25.
For Sale o.t this Office.

FREETIIOUGHT 1\0VELS.

T'lle Heathens of the Heath. A finely

· written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, FamilY Oreeds, Day oi
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance.

By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel iR ita absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked degl'ee, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoughhanks." Price,
$1.50. Address
1'HE TRU1'H BEEKER.

T'he Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radicals tory. From the London editJOn. By
Winwood Heade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.
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oppressors, from remote antiquity down to
the present time. When we look around and
see how much is still to be accomplished, we
feel as if the task were almost hopeless; but
when we look back and see how much has
been accomplished, we are enabled to gird
up our loins anew anrl go forth, with high
hopes and bounding heart, to renew the
great fight which must ever go on as long as
there is a right or a privilege of which a single human being is deprived. This book is
well worthy of a careful perusal by all who·
want to know what great strides the human
race has taken in the cause of liberty.-T/te
Southland.

IJoetru.
The Newer Bells.
"Ring out the old, ring in the new."
0 letters with your gold An bands,
Bring truer word~ to all our hands
Till freedom dwells in all the lands,
And men are great in being true.
Rmg out the slaVe@, ring in the freeThe martrrs who wHh voice and pen
Shall speed their pages' clearer ken.
Redeem the world with better men,
And each the "Chri3t that is t3 be."
Bing out the myths of musty creeds
That narrow d •wn and hedge us in.
This is the church's shame and sin,
But Reason'g 1l>1.ming camp-fires win,
R~jecting ashen molds and weeds.
Ring in the right, ring out the wrong,
The selfish lust of power and pride,
When England's poor are crucified,
And starving babes for bread hav cried
To swell one jubilee of song.
Ring out the pope, ring in the pre!is,
And bid the •ons of Erin go
To greener plains and whiter snow,
To brighter hills from want and woe,
Where broad domains are tenantless.
Ring out the rich, ring in the poor,
Who soon shall share the bread and wineThis humble song to be the sign
That here I giv this hand of mine
To guard brawn Labor's cottage door.
Ring in the smiles, ring out the tears,
Of tmlers bowed beneath a yoke
Till Labor longs for battle smoke,
For hands of steel and thunder stroke,
Where wealth has cursed a thousand years.
Ring ont the boast of everywhere
Til'. this wide world, from sea to sea,
For faith has but humanity;
Nor false light shall its flotsam be
When all the gods are only men.
" Ring in the new, ring out the old"0 sweetest words of any time,
What sad hearts leap to hear your chime
That, sweeter than my moaning rhyme,
Shall stamp the future's beGter gold!
Ring out the huts, ring in t-he homes;
Ring out the grief, ring in the cheer;
Ring out the prince, ring in the peer;
Ring simple. silence round the bier;
Rtn<\' out the bells and gilded domes.
Fre .cll.town, Neb.
MARY BAIRD·FINOH.

Book Notices.
THE STRUGGLE FOH RELIGIOUS AND PoLITIOAL
LIBER1'Y. By Theo. C. Spencer. New
York: The Truth Seeker Co. Price, 75
cents.
No doubt-many ·Freethinkers, long occupied
with consideration of some single detached
problem of our present intellectual warfare,
and having had time to notice little but the
more pressing special questions of the hour set
forth hi. our journals, will gladly receive this
masterly synopsis of the history of the Christian religion, in all its varied manifestations,
and of. despotic government, with the gradual
emancipation from both. It omits no salient
fact, and is written ina condensed but admirably lucid style, with every detail arranged in
its clear and logical connection with the posited fundamental principles, and every state.
ment introduced in a setting of deep and suggestiv thought. Au eminent English writer
once said in concluding a letter to a friend, "I
havn't had time to write you a short letter,
so I hav written you a long one;" and it is
unfortunately true that many writers do not
spend on their works the studied, anxious
labor requisit to reduce lengthy assemblages
of facts and iteration to the lucidity, order,
and brevity that characterize this book.
The chapter headings are as follows: " Introductory; The Beginning ; The Pagans
and Jews; The Church of Rome; Mormonism, Mohammedanism; Dogmatism; Martin
Luther and John Calvin; The G.odhead;
Persecution of the Early Christians; Christians persecute Christians; The Wrongs of
Ireland ; Huguenots persecute Catholics;
Catholics persecute Huguenots; The Puritans; The Pilgrims; The Revolution; The
Church of England ; Protestant Churches of
America; Slavery;. The Cause Found."
Few having read this fascinating and valuable
work will find themselvs to lack, when engaged in disputation with some Christian,
one of those statements of fact that are generally followed by a perplexed silence ori. the
part of the religious polemicist, a constrained
remark about the weather and crops, and a
hasty adieu.
We hav received from the Truth Seeker
Company a copy of " The Struggle for Religious and Political Liberty," by Theodore
C. Spencer. This book givs.an outline history of the struggle of the human race for
liberty from the earliest ages, showing how
-the race has advanced slowly but surely,
marking their way with sighs, tears, and
blood, wrung from them by strip~s of cruel

by worms in the burial of ancient buildings;
the denudation of land by the action of
worms, and many other aspects of the subject.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Cen1enntal Oration
ON

THE

0eclaration of Independence,

In turning over the pages of such a book
as " Try-Square; or, The Church of Practical
ALSO THE
Religion," it becomes a difficult matter to
Immortal Document,
judge it fairly. The author is of the species
And the National Anthem entitled:
"crank," but evidently with an honest conviction of his mission to reform the world, if "LAND OF LIBERTY."
he can-to lift up his voice at all events, and Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
reprove it· for its shortcomings, moral, phys.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co!IU'ANY,
ical, and spiritual, and· offer- such advice as
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New llor.ll..
he is capable of giving. He is earnest, but
sometimes incoherent, and always inelegant.
Freethinkers wishing their sons or daugh- Literary graces he has none, and evidently
ters to attend a college where they will not does not care for them. The author does not The Con:O.ict between Christianity
be impeded or disgusted by absurd Christian giv his name, and has published under the
and Civilization.
doctrins or ceremonies, will do well to send auspices of the Truth Seeker Colllpany, of PRICE,
l!ICENTS.
to the Freethought University of Liberal, New York.-Springjield Republican.
It is a stunner; concise, scholal,'ly, and good.M.E.Billings.
.
Mo., for a copy of its" First Annual Catalog:"
" Romantic Love and Personal Beauty :
The latest work on Spiritualism is pub- Their Dev~lopment, Causal Relations, HisLIBERTY lND. MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
lished by Colby & Rich, Boston, and entitled, toric and National Peculiarities,". is the at.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
" Lifting the Veil." It is a large; handsome tractiv title of a new work announced by discourse.-J
ames Parton•.
volume, and contains several fine engravings. Macmillan & Co. The author, Mr. Henry T.
I am much ple~tsed with ~11Ur address, and will
notice
it
in
Ma·11.-T.
B. WaKeman,
The authors, Susan J. and Andrew A. Finck, Finck (Harvard, 1876), has collected /a numA beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages; It is a very
giv a thorough and well-written exposition ber of curious facts tending to show that able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
of the Spiritualistic doctrins, enlivened with Romantic Love (as distinguished from con- AKe.
many personal reminiscences and anecdotes. jugal affection) is a mcdern sentiment, only
ANTI- PROHIBITION.
Price, $2.
about six hundred years old. He analyzes
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
Love into eleven constituent traits and emoThe number of heads under which you hav
The contributors to the September number
the subject matter. of the pamphlet, and
tions (including Admiration of Personal divided
the concise manner in which each point is disof the Fm-um are to be : the Hon. Thomas
Beauty, Emotional Hyperbole, Gallantry, cussed. should b~> highl:y commended. Therefore
White, minister of the interior of Canada ;
take ~~:reat pl~>asure In recommAnding " AntiCoyness, Jealousy, etc.), and shows, in sepa- IProhibition"
to the consideration of every person
Mrs. Craik, author of "John Halifax, Gen.
who
is interested, not only in the ca;use of tempertleman ;"·Dr. Jessopp, the well-known Eng- rate chapters on " Love Among Animals " ance. but in the principles of self-~overnment.
and "Savages," "Ancient Hebrew Love," J.J. McCabe.
lish essayist; President Bascom, of Williams
Price 15 oE>nta
For sal• at this oftlop,
College ; Professor Young, the astronomer; "Greek Love," etc., that although traces of
some of the elements of Love are to be found
Senator Ingalls, Andrew Lang, Professor
among animals and primitiv men, the majorCope, Bishop Coxe, Nicholas P. Gilman, and
ity were absent even in the love-affairs of the
Professor Winchell.
ancient civilized nations, owing to the lack of
This device is for
0. H. Harris, of Newman, Ill., has dis- opportunities for courtship (chaperonage),
paper and envelthe
degraded
position
of
women,
and
the
covered that of the Bible threats of annihila.
opes for Sscular
Unions and others.
tion of man more use the word " soul " than substitjltion of parental dictation In place of
the word" spirit," and writes thereon a book, the free choice of lovers. In ''Roman Love"
PRICES:
"The Spirit of Man is Immortal, but the Gallantry makes its first appearance; and
Half-note, bl'kink,
Soul of Man is Not Immortal." Its teach- Gallantry gone mad is the characteristic trait
per quire, • .18
ing will be sufficiently iiidicated by its title; of chivalrous or "Medieval Love." Under
Envelopes, black
Freethinkers will add it to their list of " Modern Love" there are a number of subink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
examples of the sad waste of paiO:staking heads, such as "First Love is not best;"
with local adand ingenuity for which Christianity is re. "True Love is transient;" "Love at first
c;Iress, 1,000, $6.00
sight;" "Coyness lessens woman's Love;"
sponsible.
Half-note, 4 colors,
'' Masculin versus feminin Love," arguing
per quire, • .25
"Dr. Alexander Ross, president of the Cana- that man's Love is deeper than woman's. In
Envelopes,4·colors,
per pack, • .25
dian Anti-Compulsory Vaccination League, three chapters on Genius and Love, the author
Paper or envelopes
issues at Montreal, Canada, a small book set. endeavors to prove by numerous biographic
4 colors, with loting forth that vaccination is not only abso- illustrations· that all geniuses are amorous,
cal address, per
lutely valueless in the prevention of small. and then considers the analogies between
1,uoo, • • s1o.oo
pox, btit is an activ factor in its propagation "Insanity and Love," and the "Language of
Address
by creating a susceptibility to the disease, Love," including "Kissing-Past, Present,
Tha Truth Saakar.
COPYRIGHTED,
and is an agent in the transmission of many and Future." " How to Win Love" and
Any profit from sales will be devoted to the free
other maladies. The author adduces cor. " How to Cure Love" are two chapters roumdistribution of Liberal literature.
roborativ views of many of the highest medi. ming up the wisdom of philosophers, wits,
cal authorities.
and poets on this subject, from Ovid to Heine
and Byron. Six chapters are devoted to
Part III. of "Woman: Her Glory, Her French, Italian, Spanish, German, English,
---o--Shame, and Her God," by Saladin, is out. l}nd American Love, corresponding to six
We hav on hand a large number of the following
Those of our readers who hav perused pre. subsequent chapters on Personal Beauty. ill of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
vious writings of this popular English Free- those countries, as affected by the chief will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:
Ingersoll Cr.ttechised:
thinker will no doubt at once secure copies of sources of Beauty-Hygiene, Crossing, Menthis work; those who hav not, should know tal Culture, and Romantic Love. That Ro- His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
that in Saladin's books they will make ac. mantic Love becomes an important source of singly,
8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents;· per hundred,
quaintance with a writer in originality, vivac. Personal Beauty (through sexual selection) $2.00.
ORTHODOXY,
ity, and power perhaps unsurpassed among is shown in the analysis of Schopenhauer's
living Freethinkers, and whom they will do Theory of Love, and in a series of chapters A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
ill to miss. Price per part, 30 cents.
on the eyes, cheeks, nose, ears, hair, com- pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
Civil Riqhts Speech,
plexion, etc., each containing numerous cos.
We hav received from Mr. I. E. Welch, metic and hygienic hints and a history of Including the address of Frederick Di.uglas, fifty.
New Haven, Ct., the following letter: "I wish fashionable aberrations of taste. Price, $2. three-large octavo pages, sinll'ly, 10 oents; fifteen
to testify to the merit of a pamphlet issued Like any other books our readers may wish, for $1; a4d $6 per hundred.
- - The Truth of' Htstorr,
by you entitled, 'Personal Existence After it can be obtained from the Truth Seeker
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upon
Death Improbable,' by L. R. Smith. It is a Company.
the religious lie~ that hav been told about himremarkable pamphlet, being very scholarly
self, and first made its appearance in these colin. composition, and one of the best docu.
umns. Plice 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.
·
menta on the question of immortality that I
hav ever read. Liberals and Materialists
BIBLE IDOLAT~Y,
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
wishing to procure a good thing for missionthe London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; SO
A
ary work would do well to procure a few
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred,
·copies of this excellent book."

W. S BEf,L'S P A. MPH LETS.

Our Flag Above the Cross.

Very Cheap Pampblets.

EA.RNEST WORDS.

The latest number of the Humboldt Science
Library is a double number (30 cents): "The
Formation of Vegetable Mold Through the
Action of Earth-Worms," by Charles Darwin.
Of the great Darwin, it is eminently true that
he touched no subject without adorning it.
What more unpromising theme can be.
thought of than "the action of earthworms?"
But when one of the highest geniuses of our
time undertakes to study these creatures,
and to describe their habits and their labors,
he invests even that subject with the profoundest interest. The titles of the several
chapters show the wide range of the great
naturalist's researches in this field. He treats
of the habits of worms; the amount of fine
earth brought up by worms; the part played

l

NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN,

(Now in Press).

Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Inger·
soll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St .. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 ce"nts; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christiam, and it is with
that not unreasonable exp. ctation that the r-rices
hav been pla,tced so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
28 La, ayette Pl., New York.

Its Pt:imary purpose to promote Human Improvement and advance all Real Reform. DR. EMME'f
DENSMORE, DR. HELEN DENSMORE, Editors.
S. H. PRESTON, Associate Editor, One Year,
One Dollar; Six Months, l<'tftY Cents; OueMontb.
Ten Cents. Send stamp for sample copy. Address
EaRNEST WORDS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
1398 Broad~ay, New York CitY, N.Y.'
3t3i

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT•S

"NOTES ON ING.ERSOLL."

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

The 8ol4 Factors and Exact Ratios in Its

.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
By J. K. IN HALLS.
A thorough exposure of the Oatholic priest's Price, Cloth,
$1 00.
Historical misstatements,
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
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Agents for the Truth
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PHILADELPHll LIBERAL LEA HUE, 25 2
meets every Sunday in Indilatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the a.udience. N.B.-TrutL
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

OALII!'ORNU..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.',
Dr; J. L. York', San Jose, Cal.
{lANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
,

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The ~onneta written by Francis Bacon to the Ead
of E•sex and his bride, A.u., 15YO. By W111. HENUY
BuRR. Priee, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver. ·
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
·
Bros., Chicago.

Unrivaled Jn Tone;

INDIANA.

~0.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
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Chris; Brown, Burlington.
Mills).
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Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
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A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Gtand Rapids.
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 &108 So. 14th st., Omaha.·
NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul,, 365 Monroe Rt .. Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Van Ep_ps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
PENNSYLVANIA.

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

tso

h_ammer Logic unsut'passed."
stlk cloth, $3.
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Third A

AND THE

Catholic Church.

'Bvo., 833pp,,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Deff'nse. A thorough analysis of the

-o-

By L. K. Washburn.
-o-

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges gener•
ally brought against· his Satanic majesty,
12mo, 466Pp., t1.50.
· .

EXTRACT.
"I. could pronounce n., benedicti.on upon Ro
mamsm. It h' s done mischief enough to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Roman Ohri ,,_
tianity as the worst form of tyranny. It commands the arm to work and the brain t~ die: it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loves oppression and hates liberty. It has giv£n falsehood a
crown and truth a scaffold." .

SI'iritualism Sustained. This- work

goes not so far to sustain Sphitualism as to
show that Ohristiansare inconsistent in deny.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy,
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

PRICE, 5 CENTS.
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The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religio\tS, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen ian-·
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Jltws of( tht Jjfeeh.

A DfsmtJrston Between

Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
Linton,
Reville.

A DECISION of insanity has been given in
On the Conftict between Genesis and Geology.
the case of Mr. Briggs, a gentleman who was
OONTBNTB:
,
arrested one night last week for disorderly· I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, By Hou.
W.
E.
Gladstone.
conduct in New York streets, insisting that II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterpreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
he was above all h.uman laws and amenable
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
only to divine direction.
Muller.
THERE were ninety.
nine excise arrests in New
York city last Sunday.
CoNsiDERABLE appropriations for the navy
are being made, and new
cruisers built.
THERE is much suffering along the coast of
Newfoundland and Labr,dor from need of food
aud clothes.
A LOCAL assembly has
withdrawn from the Labor party in Chicago because of the predominance of the Anarchistic
elements.

SRORETARY LAMAR has
ordered the restoration to
the national domain of
the indemnity l an d s
granted to the Atlantic &
Pacific rail way company.

Mn.DAVIDGE, in his speech
on the trial of Guiteau, referred to "the Atheist Tom
Paine," which showed him
to be either an ignorant
man or a man indifferent
to truth. Thomas Paine
was exactly the reverse of
an Atheist. He was a DeiHt;
that is, he was a believer iu
one God. Dei;ts are not
uncommon, and they were
even common in Englaud
in the last century; and
Mr. Paine was an English.,.__
man, and he was born in
-~----.
1737, when Deism was the
creed of half the cultivated
FINDS THAT JACOB HAS. LIED HIM OUT OF HIS RIGHTS.-Gen. xxvii, 32-39.
men in the British empire.
His splendid services to this
country, some time before
it one of those companies which go into pools with the French alliance bad made its independr.nce
parallel lines?" N. S.: "Yes, sire." S,P.: "Enter, a certainty, entitles him to be safe from American
sir,_ and turn into that avenue to the right." misrepresentation.-Bo~ton Traveler,
"AT the trial of Louis XVI.," says Madame De
N. S.: "Thanks, sire. Where doeR it lead?" S. P.:
Staal, "Thomas Paine alone proposed what would
WE see an item in a medical paper about 11 min- "To the celestial asylum for imbecils."
hav done honor to FrancG if it had been accepted
eral wool." We presume that's the sort they shear
DE GARMo : "So you're all alone, eh ?" Basom : -the offer to the king of an asylum in A.merica ;
from hydraulic rams.
"Yes, the old lady and tl!e girls hav gone to the by which he offended the Mountain party; and in
SHE:" Do yon think Mr. Dusenberry a thorough seashore." DeGarmo:" Will they be thet·e long?" 1798 Robespierre caused him to be ejected and
Christian?" He: 11 I guess so. He's always preach- Basom: "I hope not. I hav very encouraging thrown into prison, where he wrote the 1 Age of
reports as to the possibility of my becoming the Reason,' against A.theism ·and against Christianing what he doesn't practice."
father-in-law of a French marquis. There is noth- ity, and in favor of Deism."-Chamliers' EncucloTHE Italian government is endeavoring to nego- ing ]ike having a good barber iu the family."
peata.
tiate a loan of nine million !ires, and has sent to a
"WHAR' d• yo• git dat load er lumber, Br'er
religious newspaper in this city for estimates. •
THE question of the tenure of land is a deep and
Jimson ?" "Down ter de Healin' Ba'm church." important one, and must needs engage the atten·
"ELDAH, yo' fo'got yo' yumbrel, an' I run all de "Daaso, Br'er Jimson 1 Why, has dey tared de
way arter yo' wid it." "An• yo' hain' los' yo• breaf buildin' dowri ?'' ' 1 Oh, no, sah! Hit's dar yet, tion of good men of all countries.-D. M. Bennett,
nudder, hev yo' 1 I tole yo' yo• gwan mek a but I hearn Parson Blowha1·d say dat de pews was
THE greatest man is he who chooses right with
preacher some day ef yo' lives."
free, so I riz up 'arly dis moruin' an' went down the most invincible resolution ; who resists the
11
sorest
temptations from within and without; who
THAT is certainly the ugliest pug dog I ever dar an' ripped up a pa'r of •em an' fotched •em
bears the heaviest burdens cheerfully; who is
saw," said a husband whose wife had led home a erlong."
calmest in storms, and most fearless under menrecent purchase. "Yes," said the lady, rapturIT was iu one of the stately mansions of Beacon
ously," that is the beauty of the dear little fellow.• street, Boston, that our story opens. He was de- aces and frowns; whose reliance on truth, on
virtue, and on God io most nufaltering.-Seneca.
"On, I couldn't think of marrying you," said claring his love in language that only a Boston
MY creed is this : 1. Happiness is the only good.
the soubrette to the leading man. "You'd neve1· youth can use, and even he ·must be sober. "Dearbe able to keep me." "Why not?" "Oh, you're est Penelope," he said, "if I bad loved you less 2. The way to be happy is to make others happy.
·Other
things being equal, that man is happiest
such a poor support." "Crushed again," he mut- I could bav told you that I loved you long ago.
I f - " But he suddenly stopped. A far-away who is the Itearest just-who is truthful, met·cifnl, ·
tered, as he turned away.
wh.ither-am-I-driftiug look had come over the and intelligent-in other words, the man who l,ivs
ON Canada's quiet banks I stand,
girl's face, and his heart sank within him. "If in accordance with the couditious of life. 3. The
And cast au anxious eye
my words are displeasing to you,.Miss Penelope," time to be happy is n0w, and the place to be happy
To that unhappy bank beyond,
he went ou iu his bt·okeu tones, "tf I hav said is hAre. 4. Reason is the lamp of the mind-the
Where all my ledget·s lie.
·wbat I ought not to say, or you ought not to hear; only torch of progreRs; and, instead of blowing
-sunday-schocl Supm·lnlendent.
if I - " "Not at ail," interrupted Penelope, look- that out and depending upon darkness and dogma,
LITTLE boy : "Pa, what. does 'phenomenal' ing wildly about her, "but I hav certainly lost my it is far better to increase that sacred light.
mean?" Father : "It is a word used by the citi- spectacles. Oh, there they are. Thanks. As yon 5. Every man should be the intellectual proprietor
zens of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, aud Nebraska when were saying, Mr. Waldo-"
of himself-honest wit-h himself and intellectually
they refer to the growth of theit· respectiv towns.
hospitable-and upon every brain reason should
A
WITNESS
was
being
examined
before
a
Dakota
It doesn't mean much."
be enthroned as king. 6. That every man muRt
justice of the peace, aud in the course of his testi- bear the consequences, at least, of hts own actions ;
" How is your son to-day?" asked a friend of a mony mentioned haviug ~aid to the prisoner at
Wall stre~t brolrer. "Very bad," replied the old oue time that he had a horse he wanted to trade. that if he put his hand iu the fire, hi:~ hand must
gentleman, striving to compose his agitated feat- "Hey?" baid the prosecuting attorney, who was smart, and not the hands of another. In otbet·
ures; "very bad, indeed. I would not giv ten per conducting the examination; "was it that sor'l words, that each man must eat the fruit of the
tree he plants.-Inaersoll's Tilt wttn Talma(le.
cent for his chance of life."
one of yours?" "Yes." "Want to trade yet 1"
THE horrible doctrin of unending punishment
ST. PETER : "Come in, good and faithful serv- "Don't care if I do-what you got?" "He ha8n't
ant." Newly-arrived spirit: "Servant, is it ye auything that you want," put in the attorney for,1 is asserted by Jesus, and all the efforts of his
the
defense;
"if
you
want
to
trade,
I
can
giv
yon
modern
disciples will not explain away this fact.
say 1 It's lady·s help I waz, ijir." "Oh, never
mind; come in." "That's heaven, is it?'' "This a mighty good show with my bay mare." "Order The tares are to be bound up in bundles to be
is heaven." "How many nights an' afternoons in the court-room!" roared the justice, waking up burnt. The wicked a.re to be cast into a furnace
at this point; "what was the last testimony yon of fire, whet·e there will be wailing and gnashing
out will I hav ?"
gave?" "I said I once met the prisoner, and said of teeth. It is better to entet· into life mutilated
"Wo~IEN greatsh-hic-deceivers," said Jones, to him : 1 Bill, I'd like to trade you that sor'l mare than to be thrown unmutilated into the fire of hell
leaning up against the bar. "Theresh-hic-no o' mine-'" "Hold on a minute," said the jus- which is never quenched. 'rhe servant who had
trusting 'em. Theresh my wife. She said-hie- tice; "you don't want to trade your sor'l yet, I made no money by usury is cast into outer darlrthe other day the next time-hie-! got .drunk s"pose ?" "I might if I got a good chance." "Say,h ness. The righteous go into eternal life; tho
she'd go home to rna. Ish been drunk ever since, continued the court, "if you mean business, I can wicked go to eternal punishment. Bla~phemy
and she-hie-hasn't gone yet."
giv you jest the slickest swap for that buckskin against. the Holy Ghost cannot be forgiven, but
"MY dear," said a husband, gently rousing his boss of mine, an' •bout ten dollars to boot, that involves eternal damnation. It is almost needless
wife-the lady was dangerously ill-" Mrs. De you ever seen! This court is adjourned for one to observe that no wiclredness could ever justify
Hobson called a little while ago aud left her love hour-come out to the barn and look my boss punishment without an end; that i~. punishment
for punishment's sake; and that,the creation of
and sympathy for you. She seemed deeply affect- over."
human beings whose existence terminated in torted." "John," said the sick lady, in a very weak
ure
would be in itself a far more ten1ble crime
tone of voice, as she slowly unclosed her eyes,
, than any which the basest of mankind can ever
"what did she hav on?"
commit.-Am!Jertev's Analvsts of Reliutous Belie.!.
on,
NEw spirit : "I was not a very good man in
early life, but I tried to make up for it in later Men of Business Who Did Something Besides
HERBERT SPENCER loses money, while 03car
Making Money. A. Book for Young Americans.
years." St. Peter: "I don t find anything in the
Wilde gathers in the shekels by the peck. Emerson has to think twice before buying a rare bnok,
recordsagainstyoq." N.S.:"InearlylifearailBY .JAIDES PARTON.
while the successful pork-packer pays $5,000 for
road company made a mistake in weighing my
counterfeit
Murillos. The great philosopher wears
goods, and only charged me half freight, and
I never sa1d a word about it. Some years ago my
$1.2:i.
darned stockings, while the preacher of absmd
Price,
conscience troubled me so that I sent the com- Addrese
superstition has whole bu"hels of fancy~worked
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
pany the rest of the money due it." S ..P.: "Was
slippers.-Boston Berala.

------

ESAU

STRIKES continue of very frequent occurrence throughout the country, and are often
attended with violence.
THE steamer City of Montreal, Inman line,
was burnt at sea Aug. 11th, but fortunately
~nly thirteen lives were lost.
THE Ancient Order of Hibernians is in dissension over the action of a Brooklyn division
in engaging a lecture from Dr, McGlynn.
TnE Rev. Wm. Fox, a Methodist minister
and ardent Prohibitionist of Nashville, Tenn.,
has been arrested for selling whisky without
a license.
RussiA remains isolated in her protest
against the recent assumption of the Bulgarian throne by Prince Ferdinand of SaxeCoburg.
Tm.: revolutionary movement in Russia
continues to spread among the students, but
the masses remain devoutly-attached to their
czar and church.
·
MANY conflicting reports as to Stanley's
fate arrive from Africa. Emin Bey, the
captured governor of whom he went in
search, is reported alive and well.
DR. McGLYNN, is instructing the people
that, in their bearing upon the labor reform,
"the creeds of the church are useful and beautiful; they throw a strong light on the way."
THE old Know-Nothing party, it is said, is
about to be revived. Its friends claim for it
1,500,000 members. It insists upon the restriction of immigration. Powderly is said
to be a member.
TnE Women's Christian Temperance Union
bas sent out from Chicago a call to all Christian women in every land to observe Nov.
12th and 13th as days of prayer for the success of temperance work.
TnE lord lieutenant of Ireland has issued
a proclamation denouncing the Irish National
League as dangerous, preparatory to taking
legal action toward its suppression. The
League intends to change its name and continue its work.
TnE most serious of the week's railway
accidents is the wreck of a B. & 0. express
at Washington on the 17th, in which the engineer was killed and twenty persons were injured. It was caused by the failure of every
brake to work when emergency required.

'rHE

o•lf iif't.Ol.lflh.t.

-Macaonala's Maru Manton.

BELGIUM. and Holland
are. making very extensiv
military preparations,
fearing destruction in
the expected FrancoGerman war.

THE Rev. Dr. Curran,
a prominent associate of
George and McGlynn,
bas abandoned them and
their cause at the order
of his Catholic superior.

IV. Proem to Genesz.·s: A Plea !or a Fair T;ia_l.l
(f~IUtt
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
fl
1f ~fl. U
V. Dawn
of
Creat10n.
An,
Answer
to
Mr.
Glad::==~~~=============
stone. BY Albert Reville, D.D. .
.,.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Pt·of. T. H.
IT was not onlY born in Lady Malin's blood, but
VII. A ~~~:lt and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- from earliest years had been impressed. in bet·
ton
bt·ain, that bet· first duty was to her.family, and
This is a new book and contains the latest discus- mainly consisted in getting well out of the waysion.op. the mistakes of Moses ..The names of the in going peaceably through the fit'e to Moloch,
partiCipants are a guarantee of tts able character, that the rest might hav good places in the temple
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
of Mammon. Iu her turn, she had trained her
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
children to the bewildering conviction that it was
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
their duty to do a certain wrong, if it should be
required. That wrong thing
·(namely, to marry a man
that she could neither love
nor respect, nor even tolerate) was now required of
Hesper--a thing she scorned,
bated, shuddered at; she
must follow the rest; her
turn to be sacrificed was
come; she must henceforth
be a living lie. She could
recompense herself, as the
daughters who hav sinned
by yielding generally do,
when· they ar.e motherF,
with the sin of compelling,
and thus make the tresp~tss
round and full, Thet·e is in
no language yet the Word
invented to fit .the vileness
of snob mothers; but, as
time flows and speech
grows, it may be found,
and, when it is found, it
willhav action t·etrospeotiv.
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BY SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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UNCLE SAM

ROBS THE

POOR TO

FEED

DRONES.

started his revival. He had secured fifteen justice who committed her and his bondsmrn,
converts, and six more promising mourners and also against the drputy sheriff who took
were on the anxious seat, when the constabl~ her to the workhouse, for false imprisonment.
THERE is a Sunday law in Mexico, and the came along, closed up the revival, and brought The case is being watched with interest.
officials sometimes enforce it. The Two Re- Hunt to Nashville, where he is now in jail.
IN the Anamosa, Iowa, penitentiary, accord. publics says : " On account of the miserably
THE way the Rev. J. J. Henry's misuse of ing the superintendent's r~port for the bienpoor bull-fight at San Rafael Sunday before his means of grace was found out was his nial period ending June 30, 1887, there are
last, Manager Pubilones bas been fined $500 victim gave premature birth to an infant, and, seventy-seven Catholics, seventy-one Methoby the presiding regidor."
under the impression that she was dying, dists, one Infidel, eighty-two belonging to
A PROPOSITION will be presented to the made an ante-mortem statement inculpating various other denominaticns, and ninetynext Mexican Congress for the taxation of all him. The Kansas lJity Times of August 16th seven not religiously affiliated. One out of
churches and church property one-fourth of has a telegram, stating that she has recover~d three hundred and twenty-eight is pretty
one per cent as a rental. This refers to that sufficiently to break a cane over the Rev. good showing for the Infidels of Iowa, for the
class of edifices which under the law of Henry's head, and chase him home and clear state is full of them.
December 14, 1874, are the property of the under the bed.
THE World says that in about a fortnight
nation.
THE Socialists are in hot pur8uit of Henry the Evening Standard will unfurl its labor
A YOUNG thief named Dohne who has for George. They hav found out that in January, banner under the editorial quill of Rev. Dr.
years secured rich plunder in the houses of 1881, he made an address before the Spread McGlynn. The moneyed man in the enterNew York religious people whom be pleased the Light Club, in Brooklyn, in which was prise is said to be Allen Thorndyke Rice, of
with his unusually fervent piety, bas been this : "Mankind must rise to some system of the North American ReviellJ, who is also said
arrested, but insists that the complainant cooperation or go down to Anarchy. Our to own an interest in Henry George's Stanshould withdraw her charge to "giv him a civilization must niount up to the ideal of the dard. A month later a daily morning paper
8ocialists ; it must follow in the path of is to be started, with well-known labor symchance to make his peace with God."
every preceding civilization, or rush into pathizers upon the editorial staff. Tbe name
THE pastor of the A.M. E. Zion church of Anarchy and ruin."
decided upon is the American Wo·rkman.
Kingston has been found by his trustees
A PECULIAR case is claiming the attention
THE Jewish Times finds only a slight differto be guilty of the following misdemeanors:
1. Misappropriation of church money ; 2. of attorneys at Akron, 0. A clairvoyant was ence between Dr. 05wald's religion of the
Usurpation of authority; 3. Removing church arrested some time since on complaint of one future and Judaism. The Times says: "THE
organ without consent of trustees; 4. Re- of her customers on a charge of obtaining TRUTH SERKER is publishing a series of excelfusal to surrender the church books; 5. For- money by false pretense. A justice of the lent articles from the pen of a notro Agnostic
peace found her guilty and sentenced her to writer, i:>r. Felix L. Oswald, author of
gery.
a term in the workhouse. She served one • Physical Education,' ' The Secrets of the
RIOHARD HUNT, a colored preacher, of the day, and was then released on a writ of habeas East,' etc. The series when completed are to
Hermitage district, near Nashville, Tenn., corpus issued by Judge Ripson of the circuit be considered as a contribution to the religion
has built up a little congregation and estab- court, who held that the woman wa! at work of ~he future. We hav carefully read the paliRhed a small church. He wanted to hold a at an avocation, that it was no offense against pers so far published, and the philosophy of
revival, but had no money for lights, etc. the statutes to obtain work by false pretense. living as outlined therein is strikingly Jewish
He stole a cow and sold it for $15, and Now the woman has brought suit against the in its principles. In fact, the only difference

we can see is that in Dr. Oswald's philosophy
there is no exalted and sublime spiritua
ideal such as exists in the philosophy of
Judaism." The Times deserves credit for its
original discovery.
J:a Reform, of Brussels, states that many
Belgian Freethinkers bav notified the Council
Gt>neral of the International Federation of
Freethinkers at Antwerp of their intention
to attend the London International Freethought Congress, to be held at the Hall of
Science, on SPptember lOth, 11th, and 12th,
and that twelve delegates will attend from
the city of Antwerp. What are the Freethought societies of tbP. United States going
to do about being represented at the Congress?

A MosT interesting paper by Professor Dr.
Ludwig Buchner on '' Freethnught and the
Social Question," has first .. place in the Brus.
sels La Societe Nouvelle. It is written specially in view of two questions placed by the
General Council on the order of the day for
discussion at the forthcoming London International Freethought Congress: "Can the
Freethnught Q 1estion be Separated from the
Social Question?" •· On the Soda! Rdatio.Is
of Freethought in the Past, Present, an
Future." Dr. Buchner writes that in hi
opinion .lfreethought bas only a very indirect
relation with Socialism. " One can be a Freethinker," he says, "and d~cidedly adverse
to 8•lCialism, or a determined partisan of
Socialism and yet pinus and hdieving.
Christianity-of which Freethought is in all
thingA the adversary-has bad in principle an
evidently Socialistic and even Communistic
character."-National RefO'l"lTUYY'.
•
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fiommunications.
The Bible of Nature; or,_ The Principles of
~twularism.
A. CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Author of "Physical Education, ' "The Secret of the East," etc.
!.-MENTAL MAXIMS.
CHAPTER I.-KNOWLEDGE.

A.-Lessons of Instinct.
In the arena: Of life animal in~>tinct triumphs over
the elemental forces of Nature, as human intelligence
triumphs over inRtinct, and the secret of that superiority is knowledge. Skill is well-directed force.
Prudence is well-applied reason. The t-fficiency of
that directing faculty depends on experience, as we
call the accumulation of rEccollected facts. Knowl·
edge is stored light, as helpful in the narrowest as in
the widest sphere of conscious activity, and the in~tinctive appreciation of that advantage manifests
itself in the lowest species of vertebrate animals, nay,
perhaps even in the winged insects that swarm in
from near and far to explore the mystery of a flickering torch.. Curiosity, rather than the supposed love
of rhythm, tempts the serpent to leave its den at the
sound of the conjurer's flute. Dolphins are -thus attracted by the dm of a k~ttledrum, river-fish by the
glare of a mo:ving light, Where deer abound, a
pitchwood fire, kindled in a moonlflBB night. is sure
to allure them from all parts of the forest. Antelope
hunters can entice their game within rifle-shot by
fastening a red kerchief to a hush and letting it
flutter in the bre£-ze. When the firli't telegraph lines
crossed the plateau of the Rocky Mountains, herds
of bighorn·sheep were often soon trotting along the
singing wires as if anxious "to ascertain the meaning
of the curious innovat.ion. Every abnormal change
in the .features of a primitive landscape-the erection
of a lookout·tower, a clearing in the midst of a
primeval forest-attracts swarms of inquisitive birds,
even crows and shy hawks, who seem to recognize
the advantage of reconnoitering the topography of
their huntmg grounds. In some of the higher animals inquisitiveness becomes too marked to mistake
its motive, as whPn a troop of colts gathers about a
inew dog, or a pt:t monkey pokes his head into a
cellar-hole, and wears out his finger-nails to ascertain
the contents of a brass rattle.
For the intelligence of children, too, inquisitiveness
is a pretty sure test. Infants cf ten months may be
seen turning their eyes toward a new piece of furniture in "their nursery. Kmdergarten pets of three
years have been known to piCk up a gilded pebble from
the gravel road and ca:I their teacher's attention to
the color of the abnormalspfcimen. With a little encouragement that faculty of observation may develop
surprising results. The wife of a Mexican missionary
of my acquaintance, who had taken charge of an
Indian orphan boy, and made a point of answering
every pertinent questinn of the bright-eyed youngster,
was one day surprised. to hear him usher in a stranger
and invite him to a seat in the parlor. "How could
you know it was not a tramp 1 '' E<he asked her little
chamberlain after the visitor had left. "Oh, I could
tell by his clean finger-nails," said Master F1ve years,
"and also by his ~:~traight shoes. ·Tramps always get
their heels crooked l"
. The shrewd remarks of boy naturalists and girl
satirists of-ten almo~ t confirm· the opinion of Goethe
that every child has the innate gifts of genius, and
that subsequent d1fftlrences are only the result of
more or less propitious educational influences. And
in spite of most discouraging circum&t~tnces, the love
of knowledge sometimes revives in after years with
the energy almost of a passion~te instinct. On the
veranda of a new hotel in a railroad town of southern
Texas, I once noticed the expression of rapt interest
on the face of a young huntH, a lad of eighteen or
nineteen, who here fur the first time came in contact
with the rppresentatives of a higher civilization and
with breathlees attention drank in the conversation
of two far-travelPd strangers. " If they would hire
me for a dog-robber (a low menial), I would do it for
a dime a dt~.y," he muttered, "just for the chance to
hear them talk."
"But if tbey should take you to some smoky,
crowded, b1g city ~"
"I don't eare," said he, with an oath, "I would
let them lock me up in a jail, if I could get an education like theirs."
It would, indeed, be a mistake to suppose that the
thirst for mental development is the exclusive
product of advanced culture. In the thinly settled
highlands of our western territories, miners and
herders have been known to travel ten miles a day
over rough mountain roads to get the rudiments of a
school education. Missionaries who have mastered
the language of a barbarous tribe have more than
once been followed by converts whom the charm of
general knowledge (far more than any special theological motive) impelled to forsake the home of their

fathers and follow the white stranger to the land of the name of historical records ; medleys of nurserytales and ghost-stories which the poorest vilhi.ge
his omniscient countrymen.
school-teacher of pagan Rome would have rejected
B.-REWARDS OF OONFOR.MITY.
Knowledge is power, even in the contests of with disgust were gravely discussed by so-called
brutes. Superior topographical knowledge enables scholars. Buckle, in his "History of Civilization,"
the chasing wolf to intercept the flight of his game; quotes samples of such chronicles which might. be
a well-chosen ambush makes the tiger the master of mistaken for products of satire, if abundant evidence
his would-be slayer. Familiarity with the habits. of of contemp0rary writers did not prove them to have
enemies and rivals decides success in the struggle for been the current staple of medieval science.
When the gloom of the dreadful night was broken
existence.
The advantage of superior knowledge is not limited by the first gleam of modern science, every torch·
to the prestige of superlative scholarsh.ip, but as_sert~< bearer was persecuted as an incendiary. Astronomers
itself in the chances of every comp~tttive pursuit, so w6re forced to recant their heresies on their banded
infallibly, indeed, as to justify Diderot's paradox that knePB. Philosopher~ were caged like wild beas~s.
there is no need of any such thing as love of science Religious skeptics were burnt at the stake, as
for its own sake, since all knowledge ·repays its ac- enemies of God and the human race. It was, inquisition by collateral benefits. A. farmer's boJ deed, almost impossible to enunciate any scientific
studying statute law, a lawyer collectmg market-re a.ximp that did not conflict with the dogmas of the
revelation-mongers who had for centuries subordiports, will sooner or later find a chance to profit
their study. The infinite interaction of human affairs nated the evidence of their own senses to the rant
connects the interests of all branches of human •.)f B{>ileptic monks and maniacs. And when the sun
knowledge, and makes the humblest handicraft arne of Reason rose visibly above .the horizon of the innabla to scientific improvement. Knowledge haB rellectual worl<;l, its rays struggled distorted through
never hindered the successful pursuit of any manual rhe dense mist of superstition which continued. to
vocation. Fifty years ago several states of thEe brood over the face of the earth, and was only parAmerican Union made it a penal offense to teach a tially dispersed even by the storms of the Protestant
slave reading and writing; and if the planter valued his revolt.
The light of modern science has brought its blesslaborers in proportion to their canine submissiveness.
he was perhaps right that'' education spoils a nigger." ings only to the. habitants of the social highlanps;
It qualified his servility, and by making him a better the valley dwellers still grope their way through the
man, made him perhaps a less available dog. But gloom of inveterate superstitions and prejudices, and
with that single exception, jgnorance is a disad- centuries may pass before the world has entirely
vantage, and knowledge an advantage, both to· it~:~ emerged from the shadow of the life-blighting cloud
possessor and his employers. In the solitudes of the which the son of Sospitra recognized .in the rise of
Australian bush-land; Frederick J erstaecker found a the Galilean delusion.
herdsman reading Aristophanes in the original.
D.-PENALTIES OF. NE.GLECT.
Neither the sheep nor their owners were any the
Of all the sins of Antmaturalism, the suppression
worse for that incidental accomplishment of the poor of human reason has brought down the curse of the
shepherd, who fourid his study a sufficient source of direst retribution. It is the unpardonable sin against
pastime, while his comrades were apt to drown their the Holy Spirit. · '!'he actual extinction of their local
ennui in bad rum. James Cook, the greatest of sunshine could hardly have entailed greater misery
modern maritime discoverers, served his apprentice- upon the slaves of the Christian church. The victims
ship on .board of a coai-barge and employed his of a permanent Egyptian darkness might have taken
leisure in studying :works on geography and general refuge in the Goshen of their neighbors, in·the sunny
history. The knowledge, thus acqmred, might seem garden-homes of the Parsees and Spanish Moriscos,
of no direct advantage, but three years after, on but the jealousy of the clerical tyrants closed every
board of the Eagle frigate, the erudition of the gate of escape, and for thirteen centuries the nations
brawny young sailor soon attracted the attention of of Christian Europe suffo~red all the horrors of
two intelligent officers whose recommendations proved enforced ignorance and superstition. . The history of
the stepping-stones of his successful career. Mo- that dismal night is, indeed, the darkest page in the
hammed Baber Khan, the emperor of the Mogul records of the human race, and its horrors bind the
empire, owed his triumphs to his topographical unties of every sane survivor to a war of. extermina·
studies of a region which afterward became the tion upon the dogmas of the insane fanatic whose
battleground of his great campaigns. Mohammed priests turned the paradise of southern Europe into
the Prophet gained the confidence of his first em a hell of misery and barbarism.
ployer by his familiarity with the commercial cusThe battle against the demon of darkness became
toms of neighboring nations.. Superior knowledge B. struggle for existence, in which the. powers of
compels even an unwilling recognition of its prestige. Nature at last prevailed, but for millions of our
In the Middle Ages, when Moslems and Trinitarians fellow-men the day of deliverance has dawned too
were at daggers drawn, Christian kings sent reE<pect late;. spring-time and morning returned in vain for
ful embassi~s to solicit the professional advice of many a once fertile land where the soil itself. had lost
Ibn Rhus (" Averroes "), the Moorish physician. its reproductive power, where the outrages of AntiDuring the progress of the life-and· death struggle of naturalism had turned gardens into desert<:~ and freeFrance and Great Britain, the discoveries of Str men into callous slaves. The storm that awakened
Humphrey Davy impelled the Academia Fran~;aise to the nations of northern Europe from the dreams of
send their chief prize to England. The beuefits of their poison-fever, could nut break the spell of a
great inventions.are too international to leave room deeper slumber, and the moral desert of the Mediterfor that envy that pursues the glory of military ranean coast-lands remains to warn the nations of
heroes, and the triumphs of science have often united the future, as the bleaching bones of a perished
nations whom a unity of religion had failed to recon caravan remain to warn the traveler from the track of
cile.
the simoom..
C.-PERVERSION.
The religion of Mohammed, with its health-laws
There is a tradition tbat a year before the con- and encouragements to martial prowess, has proversion of · Constantine the son of the prophetess duced no ruinous results of phystcal degeneration,
Sospitra was praying in the temple of SeraplE<, when but the entire neglect of mental culture has not
the spirit of his mother came over him and the veil f11.iled to avenge itself in the loss of national prestige.
of the future was withdrawn. "Woe to our chile For after the northern nations of Christendom had
dren !'' he exclaimed, when he awakened from hi.t:~ broken the yoke of their spiritual tyrants, the chiltrance, " I see a cloud approaching, a great diukness dren of Islam rem11ined faithful to the task-masters
is going to spread over the face of the world." That of ·their less grievous bondage, but also to its total
darkne~:~s proved a thitteen hundred year~:~' eclipsf' ot ind1fference to secular science, and from that day the
common 8ense and reason. There is a doubt if the crt•scent of the prophet became a waning moon.
total destruction of all cities of the civilizt>d world
E.-REFORM.
could have struck a more cruel blow to Science than
The experience of tb.e Mtddle Ages has made the.
the dogma of salvation by faith and abstinence from Reparation of church and state the watchword of all:.
the pursuit of free inquiry. The ethics of the world- true L1berals. But the divorce of church and.school:
renouncing fanatic condemned the love of aecular 1s a dmy of hardly less urgent importance. While,
knowledge as they condemned the love of health and many of out best Freethinkers waste their time in. ,
the pur~>uit of physical prosperity, and 'the children ba1r-split ting metaphysics, Ca.tholic and Protestant.
of the next fifty generations were systematically Jetlnits cooperate for a purpose which they havetrained to despise the highest attribute of the human shrewdly recogniz'ld as the main hope of obscurant-spirit. Spiritual poverty became a test of moral ism: The perversion of primary education by its>
worth; philosophers and free ir:quirers were ban- re subjection to the control of the clergy. The.
ished, while mental castrates· were fattened at the definite defeat of those intrigues should be conexpense of toiling rustics and mechanics; science sidered the only permanent guarantee a.gainst the,
was dreaded as an ally of skepticism, if not of the revival of spill'itual feudalism. A perhaps less immiarch-fiend in person; the suspicion of sorcery at- nent, but hardly less serious, danger to the cause of'
tached to the cul~ivation of ·almost any intellectual Science is the stealthy revival of mysticism. Under·
pursuit, and the Emperor Justinian actually passed a all sorts of nomenclatural modifications, the specterlaw for the "suppression of mathematicians."
creed of the ancient Gnostics is again rearing its:
When the tyranny of the church reached the zenith head, and menacing reason by an appeal to the·
of its power, natural science became almost a tradi- hysterical and sensational proclivities of ignorance.
tion of the past. The pedants of the convent schools
In tbe third place, there is no doubt that under·
divided their time between the forgery of miracle the present circumstances of educational limitations.
legends and the elaboration of insane dogmas. The the adoption of female suffrage would prove a deathmost extravagant absurdities were propagated under blow to intellectual progress and re-doom mankindl
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us and any influence for good that we might other- and respect for those who hav been misled and not
b,y -ribaldry, caricature, or denunciation. I~structed
wise hav exerted.
The church is the fortress and bulwark of ortho- in these more moderate views and methods of disdoxy and of the letter.
_
cussing Liberalism, the Infidel could meet and be
If it ever leaves its stronghold, it must be driven heard by his Cb.ristian as1mciates or neighbors. He
out by the power of the spirit, as manifested in would hav access to the church and its devotees and
the life and teachings of the Infidel.
his Liberalism be made to leaven those from ~hom
The_ Infidel is entirely at home and within the rec· . he is now denied all intercourse.
ord when he is searching, without let or bias into
If w~ score and scourge and jibe the believer, we
the deep. things of Zeus, and is showing how ~uch make him our enemy; he will neither hear nor read .
superstition has done to veil the simple lessons of but will do his utmost to make us obnoxious to ali
these ancient writers. They tell us " Zeus is light believers. Men of genius, humor, and eloquence like
and in it there is no darkness at all." If Zeus i~ Ing_ersoll m~y take this freedom and be heard, through
Light, then Light is Zeus,. and that is liberal enough their charmmg powers even over enemies · but those
even for the Atheist. We want nothing better for not. so gif~ed ~ill fail, and ?efeat their oV:n purposes
by mdulgmg ID such liberties.
·
our own Zeus,. if we need one.
This is an impersonal abstraction, and has nothing • Liberalism is doubtless losing much of its labor
of those human qualities and attributes which modern and resources by its ultra, outside attitude and its
?rthodoxy has collected together and organized into little respect for .the sincere opinions held by ardent
and earnest bel_Ievers. To keep with the people
Its self-constituted artificial ideal of a Zeus.
The same ancient writer says also that " Zeus is as far as practiCable, and to correct their views
Love," and " they that dwell in love dwell in Zeus and is better than to desert and ridicule them. To con:
Zeus in them "-an equally ·simple definition, and one vert, not condemn; to save, not to abandon the err1'he ~pirit
Infidelity~
no Atheist can object to; it being so entirely harm- ing, is the true wisdom and benevolenc~ of the
The letter killeth, but the spirit maketh alive.
higher type of men.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
less and impersonal.
The spirit searcheth all things, even the deep things of
Philadelphia, Aug., 1887.
This m;iter was evidently addressing himself to a
Zeus.
.
.
'
mytholo&"IC people, who probably ~eld as vague and
The fruits of the spirit are joy and peace, etc.
absurd VIews of Zeus as the multitude are teaching
There are so many good, rational, sensible things and believing now.
Our London Letter.
·
in that old book containing the thoughts of· men
The summer campaign so far, notwithstanding
The? he also said " Zeus is spirit" and they that
centuries ago, and on which modern superstition
worsh~p Zeus must worship _in spirit and in truth. certain drawbacks, may fairly be considered successrelies for its support, that unbelievers in the latter Now, m these lessons we are taught that Zeus is f~l. Several well-~nown Freethinkers hav specially
should use them in their own defense and to convince light, love, and truth.
given their attentiOn to outdoor· lecturing, and are
their religious opponents of the absurdities of their
As Infidels, if we hav any feelings of reverence to invariably favored with good audiences. In certain
faith.
·
gratify, we certainly should- not hesitate to worship places the orth~dox I>ar~y has mustered its fighting
It is because we believe most fully and cordially
a Zeus represented by " light," "love," and " truth." men, whose busmess It IS to break up the meeting
in the truth of the above quotations that we discard
If we feel under no. obligation to avow our homage and maltreat the lecturer, but these very characterthe letter and accept with all confidence - the even to a Zeus of this character, we should be liberal iRtic proceedings hav generally failed Df success.
spirit.
/
and tolerant to indulge those who wish to so mani- Very rarely will a believer attempt to defeat the
We see in tracing the past history of the church,
fest their feelings of reverence, if they see proper to arguments used by the speaker, and, after so many
its bloody, merciless persecutions, its no less arro- do so. -The function and work of the Infidel who polemical defeats, it is not surpt ising that the chamgant pretensions and assumptions everywhere around
rejects the- lett~r and is ruled or led by the ~pirit, pions of the faith are chary of entering the lists.
us to-day, the overwhelming and indisputable evi:
are, to correct tne errors and rectify the abuses into But as it will not do to allow the Freethinker to hav
dance that the letter has not only led to killing millions
w~ch the letter has plunged orthodoxy. We will It ·all his own way and meet with no opposition, the
in the past .l~terally, but is killing its millions, men- gam nothing by annihilating or · killing Zeus and church militant co~es to the front; it has not yet,
tally and spmtually, of those who are building a faith
thus ~aking th~ .worshiper our deadly enemy.' We however, developed mto the church tt·iumphant; nor
on and depending on it everywhere now, in all remust m the spm~ search int~ the deep things of is it likely to. do so, now its day is well nigh over ·
ligious organizations. The Infidel is the only true Zeus and unmask It of all that IS false and spurious though, for all that, it will not surrender without
believer in t~e philosophy of this ancient _writer, corruptions of the true idea.
' many a hard struggle. The church of Christ appe9,rs
because he. rt-Jects the letter as a fatal enemy to his
to partake very much of· the nature of the shark·
The
modern
Infidel
is
quite
outside
and
cut
off
intellectual and spiritual growth and life, and dehuman prey beiug the favorit food of each, they ll.r~
from
much
useful
influence,
by
his
ultr~-iconoclastic
pends wholly and unreservedly on the spirit.
bmh extremely tenacious of life and equally difficult
pronunciam~ntos.
The
~eli?ver
assumes
the
rigidity
He believes in testing everything and extracting ·
to
kill.
the· sense, spirit, and life out of it, and using them o~ the asc~tiC, from a preJudiCe formed against him in
Now and again one finds a priest who, while firmly
his
reasonmgs
and
teachings
on
matters
theological.
only, for his life, strength, and guide.
believing what he teaches, yet, strange to say, allows
The spirit is not only above the letter, but its If he has tc;> hear, he has resolved not to weigh, nor that there may be another side to the question,
to
allow
himself
to
reason
on
religion.
These
hav
function is that of the absolute autocrat, to disthough_ it is not very probable that such is the case.
sect, to rt-jPct, or to destroy· the le~ter, if, on exam- b~en ~is ~riestly instructions, and he obeys them; so There is a certain vicar in the north of London who
his
mmd
IS
generally
forever
closed
to
Infidel
views.
ination, it cannot discover something good or useful
is giving a course of Sunday lectures in his church
for its own purposes. The letter in itself is but a As Infidels, we attempt too much when we discard on Infidelity and Christian evidence, and one of the
mere shell at best, and, if there is no kernel, life, or all. We should hoi~ on to the truth, avowing our m.ost activ m~mber~ of the. National Sec1_1lar Society
essence in it, must be cast out as rubbish by the dic- deep reverence for It, and none the less because it has recently mterv1ewed him on the subJPCt, stating
has. been ~isunderstood, or mixed with falsehood, by
tates of the spirit.
his intention of giving a lecture in opposition to his
The spirit is not a fetich, nor is it anything that anCient writers and modern believers. The work of statement'", with the result that .this vicar has percan be personified as a ghost or incubus of the Spirit- t~e Infi?el should I;>e to purify, not destroy, the an- mitted the use of his school-room on each· Monday
ualists; it means that force in human nature which Cie~t fruth. That IS the proper use of the spirit, following his own address for that purpose; when, as
can determin right from wrong, and prompts to which alone should guide his labors.
The late revisers of the New Testament hav let is the_ rule, discussion will be invited during the
action, without consulting the letter, the creed, the
evening, and the parson will get two opportunities to
law or command of others. Everyone who rejects out so many secrets and revealed the sources of the Freethinkers' one to speak on each subject. Every
authority and acts from his own sense of right, is so much that is fabulous and corrupt, that they hav opportunity thus offered to show the errors and
done us all great service in exposing the fallacy
moved and guided by the spirit.
absurdities of the Christian religion as practiced will
The Infidel is such· a firm believer in these ancient of. t~e le~ter, and the necessit.y of depending on the be of great use, enabling Freethought to be more
spmt,
whiCh
searches
and
tests
all
things.
propositions or maxims that they giv him all the
fully disseminated abroad, for although Atheism has
When they tell us that the earlier teachers and the existed in its present form for many years, it is yet
warrant and authority he asks, or that is necessary.
He does not hesitate to accept them in their fulness co~ies of their writings were more simple, pure, and but little understood by the majority. There are, no
of meaning, and to plunge at once into searchings of ratiOnal than the compound of sense and super- doubt, some millions of English people who hav
stition which we are now asked to accept, they hav never read a Freethought work nor heard a Freeall things, even the deep things of Zeus.
Now, the man that will not or dare not do this is opened the way for us to enter into the so-called thought lecture, and whose only ideas of Atheism
infidel to the most important .lessons the book sacred text and subject it all to the criticism of the are those so carefully stated by interested persons,
teaches whence he professes to derive his religious spirit. They began it, but became alarmed and many of whom know that their calumnies are entirely
faith. The letter has already killed him mentally left the more free .and liberal to complete their false, but salve their consciences by the Jesuitical
and morally, and he is left spiritually dead. The work. The Infidel Is the only one who can do it maxim that "the end justifies the means." I never
Infidel ~s the only true spiritual searcher, and he is honestly.
yet met with an individual of any degree of intelWould it not be better to take sides with-them to ligence who condemned Atheists and Atheism who
strictly in the line of his duty when he dives to the
depths, unveils and explodes all those heathen and recognize the great wo;k th~y _hav don.e in breaking really knew anything about either. Their sole knowlChristian ideas, of Zeus, which the letter has involved the enchantment and ID pomtmg out m their ortho- edge consisted of the scurrilous falsehoods contained
dox way how much t~ey found wrong, how much in religious papers or stated from pulpits. Many
in unmeaning mystery.
It is not blasphemy or irreverent to go into this they attempted to rectify, and what a vast amount of people of this description believe firmly that liD
deep, searching inquisition, but it is the duty of un~ertainty and of equivocal matter they discovered, Atheist is ill-favored and dirty in his habits and
which they left, because the worshipers of the volume person, usually a cobbler by trade, or perhaps ·a
every true believer.
Not to do it is evidence of being governed by the would not tc;>lerate such swe~ping and revolutionary blacksmith, extremely ignorant, very ungrammatical,
letter that killeth, and not by the spirit which search- changes as It would make ID the text undermining a drunkard, and one who never by any possibility
and dissipating their whole system 'of theology 1 can say half a dozen words without bringing in two
eth all things.
If the power of the priesthood and the literal, We sh~uld recognize them as our friends, and coop- or three oaths. The open-air propaganda will dismonstrous theology taught and sustained by it are erate With them rather than discard them and their abuse the minds of some of those who consider the
ever to be broken, the Infidel, who is the true spirit- work as hostil to the interests of truth and as above pleasing description as a correct one, and
ual believer, must do it largely by the weapons, the impediments to human progress.
when they see that such is not the case, are induced
I think they did a great work, but of course in a to listen to what is said, and though they may not be
authority, furnished by believers' own sacred text
'
'
and its lessons. The power of the church must be timid, patronizing way.
willing to open their minds at once to the truths
Liberal literature _would be read were it based taught, will, at all events, hav the seeds of doubt
met, overcome, and slain by the arrows of truth, reason, and sense, drawn from its own armory. If we more on the popular thought, the advanced views· of sown in their minds, which will grow till they bear
spurn and trample upon as an infamous fraud all the more s~ient1fic theologi~ns, and especially 1f' on fruit of use to themselvs and the world.
J. D.
this ancient, sacred literature, so dear to the sincere the co?cluswns and c~>ncesswns of the late revising
o~thodox believer, we cannot get his ear ; we shock committees. If we wish to weaken the faith of the
SEND for a catalog of our publications. It is
b1m, and put oursel_vs outside of his recognition or bigot in his implicit reliance on the authority of the
sympathy. We exCite feelings of hostility toward letter of the scripture, it must be done by reason, mailed free.

to the tutelage of a clerical Inquisition ; but rather
than perpetuate a twofold systerri of oppression, we
should complete the work of emancipation by admitting our sisters to all available social and educational advantages, as well as to the privilege of the
polls. From the suffrage of educated women we
have nothing to fear and much to hope.
_It has long been a mooted question if the progress
of knowledge can be promoted by arbitrary encouragement, such as prize offtlrS and sinecures,_ but the
preponderance of logic seems on the side of those
who hold that science should be left to its normal
rewards, and that the proper- sphere of legislation
does. not extend beyond the duty of securing the full
benefit of those rewards by the removal of absurd
disabilities and unfair discriminations in support of
worm-eaten dogm!ls. Reason may be safely left to
fight its own battle, if the arms of Un-reason cease
tc;> be strengthened by statutes which enable every
v1llage ghost-monger to silence the exponents of
science by an appeal to medieval heretic-laws.
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Uflft J'lmeriian ~ecular JJ.nion.
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
CaARLEs,EmtHAliD. Treas.,
28 Lafayttte Pl., New York.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
E. A. STEVENS. Chair. Fin. Com., • 750 West Lake St., Chicago.

Call for the Eleventh .lnnual Congress of the
American ~ecular Union.
To the A ua~iliary Secular Unions and to all citizens
of the United States and Canadas who support
the Nin_e .Demands of Liberalism:
You are wanted to attend the Eleventh Annual
Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held
at Chicago, October 15th and 16th.
The Congress will be called upon to consider
mpasures for carrying on the work of Freethought
and securing the adoption of such laws by the variou~:
state governments and by the national government a~
shall make the United States thoroughly secular, and
the repeal of all· laws now on the statute bookr:.
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs-the President and
Secretary and three dPlPgates. All charter member~:. and life members, all Vice Prfsidents, all Chairmen of
state Ex:ecutiv Committees, are entitled to peats and
Totes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled
to seats, but not votes, except by permission of the
Congress.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Free
thinker in the United States and Canada who can
will be present.
Per order Board of Directors :
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Pres.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Sec.
E. A. STEnNs, Ch. Fm. Com.
CFJAs. EcKBARD, Treas.

News and Notes.
From the Dalles a night ride brings me to Palouse
Junction, with just two houses and the depot.
Colfax is eighty-seven miles from here. For th~
first fifty miles it is one of the most desert-looking
countries through which I hav passed. The volcanic
lavas once ran riot, and the rocks are rolled into all
imaginable shapes, and barren prospects stretch
away. After awhile bands of horses begin to appear
and straying cattle. When we strike the Palouse
river there are some ~een meadow lands ·and habitstiona. At Endicott, where about a dozen houses arP
flung together, we take dinner. Here the farmert~'
teams do congregate and betoken cultivation. Occa·
sionally we discern a wheat- field. S1gns of productivness increase. As our railroad train proceeds at the
rate of ten miles an hour, we seem to be coming into
the purlieus of civilization. Still I wonder where
Colfax is, and what kind of a town can be built amidsuch va,t wastes and walls of rock. After eight
_hours' ride the train creeps down into a big crevtce,
and by a sudden plunge I find myself in the hpart of
a busy and elPgant city, one of the liveliest on the
coast. It seems by magic to encompass you in th~
hollow of the earth. Colfax has about two thousand
inhabitant£~, and a bright future. It already has two
railroad!', with the prospect of others. It is in the
midst of a vast wheat producing section ·of country.
It has been burnt down twice. In the last fire the loss
was two hundred thousand dollars, but the plucky
citizens went right ahead, and soon a new city was
under way over the blackened ruins.
I found a courageous Liberal phalanx here, and
cordial hospitality. I already knew something about
the pioneer spirit of the WolfardP, at Silverton,
Oregon, and here I found the same bright and
generous Liberalism in the home of Mr. and Mrs. D.
Wolfard, who liv on a hill, overlooking the city,
where one can see the busy tide of life at their very
feet. Mrs. Kate P. Wolfard is an occasional colitributor to TH!1 TRUTH SEEKER, and is, therefore,
known to our ranks. Mr. John B. Wolfard, now
over seventy years of age, who livs at Colton, twenty
ruiles off, was unable on account of health to attend
the lectures, but he sent a word of greeting, and a
year's subscription to THE TnUTH SEEKER, and I hope
that this example will be followed. The Wolfards
are all in the front ranks at Colfax. There is L. D.
Wolfard, Vert, and Oliv~or-the sons, who inherit
into good blood the E>pirit of Freethought. Vert
Wolfard engaged the band at his own expense for
the lectur€s, and so we had enlivening music, which
of course gave pleasure and impulse to our work.
It will be seen that we hav real workers in this remote !!pot, who are bound to hav things go off in
styl_P, an~ who put fire into their intellectual as into
the1r busmess hfe.
I gave four lectures at ~olfax, Saturday evening,
Sunday afternoon and evemng, and Monday evening,
and there w_a9. good attendance at all, and interest
and appreCiatiOn. Of course, the churches hold
sway, and don't want the Infidel to_ come in; and
they would rather hav the commumty patronize a

traveling show than lectures on science and humanity. Besides the half-dozen churches, there is an
imposing Baptist_college going up on one of the hill
sites overlooking the city, and it looks a.s if it_meant
to keep watch and ward over all the place, and
threaten with overwhelming destruction the .venturesome pilgrim of reform. However, Infidelity has a
good deal of the inside track at Colfax, and quietly
.tlourisheB.
Besides the W olfards of happy memory, with age
and youth in their advancing columns, there is P.
Wilmans, jovial and strong, and ever ready to make
the stranger welcome. He is always for the open
fight, and his flag is never hauled down. He gave
me a pleasant drive about the many-hilled country,
and I had a chance to see its quality. · It is up-hill
and down-hill for miles away. There is no level
space anywhere in a day's journey, except occasion>tlly a "flat," or valley, called" Rebel Flat,"" Union
Flat," etc. The soil is twenty feet deep. It is well
watered. There are a multitude of springs, and on
the highest elevation a well thirty feet deep strikes
water. This is one of the finest wheat countries
m the world. The average production is twenty8iX bushels to the acre. In Illinois and Wisconsin
the average is only ten and twelve bushels per acre.
The average this yoor in the Palouse country is,
I understand, about forty bushels per acre. The
total product last year was three million bushel£~, of
which one million were shipped from Colfax. Barley
and flaxseed are also raised in large quantities. The
Palouse is also an excellent cattle and horse country.
There are in this section two hundred thousand
sheep. The agricultural prospects are, therefore,
great; and Colfax is about the business center of it
all, and reaps the main harvest. It does a business
of two million dollars a year. It pays the railroad in
freight charges nearly one thousand dollars a day
Only eight per cent of the tillable lands "are now
cultivated. The fruits mainly are peaches, apples,
plums, pruneP, and cherries.
Besides my friend Wilmans are J. M. Hubbard,
the Ewings, John Erford, Mr. and Mrs. S. R Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. I, W. Davenport, John Adams, Smith
and Judson, Wm. Spencer, James Bleeker, Wm.
Harper, John Harper, Mr. and Mrs. John Noble,
Urban Chase, J os. Moore, Frank Boyd, Chase and
Chapman, T. B. Weller, Wm. Hamilton, mayor of the
city; H. W. Livingstone, W. B. Sparrow, G. A. Miller,
S. J. Saxon, I. M. Privett, John Privett, etc.
. I look forward to a strong organization in the
future. My little friend Charlie Heatherly, only
thirteen years of age, spent his pocket-money for
a beautiful copy of Mr. Ingersoll's complete works.
I thought this a noble sign of what will be. Such a
boy will make a bright and go-ahead Infidel who
takes to his heart these teachings of our modern
Shakspere, so simple and natural that even a child
can understand the splendor of his thought.
I hav a good time, good friends, pleasant meet.ings
in Colfax. I hav been repaid for the long journey.
I wanted to go up to Waverly and see my friend
William Graham and others, but time would not permit. I hope next year to be able to visit this and
other points. The field of work broadens every day.
From Colfax I come to Pasco on Tuesday, and
lecture on Wednesday. nnd Thursday evenings.
Pasco is about two years old, and has only a dozen
11ouses, and sage-brush stretches about it for hundreds of mileii. Where was an audience to come
from in this little, straggling hamlet! However, I
had it, and the school-house Wll.S full the two evening.s, and I shouldn't wonder if a Freethought hall
were built when I come back, for the friends are
quite enthusiastic and are of the veteran pmy. They
hav been all over the world, some of them-railroad
men, steamboat men, etc.-and they know what reality is by struggle and experience. It is marvelous
what animmense amount of life one finds in ev"'ry
Western village. It is like a camping-ground where
every nationality meGts, and, with only a few houses,
there is a cosmopolitan aspect. It is like a rendezvous of travelers.
When I looked forth on the wilderness of sagebrush, I said to myself, "This can't be a farming
country; what can grow on this sand~, In the first
place, however, this soil it;! not sand, but a kind of
volcanic dust, and, when watered, can produce wonderfully. Frank Schunemann took me out to his
farm, where he has been located about five years. It
is in the midst of a beautiful green grove. His corn
is about twelve feet high. The grass is luxuriant.
The watermelows are abundant. and finely ~>~.vored.
The grapes are delicious. It is a good cattle country.
They grow fat on sage-brush and bunch-grass.
"Over across the Columbia river, on the banks of
which lies Schunemann's farm, is what is called
"Horse heaven," where horses roam in perfect de.
light a~d revel in the rich pasture lands. I am glad
that horses hav a heaven. They deserve it. So this
desolate-looking country is found to be fertil, and has
its brilliant pro~;pects tor the years to come. The
lands are being taken up for cultivation. Purple
vinyards may some time make this the Rhine valley
of America. The problem to solve is irrigation.
These lands are like those of California. once consid-

ered worthless, but now commanding hundreds of
dollars per acre. Water is all that is needed to
transform the wilderness to a garden. The climate
is pleasant both summer and winter. Pasco is about
the smallest place I hav visitPd, but time did not
hang heavy on my hands. Although but two days'
notice was given, friends came from ten, twenty, and
thirty miles off, and we had good cheer and fellowship. I believe there are only about two hundred
inhabitants in the whole county, but most of these
are Liberals.
Among our number on this picket-line of civilization are J. W. O'Keefe, .formerly of Seward, Neb.,
one of the leading men of the place; Sheriff W. B.
Grey, Capt. W. P, Grey, A .. W. Grey, A. P. Grey, W.
R. Kahlow, who carries two hundred and fort-y
pounds of good Infidel flesh, which has borne him
safely through many a controversy in these frontier
lands; W. J. Hesse, J os. Clark, James Biddol, John
Hauser, John Poles, Fr~>d. Kurtzman, J. F. Buchanan,
.Jas. O'Connell, John McCarty, E. P. Kuhl, George
Findley, W. C. Roland, M. F. Hock, Stecker, etc.
T_here is some prospect that Pasco will be a railroad
town. It is a junction now, and the end of a division.
A round-house is to be built, I ·understand. I shall
look, therefore, for a cit.y when I come back. Of
course it may vanish like anArab encampment. A
year or more ago Ainsworth, three miles off, across
the river, had a population of two thousand. It is
now absolutely deserted. Not· a solil is there, and
most of its buildings hav been moved-some to
Pasco. If the latter can hold on for awhile it may
get a fair start, and survive in the struggle of exIstence. If it does, I thinli we shall get ahead of
the churches,· and, next to the school-ho~se, the first
public building to be erected will be the Freethought
Hall. For its size, Pasco is the banner frontier post
of the .Liberal army.
·
From Pasco I r1de until three o'clock in the morning, and strike Grant's; I take a couple of hours'
sleep and arise at daybreak. Whom do I find here
but W. W. Jesse, of New Era, and his daughter Miss
Lena, and son Willie, en route for Goldendale, where
I am to lecture for the next four days. · Mr. Jesse,
although in life's prime, is a grandfather; and he is
on his way to see his posterity and take in the Liberal campaign at Goldendale, for this is a dreadfully
orthodox place.
The churches hold almost complete rule, and try
to run things to suit themselvs. However, we hav a
few vigorous Infidels, chief among whom is Henry
D. Young, who owns a hall, and in that hall t-he campaign guns will be heard. We bav to climb from
Grant's, on the Columbia river, fifteen hundred feet
to reach Goldendale, It iR a pleasant village twelve
miles from the railroad, and is supported mostly by
the farming cou~try about it. It IS, in appearance,
like a quiet New England village. I hav already
given two lectures and the attendance has been fair.
I lecture to-day, Sunday, afternoon and evening, and
to-morrow, Monday, evening. There are only a few
Liberals, but they hav plenty of pluck. Henry D.
Young has always been in the midst of the warfare.
He has a splendid Liberal family, who know how to
make musjc and-enjoy life, and I am now at their delightful home penning these "News and Notes,"
amid the sunshine and melody of genial surroundings.
Next week I shall be at Union Wednesday and
Thursday, and then over Sunday, Aug. 28th, at
Baker City, and then for a week until Sept. 5th at
Prairie City; Sept. 7th I shall be at Weiser City;
Sept. 9th to 16th at Emmetts, Idaho; Sept. 18th at
Boise City; S~>pt. 24th, 25th at Salt Lake City for
convention of Utah Liberals.
.
The Annual Congress is called to meet at Chicago
October 15th and 16th, Saturday and Sunday. I
hope that all Liberals who can will attend the Congress. Chicago is a favorable poinb, and the time
selected is during the exposition, when there will be
excursion rates. We want mainly a business Congress to talk up plans for next year's work. Addresses will be delivered by Courtlandt Palmer,
president of the Union; Mrs. M. A. Freeman, GenSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
eral Trumbull, and others.
Goldendale, w: T., Au~. 21, 1887.

My Indictment.
While hundreds, and perhaps thousandfl, are willing to take my testimony, my simple word for it, that
the correspondence for which I am indicted was
purely carried on by me in a scientific sense, and
with no intent of lewdness or obscenity, there are
many who are more finical and want to hav a full
explanation of this, that, and the other. Among
the rest, since the publication of the indictment,
queries are propounded by so many as to what·
possible connection a document so dubious as to be
the only one specially named in said indictment
could hav to do with a scientific discussion of sexual physiology.
.
But this very paper and those that grew out of it
caused more d1scussion than any other document in
the whole correspondence. In all works on the
origin of life and species we find debates and differences of opinion regarding the rtJlativ relationships
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of various species and genera as to which will unite
and form hybrids and which will not.
Of this sort was the paper named in my indictment. It was sensationally :written, and taken alone
by itself would undoubtedly impress one who was
not acquainted with the reason why it was told as
being purposely penned as obscenity. Of the real
value of such documents no physician or physiologist
would bav a moment's doubt. As to the manner of
wording and style of description, we were compelled
to let narrators be their own judges. Facts were
what we wanted, and such facts we could not obtain
from books, and hence we resorted to private correspondence, and this correspondence was growing
more select and more valuable every day, so that.
it has been real loss to the world that t.he law inter·
fared and broke it up, instead of fostering and aiding
it as it should hav done.
Now that Prof~>ssor Parkhurst has shouldered tae
authorship of "Diana," and told why it was written
and why the documentary evidence of the truth
of the theories the book advocates was worded as it
was, methinks even the most finical of the finical
ought to feel assured that there were good wholesome reasons for all that was mailed.·
ELMINA.

Dr. 'J'itus L. Brown.
The death of Dr. Titu!l L. Brown, of Bin~hamton,
which occurred on the 17th ult., removes from the
leading .New York Freethinkers another powerful
man. For six years Dr. Brown was president of the
New York State Freethinkers' Association, and every
attendant upon the state conventions will remember
his prompt. appearance with a speech in manuscript
which nevpr failed to deli~ht the Materialists and
disgmt the Spiritualists, This peculiarity gave Dr.
Brown a host of warm friends,who stood up for him
through thick and thin; and while it made him many
philosophical enemies, we never knew one that did
not forget all hateful feelings when the doctor got
him alone and told him funny stories.
Dr. Brown came into tbA world October 16, 1828.
in Hinsdale, this state. He receivPd his pducation
at the Binghamton Acadpmy and the New York city
and Philadelphia Medical Collegps, th.e latter of
which confirmed his prpferences for homeopathy.
The Elmira J'elegram says that "as a physician his
patrons were decidEd in their preference for him, hP
having won this enviable standing among them not
only by his ever clcse· and courteous attention, but
by his professional success in theil' behalf. The poor
bad in him a medical friPnd." A few weeks before
:his death he suffered a slight pa~alytic stroke, and
from that time until the laE>t shock he felt that he
might die without much ~arning. This knowleqge,
however, made no difference in his conduct, and he
continued to attend to his business. The last attack
of the disease prostrated him completely, and he lay
for several days wholly unconscious, and died without
knowing that the end was near.
Several years ago Dr. Brown wrote his own funeral
sermon, bad it printed, and then kept the manuscript
on his office desk, with plain directions thereon how
and when it should be used. This was not done in
any spirit of bravado or crankiness, but the doctor
wished, as a plain, straightforward man who knew
his own mind, to do away with the superstitious sermons which Christians usually consider appropriate
on such occasions. His family, however, disregarded
his wishes, and the Episcopalian rector read the
stereotyped service of that church over his coffin
and his open ~rave. "I am the resurrection and the
life, saith the Lord: be that believeth in me, though
he were dead, yet shall he liv," and "I know that my
redeemer liveth," must hav sounded hollow and
mocking even to the Christians among Dr. Brown's
friends who knt;~w bow firmly he held that there is no
resurrection and no life beyond the grave, and that
apart froo:' himself and his own effort·s there is no
redeemer for'man, nor redemption necessary. "We
. therefore commit his body to the ground; earth to
earth, ashes to ash eEl, dust to dmt; lookin~ for the
general resurrection in the last day, and the life of
the world to come throuuh our Lord, Jesus Christ.,"
chanted at the grave of Dr. Titus L. Brown, a Freethinker, a MateJialist, a man of scientific attainments,
was de!'ecration of his memory.
.
Dr. Brown was a member of the Broome County
Mt dical Association, the New York State Freethink pre' Association, the American Secular Union,
t.he Iron Hall. Order of Red Men, Broome County
Homeopathic 1\J edical Society, New York State Home·
opat hie Medical Society, International Hahnemanian
Socipty, American Im.titute of Homeopathy, and the
.American Obstetrical Society·.
His motto was,
"Damn others as you would like to be damned your·
self," and conspicuous on his letter heads was the
following:
"Happiness is the only good.
The time t.o be happy is now.
The place to be happy is here.
Tbe way to be happy is to try to make others so."
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tions do not die. They scatter wide with generous
hand the priceless deeds ofvirtue, purity, 11.nd truth,
and· a golden harvest will be reaped." Dr. Brown
became.a Materialist at the deathbed of his mother.
Of a large family he was the boy most companionable
to his mother, and both had been students of Spirit·
ualism. When she died, she called him to her and
said: " Titm•, I am going to die. Hold my hand· in
yours, and if I hav continued consciousness I shall
press yours.'' The end came, but no sign from her,
and the boy received what he considered strong
Proof that the theory of immortality is a delusion
This was in later life strengthened by his experiences
with believers in the doctrin. The Elmira Telegram, published in his immediate neighborhood, and
by men who knew him welJ, speaks of him with ac·
curacy as "a man of great intelleetual ability, a stron~
if not convincing reasoner. PC'sitiv and radical, hp
was an extremist in his views. He had no faith. He
bad no belief, we may say. He did not believe in
man, God, or the devil 1 He was out~>poken. Lik('
11.1l men _of his class he was a questioner-a doubter.
What he couldn't understand he didn't take any
"tock in. What be believed in must be founded o~
the cold, hard substratum of fact. Logical resu-lts
be arrived at Conclusions must be reached through
honest reasonin~.
If. he couldn't understand t.be
whys 111d w4erefores he rejected the matter. · He
took :im!;bing on faith. He accepted nothing on
trust, and so he was a scoffer and a doubter, and
railed at. religion and deridfd its promises."
Dr. Brown won great local fame as a physician,
and was generally considered to be a level-headPd
11.nd keen man. He was aggressiv and ~ood-naturPdly
"'harp in conf.roversy, with a strong disposition to he·
lieve t.bat whatever Dr. Ti~us L. Brown said and
tbou~bt was about as near right as it could hP.
"Macdonald," he said to us last summer at White
Sulphur Springs, "you're a younger man than I am
and you'll probably hav to write my obituary. I hav
nnlv one thing to say to you about it, Tell the truth.
If there is anything ~ood 11.bout me, say so. If there
isn't, say that, too." "Doctor," we retorted, "if
your obit.uary is printed ahead of ourfl, the only bad
t.bing t.bat we shall say about you is that. you arf>
egotistic.'' He laughed and answered, "Well, ain't
I U!lually right?"
Only· a year bas past1Pd since thPn, and the ~enial,
powprful, !lelF-assertiv doctor is dead. We told his
fault to himself; we tell his virtues to the world.

HPrPtical

Pf'r~onalities.

W. F. J AMIEBON. the popul11r We8tern lecturer. is a Oanailian bv birth. He iR respon~ible for the conver8ion of Mo~e~
Hull from Ailventism to Spirituali 0 m. but he never coulcl
convert Mr. Hnll to MAterialism. While he was & Flpiritua).
i~t.. Mr. JAmiP~<on convertecl the Rev. Mr. But.terfielcl ancl
Elder Robert. G. E<'cleR to that faith. Mr. Jamieson is fiftv
veArR olcl. of fair complexion· and stout physique, a ready
debater and an earnest orator.
CHARUtB EoKHARnT, treasurer of the American Secular
Union. iR fat. fair. ancl 8omewhere around ~ixtv. He made
a fortune in bookl)incling-, and now livR comfort'ablv thereon.
He owns nne of the bie:geRt !lllnd-banks in New Jersey. ancl
is alwa.ys reaily to Fell 8and. Europe is as fAmiliar to him ~~~
P merica, and he deteAtR the Catholics. He rivals Frank
Pix lev, of the 'Fri~co Arqonaut, in ilenouncing the "Pope's
Irish" and upholding American institutions.
DR. E. B. FooTE, JR., chairman of t.he Secular Union
ExPcntiv Committee, is a.tAll. slim. athletic vounl!' man, ancl
Atanil~ up in front. of big- Anthony ComRtock without. a tremor.
The doctor can turn a double somerRault from a sprin~r-board
or jnmp from Albany to WaRbing-ton to defe11t Tony with
equal grnce. He is in partnership with Dr. E. B. Foote. Sr ..
and showR a sheepskin from the most orthodox medi"al
college in this cit.v. When be haR lived as long. he will
probably be as g-enial, generous, and skilful as his father, for
he is crowdin~ him now.
THE nineteenth eent.ury WAS still in boyhooil's j:!arb when
Hnrace Seaver came into it, but that veteran Freethinker iA
in 8pirit one of the yonne:est workers we hav. He edits the
fn'IJesti.qatnr, punctuati'S and corrects the manuscript of his
l'ontrihutors, and reads tbe proof. He used to be found
occasionally setting type, bnt lately he bas taken thingo
more f.nsily, and enrly every Afternoon he can be Reen
cleACencline: from the top floor of Paine Memorial, and getting
into a horse·car, bouncl for his snhnrban home. In the carR
he usually fincls a Chri~tian friencl, anil reports of the
impromptu debates then held are among the features of the
In'llestigator.

G. G. GnowRR, who prepares Science Lessons for our
"Chilclrt>n's Corner." iR a voung man of ~light builcl. stnclious habit~. anil fair complexion. F{e is the analytical chemiRt for a large manufacturing firm in Ansonia, Conn., ancl
makes gooil u~e of thP lare:e salary befitting his re~ponsible
poRition. Before hf' b!'came acqnRintecl with TnE TRnTH
SR&K&R-which he did bv set>ing it qnoted in the New York
Bun-he held thP hnzy idea that he WllS the only Infidel in
the worlcl. Mr Grower is the only man who ever got the
late Dr. T. L Brown to acknowledge himself mistAken on a
Rcjentific point. Like most men of gf'nius, Mr. Grower is
mocle~t. and the large amount of work he does for Liberalism
is performecl quietly and unobtrusivly.
E. A. BTRVF.NS, who replaced the Editor of TH& TRUTH
RRRKRR as chairman of the Finance Committee of the Secular
Union. is tall ancl fair, and About forty. He is the harcleRt
worker among the Chicago Vherals, and to him is clue the
most of whatever success the Chicago Leae:ue has achieved.
HP can find more virtues in a cake of ~apolio, wh~n he gets a
purcha~iug g-rocervman to tAlk to, than anv hon~ewife can.
Mr. Stevens is a B'ci&liAt, hnt k<'eps his economic opinions
on a lower shelf than he does his heresv. With him it ill
Another motto which the doctor had hung- in his Liberali~m first. At the time of the Anarchist scare in bis
office, and one he was fond of repeatillg, reads: ''A city he stoocl in some danger from the police, who connoble life is never lost, good deeds and virtuous ac- founded Anarchy, Socialism, and luftdelity, and t.hougbt·one
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synonymous with the other two. He is a widower, with one
child, a remarkably bright girl of some fourteen years.
GEoRGE MAonoNALD, who iR likerl by everybody t>XCPpt
the orators of the Manhattan Liberal Club. is a youn~r fellow
of thirty, of muscular devf"lilpment, and is prourl of it. · He
occupies the f"Dviable po~ition of forem&n and proof reader in
THE TRnTH SrntKRR offil'e, and in spare momPiits twists the
"Letters from Friends" into ~hape for the compo~itors. He
is a remarkAble hnmorist, and coulrl e:et fun out of the Concord School of Philosophy. The Liberal Club audience
loves him, though the orators do not. ADd Mr. Wettstein,
patentee of the badge. pin, has a ileep affection for him. He
is an occasional cont.ribntor to Puck. and bas also written for
the Jud.q~. He is up ill New Hampshire now-hence this
paragraph; for. if he ~aw it, he would probably " pi" the
type, and would bav to be lock ell up to afford us opportunity
to pay this humble tribute to his merits.
WHRN' Canal ~treet was considered Up-town and cattle were
pastured where the TRUTH BRRKER office now is, 0. B Reynolas was p'aying in the streets of New York. and later was
Assistant fon•man of one of the old volunteer fire companies.
He glories in his record at fires, which is a good one. At
one time in his life, he was an actor and a theatrical mana!!'er. Afterward he became converted to the Bevt>nth Day
Advent faith. and was a popular and succes~ful pn•acher.
He never could be induced to wear his hat strai!!:ht, and the
tilt he givR it was a cause of grief to the members of his
church. He is short, fat. and jolly. and would travPl many
miles to serve a frh·nd. Since be bPgan to h·ctnre for Liberalism he has hacl a variety of experiences, from b~ing
•toned. arrestecl and tried for bla~phtmy, to having twentyclollar bills thrust into his hand from some aclmiring auditor.
He owns a farm or two in North Parma. N. Y., ami has a
family of grown-up chilclren. He goes West on a lecturing
trip this month, ancl is will·ng to look at the Pacific ocean
before he returns if he is wanted out there.

Lectures and M.eetim;s.
W. F. JAMIEsoN's first call for his winter work is at Salida,
Colorado. At the suggestion of Mr. Morse Coffin, of Longmont, Mr. Jomieson will organize Liberal unions in Colorado.
To this end Liberals of tbat state should write him at once
to Monte Vista, Colorado.
TH& engagements of Mrs. H. B. Lake are as follows: The
Rundays of September at Philadelphia, Pa. ; of October,
Norwich, Conn.; of November and December, Bo~ton;
first, secnnd, and fifth Bunclfl.ys of January, at Salem, Mass;
the third and fourth Sundays of January at Lynn, Mass.
Societies desiring her services will address accordingly.
J. E. REMSBURG is now lecturing in Iowa. The following
is a Jist of his appointments as far as arran~ed:
Beclford .............................. Saturday, Sunday, Aug. 27, 28
CaRPy ............................................................ Monday 29
CRmpbell ....................................................... Tuesrlay 30
Missouri Valley .......................................... Wedne>day 31
Oto ............................................. ·.......... Tbursday. 1::\t>pt. 1
Peiro ................................................................. Fridav 2
Holstein ........................................ Saturday, Bunclay, 3, 4
C:astana ............................................................ Monday 5
Rheldon ........................................................... Tuesdav 6
Spirit Lake ................................................. Wednesday 7
Armstrong .............. • ••.................. Thnrsday, Friday, 8. 9
Postville ..................................... Baturday, Sunilny, 10, 11
O•sian ...................................... : ...................... Monday 12
Elkacler .......................................................... Tne~dny 13
New Hampton ...... Wednesday, Thursday. Friday. 14. Hi. 16
Oxford ........................................ Baturday, Bunclay, 17, 18
Ouumwa ......................................................... Monilay 19
Salem ............... : ............................................Tutsday 20
CARDINAL GIBBoNs bas been invited to offer the· closing
prayer and pronounce the benediction on the celebration of
the centennial of the completion of the United States Constitution. In accepting the invitation. Cardinal Gibbons writes:
"The Constitution of the Uniterl Sllttes is wor~by of beinl!: written in JettHs of gold. It is >tOhRrter bvwhich twe liberties of Aixty
millions of people are se"ured, RDrl by which, under providence,
t.he tempoml happiness of countless millions yet unborn will be
perpetuated."'
It is a grt'at pity that the profesRions and practices of
ecclesiastics do not ~quare. Carclinal Gibbons says this with
well-simulated sincerity, thou~~;h the policy and ]f'!!;islation of
his church are subversiv of almost every provision of that
venerable document.
---------4~~--------

THE sum of fifteen hunclred dollars has just been ~~;at.hered
in by the priests to build a CBt.holic church at Nantasket
Beach. The begging inRtrnment was an entert~tinment. held
in a skating rink at the BPach. The BoRton Herald reports
the proceedings: "The first number on the progrHm was
a black face comedy sketch by MeBsrs. Gardner and Hamlin,
who delightecl those present. by their funny ~avin~~;s. They
were followed by John Wilkes in his funny recitationR, Mr.
John Mannin~r in hiq flying trapeze act, Vf. J. Bnlly and
Nelly Germon in a comed_v sketch. Thomas f,,mRck in songs,
parodies, and funny sayings, Willis Arnold, vocalist and
rlancer, and John MBnning in his laughAble creation, 'Billy
Billy.' Then came the a1hletic entertainment, which commenced with a four. ronnel London prize ring set-to, between
George La Blanche ~;~nd Patsey Kerri~an, and ended with a
three-round Marquis of Qrteen•bPrry rules set-to between
champion John L. Sullivan and Steve TBylor, of New York.
The bouts between La Blanche and Kerri~ran created a vast
amount of mirth, particnlarly among the ladies, who composed more than half of the number of spectators. Mr. Pat
ShePdy, who was introduced as master of cerf'mnnies bv Mr.
Robert Bishop, announced that the contest was for the hand
of a society young lady of whom both men were enamored.
He also stated that their fighting efforts woulcl be proportinned to the esteem they had for the young lady. Everything but biting was allowt>cl, and at the end of the contest
it ~as decidert a ~raw. There was ;voci!er~ns applause,
wh1ch was well mer1tecl. ·When chllmpion Snlltvan Appeared
for his bout '!ith Steve1'ay.lor he wa~ chet•n•d anrl applauded
for sever~! mmutes, and afterwards 111troduced by Mr. John
~oyle O'Heilly. A scientific exhib. i!i<!~ of the manl.\;' art was
gtven for three rounds, .and the exh1b1t10n closed Wlth more
applause for the cllampron.e,"
·
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giommunicafions.
Our Bight to Buy and

~ell

Where We Pleasr.

THE TRUTH SEEKER bas published a very plausible
article by Mr. Van Buren Denslow, in support of the
restrictions now imposed on this sacred right by the
tariff. We, lovers of hberty, are particularly bound
to study the question, now rapidly becoming foremost in politics, what business our governmE>nt has
to say that we shall not buy our blankE>ts, fl-tnnels.
window-glass, salt, sugar, books, tools, and thousands
of other useful articles as cheaply as we can. Why
should not the free American be able, like the
Englishman, to purchase foreign-made goods, when
they are cheaper and better than domestic products,
without being taxed for it 1 This question will soon
meet us at the polls. All who wnte; about it agree
that it is vitally important.
Mr. Denslow argues in the first place that our
tariff keeps up wages.. He estimates that labor is
worth $1 50 a day here, to $1.10 in England, $0 90
in Belgium. $0.80 in FrancA, $0 60 in Germany, etc.,
down to $0.05 in India. This difference he ascribes
to the tanff; but, by his own showin~, the laborer
is much better off under free trade in England than
under the high tariffs of Belgium, France, and Germany. If protection has any influence over wag~s
in the last country, it is to keep them down nearly to
one-half what they are where the manufacturer is not
protected. Skilled labor is much more poorly paid
in Germany than in England; and this is partly due
to the weight of taxes-by which the court, the army,
and the church are kept up at the expense of the
industrial population-and partly to the poor quality
of the labor itself. The real reason that the Hindoo
gets so little pay in comparison to the Englishman
or American, is that his labor is worth so little. Our
manufacturers would not employ him, even if they
could get him gratis and. hav a bounty besides. Mr.
Brassey, who built railroads all over the world, says
that shoveling dirt cost him as much in India as in
England, and that a guinea could buy about as much
work in one country as in another. His work in
France was done most cheaply by English navvies,
brought over at unusually high rates. The prosperity of the American laborer is due mainly to hi~;
superior efficiency, his opportunities of getting land
to cultivate, and his freedom from such burdens as
an expensiv and useless court, .a state church, a
hereditary nobility, a large army and navy, etc.
These advantages are so plain that it i.s scarcely
necessary to con&ider so improbable a supposition as
that the same system of high tariff<> which is starving
out the laborer in Germany should be enriching him
in America.
A more practical queRtion is whether skilled labor
really is paid much bettt>r here than in Great Britain.
The only difference claimed by Mr. Denslow is as 15
to 11; and this would be more than off<>et by
higher prices of clothe!'!, rent, groceries, etc. A few
years ago, when the tariff was almost as high as at
prasent, a commtttee of Eoglisb artisans came over
to see whether wages really were high enough in tbi~
country to jmttfy any general emigration of highly
tramed laborers. They told a friend of mine that
they were better cff at home. What emigration we
get from Great Brit~in is mostly of a class which we
do not pretend to protect. If any laborers are peculiarly b~o:nefited by our tariff, it is· those in steel and
iron; and yet the census tables show that they only
earned on the average ten per cent more in 1880
when the tariff on tbil'l industry was from 50 to 200
per cent, than in 1860, when it was 12 to 24;
and meanwhile rent and board bad risen about forty
per cent, the average of prices being "fully one-third
above the one of the low-tariff period previous to the
war." Here I quote from a pampbl~t by J. Scboenhof, on " The Destructiv Influence of the Tariff
upon Manufactures and Commerce" (G. P. Putnam's
Sons). My main reliance, however, is on the wellknown fact of the prosperity of the Northern laborer
during those years of low tar1ff before the war.
·There certainly were not so many tramps then as now;
and I think there were not so many strikes eithH.
Of Mr. Denslow's other arguments, the principal
one is that our country bad better do as much manufacturing as possible, e~pecially of her own productR.
This is what all the protectionists insist upon; and
they are perfectly right in it. The only trouble is
that they charge their opponents with being l'ess
friendly than they to manufactures. The fact is that
the so-called free traders are just as desirous as the
protectionists to hav our manufactures flourish. The
only que~tion is what rate of duties will answer the
purpose best. No one expects any general increase
of the existing duties; but it must be confessed that
our iadustrial condition is by no means perfect. Our
ship-building, for instance, which had flourished ever
sin~e it sprang int_o exist~nce, despite British jPalou~;y
durmg the coloma!. penod,_ has sunk into insignificance under the high tar1ff. Our steel and iron
industry, so· prosperous before the Revolutionary
war as to call out hostil legislation from the British
J>arli~J,mentl i!l so wealt th!!>t Q!Jf total export of

mftals was only $14116,000 worth in 1880, when we manufacturers, but insist on a high enough tariff
imported $72,744 000, and Fngland exported $237,- " to secure to American cit1zens th(;l privilege of sup500,000. Of wooleDR, wort>tPds, and mixed tf'xtils, plying every article which can be produced as well
we exported $216 576 t.o $35 000,000 imported by in the United States as in other countries, and
ourselvs, and $100 000,000 exported by England. sufficiently to supply American wants." (See Ohio
·
For cotton goods. our exports were $10 000,000; our platform.)
This looks like giving up all hope of foreign
imports, $30 000 000; and the En~lish exports, $375,000,000. We grow cotton, and England does not; markets. The words, "pr.oduced as well," do not,
but she is able to export about forty times as much of course, mean produced as cheaply. There. is no
cotton goods as we can, and we bav to import three need of a tariff to secure that. The object of our
times as. much we export. Our neighbors buy our present tariff is to giv the American manufacturer
cotton, and we buy their goods. England has be- the monopoly of the home market for goods which
come, with free trade, the great maker of cotton, be will not furnish as cheaply as similar articles could
be procured from abroad. And the claim of the
woolen, and iron goods for all mankind.
We bav better workmen and machinery; and we Ohio platform is not merely that some articles should
hav a protectiv tariff. Let us see how we stand in be . protected thus, for instance, to build up espeour trade with our natural customers to the south- cially important enterprises, but that "every article"
ward. In 1880 we bought of our sister republics jn should be, until the home market is supplied fully.
Snut.h and Central America to the amount of $176;- Taken literally, this would require putting heavy
000,000, while they took only $58,000,000 of our enough duties upon monkeys, parrots, Iogwood,
products, and only one third of this from our manu- mahogany, cochineal, coffee, camphor, palm leaves,
facturers. Of cotton g-oods, Mexico bought three and other tropical products to enable our country to
times as much from England as from us, and the raise all she needs of them in hot-houses. ·What
other states in Central and South America took six- munificent protection, not only to gardeners: but to
teen times as much. As for Canada, we all know: mechanics, glass-blowers, and iron-makers ! I do
hbw much the excess of our tariff above hers does to not say that any such plans bav. been proposed
prevent our having more friendly relations and brisk seriously. What I do charge ag-ainst the protectiontrade. Is this protecting our manufacturers, to ists is that they are, in the first place, openly prooblige them to confine t.bemselvs · to .ij!.e home posing to offset the surplus revenue from their tariff
market, and find some difficulty even in filling that! by taking off the taxes on tobacco and whisky; and,
The true friend of the American manufacturers is he in the second place, aiding and abetting all sorts of
who tries to throw open to them all the markets of schemes for using up this surplus revenue ·in wholet.he world. The main reason that it is so hard for sale pension bills and similar extravagances. Thus,
them to· get cut>tomers abroad is that we are the what a protectiv tariff really means is cheap whisky
only great manufarturing nation t.hat taxes raw ma- and tobacco, dear food and clothes, fac~ories which
terial. Hemp, flax. wool, iron ore, copper ore, coal, make millionaires, mill-hands on the tramp, foreign
glass, clay, dye· stuffs, chemicals, and vegetable ~ms markets shut up against our goods, and our national
are all admitted free of duty, not only into Great .treasury kept wide open, in literal conformity to the
F. M. HoLLAND.
Britain and Ireland, but even into protectionist text, " Giv to him that asketh."
York Harbor, Me.
Canada, Germany, France, and Belgium, the only ex---------.~.--------ception being· that coal is taxt~d in Canada, though
'l'he
Age of Man on the Earth.
not so heavily as in the United States. Even the
British fair trader, as he calls himself, who is strivI hav carefully examined Professor Moss's able
in~ vainly to put protectiv duties on manufacturers, effort on the length of the human period in reply to
admits that raw materials ought still to be admitted iny paper on this subject; and I suppose it remains
free. It is our duties on raw materials which pre for me to present a closing argument on the points
vent our exporting the surplus products of our fac- under discussion. I should hav presented my patories, even when the home market is glutted. Other per before this,· but circumstances were such that I
parts of the tariff work in the same direction; but less could not.
The professor, in his first paper, included . three
plainly aud disastrously. It is especially these
duties which bav made ship-building almost a lost questions under this head, and in my first I took the
art, except for fal't yachts. Do our manufacturers affirmativ of each, and in this I will place them in
wish to bav the prices of their coal, wool, iron, etc., the following form :
run up against them T Of course not. Why are
1. All men are of one species with many varieties.
2. That' so far as science teaches they originally
these duties kept up T . In order to rope in votes for
high tariff on manufactured goods. The tax on raw sprang from one single p~ir.
wool, for inst.ance, is a bounty to the grower at the
"3. " The age of man on the earth," or the length
E>xpense of t be· man ufacterer, as well as of the con- of the human period, as given by Moses, is reconcilable
sumer, and is plainly a bid for !'lupport of the pro- with science.
The first the professor hesitatingly admits; not
tect.ionists, as is the purchase pf $2,000 000 worth of
Rilv.er a month in order to coin dollars for which being able to disprove this important position, he
there is no demand as a circulating medium. The feebly attempts the second. In his first paper he
miners get more out of this bargain than the farm- said: "It is too late in the day to attempt to prove
Prs, who owned, on the average, in 1880, nine sheep. that climatic conditions or congenital accidents will
each. These sheep gave about fifty-five pounds of account for aU the varieties of men having descended
raw wool; protected by a duty of ten cents per from one pair;" and in his reply the only evidence
P'"'und. Thus the former gained. on the average, brought forward in support of this broad assertion is
$5 50 by the tariff, while he lost by the increased simply the supposition that man is "the off.,.hoot of
nrice of clothing alone more than four times as much. the ape;" that one branch of men went off in one
What is worse still is that both foreign and domestic direct.ion and another in another, and from these
wools are needed for making the same cloth. Hence through his imaginary process of evolution the maay
the tariff, by raising the price of foreign wool, pre- varieties of men descended.
vents the manufacturer from buying- domestic wool,
In support of this mere supposition he produces
and lowers its price accordingly. Thus the duty of the speculations of Haeckel, who says: "In that
wool really works against the grower as well as the long chain, of many generations, that formed the
manufacturer, though neithE>r suffers as much as the transition from the men-apes to the ape-men, and
buver does.
from these last to actual articulate-speaking man, no
The bad fffPct ·of these duties is so plain that a single pair can be designated as the first pair of huprominPnt member of the party whiC~h has made it its man beings " (Ped. of Man, p. 80).
·
"P~'Cial work to keep up the tariff, Senator Dawes of
The origin and descent of man is not in this disMassachusetts, recently admitted the necessity of cussion, but as the professor's argument is princiRUC~h a reduction as would giv "free raw material." pally made up of suppositions and speculations, or,
''No industrial policy," he says, "will promote the as he says, "ingenious sophistry," I will allow him
highest proflperity of both labor and capital in this the privilege of bringing in the same, by way of evicount.ry which fails to lay down the raw material at denee or iJlustration, especially as one set of suppothe door of the manufactory at the lowest possible sitions and speculations is very admirable and parcost." He also admitted the wisdom of such other ticularly suitable to prove or illustrate another. .
changes in the tariff as would reduce the annual
Now, it is well known that Huxley is an authority
revenue from it at least $75,000,000.
of perhaps greater distinction than Haeckel. He
Among the measures by which he proposed to get plainly says: "I am one of those who believe that,
rid. of the prel?ent surplus, was repealing the duty on at present, there is no evidence whatever for saying
Fnlgar, which now retails for twice as much in New that mankind sprang originally from aqy more t.han
York as in London. Most of the Republicans I a single pair" (Huxley's Origin of Species, p. 113).
meet talk like Mr. Dawes, especially as regards raw
We -will call the evidence of these two eminent
materials.
·
.
scientists a set-off, and then we hav an abundance of
One of the most important elements of the prob- scientific evidence deciding in favor of the unity of
lem, however, is the fact that whenever the Repub- the species and the derivation of the whole human
licans act or speak as a party, it is in favor of high race from a single pair.
tariff.
·
This is the evidence afforded by physiology and
Various plans of horizontal reduction and free raw zoology. The researches and arguments of Blumenmaterials hav. been supported in Congress by about bach, Haller, CuviE>r, and many other eminent scienfour-fifths of the Democrats, and defeated by an tists, above all of Dr. Prichard (Physical History of
almost unanimous vote from the other side of the Mankind, vol. i, pp. 114-376), bav est.ablisbed this
bouse. The recent Republican conventions, in the point beyond all reasonable doubt. Even the author
leading states of Ohio and Pennsylvania, do not of the "Vestiges of Creation" admits ''the result,
t~vor any sort of reduction 1 even in the interest of on the whole, of the inquiries il!tQ what are called
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the physical history of man to. be that conditions! Now, this is only an attempt to dodge the questio~, for my actions. Whep 1 After my death. What a
such as climate and food, domestiCation,. and perhaps for an answer would be fatal to his side of the discus- fine dream! after death ! He will be a clever fellow
an inward tendency to prog-ress under tolerably favor- sion. Suppose we substitute "the writer of Gene· who catches me. Just think of a lump of ashes
able circumstances, are sufficient to account for all sis" for the word "Moses," and the professor is in the seized by a shadowy hand! Let us speak the truth,
the outward peculiarities of form and color " (Ves- same dilemma as before, but I will not do so, for I we hav been initiated, and hav raised . the skirt· of
maintain that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch, Isis ; there is no good, there is no evil, but there is
tiges,, p. 262, tenth ed. ).
Comparativ philology, !lofter divers fluctuations; has and am surprised that a man of such intelligence would vegetation. Let us seek reality and go to the botsettled itself into the belief that the various languae-es meet an argument with such frivolous quibbling.
toJl!-hang it all, we must scent the truth~dig into
hav been all derived from a common basis. This
As to that " manifest contradiction," the "two the ground for it and seize it. Then it offers exw
view is supported by Professor Max Mftller. (See histories of creation," etc, which the professor says quisit delights ; then you become strong and laugh.
Bunsen's Philosophy of Universal History, vol. i., p. is given in these first two chapters, 1t is quite re- Human immortality is a thing which aoybody who
freshing in this enlightened age to find a man of his likes may listen to. Oh, ·what. a charming prospect !
474, and compare pp. 478, 479.)
Ethnology pronounces that, independently of the ability giving us such interpretations, for upon a What a fine billet Adam has! You are a soul, you will
scriptural record, we should be led to fix• on the careful consideration of these chapters, we find that be an angel and hav blue wings on your shoulderplains of Shinar as a common center or focus, from in the first the sacred historian has given us the blades. Come help me! Is it not Tertullian. who
which the '9'arious lines of migration and the Eieveral general outlines of the work of creation; the second says that the blessed shall go from.one planft to the
types of races originated (Rawlinson, in the Journrd is an appendix to this brief history, explaining some other ? Very good ; they will be the grasshoppers
. <Jf the Royal Asiatic Society. vol. xv., part 2, p. 232; particulars more fully which would otherwise hav of the planets, and then they will see Q-od, ta ! ta ! ta !
.
interrupted the order of his brief narration, and These paradises are al1 Bonsense, and God is a monalso, Herodotus, vol. i., p. 586).
The" Toldoth Bani Noah" has extorted the admir- more particularly enlarging upon that pavt which strous fable. I would not say so in the newspapers,
ation of philologists and ethnologists, who con- relates immediately to man, and giving a more partie of course, but I whiRper it between friends, inter
tinually find in it anticipations of their greatest ular account of man's creation as the summary of pocula. Sacrificing the earth for paradise is giving
·
discoveries. . For instance, in the very. second verse, ~he whole work; and the assertion that '' they were up the substance for the shadow.
the great dtscovery of Schlegel, whiCh the word written by diffarent persons at different times" is
"I am not such an ass as to be the dupe of the in"Indo-European" embodies-the affl_nitj of the prin- without foundation, for there is sufficient evidence finit. I am nothing ! my name is Senator Nothing!
cipal nations of Europe with the Arian or Indo-Persic to warrant the belief that Moses wrote them; but as Did I exist before my birth ~ No. Shall I exist
stock-is sufficiently indicated by the conjunction of we are not discussing this question I will pass it with after my death? No. What am H A little dust
the Madai or Medes (whose nativ name was JJ/ada) the express- understanding that I am willing to dis- aggregated by an organism. What hav I to do on
with Gomer or the Cymry, and Javan or the Ionians. flUBS it in the future, and also the story of the flood, this earth' I hav the choice between suffering and
Again, one of the most recent and unexpected the origin and descent of man, the hypothesis of enjoyment. To what will suffering lead me 1 To·
results of modern linguistic inquiry is· the proof evolution, etc., if he thinks hiR side of these questions nothingness ; but I shall hav suffered. To what
which it baR furnished of an ethnic connection be- rests on foundations of sufficient scientific support will enjoyment lead me? To nothingness; but I
tween the Ethiopians or CuRhites, who adjoined on to hear investigation.
·
shall hav enjoyed. My choice is made. A manEgypt,' and the . primitiv inhabitants of Babylonia--a
N"xt, the aRsertion that all I said about the time it. must either eat or be eaten, and so I eat, for it is
connection which was positivly denied by an eminent ha<~ taken to produce the many varieties of dogs, of better to be the tooth than the grass.
"That is my wisdom, after which go on as I impel
ethnologist only a few years ago, but which has now horses,' of pigeons, was quite bPside the question,
been established from the cuneiform monuments.
was mfl.de without the least consideration for I onlv you. The grave-diQ"ger is there, the Pantheon for
The affinity of the Sanskrit with the Persian, made this argument in my first paper 'by way of such as us, and all fall into the large hole. Finis
.Greek, Latin~ and German ·languages was first rc-- illustration, tn Rhow that of domestic horses there iR and total liquidation, that is the vanishing point.
marked by Sir W. Jones; but it. remained for F. rme spel'ieR, of domestic cattle there is one species, of Death is dead, take my word for it; and I laugh at
No, our
Schlegel, in Germany. and Dr. Prichard, in England, flomestic hogs there is one Rpecies, of dogs there is anyone present affirming the contrary.
t? make a scientific ~se of the mate~ial this providerl one Rpecies, of ·pigeons there is one species; now, of morrow is night; behind the tomb there is nothing
for them. Schlegels essay on the "L~tng-nage and AllCh of these five species of animals there are many but equal nothings. T.he poor are off<lred immortalPhilosophy of the Hindoos" and Dr. Prichard't- flistinl't variet.ies of as ext.reme divergence of types ity, paradise, the stars, to swallow. They chew that
inaugural "Dissertation on the Varieties of th.- ·11nd characterist.ics as are found to exist in the varia- and put it on their dry bread. The man who has nothHuman Race," were published almost simultaneously; t.ies of man, and if, from each of these five species, ing has God, and that is something at any rate. I
but Schlegel's work is regarded as the mor.e advanced t.bere bav been produced many varieties so•diverse in do not oppose it. for God is good for the poor" (Victor
production. (See Bunsen's Philosophy of Universal pArhaps, at most, not over one-ba'f the given length Hugo, in Les Miserables).
When I look around me and see a world full of sufferHistory, vol. ii., p. 50; also, R'lw1inson's HProdotus, of the human period, then we may reasonably convol. i., p. 442; Essay 11 of same volume, p. 65:1; and' dude that climate, Rtation, food, and other conditions ing, disease, decay, and death, and ignorance piled
an elaborate article in the Jrntrnr!.l of the Asiatic 0f exist-ence would develop the different varieties of mountain high-all the wealth posseRsed by the narSociety, vol. xv., part 2, pp. 215-259)
men within the period given in the Bible. This rowest and soulless ignorant parfi.Rites; the few who
Therefore, science establishes the great fact that argument was admissible, but it was so forcible, and pos"!ess brains; the churches full of hypocrits, and the
all the varieties of i:nen orig-inally sprang from a carried with it Ruch g-reat preponderance of scientific penitentiaries full of preachers ; the poor-houses and
single pair. The professor feels the force of thi!- evidence, that he could not refute it., therefore he at- lunatic asylums where public thi~<VPS steal from the
staggering fact; and well knows that he is confronted tempted to evade it by saying it was quite beside the stomachs of paupers, and prison officials who steal
from the stomachs of convicts; a world full of gravewith difficulties of an insuperable character; that h1- question.
cannot remove nor surmount them unless he set
Anot.ber ludicrous attempt to dodge this ar~ument yards that hide away the dead ; a world that is
aside the testimony of science; consPquently he was Rtstting that Haacke! has traced the dog back to almost a vast idiot asylum; a world full of liars ;
attempts to parry the crushing blow by q•wting thf. t.he jackal and the wolf, as clearly as Huxley has the t.he forgers and interpolators of histories-instance,
speculations of Haacke! with these quet~tions: " If horsA to the bear; this I deny, as not being sup- Eusebius's forgery of the passage about Jesus in
Adam was the first man, what sort of a man was he! ported by science, but as it is clearly beside the JoRephus, which contains the whole Athanasian
Was he a Jew? Then I am not his descendant. qneRt.ion and only made to draw the reader's atten- Creed, which did not exist till 325 A.n.; the awful
poverty of the human soul; the malice of the human
Was he Chinese T Then I am not his descendant .tion from the point in controversy, I wtll pass it.
Was he Hindoo 1 Th~:~n I am not his descendant.
Not being able to weaken, in the slightest degree, heart; the two thouRand five hundred preachers in
Of what color and type was Adam 1"
my argumPnts upon the first and second proposi- the different penitentiaries, and the thousands who
Now, these questions are unworthy of notice ex- tinw~, or withstand the great prPponderance of scien- ought to be there; the brainy men who are poor,
cept for a little pleasantry. We are not discussing tificevidence in their favor, be makeR a vigorous attark and the haughty, ignorant riQh men and women;
the color and type of the first man and woman, and upnn the third, which is the real question under dis- the betrayals of husbandR by wives, and the onanism_
as science teaches that all the different var~eties of cussion, bnt as he is so prone to digress, I hav taken and infidelities of husbands to the wives; the vast
men originally sprang from a single pair, and as that <~O much time and space in meandering after him number of infant murders; the vaRt number of
single pair was not an "off:~hoot of the ape," then t.bat I will conclude my article on this third. proposi- foundling hospitals, where the daught•;rs of the
wealthy are rearing their offspring; the pulpits and
the professor, if we. admit his own language, is the tion in another issue.
J. W. GRABILL.
the . pews full of hypocrits ; the daily and weekly
only person in existence that can boast of the ancesDe Nibilo, Ex Nibil },it.
newspapers which attack and slander, lie, and cov?r
tral ·ape; but I demur to. this, for I am certain
"I bate Diderot; he is an idealist, a declaimer, with venom and filth the helpless and the poor m
that he is mistaken as to the true teachings of science,
and I affirm without fear of successful contradiction and a revolutionist, believing in his heart in deitv, one column, and kiss the toe and fawn and slobber
that he is not an improved ape, as he would hav us and more hated than Voltaire. The latter ridi- upon the wealthy in another column, I involuntarily
believe, but an intelligent, high-minded member of culed Needham, and was wrong, for Needham's eels exclaim, God Almighty must hav been hard· up for
prove that God is unneceRsary. A drop of vinegar material when he created this earth !
some variety of the human species.
Oh,' yes, it became necessary in order that man
Now, the impartial reader of the first and second in a !lpoonful of flour suppliPd tbe.fl17.t lu~ / suppose
chapters of Genesis will find these facts taught. that the drop larg-er, and the spoonful bigger, and you might liv again for God to kill him.
"All is vanity, and a striving after wind." The
the different varieties of men are of one species, and bav the world. Man is the eel; t.hen what is the
their derivation from a single pair; then, when we use of the eternal father 1 The Jehovah hypothesis earth traveling through infinit spaee eighteen m1les
candidly and seriously consider this matter, the ques- wearies me; it is only fitted to produce thin people a second, is going .to nothing-ness. T~e end. ~ill b.e
tion naturally arises, and I will again repeat it, who think hollow. Down with the Great All which wound up in nothmgness. It began m obhvton, 1t
How came Moses, in an age of ignorance, long- before annoys me1 Long liv Zero, which leaves me at will end in como. From nothing-, nothing will come,
science was known, to state these facts, which scien- peace. Between ourselvs, and in order to confess to and all will end in the gloom and d~rkness of night.
Burlington, Kan. ·
GEORGE H. BETHARD.
tists after ages of unceasing toil hav only been able to my pastor, as is right and proper, I confess to you I
reveal in the present century? We are forced to admit posRess common RPnse.
An Inquiry.
"I am not wild about your savior, who continual1y
that he was gifted with faculties far surpassing all
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir; RAv.
human experience, or else his knowledge was divine. preaches abnegation and sacrifice. It is advice
Here the professor is again confronted with insur- offered by a miser to beggars. Abneg-ation! Why! W. F. Black, a pedantic Campbellite preacher, who
mountable difficulties, and his att.empts to extricate Sacrifice for what object? I do not see that one commended himself to the Christian people,of this
.himself only betray the great weakness of his cause, wolf sacrifices itself to cause the happiness of city by claiming some relationshi~ with the la~e
another wolf. Let us therefore remain in nature. Judge JerAmiah Black, and as havmg preacberl m
and consPquently his inability to defend it.
This, from the first chapter of Genesis, " God We are not the summit, so let us hav the supreme phi- the city where Colonel Ingersoll was raised, tells his
· created man in his own image, in the image of God losophy. What is the use of heing at the top, if you can congregations that he once converted and baptized
created he them; male and female created he them," not. Ree fart.ber than the end of other people's noses T twenty-seven out of twenty-eight members of a Lib"Let us liv g-aily; for life is all in all. As for man eral League in Mechanicsburg, Ill.
he says, means that " God did not create one single
Now there are a few of us who do not believe his
pair, but numerous men and women;" then in the havinj:!' a future elsewhere, up there. down there,
statem~nt,
and if ynu bav any subF=cri?P-rs at 1\o~e
somewhere,
I
don't
believe
a
word
of
it.
Ob,
yPs!
next place he admits that in the second chapter we
are told that. God created one man and one woman, recommend sacrifices and abnegat.ion to me. I muRt cbanicRburg, I hope they will favor us wtth ROme mbut denies that Moses wrote theRe chapters, and as- take care of all I do. I must rack my brains about forma ion in reQ"ard to it, either throug-h THE TRUTH
SEEKER. or t.o the undersigned,
J.D. SHAw.
, serts that they manifestly contradict ea.ch other, that good and evil, jm~tice and injustice, .fas et nefas.
Waco 1 Te7:c,
"Why so? l3ecS\lBB I sh!\11 hav to ~iv an account
is, they giv different creations,
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these two ·letters to Timothy and the one to Titus fathers, and the dust of ' dPcades had obliterated his
" were certainly composed long· after the death of grave. The gospel of Luke, of John, and the Acts
Paul." And to the fraudulent Pauline epistles they of the apostles.were writte~ by men who never saw
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
add at once, and certainly, " that to the Hebrews, Jesus nor his apostles, nor the preacher Paul. Kuewhich does not bear his name at all, and, therefore, nen and his co-laborers consider the Acts to hav been
Editor.
E. M. MACDONALD,
does not even profess to hav come from his hand." written by some one who r~vered the memory of
Business Manager.
0. P. So.MEBl>Y,
These distinguished theologians agree with Dr. Paul, but did not understand his doctrins, a
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Davidson in doubting the genuinness of the letters to "heathen-Christian" who tried to conceal the disTHE TRUTH 8E~KER OOMPANY. the Ephesians and Colossians, and cast the same sus- putes, differences o.f opinion. and squabbles that ~x
picion "perhaps on the first, but certainly on the is ted in the early church. He maimed ·ano falsified
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second of the epistles to the Thessalonians." Further, history, Ray they. The ascription to John of the
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Professor Davidson inclines to agree with Professors book of Revelation rests upon loose· foundations, or
Evanson and Bauer, who question the genuinness of upon 'none at all, says Kuenen. There is no more
Addr8S8 all Cummunications to THE TRUTH BEEKER Romans; and Professor Bauer doubts also that Paul reason to believe he wrote the gospel.of John, the
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cott is one with the three German professors in than there is to believe the story that he lay down
excluding the epistle to the Hebrews, and Kitto's while alive in his grave, where the ground still
SEPTEMRER 3, 1887. Cyclopedia says that while it appears as part of the gently heaves in response to hi1:1 breathing, and
SATURDAY,
canonical scriptures,· and as the work of Paul, "for where he still "awaits the coming of his Lord."
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It is absurd, also, to dogmatically say that Peter
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of
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others,
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two epistles. In fact, the doubt that he wrote
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Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
doubtedly spurious. Some German critics hold that theology at Leiden, and one of the foremost theowith one remittance.
only four of Paul's "documents" can be safely ac- logical. historians in the world, says that Peter did
cepted as genuin. At the most, however, he c!).n not write either epistle bearing his name. Westcott
Deceiving the PeoplP.
A prominent religious journal of this city which only be given credit for ten ; and Paul, bear in mind, one-half agrees with this, for he says that nothing
advertises itself as the best literary religious paper is the best-in fact, almost the only-authenticated was heard of the second epistle till the year 170 A.
D.
At that time, like Apostle John, Peter lived only
published, and asserts that it pays st.rict regard to writer of scriptures.
As
to
Matthew,
the
probability
is
,
that
the
in
mythology.
Dr. Davidson, with Drs. Kuenen,
accuracy of statement, publishes this shamefully
gospel
according
to
Matthew
was
the
gospel
acOort,
and
Hooykaas,
is certain that Peter did not
deceidng para~agh:
cording to the Hebrews with Matthew's name write the first epistle; and of the second, he says:
" The New Testament consists of twenty-seven distinct
and ~eparate documPnts-fourteen of them originally written forged to it. Papias (A.D. 150) spoke of the "Internal considerations go far to di11prove its auby.Paul. one by Matthew, one by Mark, two by Luke, five Hebrew go~>pels, and Epiphanius and Jerome (A.D. thenticity, and, with the external evidence, are very
by John, two by Peter, one bv James, and one by Jude. 403 and 420) say it was the same. Dr. Davidson strong."
These dncumPnts are ilividPil into four gospPls, the book of pronounces with certainty and emphasis against
So much for the authorship of the New Testament
ActP, the epist]Ps of Paul, thoRe of James, PetPr. and Juile,
Matthew's authorship of it. Drs. Oort, Hooykaas, documents. As to their date:
and the book of RevPiation. They came into existence after
2. There is no Christian scholar whose reputation
the death of Christ and before the close of the first century. and Kuenen say that Matthew did not write the book
Taken as an ae:e;r~gllte. they were written at ilifferent times. of Matthew, and that it is-of more recent date than extends beyond his personal acquaintances who will,
in different places. and b.v eight different persons. and either their headings would lead us to suppose. That for a moment, contend that the four gospels were
to churches previously planted •or to individuals. ·Some Matthew wrote the historical part of the book is also written in the first century. In "Supernatural Reof them bear the names of their human authorship, anil denied by nearly all ·the Ger~an critics, who will ligiori," which is as scholarly and capable an auothers· do not. Thev were received and recognized as
authentic and authoritativ in the apostolic age, and hav ever only !!llow that he may hav written down some of thority as any, the writer says that none of the gossince been so received and recognized by the Christian the sayings of J !)SUR, which were afterward made pels was known for one hundred and fifty years
church. The church rests upon these documents as its the basis for a historical narrativ by a Gre,~k transla- after the events it pretends to recount-that is, before
foundation and guide, aCCepting and bP]ieVing them aS· the tor. Schleiermacher, Schneckenberger, Lachmann, A.D. 180. Dr. Davidson, who, by the way, is a
word of God and the supreme rule of faith and practice in and others are cited in Kitto as holding this opinion. Christian professor, places Matthew at 118-19, Mark
matters of relie;ion. The one conspicuous feature that is
common to them all, an<:J distinctly marks thPm all. we hav The critics all agree that Matthew never wrote the at 120, Luke at 119-20, and John at 150 A D. But
these dates are too early. Others, and as competent
in the fact that they all relate to JPsus of Nazareth. as the gospel that we hav bearing his name.
messiah or Christ prPilicted in the Old Testament who was
Neither oo ~e know the author of the gospel of historians, place Matthew at 180, Mark at 175, Luke
to come into our world and who in the person of this Jesus Mark. In his "Introduction to the New Testament," at 170, and John at 178. Like Davidson's estimate,
did come. They arP. all Christological. Whoever may be Professor Davidson announces this as an indisputable these dates are approximate. Dr. Davidson puts Acts
the writer, Jesus of NRzareth is the theme. His earthly his..
tory is given in the four gospels. The earlv planting of the fact. He is supported in this opinion by the authors at 125; Titus and 1 and 21'imothy at 120 to 140, John's
chureh in his name is l).ivPn in the book of Acts The of " The Bible for Learners," Drs. Oort, Hooy- epistles at 130, and 2 Peter at 170. This leaves
doctrin of this Jesus, including the nature of his person, the kaas, Kuenen; by Credner, Westcott, Strauss, and but a few unimportant letters which can properly be
obj,ct of his inis~ion among men. and what he iliil in human others. In Eusebius's '' Ecclesiastical History" dated in the first century, and these, with the excepbehalf, is con~iilered and explained in the apostolical epistles. " there is a paragraph which says that Papias says tion of some of Paul's, were written by no one knows
In all these epistles. by whomsoevPr written, there is a complete concurrence of view as to the person and work of that John the Presbyter says that Mark was the sec- who. To say that the New Testament documents
Christ. Paul is undoubtedly the great expounder of hiR retary of Peter. According to this, Peter told Mark came into existence before the close of the first centwork; yet Paul and Peter do not iliffer in their views of what Jesus said, and Mark wrote it down, making- ury is a falsehood, proceeding from ignorance or
Christ,· or his Tt']ation to hnm~tn salvation. We hav the his gospel. The only testimony tc;> the authenticity dishonesty.
.
same Christ and the same iloctrin in both, and in all thP of Mark we hav, therefore, is that Eusebiul!l said
3 and 4. The gospels and epistles were not received
writings and prPaching of the apostles. This unity among
them is not explained by anv concerted plan to teal'h anil that Papias said that John the Presbyter said that as authentic nor as autb.oritativ in the apostolic age.
say the same things, but. by the fact that they were all alike Mark wrote down what Peter said that Jesus said. In the age of the apostles themselvs the gospels
taught to speak anrl write by the Holy Ghost. This JePUP And Kitto's Cyclopeaia, which is, perhaps, the ablest were not known. In the age of the apostolic fathers
promised in the days of his flesh, and the promis was special pleader for the New Testament the Christians there were scores and scores of " gospels " and
fulfilled."
hav, acknowledges, on the strength of the passage in "scriptures" which were considered as authentic
There is hardly one Atatement here-cE~rtainly no Eusebius, that Mark did his work disjointedly and and as authoritativ as those now in the Christian
one of importance-that is not false-absolutely and incompletely. That is all the authority we hav for canon. And many of our present canonical books
otally false, and known to be so by every Protestant Mark, and the enlightened common sense of the were not received at all, but were kicked about
scholar of any repute. The errors consist in : 1. The world, since it became acquainted with Eusebius and as writings of uninspired and commonplace people.
ascribed a:uthot;ship; 2. The date of writing; 3. The his brethren of the church, has decided it to be In fact, it was not until A.D. 170 that any of the
reception of the manuscripts in apostolic times ; 4:. insufficient.
books were called sacred. Westcott says that for a ·
Their recognition and recPption by the Christian
And poor Dr. Luke is a myth also. He wrote nei- century and a quarter after the death of Jesus the
church; 5. Their harmony and concurrence of view ther the gospel which bears his name, nor the Acts Old Testament wag considered to be more authoriof Christ; 6. In the unity of doctrin taught by Peter of the Apostles, which is ascribed to him. The same tativ than the New, and others place the date of the
and P_aul and by Christ himself, as recorded in the mass of critical testimo~y against Matthew and change of sentiment much later. When Paul referred
apostolical epistles and tbe gospels.
::.\'lark is a unit against Luke. And we may as well to the "holy scriptures" he meant the Old Testament,
1. To begin with the Pauline documents. It is now include the goFpel of John in this, for of the J ohan- says Westcott; 'and Davidson confirms t.his by sayadmitted by all competent scholars that a portion of nine authorship of that gospel Davidson says: It ing that wherever the early Christian fathers used
Paul's epistles are fraudulent. Dr. Davidson, a "has receded before the tide of modern criticism; the phrase "it is written," or the word "scripture,"
Protestant of great learning and high repute, givs up and though this tide is arbitrary at times, it is here they han exclusivly in mind the Old Testament.
Paul's epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, and irresistible. · No certain trace of the existence of the When the Christian canon was forming there were in
declares also that the epistle to Titus, and the first fourth gospel can be found till after Jus tin Martyr, circulation some forty gospels, and a much greater
and second epistles to Timothy, were not written by i.
till after the middle of the second century." At number of acts, epistles, and revelations. Origen
P~~oul. D£s. Oort, Hooykaas1 and Kuenen say that that time the Apostle John had been gathered to his says that very many were written, and when the
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fathers began to form· canons they each adopted sWl ·allow them to be gentiles. Peter said if they
what books they liked. Instead; therefore, of having become Christians they must also become Jews, be
a New Testament which all agreed was authentic circumcised, and do as the Jews did in the ceremonial.
and authoritiv, the early Christians had .dozens of In those days Paul was not recognized as a lawful
them which ·had no authority for any one b"Q.t the teacher of Christianity, .nor .was he for. more than a
compilers. The early Christians were. split into .hundred years. In these days, if Peter-should come
sects, and they had their heresies and heretics just back to earth and advocate circumcision, the stranguas.they hav now. No two sects used the same books'. lation of bullocks, and the strict observance of the
The first .collection of New Testament documents. Jewish ceremonial, he would not be permitted to
was not considered iLspired by its compiler (Marcion, . preach. in any Christian church, Catholic or Pratesabout A D. 145), and he did not include a number of tant. Paul said, if any one, even an angel from
books now in the canon. He bad a "gospel" of his heaven, preached any other gospel than he did, that
own, which was identical with about th,ree~fourths of person should be accursed. He claimed. authority
Luke, and it is probable that. Luke's. gosp~l .was 'as an· apostle equal to that of the apostles at J erusarmade up from his. When Irenoous made .up hil;l }em._. But they had been appointed by the Master in
cauon he ignored many of the books· now found person, or, eleven of them had been, and they had
in our canon. The ancient Syriac Christ~ans omitted .elected a twelfth to fill .the place. of Judas, Peter
s~veral books now in the New Testament~ Sq, did superintending the process, while Paul had apthe Bible of the early African c.hurch. The canon· of pointed himself; and for· him to claim to be their
the Abyssinian church was different from ours. Th~ ·equal was something to which they could not subThebaic and the Memphitic versions left out Revela· wit. Paul &!)ked, 'Am I not an apostle!' And the
tion. Origen considered the authenticity and author- others said he was. not.. Rev-elation (a Johannine
itativness of some of our canonical books as extremely and therefore an anti-Pauline work) says, referring
doubtful. Eusebius did not recognize as authentic to Paul, 'And thou hast tried them which say they
all of our scriptures. Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem, did are apostles, and are not, and hast found them liars.'
not accept Revelation;• The council of Laodicea also Paul claimed th.at he and his followers were still
omitted this book from its canon. So did the major~ J ~ws, even if thE)y did not practice circumcision, but
ity of Christian fathers. as' late as 365 A~D.. "St. Peter and his friends denied it, and Revelation, again
Chrysostom left out five o~ our c.anonical docum~nts. thrusting at Paul, says, ' I know the blasphemy
Theodore of Mopsuestia rejected six. The Shtaitic, of them, which say they are Jews, and are not, but
Vatican, and Alexandrine manuscripts do ·not agree. a:re of the synagog· of Satan;' and 'them of the synaThe Clermont Codex, a Latin list of the b6oks read gog of Slitan, which say they are Jews, and are not,
in the African church in the third ·cen~ury, does not but do lie.'. Paul conceded that he had caught
include all the books now considered sacred. The some of his followers by being crafty and using
Apostolic, Constitutions (a collection of rules, mainly guile, but he thought that if he had misrepresented
for the guidance of the clergy, dating from the fifth as to his apostolic authority, since good had come of
century) omit eight of our present New Testament it, no' harm had been done.
·
documents. The council of Trent (1546) adopted
'For if the truth of God hath more abounded through my
the canon of the Catholi.c Bible; .the Westminster .lie unto his glory, why yet am I also judged as a sinner?'
H Paul's early spirit as a persecutor appears when he
Assembly (164 7) adopted the list of the Protestant
Bible. The various councils held previously ·adopted wishes that. those anti-Paulines who troubled the
sometimes one canon. and sometimes another. The Galatians were cut off. He once met Peter in
statement that the books of the New Testament Antioch, and an open conflict occurred. The Ebion" were received and recognized ~ authenti~ ·.and ~.tes, one of the, most powerful of the early sects, reauthoritativ in the apostolic age, and hav evE!r since .jected Paul, and said he was an apostate from the
been so received and recognized by the Christian law. The Clementine Homilies attack him bitterly
church," is a gigantic falsification of history.
·under the name of Simon Magus. They reject his
5 and 6. The cmicurrence of view of Christ found epistles entirely. Justin Martyr rejected him, a.Dd
by the religious journai in the gospels is o~e of scarcely deigned to notice his writings. Hegesippus
those mental delusions which occur often to men would not use his epistles, and said, substantially,
desirous of making people believe that which is that he had falsified scripture. The Paulines, on the
not true in order to keep fat positions· of profit other hand, rejected the epistle to the Hebrewsand power. The gospels, the historical part of· the which Christians now attribute to Paul-and they
New Testament, contradict each other as to facts, ,also rejected Revelation. .The followers of Valentin us
and the doctrins of Peter and Paul are widely were Paulines, as were those of Marcion ; those of
enough at variance to found upon one the Roman ·Basil ides were Petrines. The Cerinthians opposed
Catholic church and upon the other the equally huge St. John as well.as Peter and Paul; the Simonians
system of imposture called the Protestant church. opposed Peter; the Ophites rejected St. John and
The gospel of John is EiQ .different from thll other St. Paul. They were snake-worshipers, and claimed
three thd.t Kuenen throws it aside as valueless for to hav derived their doctrins from James the brother
historical purposes, ·and approves what Drs. Oort of Jesus. Another sect, the Donatists, held that
·and Hooykaas say of the other three : . "Iii: the there were no virtuous people in the Christian church
synoptic gospels we find certain narrativs which except such as belonged to .their sect, and required
refer to Jesus in appearance oniy, and r~ally r.ose in all who joined them to be re-baptized. Jerome was
the apostolic communities in consequence of. the bitterly hostil to Origen's views, even accusing the
division in their midst.
.. More than once we latter, .substantially, of heresy. Rufinus adopted
encounter narrativs that cannot possibly be under: Origen's theories, and Jerome, who bad been Rutin us's
stood in connection with the life of J.esus.
·dearest friend, loaded him with the most terrible re'
When we place Matthew, Mark, and Luke·.· s,ide by proaches, until the quarrel became the scandal of
side
we '!ore surprised to find that the the church in that time. It sounds strangely to
evangelists, from the very fact of their going_ to work hear persons in these days express a desire for a
so artlessly and simply, and introducing most of their .'.return to primitiv Christianity, when all was peace
alterations without exactly intending it, emend and arid love.' There never was such a time.''
refute themselvs." That is a pretty and gentle manWhenever religious papers print paragraphs similar
tle to throw over the. sins of the. writers of the three to the one we hav made a text for this overwhelming
gospels, but can it be stretched to cover the altera~ refutation, they do so with the purpose, deliberate
tiona in the traditions which they did intend to make T and crafty, of deceiving the people. The facts we
But if in the gospels there is nd· harmony, much hav given may be known by every one, and would be
less can it be found in the teaching's and doctrins hut for the persistent and dishonest efforts of the
of Peter and Paul, ,or between the doctrins of clergy to suppress them. Following the policy of
those two gentlemen and the doctrins of Jesus: Paul in being crafty, they may, however, find themKeeler has stated the facts succinctly: "The con- selvs standing to the people in the relation that Paul
test bet ween Peter and .Paul raged fiercely in the complained of to the Coriathians: " The more
early days immediately following Jesus, and each abundantly I love you, the less I be loved."
was vigorously supported by factions. The doctrius
FRoM the lofty hills upon which Boonton, N.J .. is built,
which Protestant clergymen preach so much-pre- one of the :finest views within :fifty miles of New York can
.destination, foreordination, sanctification, and· similar be seen. On the summit of one of those hills stands a stanch
ones-are Paulisms, Jesus never having taught Presbyterian church, in whose tower is a clock. Passing it
the other day the Rev. J. M. Buckley took note of its four
them. Paul was the apostle of uncircumcision and of faces; one certified the hour of 11:31, another 3:20, the third
the gentiles; Peter, of circumcision and of the Jews. 9:27, and the fourth showed that it was ll:30. This, he
]:>Qopj. wished to ' carry Christ' to the gentiles and thinks, might serve as a typical sign for the Andover Theo..
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logical Seminary, but seems strangely out of plac.e. upon an
orthodox Presbyterian church. We don't kuow. A stopped
clock, it occurs to us, is about the best symbol for a creed
that never gro.vr. and is as hateful now as when first constructed. But doesn't the clock represent the Boonton
churches, each pointing a separate way, but all united on
one thing-stopping to imprison men for blasphemy? Ask.
C. B. Reynolds.
TH& Methodists of West Virginia, as represented in conference, hav declared themselvs against all "public ·gatherings for other than religious purposes" on Sunday. If these
tolerant folks could only run the universe in their brainless
groove, how happy they woul rl be 1
GoD has evidently deserted some of his would-be defenders
in the West. A KanPru! clergyman who ha<t engaged to debate with J. E. Remsburg was stricken with paralysis a few
days before the deb11.te was to hav taken place, anrl a Nebraska clergyman who attempted to answer one of his lectures fell in a fainting fit before he had uttered a dozen words.
TH& Christian Advocate relate~ this instance of special
providence: "In Boston a large house prints for several religious papers of different creeds, and also an Atheistic
paper of evil fame as especially venomous. The building
was damaged bv fire, and the only form~ saved were those
of the godless sheet above mentioned." What was the name
of the "especially venomous" paper?
A DISPATOH to the Herald reads:
''The pope announces tha.t m>\ny villagers in Ma.cedoni" ha.v expressed a. desire to re-enter the church, a.nd ha.v asked tha.t priest'
'be sent to Instruct them."

Now the relip:ious press will hav a chance to quote the
cry of the man Paul saw in one of his visions, "Come over
into Macedonia and help us."

----,---

Two Irish Roman Catholic parents who left their twins in
tbe hallway of a strange house to die unless found and cared
for by strangers, left also. this note in the basket with them:
"DEAR Goon FATli:EBB: Do please giv the little ones to Sister
Irene to keep under her sbelterinJC care. God bless a.nd protect
them. They a.re twins and ha.v not bAeo bo\ptiz,d.
"MARY AND EDWARD 1\IUBPIIY."

Mary and Edward Murphy are undoubtedly pions and
devout, but they are not shining ornaments of humanity.
AT the Prohibition convention which met at Syracuse last
week, the daily papers rt>ported as something '-remarkable
that out of over nine hundred delegates thirty-two voted for
Birney, the ancient Abolition candidate for president. This
is a small proportion. Had the city managing editors sent
their reporters to the Freethought conventions of recent
years, they would hav found about every other one o~ the
delegates and audience tO" be either a prominent Abolition
apostle, or a worker in the ranks of that party. Most of the
old Abolitionists after the war joined the Freethinkers as the
reform party whose purposes and platform were the most
pressing; It is with sorrow that we record the gradual
diminution of the ranks of those veterans. One by one they
are going to the windowless palace of rest, and soon we
shall ha.v none left. The ones who hav become Freethinkers
are naturally the ones who espoused the cause of the slave.
The fellows left to the pious Prohibitionists are those who
were whipped into line when their churches, as a matter of
policy, swung into the Abolition ranks. They are the
eleventh"hour laborers who are getting the full dl\y's pay.
Speaking of piety, this Pr.ohibition convention outranks even
the Gad-in-the-Constitution party. The convention held a
revival meeting before being called to order, which partook
of the nature of a Methodist , prayer-meeting. Hymns
were rendered in. approved church voice. "All Hail the
Power of Jesus's Name," and "Nearer my God to Thee,"
were favorits. The ball was decorated with the buzzarddollar motto, "In God we trust." A brother from Brooklyn
.who might be supposed to know, informed the Almighty
that the delt>gation from New York was the devil. He
prayed God that the devil might not come in. Then another
brother stilled the convention by silent prayer, after which a
delegate said that they were there to pray as they felt inclined. Then they discussed John Sherman. who, in a speech
of three thousand words, never mentioned Prohibition, and
the conclusion was that "the man who declines to come
into the party shows he is not in the bosom of" the Lord."
Shouts of "Amen I" and "Glory to God!" greeted the
shouter, who said the Prohibition was the laboring man's
party. A delt>gate from Ulster county hoped Howard Crosby
would not speak of high license when next he preached in
. his church. A fifty-year-old convert said he was a shouting
Methodist; and made a speech in which his halleluias were
responded to by shouts of "Amen," and "God bless the
convert." Delegate Minister Williams wanted to know how
many there belonged to the church of Jesus Christ. Wher
the question was put, every man and woman stood up.
Ninety-two clergymen delegates stood on their chairs. When
a call was made for the church officers, several hunded responded. A political census revealed one hundred and
thirty-four former Democrats. The remainder had formerly
been Republicans. There were four ex-Confederate soldiers,
who were taken to the platform. Federal soldiers numbered
only one hundred and twelve. The liqnor tr!lffic was voted a
crime against God, and a demand was made that men should
be taxed on what they own and not on what they owe. It
was also resolved that interest on money in this state should
be reduced to five per cent. The convention declared for
woman suffrage, and voted down a plank which declaimed
against large holdings of land. Then the convention said it
was grateful to Almighty God, the sovereign over nations and
the guardian of homes, and looked to him for guidance, and
adjourned. The convention's candidate for secretary of
state is the Rev. D. W. C. Huntington, presiding elder of
the Genesee couference of tile Met4odist chqrc4,
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rtfftrS /(rOil( IJritnds.
DowAGIAo, MmH., Aug. 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished reading Elmin'a•s article
in la~t paper, and hasten to send words of approval. I sent
my mite long ago to Dr. Foote, but I again inclo~e the
amount asked. Words of approval are weak compared with
what I feel. I fain would exchange places with her, being
much younger and accustomed to hard usage; think I could
endure it better than an elderly woman. May my god of
Lovt>, Truth, and Justice support her through this trying
hour! It is a battle for all humanity ! Most thoroughly do
I stand for Elmina.
ABBIE KNAPP.
OGDEN, UTAH, July 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav delayed too long in sending my subscription, hoping and anticipating something more in the
way of subscriptions and orders for books, but the time has
run on imperceptibly and my anticipations are not realized.
I mourn for the ignorance and superstition that reign in
the midst of abundant means to acquire knowledge, and as a
result the successful accomplishment of plans of scheming
religious and political ministers to deprive the masses of
their religious and political privileges, reducing the lJ!SDY to
beggary, and raising the few to be millionaires.
If the forlorn hope is not soon changed to a certain anticipation of restored rights of citizens of a republic by the free
and independent use of the ballot, they must and will be, by
the bullet and dynamite, forever lost. The war-ery will be,
· " Victory or Death."
THE TRUTH SEEKER is "getting no worse quite fast,'•
while Heston is giving his eye-openers to the frauds of Christianity and the swindling operations of political schemers.
Please find i~closed $1 for Mrs. Slenker. JoaN T. JosT.
CoNOORD, N.C., Aug. 19, 1887.
. MR. EDITOR: I am poor, and am so because the Christian
members of the convention of North Carolina in 1866 repudiated $3,000 worth of state bonds the state ju~tly owes me.
I am a cripple, and tried in 1884 to be elected to a county
office. The Christians of Cabarrus county refused to giv me
their support, so I was defeated in an effort. to make an
honest and honorable living to support my wife and three
children. These same Christians uphold a bankrupt swin_
dler, who is a pillar in the Methodist church, who some
twelve years since swindled his creditors out of $20,000, and
is now boarding with his wife in a $5,000 house. This same
man made a Sunday-school address before a Sunday-school
convention yesterday.
I would be glad if I had the money to get several of the
books advertised in THE TRUTa"SEEKER. I would especially
be glad to get Colonel Kelso's "Bible Analyzed." For the
reasons above stated, I am unable financially to get anything; yet I get free many curses from the Christian people,
the pious church-members of this county.
·
J. W. MEHAFFRY.

friends, and says : " You want to look at that star now;
that's the Star of Bethlehem, and you won't see it again for
three hundred years." How willingly some people are deceived ! The Christians would giv anything for a star they
might call their own, even if it appeared but once in a
thousand years. The ancient religions encouraged science
in some degree, and mythology is immortalized in the stars,
but Christianity bas persecuted astronomy immeasurably,
and, as Colonel Ingersoll says, "Not a star in all the vast
expanse now bears a Christian name." By the way, it seems
to me that Christian names are not as generally used in
naming children as formerly.
A. T. ~oMILLAN.
ALLIA.NoE, 0., Aug. 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : The Liberals of our city and vicinity hav
had a" feast of .fat things." Dr. J. L. York has been here
and given us two lectures. On Sunday evening, Aug. 14•h,
the doctor spoke to a large audience in our Opera House ;
subject, "Evolution and Creation; Man or MonkeyWhich ?" and it was certainly one of the best lectures that
our people hav listened lo .for a long time. On Tuesday
evening, under the auspices of the Union Labor party, the
doctor spoke on "The Rights of Labor; or, The Reign of
the Common People",'' and again a fine, large, and enthusiastic audience greeted him. The doctor is a brick, and
wherever he goes cannot fail to do the people good. We expect the doctor here again this fall in November, and -I know
from tlie feeling and expressions of the people he will recei \"e
a warm welcome. The doctor and his good lady left here
Thursday for Columbus, Ohio, where he speaks two Sundays, and then on East. Those who hav not arranged· for
the doctor to lecture for them would do well to correspond
with him at once, for such men should not be idle. WishiD!!
THE TRUTH SEEKER success, and long life to Watson Heston,
I am,
Yours fraternally,
GEo. W. THoRNBURGH.

WILBON, ILL., Aug. 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : In ThE TRUTH SEEKER of August 6th is an
account of Thomas Abbott West, the murderer of Susie Beck
at St. Louis.
The . said reverend commenced his career as sky-pilot.
in this vicinity. In the fall of 1884, a Wesleyan minister
(Mr. Riley) was holding tent meetings near Campus. West
came there, claiming to hav been sent by the elder to assist
in saving souls. He claimed to be unsectarian, and proved
to be the right man, as he gathered many lost souls home. ··
At the close of the meetings he came out and said he had
been sent by the elder to work in the interest of the Methodist
Episcopal church, and for that alone, and demanded half the
spoils, when there occurred a scene hard to describe; but
the outcome was that a leading pillar of the Methodist Episcopal persuasion received him with open arms, and commenced to organize a Methodist Episcopal church.
They finally succeeded in buying the Congregationalist
church at Campus, and West was established as pastor.
The leading members thought him a saint on earth. He
was a very good-looking man and a very good talker, but
the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER at Campus and he could
ANAHEIM, CAL., Aug. 11; 1887.
MY DEAR ELMINA: After reading your letter to friends in not agree ; therefore, they were willing to take their chances
THE TRUTH SEEXXR of July 16th, I had.my mind relieved of for heaven over a different route from the one he was agent
E. T. PoTTER.
the idea that you could wish to publish what I read in the for.
Word, at which I was very truly surprised. I am very thankBRoOKLYN, N.Y., Aug. 20, 1887.
ful for the letter. Herewith I mail $1 for the Defense Fund;
MR. EDITOR: As one of the many readers of THE TRUTH
I sincerely desire that you may be able to arrange the
knowledge you hav acquired in your researches on heredity SEEKER, I cannot but be pleased in peru~ing the many able
and hav it simplified to that degree that every mother in the articles which you weekly set before us. I am more pleased.
and will be permitted to liv true to her highest ideal of sex- however, to observe that, as the venerable old Bible sinks in
life. Freedom has been crucified for generations past in the estimation as a book of divine authority in morals, purity,
marriage bed, until health is scarce, an·d every sign to-day it correspondingly rises with me and other thinkers in estishows physical degeneracy. It is time grandmothers, take mation as an interesting, funny collection of old comicalities.
I will not except the " Arabian Nights Entertainments,"
the initiativ steps of informing the youth of our beloved
·country of the tremendous danger awaiting the mistakes of t:;mollet, Dickens, Munchausen, or even Shakspere for its
ignorance of sex laws. I criticised "Diana," before it was laughable absurdities and the solemn gravity of its romances.
Being familiar with its general character from my schoolput on the market, and consider it pure in morals, and
a guide to the old and young that was much needed. boy days, open it where· I will-like every other familiar
Really, this generation bav reason to· rise up and call you romance-I am sure to find something to interest me, some"blessed above all women for righteousness's sake." If the thing to smile at, something to. sigh over; but, alas·! too
pilDple need anything to elevate habits and .morals, it is the much filth and obscenity--bah t ?reativ of nausea and disgust!
naked truth in regard to sex-life.
MRs. KATE PARKER.
An old friend of mine, long since dead, estimated it somewhat in the same light. He conceived the idea of printing
WAMEGo, KAN., Aug. 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Being compelled by the non-arrival of THE the Bible, omitting therefrom all filthy, obscene, lewd,
TRUTH SEEKER to vary the usual Sunday morning program, and immoral passages. But, unfortunately, some pious old
I know of no better plan than to send greeting to oilr large ladies, hearing of his intentions, at the suggestion of their
family circle, and ask a few questions upon subjects which 1 pastor borrowed his marked copy, and my friend's Bible was
never seen again.
hav not seen fully discussed.
My friend Daniel Mason, for some years one of your subWhy don't Christians belong to several churches at the
same time ? When beaten in argument, they generally play scribers, a few days before his death was asked by a prac.
their trump card by declaring that, if it should turn out that tically kind and sympathetic old lady " if he was a Christhey are correct, it would go hard with their opponents; tian."
He calmly ans\'1 ered, " Mrs. Archer, as Christianity maniwhile, if they are wrong, they hav nothing to lose. Persons
who are willing to sacrifice truth and manhood to escape the fests itself, I hardly think I ought to be rated as one."
"But the Bible, the holy Bible, you surely believe in it,
wrath of an imaginary angry demon should make sure they
are safe by taking all the tickets they can get in the theo- Mr. Mason?"
Looking gravely at Mrs. Archer, he calmly replied, "Mrs.
logical lottery. They should become Catholic, Lutheran,
Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, Mohammedan, and Mor- Archer, I hardly think you could hav reac\ that book, or you
could not ask a dying man that question." He paused, but
mon. Why n9t ?
The question is sometimes asked, "Do you. believe in the commenced again.
existence of a supreme being?" It seems this question
"Yes, Mrs •. Archer, I hav read the book, and as for belief,
is rather ambiguous, for.no man can understand its meaning. I believe it .is the filthiest, most obscene, immoral, in its
On turning to Webster's Unabridged, we find that "being" teachings, ever printed or placed before.the world as a model.
means "Existence in fact or in thought," and "this applies There is not a felon or murderer reared in the lowest brothel
to everything which exists in any way • . • whether in in New York city or·now in our state prisons but could jus.
the nature of things or only in our notions." Should not the tify his crimes from the teachings of the Bible."
The old lady cast her eyes upward, threw her arm"s aloft,
question be stated in a different form, as, for instance, " Do
you believe in the material existence of dreams ?"
and walked seriously out of the room. Two days subseHow soon can we expect to see the "Star of Bethlehem?" quently the funeral of our friend took place, and was nuAn old gentleman in our town points ou.t Venu~ tQ bts merously atteRded 1 and Mrs. Archer remarked &s sue loolted

upon his remains, " I can say one thing for Mr. Mason, he
was not afraid to die."
And it is before the believers in and practicers of the obscenities, vulgarisms,.immoralities, cruelties, and nastiness
of this book Mrs. Blenker is to be arraigned I For daring to
do what? For daring to publish a much-needed work on
physiology, to arrest the transmission of some of the miseries
of mankind.
·
D. B.
Rf!:DDIOK, ILL., Aug. 21, 287.
I am astonished anti surprised to note the
actions of the vile Comstock, Crew & Co., against Aunt
Elmina D. Blenker, of Snowville, Va. What! .is a man or
woman not allowed to express their honest and .true
thoughts? What has Elmina done? Scientifically and' morally she has done DO wrong, and the mora) world will testify .
to that effect. What woman in the moral world has done
more than Elm ina for the advancement of Free thought and
morality? Not one. She has planted seeds of reform· that
men hundreds of generations hence will reap the benefit of.
See the many thousands of books and papers that she has
circulated to the reading masses of America and Canada ..
Who will take the benefit of that.? Why, the generations
yet unborn.Her work is also having a very bad effect on Christianity.
We can see the hearse in the not far distant horizon coming
for tlie corpse of dying Christianity. It is dying the most
horrible death, and in its great convulsions it is doing
all within its power to overthrow the grand platform of Infidelity. · Hence its slimy attack on Mrs.· Elm ina Blenker.
We all know that from the many thousands of books
that she has sent bJ:oadcast not a complaint has been
heard, and over the heads of hell-deserving sky-pilots and
Christian sneaks, from the vast host of her readers come
.
the welcome words, Long liv Aunt Elmina.
We owe her a debt of gratitude that we will never be able
to pay. Now, what we want to do is this. Htlr trial comes
off the 25th of next October, and Au.nt Elmina must hav
financial aid from all possible sources. Now, let each one
of us rally to her support, if with only ten cents. Send not
less than ten cents, or not over $75,000, to Mrs. Elmina D.
Blenker, Snowville, Va.
0. B. HuNTER.

Mit. EDITOR:

DETROIT, MwH., Aug. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just got THE TRUTH SEEKER for this
date, the first I hav seen for some months past, and the editorial upon the proposed centennial of the arloption of the
Constitution has almost persuaded me to again become a
subscriber. I am sorry to see that the editor and friend
Lazarus differ over a question that is so simple that neither
can get down to it. But if I could be allowed a little space
in a really free paper I would offer some advance thoughts
that ought to open the eyes of both of you and all of the
Liberals of the country and the world.
You say there is soon to be a centennial celebration of the
adoption of the Constitution, and you quote a paragraph
which says that the labors of that day preserved for all time
the precious fruits of freedom and self-government. This is
a lie!, I challenge any man to show a line or word in all
·past history of this country that even proposes to make the
people free. On the contrary; the people of this country
were slaves to Great Britain before the Revolution, and separated from the old country because they were taxed (enslaved) without being allowed a_ repre~entativ to help enslave them. When the war of the Revolution began, the
colonial governments continued to enslave the people all
through the seven years of war, and when the war was over
there was no change of government. Not a man was there
that showed by word or act that he knew anything about
freec\om, and those men who wrote and signed that grandest
of all declarations, "We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all people are endowed by their crt>ator with the inalienable right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,"
did not know what was the true meaning of the words they
used, for they had always lived under a slave government.
They were then living under a slave government, and they
never took the first step to make the government free. Many
of them lived for many years in this country, helped to make
laws, and to administer and execute the laws. They saw
every day and every hour the government ignore and repudiate and alienate every shadow of those rights which
they had declared were inalienable to every person ; and the
government has continued to enslave the people to this day,
and millions of lives, and hundreds. of billions of dollars of
the toiling slaves, and the rights of all people hav been
sacrificed and alienated by the curse of a government formed
in ignorance by slaves who did not know what to do with
the liberty they had won. There has never been a people
in slavery that was not placed in that condition by their
government. To suppose that the colored people were ever
in a condition of slavery in a country that had a free government is to suppose that fire and water will mix, or that vice
and virtue could liv in harmony. There was never any
other slavery in this country than that which the government has planted and fostered for the whole period of its
existence. It was not unique in its origin ; it was formed
after the old governments from which the framers had fled or
emigrated; they had no knowledge of any other; they
added nothing new. Its strength has only been tested by
the dangers of the slavery it had fostered; it has never had
peace or prosperity; the gallows, the prison, poorhouses,
and workhouses hav increased faster than its real wealth; its
cancers. in the form of cities filled with penal institutions,
callt:d work-shops and factories, ought to be photographed
upon every wall of Philadelphia on the assembling of this
centennial. It is full time that some of the reform papers
should advocate a free government for this country, the people of which hav.been for over a century fools as well Sf:\
slaves.
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Our friend Lazarus f!eems to hav flopped around until one
would suppose he must hav found a dry spot to 'Stand upon,
but he seems as far off as ever from anything solid. He re.
minds me of one of Orpheus C. Kerr's assertions about W.
H. Seymour, that he was called Say more because he could
say more and mean less than any other man. But he has
never yet learned that he is a slave, and no proclamation of
president or king or act of legislature ever bas made or ever
will make him or any other man free. Whenever any government has laid a tax upon its people, those people are
slaves, and in no other way were any people ever made
slaves.
J. H. WooD.
CRESTED BUTTE, CoL., Aug. 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5, renewal for the
grand and good TRUTH SEEKER, and also one new subscriber.
Keep on with the pictures. They are as strong and powerful to shake the faith of the Christians as giant powder is to
blast the solid mountains ; for they will look at the pictures
if they don't read the contents of the paper.
Mr. Heston is a genius to picture out the horrible thing, as
the Christians call it, but still they believe it ; but, if it is
horrible to look at the pictures, their dogma is to me more
JoHN ENGSTROM.
horrible to believe in.
OBTTUARY.
BAXTER SPRINGS, KAN., Aug. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Another veteran truth seeker and moral hero
is at rest. Hiram Crum, aged seventy years and five months,
died at Buter Springs, Kan., Aug. 12, 1887. He was born in
western New York,. was a pioneer in Michigan, and then in
Kansas. He had a very strong physical organism, was a
hard-working, frugal, honest, patient man, generous and
· kind-hearted, and many of the poor will remember his act~
and ~ifts of sincere sympathy, and miss him as a friend and
neighbor. I first \Dew him fourteen years ago j and about
ten years ago, through me, he sub~cribed for THE TRUTH
Sa:&KER, which he has read and distributed ever since. He
subscribed for D. M. Bennett'!! books, " Around tile World,"
and has sent not a few dollars for TRUTH SEEKER publications
and other Liberal and Freethought works. He has done
. more to promote our cause, in a pecuniary sens.e, than all
the rest of the Infidels in the county, most of whom are
weak-kneed, ta14AO-me.in-pi-ivate Free(?) thinkers. He has
got up public meetings, mostly at his own expense, and his
heart, purse, and house were always open to poor, weary
lecturers, and he bought liberally their books and often
paid the wilole lecture bill when otilers would not help. If
all would work with tongue and money as he did, in proportion to their means, what an impetus would be given to the
cause of truth and humanity! Being about to leave here, I
went tweaty miles to pay him my farewell visit. When I left
him, with great regret, he was well seemingly, and I thought
might out-liv me, two years younger than he; but what was
my surprise and grief to be sent for in three days to read,
sing, and speak at his funeral ? He had worked very hard in
the intense heat which we hav· had here for three weeks, was
prostrated and exhausted, and after twelve hours of aiterna.
tion between· suffering and sleeping under an opiate, that
strong frame yielded. to its opponents and he died, as he believed, never to liv again as an individual. His affectionate
wife and daughter, his neighbors and physician, did the best
they could to save him, but he has left us, arid a blank in his
family and society that no one else can fill. I told my audience, part Liberal and part orthodox, what a naturalist and
humanitarian is, in contrast to a bigoted, priest-ridden, deluded Godite; and, as well as I could in my physical and
mental condition, told them the significance of this life and
how to make the most of it. He is worthy of a volume, but
your space is precious and I must stop. Hiram Crum, tile
lover of. truth and humanity, the hater of priestcraft, God8,
and shams, the public-spirited citizen, the honest, kind
neighbor. the patient, indulgent husband and father, and my
dearest friend-farewell.
J. H. CooK.
ST. C&THERINES, ONT., July 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In TBE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 25, 1886, Mr.
J. L. Tompkins, of Lake City, Iowa, says he has worked on
a farm more than fifty years, and been a cl!isce observer of
all crops-thinks he ought to be a competent witness in the
chess case. He has seen every wlieat stool that a horse had
eaten off bring chess; has seen nearly all chess where the
snow had all blown off the wheat; has seen a stool of wheat
part whe~t and part chess from one root (a good witness,
truly I); bas even seen timothy meadows changed to chess by
drouth, but it was right the next year: He knew a man
that had alternately first timothy, then chess, and thirdly
good timothy meadow on the same ground. He then says
he will tell me something I don't know, viz., that I cannot
raise a single grain of chess from chess if it were to save my
life. He says his uncle for thirty years offered first $5, then
$10, for chess so rais!ld, but got none. He then cites an
opinion which he says perhaps the strongest agricultural
writer in the United States (and one whom he says a grrat
man was proud to know in his day) has given: "1'he man
that does not know that wheat will pass to chess is too big a
fool for me to discuss with." This suits well with what that
uncouth, ignorant old farmer said gruffiy to that young
farmer, "Every fool knows wheat will turn to drips." These
random assertions not only are futil, but prove conclusivly
that they did not emanate from intelligent and enlightened
minds. Rational and well informed minds are ever pleased.
to prove what they affirm, and will frankly impart their
knowledge to others. " Fool" is the holy Bible's pet word
-" ye fools!" "thou fool!" " the fool hath said, There is
no God." Query, which is the fool, the one who denies or
the one who affirms? Common sense says, the one who
affirms what he cannot prove. Further he says : " It looks
weak in me to call for proof, when I hav not given any evi-l
dence to the contrary." He ought to know that it does not

devolve on me to prove what I deny. I believed· that chess
would grow chess, and was therefore careful not to sow it;
but had heard farmers say it would not grow, and after'that
young farmer raised that chess on his stubble ground, ile
was told also that it would not grow, therefore he planted
some in September, putting a stake by it, and the next July
he showed me tile chess on thEir stalks that had grown from
chess. Believing this, I was sure that I could. raise chess
from chess, too; but after seeing Mr. Tompkins's strong and
positiv assertion that I could not, I thought it best to keep
mum and prove it; And thi~ I hav now done, and that beyond the possibility of doubt. Last January, I filled a flowerpot with clean ground, in which I planted six grains of chess,
and put the pot in a warm stove room, and·in a few days six
blades of chess came up. After two weeks I put t_he pot in
a cool room, and April 1st I put the contents of the pot out
into tile. ~~:round, ·and in June several stalks from each stool
yielded chess. I hav now proved that Mr. Tompkins's strong
assertion th!Lt I could not raise chess from chess does not
hold good, neither is there a particle of proof in the other
cases. that he has cited that wheat or timothy did turn to
chess. The following assertions are parallel with his. A
trustworthy farmer told me ile once had a field of first-class
red clover, but the next summer it was covered with sorrel,
and he said he was positiv the clover had turned to sorrel.
A boy has eeen a-long, hair-like anim.al swim on water, and
his pa and grandpa told him it was a haircsnake and had
come from a horse-hair; that horse-hairs turned to snakes
when they got in water. The boy of course believes it, and
e;rows up with that belief, and will tell others that he knows
(perhaps swears he knows) that horse-hairs will turn to
8Dakes, because his pa and grandpa ~aid so, and he knows
they wouldn't lie. No, they did not mean to lie, but it is a·
fact, nevertheless, that they, and all others that said horse.
.
hairs turned to snakes, did lie.
Mr. Tompldns says he is just as positiv that wheat or timothy will brio~~: cheat as he is that two and two make four.
If he is so sure of it, why does he not prove it and settle this
much-disputed chess question? Candid Liberals, you must
see that positiv assertions without proof are not only worthless, but deceiving, and do a great deal of harm; therefore
t-hey should never be made unless they are based on facts.
Having been ruined by those two pious, sneak-thievish law.
yers of this city, I am now (financially) a poor man, and
nearing seventy-three, but still anxious to learn realities,
therefore, if Mr. Tompkins, or any other Liberal, has or
·finds such a prodigy as he and some others hav seen, viz.,
wheat and chess from one root, and makes it known in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, I will, if I can get money enough for a
third-class fare, go and see it, and that with the ~~:realest
pleasure.·
A. MooT.
NEw YoRK, Aug. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Feeling a growing interest in Mrs: Blenker's
case, and believing it to be an occasion for earnest, conscientious thought and action; also hoping to aid the cause of
justice by throwing some new lights upon this subject, from
a woman's standpoint, I beg to say that it is incomprehensible how one of Mr. Macdonald's logic and intelligence upon
other lilUbjPcts should, in some points respecting this case,
show such a lack of appreciation.
Indeed, this would seem ·a signal illustration of the fact
that woman can never be understood and judged in her work
or purpose by a quick, unerrin!! judgment except by woman.
Here, as ever, a woman's insight only can do justice to woman.
It seems to me that the TRUTH SEEKER editorials, clear
and positiv as they are a![ainst the infringement of constitu.
tiona! rights. yet with re~pect to Mrs. Blenker, hav done her
but partial justice. It is with surprise that we note these
words in the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER : "Mrs. Blenker has been enga![ed in a work which to her seemed neces.
sary and good; others, however, h~v not seen the necessity
for the work, aud hav disapproved of it. Probably ninety
of every hundred Freethinkers condemn the work as
uncalled-for and useless." Since this is merely an opinion,
we beg to differ, but not without first deprecating the statement, as it is liable to prejudice hundreds of people against
this most high-minded and excellent woman, who might
hastily catch up the subject from this point, without having
previously read its history. I believe that if the majority of
Liberal-minded people could thoroughly understand this case
in all its phases, they would heartily sympathize with Mrs.
Blenker and approve her interest in the subject of sexology.
But what if they did not? Would it therefore prove that
people always think and feel as they ought to think and
feel? Does not society-Freethinlwrs included-hold a thou.
sand pr('judices and fads which they ought not to hold?.
The majority of our sex are indifferent to the right of suf.
frage, because they'' hav not seen the necessity," and" con.
demo the work as uncalled-for and useleRs." But would
Mr. Macdonald or any other f~ir.minded Liberal accept thb
as a final argument why we should giv up the fight?
Again, we presume that the inhabitants of Oregon and
C~Iifornia would hav got along vPry comfortably had Mr.
Putnam not gone among them to expound the Nine De.
mands of Liberalism. He has doubtless encountered many
who vastly prefer theology to Secularism, and so look upon
Ids work as "uncalled-for and useless."
We suppos~d it was a foregone conclusion, at least with
so-called Liberals, that everyone should work in his or her
own way, in love and patience, for the truth. Now, this is
what l'!Irs. Blenker has been doing, with all the honesty and
thoroughness of her nature. Nor can we conceive of any
work being higher or more called-for than this. If a more
rational religion is needed at tile present day, so do we also
need more rational and wholesome ideas upon the relations
of sex. Knowledge must always precede reform; but how
can we get knowledge ~ntil ap interest
what we would
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know is first awakened? It was simply Mrs. Blenker's interest in this mnst vital of subjects, which she !}.ad a perfect
right to feel, and which should pass to her credit, that was
the motiv to this correspondence in question. And now at
this point it is timely to speak of the comparativ importance
of this subject with those which THE TRUTH SEEKER and ·
Freethuught Magazine are usually devoted to. The impor.
tant work of these journals, excellent as they are, seems to
be an unremitting bombardment of orthodox Christianity.
We hav often marveled at the acres of space devoted to
this end. This may be necessary, but as we regard conduct
greater than creed, so rlo we regard Mrs. Blenker's work as
more important than either of these; for it has been applied
to human conduct rather than to creed. I hav scores of denominational Chri~tian friends who are living good ·and
blameless lives. Is it as important to unsettle theh'·faith as
it is to make a husband or father less sensual and selfish?
Opinion, even an orthodox one, may not culminate in evil,
while evil is always evil, and multiplies upon itself. Conduct is above creed, even a Liberal. creed, and, surely, a
Liberal opinion is not of so much value as a clean and virtuous life; for virtue in its true sense is a condition of
strength and development. A husband may believe in all
the absurdities of theologic dogma, even to hell and damnation if it pleases him, but. he can never giv his wife a foretaste of these upon earth, or become repulsiv and intolerable
to her, until he violates the sanctities of sex. And it was in
this domain more than any other that Mrs. Blenker strove to
enlighten and deliver from the fetters of vice.
-It was in respect to this work of Mrs. Blenker's that Mr.
H. L: Green, in the Freetltinkers' Ma,qazine for June, apologetically .offers the following: "She is evidently a crank
upon the sexual question, as many other very good people
are." Accordisg to our observation and knowledge, this is
just what the majority of men are, " cranks on the sexual
question," although in a· very different way from Mrs. Blenker. Dr. E. B. Foote made admission of this in conneo::tion
with her case, when he said in substance that no one but a
physician knows the extent of such facts as Mrs. Blenker had
been takingnote of. :aistory and tradition repeat what hav
been man's propensity in this regard; but tradition always
lends a shelter, and so it folio ws that the custom continues to
shelter the real abominations, while it givs the epithet of
" crank" to those who would restrain lust, and raise manhood to a higher level. Mr. Green further intimil.tes that
she has violated the "established usages of society." Perhaps this declaration is no more than we shou'd expect. So
far as we can determin, it appears to be harmonious with
the "established usages of society" to be satisfied·· wi.th
merely mentionin.q the existence of wrongs. The la~t issue
of THE TRUTH SEEKER contains a most wise and able article,
under the-title of" The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles
of Secularism," which provides this information: "The
memoirs of Guiccardini and Pedro Sanchez depict a depth of
immorality thR.t would hav r\_lvolted the libertin of tbe Neronic age." Now, here is a case in point-crimes which we
presume Mr. Green would think it quite respectable to mention and read about, but let a woman take one step to remO'IJe
these crimes; at once it is complained that she is violating
"established usages of society,"" bringing Freethought into
disrepute," and herself a" crank I"
At last I come to consider Mrs. Blenker's method of workng. For my part, I am weary and indignant at so much editorial carping about the words Mrs. Blenker happened to
use. This is too petty. It should be remembered that she
was conducting a private correspondence, in behalf of what
interested her at that time. It is not to be expected that she
would treat the subject in the same manner, or employ the
same language, she would use for the public. And the same
objection to the editorial criticism of her words will apply
to the criticism of her subject, unless Mr. M>lcdonald would
agree to be willing that a private correspondence of his own,
upon some subject that chanced to interest him for the time
being, might suddenly be brought to light, and "ninety of
every hundred Freethinkers" commissioned to decide
whether he might not hfl:v chosen a more important topic for
the welfare of present and future generations I
I hav myself, upon two or three occasions, ventured to
express my sentiments, under seal, upon the sexual question.
[do not remember whether the language would hav satisfied
the refined t!l.ste of Comstock, but what matters it, since the
purport of my word and thought was to inspire a more
sacred regard for the most sacred function of life? How
fortunate that Comstock did not suspect my intentions long
enough beforehand to entrap my letters and arrest me, while
the Liberal press perchance looked <>n, and complained that
my choice of subject, and treatment thereof, were not sufficiently scientific! We can scarcely forgiv Mr. Macdonald
for this remark: "We cannot imagin how any grown-up
people can possibly consider such writings contributions to
science." What if they are not contribu lions to ECience?
We dirlnot suppose it a condition of enjoying the privilege
of the United States mail that a purely private correspondence must be brought up to a scientific or any other regulation standard.
And fur the same reason, that it was a private correspondence, does any public criticism of the same seem ungracious
and uncalled-for. It was doubtless a correspondence conducted by those whose peculiar experilmces or sympathies
had occasioned a special desire and need of that class of
information. Those facts were not sought or exchanged for
lascivious ends, but rather to create a horror and di~gust of
s~xual abuses. And I cannot see why any private mode r.f
c•mveying such knowledge, provided it was mutually satisf&ctory to those mutually concerned, should be publicly censured.
ilrun~aw was the first man to ask permission of Napoleon
in 1805, to visit the sewers of Pari&, with a view to improving them, and for this Victor Hugo named him a hero, and
the bravt st man in France.
A brave and noble woman in Virginia, always on the side of
d)!;ht, C••utroled by SJmpathy and a desire to elevate and
help humanity, has looked imo some of the sewers of social
life. Snail we, like Hugo, praise and honor, or carp and
cavil?
Al..TAm.
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3.-From a thin wooien cloth take a soft
white metal, and leave a stopper for a barrel.
4 -From an aromatic plant with grayishblue flowers take to finish, and leave a vessel.
5.-From white, soft part of wood take to
Btlit«t bg Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
and leave a peculiar astringent minRifler; Ma88., fAJ fiJhom all Oommunications for scorch,
eral substance.
this 00'1"'n6'1" should lis 1181/,t.
6.-From a bird of the ostrich family take a
luminous body in the heavens, and leave the
first shoot of a plant.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Correspondence.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Honr."
FRENCHTOWN. NEB., Aug. 3. 1887.
MY DEAR Miss WixoN: In the lines inclo@Pd I hav tried to tell of the prairie fires
The Lark and the Prairie Fire. made late in the spring, and often even in
June, to in~ure a later growth of grass for
The lark changed her song to a sad strain
pasture. Bnt it is pitiful to find the nests of
Till I thought there were robins in the trees,
Tbomrh all the morn there hnd fallen gentle rain prairie chickens and many srualler birds
destroyed by the fire. The Corner improves
With sPicy odors w11fted in the bre<ze. ·
It is entertaining for olrl and
Sweet bird. what makes yon •o sad at yonr singing steadily.
young. I am glad to see the Gems of Paine.
When lotDP-gales come from the river and lea t
Bid sorrow depart with yonr joyous np•pdnging. Long may they wave. Yours for truth,
And 8ing a sweet song to my baby and me!
MARY B. FINOH.
Last eve she sat and sang the moan of wavesARMSTRONG, lA., Aug. 15, 1887.
Our fierce inland billows of lurid fl•meDEAR Miss WixoN: I am a little girl, nine
As a stricken mother at her childrens' graves,
And my own bairns smiled and said, "How years old. I hav a little sister seventeen
mcmths old, and three brothers. My papa
tame!"
I had marked the deep glow the western sky paint- runs a blacksmith shop and farm. There is
inll,
a man dying here. The doctors say they
And hiding the bow that hnng o'er the moon,
cannot save his body, but two preachers
Till her midnight song told of a mother·heart think tht>y hav saved his soul. We expect
fainting
J. E. Remsburg to speak for us in September.
That her snnny sky gathered its darkness so Mamma givs _me all the eggs she has to
soon.
spare for taking care of the hens.
Your little Freethinker friend,
Tbongh prairie fires snatch yonr pretty nest
.
ETHEL BURT.
With all ita wealth of eggs dotted o'er with
brown,
Take heart of song and sing the world yonr best,
ELLENSBURGH, WASH. TERR.,}
For sweet the saving rain comes dropping down.
Aug. 12, 1887.
Yon are snch a sweet part of onr world and its
Mrss WrxoN: My papa takes THII: TRUTH
morning,
8REKRR. He is a Freethinker, and so am I.
Turning sorrow to noon with yonr midnight re- We all like the Children's Corner very much.
frain,
It has been raining all day-the s1m has
Rebullrl now anew, your small house adorning,
just come out for the first time. We liv in a
Forl!'ettinll' yonr yesternigh t BRd ne>s and pain.
vallev. with hills and mountains all around
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
us. "It doesn't rain much here and we hav to
irrigate our fields and gardt>ns.
Jlemory Grms.
We liv one and one-half miles from theN.
From t;M Works of Thomas Paine. To be T. railroad. There are not n.anv Freethinkers
here. I hav an intimate frierd who joined
learned and recited by tlte children.
the church; I laughed at her, and she said
He that would sell his birthright for a she _guessed she would withdraw.
little salt is as worthless as he who sold it for
Some of my friends and one of my tPachers
porridge without salt. And he that would laughed and made fun of me bPcause I didn't
part with it for a gay coat, or a plain coat, believe in the story of the mud man. I hav
six brothers and sisters.
ought forever to be a slave in btiff.
I study arithmetic, geography, physiology,
That men never turn rogues without turn- grammar, United States history, writing, and
ing fools is a maxim, sooner or later, univer- spelling. There is nice scenery here; we liv
in the midst of a green valley, and we can
sallJ true.
Suspicion and persecution are weeds of the look north and see part of the snow-clad
Cascades. I will be fourteen years old in
same dunghill and flourish together.
There are fine fir, pine, and cedar
Those who expect to reap the bles!lings of October.
trees on the mountains, and in the valley
freedom must, like men, undergo the fatigues there are palm, cottonwood, willow, and
of supporting it.
alder trtes. I will close now, hoping my JetThe nearer any disease approaches to a ter won't go to the waste-basket. I wish you
success with your noble work.
crisis, the nearer it is to a cure.
HELEN M. p AREISH.
Danger and deliverance make their advances together, and it is only the last push
How a Deer Went to Church.
in which one or the other takes the lead.
Tom (a young panther) ·was not our only
To argue with a man who has· renounced
the use and authority of reason and whose pet; and I liked Billy ever so much better.
philosophy consists in holding humanity in He was a young deer, and it was exciting to
·contempt, is like administering medicin to see Tom watch to catch Billy, and Billy
the dead, or endeavoring to convert an Athe- watch Tom, tat grass right in front of him,
and ·look at his foe as if he said, "Don't you
ist by scripture.
Mankind hav lived to very little purpose, wish I would?"
When Billy's horns came to be horns and
if, at this period of the world, they must go
two or three thousand years back for lessons not !mobs, he made many a one of his admirers go up on a fence pretty nimbly, and
and examples.
Had it not been for America, there had that was good enough for them. But he
been no such thiug as freedom left through- frightened folks who did not deserve it, and
·still the people took his part. A strong, resoout the whole universe.
A good opinion of ourselvs is exceedingly lute boy, by taking hold of his horns, could
necessary in private life, but absolutely nec- make him behave. Sometimes, one would
essary in public life. and of the utmost im- jump on his back for a ride, and get a fine
tumble. But there was no use to say a word
portance in supporting national life.
against
Billy ; even the folks he made scamThe worst of all policy is that of doing
per did not want him shut up. There was
things by halves.
Penny wise -and pound foolish, has been not another deer in the country. He was
very beautiful and graceful. and they liked to
the ruin of thousands. ·
That in which every man is interested is see such a :lieet creature bound over the
fenc-es, across the fields, and through the
every man's duty to support.
woods. It was sport to set dogs after him, to
There never was a scheme against which
see him toss them with his horns, stamp
objections might not be raised.
th~m
~ith. his fore feet~ send them flying
Even wolves may quarrel, still they herd
wnh his hmd fpet, or·slup off, leaving them
together.
to wonder what had become of him.
Evils, like poisons, hav their uses, and
All that summer he frolicked and visited
there are diseases which no other remedy
and all the next winter. The next spring hi~
can reach.
An asso_ciation of vice· will reduce us more horns dropped off, and he got another pair
with a pror.g on each. No boy was ever
than the sword.
so proud of a new pair of boots as Billy of
Of all the innocent passions which actuate
the human mind, there is none more univer- his new horns. He was large and strong,
too, a splendid fellow. I made him a new
sally prevalent than curiosity.
To· be nobly wrong is better than to be collar, red, with his name on it, to wear with
. his new horns; and there was not another
meanly right.
We sometimes experience sensations to such dandy in that country.
One S~~.bbath morning he found himself
which language is not equal.
S. H. W.
th1ee miles from home, and c'oncluded he
would go to church. I don't believe he cared
Our Puzzle Hox.
for
a sermon, and so· suspect he went to show
WORDS Wl'l"HIN WORDS.
1.-From a glass vessel take elang, and his shiny coat, bright red collar, and branching horns. Indeed, I am certain it was nothleave an animal.
2.-From a small animal take cold, and ing good took Billy to church that sultry
leave a Jiation in Asia,
Sunday, for he did not go till the pews were

crowded with people. It was a MethQdiet 1 "This cup is too deep," and broke a piece off.
church, and that was quarterly meetin~, so "How is that!" cried the host. "If the
t4e whl)]e neighborhood was present to wit- upper part can't hold liquor, of what use is
ness Billy's piety and admire his finery. He it?" was the smart retort.-Oltinese ~eview.
waited outside for the presiding elder, who
A Kiss for a Blow.
was a large man, very plump, rosy, grave,
and dignified, and much engaged that morn" I strike 'oo," cried a little boy, in a sharp
ing thinking of the sermon he was going to tone to his s.ister.
preach.
" I kiss 'oo," said his sister, stretching out
The church door was open, and when the her arms and putting up her rosy lips in a
elder went in Billy went too, just behind ·sweet kiss.
·
him. There was a matting on the floor,
Tommy looked a look of wonder. Did his
which deadened the sounds of Billy's hoofs. little ears hear right? They did, for there
So the elder walked slowly up the middle was a kiss on Busy's lips. A smile broke
aisle, and Billy after him, making motions over his angry face, like sunshine on a black
with his head as if he wanted him to hurry cloud.
along to the pulpit and begin the sermon.·
"I kiss, too," he then said; and the little
The good man did walk v-ery slowly on quar- brother and sister hugged and kissed each
terly-meeting days. It was no wonder, then, other right hear.ily. A kiss for a blow is
if Btlly intended staying for the sermon, he better than tit for tat, isn't it?
should want to get it started. But still he
kept behind, and only made passes, until the
REDUCED TO $1.00.
elder halted at the altar steps to put down
THE STORY HOUR.
his hat, which delay Billy concluded was
A Book for Children and Youth.,
rather too much for the patience of any worshiper of his dignity to endure, so he gave
BY MISH SUSAN H. WIXON.
the unlucky elder such a knock as to send
Over
a hundred fine illustrations.
him into the pulpit in an oriental attitude of
devotion.
This exploit wound up Billy's career. No
one would plead for him any more. He
---0--We hllv on hand a large number of the following
·made very good venison, and the elder
laughed while he ate a piece, and thought it c,f COLONEL INGERSOLL'8 pampb. eta, which
a pity to hav killlid Billy for a frolic which will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:
.lnyers,•ll 0 •t.-chised:
did no one any harm.- Wide Awake.
His Answers to a Number of Vital Qnestiona Propoundt>d by the Editor of tbe "San Franciscan ;"
Stepping Stout'S to Success.
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.
Learn your business thoroughly.
ORTHODOXY,
Keep at one thing-in no wise change.
A. lecture, fifty-fonr clo~ely pri01ted large 12mo
Always be in haste, but never in a hurry_
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1 ; and $6 per hundred.
Observe system in all you do and l'mderCivil B·l1 hts ,..'peech,
take.
Including
the
address of Frederick D uglas, fiftyWhatever is worth doing at all is .worth three-large octavo
pal'(es, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
doing well.
for $1; a.:.d $6 per hundred.
·
One to-day is worth two to-morrows.
Tne Truth nf DistorJ',
Be self-reliant; do not take too much ad- This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up<!>n
the religions lies tha.t hav been told about himvice, but rather depend on yourself.
Never fail to keep your appointments, nor self, and first· made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
to be punctual to the minute.
bnndred.
·
Never be idle, but keep your hands or mind
BIBJ,~ IDOLATRY,
usefully employed except when sleeping.
A. letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
Use charity with all; be ever generous in the l.ondon "l:lecular Revtew." Price 3 cents; 30
cents
per doz., or $2 per hundred.
thought and deed-help others along life's
stormy path.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN,
Make no haste ·to be rich; remember that Being the comments and opiniobs of Mr. Ingersmall and steady gains giv competency and soll upon the fight iri the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's ·and his employer,
tranquillity of mind.
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
He that ascends a ladder must take the per hundred.
lowest round. .All who are above were once
We suggest that these be Purchased in· quantibelow.
ties, and given away to Christian., and 1t is with
Think all yon speak; bnt speak not all yon think; that not nnreasonaole exp. ctation that the prices
Tbonghts are your own; your words are so hav been placed so low.
no more;
Address THE TRUTH REEKER CO.,
28 La aYette Pi., New York.
Where Wisdom steers, wind cannot make you sink;
Lipg never err when she does ketp the door.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

-Seteotea.
-------.~~------

Short Stories from tbe Chinese.
A young tiger met an old one and said:
"I got hold of a man to-day whose upper
parts were so tasteless and his nether parts
so sour, that, hungry as I was, I left him in
disgust. I wonder what sort of a man this
could be?" "A student who has had to buy
his degree," was the reply.
Chang and Chung mutually agreed to start
a brewery. Said Chang to Chung: "You
supply the rice and I will furnish the water."
"But," queried Chung, "if the profits are
divided accordingly to the capital embarked,
I am afraid it will be difficult to apportion
your share." "Oh, I'm not afraid," said
Chang; "when the brew is over, giv me
the water; you can hav the remainder.l'
A man was seized by a tiger. TL.e victim's son took his bow and pursued. "Hit
him in the leg," cried the father, "else you'll
spoil tbe market value of the skin."
A bibulous individual, on entering a restaurant, noticed that the wine cups were
small. After seating himself, he gave vent to
a most demoniacal series of howls and groans.
"What is the matter?" asked the startled
landlord. "Ah," answered the man, "my
father, a hale, hearty man, met his death at
a friend's house by accidentally swallowing a
small wine cup, so whenever I see similar
ones, the memory of the sad event overcomes
me." It is needless to add that the cup was
replaced by a larger one.
A hard drinker dreamed that he had become possessed of a bottle of genuin stuff,
but, determined to enjoy it thoroughly, he
had begun to heat it. During the heating
process he awoke. "Boo, hoo," he groaned.
"If I had known this was to happen, I wo.uld
hav drunk it cold."
A servant did not fill a guest's cup to the
brim. The latter, holding. it up, remarked:
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TM BoltJ Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
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THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
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l::leven jew!'ls, $25; 11 j~wels, $27.50; 15 jewels, $30,
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brought together till now, many other gems,
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the Author.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
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THE

Price,10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Misdionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnrll" are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes · the Ohnrch and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
·the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
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Thomas Pnine.

The Apostle of Re-

ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the story
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Special discount on larger quantities.
Sabbath-Bn~aking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
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batic Idea; The Jewish Babbat~ The Chri•tian
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BnndaL Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estill\ony of the Ohristian Fathers; The
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'VORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
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Was Jesus an lmpostorT A debate between a
Scot.ch novf'list, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
R Moss. The b..st. condnct.t>d dPbate of modern
times, 180 pp,, 25 cts. The. Mirror of Freethought. 50 ct~. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Bihh<'al Errors and Spcnlar 'l'rnths. 25
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cts. Two RevelationR, 5 ct.R, B1biP Horrors; or,
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T'IJ.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. B~ Wm. McDonnelll'
author of Exeter Hall, Fam1ly Creeds, Day o
Re•t, etc. 500 pages. Price rednced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance.

By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is it• ab•olnte fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in com·
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de)!"ree. even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethong_ht ranks.'· Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Tbe Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radical story, From the London editiOn. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man,
80 cents.
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1/lot/'1!.
The A.nvil of God's Word.
THE TEXT.
Last eve I passed beside a blacksmith's door,
And h!)ard the anvil ring its vesoer chime;
Then, looking in, I saw npon the floor
Old hammers worn with beating years of time;
"How many anvil~ hav you had," said I,
'"To wear and batter all the•e hammers so?"
"Ju•t. one," be answered; then, with twinkling
eye,
"The anvil wears the hammen out, you know."
And so, thought I, the anvil of .God's word
For agPs skeptic blows hav hPat upon;
Yet, though the nmse of Paine, .Voltaire, was
heard,
The anvil is unworn-the hammers gone.
-Chicaoo Current •.

THE SERMON.
Of old when orthodoxy gra•ped her hammer
And pounded on the anvil of God's word,
Men's cheeks grew pale before the awful clamor,
And trembling thousand• the wild tumult heard.
Then Faith worked with a tireless hand the bellows;
The lurid flames leaped into starring view,
And zealous laborers among their fellows
Of prosBlytes a glorious harvest knew.
The scenes of by-g 'De days rise up before us,
When Mather, Edwards, Cartwright, Hibbard,
Dow,
Beat the wild music of the "anvil chorus "
With stalwart blows-but it is different now.
The anvil then was used by well-known masters,
Its ringing notes smote lCJudly on the ear;
Each ·clang resounding told of dire disp.sters
To' greet" poor sinners in another sphere!
Now all is changed ; the workers look uneasy,
The crowds no longer gather at the door,
The forge fire's out, the bellows dry and wheezy
From long disuse con fan the sparks no more.
Alon2 the anvil's sides great cracks are showing,
·With baser metal patched and plugged in vain
To hide its rents-the old, old iron is going,
We ne'er shall hear its loudest notes again.
In vain the faithfnl boast its sonnd condition,
The wislt is only father to the thought!
Its battered shape, A.lmost past recognition,
RevE'a's the sad effE'ct that time has wronght.
To-day the people past the smith-shop going
Must list in vain the old-time startling sound,
Heard while it cast, from fires behind it glowing,
Its threatening shadow on the crowd around.
And better thus, robbed of its old-time terrors,
That it should, worn and useless, lie, than when,
Linked w1th the baneful influ~;nce of ils errors,
It hnng ~ mill-stone on the necks of men.
It ha.th its nses yet, for when some brother
Woultl, worldly-minded, fain increase his store
Of' ready cash, he won't hav any other,
But makes the sacred anvil ring once more.
To reach an influential, high position,
No other stepping-stone has yet been found
So easy, sure, and safe withal as this one;
And gleefully hE' makes tht1 hammer sound.
A tongue well trained to cant, his main dependence,

At each religions gathering is heard,
Where, to the ready listeners in attendance,
He glorifies the anvil of God's word.
"My tree will fruit at last "-the thought elates
him" If I can keep it growin.g "-and he can ;
Whatever place of trust he wants n,waits him,
For who so honest as a Bible man 1
Should one inquire concerning this sleek creature,
The piCJus say, while folks approving nod,
'Our bank cashier and Sunday-school's loved
teacher;
An h'>nest man-the noblest work of God."
Alasi that verda.nts fawn on imposition,
Some lnckless morn doth the real sequence
bringThe cashier fled, the bank in ~ad condition,
San• cash,· sans notes, san~ bonds, #ans every
thing!
Yet a few years, methinks, aud in some nook
With dust of unused relics cobwebbed o'er,
Among old tomes, shall rest the fateful book
Whose influence has bathed the world in gore.
The book by whose antherity and aid
Kings claimed the right to rule their fellow-men,
Priests drew their rhrht to torture m"n,and made
Of earth a slaughter-house and prison-pen !
The book which sanctioned killing for a creed !
Which jnstified by precedtnt the blood that
poured
When Catherine's bntchers wrought their hellish
deed,
Or murderous .A:lva drew his reeking sword.
And here, perhaps, where each enthusiast hies
In seeking curws·qua.int, antique, and rare,
·Some visitor shall come whose searching eyes
Shall spy the ancient anvil lying there.
And dusting off the webs that round it cling,
Shall quescion of this relic long ignored :
Keeper, what is the historv of thili thing,
This battered, broken anvil you ha.v stored ?"
And hEar him thus, while halting in his round:
"That anvil, long smce cracked by constant
b!ows,

For centuries gave forth its clanging sound,
And where men heard it groans and prayers
arose.
That iron whose rmging notes..:..now stilled, alas !
Through fear the hearts of weeping millions
stirred,
Though now it lies a worn and shapeless mass,
Was one time called, '1'he Anvil of God's
Word.'"·
G1·•enwtch, N. Y.

D. LoUIS BoDGE.

Liberalism.
From the .Qandon, OI"P.., Reco1·der.

It is an undeniable fact that the tendency of
he age is toward Liberalism. The gyves of
conscience and of mind are slipping off one
by one, and to-day there are thousands and
tens of thousands in the so-called civilized
portions of the world who are free and inde-

pendent thinkers, fearless investigators, and
bold proclaimers of new and higher truths, as
against creedali8m, blind faith, superstition,
and abject slaved om under priest and church.
There is a constant evolution and ripening
growth in religious thought and the philosophies of human life, as in any other department and realm: Everything in all nature
has a forward tendency, is growing better, is
approaching a higher state of perfection.
Superstitions, myths, priestcraft, mental. and
spiritual subjection, intoleraEce, bigotry, and
ignorance all are dissipating, fading away,
and becoming scattered to the four winds as
mists and fog before the bright noonday sun.
Enlightenment; Rationalism, liberality, Freethought, independence, tolerance, fraternal
feeling, are in the ascendency, and guide the
philosophic man to-day in his intercourse
with fellow-beings in the walks of life. This
is a great step forward. It is a fact encouraging to the thinker, to him who strives for
liberty of mind and soul from errors and
false teachings of the past, based on the
ignorance of the masses and encouraged by
crafty ecclesiastics.
Liberal3 of to-day believe in man·fir~t and
foremost, in man's goodness rather than depravity and" original sin "-a gooElness which
is to be found in heathens and those called
unconverted, as well as in those ranking
among the civilized, enlightened, and religiously devout. The old doctrin of the whole
race being fallen and lost is rejected by the
Liberals, and even those who still keep the
old etatements of it do not hold as strongly to
it now as formerly. The Liberals do not
regard the world's various religions as mere
misguiding deceits, but as a real upward
striving of human thought-feeling after the
great unknown. In proportion that the
human mind and soul ripen and become
broadened and expanded, capable of receiving new, higher, and larger truths, in that
proportion it is asked that a step forward
be made, out of the old conditions, out of the
old cocoon in which the chrysalis has been.
transforming and growing for exalted stations
and office, and when church rule of any kind,
or priestly interference, is interposed to stay
this, then Liberalism says, "Hands off!"
The salvation that man needs is not some
di~ine substitution by which his punishment
may be borne for )lim, but all divine and
human influence by which each may be delivered from all that keeps him down, and
helped upward and onward. This is what is
meant by "believing in man."
Liberals and ration~ thinkers .recognize
that all things in nature are governed by
immutable law, and that under no method,
no condition, can man take himself out from
under its influence. Violation of law is inevitably followed by penalty. He who violates
the law of his being, in whatsoever way, can
no more hope to escape the consequent penalty than that one can thrust a band into
intense lire and not be burned. Liberty does
not mean license. The liberty that the advanced Freethinker demands as his right is
not a privilege to do any wrong and yet
be exempt from penalty. J,iberty, in its
broad sense, means a free, independent, natural, agreeable condition 1 such as best preserves, upholds, elevates, and strengthens
human character for the true and bounden
duties of life, and it comprehends a sacred
rep;ard for the rights and privileges of all
fellow human beings. It comprehends the
Golden Rule.
The true "iberal respects the rights of
every man, woman, and child as being of
equal importance with his own rights to life,
liberty, happiness, and general well-being.
The true Liberal recognizes that the only way
to enjoy happiness, to fulfill life's missions,
and discharge its duties rightfully, is to liv in
obedience to law-that of the land and t!Jat
of nature-to be true to selfhood, to do right
in all things, right to himself, right to fellow.
man.
Liberalism means in true sense the abolishment of savage instinct, inclination, and practice. It abhors violence, turbulence, brutality, bloodshed, and war. It advocates
infirmaries and hospitals instead of jails and
state prisons as of to-day. It demands protection of all good and lawful citizens as
against the violence and unlawful acts of
those criminally inclined, but looks upon
capital punishment not as a rightful means
to this end, even in the extreme cases of
criminality. The old Jewish doctrin of an
eye for an eye, ·and tooth for a tooth, it looks
upon more as a fitting rule for bloodthirsty
Sioux and Apache Indians than for a race
of people claiming to be civilized.
The old systems of religion are to-day disintegrating. The whole church system of

I

1

the

Un~ted States

and the greater portion of

IEurope
is honeycombed, and the great DUmber of sects now existing, each differing from
the other in some respect, those last formed
a little more liberal in view than the older
ones, all points to ~me thing-universality.
This may seem a para~oxical statement to
some, but there is no thinker, no student of
nature, but that knows disintegration, falling
to pieces and dtcaying of the old, always
precedes the 11pringing into life of the invigorated, healthful, and growing unified
new.
The two great contending forces of nature
are destruction and reformation. A constant
warfare goes on between these. It is part of
the great and wise plan of the universal
intelligence. Bui for destruction there would
be no room for reformation. The latter is
sure to follow the former. There is no human hand or will that can stay the natural
order of things. All institutions,. religious
bodies, compacts, sects, creeds, divisions and
forms of faith, are but human instruments,
imperfectly made by unskilled hands to meet
demands of time, place, and conditions generally, and all must undergo destruction as
soon as they hav filled their mission of uses,
and be followed. by reformation on a wiser
and improved plan, better suited to time,
place, and new conditions.
A reform era has set in. There are many
radical changes about to take place soon. As
a thinking people we are about to emerge
from a former state of being, intellectually
and spiritually considered,· and to stand upon
the platform of Liberalism, universality, and
a common brotherhood. In accordance with
the great law of evolution we are about to
lay aside the cumbersome, the dead-weight
matter of decay, uselessness, and fetterS, and
stand forth in the ranks of Liberalism for a
future work of reformation, bettering, in
discharge of life duties, and in the effort at
solving the deep problem of human destiny.

EARNEST WORDS.
A

NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE
(Now in Press).
Its primary purpose to promote Human Improvement and advance all Real RPform. DR. EMMET
DENSMORE, DR. HELEN DENSnvRE, Editora.
S. H. PREl:l rON, Associate Editor. One Year,
One Dollar; Six Months, Fifty Cents; One Month.
Ten Cents. Send stamp for Hample copy. Address
E\R~EST WORDS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
1398 Broadway, New York City, N.Y.
3'34

ROBhRT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Cen ,ennlal Oration
ON THE

Declaration of lnoependence,
ALSO THE
Lmm~ortal

· Document,

And the National Anthem entitled :

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
•
28 Lafayette Place, New llors..

fV.S BELL'S PAMPHL.ETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
·and Civilization.
PRICE,
lliCENTS.
It is a stunner~ concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY ANO MORALITY.
PRIOE. 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
di•course.-J ames PILrton.
I am much pleased with your address; and will
notice it in Mar..-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pA.mphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and des.,rves wide disaemination.-Tht
Age.

ANTI- PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 GENTS.
The nnmber of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is di8cussed, should br. highly commended. Therefore
I take fl"reat pleasure in recomm'<nding "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of ever{ person
who is intereRted, not only in the cause o temperance, but.in the principles of self-~overnment.
J. J. McCabe.
ll'o,. sale A.t tht• oftinp.

Practical Experience with Poultry.

Paine

Vin~icate~ I'
-o-

A thorough· and overW-helming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderons attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o-

The New York Obserrer (Presbyterian) havmg
recently reissued its· assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet shonld be circulated every.
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITll

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CA.NA.RD.
A FabricaUd Acoount of a 8cen6 at the Deathbed of Thomas Pa£'M.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges} is·a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Addr~>s•
THE TRUTH REEKER CO.

llottoeR for Fr.-ethinkers.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the pilice of the "God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard; 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored bordera, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
1aadings:

······················································:
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.

······················································
FREE THOUGHT

WILL

GIV US TRUTH.

.....................................................
SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.·
.......................................................
....................................................
:

REASON. IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAB.
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS

MY

CATHEDRAL.

.......................................................
;

UNIVEBSAL MENTAL

LIBERTY.

....................................................
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.

······················································
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

··············-·····································
THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY ;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
._ The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freeth ought societies there is n, large card
22 x 15.inches, pnnted in colors, With an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Libllralism. Framed it mali:es a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Fathflrs of Our RPpublic,
Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A annal
Congress of the American Secnlar Union,
in Chickering Hall, New Yorkt
November 18, 1886.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 111 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

KERSEY GRA. VES'S WORKS.
Biogravby of Sattan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 85 cents.

Bible of Bibi(IS; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
tweuty-11even bibles and an exJ?osition of two
thot•.sand biblical errors in smence, history,
mor~ls, religion1 and general events. Also a
deli.1eation of tne characters of the principal
peraonnges of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrina. Price, $1. 75.
The World'R Sixt~en Crnciilt>d Sav-

iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Contaming new and startling revelations in
reli~ious history1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines, _Princip!e~ precepts.
and miracles of the Christian New Testamen t 1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many 0 I
its sacred mysteries, besides compnsing the
b"istory of sixteen oriental cruci1ied ~ds.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

REPLY
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, ·costing only
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
"a quarter," but as full of meat as a.n eg~. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg nn- "NOTES ON INGERSOLL"
practical in it. Hens, ducks,!eese1 and turkeys!
are particularly discussed an their economics
By B. W. Laey.
breeding and ke®ing treated of. There are many
practical hints !$bout keeping ponltr;v on a large A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest·s
scale, and, all in :all, it is a very usefnl additiOn to
Historical misAtA.tements.
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office
PriCe, Cloth, $1, Paper, 50 cents.
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Agents for the Truth

~ker.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.

.~0

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2Yonge at., Toronto
James Foster, W elland, Ont.
.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st;, Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
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PIANO.

9· -**-

GRAND, UPRIGHT

AND SQUARE.

Unrivaled in Tone,

Touch and Workmanship.

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSA.B.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINB.

B. C. HUBBey, Oakfield (Post-o1D.ce, Smyrna
.Mills).
.
.
llABSAOIIUSBTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore. ·Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co •• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
-

.

MISSOUIU.

Phillip Roeder, 322 OLive st., Bt. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBBRABKA.
Thos; Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NBW YORK.
Drentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
OhaR F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st •• Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
.
OHm-.
N. Hexter; 303 Bupenor street, Cleveland. .
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

.lv--0 · . . . a
-y

Cor. 87th St.

ao

&

~ammer Logic unsurpassed;"
silk cloth, $3.

Bvo., 833pp.,
·

Price,

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

OR1

'UTAH.

PRICE, 5 CENTS.
Addrqu 'J'FJJil 'l'BUTH SEEKEIL
28 Lafayett-e Placn, New York.

, By G. W. FOOTE.

TBNNBSSBB.

James Ashman, Salt La.ke City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

-0-

EXTRACT.
"I could -pronounce n·> benediction upon Ro
maniRm. It h ·a done mischief enougll to deserve
transportation for life. I regard Rornan Chri ·•
Spiritualism Sustained. This work tianity as the worst form of tyranny. It comgoes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to mands the arm to work and the brain to> die: it
show that Christiana are inconsistent in deny. feeds faith and starves tb.ought: it loves oop·eaing the alleged truths of that· philosophy. aion and hated liberty. It has givtn falsehood a
crown and trotb. a aca.ffold."
Cloth, t2rno, 145pp., Sl. .

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

L. Andrnss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

-oBy L. K. Washburn.

Infidel Death Beds.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Secretary of the A'/Mrican Buular Union.
Price to cents.
Address THB TRUTH BEEKER 0o14PANY.

Natural and IScientift.c :Methods of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forgetting.
lSY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
BIBLE.
12mo, 160 pp_.,
Address

$1,00

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThooA_Il

it is now known to be the work of W.
Ianonymous,
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 80,000 c_opiea hav been sold. Price, t5 cenis.
For sale at this office.

.

BNGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, l!'leet atreet,
London.

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav aaked for copies of-this famona
speech that TilE TBUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can ·mail them to thoae who desire
them, for ten cents each.

THE CRISIS .
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with th6
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington .wrote: "A few more soc':
flaming arguments . • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Prh•e, 3;) eents.

For either of these works!.. or any of Paine'l
writlngR,
Address THE TRUTH ·sEEKER•.

VOLTAIRE'S ROMABCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A BatiriQal Romance.- Z&dig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princeso.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowua. Tht
Huron; or, tile Pupil of Nature.-Microm@Kaa.The World as 1t Goea.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
a.t.Biam.-~he Btufu' of Nature.-~ Conversation
W1tl). a Chmeae.-Plato'a Dream.-A Pleaaure iL
Havmg No Pleaaure.-An Adventure in India.
Hanqaome t2D;Io. 448 pages. laid paper. With s-.
eugravmga. Pnce, cloth, b<>veled boards, $2.00.
H!ill" calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE DAWNING.
A NOVEL.

" Oh, heaven I Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetns, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Bon-god I"
·
An octav;o volume of nearly (00 pages, bound in
cloth. PriCe, $t.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co:~
28 Lafay~tte Place, l.'lew York.

THE
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TH~

WORKS 01! 0.

Truth seeker Annual
-AND-

B.

WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, t2mo, 29 Pal!"ea,

tOo.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Error& Exposed.
Paper, t2mo, 47 pal\'ea,

TRY•S·QUARE;

t5c

Origin of the Christian Bible.

OB,

Paper, t2mo, 95 pages, 25c.

The Church of Practical Religion.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
<:hurch .without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to diacoAa all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is beinll" brought
to his mind.
·
For sale at this office. Price, St.OO.

S. P.

PAINE'S AGE OF. RlASON.
The Greate8t of. all. A.ntl-Blbll•
eal 'Vork8.

CONVENTIONAL LIE41 OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.

Robt. 0. lna-ersoll's

•OPJJJNING BPEEOB TO THB JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merehants' Telegraph CompanJ'

BACON AND ISHA.KISPERE.
Proof that W.m. Bhakapere could not write.
The Sonnet& written by Francia Bacon to the Earl
of Essex a1;1d his bride, A.D., 1590. By W111. HENRY
BuBB, Pnee, 25 cents. For a_ale at this office.

$1.00.

York.

Catholic Church.

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination· in verse of the charges generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
t2mo, 466up., r.t.OO.

meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad. and
Wood su., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.li. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
.Able speakers interest. the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates_

By THOMAS PAINE,
".The Authol'-Hero of the Revolution." ·
Price, Bingle CoPies, 25 cents. Six copies for

..;).-0'

AND THE

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's. Defense. A thorough analysis of the

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
Tli:XAS.

-<"\.

e).. .
Third ~~ Ne~

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

WAREROOMS,

Col. Kelso's Works. The Public Schools

OREGON;
PBNNSYLV ANIA.

FACTORY

575

Putnam'~

Wor.ks.

The Problem of the Universe, and

Ita Scientific Solution, with some Oriticiama of
Univeraology. Price, 20 eta.

Waif,. and Wandermgs. a New Ameri

can Story. Price, cloth, st.OO; paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from drat page to
last with the living spirit of to-daY."-Johll
8tlrtnum•s Papp,r.

lng('lrsoll and J('lsns. A conversation

+WIT I)+ ILLO$TR1UIOU$. +

B.ATlONAL COMMUNISM,
PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Bla.sphemy Laws of the
States and Territories of the United States,
'.rhe Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A Story. By Si Slokum,

··

5
17
29
30
34
37
92

The Present and the Future
Repu~lle of North America
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life a.a a remedy for
povert;v, vice1 and crime. It deaJa with the Jtreaent
conditiOns o1 society in this country, pointm_g out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible _that the people should be other than
poor and vicious onder our present system. The
remedY, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
soCiety shall be oraanized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book 18 vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,;)Oe; elotb. $1.
94
98

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MOISES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR 1

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown tbere is much in harmony . betwee»
them. Price, tO eta.

Prometheus. A poem. "itiserammed

A Protest Against Peraecution.
Paper, t2mo, 36 pages,
5o,
Addresf
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl.. N~>w York.

<E. M. 267.)

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
NEW YORK:

with life, thought, and . profound emotion,
poured fGrth, it seems to me, with extraordi·
nary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. St.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 2!1 cents.

Dedicated to the clergy
BY
H. J. BEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
10 centP.
Price,

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

HISTORY

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

INTELLECTUAL DRVELOPMENT

other Agnostic Poems.

OF THB

Price, tO eta.

version of the Indian Story of the Garden of
Eden, in which ita superiority to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend..,... shown. Price tO
cents.
For all of the above addftils
.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Of Europe.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3
A4dre8B THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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Jltws off lht Jjfetlt.
'J.'HERE is no mysterious and fickle ruler of the
universe who is swayed around and influenced by
the prayer• and supplications of sb.urt-s1ghted,
ignorant human beings to ob.ange his plans and
purposes, and the quicker men become apprized
of this truth the better it will ·be for them, and·
they can learn to spend thE-ir· time more profitably
than in offering up to an imaginary being prayers
which can hav no effect.-D M. Bennett.
ABRAHAM would scarcely break his fast for a
week, lest some hungry traveler miglit pass
who needed his store. Daily he looked out
upon the desert, and one day he beheld an aged
mao, with hair white as snow, tottermg toward
111s door. "Guest of mine eyes!" exclaimed Abraham, •· ent.er with welcome• and be pleased to
•hare my bread and salt.." The stranger entered,
and the place of honor was ~eiveo to. him. When
the familY gathered round the board, each one of
thew sa1d," In the name of God I" but the aged
.,uest uttered no word. Abraham said : " Old
man, when thou eatest food is it not right to repeat the name or God I" The stra.n~eer replied :
·• My custom IS that of the fit·e-wor•hlpers." Then
A.braham arose in wrath, and drove the aged man
rrom hi• bouse. Btlt, even as he dtd so, a swiftwinged sptrit stood bt>fore the patriarch, and
•aid: ·• Abraham, for a hundred years hath the
d1v1ne bonnt.y ft., wed out to thui ma~ in sunshine ·
and rain, m bread and hfe. I~ it fit for thee to
withhold thy hand from h1m because his worship
Ill not thine 1·'-Sau4£.
LUTHER and his Protestantism is not responsible
for ward; the. fals., siwnlacra tbat forced him to
v.t;oteMt-tbey are redponBible. Luther did what
every man .that God had made has not onlY the
right, but lie• under tne sacred duty to do-an.•wered a falliehood when it quegtioned him, Dnst
~hou believe mbi No. At what co•t soever, without counung of costs, tbid thwg behooved tu be
ctJne. Union, organization, •Pu·if.ual and material, a far nobler than any pupedom or fednalism,
tn their truest days, I never doubt is comJDg for
the world; •nre to come. .Out on faut alone, nor
un Sbmblo.Lnce a.ud simulacrum, Will it be able either
to come or to stand when come. Wtth union
grounded on falsehood, and ordermg .Ull to speak
atid act lies, we wiLl not ha.v anything to do.
Ptlace 1 A brutal lethargy is peaceable, the
noisome. gr-ave 1• peaceable. We hope for a living
peace, not a d..ad one.-Ca·•lule's Herv- Wur•htP.
"MARRIAGE is nothmg," said cousin Sepia to
HeMter, "go long a.s you do not make a heart
atfa.1r of it " "M-<rriage i• nothing, Sepia! Is it
nothing to b~ tied to a man....: to ant man-for all
your life?" '• That is as you take it. Nobody makes
MO much of it nowadays as tl ey used to do. The
clergy tbemselva, who are at the bottom of all the
busines , don't fuss about every trifle in the
prayer book. They sign the art1cles and bavdone
with it -meaning, of course, to break them if they
•taod iiJ their way. ":-:Macd·~nald's Marv Marston.
REv. A. L. BLACKFORD, a Presbyterian missionary at Boh1a, says of Dom Pedro : "The emperor
of Brazil is nominally a Roman Catliolic for state
rea¥on•• tnit i• generally understood to be a.o Infidel or Ratwoahst of an advanced type. When
>ii<iting $e Presbyterian mi•oion school in St.
Paulo, a year or two ago, be declared verv dis:.
tiuctly that he was opposed to all dogmatic~! religion• in•trnction in Mchool•.'' [Small blame to
Dom Pedro!· M~<Y he hv fol'ever, and. may hiS
shadow never grow less 1-Hylax.]
WHAT though on hamely fare we dine,
Wear hodden-gray, il.nd a' that?
Gie fools their Milks, and knaves their wine:
A man's a man for a' that.
-Burns• .
THERE is no room for you on this crowded earth,
my friend, unless rou can contribute your Q:ltota
toward clean•ing and rendering more habitable
the corner of it wh.,rem you bav taken lodgment. The man who never acts is a mere parasit-e
on toe body of •ociety. Inactivity is the straight
road to impotence, and eventually to annihilation. Toe coustquence is, we must exert
ourselvs. Our watcb. word must be "Reform;"
r.-form in person and in ma•s, individual reform and soCial reform.-Henrlt Harland.
MEN insist on believing and on having other
people believe certain doctrine, not becauHe they
are reasonably demonstrated to be true, but because, In the present state of thing•, it would be
dangerous to giv them up. This is the way in
which one man clings to hiM idea of verbalin•pira.tion; and another to his special theory of the divine judtice, aod another to b1• material notion of
the resurreRtioo, and yet another to his notion of
church .. uthortty and the minister's comrnis•;on.
• • • Never sacrifice your reverence for truth to
your desire for Udtfulness. Say nothing which
you do not believe to be true, because you think
1t may be harmful. • • • He is •a.ved from one
of the great temptations of the mini•try who goes
out to his work with a clear and constant certainty
that t!Uth i• always strong, no matter how WPak
it looks, .and falHehood is always weak, no matter
how strong it look•.-Piull•·P• Brooks.
A POPULAR Brb!e should be a.t once portable and
of fair; clear type; and, to mq,ke thi• pos•1ble, a
large part of the Old ·Te•tament •hould be omitted
from the editions of the future. Not only are the
laws of the Mosaic stu.te repealed and dead, and
therefore unworthY of a place in this guide of the
public, but tbey are. the laws of a semi ·barba.rnus
age, and ca•t no httle of their imperfection over
upon the fair pages of the New Testament. The
New Testament has suffered much from thus
be•og found in bad company. Those treati•e~ are
valuable. as being a part of the hi• tory of thP Jewish •tate, but not as be!Dg a part, much less a
valuable part, of Chri•tianity. Many of the
Hebrew law• were so unjust that their presence in
the popular Bible make• it es•ential that ~ach
clergyman n.nd ettch Sunday-school teacher shall
spend much time In ~xplainiog the relation of'
Mosaic things to Christian affair•, an explanation
to be made easier by a withdrawal of the cause.-

AN epizooti~ disease is killing hundreds of
hors~s in southern New Jersey.
PoWDERLY denies that he belongs to the
new Know-Nothing party, as reported last
week.

IT is reported that John Ruskin, the English
writer, is subject to protracted periods of
insanity.
THE Rev. W. F. Davis is in a Boston jail to
await trial for preaching on the common on'
Sunday without a lic!lnse.
A. N. CoLE, of Wellsville, N.Y., who has
been called the "father of the Republican
party," is a recent recruit to the Henry George
standard.
BEVEN' members of the Plainfield, N. J ..
volunteer fire department are under arrest
charged with setting buildings afire for the
fun there was in putting them out.
THE proclamation of the lord lieutenant of
Ireland denouncing the Irish National League
has been indorsed by the House of Commons,
against Mr. Gladstone's protest, by a majority
of 78.
PRESIDENT Cr.EVELAND sent $10 to the East·
Aurora, N. Y. Fair Association, and the
managers of the fair hav offered it as a prize
for the best set of triplets. Lively competition is expected.
THE Scotch cutter Thistle, which hopeR to
carry away the America's cup, lies in New
York harbor and is an object of muoh interest. Opinions are divided as to her ability to
beat the Volunteer, and the betting is about
even.·
TnE Rev. Frank H. Decker is successor to
the Rev. J. Hya~t Smith in the pastorate of a
Brooklyn Congregational church. ·There is· a
scandal afloat connecting him in a ministerial
capacity with Miss Ethel Bates, of Greenport,
L. I. Decker is a married man.
THE steamer Umbria landed 614 cabin passengen! in New York last Sunday, among
whom was the Rev. Dr. Parker, of London,
who is talked of as Beecher's successor. Dr.
Parker avers that he has not as yet been
invited to preach permanently in Plymouth
pulpit.
IN the split between Henry George and the
Socialists, the Leader, the daily Labor paper,
sided with the Socialists. Most of the reporters resigned, and their places were filled
with men who sympathize with the management. The Socialists started the paper, hav
supported it, and now own it.
ANTHoNY CoMsTociK last Saturday served
the newsdealers in this city with a copy of
those sections of the penal code which make
it a misdemeanor to sell books, papers, or
pamphlets ·devoted to the publication of
criminal news and containing pictures illustrating scenes of crime and bloodshed.
TnE reputation of the Rev. Mr. Glazebrook
of Elizabeth, N· J., has been damaged by hi~
being discovered in a cemetery occupying a
compromising attitude toward an unmarried
lady. A number of boys who were wit~esses
of the transaction declare that he is guilty,
and that when discovered he ran away at
high speed, leaving behind him a portion of
his clothing, which they secured and will put
in evidence.
WHEN the congregation of the Rev. David
Seymour, Methodist, of Janesville, Minn.,
sent their weary pastor to Europe on a vacation a month ago, he left Mrs. Seymour at
home, and took instead, as a companion, the
wife of Mr. John A. Henry, editor of the
Waseca county Ar[J'U8. He also carried off
some of the church funds. Last Saturday
the guilty couple returned to America and
were arrested upon landing in New York.
Two years ago John McCormack, a Catholic, of Brooklyn, married Sarah Gillespie, a
Protestant, and tbey had one child. The
mother had it baptized as a Presbyterian and
the father had a Catholic priest perform the
same ceremony over his offspring. Then
Mrs. McCormack took the child and went
home to her parents. Last week the child
died, and there was a fight at the funeral
over the question whether it should hav Catholic or Protestant service, but before that
matter could be settled Mrs. McCormack
grabbed the casket in which the body lay and
hurried it off to a Protestant cemetery, where
it was buried. McCormack says it shall be
removed to·consecrated ground, and threatens his wife with bodily harm if she interferes.

JACOB'S PECULIAR DREAM.
And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth; and the top of it reached to
heaven; and, behold, the angels of God ascending and descending ouit.-Gef!. xxviii; 12. ·

MoTHER (to daughter): "Why, my dear, you
are unt going to church without corsets, are you ?'•
Daughter: "Yes, mamma. It•s an ice cream
fe•tival, you know, and I want to accept all invitations. Mr. Wh1techoker says the church is badly
indebt."
THERE are beautiful associations clustering
aboru the old family Bible. When you hav got
through readmg about Susannah, in the Apocrypha, you can tur11 to the Record, and find out that
your Uncle Ebenezer wa• born on March 19, 1841,
and was Took with the Measles July '1. 1868. There
is a great deal in patit>!it study and research.
TsE Cutlet said to the Mutton-chop,
"Don't you feel cut-up when you leave the
shop?"
.
And the Ohop replied, with a choking sob,
"I shoUld feel much worse if my name wer&
Jk>b;"
But the Cutlet returned, with a shrug genteel,
"Oh, tltat•s just about as you happen to veal."
A u~ITED STATES official, while riding through
the road• bordering the eastern edge of the lndiao Territory, came upon a long-haired man
•itting on a log. "Good morning, sir;• said the
official. ''H1." "Doyoulivabontbere?" "Just
about liv here." "You havn't any Indian blood w
your vewsT'' " Not that I ever St>ed." "Then
why do yon liv on this re•ervation 1 Who I!&.Ve
you the nght1" ''I marri•d a squaw." "On."
"That's what I say." "What bu ..me•s are you
in 1" ":None now." "What bn•we•s were you
m ?'' "Preachm'." "WhY did you stop t" "Fdler blowed up my church." " Blew up your church 1
What fort" •· J.,alon•ne•s. He s a preacher, too,
an' I beat him on a revlval...:.got more mourner•
than he did." "Why, I never heard before of
such an outrageous affair. Tell me about it.'•
·• Wall, I built my church over on the branch an•
this feller Ab Smith bUilt h1s·n on the knob. 'We
lltarted revivals about the same time, au' he had
the edge on me, an' kuowin' that something had
to be did, an' that QUICk, I commenced to tell a lot
o' yarns that I kuowed would interest the young
bucks an' oaptund the crowd. Smith he come
down an' tried to get 'em awa), an' at last, fiudin'
that he couldn't do it, he slipped around one mght
atid put powder under- the house and blowed it
up.•' "You were of different denominations, I
•oppose." "Or what 1" ··I say that you were of
dlfft:r.,nt chnrcheH." "Yes, I wuz o' my church
an' he wuz o• his n." "But of what denominatiOn,
what creed 1" "Blamed 1! I know." •• Well, but
what do you behave 1" "Bt~lieve that it won't be
bealth.Y fur Ab Smith 1f I ketch him round here."
"You don't. understand. Wnat i• your faith?"
"B.amed 1f I know." "What do you preach?"
"Fullt one thing and then another." "Are you a
Methodist, Bap'i•t, Presbyterian-" "·No, am't
none o• them." '"1on started a new church, I
suppose." "Wall, yes, most o• the los:a wuz new,

but some o• them was tuck from old Andy Peter.
•on's still house. Wall, tbar ·warn't more than a.
dozen ole logs in the house •. an•·. ~on· mont 'il.vi
called the church new. Ab Smith's church is so
green that it won't bu'rn, an' ( havn't got· enough
powder to blow it up, an' if you'll go over an' he'P
we tear 1t down I'll giv .you as fine a mule colt as
you ever seed. H .. ld on a minute, hold on," said
the .. preacher," shading his eye• and gazing far·
away. "Yalider comes Sillitb · an' two o' hiil
deacons. I ain't feelin' so migbr.y well, an• I b'leve·
I'll sorter trot a leet.le fur exercise. Ever come.
round this way agio an• want to see a squaw so'
ugly that she'll set your teeth on edge, drop in·
and see us. Wall, good-day. Ef them fallers a:lt,
you about me, tell •em that I ain't nowhar in the
neighborhood."
·
THE TENDER HEART.
She gazed upon the bnrni•hed urace ;
or plump .ruffed grouse he showed with pride.
Angelic grief wa• 111 her face ;
'
"How could you do it, dear,'' she sighed.
"The poor, Pathetw, moveless wing• I
Tbe songs all hu~hed-oh, cruel shame I"
Said he: ''Tbe partridge never sings."
Sa.id she: "Toe sin i• quite the same" You men are savage through and through.
A boy is alway• briogmg in
Some strings of birds' eggs, white and blue,
Or butterfly upon a pin.
.
The angleworm in anguish dies,
Impaled tbe pretty trout to tease-"
"My own, I fidh fortr ut with flies-"
"Don't wander from the questiOn, please!"
She quoted .Burns's "Wounded Hare,"
And certam burning lines or ·Blake's,
And Rn•kin on the fowls of air,
And Coleridge on the water snakes.
At Emerson's •· Forbearance" he
Began to feel h1• will benumbed;
At Browning'• •• Donald" utterly
Hi• soul •nrrendered and succumbed.
"Oh, gentlest of all gentle girls,"
Hto thought," beneath the blessed sun!"
He saw her la•hes bung With pearls,
And swore to giv away h1• guo.
Bile smiled to find her point was gained,
And went with happy partmg words
(He sub.equentiY a•certained)
To trim ller hat with humming-birds.
-Helen
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SUNDAY-SCHOOL EDUCATION.
If superstishun wuz like sassages, wot stumicks sum people would havl-Josh Billings.

"BuLLY, if True," is the head line vt hich the
editor of a paper in Crete, Neb., prints over
·the announcement that the pastor of the Congregational church will not pr&ach for a
month.
VERNON (Texas) Guard: "It is a mighty
good thing to be always at class meeting, attend church regularly, sing loud, and pray
yourself hoarse; but it is a good deal better
to be moral, upright, and honest in business
and social relations."
h is reported that a negro woman living
near Sunny Side, Ga., has two children-a
boy and a girl. The girl she named "I will
arise and go to my father," but calls her "I
willer," for short. The boy's name is "Only
begotten son, in whom I am well pleased,"
but he is called " Only.''
CAPTAIN LERoY, late leader of the Salvation Army in St. Paul, well known as
"Happy Harry," and a vigorous exhorter and
tambourine-player, has given up evangelizing
and now is a waiter in a variety theater in
New York city. He serves beer with great
'skill, and says that there's more money in
-that work than in trying to convert folks.
Mn. :MooDY is reported as saying that he
·was in favor of a whole holiday on Saturday
·at this season, and there would be no excuse
·for Sunday excursions and Sunday newspapers. As to the influence of Sunday papers
he is said to hav said: "You can't pound a
sermon into a man with a sledgehammer after
:he has got through reading one of those Sun-day papers."

THE great American Hellbender, the Rev.
Sam Jones, said, in his recent revival at
Plattsburg, Mo. : "When the Democracy
put into their platform that they are opposed
to all sumptuary Jaws, it was time for me to
get out." Get, Samuel, and until you get a
little sense don't come back.-8UJ1-.
THE people of Brooklyn say that the Salvation Army barracks maintained in Harrison
street is a nui~ance, and hav asked the
authorities to abate it. The army's defense
is that people may worship God in any way
they choose. The people deny that the Salvation Army is a religious organization.
THE church bells of this city are a great
nuisance, but New Yorkers are much better
off than the folks in Spain, which is one of
the most devout countries under the sun.
Ninety thousand belis send forth their summons to prayers from the steeples of 24,000
churches. The weight of these bells amounts
to something like 95,000.000 Spanish pounds,
and the value to about 10,000,000 francs.
A TEXAS newspaper, in looking over the
political field, finds this extraordinary richness in parties. The journal says: "No
American suffers for la.ck of parties with which
to align himself. The assortment is new and
specially arranged to suit all tastes. If he is
not inclined to Democracy, Republicanism,
or independence, he can throw himself into
the United Labor party, of which Mr. George
was the leader; the Socialistic Labor party,
an old organization; the new sociul Labor
part..., the Central Labor, the Anti-Poverty
Society,the trades unions-all distinct political
entities-the Knights of Labor, the Amalgamated Association, the Brotherhood, the
Wheel, the Grange, and last, and least, the

Prohibitionists." But why leave out the
Greenbackers?
THE other day thirty Roman Catholic
bishops and some hundreas of priests assembled at Cbattillon sur Marne, France, to witness the unveiling of a statue to Pope Urban
II. The Weekly Registe1· says the ecclesiastics
assembled " to honor and perpetuate the
memory of this saintly Pontiff." The London Freethinker thinks worth while to cite an
item of the saintly pontifical teaching of Urban II., which forms part of the canon law to
this day: " We judge that they are not murderers who, burning with zeal for their
Catholic Mother against the excommunicated,
should happen to kill any of them."
THE Protestants and Catholics of mster,
says the London Freethinker, hav indulged
in still further manifestations of the Christian
The annual excursion of Catholic
spirit.
Foresters from Belfast to Portrush provoked
most serious riots. A clergyman was shot in
the leg while proceeding to his church to conduct divine service, and. several other persons
were severely wounded..
At Ballymoney
Station shots were fired from the train, and a
young man was shot in the chest and has
since expired. Portrush was kept in a state
of constant uproar by crowds of Orangemen,
who attacked the excursionists. Many persons were injured on both sides by stones and
bottles, but the police succeeded in preventiD!!
more serious disaster&. The return home was
made lively by a battle of stones and bottles
and bullets at every station. Nearly all the
carriage windows were smashed. When the
excursionists left the train at Belfast and got
into cars, the Orangemen continued to pelt
them, but. the police were in sufficient strength

to .prevent more murderous attacks. 'rhese
Irish Christians delight in showing the
pacifying influence of Christianity whenever
they get a chance. If it were not for the
military and police, they would probably hav
exterminated each other by this time.
THE Industrial Appeal says: "The most
discoumging and exasperating item that we
see in the I;Jewspapers nowadays is, in substance, if not in the exact language, as follows: • The pope has signified to the priests
and bishops of this country that he will not
inferfere with the organization known as the
Knights of Labor.' To a true-born American
citizen who is not tangled up in the grievous
toils of auy religion whatever, this is disgusting in the extreme. What possible excuse
can the average American citizen offer for
going to anyone, much less an obscure, senil,
would-be religious potentate, in an obscure
corner of a moribund kingdom of Europe,
for advice in social or economic reforms.
There never can be any progress in this
country until the people hav developed sufficient common-sense and independence to
utterly scorn any interference with their
rights and consciences from any quarter
whatever. No man who is not an abject
slave to superstition will allow even the appearance of the impertinent interference of a
middle-man between him and his God, especially on political questions, and we honor
Dr. McGlynn more than we can express for
his manly contempt of the pope's fulmination.
Just as soon as we can get a person to believe
and know that popes and bi8hops hav not
a particle more influence with God than he
has himself, then we can begin the work of
reform.''
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The Bible of Natm·e; or, The ·Principles of
Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc.

II.-M ENTAL MAXIMS.
CHAPTER VII.- INDEPENDENCE.
A .-L e s s o n s of In s tin c t.
If the scale of precedence in the mental development of our fellow-creatures can be determined by
any single test, that test is the instinctive love of
Independence. Many of the lower animals may surprise us by constructive achievements that rival the
products of human science, but thf'ir instinct of freedom is quite imperfectly developed. The caterpillar
of the silk-moth will spin its satin winter-gown in a
box full of mulberry ieaves as skilfully as in the freedom of the tropical forests. In the hive of their captor a swarm of wild bees will continue to build hexagons and store up honey as diligently as in the rocks
or hollow trees of the wilderness. Captive river-fish
will eat and pair a day after their transfer to a fishpond. Birds, on the other hand, mourn .their lost
liberty for weeks. During the first half-month of its
captivity, a caged hawkrarely accepts any food; seabirds and eagles starve with a persistence as if they
were thus trying to end an affliction from which they
see no other way of escape. Wild cows can be domasticated in a month; wild elephants hardly in a
year. Several species of the larger carnivora can
be trained only if caught in their cub-hood, as in after
years they become almost wholly untamable. The·
_lower varieties of quadrumana, the Brazilian capuchin monkeys and East Indian macaques, seem almost to invite capture by the frequency of their visits
to the neighborhood of human dwellings, while the
apes proper are, without auy exception, the shyest
creatures of the virgin woods. The gorilla is so
rarely seen in the vicinity of human settlements that
its very existence was long . considered doubtful.
Sir Stamford Raffles asserts that at the distant sound
of ati. ax the.orang of Sumatra at once abandons its
favorite haunts in the coast jungles. On the west
coast of Borneo a large orang was once surprised by
the crew of an English trading-vessel, but fought
with a desperation that obliged its would-be captors
to riddle it with rifle-balls, though they knew that a
living specimen of that size would be worth its
weight in silver. .
That same resolution in defense of their liberties
has always distinguished the nobler from the baser
tribes of the human race. The natives of the Gambia Valley have no hesitation in selling their relatives to the Portuguese slave-traders, while the
liberation of a single countryman (whom the enemy
had determined to hold as a hostage) impelled the
Circassian highlanders to risk their lives in a series of
desperate assaults upon the ramparts of a Russian
frontier post. The hope of covering the retreat of
their fleeing wives and children inspired the heroes
of Thermopylre to make a stand against six thousand
fold odds. The crimps of the Christian church-despots found no difficulty in foisting their yoke upon
the former vassals of the Roman empire, but when
they attempted to cross the border of the Saxon
LanclmtJ,rk, the kidnappers were slain like rabid
wolves; and when the neighboring ruffian-counts,
and at last Charlemagne in person, marched to the
support of the clerical slave-hunters, they met with a
resistance the record of which will forever remain the
proudest page in the chronl.cle of the Germanic races.
Cornfields were burnt, villages were leveled with
the ground; for hundreds of miles the means of
human subsistence were utterly destroyed; but the
council of the Saxon chieftains refused to submit,
and when the homes of their forefathers were de vastated, they carried their children to the inaccessible
wilds of the Hartz highlands, where they grimly weicorned the aid of the winter snows, and defied frost
and starvation, rather than crawl to cross (zu kreuze
kriechen), as their vernacular stigmatizLd the cowardice of their crucifix-kissing neighbors. And when
the Frankish autocrat had shackled their land with a
chain of forts, they thrice rebelled with persistent
disregard of consequences; nay, ~~!iter the loss of the
last murderous battle, the prisoners of war refused to
accept the ultimatum of the conqueror, and rather
than crawl to cross four thousand of their captive
noblemen mounted the scaffold of the executioner on
the market-square of Quedlinbmg. The bodies of
the heroes were thrown to the birds of the wilderness; but their deathless spirits revived in the philippies of Martin Luther and the battle-shout of Luetzen
and Oudenarde, and will yet ride the storm destined
to hurl the last cross from the temples of the Germanic nations. ·
B.-REWARD~ OF CONFORMITY.
.
Smce the dawn ?f htstory the lands of freedom
have produced frwts and flowers that refused to
thriv~ on any other soil. For several centuries civili-

zation was confined to a small country of republics:
Attic and The ban Greece. "Study the· wonders of
that age," says Byron to his friend Trelawney, "and
compare them with the best ever done under masters."
Switzerland, in spite of its rocky soil, has f~r centuries been the happiel;lt, a,s well as the freest, country
of Europe. The prosperity of the United States of
America, since the establishment of their independence,
stands unparalleled in the history of the last eighteen
hundred years; and, moreover, the degree of that
prosperity has been locally proportioned to the degree of social .freedom, and has begun to become
general only since the general abolition of. slavery.
Freedom blesses the poorest soil, as despotism
blights the most fertile, and it is only an apparent
exception from that rule that Italy continued to
flourish during the first two centuries of the empire.
The change in the form of government .was at first
noniinal, rather than real, and under the rule of
Augustus, Trajan, Hadrian, andtheAntonines, Rome
enjoyed more real liberty than many·a so-called republic of modern times. When despotism became a
systematic and chronic actuality, the sun of fortune
was soon eclipsed, and the social climate became as
unfavorable to art and literature as to valor and
patriotism.
·
· ·
Personal independence is a not less essential condition of individual happiness. Bondage in any
form, and of silken or gilded, as well as of iron,
fetters, is incompatible with the development of the
highest mental and moral faculties. The genius of
Poland and modern Italy has produced its best fruit
in exile. The progress of modern civilization dates
only from ' the time when knowledge once more
flourished in a .Republic of Letters/ and for a
thousand years the monastery system of medieval
literature produced hardly a single work of genius.
Within the period of the last three or four genera-·
tions the sun of freedom has ripened better and
more abundant fruit in any single decade. than the
dungeon- air of despotism during a series of centuries.
All foreign travelers agree in admh·ing (or.condemning) the early mental development of. American children, who have a chance to exercise their intellectual
faculties in an area untrammeled by the barriers of
caste divisions and social restraints. They may yield
to the pupils of the best European colleges in Epecial
branches of scholarship, but in common sense, general intelligence, general information, in self-respect,
in practical versatility, and self-dependence, an
American boy of twelve is, as a rule, more than a
match for a continental-European boy of sixteen;
and the same holds good of the ave:rage intelligence
and self,dependence of our country population.
With the rarest exceptions the political economists
of our Southern states agree that the agricultural
negro as a freeman is a more valuable laborer than as
a slave, and that emancipation, in. the long run, has
benefited the planter as well as his serf. I venture
even to add the verdict of Professor Hagenbeck, the
founder of the great zoological supply depot, that
menagerie-trainers of the least despotic methods are
the most successful. Turf-men know that the best
horses do not come from the unequaled perennial
pastures of the lower Danube, but from England and
Araby, where pet colts enjoy almost the freedom of
a pet child.
c.-PERVERSION.
The ethics of Anti-naturalism include the Buddhistic doctrine of self-abasement, as an indispensable
condition of salvation. That salvation meant extinction, the utter renunciation of earthly hopes and
desires, the mortification of all natural instincts, ineluding the instinct of freedom. ·Abject submission
to injustice, the subordination of reason to dogma,
the sinfulness of rebellion against the "powers that
be," were inculcated with a zeal that :rriade the
church an invaluable ally of despotism. For centuries a sceptl:lr combining the form of a cross and a
bludgeon was the significant emblem of tyranny.
With the aid, n,ay, in the name, of the Christian
hierarchy, the despots of the Middle Ages elaborated
a system of subordination of personal freedom to
autocratic caprices, which, by comparison, makes the
tyranny of the Cresars a model of liberalism. Every
important function of social and domestic life was
subjected to the control of arbitrary functionaries,
armed with irresponsible power or with a system of
oppressive penal by-laws. Censors suppressed every
symptom of visible or audible protest. Every school
was a prison, every judgment-seat a star-chamber.
Peasants and mechanics had no voice in the conncils of their rulers. The merit of official employees
was measured by the degree of their flunkeyism. But
the ne plus-ultras of physical and moral despotism
were combined in the slaverv of the monastic convents. The attempt of reviving the outrages which
abbots for centuries practiced on the unfortunates
whom a rash vow (or often the mandate of a bigoted
parent) had submitted to their power, would cartainly expose the manager of a modem convent to
the risk of beiEg mobbed and torn limb from limb.
Novices were subjected to all sorts of wanton tortures and arbitrary deprivation of his scant privileges;
they were compelled to perform shameful and ridicc
ulous acts of self-abasement, all merely to " break
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their wordly spirit," i. e., crush out the last vestige of
self-respect and life-love, in O:l'der. to prepare them
for the consolations of other-worldliness. The moral
emasculation of the huma.n race seems, indeed, to
have been the main purpose of the educational policy
which the.priests of the Nature-hating Galilean pur~
sued wherever the union of Church and State put
children and devotees at the~ mercy of their dogmatists.
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
Voluntary slavery means voluntary renunciation
of the chief privilege of human reason : the privilege
of self-control. The spendthrift divests himself of
external advantages; the miser yields up his lifeblood for gold ; but he who surrenders his personal
liberty has sold his soul, as well as his body. Bondage circumscribes every sphere of activity. Political
despotism impedes. the progress of industry as galling
fetters impede the circulation of the blood. Enterprising autocrats of the Frederic and Peter type
have aa utterly failed in the attempt of enforcing a
flourishing state of commerce, as they would have
failed in the attempt of enforcing the growth of a
stunted tree by the tension of iron .chains. In free
America a voluntary pledge of abstinence has accomplished what in medieval Europe the most Draconic
temperance and anti-tobacco laws failed to achieve.
The educational despotism of moral pedants has
ever defeated its own purpose, and succeeded only in
turning frank, merry-souled children into hypocrites
and sneaks. The idea .that a barbarous system of
military discipline could develop model warriors has
been refuted on hundreds of battle-fields, where the
machine-soldiers of despotic kings were routed by
the onset of enthusiastic patriots, half-trained, perhaps, and ill-armed, but assembled by an enlistment
of souls as well as of bodies. The unparalleled
intellectual barrenness of the Middle Ages was well
explained by the indictment of a modern -English
poet. " The bondage of the Christian do.ctrine,"
says Percy Shelley, " is fatal to the development of
originality and genius." The curse of mediocrity
has, indeed, for ages rested upon every literary product devoted ·to the promotion of clerical interests.
The Muses refuse to assemble on Golgotha. Pegasus
declines to. be yoked with the ass of the Galilean
ascetic. Outspoken skepticism is almost as rare
as true genius, and it is not possible to mistake the
significance of the fact that the great poets and
philosophers of the last seven generations were,
almost without an exception; persistent and. outspoken skeptics. Rousseau, Voltaire, Diderot, D'Alembert, Holbach, Leibnitz, Lessing, Kant, Fichte, Hegel,
Schiller, Heine, Schopenhauer, Humboldt, Pope,
Hume, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Gibbon, Buckle, and
Darwin have all inscribed their-names in: the temple
of Liberalism; and Wolfgang Goethe, the primate of
European literature, was at· once the most consistent
and the most anti-Christian· of modern thinkers.
"His personal appearance;' says Heinrich .Heine,
" was as harmonious as his mind. A proudly erect
body, never yet bent by Christian worm-1uimility;
classic features, never distorted by Christian contrition ; eyes that had never been dimmed by
Christian sinner-t~ars or the apathy of monkish
resignation."
That resignation was for centuries enforced as the
first of moral duties; but Nature has had her revenge,
and ·even the fallen hierarchy would hesitate to
recover the loss of their prestige by a return to the
moral desert which for ages marked the empire of a
mind-enslaving dogma.
E.-REFORM.
Not all. slaves can be freed by breaking their
shackles; the habit of servitude may become a
hereditary vice, too inveterate for immediate remedies. The pupils of Freedom's school may be required to unlearn, as well as to learn, many lessons;
the temples of the future will have to remove several
aphoristic tablets to make room for such mottoes as
"Self-Reliance,"" Liberty," "Independence." Victor
J acquemont tells a memorable story of a Hindoo
village, almost depopulated by a famine caused by
the depredations of sacred monkeys, that made constant raids on the fields and gardens of the superstitious peasants, who would see their children starve
to death rather than lift a hand against the longtailed saints. · At last the British stadtholder saw a
way to. relieve their distress. He called a meeting
of then· si1·clars and offered them free transportation
to a monkey-less island of the Malay archipelago.
Learning that the land of the proposed colony was
fertile and thinly settled, the survivors accepted the
prc:>posal with tears of gratitude ; but when the band
of gaunt refugees embarked at the mouth of the
Hooglyn, the stadtholder's agent was grieved to
learn that their cargo of household goods included a
large cageful of sacred monkeys. " They are beyond human help," says the official memorandum,
''and their children can be redeemed only by curing
them of the superstition that has ruined their monkey-ridden ancestors."
At the end of the fifteenth century, when southern
Europe was in danger of a similar fate from the
rapacity of esurient priests and monks, Providence,
by means of an agent called Christoval Columbus,
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offered the victims the chance of a free land of refuge ;
but when the host of emigrants embarked at the
harbor of Palos, philosophers must have been grieved
. to perceive that their cargo of household-pets comprised a large assortment of ecclesiastics. "They
are beyond human help," Experience might sigh in
the words of the British commissioner, "and their
children can be redeemed only by curing them of the
superstition that has proved the ruin of their priestridden ancestors.-"
In regions of our continent where colonists might live
as independent as the birds of their primeval forests,
bondage has been imported in the form of an intriguing hierarchy, working its restless bellows to
forge the chains of their pupils-of the rising generation, who as yet seem to hesitate at the way-fork of
Feudalism and Reform. A timely word may decide
their choice. and, by all the remaining hopes of
Earth and Mankind ! that word shall not remain unspoken.

Did Jesus Call Himself Christ 1
;Back of the. pulpit qf the Unitarian church in
Washington, in large gilt letters, are these words:
That they may know thee, the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom thou hast sent.
·

This text would be a pretty conclusiv one in support of Unitarianism if it were not a manifest figment
of the brain of the clerical crank who fabricated the
fourth gospel. In chapter xiii he describes the last
supper, which was not the paschal feast or eucharist,
but an ordinary meal, one whole day "before the
feast of the Passover." After supper Jesus makes a
long address to his· disciples, fully reported in four
chapters. Then follows a prayer, reported verbatim
in chapter xvii. And this, by the way, appears to be
the nearest approach to a public prayer by the man
who claimed to be the son of God, and who said :
When thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the hypocrits are;
for they love to pray standing in the synagogs. arid in the
corners oLthe streets that they may be seen of men. . . .
But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when
thou hast shut thy door pray to thy father which is in secret.

The first part of the long discourse of Jesus in the
fourth gospel is about his betrayal. The disciples
wonder who the betrayer shall be. He dips a sop
and givs it to Judas saying, "That thou doest, do
quickly." What was that sop 1 In all ·the Greek
codices it is psomion, " a small morsel." In the
Peshito or Syriac codex it is simply " bread," so also
in the Latin Vulgate. And as no mention of wine is
made in the fourth gospel the probability would be
that the bread was dipped in gravy.
.
Judas goes out. The remaining disciples wonder
what for. Some think it is to buy things needful for
the feast of the Passover to be eaten the next even·
ing; others think he is going to giv something to the
poor. Jesus resumes his discourse, and when it is
ended lifts his eyes and says to his father in heaven :
The hour is come ; glorify thy son that thy son may glorify
thee, as thou hast _given him power over all flesh that he
should giv eternal life to as many as thou hast given him.
And this is life eternal, that they may know thee
only
true Goa and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent.·

the

Nowhere else does Jesus speak of himself as
Christ. When Simon Peter ventured to say, " Thou
art the Christ," Jesus charged his disciples to '' tell
no man that thing." Conceding that he believed he
was a special messenger of God to accomplish a
divine purpose, was it not utterly absurd for him, in
an address to his father in heaven, to call himself
Jesus Christ ?
Ohri~tos in Greek is the equivalent of Meshiha in
Aramaic, which was the language of Palestine, and
means ''anointed." It was a very significant term.
Priests and kings were anointed, but when and where
was that ceremony performed on Jesus' Only at a
supper in Bethany two days before his death, when
a woman came in and poured the contents of an
alabaster-box of precious ointment upon his head
(Matt. xxvi, 7; Ma1·k xiv, 3). The fourth gospel
says this woman was M!try, the sister of Martha who
served the table, and that she did not pour the oint~
menton the head of Jesus, but upon his feet, wiving
them with her hair (xii, 3). But whetherthe anointing
was of the head or the feet of Jesus, all three evangelists agree that it was for his burial.
The third got>pel is silent about this _anointing, but
strangely enough describes a similar one· at an early
period of the ministry of Jesus. He was dining with
a Pharisee, in the city of Nain, when a woman came
weeping at his feet, and after washing them with
her tears, kissing, and wiping them with the hair of
her head, she poured ointment upon them from an
alabaster-box (Luke vii, 38). But this .woman, unlike the one described by the other three evangelists,
was a "sinner," who straightway obtained absolution
for her many sins.
The supper described by Luke was at the house of
a Pharisee named Simon; that describ(ld by Matthew and Mark was at the house of Siuion the leper
-another coincidence, suggestiv of a want of information on the part of Luke.
This is ~til we know ~tbout ~tny ~tnointing of Jesus,
and no one will pretend th~tt it was such ItS to be-
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stow upon him the name or title of Meshiba or
Prail'ie, covered with gr'!asewood and chico.
Christos. Nor will any rational man believe that
Is coal or wood burnt, and where is it procured?
Jesus ever called himself the anointed, either in adWood, plenty. Greasewood all over the valley;
dressing his discij:>les or his father in heaven.
·
pinon and red ced~ from the mountains. The first ·
.
ANTICHRIST.
free; pinon and ~edar $3 to $4 a cord.
~an

Luis Park, Color·ado.

Is the country well watered ?

Soft water six to fourteen feet from the surface.
Answers to questions will be my aim in this article.
Is
your town on a railroad?
A stream of letters from Liberals, full of queries, inMonte
Vista, our nearest village, fifteen miles disdicate that Freethinkers are truly interested in "one
·
world at a time," and they appear to be willing to tant, is a railroad town.
own anywhere from a quarter section to a square
Does the altitude of the Park cause _heart trouble in middlemile of the best part of that. In my next article I aged persons, or those naturally with weak hearts ?
Yes.
will gather all the " Disadvantages of San Luis."
What people need is the plain, unvarnished truth
Do you think consumptivs are benefited by that climate?
about any new region. As 1 hold that a Liberal
Yes; I think it is the best on the habitable globe
ought to tell ·the truth at all hazards, the readers of for consumptivs.
these articles shall hav it. I am not a real estate
Hav you many Liberals?
agent, and hav no corner lots for sale. This last
No.
sentence is not intended to cast any reflections upon
Monte Vista, Col.
W. F. JAMIESON.
terra firma brokers, but to· giv my correspondents
confidence.
How c·old does·the weather get there in the winter time?

To my California friend I an.swer: Last winter the
cold was as low as 28° below zero, but not in the
day time. The days are sunny and warm all winter
through, with now and then an exception; are from
20" to 30"' warmer than the nights or early morning. The five coldest days known here were in
January last. The temperature ranged 19°, 22°, 24",
28°. The lowest temperature in February was 7"
below zero in the night.. From zero to 14" above is
the lowest temperature, as a rule.
November
weather ranges from 5° below to 29" above zero at
7 A.M. At 2 P.M, 35° to 52° above. I was here in
December, the last days, and rode in an open buggy
E.ixty miles over the valley. ·coldest days 4° below
zero. Usual range, 12° to 37" above at· 7 A.M. At
2 P 111 uniform between 32° ·to 48° above zero. Very
llliltJ snow falls in the valley. No heavy frosts later
than May 1st, nor earlier than September 20th.
The hottest days this summer, an unusually hot
season, were 92°. Average mid-day heat l!3SS than
80°. Cool nights. Pair of blankets and comforter
every night, except one, when comforter only was
omitted.
However hot the days, there are cool gusts from
the snow-capped mountains. As I ani writing, Aug.
24th, old Sierra Blanca yonder is covered with a
fresh supply of snow, which came yesterday; but in
our lower region came in the form of copious and
cool showers of rain. Ordinarily this is a very
dry climate. The num her of sunshine days, one
year with another, are 320 m~t of 365.
To sum up, San Luis Park, 65 miles. wide, 160
long, protected by vast mountain ranges, in form
similar to a horse-shoe, with the opening on the
south toward New Mexico, at one time supposed to
be too elevated, 7,500 feet above sea level, too dry,
too cold, to be valuable, except as an immense cattle
range, turns out to hav a mllder climate, more uniform, less extreme cold, than the country from Chicago due Westward through Nebraska. It is the
best horse and cattle growing country in the world.
The free ranges in the mountains surrounding the
Park are practically limitless. I am writing these
letters specially for the benefit of my Liberal friends.
Let me say, then, that the Liberal who will put a
few hundred dollars, or two or three thousand, into
horses and cattle will get rich within a ~ew years,
and will bless that Infidel Jamieson for letting his
light shine. To ·the young, enterprising, ambitious
Liberal, who has his or her way to carve, who wishes
to be successful in life (and who does·not 1), let me
say to you, who are not above honest labor, here is
your chance. Avail yourself of these grand mountain ranges, free as the air you breathe. Too young,
are you' In this very ·Park are two boys aged
twelve and fourteen, who, with their shepherd dogs,
take care of three thousand sheep. . Day and night
those shepherd boys tend the flock, sleep in a covered wagon, cook their own meals, seven miles from
home, their father bringing them a supply of provis
ions once a week. There's true grit for you. My
young Liberal; are you looking for a business opening? Thousands of miles for horse and cattle range,
not a cent to pay for food, free grazing nine or ten
months out of the year.
Will wheat, oats, barley, grow in this mountain valley?

. Yes, the best I ever saw.
Is there much government land?

More than one hundred thousand acres.
A Zaleski, 0. 7 friend writes me, " being confident
you will try to answer my questions correctly:"
Is there sufficient rain-fall to produce good crops in the
Park?
,

No.
What crops can be grown?

Wheat, oats, barley, millet, alfalfa, etc.
Are there· hard wind storms?

.

In the spring there are high winds; but there has
never been a cyclone or a blizzard here a~ far as
known.
Is the country prairie, or timbered P

Wonderful Absurdities.

Look on this picture ! There goes, along the
sidewalk, old John Inventor, one of the wonders of
all ages. On his back he carries a vessel filled with
his absolute and unfailing fire-extinguisher. Its po- .
tency is marvelous; one moment of that gas, and the·
elements combining in combustion are sepa1·ated by
stronger affinities, and fire is instantly changed to
drops of refreshing water, and stifling smoke clears
up into pure ah·. He oomes to the residence of a
citizen, and wild cries of agony appal sensitiv ears. ·
At the windows above there are crowded a dozen
human beings, yelling, moaning, demanding help to
escape. The whole lower story is crackling with
flames, the rising smoke is suffocating-five minutes
more and those imprisoned mortals will die, and their '
bodies will feed the flames. Old John casts an eye
up to the horrid scene. A step to the window, a
one-quarter turn of that stop-cock, and an ounce of
that gas would subdue the fiercest blaze, and father
and faruily are saved. No! not a bit of it. On goes
old John, leaving all to certain destruction and a
horrible death. What shall we do with old John for
his fiendish inhumanity! Why, a Christian mob
took him out and hanged him high as Haman. Now,
these bloody Christians had an all-wise, loving, kind,
salvation-giving (through faith), and omni!lcient God
who was present at that fire as well as old John.
He had the power; he made the world in an hour,
and he could make a small Noah's flood in the
twinkling of an eye.
It cannot but be that there is no such God, sitting
with a sparrow in his hand. No merciful creator
would, with power present in his will, suffer the
burning ship to go down, and yet there are men of
ordinary good sense teaching their children a mess
of blasphemous nonsense about an almighty God.
''Why don't men think~" The argument is unanswerable-there does not exist a Christian God, with
oversight over all, treasuring up every action of humanity to be brought forward in judgment. A perfect God could not exist alongside of such evils and
miseries of his family and not put the evils away.
A perfect God could not make and maintain an allpowerful devil. What an absurdity is this Christian
system, invented by designing man for the propagation and maintenance of power and profit! It will
continue while men are ignorant-the more ignorant,
the better picking for priests.
There is a power existent, an unknown and incomprehensible power. Under this power things hav
always moved on, and will eternally move on-no
let up; no cessation; no st~ppage to hav a judgment
of the action of men; no fool boy' s-play of making
man and then tormenting him in all eternity simply
because he exists, and that without his own consent.
What a batch of contemptible absurdities can be
propagated to enslave mankind !
I hav just been reading Judge Waite's "History
of Christianity During the First Two Centuries." It
is appalling to think how little the average Christian
knows or the origin, growth, and absurdity of the,
religion of Christ. The New Testament gospels are
only a lot of unfathered, heterogeneous jumbles of
rubbish that were made by different men during_ the
first two centuries. The proof is positiv, and the
presumption great, that the old Roman church has
doctored the matteY up in its own interest from time·
to time. Many of the gospels written early, and that
were used by the first congregations, are lost. The
four canonical gospels of the present day were.
forged well-nigh two hundred years after Christ. It
is marvelous to learn how many gospels were written
at the start. The early church had gospels enough.
to load a car, but designing men, such as to-day are
given. place and a big salBry to deceive the people,
destroyed tons of gospels, and arranged a few for
power and "revenue only." No one knows who the
authors were. The gospels are guessed off "according to Matthew," "according to Mark," etc. And
yet the deception goes on ; ignorant man is still terrorized with the fear of purgatory, hell, excommunication, and all the other silly anathemas of the
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infernal priesthood. The chief pursuits of the ancients were "religion and war." They went together.
With a sword in one hand, and a •' revealed gospel"
in the other, wilih a " Thus saith the Lord" coming
from their mouths, a scurvy set of rapscallions raced
onr the earth, killing, debauching, and robbing till
blood and ashes were as common as noxious weedA.
And yet we hav this gigantic scheme of plunder held
up as the great civilizer of the world. 0 Absurdity,
Absurdity! thy vassals are many.
JoHN BusHEL.

g[~e Jlmerican ~ecular J1nion.
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
B.!Jii:Ul!:L P. PUTNAM, Secretary,

- - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
- - •
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
:l!j. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
E. A. STEVENS, Chair. Fin. Com.. • 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
QHARLES EoKHARD,

Treas.,

Caii for the Eleventh Annual Congress of the
America!! Secular Union.
To the. Auxiliary Secular Unions and to all citizens
of the United States and Uanadas ioho suppm·t
the Nine .JJemmids of Liberalism:
_
You are wanted to attend the Eleventh Annual
Congress of the Amer~can Secular tJnion, to be held
at Chicago, October 15th and 16th.
1'he Congress will be called upon to consider
:tneasures for carrying on the work -of Freethought
and securing the adoption of !lUCh laws by the various
state governments and by the national government a~
shall make the.United States thoroughly secular, and
the· repeal of all laws now . on the stat-ute books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
l:Jocal auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs-the President and
Secretary and three delegates. All charter-members
lnd life·metnbers, all Vice Presidents, all Chairmen of
state Elxecutiv Committees, are entitled to seats and
votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled
to seats, but not votes, except by permission of the
Congress.
_
·
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada who can
will be present.
Per order Board of Directors !
. CouRTLAN:t>T PALMER, Pres.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.
E. A. STEVENs, Ch. Fin. 9om.
CnAs. EmrnARD, Treas.
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22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
22.
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22.
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22.

Reported receipts ............................... $1,724 21
Portland ............... per C. Beal.. ............
21 00
McMinnville .......... per W. T. Booth......
25.00
Kenneth Cambcll...per S. P. P.............
5 00
I. K. Sean ............. per
"
.............
5 00
Corvallis ............... per B. F. Hyland....
20 00
Stayton ............... per Wm. Sims.........
35.00
Silverton ............... per M. Fitzgerald ... ,
15 00
Torrent Grove ....... per H. Buxton.........
25 00
East Portland, ...... per S. P. P,.. .... .... ..
2 50
Portland ............... per
"
.............
8.50
Eagle Creek ......... , per McElsander,.. ....
15 00
Astoria ................. per Wm. Cllaace......
20 00
SnohomisiJ, .......... per J. S. Marin.......
50 00
Port Angeles ......... per Chas. Peters......
15.00
Port Townsend ..... per D. W. Smith......
3'~.00
Newcastle............. per Jenkin Morgan..
20 00
Total receipts ..................................... $2 036.21
DISBURSEMENTS.

Reported Disbursements ...................... $1,659.11
Aug. 22. S. P. Putnam ........ per Treasurer.......... 312.00
Total disbursements ............................ $1.97(11
Aug. 81, 1887.
CaAs. EoKBAHD, Treasurer.

News and Notes.
Goldendale does not answer much to the music of
its name. It is one of the most orthodox places I
hav struck. It is twelve miles from the railroad and
one hundred years behind the times. The blue laws
of Connecticut are still rampant in its political control; and there is a mental stagnation which is simply
death-like. If I had not been in the genial society
of " Uncle Hank," as they call him, I do not know if
I could hav withstood the frigid temperature of this
"world before the flood." But friend Young has
kept the battle a-going for over a quarter of a
century, and overflows with vitality. It is impossible to conquer him. Like General Z11ch. Taylor, he
never knows when be is whipped. The. orthodox
hav prayed mightily that he might depart, but he is
with them still, and is likely to be until victory
shines f6r Freethought.
He ?wns ~he hall in which the lectures were given,
and w1th th~s fort at_ our command we kept the fight
up from Fnday until Monday evening. We had fair
audiences, and friends came from a distance. The
ground has been broken and there is chance for better work hereafter. Mr. Young and his family are
stalwart Liberals, and· with these are James Parrett,
the Andersons and their families, Cilarles Morris,
Thoma.s Stapleton, etc., and sometime this strong-

hold of ecclesiasticism will feel the breath of civilization and know that the world moves on. Goldendale.is too beautiful a place to be enth1·alled by the
" Dark Ages." Its shining fields and glittering hills
shall sound with freedom's happy voice.
Over the dusty bights we travel again to the broad
Columbia. An all-night ride hrings us eastward to
Union, a quiet place that feels no boom, and hence is
devoid of excitement and tumult. It is beautifully
situated in Grand Round VailRy. Ample and fruitful
barvest lands are about it, radiant with the smiles of
8ummer, and mingling pictures of gold and green.
Noble bills inclose the expanding vale, and beyond
tower the snowy peaks. Union missed the 1·ailroad
by about three miles, and hence its quiet.ude. llowev'er, its citizens hav raised nearly $100 000 for a
woollen mill, and the prospects are that Union will resound with the march of progress. I had two meetings here and a good attendance, although the ortho
dox ministers held a solemn conclave and decided
not to go themselvs, and to advise all good Christianf'
to stay away for fear that their minds might be
poisoned by the argument of· the Infidel. One minIster, however, had the courage to come the first
night, and risk his soul's salvation for the sake of a
little knowledge of what the Freethinkers are doing.
He is said to be quite liberal for a clergyman, and so
I hope for a fair report. Wtthout doubt he will accept everything I declared as true, and then label it
Christianity.
I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and 1\'Ir;s, G. A.
Thompson. Mrs. Thompson, a little while ago, was
a member of the Methodist church, but the reading
of Thomas Paine has made her an enthusiastic Liberal. Messrs. A. R. Jones and Geo. E. 0 wen, of the
Oregon Scout, are editors who dare to speak their
mind. They hav been so 'bold in some of their criticisms that a clergyman sued them for ten thousand
dollars damages, but the jury acquitted the editors
on the ground that what they said was true, and
should hav been exposed. Clergymen seem to think
they can be dishonest, and no one has a right to criticise. They want the "benefit of clergy" on every
occasion. They don't yet realize that they are living
in a free country. J. B. Eaton, Judge E. C. Brainard, S. A. Pursel, D.P. Mc-Daniels, E E Vincent, J.
C. Summers, N. Tartar, J. R. Foster, E. H. Miller,
etc., are friends. in Union who made our stay ~ost
pleasant, and our work full of promis for the future.
Friday we came on to bright and thriving Baker
City in Powder River Valley, about thirty~five
miles eastward of Union. Here I find one of the
best points of my whole tour; Large audiences
greeted me, several hundred being present at each
lecture. There are some live workers here in this
place who are bound to win in spite of all odds. A
temperance revival in the "name of Jesus" bad just
been sweeping the town before my arrival, and about
nine hundred names secured for the pledge. It was
announced that I had come to destroy all this good
work. and I suppose many thought that I was the
devil himself. The people, however, wffe surprised
when they found that Infidelity accepted every good
thing, just so far as it was really good and- for the
welfare of humanity; that it overthrew only the
wrong and accepted all the right " on heathen or on
Christian grounds/'
On Sunday our meet.ings were full and entbuRiastic, and a Secular Union wa~ formed with nearly
a hundred members, and I believe it will do a noble
work. for Baker county and Eastern Oregon.
Baker City-named after Colonel Baker of illustrious memory-is in the midst of a good farming
and stock co~ntry, and the mountains about it are
freighted wjth the precious metals, and extensiv mills
are being built. Baker City, as the center of all thi"
business enterprise, has a promising career and will
be a chief town of Eastern Oregon.
Wesley T. Miller, who is one of the correspondents
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, has plenty of clfar grit, and
has fought many a battle right in the face of orthodoxy, and has experit>nced what it is to be in an unpopular cause. He bas the enthusiasm of humanity
and knows no such word as fail. Hts energetic
efforts bav contributed largely to the t>uccess of the
movement here.
John R. Coleman, president of the Union, has the
fire and undaunted courage of youtb, and will make
an excellent offiller. He is generous and outspoken
in support of out· cause.
Judge Schofie1d is one of the honored citizens of
the place-respected for his integrity and intelligence. He has never been afraid to speak his honest
thought. The Christians here hav felt many a keen
thrust of his brilliant blade.
W. W. Treat is a frontiersman all over. I don't
think he would be at horne anywhere except in ''enterprises of great pith and moment," where fortunes
are won by the stroke of the hammer.
l\1rs. Mary E. Edgington is one of those brave
women who can work If need be. Reduced from
affiuence to poverty, she does not lose her happiness.
and has a heart for any fn.te.
Sbe is a slanch
Liberal~nd a fi·iend of humanity in every sense of
the word.
.I had the pleasure of spending a day with Mr. and

Mrs. J. L. Baisley, with their four little children;
who liv on the brow of the mountains in a beautiful
spot overlooking .the broad valley. with glimpses of
snowy peaks two hundred miles away. Itound about
are the placer mines, where_ hundreds of thousands
of dollars hav baen taken out. It is quite a science,
I find, to know how to get the gold dust out of thE!
rocky ribs. I am glad that my friend Baisley has
hit the golden wand, and <i!tn reap his harvest from
the dark chambers of the earth.
Dr. W. T. Shelton walked. about fifty tn.ilE!s from
his home among the hills to attend the. lecture, and
it was a pleasure, indeed, to shake hands with such
a mngnifiMnt Infidel.
W m. Hindman, of Burnt Itiver, twenty miles awll.y;
waR also present, andhe, too, has been one of our
unflinching pioneers.
,
Jack Plummer,· of North Powder, twenty_~four
miles off, was also on band, and is one of the officers
of the Union. He is almost alone·where he is, in an
orthodox community, but he carries his coloi's so
that everyone can see.
Geo. L. Hayes, and wife, and so,n, and other
friends came from Pocahontas, nine miles away, and
are among our forces for future work.
Ed. T. Mayhan, Asa Dolpb, Ike Hensh!tw, H. C.
Durkey, Samuel Williams, David Kelly, C. H. Hayaboom, and others are also good and true, every inch
of them, t.o the cause of Freetbought. I hav had a
joyous labor amid these splendid comrades, and· I
look forward to grand advance for truth and human~
ity.
To-d!l.y I leave for Prairie City. seventy miles oft'
a.mong the hills1 over a rough road, and I must take
the stage and travel all night. I hope to survive all
jolts and tumbles safe and sound. I expect a busy
campaign in this remote conntry, and to be paid in
happy toil for the laborious journey.
I shall he at Weiser City, Idaho, Sept. 7th; at
Ernmett.'s from Sept. 5th to 15th; at Boise City,
16th, 17th, and 18th; at Salt Lake, Sept. 24th and
25th; at Canon City, Sept. 30th, and Oct. 1st, and
2d; and at Chicago, Oct. 15th and 16th for Annual
Congress.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
F1'0m the. Ot'P.Qon sc ..ut Of A 'UfJURt 28t,h.

As per announcement, the gifted orator. Samuel P. Putnam. secretary of the American Secular Union, lectured on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings of this week in this city.
The lectures were largely attended by the intelligent and
progreAsiv people here, and were greatly enjoyed, be~ng a
v~>ritable feast of n·ason and flow of soul. On the subJects,
"Univer~al Mental Liberty" and "The New Heaven and
Eartb.," Mr. Putnam fully sustained the high· repulat.ion that
had preceded him. He is one of the most logical and persuRsiv reasoners it has been our good fortune to listen to, and
no one can sit under the sound of- his voice and not be impressed with the correctr.ess of his views or carried away by
the sin,erity of his vehement and eloquent utterances. We
regret that he could not remain with us longer, and that our
limited space forbids a more extended notice in these columns. His work in this city, though brief, will not fail of
beneficial results, and no doubt the seeds he has sown will
take root, and grow, and blossom in soil unused to aught of
beauty heretofore, and come to full fruition in the sunlight
of that univerS9.1 mental liberty that is near at hand. It is a
noble worlr to knock the shackles from the feet of toiling
bnnd,men everywhere, but nobler st.ill is the work of freeing
the mind of man from the superstition, and fear, and darkness that hav so long enshrouded it. In this work we are
quite sure that Mr. Putnam, no matter in what part of the
world he may be, will be found laboring faithfully and well.
·The best wishes of many friends go with him.

i'he Annual Idler.
MY DEAR BnoTm:R: For the three weeks ending
August 27th I hav been a portion of the picturesque
landscape in parts of Cheshire county, New Ramp·
shire. No doubt there are ten thousand young men
in New York besides myself who take an annual vacation, but I am the only one that goes to Surry, N. H,
and mingles picturesquely with the landscape. I am
also, perhaps, the only one among ten thousand who
is allowed to print his remarks. The others restrict
themselvs to oral recitations about the fish they
caught. I went fishing once, but I am not enough
of a liar to wake an account of it exciting. Next to
being an expert angler it is necessary that a fisherman be able to he; and if there is any one thing
more than another that I tie to as a historian, it is
the unalterable and everlasting truth.
It was August the 7th when I took the steamer
Pilgrim, 390 feet long, 87 feet wide, 50 feet deep,
11nd comfortably full. These statistics refer to the
:,teamer. I wore a slouch hat that I was conscious
wade me look like a villain; a sixteen-inch valise in
hbrary binding and with two surcingles around it;
l\1r. 'Wettstein's · emblem of mental emancipation
gleaming in a rich, ten dollar way from just below
my left clavicle, and a countenance illuminated from
within by the light of an unsullied conscience. I
greatly regretted having put on a hat that did me
such inju:;tice, but I drew a measure of comfort
from the sad fortunes of a youth in a white stovepipe
tLat belted itself out of shape against whatever object the builders of the boat had provided for that
purpose. Carlyle's "Sartor Resartus '' is devoted to
a consideration of clothes. I do not think he pays
attentiOn enough to the hat, which, with its contemporary, the suspender, ranks next to the liver in its
influence on human destmy.
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The Pilgrim is furnished.with a band of musicians for thirty-seven year, when I mentioned that Colum- mowing machine had cut it off at the bottom, and he
in red jackets, who struck up a lively air as we got bus come over in the Mayflower. Dam a ignorant had to hav a boy follow the machine and put up
away from the dock. No doubt those left behind be- man. That's what I say. Git edgication if you want stakes with little flags on them to tell where he had
lieved in their trusting hearts that we were to hav .to keep clear of blunders. ·A man gits lernin' outer mowed. When he came to cart the hay the tumbles
music all the way, but we did not. As soon as we books, he gits edgication outer ships, fore and aft, were so close together that he couldn't drive onto
were oat of sight of New York, the piccolo man alow and aloft. Now I'm goin' up ho~e where they the ground and he had to back up to it. This is a
picked his piccolo to pieces and put it in his pocket; never see the color of deep water. But hell, I true account. I saw the piece of land the hay came off
the buglers extricated themselvs from their instru- couldn't stay there. Whisky, bygod, ten cents a from, and the man who owns it and who told the
ments, and the trombone tooter gave his right arm a drink, and damnation poor at that. Now I've got a story is affiliated with the Baptist church; and I hope
short rest and then rubbed his left biceps to ge.t the bottle of rum here in my pocket that come from the day hasn't arrived when the word of a Baptist
cramp out of it; then the disciples of divine melody J amaky. Try it. No? That show's the kind of church-member can be lightly doubted.
For about a week I devoted portions of my time
disappeat·ed, and shortly thereafter developed into edgication folks gets ashore. A. man that'll speak of
passengers on the hurricane deck smoking atrong a morpbydike brig and call it a brigantyne, and run to haying and harvesting. A trifling incident ocaway from Jamaky rum when it's held out to him by curred which I must relate in order that a true and
cigars.
The price of accommodations on the Pilgrim is a gentleman, h~s got a good deal to learn. That's veracious account of it may forestall any exaggerated
subject, I should judge, to sudden and violent what I say." · Having delivered himself thus, he sur- version of the affair that might reach you. Two
fluctuations. Soon after I went aboard I joined the veyed ·me for some time to note the effect. Then he loads of .oats stood one day in two barnfloors forty
line of passengers who were walking on one another's walked to the rail, squirted some tobacco juice upon feet apart. I assisted to get one of them· into the
heels past the captain's office, and on reaching the a passenger who was leaving the· boat, came back, mow. It was desired to put the other on top of it:
window presented my ticket and asked for a state- and said: "Likewise git religion. Cuss a onrelig- The empty wagon was therefore run out of the way
room key. "Three dollars," said the red~wbiskered ious man. Look at Catholics, which I don't call Chris- and a horse hitched to the rear of the loaded wagon.
minion of monopoly. I had three dollars in my tians. They bain't religion; and wbat is Catholics Back of the barn was a little rise. When the load
inside pocket, but I thought I would prefer enjoying in all count.ries 1 They don't believe in God, and bad been drawn out far enough, the team was. to be
it awake to investing it in a few of those brief they bows themselvs down to bimages. Ignorant! put on the front end and draw it into the other barn.
periods of partial paralvsis that pass for sleep on Ignorance and disreligion goes together. Where It didn't get there exactly in that way, as I recall the
side-wheel steamers. "Nothing less?" said I. "Not you find onP-, t'other's alongside. Avast! Hell! circumstances. It was assigned to me to lead the
horse, the owner handling the pole, by which he ex.
a thing," said he. The man standing on my heels That's what I say."
paid the three dollars and got a room. The next and
I left the boat at the close of the benediction aud pected- to steer the wagon. The family dog sat a
the next did the same. My three dollars remained took the train. The old sailor waited for the next so little way off and looked on with an intelligent smile.
in my inside pocket. On the wing deck there was a he could see the factory girls on their way to work. The horse did not impress me as a powerful animal,
big coil of rope, upon which I sat and viewed the He said Fall River girls had the reputation of being and I was unprepared for the amount of physicd
scenery on the Connecticut shore until the proces- "good-lookers!' I took it for granted that they resource which he_ developed when the man at tbe
pole sang out to me to go ahead. I !:'poke encouragsion had passed the window of the captain's office, were, all girls being beautiful.
ingly to the horse. A good deal followed, and it foland the red-whiskered minion sat twiddling his
There was no orchestra in the train, but we had a
thumbs and looking lonesome. Then I went up, Rqualling baby along, and a man with his arm in a lowed immediately. The horse pawed once with his
leaned on the· brass rail in front of him, and blandly sling and several slings on his breath, fell over my off forefoot. Then he galloped. I had him by the
inquired the price of staterooms. "Do you want a legs into the seat with me, and made me his confi- bit, and traveled forty feet at four steps in one sectwo dollar room or a one-dollar room~" said the dant. He had a; wife at home, and he advised every ond. It is a pleasant day; the sun shines soft
mmwn. "What is the. difftlrence ?" I asked. "One young fellow to get married and settle down. I through a h11zy atmosphere; the cowbells tinkle in
doHar," said he. ''The rooms are alike?" I sug- expect his intention was to talk me to sleep and the glade. From the near distance comes the sound
gested. " I can giv you a good room for a dollar," then uRe me for a pillow, but he foiled his OWJl de- of an organ swelling the anthem of praise, and the
he replied, evasivly. I took it. Whether it was the sign, and likewise illustrated his remark about settling voice of the granger swearing at a wild and untamed
same one I should hav secured for three dollars I am down, by shortly collapsing- into an inert mass and heifer as he chases her through the cornfield rustling
not going to guess. At any :rate, it had two beds in going to sleep himself. He was a painter from with the banners of advancing autumn. The tail end
it, an electric light that turned on and off with Rhode Island, alid had broken his arm by falling of the wagon went up the hill to the west; the horse
a button, and a slave near by, who, according to the from a staging in a fit of temporary sobriety. From charged toward the polar star; the load of oats made
announcement of a card posted in the stateroom, was the size of a bottle which protruded from his pocket, a graceful flop and turned bottom upward, the
wheels revolving in the air. The horse stopped,
bound to be attentiv under dire penalties.
I inferred that he was in no immediate danger of a
I made but one acquaintance while on the Pilgrim. relapse. I understand that Rhode Island iR a Pro- stretched out his head to loosen the reins, and then
I was standing on tile main deck, looking over the hibit.ion Rt.ate, which may or may not hav anything to went quietly to feeding on the grass at his feet; the
family dog nearly broke his back in Bt paroxysm of
rail. A two-masted vessel, square-rigged forward do with the matter. unutterable joy, and a neighbor driving by stopped
and schooner-rigged aft, was coming down the sound
The cars banged and rattled and whooped along; to remark kindly that the wagon· was in "good shape
with a load of lumber, but I was not paying it any the passengers JmJChed and the conductor punched
special attention, when a voice alongside of me said, until eleven o'clock. Then we arrived at Keene, for greasin'." The disaster is said to bav been due
H Can ye tell where that fellow is from ~,
The man N. H., and I got out. New Engiand towns do not to the way I led the horse. I deny that I led him.
who thus remarked was about fifty years old, bad a change to any startling extent in a year. I heard He led me at high speed. I must wash my hands
brown beard, a smell of the sea, and an air of inde- that here in Keene, a city of six thousand inhabitants, of all responsibility fgr what. occurred under circumpendence about him. " Who?'' I returned; " the no new building has been erected in the past twelve stances over which I had postti..-ly no control. I only
know that it was a pleasant day, the sun shone soft
brigantine~" The man drew forth a piece of tobacco months. Prohibition, however, has been introduced,
and a jackknife, -closed one eye, and cut off a chunk and both the friends and enemies of that institution through a hazy atmosphere, and the surroundings
of the weed, which ·he laid upon his tongue as far freely admit that under it there has been no noticea- were substantially as described above. .
In my strolling to and fro over these hllls, I was so
ba(lk as he could reach, and then calmly and deliber- ble increase in the sale of liquor or in drunkenness.
ately proceeded to chew it. "N aw, the morphydike While the people take larger drinks, they do not fortunate as to retain the same sedate horse and
·brig over there on the port hand. She's from way drink so often. I dropped in early at the offiee of a comfortable carriage that hav for several years helped
me to enjoy my annual idling. I got a different and
down-Maine or the provinces."
local paper that I take regularly and pay for irregu- younger horse the first day, but he proved to ~e
I didn't contradict him and he went on to say that larly, and tendered payment for a year in advance, such an inordinate glutton that he endangered hts
he had followed the sea for thirty-seven years, and which was received by the foreman of the printing- own health. Iri one hour he could drink~- barrel of
was going to visit his boyhood home in Massachsetts. office. In t.b!3 next issue the editor announced under water, and eat his way out of sight into a hay mow.
His last voyage had been to the Bahamas. He had the head of "Erie-a-Brae" that l had made the paper I took him back at the end of the first day and acsome cigars with him that he had smuggled into this a "pleasant call;" which was quite agreeable, but why quainted the owner with his fault. The man said he
country, and after smoking one I thought he might should I be inventoried as bric-a brae? Am !a curi- m10ant to bav told me before that the horse hadn't
smuggle them out again without any objection being osity, a ceramic, a piece of ancient pottery, a miscel- "scarcely any judgment" about his diet, and let me
raised. I believe he said he bought them in Nassau, laneous collection of the rare and antique? I pause hav last year's horse again. The old fellow, I believe,
Bahama Islands, at the rate of two for a cent. He for a reply, during which I will proceed with this sometimes thinks of his youth, when he could travel
had some interesting things to relate about the un- letter.
fast and at such times he will make earnest efforts
As usual, I headed for Surry. That is the place to keep up with other horses. I once tried a di~
conventional dress and manners of people in tropical
countries, and said I ought to go there. He believed where I was, to a certain extent., brought up. The suade him from such an attempt; but he resented 1t
I would like it. He owned that the s0uthern locality where I lived they called Surry Hill. ·Surry and stood up on his hind feet and pawed the air in a
populace were less enlightened than the people of Hill is surrounded by bills, beyond which are hills. way that alarmed me. His forelegs curve forward
the North, but, in his opinion, that defect was atoned If you look between these hills, you see other hills so that he stands on tiptoe, and a little box of grease
for by their superior immorality. In exchange for farther away overlapping each other and standing goes with him for anointing his .heels. His c~ntem
the information he imparted to me I gave him one against the horizon like the faces in a composit pho- plativ habits continue, and be sttl~ stop~ occa.s10na.lly
of the beds in my stateroom that night. He got into tograph, until finally the sky touches their summits and stands buried in deep revene, unttl he lS asked
it with his trousers on, saying, in answer to my ad- and seems to shut off the view. I found the farmers to proceed, which he does with a sigh that comes
vice that he better take them off, that sailors always haying still. In tbe :first part of the summer rain near being a howl.
slept in their "pants" when under way. I got the prevailed, which was immediately succeeded by moistHere closes the first instalment of this brief
impression at the time, however, that be suspected ure, and thereafter followed by dampness. It was pastoral sketch. Certain hints from the Editor,
me of having offered him a bed with the intention of bot, and everything grew, but there was no sunshine. which I do not feel at liberty to disregard, induce
robbing him in his sleep and swimming ashore with Meadow hay that was down was likely to float away, me to stop here. 'fhe arid is not yet. There is
his effects. But morning restored his confidence, and· the overflowing streams filled the bottom with more to follow. The subject will be resumed in the
and as the boat lay at the wharf in Fall River, and sand that took the edge off a scythe and made more next issue, which issue, I think I a~ jus~ified in
we sat on deck in the gray light of daybreak, waiting profanit.y than the bay would sell for. I heard a inferring will be awaited with great 1mpat1ence by
for the train, he grew philosophical, discoursed in a religious man say that some of the farmers bad come those of 'your readers whose communications are to
quaint way on the mental poverty of those who to the conclusion that either there was no overruling appear in the same paper.
spend their lives ashore, and advised me, as a man providence or that the judgment was upon them.
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.
older than myself, and having been in foreign parts, He F<aid, further, that the greater part of the hay cut
THE Rev. D. Seymour, who ran away with Fanny J.
to try and pick up a little edgication as I went in New Hampshire during the current season had
through life. Warming to his subject. he dropped been cured by running it through a clothes-wringer Henry, wife of one of his parishioners, hails from Janesvill!"l,
gems liJre this. ,Quoth he: "A man may be poor, in the bouse and laying it under the stove to dry. I Minnesota, not Wisconsin, as we erroneously stated. Wf.l
and if he WPars good close no one will know that he doubt the earnestness of a professed Christian who make this correction at the instance of a resident of Janes"
ain't rich. But if he is onedgicated everybody •is would undertake to work off that sort of an item on viii~ Wis. who wi~hes to preserve the repqtation of his
bm~nd to get on to it. Likewise the onedgicated a city man looking for news. Another granger, tow~. Mr: Seymour ard his paramour-were arrested in this
u;tan ).s consaited. Coming up from Nassau, last speaking of stout grass, told me that he bad a piece town, but Jet go, ~s the governor of Minnesot~ refused to
voyage, a feller aboard that didn't know enough to of hmd where it grew so thick that there was no issue a requisitioq. ]4r. Seymour was wamed 1 PO.W!)Ver, nQt
tit' ~ Q9WH!l' ~()p~'p.jcted me, that's foU{3red tl!!'l ~lila rooxn fo~· it tp fall down1 so i~ stood llF after the ~o r!)~qr~ to. 14inn()sot&,
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close the only channel through which his saivation But when the supply does not equal the demand,
expressions of dissatisfaction • are . sure to follow.
comes-the right to speak.
Then close not the only avenue to human hope and
ORIGIN OF THESE WRONGS.
We think that the idea of a God who indorses such human happiness! Let the right to speak not be
Great Wrongs-The Cause and Remedy.
things as slavery and se~vitude, and controls thoug~t questioned; for by this means only can we, steeped
From all quarters of the land we hear the cry of or speech, as set forth m so-called sacred books, IS as we are in selfishness, be apprised of the needs of
·the oppressed, which indicates th!'Lt the people are the principal source of all this tyranny. Let the ·our fellow-men. An appeal must be made to our
under a galling yoke, and suff!'lnng f~om ~urdens teachings and influence of one of these alleged sacred sympathies before we lose sight of self; then our
· grievous to be borne. There are cm;nplau:ts ~f books serve to illustrate the effects of all upon man- true manhood is called into action, and we obey tlie
slavery ostracism, and wanton cruelty m this fair kind. We take the Bible.
injupction : "Do unto others as ye would that others
·land o£' ours, where liberty is the emblem, and freeUpon examination we find that the Bible teaches should do unto you."
dom our guiding star. Th~se murmurings do not ~n that slavery is right ; that the man whom fortune
. THE REMEDY.
all cases arise from a specific class of persons, but m has favored is entitled to the services of his neighbor
Strike the word " God " out of our vocabulary.
some instances embrace all classes and grades of the without compensation; that it is right to steal, pro- Erase all thought of such a being from the mind.
·human family.
vided you steal from the "heathen ;" that it is right For associated with the word " God " in every clime,
Equality is the birthright vouchsafed mankind by to amass wealth, no matter how many backs are left in every land, is worship, coupled with slavery in
nature, acknowledged by the fr~mers of our Constitu- naked or mouths unfed, because of so much wealth every form, which implies offering and sacrifice, and,
·tion and for the benefits of which the people clamor. being centered in one individual; that God's in some instances, bloodshed. It matters not of
Tbis innate longing for the opportunity to exer- "chosen" may grow rich on the unrequited labor of what elements th~t God is composed-whether of
cise and enjoy the rights and privileges ~hich are another; yet there is no wrong perpetrated, no metal, wood, or stone; or whether he is simply a
· theirs by nature, but denied them by their fellow- wrong, no wrong ! It is God's decree, therefore creature of the imagination. The effect is the same.
beings can be held in check and temporarily con- right and just. Yet this God who is said to be "no God is supreme in every land; he is king. A king
troled,' only to the further injury of the oppressed, respecter of persons " heeds not the fact that plenty must hav subjects, and they must serve the king. A
and will at last break forth with renewed power to of food, raiment, and liberty contributes largely to king delegates power to others, who rule the comaccomplish and sustain. It givs us our "woman's the happiness of mankind; and that it is better to mon people. A bows to B and obeys his commands,
rights" advocate, our "labor· reform" champion, clothe two than one; th!\t it is more humane to feed and pays tribute to him-is virtually his slave. B
and the conscientious supporter of Freethought and two hungry mouths than to suffer one to undergo bows to C, and C to D. D bends the knee to E, the
free speech.
the pain and misery which 9.ttend starvation; that, chief ruler, where this great system of head-bowing
We cannot ignore these great questions of the according to his laws, my weal is another's woe; that and knee-bending ends. God is the great I Am, the
·day, or ridicule them into the background, without my pleasure is another's pain ; that my aggrandize- chief ruler of the universe, to whom others must
·heaping coals of fire on our own heads or those of ment is somebody's degradation; that my wealth bow in humility or forfeit life. We are required to
posterity. They will not forever down ! " Truth means poverty to others.
"serve him." -We don't love God, and serve him
crushed to earth will rise again !" And all of us can
I take it as a logical conclusion that if A should willingly, but we pretend to love him, and serve him
see that there is much truth in the portrayal of wrong not take the life of B because the latter has the same to escape his " wrath." His character is such that a
·in these questions, but through selfish motivs, or right to life as the former, then A should not be per- rational being cannot love him. Hence the worship
inability to comprehend the hight and depth and mitted to control means which Bhas need of. because and service of God is a system of . slavery from bebreadth thereof, and propose a plan for the righting his life can be preserved only by supplying its wants, ginning to end, being the outgrowth of " fear."
of these wrongs, we sneer and ridicule, and say : which the surplus means of A would enable him to
But man is endowed by nature with " certain
" There is no h~>lp for it; no remedy; it is the cus- do. If A withholds a surplus amount of means which inalienable rights," and chief among these are "life,
tom; the established rule, and its overthrow would B stands in need of, he is guilty of indirect murder. liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. To secure
disrupt our government." It may as well be said that All men are endowed by nature with " certain in- these rights, governments are instituted among men,
we are non-progressiv in the face of many evidences alienable rights," among which are "life, liberty, and deriving their just powers from the consent of the
to the contrary; that there is no such thing as justice, the pursuit of happiness." Then, seeing that A's life governed. Whenever any form of government beand no sympathy in the human heart; that the great is no more precious than th!=l life of B, we can readily comes destructiv of these ends, it is the right of the
law written in the very nature of noble men and see that whatever tends to perpetuate, gladden, and people to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new
women: "Do unto others as ye would that others render pleasant the life of A should also lend its in- government, laying its foundation on such princishould do unto you," is an insufficient guide, and an fluence on the life pathway of B. And as good food, ples, and organizing its power in such form, as to
unsafe rul& to govern action.
sufficient clothing,· shelter, money, education, etc., them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
Take physic, pomp; expose thyself to feel what wretches are indispensable to A's comfort and happiness, so happiness." This declaration voices the sentiment
feel, .
are they also indispensable to B, and he is just as of the true American citizen. He holds. the power
within his own hand. That power is the ballot.
And then will mankind comprehend these great much entitled thereto as A.
Then, finding that the wants of A and ;B are, in the He has the right to say what shall be tolerated and
problems, and the solution will be self-suggestiv.
• Then. we will not evade these momentous questions, main, identical; that B is entitled to every right and what shall be abolished. His decision must be
nor endeavor to crowd them out of mind· through privilege accorded A, it seems. unjust for A to possess based on equity, and his enlightened judgment will
self-interest, leaving them for posterity to consider houses and lands and roll in luxury and wealth, while enable him to determin what is best for the majority.
B dwells in a rented hovel, in poverty and rags, the If in his decision he rules out God, and with him
and provide for.
. These questions are thrust upon us for our con- victim of A's avarice. Let it not be said that B is an slavery of every kind with its train of misery and
sideration, and, having their Birth in our day; belong improvident man, and reaps not, because of his woe, we shall enjoy the benefits accruing to a free
to us, and posterity has no inheritance in them neglect to sow, and that A possesses positiv qualities people, happy, loving, and prosperous, because of
.
except the benefits to be derived from their present which lead to industry and economy and attract in a our absolute freedom.
legitimate manner the property of B; for if A does
Related to the God idea is that of preferment on
solution.
For a time was the slavery of the negro tolerated, not rob B, he probably does rob, C or D, and. if he account of ability, which may, in most cases, be safely
yea, even sanctioned, by a vast number of American does not, he should retire from business as soon attributed, either directly or indirectly, to wealth.
The individual born in poverty and obscurity can
citizens. But at last the enormities and cruelties of as he accumulates sufficient means to satisfy his
the system became known ; sentiment against it was wants in life, and giv so.me of the lesser magnets a not compete with tbe child reared in the lap of luxcreated; human sympathy was enlisted in favor of chance to attract something their way. A cannot ury, until by craftiness he cruehes others, and on
its suppression, and thousands of _noble sons flew to possess more than he can make use of without their ruin erects his castle. It is so in the business,
the rescue of their unfortunate brother, procuring impoverishing some one else. "If no one has too the social, and the intellectual realm. Thl;l possession
for him, and protecting him in, those rights which much, everybody will hav enough.~' I find this of wealth affords the advantages of education, cultwere his by nature, even at the risk of their own wealth-getting spirit cropping out all through the ure, honor, etc., which the gods readily turn to aclives. How came all this? The burden of the scriptures, and I do not wonder at its bearing such count. With all the gods consigned to oblivion,
"man's inhumanity to man" will cease, and in its
colored man became unendurable; it caused him to an abundant crop of fruit among the people.
I also find that this God regards woman as being stead will be love, friendship, and sympathy among
cry out in the anguish of his soul; his cry reached
the ear of. sympathy, and, his wretchedness made inferior to man, and permits her not to "teach members of one fraternal brotherhood, where joy shall
known tbreugbout the land, strong arms mime to the or exercise authority," for the silly reason that "Adam reign supreme, and discontent hav no abiding· place.
rescue. The wrongs of which be complained were was first formed, then Eve." This conveys the idea
The natural equality of man is stamped upon his
not imaginary, they were real. His humane white to our mind that God's first effmt was his best; and very being. Aside from God's school of avarice,
brother took a view of the situation ; " exposed him- that by the time he found it necessary to make a with the common wants of life supplied, he is a conself to feel what wretches felt," then obeyed the most woman, he was in such need of " rest" that he made tented and happy being. But when these are denied
holy promptings of the human heart to " do unto undue haste, and botched the job; hence, woman is him, or command too high a price, every vile propen·others as ye would that others should do unto you'' not qualified to "speak in church," and should sity rankling in his nature is aroused, and no crime
· It is natural for us to patiently endure wrongs "learn in silence, with all eubjection," and acknowl is too dark or foul for him to perpetrate. Like the
heaped upon us until they become unbearable, then edge her inferiority by "asking her husband" when- wild beast of the forest, the pangs of hunger, coupled
we utter our protest. We take pride in st.ffering ever she desires to "learn anything." God saw but with an opportunity to satisfy that hunger, goad him
without complaint until we see that our chief inter- one redeeming feature in woman. Men see many. to madness and fury.·
ests. are endangered; then we endeavor to enlist Woman proves herself man's equal in every mental
If we would reduce the list of crimes, we must
sympathy and secure aid. So we may take it as true test, and falls short only where great physical effort is remove the cause. The criminal usually takes his
in nine cases out of ten, where help is sought, help required. Heaven has denied her the right to speak, first lessons in crime because of seeming necessity.
is needed; that this power of endurance bas been but we grant her this privilege, except when she com- His garments are. threadbare, or his stomach is
taxed to the utmost. And this being our conviction, plains of us, then we also enjoin " silence" upon her. empty. There should be no excessiv wealth on one
let us not be heedless of the cry for" woman's rights,"
Man is in authority; woman, though man's equal side, nor extreme poverty on the other, to tempt.men
"labor reform," "free thought," and "free speech." by nature, is in many instances man's slave. But to cross the gulf which lies between to equalize conAs American citizens we bow to no king, but as- she has ascertained the fact that man cannot answer ditions. But as long as men will insist u·pon ·hoardsert our right and ability to govern ourselvs. Let all her questions, and as her curiosity to "learn" has ing wealth which is the proceeds of unrequited or
us take heed, then, that we do not usurp authority led her to make use of her own resources, she has at poorly paid labor, that long will night watches,
nor attempt to "lord it" over others. We pride our- last become self-reliant, at the risk of eternal con· burglar-proof safes, and burglar alarms be in deselva on justice and right.· Then. let us banish all damnation. She feels that she has something of mand. Strikes and riots follow in the wake of greed
self-interest and see that justice is done unto all importance to say, and she should be allowed to say and avarice.
mankind, and that right rules. And let us who hav it. She may be able to portray her wrongs in such a
You cannot deprive a man of that which nature
Freethought and free speech for our standard not be light as we, in our selfishness, hav never beheld teaches him is his property, without creating within
guilty of an attempt to smother the cry of some one them. The tables may be turned, and we may his being a determination to get even with you; and
less fortunate "than ourselvs. Our perceptiv faculties "learn" of woman upon whom heaven frowns.
in his fury he sometimes makes use of the most obNo complaints or murmurings arise from a pros- jectionable methods, and sometimes an innocent
are not so activ as to enable us to see where assistance should be rendered until the despairing cry, perous and happy people. It is misery and woe party is the sufferer. Accounts must balance!
"Help, I sink !" of the storm-tossea mariner falls that cry aloud. While the chief cemforts of life are There should be no " forbidden fruit" to e~cite
upon O\)r ea..r and arouses our s;ym~ath;y. !Jet us not Qqtl!inable1 COl}tentment JmQ bappineSij Will prevail. curiosity, or incite to crime.

~o1nmunicafions.
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Teach man clearly to comprehend these great
truths, and you will discover that there is yet enough
good in his nature to render the plan practicable
. and 'effectiv in it9 working,:, He will see that it is t~
·his interest to deny himself such means as he cannot
make of practical use; for it is his life insurance policy, his insurance. against robbery and arson, and the
foundation of the happiness of all mankind.
Take physic, pomp; expose thyself to feel what wretches
feel,
That thou mayst shake the superflux to them,
And show mankind more just.
SENECA.

Let Us Assign Sources, Too.
In his "Defense of Fundamental Truth," Dr·
McCosh speaks of the practical, social, and political
effects of different phases of· speculativ philosophy·
He says: " I may add that the friends of religion
should also guard those springs out of which the
streams· of action flow. For De Toqueville tells us
that a materialistic philosophy peBetrates into public, and I may add, private morals. He (De Toqueville) refers specially to the sensational philosophy
of France, which exercised so fatal an influence on
French character and politics in the latter half of the
last century, giving· a direction to public sentiment
which culminated in the mad excesses of the French
Revolution, and then sank into the stagnant indifference of the first empire."
.·
The problem is not so· simple as the foregoing
statement seems to assume. Speaking generally, we
should hav a common standard by which to measure
the ethical results, the social and political tendencies
of the rival philosophies. It is clearly unjust to
. assume the absolute, or even relativ, perfection of
one, .and then go through the form of condemning
the other from that standpoint. Again, in presenting
an example, as above quoted, it would seem the part
of ordinary fairness to set forth, in clear and unmistakable terms, the conditions that obtained before
the new philosophy gained sway, and compare the
old. regime with the new. Dr. McCosh is probably
the ablest and, I think, the fairest representativ of
his school, and yet he quotes approvingly or paraphrases such sentiments as I .hav quoted. He and
his fellow apologists bankrupt the vituperativ possibilities. of language in condemning what they are
pleased to term the " mad excesses of the French
Revolution," but how many of them hav condemned
or even adequately described the centuriesof wrong
so patiently borne by the French people T However,
the object of this communication is not to discuss
the French Revolution, but to view, in the light of
De Toqueville's dictum, some incidents growing out
of a contemporary event.
For some months our city has been torn up over
the exposure and trials of. the " gang," the "boodlers" (the reader may supply other terms ad libitum). If we may believe De Toqueville, McCosh, et
ctl, the excesses of the French Revolution were caused
by the fact t-hat that people forsook McCosh's "Fundamental Truth" and embraced the sensational phi'losophy of the latter half of the eighteenth centurywhich, without euphemistic circumlocution, means
that the church lost its grip in that nation at that
time. As yet, no local De Toqueville or McCosh has
arisen to explain the why· and wherefore of the
" mad excesses" of the " boodlers" in looting the
Cook county treasury.. To aid this suppositions
philosopher in his task, I submit the following.
· During the trial of McDonald and McGarigle Mr.
Abbott testified that he had handed a bribe of
$1!,000 to one of the defendants in order to secure
a certain coal contract. He testified that he was a
church-member, naming his church and pastor, and
further stated that from the time of giving the bribe
until confessing (to the state'-s attorney), he did not
go to communion. See Mail and Tribune, June 8,
1887. During the investigation previous to the trial
this gentleman successfully bluffed severJJ.l reporters
by citing his church membership as an evidence that
he could do nothing unlawful. When pressed, however, this giver of bribes testified against and assisted
to convict his partner in crime, the taker of bribes.
During the "omnibus trial," in which !;!Ollie dozen
boodlers were defendants, Mr. Lynn, a former county
commissioner, posed as informer, and appeared as
state's witness against his quondam fellow- boodlers.
He testified that before he had served Cook county
two months he commenced taking bribes. He was a
·church-member, according to his testimony, belonging to the same church as one of the attorneys for·
the defense, who asked him (Mr. Lynn) whether he
used any of that money for church purposes. Mr.
Lynn saved himself by turning state's evidence. See
Times, July 20, 1887.
'
. During the same trial Mr. Robinson, grocer,
testified to bribing commissioners in order to secure
certain contracts for provisions, and that the money
thus paid in bribes was made up by overcharges and
goods of poor quality. "Mr. Robinson, do you believe
in God?" The witness nodded his head in the affirmativ. "Do you believe in future reward and punishment! " Again Robinson nodded his head, See
News, July 27, l887.

It has not been shown that ·any of the conspirators
.were Freethinkers. I am· certain that none of them
ever attends or contributes to t.he Secular Union .
There was some dispute as to McGarigle's church, but
one of our papers declared be was an "Episcopalian
from way back."
This question presses for answer. Is Christianity
or is Freethought responsible for such a condition of
affairs as these trials disclose~ Christianity has had,
and still has, almost undisputed sway in this and
other countries from which the boodlers hail. Our
laws are made under the direction of the Most High.
At least, we pay some duly consecrated individual to
ask for direction in that particular. Possibly tb,ey
don't pray loud enough. See Elijah's remark to the
false prophets. Christianity controled our schools
and warped our education, dominated our politics, interpreted law from the bench, proscribed Freethought
in the trades, in business, and in the professions, and,
as far as possible; ostracized Freethinkers in political
and social relations. Christianity claims that its
church edifices and other property should be exempt
from taxation, on the ground that it makes men good,
law-abiding, honest citizens.
·
Yet, in spite of this . claim, more than ninetynine per cent of our criminals !).re Christians.
Occasionally a Freethinker may be found behind the
bars for violation of Comstock's patent morality law,
but when it comes to violations of long and well established laws, which are necessary for the very ex
istence of social order ; when it comes to murder,
arson, highway robbery, larceny, embezzlement.,
breach of trust, etc., etc., scratch the criminal and
you find. a Christian. It is high time that Christians
should, in the supposititious humility of their master,
cease claiming to hold an exclusiv patent on all extant morality and honesty.
ED. S. McLEoD.
Ohicago, Ill., Aug. 11, 1887.
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to illusionize the lover, and he either contracts some
rash marriage or fa1Js into vices. Poverty or vanity
more frequently betrays the wife against the monitions
of instinct. Thus constancy is usually based upon
habit and facility for ~atisfying imperfectly an animal
appetite, ·even where love may hav at first filled the
sails and steered the bark. The polarity of temperaments and harmony of characters hav no .necessary
coincidence with domestic and industrial partnership. Yet such is the economic requirement of married welfare. Hence; in church-ridden countries,
monogamic misery, and the equally superstitious
polygamic prosperity in Utah. ·Below, and for the
classes where money becomes a necessary considera- ·
tion, it does not follow that it excludes love any more
among the unmarried than among the married. Outside of church authority, the tendency of the wealthy
and cultured classes to evade marriage is pronounced
in modern Europe; and, if less so in Great Britain,
that fact tallies with the g·reater predominance of
church influence.
In the actual constitution of so~ieties, concubinage
is a· palliativ for _the cruel inequalities of conditions.
It opens the purse-strings of the rich, and it is often
a providential rescue for the wife from unwelcome
marital importunities. • For obvious physiological
reasons, refractory to the puritan moralism of
.AJphites, the chances of health and comfort and
domestic amiability are better when the male animal,
called husband, is not always tied to his wife's apron
string. In the relations between the rich and poor,
concubinage effects salutary alliances, and economically as well as morally preferable to our systems of
public charity. The intolerance of concubinage acts
like the prohibition of wine· and beer; for as where
these are good and plentiful there is little intoxication
with the pernicious products of the still, so where
the attractions of sex hav free play there is little or
no prostitution.
Of the clerical marriage, on the contrary, prostiPolygamy and Monogamy.
tution is the regular complement, and will be found
Polygamy, a disgusting and detestable institution.-TnuTH everywhere proportional to hymeneal rigors, for
SEEKER.
these deal with a passion no less incompressible than
De gustibus non -disp1f.tandum. Does the truth- water. To avert pollution· and to combine hygiene
seeking editor remember to hav ever printed anything with moral decency, it is imperativ that the youth
in defense ·of "disgusting letters, books, or nudities should find opportunities proportional to the evoluin art," disgusting to a certain vicegerent of the tion of passion.
.
church, and accredited police of obscenity~
You are, perhaps, a conjugial · lover of the
In the name of the fairer sex, and of the superior~ Swedenborg angelic species. In that case, looking
ity of the plural to the singular number in goods, down from your sublime exclusivness, do you find
betters, and l;>este, I am polygamically scandalized.
it easy to distinguish in purity between "scortatory
In the name of my pastoral forefathers I protest marriages" and frank concubinages ~ You know very
against their representation by your Mormons.
well that but a few elect are truly faithful to that
No wonder you demur to seven wives or so being bond in which you esteem it best freedom to be
hauled up into heaven by a Mormon's coat-tails. bound. For a much greater number it is but conOur modern shoddy will not bear the strain. Be- ventional and kept only by virtue of poverty. That
sides that, such dependency might compromise the is the fact alike in .Christendom, in Islam, and in
personal discretion of the ballot so necessary to a Mormondom.
"free government." Such humbug evoluted recently
This vicious character may be the effect of an overamong the "strong-minded" sex of Utah. If well dose of faith. It attaches to the harems of the faithand ill matched couples are equally monogamic after ful, par excellence. The Mormon wife, by infidelity,
the magic formula of marriage, while the well-matched only loses her passport to heaven, not her alimony.
no more_prove the goodness than the ill-matched the Among Christian and other professed Infidels, the
badness of their tie, considered as a formula or of infidelity of wives may equipoise polygamy, which is
monogamy in general; so in polygamy, some men monopolist only when one-sided. Before we conadore their favorit wiv~>s on separate family altars, demn an institution, we ought to see it perfect in its
others sacrifice their wives prqmiscuously to the lord kind. Thus dem.ocracy, to be really a "government
god self, while a third class organizes them in harem of the people, by the people, for the people," in
factories under the boss wife. Some Mormons, it is which everybody orders everybody, and meddles
said, too, make each wife support her own children on with everybody's business, and deprives everybody
the hope of penultimation to the consecrated coat-tail. of his, her, or its personal liberty and pleasure, imPolygamy debases no gentleman into a hoodlum, peratively requires female suffrage, and also. child
any more than monogamy makes a gentleman of a suffrage; for is it not scandalous that children should
hoodlum.
not vote about the management of their own schools
. Some wives in either case are jealous furies, while and other factories where they are used and abused 1
others prefer joint stock partnership in husbands for
Openly to oppose the arbitrary in marriage is
reasons best known to themselvs.
suicidal to liberty on the part of its pretended friends.
W.hy absolutely and promiscuously approve or .A_ liberal change of law can be expected only from
condemn either monogamy or polygamy as systems, the generally known fact of its evasion, as before
rather than personal arrangements under either Y augury lost its prestige at Rome it was necessary
To compare this case with relations less polarized that the augurs should not be able to look each other
by prejudice, is it not equally absurd to legislate in the face without laughing. Yet true and sponfor .the privation of work, except for wages; or to taneous monogamists are defended in their tie of
prevent anyone from working for wages? Will the mutual exclusivness by their formidable innocence,
stars fall if each is free to choose, with the condition candor their sole armament. Nowhere more surely
attached of being freely chosen?
than in love, Liberty becomes the mother of order,
You are, we will say for consistency's sake, a con- but to invert the maternity is to insure abortion.
jugial partner of the Swedenborg angelic species,
I register in behalf of-not legal or systematic
thus defined by Maria del Occidente:
polygamy, but capricious infidelity; an argument
Even as the dove, from far Palmyra flying
which the moralist clergyman, Malthus, took care
To where her nativ founts at Antioch gleam,
not to see, for it givs to his problem of the ratio beStoops to explore, then swooning, panting, dying,
tween a population and subsistence a solution as ·natLights sadly at the desert's bitter stream;
I
So many a soul o'e"r life's drear desert faring,
ural as it is Immora ·
Love's pure congenial stream unfound, unquaffed,
Polygamy is the complement of labor-saving rnaSuffers, recoils, then thirsty and despairing
chinery. By this progress of invention, fewer
Of what it would, descends and sips. the nearest draught. laborers being needed' from decade to decade for
This exclusiv predestination was equally adapted the luxury of the employer and exploiter classes, it
to romantic and to clerical consecration. Thus it becomes urgent to weed out the supernumerary
afforded to marriage an ideal, as on the economic laborers whom misery inclines to reaction. Criminal
side a basis was supplied by civil rights of the wife penalties are a costly and inadequate met~od. The
as distinguished from her husband's personal prop- criminal is the germ or else the chrys~hd ?f the
erty in the odalisque of his barbaric harem. The rebel. Polygamy disposes toward duelmg m the
more respectable civilized tie, though it may be human as in other animals, and t~us ~he mal~s
spontaneous, I.· a oftene.r conventional. Otherwise, spontaneously thin themselv.s out. This philanthropic
what is more than a.n appetite, an organic and func- solution of the probl(l1ll of ~althus deserres the
tion!U necessity, Cc;>gLbiU~§ wit};t the te.gsion qf ideals l\:fonthyon prize~
Jl}DGEWORT~
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hierarchy to hoist itself upon men's shoulders, to be
their guide in every step. He is taking the .ecclesiastical machine apart for their inspection, and it will
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
never again run as smoothly as it did. He has convinced thousands that the church is not of so great
Editor.
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
importance as they thought, and he has proved to
Business Manager.
0. P. SoMEBI>Y,
them that it works injustice, and is overbearingly
PUBLISHED BY
tyrannical. Measured by the standard of common
THE TRUTII SEEKER OO.MP.ANY.
sense, Dr. McGlynn's labors are more effectiv and
valuable than an army of Fultons' could be.
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE. NEW YORK.
We do not believe there is much danger of Dr.
McGlynn's
"coming to Jesus," as he is exhorted to
PUBLH:!HED EVERY 8ATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
do by Mr. Fulton. When his politics will let him
abandon the theological ruts in which he is now runAddress all Communications to THE TRUTH BEEKER
OOMPANJ'. Make all lh-a(ts, Ulteeks, Post-office and Exning, it is much inore probable that Dr. McGlynn
press Money Orders payable to UHARLEB P. BOMERBY.
Is Christianity Down 1
will shine as a Rationalist than as a convert, or perMr. Moncure D. Conway, formerly a preacher, who vert, to Protestant theology.
SEPTEMBER 10, 1887. evoluted from orthodoxy to Unitarianism, and thence
SATURDAY,
Catholic Indian ~chools.
to Agnosticism, now says " there is no need of pullSUBSCRIPTION RA.TES.
ing down Christianity-it is down;" and he prophesies
A practical commentary upon the supposititious
Bingle subscription ............................................. . $3 00 that "the world will presently be startled by the separation of church and state in the United States
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 0 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 0 00 miracles of love incarnate in science." THE TRUTH is a statistical item going around among the religious
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereSEEKER of August 6th contains an article by Mr. press. The 'item shows that the Rorq.an Catholic
mittance ...................................................... . 0 00 Conway, entitled, " The Development of the Ape's
church has been presented by the general govern- ,
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
· remittance ................................................. .. 7 00 Religion." Presuming that he does not expect to me.rit and the state with no less than fifty-five schools.
One subscription with three new 11ubscribers, in one
establish a religious system among cultured chim- These schools are scattered over a wide territory.
remittance ................................................... . 8 50
. panzees, the question arises, Did he, in that "litany Seven are on the Indian reservation of Standing Rock
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................. ,................................ .. 10 00 to the Eternal Ape," intend to " pull down Christian in Dakota, and seven more are found in the same
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
ity," or to inaugurate " love ir carnate in science ~"
territory-namely, one each at Table Mountain Reswith one remittance.
We are all glad to see such learned doctors of ervation, St. John, Yankton, Rosebud Reservation,
homeopathic ttivinity as Mr. Conway and Mr. Froth- Crow Creek Agency, and two at Devil's Lake. :In
Political Parties for Ubrrals.
ingham
quit the pulpit, but let them not delude Montana there are three schools-at St. Peter's, St.
The associate editor of the Freethinkers' "Afagazine
themselvs
with the notion that Cllristianity has Labre's Mission, and at Flathead Agency. Idahp
is a very activ member of Henry George's political
stepped down and out along with them.
has two, both at De Smet Mission; Wyoming one,
party. In the September number of the Magazine
the
St. Stephen's Mission; Washington territory
he endeavors to serve that party by inducing FreeTwo
Priests.
three-at
Tulalip Agency and two at Colville Agency
thinkers to support it "to the extent of their means."
He bases his plea for aid upon the fact that Dr. MeThe Baptist preacher Fulton, of Brooklyn, who New Mexico has .el\lven, and Alaska two. In ·the
Glynn unreservedly indorses the Nine Demands of left his pulpit some months ago to mount the rostrum states there are also a number-namely, five in WisLiberalism, and that the United Labor party passed in an oratorical crusade against the pope, is now consin, seven in Minnesota, one in Colarado, one in
a resolution at its last convention which declares bending his energies to convert ex-priest McGlynn to Nevada, one in California, one in Kansas, one in Ore"that under no circumstances should public funds Protestantism of the Baptist variety. Fulton's at- gon, and one in Florida. The total attendance at
be appropriated for any schools except public schools, tack upon the Roman church is the same old tune these. schools is between three arid four thousand.
The teachers of these schools are in all instances
nor for the benefit of any charitable or other institu- played by all ministerial Protestan~ musicians. The
tions, unless they are completely under the control pope is Antichrist, and the church of Rome is the Catholics, and a majority are members of the religand management of the state."
~carlet woman, the sum of all abominations. Rome ious orders. The governments pay the bills, giving
This' is a good resolution, and Dr. }fcGlynn's in- is "run by the devil, and her end hell.'' Mr. Fulton, the churches annually large sums of money and
dorsement of the Nine Demands will commend him therefore, desires Mr. McGlynn "to be born again" thousands of acres of land.
All our Western correspondflnts unite in sayto the consideration of Infidels. But one swallow is to the end that he may step upon Mr. Fulton's platnot generally considered sufficient to induce summer form and denounce his church from a Baptist stand- in!! that the Indian policy of the government is a
to hasten its coming. We remember that once thP point. '· Forgiv McGlynn," he prayed in Tremont failure, and the numerous recent Indian outbreaks
Democratic party passed a very good school resolu. Temple the other night. "Let him see how utterly and wars confirm this. ·The present reservation systion, and there are bunilreds of prominentDemocrafs he is forgetting his high calling in turning his face tem amounts simply to penning up a few thousand
who indorse the Nine Demands. When Cleveland toward a little lecturing and politics. 0 God!" he Indians for the churches to practice their arts upon,
was governor of New York be vetoed an appropria- proceeded, "what would hav become of Martin Lu- ~tnd everyone .knows that as a civilizer the church is
tion for a Catholic charitable institution. Grant, thP ther if he had gone to editing a newspaper1"
a failure.
The support of all the religious schools by the
great Republican leader, also sp0ke emphatically in
We oppose the Roman Catholic church as strongly
favor of unsectarian . schools and of taxing the as Dr. Fulton possibly can, but it strikes us that his government is a fraud upon the people, a useless
churches. Hundreds of prominent Republicans also attack lacks one essential element-namely, common waste of money, and an unconstitutional union of
are Freethinkers. Why, then, on the same grounds. sense .Abusing the Roman church because she doea chur!Jh and state.
should we not support these parties to the extent of not come up to this or that biblical standard is folly.
"Christian Ontology."
our nteans?
It is like weighing substance in scales of nothing.
The truth of the ma.tter is, there are Liberal men It iR beating the air, and hurts only him that pracWe hav been favored with a paper bearing this
in all parties-even in the Prohibitionist-and all tices it. The Roman Catholic church and hPr gov- title by the Ron. Justus 0. Wood, of this city.
parties hav been willing to say they were in favor of ernment are the logical conclusion to Christian Mr; Woods is a gentleman not unknown to local
some of the reforms demanded by the Freethinkers. premises, and to attack the conclusion without de fame, having been connected with various reformaexcept, perhaps, Henry George. He was not willing stroying the premises is futil effort. At the best, the tory movements, and having, also, stood upon the
to say in last fall's campaign that he favored any one assailer can but change men from ope superstition to platform of the Manhattan Liberal Club.
of the Nine D<Jmands. Notwithstanding this, he was another.
Mr. Wood's call to speak just now comes from the
supported by the Infidels of this city almost unanSupposing the Catholic church is the scarlet wo fact that t~he Materialism of philosophy is driving
imously. Recent observations, however, lead us to man, what then T Suppose that, theologically, she is the people to Infidelity and Agnosticism. " Hence,"
think that his support this fall from that source wilJ the sum of all abominations, what material harm does he says, "it is desirable to formulate a theory that
be considerably less.
that do? One theological abomination or supersti shall harmonize and explain the phenomena of life,
But that is not material, as Judge Benedict said tion is as good or bad as another. Suppose the and dispel the chilling mists of unbelief." Presumfrequently when l\Ir. Bennett's lawyers got him into church metaphori<'ally corresponds to all the snakes ing that his reader will admit this necessity, he lays
a corner with E!ome point favorable to the Infidel ed- and dragons and horned beasts seen by St. John in down a foundation for his theory. It is this:
itor. The pcint is that there is no use of Free- his dreams of delirium, what practical result is ac"Reasoning thereupon we may assume an ego that feels,
thinkers making alliances with any politician whose complished when people believe itT Does it make thinks, and wills; which is conscious of itself, and persists
primary object is one which has no relation to Free- the slavery to priests less galling to her people? in its personality; that this ego, entity, or soul is robed with
thought. Nothing will be gained by it. The Lib- Does it add one useful idea to the intelligence of Pa.- a body, or congeries of organs with various functions; that
knowlerlge consists in states of consciousness, as all mental
eraI p I an k s would be the first ones traded off for sup- piE~ts ~ Does it call one murdered martyr to life 1 phi1osophers dec1are, which may be c1assifie d as feeling,
port of some other measure. "Love," said Byron, Does it restore one single penny to the robbed poor? thinking, and willing; it is agreed also that there is a power,
"with man is a thing apart. 'Tis woman's whole ex- Does it repeal a single one of the laws which the not of ourselvs, assumed to be an entity, called God, a unit
istence." With non-liberal parties, Liberal planks church has bought, for her own benefit, of peculating in action and infinit in our apprehension."
are what love is to a man. They should be, instead, politicians ? If not, what is the use of such outpourUpon this foundation he builds of words a fanciful,
what love is to a woman, for no party will establish ings of bathos and Baptistism as Fulton givs the metaphysical structure a little more worthless than
these reforms unless they are made its whole exist- people1
the Christian theology. But that which we desire
ence. Until the time is ripe for snch a party there is
In the field into which McGlynn has been forced to call to Mr. Wood's attention more particularly is
small use in dabbling with politics. Neither the he is doing infinitly more good than Fulton is. No the instability of this foundation.
"We may asRepublican nor Democratic party will make the matter if for the moment McGlynn is occupying an sume" an Ego, is not proving that the "Ego" exists.
Nine Demands a part of its platform.. The Green- anoma.~lous and log_ically untenable pqsition. He is And. with.out such proof it is both unscie.ntific and
backer~ payer wo?~q. J,lepr;r George dtd not diU'e to ~;~b<;>w~n~ the peopl9 t)l.e monstroqs evil of allowin9' ~ foolish ~o :proce~q f!U'ther. We D.lal ~ssume forty
last fall, and would not now. His party hid the one
small heresy among the resolutions. Even the Social:
iste, who are nearly all Infidels, would not do it.
All are afraid. The church has terrorized the
whole political community. Professed Freethinkers
are under the spell; and for all the world knows from
themselvs would pass for church-members. The
associate editor, even, has hastened to deny that he
is or ever was an Atheist.
From all of which the conclusion seems inevitable
that there is no call for Freethinkers to support any
of the present political parties "to the extent of their
means." Besides, we recollect that the same adviser
once tried to turn us all over to Ben. Butler.
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thousand things that are not so, and build on these
assumptions forty thousand theories which hav no
value at all. Mr. Woods guesses that a feeling,
thinking; conscious, pe:rsonal Ego or power exists,
and he guesses also that if his first guess is right,
then his subsequent guesses are of a superior quality
of guesswork, calculated to " dispel the chilling mists
of unbelief."
We are afraid Mr. Wood is too sangnin. There
are a great many theories for dispelling unbelief in
existence now, and to us the necessity of formulating
new ones is not so apparent as the necessity of. putting the old ones upon a more substantial basis than
.assumption.

Two Slave Overseers Defied.

of

The arrogant claims
the authorities of the Roman Catholic church are again brought to public
notice. .A rchbishop Corrigan seems to think his
people are slaves, and that he is a divine slave-driver.
There is a German Catholic church at Rondout,
N. Y., and, as everyone knows, the Germans are fond
of dancing, and drink beer. Last week the church
folks held a picnic, in aid ·Of the society for the care
of the sick, and Archbishop Corrigan sent the priest
a letter forbidding ~he sale of beer at the picnic and
ordering the dancing to cease at six o'clock.
At Kingston, N. Y., there is a Gentleman's Catholic
Temperance Society. Week before last the members
of this society advertised the usual summer excursion. When the "Very Reverend" James Dougherty, dean of the diocese, saw the advertisment he
sent an order to the officers of the society' forbidding
the excursion.
It is a good sign that th~ Rondout . Germans
danced as long as they pleased, and drank beer at
their picnic; and that the Gentleman's Catholic
Temperance Society went on their excursion as
usual. The example of Dr. McGlynn is spreading.
. A half dozen like him would break down the church's
authority and free many of her slaves.

They A.re All Good Sectarians.
It is a long time since the church has found com:
fort and support against the inroads of Liberalism,
but here is an item of news which may giv her
cheer. It comes, too, from no unnatural quarter.
In M~ssflchusetts there is a city called Springfield,
and . in th~~:t city there is a . Christian institution
named the Hampden county jail. One hundred and
twenty Christians were quartered therein on Sunday,
August 7th, in the year of their lord and savior
1887. Of course, in a Christian institution there is
a Sunday-school, and on the day mentioned the
Sunday-school was in session. , After the opening
·exercises of prayer and a course of catechism, the
audience was requested· to remain .and listen to
addresses from Mr. Holt, state organizer of the
Massachusetts Prohibitory party, and from Mr.
Major, a professional, pietist. Under the circumstances, the audience agreed to remain.
Mr. Major is a Canadian, and formerly adhered to
the sect known as Roman Catholics. In his address
to the Christians temporarily abiding in Hampden
county jail he thought it necessary to allude to this
change in his mental- affairs, and added that he "had
never heard the gospel preached in its purity until·
he heard it in a Protestant church." Now, this may
or may not be a statement agreeing with fact-which
constitutes Truth-but it certainly is a statement
about which there may be two opinions. And though
laboring under certain disadvantages for a free and
full discussion of the matter, the audience showed
itself not insensible t!) the heresy, from a Roman
Catholic view, contained therein. Moreover, most
of the audience were of the faith which Mr. Major
had discarded. Parenthetically, and not as reflecting
upon the zeal of the Protestants, we may remark
that it is not an uncommon thing to find a majority
of the inmates of such Christian institutions holding
that faith. Mr. Major's1·emarks, therefore, were not
received with favor. Prevented by a custom which
obtains in Christian houses of worship from• refuting
the statement, the audience resorted to another
custom prevalent in the layer of society in which
most of them had previously moved. They began to
scrape the floor with their well-shod feet, until Mr.
Major's voice was heard only by those next to him,
and then various unseen, but powerfuUunged, Christians added the superfluous comm~lld to "Shut up!"
~ll<l "Sit down!" With a. devQH9* ~9
rt'Jigion
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which should enroll them with the church's martyrs,
if not in the list of saints, they also refused to join
in singing the closing hymn. Thus did they do all
in their power to show their adherence to the religion
of their childhood, and their aversion to the new
sectarianism, amounting in their eyes to downright
heresy.
This incident, as we hav said, may encourage
Christians_. It shows that there is at least one place
where Infidelity has not penetrated.

Editorial Notes.
WE take back anything we may hav said in praise of the
Winsted P't'ess. The editor is not honest in his treatment of
those from whom he differs.
THE citizens of Atchison, Kan., hav been robbed by their
municipal government of $65.000-$50,000 for a Lutheran
college, and $15,000 for a Roman Catholic institution of
ignorance.
Mn. LAMBERT, the Waterloo priest, hae issued a book
called ''The Tactics of Infidels." Mr. Lambert found his
Waterloo when McArthur got after him, and before he writes
books abusing the Infidels he should purge himself of the
charge of cowardice in refusing to meet John Remsburg in
debate at Buffalo.
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Saleh Fadlallah ran away. I thank Allah in that I am alive and in
happiness.
"May 11, 1887 (17 Shahan, 1304)."
The Moslems are truer to their faith and old-time practices
than the Christians. Both used to do this sort of thing.

Personalities.
THE Independent Pulpit for September eays: "The New
York TllnTH SEEKER has conferred a favor upon its readers
by the publication in serial chapters of a paper by Felix L.
03wald on' The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of Secularism.' Mr. Shaw is right. .Dr. Oswald's papers are valuable indeed, containing as they do practical instruction for
.
the present well-being of the world."
T. B. WAKEMAN, we learn through ~religious journal, has
informed the New York Times, which referred to him as
"Atheist Wakeman," that he "is not and never was an
Atheist, in the common, or in any, meaning of that term."
As the common meaning of the term is " one who denies the
existence of a supreme intelligent being," this denial will be
a revelation to Mr. Wakeman's friends.
THE b-oncla.d Age says: "We ob•erve that Ex-Rev. S. P.
Putnam, who has run the 8ecular Union the past year, bas
tixed on Chicago as the place of the annual meeting, and Oc..
tober as the time. He has also decided to reelect himself as
rambling 'secretary '-the sole authorized lecturer· and oracle of ' Secularism.'" As we remarked on a previous occasion, Dr. Monroe always writes good-naturedly, but is sometimes misunderstood. The good nature of the above
paragraph protrudes prominently, but somehow we fancy it
will not be misunderstood.
THE Editor of our Children's Corner is summering at On- ·
set Bay, the Spiritualist camp-ground she has written up so
prettily. Once upon a time Miss Wixon entertained Spiritualistic views, but not lately. Previous to that she was a
Universalist. Miss Wixon's hundreds of little friends will be
pleased to know that she is handsome, wears her hair short,
and used to be a school-teacher. Her father was a large
mill-owner at Fall River, and when his operativs went on
strike she took their part and made speeches in their meetings. Her " Apples of Gold" and " Story Hour" hav been
given to thousands of children.

THE religious press will shortly teem with long and harrowing accounts of the peisecution of the meek followers of
Jesus by the bloodthirsty adherents of Mohammed. The
following dispatch from Bombay tells why: " The Russian
mission which recently went to Kashgar has been compelled
to return to Khokand. Members of the mission so outraged
public opinion in Kashgar. by insulting Moh!tmmcdan women
that a riot against the Russians was provoked. In this several missionaries were killed." It .is too bad that the wiclted
Mohammedans refuse to be converted by the sinless ChrisJoHN E. REMSBURG delivers annually more Infirlellectures
than any other man in the country. S. P.. Putnam has
tians.
pressed him hard the last year, but Mr. Remsburg's record
THE Rev. U. D. Gulick is a good ~pecimen of a ministerial goes b~tck farther than the Union secretary's. Mr. Remsburg
dead beat. He belongs in Brooklyn. Four years ago he is a slim brunet, of quiet demeanor and firm purpose. He
confessed to his congregation that he was in debt $4,UOO. rarely departs from the text of his lectures in tbeir delivery,
The consistory assumed the debt, raised the money, and dis- but in a debate, with no time for preparation, he is equally
ready. His strong point is faets, volumes of which he has at
charged the obligation. Mr. Gulick, however, did not learn his command with which to overwhelm opponents. He knows
a lesson by this extreme kindness, and on July 1st last an ice more about the New T<ostament than tbe men who wrote
dealer sued him for $300. On July 11th the consistory held it, and on the Sunday question he can outtalk a Seventh Day
a meeting, and the pastor confessed that he owed no less than Adveotist. He was.a soldier at sixteen, a ~chool-teacher
$15,000. Then Mr. Gulick was informed that he could hav after the war, and lPft the pedagog's bench for the platform.
up till next July to find another charge, as he was not the He owns a farm in Kansas, where he shines as a pomologist.
kind of a man they wanted. The reverend gentleman is now
A TennPssee Opinion of Political Preachers.
on a vacation in the Far West.

•

IN. E. H. Heywood's Word for September, Mr. C. Severance says:
"THE TRUTH SEEKER, under the management of its present editor, is mighty • pure;' there is little danger of Comstock's finding
in it anYtbinl!" offensiv on the sex que.tion. Intellect without courage never performs wonders; though there are brains enough in
the TRUTH SEEK~B office, the courage of D. M. Bennett departed
with htm. The milk-and-water manner in which Macdonald deals
with Elmina's case shows how little real interest he takes m the
matter; he seems afraid of being contaminated with social impurity, and writes wtth gloves on when tonching her c..se. He will
escape the smut of •ob~oenity,' retain his immac·ulate pulchritude,
and never, never transgress.'law' made to regulate sex-intercourst
and, hav people • virtuous.'"
We are pleased. to hav Mr. C. Severance write of us as he
does.
AT the first session of the German Roman Catholic Central
Union of America, held in Cbicago, f::!eptcmber 5th, the following resolution was warmly and almost unanimously supported:
"WHEREAS, The so-called Knights of Labor come forth from day
to day with their t.lk for the purpose of helping the workingmen
to their rights by unrigbt.eous means, and trampling law and order
under foot, and try to destroy scriptural faith; therefore be it
hereby
"Resolved, That we urge all Catholic working people to keep
away from said societies, for, according to our experience, such
company is not advisable for Catholic working people, for where
Prohibitionists, Anarchists, and Socialists assemble to consult
about the welfare of mankind there should not be found any German Catholic workingmen. In order to protect the good name of
German 'catholic societies from injury, all societies should be exhorted not to receive in their midst any Knights of L<tbor, and
such as are alread t in them should be induced to leave said order
of the Knights of Labor."
From this it will be seen that affairs in labor, church, and
foreign race societies are getting mixed.
THREE months ago, as the London Standa·rd is informed
by its Cairo correspondent, Mr. Charles Neufield, a merchant
trading in the Soudan, was captured by the followers of the
present Mahdi. The simple alternativ was laid before him
of renouncing the faith of Christianity and professing Mohammedanism, or death. Thereupon Mr. Neufield made
this formal declaration:
"'In the name of God and His Prophet I' 'MoHAMMED of the Islims.•-From ADDRABBUB ABDALLAH of Muslemam (CIJARLEB NEuFIELD);-When I departed from Assouan with Saleh'd men, having
!urns and ammunition sent to him by government, we reached Se·uma Wells without hindrance. After taking water we went on.
We were met by some Mabdtsts, and a fight ensued. Wr,, had fiftyfive men. More men of tbe opposit side c»me up, belonging to A.bd
el Rahman el Negoume. We were beaten, some being slain, the
rest being made prisoners. All our arms and ammunition were
taken. We were all taken to Abd el Rahman el Negoume at Dongola, who eentus on to Omderman to be brought before the successor of the Mabdi. We expected death, but our l01·d graciously
forgave us on condition of becoming Moslems. We did so, and
crttd aloud before him that there is no god but one God-and Mo.
hammed is his prophet. We then .made a declaration that we believed in the Mahdi (present) I fully believe in the truth of Mosl~mi•m, I was pardoned by the kalipb, and escaped the death I
de•erved for being an infidel. Thanks to his bounty. J)afalla el
Ra!fal c:leQ?jved me, but through l!i~ bl'sencss :C hav reached felicity.

Fr"m the NnUor.al Revimn, Anrt-Pr •htbi.Uon!st .

Sensible business men look witu equal dread upon the possible political domination of tbe salo.ons and that of the
preachers.
The Prohibition contest has narrowed down to an issue between tbe saloons and the political preachers-the two chief
spiritual nuisances of the age.
Preachers who don't even pay a poll tax and who liv altogetber by public charity can better than anybody else afford
to ridicule the consideration of the revenue feature of a great
economic question.
Every Protestant preacher in the land loudly condemns
the Catholic church for its intervention in the state aff>~.irs of
Europe, and yet a good many of tbese same Protestant
preachers are daily endeavoring to engraft their peculiar
religious notions into the constitutions of states in this Union.
The preachers in the Southern Methodist church did more
than any other single agency on the earth to bring about the
late Rebellion. They talked politics on the streets and on
the high ways; they wrote politics in their religious journals;
they preached politics from the pulpits and proclaimed the
divine right of 5lavery until red-banded war rent the nation
asunder, swallowed up tbe treasures of the land, and sent a
half-million people to bloody graves. Tbus hav we had a
very large and expensiv lesson on the subject of political
preachers. Wisdom admonishes us to profit by it.
SOME WHEREASES AND ONE UKSOLVED.

Whereas, A Baptist preacher, late of Chattanooga, was

guilty of a gross violation of good morals and a grievous sin
against society, in that be was detected in criminal relations
with a female of questionable repute; and
Whereas, A PrP.sbyterian preacher of Atlanta went to Cincinnati, got on a bender, and raised Cain to the evil example
of all like offenders, and against the peace and dignity of
society ; and
Wluweas, fhe Rev. Bays, a Southern Methodist preacher
of Knoxville, had to leave the city three weeks ago, in the
night time, for outraging society by becoming a seduc<or; and
Whereas, The Rev. Longbottom, a preacher from Blount
county, went to the hotel at Knoxville recently and registered
a woman whom he had ruined as his wife, taking rooms
with her, contrary to good morals and to tbe higher usages
of society ; and
Whereas, Tbe Rev. Gam bel, or some such name, an Episcopal preacher of Jackson, Tenn., was recently shot on the
streets by an irate husband for criminally destroying the
domestic felicity of the assailant, the same being opposed to
good morals, nod calculated to unduly disturb society ; and
Whereas, Numerou& and divers other instances might be
mentioned wh<orein preachers hav figured conspicnously as
instrumentalities for shocking society and lowering the
standard of morality; therefore be it
Resolved, That the co.1stitution of the state be so amended
as to prohibit the manufacture of preachers by the various
colleges of tbe country, t~e public morals requiring it.

Reynolds's A}Jpointments for September.
Sweet Home, Ind .....•....•.....•..•................................. 8, 9
Lafayette, Ind ....•..••.••....••.•• ;.•.••.••....•................ 11, 12, 13
Monticello, Ill. ................................................... 14, 15. 16
Mattoon, 111. .•..••....••..•.••.••..•.•.........•.••.......... 18, 19. 20, 21
Centralia, Ill. ..................................................... 22, 23, 24
THE children will miss their Corner this week. For some
reason wbich we are not able to explain, the usual contribq.
tion of tbe editor of the Corner ]las not reached us,
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fttitt·s lfro11( IJritnds.
CENTRAL CITY, NEB., Aug. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me your journal for three
months more. You can consider me a regular subscriber.
I am a poor mechanic, but I am not orthodox. I would
rather giv $50 to the Infidel cause than 50 cents to a church.
We hav nine churches here in a town of one thousand five
hundred inhabitants.
E. M. ELLITHORP.

not be true citizens of the United States; they cannot even
own their own churches, but all church property is held in
trust by the bishops for the propaganda in Rome, Italian
aliens. How much more independent they would be as
strictly American Catholics, owing no allegiance to any
foreign potentate whatever, and keeping the millions 9f
property in their own hands. If Dr. McGlynn can bring
about this he will be the greatest benefactor to the United
States as well as the Catholic church the world has yet seen,
and the times seem opportune for such a ·movement. Let
American Catholics throw off the Romish yoke and become
American citizens indeed. Let them keep the deeds of the
vast amount of church pr.operty that is theirs by right out of
the hands of the blood-sucker of Rome, and manage their
own affairs as all independent Americans do. If Dr. McGlynn will advocate this I am mistaken if a large majority of
the Catholic population does not join htm with a will that
will be perfectly irresistible.
J. DowNEs.

ELK GRoVE, CAL., Aug. 10, 1887.
MR EDITOR: I know i am a little short, but I inclose $5
for· two years from last April; would hav sent the money
sooner, but was waiting on some half-hearted Freethinkers
to get_some more subscribers for the grand old paper, but it
was no go;. they hav promised and promised until I hav become tired. We would love, oh, so much, to hav C. B.
Reynolds at our little village, when he comes to the Golden
NEw YoRK, Aug. 27, 1887.
state. My pious regards .to Miss Wixon, John Peck, "nd
MR. EDITOR: Boston's great mathematical genius, G. N.
Watson Heston. Long may they liv.
JACK CoTTRELL.
Hill, evades the proffered bet. He is not willing to abide the •
test of his assertion that his so-called Freethought calendar
STEVENSVILLE, MoN." TER., Aug. 4, 1887.
started with and from the 1st of January, 1600, counting
MR. EDITOR: Please find $10 incloBed, for which send us now 287 is all right; which I controvert as a gross error of.
five subscriptions of THE TRUTH BEEKER for· one year. I fact, because it counts one year short, as 288 is correct.
reside· on Bitter Root Valley and hav for the last thirteen
He avoids the real question above and catches at a straw,
years. I hail from Illinois. Our beautiful valley is outdone juggler like. Let ua now examin his offer which he calls
and overrun with ·sectarian preachers. I would like well "generous and praiseworthy." He seems to hav a "Paine
· to hav some Freethought and reform man come here and Hall share" and is willing to part with it, but I hav no
lecture. I am the getter up of the club which I send. I knowledge whether it is worth anything or nothing, and of
- stumbled on a copy of your TRUTH Si!EKER and, on inquiry, course if worthless, or nearly so, what good would it dQ THE
I found Mr. Warner is taking it, who, I believe, is the only TRUTH BEEKER ? Then he wants me to glv a share, or $25, to
Mr. Seaver first; thereafter he will write to get a decision,
such person in the valley.
JnrEs PHELPs, SR.
holding meanwhile hie share himself. Who ever heard of
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., Aug. 15, 1887.
such an arrangement before? His writing might not giv
MR. EDITOR : I herewith send three dollars for a year's the true question in discussion. ·For the last time I will
subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER in advance. I would offer this : Let us ask the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
like to extend your circulation if I knew how to accomplish send for a decision by a professor of mathematics in one of
it. Out of the whole number of the people there appear to the named colleges, this question : '' If a calendar is started
be but few real· readers. I must or cannot but revere the from and with the first day of January, 1600, what is the
paper on account of my admiration of its founder, who!ll I number of the year to count riow ?" Under the decision, to
supposed likely to liv longer than myself, for I am now be plain, the professor shall sign his name for publication in
nearly eighty and cannot do much anyway. I consider the THE TBUTH BEEKER, and maybe in other papers.
paper very good, yet as to the matter of the pictures I supNow, if Mr. Hill will promis to put up the money or a
pose the conductors of the paper to be much more likely to certified check of $25, I will deposit first my $25 with THE
judge correctly of that than lam.
WM. NEWMAN.
TBUTH BEEKER, whose Editor is personally unknown to me,
and within eight days after Mr. Hill is notified· he shall de.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., Aug. 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: A few weeks sgo I forwarded a check to posit his money, not a share, witll THE TBUTH BEEKER. If
your office of $5 in payment of two years' subscription; In not complied with I shall be at liberty to withdraw because
TnE TRUTH SEEKEI~ of August 20th R. S. D. said he be- of Mr. Hill's failure . to deposit. When both deposits are
lieved that land belonged to the human family, like the made, then let the Editor take the trouble to write for a decision; if I win, T.a:E TRUTH BEEKER shall hav the gain; if
atmosphere and sunlight, and I say it is true. Therefore,
the United States government will giv -away farms of one Mr. Hill w1ns, he shall be at liberty to pocket it if it ·suits
himdred and sixty agres free of cost. ·All that a person has him.
If this offer does not suit Mr. Hill, any other substitute of
got to do is to select a vacant piece of United States govern.
FRED. KoEZLY,
ment land; send in his application; then settle, improve and the 287 guard is welcome to take it up.
enjoy it like the free atmosphere and sunlight. It is not in
FoRT BAssiNGER, FLA., July 29, 1887.
the power of the government to do any more. If the SoMR. EDITOR: I hav been rambling some about tb.e state
cialists desire land they must make application to the governsince I wrote before and hav never been able to get THE
ment for it; they can get all they want for nothing.
TRUTH BEEKER regularly, but I got a lot when I reached
AuGUsT BuEsiNG.
Kissimmee Cit:y: on my way up, and another lot at Charlotte
On last Saturday evening about sundown, on the Sterling Johnson Harbor some time ago. I suppose my time is about out,
place, two and a half miles southeast of Milan, six angels were seen and as soon as I hit communication again I will send a little
to fly j}own into the y~trd of Mrs. Wond, a widow lady. It seems money. My trip from Charlotte Harbor.up the Caloochiethat Mrs. Wood was very ill and several ladies were present attending to the wants of the sick, when a noise in the yard attracted hatchie, through Okeechobee, up the Kissimmee, and through
their attention. Upon .looking out of the window they saw an Lake Kissimmee, Hatchenbaw, Syphrus, and Tobopeklega
angel, and in a moment more it was joined by five others. They to Kissimmee City would be interesting to those who love
were there only a few momPnts, and took their flight, flying nature and beautiful wilds. I left Kissimmee for Gainesstraight until lost from view. They, wtth the exception of wings, ville, an·d farther up the state I met old friends I had not
were. in the form and shape of m..n, with clear cut anrl finely.
formed .features, and were clothed with garments of pure and seen for six years, whom I had left as a poor wandering
spotless white, while a halo of heavenly light encircled their head•. missionary, setting forth hoping to be able to shed a little
The above was told to us as the truth, and can be vouched for by light of reason and truth in the dark places where few, if
the ladies in attendance upon Mrs Wood. BA that as it may, it has any, had· found it. I wished to teach all to walk by the
created· considerable excitement iH.the neighborhood.-MI!an Explumb-line of rectitude, to love each other, and love the
chanoe, GiiJson Co., Tenn:
great universal animating power which I call God. I met
CoALTON, KY., Aug. 23, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : From the inclosure you will see the angels with varied success. Sometimes many believed; but, alas !
hav been visiting in Tennessee, and as angels' visits are the blatant, pulpit-pounding, hell-fire and bri_mstone shouters
so few and far between, I concluded to send you the account drive reason from· man. But here I WA.s again, after six
of the same, and hope you will not hav the audacity to years' warfare in the wilds of south Florida. 'fhose six
years would make a history. My old friends gathered
doubt the truth of the statement.
S. P. HERRON, P.M.
around, and the crowds I spoke to reached away up in the
AsHTABULA, 0., Aug. 25, 1887.
hundreds. The six years' absence, I suppose, caused many
MR. EDITOR: I was very much taken with the idea con- to come and see me', but I think a belief in common sense,
tained in the inclosed article in the Pittsburgh Commercial equity, and evolution is taking possession of the people.
I hope so. I returned to Kissimmee City, took Command of
Gazette:
Bitterness of feeling is becoming intense· between the Roman the schooner Arcadia, and ran her down to Charlotte HarCatholics of German and Irish descent in the Northwest. This is bor. There was a bar on the schooner, and sometimes the
to be regretted. The fostering of foreign national animosities boys along the river (cow-boys) would get rather full, but
among Americ ..n citizens under any pretext, or for any cause, is a
PDsitiv injury to the republic. As a means of prevention in such we had no great trouble until I reached the quarantine boats
caSR we would kindly suggest to all concerned the example set by lying awaiting such as we who should come up from Punta
the Protestant Episcopal church in the early days of the nation. H Rassa. These I was forced to run, as I had no clearance
laid aside its foreign ecclesiastical allegiance, and became an papers, and I supposed the cargo would be confiscated if
American chnreh without d~viating from the doctrins or dogmas
of the church of England in matters of faith and morals. Should captured. It was daylight, and a quarter-stern wind ~hich'
the members of the Roman Catholic church in America pursue the rose to a gale, and the chase became exciting. The two
same course there is much reason to thmk that the grounds of stJCh sloops were about one mile astern. As I was about to
dissensions would be largely removed. Whatever may be our religious creeds, political beliefs, or social ethics, we should. all be round Punta Gorda, a blizzard struck me and snapped my
Americans, and the name of no othqr nationality be recognized foremast. I lowered away the foresail. My jib still hung
by the splintered mast. I ran my flag up, Union down,
among our citizens.
If the doctor could induce his fellow-Catholics to throw off payed off the main-sheet, got before the wind, and conthe authority of the pope, and start an American Catholic tinued the race. As I hove anchor at Charlotte Harbor the
church entirely independent of Rome, how very much better forl)most sloop was off about a cable's length. We had some
citizens they would become. There would then be no reason .trouble, and I passed on to the United States revenue cutter
for them to swear allegiance to the United States with a and turned my schooner over to Rev. F. U. Durrence,
reservation, as they hav to do now, for their first allegiance United States officer. . Thus ends the first cruise of the
is to the pope, and we all know he claims to be above all Arcadia. I took the first train for Fort Ogden. Then came
states or other governments. It is impossible to serve two a lonely walk through the wilds for one hundred miles. I saw
m&st~rs 1 &nd while they owe alle~ianpe to the pope they can much baleful country 8Jld much wastt.~ lt~-!ld 1 many cattle,

and not a few deer, and some turkeys. My sloop, the Lucy
H., is here. My wife· and boys are also here. I shall rest a
little, then go down to Charlotte Harbor, where I hope to
get more TRUTH SEEKERS.
.
While I was in Palatka I spent-a day or two with our good
friend Morse, who is a business partner of Mrs. Vorce. That
puts me in mind that I attended Spiritual sit at her house,
Mrs. Vorce being the medium. I hav but little faith in
what I saw· the;re, .though I hope all. were sincere, for I
should hate to think they did not believe it themselvs.
They are kind people, but I could not find the thing I long
hav sought (a spirit).
I am glad those flags did not come South. It could not
hav made the rising generation feel more patriotic to see the
battle-torn flags their fathers fought and died under. They
should always remain among the boys or the children of the
boys who took them.
REv. BAML. B. HURLBUT.

a

NEw CAsTLE, WAsH. TER., Aug. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The war I announced is over, and we are
now gathering in the spoils in the shape of nine new subscribers. Pretty good-don't you think so? General
Samuel P. Putnam took the lead, and led us on to a grand
victory. He charged the enemy with his "Universal Mental
Liberty" and his" New Heaven and- Earth," and you may
guess at the commotion that followed. I thought that we
would hav another Uriah transaction, but we had prepared
for any emergency of the kind, although some wanted to
hang him, others to tar and feather him, others dynamite
him; but he got out all right after selling from thirty to
thirty-five dollars' worth of books, which will prepare
his way for the· next tour out here. We had splendid audiences both nights, but "l'j'hat created great animosity in
the bosom of our Christian friends was that the band boys
turned out to serenade my preacher, as they called Mr. Putnam here ; but for all that, it made our hearts feel kind of
gay under the influence of such sweet music.
Yours fraternally,
JENKIN MoRGAN.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Aug. 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The social- problem being squarely made a
political issue, I will suggest the expediency of the politician
reformers giving us a logical definition of the term monopoly.
For, unless they giv us an intelligent definition of the term,
I think their tirades against monopoly should seem like
sounding brass-plenty of sound, too much brass, and hollow as a bubble. Though none should need to be informed
of the self-evident fact that exclusiv ownership constitutes
monopoly, it appears that everybody has need to be reminded
of the egually evident fact that private ownership, being
necessarily exclusiv, is monopoly per se, irrespectiv of the
amount owned or the pretense on which ownership is assumed. Therefore I think it should seem absurdly inconsistent to rail against monopoly, and advocate and foster a
principle from which monopoly is inseparable and without
which monopoly is impossible. Nevertheless, such appears
to be the position generally taken by professional advocates
of reform; and their taking that position is somewhat suggestiv to my viEiw that none need reforming !!lOre than do
the reformers themselvs.
"Labor advocates" assume that human labor creates all
wealth; on that questionable assumption they further assume that those who ·perform the labor should hav an exclusiv right to all wealth. That looks very like monopoly in
another disguise, and can hardly fail to be the same monster
of inequity in that disguise that he is in all others, notwithstanding the pretense of his being an honest workingman.
Therefore until professional advocates of social reform can
unanimously agree to accept the self-evident fact that, by
the Jaw of our being, every individual inherits an equal right
to liv and to the·means of living, irrespectiv of all other considerations than the fact of his being, I shall think it advisable to hav an army in readiness t.o prevent them and their
dupes asserting the right to establish monopoly on a broader
and firmer base than it now has. Hence, the social problem
is resolved into the simple question of whether private ownership, monopoly, is a just or unjust principle. If it is a
just principle, it should not produce unjust results, and no reform should be needed or called for.. If it is an unjust principle, we should not reasonably expect to get just results from
it; hence it should necessarily be abolished to initiate reform.
Private ownership of wealth gave birth to the laws we hav
and made them a necessity ; therefore nothing" will be gained
by repealing the laws unless we abolish the cause of them.
I hav not yet made the discovery that private ownership of
wealth is so prolific of facilities for working people pro~ur
ing the means of livlng that they can well afford to dispense
with any of .them. It requires millions of days' work to pay
the interest on the national debt; hence it givs employment
to thousands that enables them to acquire the means of living. So does the army and navy. So does the liquor traffic.
That traffic is peculiarly exempt from the charge of coercing
people through their necessities to support it. Therefore I
shall fail to see that the working people will be benefited by
'abolishing them unless other facilities for procuring the
means of living are amply provided~ Hence, when we hav
a system established that will secure ample means of living
to every individual, man, woman, and child, without resort
to base p,lactices, we shall hav a healthy, vigorous, and progressiv reform movement inaugurated. I shall fail to see any
reasonable hope of reform on other terms or conditions.
The individualist is unwilling to accept reform on those
conditions because they necessarily involve collectivism.
Nevertheless, I think he will not undertake to dispute the
self-evident fact that the human race are gregarious ; instinctivly inclined to collectivism for mutual protection and
social enjoyment, and to mutually assist each other. But
private ownership throws every individual upon his individual resoqrces 1 Rllc:l com_pels l).im to be an inqividualist, praq.
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The stars shall fade away, the sun
tically, whether he has a desire to be or not. Hence private
month by a board of appraisers appointed by the governHimself dhall die, and nature sink in years,
ownership is the fundamental principle of individualism,
ment, and the banker was obliged to publish his b~tlanee
But thou shalt :flourish in immortal youth,
and individualists are themselvs dissatisfied with the result;
sheet once every month in a prominent newspaper in· the city
Unhurt amidst the war of elements,
but instead of reform they propose progress from bad to
wherein the bank was situated. Banks were then established
The wreck of matter, and the crush of worlds.
worse by repealing all laws. I think they had better not,
Although they inform me about things in their world as in all the principal cities in Mexico, and all those bankers
for the laws are the only salvation of their pet institution.
fast as I can comprehend them, which they call fundamental began to issue their paper money, paying it out for real
J. A. TUTTLE.
·truths, they are not always in a serious mood, but appear to estate which they bought.
For an example I will "refer to the house and lot, No. 50
believe in the old saw:
LANARK, ARK.,· Aug. 5, 1887.
Commerce street, in Mexico City, which, under a volume of
A little nonsense now and then
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed in another letter you will find $1.50
money of $5 per capita, was worth $10.000. The banker
Is relished by the best of men.
to pay for THE TRUTH BEEKER for another six months. I like I hav laughed heartily at many a fine joke from one who bought this house, and also many others, and paid $10,000
Tax TRUTH SEEKER better than all the papers I ever read- claims to hav been a humorist well known on earth several of his brand-new paper money for it. The man of whom
wicked as it is. Heston is leaving the monkey out sometimes. _years ago. In fact, each one who talks with me-and I hav the banker bought the house, having his pockets full of
Send the" righteous citizen" along; he or she is in the right a gcod many invisible visitors-has a distinct individuality, money, began to make many purchases of things that he
place every time.· We can't do without our ancestor. I the same as mortals.
fancied he stood in need of, as did many others who had
wish Tax TRUTH BEEKER and o.ur cause grand success and a
To conclude, I. know very little about Spiritualism, as· sold houses to the bankers, and for various amounts.
glorious victory for humanity's sake. But, great eternal, taught by its earthly advocates. I saw just enough of its
Thus, in 1881, business in Mexico boomed as it did in no
what a fight there is ahead!
T. H. MoNTGOMERY.
manifestations years ago to excite my ridicule. Having a ot.her country. Labor advanced in price from 20 cents to $1
knack at rhyming, I even went so far as to satirize it in a a day, because· dollars were abundant and cheap. The volSALEM, NxB., Aug. 21, 1887.
metrical composition, which I was vain enough at the time ume of money there had been increased from $5 to $30 per
MR. Eo!TOR: Brother Bell's sojourn here was an intellect- to thii:tk very smart, but which looks a little queer to me now capita, and, of course, as would hav been the case with
ual treat to the Liberals. He delivered three of his splendid in the light of my present knowledge-for I suppose mine to .apples, or with anything else, dollars were abouts six times
cheaper than they, pt:ior thereto, had been. Each house,
lectures, among which were many beautiful thoughts that be· a case of genuin Spiritualism.
will, I believe, help to develop individuality in everyone that
By the way, I see you advertise a book, written by an being an embodiment of so much labor, arose in value in the
heard them. Below is an agreement by Rev. Williamson M.D., on" The Treatment of Mediomania." I merely men- same proportion as did labor in any other form, till in 1883
and W. S. Bell to be fulfilled during the fall :
tion it out of curiosity, for I hav no use for the book. In the aforesaid house at No. 50 Commerce street was worth
•' We, whose names are hereon, agree to discuss the following my present state of mind, I would rather not be cured of it. · $60.000, and the appraisers were compelled to appraise it at
propositions:
On the contrary, I really hope the disease will become more that amount, as well as all other houses of that class that the
"1. Resolved, That Chriat is a historic character, the logos of
banker had bought. And thus the wealth of his bank
God, and hence the savior of the world. Affirmativ, T. J. Wil· prevalent, and in good time be universally acknowledged as
a means to the truth which all men must realize some time. amounted to many millions, while his _issue of paper money
Hamson.
"2. ResolVed, That the Bible is of human origin, and not a revelaI now look upon Spiritualism as the most rational doctrin was only two millions, and, of course, it always remained at
tion from God. Affirmativ, W. S. Bell."
in regard to nature's final disposition of the human race ever par with silver dollars. Then, in 1883, all those bankers in
None of the Christians d011bt the elder's "ability to handle taught to man.
Mexico began to sell real estate. The house at No. 50 Comthe subject in a most affable manner" (local paper).
Its earthly teachers are not trained in a theological school, merce street was sold for $60,000, one-half cash, the balance
Ever yours,
T. P. BmNEGA.R.
but constitute a certain few of our race who seem to be to be paid in three yearly payments together with 10 per
marked. by nature's self for their calling, and who, under cent interest th'(reon.
The banker received the cash payment, $30,000 (r.he origPINE RrVER, CoL., Aug. 16, 1887.
favorable circumstances, become fully developed and inMR. ·EoiTOR: It might be to the benefit of some syndicate spired by those who appear to understand the art, and cer- inal cost of three such houses) in his own bank bills. and
or colonists to know where to get a.fine tract of government tainly "know whereof they speak.''
N. s.
imm~diately burnt it up, saying, " There, that i!' $30,000 of
land, estimated variously at from ten thousand to twenty
my paper issue honestly redeemed."
thousand acres, susceptible of irrigation, water power im~
ST. LoUis, Mo., Aug. 26, 1887.
At the end of the first year, the purchaser of the house
MR. EDITOR: .If there is anything that I dislike to do it is walked into the bank and paid the first yearly instalment,
mense. The water will hav to be taken out in a ditch about
fifteen miles long. It is right in _the heart of the finest stock to occupy the precious space in our greatest championf THE $13,000, anrl, as before, the banker committed it to the
coun.try now extant, and right on the railrdad. The altitude TRUTH SEEKER, simply for the purpose of quibbling.
flames. This was repeated at th!l end of the second year,
is about· six thousand feet, and in as healthy a country as
I am aware that dullness of comprehension is one of the and all the paper money the banker had issued had been
there is in the world, splendid for fruit, and mountain seen- worst faults of the human mind. and, too often, it is the re_ thus redeemed and burnt up; leaving in circulation, in Mexery. The climate is delightfut
suit of neglect of proper mental exertion. In our TRUTH ico, but $5 per capita of silver money, and of course this
Now, if any person or corporation wants further particu- BEEKER of August 13, 1887, our beloved Malcolm tried to house and lot were worth, as before, under a like volume of
Iars, they will please address me at my ofilce. It is a fifte show that money is not a measure of values, and that a yard money, $10,000. At the end_ of the third year, the purchaser,
opening for a colony.
stick is a measure of distance, because distance is deflnit, owing principal and interest, $11,000, walked into the bank
Please insert this in your valuable paper as ·a letter, and while values fluctuate. To which I would say that distance and told the banker that he had no money with which to pay
oblige
Yours, not for Christ's sake, but for the sake of also may fluctuate, and the unit of distance-measure may it; that a terrible money panic had prevailed throughout
humanity,
E. KEITH.
fluctuate by expansion and contraction, as does a surveyor's Mexico during the last past year, and that he ifad found it a
chain, by and through the changes of temperature. The difficult task to keep his family from starvation.· To which
WINDOM, KA.N., Aug. 20, 1887.
distance between two ships upon the water may change the banker replied saying, "Well, then I must foreclose the
Mx. EDITOR: I suppose you claim to be what your " In- (fluctuate) as may the value of Mr. Malcolm's horse. But at lien that I reserved .against the property to secure the prompt
fiddle paper," as the Catholic from Cork term_s it, implies. the time the comparison is made of the yardstick with the payment of the purchase money. Pizness is pizness." The
If so, will you insert the following facts of my experience in distance between the ships, it is found that the yardstick property was then sold at auction, and the banker bid it in
TRE TRUTH SEEKER, which do away with cold Materialism ''goes into," or is contained in the distance a certain number at $10,500; leaving the purchaser still in debt to him, by
in my case forever? The light of a new belief, nay, a positiv of times, with or without a remainder. And this comparison promissory note, to the amount of $500 ; and ever since that
knowledge, has dawned upon me.·
is called measurement,- just as the value of the horse, when time Mexico has been the dullest country out of doors.
About a year ago, being badly brok'en down· in health, established or agreed upon, is compared with the unit of Those bankers all operated together, as do the national bankfrom overwork at f1uming, I had a seriou·s illness, during value-measure, which, in the United States, is the dollar, and ers throughout the United States, and now they own (or
which whispering voices began to speak to me, which came which may "go into," or be contained in, the value of the hold) a grea~ portion of the most valuable propertyin the
from the viewless air. These voices claimed to be the voices horse a certain number of times, with or without a remainder. principal ci~ies in Mex:ico; having treated the people there
of those who had died, relative, friends, etc., but mostly Not that the dollar establishes the value of the horse any just as the bankers h&v treated the people throughout the
those of strangers, who appe!'-red to be solicitous about my more than the yardstick establishes the distance between the United States, through every money panic that has cursed
health and gave me good advice in regard thereto.
ships. Supply and demand cause the establishment of our country.
During my sickness I was sadly mistreated by a member value, while other conditions cause that of distance ; and the
Tllus it may be S!Jen how and why the total real and perof the medical fraternity, who, I am sorry to think, had the value, when once fixed, ascertained, or agreed upon, is sonal wealth of New York city, with a population of about
greenback god instead of the fear of the Lord before his measured by, compared with, and expressed in dollars just 265,000, in 1836, amounted to $309,500,920, and, in 1850,
eyes, and had he not been discharged, I should probably as distance, when ascertained, is measured by, compared when tile wealth and population of that city had more than
now be among these unseen people instead of conversing with, and expressed in yards.
doubled that of 1836, the t"otal value of her real and personal
with them across the line-for at the present time they can
A wealth-measure (dollar) established as I suggested 'in property amounted to but $286,061,816.
talk to me better than ever.
THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 18, 1887, would be as nearly
·Every person who had, under an intlated volume of
Since my Sangrado's departure they hav taken charge of stable as is the surveyor's chain made of iron, while the dol. m'Juey, contracted to pay dollars, and was, thereafter, commy case entirely, and benefited my health materially by lar, made of or based upon gold or silver, regardless of its pelled to pay those dollars, under a contracted (reduced)
treathtg me to electric shocks, manipulating . my person in volume, is about as would be a surveyor's chain made of volume of money, was robbed, world without end!
various ways, and administering, by nasal inhalation, fra- indiarubber. When buying land the surveyor, when measI don't mean to say that I hav stated the condition of
grant herb and delicious, fruitlike-smelling medicine. Who- uring it, might stretch out" his iudiarubber chain to thrice, affairs in Mexico exactly as it was, but nearly so, and sufliever they are, these people are far better educated and more and, when selling land, he might measure it with his rubber cie~tly so for illustration.
refined than I am.
chain at its normal length, just as the bankers do with
We are just now, throughout the United States (Benighted
States) entering upon another of those horrid money panics.
They inform me that the reason they can influence me so money.
we.ll is that, owing to my peculiar physical organization, conTo illustrate, I will say that in 1879 some capitalists in The amount of mon"ey in the United States now is about $18
dition of health, their manipulations, .etc., the spiritual" part Europe and America concocted a scheme to conquest, per capita. But $653,000,000 (about $11 per capita) of it
of my being-sight, hearing, etc.-is becoming preternat- financially, Mexico. They first ascertained that the money is, by and through over-taxation, cornered, lncked up in our
urally developed.
in that county was of silver, and that the volume thereof was treasury at Washington; leaving in circulation bnt $7 per
They not only talk to me as familiarly as those of my own about $5 per capita, and that the wages of the average capita among the people. I sincerely hope· that none of the
family, but represent to my vision lifelike-looking people, laborer there was about $5 per month including his food and truth seekers owes dollars upon his home that fall due and
animals, specimens of architecture, beautiful scenery, and lodging. They also knew that if they could obtain a permit must be paid under such a contracted condition of our
flowers in brilliant colors of various hues.
to increase the volume of money in Mexico from $5 to $30 money.
If the capitalists in America hav combined with those of
They claim to know what is going on in our world better per capita, the wages of the average laborer would then inthan we do ourselvs, notwithstanding our telegraphs, rail- crease from $5 to about $30 per month. They also knew Europe, wheat may go down in price, next year, to twentyroads, newspapers, etc.
that railroads in Mexico could not be made to yield a profit. five cents per bushel ; and all other wealth into which labor
They claim that every distinct thought, prominent act, able income. But, in order, t11at the Mexican Congress may hav been converted may go down in proportion; in
and thing seen by the eyes of a mortal is plainly impressed · might not be able to discern the trickery of their scheme, which case railroad charges should be proportionately reon the cells of the brain and can be viewed by them at any those foreign capitalists planted some non-paying railroads in duced; else the capitalist with his railroad will, as usual,
time. In proof of this, they told me of acts in my past life that country, so that the boom that they were about inaug- get three times his share of wealth.
The capitalistic element corner money just as they do
which I had forgotten for years.
urating there, and the consequent prosperity of the industries
They appear to be desirous that people here shodld under- of the people, might falsely be attributed to the railroads. wheat, and if one is compelled to pay dollars when dollars
stand these things-particularly that, when death comes, They then sent the renowned capitalist-aiding General Grant, are scarce and dear, he is in the same predicament that he
their real persons liv on, unperceived by their friends be- under instructions, over to Mexico, and he prevailed. upon would be in if he were obliged to deliver wheat when wheat
cause they are spiritually blind, and that the better lives they the over-awed, elated, and astounded Mexican Congress to might be scarce and dear. It is not a shrinkage in values;
liv in this their first conscious state of existence, the better enact a law which provided that whenever a banker in imy it is an increase in the wealth-measuring capacity of the dolprepared they will be to enter the next, which is the true of the principal cities of that country could show that he had lar. Hoping that I may not hav failed to make this matter
life and a· state of rational enjoyment according as they be- one million silver Mexican dollars in his safe, and other at least fully as clear as mud, and that our readers and
·co~e fitted for it, untrammeled by earthly care and drudg- property to the value of two million Mexican silver dollars, thinkers may read this in connection with my letter in THE _
ery, and everlasting. So we may truly say of the sonl, in he might, upon that security, issue $2,000,00) in bank bills TKU'flil SEKJ>KR Qf June 18th, I am,
·
}1espectfully1
GxoRGE :NxWTON.
the words of A<ldi~on's "Oato ;"
(paper money). T4ia aecurity was to be appraised every
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Pamphl~ts.
---o---

Very Cheap

We h~v on ha.nd a. large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pa.mph eta, which
will be disposed of at coat, as fol ows:
~ngersull

,

C'dechised: _

His Answers to a Number of Vita.! Questions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan ;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 80 cents; per' hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY,
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pa.ges, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Biqhts Speech,
Including the address of Frederick D'uglas, fifty.
three-lance octavo pages, sine:ly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.ad $6 per hundred.
Tne Truth of Hlst.orJ,
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up.1•n
the religiouslieg that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY,
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

.INGERSOLL ON .McGLYNN,
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price S cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
·
We SUII'll'est that these be Purchased in qua.ntitie~, and given a. way to Christiano, and 1t is with
that not unreasonaole exp. ctation that the urices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·
28 La aYette Pl., New York.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Ceri•ennlal Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO THE
~mtnortal

Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New Yor.k.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book for Children and

Youth~

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

Our Flag Above the Crosse
This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others,

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'k ink,
per quire, • .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local addresa, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, . . 25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,il00, • • $10.00

Address

,

Th9 Truth Seeker.
COPYRIGHTED,

Any profit !rom sales will be devoted to the free
·
distribution of Liberal literature.

W. S BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
·
and Civilization.
PRICE,
111CENTB.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.
.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am milch ple>tsed with Your addresa, and will
notice it in Jfa ... -T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The

Alte.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under whiph ypu hav
divided the subject matter of the pam'phlf3t, and
the concise mA.nner in which each poin't is discussed. should b~> highly pommended. Therefore
I take great p!P.asure in recommAnding ''AntiProhibition. "to the consideration of every person
who is interested. not only in the c..use of te!llperance. but in the prip,iples of self-~uvernment.if,J.MpCa'!Je,
'· r., · · '
hipe 15 ojlntw.
J'or &1!-le at t~~ oftlpr,

THE HUMBOLDT LffiRARY.

.FREETHOUGHT WORKS.

SPffiiTUALISTIC WORKS.

Price 15 cents eaeh 11umber, unless otherwise ma1·kecl

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Hnme's Essays. Essays and treatises
on various 'subjects. By DAVID HuME,
Esq. With a brief sketch of the aut-hor's
life and writings, to .which are adcled
dialogues concerning natural religion.
Price, $1.50.

A.chsa'-· W. Sprague's and
Mary
Clark's Experiences in the First
Ten Spheres of Spirit-Life. Paper, 20
cents.
After Death ; the Disembodiment of
.
Man,'fhe World of Spirit, Its Looatwn,
Extent, Appearance, Inhabitants, CuBtoms, Sex and its uses ther.e. By P. B.
RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00.

1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
ll. The Forms of Wotter in Clouds a,nd Rivers, Ice
and Glaciers. ·19 illustratiens. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
principles of Natural Science to Political
SocietY. By Walter Bagehot, Author of
"'l'he English Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illns·
trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education; Intellectual, Moral, and PhysicaL
By Herbert Spencer.
6. Town Geology. With AIJpendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Cha•·les Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous IIIUB•
trations. By Ba.Ifonr Stewart, LL.D.
8. Study of Lall@ages, brought back. to its TruJ
principles. .By C. 111arcel.
9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory "lf Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustra-tions. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaaerna.
ll. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 yea,rs' travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Ba-tes, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
13. 111ind and Body. The theories of their relations. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illustration'
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Lonll:evity. The means of prolonging_life afte:
m1ddle age. By John Gardner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species, By Thomas H. Huxley
F.RS.
17. Progress : Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
!8. Lessons in ElectriCity. 60 illustrations. B:
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
Richard A. Proctor.
10. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
M.A.
21. The PhYsical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomas H. Huxl6y, F.R.S.
~~. Seein~ and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.R.S.
~3. Scientific Sophisms.
A review of current
theories conce.·uin~,r Atom'!!. Apes, and Men
By Samuel Wainwr1ght, D.JJ.
24. Popula-r Scientific Lectures. Illustrated. Bl
Prof. H. Hehnholtz.
25. Origin of Nations. ·By Prof. Geo. Ra-wlinson
Oxford University.
26. The Evolutionist at La-rge By Grant Allen
Z"l. Hil!tory of Landholding n England. Bl
Joaeph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
28. Fashion in Deformity, aE> illustrated in th•
customs of Barbarous aud Civilized Race>
Numerous illustrations. By William Henr~
Flower, F.R.S.
~9. Facta and Fictions of 2oology.
Numeron,
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
!0. } Study of Words. By Richard Chenevb
:!1.
Trench.
'J2. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Rich
ard A. Proctor.
:l3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
:l4. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
35. Oriental Religions. By John Cair.d, Pre>
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
36. Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. By Prof
T. H. Huxley.
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By J oh~
Tyndall.
38.}
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie
39.
F.R.S.
40. Tho Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
·
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. 111
Williams, F.C.S.
42. History of the Science of PoliGics. By Freder
ick Pollock.
13. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley
. Professor Agassiz, and others.
44.}
Dawn of History. By C. F. Keary, of thf
45.
British 1\Iuseum.
16. Dis~ases of Memory. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
17. Childhood of Religions. By Edward Clodd
F.R.A.S.
4B. Life in Nature. Illustrated. ByJas. Hinton.
49. The Sun : its Constitution; its Phenomena:
its Conditwn. By Judge 'Nathan T; Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
50.}
Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. B;
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Trans
lated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Automatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
54. Birth and Growth of Myth, By Edward Clodd.
F.R.A.S.
55. Scientific Basis of Morai~land other Essays.
By William Kingdon Clinord, F.R.S.
~:}Illusions. By James Sully.
58.}
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59.
Two double numbers, 80 cents each.
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
61. 1\Uscellaneous Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
62. Rehgions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 80 cents.
6-3. Progressive 1\'Iorality.
By Thomas Fowler,
LL.D. 1 president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxfora.
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. B;• A.
'l.ussel Wallace and W. T. Thiselton Dyer.
55. Conditions of Mental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66. Technical Education ; and other Essays. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Black Death. An A.ccount of the GreA.t.
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centur.v- »M
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. <Sp,ecial number, lO cents.) Three Essay,
Herbert Spencer.
.
69. (Double Number, 30centsl. Fetichism: A Cov
tribution to Anthropo ogy and the His tor•
ofHeligion. ByFriL Schultze, Ph.D. '.rramilated from the German by J. FitzgeraV
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herbel'"
Spencer.
'r.!· Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..!.. LL.D.
With Appendix on Archeology. jjy E. B.
Tylor, F.RS.
'12. The Da-ncing Mania or the Middle Ages. By
·
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
'fll. Evolution in History, Language, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
74. The Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwm. In G p~J.rtw
15 ccntH each.
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Idols and I.deals, with -ill Ess~tys OD.
ChristianitY By MoNCURE D. Co:swAY,
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of
50
London. $1. ·
If, Then, and When. From the doctrins of the Church. By WARREN SUMNER
BABLow. 10 cents.
Image Breaker (the). By JoHI~ E.
REM!QIUBG. Six lectures bound together,
25 cents.
Separately, 5 cents each. 1,
The Decline of Faith; 2.·Protestant Intolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever;
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath.
Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, b&<
ing. the substance of thirteen lectures OD
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1.
Ingersoll in Canada.
.A. Reply to
Wendlin~, Archbishop Lynch, "By.
stander,' and others. By A=EN PRINGLE.
15 cents.

Agassiz ami Spiritualism: Involving
the Investigation of Harvard College Professors in 1857. By ALLEN PuTNAM,
author of "Bible Marvel-Workers,"
"Spirit Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc.
·This sterling work combines in itself the
characteristics of memoir, essay, and review. The matter considered is of vital
interest to the cause of Spiritualism, and
readers cannot fail of being pleased with
the treatment which Mr. PUTMAN accords
to it. Price, 25 .cents.
Angel of Horeb. By M. B. CRA.VEN.
A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents.

ls Life Worth Living. By WILLIAM Angel Voices from the Spirit-World.
H. MA=ocx. Contents: ~'he New lm'Essays taken indiscriminately from a
port of the Question, Morality and the
large amount written under angel infiuPrize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain
,. ence. By JAMES LAWRENCE, Dial and
of Morality, Goodness as its own Re·
Transcribing Medium, and Reputed
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00.
as its own Reward, The Superstition of
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The An Hour With the Angels; or, A
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality,
Dream of the t;p1rit Life. By A. BRIGHAM.
and Natural Theism, The Human Race
Price, 50 cents.
and Revelation, Universa1 History and
G
the claims of the Christian Church, Be- Answers to Charges in
eneral Be·
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
lief: By Mr. and Mrs A.. E. NEw•.roN,
Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character
PrieR, 15 cents.
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new A..rmaged£lon; or, the Overthrow of
and valuable book. 35 cents.
Romanism and Monarchy.
By S. D.
Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts. •
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50.
Koran (the). A new English edition
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which iE
added the life of Mohammed, or the history of that doctrin which was begun and
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50

Letters of

Junius. Two volumes. in
one. From the latest London edition.
$1.50.
Letters to Eu~enia,· or, A Preservativ Against
eligious Prejudices. By
Baron D'HoLBACH, author of the "System
of Nature," etc. Translated from the
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLEToN, M.D.
Price, $1.00.
·
Life of Paine. By J. E. RE)IISBURG.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Life of Thomas Paine, autho:r: of
" Common Sense," "Rights of Man,,
"Age of Reason," etc.,·with critical and
explanatory observations on his writings.
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00.
Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry
for the practicalization of known truth.
By MARY E. TILLOTSON. $1. 00.
Love V entnres of Tom, Dick, and
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents.
Man's Nature and Development. By
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, :F. G. S., and
HABRmT MARTINEAU. $1.50.
Modern Thinkers: What they Think
and Why. (Principally on Social
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL.
D.,· with an introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swedenborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
Thc.mas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 p.1ges. $1.50.
Moral Education: Its I.aws and Methods. By Prof. J. R BucHANAN. A new
method to conquer crime, disease, and
misery, which churches colleges, and
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.
.Moral PhysiolOI:ty; .A. Brief and Plain
Treatis on the Population Question. By
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents.
Mortality of the Soul and the Immortality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE
PELLEGRINI. 10 cents.
Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales
and Superetitwns interpreted by comparative· Mythology. By ,J'OHN FtBKE, M.A.
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2.
Origin and Development of Religions
Ideas and Befiefs, as manifested
in history and seen by reason. By MoB·
BIS EINSTJl:IN• $1.

I

co.

After Dogmatic Theology, What 1
Materiahsm, or, a Spiritual Philosophy
and Natural Religion; By GILES B. STEDBJNS. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

I

Orthodox. liasll, with a Change of
Diet. ~Y W 4R~El'l' SuMNER BARLow.
iQ cents.

Paracl~se ~ost; or, The Great Dragon
Cast Out.

fe~so~al

Paver~.
~r~

60 cents.

Immortality and Otller
By JosiE OPPENHEIM. Ex7

cloth, l~~o,

e,a p~ges.

7Q

Ill'~~~~.

Baptism of Fire. An Autobiographical i:lketch. By L~ciFEB. Price, 30 cents,
Battle-Ground of the Spiritual Re·
formation. By S. B. BRITTAN, M.D.
The latest and best defense of Spiritualism-at once a text-book and a vindication. An a1·moryfrom which Spiritualists
will draw weapons for years. Price, $2.
Better Views of Living; or, Life According to the Doctrin, "Whatever Is
Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHILD. Price, $1.
Beyond the Bt·eakers. A. Story of
the Present Day. By RoBERT DALE OwEN.
Finely illustrated. This story of village
life in the West is, in 1ts narrow and interior meaning, a profoundly spiritual
story, through and by whose numberless
incidents, scenes, characters, and narrations is ill nstrated the great truth of
spirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50.
Beyond the Veil.
Dictated by the
Spirit of P. B. RANDOLPH, through the
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'Dougd and
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson. Cloth, with
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph.
•
Price, $1. 50.
Biblical Chronology.
By M. B.
CRAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological
Computations of the Hebrew and Septuagint Versions from Adam to Christ; Crit.
ical Essay on the Geographical Locntion
of .the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents.
Bible in the Balance. A Text Book
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in
the balance with history, chronology,
science, literature, and itself. With illustrations. By Rev. J. G. FisH. Cloth, $1,50
Bible Marvel-Workers, And the Power which helped or made them perform
mighty works and utter inspired words;
together with some personal ttaits and.
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and
Jesus, or New Readings of "'The Miracles." By ALLEN PUTNAM. Price, $1.25.
Book on Mediums; or, Guide for Mediums and Invocators. By ,ALLEN CABDEC.
Price, $1.50.
·
B.uddhism and Christianity Face to
Face.
By J. l\'L PEEBLES.
A Discussion between a Buddhist priest and an
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents.
Chapters from the Bible of the Ages.
Compiled by G. B. S·rEBBINS. Price, $1.50
Christianity Before the Time o:f
Christ. By M. B. CRAVEN. With
Quotations from the Ancient Sages and
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of
Christian Worship. Paper, 25 cents.
Christ and the People.
CHILD. Price, $1.25.

By

.A.. B.

Christ, the Corner-stone of Spiritualism. lly J. M. PEEBLEs. 10 cents.
Civil and Religious Pers{'cutions iu
the State of New York.
By
IWTHOMA.S R. HAzARD. Paper, 10 cents.
•Plaims of Spirit~alism.

clll Man. Price, 25

By a Med,i·

cent~.
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Ingersoll s · Works.

THE W.A.TCH OF THE FUTURE.

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In Jive lecture~ comprising, "The Godst"
" Humboldt " " Thomas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of IndeJ:lehdenoe," "About Farming in Illinois,"
'"'l'he Grant Ba.nqneh" "The ltev. Alexander
Ola.rk," "The Past .tt1ses before Me Like a.
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. lngenoll."

.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
pla.ln cloth, $1.26.
·
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The t;hristian Religion. By R. G.

·uifTLE F8LKS.

lngersoJ1 Judge Jeremiah B. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printeii in
large, clear t.YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordina.r)! lectures.
This makes a. grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generouslY.
·

The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
watches. a.r~ the best and most durable in tbe
world for httle money. Pnces a.gam reduced,
Seven jew!'ls, $25 ; 11 jewels, $27.50 ; 15 jewels, $30 1
~a,me, adJnstt-d to he11t and cola, $84. Ladies', 7
JHWeled, $20 :, 11. f22; 15, flll!; with glass inside ca.I?,
$3 less I LuUls XIV. style, $3 more; a.U best Amencan hunting stem-winders; open fll.ce, gold cap,
$3less i open screw case, $5less; all cases a.ccom,
panied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 years. Above movements in 8 ounce silver
ca.~s1 S13 lea~; 4 ounce. $1:4 less; 5 ounce, $10 51J;
and 6 ounce, $9less. All guara.n teed one ye,.r and
sent prepaid, 1f on hne of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not satl•f><ctory.
WATCH WORK.
Bend me your wa.tcbeo to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for clea.mng; sprmgs, $1 ; jewell!, $1, and I will
return 1U perf~ct order prepa1d. Best spectacles
or eyeglasses In the world, $1, pr~paid in case.
Send llne fin~st prlnt you C><n rea<iH iuch<>s from
eyes wnhout glasses.
OTTO WETTSl'EIN,
·
Rucbell~. IlL
A gent~ wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
ba.dge-pms and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. L1bera.l discounts.

ln~rersoll's

Tributes.

REDUCEO IN PRICE.
We ha.v made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

Ingersoll t.:ater.hised: His Answers to

a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franciscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ' 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'l'homas .Pame from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the t.:ivil !tights Bill.
Large stze octavo, paper, 10 cents.
I~gersoll's Lectures Complete.

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

Tributes.

The price of these heretofore has been 75cts. W r
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ; THE
THREE FOB FORTY DENTS.
Mailed seourll
from breakage. Add~ess THE TRUTH SEEKER.
18 Lafa.yet.te PI.. New York.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works} the publisher has had
all h!s lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound 1n one· beautiful volume, in half
calf, libra1·y style, and containing over 1 300
P&.l'es, which is sold a. t the exceedingly 1ow
priCe of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

There hav been so many

I!.PPiioa.tions for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they ha.v
been printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and 1n lar~e, clE\ar t~e, suitable for framing, and the four will be wrwa.rded
to any address. for 5Gote, or either one for l5cta.
Prose Poems and ~elections. This
new book is a. gem. It is a. model in· every respect. In fact\ one of the richest brightest,
best ever issuea. It oenta.ins, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," Bever before published, and all the famous "tributes "
h1!retofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and da.y-to-da.y conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a. rare persona.! souvenir. To hell' it serve this
purpose.~ a fine steel portrait, with autogra.J?h
fa.c simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Price in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and sl;le, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbra.ry style1 $4.50; m full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
oalf, highest possible RtYle and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarg-ed.

MEN, WOMEN & HODSo
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
NEW YORK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
llllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllolllllllll

PRICIO.

OR
Reported for the "Truth Seekr" by
I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

•

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Gvotl Citizen of
this Republic.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, S1; cabinet. 40 oents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER•

)

By A. ;J. GROVER.

.J. E.. Remsburg's Works.

THE STRUGGLE
:roB

Re'igiou~ and

lifious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vin-·
dioa.tes hi9 name from the aspersions Cast upon
it. Ohowe extracts from ' Oommon Sense,"
"Amencan Crisi~," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are giVen; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America., many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a. handsome
steel portrft.it of Pa.iae. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

~HE ONuY G>o~~EGill
€:DIJJ.liON.

Six Lectures: De-

C.- B.

NEW YORK:

'
THE TRUTH
SEEKER COMPANY.
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE.

REYNOLDS~

So Cents Each.

Addreas TPE TRUTH REEKER 00.

TRAVELS 8N FA•TH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT O. ADAMS.
Cloth. s1.25.
li'or Rale at this Ofllce.

PRICE, IS CENTS.

)YORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Bi~lo

Temporanno:

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the

RUPTURES CUR EDb,

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F L. tsrownet Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the mterests of our colomza.tion enterprise,the Credit Fancier of Smaloa.\ and generally
to the praotioa.lsolution of the problem of Integra.!
Oo-np•»a.tion. Price, $1 a year; 50 cents· for six
months. <Ill' ~ATJ:t• f~,.- -thr.:~oA mnoth•

CABINET PHOTOGRAI•Hs OF

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a.
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
~
Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
!Jline of l<'aith, :Protestant Intolerance, Wa.sh- t1mes.
pp., 25 cts. The l\Iirror of FreeIngton an Unbehver ;_Jefferson an Unbeliever; thought.190 50
ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
Paine and Wesley; uhristia.n Sabbath. Each
LIQ.lJOR DRINKING
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots. 25 cts. Biblwal Errors and l:lecula.r 'rruths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 eta. B1biP Horrors; or,
The Apostle of Liberty. An address Real Bla~phemy. 5 cts. B1ble Makers. li cts.
delivered jp Paine Hall before the N. E. Free- Bible Saints-Nos. 1"2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Moses
thinkers' Uonvention, January 29, 1884. Price, vs. Darwin. 5 cts. oocra.tesJ Buddha., and Jesus.
B~ble.
li ots. ChristianitY a. Degra.amg Religion. 5 cts.
10 cents.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. N a.tura.l Man. 5 cts.
'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Tbe Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno a,nd
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Fa.vorits. ·
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Weft.lth,,
and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul. :
li cts. Nature !J-nd the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
This is a. companion book to Bemsburi''S "Bible
Na~ural Selectwn. 5 cts. Man and thee Lower Morale, 48 pa.~ea ·,price 10 cents.
Amma.ls. fl cts.
~
·
..
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
r;:A.ddress Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon.lon, Eng.
28 Lafayette Place, New York ..

Image Hreaker.

Politio1. l Liborty.

In which the author shows the repeated at.tempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater politicll.l
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the relu>:ion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs or Ireland, and, in detailing tbe account of slavery in this country, calls
the a.ttentwn of thinking men and women to tbe
position of womankind in America,. Tbrougbout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments whwh cannot fail to interest
tbe minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.

Twenty Crimes and

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

CENTS.

Address TFIE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a.
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
~how,nl( the creeds of the prisop.~I:S in the penltentla.nes ; the Church and C1vihza.tion.; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Ohurch and LibertY h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Vices Sanctioued by Bcrii!J;m·e Falsehood and
Deceptwn ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolera.ncA and Persec\ltion; Injustice to Woman;
r ui..wdn ess to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacntices: Cannibalism; W1tchcra.ft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
SpeCial discount on larger quantities.
Sabbatb-Bn~akiug.
This is the best
and most .thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a r!J-tional point of vi.ew. Large
and handsome prmt. The questwn ISI'Uscussed
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea.; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures ~nd the Sabbath ; Examination of
Bunda]:' Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath: Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
a bb ath during the Middle Ajl'es: The Pm·ita.n
Si\bbath; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
~chola.rs, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law• Price, 25 cents ; six coPies, $1.00.

40

PRIOR,

False Claims- R:evised and Enlarged.

Bible Murals.

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; With autograph, 50o.

ROMAN ISM,

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

•u CEIIITS.

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

IFREETIIOUGHT "-OVELS.

Tile Heathens of" the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonne!l 1
author of Exeter Hall, Fa.m1ly Creeds, Day oi
Best, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

All in a Litetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
this novel is its a.b~olute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with. iJ? com-.
mon life, and are portrayed w1th a. VIVldness.
and pe~picuity I was scarcely prepared to ex,
pect to find, m such a. marked del(ree, .even.
from so gifted a. pen as that of M1ss W1xon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to.
most readers in the Frcethongh t ranks.'· Price.
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Outcast. A deep, finely .written

Ba.dioa.lstory. From the 'London €dit10n. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man~
ao cents.
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Paino Vl.nJI.Gate~
u uI ~~~!~~!~NA~UR~~L~~!~~--

returned, and so, by the request of the widow
The St. Loui!! Christian Advocate, Metho- and· brother, I attended the funeral, saying
what I could in sacred remembrance of the
dist knows all about hell, and describes it as
I
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
foll~ws: "Hell is a place, as heaven is a departed. When such a person dies, not
only are the immediate friends bereaved, but
ExcHANGE.
place, as earth is a place. It is located so~e
the community suffers and fe\lls the loss.
-oBy J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."
where in the wide realms of God. It haS"Its
LuoY N. CoLMAN.
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
Price, 25 cents.
center and its frontier, a real place,-not an
Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. ~9, 1887.
York OIJserver's slanderous attacks
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
airy state, intangible and dreamy, but real,
upon the Author-Hero of the Ameras earth is real. Men and women are there
ST. CATHERINEs, Aug. 25, 1887.
ELEMENTS
ican Revolution. Containing
who used to walk the streets of earth or liv
DEAR Sm: I am sorry to hav to inform
OF
both the slanders and
in its beautiful ·homes; they are there, their
you of Mr. C . .B. Thompson's death. Died
their refutation.
identity felt and recognized, their citizenship
at his residence, August 24, 1887.
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.·
in hell declared and established. It is a creYours respectfully,
A FRIEND.
FOB
-oated place, prepared by God ; he directed in
HIGHER. INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
The
New
York
OIJsm-ver
(Presbyterian)
having
the location and completion of this dark reFOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
gion, not with the delight with which heaven
BJ Prof ft lU. Collh;l"cr, A,M
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywas planned and built, but as really though
·
where in vindication.
This book is just what the buB)' world of to-day
more sadly, he was the maker and builder of
needs-a perfect compendium of historl' from 2,000
AND THEIR
TOGETHER WITH
years
n.c., on up to 1883, all in a nutshell.-Jollmtna
hell. •
• To liv in hell is pain; its very
Parallels in Other Rei igions.
A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. Blenker.
life is torture; depression· and heaviness are
As
a
text-book in schools, the book would occupY
The object of the workls to J20int out the myths
an important place; in tpe f(l>mily it \YOUld be no
in its air; its clime breeds discontent, alarm, with which the Old and New restaments abound; A Fabrif,ated Account of a Scene at the Death. less
important, as conveYmg mformat10n that all
to show that they were held in common with other
should be acquainted with.-Susar> Wixon.
and tears. The sentence, which is never to nations;
and then trace them to their evident oribed of Tltoma8 Pain6.
Mr.
Cottinger's i~tentions .in wntipg thi~ book
be repealed, and which follows them to every gin and explain their meaning.
are excellent, and his standpomt admirable; 1t may
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
be
commended
as fulfilhn!!' its purpose of a con·
nook and corner of their returnless exile, is, rationalist.IC
BY
W.
H.
-BURR.
study of the Christian scriptures are
cise and interesting histoncal text-book.-bltwau·
Depart from me, ye accursed, into everlasting nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
kee Sentinel.
This
pamphlet
shows
that
the
account
of
Paine's
work before us."-.N. Y. Sun.
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.50;
fire prepared for the devil and his angels. in1the
vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
For Sc4ools in Quantities, $1.50.
(upon which the OIJserver relies to prove its princiWhat a life I accursed by the place I accursed
Price, S~.:iO.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
by its fire! accursed by its companions!"
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
"Hell was not made for a day, a year, or an
78pp. P:tice 15· cents.
age, but made for eternity, as stable as heaT"he Story Hour. For Children and
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
ven and as enduring. Its existence and sad
Youth. :By_Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only illustrated Freethinkers'
history will run parallel with the existen(Je Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
Children's Stor:y-Book ever issued. 66full-page
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and history of heaven, but without inter- 'fhe History of Jl'reethonght. Bolind
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
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Early Struggles for Life. Section lL What i:t intended to take the place of the " God-bless-our- Two Little Red Mittens. A ·story of
Heaven is enduring, its foundation fixed, its
Owes. to Mohammedamsm. Section m.- Free- home" placards which disfigure the walls of so
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
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teenth Century.
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radiant inhabitants. Hell is enduring, its Se(•nlarism; Destructiv and Construc- lcadings:
lent work for young masters and misses, has
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tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
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$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a.
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photograph of the author which adds very
its homes and burden its deadly air-chains
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much to the value of the volume.
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ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
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Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
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Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
that of Satan, who holds the nations in his
......................................................
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Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
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The Secret of the East,

seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, reveling~, and such like.' Thff.prophecy of Isaiah tells us that ' by fire and by
my sword will the Lord plead with all flesh.'
It is not like carnal warfare, ' with confused
noise and garments rolled in blood,' but, says
the prophet Isaiah, looldng forward to this
glorious conquest that will result in placing
the absolute government of this world on the
shoulders of the ' Mighty God,' ' this shall be
with burning and with fuel of fire.' This is
the plan of war; no other is given us in the
word of God. · The greatest need of the hour
is a general assembling of the saints in different parts of the land for the special purpose
of receiving the enduement of power for the
speedy overthrow of the powers of darkness
and the conversion of the world. The great
holiness lights should begin to 'blow the
trumpet in Zion,' and ' call a solemn assembly ' or assemblies of the people and prepare
theni for war, the success of which all God's
ministe~:s, whom he promises to make a
flaming fire, are responsible. Let us get back
to first principles and move on the line of the
anointing and power of the ancient days, and
then shall the arm of the Lord be felt in causing the nations to tremble at his mighty
power; and such grand upheavals of satanic
corruptions and dissolutions of worldly principalities, thrones, and dominions and turning
of the inhabitants of this planet to God has
never yet been .witnessed only on a comparativly small scale."

In Memoriam.
Died, on Thursday, the 25th of August,
287, William W. Burnett, in the fifty-first
year of his age. The deceased was a· resident
of Syracuse for some years, and was known
as a man of sterling integrity and high
moral worth. He was a Freethinker of the
most pronounced type, subscribing for and
reading THE TRUTH. SEEKER as his scriptures;
making a special request of his wife-who
sympathized with him in his belief, or disbelief-that no Chrh•tian service should be performed at his burial. A telegram was sent
to Mr. Reynolds, but no response was

DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By.L. R. SMITH.

Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
CONFE~SIONAL
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Price, SO cents.
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The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.

For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15inches, prmted in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, SO
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Fathers of Our R_PpubJic,
Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.

The Evidences for the Resurrection ·1'ried
and Found Wa~ting.
By Saladin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Aanual
PRF'E,
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union; has published

THE NINE DEMANDS

Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 18, 1886.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price. 1!1.00.

For Rale at

t.h!~

nfflre.

IS TH£ COD OF 18RAEL
THE TRUE COD?
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

B11 Is1·ae'l W, GToh.
Price 25 cents.

Aildress
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SOCIAL

WEALTH,

The Sole Factws and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
•
• · $1 00.
Addrf'RP THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place. New York.

-KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Biogravhy of Satan; or, a Historical
SUBJECTS:

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
hav previously appeared. A.t "the head of an enPnce, 36 cents.
.
graving on heavy plate paPer, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON, Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
"WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thonsand biblical errors in science, history,
Bepublic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
mor ;Us, religion) and general events. Also a
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
delineation of tne characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an exprinted the Nine Demands of the Amencan Secuamhla tion of their doctrins. Price, $1 75.
la.t· Union in consPicuous type. At the foot. H.re
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL, The World's Sixteen Crnci1if-\d Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
makmg eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beContamin_g new and startling revela tiona in
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
reli~ious history1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines 1 princip!es, precepts.
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
and miracles of the Christian New Testament1
space between the portraits and around them are
and fm'Dishing a key for. unlocking many or
ita sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
arabesques llf vines and flowers in profusion, and
history of sixteen oriental crucitie~da.
the panel inclosing the Nine DAmands is surAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
mounted on eanh corner by Mr. Eckhard•s design
REPLY
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and tbe portraits "NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
are as true to nature ~s the photographs frdm
By B. W. Lacy.
which they were transferred. The desi~rn will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
A therough exposure of the Catholic priest•s
Historical miasta.l.ements.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
211 Lafayette Plaoe, New York
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 11!JOO pages, fully
illust-ra t~d. Cloth, $8.25-i.n English or German
A new che.ap edition at only $1.50.
SCffiNCE IN STORY; ott_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set ; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (Tho fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCffiNCE SERI.ES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cests each.
·
HEREDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 p_a_gesl cloth
bound, $2i "Heredityt" by Loring-_Mooay, 159
J:!.ages, clotn\ 75cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Re~en ·
erationJ" by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; ' Re·
orts or Conventions and Parlor Meetin!I'B during
1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the
lns$itute of Heredity,M~, 188!!!" 10 cents.
Mdress
TRuTH SEEUB.
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Natural and ~cientific Methods of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThoUJ(Il
12mo, 160 pp.,
$1 oo
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.

VOL·T AIR£' S ROMANCES.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper

With 6?

Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER 00.

THE DAWNING.
A NOVEf,.

From. the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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WHITFORD, M.D.

Truth Seeker Annual

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

-AND-

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

And Its Errors Exposed .
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

.TRY•S·QUl\RE;

15C

Origin of' the Christian Bible.

OR,

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

The Church ot Pt·actical Religion.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

BY REPORTER.

A Protest Against Persecution.

This is the history of an attempt to found a.
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well·chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the

Price, 3li cents.

:.ro.r either of these works!.. or any of Pa.ine'l
wntm~rs;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

in the suit of the

So many ha.v asked for copies of this famous
·speech that TilE TRuTH SEEKER has obtained a.
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.
·

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America. from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more snc!'
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a. loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

CONVENTIONAL LIE!ii OF OtJR
CIVILIZATION.

Robt.·G.·In&rersoll's

against the

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

I

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

.Western Union Telegraph Co·mpany

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of .the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

" Oh, heaven ! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Bun-god!"
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
An octavo voiume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
than 30,000 copies ha.v been sold. Price, 15 cen1 s. cloth. Price, $1.50.
"For sale at th1s office.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co~~
28 La.fa.y.,tte Place, .l'iew York.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
·
London.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company

PAINt'S AGE OF ki:ASON.
The Greatest of all A.ntl·Blbll·
cal lVorks.

@g~a.vings. Price, cloth, b~veled boards, $2.00.
Hn1f calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.
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THE MEMORY;

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La.ta.yette Pl.. New York.

~HAKSPERE.

· BACON AND

Proof that Wm. Sha.kspere could not write.
'rhe Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Esijex and his bride, A.. D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuBB, Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the American Secular Union.
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rtOW TO STRENCTHEN

Address

meets every Snnda.y in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

ITHE NEW GOD .

PRICE, 5 CENTS.

Infidel
Death Beds.,
By G. W. I!'OOTE.
Price,

PHILA.J)ELP Hli LIBERAL LEAGUE, 2i'i ~

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-=-The PrinceS\
.of Ba.bylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. Th€
Huron; or, t~e Pupil of Na.ture.-Microm!lg'a.s.The World as 1t Goes.-The Black and the White
-M~mnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
a.t.S1a.m.-~he Study of Na.ture.-A Conversation
W1tl). a. Chmese.-Pla.to•s Drea.m.-A Pleasure in
Ha.vmg No Plea.sure.-An Adventure in India..

OR,

TEXAS.

By L. K. Washburn.

claims for the exiatence of the Bible deity, and
-o·a.n examination in verse of the charges generEXTRA.OT.
ally brought against his Satanic majesty.
"I could pronounce n'> benediction upon Ro12mo, 466DP., '1.50.
..
i ma.nism. I~ h ·s done mischief enougu to deserye
. This work . t~a.n_sporta.twn
for hfe. I regard Roman Chn•Sl)l·r1·tuali'sm Sustat'ned
.
•,
t1a.mty as the worst form of ty1·a.nny. It comgoes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to ma.nds the arm to work and the brain t"> die ; it
show that Christian~ are inconsistent_j.n deny- feeds faith and starves thought; it loves o~pres
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy .. sion and hates liberty. It has ginn falsehood a.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp;, $1.
crown and truth a. sua.ffold."
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Wm. B. Fisher, 84,N. Cherry st., Nashville.
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Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
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Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
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591.

Universe~

and

Its Scientific Solution, with some· Oritic1sms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Waifto~ and Wandermgs, a. New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-da.y,"-John

swtnt<m's Paper.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

<E. M. 287.)
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Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The· Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
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'The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
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The Pre8ent and the Fntnre
Republic of North America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a. remedy for
povert;v, vice_, and crime. It deals with the {'resent
conditwns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a. vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amerwa., as it· will be when
so01ety shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written.
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Jjltws off tht Jfetk.
IT is now said that Powderly, master workman of the Knights of Labor, is making
pacific overtures toward the leaders of .the
trades unions with a view to a reconciliation
and an abandonment of his former hostil attitude toward them.
BISHOP w. L. HARRIS,
the greatest man among
the Methodists, died last
Week aged 70.
THE amount of taxes to
be collected in New York:
city this year is $31.803,174.55. The rate is $2.16
per $10).
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This is a new hook and contains.the latest discus· . and been au honorable and useful memb~r of
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the II idciety l !tow wrong to Place 'such tempting,
W. E. Gladstone.
participants are a guarantee of its able character. dangerous, and deadly fruit before an unsophisII. The Interpreters of Genesis and theinterPrice paper 118 cents· cloth 711 cents.
ticated young man just made l Let us weep.preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. HuxleY.
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'I'EN pArAnnR will rep-ent of a sin for one who will
1
confess it-I do not mean
to the priest-that may be
an easy matter, but to the
only person who has a
claim to the confession,
namely, the person
-===- ~
---wronged. Yet such confession is in truth far more
· needful to the wronger than
to the wronged: it is a
small" thing to be wrongeoi,
but a terrible thing to,
wrong.-Geo. Macaon .. uz.
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THERE hav been great
floods in Texas. Every
bridge in Waco county is
washed away, and the
damage to crops amounts
to $100,000.

MANKIND would now be•
everywhere bowing down,
to idols of wood and stone.
as an act of religion, instead of domg righteous-.
ness, had not r>Ltionah
thought .come in to clea&·
away the superstition o!h
which idol-worship rested•.
And even at this day, andt
in civilized communitie~.
there are many superstitions beliefs that with vast
multitudes of people are
standing in the way of
,their seeing that the present practical rPligiou is the
do in ll' of rtghteousness.
OnlY the dispelling oltgnorance, only the advancement of thought, can abolish the worship of beads
and bibles, and bring iu
hat higher worahip which
consists in· the service of
humanity and truth.-JV. J.
Potte1·.

TH& attorneys for the
convicted ·Cook county,
IlL, boodlers claim to hav
made a startling discove~ of vital error in the
recent trial, totally invalidating the finding. One
of the lawyers has said
that it was notaing less
than that the Illinois con.
spiracy statute is illegal.
This is the law under
which the Anarchists as
well as the boodlers were
convicted.
" CA.MP-M&ET1NG JOHN"
ALLEN, the downeast revivalist, died suddenly on
the East Livermore camp
grounds in Farmington,
Me., on the 31st ult. He
was 92 years old, and
this was the 374th campmeeting which he had attended.

THE priests of Paris de·
clared.from the pulpit that
'• he has no religion who will
not kill the Huguenots.'
JACOB FALLETH IN LOVE WITH RACHEL.
Pope Gregory XIII. showed
And while he yet spake with them, Rachel came with her father's sheep; for she kept them.-Gen. ·xix, 9.
his joy at the massacre of
St. Bartholomew by having
public thanksgivings
But Brother Dawson was of a stubborn disposi- offered in the churches, and a medal struck
tion, and this only made him more determined. wh'ch is still extant, as is the picture in th~
THE police made seventy-five arrests for
He continued:
Vatican painted by his order, and statmg that the
liquor selling in this city last Sunday.
"As I was saying, I desire to return thanks for pontiff approved of the murder of Coligny. Pius
THE Anti-Poverty Society held its usual
·SMALL boy (at church picnic): "I say, Johnny, thy providential"lluidance while placing my north V., who was afterward made a saint, urged Alva,
1
side addition on the market. As thou probably in the midst of the massacres in the Netherlands,
religio.political meeting Sunday, with a large where•s them nice ham san'wiches your ma put up knowest, I hav thrown the entire addition on the to go on dmng these noble deeds which would
d'
· t1 1 d'
d
1 for you? These am•t no good." Johnny (bit
a.u Ience, mos Y a Ies, an took up a collec- terly) : "The superintendent an' the teachers is market at $450 per lot, though ihey are all well surely lead him to heaven. Such was the charworth-"
acter of that church which boasts that she
twa of $144.60.
a-eatin' of 'em."
"How's that, brother?" put in Rev. Bagley, is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever.-Reuue
REPORTS are still coming in of disasters
OMAHA. bride : " Oh, I wish I were dead. i never eagerly, as he took his face out of his hands and de Bel(nque.
from the cyclone on the Atlantic, August, supposed John would talk to me in that way.'' peered sid_ew~~:ys over his spectacles from where he j LITTLE childt·en, let no man deceive you : he
24th, 25th, and 26th. Many incoming vessels I Omaha dame : "It'a only a lover's quarrel, dear. was kneehng m front of the sofa.
·that doeth righteousnPss is righteous even .as he
bear marks of its ravages.
Don't get a divor~e." "Div.orce l Horrors! I
"Four hundred and fifty dollars a lot, elder," . is righteous. He that committeth sfn is of the
.
never dreamed of 1t." "No, It's no use, dear; no answered Brot~er Dawso~.
.
I devil; for tbe devil sinneth from the beginning.TEN thousan!l assembled at Enms, Ireland, use at all. Every lady in Chicago will tell you " Good gramous !" r~phed the mimster, as he 1 John iii, 7, 8.
on the 4th inst. to attend a meeting of the that it is just as hard to get along with one man arose, " there's money Ill those lots at that figure. '
Just put me down for a block of about six. I'm: IF the Mosaic account means anything, it means
Irish National League. It is worthy of men· as another. They are all alike."
willing to put my pile in north side dirt at that that whereas there was nothing, God caused
tion as remarkable that there was no riot.
SERVANT. (to the parson. who is very ill indeed): rate at any time. Here, Sister Dawson, bring us something to exist-created what we know as mat"
If
you
please,
sir,
the
chorister
is
downstairb'
a
pen a minute till we draw up the deed. I don't ter. I cannot conceive of something being made
LABOR D~Y, Sept. 5th, was observed by a
and wants to know if you won't giv him the hymns
large parade and picnic. Mayor Hewitt for next Sunday's service?'' Par.;on (feebly) : propose to take any cha.nces on monkey business or created without anything to make it with. I
on as good a deal as this. Just remain kneeling, hav no more confidence in fiat worlds than in fiat
ordered the American flag to be floated from " Tell him there will be no· service ; I expect to be friends, th18·ma~ter won't take but a moment's. money. Mr. Talmage tells us that God did not
the City Hall, and all the city departments dead before next Sunday." Servant (extt a<1d time."-Dakota Bell.
make the universe out of nothing, but out of his
re-enter) : "If you please, he says, then, will you TBE TRIALS A.ND TRIBULATIONS OF THE FREE-WILL "omnipotence." E~actly how God changed" omwere closed.
be kind enou!l'h to send down the hymns you'd
BAPTISTS.
, nipotence" into matter IS not stated. If there
THE decision on the motion for a new trial like sung at the funeral?"
A party nf deep-watt-r Baptists held a service off was nothing in the universe, " omnipot~nce '•·
for the Chic!t~t> Abai'chists will be handed
THE ~ffete European monarchies hav very accu- the Canadian river bank, opposite the head of could do you no good. The weakest man m the·
down this week, The general belief is that the rate Jcleab concerning the geography, politics, and Grand Island, last Sunday. There were some ten ; world can hft as much of nothing as Gael can.-.
verdict of the lower courts will be susta.ined, history of this country. A 1 ecent issue of an .or a dozen converts, mosUy women. One of these lnl]er.<oll's Tilt wtth Talmal]e.
"HERliilONE, my wife I what has come of yourand that the sheriff will be instructed to pro- Engli•h paper says:" Between the qjUrderous red was afraid of drownmg, aud she had her suit lined
ceed with the execution of the law on the men and the barbarous Prohibitionists, th6 reser- with cork from neclt to heels, but she didn't say reasoning faculties?" said Richard Fullerton •.
vation of Kansas, west of the Umted States in anything about it. The service proceeded without "What it would be as well if it came to yours,.
Cobdemned men.
North America, is hkely to be depopulated. For a hitch, and it came S1ster Jones's turn to be Richard-a little humility ancl a little faith," she•
THE Socialistic organizations expelled by Years the Ind1ans hav been makmg 1t exceedingly immersed. The minister waded out· into the answered, tartly. •· If you are humble, dear, what.
the George-McGlynn United Labor party held sultry fur the white~ who were allowed to settle stream, leadinll' ·the sister by the hand, and re- is that which pretends to teach you?" he said~
there, and now, to add to the horror of the situa- p<lating the ritual. When they got waist deep, "A body of men decl!tring themRelva infalliblea meeting by delegates last Sunday. Three tion, the Prohibitioni•ts, a large tnbe of aborigi- Sister Jones had much difficulty in keeping her the possessors of immutable and eternal truth,,
hundred men represented nearly eighty organ- nese, hav commenced a warofex.t rmination. The feet on the bottom, and the deeper she waded the affirming an int.imate acquaintance with the•
izations, and were unanimous in condemning mode of warfare of this tribe is to capture the more this trouble increased, but she didn't want secret counsels of God, to use their own phraseology-and the mappers out of heaven ancl hell, ~81
Renry George and resolved upon independent enemy and torture them in the most horrible to say anything.
All at once, however, the current took her off if they had been over both with a measuring:
manner. They will rhut them up and keep tr..em
political action.
there until they rlie of thirst. The Prohlllitionists her feet and threw her lengthwise on the surface tape, and all quarreling among themselvs, and!
MARY DRUB&, the daughter of the Druse are a peculiarly constructed people by nature, as of the water. The minister grabbed her and tried none of them knowing as much as we others of
woman of Herkimer Co., N. Y., who mur. they never drink anything aud never get thirsty. to pull her under. The current was every instant the world around them in wl!ich they liv. Do you
dragging her out. 'l'he mimater clutched fran- not see that you are bemg traded on through
dered her husband, is now in the Onondaga Knowing that thirst is the worst 'torture their tically at the fair convert, who was herself strug. your very virtues? that your humihty is the
en em' could be aubj~ct to, they hold war-dances
county penitentiary under a life sentence for whenever a prisoner is captured. Postmaster- gling to assume an upright position, but without pabulum of. their insolence 1 your faith bolsters
alleged complicity in the murder. She has General Vllas has ordered three men-of-war to success. The minister felt himself gettlllll' out of up their presumotuous assertions and makes their
become an imbecil and a movement is on Wich1ta, where the entire reservation can be bom. his depth, and screamed for ht!lp, but no one monstrous falsehoods possible ?"-Unam· Whtch
offered to come out; the current was verY swift. Lora, by M1·s. Ltnton.
barded."
foot to secure her pardon.
The minister looked around, and saw that he was . PRoPERLY guarded, and borne in mind as the
PRAYER A:!'D BUSINESS.
A SAN FRA.NOisoo telegram says : '' By the
On Wed';.eeday evemng, about two months ago, slipping rapidly down the river; he couldn't touch occasional exception, by no means as the rule, the
.steamer Alameda, arrived yesterday, it is pr.,~er-meetiug was held by the members of one bottom. With a superhuman effort he swung return of injustice or ill-will by benevolence and
himself up and seated himself on his fair raft, and kindly feeling may be of the utmost value, both
learned that the expedition in New 'Guinea, of the leadmg chmci.Jes of Aberdeen, this terri· wildly flourished his arms to the people on shore, in cultivating the beat emotions in those who
tury, Owing to some repairs being made in the
despatched to inquire into and punish the church building, it took place at the residence of a who were now fading into mere specks.
practice it, and in calling forth the repentance of
perpetrators of the recent massacre of mis- Prumment member of the church named Dawson,
"This is horrible," said the minister, looking those toward whom it is practiced; but as a
sionaries and nativ Christians at the mouth who was also a leading real estate dealer. The city round on the waste of water; "in three hours universal and absolute principle it must be utterly
we'll be over the falls. Sister Jones, let us smg reiected. Lao-tsze 'l.nd Jesus, when they affirmed·
of the Heath river, attacked a Moveavi village was at that time in the bight of a boom.
it, undoubtedly struck one of the highest notes in:
RbV. BagleY had charge of the meeting, and, something in this trying hour.''
and had a fight with the nativs, several of after a number of tho•e present had offered
Sister Jones, who had been emitting shrieks like human nature. Yet it must be granted that Kung•.
whom were killed and a number wounded. prayers, the reverend gentleman called on Brother a steam calliope, only shrieked the louder, and tsze took a wii\er view, and that his injunction
One of the attackiug party was wounded by Dawson. He accordingly knelt by a chair, and, the minister struck up in a rich, tremulous tenor, to recompense injury with justice, aucl kindnes~
"Rescue the Perishmg." He had hardly finished with ldndness, is more con•istent with a philo-.
an arrow, but not seriou~ly At a subsequent after a fitting introduction, sa1d:
"And we desire to further tha!Jk thee this even- the first stanza, when'a steam-Yacht hove in sight. soph10 regard for the interests of mankind, and
expedition the nativs fled and their village ing fur allowing me to put my new north side and bore down on them in response to the gestures with a practicable Ache me of social ethics.-A.mwas burnt."
The superior humanity of add1tion upon-"
of the minister, and in fifteen minutes they were berley's A.nalvs•s of Rellgtr,u• BPltef.
IN Spain alone some of the best men-those who.
" Huld on, brother, hold on," interrupted Rev. rescued in an exhausted condition. Tke clergy.
Christian civilization being thus demonstrated
beyond dispute, no further inquiry as to the B(lidey. "It hardly seems to me proper f,,r you· man is perhaps thinkmg of becoming a Cungre- doubted, aud w\thout do•1bting there can be no
to mtroduce pnvate real estate deals in a suppli- gationalist, wh1le the young convert is so bauk- progress-were eliminated dudng turee centuries,.
perpetrators of the alleged massacre will be cation of a church pr~yer-meeting. Don't do it, slidden that fears are entertained she will become at the rate of a thousand a year.-Da1·w1n's De-necessary.
Brother Dawson."
an Infidel.-Buffalo Courter.
~cmt of Man.
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SOME

llfolts and 9Jlippinns.
THE Massachusetts Prohibitionists held a
big convention last week and nominated a
state ticket, with Wm. N. Earle at the head.
CAPT. BEN. RroHARDSON has loaned George
Washington's qoach to General Hoffman, of
Philadelphia. It will appear in the Centennial parade on Sept. 15th.

PROBLEMS

tusks of this animal was six feet in length,
and measured five inches in diameter at its
base. A hip bone measured twelve inches in
diameter, and a rib was found .seven and a
half feet in length. The jaw of the animal
was also found, and measured four and a half
feet in length.
You must not go down to church tomorrow evening with less that two bits in
your pocket. You cannot expect to get a
good sermon, fine music, and see the array of
Kingston's beauty and fashion for less than
twenty-five cents. The old nickel don't go.
It's a two-bit ante.-Kingston Mail.

Miss CARRIE CRITTENDEN is a soldier in the
Salvation Army, and her trunk which recently went over the Michigan Central Railroad bore this inscription: •• Carrie CrittenTHE steamship City of Rome brought over
den. Blood and fire! Salvation Army! God
717 cabin passengers on her last trip. This
is love! Repent or perish I"
is more cabin passengers than ever crossed
CHAPLAIN MoCABE, the official solicitor of the ocean before on one vessel. The City of
donations for the Methodist board of foreign Rome is the largest of the ocean steamers,
missions, has just reported a gift of $130,000 and it takes a crew of 294 persons to work
from Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Hayes, of Indiana. her and attend upon the passengers.
This amount of money, at the average cost
SALVATIONISTS are a gre"t trouble to the
of converting heathen, will carry the gospel
authorities in many parts of England. By
to several persons.
questions asked in ·Parliament it seems there
Mn. LABOUOHERE has asked the English are three members of the Salvation Army in
government to throw open the British and prison for obstructing the highway at WarSouth Kensington Museums on Sundays. wick, and that five more were arrested at
"A man might go .to church and museum Stamford. They persist in using markets for
too," said Mr. Labouchere; adding, "He their religious services in defiance of the demay perhaps learn something in both places, cision of the magistrates.
and at the museum he certainly will."
MR. GLADSTONE was invited to be a guest
JAooB L. BuzzARD and others were en- of the committee who bav in charge the cen!<aged in die;ging a well on the pr~:>misPs of tennial celebration of the adoption of the
James Gmnt, not far from Bay City, Mich. American Constitution during the exercises
At the depth of three feet they came across a of that occasion, but, owing to his various
large deposit of bones, which, from their ap- engagements at home, he was obliged to depearance, were evidently those of some giant cline. In replying he says that the invitation
animal of the mastodon species. One of the is the most flattering he has ever received;

IN

EVOLUTION

that the Constitution. is the most remarkable any harm, and probably if you tumbled down
work of modern times; that the United he would help you up again; but when a
States is without a parallel in the history of theologian damns you to all eternity for darnations, and destined to remain so; that he ing to differ from his infallible little brain, he
will watch the proceedings with profound in- really means it, and looks forward with con.
terest, and that, of his own option, he would siderable pleasure to your champion swim on
be proud to be present. He adds that our the billows of hell. Let Mr. Lives~:>y turn his
pious indignation against the cursing pulpits
kinsmen in England will pray for us.
SUPERINTENDENT CoOPER rules as follows in first, and leave bus-drivers and costermongers
answer to a query in regard to reading the. till the last."
Bible in the public schools of Texas: "The
organic and statutory law both prohibit sectarianism in the public schools. The question whether the re~ding of a short selection
from the Bible at the opening of school in the
morning, without note or comment, constitutes sectarianism in an unsettled one, both
in Texas and other states. There are several
conflicting decisions on the subjer:t. I advise
that teachers conducting public schools who
wish to use a Bible arrange their program in
such a way that the time of Bible reading,
which should be without note or comment,
will not be included in the same hours prescribed by law for such daily session. I
further advise that attendance on the Bible
reading be made optional."
A MR. HowARD LIVI!SEY complains in the
Ultristian World of the profane language he
hears in the strPets, and cries out for a stringent law to put it down. "But why all this
pother on the part of the Christian?" asks
the London Freethinker. "Nearly every oath
is derived from religion, and there are more
damns in the Bible than in any other book
we are acquainted with. Besides, there is
this difference between ordinary cursing and
church cursing. When a rough fellow in the
street damns your eyes, he doesn't mean you

A BLUE book was published lately containing last year's correspondence on the slave
trade. Colonel Schaefer, the head of the Department for the Suppression of the Slave
Trade, states in 1886 that in six mouths
thirty-six persons, many of them professional
dealers, had been tried by court martial for
buying or selling slaves; of these thirteen
were condemned, four acquitted, ten were
still under judgment, and nine were released
for want of evidence. The report as to the
progress of the Home for Women Blaves in
Cairo, founded by the efforts of Mr. Clifford
Lloyd and Mrs. Sheldon Amos, is encouraging. In May, 1886, 170 women had been received into the home, most of them n~:>gresses,
a few Circassians, and a few Abyssinians.
According to another report drawn up by
Colonel Schaefer, in the twelve mm:ths previous to May, 1885-that is, before the Slavery DPpartment took over the worldog of the
Manumission bureaus-the number of slaves
fre~d in Egypt proper amounted to 1,032.
In the following year that nnmber increased
tn 2.786. of whom 853 were the property of
Dongola refugees. In 1883 there were thirtytwo slave dealers in Cairo; there are now
only four or five, und they only act as
brokers.-St. James's Gazette.
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Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret· of the East," etc.
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.-MENTAL MAXIMS.
CHAPTER VIII.-PRUDENCE •.

A.-Lessons of Instinct.
The first germs of animal life have been traced to
the soil of the tropic~, and in the abundance of a
perennial summer the instincts of pleasure and pain
may long have sufficed for the protection of mere
existence. But when the progress of organic development advanced toward the latitu<;le of the winterlands, the vicissitudes of the struggle for existence
gradually evolved a third instinct: The faculty of
anticipating the menace of evil and providing the
· means of defense. The word Prudence is derived
from a verb which literally means fore-seeing, and
that faculty of Foresight manifests itself already in
that curious thrift whiCh enables several species of
insects to survive the long winter of the higher latitudes. HibernatiBg mammals show a similar sagacity in the selection of their winter quarters. Squirrels and marmots gather armfuls of dry moss; bears
excavate a den under the shelter of a fallen tree; and
it has been I:oticed that cave--loving bats generally
select a cavern on the south side of a mountain or
rock. Beavers anticipate floods by elaborc~.te dams.
Several species· of birds baflle the attacks of their
enemies by fastening a bag-shaped neE>t to the extremity of a projecting branch. Foxel?, minks, raccoons, and other carnivora generally undertake their
forages during the darkest hour of the night.
Prowling wolves carefully avoid the neighborhood of
human dwellings and have been known to leap a
hundred fences rather than cross or approach a highway.
Young birds, clamoring for food, suddenly become
silent at the approach of a hunter; and Dr. Moffat
noticed with surprise that a similar instinct seemed
to influence the nurslings of the Griqua Hottentots.
'Ten or twelve of them, deposited by. their mothers
in the shade of a tne, all clawing each other and
crowing or bawling at the top of their voice~, would
abruptly turn silent at the approach of a stranger,
and huddle together behind the roots of the tree-,babies of ten months as quietly cowering and as cautiously peeping as their elders of two or three years.
Young savages, and often the children of nur rustics,
show an extreme caution in accepting an offer of unknown delicacies. I have seen a toddling farmer's
boy smelling and nibbling an orange for hours before
yielding to the temphtion of its prepossessing appearance. Only the diRtress of protracted starvation
will induce the Esquimaux to touch their winter
stores before the end of the hunting season; and
the supposed improvidence of savages is often due to
the influence of a hereditary disposition once justified
by the abundance which· their forefathers enjoyed
for ages before the ad vent of their Caucasian despoilers.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.

. resources of Massachusetts alone not only equal but
far surpass those of the entire Brazilian empire.
The contrast between Prussia and Spain is not less
striking, and that climatic causes are insufficient to explain that contrast is proved by the curious fact t,hat
within less than five centuries Spain and North Germany bav exchanged places. Two hundred years before thecoilqupst of Granada the fielcls of Moorish
Spain had been brought to a degree of productivnes::J
never surpassed in the most favored regions of our
own continent, while Catholic Prussia was a bleak
heather. Since the expulsion of the Moqrs from
Spain, and the monks from northern Ger!llany,
Prussia has become a garden and Spain a desert;
the contrasting results of prudence and superstition.
While the Prussians were at work the Spamards were
whining to their saints, or embroidering petticoats
for an image of the holy Virgin. While th& countrymen of Humboldt studied chemistry, physiology, and
rational agriculture, the countrymen of Loyola conned
oriental ghost stories; while the former placed their
trust in the promises 'of nature, the latter trusted in
the promises of the New Testament. P1·udence,
rather than military prowess, has transferred the
hegemony of Europe from the Ebro to the Elbe, and
prudence alone has smoothened even the path of exile
which ill-fated Israel has pursued now for more than
a thousand y.ears. For, with all the· Spiritualistic
tendency of their ethics, the children of Jacob have
long ceased to deal in miracles, and train their children in lessons of secular realism which effectually
counteract the influence of their school-training in
the lessons of the past, and as a result famine has
been banished from the tents of the exiles. Like the
Corsicans and the prudent ~cots, they rarely marry
before the acquisition of a competency, but the tendency of that habit does not prevent their numerical
increase. Their children do not perish in squalor
and hunger; their patriarchs do not burden our almshouses.
C.'-PERVERSION.

There is a story of an enterprising Italian who increased the patronage of an unpopular mountain
resort by effecting an inundation of the lowlands;
and if the apostles of other-worldliness had tried to
enhance the attractions of their hereafter on the same
plan, they could certainly not have adopted a more
effective method for depreciating the value of temporal existence. The vanity of work, of thrift, of
economy, and the superior merit of reliance on the
aid of vreternatural agencies, were a favorite text of
the Galilean messiah. "Take no thought of the
morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for tbe
things of itself." "Take no thought, saying, What
shall we eat? what shall we drink 1 or wherewithal
shall we be clothed 1 For after all these do the
gentiles seek." "Ask and it shall be giv.en you."
Secular foresight was depreciated even in the form
of a prudent care for the preservation of physical
health; the selection of clean in preference to unclean food was denounced as a relic of worldliness ;
and in mitigating the consequences of such insults
to nature, prayer and mystic ceremonies were recommended as superior to secular r•·medies. "If any
man is sick among you, let him call for the elders of
the church, and let them pray over him, anointing
him with oil in the name of the Lord." "And the
prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord shall
raise him up." "And when he had called unto him
his twelve disciples, be gave them power against unclean spirits to cast them out, and to heal all manner
of disease."
If such instructions had been followed to the
letter, the human race would have perished in a bell
of madness and disease. A.s it was, a thousand years'
purgatory of half insanity cured the world of its delusion; and the sinners against the laws of common
sense escaped with the penalty of a millennium of
barbarism, a barbarism which, in the most orthodox
countries of the fourteenth century, had sunk deep below the lowest ebb of pagan savagery. The untutored hunters of the primeval German forest were
at least left to the resources of theu· animal instincts;
they were illiterate, but manly and generous, braving
danger, and prizing health and liberty above all
earthly blessings. Their children were dragged off
to the bondage of the Christian convents and doomed
to all the misery of physical restraint, not for the
sake of their intellectual culture, not with a view of
purchasing the comforts of after years by temporal
self-denial, but to educate them in habits of physical
apathy and supine reliance on the aid of interposing
saints-a habit which at last revengeo itself by its
transfer to the principles of ethics, and encouraged
malefactors to trust their eternal welfare to the same
expedient to which indolence bad been taught to con·
fide its temporal interests. Where was the need of
rectitude if iniquity could be compromised by prayer?
Where wa~ the need of industry if its fruits could be
obtained by hith? Where was the need of sanitary
precautiOns if the consequences of their neglect could
be averted by ceremonies?

Civilization bas partially healed the wounds of that
Millennium of Madness called the Rule of the Cross,
and of all the insanities of the Middle Ages the ImproiJidence Dogma has perhaps been most effectually
eradicated from the mental constitution-at least, of
the North-Caucasian nations. Instead of relying on
the efficacy of prayers and ceremonies, the dupes of
the Galilean miracle-monger at last returned to the
pagan plan of self help, and it would not be too much
to say that the progress thus achieved in the course
of the last fourteen decades far exceeds that of the
preceding fourteen centuries. Earth has once more
become a fit dwelling-place for her noblest children
Pestilential swamps have been drained. Domestic
hotbeds of disease have been expurgated. Airy,
weather-proof buildings have taken the place of the
reeking hovels that housed the laborers of the Middle
Ag-es. Farmets no longer live from hand to mouth.
The price of the necessities and many luxuries of life
has been brought within the resources of the humblest mechanic. Affluence is no longer·confined to
the palaces of kings. There is no doubt that the
cottage of the average modern city tradesman contains more comforts than could be found in the caRtle
of a medieval nobleman. Prudence, in the sense of
economic foreRight, has become almost a second nature with the industrial classes of the higher latitudes,
and the benefits of such habits can be best appreciated by comparing tbe homes of the thrifty Northlanders-'-Scotch and Yankees-with those of the
Spanish-American prie~t-dupes: here deserts _tilled
into gardens, there gardens wasted into deserts. In
natural resources, South America, for instance, excels
D.--PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
The consequences of that dogma refuted its claims
New England as New Fngland excels the snowwastes of Hudson's Bay Tenitory; yet industrial by lessons which mankind is not apt to forget for
statistics demonstrate the fact that the financial the next hundred generations. From the day when
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the dnctrine of antinaturalism succeeded in super-.
sediog the lingering influence of pagan philosophy,
progressive industry waned, and at last almm;t ~eased
to supply even a· reduced demand; commerce lingered, and the sources of !>Ubsistence were wholly
confined to the produce of a more and more impoverished soil. With the exception of (t-!till half pagan)
Italy, not one of the many once prosperous countries
of Christian Europe had anything hke a profihble
export trade. On the internation11l marketH of t,he
Byzantine empire the products of skilled labor-fine
clothes, fine fruits, perfume, and jewelry-were s0ld
by oriental merchants, while the Christian buyers
had little to offal" in exchange· but the spontaneous
products of Nature: timber, salt, amber, and perhaps hides and wool. Medical science bad become
such a medley of. vagaries and barbarisms that even
the princes of Christendom could not boast of a
competent family physician, and in critical cafies had
to trust their lives to the skill of Moorish or Persian
doctors. Abderaman el Hakim, a king of MooriAh
Spain, had so many applications for the services
of his court doctor that. he often jestiBgly called him
the ·•Savior of Christian Europe." The prevalence of
the militant type should certainly have encouraged
the manufacture of warlike implements; yet not one
of the twelve heavy-armed countrieR of Tduitarian
Europe had preserved the art of tempering n firstclass sword, and proof-steel had to be imported from
D;tmascus. The traditions of archit.ecture were limited to the fantastic elaboration of religious eddices;
peasants dwelt in hovels, and citizens in dingy stone
prisons, crowded into crooked and cobble-paved
alleys.
The unspeakable filth of such alleys produced
epidemics that almost depopulated the ruost orthodox .
countries of medieval Europe. Under the stimulus
of clerical theories, those epidemics in their turn
produced outbreaks of fanatical superstition, which
in pagan Rome would certainly have been ascribed
to the influence of a contagious mental disease.
Diseases, according to a doctrine which it was
deemed blasphemy to doubt, could be averted by
prayer and self-humiliation. In spite of a diligent
application of such prophylactics, diseases of t.he
most virulent kind became more prevalent.. The
logical inference seemed that prayer had not been
fervent and self-abasement not abject enough.Hordes of religious maniacs roamed the streets of
the plague-stricken cities, howling like hyenas and
lacerating their bodies in a manner too shocking
to describe. After exhausting the available means of
subsistence, the blood smeared wretches would invade the open country, and by frantic appeals
frighten thousands of peasants into joining their
ranks, and in carrying the seeds of mental and
physical contagion to a neighboring countt·y. In
Germany and Holland the total number of "Flagellants" were at one time estimated at three hundred
and fifty thousand; on another occasion at more
than half a million. If the disease bad exhausted its
fury, the self-torturers would claim the reward of
their services by falling like hungry wolves upon
the homes of the sane survivors. If tbe plague
refused to abate, the leading fanatics would ascnbe
the failure to their followers' want Df zeal, and
enforce their theory by an indiscriminate application
of a rawhide knout, till the dispute was referred
to the arbitrament of cold steel, and the ranks of the
howling maniacs were thinned by mutual slaughter.
E.-REWARDS.

The world has trusted in the doctrine of miracle-mongers till skepticism became a condition of selfpreservation, and the benefits of open revolt are now
conspicuous enough to impress even the non-insurrected slaves of the church. With all their hereditary
bias of prejudice the victims of the miracle dogma
cannot help contrasting their lot with that of the industrial skeptic. They cannot help seeing self·
reliant science succteds where J>raver-relying orthodoxy fails. The prosperity of Protestantism, its
physical, intellectual, political, and financial superiority to Conservatism, wit.h the aid of all its samts, are
facts too glaringly evident to ignore their significance,
and our ethical text-books might as well plainly admit that this universe of ours is governed .by uniform
laws and not by the caprice of ghosts-at all events
not of ghosts that can be influenced by rant and
ceremonies. Whatever may be toe established system of other worlds, in this planet of ours Nature
bas not trusted our welfare to the. whims of trixy
spooks, but has endowed our own minds with the
faculty of ascertaining and improving the conditions
of that welfare; and the time cannot come too soon
when well-directed labor shall be recognized as the
only prayer ever anRwered to the inhabitants of this
earth.
The philosophic author of the." History of 1\-Iorals"
remarks that the mediev&J miracle-creed still lurks in
the popular explanation of the more occult phenomena. While the nataral sequence of cause and effect
is, for instanca, freely admitted in such plain cases as
the stability of a well built house and the collapse of
a rickety structure, the phenomena of health and disease, of atmospheric changes or of the (apparent)
caprices of fortune in war or games of chance are
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still ascribed to the interference of preternatural
agencies. That bias is undoubtedly at the bottom of
the still prevalent mania for hazardous speculation
and the reckless disregard of the laW!'! governing the
•condidon of our physical health.
Unconfessed, and perhaps unknown, to themselves
the grandchildren of orthodox parents are still influ•enced by the hope that in such cases the event of an
imprudent venture might be modified by the interreeding favor of " providence."
Secularism should teach it eonverts that the most
rcomplex as well as the simplest effect is the necessary
•consequence of a natural cause; that the "power
behind phenomena'' acts by consistent laws, and that
ih~? study and practical application of those laws is
ibe only way to bias the favor of fortune.
"Pray and you shall receive," says Superstition
"'Sow if you would reap," says Science. The Religion of Nature will teach every man to answer his
own prayers, and Prudence will the Providence of
the Future.
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M. S. CONDIT, Clerk.
obligation to pay sheriff, con~>table, and two witnesses
unlawful. Swearing the jury is 20 cents. There was
and hand over the amount charged for his own serSTATE OF NEW JERSEY, 1
no order for remanding it, hence that 20 cer ts is
wices to the county treasurer. The clerk bas an opCounty of Morris.
I ss.
fraudulent. Taking and entering verdict, 26 cents;
I, Melvin S. Covrlit.. Clerk of the County of MorriR; and f r clerk and rule to remand the ·ury, 20 cents. The
portunity to pocket a good deal of money that does
3
Rlso Clerk (lf the Oyer and Terminer and Gener11l Qnartl'r 0
not belong to him by collecting four times as much Sessions. holden in and for said County, do herebv cP.rtifv law E>ays for taking and entering verdict, 8 cents; as
as the law allows, then banding over the lawful that the forfgoivp: is a true copy of the (lriginal Ta.xed Bill the jury a11reed at once there was no rule to remand;
amount to the county treasurer, and pocketing the of Costs, on indictment in the case of the State of New and consequently this 20 cents is an unlawful charge.
surplus. Clerks of every court hav numerous Jersey, vs. Charles B. ·Reyno:ds, as fully as the same re- Order to call the priF>oner to the bar for sentence, 18
m11ins on file in mv office.
chances to extort unlawful money from .every one
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I hav hereunto set mv cents for clerlr, and 20 CPnts for court for remanding
who bas a suit at law, unless the litigants, or their hand and affixeil the seal of said Court and County at Morri~- prisoner t.o the custody of the sheriff. Reynolds was
attorneys,.willlook mto the law, and see whether the town, this 29th day of July, A.D., eighteen hunflred and not that kind of a prisoner, and was not remanded.
clerk has charged more tban the law indicales.
eighty-seven.
M·. S. CoNDIT, cz,rk.
The court imposed a fine of $25 00 for uttering a few
[SEAL.]
Per D. 8. VooRHEES, Dep.
1
As very few people unders1 and bow a bill of costs
words that anybody and everybody usrs at p easnre.
is drawn, it will be proper to slate that a blank sheet
The first chargA is for drawing five summons for RAyno!ds payed the fine; like a free citizen, and went
is ruled in several columns, one column for the five witnes!"es, $1. 75. The law says that defendant. home as free from the claws of the Rheriff as any
clerk's charges, one column for the sheriff's chargeeo, is chargeable for only two witnesses. The clerk other man. This 18 cents for clerk and 20 cents for
and another column for the court, or judges, and is allowed to charge 34 C'ent.s, thus making 68 centE< court show a far more deliberate and dt-fiant violaanother column headed "Als." In this column the according. to law, and $1.75 according to Chri11tian tion of a wholesome law than the few harmless
fees of witnesses, crier, constabl(', and others are equity. Constable's fees for servi:tig summons, $2 40. words that RAvnolds uttered. Taking and entering
entered. A great many entries are made under'· Als." A_s we do not know the amount of mileage, '\Ye cannot judgment, $1 34 for clerk and 70 cents for the judge
.•that never get beyond the clerk's pocket. As soon ~tate exactly what amount would be. lawful; yet it is for signing an order. All this is fraudulent. The
as the trial is clost<d, the cle1 k is required to fill out safe to state that for two witnesses the amount fine was paid a'l soon as the verdict was rendered;
the bill of cobtR, or "tax" it, a~ it is called. So be_ would be two-fifths of $2.40, or 96 cents. Entering All proceedings ended then. and there. If Reynolds
commences: The clerk drew the summons. The and filing. indictment, 20 cents (right once). Nine bad been a prisoner, and a fine had bepn imposed
law says the. clerk may charge 34 cents for drawing cents for crier, in "Als." column. What did the which he was unable to pay, and he had been resummons. So he enters 34 cents in clerk's column. crier do for that 9 cents~ There is no record of any manded back to prison, then the clerk would hav
T.he sheriff served the summons on Brother Rey- service.
been directed to entpr a judgment against him, and
nolds.
Fee of justice of court on indictment.......................... .50 the judge would hav signed it. But all this wa.s not
(That charge of 50 cents is correct, provided the
done, hence these charges for services not rendered
The law states t.hat the sheriff is entitled to $2 00
court records show that the judge did anything.
are fraudulent and forbidden by law under a. penalty
for serving the summ<'ns, and 12 cents for retmning
If the records do not F>how any service, the clerk
it to the clerk, and two cents per mile for every mile
had no right to enter 50 C'ents.)
of a large fine and imprisonmeut.
traveled to serve tbe summons. So the clerk enters Clerk drawing and sealing process for defendant, 76
Prosecutor's fees, $15. This C'harge is to pay the
$2.12 and 4 cents per mile in the sheriff's colurun.
cents; rule for same, 20 cents................................. .96 prosecutor of the pleas for drawing ~he indictm?nt
(The iaw says 34 cents for drawing process (or waragainst 1\ir. Re.v. nolds, and for ma.nagmg an. d trymg
Tbrn, here are five subpoonas for witnesses to appear
rant), and 14 cents for sealing, makinf! 49 cents,
1 d ffi
heforf1 the grand jury to give evidence for indiCting
instead of 76 centR. He bas charged 20 cents for
the case. This prosecutor of pleas lS a sa ar1e o cer
Mr. Reynolds. But the law says the clerk must not
rule of a court. There was no rule.)
of state. Whether he does little or much, he receives
charge the defendant for more than two witnesses. Sheriff's feps for serving, $2, and returning papers, 12
a regular sahny. He does not receive compensation
cents (correct) ....................................................... 2.12 from fees. He dare not accept one dollar as fees,
So he foots up the amount aliowed by law, for servto hand to quarter se8sions. 44 centA for clerk;
under color of his office. If the costs for what he
ing two sub~oonaeo, an<1 then adds the mileage, Order
20 cents for court; and 9 cents for crier for opening
and places the amount in favor of the constable
the floor, in all........ ............................................. .73 did Bhould be taxed as an attorney's fees (as they are
undel' '' A s." The law stat.es that for trying the
(There is no law for either of these laRt charge•.)
taxed where a lawyer does not receive a salary), his
fees according to law would be as follows: Drawing
case the clerk may enter 50 cents in the court Order to set prisoner to bar for appearance, and entercolumn, as the fee of the judge, to be handed over c~~ft ~~~~ ~!.~~~.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~6 the indidment against 1\lr. Reynolds, $1 50; retainto the state treasurer. After the blank is all Rules to charf!e and plea. and entering plea, 44 cents for
in~t fee, $1; Term fee (60 cPnts), two terms of court,
filled out, the clerk folds it up and puts it in a
clerk and 40 cents for court... ..... ..................... ...... .84 $1 20 ; motion for trial, 50 cents; trying the case,
$2. In all, $6 20. But as he J·eceiveA a fat salary,
pigeon.hole. All this process is rallt>d drawing, tax- Order to set down for trial, 18 cents for clerk and 20
cents for court...................................................... .88 he is not, entitled to one cent of this $15. (See Rev.
ng, and filing a bill of costs. The law says explicitly
that for drawing, taxing, and filing a bill of cost!', the
The law makes provision for only a part of the Star..' of N. J., p. 402 )
clerk may charge 50 (·ents in his column and no more, four last items. The law states that no item of cost
Drawinl! costs, taxing, and filing, and copy _for t~e
under a penaity of $30. Nl)w, let us examin the s~all be ~llowed, excep~ such as are specially pro-[ clerk, $112. The laws Fays: drawing- and to.xmg bill
terns charged against Mr. Reynolds, and compare Vlded form the "Fee Btll," or the "Act" regulating of costs, 50 cents (Rev. StaG., p. 409). The clerk of
costs. C. B. Reynolds was not a prisoner. He went the supreme court and clerk of chancery, the htghest
\tem with the law. Here is the document itself:
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an hour to the bight of six or seven thousand feet, to enjoy Freetbought to the utmost. As yet there
we pass from rain into snow, and the white mantle is no church, and ecclesiastical shadows are not cast.
On F1·iday morning my friends Mr. and Mrs.
spreads amid the huge forest trees-a sketch of winwith Mr. Blinn and Mr. Thompson, deove
Cleaver,
ter amid the landscapes of August. In the course cf
our day's journey we come to a lonely 1·anche in a me up the valley to the Warm Springs. This is
little nook of the world. There is a big fireplace and a delightful place in the heart of the hills, where
a sparkling flame, and for a few moments we hav a Nature has done almost everything to make a pleaschance to warm our chilled bodies. As I glance at ant ~esort-the bright waters, cold and hot, brimthe wall I see the face of Ingersoll, and then I know ming from the earth, with evergreen groves around,
I am somewhere in the haunts of civilization and harvest fields, meadows, running brooks, and giant
that good souls are about. In this remote wilde~ness trees towering to the lofty summits, makirig a sparkCall for the EleYentll Annual Uongress of' the ~hone a ·picture of noblest life, and the rest of my ling temple for the divinities of the happy human
JOurney had delight mingled with the turmoil of rain mind.
American Secular Uniofl.
Mr. _and Mr~. James F. Cleaver and all their family
'l'o the .Auxiliary Secular Unions and to all citizens and snow. In the afternoon I arrive at Prairie City, are Liberals m blood and brain. They believe iri
and
the
welcome
of
friends
is
reward
for
all
the
ups
of the United States and Uanaclas who suppm·t
and downs of mountain travel and the cold drapery doing something for humanity's sake, and I find them
the Nine .Demands of Liberalism:
noble allies in my wo1·k here.
You are invited to attend the Eleventh Annual of winter.
On Friday evening I lecture again at Prairie City
Prairie City is in a beautiful valley, John Day valCongress of the .American Secular Union, to be held
ley, through which flows the John Day river, which and at Canyon on Saturday. We hav some sturdy
at Chicago, October 15th and 16th.
is one of the brightest of mountain streams. John friends at the latter place who stand up to be counted
The Congress will be called upon to consider
Day was one of the early trappers of this country. against all odd s-O. B. Huppricb, John Smith,
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought
He came out with Lewis and Clark's company, and Robert Lockwood, Mr. Rainey, and others:_and it
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
left them in the Willamette valley, and, with only was a pleasure to meet these brave scouts on the
state governments and by the national government as
frontier post, who blaze our pathway under the very
shall make the United States thoroughly secular, and Indian guides, ventured into this mountainous coun- walls of superstition.
try
and
discovered
this
valley,
where
be
lived
until
the repeal of all laws now on the statute books
Sunday morning, I lecture at Prairie City. In
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism. death, and which is named after him. The valley is the afternoon I enjoy the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
about
seventy-five
miles
long,
with
a
width
of
from
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
A. L. Thompson. Mr. Thompson secured in this
constitution to five representativs-the President and one to seven miles. The scenery is exceedingly place one hundred and twenty-three names for the
On
one
side
towers
Mount
Dixie,
and
on
beautifuL
Secretary and three delegates. All charter members
pardon of Bennett. Some of the signers were
and life members, all Vice Presidents, all Chairmen of the other Strawberry Butte, to the bight of about Christians, and two of them ministers. This shows
ten
thousand
fe~t, while about them roll lesser peaks
state Executiv Committees, are entitled to seats and
the liberality of the place and the earnestness of
>otes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled of. the Blue bills, hundreds of miles away. The friend· Thompson, who is always ready to do his
sml of the valley is fertil, producing excellent vegetato seats, but not votes, except by permission of the
bles of almost every kind, and wheat, barley, oats, level best, and who believes in freedom with his
Congress.
corn
j a variety of fruits-plums, cherries, peaches, whole "heart and mind.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
With the good allies already mentioned are W. B.
and apples. It is a fine stock country, and
pears,
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freecattle at present, with the mines, are the main source Davis and family, J. L. Sanford and A. Clark, who
thinker in the United States and Canada who can
of its wealth. All the neighboring region is rich came twenty miles to attend the lectures, Wm.
will be. present.
with ore. The placer mines hav been nearly worked Tuneman, W. B. Carpenter, Samuel Carpenter Jules
Per order Board of Directors:
out, but the quartz mines seem to be inexhaustible, Le Brat, J. Harding, Samuel French, George Shearer,
CouRTLANDT PALM-ER, Pres.
and new ones are constantly .discovered. It is a W. W . .Armstrong, N. Arke, Thos. Mills, and others.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.
lively country round about, though so remote from On Sunday e"vening, the ball was full to overflowing.
E. A. STEVENS, Ch. Fin. Com.
the railroad. The people know how to enjoy the In every respect I hav enjoyed myself in this deCHAS. EcKHARD, Treas.
world, and are Liberal in spirit, and even the Chris- lightful valley, and though it is so far off, I hope to
tians are of the good sort and don't wish to oppress visit it again, for here is genuin human natureTo the Liberals of Utah.
liberality, open-heartedness, with all types of charthe unbeliever.
·
The importance of the thorough separation of
In spite of the weather, the hall was full on the acter, interesting and original, so that one is conchurch and state was never so manifest as at the first evening, and the auspices were favorable for the· stantly fascinated with the ·aver-changing life of this
present time. The ecclesiastical power throughout week's campaign. -The next day the storms rolled hamlet. Major Magone, who introduced me on the
our country, and especially in Utah threatens the off and the sunshine glittered on the snowy moun- first evening with e·loquent speech, is a true son of
perpetuity of republican imtitutions.' American cit- t~~:in-tops and amid the gorgeous masses of clouds. the soil, as independent ali the rock-ribbed hill. He
izens should guard against the least infringements of The landscapes were brilliant and enchanting.
is a brother of the collector of New York, but is a
equal rights and impartial liberty. The Declaration
My friend A. S. Blinn drove me over to Canyon true- blue Republican himself, and asks no favors.
of Independe~ce expresses the ideal of human gov- City. Blinn is a Yankee pioneer. He bas been in He. ha? rather dig in the soil than be under any
ernment. It IS not for a class, but for all. It is not almost every st~te, and can do most anything when obhgat10ns to others for fortune. He is bound to
for religion, but for justice and freedom.
emergency reqmres. Dr. York knows him for it was " paddle his own canoe " in this Western wilderness.
Organization is necessary in order that political Blinn who i.ntroduced the doctor to this country
Monday, Sept. 5th, I bade good-bye to my many
progress may be maintained. Superstition is not s~me Y?ars smce,.where he made a notable campaign, comrades in this Arcadian valley where Nature
dead, and theological tyranny is not overthrown. whose mfluence IS yet felt for Free thought. 1 was smiles with such summer glory, and 'the ribs of earth
The forces of ancient barbarism are still banded glad that the way had been broken for me by my are seamed with such uncounted wealth. I hope for
together. For defense the advocates of a purely bold companion. It was Blinn who had the courage good fortune to all, for that will be good fortune to
sacul~~ state must u~ite, for the issue is forced upon to persuade me into this far country. He takes the Secular Pilgrim.
the Citizens ~f .Amenca by the aggressiv measures of THE TRUT~ SEEKER _and read~ it all through, and
I found merry companions on the stage, and the
church parties, supported by wealth and powerful therefore IS not behmd the times. One is sure of seventy miles' travel through the brilliant sunshine
associations.
t~e mag~ificent woods, the grand hills, the moon:
success with such a veteran worker at his side.
Citizens of Utah! All in favor of a secular state
Canyon City is rightly named. It has only one hghted mght, and the rosy-hued morning was like a
a_bsolutely free from all clas~ and theological legisla~ street, so narrow that ·in order to turn round one happy dream. I am not tired a bit when I land iii
twn, ~n~ ~evoted to. th~ mamtenance of tbe rights of has to travel clear through. It was started as a Baker City. I lecture this avenin~ here, and toeach mdividual, are mvited to meet in convention at mining camp about 1870, and millions of dollars hav morrow, Wednesday, at Weiser City; Emmett's
the Walker Opera House, Salt Lake City Saturday been washed out of tbe neighboring gullies. It was Sept. 9th, lOth, lltb, and 12thj Caldwell, Sept. 13th'
~~ptember ~4th~ at 10 A.M., for the purpos~ of organ~ here that Joaquin Miller had his start. He was 14th, and 15th j Boise City, 16ch, 17th, and 18th:
Izmg a terntonal Secular Union, whose object shall formerly judge in this place. His wife was then the Salt Lake City, Sept. 24th and 25t.h j Canyon City~
be the total separation of church and state in the poet of the family. Miller's literary productions are Colmado, Sept. 28t.h and 29th j Denver, Oct. 2d.
political government of Utah and the United States. a good deal like the country from whence he emiI shall be in Chicago, Oct. 15th and 16th for AnSamuel P. Putpam, secretary of the American Sec- grated, a mixture of brightness and eccentric desola- nual Congress, where I hope to meet a ~rowd of •.
ular Union, will open the convention with an address tion, luxuriant valley alongside sandy bluff~.
Liberals.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
on ".The Dangers .Ah~ad," aud will also on Saturday
Baker City, ~ept. 6, 1887.
I was pleased to meet Mrs. .Abagail Scott Dunnevenmg, at 8 P.M, g1v his lecture " The American away at Canyon, who is also lecturing oil "Equal
Democracy." Ot.her able speaker; are expected to Rights." She is bright and liberal in her method of
To the Liberals of' the West.
be present, and there will be a general conference dealing with the advancement of woman and under]!'or some time a feeling has been fomented, by
and debate in regard to important measures of stands pretty well the situation and wh~re the hope some whose principal distinction to the title of
reform. There will be three sessions daily, Saturday of reform lies. She is doing a valuable work, and Liberal has been their illiberal criticism of those
and Sunday, September 24th and 25th, at 10 A.M., although n~t openly advocating Freethought, she is whose time,. talents, and means bas been continuously
3R~,~d8R~
.
_
thorougb~y .m _harmony with its radical philosophy, devoted to forwarding our Freethought and Secular
Will everyone who receives this notice take the and a bnlhant advocate of some of the principles work, that the American Secular Union was merely a
utmost pains to advertise the convention and induce of our platform.. ~ fair audience was present at New York enterprise-a personal affair. Those
a. ~arge ~ttendance fro~? his vicinity~ Come every Canyon C1ty, but It IS pretty well church-ridden, and critics, in support of their position, pointed out that
01tlzen of Utah who behaves in political rights.
only a few are ready to stand the brunt. There are the chief officers were invariably New York men j
three churche~, o~ wh~ch t~e Catholic is the strongest. that congresses and conventions were oftener held
Nmvs and Notes.
~ had t~e Catnohc pnest for a table companion. He in the East than the interest thtre manifested would
Prairie ~ity is away among the Blue mountains, IS >:ery mn_ocent-lookim!-so innocent that I really _warrant, and other equally absurd and unjust claims
seyenty miles from B:tker City. After three months' beheve he IS honest. He seems to bav the idea that were urged to defeat the only organization that bas
fau we~\her, the rain_ began to pour just as I left In~dels believe nothing j for he confidingly asked me ever afforded opportunity for practical Freethought
B~ker m the lumbenng coach. I did not object to 1f 1t wasn't easier to believe nothing than something. propaganda. That this has had a detrimental effect
this, for the dust on the mountain roads, according I told him .that Infidels beli11ve as much as anybody on Freethinkers in the West, many of whom were
to report, was about three feet deep. So the dis- else on rahonal evidence. He incautiously affirmed led to believe that they were being discriminated
?omforts of a storm ~vere welcome. It is ~low travel- tbd t.he. morality of the world five hundred years ago against, no one can deny. Now, whatever might
mg amo~g these m1gh~y bills. The way is rough, 'v.a::; beLoer than that d to-day. Friend Blinn advised huv had that. appearance in the past is obviated by
an~ remmds one of anment Jordan. .At 7 o'clock we hm1 to quit preaching· if such was the result of the approachmg Congress to be held in Chicago, Oct.
a~nve, co~d and b~ngry, a.t the supper shtion, but Cbristiamty. He did not seem to understand the 15th and l6ch.
Then Western Liberals will be
SIX hours travel IS stlll before us in the driving dlift of tbe remark. A faith so childlike and bland afforded an opportunity to shape it11 course and
showers for our night's rest, and then we can ·only co~ld scarce!y arouse any aggression on my part. ~eld the~s~lvs into a compact, practical, and powersleep a couple of hours. We mmt start early in the His serene Ignorance was such a curiosity that I ful asso01at10n, commensurate with their intelligence
morning and _cross two big ranges to reach the happy hadn't the slightest temptation for combat.
and influence.
·
valley wherem the pretty village of Prairie is sitAre you interested in Freethought work~ Are
Thursday evening I ~ectured again at Prairie City.
uated. As we ascend at about the rate of two miles Here the people are ahve and progressiv, and seem you a member? If not, become one before the Con-

tribunals in the state, are allowed to charge only 50
cents for. drawing, taxing, and filing a bill of co~ts.
For makmg a copy the law says 8 cents. Drawmg
~osts copy for sheriff and certificate, 74 cents. This
IS a~l fraudulent.
Ce~tified copy_ of sentence for
shenff, 74 cents. · This charge IS another fraud.
There wa~ no sentence. Reynolds was only fined,
and he pa1d the fine on the spot. No copy of a sentence was. made and no copy was required. Hence
these last Items are utterly unlawful.
.
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grass, and if you can't attend in person, send a good
man or woman in your stead, and if you can't do
.either, please to send your money. The morning
sessions will be devoted to business, and the afternoon and evening sessions to lectures and addresses.
Morning sessions will be held in the elegant hall of
the Chicago Secular Union; afternoon and evening
sessions in the Madison Street Theater, formerly
Hershy Music Hall, where were held the Congresses
of 1880 and 1881. This theater has recently been
remodeled, and is one of~ the finest auditoriums in the
city.
The rates of fare on most railroads will be but one
fare for round-trip tickets. The exposition and Chicago's semi-centennial great military display will be
the attraction during that time. Ma~e your visit
during the time of the Secular Congress.
I will venture to say that there will be more practical work performed next year than ever before, prOvided that Libera~s will all giv generously. It is you
that this appeal is addressed to. If you do not aid
this. work, no one will. Do your duty; do it nobly;
don't always fire blank cartridge, but realize the
responsibility that rests on you relativ to the present
and future welfare of the race. Let me hear. from
every Liberal who expects to attend.
E. A. STEVENS,
eli. Fin. Com. American Secular Union.

Monday evening I went home with Emery Thompson and family, to his model fruit farm near Kins·
man (the adjacent village to Farmdale). He had
acres and acres of beautiful blackb~rries, and immanse peach orchards, the branches of the trees
propped up, yet many breaking down with the weight
of mammoth luscious Crawfords.
I closed the course of six lectures on Tuesday
evening to a very large audience-spoke on " Defense
of Satan." It would be impossible to find a place
where more general and kindly interest could be
manifest. There was eager desire to purchase Liberal
literature, and a spirit of investigation aroused resulting in several candidates for membership in the
Union. The society has resolved to carry out suggestions to establish a science school on Sundays,
inaugurate an amateur dramatic class, and giv semimonthly social entertainments. This done, and the
Farmdale Liberal Society will soon take precedenc<>,
and eclipse the churches alike in educational and
social advantages.
It was a long journey from Farmdale, 0., to
Kalamazoo, Mich:, where I arrived early in the morning, September 1st, and found joyous welcome at the
mansion of my friends Elias H. Gault and wife.
I was cheered by ,.Jdnd wishes and hearty words
of encouragement jrom nob!e Uncle Lute (Lucius
West); enjoyed a happy half hour with the prince of
hotel k~epers, Fred. Hotop, of the American; and had·
a merry time with that generous hearted, ·outspoken
Liberal, who rejoices in the sobriquet of "Dutch
Arnold," and who well-nigh rivals the indefatigable
Gault in admiration of and efforts to increase the
circulation of THE T~UTH SEEKER; received glad
greeting from the sedate, but warm-hearted, artist
L. C. Abbey and hosts of friends, but had to bid
them all good-bye on Saturday morning, and take
train for Waterloo, Ind., there to deliver three lectures in the open air on Sunday, September 4th.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
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auspices of tbe Liberal Union, to good audiences, in
the Turner&' Hall, and spoke also in the city hall to
working people on "The Upper Ten and Lower
Million; or, Land, Labor, and Capital." We also
officiated at the funeral of a child of a member of the
Secular Union. This was said to be the first SeC'ular
funeral service ever held in Columbus. But, if my
advice is followed, it will not be the last of the kind.
A correspondent has already written you about my
lecture before the prisoners and visitors at the penitentiary in Columbus. This innovation upon longvested rights and usage of the church to cram these
helpless people with superstition and the sub~titution
of a Secular for a religious service was due to the courtesy of Captain Koehne, a stanch Liberal, at present
captain of the guardroom of the penitentiary, as also
to the liberal and broad-minded warden, who permitted the service, and who, after the lecture to the
convicts, expressed himself as being highly pleased
with our effort in every regard. And I was more
than pleased, and not a little surprised, when I was
called on by Captain Koehne, on the eve of my departure, and presented with a gold-piece, nicely
wrapped up with a kindly written note expressing
satisfaction and thanks of the officers of the prison
for our service, and the statement that I had the
honor of being the first to break over the penistency
·of Christian rule in any st~te institution. While it is
true that we may not hav any great claim to minister
t.o convicts in prison on the ground of similarity of
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
belief, .as there is scarcely an Atheist, Infidel, Spirit. Receiving an urgent invitation from the Farmdale
ualist, or Jew to be found in our prisons, and nearly
Secular Union of Ohio, I started on my western tour
all of the convicts believe in God the Father, Son,
two weeks earlier than I had intended. Health
and Holy Ghost, for all that the Christian church has
being feeble, I trusted the exhilaration from meeting
no right to force any religious observance upon any
fellow-workers for the cause of humanity and the
state, school, or institution; and for this reason hav
necessity of rallying strength for the labors of the
beAn formulated the Niue Demands of Liberalism.
rostrum would enable me to shake off the depression
Our thanks are also due in Columbus to Dr. J. B.
my lung trouble occasioned.
·
Schueller, Dt·. P. E Blesh, T. S. Montgomery, J. C.
Thursday, August 25th, I bade farewell to home
Goodman, Mrs. Canon, 1\Irs. H.· M. Lyndall, and
and loved ones, and started away upon my long,
-----~----others, who did what they could to make our work a
Dr. I' orlr in Pittbburgh.
success-not forgetting W. H. More, an old reader of
lonely pilgrimage to the jumping-off place on the
That the friends of our cause, both in the West THE TRUTH SEEKER, who cllme from Gehanna, twelve
Pacific coast, hoping to return via the extreme
northern route.
and East., may know where I am, and how the battle miles distant, to hear the Western orator.
Saturday, Aug. 27th, I arrived at Williamsfield, goes, I submit a brief report of progress on my eastAt present I am, according to appointment, in
Ohio, and found the ever-genial M. F. Dean, of ern trip.
Pittsburgh, the Babel of noise, smoke, and manufactLindenville, awaiting me. A little. sick, a good d~al
Our stay of six weeks in Michigan was pleasantly ure, as busy as a bee-hive, if not nearly so clean. Our
tired and some depressed at the prospect of long spent among relativs and friends of our early dayE~, friends of the Pittsburgh League, of whom Roman
abse~ce from home, how delightsome it was to be speaking at Ionia, Belding, and Grand Rapids, to Staley. F. A. Pierce, A. Barker, H. H. Timby, and
welcomed to such a happy, cozy home as that of large audiences considering the extremely hot Mrs. G. H. Abel are leading spirits, were up and
"the Deans." Mrs. Dean is not a "mother in weather.
dressed ready for the fray. We were met at the
Israel," but a gen.erous, kind-hearted, motherly
At Ionia, Mich., Dr. Bayard and Wm.Bentley hold the train by Brothers Staley and Hoover, and our hearts
woman, the pride and joy of her husband, the angel fort, having recent.ly had a good stirring up by our lifted not a little to grasp the hands of these old and
of her home. Mr. Dean has one son just on the radical friend, C. B. Reynolds, who has left his mark Effectiv workers in our cause. I hav for many years
verge of manhood, and a fair daughter a year or two on the orthodox beast in Michigan. At Grand read after the pungent pen of Harry Hoover, the
younger. All_ are united in. Liber~lism, and so liv Rapids Brother Blodgett stands in the front, and to level-headed radical man of Pennsylvania, and now
out its teachmgs that, desp1te their "dreadful In- him our thanks are due for the generous donation of am made happy by this kindred spirit and fellowfidelity," they are by all loved and respected. Satur- the Grand Opera House for our lecture on •' The Un· worker at his home.
day evening I lectured in the Linden ville school~ buried Dead," which was well received by a large and
I spoke on "The Two Bibles, Evolution and Creahouse; subject, "Why I Left the Pulpit." I was most enthusiastic audience.
tion." On Thursday evening I speak to working
surprised to find so large an attendance in such a
Our next point was Alliance, Ohio, where we gave people on " Labor and Capital." On next Sunday I
Christian community, and very much enjoyed deliv- two lectures to fine audiences in Mr. Godard's rink, speak on "Inspiration or Revelation, Which~" On
ering my lecture. It seemed to greatly interest the the finest structure and most novel in construction the third and last Sunday here we speak on " The
audience, and there is no question but much of good of anything of the kind I hav ever seen. But you Unburied DPad." I am to speak in Philadelphia on
will result.
will know the reason when I tell you that Brother September 25th and October 2d; at New York,
On Sunday morning, after admiring friend Dean's Godard is a livP, long-headed, inventiv Yankee, and October 9th; at Boston, in Paine Memorial Hall, on
nursery and fruit farm, we· drove over to Farmdale, a good, square Liberal besides. Alliance is a hand- October 16th, 23d, and 30th.
and I became the guest of that bonnie boniface, some little city of seven or eight thousand inabitants,
Hoping all things good, and desiring all things
Brockway, who, kind and courteous to all, is ever the full of activity and, I must add, Liberalism, as my true, I am,
J. L. YoRK.
outspoken Infidel. The friends at Farmdale had audiences of four to five hundred were ample proof;
Yours always for mental liberty,
made what I feared would prove a bad mistake-ad- aF.I also that good work has been done here by
Who Wants a Good Sewing Machine 1
vertised lectures for Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday Brothers S. P. Putnam, Watts, and others, who hav
DEAR FRIENDS : Robert Benfield, publisher of the
afternoons, as well as evenings; Sunday afternoons scattered broadcast the good seed. Our thanks are
are always safe for good attendance, but week days due for our success in Alliance to R. G. and D. W. Maurepas Gazette, Louisiana, has kindly presented
are risky for Liberal lectures, and Monday afternoons Smith, of the firm of Smith & Sons, who hav the fin- me with a due-bill for a light-running " New
most dubious of all.
est watch and jewelry store in the city. Their home, National" sewing machine, No. 2, one that agents
The Root Brothers, the principal merchants of the like our own in California, has always been a resting· sell on time for $65. By paying $11 cash to the
place, hav erected an extensi~ storP, and over .it a place for our speakers, and wife and I were made New Home Machine Company, 30 Union square,
handsome hall capable of seatmg 500 persons, fitted glad and happy in the sunshine of their home. Long New York, tbe machine is mine. Mr. Benfield got
with stage, scenery, etc. I was cheered on ascend- liv the Smiths! I must also mention G. Thornburg, the due-bill for advertising for the company, and
ing the stairs on Sunday afternoon to hear the in- a most worthy and level-headed worker from the be- passed it on to me as help on the defense fund.
We · hav an excellent machine, and Snowville
spiring music of their band. Infidels all, but ~e- ginning of Liberal work in Alliance, and our thanks
lievers in music and skilled creators of sweet melodies, are also due to him for an open door, a kindly wei- is flooded with agents, so my chance for selling this
their music added greatly to the success of the come, and prompt and energetic assistance. We one depends upon some Liberal frieD;d who . ~ay
lectures, and. was of itself an attraction that added turn away from the friends at Alliance with the want a machine. I trust some of you will be willmg
to our numbers. We had a fair audience in the promis to call and do so some more in November, and to take it, not only to help me, b~t to aid the
carry with us muoh good feeling to them, as well as Defense Associat.ion, for all money received by or for
afternoon, and much larger in the evening.
me over and above actual expenses of the arrest and
John Rem~;burg has been here, and I find it a very a new inspiration for the work before us.
great advantage to follow where be has pioneered,
We pass from Alliance through a most beautiful tri~l, will belong to the treasury of the Association as
for the admil ation and nspect he has gained from country to Columbus, the capital of the state, where a fund to help others.
This offer remains open till October 16th. The
all classes of the community insure a cordial wei- all needed preparations had been made by Brother
come and respectful hearing to his successor.
Rallston, the leading spirit in the Columbus Secular best offer received between now and then will be
I announced the lecture for Monday afternoon, Union, and to whom great credit is due, as well as accepted and the due-bill sent to the would· be pur"The Heaven of the Bible," with some misgivings, our thanks and appreciation for his prompt action in chaser. ' The bill is on the New Home Sewing
yet believing if anything would induce the women to throwing our banner to the breez'3, and other acts of Machine Company, 30 Union square, New York, and
the machine awaits there the order of the holder
hurry up the washing, and defy its attendant we~ri· kindness during our stay.
Columbus is a growing city of eighty thousand of the bill on payment of the $11 cash.
ness it would be to learn all about heaven, of whiCh
Friends, now is your chance to help me and yourall t~lk, yet none know or can agree as to wherein its population; and full of business life. It is also full
delights consist. I had a deeply interested audience, of mental malaria known as religion. AboTe sixty. selva at the same time. I hope to receive many
and on Tuesday afternoon a very much larger attend- God-houses point their spires on high, and not until ofters for the machine from my friends and the
ance to hear "Why I left the Pulpit." This success recently has Freethought had any foothold on its friends of free mails. Address,
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
was entirely due to the women taking activ interest sacred soil. Our gallant Putnam led the way, folSnowville, Vrt., Sept. 3, 287.
in the work. No society will make real progress lowed by Watts and Reynolds. Two or three lectuntil the women are ea.rne.stly interested and.. they ures from each of the above speakers tell the story of
SEND for a. catalo~ of our publicationa. lt is
are awarded a full eha.r~ of the positions of honor apd Secular work in this graveyard of mental liberty up
mailed
free,
resvonaibility.
to this date. We gave tluee lecturea here under the
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g[ommunicafions.
'l'he Annual Idler.
Ii.
ram not able to report with any accuracy on the
sta~e of religious affairs as to vitals and godliness
in New Hampshire. I did not go to meeting and I
met but one clergyman, and I am afraid he didn't
form as high an opinion of me as I would like to
occupy in the estimation of all good ministers. I
was driving a two-horse haywagon witj. a horserake
behind, when I saw him coming in a buggy. I drove
out of the road so as to leave him about four-fifths of
it, and stopped. When he got there he stopped.
"Look here, my friend," he said rather sharply,
"what's the matter~, I looked surprised and said,
"Sir~, "Can't I hav half the road?'' said he. "You
can hav it all when you get by," said I. This connli!<~si~n failed to satisfy him, but he drove along,
~umbling as he went. I did not learn until after
· ti'Srd that he was a minister, and consequently by
. custom entitled to e\ erything. He and his local wife
and daughter are all preachers, and work the surrounding country for what it is worth. About four
or five miles from his residence is another preacher
who is said to be powerful in prayer and discourse,
but some of the people are complaining about his
attentions to a young woman in his parish. 01hers
stand up for him and argue that, his wife .being
older than himself, it is natural and justifiable that
he should cultivate more youthful society. It is a
question that I don't pretend to understand, and I
can't throw any light upon it.
You will remember that Solomon, in the eighteenth
and nineteenth paragraphs of the thirtieth instalment
of his desult.ory remarks under the head of Proverbe,
confesses that there be three things which are
too wonderful for him, yea, four which he knows not:
" The way of an eagle in the air, the way of a serpent
upon a rock, and the way of a ship in the mid.,;t of
the sea." The fourth touches the matter here under
discussion. .A.s the science of aerostatics was quite
undeveloped in his day, Solomon i!3 not to be blamed
for his lack of knowledge on that suhject. .A. serpent
on a rock is indeed an object calculated to awaken
·feelings of the livelie~t curiosity, though if Solomon
had ever seen a New England deacon on a toot his
astonishment would hav been greater. His unfamiliarity with a ship at sea is excusable. since he
probably never saw one; but for a man with a thousand best girls to plead ignorance on the fourth
count is, in my judgment, a fatal blow at the value
of human experience. But I digress. I think that
I detect in myself of late a tendency to discuss questions of a deeply philosophical nature.
Among the unusual things I saw in New Hampshire was a blind man making cheese. He had been
a farmer and kept a large dairy for years, and as he
grew old his eyes failed him.
He heard of a
mysterious doctor in Boston- who had had a "revelation" and professed to eff.;ct miraculous cures. He
went to Boston with eyes sufficiently good to enable
him to find his way about, was treated by the doc>tor
according to the revelation, and came back-a blind
victim to imposture and superstition. I saw him at
work. He is a man of hercuJean build and keeps to
the treadmill of his daily task like a sightless Samson
grinding corn. If he could ge-t the medical impostor
and his revelation into one of his presses, I am inclined to believe he would take plea;ure in squeezing
them int.o a small and compact cheese.
New Hampshire has one institution that she is not
proud of, and which no one that I saw cared to
apologize for, .and that institution is her legislature.
For every one thousand persons in the state there is a
legislator fooling away his time in Concord. Within
the memory of old men, the New HampFhire legislature has passed but one important bill, and that
was an act providing for a bounty of ten cents each
on woodchucks' tails, provided that said tails wPre
not taken from woodchucks killed on Sunday. This
act, thus uniting church and state by mtans of
the tail of a woodchuck, existed but a year, and then
tbe Concord statesmen, in their capacity as representativs of a sovereign people, rose up and repealed
it. In supporting the motion for repeal one member set forth with eloquence that not only had the
tails of woodchucks killed on the Sabbath been
palmed off upon town officers as secular tails, but the
boys along the Connecticut river had entered into a
wicked conspiracy to import tails from Vermont and
to get a bounty of ten cents each on them in New
!famps~ire. Th~refore the bill had to go, and there
IB nothmg left., m the record of the legislature, to
which the members can now point with pride. It
hasn't even a threatening danger to view with alarm.
Sometime during the present session a member of
abandoned character introduced a bill permitting
women to vote in municipal elections. Then every
Hawbuck from Geeuptown, who had left his wife
at home to can-y on the farm while he. legislated,
voted No in the name of the great Jehovah and the
Continental Congress. The people of the state support their church and their 1e8islature for the sap::te

reason that a horse· supports its rider. The dron<;s
are in the Faddle and hold the reins. From observations which I took, I judge that the population
of New Hampshire is increasing in three departments, namely, the legislature, the church, and the
graveyard; and when a young man dies a .natural
death, and is laid away in the last of these, It must
serve in a measure, I think, to lift the sorrow of his
friends to feel the assurance that he will never
get into either of the others.
Were you ever in the town of Marlow~ La~t
year, in speaking of that place, I re~erred ~o It
as " godforsaken," a theological expression whiCh I
had no authority to put forth. I bav no means
of knowing whether God has forsaken Marlow or not.
I think he would be a little homesick there at first,
but recollections of the arid and rocky soil of Palestine might reconcile him to staying. I withdraw the
remark that Marlow is godforsaken. It has lofty
hilis, good people, and a pleasant little village. Riding through that village, I saw over the door of
a store a sign reading "H. ToWNE." The name is a
familiar one. Mr. Towne is an old soldier, and I
hav in my possession a copy of a letter he wrote
twenty five years ago, which tells a story that belongs
to the history oi the war. The letter I copied was
yellow and torn, and the ink had faded to near
the color of the paper. Here it is as I made i~ out:
An account of the Death of HENRY MAODoNALD. ""ho enJi~ted in Companv E, 6th .Regiment. New Hampshire
Volunteers, and fell at the second Battle of Bull Run
(Virginia). Augu~t the 28th. 1862. in the Wa_r of the
Great R~hellion. He wa~ 36 years of age, havm11: been
born October the 14t.u, 1825.
By a Uomrade.
CAMP NEAR SHARPSBuRG, MD .. Sept. 29, 1862.
·FRIEND CLEMENT: You hav probably heard various accounts of 0ur battle in the woods, where we suffered so
severely; so I will attempt no descriplion except of Macdonald's death. I was by his side; or, rather, we were fac
ing each other, he with his left side to the enemy. We had
tired, and were loading. We. had reserved our fire somewhat, trying to see a good mark to sight. He fi;ed first.
After firing I stepped back close to him. He sa1d, "Did
von see him?" I answered, "Yes" Said he, "So did L"
The worda were scarcel.v spoken, when Almon Nutting. who
was forward, was struck on the head by a ball. inflicting a
serious wound. At the same instant Macdonald was hit jnst
forward of the top of the ear, the ball passing squarely
through the head, and cornin_g out on the other side at the
spot opposit. He fell on his back, his eyes set. He did not
speak or recognize me. The wound bled very fast. He
suffered none, and passed away feeling not the pains of
death, nor its fears. He was as cool, and spoke as calmly, as
if we had been shooting squirrels. I think it was the ball
which wounded Nutting that killed him, as both were struck
at the sam<J moment.
After speaking to Nutting. I was obliged to leave, the regiment having movetl forward and left us behind. I had nu
time to save JYlacdrnald's money, or the clothing upon him.
Inde!'d, the ch•·:r:::c of my coming out myself was so small I
did not thir.!l·. L' L• :t. When we returned it was bv a different route, aud on the double quick, so he fell into the hands
of !he tnemy "tVbo were careful to carry away everything
except the r•otbes. The shoes they took, if good. He was
p•ob••bly buried by our men, who went. back for that purpose with a fiag of truce. There will be no means of identifying the spot. His knapsack, with contents, was left behind.
H. TuwN&.
I am opposed to war, and wish that the last of the
instruments of bloodshed were sunk in the sea and the
art of making them lost forever; but in spite of that
I hay never· ceased to regard with growing admiration and respect the memory of the curly-haired,
dark whiskered man, as I recollect him, who bade us
good- bye on a cold ChriE<tmas day in 1861, and went
away to the South to fight for what he thought was
a Pacred cause, and to meet death as his comrade has
described it in this letter.
.A.n event occurred here the other day that also
awoke the past to some extent. It was the golden
wedding of the Rev. Jehiel Claflin, a minister of the
Christian denomination, whom I hav often heard
preach. The correspondent. of a country paper described tbe affair as "the crowning event of the sea.smr." What the subordinate events were was not
revealed. No doubt the wedding was a fine affair, as
it well might be, for as Elder Claflin had been an .A.bo
lition orator in his day and had paid the penalty for
his independence by being abused by his brethren in
the chur.ch, letters of congratu!ation were sent him
from all the old warhorses of antislavery times.
Parker Pillsbury sent one of his strong epistles; so
did Oliver Johnson and Samuel May. William Lloyd
Garrison, Jr., wrote a very good poem, and the local
poet wrote a very bad one, and there were speeches,
and presents and pie worth a year's salary, and congratulations and cake. East Westmoreland suddenly
awoke to the fact that it contained a distinguished
citizen. The Keene Sentinel printed a full, fourcolumn report of it on the front page, poetry and
a!~ and when Mr. Claflin got the paper he was moved
to declare that it was the proudest moment of his
life. He is getting to be an old man, and though he
still retains tbe power to preach, he has no permanent
.pulpit. He lost his pastorate there at home because
he had the independence to vote as he believed, but
he has never lost the good. will of the people, and he
occasionally turns an honest dollar by marrying the
boys and girls to fach other. If I ever hav a chance
to throw one of these little jobs in his way, I shall
exert myself in that direction. They tell here a story
about a wiuister who hll.d ~ bis parish an aged and

respected man, a Spiritualist, with a deep stoop to
his shoulders. The . minister was so straight as to
lean ba<'kward. The dominie one day inquired of
the aged man the reason why he carried his head depressed. The other, in reply, drew his attention to
a neighboring field of grain, and asked him if he ever
noticed that some of the stalks stood erect and others
bent. The preacher had noticed it. ''Well," said
the aged and re~>pPcted citiz~n, "if you examin them
closely you will find that the heads that droop are ·
full, while those that stand up so straight that they
lean the other way bav nothing in them."
The deacon whom I mentioned in my last year's
letter as an interesting miracle of grace still flourishes, but I regret to say that he sometimes uses
so-called profane language-not in bis own discourse,
but in repeating the words of others. .A. story moderately free from blasphemy at first, passing through
his hands, comes out with its events surrounded by
an effulgent halo of profanity. He is on the schoo]
board, and does the examining of candidates for the·
position of teacher in bis district. The. first teacher
who came to him for a certificate found him unprepared. Not being much given to study beyond the
readmg of Zio11!s Herald, be was unacquainted with
his duties, and had been so busy getting in his crops
that he had had no time, he said, t.o familiarize himself with the school curriculum.
ader the impresAion that the order of exercises was of some importance, he inquired of the applicant what she would do
upon opening school after the scholars had "kinder
settled down quiet." She replied that the reading of
the Testament was generally thought to be a good
preliq~.inary to the day's tnbulations.
"Well," said
he, "sposen you jest read off a few verses, and see
how it goes." .A. Tesbtment was produced, and the
candidate read it so tfftJctivly that anything further
was pronounced unnecessary, and the certificate was
forthwith handed over. The school which followt'd
this civil service examination was satisfactory in all
respects.
I call this man " deacon." I do not know whether
he was ever ordained as such or not; but as he livs
near the school-home where the meetings are held,
finds stable room for the horses of the worshipers
who come from a dist.ance, and invites the minister
home to dinner every Sunday (an invitation which
the minister was never known to decline), I think he
deserves some recognition more than a ordinary and
unserviceable member of the church. He is spoken
of by the nearest residents as a good man and an
obliging neighbor. He was such before his regeneration, and former habits cling to him.
I went on but one excursion, and that was a fishing picnic. The deacon had registered to go, but on
t.he appointed day it rained, and he declared that the
disappointment had so "relaxed him down" that
when a fair day came ·be hadn't sufficient energy to
undertake the trip. Others stayed at home for the
reason that while waiting for the weather to clear
off they had eaten all the pie designfld for the picnic.
The pie is an ingredient p!.irt of New England life,
and the production of it inspires the people there
to their greatest effo1ts. Three times a day and between meals is not thought too often to indulge in it.
I became more or less confirmed in the pte habit
while there, and hav since been tapering off on New
York piP, which is much inferior to the N•.1w England
manufacture, and therefore less dangerous. .A.s ·the
youth in Prohibition states are less likely to contract
the liquor-habit on account of the poor quality of the
whi~ky sold there in large drinks, so the unattractiv
nature of the New York pie diminishes the danger
which people here might be in of contracting the
oie habit if that article were as seductiv as thA New
England product. This dissertation on The Pie is
parenthetical and relates to the picnic only in that,
at the picnic aforesaid, I fell again and again,
threw prudence to the winds, and took pie with all
who invited me to dissipate.
The result is the
mental and physical wreck which you see before you.
The picnic was a success, as was everything else connected with my vacation, if I except this feeble and
imperfect account of the same.
I feel at liber~y, and also bound by prudence, to
conceal from you my true opinion of the NtJw Hampshire girl. I spoke about them to my friend, Counsellor Sherman, who is lVIayor Hewitt's rightband
shorthand writer, and he said that If he hadn't fuund
so congenial a hammock at Lake Carey, in Pennsylvania, he should regret not havmg spent his vacation
in the Granite state. I also discussed the question
with lVIr. Somerby, and he is already on his way to
New England, though as tbat is his nativ place he
has sufficient reasons for going there apart from any
allurements I hav held out. But to ward off all
further misgivings and disaster, I shall be reticent in
my communication to you. In the language of holy
writ, a word to the wise is as good as a wink to a
blind horse.
·
Space admonishes me that my letter ha<3 reached
an unrea~oLable length. .A. hundred incidents, more
interestmg, perhaps, than those I hav mentioned, I
must leave untouched. In Surry, in New Hampshire, between those giant hills that rise, and beneath
the majestic heavens that bow to meet them, in rain
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and sun, in warmth_ and coli!, in boyhood and in
manhood, I hav spent happy days. To stand there
again in the door of the old house, to see again the
familiar landscape, to hear the housewife singing
about her work, to see the husbandman "jocund
drive his team afield," to see the cornfields in the distance like an army with banners, to breathe the pure
air, and above all to feel the eternal quiet that never
comes to the dwelle1·s in cities-all this impresses a
·man against his will with the attractivness of a pastoral life. Tbiuk of it-to bav land upon which you
are not a tre~passer and a passenger; to hav about
you living things-horses, and cattle, and sheepthat are your own ; to hav a farm, and a house, and
a home, and a wife-think of that !-to bav crops that
grow while you sleep, and fields that are white to the
sickle, and only await_ the gatherer; where "to plow
is to pray, to plant is to prophesy, arid the harvest
answers and fulfils-" Think of it.
Here, in this little world of hills, men and women
are born, and liv, and st:ruggle for a season agaim,t the
law that finally draws them back again into the earth_
Yet between the cradle and the coffin they enjoy all
that life has to giv. They hav health and home,
music, papers, and books, family and friends; and so,
undecoyed by visions of a more attractiv and luxurious world outside, they liv their rural lives, and take
their honest part in our unwritten history.
F11r from the mrrrlrling crowd's ignoble strife
Their sober wi~hes never learn to stray;
Along the cool, s~qnestererl vale of life
They keep the noiseless tenor of their way.
1\"hich, I may say, in a casual way, is quoted from
the poet Gray.
But a vacation cannot last forever. The Idler at
length feels out of place among these workers. He
would like to join In their labors-the spirit is willing, but the flesh demurs, objects, and declines. The
sun scorches him, the heat melts him, the tools which
be fain would use hav a more executiv effect upon his
hands than upon their object, and the bloom comes
off his clothes. So be bids good bye with what
cheerfulne~s he can affecr, throws a last look upon
the reminders of old days, and in a few hours is back
again, with memories of bright faces behind and
a prosp~ct of congenial employment ahead, to a place
where he can be useful if not decorativ. I return
my best respects to the people of the old Granite
state.
With great admiration (not unmingled with astonishment) for your ability to get out as good a paper
while I .am gone as I do when you are away, I subscribe myself,
Your brother,
GEORGE

E.

MACDONALD.

tries in early times was tbat of the New Year.
Christ.ians placed one of their fee:tivals upon this
time and f'alled it tbe birthday of Christ.
When the days ceAsed to s'horten, and immediately
began to lengthen, it was an occasion of rejoicing.
The New Year's festival is a permanent inst.it.ution
everywhere. and through all time. The New Year is
the promis of sePdtime and h~trvest.
Go wbPre you may. you will find the majority of
people controlPd more by popular superstition than
by reason. There iR no end to the number and
variety of the forms of ~<uperF>titionf1. Almost everything baR some sort of superstitious legend associated wit.h it.
The water-spirits and mermaids abounfl in oceanEZ,
lakes. and other l~trge bodies of water. Fairies, bobg-oblinfl, spooks, fill tbe air. ThA fancy of the imAg-ination takes upon it mvriads of forms and colors.
The undevAloped mind is peopled with a world of
wonders. The primitiv man, in conAequence of hiR
limited aC'quaintance with nature, and on account of
bis belpleRRDet'IR, was almoRt constantly in a state of
11larm. The lightning-, thunder, eartbquqkes, vol·
canoes, and other phenomena filled him with tenor.
He saw dan~rer about him on all sides. and hiR fearful imagination extended so greatly the number of
ohject.s that could do him harm tha.t he became
afraid of everything- new or strange. He was a most
arrant coward. He cried out in his dist.ress, and
g-radually formed his cries into pravers. He sought,
to g-ain favor with the unseen powers. He pictured
multitunes of evil Rpirit.R lying in wait to do him injury. Hence tbe primitiv man sought lo propitiate
them with presents and RacrificeR.
With what, rare wiRdom Shakspere presents the
cowardice of human nature in Faying that
''T'is tlte eye of chilrlhood
That fears a painted devil!
We may as truly my:
''T'is the hPart of childhood
That worships an angry God.
FetishiRm is the first form of religion among
Favage tribes. In his lowest condit.ion man is a guat.
worshiper, and in his highest be bows not his hear]
nor bends bis knee in fear to gods or men, but loves
manfully all tbat is good, beautiful. ann true.
The undeveloped man is rt'ady to offer service aud
devotion t.o any perAon or thing that be thinks ran
do him good or evil. He was ready Rt any moment
to cry out "~rood Lord," "good devil." Anyone who
could beat off the evils threatened was greatly in de·
mand.
FETISHES.

These fetishes are anvthin~ which people like to select for
arloration, a tree, a mountain. th~ sea. a piPce of wood, the
tail of a lion, a pebble, a shell, salt., a plant. a flower, certain
Superstition, Ancient and :ilodern.
animals. such as cows, go>t!s. elephants, sheep, or anything
IgnoJ·ance is the mother of devotion.
like these. These are the llods of the negro, sacrerl objects,
Webster defines superstition to be, "literally, a trrlismans. The negroes offer them worship. arlrlress their
pravers to them, perform sacrifices, carry them about in prostanding still over something; hence an excessiv CPssion,
consult thPrri on great. occasions. 'rhev swear bv
reverence or fear of that which is unknown."
thPm. nnrl such oaths are never broken (De Brasses's Du
The ( 'hristian religion is an outgrowth of Judaism, Cult des Dieum Fetishes).
The nPgro supposes that the possPssion of a fetish repreand Judaism is the product of some still older religion. Man is pi·ogressiv in religion as well as in. senting a spirit, malH•s the spirit his servant. We know that
negroes beat their fetish if their prayers are nnanswererl, anrl
government, science, etc. The farther we go back I believe they serionsly think thPy thus inflict suffering on
in history the lower we find the various forms of re- the aetna! deity. Thus tlle fetish cannot frrirlv be callerl an
ligion. 'we soon reach the conclusion, after a biid irlol. The same image or objPct may inrle!'d be a fetish to
investigation, that all religions bav one common onP man anrl an idol to another. yet the two are essentially
rlifferent jn their nnture. An irlol is indeed an object of wororigin; tl:;at they all Bpring from the ignorance, ship,
while, on the contrar~', a fPtish is intenrlerl to bring the
helplessness, and fear of man. It is equally plain rleity within the control of man (Lubbock's Origin of Civilithat religious rites and ceremonies are maintained zation, P- 165).
by means of the same human weaknesses.
The
Christians do not beat their Gods, but they think
divine mysteries when set before him bewilder his tbat by importunate prayers they can torment their
mind-he knows not what to think-and when the Jehovah into compliance with their wishes. If
horrors of hell are pictured to his imagination, he is prayers are not sufficient to bri_ng bim to terms, they
t~rrorized, and not unfrequently demented. It is an resort to fasting, penance, scomging, and ot,ber
old and empty assertion to say that man bas a re- methods of self-torture, which are f:lure to place him
ligious nature. It is true only in the sense that man under obligations to assist them. The parable of the
has an ignor11nt nature, and that out of his ignorance widow and the unjust judge teaches this doctrin. spring his fears.
The early people are known to Uf! almost wholly
Tbe early progenitors of the human race had, through their childish notions. We hav stories
strictly speaking, no religion or science. They knew superimposed upon older stories, myt.hs overlying
almost nothing of the laws of nature. All remark- still more ancient myths, and legends inclosing
able phenomena were to them the work of personal within their fossil forms earlier legends. The glarspirits. l\'Ian measured everything by himself. He ing characteristics of these our primitiv ancestors
was conscious of life, and consequently to him every- were their credulity, weakness, and_ 'lruelty. · They
thing that uioved had life, either within itself or wor~:>biped not only the sun, moon, and stars, the
secretly associated with it. The sun, moon, and mountains, lakes, rivers, forests, and animals, even
stars were among the fin;t objects of his worship_ snakes, but also bits of wood, stone, Bhell, horn,
The heavenly hosts were all gods of greater or less or any other trifle to which they took a fancy. They
magnitude. _
were not always given to a belief that these objects
Origen declares that ''the stars are animate and contained within themsf'lvs the g1·eat po,wers for
rational, moved with such order and reason as it good or evil, but that by tbeir prayers certain spirits
would be absurd to say irrational creatures could would come to their rescue in the hour of danger;
fulfil."
they would giv them success in fi;;bing, bunting, or
A comet or eclipse was some celestial tramp out of in war. The savage was thrown into ahnm upon the
employment. He was a devil-god, and must either slightest thing which to him was unusual. If he
be frightened away by demoniacal noises or bought traveled by night, the rustling of a leaf or the gruntoff with a handsome bribe. The sun has been more ing of a bog was enough to ft-ighten him Every
generally worshiped than any other object. He place was the home of some bad spirit, seeking to do
brings the spring, summer, and ·autumn, turning his harm to all who came that way. Poor wretch ! he
back upon us only in winter. In every religion we had to devise some sort of insurance again~<t these
:find vestiges of the old rites of sun-worship. In the powers of darkness, and the best he could invent
Christian religion Christmas has no more to do with were the fetishes. These were bandy, decorativ, and
the birth of Christ than it has with the birth of cheap.
Buddha. A very general festival of eastern counWe moderns hav not wholly turned away from the
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gris gris businer.s, for we bav our charms, amulets,
beads, rosaries, lucky-Etones, hor.,.e-shoes, and ten
thousand other fetishes. But we are not heathen.
Ob, no; we are civilized.
It is not many years since we had the blue windowglass craze. ·It bad quite a run, but the believer
in this superstition would hav been in~;ulted if any
one bad called his foolish notions heathenish.
In the wake of the blue-glass craze another comes
in the form of the horse-shoe lunacy. And worse
still is the Salvation Army;
I think that a sens1ble pagan witnessing a parade
of the Salvati~ Army in our streets, and noting our
horse-shoe anu blue glass superstitions, might hav
good grounds for calling us heathen.
The modern fetish-worshiper, when passing a
graveyard late at night, is greatly troubled lest the
ghosts come out of their graves to carry him off, or
at least "to put a spell on him." To resist and repel
this dangerous attack, he whistles and, perhaps,
counts his beads, if he has time.
I once knew a lady who, though not very pious,
was nevertheless quite superstitious. During a
severe thunder-storm she would usually take down
her Bible and begin to read. The Bible was her
fetish. God could not bav the heart to strike her
with his lightning when she was in the act of serving
him.
In the Boston Journal of Cltemi8t1·y, 1879. is a remarkable
instance of the survival of an old superstition. A druggist
in Texas latl'ly paid $250 for a" mad-stone-" The stone was
founrl in the stomach of a deer several years ago, and is
reputed to possess the virtue of curing the bites of mad dogs,
snakes, and all other venomous animals and reptils (Credulities, p. 161, W. Jones).
FEAR.

Let us look for a moment at the conspicuous place
fear held in the Hebrew religion.
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom (Ps. cxi,
10).
But this is not true; the fear of the Lord is the
beginning of superstition. How often this old counterfeit has been palmed off on us as a genuin truth!
And we, with remnants of fear in us, dared not question the imposture.
It is a fparful thing to fall into the hands of the living God
(Heb.x,8Q.
.
The wise man will then keep out of his hands and
hav no dealings with him.
Ye shall not fenr other gods, nor bow yourselvs to them,
1101' sacrifice to them (2 Kings xvii, 85). ·
And ye shall not fear other gorl~ (2 Kings xvii, 87).
Fear not the gods of the Amorites (.Judges vi, 10).
But he forsaketh the fear of of the almighty (Job vi, 14).
In thy fear (0 Lord) will I worship toward thy holy temple (Ps. v, 7).
Serve the Lord with fear (Ps. ii, 11).
Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling. Everywhere in the Hebrew scriptures fear is
the loftiest and most prominent virtue in the calendar of duty. Nor can it be denied tbat the Jews had
good grounds for fear. Jehovah seems to hav been
angry nearly all of the time, and, do what they
might, his people could never keep him pleased for
any great length of time.
THE ANGER OF THE LORD.

Upon returning from Mount Sinai, l\'Ioses found
the Israelites worshiping a golden calf, whereupon
be broke the two tables of stone, fasted forty days
a.nd nights, and then upbraids his people in these
terms:
For I was afraid of the anger and hot displeasure wherewith the Lord was wroth against you to destroy you (Deut.
ix, 19).
That the Lord may turn from the fierceness of his anger
(Deut. xiii, 17).
The " wrath of God" is a very common phrase in
the Hebrew writings. This form of expression is
often varied; sometimes it is the "fierce wrath," or
" the fierceness of his great wrath," " the fierceness
of his anger," his "hot displeasure," the "vengeance
of the Lord."
VPngeance is mine, and I will repay, saith the Lord (Rom.
xii, 19). ·
Some of these terms appear on almost every page
of the Bible.
The Old Testament speaks of Jehovah as if he
were a monster. It describes him as a cruel despot
who commands his people to do tho most atrocious
deeds for no particular reason, except that be has become angry and jealoufl. In his hot displeamre be
often drives his people to murderous wars upon
neighboring tribes. Every page of the Old Testament displays gbastly traces of a ghastly people and
their ghastly God.
.
W. S. BELL.
(TO BE CO~TINUED.)

C.
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Reynolds's Lecture Appointnwnts.

Rweet Home'. Incl. .................................... September 8. 9
Monticello. Ill. ................................................... 14, 15_ Hi
Mattoon, Ill. ................................................. 18, 19, 20. 21
CentraliH, 111. ..................................................... 22. 2:~- 24
BelleviiiP, IlL. ................................................. , .. 25. 2() 27
Minier.lii ... ,............................................... October 1, 2, 8
We>tfiel(l, I\1 ......................................................... 5. 6, 7
Olney. IJL ................................................. ,, .... _12. 18. 14
Chicag-o, Til. (Americrrn Secular Union Congrcss)" ...... 15, 16
Tbrre iR opportunity to Fecurc l<·C'tures hrtwern the 7th t~
12th of October by writing ttt once to C. B. Reynolds so let,~
ter will reach him at Monticello or Mattoon.
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not fight over the holy sepulcher. Did God will all
this! If the devil had willed it and carried out his
intentions, could the crusades hav ended worse than
they did T Is Mr. George's hope for the success of
the new crusade based upon the happy results of the
old ones!
To say that·God wills it is no argument.· Indeed,
it generally indicates a total lack of argument. It
has been the cry of fanaticism in all ages, and in all
ages the struggle for liberty has been a struggle
between the will of the people and the alleged will
of God. The will of God means a theocracy. The
will of the people means a republic. If there is
merit in a new doctrin, let that doctrin stand upon
that merit. Let reason rule. " Let the ghosts go.
Let them cover their eyeless sockets with their fleshless hands and fade forever from the imaginations of
men."

Mexican Politics and Rt>ligion.
It is a· fact· proved by history that when religion is

Single subscription ••..•...•.••.•••••••.•..•..•....•.•••....•..•• $S 00
5 00 introduced into politic~;~, 'politics is corrupted and
One subscriptio~ two years, in advance ••.••.•••.•.•••.•.
5 00
Two new subscribers .......••••...•·•••..•.•.•••.••.•••.••.•.•. •
even religion is not made more attractiv. Texas
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere5 00 found that out in her recent Prohibition campaign,
mittance ...•....•......••......•.......•.•..••.....••.•...•....•
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
'Z 00 and our sister republic, Mexico, is' learning the lesremittance •....••..••....••..•... · · · · ··· ·••· ·••· · ·•···••···••
son. There [are in that republic two parties, the
One subscription with three new i!mbscribers, in one
remittance ...•••..•..•..••............•..•........•.•....•....
8 50 Liberal and the Clerical, the former made up
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .•.••.....•..•••.•......•.•.••... •.....••.. ••••••. •• 10 00 mainly of Protestants and no-religionists; the
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
latter, of Jesuits. The constitution and adminiswith one remittance.
tration are much like those of the Uniied:States, and

" God Wills It."
So said Henry George in a speech the other evening before the Anti-Poverty Society. "This is a
new crusade," he declared. " As in the old crusades
the cry was, 'God wills it,~ so in this crusade the
cry is,' God wills it.'"
It is true, according to history, that "God wills
it" was substantially the battle-cry of the old crusaders who took up those ill-fated excursions against
the Mohammedans for the possession of Jerusalem.
When Pope Urban stood upon an elevated scaffold at
Clermont and harangued the crowd, he cried out,
"It is the will of God," and the throng took up the
cry. " It is indeed his will," went on the pope ;
"and let these words be your war-cry when you find
yourselvs in the presence of the enemy. You are
soldiers of the cross ; wear, then, on your breasts or
on your shoulders the blood-red sign of him who
died for the salvation of your souls." If Mr. George
is a true crusader, he will adopt this "blood-red
sign." Of course, the red flag of the Socialists,
whom he has excluded, will not be practicable.
At the time of the first of the old crusades the
people of Latin Christendom to a large extent owned
the land on which they dwelt. At the outbreak
of the holy-city fanaticism they sold or mortgaged
their homes, and the merchants and traders came
into possession of them, the result being a monopoly
of the land. It is doubtful if the present movement
will awaken such enthusiasm or bring about such a
result. To sell all that thou hast and giv to the
Anti Poverty Society has not as yet become a cardinal
doctrin of the new crusade.
Peter the Hermit started through Hungary for the
holy land with one hundred thousand followers.
Seven thousand of these· reached Constantinople,
crossed the Bosphorus, and were murdered by the
Turks. When the hosts undflr Godfrey came thither
on the way to Palestine they found a heap of human
bones. Did " God will it!" Henry George started
out with sixty-eight thousand followers. How many
of them will be with him at the holy sepulcher
of abolished Poverty ?
In the old crusade there was a serious split between the Latin and Greek Christians. There was
no central authority, and each clung to the system
of private warfare. This may be typical of the split
in the United Labor· party.
The second crusade was a failure. The third
crusade fell through for the reason that the leaders
fought among themselvs. The fourth crusade was
. attended by ill success. The fifth crusade captured
Jerusalem for a short time. The sixth crusade was
bootless. The seventh crusade was, like the majority of its predecessors, a dismal failure. The eighth
crusade did not get there. The ninth and last
reached Nazareth, slaughtered its inhabitants, and
then returned to England. The holy city is tO-day
in the hands of the Infidel, and the alleged tomb of
Christ is guarded by a Mohammedan soldier, whose
duty it is to see that Christians of different Beets do

hav been since 1857, though twice overthrown and
restored. Formerly the Catholic church owned
nearly one-third of the real-estate of the entire
country, but their landed property has since been
nationalized, the convents abolished, and superfluous
church- buildings sold or converted to public use.
For this sequestration of their property the Catholics
had only themselvs to thank. They had become so
overbearing and so intolerant of all other forms of
belief or unbelief, that theirs was the only creed permitted in the country. The times called for either
nationalization of their property or another French
revolution.
- At present the war between the Liberal and
Clerical parties is reported to be extremely animated.
The JJfonitor Republica no, a Liberal newspaper published in the City of Mexico, in its issue of September
3d says that there appears to be a welHormed plan
among the Jesuits to destroy in Mexico the precious
achievement of religious liberty, and charges that the
higher as well as the lower class of the clergy is constantly preaching a crusade against religious tolerance
as enjoined by the constitution of the country. The
Monitor charges that ecclesiastial penalties are inflicted for reading the Liberal party newspapers, and
that recent acts of some of the bishops tend to revive the institutions of the Middle. Ages. It also
charges tbat this intolerance, displayed in the persecutions of the people wbo hold liberal vie\Ys, is the
chief cause of there being no influx of foreign immigration into the country, and says: "It is feared
with reason that the clergy contemplate repeating on
1\fexican soil the horrible atrocities of Saint Bartholomew's Day in France."
It is proposed by the Liberals ~to immediately organize anti-clerical leagues throughout the republic.
One has already been established in the City of
Mexico, which declares undying hostility to the
Jesuits, and states its purpose to be the emancipation of the IndiaJ;~S of the country from the slavery
of ecclesiastical rule, and compe11ing observance of
the reform laws. In a circular letter addressed to
the public, the league says it is opposed to bloodshed, and only desires an intellectual struggle.
An intellectual st.ruggle is exactly the kind of
~truggle which the Jesuits will not giv the Liberals.
They will fight the~ as the Catholics fight in this
country, by the corruption of legislatures and by the
exercise of arbitrary power over the ignorant and
superstitious. The recent instructions of a Puebla
bishop to his subjects not " to hav even the slightest
social or business intercourse with Protestants" is an
example of the latter method, and the attempts of tbe
clergy to obtain concessions from the government al·lowing the church more privileges than it now has is
an example of the former. The Clerical organs all over
the country set themselvs in open hostility to the
United States and American institutions, and oppose
the development of intercourse between the two republics. It is prophesied that the religious controversy will enter into the next presidential election,
as the only questio:p. in Mexican politics just now a.p-

pears to be whether Mexico shall remain a republic
and take its place "among the nations of the earth,"
or relapse into a hierarchy, as it was in colonial
tiiQ.es, and sink to the level of other countries in
which the church has undisputed control, as it certainly will do if the priests come once more into
power. With the examples of all these, other countries before them, it would 'seem that the people of
Mexico must be blind if they do not take the proper
course and deny the Jesuits every vestige of political
power beyond what they may properly exercise as
individuals and citizens of a republic.

Labor Holiday.
The first Monday of September having been made
a legal holiday by Governor Hill and the New York
legislature, and having been christened Labor Day
by general consent., it was duly observed by a portion
of the toilers of New York city and elsewhere. It
was not, however, accepted by all the employers
without protest. They argue that, coming as it
does at a busy time in the fall trade, and affecting
this state exclusivly, and New York city particularly,
its institution is prejudicial to the business interests
of both state and city. Nevertheless, it was a great
day, and vast throngs joined in its celebration.
Those who could not feel that they were sufficiently
entitled to the name of "laborers" to join the parade
could· at least stand upon the sidewalk and see the
procession go by, or, if they felt so disposed, they
could observe the day by working in the usual manner.
Opinion is divided as to the wisdom of making
this additional legal holiday. It is called class legislation, since it is theoretically a iegal recognition of
a labor class as distinct from a class who are not
supposed to be laborers. Ex:actly where the line between these is to be drawn, no one, we take it, would
be able to say, unless it be between employers and
employees. As a matter _of fact, however, employers
often work harder and longer than any whom they
employ. With them left out of a labor demonstration, therefore, the ha.rdest workers are unrepresented, while if they were to be included the demonstration would lose its character and become general.
Labor day owes its origin to the political influence
which the various labor organizations were able to
bring to bear upon the governor and legislature. It
therefore belongs especially to organized labor, and
Organized Labor day would much more accurately
describe it than its present name. But as the labor
organizations hav an autonomy of their own and are
supposed to exercise a control over their members,
the question may properly be asked why they should
seek legal recognition of a day which they hav set
apart as their own. ThPir disciplin, their numbers,
and consequently their strength, could be displayed
in a much more imposing manner if the observance
were more exclusiv and if, so to speak, they had the
day to th~mselvs. They would then, in most
instances, lose the pay for the day's work which they
might otherwi~e hav performed, but this sacrifice
would be only another proof of devotion to their
cause.
The act of making a holiday a legal one has of
itself. very little force, as witness the prevalent dis-·
regard of the Saturday half-holiday. Every holiday
means so much money withdrawn from the wages of
the laborer, since the state has no right to force a
corporation or an individual to pay for labor not performed. It is in every instance, except that of public employees,' the generosity of the employer that
stands between the laborer and the loss of pay for
his holidays.
The chief objection to Labor day is its legal character. All workers hav a right to govern themselvs
as to the time they shall work and the time they
shall not work. They can, however, hav no right to
coerce others into idleness. Suppose business men
should through political influence secure a legal holiday to be known as Employers' day, and suppose
they should then compel their employees to work
that day without pay. This would be exactly equal to
the demand of the employee that the employer shall
pay him for a day upon which he does not work.
Labor is honorable and almost universal. Nearly
everybody works. Those who do not work lead
lives of uselessness. A true labor holiday would be
a holiday for all except the drones who do nothing
and who therefore hav a perpetual holiday. A legal
holiday should be the choice of the whole people.
Class holidays should not be made legal. lf the
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ing to physical health are such as eminent physicians_
prescribe. The school trustees, in a majority of
cases, are honestly desirous of promoting the value
of the school in their charge. In making vaccination
compulsory they believe they are taking measures of
great . sanitary importance. The state places the
power in their hands, and therefore the rule is
legal.
But it is, nevertheless, an invasion of personal
liberty that is galling to parents who conceive that
they are the proper ones to say what shall be done
to and for their children. ,A.nd what makes the
matter worse is the fact that hundreds of childrt~n
hav contracted disease by being vaccinated, while
the fact that smallpox did not &&ttack those who may
hav been vaccinated is a case of providential escape
from disaster due to not being where the disaster
occurred.
A great many vaccinated people bav
afterward had the dreaded disease.
There are two sides to this question. It is conceded, in the first place, that it is the duty of the
scho0l authorities to do what is in their power to
prevent the spread of contagious diseases among the
large number of school children collected in a city
public school. The m~jority of human opinion is in
favor of vaccination. Of course, the majority is just
as apt to be wrong as the minority, and it is not
necessary to discuss that. But the majority being in
favor ofit, the school trustees are justified, so far as
a majority ean justify any governmental measure, in
adopting the rule. They are trying to do their
duty.
On broader grounds-and these are the grounds
upon which we stand-the majority has no right to
impose any such rule upon the minority in matters
upon which there is such diversity of opinion as
upon this subject. It is, therefore, a question of the
limitation of the powers of government; and as most
people are probably agreed that governmental powers
should be restricted as much as is compatible with
public safety, the vaccination rule, considering the
unreliability of the process, is an infringement of
personal and political rights.
·
But Mr. Archibald will hav to submit or send his
child to a private school.

people find that they are necessary or desirable, they
will adopt them and observe them, and Labor day
has still to undergo this test. It must be admitted
_that the general observance of September 5th indicates that, as a day of recreation, the people of New
. York hav pronounced in its favor.

Plf'ty Against Honesty in New Jersey.
The bill of costs which the clerk of the Morristown
court charged up against Mr. Reynolds, and which
Colonel Ingersoll paid last May, is very interesting
reading. It proves what we said at the time,· that
when a Jersey -Christian gets a chance at a New
York heretic's pocket, he dives deep and stays down
a good while.
· The swindle, it will be observed, begins early
in the record, and goes right through. No respect
is paid by the clerk, or his deputy, to the law; the
idea that possessed them seems to hav been to
extract as many dollars from the heretic aA possible.
If it has all gone into the state treasury, we are very
much surprised.
J?uring the trial we were astonished at the number
of witnesses against Mr. Reynolds called by the
district attorney. It is explained now. He was
piling up costs for the benefit of the clerks. Two
witnesses only need hav been called, and their fees
by law could only hav reached 90 cent!:l, for they
were residents of Morristown, and the law allows no
mileage when the witnesses reside within one mile of
the court. We wonder if the district attorney bene·
fited by the host of swearers 1 When he addressed
the jury, which was not remanded, but for whose
remand the clerk duly charged, Mr. Cutler bore down
heavy upon the necessity of upholding the Law.
The Law, E>aid Mr. Cutler, is the shield of our
liberties. The Law is the palladium of New Jersey's
rights. The L!tw is the expression of the People's
Will. The L<J.w must never be broken with impunity.
With the defendant's opinions the jury had naught
to do. It was with the Law only that they could be
concerned. The Law demanded the punishment of
blasphemers, and it was solely to maintain the
majesty of the L11w, the expression of the People's
Will, that he sought the conviction of the defendant.
At all hazards, gentlemen, he. concluded, keep inviolate the Law.
How be himself kept the law the figures of the bill
of costs show.
The illf'gal practice of over-charging losers in law
courts, while not confined to New Jersey, is probably
more extensivly in vogue in that state ·than any
other. The New Jersey friend who aided us in this
exposure, on one occasion was overcharged to such
an extent that he sued the cotirt officials and compelled them to refund. In obtaining this list of costs
we ourselvs had to suffer. The legal fee for furnishing a copy of a bill of costs is fifty cents. We we.re
compelled to pay one dolla1· and fifty cents for it.
From th11.t commencement the swindle is continuous.
Many of the illegal items are printed in '"the columns,
showing that overcharging has become a settled custom, and that the clerks hav become bold and brazen
in their illegal iniquity.
Mr. Reynolds ba'! before him the opportunity of
teaching these people a lesson. Here before him are
the charges; there the law prescribing the penalties
for the theft from Colonel Ingersoll's pocket. _ The
suit that. he could bring might convert a few of New
Jersey's pe·ople from Christianity to honesty.

Vaccinating

~chool

Children.

Mr. 1. W. Archibald, of Everett, Mass., sent his
little girl to a publin school of that place, but she
was refused admission because abe had not been
vaccinated. He wants to know what he can do
about it.
The case is an aggravating one, but by no means
isolated.
The Eame rule regarding vaccination
obtains in most large cities, and is based upon
the popular idea that inoculation prevents smallpox. The physicians of the most eminence-whether
they are the best or not is another matter-hold this
theory. The boards of education in cities are composed of more or less respectable gentlemen who are
not physicians. The moral, mental, and physical
welfare of school children is placed in their care. In
re ard to morals they compel the teachers to teach
g
'
f .
the generally accepted tenets. The course 0 mstruction is mapped out by successful educators and
)tdopted by the school trustees. The rules pertain-

THE Radical. of London, reports that the Balls Pond Secular Sick and Tontine Society has recently been registered
under the FriPndly Societies Act, and is now in working
order. The objects of the society are to provide medical air!
and a weekly allowance for members in case of sickness, to
furnish aid to members in ca~e of accident, and to provide
for the interment of deceased members or their wives. The
subscription rates are low, and the benefits are said to he as
generous as they can he consistently with fairness and stability. Many Freethinkers bav expressed a desire to see such
a society established, and London Secularists hav now an
opportunity of joining one which may he said to he designed
by Freethinkers for Freethin\,ers.
THE Rev. J. J. White was formerly pastor of the Methodist church at New London, Conn., but through a wicked
cnn~piracy, involving his personal repuhttion, he was expelled from the pulpit. He at once formed an independent
church, and " the Lord blessed his labors," as he claims.
Meanwhile, the church which cast him out got in debt, and
the other day was sold at auction, the purchaser being none
other than the Rev. J. J. White himself. He will move his
inrlependent congregation into the old. building, and will
enjoy the fame which comes to all preachers who attend
strictly to their ministerial functions.
MRs. SLENKEE deAires any friend having copies of THE
TRUTH Su:EKEE they do not wish to preserve to mail them to
her. Those later than July will he most serviceable, though
old ones will serve her for circulating. She has many poor
friends who ask her for Liberal papers, and her regular supply is insufficient.
-------4~.-------

THE Young Men's Christian Association of Brockton,
Mass., refuse to receive the donated suh~cription of the
Providence People becauge that paper quoted Thomas Paine's
splenrlid sentiment : "The world is my country; to do good
my religion."

Lectures and Meetings.
DR. J. L. YoRK will lecture for Friendship Liberal League,
Philadelphia, Sunday evenings, September 25th and October
2d, in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets, at 8 o'clock.
As these lectures are to be free to the public, Liberals
throughout the state are earnestly requested to attend and
assist to meet expenses. Geo. Longford, secretary, 1106
Leopard street.
A PRELIMINARY state society, to be known as the" The
Colorado Liberal Union," was organized in Longmont, Col.,
in May. Judge Woy was elected president; Etta Dunbar,
secretary and treasurer, Longmont; W. F. Jamieson, state
lecturer and corresponding secretary, Monte Vista, Col.
Longmont Liberals paid to th6 lecturer $100 toward the fund
to canvass the state, lecture, and organize Liberal societies.
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Annual membership fee, $1. Liberals all over the state
should send in their names and become acquainted with
each other. Address W. F. Jamieson, Monte Vista, Col.
J. F. BEOK, secretary of the Adams county, Ohio, Secular
Union, writes: "Please announce in Tille TauTR Su:li:Kli:R
that Charles Watts, editor of Secula,r Tlwu.(/ht, Toronto, Can.,
has been secured for a course of seven lectures for our third
annual Liberal camp-meeting, to be held at Peebles and
West Union, 0., on September 16th, 17th, and 18th. Peebles
is on the Cincinnati & E'\stern R'\ilroad. connecting Cincinnati and Portsmouth. Freethinkers in those two cities will
please observe and he sure to attend the entire course
bringing as many of their orthodox friends as can be induced
to listen to reason. The subjects are as follows : 1. • Secularism: What Is It?' 2. 'Unbelief: Its Nature and Value.'
3. 'Morality and Religion : Which?' 4. 'Science: Its
Struggles and Triumphs.• 5. 'Christianity : What Has It
Done?' 6. ' Atheism ard Theism.' 7. ' The Nightmare of
Theology.'"

Heretical Personalities.
WHEN E. A. Stevens writes letters he shows his appreciathn of the ladies by adding postscripts .. P.S. No.2 of
his last to us runs this. way: "Al~h~ngh in a hurry, I do
want to express mv h1gh appreCiatiOn of those articles
by Felix Oswald. Suppose you are going to publish in book
form. I hope so, at any rate. He comhinP.s rare literary
skill with profound philosophy and sciPntific research, and
can conrlense more thought into an orrlinary article than anv
man I know of." For the information or" Mr. Stevens and
other admirers of ProfPsRor Oswalrl, we may say that as soon
as the series is completed, it will be brought out in that
handsome form of book which Mr. Somerhv knows so well
how to force from unwilling artiRans. It will probably make
over two hundred pages, and sell for a dollar.
WATSON HESTON, whoRe arti.qtic work in TRE TRUTH
SKEKKR has been so generallv commenrled and criticised, is a
young man of only one hunrlrPd and seventeen pnnnds avoirdupois, most of which weight is above his shoulders. He is
quick, nervous, and honv, anrl always sympathizes with the
under rlog in a fight.. He looks the typical Westerner, and
if he should rlon a slouch hat and tuck his trousers into his
hoot-legs he might he taken for a miniature cowboy. He has
been married fourteen years, and considers it not a little
remarkable that he and. his wife are in love yet. He DPVer
hstd. a lesson in drawing in biA life, hnt will move to New
Ynrk this fall and study art. His arlmirers may therefore
look fm an improvement in the tecbniqne of his work, but
he will find it requires effort to improve his ideas.
C. P. FAERli:LL, Colonel Ingersoll's publisher, bas been
~<penrling the summer at Franconia. N. H. Like all the folks
(rPgarrlle~s of sex) arounrl Colonel Ingersoll, be is one of the
best fpllows in the world, and dPserves his good fortune.
He UAed to be a merchaut in Illinois, but after marrying Mrs.
TngPrsoll's siRter he started in to spread heresy by putting
Colonel Ingersoll's lectures upon the m~trket in an attractiv
anrl re•pectahle ~<lyle. He bas been verv successful in this,
and hut for the hook thieves who steal the property of Mr.
Tnl!ersoll, the sale of the writing-s of this one author would
make a business of enormous proportions. and l\ePp Mr.
FarrPll busy. Mr. Farrell is about thirtv-flve years old, big
and. bony, never loses his temper, and quotes Ingersoll inces~antly; but the best thing he has sairl lately is that be expects
to publish Colonel Ingersoll's speech in the Reynolds trial
next month.
No>v that onr genial associate, C. P. Somerhy, the Business
End of the Truth Seeker Company, is away up in New
Hampshire SPeking a little rest, we can tell what he is like
without making him blush. Before THE TuUTH SEEKER
invaded Now York, Mr. Somerhy was publishing Infidel
bonks in this city. He is tall, strong, and brunet, a descendant of the Puritans, a Vermonter by birth, a whilom
resident of the great Northwest, and knows more about heretical books than anyone else in the conQtry. In social economy he is a Communi~t. in religion an Atheist-Positivist; in
politics be is a Prohibitionist and for the best man. His
strong points of character are modesty, honesty, and enthusiasm, and a firm belief that a hundred years from now the
world will be a great rleal better than it is at present. He is
about forty-four years old, married, and never so happy as
when helping along the progressiv swing of the universe.
J. L. York is on his way East, and will be in this city soon.
He writes that "things are booming" in Pittsburgh, and expects them to boom in Philadelphia, which citv he will soon
reach. Dr. York is another hi~ and bony Infidel, of strong
personality, anrl posse~ses sufficient of what is called "ma!?netism" to hold his audience in sympathy with him. He IS
a Spiritualist, but, as they say of people who are quietly religious, he doesn't work at it much. He has lived something
over half a century, a great deal of the time in California,
owns a place in San Jose, makes money at lecturing, and
spends it freely in spreading the gospel of Freethought. If
the Manbattan Liberal Clnh will giv him an evening, and the
audience a collection. New Yorkers will hear him next
month, and the Man With a Badge-Pin will describe his eloquence with that regard for Truth which so well becomes
IIim. The best thing about Dr. York is that he takes his
wife with him on his travels.
MRs. ELMINA D. Sr.ENKEH, whose affairs are attracting a
!!Dod deal of attention just now, will he sixty years old two
days before next Christmas. Her father was a Quaker
preacher, and was turned out of his pulpit for his heresy.
Mrs. Blenker is the eldest of six girls, and is a heretic in everythino-. Perhaps no other person, aside from Liberal editors,
bas ~ritten so many articles for Liberal jo:nnals as she. She
writes so many that she hasn't time to spell out the words
she uses, and printers often bav to he mind-readers to get
the meanio~ of her sentences. She is so honest that she is
easilv decetved. and no doubt some of her correspondent::
bav taken advantage of this fact. Her husband owns a
woollen mill in Snowville,· and is well to do for that section
of the country, but his wealth is chiefly in his mill. Should
Mrs. Blenker he fined to t.be extent of the law, it would
almoet ruin him to pay the fine. Mrs. Blenker is a plain,
grandmotherly countrywoman, used to hard work, but living more outside of her surroundings than in t.hem. She is
unconventional to a painful extent, and hates a hypocrit.
In her hands a hoe is as familiar as a pen, and her garden is
the pride of her neighborhood. She is a botanist of no little
information, and her simple descriptions of plants aqd flowers take witb. the children immensely,
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the colored people), for I sincerely believe there is more
religious bi~?:otry among us than among any other race in
America, and I hav often said that if there are any miracles
of the nineteenth century, it is the black man's religion.
LRXINGTON, KY., Aug. 23, 1887.
Inclosed I send you a list of the works I want. Hoping the
MR. EDITOR: I will relate a little story my father used to
time is not far distant when I can bPcome a regular patron of
tell. An Irishman came to this conntry, an-d thought lte
your praiseworthy journal, Yours for the motto of your
would go to the Protestant church. The parson's sermon
paper,
C. S. HANOE,
was on Samson. After he got through, the Irishman goes
Late 1st Sergt. Co. I, 102d Mich. Col. Regt.
up to him. and tapA him on the ~boulder and says:
"And what mighty mon was that you was a-talking about
DEs MoiNEs, Aug. 29, 1887.
awhile ago?"
DEAI~OLD TRUTH SREKER: Another year has rolled around,
"It was Sam~on, the strongest man that ever lived."
which reminds me that it is the proper time to lay in my
Says Pat: "Faith and bejases, I hav a full cousin in the ~piritual food for the year of '88. I hav been a close reader
north of Ireland could sweep hell and blazes out of your of THE TRUTH BEKKER for srme time; am well pleased with
strong Samson, so he could."
J.P. J.
it, and the cartoons are immense. They are the text
from which I do my preaching. We would hav much
SNOHOMISH CITY, WA~H. TER., Aug. 24, 287.
healthier sermons wound off to the world if th·e sky pilots
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10 for five new subscribers.
would study and preach from those truthful texts. I hav
Send papers as per inclosPd li~t. Before this reaches you,
but one objection to your paper, and I will now giv it. I
you will hav learned that Mr. Putnam has been and gone.
think it would be policy to let up on those letters of Mrs
But I hope it will not be out of place to say a word in
Colman. They would do for the Grand Army posts, or for
his favor. I think he is just. immense. He was well received
the Republican office seeker, but for those seeking truth,
by a large portion of our community, and made many friends
they certainly are out of place, and take up valuable space
for the Liberal cause. He draws well, and holds about all
of the best paper in the world. Blaine or John Sherman
he draws ..
would pay her liberally for those negro-suffering letters. I
Some of our lady friends said to me that they were very
hav quit reading them. I send you three new subscribers
sorry that he had left. I ~aid to them he (Mr. Putnam), like
with my own, and postal order of $10. You see that I hav
·christ, had promised ·to come again; and I was quite sure he
not taken out any commission for those I am entitled to, or
would be here first, as he had given us the date;
for the collections and remittances for other small favors I
J. 8. MARTIN.
hav done. Now if you will send me the photos of Paine
and others advertised, I will rtmit if there is any difference.
ALOOVE, NEB., Aug. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: My letter to THE TRUTH BEEKER about the first The names I send you as subscribers are the leading men of
of March, 1887,1ed parties to address me in regard to gov- this city, moneyed men, and if they become as interested as
ernment land, and also numerons other questions, so I was myself, we can then hav some lectures delivered here. It i~
led to send a second, which was printed August 20, 1887. a shame that there is no move made in this city. We could
Now, I recdve letters wanting to know why I do not tell safely say that one-half of our population would indorse the
teachings of THE TRUTH BEEKER if we get at them in some
the whole TRUTH SEEKER family all about it.
Truly,
·
C.A..Pr. T. J. KENNEDY.
I will say right here I will write a piece for your paper way.
once a week if they will pay you for your trouble printing it.
BosToN, MAss., Sept. 1; 287.
I want nothing for writing. I will giv them my views as
MR. EDITOR: As Brother Koezly· declines my improvebest I can on paper, including health out here, productivness
of the soil lnrlians, cattle ranclles, water, fuel, and last, but ment on his proposition, and as betting or any other form
not least, ~11 about the government land. If you do not wish of gambling is against my principles, I wiil consequently
it I will send it to any other Liberal paper they may select.' acc~pt the offer he made to leave the question to an editor
Should they select some other paper, iu that case, I would for settlement, and will name Editor Ma~donald of this paper.
like to hav them send me a copy of the. paper while I am whose decision-in my favor:__is already in print, and will
be found on page 3 of THE TRUTH BEEKER Annual for 1886.
HENRY W. MATTLEY.
writing.
It is contained in these words in the explanation of a
SAN DmGo, CAL., Aug. 31, 1887.
perpetual calendar, viz., "At the beginning of every century
MR. Em·roR: I assisted at first, and hav helped to nourish leap-year, is omitted, except every fourth century-1600,
thee in all tl.1y year~, and am pleaoed ta greet thy comings 2000, etc.," which words completely refute and overthrow
-even with thy faults, which I hope will disappear in age Brother Koezly's unique idea-and upon which his mistaken
Do you ask me what? Let me say, in mauy things, I think computation is based-that it took 1601 to begin that centyou are too tender-footed-too much under the control of ury.
church and state-and fear. to expPse those multiplied
The Year of Science calendar having, therefore-as everycurses that lie at the very bottom of the iniquities that you one can plainly see-bf'gnn its centuries or hundreds on the
combat on the surface. That the inherent enemy of most of same day that the superstitions style "A.D." began one, viz
our multiplied organizations is popery, from crown to sole, Jan. 1, 1600, it must then, of course, use the identical1
is no secret to the initiated. And if these continue, and all figures for its tens and units that the Christian calendar does.
the women (things and all) should vote, what would the and consequently the date 287 mu•t certainly correspond
next c~ntury be? A set of wild. church dervishes, outlined with the 1887 date of the humbug "Year of 0nr Lord" style.
now ir. Abyssinia, where the lineage is on the mother's side. Can anything be plainer, and is not Brother Koezly satisfied
Alas! th~re are but few men and women ·who dare to act now that he was in the wrong in his figuring?
up to their convi-ctions, one to elevate the mental standard,
His confusion arises largely from supposing that calendarF
and the other the physical.
use the figure 1 as the starting-point of a new century, but it
The church only requires dwarfs and cripples-it ever has
he will just "point off" 'the year 16"0, be will see that it giv~
bred and ever will breed disease to fill its pews.
16 for the hundreds, 0 for the tens, and 0 also for the unit
ABRAM BRONSON.
with which to inaugurate the first year of the 17th century.
which was none other than the year 1600, as is now proved
NEw YoRK, Aug. 27, 1887.
Gxo. N. HILL.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of August 6th Mr. S. D. to him in his own desired manner.
Jeffers asks where he can get land that he can liv on and
CoLUMBus, 0., Ang. 4, 1887.
cultivate for five years aud call his own. I know nothing
MR. EDITOR: One of the most striking features of the visit
about Western land, but there are yet a few acres of homestead laud in Florida that can be secured. It is called of Dr. York to this city was his address to the prisoners of
"state selected lanrl," which means that the state has tried the Ohio State Penitentiary on Sunday, August 28th, at th~
togobble it as swamp land, but Uncle Sam has refused to hour they meet for chapel exercises, 10 A.llf. Captain
giv it up. There are about two thousand acre~ of ~orne Koehne, one of the officials of the place, succeeded in getting
stead land in Dade county, near Indian and Jub1ter nvers, permission to dispense with the general program, and allow
and about three miles north of Jubiter inlet, which fact is the doctor to occupy the entire forty-five minutes. All went
not generally known in Florida. Anyone interested can send off well, apparently, till the arrival that morning. on the
$1 to the p;overnnwnt land office at Gainesville, Fla., for a grounds, when printed programs were distributed saying
map of Town~hip 40. south of Range 42 East. I hav se- that the time would be occupied by "hymn, prayer, scriptcured a homestead there and am satisfied with it, but hav no ure reading, hymn, sermon by Rev. De Bruin." Against
advice to giv others. ·As yet it is a wilderness; nei-ghbors this the doctor immediately protested to the warden, refusare few, and mi.tsketoes are plenty. Homesteads cost $14, ing to be brought in as a" side-show," which it was uncalled receiver's fees. An affidavit is necessary, signed b_v doubtedly the scheme of the Christian mamigers to do. The
two witnesses, declaring that they know the land to be free warden being a gentlemen, besides seeing the injustice of so
from overflow aud fit for cultivation. But a party without meanly using him after promising him the time, told him to
several hundred dollars to start in with would better seek pnceed, and that he should hav the entire time. After the
prisoners were seated the doctor read a beautiful poem. The
his fortune elsewhere.
G. W. HALL.
choir then sang a hymn, after which came a splendid address
NATIONAL MILITARY HoME, 0., Aug. 30, 1887.
by the doctor upon right living t~_tught without Christianity,
MR. EDTTOU : I hav had the privilege of reading your leading back to the days of happy childhood, of the love of
valuable paper through the courtesy of an old comrade, aud mother, of brothers and sisters, and the impossibility of hapknow that it advocates the dnctrins that I always loved-the piness without character. He interspersed his speech with
doctrin of universal rights and the comruon brotherhood of hygienic suggestions that might improve their condition
man. I do not w1sh to be considered egotistic when I say physically, mentally, and socially. Many· of these poor, unthat I spent three years and seven months fighting in the fortunate fellows, as they thought of their homes as pictured
service of my country to establish the fact that all men were by the speaker, had to hide their faces and weep the tears of
created equal, and we all supposed that the damning heresy saddened disappointment. At other times at his pleasantries
that oppression of any kind was a divine institution had would they rattle their feet like good fellows. It was a treat
been shot to death on a hundred bloody battlefields in the for them, and those close by in the choir whispered an invilate rebellion. I was therefore surprised and dumbfounded tation to the doctor to come again.
Besides the prisoners there were over four hundred visitors
when I read in papers of recent elate of the action of the
Presbyterian Synod at St. Louis, in which a certain minister present, who went away accrediting ·9ne more laurel to the
resurrected the doctrin that Parson Brownlow was so com- crown of a Freethinker than Christianity had taught them
pletely routed in by A. C. Prime in 1854. I wish your good existed there.
work could ha.v a greater circulation among my people (viz.,
The doctor also addressed a labor meeting in the City Hall,

fetters frotq J!t'iends.
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and will be found to possess radical and sound ideas as to
the land, labor, and capital question. He was also called
upon while here· to deliver an oration at the funeral Of a little
child, which duty he performed with credit both to himself
and the occasion.
,
One credit to the city of Columbus, 0., is that it is, perhaps, the first place in the United States where a Freethinker
has been intrnduced to the right to assist in elevating the
fallen victims of vice by addressing the inmates of a prison
to the exclusion of Christian prayers and Rermons for an entire Sabbath. The papers were fair enough to report the
meeting favorably and justly.
R. H. R.
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., Sept. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: From the general knowledge of Liberalism
that I hav acquired, it seems lacking as regards a true balance of ideas-seems to require a something from .other
"liberalizing systems that shall round it out into a complete
and harmonious whole.
Its mission seems to be a pulling down of old ideas, removing that over-sacredness regarding Bible teachings
which forbids others than the clergy to reason npon them,
and an endeavor to set aside everything between the two lids
of the Bible that will not bear the light of each man's individual reason. But reason is a gradual growth in the understanding, according to one's enlightenment from study
and experience, so that what to one mind may seem ridiculous, to another may seem quite probable, and within the
realm of law and reason as well. Earthly reason alone, un
enlightened from spiritual sources-mind free from body- ·
cannot solve the seemingly paradoxical statements of the
Bible; it must come through inspiration-through revelation. In ·this way the Bible had its birth. Its teachers
were inspired of God or spirit (using the word 8pirit as we
now use the word con!!:ress-a collection of like units, with
a common name applied to all as a body or organization) ;
its healers performed their marvelous cures, not alone by
force of their own spirits, but by that of the spirits or a
spiritual magnetism working through them;. and, lastly, its"
wonderful phenomena were a manifestation of the spirit side
of life, of organized spirit action, of man gl"orified and exalted to the full dignity of his nature through the acquisition
of universal knowlerlge from a residence in two worlds.
You may naturally ask, from your standpoint of pure
reaFon, How do you know this that yon assert so positivly ?
And I answer: From a six years' knowledg<l of au objectiv
presentation of facts and phenomena in modern Spiritualism,
similar and closely allied to those of Bible days, coupled with
a personal, consciouq, intuitiv revelation of the spiritual
"true inwardness" of scripture and the. ministry of Christ
Jesus.
In no other way can m<tn attain unto it, except he. receive
it from one so instructed, and in a manner best adapted for
him to receive it.
For this reason it becomes necessary for the spirit-world to
raise up the inRpired mediums who grace our platforms,
some of whom unconsciously voice the thought of the controliog intelligence, while others are inspired along the line
of their own acquired knowledge.
Hence such pictures as throw ridicule upon the clairvoyant vision of Jacob's ladder, by illustrating it as a modern
tohog!!;an-slide, with angels ascending and decending, are
Pntirely uncalled for in the light of modern Spiritualism.
" Seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened unto
you."
A 8PIUITUALIST.
MARTINSBURG, W.VA.; Aug. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I take the liberty and pleasure to submit to
you for publication in your paper my views on the great
quPstion of life and death. Christianity versus Rationalism
is a greater issue than ever before ; science and reason are
penetrating the vast problem. Too long hav religion, fanaticism, and S'nperstition kept the world in mental slavery;
but these times of enlightenment are bringing about mental
freedom, and all who hav the courage of their convictions
can liv free from the terrible monster superRtition. Those
who are willing to liv in fear of an uillmown God and a hell
that does not exist, let .them do so. As men's minrls are
constituted they must take different views on this tremendous question. I can see the truth as I never saw it
before. Why is Christianity in the ascendancy ? Why is it
f'Xisting in this country so strongly? It exists by the power
of belief. .The great majority of the people and wealth
are on its sine. The great trouble is this: The orthodox
are necessarily fools; that is, if they believe the Bible.
People do not recognize the right of a man to think for himRelf. They say you must think as we do, accept the teachings of Christianity unconditionally, or be lost in hell. Take
the survival of the fittest; that is enough to crush out
religion as it is. A religion of reason is wanted, not that of
superstition. We are governed entirely by cause an1l effect.
The old cry of God's will is proven false by the demonstrated
fact that the fittest must necessarily survive. Mental slavery
is far worse than physical slavery, and it is astonishing how
most people so willingly accept a doctrin that cannot be
proved.
If Christianity is anything, it is a monster of tyranny,
a foe to liberty of mind and enlightenment. Of all sects the
Roman Catholic is the worst. Its tenets are so prepo~terous
and unjust that all friends of Freethought must be fearfully
concerned at its growing power. The brave Dr. McGlynn is
now a free man. He has defied the Romish authority with
great courage, and preserved his individual liberty. All
honor to him. If every man who is a thinker would dare
exercise his rights, what a revolution of sentiment would
occur I But most people will continue religious, because it
offers hope, and that is all they want; like drowning ni.en,
clinging to straws, they are satisfied with it. This is a free
coUntry; let all who waut to liv and die in fear and super-
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stition do so. Infidels and Freethinkers hav rights that
church people are bound to respect. lam a Freethinker by
consideration. I am one. of that kind who want to know
the reason wby. A8 long as I liv I will maintain my rights.
Every man, woman, and chid is a free, distinct individual
being, and in the very nature of things their own God; the
the truth is, the l!reat almighty fate is God, and all who can
not or will not accept this fact.are simply fools.
Christianity has its strongest supporters among the ignorant and superstitious. Look at the negro population of this
country, the down-trodden and ignorant race. They are the
most thoroughly superstitious of any people, and they take
to religion as naturally as a duck takes to water. A negro
Infidel would be something new under the sun. Imagination
is their (!Onductor. There are a vast number of delnded
white people who liv in mental slavery, who are almost
as superstitious as negroes. I bav talked to many of them.
We can liv without religion. for .Agnm•ticism is better than
religion. It givs mental freedom, common-sense, and reason,
and all that is good iR in it; it teaches all to do good because
it is good. The gospel of humanity is the only real religion.
Christians do right because they want to get to that heaven
they believe in; people of Freethonght do right for the sake
of right, heaven or no heaven. The whole question of the
universe now is the gospel of superstition versus the gospel
of humanity.
THos. J. CoNNEHS.

Never in this country was there such a live and thorough
canvass by any party. For three and a half long months
they preached, exhorted, prayed. and sang for God to come
down and become a politician, and help their side, of course.
So strong did they press their cause that no good member of
the church, in their judgment, could oppose Prohibition.
Mouths were locked and tongues stayed of their members
whom they could control. The few preachers and schoolteachers who had the manhood to oppose them were forced
to resign, and were brushed away with the club or the
sharp and keen whip of the church, who knocked out and
lashed into line all they could.
The church appealed to the ladies, and lashed those who
opposed them with more severity than they' did the men;
Never in any election was there so much bitterness engendered. Epithets thick, sharp, and bitter were poured out
against all who opposed them in a way that none could
do except the clergy, who as usual claimed all the intel.
lig~nce, virtue, and good.
So plain was the intention· to capture and control the state,
that many men who would hav voted Prohibition turned out
in their might, with the love of freedom burning within, and
defeated the amendment by one hundred thousand out of a
total vote or" three hundred ·and seventy thousand. And yet
an overwhelming majority is for temperance. There were
fifty speeches, sermons, arid prayers for prohibition to one
speech against the amendment.
Texas has achieved the greatest victory for freedom-a
victory against the union of church and state-that was ever
gained in this state. The great beauty of it is that we hav
gained it at the expense of the churches named. These
churches .hav received a shock from which they will never
recover.
We hav been trained here to regard preachers as a set or
pure men-men who would not stoop to exaggerate a thing;
who favor free speech and free press; men who would not
pollute their pure tongues by misrepresentation. But all
know better now. The public see them for the first time
just as they are. The public hav learned that the politicians
and the political parties of the country art! pure, good, and
tolerant compared to the clergy and their churches. History
repeats itself that the clergy and churches are the most
selfish and oppressiv men and organizations that ever
a:ffiicted humanity.
Freethought has also gained a great victory. As the
shackles of orthodoxy are broken, Freethought is strengthened. _Thus the light of truth gleams forth unexpectedly;
the cause -of virtue, of light, of higher morals, of mental
freedom, and of true manhood is strengthened. Beacons of
light are seen, and will continue to be seen, until the cloud
of theological superstition has vanished, and man can stand
in the light of rtason. Then, and not until then, will man
T. C. GLASS.
be free.

Mn.w.ATTKEE, ·wis., Srpt. 1, 1887.
li'LR. EDITOR: Will you allow me to report from our goodly
city the progress of Liberalism? We still keep up our
League organization, but hav not held meetings for some
time for the want of a hall. But we expect to start them up
this fall.
For the last two years the labor question has been the alL
absorbing topic, a'nd good work has_been dol!e in organizing,
and agitating, and educating, so that good work has been
done in political reform.
.
Dr. Juliet H. Severance and myself hav spent the last four
weeks in Spiritualist camp-meetings, and we find, like every
other class of people, there are two factions-the radical, or
rational, Spiritualists, and the con~ervativ, or orthodox,
Spiritualists. Tne latter seem to be drifting more and more
toward the churches. 'l'b.ey are fast using the forms and
ceremnnies of opening their meetings with pni.ve.r, and sing.
ing orthodox hymns with as great an unction as the most
veritable-Christian, and if you say a word against these cer_
emonies they say you are bigoted, prejudiced, etc.
They seem to hav transferred their worship of the old or.
thodox God to the spirit world and the angels, and running
after the phenomena and wanting a test, and losing all inter.
est in tb.e great problems of the hour, and more interested in
the spirit world and the angels than they are in humanity
and in this woTld.
This same class are ready to accept all (what seem to me)
vagaries, such as Christian science, mental science, meta_
physics, or whatever name they may choose to call it, and
reincarnation, etc.
That they may hav performed some remarkable cures I do
not doubt, but not in the way they clai"m, but in accordance
with the same laws that our healing mediums hav done, and
in all past ages. B'1t this they emphatically deny, saying
that magnetism, or psychology, or spirits hav nothing to do
with it.
But I notice the teachers of this new method of treating do
not practice, but devote their time to teaching. I would
refer the reader of- this ar1icle to an able editorial in the Banner of Ligltt of August 27th, in which it expresses my ideas
exactly.
But· I am glad to say -that the radical Spiritualist can be
found in the front rani's of all reforms, ready to help to make
tbig world better, feelin~r that in helping humanity here he is
muldng the spirit world better also, for that is founded upon
this the earth life. With this class of workers in the Spiritual movement I wish to work, for I am more interes1ed in
angels here and in the ever-present now than I am in the
other side of lif~>. for I know more about it. I know of the
sorrows and sufferings, the inequality, the injustice, the
ignorance, of this Partb life, and l am willing to work with
Infidel, Freethinl,er, Materialist, Spiritualist, and even the
Christian, for I find some of them that are willing to work
for the cause of human progress.
So I say let us all try and do what we can for the betterment of this life, involw or aspire for all the help we can get
from others ei1 her here or in the spirit side of life.
A mere knowledge of the communion of ~pirits with mortals does not setm to mal'e anyone better. It is carrying out
the philosophy that is taught by the most advanced in this
life and in the oth(•r side· of life that makes us better.
We need to be saved from our ignorance, and knowledge
and wisdom are what we must seek to obtain before we cun
hav heaven within us.
A. B. SEVEIIA.NOE.
TERRELL, TEX., Aug. 22, 1887.
MR. Em-roR: About March 15th our legislature (after a
long petition of the preachers) passed a law, ordering an
election the 4th of.Angust to amend our state constitution,
prohibiting the sale or manufacture of spirits, beer, or wine
only by prescription of a physician, except for mechanical,
scientific, or sacramental purposes.
lf the elec1 ion bad come off in twenty days after it was
ordered, I believe the state would hav gone strong for the
prohibitory amendment.
As a class we are a sober and temperate people.
As soon as the canvass commenced, most every preacher
of the Methodist, Baptist, Pre~byterian, and Campbelli1eand !II any preachers from other states were impor·ed-commellcell. all over this broad land at once to preacil Prohibition
from their pulpits and on the stump everywhere and at
all times.
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BEARDSTOWN, ILL., Sept. 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just returned from Havana, where I
was called by telegram to attend the funeral of Miss Weaber,
a Liberal. The circumstances are unusual. A few days
before the end came, a sky-pilot was sent to guide her to
mansions in the clouds. He opened the "log-book" of the
gospel ship at two localities where, on such occasions, the
ship's bearings are always and only taken; namely, Ood and
bell He then handed it to her to read. Her eye caught the
locality.. With a heroism worthy a voyager on a better
vessel than the old gospel hulk, she replied, "Thank you, sir,
but I bav IGng since sailed past. those fog-wreathed points."
Sue returned the book with the remark that, if she only had
the strength to converse, she could show him some passages
in the •·log-book" which even he would not much admire.
Disgusted and discomfited, the sky-pilot retired. Not satisfied with this, some of her church relativs, backed by a
churchly public, urged the family to hav a sky-pilot officiate
at the funeral. Her brothers insisted that some one who
would honestly and adequately voice her sentiments be
St cured. By thus not giviDg the clergy the opportunity to
dumn her in their horrid hell, in outraging over her dead body
and grave every sentiment of truth, and brutalizing the
finer feelings, they saved the reputations of the clergy.
When the church failed in this second attempt to capture the
case, to make capital, then it circulated the falsehood that a
young lady with such sterling qualities of heart and character, as were thus portrayed, and which they knew to be
no over-painted picture, must bav been a "believer I "
Thus do the church minions ransack the universe to filch
the luurels of Liberalism.
Many inspired by a morbid curiosity came to see what
sort of a ''circus" a Liberul funeral would prove to be. It
was a magnificent opportunity, and she a splendid subject,
for painting the superiority of Freethought principles in
view of d~ath. It was only one of a thousand iustanees
which giv the lie to the orthodox slander that Infidels back
down from their principles at death. This falsehood was
sturted about Thomas Puine's death, and has gone the
rounds of church circles ever since. But many on this vccusiun afterward said they should like such a funeral when
they need one. There was no Bible, no prayer, no psalmsiuging. The prcfusion of evergreens and flowers on the
C!lbket ant.l the grave made even death beautiful.
The happy result of ull this is that the Freethinkers and
the "tspirituaiists will probably unite to sustain regular
lectures. As we are at a convenient distance, we hope to
oft~n visit these stanch Liberals.
If all L1berals would do as did this courageous family;
that is, secure Liberal speakers at funerals and other occasions, the cause of Liberalism would not. need to skulk as is
too often the case. It is "just too utterly utter" to liv
liberal une'll whole life, and at last "die just the opposit."
It is an unpardonable injustice to every one. When the
"clergy" hav anything to do with such cases, they make it
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out either a recantation, or send the subject to hell, or
oftener both.
Ir" there is a species of meanness despicable above every
other sort, it is tLis orthodox mode of vilifying the memory
of a Liberal, over his dead body, when it is known that he
cannot appear in self-defense. It is cowardly. And cowardice and the ungentlemanly go together.
Though it is often inconvenient for Liberal families to
carry out their wishes in this respect, let them see well to it
that they suffer not the memory of their dear dead to be imposed upon. Devotion to principle will do nmch to make
such important and affecting occasions tell favorably for
Freethougbt.
ZoA. ToPsrs.
1'. 0. Box 766.
FARMDALE, 0., Sept. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It is some time since I bav written to the
dear old TRUTH SEEKER that I love so well, and this is an
appropriate time to tell you and all the THUTH S&II:KER
family that Charles B. Revnolds visited our Secular Union at
Farmdale, Ohio, on the 28th of AuguRt, delivering six lectures, afternoon and evenings. of Aug. 28th, 29th, and 30th,
to small but appreciativ audiences. It is almost impossible
to get the orthodox out to a Liberal lecture, and if they
would _continue in their blind faith I advise them to keep
well away from Brother Reynolds's strong and logical
reasoning. His arguments are invincible, and though in his
enthusiasm for the truth and right he may seem a iittle harsh
in his denunciation of the Bible (to those that hav heard it
spoken of only in a reverential manner), it is far from him to
purposely hurt the feelings of Christian people. He would
only show its absurd and contradictory teachings, along with
its wicked and cruel teachings, to prove that it is only the reflection of a half. barbarous people, and not the inspired
word of a God. But a faithful Christian, blind with faith
and full of fear, turns a face full of contempt, i{ not hate,
upon a man or woman that dares to reason upon religion,
Christian and pagan alike. I say faithful Christian, but
where there is one ignorant and faithful, there are ninety and
nine full of worldly ideas, and pure hypocrits, and not honest enough to thoroughly_ examin the goRpel of humanity or,
per chance, not intelligent enough; but they thin!c themselvs
capable of sitting in judgment against us as Secularists. One
of our Farmdale Curistians declared he would rather be
found at the saloon drunk than in company with an audienc(l before Mr. Reynolds. 0 young man, to be drunk is
beastly and demoralizing, and while it may be out of the
nature of things for you to seriously study and examin the
principles of Secularism, yon would surely find it paid you
well; and even a man that preferred drunkenness to Liberalism could not fail to be benefited if he would studiously examiD the coming religion of humanity or the principles of
Secularism I But, you see, while the saloon-l;ceper is to be
patronized, and, perchance, eulogized, by many a Christian,
our good Reynolds is denounced, and his teachings declared
harmful and dangerous.
If ever the people of America are free from ignorance and
all the accompanying evils thereof, it will not be the work of
the Christian church, with her army of eighty thousanll
priests and ministers, and their millions of dollars' worth of
property, but will be the work of the few against the many.
In spite of opposition and lack of popularity, my heart goes
out in sympathy and love to all that are h1borin~ for humanity, no matter what field of thought they may labor in, so it
be a fiPld of science and truth. Here let me say a word fpr
our venerable and loving Aunt Elm ina. The science "he has
labored so faithfully for is of jnst as mnch importance to humanity, and I think all scientific physicians famili>tr with the
subject will say of far more importance, than any other one
branch of science; and, as truth seekers, let ns giv her our
hand in sympathy and help sust>J.in her in her hour of
trouble. If each that appreciates her lah·,rious work in the
cause of humanity would say, Here, I shall sen< I this dear,
good woman a dollar, or fifty cents, as I C•m aff,Jr~ll and ask
others _to do the same thing, they would be surprisell. at
what they were able to accomplisb.. Here is my experience.
Some time ago I said, in the presence of her friends: I am
g-oing to send fifty cents to the Defense fund; it is not much,
but all I can well aff•lrd; and, voluntarily, three women
g-ave me fifty cents each to put with my fifty cents, making
two dollars; then by agitating the thing in a mild way I received two orders for books, a dollar from another good woman on the Defense Fund, and fifty cents from one man.
See, will you, how much more sympathetic and generous
are the women. That is good for Aunt Elmina to know she
has support and sympathy from her own sex. But I will
say the one gentleman was all I asked personally. I felt
sure of his sympathy, and trembled to ask snpp >rt from
others for fear of a cold rebuff. It is natural, I suppose, for
a woman to very much dislike to ask for money and be refused, and I feel instinctivly that those who will not enter
into conversation in a sensible manner about Aunt Elmin•1's
case are the ones that would refuse to help sustain her. By
request Mr. Reynolds said a few words in her behalf, and
glowing words too.
Reynolds is bound to hav a host of friends wherever he
may go. His sympathetic and genial nature givs him good
power over an audience. l hav always thought myself
proof against ministers, but I fear Mr. Reynolds could nearly
hav won me over to his church, not from his argumeuts, but
because I would like the sympathy and friendship of such
an earnest, honest, and good man. His afternoon lectures
here were the best, I thought, and only small audiences to
listen, with a very good house for the evening lecture
Liberals everywhere will do well to ·secure his services; th
are sure to be pleased with him. It will not be otll. of p 1
here to say that I inclose three dollars to pay for p>tpcr np
.April next. I thank· you for kindly waiting for your money.
Yours for justice and truth,
Mns. NoRA FERRRLL.
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Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---0---

We hav on hand a large number of the foilowing
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph1ets, which

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, tt·easurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS

Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:
Rifler, Mass., w tDhom all Communications f0'1'
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
Ingersoll Oatechtsed:
tkiB Corner slwuZd be sent.
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro· hav previously appeared. At the head of an en" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known &B the Children's Hour."

pounded by the Editor of the " San Francismm ;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY,

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Oivil Riq hts Speech,

·Bereaved by Death.
For the second time the children will look
in vain to this column for something from
their beloved friend whose faithful labors
bav made the Corner so welcome to them.
When they read this account of the sad death
of Miss Wixon's mother, they will know why
they hav missed her from the usual place:

Including the address of Frederick Douglas. fifty.
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; aud $6 per hundred.

The Truth o:f DJstorJ,
This is a comment by Cob:mel Ingersoll DP•'n
tbe religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

From the Fall Rtver Monttor.

BIBJ,E IDOLATRY,

An accident· occurrfd at Ware} am, Tuesday
afternoon, which resulted in the death of tbe venerable and respected Mrs. James Whon, of this
city, and the serious, if not fatal, mjury of her
sister, Mrs. E. D. Stan ton, wife of the engineer of
the Onset railroad. The two ladies bad driven
over from· Wareham on a shopping expedition,
and were on their way home when the shocking
and fatal accident !'ccurred. TheY approached
the railroad crossing at Wareham Narrows about·
quarter past 4 o'clock. and held up their horse to
allow the ''flying dude" train. a train that has
occasioned considerable loss of life in previous accidents, to pass. 'l'he ho· se bPcame unmanageable. and in his terror dashed toward the :flying
train.
·
The efforts of the ladies to control him were
powerless, even when aided by Flagman S'sson,
who, at the risk of hiP own life, vainly attfmpted
to stop the animal. The horse dashed into the
tender of the locomotiv, and, together with the
carriage and occupants, was thrown twenty feet
aside and down an embankment. Mrs. W;xon in
her fall struck a post and was instantly killed.
Mrs. Stanton was very •eriously injured, being
made uncon•cious, and at last accounts had not
recovered. Dr. Sawyer was summoned, and IS
very doubtful of her recovery. The horse was
instantly killed, and the carriage was made a total
wreck.
Mrs. Wixon went to OnRet, her favorit summer
place of recreation. a few weeks ago, in hopes of
regaining strength and renewed health for the
coming winter. She was accompanied by her
daughter, Miss Susan H. Wixon, whose brilliant
writings hRv made her haRts of friends all over
the United States, and who, in this hour of saddest trial, with other members of the family, will
:bav the tenderest sympathies of all.
Mrs. Wixon was seventy-nine years of age, and
a very bright and intelFgent woman, remarkably
youthful for her years. Alt.hough her life had
been activ and laborious, she was uncommonly
vigorous for one of her years, and would enter
into social pastimes with the spirit of a young
person. In her day she bad seen some sorrowful
tragedies. On one occasion three of her sons
were lost in a shipwreck at sea, one of whom was
the father of her grandbon, James H. Wixon. Of
her large fRmily only three remain-Deputy Shenff
Frank H. Wixon, Miss Susan H. Wixop, and Mrs.
W. E. Phillips. Mrs. Wixon was a nativ of the
Cape, and passed most of her youth and early
married life lD that eectiou. She h>td a very large
circle of a· quaintances, and her sad death is a
great shock to them. flhe was a regular attendant
of the Unitarian church, and a member of its
Sabbath-school. She was possessed of a large estate, which w•sleft her by her late husband, Captain James Wixon, who was for many years a
deputy sh• riff in tbis city.
In a pathetic note, written with a trembling
hand, Miss Wixon asks us to "explain to the
children.'! We know that no further explanation than this will be needed, and that the
disappointment of all who read the Children's
Corner of THE TRUTH SEEKER will giv place
to sympathy for their teacher whose life has
been so often saddened by the death of relative and friends.~EorToR TRUTH SEEKER.

A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; SO
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

REDUCED TO $1.00,

THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth,

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN,
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
t.he pope. Price 3 cents ; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christian~. and it is with
that not unreasonable exp,ctation that the Drices
hav been placed.so low.
Address THE TRUTH REEKER CO.,
28 La layette Pl., Ne.w York.

Our Flag Above the Cross.

graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of om
Bepuhlic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amerwan Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL;
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques llf vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by :1\Ir. Eckhard's design
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes. an
exceedingly handsome work ·for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Fret'thought. Bound.
in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life.· Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freetbought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others.

Sernlarism; Destructiv and Construc-

PRICES:

Christian Evidences Criticised. . A

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Half-note, hl'kink,
per quire, . .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopea
with local ad·
dress, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
En velopes,4 colors,
per pack, . .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,1l00, . . $10.00
Address

The Truth Seeker.
COPYRIGHTED.

Any profit from sales will he devoted to the free
distribution of Ltberalliterature.

W. S BELL'S PAMPH1ETS.
The Conilict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15CENTS.
It ia .a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with Your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should bA highb· commended. Therefore
I take j'treat pleasure in recommAnding "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the c~:tnse of temperanc~. hut in the principles of self-JIQVernment.J. JMcCabe.
Price 15 cents.
For sale at this office.

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction b;v Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value ef the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Chtistian·
ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
· Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tract.s. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 'The Christian Deity:
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianitfjy, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Ph osophy of Seen·
larism; Science and Bible Antagonistic:
· Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAl,
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly t,ooo pages, fully
illust.rat.,d. Cloth, $31 25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCillNOE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
BoY Doctor, and Si>onsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By'Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCillNCE BERmS <Dime Pamohlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
in their Relation to Disease," repreaen ting the germ
theory, advocating personal and Public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the ·sunbeam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cellts each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages. cloth
bound, $2; "Heredity," by Lorin!!' Moody, 159
oages, cloth, 75cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Regen
eration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr .• 10 cents; "Re
"arts of Conventions and Parlor Meetings during
\882, 11 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the
Tnstitute of Heredity,MaY 29, 1RB3," tO cents.
Atlilreaa
THE 'l"JlTI'l'P.' !:IEEKER.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:
OB,

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Cen'ennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COD?
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

By Israel W, Groh.
Price 25 cents.

~Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ALSO THE

Lmmortal Document,

MPn of Business Who Did flomething Besides
Making Money. A Book for Young Americans.

Ull .YAM.ES P"-RTON.

Price,

- $1.25.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl,.OA. Now Vn1'lr

A.ddrPR~

THE

CONFRRRIONAL

ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address TH. TRUTH SEEKER,

And the National Anthem entitled:

The Secret of the East,

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

OR,

Practical Experience with Poultry.

The Origin of the f'hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This' is a little booka pamphlet of 82 wPll-filled pages. costing onlY
"a quart.Ar," but aR full of meat aa an egg, It is
well ca!JAd "prapt.ical," for we find nothing- un.
practical in it. HAns, dnPks. l!ePRA, and turkeys.
are particule.rly discnssPil and th<>ir economical
breeilingo ani! keening- t.reat.Pil of. 'l'here are many
prar.tical hints Rhont. keeping ponltry on a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day,
TRUT:a Sl!lE:KER Oftice,

Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, .New Yorll.

THE TRUTH SY.TKFR !NNITAT.
file~, ~ cent~~o

·

BY

FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, tl.OO.

For

sale at thiJI omce.

THE HUMBOLDT LIBRARY.
Price 15 cents each r>.umber, unless otherwtse marlced,
1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
familiar essays on astronomical and other
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
'-!, The Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers.~- Ice
and Glaciers. 19 illustratiens. By John '.L'yu.
dall, F.R.S.
8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
princip1es of Natural Science to Political
Society. By Walter Bagehot, Author o! "The English Constitution."
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illustrations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical.
By Herbert Spencer. ·
.
6. Town Geology. With Appendix on Coral and
Coral Reefs. By Cha)·les Kingsley.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illus.
tmtions. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D ..
8. Stuqy ~f Lang)lagesd>rought back to its Trud
prmmples. By C. JYlarcel.
9. The Data of Ethic~. By Herbert Spencer.
10. Theory 'lf Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
Blaset·na.
11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A record of 11 yeat·s' travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold sepat·ately.
13. Mind and Body. The theories of their rela-tions. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illustratioru,:,
By Camille Flammarion.
15. Lonj'tevity. The means of prolonging_life a:fte!'
mtddle age. By John Gat·dner, M.D.
16. Origin of Species. By Thomas H. Huxley,
F.R.S.
17. Pl'Dgress : Its Law and Cause. With other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
18. Lessons in Electrimty. 60 illustrations. By
John Tyndall, F.R.S. ·
·
19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By
Richard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
_ liLA.
21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
By Thomalil H. Hnx!Gy, F.R.S.
~- Seeing and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Clifford, F.R.S.
23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of current
theories couce ·uin~; Atomfb_Apes, and Men.
By Samuel Waiuwrtght, D.v.
24. Popular Scientific Lectures. illustrated. By
Prof. H. Helmh{lltz.
25. Origin of Na~ions. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
OXford University.
26. The Evolutionist at Large By Grant Allen.
27. History of Landholding n England. By
Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
28. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated in the
customs of Barbarous aaJ. Civilized Races.
Numerous illustt·ations. By William Henry
Flower, F.R.S.
t9. Facts and Fictions of Zoology. Numerons
illustrations. By Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
!0. } Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
~!.
Trench.
~2. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
\l3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
34. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
35. Oriental Religious. By John Caird, Pres.
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
.
36. Lectures on Evolution. illustrated. By Prof.
T. H. Hnxley.
37. Six Lectures on Liglit. Illustrated. By John
'ryudall.
38.} Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geiltie,
39.
F.R.S.
40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
J. Romaues, F.R.S.
41. Current Discussions in Science. By W. li'L
Williams, F.C.S.
42. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock.
43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley,
Professor Agassiz, and others.
44.1 Dawn of History. By C. F. Keary, of the
l5.J British Museum.
16. Diseases of Memory. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
17. Childhood of Religions. By Edward Clodd,
F.R.A.S.
48. Life in Nature. illustrated. ByJas. Hinton.
49. 'rho. Sun : its Constitution; its Phenomena;
its ConditiOn. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
~0·} l\1o~ey and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
a1.
Ptof. W_ Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. Translated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
53. Animal Antomatism, and other Essays. By
Prof. T. H. Hnxley, F.R.S.
M. Birth and Gl'O\Vth of Myth. By Edward Clodd.
F.R.A.S.
·
55. Scientific Basis of Mora,l.s,~, and other Essays.
By William Kingdon CJinord, F.R.S.

~U illusions. By James Sully.

58.}
The Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
59.
Two double numbers, 30 cents each.
60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
61. lVIiscellaneous Essays.

By Richard A. Proctor.

62. Rehgions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.

Rawlinson, University of OxfOl'd. Double
number, 30 cents.
63. Pl,"_ogressive Morality.
By Thomas Fowler,
LL.D.~ president of Corpus Christi College,
Oxfora.
64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. By A.
'tussel Wallace and W. T. Thiseltmi Dyer.
65. Conditions of Mental Development; and other
Essays. By Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
66. Technical Education; and other Essays. By
Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
67. The Black Death. An Accolint of the Gr~ttt
Pestilence of the Fourteenth CenturY· ~
J. F. C. Hecker.
68. (Special number, 10 cents.) Three Essa:)ll.
Herbert Spencer.
69. (Double Number, 30cents). Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and the HistorY
of Religion. By Frit- Schultze,)'b.D. Translated from the German by J. Fitzgeraj,ll
M.A.
70. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herber!.
Spencer.
71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson.,_ LL.D.
With Ap]Jendix on Archeology. .t:Sy E. B.
1'ylor, F.H.S.
72. The Dancing Mania ot' the Middle Ages. By
J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
73. Evolution in History, Language, and Science.
Four Addresses delivered at the London
Crystal Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
74. Tho Descent of Man; and selection in relation
to Sex. By Charles Darwtn. Iu G parts15 cen tA each.
Ad<J-o~s THE TRU'l'Ff SEEKER CO.
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Ingersoll's W'orks.
'fhe Gods.

'l'HE WATCH OJ!' THE FU'l'URE.
'fhe new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
watche~ ar~ the be•t and moot durable in tho
world for httle llloney. l'r1ces again reduced,
Seven jew~ls, $25; 11 iewele, $27.50; 15 jewels, $30,
Same, adJUsted t.o "''"t au•l colt!, $31. Ladies', 7
Je.weled, $20 :. 11, f2~; 15, !28; with glass in•1de cap
$3less; Lams XIV. ot.1 Je, ~3 more; aU best Amen'
can hunting stelll-wwuet·s; open faoe, gold cap$8less; open screw c<toe, $5 less; all cases accom•
panied by manufacturer'S anrl ml' guarantee for•
20 years. Above movements in 3 ounce silve:t
cases, $18 le~"; 4 ouuce, $12 less; .5 ounce, $10.50;
and 6 ounc~, $9 .less. All guaranteed one year and
sent prepaid, 1f on hue of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not san•factory.
WATCH WORK.
B,end me your watche• to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for c!eamn(!; sprmgs, $1; jewel•• $1, and I will
return m perfect order prepaid. Best spectacles
or eye!l"lasses m the world, $1, pr~paid in case.
Bend lme finest prmt ron c~<n re~<rl H inchPB from
eyes w1thout glasses.
OTTO WETTB rEIN,
·
Rochelle. Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
~adge-pms and ch!Lrms, and to send watch work
m lots. L1beral discounts.

Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lecturos. comprising, "The Gods~"
" Humboldt " " Thomas Paine," " Individuality," .and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde32_endence," "About Farmin_g in lllinois,"
'"1.'he Grant Banquet" "The ltev. Alexander
Olark,'' "The Past J:tlses before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Uhristian Religion. By R. G.
lngersolb Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.
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56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t.YPe• and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

lna-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we caD
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger
soil's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes ar
printed on heayy toned paper,18x22 inches, ilium
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The titles are:

Ingersoll t:atechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Pran.tscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen : 25 co_I>ies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'l'bomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Jfarry Miller's Grave.

Tributes.

The price of these heretofore has been 75cts. Wo
offer them at FIFTEEN OENTB EAOH ; THE
THREE FOR FORTY OENTB.
Mailed securo
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's worksJ the publisher has had
all his leotures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
oalf, library style, and containing over 1?300
PajleB, which is sold at the exceedingly Jow
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

There hav been so many

!tJlPlications for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother,'' "The Vision of War,'' the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little Harry Miller's Grave,'' that they hav
been printed on hea:v7 toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear tYl)e, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address. for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact\ one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected ftom the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversationsof the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purposE\~ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ;lh
faa simile, has been prepared es_I>eciall,v, for 1t.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, g1lt back
and Bide, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, $4.50; in full Turke;!'" morocco, _gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
oalf, highest possible otyle and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

New Edition, l'evised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

BY HELEN H. QARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

Th6 Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.

NEW YORK:

,, •••••••••••••••• u ••••

!ll.ll.ll.ll.ll.ll.ll.ll.ll•l••'···············l•lt•••••l•lllllll.ll•ll
PRICE..

•u

OU~NTS.

~~~-------------

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Reported for the " Truth Seekr " by

DANCER AHEAD.

I. N. BAKER,
and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Gvotl Citizen of
this Republic.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
=--=--=Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

By A • .J. GROVER.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

TJIE STR.UGGLE

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Mission!trY DocuD;Ien t it is unexcelled. Among
the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburll" are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Btattstics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes; the Church and Civilization ; the
Ohurch and Science; the Church and Learning;
the .Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform: t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

POB

Re'igious and Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater politic"!
liberty ; also vigorously att«cks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attentton of thinking men and women to the
pos1tion of womanl!.ind m Americ". Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments whwh cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
·
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Bcri{lt;ure Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheati.ng: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intoler.ance ~<nd Pers~cution; Injustice to Woman:
r: uhiu<tness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polys:!tmY; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc;v; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

~HB ONLrY (§)o~~EGJit

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is tliscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea: The Jewish Sabbath; The Chri~tian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundax Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
abb ath during the Middle All"es: 'l'he Puritan
Sabbath ; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
l:!cholars, and Divines; Abrol{ation of Sunday
Law8 Price, 25 cents: six co01es, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

lifious and Political Ltberty. Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi9 name from the asperswns cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,•
"American Crisif!/' "Rights of Man,'' and "Age
of Reason " are g1ven; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expreBB1Y for thts work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted 12aper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
.
Image Break~r. Six Lectures: Decline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents: bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

€:DiflliON.

THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA..
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F. L. Jjrowne, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the intsrests of our colonization enter.
prise, the Oredit Fancier of Sinaloa, and fenerally
to the practical solution of the problem o Integral
On.np<>ration. Prioe, Sl a year; 50 oents for six
months. ~~ Mnh for tbl'<>B mr>n\h1

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
NEw YoRK:

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
28 l-AFAYETTE PLACE.

C. B. REYNOLDS.
Cents Each.
85

Addreaa TPE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
rnoth, 11.25.
For Sale at this Oflioe.

PRICE, f'\ CENTS.

'YORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Bi~le

Temperance:

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scot.ch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B 11-Inss. The beat conduct.ed debate of modern
times. teo pp., 25 eta. The 1\Iirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Bihhcal Errors and SPcnlar Trut.hs. 25
LI(tUOR DRINKING
eta. Two nevelatioiiB. 5 etA. Bib!P Horrors; or,
The ~postle or Liberty. An address Real Bla•phemy. 5 eta. B1blA Makers. 5 eta.
depvered m Pame.Hal!, before the N. E. Free- B1ble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Moses
thmkers' Oonventwn, January 29, 1884. Price, VR. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates Buddha, and Jesus.
by the Bible.
5 eta. Christ.ia.nity a Degrading Relildon. 5 eta.
10 oents.
.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural 1\Ian. 5 eta.
THE TRUTH REEKER 00.,
The Old Fa1th and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and·
Spmcza.. 5 ct.s. Tbe Bible God and Hts Favorite.
BY E. 0. WALKER.
5 eta. 1\Iit·acle-Workers. 5 eta. HPalth. WP~<ith,
and HAPPiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ct.s. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desijl"n and
This is a companion book to Remsbur~'s "Bible
mj;;~~~~i~~uc;'~~:e~'~:.'.~.~ ~~/ro'":a;'1.
Natura.! Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower .Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
90 day&. Re'fiable t es·erenP-1?9 given. Send
Animals. b eta.
stamp for circular aud sav in what pqpel
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oonrt,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 ••
uon oaw mu advertisement. Address C&}l!.
E.O •• Lon.lon, Eng.
i1
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
W• .6. CoU~s,SmitllvUlt,le!renoa Co. JU;

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined

ft UPTU RES CUR EDb,

CENTS.

A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

False Claims, ReviS"ed and Enlarged.

Bible Morals.

40

PRIOR,

FREETIIOUGHT 1\0VELS.

Tlle Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonneil1
author of Exeter Hall, Famtly Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

All in a Litetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The ~reat charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de~rree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1BB Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familia~ to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Pnce,
S1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

T.lle Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of .Ma.n.
80 cents.
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An Offending Hat.
In 1885 your humble servant was skinned
alive, or somewhat in that vicinity. A
vagrant and rascally se.ction of the Salvation
Army was then fighting the good people of
Elgin, Ill., and because some of the rosewater few had unjustly troubled th•m I did
on several occasions take thdr part in claiming for them tile right of free speech and free
, prayer. But what do you think? One evening the whole sanctified regiment, full of the
Holy Ghost and drunk on the spirit, assembled at the city court house. On my way
home I beard a fearful racket, and not knowing what was going on, and the bouse bein~
a public building, I stepped in to see what
the fuss was about. I fotind that the army
were going through some of their antics. As
I merely stood inside the door, for there was
no room to sit down, and scarcely standing
room, I did not think of removing my hat. I
only intended stopping for a moment. The
result was that I was ordered in a very peremptoTy mannm: ·to take off my hat. The
order bein~~; so very imperativ, I declined
doing so, when a policeman was summoned
to arrest me, or rather the hat, for disorderly
conduct in the court house of God (Elgin).
The hat' was taken to the j >J.il and I stuck
to the hat. We were old friends. Angels
and powers and principalities, Jesus, nor any
otber creature were not able to separate me
from the love of that hat. In about five minutes the hat was hailed out, and wben trierl,
found not guilty by an orthodox court. My
friend Frank Felt made a few remarks on the
matter, which the local paper publiRhed at
the time. The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
all know Felt as a very pious rhymester
indeed, and as these remarks were written in
his best vein,. I inclose a copy. which JLay be
interesting to some of your readers.
I hav one question to ask you, which I
would like to see in your papP.r, for the good
of many, and that is this. I took my little
girl to the public AChool yesterday, and they
would not admit her because she was not vaccinated. I consider it an outrage. To think
of being compelled to inoculate disease into
my child or deprive her of an education. I
left her at the school, but the teacher would
not admit her to a class, and at noon told her
she could not attend there unless she had a
permit or certificate of vaccination. I sent
her back after dinner, but she was sent home.
Now, I want to ask, is there no redress? Can
they expel a child for that reason? Would
that be a sufficient reason for me not to pay
my school-tax? An answer to these questions may interest more than me, and will
greatly oblige your friend,
Everett, Mass.
I. W. ARCHIBALD. ·
WICKED IKE.

Ike Archibald was an old sinner,
And so are we sinners all.
•Tis a world of sin that. we liv in,
From Talmage way back to Sr.. Paul;
For wi•dom must hav its fo] y,
And folly will bloom 1nto vice,
And vtce has a thin compensat.ion
That makes it seem wickedly nice.
ke.Archibald was an old sinner,
As godless as sinners could be.
He bowed at no •brine. and the stiffness
Was not all confine<l to the knee.
He wouldn't see God in goodness,
He couldn't see Sat"n in sin,
And scorned the conditions of mercy
With a coldly iudtfferent grin.
How man, with hiR eyes wide open,
Could ever become so blind,
Is more than a man can an•wer,
But certain it was -his mind
Was fixed-and the deepest logic
'N aH vain as the longeHt prayer
In changing a stubborn spirit,
That nothing could ever scare.
But Ike wasn't mean at performing
Io general. He liwd upon bread,
And paid hiH own money to get it,
And got all he wanted, and fed
The hungry t.bat. had IJone, wl!enever
He happened to see f.bem 11bout,
Or tool< his old •led in the winter
And hunted •ome starving soul out.
He would take a lame woman to meeting
With Top•y, his mare, nor. because
He wished to please God-but the woman·
A.nd kindneRS bad not many !ltws
'
He ever broke through, though his wherefore
Of kindness was not in the Lord,
Ann dollars had never a profit
To <qual love's own sweet reward.
But Ilre was a sinner, and sinners
Are uinful. He felt very sure
That RometimeH a man might bn foolish
Enough to be laughed at. Impure
As the thought was, he acted upon it
Sometimes in a glee most. profane,
And ridiculed Mose• and Moody
By qnottog a verse from Tom Paine.
This world is a hie: nne, and l•aac
Could tal<e up considerable room,
But he nevet• desired tn e:o sweep.iug
The town with his Infidel broom ;

But a little Io·se dirt, as he. called it,
Would often lie kicking around,
And he brushed it away as a nuisance
That was not philosophically sound.
Religion might save those who sought itHe cared not; it couldn't save him.
Yet he scarce laid a straw in the passage
Leading others to heaven-a swim
In the Sr.yx had not washed the poJ!ution
Of dark unbelief from hi• soul,
But never the faith of another
Sought he with a word to control.
But a recogmzed crank-one who murdered
The stillness of mght with a yell,
That fnmed all the air with its sulphur,
And filled all the city with hell;
He mocked and derided and swore at;
And did not !mow how to respect
A Jaw that upheld in religion
An action it would not protect
In it man beastly drnuk. He bad lifted
His hat to a beggar, and stood
In the ranks of the huru ble, exalting
Himself in the name of manhood.
Yet he dared in the Lord's congregation,
When thinking the Lord wasn't in,
Tn stand with his hat on, and sternly
Persist in the damnable sin,
And was put into hi! five long minutes,
Was tried, and released by a flaw
·
Connectinl! th<: "rnde and indecent,"
And rudely defeating the law.
IkP Archibald! Sinful. rebellious,
Ftve mmntes in jail isn't long,
Bu•· look om! A court that is higher
Than Elgin's shall right ev•ry wrong,
And Salvation's Army-no longer
Down-trodden-~hltll witness the woe
Of I.aac when SPnt~nCPd to languish
Five mighty long minutes below. ·

lft>lso's .Hooks.
· Permit me to call again the attention of
the many readers of THE TRUTH S&RK&R ·to
Colonel Kelso's works, and especially his
last, ''Spiritualism Sustained." This book
givs an orthodox the exqnisit pleasure of
being basted over the head with his own
cudgel. The clergy affect to hate Spiritualism most intensely. Imagin their horror to
find the object of their hatred and abuse
proven true from the mouth of their own
witness. I was with Colonel Kelso when he
pr('pared and delivered the fir!lt lecture in
"Spiritualism Sustained." I heard. the wail
of anguish and righteous indignation that
"went up" to heaven from the mouth of tLe
sky-pilot who supposed he was the exclusiv
mouth-piece for the little flock of Bakersfie d
California. But when a full house greeted
Colonel Kelso's lecture, and respectable people applauded it, the agony of the minister
was very acute. " Whom the gods wish to
destroy, they first make mad."
Sherman's march through Georgia mowed
a wide swath through rtbeldom so are the
writings of ·Colonel Kelso maki~g deep inroads in the rank and file Of orthodoxy.
Keep these works before the public.
Fall River, Kan.
P. YAN HYATT.

into the sitting-room. The d('jected countenance he wore, and the melancholy droop'of
his tail feathers, convinced Mrs. Bemis that
Neptune was truly penitent, and thereat the
good lady much rejoiced.
On Tuesday evening the regular old folks'
prayer-meeting was held at Mrs. Bemis's, and
the attendance was somewhat larger than
usual. The ceremonies had reached the most
impressiv point when the parrot, who had
maintained a gloomy silence all day, ejaculated, suddenly and in harsh, discordant
tones, "Rats I" It would be hard to conceive
of an interruption more mal ap1·opos, more
shocking. The widow Bemis made a plunge
for the depraved bird, with the intention of
incarcerating him again in the garret, but, as
if he foresaw her design, the parrot ripped
out a volley ol oaths so prodigiously shocking
that the widow Bemis fell back and over on
the floor and tay there like one dead.
Old Mr. Sawyer made a pass at Neptune
with his cane, but all he did was to knock
some veneering off the haircloth sofa. The
profane bird thereupon opened out on Mr.
Sawyer, and the hideous expletivs he rasped
out drove that worthy old gentleman into an
apoplectic fit. 1 t seemed as if the bird had
become possessed of seven deviJg ; at any
rate, never before had the ears of his auditors
been burdened with such a flood-tide of
ribaldry an<;! profanity as he launched out
from his perch at the back of the haircloth
sofa.
The widow Bemis swore out a warrant
against the Folsom boys yesterday, and Justice Kersten will hear both sides of the interesting story. The widow claims that the
boys hav corrupted her parrot to such a degree that he no lo.nger delights in goodness,
but takes pleasure only in heathenish practices and sinful conversation.-New Haven
Registe1'.

Pains Vinfiicatad!
-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New

York Observer's slandei'ous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both -the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
-o-.
The New York Ob.qerver (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this· pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETUER WITH

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC . CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine'S
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
AdilrflAA
'l'HR TRDTH RF.EKRR CO.

llfottoes forFr~t1thinlu11rs.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
in tended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:
THE LfVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL •
THE WOULD.
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BIBLE 1fiYTI-IS
AND

THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
;I'he o!)jectof the work Is to pomt out the myths
With whwh the Old and New l'estaments abound·
to show that they were held in common w1th othe;
natwns; and ~hen t~·ace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
.
~·.rt is p.nquestionab!y true that the results of a
ratiOnalistiC study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us. "-N. Y. sw•.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
Price, $:l.60.

FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.

SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

..................................................... :
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REASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
····· .............................. ·:···· ............ :
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THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.
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UNIVERSAL MENTAL LmERTY.
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THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HERE.
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NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF IN-·
.
.
DUSTRIAL PRoDUOTION AND
:
T~ ;g!~~DI~Ri~~~~:;
~
ExcHANGE.
By J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
Price, 25 cents.
The Widow Bemis's Parrot.
22 x 15 inches, prmted in colors, with an engraved
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Mrs. Lucretia Bemis is a widow. Her husheading, containing the Nine Demands of Liber
band was a sea captain, and when he died,
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
ELEMENTS
the lecture-rooms of Liberal •ocieties. Price, 30
about fifteen years ago, he left his wife,
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
among other worldly goods, a large green
wrapped, on receipt of' price.
parrot, versatil alike in plumage and in conAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
versational powers. This parrot was nam.ed
FOB
Neptune-a modest tribute to the tridentbearing deity whose domain had been trav- HIGHER INSTITUTER IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTHUCTION.
ersed so often by old Captain Bemis. The
Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
By Prof H.. lU. Couiu;cr, A.M.
widow Bemis enjoys the reputation of a deFranklin.
This book i~ just what the busy world of to-ilay
voutly religious woman-a woman whose
needs~ a perfect compendium of hiHtory from 2.000
conversation and deeds are marked by a sin- years B.C., on up to 1883, allm a uutijheli.-Etmtna A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anual
Congress of the American Secular Union
gular piety. Since the demise of her beloved Sler•ke1·.
As a te~t-book in schools, the b9ok. would occups
in Chickering Hall, New York,
'
husband, she has lavished the wealth of her an u:np01 tant place; m t.he familY It would be no
November 13, 1886.
less Important, as conveying information that all
affections upon the parrot Neptune, and has should
be acquainted with.-Su.,an Wix•,n.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Mr. Cottinger'" intentiOns m wl'lting this book
devoted much time to teaching the bird
Price 15 oentA.
are
excellent.,
and
h~s H!·audpoint admirable; it may
religious hymns and phrases.
b!J comm.ended as fnlfilhng tt.s purpose of a conAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
The Folsom boys liv next door to Mrs. Cise and mterestmg histotical text-book.-Mtlwau.
kee Sentinel.
Bemis. There are three of them, and they
KERSEY GRAVES'S WORKS.
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.
are fifteen, eighteen, and nineteen years old
Biogra-phy
of Satan ; or, a Historical
re~pectivly. Their father is a blacksmith
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
PER80N.A.L EXISTENCE AFTER
P
nee,
35
cents.
and be is an industrious man, but these thre;
DEATH DlPROBABLE.
Bib!e. of Bi~leR; o!,. Twenty-seven
boys are so wondrously shiftless that they
DIVIDe Revelatwns,contammg a description of
By L. R. SM11'H.
appear to hav given themselvs over, body and
twenty-•evep ~Ibles and an exJ?osition of two
thor.sand }?I}?hcal errors m science, history,
soul, to the devices of Satan. About a Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
mar
tJs, ,reJigi9nl and genera] events. AJso a
month ago, these abandoned youths turned
Published and for sale by
deli 1eat.wn of t11e characters of the p1·incipa!
of the Christian Bihle ancl an expersonnges
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.
THE
their ?iabolical ~ttention to the beguiling of
ami Iation of their iloctrins. Price, $1 75.
the w1dow Bemis's parrot into sinful way~.
The World's Sixteen CnwHIPd SavFrom their back. door step they held artful DID JESUS CHJOS1' RISE F.ROM
iol's ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
discourse with the parrot as he perched in
THE DEAn?
Co~t!tiuing. new and. star~ling revelations in
the window of the second-story back room, Tlte Evidences for tlte Resu1·1·ection Tried
reJI~IOil8. history1 wh!eh diHc.Jos!' the oriental
ortgm ,of all tlhe aoctrm ~s, .rrmcip!es, precepts.
and ere long they taught the guileless and
and m11·acles of the Chrtstian New Testament
and Found Wa:~ting.
!1-nd fumishing a .key for. unlocking many of
unsuspecti~g bird di~ers ribald words, proBy
Saladin. '
1t.s sam ed .mY•tene~, besides comprising the
fane explet1vs, and Wicked phrases likely to
b1story of s1xteen on en tal crucifie<!_gods
PRI~E,
25 CENTS.
AddrAss 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.
.
cause a blush of shame, if not a thrill of horAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ror, when heard in polite society.
REPLY
Last Saturday the widow Bemis happened
SOCIAL WEALTH,
TO RE.V. L. A. LAMBERT'S
to hear the parrot explode an oath and to
The Sol~ F'(UJtors and iC'J'{UJt Ratio~ in Its "NOTES ON INGERSOLL.'
punish him for the shocking offe~se the
Acquirement and Lipplfftionment.
proper dame lockPd him up in the garret for
By H. W, Lacy,
By J. K. INUALLS,
~everal days and fed him nothing but dry
thorough exposure of the Catholic priest•
Price,
£"1oth,
•
•
81
00.
A
bread. On Tuesday she believed him suffiHiRI.oricn.l miRPt.stt~m~nt.R.
Addre~~ 'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
ciently punished, and she brought him down
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.
28Lafayette Place, New York.
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Agents :tor the Truth Seeker.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions,
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications alwaYS on hand at cheap rates .

OALIFOBNIA•

J. E. Clark, Los Angefes.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Y onge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The !>on net~ wr1tten lJy l!'rancis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and h1s bnde, A.D., 15\10. By WM. HENBY
BuRR. Pr1e.,, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

COLORADO.

J ..G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street; and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Unrivaled in Tone,

INDIANA.

A~

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

"'V Q

KANSAS.
Chris~

Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield.(Post-oJfice, Smyrna
Mills).
·
MASSAOIIUBETTB.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIIIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
.

MISSOURI.

.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

·Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st .. Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
OIIIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 2i'i9 Superior st., Cleveland.
B. F. Hyland,

OREGON.
Corvalli~.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George.Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
.

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
. T. Theo. Coiwick, Norse.
U'l'AII.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
ENGLAND.
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cor. 87th st.
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Bible .Analyzed. "For Sledge-

hammer Logic unsurpassed,"
silk cloth, $3.

AND THE

Catholic Church.

Svo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Deft>nse. A thorough analysis of the

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examinatton in verse of the charges generally brought af!ainst his Satanic majesty.
12mo. 466PP., •1.50.
.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain !>piritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

-o-

By L. K. Washlnwn. ·
-o-

EXTRACT.
"I could pronounce n·• benediction upon Ro
mani•m. It h s done mischief enougn to deserve
transportation for life. I reR"ard Roman Chri•tianity as th~ worst form of tyranny. It commands the arm to work and the brain t~ die: it
feeds faith and starves thought; it loveR opp-ession and hates liberty. It has givtn falsehood a
crown and truth a scaffold."

PRICE, 5 CENTS.

Infidel Death Beds.

Addrqaa THF. TRUTH AF..EKER.
28 Lafayette Placo, New York.

By G. W. FOOTE.

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price,

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P.

riOW TO S TRENC THEN

PUTNA~i,

Secreta1·lf of the American Secular Union.

THE MEMORY';

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

oR,

Natural and Seientiftc Methods of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
BIBLE•
12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

$1.00

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La'ayette Pl., New York.

~~~~----~---------------

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou,{h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
. H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. · More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenf s.
For sale at th1s office.

I

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

Robto G .. Ing-ersoll's
!!lcrcbants' Tele-

g•·aph Company
against the
Weste'rn Union Telegt'aph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents eae'h.

THE

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more sue!;
flaming arguments • • . will not leave . numbers at·a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa-

ration."

Price, 35 cents.

For either of these works, or any of Paine'l
writinJZR,
Address THE 'TRUTH SEEKER.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
I!'ate.-'rhe Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes•.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. Tht
Huron; or,· the Pupil of Nature.-1\licrom~gas.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-J\1emnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-'l'he Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure iL
HaVIng No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
o~

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, lain paper. With 6~
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, ~.oo.
Half calf or half morocco, marbled edgeB, $4.00.
Address THE TltuTH SEEKER CO.

THE DAWNING.
A

NOVEL.

" Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herd•men of Adrnetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound
cloth. Price, $1.50.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Con
·
28 Lafay~otte Place, J.'llew York

B.

WHIT!<'ORD, !.t.D.

Christianity a Rewnrd for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 \)ages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15C

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25<?.

OR,

The Church ot 1-'ractical Religion.

.A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without supersl.ition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it .to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient na1·rativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

S,. P., Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universe, and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price,.20 cts.
Waif~ and Wandermgs, a New Ameri
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.
"A prose epic of tho war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-,TOh'll
Swintor;'s Paper.

J~sus.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

WORKS OF 0.

TRY•S·UUl\RE;

Ingersoll and

By THO!liAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

in the suit of the
~nd

k!:~SON.

THe.
CONVENTIONAL ~-IE.Iii OF OUR
CIVILIZATiON.

OPENING SPEEUH TO THE JURY

Bankers'

PAINt'S AGE OF

·Tile Greatest of aU Anti-Bibli•
cal \\forks.

Ne-vv York.

Col. Kelso's Works. The Public Schools

TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

Touch and Workmanship.

-4WITJ.) + ILLU$TR1UIOU$. +

Prometheus, A r,oem. "It is crammed

R.ATlONAL COMMUNISM,

CON':I:'EN':I:'S.
PAGR.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, ·
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Davvn. By D. Louis Badge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Lavvs of the'
States and Territories of the United States,
The Right to Testify.· By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A,Story. By Si Slokum,

A conve1·sation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony betweeiJ
them. Price, 10 cts.
.
.

Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
5c,
Adt!resE
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 LA.fayAtte Pl.. NPw York.

CE. M. 287.)

5
17
29
30
34

37
92

Tile Present and the Future
ReJ»Ublic of ~orth America,
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating assomate life as a remedy for
povertr, vice alHl crime. It de~tls with the !?resent
conditwns of1 somety in thiB country, pointmg out
their imperfections, aud "lJowiug bc,w it iH almost
Impossible that the people sbcntld Le other than
poor and vwious under our present BYHtem. The
remedY, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a viv1d picture of the future
HepulJlic of North Amenca, as it will be when
Hocwty shall be orr.anized on the principles of
Hational Communism. The book 1e vigorously
and intereBtingly written.

Pa1•er.Soc; cloth, $l.
94
98

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy

NEW YORK:

with life, though , and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1. .

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
10 cents.
Price,

Gottlieb, His Life. .A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

HISTORY

Adami and H eva. A Poetic version

lNTELLECTUAL DFVELOPMENT

other Agnostic Poems.

OF

Price, 10 eta.

version of the Indian Story: of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superior1ty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is. shown. Price
cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE

Of Euror•c.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.,
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creatwn. An Answer to Mr. GladA Dtscusston Between
stone. By Albert Revillo, D.D.
·
Gladstone, Huxley, Moller,
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H,
THERE wou'd be ittstice in a few men owning
Linton,
Reville.
Huxley.
MANY busineB8 men are making an activ
'" b
G
·
dG
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin· the air and farming it out to those who wish to
eo1ogy.
ton
sURtain life, equal to a few owning all the land
fight against the Saturday balf-holiday, and 0 n the C onll..lct etween enes1sa.n
OONTBNTB:
This is a new book and contains the latest discus· and a portion of the water. All are equally gifts
many workingmen are more in want of work
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon., sion_op the mistakes of Moses. _The names of the of nature, and all men hav a birthright inheritW. E. Gladstone.
·
partiCIPants are a guarantee oftts able character. ance in each.-D. M. Bennett.
than a. holiday. It is believed that SaturdayPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth. 75 cents.
afternoon work will therefore be generally II. The Interpreters of GenMia and thelnterpraters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
I t IF,dbyd neglect
of its wings, an ~agle should sink
III. Postsor1pt to Solar Mytha. By Prof. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·t
ld th
·
I th l
resumed after this month.
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
o a o o, 1 won
en recognize on Y e awa
of d<1do life. For the dodos
SBVENTY·TWo 1 i quo r
of humanity, did not one
sellers were arrested in
believe in a consnminll' fire
this city last Sunday.
and au outer darkness,
what woultl be left us but
A FE'l'B in honor of the
an ever-renewed A last It
centenary of the Ameriis truth and not impeturba. can Constitution will be
bihty that a man's nature
held at the Crystal Palnquirea of htm ; 1t is help,
not
the leaving of cards at
ace in London Sept 17th.
doors, that will be recog.
EMPEROR FRANO!B Jo.
nized as the test; it is love,
BBPH, of Austria, has
and- no amount of fLt.ttery,
that will pro•per; differconferred upon M. PasFIRST HALF OF THE XXX CHAPTERS Of
ences wide as th"'t between
teur the decoration of
a gentleman and a cad will
the Order of the Iron
II
'LEi. I JACOB fJ( HIS
Wlv£t'lf HANDMAIDS
contrast to a hair's breadth
.
Crown, with the title of
in that day; the customs of
baron.
trade and the picking of
WI/ILE TH£ /Y!ONK£Y BLUSHES
pockets will go together,
.
AIVLJ
/
THB Progressiv Labor
with the ll'reater excuse for
party, composed of the
SLINKS OFF TO HIDE HIS SHAM£·'
the greater need a11d the
expelled port ion of Henry
less knowledge; liars, the
most gentleman like and the
George's United Labor
most rowdy, will go as liars
party, will probably go
-the first claRa •hall be last
into politics this fall with
and the last firRt.-Macaona county ticket.
ali%'R ~faru Ma?·.,ton.
ALL the reli 'lions and all
THB Socialists of Rotthe sects are in a state of
terdam, Holland, tried to
flux. Even the Rom an
giv one of their agitators
Catbolic church, anchored
though it be by the solid
a. reception on the 7th
cont.inent of institutions
inst., but a crowd stoned
nearly two thousand y~ars
the building in which
old, is yet partially afloat
the reception was held,
and "i•solving. It, too, has
and tore down and
its two parties, the fixed
and the movable. All the
burnt a Socialist flag.
le~tding religions, the. HeSeveral men forced an
brew, the Christ.iR.n, · the
entrance into the house
MohR.mmedan, the Hindoo,
and smashed the Socialthe Confucian, hav been
breeding in the last fifty
ist emblems, and made
years a race of souls too
ageneral wreck of the
large or too free to stay
THE CURTA.I_N DR 0 P 8.-(Read your Bibles at Gen. xxix and xxx.)
furniture. The Socialists
within them. They all hav
fled through a back door.
the ex-members or those
just ready to step out.
Dn. MoGLYNN bad a big congregation at
ltid'.t;t ';2-nd
Mr. Smith came and got it a little while ago,' And all the denominations ·are in commotion, a
part of tLe membershiP going backward, a part
the Academy of Music last Sunday evening.
U(;l
~·
a.
said the deacon'• daughter.
The collection amounted to $2J9.87.
Mr. Sm1th! What business had he with our forward, and a part trying in vain to stand still
machine.? I didn't ask, buc I trotted down to between the two pa1·ties.-W. J. PotiRr
THE Theater Royal at Exeter, England,
OMAHA man: "Talk about your reformers and Smith's. I found Smith very complacently oiling
THE profoundlY religions man of to-day never
was burnt last week during a. play. The . phtl~nthropists, 1 hav hlt on a plan way ahead of the lawn-mower, and apparently gettmg 1t ready recogniz~s the identity between himself and the
object of his worship; but he sees the applicabiltheater was crowded, and more than one them all." Friend : "Going to make this earth a' for actiOn.
hundred persons perished.
heaven, eh 1" "Pretty near it. You know that
'Well,• said I,' I came over after that lawn- ity of this prinCIPle in times and among people
nearly all the crimes and offenses against good ~ower, but as you seem to be gettmg ready to use having co!lceptions of God that are ~rross and low.
The enlightened ChrL<tian readily admitg this to
THE Rev. O. F. Ingolsby, Campbellite, was order are committed by men under the influence lit, I Hnppose I can Watt.'
arrested at Starkey, N.Y., last week, on a. of liquor.'' •· Ye•." "A.nd that a large proportiOn . "'Rum,' said he, 'I guess the deacon and I keep be true of the ignorant savage. The well-informed
Christian and the enlightened Hebrew of to-day
of these men are perfectJy inoffensiv when sober." · It prett.y busy.'
charge of grand larceny. It is claimed that "Certainly." .. But, nevertheless, after they hav
"'So it seems,' said I, kind of sarcastically.
admit that tnll.nY of the Old Testament representhe secured $2,000 by false representations.
served their terms, they are let out, and as qmck
"'Well, we hav got to get om money's worth at iva of G ·d are very imperfect. and thPY apologize for their gropsness by ~aying that Gocl, in
as they drink theY are as dangerouo as before." out of 1t, you know,' says he.
PLYMOUTH church was reopened last Sun- "Of course." •· Well, 1 propo•e to hav the word, "'l'nat,struck me_ as a mighty queer remark, and thoRe da~·s. accommodated himself t" the rude,
ignorant of the people, sinre they were unable to
day, and the Rev. Mr. Willis preached, but 'dnngerous' tattooed on the end of their noses • I couldn c help saymg,
there is still no indication as to who will be but in white letters so 1t won't be seen.'' "What
"'I should think you'd want to get one yomself.' entertain any conceptiOn of God unless he were a
chosen to rattle around permanently in Mr. earthly good w1ll that do?" "Why, don't you
"'Well,' says he, looking up a little surprised, being hke themselvs. But it is just as certain
that the conception of God by the theologians of
see 1 The word will become vistble as qmck as 'I own half of this one.'
Beecher's pulpit.
they begin to dtir.k again and their nose~ get
"'You-you own half of this?' says I, aston- to-day is a conc•ption of the nature of man; and
whenever the Theist has recourse to volition to
T
1 d M h 0 d'
f N
red.''
ished.
BB co ore
et
IStS o
yack, N.Y.,
•• 'Why, certainly,• said he; 'Deacon Sharpley supply the nexus between cause and effect, be unhad a pleasant church reception one evening DEACON SHA.BPLEY's LAWN-MOWER, AND WHY HE and I bougllt. thtslawn-mower together.'
conscwusly invests nature -with his own human
last week. Prince Hankerson was fatally
SHOULD HAV A BELL-PUNCH.
''I tell you that took me completely down. The perwnality.- unatrwooa.
"I tell you what," said a submban friend of the d eacon h a d comp1etely p 1aye d us nff , one against
shot during the religious festivities, and there
WE blame 'Knox for his intolerance. Well,
1'
d
.
Listener, as the street-car conductor came around the other, and bad got me to pay for one-half the
was a rve 1Y an satisfactory row.
bearing a particularly big and imposing bell- machme, and Smith the other, calculatmg to get surely it is good that each of us be as tolerant as
· to mow a 11 h'ts own grass f or not h in g. posstble. let, at bottom, after all the t.alk there
A ooLORBD minister and Prohibition orator Punch, " there's a deacon in our church that th e use of 1t
ought to be made to carry one of those things If he had been as cautious as he was sharp, and tB and has been about it, wha.t is tolerance 1 Tolnamed J ackson, well supplied with ecclesias- when he makes his coUectwns, if ever anybody kept the machme in his own barn, or else insisted erance has to tolerate the un-essenttal ;·and to see
tical credentials, cashed a bogus $300 check ought to be made to wear one.''
on going after it himself, I suppose he mtgbt hav well what that is. Tolerance has to be noble,
in Atlanta, Ga., the other day, preached an
"Why;what has the deacon done 1"
kept-a-going that way. But ~ince we've found it measured, jast in its very wrath, when it can tol"I'll tell you the whole story, and when I've out , S rut'th an d I ge t a 1ong fi rs t -ra t e, b ut th e d ea.- erate no longer. But, ou the whote, we are not
effectiv sermon, and then skipped.
done I want to know whether, if it had happened con has to hire an Irishman to mow his grass wi!h here altogether to tolerate! We are here to resist, to control and vanquish withal. We do not
SuNDAY-NIGHT secular concerts are forbid- to you, it wouldn't hav destroyed your co~.>fideiJce a scythe.
"tolerate" falsehood•, tniever1es, in·qmties, when
" An d tha t' s th e reason wh Y I th'm k th
den in New York, and all who want mnsl·c in somebody. You see, I liv next door to Deacon
· e d eacon they fester on us; we say to them: Tuou art false,
S"arpley, and my yard is stparat~d from his just ought to· carry a bell-punch when he takes up a
on that evening must take the sacred variety. by a light PlCket fence. I was wh11ckmg away at collection. Don'c you think it would be a gooa thou art not tolerable I We are here to extingUish falsehoods and put an end to them, in some
Policemen are detailed to attend Sunday. the grass on my little lawn the other mght wuh a scheme ?"-Boston Tran~cr-tpt.
wBe way! I will not qnarrel so much with the
evening concerts to arrest secular musicians. graos-hook; I was just finishmg the jJb, and wonway; the doing of the thi g is our great concern.
dering whether I should ever be rich enough to
Iu this sense K•,ox was, full surely, intolerant.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
THB congregation in attendance upon a swell out with a lawn-mower, when the deacon
-Corl~le's Heru- Wu1•sJap.
revival meeting at Needmore, Tenn., fell came out and leaned over the fence. • See here; Tb.e Story Hour. For Children and
BuT Jesus tumed unto Peter and said unto
through the floor of a. church last Saturday ijaid he,' you're gettmg quite • lawn here, and so
Youth. }ly Susan H. Wixon. Without Superam I. We don't either of us hav quite enougn
stition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers' him : Get thee behind me, Satan; for thou art an
night. Sixty or seventy people are reported business for a lawn-mower, and together we
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-pagt oft'ense unto me; for thou savorest not the things
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heavy· tLat be of God, but tbose that be of men.-Matt.
to hav been injured, one man fatally and might hav. S<~oy we go snucks on one?' I told
toned
paper, broad margins, illuminated xvi, 28; also A-laric viii, 33.
many seriously.
h1m that I thought it was a good idea, and would
covers ; <J:to. 224 p p., bds., $1.
go in with htm on a machine. He said he would
LET not this weak, unknowing hand
TaB aldermen and mayor of New York in. manage the purchase, and would tell me how Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
Presume thy hhlts to throw;
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
vited Mrs. Cleveland to take part in the much half the cost was. 8o I let him go on and
Nor deal damnation round the land
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
ceremony of presenting· testimonials to the buy the lawn-mower, and he brought a receipted
each I judge thy foe.
b1ll for $12.50 in his own name. I gave htm the A·~ples of Gold.
A Story-Book for IfOn
I am right. thy gr·ace impart,
firemen of this city who hav distinguished le.25. and left the machme and the recetpt m hts
the Young Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Sttllm tl!e rigut to st-ay;
themselvs for bravery. The invitation said hands.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young ma8ters and misses, has
If I am wrong, oh, teach my heart
nothing about the president, and Mrs. Cleve"About two weeks after that-I'd seen the deapassed through a very large edttwn, and a
To find the better wav !
land declined on the ground that she could con shoving the lawn-mower around in his yard
second has been issued at a reduced price of
-Pupe's Un<vm·sal Pravm·.
in great style in the mean time-1 thought my
$1.25,
free
of
postage.
This
new
editiOn
ha•
a
not proper1Y participate in any public cere- grass had got up enough to warrant cnttmg, and
photogmph of the author whwh adds very
THE food of hope
much to the value of the volume.
mony in which her husband took no part.
I went over to the deacon's to get the machme.
Is medit.ated action; robbed of this
Her sole support, abe langniohes and clies.
By
AN open-air indignation meeting was held The deacon was out, they said, but the lawn- T:te Youth's Liberal Guide.
We perish also; for we li v by hope
Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. This
mower was down at Mr. Smith's. I thought it
volume aims at the education of youth in the
And by d "•ire; we see by the glad light,
at Mitchellstown, Ireland, Sept. 8th, to was a little queer that the deacon had lent oul'
principles of Freethought, at the same time
We breathe the sweet air of futurity,
protest against the prosecution of Editor machine, but I went down to Smith's and got 1t.
that it inculcates moral duties and humaL
And so we liv, or else we hav no l1fe.
O'Brien for inflammatory remarks made at a I thought they looked a little cross when I took it,
rights fl'Om a standpoint of pure reason and
- Wu1·asworth.
common sense. A.ddress THE TRUTH
·
·
S
but I took it just the same and mowed my lawn.
SEEKER.
prevwus meetrng.
even thousand persons N~xt mght the deacon came and got it again and
DoTH anY man doubt that. if there were taken
were present, and when a reporter and an wowed away awh 1le in his back-y,.rd. A. few days Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In- out< f men ·a minds vain opinions, flattering hopes,
escort of police attempted to push to the after th ...t I thought ic was about time to mow
vestigation. Revised Edition. This namphlet false va nations, 1maginauons as one woulrl, and
refers specifically to 148 B1ble propositions, the like, but it would leave the mine a of a number
front they were assaulted with clubs and once more, and Wtlnt over to the dettcon's atter
with numerous references and citations, that of men poor ahrnnk•n thingH, full of melancholy
stones. The police fired into the crowd, and the macl.tine. No machine anywhere around. I
are contradict-eel in terms by tb~ same number
asked at the back door:
of other proPositions in the same book. I'rioe and indi8POBHton and unpleasing to themselvs?
two men were killed outright.
"• Where's the lawn-mower?'
-Bacon'" Essa11s.
»li oen}f.
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CONDUCT [;
,,DRINK, YEA, DRINK ABUN-DANTLY, 0 BELOVED."-

DR U .1\f. KAR OS'
BIBLE C'CASS
EVERY
EVENING.

''GIVE STRONG DRINK UNTO

"THE SON Or MAN CAME-.

HIM THAT IS READY TO PERISH, AND WINE UNTO THOSE
THAT BE Of HEAVY HEAR.T.
LET HIM DRINK AND FORC.E T

"

EATING AND DRINKING
= Matti. XI, t9Lh =

"DRINK NO lONGER WATER.

HIS POVERTY AND .REMEMBER
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XXXI
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=
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IT is reported that the inquest into the
Mitchellstown, Ireland, riot reveals shameful
brutality on the part of the police. No
doubt.
A MAN stood on the street in New York
one day last week soliciting alms. From his
neck hung a placard. stating that while driving a beer wagon in Kentucky he had been
struck by lightning and rendered permanently
deaf and dumb. His affliction was regarded
as a divine warning against driving beer
wagons until he was discovered to be an
impostor, with his organs of speech and hearing in a normal condition, He was sent to
the workhouse for six months.
THE united German trades hav issued a
manifesto addressed: "The workingmen of
the United States of North America." It
denounces all who had any pg,rt in the ttial
· of the Chicago Anarchists except the c'ondemned men and their supporters, and it says:
"The judgment of blood is not yet executed.
Let every man do his duty and it will never
be." It is understood that the condemned
men will not petition for clemency, but expect a commutation of sentence.
EDITOR BowEN, of the orthodox Independent, left a horse and phaeton in front of his
offiee the other day, and somebody got ip. and
drove off with the ri!!,"". The Rev. Wm. Tully,
of Hurricane, W. Ya .. slipped while going up
stairs, and a pistol in his pocket was discharged, the ball traver~ing his body and
killing him. The Rl v. J. L. Danner, of Patterson, N.J., fell in his own yard and broke
his leg. Owing to the large number of spar-
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rows prevalent at this season of the year, her eye and a small woman her age is about
these good and faithful servants are supposed 48 and has two living husbands at this time.''
to hav escaped divine notice.
THE patriotic Italians commemorated the
A ooRRESPONDIINT of a London journal other day by a parade the taking of Rome
says: "A friend of mine, not long since, from Pope Pius IX. in 1870. Mayor Hewitt
overheard a devotee interpreting to a . poor received a letter from a citizen of Albany adwoman the ceremony accompanying the vising him not to review the procession. He
penance of Ash Wednesday. The priests on replied that " it has been customary for the
that day, as he marks the penitent's forehead mayor, when requested, to review from the
with ashes, pronounces the text : ' Pulvis es City Hall steps any respectable body of citiet in pulverem reverteris.' On coming out of zens, and in ~his instance he would not dechapel, this poor woman asked the devotee part from the usage of his predecessors, even
'What the words were?' 'They're Latin; at the risk of personal misrepresentation or
that's what they are.' 'But what do they of the loss Df political prestige."
mane?' ' Sure it's what they always says on
A CHIOAGOA.N, lately returned from Bar
Ash Wednesdays.' 'Yes, but what's the
manin' of it?' 'Oh, the manin' of it? Well, Harbor, Me., tells a curious story of the
it's this way, it is. It manes, in a way of system by which drinks are served to those
spakin', "If it don't do you no good, it won't who desire them. "I went to the hotel
clerk," he eaid, "and expressed my opinion
do you no harrum.'' "'
of his town in very lurid terms. He asked
WM. ANDREws, a resident of Caklwell me what was the matter, and I made no
county, N.C., asks the press to help him bones about telling him that I wanted a drink,
catch David Knight, a Baptist minister, who 11nd t'lat I didn't think much of the hotel that
has deserted his wife and twelve children didn't provide them for its guests. 'Well,'
and eloped with Mrs. Martha Anarews, his he said, 'I can't giv you anything, but I hav
mother-in-law. Mr. Andrews wrote the notice a friend, and maybe he can. I'll giv you
himself, and the following is a verbatim et a line to him.' Then he told me how to find
literatim copy of it: ''On or about the last of his friend, and gave me a card bearing this
August 1887 David Kuight and Martha An- inscription,' Please save this man's life.' The
drews run away together mid Knight a bap. card was efficacious, and I went back to the
tist minister about five feet nine inches high clerk and told him I wanted a pack of them."
dark complection Black beard some grey and
NoT long ago an English parson, or curate,
when he preached or prays Le makes a curious
noise when he draws his breath he left a wife while passing by a house, had his dignity
and twelve children and wife bed sick and ruffied by a small stone, accidentally thrown
not expected to live and the woman his in his direction by a boy of eight. '!he parmother-in-l(tW and wife of Martin Andrews. son went home and wrote a letter to the lad's
She left her husband and one child. She has father demanding reparation. The parent
a wart or mole on the side of her nose near paid no attention to his letter, and another

written by the"' clergyman was equally ineffectiv. The parson took the matter to
court with the avowed determination of finding out whether English law could not protect
clergymen from insults, intended or otherwi~e, by people of low degree.
He· was ignominiously sat upon by the judge and had the
costs for his trouble. The L')ndon Judy has
done the case up in rhyme, after the following manner:
Good people all, giv se~ions ear
To my sad song, and yon shall hear
A tale that well may prompt a tear
And banish all your glee;
Oh, hearken to the dread event
That happened to a reverend gent,
Who !iva near Salisbury,
As forth he walked in saintly state,
A h"rrid ruffian, aged eight,
A pebble tbrHW across a l!'ateA pebble smooth and wee;
It was not for tile pardon me,.nt,
But ob, it scared the reverend gent,
Who llvs near s..!idbury.
"Base child!" exclaimed the grand divine,
" Betwixt uour social rank and mtne
The gulf is great, a• I opine,
And a• yourself shall see ;
For yon shall find it is no joke
1'o frighten thus a rev,rend bloke,
Who !iva near 8ali8bnry ."
The horrid ruffian, aged eight,
Was brought before the magistrate
Next day, to answer for his great
Assault and battery,
But, sad to say, the judgment went
Auatnst, notf<Jr, the reverend gent.,
Who !iva near s..h.bnry!
Not only d1d he lose the day
And see his summons cast away,
But be had all tbe co.ts to pay,
Wbich came to one pound three.
Alack ! it was a sad event
To happen to a reverend gent,
Who livs near s..llsbury.
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of experts who seemed to find gold by a sort of sixth
sense and came across ' indications' whe1;ever they
stirred the gravel of the rocky ravines. We called
'prospectors,' and the brilliancy of ~heir prosThe Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of them
pects was indeed demonstrated by dally proofs.
Secularism.
But at the' first fro~ of Fortune they would get disA: CONTRffiUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
couraged; a.nd remove their exploring outfit to anBY FELIX L. OSWALD.
other ravine. Most of the actual work was done by
Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc. the 'squatters,' as we called the steady diggers, who
would take up an abandoned claim and stick to it .for
weeks. Bragging was not their forte, but at the end
I I . - M EN T A L M A X I 111 s.
of the season the squatter could squat down o~ a
CHAPTER IX -PERSEVERANCE.·
sackful of nuggets, while the prospector had nothmg
but prospects."
A.-Lessons of Instinct.

fl[o mmunications.

In the course of evolution from brute to man some
of our organs have been highly developed by constant
use, while others have been stunted by habitual dis
use. In special adaptions of the sense of f ouch and
sight, for instance, man surpasses all his fellow·creatures, most of whom, in turn, surpass him in the
acuteness of their olfactory organs. An analogous
result seems to have been produced by the exercise or
neglect of certain mental faculties and dispositions.
The instinct of enterprise, for instance, has been developed from rather feeble germs of the animal soul,
while the instinct of perseverance appears to have lost
something of its pristine energy. The African termite ant rears structures which, in· proportion to the
size of the builders, surpass the pyramids as a mountain surpasses the monuments of the mound-builders.
By the persistent cooperation of countless generations the tiny architect of the coral reefs has girt a
continent with a rampart of sea-walls. The prairie
wolf will follow a trail for half a week. The teeth of
a mouse are thinner and more brittle than a darning
needle, yet by dint of perseverance gnawing mice
manage to perforate the stoutest planks. Captive
prairie dogs have been known to tunnel their way
through forty feet of compact loam.
· An instinct, which one might be tempted to call a
love of perseverance for its own sake, seems sometimes to influence the actions of young children.
There are boys whose energies seem to be roused by
the resistance of inanimate things. I have seen lads
of eight or nine years hew away for hours at knotty
logs which even a veteran woodcutter would have
been pardoned for flinging aside. There are school
boys, not otherwise distinguished for love of books,
who will forego their recess sports to puzzle out an
arithmetical problem of special intricacy.
Our desultory mode of education hardly tends to
encourage that disposition which, nevertheless, is now
and then apt to develop into a permanent character
trait. Tht:re are young men who will act out a selfdetermined program of study or business with per.
sistent disregard of temporary hardships, and pursue
even minor details of their plan with a resolution only
strengthened by drffi.culties. The moral ideals of
antiquity seem to have been more favorable to the
development of that type of character, which also
manife,ts itself in the national policy of several
ancient republics, and the inflexible consistency of
their legal institutions.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.

The advantages of perseverance are not too readily
admitted by the number1es.'l victims of that facile disposition that loves to ascribe its foibles to the '· versatility of genius," or a high-minded "aversion to
pedantic routine;" yet now, as in the days of yore,
life reserves its best rewards for the most persistent
competitors. Srngleness of purpose, like a sharp
wedge, fm ces it l way through obstacles that resist
many sided endeavors. The versatile poets and philosophers of Athens have wreathed her memory with
unrivaled laurels, yet in the affairs of practical life
her merchants were out-traded, her politicians outwitted, and her generals beaten by men wh01:e nations had steadfastly followed a narrower but consistent policy. "Aut non tentaris aut perfice,"
«either try not, or persevere," was a Roman proverb
that made Rome the mistress of three continents.
In the Middle Ages the dynasty of the Abbassi~es,
as in modern times the house of the Hohenzollern,
attained supremacy by persistent adhertnce to an
established system of political tactics. Even questionable enterprises have thus been crowned with triumph,
as the ambitions of the Roman pontiffs, and the projects of Ignatius Loyola. 'rhe chronicles of war, of
industry, and of commerce abound with analogous
lessons. Patient persevt~rance succeeds where fitful
vehemence fails. In countless battles the steadiness
of British and North German troops has prevailed
against the enthusiasm of their bravest opponents.
The quiet perseverance of British colonists has prevailed against the bustling activity of their Gallic
rivals, on the Mississippi and St. Lawrence, as well
as on the Ganges and Indus. Steady-going business
firms, consistently-edited journals, hold their own,
and ultimately absorb their vacillating competitors.
Dr. Winship, the Boston Hercules, held tbat the
chances of an athlete "depend on doggedness af p!trpose far more than on hereditary physiq1~e." Even
the apparent caprices of Fortune are biased by the
habit of perseverance. "In the Stanislaus miningcamp," says Frederic Gerstaecker, "we had a number

C.-PERVERSION.

ocrity should be refuted by the explanation of its
.cause. For a long series of centuries the predominance of insane dogmas h.ad actually made science a
mere mockery, and application to the prescribed
curriculum of the monastic colleges a clear waste of
time-clear to all but the dullest minds. The
neglect of· mch studies, of the disgusting sophistry
of the patriotic and scholastic era, was, indeed, a
proof of common sense, since only dunces and
hypocrites could muster the patience required to
wade through the dismal. swamp of cant, pedantry,
and superstition which for thirteen centuries formed
the mental pabulum of the pri~st-1·idden academics.
During that era of pseudo-s01ence and pseudo-merality, of fulsome rant cent-ered on a monstrous delusion, the eccent1•icity of genius · was more than
pardonable, being, in fact, the only alternativ of
mental prostitution. The ideas of waywardness and
mental superiority became thus associated in a way
which in its results has wrought almost as much mischief as in its cause. 'rhe delusions of that idea
have wrecked as many promising talents as indolence ·
and intemperenc.e.
. The pupils of Secularism should be instructed ~o
observe the benefits of perse~erance in the pursmt
of minor projects, and encouraged to apply tbat experience to the higher problems of life. Perseverance should be recognized as the indispensable ally
of loftiest genius as well as of the lowliest talent.
Failure in secular enterprises should cease to be
regarded as a symptom of divine favor ; and for
those who insist on claiming the protection of supernatural agencies, Goethe's grand apostrophe to the
Genius of Manhood* should be condensed in the
motto that "Heroic perseverance invokes the aid of
the gods."-

::rhe ambition. of the ancients was encouraged by
the conviction that life is worth living, and that
all its social and intellectual summits can be reached
by the persistent pursuit of a well-chosen ro~d. But
the basis of that confidence was undermmed by
a doctrine which denied the value of earthly existence and made the renunciation of worldly blessings
the ~hief purpose of moral education. Tfie pilgrim
of life who had been taught to spurn earth as a vale
of tears and turn· his hopes to the promises of
another ~orld was not apt to trouble himself about
a consistent plan of secular pursuits, which, moreover, he had been distinctly instructed to trust to
the chances of the current day: "Take no thought
for the morrow;" "Take no thought. for your life,nor yet for your body . . . for after all these
things do the gentiles seek."
Indecision, inconsistency, fickleness of purpose,
vitiated the politics of the Christian .nations t~roug~
out the long chaos of the Middle Ages,. and m their
features of individual character there IS a strange
want of that moral unity and harmony which the
* Weibisches Klagen, bangliches Za.gen
consciousness of an attainable purpose gave to the
Wendet kein Ungliick, macht dich nicht frei:
national exemplars of an earlier age.
.
Allen Gewalten zum Trorz sich esbalten,
Nimmer _sich beugen, kraftig sich zeigen
The Rationalistic reaction of the last two centunes
Rufet die Arme der G<itter herbei.
has greatly modified the moral ideals of th~ C~ucasian
nations; the legitimacy of ~ecular pursmts. ts mor~
generally recognized, but still only m a furtive, hesi- Our Country's !tight to Make \\'hat It Pleases.
Mr. F. M. Holland, in discussing the tariff questating manner, and the glaring contrast of our daily
practice with the theories of a still prevalent system tion, represents it as being the quebtion, "Wnat
of ethics cannot fail to involve contradictions incom- business our government has to say we shall not buy
patible with true consistency of principles and action. our blankets, flannels, etc., as cheaply as we can."
Answe:r.-It will be time enough to discms that
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
For thirteen hundred years the importance of per- question when the government makes the attempt.
severance in the pursuit of earthly aims was depre lt is a mere misapprehension ta say that in enacting
ciated by the ethics of Antinaturalism, and the word a protectiv tariff tile government deprives anyone of
FAILURE is written in glaring letters over the record the power to buy anything as cheaply as he can.
of the physical, mental, and moral enterprises of all Each subject of the governm-ent keeps on buying as
that period. The nations of northem Europe, whom cheap}y as he can after as well as before a protectiv
the prestige of Rome surrendered to the power tariff is enacted. In fact, a protectiv tariff, according
of popish priests, were giants in stature and strength, to John Stuart Mill, is itself an instance of buying as
and the love of physical health was too deeply rooted cheaply as we can, since it is the act of a collectiv
in the hereditary constitution of those athletes to be nationality in obtaining at the smallest possible cost
at once eradicated by the machinations of spiritual the industrial privilege for each and all of its subjects
poison-mongers. Yet the poison did not fail to asse1t or citizens of conducting a certain kind of industry at
1ts virulence. Athletic sports were still a favorite a profit to themselvs, which they could not otherwise
pastime of all freemen; but the gospel of the Nature- conduct except at a loss. This right of ''buying as
hatmg Galilean insisted on the antagonism of physi- cheaply as we can" inheres in the collectiv industrial
cal and moral welfare; penances and the worship of body known as the nation as fully as it inheres in a
cadaverous saints perv~rted the manlier ideals of the private person. Whatever the nation deems essential
masses, the .encouragement of ascetic habits and the to its most healthy development or highest life it
enforced inactivity of convent life undermined the buys in the cheapest market, when it secures its
stamina of the noblest nations, and in the course of advent or introduction by means of a protectiv tariff,
a few orthodox generations the descendants of the whether it be an iron and steel manufacture, or grain
herculean hunter-tribes of northern Eurcpe became a and produce raising, or whatever other branch of
prey to a multitude of malignant diseases.
industry.
.
Mr. Holland says : " Why. should not . the free
The love of knowledge still fed on the "literary
treasures of antiquity; the flame of philosophy was American be able, like the Englishman, to purchase
now and then rekmdled at the still glowing embers foreign-made goods, when they are cheaper and
of pagan civilization; but the doctrine of other- better than domestic products, without being taxed
worldliness denounced the pursuit of worldly love, for it?"
Answer.-The Englishman has no such right.
and science degenerated into a medley of nurserylegends and monkish fever-dreams.
Men walked The highest duty imposed tin any foreign product by
through life as Sindbad walked through the perils of any tartff in the world is the English duty on tobacco
the spirit-vale, in constant dread of spectral mani- of from 3:>. 6J. to 5s. per pound, or from 1,200 to
festations, in constant anticipation of ghostly inter- 1,800 per cent, and about 400 per cent of th1s duty is
ference with their earthly concerns, the pw·suit of imposed avowedly and outright for the protection of.
which all but the wisest undertook only in a desul- the British tobacco manufacturer, and for no other
tor), tentative way, haunted by the idea that success purpose except the coincident one of revenue.
in worldly enterprises could be bought only at the
Mr. Holland says : " The laborer is much better
off under free trade in England than under,'' etc.
expense of the immortal soul.
And how many thousand wanderers of our latterAnswm·.-Trade is nut free in England. The
day world have thus been diverted from the path of application of the phrase " free" to English trade is
manful perseverance, and almost directly encouraged a simple misnomer. Nearly the whole export trade
in the habit of palliating inconstancy of purpose with of England is an enforced trade, forced on barbarian
that "dissatisfaction . and weariness of worldly vani- purchasert:! by English treaties obtained by fighting,
ties,'' which the ethics of their spiritual educators by conquest, by fraud, and by false pretenses. Such
commend as a symptom of regeneration ! The voices is her trade with China, Japan, India, Turkey,
of re-awakened Nature protest, but only with inter- Egypt, the Mrican port;., Portugal, and Ireland.
mittent success, and the penalty of vacillation is that
Mr. Holland says ~ I ascrib~ to the tariff the
discord of modern life that will not cease till our difference between wages in America, England, Gersystem of ethics has been thoroughly purgeq from many, etc.
the poison of Antinaturalism.
Answer.-The tariff is one of several factors that
E.-REFORM.
influence wages, not the only one, as sunshine is one
That work of redemption should include an em- of several factors in influencing vegetable growth.
phatic repudiation of the natural depravity dogma. But as sunshine implies conditions, such as soil,
Our children should be- taught that steadfast loyalty moisture, fertility, etc., so protection, which in printo the counsels of their natural reason is sufficient to ciple covers every act by which organizad society as
insure the promotion of their welfare in the only a whole reinforces by its associated power the effort
world thus far revealed to our knowledge. The of the individual man, also implies conditions, viz.,
traditional concomitance of perseverance and medi- natural facilities for the production which is to be
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protf'cted, of such a character that under protection scrupulously deficient in their acquaintance with the idea she straightway imparts to her husband. It is
all the artificial facilities, viz., capital, skill, etc., will facts assume to teach.
just the f!ame even to the present day-the woman is
supply themselvs. The concurrence of all these
Mr. Holland indulges in the nonsense of meMuring always the most sensitiv on this point, and the first
causes activity and fertility in production, and the imports and exports as if they were a test of national to find out the deficiencies in her own and her husdivision of the value produced between the two or economic welfare. Does he not know that if New band's wardrobe. But ·now, unless her husband is
factors~ capital and labor,_givs rise to the rate of Yorkcityweresetoffundera.separategovernmentasa one of the stingy sort, and refuses to supply her
wages. In this way protection influences wages as free city, her imports and exports would far exceed with the necessary dollars, this solicitude of the wife
sunshine influences vegetable growth; but as veg- those of any country on earth 1 If New England were regarding dress is not considered an offtlnse against
etable growth cannot be exclusivly attributed to set apart from the United S•ates, so that her trade the laws of either God or man, but rather a meritosunshine, so activity and abundance in production with the balance of the country would figure as im- rious fulfilment of the woman's special duty.
cannot be exclusivly· ascribed to protection. It is ports and exports, its "commerce" would far exceed
Then why (it will be asked) did the first fulfilment
sufficient that I hold it under proper concurring con- that of old England.
of that special duty entail such a frightful curse
ditions to be a cause. It is unnecessary to misrepInstead of tables of imports and exports being a on Eve and all her posterity as yet unborn 1 And
resent me as holding it to be _th,e cause.
measure of economic prosperity, they are only a here, I think, translators and commentators are aoain
Mr. Holland does me the honor to inform me of measure of the degree in which the political bound- at fault; for, read by the new light, I do not find in
something that Mr. J. Schoenh_of has said or written. aries of a producing populatwn fail to correspond the book of Genesis any record of that original curse
If I am rightly informed, Mr. Shoenhof is or was an with the residential boundaries of the consumers of of which professional theologians hav maie so much
authority on the value of hoop or felt skirts. I trust their products. England being insular and urban, capital. If mankind bad remained in a state of
he has met with no misfortunes which lessen the her imports and exports are large. Cut off Paris nature, or retained what is ca'led their p~imitiv innoweight of his opinion in matters relating to that busi- into a distinct nationality from France, and the im- cence, they would still bav gone about in a state
ness.
ports and exports of Paris would exceed that of all of nudity, dwelt in cavel", and lived upon raw fruit
Mr. Holland says his main reliance is "on the well- France and Great Britain combined. The test of the and roots, or .failing these, bav literally eaten dirt
known fact of the prosp~rity of the Northern laborer prosperity of .a people is their ability to consume. In uke the lowest cl11ss of savages. But since man,
during those years of low tariff before the war."
metals, textil fabrics, etc., the American consumption instigated thereto by the woman, elected to Wfar
A nswer.-Could Mr. Holland hav been born before per capita is somewhat in excess of that of the Eng- clothes, to dwell in houses maie with ·hand9, and to
cultivate and lay up fruits and cereals for consumpthe war1 Could he hav lived in this country tben 1 . !ish people.
.
In the winter of 1853-4, and from then on to 1860.
I hav found these bases of error in one column of tion all the year round, he entailed upon himself· the
free soup-houses were opened at the cost of the Mr. Holland's argument! And yet he wrote two necess1ty of working for these luxuries and earning
them by the sweat of his brow. If this be the worst
importers' in every ward in the city of New York, columns!
and the class of men and women who now as the
It is amazing that the perverted ingenuity of mis- t-ffect of the "curse," it is a fortunate thing for most
Labor party are asking for the earth, and a secretary information could embody so much falsehood and'so of us that we are more or less damned! We need
not envy the lilies who toil and spin not, for, however
of state of their own selection, were standing in long little truth into so few words.
Whether I shall refer to the remainder of his arti· gloriously arrayed, their life is a very short one.
files before the soup·houses, haggard, wan, and hungry, waiting in line for hours to get their free soup. cle will depend on whether I hav time to waste in such Still less need we envy the primitiv sa-rage!", trogloI myself lectured in 1853-4: on " The Causes of the an unprotected industry as that of trying to check dytes and dirt-eaters as they are, for although longer
Present Hard Times" in several towns on the Hud· the influx of imported errors. Mr. Holland can at lived than the lily, they drag out but a miserable
son river three years before_ the Bankers' Crisis of least be congratulated on the fact that his political existence during three-fourths of the year. Is not
1857. The crisis to labor preceded by so long the economy comes in free-without duty and withou:t the "knowledge of good and evil" an inestimable
benefit to those who are enabled thereby to seek the
cnsis in the money market. Instel'l.d of begging for inspection.
V. B. DENSLOW.
one
and avoid the o.ther ¥ But no good in this world
bread at the hands of free_soup-houses, independent
The .ltevisers Revised.
is unmixed with the other quality. The refinements
labor now demands a division of the land between
In the revised version of the Old Testament, re- of a civilized life render us peculiarly sensitiv to the
those who hav paid for it and those who hav not; to
be obtained by taxing the former to the extent of cently published in England, and presumably in- dtscomforts of au uncivilized one, to the extremes of
what they hav paid or could get for it,. and a division tended for the benefit of all English-speaking heat and cold, of hunger and repletion. Many of
of the fund so raised among the latter in proportion Christian communities, the revisers hav (whether our troubles arise from the bare apprehension of ills
to their needs, their merits, or their importunity and unwittingly or not I will not presume to say) perpet. that perhaps never come to pass, er, if they do, are
impudence. If protection is justly answerable for uated a blunder, made ·by all their. predecessors, found in actual contact not half so formidable as
·any sin, it is that of having given labor the big head. which grossly obscures, instead of elucidating, the they appeared at a dtstance. If this apprehLDsion
meaning of the original text, converting into a mean- induces us to work, so much the better, for labor is
Mr. Holland .next pleads that it is the free traders ingless fable the plain statement of holy writ, and seldom unrewarded either in the performance thereof
who want manufacturers to flourish here.
giving rise to a theory so utterly repugnant to com or in the benefits resulting therefrom. The happiest
Answer.-This plea will be valid when Mr. Hol- mon sense that it becomes a wonder in this enlight· people in the world, if they knew their own good,
lalld succeeds in proving that he knows better what ened age that it has not been exploded long ago. ·' 0 fortunatos nimium, sua si bona norint," are those
the interests of the manufacturers are th&li they But poets and divines, from Milton downward, who liv in the country, work for their bread, wait
know it themselvs. Not till then.
mr;tead of explaining the real meaning, bav only am- upon themselvs, and know neither t.he extremes of
Mr. Holland's remarks concerning our ship-building plified the fable, pandering to the ignorance and poverty or riches. Common Sense, whom theologians
industry might become a boy ten years old. He says superstition, instead of appealing to the intelligence, hav converted into a devil, is their best and safest
" our ship-building flourished during our colonial of the pubjc. · Indeed, I hav never met with any guide, and in the absence of those learned functionperiod, but has sunk into insigmficance under our w_riter (a professed skeptic of course ridicules the aries will supply the place of lawyer, doctor, and
high tariff."
whole affa.ir) who attempts to offer any rational ex- parson. It is true that Common Sense is somewhat
Answer.-Does not Mr. Holland know that ocean- planation consiste~t with a belief in the divine au of a Materialist, fulfilling the prediction, " On thy
going American vessels hav had no protection as thenticity of the book. Without claiming any merit belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat;" but
carriers, but hav been subjected to the perfect appli- of being the original discoverer of a trutli which ea,rth-hunger. is not one of the most objectionable
cation of the free competition principle without sub must hav been evident to many learned translators traits of humanity, aud the successful man of business
sidies since 1816, while the British carrying trade has and commentators-only they dared not giv utter· who accumulates property in honses and lands is
been subsidized out of the fun-d in the hands of the ance to it for fear of upsetting the creed of Christen- generally thought well of by his fellow-men, and
British board of admiralty to the amount of about dom-,-I venture to propose an amendment to the especially by his banker.
$6,000,000 a year for the past forty years'? Dues he ordinary reading whteh will commend itself to all . In a primitiv state of society, the earth-hunger of
not know that it was only while vessels were built of rational persons who really and honestly think any- the serpent, or common sense, was sometimes prowood and sailed with canvas that Americans could thing about the matter.
riuctiv of cruelt.y and "injustice, of which the story of
outbuild the English, but that in 1855, when steam
By whom the book of Genesis was originally writ- Cain and Abel furnishes a striking example. It
and steel came to supersede wood and canvas, our ten, it is not my business to inquire. The question seems as if. the law of primogeniture commenced in
commercial marine went into its typhoid condition of that concerns us, whether as bel.Ievers or unbelievers, the time of Ad~m, for he named his first-born Cain,
dPcline, right in the midst of the free trade period? is this, What was the real meaning of the writer? which signifies possession, and Cain became a tiller
Does he not know that David A. Wells, Lieutenant It is supposed to be one of the most ancient of the ground. He was the heir at law, and claimed
Kelly of the navy. and all other free-ship hacks admit books, if pot the most ancient book, in existence, the soil as his own. It is noteworthy that in all
this cardinal fa~'t.' Does he not· know th11.t the rea- and was certainly written in the infancy of letters, parts of the world those who utilize the land by tillson why Great Britain was better prepared to manu- when words were expressed by symbols, and nouns age always manage to dispossess the aboriginal
facture iron and s ·eel steamers than we was because of quality by nouns of form and substance. Dr. inhabitants if the latter use it only for a huntingfrom 1790 to 184:2 she had protected her iron and Adam Clarke, whose acuteness as a scholar was neu- ground, and lead a nomadic mode of life as the origsteel manufactures far more assiduously than we, and tralized by his obtuseness as a theologian, tells us . inal shepherd, having no settled place of residence.
that from 1816 to 1830 her import duties on bar iron that the Hebrew noun Nachash, which the Septu- These of course resent the intrusion of the more
and most other forms of iron or steel were twice as agint renders "Ophis," and the English trans- industrious and thrifty race, but it leads in the end
heavy as our American duties on the like products 1 lators, following the Greek, hav com:erted into to their own discomfiture and annihilation. It was
If he does not know these facts, he should learn "serpent," means literally natural perception, or so in Palestine when the Jews dispossessed theCathem. If he does know them, he should know that common sense! With such a clue, the learned doctor naanites. It was so in America, when the red man
it was Great Britain's protection to the iron and steel ought certainly to hav hit upon the true reading of disappeared before the irruption of palefaces. It, is
manufacture that gave her her precedence in iron and the passage; but no such thing. He sagely concludes so to the present day in Sou,th Africa and New z~a"
steel steamer building; that.this precedence she con- that, as the serpent was never known to be gifted land. Cain tbe agriculturist always manages to get
firmed by annual subsidies without intermission; with the faculty of speech or to pos.sess more than rid of. his weaker younger brQther, Abel the nomad,
that our commercial marine has been running under ordinary intelligence, the strange visitor to our and when questioned as to the morality of the act
the principle of a "free carrying trade" for seventy mother Eve must hav been some kind of baboon, the pertinently inquires, "Am I my brother's keeped"
years, without an atom of tar1ff protection and only most cunning and mischievous of his species. Other The "seed of the serpent," or those who follow the
during the '50's a bare sop or delusiv hope of sub commep.tators, following Milton, tell us that it was teaching of common sense, always tread upon the
sidy protection to some of our steamers. It is we the devil in the form of a serpent, and hav thus heels of the ''seed of the woman," or mere children
that hav been applymg free ti·ade principles to our played the devil with common sense. My proposal of nature. This may not be according to the law of
ocean-going vessels for seventy years, and yet most ts to leave snake, baboon, and devil out of the ques- God, but it appears to be the law of nature._ Jesus
of our scribblers who assume to instruct public tion altogether, and deal simply with the noun of Christ, both by precept and by example, advocated a
opimon are so grossly ignorant or malignantly lying quality, which is peculiar in a greater or less de~ree return to the simplicity of a nomadic life, taking no
as to talk of our carrying trade being ruined by pro- to all living and sentient beings. We shall then read thought for the morrow, having no settled place of
tection and of England's as being built up by free that the common sen~e (of the woman) was more residence, possessing no superfluities, giving all to
trade. Whittier's round-eyed oxen, chewing hay in subtil (or refined) than that of the beasts of the the poor, and living from hand to mouth. The modtheir stalls, know more of American political economy field, and it said to .the woman, etc. In other words, ern professor of Cnristianity, finding it inconvenient,
than such vealy charlatans. The ultimate test of the woman's common sense told her that it was not I if not altogether impracticable, to obey the ~om
our institutions consists in the problem whether decent for a respectable married woman to go about mands of his master, brings forward the doctrm of
intelligent government can endure when men so un- , the world without any clothes to her back, and this original sin and the total depravity of human nature
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to account for his deficiencies. In order to claim exemption from the punishment due to disobedience,
and lay claim to the rewards of obedience, he propounds the extraordinary theory that the punishment
was suffered, and the obedience performed, vicariously, nearly two thousand years ago. You hav
only to believe this absurdity to enable you to participate in all the benefits thereof, however unsatisfactory your manner of life may hav been. Now,
Jesus certainly taught his disciples to be " wise as
serpents" as well as harmless as doves-that is to
say, they were to exercise the common sense with
which nature had endowed them, so far as it (lid not
interfere with the rights and privileges of their
neighbors. How far the orthodox doctrin is consistent with common sense, I will not venture to
inquire, but will leave the question to the unbiased
judgment of the reader.
OuTIS.
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Jmtrican ~tcular .flnion.
<JOURTLANDT PALMER, President.

SAMUEL P. PUTNhJII, Secretary,

- - 750 West Lake St•• Chicago,
CHABLES EoKHABD. Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
E. B. FooTE, JB•• Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
E. A. STEVENS, Ohair. Fin. Com., - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.

Call for the Eleventh Annual Congress of the
.Amer·ican Seculat· Union.
To the Auxilia1·y Secular Unions and to all citizens
of the United States and Oanadas who support
the Nine .Demands of Liberalism:
You are invited to attend the Eleventh Annual
Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held
at Chicago, October 15th and 16th.
The Congress will be called upon to consider
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
state governments and by the national government as
shall make the United S~ates thoroughly secular, and
the repeal of all laws now on the statute books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the Union
constitution to five representativs-the President and
Secretary and three delegates. All' charter members
and life members, all Vice Presidents, all Chatrmen of
state Executiv Committees, are entitled to seats and
votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled
to seats, but not votes, except by permission of the
Congress.
.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada who can
will be present.
Per order Board of Directors:
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Pres.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Sec.
E. A. STEVENS, Ch. Fm. Com.
CBAS. EcKHARD, Treas.

News and Notes.
My closing lecture at Baker City was given on
Tuesday evening, September 6th. The hall was full,
nearly five hundred being present. After the lecture
there was a festival of the members of the Secular.
Union, and it was a happy, sociable occasion, with
much promis of future life for· our work here. Our
Baker friends are enthusiastic, and purpose. to carry
forward the campaign on a broad and h1,1manitarian
basis, so that intellectual and morar forces will be
brought into play. With such genial and devoted
supporters as John R. Coleman, Wesley F. Miller,
John Kimberly, A. Dolph, Judge Schofield, Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Kelley, Mrs. Mary C. Edgington, and
others mentioned in previous letters, our cause will
stand to the front in this rapidly growing country.
I bid farewell to Oregon and its noble host of
Liberals with joy and pride in the splendid enthusiasm they hav shown. Every toil has been amply
repaid by the cordial alliance of its progressiv minds.
My veteran friend Geo. L. Hayes gave me a bright
memento of Oregon's wealth, in the shape of a beautiful specim~n of gold quartz from the "Thomas
Paine" mine, which has yielded eight hundred and
twenty-three dollars to the ton. My friends who
own the mine gave it the best name they could
in honor of him who flung such golden promis into
our national life. I shall keep this specimen always,
with it~ precious freightage, as a memorial of happy
labors and brave-hearted comrades on the Pamlic
·coast.
Eastward I go amid the mighty Java beds. Here
and there little farms glisten on the banks of the
winding stream, where settlers take it easy, having
just enough to liv on, and plenty of tobacco; and
under the1r rude shanties they pass the time as if
they were kings and owned the whole world. What
more does any man want than to let all care thus end
in smoke~ The settler raises his own potatoes, sells
a horse or two every year to pay for groceries, has
cows enough for butter and milk, and when the
circus comes along bundles his whole family into a
wagon, and goes seventy-five miles to witness the

"greatest show on earth," and is preeminently happy for his no uncertain voice, and I guess many a rewhen he returns to his cottage, ~here the lawyer, former can bear witness to his open heart and hand.
the doctor, and the ministers never intrude. They Alone he has been on the outposts of freedom, but no
need neither mortgages, medicin, nor prayers .in danger has ever made him flmch. It was a pleasure
this happy climate, where the brightest of sktes to meet this rough-and-ready soldier of Infidel ad.
bend over the desolate hills, and the little patches of vance.
Around the table of Mr.· and Mrs. L. D. Gill I met
tillable land gleam like jewels in the rocky wa.ste.
I come to Weiser, Idaho, where the endless sage- genial comrades also. These are pioneers of 1863,
brush grows, and the sandy bluffs stretch away to and hav been through all i.he Indian wars and border
the blue mountains. Here I find good friends, tumults. In a serene old age they enjoy life and the
.
,
e11pecially Mrs. M. Peferle and her bright family of glory of F1·eethought.
Among other friends whose ready grPeting will
four little children, all that are at home, the doctor
being away among the hills on professional business. not soon be forgotten are H. H. Cl!wk, J. W. Hughes,
Mrs. Peferle has a woman's spirit for reform, and M. Gill, J. A. Lippencott, Mr. and Mrs. Turley, Wm.
knows no such word as fail. It was through her F. Wardwell, Ed. Blanchard, John Mahon, Jas.
tfforts that the campaign was opened at Weiser, and Ewing, Ezra Bradford, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Smith,
quite successfully. The hall was full, and the lect- N ll.thaniel Martin, A.- Kelley, Geo. Deitz, Nelson
ure, the first of the kind ever given here, was well re- Fuller, etc. ·I cannot rem em her all the names. I ·h~;~>v
ceived. I was sorry not to be able to stay more than not found a place of more delightful labor. It has
one night, for many Liberals were present from the been a pleasant journey to this remote fort, where
surrounding country. But I had to hurry on with the :flag is flying so brightly, and the music is so gay,
the hope of retul'Ding to this frontier land.. Gener- and heart and hand so cheerful.
I am now at Caldwell, Idaho, where I lecture this
ous friends are here whom I hope to greet again amid
the bright battle fields of thought-Judge Hart, Geo. evening, and Wednesday, and Thursday. I shall be
Ebest, Wm. P. Glenn, editor of the Weiser Leader, at Boise City Friday. Saturday, and Sunday; at Salt.
who gave a fearless report of the lecture; Frank Lake SPpt. 24th, 25th; at Canon City Sept. 27th,
Hurris, one of the leading attorneys of the place, who 28th, 29th, 30t.hj at Denver, Oct. 2d; at Oaceola,
introduced me at the meeting; Morgan Kilborn, Neb., 4th, 5tb, 6Lh, 7th, itnd thence to Chicago for
from Weiser Valley, twenty miles away; Thos.. and Nat.ional Congress, Oct. 15th, 16th, where I hope to
.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
John Yardley, the King brothers, Captain Chase, meet many frieuds.
Caldwell, Idaho, Sept 13, 1887.
etc. This little burg wlll always be on the advance
line-sage-brush, lava beds, sand heaps, and ortho·
dox ministers to the contrary notwithstanding. The
C. B. RPynolds's Westrrn 'l'onr.
flame of civilization makes way for liberty.
WATERLoo, INn.-The Liberals, having paid largely
At. Caldwell, fifty miles east of Weiser, I greet one toward its erection, succeeded in obtaining the use
of our mighty warriors of this country, James Ward- of a church for J. E. Remsburg to lecture in, and
well. After a night's rest I am ready for a twenty- subsequently, although there was some demurrer, for
mile ride over the plains to Emmett's, with Wardwell S. P. Putnam, but since that time the church folks'
and Price Bane-whose good team lingers not on the faith has waned. God answered their prayers crossdusty road. Dusty it is-and as wild and desolate a ways, instead of as they bad prayed in faith, believing
region as I ever meandered through-and if it had that all would be dil'gusted by the Infidel lecturers
not been for -my cheery companions, I might hav and the well-to-do Ltberals join the church. Some of
thought I should never look upon a human habita- their best-paying members became skepti~al and
tion again, so vast were the b1llows of sand that rolled stopped all contributions; so the fiat went forth,
away to the distant horizon. However, I hav got "No more Liberal lecturers, if pos~ible to prevent
~sed to everything in this Western land-'-and no them." But friend E. R. Shoemaker, who had suespot so barren but "bope rears its glittering crest." cessfully wrestled with the mighty rocks, delved into
After awhile the bright Payette valley burst upon the the stupendous mountains and gulches of Calilornia,,
view with its ranks of green trees along the nver for and forced out the golden ore, where others had
miles away. How the harvest lands appear; the failed and given up in despair, had the matter in
golden fields of grain and fresh-mown hay in the charge. With him obstacles only strengthened detersplendid noonday. Fordmg the streams and winding ruination. Since neither church nor hall was obtainin and out the straggling ~roves we reach the great able, he advertised the lectures to be delivered in
ranch of Mrs. James A. Bennett, white and comfortable front of his house. He has a magnificent .lawn of
amid the orchard and flower garden. Mrs. Bennett over three-quat ters of an acre, studded with beautiful.
is a widow of James A. Bennett, who died about two shade trees, fronting his mansion, on his farm, situyears since, one of the stanch Freethinkers of the ated about two miles from the village. A more
West, who, from youth up, has always been in the delightsome place to hold outdoor meetings could
ranks of reform.
He was born an Infidel, and scarce be found.
couldn't help being so, although his parents were
By making seats with planks, as I used to do in the
the strictest Baptists. Our cause .Sufftlred greatly in tent, the sons of friend Shoemaker speedily made
the death of this ardent Ltberal.
seats for one hundred and fifty persons, and at 10
They hav the brightest climate here, skies luminous AM. there was a large attendance of deeply interested
and golden over the melancholy wastes. Emmett's ltt.teners. I spoke on "Lift?s Duties; or, What
is on the Payette river and beneath the shadow of Ltberalism Teaches," and was as~ured that much of
Squaw Creek butte. It has only a few houses be- prejudice was removed from the minds of some
Pldes the saw mills, and prominent among these is Chnstians present.
Paine Liberal Hall, whose lights were greeting us as
Mr. and Mrs. Shoemaker, with more than regal
we entered the vlilage. I wondered where my aud1- hospitality, invtted all who stayed for the afternoon
ence was to come from, but I found the large baH lecture to enter the house and partake of dinner.
nearly filled. The audtence increased every night. About eighty enjoyed the sumptuous repast proI gave live lectures. Dr. York was here about four vided.
In the afternoon, not alone were all the seats occuyears ago and made one of his rattling campaigns.
Since then, I am sorry to say, two churches hav been pied, but the road in front of the lawn was filled
built, which shows how much still remains of the old with vehicles, whose occupants listened and wonsuperstition. These churches don't amount to much, dered, as I stated the facts in regard to "Whence
and hav poor ministers and poor congreg11otions. the Btble Came, and What It Really Teaches." Mr.
They made a unitEd effurt on Sunday evening to off- Shoemaker engaged a full string band for the afterset our work, and had a union meeting at which noon and evening lectures, whwh added greatly to
three were present besides the clergyman. . We bad the interest.
.
·
.
nearly two hundred. On Monday evening our ranks
In the evening, despite the dark and damp, there
were crowded, and after the lecture there was a was a fair attendance. I informed them " Why I
brilliant festival occasion, supper, dance, etc. No- Left the Pulpit," and gave reasons why all should
where hav. I found a better company than here. cleanse themselvs from the slime of. superstition and
Some came twenty, thirty, and forty miles to the bigotry, pluck from their hearts sectarian hate, and
gathering. It only needs a leader to make this part by livwg lives of love and activ benevolence, make a
of Idaho almost compact ·for Ltberalism. Infidelity heaven for themselvs here and now, and at last die
seems· to flourish where people hav to fight nature w1tbout a fear, comforted by the assurance that, even
with all their might to get a living. Every inch of according to Jesus and the New Testament (Matt.
land capable of cultivation is used, and there is talk xxv), Infidels only were on the safe side.
of conl:ltructing an irrigating ditch by which about
Three lectures in the open air, in one day, was a
seventy thousand acres of the valley lands can be severe tax on a sick man's strength, but I greatly en·
joyed it, and tbe kind greeting and the good wishes
utiliztd.
My friend Wardwell has fought the goo.;!. fight. of the brave, loyal, and true Ltberals of Waterloo and
He has been burnt out once, but his mills are as busy vicinity, and long to respond to tht:ir kind desire to
as ever, and he still expresses his thought in spite of come again.
orthodox fury. He is a Yankee all the way from
SwEET HoME, IND.-I responded to the invitation
Mame, and its dauntless spirit goes with him amid of that devvted young Liberal, Miss Della Lindley
t)lese Western wllds. He has suffered every variety to deliver two lectures at Sweet Home, Ind., Septemof fortune with the Indians and the Cllristiam1, and her 8th and 9th. Mr. \V. H. Bat kHr, station agent
so far he has come to the top, .and has never bent the at Warren, 011 the L. S. and M. S. R. R., met me at
knee to superstitiou or tyranny; Whatever the blows South Bend, and escorted me to hts Sweet Home,
of fortune, he loses no whit of courage or generosity. that I could see and appreCiate; but there is no viiI enjoyed the hospitality of his genial and democratic lll.ge, not even the mmal church and a blacksmith
shop-not so much as even two dwelling houses near
home.
A. G. Church is known to TRUTH SEEKER readers· together. It really appeared more like arrjving at
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railway station is called· Warren; Sweet Home
proper consisted, as far as I could discern, of one
buildin~r, in which was a little grocery store and the
post-office. the home of the Lindleys, all Liberals,
stanch and true.
I found Mr. Barker a genuin Liberal in the very
best acceptation of the term, and great.Jy enjoyed
interchange of thought with him, and the hospitality
of. his pleasant home. He and his wife are modest
yet enthusiMtic workers for progress and bumtmity,
and comm11.nd the reBpect even of the fanatir.al Dunkards because of their exemrlary life. They are
rearing their children not in f~ar of the Lord, but in
knowledge of hygiene and LibpraliBm.
On Thursday, S~>ptember 9th, I repaired to the
school-house, which is away off in the wililernesB,
over a quarter of a mile from the Warren station and
Sw•et Home post-office. I was surprised and plea8ed
to find it quite a good-sized building, and filled with
intelligent people. There were more than one hun
dred present. Quite a furor of enthusia10m was enkindled, and the n~>xt night, long before time for the
lecture, the school-house was densely pa('ked, and
despite bard Sfats, and diE~comfort of the crowd
standing, aU honored me with strictest attent.ion.
After this, let none feel discouraged, or hesilafe to
make eff,lrt to advance the rause. I cannot conc~>ive
of more di~advantages to overcome, and ye~ the two
lectures were, uniler the bard labor and united efforts
of Miss Della Lindley and Mr. Barker, in every way.
a grand success.
. In writing to Lafayette I got letters from L11fay~
etta, Ind;ana, and Lafa'"ette, I11inois, and got dread·
fully tangled. up; so I dropped both Lafayettes. and
shall ler.ture on Sunday evening, September 11tb, at,
South Bend; from th~>nce to Monticello, Ill .. 14th,
15th, 16th; Mattoon, 18th to 21st; Centralia 22d to
24t.h; Bellevill~>, 25th to 27th; Havanah, 28t.h to
30th; Minier, Octob~>r 1st to 3d; We"tfield. 5th to
7th; Olney, 12th to 14th; Chicago, 15th to 16t.h.
Letters aiidressed to me rare of the Truth Seeker
Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York. will always
be promptly forwarded to me.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

Religion in Illinois Schools.
In your paper of the 30t.h nf July you publish an
article about the University of Illinois. The student
there referred ti is my son. You will see by p<>rusal
of the papers be sent you that no state in the Union
has by its Constitution so carefully . guarded the
rights of the people against the encroachment of re
ligious bigot.s. There is no honest way of evading
those safeg1111.rds. Yet in almost every common
school t~e Bible is dailv read. and the Lord's Prayer
repPated as a part of the school exercif'es. And in
Chicago. in the face of protests, t.he rrfnrm citv administra~ion, following the ]par'J of the Carter Harrison Mike McDonald Leib and Winston-boodle administration which bas so long dPeply di!•graced that,
·city, the municipal property, to wit, water, of the
yearly valge of many thouBands of dollare>, is given
away to all the churcheB, and to Catholic and othPr
sectarian schools and institutions in defiance of the
exnress prohibition in our conBtitution, which every
offirer is sworn to support. But religious bigots hav
no regard for honesty when it stands in the way of
their ag"gressiv policy. nor hav their pliant tools any
respect for official oaths.
It seems that at the lat.e thirt:v-seconil annual delegate aBsPmbly of the Gorman C~>nt.ral Union of t.he
United States, Bishop Wigger, of New Jersey, in his
festival SPrmon, condemned the pract.ice of sending
children t.o free public schools, and declared tba.t it.
imperiled the soul, and WitS a violation of the sacred
duty of seeking first the kingdom of heaven and its
righteousness! And now comPs the AcZnance, a Congrpgationalist paper, a suitable emblem of whoRe
principles would be a crawfish, and in ils issue of the
1st ius~.Jtnt is containec1 a communication from the
Rev. Dr. Jenkins, of Freeport, Ill., in which that
gentleman says:
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or of moral obligation. There is no moral code
taullht by most teachers of these Rcl:iools.
The in10truction contained in Webster's old American spelling-book was worth mur.h, and the catechism contained in the appendix to Volney's "Ruins"
deserves t.he highest praise, and might be profitably
read in any school. But any and all of these are
merely aids· as compared with correct example and
LEVI NoRTH.
instruction b:v varents.
Keu;anee, Ill.
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ism were nevn more encoura!!ing. This will be the most
important convention ever held in Canada. The cooperation
of every Secularist and FreethiLker is needed to promote
onr common cau~e. Ail who sympathize with onr principles
are urgently invited to attend, whether they belong to our
organizathn or not. Further particulars will be given in
due time. By order of the Central Executiv. Wm. Algie,
Alton, Ont., president; J. A. Risser, Toronto, secretary.

W. S. BELL and Elder T. J. Williamqon are to hold a joint
discu9sion at Salem, Neb., beginning November 1st, and continuing four nights, on the following questions: "1. ReDaily Brt'ad.
solved. That Christ is a historic chamcter, the lo!roS of God,
"Giv us this dav our super-sub!'ltantial bread," and hence the !'avior of the word." Elder T. J. Williamson
says the Douay New Testament, translated from affirms. "2. Resolved. That the Bible is of human origin,
the Latia Vulgate; and the Catholic commentator and hence not a revelation from God." W. S. Bell affirms.

________

_.~~--------

explains the text to mean, " the bread ·of Jife, which
we receive in the blessed sacrament." But in the
revised Prote~tant version the Greek word for
" daily " is explained to mean "bread for the coming
day." We suspect that both versions are wrong,
because in the Svriac, or PeF>hito, which givs us the
vAry language of Palest.ine eighteen hundred years
ago, the word is "DPedfu 1," instead of " daily" or
"for to. morrow." The LSJ.tin equivalent is indigentice, and the evident meaning of the text is
" bread of poverty."
.
It is a question, however, of small importance, for
God knows that bread is always kneaded.
ANTICHRIST.

Amon~

Our Friends.

C. M. OvRRTON and M. D. Leahy bav reRuRcitated the Liberal, l'l'Io., p<tper undPr the title of ·American Idea. Mr.
Overton's l!"reatest effort thus far has been to enrlPavor to
~how that Liberal is a Christian town, and its people Christians.
THE American Nonconjmmist is prodding the Rev. John
D. Knox, of Top<>ka. Kan .. for rPnting a house he ownR" for
immoral uses. T!Je inmR.tes hav bPPD arrested. and the VinC'ents want to put the Rev. Mr. Knox into the same cell.
We fear, however, that this would only lead to more immorality.
STEPHEN YouNG is dead-died at Topolobampo, August
17th. Mr. Young waR an old man. over sevent.v, an Infidel,
a E'lpiritnalist, a rPformer in evPrythin!r. Simple, kind,
------~~.------eflrnest. his dPath wilJ grievP. hundreds of FrPethinkers and
Confi11cation of Mormon Church Property.
E!piritlllfliRt!l throughout theStates. He went to Topo!obampo
Mentioning the commission of Attorney Peters for from Memphis, Mo. He should hav stayed away, but
this act of governmPntal usurpation, THE TRUTH sinrerelv believin!r in cooperativ communities, be was ready
SEEKER says : "Behold government engaged in the to sacrifice his life to establish one. Peace to his ashes.
PARSON BRIGGS, editor of the Texas Oltristian Advoo•te,
business of confiscating church property!" Yet it
recognizes this act as instigated by the jealousy of Methodist, h•ctured a while ago on "Ingersoll." . He said
the proper way to put oown Tnfidelitv was by "the
other churches, ·which is perhaps the principal that
dungeon and the halter." The Galveston-Dallas News rethough not the only influence; for the Mormon church ported him, and whPn he saw his cruel words in type he
being also a government and an economic adminis- rPpndiated thPm. The Ne'll'J.q @ays, and offers to prove, that
tration, the United St.ates government is jealous on in this repudiation PHrson Brig!!:S is the opposit ·of a truthtelling person. ThP war betwef'n the N~nos and the Advocate
its own account, and the Bpeculators, whom this is
fierce, with the News ahead to date.
church bas held at bay by its system of cooperativ
THE
Amf'/"ican Fla,q is a large and handsome journal
commerce, and the lawyers whom its free administraat 111 Nassau street, New York. Its principal reat.ion of justice, or what passes for such, keeps ont in printPd
son for existence is to demand America for Americans, with
the cold.
·
no quarter to the pope· and his cohorts. The American Flag
The Mormon superstitions, neither· more nor less contains vahmble articlPs, in proof of Vlhich we need only to
absurd and pernicious than those .of Christendom, note that the lPading article in its is~ne of SeptembPr lOth
was written by the Editor of THE Tnn'l'H S&EKKR and apmight bav passed polygamy pulling wives up ·to pPared
in theRe colnmns under date of August 27th. 'fhat
heaven by the coat-tails of the saints, among the this !'mall fart is not stated in the American Flag is of no
ref'lt, but this church iR hated because of its economic particular consrquence.
virtues, because it is the only one, except the Shaker,
Mm;. ST.ENKER, it. apnPars, ba~ some detestable enemy outthat bas harnessed super8tition to the car of justice side of the detestable Vice Society. We are in receipt of a
in commercial r~>lations and put a curb on the greed communication chargiD!!: her with giving advice of the vilest
sort, and a pir.ture of thP hPastliest character. The commuof the rich. What other church, when famin has nication
is si!!:ned Jane Richards, and was mailed from Philbeen imminent, ever eoaid to its rich members, Share adelphia. We shrewdly suspPct who sent it, and credi~ the
with the poor and forgiv them their debts, an~ they picture to the same source. As the person may h(tv wntten
did so? Confiscatior. of this church property does to others as to us, we will sav that we hav run down his
not reveal any tendeucy in that direction; it is not a slander and find him to be a wilful liar. No attention need
be paid to this anonymous blackguard.
liberal reaction, in the sense that confiscation of
THE HPbrew religion is about half as fraudulent as the
Catholic church property has been in France or Spain, Christian
religion, for the re>tson that there is only about
but indicates simply the hostility of one set of half as much of it. HPbrew journals, however, usually confanatics toward another. The plunder is to go to tain about, twice aR much sense as do the Christian pRpers.
education, i. e., to making salaried poRitions for One of the bPRt 0f the Jewish newspapers is the HelYrew
1:3ta.ndrt1"d, of this city. which, though given to spli.tting hairs
gentile teachers who are not wanted. Next. prob- in
JewiRh theology, bas found so much favor With the deably, education will be made compulsory, orthodox, scendants of Abram that it begins its sixth volume in an enand governmentalist, so that the child will be a !Rrged form. A great. many of the Hebrews of this city are
Freethinkers; very few ever become Christians.
bat.tle-field between its parents and its teachers.
Next, it must be made a penal offense for the
ONE of the erratic figures of InfidPlity is Will Hubbard
parents to teach their children contrary to the Kernan, now editor of the Home Advncate, of Mapleton,
Christian government's teachingfl, and it would not lowa. He hfls bPen employed on a dozen or more papers,
alwavs filled them with heJ·esy till he lost his situation.
be surprising if the child waR bulldozed into giving and
He has, besides started a half dozen jomnals of his own.
evidence t,o convict its parents; for when orthodoxy He is tall sli~ nervous, with a Bohemian disposition, a
takes such a matter in band, it goes tbe whole hog. poet's fire.' anrl a S~uthernPr's indepP.ndeD?<'· "~uce.ndiary,"
Is it not God's police, and responsible to him for the "infernal " and "har" nre the weakest words m h1s vocabulary, and he string-s them ~own the column ~n startling
souls of the people 1
·
style. He is not a very consistent or r.onservatlv member
No truly Joyal household should be without the of society, but he shocks the piety out of folks wonderfully
port~raits of Loyola, Torquemada, Ferdinand, IRabella, quick.
and Philip of Spain. The tendency of this Mormon
A. D. DowNEs, an Australian Freethonght lectu~er, made
church confi~cation is the same as that of the ex- a visit last May to Tasmstnia in the intc•rests of IllS cause.
tradition treaty with Russia; both attest the oneness The Christians did not receive him kindly, but through one
of their numbPr poRted this notice on a tree:
of majorityism with the other forms of despotism.

EDGEWORTH.

Lectures and Meetings.

The Presbvterian syn()d of Dlinois dPsir.. s e~pecially to
J. E. RxMBBUllG bas filled his engagements in Iowa, deliversecure uniformity of action upon the part of Christian people
throughout. the state, that our schools may not become the ing thirty-two lectures in four weeks. He spoke in the following towns: Bedford, Casey, Campbell, Missouri Valley,
nurseries of Atheism.
The Chicago Tribune, commenting on this, says: Oto, Holstein, Castana. Sheldon, Spirit I.ake, Armstrong,
Postville, Elkader, Ossian, FredPrickRburg. New Hampton,
PrecisPly the same @pirit cropf:! ont hPre as in Bishop Wig- Bassett, Oxford, Ottumwa, and Salem. His appointments
ger's @ermon. Secular edur.ation [in which nothing is said
about religion or thPolog\'] is held to be substantially the for the next three weeks are as follows :
same thing as Al!wi~tic instruction. There is a perverse ron- Morrill, Kan .................................... Sat. Sun. Sept. 24, 25
founding of unreli!rions with irreligious education. The Sabetha, " .....•...........................•.......•............ Sun. 25
assumption that a child's Pducation is confined to the ~chool Horton, " ....................................•.... Mon. Tues. 26, 27
room is narrow, and ought not TO be true of any rbild of Ev~re~t, " ..••.•.............................•........•.......•. Wed. 28
religions parents. I~ is forgotten. apparPntly, by the ultra Oxford. Neb .....•••................................ Sun. Mon. Oct. 2, 3
advocates of doctrinal teaching in the public schools that the Loup City, NPb ............................ Tues. Wed. Thur. 4. 5, 6
Broken Bow, Neb ...................................••.•...•..••..... Fri. 7
home is after all the great educational institution.
Aurora, Neb .•.•••...................... : .................... Sat. Sun. 8, 9
And I will add: Where Sunday-schools are relied Seward, Neb ......................................... Mon. Tue~. 10, 11
upon to teach morals I hav nevPr known any great Valparaiso, Neb .••......• , .............. Wed. Thur. Fri·. 12, 13, 14
During the remainder of the fall, Mr. Remsburg will work
success to be reached. I hav practiced law forty- two
yE>ars, and hav in the course of professional business in Kansas and Missou_ri.

WARHAB.-A. DR.Iziel Downes"'" <tllll'1UnP."<l •.hat he will give an
entertainment R.t Mr. Oocker•a on Fndw. l\f~v o·.h.
Now as one who"'" re••PACt fo · the Sonlo of ff1• Fe! lowes m~tn I
would warn them HI!"R.instt.bis fellow"'" He !• ate~tcber n! At.hat8nm
~tnd is yonsinl!" R.ll hi• power in tbR.t dvreett<Jn Nc>w DeR.r Frtends
)At me ask von to do whM yon CR.n t" re'l onr H~tPPY ltttl~ Dt•ttrect
<•f such aD ---rl and stand like the Brav Wltll vont· Fa"A to the
Fow.
Yours in love,
·
STEPHEN SMITH ••

Mr. Downes left Tasmania when he got ready, and, m
spite of the loving opposition of Christians, made many converts to Rationalism.
THE TnUTH SEKKKR of August 27th announced that
Charles Wat.ts would lecture in Halifax, Nova Scotia, September 4th and 5th. which engagement was rather more than
fulfilled. Mr. Watts was introrluced by Rev. G W. Kent,
pastor of the Chnrch of the Redeemer. When he had
finished his lecture in the afternoon. Rev. John Moore took
the platform and diss':cted Mr .. Watts. When the latter
gentleman bad got the p1eces of bll~lself together, R~v. Pry?r
Almon strewed them around agam. The Freetbmkers m
the audience were happy, for it ~a~ precisely what. they
wanted. Mr. Watts asked both miniSters .to attencl m the
evening and continue thP dPhat.e. which. they did. From the
rPports in the Halifax Olt1·onicle we JUnge the. result was
eminPntly satisfactory to onr side, for the Freetbmkers were
pleased, the Christians were angry, and many pers~ms who
are neither orthodox nor hPtProdux went home to thmk.

had to advise with mfl.ny disreputable persons, and I
Tax annual conventi n of the Secularists and Freethinkers
declare that, while many of them hav been educated of Canada will be held in Toronto on Saturday and Sunday,
THE TnUTH S&EKER CoMPANY's Catalog of l!'reethought,
in Sunday schools, I hav never found one who October 29th and 30th, in Science Hall, under the auspices Reform, and Scientific Boo~s will be mailed free to tmy ad.
receiveq th(;lre ~~ony clear notions of right an<l wrqng of the Canadian Secular Union, 'fhe prospects for SecU.lar· dress upon application,
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Thf'y Will liang.
Unless the counsel for the Chicago Anarchists can
transfer their case to the United States Supreme
Court, the seven condemned men-August Spies,
A. R. Parsons, Samuel Fielden, Michael Schwab,
George Engel, Adolph Fischer, and Louis Linggwill be hanged on November 11th, between the hours
of 10 AM. and 4 PM., and Oscar Neebe will hav no
hope of !"pending less than his sentenced term in
state prison-fifteen years, shortened by commutation
for good behavior.
.
The decision of the Illinois Supreme Court was
given on the 14th inst. at Ottawa, by Judge Magruder of the Chicago district, the other judges
present and concurring. Judge Magruder read the
court's opinion, which, so far as the preps has
reported it, is as follows. We copy from the Sun:
After reviewing at length the facts in connection with the
Haymarket riot, the f>ltal bomb-throwing, and the findings
of the lower court, the opinion savs :
" It is undisputed that the bomb was thrown, and that it
cau~ed the death of DPgan. It is conceded that none of the
CllDvicted men threw the bomb wilh his own hands. PlaintHis. in error are charged with being accessories to the fact.
Some of the counts charge that the eight defendants above
named, being present, aided, abetted, and assisted· in the
throwing of the bomb; others, that not being- present aidin!!",
abetting-, or assisting, they advised, encouraged, aided. and
abetted such throwing. The Illinois statute on this subject
is as follows, chap. 38. div. 2. sees. 2 and 3 :
''Sec 2 An accessory is he who stands by and aids. abets.
or assists, or who, not being present aiding, abetting, or
assisting, bath advised, encouraged, aided, or abetted the
perpetration of the crime. He who thus aids, abeis, assists.
ad vises, or encourag;es shall be considered as principal and
punished accordingly.
"Sec 3. Every such accessory, when a crime is committed
within or without this state. by aid or procurement in this
state, may be indicted 'lnd convicted !J.t the same time as the
principal. or before or after his conviction, and whether thP
principal is convicted or amenable to justice and is punished
as principal.
"ThiR statute abolishes the distinction between accpssories
before the fact and principals by it; aU accessories beforP
the fact are made principals. As the acts of the principal
are thus made the a(!ts of ihe accessory, the latter may hP
charged as having done the actR himself, and may be indicted
and punished according-lv (Baxter vs. People, 3 Gilm.,/68;
Demp~ey vs. People, 47 Ill., 326). lf, therefore, th
defendants advised, encouraged, or . abetted the killing of
Degan, they are as g-uilty as though they tock his life with
their own hands. If any of them stood by, aided, abetted,
or aFSisted in the throwing of the bomb, those who did so
are as guilty. as though they threw it themselvs. It is
charged that def~ndants formed a common purpose, and
were united in a common design, to aid and encourage the
murder of the policemen among whom the bomb was
thrown. If they combined to accomplish such murder by
concerted action, the ordinary law of conspiracy is applicable, and the acts and declarations of one of them dom·
in furtherance uf the common design are in contemplation of
law the acts and dPclarations of all. This prosecution, however, is not for cou~piracy as a substantiv crime. Proof of
con~piracy is only proper su far as it may tend to show
a common design to encourage the murder charged against
the prisone.rs. It may be introduced for the purpose of
estab•ishing the position of the members of the combination
as arcessories to the crime of murder. The questions which
thuR pre~Pnt themselvs are these:
"Diri the defendants hav a common purpose or desip1 to
advhe. encourage, aid, or abet the murder of the police?
Did they combine togPther, and with others, with a view to
carrying that purpose or design into pffect?
" Did they or either or any of them do such acts or make
such declarations in furtherance of the common purpose or
design as did actually hav the effect of encouraging, aiding
or abetting the crime in question?
'
"The solution of the questions involve an examination of
the evidence. The ~rst inquiry which naturally suggests
iLself is, Who made the bomb which killed Degan?"
Here the opinion goes into details upon various kinds of
bombs, showing their construction, the fact that the bomb~
were marie by Ling6, the connection anrl implication of
Seliger, Thielen, Hermann, and other paities in their constructio!l, and finally shows the positiv guilt of Lingg by
comparison of make and material of the bombs found in his
posseosion and the pieces taken from the bodies of Degan
and other murdered policemen, the chemical analysis being
the same. The opinion than says-:
" The record shows the existence of an organization known
as the International Workingmen's Association or the International Arbeiter Association, generally called the Internationals, and sometimes degignatecl for brevity as the I. A. A.
The J?lat~orm .or dec!.aration of prin~iples adopted by this
orgamzatwn was pub.1shtd by a certain bureau of information and hv certa.in newspapers called the Alarm and tbe
A1'beitc1· Zeitun.Q, which are more particularly referred to
hereafter. It appeared in all the issues of the latter paper
during the months of Ft·bruary, March, and April, 1885. It
is too long for insertion here. It urges that the present system undt-r which property is owned by individuals shoulrl be
dt-stroyed, and that all capital which has been produced by
labor should be transformed into common property. it
says:
"It is only when capital is maile common a nil indivisible that all
9an be made to part»ke fullv aud freely of t.he fruit• of the common
tmposHtblitty <>f aeq•11rmg indtvtdual (privat.p) c>tpttal. Oan every
oue be compelled to work who claim• the rtght to liv?
11
It charges that the government, the law, the schools, the
churches, the press, are in the pay and under the sway of
the property-owning and capitalistic classPs, and that the
laboring classes must achieve their deliverance through their
own strength. This international platform thus addresses
the workingmen:
·
"As in former times no privileged class ever relinquished Hs
tvranny, no more c>tn we take it for granted that the capit-alists of
the prPBeut daY .will forego their pt·ivJ!ege• and their autborit.y
wu.bout. _compulsiOn. It ts therefore self-evtdent that t.he right of
prolettutalll•m (t.he labormg c•as•e•) agamat the bourgeomsie (the
middle clasHPH) mu•t hav a violent rtvolutionary character, and
mere wa"e co• fltct• can never lead to the goal. We could show b•
numeron• tllu•t.r•~twu• that all attempts whrch bav been made in
the P""t to do awrty with t.he existlul{· monHtrou• social svHtPm
through peacnabte mt·anH-for rxamplP, throngb the ballor..:boxhav been entirely usete•s, and wtll be HO in the future. We know,
therefore, th11.t the ruhug claHB wtll not volunt>tn]y relinqu sb tbetr
p_rerogattv, and wtll ~ake no con~eBHIOos t.o us. Und..r at! these
Ctrcumst!l.nC<ls there t8 only one remedy left-force. Therefore it

istat.ron
your right, it is your duty, says J~fferson, t:o arm your•elf. Agiwith a view·to orgauiz!ltion, orgamzatJOn for the purpoRe • f

rPbP!tion-hPrem i• indicated tn a few word• the wav whwh workingmen must take if theY would rid themselvs of their chains.
11 It is here admitted that the property of each indiviflual
in the community could not be taken away from him anrl put
into a common fund, to be divided among all the members of
the community, without resort to a revolution and force.
The wav to the result soug-ht to be reached by the international platform here referred to leads through the crimes of
robbery, theft, and murder to the destruction of the existing
system of social order and of all the laws and institutions
upon which tbe system is based.
"The association whose p•inciples are thus outlined in its
platform was divided into group~, of which there were eighty
in the United States in March, 1885, located principally in
the centers of industry. For some time prior to May 1, 1886,
there· was a number of these groups in Chicago.
"The precedin~ disorder in the southwestern part of the
city harl been mamly incited by a speech delivered to some
'lumber shovers' on the 1 Black Road' by the defendant
Spies, who·was observed to be the most activ at the Haymarket meeting. Copies of the 'Revenge Circular' and of
the handbill prepared by the defendant Fischer had fallen
into tbe hands of the police. A rumor had also come to their
headquarters that it was the intention of the parties at the
Haymarket meeting to proceed to some neighhoring railroad
freig-ht houses where non-union laborers were employed and
blow them up. In addition to ·au this, it was reported to the
0fficer in command of the force at the Desplaines street station that the defendant Fieldt-n, who was then sp~aking,
had just used the following language: ' You hav nothing
more to do with the Jaw, except to lay hands on it and throttle until it makes its last kick. Keep your eye upon it.,
throttle it, stab it, do everything you can to wound it;? and
that the use of these words had produced great excitement
and caused a noisy demonstration around the wagon. Upon
the reception of this report, the officer in command decided
upon the dispersion of the meeting, and his men made the
movement for that purpose as already stated. As soon as the
order to disperse was given, the defendant Fielden defCended
from the wagon, making use of the words, 1 We are peaceable.' WhPther or not these words were uttered as the English equivalent of the German word 'Ruhe,' which meant
'peace,' the evidence does not conclu~ivly show. Certain it.
is that no sooner had Fielden said, 'We are peaceable,' than
the bomb explorled, and in a few seconds thereafter a volley
of shots were fired.
11
In the city of Chicago were three thousand of these
armed Socialist!!, of whcm the defendant Parsons then said
that they were well armed with rifles and revolvers, and
would hav dynamite and bombs when they got ready to use
them."
.
Referring to the evidence as to the use and ·power of
dynamite, the opinion says :
" While such testimony was irrelevant, yet it contained
no point to justify a reversal of the judgment. As specimens
cof .weapons which dPpraved men, or men with no heart.
could use ag11insi their fellow-creatures, nothing in modern
times can approach the exquisit mt-ans devised by these Anarchists, and they seemed to hav made a study of that awful
purpose."
The court very carefully explains the Jaw as to conspiracy
in all the phases, and quotes extensivly from Pminent authorities. The court further says it ie a· mi~take to assume that
a defendant cannot be charged with advising, encouraging.
aiding, and abetting an unknown principal in the perpetration of a crime, and following that point his honor givs verv
familiar and trite and well-known examples, and fol'ows it
with a long list of reliable authorities. It is a very "lear
prineiple of law decided by many courts, that the man who.
b~ing present, aiding, and abetting or assisting, bath adVJ~ed, encouraged,. atded, or abe~te~ the perpetration of
crm~e. may be con~tdered ae the prmCJpal, and so is the ca~e
at bar; consequently some of the defendants are corrPctly
charged as acc~ssories before the fact. Among the instructions for the defense the court below said:
"Although the defendants, ot some of them, may hav said
or spoken or published their views to the effect that a social
revolution should be brought about by force, and that the
officers of the Jaw should be resisted, and to this end
dynamite should be used to the extent of taking human life,
and that persons should arm to resist the law that Jaws
sh.ould be throttled and kil!ed, and, although sudh languagp
m1ght cause persons to desrre to carry out the advice given
as aforesaid, and do the act which caused Officer Degan's
rleath, yet the bomb may hav been thrown and Degan killed
by some one unfamiliar with anrl unacquainted with the
teachings of these bomb-throwers."
.
The. coart here enters into an elaborate argument upon the
different instructions, quoting authorities which are not of
general in~erest. The court concludes by saying:
"We thmk that the course pursued on the trial in regard
to the manner of empaneling the jury was correct, and in
acco.rdance with the plain m~aning of section 21, chanter 28,
Rev1sed Statutes. That sectwn says that the jury shall be
passed upon and accepted of by the parties, commencing
with the plaintiff.
''The state is not called upon to tender the defendants a
second panel before the defendants tender in back four. We
cannot see that_ the remarks of th~ state's attorney in the argument. to the.Jury were m~rked by any such improprieties
as reqmre a rever8al of the JUdgment.
"ln their lengthy argument cot1sel for the defense make
some other points of minor import11.nce which are not noticed.
As to these it is sufficient to say that we hav considered and
do not regard them well taken. The judgment of the Criminal Court of Cook county is affirmed."
After the decision, Leonard. Sweet, leading counsel
for the Anarchists before the Supreme Court, said:
T~e laws of the United States provide that a case can be
earned from a state court by writ of error t<;> the Supreme
Court of the Umted States, whenever a quesi.wn is involved
as to the construction of the Federal Constitution or of the
laws or treaties of the United States, but under n~ other circumstances. There are no laws or treaties of the United
States ~ffect.ing this case, therefore it can only be taken to
the Umted St!ltes Supreme C~urt. on questions pertaining to
the constructiOn of the Const1tut10n. The only question of
this Character is in C"nnection with unreasonable inquiries
and s.earc~es. ~o ~an can be compelled to furnish evidence
for hts own convtctton. We claim that the court below did
n~t r~spect these provisions of the Illinois and Federal Coustm~ttons, fo~ the reason that the rlav after the Haymarket
affau: the pohce ente~ed the Arbeiter Zeitun,q office, anrt, with
the md of a locksmtth, broke 0pen the drawers of l:lpies,
where they found two letters of Herr Most, written three
years before the riot, and containing references to bombs.
T4~Jse lett(JrS. were introduced in· evidence against all the de-

f~ndants, and. we claim that the Con.Rtitution. was thereby

vwlated. It lR a rule" of law that the mtrodu.r.tlon of unlaw.
ful evidence vitiates a verdict. The mode of procedure for
taking the case to the United States Supreme Court would be
to get a record of the whole caRe and aR~ign errorQ. from
which any jurtge can see that tbe constructiPi:t of the Federal
Constitution is involved. If it is found that such a question
is involved, a writ of error will be granted, and tbe case
brought before the full court. This writ of error would
operate as a supersedeas by order of the judge granting the
writ.
W. A. Foster, one of the lawyers for the defense
at the time of the trial, said that, notwithstanding
the talk of an appeal to the United States Supreme
Court, the only hope now was in the mercy of Governor Oglesby. Mr. Foster claimed to hav no doubt
whatever that the sentence of four of the seven
would be commuted.
"Upon what do you base that opinion~" was asked.
"I hav reasons for believing that officers representing the prosecution will use their efforts to
, bring about such results. I hav not only my opinion
that that will be the case, but I hav their word for it.."
" Which of the Anarchists will hav their sentences
commuted, if any?"
"I do not believe that Samuel Fielden, Michael
Schwab, or A. R. Parsons will ever be hanged, and
very much doubt whether Adolph Fischer will. As
to the others, at present I must confess it looks
pretty blue."
" Why should those four be let off easier than the
others!"
" The testimony as to them was so different, and
their conduct and actions as proved were such as to
warrant a difference in the punishment."
Joseph R. Buchanan, the Socialist editor, who has
charge of the Anarchist defense fund, said that,
should the state Supreme Court refuse to grant an
appeal to the United States Supreme Oourt, or not
pass on the matter in time to hav their decision act
as a supersedeas before the date set for the execution
of the sentence, application will be made to a justice
of the United States Supreme Court for a supersedeas. If these processes fail, an appeal to executiv
clemency will be made. The petitions for clemency
will be presented to GovArnor O.Q"lel'by.

Supl'r11tition, Aucient and li.Odt'rn.
These old cruel stories- about this barbarous people· and their bloodthirsty deity come down to us
from the past laden with veneration and sanctity.
They may be repugnant to reason,15'et to the minds
of .the superstitioufl, they must not be regarded
rationally, but must be contemplated through the eye
of .faith. We can throw away an old fashioned machine for one with new improvements. We can giv
up the canal-boat for the railroad car. We can giv
up flag signals for the telegraph. Our ancestors bad
to giv up the copying of manuscripts to the printingpress, and so with thousands of mechanical improvements and methods of study. We hav had to
abandon the inferior for the superior. But in religion it is not so. No matter how low and debasing
the literature of the Bible, no matter how obscene
many of its stories are, or how barbarous, cruel, and
utterly worthless the God of the Old Testament has
become, there are millions so superstitious, so enslaved by tradition and fear, that it would be almost
impossible for them even to think for a moment of
giving up these fetishes. Millions of them hav said
about their neighbors, "Ephraim is joined to his
1dols: let him alone" (Hos. iv, 17), when the truth is
they themselvs were more blindly joined to their
own idols than those they pitied were to theirs.
Knowing therefore the terror of the Lord, we persuade
men (2 Cor. v, 11).
They provoked him to jealousy with strange gods, with
abominations provoked they him to anger (Deut. xxii 17).
They sacrificed unto devils, not to God; to gods whom
they know not, to new gods th11.t came newly up, whom
your fathers feared not (Dent. xxx:ii, 17).
·
Therefore was the wrath of the Lord kindled against his
people, insomuch that he abhorred his own inheritance (Ps.
cvi, 40).
Fnr a fire i~ kindled in mine anger and shall burn unto the
lowest hell (Dent. xxii. 22).
God shall cast the fw·u of his wratlt upon him (Job xx,
23).
For our God is a consuming fire (Reb. xii, 29).
For the Lord thy God is a consuming fire, even a jealous
God (Deut. iv, 24).
The highest duty of the Jew and Christian was
and is to please this angry G >d. Hence sacrifices of
the Jews were Bumerous. The truly faithful had to
bring to the priest the . firstlings of his flocks. He
would not receive a lamb with blemish.
The Christh.n is not required to· make offerings;
but he must come down With first-class. collections,
donations, etc.
If the Christian does not offer living sacrifices, he
nevertheless pays his dues and renders service, at the
family altar, by returning thanks before every me~l,
by songs and pr11.yers at conferen"e and prayer-meetings, by attending upon the divine oracles two or
three times every Sunday, by joining in annual feasts
and fasts in honor of his God. R~ligion has a vast
amount of routine work and hard cash connected
with it.
Josephus, speaking of the Jews, says: "They also
endeavor to move the gods as they would the vilest
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men, by gifts and presents, as looking for nothing order to make an example and satisfy justice, hav declared,
else than to receive some great mischief from them judged, sentenced, pronounced, and appointed that the said
hog, being detained a prisoner, and confined in said abbey,
. unless they pay them wages."
·
shall be, by the executioner, hung and strangled on a gibbet.
"The minds of men," observes Grote in his His- near and adjoining the gallows in jurisdiction of the said
tory'. of Greece, "were prone to the belief that what .monks, being near their copyhold of Avin" (Credulities, p.
they were suffering aros.e from the displeasure of the 293, W. Jones).
A remarkable feature about this sentence is that
gods."
Gibbon declares that "fear has been the original the hog was sentenced to death without benefit of
p!Lrent of superstitions, and every new calamity urges the clergy, and that the judge was very particular
trembling mortals to deprecate the wrath of heaven." not to say, "And may God hav mercy on your soul."
Hence we hav fast days and other forms of worship It is not quite so certain, however, that the clergy
in which we try to please an angry God. In .fact, did not hav the benefit. of. the hog after he was killed.
THE HEBREWS WERE IDOLATERS.
nearly all forms of religious service are but little
There is abundant proof that they did not regard
more than attempts to placate an angry God.
GOD'S WRATH.
their God as the only god, but merely the greatest of
Every great calamity is supposed to be a visitation all gods. There are evidences that the Jews were
of God's wrath poured out upon the people because idolatrous more or less through all their history. It
is simply a proof that they received their religion as
of some parti9ular sin, or sins.
An earthquake is a visitation of divine displeasure all other ethnic peoples had received their, namely,
upon those who despise his holy laws by fishing or from current traditions. The negativ features of reswimming on Sunday. Cholera and yellow fever are ligion, as fear, ignorance, superstition, manifested
distincttv marks of heaven's wrath. The burning of themselvs quite as naturally among the Jews as
great cities, as Chicago and Boston, was, according among other tribes.
Idolatry was simply a worship of other gods than
to the clergy, a divine punishment of wicked people
on account of their corruptions.
those admitted in the Hebrew theology.
On.e of the wrongs done most frequently by the
Every evil is supposed to come from the affiictiv
hand of the great unknown.
Jews was that of going after strange gods. When
In 1876 there was a general convention of grass- the Hebrew people were in the bight of their glory,
hoppers held in' the state of Minnesota. They lost they were the most idolatrous.
no time in passing useless resolutions, but enacted
We read in all parts of the Hebrew literature of a
that every particular grasshopper should appropriate plurality of gods, and that the people were prone to
·
as much green substance as he could conveniently worship them.
. carry away with him. The result in a short time was
Rachel steaTs Laban's household gods, and with
that all the grass and grain of Minnesota was eaten Jacob, her husband, runs away. Laban pursues and
up. The granger was stricken with grief and alarm. demands his goods. "Wherefore bast thou stolen
He was not copfident that the grasshoppers had my gods?" (Gen. xxxi, 30).
.
"Thou shalt hav no other gods before me?" Then
finished their work. There was no telling whnt they
might eat next. But it came to pass in those days there were other gods? But if the infinit God said
that the Lord raised up a mighty man who was gov- this, how foolish, stale, and flat for him to dignify
ernor of the land. Now, this great man was called scraps of wood, stone, and metal as gods l He ought
~ilh,bury. And it came to pass when Governor to hav known better.
Pillsbury saw how great an evil had befallen the
Thou shalt not make unto thee any !!raven image [a godj
land, he quailed and said, "Thi~ is one too many for or any likeness of anything [another god] that is in heaven
me." Wllile he pondered this thing in his mind, be- above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water
hold the angel of superstition came to him and said, under the earth.
For God doth know· that in the day ye eat thereof, then
"Arise, go forth, count your beads backward and for- your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, k.D.owing
ward, three times a day for seven days." And after good and evil (Gen. iii, 5).
Wbo is like .unto thee, 0 Lord, among the gods? (Ex.
he had counted his beads three times a day for seven
days, lo! the angel of superstition rested down upon xv.ll.)
the Lord your God is tbe God of gods, and the Lord
his bald pate again, saying unto him, "Write a de- of For
lords. Tbe Lord God of gods, the Lord God of gods, he
cree, 0 governor, in all languages, and send it to the knoweth, and Israel be shall Jmow (Josh. xxii, 22).
Danes, Swedes, Norwegians, Bohemians, Germans,
They chose new gods; then was war in the gates (Judges
.
English', and Irish, commanding them to assembli}' v, 8).
Whereupon the kin~ took counsel and made two calves of
on a certain Black Friday for fasting, confession, and golrl,
and said unto them, It is too mucb for you to )l;O up
prayer. Let every dweller in Minnesota on that day to Jerusalen; behold thy Gods, 0 Israel, which brought thee
put on sackcloth and ashes on account of his sins and up out of the land of E!!ypt (l Kings .xii. 28).
Then Jezebel sent a messenger unto Elijah, saying, So let
the sins of the people. Let him confess to the great
unknown that he juslly deserves t.he visitation of the the gods do to me, and more also, if I make not thy life as
the life of one of them by to-morrow about this time (1 Kings
grasshoppers. Let him pray that they· may take xix, 2).
their flight into Nebraska, or Wisconsin, or anywhere
Amon)!; the gods there is none like unto thee, 0 Lord (Ps.
out of this land." And the governor did according to lxxxvi, 8).
0 giv thanks unto the God of gods, for his mercy endureth
the command of the angel of superstition. He writ
0 )l;iV thanks to the Lord of lords, for his mercy
a decree in all languages and tongues, appointing a forever.
emlureth forever (Ps. cxxxvi, 2. 3).
day of fasting, confession, and prayer. And all the
I will praise thee with my whole heart; before the gods
tribes of Mmnesota assembled in their tabernacles will r·sing praise unto thee (Ps. cxxxviii, 1).
The king answererl unto Daniel and said, Of a truth it js,
on the appointed day, and with. broken hearts confessed that they had broken the unknown laws of that your.God is a God of gods, and a Lord of kings (Dan.
ii, 47).
the great unknown, and that they were sorry for it,
Fur great is the Lorrl, and greatly to be fewred above all
and would never do it again. And then the high gods (l Chron. xvi, 25).
And the house which I build is great, for great is our God
priests came forward to take up a collection and to say
·
unto th'eir people that in the space of a time and a above all gods (2 Chron. ii, 5).
Fur I know that the Lord is great, and that our Lord is
half time the grasshoppers would sojourn with them above
all gods (Ps. cxxxv, 5).
no longer. And it came to pass after not many days
For t.be Lord is a great God, and a great king above all
that there was nothing more for the grasshoppers to gods (Ps. XCV, 3).
For thou Lord art high above all the earth; thou art exeat except trees and rail fences. Then they all arose
far above all gods (Ps. xcvii, 9).
as one grasshopper, and on a strong west wind were alted
Worship him, all ye gods (Ps. xcviii, 7).
carried into the land of Dakota, or somewhere else.
There are about two hundred places in the Bible
But there was nothing remarkable in. the great
miracle wrought by the hand of Governor Pillsbury. where it refers to the gods. They were a common
God's people hav always done wonderful things, and commodity,. and of a very inferior quality. With the
they are bound to keep up the wonders. The world rolling ages their numbers hav gradually become
needs wonders, and the church is the market for all beautifully less, and the luster of the few who still
survive is greatly dimmed.
W. S. BELL.
sorts cf mysteries and wonderful things.
(To BE OONOLUD&D.)
Pope Calixtus III. exorcised and expelled Halley's
Comet in 1456 from the skies.
'l'he Education of Men and Women.
In 1474, at Berne, Maybugs were excommunicated
The following statistical paragraph appeared in
by a bishop, and at a later date tradition· has it that
St. Patrick banished toads from Ireland. In view of the Albany Argus of August 24, 1887:
these well·known matters of imagination, we must
Of the 365 colleges and universities in tbe United States,
make some little allowance for the governor, and 278 are church schools, averaging 13 teachers and 193
students to a school; 7!:! are non-sectarian schools, averaging
also because of his being a Christian.
15 teachers and 136 students.
The first execution fulminated against animals is recorded
Here we see the potency of organized theology as
in the twelfth century. St. Foix, in hie'' Essais Historiques
sur Paris." states that the bi~hop of Laon pronounced in ll20 to education. The primary object and drift tend to
an injunction a)l;ainst caterpillars and field-mice on account the education of men (not women) to fill up the
of the r·avages they made on the crops (Credulities, p. 291, ranks of the priesthood and loafing missionaries.
by W. Jones).
Let us look at our own state, the state of New
In our country and times people do not attempt to York. Two years ago I obtained from the regents of
excommunicate anything. But they do resort to the university the following facts: Enoowments to
prayers against potato bugs and locusts. Generally, institutions exclusivly for males, $12,647,604; excluhowever, prayers against potato bugs are topped off sivly for females, $2,007,960, of which Matthew
with a few sprinkles of pat·is green.
Va<>sar, a Freethinker, gave $1,151,655.
In the "Annuaire du DJpartment de l'Aisne" (1812) are
Until then in our state the account stood more
full details of a sentence pronounced on a hog (June 14, than $12,000 000 for theological manufactories, and
1494) by tbe mayor of St. Martin de Laon for having dejaci8
and strangled a child in its cradle. Tbe sentence concludes less than $1.000,000 for the education of women.
Albany, N. Y.
M. :M:oGowEN.
thus : " We, in detestation and horror of this crime, and in
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Ct>ntennial of the Constitution.
In this jubilee at hand, seeming to be hastily
sprung on the nation, there are doubtless secret aims
and motivs, to be criticised, that call for first attention. Christians, as well as Freethinkers, should
look for the underlying animus of the illusiv glorification ere they commit favorably to measures the
councils devise or seek to consummate. The commission working up the convocation being ecclesias.
tical; the present attitude of the church toward
democracy being aggressiv; its many powerful associations being zealously engaged in subverting the
principles of the Constitution; the bold and general design evidently being to further usurp the people's chartered rights-all this, showing the sectarian bias of the
demonstration, indicates the political and ecclesiastical importance of the assemblage to the movers of
it. Signs of management to suppress the vital force
of the Constitution hav long been apparent, and 11.lso
certified by positiv declaration in frequent statements
that God a8 revealed by the Bible must be the
acknowledged head of the Constitution. Yet, all
know, or ought to, that would annul it, for the creeds
of both Catholics and Protestants, based on the
Bible, allow no self government to a human being or
to a collectiv people. But, seeing the American
affection for a republic, the rights Revolutionary
fathers achieved and embodied in a chartered government, both wings of the great church hav delusivly
professed sympathy and countenance of the democracy; while, by every favor gained and added act,
they hav mocked its provisions, counting on the
stupor of the masses to suppose such a solecism as a
Christian republic could exist. The gratitude to be
expressed for past success in rejecting the intent of
the republic and its basic documents will doubtless
be sincere. Thinkers, instead of looking on the coming show as friendly to liberty, will see a gigantic
effort to blind by enthusiasm, and win a victory by
hurried, disguised influences. If the crowd, and
especially the official authority expected, are swayed
as anticipated, the tune will soon turn, and we shall
!hear the boast, It took the gospel but one century to
reverse the Infidel policy of the Constitution. A
TRUTH SEEKER editorial of August 20th put out a
good leader on this affair. Two weeks' watching for
Liberals to chime in discovers no sign of concern,
and snatching my warning pen I invite all the
would-be free who possibly can to attend the jubilee
and try to learn something of its real inwardness.
TILLOTSON.

Arrant Hypocrits.
Among their inconsistencies and hypocrisies there
is not one so bold and inexcusable as their treatment
of the colored race in their midst by the Christian
sects. It is no question of taste-it goes to the
very root of Christianity itself, as taught by Jesus
Christ. Who could hav believed that the professing
followers of Jesus, more than a thousand years after
the establishment of his religion, and after having
held those black people in slavery for ages, and being
freed by the power of Freethought to set them free,
would leave the poor, ignorant cr!latures to themselva, as though they were brute beasts. Wherever
heaven may be and the "many mansions of his
father's house," on this earth there is no room in a
.Christian church for the black people. There must
be a black heaven and black mansions there-according to the Christian practice on earth.
The negro has been excluded from fellowship with
white Chr~tians until now, everywhere, his race is·
worshiping by i~elf, in its own buildings, of denominations peculiar to itself. "Come up, fellow-Christians,
and giv us something for the missions. Help the
Lord against the mighty." Yes, yes, we send millions
of dollars to convert " blacky" away off in Africa's
center, and there we preach to him and worship with
him where nobody sees us. And right here are
millions of them, except in lacking savagery, inferior
to him of Africa, just like little children left entirely to their own guidance, and a most wonderful
thing they make of it.
Socially this religion might be a benefit to the
negro here by the influence of association with the
whites. At least, the Christians believe so; and yet
the only opportunity of doing any good is neglected.
I will except the Roman Catholic church from this
denunciation. The blacks come int.o that church the
equals of emperors and kings. Unfortunately for
the blacks, none of them, so to speak, are Catholics.
Every excuse made by Christians in this matter is a
pitiful evasion.
·
"The blacks won't unite with us "-since you kept
them out for twenty years.
" They prefer to be alone" -since you hav educated them to go alone by your neglect.
No doubt some kind of superstition is adapted and
required for the ignorant or uncivilized. The devil
himself ought to be a Methodist. But whether we
believe so or not, the pretended followers of '' the
Lamb" so profess; i.e., that it is a restraint. · They
all declare that if they thought as we do, they
"would go out throat-cutting and robbing." No
doubt they are right about it. Why, then, not associate blacks with them!
HoLT.
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t?e periods and plac~s of n~tions, and their b mndaries in !siasm ~hich now distinguishes their pr~paganda.. If
t1me and space. Thts doctrm needs no d~fense. It com~s Christians could guess what an etermty of pra1se
with the authority of God's word. Let· me say here that It singing must be to a lover of variety how many
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
seems to me a good omen, a happy coincidence, that at the
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't
·
·
·
· 1 th e wou care o a am e o o ox eaven . . .
very tlme
we are ce1eliratmg
our nat10na
1 cen t enma
news should come to us that the sentence of the Anarchists
As a matter of fact, there never was a hveher and
Editor.
E. 'M. MAonollfALD,
has been confirmed. On the divine side our s~fety is in more vital issue than Freethought. Thought must
Business Manager. God."
C. P. SoMEBBY,
precede action in order that the action may be inPUBLISDD BY
The Rev. William Lloyd, Congregationalist, and telligent, and Freethought must precede speech in
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. of whom better things might hav been expected, made order that speech may be honest. Unless a person
a fool of himself in this wise:
be a Freethinker we hav no way of knowing whether
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE. NEW YORK.
"Every nation is a tower of Babel or a temple of the living an opinion which he may giv upon any subject is his
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. God. In looking at the dangers to America from irreligion own opinion, or an opinion the opposit of which he
we are met at the outset by the charge that the danger of is not at liberty to either entertain or express.
religion, as shown by the Roman Catholic church, is very
Address all Communicationsto THE TRUTH BEEKER great. It is true that this church goes into politics, and any
An issue should not be allowed to die simply beCOMPANY. Make all Drafts, Oheclf.tJ, Post-otfiu and Ex. church that does this is a danger to the republic. The cele- cause it is undisputed and accepted. If that were to
press Money Orders payable to CHARLES P. BOMERB Y.
brated alliteration, ' Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion,' will be done the social reformer must abandon the advonot soon be forgotten, and the sting in it is the word Roman- cacy of his theories as soon as he becomes ·convinced
SEPTEMBER 24, 1887. ism. B·1t no peril from religion is comparable to that of that he thoroughly understands them, and Socialism
SATURDAY,
irreligion. 'fhe reason why some of ·he so-called leader.s [of
the workingmen] att'lck Christianity is because they recog- and Henry Georgeism would thereupon become
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
nize in it the surest guardian of the state. A great enemy of "dead issues."
Bingle subscription ............................................. . $8 00 religion is the pure worldliness which seems to be increasing
While the Labor movement is opposed as it is by
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 600 with our wealth. Our life is like that of Rome in the pope, priest, and preacher, its advocates ought to be
Two new subRcribers .......................................... . 0 00
Augustan age. In our amusements we see thinly veiled the able to see who their enemies are, and how necessa.ry
One subs11riotion with one new subscriber, in one remittance ...................................................... . 0 00 immorality which marked the downfall of the French. Our
hoardings are an insult to our wives and daughters as they it is that religious prejudice and etJclesiastical authorOne subRcription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. . 7 00 go to church. All agree that the theater is degenerating, ity be destroyed. The excommunicated McGlynn,
One subRcription with three new !!ubscribers, in one
and before loLg its greatest friends will be unable to defend who has just excommunicated the Socialists, is a
remittance ................................................... . 8 60
it.
Surely something m•;y be done to better this. Dec~y of standing example. Besides, what would the. SocialOne snbscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 religion is indicated by the non-recognition of God as the ists think if they should finally open their eyes far
giver of wealth. Decay of godlhie8s r~ults in decay of
Any number over tlve at the same rate, invariably
morality, as all history shows. Commerce did not save enough to discover that they are expelled from
with one remittance.
Tyre, education did not save Greece, armies did not s~ve among Henry George's religious crusaders because
Rome. We should heed the lesson, and remember that they are Infidels 1 Would they still believe that the
The Ministers and the Constitution.
righteousness exalteth a nation. Our liberties can be. p•e- religious question is a dPa<l issue~·
If there were anything that could make one dis- served by religion alone."
The Go~pt-1 f'ot• France.
satisfied with our national Con11titution. it would be
The preachers are bound to glorify their calling
It requires not a little assurance to put the great
the compariso!HI the clergy make with it. For the and exaggerate the importance of the Myth they
Constitution, bear in mind, wao;; the work of states- serve, thereby strengthening the foundations and republic of France alongside of Africa in its "need
men and not churchmen. Thomas Jefferson, the superstructure of the mammoth edifice of supersti- of missionaries," but the Christians of this land bav
Materi11.Iist and Infi<Iel, of Virginia, did more to shape tion they hav reared, and keeping the people still done it, and are appealing to American Christians for
our n11.tion's p'llicy and charter than all the Christians longer in subjection to them. But to anyone who funds for "the evangelization of Paris." A· writer
alive in his time.
knows the history and traditions of this country from Paris in one of our religious journals pleads:
" To American churches the appeal should come with
The cAntennial of the Constitution, celebrated last their talk sounds exceedingly childish.
fresh urgency. I cannot but feel that in this age of
week in Phila.delphi11., h'l.s be~n the OCC11.sion for too
missions we should use a wise economy of means and
"Dead Issues."
much mhiisterial swashhuclding. Said the Rev. N.
A great majority of the leaders and workers in the men, and do the utmost for the fields that are in a
B. Thompson, Free Baptist, from his pulpit last
different labor parties and organizations, if we except critical condition. ·The next five or ten years of such
Sunday:
"More th>~.n a hunilred years ago, certain God-fl'aring men the waning Knights of Labor, are practically Free- evangelistic effort as has been expended. may save
who believed in the exer11iRe of right thought thev s11.w in thinkers. In Henry George's last fall campaign the France from Infidelity, and may awaken to a warmer
thiR ]argelyundevelopeil contine.nt great national possibilitil's. orators of the Liberal Club were the orators also of and higher life its struggling Protestant churches.
Thev believeil Goil, who takes an eRpecial interest in thP the embryo United Labor party. The Anarchists, There are so many reasons why we should do more
nat,ion that fears him, would make of the peonle for himself
a 'kin gil om of priests. and a holy nation.' Nor were they generally, are Atheists. The Socialists, to a large for this land that we are rather surprised we hav so
mistaken. I verily believe the framt'rs of the Constitution extent, are not of the church; and the United Labor tardily responded to the call to do for its white harwere movl'il bv B holy Sl'nse of inspiration. That instn1ment, party, the Anarchists, and the Socialists are in the vest fields."
our conntry's Bible and bulwark. has remained unchani!"Pil forefront of the battle for Labor Reform. The old
This minister must be congratulated upon having
and unharmed through the vicissitudes of a century. No Land Reformers of the days of George Evans were reached the top of the mountain of Christian impurude bani! has torn it in shreds, no despotic heel ground it to
dnRt, no traitorouq h>~.nd has torn it from onr national vol- Infidels, and their survivors are Infidels, but they dence. These insignificant preachers of the superstiume, but it still remains the best evidence of human great- hav either become inactiv or joined themselvs with tion of an ignorant tramp, sitting upon hills of their
Dr. own· conceit and patronizing the splendid republic of
ne~s. And why? Because it is of man for the glory of other organizations under a different name.
God."
Edward McGlynn has put himself on record as in France, with her magnificent achievements for civiliAnd then-to show his gentle and forgiving spirit, favor of the Nme Demands of Liberalism, and a great zation, is a revelation which ·must astonish the comperhaps-he added :
many of his followers would do. the same if their mon senEie of the world. And when it is recollected
that in France the great victories of civilization hav
"I thank Goil also for the jucliCilll decision by wbich the opinion were to be given on the subject.
action of the lower court waq 11ontlrmeil in passim? sentence
It is to be regretted that among all these there are been won in spite of that religion, and in the very
of ileath upon the seven Anarchists of Chicago. Hang these so few to be found who put the first emphasis upon teeth of the opposition of its priests, which Amermen? Yes, and every man who daWl disturb the very their opposition to the union of church and state,
icans are now asked to furnish funds to propagate,
divine mechanism of government bv which this great nation
and
upon
the
necessity
of
freeing
the
human
mind
amazement
is dumb. Christian audacity and conceit
livs. Woe to the men who aim at our overthrow I We o1ff'r
all posqible ailvllntages to anv ani! all who come to our from its bondage to the Christian superstition. hav no farther to go.
shores to liv. and liv peaceR.hly among us; bnt, I repl'at. ''God," say some of them, "is a man of straw, which
The history of France is one of the inspiring hiswoe to anv of them who would dare~o disturb our society you Infidels are continually setting up and knocking tories of the world. The never-ending fight her
by thP-ir pernicious doctrins or Peek to Chflnt?e or subvert our over."
people hav made for liberty; for enlightenment, for
form of government! Hang these Anarchists? Yes, every
That
statement
can
never
be
true
while
to
"conof a high and refined type, is the theme
civilization
one of them."
tumeliously reproach" this "man of straw," or to for poets, the example for other countries, the guidOn thE! same dav, the Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts,
ridicule his so-called word, can land an American ance of statesmen in every clime. With scarcely an
PreEibyterian, oped his mouth:
citizen in jail, or subJ'ect him to a fine.
Pxception, every spot on the lilies of France is a
" The chief reason of hope that as a nation we willl'nclnre
in immortal vont.h iR that our inRtitutions are so inextricablv
"The church," say others, " is a moribund institu- Rplasb of blood shed by the Christian church. All
entwineil with God that no Tntlilel plot can unravel thl'm int~ tion thali is dying at the root. Let it alone. The the tyrants· of France hav been in league with the
Secular weakness. Onr nation can never be a sectarian na- whole matter is a dead issue."
Christian church. The slavery of her peasantry is
tion with a state estRbliRhment. of religion, but it ·has always
That statement can never be true so long as the the work of that same church. The ignorance and
been ani! always mnRt ·be a Christian nation. The verv tlax c th r
b
h
.
. .
.
from which otir institutions were spun was Christian in its
a o IC c urc contmues to grow as It IS growmg superstition found in her rural districts are the result
European root~. Christian in its Aml'rican stalks, and to-day, in this country. It may be rotten at the root, but of and fostered by Christian authority. It was the
with all the Tnfiilels, Anarchi~t~. Rocialists, and atrocitists now its branches are spreading and reaching into public Christian religion which selected her battlefields,
among us, we are still a Christian people. Remember that offices and public schools. The church will not die built her inquisitions, and dug her graves in which
we are ilistinctivlv a Christian nation. Not only are the peo- while it feeds at the public crib. Freethought and was buried the brain of France, leaving alive only
pie, who are the finer thrl'ails in the nat.ionallifl', a Christian the Demands of Secularism will not become dead the cowards and the church's tools. It was the ·
people, but the states, which ma.ke up it<~ coarsl'r strands, are issues until they are realized. ·
Christian religion, administered by the Roman CathChristian states. Clearly, in sentiment at least, the nation is
The Demands are plain, clearly defined, and easily olic church, which kept the common people of Paris
Christian. Our work is to keep it so by better laws and
understood, and that fact may be against them. We in the gutters, harnessed the peasant women to the
better lives."
The Rev. Dr. Chesney, MPtbodist, after bitting his know what would result from their adoption. Per- plow, made their children naked brutes, scarcely betcon~egation for being cold in their Christianity- haps if the Henry Georgeites knew exactly what ter than swine, starved almost the whole population,
which ·being interpreted means, not paying the would occlir under the single tax system they would and finally forced them to become the fiends we
preachers sufficient cash-said:
not advocate it. If the Socialists could look so far rPad about in the histories of the French Revolution.
" God is the author )f national life. He bas created not ahead as to realize precisely the meaning of Social- Yet all this while these poor, abused images of huonly the individual, but the nation itself. He has determined iam practica.lize~ they might lose some of the enthu~ manity loved the church, submitted to the pdeQts1
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reverenced thedeity, and believed in the Christian
reli~ion. Finally their eyes were opened, the intelligent among them were chosen rulers, they broke
the religious yoke, and sprang to the front of nations.
Through centuries of misery to a glimpse of freedom,
then back to slavery under king and priest, but never
losing sight of liberty's goal, has the French nation,
weary and bloody, pressed. To-day there is but one
country-and that a republic owing its life to herthat stands as high in civilization and enjoys as much
freedom as the republic of France, which these conceited descendants of the Roman Catholic church are
asking fu-nds to "evangelize." France bas had her
evangelization, and she desires no more. Her Christian evangels were evangels of blood, of murder, of
rapine and unutterable ferocity. Her Infidelity was
her rescuer aud her savior, and is her bond and
guarantee of future freedom and prosperity.
If the efforts of these self-seeking fanatics hav
effect other than to make the people of Paris smile,
it will be to excite in them feelings of angry contempt.

Pious Humbugs.
The religious press. makes such great use of the
observance of Sunday by the managers of the Delaware, Lackawanna an<;l Western Road that the following from the Evening Post is interesting:
" The danger of assuming facts for the basis of an argu.
ment is frequently illustrated in the conduct df the religious
press, but has never appeared more clearly than in an article
in the last number of the Baptist Weekly, entitled 'No Loss
by Sunday Observance,' which is designed to show that the
price of L!tckawanna shares is due to the fact that the company runs no Sunday trains. Says the Baptist Weekly :
"In the case of railroads, it is urged that it is a necessity to run
Sunday trains, but there are. conspicnons examples where the
opposit neces•ity is urged-tbat of rest for all employees for one
day in the week, and where so far no Sunday trains hav passed
over thq road. It would seem tbat this c<!lurse, pursued b:v at least
one important raHway mana~ement, paYs, viz., the Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Ratlroad. . . .
" From the beginning it has been in the hands of Christian men,
. who hav positivly refu~ed to do business or run trains on the Sabbath. Even when appealed to by tile managers of a camp-meeting
to allow trains to run for tbe accommodation and the pru:ftt of the
managers, ·as well as for its own profit, it steadfastly refused, saying simply, 'Our trains do not run on Sunday.'
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usher. When he came to New York on Sundays he are left with nothing but a parochial school to which
to send their children.
rode on another road.
Other school districts in the same county are
An Undesirable Citizen.
also asking for aid to protect their schools from
Mi-. John Most, the Anarchist, desires to become the influence of the Catholic church, and a call will
an American citizen, but the naturalization authorities be issu~d for a mass convention of the friends of
will not permit him to file his declaration of his in- public schools throughout the county to meet at
tentions. The grounds of the refusal are his answers Melrose to perfect an organization for the protection
to the following questions:
of the public schools of _the county. The committee
"Q.-Are you Herr Most? A.-Yes, sir.
of citizens say: " Melrose is struggling with a
" Q.-Do you believe in the Constitution of the United stronger power than the press of to-day are aware
States, and are you ~ell disposed to the good order and hap- of ; but if the fight continues it will not be long bepiness of the people who Iiv under it? A.-Yes, sir.
"Q.-Do you believe in ob.eying the laws as they are fore the eyes of the people of the state will be opened
passed by'the proper authorities of the state of New York? to the power that has crowded the issue here, possiA.-Yes, if they are good laws.
bly prematurely."
'' Q.-If laws were passed by the properly constituted
The friends of the public schools will do well to
authorities that were detrimental to the interests of the peo- take note of this case, and it givs added force to
ple, would you consider it proper to seek a remedy by resort
to the ballot, or would you use force and resistance ? A.-If Dr. McGlynn's charge against the German CathI believed that such Jaws interfered with the rights of the olics of the Northwest. The aim of the church is as
people I should consider it my duty to use force against the plain as pla1n can be, and the wayfarer must indeed
authorities.
be' a fool who cannot see it.
"Q.-Hav you not been punished for violating the laws?
A.-I hav; but those laws were unconstitutional, and I was
Bloodthirsty Chicago.
unjustly convicted. .If I had the power to appeal to the su:
And
so
the
Chicago Anarghists will be hanged unpreme Court of the United States my conviction would be
reversed. I hav resisted tyranny everywhere, and intend to less Governor Oglesby or the United States Supreme
Court interferes!
do so."
The people of Chicago are bloodthirsty and deWhile the right to make this examination of a man
merely declaring his intention to become a citizen mand the death of individuals who desire to revolumay be properly questioned, there can be no doubt tionize society, and obtain a little more comfort for
that a judge would be sustained in refusing to issue the workers of the world. To this end the police,
the final papers after these answers of Mr. Most. In by perjury, connected the defendants with some
the declaration of intention it is only necessary to wretch who threw R· bomb which killed seven policeaffirm the purpose of becoming a citizen and to re- men, the lower court by partiality secured their connounce allegiance to foreign rulers. Before taking viction, and the higher court by sophistry sustains
the oath, however, the applicant must swear to sus- the verdict.
That is all there is to it, and we hope the people
tain the United States Constitution. This Mr. Most
Cook county are satisfied.
of
positivly refuses to do. But the naturalization clerk
The
sightless eyes of Justice are filled with tears.
has got the cart before the. horse, and the courts
may yet compel him to receive Mr. Most's declaration.
IT is a pity, says the New York Times, that a competent
We do Iiot imagin that the Anarchist would be any
lecturer on toxicology was not sent out with the soldiers
more dangerous as an American citizen than he is who hav been doing disinfecting duty in Italy. He would
now as a windy revolutionist. But unless he pro- hav explained to the anti-sanitary mob the difference beposes to support the Constitution and effect his social tween carbolic acid as a beverag.e and as a disinfectant.
reforms in a constitutional manner, "it is no infringe- When the soldiers insisted that it was harmless, the crowd
naturally demanded that they should try it on themse~vs.
ment of his rights to deny him citizenship.
One drank it and died. Two others refused to drink it and
were killed. This is a painful showing for Catholic Italy,
Catholicism in the Northwest.
but it recalls the treatment of suspected witches in PuritanThe people of Melrose, Minn., are experiencing the ical England. The culprit was thrown into water over her
blessings of possessing a Roman Catholic hierarchy depth. If she sank and drowned, it was admitted that the
prosecution had made a rnistalw. If she floated she was
willing and able to run their public schools. So promptly convicted and killed.

-=-----.. . . -----

"And then our contemporary ' turns to the latest stock
reports,' and finds that Lackawanna shares bear a high price,
while many other shares are low, and it inquires: 'Does it
pay to hav regard to the law of God in railroading?' Now,
of course, the fact is that for many years the Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Road has run trains out of
Hoboken every Sunday morning, and, to make matters
worse, they were 'theater trains,' ministering to a form
of pleasure which some religious papers do not approve.
The current time-table shows that, in addition to these, the
company regularly runs six other trains ' on Sundays also,' great, indeed, has the blessing become that the nonAMoNG the letters from our friends this week is one from
which, furthermore, chiefly are through trains, going over Roman-Catholic population are disturbed lest their
Mr. Jamieson, in which he endeavors to justify Freethought
the length of the main line and various branches. Worse children &hall hav no school privileges whatever. A lecturers in debating with the unsavory Clark Braden. When
even than this, there are, and for years hav been, two trains committee of Melrose citizens set forth the facts in Clark Braden's character is shown to be as good as D. M.
'on l::lundays only,' and these not trains for conveyance of the St. Paul and Minneapolis Pioneer Press.
Bennett's, or even as Talmage's or Cook's, we will withpassengers, which might be counted among ' works of
mercy,' but 'milk trains,' the object of which is only to
It appears that two years ago the German Catholic draw our objections. But Clark Braden, in addition to
make money. It may be doubted whether the principle of priest of Melrose built a parochial school, in accord- being a reprobate in about all ways possible, has persistently, maliciously, and indefatigably slandered a family of
the spiritual harvest is that 'it pays,' in the form of divi- ance with the orders of his superiors. The school · Freethinkers, respected by every one who enjoys the
den:ds, 'to hav regard to the law of God in railroading,' but population of his district is about two hundred, one- slightest acquaintance with them, and then has the brazen
half of whom are children of Roman Catholics. The hardihood to ask their friends to meet him as an eqnal on a
it always pays to hav regard to facts in arguing.''
It was only a few weeks ago that a Methodist usual term of the public school was about nine public platform. It should not be done. Gentlemen will
organ commended this road for refusing to run months. Last July, at the annual school meeting, not associate with blacltguards; and, for one, we are loyal
enough to our friends to refuse to treat with their blacka train to a Methodist camp-meeting on Sunday, and the priest appeared with his horde and voted that
mailing foes. And no Christian church who knows Clark
Sam Sloan, the president, and his managers were the public school term should consist of only five Braden will put him fqrward as a representativ. There are
highly extolled. The solid facts are that the road months, and that only two hundred dollars should be some things which even the Christians refuse to do, and we
does rlin trains on Sundays when it finds it necessary voted for expenses. Twice thereafter the citizens are willing to concede that Christianity is not responsible for
to do so to compete with other lines, and it refuses called school meetings, at each of which the priest Braden. His villainy proceeds from his own inherent,
natural, personal rottenness of character. His ancestry
to run trains on Sunday only to those places where appeared with his parishioners, including the sister~
must hav been terri~e.
there is no opposition, and the traffic of which it has of the order of St. Benedict, and defeated the attempt
---------4~~-------TIIey Ought to be Ashamed of Themselvs.
by the throat, so to speak, and can do with it as to extend the school term to nine months. The
Fnmt tne Hmt•m, W. Va., M•·Untntn He1·azr1.
it likes. A picayunish economy, and not regard for priest also elected one of his tools as clerk of the
On last Monday the brethren and Risters met at Griffith's
the Sabbath, is the real secret of Sam Sloan's Sunday district, and another as school director. At the last school-house, Summers county, W.Va., to settle a church
observance, and there is not a meaner conducted school meeting the priest said to his parishioners: difficulty. The trouble was adjo1stcd and the offending
railroad in the country. Its Morris & Essex branch, " The laws relating to public schools are made by brother taken back into the church. But it seems that his
for example, while enjoying a passenger traffic worth men and to suit themselvs, but you are not allowed sores were not healed, and when the meeting was dismissed
he could not resist the temptation to giv his enemy a punch
thousands of dollars a week, is a seedy little road, to send your children to those schools. God says in the short ribs with his umbrella. And then the row bewith slow engins, dirty coaches, and high rates of so, for the church says so, and whatever the church gan. Samuel, indignant at the thrust. arose in his might,
and seized the wicked John. •Twas Greek to Greek, and
fare. The Pennsylvania road, which for a few miles says is the same as if God said it."
runs parallel, sends out, for less traffic, and at lower
The policy of the Roman Catholic church shows great the tug of war. Each clansman to his chieftain rushed
rates, splendid coaches and fast engins, and makes very plainly in this matter. It is to establish parochial with shout and yell, bent on vengeance. Benches groaned,
chairs flew high in air, women screamed, and clung desno pretense to piety. The value of the Lackawanna schools, and then by force of numbers cripple or dis- perately to their respcctiv lords; the parRon through the
road is derived from its coal-fields and the penny- continue the public schools, until the Protestant and window plunged in direful haste, and dread confusion
reigned. Fortunately, however, no blood was shed, no
pinching policy which controls its passenger traffic, Secular voters are forced to concede the full demand bones were broken. John's coat was torn into shreds, one
and not because God smiles on its pious managers.
of the church, which is a pro rata division of all dear women got a black eye (accidentally, of cnurse), some
hair was pulled, some linen stained, and this is about all of the
When we lived on the line of the D., L. & W. public school funds between the Roman Catholics physical
damage done; but who can estimate the moral Pvil
there was but one thing that enabled us to keep and the rest of the people. In this instance the term that will result from it? Can these people imagin the injury
patience with it. That was that Samuel Colgate, of the parachial school is to be ten months, while the they hav done the church, and religion generally, by this
di,graceful ecene? Each and every one eo gaged in this ugly
the soap chandler, of John street, was shaken up priest claims that for the public school five months affair should be heartily ashamed of himself, lind n•solve to so
twice a day in its 1·attling cars for six days in the is a reasonable term. In addition, and by the dirac- li Y' in the future as to atone for the evil done. They should
each ask the other's pardon, and remember that they are
week. Sundays he attended the Baptist church, and tion of the priest, the clerk of the district refuses to under _s>bligations to society to liv as civilized beings, not as
,PUt on a hlJmble look of piety as he played the J hire a teacher for the :publi~ s~hool, so th~~ot parE~nts savages,
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fetters fro11( Jiriends.
WYANDO'ITE, KAN., Sept. 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am a constant . reader of your valuable paper, and am very much pleased with your way of handling
the so-called Christian religion. I inclose $1 for pamphlets.
EDwm M. SMITH.
NAsHVILLE, TENN., Sept. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Please find $1.50 for THE TRUTH BEEKER,
my dearest friend, for I enjoy the various contributors in
this paper. The Liberal element is weak here, and needs a
good, vigorous organizer such as Mr. S. P. Putnam to raise
us from our lethargy. Liberals are afraid of the long-faced
man. They will speak in private what they would not say
in the presence of church people or in public. Such men are
worse than the ordinary chnrch people. They are doublefaced. I lived thirty-two years in Chattanooga. There is a
marked difference in the outspoken. Nashville is fifty years
behind.
J. P. MULLER.
NEw GLAsGow, N. S., Sept. 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The Secularists of Nova Scotia hav just been
favored with an intellectual treat. Mr. Charles Watts has
visited us and spoken grand, noble, and inspiring words.
His visit was a splendid success, excepting that it was not
his good fortune to meet in debate ''foemen worthy of his
steel " On Sunday aft!'rnoon and evening Orpheus Club
Hall, Halifax, was filled by a very intelligent audience, and
on Monday evening it was filled to overflowing, many being
obliged to turn away. Mr. Watts says that in his twentyseven years' experience in the lecture field he never had
found such interest, patience, and good feeling manifested
by people who were hearing of Secularl~m for the first time.
I send you papl'rs containing reports of Mr. Watts's lectures
and debates in Halifax. Kindly Jet your readers know that
the friends of mental freedom in Nova Scotia are not idle.
F. M. BoRDEN.
Yours fraternally,
CAIRo, ILL., Sept. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: When your "always fresh contemporary"
reads your editorial of August 27th, there will doubtless be
a better understanding of your views on the subject under
discussion ; though it seems to me you bav always been
extremely clear on that question, and a very impartial judge,
seeking justice only.
I wish to welcome Mrs. E. A. Hilton to our ranks.
Although she may regret her fifty years of lost time, yet she
will find much she can do now that she feels the necessity of
work. I congratulate her upon her escape from mental
bondage. .
·
·
Your correspondent, " Alhaza,'-' sounds "the keynote in
s·aying, "Women must hav some share in governmept, or
submit to indignities forever." Of course. People who are
'' governed without their consent" can expect nothing but
unfair discrimination. It has always been the case that
those making Jaws for a class different from themselvs are
unjust legislators.
·
Mr. Heston's " Rock of Ages" is a wonderful construCtion, but not so full of iEieal beauty as bristling facts.
AMARALA MARTm.
REDDICK, ILL., Sept. 7, 287.
MR. EDITOR: No reform journal that I hav seen do I
like better than THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is filled to the guard
with the best of wholesome literature of the spiciest variety.
I will do without it no more.
One thing puzzles me very much, and that is this. In this
country are thousands of Infidels that are entirely unknown
to the world. They take no Freethought paper, and are entirely ignorant as to the advancement of ~nfidelity. If they
would take courage and come out and stand on the broad
platform of right and Infidelity, we would hav one of the
greatest revolutions that was ever fought between the elements of science and superstition. I think a good many of
them hav. not thoroughly ev.oluted yet They are like the
sky-pilots of the church. They h'avn't evoluted from the
ideas of the barbarous ages of the past. There are some
church-members of good standing, as far as financial matters
are concerned, and you might as well try to turn the Red
River of the North over the Pole as t<'l try to make them believe that at least a portion of the Btble is filled with barbarisms. There are some superstitious bigots living here
who stubbornly hold to their erroneous doctrin. They are
like the church. They were born of gnorance and stupidity,
and reared by superstition, and wil. die in it. But, thank
nature,evolmion is working wonders in the moral world.
Ignorance and superstition are getting so threadbare that the
church is becoming ashamed of her worlts. She does not
know how to let go, but the time is not far distant when she
will drop her erroneous ideas as a dog would a hot potato.
C. B. HuNTER.
MYRTLE CREEK, OR., Sllpt. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Religion keeps the majority of people igno.
rant, poor, and criminally inclined, while it givs wealth,
place, and power to a contemptible minority. This minority
has established pernicious and false governments throughout
the world to the extent of its ability, and where it has had
the preeminence the most ignorance bas prevailed, and the
most horrible and atrocious crimes hav been committed.
Under ecclesiastical rule in Europe during the Middle
Ages the population did not double in a thousand years.
Take Italy and many other countries that hav long been
under the rule of the church, and view their condition.
When an illiterate people are not allowed to become
informed, but are imposed upon by the false and superstitious doctrins of a diabolical priesthood, ignorance, po"Verty, and c~e result.

In countries farther advanced and under religious influence
the laws make more criminals than the pe11itentiaries reform,
and cause more insanity than the asylums· restore. They are
in favor of the rich at the expense of the poor, and they are
for the church at the expense of education. They rob the
people of their land, their homes, and evict them and drive
them into crowded and unhealthy cities.
Does the Christian God feed the young ravens when they
cry? If so, why does he not feed, warm, and clothe those
starving, crying children who hav been rendered destitute
by the influence of his church ?
Why does a Christian millionaire sanction the punishment
of a beggar who steals a mere trifle, while all his misdeeds
he heaps on Christ? " There is a fountain filled witl:i blood"
for a rich Christian, but none for a poor Infidel. It is a
blessed consolation that an Infidel does not hav to swim
thro.ugh blood to discriminate between an honest man and a
robber.
L. C. HILL.
CoLF!X, WAsH. TEE., Sept. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Putnam left here two weeks since, after
delivering four lectures, and of the four it was hard to tell
which was the best. But, if I made a preference, it would
be for" American Democracy." Mr. Putnam works up the
Nine Demanc;J.s in good st.yle, and would not we be a model
nation if governed by them.
In the four lectures there was not one sentiment expressed
that would not benefit mankind if lived up to, and yet the
average Christians look for horns and hoofs when they meet
an Infidel. Mr. Putnam was the first Freethought lecturer
who has visited our town, and our regret was that during his
stay with us we were being entertained by an outdoor patent
medicin concert, which somewhat thinned the lecture audiences; but he left a leaven in our midst, which is silently
working its way, in the shap~ of Freethought literature, of
which he sold a large quantity.
The perusal of a few copies of '' Bible Morals" will cause
more Bible reading than a four weeks' Methodie.t i:evival.
Some of the doubtful ladies are much interested in Helen
Gardener's work. I think they will doubt no longer after
reading that book, and seeing the estimation in which the
Bible and ancient good Christians held women. We hope to
hav Liberal lectures often in the future, and organize a
Secular Union as soon as practicable.
I see by the last TRUTH BEEKER the first call for the
Secular Union Congress. If Chicago was not so far from
our home, my husband and self would surely attend.
My short epistles never suit me when I get them written ;
but, to quote from a Jetter in the last TRUTH BEEKER, " I was
brought up in a time when the salvation of a soul was
of more consequence than the salvation of the head, and the
quarterly dues must be paid whether school kept or not."
THE TRUTH BEEKER is always a welcome visitor to our
home. We could not think of doing without it. ·Inclosed
find $120, for. which please send to my address the Nine
Demands, as published by Charles Eckhard; " Self-Contradictions of the Bible," by W. H. Burr; and " The Public
Schools and the Catholic Church," by Washburn.
KATE P. WoLFARD.
BRRLm, N. J., Aug. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Were it not a fact that the majority of men
hav been accustomed to be led by political and religious
rulers, without much examination, thought, or·reflection of
their own, I should be astonhbed to see so many running
after the errors of Henry George on the land question ; for a
better· system than his to lead the. laboring classes into
greater poverty could not be devised.
He starts out with an error and goes on adding error to
error through a book of five hundred pages that is worth
more for paper .rags than anything else.
He says the people of all civilized nations hav been made
poor by private ownership of land, when the fact is directly
the reverse. · They hav in one sense been made poor by private ownership, but not in the true sense of that term. The
working classes hav not been made poor by owning land, but
·by robbing them of it and permitting drones and Shylocks to
own it and use it in enslaving the landless workers. Nothing but private ownership of land will ever lead to universal
independence.
Where does he get the proof that private ownership leads
to poverty? No civilized nation has ever yet trie<l it. The
governments of all civilized nations hav robbed the people of
their birthright to land and sold it to Shylocks in Jots of from
five hundred to seventy thousand acres or more, turning the
workers into the streets, taxing their beads, leaving them to
steal, or to become slaves to the land-sharks for but barely
wages enough, and often Jess than enough, to keep their
families together. It is not the ownership of land, but the
want of it, that has made the workers poor.
A comparativ few hav managed to buy or redeem their
stolen land, and all temperate, industrious men who hav
farms of gogd land of their own are the most independent,
happy class to be found in any country. I hav never yet
seen a man made poor by owning a farm, but hav seen thousands kept poor by not owning one.
The working classes in Ireland are probably the poorest of
any of the nations, and there land robbery has been the most
prevalent. Seven hundred years ago bands of English robbers went into Ireland and took possession of the land, and
the people of Ireland hav been slaves to those robbers or
their heirs ever since, and millions of them hav died of
starvation, and other millions would hav d ed if they had
not left the country. In 1847 there was a great famin in Ireland in which thousands starved to death. That very year
there was food enough raised in Ireland to feed all the people comfortably, but the earliest and best of everything had
to go to England to pay the land-thieves for rent on the
farms. There was little left for the people except the pota-

toes, and when the rot destroyed that crop, the workers who
had not means to flee had nothing to do but lie down and
starve. Had the people owned the land on which they
worked, there would bav been food enough for all.
The SeculM Review says that during the fifty years' reign
of Queen Victoria 1,225,000 hav died of famin in Ireland;
3,000,000 hav been evicted by landlords, and 4,180,000 hav
emigrated to other countries; and all this was because private ownership of land was not allowed to the men who cultivate it.
So much for the first error of Mr. George. More anon.
J. HAOKER.
BRoNSToN, KY., Sept. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to see the following dialog in
THE TRUTH BEEKER:
PEOK's BoY: Papa, did God make the devil?
P&oK: Yes, my son, God made everything?
P. B. : Papa, why did God cast the devil into the bottom- •
Jess pit?
P.: God has not done that yet, my son. That is an event
that is to take place in the future. Men hav always been
acting wickedly. That is the reason that we know that the
devil has not been cast into the pit. When-God lays hold of
the devil, and casts him into the bottomless pit and seals it,
then the devil will remain there one thousand years. Men
will cease to sin, not being tempted by the devil, and then I
think that we will hav the millennium.
P. B.: But, papa, the twentieth chapter of Revelations
says: "And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having
the key of the bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand.·
And he laid hold on tbe dragon, that old serpent which is the
devil and Satan, and bound him a thousand years. And cast
him into the· bottomless pit and shut him up, and set a ·seal
upon him that he should deceive the nations no more till the
thousand years should be fulfilled. And after that .he must
be loosed a little season ?"
P.: Yes, I know it does, my son; but that is what John
saw in a vision which was to take place at some time in the
future, and the only way that we can tell when that actually
does take place will be that .men will cease to commit sin,
not being tempted by the devil.
P. B.: It does seem to me that God ought not to hav made
any devil, for then everybody would hav been good; but
don't you think, when they do put the devil in the bottomless
pit and seal it up, that, as the pit has no bottom to it, the
cunning old devil will get right out, and that then, as he
would know what they want to do with him, they could not
catch him any more?
P. : Hush, my son ; you ought not to speak about scriptural things in that way. I think that you had better go
to bed.
B.
OxFoRD, N. S., Sept. 11, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: New ground has been successfully broken in
that most unpromising region, Nova Scotia. Mr. Charles
Watts was billed to lecture in Halifax:, N. S , on priests' day
and Monday, 4th and 5th insts. As Oxford is only 115 miles
from Halifax, a party of Infidels concluded to step down and
hear Mr. Watts and see the saints squirm. We had very
modest expectations, diluted with fear of trouble or faiiure,
but all went merry as a marriage bell. The audiences were
large, orderly, and intelligent. A goodly array of ladies was
at all meetings.
. At the close of the first lecture a Rev. Mr. Moore, Presbyterian, gave battle. At the evening lecture the same gentleman
opposed. assisted by Rev. Mr. Alman, Episcopalian, who bewailed his limited time so he could not properly present his
views. Mr. Watts offered to forego Monday's lecture and
giv either or both gentlemen equal time with himself, and
debate the question, "Whether Secularism or Christianity
was best adapted to meet man's needs;" also to giv them a
synopsis of opening speech so they. might post up. A triangular debate was arranged in the one-down-t'other-comeon style.
·
Mr. Alman opened, then Mr. Watts, then Mr. Moore, then
Mr. Watts, and so on. Both reverend gentlemen are evidently earnest, amiable, and able in their chosen spherepreaching-but all at sea in debate. At least, in Mr. Watts's
hands they were as clay in the hands of the potter. The result is cyclonic. Not only is Halifax violently agitated, but
through the copious reports of the city press the whole
province is perturbed; staid people want to know what has
happened, and who unchained the tiger. When we got
home we found the storm had struck this remote region, and
religious society was shaken to its deepest depths, down,
down, even to the Salvationists. They had loud, lachrymose public prayers offered up to heaven for their depraved
and desperately wicked fel.er-citizens, who, at home, will
not go around the corner to hear their almighty God's selfappointed instructors and assistants howl hell and deal damnation freely round on all they deem their foes, but who
would travel 115 miles to hear a wicked Infidel blaspheme
God's holy name (which Mr. Watts did not do, nor intend to
do). They keep telling us that their God is all-wise and
almighty, etc., and yet they speak and act as if he was an
impotent imbecil, who would not know when his name was
taken in vain unless they told him, and could not defend
himself from insult or assault, or vindicate his own honor,
so they take up the cudgels and do it for him. 'Tis strange,
passing strange, that men, otherwise rational, will keep up
the solemn farce of supplicating, cringing to that which they
themselvs must instruct, uphold, defend. As for the cry of
blasphemy-that chamelion creation of crafty priests, that
ever changes its hue according to its geographical locationwe think those who severely leave God alone because they
know nothing of him,, and no man can know, are blameless.
The real blasphemers, if there be any such, are those who
postulate an omni-powered, omni-virtueq God, anq then ac.
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culje him of performing, com~anding, or teaching all the
puerilities, all the absurdities and obH•enities, all the cruelties and crimes recorded in that Christian paper fetish, the
so-called holy Bible. Their prayers did not seem to be those
of the righteo:us, as they availed naught. We all got home
safe, sound. and happy, excPpt that one of our party had a
slight attack of cholera, perhaps due to their prayers. -If so,
the devil-drubbers should study Queensberry rules, and aim
for the head or heart, and never, coward-like, strike below
the. belt. Our holy howlers still fire at us at long range, or
under cover of the coward's castle. It is much pleasanter
mumbling musty creeds than gnawing at old files.
WILLIAM GRAY, SR.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Sept. 8, 1887.
MR. EDIToR: We must hav some mode of reckoning the
lapse of years. We do not know what "1887" does mean,
except that it is this year, and is a certain number of years
after any other known date. As the time of the event intended to be commemorated is admittedly uncertain to the
extent of four years, it is evidently not essential that the beginning of the epoch should be exactly fixed. - If Bruno had
been burnt anywhere within four years of the time he was,
earlier or later, we might call this year 287, just as reasonably as 1887, -if we prefer to commemorate the later event.
In the ordinary chronology, I am writing on Sept. 8, 1887.
Suppose I call it Sept. 8, 287, what does that mean? The
" 8" indicates that I am writing in some hour of the 8th day
of the month, which 8th day is not yet completed. "Sept.'•
indlcatPs that it is in some part of the ninth month of the
year, which month is not yet completed. So " 287 " would
naturally mean that it is in some part of the 287th year from
the beginnir g of the epoch, and that the 287 years will not
be cqmpleted until this year is ended -that is, until the beginning of January, 1888. The epoch therefore began 287
years completed before Jan. 1, 1888.:._that is, on Jan. 1. 1601.
So the epoch begins, in that view of it, on the first day of
January next following the event which it is intended to
commemorate.
But if we prefer to consider the expression " 287" to indicate completed years, in ad clition to the odd 8 months 7 days
and some hours and minutes, just as we usually reckon our
age by completed years, then it would indicate that the 287
years were completed last Jan. 1st, in which case the epoch
would be understood as beginning on the first day of January
next preceding the event commemorated-thf!.t is, on Jan. 1,
1600. I consider the other explanation the best. We cannot
begin the epoch on the day of his execution, and it really
makes no practica,l difference which view we take so long as
we understand that the fact really is that Bruno was executed
Feb. 17, E.S. 0. The following Jan. ist would be Jan. 1,
E.s. 1; being the first whole year after the execution, and
when Feb. 17th arrived, the orator of the evening would
say : "This is Feb. 17, E.s. 1 ; one year ago to-day Giordano
Bruno was put to death by the church for his devotion to
science."
H. M. P.
LoNGMONT, CoL., SPpt. 1, 1887:
MR. EDITOR: Is there any such thing as Liberalism? If
there is, what is it? Or, rather, what isn't it? Will you,
friend Eugene, or some one of your many able contributors,
please answer these questions? I ask them because I really
desire the information for which they call.
Without any hope of reward, other than that of an approving conscience, I hav cheerfully given the thirty-two best
years of my life to what I supposed to be the cause of Liberalism. Faithfully and earnestly hav I labored to add all I could
to the sum of human advancement and human happiness. To
this work, I hav sacrificed many fine opportunities to acquire
wealth and to attain high official positions. I hav brought
upon myself all the persecutions that ignorance, bigotry, and
int'Jlerance hav power to inflict. I hav helped grade the bed,
bridge the chasms,-and lay the track of the road on which
the so-called Liberal trains are running. And now, in my
life's· autumn, when I would so gladly hear, from those for
whose good· I hav labored; the grateful words, "Well done,
thou good and faithful servant," I am told by the crowds of
well dressed and respectable tourists, who now safely and
pleasantly travel this road, and whose Liberalism it would
be heresy to doubt, that I, and many of the other pioneers
who hav worked with me, "hav no right to longer pose as
Liberals, and no right to mtl.rch under the banner of Liberalism." This they say to us, not because we are thought to
be unsound on any of the planks of their platform; not that
they doubt our valor on the b\ttle-field, but simply because
we hav dared to advance farther than they are prepared to
go; because we hav dared to carry our Liberalism into all
the department& of hu~an life, ins.tead of limiting it, as do
they, to one single department, that of religion. They substantially inform us that the "U. M. L." on our banners and
our badges does not mean, as we supposed it did, "Unlimited mental liberty;" that it means, '·Unmitigated misleading
lie;" that if we-extend our Liberalism to the department of
love and marriage, we cease to be Lioorals and become Freelovers-abominable creatures unfit to be tolerated in any civilized society; that .if' we extend it to the department of
labor, or to any other political department, we, in like manner, cease to be Liberals and become Anarchists, S1cialists,
Communists, Nihilists, or some other dangerous kind of foreigners, fit only to be hanged.
Under these circumstances, I hav come to fear that there
is no such thing as Liberalism. I hav come to fear that, for
thirty-two years, I hav been following a phantom-just such
a phantom as I followed in those far agone years when I was
earnestly preaching the exceedingly hot hell-fire religion of
the Methodist church South. And now, if there chance to
be any such thing as Liberalism, I wish to know exactly how
far it may be carried without changing into something elseinto something very bad.
·
JoHN R. KELSo.

LE~N,GTON, ~Y. f:lept. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : How than~ful we ought to be that· the people hav arisen in -\viPdom and might and demanded a reform
of the government! In their presence how ignoble seems the
usual din of politics. Patriots seem again at the helm of
state, and hearts warmed by the love of justice hav ignored
forever the silly delusions of religion. How beautiful is the
figure of truth to the mind that craves such a sight. But
storms are yet to be encountered, and some say that there
will be always minds which will cling to superstition and
arrest the course of progress. The only way to -carry the
mind entirely out of its pre!Jent da,rkened sphere is to spare
no expense in instructing the m~sses. So spo~ld the surplus
revenue of the country be employed. The ·most enchanting
places of resort, aloJ1e, will leave the dreary churches untilled. A gift at every poor man's door will cause him to
follow the giver. Do people crave excitement, let there be
a holy rush tow}\rd ~he abodes of wretchedness. Make the
movement fashionable and it will succeed. How criminal
and vulgar is the attitude of the rich toward "the poor !
Pagan Rome gave a weekly allowtmce to the poor, but the
Christian soon abandoned this practice.. Monthly receptions,
assembling all· clt~sses, with gifts to those who need them,
would save thousands from vice and suicide. It seems that
the government is to be ma,de more responsible, doing thP
work of monopolists, but who is to govern the government?
Not a people who liv in selfish luxury, but those who seek
out the virtuous and talented poor, not to mock at, but to
relieve and draw them from obscurity. Vigilance alone will
save us. D<1ily reports of progress sent in every directiondaily instruction. Rousseau said, "The family was heathen_
ish unless the center of a larger family. The happy heart
livs for all."
So it seems that Dr. McGlynn's mind and motivs are undergoing vivisection, but the deep sympathies of his kind
heart cannot be reached by .criticism. Henry VIII. allowed
no man to ·own more than two estates. The government.
ought to make every person a present of a piece of land or
property sufficient to enable that individual to earn his living,
otherwise no surprise should be expressed if he goes to ruin.
Every city boasts of a rich man who buys up cheap lots,
managing them in a most greedy and improper way. It is a
vulgar and shameful outrage to hav property snatched in thi~
way from the poor, h~aving them in wretched dens to die in
misery. The finger of scorn ought to be pointed at the moo_
ster who thus defrauds fellow-beings, rolling in senseless
luxury at their expense. The possessions of these fiendish
ingrates ought to be seized ~nd put in the hands of known
philanthropists to manage fqr the people at large. Is it right
to sell a poor man's house to pay his taxes ? What crimes.
worse than heathenish, ar(l perpetrated in the nineteenth
century in the name of civilization. If laws hav failed, if religion has failed, if humanity has failed to arouse the slePping, stupefied energies of benevolent men in behalf of the
poor and oppressed, is it Anarchy to seize the reins of per_
verted and abused power, directing it without delay to some
good end? Some wiseacres remark that Anarchists hav no
creed, no principles, or pian of action. Perhaps that is not
their businPss? Their business may be to keep alive the
spi~;it of liberty: Without their warnings and terrible den}lnciations, very soon the name of freedom would be blotted
out forever. A man is not without a creed who fixes his
burning glance upon the titled or crowned villain and tyrant,
and, ·pointing his finger in the same direction, exclaims,
Thou art the man !-reminding him in tlle most fearless
manner of his crimes, predicting his downfall, alluding, perhaps, with terse and pointed expressions, to the means which
will be taken to deprive him of his ill-used and ill-gotten
power. The words of Cromwell were, at times, mightier
than his sword, and withered his antagonists to the bone;
and when Charles the Bold drove burgomasters ont of his
council-hall on their knees, they would ·hav·preferred, perhaps, a more severe and honorable punishment. ALHAZA.

MoN:rE VISTA., CoL., Sept. 10, 1887.
MR. Eorri>R : Ought Freethought lecturers to debate with
bad Christians ? is a proposition which involves a fu~;~da_
mental principle of Liberali!lm• If I am wrong in my view
of this question, I am willing to be set right. It is not true
that " our lecturers refuse to debate with him," Braden·
Had you said that some of our lecturers thus refuse, that
would be the fact. Let us be " truth seekers " upon every
subject. The " te!ltimonials " which you print in your issue
of August 20th do not in the least change the principle for
which I am contending, namely, that it is our duty to debate
with Christian opponents put forward by any Cb.ristian community us representative of Christianity, though they be as
black in character as the clergy, in general, tell their congregations we "Infidels" are I If the Christians can endure a
clerical debater with a soile<;l reputation as their representativ, that is their affair, and harmonizes exactly with their
bad theology.
I had read the " testimonials" of Braden's bad character
which you print, and more of the same sort; but they furnish no reason why I should, refuse to debate with him. I expect other lecturers to decide the point for themselvs, as I
always do in such matters for myself. But if we Freethinkers are ready to get back on to Christian ground, and
refuse to debate with an individual not as moral as we are,
it will be well to draw the line sharply. If it can be shown
that any principle of Liberalism warrants such. a course, I
would like to hear what it is. In my view it is a one-sided,
l-am-holier-than-thou element of nearly all religions which
hav cursed the world. Religionists, generally, believe in
"sheep and goats," saints and sinners; and it would not be
" respectable " for a sheep to talk to a goat, nor for saints to
condescend to hold controversy with sinners. Tb.e Liberal
principle is that "there is good in all, none all good."
I submit right here, with the utmost kindness, that it is
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Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
lli'Der, Ma88., to tJJhom all Oommunicatiom (0'1"
tkill 0,07'1'U!l' shuuld be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

Words and DePds. of Heroes.
The hero true will speak for yon
When cowarils' liPR are sealed with fear;
He pleailA your caURfl when comes the pause
That chills with dnubt the eager ear.
He dares dPfend
The absent friend,
And be will bare
HiR heart to share
The threat'ning, poist>d, and pointed spear.
How brave his deeds, when fashion pleads
For gorgeous gilt and trappings gay!
He will not wear the feathers fair
For which he has no means to pay.
He dares to meet,
Upon the street,
In g'armen ts old
Men dt>ckpd wit.h l!'old,
Who dream not of the debtor's day.
How brave is he who fearles•ly
In battles dangers dares to meet,
And •hare the blows of angry foes
In storms of fl>tme and leaden sleet.!
Trufl coural!'e high
Its flag will fly
In front of wrongs
.. When shouting throngs
Trample the right beneath their feet.
His word a bond, he looltR beyond
The courts to keep him iu•t and true;
A.nd we can trace upon his face
The honest courage shining through.
Hail heroes just,
All men can tr·nst,
Whose worils and deeds
Like scattered •eedR,
Spring up like roses wet wif.h dew !
-GP• r'IP

w. Bunuav.

}'rom the Editor.
DEAR CHILDREN AND FRIENDS : YOU will
remember my letter to you from Onset,
Mass., only a few weeks since. Little did I
think then that so soon would you be made
acquainted with the saddest sorrow, the
· hardest trial, of all my life.
On the 30th of August my dear mother,
with whom I hav always lived, the sharer of
all my joys and sorrows, my ready sympa.
thizer in all troubles, my dearest, truest, best,
and most trusted friend, was snatched from
me in an instant by a terrible railway accident. Ttre blow that dashed out her dear
life, struck me-with such dreadful force
that I am still dazed, bewildered, crushed.
I cannot tell you how mnch I suffer, for you
cannot know how much my mother was to
me. They tell me she did not suffer-that in
an instant of time all was over, and that this
should be a consoling thought. But I was not
ready-! was not willing to hav her leave me.
We are never ready, I suppose, to say farewell to those we love. It seemed to me; at
first, I could never take up life's work again.
Still it is better that I should, and, with a sor.
rowing heart, through many blinding tears, I
pick up life's threads once morf', and, with
trembling fingers, try to weave them into
shape and form. The many 'messf\ges of
tender sympathy and regard from hundreds
of sympathetic friends giv me strength and
courage to try to bear this heavy burden of
grief and pain until the sun shall shine for
me again. I thank all for ki!ld words in this
trying hour of bereavement, and while I shall
miss the dear familiar face at every turn in
the road of life-miss her at morning, noon,
and night-at all times, all places, and in all
seasons-I shall endeavor to imitate her virt.
ues, to practice the precepts she instilled in
my mind in early life, and do all the good that
is in my power to do, in accordance with her
wishes and desires.
SusAN H. WrxoN.

Little Lela and the Sugar.
Lela was a little girl four years old, and I
will say she was pretty-although I do not
know about that, but I do know anybody
would rather read about a pretty little girl.
All I can remember about Lela's appearance
is that she had a few stray locks of white
hair dangling down over her round, red
cheeks.
She had a sister, Maud, two years .older
than herself, but somehow Lela preferred the
company of Lottie and Jolin, two colored
children who lived on the place. As soon as
she got up and ate breakfast she would run
off to "Aunt Medie's" to play with them,
and would not return except for her meals
~ncl when company would come llllcl her

mother sent for her to come and show them
how pretty and smart she was.
Eating was their favorit amusement, as is
common with all children, so they would try
to think of as many dishes as pos8ible. The
dish that they seemed to like best was a queer
mixture of buttermilk and cornbread, stirred
together until it was thick. This was original
with Lottie, who was three years older than
Lela.
Aunt Medie had a large tin cup which she
allowed them to eat out of, but she only had
one spoon, a large spoon without a handle,
so they had to eat together, Lottie taking one
mouthful and then Lela. John wanted eome
too, but Lela declared she would not eat out
of the same @poon as he, and he had to
choose between doing without and dipping
his hands in. It is needless to state that he
always chose the latter.
On Sunday Lottie's mother took her to
"meetin"' to stay all day. This same day
Lela's mother was in the kitchen making
preserves. This same little girl kept bothering her mother, hanging to her dress, whim.
pering: and getting into something that .she
ought not, until she said sternly, but at the
same time handing her two large lumps of
sugar: "Take this, Lela, and do not bother
me any more."
She took the sugar, perfectly delighted, and
ran off to eat it, but suddenly she thought
how nice it would be if Lottie were present
to help her eat it. Lela was not a selfish
child, so she stored the sugar away and did
not taste it until her dear crony had come to
enjoy it too. She ran to meet her and said,
"Look, Lottie, what I hav got! I will giv
you some." They walked together to Aunt
Medic's house, then Lela laid both pieces of
sugar on the old greasy trunk and said,
"Don't eat 'it until I get back; I will get
some milk and bread to eat with it."
I forgot to mention. that Lottie was unfortunate, like most of little negro children,
and had to carry her mother's baby in her
arms wherever she went. She never had
chance to rest only while it was asleep.
Now it bPgan to cry fearfully for the
sugar, and ppor, tired Lottie broke off two or
three little pinches and gave it. John, too,
began to beg for some, and she repeated it till
both lumps were con~iderably smaller. When
little unsuspecting Lela came in with the
milk and bread she did not notice this at all,
and so no tears were shed. They were soon
all eating what they considered such a delicious repast. The baby, of course, had to
dabble its hands in also.
Every day, for' a long time, Lela would get
sugar from her mother and repeat the feast.
W ben ever she asked for the sugar her mother
would always say that she'd hav to whip her,
but never did, and always gav.e her whatever
she wished.
One day the mother was surprised to notice
that the little sugar-eater did not come upon
her usual errand of begging sugar. The
next day it was the same, and so on for a
week. She was very much puzzled, but did
not say anything about it to Lela.
Maud, who was jealous of Lela, as older
children will be of younger ones, especially
the baby, had already become suspicious as
to the cause of this, and so she hid herself
one day near the sugar barrel and watched.
That day, as usual, Lela said, in a low
voice, to her friend :
''Lottie, if you will go with me and open
the door, I will giv you some sugar." The
little rogue was not tall enough to reach the
door herself. But Lottie readily consented
to open it, and they both walked in together.
It was difficult for Lela to get her hands into
the barrel, but she managed to do so, and
filled her own pockets and hands and Lottie's
pockets and one hand; the poor girl held the
other hand tightly around the baby to keep
it from falling.
Maud did not make her presence known
until they were leaving; then she jumped up,
ran to the door, and called:
·
"Mamma, mamma i come here; the rogue
is found!"
The baby was frightened, and commenced
crying; Lottie jumped out of the room and
ran as fast as she could to her mother's welcome house.
The mother ran as quickly as possible to
see them, and found Lela snuffling and crying, and emptyinl!: all her sugar out on the
ground.
Of course, Lela's mamma thought her too
pretty and sweet to be chastised, but she
talked to her a little while and told her how
badly she felt that her little girl had got to be
a rogue. This only m&de Lelll feel worse and
cry more,

About then they both heard some terrible
cries of agony coming from Aunt Medic's
house. Lela was so distressed that she did
not notice it; but her mother said, 11 Come
on, dear, and we will see what is the :inatter
with Lottie."
The poor child, weeping, followed close
behind her mother, holding to her dress.
It was soon detf'rmined that Aunt Medie
had come in from the field to get a drink of
water and Lottie had told her all the trouble.
The woman was displeased, so there she
stood most unmercifully beating t~ screaming gi,rl.
"Look," said Lela's mother; "by stealing
sugar you hav not only done a very bad
thing yourself but you hav caused Lottie. to
be whipped-."
Lela turned her back and would not see
Lottie's trouble. Her mother said, "Medic,
I think you hav whipped her enough." And
Aunt Medie released Lottie, and the two
children promised not to steal any more sugar.
Poor martyred Lottia resumed her old task
of minding the.baby, and all three-Lottie,
Lela, and the baby-spent the next half.ho]J.r
in pitiful yells and real tears. John was so
badly frightened that he joined his voice in
also. .
DARLINA BELL.
Ovel'ton, Ga., Sept. 8, 1887.

Our Puzzle Box.
DOUBLE .DECAPITATIONS.
1. Twice behead a contagaus disease and
leave an intermitting fever.
2. Twice behead a court of justice and
leave a ~pirituous liquor.
3. Twice behead a kind of cup and leave a
woman's name.
4. Twice behead .an English political reformer and leave a professor of one of the
fine arts.
WARREN B. ORCHARD.

Correspondence.
BURNETT, NEB., Aug. 15, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: W. S. BPII, of Chicago, was here and delivered a lecture on the
evf'ning of July 25th. The subjf'Ct was
"LibPrty and Morality." We liv seven mile~
in the country, and when returning from the
lecture the night was very dark and rainv,
and our buggy ran off a grade and upset. In
the accident mother had her collar.bone
frnctured, and is not well yet. Father said
jokingly if they had been returning from
church the accident never would hav occurred. We hav one of Mr. Jamieson's phoYour true friend,
tographs.
EsTELL& WmTNRY.
SAN FRANCisco, July 27. 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: It is quite a while ~ince
I last wrote to you. I was very glad to thin It
that you were so kind to publish my letter. I
think my mother has changed since I hav
been talking to her about THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Another thing that put my rna against Chris.
tianity is that I went by invitation to play a
piece of music, at the Sunday.school-mind
you, and d you know what they did ?-they
stole my music ! That's the way they re.
warded me for. playing for them. I will
never go there again upon any consideration.
I think I can learn more in the Children's
Corner tuan hy going to religions meetings.
I don't know whether this let er is worthy of
printing. I am afraid it will find its way to
the waste.ba~ket. I wish success to the
Children's Corner and to the dear old T!IUTH
BEKKER. I will close now, for I think my
letter is long enough now. Yours truly,
FLOR.ENO.E M. SMITH.
ST. Lours, Mo., l:;ept. 7, 1887.

KIND Mrss WIXON: Every time I read the

Children's Corner. with its corre~pondence of
many little friends of our grand mutual educator, 1 feel as if we were all one family, for
familiar are all the thoughts expressed and
the desire that lies in them-the search for
truth and knowledge.
I hope it will remain so, and gain from day
to day. No one must feel discouraged because the first letter wasn't printed, but try
it again.
It is just the same as in life. If success
won't follow the first time, it has to be tried
over again.
And then, children, there is another thing
I wish to tell you. Do all you can to expresss
your ideas to other little friends of yours,
boys or girls, whatever they may be and to
whatever church they may belong. Tell
them about our cause, and do not fear they
may not car·e for you any more. Show cour·
age to stand for your own faith, and show
them that you are that far ahead that you
think and learn for yourself, and after all
they will respect you and 'follow you. Don't
care if some ·one will make remarks about
you that you are children of parents that are
Freethinkers and Secularists, but show men
by your uwn conduct that your parents hav
taught you much more than all the ministers
and preachers-that they hav taught you to
be honest, and good, and kind-hearted children; to respect the aged and pity the poor.
And never feel downhearted because our fol.
lowers are not so numerous as their congre..
gation of beggar~. Did Christ ever bf'g ? or
ask for salary? or slander others? No, he
didn't; but the clergymen qo, 'fhey say we

hav to liv, but Robert G lngersoll·~avs that
every man making a living bv religion iR diehonest; and that's jn~t the ri11:ht name for it.
But my space is limitf'd. and I hav to close.
If some rPaclers between fifteen and twenty.
two should ,lilte to correspond with me, I
will be glad to reply to their letters;
Hoping to ~ee many letterq of your little
friends and hPlpers in print in the future, I
For truth and ri~ht,
remain,
FRED L .. HoFFMAN.
DILLON, MoN., March 10, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I see so many letters
from our girls and boys that I th'ought I
would like to join the little trnth seekers and
write to yon allio. Althougil I am nine years
old I hav never been to ~chool vet, but
mamtnf\ helps me with IDV studif'S
home.
We had a glorious trip East this fall. In
New York we mel; several of our great Li·b.
erals. but onr first visit Wf\S to THR TRI1TH
SREKER's office. We met Miss Gardener
sevf'ral times, and we all like her evf'r so
much. Abnut a week bf'forc leaving New
York Miss Gardener joined us, and we had a
df'lig-ht ful drive through Central Park and
Riverside. Two of our most pleasant and
f'Djoyahle evenings were sPent at. Colonel
Ingersoll's. · I think MiRS Ingersoll is the
dearest and prettiest lady I ever hav known,
excPpting my mamma. Mamma read to me
in one of TnE THU'l'H SEEKERS how Colonel
and .\lrs. Ingersoll celebratPd the twf'Jity.flfth
anniversary of their marriage. We tliink
exactlv the same as the correspnndent in
rf'gard to Colonel In,e:ersoll's family an · home.
I am sure it is one of the hapriPst places in
the world. I should like to get a SPcular
song.book, so that if Mr. Putnam visits us
again we can !Jav some music. Do you think
I could j!et one at TaR TRUTH S!!.EKRR offire?
Dear Mi~s Wixon. mamma and I hav read
"The Story Hour" all throu,e:h, ancl I think
it is just splendid, especially about dear little
Susie.
I a~ afraid my letter is getting too long,
so, with best wishes to all my little Liberal ·
friends, I remain,
A little truth seeker,
PERCY B. CARRINGTON.
[Percy writes a lovely letter, and although
it was mislaid for so long, it is as welcome
and as readable as if just written. We hope
he will write again. We think a Secular
song.book can be obtained at the TRUTH
·BEKKER office.-ED. C. C.]

at

SAVANNAH, Sept. 2, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I write to bPg a favor
of you, dPpendent on your probahly-possess.
ing a set of last year's T!W'rH RR:EKR:R. It
was, I think, in September or October of 1886
that you pu blisherl in the Corner Miss Dar!ina
Bell's poem on "The Uaptiv Bird's LamPnt."
That was our earthquake season here, and
preoccnp>1.tion is the only excuse I can plead
for missing that production, which, when I
read it at Overton recently, excited warm
admiration. Unfortunately, I could not learn
the number of the paper in which it appeared,
and my present ~eqnest is that you would rlo
me the ~pecial favor of finding out what number it was, and letting me know.
I hav another correspondent, a South Carolinian of noble family (yes, that is the expression), ultra.conservativ and Christian (Freethought 11 vulgar" in his eyes l, and 1 want to
show him that a woman can (ancl, of all
women, this young lady) write something
with some "vim'' to it. Very oddly, his
style is just as pessimistic as that of Miss
Bell. But he has not the excuse of living in
a low, malarious tract of country, with
mournful, desolate woc•ds on each hand, aod
the isolation, comparativly speaking, of Dar.
!ina's home is a feature that the burly. burly
of Charleston should contrast witti very
sharply. So I take her pessimism for justifiable, his f . ,r morbid.
Overton consists of one house. It pleads,
in palliation, that it has tw<> stories-neither
are ghost-stories. There are very tew inhabitants in that section of Etbert county I
traversed to call on Miss Bell-three miles of
road to each bouse, more or less.
Please excuse the paper, vnd believe me,
d~ar Miss W1xon,
·
Yours very respectfully,
HuGo B. Pr.ATRN.
[The editor of the Corner is not well.
When she recovers her health she will giv
the information requested.]

Rt:DUCED 'I'O $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Over a hundre'd fine illustrations.

BOOKS .I!'Olt CU.ILOREN.

Tbe Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. Bl.': Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers•
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large j;ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.
A ~vies of Gold. A Story-Book for
tbe Youn~ Folks. By 'Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25•. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edi t10n had a
photojfraph of the author which adds very
muol1 to the value of the volume.
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.:W"orks.

THE WATCH 014' 'l'HE FUTURE.
The new, latest 1mp1 oved 14 karat filled gold
watches arc the be•t and mo.t dnrai;>le in the
wmld .for little mon~y. l'nces again reduced,
!:!even Jewel•, $25; 11 Jewel•, $27.50; 15 jev.el•, $30,
!:larue, adju•ttd to heat and culo, $34. LadltB', 7
j•wded, $20; 11, f22; 15, t28; '1\illt Ill""" in•ide cap
$8 Jess; Loni• XlV. st) Je, $3 mu1 e; all !Jest Arueri
can hnnt1ng sttm-wwdels; "pen face, gold cap
f-3 le••; open sc1·ew cabe, $5les•; all case• accom
panied by manu1actnrer·• and IllY gua1antee for
1!0 ~ear•. Above IIJOVtliJents in 3 ouJJce •llver
ca•e•, US It:~• ; 4 ounce. $12 le••; 5 ounce, UO 50 ;
and 6 ounce_, $9 •e••· All guarantt-td one l 'f>al and
•ent prepaid, if on hne of Amencan Exp1eas
office or p.,r registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refundtd 1f not •atJ~factory.
WATCH \\'OllK.
Bend me your '1\atcLe• to lJe repaired. Inclose
$11or cleamng; spnngs, $1 ; it wei•• $1, and 1 will
return in perfect 01 del' Pl'tPald. B•at bpectacles
or eyeglaHHt'B In 1he wond, $1, PH paid in cabe.
Bend bne finest prmt yon can ••ad 14 IIJtb•s from
eyes Wlthont gla•ses.
0110 V. E1 'J B J }.IN,
lltocLeJie, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Frtethtought
badge-pins and cha1ms, and' to send watch work
in lots. Liberal discounts.

The.Go.ds. Paper,.M cts; cloth, $1.;
In five lectured comprismg, "The Gods"
"Humboldt" "Thoma• Paine,'' "Individuality ,.. and " Heretics and Heresies."

The Gho8ts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Gho•t•.t" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'L'he Declaration of Independence," "About Farming in Illinoi••"
•· 'fhe Grant Banque~" "'fhe l:tev. Alexander
Clark," "The PadL mses before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. lnger•oll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.2~.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.2~ ..
Wbat M.ul!it We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The lJhristian Religion. By R. G.
lngersolb Judge Jeremiah 8. Black, and Prof,
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post pa1d. Printed in
large, clear t.YPe, and containing as much a•
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missiOnary document.
Liberals should scatter it generouslY.
Inger~o~oll t:atecbi8ed: His Answers to
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded bl
the editor of the San Ji'l'and.Bcan. . 5 cents; 50
cent• per dozen' 25 copies. $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

lna-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCE[) IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements whereby we caJI
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger
soli's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes ar
printed on heavy toned paper, 18122 inches, ilium
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
in g. The titles are:
·

Vindication of 'l'bomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York OIJserver, by Bobert.G. Ingersoll. Price, 16 cents. ·

The Vision of War,

Address on the lJJviJ Rights BilJ.
Large stze octavo, paper, 10 cents.
lnger~o~oll'~o~ Lectures Uomplete.

The Grant. Banquet Toast,
Address at Han·y Miller's Grave.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the pnbhsher has had
all his lectures, except· tne latest on "Orthodoxy;".bonnd m one beautiful volume, in halt
calf, library style, and containing over 1!800
Pages, which is sold a~ the exceedingly ow
pnoe of~. Sent by mail postpaid.
Tribute~.
There .hav been so many
!J.P.PhcatiOns for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant·
Bai!quet Toast," and the rf)cent address over.
"Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav
be.en printed on heavy toned paper, 18122, illnmmated border, and m large, clear type, am table for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address. for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

The price of these hei·etofore has been 75cts. Wo
offer thom at FIFTEEN QENTB EACH ; THE
THREE FOB FORtY OENTB. . Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
liS Lafayette Pl.. NPw York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

HEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact~ one of the richeHt, brightest,
best ever issnea. It contain•, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches. arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversation• of the author. The work is deHigned
for and will be accepted by adnnring friends as
a rare personal son venir. To help it serve this
pnrpo•e.\ a line steel portrait, with antograJ;lh
fao simile, has been prepared e•peciall,~; for it.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Bi<le, $2.511; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant ilb!ary style1 $4.50; in full Turkey mo·
rocco, _gilt, exqulHitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest. po~sible Rtyle and finish, $9.

TM 1'ra4e Supplied at SpecialiJiscounts.
PRIC"-

+u Uti<ITS.

~\':

~.,

r.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
PhotQ-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with anto~raph, 50c.

ROMAN ISM,

~ {~A~

OR

Reported for the "Truth Seekr'" by ·
I. N. BAKER,

DANCER AHEit..D.

and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

Printed in

eolors on 'bo!trd, beveled gilt edges.

621.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a &vod Citizen of
this Republic.

50 cents.

Photographs of Volouel Ingersoll.

By A • .J', GROVER.

boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
=---,,_~Address THE TRUTH BEEKE:--B-::.__

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
Claims~ Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Mis•ionary J)ocnment it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. l:temsbnrg are:
The Church and Morality;. Crinlina!Statistics,
~howP1g the creeds of the pri•oners in the pen·
1tent1ar1es i the Church and Civilization; the
Ohnrch ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antidiavery· Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

False

Bible Jllor·ats.

THE !!!Ttt.UGGLE

l

JOB.

I

Re'igious and Political LibPrtv.
In which the author shows the repeated at. tempts
of men of every age to acqmre !!reater politw .. l
hberty; al•o vigoron•IY att~tcks the verY fouudation of the rehgion of every age; dwtlling at
length upon tne wrong• of ireland, and, in aetailing the account of ••avery in thiH country, calls
tlie attention of thlllkiiJg wen and women to the
pos1t10n of woman hind Ill AmelJCtt.. 'fltrongltont,
the work iB replete With a•toundmg fact• and
Weighty arguments Wh1Ch cannot fliU to interest
the mmds of thia age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., prwe 75 cents.
Address
THE THUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafal ette Place. New York.

Twenty Crimes a,nd

"iiHE ONLeY ~O~~BG'll

Sabbatb-Ht·eaking. This is the best

E::mmioN.

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handdome print. The qnestiQn is t!iscn••ed
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sab·
batic Idea; The Jewish 8abbath..i, The Chri•tian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; ExammatlOn of
Bnndax Arguments; Origin of Chri•tian Sab·
bath; Testilllony of the Ohristian Fathers; 1'he
abb ath dnrmg the Middle Al!'es: The Pnritan
Sabbath ; Te•timony of ChriHtian Reformers,
l:lcholar•, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law• Price. 25 cents; s1x oonleH• $1.00.

ligions and Po. litical Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero'• life, delineates the leading traits of hiH character and genius, and vin·
dicates hi a name from the asperHIOns cast upon
it. Chowe extract• from • Common BenHe,"
"Amencan CrisiH," "Bights of Man," and '•Age
of l:teason "are given; alHo, tributes to Paine's
character .from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressty for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on line tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
Image Hreak~r. Six Lectures: Decline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash·
!Jlgton an Unbeliver j.,Jeffer•on an Unbeliever;
J. ame and Wesley; uhrist1an Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

The

~pos~le

of Liberty. An address

delivered ID Pame·Hall before the N. E. Freethmkers' Convention, JanuarY 29. 1884. Price,
10 cents.

AU PTU RES CUR EDb,

my!Uedical Compound nnd fmproYed
.Elastic Sur,porter 1'russ in from 30 to
90 dav•. Reli~tble 1 efcreneos given, Send
stamp for circular, and saJJ in what pnp.et
vou oawmv advert<Sem•mt. Addreso C&pt.

w, .t.. Collillii,Sm!U1Tille.1ell'ol101 CO. H.!.

CENTS.

Address TFIE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Vices Sanctioned by Bcri).)Enre Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: . Theft and Robbery •
Adultery and Pro•titntion; MUl'der; War• of
Conquest and Extermination; DeHpotism; In··
tolf!rance and Per•~cntion; lnjn•tice to Woman;
r ......... udneHB to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacnfices; Cannibah•m ; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc;v: Ignorance and Idiocy; Ob•cenity. Pric.e, amgle copleH, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Spemal discount on larger quantities.

Thomas Pniue. The Apostle of Re-

40

PRIOR,

THE CREDIT FO.NClER 01''

Sl~ALOA.

Pnbilahed at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; JoH. Burgher and
F L. JHowne, Printers. This paper i• devoted ape.
oially to the interests of our coJontzat10n enter•
pnse,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa, and generally
to the practical solution of the problem of Integral
Oo-op•"at1on. Price, S1 a year; 50 cents for six
months. ~~ oRn'• fnr \ht'AP mnntho

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDS.
Cents Each.

NEw YoRK:
,.

·

So

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

~,_---
,::.::~:::::
J
~VORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS. B"~l
l 8 Temperance:
I

'Was Jeans an Impostor? A debate between a I
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo W1lkie, and Arthur
B Moss. The best conducted debate of modern ·
times. 190 pp,, 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The BilJle and .Darwinism.
25 cts. Bib!Jeal I[:rrors and Secular Trntlis. · 25
LIQ.UOR DRINKING
cts. Two Reve!at10ns. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Bla•phemY. 5 eta. BlbiA Makers. 5 eta.
~e
1
B1ble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. 1\Ioses '
IDm D
,
D
,
VR. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates1 Buddha, and Jeans.
5 eta. ChristianitY a Degra<ting Religion. 5 eta.
Y 6 1
Fict1tions Gods. 5 ctH. Natural Man. 5 eta.
Tbe Old Fa1th and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Sp10oza. 5 cts. Tb Bible God and His Favorits.
BY E. C. WALKER.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. HPalt.h, Wealth,
and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and tbe Soul.
5 ct.s. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desig_n and
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Animals. b eta.
.Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
E. C., LonJon, Eng,

Oo

e ded De.t ded and En•ioi"ned
"
b th B'ble,

Address TFE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TRAVELS IN FAiTH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS. ·
For Bale at this Office.
Oloth. s1.2~.

FREETIIOUGIIT 1\0VELS.

Tile Heathens of the Heat h. A finely

written Radical romance. Br, Wm. MoDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, FamilY Creed•, Day or
Best, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

All in a Litetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its ab•olnte fidelity to nature. Its
perdonages are those one meets with. in common life, and are portrayed mth a VlVldness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, 1n such a marked de!free •.even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss W1xon,
whose biilliant and lucid style is familia~ to
most readers in the Freethong_htrank•.'· Pr1ce,
SUO. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER. .

The Outcast. A deep, finely _written

Radical story. From the London editiOn. By
Willwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man,
80 cents.
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Book Notes.
The significance of the sentence of excommunication in the Roman Catholic
church, will be explained in the FOT"Um for
October, by the Rev. Professor Huiginn,
whose· acquaintance with the canon law, says
the editor of the FOT"Um, givs him special
fitness for the task.

without human paternity, and that he was, in
fact, as divine as God himself. A week later
the ex-Rev. J.D. Shaw hired the court-house
at Waco, and delivered an answer to Mr.
Black's sermon, which answer is no)V pub. lished in pamphlet form, price 20 cents. It
routs the minister completely. Mr. Black is
a believer in miracles, having himself, according to his own statement, performed the
miraculous feat of converting twenty-eight
mell!bers of an Ohio Liberal League which
never numbered but thirteen persons on its
membership roll.

" Christianity and the Slave Trade" is a
91-page pamphlet by " Saladin," editor of the
London SP.tmlwr Relliew. An idea of the
nature of the work mav be gained by imagining a cor:densation of all the well-known and
In discussing the relations between Ireland
other facts upon this subject, with the addiand England, some time ago, THE TRUTH
. tion of such comments as only " Saladin"
BEEKER hinted that with the continued excan make.
istence of the present enslavement of the
Professor Swarts, of Chicago, has, as he re- Irish people by the Catholic church, Home
ports, been "led of God" to issue his '' Spirit- rule would mean practically Rome rule.
ual Healing Formula and Text Book." The The suggestion and the phrase were adopted
. design of this pamphlet is evidently to ac- by thoee who held the same view, and Home
quaint the public with the fact that the author rule and Rome rule hav been the subject of
givs instructions hi ''Christian science" for a numerous articles. Now Mr. Adolf Hepner,
fee, which, we infer, is $12 50. He may be of Philadelphia, has published "A Plea for
addressed at 161 LaSalle street, Chicago, Ill. American Home Rule contra Rome Rule, on
Account ot the McGlynn Case." He regards
"The Popular Religions, and What Shall the order from the pope, summoning Dr. MeBe Instead," is a discourse delivered by Glynn to Rome, as an .attempt to supplant
Parker Pillsbury in Boston and sundry other home rule in America with Rome rule, and
places. In it the author touches upon the givs good and conclusiv reasons why any permany imperfections of mankind, particularly son acting under papal orders is a " traitor to
the clergy, and renders passages of Fcripture the independence of the country." · Price 10
in a way different from all former methods. cents.
It is good, liealtliy, elevating reading. Price
A 1.'1n Prevaricator.
10 cents.
A number of professional men in Denison,
"The Savagery of Boyhood" is the title of
Texas, hav recently purchased and caused
an article by John Johnson, Jr., to be pubto be placed on their office-doors, a conlished in the Popula1· l'citnce Monthly, for
trivance invented for the purpose of making
October, in which the author points out that,
:vicarious .announcements, and which serves
since a boy's development is an epitome of
the purpose of heralding to the world bright
the development of the human race, · he
and glittering falsehoods respecting the
naturally passes through a stage when cruelty
whereabouts of the owners of the offices.
is so characteristic that ll. tender-hearted boy
The contrivance referred to is circular inmust be deemed diseased.
form, .made of pasteboard bound with tin,
James H. West's little manual, "Uplifts of and has a circular section of tin with a slot in
Heart and Will," published by Kerr &. Co., it which overlies the pasteboard disc and
175 Dearborn street, Chicago, is a book de- which moves upon it and can be set at any
signed to fill a want with those who, having anF:le, like the tire-alarm on a bull's-eye
abandoned the use of prayer, still desire to clock. Printed upon the pasteboard disc, in
gratify the yearning to aspire. The author the form of radii of the circle, are a number
tells us that this yearnin~~; will never pass of announcements which are concealed from
away. Therefore he has replaced the or- view by the overlying section of tin, but any
dinary stereotyped prayer with a method of one of which can be seen through the slot by
" uplooking" calculated to hav a pacifying turning this wheel to the proper angle. Of
influence upon the perturbed spirit. The these announcements the following is a
sample:
price is fifty cents.
"Gone to the country."
J. Luella Dllwd Smith writes a book of
"Return this evening."
poems called " Wind Flowers," and dedicates
"At dinner."
it to her mother, who, she says, "has found
"Return in ten minutes."
her rest amid the fadeless flowers of heaven."
"Engaged."
A certain number of the poems are devoted
" At court-house."
to each month of the year, and it may be said
" Not at home."
that those inscribed to any one particular
"Return in half hour."
month are as good as those inscribed to either
"Return in an hour."
of the others. Apart from this commendable
These is also an indicator attached to the
impartiality, the merits of the work are affair which is supposed to register the time
somewhat obscure. Handsomely printed at which the· owner of the office .went out,
and bound; Charles H. Kerr & Co., Chicago. but which always indicates an entirely differPrice $1.
ent time. In fact, the entire ambition of this
J. D. Shaw, editor and proprietor of the wicked invention seems to be to prevaricate
Independent Pulpit, Waco, Tex., has issued and asseverate falsehoods, and lie and stick
to it. For instance, on the first of the month
a second edition of his pamphlet, " The
Bible- What Is It?" The inquiry, " What it will declare, with the calmest complacency,
is the Bible ?" is made necessary by the claim that the professional man· has gone to the
of theologians that the book is '' the pure country, when, as a matter of fact, he is
word of God, revealed by plenary divine seated in· the rear office with his chair tilted
inspiration, and therefore true in every book, back and his feet uyon the table, smoking a
chapter, verse, and word; containin~~; neither corn-cob pipe and listening to the subdued
falsehood nor error; infailible in all its pre- murmur of the hill collector as he impatiently
cepts, promises, and predictions." In the tries the door and walks dejectedly away.
present pamphlet, which he mails for 25 It will announce without a blush that he will
return in the evening, or in ten minutes, or
cents, Mr. Shaw shows by an examination of
the Bible that these claims for it are exactly in a half hour, when he is up in the Kimeshi
mountains on a hunting expedition and does
the reverse of the truth.
not get back f<or a week. It will proclaim to
We hav received a Theosophical discourse . the world that he is at the court-house, when
in pamphlet form from Madras, India, by S. he is at the beer saloon; and. wiii announce
Sundaram Iyer, who is undoubtedly a Hin- that he is at dinner, when he has no dinner to
doo. The discourse is entitled, "Absolute go to.
It ·will asseverate that he is at the bank,
Monism; or, Mind is Matter, and Matter is
Mind." One of the author's statements is no when his business never takes him near the
less than this, "that Infinit Space is One In- bank; and declare that he is at church when
finit Monad, and that this Monad is the Abso- he is actually at home in bed wrestling with
lute Intelligent Potentio-Kinetic Motion"- the delerium tremens. It heralds forth the
which is a statement that we are not prepared announcement that he is engaged, when his
to dispute. The whole discourse is of so oldest friend knows that he never has an enmetaphysical a character that many persons gagement; and states that he is at the postwould not read it if they had it before them. office, when he is leaning against a counter
It is published by tbe National Press, 100 in a long apartment up-town, waiting for a
preparation of mint and other medicine
Mount Road, Madras, India.
which are being compounded for him and
On the 31st day of last July the Rev. W. F. another invalid by the gentlemanly chemist
Black delivered a sermon on the lawn of the in the diamond shirt-studs and white apron.
female college at Waco, Tex., in which he
This office-door indicator is a glittering tin
endeavored to convince the young ladies in delusion and a circumambient snare, and he
his audience that Christ was the son of God that is deceived thereby is not wise. It may

till
want long felt,
.butcannot
it doeslie
seem
sad that
ouraprofessional
men
enough
by
word of mouth without calling upon machinery to assist them in their wholesale
mendacity.- Gautteer.

Pam·B

VI'nO·I·cat·e~·!.

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the AmerAND THEIR
ican Revolution. Oontaining
Parallels in Other Religions.
both the slanders and
The object of the work 1s to ).)oint out the myths
their refutation.
with which the Old and New ·.restaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
nat10ns; and then trace them to their evident ori-olllD and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
The New York ObBertHir <Presbyterian) having
rationalistic study of the Ohristian scriptures are recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
Paine, this pamphlet should be cironlated every.
in the work before ns."-N. Y. Sun.
where in vindication.
1 vol. 8vo. Oloth. About 600 pages.

BIBLE MYTHS

Prleet 8:4.30.

K~ONOMIC
A OOIIIJ,'BND

TOGETHER JYITB.

EQUITIES.

0.1!' THB NATURAL LAWS OJ'

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

.A Folnicated .Account of a 806'n6 at th8 DeathINbed of Thomas Pai'M.

DUSTRIAL l'BoDUOTION AND

BY W. H. BURR.
ExcHANGE.
This
pamphlet
shows that the account of Paine's
By ;r. K. !NG.A.LI.S, author of "Social Wealth."
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
Price, 25 cents.
(upon which the Obsertler relies to prove its princiAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
pal charges) is a forget"y, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
ELEMENTS
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Ol!'
Address
TBE TRUTH RF.EKER 00

ITIIVEBSAL HISTORY
l!'OB

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUOTION.
8]' Prof tt M. CouiolCr, A.lt.l.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2.000
vearsB.c., on up to1883, all in a nutshell.-Eimtna
Sle:n~·er.
Aa a text-book in schools, the book would occnpJ
an important place; in ·the family it would be no
less important, as conveYing information that all
dhould be acquainted wit,h.-Susan Wiztm.
Mr. Oettinger's intentions in wr1ting this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it mas
be commended as fulfillmg its purpose of a con.
cise and interesting historical text-book.-Milwau.
tee Senttnel.

Mottoes for Frt~f\think.-rs.
We hav received a supply of illnuiinated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They ·are printed on heavY cardboard, 9 inches by 221-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:
THE LIVING HAV A BIGHT
THE WORLD.
!!'BEE THOUGHT

WILL

TO

CONTROL

GIV US TRUTH.

·····················································

PRICE, OLOTH, $1.

DID JESUS CHR.JST Rli~E F.ROM
THE DEAD1
The Evidences for the Resurrection Tried
and Found Wa:1ting.
BJ" Saladin.
PRI"E, 25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

SUPERSTITION IS

TllE

CWLD OF SLAVERY.-

......................................................
BEASON IS A BETTER GUIDE THAN FEAR.
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS

:MY

CATHEDRAL.

:·······················"····························
'Oli'IVEBBAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
·····················································
THE TilliE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS ~~Elm.

AND

TM Boll Factor• and BrM.Ct Batioi in Its
.Acgulrement and· .Apportionmsnt.
By J. K. INGALLS.;

Price, Cloth,

•

•

tt oo.

Addrf'P" THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
THE WORLD IS :MY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD :MY RELIGION.

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, Printed in c·olors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
By L. B. BMITH.
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents. cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Published and for sale by
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEA.TH UIPROBABLE.

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUe COD?

~nr RPpnblic,
Paine, J eft'erson, Washington,

Fathers of

Franklin._
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses
Joshua, and Judges, and the
' A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anual
New Testament.
Oongress of the American Secular Union,
in Ohickering Hall, New Yorkl
By Israel W. Groh.
November 18, 1886.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 25 cents.
:Address
Price 111 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

The Secret of the East,
OR,

KERSEY GRA. VES'S WORKS.
Biogravhy of Satan; or, a Historical

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
The Origin of the f'bristian Religion
Pnce, 36 cents.
Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
and the Signiftcance of its
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
Rise and Decline.
twenty-seven bibles and an ex:Qosition of two

BY

~

Price. 11.00.

L. OSWALD.
For sale at this oftlce.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO THE
~mmortal

Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

thor.sau.d biblical errors in smence, history,
mouls, religion, and general events. Also a
·deli·teation of tne characters of the principal
penonnges of the Christian Bible anti an examhation of their doctrins. Price, $1 75.

The World'R Sixteen Crncifl ...d Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containin_g_ new and startling revelations in
religions historyJ which disclose the oriental
origin of. all the aoctrines 1 princip!e!J precepts.
and miracles of the Ohrist1an New ·~·estament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides compnsing the
history of sixteen oriental crucified @ds.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL.
B,- B. W. Lac,-.

Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1. A thoroqh expoanre of the OathoUc priest
Hiatc'lrical misat.a~menta.
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER 0oMPANY,
Price Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents
28 Lafayette Place, New York

·THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER 24, 1.887.
A.~?ents for the Truth !Seeker.

PH.lLA.J).t.:.L.PHIA LffiERAL LEA.6UE, 21)1
meets every Sunday in Industrial Ha.ll, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trutt.
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

C.A.LIPOBNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr .. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

BACON AND ISHAKISP.ERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not writr.
The l:lonneta written by .l!'ranois Bacon to the Ea1l
of Eijije1 and hill bnde, A.D., 1590. .8y WM. HENBY
llUBB. Pr10e, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
.

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros;, Chicago.
INDIANA.

~0 • 1.

KANSAS.
MAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfteld (Post-otllce, Smyrna
Mills):
JUI!SAOIIUSBTTS,

Joseph Marsh, Northampton:
MICHIGAN,

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian•. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., 1:\t. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NBW

YORK.

.Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F ..Gaul, 365 Monroe st •• Brooklyn.
Henry Adler, cor. Essex and Grand streets.
OHIO.

N. He:x:ter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.

cor. 8/th

F AOTORY &

st~CsO

hammer Logic unijurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Svo., 833pp.,

-oBy L. K. Washbu,-11.

PRICE, 5 CENTS.

l:o.ftd:el Death Beds.

A.ddr~s~

By G. W. FOOTE.

_Price,

25 cents.
SEEKE~.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

Natural and Seit>ntiftc :Meth9ds of
Never· Forgetting.

'I'R"E TRUTH REEKER.
28 Lafayet'e _Plac•, New York.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Stl(';1'eta'I"1J of the American Secula;r Union.
Price tO cents.
Add.ress THE TRUTH BEEKEB Co]l[l'ANY.

UTAH.

.

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

$1 00

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La•ayette Pl.. New York.

BNGLA.ND.

Robt. O.Ina-ersoll's

Speaking of this work· in connection with th£
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more sue\'
daming arguments • . • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation.n

Price,

3~

cents.

J('o.r either of these works!.. or any of Paine'l
wntm.u:s.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

0LTAIR£' 8 R0MAN CE8.

W

CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. Th£
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Miororu~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The StudY of Nature.-A Conversatio~:
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure."'-An Adventure in India.
•
Handsome t2mo. 448 pages. laid paper. With 61
Price, cloth, b~>eled boards, $2.00.

~gravings.

Ht\lf calf or half morocco, marbled edges, $4.00.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE DAWNING.

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

in the suit of the

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TBUTH BEEKBB has obtained a.
supply and can mail them to those Who desire
them, for ten cents each.

THE CRISIS.
By Thom.as Paine.

THE
CONVENTIONAL LIE!iii OF OlJB
CIVILIZATION.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

against the
Western Union Teleg'l'aph Company

. By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Oop1es, 25 cents. Six copies for
$t.OO.

"Oh, heaven I Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Bun-god !"
An octavo volume (If nearly 400 pages, bound
cloth. Price, $t. 50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co:t
28 Lafay.,tte Place, ~ew York

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street;
London.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Compan)'"

1\~ASON.

A NOVRL.

By l\L L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Heluy Booth, Stockton.

PAINE'S AGE OF

The Greatest of aU Anti·Blbll·
cal 'Yorks.

Ne"v York.

I Catholic Church.
I

OR,

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

6

claims for the exiijtence of the Btble deity, and '
-0an examinatton in verse of the ehargeij generEXTRACT.
ally b1·ought a~mmst his Satanic majesty.
"I could pronounce n•> benediction upon Ro
t2mo, 466PIJ., tt.50.
1maniRm. It h s done mischief enough to deserve
Sustai'ned•. . This
work .. tran.sportation
for life. I regard Roman Chri•·
Sl)l· 1•1•tuali'..;m
"
.
tlamty as the worst form of tyranny. It comgoes not so far to BUijtam t!p1r1tuahsm as to mands the arm to .work and the brain t!l die: it
sbow that Obrist1anij are moonsistent in deny- feeds faith and iitarvos thought: it loves opp•esing the alleged trnths of that philosophy. I sion and hated liberty. It has ginn falsehood a
Cloth, t2mo, 245pp,, $1.
crown and truth ·a scaffold."

TBNNBSSBB,
TBXA.S.

i>V 0' .

AND THE

1 ·

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough a.n~ysisof the 1

B. F. Hyland, Corvalli11.

'--

~"~"

Third

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

Address T!IE TRUTH

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.

WAREROOMS,

Col. Kelso's Works. ;The Public Schools

ORBGON.
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Christianity a Reward for Crime.

-AND-

BffiLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, t2mo, 29 pages,

tOo.

Paper, t2mo, 47 pages,

tile

Origin of the Christian Bible.
OR,

Paper, t2mo, 95 pages, 256.

The Church of Pt·actical Religion.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen lan·
guage, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $t.OO.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universet and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Oriti01sms of
Universology. Price, 20 ots.

Waif~o~

and Wandermgs. a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, St.OO; paper, 50 ots.
"A prose epic of the war, rieh with mcident
and dramatic power ; breezy from ftrst page to
last with the living spirit of to-da.y."-Jolm
Stotnton's Paper.
.

A Protest Against Persecution.

-+WIT I)+ I LLO$TRATI Oil$.+

Prometheus. A poem. ·"It is crammed

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Badge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Laws of the
States and Territories of the ·united States,
.!:'he Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A Story. By Si Slokum.,

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, to ots.

Paper, .t2mo, 36 pages,
l!o,
Addrese
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., N11w York.

(E. M. 267.)

5
17
29
30
34
37
92

The Present and the Future
Republic of' North Amerlca.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povertr, viceJ and crime. It deals with the {>resent
conditwns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and ijhowing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our preijent system. The
remedv, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amerwa, as it will be When
somety shall be organized on the .Principles of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written. ·
Paper,~Oc;

94
98

cloth, $1.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
NEW YORK:

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured fGrth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-DB. HENBY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Dedicated to the clergy
BY

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and

HISTORY

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

other Agnostic Poems.

OF THE

Price, tO cts.

version of the Indian Btocy of the Garden of
Eden, in which its superionty ~o the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price
cents.
For aJ1 of the above address
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Of' !Europe.

PRICE, 25 CENTS

By JOHN WU..LIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, S8
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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THE ORDER OF CREATIOB
.A DUOURBton Between
Gladstone ' -Huxle)' '

IV. ProemtoGenesis: APleaforaFair.Trial.l
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.

_

V. Dawn of CreatiOn. An Answer to Mr. Glad-

1

tJ~ms of! g[honght.
===================

stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
l'tluller'
VI. Mr.
Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
T
b f
of r
.,
·
. .
Huxley.
.
. BERE can never e a u11 measure P ospen.y,
THE people of Scotland are begmnmg to
L~nton.
Rev~ He.
_
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Ltn-) thmgs never will be as theY- should be, so long as
think of home rule for that country. The On the Confiict between GeneBis and Geology.
. .ton
. _ the soil is owned by a few, and so long as those
•
\
CONTENTS:
This IS a ne'Y book and contains the latest di~us· who till it hav no ownership in it.-D. M. Bennett.
1'ead ers of the movement hav appomted
a, I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. sion.o!l the.mtstakes of Moses•.The names of the
committee to consider the question of bring.,
W. E. Gladstone.
.
1parttOipants are a_ guarantee of tts able charl,\oter. LISTLESSNEss, and bore~ ness, and ngtb~ug.to.
ing the matter before the En lish Parlia.- II. The Interpreters of Genesis and theinter- 1 ,
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.. ·,
do-ness, are the best of so1le for t~e breedmg of
_
g
preteFs of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO
I the worms that never stop gnawmg.-Geo. Macment.
III. Postscnpt to Bolar Myths. BY Prof. Max
L ,t
PI N y·• k
l!<•nald
Muller.
·
28 a a:ve ta
.. PW or •
•
MoNDAY, the 19th, was
AFTER all, a bonny sight
------is always a bnnny sight
Rosh Hashanah, the Jew-----...
when the cost of it does not
ish New Year, 5648.
- -----_-·-::-_-:...
come out of one's own
--=-~:
HENRY GEORGE was nopocket -It 18 ill work pluck.
---...=.-:::::-:___ ---·
tified to appear as a juror
ing nettles with bare hands.
-The thing was a fact, and
the other day. He didn't
facts,
when once estabappear, and was fined
lished, hav to be taken for
$100.granted.-Spiritnal vanity
is as true a fact in human
THE police arrested
as personal pride, and peoninety-one persons for
ple hlte to feel th><t they hll.V
selling liq nor in this city
gna;dian angels and pa>.rou
saints who giv themselvs a
last Snnday in violation
host of trouble in Protect.
of the law.
ing from pllysical dangers,
and lis •ening to the Prayers
THE yacht Volunteer
of "mis•rable sinners " of
won the trial race& with
no more value to the nnithe Mayflower, and will
vei·se than so many tadpoles in the water, or so
defend the America's cup
many harvest mice among
against the Scotch cutter
the corn.-No matter how
Thistle.
much intellect a man may
hav,
he is nothing but a
THE Rev. Frank H.
lump of plastic clay when
Decker has resigned the
an a•tute woman- underpastorate of the East
takes to mold him.-When
men are in love, there is no
Congregational church in
miracle that may not be exBrooklyn. Cause : Miss
pected, no transformation
Ella Bates.
that may not be wronght.A woman can do better for
FRED MuNEHRATH, one
herself and the world t-han
of the murderers of the
'by inc .. rceratmg herself,
Rev. Geo. Haddock, the
and renouncing all pr~tcti
temperance advocate,
cal usefulness. A mother
is of more value than a
was convicted of mannun.-Mro. E. L!mn Linton.
slaughter at Sioux City,
Iowa, on the 17th.
IT m~tY be confidently
asserted that no lasting
ABOUT 4 000 people atsect could hav been formed
te_nded the meeting in
JAUOB WEEl'ETH.
upon the basis of the few
Union square to ratify
truths taught by J "sus himAnd Jac.ob kissed Rachel, and lifted ·up his voice, and wept.-Gen. xxix, 11.
- self, and the fact that he
the nomination of Henry
became the founder of a
George and other candi"TALK about IDean men," said Ex- \lderman new religion must be attributed as much to the
dates on the state ticket of the United Labor
Seagnst, the sage of Bloomingdale," why, there's ot.ate of Judea at the ttme as to his personal inparty. Speeches were made by George, Mcthat Bill Johnson, he's the meanest man I ever fluence. That the influence of Socrates was not
Glynn, aud others.
heard on. Bill was a constable here. Why, don't small b hi• own lifetime might be inferred from
the bitterness of the prosecution alone, even- if
TEACBER: "Can anyone help Johnny to finish .von think, he had an executiOn ag;~,inst me for a Plato had not remained to attest the abiding im.Two gold armlets from Cyprus of great
little
matter
of
groceries,
and
_he
came
out
and
the
Fourth
Commandment?"
Small
boy:
'·Yeth'm.
value hav been stolen from the cases of the
press he left upon an intellect by the Bide of which
And the Lord blethed the Thatnrday and made it levied on my old mother's ducks, and wanted me those of Ptlter, James, and Juhn are but as little
Metropolitan Museum of Art in Central Park. a holiday."
to drive 'em up and catch •em for him, and I toldThere is $700 worth of gold in these antique
him to catch •em himself ; and so be chased 'em children to a full-grown athlete.-.Amller!ev.
PRoFESSOR : "Thomas, how many toed is a round and round the house, and every time he'd
IT's hardly in a body's pow'r
ornaments.
toad?". Thomas (interrogativly, to gain time): eatch a duck he'd s1t down and wring its head off
To keep at times frae being sour,
"Tree-toad
1"
"No,
four.
Its
posterior
feet
conTHE faith-cure lunatics are holding what
and charge mileage !"
To see how things are ahar'd;
tain five. You hav evidently neglected your lesHow best o' chiels are whiles in want,
they call an annual conference in· a barn in son, sir.. "
IT may o1· may not be new, but here it is as reWhile coofs on countless thousands rant,
the suburbs of Jersey City. A portion -:>f the
ToMMY·s mother has a terrible time teaching him lated by a TPxas minister. Through the persua-c
An• ken na bow to wair't;
exercises is the relation of miraculous cures to rememb"r to say, "If l on please." As thus: •ion of a reliable friend, whose word he trusted,
But., D<~.vie, lad, ne'er fash your head,
Goodman bought a handsome poll-parrot
by those who imagin they hav experienced Tommy : " Mamma, pass me the butter." Mii.m- Deacon
Tho' we hae little gear,
for h1s snn. The deacon purchased Polly only
We're fit to win our daily bread,
them. All ordinary prevaricators are thrown rna: '"If what, Tommy?" Tommy : ''If you kin after being doubly assured that Phe bad been
reach it."
As lan!?'B we're hale and fier. _ -Bums.
in the shade by the stupendous fabrications
reared in a godly family. That night the good
PAT: "Moike, th' tells me as yez hav quit deacon bowed his bead in family prayers, and
FIRsT, men s~tcrifice and pray in ordqr to escape
of these deluded fanatics.
worrukiri' m the powder factory. Was it too said : "0 L01 d, bless thy bnlli bly servant, and sickness and death; or if they are a httlemore ad·
QuEEN VroroRIA prorogued her Parliament dangerous!" Mike: "Dangerous? Well, be gob! his wife, and children, and maid servant, and-' vanced, that they may not be punished in a future
I
be lave if I had worruked there till now I'd a Here the deacon, pausing for a moruent, was state. Secondly, thAY desi-re to win the esteem
last Friday, and the lord chancellor read a b'en
dead a year ago."
startled by a voice which shrilly croaked: "Well• and affections of the gods; they are ambitious of
spe~ch which she had written. The speech
obtainmg a heavenly reparation. And lastly,
"IT is my p-infnl duty, madam," he said, "to in- where in - d o I come in?"
states that the queen agrees with the presi- form you that lightning bas just struck your husprayer ~tnd praioe, dise.iplin and self-denial, beA PRINTER '8 PROPOSAL.
come habits, and giv pleaNure to the mind. The
dent of the U uited States to refer the fisheries band." "Did it ·strike b1m more than once?"
Dear maiden • of all the race,
rough hair shirt, the hard bed, the cold cell, the
Before thY iii I bow;
business to a joint commission; that she " l" o, ma'am." "ThaiJk heaven it's no worse !"
meager food, the long vigil, the midnight prayer,
Please do no.t bide thy pretty face,
trusts the remedtes now being applied to the she said with a- sigh of rtllief. "If lightning only
are d~lights to the roind that is inure~ to suffer:
st1·uck John once he'll pull through."
But here my? now.
Irish difficulties will restore harmony; and
and as other men rebice that they bav found
A COUNTRY clergyman was boasting of having
The
•
has
come,
my
own,
something which can yield them pleasure, Ro the
that she thanks God for the continued etcet- been educated at two colleges. "Yon remind me,"
When I mnst take a mate,
ascetic rejoices that he has fou~d s ·mAtbing which
eras.
said an aged divine," of an instance I know 'of a
And as I 0 ,bee alone,
can yteld him pam.-Reac!e's Martvrdom of Man,
C><Jf
that
sucked
two
cows."
"What
was
the
conbetter8.
We'd
THE Constitutional celebration in Philadel0 DEATH, death, death, thou ever-floating cloud,
s<quence?" said a third person. "Why, sir," reThe
maid
looked
ttt
at
the
bore,
phia last week: was a great affair. ·Militia- plied the old gentleman very gravely," the conThere are enough unhappy on this earth;
And bit b1m on the nose;
Pass by the happy soul•, that love to liv;
men were there from all parts of the country, stquence was that he was a very great calf!"
Then - upon the floor
I pray theP, pas• before my light of life,
as were bands of music, and great orators.
He lay quite , tose.
"WHEN I was twenty-one years of age," he said,
And shadow all my soul, that I may die.
President Cleveland made a speech, F. Marion ''I thought that if I wasn't ncb at thiriy I would
A MINISTER WHO MEANS BUSINESS.
Thou weill'hest hea.vy on the heart within,
wealth."
"How
old
are
you
be
too
old
to
enjoy
Crawford contributed a very good national
While the mmister was preacbmg last Sunday in Weigh heavy on my eyelids : let me die.
now?" "Seventy." "And rich, of course?'' a Dakota town which IS having a boom, a man in
-Tennyson.
hymn, the relics of the last century were '"No,
I'm a poor man yet, but I"ve got a scheme in the .congregation, who was sitting near a window,
On, bow I shall admire, how laugh, bow exult,
wheeled out in procession, and there was view that will make me as rich as mud before I•m
wl.1en I behold so many proud monarch•, so many
arose and sa1d :
everything calculated to fire the popular eighty, and thtn I propose to take things easy and
"I beg your pardon, elder, but just one word." fanded l!odo, groaning in the lowest abyss of darkheart. By some idiotic arrangement, Cardinal enjo~· life."
h Go on, deacon."
ness ! So many magistrates, who persecuted the
SHE was a widow, and, perhaps, a llttle sensitiv
" There are a couple of big, fat men who look as O:ame of Chr1st, melting 1a fiercer fl~tmes than
Gibbons, the prince of Catholic impostors,
was given a,n opportunity to deliver a prayer. on that ac~ount. When she an•wered a summons 1f they m1gbt be cap1talists, outside here looking they kind,ed against the Christians.-Tertu!!tan.
the other day she found a good-looking, minis- at the churchyard."
TERTULLIAN was a man of strength and violent
Otherwise the outward portion of the cele- tenal chap standing at the door. •· Good-day,"
"What's that?"
pa•sions -he loved and hat•d with intensity. He
bration was all that could be desired.
he began, "I 1 epresent a loan associatiOn-" "So
"Couple o' fat-looking capitalists hanging over possessed considerable cu:ture, and was welldo I," •he responded shortly, "and I mean to stay the fence and acting '•if they wanted to buy the versed in Roman law, in aoment nhilosophy, hisTHis news comes from Boston, September .,lone; good-day, sir." He hasn't thought it out lots the church is on."
tory, and poetry. He was not deficient in philo16th: "All new England and New Brunswick yet to his ent1re satisfaction.
"Is that so?" replied the minister, beginning to sophiCal powtr, bu>. be was narrow, bigoted, and
get
excited,
and
stepping
up
on
the
altar
z-ail
to
was lighted up last night at 8.15 o'clock by
''MY boy," said an aged tailor to his son, a
uncharitable. He shows no sympathy with Greek
the ft~.ll of an immense meteor. A despatch young m• n who was about to go West to make his see out. "You go nght out and talk to them, speculatfon, or mth the freedom of human
brother, go right out and 'tend to the matter. thought; and he shows little sympathy with the
to the JIJUJI'nal to-night says it ·fell near fortune, "I hav given you a good start along the Giv them an option on it, and if they've got the
joys and pleasures of man, being strongly inclined
.
. .
.
seam of life. It depends on you to keep at it with
M cA.d am J unctl~n statwn I~ New B~unsw1ck, · a strong and even stitch. And don'~ forget to money to buy this real _estate Wtl'll snake this to asceticism.-Ch.amlle1·s's Encvclvpe.I!Ja.
church
off
in
to
the
street
so
quicl!.
it
will
mak"
close by the Mame state hne. It IS as large fasten off your wo1·k with a knot at the end of the
'l'HEN might ye see ,
as a passenger car, weighs many hundred seam." That youth never forgot his father's ad- their neads swim."
Cowls, hoods, and habits, With their wearers, tost
And fluttered mto rags; then relics, beads,
tons, and plunged ten feet into the earth with monition. ~e was ~anged in Arizona three years
Indulgences, dispen•e•, pardons, bulls,
a t e r r1'fie cr a sh , s h a k.mg th e coun t ry f or m1.1es afterwards for stealing a horse.
The sport of winds: all there, upwhirled aloft,
JUDGE : "0 r course. you hav an excuse ready?"
OB.
around. Many people visited the spot to-day,
Fly o'er the h!l.ckside of the world far off,
Pnsoner: "I hav, your nouor. I was full, but it
of Business Who Did Something Besides Into a l<mbo of fools, to few unknown
but the great mass is yet too hot for near was for medical purposes. Wh1•kY is good for Mt>n
Makmg Money. A. Book for Young Americans.
Long after, now unpeopied, and unrrod.
approach. It made an intensely bright light •nake bites."· Jnd!l"e: "Were you bitten by a
-llf•!to·,.•s Pa?•oc!ise Lo.•t.
BY .JAIDES PARTON.
in its descent, and even in Boston it was so snake?" Prisonf.1r : •• No; hut, your honor, • an
THE essence of religion is the strong and earnest
noticeable that it attracted general attention, ouaJCe of prevention is worth a pound of cure.'"
Judge: "I see, I see. But you abould bav con• $1.2:5.
direction of the emotio s and desires toward an
Price,
and was by many people indoors mistaken fin, d yourself to the ounce. I fine you $10 for preideal object, recognized as of the highest excelTHE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
for a flash of lightning."
28
Lafayette
l'lane,
New
York.
- lence.-J. s. Mill.
scribing medicin without a diploma.''
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POPERY.

Where liberty reigns, the tyrant seeks to slay her.-La Balle.
the 23d ult. the divorce was granted; Mrs.
Eirictl'says that the decision of the court is
satisfactory in the extreme.
Two young men of Garden Plain, Kan.,
ONE of the attractions of Sacramento, Cal.,
is a mummy show-the remains of the peo- fought with slungshots in church to determin
which should escort a young woman to her
ple of the Aztec race, it is supposed.
home. One of them had his skull fractured
ToE Pennsylvania Railroad Company sold
and he died. The minister and his wife suf650,000 excursion tickets between New York
fered slight injuries.
and Philadelphia during the three days' celeBROOKLYN has at present but two pastors
bration there of the adoption of the Conunder a cloud. One of them, the Rev. Mr.
stitution.
Decker, has been investigated and his resignaTHE Catholics of Malden, Mass., hav leased
tion accPptrd. The other, the Rev. Mr.
a public school buildmg at a numinal rent for Millen, will be investigated Oct. 4th, pending
parochial purposes. The state thus practiwhich he will continue to preach.
cally helps to support a denominational
THE more the Glazebrook scandal at Midschool.
dletown, Conn., is investigated, the more apTHE state of Delaware still retains the
parent it becomes that the Rev. Mr. Glazepillory and whipping-post. Last Salurday
brook is guilty. His ministerial conduct toeleven criminals were publicly whipped at
ward the woman involved was witnessed by
Wilmington, and two were given an hour
several persons. He is a married man.
each in the pillory.
WHEN the religious editor, ~ays the Jewish
THE first real estate investment made in Times, is afflicted with intellectual sterility
Portland, Or., by a Chinese was the rt>cent there are three subjects he falls bar.k upon,
purchase of a building lot by Seid Back for namE}ly, a tirade against Mammon, a diatribe
$9,000. Not poverty, but an impression that a!!"ainst modern skepticism, and a bilious
they cannot legally hold real estate, bas kept effort to annihilate tbe English language in
the Chinese there from making similar in- discussing some subject about which he
vestments. 8eid Back's purchase is counted knows notbing.
a good bargain.
THE following labor note is from the Union
THE wife of the Rev. Peter Eirich, of Ho- Printer : " For some time past there has
boken, N. J., fo-qnd living with her husband been troub.e in the office of the Catltolic
intolerable bPcause he wanted her to pay all Ex minm·, of Brookl)n, on account of the
the household expenses, with a view to which non-payment of wap:es to the compositors.
he married her. She therefore went to liv and on Monday the men struck for wages
with her parents, in Brooklyn, and he sued two weeks overdue. Some time since the
for a divorce on the ground of abandonment. paper changed hands, and owing to bad manShe declined to contest the matter, and on agement its prosperity has been declining.

As yet the strikers hav not been paid, and
under the circumstances the proprietor is
unable to secure men to take their places..
Unless a settlement is made this week the
Examiner will not make its appearance as
usual."
THE New York legislature at its last session
voted to allow the appointment of in~pectors
of election for the purty that supported Henry
George for mayor last fall. Now that the
party is divided against itself both factions
are asking leave to appoint the inspectors
from their own ranks. The matter must be
settled soon, as election is but a few weeks
away.
TowNs along the Mexican border are in
favor of an international dollar-good for its
face in both countries. As it stands now, a
man can cross over to Mexico, put down a
Mexican dolla' for a drink, and get a United
States dollar for change. '!'he he can come
back, put down the United States dollar for
a drink, and get a MPxiean uollar for cbange.
And tben be can repeat. No financial situalion could be more demoralizing, in a small
way.
DURING the meeting of the National League
in Cork last week a crowd, which had gathered outside the building in which the meeting was held, made an attack upon the rooms
of the Protestant Young .Men's Association.
The police charged the crowd, but tbe mob
continually gained fresh 11.ccessions and resisted, and a fight occurred, the police using
thlilir batons and the crowd using iilones. The
conflict continued until Mr. Tanner, M.P.,
who was present at the League meeting,
came out and implored the crowd to desist.
After this the police made another charge

and dispersed the crowd. Three valuable
panes of glass were broken in a warehouse.
Several co11stables were cut with stones.
A MA.N named Vanderpoole has been palming off literary productions upon the editor
of the Cosmopulitan Magazine as unpublished
manuscripts of George Sand. Tbe editor
finally found him out, and lodged him in
jail for obtaining money under false pretenses. The defense is that Vanderpoole is
subject to psychologic influences, and wrote
the articles at the dictation of George Sand's
~pirit.

WILLIAM O'BRIEN, editor of United Ireland,
was found guilty of inciting a riot at several meetings in Ireland recently, the police
being attacked and a number of persons
killed. O'Brien was sentenced to three
months' imprisonment, but '"as released
und~r bail, . pending appeal. Mr. O'Brien's
alleged offense is practically the same as that
charged against the Haymarket orators. A
slight difference in the penalty of conviction
will be observed.
IN a recent issue of the Journal of United
Labor Mr. Powderly relates an incident tbat
occurred on a railroad train. Mr. Powderly,
in talking with a group of six men, took a
paper from his pocket and read a paragrapl;l
beginning, " We hold these truths to be
self-evident-that all men are created equal,'•
etc. Oue of the group exclaimed: "The
man who wrote that was a d:-d agitator. It
is jmt such stuff as that that is turning the
heads of tbe honest laboring men of the
country." Only one of the six knew what
the paragraph was, and they were all em1 ploycrs of labor, and one of them was a
I director of a national bank.
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The Bible of' Nature; or·, 'fbe Pt·inciples of'
Seculal'ism.
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Autho!' of" Physical Education,-' "The Secret of the East," etc.

II .-MENTAL

MAXIMS.

CHA.PTER X.-FBE&THOUGHT.

A .- L e s s o n 8 of In 8 t i n c t.
The Brahmans have a legend that the first children
of man ascended Mount Gunganoor, to visit the
castle of lndra and inquire into the secret of their
origin. Speculations on the source of llfe, on the
mystery of creation, the cause of good and evrl, and
similar problems whictl we might sum up under the
name of religious inquiries, seem, indeed, to have
occupied the attentwn of our ancestors at a very
early period. An irrepressible instinct appears to
prompt the free discusz;wn of such q aestions, and in
a normal E>ttl.te of soCial relations the attempt to suppt·es~ that instinct would have appeared as prepot!terous as tile attempt to enforcd silence upon tile
inquirers into the problems of health or astronomy.
A thoustWd years before the birth of Buddha, tile
St~.kyas, or ethic philo,;ophers, of northern Hmdosta.n,
visited the mountain-passes of Htmataya to converse
with travelers and setk information on the religious
customs and traditions of foreign natwns. The book
of Job, probably the oldest literary product of tile
Semitic nations, record::~ a series of free and often,
indeed, ab::~olutely agnostic di~:>cussions of ethrca1
and cosmological problems.
" Canst thou by searching find out God~" says
Zophar. "It is as h1gh as heaven: what ct~.nst thou
do ! It is deeper than hell: what canst thou
know1"
''Is it good unto thee that thou shouldst oppress
the work of tlly own hand~" Job asks h1s Crtlator;
"thine hands have made me; why dost tnou destrO;}
me 1 Thou huntest me hke a iieJCe lion. Where·
fore, then, haE>t thou brought me forth out of tht
womb? Oh, that I had grven up tile ghost and no
eye had seen me-! I sl:wuld have been as though
I had not been; I should have been carried from tne
womb to the grave. Are not my days few? Cease,
then, and let me alone,_ tllat I may take comfort
a Jutle, before I go w.llence I Hhall not return, even
to the land of darlwess and the shadow of death."
And again: "Man dieth and wa~teth away; man
giveth up tne ghol:lt, and wht:re is he~ As the water~;
fall from the sea and the fiJod drseth up: so man
lleth down and rlt~eth not; til! tne heavens be no
more he shall not awake nor be raised• out of hi~:~
sleep."
"If a wan dre, shaH he live agam "?''
" W nerefore is light grven u11tc~ tnem that are ill
·misery, and life unto tne brtter in soul! who long
for deatn, but it cometh not; who rt:jJtce exceedine:l.)
and are glad when they cau iind the grave~"
OL· E.tnu'ti interpeHaLwn: '·Look up to heaven
and see tile cloud:; whwn are h1gner than thou: ll
thou sinne~:>t, what doest thou agurn1:1t him? lf thou
be-righteou~:~, what gtvesL tnou to hrw, or what can
_he recetve of thrne hultd ?''
Oould a commrttee of modern skeptics and philosophers di:;cu~:~s the problems of exr1:1tence with greater
freedom?
For a series of centuries the mC'nkish custodians of
the hterary treasures of Greece and Rome expurg~tted
the wntmgs of the bolder Freethrokers, and for the
s"k" of lUI mere parcllmeut dt!stroyed more than one
work that would have been worth whole hbraries of
their own lucubrations ; yet even the scant relics of
pagan· luerature 1urmsu abandant proofs of the
E::t"ic~l and mttaphy~:>ical hberty whw.h the philosophers of the Mediterranean natwns e:ujoyed for
nearly a thousand yeMs. Tne marvelou1:1 development of Gl'llCtan CIVlllZation in art, t:.Crence, poliucs,
litctrature, and general prol:lpenty cmnmded with a
pt:rwd ot almost unlimited rengwus freedom. SvecUlu.tlons on the origin of rellgwus m.) tlls were propounded with an Impunity winch our latter-day
FreetlllJJktrs have stul cause to envy. The possiblllty of all detimte knowledge_of tue attributes of
the aerty was boldly denied two thousand years
before tile birth of E.uwanuel K11.nt. Tne FI·eethiuker D.ago1 a~ traveled from cuy to city, propagatmg hi,; ~:~ystem of Agnostici<.m with a pubhmty
whtch seeml:l to imply a drgree of tolerance never
yet re-attarned in the progress of the most intellectual modern nations. Tne E>kt>ptic Pyrrho ridiculed the absurdtty of all our modern ~ecularitits
would include under the name of other-worl<lliness.
A Roman ador was applauded with cheers and
laugnter for q aoting a pa~tsage to the t:ffect that " 1f
the god:; exto~, they set:m to conduct their administratiJn on the priuciple of E>tnct ntlutrality in the
aft'<~.trs of mankind !'' •
DdlDOcritus, Euhemerm:a, Anaxagoras, Epicurus,
Arii:ltotle, LtbtWiu::~, Pnny, Lucrettul:l, and tne latter
Pyt~agoreans, almost ent1rely ignored the doctrines

of Polytheism, which, indeed, never assun;ted an aggress.ve form, the attempted suppressiOn of the
Christian dogmatistil being an only apparent e~cep
tion, dictated by motives of political apprehens1~ns,
rather than by religious zeal ; for at the very time
when the followers of the life-h_ating Galilean were
persecuted as "Pnemies of mankind," a_ large number
of other oriental religions enjoyed p,rivueges bordering on license. The Grecian colonitot::~ of Asia Mm~r
never interfered with the religious customs of then
new neighbm·s. They studied and discussed them as
they would study the curiosities of other social
phenomena; and a purely naturalistic system of
education would undoubtedly lead to analogous results. Intelligent children often evince a re?Jarkable
tact in avoiding certain topics of conversatiOn, Sl!ch
as allusions to personal or national .defects, s~andals,
the arcart~z of sexual relations, pnvate aff.urfl, etc.,
and the E>xperience of after years !Day confir~ such
habits of discrttion ; but no conceivable motive but
deference to an arbitrary precept could dictate a
.,imilar reticence in the discussion of purely metaphysical topics, or of d_ogmas which by their ver~
pretense to a mission of extreme importance sh~>Uld
jastify an extreme frankness in debatmg the basis of
Lheir claims.
B,-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.

Religious liberty guarantees every other kind of
freedom, as every form of slavery walks in the traiu
of prietJtly despotism. In America religious emancipatiOn led the way to the Dc:lclaratton of Independence, and still continues to make this continent the
chosen home of thousands of Liberals whom the
material prosperity of the New World would have
failed to attract. It is pos.:nble that a policy of in
tolerance would have averted or postponed the fattof the Moorish empire, which was ultimately overthrown by the fanatics of a creed which the follower~<
of a more rational faith had permitted to survive in
their midst; yet it is not less certain that for near!)
tive hundred · years religious tolerance made tht>
realm of the Spanish caliphs the one bright Gosheu
m a world of intellectual darkness. In northem
Earope the history of civiliz>J.tion begins only with
the triumph of Rationalism. Protesta11tism, in tb~t
wider sense which made the revolt of the Germamc
nationf:! an insurrection against the powers of superstition, has laid the foundation of national prosperity
in Great Britain, in the Netherland!', and in the rising empire of northern Germany. The real foundt>r
of tbat empire was at once the greatest statesman
and the boldest Freethinker of the last fourteen
centuries. His capital became a <'ity of rduge for
the philosophers of Christian Europe. The eastern
provmces of his kingdom were colonized by refugees
from the tyranny of clerical autocrats.. Hrs absolute
tolerance protected even the J e>:~nitE<,-expelled by the
Catholic rulers of France and Spain. During tb(relgn of that crownt:d philosopher the religious and
political dissenters of Prussia expre~sed their ·dew"
with a freedom which in semi-republican Englanfl
would ba\ e involved them in a maze of endless law~
saits. Among the frmts of that freedom wer(products of science and philosophy which hnve made
Lhat period the classic age of German literature
"Before the appearance of Kant's 'Critiqne of Pure
Reason,'" says Sehopenhauer, "the w01k-s of duly
!Dstalled government professors of philosophy wert·
mor:,tly medleys of sophisms, pretending to reconcil•·
srieuce and dogma, or reason and dPspotisqt. Here,
at last, a state uuiversity could boast of a man who
lived at once by and {<n- the service of Truth-a
phenomenon made possible only by the circumstancr
that, for the first time since the days of the great
Aurelius and the greater Julian, a Freethinker bad
mounted the throne of an indepenent monarchy."
The protection of F:reethought is likewise the best
safeguard against that virus of hypocrisy that ha~
undermined the moral health of so many mod,~rn
nations.
'' What an incalculable advantage to a nation as
well as to its ruler," fays a modern philosopher,
" to know that the pillars of state are founded on
the eternal verities, on natural fCience, logic, and
arithmetic, instead of casuistry and immaculate con
captions !"
The consciousness of that advant.age has more than
once upheld the bir tbland of Proteshnt1sm- in itt:'
stJUggles against the al.itd powers of dt-spotism, and
should uphold our republic in the inevitable struggle
against tne allied despot-> of the twentieth century.
C.-PERVERSION.

The experience of tne last sixteen_ centuries has
made priestcraft almobt a synonym of intolerance;
and yet it would be a mistake to suppose that the
interests of Freethought are incompatible with the
survival of any system of supernatural religion.
The myths of polytneism were for ages accepted as
the basis of a creed enjoying all the prerogatives and
emoluments of an estab,ished religion, but the priests
of that religion bad no need of prot~>ct1ng their prestigs by the butchery of heretics. With all their absurdities, the rltes of their creed were essentially a
worship of N 11.ture, naturally attractive to all lovers
of earth and ilfe, !).nd by their harmlessness conciliating the favor of philowphers who might have studied

the banefUl tendencies of a different creed_:a creed
.which could propagate its dogmas only by an unre~ ·
mitting war against the natural instincts of the human
J;ace, and by constant intrig-ues against . t?e protests
of human reason. "The N11.ture worsh1pwg Gretks
repeated the harmless myths and pr~cticed the me~ry
rites of their creed for centurieR wrthout troubhng
themselves about the myths 11ud rites of their neighbors. Their superstition ~.ffered ftom th11t of the
church as the impired love of Nature d1fftrt's from
the ecstatic fury of her enemies, as the day-dream of
a happy child dtfft'rs from the fever-dream of .a
gloomy fanatic. 'Procttl Prof'uni!' was the cry of
the E!eu!Sinian priests. They ha~ more followers
than they wanted. Their joy-loving creed could dispense wit.h autos-date- 'l'he_ H"'brew~, in stress of
famine, conquered a httle stnp of ternt.ory between·
At·abia and the Syrian dese1 t, and then tried their
best to live in peace with heaven and earth, ~nd their
setts contented themselves with metaphorical nbroastings. The Saracens spread their couquests f~·om
Spain to the Ganges, but their wars had a physical,
rather than metaphysical, purpose._ They needed
land, and made a better use of it than the former occupants. They contented themselves with assesRing
dissenters, aud did not deem it necessary to as~a~
~inate them; But the Galilean pessimi~t::~ could not
afford to tolf!rate an unconverted neighb.or. To the
enemies of Nature the happiness of an earth-loving,
garden-planting, and science-promoting nation was
~tn intolerable offense: reason had to be sacnliced. to
fa tb, h• alth and happinetss t.o the crofls, and earth to
lleaven" (The Secret of the Eotst, p. G2).
And even in tne mod1fied form of l~rotestant Christianity, that creed remains the rancorous eDf•my of
Freethought; The doctrine of the Galilean BuddhIst is essentially a doctrine of pessimism, of otherworldliness and N~tture-hating renunCiation of human
reason and eartuly prosperity, aud therefore wholly
Irreconcilable with the promotion of progressive
tlcience and secular happtness. Pnilosophers have
for centuries assembled tbeir scholars undistmbed
by the sJngs and d11.nces of pagan fc~t1vals; the exponents of secular science have euj 1yed the goodwill of health-loving Hebrews and MohammeJans,
and will find a rnodits vivendi with the Spiritualists
and Tlleosophist.s of the fut.ure; bu~ Secularism,
" the Science of Happiness on E•trtb," can never hope
to conmliate the dogrnatil:ltS of a creed that dames
the value of life itself, a01l wages war against Nature
as well as against the claims of natural science.
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.

Wherever Reason bUtTeuJers to D 'gma, the exponents of that dogma. will claim unreasoLable prerog>ltives. Irrefpon~ible dogmatists have never failed
to pursue the mterests of their creed at ttle expense
of the iuterests of mankind. The lessons of Smence
could not be reconciled with the doctrines of Antiuaturalillm, and in the interest Clf that doctrine the
Rpiritual taskmasters of mt>dreVA.l Earope suppressed
S..:ience by methods that have retarded the progress
of mankind for thirteen hundred years. The t-<U·ppression of Freetbought enabled the euemies of Nt~.t
are to complete their triumph by the suppression of
social and political liberty; and for age~:~ the church
bas been t.he faithful ally vf D-~!'pot1sm. The pnestriddon rulers of the tXplring R •wan empire auJ the
priest-ridden rabble of t.be Ruman provmces ast-isted
m the '!tersecution of Freethought, and that. cnme
~J.gainst reason was avenged by the development of a
syl:ltem of spiritual tyranny which at last forced even
princes to krss the dust of Canossa and dt>graded the
Lot of peasants bene11th that of s11.vages and wild
beasts. The war against natural science avenged itself
m the neglect· of A.gricu.ture, and the enormous Fpread
of deserts, which the pnests of the G11.lilean miraclemonger proposed to reclaim by prayer-meetings.
The surrender of Freetbought to faith sealed tile
fate of millions of heretics and '' sorc<Jrers," who t-Xpiated an iiLaginary crime in the ag-onies of the
stake. Not the abrogation of civil rights, not the
mtimidat.ion of princes and commoners, but the eradICation of Freet.hougtrt, enabled the prit:sts of an unnat.ural creed to enforce their hideous super~:-t1tions
upon the prisoners of the numberless monatoteries
which for a series of centuries combined ali the con-dttions for the syst ematrc supprel:li:Jion of moral,
mtellectual, and personal freedoiD.
''I am not come to bring pe11ce but the sword,"
said the ingenuous founder of a creed which could
not fail to produce an irrepressible coufl1ct bet-ween
the delusions of its doctrines and the inf'pirations of
nttture an~ .science-and, of course, also between the
would be followers of its own preposterous precepts
-and neither the lust of conquest nor the jealou;~y
of rival nations has ever stained this earth with the
torrents of blood shed by the bigots of that creed
after its triumph over the prote~;ts of Freethougqt.
The fatuous attempt to crush out disseut by sub~ti
tutiog a roll of parchment for the boo.k of N11.ture
avenged Itself by murderou'l wars about the interpretation of those same parchments. The dogmatltlts
who had tried to perpetuate their power by the murder of modest rationahsts, wet·e as,ailed by hordes of
their own irrationalists, raging about the ceremonial
details of the wafer-l'ite and the immersion rite
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The bigots who bad refused to heed the pleadings of
Bruno, and Campanella, WPre forced to acknowledge
the battle-axe logic of the HuRsites.
E.-REFORM.
Truth that-: prevails agamst e1:ror also prevails
against half truths, and the recognition of just claims
cannot be furthered by unju~t con11e~,sions. Uncompromising right is mightiest, and Freethinkers would
have served their cause more fffectually if they had
contended, not for the favor to enjoy a privilegE>, but
the right to fulfil a duty. The ministry of reason
imposes obligatwns to posterity, and to the memory
of its bygone martyrs, as well as to our help-needin~
contemporaries; and the defense of its rights is a
truer religion than submission to the yoke of a mindenslaving dogma. The Rishis, or sainted hermits of
Brahmanism, used to devote themselves to the service
of a forest temp'e, and guard its sanctuary against
vermin and reptiles; and the believers in a personal
God cannot devote their lives to a nobler task than by
guarding his temples against the serpent of priestly
despotism.
_
The disciples of SemJ,larism should lParn to valuP
the 1·ight of -Freethought as the palladiUm of their
faith, as the basis of all other blessings-moral and
material, as well as intellectual. They should learr,1
to revere. the memory of the martyrs of their faith,
and recognize the importance of their services to the
cause of modern civilization and its sacred principles;
but they ehould also learn to recognize the magni
tude of the remaining ta>~k. It is no trifle that the
prevalent system of ethics and the temporal and
eternal hopes of millions of our brethren are still
based on a, lie. It is no trifle that the hPalth and
happiness of millions of our fellow-men are still sacrificed on the altar of that untruth by the suppression of public recreations on the only day when a
large plurality of our working-men find their only
chance of leisure. It is no trifle that honest men arP
still brandPd as "Infidels," "renegades," and '' scoffers," for refusing to kneel in the temple of a naturehating f~nat!C. The struggle against the spirits of
darkness is by no means yet demded in Itaiy, where
th;e arch-hierarch is spinning restlees intrigues to regain the power which for ages made E·Irope aGe_henna of misery and despoti::~m. Nor in Sf-lain, where
a swarm of clerical vampires is still sucking the lifeblood of an impoverished nation. Nor in Austria and
southern Germany, where the alliance of church.and·
state remains a constant menace to the scant liberties
of the people.
Fceethinke1 s need not underrate the influence of
ind1vidual efforts to recognize the superior advantage
of organized cooperation, so urgently needed for the
reform of S,tbbath lawR, of press laws, and thf'
educational system of the numerous colleges still
intrusted to tile control of the Jesuitical enemies of
science.
The strength-in-union principle should
encourage the oft-debated projects for tbe eliltablishment of Freetbougbt colleges (as well as Freethought
communities); but still more decisive results could
be hoped from that union of the powers of knowledge and of moral courage which has never ·yet
fai~ed to insure the triumph of social reforms.
We
should cease to plead for 'f!ivors where we can claim
an indisputable right. We should cease to admit
the right of mental prostitutes to enforce the penalties of social ostramsm against the champions of
science; but we, in our turn, should d«Wtrve the
prestige of that championship by scorning the
expedients of the moral cowardice which strains
at gnats and connives at beamE<, attacking super:
stit1on in tile harmless absurdities of its ceremonial
institution!', and sparing the ruinous dogmas that
have drenched the face of earth with the blood of
her noblest children, and turnPd vast areas of gardenlands into hopeless deserts. The skeptics who scoft'
at the inconsistencies of a poor clergyman who tries
in vain to reconcile the instincts of his better nature
with the demands of an anti-natural creed, should
themselves be consistent enough to repud1ate the
wor:ship of the fatal founder of that, creed, and not
let the hoary age of the Galilean doctrine palliate
the tendencies of its life blight.ing delusions.
Bible Geology aud Evolution,
Geology as a science was entirely unknown to the
ancient writers of the Bible. Yet it was impo~sible
for them to giv an account of the alleged origin of
the world and living tbings without encroaching
upon the ground of geology.
God having made man five days after he had
formed the earth, and these days having been expressly d<::fined as comprising ·'evening and the morning," 1t was easy to calculate from the time of the
birth of Adam down, say to the Babylonish captivity,
from thence to the allf'ged birth of Christ, and from
thence again to the present day-to fix a definit date
to the Mosaic account of the ('reation.
As soon, however, as men of science made known
to the world the fact that. vast Ppocbs must hav
elapsed, which are not even mentioued in the Mosaic
story, to account for the numerous changes in the
formations which compose the earth's cru~;t, the the·
ologians did all they could to read into the text a
Jl!eaning which the writers obviously never intended.
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By this process "evening and morning'' were rendered "vast periods of time," although when they
came to the seventh day, upon wbi11h the writers of
Genesis declared t.hat God '· rE>sted '' from his labor
and was "refreshed," the theologians were content
to interpret this particular day as one of ordinary
duration.
Pla) ing fast and loose in this way with Bible dPclarations, the theologians hoped somehow to explain
away all dd'ficulties.
Even this method of treatment, however, broke
down at last, and llOW the learnPd among the clergy
gravely assure us that '' the Bible does not pretend
to teach science."
Here is an admission indePd! The Bible is not an
authority on science. But if this is 1'01 is it an au
thority on ancient history? Or is its morality only
to be regarded as divine! Hereafter we shall hav to
examin It:! statements in respect to these points; for
the present, however, let us consider what are its
teachings in relation to geological phenomena. In
the first place, it represents that when deity first ereated the- earth, it was created much as we find it
to-day; that grass, herbs, and fruit-trees grew upon
1t immediately, and this despite the fact that the sun
had not yet been created to shed his radiance upon
it, and, in cooperation with the water, to call the
grass and trees into being.
\Ve hav seen that men of science to day regard the
earth as an off,hoot from the sun, and Sir Wm.
Thompson goes as far as declaring that it would hav
taken at least several millions of years to cool down
su:ffi~iently to allow any form of life to exist upon it
at all. The B1ble writers do not regard trees, or
vegetation, in the light of lowly forms of life. They
knew nothing of lire apart from man and the lower
animals, the birds of the air and the fi::;hes of the sea.
Aud in stating the order of the creation of these,
the Biblical wnters arranged them in a faBhion alto
gether out of harmony with the known facts of modd'n science. Nor is this all; to complete their long
list of errors, they allowed only a day or two to inter·
vena between the creation of the very lowliest forms
of life and the highest.
A profound study of nature has in a variety of
ways demonstrated the absurdity of all this. Indeed,
It IS no mere figure of speech to say that all the
physical sciences combine to proclaim the great doctrm of ·evolution-or, as the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher felicitously described it in his last lecture in
England, all the physical sciences combine to teach
the doctrin of "gradualism, or the gradual unfoldmg
of natural phenomena from the lowest to the highest."
Geology teaches that when the earth had become
sohd, the outer crust was converted by reason of the
intense heat of the interior of the earth into hard,
granit-like rock, which was subject to periodical upheavals, and which no doubt produced the inequalities of the surface which characterize it. This first
formation was called by geologists the· Plutonic
forruatwn (from Pluto, monarch of hell), on account
of its resulting from intense heat.
The second rock formation, which differs materially
from the first, and results from the action of air and
water on the earth, is described as stratified rock
formation, as dibtmguished from the previous formation (the Plutonic or unAtratifi.ed formation). Let
me here quote from Dr. Hardwicke's recent· work on
·' Creatiou and Evolution" (Watts & Co.), page 4 of
chapter on "Man: \Vhence and Whtther," in reference to tllese geological formations. He says: "Geologists hav divided the stratified rock into three
chief divisions: the Paleozoic (ancient lifl:' ), or Primary; the Mesoz.)ic (middle hfe), or Secondary; and
the Kainozoic (la~t hfe). or Tertiary. Each of these,
again, has been subdtv!ded into smaller sections accordmg to the particular kind of deposit met with,
the particular places where the best Hamples are to
be fuund, or the particular life forms existing." Then
follows a long list of further subd1v1sions of the Primary, such as:
1. The Laurentian.
5. The Devonian.
2. The Hurnman.
6. The U>trbtmifcrous.
3. Tbe U_arn?rian.
7. The Permian.
4 Tbe Silunan.
. .
_
The Second~ry are divided. thus:
1. Tne Triassic.
3._ The Cretaceous.
2. Tne Jurasoic.
And the Tertiary as follows:
1. The Eocene.
3. The Pleocene.
2. The Miocene.
4. Tne l'leistucene.
Now, for these formations great periods of time
are required; and it is in the highest degree unreasouab1e to imagin that they could bav been called
mto being in a few days in the order in which they
are now discovered, by the mere fiat of some intelhgent, man-like ghobt less than six thousand years
ago. In support of this contentwn, that- excellent
Btblical commentator Dr. Kaliscb in the introduction
to hts •· Commentary on Genesis" bas demonstrated
that geology and Genesis are altogethPr irreconcilable. He bays: "Accnrdmg to chronological computatwns ba,ed on the O.d Testameut. the earth, as a
part of the universe, was crtated 4160 B.o., or about
~;ix thousand years hence."
"Even the larger chronologies of the Septuagint,
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Hales and others, fix this date not farther back than
between seven and eiglit thousand years. But the
researches of the natural sciences, especially geology,
lead to widely different conclusions; they prove an
antiquity of the earth of such vastness that our imaginatwns fails to conceive, and our numbers are almost
unable to express it" (page 2). And on page 8 he
givs the following facts : "The old red sandstone m-'
eludes the fossils of zoophytes, conchifera, some
tribes of fish, some traces of land plants; p13rhaps
also the first perfect birds, some of small, others of
gigantic size; and the footprints of those batraehians
which hav attracted the most zealous 1ittention, and
to which we shall later hav occasion to allude in a very
curious connection. But both in the new red sand·
stone, and still more in subs£quent oolitic strata,
occur in great abundance the huge lizard-hke animals
of extraordinary size, power, and armature; the
voracious ichthyosa1trus, of the length of a young
whale, fitted both to liv in water and to breathe the
atmosphere; of the genem1 form of a fi~h to which,
however, were added the teeth and brfa~t-bone of a
lizard, the paddles .~f the whale tribes, the beak of a
porpoise, and teeth of a crocodile; the plesiosaun:s,
of similar bulk and equal rapacity, with a turtle-like
body and paddles, and the .uiost extensivly preying
upon the finny tribes; further the megalosaurus, an
enormous lizard forty-five feet long-, a carnivorous
land creature; the pterodactylus, or flying saunan, a
lizard with bat like wings; crocodiles, some of which
were herbivorous, as, for instance, the ig,tanodon,
reaching the amazing length of a hmtdred feet,
or twenty times the t.ize of the iguana of the Ganges,
its present representativ. Strongly, indeed, do these
monstrous and terrible rorms remind us of those
strange creatures of fancy popular in ancient times
and in the Middle Ages, the winged dragons and ·
griffins, the gorgons, hydras, and chimeras; their
huge jaws threatened with fearful teeth; their necks
were almost equal in length to half that of the entire
body of the boaconstrictor; they bad enormous,
mail-like impenetrable bodies, and terrible claws, and
all darted upon their pray with irresistible vehemence.
The oo:itic beds contain further the remains of about
twelve hundred other astonishing species and forms,
the first specimens of insects, and about fifty plants.
"But only in deposits about the cba'k formations
do we meet with mammifers. About four thousand
·rorms, all d1ft'tlrent from the present species, are
found in the tertiary strata; some of. them the most
remarkable for their size and form, as the paleotherium, the ponderous dinotherium, with tbe bent tusks
in its lower jaw, and many other thick-skinned animala (pachydermata), like the hippopotamus and
rhinoceros. Some of the species of elephants were
of enormous magnitude; the mastodon, with his
tusks projecting from both upper and under jaws,
reaclied the bight of twelve feet; the mammoth, the
megatherium, with claw-armed toes more than two
fe(,t in length, and the megalonyx were of gigantic
proportion and iron-like organization; we find, further, the bear, the horse, and the dog, seals, dolphins,
and whales; the majestic Irish elk, with its broad
plank-like horns, and even several feline or carnivora,
and traces of monkeys (quadrumana) till all the older
creatures became extinct, and were succeeded by the
existing occupants of the land and the water."
And then this learned writer asks, "If the earth
was created within six days, how and for what conceivable purpose were thet>e numberless and often
huge and appalling forms of bemg, exhibiting every
state of growth, imbedded in the dtfft:lrent strata of
the earth'"
No rational answer can be furnished by the orthodox theologiau to such questions as these for this
reason. The evidence of tile gradual formation of
these granit rocks and then of stratified series, and
so on until we come to the latest geological strata,
evidence that the fauna and flora of one period dlffer altogether from that of an earlier or later period;
evidenc.e of the exit>tence of all sorts of strange and
huge animals which hav long been extinct; evidence
of the gradual evolution of the lowliest forms of life
into higher-all this is demonstrated with overwhelming force by multitudinous facts drawn from the
study of geology. And what is this but evidence of
the truth of the doctrin of evolution? No wonder
tLat when the Geological Society numbered amona
its ~embers more clergymen than mea of science, {{,
sought to st.Jfle such facts as the above. No wonder
that when Mr. V1vian firRt brought forward some of
the facts discovered in Kent's cavern, before thts society, his paper was suppressed. But to-day science,
like murder, will out. Factf', though they hav no
tongue, will speak "with most miraculous· organ."
And as the spirit of inquiry is abroad, who can doubt
that in time geology wlll tell its wonderful story EOO
that everyone with common sense sball understand 1
ARTHUR B. Moss.
UPON the gnat questiOns uf origm, of destiny, of
immortality, of pumsbment, and reward in other
worlds, every honest man must say, ''I d,J not knc;>w."
Upon these questions, this is the creed of intelhgence.
Nothing is bard~r to bear than the egoti~m of ignorance and the arrogance of superstition.-Ingersoll. ·
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OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
SAMUEl. P. PUTNAM, Secretary, - - 750 West La.ke St., Chicago.
CHARLES ECKHARD, Trcas.,
28 Lafay~tte Pl., New York.
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Call fot· the Eleventh A.nnual Congress of the
American Secular Union.
To the Aua:.iliary Seettlar Unions and to all citizens
of the Un'ited States and Uanadas who support
the Nine .Demands of Liberalism:
You are invited to attend the Eleventh Annual
Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held
at Chicago, October 15th and 16th.
The Congress will be called upon to consider
measures for carrying on the work of Freethought
and securing the adoption of such laws by the various
state governments and by the national government as
shall make the United States thoroughly secular, and
the repeal of all laws now on the statute books
which conflict with the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Local auxiliary Unions are entitled by the U11ion
constitution to five representativs-tbe President and
Secretary and three d~legates. All charter members
and life members, all Vice-Presidents, all Chatrmen of
state Executiv Committees, are entitled to seats and
votes in the CQngress. Annual members are entitled
to seats, but not votes, except by permission of the
Congress.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Freethinker in the United States and Canada who can
will be present.
· Per order Board of Directors:
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Pres.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Sec.
E. A. STEVENs, Ch. Fm. Com.
CHAS. EcKHARD, Treas.

Lines.
ADDRESSED •.ro THE SECRETARY oF THE AMERIOAN SECULAR
UNION.
Putnam! tell us of the fight,
What its signs of triumph are;
Is the army of the right
Brave beneath our banner's star?

p'i~~~t! t~:~ Jr~~fse:s ~~~~~ss?

Is our army being led
To victory? Speak! Confess!
Putnam! tell us of the fight,
What is done and what to do;
Are the Liberals upright,
Are they brave, and good. and true?
Putnam!
our soldiers
bold?like men?
Will theyarestand
their ground
Is truth more to them then gold?
Will they sell their tongue or pen?
Putnam ! tell us of the fight,
How the battle looks to you;
Are we climbing up the hight?
Are we going forward, too?
Putnam I you hav traveled far,
You hav seen our bravest, best;
Tell us, brother, is our star
Rising in the growing West?
L. K. WASHBURN.
------~~.-------

News and Notes.
Caldwell is a bright and lively place on the Oregon
Short line, in the midst of sage-brush, but with
plenty of water for irrigation, and so it has a good
foundation for growth. It is only about three years
old, and there is a bit of competition between it and
Boise City for the trade of the river valley and the
surrounding country. I guess it has come to stay,
whatever its future growth may be. It has a solid
look. Large brick buildings are constructed, and
elegant private residences. It is one of the brightest
little towns I hav struck, and it looks forward and
not backward.
Of course, I found some congenial spirits here
among the leading citizens of the place, who are not
afraid to express their sentiments, notwith8tandmg
the two or three churches that are being built; for
t.he churches always go where there is a boom, and,
since they hav to pay no taxes, can invest with
apparent safety, and wait till fortuntl'tl wind shall fill
their·sails, while other speculatol"s go by the board,
being compelled to do their share for the support of
government.
Sherii)an Coffin. L. D. Potter, Geo. H. Holbrook,
Wm. Barr, Jacob Hamm, 0. U. Peterson, and others
are the generous and cordial f1·iends whom I found
at Caldwell, and with whom it was a pleasure to
associate in the pioneer work. They are all ready to
lend a hand, with strong heart and faith in humanity.
I gave three lectures in the little school-house, which
was filled every night. When I return next year
I expect to find a great change-a splendid schoolbuilding and all other signs of prosperity and civiliz'ition. I hav had a pleasant sojourn in this threeyear.old encampment, whose majont.y will place it, I
think, among the most brilliant cities of the West.
Thursday night, after the lecture, I travel over the
endless sage-brush beneath the solemn . stars to

A long night and day's ride, and, in the -i:!Vening's
Nampa, which I reach after midnight-. A short
sleep, and I leave in the early morning for Boise Cit;y glow, I am again in Salt Lake valley, with its ~any
via the new railroad which was opened about a weeJr hued mountainEt, its shining fields, its glistening
aao. Boise City was left out in the building of the ·waters flowing away like a sea into the remote and
d'regon Short line, and, as the phrase is, received a burnished sky. There is no more lovely valley in
"black eye." But it is evidently recovering, and all this world. Here, I believe, our bright banners
proposes to come to the front again. The new rail- will flash in victory. The convention of Utah Libroad is crowded with passengers coming and going erals is this wt>ek. Next week I ,am at Canyon City,.
to the capital city of Idaho. It is about twenty Col.; October 2d at Denver. October 4th, 5t~, 6th, at.
miles from Nampa on the banks of the Boise river. Osceola, Neb., and thea through Iowa to Chwago for
It presents a pretty and attractiv appearance from Annual Congress. I hope to see a noble gathering
the high bluffs as you look down upon it in the of the friends of Freedom. This is an impqrtant.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
morning's splendid radiance. It is indeed a bea~ti· meeting for future work.
Salt Lake, Sept. 21, 1887.
ful city, embowered in trees and surrounded w1th
orchards and harvest fields and bright meadows. It
was nothing but sage-brush at the beginning, not a
Rf'ynolds on His Western Tour.
tree or spear of grass, but now it is a picture of
fertility. There are about four thousand inh_abitants
September 11th I am at South Bend, Ind. Mr. D.
in Boise, and it does look as if it were on the tide of Newton Strauss. a culturl!'d and fearless young Libfortune's ample stream. If the Northwestern Rail- eral, of Sweet Homf', took me to South Bend and
road passes through it en ro1..:te for Yaquinabay on introduced me to young Wm. Farr, the indefatigable
the Pacific coast, it has an assured ca1·eer, for it will news agent, who, educated a Catholic-under the
then be one of the great transcontinental routes, and ministrations of that noble old veteran in the cause
will command the trade of Boise river valley and of of human progress, H. C. Van Liew-has evoluted to
an immense mining region which, they say, is the a most dtlvoted L1beral. I love to meet the aged
richest in the world, and only in the first stagee of veterans who hav borne the brunt of battle against
development..
bigotry and superstition; but my heart always throbs
Idaho territory has advanced wonderfully for the with hopeful joy to find the ~oung, with all the en
last three or four years. Its farming prospects hav tbusiasm of youth, devoting their bast e:ff0rts to
increased. Vast herds of cattle roam over its past- spreading abroad the principles of Liberalism.
South Bend i i a city of great enterprise and thrift.
urea. Its climate is simply delightful. There is but
little snow in winter, and the summer's heat is not Its most successful business men claim to be Liboppressiv. The elevation is three and four thousand erals, but when I ascertained that only two persons
ftlet above the sea. It is an t-xcelleut fruit country- took any Liberal papers, 1 knew at best it would be
apples, pears, peaches, eherries, plums are produced d1fficult to get the people out to hear a Liberal lectin abundance. Oue apple in this section weighed ure, and, wtth such shol't notice, next to impossible.
twenty-eight ounces. I ate a large pear and peach Liberal mollusks, too stingy to pay for. a Liberal
from Ireton's orchard, and the flavor was delicious, paper and ke£op posted on the success of the good
surpassing that of these fruits in California. Exten· work, soon lose all interest and imagin the cause is
siv canals ~~ore being built., and these will largely en- as dead as they tbemselvs bav become to every genhance the resources of the country. The time is ·erous, noble, or unselfish impulse.
coming when every bit of these sage-brush plains
Notwithstanding the indomitable efforts of Wm.
wm be watered and cultivat.ed.
Farr, who, although suffering from severe sick headThere are seven churches in Boise City besides the ache, most thoroughly adv~;rtised the lecture for
Salvation Army, which was in full operation, with Sunday evening- at Knights of Labor Hall, there was
~
fi d
music and parade, on my arrival. However, I had a meager attendance, the hall being only half lle .
good audiences at Capital Hall, and on Sunday even- A Professor Myers, principal of the high school and
ing I had more than all the churches and Salvation secretary of the Young Men's Christian Association,
Army combined, several hund.red being presep.t. interrupted me by asking questions, and gushed
There is a large Liberal element in Boise City, at length over the blessed Bible and God sending
although there is. much indifference and timidity. the dear savior to die for us. I asked him if he
But the Liberals are really in a majority if they would retain faith in the saviorif God himself in the
would assert themselvs. There are those here who Bible positivly declared " there was no other God
are not afraid to stand by their colors, and through besides him-that besides him there was no savior~"
them I believe Idaho will become a noble represents- He replied, No, of course, he would not. I read to
tiv of Freethought.
him Isa. xliii, 10, 11, and Hos. xiii, 4. After gasping
· b t, b e fi na 11y ra 11"1ed an d sai d
T. J. Pefly is now mayor of the city, and has ever in astonis b ment an d f rig
been an activ Liberal. An out-and-out Christian was that was all right. Jesus had declared that he and
run against him, and it was an ecclesiastical fight. his father were one. I r€ad to him the prayer of
And freedom was victorious. It is quite a hope for Christ (John xvii): •"fhat they may be one, as we
our cause that, in spite of seven churches, our candi- are one: I in them, and thou in me." He then
date was so signally successful. Mr. Pefly is a man dodged off to the Mosaic allcount of creation, and
worthy of the honor, for he is a fearless and strenu- challenged me to public discussion. With the help
ous supporter of Iofidel principles, and has won of a friend he wrote out his proposition, ''That the
respect by his unflinching devotion to advanced ideas. Mo"aic account of creation, ·as given in the scriptures,
T. C. Galoway is another of our outspoken advo- is in strict harmony and accord with the latest sciencates, who has been in the country from. the start, tific and advanced thought." He insisted I should
and has the backbone of the pioneer. He has been take the negativ and open the debate. Sa.id he,
in the legislature and watched the Christians there. "You pro~e it is not, then I will answer you." His
They undertook to pass a Sunday law prohibiting friends baa great difficulty in making him see. the
work on the "Sabbath." Mr. Galoway introduced absurdity of his request. Finally, it was agreed he
an amendment., that no pay should be given for any should speak for haif an hour, I three-quarters of an
work on Sunflay, includmg the work of clergymen. hour, and he a quarter of an hour. to close.
The amendment passed. The Christians took no
I am informed the ministers, instead of -helping
further interest in the Sunday jaw, and it went by him, berated him severely for provoking a debate for
default. J. A. Davis, H. R. Boynton, A. 0. Miller, which he was totally unqualified. Quite a number of
Harlan Pt:fly, John Jones Smitb, 'Vilson Nye, depart- Christians, however, accompanied him to the hall on
ment commander of the Grand Army; I. A. Gould, Monday night, affording me opportunity to present
Jas W. Harrel, E. M. Crawford, E. A. Curtis, John ideas for their consideration they never, perhaps,
B. Broadhent, T. P. Woodcock, I. P. Wilson, sheriff otherwise could bav been prevailed on to listen to.
of the county; John Lemp, Jacob Deihl, D. W. Professor Meyers read the first chapter of Genesis,
James, John Atkinson, Daniel Bacon, editor of the said the nebular hypothesis was only a hypothesis,
Republican; James Stewart., T. Driscoll, Fred. but be firmly believed it; and "spent the rest of his
Iseli, J. H. Morgan, Mr. Lawton, and many others time telling how unmercifully I should ridicule him,
are the outRpoken allies of Freethougbt in this place, and entreating I would not refer to him. I simply
and I hav found nowhere a more inspiring welcome ignored him, proved nearly every statement in the
and entertainment than at Boise City. I like the Mosaic account of creation was directly in conflict
country and the people, and it bas been a pleasure to with every fact of science, then gave the principles of
mingle with them on the high planes of thought and Liberalism, and urged tbe honest-hearted, in view of
actwn, where the to-morrow's sun gilds to-day.
the utter and lamentable failure of Cbristiauity to
I was also pleased to meet Dr. Jennie Bearby, meet the wants of the human race, to investigate for_
of Mountain Home; Mr. Richards, of Hailey, an tbemselvs, to dare to think, and to hav the courage to
editor who dares to speak the truth; Mr. and Mrs. avow and liv up to their convictions.
0. P. Johnson, of Blis3, etc. Mrs. Johnson is OathSeptember 14th I was at Monticello, Ill. Dr. Wm.
olic, but says that she always takes the good things Noecker, president of the Bank of Monticello, and
of the B1bie and leaves the bad. On this point we his efficient young cashier, 0. W. M<>ore, are the
cordially agree to disagree. There would be little leading spirits in the good work. They made an unconfl1ct if all Christians were of that mold.
fortunate error of judgment-took it for gt·anted all
My friend, James Wardwell, of Emmett's, was with prized the truth as they did, and advertised admisme all through the campaign; and so, of course, sion thirty-five cents. This proved to be a probibiI could never hav a dark moment with such a jovial tory tariff. Attendance was three times as many
comrade about.
the second night as the first., but numerically could
So I leave Idaho with memories of bright skies,. not be rE>garded as a succe!.'ls.
desert lands, busy people, and live Liberals, and my..:.
Sept. 18th to 21st at Mattoon, Ill. There is said
: homeward journey has been made brilliant with hope to be a large Spintual-Liberal element in this place,
i of future work.
but if so they failed to materialize. 1\fr. Jacob Casse~l
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Zurich; Belgium was strongly represented, some the social question, though not bound up with any
fourteen delegates hailing from ·Brussels and Ant- particular school of Socialism.
werp; among tliem M. Fournement, avocat, depute.
Mrs. Besant remarked that the social question
of the Belgian Parliament; and from Holland, .De might be confounded with Socialism. If asked.
.Dageraad sent its adhesion and dele~ate. Among whether Freethought could be separated from Socialother letters read were those from Dr. Buchner, who ism, Socialist as she was, she would answer in the
sent papers giving his views on the questions before affirmativ. But if it meant that Freethinkers must
the Conference, from A. S. Morin, and from Dr. not interest themselvs in the social welfare, she would
Bovio, who sent a copy of his Filoso.fta del .Diritto. vote otherwise. Shed welt on the historic connection
In the afternoon the Conference discuRsed the of Freethought with all social and political progress,
question whether teaching should be indifferent or a~d suggested a revision of the terms of the discusdirectly hostil to religious dogmas. Mrs. Besant sion.
occupied the chair.
Dr. de Paape, in a lengthy speech, declared that
Upon a vote being taken the Congress decided in the soci~ question was the all-important one. He
favor of neutrality by a very large majority.
bore testtmony·both as man and physician that povSignor Con tiaras then opened the question, "What erty was the great obstacle to mental improvement.
is Freethought? Examination of philosophic doc- He did not wish to see Freethinkers bound to any
trins-Spiritualism, Materialism, Positivit>m." The economical dogmas, though for himself he adopted
delegate quoted Professor Bovio as defining Free- the teaching of Marx. He had [since the morning]
thought as the autonomy of reason; Spiritualism waR discovered that Mr. Bradlaugh was a Socialist himbased on false hypotheses; Positivism was a step Relf. He put the resolution in an amended form that
toward Naturalism, the term preferred by Italian Freethought cannot be indifferent to the question of
Freethinkers.
social amelioration, but it is not distincMy Socialist
M. Paul Foucart briefly reviewed the questionR or anti-Socialist.
M. Paul Foucart declared that philosophically Freeand .then gave an able and lengthy exposition and
defense of the method of PositiviRm, which gave up thought and, the social question were entirely indethe search into the origin of phenomena, but in- pendent. ~y a historical resume he showed that the
social question had been solved in various ages by
quired into their successinn and rfllation.
caste, slavery, feudalism, etc., quite apart from FreeThis closed the Saturday evPning sit.ting.
On Sunday morning at 10:30. Mr. Bradlnugh thought. He wished this fact put as a preamble to
Dr. de Paape's resolution.
,again presided.
·
Dr. Terwagne and Madam Rocher considered it
Dr. C. de Paepe read a valuable paper prepared
by Dr. Ludwig Buchner who was unavoidably ab,.ent, was now impossible to separate the questions.
International F•·eethought CongresH.
Mr. Swaagman considered the Socialist view was
in whieh Dr. Buchnel," defined the relations of Free
Repo·rtea bV J. "Jtf. WheeleJ· in the Lonaon Freethinker.
thought, and expressed himself at one with the pres- as if the party of progress in Russia was to proJudged by the enthusiasm and cordiality dis- ent method of Positivism. Dr. de Paape explained nounce that all Freethinkers should be N1hilists.
played at its meetings the International Conference that he called himself a positivist in science, sepa~at He thought that English Freethinkers, at any rate,
must be pronounced a great success.. It is now half ing the positiv method entirelv from the sociology would hold, not only that the questions were distinct, but that they ought to be kept so.
a dozen years since London was the scene of the an- and religious cult founded by Comte.
Mr. G. W.· Foote thought it unfortunate a vote
nual gatherin~s which were inaugurated by the
The discussion on thfl qne~tion, "Can Freethought
"Anticoncilio" of Naples, ca1led by Count Giuseppe be Separated from the Social Question'" WRS opened should be taken upon a theoretical question. In a
Ricciardi, in 1860, in opposition to the <:Ecumenical by M. Navez. He held that the Freethinker could Catholic council the matter,is simple, but no FreeCouncil of Rome. English Freethinkers may con- no more admit the doE!mas of the deElpotic t.ban of thinker was bound by the decision of this Congratulate themselvs that at a time when the council the religious regime. Political, social, and reliE!iOU!'I gress. The "social question'' is a very wide phrase,
general placed on the agenda paper for discusqion reform must march side by side. At the same time, and offered a multitude of contradictory solutions.
some of the most debatable points among Free- Freethinkers were not pledged to any opinions known It was, in fact, so comprehensiv that one might
as well argue that Freethought can be separated
thinkers, they hav had their full share in settling as Socialist.
such questions.
\
Dr. De Paepe then read a lengthy pnper by Dr. from life itself. If Freethought is to do good
The procee~ings were opened bv Mr. Bradlaugh Buchner, which will doubtless be published, and in work it must be restricted. Ranging in all direcwelcoming the foreign delegates to England in a few which he givs a survey of the !'ocial quest.ion similar tions you may fancy yourself a universalist withwell-chosen words. M. Odin replied, expressing the to that found in his work on ''Man in the Past, Pres- out being even a good specialist. Freethought
assumes the presence of superstition. It has, so to
foreign delegatEs' sense of English hospitality, and ent, and Future."
the hope that the concert of various nations would
Sunday evening was devoted to a public meeting, speak, to deal with a pathological condition of mind
aid the movements of emancipation.
Mr. Bradlaugh being in the chair. The hall was and bas no right to dtctate what Uhe healthy minds
Mr. Brad laugh, having been elected to the chair on crowded in every part by a most enthusiastic au- shall be put to. Our power of foreseeing the future
is very limited. Let us remove obstacles to thinking
the proposition of foreign delegates, then gave the dience.
presidential address. He alluded to the improved
Mr. Holyoake spoke first, and alluded to the prog freely~ and social problems will work themselvs out
position of Freethinkers during the last three- ress of Freethought. Mr. Navez followed. Ou be- in proportion as we are enlightened. It is not for
quarters of a century. In France, Belgium, and Italy llalf of the General Council, he considered the us to anticipate the future, but to clear away the
clouds of error, and leave to another generation the
most of the prominent public men were buried with- Congress a grand succ!'ss.
out religious ceremonies. The Burial bill of 1880
M. Jules Grimaldi, of Spain, followed. He said task that will devolve upon it.
Upon the vote being taken there was a considerhad rendered that possible in England also, and it many people thought Spain still in the same condiwas now their own fault if Freethinkers were buried tion it was in at the time of Philip II. He had even able majority in favor of the amended resolution that
with religious rites. Since 1870 it was in the power been asked if the Inquisition was still in existence. Freethought cannot be indtfferent to the question of
of the English people to elect school boards provid- Since 1868, when Isabella was sent out of Sp11in, social amelioration, but that it should not be identiing secular education. He regretted that full ad- there had been much greater freedom. Affirmation fied with any Socialist or anti-Socialist solution. The
vantage had not b~en taken of the law. Nor had is permitted in Parliament as well as. in courts of proposed preamble, declaring that the questions
English Freethinkers sufficiently insisted upon the law. No one can be prosecuted for trading on Sun- were philosophically distinct, was rejected by a very
withdrawal of their children from board, schools day. Among the society of Friends of Progress close division.
In the evening about one hundred delegates sat
whilst religious instruction was given. In France a which he represented, they had several members of
purely secular education was becoming more the the Cortes, and there were about one hundred Free- down to a banquet at the Holborn Restaurant. In
matter of hahit and custom than the exception. The thinking societies, with twelve Freethought papers. the name of the foreign visitors Signor Contieras, in
battle of Freethought was to be fought, not in lect- It was true the provinces sent out many pilgrims to a few graceful words, presented Mrs. Besant with a
handsome basket of choice flowers. After the repast,
ures, pamphlets, and books, but by the education of Lourdes, but that was their Salvation Army;
Monday morning was devoted to the business of Mr. Bradlaugh, who presided, proposed the toast
children in science. They were not met to discuss
political or social grievances, but to discuss the com- the Federation. The report and balance-sheet of "To the oppressed of aU nations,'' coupling with
mon burdens on freedom of thought in every coun- the General Council were rfad and adopted, and it the names of Messrs. Holyoake and Foote, who
try.
In this conference were no international !lome alterations were made in the rules, providing suitably responded. The toast of " The Foreign
boundaries. They had a church in which there was that in future a Congress should be held at least Visitors," proposed by Mrs. Besant, was responded
no pope, in which the only altar was the printing- every two years. It was decided that the revolution to by MM. Contieras, Odin, and Fournement; and
press and the only prayer the uttered thoughts of of 1789 should be celebrated at Paris, in 1889, and a that of ''The International. Federation," proposed by
man.
hope was expressed that one would be held pre- Mr. G. Standring, was responded to by M. Navez.
The remainder of the evening was devoted to har1\:Ir. Bradlaugh then had to leave, and the chair viously at Rome to celebrate the inauguration of the
was taken by Mr. G. W. Foote. A very lengthy list statue to Giordano Bruno. The proceedings termi- mony, songs being given by Mr. Bonner, Miss Tiffin,
of societies and distinguished individuals, who gave in nated with a vote of thanks to Mr. BradlauE!h, pro- Mr. Porter,· Mr. Trevelyan, and Mr. Fowler. M.
their adhesion to the Congress, was then read by posed by M. Leon Fournement, who said that for Fournement sang "La Marseillaise," the whole of the
M. Navez, secretary to the General Council, and as many years past the eyes of European Freethinkers audience joining in the chorus. When Mr. Foote,
the list was frequently accompanied by documents had been on Mr. Bradlaugh, whom they regarded who succeeded to the chair towards the close of the
and works sent for inspection, it occupied most of with admiration and esteem. He coupled the name evening, brought the meeting to a conclusion, all the
the morning sitting. From Italy, the Italian League of Mrs. Besant, to whom he paid a well-deserved delegates expressed themselv highly pleased with the
of Freethinkers, a number of Freethought societies tribute, for having, throughout the Conj2'ress, trans- whole proceedings of the Congress, and desirous of
at Naples, nine masonic lodges there, a society at latad the French speeches into English, and the witnessing anothor fraternal reunion of Freethinkers
Senegallia, and the Foro d'Ischia, gave adhesions. English into French. In seconding the resolution, of all nations.
-------4~~-----From Spain and Portugal eleven societies sent adbe- Dr. de Paape thought it necessary to express regret
Another
'l'estimonial for Mrs. Slenker.
sion, their locations being Madrid, Lisbon, Cadiz, that Mr. Bradlaugh was not in favor of Socialism, a
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN, Sir : In response to your
Valladollid, Saragossa, Barcelona, Tabugo, Reus, point upon which Mr Bradlaugh very properly did
Mahon, and Bilbao. Out of France there came not deign to reply, although he referred, in indignant call for testimonials from those-who hav corresponded
adhesions from a number of societies in Paris (six terms, to the calumnies to which he had been subject with Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker on sexology, I wish to
say, and emphatically, that I hav profited by holding
delegates). Reims, BoJ"deaux. Saumur, 1\:Ialvilliers, in Socialist journals.
Puteaux, Pant in, Versailles, Rainey, Sevres, Lisioux,
In the afternoon the debate, "Can Freet bought be convert>ation on paper with her on matters re!ativ to
Lyons (three societies), Montataire, Forges-les-Eaux, Separated from the Social Question~" was continued. sex. Furthermore, I hav known Mrs. Slenker for
Bitetre, Angou'eflle, Angerfl, Boulogne, ·Saint-Arvant- M. Odin read a vigorous paper on the connection of years, and hav found her honest in a:I things.
Amsterdam, N. Y.
R.H D. CHAPMAN.
de-Boixe, and Orlflllns. German adhesions came Freethought and the social question. In France
---------e--••
from societies in Hamburg, Darmstadt, Stuttgart, they were compelled to pay for a religion in which
DR. J. L. YORK spraks in Philaddphia, Oct. 2rl and 9th;
W eisbadt>n, Eick, Cologne, Hagen, and Gotha they do not believe. The priest was paid for teach- Boston, 16th; Aloanv, 23tl; Buffalo, 30th: Ptttsburgh, Pa.,
Switzerland sent representations from Geneva and· ing obedience.· Freethought was inseparable frow Nov. 6th and lbth; Kent, 0., 20th, and Denver, Col., 27th.

and Mr. Frank Frazier are earnest workers, devoted
to the cause, willing to bear burdens, and the Liberals
of Mattoon were perfectly willing they·should, and let
them bear it all
STRASBURG, Ir.r.., Sept. 19th. How exhilarating and
delightsome to find this glorious oa<~is in such a
wilderness bf dying mollusks! Dr. A. York gave me
an earnest invitation to visit Strasburg, and lecture
at the school-house. I found ·a. thriving village, and
hosts of whole-souled, warm;hearted, intelligent men
and women. The school-house held about one hundred anJ fifty. The vestibule was crowded, the windows opened, and half as many more had to take the
droppings from the Fanctuary. The night being
warm and pleasant, standing for an hour and a half
was their worst discomfort. To show the mettle
they are made of, a collection after the lecture resulted in Dr. York, after paying every expense, having over $10 left for a reserve fund toward·payment
of the next lecture.
At Centralia, Ill., Sept. 22d, I found a glad welcome and palatial home at the Centralia House, with
stanch and true F. D. -Rexford. Attendance at
Turner's Hall last night, Thursday Sept. 22d, was
exceHent. To day some hav come fourtef\n miles to
hear the lecture this evening.
C. B. REvNOLDS.
P. S - I am to be at Belleville, Sept., 25th, 26th,
and 27th; at Minier, Oct.. 1st. 2d, and 3d; at Westfield, Oct. 5Lh, 6th, and .7th; at Tuscola, Oct.. 9th,
lOth, and 11th; at Olney. Oct. 12th, 13th, and 14th;
at Chicago the 15th aild 16th.
C. B. R.
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free use of the opportunities offered by Nature, and the cause of interest. It may hav suggl3sted intere<~t
. to admit the right of property in these is to deny the in the mind 9f man, as Shylock's ref~re~ce to Jacob's

I

Henry GeorgP.
· HEmry George, more than any other man in his
day and generation, bas simplifi~d and brought to
the notice and comprehension of the masses political
economy. He demolishes the old theory of a "wage
~ fund," that is, that " wages are fixed by the ratio between the number of laborers and the amount of
capital devoted to the employment of labor," and
demonstrates his proposition that "wages, instead of
being drawn from capital, are in reality drawn from
the product of the labor for which they are paid."
Again, he demolishes the Mal~husian theory, shmying
that however it may be apphed to the lower ammal
and' vegetable life, man's intelligence is an insurmountable obstacle to its application. When advancing intelligence began to doubt the goodness of
God in creat.tng poverty, it was a godsend to the
e~1loiteur to shift it all onto nature. :M:althus deserved a medal for writing: "A man who is born into
a world already occupied, his family unable to support
him and society not requiring his labor, such a man,
I say haq not the least right to claim any nourishment' whatever; be is really one too many on the
earth. At the great banquet of nature there is no
plate laid for him. Natl!re commands him to take
himself ·away, and she w11l not be slow to put her
"order into Pxecution." "What can't be curfld must
be endured," and, a'l George say11, "the rich Christ.ian
bends on Sunday in a nicely upholstered pew to
implore the good gifts of the allfather without feel~
ing any responsibility for the Aqualid misery that i~>
festering but a squa;e away. For poverty, w~nt, and
starvation are by th1s theory not chargeable either to
individual greed or to social maladjustments; they
are the inevitable results of universal laws." Mr.
George has employed ~is splendid talent in denou~c
ing the wrongs of somety. Brave, honest, and sm.
cere he has stood the champion of the poor. If hP
baR ~llowed his zeal to blind his judgment, or lead
him into paths of error, it may well be forgiven him.
Social science is by no meant! an exact scif'nce. It is
one t bing for our social doctors to discover and describe the ills; it is quite another thing to f'ffect a
cure. But if they successfully diagno!'e and honestly
recommend a remedy, let us giv them due credit.
Mr. George himself bas l'laid: "I ask no one . . .
to accept my views. I ask him to think for himself.
Whoever laying aside prejuoice and self-inter~>st,
· will hon~stly and carefully m.1ke up his own mind a'l
to the causes and the cure of the social evils that are
so apparent, doe~', in that.,_ the most impor.tant _thing
in his power toward the1r removal. Th1s pnmary
obligation devolves upon us individually, aq citizens
and as men. Whatever P}se we may be able to do,
tliis must come first. For 'if the blind lead the
blind, they shall both fall into the ditch.' "
Our doctrinaires, owin~ to abstract ideas and
technicalities, make political economy exceedingly
dry reading to the average reader. As a recent
writer in Sricial &ience says, "the whole su bj oct is
so involved in the inaccuracies of speech, so mixed
. up through idiomatic expressions, metaphorical, parabolical, or symbolical tE>rms and phrases, that of all
scientific subjPcts it is the most difficult to find laaguage to explain it with clearness and without am
biguity; . . . literally full of. sophisms, perplexin~?
suppositions,_ contradictions, and errors of.every kind
clothed in high flown language, arrang-ed m a sort of
order, and imagined to be very scientific and strongly
fortified, but in truth, politiGal economy is built of
the :flimsiest of material, and is destined to be ere
long scattered to the winds."
I believe that a majority of the followers of Henry
George trust more to the honesty and capacity
of their hero than to their own ability to understand
his theories. Mr. George's panacea is a tax on land
values. He would abolish our present system of
revenue and taxation, and· place a single, direct t11x
upon the land, taking therefrom its full rental value.
A startling theory, and would appear at first very unjust, but when contra~>ted with our present iniquitous
robber system, it becomes the very acme of judiciom~
statesmanship. In justice to his tax, he shows that
laud values are largely due to advancing civilization,
and not to the labor of the owner; that is, as society
cnates the value, its rent should be returned by way
of taxes. Of course;the tax would virtually destroy
private ownership in land. Hence, Mr. George
shows the injustice of such owner~hip. He says :
" This right of ownership that springs from labor
excludes the possibility of any other right of ownership. If a man be rightfully entitled to the produce
of his labor, then no one can be rightfully entitled to
the ownership of anything which is not the produce
of his labor, or the labor of some one else from whom
the right has passed to him. If production giv
to the producer the right to exclusiv possession and
enjoyment, there can rightfully be no exclusiv possession and enjoyment of anything not the production of labor, and the recognition of private property
in land is wrong. For the right to the produce
of labor cannot be enjoyed without the right to the

thrift would seem to ind1cate, but tb1s ts no cause.
right of property in the produce of labor. When
I fear Mr. George, in his onslaught upon land
non-producers can claim as rent a portion of the
monopoly,
has ov.erlooked another formtdable enemy
wealth created by producers, the right of the producers to the fruits of their labor is to that extent of labor, a second whelp of the same dam-money .
denied." A careful reading of the above would seem monopoly. · If there is any difftlr.ence between t~e
to exclurle the usurer from the interest on his bond, two it is one of degreE>, not of kmd; and to cham
It is surely not the prodUCt'! of his labor. But. Mr. one' and to let the other run, would. be, to say the
.George sanctions interest. He says : " It is t.rue that lea'~t., unwise.
if I put away money, it wil_l not increase. Bu_t sup, - Now Mr. George :t;na~es an ethiClll p~int: "T?at
pose instead I put away wme. At the e~d of .a year alone is ·wise which 1s JUst; that alone .1s endunng
I will hav an increased value. fqr the wme will hav which is right. In the narrow scale of individual
improved in quality. Or supposing that, in a coun- actions and individual life this truth may be often
try adapted to them, I set out bees; at the end of a obscured but in the wider field of national life it
year I hav more swarms of bee.s, and the honey wJ;tich e~erywli~re stands out." I. too, .would "bow ~o this
they hil.v made. Or supposmg, where there 1s a arbitrament, and accept this test." Is. this "unrange, I turn out sheep, or hogP, or cattle;. at the end earned increase," that robs labor and rewards loafers,
of the year I will, up?n the .average,_ also hav an is it just? is it right? If i~ i,~ not, then let us smother
increase. Now, what g-1vs the mcrease m these.c~ses this 1dea of "necessary eVIl, and dr<..wn the pups.
And if their Alma llfater, the state, st.auds in the
is something which, though it gen€rally reqnue.q
labor to utilize it, is yet distinct and separ:ate from way whv it must be bad for the state; for, as George
labor-the activ power of nature-the principle of says, "If the concluswns that we reach run counter
growth, of reproduction, which everywhere charac- to our prf judice~:~, let us not flinch; if they c~allenge
terizes all the forms of that mysterious thing or con- institutions that hav long been deemed w1se. and
A. L, BALLoU.
dition which we call life. And it seems to me that it natural, let us not turn back."
Btt:ffuio, N. Y.
is this which is the cause of intereE-t, or the increase
of capital over and above that due to labor.'.' The
italics are mine.
1'he Voice ot' Scit>nce.
.An.tnnio. Is your gold ann Ailver ewes and lambs? ..
A SPEECH I MADE. (I~ MY . MIND) AT THE SOCIALISTS'
Shylock. I cannot tell. I make them breed as fast.
INDIGNATION MEETING,
Now, it seems to me that Mr. George, in introducFELLOW CITIZENS OF THl\l WoRLD : A great labor·
ing this "element of time," this" increa•e in naturE>," crisis is upon us. Tne whole world is involved.
bas strangely overlooked the faet of a corresponding- From a terrible revolution but one thing can !'ave
decrease in nature, and "time at last sets all thing!'! us-T1 nth, and Science· is its prophet. Now, if
even." The "grain may grow while the farmer science is, and is worthy to be, the prophet of that
sleeps," but it is absorbing the richness of the soil, which stands above all other thmgs (a•, I am sure
and the weevil may develop while the farmer slf'eps j you will agree with me, truth doe~:<). ~;hould it not
the frosts may come, the waters drown, the :fi-..es also be your prophet? And with such a prop~et
burn, the calf becomPs a cow, grows old, and dies would you need at all that other '' prophE:t ?" lVtth
The trouble with this "element of time" is that "it such a leader, counsellor, and teacher-m a word,
generally requires labor to ut.Hize it," and in this wa;~• with such a god-need you banker after any j"al~e
establishes a "right of ownership." Not so with in- god~ Idolaters I kuow you are not. Aye, if science
t.erest: it requires no labor; it not only "grows ts worthy to be the prophet and servant of so worthy
while the farmer sleeps," but it requires no fertilizer. a master as truth, let u~; together rejt>ice in humiliaIt defies the weevil, the frosts, and fires. Its viuor tion, and at the same time with pride and exaltation,
1s never abated, it never dies. Its likeness to this in accepting her as our true prophet and real Moses
"increase in nature" reminds me of the closene~s in to lead us out of this wildermss of wof; of carvage,
color of the Dutchman's oxen; one was all black, and of strife. For, be as·mred, my bnthreu-mdet:d,
with a white face, and the other was all white, with a you know-that, as science advances, divers1ty of
blackface.
opinion dies away, and unity of knowledge takes
It seems to me that 1\Ir. GAorge is e. little too 1ts place. 1\Iark these two differences, opinion and
arbitrary in the use of terms; like the mathematician, knowledge, and diversity and unity; for in these
he sometimes mistakes his :figures for the thing~'~ differences lie both the diffi.cu)ty and the remedy.
themselvs. He says: "Land. labor, and capital arP To produce this unity of knowledge for the whole
.the fttctors of production. The term land includP!l race of men is the magnificent destiny of science;
all natural oppl)rtunities or forces; the term labor and the humblest c11lt1vator of such .knowledge· and
all human exArt.lOn, and the term capital all wPaltb• promoter of such unity is, like the coral insect,
used to produce more wealth. In returns to thAse lle!ping to rear an ed1fice, which, emerging from out
three factors is the whole produce distributed. That this vexed ocean of conflicting opinion, shall be first
part which goes to land owners al'l payment for the stable and secure, and at last shall cover itself with
use of natural opportunities iR called rent; that part verdure; flowers, and fruit, and bloom beautiful in
which constitutes the reward of human exertion il' the face of heaven.·
called wages, and that part which constitutes the re
Yes, truth will giv us unity of thought and purturn for the use of capital is called intt'lrest. Thes~ post>, which we must bav, as there is but one truth.
terms mutually exclude each other. The income of Then we will be able 'to accomplish the great work
any individual may be made up from any one, two, which is demanded, and which must be achieved
or all three of these sources; but in the effort to dis first, viz,.. the organization of labor-the scientific
cover the laws of diFtribution we must keep t.hem organization of labor. This must be t.he basis of a
separate." It is in keeping them separate that Pn- larger and true social organization~ •· Ye shall know
abies him to work out his problem so nicely. The the truth, and the truth will make you iree,"saith
-fact is, land and capital are !'limply the tools of Christ. Let us first seek to know the truth, and
labor ; labor creates all wealth. That :fictitious then act it. And then we will all be preachers·
wealth Mr. George would tax is simply the reRnlt of of righteousness and true priests-prif'sts of truth,
monopoly-a creature of man-made law. Mr. GPorgP and· not of ·barren dogmas or supersutition. Let us
makes ''three parties divide the produce-the l11borer, help E<cience and labor to join hands-hearts and
the capitalist, and the land owner;" a better diRtin~r- hands-as in a marriage, which shall know no divmca
tion would be the laborers, the loafers, and the robbers. forever. And science will help labor to bring forth a
Mr. George carefully distinguishes between rent, in- thousandfold; to "find favor in our sight and honor
terest, and wages ; but, according to his postulat.e, in the land," and to " haHten the time when every
the "right of ownership," it is a distinction without valley shall be exalted and every mrmntain and hill
a diffdrence. Wages may properly stand for thP shall be made low; and the croobd shall be made
earnings of labor; interest, rent, and profit, un- straight, and the rough places plain." And when she
1-arned increase allowed by law or custom. They are will "beat our swords into plowshares and our spears
intercbang~able terms, as J. K. In·galls shows in into pruning, hooks," and make the •• nations to know
" Social Wealth." "Interest is the profit which the war no more forever;" and make the •• wildernes~
money-lender or capitalist derives from the employ- and solitary place glad, and the desert rejoice and
ment of bis capital." Again,
blossom as the rose."
"Profit is the interest which the . operator or
But now, to closer quarters. You and your
merchant realizes from his money invested in his treacherous friends are both wrong. Yuur state
business."
Socialism is one extreme, and their egoistic individ" Rent is the interest which the landholder receives ualism is the other extreme from· the goldfln mean
for the sum of money inveRted in land, or !or that where the truth lies. Y~t individualism and Socialism
sum of money for which said land would sell." Still ro·e both true, not to the exclusion but inclusion of
again,
each other, that is, when combined in due and proper
''Profit is the rent of the land which had been sold balance. They are both necessary factors in the
to obtain the capital employed, or for which such equation of life, and are so becau,se hum11.n nature is
capital would exchange; and,
both individual and social, egoistic and altruistic.
"Interest is the rent of so much land as was sold to
They (your friends) say that it is childish on your
raise the principal, or for which the principal would part to expect to carry your theory of the state
exchange."
ownership of all the means of production into pracIn Mr. George's search for the causes of the un tice. And I agree with them, and add that it is not
just distribution of wealth, he ignores a most potent llt all necessary to do so in order to gain your object
factor-legislation; he seeks in nature for laws that ( wtth which I agree) of substituting for the present
are in man only. l!e says the increase in nature is oompetitiv, cut-throat, and wage system a cooperativ
'
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all<lm<>re fraternal and helpful one, and thereby to or the "swell head" party of New York, if you wi11 nries, the fathers of the c~urcb; rabbis, and. beathe~ phil~~o
eliminate' the profit-making fiend which is the veri- pardon this much. t>lang. The real labor party it phers lo~t themqelvs.anrl nv>1le•l e~cb ot;her m rlem•>nolo~ICal
· b U · L b
.
·
'.l
~peculatl'ln and beliefs representmg mm~e'e~ and snrcerv so
table MPpbistopheles of the industrial world. ''State S«;lf'~S to Ille, IS
t e ni~D . a. o~ paxt.y. whlCh bela a that everybody loolu·d on what was agreeable·as a miracle,
Socialism" would yiolate or bar the liberty of indi- natwnal conference at Cmcmnat1 la'lt February, and anrl the revt·rse a<~ sorcery.
vidual initiation and voluntary cooperation in indus- issued a good platform. and authorized and invited
S•>rcerv wa<~ an illeg>tl miracle and miracle wa'! legitimate
tri"al enterprise.~ · It would, in too great a degree, state organizations under it, which hav been goin!l. sorcery (History of Magic, by Joseph Eunemoser, p. 12).
take a:way. the incentiv to individual eil"ort and ambi- on evel' since. Why don't you ioiri in with thisparty?
Besides the superstitions associated with dreams,
tion, and ·conflict unduly with individual freedom
A word, and I am done. You seem too arrogant, the B1ble ovel"flows with others as gross if not
gen,era!ly.r.~t. would be tyranny to the minority- too arbitrary, and too little docil·for your own·inter- grosser. We find stories about witches, sorcerers,
sho~ld there he a minority. And would not a minor- ests... There seems an air of clannishness about you. demons, devils, angels, spirits, visions, trances, omens,
ity, at times at least, be inevitable! The excuse for You "make speeches in German when .there seems no signs, magic, miracles, resurrections from the dead,
this state ownerHhip is to get rid of the profit fiend. occaElion for it, and bore those who do not under- and ascensions to heaven, and many other marvelousIt can be got rid of without. it. How, I cannot stop stand you. You do not seem to regard, or to com- things.
tell you now.
·
MAGIO, LUCK, LOTS.
ply, or to desire to do so, with ·the circumstances of
But if your expectations are "childish," theirs are the count.ry1 or to appreciate· the_ national character
The Hebrews did not like the soothsayers or
babyish. If yours are •· too fresh," theirs are more of the American people. For your honesty and magicians, but they were greatly in love with the
. than proportionately.'' too stale." More than a cent· courage you deserve .great praise and a rich reward. prophets. T,h~ difference between the soothsavers
ury ago. apd before the Fr~ncll. Revolution, the land.,. Let us all unite under this .mottr, "In truth we and the prophets is that one was an orthodox Jew,
lords in Europe, never here, were the_ oppreE<sors .of trust." Indeed, would it riot make a good pla•form? and the other w~s a heterodox pagan. The prophet
the people. To· day the manufacturing and merchant
Thus endeth the first .l~>sson. If ·you should wimt. could tell your fortune throug-h his dreams or·yours.
prince, the railroad king, the money-monger, and the BnJ thing more a.t any time, and "don't Rf'.e it, ask He could read your future through vision~'~, revelations, and the spirit of the Lord. He could do the
stock jrJbber and speculator, b1.1.v taken their places. for it."
· ·
Vox Sc.IENTI.IE.
.And !Hammon, all along-. this lmfl, is infinitly more the
ma~ic business, and all the legerdemain that others
Superstition, Ancil:'nt and Modern.
opprebsor than }>bfore-than. ever before. And yet
did, but when he performed the same tricks, they
were no longer tri<'ks, but '·wonderful works at the
these pin feather economists (you:r friend .. ). these unBELIEF IN DREAMS.
sophi:;ticated youths, these innocents, say they ex·
This childish form of superstition is not confined hands of the Lord.'' They were miracles.
All superstitious people believe in luck. They
j>ect 8 hmd tax would remedy all the gigantic evils, t.o primitiv people alone, nor is it found only in the
abolish poverty, and bring in a rf'ign of justice, Old Testament, and not in the.. New. It is a very often say, '·Now I'll try this· once, just for luck.''
"peace, and good will to men.'' It is, indeed, too <'Ommon superstition.. Its general scceptance does
Many times the Bible people were in•pired by this
"childish," or'' babyish," for serious comment-. And not go to prove the belief correct. but to show the sort of inspiration, and hence they would take chances I drop it with saying that a somewhat detailed and genf'ral fact of human ignorance and credulity. Wi_th ingame~ of luck.
statistical demonstration o,f the utter weaknf'E<S of this the Hebrews dreams were often the means of divine
So th!;!Y cast_lots, and the lot fell upon Jonah (Jonah i, 7).
land tax doctrin may be found in the Forttrn for revelation. Joseph bad a dream which be told to his
That was au unlucky throw for him ; espec;ally the
. June. And yet I am. tEmpted to add this other brethren,· and they, becoming o:ffendFd at his pre- second throw, when he was thrown into the sea.
thought, that any mere tyro in economics knows that Rumption, thrf'w him into a pit, and afterward seeing
And Saul said, Cast lotR between me and Jonathan my son,
any tax on any means of production is paid ultimately that they cm1ld convert him into caE<h capital, sold and
Jonathan was tnken (1 Sam. xiv, 4l).
by the consumer.
·
And they gave forth their lots; aud the lot fell upon
him to certain pedlers happening along at that time
Mattheas (Act i, 26).
Hundreds and thousands of the most capable on. their. way down to Egypt.
young men in. this country are annually leaving
Shaking dice to find out whom the Lord wanted
now my words: If there be a prophet among you. T.
farming. df'clining to accept farms as gifts and be- theHPar
Lord, will make myself known to him in a vision, and I for a preacher is an easy way. to settle a vexattous
come landlords~ .but choosing nothing and other bhHll @peak unto him in 11 dream (Nnm. xii, 6).
question. And the church still holds on to this good
chances rat her than to liv the life of a farmer and
Gnd came to ·A bimelech in a rlrt·am (Gen. x:<r. 3).
old B1ble institution of gambling. It clings to the
,Goo C>tlile to Laban the Syrian in a nream (GPn. xxxi, 24) raffimg business, to taking chances in a crazy-quilt,
lanillbrd. !Hy father·c:ffered me a hundred acre farm
The Lord appearerl to Rnlomon in a rlream (1 Kings iii, 5).
and a St-"tting out on it if -I would remain a Iarmer.
And (the wise men) being warnerl of God in a dream that or a cake supposed to hav a ring·in it; to the gt·abBut I chol!\e rather nothing and my chances in more they should not return to Herod, they ·neparted into their bag, and a hundred other devices for extorting money
inviting fi~lds. . And, my friends, don't think that I own conntry another wHy. Anrl when th.ey were departed. from the poor laborer to send the gospel to the
may know nothing about labor and the ddftlrences in ht·bold the an,.el of the Lord appP!!reth to .Jo~Pph in a drpam. heathen.
occurations. I hav been. an employer and employee Bnt when he (JosPph) beard thRt Archelans did reign in
And when they hod crncifiPd him. they parted his garments
in t.he room of his faHwr .HProd. he was afraid to go
in all three branches of industry....,....the agricultural, Judea
rttifhf"r; notwithPtancliug, hein!!" wanrl·d of God in a dream. "casting lots upon them (Mttrk xv, 24).
maimracturing. and mercantil. B"fore of age I took he turned aRide into tlui parts of Galilt·e (Matt. ii. 12, 13. 22)
They probably drew cuts or shook dice to see who
0 Belteshazzar. ma~ter of the ma.!!icians, that I know that would get his clothing.
the place ·and .did the work of two men (ordinary
The reader will remember
hand~) in the harvest fidd. At seventeen I took the the ~pirit of the holy gods is in thee. ai:ul no secret tronblet.h that in the Ftory of his resurrection be is seen with
rhef',
tell
me
the
vi~ion of my drPam that I hav seen, and the
place of a man in working a team and plow, and was, interpretation thereof (Dan. iv, 9).
clothes ou, by his own frieudi, and no remark is
by my father, pronounced a good plowman. But.
made about any new suit, or d fferent (lreAs. ·where
The
Bible
abounds
in
dreams
and
their
interwhile my horses were taking in their hay and oats
did be get his resurrection clothes 1 D1d he resuras
a
consfquence,
millions
of
peopll'
pretations,
and,
for two hoUrs at noon, I wa:; taking in, besides my
rect an old t.uit.
dinner, Greek philosophy, and the life of Socrates. wtll shake their hE>ads wisely, and li'ay, ''Well, now, I
The uncivilized man tbinlts that lots or dice are adjusted
you
what,
there
is
something
in
dreams."
tell
Acd ever since then Socrates bas been my literary
"in their fall with reference to tile meaning he may chno8e to
Dreams
ore
intimately
a~sociatt-d
with
the
lower
forms
of
attach
to it. and especially be is apt to suppose ~piritnal
lovfl, so to speak, and, to me, the consistent and
To the savul!e they hav a rPality and importance beings standing over the diviner or 1be gamhler. shufti,ng the
moral hero, par emcellerwe, of all the ages. Ethics religion.
which we can Fmucely appreciate (Lubbock's Origin of lots or turning up the dice to make them giv their answers
was his forte, and ethics is what I love most, but Civilization, p. 128).
(Tylor's Primitiv Uulture, p. 7!J).
economics I hav made my forte because it is the
The Christian reli~ion hangs upon the slender
The priest in all countries (that is, the big medicin
more immediately concerned with this great and thread of dream. If Jesus was the son of God, there
man)
possessed the knowledge of unraveling mysterpressing labor question, and it is what the world is is no evidence offered, except that some one dreamed
ies. He could consult the unknown, and bring from
now ready to undtlrstand and to apply. Ethics will that he was.
the oracle or temple the wishes of the terrible power
follow it. This is their natural and therefore ineviNow. the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wiPe: When, as
table order. I mf'an as sciences. The one teaches his mother Mary was eFpou•ed to Joseph, b~fore they came that was working mischi<>f. It is in the nature of religion or fear to hav little anxiety over duties to the
wi~dom, the other justice. And we must· know how together, she was found with child ot the Holy Ghost.
deities until they are harmed or alarmed by some
to be or to do good before we can be or do good.
How could such a fact be found out r
sort of evil.
Though it may not be out of place. even now, to say
ThPn Jo~epb, her hu•band, bPing a jnst man, and not willThe soothflayer is the father of the prophet, and
to those.wbom it may concern: "Ye who profess to ing to make hd a public example, was minded to put her
the prophet is father of the priest. TheRe men of
be more than just, even charitable, prepare to be awny.
God can commune with him on more intimate and
Then he had not found it out.
just!"
.
.
f1Lvorable terms than the vulgar and profane multiNow, as -to money and the 1mportance of 1ts
Bnt whil'l he thou~rht on theRe tbingR, behold the angel of tudes can. He can negotiate at the courts of heaven
reform, you are both • qually delinqnent and oblivious. the Lnrci appeared unto him in a dream. sa.ving, Joseph, thou
I don't-rtfer to" your r.et"pectiv platforms, for these, as son of David, fpar not to take unto t'hee Mary tlly wife; for for insurance upon an eternal life policy. And if
platforms usually are, . are set or spread to catch that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost (Matt. i, worE<t comes to worst, they c.J.D pray for rain in dry
weather; for the removal of the yellow-fever plague;
votes (as the sails of a ~.ohip to catch the wind), 18, 19, 20).
This· wonderful transaction is revealed to the for the recovery of Garfield, and t.he an,nibilation of
especially that of your friends. But I refer to what
is known t.o be the original and real doctrin of each world through a dream. But Joseph does not relate Infidels throughout the world. And suppose their
of you. Your fr.iencls' platform shows more tact, if to ·us his dream, if be had one. 1\lary does not tell prayers are not answered, who art thou, 0 man, that
not more appreciation, on this point than yours does. any one about the visit of the Holy Ghost. Some- rf'pliP-st ·agaimt the man of God 1 L• am, 0 wretch,
This money question and its reform, I am bold body else relatf's this suppo.3ed dream. There is no that God moves in a mysterious way !
If this superstitions fear of ~pirits were tak~n away, and·
to sffirm, is the most important, the most pressing, evidence that Joseph had such a dream. There is
with it prognostics from drt"ams, fttlse l?ropbectes, anti mttny
and at tb.e Farne time the most practiCable and easily .no proof that J osf'ph knew Matthew, and there is no other
things depending thereon, by wl:11ch crafty and ambie:ff cted, .of all the questions involved in this great testimony to show that Matthew wroto the book of tious pt·rsons abuse tile simplest p~ople. me~ would be muc_h
and
still
further
there
is
no
evidence
that
Matthew,
industrilll reform. BesideE<, being absolutely, in its
more fitted than they arc for CIVIl ob.edience. And this
essenc••, of social origin, and therefore entirely social- this book was written much earlier than a hundred ought to be the work of the Fchnols; but they rather chtrish
such doctrin (Hobbes's Human Nttture, c. 3).
istic, how or why you Socialists hav overlooked t~e years after Matthew was dead.
Almm~t the greater part of mankind derive their
We hav seen that worship of the gods springs out
question, and bav failed to take advantage of th1s
of man's ignorance, helplessnesE<, aud fear. These
cuaractei·istio of it, is to me unaccountable and knowledge concerning- God from visions.
Philo (vol. 1. p. 2!}2) covers one hundred pages in elements form the groundwork of religious behef
astounding.
and worship to-day. People who would rf'pel the
A~ for the !!Uccess, in any large way, of either of showing bow dreams are sent by God.
John Lightfoot is quoted in "The Supernatural" charge of cowardice will, nevertheless, confess themyou, that is impossible wit bout the aid ot the farmselvs by saying to the Freethinker: '' W.,ll, you may
ers· and they are opposed, and will remain so, to as saying that
both the land tax of your friends and the state ownThere is not a people upon earth that studied or attributed think your doctrin all right, but when you come to
die you will change your mind.'' Here it i~ assumed
ership of t.he means of production of yourselvs. I more to"dreams than they (Jews).
know whereof I speak. I am a Granger, and _hav
There was hardly any people in the whole world by the Christian that fear will make the Iutidel quail
been with the farmers in their national associat10ns that more used or were more fond of amulets, charmE<, when he comes to die. But the calm and susta1md
and conventions, and know them well. Indeed, both ruutterings; exorcism!>, and all kindtJ of enchantments. hearts of thousands of Infidels who hav d1ed
the. Grangers aud the Knights of L!ibor are in ad7 The interpretation of dreams became a public pro- tranquilly giv the lie to this last falsehood, bor? d
ignorance and fear, nourished by cruelty and cr1me,
vance of both you and. your friends in real, practical fession.
and uttered for the glory of God.
W. S. BELL.
measures of rl:'form.
In the early history of Christianity the Jewish people were
But why so concerned about what these people did mad with suptrslition in matters of religion (v. Supernatural
SEiiD for ~ catalo~ qf O\lr publiCations, It i!:!
at S,>racuse! They are ,not the labor party of the Hel., chap. iv).
·
mlliJ.eq
free,
Soldun
shows
from
~hurch_history
how
ID,
the_first
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Unit~cl States. They ue only the New York clique,
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TWO THINGS WANTED.
First. We want some money from every friend who owes
on his sub!ICription to THE TRUTH BEEKER. The balance in
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the p9per manufact. urers and the printer is very small, and we must increase it,
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owingus by subscribers, and we desir.e to kindly but firmly call
their attention to the matter. We need the money, and it is
not right for them to keep it from us. We would also
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Second. We once more ask our friends to send us the
names of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not
take THE TRUTH BEEKER. The intention is to send them
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may
subscribe.

Pastoral

Call~.

In one of the stronge.st passages of one of his
strongest lectures, we heard George Chainey t?ay:
''Protestants rage at the Catholic confessional. I
wish Romanists would rage at pastoral visiting,
until, like Kilkenny cats, they would annihilate each
other." Mr. Chainey knew whereof he spoke, and
he said this when in a repentant mood for having
been a minister.
These words ca!lle. to us again, in reading in a
daily paper a dispatch from Boston that the Rev. Mr.
Titus, pastor of the Franklin street Methodist church,
of Somerville, has decided not to face the charges of
immorality brought against him and has resigned,
after the investigation ordered by the church had
begun. This is a celebrated and much-talked-about
case. Mr. Titus had bePn accused by a respectable
lady of his parish of having, during one of his pastoral visits, placed his hand upon her knee, and, by
word and action, making insulting proposals. When
the accusation was made to Mr. Titus's face, he
blustered and swore that it was false, th11t the object
was to blackmail him, and avowed that in the presence of ladies he had always conducted himself as
became a gentleman of pure mind and purpose. ·
Unfortunately, however, for Mr. Titus, he had
been located· in other parisheP, and several other
·Christian sisters had received pastoral visits from
him. Among these were residents of Springfield,
Westfield, and Gloucester, and they came forward
with similar charges against their former beloved
shepherd. In the face of all this, Mr. Titus had not
the hardihood to brazen the matter through, and :6.ed
the pulpit.
To borrow the language of the exhorter, this should
be a warning to the women of the church, as well as
to their husbands. Pastoral visits are one of the
most dangerous foes to female virtue that exist.
E~pecially is this the case with women and ministers
of the Methodist sect. Their religion is warmer than
others ; the emotions are oftener in play; passion
is more frequently wrought upon, and the danger of
mtimacy is therefore greater. A.llowing~wlrich if:!

not always the case, by any mean~that most ministers begin making pastoral calls from a sense of
duty, and that they are received by the women from
the same sense of religious obligation, there are
many reasons why the custom should be discontinued.
Chainey, who, we cannot help thinking, knew a good
deal about the subject, said that no good can come
of any mll.Il intermeddling with husband and wife
whose unhappy marriage may be the result o~ the
bondage to superstition of the wife. The unhappy
wife, he says, " pours her sorrow into the ear of her
pastor. He is to her a man of God; but that does
not take from him the feelings and passions of a
man. He is sorry for her. Their sympathies mingle.
They kneel to pray together. None but good intentions actuate them. So the lightning tends to purify
the atmosphere, but it often destroys human life.
So pure as their desires may be, the light.ning of
passion may strike them with sociaf and moral ruin."
That is one road to ruin, a common one, no doubt.
But there are others, and the ministers easily :find
them. The life of a clergyman is well calculated to
lead a morally weak man astray, but there is too
much evidence t.o doubt that most of them go astray
voluntarily, deliberately, and, with passionate malice,
lead the women of their :6.ocks with them. No profession contains so many debauchers of women as the
clerical. The cause is the clergy themselvs, the
women of their parishes, and the religion both hold in
common. Ministers are men, and only men. They
hav the failings of men. Their lives are well calcu
lated to :fill them with . passion. Their energy is
not expended in healthful, outdoor work, nor in exhausting business cares. There are few things in
this world requiring so little expenditure of force as
the preparation of the average Christian sermon.
They are, therefore, usually possessed of superabundant vitality. Again, the custom here "is for
women to do all the church work. The men will not,
for they look upon religion and the church as the
women's and children's playthings. The minister is
consequently thrown into the society of t.he wom~n.
Whether he seeks it or not, the result is apparentscandal, ruined reputations, resignations from pulpits. The pastoral call for the consideration of
church work becomes a visit of clerical infamy.
· But the fault is not always with the man. Women
are emotional and passionate, and there are many
Potiphar's wives in the churches, and no Josephs.
Among the Liberals there are many ex-ministers, and
one of them once told us that one of the most difficult tasks he had as a clergyman w~s to keep moral.
He completely succeeded, he said, only when he left
the church. Pastoral visits he denounced with extravagance of language, and the visits of female parishioners to the pastor's study, though always on some
errand of churchly duty, were equally pernicioas.
The cure for Christian immorality he considered to
lie only in a complete abandonment of the present
relations of pastor and people. In other words, in
the demolition of the Christian priesthood. For as
long as men were men and women were women they
would, when moved by religious emotion, forget all
restraint and smash the laws of morality.
The chief sinner in this matter, however, is not.the
victims of religion, b~t religion itself~not only the
Christian religion, but any and all religion. For
religion is essentially of the emotions, and· not at all
of the intellect.. Religion in itself cares not a straw
for facts. It is composed of }1eat, and p_assion, and
imagination. The religious fanatic is not always a
foel, but he is always a gentleman who gets mad in a
debate. He hates the enemies of his faith, and
would fight them with pleasure. He uses his intellect only to defend his imagination. The source of
religious emotions is the fountain of passion. "It is
fatuous sophistry," says Stewart Ross, " to urge that
the love for Jesus and the love for Jones are generically dissimilar. There is but a step, and a short
one, between 'divine love' and human sensuality,
and, in all ages of the church, this step has been
taken. Human nature is only human nature, and it
is more generous to expect too little from human
nature than to expect too much. Psychic though
love may be, by incontrovertible law its manifestations are organic, and cannot possibly be divorced
from seL" This is plainly seen in the Salvation
Army and in all religious camp-meetings, revivals,
and prayer-meetings where warm exhortations to
Jesus take the place oi stereotyped formulas. This
b~ always been so, We woqld not care to question

tbe religious earnestness of the ascetics of the Middle
Ages, but it is an indisputable fact that they were
immoral to a ferocious extent. "Luth~r," says the
author of "Isis Unveiled," ''speaks of a :fish-pond at
Rome, situated near a convent of nuns, which, having
been cleared out by order of Pope Gregory, disclosed
at the bottom over six thousand infant skulls ; and
of a nunnery at Neimburg, in Austria, whose foundations, when searched, disclosed the same relics of
celibacy and chastity." Religion, along with poetry
and art, is distinguished by amorousness~ This is
due to the fact that they ema~ate from the sentiments which produce also the passion of sensuality.
Geniuses in poetry and art are usually erotic, and
usually religious. But geniuses are not sufficiently
plentiful to cause alarm, while the country is full of
religion. If there were as many poets and artists as
th~re are ministers, it would behoove some one to
publish a "Crimes of Poets," as well as of "Preachers." But the clergy, even now, are never weary of
inveighing against them, and Byron and Swinburne
are referred to as awful examples, while the world is
full of religious enthusiasts whose eroticism has been
given free rein. In Turin, but a few years ago, one
clergyman was accused by thirty- three girls of having
ruined them through the confessional. Daring the
past year we bav noted in this country, .from an exchange lfst comparativly small, about one hundred
cases of religious immorality. The task of collocating
and printing them, which we contemplated, is too
onerous and disgusting. In most cases they were of
Protestants, and the direct result of pastoral visits.
In many places, even now, these pastoral afternoon
calls are the occasion of sneers from the worldly, and
innuendoes that would earn them a cowJ:liding did
the confident husband overhear them. For this the
clergy and the female church-members hav themselvs
to blame, for they hav, by pastoral visits, ful'nished a
very good foundation for scandal-and one which
will not be removed until the Protestant church iorbids the clergy to continue the custom, or every
self-respecting woman commands the minister to call
only when her husband or father is at home. If Mrs.
Warner and the other ladies of Mr. Titus's acquaintance had done this, their names would not now be
ornamenting the scandal columns of the daily newspapers. They should remember that there are some
people who will shut one eye incredulously when
asserting that they believe Mr. Titus's accusers innocent of all wrong-doing.
----~~~~----

Enfor·cing Sunday Laws in Texas.
Week before last Judge Gustave Cook addr~ssed a
letter to the sheriff~ of Galveston and Harris counties,
Texas, -calling their attention to the many violations
of the Sunday law, and demanding of these officers
that they should punish them. Thereupon the
sheriff of Galveston county issued a card notifying
the Sunday-law breakers that they must not do so
any more, as he should arrest all Sabbath-breakers.
The sheriff was as good as his word, and began
within one point of where all bfficers enforcing the
Sunday laws ought to begin. · The most flagrant violators of the Sunday laws are, of course, the clergy,
for upon Sunday they perform the heaviest tasks of
the week, and upon about forty Sundays of the yea1·
earn their living for the whole year. No other profession than the ministerial so openly and persistently
labor upon God's holy day, and, of course, they
should be the :first to suffer for contumeliously
breaking the divine command to remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Next to the pulpiteers
come the newspapers, the great dailies which issue
upon Sunday the mo~>t interesting edition of the
week. Sunday papers are made large, and :filled
with lively and entertaining matter, because, the
day being a holiday, the people hav more time to
read. This conduces to induce folks to regard the
day irreverently, and in many instances prevents
men and women from attending church, when they
rise late and become immersed in the columns of a
mammoth edition of a Sllnday paper. The daily"
papers are, therefore, responsible for the loss of many
souls. It will not do to say the work upon a Sunday
paper is all done before twelve o'clock on Saturday
night. The injury to religion is in having the papers
spread over the county on Sunday morning, providing so much good reading that the sermons of the
prLachers suffer alarmingly by comparison. Besides,
the editors, reporters, compositors, and pressmen all
work on Sunday to get out the Monday paper, and
the punishment for Sabbath-breaking can easily be
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New Zealand Secular St.ate Sehools.
transferred to that account. Punishing one man for university, with the Benedictine monastery and
another's sin is not a new doctrin for Christians, ard ' abbey, a great square· of massiv buildings and. It seems iihat the state schools of New Zealand,
hanging ~an for something he has not done on the princely possessions in lands. At St. Cloud are the under the premiership of Hon. Robert Stout, Infidel,
principle that he ~ay do, or wanted to do, something cathedral and . church, with a seating capacity of are secular and'' godless," with no religious exercises
deserving hanging, is strictly in accord with Chris- about three thousand, the priest's residence, bisho~'s and noBible reading. This state of affairs is irritattian legal ethics. lt will be seen, therefore, that the residence, a smaller convent, two large parochtal ing, of course, to the Anglican bishops and rectors,
case of the church against the newspapers is a good schools, public hospital, and priest's farm, represent- and they hav begun a crusade, the object of which
one, legally and morally.
ing a value, free from taxation, of fully $200,000. is to hav religion taught in the schools at the expense
So, at least, thought the sheriff of Galveston A million of dollars, says the Pioneer Press corre- of the state. The only result so far achieved, howcouLty, and in his quest for Sabbath-breakers he spondent, would not cover the present cash value of ever, is to show that the state schools are productiv
went _to headquarters. We are informed by the the property held by the Catholic church in Stearns of better morals among school children than denominational schools. . In a public speech, attacking the
Dallas News of Sunday, September 18th, that on county, and more is being steadily acquired.
that morning, about one o'clock, it received a disEver since the church has been established in schools, Bishop Nevill, of Otago, made these charges
patch from the telegraphers of Galveston, reading, Stearns county, the one question has been with her against the schoolboys :
" We are .all pulled." These. telegraphers were em- officials how to destroy ·the public schools, and so
'' There was, alas l an amount of cruelty, an amount of
ploye~ transmitting items of intelligence to the Gal- evade the double taxation of Catholics for school . hardness and selfishness, a want of tone, a want of delicacy,
veston News. A second dispatch stated that a con- purposes. The constitution ·of the state forbids a want of gentleness, snd want of refinement, which he
stable had raided the editorial rooms of the Galves- public appropriations for sectarian purposes, and could well wish were not to be found, as it undo.ubtedly was
to be found, in a considerable preportion of the youth of our
ton News with the splendid intention of arresting all the church has1' therefore, no hope of dividing the country."
the employees found working in violation of the Sun- school funds aiiiong religious denominations. Catl;lAnd of the girls he said :
day law. When the constable arrived, the quill- olics are bound to provide parochial schools, and
"
He wished that was the worst that he could say, but,
drivers were enjoying a brief respit (so runs the they must also pay the regular state, county, and
he was told c.n authority he could not deny to be
alas!
dispatch), and the minion of the law was foiled. The town taxes, which include the item of public schools.
authoritativ and complete, that in the minds of the young
composing and press rooms were locked against in·_
They are, therefore, through their obedience to the girls of this country there was a want not only of such
truders, and the over-anxious constable, as the News church's orders to establish parochial schools, paying modesty as we desired, but a knowledge of evil aud an
styles him, could make no arrests. He declared, how- double for school purposes, as the church always allowance of evil thoughts that exhibited itself in ways the
ever, that lie would obtain a warrant the riext day. makes its slaves pay for keeping them in slavery. most disgusting.· He was not speaking of his own knQWledge, but on testimony which he could not but admit; there
The Dallas News concludes from this occurrence The fight in Stearns county has thus been on their was evidence of these things in words written, if not spoken,
"that in the enforcement of the Sunday law the Gal- part to destroy the public schools, and in this they by the girls of this rising generation. When be heard such
veston offi~ials seem to hav taken a view which has hav succeeded well. In many of the public schools things and was bound to believe them, he could not but be
escaped officials of other cities. And," it adds, "it the lessons are taught entirely in German, and in appalled at the condition into which we were drifting."
is a view which will probably lead to a quick and many more the German language is used in what the
The bishop's attack was considered of suffi.cient
effectiv judicial construction of the legality of their .J>ress c~rresponde~t terms hap-hazard confusion importance to notice," and a meeting of the school
action."
with the English. Some of the teachers do not un- authorities was called to consider it. The teachers
. We congratulate the sheriff and that brave con- derstand the English language at all, and many more of the different schools were requested to come
stable of Galveston. They hav taken the right not sufficiently well to teach it. In nearly three- forward and tell what they knew of the conduc~ of
course, and it is to be hoped they will not falter. fourths of the public schools the Catholic catechism their scholars. With no exception, they testified
When the Galveston News printed Judge Cook's is taught daily, and that during the lawful school that among the twenty thousand scholars of the
letter, it tacitly approved it by saying nothing. It hours. . Sometimes the non-Catholic pupils are dis- district implicated by the bishop there were excepfelt secure on its proud eminence.. No officer would. missed at 3 o'clock, rain or shine, while the resident tionally few bad boys, and no bad girls to speak of.
dare touch it, and why should· the News object to priest takes up the matter of instruction in church doc- Many of the teachers had been connected with religthe enforcement of the Sunday law! If everything trio. In other schools the first hour, from 9 to 10 ious schools, and they had had among their scholars
else was shut up, more people would buy the News, o'clock, is taken for this religious training. This is a greater number of rogues, proportionately, of both
for people must hav some recreation. The Taw would done in a large majority of the country public schools sexes, than the secular schools of New Zealand.
work to the glory of those that love the Lord, and of the county. Moreover, some of the schools are The evidence was conclusiv that the bishop spoke
has not the News protested many times in its con- taught entirely hy Benedictine sisters. In Lake hastily and falsely. Parents, teachers, s"hool comtroversy with Parson Briggs, of the Texas Christian Henry town there is ·now trouble over .this phase of mittees hav with one consent, says the Otago TVitness,
Advocate, that the News not only loves the Lord, the questioO:. In St. Martin it was voted at the reg- taken up arms in defense of their daughters, and
but is a Christian journal clear down to the advertis- ular school meeting this fall by a large majority to never before has such a tide of chivalrous indignation
ments, and fights Briggs alone and not his Christian- hav nine months' school, and the necessary funds were flowed through the columns of the daily press. The
ity~ So not a word had the News to say against the appropriated. It was then voted that during three "Witness adds : " It is highly satisfactory to learn on
infamous tyranny of Sunday laws; not a sentence iB months of this term the school should be conducted the testimony of half a score of head teachers and
defense of personal liberty; not a line against the as a public school, and for the remaining six months inspectors that the morality of children in the state
principle of a law placing the rights and liberties of by the sisters. At Richmond last August was held schools is all but uniformly good. Oae criticism
the community in the hands of .a few fanatics. The a German teachers' institute. This was conducted only occurs : If the teachers are right, larrikinism
News has a C4ristian constituency, ·and it might by by the county· superintendent, was attended only ought to be extinct. Is it extinct~ Oae would like
opposing the law hav lost a six-line advertisment, or by German teachers, and the exercises were con- to hear what the police hav to say on that subject.
a possible purchaser of a copy. It felt secure against ducted largely in German. In St. Cloud the One would also like to hear some explanation of the
prosecution, for its columns make and unmake poli~ .question was solved in 1875 by the Catholics interesting fact mentioned by Mr. Mahoney, and conticians. ·It felt no call to speak for liberty, for right, quietly securing through the efforts of Ex-Lieu- firmed by other teachers, that ' there was not half the
for justice, and now it is reaping its reward, and we tenant-Governor Gilman, then the representativ from difficulty in maintaining disciplin here that there was
are glad that its first reward is a picture of a jail.
that district, the passage of a bill establishing au in the Victorian schools.' DJes it lie in the differIf the press unites on this question, and fights the independent school district in the northern and ence of climate? Or is it because in Otago we hw
fanatics, Sunday laws are doomed. But for every western part of the city, populated almost wholly by longer escaped from the loose and muddling methods
squirmer who asks tbe Christians to just please let Catholics. In St. Cloud the church arranges the of denominationalism? Perhaps the latter would be
up on hixp-he is not doing much harm-and gets school holidays to suit the convenience of the priests, Inspector Goyen's opinion, for he related that in
down on his knees and admits that a Sunday law is and during the summer t~ey hav built two new para- Victoria he 'was connected with a school in which
right in itself; for every trimmer who throws a chial schools. The bishop of the diocese now pro- the Bible was read every day, and to which the
sop to the church, and begs for just the liberty he poses to reunite his independent district to the main clergyman came every week to giv religious instmcdesires; and for every theoretical supporter but district, and thus put upon the inhabitants of the tion, and .the boys there were the most troublesome
practical violator of Sunday law1:1 we hope there is a main district the funded debt he bas incurred in run· young rascals he ever had to control.' The true
constable just like the Galveston fellow, and a judge ning the public schools as parochial schools. Such, quarrel of religionists with the state system, if they
like Cook whose letter the News took such pains to says the P 1·ess r.eport, is the state of the parochial- only knew it, is not that it neglects morality, but
spread before its readers without a word of protest public school question in what is regarded as the that it excludes religion. Non-religious morality
against its infamously tyrannical tendency.
strongest Catholic county in Minnesota. The church is by no means a bad morality so far as it goes-it
has for years had almost .entirely its own way, and will keep you out of prison and help you to grow
Steat·ns County, Minnesota.
conducted matters to suit itself. By simply absorb- rich. It is thoroughly well taught in the state
The trouble between the. supporters of the public _ing the _public schools and running them at the pub- schools of New Zealand. When the Bible-in-schools
schools and the Catholics in Melrose, Minn., an lic expense as church schools, it has avoided the un- party deny that fact they simply giv themselvs bound
account of which we published last week, has led to pleasant feature of double taxation, and achieved its into the hands of their enemies. Why don't they
take courage to say as the Catholics Eay, that moralthe exposure of more Catholic rascality in the same own objects quite as effectivly.
state. A correspondent of the Minneapolis Pioneer
Roman .Catholicism has .the wisdom born of the ity of the very best state Socialist brand, however
P1·ess has looked into the relations of public schools serpent's purpose, reinforced by .centuries of experi- well taught, won't do for them-that they must hav
and Catholicism in Stearns county, and finds affairs ence. It will lie, steal, cheat, murder, or inaugurate religion? They are trying to sit upon two stools,
worse by far than in Melrose. Stearns is the strong- a war, if necessary to its own well being. The peo- which in this matter is not very different from trying
est Catholic county in Minnesota, the population ple of Minnesota hav a difficult task on hand, and it to serve God and Mammon."
Friends of secular s~hools should giv Bishop
being German, and it is also the governmental seat does not now appear as though they realized it.
Nevill
a vote of thanks for bringing out these facts,
of the Benedictine order for the Western United Though the press report these outrages, no paper
States. At~ St. Joseph is the large convent, sem- that we hav seen has a word of condemnation for and then pass a resolution of contempt for a churchinary, and· Indian school, under tbe control ·of the, t})e church or. w~ning t~ the people. . Perhaps they, man who can wickedly malign tb_o~sands ?f innocent
. school girls to satisfy a petty rehgwus sptte.
St, Benedictine sisters. In Collegeville is St. John's too, are afraid of losing an advertisment.
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Ctllers frotl( Jiritnds.
SPARTA, Mo., Sept. 1, 1887.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $4.99, which please apply on
, my subscription;. and will you be so kind as to tell me
where in the scriptures I can find heaven described by metes
and bounds, viz., the size of heaven according; to the Bible?
H. B. MAXWELL.
[In the twenty-first chapter of Revelation, beginning at_ the
tenth verse, our correspondent will find some accurate statistic~ pertaining to his future home. The city therein described
is not at present in the enjoyment of a boom.-ED. T. S.]
BRoNSToN, KY., Sept. 11, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In the intere~t of peace and fraternal feeling
I want to interfere in the controversy betwPen G. N. Hill
and Fred. Koezly. Evidently, if Hill owed Koezly $1,888,
KoPzly would not accept nne packae:e of money containing
$1,600 anrl one containing $2S7 (or $1.887) for his debt.
The trouble with KoPzly is that he wants to count the,
year complefine: the 1600 with the 2'!7, which, added to 287,
does giv 288, forgetting that he has left only 1,599 years
of his first portion of time. " If all minds are clear, we will
crave the divine blessing and be dismissed."
J. N. BRoWN.
MAniSONVILT.E, KY., SPpt. 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send $5, for which please continue
my paper till Aug. 16, 1888, and send the accompanying list
of hooks. I ha v bPen waiting to see a Cl\rtoon. of God threatening to kill all the Israelites except MosE,lS and Aaron and
raiPing up a new people from them, and MosPs scaring him
out of it by telling what the Egyptians would say about it.
I think thi~ piece of holy writ is one of the finest specimens
of God's (I mean Moses's God's) imbecility in all the Bible.
Moses was rlecidedly the more astute of the two, and the narrativ makes God recognize the f!ict. I hope Heston will giv
us the picture.
CoLEBY A. SMITH.
R'>.LTSTON SPA., N.Y., Sept. 12, E.M. 287.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $1 for Sister Elmina's
Defense Fund. I think that every lover of free thought,
speedh, press, and ml\ils should help poor Elm ina out of the
clutches of that veritable blood-sucker, Com3tock. If Elmina has been too radical in the opinion of some, let us be
charitable, and remember that perfection was never yet attained bv man, and very few women; let ii not be a repeti.
tion of Mes~rs. Com~tock, Britton, Benedict, Colgate & Co.
I think her case is like poor D M. Bennett's; her persecution is not or obscenity, but because she is an Infidel, and I
hope that we, as Infidels, will be able to rescue her from the
teeth of those land-sharks. Hoping the day is near that
ignorance, superstition, and the worship of a three-headed
Jew God will be buried in oblivion, I remain as ever,
Yours for humanity, science, and progress, WM. THoRPli:.
CARIBOU, ME., Sept, 11, 287.
MR. EDIToR: Thanking you very sincerely, indeed, for
past favors anrl indulgences upon ·me bestowed, in that you
hav already published three letters from me, the first one
being even before I was a subscriber to what I consider the
leading Freethought paper of the world, I now come before
you with the fourth one, sincerely hoping it may be given a
snug little corner somewhere among the letters from friends
of THE TRUTH SEEKER family, of whom I profess to be one.
I hav noticed anti read a great many complimentary
remarks from the various members of" our family," so I am
not going t.o be very bashful nor stingy in bestowing where
they are deserved some of my compliments. THE TRUTH
SEEKER comes every week heavily loaded with what I accept
as firRt-rate reading matter. I am as fond of it as I am of my
cup of coffee and other things to go with it. Such a corps
of able correspond~;nts, too, makes it decidedly interesting.
Its editorials, too-well, I frequently laugh til~ the tears
come while reading them. Which compliment, Mr. Editor,
you will please accept in friendship, as coming from a
radical friend who means what he says.
·
With regard to Aunt Elmina, I would like to ask in the
name of an imaginary God how much longer the Infidels of
this country hav got to stand such accursed nonsense as
that, and be subjected to such diabolical treatment ?
It makes my blood boil with indignation to think of
Anthony Comstock and his band of miserahle cohorts and
their devilish actions. His name will go down to posterity
blackened, if possible, more than that of the arch-traitor
.Benedict Arnold. I am surprised to see so many letters
using such abusiv language. But, then, I suppose the editor
cares about as much for them as I should for the bite
of a black fly as compared with the sting of a hornet. I am
a fond admirer "Of both Eugene and George-p1w nobile
frat1'um.

As I hav received various documents from various, after
a letter of mine had appeared in your paper, I wish you
would please do me the favor to print my post-office address
as well a~ my name. Please excuse the profuse use I hav
made of the personal pronoun I.
H. H. GilMAN,
Post-office address, Fort Fairfield, Me.
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Sept. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday evening, at the request of one
of my friends, who is a firm believer in the faith, I attended
a Spiritualistic meeting at the corner of Seventh avenue and
52d street, your city. It being a rainy night, the hall was
not overcrowded. There seems to be a little· orthodoxy
lingering in the Spiritualistic camp ; &t least, this is the candid opinion of one who belongs to neither of these " diverse
and unlike schools of thought."
The speaker of the evening was Nellie J. Brigham, one of
the ablest advocates of Spiritualism. The meeting opened

with music and singing, followed by &lengthy and decid~dly
orthodox prayer. After this an elderly gentleman ma!Je a
few remarks, saying that one of the subjects for next Sunday's lectures would be, " What and Where Is God?" I
fancy this would be an interesting lecture for those who are
out in the "chilling mists of unbelief." The gentleman then
said that no one knew what the subject of the evening was,
not even the speaker herself, but she would speak on whatever subject the controling spirits might suggest. The lady
speaker then commenced her lecture in a· fluent, graceful
manner. In the course of her remarks she dwelt for a mo.
menton the religion of Calvin, with its frightful doctrins of
predestination and eternal pain and its lnrid, sulphurous sermons that filled the quivering hearts of men with darkness
and despair. During this vivid description of Calvinism I
thought of the words of Ingersoll: " Of all the religions that
hav ever been founded by the egotism, the malice, the ignorance and ambition of man, Presbyterianism is the most
hideous."
Superstition, selfishness,. ignorance, and pride are prisons
where man's spiritual nature· is dwarfed, perverted, or destroyed. These prisons cannot be entirely obliterated, but
under the brilliant light of Spiritualism, it was claimed, the
walls can be extended or enlarged.
tn conclusion, several. poems were recited upon subjects
given then and there by some one in the audience. Some of
the poetry was very beautiful and expressiv. The audience
then arose and solemnly sang, "There s a Christians' home
in glory," after which a benediction was pronounced and the
meeting ended.
E. B. FoLsoM. ·
HoLDEN, Mo., Sept. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Recently the Christian church held its annual ·lf'ctureship at Warrensburg, in this county. One of
their ablest preacher, EJder Coke, of Nevada, Mo., lectured
to that large concourse of preachers and -laymen en the
'• Divinity of Christ." In the- course of his lecture he said:
''The old delusion that Christ was born of a virgin is too
absurd for any preacher to preach, or anybody to believe."
Score one for the Christians, or Campbellites, for they are
coming into the penumbra of reason ahead of all the
churches, while the Presbvterian is bringirg up the rear
with its load of stereotyp~;d Puritan dogmas, with the Bap.
tists only a neck in their lead. Lately the latter church, or
the women or sisters of it, held a meeting in this town to
raise money for foreign missions; it appears that one devout
sister slipped into the cloak room and stole the money that
had been left in those garments by nearly all the sisters
present. They spotted the sister, and had a row in tbe
church. Moral: Pagans, who are not so prone to steal, would
better teach the Christians.
I think the Sltn ker affair is noticed and approbated too
much by a few Liberals. I am in favor of letting the old
woman down easy, but she is not in the lbt of martyrs.
Keep THE TRUTH SEEKER before the public. I hav no
Anarchist nor ~ocialistic leanings, but most of your articles,
as well as those of a majority of your contributors, are so
good that I can't do without the paper. 1 subscribe for
several Liberal periodicals. I read and distribute to friends.
We hav no means of getting rid of superstition equal t1•
education, and the best means of educating the people on
the subject of religion is to put choice reading matter into
their hands. We must not be afraid nor ashamed to show
the advantages of reason over ignnrimce-of Secular thOUJl;ht
over revt'aled, falsehoods-.,.of right over wrong. The Lib.
C. L. CARTER, M.D.
erals of Holden are on top.
C!IJLLIOOTHE, Mo., Sept. 13, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: While I delight to style myself a Freethinker,
I must dissent from some of the views expressed by Mr. J.
H. Wood, in his communication printed it THE TRUTH
i::lEEKim of September 3d. In substance, h~ denies that the
Constitution, framed by the fathers, preserved the preciom
fruits of freedom and self-government, and affirms that tht'
·American people hav, in fact, notwitstanding the tine the.
ories of the Declaration of Independence, always been slaves;
first the people of the colonies were the &laves of Great
Britain ; that during the war of the Revolution they were
slaves of the colonial government; and that since their inde.
pendence from England was achieved, they hav been slaves
of the government of the United States.
In support of these startling assertions the writer only
adduces these facts: that negro slavery existed in the colo.
nies, as it did in some of the states, till abolished by the
civil war; and that the Alflerican people are taxed to sup·
port their local, state, and national government.
Now, sir, I hav always believed with Charles Botta, the
Italian historian, that the colonies enjoyed more freedom
than any other people on earth, despite the restrictions England impo~ed to prevent them frop1 building up manufactures. I hav grown up to believe that the Declaration, in
which Jefferson formulated the principles laid down in the
pamphlets of Thomas Paine, and the Constitution, framed by
the fathers, taken together, are about the best framework on
which to construct a really free government, "of the people,
by the people, and for the people," that this earth has ever
seen.
It is true slavery was permitted to exist for a time, though
Jefferson abhorred it alfd predicted its extinction. He sowed
the seed of liberty when he declared all men to be created
free and equal in the_r inalienable rights to life, liberty, and.
the pursuit of happiness. These great ideas germinated and
grew until they brought about the death of negro slavery.
With all its imperfections, the government, fr&med by the
fathers, has, in my humble opinion, conferred more true
happiness upon the masses than any other which has. ever
existed. Nowhere else has the poor man enjoyed so fair a
chance to better his condition as in the land of Washington

and Franklin, where ibe humblPst-born workers and toilers
hav risen to be senators and presidents of thP people.
· That the people hav bPen mi~governed at times is doubtless true. In the great cities, where great ignorance aud vice
are found, there has been great corruption. But, after all, the
people, armed with the ballot, are the source of power, and
the remedy for all evils lies in their hand~. when, through
proper education,. they know how to rightly use it.
I cannot conceive bow organized society can exist without
a government of liberty regulated by law, nm· how any
government can be supported except by taxation of the
·
JAMliS GRA.HAJ\f.
people.
CoNOORD, N. C., Sept. 13, 1887..
MR. EDITOR: I think it a duty we owe to our fellow-man
and to society to report and expose every act of the preachers
of the_several sects or creeds when tltey go astray or fall from
grace. This would be fi~hting the devil with his own fire,
and would make an interesting ·book, amusing ami instruetiv.
Let some poor mortal, man or .woman, be so unfortunate as
to make a wrong step, who bounces them more quickly than
the man of God-unless be or she has plenty of moneywho thinks he holds the check-reins of heaven. and can forgiv sins, and bring down curses on those whom he does
not like? A few years since (1880), Saint James's Evangelical Lutheran church, of this town, calleri to the pasturage
of 8aid church Rev. S. T. Hallman. Mr. Hallman had a
wife, and one son of the dude make-up. Rev. Mr. Hallman
preached, and visited among his lll'arers, among whom
were a widow and two daughters; in his devotion to the
widow and the orphan he visited them every d~y. The
tongues of his members and membPrs of other churches
became loose and caused a lively breeze in town, •uch a
breeze as common sense, reiison, und decency demand~;d to
cause a reaction for the public good and the goorl of society.
Rev. Mr. Hallman became angry, but continued to preach
and continued his daily visits to the widow's house and her
daughters. On the 9th day of June, 1882, it plea~ed God to
remove by death from time to eternity Mrs. Hallman .. In
less than three days Rev. S .T. Hallman took to his hom~
the widow and lier two daughters. This was caring for the
widow and tbe orphans and at the same time belpin~ to
soothe sorrow and heal a broken heart. This act of kindness, of .love, cau$ed many of the Christian !at lies of the town
to shake their heads ominously ~hen the subject was mentioned, as if there were something in this act of love not warranted by church doctrin, and public sentiment. raised her
still voice very lour! against such an action, as being in- indecent haste. Rev. S. T. ·Hallman and the wirlow's daue:hter
married, and in a few weeks after ml)ved to South Carolina
and he continues to warn sinners that they are on the broad
road to hell.
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
WASHINGTON, D. c., SPpt. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In an editorial or associate edit.orlal of the
lOth inst., under the cap•.ion of " Thev are all Good Sectarians," you say: "Mr. Maj11ris a Canadian, and formerly adhered to the sect known as Roman Cathl)lic" I write to
forestall the haughty but incoriseq•wnt claim Frtther L'Lmbert
et id omne penus will most likely fling· at you; that " the
Catholic,church is the church; all the other.chtirches are
but sects from the living body of the same, and therefore, in
rhe order of things, must die, a~ limbs lopped from a living
tree.... A figure "sadly lacking in logic." as Lotmbert says
Lacy's answer to him is, for, in the order of things, trees
may die too. N.B.-Tbe Catholic church is not as old as
gome of the Eueolypt~ts _qlo!JulWI trees now standing in
, A.ustralia, or some of the Bfquoia gigarttea trees still standing
in Nevada, etc. The sophistry of their claim is in the use of
''sect" by synecdoche for ex-sect, as proven by their claim
that the Phocian churches. Greek and Russian, are not
"sects" because they hav still "the !tpl)stolic succeAsion,"
which the Protestant churches hav not, but they dub the
Phocian "schisms." Now all may not know that sect and
>Chism are both derived from tlie same Latin verb, meaning
"to cut." To illustrate by a parallel from "the shop," \Ye
(surgeons) ex3ect a limb or an excrescence when we separate
it from the living or dead body ; but when we cut off the
bones or parts of bones constituting an elbow, say, we call it
a resci!Jion or re8eetion. The " apostolic succPssion" of the
nerves and blood vessels which are Dl)t cnt sustains the life
of; the forearm. To return to " the sects," viz., the potrts
cut off-query, if one part of a body be cut off from another part of the same,·which is the sect or aectum? Necessarily tLe smaller part. If so, then your townsman, my
revered teacher and friend, Dr. T. Gaill>trd Thoina.s (who
talks like an angel and writes like Olrl N<>ll, to transpose
Garrick's antemortum obituary of Dr. O.iver Gl)ld~mith at a
time when it was "the fad" of those choice spirits of "the
Augustine age of Literature" under Q·Ieen E•iz-1beth'o rei"n
to epitaph each other. The one above paraphrased was, ln
effect:
Alas! here lie the remains of poor N r>ll,
Who wrote like an angel, arid talt!.ed like "poor Poll I'')

-1 was saying, a year or so ago Dr. Gaillard Thomas, of
your city, exsected a lady of seventy-five pounds weight
from an ovarian tumor weighing one hundred pounds.
Corollary: The woman, being the sect, ought, in Catholic
logic, to hav had the good grace to shuffle off the mortal coil
post haste after shuffling off the immortal tumor.
In re Frederick Koezly 'VB. " Buston's great mathematical
genius, G. N. Hill," I would modestly obsPrve that 1,600
years subtracted from 1,887 years leave 237 years. D.,es
Professor Hill call the present century the eighteenth
century or the nineteenth century? If the" former, then
" argal," the year 150 was in the first century, and by corollary the year 50 was in tile century below zero. If s-o-x
don't spell socks, what do it Fpell ?
_
In re "mottoes·for Freethinkers," if you havn't struck off
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. in. eard-form, "Damn others as you'd wish to be damned
yoursHlf"-one that struck me ~qn~~:re on the pineal p;land,
as old Homer would hav phrased it, as per your issue of the
last week ultimo or first week instant-pray supply the missing link without procrastination. I was caught without it
at the point of death from acute rheumatism of the heart
some months ago t6 hurl at the head of a female rich relativ
who was demonstrating to me that " God, who had been a
God of love to" me "in life would," I would find, '·'be in
. death a God of justice." Pardon my brevity and prey for
me-upon the marrow of missionaries.
Yours in mild-mannered sympathy,
G.a:o, S. KING, M.D.

THoMPSONTOWN, PA., Sept. 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: P'ease find inclosed $2. and send me one of
Mr. C. Eckhard's Nine Demands for $1, and as many of Mr.
L. R. Smith's "Personal Existence After Death Improbable"
as you ~~:iv for the other $1. There are ·about seventy-five
thousand men employed, at high salaries,· for the p!lrpose of
hammering into the minds of humanity the fact of a personal
state of existence after this life, etc., having for their princL
pal foundation a boolt called the Bible, which, however,
absolutely disproves this fact. For the trifling sum of ten
cents anyone can obtain Mr. L. R. Smith's book, which so
ably shows up the other side of this question-namely,
"Personal Existence After Death-Improbable," and proves
this fact, not only by sound reasoning, but by the very Bible
itself. There are many clever Liberals seemingly free from
the old dogma, yet who are loth to relinqtJish .the 'Claim of
"personal existence after death." Even after the acceptance
of the "ordinary law of evidence and good sense," a continued life (though quite uncertain of that be~ng a pleasant
one) is universally desired and expected. :j:Me I yes,_ life,
though every !llOment of it be miserable, is tel)aciously clung
to. Everything proving itself. a burden is not worth possessing. How sweet is rest after toil ! and the less conscious..
ness the sweeter the rest!
JAY F. HALDEMAN.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 2J, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Of what value, in your opinion, are statistics
as to the rl'lativ prosperity of a nation under free trade and
under protection? .If Professor Denslow could show that
this country is a gainer, financially, by the protectiv tariff,
that .would not prove that any officer of the Ia w or anybody
else has a right to open your trunk and to ov:erhaul and tax
its contents when there is no reason for suppo~ing tha,t it contains anything for which you hav not paid to the previous
owner a satisfactory sum of your own money. If the prosperity of a nation rests on that kind of brigandage, then let
the nation go to the devil.
A community of thieves is more prosperous, of course,
when certain of their number are allowed to put their hands
ill your pocket and take a percentage of its contents, but that
does not, to my mind, make it altogether clear that the tax
iB just. A highwayman sees his best times when he is permitted to levy toll on passengers rather than when he is not
protected in that industry ; nevertheless there is a popular
objection against highwaymen. This objection arises, however, from the fact that the highwayman is a :Private individual instl'ad of a government official. Otherwise the objt>ction would vanish at once before the arguments and statistics
of Professor J:)enslow. Nothing, it seems to me, could so
contribute to the prosperity of a nation as to grab everything;
for if a government has a right to tax an import one per
cent it has a right to tax it one hundred per qent, or _to .confiscate it, or to exclude it altogether, and to hang the importer as a pirate. It is a difference in de~ree merely, and.
if the financial prosperity of the nation, to any extent, depends on hanging a few persons every day, string them up!
Such is the logic of protection. The state of New Jersey is
about one hundred dollars more prosperous since it fined a
man for "blasphemy;" therefore the prosperity of New
Jersey depends upon the fining of blasphemers, as the
growth of a pla"ut depends upon sunlight. This is a power. ful argument, truly.
Of course the exclusion of foreign goods from our ports
has a depressing effect upon foreign industry. But breathes
there a man with soul so dead he ever to himself hath said,
"The world is my country ?" If such there be, he is not a
protectionist.
It is my belief that it does not contribute to the wealth of
a country to exclude from it anything that is valuable. We
grow rich by what we acquire from others instead of by
what others acquire from us. A country gains in material
substance from what is put into it, namely, imports, rather
than from what is tal(en out of it, namely, exports. The
importer carries away with. him nothing but money, and we
should not begrudge him that when we hav his goods, to
purchase which is ·the only office that money is capable of
discharging. It is less strengthening to a man to exhaust
his own resources by rejecting food .than to husband them
by eating. To exclude goods is to reject food. To eat is to
import. I hold, then, that the importer is a nation's benefactor, since he adds to its material substance, while the exporter is the opposit, since he lessens tha_t substance. Hence
the importer should be encouraged. Why not giv him a
premium on his imports? And why not discourage the exporter by all means possible? It looks to me as though the
present system is an inversion of the right one. I cannot help
adding that the tariff, so far as it professes to protect American industry, is, in certain instances, a palpable humbug.
For example, an American living in London has his portrait
painted by a distinguished artist. Shortly thereafter he
dies. His friends at home desire the picture, but must
smuggle it ashore or pay a duty on it. Who is thereby pro. tected? A while ago a showman imported a young hippopotamus, and puid a thousand dollars duty on him. Was
this designed to protect the American hippopotamus indus-
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try, and has that inqustry thrived or languished more or I
less since that time? The tariff hacks should be shrewd
enough to abolish these more obvious humbup: excrescences on their system, and even then, though people might
not Fee it so clearly, the system would be none the Jess a
humbug..
·
FREE TRADEB.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 19,1887.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Hill writes: "Ae betting or any other
form of gambling is against my principles, I will consequently accept the f'ffer,'' etc. Where· the consequence
comes in I <'annot see, but as long as he accepts my· offer I
wi'l not stickle or be too particular about his meaning, and
hereby dPposit with you, Mr. Edi~or, $25, in the hnpe that
Mr.Hill will do the Pame. as he accepts thP. offer, and leave the
decision- to the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The question
in diPpnte to decide is: " If a calPndar is started from ·and
with the first day of January, 1600, what is the number of
. the year to count now?" Now, as soon as Mr. Hill has deposited his $25, then, Mr. Editor, please giv to your readers
and to the public in p:eneral your answer or decision to the
a_bove question. Mr. Hill's article of Sept. 1, "287."
shows that he is so confuPed that he does not know what he
writ.es, much less what he reads, and, of course, does not
know and could· not tell and giv the reason why" at the beginning of every century leap year is omitt.ed, except every
fourth century, 1600, 2000, etc., being leap years, and the
intervening three centuries exempt from the common rule."
That Mr. Hill· should want to prop up and prove by this
qnotation that his figuring is correct shows his unfitness for
calendar making. Mr. Hill is the only peTson I ever heard
from that claims the year 1600 for the seventeenth century;
also that bt>gins a century's first ye_ar to count with 0, the
second year 1, third year 2, and so on till he has a hundred
years with. the figures 99. What a great mathematical
genius this "sensible young man " of Boston is !
I do not and will not iempt anyone to gamble. I am also
not a gambler. But betting as a punishment for years of
long, wilful, stubborn indocility is about the last means
to end a long controversy. This is not a gambling bet if thP
winner does not pocket the profit, but givs it for a good
cause.
In hope of speedy decision, without fear or favor, I
remain,
Yours,
F11EDK. KoEZLY.
[lt will be seen by the foregoing that the controversy over
the E. S. Calendar between Me!!Brs. I):oezly, of this city, and
Hill, of Boston, has waxed very warm. The. proposition
now is, made by Mr. Koezly in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
September 10rh, that both gentlemen shall place $25 in thl'
hands of the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, who shall" decidt>
the question. If Mr. Hill wins, he can hav the $25 to pocket
or giv to the Investigator if he chooses, as he formerly proposed. If Mr. Koezly wins, Mr. Hill's money is. to go to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Hill, in our issue of September
17th, accepts the proposition to leave it to the Editor of THE
TRUTH SXEKER, but says notbing about putting up cash, as
he is opposed to betting. As the proposition now stands, it
might look like a bribe to the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
but, of course, }'lr. Hill knows that individual to be .above
sordid considerations ! Besides, this matter is not a bet or
wager, but a. short and easy method of dispensing charity.
We are waiting to hear from Mr. Hill, to the erid that the
Investigator may place another share of Paine Hall stock in
its safe, or THR TRUTH SEEKER hav a few dollars to help pay
rent in this long but narrow and wicked city.-T. S.]
LEXINGToN, KY., Sept. 8, 1887.
M&. EDITOR: The churcbes here are beginning vigorously
to prop up their waning cause. They feel that not a moment
is to be lost. What would they effect at this juncture with.
out evangelists, mu@ic, and other sensational methods of
bringing the people together, like any other theater? Btll
the holiest clergymen bring about no reforms, unless their
heads are heaped up high in benevolent form, like that
of Bennett or Wilberforce, and then they leave their pulpits.
and bring all their influence for goorl to a focus in somt'
common-sense way. "Fret not because of evil-doers," thP
salary business will finish them. The richest churches in
this region refuse to pay the preacher's wages.
I noticed in the life of Luther, from the Germa_n, that
to be popular with the rich he was obliged to denounce the
peasantry, classing them with brutes, and his treatment
of them was heartless and cruel. George 0. Barnes, the
noted revivalist, is lecturing to us nightly. He has made
only one sensible remark that I know of, and that is that God
does not send affiictions as a means of grace, being thus
in some sense the author of evil. From this I infer that he
is one of Job's comforters. But, Io! thd devil comes to the
rescue, with hoof and horns. "He is willing_ to bear the
blame of the world's ruin, so he can be master," and as he is
generally considered chief cook and bottle-washer in human
affairs, God bad better take a back seat. Job was to blame
himself. Barnes's sermon last night was a wild jumble
of false theology and budding Infidelity. He affirmed that
Cain took a wife from a race already existing upon the
earth-a match without sympathy, I should say. He forgot
the chasms between races nnd creations, for Nature must
prepare her physiological atoms for a fresh and more vigorous
effort. A friend just told me that "by my neglect of
religion I incurred a great risk." See how fear pays the
clergyman's board. "The fear of hell's the hangman's whip,
but when you feel your honor grip," that is an important
matter, and worthy of att~ntion.
Clergymen often remark that Epictetus, Cleanthes, and
Seneca could never guid" us to heaven. They ought rather
to be ashamed that nothing but fanaticism can arouse the
human mind from its stupid condition of indifference to
something which partake!! of the elements of higher thought
and fetJling.
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With regard to the Constitntion, it seemq that Alexanrler
Hamilton was the first who sug-gested the idea, and from the
life of Patrick HPnry and other prominent men of that period we learn how wise men pondered hours and dayq, as did
the people also, over that mighty subjPct. I do not think
clerical minds helped to frame that instrument. If they did,
will some -wiseacre come out and produce the necessary
information?
Speaking of fanaticism, great minds are alwavs calm.
Witness. the massiv courage of Socrates, Henry Clav, and
Lincoln. This is anything but a nation of Stoics. It Is a
nation halting between two opinions, whetl!er t'l deteriorate
or become strong and excel. The ethereal god Hermes was
rPpresented in sculpture m!lqqiv and strong- a9 Hercules.
Materialism, in France and other nations, is a first stage in a
constitution destined to be highly refined. In France, the·
constant use of wine as a beverage, instead of water, hinders
the severity of morals.
Nations will continue to sink until their virtuPs become
heroic and they are able to govern themPelvs. W omPn rise
higher in the scale of morality every century; shall not men
make a determined effort, also, to arrest the dPcline of the
present race of human beings? Are sP)f.indulgP.nce and
power twin stars? What redeemed India from moral oblivion but the purity of the priests of Brahma? There are
priests among the despised Catholics who are holy and. pure.
" He trusts me," " She has full confidence in me," is sufficient to hinder a person from doing wrong. The man hankering after luxuries and l'Xcesses is in no Pense reliable. If
any pas8ion has full dominion over him, though noble in his
nature, beware of him. His weaknePs is a sea which threatens to overwhelm all his virtues. S>lirl Emerson, "Nothing
is at last sacred but the intPp:rity of your own minci." The
man who betrays himself will "forsake his country iu her
hour of nl'ed. The hand of indu~try saves us from want;
but the honest defender of FreetQnu~ht holds the universe
between his palms, and the gods own him for their superior.
ALHAZA.
TALENT, OR., Sept. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It is with great pleasure that I read THR
TRUTH SssKRR and see its pictorial illustrations. I realize
that it is hastening "the good time coming." S. P. Putnam
g;ave ten lectures in this nPip:hborhoorl, but each of them was
like a shining meteor, dazzling for a moment, only to disappl'ar. There is no effort for the formation of a Secular
LPague, although there liv in Ashland alone one hundred
persons who hav announced themselvs aR Freethinkers,
and I believe that there are double that number in Jackson
county. But there needs some objPct more than the Nine
(abstract) Dl'mands to excite intPrest in the public at large.
The great mass know but little, and care less, about untaxed
churches, but they know enonp:h of underpaid labor and of
starvation for lack of remunerativ work.
Now, as the Secular League Congress which is advertised
to meet at Chicap:o next month will be composed of some of
the most advanced minds of the age, permit me to sug-gest
an enlarp:ement of their Pphere of action so as to include the
inalienable rights of all the people, irrespectiv of race or sex.
It does mean this. bnt it does not directly express the strongest points for immediate action.
The Secu.ar League has not one word for the eqnal rights
of women, who form the biggest and best portion of the
people. It has not one word in behalf of the equal rip:hts of
the race from which we hav derived our country, our Indian
corn, and two (Jefferson and Randolf) of the sig;ners of ti:Le
D('claration of American Independence; the race which has
suffered martyrdom for generations because it repels the
superstitions and perversions of a (so-called) Christian civilization of which the followinp: is only one among scores of
similar proofs.· LindRlay Applegate pioneel't"d the emigrants
upon a new route two thousand miles to OrPp:on in l826.
He was the first agent and interpreter for the Klamath and
Modoc Indians, and after years uf uniform success, during
which eight hundred acres of land was improved, and when
he was di@charged on account of being a Freethinker thl're
was upon the reserve, officially reported, twenty-five hundred bushels of grain, with an abundance of roots and vegetables, all of which was raised by the Indians, who were
not only able but ambitions for self-sustainment. Methodist
missionaries succeeded Lindslay Applegate with annual contracts like the following, which I cut from a recent paper:
811.ys ·the Klamath county Star: ThA cont.rllct to furni•b beef,
flour, wheat, oats, ~tnd barley for the K'~tm>tth Indi>tn rP••rvation
in thiR cnnnty b11.• h 'en award~d to tht1 fnllow•na: n~tmed parties :
John F. Mtller, 68 "M p<>unds of beef B'· ~6 93 por 100 pon11rl<: G. W.
Rmitb, flonr, 68 OOJ pounds at f2 60 pBr 100 prmnd•; Geo. T.
Baldwin, 10 000 pounds of oats ar. $1 95 per 100 pnn11d•; 0. A.
~~~Rrns, 1.200 pound• of whPI\t at $2.2.3 p .,. 100 pounds; Fvhx Kahn,
~MOO pounds of barley at $2 25 per 100 ,.onnds.
Is not this a proof of imposition alike upon the Indians
and upon the taxpayers? And is it not of. more importance
to stop it thl).n to get any of the Nine Demands? Yes, because every citizen who does not vote against it givs his
sanction to the wrong.
All the rights which are dear to humanity are denied to
these Indians. Three of them hav lately been shot merely
because they protested against frauds. Quite a number of
them came to Ashland to invoke the aid of their old friend
Applegate. But Le had no official authority. So the same
~pirit which prompted the exclamation, '· Giv ns liberty or
giv us death," prompted them to a~sume an attitude of selfdeft>nse which so frightened the agent that he also came to
Lindslay Applegatl', whose advice b.-in~ ta~en, peace l?r. the
present is preserved. It was the snbMututwn of a rehp:10us
teacher, together with orllcial neglect of the snb•criht>r's
report, that caused tlle Modoo war and its cost of $3,000.000
anrl the slaughter of Gt:neral Canby anrl two hundred others.
I therefore respeclfully ask that the Secular L<'agne Congress will demand the abolishment of the p~esent ~pt~m of
Iudian management; also of the Iawll by winch D. M. Bennett, Dr. Foote, Mr~. 81Pnker, und otlwrs bav been prosecuted.
Respectfully,
JoHN l3REB01'f,
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Correspondence.

BUFFALo, Sept. 16, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WixON : I missed the Chil.
Btlit«J, by :Mms SUSAN H. WIXOI!l, Fall dren's Corner very much, and was very scrry
learn the cause. We liv between two
lli'D6r, Mass., to uilUYm all Oomm'lllll4cationa for to
tracks. A great many are killed on the railt ~ 00'r'IU1r should be smt.
road track. I go across the track every
night with milk, my rna watching me till I
p;et home. My -pa cuts up THE TRUTH
"Between the dark and the daylight,
SEEKER, takes the best pieces, and givs me the
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
Children's Corner. I hav two books pasted
That is known as the Ohildren's.Hour."
through.
Your little friend,
IDA A. BALLOU.

A. Petition.
0 Mother Earth ! Dear Mother Eart.h !
Giv me your blo8soms, white· and red,
Tow· ave a gar]alld for m:v head;
Giv me Your yellow dAffodils,
The blooms which whiten all your hills,
The small sweet Mas flowers 'neath your trees.
The pale anemones.
0 Mother Earth ! Dear Mother Earth !
Giv me the manY t,.ngled vines
Which creep amon~ Your fralirant pines,
Those dark, mysterious !~aves in vain
Shr•likin~t to bide their bloody stain :
The pale blue violets and the whiteYour heart's delight.
0 Mother Earth ! Dear Mflthe,. Earth !
Giv me the key to those sweet tunes
Your breezes plav : the ancient runes
Your tall pines sing b monotone,
The meanin.r of the ocean's mflanThat the sweet spirit of harmony
May dwell with mP.
PANSY.

Childrt>D.
Come to me, 0 ye children ;
For I bear you at your play,
And the questions that Perplex me
Hav vanisheil quite away.
Yfl open the eastern windows,
That look toward the sun,
· Where thought.s are smging swallows,
And the brooks of mornin~~r run.
IIi your hearts are birds and snnebine,
In your t.honehts the brooklets flow,
Bat in mine is the wind of autumn,
And the first fall of the snow.
Ah ! what would the world be to us,
If the ohtldren WAre no more?
We should dread the desert behind us
Worse than the dark before.
What the leaves are to the forest,
.W1tb light and air for fo'ld,
Ere their sweet aod tPnder Juices
Hav been hardened into wood,
That to the world are children ;
'J:hrongh them •t feels the glow
Of a brighter and snnni~r clime,
That reaches the trunks below.
·Come to me, 0 ye children,
And whisper in mY ear,
What the birds and the winds are singing
In your sunny atmosphere.
For what are all our contrivings,
And the wisdom of our books,
When oompar!'d with your caresses
And the ~rla.dness of your looks 1
Ye are better than all the ballads
That ever were sung or said;
For ye are living poems,
And all the rest are dead.
-Lonofellow •.

Prize Essays.
MISs SusAN H. WixoN : I would be pleased
if you will assist me in formulating a plan.
that will encourage and stimulate the young
people of your " Corner" to a better understanding of the principles of Freethought.
I believe it to be a duty we each owe a
common good, that we endeavor to instill in
their young minds the p;lorious truths ot
universal mental liberty, that the seeds now
sown may bud and blossom in the sweet sun.
light of a new and freer life. To encourage
them to this end I wiU, with your approval,
offer.a few small prizes, of say, first prize,. $3;
second, $2; third, $1, in cash or books as
winner may desire, open to all boys and girls
under 16 years of age, for the best paper on
" Why I am a LiberaL"
I will trust to the honesty of our young
Liberal friends to receive no material assistance from their older brothers and sisters or
parents, but wish it to be the result of their
own efforts, observations, and ideas.
If successful, I will offer small prizes frequently on different subjects. I trust you
will make all the necessary arrangements
governing contest, appointing of judges, etc.,
and hope to hPar from you if you hav any
suggestions to offer.
Yours very truly,
B. H. MARLETT.
[The above offer from a friend of the Chil·
dren's Corner is an.excellent one. Now, dear
children, please show your apprecia ion of
Mr.]darlett's kindness by sending in the very
best essay on the subject named-" Why I am
a Liberal." Time, two months from present
date of TRUTH SEEKER. Send all essays to
the editor of the Corner, at Fall River, Mass.,
where they will be forwarded to Mr. Marlett
for his inspection and decision if he desires.
All essays will be printed whether receiving
prizes or not.-ED. C. C.)

OAK MILLS, KAN., Sept. 19, 1887.
DEAR MISS WIXON: Ail it has been a long
time since I bothered you with a letter, I will
bother you once more, if you hav no objection. I still read the grand old T!!UTH
SEEKER, IUi.d gladly pronounce it one of the
ablest and best journals published anywhere
I find by reading the last number of THE
TRUTH SEEKER that your dearly beloved
mother has lately died. The Children's Corner, always so bright and lively, was a few
days ago dimmed by the sad headline, " Bereaved by Death." I glanl'ed over the note
and sooL found out the sad tale. You hav
my heartfelt sympathy.
Yours truly,
G. J. REMSBURG.

Pains

PtYPUllltlon.

A.itchi, Japan ................................ 1 8~2 050
Bangkok, Sin.m .........•..••........••...... 5 o.uoo
.Brooklyn, N.Y............................... 771.ouo
Bt<rliu, Prng•ia. .......•••....•............... 1.122 illlO
fla.lcutta, lndta................... .• • . . . . . . . . . 766 000
0 Lut.on, Chma ....•.......................... 1 500.01l0
lJb&nguboofoo, Cnina ....................... 1.0 0 000
Cbicag,., IlL................................. 715 OllO
Oflnstan tinnple, Turkey .... ,................ 7 0 000
Foo-cboo, Cliiua.............................. 6··o 000
Gla.•gow, Scotland ............. :............. 514 048
H•n~~r-Chow-fee, vhina. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60·• 00 •
Hang-tcheon, IJhina......................... 8 o.r•o I
Homkau. China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 oon
Kmg-te-chin.ng, China...................... 500.000
Liverpool, Eu~t a.ud......................... t7:l 000
L·mdon, England ........................... 3,9 8.819
Madrid, r:!pam.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 00 900
Mo•onw, J.tn•siJt........ •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 611,974
New York, N. Y .............................. 1400,000
Ptl.ri• 1 Fran• !l ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 269 02~
Pekalm•~t~n, J <LV&........................ . . . 50:;.~04
Pekin, Onina................................. 1:!00 000
Pntl delphia, Pa ...............•..... :. . . . . . 850 000
St Peter•hurg, Uuss1a........... ... . . . . . . . . 766 964
s~rtam'l.. J IIP!l.n '............................ 9"1! 717
Stan, On10a .................................. 1 000 oon
Sr.. Lonig, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500.000
Tat·•een-lo•·, Ouiua......................... I 00 00
l'ien-tsl!l, Oullla........ ... . •. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 9 • 000
Tokio. J "p"n ..................... :. . . . . . . . . . . 9~7.8,7
T•~hantullil.n·fu, Chma ..................... 1,0 0 000
T•cbmgtu-fu, Ohm a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 .000
Vienna. An• tria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71!6 05
Woo-ehang, Ouwa............................ 800 000

NORTH SYDNEY, CAPE BRETON,}
Sept. 18. 1887.
DE.t.R Miss WIXON: Ail I saw in THE TRUTH
SEEKER so many Iette~s from boys an~ girls,
I thought I would wnte one too.
My father has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
for many years, and I like it very much. I
JC.E':DUCJED TO 81.00.
hav four sisters and one brother. I go to
school every day. I am eight years old. I
THE STORY HOUR.
study geography, grammar, history, reading,
spelling, and arithmetic.
A Book for Children and Youtl!.
We keep a general store, and carry on milBY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
linery and dressmaking.
Cape Breton is noted for its coal and fish.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
We are two miles from North Sydney mine,
which is noted for its good coal. About five
BOOKS }'OU CHILDREN.
hundred large ocean steamers through the
summer sail into this port for CPa!, coming A·~ples of Gold.
A Story-Book for
from Norway, Germany, "nd all parts of
the Youn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excel.
Europe.
Your Freethj.nker friend,
lent work for young ma.sten and misses, baa
MAlJD L. MAFFATT;
passed through a vet'l' large edition, and a
OTTUMWA, IA.., Sept. 17, 287.
DEAR GmLS AND Bovs: With Miss Wixon's
permission I will address you through the
Children's Corner. Owing to the many duties
I must perform I cannot address you as fre.
quently as 1 should like, but now, since I
learned of our beloved teacher's bereavement,
I feel that I must lay aside all other duties,
and extend words of sympathy to all.
Little ones, this letter may seem sad to you,
but so it must be. My heart bleeds for our
noble friend whose life .has so often been
darkened by the clouds of misfortune.
Ail the gi~antic steamer, freighted with
human lives, JS borne across the briny ocean,
now gently rocked by murmuring winds that
guide her aright on the almost boundless
waters, or again hurled hither and thither
with terrific force, as if nature were determined to bring destruction to her offspring,
and blast the aspirations of thousands of
beings-just so is it with our lives.
Ail we bound over the great ocean of life,
how varied the winds which guide us on and
on I Often there are breathed into our existence the balmy breezes of hope and joy,
when the sky about us is bright and cheerful, when all nature seems to conspire to
bring happiness to the wanderer, and guide
him safely throughout life's voyage ; it may
seem so for awhile,. but softly-silently at
first-springs o. gale ftom some unlooked for
region, and all at once our aspirations are
vanished as if in a dream; all that seemed
bright a short time before is obscured by
wind and cloud, and discouragements press
thick and fast upon us.
..
Often hav I myself encountered these adverse winds, and doubtless it is, therefore, I
so truly sympathize with the· oppressed and
unfortunate.
.
Sympathy is the brightest blossom which
grows in the heart of mankind ; therefore,
boys and girls, endeavor to carefully cultivate
it, that you may always be ready to brighten
the pathway of those who hav been less fortunate in the pursuits of life, or who hav
clasped .the icy hand of loved ones whom.
Death has borne a way.
Now, little friends, let us unite in extending to this afflicted family-one of whom is
especially dear to us-our heartfelt sympathy.
To our beloved teacher we say, May the
sun of hope ever shed upon you its brightest
rays, and may the seeds of justice and, love,
which you hav helped to implant in our
minds, blossom into noble manhood and
womanhood.
· KATIE K&HM.
[We thank our friend 'Katie for the above
kind ·and sympathetic letter. The tender
sympathy that comes from many hearts helps
us to liv through this darkest, saddest liour
of life's cloudy day. · Dear friends, we thank
you, one and all.-En.
C.]
'

second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition had a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

Two

Little Red Mittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie.Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

T':le Youth's _Libt"ral

~uide.

· By

Prof. H . .M. KottingertA.M. Pnce; $1.00. This
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
p_rinciples of Freethonght, at the same timf
that it inculcates moral duties and huma.t.
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTh
SEEKER.
.

B\ble Inquirer. A Key to Bible In·

vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositione,
with numerous references and citatiOns, that
&re contradicted in terms by the same number
of '>ther vropositions in tht> "''""e hook. Priaf
IIIC!q"h

upon the. Author-Hero of the Amer·
ioan Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
the.ir refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New. York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETiiER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A FalYricated Account of a Beene at t'M Death.

bed of 1'lwma8 Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observm· relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

78pp.

Price 15 cents.

THE TRUTH HEEKER 00.

AddreRS

lfottoes for Frfl'fthinlu~rs.
We ha.v received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which wt~ offer for sale. These mottoes. are
intended to ta.ke the place of the " God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so.
many houses. They a1-e printed on heavy card·
board, 9 inches by 221-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
·leadings:
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.
FREE THOUGHT

WILL

GIV US T.8UTH.

.........................................................
BUl'ERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.
.................................................
......
:............. ........................................
~

~

REASON IS A BETTE.8 GUIDE THAN FEAR.

............................................................
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE

IS MY

CATHEDRAL.

·····················································

..

UNIVE.8SAL MENTAL

LIBERTY•

·····················································
:····················································
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW•
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HEllE.
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

-

The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. Bx_SnsRn H. Wixon. Without Superstition. Tbe Onlv illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's StoYf-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller Illustrations; large ~ype, heavy
toned paper, broil.d margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.
·

BIBLE MYTHS
AND

THEm

Parallflls in Other Religions.

THE WORLD IS

COUNTRY;

TO DO GOOD
.8ELIGioN.
.......................................................
MY

MY
.

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, pnnted in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament f01·
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, secure!J
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The object of the work IB to ];)oint pot the myths
with which the Old and New Testa.men ts abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
.nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
.
Paine, J etferson, Washington,
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistiC study of. the Christian scriptures are
Franklin.
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. su...
A
LECTURE
delivered
before the Tenth A· anna I
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
Oongres~of the American Seoula.r Union,
Price, $2.60.
in Chickering Hall, New Yorkl
November 18, 1888.
A SPLENDID WORK.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Mr. Charles Eckba.rd,treaaurer of the American
Price 15 centR.
Secular Union, has published
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER ·co.,

Fath(lrs of Our RPpnblic.

THE NINE DEMANDS

in a more attractiv form iha.n a.riy in which they
ha.v previously appeared. At the head of an en.
graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASH£NGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Bepublic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the AmeriCan Seen·
lar Union in consPicuous type. At tl> e foot. are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
wa.kmg eight hkenfsses in all. Inscribed be·
nPa.th each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques uf vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nme DPmands is surmounted on ea~h currier by Mr. Eckhard's design
The Woild's Largest Cities.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
In order to furnish, for reference, informa. exceedingly ha.n.dsome work for framing. The
tion on a subject often inquired about; the artistic part is equal to the best, and tbe portraits
New York Journal of Oommerce has com- are as true to nature as the photographs from
piled the annexed table of the largest cities of which they were transferred.' The design will be
the world, with their populatiOns,· as stated aent postpaid by mail for $1 bv
by the latest publications. The table has a
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
foot-note, which says: " Many of the Chinese
28 La.fa.yette Place, New York

u:

Vindicate~!

cities were enormously over-estimated a few
years ago. We hav given the latest estimates
by the best authorities, but in the absence of
the official census the :figures may be accepted
only as an approximate calculation. It will
be seen that there are thirty-five cities in the
-o-.
world credited with a population at or above A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
half a million."
York Observer's slanderous attacks

IS THE COD 0 F 18 RAEL
THE TRUE COD?
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses
Joshua. and· Judges, and the
New Testament.

By ~Israel W. Grolt.
Price 25 cents.

Aodress
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00

THE

CONFERRIONAL'

ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

An .Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Practical

Experi~nce

with Poultry.

By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is &little book
a pamphlet of 82 wPll-filled pages. costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egif. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothm,g on
practical in it. Hens, ducks. geese1 and turkeys
are l!R.rtionla.rly discussed and thell' eoonomicai
brr~e0tdi.iC"!,g &hl]dtkseepinugt tkreaept!)d ofp.oTbnlteryre a.nre m any.
~
..1 m abo
e mg
, 0 a 1a.rge
Pscale,
and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,
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Ingersoll·a .W'orks.
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THE W.A.TCH

'rhe Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures comprising, "The Gods\"
" Humboldt," "Thomou Paine,"·" Individuality," and " Heretics and Heresies."
.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: ".The G!J.ost~," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'£he Declaration of Inde_pendence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
•·The·Grant Banqueb" '!The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past 11:1ses . before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. lngenolL"

FOR

89me Mistakes of ltloses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
Wbat .M.uMt We Do to Be Saved t Paper, 25 cents.
The Uhristian Religion. By R. G.

JJIITLE F9LKS.
BY AUNT ELMINA

lngersol.1 Judge Jeremiali B. Black, ~~ond Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper. 50 cents; cloth, $1. '

(MRs. "j;:. D. SLENKER).

Orthodoxy. ·56 pages, 12mo, paper,

0~'

THE FUTURE.

The new 1 latest improved 14 karat filled gold
watches are the be~' ana mo.t aurable in the
world for little money. Pr1ces aga!U reauced,
l:leven jewels, $25 ; 11 jewels, $2'1. ~0 ; 15 jewelP, $80,
!:lame, adjusttll to hllat and coin, f84. Ladies•, 7
j.,weled, $20; 11, $22; 15, f28; witll gh,ss in•ldt cap
$3less; Louis XIV. st) le, ~ mooo; all best Ameri
can hunting sttlm-wmders ; open fa~e, gold cap
t3less ; open screw ca•e, $5 lea• ; all cases accoru,
panied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 years. Above movements in 3 ounce sliver
ca.ses, l13 las•; 4 ounce. $1~ Jess: 5 ounca, no 50 ;
and 6 ounce, $9 le•s. A.ll guaranteed one YP~>r and
sent prapaid. if ·on line of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and casli refunded if not ~ati•factory.
WATCH WORK.
Send me your watclle• to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleamnf.; spnngs, $1 ; jew e.~~<. $1, and I will
return in pt:r ect order prepaid. BPst spect-acles
or eyeglasses in the world, $1, pr..paid in case.
Send line finest prmt you can rPad 14 inLhPs !rom ·
eyes Without gla~ses.
OT'IO WET'lSlEL.'i,
Rochelle, ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Fret-thoueht
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. Liberal discounts.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

lna-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we oau
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger
soli's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes ar
printed on heavy toned paper,18x22 inches, ilium
nated border,- large clear type, suitable for fram
ine. The titles are:

lngerMotl t.:atechised: His Answers to

· a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Ji'l•anctscan; 5 cents; 50
ce.n~s per dozen ' 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
_ Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of .'fbomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Ooserver, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on t.he Vivil Rights Bill.
Large slZe octavo~ paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at Harry :Mlller's Grave.

Tribu~es..

The prioe of these heretofore has been 75ots. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORI'Y DENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
li8Lafa:vette Pl.. NPw York.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound 1n one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
prwe of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

There hav been so many

MJPlicatlOnB for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brother," "The Vision of War," the "Grant
Banquet Toast," and the recent address over
"Little. Harry Miller:s Grave," that they hav
b~en pnnted on heav;v toned paper, 18x22, illummated border, and 1n large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

A Prose Poem.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

NEW YORK:

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; l'aper, 50 cents.
The 1.'rade Supplied at Special Dillwunts.
Address THE TUUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravinjls of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnoe, 40c.; with autograph, 50o.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
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Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

OR
Reported for the "Truth Seek...•" by
I. N. BAKER,

DANCER AHEa.O.

and Printed by Permission ef
the Author,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Cati.Jolic
Cannot be a <:tvod Citizen of
this Republic.

UT A. J. GROVER.

l

J. E .. Remsburg'sWorks.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Pmo.m,
THE

In which the author shows the repeated at.tempts
of men uf eve1·y age to acqrure g1·eater polit10al
liberty ; also vigol·ously att ..cks the v~:ry foundation of the religion of every age; dwal.1lng at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in aetailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinklng men and women to the
position of womankind 1n Ameno11.. Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments Which cannot fail to interest
the mmds of thio age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., pnce 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
2!1 Lafal ette Place, New York.

Twenty Crimes and

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

.Jigious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Anthor-Hero•s life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi9 name from the aspersions cast upon
it. ChOJ<le extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"AmeriCan Crisis," "Rights of Man," and '"Age
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
oharaoter from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tin ted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paiae. Price, paper, 50 cents;
l'lioth, 75 cents.
·
Image Hreuk~r. Six Lectures: De!Jline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashIngton an Un beliver j. Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

The Apostle ot' Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine.HallJ before the N. E. Freethmkers' ConventiOn • .January 29, 1884. Price,
10 oents.
'T'HE TRUTH REEKER 00.,

~Tu.UGGa.E
JOB

Re'igious and Politio3.J LibP.rtv.

Vices Sanctioned by Scrip_ture Falsehood and
Deoeptwn ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol'
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; InWlerance and Persecntion; Injustice to Woman;
,. ui.iudnei!s to Children; Cruelty to Animals : ·
Human Sacnfices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, Bingle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish SabbatJu The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!ixaminatimi of
Sunday Arguments ; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Uhristian Fathers; The
abb ath during the Middle A~es: The Puritan
Sabbath ; Testimony of Chr1~tian Reformers,
l:!cholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

40 CENTS.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subiects considered by Mr. Remsburg are:
The Church and .Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl![ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen)tentianes i the Church and Civilization; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Tem_perance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

ROMAN ISM,

\

boudoir, $1 ; cabinet, 40 ften ts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Bible .M.oruls.

Enlar~red.

MEN, WOMEN & tlODS.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. · In fact~ one of the richest~ brightest,.
best ever issuea. It contains, besiaes the eel- ·
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversation~ of the author. The wo~k is designed
for and will be accepted by adm1rm~ friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help 1t serve this
purpos~\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fao simiLe, has been prepared es_peciall,y for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Bille, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, ele-·
gant library style1 $4.50; 1n full Turkey morocco, _gi.lt, exquis!tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, h1ghest. PoRsible Rtyle and finish, $9.

Life.

New Edition, Revised and
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THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.

~HB ONIJY C9o~~BGJII

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland. Editors; Jos. burgher and
F L . .tnowne, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the interests of our colomzat10n enter•
pnse,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa, and fenerally
to the praotioalsolution of the problem o Integral
On..nppration. l'rioe, Sl a year i 50 oents !or six
months. w~ """"' fnr thr•A montno

E:DIJI.tiON,

~

CABINET PHOTOGU.APHS OF

NEW

t

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

n

28 f..AFAYETTE PLACE.

I

C. B. REYNOLDSso Cents Each.

YoRK:

Address TFE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
'
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l 8 Temperance

'YORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS. B'~l

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
I
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
I
R Moss. The bpst conduct-Pd dPbate of modern
times. 100 pp,, 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 ctR. The Boble and Darwimsm. ·
25 ots. Bihhcal Errors and l:lPcnlar Truths. 25
LiqUOR DRINKING
cts. Two r.evelations. 5 ctR. BibiP Horrors; or,
R<>al Bla•phemy. 5 ct.s. B1biP Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. EaciJ 5 cts. Moses
V8. Darwin. 5 etA. SocratP"i Buctilha, and Jesus.
by the Bible.
~ cts. Chri•tianit:v a De!lrar in!l R~lillion. 5 ots.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ct•. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Fa1th and the NE'w. 5 ctR. Brnno and
Spmoza. 5 cts. Th Bible God a nil Hos Favorits.
BY E .. O. WALKER.
5 cts.. 1\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. H~alt b, W Palth,
a.nd H~ppiness. 5 etA. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ct.s. Nature and the God•. 5 ct~. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsbure's " Bible
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man itnd the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Animals. t> cts.
.Address Watts and Co. 1 17 Johnson's Oourt
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York.
E.o., Lon.t.m. Eng.
'i

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Oloth. 11.25.
For Sale at this otlloe.

FREETIIOUGIIT

~OVELS.

Tlle Heathens of the H('lath. A finely

written Radical romance. Bf. Wm. MoDonneii1
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

All in a Litetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The ereat charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de~rre~ even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethougbtranks.•· Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

T'he Outeast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the "London editiOn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of MaD,
80 oenta.
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himself and M.r. Foote, it is not hard to believe that the present volume is a work at
once valuable and interesting. As Americans
are not permitted to acquire information from
'J'he New Hail Columbia.
foreigners without paying a premium for it,
Written for the CentPnnfal Celebratwn in Phtza. this book cannot be sold in New York for
a..z,,ltfa.
less than $1. In London it is abOut 60 cents.
1798.

Hail Columbia ! Happy land !
Home of hProeR, heaven born ba.nd,
Who fought and bled in Freedom's cause,
Who fought and bled in Freeilorn'd cause,
And, when the storm of war wa• gone,
Enjoyed the peace their valor won.
Let. iudepPndence be our boast,
Ever mind•nl what it cost;
Ever grateful for the pnze,
Let its altar 1·each the skies.
Firm, united, let us bP,
R •llying round our Liberty.
As a band of bro• herd j >ined,
Peace and safety we sball find.
1887.

Look our ransomed shore• around,
Peace and safety we hav fouud !
W.,lcomP, frienil~, who once were foes,
WelcomA, friendd, who once were foes,
To all the conqtlermg years bav gained
A nation's rigllts, a race unchained!
Cbildren of the dav new born,
Mindful of its glorious mQrn,
Let tbe p[.,dge our fatnet·s signed
Heart to heart forever bind l
While the stars of heaven shall burn,
Wb1le the ocean t1des return,
Ever maY the Clrchng sun
Fmd the Many still are One!
Graven dPep with eilge of steel,
Crowned with V•ctory's crimson seal,
All the world their names shall read I
All the wol' d their names shall read I
Enrolled wit.b his hosts that Jed,
Whose blootl for us, fur all, was shed.
p,.y our sues their cbildrom's debt,
Love and honor; nor fot~ret
Only Union's gulden key
Guards the Ark of Liberty I
While the stars of heaven shall burn,
While tLe ocean tid.es return,
Ever may the Circlmg sun
Fmd the Many still are One!
Hail, Columbia, strong and free,
Fnm enthroued from sea to sea I
Thy march tnnmphaut still pursue !
Thy march tnumpbant •till pursue !
With peacefulstr•de from zone to zone,
And mHke the We•t.ern land t.hine own!
Ble"t m the U uion's holy ties,
Let our grateful SQng ar1se,
Every voice its tnbnte lend,
In the loving chorus blend I
·While the stars in heaven shall burn,
While the oc.. an tideH return,
Ever shall the circlmg sun
Fmd the Many still ..re One I

" The Struggle for Religious and Political
Liberty." By Theodore C. Spencer. All
sorts of r~ligions and all sorts of religionists
pass in review in the pages of this book. Pa.
gans and Jews, Mormons and !1ohammedans,
Puritans and Pilgrims, Catholics and Huguenots, and sevpral Protestant churches receive
attention, while Martin Luther and John Calvin, the wrongs of Ireland and American
slavery, are frPely discussPd. The historical
review ends with the prophecy that the day
is not far distant when the human mind will
throw off the trammels of religious dogmatism
and the shackles of political despotism, and
truth will triumph gloriously,. and the freedom of man in all things secular and spiritual
will be universal. New York: The Truth
Seeker Company.-Home Jowrnal.
The records of the southern district of New
York contain the following entry:
BE Il' REMEMBERED, That on the 3d day· of
November, An. 1829. in the 54th year of the Independence of the Uu1ted States of America, AliNEa
K:< EELAJ!ID, of the said Dlstrict, bas dPposited In
thi• office the title of a Book;' the right whereof he
claims as author, in the words following, to wit:
" A &view of the Evidl"nces of ·Christianity, in
a. Sen~s of Lecture~, ilelivered in :Broadway Hall,
New York, Angmt, 1829. To which is prefixed an
Extract from W• tt.,vbacb•s Opnscula on the
•ncient nrit10es of the Jew;sh Nation; l>revions to
the time of Alexander tbe Great. By Abner Kneelaurl. • Prove all things, hold fast that which is
good.'-Paul."

tion) of this little book hav been disposed of
since 1884, and, as there hav been repeated
calls for it, he has jus~ issued a revised edi~
tion which .is now on sale. This pamphlet,
embodying Mr. Shaw's ideas regarding the
Bible, its origin, authority, and of the doc~
trins founded upon its teachings, is the result
of long years of thought and patient research.
Those who are not satisfied to take religion
on trust, to believe simply because other
believed before them, should read this book,
as it was written by an honest man. It will,
at least, giv them food for thought, and stim.
ulate to further inquiry.
Mr. Shaw has also furnished the Gazetteer
with a copy of another pamphlet he has just
published, entitled, "Th!l Divinity of Christ."
It's production came about in this way: In
July last Rev. W. S. Black, a Christian min.
ister, delivered a sermon at ·Waco, in which
he set forth his reasons for believing in the
divinity of Jesus. He subsequently repeated
the sermori on the Female College lawn on a
Sunday evE>ning by request. 8oon after, a
large number of citizens of Waco signed a
written request, addressed to Mr. Shaw, that
he would reply. As the announcement of
Mr. Black's sermon on the lawn had been
previously published in nearly all the
churches. in the city, and services postponed
with a view to giv their congregations an opportunity to hear it, thus showing their
indorsement, Mr. Shaw acceded to the request, and replied at the district court room,
August 8th, to a packed bouse. Tnis pamphlet is that lecture. It is proper to state in
this connection that Mr. Shaw invited the
Rev' Mr. Black to be present, ~nd make such
criticisms of the lecture or propound such
questions to the speaker as he thought proper,
but he did not put in an appearance. The
Gazettel!1' will not attempt to review this masterly effort of Mr. Shaw, which it believes to
be the most powerful argument against a
dogma of orthodox Christianity which is the
very foundation of the whole system that bas
ever appeared in print in so compact a compass. The argument of prophecy, on which
Mr. Black dwelt with the most confidence, is
torn to shreds. It is not surprising that he
bas never attempted to answer Mr. Shaw.
The Gautteer would, however, like to see
some clergyman attack this pamphlet. If the
position taken is not tenable, if Mr. Shaw is
deceived, we want to know it, al)d to get all
the light we can we will agree to to present a
copy of this pamphlet to any pastor of any
church in Grayson county who will review
it in the colmlms of the Gautteer, and show
wherein the author is at fault, in his facts,
his arguments, or his conclusions.-.Denison,

In this book Mr. Kneeland went over the
so-callerl evidences of Christianity from the
days of Christ down through the times of the
Christian fathers, demolishing them with a
vigor that has not been exceeded since. The
work is now in its tenth edition, Mr. Kneeland's successors, Messrs. Seaver and Mendum, having recently published a new one.
Others bav elaborated the points touched
upon by the author, but he was sufficiently
tboroup;h to effect the purpose of the work;,
and " Evidences of Christianity" does for the
Christian fathei:B what the "Age of Reason"
did for the prophets and apostles; namely,
throws their testimony out as worthless, and
demolishes the structure built upon it.
-Ol·llPr W•naPll Holmes.
The second Appendix of the work, being
twelve pages which originally appeared in
Lucy and lle.
Vol. I. of the Boston lnf!e8tigaf.o'J', is not by
LoUI VILLE, KY., Sept. 19. 1887.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TauT a ShEKER· Str: l'be any means the least interesting part of the
inclo•~d .. xq111stt little l(t:W was mt:morJzed away
h..ck m tOt> r.. rties. I bav I>IWaJH given Tom book. It is made up of some letters addressed 1'exas, Gazettel!1'.
Munre as tbe ·author. As it dQes not appear in to the editor of the T'l'Umpet, and givs Mr.
anY edtt.ton uf bt• W<>rks, perhaps some re"d"r of Kneeland's views on the subject of Marriage,
TnE TRUTH SEEKER may be· abl>< to lllV itR Tlarentage.
WM. E. RENWICK
which are sufficiently radical to be sensible.
Work~.
They may rail at this life from the hour I began it, The appendix also reveals that Mr. Kneeland
I'va found 1t a hfe full of kindness and bhss,
was a spelling reformer. He givs a good
snd the ~abbath. "A law
And until y<•n can show rue some happier planet, · article in the kind of type that he would like SnndO:jr
regufati!}g human conduct. on the Sabbath is
More social and bright, I'll content me with this;
an impettir.t'nce." Price, 10 cents.
to see adopted, and points out that 10 per
For aslnng as this earth has •ncb eloquent eyes,
As before me tbJs momerot enraptured I see,
cent is thus saved in space, which would be Tbe }'dse· T~>a:chimr of the Cbris
tian Church.. "-The Thirty-nine
They may lillY what t.hey will of their orbs in the of itself, he says, an object worth gaining,
ArtiCles of •he Christian chnr•h are thirtyskies,
but is " nothing in compal'ison with the time
nini>. poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
But this earth is the planet fo1· Lucy and me.
it would save in learning children to spell." The Fortlishn+'ss of Pr11yt>r. "Think
In that star of the west by whose shadowy splen· Modern grammarians would say that Mr.
of a minister'S pravmg God w kill grasshopdor
pers, or trymg to induce the Deu.y to under·
Kneeland here misusE's the word learning for
At evening so often we'v~ roamed o'er the dew,
take a cru•a.de of oue against the Colorado
be.,tle I" P•ic~>, 10 ••euts.
There are m"idens, perhaps, who hav hearts that's teaching, but as he shows evidence of being
as timder,
something of a grammarian him:Relf, it is Sph·itnali"m: Is It a F;tilh or a Fact~
· And look m their twilight as lovely as yon;
Pr1ce, 5 cents.
But though they were even more bright than the probable that the verb lem·n was so used in Do You Love Jesms 1 Price, 5 cents.
his
day.
The
present
edition
contains
alikequeen
Of that isle they inhabit in heaven's blue sea,
ness of the anthor, and fells fol' $1.
Amt>rica'l'l Debt to Thomas Paine.
Price, 5 cent.s.
As I never those fair young celestials bav·seen,
In 1831 Mr. Kneeland writes that the
Why, this earth is the planet for Lucy and me.
. "work bas now been before the pnblic two Is Liberalism Mora11 Price, 5 cents.
In MercurY's star, where each minute can bring years, dnring which time ·two editions hav A Holy ~upt>r:-.tit1011. Price, 5 cents.
them
Nt>w sunshine and wit from the fountain on been sold, of five hundred. copies each, and The Workingman's R~-lieion. 5 eta.
no attempt has been made either to answer Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
high,
Their nymphs may hav livelier p~eta to sing them, its objt"ctions or to prove its reasoning false."
Free Religion ; or, the Religious DeBnt none, even there, more enamored than I,
Fifty-six years later, after ten editions hav
mand of Tu-dav. Pnce,li cents,
For as long as this heart can be wakened with
been issued, and after the author has·slept in The Hrnte God of tbe Old Testament.
love,
his grave for nearly half a century, the same
And I its divine inspiration can be,
Price, 5 cents.
They may say what they will of their Edens above, remark holds true. And the reason is the The JtesurrPction of Jesus Not
But this eartb is the planet for Lucy and me.
same now as then-there is no answer to be
Prov· d. Pl'ice, 5 cents.
As for those chilly orbs on the verge of creation,
made save what answer falsehood can make
The
Pub ic Schoo s and the Catholic
Where sunshine and wit must be ~qually rare,
to truth.
Church. Pnce, 5 cents.
If they want a supply of cold hearts for that
station
I am sure there are plenty on earth ·we can
Soon after Mr. John D. Shaw, of Waco,
spare;
withdrew from the ministry of the Methodist
Just think what a world we should hav of it here
church, on account of his change of views
Great Centennial Oration
If the haters of peace and aff~ction and glee
rPgarding the divine origin of the Christian
Should all fly off to Saturn's comfortlPss sphere,
ON THE
Aud leave earth tn Bllf'h •Pirits as Lucy and me. religion, he published a pamphlet, entitled
"The Bible-What Is It?" In this work he
llook Nutt's.
went over the whole field suggested by the
Volume I. of" Crimes of Christianity" has query, giving first the answers of the orthoALSo THE
been issued by the Progressiv Publishing dox divines under six heads, which he after~mmorlfll Document,
Company, of London. The authors are G. ward took up. succinctly and tested their
.
.
And the NatiOnal Anthem entitled:
W. Foote and J. M. Wheeler, the former the truthfulness by an examination of the Bible
editor of the 1/'J'eetltinker, tbe lattE>r an inde- it~elf in the light of reason and history.
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
fatigable delver into the history of the past as Finding these definitions unsatisfactory, the 1Price 6 cts. 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
recorded in books. Witu Mr. Wheeler's last chapter was devoted to a rational solu-1
'
'
di
Address THio: TRUTH SEEKER Collfi'ANY,
facts, ornamented by the rhetoric of both tl·on · •rwo th.ousand copi"es (the entl?
~e e •
28 Lafayette Place, New Yors..

L. K. Washbura's

HOBERT G. H\GERSOLL'S

Declaration of Independence,

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We h~~ov on band a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSULJ.-'8 pamph·ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:
~ ttyers,.zl

(] • tl-cltised:

His Answers to a Number of Vital Qnestions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan:"
singly; 8 cents; per dozen, 80 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

- ORTHODOXY,

A lecture, fifty-four clo•ely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

(Jtvil Bhltts l•peech,
Including the address of Frederick D uglas, fifty.
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1 ; a ... d $6 p r hundred.
·
The Truth nt' HfstorT,
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up~n
the religious lies t.hat hav b~en told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 8 cents; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per
·
hundred.

BIBf J: IDOI,ATH"Y,
A letter CololiPl lnger!<oll wrote to the edit.or of
the London "t:!ecular ReVIew." Price 3 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred. .•

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN,
Being the t"omments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic chUl·cb between
the late pa~tor of St. Stephen's and hiA employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 80 cents per doz., or $2
pe1· hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in qn"ntities, and given away to Christian•, and 1t is with
that not unreasonat>le.exp.ctation that the pnces
hav been placed so low.
·
Address THE TRUTH REEKER CO.,
28 La ayette Pl., New York.

ifV.S BELL'S PAMPHLI.TS.
The Conflict bt~tween Christianity
and Civilization.
111CENTS.
PRICE,
It is a. stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY ANO 110ltA.LITY.
PRICE. 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disconrse.-Ja.mes Parton.
I am much ple ... sed with rour address, and will
notice it in Ma ...-T. B. WaKeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
diVIded the subj~ct matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discuoised, should h~> highly commended; Therefore
[ take great pleasure in recommAnding " AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is intereRted, not only in the ca.use of temperancP, but in the principles of self-'fCJVernment..J. JMcCabe.
-

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners.

10 cents.

·rht' History of Fre.-thonght. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :

Section I. Definitwn of Freetboug_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mnbammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and ConfeRRors. s~ction IV.
Freetbought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethonght Tliumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Sef·nlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Pnce, 10 eta.

Christ•an EvidPnt'f\S f'rit.icisf\d

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
IntroductiOn b,v Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Histori·
cal Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
• Duties. Price. 75 cts.

'rracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the B1ble Reliable 1 Thl' Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bibl(': Freethought and
Modern Progress: Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization : Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic;
Christian Scheme of Redemj)tion. For all of
the above works aildress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Laf~tyet.te Place, Nflw York.

KERSEY GRA. YES'S WORK!'!.
of Sntan ; or, a Historical

Bio~raJI by

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cent.R.

Bib1e of Bibl.-s ; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thor.sand biblical el'Tors in science, hiRtory,
mor \Is, religionJ and general events. Also a
deli 1eatiou of tne characters of the Pl'incipal
pertonnges of the Christian Bible an<l an exami 1ation of their doctrins. PriCle, $1 75.

The World's Sixtf\en Cruriil+'d Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Containing new and startling revelations in
reli!(ious historYJ which discloRe the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines, prin<'ip!es. precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New Testament~
and fnl'Dishing a key for unlocking many ox
its sacJ ed mysteries, besides compnRing the
history of sixteen oriental crucified ~>ds.
A.<ldrflRR 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.

'fHE TRUTH

~w.•

KFR ANNtTAT,

Price, 2!i cents.
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THE ORDER OF CREATIOI.
A DiSOUBBton Between

Gladstone,

Huxler,

LAsT Saturday 1,281 immigrants landed at
this port.
FIVE Chicago courts granted one hundred
divorces on the 24th inst.

.

Muller,

off g[honght.

stone. By Albert Reville; D. D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. R
t
.
Huxley.
·
.
ELIGioNs seem to act o make euem1es of th6
VII. ""AProtest·anda Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- human race. Every individual is certain that he
.
. ·.ton
· .
.
I has the trnt.h-that his religion is directly from
.This Jsa ne~ bookandoontaJnsthelatestdisons· God. Of course all devotees of other systems ar
BJOnon the m1stakes of Moses. The names of the b r .
f
e
participants &l"e a gnarantlle of its able character.! e. tevmg a a 1sehoo~, and c~nse~nently are enePrice paper 59 cents. cloth 75 cents
rules of God, deservmg casfJgatJOn and death.'
'
'
'
•
-D. Jf. Bennett.
'
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
•.
ht t b th h
d
d
28Lafayette PI .• NewYork.
AoTAXOUg
o e e eroan moe1of all Philosophers, for, as the poet
sings, " The prayer of Ajax
was for lhtht."-Hare•s
Gues11P.s ot Tt-uth Goethe's
last wrords, as he looked
on tbe setting sun, were,
"Light !light! more light!"
Garibaldi's · last words, as
he noticed a little bird
alight on the window-sill of
of his bed-room, were, " Oh,
how beautiful it is I" And
he was an InfiiiPl, and cared
no more for pope of Rome
than an old horse cares for
lus mother.-HI/lax.
GREEK words and Latin
words are fino things ; but
they cannot bide the emptine~s and lowness of many
who employ tbem.-O'arlule.

'I
d'
tb
Ll t n
Revill
R ESE.A~OR f a1 s to I~cover
e enormous
.n
e.
and bnlhant meteor reported to hav :flown On the Con:fiict between Genesis and Geology.
athwart the sky of New England and to hav
~ONTENTS:
'
j I. Dawn of CreatiOn and of Worship. By Ron.
grounded at McAdam Junction, N. B., close
W. E. Gladstone.
to the Maine state line The contention now I II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter-1
.
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
is that the meteor fell in the sea.
I III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.
SNow fell in Maine on
the 25th.
SMALL-POX has appeared, and is spreading,
011 Staten Island, a few
miles from New York
city.
THE New York Central Labor Union is divided on the question
·whether it shall protest
a g a in s t hanging the
Anarchists.
ABOUT 50;000 German
citizens will be represented at a convention
to be held in Albany,
October 6th, to ask the
legislature for a less stringent Sunday law.
GEORGE FRA.NOIS TRAIN
and Herr Most made
speeches at Web s t e r
Hall, this city, Sunday
evening, in behalf of the
Chicago Anarchists, and
raised nearly two hundred dollars for their
defense.
AsTJUMERfrom Naples
brought · eie;ht cases of
cholera to New York last
week. Two of the patients hav died, and
others are likely to. No
A ROW OVER THE IMAGES.
danger of the disease
And Jacob was wroth and chode with Laban, etc.-Gen. xxxi, 36.
spreading is apprehended.

° •

(lj~ms

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea lor a Fair Trial.
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone. '
V. Dawn of CreatiOn. An Answer to Mr. Glad·

HOLDING BACK A TRAIN FOR A D~NED PREACHER,
Once when the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage was on
a Jectttring tour he mis•ed his tram at Toledo.
He found that by taking another train he could
catch the train he wanted at a certain junction if
the first train could be got to watt half an hour.
The reverend gentl~ruan is not over-bashfal, and
he considers that the great name of Talmage
ought to stop any train on the American continent; so he telegraphed to the general manager of
the o!her road :
Please hold train at Muggerville junction till
express arrives.
TALMAGE.
The reverend gentleman reached the junction
and he found the train watting for him. Whel!l
the general manager of that pA.rticular road met
Manager Talmage, of the Wabash Railroad, lle
said: "You found that train all right at Muggerville J uncttOD ?"
" What train T"
"Why, the train you telegraphed me to hold."
"I never sent any such message."
The manager showed him the dispatch. "Oh,''
said tbe W.-bash man, &B light broke in OU him,
"that must hav been theHev. DeWitt Talmage, of
New York."
"Gt·eat Scott !"cried the other in disgust, "and
to thmk that I held a train for half an hour for a
darned New York preacher !"
PAT'S EXPERIENCE AT A METHODIST CLASS MEETING.
The old style of Methodist class m"etings has
not exactly gone into "innocuous desuetude" in
Texas, but it IB not as prevalent as it was in
"olden limes." Then you would find one going
on every Sunday morning, and every school-house
or church in each small town, city, hamlet, or
neighborhood had its olass meeting or "experi·
ence meetin'" as thPy were more frequ~ntly
called. And the habit of getting together and
telling each other of their bhortcomings and of
their tnals and temptations and general moral
life had a good effect and seemed to make every
one better, and encouraged them, and showed
them that there were others who sympathized
with them in every tnal and r .. joiced with them in
triumph. One morning, not far from where now
stands the fiouri~hing town of Kyle, a strolling·
Irishman found him~elf seated 1n a little shed
roof bouse hstening to the experience of a lo' of
the faithfui. Of course, M1ke was astonished, a d
listened alun!l in Sileo t wonder, till a yonn~
brother got up who was rather bashful, and began i
'• I hav married me a wife, brethren, and-"
"1'he di vii be hav !"said Mtke, which caused a
momentarytitter; but the young brotner recovered and contmued:
'·I've married me a wife, and I am glad to say
she is a dt~.ughter of tbe Lord."
M1ke cuu!d stand no inore. He shouted :
"Arrab! Bit down, ye lialoot I Sure, .ye'll niver
see your father-in-law."
Amid a roar Mike was put out. He took it for a
political •peakmg.

TAKING a baby to church does the baby no good,
and 1s a cause of immorality in others.
JE8NY LIND (Mme. Otto Goldschmidt), the
BosToN is still evoluting. They now put men in
celebrated singer, is very sick in London.
jail there for preaclung without a license.
THE Saturday half-holiday has been generTHE Proper study of mankiud is man. There is
ally discontinued by the mercantil branch of more fuo, though, in studying woman. But it
doesn't do any good. You can't make her out.
trade in New York.
No matter how good a character a deacon may
THE. Rev. William F. Davis has spent sev- hav, he cannot put a five- dollar bill in t.he plate
eral weeks in jail for preaching on Boston which he bas just passed, and make change for
himself without arousing the suspicions of the
Common without a permit.
congregation.
JACOB SHARP's appeal for a new trial bas
IsAAC SIMON and David Abrams having failed
been denied, and unless a stay is granted he recently in St. Lou1s, the Presbyterians of that
will go to the state prison at once.
city will ha v to relY on outside assistance to comTHE wife of Anarchist Parsons was arrested plete the new Bible house.
WAYBAOK man : ''All this talk about the benefits
last week for distributing circulars asking aid of bigh liCense is nonsenRe. What I want to Bee
for the condemned men. She was released "in Omaha is Prohibition." Omaha man: "It
upon her own recognizance until the judge ·can't be enforced.'' "No matter, I'll never rest
could read the circular and pass upon its until we get Prohibition." "Are yon a temperance orator?" •· Well, no. I keep the only drug
legal status.
store at Rum Crossing."
HENRY GEORGE addressed the Anti-Poverty
A LITTLE Albany girl who was watching her
Society Sunday night. He said that the father putting " •lug shot" on some potato plants
the
other day to kill the bogs asked him if God
mQvement was now taking the form of a
religious revival, though not so much with made potato bugs. He rephed that he did, when
she puzz ed bim by the question: "Well, why
the intention of fitting men for heaven as to didn't he make them eat those nasty thistles and
bring heaven upon earth.
leave the potatoes alone?"
''I DoN'T dare club him," said a little girl yesMR. JAcoB KILRAIN, of Baltimore, has
terday when told to panish her pug dog with a
sailed for Europe with the avowed intention
clu'b because he had jmt snapped at her. "I
of whipping Mr. James Smith, champion dun •t dare club h1m. He ruight bite me, and then
pugilist of England. His reward will be I would hav hydrotoxicon." TillS little girl had
fame, fortune, and a diamond belt. The been reading the papers lately, and in some way
got Pasteur mixed up with swill milk.
meeting will take place in Spain.
" GooD-NIGHT, mamma," Paid little Frank, as he
ON September 22d the negroes of Jackson, put his little brown head on the Pillow. Mamma
Miss., celebrated the anniversary of their stood at the door ready to go downstairs. "Goo~
emancipation from slavery. More than 5,000 nigbt, mamma. W1ll the little small voice I hear
colored people participated in the festivities. in tha night hurt me?" "No, my darling." "It's
God's vmce, ion't It, mamma?" "Y.,s, my darOil the same day some 2, 000 people -of his ling." " The miDJster said it wa., didn't be
own race gave Fred Douglas a reception at mamma?" "Yes, love." "Was it God's voice that
said 's'cat, s·cat,• under the window last night?"
WaRbington, D. C.
HOW MR. BEBBESOHOFF WAS REBUKED BY A GOOD
FINANCIERS hav of late complained of a
PRIEST IN NAPLES.
severe stringency in the money market, and
James Herrescbuff, one of the remarkable
family
of
bliud
boat-builders of that name of
to relieve it the t~<>asury department offers to
purchase $14,000,000 worth of United States Br tsto!, R. I., is in this CJty. Ha bas recently
made an txtended Europtan trip, visiting out-of.
bonds between September 22d and October the. way places, and avoiding the beaten lines {
0
8th. The order is generally deemed a good travel and tourists' hotels. He tells a. clever story
about a priest at Naples.
one so far as it goes.
Mr. Herreschoff went to dine at a little cafe in
MNASON, the revivalist, who was mobbed the suburbs overlookmg the bay of Naple-. With
and driven out of Park Ridge, N.J., is back h1s dmner be draJJk The common red wine of the
country, the same as the peasants dr10k. Opposit
in that town. The leader of the mob, Sun- him sat an old, fat. jolly, clean-shaven prie•t, who DID JE~US CRHIS1, RlSE I'JtOll
THE DEAl)!
day-School Superintendent Leach, is away on was drinking white wine. He gazed upon Mr.
a vacation, and when he returns it is expected Herrescboff in Borrow, and at last said: "My ROn Tlte E'/Jidences f(fl' the Resurrection Tried
and Found Wa:1ting.
that hostilities will be resumed. Several in- my son, look not upon wine when it is red, whe~
By l!ialadln.
dictments are out against persons concerned it giveth it.s color to the cup," and, pausing to giv
his words effect, he feelingly added, "Dl'ink whhe
PRI"E,
25 CENTS.
in the lynching affair.
wine, as I do fu
'
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Two infants reasoning in
t.he womb abont the nature
of thisltfe might be nounhandsome type of two men
reasoninir here about the
life that is to come.-St1·
Thmnas Br· ·wne.
A WISE man proportions
hi• belief to the evidence.Hume.
T H E simple believeth
every word: but the prudent
m~~on looketh well to his
gmng.-Pruverb• xtv, 15.
NEVER tAll me that shante
is tbe comp~tnion of guiltthe sinful knave is never so
ashamed of himself aa is
the innocent fool who suffers by him.-Bulwer.
How is a man ever to be a
man wbo cannot think out
his best tbougbta and satisfy all truA desires of his
nature t
Bat the whole
snbjectiv philosophy of the popular religion is in
the mterests of s~mething separate from a complete manhood. Even men who wotlld like to be
considered scholarly talk about the importance of
"S&Vlng one's Ponl" in distinction from the complete development of manhood. ThPy obtain their
conception of '' soul-Pavit>g" from the old philosophy of a narrow distinction between mind
and body, a phil,sopby in wbioh matter
was ron side red sinful in itself, and tht> soul
alone of importance.-8. J. StP.Wort. [NoTE.The idea of the utter sinfulness of matter
is of Indi~tn origin, but it was strongly embraced by Plato, whose influence planted it in
Alexaudria, and fixed it in the mmds of some of
the Christian· f~~others. Among our forefathers,
and, to some Pxtent, among ourselvs, the idea of
"soul-Paving;, has been pProetuateil by a misconception of the words of JesuA, "What is ii. man
profited if be shall gain the whole world and lose
his own soul ? or what shall a m'an giv for
his soul?" <Matt. xvi, 26). Even our timid revi~ers hav seen that the words do not neceBBa.rily
bear any such import. for· they hav translated the
passage thus: "What shall a. man be profit< d if
he shall gain the whole world and forfe1t his life?
or What shall a mR.D gJV in exchange for his )Jfe ?"
Bat the old text will be kept sounding in the ears
of the people for many a d«Y. It is too valuable
to be surrendered to any mere demand of scholarship.-Hulaxl.
LET our unceasing, earnest prayer
BP, too, for light -for strength to bear
Our portion of the weiltbt of Mre
That cru•hes into dumb despair
One-half the human race.

0 suffprfng, sad humanity!
0 ye afflicted ones who lie
Steep•d to tbe bps in misery,
Longing and yet afraid to die,
Patient, though sorely tried,
I pledge you in this cnp of !lrief,
Where floats the fennel's bHter leaf,
The battle of our bfe is brief,
The ~~olarm, the BtJ"Uggle, the relief,
Then sleep we •ide by sidE>.
-Lanf}/PlloW'b Goblet of Lt/e.
THERE is another element of our happiness
which springs from the ft~.ct that we do not know
the future. How large a part of the pleasure of
life is shattered and bligbtPd by our unreasonable
anticipation of coming evil! How much happiness woulil be lost if you knew that you were to be
sick to-morrow; that a friend was to be stricken
down; that a mercant.il venture was to go awry:
that this or that evil was to come? You would
bav no heart for the smile and laughter and sunshine of to-day, glad and bright though it might
be, if you were overshadowed with the cloud of a
certain misfortune that was to come on the morrow.-M. J. Savaue.
GoD knows I'm no' the thing I should be,
Nor am I even the thing I could be,
But twenty times, I ratbf!r would be
An Atheist rlean,
Than under goopel colors biil be
Jast for a screen. -Burns.
'J'RUTR and falsehood are like the . ron and clay
in the toes of N"huchadnezzar•s ima~re; they may
cleave, but they will riot ncorporate.-Bacon's
Essalie
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Christianity, like a hideous dream, has tortured mankind for over eighteen centuries.

IJoits and flllippings.
Mrss PHoEBE W. CouzrNs has been installed
in office as United States marshal at St. Louis,
Mo. She is the first female marshal known
to history.
DR. PARKER, the English clergyman,
preached in Plymouth pulpit last Sunday.
His ·sermon, as reported, was much like one
of Mr. Beecher's with the best things left out.
IN the superstition of sailor men, says the
New York Bun, there is a connection between white horses and preachers. Both are
believed to bring bad luck to the vessel carrying them.
THE Minneapolis Tribune says: "Mr. J. F.
Wright, who advertised in the Tribune for a
wife about a year ago, is now the proud father
of a bouncing boy. Our advertising rates
can be ascertained by inquiry at the counting-room."
THE Union, of Manchester, N.H., charges
that the worst places of prostitution in that
city are owned by church-members who
" are not ignorant of the purposes to which
they are put," and says that there is no
clergyman in Manchester who dares to deal
with the evil boldly.
THE Rev. Adirondack Murray, whose specialty is fish stories, crossed the line into
Canada the other day and came back crestfallen. Of the lying capacity of the French
Canadian he says : " There is a childish enthusiasm about it that captivates you. He
smiles as he lies. He lays his hand on his
heart; he lifts his eyes upward; he embel-

lishes. his little lie with saintly allusions; he
lies as if he believed his own lie."
THE Progressiv Labor party, comprising
the excommunicated portion of the George
party, nominated John Swinton for secretary
of ~tate, but Mr. Swinton declared that he
was too tired to accept the nomination, and
Mr. J. Ec.lward Hall was substituted. T. B.
Wakeman, Esq., is the party's nominee for
attorney general.
THE vestry of St. John's church in Elizabeth, N. J., has examined the charges
against the Rev. Mr. Glazebrook, accused of
improper conduct with Miss Foote, of Durham, Conn., and has "vindicated" him, and
he will be retained in the pulpit of that
church. The vestrymen evidently realize the
prestige a church gains from having a pastor
with a reputation.
LouisE MroHEr., the famous French Communist, is said at last to hav crossed -the
boundary into insanity, or, at least, into
aberration. Her publishers are refusing to
print her books, her health is broken, and she
is, it is said, likely to be left to starve if her
pen and tongue fail her. As il. rule, except in
revolutionary districts, she is now hooted at
and ill-treated, it is said, when she speaks.
THE Anti-Poverty party is holding a fair in
this city, and the women of the party are
going about soliciting_ subscriptions. One of
them called on Archbishop Corrigan with her
subscription book, and he took the book from
her by force, and rebuked her severely,
saying she was liable to excommunication for
attending Dr. McGlynn's meetings; which
may very likely be true, but it hardly justified
the archbishop in stealing her book.

MR. JoHN BRIGHT, the English statesmen,
in a letter published September 29th, condemns the Compulsory Vaccination act, and
predicts the failure of the compulsory system.
He advises that leniency be shown toward
those opposed to vaccination.
· THE annual convention of the Protestant
Episcopal diocese of New York was held last
week. The most important business, to the
beneficiary at least, was the raising of Bishop
Potter's salary to $12,500,. in return for
which the bishop gave the brethren a convivial entertainment at the new headquax:ters
at 29 Lafayette Place, opposit THE TRUTH
SEEKER office. The affair was evidently ex.
clusiv, as no one from this office was invited
over.
SuooESSFUL experiments hav recently been
made in New York harbor with Lieutenant
Zalinski's dynamite gun. The weapon is
sixty feet long, eight-inch bore, charged with
compressed air instead of powder, and
throws twenty-pound dynamite shells a distance of a mile and a half. In the recent experiment in the presence of government officers an old schooner standing head on and low
in the water a mile away was totally wrecked
at the second shot, the first one having gone
wide of its mark.
THE new College of Physicians and Surgeons, which W. H. Vanderbilt gave a half
million dollars to build, at the corner of
Fifty-ninth street and Tenth avenue, this city,
was opened on the 29th ult. In writing a
letter upon the subject Mayor Hewitt says:
"I am glad to say that the world more and
more comes to the opinion that superfluous
wealth is a public trust, and when this view

is acted upon by those who hav control of
such wealth, we shall hear less of the sufferings of the poor, and of the antagonism which
is believed to exist, but never can, between
labor and capital." Mr. Hewitt givs evidence
of having read Auguste Comte on the 11 moral·
ization of wealth."
THE Dublin Union asserts that since Jan1, 1887, the Irish National League has
received subscriptions amounting to £31,000,
of which sum it has doled out only £4,700
to the entire tenantry of Ireland. The bal.
ance, the Union says, has not been accounted
for.

u~ry

Cor.LEOTOR MAGONE, boss of the New York
custom house, has taken a novel and ingenious way to oust Republican employees
under the form of a civil service examination.
All the present clerks are to be examined for
promotion, and those who fail to pass satisfactorily will be discharged. To this end the
Republican clerks are kept in the dark, while
the Democrats, it is said, are being furnished
with such light as will make their calling and
election sure.
AT a recent seance in Rochester by a medium from Brooklyn, several written communications, purporting to come from the
spirit-world, were handed out from the cabinet. Six of t.he notes in which the chirography seemed to be the most dissimilar were
submitted to experts in the matter of handwriting. Both of the experts agreed that not
more than two persons wrote the notes, and
one of them was inclined to think that all
were written by the same hand. A pencil
drawing purporting to be a portrait Jf Jean
Ingelow represented her as a man.
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spor.ts in the kraals of Kafllr-land, not less than with' endless torture nearly every free gratification of
on the recesP-ground of Eton College. Arudimentll.!y those instincts, and demand a voluntarv renunciat~on
sense of justice manifests itself even among soc!al of a world which· his own bounty had filled with every
A baboon who wantonly attacks an ln- blessing, and adorned with e"!ery cha~ of loveliness.
The Bible of Nature; . or, The Principles 0f · animals.
offensive fellow-ape is liable to get mobbed by ~he The God who endowed us With fam:tlttes of rea,on, of
· Secularism.
'
whole troop. A nest.. robbing hawk ha~ to beat an which a moderate share "is suffillier;tt to percetve the
A. CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
immediate retreat UDder penalty Of bemg attacked absurdities of the Christian dogma. nevertheless
BY FELIX L; oswALD.
by all the winged nfi~hbors and relative~ of his avenges the repudiation of that dogma as au "unAuthor of" Physical Education,"' "The Secret of the East," etc. victims. Dogs that will endure the most mhuman pardonable sin against the authority of his S'l<lred
methods of training are not apt to forgive an act of word." The most natural action, the eating of an
gratuitous cruelly. .They o:ay resign themselves t.o apple is made the pretext of the supposed fall ~f
I.-MoRAL MAXIMS.
a system of ~onsistent seventy, but refuse to submit man ~nd of penalties aff.,cting not only his progeny,
but :U1 his fellow-_creatures, and even the lower proCHAPTER XI -JUSTICE..
to evident injustice.
ducts of organic Nlltut·e; while the gre!l.test of all
B.-RJ;;WARDS OF CONFOR111ITY.
A.-Lessons of Instinct.
Just-ice is the royal attribute of noble souls; the imaginable crimes, a ·Dei.cide, the cruel mur,der of a
Moral philosophers have long conjectured the dis- mol(lt inalienable crown of their prestige. Men who ~od, is accepted as a basts of reqemptLO_n, . :rh~ doctinction between natural and conventional duties; would ddy the power of superwr strength, or envy rrine of salvation by grace made the d1strtbut10n of
and only the full recognition of that distinction ran and depreciate the superio~ gifts of geni~s, ~ill. do punishments and rewards a. matter of mere caprice.
reconcile the conflicting views on the natural basis of unb;dden homage to the maJesty of supenor JUStiCe. rhe dogmatists of predestination distinctly taught
ethics. On the othE!r baud, the defenders of the "Mars is a tyrant," Fays Plutarch,
the epilogue of that the " elect" were not saved by their own m.ertts,
tb.eory of " Intuitive Morality" claim the ·existence of "Demetrius," "but justice is the rightful sovert:ligp. of but by an inscrutable,. incalculable, and ~rat~itous
an innate moral conscience, common to all nations the world." "Th~ things which kings receive fr?m >J.ct of divine fa~or, whde. others were as mevttably
and all stages of social developmimt, while, on the heaven are not machines for taking towns, OJ: shtp~ Foredoomed to an eternity of woe. By faith alone,
. other hand, we hear it as confidently asserted that with brazPn beaks, but law and justiae; these they or by faith and the cerem<:>ny of imm~rsion, th~ guilt
the standards of virtue are mere standards of expedi are to guard and cultivate. And it is not the most Jf a sinful life could, wtthal, be cancelled m the
ence, and vary with circumstances as fashions vary warlike, the most violent and sanguinary, but· th~c 'lleventh hour, while the omission of that ceremony
with seasons and climates. There is no doubt, for . j ustest of princes, whom Homer calls the disciple of .loomed even children, nay, newborn babes, to tl:te
instan('e, that religious bigotry has begot a sort Jupiter." History has more than once confirmed abyss of hellfire. "There is no doubt~' the Solomon
of fac·titious conscience, shrinking from the mere that test of supremacy. The reputation of incor- >f the Patristic Age assures us, "that mfants, only a
idea of devuting the seventh day of the week to ruptible integrity alone has made poor princes, and few spans in length, are crawling on the bottom .of
nell " a doctrine which the historian of R1:1.tionalism
physical recreations, while th(l devotees of the joy- evfln private citizenP, the arbiters of nations:
' stigmatizes
.
as "so atrocious~ and at the .same
loving gods of paganism thought it a solemn duty to
King Hieron of Syracuse thus arbitrated the dis· ju~;tly
celebrate their holidays with festive revels. Mar- putes of his warlike· neighbors. Plato, Phocion. time so extravagantly absurd, that 1t would be simply
riage between persons of adventitious relationship Pbilopoemen, Cato, and Abencerrage (Ibn Zarrag) impossible lor the imagination to surpass its insanity."
(such as widows and their surviving brothers-in law.) settled international quarrels which the sword had Yet for more than twelve hundred years Christu~ns
is prohibited by the statutes of one cret-d, and not failed to decide. The prestige of uprightness has .vere in danger of being burnt at the s:ake for refusonl) ~auctioned, but distinctly-enjoined, by those of marla honor almost a synonyme of an" honorable," i.e. mg to attribute such infamies to their creator.
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
anothH. Speculative dogmas that would deeply honest, reputation. The commercial integrity of
Need.we wonder that the conVI:lrts of that creed
shock the followers of Abd el Wahab are tolerated in Hebrew merchants has overcome race-jealousies and
Const.antinople and venerated in Rome.
religious prejudices, and in America the worship of believed in the merit of passive submission t.o the
But such contrasts diminish, and at last disappear, wealth does not prevent an upright judge from rank- caprices of earthly despots, and. scorned the appeals
as we turn our attention from conventional to essen· ing high above a wealthier, but less scrupulous, at.. of justice in their dealings with pagans and Freetial duties. A Mussulman bigot, who would slay his torney.
thinkers? Why should men try to be better than
The consciousness of a just cause is an advantage their God! The worshiper of a God who doomed
son for drinking wine in honor of a supplementary
god, would agree with the worshipers of that god which, more than once, has outweighed a grievous the souls of unbaptized children and honest disthat theft is a crime and benevolence a virtue_ The disadvantage in wealth and power. It biased the senters, naturally had no hesitation in as~ ailing the
innkeepers of Palermo obey their church and spite fortune of war in the battles of Leuctra and Lodi; it bodies of their unbelieving fellow-men, and princes
heretics by selling meat in June, but not in March. enabled the Scythian herdsmen to annihilate the who loaded fawning sycophants with favors . which
The innkeepers of El Medina spite unbelievers and vt-terans of Kmg Cyrus, and the Swiss peasants to they denied to honest patriots could appeal to the
honor the K.oran by selling meat in March, but not rout the chivalry of Austria and Burgundy. A just sanction of a divine precedent. Every petty "sovill June. The Buddhist innkeepers of Lasso. sell cause enlists ~yinpathy, and, as a bond of union, sur- ereign of six faithful square miles" a<:~cordingly
only salt meat, imported from China, and spite passes the value of common interests, which a. slight became a law to himself. A man's might was the
Infidels by refusing to klll a cow under any circum- change of circumstances is apt to turn into conflict- only measure of his right; the Faust-Recl~t, the
stances. But Steilians, Thibetans, and Arabs would ing interests and di agreement. Strict adherence to "first law" of iron-clad bullies, reigned supreme
agree that no innkeeper should be permitted to spite the principles of political equity has preserved small from the Baltic to the Mediterranean, and the judges
a ·personal enemy by salting his meat with arsenic. states in the midst of pow~rful netghbors, whose of (the only independent.) ecclesia~tic courts-confined
Nations that totally disagree in their notions of pro- greed of conquest is restrained by their hesitation to their. attention to ferocious punishments of neglect
prtety, in matters of taste, and in their bias of mcur the odmm of wanton aggression. Belgium, in the . payment of tithes, and the performance of
religious prejudice, will nevertheless be found to Holland, and Denmark have thus preserved their socage duties and ceremonies. The belief in the
agree on the essential standards of humanity and national independence in Europe, as Japan and divine right of potentates, and passive submission to
justice. The "instinct of E-qmty," as Leibnitz calls Acheen in the East. In Central Africa the honesty even the most outrageous abuse of that po.ver, were
the sense of natural justice, has been still better and simplicity of the agricultural Ethiopians has assiduously inculcated as primary duties of a Chrisdefined as the "instinct of keeping contracts." A proved a match for the cunning of the p:redatory tian citizen. Natural justice, mvil rights, and the
state of Nature is not always a state of equal rights. :\'loors, who constantly pillage their neighbors, but as laws of humanity had no place in that code of reSkill, strength, and knowledge enjoy the advantage constantly quarrel about the division of their spoils, vealed ethics.
of superior power in the form of manifold privileges, and, in the vicissitudes of their civil wars, have again . Such tPachings bore their fruit in the horrors of
but the expediency of "keeping contracts" naturally and again been obliged to purchase the aLiance of insurrection. In the Peasants' War thousands of
.
·
recommends itself as the only ~>o.fe basis of social the despised "heathen."
convents and castles were rent as by the outburst of
intercourse. Tho13e contracts nefd not always be
The practical advantages of integrity has been a huri·icane, and their dwellers had to learn the inspecified by written laws. They need not even be recognized in the proverbial wisdom of all nations, convenience of having to submit to the powers that
formulated in articulate speech. Their obligations but are not confined to the affairs of commercial in- happened to be>, by being torn limb from limb, or
are tacitl;r recognized as a preliminary of any sort of tercourse. In .the long run, honesty is the ''best flayed and roasted alive.
·social cooperation, of any sort of social concomitance. policy," even in avocations where the perversion of
·~ Si no s.e obedecen los leyes, es ley que todo se
"Give t:Very man his due;'' "Pay your debts;'' justice may seem to promise a temporary advantage. pierde," is the Spanish translation of an old Arab:an
" Give if you would receive," are international A lawyer who refuses to defend a wealthy knavP proverb: "If justice is disregarded, it is just that
maxims, founded on the earliest impressions of social against a poor plaintiff, will gain in self. respect, and everything perish "-a doom which the intolerable
instinct, rather than on the lessons of social science u timately also in professional reputation, more than outrages against h_uman rights and humanity at last
or of preternatural revelation. The first d1scoverers he has lost in direct emoluments. A politician who experienced in the cataclysm of the French· Revoluof the South Sea lsland8 were amazed by a license of refuses to resort to chicanes may miss the chance of tion. There, too, the despisers of n~tural justice had
sexual intercourse that seemed to exceed the grossest a short-lived triumph, but will sow a seed of prestige to eat their own doctrine, the strongholds of absoburlesques of French fiction; but they were almost sure to ripen its eventual harvest.
lutism that had withstood the tears of so many genc.-PERVERsiON.
equally surprised by the scrupulous exactness of
erations were swept away by a torrent of blood, and
commercial lair-dealing observed by those incontinent
J ustjce, in the pristine pagan sense of the word, the priests and prmces whose inhumanity had turned
children of Nature. An islander, who had agreed to was too natural and too manly a virtue to find much their serfs into wild beasts learned the significance of
·pay three bag;.ful of yam roots for a common pocket- favor with the whining moralists of Antinaturalism. t.heir mistake when their own throats were mangled
knife. delivered two bagsful (all his canoe would hold) The truth which a modern philosopher bas condensed by the fangs of those beasts.
before the evening of the next day, and received his in the sar<·Mm that " an honest god is the noblest
The doctrine of salvation by grace had substituted
knife, as the sailors had about all the provisions they work of man," was recognized already by the ancient favor and caprice for the rights of natural justi.ce,
could use. But the next morning. in trying to leave historian who observed that "every nation makes its and for a senes of centuries the consfquence8 of its
the coast by tacking against a fitful breezP, they were gods. the embodtments of its own ideal~>," though, teachings were seen in the treatment of nearly every
overtaken by a canoe, containing a desperately-row- happily, it is not always true that ''no worshiper i~; benefactor of mankind. The prince who devoted the
ing savage and that third bag of yam-roots. The better than the object of his worship." To some de- fruits of his conquests to the feeding of countless
traveler Uhamisso mentions a tnbe of Stberian fisher- gree, however, the moral standards of the Mediter conv~nt drones, Jet scholars starve and loaded the
men who boarded his ship to deliver a harpoon ranean pagans were undoubtedly prejudiced by the discoverer of a New World with . chains." His sucwhich former visitors had forgotten in their winter- lewd prvpensities of their Olym,pian,., and it is equally cessors who lavished the treasures of their vast emcamp. Theft, according to the testimony even of certain that the ext,ravagant injustice of Chnstian pire on pimps and clerical" mountebanks, let Cervantes
their Roman adversaries, was almost unknown among fanatics can be partly explained, as well as condoned, perish in penury. The sovereign protector of a
the hunting tribes of the primitive German wood by the moral characteristics of their dogma-God. thousand stall-fed prelates refused to relieve the last
lands. The natives of S<&n Salvador received their According to tbe accepted doctrine of the Mtddle distress of John Kepler. The moralists who thought
Spanish invaders with respectful hosp1tality, and Ages, the administrative principles of that God it a grievance that the church should be denied the
scrupulously abstained from purloining, or even seemed to imply a degree of moral perversity which right of tithing the lands of southern Spain. had no
touching, any article of their ship-stores; and a even the poetic hcense of a saner age would have hes ptty for the sufftlrings of the men whose labor had
similar reception welcomed their arrival in Cuba and itated to ascrtbe to a fiend. The same deity whom made tho~e lands blossom hke the gardens of para- San Domingo, the natives being apparently unable the creed of t~e Galilean church make8 the omniscient dise, and who were exiled by thousaud8 for the crime
· to conceive the idea that their guests could repay creator of aU\ the physical and moral instincts of of preferring the unitary God of the Koran to the
good with evil. " Fair play" is the motto of boyish human nature, nevertheless was supposed to punish trinitary gods of the New Testament.
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a.nd- a.-half ell. The only stone po~tion of the struct- Binghamton, and Courtlandt Palmer; and then Mr.
ure is what looks like an addition on the east side, S. P. Putnam, as alway!!, was eloquent, earnest, and
about eight feet by fifteen, as high as a man's appropriate. Miss Ella Hart, from Delaware, gave a
should,er at the eaves, and covered by a continuation beautiful poem, Mrs. H. Allen read a tribute, and
of the main roof. It is apparently built of rough there were loud calls for D. M. Bennett. Mr. Benstones, pointed and whitewashed. The indications nett spoke simply for a moment, and then called for
are that this is the sole remaining portion of the a vote of thanks to those who had contrib11ted
stone -building, if one ever stood there. II; may, how- toward restoring the monument to more than origever, be a modern structure built for the purpose it inal beauty. This was responded to and three "sononow answers-namely, a milk room.
rous Ayes arose from the throat of every person
Inside the main portion of the house the visitors present." Mr. Wright, of Elmira, made the closing
were shown two rooms, and were given to under- speech, and the audience was dismissed, some to
stand that these were occupied by Paine, one of partake of a collation and others to "visit the farmthem bfling his study. This apartment is not larger house on the hill where Paine is said to hav once
than eight by twelve feet. The writer could hav lived." Mr. Bennett was among the latter number.
touched the ceiling, and the unevenness of the floor Fmally they all came home "feeling that they had
in both rooms indicates that the timbers under it are enjoyed a very pleasant day, and that they would
in a bad condition. 'A_ picture of some extinct gen- like to see returns of the same orr every succeeding
tleman of the name Qf Wesley adorned the wall of year." It will be seen from thewords quoted conthe larger room.
cerning the farm house that Mr. Bennett, who wrote
All the out-buildings are·new. AU the old trees of the account, was not altogether certain that it was
Paine's day hav perished, and been cut down. the Paine house he visited.
Visitors are allowed to believe that the woll in the
The association of the spot with memories of the
yard~was dug by Paine, though where the family of founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER made it none the less
Mr. Frederick Devoe, royalist, obtained their water attractiv to the writer, and he lingered there as long
is not stated. The write_r could not divest himself as time would permit. The lot about the monument
of the impression that possjbiy Paine never lived in is twenty feet square, surrounded by a wall that
the house at all. Sherwin states that .the building _looks as ii it would endure as long as the shaft itself,
given to Paine was of stone, and V ~e qu_otes Sher- and contains four handsome trees-two willows, a
win without correcting him. Vale was acquainted hickory, and a maple. Just outside the wall to the
with the premises, as he visited them in 1837. At south are two stakes, about six feet apart. They
precisely what time Vale wrote his biography cannot mark the spot, it is said, where lay the body of Paine
be determined, as his preface is not dated, and the before the ghoulish Cobbett carried his bones away
publishers hav dated the book 1884, but it could not to England. In his will Paine says: "The place
hav been more than thirty years or so after P~tine's where I am to be' buried to be a square of twelve
death. The question) then, arises, 'Vhere is the stone feet, to be inclosed with rows of trees, and a stone
house confiscated from Mr. Frederick Devoe, royal- or post-and-railed fence, with a headstone with my
ist., and presented to Mr. Paine by the New York name and age engraved upon it, author of 'Common
assembly?
Sense.'" Walter Morton, Thomas Addis E rnmett,
On _the way back the pilgrims .stopped to view the and Margaret B. Bonneville, named by P11.ine to
monument. They found it to be a plain, square carry out his b<>quest, seem to hav but inddf~rently
shaft, with rounded corners, surmounted by a capital fulfilled their tm:~t, for only twenty-eight yAars after
The Paine },arm and .Monument.
of the Greek order. On the west side, facing the the hero's death Gilbert Vale thus describes the
Sherwin. the biographer of Thomas Paine, relates road, is a profile chiseling of Paine,. encircled by a place of burial:
that in 1785 the assembly of New York gave to wreath. The likeness would not be called good,
The tomb is close by the roadside, but over a stone fence,
'fhomas Paine, in recognition of his public services, judged by the generally accepted pictures of the am\ now consists of a low, broken, rough, dry-stone wall of
the confiscated estate of Mr. Frederick Devoe, a subject, and it has not been improved by having oblong shape of about eight by four feet, with loose stones,
and earth in the center; the upright slab, simply
royalist. ·" This estate," says Sherwin, " situated at pieces chipped out of it by relic hunters. The whole grass,
marked with
New Rochelle, consisting of more than three hun- structure it! twelve feet high, of Westchester marble,
THOMAS PAINE, AUTHOR 011' OOMMON SENSE,
dred acres of land in a high state of cultivation, and, besides the r;otory it tells of the birth and death no longer exists. After Cobbett violated the grave and
with a spacious and elegant stone house, besides ex- of Paine, it bears profuse extracts from his works. moved the bones from the remains of Mr. P11.ine, the headstone was broken, and pieces successivly removed by differtensiv out-buildings, was a valuable acqui~:~ition." The monument was the result, in 1839, of the enter· ent
visitors.
Where that_house is to day is an interesting subject prise of Gilbert Vale, who raised the money to erect
So small had nnally become the headstone which
of inquiry.
it at a cost of $1300, John Frazee being the archi- was to tell of the author-hero to future generations,
There stands at present, on the White Plains tect. In letters more newly cut than the others, are
that, says Vale, the la'3t remnant was plastered up in
road, some _two miles from the raih·oad depot these words :
the wall of a house opposit the monument, in which
at New RocheUe, N.Y., and perhaps a quarter of a
Paine had at one time boarded. But for his biogRepaired and rededicated May 30, 1881.
mile from the highway, a small two-story; ha.lf claprapher Vale probably no stone would be left now to
boarded and. half-shingled structure called the Paine · The repairing and rededicating seem to bav been tell where Thomas Paine was buried; and but for his
House. A desire to pay his re@pects to the old home brought about by D. M. Bennett and THE TRUTH disciples who rededicated the stone in 1881 no one
of the author-hero recently led Mr. T. Kewley, who SEEKER. In the ·fore part of 1881 the files of this would be able to read the inscriptions upon the
fills the position of store-keeper on board the WhitP paper show that a subscription, headed by M. present monument.
Star steamer Germanir, to call at THE TRUTH SEEKER Reiman, closely followed by D. M. Bennett and
Before they came away, the writer gathered a
office anq invite an attache of this paper to visit the E. M. Macdonald, was raised to the amount of half-dozen hickory nuts from the ground under the
spot with him. The journey was made one pleasant $158 79, to renovate the lettering and to "round the tree, and Mr. Kt~wley cut s!ips from the willow, desafternoon in the month of September just closed. corners of the monument in such a way that they tined to be transplanted in the soil of England.
N tlW Rochelle is but a half hour's ride by rail from cannot be broken off without great effort with a ham- They may sprout and grow and their descendants
New York, though it took the pilgrims rather more mer." This was done, as the rounded corners of petrify and be some day unearthed by geologists as
than half an hour to go from the depot to the the structure attest. Wilson Macdonald had the the fossil remains of a forest primeval. And even in
Paine farm on account of the speed of the horse work in charge, and in May, 1881, Mr. Bennett was that day men ought sometimes to remember with
which they engaged to convey them thither. Every- enabled to announce that " the repairs to the monu- gratitude the patriot whose services to his country,
body in New Rochelle knows where the Paine farm ment, the relaying in cement of the wall surrounding the world, were as great as his genius, and whose
is, the driver of the· chariot in which the visitors rode the lot, the repairing of the iron fence, and the filling virtues are as obscure as his last resting-place.
assuring his passengers that even the horse knew the and sodding of the lot are completed and paid for."
G. M.
way, which, together with hilil apparent great age, led Mr. Bennett adds that "the monument is said to
look
better
than
when
new;''
Mr. Kewley to inquire if the animal bad previously
The Toronto (Uanada) Freethinkt'rs' Convention.
May 30th (Decoration Day) of that year was apbelonged to Mr. Paine.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I notice
The monument stands beside the main road, at the propriately chosen for the rededicatory services. In that the Freethinkers of Uanada are to hold their
southeast corner, where the lane leads up a slight describing the event Mr. Bennett says: "Quite a second annual convention at Toronto, on Saturday
rise to the house, which is in plain sight. When -the party of us were in waiting at the depot in New and Sunday, the 29th and 30th of October. As
visitors walked into the dooryard surrounding this Rochelle with numerous omnibuses and other car- there bas-been no New York State Convention held
ancient structure known as , the Thomas Paine riages. . These were soon filled, and a procession was this season, I doubt not many Freethinkers this side
House, they were greeted by a dog with a long formed whiCh turned its face toward the monument, of the lakes will be pleased to take this opportunity
yellow nose, who at first concluded to bark, then nearly two miles north of the station. Capt.. Geo. to visit the dominion, and meet their brethren over
changed his mind and frisked a little, and shortly lay W. Loyd, mounted on a white horse named Button the line in convention assembled. If there be any
down and went to sleep. A pleasan~ faced Dian hold- (the same as one once-owned by Thomas Paine), such, and they will immediately notify me, I will try
ing a pot of paint, and a brush with which he was put- acted as marshal and escorted us to the monument." to procure cheap excursion rates from Buffti.lo to
ting the paint upon the clapboards of the ell part of Those who know Captain Loyd will readily conceive Toronto and return. As our Canadian friends bav
the house, greeted the strangers cordially. "Yes," that this was the greatest day of his life.
often attended our conventions, let us now return
Arrived at their destination, says the record, the theh· vistts.
he said; "this is the old Paine farm and the old Paine
H. L. GREEN.
house." This gentleman is Mr. Kissan, if the writer meeting came to order, P. L. Me Clellan, E~q,
165 Dtlevan ave., Bt~tfi-tlo, N. Y.
caught the proper pronunciation of h1s name, and he being appointed president, and "for that purpose
A Baptist ViclOry Over .Pr('sbytel"ianism.
carries ou a milk business, as a large number of cans occupied the veritable arm-chair once used by Paine
himself." D. M. Bennett was vice-president, and
Prom rhe 't. L•,uts Gl•,be-D-m·•crat.
standmg conveniently near the well indicatt~d.
News has been received here of a very bloody tragedy that
The OJ.tside of the building was first inspected. T.-C. L eland and E . B . F oote, Jr., MD
. ., secretaries. took place at Cypress Rtclge, in Monroe coun 1y, Ark. _The
This cannot be the " spacious and el~;>gant stone The banner of the Fourth New York Ltberal League, details as near as could be learned, are these: Last Fmhly
house" described by Sherwin. II; is of two stories, under whose auspices the repairs of the monument nigbt, 'a man named Forbes, an ardent Presb~terian, and
with clapboards upon the end~:~, so wide that not more had partially been effected, was secured to a tree. another man named 8helton, a devoted BaprisT, became
involved in a quarrel, growiog ont of the question as to
than two dozen of them are required to cover it from The orators occupied, while speaking, an elevated whether
it was right to hav a Baptist minister occupY a
the ground to the roof. The Bides are shingled and position under this banner.
PresbytC'rian pulpit. Shelton wanred a -B~ptist m!n,ster to
The chairman opened with an effectiv speech, and fill the Presbytenan pulpit, and F,)rbes protested 10 a very
whttewashed. It has no ridge boards, and the last
_course of shingles on one side of the roof hav not then introduced T. B. Wakeman as the or11tor of the forcible manner. Tile prntest It'd to blows, when sudd~nly
Shelton whippt'd out a ~nife an~ cut F->rh~s's throat from ear
been c11t off. The gable ends are destitute of mold day' who "held the - audience spell· bound for . more
.
to ear completely severmg the J ugul!ir vem, from 1he efft cts
ing, and the boards that. take its place are rotting than an hour, every person present fondly drmkmg of which he bled to deatll. Sucttnn abo i~ considerHblv cut
in
his
eloquent
remarks."
The
venerable
J.
P.
Men-!
up, and is now under arre,t. Both parties are prominent
away at the eaves. A new portico covers the front
4oor on the west side. At the south~ en~ is a story- dum also spoke, and was followed by Dr. Brown, of· white citizens of Monroe county.

. E.-REFORM.
The perversion of our moral standards by the
dogmas of-an antinatural creed is still glaringly evident in the prevailing notions of natural justice and
the precedence of social duties. The modern Crcesus who deems it incumbeat on his duties as a citizen
and a Christian to contribute an ample subvention to
the support of an orthodox seminary, has no hesitation in swelling his already bloated income by reduc-.
ing the wages of a hundred starving factory children
and taking every sordid advantage in coining gain
from the loss of helples_s te11ants and dependants.
The pious Sabbatarians who doom their poor neighbors to an earthly Gehenna and -premature death by
depriving them of every chance for healthful recrea
tion, lavish their luxuries and their endearments on:
the caged cutthroat who edifies his jailer by renounc-.
ing the vanities of this worldly sphere and ranting i
about the bliss of the New Jerusalem. The banki
cashier who would never be pardoned for kicking the·
hind-parts of a_ mendicant missionary is readily absolved from the sin of such secular indiscretions as
embezzling the savings of a few hundred widows and.
orphans.
_
Before resuming the rant about our solicitude for
the interests of departed souls, we should learn to
practice a little more common honesty in our dealings
with the interests of our living fellow:men. Natural
justice would be less frequently outraged if our
moral reformers would distinctly repudi~te the doc-trines of vicarious atonement and salvation by faith,
and hold every man responsible for his own actions,
irrespective of his belief or disbelief in the claims o~
an Asiatic miracle-monger. And moreover, the ex
ponents of Secularism should oinsist on a truth not
unknown to the moralists of. antiquity, that habitual
submission to injustice is a vice instead of a virtue,
and that he who thinks .it a merit to signalize his
unwo.rldliness by failing 'to assert his own rights encourages oppression and fraud and· endangers the
rights of his honest feHow-mPn.
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~~t Jlmtrican ~tcular J1nion.
OOURTLANDT PALMER, President.
dAI!I:UEL P. PUTNAI!I:, Secretary, - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
CHARLES EOKHARD, Treas.,
- • •
28 L_afayette Pl., New Yo~k.
E. B. FooTE, .TR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexmgton Ave .• New _Yo~k.
E. A. STEVENS• Chair. Fin. Com., - 750 West Lake St., ChlCaeo.

Call for the Eleventh Annual Congress of the
American Secular Union.
To the Aureiliary Secula1· Unions and to all citizens
of the United States and. Oana_clas who support
the Nine .Demands of L~berahsm :
You are invited to attend the Eleventh Annual
Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held
at Chicago, October 15th and 16th.
.
The Congress will be called upon to consider
measures for carrying on t4e work of Freetho~ght
and securing the adoption of such laws by the vanous
state governments and by the national government as
shall make the United States thoroughly secular, and
the repeal of all Jaws ~ow on the stat~te b~oks
which conflict with the Nme Dem?'nds of Ltberah~m.
Local auxiliary Unions are ~nt1tled by t~e Umon
constitut-ion to five representativs-tbe Pres1dent and
Secretary and three de~egates. . All charter- ~embere
and life members all VICe-Prestdents, all Cha1rmen of
state Executiv C~mmittees, are entitled to seats. and
votes in the Congress. Annual members are entitled
to seats, but not votes, except by permission of the
Congress.
It is hoped that every auxiliary Union will send a
full delegation to the Congress, and that every Free,
thinker in the United States and Canada who can
will be present.
Per order Board of Directors:
CouRTLANDT PALMER, Pres.
SAMUEL. P. PuTNAM, Sec.
E. A. STEVENs, Cb. Fin. Com.
CHAB. EcKHARn, Treas.
E. B. FooTE, jr., Ch. Ex. Com.

September Statement of Treasurer.
REOEIP-.rS,

1887.

Reported receipts ........... , ................... $2,036.21
40.00
Sept. 1. Colfax .................. per S. P. Putnam......
,, 1. Pasco...................
"
"
20.00
"
·'
10.00
"
1. Goldendale...........
"
"
20.00
1. A. VanDeusen.......
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

6.
6.
6.
6.

14.
14.
26.
26.
26.
26.

Portland...............

"

Union..................
"
"
Rufus Perkins.......
"
"
Parker City..........
"
"
......
Canyon City ......... per A. S. Blinn........
Prairie City .......... per Jas. F. Cleaver...
Weiser City .......... per Mrs. M. Peperle..
Emmett ................ per Jas. Wardwell....
Coldwell ............... per L. D. Patten......
P. Eckler ............. per Treasurer..........

. 3.50

20.00
50.00
18.00
25.00
50.00
16.50
45.00
30.00
·4.00

Total receipts ..................................... $2,388.21
DISBURSEMENTS.

Sept.
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

Reported Disbursements ...................... $1,971.11
90.00
1. S. P. Putnam ........ per Treasurer...........
"
"
"
"
91.50
6.
"
2.50
14. Chas. H. Johnson. "
''
75.00
14. S. P. Putnam ..... u.
"
50.75
19. E. A. Stevens........ "
"
91.50
26. S. P. Putnam........ "
"
6.00
26. Lightfoot........ .... . "
'·
4.00
26. P. Eckler(printing) "
Total disbursements ............................ $2,382. 36
Cash on hand.....................................
5.85

Sept. 31, 1887.

$2,388.21
Cnas. EoKHARD, Treasurer.

------~~.-------

News and Notes.
The convention of the Liberals of Utah was a
grand success. Friends were present from all par~s
of the territory, and were genferous and enthusiastiC
in their efforts. Four meetings were beld-Satur. day afternoon and evening, and Sunday afternoon
and evening. Nearly a thousand were present at the
closing session. The Utah Secular Un~on bas been
organized with a list of officers that Will command
the respect and interest of the . commun~ty._ ~he
work will be advanced, and there IS every mdicatiOn
of a prosperous future. I guess my friend, Wm.
Reynolds, when he used to writ.e letters in his little
store at Wansbip, did not think that these bright
and pro!lressiv elements of freedom would so soon
appear. Without his strenuous an~ pioneer wo~·k
in days gone by we Rhould not hav this happy prom1s.
The campaign in Utah could never hav gone on without his silent and persevering labors. He has kept
the forlorn hope until our forces bav rallied for a
splendid attack. He is secretary of the new organization, and with greater opportunities there will be
more fruitful results.
W. S. Godbe, president of the Union, is cue of the
moat well-known and inflnential men in the territory.
He was leader, a few years since, in the great revolt
from the Mormon church. He is a man of brilliant
abilities, and originator of some of the biggest business enterprises in the territory, which will go far
toward bringing Utah to the front rank in wealth
and progress.

Dr. Chapman, chairman of the executiv committee,
and Alex. Rogers, treasurer, are excellent representativ men, with the power and pluck to command suc·
h\ 't 1
cess.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason, whose generous osp1 ~ ity every pilgrim of Freethought knows, hav_ contnbuted no small share to the inspiration andachiev~ment
of the convention. They are most thor~mgh bel~evers
in intellectual advancement, as that whiCh constitutes
the highest happiness and glory of life. It is_ a :pleasure to meet with such friends who hav the vitality of
true reform, and who make our labors so cheerful.
Among others of our co-workers are. ~r. and Mrs.
James Williams, W. I. Snyder, Phthp Swartz, of
Park City; Watson and Lindsay, of Wasatch; Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Williams, and .L. P. Edholm, of
Morgan; John A. Jost, of Ogden ; Munn, of Hooker;
Mr. and Mrs. Hector Haight, and L. P. Anderson, of
Farmington; Henry Stevens, of Kamas; Luke
Gallup, of Springville; H. S. Brooks, of Payson;·
Mr. and Mrs. Gourley, Mrs. Godbe, Mrs. Chapman,
Mrs. Sampson and daughter, Mrs. Stevens, ~· and
Mrs. Williams, of Salt Lak~; our good "B1sh~p"
Cahoon, of lVIurray; A. Festmmacher, of. Gra!ltvdl~,
and a hundred others, officers and soldiers m this
bright batallion, whose banners gleam on the very
banks of Jordan.
•
Another element in the success of the conventiOn
was the previous campaign work of Dr. York, whose
eloquence has aroused the enthusiasm of our friends
in Salt Lake. A resolution was unanimously passed
by the Union to invite Dr. York to a year's labor in
t
d
Utah. He will be greeted by ar d ent suppor ers, an
will find this a noble field. He cannot refuse the
summons. He will become a power in this territory
by bis vigor and eloquence, and extrt a commanding
influence for Liberal ideas. He cannot find a more
·
loyal company than here. He must obey the voiCe
of the people, and come to Utah at th~ earl!est :possible moment, anq carry fot·ward this viCtoriOus
movement.
Thi's country has brilliant prospeds. Salt Lake
will be one of the largest cities on the continent.. It
will be a great railroad center and manufacturmg
point. It will hav its boom som~time_. Its climat.e
is equal to that of southern Cahforma. The agrlCultural resources Of the territory are extensiv. It
can produce all kinds of fruit. Its mineral wealth
is inexhaustible. There is every kind of ore in the
bosom of its bills. Utah will certainly be one of the
f
t
I.
richest states in the Union·,- and, as a Pace
o resor •
it will be one of the most luxurous and fascinating in
the world. The saints, however, will !lever develop
this country. The poor are taxed to death, and the
rich ones are satisfied with present good. They
don't want anything more. They don't want railroads or mines, for these are the most potent foes
to priestcraft. A railroad is to be built from Salt
Lake to Los Angeles. This will be a most productiv undertaking. It will form the main line from
Chicaao to southern California, being seven hundred
miles "nearer than by way of San Francisco. This
will giv a wonderful impetus to Salt Lake. Real
estate bas already advanced from fifty to one hundred per cent.
It will thus be seen that a good work has been
done by the organization of our friends in this territory. Here is a vast opportunity in a growing country, unsurpassed for natural riches, for the building
of a secular government. With such a leader as Dr.
York, sustained by a corps of officers of reputation,
influence, and ability, this magnificent opportunity
will not be lost. I look forward t,o brilliant results.
The American Secular Union has never had a more
prosperous year, and more hopeful work has never
been done. Societies hav been established, Freethought balls built, and literature distributed beyond
any record of the past. I hope the Liberals of the
United States will recognize the value of the advantages achieved, and unite for still larger results.
The American Secular Union cannot do everything,
but what it does do is of the first importance. It is
the friendly instrumentality for th'3 cultivation of the
social spirit, so that Liberals can hav a better understanding of each other's aims and methods, and by
unity of effort become a national power for reform.
For this reason, I hope to see a large gathering of
friends at the coming Congress. Chicago is a central
and attraciiv place, railroad fares are cheap, and
there are many inducements besides simply the work
to be accomplished. Let it be a kind of festival for
thought and impulse, for friendship and hope, and
noble preparation for the great battlefields of the
future.
On Friday evening, September 23d, I gave a
parlor lecture at Mrs. Mason's house on "American
Poetry." This gave a sort of pleasant prelude to
the sterner duties of the convention, and those who
could not agree with us on politics and religion
could find contentment in our poetic ideals, and
realize that in the deepest things of life there is essential harmony.
I am now at Canyon City, where I lecture three
evenings. I am in the hospitable home of Geo~
Towers, who has been a frontiersman for oyer forty
years. He and his wife are stanch Freethinkers. I

bav also met Mr. and Mrs. J oh'n Locke, Mr. and
Mrs. Baker and others, and it looks as if I should
hav a happy sojourn in t?is l?f~y mountain town,
where the hills lift up therr shmmg fronts, and the
sun is glowing with warm and healthful splendor.
I am at .Denver next Sunday; at Osceola, Neb.,
October 4th, 5th, 6th; at Shenand?ah, Iowa, October
9th and from tlaere I go to ChiCago for October
15th, and 16th.
·
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Canyon Oity, September 28, 1887.

Work in Salt Lake City.
Prom the Salt Lalce Datzy TriouneoJ SePt. '.87th.

On Sunday night the parquet in the Opera House
was crowded with an orderly audience to hear Mr.
S. P. Putnam's lecture, " The Bible," which was received with frequent and enthusiastic applaus~. The ·
sum of $144.75 was contributed by friends to defray
expenses.
After the lecture the meeting completed the organization of the Utah Secular Union by electing
W. S. Godbe as president, Mr. H. P. Mason, Mr. E.
L. T. Harrison, and a long list of other vice presidents and executiv officers in different parts of the
territory. S. H. Laney and ,Wm. Reynolds were
elected secretaries, and Alexander R?gers, treas~rer.
The meeting also adopted the follow~ resolutiOns :
· 1. The Utah Secular Union cordially invites the cooperation
of every citizen who is in fav;o~ of equ~l rights .and ill}partial
liberty.· It wars upon no rehg10us behef, but m the mter~st
of universal peace and prosperity demands the absolute diScontinuance of all church interference in the laws and legislation of the land.
2. Knowledge is power; the true method of reform i~
education; the Union urges, therefore, wherever possible,
the establishment of secular Sunday-schools, Freethought
libraries meetings for social and intellectual cultivation, support of ;cientific literature and its distribution, lectures and
mental and physical progression, and the observance of holidays for the enlar~ement of the spirit of fraternity a_nd the
joy and beauty of mdustry.
.
·3. The Union recognizes the dignity of work; that the
glory of all is to labor; and it is expected of every man and
woman to do something for the benefit of the world; to add
to its wealth or achievement and promis.
4. The Union recognizes the full equality of woman, and
that in choice of action her personal independence and rights
be maintained.
5. In order to carry forward the practical work of the
coming year, the secretar:r of the Union and cha~rm11n .of the
executiv committee are mstructed to commumcate Immediately with Dr. J. L. York, and secure his able services as a
permanent lecturer for the territory of Uta~, a~d it is urged
upon every officer and member of the Umon 10 every place
to do his best to arouse enthusiasm. increase t.he membership and raise funds for the support of the cause. By unity
of effort the thousands of Liberals in Utah can be a moral,
social intellectual, and political power, whose influence
shall be for the elevation of all, and the establishment of
peace, justice, and liberty in the land.

Mr. Putnam to Mrs. Slenker.
DEAB MBs. SucNKER: I hav been so busy that I hav not
had time to write to you what I hav desired. Of course,
every friend. of liberty is indignant at _you_r arrest. I hav
always considered that you hav been ammated by noble
·motivs and your writings, so far as I am acquainted with
them, ~re pure and beneficial. I do not know how you hav
discussed the sexual question, but, whatever your method, I
am sure it has been adopted through a deep sense of right,
and with an earnest desire to giv information which, in your
judgment, is necessary to human welfare; and to giv it in
that way which shall make better the knowledge and impulse for virtuous action. Whether I assent to your method
or not I do most unqualifiedly assert your individual right
to cho~se that method, especially in private correspondence.
Therefore, with all my heart, I protest against the indignity
which has been placed upon you. I consider it an outrageous exercise of tyrannical power, a disgrace to the government of the United States, and a deadly assault upon
liberty; and the method and motiv of the aPbitrary act are
simply contemptible. I sympathize, indeed, with the suffering you hav experienced. I know, however, you will be
sustained by your own conscience, and by the kindly regard
of every true Liberal.
I inclose my gift for your defense, and I only wish that it
were a hundred times more. But accept it as evidence of my
belief in your integrity, in the purity of your moliv, and
your self-sacrificing devotion to the truth and progregs.
Yours truly,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Rev. Dr. Lucas, of Leon, Kan., has again agreed to
meet J. E. Remsburg in debate. The debate has been set
for November 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th, and will take place at
Neodesha, Kan ..
IN November Charles Watts begins alecture trip through
the states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Kansas. Liberals desirous of hearing him should address him at once at
282 Sumach street, Toronto, Ont.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club will resume its sessions on
Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, beginning the 7th inst. The
speaker of the evening, after President Vau Buren Denslow
has spoken the words appropriate on such an occasion, will
be Dr. J. L. York, of California. We are assured by a great
many people that Dr. York is an exceptionally good orator.
C. B. Reynolds's Engagements.
Westfield Ill ............................................. October 5, 6, 7
Tuscola, ilL ......................................................... 8, 9, 10
Olney, Ill .......................................................... 12, 13, 14
Chicago, Ill. ...........................................................15, 16
Kewanee, Ill ...................................................... l9, 20, 21
Nunda, Ill. .................................................................. 23
Oxford, Ia ........................................................ 24, 25, 26
Newton, Is .................................................................. 28
Des Moines, Ia ............................................................,30

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

With Our Friends.
MR. CHARr.Es BRAD LAUGH writes in the National Reformer:
"I hav to thank the New York TRUTH SEEKER for its
thoughtful reproduction of my 'Jotting' as to the Truck
bill, and its ~enerous words in correction of the repeated and
persistent misrepresentations as to my Parliamentary work,
so industriously circulated here and repeated in the United
States. Friends on the other side of the ocean are earnestly
requested not to accept as true the strange misstatements
invented by Reynolds's and Justice."
·
JAMES AsHMAN, the gentile of gentiles that the Mormons
of Salt Lake City hate, arrived in this city last week on his
way home from England, where he left his wife to complete her visit with their relativs and friends. Mr. Ashman
came to this country thirty years ago, and has made Utah his
home, amassing a comfortable fortune. He is the Free thought
missionary of Salt Lake City, and takes weekly a. dozen
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, selling what he can and giving
the balance away. He is a strong and wholesome man;
knows the iniquity and tyranny of the Mormon hierarchy, and
talks sensibly as to the means of rEj.forming the Mormons.
CoLONEL INGERSOLL, says the Sun, " has become one of the
interesting characters of Wall street, ·and is the only man in
town credited with the habit of holding cigars in both
comers of his mouth at the same time. Of course it is an
illusion resulting from the rapidity with which the colonel
shifts his cigar." Mr. Ingersoll's law practice is of enormous
proportions, and it comes of his ability and honesty. Not
many lawyers are there in this city VI ho would be chosen by
legal opponents to look after their interests when temporarily
out of town. Yet Colonel Ingersoll has been so selected
many times. A man whom Mr. Ingersoll believes to hav a
disbone~t claim cy.nnot get his services. He goes strong on
equity and justice, and has mighty little respect for "law."
He knows lawmakers from hatcrown to bootheel.
WHEN unacquainted with Clark Braden, Mr. Charles Watts
was induced to debate with him, meetings which he now
regrets. . In Secular Thought of the 1st inetant he says:
"We thoroughly indorse THE TRUTH SEEKER's opinion of
this man. From personal experience we know him to be
destitute of truth, honor, and every quality of a. gentleman.
It would be a degradation of the deepest dye to nieet him on
a public platform. Besides, he is intellectually weak; he has
a few cut-and-dried propositions that may mean anything or
nothing, and fronf these he never departs, and while in their
company he cannot show that they hav any peculiar relation
to Christianity. Mr. Harry Hoover, of Pittsburgh, has collected the facts of Braden's life, and sent them to us. After
readin~ them one could no longer doubt the reality of human
depravity."
·
W:& had not heard that Dr. J. L. York had abandoned his
former faith in ''another world" or had any reason to doubt
that lts existence is proven by so-called modern Spiritualism.
By the subjoined letter; however, it seems the eloquent
doctor is open to conviction :
8HEPABDo 0., Sept. 19, 1887.
MB. EDITOR·: I hav seen it stated several times in THE TRUTH
BEEKER during the past few years that Dr. J. L. York was a
Spintuahst, and I was somewhat surprised to hear him declare. as
he did at both lectures he delivered in Columbus last month, that
"he did not know whether there was another life after this or
not-that he was an Agnostic on this point," etc. I notice in last
week's paper, under the head of "Heretical Personalities," that
you speak of him again as a SPiritualist. He may hav been once,
but he. surely is not one now. Respectfully your•,
F. S. MoNTGOMERY.
Dr. York lectures before the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220
East 15th street, on Friday, the 7th instant, and some of the
disputants may bring him out on this subject.
THE following handsome compliment to a deserving youth
is from the Ironclad Age of September 24th: " The commu. nicatlons of George E. Macdonald, from" New England, in
THE TRUTH SEEKER,' September lOth and '17th, are most admirable in their way, and lead us to suggest and wish that
George be permanently maintained as an ' Idler.' There is
that vdn of racy humor and genuin wit and irony pervading
his composition which makes descriptiv writing so enjoyable
to every man who has a proper head set properly upon his
shoulders. George must be a rare young boy. We confess
to the weakness of having critically read his communications
over the second time, merely for the pleasure his style of
writing imparts. In earlier years Charles Lever was wont
to charm us 'never so wisely,' and we still love to spend an
hour with this splendid aut)wr, notwithstanding that his stories are old and little appreciated by this generation of vipers
-for we hav most of us become too viperish in our styles of
utterance."
ONE of the finest fellows in the Liberal ranks is L. K.
Washburn, the black-eyed orator of Paine Hall. He is yet a
young man, but has experienced more vicissitudes of fortune
than most men of twice his age. His strongest glory is independence, and whatever comes to him through exercising it
he takes with good humor. He has severed his lectureship
connection with the In'Vestigawr, but will speak in Paine
Hall several Sundays this month, and is ready to respond to
all calls that may reach him. We never met a man who
knew Mr. Washburn and didn't like him, and the ladies are
suspiciously in earnest in their praises of him. His platform
voice is musical, the matter of his lectures is uggreesivly radical, and· he takes a fifty-dollar fee or a fifteen-cent collection
with the same expression of resignation on his handsome
face. He givs the fruits of his genius to the world, and is
ha:ppiest when he has scored a point against the church and
rehj!;ion he once partially supported. Mr. Washburn is of
medium hight, well-built and nervous, full of the liveliest
kind of life, and can sail a yacht, stake out an oyster-bed,
or catch :fish with the saltest old skipper on the Massachusetts coast. His study at his home in Revere overlooks the
ocean, and he catches some of its breezy bigness to put into
his lectures.
LEsT our artist become self-conceited by the many words
of praise bestowed on his pictorial efforts, we print the followmg letter:
"The friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER in this vicinity ..re generally.
disgusted with your • pictures,' and since you hav become the patron of such bastard art I hide your paper for fear some one should
see a copy of it. Previous to the event of the TRUTH SEEKER illustrations, no one was mnre enthusiastic in it• distribution than I,
but now I tear off the outsides because I am ashamed of the pollution. Those glot·ious Oswald articles are lost to thon•ands who
would re~td them with intense· interest, but now we are ashamed to
hand them to a decent Christian on account of the filth surrounding them. All those fond of snub trash indorse them, of course,
but the thousands of better taste and sense who dtaPise them say
no~hing. or drop your paper. ~hts 1,~ not for publication, but
stnctly m your mter.est ~rom a fnend..
d d
bl" .
As the commumcat10n was no.t mten e fo.r pu IcatiDn,
we suppress the name of the wnter. As he IS a gentleman
whom we esteem, we hav procured a quantity of ashes, and
~s soon a!! we c!l>n r~j.ae funds shall purch11tse some s~ck~Jloth 1
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and sit therein to the end that the scriptures might be 'ful-filled. But as the pictures hav proved very efficacious in
converting Christians in other communities, we shall be
forced to continue them awhile longer.
_ THII: editor of the New Hampton, Iowa, Tribune is an Infidel, and not afraid to say so. On the 16th ult. Mr. H&islet
induced John E. Remsburg- to lecture in his town, and appealed "to the people of New Hampton, and especially the
ladies," in these words: "During our residence here of about
eleven years ourself and family, though not church-members,
hav been called upon several hundreds of times to assist in
church matters. We hav published notices and posters free,or contributed money outright for the benefit of every church
in this city. We hav been solicited by ministers and dele~s
tions of ladies and gentlemen, and we cannot recall three m.
stances, during those years, when we hav refused them aid.
Though we hav condenmed religion, we hav not been intolerant. toward the churches, nor do we intend to be in the
future. But this we do ask, in the name of courtesy sud
fairness: We want the ladies and gentlemen who hav soliCited our aid and attendance 110 many times, to go and listen
to Remsburg on Thursday evening. W-e hav a right to ask
and expect this from those who would ' do unto others as
they would that others should do unto them.' We are not
speaking for ourselvs alone now, but for all the unbelievers in this town and county, and they are more numerous,
amonJ!: all nationalities, than you hav any idea of." After
that, if the New Hamptonites, and especially the ladies, did
not tum out, there is no use of Mr. Haislet's contributing
any furtlier sums of money to the churches.
IN the first Freethinkers' Maga-dne issued after the convention of the Henry George party appeared an editorial from
the pen of T. B. Wakeman, urging all Liberals to support
that party" to the extent of their means." Since then Mr.
Wakeman has been made a candidate for the state attorney
generalship of the Progressiv Labor party, which is the
Socialist party under another name. The main object in life
of the Progressiv Labor party is. to defeat Henry George this
fall, and show him that without the support of the Socialists
he is not so big a mau as he thinks he is. In this way they
propose to be revenged upon him for excommunicating them
at the Syracuse Convention. Mr. Wakeman now refers to
Mr. George as a hallucinated individual. We shall record
Mr. Wakeman's further flops with painstaking accuracy,
and we are prepared for cataclysmic surprises. .Mr. Wakeman goes for the latest truth as it appears to him as a lawyer,
not as the farmer who can get heavier crops off an acre than
any other man in- Stamford, Conn., where he puts in his spare
time. In person Mr. Wakeman is large, sleek, and rotund,
and looks more like a theologian than a politician, and has,
perhaps, more of the former's characteristics. He is a prohibitionist as well as a scholar, plants tpree kinds of crops on
the same ground, and makes each kind a good one, and in
other ways astonishes the Connecticut folks with his scientific
attainments. Here in New York he is a member of the law
firm of Wakeman and Campbell, but his solidest claim to
fame is the many years he presided over the meetings of the
Manhattan Liberal Club.
.NEw YoRK is a good place to purchase dry goods, and
prosperous W. W. Frasier, of Ottawa, Kan., appreciated
the fact by making the city a visit last week, and incidentally climbing up to the spacious sanctum of the TRUTH
SEEKER Editor. Mr. Frasier is about the only Freethinker
at present holding the fort in Ottawa, and he has not escaped
odium and calumny for his steadfast faith in the truth. He
knows about,_all the condemned Chicago Anarchists, says
they are gentlemen and not dynamiters, and is sorry that
they cannot hav a fair trial. Mr. Frazier knows Clark Braden well, having acted as best man to Champion Jamieson in
arranging a debate between them, out of which Braden
crawled. Mr. Frazier convicted Braden of lying, and finally
in Fort Scott Braden mustered up courage to meet Mr.
Jamieson. Shortly after the debate Braden's wife died, and
Mr. Frasier also lost two children. Braden soon appeared
in Ottawa, and in the Methodist church produced a clipping
from the Iwvestigator denying the existence of heaven, and
asked the audience how they supposed Mr. Frasier would
feel to hav had it read at the grave of his children. When at
the close of his sermon Braden invited questions, Mr. Frasier, who was in the audience, reached upon the platform
a,nd secured the Bible lying there. Turning to Ecclesiastes
iii, 9, he read: "For that which befalleth the sons of men
befalleth beasts ; even one thing befalleth them: as the one
dieth, so dicth the other; yea, they hav all one breath; so
that a man hath no. preeminence above a beast: for all is
vanity." Looking straight at Braden, he asked him how he
would like to hav had that read over the grave of his wife.
At once the Christians had Mr. Frasier arrested for disturbing a religious meeting, but when he appeared at court the
next morning the public attorney refused to prosecute. Mr.
Frasier is the only man in Ottawa who sto-:Jd up for the Salvation Army when the church-members abused them, telling the
orthodox that the Salvation circus was too entertaining to
drive away.

False

Reasonin~.

A certain Infidel calling upon his friend, an astronomer,
noticed several globes lying on a table, and admiring their
appearance, he inquired as to where they had been obtained
and who was the maker of them.
"What would you say were I to tell you that no one
made them, and that they came here of their own accord?"
questioned the astronomer in reply.
''Such a thing would be impossible," answered the Infidel.
"And yet," said the astronomer," you believe that the globe
we inhabit, the sun and other planets, and, in short, that the
entire universe had no maker . and came into existence by
mere chance."
This is one of the many instances of the narrowminded and illogical reasonings set forth to demonth f I "t
f b r f
hi
strata e a Sl Y 0
e le s w ch are contrary to the
established creed. Not only is there a failure to
illustrate or prove that which is attempted, for
but one side of the question is heard, and no conclusian can therefore be drawn; but the astronomer's
t"
· fal
y e t 1"t serves as an example to
accusa lOD lS
se.
show what bigoted ideas are entertained respecting
the beliefs, or, more commonly speaking, the dis be}"16f 0 f
II d I n fid e 1s. If, f or VIU'lOUS
·
s,
so-ca e
reasons a
man cannot conscientiously accept the general beliefs, he is not asked for the reasons, but is, without
delay· stigmatized an Infidel. This th
·
l"
'
. .
.
.
'
en,. 1mp 1es
lfhat he has no religiOn, believes m no God, will break
tlle ten COIIliQ~<llue~ts 1\S oft~ !lS 4e c9oo!'les1 anq
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commit any sin without shame or fear; an individual, therefore, to be avoided.
.
In the case before us, the astronomer's statement
of his friend's belief regarding the creation is supposed to be applicable to all Infidels, and is accepted
as undeniable; for if a man is an Infidel, he does not
believe the Bible; and if he does not believe the
Bible, he cannot believe the account of the creation,
and therefore he must believe the world was created
by nothing.
Such a proof as this is regarded as
irrefutable, and is such that it must completely
_silence all Infidels; for the Bible with its story of
the creation is impregnable against the attacks of
science and Infidelity.
But let us view this matter in the light of reason.
Man's beliefs are dependent upon his state of mentality, and different degrees of mentality naturally
produce different ideafl. But notwithstanding the
multiplicity of beliefs due to this cause, they all are
derived from a common source-all are the offshoots
of one root.
All men know that the world, in its present form,
was created at some time, but how and when is not
known; and on this conjectural point it is that men's
ideas differ.
·
Every human being, whether he be a savage of the
lcwest tribe, or a philosopher of the highest intellectual cultivation, believes that the world he inhabits
was created, and that the entire universe is controled,
by some power infinitly superior to that of the
mightiest human capabilities; a power, a something,
too great, too vague, to be comprehended or conceived of. Now, it matters not by what name this is
called, whether in the idea of its being law, force,
cause, matter, or being, as it is but the human endeavor to express and make tangible that which is
inexpreAsible and intangible. All peoples had, and
hav, beliefs regarding it, which, as stated above, accorded with and. are adapted to their civilization and
mental status.
.
With such facts in mind, how narrow-minded, how
illogical, how absurd the idea appears, that because
one denies the tbeopneusty of the Bible, he likewise
denies the existence of any higher power and believes the world came into being by " mere chance !"
It might as reasonably be urged that he also denies
that such a creature as man exists, because the Bible
says he does.
It is the beliefs, and not the fundamental causes
thereof, wherein minds differ.
DoRANT.

The Idler Shatters an Idol.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : How
often can any one who admires the truth say a good
word for a minister without doing violence to his
conscience ~
If you read the last instalment of my recent communication under the head of "The Annual Idler,"
you may recall that I spoke of a certain Rev. J ehiel
Claflin as (1) a man who was once an abolition
orator, and added (2) that he lost his pastorate by
being independent in politics.
The first statement would be true, except for the
fact, which I hav since learned from a reliable source,
that Mr. Claflin was not an orator in those days, and
that he performed his great services to the cause of
abolition on paper. He wrote tremendous letters,
and frequent, to Pillsbury and Johnson, from which
they formed the impression that the north star they
bad seen in the direction of East Westmoreland,
N. H., was set there to indicate the whereabouts of
Elder Claflin.
At the same time the elder was
booming a petition, and had got nearly all the
women and children of his parish to giv it the weight
of their signatures, praying that the country might be
divided and the slavebolding segment set. off by itself.
This b~ing the elder's course, my remarks about him
on that head lose their force by becoming untrue.
As to the second statement, the cause of his losing
his pastorate was not his independence in politics.
The fact is that among the chief supporters of the
church were men who professed to hav grown weary
of being toasted over the everlasting fires. Some
even made bold to avow a disbelief in the actual
existence of any such fires, and in the hardness of
their hearts declined to support a preacher who
advocated the brimstone hypothesis. As the elder
persisted in giving them Christianity hell-end foremost, he had to go. Such bei~g the. ca~e, my previous remarks here also lose the1r apphcatwn.
Let me add that I was not always thus. I was in
1872 or thereabouts a regular attendant upon the
ministrations of Elder Claflin, and had at that time
not the slightest doubt of the ultimate destiny of
mankind. The deacon in whose family I lived had
assured me that I would go to hell, and I had assured
him that he ought to; so on the subject of religion
my mind was at rest. I sawed the winter's wood for
the meeting-house, and with a good fire at one end
and hell at the other, the congregation did not suffer
so much from inclemency of the weather as they
might but for the efforts of myself and Eld~r Claflin.
I don't like this having to take back anythmg good
that I hav said about my old partner, ~mt tr~th
demands it, and truth and I hav always wntten w1th
the same quill,
GEo. E, MA.ovoNALp.
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#Iommulticalions.
Religion and Its Origin.
Since criticism has rendered the old solution comparativly untenable, none has been given which has
won the confidenceo of the people, and the question
as to religion and its origin is still an open one. The
memory of the old disputation, and the disgraceful
controversy which filled the world with bitter strife
and angry feelings, resulting, not infrequently, in
the shedding of blood, does not seemingly leave upon
us the impression that the end has come. Dt>finitions hav not been wanting, but the one that will end
the controversy has not come as yet to stay, I fear.
The religions of the gods, of angels and men, all fail
in the laflt analysis in finding a solid substratum upon
which they can rest in unity. These religions cannot worship at the same shrine, cllllnot receive the
.same sacrament, cannot swear by the same sacred
book, cannot tolerate the same priesthood, will not
die under the same environmeD;tB if preventable, wiii
not consent to rest in the same dirt, neither will they
hav the same heaven and hell.
There is a longing hope looking fcrward for the
time to come when this vexed and troublesome subject will find a settlement,, at least. in the m~nds of
the more thoughtful. I thmk the hmdrance h1therto
is largely a result of a feeling, on the part of these
thoughtful people, of veneration for a name or word
which has been so intimately interwoven in the life
of those whom they love. The memory of our dear
dead may, perchance, tend to turn the edge of the
intellectual blade, and our criticism fail to dissect
these religions as it otherwise would hav done if
these memoriefl were not. Then there are so many
praifleworthy things in the life of these religious
devotees, so many that savor of sweetness, which are
held in loving memory; yet these ought not to stand
in the way of finding the rEal value of religions, if
such they hav, and we must not disturb unwittingly
the repose of these religious devotees. nor ill-treat
these memories. Were it impossible to hav the same
sublime hopes without these religions, I would be
the 'a<ot one in this world to slaughter these hope~'>,
but I am fully Fatisfied that all that ever cam~ to
mortal man under the high promises of religions, and
the strongest faith therein that ever cherished a hope
'within his hPart, or placed a cup of joy to his lips, or
marie life noble and sublime-all of these can be attained in a higher expression with a much lare-er
satisfaction than ever came through unbrokPn
allegiance to any or all of the religions in this_ world.
I cannot but believe if every symbol of religion,
every structure raif!ed in its honor, every sarrament
rendering it support, every hope that rises above the
ocean of doubt., and every thought and feelinl! springing from religious devotion were forever utterly
blotted out of existence, nothing but good could
come to humanity's great heart and life. Not a word
of love C'r sweetness, not a word of tenderness or
kindness, would drop out of the language in which
civilization utters its thoughts. It is evii!ent a change
like this would fill millions of eyes with tears, but
those tears, and the sorrow that prompted them,
would soon giv place to clearer views, and a much
greater joy would come as a result of emancipation
from that which largely grew out of the accident of
time and place. But this wi11 not do. I flee that I
am anticipating. First, What is religion 1 The definition claiming the many millions of our race as devotees may be rendered in thefollowing terms. Religion is the gift of the gods. It is a change inwrought
in the devotee. "It is a work of grace. It is above
the human. Human beings can only use divinely·
ordained means. All human agencies are only meam>
to an end, they cannot creat.e religion within. He
that attains to or gets religion must find the source
of that religion in his divinity. The God, or the
gods, work in us to will and to do. Religion is hiE>
or their work through the agency of the holy ghosts
We are born again, not of ourselvs but the gift of
God, lest any man should boast. It is the God in
unity, or trinity, that is rE>constructing within the
devotee his divinity. He becomes a child of God.
and the sinful pleasures of this world hav been crucified to him. He is not of this world, seeing that
be is redeemed from the eur!'e of sin, and the seed of
God remains within him, and he cannot sin."
Snch is the divine providence. It binds us bark
to God. This is religion. This is the definition
substantially of all of the great religions of the
world. The background of all religions coming
under the definition given is fear and mystery; and
this would very naturally suggest Mr. Spencer'!'
theory of religion. Mr. Spencer in his "Genesis of
Religion" finds its highest expression in belief in the
mysterious, in the Unknowable, the Inscrutable. It
is not at all unreafi'onable that in the infancy of
thought this kind of heredity should claim first recognition. Fear and mystery, transmitted from the
lower forms to the higher, became the basis of religion in this higher fi'tructural form, not necessarily.
but incidentally. Max Muller and Mr. Spencer
fu~damentall;r are one as to the Vnkiiowable-13trik-

ing out Mr. Muller's inconsistency, which allows the
Unknowable to be revealed. Mr. Muller cannot even
find the lowest form of religion only in a conc~ption
of the incomprehensible God. The d1fferences m the
genesis of religion are widely asund~r, as. he~d by
these representativ men. Mr. Spencers behef 1n the
settlement of religion is as follows: "Common sense
asserts the existence of a reality; objectiv science
proves that this reality cannot be what ~e thin~ it;
subjectiv science shows why we ~annot .thmk ~f ~t as
it is, and yet are compelled to ~hmk of 1t a:s eXlstmg;
and in the assertion of a real1ty utterly mscrutable
in nature, religion finds an ass~rtion exactly coinciding with his own. We are obhged to regard every
phenomenon as a manifestation of some. power by
which we are acted upon; phenomena bemg, so far
as we can ascertain, unlimited in their diffusion, we
are obliged to reg.ard this pow~r as omn~present;
and criticism teaches us that th1s power lB wholly
incomprehensible. In this consciousness of an incomprehensible power, we hav just that consc~ousness on
which religion dwells. And so we arnve at that
point where science and religion coalesce." In this
brief we hav Mr. Spencer's religious theory, The
incomprehensible power, the inscrutable, the Unknowable, is the basis, the foundation, of all religions.
Rt~.ther, this element persists in all religions. That
lB the ultimate verity.
·
Belief in this incomprehensible power is the (religiously speaking) flubstratum, so to speak, of a.ll
religious manifestation. But our thoughts of th1s
incomprehensible power (of this reality), if we hav
any at all, cannot be as we think-that i~ to say,
that bur thoughts cannot represent anythmg that
correE>ponds to the reality. Then it follows that our
thoughts are not like the reality. But how this
conclusion is reached, or how it is possible to arrive
at such a conclusion without invoking a process of
comparison, does not appear evident. Before it is
possible to affirm that our notions of an inscrutable
existence are utterly unlike that existence, we must
know that existence, as the very basis of that affirmation. This, seemingly, is strangely inconsi~tent, when
religion is made to stand for something, as its background, which is an inscrutable verity. ''We shall
always be under the necessity of contemplating this
inscrutable venty as some mode of being; that is, of
representing it to ourselvs in some form of thought,
however vague. And we shall not err, in doing this,
so long as W'3 treat every notion· we thus form as
merely a symbol, utterly without resemblance to that
for which it stands." This total lack of resemblance
is a sure guarantee that "we shall not err!" This is
clear and positiv. Now, such clearness as to this
total lack of resemblance between objects •of thought,
when one of these objects is unthinkable, is not evi
dent. If both are not objects of thought, how is this
denial of resemblance possible without comparison~
This, at once, grunts unto us the clue to the following
remarkable statement: "Religion, in all of its forms,
is distinguishable from everything else in this, that
its subject matter is that which passes the sphere of
experience~" When it is utterly without resemblance
to that for which it stands, this would, of course,
exclude it from the sphere of experience.
This
"It" of Mr. Spencer's must stand for something
or it has no meaning. Whatever that something is,
or is not, is a relativ something, and must stand
related; and this necessarily leaves us where all discmsions beyond our limits must leave us.
No sooner do we postulate this unknowable behind
phenomena, than with equal propriety we postulate
behind it the unknowable still-an ever~receding unknowable-an ever-receding, inscrutable, incomprehensible power. Then what progress hav we made,
more than the child, when it asks, "Mamma, who
made God¥" All discussion must necessarily terminate within the sphere ofiimitation. No affirmations
are possible to us only as they entirely relate to the
limited. There is a limitation to human thoughtif there are ·objects of thought in the universe that
are not limited, we may take it for granted that it
will not come within our province to affirm or deny
as to them. That we are constantly under such limitation is evident from the fact that we, who do the
thinking, are limited. Words, otherwise used, certainly cannot convey to our minds any rational meaning. When we cease to be limited-then, perchance,
we can tell what we can think-'-but no~ now. When
the "I " passes through a thousand translations, or
ten thousand incarnations, it may be possible for us
to think of Mr. Spencer's "It" that is utterly
without resembiance to that for which it standE>.
But, perhaps, if we could abstract all our thoughts
from the "It," its balance might be its quantitativ and
qualitativ value. All attempts to found· religion
upon such a basis must necessarily result in leaving
the question just where it was when the discussion
began. The "inscrutable verity"-belief in which is
rehgion-this same "inscrutable verity" is the
supreme cause, the ultimate cause, the unknowable, the unthinkable, and the noumenon. These
terms are a~l one and the same. We are allowed to
know phenomena, but not noumenon; but at thi
point the problem becomes an interesting one, for
when we attempt to invest thesQ worlds with l!le~-

ing we are met with the statement that "all our
notions are utterly without resemblance to that for
which they stand." We are told that phenomena
necessarily imply noumenon, so there lB. no phenomenon without noumenon; then there lB a necessary relation existing between phenomenon and
noumenon; and hence,· if. phenomenon is a·manifestation of noumenon, if the scrutable is a manifestation of the inscrutable, if the knowable is a manifestation of the unknowable, it is a little surprising
how these facts were ever found out, when " our
notions are utterly without resemblance to that for
which they stand."
Thus it is, and thus it ever will be, when we cast
our line beyond our limits; there h no response,
affirmativ or negativ. There is no man living, or
dead for whom l entert.ain such profound respect as
I do 'ror Mr. Spencer, bpt I cannot acknowledge that
his foundation for religion is true, seeing that it is
belief in the Unknowable. M. Comte's religion of
humanity-with due respect to the ability of this
great mao-is the most absurd of anything that ever
won recognition. That religion is human as soon as
we reject the first definition, is evident enough.
While religion is human, it is not the religion of ~u- .
manity, seeing that there are many that hav no rehgion at all. There are many kinds of religion, if
history is true, and M. Comte's religio!J. is one of the
many, and a ~ery small one at that. Its English
pope, Mr. Harrison, is the only aut.horized exponent
of the Religion 'Of Humanity. Mr. Harrison must
laugh in his sleeves when he cherisheth the thought
that his religion is this Religion of Humanity. It is
useless to use up time in discussing the absurd claim
set up by .adherents to this religion. Another new
religion of 'recent origin-while we can recognize ils
method pointing toward needed reforms, we must
think that its name is ill chosen-" free Religion"
-certainly there ill no such. We can imagin that
under. the stress of circumstances this name was
chosen. It is doubtless destined to giv way to a better name in the near future, more in accord with the
~bility of the gemlemen who are its advo<'ates. In
connection with this movement we hav an idea suggested as to the function of this religion, seen in the
perfecting of oneself, or the pel'fecting of our nature.
This end is founded in no possible experience of our
race, for it is supposing religion to do that for which
it has an utter incapacity.
Religion does not work in this way. Its tendencies as seen in the light of history point in quite a
d1fferent direction. I must say, finally, in taking the
value of these definitions, I am quite unable to find
any relief. The religions of the world stand before
us. Their history cannot be divorced from them on
account of any fancy definition given. Religions
·must be stud1ed in connection with their history.
Religions are burnt into the black pages which they
hav made. Their history has been through all ages
a baptism of blt>Od. They canaot· claim to be the
gifts of the gods. They cannot claim to be inscrutable, unknowable, incomprehensible. Nor can any
of them claim to be fundt~.mental in human nature.
Human nature is not a pledge for their existence, as
religion proper is older than human naturP, and, in
fact, it is only incidental to human nature. Religions
stand out in bold relief. They are naked, and at this
day hav no means of concealment. They hav no
apparel with which to cover or conceal their names
or history. And, in fact, there are no ideas in all
history so far from the unknowable, so remote from
the inscrutable anrl the incomprehensible, as are our
religious ideas. They are the sickly food of the
lowest tribes, and the most degraded and deformed
So true is this, that religions are
of mankind.
stripped of all that is mysterious. So naked are
they, and so easily understood, that " the wayfaring
and the fool need not err therein." Religions hav,
and they do to-day, voiced the blackest villainy and
the deepast and lowest degradation of all times and
places. They hav kindled the fires of persecution a
thousand times in the name of their gods, ai].d they
hav defiled and draped with their filthy slime the
statutes of all human civilization. And they would
rejoice to-day if they could kindle the fires that
would burn to ashes every man and woman exercising
the freedom of speech, Mr. Ingersoll not excE>pted.

J. H.

BURNHAM.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Our London Letter.
In these days of general enlightenment and advanced scientific knowledge it is rather surprising
that members of the British Association, during their
'annual meeting, now being held at Manchester,
should countenance the "devotional" ·meetings held
last Sunday, when, with their usual impudent assurance, the clergy were endeavoring to show how
amicably religion and science went hand in hand.
At the cathedral the bishop of Carlisle held forth
from the text, "Blessed are the eyes which see the
things that ye see." He said that one of the chief
features of the advance of science was the successful
application of knowledge to the wants of man, and
that the priests of science and the priests of Ohris:
1 ~ianit;r nu~st be brothers .md fellow-wor~ers, because
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the first week in May, 1856, for Utah. So I am com- hold absolutely, they counseled ~heir serfs to take
patent by sa:d experiPnce to- speR k of this Mormon the oath prescribed by Congress, riot to aid or abet,
octopus. I will guarantee every Freethinker in Utah directly or indirectly. any person who practiced the
will bear witaess to every statement I make.
crimes of polygamy, bigamy, or incest. · In August
Now to your article. F1rst, the Mormon church they all voted to make the fulfilling of God's holy
wa'! nevP.r organized under the Utah territorial laws, revelation on celestial marriage a mifidemeanor. Can
but under the priest.hood's independent state of priestcraft ever sink lower than that? No person in
Deseret, in Match, 1849. The treaty of Guarlaloupf'l the future can defend them under the pretext that it
,
Hidalgo was in 1848. In 1850 September 9t.h. the is their religious belief.
Organic act was passed for the territory of Utah.
I do not for a moment doubt that the Catholic and
This independent state of the Mormons embraced Protestant churches, if they had the same opportuUtah, Arizona, Colorado, Carson Valley (Cal.), Ne- nity to colonize a vast territory excfusivly of their own
vada, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming. and Nebraska.- Of ppculiar sect, woultl make just such a hell as the
C'Jurse, as soon as t.be Organic act was passed and Mormons made of Utah when it was exclusivly Morbecame known in Utah it mclde null and void thP mon. But the Mormon church has marshalled its
state of Deseret. · But the Mormons were determined host" in battle array against the United States; it has
to hav an independent state, that il'l, a kine-ciom, to nullified every Jaw marie by Congress for thirty years.
be exclusi.vly for Mormons, and on Feb. 8, 1851, this [n 1862 Congress made a law prohibiting polygamy,
state of Deseret, with her state officerP, pas!'led an e.nd providing that no church in the territories should
11ct incorporating the church of Jesus Chri!lt of Latter own over fifty thou!:la'ld dollars. The church forced
Day Saints. This was five months after the Or!lanic t,he people faster than ever into polygamy, and robbed
act pa!'sed. Then the Mormon priests organized the them more than ever, and made the attempt to comPerpetual Emigration Company, and marle it an pel them to turn over all their property to the church,
annex to the church, for the board of the churc'1 wa!' •mder the pretext of joining the Order of Enoch.
to appoint the board of managers of the Emigration l'he church t.hen had the brazqn impudence to Ray to
Company. Next thAse divine leglislators gave. all the United States officials, from 1862 till 1883, ''If
Cache Valley to Brigham. Young in trust for thP "ny of the Mormons are guilty, why don't you arrest
church. In fact, it was all church and no statP. il.nd convict them?" This was the cry of the church
_Brigham Young was governor, prophet, seer, and papers all the time Hll the authoritie>~ commenced to
revelator; head of the church and emigrating fund. enforce the Edmund's law, passAd in 1882. Then the
11.nd trustee for both. He appointed the legislators, cry of persecution was raised by the church liars,
chaplains, and all county officers. He was the high >tnd the cry of persecution has always been the battlemuck a--muck. That this is not so to-day in Utah iF~ ,.ry of the Mormon church. But I challenge the
owing to the acts of Congress attempting ~o crush \lorman church, and all its aiders and abettors in
New York city, or in the United States, to produce a
this priestly monstrosity.
If, by any possible means, Utah could become a 'lingle instance where the U oited States has ever perstate, while the Mormons hav such an overwhelmin~ secuted the Mormon church or people. I am quite
majority the same reign of te-rror would be inaug- familiar with the true history of K1rtland, Missouri,
urated that existed here in 1855-6-7-8.. In one year Illinoil'l, Utah, and the Mormon sensational 5tories.
r.here would not be a Freethinker alive in Utah. In l'he five hundred sa-called volunteers from the Morthree years. there would not be a gAntile in all Utah; mon camp were merely hirelings of Brigham Young
r.hat is, of course, if they submitted like lam,bs to th~ -hired out by Col. J. C. Little to PreRiilent P0lk;
:;laughter, which they would not do; and if ever the and Brigham Young sent two men to San' a Fe to
awful cry of the gentiles (true American citizens) receive their (the "volunteers'") pay while en
shall be raised, "Come over to Utah and help us, route· to Utah and bring it to him. The two mev,
to save our lives, our familia!!, our property, from or agents of Brigham Young, were John D. Lee and
these Mormon thieves, tbug·s, and seducers ''-then Howard Egan, both notorious murderers, and were
the Mormon problem would be solved in the name of executed to save their masters from the Pcaffold.
Brigham grumbled when they returned bPcause
humanity. To prevent such a calamity, Utah must
not become a statE>. There is not an American citi government had not paid them up to datA. To this
zen, of anv political party, or of any religion or irre· hangl'l a long tale of intrigue of'Brigham Young and
ligion, in Utah who iR not willing to liv without statP t.be Mormon church with President Polk, and the
-ights indefinitly. You cannot find a man in all Mormon petition to the British Parliament for funrls
Utah who wants a state government, except the to land twenty thousand British Rubjects on the
\formons. For the good of all, Utah must not be- Pacific cCla'!t to take possession of Oregon and V 11D·
convPr's I~land for the British q1leen. ThiEl was in ·
come a state till the back of priesthood is broken.
.Secondly, Mormonism is based on the Msumpt.ion 1846-7. (See correspondence of L'Jrd John Rn'~"ell,
that God came down in the state of New York-witb VLP., and T. D. Brown, Morm0n agent.) Col. T. L.
"nother personag~, Jesus Christ-to a young man Kane, of Philadelphia, introduced Col. Jesse C. Little,
n tmed Joseph Smith and said, "This is my beloved Brigham Young's agent, to President Polk, who
."On; hear ye him.'' Peter, James, and John are nffered to furnish twentv thousand men on the
alleged to hav come to the same young man. As a Pacific coa!'t ; and Colonel Little was so persistent in
matter of fact., of course, it is all a priestly fabrica bis importunities for him to engage these twenty
tion, like Joseph's dream, upon which is built Chris- thousand Mormons, as regulars or volunteers, that
tianity. To be surP, the Mormons hav as much right. Polk grew suspicious. and declined to engage over
to their religious belief as tbe Christians or Free- tive hundred. And these were all Brigham Young
thinkers-there is p.o one in Utah who attempts to had in America to spare; the balance were in Engabridge this right, or the riubt of free thought, land. If the Mormon church could do this in the
'~peech, and press, except the Mormons. It is only green tree, what will it do now if it has the chance'
These are fact!!, and can be proved by church
four years ago that Charles W. Penrose, the editor
The Mormon Hi~rarcby.
of the .Deseret News, filled column after column to works which I hav, except the interviewR with PresiTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Iam prove that blood atonement was a true doctrin, but dent. Polk, which are in Washington, D. C.
Hooper, Utah.
EDWARD F. MuNN.
fully aware of the confidence your intelligent reader!:' the time had not come to put it in practice. Why?
place in your editorials. Ever since I became a Because we hav not yet a state government; but beTile Maoris Still Heathens.
truth seeker, it has always been my aim and object fore Penrose left England for Utah the practice was
Frmn tlle Otaa·,, . .w~n ZP.nlanrt, W1tnPBS.
to tell ihe truth, as undoubtedly it is yours, hut when· in full force all over Utah. It became so frequent in
An AmE-rican reHe;ious newspaper announces that " ChrisI read in your exct~llent paper of August 27, 1887. Salt Lake City that it was a common saying, "An
t!l making considerable progress among the Maoris of
that you defend Mrs. Slenker for the same rE~nson other man for-breakfa~:t !'' This was before the "ac- tianity
New ZPaland." On the principle of going from home to
that you denounce the legal persecution of the Mor- cursed gentiles" and the huted United State~' hear news, there is nothing surprising in our g-etting the
mon church, I am not only surprised hut astonished officials came to Utah to stay. You are aware, I sup- latrst information about C11ristianity among the Maoris from
that you should sip your inspiration from the fount- pose, that the Mormons ran out of Utah every UnitPd relie:ious circles in America. But the news itself is surprising· in a very emment dPgree. A kry to its interpretaain of all lies, the M0rmon priesthood There is no States officer, except Governor Cummings, from thP tion
may, perhaps, be obtained from another item of church
cpmparison at all between tbe two. There is not a' time Brigham Young was removed from being gov- news in the same paper:
particle of doubt in my mind that every letter of Mr1:1. ern or till the advent of General Connor and the es
A Wilkes-Barre clergym110 announced, on a recent Sunday
morning, that he would preach in the evening on the topic,
Slenker's baq been opened and read by Comstock or tablishment of Camp Douglass.
by some of that miscreant's emissariPs ever since she'
I see the New York Sun has about the 11ame ideaEI " How to Liv a Good Chri~lian Life." The congregation
assembled at the proper time and waited to be enlightt'n~d,
made herself so conspicuous in the defense of D. M that George T. Curtis hold11, namely, that there is no· but the minisrer failed to appear. At last a committee
Bennett. She is being illegally tortured by this un· reason why Congress should refuse the admission of found him at the police station, where he was locked up on
constitutional postal law, which would be rPpflaled; .Utah into the Union since the Mormon constitution a charp:e of drunken and disorderly cond•tct. He bad been
without a doubt if the Freethinkers in behalf of Mrs. prohibits polygamy. They did not notice that this faw'red with a baby, and. in his exultation, drank more
than be could manage.
Sieuker would arrest Anthony Comstock for false constitution did not giv women the right of franchise. wine
The Maoris are pro/ZrPssing in the Christian life much
imprisonment, and carry it to the Supreme Court for Suppose Utah were admitted as a Rt.ate, the polygamy after the fashion of the Wilkes-Barre clergyman. Head, for
final decision. The onl;r reas~mable way I can ac- clause '!ould be null and void. With Mormon gov- example, the interesting details in this week's papers about
coun.t for your great mistake Is that ~ou h~~;v been ernor, JUdge!', marshals, prosecuting attorneyP, ete-, the new "Parihaka incid•·nt.'' an incident con~i~t111g in something like a pitched battle over the capture of M>tori sly grog
readmg the Senate or the Edmunds bill, which was there would never be an arrest, much less a convic- sellers.
Another ''incident" of the same be!li!(erent charnever passed, an1t never herame law without Presi- tion, and all the gush about the pardoning power of acter, a few weeks back, occurred at the arr~st of some
dent Cleveland's signature, and there are no persons the preRident, governor, etc., is only Mormon taffy. dangerous fanatics belonging to the Haubatl persuasion.
in Utah who ever wanted it passed, except possibly IIi Every Mormon as sincerely believes in the celestial The only pt1' contra fact I know of relating to the recent
of Christianity amongst the Maoris is an advertisment
few Christian cranks; and that cla~>s is small in Utah. order of marriage (polygamy) to-day as he did three spreAd
in the Riverton p11per signed, "Horomona Pamu, bean of
I am pleased to say. You will pa:rdon me, friend months ago. People who believe such superstitions Ngatimamoe tribe.'' Horomona advertises that he has been
Macdona.d, if I now make a short reply to your ed- do not change their belief because it is incompatible to heaven, up a ladder, und de~cribes some per.uns and
itorial.
with a republican form of goverment. This state- things that be ~aw there, which facts, says Horomona, " are
Allow me to st.ate. then, that. I first heard Mormon- ·hood ruse of the Mormons proves these people the very bard for us to think over, except those which ar:e bo~
in the spirit." This seer, fortunarely for h1mself, restdes m
ism preached in 1851. In 1853 I joined the Morm~. most dishonest in the world. Every authority in the the extreme south. Had he lived in northern Maoriland he
church, when a JOUth, unknown to my parents, ft Mormon church or kingdom is a well known polyg· would-probably be a Hauhau, and ~ qura~ce vUe with h'li!
the req,ues~ ofMo:rJUon elders, I left New 'iorlt cit1 ami~t, Yet to gain )?QJ.i.tical ~ower, wlU~)l t~el woqld f~tical compatriots:

science was truth, and Christianity was tb'e very truth
itself. The bishC'p of Bedford also discourseci in like
manner, and Fhted that many needless difficulties
had arisen from the prevalence of a narrow and
mechanical view of inspiration. He gave some illus.trations to prove that the biblical writers used the
ordinary phenomenal language of their day as to matters ·of science, without being supernaturally cog-nizant of the mysteries of the universe or of the
records of aniversal history. There were also sermons preached on the Fame subject by other and
lesser lights, and, of course, the moral was always
the same, i. e., that religion had always been ready
.to hAlp and advance science. Now, I cannot. help
wondering whether these preachers are knowingly
telling most bare-faced lies, or whether the narrowness of their minds, caused by a limited edu('ation.
has really so blinded them to facts that they believe
they are speaking the truth. Of course, parsons are
generally rE-puted to be men of deep learning, though
it is a question if the most profound knowledge of
dead languages and theological writings can in any
way be considered as learning in anv but the most
limited sense of the term. What knowledge can
such men hav of universal or even church history!
They hav only to read the works of historians who
hav written in favor of what is called Christianity, to
see at once that their present statements are utterly
at variance with truth. Surely t.hey ran never ha~
heard of such men as Galileo or PrieRtley, and FlcoreP
of others, who hav been harried and persecuted by
the church for promulgating scientific truths which
were at that time seen to be antagonistic to religion
But, at all event"', the church was so far honest in
those days, and acted according to the injunction•
laid down b:v its reputed fcunders with regard to un·
believers. Perhaps, however, and more likely than
not, it would be just as honest nowadays if it had a~>
much power as formerly, but now its talons are cut
and,its beak blunted; it resorts to lying and subter·
fuge, and will submit to being shown to be the poor,
miserable imposition it is, knowing well that it will
take time to utterly destroy its power and strip it of
all its ill-gotten gainR. So long as it brings grist to
the mill, what does it matter? It will doubtless last
the time of those who at present Jiv bv it, and their
successors must look after t hemselvs. The pious wish
of the bishop of Carlisle, that the priests of science
and those of Christia'lity may be brothers and fellowworkers, if carried out. will be a very good thir-g for
the latter, but will s!!.dly handican the former. Science
and Christianity are and must be utterly opposed tCl
one another, and the sooner scient.ific men can divest
themselvs of sup<Jrnaturalism and see these matters
in their true light., the better for themselvs and hu
manity. What advances can science make so long a~>
it is tied to such a dead weight? It procAeds, cPr
tainl), but far more slowly than it would dn were it
perfectly free. If scientific men were not skeptical
they would become extinct; and it is the skepticism
they possess, even without apparently knowing that
such is the case, that enables them to continue tCl
extend their discoveri{'S. Perhaps the coming ueueration will be better able to throw off the theolouical yoke than their immediate predece8sors, who can
not rid themselvs· of the incubus of "early religion~>
training."
J. D.
Londo'JII,, Sept. 10, 1887.
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TWO THINGS WANTED.
First. We want some money from every friend who owes
on his subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER. The balance in
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufacturers and the printer is very small, and we must increase it,
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing
us by subscribers, and we desire to kindly but firmly call
their attention to the matter. We need the money, and it is
not right for them to keep it from us. We would also
respectfully suggest to those whose subscriptions expire during the present month that now is the time to renew. We
would call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new subscriber, and so get your own paper cheaper.
Second. We once more ask our- friends to send us the
names of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not
take Tim TRUTH SEEKER. The intention is to send them
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may
subscribe.

An Advance in Doctrin.
Judge Stephen Brewer, of Ithaca, N.Y., has forced
the Presbyterians to take one step ahead, and to repudiate one of the cardinal doctrine of their creed.
In an "Open Letter to Colonel Ingersoll," 'Henry
M. Field, editor of the Evangelist, said : "I never
heard of any Christian teacher who said that the
creator brought beings into the world to destroy
them.'' Judge Brewer, in a letter to the Evangelist,
quotes the Presbyterian " Confession of Faith,"
which uses this language:
" God from all eternity did, by the most wise and holy
counsel of his own will, freely and unchangeably ordain
whatsoever comes to pass.
"Although God knows whatsoever may or can come to
pass upon all supposed conditions, yet hath he not decreed
anything because he foresaw it as future, or as that which
would come to pass upon such conditions.
" By· the decrees of God, for the manifestation of his glory,
some men and angels are predestinated unto everlasting life,
and others foreordained unto everlasting death.
"These angels and men, thus predestinated and foreordained, are particularly and unchangeably designed; and
their number is so certain and definit that it cannot be either
increased or diminished."
The creed, as Judge Brewer reminds Dr. Field
then goes on to say that this predestinating was don~
"before the foundation of the world was laid," and
that "without any foresight of faith, or good works
or perseverance, or any other thing in the creature'
as conditions or causes moving him [the creator]'
thereunto;" which clearly proves, according to Calvinistic Christianity, that "the creator brought beings
into the world to destroy them.'' With this, Judge
Brewer rests his case.
In his reply, Dr. Field admits that these extraets
are against him, and that he finds it " a difficult matter to justify or explain them.'' He therefore repudiates them by quoting, "Why seek ye the living
among the dead ~" and saying that " we speak only
for the churches of to-day." And if, by any possible
contingency, "any number of men worth noticing
should avow or imply, as contained in their creed,
such a horrible doctrin as that ' God created human
beings in order to dflstro;y them,' then ill that case

we should go a step farther, and repudiate, not the
construction, but the Confession itself."
Of course this is heresy, but Dr. Field sent Judge
Brewer's -letter to "one of the most distinguished
professors of theology in this country," and the profeasor agrees with him, by saying:
"Even if it could be shown that the Westminster Confession justifies the interpretation given by your correspondent,
the Presbyterianism of our country and our time does not in
any wny indorae that {nte-rpretation. Not a line can be
quoted from the writings of any representativ theologian
of our church that would sustain such a construction. Our
foremost theological teachers maintain the contrary, and declare that our Confession ought not to be interpreted s,s
teaching any such thing ; and if a thousand Presbyterian
ministers were summoned into court, . every one of them
would testify that no such doctrin is tau~ht in qur symbols.
Every man of them would repudiate it as false, and each and
all would declare before God and men that they hold no such
opinion. Why, then, should a possible interpretation of certain detached expressions in our creed be set over against
such living testimony? Why should it be charged upon
Presbyterians in this age that they hold what they are unanimous in repudiating, and what their best living theologians
hav taken special pains to controvert?"
. All this is very satisfactory as a sign of progress in
Presbyterianism, but it in no way justifies Dr. Field's
assertion that he never heard of a Christian who believed that God brought beings into the world to
destroy. Both Dr. Field and the distinguished professor of theology practically ~dmit that that belief
did one"' obtain, and the twist given it by Dr. Field
to mean no living Christian is a mere quibble. And
it is besides not a little dishonest. For, unless every
ordained preacher of the Presbyterian church has
told a falsehood when obtaining his license from the
presbytery, he believes it now.. The second question
put to a candidate for the Presbyterian ministry is,
" Do you, sincerely receive and adopt the Confession
of Faith of this church as containing the syste~
of doctrin taught in the holy scriptures T" And
a Presbyterian minister's license contains these
words: " And he having adopted the Confession of
Faith of this church, the presbytery, did, and hereby
do, license him to preach the gospel of Christ.'•
Therefore the assertion that no Presbyterian now
believes the doctrin 80 horrible to Dr. Field is false.
If "the Presbyterianism of our country and our
time does not in any way indorse" that extract from
the Westminster Confession, why is it in the constitution of the Presbyterian church -in the United
States, as ratith>d by the General Assembly in 1821 ,
amended in 1833, sold by the Presbyterian board of
publication at the present time, and used to-day by
all the churches T Please stand up, Dr. Field and
distinguished profe~sor of theology, and answer this!
Moreover, while we may be satisfied and glad that
Mr. Field and a distinguished professor of theology
repudiate a doctrin found in the Confession of
Faith, this repudiation is no answer to Judge
Brewer nor justification of the original remark. Dr.
Field abuses Colonel Ingersoll for "misrepresenting,
Christian teaching, and says he never heard of a
Christian holding the doctrine denounced by Colonel
Ingersoll. This is the same as saying, and will be so
accepted by nearly everyone unacquainted with the
minute diabolicalness of Christianity, that the doctrins were never taught by Christians. Dr. Field
did not say that the doctrin had been abandoned ; he
implied-and with dishonest deliberation, we believe
-that it never h ad been held. Of course, then,
there are but two conclusions to be reached. The
:first is that Dr. Field never heard of John Calvin,
nor the Westminster Confession, nor the present
Presbyterian book labeled "Confession of Faith."
The second is that he distorted the truth for the
sake of scoring a point against an opponent. For
one, we find it extremely hard to adopt the former
hypothesis.

The Province of Quebf'c.
An editorial in the Toronto Mail of the 19th ult.
calls attention to a state of affairs in Lower Canada
astonishing, in this era of the world, in a supposedto-be civilized country. It is nothing more nor less
than that in Quebec the ecclesiastics are superior in
power to the state officers and legally the governors
of the province.
By ancient law, whenever a bishop of the .Roman
Catholic church shall consider it wise to establish a
eanonical parish, the lieutenant-governor of the province is compelled to at once recognize that. parish as
a municipal parish as well. In a case just decided,
this c;>lq ~w if\1 beld t9 be etill in force, and the

bishop of Quebec has used it to transfer an Engiish- .
speaking settlement from an old town to a new one,
burdened with heavy taxes and other things discour·
aging to an economical settler. This decision leads
the Mail to a consideration of the relations between
church and state in the province, and :finds the
marriage to be of the orthodox Roman Catholic pattern-indissoluble till the death of one of the parties.
Speaking roughly, says the Mail, " Quebec suffers
from that preponderance of clerical government
which prevailed in France up to the revolution of
1789 and in Mexico down to the uprising of Juarez."
The church has complete control of the appointment
of its officers, a condition which France and Germany
hav found to be incompatible with the welfare of the
state which supported the ecclesiastical officers, and
the result is that the civil government is but a servant of the church, and forever on its knees to her.
The Mail cites that in the last election, one of the
candidates publicly announced that if elected he
"should consult the hierarchy on all important qnestiona, and abide by their decision." And the government, which has just incorporated the Jesuit organization, justified its action on the ground that the
pope approved of it. Similarly, continues the Mail,
"although perhaps ninety-nine intelligent French
Canadians in every hundred wi11, as citizens, condemn the tithe and fabrique assessment system and
the system which permits such outrages as that to
which the Huntingdon settlers hav just been subje~ed, as Roman Catholics they uphold these evils;
and unfortunately they are Roman Catholics first
and citizens afterward, so completely has the church
succeeded in occupying the space which in other
communities is :filled by the state. Again, it is confessed by most French Canadians competent to pronounce an opinion that a map of intellect of the
North American continent, such. as those formerly
drawn of France, would probably represent Quebec
as the region of greatest illiteracy. Just now many
French Canadian parents are alarmed at the action
of the church in removing lay teachers and placing
the public schools in the hands of the religious
orders, whose members are not required under the
law to submit to any test of their. professional quali:fications, and may be, and often are, unfit from that
point of view. It is stated tha~ there is not a single
lay male teacher left in the schools in Quebec city.
In the rural districts the process of eliminating the
lay element and turning public education over to
nuns and young girls in training for the convent has
been going on for some time: The parent grumbles,
for he knows that under the religious orders the
three R's will be sacrificed to the seven S's, and his
children but poorly equipped for the career of citizens
of a modern state. As a Roman Catholic, however,
he considers it his duty to submit to a condition
of things which, to say· the least, is not hopeful. So,
.too, with respect to clerical interference iD elections,
there is a widespread opinion among the better class
of people that the elector ought to be free to mark
his own ballot. Yet, as Roman Catholics, all (or
nearly all) accept the view of the church that voting
is a matter within the sphere of morals, and that she
has therefore a divine right, not merely to advise the
elector, ·but to employ spiritual intimidation, if need
be, in compelling him to vote as she desires him
to vote."
This subserviency and complete slavery of the
French-Canadian population to the church is admitted by all to be the great drawback to the advancement of Quebec. The policy of the pope is to make
Quebec thoroughly Catholic, and there is no instance
in history, says the Mail, of any set of ecclesiastics
declining to take advantage of the powers which
accident, self-aggrandizement, or the will of the
people in a less enlightened age may hav conferred
upon them ; and it would be pueril to blame the
hierarchy in Quebec for following the consistent and
immemorial example of the cloth. But the question
is one of great importance to Canada as a country,
for under the rule of the priests there can be no
liberty at all in Quebec; her population is impoverished by the exactions of the church, which can sell
a man's farm, even, if he do not pay the church's
demands ; there are no schools worth calling by that
niune; and the constant demand of the people is for
money, which goes not to relieve their necessities,
but to meet the extortions of the church which is
~e cause of their poverty.
The Mail frankly confesses that it sees no hope of
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remedy, The Quebec legislature is in the hands
of the church, and even the politicians of Ontario
consider it great statesmanship to extend cledcal
privileges in return for clerical aid in elections. But
if there is no hope for Quebec, it is well that a
knowledge of her condition should be poasessed
in·theUnited States, where annexation or commercial
union with Canada is much talked al?out. It would
be folly, indeed, to annex to a free country a population of slaves who refuse to make an effort, or to
permit ~thers to make an effort, to break awa:y from
their bondage.

The Sunday Law a Means. of Grace.
In Galveston, Tex:, the enforcement of the Sunday
law is being pushed with rigor, except against those
who most deserve punishment-the clergy and the
newspapers which do not dare to denounce the law.
Although warrants hav been issued for the arrest of
the editors and employees of the Galveston. News,
they hav not been served,. while the mechanics in the
oil mills, the clerks in a drug store, the coal cart
drivers, and a fruit dealer, hav all been properly
. punished according to Christian notions. The fruit
dealer was an Italian, and he sold five cents' worth
of c~tndy. The drug firm paid $40; .the employees
of the oil mill, ten in number, paid $100; and the
coal cart drivers paid $10 each.
The News still keeps on fighting Parson Briggs,
of the Christian .A. avocate, but, 0 Lord! how pious
it has got. " The obliteration of the customary day
of rest would be a dismal commentary upon boast~d
progress in civilization and wealth," says the News
.now. It looks as though the News had purchased
immunity from the Christians, and is paying the
price on the installment plan.
The Iollowipg letter bears on this subject :
.
"NEw YoRK, Sept. 30, 1887.
" DEAR EDITOR: I agree with you that it serves the
Galveston News just right to hav its employees arrested for
breaking the Sunday law. But you did not reveal all the
turpitude of the News. You say that that paper printed not
a word against the letter of Judge Cook; but its sin of commission was much worse than its sin of omission. It called
attention to the letter, and demanded of the officers of Galveston that they should enforce the law. Now, when it is
enforced, the News cries like a child, and says it is the
' general opinion that newspapers are exempted from the
operation of the law.' Certainly, newspapers are allowed
to be sold on Sunday, but. the law does not exempt the
mechanics (which include the editors and telegraphers) who
manufacture them. See articles 183, 184, 186 of Texas
Sunday laws, in TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL of 1887·"
The Galveston News is a colossal hypocrit, and
~
we advi~e Mr. Belo to j~in a church, as the only
~~propnate refuge for htm. A man who frankly
.
says that he ought to be allowed to make money on
Sunday; but that everybody else should be put in
prison for doing the same thing, is wasting his
talents outside of a prayer-meeting.

Mr. Munn and His Enemies, the Mormons.
Mr. Edward F. Muun consumes considerable
space this week in abusing the Mormons and the
Editor of THE ·TRUTH SEEKER, who, he insinuates, is
their aider and abettor. Mr. Munn, no doubt, means
well, but he doesn't appear to understand the English
language.
The date of Mr. Munn's entrance into Utah, the
particular law under which the Mormon church is
incorporated, and the particular bill under which.the
property of the Mormons is being seized, are all of
no consequence in the difference of opinion between
Mr. Munn and THE TRUTH SEEKER. Neither do we
care to deny that the Mormons are a scurvy lot of
fanatics, though doubtless something could be said
for them on the score of morality, industry, and general material prospedty. And it is not pertinent to
the argument to show whether their proposed renunciation of polygamy, on condition that Utah be
admitted to the Union, is sincere or not. We are
not defending Mormonism, nor polygamy, nor the
Mormons themselvs from the consequences of .any
crimes they may hav committed. On the contrary,
we would punish them, legally, for eallh and every
crime they, as individuals or as a church, hav committed. And if the hierarchy of Mormonism arrays
itself against the government in overt acts (which is
the constitutional definition of treason), we hold that
the priests should receive at least as severe punisliment as was meted out to Jefferson .Davis and the
other traitors who engaged in an armed and bloody
rebellion against the United States not more year
pack than the averafSe Jllipd CfPl el_l.sily wander,

What, then, is the sin for which Mr. Munn so
. soundly berates us! Only this, and nothing more :
We Paid that the United States had no right to enact
legislation authorizing government officers to confiscate, sell, and administer the property of any
church corporation, be it Mormon or Methodist,
Catholic or Congregational. That. is the whole of
our offending, and Mr. Munn has used up over two
columns in "replying" to· it, without having touched
our position at all, or even mentioning it, or showing
that he in any way comprehended what he was
"replying" to. His communication shows only that
he hates the Mormons, and is willing that a rival
$ect should harry them through form of law, whether
that lawbe constitutional, or in harmony with American ideas, or not.
When Mr. Munn demonstrates that the United States
has the constitutional right to seize the property and
administer the affairs of a solvent private corporation,
either because it is a religious corporation or because
some of its members hav violated a law against stealing or bigamy; and when he demonstrates that this
action is not directed solely against one sect by producing the records of any suits against church corporations in the territories or in the District of
Columbia other than the Mormon corporation; and,
finally, when he demonstrates his capacity .to find
out what he is railing against, and to write to the
point, we shall be very happy to defend the .liberty
of even so despicable a religious sect as the Latter
Day Saints from the persecuting proclivities of so
polite a gentleman as Mr. Edward F. Munn.
'' Robbed Him of His CrntcheFI."
Probably most of our readers are familiar with the
story with the foregoing title. It has been going
the rounds of the religious press for two or three
years. The story is that Oolonel Ingersoll abd Mr.
Beecher were once in company, and in answer to a
defense of heresy by Colonel Ingersoll, Mr. Beecher
related that; as he was walking along the street, a
"big, burly ruffian" robbed a poor cripple of his
crutches, leaving him sprawling in the mud. Turning to Colonel Ingersoll (so the yarn goes), Mr.
Beecher "rt"st"ng from h"s chall'· and brushm" back
'
1
g
his long, white hair, while his eyes glittered with
their old· time fire as he bent them on Ingersoll, said,
'Yes, Colonel Ingersoll, and you are the man! The
human soul is lame, but Christianity givs it crutches
to enable it to pass the highway of life. It is your
teaching that knocks these crutches from under it,
and leaves it a helpless and rudderless wreck in the
slough of despond. If robbing the human soul of its
only support on this earth-religion_:be your profession, why, ply it to your heart's content. It
requires an architect to erect a building: an incendiary can reduce it to ashes.' The old man sat
down, and silence brooded over the scene. Colonel
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Webster are a sealed book; compositors to who in the rules
governing capitalization and punctuation are veiled as with
a thick blanket; compositors who yell out, 'Which of you's
is got my run-down?'" This is a practical man's certificate
to the value of th'e education dispensed at thfl Roman Catholic Protectory, which draws about a.quarter of a mi.llion of
dollars annually from the taxpayers of this city, and which
is, as to all intents and purposes, a parochial school.
.
THE Redpath Lyceum Bureau is booming George A.
Sheridan in the lecture field as a destroyer of In:gersoil. The
bureau publishes a pamphlet descriptiv of the wonderful
powers of Mr. Sheridan, and after reading it we are surprised
that Colonel Ingersoll is alive. One of the astounding feats
of the little David is that he drew two years' pay as a member of Congress without having rendered any service. This
indicates his smartness, but at the same time reflects somewhat upon his honesty, and we should think the bureau
could well afford to forget the theft. Among Mr. Sl:teridan's
references are the Bon. John Sherman, L.A. Lambert, R. B.
Hayes, Lew Wallace, Thomas L. James, and a lot more of
politicians who well understand how to "work the religious
racket.'' It is worthy of note that while Lambert only
claims to hav sold 100,000 of his book abusing Colonel Ingersoll, the Redpath Bureau has no difficulty in seeing a sale
of 300,000. But then, a little lie like that is nothing to religious folks .
THE following, clipped from a contemporary, we commend
to the prayerful consideration of those of our readers who
are in arrears :
"ST. MIOHAEL's P ALAOE, ToRoNTo, Sept. 3, 1887.
" To tne Ed.itr,r of the Catholic Weekl!l Revtew :
"SIR: I hav been often pained and astonished

at the frequent
appeals of editors and proprietors of newspapers to their subscribers, urging them to pay their lnst debts. Catholics, at least,
cannot be unaware of their obligations in this matter. and tha.t absolution to a penitent heartily sorry for his sins does not free him
from the obligations of paying his just debts. The atonement for
oblivion of justice in this world will certainly be eXRcted in the
next.
JoHN JosEPH LYNOH, Archbishop of Toronto."
We feel just as certain as Archbishop Lynch does that no
subscriber to THE TRUTH BEEKER who owes us money will go
to heaven. Justice will catch him just this side of the pearly
gate, and he will be as apt to get into purgatory as into
Abraham's bosom. Last year's receipt for this year's subscription is of no more use than absolution to a penitent who
owes the printer. It is seldom that we can agree with friend
Lynch, but this time we can shout Amen with a loud voice.

.A BosToN jury has convicted the Rev. W. F. Davis, a
crank preacher, for speaking on Boston Common without
permission. Judge Staples, in addressing the prisoner;
said: "From 1640 to 1821, when Boston became a city, the
citizens of Boston decided for what purpose the Common
should be used. After that time this right was given to the
corporate municipality, the mayor, board of aldermen, and
common council. It cannot be said that the constitutional
right to deliver a sermon transcends all other rights, although Christianity underlies the social fabric. There are a
good many things which may restrain our personal freedom
and lib"lrty, yet in the use of public property and social intercourse there must be some restraints for the best interests
and good of the whole community." If Judge Staples had
said that Christianity underlies a good deal of our social, but
none of our legal fabric, his remarks would be much more
acceptable. The position assumed by Mr. Davis was that
inasmuch as he taught Christianity, he had rights superior
to the whole community, and could do as he pleased with
the community's property. If, like C. B. Reynolds, Mr.
Davis had hired a lot in which to preach, and had then been
Ingersoll found that he had a master in his own arrested, the proceedmg would hav been a gross outrage.
power of illustration, and said nothing. The comIN a sermon on "The United States Constitution from a
pany took their hats and parted."
Religious Standpoint," preached last month, David Gregg,
· We hav denied the truth of this fairy-tale some pastor of the Boston Park street church, said:
"If we interpret the Constitution according to its Plain reading,
scores of t"tmes on th e au th on"ty of H. enry W ar d
is assuredly a non-religious document. The truo, God has no
Beecher, who wrote his denial to Horace Seaver. it
standing in it. It offers no more protection to the religion of Jesus
We never thought it worth while to ask Colonel Christ than to the religion of Buddha. The oath which the presiIngersoll to deny it, but Mr. J. L.- Treuthart, of dent takes in assuming office has no mention of God in it, although
an appeal to God is the very essence of an oath. The absence of
Portsmouth, 0., forwarded it to him, and sends us the religious character was noted from the very beginning, and it
was the subject of consideration by God-fearing patriots. Dr. John
Rogers wrote to Hamilton for an explanation of the omission, and
his reply as follows:
"NEw YoRK, Sept. 8, 1887.
received the reply: 'Indeed, doctor, we forgot it.• One class of
"J. L. TREUTHART, EsQ.,-My Dea;r Sir: There is not one people claimed that it was an oversight; another that it was inword of truth in the article you sent me, entitled 'Robbed Him tentional and for the purpose of divorcing the church from the
of His Crutches,' which I reinclose to you. People are con- state.
"What is our duty as Christian citizens in regard to the nontinually manufacturing falsehoods for the purpose of avoid- religious character of the Constitution? We should do that which
our
failed to do; we should crown our God and Christianing arguments that they cannot answer. I never had any ity infathers
the very first sentence of the ConRtitution. We should make
such conversation with Mr. Beecher, nor with any other
human being, nor anything approaching it, nor anything out it read : 'We, the people, in the name of God, accepting the son as
our ruler,• etc.
.
of which such a story could honestly hav been made.
"The only class that would object to this would be those who rejoice that the state is divorced from religion. The great work of
"Yours very truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL."
the last century was thl' setting of the nation right in the eres of
Thus we hav Mr. Beecher's denial of the truth of men; the great work of the next century should be in setting it right
in
the eyes of almighty Gnd. I can make an impregnable arguthe tale and Colonel Ingersoll's denunciation of it.
ment on this pol.nt, and if compelled shall take occaRion to do so at
But these facts will not make the slightest difference some future time. The American Constitution must be Christianin the regularity and frequency of the appeMance of ized. Thousands of men are at present associated with this end in
view1 and the weight of the argument is all in favor of these men."
the story in the columns of the religious papers.
If the Rev. David Gregg were alone in his views, if the
"If the glory of God hath more abounded through country were not full of corrupt politicians who bargain with
my lie, why yet am I judged a sinner?" is holy writ, the church on every occasion, we could afford to smile at
this. But a,s it is, we are inclined to think that the Gad-inand a good enough guide for religious editors.
the-Constitution party are making greater progress than the
A sHORT time ago the printers' union of this city consid- opposing organization.
------~Hh.------ered the advisability of raising the price of composition. In
Mr. Tncke1· Congratulates Himself.
arguing against the plan, C. C. Burgoyne, one of the largest
From Ltbe.rtv.
employers of printers in the city, says: "At a few hours'
Hot-headedly wrong, but forcible, able, and interesting
·notice a certain 'institootion' on the outskirts of the upper writers-such is THE TRUTH SEEKER's verdict upon the
end of the city can furnish you any number of 'compositors' Australian Anarchists. Singular fact, isn't it, that wherever
-com:positors to w4o~ tb,e sb,ort jlarrativs writtep. by Noah you find an A.narcltist you find a rn.an of bra,irls an<! tale!lt?
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see how easy it is to get money to pay a Liberal lecturer.
Don't stanrl back and say, • When it rains mush my plate is
bottom side up.' Keep your plate right side up and it will
always be full; then sift out what you want or can use." _If
HELIX, On., Sept. 12, 1887.
this letter is too long, shorten it; if too short, lengthen It;
Mn. EDITOR: As my father, ·Ben Stanton, was one of the if good enough, print it; if not, save it to start your fire
most faithful readers of THE TnUTH BEEKER over eight this winter.
Yours truly,
A. YonK.
years, I feel it my duty to inform you of his death. He died
July 11th, 1887. aged 53 years and 11 months, after suffering
RoOHESTER, MINN., Sept. 21, 1887.
almost a year from dropsy. He was patient to the last, and
Mn. EDITOR: Please allow me space in your paper to say
died a t.rne Liberal. He leaves a Liberal family-a wife and t'•at I indorse, with empha9is, 'what Abbie Knapp said in a
five children. He was also a member of the Liberal League. late number b support of Elmina. We hav little to do with
Mrss ANNA STANTON.
her modes of gaining or giving scientific social facts or fallacies. I believe the Constitution givs every one the right to
BALLSTON SPA., N.Y .. 8Ppt. 18. EM. 237.
gain knowledge through the mails, if he so desires; and the
Mn. EorTon: Inclosed please finrl $2 20. as per bill. " G'>rl article by C. L. James, in August 20th, indicates that sealed
and His Book" is a book that every lnfirlel in the world Iettl.'rs are inviolate. Thus Elmina's case proves " disgustshould hav. It is worth it weight in gold of Ophir. I see by· ingly" clear to us that we are losing every right we ever
THE TRPTII BEEKER that Mr. Fturell is going to publish had to free speech, press, Pnd mails.
Colonel Ingersoll's speech at Reynolds's trial in Morristown.
I shall hope to see the American S cular Union Convention
If so, as soon as yon receive some please send me two copies. take severe action, and critically feel the public pulse to
I am sowing the good seed of mental liberty as fast as I can determin if it be wise to imprison so honest and charitable
here, and the good ChriRtians are giving me L the best they an Infidel Quaker woman upon so ethereal a pretext.
can, but I am right side up with care yet. That yon may
We are all anxious to know how much this "land of the
liv Inn!!; and enjoy good health is the wish of the Infidel free" allows to freedom. And must we hav a King Comstock
family of
WILLIAM THORPE.
to tell us what is "disgusting?"
I am glad you still keep supplying cartoons. Mr. Heston
MusKEGON, Sept. 6, 1887.
MR. EmTon: I take upon myself the unpleasant task of in- must hav a prodigious imagination, to clothe the facts so
forming you that my father, an old subscriber for THE TRUTH appropriately.
Inclosed please find subscription for another year.
SEEKER, Wm. Jones, passed from earth life on the 21st of
FLORA W ARDALL-Fox.
August, after an illness of a little more than a week. He
had been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER since its beginning,
FRENOHTowN, NEB., Sept. 15, 1887.
and a great admirer of Mr. Bennett. Though a Spiritualist
Mn. EDITOR: So many able writers more capable than myin belief. he had great sympathy with all Liberal movements.
We enjoyed tbe~e views with him, and though we do not wish self hav espoused Elm ina's cause, I hav waited (perhaps too
to continue THE TRUTH BEEKER at present, we wish you to feel long), knowing they would express my own sentiments in
that we are grateful for the good we hav received from it, regard to her case, and they hav. While I wish to assure
and shall at all times folio IV it with our best wishes. If Sister Elmina of my profound sympathy for her and her
there is anything due up to this date, please inform me and labors, those j!"rand women, Susan H. Wixon (whom we all
pity so in her affliction), Lucy Colman, Elizabeth Denton, and
I will remit.
Mns. G. H. FonD.
Dr. Juliet Severance, togethl.'r with "Altair" (she being a
whole host in herself), hav said so many good things lor ElCoLtTMBIA CITY, Sept. 18, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR : I write to you to inform you of the death of mina, I hav felt that there was nothing at all left for me to
Mr. Carpenter. His last request was for me to write to you. say. On reading the letter of •• Altair," I heard a person say
He had been helpless almost one year wit.h rheumatism and "she should be made attorney-general of the United States.''
The whole world should read Elmina's papers on sexual
a general breaking down of the system. Two wt>eks ago today be could scarcely read, but he had me prop THE TRUTH intemperance, that great emancipation proclamation to
BEEKER up so he could look at it. He passed away peace- women, and be convinced that she has only the betterment
fully as he had lived. We took him from our home to South of the human race at heart; and the race will bear considWhitley and laid him to rest. We did everything he re- erable improvl.'ment yet. When Comstock gets the rope off
quested us to do. We filled his casket with flowers. There her neck, she will then be the "noblest Roman of them all."
was no one of his belief here to say anything, so we buried Later on, we will build her a monument of pure white marhim in silence. He died the 12th of Sept , aged 57 yearR ble reaching just as high as our money will take it. She is
9 months and 21 days. He had preserved every copy of the Hypatia of modern times, and will be made a saint, as
THE TRUTH BEEKER. His request was 'to hav you publish was the Hypatia of old, and that, too, by the very demons
who wrought her ruin.
his death.
Respectfully,
MRs. S. H. CARPENTER.
MAnY BAIRD Fnwa.

fetters frotl( tlritnds.

WoROKSTER, MAss., Sept. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am very much pleased with the laqt copy
of THE TnUTH BERKEn. I think Mr. W. F Jamieson takes
the right J!round in regard to debates with even such men as
Clark Braden. Let us not giv a Christian a chance to say we
are afraid to meet them in debate. As to Herr Most, it
seems to me t.hat be only declared his intention of doing
what most f!.ll Freethinkers are doing. That is, disregarding
all laws that we consider unjust. Shall we keep our mouths
closed for fear of the blasphemy laws, or shall we brl'ak
them? Shall. we be careful not to break the Sunday laws,
no matter how unjust they are? And the same of the postal
laws relating to what some people call obscene matter?
Where would Freetlwught hav been to-day if the mental
heroes of the past had not reqisted tyrannical Ia ws? The
Boston tea party used force, and so did the patrints of Lex_
ington, Concord, and B.mker Hill use force to resist unjust
and tyrannical laws. Hurrah for Watson Haston .•
c. L.· HASKELL.
STRASBURG, ILL., Sept. 20, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: When a wedding, birth, or death occurs it is
customary to notify the tamily and friends. As all three
hav occurred here, I hasten ·to write this epistle. The wedding was of fraternal spirits in the cause of Freethought;
the birth was of a host of new theological ideas, and the
death of many absurd notions. The Christians turned out,
the Infirlels were out, the women were out, little boys and
girls were out, I was out, and all to hear C. B. Reynolds tell
the object of the Liberals of America. He wrote me Friday
evening that he had no hall in Mattoon Monday night, and
could come here. I wrote fnr him to come, and sent-word
to all I could. The school-hpuse was full, and nearly as
many more nutside. He gave away a lot of papers, anrl sold
a good many books; we did the best we could, and he said
it was a success. It does me good to see the treasurer's report in the papers, fur I am president, secretary, and treasurer. After paying expenses we !Jav $9.67 in the treasury,
and the only chance I hav to get rid of iL is by paying it to
Liberal lecturers ; and the more lectures we hav the more I
get, so you see our kind of Liberalism reaches clear down to
the pncket-book. We are looking for some grand work at
the Union at Chicago. Every state should hav a secretary
to receive names and reports from every county in the state,
and every county a secretary to receive reports· from townships. We must stand up and be counted some way. Let
us all take one good, long, and strong pull next year for organization. Let the speakers at ~he Union write their
spl.'eches and serid them to the Liberal papers for publication, and then get on some committee and work like Turks
(I d<in't know whether Turks work. or not) for the very best
interests of the Liberal cause. And, to the Liberals living in
tP.e \}OUntrr, ~ust let me sar, "Ma~e a Uttle effort, and

MYRTLE CREEK, OR., Sept. 10, 1887.
'MR. EDITOR: Rationalism views everything in its natural.
radical, and philosophical reality. It comprehends the sciences, cause and effect. It discovers and acknowledge~
laws by which everything is controled in the march of progress. But when its development is intercepted by any interference, those laws interpose until the cause of disturbance
is removed. It finds no remedy for sin but restitution. lt
finds no divine right or prerogativ for a few to domineer over
and rule the many. It finds no personal devil. It finds no
personal or anthropomorphic God in the domain of the universe. It find~ a force, a vital principle, which permeates
all nature. It discovers that if we would become wiser,
better, and happier, and make others so, we must employ
the ways and means by which it can be accomplished,
instead of praying to a supernatural Gorl. It finds that it is
wiser and better to aid the poor, famishing, and ignorant in
our midst than to send treasure and missionaries to distant
lands with the B1ble. It finds that it would be wiser and
better to tax the rich churches and relieve the laboring man
of some of the burden of taxation. It finds that it is better
to teach the young something useful and pr~tical than to
teach them church cattchisms.
Supernaturalism is a species of insanity. It is a perversion
of the natural faculties, and leads to injustice in politics and
religion, and is subversiv of the best interests and happiness
L. U. HtLL.
of mankind.
PITTSBURGH, PA. Sept. 24, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: This orthodox, priest-ridden city has just
had an intellectual shaking-up by a course of lectures delivered by Dr. J. L. York, of California, who has justly been
styll'd the" Ingersoll" of the West.' The Pittsburgh Secular
Union was fortunate in securing this celebrated orator to deliver the opening course of the season. His first lecture, entitled, " The Two Bibles-Evolution or Creation, Man or
Monkey-Which," was delivered Sunday, September 4th, in
Maltby Hall, to a crowded and intelligent audience who fre.
quently interrupted the speaker by outbursts of overwhelming applause. The second lecture was delivered in Lafayette
Hall, subject; " Capital and Labor; or, the Reign of the
Common People." The lecture was a master effort, and
made a deep impression on the working-people of this city.
The executiv board was convinced '!Jy· the large audience on
this occasion that it would be futil to attempt to crowd the
people that would be likely to come out to hear the last two
lectures into Maltby Hall, hence they secured Lafayette Hall
for the following two Sundays, and the crowrls of people that
attended the third and fourth lectures justified them in taking this wise step. His last lecture was on "IndividuHlity,
Courtship, and Marriage." This was a great lecture. The
doctor never appeared to better advantage than he did on
this occasion. l:le seem.ed to Q~ "Qrim!~" ~nq rqni!.ing over

with his subject, and he held his audience, as it were, "Ppellbound" for fully an hour and a half. This lecture will long
be remembered by the people here, who hav placed.a very
high estimate upon the doctor as a public lecturer and Liberal reformer.
After lecturing in Philadelphia, Boston, and Bufflllo, he
returnq to Pittsburgh to deliver two more lectures on SunANTHONY BAnKER;
days, November 6th and 13th.
Vice-President Pittsburgh Secular Society.
NEw YonK, Sept. 24, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: Let well enough alone, is a good proverb.
Is it wise, is it policy, for us Freethinkers to be exclusiv, and
separate from society without good cause? Hav we not
lecturers working early and late to make propaganda for our
cause? Will they succeed better when we make needless
changes, ob~tructions, to which we ourselvs do not agree,
and which are of no possible use and good to us? A new
era, beginning somewhere-or anywhere, not to be particular
about a few months or years more or less, as per H. M. P.may do well enough for most of us, but it will not suit teachers
nor scholars, sm11ll or large, historians nor chronologists,
much less astronomers. A new era meanq another interruption, a complication and confusion in computin~ time, as
anyone will lind by examining. encyclopedias. Under Chronology in Encyclopedia Britannic'!. appears the following:
"Each small communit)', and king, and priest had his own
era. But by a natural process •he mischief was gradually
and partially remedi d. The extension of intercourse between the variotis small groups of societies of men, and still
more the union of larger groups, made a common epoch nece~sary. Astronomers denote the year which. preceded the
first year of our era by 0, and the year previous to that by
1 B.o., but chronologers, in conformity with common notions, call the year preceding the era 1 B o , and the previous .
2 B.O., and so on. By reckoning in this manner, there is an
interruption in the regular succession of the numbers, and
in" the years preceding the era."
Reading the. above made me a decided opponent to any
new era. even if it were free from error, but to read· such
fulminating nonsense to uphold a gross error of fact from
G. N. Hill makes one nauseate. I ask your readt>rs now, Is
our object to make mi~chief. confusion, complication, and
interruption, without a benefit for us or anyone else? Let
us put down such innovators as cranks. It would look
about like taking down the top story of a stone builrling, and
building in its place a story of brick, and calling it thereafter
a brick house. If civilization demands a new era, I am
quite sure it will commence it from the earliest time known,
regardless of any person's reputation, and make it to conform and acceptable to the whole world, doing away with
counting backward, a strain and a stumbling-block more or
lt'ss to any child learning history.
A muC'h better t>poch to start a new era would be the
Fourth of July, 1776. It would find thousands of adherPnts
to every one of the so-called Freethought calendar here and
in Europe. But who wants it? Not one sensible man.
I hav asked repeatedly, but in vain, for one, only one,
good reason in favor of a new era, but there is none to be
found. Eras are not suitable any more to commemorate
men's deeds or lives.
To count the time correctly is the hour, day, month, and
year we liv in, and not pMt; or else we would h · v to date
1886 8 months and 24 days, but this would be no improvement to our dating in use.
FnED. KoEZLY.
PIPPIN LAKE FARM, 0., Sept. 25, 1887.
DEAR FRI!l:NDS oF THE TRUTII BEEI\:ER: A terrible calamity
has fallen to our lot in the sad, sudden, and shot king death
of our only son, Hubert, who died Aug. 25th from the effects
of alkaloid poisoning.
For four summers his happy presence had made of our
home a heaven, but in eighteen short hnurs the joy of that
home is changed to deepest sorrow, and all we hav left is his
cherished memory, mingled with the' thought that could we
bav known his danger in time those willing hands and trusting heart need not lie pulseless in death.
, Eminently a child of nature, and taught its wonders by a
loving mother, his chief delight consisted in seeing and telling its beauties. Being healthy, and conseq•Iently activ and
happy, he blessed our lives, and was our .greatest help and
hope. Truthful himself, he trusted others; self-reliant, yet
having a most tender heart; strong-willed, and yet so teachable. Such qualities so often shown in his nature endeared
him to us by every tie that blesses and joins parent and
child. If, in obedience to his firm will, he had wronged any
one, unsolicited he would confess his error, not to an imaginary God, but to the orily one who had any claim to the confession-the one injured -and. say, pleadingly, "I am so
sorry.''
Fearing that he might hav inherited a predisposition to
those insidious diseases which affect the brain, and knowing
the sympathy existing between the viscera and that wonderful organ, the brain, we never allowed him to eat cake,
candies, condiments, or flesh meat, bnt made his diet a fruit
and farinaceous one. But in an evil hour his life was risked
by a thoughtless domestic, who, violaLing our express command, gave or permitted him to eat, while in her charge, a
hearty meal of riche3t hash. Undigested, it had lain in his
stomach eighteen hours, whe": he was taken with most fatal
symptnms of approaching dissolution, like one poisoned. As
if realizing his extreme danger, he said, "Papa, will I die ?'•
Feeling it was too late, I tried to comfort him, and then he
said, ·'I don't want to die. I want to stay with you."
He endured his intense sufferings wtthout murmuring,
and died in my arms, a sacrifice, another example of innocence suffering through another's conceited ignorance.
Those innocent eyes lie closed so untimely. A little sister
whom he lov~d so well, ~lld w4om. 4e 4a4 ris~ed 4is own
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life to protect, lies in the qrsdJ.e brotherlesa at two weeks
old ; a mother placed upon th'e verge of insanity; a desolated
home, and those who knew and loved that noble boy compelled to suffer all the pangs of separation-all the r~sult of
one thoughtless act.
What monstrous injustice to the wronged and trusting
child, if death ends all, to be so cruelly robbed of a life he
_oved so well ! If there is another life, and he .yet is conscious, what must the pangs of parting be to his tenderheart
when ours may yet prove unbearable ? What shall we say
of that conceited ignorance which, disregarding recklessly or
wilfully the admonition of experience and older judgment,
lias brought this great affliction upon us ? And_ yet in the
face of this awful experience we are told that all wrqngs will
be righted in the next world I But how can we expect
justice to govern there when it fails here ?
. Upon the principle that mankind has more faith in him
· who-faithfully keeps his promises in this life, so we would
hav more faith in the rule of justice if its debts were not all
due in another world.
MA.RIUs HEIGHTON.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Sept. 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3 on my subscription for THE
_TRUTH S&:EKER, with thanks and congratulations that we
hav a few periodicals whose managers hav the courage
and fairness- to publish the logical iinport of facts on subjects of common interest and importance. My being· an
uncompromising advocate of the equal right of every individual to liv ~nd to the means of living, regardless of creed,
col9r, age, sex, or nationality, should logically impel -me to
be neutral or liberal on the religious question. Moreover,
religious superstition appears to hav: been the first result of
human thought, reaS{)n, and observation. Hence, it is the
germ of social philosophy, investigation, and progress; and
appears to be developing into Socialism, which promises to
ripen into Materialism. When the fruit has matured, the
germ should naturally die of itself; therefore, I shall fail to
see the expediency of an effort to kill the germ prematurely.
Nevertheless, such effort may possibly do good; it can
hardly do harm at the present juncture of human affairs; for
popular thought and aspirations appear to be trending to a
subject of far more importance to the human race than
religious superstition &nd Infidelity combined!; hence, I shall
find no cause for hostility to either of them, but will suggest
the probability that those who make the discussion of such
vagaries a specialty will find themselvs -"badly left" at- the
end of the race.
The histories of the human race inform us of a time-and
it does not seem long ago-when the strong oppressed the
weak; and those who would plead-the cause of the oppressed
in the name of humanity were in danger of being hunted
like wild beasts, and slain when captured. I.t was then that
the gods and religious superstition did some good service to
the oppressed, notwithstanding the efforts of priestcraft to
prevent it in the· interest of statecraft. Therefore, if the
gods, through religious superstition, hav placed us in a
position to plead the cause of man in the name of man 'andfor man, h11.v we not something to thank the gods for, even
if they hav but an imaginary existence? The gods having
placed us in a position to work out our own salvation, our
requesting them to do more, or reviling them because they
do not, is equally degrading to our manhood. Better work
but our own salvation like men than waste our time reviling
the gods or beseeching them to help us further.
J. A. TUTTLE.
Sept. 23, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I feel that I cannot rest-till I hav entered my
weak protest against the sentence of the Anarchists, so-called,
of Chicago. I think it the most abominable blot that could
be put on the escutcheon of our grand republic, for grand it
was in its conception, but the ignorance and selfishness of
man has put many blots on its fair fame, but this is the cap_
sheaf. The Manchester massacre was nothing to it, and it
damned Castlereagh forever in history, and ill- the memory of
his countrymen. To think that in a country whose written
Constitution says that the liberty of speech shall never be
abridged, the people will sit supinely by and see such a sen_
tence carried out, is a thought to make the nations of the
earth sneer, and Ru!isia's autocrat smile and say, "The great
republic is copying after me." But sixty million tyrants are
worse thl}-n one; there the responsibility rests on one man, but
here we all share it. The whole rests on us, the people, and
if that sentence is carried out, whose neck will be safe that
dares to utter words that are not popular with the millionaires that now govern the counrry with the help of monopolists, concentrating their capital in all branches of business
to crush out the small tradesmen, and make but two classes
-the very rich and the very poor I How long will Knights
of Labor, or any other body of poor men, dare to say their
soul is their own with such a precedent set by the highest
tribunal of the state. It will be the death-knell of liberty,
and, in my humble opinion, if the whole body of workingmen do not protest in the strongest manner against the hangjog of those men, they will soon find the chains riveted about
them so strong by millionaires, monopolists, and priests combined, that their hopes of liberty will be forever blasted.
These men were condemned not for murder, but for talking.
There is no pretense that either of them committed murder.
No, they were attacked by the police when. at a peaceable
meeting, and did not even try to protect themselvs, but
some one threw a bomb and the police were hurt. But these
men were known to be dissatisfied with the present state of
affairs, and dared to say so, and for this they are to be hung
as an example to all dissatistled men who dare to speak
against the wish of the moneyed aristocracy that is crushing
the very life out of the natioa. Will the people of this country submit to such an outrage ? I fear they will. The blood
of ~he fqrlt!Uls 1 of the race thl\t t1rst settled the country, is
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so mixed up with the dupes of priests that it runs slu~rgish
in the veins of the presPnt generation; but there ought to be
enough- men who-" know their rights, and knowing dare_
maintain them," to overthrow at the polls the horde of priestridden slaves who do the bidding of those who would enslave
us, and to see the laws so made that liberty of speech should
never be infringed upon.
J. DowNEs.
ITHA.OA, N. Y. Sept. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Nature! What is nature? Answer: It is
all our senses comprehend; the substance of our being, animal and intellectual, 'male and female, the god of Jaw, and
the goddess of liberty, the positiv and negativbalancing principle, the sole revolving unity; her science recognizes no
good, no evil in distinction. The tree of the knowledge of
distinction, through the ignorance of nature's laws and animal excess, we hav created the subtle beast (indulgencP)
-called the; serpent because of its deceptivness, and thus propose to divide the unity of the masculin and feminin fundamental principle upon which eternal nature is founded.
Thus Babylon (confusion) is established, and the whole
world feeds upon the fruit of the tree good and evil. And
thus the science of universal nature is entirely inoperativ.
and inetead of building the lord's (nature's) house, every
man runs to his own house and says, "Here, look here !'•
and forces our feminin attention to his splendid architecture,
and we become bewildered and decide at once that his is
good for food, and desirable to make one wiee, and thuP
widen the breech between the animal and the intellectual
And to prove the truth of what I say along come the cartoons presenting the lowest form of man, a mere beast (sectarianism). I will not recognize him as belonging in my
garden of intelligence, hence I turn him out and bar my
gates forever against him, and pronounce him dust, and
clothe him with ~kina. He was never a man, nor ever can
he be. To be a man is masculin and feminin unity; to be a
subtle beast is to divide this unity, and Jet each dual form
take their independence and responsibility. Thus naturp
seems to make war against herself, and dr<•p the curtain an_d
shame a dog. I accept him only upon the ground of a ghost
of appearance, a mental hybridism, the mystery of ignorance.
Whatever is must be as a test of the truth of nature. When
woman (the feminin of man) takes the ballot it will be the
confirmation of mental hybridism and suicide; it will be to
do tha\ which is unnatural, and to acquire responsibility
that is not compatible with her structure, and will bring with
it governmental and military duties which would be unnatural to her taste and family requirements. ·No, nature can
not be thus divided; it is the frustration of natural science
and manly reason. The chief end of man is to carry out
manly principles in the undivided unity of the masculin and
feminin nature. Thus nature seeks her own positiv and negativ structure, and cannot be divided.
ZENA.B KENT.
ToRONTo, ONT., Sept. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Communications from Toronto do not appear
often in THE TRUTH BEEKER, so by way of variety I thought
a few lines would not be unacceptable in the Friendly Letter
department. This is Mr. Watts's headquarters, and, with
the exception of being absent a few weeks now and again, he
Jentures every Sunday evening in Science Hall, Adelaide
street. Toronto is remarkable for the number of its
churches; they are everywhere, with new ones continually
b~ing erected. The Methodist is the all-powerful denomination, from the mayor down ward. Sundays are kept in as
orthodox a manner as possible; no street-cars running, no
stores open, except drug-stores, and but for the presence of
two parks everyone would be compelled either to go to
church or stay in the house. Toronto is a paradise for
parsons. B8.Ul Small or Brother Jones can fill the biggest
church here every time. The newspapers every Monday
report wishy-washy sermons nearly verbatim, but always
ignore Mr. Watts's eloquent and instructiv lectures. A small
oody of Freethinkers congregate in the Queen's Park every
Sunday and address the crowds gathered there. They
always get the largest audien~e. This park is a curious
sight Sundays-all denominations, from the orthodox to the
most Liberal, trying to get converts by singing, praying, and
exhorting. The success of the Freethinkers has caused no
little jealousy among some of the followers of the lowly
Jew, and quite a spirited controversy has taken place this
summer through the Correspondence columns of the Toronto
press with a view of stopping the Infidels in the parks, bu1
e~ery letter was ably rPplied to by different Freethinkers.
and the result is that Freethought has more listeners than
eTer. Ministers here freqtlently denounce "horrible Infidelity "-but in their churches, where you are not supposed to
ansvHir them. One prominent minister, Dr. Wild, said in a
sermon a short time ago that he would challenge any man in
Toronto that " the pyramids of Egypt refute the theory ot
evolution." Such an opportunity Mr. Watts could not
resist, who wrote accepting the challenge; but the worthy
reverend backed out of it with the excuse that such debates
did no good. So you see the advantages these men hav.
They can talk the vilest trash in their churches, knowing
they need not substantiate what they say unless it pleases
them to do so.
Mr. Watts last Sunday delivered an interesting lecture on
" Science vs. Theology" to a large audience. In the course
of his lecture he spoke of the difference between what is
sr1bjectiv and what is objectiv, and to illustrate his meanin~
he related an incident that happened to him twenty-three
years ago that I think will be interesting to our Spiritualistic
friends. A learned Secularist of his acquaintance, Dr.
Clark, of London, Eng., became a convert to Spiritualism.
Dr. Clark always affirmed that every night he went home
the tables and chairs would rise and bow to him, and thst
spirits were the cause of this courtesy; that this phenomenon
was tile rei\Bo~ of 4is belief in Spiritu'"lsm. Mr. Watts 1\nd
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a friend one night accompanied the dl)ctor home with the
intention of seeing whether the furniture would be as CI)Urteo us to them as to the doctor. Ou their arrival Mr. Watts
requested Dr. Clark to remain below while himself and friend
went upstairs to examin for themselvs. On opening. the
door and surveying the room, Mr. Watts exclaimed, loud
enough for the doctor to hear below, "Well, if I had not
seen this I could never hav believed it." On hearing this,
the doctor came upstairs and said, •· Did I not tell you so?
Perhaps you'll believe me after this." Mr. Watts said, " In
what direction, is the table bowing now, doctor?'' "Why,
straight toward me." Mr. Watts: "Are you positiv about
it?" The doctor: "Why, certainly." Mr. Watts then
informed him that himself and friend had watched the furniture since their arrival, and it had neither stirred nor
shown any signs of activity. The doctor's idea was subjectiv, and not objectiv.
GEo. Wn.LIA.MB .
AToKA., IND. TER., Sept. 18. 1887.
MR. EorroR: I hav waited and looked in vain for an
answer to my proposition on the prospecting expedition, and
as none has come, I hav been quietly working along away
down here to develop what I hav, and as Aunt Si~ter Brown
used to say in the class-meeting, "I hav cause to be happy,"
for everything is coming out just as I expected.
And, while working out here all alone in the hills, thoughts
will come to my mind, which I'll try in my rough, rude
way to convey to you their meaning; so you must not
PXpPct a flowery and scientific Jetter from a prospector, but
accept· his ideas and explanatiors in his own langauge.
Now, I take my ledge or vein to be the world. On the
croppings I find everything mixed-poor ore, good ore, and
the greater amount entirely barren. I find this laid here by
Mother Nature in strat!l or streah:s, so I giv each one its
name. The good, pure ore I call truth, right, light, and
reason, and I find it in only tl:iin streaks. The larger I call
ignorance, superstition, priestcraft, dogmas, fanaticism, and
a host of· others too numerous to mention. Having now
made my location, I select my most promising stratum, and
~o to work making a dump for each ldnd, separating it as I
go. I find my pure ore in the largest strata to be truth and
right, lying with ignorance and supPrstition on one ~ide and
priestcraft and dogmas on the other, nearly crowding out
and mixing up with this other, my small stratum, light and
reason; but knowing as I do, I fear not for them, for at
some time I hav every reason to believe that they will come
into the main ore body if sufficient prospecting ar.d mining is
done. So I go to work and pick and hammer. I find
ignorance and superstition the easiest ground, but with
these few tools ·and single-handed I make no headway. I
then resort to my drills, and drive in long holes. I load
them with powder called sound, solid argument; I tamp
with science, good morals, etc. ; I get fire from the literal
hell-and-damnation Methodists, and spit my fuse called
enlightPnment, and stand from under. My blast i& a success.
I can make headway and get good ore. I find sometimes
that it is nearly pinched out between these, but I work
away, and every time it gains I find it wider and richer.
Still, I meet with difficulties. Sometimes mv tamping blows
out, and I hav to use others; and then I find my powder too
slow or too quick, and in that way Jose that much drilling;
but experience is a good teacher, and I know now how to
handle the ground better and select my powder, tamping,
fuse, etc., to s•1it it. And then I am rewarded in finding the
strata of honesty, sobriety, uprightness coming in as the ore
body widens. I place them all on the ore dump, and in size
they make a small comparison with the other, but in the
bright light of heaven they then show their true worth;
while, on the other hand, the other cannot withstand the
light and other elements, and show signs of decay and attract
but.Jittle attention of my visitors. The deeper I go the Jess
[ lind of it. But I find another obstacle; the other ~ide is
crowding in on me. I make an attack, but I can only knock
off a chip now and then. This is about to spoil our mine
and cut off all our good ore. The prospector has gone to
his depth; it now requires experienced miners and such
men as Ingersoll. Putnam, Remsburg, Bell, Reynolds, Moss,
Oswald, Peck, and all other old-timers. (By the way, isn't
it about time Peck gave 'us another blast of the trumpet?
Come into the collar, old friend; your last cured me of
a well-seated attack of malaria.) Priestcraft is too hard for
us prospectors. Our poor little steel, though good and true,
makes but a faint impression with our hardest blows. Ah!
these old, experienced miners bring out the diamond drill,
.md with such a brain as IPgersoll for a foreman, and the
others for workmPn, the work is started. It is almost
diamond cut diamond, but the drill goes on. When striking
such things as Billings's " Crimes of PrPachers" it all but
stops, but after a time it penetrates (and it is a wonder
it doesn't get stuck) and got's on through, and the explosions
from their blasts shake the earth. Good ore is being hoisted,
and this rebellious matter is stowed away in the empty
stopes and drifts and out of the way.
We now need other workers on the surface, such as Miss
Helen Gardener, Miss Susan Wixon, and all of that kind.
Let Miss Wixon bring all of her children, so that they can
see and enjoy the fruits of our labor. No man better enjoys
the presence of children than·a prospector, for you invariably
find him a big-hearted, whole-souled fellow, who usually
becomes an experienced miner. And, as I digress, the work
is going on, and our hopes are now centered .on the miners,
and we look forward with pleasure and anxiety, and are
waiting to hear from them that they hav rPached the stratum
of light and reason, and then our ore body is complete. •
These arc the thoughts of one working under ground, with
no one but old Mother Nature to commune with. Sllme one
has said that truth crushed to earth will rise again, and light
II.Dd reaso)l will prevail. So tbi!lks the old prospector,
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visited the little brook and me very often, of a small magnifying glass when laid upon a
and they were our most welcome visit·)rs.
perfectly white card held' in such a position
And though. I hav dwelt here for a long that the wire casts a shadow. Its presence
time now, I am still content with my lot, and on the card can also be detected bythe.touch.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
shall
never pine again for my nativ land.
The bee's sting, says Naturalist Clark, is by
'li'IJer, Mass., to whom all Oommunications (01r
ADDIE WILLETT.
no means made for stinging only, but is used
t '1£8 Oorner should be sent.
Hale, Kan., Sept. 17, 1887.
in doing the artistic cell-work, capping the
comb and infusing the formic acid, by means
"Between the dark and the daylight,
of which honey receives its keeping qualities.
Our Puzzle Box.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
The sting is really a skilfully contrived little
1.-WORD SQUARE.
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
trowel with which the bee finishes off and
1. A blood-letting instrument.
caps the cells when they are brimful of
2. A French measure.
3. A girl's name.
honey. This explains why honey extracted
The Grapevine Swing.
. 4. An open space of ground.
before it is capped over does not Ii:eep well ..
Where the woods were green and a trailing vine
5. A white powder.
Was rent from the tree where brown roots twine,
. The formic acid has not been injected into it.
Lyons,
N.
Y.
C.
RooKER.
And thrushes above to chatter so fine,
In a paper to the Liverpool Astronomical
Never happier trio than we2.-NUMERIOAL ENIGMA.
Tom, N~d, ~tnd Dick, that W'l.S me-'
Society, Mr. W. H. S. MGJnck suggested
I am composed of fourteeD, letters.
And singing we swung from morning till night,
lately that the puzzling climatic variations reDown the gray slope with savage delight,
My 6, 1, 14, 5, 9, 4, is a kind of spice.
Till the torrent's dark cha~m hid us from sight.
My 10, 12, 11, 7, is a mountain in Europe. corded by the rocks may hav been produced
My 2, 8, 3, 13, is a kind of tenacious cem- by the near approach to the earth of intensely
'Twas not a limp swing to dreamily go
hot stars. This may hav been due to the
Neath the bright arcades where the blue-bells- ent.
My whole is a capital city in North traveling of the star itself, or to the motion of
blow,
America.
W AR_REN B. ORCHARD.
the solar system in space. Moving with the
The shade and the sheen flitting too and fro,
But a pendulum strong
earth's own rate, a celestial body would
ANSWERS
TO
PUZZLES
IN
CHILDREN'S
CORNER,
O•er the stream with its son!",
traverse in 50,000,000 years the distance sepSEPT. 24, 1887.
Racing down from the crest with riotous yell,
1.-Pl-ague. 2.--Fo-rum. 3.-Ch-alice. 4.- arating our globe from the most remote of
Drifting out over the hades-like dell,
Ch-artist.
the 70,000,000 stars visible in the most powThe vine swinging back as the tongue of a bell.
erful telescopes, making it possible that, with
Brother Will declared •twas perilous fun,
Correspondence.
suitable proper motions, any or every star
But we staked the venture as A No. 1,
Each taking his turn when the other was done.
known may hav visited the solar system durGRAND CoULEE, W. T., Sept. 11, 1887.
We three had read or been told
DEAR Miss WixoN: My grandma takes ing the pciriod commonly assumed by geoloOf Boone, the brawn hunter bold,
THE TRUTH"' BEEKER. I like the Children's gists to hav elapsed since the first dawn of
Who on a wild vine swung safely over
Corner very much, and the pictures. I
A roaring stream to the leafy cover,
thought I would tell of my papa-he is a life. Intensely hot stars may hav added maAnd the hidden trail stayed the Indian rover.
Catholic, mother and I are truth seekers. terially to the earth's heat without coming
The priest came to baptize me, and I hid in sufficiently near to greatly derange the
One daY after church and the Sunday-school
the barn. I am nine years old and am going planetary orbits.
We stole from the house, with its too strict rule,
to school.
THoMAS G. BARRY.
To Nature's temples inviting and cool.
Oh, the jolliest boys were these,
REDUCED TO $1.00,A-climbing the autumn trees !
Arctic Industries.
Hand over hand, as monkeys or bears,
It
may
not
be
gnnerally
known
that
imMistaking for apples the slow-ripening pearsTHE STORY HOUR.
portant mining operations are carried on
No praise but a lecture, possibly prayers.
A Book for Children and Youth.
Swing backward throull'h cycling years as I dream within the Arctic circle. Cryolite is brought
from Greenland to Philadelphia by the shipBY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Of honeyed perfume where locust-trees gleam,
And apple-blooms blow their sails on the stream,
load to be used in the making of candles.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
And we float past the days
At Alten, near the North Cape in Finmark,
A summer moon sways.
September's cheek glows with the fair Maiden extensiv copper mines hav been worked for
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
a long time. When it is remembered that
Blush;•
A Story-Book for
Her hands with Russets and Greenings are flush; most of the work has to be done under Apules of Gold.
the Yonn~ Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
But something we miss-'tis the voice of the thrush. ground, and that heat is what the workmen
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
suffer most from, it becomes apparent at once
Our sister shall sing a low song instead,
passed through a very large edition, and a
As she sang of the birds whose mother was dead- that mines may be almost as profitable in
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25,
free of postage. This new edition has a
Her song and the dove's upon the same thread.
those high latitudes as they would be on our
photograph of the author which adds very
Her hair of shining brown rings
much
to the value of the volume.
coast.
The
main
thing
is
to
hav
communicaWaves sweet adieus as she sings
tion open once a year for bringing supplies Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
Farewells to the world, with its gossip and lies,
Revealing to- day a like truth in her eyes,
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
and carrying away the ores.
Browne. Price 10 ceJi.ts. For sale at this office.
An angel to us in a mortal disguise.
An engineer who visited the mines at AI ten
.Frenchtown, Neb.
funy BAIRD-FINCH.
By
a few years ago, to study the condition in The Youth's Liberal Guide.
Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. This
• An apple common in the West, ripening in which they were worked, found that the
volume aims ·at the education of youth in the
September.
principles of Freethonght, at the same time
climate interposed no obstacle. The mines,
that it inculcates moral duties and human
when fairly deep, are warmer in winter than
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
The Mountain Flower.
in summer.
SEEKER.
In such work as has to be done above
I grew upon the side of a mountain, and
Bible
Inquirer. A Key to Bible Inwas called a mountain flower. I remember ground, there is scarcely any interruption.
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ.>hlet
During
the
three
dark
months,
when
the
sun
refers
specifically to 148 Bible v.roposit10ns,
well one cold, windy day being blown upon
with numerous references and Citations, that
the ground with many of my sisters and does not shine, there is no lack of light to the
are contradicted in terms by the same DIII!lQer
of other propositions in the eame book. l'rtce
eye accustomed to the conditions. The sky
brothers,
Qtf: A,'l'\4:.9
Finally a little bird came along and gath- is clear and starry, and the aurora is playing
The
Story Hour. For Children and
ered some of us up in its beak and flew away, most of the time; whatever light there is, the
Youth. B_rBnsan H. Wixon. Without Superreflection
from
the
snow
increases
and
instition. The Only lllnstra ted Freethinkers'
I knew not where, but suddenly I was
Ohildren's Stor:y:-Book ever issued. 66 fnll-page
dropped down here where I am growing now. tensifies.
and 25 smaller illustrations; large tYPe, heavy
More than a hundred and fifty years ago
toned paper, broad margins, illmninated
I felt very cold and miserable, and could
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.
scarcely keep from crying, thinking of being mining was carried on extensivly about the
so far from my home and all alone. I was shores of the White -sea by Saxon workmen.
A SPLENDID WORK.
so dazzled and bewildered I could see noth- Silver, copper, and lead were produced in
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
quantities.
ing. All was confusion.
Secular Union, has published
Now that the whale fishery has declined,
That evening a cold rain came, and sank
mining
enterprise
seems
most
likely
of
anym!J deep within the earth. It was so dark
down there I could see nothing, but the thing to promote exploration and settlement in a more attractiv form than any in which they
earth protected me from the cold wind and I within the Arctic circle.- Y outlt's Gompanwn. hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
felt slightly comforted.
Popular Science.
t)le cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
I lay there I know not how long, but one
By the use of palladium in the hairspring WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
day I came np into the light, which so dazzled my eyes that I could scarcely see, but by and balance, a Geneva watchmaker claims to Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
degrees I became used to it and looked hav produced accurate timepieces which are JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secuaround me. · It was very beautiful there after unaffected by magnetism.
lar Union in conspicuous type. At tbe foot are
all, and my heart leaped with joy as I gazed
To aid in an analysis of noise, Prof. Crum
about me, for I was not entirely alone, as I Brown, of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
supposed. There were large trees, such as I hopes to be able to make a machine to giv making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
had seen when I was in repose upon my very loud imitations of vocal sounds. He
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
mother's bosom. They all looked down expects the apparatus to hiss with a thouspace between the portraits and around them are
kindly on me as though glad I was there.
sand-man power.
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
The sunbeams came down on me with a
A new discovery is that by the use of citric the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surcaressing touch, and I felt very warm and acid or citrate of silver sea-water may be mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
comfortable indeed.
made drinkable. By this means chloride of of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
The warm sun I had so admired began to silver is precipitated and a harmless mineral exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
sink at last, and passed from my sight. And water is produced. An ounce of citrate artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
I missed him so much.
are as true to nature as the photographs from
makes a half-pint of water drinkable.
I, too, must hav gone to sleep, and slept
which they were transferred. The design will be
A
leaf
of
the
giant
water
lily
(Victoria
for many hours, for when I awoke the sun
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
was again aboye the horizon. I was glad to regia) has been known to measure twenty.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
four feet 9-! inches in circumference, its
'sec him, for I feared he had left forever.
28 Lafayette Place, New York
weight
being
nearly
fourteen
pounds.
One
I· was suddenly startled by a low sound,
and gazing in the direction whence the sound of the flowers was four feet two inches in cir- DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
came, I saw a little brook chattering over cumference, with petals nine inches in
-THE DEAD~
the rocks, and on looking closer saw my own length, and weighed 3t pounds.
The E'Didenaes (01r the R(J81!,rrectWn Tried
and Found Wa:-~,ting.
reflection in the water. The soft breezes
Platinum wire, experiment has shown, can
By Saladin.
touched the water so gently that they made be drawn so fine as to be invisible to the
l'RlOE,
- - 25 CENTS.
tilly w~ves that were very pretty. The birds naked eye, although it can be seeJ;J. by tile aid
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE NINE DEMANDS

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Inge'l'soll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan ;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY,
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

piviZ Bights Speech,·
Including the address of Frederick Douglas, fiftythree-large ootavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; add $6 per hundred.

The Truth of' Dis torr,
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll np!l'n
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY,
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON lUcGLYNN,
Being the eomments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable exptctation that the prices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28'Latayette Pl., New York.
·

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Confl.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good
M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disconrse.-.James Parton.
I am much pleased with Your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI..:PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which yon hav
divided the subject matter of the pam_phlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should ba highJ:r commended. Therefore
I take l(reat pleasure m recommending " AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the c&nse of temperance, but in the principles of self-government
J. JMcCabe.
For sale at this oflicP
'Price 15 cents

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freeth ought. Bound

in cloth and' lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freetho~ht and its·
Early Struggles for'Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs·and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Sernlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
lritroduction b,v Charles Bradlangh. Contents: The Origm: of Christianity; The Historical Value of the New Testament; Mh·acles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity·
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianitx, its Nature and
Inlj.uence on Civilization t..Philosophy of Seculansm; Science and .Hible Antruronistic ·
Christian Scheme of Redemj)tion. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28.Lafayette Place. New York.

TRY •S·QU1\RE;
OR,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

THE TRUTH SF.14KER ANNUAL
Price,

~

cent!l.
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Ingersoll's

~orks.

t:HS3

THE WA.TCH OF. THE FUTURE.
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
the best and mo•t durable in tLe
world for httle money. l'r1ces again reduced,
~even jew~ls, $25; 11 jewelH, $27.50; 15 jewels, $30,
Same, adJUSted to hca~ aud cold, t84. Ladies•, 7
Jeweled, $20; 111 $22; 15, 128; Wllll gh,•• itJ•Jd< cH J.1
$3less; Louis XIV. style, ~ more; all Le•L awer 1
can hunting stem-winders ·i open face; gold cap
$3 less ; open SCl·ew case, $5 e88 ; all C&BeS accom
panied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 years. Above movements in 3 ounce silver
ca•es, $13 less ; 4 ounce. $12 less ; 6 ounce, $10.60 ;
and 6 ounc~, $9 .less. All guaranteed one year and
sent prepa1d, if on hne of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not sat1sfactory.
WATCHWORK. ·
Send me rour watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleamng; sprmgs, $1; jewel~ $1, and I will
return m perf~ct order prepa1d. .Heat spectacles
or eyeglasses m the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Send line finest prmt ron can read 14 inches from
eyes wnhout glt,.ses.
OTTO WE'l'TSlEIN,
Bochelle, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. L1beral discounts.
watche~ ar~

L'he

God~,

.Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In .iive lecture~ comprising, "The Gods(
"Humboldt," " l'homas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "The Declaration of In"About Farming in Illinois,"
'"The Grant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past ltises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
de~endence,"

, Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper,. 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.

Interviews on rralmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
.
The Christian .Relildon. . By R. G.

BY AUNT ELMINA

Ingersolb Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof.
Geoi·ge .1!·. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1."

Ori.hodoxy.

(MRS. E. D. SLE:NKER).

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clE>tU' type, and conj;aining as much as
could be delivered in two ordina,.v.: lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

lnu-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we call
offer these magniftcent prose poems of Mr. Inger
soil's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes ar
printed on heayy toned paper,18X22 inches, illnm
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
in g. The titles ar-e.

lngersoU l'atechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San F'rancU!can. 5 -cents; 50
cents per dozen ' 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of theHe should be circulated.

Vindication ot' 'l'homas Paine from

the attaclts of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingtlrsoli. Price, 16 cents.

Address on !he t.:ivil .Rights Bill.
Large Blze oc.t,.vo, paper, 10 cents.
lngerso!!'!'; Lectures Complete.

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harr.r Miller's

1'ributes.

'rhe price of these he1 etofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THHEE FOR FORTY DENTS.
Mailed secur"
from breakage. AddH:ss THE '.rRUTH SEEKEl1.
28Lafayette Pl.. New York.

Bound iu one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Iugersoll's works, tho publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bunwl in one beautiful volume, in half.
calf, library .;tyl6', and containing over 1!300
pa~es, wllich i9 sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of ~5. <:l<mt by mail postpaid.

There hav been so many

"'pplicR.tiouH for Mr. Ingersoll's "Tribute to
His Brotller," ''The Vision of War," the "Grant
.B=quet ToaRt," and the recent address over
·• Little HatTY l\lillor's Grave," that they hav
been printeJ on heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuc
miuated border, and m large, clear type, suitable for framing, and the four will be forwarded
to any address, for 50cts, or either one for 15cta.

Prose Poems· and Selections.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

colors on board, beveled gilt edges.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

TM 1'1·ade Supplied at :ipedal lliscounu.
Address THE TH UTH SEEKEU,
2t! Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss O;;,rdener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

~~k~·~----------------------------------------~~~~l

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Reported for the "Truth Seekr ~ by
I. N. BAKER,

DANCER AHEJ.O.

and Printed by Permission of
the Author.

The Reason Why a Gnod Romau Catbolie
Cannot be a 0Jotl Citizen of
this Republic.

50 cents.

boudoir, $1 ; cabinet. 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

J. ~ . Remsburg's Works.
Revised and Enlarged.

I

B)' A • .J. GROVEJ1.

I

Pmo&,

'l'HE

Th~I.nas Pain~..

fliHE ONuY <9o~~EGJII
€DirrtiON.

THE CREDI'l' FONCIER OF SIN.ALO.A..
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editm·s; Jos. Burgher and
F. L. browne, Printers. This paper is devoted ape·
cially to the interests of our colonization enter.
prise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloaland generally
to the practical solution of theproblemof Integral
Oo-operaiion. Prioe, $1 a Year; 50 oents for ail
months. ~~~ nPnto ~o~ ~h~·" month•

C.A.BINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

NEw YoRK:

The Apostle of Re-

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
llfwus and Polit10al Liberty. Tells the story
o the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vin28 LAFAVETTE PLACE.
dicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choiue extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Orisis,"''Rightsof Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
PRICE, ~ CENTS.
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
·
Image Break~r. Six Lectures: De- Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
..
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
Tbe Mirror of FreeW.~ton an Unbeliver;.Jefferson an Unbeliever; times. 100 pp., 25 cts.
thought.
50
cts.
The
Bible
and
Darwinism.
came and Wesley; uhristian Sabl>ath. Each
LI(llJOR DRINKING
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. 25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
The Apostle of Liberty. An address ots.
R~al SBIJ!-BPhemy. 5 eta. Blble Makers. 5 cts.
de~ivered in Paine. Hall before the N. E. Free- B1ble amts-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
'
'
thmkers• Oonvent1on, Janna,ry 29, 1884. Prioe. vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates Buddha, and Jesus. ,
10 cents.
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 cts. I
1
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Mftn. 5 cts. :
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and ·
BY E C WALKER
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits. ·
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
•
•
·
and
H!'PPiness.
5
cts.
The
Brain
and
the
Soul.
mYllledical Compound nnd ImproYed
6 eta.· Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Elastic SnftpOrter '1'russ injrom 30 to
Na~nral Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
· 90 day•. Reliable t eferenr.ea given. Send
stamp for circular, nud sttV ·in what papel
An1mals. f> eta.
i
1/0U taw mv adverttsement.
Address Ca.pt.
~Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Oonrt,'
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
E.O., Lon,)on, Eng.
I
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
w•..\. CoU~=t~s,Sm1tli.v1lle.ltii"G:IOII Go. 2r.t.

~?a~!~ !;m!!!,R~~b~e· b~2a~ns~ IBt'~le

Temp" erance .·

Commended De£ended and EnJ'ol'ned
by the B'ble.

ft UPTURES CUREDb,

~TRUGG.tE
JOB

In which the autlio1· shows the repeated attempts
of men •·f every age to acqmre g1·eater political
liberty; also vigoruusly attacks the very founda,
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, call•
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the wol'k is replete with astounding faots an11
weighty arguments whwh cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
·
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabba.tic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath..t The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; J!ixamination of
Bunda:!' Argumentst· Origin of Christian Sftbbath; Testimony of he Christian Fathers; The
a.bb ath durin~ the Middle All"es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test1mony of Chnstian Reformers,
~cholars, and Divines; Abro!{ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six cOPles, $1.00.

CENT~.

Re1igious and Politioal Liberty,

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scr:i!l]ure Falsehood and
Deception ; Oheating: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
l-wuudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagranc¥: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Price, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.
·

40
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Prioe, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
~howinl\ the creeds of the prisoners in the penltentianes ; the Church and Civilization.; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement ; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
!n truu notion by
.ROBERT G. INGEUSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; l'H.per, 50 cent8.

NEW YORK:

Printed in

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

False Claims

New Edition, Revised and Enlru·ged •

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In factl one of the richest, brightest,
best ever isauea. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other· gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
pul'pos~\ a fine steel portrait, with autogra{lh
fac simile, has been prepared e@ecialll. for 1t.
Price, in silk cloth, beveled edges, !Pit back
and Bllie, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant ltbrary style, $4.50; 1n full Turke:l' morocco, _gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
oalf,- hlghest possible style and finish, $9.

~.>ran·.

C. B. REYNOLDS.
Cents Each.
Sli

Address '.rEE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT <J. ADAMS.
Oloth. 11.25.
For Sale at this Office

rREG.-;TIJOUGHT NOVEI.S.
Tilt~ Heathens of the Heath. A finely
.written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Famlly Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
00 cents; cloth, $1.25.

.A. II in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in com.
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcel_y pl'epared to expect to find, in such a marked de~rree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose bfilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethongh t ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

T"b.e Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man,
30 cents.
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IV.

Pr~;nJgu~'W~If.sGl~dit~e:e!or

a Fa.irTria.l.
Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gla.d.A Dfsous8'1on Bettoeen
stone. By Albert Re~e, Df· p f T H
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
VI. M1!~1I~~tone and Genesis.
Y ro • ·. ·
b m;v Christian friends choose to consider that
PRESIDENT CLEVELA.ND has been invited to
Linton,
Keville.
VII. A Protest and a. Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lm- my time,had not yet come, ·my "work" not yet
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology •
· ton·
.
.
accomplished; I will not quarrel with them a. bout
lay the cornerstone of the big Auditorium
coNTENTS:
.Thisisa.ne'Ybookandconta.ins\hela.testdi1c~- it, for 1 had not atthattime started THE TRUTH
1
building in Chicago, but the Knights of Labor! I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. Siolo~~~~:U;:!~k:~~~a~f:ee~.f iYs !b~!~~:r~cter: SEEKER. nor begun to preach the glad gospel of
·
h e JS
· no f nen
· d o f th ens,
·
W.Interpreters
E. Gladstone.
. and thelnter- par iCIPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
truth.say t h at 1'f h e d oes
11. The
of Genesis
· D.
· .M. Bennett. .
d
h
ff
as non-nnion carpenters hav been employed
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley./
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
WHEN Sir Walter Raleigh was 1(e tot e sea old,
III.
Postscript
to
Solar
Myths.
By
Prof.
Max
L
f
ette
PI
New
York.
a.
bald-headed
old
man
prest
stc)
through
the
28 a. a.y
on t h e structure.
Muller.
·•
crowd, and prayed that
JENNm LrND the great
God would support him.
.
'
" I thank thee, my good
smger, has had a stroke
friend," said Raleigh to
of paralysis.
him ; "and I a.m sorry that
I a.m in no case to return
THB Prohibition issue
thee anything for thy ·good
in the recent Tennessee
will. Bttt here [observing
election .was defeated by
his bald· head], take ·this
20,000 majority.
night-cap; tb~u hast more
need of it now than I ha.v."
THE Anti-Poverty So-Guesses at Truth.
ciety is holding a big fair
ONE of my fellow-teachers
at Madison Square Garwhom I interrogated on religiousquestions thinks that
den for the benefit of the
there are "some most barGeorge campaign.
barons things attributed to
God in the Old Testament,"
J A.oon SHARP, the aland a.s to religion generally
derman-briber, has been
he thinks" something must
granted another stay of
be taught," and adds most
proceedings, otherwise
unconseqnentia.lly, "What
he would hav gone to
does it matter what is
taught?" So, by the aid
Sing Sing Sept. 30th.
of men tal reserva tiona and
THE case of the Chishameful casuis.tries, he will
[pretend to] believe as he is
cago Anarchists is now
ordered, and will duly teach
in the hands of General
the children that a. .God,
Roger A. Pryor, of New
who afterward learned to
York, who will endeavor
love little children, once
sent a. she-bear to tear
to carry it before the
forty-and-two of them to
United States Supreme
pieces. [Let the curious
Court.
searcher turn to 2 Kings ii,
19C25, and he ~ill learn not
THE Rev. J. W. Day,
merely the st,ory of the shepastor of the Channing
bears, but also )low Elisha
Memorial church at Newhealed the waters of a. cerport, R. 1., has been
tain well, and brought it
obliged to resigri in conabout that "there should
not be from thence any
sequence of his recent
more
death or barren land.'
marriage with a divorced
The stories are well fitted
woman.
for a. winter-evening fire,
and any child that can read
THE FIRST WRESTLING MATCH ON RECORD.
Ta:a: American Instithem unmoved must be a.
tute Fair at sixty-fifth
hardened lit t 1e wretch.l
And J11.cob was left alone; and there wrestled a man with him until the breaking of the day.-Gen. xxxii, 24.
street and Third avenue
And that Abraham, by
his unnatural readiness to
opened Sept. 28th with
spil"itnal interests ha.v been dear to me for so murder even his own son a.t the divine command,
an attractiv exhibition of mechanical con.
secured God's blessing and became the father of
many years.. "
trivances.
the faithful. Such a. teacher will giv incompreSHE said not much beside the sea.;
hensible
accounts of ·Christ's personality and
THE sexton of St. Paul's Episcopal church
At set of ann she sat with me,
parentage. He will do his best to make the boys
I held her hand, so fond and free,
in Newark, N. J., was sentenced on the 18th
IN these days the preserving housekeeper has a.
believe in impossibilities and absuroities, in· pnThrilled at its touch;
ult. to seven years in the penitentiary for crim- good deal to put np with.
eril miracles, in demoniacal possession, extendSoftly I spoke and tenderly,
ing even to swine. He will tell them of a. fig-tree
inal assault on his 15-yesr-old daughter.
WnEN a. bank boodler skips to Canada. now it is
She said not much.
withered by an ttnmerited curse, of a. moneyTHE Rev. Edward Trevor, a Methodist in c>~·der to ask: "Was it the lady or the tiger?"
We saw the billows come and flee;
bearing fish, of miraculous healing virtue going
Oh! tremulous heart and throbbing sea,
out of a. garment, of the thief whose dying belief
clergyman of Laurel Hill, Westchester county, ca~s~Yt~e~1.:C:~o~~~~tt~~ ~:.'k~';~~~h~!:~!r !~
How near alike they seemed to me !
gained easily and certainly a. (supposed) highest
N.Y., left that place suddenly on Monday of fit at>y connndrum.l-Reliatous Exchange.
Upon the sands I bent my knee,
reward of infinit and eternal happiness, such as
" Oh, wilt thou not my true love be?"
last week. He is charged with revolting
Tnrs is the festiv season of the county . fair,
the noblest devotion of a. whole life could never
She said, "Not much l"
conduct, his accuser being a boy formerly be- when the big pumpkin vies with the pretty conndeserve Or WiD. He Will bock the thOUI1 btfnl
AiTER the late Dr. Dashiell had risen to prom- boys with slavish doctrine of non-reaistance arid
longing to the Salvation Army.
try girl for the attention of the crowd, and gets
inence in the Methodist church, he retmned on of utter improvidence, or he will puzzle and delude
AT midnight, Oct. 1st, the Rev. Mr. left every time, world without end.
occasion to his old home on the eastern shore them by explaining away and reversing Christ's
TBE dog show bas ·been a. great failure at New- one
Cooper, curate of Cretingham, Suffolk, Eng.,
of Maryland and preached. Among his auditOI'S plainest words.-Rellaton tn Schools.
port, but the duke show has been a great success. was
a.n old colored man who bad taken cai·e of
murdered Vicar Farley. He entered the Yet there is room for doubt as to the compa.ra.tiv
"WILL it pay, now, for yon to speak out boldly
him when he was a. child. The old man was against the errors of our old religion 1 Will it
vicar's bedroom and cut his throat with a merits of the exhibit a.t either show.
delighted wi'h the sermon of his young master, prove any advantage to you to urge the adoption
razor. He then fled, but subsequently re"To what do yon attribute the cura.tiv prop- and was very proud of him. At the close of the of this new faith 1 Look at your business, which
turned, and was arrested.
erties of your spring 1" asked a. visitor at a. health service he shook the doctor warmly by the hand, will be wholly ruined if yon come out openly a.s a.
resort. "Well," answered the proprietor thought- and said :. "Larry, yon's a. good preacher; yon's
PEOPLE who went to the Anti-Poverty Socie- fully," I guess the advertising I've done has had a. good preacher. I tell you, yon's a. soundin Christian. Your old friendd will desert you. Just
be content to hold your peace. Entertain what
ty's meeting Sunday evening were charged 25 something to do with it."
brass and a. tink!in• cymbal." Very nearly of the• views you please in secret, but for policy's sake,
cents each for admission, and when every one
OLD lady (to grocer's boy): "Don't you know, same sort is the remark said to ha.v been made keep eilent !" Now, these words, which might hav
of the three thousand seats in the Academy boy, that it is very rude to whistle when dealing lately by a. colored woman in the South concern- beeri with perfect propriety addressed to the con·
ing the cultured and affable B1shop Galloway, of
of Music were filled the crowd was let into with a. lady?" Boy: "That's what the boss told the Church South. She said: ''Brother Galloway vert to Christianity in the third century, are perfectly similar to those which the majority of
Nilsson Hall at the same rate. There was me to do, mum." Old lady : " Told you to whis- always do preach a powerful good tex'·"
tle 1" Boy: "Yes'm. He said if we ever sold yon
Radicals, in the nineteenth century, hear daily
also a big collection taken up. George and anything we'd hav to whistle for the money."
from their friends of (what is now) the Old Faith.
DIDN'T KNOW 'TWAS LOADED.
McGlynn addressed both meetings.
-The New Fatth, by J. L. Stod.d.m·d.. [''The New
Happy leetle nigga.h settin' in der sun
BoBBY was lolling restlessly on the mg. "Ma.,~
Faith" is No. 119 of the Truth Seeker Tracts, and
Playin' wid der triggah ob er rusty gun.
. THE Socialists of Union Hill engaged a hall he said, "you say that pa will giv me a. good
while I consider many of the series valuable, there
spanking when he comes home 1" "Yes, young
for the purpose of holding a meeting last m"n•" replied his mother, "the moment he comes " Wonder ef it's loaded- guess I'll look 'a.n see;"
is none that I put a. higher value on than this mae.
If he only know'd it, guess he'd luf it be.
I
earnestly recommend it to the notice of serious
Sunday to express sympathy with the con- !lome." Bobby rolled over once Oi' twice, and then
inquirers, and if, after reading it, they agree with
Sumpin' ob er puzzle how ter fin• it out;
demned Chicago Anarchists; but when they rcwarked, "Well, ma, what do yon mean by a
me, I should hope that some of them will order,
Squintin' down der muzzle settle it, no doubt.
reached the place of meeting they found it in 'good' spanking?"
say a. dozen or a. score or a. centnryof them, and
Bang-it
done
exploded
!
Got
no
t-ime
to
cry;
YuuNG wife (weeping): "Yon promised to love
possession of the police. Some of the Socialsend them to others, who will "go and do likeGarry,
it
war
loaded
!
Blow
'im
froo
der
sky.
wise. "-Hl!lax.l
ists protested, and were arrested and clubbed and cherish me forever, and we ha.v only been
married two years, and now what has become of
Emp'Y a.m der cabin, darky no mo' dere;
THE high and titled ranks among the clergy,
out of all semblance to themselvs, and the your everlasting love and affection:" Young husC!imbin' up ter hebben on der golden stair.
though they may not believe all that is taught in
town clerk read the riot act. When the ar. band : " Great Scott! yon are always kicking
the liturgy (or any other authorized exposition of
Leetle harp a.n' nigga.h carved upon er stun'
rested men were taken to court a crowd of about something. How long did you suppose this Underneath er figga.h ob er leetle gun.
religions belief), must profess it in public, that the
everlasting
love
was
going
to
last,
anyhow?"
lower ranks may be kept in order. They bow the
their sympathizers followed them, and were
,
Berry
plainly
show'd
it
how
it
cum
er
bout:
knee, that the vulgar, taught by their example,
" GEoRGE, dear," said the girl, "do you ever
dispersed by the fire department, which turned
drink
anything
1" "Yes, occa.siona.lly," George "Didn't know •twa.r loaded "-quickly fonn• it out. may do the like, and may really believe· what is
a stream of water upon them. The work of
pretended only by their superiors; and, what is
reluctantly admitted. " But,. dear," she went on
the police is described as brutal and cruel.
worse-according to the newe~.t fashion-the man
anxiously," what do yon suppose papa. would say
BOARD WANTED.
who professes Infidelity among his confidential
if he should discover that the future husband of
Tm American yacht Volunteer won the his only daughter drank?" " He discovered it A young lady desires bo9:rd wit!). some gqod Lib- associates is the very person who is the most systeeral
family
in
New
York
mty,
while
pnrsmng
her
international races sailed here last week this morning." "Ob, George, what did he say?" HtUd1es. Terms mn•t be moderate. Address Miss matical in enforcing orthodoxy upon his inferiors.
1141
He revels in his liberty, and makes it his boast
against the Scotch cutter Thistle. The first "He said, 'Well, George, my boy, I don't cai·e if I J. G., care of ]'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
that he has freed himself from all superstitious
race was sailed Tuesday in a light wind and do.'"
shackles, and a.t the same time that he holds it for
smooth sea over a 38-mile course, the Yankee
"DEARLY beloved," said the pastor of a.n Oak"very stuff of conscience" not to let in the least
Great Cen!ennfal Oration
coming in 19 minutes ahead. There was land church yesterday, "for the past week my
glimmering of light upon his servants and those
heart
has
been
torn
by
conflicting
emotions.
I
ON
THE
wlo!o
are placed in a. station below him.-Goawin's
plenty of wind and a rough sea for the 40.
ha.v long labored among you, and if I could ha.v
Essays.
mile sail on Friday, and~he Volunteer won my will here is where I would die. But I recently
CATO, the censor, being scurrilouslY treated by a.
by 11 minutes. The race was for the queen's received a. call to care for a. flock in Los Angeles,
man who led a dissolute and infamous life, said,
cup, won by the sloop America against the and I ha.v wrestled with the Lord in prayer to
"It
is upon very unequal terms that I contend
A.LSO 'fHE
whole Royal Yacht Squadron in 1851, and know whether it was his will that I should proceed
with you; for yon are accustomed to be ill-spoken
to that new field of duty. I - " At that moment
Lmnwrlal. Document,
of, and you can yourself speak ill of others with
which bas since that time been successfully the clerk tiptoed softly forward, and handed the
pleasure; but"with me it is unusual to hear myself
And the National Anthem entitled :
defended by American yachts against all pastor a brief note from the treasurer. As the
ill-spoken of, and disagreeable for me to speak ill
comers. The Volunteer's superior powers good shepherd read it his brow cleared. "Breth- "LAND OF LIBERTY." of others."-Plutarch.
were shown in the beat to windward, as the ren," he continued," the Lord has vouchsafed a.n Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
THERE is inherent in our minds an insatiable
answer to my prayer. I see an inward light which
Thistle gained several minutes on the home convinces me that it is the divine pleasure that I
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
desire to know the truth and to communicate it.stretch before the wind.
should continue to labor a.mon~r this people whose
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Otcero.
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Jj]oits and gilippings.
======-----BISHOP MooRE of Florida has sent an application to the pope asking that Dr. McGlynn's case be reopened, the excommunication annulled, and Dr. McGlynn reinstated.
THE proportion of dignitaries in the Mormon church is almost equal to that of officers
in the United States army and navy. In
Utah there are 400 bishcps, 2,423 priests,
2,947 teachers, and 6,854 deacons.
AccoRDING to the Columbia, Ga., Sentinel
this is the way a man died down there: "On
Friday last, just after the sun had kissed this
world good-night, and passed to its bed of
crimson and gold, the spirit of A. G. Sturgis
vacated its habitation of clay, and wended its
way to the father who gave it, and to-day is
walking the glory-lit hills of immortality in
the New Jerusalem, where there is no night."
Mrss EMMA .ABBOTT, the actress, attended
the Methodist churcli at Nashville, Tenn.,
last Sunday, and the pastor, the Rev. W. A.
Chandler, took advantage of the occasion to
preach a sermon against the theater. At the
close of the discourse Miss Abbott arose and
in a short speech entered a general denial of
the pastor's statement. There was applause
at the close of her remarks, and the preacher
had nothing to say.
ALL of the members of the McNish, Johnson & Slavin minstrel company whom the
police could catch were arraigned in Cincinnati last week on indictments for giving performances on Sunday. They pleaded guilty,
and Frank McNish and Robert Slavin were
fined $10 each, and Martin Hogan and Bert
Haverly $5 each. It was the first time tha
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members of a theatrical company had ever
been indicted for this offense in Cincinnati,
although Sunday performances are a regular
thing.
THE death of Beecher is reuniting the
Congregational churches of Brooklyn, and
Plymouth church, which was disfellowshiped
at the time of the so-called Beecher scandal,
is now admitted to the Congregational Association_
AN old man went running up and down
West 37th street in this city one night last
week, shrieking, "The almighty is sending
me money and a wife l The Lord forbids me
to work." A police officer took him in off
the street, and his son shortly appeared and
made a charge of insanity against him. His
name is John C. Felt. He is a mental wreck,
and owes that fact to having experienced
religion.
A TALL man, with please-don't-hit-me eyes
and a long beard, wandered into the great
gallery of the New York Produce Exchange
the other afternoon. The grain and hog men
kept right on with their howling. 'fhe man
looked lonesome. Nobody noticed him- He
seemed to look longingly at the odd bushels
of corn, oats, and wheat which are left for
the sweepers ·at night. The doorkeepers
were informed that the man was Rutherford
B. Hayes. Ex-Mayor Franklin Edson and
George Milmine, the self-constituted perpetual reception committee of the Exchange,
gathered themselvs together and hurried to
invite the Ohio chicken-breeder to inspect
the building. There was a rumor in financial
circles that Mr- Hayes was there to bid for
the chicken feed on the floor. This was
officially denied.

TIMID

IN the Hannibal, Mo., court of common
pleas, on the 7th inst., E. J. Ohmer, proprietor of a hotel and restaurant, was fined $100
for sel•ing cigars on Sunday contrary to the
state law prohibiting the sale of all articles of
merchandise not of immediate necessity.
For years the Sunday law has been inoperativ there, and saloons, clothing stores, groceries, barber shops, and confectioneri88 hav
been open on Sunday as on other days.
About two weeks ago the ladies of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union began a
movement aimed at the Sunday closing in
general and the shutting up of all saloons in
particular. Accordingly the mayor issued a
proclamation ordering the enforcement of the
law. Strenuous opposition was made by
th@se whose business was affected, and
Ohmer's was selected as a test case. An appeal has been taken to the St- Louis Court of
Appeals.
THE New York state committee of the
Woman's Suffrage party publish a statement
showing that a number of important persons
hav declared themselvs in favor of woman's
suffrage. Judge Roger S. Greene, formerly
chief justice of Washington Territory; Judge
E. D. Culver, Professor Ordronnaux, of Columbia College; Judge C- C- Cole, of Iowa;
Mr. W. I. Bowditch, of Massachusetts, and
John Hooker, of Connecticut, all appear to
hold that in New York women hav the right
to register as voters ; and if at the polls the
vote of a woman should be challenged, she
can take the oath for challenged persons, and
her vote cannot lawfully be rejected. " It is
the duty of inspectors of election," says Professor Ordronnaux, " to receive a vote from
every woman who takes the oath prescribed

by law; and it is their duty to administer
that oath to any one who demands it."
DR. PARKER, who came to America to deliver a eulogy on Beecher and is staying to
lecture, spoke the other night at Chickering
Hall on "Job's Comforters." His object
was to show how little comport science can
giv as compared with religion. The next
time Dr. Parker hs.s a boil he will probably
pray for it instead of invoking the aid of
medical science to relieve his pain-that is, if
he is sincere, which he probably is not.
THE Radical papers of Rome say that while
the Peter's pence is not so abundant as it was
in the days of Pope Pius JX., it is still a
source of considerable revenue to the papal
exchequer. The Vatican budget profits also
by the interest on the sum ef 14,000,000
francs, deposited by Pius IX., in the bank of
England as a pension fund for the benefit of
the ex-officers of the papal army, the number
of those officers having been greatly reduced
by death- Leo XIII. is said to hav invested
a considerable portion of the Peter's pence in
the shares of the bank of Rome, and in industrial institutions founded by it. In addition
he has . made large investments in Italian
rentes, thus contradicting, in the opinion of
the Radical papers, his own predictions concerning the instability of the Italian government. One of ~ese worldly investments,
however, nearly turned out disastrously, for
the pope had been induced by Cardinal
Czacki, then the nuncio in Paris, to deposia million francs with the famous " Union
Generale." When Bontoux, its manager, was
arrested, the Pope succeeded, only with great
difficulty, through the intercession of Monsi~nor Czacki, in recoverin~ his deposit_
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best poliey. Abstinence from insidious poiso~s is author's friend9 · for the irony of Tartuffe ridicules
easier than temperance, and the lessons of e~perience the shams, not 'only of the Catho.lic clergy, but of
have at all times convinced the most clear-sighted of their creed and the creed of their Protestant colour fellow-men that ~onsistent abstinence from the leagues: it is, in fact, a scathing.. satire on. the a~,
The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of vice of hypocrisy is preferable to any compro~ise surdities of Christian Antinaturahsm. The ImpossiSecularism.
with the interests of imposture. The non-cleriCal, bility of reconciling the demands of Nature with the
and almost Agnostic, education of the American precepts of a world-renouncing fanatic has? indeed,
A CONTRIDUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
·wilderness seems to favor that type of moral teeto- made the worship of that fanatic a systemat,Jc sch~ol
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
talism, and among the hardy bill-farmers of. our New of hypocrisy and subverted the moral health. of 1ts
Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc.
England highlands, and Southern mountam states, victims as effectually as the unnatural restramts of
one may find men almost constitutionally incal?a_ble convent life subverted the basis of physical health.
I I I . - :M: 0 R A L M A X I M s.
God is paid when man receiveth;
of conscious deceit in deed or word, and pract1emg
To enjoy is to obey;
.
:veracity without the least pretense to sup?rior saintCHAPTER XTI.-TRUTH.
liness, in a quite untheological and often, mde~d, de- says Nature with the poet of reason. "God delights
A.-Lessons of Instinct.
cidedly profane medium of s~eech. They ?ti~k to in the self. torture of his creatures-crucify your
The enemies of Nature have for ages baaed the truth from habit, rather than from moral prme1p~es, flesh despise your body, disown the world; refavorite arguments of their creed on the doctrine of yet among their simple-hearted neighbors ~hey enJ~Y nou~ce! renounce !" croaks the chorus of Christian
Natural Depravity. According to the theories of a respect withheld from unctuous hypoc.nsy, and m dogmatists, and can silence protest only. by turning
that tenet the natural instincts of the human heart emergencies can always rely on the practi?al value ?f health into disease or candor into hypocnsy.
are wholly evil, and its every nobler impulse is due a life-long reputation for candor. Therr wo.rd IS
The dogma of salvat-ion by ~ait~ offers an a~di
to the redeeming influence of theological education. sufficient security; their denial of slanderous Impu- tional premium on mental prost1tutwn. By pumshThe baseness of the " unregenerate soul" is their tations is accepted without the aid of compurgators. ing honest doubt as a crime and inculcating the merit
favorite antithesis of "holiness by grace;" and the
The simple religion of Mohammed has favored the of blind submission to the authority of reasonbest test of that dogma would he a comparison of develop~ent of a similar disposition, and .on the insulting doctrines, the defenders of those doctrines
the moral characteristics of a young child of Nature Austrian-Turkish frontier the word of a Mussulman struck a deadly blow at the instinct of free inquir.y,
with the mort,tl resuUs of theological training. We generally carries the weight of a. cas tin~ vote.. On and for a series of generations actually succeeded m
need not adduce the extreme case of a child like the Indian ocean, too; the verdict of mternatwnal eradicating that instinct from the mental constitution
Kaspar Hauser or the ape-nursed foundling of opinion favors a preference for _Uni~arian testimony. of their victims.
Baroda, whose propensities had been modeled in "Wish to heaven we could fall m with some Acheen
"The ·persecutor,'' says W. H. Lecky, " can never
communion with solitude or the dumb denizens of fishermen '' Captain Baudissin heard his pilot mutter be certain that he is not persecuting trut~ rather
the wilderness. For, even in the midst of " Chris- among the reefs .of the Sunda Islands; '' it's no use than error, but he ·may be quite certain that he is
tian civilization," thousands of peasants and mechan- asking such d - - - liars as those Hindoos and suppressing the spirit of truth. And, indeed, it is no
ics are practically pure Agnostics, and ignore the ab- Chinese."
exaggeration to say that the· doctrines I have
surdities of the New Testament as persistently as
The love of truth compels the respect even of im- reviewed represent the most skilful and at the same
their deer-hunting ancestors ignored the absurdities pastors and of professional hypocrits, as in the case time most successful conspiracy against that spirit
of pagan mythology. At the end of his sixth or of that curate mentioned by the German Freethinker, that has ever existed among mankind. Until the
seventh year the offspring of such parents would Weber (author of the philosophical cyclopedia, "Dem· seventeenth century, every mental disposition which
still represent a fair specimen-child of unregenerate ocritus "). Professor Weber pas sea his last years philosophy pronounces to be essential to a legitimate
Nature, and the normal bias of that Nature is re- in the retirement of a small south-German mountain research was almost uniformly branded as a sin, and
vealed in the honesty, the trusting innocence, 'the village, where his undisguised skepticism made him a large. proportion of the most deadly intellectual
purity,· and the cheerfulness of the young Agnostic, the bugbear of the local pharisees; yet on moonless vices were deliberately inculcated as virtues. . . .
and the absence of every appreciable germ of the evenings he was more than once honored by the visits In .a word, there is scarcely a disposition that marks
secret vices, the rancorous spites, and the joy-hating of a neighboring village priest, who risked censure, th~ love of abstract truth and scarcely a rule which
bigotries of the representative Christian convent- and, perhaps, excommtl.nication, for the sake of en- reason teaches as essential for its attainment that
slave.
joying the luxury of a respite from the sickening cant theologians did not for ages stigmatize as offensive
But the most characteristic features of that con- of his colleagues, and devoting a few hours to intel- to the Almighty.''
trast would perhaps be the double-tongued hypoc- lectual communion with a champion of Secular
And those perversions culminated in the miraclerisy of the old Jesuit and the artless candor of the science.
mongery of the wretched superstition. If the ~ate
young peasant boy. The truthfulness of young
Lessing's allegory of "Nathan" is founded on rial universe was at the mercy of witches and tncksy
children antedates all moral instruction. Its motives something more than fiction, and there is no doubt demons, no man could for a moment trust the eviare wholly independent of theological, or even ab- that even in the midnight of the Middle Ages the dence of his own senses and was naturally driven to
stract-ethical, influences, and are based merely on a gloomy misery of the Hebrew pariahs was often complete his mental degradation by an absolute surnatural preference for. the simplest way of dealing cheered by the secret visits of some intelligent Chris- render of common sense to dogma. The history of
with the problems of intellectual communication. tian whom the thirst for truth impelled to defy the Christian dogmatism is the history of an eighteen
Truth is uniform, falsehood is complex. Truth is vigilance of the heretic-hunter, and to prefer an intel- hundred years' war against Nature and Truth.
persistent and safe; falsehood is unstable, fragile, lectual symposium in the garret of a Jewish slum
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
and precarious. Children instinctively recognize the alley to a feast in ,the banquet hall of a Christian
The drift sand of the deserts covering the site of
difficulties of plausibly maintaining the fictions of prelatlil.
once fertile empire!:! still attests the physical condeceit, and dread the risk of incurring the suspicion
"It is lucky for you that your opponents have not sequences of a thousand years' reign of Antinaturalof habitual insincerity. Hence their uncompromis- learned to utilize the advantage of truth," Mirabeau ism, but, happily, the. time has already come when
ing loyalty to facts; their innocence of artifice and replied to the taunt of an insolent Jesuit; and in logic many of our fellow-men almost fail to credit the
mental reservation ; hence also their extreme re- that advantage can, indeed, hardly be overrated. degree of mental abasement realized during the most
luctance in conforming to the conventional customs "They find believers who themselves believe," and, as orthodox centuries of that reign. It would. be no
the philosopher, Colton, observes, a sort of instinct overstatement to say that for nearly six hundred
of social hypocrisy and polite prevarication.
"Are you not glad Mrs. D. is gone~" Master often enables the simplest countryman to distinguish years the priests of the Galilean miracle-monger perFrank once asked his mother in my presence. "Well, the language of honest conviction from the language suaded a plurality of the Caucasian nations to risk
yes, I am.'' "Then what's the use asking her to call of artful sophistry. "Our jurymen seem to appre- their lives in defense of dogmas the mere profession
again and stay for supper~ She could not help see~· ciate a first-class lie only from an artistic standpoint," of which would start a modern Christian on a gallop·
ing that we were tired of her gabble." "Well, it confessed a lawyer of my acquaintance, "for some of ing .trip to the next lunatic asylum.
wouldn't do to insult her, you know." "Oh, no, but them privately hinted that they could tell it every
Decapitated saints were believed to have emerged
what's the use telling her something she cannot be- time."
from their tombs and paid their respects to a newly
lieve ~"
Others, no doubt, lack that degree of acumen; but appointed bishop; flying dragons descended through
That last remark, especially, recurs to my memory first-class orators, as well as first-class authors, have the air to snatch the bodies of unbelievers and diswhenever the expedience of hypocrisy is defended by always recognized the wisdom of not relying on such appeared with screams that frightened orthodox
the conventional sophisms of Christian civilization. mental defects of the public. Charles Darwin's works, neighbors to take refuge in their cellar-holes; swarms
That prevarications are unprofitable as well as un- for instance, owe their popularity to their erudition of angels carried bones, crosses, and whole buildings
pardonable is a truth which Jesuitry has shrouded and their grace of style, hardly more than to the ab- from Bethlehem to Loretto; King Philip the Second
with a veil of its choicest cant, but the clear vision solute candor of the author, who reviews the evidence paid a thousand doubloons for a skeleton of St. Lauof childhood penetrates that cant, and the "natural for and against his theories with the fairness of n, rentius, and having been informed that a complete
depravity" of unregenerate souls may reach the de- conscientious judge,. and by that very impartiality has skeleton of the same saint was for sale in the south
gree of doubting the merit of simulation even in the succeeded in prevailing against the partisan argu- of Italy, he at once ratified the bargain and blessed
interest of an orthodox creed, as the reverend ments of his adversaries. For similar reasons our heaven for having favored him with a duplicate of
dogmatist might ascertain by happening to overhear "Christian'' temperar..ce societies can date their the precious relic. Thousands of unfortunates were
the recess comments of our American Sabbath-school triumphs only from the time when they frankly re- tried and executed on a cha1·ge of having taken an
pudiated the sophisms of their predecessors, who aerial excursion on a broomstick or a black he-goat;
youngsters.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.
hoped to reconcile the lessons of science with the of having caused a gale by churning a potful of
The Utilitarians hold that motives of enlightened teachings of the alcohol-brewing Galilean. For truth froth and water of having turned themselves into
self-interest would be sufficient to make a man per- prevails against half-truth, as well as against abso- foxes, woJves, and tomcats.
fectly virtuous. With the conventional definition of lute untruth.
The instinct of recognizing the absurdity of even
" virtue," that tenet might require certain qualifica.
C.-PERVERSION.
the most glaring superstitions seems to have become
tions; but it is more than probable that perfect
Since the dawn of rationalism perhaps no other wholly extinct in the minds of the forty generations
prudence would insure a voluntary devotion to per- literary product of Freethought has provoked the from the middle of the tenth to the end of the four·
fect truthfulness. In its most aggressive form the enemies of Nature to that degree of rancorous fury teenth century; and during that millennium of madhatred of falsehood may imperil the temporary inter- excited by the appearance of Moliere's "Tartuffe." ness the suppression of free inquiry encouraged
ests of the aggressor, but in every other sense the. The hero of that famous drama is an old pharisee thousands of pious tract-mongers to devote their
path of truth is the path of safety. All the ultimate whose resolve to renounce the " vanities of earth " is lives to the wholesale forgery of saintly biographies
tendencies of the moral and physical universe con- constantly tripped by the promptings of his physical and miracle legends, and disseminate under the name
spire to vindicate trut~d discredit fraud.
instincts, and who resorts to all kinds of ludicrous of historical records insanities too extravagant even
Assertions based on fact stand erect, upheld by sophisms to palliate the antagonism of two ever for the readers of a modern nursery-tale.
the evidence of experience as an upright building by irreconcilable principles:
The war against Truth was carried to the length
the law of gravity; deception, with all its props of
of suppressing not only the skeptical inferences of
Le ciel defend, de vrai, certain contentements,
plausible sophisms, is tottering like R. waJl out of
Mais on trouve avec lui des accommodementsscience, but science itself; chemists, astronomers,
plumb, or a rotten tree upheld by artificial supports and the drama never failed to attract a jubilant au- physiologists, mathematiGians, and bona fide hiswhich in their turn must yield to the test of time.
dience; but the French priesthood moved heaven torians could pursue their inquiries only at the risk
Even from a standpoint of purely secular consid- and earth to stop the performance, and can, indeed, of an inquisitorial indictment; and a cloud of ignoerations, truth, like honesty, is in the long run the hardly be blamed for rejecting the apologies of the rance, which in the days of Horace and Pliny would
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have been thought dis~raceful to the obscurest hamlet of the Roman empire, brooded for ages over the
face of the entire Christian world.
For a series of centuries the encouragement of
credulity and imposture almost annulled the value of
contempo!'ary records. Travelers and chroniclers, as
well as biographers, accommodated the popular taste
by dealing, not in marvels only, but in miracles;
witchcraft ·anecdotes, preternatural resurrections,
prodigies of skill and physical prowess, giants,
dragons, were-wolves, and no end of spectral manifestations. It is no exaggeration to say that for a
period of more than nine hundred years the dogma
of the Galilean antinaturalist systematically favored
the wrvival of the unfit, by offering a premium on
mental prostitution and making common sense a
capital crime.
E.-llEFORM.
The triumph of the Protestant revolt has ushered
in a dawn which, in comparison with the preceding
night, may justly vaunt its era as an Age of Reason ;
but the thousand years' perversion of our moral in·
stincts has not been wholly redeemed by the educational influences of a short century. For even
eighty years ago the educational reforms of the
Protestant nations attempted little more than a
compromise between reason and dogma, while their
southern neighbors revolted against the political in,fluence, rather than against the dogmatical arrogance,
of their priesthood. Nay, even at present the fallacies of the compromise plan still hamper the
progress of reform in manifold directions. As an
American Freethinker aptly expresses it: "Truth is no
longer kept under lock and key, but is kindly turned
loose to roam at large-after being chained to a certain number of theological cannon balls." Evolution
may pursu~ its .inquiries into specific phases of . organic development, but must not question the cor.
rectness of the Mosaic traditions; rationalists may
inveigh against the insanities of the Middle Ages, but
must pretend to overlook the fact that the doctrine
of the New TestaQJ.ent contains the germs of all those
·
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modern fallacies, but must beware to mention the
an ti-p hysical precepts of the body-despising Galilean;.
Materialists must attack the hobgoblins of the Davenport brothers, but ignore the hog-goblins of Gadara;
historical critics may call attention to the inconsi~:~tencies of Livy and Plutarch, but must not mention
the self-contradictions of the New Testament.
Yet Iogicand philosophy will be little more than a
farce till the axiom of a great biologist can be applied to the pursuit of every human science. "Inquiries of that sort," (the descent of man) he says,
"have nothing whatever to do with personal tastes
or vested intere&ts, but only with facts. We should
not ask: ' Will it be popular~· ' Will it seem orthodox ~· but simply, 'Is it true?'"
And in just as much as the theory of moral duties
deserves the name of a science, the exponents of that
science would gain, rather than lose, by the adoption
of the same maxim. "Religion," in the traditional
sense of the word, needs to be purged from an enormons percentage of spurious elements, before its
ministers can be acquitted from the guilt of tempting
their disciples to associate the ideas of Ethics and
Imposture, and thus reject the basis of morality
together with the basis of an Asiatic myth. " Truth
is the beginning of Wisdom," "Justice is Truth,"
"1\.fendacity is the Mother of Discord," would be fit
mottoes for the ethical Sunday-schools of the Future.
"What is Truth?" asks Pilate; yet even in religious
controversies the fury of sectarian strife could be
obviated if we would truthfully admit the usel(lssness
, of disputes about the unknowable mysteries of supernatural problems. Still, we cannot hope to eradicate
the roots of discord unless we resolve with equal
frankness to reject the interference of Supernatural·
ism with the knowable problems of secular science.
Evident Truth can dispense with the indorsement of
miracle-mongers, and ."evident Untruth," in the
words of Ulrich Rutten, "should be exposed whether
its teachers come in the name of God or of the devil."

Just a Little Queer.
A Quakeress once said to her friend: "Everyone
is queer except thee and me; and thee is a little
queer sometimes." We none of us go as far as that;
but I can't help thinking Prof. V. B. De.nslow just
a little queer in what he says about a tariff article
I had in 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER for September 3d.
For instance, I asked what right government has
to prevent our buying thousands of " useful articles
as cheaply as we can," and went on to explain my
meaning thus: "Why should not the free American
be able, like the Englishman, to purchase foreignmade goods, when they are cheaper and better than
domestic products, without being taxed for it!" Mr.
Denslow disregards my explanation of the phrase
"as cheaply as we can," and quotes it with the comment : '' It is a mere misapprehension to say that in
enacting a protectiv tariff the government deprives
any one of the power to buy as cheaply as he can.
Each subject of the government keeps _on buying as
cheaply as he can after, as well as before, a protectiv

Itariff is enacted."

If this is not a mere qUibble, it is
a denial of a very important fact. Our protectiv
tariff does prevent our buying as cheaply as we
otherwise could. . We pay about $150,000,000 a year
of duties on imported necessaries of life; and all this
money has to be paid by the purchaser in addition to
what he would hav to pay if they came in free.
More than that, these duties are imposed on commodi ties which are produced at home as well as
abroad; and the price of the entire supply, not only
that of foreign, but that of domestic origin, is raised
in consequence. Sugar, for instance, costs twice as
much at retail in New York as in London, though
much of our sugar is grown and refined in this conntry. The price of salt has been increased enormously
for the benefit of a few owners of springs, who thus
hold a lucrativ monopoly. The cheap cloth worn by
the poor man paid, in 1883, a duty of 116 per cent,
though ·that worn by the rich man paid but 58. At
the same time, a cloak which cost $3 in Germany was
taxed 85 per cent, though one costing $12.50 was
taxed but 49. This is just what we ought to expect.
No manufacturer is protected by the tariff if it does
not enable him to make his fellow-citizens pay more
for what he makes than the price at which it would
otherwise be imported. A protectiv tariff is meant
to raise prices. If it did not, it would be like an
alarm-clock I know of, which ticks noisily until the
time set for it to go off, and then stops before striking the bell.
Protectionists generally admit that our tariff raises
prices, but hold that it more than offsets this by
raising wages, a plea which I answered so fully that
Professor Denslow has really nothing to reply,. excapt that I misrepresented him. Let us see. He
said on June 18th:
.
Whatever higher values attach to American labor and its
products, over what attach to foreign labor and its products,
are due, therefore, to the obstacles to the free introduction
of the products of foreign labor, and to the obstacles to the
general supplying of foreign laborers with our facilities.
Free trade, by removing these obstacles, tends to throw the
whole world into one market, having but one price, and
thereby to destroy that very difference on which our higher
values for ·commodities and for labor rest. Protection tends
to preserve and increase these differences in value. And
these differences in values constitute the whole difference between the condition of the free American laborer and the
Hindoo cooly.
I understood him to mean, as I said on September
3d, "that our tariff keeps up wages." He now complains that I charge him with "holding it to be the
cause," whereas he only holds "it, under proper concurring conditions, to be a cause." Now it does not
seem to me that I misunderstood him very grievously,
and at all events I think I hav proved that our tariff
is neither the cause nor a cause of our high wages,
by showing as I did, from Professor Denslow's own
figures, that laborers are better paid in free-trade
England than in protectionist Germany.
My opponent here objects thus: "Trade is not
free in England. The application of the phrase, 'free,'
to English trade is a simple misnomer." He forgets
that he used himself the words, "British free trade,"
.in his former article. The fact that 4182 articles are
taxed here, including many of the necessaries of life,
and only a dozen luxuries in Great Britain, coupled
with the fact that our tariff yields $100,000,000 a
year more than is needed for revenue, while theirs
imposes no such needless burden, seems to justify
both Professor Denslow and me in speaking of
"British free trade,'' in spite of his plea that nearly
the whole export trade of England has been forced
upon barbarian purchasers, like Portugal and Japan,
"by fighting, by conquest, by fraud, and by false
pretenses!" Perhaps the next time he feels moved
to exclaim of one of my articles, "It is amazing that
the perverted ingenuity of misinformation could embody so much falsehood and so little truth into so
few words," he will kindly tell us when the war between Japan and England took place, and what partion of the mikado's dominions was conquered by
British troops.
A much more important point is whether our tariff
really helps or hurts our manufacturers. I began
my remarks on this point by admitting that the pro·
tectionists are perfectly right in holding that our
country would better do as much manufacturing as
possible. "The only trouble," I added, "is that
they charge their opponents with being less friendly
than they to manufactures. The fact is that the
so-called free traders are just as desirous as the protectionists to hav our manufactures flourish." Now,
is it not rather queer for Professor Denslow to say
that "Mr. Holland next pleads that it is the free
traders who want manufactures to flourish here~"
Does he mean to charge me with holding that the
free traders are more desirous than the protectionists! Why does he not quote my words, "just as
desirous~~~ Can he prove them false!
He could not hav failed to understand me, if he
had taken the trouble to read my article through.
His own words show that he had not read more than
half of it. Its main purpose was to advocate abolishing the duties cin raw materials, P-specially wool,
coal, lumber, hemp, dye-stuffs, chemicals, iron ore,
and pig iron. This plan has been advocated, as I
mentioned, by a senator who represents one of our
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great manufacturing states. It is incorporated into
the platform of the New York DemQcrats, who say:
" The taxation to be first· reduced or altogether
removed is that on imported raw materials, which
now assist and promote foreign competition with
ourselvs in our own markets and prevent or hinder
the sale of our surplus products in foreign markets."
In the Forurn for October both Senator Kelly and
Speaker Carlisle present, as the most· pressing question in politics, the necessity of choosing between
such a reform of the tariff and such a reduction of
the internal revenue taxes as will cheapen whisky,
brandy, beer, and. tobacco for the saloons.
It is in order to make the importance of this issue
understood that "Mr. Holland indulges in the nonsense of measuring imports and exports." The fact
that England exported in 1880 sixteen times as many
dollars' worth of cotton goods to Central and South
America as we is worth thinking about. So is her
having exported to various parts of the globe, last
year, forty times as many yards of cotton cloth as we
did, and also her having sent out in 1880 $450 worth
of woolen goods to our $1. Is it mere nonsense to
say that it would be a good thing for our woolen
manufacturer, as well as for all his neighbors, to hav
the duty on wool, and other articles which are raw
materials as far as he is concerned, diminished suffi~
ciently for him to undersell his foreign rivals all over
the world, and be no longer in danger of glutting the
domestic market, to which he is confined at present 1
Many manufacturers, like Rowland G. Hazard, say
this plainly. Professor Denslow thinks that if we
fully consider the value of the home trade to New
England, "its commerce would far exceed that of
old England." But this would make New England
the richest country on the face of the earth, and I fear
that the news is rather too good to be true. Even
having the whole of the trade of 50,000,000 people
is not worth so much as the share, estimated at one- ·
half, which England has of the trade of 1,200,000,000.
Our attempt to withdraw ourselvs from commerce
with other countries is worth considering as one of
the reasons why not a single ship is now building in
the United States; why the tonnage of all our seagoing vessels is less than one-fifth of the British, and
why Great Britain owns more than twenty-five times
as many iron steamers of over one hundred tons as
we do (see the Boston Herald for Sept. 13th, 14th,
and 26th).
I spoke of this decline as having taken place under
our high tariff, and Professor Denslow has the politeness, after miEquoting the remark, to say that it
" might become a boy ten years old." It doesn't
seem to me very pueril, in view of the equality of
British and American tonnage in 1810, the year before the tariff was raised greatly. He tells me that I
should Jearn the following facts, as he calls them:
1. " Ocean-going American vessels · hav had no
protection as carriers " or " subsidies since 1816 ;"
but our government actually paid $4,750,000 to the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company from 1867 to 1877,
besides $1,812,000 to a line between the United States
and Brazil (Wells: Our Merchant Marine, p. 139).
2. The decline began, he "says, in 1855, ''right in
the midst of the free trade period;" but the fact is
that the tariff had been raised in 1846 so high as to
yield nearly twice as much revenue as before, and in
conformity with ·the wish of the protectionists, who
managed to keep it up, despite its causing a heavy
surplus, until 1857. Then came a reduction, followed by such prosperity of the laborer as constitutes
an argument against protection, which cannot be got
rid of by talking about what happened in 1853 and
1854 as if they were years of low tariff. I don't see
any need of troubling a man who mixes up his dates
in that way to pick out "facts" for me which I
" should learn."
3. "The British carry-ing trade has been subsidized
out of the fund in the hands of the British board of
admiralty to the amount of about $6,000,000 a year
for the past forty years." I don't feel sure that I
ought to learn this as a fact, for I find our national
board of trade say, in their report for 1880: "There
is no evidence before us that, during recent years at
least, Great Britain has sought to promote shipbuilding by the direct payment of bounties or subsidies." I suspect that she has paid out very little
money in this way lately, except what she made by
conquering Japan.
4. I am further told by my opponent that the
prosperity of the British marine is due to the high
tariff in force there until 1842, but as this prosperity
did not become very marked before 1849, I could as
soon suppose that the cleanness and polish of my
shirt, as it comes out of the laundry, are due to my
having had it on before it went in.
I hav felt bound to answer thus at lenQ"th a writer
who speaks of those who dllffer from him honestly
about the tttriff as " grosl:!ly ignorant or malignantly
lying scribblers," " vealy charlatans," who suggest
" the problem whether intelligent government can
endure when men so unscrupulously deficient in their
acquaintance with the facts assume to teach," etc.
He must excuse my remindmg him of an old proverb
about people who liv in glass houses.
.
F. M. HoLLAND.
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News and Notes.
The campaign at Canyon City, beneath the shadow
of the state penitentiary and half a dozen churches,
was just the exact opposit of these gloomy a_nd
kindred institutions, that somehow seem to flounsh
on the same soil. I suppose mental sla~ery eventually results in bodily slavery, for material and
spiritual conditions interblend. My good landlord,
C. L. Lewis, who is a Liberal, and knows how to run
a hotel, guided me from the bright sunlight into the
stately prison-house, wher~ everythin~ g_oes on so
smoothly with orthodox mcety; no smmng at all,
no drinking, no swearing, early to bed and early to
rise, good grub three times a day, and a bed .to sleep
in; in fact, all that a prison-house needs IS harpplaying to be a fair picture of the orthodox heaven.
But there are very few Christians outside that want
to go inside unless they hav to.· Liberty is sweet to
all, and no amount of other conveniences can make
up for the loss of following the bent of one's own
mind. The labor problem would be pretty nearly
solved if into the comfort and order of a penitentiary
could be put the element of liberty. Giv to every
laboring man and woman on this planet the prison
life of a criminal plus liberty, and universal happiness
would be the result. But the tug of war is to make
people happy, prosperous, and unrestrained. The
element of freedom is what makes the problem of
life of such infinit di:fficuny. If all men and women
were sticks and stones, how easily they could be arranged together in a perfectly respectable community!
I gave three lectures at Canyon City to fair audiences, and they increased from night to night. I am
Rorry to say that some Christians were present who
could not remain until the close, but stampedfld in
the middle of the discourse. My theme was "The
New Heaven and Earth." It may be that they expected an exposition of the scriptures, and were confounded, when they unP,erstood the heresy of the
affair. Only a few, however, departed, and it is to be
hoped that this mental agitation will not cease, for
therein is life.
CaByon City is quite church-ridden, but Jamieson
and York bav fired some lively guns into the orthodox
camp, and we purpose to keep it up. Our forces
here are not numerous, but they are brave and loyal.
I had quite a pleasant visit with my friend, J obn
Lake, and his family-all Liberals-who liv just out-.
side the city in the midst of a beautiful orchard,
where the fruits glisten in the sun. This is a happy
Freethought home, where music prevails, and the
shadows of superstition linger not. Here one finds
refreshment for the mighty battle that is still to be
fought.
Friend A. B. Pickard is eighty-seven years old.
He was once a Methodist minister and presiding
elder, and was a good one, I hav no doubt, and
worked. faithfully in the "vineyard of the Lord"for he is a man of the utmost sincerity and of bright
intellectual power. He quit the pulpit and maintained his independence by sturdy toil. It was a
pleasure to meet this venerable Secularist, who has
lived a life of honest thought, and for whom death
bas no terror. In old age the world is still beautiful,
for the beams of truth are forever fresh.
Mr. and Mrs. George Towers, who gave me good
cheer in their cosy home; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Stafford, who in their frontier life bav never lost the
fire of intellectual pro.,gress ; Mr.. and Mrs. J os.
Baker, Anton Magerl, J. C. Agard, A. F. Stockley,
B. F. Young, and others are those genial Western
comrades who are used to all sorts of fortunes, and
who "bate no jot of heart or hope," whether the
storm blows or the sunshine falls. Canyon City is
about six thousand feet above the level of the sea.
The air is bright and beautiful. Close by is the
Royal Gorge, with its rugged and stupendous walls,
fifteen hundred and two thousand feet high, through
which winds the Arkansas, with turbulent flood, and
alongside this the raill"Oad. The ride from Salt Lake
City to Canyon is one of marvelous beauty and
variety. We pass through the lovely and gardenlike sceneries of Utah, thence into the bold and
desolate mountains. In the early morn, the golden
sunshine streaming and glittering on the hundred
peaks, we rush through ,.Gunnison Canyon, where
sweet and sparkling lands(lapes mingle with views of
awful grandeur; then we climb round and round the
vast and fluctuating hills, eleven thousand feet above
the sea, over Marshall's Pass, while the blue and
snowy summits stretch far as the eye can see. It is
a glorious ride. We appear to be gliding in midair, as we look down a thousand feet and see the
road that a few minutes ago we were bounding along.
Up and down we plunge, and it seems as if our fiery

many take Liberal papers~ and I find this a sure
gage. Cash-in-advance subscribers to Liberal papers
are eager to do a11 in their power to advanc~ the best
interests of their fellow-creatures; those m arrears
are generally lukewarm or indifferent; and those who
do not subscribe for any Liberal paper can generally
be depended on to prove the embodiment of selfishness. I would make no charge to deliver the funeral
oration over a hecatomb of such. I hav been most
kindly and hospitably received in Illinois, and shall
be glad to comply with the many urgent requests to
come again. But I do not find everything and
everyone perfection. It is not all roseate.
I do not like prairie country; it is wearisome in its
monotony, and compares very unfavorably with New
York or 1\-Iichigan. The majority of the farms are
very large, but look dreadful shiftless. Farmers
evince a desire to overreach, to spread their e:fl"orts
over too large an area. One quarter a£1 much land
thoroughly worked would giv much more satisfactory
retums. The men hav a weary, discouraged, wornout look. The farmers' wives and daughters are
outrageously overworked, and lack that ruddy glow
of hen.1.th and bright vivacity that tells of happy or
contented life. Of course, allowances must be made
for the fact that I saw Illinois under disadvantages.
For three years past crops hav been light; this year
the drouth made sad havoc. I passed acres and
acres of corn, miserable little spindle stuff that scarce
would yield even nubbins; immense fields of cabbage, wiLl! not one head worth cutting. Potatoes
they grow small over here; but, for that matter, .so
they do this year clear from here to Lake Ontarw,
and sell from $1 to $1 25 per ~bushel. Cattle are
poor, and very many fanners hav had io sell at fear_fulloss; no pasture and no water. Fur the last five
days it has 1·ained, and prairie mud abounds~the
blackest, stickiest, dirtiest mud ever made. If God
had made man of prairie mud, he could only hav
been the blackest of black negroes. Prairie mud clogs
and clings like snow. · Horseback is the only possible
locomotion. On many farms, if sickness or accident
occurred, it would be impossible even with the
strongest horse to go two miles for a doctor. Most
of the roads in farming di~?tricts are mere wagon
tracks. The villaaes are laid out nicely-long, wide
streets and a park':_but it is dreadful discouraging to
find·them all alike. Look up or down street, and it's
the same view-you gaze clear away off into nowhere.
The hotels aro, with few very rare exceptions, execrable; the charges are exorbitant and extortionate.
The St. Nicholas of Springfield is a glorious exception. It is really the very best hotel between here
and New York, first-class ia every particular. The
New Windsor of Bloomington has a stately, imposing
exterior, but it is misnamed; it should be called,
instead of New Windsor, the "Old Misery."
MINIER, ILL., Oct. 1st, 2d, 3d.-This place ia about
the center of the state, and seems the center of intelligence. The best people of this town are Liberals.
I was greeted by a hall filled with ladies and gentlemen on Saturday evening comprising the best citizens
of the plam•, and as I unfolded life's duties, and what
Liberalism teaches, it seemed to enkindle enthusiasm.
Every point was appreciated. Sunday afternoon,
bright with sunshine, there was a very large attendReynolds on His Western Tour.
ance. I distributed a very large quantity of Liberal
CENTRALIA, ILL., Sept. 23d, 24th.-An increase of literature_ Friends came from Mason City. I hav
attendance marked each night- Mr. Gilbert Williams, agreed to go from here to Havana on Tuesday, the
who came fourteen miles to hear the first lecture, 4th inst. Sunday evening, an hour after the afterreturned home that night on horseback, and on Fl"i- noon lecture, the heavens were black, and suddenly
day evening brought his entire family, a goodly rain descended in a juvenil deluge. I feared it would
wagon-load of true Liberals, and on Saturday even- put a damper on the evening lecture, but at. 7 o'clock
ing not alone came with all his own family, but it held up. The Lord is always good to me because
induced quite a number of others to accompany him. I never bother him or dictate to him about things,
A very great interest was awakened at Centralia, and and despite damp and mud a large number of ladies
it was much regretted that I could not remain over were present. The hall was comfortably filled, while
Sunday. I was most kindly entertained by Mr. neither of the churches, I am informed, bad a corFayette Rexford. He keeps the Centralia House at poral's guard.
the railroad depot, and travelers will do well to make
SPECIAL NoTICE.-! hav received a great number of
a note of it. Mr. Rexford· is one of the very few requests for lectures since my route was decided, and
men in soathern Illinois who know how to keep a time assigned. Will friends kindly look over the list
hotel. He is a gentleman of culture, deep thought, of appointments~ I am very desirous that every
high principle, and of course greatly respected. He date should be filled, but application should be made
can be relied on as ever ready to help in every good as soon as possible. Especially I solicit those I hav
work. I bad a most pleasant and instructiv inter- written to to reply; to write even if they decline, so.
view with Dr. G. W. Dibble, the dentist, a veteran that I may giv the time elsewhere. My appointments
Infidel. He writes me in regard to "Life's Duties are: Westfield, Ill., Oct. 5th, 6th, 7th; Tuscola, 8th,
and What Liberalism Teaches:" "I wish you every 9th, lOth; Olney, 12th, 13th, 14th; Chicago (Consuccess in this great and good cause. For twenty gress),l5th, 16th; Kewanee, 19th, 20th, 21st; Nunda,
years I hav declared to Christian friends that the 23d; Newton, Ia., 28th; Des Moines, 30th.
purest and holiest religion the world ever saw would
Missouri: Hopkins, Graham, Burlington Junction,
grow out of the teachings of so-called Infidels, and Bethany, Jamesport, Chillicothe, Brunswick, Kansas
now it is proved that I was right." I desire to City, Clinton, Nov. 29th, 30th, Dec. 1st; Springfield,
thank all the many friends of Centralia and vicinity Liberal, Carthage, Joplin, Neosho, Dec. 17th, 18th,
for their cordial welcome, hearty good wishes for my 19th.
success on my long tour, and for their earnest desire
Kansas: Galena, Dec. 25th; Columbus, Cherokee,
that I should return to them. I shall rejoice to do so. Parsons, Osage Mission, Burlington, Fall River,
BELLEVILLE, ILL., Sept. 25th.-This is a German Leon, Augusta, Andover, Wichita, Benton, Sterling,
town, and so lar as keeping open stores and beer Dodge City, Jan. 22d, 23d.
saloons on Sunday, they are decidedly liberal. BelleColorado: Canyon City, Jan. 29th; Florence, Colville was excited over the great rally of the G. A. R. orado Springs, Elizabeth, Denver, Golden, Canfield,
at St. Louis, and had no thought or care for Liberal Erie, Longmont, Greeley, Dumont, Georgetown,
lectures. Doubtless a German speaker would hav Leadville, Salida, Garfield, Romley, Gunnison, Monbeen more acceptable. My first inquiry when I am trose, Grand Junction, Mar. 6th, 7th, 8th; thence to
told how many Liberals there are in a place is, How 1Utah, Nevada, California.

hm·ses themselvs, with all their iron muscles, must be
getting tired of such enormous journeys above the
clouds.
We leave Canyon City at midnight, with cheery
farewells and the moon over our right shoulder, and
the mountains and plains glistening like. fairy~lands.
In the morning we are in the beautiful mty. of
Denver, queenly still, and yielding not one particle
of its splendor to all its eager rivals. ~ur S~cular
Club is flourishing, although Dean Hart IS trymg to
convince the world that J osbua really stopped the
sun and moon. But the Denverites don't seem to
care much for these ancient legends. They take a
great deal .more stock in the nineteenth cent~ry and
gold and silver mines and transatlantic railroads.
They are continually building into the heart of the
mountains and thence to the Pacific coast, and so.
the stream's of traffic flow to Denver's busy marts, all
of which makes way for Secularism; for the more
noble this world becomes, the less desire there is for
t.he New Jerusalem, where milroads never boom and
corner lots never go up.
It is a pleasure to strike Denver. Ev~ryt~in_g is
on the go. The mountain atmosphere Is bnlhant,
exhilarating. It keeps one awake. Again we greet
our friends. We lecture on Sunday evening at the
Rink to a large audience. Thos. J. Truss, president
of the Union, introduces us. Z. Shed, John G. Jenkins, Charles Roth, John D. Capless, H. E. Hurlburt~,
A.. H. Weber, and families Alexander, the Smiths,
and the Campbells, Richard F. Day, of Alamosa,
Mueller, and others who hav already been enrolled in
the News and Notes of former campaigns, are present. ·I gave a lecture on "The Ideal Republic,"
which amid the conflicts of to-day shines in the
future-the goal of all our struggles.
I was glad that Dr. York bad aroused such interest here with his eloquent addresses, which made our
own way easier.and brighter.
We only wish we could stay longer at Denver
among its genial people. This is a most important
point in the center of the continent, a magnificent
city indeed, where industry, and art, and wealth, and
power concentrate, and where side by side with the
churches must stand our temple of humanity.
Over the vast plains of Colorado, the mountains
sinking into the glowing distance, into the Republican
Valley dotted with handsome villages, through the
billowy prairie lands of southern Nebraska, over the
muddy stream of the vast Missouri which looks resplendent in the golden twilight which makes even
its sand-banks giitter with pomp, into Iowa where
autumn's glories greet with varied ranks, to Shenendoah we speed, where we find a brief resting-place
in the home of H. S. Holcomb, and we expect to close
our twenty thousand miles of travel and lecturing
here next Sunday afternoon and evening, and the
prospects Ql"e that we shall hav a happy and successful ending to our year's work. With the Congress
new fields will open for the future. I shall immediately arrange to return to the Pacific coast, and
continue the campaign there and also in the states of
the interior.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Shenandoah, Ia., Oct. 5, 1887.
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Immediate application for vacant dates from places capitalist persecutors. Even the Unitarian doesLabor is the only thing which can giv the right of
reasonably near will insure lectures.
witness the organ called Unity at Chicago-and this private ownership. The man who has produced anyc. B. REYNOLDS. while allowing the absence of any proof of crime, as thing by his own labor can lay his hand upon it and
well as nobility of character in the condemned. In claim it as his own against the world, because he can
For Mrs. Slenker.
the actual phase of civilization, t.he economic problem say that the thing would not hav existed but for his
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH. SEEKER, Sir : Since of distribution, and the attitude of the rich toward labor. By appropriating the fruits of his own toil
my last report in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 23d, I the poor, or of the employer and employee toward he takes nothing from anyone else which would hav
hav received for Mrs. Slenker's Defense Fund the each other, dominate the moral world, and differences exi~:~ted but for his own labor, and he therefore imof doctrin, even so great as between the ethical poverishes no person. But he who appropriates any
following sums :
societies and bard-shell Baptists, are mere fashions of natural thing does take from others what might hav
Thoma~ Goddard ......... $2.0fl C. Korhne ................... $ 50
been theirs but for him.
J. H. Bush .................. 1.00 Wm. Seville................ 50 verbiage and ceremonial.
The functional activity of brain cells in the emoFor this reason the public has no right to tax
H. Augier................... 1.00 J. B. Schnellar ............. 1.00
Elijah Clark ................ 1.00 Charles Augustus......... 25 tional tract specifically religious is about the same church buildings. The United Labor party will not
John Steves ................. 1.00 Urban Hartung............ 50 for all sorts of religionists and anti-religionists, dif- only refuse to tax church buildings, but the.v will reScott Monteath...... ...... 50 B. Salinger................... 25
Ed. Messenger............. 50 F. S. Montgomery........ 25 fering only in· degrees, just as the neighboring tract, fuse to tax any of the products of labor. They will
W. H. Holt~chnieder.... 1.40 C. C. Holenback.·......... 25 which belongs to amusement, .may be equally satis- refuse to derive a public revenue from property
H. M. Lyndall............. 25 J. Osborne ................... 1.00 fied by performances at low sensational theaters or at which does not belong to the public. But they are
L. Seville..... .............. 50 Mrs. M. A. T. Steeper... 1.00 the grand opera. Conscience for the conduct of life pledged to collect all public revenues for the benefit
R. H. Ralston............ . . 50 C. Fannie Allyn......... .. 50 stands aloof. I am not alone among Freethinkers in of the public, and wiU therefore tax the land upon
Sam. Iglich.................. 25 0. H. Jacobs............... 50
Geo. J. LHdon.............. 25 C. A. Starr.................. 50 appreciating the expediency of moderation and of which churches stand the same as. all other lands.
Liberals should be satisfied with this method of
Orlumar K. Theobald.... 50 J. W. Stewart............. 50 fairness toward adversaries. I welcome with symWm. P. Midas............. 50 C. Koehne................... 25 pathy the kindred views of Mr. T. E. Longshore in settling the question. Under the action of this law
David Hood................ · 50 T. E. Blesich ............... 1.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 3d. Its practical churches would cease to grow enormously rich, as
Wm. Powell ................ 1.00 Samuel Goodman ......... 1.00
J. V. Stanton, M.D ...... 2.00 Jos. Simpson............... 25 bearing is as sensible for the safety as for the success many of them do now, by the rise of land. They
Flora W. Fox .............. 2 00 Frank Frederich.......... 50 of Liberal propagandists. " To convert, not con- would gradually move their churches off of land
OliverHoyt ................. 1.00 C. R.Kelly ................ ..- 10 demn; to save, not abandon, the erring, is the true needed for business purposes and onto cheap land.
E. R. Evans ........... ;... 50 J. B. Chochran............ 50 wisdom and benevolence of the higher type of men." This would be a great improvement. The clatter of
Stephen Bailey............. 50 Jus. T. Auchenfangs.... 25
their bells would not annoy so many people and they
EDGEWORTH.
P. M. Gideon............... 1. 00
would not interfere so much with business.
I take this occasion to say that I am also in receipt
How Should Liberals Vote~
The tax on such land as churches would need
of a great number of letters-so many that I hav not
The above question might be answered briefly by would not be high, and they would not hav to buy
been able to undertake answering them-some saying that Liberals should always vote for princi- lots, as they often do now, as lots would be found
elegantly written and couched in scholarly·language, ples which are right and just, and against principles free to any who would pay the taxes on t.hem.
others plainly written and manifestly from obscure which are wrong and unjust. They should vote in
Now, suppose the United Labor party does not
people, and many from persons whose n1_1mes are favor of the natural rights of all, and against all laws agree to grant the Nine Demands of Liberals, if they
well known in reformatory work of variom kinds; all which grant favors to some by depriving others of come forward advocating a great principle of right
indicating earnest interest in the work Elmina has their natural rights. Liberals should vote for just the Liberals should support them, even if that prindone, and expressing abhorrence of the outrage by principles even if it should seem that they as indi- ciple of right was not demanded by the Liberals.
which the enemies of free speech hope to quench viduals might lose by the triumph of such principles. The Liberals ought to demand every principle of
thought, discourage investigation, limit knowledge,· Liberals should hav such strong faith in the goodness right, and they ought to assist any party in securing
and make the United States mails a detectiv agency of justice as to prefer it to injustice at any cost to any principles of right. For these reasons, I believe
more oppressiv than the secret system of the Russian themselvs.
all Liberals should support the United Labor party.
police. These letters will be very helpful, and I am
.
J. G. MALCOLM.
But let us proceed to inquire how Liberals should
grateful for the moral support and strength they vote at the approaching election. There are at least
furnish.
Yours sincerely,
four parties in the field-the Republican, the DemoIN the contests between scientists and theologi~:tns
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN, Treas. N. D. A.
cratic, the United Labor, and the Prohibition.
Only one of these parties will ever assist Liberals in it has long been apparent that the theologians are
To Mr. Chamberlain's list of defenders of Mrs. securing any one of their Demands. The United steadily receding. The time was, two or three hunSlenker, we append the following, received at this Labor party will al.'lsist in securing the taxation of dred years ago, when fearless scientists were imprisoffice :
church property. The new method of taxation advo- oned or burnt by theologians. Now, the scientists
N. S. Johnson ............. $1.00 Wm. J. White ............. $1.65 cated by that party presents the only feasible scheme who lead the age treat theology with contempt, and
·p, L. Swartz................ 50 J. W. Glover............... 2 50 of accomplishing this result. To tax churches under the press sustains them. Meanwhile, scientific skepJohn Mahara ............... 1.00 J·)lm McGill .. .. .. . .... .. .. . 5 00
ticism is invading the pulpit, and all thab distin0. B. Milliken.............
25 Jos. A. Closter............. 85 our present system would be wrong. The fact that guishes the Bible from any treatis on moml philosochurches
should
be
taxed
as
much
as
private
dwellJ. C. Blaisdell .... ... . . . 1. 00 B. Redfield ................. 1.00
Louis Crusins......... ...... 2 00 John D. Powers.......... 2.00 ings proves nothing, for Henry George has proved phy is gradually being surrendered by leading theoJohn Engstrom ............ 1.00 A. N. Burgess ............. 2.00 that it is wrong to tax private dwellings. Our logians; they are losing religion as well as theology.
C. H. Grote................. 2.00 John Earnshaw............ 50 whole system of taxation is wrong, unjust, and -Buchanan's Journal of 11£an.
Helen Celler ... .. . . .. .. ..... 1. 00 W. E. Palmer ............. 1.00
L. G. Barnes .............. " 1 00 S. R. Day ................... 1.00 infamous. Liberals should vote against it.
Our present system of taxation ignores the distincT. E. Casterline............ 50 John A.. Jost ................ 1 00
Lectures and Meetings.
J. W. Van Brunt.......... 50 A. F. Albright ..... , ....... 1.00 tion between the two kinds of things, natural things
W. S. BELL will lecture in Kansas during November.
J. Branshtre................ 50 J. N. Powell................ 2 00 and things which are brought into existence by
Parties wishing to engage him for lectures can address him
Nathan Ong.. ............. 50 Mrs. Kate Parker ...... :.. 1.00
Jos. Nelson.................. 50 Geo. K. Donnelly ......... 10.00 human labor. Natural things, not being the result at 302 State street, Chicago; Ill.
T. B. McLellan .. .. .. ... .. . 50 Abbie Knapp............... 25 of human labor, should belong as much to one person
Chas. T. Peach ............ 1.00 Edwin Worman ............ 1.00 as to another j and things which belong as much to . DR. J. L. YoRK will speak in Paine Hall, Boston, on the
F .. G. Readman ............ 2 50 W. L. Johnson............. 60 one person as to another we c11ll public things. We 16th and 23d; at Buffalo, N.Y., the 30th; Pittsburgh, Pa ,
Nov. 6th and 13th; Kent, 0., Nov. 19th, 20th, and 21st;
A Friend ..................... 10 00 John H. Shipley.......... 25
Wm. Gray, Sr ............. 2.00 Wm. Thorpe................ 1.00 speak of public roads, public lands, public schools, Denver, Col., Nov. 27th.
Dr. C. S. Weeks .......... 1.00 Mary Baird-Finch........ 50 etc., and we mean by this that these things beMns. H. S. LAKE speaks at Norwich, Conn., the Sundays
Sam Rosenbaum .......... 3 00 Sarah Gregg Fox.......... 50 long as much to one person as to another. Our
Della Lindley.............. 1.00 Mrs. T. L. Moore ......... 1.00 unjust laws hav taken from the public nearly every- of October; at the Spiritual Temple, Boston, the Sundays of
W. H. Barker ...... ....... 2 00 Mrs. Emma A. Fox...... 50
November; at Berkley Hall, Boston, the Sundays of DecemJ. W. Ward ................ 100 Mrs. Laura Sweetland... 50 thing belonging to them, the lands, the mines, etc., ber; at Salem, Mass., the first, second, and fifth Sundays of
Geo. Thompson ...... , ..... 1. 75 Henry J. Olmstead....... 25 and given it and sold it to private individuals. But, January; at Lynn, Mass., the third and fourth Sundays of
Dr. R. Taylor.............. 1.00 A. N. Miller................ 50 whatever the laws of unjust Congressmen and senHerman Bodha ........... 1.00 Wm. Cochrane............. 25 ators may affirm, the law of nature will forever January. She is reengaged by the First Spiritual Society of
Ross Howard ................ 1.00 Martin Ashcroft........... 1.00 declare that all men hav equal rights to all natural Philadelphia for the Sundays of April. Her open dates are
Mrs. J. F. Lester .......... 5 00 Mrs. D. M. Bennett ...... 5.00 things, and therefore, according to the great law of the Sundays of February, March, May; and June, as also all
Geo. Hendee ...............~ 3 50
nature, natural things will forever be public things. week evenings. Address, during October, 50 W!tshington
Lawmakers hav no more right to change this law street, Norwich, Conn.

The Fanaticism of Infidels and Infidelity of
than they hav to pass a law permitting slavery or
THE annual convention of the Secularists and Freetlliukers
Fanaticism.
cannibalism.
of Canada. will be held in Toronto on Saturday and Sunday,

Infidelity, in theologic lingo, is but a cant word,
which unbelievers in a certain cant repeat of themselva in mere defiance; but fanaticism, implying
. blind partisanship or hostility, is mischievous, irrespectiv of the fanatic's opinions; and fanatics are
really unfaithful to the cause of mental emancipation
when by injudicious zeal they provoke persecution.
That our enemy may be wrong about some things
does not make it just to wrong him about others.
The idolatry of a fabled Christ is no excuse for
vilifying the Jesus of the legend. This is not merely
an esthetic question, like the character of Hamlet,
though that of Jesus be as problematic; it is a question of social policy, involving the relations of labor
and capital.
Apart from his communism, or besides this, the
traditional Jesus is the tribune representativ of the
poor, and of the masses who, undisciplined in reasoning, hav their faith. This faith has passivly concurred in the persecutions of science and of Freethought by the church. A respit has occurred; but
symptoms of reaction threaten. Is it wise, by gratuitous insult, to provoke it anew 1 The persecuting
spirit iS' rife as ever. The hanging of men for
blasphemy against capitalism, hypocritically masked
by proo:fl.ess accusations of bomb-throwing, attests
this, and the church makes common cause with the

Natural things are, and forever must be, public October 29th and 30th, in Science Hall, under the auspices
things, and therefore it is perfectly right that the of the Canadian Secular Union. The prospects for Secularpublic should derive a revenue from its own things. ism w~re never more encouraging. This will be the most
It is perfectly right that the public should charge the important convention ever held in Canada. The cooperation
private citizen whatever is right for the uRe of those of every Secularist and Freethinker is necr!ed to promote our
things. It is perfectly right that the public should common cause. All who sympathize with our principles are
tax those things. The public has as much right to urgently invited to attend, whether they belong to our organtax public things as private individuals hav to tax ization or not. Further particulars will be given in due
private things, and no person denies the right of a time. By order of the Central Executiv, Wm. Algie, Alton,
private individual to charge for the use of his things. Ont., President; J. A. Risser, Toronto, Secretary.
The other kind of things are the products of labor.
WE were in error in saying last week that Dr. Yurk would
They may be public, or they may not. Our school- speak before the Manhattan Liberal Club on the 7th inst.
houses, custom-houses, legislativ buildings, and post- This error, however, was no fault of ours. In making up
office buildings are public because they are built by the list of lectures for October Dr. York was offerc<l, through
public money and used for public purposes. But our us, the 14th inst. At the same time Mr. Henry Nicllols was
dwellings, our shops, our offices, and, in this coun- offered the 7th. Dr. York could not be here tile 14th, and
try, our churches, are not public because they are afterward it occurred to Dr. Foote, Jr., that l\Ir. Nichols
not built with public money, and are not used for might be willing to allow Dr. York to speak on the 7th, and
public purposes. It therefore cannot be shown that he wrote us to offer the doctor that date, which he did, and
the public bas any more right to derive a revenue which was accepted by Dr. York. But Mr. Nichols refused
from these things which are private property than to extend this courtesy to the pilgrim from the West, und
that a private individual has a right to derive a insisted that the Club should hear Mr. Nic~ls, as per prorevenue from public property, or from private prop- gram. Inasmuch as Nichols resides here, and c .n talk any
erty belonging to some other person. The public time-and, in fact, as most peopl? ~hink, talki.ng mo~e tha~
should derive their revenues from public property, is wise or prudent for one of limited capamt~ to unpai t
and private individuals should derive their revenues . ~nstruction;-his conduct will bear. the constructiOn of boorfrom their own private property.
: Ishness which some hav put upon It.
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fkommnnications.
Religion and Its Origin.
Tell me not of religion shadowed by the incomprehensible. Tell me not of religion the gift of
a designing God. Tell me not of a religion having
power to perfect our human nature. Tell me not of
a religion of humanity. Tell me not that any religion
is fundamental in our human nature. Every gesture
religion!J hav made, as they shake their bloody hands,
stands up in denial that any of these definitions of
religion as given are true. Religions when released
from these unnatural robes of mystery are capable of
being defined so that the terms of the definition are
clearly understandable. I will hazard the following
definitibn, hoping that the kind reader will withhold
judgment until he arrives at the end of this paper :
Religion is a mental disease, and it has arisen in the
genesis of evolution like many other diseases. I am
of the opinion that, if this definition of religion
is sustained, it will explain the religious history
of this world, in harmony with facts; as it never has
been done. It is impossible to believe for a moment
that religious history can be explained in the light of
a divine origin, or in the light of the inscrutable, the
incomprehensible; neither is it possible to find an
explanation in anything that is fundamental in human
nature, but with our definition we hav a key to
religious history and its philosophy. Its origin
becomes quite obvious if our definition is true. And
the evolutionist will find no difficulty in answering
the question as to the origin of religion in accepting
this definition. And the moralist will, by doing the
same, find a reasonable apology for the otherwise
unaccountable facts in the religious history of our
race. If the terms in religious history mean anything, the moralist must ever feel that the difficulties
which encumber his endeavors to render that history
reasonable are immense. The advantage here offered
to him is a result of viewing the facts of the universe
in harmony, without limitations. Definitions rendered upon this basis make the universe real and
thinkable. Allow me here to say, in our definition of
religion no disrespect in any sense is intended to the
religious devotees. Our humanity, under the influence of many religions, deserves pity more than
censure. We cannot feel a sentiment of hate or
disrespect to the man or woman born with a marked
tendency toward tuberculosis. No more can we feel
a sentiment of hate or disrespect toward religious
devotees. But what is the origion of religion ? In
the answer given to this question it will more fully
appear what our meaning of religion is. Before this
question can be answered, it is quite necessary that
we should consider a fundamental distinction. For
some reason, man has had assigned to him an eminent
distinction, which places him at the head of the
universe. Evolution can assign to him no other
position than this preeminent one. That is to say,
when compared with any other structure, or all
others, he is high above all. Beyond man we hav
Mr. Spencer's inscrutable Unknowable; but we are
unable to institute any comparison between the
scrutable and inscrutable, and hence we must decide
in favor of the one we know, and not the one we do
not know, and hence we plead justification in placing
man at. the head of this universe.
Man is so clearly differentiated from all structures
that, in considering him, we are to note what there is
in him which renders him worthy of this eminent dis. tinction. We are impressed with the idea that there
are certain things which are fundamental to him,
without which he would not, could not, be what he
is. These things which are fundamental to him are
to be considered in attaining his quantitativ and
qualitativ value. To leave out anything fun<iamental
to him would cost him his place, and his distinctiv
eminence would at once be compromised. Whether
we are competent to point out all that is fundamental
to him or not, it is nevertheless true that certain
qualities and quantities, or attributes, are so related
to what he is necessarily, that, to leave out any of
them, he would cease to be the human being that he
is. There are three attributes without which he
would not be human. These are strictly fundamental
There is no being in the universe having these three
attributes coordinated in self-consciousness with the
power of introspection. All animal structures are
doubtless represented in the human. Thought, feeling, and volition in subordinate forms exist in the
lower structures, but the why that man is human, and
all others are not, is because of the fact that these
attributes, thinking,feeling, and willing, are in their
coordination in consciousness above all other forms,
and these are fundamental in man-any of these left
out, he would not be human-hence, again, all human
beings must hav that which is fundamental to humanity. That which is fundamental in one human
being must, necessarily, be fundamental in all human
beings. The wide differences seen in the study of
tribal and national life is due to the accidents of time
and place. Yet in the presence of this marked difference, a critical and an exhaustiv analysis of one human
being, as to wha.t is fWld~J.meut~J.l to him1 would

equally be an exhaustiv treatis of the entire race.
That is to say, the differences are consequent u~on
difference in circumstances-environments. Stnke
out change in the history of man, and history becomes impossible. Yet in spite of change, he, as man,
is fundamentally what he is. It is the changed environment which makes human history. This brings
into view the fundamental and the incidental side of
man. For want of this distinction between what' is
fundamental and incidental to man, the greatt>st difficulty has arisen. Differences among human beings
are expressed by the terms might or might not hav
been. Contingencies belong only to that side of
man's history where he, and hence his history, might
hav been otherwise than as it is. Th'e other side of
human character which never. changes is due to that
which is fundamental, and the other is due to that
which is incidental-that which might or might not
hav been.
Any of the incidentals, to be or not to be, make no
difference as to what is fundamental to man. They
make no changes in human nature. They render
the chances for its expression favorable or unfavorable. Favorable environments make good men, unfavorable make men bad; in either case subject to
slight modifications, owing to the fact that the man
is a factor in the chain of environments, yet so limited is this factor in its potencies that it is hardly
safe to pit it against a group of nerves which hav a
prior engagement in an opposit direction. We will
now sum up our arguments partly in the use of
illustration. To think is fu:il.damental (with this left
out, the structure, however constructed, would not
be human, only on the incidental side), but the how
of that thinking is incidental. To feel is fundamental, but the how of feeling is incidental. To
will is fundamental, thoqgh how we will is quite incidental. Permit us here to say, That on the fundamental side we blend these several facts in consciousness. And here in this blending of these facts we
hav rational thinking, and hence the basis of all discrimination, and hence the foundation of right and
wrong-the basis of ethical science-morality. In
this blending or coordination, we hav gradually
evolved art, science, morality, and all that tends to
throw around life the inspirations of love, goodness,
and kindness. But the question may arise, How does
it come to pass, if these attributes are fundamental,
and if all things that tend to make this life desirable come of these coordination-how is it that we do
not find these things in all men? The obvious
answer is, Environments hav not been such as to call
forth the manifestation, hence, though fundamental
in all, are not seen through a want of essential conditions. This is enough to show the line of thought
in relation to the question preferred. We are now
to offer our arguments in support of our definition.
Our proposition is_ that religion is not fundamental
in human nature; hence, whenever it exists, it exists
only as a possibility of human nature, or, in other
words, it is incidental. There are many of the
greatest and best of human beings who are without
religion. Take any of the accredited definitions of
religion, and we find many without it. There are
many kinds of religion, and they are so far unlike
each other in the light of their respectiv definitions
that one does hardly suggest the other. Is it not
evident, if religion is fundamental, that there could
be one, and only one, and all would hav that one~
If all hav religion, where is the unity such as the
fundamental would demand! If it is possible for
any human being to meet the demands which the
environments impose upon him without religion, then
it is true that religion is not founded in any needs
necessary to the fulfilment of his mission or his destiny. Who is prepared to say that man and woman,
without a vestige of religion, are disqualified to reveal
all that is good and praiseworthy in human nature;
that they are less qualified to manifest the highest
qualities of manhood and womanhood as well, at
least, as those who are religious! Who will say with
open eyes, who will dare to say, that we hav not just
as good, true, and noble fathers, mothers, brotpers,
sisters, and husbands; just as good, loving sons and
daughters; as good citizens; as reliable, moral, and
truthful men and women, without religion, as any in
this wide world who are full of it 1 And if so, then
is this thing called religion an absolute verity, essential, fundamental, in human nature 1 History will
not, dare not, commit itself in the affirmativ. Science
will never thus answer, nor will philosophy. The
immoralities of religion, can they answer in the
affirmativ? No, never.
Religion is an accident; it is incidental; it is circumstantial; it might not hav been-and in that
event many of the dark pages of history would also
not hav been. It is hardly possible to imagin that
our humanity has ever been the gainer by the incidents which gave to our world religions. No more
is it possible to imagin how this world has been the
gainer by this or other mental diseases, and without
them we could not arrive at mental science, and that
our mental forces, and the millions of nerve fibers
through which mental action is manifested, could not
be only through mental disorder; that the well-being

of
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meutlll f3elfhood could not till the high sphere

of mental action without a diseased brain. Mental
and physical obliquities are well-nigh universal, but
who would imagin that they are helps in the attainment of our best? All diseases, mental an.d physical,
are incidental to our natures. They are not needed
for our welfare as human beings, but come as the
accidents of time and place.
Religion is a mental disease, and only on this account are we able to read and understand its history.
Not likely a disease in .the low structure in which it
first arose, but became such when transmitted to a
higher structure. The measles in the low structural
form in which it first appeared was not a disease, but
when transmitted to a higher structure it became
such. Tuberculosis, in the lower structure, was not
a disease, but in the higher structural form it has becoma one of the most formidable diseases. Scrofula,
whooping-cough, itch, and, in fact, many diseases
were harmless in the low forms of organization in
which they first came into existence, but when they
were transmitted to the higher organized structures,
they became harmful. That mental disease, called
religion, like the diseases which we hav mentioned,
was harmless in the low structural form in which it
first arose, but when .transmitted to a higher structural form it has become the most formidable of all
diseases. So true is this that in the. last eighteen
hundred years it has slain, in the most heartrending
methods, sixty millions of human beings. Remember, too, that this is only what one form of this religious disease has done ! No other disease can
show such. a list of slain in the last eighteen centuries.
It is hardly possible, with the fatal work of diseases
before us, that any one will maintain that these diseases which are possible to our nature are in any way
a necessity, or that they can in any way be made
subservient to the interest of human nature. Is it
not much more likely that they are, and ever hav
been, in the way of the realization of our higher possibilities? The rule of the universe is healthful
structure. So eminently true is this that nature
ever persists in running off the traok those that are
sick, and has, at the same time, ever impressed the
student of nature with the doctrin of the survival of
the fittest, Disease is not the rule of the universe,
but health; disease is the exemption, and there is no
question as to the fact that mental and physical diseases hav held the race back in its progress for
thousands of years. That is to say, that the race is
not what it would hav been had it not been for the
transmission of conditions in which diseases arose in
the higher forms. It, perhaps, hardly admits of a
doubt that our ancestral line runs back through a
thousand generations, from whence we hav inherited
tendencies which stand in the way of realizing intellectual and moral attainments su<)h as would, in all
likelihood, hav been attained had it not been for these
adverse inherited tendencies in the form of mental
and physical diseases. All of these hindrances which
are in our way are only possible to our nature, but
in no way necessary or fundamental, and hence our
highest aim or end is attained with much greater
ease through coordination of environments free from
these drawbacks. This is so evidently true that the
reverse of this has not the dignity of a_ hypothesis.
The pathological student of diseases bas never disclosed that there is utility or design in disease.
Disease is any morbid state in general. lt implies a
change of structure as distinguished from disorder
of function in particular. Disease is any deviation
from t~e ~ormal completeness, or any breaking up of
the coordmated parts which compose the structure.
There is no mental disease dissociated from structure; if there is, I am ignorant of the same. Mental
diseases are usually identified wi'th some abnormality
of structure. A morbid state may giv rise to mental
disease, and so mental action, superinduced by great
sorrow or disappointment, may giv rise to like disorder. In fact, in numerous ways groups of nerves
may be involved, upon which mental action depends
to such an extent that loss of nerve element, degradation of nerve cells, will take place, and disordered mental ac~ion wil~ be the result. A, wide diversity of
character 1s seen m the presence of mental disorder
in any retreat where the poor unfortunates are
treated. The mode of disordered action will reveal
to us in the study of the insane something as to the
cause of their insanity. In fact, perhaps it is not
saying too much, when we say that sanity in all
things is not the rule. The adverse incidentals of
life hav in a measure. rendered sanity in all things
quite improbable. Doubtless, it often exists when
even the expert does not detect it. Among criminals
it exists to a great extent; and many are punished
for crimes when a correct mental diagnosis would
ho.v shown unconscious cerebration was the criminal
and not consciously premeditated crime. So shaded
are mental diseases on the brink of sanity that their
detection is not always possible. And so it comes to
pass t~at we c9:ll people ecc?ntric, when, in _fact, they
are a little off, 1f not really msane, on certam points.
There are certain rules which enable the critical
observer to settle the question with a reasonable
amount of certainty, though there are no rules
which will come to our aid by which we can always
detect those that are iusane. When we detect our
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fellow-men in doing certain things, we conclude at
once that they are insane in part, at least.
J. H. BURNHAM.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

The Meanness and Hypocrisy of Philadelphia.
Last month the city of Philadelphia undertook to
celebrate what so many editors and speakers there
and elsewhere called the centennial of the adoption
of the national- Constitution. The prematureness of
the proceeding may easily be seen by reading the
history of the gteat document, lying open, as it does,
before every eye. As in a convention in our day
called to consider some specific subject, a committee
raised for the purpose reports a series of resolutions
to be discussed, and finally adopted or rejected by
the meeting, so the Constitutional· Convention, appointed by the states of the Confederation to meet
on the 14th of May, 1787, in Philadelphia, reported
through their president, George Washington, on the
17th of September of the same year, that they had
performed the duty assigned them, and had drafted
the form of a national Constitution and of a republican government under it, and recommended that it
be submitted to the people of the Confederated States
for their consideration, adoption, or rejection. The
Congress, approving of the recommendation of the
convention, took immediate steps to lay the draft
before the people of the states, declaring in the act
that, when nine out of the thirteen states had
adopted it, further steps would be taken toward the
organization of a government. Only three states,
Delaware, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, had adopted
the Constitution in 1787, but enough more in the
succeeding year had done so to justify the Congress
in ordering an election for presidential electors to be
held in January, 1788. In the next month, the
electors chosen assembled in their respectiv states
·and voted, and in due time, on counting,the votes, it
was ascertained that George Washington, of Virginia,
was elected president, and John Adams, of Massachusetts, vice-president, of the United States. In
the following March, 1789, the proceedings commenced under the Constitution by the meeting of
the senators and repl'esentativs in Congress from the
eleven states which· had ratified the Constitution.
On the 21st of April following, John Adams took his
seat as president of the senate, and on the 30th
of that month Washington took the oath of office as
president of the United States, administered to him
by the chancellor of New York.
Thus, the wheels of the national government under
the Constitution, in contradistinction to the confederation of independent states under its "articles,"
began to revolve in the city of New York; and the
two states which had stood out adopted the Constitution as their sister states had done-North
Cf!l'olina in November, 1789, and Rhode Island in
May, 1790-and came into and perfected the Union.
The birth of the nation took place at Philadelphia in
1776; but the birth of the government of the United
States under the Constitution occurred at New York
in 1789; and by right the centennial of that event
should be celebrated there. The mere drafting of
the Constitution by the convention appointed for
the purpose was no very great event. It was an
intermediary step. The adoption of the Constitution,
and the beginnin~ of the government under the
administration of Washington, was an era second inimportance only to the Declaration of Independence;
and, as these events occurred in New York, the
observance of their centennial falls appropriately to
the people of that city. But Philadelphia, wishing
to monopolize all the honors and to promote her
own aggrandizement, greedily and prematurely seized
· upon the convention's report of a draft of the
. Constitution on the 17th of September, 1787, and
allowed the people to believe that they were celebrating the adoption of that instrument by the
states. Even President Cleveland, who might hav
been expected to hav an accurate knowledge of the
constitutional history of the government he is administering, seemed dazed in the speech he made on the.
occasion.
But I took up my pen to call attention to the gross
incongruity of the arrangements at Philadelphia
whereby Bishop Potter, of New York, was made to
open the proceedings with a prayer, and Cardinal
Gibbons to close them with another. Now, there
are three things which made this interjection of religious forms not only incongruous in itself, but an
outrageous insult to the memory of the man who
framed the· national Constitution, which the crowd
were pretending to glorify. The first is that the
Constitution was a purely semtlar document. The
name of God does not occur in it from beginning to
end. There is no recognition of any religion, or of
any other world than the one we liv in. It has no
religious test for citizenship or office whatever. A
nativ-born Jew or Mohammedan is eligible to any
office, from president down to tide-waiter.
Secondly, the convention that passed this wonderful Constitution of government began its sessions on
the 14th of May; and adjourned on the 17th of Sep. -tember,. and not a prayer, nor any other religious
a.ct1 was ever perform.ed1 from the begi.nniDg to tbe

end of that ~ime. The instru~ent they drafted was
the produchon of the human mtellect alone, without
any s~pernatural help, or any application for such
help m the mummery called prayer. What the
Quaker~ call "the weight of the ID:eeting" was, in that
~onve;nt~on, tho:ou_ghlJ: and notorwusly Infidel; that
IS, de~stiCal, behevmg m ~ God who h_as t~e ~eneral
s~peri?tendence _of_ the un~v~rse, but disbehevmg entirely m the ChrJStian rehgwn. To be sure, when a
Dutch dominie in New York expressed his surprise
to_ Alexander Ha~~lton that the Constitu~io? contamed no recogmtwn of God, or the Chnstian re~i~~on, he w~s told by_ this great man: " We forgot
~t.
But this was a pwus fraud on the part of HamIlton. ~e knew full well that on these points the
conventwn remembered to forget. They knew, from
the history of European governments, that the thing
called religion was a Pandora's box, full of incurable
mischiefs; or, as we would say in our times, a dynamite
bomb, which, from the friction of events, would be
sure to explode, and scatter ruin round about; and
therefore they gave it no countenance in the Constitution.
Thirdly, during the administration of. Washington,
the government made a declaratory announcement, in
the 11th Article of its treaty with Tripoli, one of the
Barbary vowers, that "in no sense ·i~ the government

1

of the United States foundecl on the Christian religion." It is founded on the Constitution, and this
is a purely secular instrument. This is its grand
peculiarity, and explains the reason why the government has made such an advance in the wealth and
happiness of the people. It is neither for, nor
against, any religion. that now exists, or ever did
exist, but ignores them all. Knowing that the conflicting definitions of God, and the interpretations of
his will, given by the different sects of Christendom,
and backed up by the governments they influenced,
hav filled the world with enmity and bloodshed, they
wisely avoided the subject, but protected every citizen in the enjoyment of his opinion concerning religion, whatever it might be.
It was, therefore, grossly improper for the Philadelphians of this day t9 put contempt, as they did,
on the solemn convictions of the men who framed an
entirely sec,ular Constitution of government, the wisdom of which a century of trial has proved. There
are scores of Christian sects in the country, and all
of them more or less antagonistic to each other. If
the Constitution had recognized, and patronized, any
one of them, to the exclusion of the rest, as the
various governments of Europe hav done, it is easy
to see that the time of the government would be
mainly taken up in the solemn nonsense of what is
called honoring God, and attending to the interests
of another world, concerning both of which subjects
we know positivly nothing at all, however much we
may speculate upon them.
But, even granting that there might be a distant
propriety in celebrating with religious forms the
praises· of a Constitution which has not the word
God in it, the choice of a Protestant Episcopal
bishop, and a popish cardinal, both dressed up in
their robes of office, to do the praying on the occasian, was an insult to all the other sects in the
country. If we examin the church statistics of the
Revolutionary period, it will appear that the Congregationalists numbered 575 ministers and 700
churches; the Baptists, 370 ministers and 400
chlirches; the Presbyterians, 140 ministers and 300
churches; and the Catholics 6 priests and 6 churches.
The Methodists, now so numerous, were just beginning their existence as a sect, ;numbering only 20
ministePs and as many churches, whose sympathies
in the Revolutionary strug~le were all with the
British king. If the Rev. Dr. Duchet, an eminent
Episcopal minister who was chaplain to Congress in
1776, was a sample of the patriotism of his church,
we cannot estimate it very highly; for when the tug
of war came on, he lost confidence in the cause of
independence, and in 1777 addressed a letter to
Washington, then in the field, in which he dwelt
upon the hopelessness of resistance to the British
crown, and urged him to lay down his arms, disband
his troops, and return to his allegiance. Washington
was so exasperated at his Toryism that he transmit,.
ted the letter to Congress, and Ducbet having in the
mean time fled to England, his estate was confiscated
as that of a traitor. The Episcopalians were Church
of England Christians, and it is not so wonderful
that their zeal for the success of the Revolutionary
army sometimes took cold. The patriots of the Revolution who fought its battles, and endured its unspeakable trials and privations, were neither Catholics ·nor Episcopalians. They were Congregationalists and Presbyterians, some Lutherans, and Bap-'
tists of the Roger Williams stripe. Where, then,
was the propriety of passing by the descendants of
all these patriotic sects, and choosing the " heads"
of the two f1:1ss-and-feathers denominations to take
part in the hypocritical business of glorifying a secular Constitution? The Church of England has
always been on the side of monarchy. It dovetails
with, and fits, the empty pomp of hereditary govern·ment; and, as Macaulay says, it has never been
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veople's rights. The Catholic church, of which
Cardinal Gibbons is the American "head " as Bishop
Potter is of the Anglican church, has 'been for a
thousand years now is and forever will be the
sworn and avo~ed ene~y of the people's ;ights
and liberties, and in league with monarchy. Although
Ireland has always been devotedly Catholic; the pope
~as secre~ly sided with England, a heretical power,
m tramplmg the people and their political und civil
rights into the dust.
An~ yet the committee of arrangements at Philadelphia, when they wanted to distinguish their celebration with _religious exercises, passed by all the
sects from Mame to Georgia whose patriotic ancestors
had sacrificed their lives and fortunes during a seven
years' war, to preserve the life of the nation and
make the Constitution possible, and conferred the
honor of officiating in that capacity upon the "heads"
of the two sects whose history proves them to hav
been always opposed to the fundamental principles of
a republican government ! I repeat it, it was not
only an insult to the memory of the framers of our
secular Constitution, but to all the Pretestant sects
of the country whose fathers were loyal to the cause
of human rights in the times that tried men's souls.
. However, when we come to think of it, Philadelphia may enjoy the unenviable distinction of being
disgracefully consistent in her mean conduct. She
accepted the trust from the executors of Stephen
Girard respecting the college he founded for educating the orphans of that city, and agreed, by their acceptance of it, to catTy out the provisions of the will
in which he says: "I eujoin cwd requi1·e tlwt no ec-

clesictstic, missionary, 01' ministe1· of any sect whatever, shall ever hold or exercise any station 01' clttty
whatever in the said college; nor shall (tny such person eve1' be admitted for any purpose, 01' as a visitor,
within the premises app?'OJYriated to the pw-poses of
the said college." But this attempt to. protect the
minds of his orphan beneficiaries against the wiles of
religious bigots was all in vain, for the bones of the
noble philanthropist had not turned into dust before
the authorities violated this express provision, did the
very thing they were erljoined and required not to
do, and the very thing they pledged themselvs not to
do. Girard College is now, and has been for years,
under ecclesiastical influence, and sectarian religion
is sung into, and preached into, "the tender mincls nf
the orphans" by as unscrupulous a set of Jesuits as
the world ever saw. "Ecclesiastics, missionaries,
and ministers " visit the place at their will, and the
will of Girard is treated with contempt.
During the Centennial Exhibition in 1876, Philadelphia shut the dears on Sunday against the
mechanics and workingmen who could visit the place
on no other day of the week, on the hypocritical pretense that it would be a violation of the Sabbath, but
they opened the doors to her favorit "dead-heads,"
who defrauded the treasury of their proper fees.
And to cap the climax of her meanness, she refused
to allow the statue of the illustrious Thomas Paine
a place in Independence Hall among the portraits
and memorials of the other founders of the government, because, like his Revolutionary contemporaries,
he could not believe in the plenary inspiration of the
volume called the Bible !
BILLINGTON.
October 2, 1887.
----------Mortgagetl }'arms in tile West.
While traveling in Michigan lately the editor of the Christian .Advocate made, he says, inquiries about the farms.
This is the knowledge he acquired: " I found that most of
them were heavily mortgaged. Persons who lend money on
farm mortgages often wonder at the rate per cent they get,
and the fact that they do not hav to pay anything to the
agent who transacts the business. The fact is that the borrower not only pays the per cent which the lender finally
receives, but pays all the expenses of transaction, and the
commission of the negotiation. From an official of Cheboygan county I received the following, which had come under
his personal knowledge. A friend of his de~ired to borrow
$500 to improve his farm. The lawyer procured for him a
loan ·at eight per cent, and he charged him two and one-half
per cent for each year that tlw loan ran. It was a four
years' loan; he computed the two and c!ne-hall per cent on
the $500. makin~ it $12.50 a year, pay1ng over to th<l borrower $450. Now paying eight per cent per .annum on
$500, but having received only $450, he practiCally pays
not far from eleven per cent1 ancl bas thus far been. so
oppressed by the interest as to be. w~olly unable . to Improve his property or reduce the prmctpal, for he ts compelled to work away from home in or~er to get. money f?r
interest." In going to Cleveland, Ohw, the editor. fell m
with a Republican candidate for office, who told htm that
" two-thirds of the names on the state ticket of the Hepublican party were Methodists." Buckley picks up more va~
uable information when he is traveling than when he IS
thinking.
The Bible On the Yacllt Race.
Matthew to Mr. Bell: "Do men gather grapes of thorns or
queen's cups with Thistles ?"-Revi:sed Ve1·sion.

Another Southern Outrage.
From the Charlotte Daily Chronicle of to-day I learn
that in Rock Hill, S. U., Rev. E. J. Price, a Methodist minister, was, on yesterday, cowhided by J. ~- J~hnston, for
uttering sland~rous reports about Johnston s stster. ~otl.~
J. W. MlmAFE.EY,
to be, evell. by acciqent, on the side of the parties are white.
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TWO THINGS WANTED.
First. We want some money from every friend who owes
on his subscription to THE TRUTH SREKRR. The balance in
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufacturers and the"printer is very small, and we must increaJ3e it,
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing
us by subscribers, and we desire to kindly but firmly call
their attention to the matter. We need the money, and it is
not right for them to keep it from us. We would also
respectfully suggest to those whose subscriptions expire during the present month that now is the time to renew. We
would call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new subscriber, and so get your own paper cheaper.
Second. We once more ask our friends to send us the
names of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not
take THE TRUTH SEEKER. The intention is to send them
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may
subscribe.

Jeremiah and the Reporters.
" But, behold, the false pen of the scribes hath wrought
falsely."
We are not certain that lachrymose Jeremiah had
the reporters on the daily papers of the nineteenth
century in his mind when he said that, but it is the
one sentence in all his watery composition bearing
internal evidence that he was a prophet.
In the Progressiv Age of Grand Rapids, Mich., a
week or two ago we found this:
- "Col. Robert G. Ingersoll was the guest of the New England Club, which dined at Young's, in Boston, on the 24th
ult. The topic discussed was 'The Anarchists,' and Ingersoll when called on said: 'I do not agree with you who
say the Anarchists were convicted and sentenced as they
deserve. Few who speak in this manner are willing to look
at the case in a generous light .. Remember the conditions of
their birth. Sir, if I had been a German, surrounded by all
the ignorance and bigotry, I should probably hav been the
most violent of Anarchists. They are not and cannot be to
blame. In theirlierf-like state it is hard for them to discriminate the nicety of the ends by which they obtain justice. I
am always on the side of mercy. I don't believe in damning
men for confidence secured by fraud, by breaking and entering a man's private safe, and thus securing evidence with
which to secure his conviction.'"
The Age did not giv the source of this paragraph,
but it undoubtedly came from some daily paper.
The. paragraph, however, reads very little like Colonel Ingersoll' a rounded periods, and we forwarded it
to headquarters for a corrected version, supposing,
in the innocence of the editorial heart, that its inaccuracy was due to imperfect reporting, and that in
some way Colonel Ingersoll must hav expressed a
regret that hanging was deemed necessary to convert
the Chicago Anarchists into American citizens. The
paragraph was returned with this comment, signed
R. G. Ingersoll:
" I never said one word of the above-not one. I do not
see how any reporter could hav made up this nonsense."
· On reading this, it occurred to us that Jeremiah
was right about the scribefil, and we agree with him
that wise men might easily be dismayed at their
mendacity. They are certainly a precious lot, and it
would take a body of water bigger than Jeremiah's
heaa, even. though both eyes were perennial fount-

ains to wash away their sins, as Jerusalem and the
citi:s of Judah must hav been spotless compared
with them.
_
But what a joke this is o~ those journals-the
Galveston News· for instance-which hav based on
this fabrication :ditorlals long and heavy, prophetically warning and authoritativly rebuking ! And how
they will enjoy eating such words as these: "IngersoU appears )lOW to hav become an Anarchist .or
something akin to one!" And what a pity it is to
topple over the religious edifice reared by the religious editors upon Jeremiah's foundations! See the
wisdom embodied in -the remark of the Galveston
News which is now all wasted: " Mr. ingersoll
speak~ plausibly in saying that if he had been surrounded by the same influence~;~ as the condemned
Anarchists he would hav been a thorough Anarchist
himself. There is really nothing in such an observation, except a reminder of the doctrin of circumstances or philosophical necessity." It really is too
bad that Colonel Ingersoll did not say what Jeremiah's scribe says he said,. for as the matter stands
the writers of these leading editorials appear a trifle
ridiculous. . T6 relieve their embarrassment, Mr.
Ingersoll· shouid say something to justify the deep
philosophy underlying this sententious utterance:
" And, perhapfil, if Mr. Ingersoll had been surrounded
by influences which make thieves and other criminals,
he would hav been a criminal." When a religious
editor gets hold of this philosophical "perhaps" of
the News, it will take him about a minute to evolve
a statement something like this:
" In a defe~se of the righteously condemned Chicago
Anarchists, Bob Ingersoll said that in his youth he himself
was surrounded by bad influences, and therefore he believed
in murder, and had, in fact, killed a great many people himself. His only hope now was in Christ."
And every blessed church-member in the country
would believe the religious editor, and tell his neigh.
bor that " Bob Ingersoll had confessed to having
been a murderer and a horse-thief," and that neighbor would tell the next one that "Bob Ingersoll had
just killed his wife and two daughters;" and that
neighbor would add, in passing it on, that "Bob
Ingersoll had set his house on fire and burnt up all
his servants, .and was now in jail;" and the other fellow would help the story along, and put on that
" Bob Ingersoll had been visited by the Rev. Dr.
Talmage, and had become converted to Christianity,
and would, if not hanged, become a missionary to
Africa." For that is about the way these things
grow in the fer~il fields of orthodox journalism. Indeed, if we do not see this outlined possibility come
back to us, in some Christian journal, as a recital of
positiv fact, and THE TRUTH SEEKER, " an Infidel
organ," given as authority, we shall be very much
surprised. For Jeremiah's scribes are by no means
extinct, but flourish apace in the offices of daily
papers and weekly religious journalfil.

A Police Outrage Right Here in New York.
· An account of an outrage on the voters of the
Progressiv Labor party of this city that will stir the
pulses of the whole American people went .jumping
over the wires late last Saturday night. It occurred
in the early evening at Union Square, and consisted
of an indiscriminate brutal attack and clubbing of
some scores of meri by some eighty policemen.
·
The occasion was the meeting held to ratify the
party's nominations, which had been called to be held
in the place generally chosen for such purposes, the
plaza, or north side of Union Square, where Seventeenth street broadens out into an acreage capable
of holding several thousand people. As usual on
such occasions, the police were present in force, drawn
up in line on the sidewalk of Seventeenth street,
under command of Captain Reilly. There were three
stands for speakers, and among the orators were T.
B. Wakeman, R. J. Hinton, Mr. Shevitch, and others.
Around one of the stands about fifty George men clustered, who constantly interrupted the speakers by
shouting out, "George! George! Henry George!" One
of the Progressiv Labor party's men asked Captain
Reilly to stop it. Choosing twenty men from the
hundred under his command, he started toward the
noisy crowd. The eighty men left followed him, as
he claims, without orders, and at once began an indiscriminate attack upon the assemblage, ordering it
to disperse. Every man within reach of a club was
beaten, and many knocked down. Heads were cut
open, shoulders pounded, and arms broken by the

Iheavy clubs.

•

A score of men went home with blood
flowing down their faces and over their clothes, and
surgeons on the East Side were hunted up and kept
busy. Police Commissioner Voorhis was on one of
the stands, and .when he saw the attack he rushed
among his men ~rderi~g them back. 1!-e was
seconded by Captam Redly, and by grabb.mg the
arms of the infuriated policemen, .and shouti~g out
ord~s, the br~tes were finall! qmeted. While t~e
affarr lasted, It was the Chicago Haymarket not
~uplicated, and it wanted ~ut a shot. or. bomb to end
mas bloody a tragedy as did that meetmg.
The police officials are busy. now explaining the
conduct of their men. They say the men acted without orders, and. probably got a little excite?, but on
the whole they look upon the n;J.atter as a mtstake for
whi9h an apology ought to be gratefully accepted l;>y
the clubbed people as sufficient. re~aration. for t~e
clubbing.. The press of the ~Ity I~ unammous m
condemnmg the outrage· as entrrely mexcusable, but
inclines to the opinion that the P?li~e officials are n.?t
to blame. But they forget that If It was only a mJstake, the fact that such mistakes occur shows the police officials to be unfit to disciplin and command the
men who made the mistake:
The truth of the matter is, however, that t.his antagonism of the authorities to the Socialis.ts. was in
the air, and bound to come out. The Soe1ahsts hav
been denounced so much and violently that the
police hav come to regard them as the Chicago police
regarded the so·called Anarchists-as men who
should be looked after, and made to feel the streng.th
of the law. This feeling among the higher police
officials has percolated down through the- rankfl,
where it has taken concrete form in a desire to club
all Socialists. The average common policeman in
New York city is an Iris h brute, a vu1 gar, une d ucate d
ruffian, thoroughly loyal to his Romish religion, an1t
frantically desirous of an opportunity to use his long
night club on the heads of the " domned Dutch,"
who compose the majority of the Socialists. The men
who broke loose from such restraint as the captain
had over them last Saturdaynight hold that a policeman's club is the rightful embodiment of law, and
the best expression it can take. And. as a dog will
do that which he thinks will please his master, so
these human brutes clubbed the Socialists because
they thought public sentiment would sustain them.
Every one of them should be imprisoned for felonious
aseault. ,
Probably another thing that suggested tne clubbing
to them, and gave them the idea that their conduct
would be applauded, is the indifference manifested
over the equally scandalous and inhuman. -conduct of
the Hoboken police, who would not allow a meeting
to be held in which the Illinois authorities were to be
denounced for their treatment of the Chicago Anarchista. The Hoboken sympathizers with . the
Western Anarchists had hired a hall, paid for it., and
were peaceably making their way thereto, when the
Hoboken police stationed themselvs at the door, forbade entrance to the ball, and at once began to club
all questioners of their . authority. Then they arrested their ·victims, and the men are now in jail
awaiting trial for "inciting riot," when. everyone
knows and says that the police struck the first, last,
and only blows that were struck on the occasion.
Possibly the New York police were desirous of also
seeing their names in print as heroes who had
clubbed the dangerous Anarchists and thereby saved
society from complete and sudden destruction.
A law committee of five members of the Progressiv
Labo~ party, with T. B. Wakeman at the head, has
been instructed to prosecute the brutal New York
policemen, but we hav yet to converse with an intelligent New Yorker who believes that justice will be
had in the matter. Possibly one or two policemen,
with few friends and only a small "pull," may be
dismissed, but most people doubt that even so much
will be accomplished. But it is not alone the personal side of the affair that must be considered. The
gravest side of this outrage is the spirit manifested by
the police, and the general tendency of the legal authorities almost everywhere to interfere with social
heretics and by force compel them to be silent. They
are pursuing a course sure to lead to trouble. Selfrespecting people are not going to be clubbed into
silence, either by accident or by design. And whm
they are so clubbed, if they cannot obtain redress by
law, they will take the remedy into their own hands.
The Progressiv Labor party voters behaved magnifi-
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cently under th: most wanton provocation that could
be offered. They were counseled wisely by their
leaders, and not one of them struck a blow. They
thus put the entire blame upon the police, and won
the sympathies of the public. And in their prosecution of the police the good wishes of order-loving
people will be with them. But if any are found who
uphold the police ·in their murderous work, mark
them well: they at;e the enemies of the republic and
would welcome a despotism.

The Persecuted Pastor.
While from all of the so-called oppressed classes
a cry for deliverance is going up and down, and in
various other directions, something should be said
.in defense of the down-trodden clergy, one of whose
dearest privileges bids fair to be snatched, jerked, and
otherwise wrested from them. These reflections are
instigated at this critical period by the persecution
of the Rev. 0. w. Millen, Methodist, of Brooklyn. The
amount of persecution of this sort directed against
ministers of the Methodist church is remarkable, and
shows that sectarian jealousy is still perniciously
activ.
The foundations and pretexts upon which the
chargEs against Mr. Millen are based are numerous.
About a year ago this afflicted and long suffering
saint, then occupying the Washington Street Method~st pulpit in Brooklyn, made a pastoral call upon
Mrs. William Squire, one of his congregation. Mr.
Squire not being present, the reverend gentleman
voluntarily offered to assume the burdens of consolation which naturally fall upon the head of a wellreO'nlated family. But his kindness was unappreciat:d his offer rejected, and the misguided woman
bad~ him depart, even hastening his going by threatening him with the handle of a broom, so that he
reached the street, it is said, by a series gf long and
dangerous leaps.
Mrs. Squire's unkindness did not cease here. She
went before the tru~tees of the church and entered a
complaint of improper conduct on. the part of the
Rev. Mr. Millen, thereby making the m_atter public,
and the tongue of scandl:\1 wagged against him; A.
day was set for the trial, but· ere it came the plot
thickened and sorrows accumulated. All the way
from Haverhill; Massachusetts, came the story that
Mr. Miller bad gone out of that town some years ago,
leaving his furniture and even much of his clothing
behind, and without preaching a farewell sermon to
his bereaved congregation. · While in the discharge
of his pastoral duties, so said the evil report, he had
been interrupted by an un~elieving husband and
driven out of the place under threats of personal
chastisement. The clerical committee had scarcely
ceased to weep over the obdurateness of unregenerate
husbands when another charge came accusing Pastor
Millen of immoral conduct in the parsonage of the
De Kalb avenue church, Brooklyn. Also from Boston a voice-smote upon their ears saying that while
on his vacation in Boston in August last 1\Ir. Millen
had been guilty of ministerial excesses. Nor was
this all. In Fourteenth street, New York, so said
another detractor, the exercise of the cleriual function had been misconstrued into wicked conduct, ariel
another charge of immoral tendency was scored
against the persecuted pastor, making five in all.
So far has this persecution been advanced by
designing persons that the Rev. Mr. 1\Iillen is even
now on trial before an ecclesiastical tribunal of
clerical experts. The Haverhill affair outdating all
the rest of the items hi the plot., the tribunal bas
taken that as charge No. 1. A.n affidavit from Mr.
J obn N. Snow, of Hav.erhill, deposeth and witnesseth
that he, John N. Snow, looking through the window
into a room containing the Rev. Mr. Millen and a
girl named Nellie, saw that which in the printed
affidavit is expressed by a row of asterisks.. · The
Rev. James Pike, Mr. Millen's presiding elder, reluctantly admitted that from what he knew of Mr.
Millen he should judge that the charges of the affidavit were not without substantial fotmdation. So
the organized persecution proceeds.
We hav acquired, through a former attendant at
1\:Ir. Millen's church, infbrmation which may explain
the gentleman's conduct tQ some extent. He is, in
fact, a close student of anatomJ, and his researches
in this direction hav been characterized by great
assiduity. Our informant states tbat the picnics· of
Mr. Millen's church afforded the reverend scientist
;hjs {lhjef opportpn_ities for the prosecution of liis dis-
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coveries. For this purpose Mr. Millen could be
found, so continues our informant, in the vicinity of
the swings, 'in whose pendulous excureiomi the young
women of his flock sought healthful and exhilarating
diversion. A.t such times the ·pastor, at whatever
risk to his person, invariably placed himself immediately beneath the swings, with his gaze turned
heavenward, presenting the spectacle of a devout
man whose heart was lifted up in silent prayer;
whereas he was, in reality, merely in pursuit of material information. . This little involuntary deceit
might be forgive:Q. Dr. Millen if he could be induced
to impart to the tribunal the result of his researches.
On the other hand, according to the source of our
information, whenever Dr. Millen attended receptions
given by the ladies of his church, his attitude was
reversed, and, standing in close proximity to solfle
sister in more than ordinarily full dress, his downcast eyes and masculin bight enabled him, while in
the posture of true humility, to still add to his seiaDtific information as in the former instance. Any
slight. excess of zeal should be pardoned in a person
whose aim is the attainment of useful information.
It is true that the observer might remark a certain
familiarity in the reverend gentleman's manner of
laying his hands upon the persons of the ladies.
Our informant confesses that he himself on various
occasions observed that the Rev. Dr. Millen was
unfitted by reason of his religious zeal to mingle in
respectable society; and altogether the impression
might be formed that a good broad palm, smartly
applied to Mr./Millan's cheek, would hav a salutary
influence; but such thoughts are immediately emoth_ered by the transcendent reflection that he is a minister merely exercising a prerogativ with which ministars hav been tacitly vested by immemorial usage,
and of. which, moreover, they hav never been back·ward in taking advantage. A.s long as the pastoral
call is countenanced, the annual crop of· Millens will
not be lessened by drouth or flood.

THE following significant paragraph we take from the
Boston lnvestigatiJ'I':
"il'ir'To whom it conoerng :-The subscr'ber who st?pued taking
the Investtgatnr because we s<t.id that the Chicago Anarchists, if innocent should be acquittAd, and if guilty sb.ould b~ imprisoned,
may hav a correct idea of Anarchy, but he is ignorant of what
Liberalism means.''

We extend to Messrs. Seaver and Mendum our sincere
condolence. We know just how they feel.
·PRESIDENT CLEVELAND, in the coarse of his Western tour,
stopped over Sunday at Madison, Wis. Previous to his arrival the members of Grace Episcopal church tricked out the
edifice with bunting, and announced that the president
would flttend their service, admission to which would be by
card. And every Christian in Madison who knew he or she
could not get a card, immediat~ly rose up in wrath and reviled. Grace Episcopal church in picture?que and emphatic
language. All of which goes to show that Christianity, in
its moral effects, is more or less of a humbug.
CLARK BRADEN seems in a fair way to be pretty thoroughly
shown up. Mr. Putnam has forwarded-for our amusement, we take it-a copy of the Silverton, Oregon, Appeal,
in which Braden rails against the secretary of the American
Secular Union for refusing to meet him in debate. From
this we infer that Mr. Putnam has sustained the dignity of
his office by refusing to associate with blackguards. This is
·as it should be, and as we could hav told the Christians who
engaged Braden that it would be, for we know that Mr.
Putnam wouldn't touch Braden with a forty-foot pole.
'fHE Galveston, Texas, News, as we hav once or twice
pointed out, is a Christian journal, though it does personally
assail a minister now and then. In the Sunday law crusade
the News has been an able ally of the preachers, except
when its own mechanics were threatened with arrest, aDll it
obtained its reward at the Baptist convention held at Dallas
on the 1st inst. .The Rev. Mr. Beauchamp read the following resolution:
"Re.~olvea, That we regard the New.~ as dangerous to the morals
and good o·der of society, and recommend to our friends everywhere to shun it as they would tile Police Gazette or any other impure literature; that we do this irrespectiv of the attitude of the
News toward Prohibition or any other political or religions ques-

tion."

B~fore the resolution was passed, the meeting adjourned,
but not before Major Penn got in a parting shot in the form
of a prayer in which he beseeched the almighty to direct the
editorial staff of the News in the right way, and finally land
Germans Combining.
them all in heaven. Truly, the way of the transgressor is
The Germans of New York state hav formed a hard.
"Personal Liberty League," the main object of which
HouAOE SEAVER prints his yachting enthusiasm in the
appears to be to secure the opening ·of the bear Investigator this wise:
saloons from 2 o'clock P.M., on Sundays, till midnight.
" This is one of the most popular sports in Engla.nd and ScotTo that end the leaguers met in convention at land, and it is getting to be about the same here in the United
States, where are the fastest Pailing yachts in the world. Some
Albany last week. The two important articles in the thirty-five years ago a New York yacht, the America, went over to
England
to compete for a famouH prize, the qneen•s cup, and won
league's constitution are:
it. She beat everything English in the shape of a boat, and
" The object of the association is the repeal of obsolete laws brought the cup over here in triumph, since when a nnmbe1· o(
which curtail the enjoyment of life, and unwarrantedly re- attempts bav been made by English racing Yachts which hav come
strict the individual liberty of the citizens in direct contra- over to capture the cup, but they were defeated one after another
all being too elow.
diction of the Constitution of the United States.
"Finally a Scotch clipper, the Thistle, was built on the Clyde
"This object shall be attained in this way: That the so- expressly to beat the Yanke~ yachts; and having lately arrived,
she
raced twice last week in New York harbor witil a Boston yacht,
cieties belonging to the association shall stand firmly together
in the election of law-makers (assemblymen and senators), the Volunteer, and was beaten'both times between two or three
It was probably the mo9t exciting yacht race ever knownand pledge themselvs to vote only for such candidates' as amiles.
sort of international competition among Yankee and Scotch
shall promis, under oath, or over their signatures, not to yachtsmen, and the Yankee Volunteer was victoriOus, though it is
vote for Prohibition and the excise and Sunday laws which allowed that the Scotch Thistle did ramarkably well. But as the
restrict individual liberty, but, in harmony with the progress Boston Voln)lteer was -invincible, and probably the fastest yacht in
the world, the quean's cup will hav to remain on this side of tho
of the civilized nations of Europe, to stand for the views of Atlantic,
until some ldnd of a craft, Scotch or English, can beat
the organization both in word aud deed."
the Yankee Volunteer. 'Hail Columbia!'"
We wish that Brother Seaver had gone further and stated
If our German friends are going in for the repeal
. of all Sunday laws, and for placing the saloons under his views upon the comparativ merits of centerboarders and
for instance, whether the initial stability of lead
the same law on Sunday that they are on 1\Ionday, cutters;
keels is greater than that of broad beam, and if the division
they bav our sympathy, and will get our vote. If of the single jib into jib and forest~tysail adds to the capacity
they are only anxious to hav the legal right to drink of-the boat to go to windwa:rd. This division, we believe, is
beer on Sunday from 2 o'clock in the afterno6n till a notion of the cutter advocates, and is generally adopted
midnight, they will get neither sympathy nor votes by American yachtsmen. Another question we submit is
from consistent Freethinkers. Beer is not a price- whether the Thistle's agility in stays, gained by cutting away
her forefoot, compensates for the corresponding loss of grip
less boon, nor a very inspiring rallying cry, but liberty on the water, and attendant liability to sag off to leeward.
to do what one pleases on Sun:day, not only after but It seems tQ us that it does not, but as the Thistle out winded
before 2 o'clock, P.M., is worth combining for and all the cutters on the other side, the question is an open one.
Again, should the midship section of a yacht be given a
voting for.
slight rake aft, and be straight-sided above the water, or be
built plumb, with bilge running well down to the keel, and a
A Too Innocent Contemporary.
tumble home above the load water-line ? In the race just
The Rev. Dr. Alden, secretary of a missionary concluded, over the result of whic!J. Brother Seaver voices
organization, is accused of packing the committees of our own enthusiasm, Captain Huff, of the Volunteer, i{ept
his society in order that he ~ay retain his grip upon his boat full and by and a rap full, and still pointed closer
it. ·A. member of the organization recently remarked than the Thistle, which boat Captain Barr pinched very

~~~t:rb=r~ ~~~!e~a~ra;~~i~~~;h:f ~1~~~~~~~tl~~o:s;l;doi:~:

that "Dr. Alden's methods in packing committees to
suit his purposes are unworthy of a ward politician."
The Evening Sun calls this a queer accusation,
and seems surprised tbat a minister can be guilty of
such conduct. This surprise doubtless arises from
the extreme youthfulness· of the Evening Sun. When
it has lived as long as its morning brother, it will not
be surprised at any charge brought against a minister, but will take it as a matter of course, and to be
·expected. Let us hope, however, that it will be less
•t· 1 · d 1"
• h . . . t 'al d. .
h ypocn 1ca 1n ea lD~ Wlt mm1s en
elm~u.ents,
and less prone to tell hes for the ben-efit of rellg10n. I

sharp but moderately deep entrance, and remarkably fine
run? New York, riowadays, has to look to Boston for
information on yachting matters, and we feel interested in
these questions. We do not.mind revealing that our prejudices are in favor of keel boats of moderate draft and
beam,· as being safer and more commodious, though perhaps
less speedy. Boats that hav to use mast-head runners, with
jib set flying, necessitating a jigger on the halyard, and a
nigger to haul on it, we never could abide. Bnt, after all,
our favorit model is the one that flies the Stars and Stripes
and gets there ~~st .. Therefor~, ;;':ith Brother Seaver we
would remark, Hail Columbm. and would add that
C:~lumbia cannot boast a worthier citizen than our venerable
contemporary whose hail we hereby ecllo.
-
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1[etttrs lfunq t§ritnds.
LINKVILLE, On., Sept. 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed stamps please send me
Paim:'s "Age of Reason," Remsburg's "False Claims,"
Robert G. Ingersoll's "Great Centennial Oration on the
Declaration of.Independence," and the" Public Schools and
the Catholic Church," by L. K. Washburn.
THE TRUTH BEEKER is still a welcome visitor to me.
Please giv us more of those " Heretical Personalities.''
Those pen pictures of the men we read so much .ar~ a great
treat. And the oftener we hear from Q. E. M. the better.
WM. TERRILL.
SANCTUARY oF LoGAN AssEMBLY. K. OF L., No. 6414,}
·
LEwisTowN, PA., Sept. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: This assembly has passed resolutions condemning the action of the supreme court of Dlinois in regard
to those seven men condemned as Anarchists. The same
vote also authorized me to forward the same for publication.
I do not know whom to communicate with in regard to the
matter. Will you publish the same, or otherwise inform me
W. J. HAwK.
where to send it to insure publication?
[We do not know the titles of the papers to whom such
resolutions .should be sent, but suppose that Knights of
Labor journals would be the organs through which Knights
of Labor assemblies would communicate with the world.
An engrossed copy of the resolutions should be sent to Gov.
Richard Oglesby, Ottawa, Ill. Perhaps some of our readers
can giv Mr. Hawk further information.-En. T. S.]
W ANSHIP, UTAH, Sept. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Putnam is a brick. This may be slang, but
it seems to express the Westerner's idea of an energetic, joyous, hopeful, brilliant, and earnest lecturer, and an able
exponent of the Secular cause. At the Liberal Convention
at Salt Lake City, on September 24th, 25th, his lectures were
received with round after round of enthusiastic applause.
Utterances that would hav been considered extremely blasphemous a few years ago were vociferously applauded by
hundreds in the audience, as he made so plain the absurdity
of the so-called sacred things.
Owing to the busy time of year there was not as good a
turn-out as would hav been later. Still, the different parts
of Utah were well represented. Sixty-eight names were enrolled, and double that number are expected right away.
The organization of the Utah Secular Union was completed
with a strong organization, including some of our best and
most prominent citizens. We expect a boom (more expressiv slang) in Freethought that will keep pace with the
expected boom in real estate, and one that priest power will
never smother.
WM. REYNOLDS.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Believing that yourself and the readers of
your interesting paper are ever glad to hear of the meritorious efforts of every noble, faithful, and honest worker in the
cause of universal mental liberty, I hereby pen not only my
own opinion but the general feelings expressed by all who
attended the lecture of Friendship Liberal League last Sunday. The meeting of the League was made memorable last
Sunday by the presence, eloquence, logic, and humor of Dr.
J. L. York, of California, whose ability as a speaker beggars
description; a man who must be heard to be appreciated,
and one who cannot be heard by any intelligent person without being admired. His eloquence and logic hold his audience spell-bound, while the wit and humor interspersed in
his discourse fill his audience with delight. Never had our
society a more intellectual feast than last Smiday evening
while listening to the doctor's lecture on "Evolution." The
doctor will remain with us two Sumlays more, and, from the
sample of his ability last Sunday, .and the just appreciation
manifested by his hearers, I am satisfied we shall be benefited
beyond a parallel in the history of our League.
w. SEYMOUR.
DELMAR, CAL., Sept. 28, 287.
MR. EDITOR : I read all the ietters that appear from time
time in the column that is allotted to friends in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and am often instructed thereby; but I see so much
fault-finding among the different writers that I am constrained to " fall in " and find fault too. Some find fault
with the Editor because he advocates, or fails to advocate,
ideas different from or similar to theirs, or publishes articles
of others who differ with them upon the various methods of
assaulting the popular superstitions of the day, commonly
called religion. Some find fault because he is too tenderfooted for them, other because he is too radical, and many
find fault with the various contributors.
Now, Mr. Editor, I believe that this fault-finding, as above
indicated, is unworthy of a Freethinker, and ought not to be
indulged in by any Materialist or Spiritualist worthy of the
name of a Freethinker, or who has for his object the elimination of superstition from the minds of mankind. Every blow
given-lcare not what the methods used-ought to receive
the unqualified approval of every friend of Freethought in
this" land of the free and home of the brave."
We do not gain anything for the cause by negativing
others who are as much in earnest as are we,· and who hav
as much right to express their opinions as we hav. I say in
all kindness, Let us stop finding fault with others and renew
our vigor in driving nails in the coffin of superstition until it
is as dead as is the orthodox hell of yore ; then we can all
attend its funeral en masse, and congratulate all over the
11:vod work done. When we get that (the greatest curse
that ever afflicted humanity) out of their brains, it will never
return again to torment and affiict as it has done in past ages.
Nations and states will be purged of crime and immorality;
locks will l;lecome useless on doors p,s 11 bar to thieves ; Can-

ada will cease to be a resort for hypocritical Sunday-school
bank defaulters ; '' ascension robes " will be out of fashion,
for heaven on earth will be a reality; tickets to the "New
Jerusalem" could not be given away, and a round-trip ticket
to the realms of the " great white throne" would not bring
the price of a second-hand harp, or a wornout crown of
thorns or a faded halo. Right here and now we would hav
an everlasting picnic with a diet more varied than " milk
and honey," and laws that would be operativ without the
resort to kings, gods, or devils, and " none would molest or
make us afraid." Every man would be his own god, every
woman a goddess, and all the children veritable angels.
I say, Hurrah for THE TRUTH SEEKER, with the masterly
Heston, its army of able writers, and various contributors.
In short, I say, Hurrah for anybody and everybody who hits
H. L. BHAUG.
superstition a whack.
LEMooRE, Sept. 21, 1887.
.MR. EDITOR: We hav deeply sympathized with the timeworn veteran of reform, Mrs. Elmina Drake Blenker, since
her arrest by a dastardly crew, and though she may hav
trespassed upon the sensibilities of certain cultured schools
of thought, nevertheless her past life and strictly moral
status should be suffi.cient protection for the personal rights
of one of our liberty-loving advocates, who in her ardor discusses what to her mind is for the true amelioration of the
family of man. We can discern no good reason for any human interference that can stand the test of logic.
There is no wonder, dear Elmina, "that the fabled Eve,
hunted and haunted as representativ in search of knowledge,
should at last arise in palpable shape, to deny the charge of
being that terrible monster that has brought the race to such
ignominy and dire destruction.' Who, then, as reformers in
search of all living truth, can disclaim the sacredness of your
work? And as stubborn soil calls for the subsoil plow,
reaching the strata below the surface, so no true husbandman should assail or evict any needed power in the field of
progress that renders service by current force, arousing sentiment leading forward to more replete and perfect culture.
Please accept small contributions, Mrs. Blenker, in aid of
your cause for the elevation of sex and hereditary principles:
Mrs. L. L. Moore, $1; S. G. Fox, 50 cents; Mrs. Emma A.
Fox, 50 cents; Mrs. Laura Sweetland, 50 cents.
SARAH GREGG Fox.
GUNTERSVILLE, ALA., Sept. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Observing my name, with the charge of
"flopping about," in a letter from" J. H. W." in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of Sept, 3d, I read this, but without finding any explanation of the asserted inconsistency, other than ignorance
and ill-will on the part of the writer, with whose positions in
this letter, however, I am agreed in so far as they are intelligible. The.cant phrase "free government" is not so to me,
the freedom of governments being generally inverse to that
of the governed, and direct in the exercise of their enslavement. I find no appreciation of my issues with the Editor,
which relate in part to the policy of combating superstition•
my views in regard to which are expresse~ in the iosue of the
lOth by T. E. Longshore. In part, on a subject, the discus_
sion of which has not been allowed me, viz., the distinction
between autonomic administration and general or state gov _
ernment, the former being confined to economic affairs, the
latter to political.
As to my differences with other editors or organs, they involve not the slightest change of principles or views of policy
on my part, whether as regards the conscienceless egoism
in which Tucker and his " Takkak" would swamp justice, honor, and good-fellowship; or the abortiv pretensions
to personal liberty of the Harmans and Walkers·.
The revolutionary ideas of the Chicago Internationals hav
brought ruthless persecution on the devoted heads of honorable men, innocent of any legal crime, and whose judicial
murder is a blow to liberty of speech and press. But their
propaganda, without being criminal, has always been opposed by me and other Anarchists on grounds of policy. I
look for no social good from rebellions of the oppressed, but
only from the enlightenment of the oppressors, and from the
absence of their political agency of oppression which is resumed in the functions of the sheriff.
M. E. LAZARUS, JI.I.D.
SNowviLLE, VA., Oct. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I would say a word to friends who hav so
kindly come forward in my behalf and given testimony in
my favor.
I want you to feel assured I never hav and never expect to
accept anything I do not feel I deserve. I am aware I hav
some malignant enemies who are sending letters to publishers and private friends warning theni that Elmina is a Freelover, a miscegenationist, and unworthy of all the work that
is being done for her. I only ask to be judged by my
printed and written words. If anyone can bring forward an
immoral idea or sentiment in my handwriting, then you may
feel it is time to believe the accusations of the venomous.
Till you see some such proof of my departure from the good
and the true, I ask you to trust and believe. For myself,
personally, I desire no money from anyone, but I am glad of
every name enrolled on the list of defenders as one more testimonial to the value of the work I tried to do. "Woe unto
you when all men shall praise ·you." It is good for us to hav
enemies ; it even makes our true friends still more warm in
their good feelings on our behalf. We hav already received
hundreds of testimonials in favor of the small good I hav
been enabled to do. I should not deem it worth while to
say even this much regarding the work of enemies only that
l feel my duty to friends demands it. The morally depraved
seek only immorality, meanness, and dishonesty because of
the unfortunate construction of their own organisms. I hav
always been glad that I hav inherited an optimistic, healthful,
hopeful spirit that rejoices in the good, the true, and the bep,uti-

ful, and is glad to see all the world full of sweetness, joy, and
love. I try to cherish no ill-will even to enemies, for malig- ·
nant feelings always canker the heart and recoil upon the
owner of them. I am grateful to the fates that .gave me a
peaceful, geotle, meek, and loving Quaker inheritance.
I hav received several letters asking if by paying the $11
anyone can get the sewing machine offered for sale for my
Defense Fund. The $11 is due the. company; the notice
will cost me $-, and where, then, will be any for the Defense
Fund ? I hoped some generous friend who wishes to help
the Defense Association would be glad to do it by paying
something toward full value for it.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
[The notice in THE TRUTH BEEKER will cost Mrs. Blenker
just what she expresses it by the blank she left for us to fill.
All that she gets for the order for the machine she can hav
for the Defense Fund ; THE TRUTH SEEKER will not take a
cent of it.-ED. T. S.]
BosToN, MAss., Sept. 30, 287.
MR. EDITOR: As Brother Koezly has nobly and voluntarily
presented the gallant TRUTH SEEKER with $25, whichever
way the decision goes, I will also do the same by the Investigator, and accordingly send you my $25 for that other grand
helper in the cause of reason. The two papers will, therefore, gain $25 apiece in any event. All gambling or bribing
being thereby absolutely eliminated from the decision, the ·
only thing remaining to do is to place the printed resolution
herewith inclosed, which was the original cause of Brother
Koezly's objections, before your readers, along with your decision as .to whether or not it is figured in a correct mathematical manner.
Brother Koezly and myself hav always perfectly agreed
on one point, and it is that, in order to count now 287, the
figure 1 of my Bruno-Wakeman or Year of Science Cale!Jdar
must be placed at the figures 1601 of " our Lord's" time register. But I affirm and he denies that a figure 0--,-the mathematical starting-point in all accu1·ate computations-must be
put down previous to writing the numeral 1, and, of course,
has to be placed at 1600 "A.D." because that is my beginning.
Even baseball game-counting has to use an 0 to start with,
as you will see by the inclosed slip and picture. Calendar
fi)!;ures mean completed years mathematically speaking,
although popular figuring opposes this fact in many casesBrother Koezly for instance.
GEo. N. HILL.
[The resolution referred to was offered by Mr. Hill at a
Paine celebration in Boston in 1882, and reads as follows:
Resolvea, That in everlasting commemorat.ion of that rise of
science and Freethought-the two best friends humanity has ever
had-which began during the six.teent.h century of the Buperstitwus "Year of our Lord," and in perpetual honor, also, of the hero_
ism of that glorious teacher of reason, and noble martyrforacience
and man, Giordano Bruno, of Italy-so inhumanly burnt at the
stake by the Christians, at Rome, on the 16th day of Februai·y,
1600, for proclaiming scientific facts-therefore, in future, all rec.
ords, and other official documentg of the Investigator Freethought
Society of Boston, Mass., shall bear date from a calendar, beginning on the 1st day of January, A.D., 1600, thereby placing onr society, and all persons also adopting it, ent.irely out of the bedeviling fog of the age of Bible faith with its "Vear of Grace, 1882,"
and into the humane light of the ".A.ge of Reason" and Year of
Science, 282.
We shall print shortly an article on this question which
we hope will be satisfactory to Messrs. Koezly and Hill.ED.T.&]
.
.
· ONEIDA, KAN., Sept. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We hav moral, social, political, as well as
so-called religious conflicts ahead that seem to need such
men as Martin Luther and William of Orange. The American Mohammedan (or so-called Mormon) church, attaching
polygamy to its debauchery, has been a source of a great
deal of annoyance to this government, which has cost a vast
amount of money as well as time to eradicate that cess-pool
of iniquity, and still it seems to baffle the skill of our most
eminent statesmen. Why? The reason is obvious, just like
the fight ag!l.inst the liquor traffic. While we are trying to
wipe out the stain of polygamy on the one hand, on the
other we are allowing Mormons to empty on our shores by
the thousands, from Europe, the most ignorant creatures
conceivable, just fit subjects for the manipulations of those
assumed Latter Day Saints, as they style themselvs (frauds).
But while we are endeavoring to suppress polygamy, here is
another sect pouring into the country by the millions with
their ignorant, superstitious, peculiar proclivities, establishing cathedrals, parochial schools, churches, priest houses,
monasteries, convents, nunneries, "monkeries," etc., in
which poor, ignorant womeR are kept secluded, prohibited
from any intercourse with the outside world, there to
remain, taught that it is for the greater glory of God that
they should liv and become mental dwarfs, as it were,
thereby trammeling the minds of human beings in order to
gratify the hallucinations of stall-fed, pampered sacerdotal
celibates denominated priests, who may order that it is for
the glory of God and induce poor creatures to believe such
nonsense.
Hav we not statutes that provide for idiots, lunatics, and
also provisions for investigating the causes which prorlnce
deaths, etc.? And that this government should tolerate the
keeping of any American imprisoned by any sect, creed, or
clique, under the guise of any religious or other pretense, is
an abomination to a free government. It is alien to a free
country. If any church is to be allowed to keep in perpetual imprisonment the women of this land allured into
those convents because some prelate so orders it, what preposterous tyranny must we. not stimbit to or sanction if
some men, assuming to represent God, should so elect,.
claiming it to be a part of their religion? All churcll denominations hav the fullest liberty to worship according to
the dictates of conscience. But that givs them no right to
destroy the liberties of American people by undermining the
Constitution of this free country. For such imprisonment
1 of AmericP.n subjects cp,!lllot be granted without p,llowing;
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rights and liberties to be trampled upon. Hence the
duty of all ,American men and women who claim to l:e loyal
to their country would be to advocate the throwing open of
all such institutions as monasteries, convents, nunneries,
etc., for inspection by the civil authorities, by petitioning
legislatures of the various states to this end, which we
would most cordially support.
Don;t let us be hoodwinked any longer by pretense. 'l'he
Hindoos might pretend that to keep them from offering an
occasional human sacrifice to their imaginary God would be
placing restrictions on their religious liberty, but fortunately
the British government has placed restrictions on such atrocities in India. Most certainly this government ought to put
an end to the cruelty and tyraunies practiced upon helpless
women in this country, by throwing open those nunneries
and convents to public inspection, in order that America may
maintain her prestige as the home of the poor. The wonder
is that they hav not been suppressed by legal enactment long
AMERIOA.
ago.
DAVISON STATION, MwH., Sept. 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I received THE TRUTH SEEKER all right. I
am very much pleased with it; hope to always hav one in
my house. I wish to bring a new thought before the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is new to me, and I hope it will
work. All of us Liberals hav lost friends. I know how
inconvenient it is to get Liberal speakers. There is none
near me, nor is there one that I know the address of. It is
very humiliating to employ one of those orthodox attorneys
in such a try~ng time. I would suggest that we should raise
money by each Liberal that is interested contributing so
much a month to be sent to a treasurer for the purpose of
paying a speaker ana his traveling expenses. A speaker on
such occasions should not expect too much. A funeral
could be postponed three to four days, and that would giv
time enough for a speaker to go a long way. By so doing
~e could secure the best men we hav. Hav some permanent
place to telegraph to for a speaker, so that there would be no
L. V ANBOHAIOK.
delay.
H.tRWIOH, MAss., Sept. 10, 1887.
M-R. EDITOR: In running over the list of " Letters from
Friends" I am amused to see the different likes and dislikes,
the strictures and plaudits, expressed therein, but I am glad
to be able to notice so little of bitterness from the writers,
accustomed as they are to radical, outspoken language. It
requires a philosophical turn of mind to know how to steer
clear of open rupture, and I apprehend the ·task of an editor
is no small one to so arrange the contributions that they shall
balance each other· with a happy, neutralizing effect.
Captain Kennedy, in the issue of September 17th, thinks
"the cartoons are immense," but has "one objection," and
that is" those letters of Mrs. Colman." I guess if Captain
Kennedy .could hav known how those letters interested old
veterans in the work of those days-veterans like Parker
Pillsbury and Mrs. Colman-he would hav hesitated before
recommending a "let-up on those letters." To me they
were victuals and drink, as I identified myself with the Garrisonian Abolitionists, and remember some of the incidents
mentioned by her in those letters. Few appreciate the immense labor performed by Garrison and the noble souls that
so heroically rallied around him. History, at best, will but
poorly portray it, and the half will not be told. I remember
vividly the day when, at an antislavery camp-meeting in
Harwich, a howlip.g mob of church-members and others (see
Parker Pillsbury's " Acts of the Antislavery Apostles ") set
upon Stephen Foster and others-especially ]'aster-when
he dissected Captain Grafton Seers for returning a fugitiv
slave that had taken refuge on board his vessel. The captain
had been induced to tell his own story, and upon the platform he completely inculpated himself, after which Foster,
utilizing the fact.s as told by the captain himself, fignrativly
speaking, tore him limb from limb. The poor man stood
like a culprit, as he was, while Foster, in a masterly manner,
rehearsed the story, and poured into his ears the horrors of
slavery, and the awful crime of plunging a poor, panting
fugitiv, who was just on the borders of freedom, as it were,
back into the jaws of slavery's hell. If inspiration ever lent
its aid to anyone, it did to Foster then and there, as he stood
side by side with the captain, and, with marvelous power of
language and eloquence, showed up the facts in the case, and
condemned him out of his own mouth. Enough of this now.
Then, on the same page of "Letters from Friends," "A
Spiritualist" thinks that Heston's picture of Jacob's ladder
"is entirely uncalled for in the light of modern Spiritualism.'•
To be brief, I would say, Let every one work in his or her
own harness, and cure the world of superstition as best they
may.
B. F. RoBBINs.
NEWARK, N. J., Sept. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read your article in the August
13th TRUTH SEEKER, entitled, " The New Aspect of Mrs.
Blenker's Case."
Believing that no one wields the editorial pen with greater
skill or maintains a position with clearer-cut logic than
Eugene :Macdonald, yet this time I feel justified to challenge
you on one or two points in the aforesaid article.
In speaking of the work in which Aunt Elmina has been
engaged and "which to her seemed necessary and good,"
you aver: "Others, however, hav not seen the necessity of
the work, and hav disapproved of it. Probably ninety of
every hundred Freethinkers condemn the work as uncalledfor and useless.''
I am uncertain whether you class yourself with the ninety
or the ten, but in either case I infer that you would justify
one in condemning a work when not able to see its necessity.
While I claim the right to differ with Elmina or anyone
~lse, yet l t"ke ,John Stqart }:!:ill tq witQ.es~ t4at unless l

hav sifted this question to the bottom, I don't know whether
it is " necessary" or not, and it is unbecoming, at least, to
condemn its agitation. While there is one person who
makes claims concerning the subject, which claims I hav
not investigated to the best of my ability, my opinion is not
worth a miller's dam.
Having spent part of my life in the Christian church, part
in the United States navy, and a large part in the theater, I
h!iv had some opportunity to observe the frightful extent to
which immoralities arid excesses prevail in these three ample
fields for vice. I could bring scores to testify to the fact
that unnatural vice in the navy (particularly on the school
ships) "is the rule, rather than the exception. The excesses
of the theater (especially the variety theater), and the abuses
of the priesthood, are legion. Yet is the work of showing up
these abuses of nature's laws not a work of necessity? And
shall parents go on sending their bright boys to the training_
ship for a maritime education, only to get their young eyes
dimmed, their minds clouded, and their constitutions, perhaps, fatally undermined?
I, for one, consider Mrs. Elmina's work of sexual· reform
the most important and necessary of· all reforms, for once
get the race to observe the laws of nature in their family
relations and there is hope of a nobler humanity. What
gave Colonel Ingersoll his manly form and creed-proof
brains? No doubt, 'twas healthy conditions of birth.
Further on in your article, I quote, "If we had never,
until now, heard of Mrs. Blenker, and knew nothing of her
work, we would not consider the case one that called for an
uprising of Freethinkers to defend invaQed principles.'
Allow me to suggest that if you had never heard of Mrs.
"Blenker until you heard that she was charged with or even
convicted of mailing obscenity, until you did hear something of her and her works you would remain incompetent
as a judge whether the Freethinkers would be justified in
uprising. Having thought a great deal on the subject in
question, and knowing the tendency of so many to sexual
intemperance, I can't help wishing that· there were more
Elminas. If I take a false position in this matter, be kind
enough to set me right, and oblige,
W. P. BLYTHE.
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" revival. meetings " in the Methodist Episcopal church, was
denouncmg me, or the class of people to which I was understood to belong, as "poor, puny, contemptible, ignorant,
cowardly Infidels that would not stand fire. All you hav to
do is to shoot and they will run.'' Also, that we· had nEWer
read ~he Bible, and hated the truth, etc. It is said that even
a snail, when tramped, will put out its horns, and there is a
point beyond which forbearance becomes meanness. Feeling that the point was about reached we thought that we
would challenge him and his co-worker', Mr. Boyd, to defend
?n th~ platform so!Tie of the P?Bitions they had so loudly and
ms~ltmgly stated m the pulpit, thus giving them an opportumty to refute the common charge that the pulpit is the
coward's castle, and the result is before you. It seems it is
beneath their dignity" to stoop to discuss with Infidels!"
What wonderful dignity for a little town like Bedford !
They claim to be commissioned by Christ. What to do ? Is
it to call the righteous or sinners to repentance ? Is is not to
convince an unbelieying "Infidel" world of the truth of
Christianity? Certainly. And when we get them up an
opportunity to do the very thing they claim they were sent
to do-viz .. an intelligent, respectable, and in spite of their
cowardly efforts to boycott, an audience fair as to numbers,
and then politely ask them to" stand up for Jesus" then and
there-ob, no ; oh, no; they had too much dignity to stoop,
etc. What sublime dignity! And if they had not told us
we would not hav known it. Why, Gladstone, Alex. Campbell, Dr. McCalla, Dr. Berg, Prof. Deitzler, and many other
learned churchmen debated with Infidels without either
stooping or losing their dignity. Gentlemen, it is not "dignity" that is the matter with you; it is cowardice. It
reminds one of our colored brother's couplet :
De more you see de smoke, de less de fire will be,
And the leastest kind ob •possum climbs de biggest kind ob tree.

And right here, in view of the fact that a large and increasing number of learned and eloquent men and women are
daily lecturing to enthusiastic audiences all over the United
States on "Rationalism," or. as the church people hav it,
Infidelity, if our reverend friends hav no answer to giv them
but boycott and di~nity, they may write Ichabod on their
religion, and lufidehty has come to stay. But they hav more
important work, "namely, saving souls.'' I honor the
preaching that tends to make men more just, wise, kind,
liberal, and noble, as it tends to the elevation and ennobling
of hurp.anity; but such preaching (which "Fair Play" calls
work) as that quoted above, and which has been the fashion
with these gentlemen the past winter. will save no person's
soul, but such a spirit of slander and ·abuse will degrade,
shrivel, and damn the souls of all who cherish it, whether
CoviNGTON, KY., Oct. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: You will kindly pardon my troubling you, speaker or hearer. It is claimed that the success attending
these meetings proves the conductor's means-preaching,
but I am bound to transmit you my unequivocal, hearty ap- etc.-all right, but I am prepared to show that some of our
preciation of THE TRUTH SEEKER's merits. It is a great most successful revivalists hav been the. vilest libertins, and
paper, and has too become, in time, a general and long-felt even murderers, that ever cursed the earth. But, for the
present, I will close. Yours truly,
W. W. WAJ.KER.
blessing to the misguided, suffering mankind.
The few trial numbers I read hav sufficiently convinced
WEsT UNION, 0., Sept. 25, 1887.
me that the paper will always be welcome-nay, as neces_
MR. EDITOR : Our third annual Liberal camp-meeting,
sary in my house as the " daily bread." So please enter
with Mr. Charles Watts, editor of Secular Tltought, Tomy name among your permanent readers.
ronto, Canada, as lecturer, closed Sunday night, SeptemI am as strong an Infidel now as I was once a Catholic beber 18th. A railway accident on Mr. Watts's train on his
liever until some three years ago. I could not leave my
way hither deprived us of two of his lectures, but he gave us
bedroom at morning without an ardent thanksgiving and
five in all, and the others will not spoil. Our Liberals cling
prayer to the imaginary omnipotent father and son and their
to Mr. Watts like magnets to steel, and are determined under
"blessed immaculate companion." Neither could I touch
fairer skies, at some future time, to hear him again.
the bed at evening minus the same litany of devotions. I
The orthodox folks will probably bav renewed faith in
prayed before and after meals; prayed when leaving home,
prayer, for their meanest minister prayed publicly for his
prayed on returning home, prayed and prayed to become
God to visit evil on the Infidels of Adams county, and to
good and holy; prayed for health and money, prayed for
specially pour out his wrath on the speaker who was coming
family and neighbors, for living and dead, prayed for and
to address us.
against everything.
But if their God attempted to answer this prayer by the
Once- I don't recollect what induced me to do so-l rerailway accident and the rain, he got in his work very imperflected upon my so sincere and perpetual devotions. I
fectly, for Mr. Watts was not injured in the accident, and
thought of the omnipresent and all-knowing God, and finally
the rain refreshed the parched fields of Infidel and Christian
it seemed to me that if God is present everywhere, and if he
alike, and seemed to cause our Infidel friends to rally with a
knows everything, then he must know our necessities; he
firmer determination in spite of the weather. The orthodox
must know what is best to make us happy without our callfolks concentrated their energies to carry out their usual tacing his attention to it, al)d if he does not want of his free
tics to prevent attendance on our meetings. They circulated
will to lend us assistance, then our prayers cannot change
on the day of Watts's arrival that he would not be here.
his mind, as he is unchangeable, unalterable, otherwise he
They imported a boy preacher as a special attraction, and
could be no God. He has prescribed for each and everyone
every church in town held services at exactly the same hour
of his " children" a special office and salary, and punctum est.
as ours. They jerked their little orthodox bell-ropes savI concluded, therefore, that my prayer was rather a sin
agely, and their bells clashed with a fierce, sharp, harsh,
than a virtue, and, in order not to offend God, I stopped
jangling discord, as though they were uttering volleys of
praying altogether. But as prayer is the cardinal doctrin
orthodox oaths, in which hell, spelled in the good old way,
of the Christian church, the latter must be founded on sin,
seemed numerously interspersed, while in contrast the
and sin is, they say, a crime. Consequently Jesus Christ, grand old court-house bell rang forth her deep, resonant
who so ardently advocated the prayer, preanhing and pray- notes, calling the people to the temple of justice to hear our
ing himself, could not be God, nor sent by God; he was an noble orator Watts, in his appeal to the reason and moral
impostor, a fraud, and impostors were his prophets and perception of his audience, an audience that boldly, bravely
chose to hear the discussion of " Secularism" while Superapostles.
stition threw open her gilded halls, with the attractions of
So, to avoid supporting such an unholy institution, the music, fair ladies, boy preachers, and all, all around them.
church, I severed my connection with the same entirely. In Liberalism is taking deeper root in the minds of our people.
every respect I feel more satisfied to-day than before, and When Science once subdues superstition, she will stand as
calmly shall await my end without fearing that fire and long as the world stands. Nothing short of a wreck of the
brimstone shall be my reward if not attending church regu- planet could destroy her reign. All day on Sunday, I ~aw
intelligent-looking men standing on the streets lookmg
larly, if not kneeling and praying, and fasting and confess- toward the court-house with wistful eyes, not daring to
ing, and-enter, fearing the cruel hand of the church in. their business
But too long hav I strained your patience ; so wishing you or social relations. School-teachers are the most pardonable
for not taking activ part in Liberal work, for if known, it
all desired success in your true apostolic endeavor,
means almost certain dismissal, yet some of them nobly
I remain,
N. T. TANSKI, M.D.
assist us confi([entially. I 11m the only outspoken Infidel
,.,. .
A
7 1887
worker in the county who holds a school, and I hav held my
N EW B EDFORD, JJ.LABS.,
ug. ,
•
· warfare, an d f d o no t k now h ow
place by constant strategiC
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5 to pay for THE long 1 can hold the fort, but 1 know 1 wi,U not renounce my
TRUTH SEEKER for the next two years. I also inclose a com- principles for any position. Many copws of Tl!E :r'RUTH
munication I had published in one of our leading county SEEKER, Investigator, and Secular Tlwu,qht were d1str1buted
papers (New Castle Guardian), and which explains itself. to those who came boldly forward to eagerly receive them.
It stopped their priestly slang. And if the Liberals would
What we need here now is more subscribers to our Liberal
papers, more readers of our Liberal books, a deeper study
meet these impudent, arrogant priests in a similar manner into the ethics of Secularism, more frequent meetings of our
everywhere they would either be compelled to behave them- own society more effort to develop the individualism and
selva or step down and out.
W. W. WALKER.
power of thbught and expression among our own members,
Editor Gum·dian: A friend has just handed me a copy of such as essays, readings, and discourses at our meetings and
last week's issue of your valuable paper, and called my by our own members. We must not depend on great 9mtors
attention to " Fair Play's" statement of our doings at this from a distance doing all our work, nor half of 1t. L1ke the
place, on which please permit me to say a few words. B~t, sensible farmer in the old fable, let u~ resolve t,o do our own
tirdt, allow me to say that I am in no wise responsible for work ourselvs. I would not say d1spense w1th our great
the bitter feelings .that seem to exist in certain quarters orators, but our own work comes fir~t, UJ?d when we come
in this community. With malice toward none, and kindly down to hard, thorough home work 1t :Will not b~ }lalf so
feeling toward all, I was quietly minding my own business, hard to employ a great orator and pay JJ~m well as 1t Is. now.
when I Will) informed the,t ]4r. l3tU<za, who w11s holding
J. F. l3xo~, Sec. Adams Co. Secular Umon.
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worlds; and this word of God reveals to man
Qkhiltll'tn~
all that is necessary for roan to know of God.
Mystery is the antagonist of truth.
All national institutions of churches,
;,Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall whether Jewish, Christian, or Turkish, apRwer, Mass., to wlunn all Communications fO'J' pear to me no other than human inventions,
tkis OO'J'nf/1" should be sent.
set up to terrify and enslave mankind, and
monopolize power and profit.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
The world is my country; to do good my
When the night is beginning to lower,
religion.
S. H. W.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations

s Qiorntr.

That is known as tb.e Children's Hour."

l!'or lUiss Susan H. Wixon.
Teo tleep for tee~t·s the grieOhat bands
O'er g"aves of fondlY cherished friends~
~nd sttll rereads, with dizzy gaze,
The stone whereon, in brief, cold phra~e,
A true companion's record ends.
In part I c~mprehencl your woe.
I hav mY mother still-I know
If I shonlcllose her hand from mine,
Long, long for me no sun would shine,
No bird would sing, no flower blow.
We tnm with scorn from priestly tales,
But the•·e is truth that never failsView N.Hure's workings, then believe!
Why shon cl the only One deceive?
What other Justice holdil the scales?
Though faded blossoms. sink to earth,
The atoms change, not cease, their mirth.
When summer's ray the garden warms,
They group anew, in graceful forms, ,
At beauty's e'er mysterious birth.
ThAre may not fade the tiniest spark,
To leave the universe more dark;
Though deep it hide in earth or air,
Its every change, with tireless care,
The searching eyes of Science mark.
If empty evil, too, must liv,
Till debt discharged a quittance giv,
Then how can love's transcencent bloom,
Heart-snnshiue, meet a voiceless doom,
Last remuan t in the broken sieve ?
Unless I, too, am but a mask
That sober Natnre-clnldish task!To shape, then shatter, condescends,
For all my loved, lamented friends
Some time I not in vain shall ask.
Huoo B. PL1'JEN.
Savannall, Sept. 25, 287.

Don't Cany 'l'oo

~Iuch

Sail.

Don' carry too much sail. my friend;
The morn is fresh and fair,
The salt winds blow, the small waves go,
And on thy vessel bear;
But •neath the calm sea lurks the swell,
And 'neath the cloud the storm,
And ships go down, and brave souls drown
In sight of the harbor warm.
So reef your flaunting sail, my friend,
And ne'er despise the oar,
But bravely stan !I, with steadY hand,
And mR.ke for the welcome shore;
Don't carry too much sail, my friend,
The winds fall-don't You know?
The world looks on and la11ghs in scorn,
Baying, "I told yon so!''
When many a proud heart's hopes go down
Biting the bitter dust,
When plans of yem·s are lost in tears,
And true hearts learn cliatmst.
So lower ronr widespt·ead sail, good friend;
Wear bravely your homespun snit,
To-morrow must pay t.he debts of to-day
And swallow theh· bitter fruit.
Tis better to own the clothes you wear,
And a cottage ne'er ao small,
Than stagger beneath the Iron wreath
Of debt in a nabob's hall;
Tis bett,er to carrY an honest heart
Than Hatins. an·l plumes and lace,
If the glitter of gold o'er a heart as cold
Would only bring disgrace.
Be prmid of the sphere of life yon fill,
And honor it all yon can ;
But never forgPt, more noble yet
It, is to be called a man.
The best of all the gifts of hen.ven
Is to know not hoiV to fail;
But, next to this right truthful is:
"Don't carry too much sail."
-E. A lice Kinneu, in Delroit

Free Press.

Memory Gems.
F1•om tl!e Works of Tlwmas Paine. To be
learned and recited by the children.
It is the nature of compassion to associate
with misfortune.
Any system of religion that is shocking to
the mind of a cbilcl. cannot be a tr:.1e system.
I believe in one God, and no more; and I
hope for happiness beyond this life.
I believe in the <'quality of man; and I
believe that religious duties consist in doing.
justice, lovinp; mercy, aud endeavoring to
make our fellow-creatures happy.
fhe word of God is the creation we behold.
And it is in this word, which no human
invention can counterfeit or alter, that God
speaketh universally to man.
Human language is local and changeable,
and is therefore incapable of being used as
the ineaus of unchangeable and universal
information.
The creation speaketh a universal language,
independently. of human speech or human
language, multiplied and various as they may
be It preaches to all nations and to all

Witty Sayings of the Little Ones.
Little Edna, with her mother, WJ.tS visiting
her grandmother in Maine. Moses was the
name of her chubby little playmate. One
afternoon Edna, having grown tired of her
playthings, went to her mother's room and
soon returned, putting on her new white
dress, from which the sash was hanging, having been pinned to the skirt. "'i'Vhy, Edna,"
exclaimed her mother, " what mischief are
you into now?" "Oh, nottin', mamma,
only Moses tum to see me and I fought I'd
dess up." "No, mine; didn't come to see
you nuther," said Moses, drawing the back
of his chubby hand across his face. " Well,.
I don't tare; !_looks pitty all de same," said
Edna.
One evening, at the approach of twilight,
little Edna was riding from town with her
grandmother, and, on entering the thick
maple grove, it became very dark, and Edna
commenced to talk in a whisper, when her
grandmother said, "Don't be afraid, Edna,
dear, God will take care of us in the dark as
well as in the sunlight." " Oh, I isn't 'fraid,
danma, only I tought de bears might tum·
and tarry de horse off."
Little Edna was one day walking in the
'jields with her aunt, and gathering sticks in
her apron. " What are you going to with
the sticks?" said· her a tint. '' Oh, I'se doin•
to det papa's supper wid 'em!" and after a
minute she said: "Do you know, aunty, I'se
passionately fond ob .flowers, berries, and
kindling wood."
Little Mabel stood looking out of the
window when a .horse was being driven by
with a linen duster thrown over him, when
Mabel said: " Mamma, is it· doin' to rain?"
"No," said her mother. "Den what's dat
jack horse dot on a dozzamer for?"
GusTIE F. HowE.

weaving, her subjects would suffer from the
loss of employment. Weaving was stimulated very greatly in England by the exodus
of weavers from the Continental countries
from various causes. Lee's invention was
the most important in the whole .range of
textil industry. He died at Paris in 1610,
according to Falkin's history of hosiery and
lace manufactures. Burlanach, a London
merchant, began spinning under the reign of
James I., and in 1629 the spinners of London
were incorporated under the name and style
of" Masters, Wardens, Assistants, and Commonalty of Silk Throwers." By 1661, forty
thousand persons found employment in London alone. In 1685, religious persecution in
France drove vast numbers of skilled artisans
to England and elsewhere, and some seventy
thousand of them are supposed to hav settled
in England and Ireland; and to hav aided
largely to the foundation of this and many
other great industries of the country.-Philadelphia Educational Review.

Value of/llead Horses.
"Say, what yer goin' to do with that old
nag?" shouted a passing cart driver to a man
who was superintending the removal of a
lifeless horse on Willow ·street.
"Lots," answered the other. "We'll first of
all ship the old hulk to the glue factory.
There the hide will be taken off and sent to a
tannery, and the flesh removed from the
bones. The bones are very valuable, and
when the frame is separated they are distributed into piles. Shin bones are worth
$40 a ton. They are used for knife handles.
Thigh bones bring more. They go to Europe
at $75 a ton, and come back here after a while
in the shape of tooth brush handles. The:
foreleg bones are made into parasol handles,.
collar buttons, trousers buttons, and other
small articles of usefulness. Glue comes
from the water in which the bones are boiled,
while the dust from the sawing of the bones
makes excellent medicin for cattle and poultry. All the rest that can't be made into
bone black is ground up into powder and .
sold for fertilizing purposes."
"Well, who'd thought that old carcass was
wuth so much?" exclaimed the carter in surprise.-Philadelpltia Bulletin.

UEDUC.ED TO $1.00.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-0H.A.R.A.DE.

My first is an humble dwelling,
My last is a noted lake,
My whole is a set of people
Who socially congregate.
N. Boothbay, Me. W .A.RR&N B. 0ROH.A.RD.

1. A letter.
2. A resinous substance.
3. The moon.
4. A conductor.
5. Shut up.
6. A color.
7. A letter.

Correspondence.
BAKER CITY, oR.., Sept. 26, 11:!87.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Please accept our
heartfelt s!mpathy in your late bereavement.
Commendmg you to your .good judgment
we remain. your little friends,
'
MISSES RENA and PEARL BAISLEY.

Tile Infancy of Weaving.
A piece of linen was discovered at Memphis, Egypt, containing 540 picks to th~
square inch. This fact would seem to indicate that the ancient Egyptians knew about
as much about weaving as is known to-day,
although the art was not so widely developed.
One of the Pharaohs sent the Lydian king,
Crresus, a corselet made of linen and wrought
with gold, each thread of which was c~m
posed of 36~ smaller threads twisted together.
Woven fabncs are found on the ancient mummies, but whether of cotton or linen it is hard
t? say, but they show that weaving and spinDing were known very early in the history of
the human race. Ancient Egyptian scul ptt1 re
shows evidences of this art, which by some
means seems to hav scattered all over the
world. Even the Navajo squaws of this
country are known to be expert weavers. A
p;ood Navajo blanltet sells for $15, while a
Mexican blanket can be had for $2.50: The
ancient Romans had a cloth factory at Winchester, England; and the weavers had
guilds and corporations as early as the eleventh century, and regal power was exerted to
support the industry, although Queen Elizabeth, who had peculiar notions, refused to
giv a patent to William Lee, who invented
the lmitting frame about 1589, and made
woolen stockings. Elizabeth thought that if
one man bad the monopoly of stocking.

Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Yital Questions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, a cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.

'A lecture, fifty.fom closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Riqltts /Jpeech.
Including the address of Frederick D"nglas, fifty.
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.o1d $6 pu· hundred.

The Trutb ot' Dis torr.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up" n
the religions lies that hav been told about him.
self", and first made its appearance in these col.
nmns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 Per
hundred.

BIBJAE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON l'tlcGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the CFttholic chmch between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quanti.
ties, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable exptctation that the rrices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La~ayette Pl., New Ym·k.

Vin~icats~ l

Pains

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Oosm-ver•s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Rev.olntion. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every·
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A Book for Children and Youth.

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

A FalYJicated Accmtnt of a Scene at the Deathbed of TJW'J'iW,S Paine.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

the Yonni!" Folks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

C. RooKER.

---0---

We h"v on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be. disposed of at cost, as fol' ows:

THE STORY HOUR.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Apples of Gold. A. Story-Book for

2.-DI.A.MOND.

"

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

'l;lvo Little Red Mittens. A. Story of
the Rightwft;Y Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Pnce 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Tho Youth's .Liberal Guide.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Ooser!Jet" relies to prove its. principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

THE TRU'l'H BEEKEH CO.

S. P., Putnam's Works.

By The Problem of the Universe, and

Prof. H. M. Kottmger, A..M. Pnce; $1.00. This
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and hnmaL
rights from a stand.foint of pure reason and
§~~~\. sense.
ddress THE TRUTH

Bible Inquirer. A. Key to Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers ·specifically to 148 B1ble propositiOns.
with numerous references and CitatiOns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other Propositions in the same book. !'rice
96 o~ntl!.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology, Price, 20 cts.

Waifl'l and Wandermgs. a New Ameri·
can Story.

Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta.

.B" A prose epic of the war, riah with incident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to~day."-Jolm

Swinton's Paper.
Jf'SOR.

Ingersoll and

A. conversation

: ~in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In1 f·' fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
ll[shown there is mnoh in harmony between
PHhem. Price, 10 eta.

The Story Hour. For Children and Prometheus. A. poem. "It is crammed
1

Youth. By Snsom H. Wixon. Without Super.
stition. 'l'he Only Illustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large type, heav:\'
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.
.

V
.n-.1..:0·I.lrl
D·J:D·J:

AND

J\IYTI-IS
THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
;I'he oJ?ject of the work 18 to point out the myths
With whiCh the Old and New ·.restaments abonnd·
to show that they were held in common with othe;
nat10us; and ~hen t~·ace thept to their evident origm and explam their mean mg.
".It is !lnqnestionably true that the results of a
ratiOnalistiC study of the Christian scriPtures are
!JOwhere else so accessible as they are now made
111 the work before ns."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages,

Pr\ce, 52.1lO,

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy.
A thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
Historical misstatements.

Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.

wit.h life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured fGrth, it Reems to ms, with extraordi·
nary beauty,"-DB. HENBY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, His Life. A. Romance of
Earth, Heaven. and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a
other Agnostic Poems.

Hand~

Price, 10 cts.

and

Adami and Heva. A. Poetic version

v~rsion of the Indian Story of the Garden of
Eien, in which its superiority to the mutilatf<il
cwy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
For all of the above aildress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE CONFESSIONAL
R0111ISH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Practical Experience with Poultry.
By GEo. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little book
a pamphlet of 32 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an eg~. It ie
well called "practical," for we find nothmg un·
p1•actical in it, Hens, dnckR, geese, and turkeys.
are particularly discussed Ftnd their economica:
breeding and keeping treated of. There n.re manl
practical hints about keeping poultry on a large!
scale, and, all in all, it is a very usofnl additiOn t
th!l poJl.ltr;v l!teratnre of the day.
.
:£'RUTH BEEKER Office,
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r Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five lectures, comprising, "The Gods,"
" Humboldt " "'rhomas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the Americ~J.n
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an en·
Contents: "The Ghost~" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child,'' "'J:he Declaration of In" graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
dejlendence," "About Farming in Illinois," the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
•· The :-Grant Ban que~!" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .wses before Me Like a WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. ingersoll." Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
Some .Mistakes of .M.oses. Paper, 50cts; JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
cloth, $1.25.
printed the Nine Demands of the American SecuInterviews on T!ilmage. Paper, 50cts; lar
Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa- LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
per, 25 cents.
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beThe Uhristian Relhdon. By R. G. neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Ingersol,1 Judge Jeremiah S. Black; l!-nd Prof. quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
George .1!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, space between the portraits and around them are
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post Paid. Printed in arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
large, clear t,YIJe, and oon taining as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lootures. the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surThis makes a grand missionary document. mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
Liberals should scatter it generously.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
Ingersoll lJatechised: His Answers to exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
·a Null)ber of Vital Questions Propounded by
the ed1tor of the San Fr,allvtscan. 5 cents; 50 artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
ce.nt.s per dozen~ 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3. are as true to nature as the photographs from
Millions of these should be circulated.
Vindication of' 'l'homa.s Paine from which they were transferred. Th~ design will be
the attacks of the New York Ob.~erver, by Rob- sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 ceu ts.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address on tJte Uivii Rights Bill.
28 Lafayette;Place, New York
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.

l'he Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

lngersoii's

Lectur~s

Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for JI:Ir. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
' all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodox_y,'',bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over liBOO
pa~es, whwh 1s sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

Thera hav been so many

applica tiona for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War,'' the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav IJeen printed on
hearyo toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
and m large, clear type, suitable for framing,
and the three "!Vill be forwarded to any address,
for 50 cts, or e1ther one for 15 cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.
.A, OOMPEND OF THE NA.TURAL LA.ws oF;:INDUSTRIAL PRODUOTION. AND
ExoHANGE.
By J. K.lNGALLs, author of" Social Wealth."
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S ·
Great £entenulal Oration

new book is a gem. It is a model in every reON TilE
spect. In. fact~ one of th~ richest, brightest,
best ever 1ssuea: It con tams, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, an~ all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed Ill various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
ALSO TilE
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectLmmorlal Document,
ures, Jetters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversatwn~ of the author. The work is designed
And the National Anthem entitled:
for and will be accepte.,I by admirin,!i' friends as
a rare personal souvemr. To help 1t serve this
"LAND
OF LIBERTY."
purp<,>se.\ a fine steel portrait, with autogra~h
faq S!Jl!.Ue, .has been prepared e'iPecially for 1t.
Price,
6
cts
;
5
copies,
25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Pr1ce 1 m silk cl<,>th, bevel\ld edges, gilt back
and Bltle, $2.50; m half calf, mottled edges, eleAddress
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER CoMPANY,
gant hbrary style, $4.50; in full Turkey roo-·
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
rocco, _gilt, exquisitly fine, $7.50; in full tree
., calf, highest Possible style and finish, $9.

Declaration of Independence,

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

Photog~aphs ~f
,_

boudmr, !1; .oabmet, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

J. E.. Remsburg's

-wor.ks.

·' Fa.Ise Claims,_ Revised and Enlm:ged.

)

P1:w~, 10 cents smgly; 75 cents per dozen. As a

M!sswnaryDocument 1t IS unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are:
The. Qhurch and Morality; Qriminal Stat1stics,
~hOW)lll{ the creeds of the pnsoners in the penltentutnes t tl)e Church and Civilization.; the
Church ana S01ence; the Church and Learning;
the .Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Tem)?erance Reform; the
Church !J.llU the Republic.
·

Bible .M.ora!s.

ELEMENTS

50 cents.

Colonel Ingersoll.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices S!'nctioned by ScriJ;>tur~ Falsehood and
De~eptwn ; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitn~ion_; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermmatwn.; Despotism; Intoler_ance and Pers~cutwn; InJustice to Woman;
(:' ui.ludness t<,> Children; . Or~1elty to Animals;
Human Sacnfices; Canmhalism; Witchcraft;
Slaver~·; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
!tnd Vag:rancr: lgnora:nce and Idiocy; ObscenIty.. Prwe, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Spe01al d!sco1mt on larger quantities.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
<,>f the ,A.utb,or,-Hero's life, delineates the leadli)g tra1t~ of h1s character and genius, and vindicates W~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Chowe extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisi~," "Rights of .Man," and "Age
of Reason " are g1ven; also, tnbutes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
~ritten express1y ~or this work. Second editwn, 160 pages, prmted on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
·

Image .Breaker,

Six Lectures: De-

!Jline of Faith, :protestant Intolerance, Washlpnl{ton an Unbehver; Jejle~son an Unbeliever;
ame and Wesley; Ohnst1an Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

T he Apostle ot Liberty.

An address

de)ivered in Paine_Hallt before the N. E. Freethmkers' Conventwn, .January 29, 1884. Price
10 conts.
'
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Hevelatious, containing a description of
tweuty-~even bibles and an exposition of' two
thot•.sand biblical errors in science, history,
monls, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of the characters of the principal
· personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, $1. 75.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Contamin_g_ new and startling revela tiona in
religious history, which disclose the oriental
origin of all the doctrines, ,Princip!e!!J precepts,
and miracles of the Christ1an New '.l.'estament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sam ed mysteries, besides compnsing the
btstory of sixteen oriental crucifiEl_<l_gods. $1.50.
Address '£HE TRUTH· SEl!lKER.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPH.LETS.
The Confiict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thR.nks for your excellent and useful
diacourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in·Mafi.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissomina tion.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads nnder which yon Lav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each Point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending " AntiProhl.bition "to the consideration of ever[ person
who is interested, not only in the Cllnse o temperance~J:mt in the principles of self-government.J.J.mcCabe.
li'or sale at thin office.

Charles Watts's

Work~.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freeth ought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definitwn of Freethou_IDlt and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section 11. What it
Owes to Molmmmedamsm. Section III. Freethought li'Iartyra and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought -Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Sernlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOR

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introductwn by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; 'l'he Historical Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Val ne of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1;

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

Secularism; its Principles and its

By Prot'. iii. M. Cottin'"cr, A.M.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

This book is inst what the busy world of to-daY
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
yearsn.o., on up to1Bll3, all in a nutshell.-Etmina

Blenker.

•

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important· place ; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in wnting this book
are excellent, and his st.andpoint admirable; it may
be commended as fulfillmg its purpose of a con·
cise and interesting historical text-book.-Milwau.
Ieee Sentinel.

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.

CAPTA!NS OF
INDUSTRY1
OB,
M~n

of Business Who Did Something Besides
Making Money. A Book for Young Americans.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and mos~ thorough work ~ver written on the
Sabbath from a r(l-tl<,>nal pomt of view. Large
and handsome prmt. The question is <:liscussed
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; 'l'he Jewish Sabbath;, '!'he Christian
ScnJ;>tures and the Sabpa,th; ~xamination of
Sunda_y A~gument~; Ongl'! of Christian SR.bbath; 'l'est1mony of the Chnstian Fathers; 'l'he
abb ath during the Middle Ages; The Puritan
Sabbath; 'I'estizp.qny of Christian Reformers,
l:!cholars,_ and D1vmes; _Abrogation of Sunday
Law~ Prwe, 25 cents; SIX cooies, $1.00.

THE WATCH OF TilE FUTURE.
KERSEY GRA.YES'S WORKS.
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
Biogra[jlly of Satan; or, a. Historical watches
are the beHt; and mo•t durable in the

BY SAMES PARTON.

Price, •
Address

•

•

•

- $1.21».

THJ!l TRUTH SEEKEB. .
28 Lafayette l'laoe, New Yort,

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

world for little moi!eY. l'nces agam re<lnced
Seven jewels, $25; 11 jewels, ~27.50; 15 jeweJa, $30,
Same, adjusttd to heat aiJd cold, $34. Ladies', 7
jeweled, $20; 11, $22; 151 f26; with glass in•1de cap
$3 Jess; Louis XIV. st:YJe, ,.;3 more; all bes• A.meri
can huntmg stem-winders; open face, gold cap
$3 less; open screw ca.e, $51es•; all caHes accom
panied by manufacturer's and my guarantee fur
20 years. Above movements in 3 ounce silver
cases, $13. less; 4 ounce, $12 less; 5 ounce, $10.50 ·
and 6 ounce, $9 less. All guaranteed one year and
sent prepaid, if on line of American Express
office or per registet·ed mail, subject to approval
and cash refunded if not •at1sfactory.
WATCHWOHK.
Send me your watche• to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleanwg; sprmgs, $1; jewels $1, and 1 will
return in perfect order prepaid. Best spectacles
or eyeglasses m the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Send hne finest prmt yon can read 14 inches from
eyes Without glaoses.
OTTO WETTS1EIN,
Rochelle, ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. L1beral discounts.

lna-ersoll's Tributeso
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we call
offer these l;!lagnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger
soli's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumi
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram
ing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIF'rEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY CENTS . . Mailed secure
from breakage. Addmss THE TRU1'H SEEKER.
28 Lafayette PL. New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged,

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.,
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGEUSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
The 1'rade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE 'l'llUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-eng1·avings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCEIR AtU!AD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a <.-tuou Citizen of
this Republic.

B]' A • .J.
PRICE,

Duties. Pl.-ice, 75 eta.

Watts are puulished at the low J;>rice of FIVE
CEN'rS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the B1ble Reliable 7 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethonght and
Modern· Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civihzation ;_Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Jjible Antll_gonistic ·
Christian Scheme of Redemj)tion. Jt'or all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

\YORKS BY ARTHUR B. !lOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist., Agnes Rollo W1lkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. 'rhe best conduct.ed debate of modern
times. teo pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. . 50 cts. The Bible and Darwimsm.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular •rrutlts. 25
cts. Two l:evelations. 5 cts. B1ble Horrors; or,
Real Blabphemy. 5 cts. B1ble Makers. 5 cts.
ll1ble Saint•-Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwm. 5 cts. Socrates1 Buddba, and Jesus.
5 eta. Chi·istianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural 1\lan. 5 cts.
The Old Falth and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
l:!pinoza. 5 cts. '!'he Bible God and His Favorits.
5 cts. 1\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. Htalth, Wealth,
and Hll_ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. .Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower ·
Animals. fl cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C, Lon Ion. En~.

Bi~le

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COlli·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly 1,900 pages, fully
illustrat4'd. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1,50.
SCillNCE IN STORY; OI:J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo:r_Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
LIQ.UOR DRINKING
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
by the Bible.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCillNCE SERillS <Dime Pam·
BY E. C. WALKER.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,":;epreaenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun· Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents,
·
beamJ'' considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to swll: and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.\
28 Lafayett~ PlR~P. NPw YorK.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity,'' by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
bound, $2'h·"Her·edityl" by Loring_Mooay, 159 DID JESUS CHR.IST RISE FRO.U
pages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity,'' by
1'HE DEAD~
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr. Tlte Evidences for the Re.~U?'?'ection Tried
E. B. Foote, 10 centsJ..' Generatwn before Refenand ]f'ound TVa:,Ung.
eration" by Dr. E. Jj, Fgote, Jr.~)O cents; ' Re·
rorts of Conventions and Parlor meetings during
.By Saladha.
1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of the
PRICE,
25 CENTS.
.
lnstitute of HerQdity,Ma~, 188!!" 10 cents.
Address THE TRU'l'H BEEKER.
Address
·
'l'BE TRuTH BF.EKEB.

Temparance:

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined

{~fitOVE.R.

40 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TilE S'l'llHJGGtE
!!OR

Re igious and Folitio8.} LibArtv.
1

In which the author show« tho repented at. tempts
of men of evet:Y age to acqmre greater polittct~.l
liberty; also VIgorously att.e.cks the verY foundation of tbe relu~iou of every age; d,velhug at
length upon the wrong" of 1relawl, and, iu detailing tbe account of HI avery in t.hiH conutry, calls
the at ten tton of thiul<iug >tiOH and women to the
pos1tion of womanki111lm AmmiC>1. 'l'hrougllout,
the work is replete wnll a•tunudiug factH and
weighty a.rgnm~nts WlJlch cannot fail to interest
the mmds of thiH ago.
_
By 1'HEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
'!'HE 'I'TIU'I'II SEEKETI CO.,
28 LafalHte Place, New York.

THE CREJHT FON(;IER OF :SDIALOA,
Published at Hammouton, N.J. l\larie Howland
and Eduard H<•Wlafltl, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F. L . .urowne, Printer8. 'l'his paper is devoted spe
cially to the interests of onr coJomzation enter
prise, the Credit Foucier of Sinaloa, and generally
to the practical solution of the problem of Integra
Oo-o]'l<>ration. P~ice, $1 !I yor..r; r;o cent~ for six
months. ~!i (~Ant~ f~7 tl·ror. -..:::nni::!1 ..

CABINE'l' I>HO'l'OGRAPHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDS.
35 Ccu1.H Each,
Addre>s TEE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TRAVELS

~r.!i

FJUT~i

From r.rradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Oloth, ,1.25.
Fm· Elate at this OfflcEI

F:CEET!BIOUGJI'f.' ;,_OVELS.

The Heatbens.Qf the .Heat b. A finely
written Radical romance. BY. Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Fam1ly Creeds, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its abHolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are port.rayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked rlegree, even
from so gifted a Pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readerH in the Freethonght ranks." Price,
$1.50. Address
THE TRtJ'I'H SEEKEU.

T11e Outcast. A deeo, finely written

Radical story. From the tondon editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of JIIe.n.
80 cents.
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lfoetrg.
The Singing Sands.
When down the length of Athabasca•s lake
The north wind sweeps,
The brown shore-shallows into singing break,
A voice of music rises from the deeps.
s~nds-the pebbled keys_
That from their caves
Respond in faint and haunting melodies
To the long touches of the fingering waves.

It is the Ringing

Elf-tones that waken only when the wind
Blows from the north;
No sea. breeze cool, no zephyr sweet as Ind,
No breath of plain or hill can draw them forth.
Thus life has singing sands that only sound
To the cold wind of pain;
Sweet airs of joy and peace in fragrant round,
Search for the secret of the voi!le in vain.
But when the north wind blows and high the seas
Of suffering roll,
From the deep waters come the melodiesThe sands of patience singing in the soul.
-lrfary Lecmm•tt.

A Metaphor That Is Mixed.
To TH& EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEll:KER, Sir:
In the story entitled "Robbed Him of His
Crutches," which originally appeared in the
Religious Intelligencer, the following words
are attributed to the late Mr. Beecher (see
TRUTH SEEKER, Oc~. 8, 1887) in his alleged
conversation with Colonel Ingersoll :
The human soul is lame, but Christianity givs it
crutches to enable it to pass the highway of life.
It is your teaching that knocks· these crutches
from under it, and leaves it a. helpless and rudderless wreck in the slough of despond.

This is one of the most remarkbale metaphors it was ever my luck to meet. It begins with a human soul and ends with.a rudderless wreck. But let us trace the evolution
backward. We hav, then, in a slough of
despond, a wreck that is rudderless and helpless on account of having had its crutches
knocked out from under it by Coronel Ingersoll's teaching. Previously the wreck was a
ship on the highway of life, which its crutches,
given it by Christianity, enabled it to pass as
a lame human soul.
Let us next, by a broad grasp, take in the
whole meaning of the accusation against
Ingersoll. Putting the first and last parts together we find that by the generosity of
Christianity a lame human soul is a ship on
crutches, but provided with a rudder; and
we are presumably to suppose that thus
equipped it sails gaily along on the highway
of life, successfully avoiding the slough of
despond. The spectacle of a ship sailing on
the highway is, of course, familiar to all parts
of the world, civilized and barbarons. But
while we are admiring the sight of a ship on
crutches working up to windward, and tacking across the street by means of its rudder
and crutches, along comes the piratical Ingersoll and knocks away the crutches of the
ship. And I would call upon you, Mr.
Editor, as a yachtsman, to picture, if you
can, the distress of a .ship whose crutches
hav been knocked away by the teachings of
Infidelity.
Then another consideration: According to
the figure, there must be some connection, a
lanyard perhaps, fastening the crutches and
the rudder together, since knocking away the
crutches leaves the wreck rudderless, and
therefore helpless on the billowy and tempestuous highway. At the same time this
pernicious teaching transfers the wreck from
a highway to a slough, where it (that is to
say, the lame human soul), erstwhile a cripple
on crutches sailing up the highway, happy in
the possession of a divinely-bestowed rudder,
now lies a helpless wreck as aforesaid.
The figure, you see, presents surpassing,
not to say incomprehensible, beauties whichever way you turn it; and, after viewing
them, I am quite prepared to believe that
Ingersoll was silent, and that the company
took their hats and parted. As a close reader
of the colonel's works, I am also qualified to
testify that the man who 'Constructed this
metaphor is more than Ingersoll's master in
powers of illustration. Nowhere in the colonel's writings do I find anything like it. The
question of its authorship is altogether overshadowed by its kaleidoscopic beauties, which
my feeble commentaries can in nowise fully
G. E. MAoDONALD..
develop.

The Curious Gift of the Whangdoodle.
Williston Flsh tn Puck.

ically befogged did he become, that, in the
end, he either would not undertake to say, or
even did not know, in which direction the
hock joint of a horse turns; but since his day
it is only German scholars and Concord philosophers who pretend to atrive at this comprehensiv breadth of horizon ; and it may be
taken as practically a fact that not until now,
when I seize the pupil pen to set down the
subtler peculiarities of the animal whose
name heads this monograph, does natural
history again become a progressiv science.
This may seem a trifle overweening, but the
present is my second monograph, and I am
already posing as a tireless investigator and
a fearless blowhard.
The whangdeodle has for a habitat all that
country where he is most frequently met by
the hardy and intrepid hunter, but it is a
strange coincidence that he is found, or at
least spoken of, only in those regions where
chestnuts flourish. The name whangdoodle
is derived from wltang, a whang, and doodle
or doddle (Fr. duder, Sp. duda, It. dughlie1'a),
a small dude. The same word may be traced
in the Sanscrit umastra. Compare Finnish
k-ruin, Danish Fjyg.
In size the whangdoodle is too well known
to need description. His weight is proportionate to his size. His pabulum c9nsists of
food of various sorts, which he takes by
means of a curious apparatus evidently designed for the express purpose.
But the chief peculiarity of the whangdoodle is his ability to melt the human heart
with the expression of his grief. The whangdoodle is generally of a gay and volatil disposition; ·but we know that it is sometimes
the lightest heart that makes the heaviest
mourning.
The poignant griefs of the
whangdoodle tii:ne alone cannot assuage ; and
it is on this account that nature has bestowed upon the animal exceptional powers
of lamentation; the idea being that when
sorrow falls into his light heart the •whangdoodle will mourn, and that when he mourns
somebody will come up with a club and kill
him. It is a beautiful instance of the perfect
adaptation by nature of means to ends, that
somebody generally comes.
The only imitation of the whangdoodle's
aggressiv dolor is that rendered by Anthony
Comeskulk in weeping over the profligacy of
mankind. Once when Comeskulk's friends
heard him weep, it occurred to them-like an
inspiration-to put him up against the
whangdoodle on a mourning match. The
preliminaries were arranged, an expert referee was appointed, and the contestants,
coming on the ground, were stationed behind screens out of sight of the umpire.
They then exercised their gifts. It is said to
hav been the saddest moment in the history
of our country. When the wails had ceased,
the referee controled his emotion as far as he
was able, and, pointing to the screen behind
which stood the whangdoodle, remarked :
"Indubitably behind that screen is a whangdoodle mourning for its first-born; but behind that one-oh, boo, hoo-hoo-is a whangdoodle mourning for twins!"
So Comeskulk was awarded the prize,
which consisted of the works of Rabelais for
himself, and a government order on all booksellers to sell nothing but expurgated editions
of Little Red Riding Hood to everybody else.

Lucy and Me.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
As no one volunteers the information which
Mr. Wm. E. Renwick seeks regarding the
authorship of the verses printed in your issue
of October 1st, I will say that they appear in
the edition of Moore's poems published by
Collier, New York, 1879. Mr. Renwick has
the second and third stanzas transposed, and
there are also a few verbal variations, such as
might be looked for in lines quoted from
memory. His version also introduces a certain Lucy unknown to Mr. Moore. Probably
some young man, in whom communion with
Lucy had produced that mild form of lunacy
known as the tender passion, adapted the
poem to the occasion, which was a proper
thing to do beyond all question. No doubt
you hav done the same thing yourself. I
append the original.
G. M.
THEY lliAY BAIL AT THIS LIFE.
They may rail at this life-from the hour I began it
I've found it a. life full of kindness and bliss;
And until they can show me some happier planet,
More social and bright, I'll content me with this.
As long as the world has such lips and such eyes
As before m~ this moment enraptured I see,
They may say what they will of their orbs in the

Since the magnificent, cat-like spring taken
by the science of natural history on the pub~kies,
lication of Goldsmith's "Animated Nature,"
But this earth is the planet for you, love, and
progress in that study has been comparativly
me.
slow. It is said of Goldsmith that so deeply In Mercury's star, where each moment can bring
did he investigate his subject, so philosophthem

New snnshi~e and wit from the fountain on
high,
Though the nymphs may hav livelier poets to sing
them,
They've none, even there, more enamoured
than I.
.
And as long as this harp can be wakened to love,
And that eye its divine inspiration shall be,
They may talk as they will of the Edens above,
But this is the planet for yon, love, and me.

it will lay the volume down until it is fip.ished.-Denison, Texas, Sunday Gazette~Jr,

Theo. C. Spencer has recently published a
book that should be found in the home of
every citizen. It is called, " The Struggle
for Religious and Political Liberty," and is
one of the best· commentaries on the history
of the human race that we hav ever read.
In that star of the west, bY' whose shadowY splendor Whoever may disagree with the views of Mr.
At twilight so often we've roamed through the Spencer, it will be generally acknowledged
dew,that he argues by the rule of reason from the
There are maidens, perhaps, who hav bosoms as
basis of truth.-Home .Advocate, Mapleton,
tender,
·
And look, in their twilights, as lovely as yon;
Iowa.

But though they were even more bright than the
queen
Of that isle they inhabit in heaven's blue sea,
As I never those fair young celestials hav seen,
Why-this earth is the planet for yon, love, and
me.
As for those chilly orbs on the verge of creation, ·
Where sunshine and smiles must be equally rare,
Did they want a supply of cold hearts for that station,
Heaven knows we hav plenty on earth we could
Ppare.
Ob,, think what a world we should hav of it here
If the haters of peace, of affection, and glee
Were to fly up to Saturn's comfortless sphere,
And leave earth to such spirits as yon, love, and
me.

Obituary.
Died, on Saturday, September 24th, at Dahlonega, at the residence of his soli, Mr.
Lory D. Miller, John W. Miller, in the 89th
year of his age.
John W. Miller was born at Uniontown;
Pa., March 28, 1798, removed. to Ohio in
1812, was married to Miss Catherine Ford in
Ohio about fifty-three years ago, and removed
to Iowa, in the vicinity of Sigourney, in 1886.
He lived in Sigourney until 1883, when he
a~d his wife, who still survives him, removed
to the residence of their son, where his death
took place as related. He was made a Mason
about fifty years ago, and will be buried by
that order at Sigourney to-day.
He was the father of seven children-six
sons and one daughter. Three of these sons
volunteered in the army during the Rebellion.
One of these was killed in action; another
died from disease; another, D. T. Miller, the
well-known lawyer of this city, survived the
conflict and ministered to the last wants of
his aged parent. Another son is 0. L. Miller, principal of the Business College. Still
another son, W. S,, livs in Sigourney; the
daughter, Hannah Harris, is, with her husband, residing in Nebraska.
The venerable old pioneer whose death we
thus announce was remarkably well preserved, and retained his mental faculties to
the last. He was an old-time Abolitionist,
and was very conscientious in not only that
belief but in everything else that be professed. He was Liberal in his religious
views, and acted to the principles of the
Golden Rule through all the years of his long
and industriotJ.s life. He was a good neighbor, an indulgent father, and a kind husband,
and goes down to the grave with the respect
and affection of all who knew him. His end
was peaceful; life went out. tranquil and untroubled as the sleep of an infant; folding his
arms across his breast, his spirit left the
worn-out frame which had .so well served its
purpose.-Ottumwa, Ia., Democrat.

L. K. Washbur.o's Work.s.
Sunday and the 1-labbath. "A law
regnfating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of ~he Christian chnr~h are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crmade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
A. Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
The Workingman's Rt>lhdon. 5 cts.
Temperance and the Bible. 5·cents.
Free Religion ; or, the Religious Demand of To-day. Price,5 cents,

The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.

The Resurrection of Jesus Not
Provf'd. Price, 5 cents.
The Public Schoo?s and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Our Flag Above the Cross.
This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others,

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, • .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per .pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,( colors,
per pack, • .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,000, • • $10.00

Address

The Truth Seeker.
COPYRIGHTED.

Any profit ft·om sales will be devoted to the free
distribution of Liberal literature.

Mottoes for Freethinkers.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by l!2 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monoBooks.
gram of U. M. L. The following at·e the various
THE STRUGGLE FOR RELIGIOUS AND PoLITICAL readings:

LIBERTY. By Theo. C. Spencer. New
York: The Truth Seeker Publishing Co.,
28 Lafayette Place. Price 75 cents.
The above is the title of a handsome volume, bound in muslin, of 140 pages. It is a
book rich in information; its style is lucid
yet condensed, and the subjects discussed
handled with that candor which impresses
the reader with the honesty and fairness of
the author. The work is in a great measure
historical, and we know not where so much
information on the same subjects can be obtained in a single volume. The book, for
this reason, is equally valuable whether one
agrees with the author in his conclusions or
not. The chapter headings are as follows :
",Introductory; The Beginning; The Pagans
and Jews; The Church of Rome; Mormonism; Mohammedanism; Dogmatism; Martin
Luther and John Cal'{in; The Godhead; Persecutions of the Early Christians ; Christians Persecute Christians; The Wrongs of Ireland ; Huguenots Persecute Catholics ; Catholics Persecute Huguenots; The Puritans;
The Pilgrims; The Revolution; The Church
of England; Protestant Churches of America ;
Slavery; The Cause Found." These headings giv a good idea of the contents. The
style of the author is pleasing, and every page
interesting. Few persons who .start to re!J.d

THE LIVING HAV A BI(lHT TO CONTROL

:................... ~~~ .';.~~~~: ................... :
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH,

......................................................
, SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY. ,
........................................................
BEASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND.

...........................................................
........................................................
.,
,
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.
........................................................
.······················································
.
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
.......................................................
.
.........................................................
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOWo

AND THE PLACE TO DE HAPPY IS HEBE,
.······················································
.
......................................................

.

:
:

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TBOU:3LE TROUBLES YOU,

.
:
:

.......................................................
.······················································.-.
THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY ;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

: ..................... '• :............................... :
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethonght societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid,securoly
wrapped, on receipt of price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE, 257

OALII!'ORNIA.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 l'.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnetli written by Francis Baoon to the Ear
of Esse_x and his b!ide, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwiil, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
·
INDIANA.

~0•

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSA.B.

Chris. BroWn., Burlington.
M.AINll:.

.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MASSAOHUSETTB.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
.Chas. Bach, 1388. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St; Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thoe. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
• OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

TEXA.B.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

~e:>eso

&

WARE ROOMS,

.

Th1rd

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed;"
silk cloth, $3.

~~e

SOCIAL

Ne-w- York.

WEALTH,

By J, K. INGALLS.
~

.t.oo.

TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place,.New York.

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
au examination in verse of the charges generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp., ~1.50.
·

Spiritualism Sustained. This work PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
show that Christians are inconsistent in denyPublished and for sale by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

By G. W;; FOOTE.

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the .Ameriaa11 Secitlar Union.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

OR,

Natural and Scientific Methods of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forgetting,
' BIBLE.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
$1.00

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Aperfectlyreliable,aocurate pamphlet. Thon~h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BURB, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenle.
For sale at this office.
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ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

in the suit of the

against the
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRuTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Price, 35 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine•
writinlls,
Address THE RUTH BEEKER.
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Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $1.50; paper covers, $1. HnJ.f calf or half morocco, marbled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRU'fH BEEKER CO.

THE DAWNING.
.A. NOVEL.

"Oh, heaven! Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Bun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound
cloth. Price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co:~
l!8 Lafa.y~tte Place, J.'llew York
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Robt . G. lne"ersoll's

Western Union Telegraph Company

Britain, _Washington wrote: "A few more snc!flaming arguments • • • will not lea~e numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa
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CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OIJR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
liddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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Infidel Death Beds.
Price,

$1.00.
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.Aequirement and .Apportionment.

Svo., 833pp.,

ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
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Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

And Its Errors Exposed.
15C

Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
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Origin of the Christian

~ible.

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c •.

OR,

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

<E. M. 287.)

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its" succ~ss.
Uncle Job Sawyer,. the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well·chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narratiiv about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while'the truth is being brought
to his mind.
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For salo at this office. Price, $1.00.

Fath~rs of Our Republic,
Paine, J efl'erson, Washington,
}~ranklin.

A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anua.I
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New Yorkt
November 13, 1sS6.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
PAGB.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the United States,
'.rhe Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The ·Parson. A _Story. By Si Slokum,

NEW YORK:
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34

37
92

94
98

A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice and crime. It deals with the ~resent
conditwus of1society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people sLou.Jd be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinl<s. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a viv1d picture of the future
Republic of North Amcnca, a.s it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. TLc book IS vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,50c; doth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
10 cents.
Price,
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Price 25 cents.
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Price 15 cents.
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stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea !or a Fair Trial. I

,...
11
VI. Mr.
Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.,
m•U er,
Huxley.
.
WITH allthe ability claimed for a tutelar deity
.
b
·
t th
Linton,
Kevil ie. .
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lm- who made an attempt to conduct a country of his
1
HE
th mspector has een given
e On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
. ~on
.
.
• own special selection, containing les.s than 5,ooo
Henry George party.
coNTENTS: ·
Thisisanewbookandcontamsthelatestdiscus i EC1uare miles-about one.twelfth the size of the
I. DaWwn ofG.oadreattion and of Worship. BY Bon. Psiaornt .o n.P!~~smairsetaakge~~:e!f:ee~.f i1sh!b~:~~: 1~0 {~~ 'I state of. New Yo.rk-h~ seems to hav done not.hin_ g
TnE syndicate owning the Scotch cutter
,'E 1 s one
t
d
t t
th
1 h
t 1t
II. The "rnterpreters of Genesis and the Interp ·
5e nts · 0 loth, 75 cents.
owar ms l'llC 1 ~g e ~eop e . e was so Pal· ~a o
Thistle now offer her for sale for $35,000.
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
. nee, paper, ce
'
abont rond-makmg; neither d1d the great lights
The price before the race was $50,000.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max I
THE TRLUfTH tStEE!JE:M C~., k
and teachers hav any more conception of a macMuller.
28 a aye e
•• ew or •
ad ami zed carriage-road
than- a Bedouin Arab has
PRESIDENT and Mrs.
to-clay.-D. M. Bennett.
Cleveland spent last SunPoPERY can build new
day with Mr. Vilas in
chapels ; welcome to do so,.
l'lfadison, Ind. They did
to all lengths. Popery cannot come back, any more
not 'attend church.
than paganism can, which
also lingers in some counTHE :Rev. Dr. Crosby
tries ! But, indeed; it is
says
that
drunkards
with these things, as with
should be treated as
the ebbing of the sea; you
criminals, and that liquor
look at the waves thus oscillating
hither and thither
should be stamped out
on the beach; for minutes
gradually by raising the
you cannot tell how it is
license.
going; look in half im Iiour
where it is; look in half a
DENIS KEA.RNEY is in
century where your popeNew Yorlc. He says the
hood is. Alas I would_ there
cure for all our industrial
were no greater danger to
our Europe than the poor
evils is the exclusion of
. old pope's revivai.-Cm·Chinese, beside which
!V!e.
Mr. George's doctrins are
FLY to the desert. Though
quite unimportant.
your wife put her arms
.about your neck, tear her
AN iceman was arhands away. She is a temprested in this city for
tation of the devil. Though
breaking the Sabbath
your father and mother
throw their bodies a thwart
last Sunday by selling
your thre'shold, · step over
ice.
'fhe judge disthem; though your children
charged him. Two men
pursue you with weeping
arrested for selling a pair
eyes, beseeching you to I'eturn, listen not; it is a
of shoes and a pair of
temptation of the evil one.
slippers were held to
Fly to the desert and SA.Ve
bail. Another merchant
your soul.-st. Augustine
sold a collar worth four[St. Augustine, the greatest
teen cents and was fined.
of the Roman fathers
stamped his own type of
QUITE a number of
mind and character on the
Chrislian church so deeply
New York women hav
R I A L 0 F I S A A C.
B
that he influences thought
expressed their determito this day almost as deAnd Isaac gave up the ghost, and died, and was gathered unto his people, being old and full of days, and his sons
nation to vote in next
cidedly as does St. Paul,
Esau and Jacob buried him.-Gen. xxxv, 29.
month's election. Those
and certainly more than
their professed master,
desiring information as
You hav the renting of it and I would like to lease Jesus. He borrowed the detestable doctrin given
to the proper methods to adopt are invited to
it for a year." "Can't let you hav it. Deacon in the above extract from the gospels, but, for
visit the rooms of the suffrage committee, 30
Goode will only let the house to families with- myself, I dare be known to prefer the gospel of St.
East Fourteenth street.
Ingersoll, when he says;" While I liv, I purpose to
out children."
stand by the folies.•' Augustine is a standing
IT IS A.LL OVER.
·THE police made 67 arrests in this city last
" WHAT is an epistle T" asked a Sunday-school
proof of the truth of the saying, "The greater the
Sunday for violation of the liquor Jaw. teacher of her class. " The wife of an apostle,'• No more along the silvery sands they st1·ay
sinne;- the greater the saint." He was both a
When
starry
night
succeeds
the
golden
day,
replied
the
young
hopeful.
bigot and a fanatic of the first water, but his
Nearly every saloon in New York now keeps
And Dian, with serene, unblushing face,
works are still worth studying.-Hvzax.J
'' MAMMA, will heaven be just like church all the Glides calmly from P6seidon'd fond embrace;
its side door open on Su.nday.
time?" "I hope so, dear," said her mother. No more they linger on the pebbled strand,
To what end is the clogging religion by multipJi.
HENRY G&oRGE and ~Ir. Schevitch, editor "Well, I sha'n't say my prayers any more; I'd And make believe to listen to the band
cation of ceremo uies and formalities, but to
rather
go
to
the
other
place."
of the daily Leade1· and head of the Progressiv
amuse the people and maintain in them a blind
Discoursing airs from Sullivan and Strauss.
"Now,'' said a Walnut street Sunday-school 'J.'he nights grow cold, they spend them in the reverence toward H1e interpreters of the dark
Labor party, hav agreed to deblite their difmysteries couched in them; and by seeming to
bouse.
ferences from a public platform October 16th. teacher, "our lesson to-day is about the battle beencourage an Exterior show of piety (or form of.
tween David and Goliath. Why did they fight?" And do they miss the beach, the pleasant walk?
godliness)
to gain reputation and advantage
A BENBA.1-'IONA.L divorce case in Baltimore Little Towhead : "For the gate receipts and Not by a very much extended chalk !
whereby they may oppress the exterior virtues and
bids fair to involve a priest, a theologian, points."
A,. TOURIST of worl(l-wide experience puts forth reality of it, as the t'Cribes and pharisees did,
two journalists, and many prominent busi- "MA, do p~s go to heaven, like good little boys the them·y that the climate of California fosters though with less design? Why is the veneration
die?"
"No,
Johnnie;
why
do
you
do,
when
they
ineverence, and meretricious morals. of images and t•elics, the credence of miracles ~tnd
mendacity,
ness men. The principals are Mr. and Mrs.
ask such a silly question?" "Well, I was wonder- He holds that the habit of sin in that state is not legends, the undertaking of pilgrimages to Rome
Botto mer.
ing whether J1p was always going to hav the best so much a matter of diseased con science as of and other places more holy. than ordinary, sprinkatmospheric pressure and sinister influences of lings of holy water, ~onsecrations of baubles (with
THE female employees in a large cigar fac- of me."
" 0 MY friends, there are some spectacles that weather. They hav practically no winter the1·e, innumerable foppish knacks and trinkets), so
tory in Madrid, Spain; struck against a reducand so "mi~s the best means of keeping alive a
tion of wages last week and locked out their a person never forgets !" said a lecturer, after realization· of the presence of a higher and an cherished, but to keep the people in a slavish
giving a graphic dt scription of a terrible accident
credulity and dotage, apt to be led by them
employers.. They were given their old pay that he had witnessed. "I'd like to know where overruling power, which people living in. a sterner whither they please by any aleeveless.preteuse, nnd,
and set at work again.
they sell 'em," remarked an old lady in the audi- climate can so easily comprehend." The skies a1·e in the meanwhile, to prick various gains from
so soft and the temperature so pleasant that men them by such trade?-On the Po:pe•s SupremaC!/, by
THE police broke up a mass-meeting of the ence who is always mislaying her glasses.
are led to think lightly of serious things, to forget Dr. Isaac Barrow (1630-1677).
LABr Sunday a clergyman in Hartford, Conn., how to cultivate the virtues.
Progressiv Labor party at Union Square,
EVERYWHIHlE, the new thought is at work, crethis city, last Saturday night, and some fifty was speaking to children regarding the benefits LoNDoN Truth informs its readers that "the ating the religious belief of the future-a belief
of a temperate hfe. "Why," said he, "the strongpersons were clubbed. The assault of the est roan that ever lived never tasted liquor. Who Minnesota legislatm·e was recently opened with whicb, when it shall come, will be the most pracan extempore prayer, composed by a reverend
police was totally unprovoked.
can tell me the name of the strongest man ?'• member, from which the following is an extract : tical ~f beliefs, lifting the human mind into a surer
"John J,. Sullivan," came instantly from a little • And now, dear Lord, bless the reporters, whose and serener trust, laying upon 'the human conTHE Boston yacht Volunteer, having come fellow in the infant department of the Sundayscience a more effectiv sense of responsibility for
nimble pen~ catch every word almost before it is the world's welfare, summoning states to a finer
. to New York and saved. the cup, returned school.
uttered. Like· thyself, they are omnipresent, and justice, trade to a stricter honesty, and welding
home last week. ·The owner, the designer,
" ColliE on. What are you waiting for?" in- almost omnipotent. If we take the wings of the
to a more genuin brotherhood.-W. J.
and the captain were given a reception· in quired one little bc.y of another. ''Mamma won't mornin!f and fly to the uttermost parts of the society
Potter.
Faneuil Hall, and there was great rejoicing. let me go." "She won't 1 My mamma lets me go earth they are there. They meet us in the
WE can imagin the havoc that would hav been
most everywhe1·e. Yours is awful 'strict, ain't jungles of Afnca, they waylay us in the solitary
GEoRGE FnA.NOIS TRA.IN bas been delivering she?" "Yes; she used to be the principal of a canyons of Colorado, and when at length we find made in the statements and arguments of Jesus
speeches lately about the Chicago Anarchists. seminary." "Was. she?" "Yes. I guess pop the latitude of the magnetic pole bthold they are had Socrates met him face to face, and subjected
His last one, in which he predicted dire didn't think about the trouble he was makin' for there. May their light and goodness be equal to him to his testznf! method. How ill would his
their power, and in the general assembly of heaven loose, popular notions h~tv bo1·ne a close examinacalamity to the nation, was made October me wh~n he married a school teacher."
tion of their foundations; how easily would his
let no reporter be excluded.' "
A
TRAMP
printer
fell
into
the
hands
of
the
St.
5th, when he bade farewell to his audience,
dogmatic assertions hav been. exposed in all their
ON THE w.RONG TACK.
Paul pollee, who took him to court. "I'm sorry,
naked pre~umption [Let him that l1ath ears to
telling them he should never appearin public Bill," said the judge. "I've let you go a good
With her thumb on a black-headed tack,
hear, hear !l by a few simple questions; how
again.
many times, but I think that this time I'll hav to
With a hammer upraised in her hand,
quickly would his careless reasoning [hear, hear]
put
you
to
work
on
the
stone
pile
for
about
thirty
Taking
aim
to
obtain
a
good
whack,
THE authorities :li.av stopped the lotteries
hav been shattered by the dialectic art which
A woman sits smiling and bland;
days." "All right, judge," responded Bill; "you've
would hav forced him to exhibit its fallacies him.
and grab-bags at Henry George's Anti-Pov- got everything in your own hands, and can do as
A woman sits smiling and bland,
self before the assembled audience! But there
erty fair, and William T. Croasdale, the you Please, but I'll tell you right now that I'm no
Sits qn the half-carpeted floor,
was no one competent to the task, and when his op.
Wherll tacks lie like shells on the strand,
manager, is held to bail. The lotteries are geologist, although a student of nature."
ponents attempted to perplex him by what they
Unnumbered .and thh·sty for gore.
similar to those adopted at church fairs, and
thought awkward questions, he was able to baffle
A SMALL boy not far from Boston was the other
With a yell that might make ·negroes pale,
them, without much trouble, by his superior skill
Mr. Croasdale declares that if he is convicted day gui!ty of some· outrageous mischief, which he
With a leap which a goat can't surpass,
-.Amberzev.
·
there will be no more church fairs in New performed alone in a closed room, but which was
W1th a mangled and bleeding thumb-nail,
quickly brought to his door. When his mother
York.
MY days among the dead are passed ;
She falls in a chair, a limp mass;
remonstrated with the youth, he met her reproof
Around me I behold,
She falls in a chair a limp mass,
THE hearing in the case of Editor O'Brien, by the bold assertion: "You didn't see me do it!"
groAnS
till
the
pain
flees
awayAnd
Where'er these casual eyes are cast,
of United b·eland, prosecuted for publishing "No," she replied solemnly, •· but God did.'•
A
beautiful
emblem,
alas
l
The
mighty minds of old;
"Well," the urchin retorted with an air of conmeetings of suppressed branches of the temptuous
Of energy sadly astray.
My never-failing friends are they
superiority, "I guess God ·ain't going
National League, was adjourned until the round giving away all he sees in this house."
With whom! converse night and day.
case of Lord Mayor Sullivan, who controls a
With them I take delight in' weal,
DEAC.JN BLANK: "How de do l I saw you at
newspaper, and who had been guilty of the Deacon Goode's lecture last night." House
And seek l'elief m woe;
And while I unde1·stand and feel
same offense, could be settled. The matter Agent: "Yes; stirring lecture, wasn't it? The
A PBOSE POEM.
How much to them I owe,
having since been decided in favor of Mr. way he went for those women of fashion with no
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
1\Iy cheeks hav often been bedewed
Sullivan, O'Brien's prosecution will probably children was a caution.'' "Yes, he said every one
With tears of thoughtful gratitude.
Printed in colors on board, beveled edges.
of them ought to be locked up as criminals. By
be dropped.
-soutnev's Lib'1'a111.
the way, one of Deacon Goode's houses is empty· Price 50 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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lJlolts and Uilippinns.
LEAOH, the Sunday-school superintendent·
who clipped the beard of Revivalist Mnason
at Park Ridge, N.J., and drove him out of
town, was fined $1,000 by the court.
HE had evidently studied history. She:
"Freddie, how often hav I told you not to
play with your_ soldiers on Sunday?" He :
"Yes; but, mamma, this is a religious war."
-.Accident News.
THE debate between Sergius E. Schevitch,
leader of the Progressiv Labor party, and
Henry George; of the United Labor party,
will take place somewhere in this city on
Sunday evening, October 23d.
THE Rev. W. T. Davis, who preached on
Boston Common without a license, was last
week fined $50 and costs on each of four
complaints. In default of $200, which Mr.
Davis is unable to pay, he must go to jail for
one year.
THE Sun wlmts to know what in the world
the ladies of the Women's Christian Temperance Union of Pittsburgh meant when they
greeted Mrs: Cleveland with the words of
Jehovah to Abraham: "In thee shall all the
nations of the earth be blessed !"
SoME wicked young Boston men met in
their club house the other evening to play
poker, and one of their number suggested
that the winnings be given to a man who recently had been arrested in the North End for
stealing cabbages for his starving family.
This was agreed to, and at the close of the
game the winners took a carriage, hunted up
the cabbage thiers home, and made his

IN

UNCLE

family happy with a very respectable sum of
money.
Do nine-tenths of the Philadelphia girls
smoke cigarets? At the recent convention
in that city of the County Woman's Temperance Union, Mrs. Bissed, the superintendent,
is reported to hav said that she knows girl
members of church who smoke, and is informed that nine-tenths of the girls puff the
weed.
IN a Ncent issue we chronicled the importation from England, under contract, of the
Rev. E. Walpole Warren by the church of
the Holy Trinity of this city. The fine for
importing laborers under contract is $1,000,
and United States District Attorney Walker
will bring suit to recover that amount from
the church.
WHEN the Roman Catholic members of the
House of Deputies of Chili offered a resolution by which Chili was to giv the pope
$20,000 in gold on the occasion of his jubilee,
the majority of the members howled with
derision, and laughed the proposition out of
the chamber. They said they were surprised
and pained that the Catholic members took
them for such fools.
THE National Grand !Lodge of the Junior
American Protestant Assoeiation in session at
Reading,Pa.,adopted resolutions condemning
the action of the Pittsburgh school board in
electiilg a Catholic priest as principal of the
Monongahela public school, and declared
that "the Catholic church is secretly and insidiously at work establishing herself in our
midst for the destruction of that most glorious
privilege, liberty of conscience, which to preserve inviolate should be the purpose of Prot-

SAM'S CLOSET

and Protestant Chris- Unfted States, I hope and wish that the temperance cause may prosper."
THE Woman's Assembly, No. 1789, of
A Sioux CITY paper declares that the Salvation Army there has set apart one night in Chicago, has adopted resolutions urging Goveach week for the offering of prayer for the ernor Oglesby of Illinois to commute the
salvation of the numerous people in that city sentence of the convicted Anarchists. Every
who are living as man and wife without ever newspaper in Chicago, with one exception,
having been married. Evidently facts are refused to print this fact. Sons of Liberty
not suppressed so much in Sioux City as in Assembly, No. 1307, also of Chicago, has
adopted resolutions similar to those of the
some parts of the country.
Woman's Assembly. Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
A MoNTREAL, Can., priest, whose last name the Freethought speaker, is recording secreis Ditcasson, was sentenced at the last session tary of this last named assembly.
of the Court of the Queen's Bench to twentyTHE Republican police commissioners and
three months' imprisonment and to receive
the Republican chief of the bureau of electwenty lashes for outraging a young girl.
tions gave the fifth inspector to the Henry·
The flogging, administered on the 13th inst.,
George party in New York, but the court dewas a mere burlesque, and at the end the
clared the appointment illegal, and though
reverend rascal thanked the whipper for his
Mr. George's men were on hand upon the
tenderness.
first day of registration, they were not per.
JusTus SoHwAB, the prominent New York mitted to act. The matter will be contested.
Communist, has just returned from a visit to It is hinted that the appointment indicates a
his father in Germany. He says that he deal between the Republican and the United
drank a bottle of wine with the chief of Labor parties.
police at Frankfort-on-the-Main. If the officer
'fHE Prohibitionists held a political meethad known who his guest was he would hav ing in Cooper Union last week. They started
arrested him, as Schwab is a deserter from the off with a prayer by the Rev. Dr. Deems, in
German army, and is wanted by the authori- which he said, " 0 Lord, we believe that
ties for circulating incendiary literature.
every time we say, 'Down with the saloon,'
JoHN BRIGHT, writing to a Canada man on thou sayest Amen 1 in heaven." A Kentucky
the temperance question, says: ·"The whole colonel, who owned slaves· till Abraham
question and its solution must depend on Lincoln took them away from him, said that
public opinion, which may agree to restric- the Prohibition was the real "G. 0. P."tions which are important, but will for a long God's Own Party. Sam Small confessed that
time, and perhaps always, refuse the absolute he used to be a high old drunkard, but owing
prohibition. It seems that a severe system of to the mercy of God he had sworn off. It is
taxation is almost the only remedy which can pretty hard to tell whether the Prohibition
be adopted with much hope of success. With party is a political organization or a prayerCanada and with the temperance party in the meeting.

estant citizenship
tianity."
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in developing those truculent propensities which our . bids him hate his father, mother, sister, brother, and
f!Iommunicafions.
moralists have often been misled to ascribe to the friends.
" Seek everything that can alienate you from the
promptings of a normal instinct. In our North
American Indilllls, for instance, a nearly exclusively love of earth; avoid everything that can rekindle
The Bible of' Nature; or, The Principles of carnivorous diet bas engendered all the propensities that love," would be at once the rationale and the
Secularism.
of a carnivorous beQ.st; but the next relatives of summarv of the Gali~ean doctrine. Shun pleasure,
those sanguinary nomads, the agricultural Indios of welcome sorrow; hate your friends, love your eneA CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
and Central America, are about as mild- mies. It might seem as if precepts of that sort were
Mexico
BY FELIX L, OSWALD.
inl}o danger of being followed.too literally. We can
Author of" Pbysical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc. natured as their Hindostan fellow-vegetarians, while
Science and t.rad1tion agree in contrasting the cus- love only lovely things. We cannot help finding
toms of flesh-eating hunters and herders with the hatefulness hateful. We cannot relish bitterness.
frugal habits of our· earliest ancestors. The primitiv We might as well be told to still our hunger )Vith
III.-MoRAL MAxiMs.
instincts of the human soul are clearly averse to icicles or cool our thirst with fire. But even in ita
CHAPTER XIII.-HUMANITY.
ultimate tendencies the religion of Anlinaturalism
cruelty.
.A.-Lessons of Instinct.
was anything but a religion of love. The suppresB.-REWARDS OF CONFORYITY.
The apologists of Supernaturalism have frequently sion of physical enjoyments, the war against freedom,
The wanton disposition of young children, like the
michievousness of our next relatives, the tree climb- insisted on the distinction between naturally advan- against health and reason, was not apt to increase
ing half-men of the tropical forests, has often been tageous and naturally thankless virtues. Under the the sum of earthly happiness; and the sense of
mistaken for natural malevolence, but is rather due former head they would, for instance, include Tem- ·tolerance-nay, the instmct of common humanity
to an excess of misdirected vital energy. In seeking perance and Perseverance; under the latter, charity and justice-was systematically blunted by the wora vent for the exuberance of that energy, a frolic- and the love of enemies..:...tbus arguing for the neces- ship of a god to whom our ancestors for thirty
some child, like a playful monkey, is apt to ~ecome sity of assuming an othe1·-worldly chance of recom- generations were taught to ascribe what Feuerbach
justly calls "a monstrous system of favoritism : arbidestructive, merely because destruction is easier than pense for the unselfish merits of a true saint.
But a humane disposition if', on the whole, quite trary grace for a few children of luck, and millions
conetruction.
Mischievousness, in the sense of
cruelty and gratuitous malice, is, however, by no natural enough to dispense with the promis of pre- foredoomed to eternal damnation." "The exponents
means a prominent character-trait of monkeys or ternatural rewards. Good-will begets good-will; of that dogma," says Lecky, " attributed to the
normal boys. The most wayward of all known benevolence is the basis of friendship, while malice creator acts of injustice and barbarity which it
species of fourhanders are undoubtedly the African l?egets iU-will, and is apt to betray its claws in spite would be absolutely impossible for the imagination.
to surpass, acts before which the most monstrous
baboons; yet a long study of their natural disposi- of the soft-gloved disguise of polite formalities.
A humane master is better served than a merciless excesses of human cruelty dwindle into insignificance,
tion, both in freedom and captivity, has convinced
me that even their fits of passionate wrath stop short despot; his dependants identify his interests with acts which are, in fact, considerably worse than any
of actual cruelty, and are, in fact, almost invariably their own; his family, his tenants, his very cattle, that theologians have attributed to the devil."
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
intended as a p1·otest against acts of inju~:~tice er thrive as in an atmosphere of sunshine, while
The Millennium of Madness, as a modern Freeviolence. At Sidi Ramath, Algiers, I saw a number habitual unkindness blightE every blessing and canof babninos hasten to the aid of a shrieking child, cels all merits. Mental ability seems rather to thinker c~ls the thousand years' reign of the
who had hurt his hand in the gear of an ox-cart, and aggravate the odium of a cruel disposition, while, on Galilean superstition, might with equal justice be
whose cries they evidently attributed to the brutality the other hand, we are almost ashamed to notice the called the Age of Inhumanity. "The greater posof his companions. The sight of a wounded fellow- mental or ph) sica! shortcomings of a kind-hearted sible misery of the greatest possible number" seems
creature, a crippled rat, a mangled bird, a dying man. Intellectual attainments have never reconciled to have been the motto of the medieval dogmatists,
rabbit, never fails to throw my pet Chacma-baboon the world to the demerits of a spiteful despot. and, short of any plan involving the total destruction
into a paroxysm of shrieking excitement, and within Tiberius, the most abhorred of all the imperial mon- of the human race, it seems, indeed, not easy to
reach of her chain she will act upon the impulse of sters of tyrant-ridden Rome, was, next to Julian, imagine a more effective system for crowding the
compassion by trying to redress the injuries of her mentally perhaps the most gifted of Cresar's suc- greatest conceivable amount of suffering into a given
playmates or rescuing the victim of a dog-fight. The cessors. Philip the Second was the most astute, as space of time. In the pursuit of their chimeras
fierce mandril, with resources of self-defense that well as the most powerful, sovereign of his century, fanatics have never shrunk from sacrificing the hapwould defy the attack of a panther, is neverthelesf' but his cold blooded inhumanity prevented him piness of their fellow-men; class interests have made
so averse to an aggressive exertion of that strength from ever becoming a popular hero. Henry the patricians callous to the sufferings of the poor, and
that menagerie-keepers can trust him to spare, if not E1ghth's services to the cause of ProtestantiSI;Il did revolted pariahs to the fate of the rich, but in the
protect, the smallest species of his distant relatives, not save him from the execrations of his Protestant party warfare of antiquity cruelty was merely a means
as well as such petulant fellow-captives as young tmbjects. Pedro el Cmel was probably the most for the attainment of enlarged opp01·tunities of enjoydogs and raccoons. The bunters of the Orinoco enlightened man of his nation, a friend of science in ment. But to the maniacs of the ;1\Iiddle Ages inValley can attract fourhanders of all species by imi- an age of universal ignorance, a protector of Jews humanity seems to have become an end as well as a
tating the peculiar long-drawn wail of a young und Moriscoes in an age of universal· bigotry. But means. They inflicted misery for its own sake; they
capuchin-monkey. At the sound of that cry spider- his delight in refinements of cruelty made him so waged a persistent war against happiness itself, and
monkeys, stentors, and tamarins will haste.J:l up from hateful that at the first opportunity his Trinitarian their sect-founders vied in the suppression of sym'all parts of the forest, attracted less by curiosity and Unitarian subjects joined in a revolt which the pathy with every natural instinct of the human
than the evident desire to succor a distressed fellow- tyrant tried in vam to appease by promises of the heart~ " If any sect," says Ludwig Boerne, " should
creature.
ever take it into their heads to worship the devil in
most liberal reforms.
That instinct of compassion still manifests itself in
Tolerance, properly speaking, is nothing· but com- his distinctive qualities, and devote themselves to.the disposition of children and primitive nations. I mon humanity, applied to the settlement of religious the promotion of human misery in all its forms, the
have seen youn~sters of five or six years gasp in controversies; the essential principle of civilization catechism of such a religion could be found readyanguish at sight of a dying dog, or turn with horror is humanity applied to the daily commerce of neigh- made in the code of several monastic colleges."
from the bloody scen~~s of a butcher-shop. Sir bors and neighboring nations. Superior humanity
Di!!senters were murdered, and converts, under
Henry Stamford describes the frantie excitement of alone has founded the prestige of more than one the full control of their Bpiritual taskmasters, were
a Hindoo village at the discovery of a numb'lr of potentially inferior nation.
doqmed to a slower, but hardly less cruel death, by
buckshot-riddled hanuman apes; and that sympathy
A benevolent disposition, moreover, finds· its own wearing out their lives with penance and renunis not limited to the nearest relatives of the human reward in the fact that the order of the visible uni- ciation.
species, for in the suburbs of Benares the gardener verse is, in the main, founded on a benevolent plan.
''According to that code," says Henry Buckle,
of a British resident was pursued with howls and The system of Nature, w1th all the apparent ferity " all the natural affections, all social pleasures, all
execrations for having killed a young Roussette-some of her destructive moods, tends on the whole to amusements,· and all the joyous instincts of the
sort of frugivorous bat. The mob repeatedly insure the greatest possible happiness of the greatest human heart were sinful. .
. The clergy looked
cornered the malefactor, and with shrieb of indig- possible number, and the natural inclination of the on all comforts as sinful in themselves, merely benation shook the mangled creature before his face. benevolent man is therefore in sympathy, as it were, cause they were comforts. The great object of life
The traveler Busbeqnius mentions a riot in a Turkish with the current of cosmic tendencies; his mind is in was to be in a state of constant affiiction. Whatever
hamlet where a Onristian boy came near being tune with the harmony of Nature.
pleased the senses was to be suspected. It mattered
mobbed for "gagging a long-billed fowl."
0.-PERVERSION.
not what a man liked; the mere fact of his liking it
"Man's inhumanity to man," as practiced by their
The unparalleled inhumanities of the medieval made it sinful. Whatever was natural was wrong."
foreign visitors, inspired the South Sea Islanders bigots seem to form a strange contrast with the
The dogma of salvation by faith seemed to make
with a nameless horror. A sailor of the British ship alleged humanitarian precepts of the Galilean prophet, the enforced propagation of that faith a sacred duty,
Endeavor having been sentenced to be punished for but were nevertheless the inevitable consequence of and soon drenched the face of the earth with the
some act of rudeness toward the natives of the So- a doctrine aimed at the suppression of the natural blood of pagans and dissenters; the worship of sorciety Islands, the natives themselves interceded with instincts of the human soul. " Whatever is pleasant row drove thouRands to devote themselvs and their
loud cries for mercy, and seemed, indeed, to settle is wrong," was the shibboleth of a creed that has children to a life of perpetual penance; and the intheir own quarrds by arbitration, or, at worst, boy- been justly defined as a "worship of sorrow," and sanities of the hideous superstition culminated in
fashion, by wrestling and pummeling each other, and the practice of the self-denying virtues was valued that dogma of eternal hell tortures that deprived its
then shakin~ hands again. A similar scene was wit- chiefly in proportion to their a;f!lictiveness. Herbert converts of the last solace of nature, and barred the
nessed in Prince Baryatinski's camp in the eastern Spencer, in h1s "Data of Ethics," has demonstrated last gate of escape from the horrors of existence.
Caucasus, where a poor mountaineer offered to re- with absolutely conclusive logic that the universal
E.-REFORM.
nounce his claim to a number of stolen sheep, rather practice of altrnism ('i.e., the subordination of perThe skeptic Halbach, and several of his philosophthan see the thief subjected to the barbarous penal- sonal to alien intere~t~) would lead to social bank- ical friends, directed the keenest shafts of their logic
ties of a Russian court-martial. In Mandingo Land ruptcy, but the clear recognition of that result would against the doctrin of eternal punishment, and never
Mungo PMk was mistaken for a Portuguese slave- have been only an additional motive in recommend- wearied of repeating that the belief in a merciless
trader, nevertheless the pity of his destitute condi- ing its promotion to the world-renouncing fanaticism God naturally tends to fill the world with merciless
tion gradually overcame the hostility of the natives; of the Galilean Buddhist. Secular advantages were bigots. "How insignificant,'' they argued, "the ocso much, indeed, that they volunteered to relieve his more than foreign to the purposes of his reform. casional sufferings of a transient life on earth must
wants by joint contribu~ions from their own rather '' Dtvest yourself of your earthly possf3ssions," was appear to the converts of John Calvin, who held that
scanty store of comestibles.
Even among the the sum of his advice to salvation-seeking inquirers. about nine-tenths of the human race are foredoomed
bigoted pea~ants of northern Italy the butcheries of " Renounce! renounce !"-not in order to benefit to an eternity of nameless and hopeless tortures.
the Holy Inquisition at first provoked a fierce insur- your wor1dly-minded neighbor, but to mortify your How absurd they must deem the complaints of a liferection in favor of the condemned heretics. In India own worldliness. Abandon the path of earthly hap- weary wretch, who, ten to one, will soon look back to
and Siam some two hundred million of our fellow- piness-not in order to make room for the crowding the comparative bliss of that life as to the happiness
men are so unable to overcome their horror of blood- multitude, but in order to guide your own steps into of a lost Eden." The Universalists are fond of enshed that in time of famine they have frequently the path of other-worldliness. Disinterestedness, in larging on the moral of that theme, yet from a wider
preferred to starve to death rather than satisfy their the Christian sense, meant the renunciation of all point of view their objections might be extended to
hunger by the slaughter of a fellow creature.
earthly interests whatever; and the same moralist the entire doctrine of other-worldliness, since HoiA diet of flesh food has, indeed, a decided influence who commands his disciple to love his enemies also bach's argument might find its exact analogue in the
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dogma of post mortem compensation. . "His soul will
be the gainer," thought the Crusader who had demonstrated the dangers of unbelief by smashing a
Moorish skulJ, " and if he should die his spirit will
enter the gates of the New Jerusalem." •• 0 h, the
ingratitude," actually said a priest of the SpanishAmerican land robbers, "the ingratitude of the
wretches who. grudge us the territories of their base
earthly kingdoms and forget that our gospel offers
them a passport to the glorious kmgdom of heaven!"
"The ibgraLitude !'' repeats the modern pharisee,
"the base ingratitude of those factory children who
grudge me tne privileges of my position, and clamor
for an increase of w~tges to gratify their worldly de. sires.
Consumption! Hungtlr 1 Frost? should
not the rich promises of the gospel compensate such
temporal inconvemences, and hav I not founded a
Sabbath-school to save them from the lusts of their
Unregenerate souliS ?"
Only a few m~>nths ago a Chinese philosopher acquainted us with the verdict of his countrymen on
the ''gospel of love" that sends its missionaries on
ships loaded with brandy and opium, and escorted by
armadas for the demolition of seaports that might
refuse to admit the cargo of spirituous and spiritual
poisons.
Secularism, the religion of Nature, should teach
our brethren that their highest physical and their
highest moral welfare can be only conjomtly attained,
and that cramping misery stunts the soul, as well as
the body of its v1etim. It should preach the solidarity of human interests which prevents the oppressor
from eujoying the fruits ·of his inhumanity, apd
makes the curses of his dependents, nay, even the
mute misery of his starving cattle, react on the hap
piness of a cruel master. lt should expose the business methods of the humanitarians who propose to
silence the clamors of their famished bl:ethren with
consecrated wa[ers and drafts on the barik of the
New Jerusalem.
The Christian duty of transferring our love from
our friends to our enemies may be one of those Vlrtues that have to await their recompense in a mysterious hereafter, but natural humanity can hope to find
its reward on this side of the grave.

Bible Biology and' Evolution.
Biology, or the science which treats of all forms of
animated matter, !Ike physiology and paleontology,
is a very young science. Man bas regarded livmg
forms in the light of "special creations" for so man)
thousands of ~ears that it required an age of great
and general intellectual enlightenment to be reached
befOle even the most courageous among men ol
science would be bold enough to study any forms of
life apart from the generally accepted view of theology. Fur they would doubtless reason that if God
created every hving thing either out of the water or
out of the earth, It was· but reasonable to suppose
that he made them very much as we find them today. lf, for instance, God made a wolf or a bear,
and if it is admitted that like always produces hke,
then it would be IatiOLal to conclude that wolves and
bears would remam wolves and bears for all .time.
On the other hand, if God made man, and breathed
into his nobtrils the breath of life, by parity of rea
soning it would be rational to conclude that man
would remain man forever. And if there were any
variations they would be merely slight and unim·
portant, and insuffil~ient to cause the slightest doubt
that all men were brothers, and proceeded from the
original genus homo.
But when men of science came to study geology
with an open mind, and with sufficient courage to
.proclaim the results of their investigations and deductions, it was found that the ordtlr, according to
the Btble, in which the forms of life made their ap·
pearance on the earth was totally wrong, and that,
whereas, Genesis says that they appeared in the following order : 1. Ftshes and birds; 2. .Mammalia and
reptils; 3. Man ; science reveals the fact that the
proper order WliS : 1. Crustacea; 2. Ftsh~s; 3. Reptils
and birds ; 4. Mammalia gener~lly ; 5. Man. lnaeed,
geology demonstrates that we hav millions and
billions of fossil shells in the Cambrian period, long
before the extstence of fishes; then the great fish
period of the Devonian perwd; then the Saurian
period; long afterward come the archaic animals of
the mammoth family; then those still nearer approaching the types of animals belonging to the history of man; and finally man with his contemporartes. It will thu:; be seen that we hav six periods instead of three. To go more minutely into the subject, it may be said that in the Plutonic or unstratified series no life-forms appear, the conditions not
being favorable; when, however, we come to the
stratified rocks we find in the Pal roo zoic (or primary
formo.twn8J, which is subdivided mto seven periods:
1. Laurentian, containing fossil remains of the
foraminifera, some of the first living organisms.
2. 1luronian, contaming fossil 1·emains of the
lower organized mollusks.
3. 0a1Jtb,·ian, containing fossil remains of sponges,
sea weeds, star fi~hes, sea lilies, lowly shell·fi<>h,
marine worms, and the first land-plants.

4. Silurian, fossil remains. of coral, ch~mbered
spiral shell fish, crabs, sea worms, and bony plates
and scales of a low form of fish.
5 . .Devonian, fossil land plants, fishes belonging to
shark, ray, and sturgeon families, and first fossil insect.
6. Carboniferous, fossil scorpions, beetles, and
amphibians.
7. Permian, fossil reptils:
. In the secondary division:
1. Triassic, gigantic reptils and first mammals
(small marsupials).
2. Jurassic, or oolitic bird reptils, and several
species of marsupials.
3. Cretaceous, fossils of new bird-reptils.
In the tertiary division:
1. Eocene (dawn of recent life), consisting of sandstone, limestone, sands, clay!!, marls, coral rags, and
lignites, and containing fossil equine forms, birds,
reptils, bats, and marsupials.
2. Mei(lcene, conta,ining fossil apes and marsupials.
3. Pleiocene, fossil apes, bears, and hyenas.
4. Pleistocene, fossil remains of apes and men,
and implements of stone, bone, and horn, etc.
The above list I hav abbreviated from Dr. Hardwicke's wo1k on "Creation and Evolution," and, having compared it with some standard works on
geology, find it quite accurate:
Now, the science of paleontology supports geology
entirely in establishing the above order of living
forms on the earth.
What is the evidence of paleontology!
1. Certain flint impiements hav been discovered
in certain strata of the earth that indicate the great
antiquity of man.
2. These flint implements are found side by side
with the bones of the extinct animals.
3. The skulls of human beings are found in caves,
also with the remains of extinct animals; and generally the flora and fauna of the earth afford unmistakable evidence in corroboration of .the doctrin of
evolution. Sir John Lubbock in his work on'' Prf'Historic Times," after examinmg the evidence of
paleontology, says that the "so·called flint instru·
menta are undoubtedly of human workmanship;''
secondly, that they are of the same age as the beds
in which they are found; and lastly, of a human
~kun found by Dr. Sehmerling in the cave of G:ugis,
he says: "There seems no reason to doubt that it
really belonged to a man who was contemporaneous
with the mammoth, the cave bear, and other extinct
mammalia."
Sir Chas. Lyell supports this view, in his " Ant:q.
uity of Man;" Karl Vogt, in his address to the German Scientific and Medical Society, and, indeed, all
rnen of science of position· and reputation.
But to turn from generalities to particulars.
In 1774 a scientist named J. F. Esper made a discovery in Bavaria of the remains of human bones
mingled with remains of the Northern bear and otl.!er
spemes then unknown; in 1797 John Frere, an Englishman. made a similar discovery.
In 1826 Tournai, of Narb0nne, made some important discoveries in Aude, France, where he found
bones of the bison and reindeer cut and carved by
the hand of man, together with remains of edible
shell fish, which must hav been brought there by
some one who dwelt there.
Later, in 1833; Schmerling found in some caverns
in Belgium two human skulls surrounded by teeth of
rhinoceros, elephant, and bPar.
In 1842, and again in 1847, important discoveries
were made in Devonshire in England at a place
called K!:'nt's Cavern; while in 1857 the Neanderthal
skull was discovered, of which Professor Huxley
wrote that it was " the most brutal of all known human skulls, resembling those of the ape."
Di~coveries of a remarkable character were made
in 1863 and 1864 of human remains along with bones
of mammoth, rhinoceros, and other extinct animals.
ttLll later, in 1868, in the valley of the Seine portions
of human skeletons were found in the same beds
where paleolithic implements had been embedded.
This, theri, is some of the paleontological evidence
-evidence which not only demonstrates the vast antiquity of man, but shows also the gradual, evolutionary process which bas been going on through the
vast epochs over which the lives of extinct animals
and wan hav stretched.
But to understand the wide-reaching character of
this evolutionary method in nature we must glance
for a while at the known facts of general biology.
For this purpose let us take Haeckel's statement
on the subject. In his "Pedigree of Man," Professor
Haeckel givs the following order to the apptarance
of living forms on the earth:
F1rst, the " Moneron," a stuctureless albuminous
atom of bioplasm, which is so simple a form of life as
to be even without a cell.
We hav, then, this protoplasm developing into,
firstly, a number of single nu'lleated cells, call!:'d
Arncebm, and these in turn into masses of nucleated
cells, called Synamcebm. After these comes Cihata,
which consist of Synamcebro, covered with vibratil
cilia. From these we go to Ga~trroada, and from
these again to a low form of worm called Turbellaria;
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then by slow proceRe:es are evolved from these lowly
forms Acrania, or firf't vetebrate animalR, "without
shells, brains, central heart, j~tws, or limb~, but with
a true vertebral cords." 'Ve thus reach the first
vertebrate class. But of these there are eight
classes:
1. Lnncelet, or Amphioxas.
5. Amphibia.
2. c, clostoma.
6. R<>plilia.
3. Pisces.
7. Ave~<.
4. Dipnoi.
8. Mammalia.
Then there are fourteen orders of 1\hmrnnlia from
the water Monotremata (Ornithorhyuchm) to the
Simim (apes). Then we come to species of anthropoid apes, and lastly to man. Haeckel's arrange-.
ment of these latter are as follows :
ANTHROPOIDA.

Asiatic (Satyri). { 1. Lesser Orang (Satyrus MoriB).
Brachycepbali.
2. Greater Orang (::latyrus Orang).
African P"ngines. { 1. Chimpanzee (Pongo Troglodytes).Dolicbocephali.
2. Gorilla (Pungo Grilla).
HOMINI!S.

Wooly-haired.
Ulotrichi.

r 1.2. Papnan
(Homo Papua).
Hnrwntot (Homo Hottentot).

l

3.
Dolichocephali.
4.
Straight-haired (Lis- / 5.
sorrichi). Mostly 1 6.

Br.achyceph~li or) 7.
J\1 e so ce ph a I i ; 1 8.

a few Dolichoce-l 9.
ph ali.
10.

Caffre (Homo Cafer).
Negro (Homo Niger).
Australian (H.omo Australis).
Malay (Homo P. olyne~iu.,).
Mongol (Homo Moogolus).
Polar ~lau (Homo Arcrieu~).
American (H•>m<> Amem~anus).
Caucasian( Homo llledrterranium).

Now, if we take the above statement of the evolutionary process in the order of the development of
living form!!, we shall find by careful investigation
that it is corroborated in every particular by the
t;ister sciences, geology, paleontology, and biology.
Nor is this all. The evolutionist carries his investigation still further. He studies the animal form in
the fcetus, and finds that at various stages the brain
of the human being resembles that of fish, reptde,
bird, etc., and so on until it reaches the. highest
degree of development, viz., the human. So that
many scientists declare to·day that the hi~tory of the
human being in the feet us is '·a picture in little .
or outline of the hi~tory of the race."
Here, then, we hav ample evidence of the ignorance of the Biblical wnters. Science teaches, the
facts of geology demonstrate, that the age of the
earth is to be measur~d nt't by thousands, but probably millions of years; that the earth has undergone
numerous changes of which then• is no m!"ntion in
hi~toric times. Paleontology, as Hueckel well says,
•' furnishes us at the present time in many ways the
most reliable and most uccessible kind of evid!"nce as
to t.he order of creation in the past. For the fossils,
or petnfied remains of plants and animal~, that we
meet with in the sedimentary strata of the earth's
crust are, in truth, the fossil remains or impressions
of those organisms, long dead, that huJJd1eds of
t.houl!'ands or many millions of years before peopled
our earth. Among these organil:!ms, also, in conformity with evolution, must bav been the veritable
ancestors of the species of plants at:d anirna!s in
existenee to-day, and the allies more or less closely
related .of those dead and gone ancestor~. Hence,
our vaturalists, especially those who wi!:!h to proceed
as carefully and exactly as is possible, as w!"ll as tho~e
who would ~xtend paleontology yet. further, place in
that science their gJ:eatest hope, and rPgard it as the
sole reliable evi•tence in favor of phylogeny."
But it will be said, ''If the doetrin of evolut.ion
takes us back by gradual stages to the lowest form
of life, which we find to be a protoplasmic germ,
what theory does the evolutionist acce!Jt in regard
to the origin of life~, The evolutiomst does not
pretend to giv an authorittttiv answer to the question .
But he has his belief. It is this. l\Iatter is indestructible; force is also indestructible; and combinations of matter and force cause all the ph<momena
of the universe. To use the memorable words of
Profe;;sor Tyndall. in his address to the Bntish
Association in 1876, the evolution:st "closes with
Giordano Bruno, and recognizes in nature the universal mother that produces all phenom<'na as the
fruit of her own womb, without the meddling of the
gods''
.
Animate life, the evolutionist believes, evolved out
of what is called "inanimate matter." Is this unreasonable T Every particle of matter in the universe
is in motion, every atom in coDI:,tant acti' ity. How
do we know that any particular atom is dead? Wnat
we call death is merelJ change. No ! The doctrin
of evolution involves the affirwation that matter and
force contain the potentiality of all forms of life.
Life is motion. The sun's motion on it:> axi~, the
moon's revolution . round the earth, . the growing
trees, the running rivers, the surging waves of the
sea, are all manifestations of life; and juilt as the
vegetable and animal kir:.gdoms are conunually unfolding from simple forms to complex, so th~ vast
universe is one ceaseless, but g1adual, unfoldmg of
natural forces; and this evo1utwn seems likel_y to go
on forever.
AnTHUR B. llfoss.
SEND for a catalog of our publications.
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enterprise will ~in a grand vict?ry, for it is a most
beautiful and piCturesque locatwn. Instead of the
eternal prairie :flat, it is hills and dale~ and woods.
While , I was there the gaudy hues of. autu~nal
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
foliage delighted the eye, and made beautiful va:1ety
of scenery iii all directions. There are a fe~ ~·~~ht
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary, - - - 750 West Lake st., Chicago •.
royal generous hearts in Westfield and VIcmtty;
seve;al came many miles to attend the lectures.
News and Notes.
Charley Biggs, as his kindly, generous nature prompts
old and young to call him, is a worker for FreeRockport, Mo., is six mi~es off the. railroad among
thought. He and his uncle a~e a power for. good in
the rolling hills, whose mam productwns are corn and
the community. The first mght a few lad1es came,
hogs, and ortho~oxy. F~eethought is something
but left before the lecture was fairly begun. The
new in these regwns, and 1s almost as unknown as
next night's attendance was very much larger, and
the whistle of the locomotiv. To be off the railroad
had about twenty ladies who stayed through, and
nowadays is to be almost a century behind the times,
and Rockport rejoices in this ancient atmosphere.
nearly all asked for and too~ -home Libera~ paper~.
One young man, a member of the mos~- ar1stocr~t1e
However, I enjoyed .my sojourn ill: this rural comand pious family in the place, declared h1s conversiOn
munity. Rockport 1s a pretty village. It has a
stately court-house, being the county seat. There
to Liberalism.
It is hard up-hill work for one or two to hav to.
are seven churches among the two or three hundre?
dwelling-houses that are submerged among a multistem the c~rrent of secta1·ian hate and ostracism.
tude of shade trees that were glittering with the
Oh how much we need a national organization that
changing hues of autumn, and in the gl01·ious sunco~ld help the noble, worthy workers in small
light made music as the prairie winds swept over
towns l
TuscoLA, ILL., Oct. 9th and 10th.-Quite a goodly
them.
I felt happy in this retired and lu~uriant spot,
attendance greeted me at the Opera House here on
where fruits and :flowers are so plentiful, and the
Sunday afternoon. The genial face of the editor of
wealth of harvest gleams on the billowing landscape.
the .Republican, the leading newspaper of the county,
C. B. Reynolds on His 'Yestern Tour.
Besides, I found some royal Liberals here, who hav
smiled appreciation of each point made. The lecture
MINIER, ILL., Oct. 2d and 3d.-This is a prairie was well received, and a large turn-out in the evenborne the brunt of the battle for many a day through
every vicissitude, and who are still brave and hope- village, but its people are enterprising and genuinly ing was promised. But ere evening shades arrived
ful. The pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Beck progressiv. The Liberals comprise the best cultured came the dark clouds and torrents of rain, and kept
was a haven where no discouragement can come to and most prosperous people of the town, all:d are as at it all night long. I groped my way to the Opera
the Secular pilgrim, for here was devotion to thought broad in their views and as generous as the1r bound- House in the-black, damp darkness because !thought
and the open head and hand, It seems that Beck is less prairies. They hav a little society here for the it duty to go, not really expecting anyone would be
a good Freethought name, for from the East to the dissemination of Liberal and scientific advanced there but had quite a gathering, including one
West I find its bearers in the van of progress, and in thought among the people. All with prompt alacrity bright, handsome lady. I did not learn her name,
the pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER these bold iconclasts under the inspiring lead of the young merchant but she is a heroin, or, in other words, a true wocan send greeting to one another. Besides my prince, S. S. Tanner, chip in their five dollars apiece, man. Monday evening there was a ve1·y large atfriend Beck, there is M. M. Klein, Oran Moore, S. S. and from the earnest interest evinced in the lectures tendimce but it was not till Tuesday morning that I
Hughes, and others-not many, but tr~e and for- I judge the people appreciate the efforts made to realized the interest awakened. I had' to leave on
ward-looking. S. S. Hughes belongs to the tran- educate them up out of the ruts of superstition. If the 7 A.M. train, yet that early hour found everywhere
scendental company, and likes to think that the there were only a real practical organization of Lib- the lectures the subject of talk and discussion. Some
" Oversoul " is in all things. He is something after erals, with a lecture and publication bureau, Minier declared if their' hired help ever attended another
the fashion of Emerson. But he has no dogma, and would be a most powerful auxiliary.
Liberal lecture they would discharge them; some
holds hilil gentle faith in the spirit of fraternity.
HAVANA, ILL., Oct. 4th.-Under the pilotage of claimed the law should prevent such lectures; some
There is room and verge enough for all such in the H. A. McHarry, of Mason City, I visited Havana. tried to- defend their faith. I imagin that later in
Mr. McHarry has been a Methodist exhorter and. re- the day it must hav been real lively. I am now on
camp of Freethought.
I gave two lectures in the Opera House, where vivalist, and although he has emerged from the my way to Olney.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
Remsburg had preceded me with his vigorous utter- darkntoss of superstition, he retaina all the fire, zeal,
ances. The audiences were small, and if I had been energy, and the propaganda spirlt that made him
Mr. Jamieson's Land Boom.
speaking on any other subject than Freethought I such a power in the Methodist church. Mr. MeTo
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bir: Letters
should hav given up in despair, but I knew the future Harry is a Spiritualist of the Elias H. Gault descripwas with our side, and so I bide my time. Rockport tion, and an energetic, self-sacrificing. Liberal. The from Liberals are still coming to me as a result of
will not always be as sleepy as it is. It will hear the notice at Havana was short, but under the rallying of the two or three articles which hav appeared in THE
thunders of reform with the whistle of the Iocomotiv. the young enthusiasts there a goodly number at- TRUTH SEEKER this summer over my signature. PerIt will know that this world moves, and a dead tended the lecture, and I had assurances that it re- haps this letter may dampen their enthusiasm.
Christianity will not always fling its shadow over sulted in several new recruits, as well as cheering the Some of the few Liberals here, I learn, are not exactly
these lovely scenes. Corn and hogs may continue to dear old veterans and affording some of them new pleased because, in reply to one correspondent, who
:flourish, but orthodoxy must seek its heavenly abode ammunition to fire into the ranks of the enemy. I inquired if there are "many Liberals here," I
where " the woodbine twineth," as the waves of life greatly enjoyed my brief sojourn with the Liberals of answered, "No." They are of the opinion that I
Havana, and shall bear their earnest request to re- ought to hav said, "Yes." I am writing these letters,
come surging over these fruitful lands.
I am glad, however, I did not wind up my cam- turn to them at very first opportunity in kindly re- and hav a way of my own. My friend says, " There
are many Liberals in this valley, but they keep still
paign at Rockport, but that the bright consumma- membrance.
tion came at Shenandoah, Iowa, where I had on SunWESTFIELD, ILL., Oct. 5th, 6th, and 7th.-I made about it." This is doubtless the reason why I hav
day afternoon and evening two of the largest audi- earnest efforts to reach Westfield in time for my not discovered them. I do not count a man a Libences I hav greeted thi!! year, and so whatever cour- appointment on the evening of October 5th. At eral" who does not count himself. The Christian's
age I might hav lost was regained amid this splendid Midland City I took the Chicago &. Ohio River Rail- test of loyalty to his faith is a readiness to ~· stand
promis. This is where Mrs. Krekel lectured some road. They now call it the Dansville & Olney. up for Jesus !" When I find so-called Liberals helpyears ago, and produced a wonderful sensation which Travelers, take note; don't take that road. If you ing to build churches, never subBcribing for a Freeis not yet forgotten, and the life of those Freethought are compelled to go in its direction, hire a small boy thought paper, never paying a dollar a year for a
discourses is in the air to-day, and made a part of its and a wheelbarrow; you will get there much sooner course of Liberal lectures, never using their influence
and ride quite as comfortably. I was informed that to get a Liberal lecturer into their town for fear of
triumph.
I enjoyed while here the hospitality of Mr. and the train went not that night beyond the city of damaging their popularity with orthodox Christians,
Mrs. H. S. Holcomb, and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kansas, but there I should find a good livery if I I say, Deliver us from such Liberals ! They do not
Humphreys.
Dr. Humphreys has an ol'thodox desired to go on to Westfield, and a large hotel if I stand up for Liberalism. They are too weak and
brother who still preaches the gospel of damnation stayed over. Kansas is a Christianized mud-hole-a faint-hearted to make a ripple as they float down the
with a grim faith that no amount of knowledge can huddle of shanties out on the prairie. The hotel ! I stream of time. So, if there are many Liberal of that
discompose. However, the balance is kept up by an- took, or attempted to take, one meal there; it is the vapid sort in this valley, this is a great disadvantage
other brother, A. G. Humphrey, of Galesburg, Til., baddest bad even among the detestable abortions to begin with. We need some live Liberals; men of
who can wield an incisiv pen for truth, and his criti- called hotels in this section. I found the livery sterling integrity, and women; men of convictions,
cism of the so-called "Christian science" is one of stable, and paid the enterprising keeper $3 to take who are not afraid to avow them; yet, obtruding
the keenest I hav read, aud it simply demolishes this me to Westfield, less than nine miles. . We started thein on none, respecting the rights of all, genial and
modern instance of Brahmanic philosophy.·
with two dilapidated equine monstrosities and a light gentlemanly.
I was glad also to meet Mr. and Mrs. Hedgecock, buggy, and rushed over the distance with the velocity
Disadvantage No. 2.-Little rain. July and August
subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and so, of course, of a tortoise. We beat the reco1·d of all other teams are called the "rainy season." In those two months,
old friends, though I met them for the first time of Kansas; we made a mile every fifteen minutes, I verily believe, the. rainfall was not equal to a halfhere. Colonel Baker, who introduced me at the lect- and by bribing the driver to urge them to the utmost day Michigan shower.
ures, S. Smith, S. A. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. the horses kept up that rate of speed, and we made
Disadvantage No. 3.-The land is supplied with
Farnham, Edwin Gregg, and many others are our nine miles over reasonably good roads in two hours water by irrigation. If the water is purchased, the
bright and progressiv spirits in this Eden-like conn and fifteen minutes. On arrival the Jehu declared, cost is from $1 to $2 an acre each season; $1 in this ·
try, which in the October sun is rich with harvest with a sigh of relief and satisfaction, "There, I told part of Colorado. Farmers hav formed irl'igating
gold.
yer I'd get yer thar ;" and he had-9.15 P.M. The companies. This affords them water at much more
Every way Shenandoah has been a delightful field audience had departed an hour ago. Westfield is a reasonable rates. Such stock companies are, howof labor. I came across a college chum whom I had conundrum to me. It is a village of magnificent dis- ever, managed with too much business looseness.
not seen for twent~-five years; and old Dartmouth tances, and in the days of long, long ago evinced Time and experience will correct their mistakes.
days came back-when all the world was beautiful, great enterprise, but orthodox piety struck it and
Disadvantage No. 4.-1::,he richest land is covered
and romance thrilled the heart. I sometimes wish mildewed it. I traveled its length and breadth, and with a growth of greasewood and chico. It costs
I were back again, that I might dream the glorious everywhere, like the dead king, was evidence of from $1 to $1.50 an acre to get it gfubbed fit to
dreams once more.
D. K. ; yet there is some show of effort to throw off plow.
We just escaped the rain-a bright space between the fatal inertia. Messrs. Biggs and White, Liberals,
Disadvantage No. 5.-Fencing is necessary.
the storm of Saturday and of Sunday night-but hav built a handsome brick store, and over it a fine
Disadvantage No. 6.'-Some portions are alkali and
Monday dawned magnificently. Massiv and brilliimt large hall or opera house, and there are three or four adobe land.
clouds swept along the shining blue. The vast other brick buildings in the village, showing on the
Disadvantage No. 7.-Stone and timber are
prail'ies rolled away, and mingling green, and gold, part of some an miwillingness to yield to the molder- twenty to thirty miles from the central portion of the
and brown were in the fresh landscapes, and lustrous ing stagnation; and I sincerely hope this spirit of valley.

g[qt Jlmtrican ~tcular lfnion.

groves wavered in a thousand ranks against the sky.
It was a day for hope and joy, and with dr~ams. of
fire I hurried the locomotiv onward to the ghttermg
East. I am now in Chicago, where everything r_ushes
furiously along, as if there were but. a day to hv. . I
heard George Francis Train last mght, and he IS,
indeed the lightning express. He makes the sparks
fly. He says that he stands on the top of ~be universe and sees all things. He expects to hv to be
two hundred years old. He is pleading for the
Anarchists in his wild, vigorous way, and I am glad
of it for what a horror it will be if these men are
hung ! Who can predict the far-reaching results of
such an awful injustice?
I look forward to a successful Congress. Our
Chicago friends, as usual, are e~nest and generous
in their efforts. I expect a new 1mpulse and greater
practical instrumentalities for Liberal advancement.
I may be at Alliance, 0., October 23d, and shall be
at Farmdale October 29th and 30th, to lecture.
Arrangem~nts immediately after the Congress will
be made for a lecture tour to the West again, to the
Pacific coast, California, Oregon, and Washington
Territory. The work of this ye~ has opened vast
fields of labor, and we must keep m the harness.
·Chicago, Oct. 12, 1887.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

THE TRUTH
In some future ~rticle I will turn a few of these
disadvantages into blessings.
I hav been requested by a number of Liberal correspondents to organize a Liberal settlement in the
San Luis Park. If twenty-five heads of families will
pledge themselvs to come, and will bear their share
of the necessary expenses for printing, postage,
stationery, advertising, travel, and time, I will devote
myself to ma~ng the settlement a success, and
secure homes on free government land (aside from
land office fees) to the amount of 160 acres to 320 for
each family. Here is a chance to better your condition, each man to own his own farm in independence.
No use to let Christians take all this land. For particulars address
W. F. JAMIESoN.

Monte Vista, Col.

Two Open Letters to Prominent Men.
UNTAXED PROPERTY.

To James Gordon Bennett, Esq., Proprietor of the
New York Herald:
Sm: In the Herald's issue of the 7th in st. is a

notice of Surrogate R~llins's decision under the collateral inheritance law that the large bequests by the
late Henrietta Lenox to religious corporations are
not liable to taxation.
This decision is directly in the teeth of Magna
Char-ta, and insults every taxpayer not of the Lenox
sect, for which those who procured, as well as
those who made, the law through knaves or fools
as legislators deserve castigation, and to be declared outlaws forever. For there is no imaginable excuse for it, for why should you or I be
compelled to pay taxes to protect or to improve the
value of property of any sect whose principles we
may abhor as being actually blasphemous 1 The
Lenox family is o{ the Scotch Calvinistic heresy, and
if disciples are no better than their master Calvin, or
the syndics of Geneva, what their master and his
followers hav done, that would they do again if favored as they seek to be by having us . to pay their
taxes and protect their property without remuneration; for should a mob assault their church the city
is obliged to pay for it. They may be very quiet
now upon the homely farmer's maxim that "the still
sow sucks the swill," but the only principle on which
real patriots and statesmen act is that what has been
will again occur whim circumstances favor like developments. What, then, has been the case in
Scotland from Scotch Calvinism! What the feeling
against all sects but their own!
The answer may be found in the paraphrase of
Holy Willie's prayer by Robert Burns, of which
three verses will be quite sufficient to exhibit its true
spirit. Allow me to quote from memory, and pray
for the correction by your devil if not well spelled:
0 thou wha in the heavens dost dwell,
Wha, as it pleases best t)lysel',
Sends ane to heaven and ten to hell
A' for thy glory,
And no for any gude or ill
They've done afore thee;
We bless and praise thy matchless might,
When thousands thou hast left in night,
That I am here afore thy sight,
For gift an' grace,
A burnin' and a shinin' light
To a' this place.
Lord, bless thy servants in this place,
For thou hast here a chosen race;
But God confound their stubborn face,
An' blast their name,
Wha bring thy servants to disgrace
An' public shame.
New York, Oct., 1887.
PRo BoNo PUBLICO.
THE OLERGYMAN AND THE GYPSIES.

To Hon. IJaniel Magone, Collector of the Port of
New York:
Sm: Although I liv inland, and you are a dweller
by the salt, salt sea, I hav a crow to pick with you,
Mr. Magone. You were appointed to your present
responsible position by a president who, in my opinion, for downright and direct honesty is the peer of
any one of our American executivs, the immortal
George not excepted.
I say this after having voted the Republican
ticket from Fremont to, but not including, Blaine.
I had to draw a line somewhere, and I used the
chalk on Blaine, although I c¥d not vote for Mr.
Cleveland.
Any nian who, with a great flourish of trumpets,
to protect his wife's honor, commenced a lawsuit, and
when the election was over ignominiously crawled
out of a position of his own seeking, isn't fit for a
ruler over sixty millions of people, and they very
properly squelched him, and are certain to do so
every time he asks their suffrages. Grover Cleveland's honest, square-toed "tell the truth" is like a
diamond to French paste, and proclaims the difference in the two men.
There is an old aphorism, Mr. Magone, which
reads, "Like master like man." I hav spoken thus
of Mr. Cleveland's strongest point, honesty, in order
to show you how you do not resemble him; for in
what I am going to say to you I feel you are uot
bo.11est1 IIJ!.<l tl),~t you know you Me not honest.

SEEKE~.
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Fl'om a letter to the Buffalo Courier of Oct. 1, treasury to-day, it is claimed, and that for the most
1887, it apP..ears that the ministerial supply in our part could be expended more liberally and generally
highly favored country is so limited that the church for the public good, it would seem, than it really is,
of the Holy Trinity in New York city, founded and and seven hundred millions of church property in
built by the eccentric Rev. Dr. Stephen H. Tyng, the land paying a pitiful sum of a half-million dollars
tl:iought it necessary to import an English minister of .taxes to the government.
to take charge of said church.
·
Is it not a burning shame when, by increased comBefore this I was aware of the multitudinous petition from foreign labor and other causes, the
commodities brought into the country through the laboring man in this country, especially if he hav
custom house, but I was hardly prepared for an a family, is able to gain so "little" in the way of a
importation in the shape of a clergyman. A '}'ise livelihood, that, these immense and overshadowing
and level-headed Scotchman, one Mr. Kennedy, took monopolies (not a whit better than such as are
the position that it was a violation of the contract represented by Jay Gould or any other railway
labor law, as the new pastor's salary .was fixed in magnate) should be allowed to contribute so little
advance. And right here we say the gentleman from toward the payment of the national debt and the
the ]and o' cakes is, without doubt, honestly and ab- running expenses of our national government T
When the small farmer or poor mechanic, or even
solutely correct in his position. However, you took
a different view of it, and declined to send the small traders in the mercantil occupation, hav their
imported preacher back to England. I could hav taxes to pay on every extra two hundred dollars of
told in advance that you would do so. Why? Be- personal propeJ;ty, certainly a better " rendering to
cause who ever knew of a politician that failed to Crosar" should be observed by those who are
toady to the church? Politics and toadyism ever- supposed to teach justice, humanity, and righteous
dealing for all men.
THos. J. CAMPBELL.
lastingly go hand in hand.
Maso, Kan.
But mark, Mr. Magone, how soon your views
changed ! A.bout the same time, on the steamer
Wyoming, came a band of English gypsies. How
Mere Superstition.
now about this "contract labor Jaw ?" The colA
logical
old
Presbyterian
elder writes to the Sun:
lector's mind is made up with astonishing celerity,
" What is to become of our old theological doctrins?
and with adamantine firmness; the gypsies must go
will the Westminster catechism land?
back whence they came. The point is made by the Where
"The clergymen assembled to represent the entire Presbyastute collector that they are, in effect, paupers.
terian church in the meeting of the American board of
Then it follows, as the night the day, that the im- commissioners for foreign missions, a few days since, found
ported preacher is a beggar. If they are strolling themselvs divided on the question of human probation bepaupers, he is a religious beggar. What do these yond the grave.
That subject involves all there is of what is understood
poor gypsies do? Why, most of us hav seen them as "revealed
religion.
along our byways and highways, with their Rosinante
"It amounts to this, viz.: All men die eternally in Adam.
steeds Hed to the trees, a fire kindled, corn taken, 'rhose who are saved are saved by faith in Christ, who d\ed
.
apples appropriated, and fortunes and the future for our sins.
"Now, if there is probation and consequently possible
told to confiding country fqlk.
salvation beyond the grave, what was the object of the sacIn other words, they pretend to tell of the future rifice of Christ?
11
-in this life only. What does your preacher, imDid he, knowing of all the possibilities of human existence,
ported or otherwise, do ? His pretense is to tell of here and hereafter, accept the humiliation of his incarnation,
life of degradation, and his most miserable death in order
the future beyond the tomb. Now, Mr. Magone, do his
to accomplish an end which may be reached in another way?
you not know as well as we that in so far as the fut- Is that possible ?
ure life can be told, as far as the awful enigma of
"The Christian church has always preached salvation
the grave can be solved, the gypsies are just as re- through faith only in Christ, or eternal perdition. That doc 7
liable as the preacher? Do you not know this? You trin is the only reason why that church should exist. Drop
that and the church falls to pieces.
c~rtainly do, and if you were as honest as Mr. Cleve·
" And yet there are men in the American board of comland, whose servant you are, you would hav put the missioners for foreign missions who are willing to drop it.
"And, what is more, the defenders of the old doctrin seem
preacher and the gypsies on precisely the same level,
and that you did not do this is because you lack to hav been very weak in the discussion held on that subject.
defense indicated a doubt. If the progressiv ideas of
honesty, sincerity, and manliness. This is what ails The
the present ~eneration hav exploded the Christian religion,
you, Mr. Magone, and all your ilk, and I am afraid let us know 1t.
it will always be so.
"If it has been ascertained that the faith is vain, let us
If there is a more shabby set of unprincipled beg- throw off the yoke, for in that case it becomes mere superstigars, paupers, frauds, id omne genus, than the tion."
The elder is right. Christianity is either true or
priests, preachers, and clergymen of our day, then I
pity the gypsies, or any other class who prate of the false. It cannot be both. Neither can it be partly
future, about which their ignorance is too dense for true and partly false.. The probation-beyond-thediscussion. Their hell is a myth knocked to smith- grave theory is a revolt of men's hearts against the
ereens by the "New Version;" their absurd fables crcelty of their creed. The desire that men shall
about the structure of the universe banished to the escape hell does credit to their humanity, but their
unknown by science, and their scraps of nothing retention of the creed forever disables them as reamade into stars, blossomed into myriad and magnifi- soners. The scheme laid down in the Bible is plain
cent worlds through the agency of the modern enough, and it is correctly stated by the Presbyterian
elder. There is not in the whole Bible a single line
astronomer.
Yet they trail along with their antiquated trash, authorizing the eschatological doctrin held by some
hat in hand; a dollar here, a quarter there, a penny of the faculty of Andover. According to the Bible,
yonder, any trifling favor thankfully received; the you go to hell or you go to heaven-which, depends
most useless lot of mortals to day on this planet; upon whether you believe Jesus Christ is the son of
and yet our statesme~ (if we bav any), our politi- God and died in the manner recorded as an expiation
cians, and our millionaires toadying to them in order of the sins of men-sins incurred in the childish way
to use them to hoodwink the multitude, and thus fix related in the first fable of the book. The idea is,
on the minds of unborn millions the vagaries of indeed, mere superstition.
countless past ages when man was only one remove
from the monkey.
C. B.· Reynolds's Appointments.
In conclusion, Mr. Magone, the next time a com- Kewanee, Ill .......................................... October 19, 20, 21
modity comes through the custom house that you Nunda, Dl ................................................................... 23
hav any doubts about, try and skirmish around and Orlord, Ia ............................................................ 25, 26
find a little honesty in . your immediate neighbor- Newton, Ia .................................................................. 28
Des Moines, Ia ............................................................. 30
hood, and, my word for it, you will not make fish of Graham
Mo ........................................ November 5, 6, 7, 8
one and fowl of another, as you hav in this instance ; Bethany, Mo . ......................................................... 13, 14
and I really hope honest, Scotch Mr. Kennedy will Jamesport, Mo .............................................. 15, 16, 17, 18
stick to you and make you send back the "contract Chillicothe, Mo ....................................................... 20, 21
Mo ............................................................ 22
labor" clergyman on the same vessel that carries the Brunswick,
Salisbury, Mo ......................................................... 23, 24
poor, unoffending gypsies. Hoping you may die an Kansas City, Mo ...... .......................................... 26, 27, 28
honest man, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
Clinton, Mo .......................................... 29, 30, December 1
ONONON.
J. E. Remsburg's Appointments.
Taxation of Churclt Property.
In these days of "supposed" general retrenchThe following is a list of J. E. Remsburg's appointments
ment in regard to public expenditure in our national for Kansas:
affairs by the party now in power, why is it that we Max ............................................................... October, 22
Lawler, S. H. (1 P.M.) ................................................. 23
h ear so l1'ttle of Iat e on th e sub'JeCt of t axa t'wn of Cadmus.
(7 .30 P.M.) .................................................... 23
church property?
·
Burlington........................................................ 24, 25, 26
I read, only a few days ago, in one of our local Lebo ........................................................................... 27
papers, that all church property that was taxable Ft. Scott ..................................................................... 28
amounted to more than $50,000 in valuation.
~:~d~~i~'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::~.~J~
Which,
really,
on the Neodesha. (D ebate ............................
)
November 1, 2, 3, 4
.
. is. the greater imposition
.
pubhc, the lymg 1dle and unemployed of so much Fall River ..................................................................... 5
surplus revenue of the people's money in the national Newton ........................................................................ 6
treasury vaults, or the silent permission of great · Hutc;hinson ................................................................... 7
and wealthy church corporations holding immense Sterling ............................................................... ~ .. ······ 8
Dodge Dtty .................................................................. 9
amounts of property, both real and personal, scot- Raymond .................................................................... 10
free of all taxation!
Bavaria ...................................................................... 11
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i,ommunicalions.
Rf'ligion and Its Ol"igin.
, When we meet a man, a neighbor whom we know,
with whom we hav done bufline!'S, and with whose
mt-tbods of action and manner of thinking we bav become converl'ant, we thereby become impressed with
the conviction that heiR an honest, rational man. On
to-morrow we meet this same man, and in conversation with him we learn for the first time that be
believes that a man ~>aid to bav been born ei~?htePn
bundrt-d years ago, known by the name of Jesus
Christ-that this man bad been conceived by the
Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary, and that
henceforth be is going to renounce the world, the
fl.e~;b, and the devil, and is going to seek a mansion
in the skies.
What inferences would these facts ·lPgitimate '? You
would say at once, He is a little off. These facts,
in themselvs, might not be sufficient to determin
the point as to his sanity or inf'auity, but should you
further be advised of the fact that this man to that
end bas sold all that be ba~, and has,given it to the
poor, this would seem to confirm your first impression t.hat he is a little off. But suppose, still further,
that he takes no thought for to-morrow as to. what
he sball wear or ~:at; you would think tbd.t you bav
additional confirmation of your first impres"ion.
But he furnisbPS you with another item that still
lends its support to your first impression. He
prays, and be fasts, and he sees what a narrow escape
he has had. He feels that he is a brand plu(lked from
the burning, and if justice had been done him he
would hav been in hell long ago. He begins to feel,
in viewof his redemption and the exposure of thP
entire race to endless perdition, that "woe is me if I
preach not this gospel of my new master." And hence
he begins to warn his neighbors, and assures them
that they will all go to bell if they do not repent and
believe as he does, and do as he has done. Surely your
first impresf:lion would be more and more confirmed
But mppose that a Jack of confidence arises as to the
wisdom of his method, and he is l~>d to recognize the
·fact, and, in comequence thereof, becomes impatient,
and draws around him a following of those who share
in Lis delusion, anti they espouse his cause, and he,
through their proffered support. enforces his opinions under threats from his God and the cooperation
of his followers, even unto the death of those who do
not concede the truthfulness of his mission. Tliis
would surely confirm the opinion, not only that he is
a little off, but that be is insane upon that point..
Why would this conclusion be forced upon the
thoughtful observer 1 Beeause he sef'S _at once that
• the intellectual and moral faculties crordinated could
not be preFsed into such service. His acts are not
rational. He is diseased. He has religion, and that
is his mental disorder. It is a noteworthy fact that
the symptoms in this disease are paralleled in those
of other diseases.
'
The dtJvotee discloses a morbid state-a loss of
appetite, a furred tongue, and an unf:'teady, excitable
pulse-of course varying according to the tPmperamant of the devotee. All pathological criticism
would concur in this opinion. The facts which we
bav noted are surely a lawful outcome of this disea'le,
just as clearly as in any case where a diagnosis has
been made which would declare that inRanity is pret!ent. But this is not all that has a bf'aring upon our
d~finilion. In the light of our dffinition we are permitted to read and understand the history of religion
as we hav not under other definitions. Who are
they who attempt to write up the history of religionfl
who do not feel the constant nece8sity of writing in
apologetical te:t:_ms 1 Their history is so full of crimes,
persecutions, and bloodshed, that some kind of rea
son must be as~igned, and usually every possible
reason but the true one is given. A thousand excuses are rendered to soften the frightful record revealed in the history of religion. One of the most
-telling apologies given is one that is made seemingly
with the grf'ate~t confidence. Here it is: "These
cruel tie~>, charged upon religion, lose all of their force
when we rf'member that tbev are the abuses of religion, but not religion its~lf." This sounds well
and it only lacks one thing, and that i~, it is not tru~
in any sense. If religion is fundamental in our nature,
no tmcb thing would or could be pos~:oible. But the
theory of this apology is false at any rate. There is
nothing admiRs1ble in the theory which allows the
historian to divorce the acts of a perple from the
people, and then write their history. The history of
a man, or a nation, is made up of the acts and gPstures of both. Religion mu~t, in like m!mner be
judged in the light of the data which it has U::ade.
'Ve are not at hberty to sanction this dfcree of
divorcement. Religion, therefore, must be studied
in the light of the data which it has formulated
t_h~ough tts evol~tion. The c~iminal records of reh_gwn cannot be Isolated from It; they are to be conSidend in inseparable connection. This point will
appear evidel'lt.
·
Take the ca_se ?f Jobn-~alvin in tbe murder of
Senetus. Here ll'l ~ t~l:nl;>le cri~e. 'l'.b.<_>us~ds,

yes, many tboma.nds, like. it in tbe history ?f the condition; and quite a decide>d tendency to look with
Christian religion. No history of John Cal_vm can comparativ indiff.;rence on those things and relations
be complete with this murder left out. This act of which largely made up the concern of daily life. The
his is the key to his history. There could _hav been diagnosis at this point Rhows quite a tendency toward
no real cause for this cold-blooded murder m there- un~;table ment.al equilibrium-seen furthH in the
lation existing between himself and . Servetus. fact that the world, and the t.bings in the world, are
Servetus bad done him no wrong, yet without the losing hold on him. The things that he once loved
slightest reasonable provocation he did the horrid he now hates.
And be reads, "He that cometh unto me and hatdeed. Was this a murder in any proper sense T
There were no reasons existing between the two men Ath not his father and mother cannot be my disciple."
to"t~uggest such a crime. Mr. Calvin had religion He shows signs of other-worldly-mindedness. His
and the liver complaint, the lat~e~ he ba? for t~e~ty eyes are turned toward heaven, be begins to feel
years; ample time to render emmel?t assist~nce m or- divine drawings, and the work of regeneration is
ganizing a special religious enthusiasm '!bi~h ~ould going. on; the n:ew birth is near at band. Such
tend to break up moral and intellectual coordmatlon- · being the true diagnosis, the treatment is rPadily
religious inflanity following. When a m~n has a suggested But the treatment in this diseas? d1~ers
severe attack ef religion, seen in the b~eakmg UJ? of somewhat from the usual treatment which 1s given
mental equilibrium, and at the same t~me the hv_er in other diseases. Instead of administering remedie's
complaint, be is not to be_ trusted. He IS fatally dis- to reduce the excitement, those are given which tend
Pased, and needs more ptty than censure. .'Ye hav to increase the malady. His kindhearted physician
here John Calvin's ment>~.l and physical conditlOn-a will recommend to him such remedies as will promote
result of having two of the most fatal diseases known the severity of the attack, with the assurance that
to mankind. Herein we hav a reasonable defense of the ''kingdom of heaven is at hand," and he is
John Calvin; he had religion in its most fatal form. impl'essed with the necessity of looking away to
In bearing the evidence in this case, we must pro-. Jesus in the ext rcise of a living faith and by faith
nounce the prisoner at the bar insane, an~ hold re receive tbe ingrafted word of life, which will make
Jigion responsible for the crime of murder m th~ first him a child of God. All of these measures t.end to
degree. In his interest we must say that the mtel- 11trengthen the disease, and when be is sufficiently
lectual and moral powers could not hold mental em- doctored he is turned over to the nurse, the church,
pire in the presence of such a fate as that which be- who will attend strictly to business and see that the
fell Serntus. They bad no coordination in con- excitement is kept up until the work is done and he
sciousness and hence we giv him the bent-fit of hav- is confirmed in this disease, "which redeems him
ing religio~, a disease in the int!ane form. Milli~ns from the curse of tbfl law, and makes him truly a
of human beings hav been put to death through hke child of God." .And thus we see that he is doctored
agencies and under similar circumstances. Is it and nursed into this disease instead of out of it. He
possible for the clear-headed intellects of this age to is pow not of this world; he is an heir to a mansion
imagin that these cruelties would hav taken place in heaven. The prognosis in this case is quite evibad it not been for this religious insanity 1 We are dent. It indicates that in a short time he will bewilling to concede that,· usually, the perpetrators of come so completely confirmed in this disease that he
will find out that •• I am holier than thou," and then
these cruelties thought that they were doing right.
Religion being a disease, this fact is accounted for. if he does not leave for Canada, he will become so
And this is in exact accord with the history of insane deeply impressed with his oneness with God that he
people. They are always the injured party; religion will wish that he had the power to make everyone
being a ili"ease-a mental malady-and hence the feel his authority, and if need be, to burn all heretics,
victims of this disease are always those whom the especially Mr. Ingersoll, and sit as judge on the
rest of the world is plotting against. And thus it is judicial bench in New Jersey, where he could charge
these insane cruelties are so intimately interwoven in a jury in such a way as to force the conviction of a
the history of religion : this dreadful disease-! say heretic, guilty or not guilty. This is what would be
dreadful-for what has ever in the history of this called a favorable prognosis-" He got it; he has
world produced such dreadful results as this religious come out." If this can be seen from any other
abnormality? Look at our religious wars and per- standpoint to be anything but a disease, partial
secutions. Is it possible to imagin the parallel of insanity, I confess that I am unable to see it.
these in cruelty! What could be more dreaded
J. H. BURNHAM.
than the thought of a repetition of these things?
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
This disease is quite like other diseases in this, that
at certain times it is more malignant than at other
The Effect of Christianity on the World •
times. It has bad during the past many serious
outbreaks; at such times its victims hav been almost
In this essay I use the word Christianity in tbe
innumerable. Note this disease in the history of sense of belief that Jesus is a teacher specially·
Spain for three hundred years. During these, on an inspired and divinely exalted above all other men.
average, one thousand a year were imprisoned or People who· call tbemselvs Christians believe as much
murdered, thus aggregating three hundred thousand as this almost without exception ; and most of them
of the best and most intelligent men and women of place Jesus even higher. At all events, we must giv
the Spanish nation; all of this under an intensified the word a large enough meaning to take in Roman
attack of this disease. Take the massacre of St. Catholics; and we must keep in mind the history of
Bartholomew, in which sixty-three thousand Chris- all the great churches, in order to be able to speak
tians were murdered in one night by Christians. justly of. the working of the system which they hav
What a fearful mental malady; what religious in kept up. I bav -for many years carefully studied the
~anity; what a malignant form this religious disease state of thought before and aft.er the advent of Chrisassumed! Who can claim that these people were tianity; and I feel confident that there are two ways,
sane T No, no; they had religion, and here is only at least, in which this religion has exercised a perone of a million like expressions through its frightful nicious influence on the world.
history. Allow me not to think that these people ' In the first place, it is largely to Christianity that
were rational, were sane. To think them thus would we owe the great place which theology bas taken in
be to blacken and dtfame the great human heart human t.hought during the last eighteen hundred
beyond any possible redemption. · See the bloody years. The questions of the personality of Goa, of
history of witchcraft, then think it possible that the t be liability of going to heaven or hell, of the ad van.
cruelties practiced upon these poor innocent mortals tages of particular ceremonies, and of the inspiration
were perpetrated by sane people.
of certain books hav attracted such attention, during
Take the history of demonology, do we not find all the sway of the Christian church, as they never bad
the symptoms of mental disorder-an intense malig- in Europe before. At the period when the church
nant type of religion! A little more than two hun- was most powedul, we find legions of volumes writdred yurs ago, on Boston Common. (the Athens of ten about theology, and scarcely a word about anyAmerica), a girl sixteen years of age bad been reported tbing else. The few chronicles, secular poems, and
b) the mother to the prif:f!tbood, that she had dis- treatises on subj~>cts of practical interest are merely
obeyed her mother, and in obtdience to the divine Rn oasis amid the great desert of religious books.
book was led without the gates and stoned to death. No other religion could hav done more to turn the
This is religion. 'fhis is that dreadful mental de- minds of men so far away. from all they needed
formity which has defiled the race, and damned a to think of most. And certainly if our forefathers in
woman with the touch of impurity because she was a the Middle Ages had bPen less religious, they would
mother, and sent her babe out into the world with hllv given their attention to improving their own
the curse of God almighty's depravity upon it. I conilition rather than to disputing about the nature
confess that I do not feel at hberty to compliment of God, and taken more pains to mal1e this life on
our humanity in tmch diRparaging. terms as to say earth heavenly than to settle the precise boundaries
that these cruelties and deeds of infamy were, or of heaven. I 8peak of the Middle Agefil, because
could hav been, done by sane people. These deeds, Christianity bad a power then in Europe which she
so terrific in deep depravity, could not hav been con- bas never had since. No d1fference of creed could
Cf'ived by healthy, intelligent human beings. So, in now call forth such crusades as laid waste the vinecharity to our -race, as well as in fact, we are com- yards and destroyed the cities of LanguPdoc. Never
palled to read the history of our humanity under the again will Europe bear the tocf:lin of St. Bartholomew
mit1g11ting circumstances to the jury that the actors or see such fires as were kindled by the Inquisi·ion.
in this drea. dful religious drama were insane. They The keen interest in theology which led to such
bad the ftttal dusease, religion. Again, in demonstra- crimes must be called characteristic of Christianity
tion of the truth of our definition, the diagnosis of rather than of the ::\fiddle Ages or of Roman Cathol.
this d1sease in its incipient form allies it to many icism, for the period when Protestantism had most
other diseases. The! US'\l~Y fore~b.&(iQW !\ morbid 1power
N~w Engl~W-d was also th~~Jt in which w~
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had DO literature but sermons, and DO public amusements but executions of Qunkers and witches. Where do we find more of Christianity than in the
New Testament, and what writers do w,e find more
keenly ioterested in theology than Peter, Paul, and
John! None of the authors of the Old Testament, or
of Greek and Roman literature, ever looked so in.
_tently up to heaven and away from earth as did these
apostles. No wonder that literature declined as soon
as Christianity became prevalent; that science passed
away for the time; and that poetry and philosophy
were silent except when theology gave them themes
on which to speak! Nowadays we hav a great secular literature; we hav keen intereo;t in politics, business, and science; and this j,s Qecause the church is
growing weak, and theology has retreated into the
background. Thus one of the plainest effects of
Christianity has been to prevent men from paying
proper attention to the practical matters they needed
most to think of.
But even now it is sad to see how much time is
wasted by preachers and congregations in th1nkin~
of subjects about which nothing is really known.. and
no one is ever likely to get any knowledge of the
slightest value. If all these ministers and their people could suddenly take up morality, and 'giv all their
thoughts to such questions as health, education, and
politics, the wotld's rate of progress would double at
once. I can look at the tone of thought encouraged
in our churches only as the greatest waste of mental
power the world has ever seen. Progress has found
its fiercest opponents in the popes. Protestantism
is more favorable to family life and civic liberty than
Romanism, but even now we find business-habits
and the making of money preached against continually.
Scarcely anywhere, even among liberal Christians, do
we find full recognit.ion of the real sanctity of industry, economy, and enterprise, or the real guilt of extravagance and indolence. Still the church givs most
of her strength to laying down precepts which are
not to be followed, except in monasteries and nunneries. Thus she fails to giv people such help and
advice as they really need. What we wan.t is a morality which will enlarge business life, and not try to
cramp it; which will show people how to amuse
themselvs innocently, and not condemn all social
pleasures indiscriminately; which will make the home
prized as the holy of holies-the true temple of God.
It is consecration of this life and this earth that we
need. We ask it of Christianity, and still she bids
us renounce the world, the flesh, and the devil, make
no attempt. to lay up riches here on earth, abstain
from all worldly pleasures, and strive to enter some
unreal heaven hereafter, instead of making our best
of the real heaven which social sympathies and family
ties enable us to establish here. Morality is harmony with our social relationships, our family ties.
the demands of our business, and the needs of good
government. Morality means making the best possible use for our mental and physical growth, and for
the happiness not only of ourselvs but of our neighbors, of all the opportunities given· by social institutions, by family life, by possession of property, and
by maintaining free government. The religion which
disparages these holy opportunities and privileges
may call herself the friend of virtue. She is such a
friend as the tamed bear in the fable who tries to
brush off a fly from the forehead of his sleeping
master, and cracks his skull.
A second peculiarity of Christianity has been the
importance it has given to correctness. of belief.
Thinking so much about God, Christ, and the devil,
heaven, hell, and the sacraments, has led Christians
to believe some views blessed and other views
accursed. The view which is blessed in the eyes of
one Christian is cursed in that of another; but all
ChristianE~, while they diff~r about whose view is the
truth, agree that the truth, whatever it is, has a saving efficacy. All honor Jesus, and each sect thinks
its own mode of honor holy and all the others unholy.
Neither Judaism nor any form of paganism has laid
such stress on defhiit belief. Moslemism copied
from C!}ristiaility the doctrin that he who happens to
hold the favorit creed is to be saved by his faith and
his neighbors lost by theirs. All Christian sects
agree in this except the Unitarians, and even among
them there hav been persecutions. Even Unitarians
sometimes look at Infidels· and unbelievers as vicious.
Orthodox Protestants, like Catholic!', treat heretics,
skeptics, rationalists, and Freethinkers as natural
enemies. But what is a heretic! A man who
chooses for himself what to believe. So a skeptic is
a. man who makes inquiries. A rationalist is a. follower of reason. That Freethinkers and Christians
should be natural antagonists speaks for itself. The
French hav a word, mecreant, for those bav given up
Christianit,y. We hav taken that same word and
made it English, as "miscreant." Still {~reachers
speak of science as their enemy, and they are right,
for the victory of science means the destruction of
all intolerance. We hav outgrown Torquemada.
No more cruF~aders will gather to destroy whole
cities, like Beziers, where forty thousand men, women, a••d cb1ldr.en were massacred. together amid
shouts of " Kill all; God will know his own I" But
tlle spirit wlllch :prompted theee horrors ~a uot

passed away. It still survives in the creed sacred
to the whole Church of Eogland: "He therefore
that will be saved must thus think of the Trinity."
This same spirit of persecution is sanctified by attributing· to Jesus the words: ''He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved ; but he that believeth
not shall be damned." These baleful words are not
in the best manuscripts, but there is reason to fear
that even Jesus called those who would not listen to
his disciples more guilty than the sinners of Sodom,
and denounced refu~al to accept his inspiration as the
unpardonable sin not to be forgiven, neither in this
world nor in the next. The Epistles and the Apoc
alypse agree with the gospels in denouncing the
wrath of God against all heresy and unbelief. All
this is simply hostil to mental activity, which we
honor as one of the highest duties of men.
We believe that we are morally bound to develop
and strengthen our intellects. Jesus and the apostles
did not. There is not a word in the New Testament
t.o show that they thought a man has any intellectual
duty, except to believe what they told him. They
.thought the best quality of the intellect was passiv
receptivity: "Blessed are the poor in spirit," ''Who
soever shall not receive the kingdom of heaven af'
a little child, he shall not enter therein." Remember
how Paul sneers at "the opposition of science," and
at •' philosophy falsely so-called." All Greek wisdom
was condemned by the apostle, as Jewish learning
was by his master when he denounced lawyers and
scribes. No wonder that the first great result of the
establishment of Christianity was the Dark ages. I
am coming back to evils already mentioned. Both
these errors of Christianity, the insisting on faith as
salvation, and the attempt to fit man for heaven
rather than to make earth more fit for man, hav
worked in this same way. They hav hindered
knowledge and encouraged ignorance; they hav done
this knowingly; and thus they hav been led, though
unconsciously, to check virtue and suffer vice to
grow unchecked. And this neglect of morality has
been also fostered by the failure of the church to
show proper reverence for the family or the state,
and by the total neglect of Christianit,y to giv due
honor to the business virtues, and show how welladapted industry, prudence, and enterprise are to
assist the development of still nobler qualities. I do
not deny that Christianity has don.e good, but these
evils outweigh all its benefits in niy eyes·. I am glad
of all the opposition made to it by organizations of
Liberals under any name. I rejoice in all that is
done by Freethinkers independently. I honor the
great poets on our sidP, SbakRpere, Goethe, Shelley,
Swinburne, Emerson, Victor Hugo. I hail the progof science. Before that inevitable reign superstition
and bigotry must pass away.
F. M. HoLLAND.
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parochial one. I prophesy that_ the priest will win
the game, i.e., that either the Catholic church will
control the school and absorb its revenues, or else
there will be no attendance worth mentioning. This
kind of strife is the legitimate remit of the "re~erva
tion system." The general scramble for thegolden
eggs which the reservation "goose" lays leaves little
time to he devoted to the true interests of Either the
Indians or "tbe government.
The remedy for the defects in the reservation
system is the abolition of reservations.
The solution of the "problem" lies in the idea
embodied in .the phrase, "lands in severalty." but
that idea has not yet been fully realized ~ven in
theory, because its advocates are still hampered by
reservation shackles. The " lands in severalty" idea
must not mean ''lands in severaUy" ~oith.in the limits
of the present reservations, 10ifh all the appendages
of agents, farmers, doctors, teamsters, etc., etc. The
abolition must be absolcte. Not a trace of the
present system must remain. The Indians must be
permitted, nay, caused, or forced, if you please, to
take lands anywhere off, as well as on, reserved territory.
All tribal relations must cease, and the individuals
scattered far and wide. They must not be permitted
to herd together in Indian communities, as they will
cling to the traditions and habits of savage life, and
adopt only the vices of civilization, brought to thfm
by the generally low, vicious white men who are
found herding with them.
The change must be radical and complete wherever
"lands in severalty" is adopted.
·
The Indians must pass from fedM·al to state or
te1·ritorial control, and be governed and protected by
the same laws that govern and protect their neighbors. The children must be taught in the same
schools with the white children, and grow up, just
as hundreds of half-breeds are now growing in many
places, to be respected members of society. This is
the only solution that is possible, except gradual
extermination, as at present prarticed by the "reservation system," which, in a few more years, will not
leave enough Indians to employ the energies, talents,
morality, and honesty of one "Indian agent."
Colville, Wash. 'lb·.
V. AniER.

Has Cu}Jhl llit our Brothed
P~ter

Eck !Pr m t.he

lrnncl~d
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I fully indorse your commendation of the merit of tbe

'' descriptiv writing" of George E. Macdonald, and rPcall
with plPasnre his descript.ion of a carriage ride in New
Hamp•hire, which was printed in THE TIWTH SEEKER of Sept.
11. 1886.

On this interesting occa~ion Geor~e ingenuously admits
that he did not go out riding alone. He admits the presPnce
of a companion-u~es in a general wa:v some complimentary
words about the girls of New Hamp~!Jire, and seems to hav
Our Indian Problt>m.
returned from the trip in a happy and contented state of
Having lived for twenty-eight years upon the mind. Everything seemed to him joyous and pleasant. He
says:
" border," and during that period traversed the
I liked t.he Io~ks of New H~tmPRhire this :ven.r b•t.t•r t.ban ever
entire region bounded by B. itish Columbia, the befmP,
The fstrms were !?Teener, t.he ba•·ns were fuller thn.n last
:n•ar;
penple appestrPd morA cheerful. I I?Ot the same horse and
Rocky Mountains, Mexico, and the Pacific, I hav carriage
I bod mother YeRrH. ThA carn»tre rode eesiPr, Anrl the
constantly been surprised that the "reservation old bor•e had grown more cont.empJ>tt,;v. He is n. t.hon<rbt.rnl beRBt,
Going up bill he stoPped oftpn to t.hink, ~tnrl having come t.o a con·
system '! contin:ued to receive the sanction of our clu•inn, he would take a .long h•·eR.th anrlgo on again. I •rn~ttrined
wise statesmen, when a critical analysis of what ];las it took him longer to mAkfo up his mind th1m prfvion.hr. H1s fnrelegs lmv got. •p•·nng a litt-le our, of pe•·pendtcnlrLr. I should PitY
been accomplished, compared with what was (or they would fit pret.ty ~losely the in•trle of st h>tro-el •t.RVe. His
appAt.ite,
I was I!'Tiltlfied t.o observe, rl"mainerl unimpAired. I gave
should hav been) intended, would hav pronounced him h1R own
way, an • tbe sptder spun his web undiHtnrbed between
that system a farce and a fraud-a farce so far as the whip and the dashboa'·d.
the Indians are concerned, and a fraud upon the
We are left in complete ignorance aq to the identity of the
people who support it.
.
.
party of the second pll.rt on this memorable excursion. On
Apprehending that the ultimate object sought is to this point our writer is provokingly reticent. We only know
bring Indians to adopt civilized modes of life, in that on that day
The bonrs they flew on ansrels' wings,
order that they might subsist upon the products of
a more limited area of territory, I hav wondered why and that afterward George bPcame a dreamer. His favorit
place for dreaming was undf'r an apple-tree on the old homea plan should hav been devised under which a colony stead where he had passed his child!Jood. He says:
of intelligent and industrious white f1,1.milies would
I sat. under the old Apple-t.ree in +-he iloorraril, where w~ nsod to
inevitably degenerate into ignorant vagabonds in ro•l
about when we wr•e bo~ B. The nee is rlrRil And furni•hes
h~trdlv
anv shstdP; so I RRt· in the sn•• and w•tcheil tltA ,nmmer
a few generations. That Indians can adapt them- dnnil~ go
o<er.like shi"'B 8Rilinl! in the •k•·. Thr old t.imos r••me
selva to civilized life is demonstrated by the fact that back, •nd old fawiliRr facPH chtsterpd a.•·mmrl. RtHl I R:<W them heat
w1th clORed eves. The hnm of beeA anrl thr ilroHe of VR!!l"Ant flies
a few hav done so, not because of the plan, but in Rnttniled now· RB then,' nd wtt.h thPir mn•ic came memorir•. fln>tt.ing
!tP! eRrinl?, ann <ltRAppearinl?, ]'l<e thiiii!H •een t.hmngh It
spite of it. Nomads rarely, if ever, abandon their r]rifting,
glass reversed- distant but. rliet.Jnct. Thn" I RRW m•• frietHl• not
modes of life voluntarily. The dolce f'ar niente onlv as thev are now. hnt. aA I knew them then: no• I'D I' t.h<'sr who
""a.lk the earth, bm thn•e wh0 h>tv •nn k hRek !o thAt. dreamof such an existence has a charm not to be lightly ••til
less slePP from which the:v first. fl wakened on th1B h 'e. 8' under
broken; therefore few Indians will establish homes the apple-tree I dozed and dreamed.
·
while a precarious subsistence can be obtained from
I think no reader will dt'ny the beauty and merit of the
the forest, the stream, and a herd of ponies, with an above extract and that all will heartily inrlorse your ~ener
occasional "lift" from "Uncle Sam." And I will ous praise of' Mqc•lonald's writings. He writes naturally
truthfully.
.
.
.
.
.here observe that this generous "uncle" has just. feelin~rly,
There is. however, anothPr vww of th1s snh]PCt whiCh,
completed a school-house, at a vast cost, that is while it does not detract frnm the hellnty of Macrlomtld's
ample to accommodate two hundred pupils, with At.yle, may serve to render it in t!Jis instance still more
boarding and lodging, on the "Colville reserve."
intere~ting.
Wht>never a young •ritf'r and printer from New York is
But this "uncle" did not take into consideration
sath-ficd to go riding, with a cho~Pn comp~nion, behind a
the influence of the Catholic mission near the school, "contemplat.iv and thoughtful" old horse tn New Hampor else he would hav built one suitable for about a Rhire and allow the "~pirler to spht his weh unrlist.urbed
score of pupils, unless, indeed, he intended to place bPtw~en the whip and the das!Jboard "-whenever he ~Pems
the school under control of that '' mil;sion," seeing willing like little f':ally Waters. t.o sit in the sun and listen
with cl~~ed eves to the humming bee~ and droning flies, and
that the ''father" has not only set his own holy face there
doze and dr.,am, we m>ty mistrust why this is thus.
against the school, but is doing all he can to set the We mav snRpect that the artful pagan god, with the ~ilver
Indians against it as well. He (the priest) has goue bow. e~illed Cupid by mortals, has again launched an unerr.
.
so far as to call a general assembly of the Indians for in~r dart.
On this subject, however, I will not further d1_gr~ss. but
the purpose of choosing a chief to supersede Tonas- close
by repeating y·•ur remar)': that. such d_e~cnpqons as
cut., the present great chief of the reservation, and George givs us are ''mo~t admtrahle." In tbts weary lmmrecognized as such by the Indian Department, simply drum world it is surely a relief to listen to the
because it was through Tonascut's ffforts that the
Bouodd and sweet ail's that giv delight and hurt not,
school was established, and because Tonascut is wise and to recall the old scenes, the old times, a.nd the old
®ough tQ desire a secular scbo9l instead of a friends of ou.r childhooq,
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body politic unless he was first a member of the penter named Joy was kept in irons four or five days for the
church. The town meetings, ·therefore, became at same crime, and was released only when ' he humbled himself for meddling in· matters belonging not to him, and
once church meetings, and the government was blessed Gpd for these irons upon his legs, hoping they should
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT,
purely theocratic. The minister stood at the bead of do him good while he lived:'"
·
Editor.
the
congregation, and molded it to do his· will. He
E. M. MA.ooo:tuLD,
In 1644 the General Court "ordered and agreed"
Business Manager. held the key to the situation in holding the power to
0. P. SOlltEBBY,
that all who opposed the baptizing of infants should
admit to membership in the church. The temporal
PUBLISHED BY
be banished. This law was vigorously opposed, but
power was entirely in their hands. They were the
it
stood, though the court sometimes commuted the
Z HE 1: RUTH SEEKER OO.MPANY. arbitrators between the magistrates and the deputies,
punishment to whipping. But Henry Dunster, for
and their decisions were based upon religion. One
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
refusing to baptize his infant, was driven from his_
question asked of one of these ministerial boards was
home, "to die in poverty and neglect."
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. "whether a judge be bound to pronounce such sen" For protesting against an' unrighteous act' of his pastor,
tence as a positiv law prescribes, in case it be apparand turning Baptist, Obediah Holmes received thirty lashes
.Adilr6811all Gommunica.tionsto THE TRUTH BEEKER ently above or beneath the merit of the offense,,
with a three-thonged whip.
OOMP.ANJ'. Mak6 all Drafts, C!hecks, Post-office and Ex.. The answer of the ministers was that the punishment
"John Speer, who sympathized with Obediah Holmes
pr6811 MO'MJ!I OfodM-spayabl6to OH.ARLEB P. BOM.ERBY.
should :fit the crime, and the example adduced was was put in prison.
'
"On
the
27th
of
May,
1688,
Jho.
Gould,
William
Turner
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 22, 1887. this: "So any sin committed with a high band, as
and John Farnum, 'turbulent Annabaptists,' were banished
the gathering of sticks on the Sabbath day, may be under pain of perpetual imprisonment. They did not leave
punished with death when a lesser punishment may
and lay_ in jail about a year, then escaping, but were. agai~
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
serve for gathering sticks privily and in some need.'~ seized, and died of the cruelties infiicted."
Bingle subscription ............................................. . $S 00
One subscription two years, in. advance ................. . 0 00 It will be seen from this that the clergy early trained
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 0 00 the people in hypocrisy as well as cruelty. In 1635 . How many Baptists were prosecuted, says Mr.
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere- 9- 00 it was enacted that no church should be formed by Adams, is not_ known; "this much, however, is cer- mittance ...................................................... .
anyone without :first securing the consent of the tain, they not only continued. contumacious, but
One subscription --with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ...... -.............................. · · .. · ... · .. ···· 7 0 " elders of the greater part of .the churches of this persecution added to their numbe;s." Thirteen of
One subscription. with three new subscribers, in one
the most influential dissenting ministers in England
remittance ................................................... . 8 50 jurisdiction.'' Thus was conformity secured; it was
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
made permaneat afterward by giving the magistrate wrote their Massachusetts brethren, begging them
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
power to "put forti! his coerciv power [on "scbismat- to desist, lest they should be made to suffer in
AJ:J.y number over five at the same rate, invariably
witli one remittance.
ical churches"] as the matter shall require." In retaliation, but this remonstrance was unheeded.
1648 they adopted the Westminster Confession The :first meeting-house built by Baptists ~as· seized
'llWO THINf}S WANTED.
of Faith, and were then provided with all the essenc by a marshal, and they were obliged to fight for its
possession. A number of the congregation were
First. We want some money from every friend who owes tials of religion. The clergy were in full power ; the
summoned to court, admonished, and forbidden to
laws
bad
been
made
to
suit
them
;
the
religious
on his subscription to THE TRuTH SEEKER. The balance in
meet in any public place.
standard
adopted
by
which
to
gage
all
professions;
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufactThe persecution of the Quakers began With their
urers and the printer is very small, and we must increase it, and, as the last measure needed by the clergy, the
appearance
in Boston. Mr. Adams givs its chronolor run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing building of meeting-houses was forbidden without
ogy
as
follows
:
us by subscribers, and we desire to kindly but firmly call leave from the town or the -general court, both of
1656,
July.
First
Quakers came to Boston.
their attention to the matter. We need the money, and it is which meant the ministers. The New Englander,
1656, 14th Oct. ·First act against Quakers passed. Pronot right for them to keep it from us. We would also then, was the vassal of his .priest, and Winthrop,
viding that ship-masters bringing_ Quakers should be fined
respectfully suggest to those whose subscriptions expire dur- whom Mr. Adams calls the most enlightened magis- £100. Quakers to be whipped and imprisoned till expelled.
ing the present month that now is the time to renew. We trate the ecclesiastical party ever had, was so much a Importers of Q!laker books to be fined. Any defending
would call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new sub- slave that be wrote : "I honored a faithful minister Quaker opinions to be fined, first offense 40s. · second £4.
'
'
' '
scriber, and so get your own paper cheaper.
in my heart, and could hav kissed his feet." The third, banishment.
1657, 14th Oct. By a supplementary act; Quakers returnSecond. We once more ask our friends to send us the clergy paid no taxes, and were not amenable to critinames of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not cism. For saying " she bad as lief bear a cat mew '• ing after one conviction for first offense, for men, loss of one
take THll: TRUTH Sll:li:Kli:R. rrhe intention is to send them as Mr. Shepherd preach, Ursula Cole was sentenced ear; imprisonment till exile. Second offense, loss other ear
~ike _imprisonment. For females, first offense, whipping:
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may to pay a fine of :five pounds or be whipped. In those Impnsonment. Second offense, idem. Third offense men
subscribe.
days five pounds were equivalent to between $125 and women alike ; tongue to be bored with a hot 'iron
'
and $150 now. The ministers tolerated not the imprisonment, exile.
Religion in Young Massachusetts.
1658. In this year Rev. John Norton activly exerted himslightest oppoRi.tion even from their most devoted re- self to secure more stringent legislation; procured petition
Fifty years ago the estimation of Americans of
tainers, and were not satisfied with the submissivness to that effect to be presented to court.
"our forefathers" ranked them all as saints, and their
of their flocks unless they publicly wept when the . 1658, 19th ?ct. Enacted that undomiciled Qu"akers returnglory was sung and chanted without cessation. A
Ing from b~m~hment sh?uld be hanged. Domiciled Quakers
critic of the Puritans was eyed askance, and berated minister administered admonition and reproof from upon convictwn, refusmg to apostatize, to be banished,
the pulpit.
as a heretic. This was because the true history of
under pain of death on return.
From this point on to the Revolution were enacted
Massachusetts bad been skilfully concealed, only· a
Under this act the following persons were h~nged:
"1659, 27th Oct. Robinson and Stevenson hanged.
few antiquarians having the smallest conception of those scenes of cruelty which must e'verlasth:igly dis1660, 1st June. Mary Dyer hanged. (Previously conthe real state of affairs existing in the Puritan colony. grace American history and the name of Puritan.
demned, reprieved, and executed for returning.)
Once in a while, however, some public speaker bunted Burning with fanaticism and love of power, the min. 1660-1661, 14th March. William Leddra hanged.
up a few facts and divulged them; then some his- isters regarded persecution of heretics as duty they
1661, June._ Wenlock Christison condemned to death.
owed
to
Christ
and
to
the
state.
"
The
good
that
is
torian revealed a few more1 and gradually the bli.lo
released.
'
1661, 23d _May. Vagabond act. Any person convicted
around the pilgrims' beads was found to be of a rather brought to princes and subjects," said John Cotton
moonshiny character. To-day, if one wants a simile "by the due punishment of apostate seducers and before a county magistrate of being an undomiciled or vagafor meanness, for bigotry, for intolerance, for cold- idolaters and blasphemers is manifold.'' " All bond Quaker to be stripped naked to the middle tied to the
cart'~-:ail, and fiogged from town to town to ~he border.
blooded cruelty, be quotes the Massachusetts Puri- motivs," writes Mr. Adams, " combined to drive them Domiciled Quakers to be proceeded against under act of
headlong
into
cruelty
;
for
in
the
breasts
of
the
tans.
1658 to banishment, and then treated as vagabond Quakers.
In Brook Adams's "Emancipation of Massachu- larger number even the passion of bigotry was cool The death penalty was still preserved, but not enforced.
1661; 9th Sept. King Charles II. wrote to Governor
setts," just published by Houghton, Mifll.in & Co., beside the malignant hate they felt for those whose
we bav a revelation that ought to remove the pilgrims opinions menaced their earthly power and dominion ; Endicott, directing the cessation of corporal punishment in
regard to Quakers, and ordering the accused to be sent to
forever from the role of martyrs and heroes, and and they never wearied of exhorting the magistrates England for trial.
·
to
destroy
the
enemies
of
the
church."
The
fundaplace them in a deserved _pillory, scorned by the
1661, 27th Nov. Vagabond act suspended.
whole world. No historical work that we bav read mental principles of the theocracy, therefore, were
1662, 28th June. The company's agents, Bradstreet and
recently excites such feelings of contempt for the persecution of opponents and death for heretics. Norton, received from the king his h,tter of parrion etc.
. h
Q
.!11 '
'
period of which it treats as this book by Mr. Adams, One of the earliest laws punished blasphemy by wh erem, owever, uakers are excepted from the demand
made
for
religious
toleration.
which follows the religious development of the Pur- death, and speeial punishments were devised for
1662, 8th Oct. Encouraged by the above letter the Vagaitans from Plymouth rock to the Revolution. And Antinomians, Baptists, Quakers, and other sectaries, bond law revived.
such
as
fine,
imprisonment,
branding,
whipping,
while Mr. Brooks closed the story too early-for it
1664-5, 15th March. Death of John Endicott. Bellingwas not until1833 that the legal separation of church mutilation, banis~ment, and hanging. A few of the ham governor. Commissioners interfere on behalf of Quakers
and state in Massachusetts was effected, and even cases of persecution which Mr. Adams has dug from in May. The persecution subsides.
1~72: 3d Nov. Persecution revived by passage of law
now the separation is not fully c<*lplete-yet he givs ancient records will serve as examples of the hunpumshmg persons found at Quaker meeting by fine or
enough to show that Christianity superimposed upon dreds and thousands that occurred. Of the Antiimprisonment and fiogging. Also fining constables for
undeveloped and intolerant people makes the worst nomians they were :
neglect in making arrests and giving one-third the fine to
and most cruel despotism possible.
"John Wheelwright, banished..He was sent to Piscataqua informers.
In July, 1656, Mary Fisher and Ann Austin arrived in
The :first compilation of laws made for the govern- -yet 'it was marvelous he got thither at that time, by
ment of the colonists contained a penal code copied reason of the deep snow in which he might hav perished.' Boston from England before any law was made against the
Twelve others were given leave to depart ' or abide the action
word for word from the Pentateuch. These were in- of this court; others were disfranchised, and fifty-eight of Quakers. They were placed in jail, stripped naked and
afterward-sent back to England. The jailer kept theh- bed
corporated in what was-most ironically, it seems to the party were disu.rmed in Boston alone.'
and Bible for his fee.
us of the presenp day-called " The Body of Lib"~ne Hutchinson was banished, with her famil;, only to . Nicholas Upshall, for condemning the Quaker law, was
banished.
erties," the work of the Rev. Mr. Ward, pastor of be slam by the Indians.
"For threatening to appeal to Parliament against the
S_arah . Gibbons and Dorothy Waugh, Quakers, were
Ipswich. The· influence and power lay entirely with
theocracy, Dr. Childe was fined £200; John Smith, £100;
the clergy, who as early as 1631 bad enacted a law John Dand, £200; Tho.· Burton, £100; Samuel Maverick, whipped and kept three days in the house of correction
without food.
'
~t :P.O qu~n sbould be Jldmitte4 as a ~eiP.ber o{ the ~100, anq for !l te9hpi<;&l offensel al\ 114<Utional £50, 4 c~rGeorl?eWU!!Qn was !logged e.t the cart's.t&U wit.!J. so 1;1evere '
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whip that the Quakers wanted to buy it " to send to England
for the novelty of the cruelty."
Elizabeth Hooton and Joan Brooksup were driven into the
wilderness and there left. They escaped to the Barbadoes.
Elizabeth Hooton returned to Boston with a license from the
king to buy a house. She was imprisoned, and sentenced to
be whipped through three towns. At Cambridge she was
tied to a whipping-post and received ten lashes with a threestringed whip; at Watertown she received ten more stripes
with rods of willow; at Dedham, ten more blows were given
her. Then she was carried into the wilderness and left at
night among· wolves and bears.
Jolin Liddal and Thomas Newhouse were whipped through
three towns. Surviving his punishment, Newhouse was
again whipped.
William Leddra and Wenlock Christison were hanged.
The Rev. John Rayrer ordered Magistrate Richard Walden
to whlp Anne Coleman, Mary Tompkins, and Alice Ambrose,
at the cart's-end through Dover, Hampton, Salisbury, Newbury, Rowley, Ipswich, Wenham, Lynn, Boston, Roxbury,
and Dedham, and on a very cold day Walden "caused
these women to be stripp'd naked from the middle upward,
and tyed to a cart, and after a while cruelly whipp'd them,
whilst the priest stood and looked, and laughed at it. . .
• They went with the executioner to Hampton, and through
dirt and snow at Salisbury, half way the leg deep, the constable forced them after the cart's tayl at which he whipp'd
them."
And so the ho;rible recital goes on, page after
page, until one grows sick and faint at reading the
barbarities practiced· in the name of Christ by the
early settlers of Massachusetts, dominated in every
thought and action by the priests. It is not as
though these outrages were the acts of a few irresponsible fanatics, for whom the church had no
responsibility; the blame cannot be shifted in this
way, in spite of the numerous attempts to do so by
succeeding clergymen who, like Increase Mather, hav
deliberately lied about them. It was the settled
policy of the church to drive out contradicting
sectaries and doubting heretics. Even Episcopalians,
Church of England members, were sent back with a
warriing that no Episcopalianism was wanted around
Boston. The Puritan clergy were the instigators of
all the persecutions, and controled the magistrates
as fully as they did the communicants. It was
church work-all of it-as entirely as were the
sermons and prayers. .t\ll measures with them were
for the " honor of the gospel " and the "prosperity
of instituted churches." Both of these cant phrases
meant, the welfare and power of the ministers, to
maintain which the people must be in subjection in
all spiritual and temporal affairs. To accomplish
these the Roman church never worked harder,
meaner, or more crueliy than did the Protestant
clergy of New England.
The relics of their reign are still numerous. They
are found on the statute books of most of the states;
seen in the practice of the courts, and in the conduct
of Christians toward unbelievers.
The clergy to-day are making vigorous, if not
entirely successful, efforts to preserve the " prerogativs of the cloth "-prerogativs· handed down to
them from the archaic age when the priest was the
lawgiver, the physician, the one supremely favored
mortal-exempt from all burdens and the recipient
of slavish homage, of debasing respect, and degrading
adulation.
It is well, every now and then, to show the fellows
up, or they might form the impression that the
world is ignorant of their rascalities.

Mr. Davis and Mr. Reynolds.
The Rev. William F. Davis, the crank preacher
who insisted on using Boston Common as a church,
has been sentenced to one year in prison. This
heavy sent,ence was imposed because it was not his
first offense, as he had been reprimanded on one
previous occasion, and lightly :fined on another, for
the same offense. The trouble with Mr. Davis was
that he arrogantly claimed that he had a right to do
just as he pleased everywhere because he preached
Christianity.
Many papers are now exclaiming against the
sentence, characterizing it as an outrage on religious
libert,y. This is not so. Mr. Davis was arrested for
violating a city ordinance in collecting a crowd on
the Common, and not for anything he said. We
notice, moreover, that the same journals which denounce the prosecution of Mr. Davis are the same
which chuckled over the arrest of Mr. Reynolds, and
declaimed against him while upholding the authorities. Yet Mr. Reynolds's is the only case of the two
in which religious freedom was outraged. Mr. Rey~olds spoke QI,l h~s 9wn propert;r, IP!Q illV!'\Q~Q pQ

~2,

one's right. Mr. Davis insisted on using municipal
property as his own, and thereby invaded the rights
of every person in Boston. Mr. Reynolds was arrested for what he said; Mr. Davis for where he said
it. . Mr. Reynolds acknowledged the rights of others,
respected them, and made his missionary meeting a
purely private affair for those who chose to hear him.
Mr. Davis ignored the rights of everybody but himself, claiming that, as he was a missionary of
Jehovah, he had rights superior to all others, and
that they must hear him whether or no. But because
Mr. Reynolds was teaching heresy to Christianity,
the press abused him and justified his arrest. Because Mr. Davis was teaching what Mr. Reynolds
was exposing, the press call his arrest an outrage on
religious freedom. The deductions to be made from
this are clearly apparent.
--~--~~.-------

The Difference.
The grandmotherly personage who writes letters
from the City Hall signed Abraham Hewitt, mayor,
stopped all raffias at the Anti-Poverty party's fair
held in this city last week, but allowed the " church
of the Sacred Heart" to conduct about dozen lotteries for the benefit of the priest of the parish.
The principal difference between these fairs was
that one was held by people who did all they could
to defeat Mr. Hewitt's election for mayor last fall,
and the other was held by orthodox Catholics who
always_ vote the Tammany Hall ticket with their eyes
shut. No doubt Mr. Hewitt could see in Henry
George's lotteries demoralizatioD; of the very worst
kind. But in the other one the sharpest-eyed argus
in the whole mythical or political world could see
nothing but bene:ficient works for the Lord's sake.
It's funny what. a difference some things make to
some men.

a

Go Boy a Judge!
In completion of the bargain which the Galveston
News seems to hav made -with puritanical Judge
Cook, to the effect that it ~ould support the Sunday
laws if allowed to break them itself, its managing
editor bas been arrested, taken before Judge Cook on
a habeas corpus, and discharged. The legal accusation against him was that he forced his employees to
labor on Suriday. The law bearing on his case is
article 183 :
"Any person who shall hereafter labor, or compel, force,
or oblige his employees, workmen, pr apprentices to labor on
Sunday, shall be fined not less than ten nor more than fifty
dollars."
The next article of the law exempts from the
penalties of this article a large number of occupations regarded as necessary, but newspaper work is
not among them. The only provision relating to
newspapers is that they may be sold at all hours of
the day. Mr. Lowe was defended by Lawyer T. J.
Ballinger, who made a :first-rate speech in spots, and
where it was not first-rate it was ingenious. It was,
however, a quibble for Sunday newspapers alone, but
contained much able pleading for Mr. Belo's right to
pursue his commercial transactions on Sunday, protected from competing amusement furnishers by the
strictest kind of a prohibitory tariff. The scheme is
.very ingenious, indeed, and we recommend it to all
newspaper editors. All they hav to do is to buy a
judge-the Sunday laws are already enacted-and
agree with him to shut up everything but newspaper
offices and the churches, and presto ! the road to
riches is open. As a relief from the sermons the
people will buy the newspapers, and their circulation
will grow so large that they can save the salary
of the affidavit man ! The combination promises
untold possibilities.
We should like to hav seen this issue between the
fanatics and the people fought out squarely and
honestly away down in -Texas. We should like to
hav seen the News come to the front and fight the
:fight for liberty as vigorously, at least, as it fought
Parson Briggs, of the Texas Christian Advocate,
because he accused one of the News reporters of
lying. But we search in vain for any intimation in
Mr. Ballinger's argument that the Sunday law is an
alliance of church and state, in which the state plays
cat's-paw for the priests; we look in vain for any
indignant reminder to the court that the fanatics
should attend to their own business and leave honest
men alone; and we are disappointed when we look
for a single word to show that the News cares a
penny for any more liberty than is granted in the
permission to :malte and. eeU Dewspapera Oll Sunday.
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As a hucksterer of current Texas items the News is
a success; as a defender of popular rights it is a
gigantic failure.
But, then, its Sunday edition will contain the
advertisments of all the pious shopkeepers of Galveston, and that is a great thing !

Editorial Notes.
MR. NATHANIEL JARVIS, JR., clerk of the naturalization
bureau, has just been investigated, and his accounts are $650
s~rt. Mr. Jarvis is the gentleman who, a year ago, declined to receive Bohemian Rabitscheck's affirmation of allegiance to the United States on the ground that the applicant
was an Atheist, and would not make a good citizen. This is
one of the cases that do not require comment.
WE wonder. if it occurred to the readers of last week's
TRUTH SEEKER, as it did to the Editor, when he had got the
matter ready for the pressman, that, on the whole, THB
TRUTH SEEKER is favored beyond most papers in its corps of
contributors. There is ·Dr. Oswald, keen philosopher and
scientist, giving us the best of his thoughts and historic researches, which other journals would hav to pay him royally
for, and would gladly do it if his thoughts were not so heretical. In the same issue Mr. F. M. Holland, autQ.or of the
most ·scholarly history of Freethought, one of the ablest
thinkers and writers around Boston, tears to pieces the
economical theories of another equally eminent gentleman,
Mr. Denslow, for years editor of a .great daily. Then came
Mr. Putnam, jolly and jubilant, describing unpoetic fields
with poetic fire, until he arouses an enthusiasm in the reader
akin to his own. Following him the practical Reynolds,
plain of speech and strong of blow, setting down the good
and bad hotels impartially, but with malice for none; then
Edgeworth, a bookworm and linguist of wide repute, possessing technical knowledge almost without end ; fifth, the
Quixotic, dogmatic, and illogical but sincere Malcolm,
always wanting to do good; sixth, Mr. Burnham, the finished orator and writer, a minister in the past, now a
preacher of the present, acute in reasoning, strong in statement, and implacable in hostility to error; and seventh,
"Billington"-a name assumed by a gentleman who has stood
high in theological circles and governmental positions, but
who now devotes his energies to showing up shams as only
he can do it-and one of the most jncisiv and forceful men
in the country. If these men had been gathered in some
scientific or literary monthly with a big name-where most
if not all of them are often met with-the daily press would
hav had paragraphs saying "the - - magazine for October
15th is occnpied by a number of uncommonly strong writers,"
and the editor of the magazine would be happy as the
presses were kept busy printing edition after ~:;dition. But
these are not all who make THE TRUTH SEEKER valuable.
The outspoken sentiments and plain matter-of-fact recitals
by the friends who write short letters to their favorit paper,
telling whlch lecturer last visited them and how they liked
him, and when another was expected there ; or letting the
Liberal world know· what deviltry the Christians of their
neighborhood are up to; or penning obituaries pathetic because sincere; or instructing some other correspondent, or
saying a good word for the persecuted of the family-these
compose a feature no other paper has, and make a bond of
union which is the life and strength of Liberalism. Together
with the Children's Corner, and a few minor beauties thrown
in, we think THE TRUTrr BEEKER is a good journal for Liberals to patronize. If they did but know it, they are getting
through our columns the best thoughts of the best men of the
century.
New Editions of Books, and New Prices for Old Books.
A new edition of Prof. Felix Oswald's " Secret of the
East" is .now in press, and will be issued shortly. Price one
dollar.
The price of Gibbon's " History of Christianity" has been
reduced by the publisher from two dollars to a dollar and a
half. It is a necessary book for every Freethinker. Mr.
Eckler has also cut the price of" Voltaire's Romances" from
two d0llars in cloth to a dollar and a half, and in paper to
one dollar. Half calf, or half morocco, marbled edges, is
still four dollars. We can supply them promptly.
The Motto card, "Reason is a Better Guide than Fear,"
has been changed by the publishers to "Reason is the Lamp
of the Mind." The former is no longer on sale; the latter
can be supplied to all at twenty-five cents each.
Saladin's " God and His Book " is on band from London,
the six pamphlets gathered into one book, cloth bound, and
selling for a dollar and a half. It is worth ten dollars to
every Freethinker who likes to "corner the parson."
Mrs. Anna Zimmerman writes to Mrs. Blenker that she is
delighted with " Little Lessons," as it is all for assimilation
by the children, and is not padded out as children's books
are apt to be. Eclwes t • Sunny Land regards it as "just
the book for children." Mrs. Zimmerman also regards
"John's Way," another of Mrs. !:!Ienker's works, as "the
best of books."
Thomas Paine's works still hold their own with the Liberal
reading public, and we are printing new editions of the " Age
of Reason," and "Common Sense." Since Mr. Bennett pur_
chased the plates of Paine's books we hav sold a great many
thousands of them, and expect to sell more. We presume
Thomas Paine is responsible for the Infidelity of more people
than any other man except Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
A new edition of Winwood Reade's "Martyrdom of Man "
is in press, and will be completed in time for the fall trade,
and for winter reading. There is no book on our list whic.q
we ~n lllOrfl cbe~n1ully recoJillllllP<i than thlrl,
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{etters frolf( Jiriends.
NEwPoRT, ME., Oct. 2, 1887.
· MR. EDITOR : Is there no one of all your many correspondents that has any remarks or words of commendation
for the truly inspiri!lg words of your correspondent " Alha~a," of Lexington, Ky.? Read those grand words: "A
gift at every poor man's door will cause him to follow the
giver;" and, "Do people crave excitement? Let there be
a holy rush toward the abodes of wretchedness." The
whole letter is full of grand inspiration. .If the writer vtill
send me his, or her, address, I would be pleased to send a
paper.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
NAPA CITY, CAL., Sept. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I like your paper so well that I can't well
refuse to renew my snb>cription, and Hestop's pictjlres so
perfectly represent the Bible characters that they are a treasure within themselvs. They speak and convey ideas to the
minds of many much more effectivly than any written descriptions of the same subjects. I hav delayed a little in
order to get a new subscriber to join us. He has been
raised, and always lived, under the shadows of the orthcdox
church, al'd you know it takes a man and a manly effort to
break the shackles. I feel t:llat he possesses all the qualities
of a true man, and I am sure he will hereafter be an independent thinker.
.
R. F. GRIGSBY.
REDDIOK, ILL., Oct. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER of last week came
promptly to hand. and its contents were duly assimilated. I
like it· better every week. I read the Boston Investigator
and also the well-named honclad .Age.
.
If every individual of this lovely little planet of ours would
go aboard one of these grand old vessels they would verily
outride the storms of superstition, bigotry, and ignorance.
They never founder at sea nor get overloaded; they are
three of the stanchest ships that plow the sea of science and
reform. My word for it, read those three papers, and you
will never be left in the slough of doubt and disappointment.
Long may they fioat and their banners wave! I hope to see
some or all of THE TRUTH SEEKER attaches at the Congress at
Chicago.
C. B. HuNTER.
SuNSET, TExAs, Sept. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In reply to your notice i inclose $3 for continuation of THE TRUTH SEEKER from October 27th one
··year. The funds would hav been sent without the notice,
for I cannot do without the inspired weekly instalments of
'):'HE TRUTH SREKER. I like every part of the paper; can
tolerate even~Frknd Grabill. John Bushel bas aroused a
tiger in a Baptist brother o"ilt here, who says he will write to
him and make him take back assertions made in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of September lOth entitled, "Wonderful Absurdities," page 579. The book, "Men, Women, and Gods," I
bought of you started out on an errand of mercy. One man
who got it read it and sent it on, but paid me for the book.
I don't know where it is now, but, Speed the journey l is all
I've got to say. "Bible Morals" has gone where the wind
listeth. So may it be.
· I send seventy-five cents for " Christianity a Reward for
Crime," "Bible Fabrications Refuted," "The Origin of the
Christian Biblf"," and a "A Vindication of Masonic Right;"
also "The Public Schools and the Catholic Church."
HAllRlET DAVIS.
SNoHoMisH, W ~sH. TERR., Sept 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Circumstances-the loss of my home, my
ill-health, etc.-compelled me, to my great regret, to leave
Kansas, which I did with a heavy heart. Please send my
TRUTH SEEKER to this post-office instead of Columbus, Kan.
I am treated very kindly here by J. S. Martin, your correspondent and advocate, and others. This is a favorable
region for the light of truth and humanity to spread and
fiourish. Many who came here from the creed-bound and
priest-ridden East left behind them much mental darkness
and error, and are transplanted to a region more favorable to
the growth and ascension of manhood. This region is a
great contrast to and complement of the Kan~as prairie
region-too much wood and water here, too little there.
The many Freethinkers here need organizing, need to be
brought to the surface, and brought into relations and condi'tions where they will 8peak out and work for the true and
the good like my friend Martin. The League formed here
by Mr. Putnam has been promising, but its growth and prosperity will d~pend upon the zeal and contributions and
work of its individual members. It is the constant everyd.ay work and cooperation of all the members of this or any
other Secular Union, and not the temporary spasmodic excitement of a particular occasion, which will assure perpetual
growth and success.
J. H. CooK.
RocHESTER, N. Y., Sept. 30, 1887.
When otJe is right, one cannot ue to' radtcal; when wrong, too
conservativ.-Tiwmas Pame.
That government is best that governsleast.-Tiwmas JP.tferson.

MR. EniTOR: If there is truth in the above sentences, the
people and their masters, the law-makers (but chosen as
servants)-hav they heeded it? Why do we ~eed masters or
law-makers? Is it not because we hav been falsely educated
from time immemorial that we need the government of one
over another instead of learning that we should be a Jaw
unto and· governing ourselvs instead of others? Elmina
says, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jmi.e 11th: "Here am I in
bonds bec•JUSe I tried to learn, teach, and educate; because
I sought earnestly for facts and gave freely of them." Is
not the idea (government), as I hav above stated, put in
force, the cause of her prosecution and persecution ? Is she
Jigb.t iJl her efforts to le11rn, teach, anq edqcatef If so 1 Cfm

she be too radical? Can she be too earnest ·and activ in hllr
efforts to remove all that causes suffering, misery, and
wrong in and to the human race? Is not knowledge our
greatest, hip;hest, and best god, and obedience thereto our
savior and only savior? If so, should we not. sustain and
encourage Elmina and all other teachers of tr"uth in their endeavors, instead of prosecuting and persecuting them? My
observation and experience hav shown me there is great suf"
fering and wrong in the human race, and there can be no
effect without a cause. If Elmina is seeking for the cause
of this suffering, and endeavoring to remove it, should not
all assist and sustain her in her holy and pure efforts ? I for
one think we should.
ABNER J. PoPE.
FALL RivER, KAN., Oct. 4, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 24th,
Brother Kelso prefaces his letter with the question, ''Is
there any such a thing as Liberal.ism ?" (Answer, Yes.)
''If there is, what is it?"
It· is Liberalism to search for f'cts, and, having found
them, to follow whithersoever they lead. If these facts
make myth and fable of the account of creation as found in
Genesis, and substitute instead the order of creation as
revealed in the ~cience of geology, stand by the facts. It is
much better to hav a small belief, predicated on facts, than
to hav a huge belief, founded on myths, fables, and falsehoods.
If the facts prove that Adam and Eve were not our first·
parents; that the story about the garden of Eden, the fall of
man, and the so-called plan of redemption, are unscientific,
unphilosophical, and foolish, it is Liberalism to discard these
myths, and, whenever occasion demands, "speak out in
meeting."
If the facts in history, sound philosophy, and reason
prove that every man is his own redeemer; that all the
Christa and saviors are myths; that the only salvation from
sin is to 6top sinning; that hell and heaven, at best, are conditions, and not localities ; that the " universe as it is " is the
only creator, it is Liberalism to follow the facts, and assert
our belief accordingly whenever good taste or intellectual
independence demands.
It is Liberalism to allow each individual the fullest .exercise of his intellectual and moral powers, the fullest freedom
of thought and speech, always having due regard for the
happiness, the rights, of others.
It is Liberalism to eradicate from ourselvs egotism, selfishness, sordidness, sensuality, and lead pure lives, keeping in
mind that each is accountable to himself, and not to an
imaginary tribunal far off in the realms of space.
P. VAN HYATT.
WINDoM, KAN., Oct. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Some time since I saw a letter in TilE
TRUTH" SEEKER in which the writer says something about
Spiritualism being a cousin to Christianity. As a writer
from Brooklyn in your paper of September 17th professes
to be a Spiritualist, and so earnestly defends the Brble, it
would seem t!Jat the first mentioned writer was correct. I
therefore wish to correct an error which I think exists in the
minds of many persons; There are really two classes ol
Spi.itualists ; one class, like the man of Brooklyn, who try
to make out that the old heathenish and nonsensical falsehoods of the Bible, such as the story of Jacob's ladder, were
inspired by spirits, or were clairvoyant visions. There is
another class who look upon the Bible as upon any other
book of like absurdities, obscenities,and immoral teachings ;
who rely for evidence to support their belief upon fac's
which come within their observation through the aid of
modern spiritual phenomena. I am not a Spiritualist,
neither a Materialist ; but in regard to the belief of a future
existence, purely Agnostic. But I cannot see why a man
who is free from the superstitious fear of God, hell, and the
devil should dtfend this sickening old bundle of falsehoods,
under the guidance of which Christians hav murdered,
robbed, and stolen, and hav committed other horrible crimes
down to the present time. I would advise the Spiritualist of
Brooklyn, and all others who defend the Bible, to read
'"Spiritualism Sustained," by Col. John R. Kelso, after
wh1ch they will probably be more willing to behold Mr.
Heston's pictures which so admirably throw ridicule upon
such stories as Jacob's ladder and others.
SILVESTER.

w.

ADRIAN, MroH., Oct. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to ILake a few statements and to
ask a few questions. In an article printed in the Ea~Jtern
StOll' (Spiritualist) the writer says that he has been through
all the grades-mineral and animal kingdoms-from the
eternal previous up to the present time. His age is probably
seventy years. This seventy years is of human fo1 m. Before his advent to humanity he was through all the elem.imts
of geology, pollywog, turtle, and all other grades up to
man-dog, ape, horse-yet he •says he is a Spiritualist: I
admit h" is progressiv. He says all other methods are at
variance with truth, but still uses tlie term God as at the
head of all future stages of what may be, as well as of the
past. Geology and the Bible cannot hinge, for that book
says this world and all that's in it was created in a week, and
built out of nothing. And the same element, God, made
man ; he then constructed a woman out of the same material
f~r the companion of Adam. Now, then, the question, Why
drd he not make a woman, and substitute himself in place
of making Adam, if the mode of populating this earth be
according to the Bible history? He (God) went to a good
deal of unnecessary trouble. Again, if God was the Bible
God, the architect of· all things and the earth, why did he
make a devil to try to thwart and pester him in all future
time, well knowing that he would ? The devil took God
[listen!] up on a high mountain and showed him all the
earth, and said that he (the devil) would ~rant him a.U t4e

earth if he would bow down and worship him. How could
he show him all the earth? as it is proved by demonstration
that the world is round. God did not know it was round;
although he is sll.id t"o hav made it. The ungodly woman
says:
This world is round and, like a ball,
Seem~ swin~ting in the air;
The skv extend~ anund it aU,
·And stars are shilllng there.

If the theory be true that the human production was
matured by gradual development from vegetation to a fullfledged human being, through all the grades up, how do we
know that when we come in contact with sorl}e obnoxious
quadruped, and spurn it with our feet, we are not kicking
one of our near relations? For it is held by some that we
again enter into a brute's body. If we hav an existence after
this body gets tired and must be dispensed with, it will be a
square-toed existence- no probation, no waiting for . the
judgment-it will be a clean-cut life. Nature does nothing
by halves. I cannot conceive of a personal creator-a being
formed iike a man-sitting upon a literal throne, dictating
to his offspring an arbitrary obedience. The Bible says God
made man after his own image. If this be true, then there
is no help for us; we are doomed to eternal misery. It cannot be; we are not to blame for our existence. When the
dissolution takes place it will be, " Here goes for the
unknown." It will be light or darkness; we know not
which.
0. s. BARRETT.
~

SALMON CITY, lA., Sept. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find an extract cut out of the
Salmon City Recorder. It will ·show you .the view that
Judge BrezPe takes of the decision of the Illinois Supreme
Court. It expresses my sentiments. Success to your rRuTH
SEEKER. It will be hard to improve on it. L. C. GEERTsoN.
JUDGE BREZEE'S OPINION.
The Supreme Court of the state of Illinois has confirmed
.the decision of the court below in the case of the condemned
Socialists. We hav no sympathy with this elerupnt, and it
would be very difficult to find words expressiv of the contempt in which we hold them. At the same time we hold
these men to be improperly condemned to death, and the.
sentence thus imposed to be one of the most atrocious perver~ions of law that has taken place either on the continent
of Europe or America.
Those men are convicted not because they with their own
hands committed the crime of murder, treason, or ingurrection, but because they indirectly caused others to murder by
writfug and circulating newspaper articles, and by ma.kinp;
public speeches. Let this prinr.iple be once establi~hed and
it will f:nd in the suppression of the liberty of the pres~ and of
speech. Starting with and enlarJ!ing npon that decision, no
political editor, Democratic or Hepublican, would be safe
from the gibbet were a political riot to occur and a party adverse to the accused be in power.
The execution of those men will hav a bad effect on the
labor element. When the hangman shall hav completed his
work a feeling of sympathy will be aroused which will become dangerous for the wealthy cla8s. It will make Socialists of tens of thousands of American workingmen who hav
heretofore· disavowed any sympathy for the foreign agitators.
We hope governor will commute the sentences so that the
condemned will not become martyrs. The d~cision of the
c"urt has done sufficient mischief already; its being catried
into execution would be worse. No supreme bench of the
state of Illinois can make us believe that the judgment in the
·
case is good law.
SNowviLLE, VA., Oct. 6, 1887.
DEAR FRIENDS : I am receiving so many letters of pcnonal
inquiry that I cannot answer them all, so if our kind Editor
will permit I'll send one general letter, and perhaps the last
before Oct. 31st. Many are inquiring how friends, relativs,
and neighbor~ are looking upon me since the arrest, and how
I am feeling personally.
I would say that our immediate family (husband, son, and
myself) are as unitedly happy as we ever were, or anyone
could wish for. Neighbors seem even more kind than of
old, and as for me I must say I hav never been happier than
during the past few months~ True, there are shadows on
the pathway of my life, just as there are on those of all otber
lives; but the sunshine has sa quickly dispersed them as to
leave little or no impress behind.
I hav had such a precious communion with so many noble
minds and hearts that I feel ali the while an uplifting and
unfolding, a growing and developing which is so enthusing
that I am more than recompensed for all that has come and
gone. .My motto has ever been to ''make the best of what
is," and I'm doing it now, and this is why I am full of peace
and happiness, even with the sword of fate suspended over
me. The sweet blessedness ·of knowing I hav thousands of
friends all over the land who appreciate my wm•k has banished the gloom that hung over me during the first few
weeks of my trouble. To-day. has been almost brightPr than
the ones which preceded it. A lovely, mild, sunny October
day; one of the days when it seems to be a bliss to be nlive.
I hav busied myself since early d>twn doing my home work,
reading a pile of letters, fresh from the office and th<' hearts
of the wJ·iters, answering some of the most pressing ones,
scanning the newspapers, chatting with callers, caring for
baby (my year-old grandson), dealing out papers, books, and
vinegar to neighbors-not spiritual sourness-but the material acid which is just now in demand ·for making sweet
pickles. I sent a basket of apples and some sweet-cakes to
a sick child, and thus in little things passed the pleasant
hours. For variety, when tired of pushing the pen, I ran
into a neighbors where a bevy of ladieS were quilting, and
had a pleasant social chat.
I was both pleased and saddened by reading the " In
Memoriam " of Eugene Remsburg : pleased that the child
was so beautifully remembered, and saddened to think of the
void left in the hearts of the parents and friend; by the going
out of the young baby life. I hope friends will continue
writinfi, evel!- though I caiii!-ot send ~reeting to e&cb. indivicl~
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ually. I want to hear from everyone. It' iii such a great
moral support and encouragement to know you are not
ostracized and alone. With gratitude to all sympathizers
and believers in real freedom; and in a broad, all-embracing
charity of opinion, I am,
Truly :Yours,
.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
ELMIRA, N.Y., Oct. 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Much has been said for and against Mrs.
E. D. Slt>nker. I am not in favor of her methods "or her outside wandering;s. No one can find very much fault with her
"Children's Corner," but there is room for sharp criticism
in other directions. But I am of the opinion there will be
no difficulty in establishing the fact th"at for months and
years, perhaps, a woman Mrs. Blenker supposed to be a good
friend was simply a dec~ptiv enemy. Mrs. Blenker was
favored by the editors of many papers. This fact caused
jealousy and envy to rankle in the bosom of one who should
hav been willing to let Mrs. Slenker rise by her true worth,
or fall by her false position without a dead-fall.
·
I am sure· a person who would enter into correspondence
with Comstock for such a purpose must some til]le hav been
a Christian-a Sunday-school scholar-and learned the les-·
sons of fraud and deception well. For Liberals to disagree
and even become enemies is not strange or uncommon, but
to plot with· Comstock is outrageous, and deserves the condemnation-of all.
The readers of TH.IIl 1'RUTH BEEKER hav not forgotten· that,
when Helen H. Gardener first camfl before the public, the
fact that she was introduced by R. Q_ Ingersoll, and was
called a Liberal star by S. P. Putnam,· roiled th~ good disposition of a few of the old dames who had starred the
country for seventy-five years, and they were inclined to sit
down on and dim the .glory of Miss Helen; but it was a good
deal like John R. Kelso, when he sat down on the hornet's
nest : they made ~J mistake. It alto reminds me of an old
minister 'Who was enraged because a ycung man was hired
in his place, and he said he could snap the boot heels right
off that young chap if they would just giv him a chance.
I hav only this to say in• regard to the Blenker matter.
The woman who would enter into collusion with Comstock
is by nature possessed of the same .elements as Comstock.
The person who would write Mrs. Blenker a letter of friendship, asking questions apparently in good faith that would
lead to answers that, if disclosed to Comstock, would bring
trouble-such a person is more contemptible than Comstock,
and the sin of such an act ten times more disgraceful than
anything Mrs. Blenker could Fay in a priv11.te letter.
It will be but justice all around that the ilaylight should
shine on all the facts in the case. Let the truth prevail,
though the heavens fall. Yours for fair play,
U. C.

shall hav power to lay and. collect taXes, duties, imposts, and
excises ; to borrow money on the credit of the United States;
to define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the
high .seas; to declare war; grant letters of mark and reprisal;
to ra1seand support armies; to provide and maintain a navy;
to provide for organizing and disciplining the militia."
All of these provisions are for the enslaving of the people. Every word of them is in contradiction and in direct
contravention of the. declaration that all men hav an inalienable right which no power on earth can justly interEvery man who believes in liberty should
fere with.
hav this, ALL TAXATION IS SLAVERY, hung up in every
toom in his house to be read of all men and women.
And we must demand that our government shall cease all
taxation, and shall create and issue_a legal tender money and
pay all expenses of government, and contirlue to do so until
every dollar of debt, public and private, shall be paid, and
every ~hadow of slavery be wiped off the face of this country. There never was nor ever can be any other slavery on
earth but that caused by a government that t!'xes its people
to support a government that enslaves them by taxing them
to support such a useless curse. No one need to be at a loss
for the cause of poverty, war, vice, crime, and misery whp
will study history, and reason from cause to effect. And if
Brother Hacker and others wish to see any fruit from their
J. H. WooD.
life-work they MUST study these things.

BRooKLYN, N. Y., Oct. 1, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct 1st one of the
rlelegates to the International Freethought Convention is reported to hav "thought it unfortunate that a vote should be
taken upon a theoretical question," and asserted that "if
Freethought is to do good work it must be restricted." I
think it pertinent to inquire if restricted thought is really
free? and if Freeth ought is a theoretical question that may
be confined in a strait-jacket of partisan dogma, or a uni_versal principle that is equally applicable to all sides of every
conceivable quest.ion, but is identical with none? I hav
always supposed that Freethought, supplemented by intelligence and reason, is an investigator who proves all things
and holds fast that which is good; hence, whatever else the
Apostle Paul may h~av been, he was indi!!putably an advocate
of Freethought, though a Christian. Therefore Freethought
is not incompatible with Christianity, priestcraft and Infidelity to the contrary notwithstanding. Except for Freethought, neither Christianity nor Infidelity could hav been
possible; and now, evidently with a view to preventing those
who would mount higher, they mutually endeavor to kick
down the ladder upon which themselvs hav climbed. Hence,
I think it should appear that prie_stcraft and Infidelity are at
oppo~it extremes on the spcial question, and as far from an
intelligent solution as it is possible to go, yet both pretend to
llav found the only practical solution of the social problem.
DETROIT, MroH., Sept. 23, 287.
Their solution appears to consist in a mutual exposure of
_MR. EDITOR: I am heartily glad to see that the venerabl£> . each other's sophistries. Not being prepared t'l!> question tl:!at
advocate of freedom, J. Hacker, is yet able to use his pen, as solution as a· primary condition, I shall wish them mutual
he shows some of the fallacies of Henry George, but the success.
errors of George are not greater than those of friend Hacker.
Some Freethinkers make an investigation of religion a
It is just as far from truth to_ say that private ownership of specialty. I shall not think why, unless for the good they
land will of itself lead to universal independence as to say hope to find in h, for we should not be so ungenerous as to
that private ownership of land is the cause of povert.y. A suspect anybody of the inconsistency of seeking evil when
statement was made some four or five years ago in THE evil abounds on every hand, and most people of aver~ge inTRUTH SEEKER, bv a Mr. Perry (I think), that one-half of the telligence desire to escape it. There are some Freethinkers
farms in the· New England states might be purchased for who make the investigation of the social problem a specialwhat the fences had cost; that one might ride for miles and ty, with a view to finding a solution that will make human
find every farm deserted, and many of them grown over with exist~nce on this planet universally endurable if not pleasant
trees. Now, this would indicate from both. Mr. ·Hacker's and and desirable. I note a few suggestions by Mr. Denslow,
Mr. George's views that Mr. George is right, while I am cer- in THE TRUTH BEEKER of Sept. 24th, that se'em to merit the
tain that both are wrong. I hav a relativ who three years attention of those last-named Freethinkers, and may l.:av
ago bought a forty-acre farm, all under cultivation, with good been intended to invite it. Those "free soup houses," supbuildings and orchard, near a railroad and twenty miles from ported by the contributions of usurers and profit-mongers
this city, for which he paid cash, and now hfl would be glad generally, were suggestiv of th~ beLevolent highwaymttn
to get back what he paid out, and will take less. A labor who, having robbed his victim of the last cent, bethinks himpaper published in Kansas says that the debts in recorded self that it will hardly pay to kill the goose wlio lays the
mortgages of one county in that state amount to over seven golden egg, and returns a dime to keep the poor devil from
millions, and that the property of many counties will not sell starving to death until he can procure more of which to be
for one-third the value of such debts. Now, most of the robbed in like manner. I well remember the efforts that.
farms of Kansas were taken up as homesteads, and these were made at that time, through the press and otherwise, to
facts would bear heavily on the side of Mr. George. But we divert attention from the real cause of " the present hard
must go farther back than does Mr. George or Brother times." I am also aware of there being a few who were not
Hacker for the cause of poverty. Our goYernment has en- diverted by those sophistries.
slaved th!' people and is the true first cause of poverty, war,
His allusion to " independent labor" is rich thou!!:h not
vice, and crime. Our government bas never been anything rare, for our country abounds with demagogs who ptetend
but a heavy burthen and a curse from its first formation to to be victims of that hallucination. Nevertheless, I am inthis day: It was supposed to h\l.V been formed to protect clined to the opinion that independent labor is a myth, for I
and preserve the rights and liberties of the people, but in- hav been on the road more than half a century, and hav not
stead of doing so it has continued the same enslavement that traveled far enough to meet him. But beggars abound on
had before exi'lted unr:ler English rule. ALL TAXATION every hand, and profit-mongers- are the most importunate
rs BLA. VERY. Our forefathers refused to be taxed by England beggars in the crowd. He not only solicits patronage himunless they were allowed to send representative to help to self, but also employs others to solicit it for him that he may
tax (enslavb) them. Just as if it made any difference who realize fraudulent contributions on the false pretense of givdid the enslaving. And when they had separated from Eng- ing a filii equivelent for that he receives, and notwithstandland our ancestors continued all through their seven years of ing the well-known fact that consumers pay a hundred per
war and misery to tax the people, while they huckstered cent more for comm~dities than the entire labor cost of protheir credit over the world, trying to borrow the debts of curing and distributing them. Hence it should appear that
other nlitions and individuals to buy freedom with. And private ownership is an expensiv luxury that is least particiwhen they had won all that they had fought so long to ob- pated in by those who pay for it-whose labor supports it.
tain, they did not know what it was nor what to do with it. The knowledge of such facts, supplemented with the memory
They had declared that it was a self-evident truth that ALL of those free soup-house times, and the possibility of their
people are enrlowed by their creator with the INALlENABLE recurrence, should be a sufficient incentiv to intelligent
right to life, liberty, and the pursnit of happiness. But they working-men casting about them for protection from such
never made even the ~lightest provision for establishing any impositions and the consequent calamities. Therefore it is
of those inalienable rights. They went right along, ignoring not protection, but the want of it, that is j·ustly answ~rable
and alienating every sb.adow of those rights which no power . for the sin of having given labor "the big head," and I hope
on earth had a right to interfere with. They even made pro- Mr. Denslow will not forget it when he givs us the next invision in the Condtitution for alienating every right of the stalment of instruction on the subject, for it is anything but
people which they had declared so self-evidently to be agreeable to a protectionist that he should hav cause to deinalienable.
.
fend protection against the unjust aspersions of its advocates
A-rti~lf:!l of eectiol!- ~ of the Coqstitution sa;rs : "Congress whose insane h~tred ~nq contempt of self-~ssertin~ work-ing-
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men mlslearls them to perpetrate such a stupid blunder aa
to stab protection in hope of thereby wounding labor~ J. A. TUTTLE.
P.S.-Thou!!:h not partial to bandying ungenerous and
somewhat vulgar compliment~, I will l!uggest the pos~ibility
that labor has not a monopoly of "the big head" on the
J. A. T.
social question.
LEBo, KAN., Oct. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: "N. 8.," of Windom, Kan., in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of September lOth, openl!l tqe subject for a few
remarks that may benefit some one, if not "N. 8."
It is demonstrable that all subjects are bounded by two
extremes, to one of which we an· prone. A ~an may eat
too much, or too little; talk too much, or too little; work
too much, or too little; sleep too much, or too little, and so
on through all life's doings. No act can be mentioned or
thought of where this possibility is not apparent.
It is demonstrable that as we clepart from the mean "'line
between these extremes, where all thrift and happiness
dwell, misery, direct or inclirect, is inevitable; anrl, as a
rule, the greater the depa.rture, the greater the misery. The
morbid excitement found in these extremes is not true enjoyment. It lacks breadth, depth, and tone, and is antag;onistic to longevity. Satiety and stagnation follow, and the
extremist in one thing soon becomes obtuse in all. The
keen relish for enj'Jyment is gone. But before this stage
arrives there is a period that the nerve centers -are at a white
heat, so to speak, and a rainbow beauty is around and over
all. Going· to these extremes has brought upon man all
manner of mental and physical maladies. A large number
are so utterly depraved as to be beyond aid. Through their
own and ancestral departures from the happy mean, the
equilibrium between the faculties is so far lost that only extinction will wipe out the record of sin and check the propal!;ation of cranks and deformities. This, though dark and
discouraging for some, is"true as truth, and should stimulate
those who can to avoid further excesses.
" N. 8." admits he went to an extreme-worked too hard,
and broke down, had a severe spell of sickness; then came
visions and "whiBperings in the air," all of which he attributes to ~pirits. He can't realize that these phenomena. originate within his own shattered nervous Rystem; that they
are only pathological indications, for to him these hallucinations seem as real, and as external, as my pen or lamp does
to me. But the melancholy feature of the case is, he nurses,
courts, and encourages them, while they undermine and will
in time dethrone reason. He even tells us, "I would rather
not be ctu11d of it."
Well, it would be unwise to attempt to cure one- in love
with his owo disease, l.mt what I say may do some one gbod
who is not 1!10 far along as to be hopeless, and for the benefit
of such I will talk to him, and let each appropriate what he
or she may think good, and be able to use.
·
I realize that a gratuitous effort is seldom appreciated,
and they who need it most are among the first to shout,
11
Crucify him," but this shall not deter me from doing my
duty.
If " N. 8." will hug his phantoms, let him do so, and in
time he will serve as a warning to those who can rPason logically, and thus benefit our race, as a stranded ship warns
succeeding mariners of danger near at hanrl. He can visit
any insane asylum and meet many who, like himself, hear
"whisperings in the air," and, like him, see horrible and
beautiful sights. Having had some experience with the
11ffiicted, perhaps an example may be of interest.
I knew a youth of extra promis-few were his equals, and
his superiors I did not know. When but· a boy !Je gained
literary notoriety-was a fine mathematician, a logician, a
grammarian, and in fact excelled in all he undertook. He
became a successful tea~her, but soon QtJtered a banking
house as ca.Rhier, and made a good name for honesty, accuracy, and ability. He took an interest in real estate and loan
brokerage, which was also successful, but, like "N. S.," he
hroke down under the strain; the overtaxed nerves gave
way, and like" N. 8'' he began to see all kinds of visions,
and hear" whisperings in the air." To him, as to 11 N. S.,"
all this was external and real, without instead of within;
and when taken to an asylum, his distemper was found bevond aid, and in conversation with the creations of his own
diseased brain his.language is blood-curdling and vehement.
If not too late-as I apprehend it is-let "N- 8." take warning, for his case is a duplicate of the above in many respects.
Banish as far as possible all unreal sights and sounds, and·
gn under treatment at once for this moibid condition of your
nervous functions. I know nearly all conditions are against
you. From the cradle to the grave a greed for the marvelous is fostered by every possible means. The nursery, the
Sunday-school, the pulpit, one.lmlf the conversation we
hear, and one-half we read is intended to excite feelings
already preternaturally activ, and few children are so fortunate as to esc" pe one or all of these soul- blighting inven:
tions, all of which tend to further destroy a healthy and
happy equilibrium of mind and body. Spiritualism, of
w''ich "N. 8." is so enamo~ed, is only a revision of theology
stripped of some of its coarseness and vulgarity. It is a
legitimate child of theology, and has inherited from its progenitor a morbid love of tile marvelous and ~peculativ, with
small love for science or truth. Come out of the clouds,
11
N. s.," come down on terra-firma, and deal with facts
awhile. Set up no claim for yourself or your spirit friends
that you can't demonstrate, for it looks sil.y in you. Your
friends can't do as they claim. Of this I am positiv, but if
you think thPy can, come over and I will giv you and them
a test, and a fair one it shall be. If they giv me evidence of
such powers as you claim, I will make yon a present of
$100; if they fail, you s!Jall make me a present of a like
sum. You will not come; yon dttre not come. You, and all
like you, hav as great a horror of a logical mind as a vietim
f,
of hydrophobis, has of ws,ter,

s.
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EcliUd by Miss SuSAN H. Wxxol'l, Fall
Bi-Der, Ma88., to tohom all OomrrvunicatWns ffYI'
thiB OO'I"'M'I' slwuZd be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohlldren's Hour."

Be Patient with the Living.
Good friebd, when thou a~d I are gone
Beyond earth's weary1abor,
When small shall be our need of grace
From comrade or from neighbor,
Past all the strife, the toil, the care,
, And done with all the sighingWhat tender truth shall we hav gained,
Alas! by simply dying T
Then lips too chary of their praise
Will tell our merits over,
And eyes too swift our faults to see
Shall no defect discover;
Then hands that would not lift a stone,
Where stones were thick to climber
Our steep hill-path, will scatter flowers
Above our pillowed slumber.
Good friend, perchance both thou and I,
Ere love is past forgiving,
Should take the earnest lesson homeBe patient with the living !
To-day's repressed rebuke may save
Our blinding tears to-morrow ;
Then patience, e'en when keenest edge
May whet a nameless sorrow.
'Tis easy to be gentle when
Death's silence shames our clamor,
And easy to discern the best
Through memory's mystic glamour ;
But wise it were for thee and me,
Ere love is past forgiving,
To take the tender lesson homeBe patient with the living!

Watching the Tongue.
Keep a watch on your words, my children,
For words are wonderful things;
They are sweet, like the bees' fresh honeyLike bees, they hav terrible stings.
They can bless like the warm, glad sunshine,
And brighten the lonely life;
They can cut in the strife of anger
Like an open, two-edged knife.
Let them pass through your lips unchallenged
iJ:f their errand be true and kindIf they come to support the weary,
To comfort and help the blind.
If a bitter, revengeful spirit
Prompt the words, let them be unsaidThey may flash through the brain like lightning,
Or fall on the heart like lead.
Keep them back if they're cold and cruel,
Under bar, and lock, and seal ;
The wounds they make, my children,
Are always slow to heal.
May Love guard your lips, and ever,
From the time of your early Youth,
May the words that you daily utter
Be the words of the beautiful truth.

Gentle Children.
It is common to speak of gentle men and

The Bee's Sting.
I read in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 8th
an article from Naturalist Clark about the bee's
sting, formic acid, etc., so erroneous that I
am constrained to reply, as I do not want
to see error promulgated. Clark, I am confident never hand.led bees in a movable frame
hive, and examined their workings daily, or
he would never hav made so many erroneous
statements. The sting of the honey-bee is
barbed, and in that differs from wasps, hornets, and other stinging insects. When a bee
givs a good sting, the sting is pulled out of
the bee and it dies. Instead of the bee using
its sting for the "artistic cell-work," it uses
its mandibles and antennre, two parts of its
head. The reason why extracted honey does
not keep is because it was not sufficiently
concentrated by the heat of the bees before
it was extracted, the same as syrups of all
kinds will not keep if not sufficiently ,concentrated. Formic acid has nothing to do with
the keeping of honey. All practical beekeepers will confirm what I hav above stated.
Yours for the promulgation of pure truth and
knowledge,
ABNER J. PoPE.

Rochester, N." Y.

Origin of the White Man.
There may be remains of . Stone Age
whites, but there are no certain remains of
white savages of a low order. We may well
doubt if there ever were any white savages;
it is more likely that the white men were developed late in the history of the world from
ancestors already far on in civilization ; in
fact, that this civilization, with its improved
supply of food, its better housing and clothing, its higher intellectuality, was one main
factor in the development of the white type.
Here, however, it must be remembered that
there is not a white race in the sense in which
there is a Carrib race or an Andaman race.
It includes several race types, and even the
same languages, such as English or German,
may be spoken by men as blonde as Danes
or as dark as Sicilians. The fair-haired
Scandinavian type has something of the
definitness of a true race; but as one travels
south there. appear, not well-defined subraces, but darkening gradations of bewildering complexity.
The most reasonable attempt to solve this
intricste problem is Professor Huxley's view
that the white race is made up of fair whites
of the northern or Scandinavian type, and
dark whites who are the results of ages of
mixture between the Jair whites and the
darker nations, though it is perhaps hardly
prudent to limit thes'tl dark ancestprs to one
variety as he·does. If now we cannot trace
the white man down to the low level of
primitiv savagery, neither can we assign to
him the great upward movement by which
the b11rbarian passed into civilization. It is
not to the Aryan of Persia nor to the Semite
of Syria that the art of writing belongs which
brought on the new era of culture.-Nature.

gentle women, and there is no reason whatever why we should not also speak of children a,s gentle also. Boys and girls-healthy,
activ, full of fun and all manner of jollitymay yet, withsl, be very gentle and kind,
worthy to be called gentle children. Kindness is the mother of gentleness. It is a
good, old-fashioned Anglo-Saxon word, and
full of meaning. The Saxon way of spelling
kind is cynd, and besides conveying the idea
of pleasant and harmonious feelings, it refers
to kinship by blood, to race relationship.
The more one practices kindness-the doing
of kind acts-the gentler he becomes; and
the gentle boy, while liking to play, to run,
jump, leap, is quick, also, to be helpful, to
see many little things that he can do, and to
do them at once, without waiting to be told.
The gentle girl, no matter how young, saves
her mamma many steps every day. She does
not snap and snarl like some little animai
when told to do a thing, but goes willingly,
with nimble feet, to do it.
Gentle children are joys in the home. They
are happy because trying always to make
-some one else happy. They hav many
friends, because everyone likes gentleness,
Correspondence.
whether shown to human beings or dumb
creatures. Then cultivate kin4Dess, which
SoANDU, KAN., Oct. 4, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
begets gentleness, and strive to be always
write you a few lines to-night. I hav never
good and gentle children.
S. H. W.
written to you before. We do not take THE
TRUTH SEEKER, but we get it from one of our
Fainting.
neighbors. I like to read the Children's CorIt is surprising how everybody rushes a.t a ner very much. We take the Boston Invesfainting person and strives to raise him up, tigator, and would not do without it. I am
going to school now-the teacher's name is
and !)specially to keep his head erect. There Miss Nora Harris ; she is a very good teacher.
must be an instinctiv apprehension that if a My brother is teaching school out in Smith
person seized with a fainting or other fit fall county, two counties west of here; his school
into a recumbent position death is more im- began last Monday_; he is eighteen years old.
minent. Always remember this fact, namely, We hav a new railroad through here · it is
two miles north of our place. Ther~ was
fainting is caused by want of blood in the to be an excursion from Scanda to Fairbury
brain. The heart ceases to act with sufficient Neb., last Sunday morning, but they gave it
to~Qe ~o sen<l tlle US\lal ~mo\,W.t of blooq to up. I hav one correspon<lent through tl:J.e

In'DestigatfYI'. I like her very much; her name
THE HUMBOLDT LffiRARY.is Edith Peterson. I was so sorry to hear of Prtce 15 cents each number, unless otherwise ma1·kea,
the death o~ your mother. There has been
Science for Leisure Hours. A series of
more sickness in this county this fall than 1. Light
familiar essays on astronomical and other
there has ever been before; there hav been
natural phenomena. By Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
eight or nine buried in the last two months
from the typhoid fever. Sunday one week fl. The Forms of Wttter in Clouds and River~ lee
and Glaciers. 19 illustratiens. By John Tyn.
Mrs. Sherrard was buried ; she was an Infidel.
dall, F.R.S. .
The 21st of this month the Dunkards are to 8. Physics and Politics. An application of the
hold their meeting; it will last a week or two.
principles of Natural Science to Political
Societ~ By Walter Bagehot, Author of
I will close my letter, as it is getting long.
"The ..,nglish Constitution."
I wish some of the young readers of THE
4. Man's Place in Nature. With numerous illus.
TRUTH SEEKER would write to me. I remain,
trations. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
Yours truly, MrNNmD. TAYLoR (Age 14).
5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical
By Hei·bert Spencer.
•
6. Town Geology" Witli Appendix on Coral and
· Ooral Reefs. By Chades Kingsley.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
7. Conservation of Energy. With numerous illue.
trations. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
Apules of Gold. A Story-Book for 8. Stuqy
o.f LangllagesMbrought back to its Tru~
tbe Youn_g Folks. By Miss Susan .H. Wixon.
pnnmples. By C. arcel.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excel- 9. The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
lent work for young masterl and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a 10. Theory :~f Sound in its Relation to Music.
Numerous illustrations. By By Prof. Pietro
second has been issued at a reduced price of
,
Blaserna.
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very 11. } The Naturalist on the River Amazon. A recmuch to the value of the volume.
ord of 11 years' travel. By Henry Walter
12.
Bates, F.L.S. Not sold separately.
Two Little Red :Mittens. A Story.of 13.
Mind and Body. The theories of their relathe Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
tions. By Alexander Bain, LL.D.
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office. 14. The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illustration;.
By
Camille Flammarion.
The Youth's Liberal Guide. By 15. Lon,g:evity.
The means of prolonging_life after
Prof. H. M. Kottinger~A.M. Price; $1.00. This
nnddle
age. By John Gardner, M.D.
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
16.
Origin
of
Species.
By Thomas H. Huxley,
principles of Freetbougbt, at the saine time
F.R.S.
that it inculcates moral duties and human
17.
Progress
:
Its
Law
and
Cause. W.i.th other dis.
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
quisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
18. Lessons in Electl'icity. 60 illustrations. Br
SEEKER.
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
.
19. Familiar Essg,ys on Scientific Subjects. By
Richard A. Proctor.
20. Romance of Astronomy. By R. Kalley Miller,
M.A.
Physical Basis of Life, with other essays.
The Problem of the Universe~ and 21. The
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritictsms of 22. Seein!f and Thinking. By William Kingdon
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
Clifford, F.R.S.
Waifs and Waudermgs, a New Ameri- 23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of current
theories conce :nin~ Atoms... Apes; and Men.
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paJler, 50 cts.
By Samuel Wainwnght, D.v.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to 24. PQPular Scientific Lectures. illustrated. By
last with the living spirit of to-da.y."-John
Prof. H. Helmholtz.
sunnton's Paper.
25. Origin of Na~ons. By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson,
Oxford University.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhime between the Nineteenth Oentury In- 26. The Evolutionist at Large By Grant Allen.
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is 27. HiHtory of Landholdin!f n England. By
shown there is much in harmony between
J:oseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
them. Price, 10 cts.
28. Fashion in Deformity, ae illustrated in the
customs of Barbarous aud Civilized Races.
Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
Numerous illustrations. By William Henry
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
Flower, F.R.S. •
poured fGrth, it seems to me, with extraordi-,
29.
Facts
and Fictions of Zoolo.gy. Numerous
narybeauty."-DB. HENBYW. BELLOWS. $1.
, illustrations. BY Andrew Wilson, Ph. D.
Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of .JO. } Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
~1.
Trench.
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
Traits and other Essays. By RichWhy Don't He Lend a Hand~ and ~2. Hereditary
ard A. Proctor.
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 eta.
\!3. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant Allen.
Adami and Heva. A Poetic version 1!4. Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spencer.
version of the Indian Story of the Garden of 35. Oriental Religions. By J olm Caird, Pres.
E:ien, in which its superiority to the mutilated
Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
copy-the Genesis legend--is shown. Price 10 36. Lectures on Evolution. illustrated. By Prof.
cents.
T. H. Huxley.
l!'or all of the above address
37. Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. By John
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Tyndall.
Geological Sketches. By Archibald Geikie,
39.
F.R.S.
.FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
10. The Evidence of Organic Evolution. By Geo.
J. Romanes, F.R.S.
l'UBLISHED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
41. Ourrimt Discussions in Science. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S.
Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which the 42. History of the Science of Politics. By Frederick Pollock.
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Re- 43. Darwin
and Humboldt. By Professor Huxley,
vised edition. 25 cents.
Professor Agassiz, and others.
Dawn of History. By C. F. Keary, of the
Revelations of Antichrist. An ex- 44.}
45.
British Museum.
haustiv work proving conclusivly that no 16. Diseases of l\<Iemory. By Th. Ribot. Transuch person as Jesus Christ existed in the
slated from the French by J. Fit'zgerald.
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the 17. Childhood of Religions. By Edward Clodd,
F.R.A.S.
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his dis- 48. Li.fe in Nature. Illustrated. By Jas. Hinton.
Sun : its Constitution; its Phenomena;
ciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the 49. The
its Condition. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
Columbus, Ind.
the Christian era. 446 pages and full inMoney and the Mechanism of Exchange. By
dex. Price, $2.
51.
Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, F.R.S.
52. Diseases of the Will. By·Th. Ribot. Trans·
The Anonymous Hypothesis of Crelated from the French by J. Fitzgerald.
Automatism, and other Essays. By
ation. A Brief Review of the so- 53. Animal
Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
called Mosaic Account. By JAMEs F. 54. Birth
and Growth of Myth, By Edward Clod d.
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.
F.R.A.S.
Basis of Moral~~ and other Essays.
The Brain and the Bible. By EnGAR 55. Scientific
By William Kingdon Clinord, F.R.S.
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
INGERSOLL, who says of it' "This book, ~U illusions. By James Snlly,
written by a brave and honest man, is
Tbe Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin.
'.rwo double numbers, 30 cents each.
filled with brave and honest thoughts. 59.
The arguments it presents cannot be an- 60. Childhood of the World. By Edward Clodd.
swered by all the .theologians in the 61. Miscellaneous Essays. By Richard A. Proctor.
62. Religions of the Ancient World. By Prof. Geo.
world." Price reduced to $1.
Rawlinson, University of Oxford. Double
number, 30 cents.
The Creed of Christendom. Its 63. Progressive
1\:Iorality. By Thom·as Fowler,
foundation contrasted with its superLL.D.! prestdent of Om·pus Christi College,
structure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. One
Oxfora.
of the clearest ancl ablest works ever 64. Distribution of Animals and Plants. By A.
'l.ussel Wallace and W. T. Thiselton Dyer.
written. $1.50.
65. Oonditions of Mental Development; ancl other
Essays. BY Wm. Kingdon Clifford.
The Essence of Religion. From the 66. Technical
Education; and other Essays. By
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
· Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth, 67. The Black Death. An A.ccount of the Gr~l!-t
reduced to 50 cents.
Pestilence of the Fourteenth Centur;v· #;Ill
J. F. C. Hecker.
The Godly Women of the Bible. A 68. <Bill!cial
number, 10 cents.} Three Essay..
History of all the women who figure in the
Herbert Spencer.
Biole. Sharp and telling in style. Paper, 69. (Double Number, 30cents). Fetichism: A Con
tribution to Anthropology and the HistorY
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
of Religion. ByFriL Schultzet..Pb.D. Tra1).5lated
from the German by J. FitzgeraJA'
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
M.A.
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc- 'lO. Essays Speculativ and Practical. By Herber'
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Spencer.
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. n. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson..._ LL.D.
With Ap]Jendix on Archeology. .tiy E. B.
Papal, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25.
'l'ylor, F.R.S.
72.
The
Dancing Mania oi the Middle Ages. By
The Holy Bible Abridged. ContainJ. F. 0. Hecker, M.D.
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169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 eta.
O~ysta.l Palace School of Art, Science, and
Literature.
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Ingersoll's W'orka.
l'he Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

A SPLENDfD WORK.
Mr. Chal'les Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.
K:ERSEI GRATES'S WORKS.
The new, latest improved 14 karat filled gold
Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical watches
are the best and moat durable in the
Exyosition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.

In five lectures.~.. comprising, "The Gods"
Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
"Humboldt " "·~·homas Paine," " IndividualDivine Revelations, containing a descliption of
ity," and "heretics and Heresies."
·in a more attractiv form than any in which they
tweuty-2even bibles and an exposition of two
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25. hav previously appeared. At the head of an enthousau.d biblical errors in science, history,
morJl.l.s, _religion} and general events. _Also ·a
Contents: "The Ghost•" "Liberty for Man,
delineation of tne characters of the prmcipal
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of In- graving on heavy plate paPer, 24x19 inches, are
penonages of the Christian Bible and an exdejJ_endence," "About Farming in Illinois," the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
amination of their doctrins. Price, $1. 75.
''The Grant Banquet" "'fhe Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our 'fhe World's Sixteen Crucified SavDream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Some Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts; JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Oontaming new and startling revelations in
cloth, $1.25.
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secureligious history1 which disclose the oriental
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; ·la.r Union in conspicuous type. _At .the foot are
origin of all the aoctrines 1 principle~ precepts,
plain cloth, $1.25.
and miracles of the Chrisnan New ~·estament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
What .Must We Do to Be Saved~ Pa- LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
its
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beper, 25 cents.
h\story of sixteen oriental crucitl.ed_go.Qs. $1.50.
The Christian Reli~;don. By R. G. neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER.
lngersofu Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof. quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
George J!', Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, space between the portraits and around them are
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in arabesques uf vines and flowers in profusion, and
large, clear t.YPe, and containing as much as the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- The Conftict between Christianity
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document. mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
and Civilization.
Liberals should sea tter it generously.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
15 CENTS ...
Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to exceedingly handsome work for framing. The PRICE,
It is lt ~tunner; concise, scholarly, and good.a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
artistic
part
is
equal
to
the
best,
and
the
portraits
M. E. Billings.
the editor of the San Pranui8can. 5 cents; 50
cent!j_per dozen: 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3 are as true to nature as the photpgraphs from
Mill!ons of these should be circUlated.
·
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
which they were transferred. The design will be
Vindication of' Thomas Paine from sent
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
postpaid by inail for $1 by
the attacks of the New York Observer, by RobAccept my thanks for your excellent and useful
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
discourse.-James Parton.
Address on the tJivU Rights Bill.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
28 Lafayette,Place, New York
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
noticeitinMan.-T.B. Wakeman.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
Age.
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodox;v,".bound m one beautiful volulX).e, in half A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF·-:INANTI-PROHIBITION.
calf, library s~yle, and containing over 1!300
paj!'es, which lB sold at the exceedingly ow
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
pr10e of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
The numbe1· of heads under which you hav
ExoHANGE.
'l'ribu~es_.
There hav been so many
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
ai)plicatlOnB. for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision By J. K.lNGALLS, author of" Social Wealth." the concise manuel" in which each point is disof 'Var," the "Grant Banquet ToaHt," and
cussed, should be highl:y commended. Therefore
Price,
25
cents.
the recent address over "Little Harry MilI take great pleasure m recommending "AntiAddress 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER.
ler's Grave," that they hav been printed on
Prohibition" to the consideration of everf person
heavy toned paper, 1Bx22, illuminated border,
who is interested, not only in the cause o temperand in large, clear. type, suitable for framing,
ance, but in the principles of self-g9Vernment.and the three will be forwarded to any address,
J.J.McCabe.
for 50 eta, or either one for 15 cts.
·
For sale a.t thiB oftice.

THE NINE DEMANDS

N. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

ECONOMIC _EQUITIES.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration

new book is a gem. It is a model in every reON THE
spect. In factl one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It cantains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
ALSO THE
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect·
~tnmortal Document,
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
And the NatioMl Anthem entitled :
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it sei'Ve this
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
purposeia fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simi e, has been prepared especial!;~; for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
and Bllie, $2.50; in half calf} mottled edges, ele- !.3.., Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
gant library style} $4.50; l1l full Turkey mo,.. c-~- 28 Lafayette Place. New York. ;. crc.!l"
rocco, _gilt, exquis1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
""~"""'"~""'"'";-_'-""""'~'11<~~
calf, hlghest possible style and finish, $9.

Declaration of Independence,

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

J~

E . Remsburg's W-orks.

False CJaims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!l' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics,
~howin~ the creeds of the prisoners in the penltentianes ~ the Church and CivilizatioN; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the 'fem.Perance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

ELEMENTS

50 cents.

Twenty Crimes and

~~-4-

.:;_~::.;:: ~~f¥ ~'

u OF
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FOB

HIGHER INSTITUTES ·IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By ProC. H. M. Cottinger, A.M.
This book is just whatt~y w;;ld~~ft~:d~y

needs-a perfect compendium of history: from 2,000
yearsn.o., on up to1883, all in a nutshell.-Elmina
Slenlcer.
·
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger•s intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may
be commended as fulfillin!l' its purpose of a concise and interesting histoncal text-book.-Milwau·

Vices Sanctioned by Scripture Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery· Ieee Sentinel.
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
t.'llkin.tness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperanc :;.~Poverty
OB,
!1-nd Vag:ranc;v; Ignor~nce and Idiocy Obscen- Men of Business Who Did Something Besides
lty, Pr10e, s1ngle cop1es, 25 cents i 6 copies, $1.
Making
Money.
A
Book
for Young Amel'icans.
Special discount on larger quantities.

'i) f.\ IN S OF INDUS TRY1

1

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rlttional point of view. Large
and handsome prmt, The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbattc Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; '£he Christian
Scnptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundax Arguments· Origin of Chl'istian Sabbath; Testimony of the Ohristian Fathers; The
abb ath dming the Middle A!l'es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrol\ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coP1es, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi a name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,•
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
. steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin~ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
'Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

The Apostle of' Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.J b&fore the N E Freethinkers' Convention, .January 29, 188.4. 'Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

RUPTURES CUR EDb,
'

mYllledical Compoumland ImproTed
Elastic Snr'}'orter Truaa in;_rom30 to

90 day•. Re iable 1 et'ercnces given. Bend
stamp for circuln r 1 and sav in what J')ape'l
1/0U laW my adverttsement. Address cap_;
A. Colll».is,BmithvUle,:de:aGt. K,~o

w.

BY .TAME§ PA_RTON,

Price,
Address

- $1.2:i,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl~~ooa. New Yor\',

BOOKS ON .MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

Charles Watts's Wrki.
in cloth and lettered. Plica, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_g_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section Til. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value af the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
Tracts. The following tracts by Ohas.

Watts are published at the low_price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity·
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianit_y, its Nature and
Influence on CivillZation; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic j
Christian Scheme of Rede])l_ption. For all or
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 26 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we oa.n
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
plinted on heavy toned paper, 1Bx22 inches, illumi·
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these he1·etofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FOR'fY OENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
il8 Lafayette Pl., New York.

New Edition. Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Int1·oduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with auto11raph, 50c.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEIAD.
The Reason Why a. Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A, .J. GROVER. 40 CEN'rs.

PnroE,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE STRUGGLE
II' OR

Religious and PolitioaJ Liberty.

In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in Ame1ica. Throughout1
the w01·k is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
Was Jesus an Impostor! A debate between a
By ~HEO. C. SPENCER.
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
B. Moss. 'l'he best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp,, 25 eta. The Mirror of FreeAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
thought. 50 c~s. The Bible and Darwinism.
28 Lafal etta Place, New York.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
THE CREDI'l' FONCIER OF SINALOA.
!teal Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 eta.
Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
and
Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Socrates Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Reljgion. 5 eta. F. L. llrowne\ Printers. This paper is devoted ape.
cially
to the mterests of our colonization enterFictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and prise, the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa\ and fenerally:
to
the
practical solution of the problem o Integral
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth, Oo-oPAra.tion. Frice, S1 a year; 50 cents for six
months.
95 cenil for ~hree mon\h•
and H~tppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. .Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
Animals. f> cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.O., Lon ion, Eng.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11!JOO pages, fully
illustrat~d. Cloth, $3.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or,_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the ·~·roublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Ll(lUOR DRINKING
per set; or five volumes in one for $2,
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth Commended, Defended, a.nd Enjoined
volume of "Science in Story,") 50 cents.
by the Bible.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime PamBY E. 0. WALKER.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
This is a companion book ·to Remsburli:''B "Bible
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun- Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
Address THE TUUTH SEEKER CO••
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
28 LafaYette Plsoe. NAw York.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pMe':J. cloth

Bible Tamporanco:

~~~~s~'cr~ht ·;~~~gj~Y.z'T~h~~r~~\rer~£t~> ~; DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM

F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents;_ ' Generation before Reaen.
eration" by Dr. E . .15. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ''Be·
ports of Conventions and Parlor ro_eetin~s during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the
Institute of Heredity,M~, 1883," 10 cents.
Address
T~U'l'H SEEKEB.

Ina-ersoll's Tributes.

TluJ 1'radtl Supplied at Special Di8(J()'Unts.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of }"reethought. Bound

Christian Evidences Criticised

world for little money, Pr1ces again reduced,
Beven jewels, $25; 11 jewels, $27.50; 15 jewels, $30,
~ame, adjusted to heat and cold, $34. Ladies•, 7
Jeweled, $20; 11, $22; 15, f2!!; with glass inside cap,
$3less; Lonls XIV. style, $3 more; ·au best American huntiug stem-winders; open face, gold cap,
$3less; open screw case, $5less; all cases accompanied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 years. Above movements in 3 ounce silver
cases, $13 less ; 4 ounce. $12 less ; 5 ounce, $10.50 ;
and 6 ounce, $9less. All guaranteed one year and
sent prepaid, if on line of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not satisfactory.
WATCH WORK.
Send me your watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for cleaning ; springs, $1 ; jewels, $1, and I will
return.in perfect order prepaid, Best spectacles
or eyej!'lasses in the world, $1, prepaid in case.
Send hne finest print you can read 14 inches from
eyes Without glasses,
OTTO WETTS'.l'EIN.._..
Rochelle, .Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
'!Jadge-pin~ and ch_arms, and to send watch work
1n lots. Liberal discounts.

THE DEADl

The E'IJidences f01' tlLe Resurrection Tried

and Found WanUng.
By Saladin.

PRIOE,
•
25 CENTS.
· Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

C. B. REYNOLDS.
Sli Cents Each.
Address TEE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From Tradition to Reason.
BY ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Cloth, Sl.25.
For Sale at this Ofll.ca.

FREETHOUGHT

~OVELS,

T'!le Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. BY, Wm. McDonnell
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a. marked de,gree, even
from so gifted a pen as that o.f Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Free thought ranks." Plica,
Sl.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Outcast. A deep, :finely written

Radical story. From the l.ondon edit10n. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Ma.n,
80 cents.
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IJoetre.

I in still another way.

Trnth-A Gem.
There is a llqm or priceless worth,
And gold can never buy it,
And sh'>nltl von sea.rch a.round the earth,
I think you'll not deny it..
There's na.nght benea.th the silent stars
Tha.t roll on hil!'h their glitterinl'{ cars,
Tl1ere's naug-ht in ll.ge, the•·e•s nans;rht in youth,
That's worth t.he gem which men call Truth.
Giv me tha.t gem of prioeless worth,
I'll clasp it t.o my breast;
Where•er I rest in all the earth,
Bold Tmth shall be my guest.
Thongb problems meet my l\nxions gaze
Hill~ as thA heaven?s fmthest blaze,
And deep as earth's volo>wic center,
Still rea.~on is a faithful mentor.
D.uk nillM of faith. farewell forever!
In freedom's BU'l I'll bask;
Thv gallin~~; chain• I'll now disseverOil, what a. glorious t><sk !
·
In truth'~ fair rell.lm I'll re&r mv home,·
Bsnea.tn the aha<l~ or re&s'ln'd dome;
Philosophy! •t.is thine to tell
Of every creed's dogmatic knell.
JOHN A. METTE.

The Wrestling Match.
[Hest.on'• picture of "The Wrestling Match" so
pl•aieil M•·. 81Poker tha.~ h~ tht,nks a de~<'rlnJ'·lD!'
f>~.voTI'· noem, HnmeJ"S
"Ili,.'i," will hA a.npreciated by T.aurH SEEKER
rea.ders.-ELMINA,]
A thiril boln g-Rmg A.cbil\es next. dema.nds,
And calls the wreijtlers to t.he level sands ;
A ma.ssv tripr> 1 f, n· the victor lies.
Of twi~e AiX oxen its reputed p ice j
And next., the loser's spirtts to rest«lre,
A female ca.otiv, va.lneil but at four.
Boa.rce ili4 thll chief t.he villm·ons st. rife propose,
Wb."n tower-like Abx a nil Ulysses ros11,
Amid t.lie rin!l e~ch nervon• rival stands,
Embra.~in!l rig'd with implicit bands;
Olose locked above, their heads. and arms are
mixed
Below, their planted feet, at distance fixed.
of t.he follnwing from ht•

Now to the !lra.sp e'\oh manly body bends,
The humid sweat from every pore descends.
Their hon~s resound to blows; sides, shoulders,
thighs,
Swllll to "Bc'l ~rip•, a.nd bloody tumors rise.
Nor could UtvsRQR, for his art renowned,
O'ert•trn tb' Rtren ~t.h of \j u on the gronlld.
Nor COIIid t Vl R~ren~th of Aiu overthrow
The wl\lob.F•tl ca.nt.inn of his artf11l foe.
While the lo Ag strife e'en tired the lookers on,
And gr11.pplinv close they htrob!A side by side ;
Defiled with bon ora hie dust they roll,
Still breath•ng strife, a.nd unsubdued of soul;
Again they rage, Rgain to combat rise,
When great Achilles t,hns ilivi<lea the prize.

nook Notice.
"THE IRRELIGION OF THE FUTURE."
A very brilliant and powerful book, with
this title, has just been published by a young
Frenchman, who wrote before reaching
twenty-one one of the best essavs ever
printed on Epicurus and his French followers; for in~tance, Helvetius, Holbach, and
Volney. M. Gnyau ~bows that religion, even
in the attenuated forms which it has assumed
in the hands of Emerson, Matthew Arnold,
and Herbut Spencer, is rapidly losing its
hold on thought. Under every legitimate
definition, it involves contradictions which
must ultimately prove fatal. Among the
finest chapters are that asserting the capacity
of woinen to become as enlightened as men,
whenever they become equally familiar with
the great facts of practical outdoor life, and
that advising the father to teach his children
all the truth he can, and not suffer their
pasaions to be infiamed and their reason to
be dwarfed by a so-called religious education.
As neither of these books bas yet been translated. though that on Epicurianism was published in 1878, I add the tilles in the original
French, "L' Irreligion de L' A:Venir" and
"La Morale d' Epicure." They may be had
for 7-f francs each of Felix Alcau, 108 Boulevard ~aint-Germain, Paris,. or for $2.75 each
of Steiger & Co., 25 Park Place, New York.
It will be noticed that these books cost
much less in Europe· than here, and so do
foreign books generally. One was lately
recommended in TsE TRUTH SEEKER with
ihe remark that it costs $1 here, but only 60
cents in London. Part of this difference is
due to our duty of 25 per cent on imported
books. This is simply a tax on knowledge,
and it is one which presses with peculiar severity upon us who want to get the freshest
and highest fruits of thought. If M. Guyau
had taken the orthodox view of Epicurus, we
could find his book in the original on the
shelves of every publie library, and in a good
translation on the counters of all the large
book stores. It is not to be found in the best
public J.ibraries in New England, and cannot
be procured except in a foreign tongue, and
after a month's delay, besides the obstacle interposed by the tariff. The latter injures us

Our main hope is in the
~ross.
· spread of science. This depends on the rapidity with which new discoveries can be reThis device is for
ported across the ocean. No scientific man
paper and envelhere can afford to rest ignorant of what his
opes for Secular
Unions and others.
brethren are finding out in London, Paris,
and Berlin. But if he wants to buy their
PRICES:
books and pamphlets as fast as published, he
Half-note,
bl'kink
has to pay 25 per cent extra on account of a
per q nire, • .18
tariff which, in this case, protects nothing
Envelopes, black
more plainly than ignorance.
mk, per pack, .18
Paper or envelope•
Some of the best books of this sort never
with local a.rl·
get reprinted, and even if they all did
dress, 1,000, $.6.0L
ultimately, the ~orld cannot afford to wait
ffalf-note, 4colors,
for it. The Joss from delay, as well as the
per quire, • .25
Envelopea,4 colors,
increase of expense involved in boxing books
per pack, • .25
and freight, are such serious considerations
Paper or envelopes
with the activ professionaL man ·that he
4 colors, with lousually gets his books as fast. as published by
cal address, per
1,1100, • • $10.00
mail, and pays the duty rather than wait long
Address
enough to get a 'box of them through the
custom-house, free of duty, on the ground
'I'he Truth Seeker,
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
COPYRIGHTED.
•that they are to be used professionally. Even
Any profit froin sales will be devoted to the free
that slight·chanee of relief is of no meaning
distribution of Ltberalliterature.
for us who want the best books, not as tools
of our trade, but as weapons for waging the •
great war.
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
As what I hav said about the tariff before
Fall of the Roman Empire " by
has been misunderstood, I wish to add that I Sunday and the ~abbatb. "A 18~
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath IS
EDWARD-GIBBON, Esq.
am by no means in favor of abolishing all
an impertirlt'nce." Pr1ce, 10 cents.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
duties on imports. I know of no better way The l'ulse Tt>acbine: of tbe Chrisincluding critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
an " English Churchman," and other scholars.
to raise a revenue, with the exception of the
tian ChuTcb. " The Thirty-nine l vol.
12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engr\lvings. $l!o.
internal taxes on whisky, beer, and tobacco.
Articles of the Ohristian C?h!lr~h are thirtyThis. book shows when, where, and how Christianity
nine poor, broken-down opmtons." 10 cents.
All I want, besides having foreign books
originated, who were its founders, and w~~t were tbe
come in free, is to see such reductions as will The Foolislmt>ss of Pray('r, "Think sentiments, manners, numbers, and conditiOn of the
of a minister's pra.:vmg God to kiii grasshop- primitive Christians.
not only make food and clothes cheaper for
pel's, or trying to induce the Detty t.o under" r k .ww of no book that contains more real and val·
take a ct·u•arle of one against the Oolorado uable information upon the origin of Christianity."the poor, but will enable our manufacturer to
beetle!" P'ice, 10 cents.
R. G. INGERSOLL.
.
buy his raw materials at lower prices than at
" One of the most! earned and interesting books !'Vet
Spirituali~m: Is It a Faith or a Fact~ written
and
published."-Boston
Investigator.
*'
present, so that he may enjoy full possession
Price, 5 cents.
FOR SALE ~T TRUTH SEEKER OI'IF'!CE ••
of what my facetious friend, Mr. Denslow, Do Yon Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
calls " our country's right to make what it
Amm·ica's Debt to Thomas Paine.
pleases."
F. M. HoLLAND.
·Price;5 cents.

Our Flag Above the

History ofA£hristianity

L. K. Washbnra's Works.

ObJtuat·y.
Died, near Osage :Mission, Kansas, Sept. 30th,
Nelson Van Dyke, aged 76 years.
The deceased was for many years a strong
Materialist, and was what migh~, with pnpriety, be called a true Liberal. To the last
he contended that every person had the right
to express his honest convictions, and almost
the last words he used were in condemnation
of the action of the courts of Illinois in
the Anarchists' trial.
For the last twentyfive years of his life he. was totally
blind, still he k~pt track of the movements of Liberalism, and nothing delighted
him more than to hav THE TRUTH SEEKER
read to him. He was a patron of the abovementioned paper from the first year of its exi:~tence until he passed away. He was also a
subscriber to the D. M. Bennett defense fund.
Although for a long time he had been on the
verge of the gravll, his belief never changed.
He regarded the sun as his father and the
ea~th as his mother, and death to him was
but the decree of nature, and not the fiat of a
ghostly being. He passed away peacefully.
F. H. VAN DYKE.

.tlottoes for Freethinkers.
We ha.v received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
tca.dings:

:·····················································:
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO CONTROL

................... :.~ .':.~~~~: .. ................. :
:......~~~- ~~~~~~~· ~~ ·~~· ~~. ;~~~~: .... "l
······················································
.........................................................
~ .. .~~-~~~~~~~:~.~-~~- ~~-~-~~. ~~-~~~~~~: ... !
:

,

REASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND,

•

······················································
.······················································
.,
.
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL,
........................................................

.

.
..........................................................
•••••••••

&

~· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIRERTY.
'

THE TIME TO BE

HAPPY IS
.llAPPY

NOW,

AND THE PLACE TO BE
IS HERE.
.........................................................
.

············································
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••• 4
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•• 4

4

•• 4. 4

•

~. 4
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4

4

••• 4

4
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•• ~ ~ ~ ••• 4

THE WORLD IS lilY COUNTRY j
TO DO GOOD lilY RELIGION,
•

4

•• 4

••

4

•••••••••••••• 4

4

••••• 4

••

4

•••• 4

~

4

•

•••••••••

.

•• ~ • • • • • • •

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, pnnted in colors, with an engraved
bea<ling, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a. splendid ornanuint for
the lectm·e-rooms of Liberal societies. Prioe, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address .THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Is Liberalism Mora11 Price, 5 cents.
A HQly Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
The Workingman's Rf'li2ion~ 5 cts.
l't>mperance and the Dible. 5 cents.
Free Religion ; or, the Religious Demand of To-da.v. Price, 5 cents,

The Hrute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.

The ResnrrPction of Jesus Not
Prov• d. Price, 5 cents.
The Pub:ic Schoo s and the Catholic
Church. Pl'ice, 5 cents.

l

SHOB~r LESSON

II HISTORY

A double-page picture contrasting science anil
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other ha.E
~!ways opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
twen_!y-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fo1
$8. We wish tlia.t the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

BIBLE MYTifS
AND THEm

Parallels in Other Religions.

A VINDICATION

Pains Vin~icatsU!
-o-

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY .ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every·
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITB

A it011AN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated AIJCO'Unt of a Beene at t'M Deathbed of Tlwmas Paine.

BY W. H- BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the a.ccoun t of Paine's
dying inoments a.t.tribnted to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written tbe alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

The object of the work IS to J.!Oint out the myths
with which the Old and New resta.ments a.bonnd;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident ori!llU and exJ'ia.in their meaning.
---0--"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Ohristian scriptures are
We h,.v on hand a la.rge number of the following
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made of OOLONEL INGERSOL~·S pamph ets, which
in the work before ns."-N. Y. su·n. ,
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:
1 vol. SVo. Olot.h. About 600 pages.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

Price,

8~.60 •.

I.nyers•,ll O,lt,chised:

His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan ;'
REPLY
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
$2.00.
ORTHODOXY.
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
A lecture, fifty-four cloRe!y printed large 12mo
By B. W. Lacy.
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1 ; and $6 per hundred.
A thoroug~ exwsure of the Oatholic priest's
Oivil R#:rtltt.<J f•'peeclt,
Historical misRiatements.
Including the address of Frederick D ·ugla.s. fiftyPrice, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; ao1d $6 p·r hundred.

LIFE.

A

PROSE POEM,
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Printed in colors on boar<l, beveled edges.
Pri•'e 50 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE CONFERSIONAL:
ROMISH AND ANGLIOAN.

An Expose.

By SALADIN.
Price, 80 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
By GEO, M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as fnll of meat as an egl{. It is
well called "practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. Hens, ducks. geese1 and turkeys)
are particularly discussed and thetr
economic&
breeiling and keeping· treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on a. large
scale, and, a.ll in all, it is a very useful addition to
the poultry literature of the day.
~UTH I!IEEKEB 011lce,

Tnc Tru1b ..r Hfstor.-.

This is' a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upll'n
the religions lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its n.ppea.r11.nce in these columns. Price 8 cents; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.
·

BIBf

~

IDOI"ATRY,

A lett.er OolonPI lnger~oll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secul11.r Review." PriceS cents; 30
centH per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON ltlcGLYNN.
Being the ~omments and opinions of JIIr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Oatholic churoh between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope, Price 8 cents; SO cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be Pnrchased in qua.ntitieH, and given away to Ohristin.m, and it is with
that not unreasonaule exp, cta.tion that the t>rices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH REEKER CO,,
·
28 La avette PI., New York.

THETRU'TH SR~KFR A.NNUAJ.
Price, SO cents.

_6A7.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 22. 1.887.
Agents for the ·Truth :Seeker.
OALill'OBNJA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W• B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
.

OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A.. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros:, Chicago.

$-J3)R_ ~
~0. PIANO. ~G
~ ~*
·~··~· ~
AND SQUARE.
GRAND, UPRIGHT
THE

INDIANA..

~0.- 1..

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MABSAOHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton:
. MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Arlrian. Box 465.
Chas.. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co .. 1:17 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., .St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., 8t. Louis.
.

Thos. Foreman,

NEBRASKA.
.
•
106 & 108 So.14t~ st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

tirentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gtml, !!65 Monroe st., Broolclvn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York;
f)Il[O.

Cor. 87th

-

FACTORY

&

hammer Logic unsurpassed."

silk cloth, $3.

Sledge~
Svo., 838pp.,

·

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally brought altainitt his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 'l66pp,, •1.50.
.
_

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton. ·

WEALTH,

Addre1111 THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

.PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER

Infidel Death Beds-.
By G. W. FOOTE.

Price,

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

HOW TO STRENCTHEN.
THE MEMORY;
OB,

' American Secular. Union.
Sw•etary of tM
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

Natural and Sciimtiftc Methods of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never .Forgetting.
BIBLE.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

$1. 00

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A perfectlY. r~liable, accurate pamphlet. Thon&b
anonymous, 1t IS now known to be the work of W.

j H.
BUBB, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cen1a.
For sale at this office.

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London;

Robt. G .. In~ersoll's
in the suit of the

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

BACON AND ISIIAKISPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 15YO. By W14. HENRY
BuBB. Prtce, 25 cents. For ·sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF ktASON.
The Greatest of all AnU·Blbll·
cal U'orks.
·
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Smgle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

ration.-"

Price, 3li cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine•
Address THE RUTH SEEKER.

writin~rs,

VOLT !IRE'S RUMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes,
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. Tht
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-Microrn!U{as.The World· as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study ot' Natnre.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
engt·avings. Price1_cloth, twveled.boards, $1.~0: paper cover~, fl. Hn.II calf or half morocco, marbled
edges, $4. 00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE DAWNING.
A NOVEL.

"Oh, heaven! Apollo is .once more among the
herd~men of Admetns, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god!"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound
cloth. Price, $1. 50.
•
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO:t
28 Lafaybtt~ Place, .l'lew York

THE
CONVENTIONAL I.IElii OF OIJR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORD AU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

OPENING SPEEOH TO TH.E JURY

Bankers' and lfterchants' Tele·
;-ra1•!t Company

meets eveq Sunday in lndnatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on h~~tnd at cheap rate

Speaking of this work in connection witb the
TM Sold Faetnra and .Exact Ratios in Itb
proposed independence of America from Grea
AcguirMMnt and Apportionment.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more ancl:
By J. K. INGALLS.
tlaming at·gnments • • • will not leave numPrlCle, Cloth,
$1 00. bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa

goes not so ·far to snstam Spiritualism as to
DEATH HI.PROBABLE.
show that Ohril!tians are inconsistent in denyBy L. R. SMITH.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., S1.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

B .. F. Hyland, Corvallili.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

_--.0'

:\}-v-

st~oo: Third b.~e Ne¥v York.

The Bible Analyzed. "For

OREGON.
PENNSYLVANIA.

WAREROOMS,

Col. Kelso's Works.l·soci.AL

N. Hexter, 303 8upenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivale-d in Tone,

PH.ILADELPHll LIBERAL LEAGUE, 26.

THE

WORKS OP 0.

B.

WHITPORD, JI.D.

Truth Seeker Annual

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

-AND-

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

TRY•S·QUl\RE;

10c.

15C

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

OB 1

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

<E. M. 287.)

This is the history of an attempt to· found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discnBs all the vital questiOns
of human concern. religions, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily undei·stood. There is just sufficient narrativ about tt to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

+WITI) + ILLU$TRATIOll$. +

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

Fatlwrs of Our RPpublic,
Paine, JeJferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A annal
Congress of the Amerioan Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New Yol"lll
November 13, 1886.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Prine 15 cAn tN.
Aduress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

PAGE.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886, ·
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Dawn. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, Oath, and Blasphemy La-ws of the
States a:rid Territories of the United States,
I'he Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A_Story. By Si Slokum,

5
17
29
30
34
37
92
94
98

The Present 'Bod the Future
Republic of ~orth America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating assocuite life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice 1 and crime. It deals with t.he {>resent
conditiOns of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and Hbowin~ how it is almost
impossilile that the people shonld be other than
poor and VIcious under onr present system. The
remedy, the antlwr thinks. is in communal life,
and he ha~ drawn a vivtd picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
soCiety shall be orllanized on the _Principles of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written.
·
Pa~per.liOc;

cloth, $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

MOISES BEFORE THE COURT;
OB,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
NEW YORK:

Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,
10 cents.

HISTORY

The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua. and Judges, and the
New Testament.

OF

THE

INTELIAECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.

B11 Is1•ael W. Groh.
Arldl'l)ss
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

RATiONAL COMMUNISM,

OON':t'::ElN':t'S.

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COD?

Price 25 cents.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
lie,
Addre8f
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette P\.. NPw York.

PRICE, 25 CENTS

By JOHN WlLLlAM DllAPER, M.D., LL .D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, S8
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
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THE 0BDE BOF CBEATI 01.
.A DfBOUBBton Bettoellft

Glad11tone,

Hnxle}',

Muller,

THE book prl,nters of this city are on strike
L~nton,
Rev~lle.
.
for a raise of 6 cents per 1 000 ems and the On the Conflict bet~een GenesiS and Geology.
CONTENTS: .
, enforcement of Umon rules mall book offices.
1. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. By Hon.
The strike extended to THE TRuTH SEEKER
W. E. Gladstone.
<»
b
·
d · h b d
.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter·
Olllce, ut was mppe m t e u by grantmg
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
the raise.
III. Po.!!~Bcript to Solar Myths. By Pref. Max
Muller.
THoMAS C. MANNING,
United States minister to
Mexico, died at New
York, October 11th, aged
fifty-six.

.

'.

'

I

1

T HE Freemasons of
Missouri hav decided to
expel all members who
are engaged in the liquor
business.

..

"Mxss MULOOK," the
English novelist, is dead
at the age of sixty years.
Her real name was Dinah
Maria Mulock Craik.

-

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea. lor a. Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Oreation .. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone, By Albert Beville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
·
Vll. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton
·
·
This is a. new book and contains the latest discus·
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 5e cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
118 Lafayette Pl.,New York.

THE sin which is execrated and visited so severely upon the head of the. female Js.equally as
bad in one sex as in the other,· 'an!l it ·is very
wrpng, very unjust, to crush the girl. to the earth
and abandon her to the fate of a.n outcast,-while
the male is just as respectable as ever and is left
f~ee to repeat his conquests as often as opportuI nitY may serve.-D. M. Bennett.
A ROMANTIC girl of seven-------·-·teen and an easy-going
-,young Qfficer of just twenty·
one can hardly be expected
to understand what is
neeqed for solid happiness
or the best development of
their . own natures, and•
married at that age, the
chances were that they
would grow apart as they
older, and that when they
came to be real men and
women, they would find
themselvs thinking differently on .every subject under heaven. And without
mental srmpathy, where is
the true joy of home 1-Mf'B,
Linton.

Miss RosE ··ELIZA.BETH
CLEVELAND, the president's sister, is instructor
in a young ladies' boarding school in this city.

BuT whoso hath the
world's goods and beholdeth his brother in need, and
shutteth up his compassion
from him, how doth the
love of God abide in him 1
My little children, let us not
love in word, neither with
the tongue, but in deed and
truth.-1 John iii, 17, 18 <R.
V.).

THE Rev. Thomas K.
Beecher, of Elmira, has
accepted the New York
Greenbackers' nomination_ for secretary of
state.

AND it came to pass, that
on one of these days, as
'Jesus taught the people in
the temple, and preached
MIOHAEL DAVITT, the
the gospel, the chief priests
Irish agitator, has been
and the scribes came upon
to America and gone
him, with the elders, and
away without making
spake unto him, saying,
Tell us, by what authority
any speeches or revealing
doest thou these things 1 or
the object of his visit.
.
-----who is be that gave thee
this authority 1 And he anHERMAN TUBBER has
JOSEPH'S VARIEGATED COAT.
swered and said unto them,
been convicted of ~ncit
I will also ask you. one
Now Israel loved Joseph more than all his children, because he was the son of his old age and he made him a coat of
ing a riot at Union Hill,
thing ; and answer me :
many
colors.-Gen.
xxxvii,
3.
'
·
N. J., on the occasion
The baptism of John, was it
from heaven or of men 1
of a. meeting of the
Anarchists. There was no riot and no
placed together somewhat as he placed his hands And they reasoned with themselvs, saying, H we'
shall say, From heaven; he will say, Why then
in saying his prayers.
assault, except that made by the police, who
believed ye him not? But and if we say, Of
A FOBTUN'E·TELLEB can hit a woman's case nine men ; all the people will stone us ; for they be percaptured the hall hired and paid for by the
times out of ten. "You'Ve had sickness ·and
that John was a prophet. And they an•
Anarchists, and refused to allow them to
IT is after a. man has attained a. ripe old age trouble. You'll hav some property fall to you. suaded
swered, That they could not tell whence he was.
enter it.
that he begins to fall off.
You do not hav fnll- confidence in your husband. And Jesus said .unto them, Neither tell I you by
A GEoRGIA. debating society discussed the ques- · Beware! He is deceiving you! You hav a verY' what authority I do these things.-Luke xx, 2-8.
THE yacht Thistle hag sailed for Scotland.
tion: "Did Zeke Slade's tobacco barn burn up or gentle nature. Everybody loves you. You hav [NoTE.-The chief priests were evidently caught
THE throat trouble of the crown prince of down 1" It was decided that it did.
had trouble with a relativ. It was not your in a. trap; bnt their question was a most reasonaGermany is reported alarmingly worse.
Do not marry for riches, my son; but remember- fault. Beware of a blue-eyed woman with a mole ble one, and deserved a more explicit and straighton her left cheek. She will make you trouble. forward answer. ~'he answer displays a certain
THE Rev. Dr. Pentecost ran for mayor in that the husband of an heiress is seldom obliged Good-bye-$1-call again."
amount of cleverness, but it is altogether devoid
to get up at 5 o'clock in the morning and build
Newark, N.J., on the United Labor ticket. the fire.
YoUNG Mr. Whitechoker, the new minister, was of dignity and moral weight. At least, I think so.
He received 1,861 votes out of 25,594.
VISITING cards this winter are to be very plain, making an evening call and had occasion to con- -C.l
sult the Bible. "It is in my room," said Miss
ALAs, for the main body of clerical proselytizers
THE Northern Ohio Insane Asylum, at we're told. But those with pictures and spots on Clara; "I will bring it." "It is a source of sinif the personal love of their female disciples were
them
will
continue
to
be
found
useful
at
evening
Cleveland, was visited by fire on the 12th.
cere
joy
to
me,"
Mr.
Whitechoker
remarked
on
parties.
accounted to them for sin I and good-bye to the
Six of the.patients lost their lives, and many
Miss Clara's return," when I learn that a young
THE Englishman who said there were no ruins lady of the congrcga tion finds pleasure and con- influence of the priesthood if it might deal only
were injured.
in this country could never hav met an American solation in consulting the pages of the Good with the intellect of man and not trade ou the
heart of woman I that heart with all its strength
A MAN named Stain has just been arrested citizen returning home after a torchlight proces- Book." MiFB Clara blushed with pleasure and and weakness, its hopes, its fears, its passions, its
wondered if she had taken the autumn leaves all desires on which they build their stronghold and
in Boston charged with robbing the Dexter sion in the midst of an exciting election.
(Me.) bank and murdering Cashier Barron Mils. 0'11ARBITY: "Now pnt in another quart." out.
found their empire. That would indeed be the
Grocer <Putting in second quart) : "Why didn't
CHABLEY (to his sister's bea.n): "Say, Mr. lamp without the oil, the thorns laid beneath the
nine years ago.
you ask for a half-gallon at first and hav done Griggsby, pa bought a big dog this afternoon, pot and no fire at hand to make them burn.DAMAGING testimony against the moral with it?" Mrs. O'Harrity: "Och, bless yez sowl I and he's chained up behind the house, and he's Unaer Which Lora 1 bl/ E. Lynn Ltnten.
One quart is for meself and t'other is for Mrs. going to be let loose at 10 o'clock." Griggsby:
?har~cter _of the Rev •.Mr. Millen, of Brooklyn, Casey."
OF these are they that creep into houses and
"Indeed, Obarley I"' Oharley : " Yes, and he
IS bemg given before the tribunal which has
take captiv silly women laden with sins, led away
his case in hand.
MISSioNARY (to newly converted savage) : "How bought a shotgun and had copper toes put on his with divers lusts, ever learning and never able to
is it now about eating your fellow-men 1 It is boots to-day, and he says if you don't leave by 10 come to the knowledge of the truth. And like as
IN Baltimore, Md., October 11th Robert four weeks now since you slaughtered your father. he's going to take the law into his own hands. Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses, so do theFe
Now I want to talk business. What•II it be worth
Ridgely, colored, went to church
soilnd Havyougrownbetter?" Savage: "Yes,teacher· to you to hav me poison the dog, take the shot out also withstand the truth; men corrupted in
heruth, knelt at the altar to receive com- since then I hav only eaten a couple of distant of the gun, hide the boot8, and set the clock back mind, reprobate concerning the faith. But they
relative."
shall proceed no further ; for their folly shall be
an hour 1 I'm ready to open negotiations."
munion, and immediately fell dead.
AUTUMN.
evident unto all men, as theirs also came to be.A LOVELY TBADE-MABK,
Miss ANNA JOHNSON, librarian of the WorkNow the sportsman goes forth with his gun,
2 Timothll iii, 6-9 (R. V.).
I met her on the crowded street,
ingmen's Free Library on Clinton Place
In search of a day's royal fun;
ONE GOOD LIF.I!l.
'
But returns home anon
I gazed upon her face ;
attempted to register as a voter on the 11th.
with his powder all gone,
A sunbeam piercing the forbidden shade
>Twas wondrous fair, •twas quite replete
Of some drear prison cell has often brought
The inspectors refused to receive her name.
And his fingers less numerous by one.
With beauty and with grace.
Quiet to troubled spirits, and has made
Bold
Cupid
shot.
a
flaming
dart
CA.PTA.lN BLA.OK and Moses Salomon, counHEB father: "Young man, I do not object to
Dark, morbid brooding change to peaceful
From his unerring bow ;
sel for the Chicago Anarchists, are in New your ~ailing occasionally on my daughter, but
thought.
you mustn't stay so late. It was 12 o'clock last
It pierced the center of my heartSo one good life will prove a guiding light,
York consulting with Gen. Roger A. Pryor night before you got away." Young man:
Who could resist the blow?
To b1·ighten pathd weak mortals oft find drearabout the petition for a writ of error in the '' 'Got away' is very good, sir. I either had to
I hastened to her beauteous side,
A beacon in the narrow way of right
case of their clients.
stay or get my coat torn."
I urged my passion great.
To lure the fallen to a higher sphere.
Her eyes superb she opened wide,
A TERRIBLE railroad accident, near Kouts,
"I All[ going to quit," said a Clifton housemaid
-The .A.mm·lcan.
I
this morning to her mistress; "What's the matMY soul to penetrate.
HE
who
believes
in
a
future
life, and at 'the
nd., October 11th, caused the death of ter ?" "I won't liv in a house where 1 am prayed
Then held she up unto my sight
same time believes that making this life good is
twenty persons, and as many more were al{ainst. Every morning the boss has prayer and
Her hand, a shapely thing;
the way, and the only way, to make that life
injured. 'rwo trains collided, and the cars he says, '0 Lord, who hatest nothing but the
And there I saw, in wild affri~ht,
happy-such a man cannot fail to flnd his faith
were set on fire by the stoves and lamps.
housemaid I'" "Why, Bridget, he said, •o Lord,
A plain gold wedding ring.
his grandest inspiration and his strongest supwho hatest nothing thou hast made ]"
"This is my husband's trade-mark, sir,"
port. Knowing that "whatsoever a man sows
GEORGE FRANOIS TRA.lN made some wild
LITTLE Georgie, after his mother had prepared
She blithely said to me;
that shall he also reap," he will naturally and necspeeches in Chicago last week on the An- him for bed, while still in her lap used to say his
" And he doth very much prefer
essarily seek to plant "good seed." But if, as has
archist question and his arrest wa
d
d evening prayer. One night he said," I don't want
Infringements not to see."
been true in the case of most religions, he believes
b th
'
.
s or ere to say my prayers in this way," and getting out of
he can escape the natural reeults of his actions if
"0 happy man !" did I repeat,
Y, e ma:r~r. T~aip le~t the city to escape his mother's lap lie knelt down ·before her, and
he trusts in a God who promises to save him on
As she passed from my view;
gomg to Jail. His audiences were greatly placing his open hands together, repeated his
some other grounds than those of conduct and
" Could I but find a girl as sweet, •
excited by his harangs.
prayer.. When his father heard of this, he was
character; then his faith in another life may not
I'd own a trade-mark, 'too."
much mterested. He always felt that this was
affect his moral life at all, or it may affect it for
-Tratle-mark Recortl.
• CAPTAIN WALLER, of Camden, N. J., went the proper attitude in prayer in the family and in
the worse. And if, as bas been too often true, the
mto the study of the Rev. Mr. Tidball the : the closet. As nothing had been said to Georgie
being he thinks of as controling his destiny be an
other day, and struck him in the face. The' on the subject, he tho"?-ght !~ was ~vidence of a
REDUCED TO $1.00.
immoral one, then of course hia faith will lead diclergyman did not return th bl
1h
sort of natural re}tg!On.
Georgie," said his
rectly to immorality.-M. J. Savage.
. .
.
.e. ow, a t ough father, "do you suppose God likes to hav you say
THE STORY HOUR.
he professed behef m hiS ability to thrash his your prayers this way better than the way
THE discoveries which in one age are conflned
A. Book for Children and Youth.
assailant. Waller•s·grievance was that Tid- used to?" ''Oh,Icon•t suppose God cares:;;
to the studious and enlightened few, become in
the next the established creed of the learned, and
ball had neglected Mrs. Waller, which is not; thing about it. I was thinking of the kangaroo."
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
in the third form part of the elementary princithe usual complaint in such matt rs
I He. had l~t~ly been ~o the menageri~ and seen that
Over a hundred tine illllStrations.
e •
' a.mma.l s1ttmg on 1ts haunches With its forefeet
ples of education.-Duua!tl Stewart.
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RATH"ER

Jlofts and -Qklippin!JS.
THE. Western Union Company cabled to
London the times at which the yachts in the
recent race passed Sandy Hook Point in
seventy seconds, telegraphic speed which has
never before been equaled in actual business
working.
·
A DRUGGIST of Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
adjudged guilty of the heinous offense of
selling soda-water on Sunday, under a law
enacted in 1794. We seem to hav a few old
blunderbusses in this country that are still
loaded.- World.
'!'HE Rev. William Fraser died in the pulpit
of a Presbyterian church at Brighton,, England, recently. He was seen to lean forward
suddenly, and in a few seconds slipped back
into the seat. He never recovered consciousness, and died in a few minutes.
THE Baptist Examiner thinks that the
inft 1 ~nee of Scotch Presbyterianism and of
B Jston Unitarianism was seen when on a
.Sunday the crew of the Thistle went to
church, and the crew of the Volunteer worked
their beautiful yacht down the bay and back.
But the Volunteer got there all the same.
HENRY GEoRGE, Land Theorist, and Sergius
E. Schevitch, Socialist, debated their differences before an audience of three thousand
people in this city last Sunday evening. It
is the popular verdict that Mr. Schevitch
used . stronger arguments against the single
land tax than Mr. George was able to bring
to its support; also that Mr. Schevitch's
arraignment of Mr. George was more powerful than his defense of his own doctrin ot Socialism.

UN PROFITABLE coGA ME.

THE body of a man who died in Omaha
was sent to Akron, 0., for burial. On the
case inclosing the coffin was'tacked an item·
ized bill for $110, which was to be collected
before the body was delivered to the friends
of .the deceased man. Among the items was
a bill of $2 due a priest for saying massee for
the repose of the dead man's soul.
.SEVEN cases, involving the constitutionality
of prohibitory laws, are before the United
States Supreme Court. The Prohibitionists
are in great fear that the decisions in these
cases should be like that of Judge Brewer, of
Kansas, who held that, under the Fourteenth
amendment, the property or business of a
citizen cannot be. destroyed without compensation.
"FoROE is no Remedy," in English words,
headed an article on the Irish question in the
Citizens' Gazette of Hamburg. The police
caused the suppression of the 'paper. They
said the article indirectly incited the Socialists to violence. The Union Hill, N.J.,
Anarchist Tueber was convicted of shouting
"Ruhe /" when the police broke up a meeting. The word is German for" Peace."
AT the session of tb.e synod of New Jersey
at Asbury Park, Oct. 18th, the report of' the
committee on sectarian influence in public
institutions was read by the Rev. Dr. J. G .•
Symmes. · It declared that one-half of the
pupils in the State Reform School at Jamesburg were compelled to attend mass and the
services of the Catholic church, and were not
permitted to attend any other religious services, thus making a form of service compulsory. The report declared that the only
correct motto for the state must be, Equality
for all, special privileges for none.

THE Rev. Melvin Jamieson, D.D., writing
from Burmah, says that the native hav a
curious notion of the rite of baptism. One
very generaf belief is that converts are held
under water until they say that.they can see
Gaudama no longer. Another idea is that
the candidates are held under water with
forked sticks. These notions principally prevail were Baptist missionaries are stationed .
Ar the laying of the corner-stone of the
Roman Catholic parochial school at Middletown, Conn., the Rev. Henry Hennerney, of
Pawtucket, R. I., the selected preacher for
the occasion, denounced the Ameri.can system
of public schools as heartless, headless, and
godless. He called the common schools the
schools of immorality in which divorces originate, and said the system is managed by corrupt politicians. The bishop of the diocese
and about twenty priests were on the platform.
A MOST peculiar and hideous decoration in
the shape of a necklace, probably the only
. one of the kind in the world, has recently
been added to the curiosities in the National
Museum at Washington. It consists of a cunningly wrought band of bead-work, dependent from which are eight shriveled human
fingers, with tips stained a dull ochre color.
The necklace was the property of a Sioux medicin man, and it is understood that each finger
was cut from the hand of a different victim.
THE German barber, whose idiomatic eccentricities find expression in the Bun, has been
visiting the Anarchists. The opinion he
formed after an extensiv experience is eminently sensible. He told the Sun reporter :
" Py Chimmeny Rooky I I hate to hurt der
feelings even uf an Anarchist, but der facts
uf der madder is der Anarchists don't amount

to as. much as der bar bill of a baby at a
hotel. But if you vant to make 'em amount
to a heab dake my advice und keeb on hanging 'em mitout any evidence und clubbing
'em mitout some oxcuses, alretty. Dot's der
vay to make blenty fun, someday, alretty."
A ooRRRSPONDENT of the Liv~rpool Daily
Post tells of this incident that he saw himself, and therefore knows to be true: "Two
good, kind Christian clergymen, with hearts
overflowing with zeal in their work as agents
for the Society for Promoting Christianity
among the Jews, were seen to track two
poor, scantily-clad Jews, who were wending
their way to the synagog on the Day of
Atonement. Havin_g reached the old people,
these worthy gentlemen, with burning eloquence, begged these two lost sheep to turn
from the wickedness of Judaism, to abjure
their ancient faith, and allow themselvs to be
turned into brand-new Christians. Somehow
or other, these poor Jews did not see any
particular reason for changing their religion
at a moment's notice, and in a respectfu
manner stated their objection to making
change. Not to be daunted, however, the
respectable tooting agents for the society
tried inducements in the shape of a monetary
bribe; but this also proved a failure, and the
clergymen lost a chance for the insertion of a
paragraph in their annual report, which, had
they been successful, might hav been tersely
worded, 'Two Jewish souls saved at the
ridiculously low price of eighteen pence
apiece.'" The correspondent avers that the
Jewish conversions are all made in this way,
and suggests that the subscribers to the funds
of the society giv their money instead to the
miserably underpaid curates of the established church.
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Ibav
g~ne forth into the wid~ly scattered communities e~cept
by the lecture system. By the impulse of the lecture audi-

the arch were copper colored· shields with ~MrlJltions in black and gold lettering. .Qn.one:
···. ·

ences ftflv gained a desire to understand the significance of
Keep the church and state forever separate.~.U. B. G1-ant.
this mighty change, which threatens the overthrow of every
On the other :
· · .·
religion of the world and is potent in every land. The
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
interest without the knowledge is of slight value; but the
The
divorce
between
church
and
state
ought
to
b~ .so -abE. A. STEVENs, Secretary,
- - 750 West Lake St., Chicago, knowledge makes the interest a gathering power. This has
solute that no church property anywhere, in any state,~or in
OHABLI!:S EOXHARD, TreBD.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
, E. B. FooTE, JB., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. been the method of the secretary, and he has endeavored in the nation should be exempt from eqiial taxation.-Jas. A.
EDGAR 0. BEALL, Chair. Fin. Com., - 27 Arcade, Cincinnati. every possible way to scatter abroad the instrumentalities of GMjle7il.
knowledge and education-books, pamphlets, and FreeVICE-PRESIDENTS:
Depending from the center of the drop-curtain was
thought papers.
·
W. S. Bell,
Ool. R. G. Inllersoll,
·
Organization comes last,· not first. It is the third· step for a third:
11-I. M. i:lecor,
Conrth.nrtt Palmer,
the attainment of our purpose-interest, knowledge, organOtto Wet• st..in,
This is in no sense ·a Christian nation.-Geo. lVasltington.
T. B. Wakeman,
Charles Watts,
Wm. Redfield,
ization-this is the process. Of course, there i' he reflex
Hanging from the archway was a silken bannerJohn E. Remsburg,
S. W. Devenbaugh,
movement. Organization makes interest and spr ~nds knowlHorace Seaver,
Wm. Ailzie,
edge, but fundamentally organization is a Jiving thing only the Stars and Stripes-under whose folds hung a
James Parton,
Roman Stalev.
Ma•tie A. Freeman,
H. P. Mason <utah.),
when it is the expressing of interest and knowldge. It is large gilded cross, signifyirig, " Our Flag above the
Mattie P Krekel,
N. D. Gt1odeH <0"1.),
not always profitable to organize. To do so n·tards the Cross."
.
Dr. J. L. York,·
D. W. Smitlf{Wash. Ter.),
cause. It is best to let things be free and ea>y in some
Chas. B. Reynolds,
Jaa. Wardwell (Idaho.),
In
front
·the
speakers'
stand
was a f~amed ~opy
Prof. Onas. Orchardson,
J. W. Black \N.J.),
places. To force the issue prevents the accumulation of
of
the
Nine
Demands.
Across
the
gallery stretched
L. K. Wa•h!Jurn,
Thos. J. Truda \Col.).
power. To bide our time and let life gather in !'ilent ways
is the most available method at times. Organization must our motto; "Un,iversal Mental Liberty." Hanging
Eleventh Annual Congress.
come, but come because life is present.
from either side of the balcony was:
This is the outline of the method of the Union and the
Secularism has no mummeries, no priests, no superstiSATURDAY MORNING SESSION, OCTOBER 15TH.
aims of the secretary. Every suggestion in regard to organ" tions, no persecutions.-R. G. Ingersoll.
Bright and early that beautiful October morn, ization is accepted, but it is possible to organize a thing to
After listening to a classic piano solo from Miss
the officers and delegates of the Eleventh Annual death. To do nothing but organize is folly. To make a
Congress of the American Secular Union greeted movement a machine is to finally place it in rusty inaction. Voltairine de Cleyre, President Courtlaudt Palmer
each other with manifestations of delight in the Organize, but organize life, intelligence, power, interest, delivered his most admirable opening address.
knowledge. Organization is not a miraclePRESIDENT PALMER'S ADDRESS.
el!'lgant rooms of the Chicago society, 116 Fifth enthusiasm,
worker; you can't make something out of nothing. An
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE AMERIOAN SEOULAR UNION:
avenue.
organized ghost is still a nonentity. Somebody says that if
It is with considerable diffidence that I find myself to-day
Our western metropolis is no stranger to Liberal you want hare-soup, first of all catch your hare. So they occupying
the place ·of him who for two years past has
gatherings, but this was the red-letter day of Liber· say, organize.. But, first of all, hav the Liberals ; hav the acted as president, of this association-of him the power of
hav a deep and broad interest in the comalism, for seven states sent their sturdiest warriors Liberalism;
munity; hav ideas prevalent; hav. agitation, discussion. whose eloquence has charmed ns by its magic and its music
on superstition to assist in stemming ecclesiastical Make life, and then organize. Organization does not create -of him whom I am glad and .proud to call my friend, Col.
Anarchism from wiping away the foundations of a life in the world of ·thought, and to rely on ·organization Robert G. Ingersoll. But though I be not the orator that he
still I would solicit your patience while I addre~s to you
republic-based on reason-and defeat the attempt simply is to meet only disappointment. The power of Free- is,
cannot be found, and cannot be expressed unless we these, my parting words, as president .of your Union, to
to foist on us the dominion of the scepter and sur- thought
recognize this threefold method of advancement and growth . which high office you. did· me the honor to elect me as the
. plice.
To begin at the wrong end and organize in or!ler to make successor of the great reformer to whom I hav alluded: for
President Courtlandt Palmer received a ~earty life. will giv only au empty form. How easy it is to organize although I hav been urged. to accept a renomination I feei
my duties with regard to other Liberal work will' forbid
round of applause as he ascended the cnmson- on paper, to say what we will do, and to imagin what others that
my acceptance of the compliment. As we look back over
c~rpeted rostrum, an~ in his eas~, unaffected, ~et will do. It is like a mock battle. There may be much the history of the National Liberal League, now merged into
but no genuin victory.
. .
d1gmfied manner, dehvered a feli01tous and hearty noise,
It is easy to stand off and criticise and declare that this or the American Secular Union, as we think of it in its annual
greeting to the delegates, and then outlined the that is the best course. It is easy to tind fault. But the best conventions, I feel that we may truthfully-say of ourselvs
work which the Congress was convened to carry for- way to criticise, as Michael Angelo says, is by creation; go Well done, good and faithful association. Certain it is that
to w~rk, plll)lge into the wilderness, make life, and then no one can charge us with interested motivs. We hav sufward.
fered much from misunderstanding and misrepresentation on
orgamze.
The following committees were then ~ppointed :
There is no question that the method pursued by the Union the part of the general public. The thorny crop of prejudice
On Credentials: E. A. Stevens, W m. Redfield is the right method. It is the successful method. Results is for the most part the harvest which those who sow the
Wimibold Boerner.
' prove it: There never was a time when so many men and ~eeds of progress must expect to reap. But we can take
consolation to ourselvs, that we stand essentially for the
On Nominations: Mrs. M. A. Freeman, F. M. w?m~n hav had a living interest in our cause as to-day, and this
American idea. America herself was conceived in agony
this
IS
because
the
secretary
has
traveled
from
sea
to
sea,
Gustin, Harry Hoover, Stafford Bolton, Prof. Chas.
and addressed sixty thousand different people, and met the and brought forth in struggle, and why should we, in our
Orchardson.
Liberal; of the land face to face in actual work, a. d because humble~ w~ty, expect anything better? I repeat, we may
On Resolutions: S. P. Putnam, O.tto Wettstein trom week to week he has informed the Liberals ot the East take thts consolatiOn to ourselvs, that we are Americans of
and West of the progress of his year's campaign, and intro- the Americans. The United States stands for that which we
Miss Voltairine de C1eyre, Dr. J. W. Moorman, S.
duced thousands of friends to each other in the pages of THE champion. Both the cause of our smaller Secular Union
Dtlvenbaugh.
and the cause of our greater national Union are embraced in
SEEKER and the Jnve•t~qawr.
On Public Work: John StevE's, A. M. Freeman, TRUTH
Now. it is not maintained that this work is all. It is the the one worti. Secularization. It is interee.ting to observe
Geo. Collins, W. L. Willis, lthamar Eddy.
beginning, the starting-point. It is simply creating life in with how little straining and twisting we can adapt the
Secretary Putnam's annual report was then read. or?er that organization and grander work may com•·. In words of the United States Constitution to express our own
tins respect apparently there has been misapprehension. It aims aild objects. Take, for instance, the preamble the
REPORT OF SEORETARY.
words of which are, or should be, familiar to all, to' wit:
The wo~k, in detail, of the secretar.y for the past year has nas been thought by some that the secretary was in favor " To form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure dothat
he
traveled
from
point
to
point
only
of
field
service;
been pubhshed from \\"eek to week m the Inve:Jtiqat01' and
mestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote
TRUTH SEEKER, and therefore is known to the Liberals of '"ert;IY !or temporary effect, and not .for permanent result. the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to
But
tt
'!Ill
be
seen
that
the
method
o.f
the
secretary
includes
the country, and only the general results need be stated at
ourRelvs and our posterity." It seems to me undeniable that
this time. Tile secretary bas dPJivered about three hundred everytht!lg that has ever been urged m favor of organization. should our ideals and aspirations be effected, every one of
lie
has
stmply
refused
to
put
the
cart
before
the
horse-organle~tu~es in New York, Pennsylvania,_ West Virginia, Ohio.
the objects expressed by these clauses would tend more fully
llhnms, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado, Anzona, California Ore- IZation l_Jefore life. He has labored for the last two years of to their realiz~ttion .. But further, om Constitution affirms
ms
servwe
to
arouse
people,
to
a
wake
attention,
to
reach
and
gon, Washington territory, Idaho, and Utah. He h~s ad"that the United States shall guarantee to every state a
dressed about sixty thousl\nd people, traveled twe: ty thou- mterest the world in the Demands of Liberalism. In the r~publican form of government." Now, what is a repubsanrl miles, sold nearly two thousand dollars' worth of Free- me~n. time be has organized many strong and successful lican form of government ? Again let our Constitution anthought literature, amounting to several thousand books and soctettes.
Hitherto, for lack of means, the secretary bas. performed swer in its own words. A rPpublican form of government
pamphlets; he has organized twenty-five Secular Union~
in one respect at least, is indicated in this, " that Congres~
and Liberal association8, and thronghout the entire field of ~ouhle duty. He ha_s been engaged in field service, and also shalJ make no law respecting an establishment of reli~ion· or
labor a remarkable and most encouraging interest has been !littended to the affairs of the home office. The work bas prohibiting the. free exercise thereof," all of which IS o~ly
manifested. It has been a prosperous year, and the outlook no~ . increased to such magnitude that there must be a another way of saying that the United- States maintains
at pre8ent is more hopeful than ever ·before. The work, ot dtvtston of. labor. The life of the organization demands the position_which we maintain, and which it is .our object
course, has been pioneer, and many of the results cannot bt> 1arger servtce. T~_Jere· must be somebody always at head- to fully reahze, namely, the complete separation of church
put into statistics. It has created agitation thought and quarters, for officuJ.I correspondence and communication and state.
·
wide discussion of the principles of our mov~ment · and this wtth all parts of the country, who can watch the movements
Onrs, therefore, is at once the fight of secularization and of
has been the purpose in view, for before there can be organ- of the enemy while pthers are in the midst of the battle who constitutionalism. Ir;t pursuance of this object, we hav
ization there ;'DUSt be life. Thertl must be the material pro- can keep posted in regard to legislativ action and distrlbute sought to remove the last remnants of this union of church
duced by.w~tch a structure can be reared. No one can deny Freethought ammunition. ·we want one who can giv and state,. on the basis of justice to all and privilege to none
that puhltc mterest has been aroused, even if the fruits are mf~rD?-ation and receive information from all the Liberd
the bas!s_ that a secular injury to <?ne. citizen is an injury
not all that is desirable. As there is some misapprehension soCieties of the land. Knowledge is power and this knowl- on
to every ctt1zen. We hav therefore mststed upon it that the
in regard to the methods and aims of the Secular Uriion, it is edg~ will be of iinmense advantage. 'fhe p;essure of present Bible
shall be eliminated as a work of divine revelation from
best, perhaps, to hav them fully explained and :without duties, constant calls to lecture every month ~tnd every day our public
schools. It is manifestly unjust in a republic that
doubt there will be ~greement in adopting meas~res for of the year, forbids the present secretary td engage in this a Protestant
should be inflicted upon a Catholic child
fnture advance. It IS absolutely necessary primarily to work at headquarters, and therefore he resigns the office of or t_hat t.~e Bible
Testament should. be forced upoil th~
arouse interest in the Freet!Jought movement.' People ~ust secret~ry, whtch has been to him an honor and a privilege. Jewish ch1ld, New
who has been taught to believe only in the Old·
be mad~ to understand what it i~; to realize that it is a part Chooswg the platform, he must leave to ot]).er hands the labor or ;.hat both Testaments should be imposed upon the off:
of the hfe of the world. There ts profound ignorance in re. of more efficient combination.
of a Freethinker who believes in the inspiration of
gard to Secularism. In many communities the name Free- . A man of energy, of enthusiast;n. of. executiv a,bility, of sp:mg
nelt.her. I~ the same manner we hav insisted upon it that
thought is not. spoken; our books and papers are unknown. hterary power, of unselfish devotiOn-a truly representativ the
exemption of our churches from taxation was a palpable
The only posstbly way to awaken these communities is by man-should be the secretary of the Union. I know of no
personal p~esenc~. The Liberal. platform must be occupied, one w~o has labored more faithfully for the cause· given wrong, smce to the extent that each church avails itself of
and the hvtng votce heard, Thts must go before all orgtmi- mor~ tlme, mon_ey, and unpaid service; been more s~ccess !hat e;x:~mption, to that. ~xtent must the tax be made up by
zation and systematic labor. One must not wait for orders ful m un~ertakmgs for the establishment and promulgation tmposttt?~ upon other ctttzens, _which places Protestabts in
but go in and do the best he can. He must reach the mis: · of ~he Nme Demands, than the president of the Chicago the posttton of at least parttall.r supporting a Catholic
cellaneous crowd. Cultivated and well.iLformed and Umon, E. A. ~tevens; and 1 name him for a position which church, Catholics a Protestant church, Jews a Methodist
thoroughly interested Liberals are by no means numerous. l know he wtll ably fill, and there is no doubt that in his c_hurch, and so on, through the whole Jist of the denominayYe, cannot carr.y on our work simply through them. The nands hfe and organization will go together and there will tiOns. On the same method of reasoning, we demand that
~ull:d~y _shall be man's day and not the Lord's day; that
'
mdtfferent, the tgnorant, must be captured and made a .part. be no machine, but a living body.
JUdtctal oa.ths shall be abolished, and that simple affirmations
of the advancing army. This necessitates field-work. This
.In the absence of the treasurer the chairman of the on the. basts of D?anhood and character, under the pains and
is of first and radical importance, and therefore the secretary
has put the emphasis upon this, and made pioneer and lect. Fma~ce Committee ~ead a report wfiicb, though deal- p~nalttes 1of pefJ~ry, shall take their place, and that chapuring effort the main and almost only effort of the Union· mg httle w1th rece1pts and disbursements offered lat!ls sha 1 be withdrawn from our legislatures, since it is
and other effort of more systematic character bas bee~ ~om? practic!ll suggestions as to methods or' increas- evtd.ent that no ~haplain can at once put 1~p a prayer repreneglected simply because the situation demanded such a mg m~erest m secular work. Intending to issue that sentmg at once m the same breath a Thetst and an Atheist
course. There must be impulse or there can be no advance. as a _Circular for campaign purposes, I refrain from both of whom hav an equal right to their honest thought
and to a repreilentation in our national assemblages if they
Fo~ the last tw:o years the_energies of the secretary hav been
can secure it by ballot. And so I might go on recapitulating
m~mly devoted to attractmg the attention of the people of loadmg your columns with it now.
what we are so familiar with, as the Nine Demands of
By resolution, all annual members were made Liberalism,_
thts country to the work of Secula~ reform. One might as
which constitute ·the platform of the. American
well undertake to reap a harvest wtthout plowing or planting voters and full participants in the proceedings of the
.~ecular Umon, bnt I hav cited enough by way of iJlustra~s to organi~e when there is no desire among the people for Elevent~ Annual Congress.
tlo~
·
·
liberty and JUStice. System is a good thing but first of all
I cannot, however, refrain, in passing from alluding on
there must be the Jive raw material, or the system only holds . Pendmg report~ of ~ommittees, Congress adjourned
our basis of justice to all, and privilege to'none on our basis
t!ll afternoon sesswn m Madison street theater.
a corpse.
of .the complete separation of Church and State to the
. With the creation of interest there must be the disseminaAFTERNOON SESSION.
gre~test fight th~t yve ~av fought- namely, ou; contest
tlO!l of knowledge_. Our movement is a process of education.
The t~eater d~corations occupied the attention of agamst Presbytenamsm m the Post-Office. Under its shriek
It 1s not mere excitement. It is of the head as well as of the
heart. The lecture system, therefore, has been supplemented the aud1ence prwr to the continuation of the pro- of obscenity this religious clique did succeed in carrying
~y the distribution and sale of Freethought literature. This gram.
The stag;e was "set" for a parlor scene, with through C?ngress a law forbiddi'lg the transmission of indeliterature to the extent of thousands of volumes would not an archway looking out on a lawn. On either side cent and ~mmoral literature, so called, through the United
States mails. That some good ~as thereby accomplished
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cannot be denied, but the price was too great. It was paying too dear for the whistle, and we may take to ourselvs
the credit of being the only organization in the United
States which had the courage to maintain this position. For
we asserted that even the narrow ideas of Presbyterianism
on the subject of decency and morality in connection with
the mails, could only be accomplished at the price of a questionable system of espionage and decoy, that it could only be
accomplished at the price of the actual infringement of our
Constitution, which givs to Congress simply the power "to
establish post-offices and post roads," and not to regulate
the morality of the mails. We maintained that the provision
was, after all, practically void, since even if the mails were
controled, venders of vice had a thousand facilities beyond.
We maintained, in truth, that more immorality was produced
than removed by the provision, since morality in its essence
can only exist under liberty, that is, morality can only exist
. through the building up of character, and character must
·wither under all arbitrary compulsion. All of our demands,
it seems to me, may be .summed up in our eighth one,
which calls for the inculcation of .a secular morality. SRcular morality means the secularization of character; it means
that human motivs shall become paramount in human
affairs; it means a higher devotion and self-sacrifice ; it
means a kinder heart to impel us, a keener head to direct
us, and a defter hand to carry out the_ behests of head and
heart.
Now, I would say right here that it appears to me that,
without retreating in .the least from our position, we might,
by a more wisely-directed policy, secure the cooperation of
thousands of liberal Christians throug'hout our land, because it must be evident, from a review of what I hav
said. that our mission is based simplv upon the American
idea of Fair Play, and all honest men and women should be
glad to assist in such a cause on the simple plea of justice
and humanity. As I look at the Protestant church in
America, it seems to me it does not need much prophetic
vision to foresee that it is speedily destined to undergo a
great disintegration or division. The more orthodox sections will be likely to fall into the arms of Roman Catholicism, while the more liberal Protestants must, under the
drift of our age, infallibly tend to ally themselvs with the
newer Protestantism of the nineteenth century. I would ask
your earnest consideration of this suggestion.
But I see it is as Freethinkers that we are called together
in this Congress. If this be necessarily so-if it be only as
Freethinkers that we are to prosecute this work-then I
would, in this my parting address, ende~t.vor to impress upon
you my view of the terrific responsibilities under which you
labor. Let us consider well what we are doing, what is the
import under our Freethought crjlsade of the separation of
church and state. · It is this, my friends, that we are driving
the old church, as far as in us lies, more and more into the
background; we are aiming blows at the old religion; we
are undermining the old motivs and destroying the old consolations-the old consolations which presented a father in
the skies ready to sympathize with and succor his children
on earth, to whom he has sent his only son to die, in order to
deliver them from the pains of hell hereafter and redeem
them forever in the skies. Whether false or true, these convictions hav been, and. still are, the solace of multitudes of
minds.
But, again, the removal of landmarks is tantamount to a
revolution, not only as to the yonder in heaven, but as to. the
here on earth. Ottr agitation signifies, " This world for the
people of this world." In its logic it means the results of
labor for the laborers. It means " the passing of power
from the classes to the masses."
This double responsibility imposes inferentially upon us
the duty of at once providing a substitute for the old faith,
and of striving to see to it that the coming earth revolution
may be one of peace, and not one of violence. Voltaire wittily said, ~·If I remove a cancer, why should you ask me to
put anything into the place of it?" Bttt I feel that it was
more the wit than the humanitarian who thus spoke. In the
words of a later French philosopher, '!If we destroy we
must replace." We, therefore, practically make ourselvs
responsible for a new relie;ion. And, in truth, a new faith
has dawned upon the earth; a faith, indeed, into which we
hav been baptized by the angel of time-the faith of Thomas
Paine, of Voltaire, of Victor Hugo, of Darwin, of Herbert
Spencer, of Draper, of Goethe, of Shelley, of Comte; the
faith of Wakeman and of Ingersoll; the faith, in a word, of
Humanity; the faith that comes in, as real knowledge takes
tlie place of guess knowledge, and altruistic motivs take the
place of selfish ones. It behooves us, then, as Freethinkers
that we supply to civilization a new God, a new Christ,
a new atonement, and a new heaven. The old Jehovah,
indeed, is sinking unto death, but in that unnamable,
unknowable power underlying and permeating all things-a
power we can only know as our minds interpret its laws-in
that power I feel that we may find, as Goethe says, " the
·all-upholder, the all-enfolder," whose" everlasting arms are
beneath us," and in which, in a nobler and truer sense than
ever· before, we liv, and move, and hav our being. A new
Christ has come to us in the shape of that organic unity upon
earth, in its vast continuity and solidarity-humanity, whose
daily effort and struggle, whose nightly death and matin
resurrection, bring to each and every one, if he will but
accept it, a new atonement, making us at one with all this
vast cosmic order which ·surrounds us, and making us at one
in· a regenerate human brotherhood. Thus again a new
heaven is provided. The heaven of better things to be upon
this earth, when man shall be free from superstition, and
shall rest alone under the reign of reason.' The heaven
which is now realizable through the imagination, and which
may be made to exist within the hearts and souls of every
one of us.
When this consolation "devoutly to be wished" shall hav
been realized, then, as I dream of the good time coming, we
shall see, not a separation, but a union of church and state.
True, a theological church must be kept separate from the
secular state, as far a& the poles asunder, for the one is based
ll.t the bottom on absolute despotism, the other on democracy,
but in the millennium we are speaking of,. I say there will be
a union of church and state-that is, of a secular. church
with a secular state. True ·again, that even these in _their
way must be kept separate, as theory must be kept forever
separate from practice. The otllce of the spiritual power in
those days will be to advise, to educate, to consecrate; thll.t
of the temporal power to provide, to govern, to execute; but
like two horses in one span, they will pull together h.u-moniously, to draw onward the car of progress and civilization.
Our methods toward these great ends ·must be the simple
ones of persistent, untiring' education and agitation to be
brought to bear finally upon the ballot. When th.is shall be
al!complished the world will belong to us. ,. I then may say,
slightly paraphrasing the words of Tennyson :

Let knowledge grow from more to more,
. But more of reverence in us dwell,
'l'hat church and state aceordiug.well
May make one music as before,
But· vaster.

One word more and I am done. I began these imperfect
remarks with a trib11te to our retiring president, and I end
them with a tribute to our incoming president, Mr. Samuel
P. Putnam. A graduate from the theological ranks himself,
he understands the spirit of the orthodox believers sufficiently at once to oppose them in their errors, and welcome
them as they show signs of Liberal tendencies. I hav long
known him, studied with.him, and I feel sure that as he has
been in the past a working secretary of the League, so he
will be in the future its working president. He has
thoroughly earned the honor to which you hav now raised
him. A poet in his imagination, he is in his judgment and
action a man of affairs. I am sure that he possesses every
qualification to lead the Union on toward a higher and
grander success than ever. I wiah both him and the Union
well.

Judge 0. B. Waite (author of "History of the
Ohristian Religion," "Suffrage a Right of Oitizenship," etc.) was introduced, and interested his hearers with his reminiscences of personal acquaintance
with the brilliant Norwegian Bjornsterne, with the
venerable Hugo, with Professor Volkmo.r, Dr. Samuel
Davidson, and other Liberals and prominent Freethinkers during his ·three years' sojourn in Europe.
Judge Waite argued from his personal experience
and intercourse with the leading minds of Europe
that the days of dogmatic theology would sQon be.
numbered with th~ :east, and that Liberalism was
making advances everywhere.
Harry Hoover, the veteran warrior of the Pittsburgh League, was next on the program, and he
bad chosen for his topic "The Sunday Laws." [It
is the intention of the Union to issue this address as
a part of its campaign literature; so help us, friends,
with funds.]
Samuel P. Putnam delivered his address on "Dangers Ahead;" and the Inter-Ocean (the daily organ
of Ohicago piety) painfully admits his remarks
" were brimful of points and logic from the standpoint of Liberalism, and were frequently and loudly
applauded."
"Poverty," Mr. Putnam said, " was the curse of
humanity and the supreme problem of the day, but
neither Ohristians nor Ohristianity had ever proposed
a remedy. R!;lligion had its origin in the heart, not
in the intellect. It was a stream of sentiment. The
Ohureh representing feeling and the State representing force, were sought to be united with prejudice
and bigotry in full control. The National Reform
Association, aided by the Women's Ohristian Temperance Union and the Prohibitionists, were striving
to put God in the Oonstitution and stifle the rights
of man in society. But Liberalism was gaining
ground even among church-goers and preachersthe onward march of intelligence was irrepressibleand if Liberals would take concert of action this
church and state movement, which has grown so
powerful, might yet be averted."
Putnam is a sort of platform pile-driver, sending
powerful and unerring blows at Ohristian shams and
superstitions, and his address was plentifully punctuated with applause. At its conclusion the audience
were invited to become members, and many accepted
the invitation.
EVENING SESSION.

A large audience greeted Herr Julius Vohlteich,
ex-membe! of the German Parliament, who delivered
a glowing address in his own language on the right
of free speech, the liberty of thought, and the work
the Secular Union had inaugurated. As the two
principal Turner societies in Obicago had materially
assisted financially toward the expense of the Oongress, and issued special circulars inviting their members to participate, this address was highly gratifying
to them.
At this point Pres. Oourtlandt Palmer announced
the receipt of a telegram of interest to all. He read:
NEw YoRK, Oct. 15, 1887.
CouRnANDT PALMER, Dea1· Si1·: I regret that it is impossible for me to be with you. All I can do is to send my
regards, my congratulations, and my beneflictions.
H. G. INGERSOLL.

· This was received with deafening applause which
took some seconds to subdue.
The following letters were also read:
NEWBURYPORT, MASS., Oct. 4, 1887.
DEAR MR. PuTNAM: I cannot be with you in Chicago; the
distance is too great, and my work here too exacting. Bnt
my interest in the gradual and evolutionary secularization of
all human institutions is greater than ever. Nothing more
is to be expected from the theologies which bav amazed and
tormented mankind so long. Let us hav a pure and universal Secularity. I trust you will hav a successful meeting in
every respect, and meet the thorny questions with tolel·ant
good humor. The work will be slow and difficult always,
since it bas to deal with human credulity, which believes
falsehood with great ease, and receives truth with a difficulty
proportioned to its importance. If we only had a stupendous
lie to promulgate, what crowds of followers we should hav,
and how many boxes of our panacea we should sell! But
we hav nothing but truth I Very truly yours,
JAMES PARTON.
REVERE, MAss., Oct. 11, 1887.
DEAR PuTNAM: I shall not be able to accept your kind
invitation to be present at the Congress, but I am in full
sympathy with every effort to promote the cause of Liberalism, and wish you a large meeting and a successful one.
I r€gret that more of our public men hav not the courage
of their opinions.
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_.The principles of Liberalism should be advocated by men
and women in the foremost stations of. life; and that this is
not done is not because these principles are not worthy .such
support and advocacy, but because men and women ar.e
recreant to their duty.
The peculiar religious customs and practices which are
now maintained at the nation's expense are either relics of a
previous union of church and state, or the signs of such a
union in the future. 1f the former, they should be abolished
at once; if the latter, they should not be tolerated, and
must be di13continued. Any recognition of a particular
religion, or any toleration of the forms of a particular
religion, in a republic where the whole people are the
government is a manifest injustice, inasmuch as there exists
no agreement upon religious matters.
I regard the Nine Demands of Liberalism as the nine commandments to the American people. All the essential ideas
of the American Secular Union are founded upon human
rights, and may be formulated into political principles.
Our Union asks for nothing that is unjust to the individual
or dangerous to the nation.
We are working to save liberty to the mind of man; and
to do this, I believe, we must kill Christianity as an ecclesiastical organization. The country's flag must be above the
church's cross! I hold that this free country-this American
nation-is wotth more to mankind than every religion in the
world.
Let every man candidly ask what he is doing for the. promulgation of our principles, and candidly answer if he is
doing all that he ought to do. Thus far Liberalism has been
mostly a crusade of one, a single lance, against a thousand
shields. Hereafter let us unite our forces against the enemy,
and may victory follow the right.
Yours for political, religious, and industrhtl freedom,
.
L. K. WASHBURN.
To THE 0FFIOERS, LADIES, AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
ELEVENTH ANNUAL CoNG'RRSS OF THB: AMERIOAN SEOULAR
UNioN, Esteemed Friends: It seems strange that in this comparativly enlightened age the only band of thinkers that represent the cause of absolute truth and fact should still be so
sadly in the minority, and· still be compelled to struggle
against the combined opposition of the vast masses comprising the so-called Christian race. But such is the sad
reality.
The church in the past has swayed such vast authority, exhibited such adroit audacity, established such an absolute
autocracy, and assumed such an air of infallibility that in
course of time the. poor victims of this hierarchal conspiracy
were entirely at their mercy. The masses crouched subservient at their feet; individual thought was limited,
reason banished, and credulity triumphant. The most
absurd theories and rloctrins were invented and promulgated,
then readily accepted by the ignorant masses as truth and
f•. ct, until finally, in the course of many generations, these
falsehoods were almost universally accepted as final truths.
Mysteries and miracles were taken for granted, as self-evident facts, and the few daring to disfmte them were dPnounced as Infidels or madmen, and burnt at the stake.
This whole fabric of fable and assumption is still the giant
delusion of the age, without a shadow of proof, probability,
possibility, analogy, or necessity in its favor.
The basis of theology is simply and absolw.tely nothing,
but it is supported. by the existing priesthood -for gain and
power. It is beyond reason, logic, and knowledge; beyonrl
nature, time, or space. Theology is an attempt to explain
the natural by the supernatural, and by methods of the supernatural. It divests an infinit and eternal system of nature,
of inherent powers and potencies to assume harmony and
order, and. to evolve from mattAtr and force, man, beast, tree,
and flower, and invests some giant charlatan, beyond the
realms of nature, with supernatural acrobatic powers to
create and manipulate all the countless number of bodieR
sweeping through endless space, and to call into being man,
tree, and flower by power of volition. It postulates a beginning for the universe, and a creator -for all things, but
illogically assumes that this creator never began, and is content to assume that this creator can exist without necessitating another creator to create him. It pretends to see a
logical necessity for a creator to create the seen, but complacently rests here, and stubbornly refuses to apply this
logical necessity to the. unseen. Whatevrr is seen, real, it
insis~s, necessitates a God, but Gofl, by virtue of his in visibility, is exempt from this law. Therefore, God is God only
by virtue of his. invisibility, because, should he become a
visible reality, by parity of reasoning these same sophists
would be compelled to repudiate him, and instantly fly again
to realms of nothiD!l,' and there postulate a new God!
Theology divests everything in nature of potencies to
cause or produce anything, but invests an imaginary nothing
beyond nature with powers to do everything!
The time is not far distant when the God idea will be exploded and relegated to realms of fable and spooks. Already
the better minds wit.hin the church hav virtually discarded
the original Bible God and are now laboring earnestly to
create a new God of their own make. Beecher was, and
Swing, Thomas, Savage, all t!J.e schools ~f Unitarians, Sp_iritualists, etc., are to-day practiCally Atbets~s. Tne _God Idea
originated when the first book of Genesis was written, and
this account invests God with the body r•f a man. Therefore
the only true God of the Christian is a nian. Deny this manGod and you are an Atheist, because all loftier, lttter
evolvefl imoroved or revised idea!tUf a God are not of a God
at all, but ·only the vague, un~uth?rita.t.iv spec~lations of
half-way philosophers, who, havmg mheTlled notwns of the
original man-God, and r~c?~nizing their absl!rdity, proceed
upon their own responsibiilty to mvent, design, or creat!l a
new God, but with precisely as litt~e truth for a foundatiOn
as the ori~inal God-inventors and without a shadow ef a law
or authority.
All notioas concerning a God are on a par. Sitting Bull's
and Professor Swing's are equally absurd, and when analyzed
in the· crucible of reason all alike explode like an air-bubble.
Man's ignorance alone requires a. G?d, because all know_n
effects hav natural caus~s, ·and hts Ignorance of a God IS
infinitly greater than his ignorance of nature. The universe
is a mystery but it is a reality, grand and supreme. Godno matter ~hose Goa-is an infinitly greater mystety, and
absolutely beyond knowledg;e and fact. The gr~nd _cosll!os,
filling all space, needs no proof, but a God ex tenor, mtenor,
or superior to it is beyond proof.
The time has come when we can reason without fear of
deatlt or persecution. Then let us reason fearlessly, thorouglJly, and proclaim the results of our honest tlloughts
bol<ily to the world. As between tho dogatism of the Theist
and Atheist there is a vast difference. The burden of proof
devolves upon those affirming. Let God prove himself, or
let his champions furnish proof consistent with the .advanced
thought of the present day, then we will all kneel ~nd worship him. But, the Bible relegated to realms of fictiOn, even
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by-the best minds within the church, what proof remains !or
a God? None, absolutely none •. The ~um !otal of all ~xts~;
· ence, nature-in grand aggregatiOn or II! mmutest detail-Ill
not God but the basis of the grand behef we advocate and
represen't. Whatever is, exists, and has a being, is no~ God,
but belongs to the great category of facts upon whtch we
base our belief. All outside of this, all outside of all-which
is nothing-this alone is the basis for a God.
.
The unproved and illogical assumptions of the church,
therefore, are rankest dogmatism, while the. belief we proudly
and dogmatically advocate has for a basts all the facts of
nature and truth.
God is a natural impossibility, an anomaly and logical absurdity. Professor Swi~g bas faithfully applied aii the
ingenuity of his colossal mtellect to create a God consistent
with logic and reason, but, alas! what a sad failure he h~
made of it. He indignantly repudiates the anthropomorphic
God of the Bible, but places his God "here, and there, and
everywhere; in the morni!lg star, o_n Sirius, _in the laught~r
of a child," and in everything beautiful, y~t mstantly ag!un
invests him with personality of the mascuhn gender, apply.
ing personal pronouns like "he," "him,"" heavenly father,"
etc. a man still! He divests him of all attributes of. hate,
reT~nge, and tyranny, but invests. him with all th~ ten~er
solicitude of a human father and fnend-a human bemg still,
but never God.
An infinit God is an impossibility because nature alone is
infinit and "here, and there, and ev~rywhere," and consequently cannot contain an infinit God.
The assumed attributes of God-love, wisdom, etc.necessitate personality, because science recognizes them only
as existing within living animal organisms. As the retina is
needed to produce sight, the eardrum to p~oduce sound, .so
the brain and nervous system are a necessity to produce mtelligence or mind. But this in turn necessitates a physical
body. and this of necessity is limited and can never fill an unlimited universe, neither be" here, there, find everywhere''
at the same time. Therefore a physical God cannot be a
God and all it implies. Now, then, if an infinit God cannot
possibly exist in an infinit univ.erse, nor a finite God possibly
exist in every portion of it, the church must define a God or
stand convicted of fraud and deception.
This not being forthcoming, the God idea vanishes from
our beautiful earth, and man alone is the true autocrat of all
he surveys, acknowledging all his equal, but none superior.
Naturalism is the only fact that remains. This we worship,
and for humanity we liv and strive.
Confining ourselvs to facts, to truth, to logic and reason.
we are therefore justified, yes, forced, as honest men and
women. to renounce the dogmas transmitted to us from ages
of barbarism, and henceforth revel in the glories of nature as
illumined by the rising sun of science, the burning torch of
reason and Freethought. Yours with best wishes for our
grand cause,
Orro WETTSTEIN.
The chief attraction at this session was the lecture
announced for Mrs. M. A. Freeman, vice-president of
the American Secular Union, who never fails to draw
a large audience, and whose subject was "His Satanic
Majesty." Mrs. Freeman's treatment of her topic
kept her bearers in a merry mood, as they frequently
interrupted her pungent humor, biting sarcasm, and
clever irony with laughter and applause. It is useless to attempt a synopsis, as every sentence is a Sec·
ular sermon, but she concluded with : " They say the
devil was chained one thousand years. We havn't
missed him, the priests and parsons hav so well
represented him. We ask you Freethinkers to help
us, in this land of J e:fferson, Franklin, and Paine, in
elevating the Stars and Stripes above the cross."
There is already quite a demand for the publication
of that lecture.
MORNING SESSION.

President Palmer opened the Congress, and the
Committee on ~ublic Work, in the absence of Committee on Credentials, made the following recommendations :
Your committee recommend this Congress to resolve it to
be the duty of the officers of this Union:
First. To institute, or aid in instituting, a practical lecture
bureau, either as a state institution or as local divisions of
states of the fashion of circuits, to facilitate the lecture
. service and the sale ami distribution of secular Freethought
literature.
Second. To advise with and assist the members and
officers of the local auxiliary Secular Unions, and the friends
of justice in the several states, to maintain the laws thereof
agai11st the propagation of sectarian dogma and doctrine,
and the celebration of religious sectarian ceremonies in the
public ochools and the state colleges and universities ..
ITBAMAR EDDY,
JoHN STEVES,
)
Oo on
JAs. TUTTLE,
A.M. FREEMAN,
Publ;;;·WoTk.
W. L. Wiu.Is,
GEo. CoLLINS,

S

After some discussion, the report was accepted.
The Committee on Ct:edentials made the following
report, which was adopted:
Your Committee on Credentials respectfully report that
the following named persons, representing accredited auiliary Leagues or Unions, life and annual members, are entitled to seats and votes in this Congress :
Courtlandt Palmer, New York city; B. P. Putnam, New
York city; *Leonard Geiger, Hudson, N.Y.; *W. L. Willis,
Kokomo, Ind. ; Harry Hoover, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; F. A. Wichelman, Chicago, Ill.; Alex. Risk, West Union; Wm. R~d
field, Daniel Davis, L. Stansbur:J:, Liberal League, Fayette
county, Ia.; D. I. Johnson, Dw1ght, lll.; E. P. Bosworth,
Marsailles 111.; S. W. Devenbaugh, Brimfield, Ind.; Otto
Wettstein, Rochelle, Ill.; Dr. J. W. Moorman, Fort Madison, Ia.; Thomas H. Dodge, Butler county, Ohio; W. F.
Kelly, Springfield, Ill.; Edward s:Pope, Indianapolis, Ind. ;
Wm. Oakley, Dwight, lll.; C. E. Nicodemus, Forreston, lll.;
P. H. Martlett, Chicago, Ill.; Mi~s Voltairine de Cleyre,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; J. A. Greenville, Clinton, Ia.; Ithamar
Eddy, Rome City, Ind.; James Tuttle, Atlantic, Ill.; John
Mahara, Charles City, Ia.; B. Thorpe, Beaver Dam, Wis.;
John Durant, Creston, Iowa, William Walker, Dwight, Ill.;
John Irwin, Chicago, Ill.; W. Phillips, Algonquin, Ill.;
:Lucius West ("Uncle Lute"), Kalamaz~JO, Mien., Judge
C. B. Waite, Hyde Park, IIJ.; Edward Hay, Shebanse, Ill.;
C. E. Harris, Hyde Parlr, IJJ. ; Mrs. L. L. D. Gustin, Frank
M. Gustin, Fort Madison, Iowa; J. H. Collins, Barnum,
Minn.; Chas. Zeigler, Du Quoin, llJ. ; H. S. V oltrow, Port• New life-members.

land, Ind.; W. H. Barker, Sweet Home, Ind.; G. Barr,
Chicago; Joseph Hay, Shebanse, Ill.; Prof. Chas.
Orchardson, Chicago; C. B. Reynolds, North Parma, N.Y .. ;
Thos. Galpin Chi,ago · Geo. Newkirk, Mrs. Geo. NewH. Burk~, Chicago; 'rhos. R. Godkirk, Paxton, 'm.;
dard, St. John's, Ill.; Wm. C. Howard, Volo, Dl.; Wm.
Lindsay, Ottumwa, Iowa; H. Norton, Upper Sandusky,
Ohio; E. R. Evans, John Steves, Durand, Ill.; Jas. M.
Gruber, Adolph Anderson, A. C. Berg, 0. E. Brown, Hu~o
Schmidt, Thos. B. Fogelslad, Chas. A. Fraenkel, Otto Rets,
Chicago; Mrs, Mary Sample, A. M. Freeman, Mrs. A.M.
Freeman, A. D. O'Neil, Englewood, Ill.; L. Sorenson, North
Lake, Wis. ; N: C. Dahl, Dr. E. S. McLeod, E. A. Stevens,
Wimibold Boerner, Chicago; Fred Beilfield, ~elegate from
Vorwarts Turner SoCiety. Respectfully submitted,
E. A. STEVENS,
Oom on.
W. Bm>MRR,
( Credentials.
WM. REDFIELD, )
Charles B. Reynolds, of Boonton fame, read Treasurer Eckbard's report, the details of which alr~ady
bav appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER. The Commtttee
on Resolutions reported as follows:
RESOLUTIONS.
Resolved That the Affierican Secular Union invites the cooperation ~f all who favor t~e total separation ?f ch~rch a~d
state· its platform is the Nme Demands of Ltberahsm; Its
work' is to achieve and maintain. a purely secular government; all other reforms, however important, are .left. to
special instrumentalities. While m~mb_ers of the Umon h~v
absolute liberty of thought and actiOn m regard to every IDtell~ctual, moral, social, and political question, yet differences of opinion among thoughtful men and wome_n p.pon
such questions make it necessarythat the Secular Umon confine itself 1o the Nine Demands of Liberalism, wbich are the
axioms of Freethought; an?, on this ~asis, all tr~e ~merican
citizens can unite for the trmmph of hberty and JUStiCe.
Resolved, That the Secular Union sympathizes with all
efforts for the amelioration of human toil; for the removal
of poverty and the extension of wealth and happiness as the
reward of labor; and is in favor of every just method by
which the working-people can be advanced; for the working-people are the glory of the republic, and their elevation
makes the true civilization of the world.
Resolved, That the Union recognizes the full equality of
woman, according to the Declaration of Independence; that
she is a citizen, abd is entitled to the rights of citizenship;
and political subjection in the past has been the result, not of
natnral justice, but of ecclesiastical legislation. .
Resolved, That the Union favors increased facilities for a
Secular and especially a manual training in our puplic
schools, affirming that physical health is necessary to intel
lectual pro~ress, and that industrial education is as requisit
to _good citizenship as mental disciplin. .
Resolved, That the Union recognizes the value of social life
and the cultivation of the spirit of fraternity, and reccommends the celebration of all holidays by Liberal asffi)ciations, and especially sti~gests that the coming anniversar,Y of
the birth of Thomas Pame, the author-hero of the Amencan
Revolution, be made the occasion in every community for
festivals of Freethought and the promulgation of the Demands
of Liberalism.
Resolved, That for the practical work of the coming year a
furid be raised by contributions of friends throughout the
country, the first thousand dollars of which fund is to be for
the salary of the secretary of the Union for one year from the
date of this Congress, and all contributions above this one
thousand dollars are to be for incidental expenses, the publication and distribution of Secular literature and legislativ
work under the management of the Board of Directors.
Resolved, That in the death of Dr. T. L. Brown and A. T.
Lilly, vice-presidents of the Secular Union, the Union laments
the loss of generous comrades, noble citizens, stanch advocates of Freedom, and ardent workers for the welfare of humanity.
S. P. PuTNAM,
} Oom on
0Tro WETTSTEIN,
VoLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE, Resol~tions
S. W. DEVENBAUGH, DR. J. W. MooRMAN,
The resolutions were, after some discussion, unanimously adopted.
Mrs. Freeman presented the report of. the Committee on Nominations:
Your committee beg leave to place in nomination the following. For
President, Samuel P. Putnam.
Secretary, E. A. Stevens .
Treasurer, Charles Eckhard.
Chairman Executiv Committee, E. B. Foote, Jr.
Chairman Finance Committee, Edgar C. Beall.
Vice-Presidents, Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Courtlandt Palmer,
T. B. Wakeman, Charles Watts, John E. Remsburg, Horace
Seaver, James Parton, Mattie A. Freeman, Mattie P. Krekel,
Dr. J. L. York, Charles B. Reynolds, Prof. Charles Orchardson, L. K. Washburn, W. S. Bell, M. M. Secor, Otto Wettstein, Wm. Redfield, S. W. Devenbaugh, Wm. Algie, Roman Staley, H. P. Mason (Utah), N.D. Godell (Cal.), D. W.
Smith (Wash. Ter.), James Wardwell (Idaho), J. W. Black
(N.. J.), Thomas J. Truss (Col.).
Mrs. Freeman supplemented her report by saying
the Committee bad unanimously decided on the present incumbent of the presidency, but learned it was
his desire to be succeeded by Mr. Putnam, and, in
deference to his wishes, they had regretfully accepted
his resignation. Mrs. Freeman paid graceful tributes,
individually, to the retiring executiv, to their nominee
for that post of honor, and to the other candidates.
Those who were not present 'missed a wholesale
candy store.
A motion to elect individually by ballot was voted
down, and a motion to elect the entire ticket by viva
voce vote was carried.
The nominees were then elected unanimously.
The retiring president welcomed in a few wellchosen words his successor to the chair.
On motion a vote of thanks was tendered Mr.
Courtlandt Palmer for his sympathy and ·services,
and the secretary was authorized to prepare suitable
resolutions expressiv of the gratitude of the Union
to the retiring president, which was adopted unanimously by a rising vote amid much applause.
In response Mr. Palmer reviewed in a neat, modest,
impromptu speech his early training, his Christian
predilections, and his development into radical re-
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forms. Referring to the notoriety he had achieved
he said : "Some were born great., some achieved
greatness, and some bad greatness thrust upon them.
I am of the latter category, for none could be more
diffident than I." While h~ would do all he could
for the cause of SecUlarism, his health made it imperativ that be should resign, but be bad few regrets
on that score, as he knew the organization 'would hav
the boundless energy and undimmed enthusiasm of
his noble friend, Samuel P. Putnam.
Mr. Palmer's speech captured the Congress,
aroused a glorious enthusiasm, and each earnest
Liberal present felt impelled to do his duty, and
nobly they responded to the call for :financial assistance, round after round .of applause greeting the
announcement of the sums the delegates pledged
on the
·
ROLL OF HONOR.
Courtlandt Palmer .............................................. $100 00
Chicago Secular Union ............................ ,........... 100 00
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll....................................... 100 00
Dr. E. B. Foote, New York City........................... 100 00
A. D. O'Neil, Chicago ....... ,..................... . . .. ..... 50 00
S. P. Putnam ($25 paid)......................... ..... .......
50 00
Leonard Geiger, Huds1n, N.Y.............................. 50'00
Hugo Schmidt, Chicago....................................... 25 00
N. C. Dahl,
"
............ ...... ......... ............
25 00
Jas. Tuttle, Atlantic, Ill.......................................
25 00
J. A. Greenhill, Clinton, Ia .................................. · 25 00
Alex. Risk. Fayette'county, Ia.............................. 10 00
Dr. J. W. Moorman, Fort Madison, Ia. .................. 10 00
F. M. Gustin,
"
"·
......... :.........
10 00
P. H. Marlett, Chicago........................................
10 00
W. F. Kelley, Springfield, Ill............................... 10 00
Fayette County (Iowa) Secular Union ........... ;....... 10 00
B.'Thorpe, Beaver Dam, Wis...............................
5 00
W. H. Burke, Chicago ...... .. ... .. . .. ...... . .. ...... .. ..... . .
5 00
E. S. Pope, Indianapolis......................................
5 00
F. A. Wichelmau, Chicago...................................
5 00
Wm. Lindsay, Ottumwa, Ie...................................
5 00
H. Norton, Upper Sandusky, Ia ................. ;..........
5 00
W. L. Willis (life member), Kokoma, Ind..............
5 00
W. R. Boerner, Chicago.......................................
5 00
Prof. Chas. Orchardson, Chicago...........................
5 00
J. H. Collins, Barnum, Minn................................
5 00
S. W. Devenbaugh, Brimfield, Ind.........................
5 00
Wm. Redfield, Fayette county, Ia................... ......
5 00
Joseph Hay, Shebanse, DJ....... ..... ......................
5 00
W. Phillips....................... ................. .... ............
5 00
Wm. Wa.Jker, Dwight, III.....................................
5 00
Daniel Davis, Fayette county, Ia ............ , .. ,...........
5 00
A. B. C., Chicago...............................................
5 00
W. H. Barker, Sweet Home, Ind...........................
5 00
E. R. Evans, Durand, Til......... . .. .... .. .... .. .. . .. .. .... ..
2 00
J. M. Gruber, Chicago.........................................
2 00
C. H. Kidder,
"
.. .. ..................... ............. ...
2 00
Wm. C. Howard, Volo, Ill....................................
2 00
Sidney E- Brown, Chicago....................................
1 00
Ed ward Hay, Shebanse, lll ............................... :..
1 00
lthamar Eddy....................................................
1 00
E. ll. Boswor'h...................................................
1 00
Ambrose Sorenson, North Lake, Wis.....................
1 00
M. Enfield, Clorinda, Ia.................. ...... ........ .... .. .
1 00
R. Newkirk, Paxton, IJJ........ .... ... .................... ....
1 00
Lizzie M. Chidester, Chicago........ .......................
1 00
Hattie J. Mercer,
"
...... ......... ...... .........
1 00
W m. Brenneman,
...
.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1 00
[Will the friends notify the secretary if any amounts are
omitted or any mistakes m:~.de ?-E. A. S.]
·
·
With this sort of spontaneous enthusiasm in a
simple business meeting, who shall say that Liberals
hav lost faith in the only organization which is battling for Freetbought and its freest expression!
After adjournment the delegates generally lingered
in the hall for social interchanges and congratulations
at the conclusion of labors well performed.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

Under the leadership of Prof. Cbas. Cobbell~ the
splendid singing section of the Aurora Turn Verein,
numbering twenty-five trained voices, added to the
attractions and made the thE)ater resound with mellifluous melody, rendering various songs in such
manner as to enrapture the audience.
President Putnam then introduced Miss Voltairine
de Cleyre, who gave an excellent address on "Secular Education," giving evidence of culture and capacity, and, as the »aily News remarked, "she bears
the stamp of genius." It is scarcely necessary to say
that her theme was highly appreciated.
Prof. Chas. Orchardson, who, like Felix Oswald,
whom the writer dubs the "great condenser," gener·
ally manages to get more points and force in a
twenty-four minutes' speech than falls to the lot of
ordinary mortals, followed. His points of sarcasm on
the " Morality of Christian Teachers" were not well
taken by the aforesaid teachers, provided such were
present, but they were by the assemblage on this
particular occasion.
~ After more singing, and an encore, E. A. Stevens
walked up like a lamb ttJ the slaughter, and gave a
lecture on "Secularism vs. God in the State," in
which he presented about twenty-four specific indictments against God-in-the-State interference. At the
conclusion he took his post at the door to solicit
funds to pay expenses of the Congress, in orthodox
deacon fashion.
EVENING SESSION.

Miss de Cleyre played an inspiring prelude on the
piano as an introduction to Courtlandt Palmer's lecture on the "Aristocracy of Freethougbt."
As a
literary production, no commendations of mine can
add to its value. It is clu premier orclre-a scholarly,
erudite criticism on the aristocracy of pretense and
an ennobling commendation to the aristocracy of
mental and moral worth. To say that it was highly
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appreciated but faintlyconveys the manifestations of 1 selected in the heart of the city a beautiful hall for
approval it received.
their locar gatherings.
In the absence of Dr. Severance, Mrs. Freeman
The spirit of good-will and enthusiasm prevailed,
ga.~e another admirable address to the delight of her and it was evident that everybody meant to take hold
hearers.
and do their share to make the Congress a success.
Chas. B. Reynolds was then introduced by PresiOur meetings for lectures and addresses were held
dent Putnam, who, pointing to the :flag "above the in the Madison-street Theater. In the afternoon of
cross," said that because the :flag was still above the Saturday a fair audience wa_s present. Courtlandt
cross our friend Reynolds is with lis to-night instead Palmer, president, made the opening address, which
of reclining in one of the jails or penitentiaries of was a clear exposition of our aims and an eloquent
New Jersey._ Mr Reynolds was received with_tumul- expression of the spirit of our work. Judge Waite
tuous applause.
·
followed with a most interesting discourse on "FreeAfter alluding to New Jersey loving kindness, how thought in Europe," and the secretary closed with a
much they sought after him, and how it was owing lecture on "The Dangers Ahead."
to the interposition of our ex-president, Colonel
In the evening a much larger audience was presIngersoll, that he was not occupying one of the great ent, and Mrs. M. A. Freeman gaYe her new lecture,
public institu~ions of that state, .Mr. Reyn~lds gave .a "His ~a~anic Majest;y-,'' which was! indeed, a '!"ery
rousing rallymg-cry for Secular1sm by takmg for h1s entertammg presentatiOn of the domgs and saymgs
text "Think for Yourselvs." His address was of this wonderful personage. At the same time the
simply inimitable, ~nd " brought down the house," lecture was . a d.eep and. instructiv unfolding o~ the
convulsing them W1th laughter.
demands of JUBt1ce and hberty. Our German fr1ends
The secretary read the list of newly elected officers were also present, and a ringing address was made in
for the edification of the audience, and each name, the German language by Herr Julius V ohlteich.
Sunday morning a most important business session
from beginning to the end, received a round of applause. The Eleventh Annual Congress thus con- was held for the election of officers and the laying
eluded its labors, and congratulations and leave- o~t of the wo:k for the coming year. The results
ta.lrings became the next in order.
wlll be noted 1n regular reports. Suffice to say, we
E. A. STEVENS Secretary.
hav reached harmonious action. and never was there
'
promis of nobler work and more cordial cooperation
of friends. Especially do I rejoice in the election of
Finances.
E. A. Stevens as secretary. I know him as a valiant
AMOUNTS OOLLEOTED FOR EXPENSES OF OONGRESS.
comrade, an incessant worker, a man of comprehenChicago Turn GemSecular Union (per
treasurer) ............... $50 00 sion and insight, and a vigorous writer. His business
einde ...................... $25.00
Aurora Turn Verein .... 20 00 Courtlandt Palmer., .... 25 00 ability is of the highest order. The confidence of
Robt. Liudbloon ......... 10 00 Chas. J: Sundell......... 3 GO Liberals i:i:t his administration was evinced by the
Dr. A. Ba~sett............ 5 00 John F. Turner........... 2.00
Dr. E. A. Bassett........ 5.00 F. C. Russell.............. 2.00 fact that in a few minutes the sum of eight hundred
Dr. E. S. McLeod....... 5 00 F. B. Tobey............... 2.00 dollars was pledged for his support. This, no doubt,
Mrs. Marv Sample...... 5 00 T. W. Hineam............ 1.00 will be swelled immediately to one thousand dollars
Stafford Bolton ... :....... 5.00 A. D. O'Neil..... :........ 1.00 and upwards. Mr. Stevens has .consented to asst;~me
N. C. Dahl................. 5 00 Julius Leon................ 1.00
F. A. Stauber............. 5.00 Edwin Milner............. 1.00 the burden, the responsibility, and do the work for
one thousand dollars, a less sum by hundreds of dolA. L. Singer............... 5.00
lars than what he now receives in commercial purooNTRIBUTIONs F~:R:~;:s:~~~o::~!!~s~ROM LIFE MEM- suits. I know that every generous Liberal in the
Leonard Geiger .......... $25.00 J. Barr .............. :....... $ 1. 00 lanakd ~ill resp~nd a~. once with hbis contribution, a~d
W. L. Willis .............. 25.00 Chas. Orchardson....... 1.00 m e 1t sure t at t 18 sum will e guaranteed. T e
E. P. Bosworth.......... 1.00 E. S. Pope................ 1.00 president, be it understood, will hereafter receive no
J. A. Greenhill........... 1.00 C. E. Nickodemus...... 1.00 salary. _Like the rest of his comrades he will work
Otto Wettstein .... ·...... 1.00 Mrs. Lizzie M. Chideshis passage, and will sweep the deck or do anything
~oii~i~;~d~Cl~~~:::: u~ T~~~:·:R:·a~·d~i~~d-(p~~ l.OO in order that the ship of Liberalism may ride the sea
I. Eddy..................... 1.00 W. S. Bell)............. 5.00 in. triumph.
Jas. Tuttle................. 1.00 Wm. C. Howard......... 1.00
Sunday afternoon there was a large gathering.
John Mahara.. ........... 1.110 Daniel Davis.............. 1.00 The Aurora Singing Society gave some excellent
B. Thorpe.................. 1 00 Geo. Newkirk............ l.OO music. Miss Voltairine de Cleyre delivered an inter.
s. W. Devenbaugh...... 1.00 Mrs. Nellie Newkirk... 1.00
b h
'bl
.
S
John Durant.............. 1.00 Jas. M. Greber........... 1.00 esting, rig t, and sens1 e d1scourse on " ecular
. John Irwin................. i.OO Aclolph Anderson....... 1.00 Education." Our young friend has a promising
Wm. Walker.............. 1.00 Thos. B. Fop:elstad..... 1.00 future. As an orator and a writer, she combines
W. Phillips................ 1.00 Amandus I. Ellingson. 1.00 youthful fire with a cultivated intellect and clear views
C. B. Waite................ l.f.O Otto Reese................ 1.00 of life and duty.
C. E. Barris............... 1.00 E. R. Evans............... 1.00
Frank M. Gustin......... 1.00 H. Norton.................. 1.00
Professor Orchardson is well known as an original
Mrs. L. D. Gustin....... 1 00 Ambrose Sorenson...... 1.00 and interesting speaker. He always goes to the root
Thos. Galpin............. 5.00 Wm. Lind~ay............. 1.00 of the matter. His criticism of Christian moralitycut
Chas. Zeigler.............. 1.00 A. D. O'Neill. ........... 1.00 like a surgeon's knife.
h'
H. S. Voltrow............ 1.00 Collections at Congress 48.00
Then the new secretary, E. A. Stevens, gave 1s
·Total collected .............................. - ..................... $330 00 practical and excellent lecture, ·~>~-secularism vs. God
Tota.J expended .................................................... 330.00 in the State." This bristles with facts, arguments,
$000,00 and appeals, and will make one of the best campaign
These receipts· and expenditures are not connected with documents of the year.
.
the Campaign Fund, which is reported elsewhere.
I am sorry that we missed an address by Harry
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
Hoover, of Pittsburgh, on "The Sunday Laws." HowI certify that the foregoing account is correct.
ever, we shall hav his already prepared material for
E. A. STEVENS, Ch. Fin. Com.
a Secular Union pamphlet. The subject is of vast
REPORT OF EXPENSES OF OONGRESj.
importance, and no man can treat it with greater skill
Hall rent ............................................................. $130.00 and logic than Harry Hoover.
Services of speakers.............................................. 55.00
Sunday evening our retiring president, Courtlandt
Services of secretary........................................... 50 00
Advertising (newspapers) ...........:.......................... 22.50 Palmer, gave that noble exposition of the chivalry of
Decorations............................... .... ....... ............... 13.00 Liberalism, "The Aristocracy of Freethought," which
Printing (12,000 circulars, 3,000 programs) and diswas received with frequent and enthusiastic applause,
tribution of circulars ................................... .
Miscellaneous expenses....................................... .. {~:g~ The theater was crowded. Over a thousand people
were present. It was a grand and inspiring close to
$330.00 the Congress, which is one of the most important
I certify that the above account is correct.
and influential ever held, and will, no doubt, be a
E. A. STEVENs, Ch. Fin. Com. A. S. U.
notable land-mark in Liberal annals.
SAMUEr, P. PuTNAM, Secretary.
We made the most of the time, and had one of
Mrs. Freeman's short, sparkling speeches, which alNews and Notes~
ways thrill to action. This eloquent exponent of
One not acquainted with the elements of Free- Freethought should be kept constantly in the field,
thought might hav been discouraged at the small for she is a most entertaining, persuasiv, and thoughtnumber of delegates and members of the American ful orator.
Secular Union present at the first business meeting
C. B. Reynolds, fresh from his field work, made
on Saturday, but having for the last two or three one of his happy addresses, and his audience was
years studied the situation, we were not discouraged, thoroughly entertained by his quaint and humorous
f01: we knew that this was a representativ assembly; descriptions of orthodoxy, and vigorous appeals to
that every man and woman in it was a working action.
force, and were present at our little gathering beWe hav had a noble gathering. We go home with
cause they had a deep and earnest interest in the brighter faith in the work, and the men and women
cause, and were ready to do their best for its success. who are to carry it on. I do not think there is a
With such an assembly, to make a beginning was discordant note. Amid all differences there is harhalf the battle-it was the signal for ultimate victory. mony as to general purpose and plan.
It was an executiv assembly, and the work was
I hav enjoyed exceedingly my sojourn among
well and quickly done. The Chicago Secular Union Chicago friends. Not only the Congress, but the
hav neat and elegant rooms for their meetings, and life of this great city, has an exhilarating effect. You
such bright surroundings are a help to cheerful and are in the midst of a world that is going onward.
profitable labor. A large, dingy hall is oppressiv in There is room here to grow. From vast distances
its environments. Even if we are pioneers, we like the tides of business :flow to this magnificent mart.
that which reminds of the freshness and magnificence It is a good place for our headquarters and for
of na.tu.re itself, anCl our..Obicago friends hav_wisely anllual c~~r~ss~s. However~_ O\U' fittsburgh friends
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want Ufl to come there. I hope we shall, for I know
that our battalion at that place is always marching
on, and will giv a rousing welcome. I do not know
but what we can afford to hav two grand mass
meetings a year, one in the East and one in the
West, such is the interest that is now aroused.
My friend A. D. O'Neil always takes good care of
the Secular pilgrim. I sleep every night alongside a
vast collection of birds, and so, of course, hav happy
:flights of the imagination, with these gorgeous colors
and glittering wings about me that suggest so much
of life and nature.
·
A baby has been born into the house since I was
here, and he is so bright that I think he will make a
a-ood Infidel, although he bas -a Christian mother.
He looks wise enough already to scorn the creeds of
the churches. He knows more, at least, than any
theologian, and I would rather learn of him than of a
bishop. He cannot talk, and in that respect he surpasses the orthodox preachers. He looks like his
father; he is the exact image of his mother ; he is
the tyrant we all admire ; and as I look into his
black and lustrous eyes I hav an inkling as I write
these notes that he will some day be president of the
American Secular Union. I welcome baby to this
wol'ld, bright promis of the future, who givs more
hope to humanity, more cheer to toil, and more
sweetness to life than all the Bibles and the churches,
and when he touches manhood's eager prize I know
that this world will be more beautiful, more happy,
than it is to-day, and so with reverence I take the
tiny fingers of the child, radiant prophet of our ever
growing humanity.
I am at Alliance Sunday next, and at Farmdale,
0., October 29th and 30th.
ONWARD ST~LL.-GREETING TO L. K. WASHBURNE.
Where the Western gold is brimming
I hav seen the waters bright;
Like those waves our ranks are massing
'Gainst the shadows of the ni€;ht.
Night may come, but still the billows
Send the starlight on to dawnGreet the dawn; and so we greet it.
Heart and hope are not withdrawn.
I hav seen the snowy mountains
Touch the heavens with beaming crest,
Flash the orient fire of morning
To the sunset of the West.
Storms may come, .but still those summits
Steady greet the circling sun,
With the same resplendent foreheads
As if the world were just begun.
Thus from every battle's thunder
Fresh with hope our pennons surge,
And we hail the radiant dawnings
On the future's ample verge.
Onward still to bights sublimer
Rolls the conflict wide and vast,
And one gain is but another
Summons of Truth's bugle-blast.
I hav seen the rivers, dashingWhite-maned steeds-along the course,
Furious leap to glorious darkness
Where the rocks impede their force.
Thus our heroes rise and vanish
In life's swift and earnest call,
All forgetting save the doing;
Doing grandest. when they fall.
Yes, I see the promis broaden
O'er a thousand leagues of way.
What is mighty Nature saying
But that truth will win the day?
From her breast I feel the pulses
Of the hope that will not fail;
In her rugge,li. grandeur burgeons
Freedom's flower that cannot pale.
From ocean unto ocean
Hearts are brave and hearts are true,
Deep unto deep is flowilig,
With the wonders of the new.
Man is marching sunward, onward,
To the East and to the West;
From the error and the darkness,
To the mountain's beaming crestTo the sea, that singeth ever
Of the things that yet will beKnowledge, power, and vast endeavorIn the reign of Liberty.
Man will triumph, force of nature,
In his beating heart and brain;,
Man will triumph-not by worship,
But by toil, for gods are vain.
Comrade, greeting-! Greeting, Washburn,
Far alon~ the army's front I
Noble soldier, fortune with thee,
Ever in the battle's brunt!
All the voices of the mountains,
And the voice of all the sea,
Giv my heart no sweeter guerdon
Than the voice you fling to me.
Chicago, Oct. 18, 1887.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

What Mrs. Freeman Says About the Congress.
· To all lovers of. liberty the Eleventh An:uual Congress of the American Secular Union sends greeting !
Blackened skies, falling rain, and muddy str~ets
had been the prevailing dispensation for some t1me.
Every Saturday and Sunday the inevitable shower
had come down, but on the morning of October 15th
the t!Un shone out gloriously; the warmth of summer
ret\.ll'ned ~ th~ city took on its brightest h~es, an4

(lm#nue4 on paqe.700.
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The Bible of Nature; ·or~ The Principles of
Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

. Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," eto.
I I I .-MoRA I. MAx I Ms.
CHAPTER XIV.-FRIENDSHIP.

.A.-Lessons of Instinct.
Philosophers of the utilitarian school have begun
to reestabli&h the long-forgotten truth that Materialism is the indispensable root of the plant which
bears its flowers in spiritual aspirations. The consequence of universal practice is the best test of a
dogma, and if all men were to divest themselves of
their earthly possessions and devote their lives to the
hyperphysical vagaries of the Galilean messiah, there
would soon be neither crops to harvest nor bread to
eat and unworldly saints would starve as surely as
ungodly sinners. "Ideality " may be the crown of
the brain, as the brain is of the body, but the organs
of the mind cannot dispense with the aid of the
alimentary organs; the pinnacle of the social fabric
needs intermediate supports. Education has to
secure the welfare of the body before it can successfully cultivate the faculties of the mind ; and it is not
less certain that a man bas to be a good patriot before
he can be a worthy cosmopolitan, and a good friend
before he Qan be a good patriot.
In the progress of individual development the instinct of friendship asserts itself at a very early
period. Its recollection hallows the memory of the
poorest childhood. The shepherd-boys of the upper
Alps travel dozens of miles over cliffs and rocks to
meet their friends at a salt-spring; on the shores of
the Baltic the boys of the lonely :fishermen's cabins
frequent their trysting-places in spite of wind and
weather. Early friendships throw the charm of their
poetry even over the dreary prosa of grammar-school
life; the fellowship of school-iriends forever endears
the scenes of their sports and rambles, and for many
a poor office-drudge the recollection of such hours
"holds all the light that shone on the earth for him."
True friendship smoothens ihe rough path of poverty, while friendlessness, even in the gilded balls of
wealth, is almost a synonyme of cheerlessness :
Ich wiisste mir keine groessre Pein,
Als war' ich im Paradies allein,
says Goethe. "To be alone in paradise would be the
height of misery." Friendship will assert itself
athwart the barriers of social inequality, and its
germs are so deeply rooted in the instincts of primitive nature that, in default of a communion of
kindred souls, the bonds of sympathy have often
united saints and sinners, nay, even men and brutes.
The traditions of Grecian antiquity have preserved
the possibly apocryphal legl)nd of a dolphin that
became attached to the company of a young fisherman, and after his death left the sea in search of its
friend, and thus perished; but the story of Androcles
was confirmed by the experience of Chevalier
Geoffroy ·de la Tour, a crusader of the thirteenth
century, who was charmed, but :finally distressed, by
the affection of a pet lion that followed him like his
shadow, and at last fell a victim to his attachment by
trying to swim after the ship that conveyed· his
master from Damascus to Genoa. The traveler Busbequius mentions a. lynx that set his heart on escorting a camp-follower of a Turkish pasha.; and Sir
Walter Scott vouches for the touching episode of the
Grampian Highlands, where a young hunter met his
death by falling from a steep cliff, and was found,
months after, half covered by the body of his favorite
deerhound, who had followed his friend to the happy
hunting;grounds by starving to death at the feet of
a corpse.
Among the ancestors of the Mediterranean nations
the betrayal of a. friend was deemed an act of almost
inconceivable infamy; friends and friends engaged
in a pledge of mutual hospitality, which was held
sacred even in times of war; and among the natives
of the South Sea Islands a, similar brotherhood of
elective affinities existed in the society of the A1·oyi,
or oath-friends, who held all property in common,
and in times of danger unhesitatingly risked their
own lives in defense of their ally's. Professor
Letourneau has collected many curious anecdotes of
that devotion, which should leave no doubt that
altruism in its noblest form can dispense with the
hope of post-rnortem compensation, and, indeed, with
all theological motives whatever.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.

Unsel:fishne~s

is ~he soul of true friendship, yet it
nevertheless rema.ms true that all instincts are
founded on the experience of benefits or injuries.
During the rough transition period from beasthood
to manhood, when our uncivilized ancestors roamed
the forests of the foreworld, it must have been an
incalculable advantage to the individual hunter or
~erder to secure the cooperation of a trusty oompan10ll, whose w!'tcll.ful eye would double his chance of

finding food or avoiding danger, whose stout arm
might parry a blow whic~ unaided . strength would
have failed to avert. As m other circumstances of
natural selection, those who most successfully availed
themselves of such advantages had a superior chance
of sunival and consequently of _transmitting the~r
disposition to subsequent generat~ons, !l'lld. the habit
of friendship thus became a hered1tary mstmct.
The social system of civilized ~-ife ha~-since devi~ed
manifold substitutes for the cooperatiOn of elective
affinities, but various unalienable advantages of the
primitive plan have been more or less clearly recognized bv all nations, especially by the manful and
nature-abiding nations of pagan antiquity. The
benefits secured by the mutual aid of syn;t~at~izing
friends are not limited to the guarantee of c1vll r1ghts,
but extend to the realization of individual hopes and
the indulgence of personal inclination and predilections, as well as to the higher privileges of a mental
communion for which the panders of selfish wealth
have as yet devised n~ eq~ivalent. Th~ pow?r .of
approbativeness, the matn stnnul?s of ambitiOn, ~s mfinitely intensified by the emulatiOn. of nob~e fnendship, which, in the words of an ane1ent philosopher,
"inspires to deeds heroic, and make~ labor. W?rth. the
toils that lead to success." Such friendship msp1red
the heroism of Theseus and Pyrithous, of Harmodius
and Aristogiton, of Nfsus and Euryalus, and record~d
its experience in proverba which have few parallels m
the languages of the Christianized nations: " Solem
e mundo qui ami(Jitiam e vita tollunt "-" They deprive the world of sunshine who deprive life of friendship." "A micum perde1·e damnorum est maximum"-"To lose a friend· is the greatest of losses."
"Amicus magis necessarius quam ignis aut aqua"
-"A friend is more needful than fire or water."
In times of tribulation, when the fury of partystrife overrode all other restraints, friendship has
moi·e than once proved its saving power by averting
otherwise hopeless perils. Diagoras was thus saved
from the rage of allied bigots, Demetrius from the
dagger of a wily assassin, the elder Cato from the
rancor of political rivals. Without the aid of a friend
Cicero would never have survived the intrigues of
Catiline. · Epaminondas made the approval of friends
the sole reward of his heroic life, and vimquished the
enemies of his country by the enthusiasm of the
" sacred legion" of mutually devoted and mutually
inspiring friends. Mohammed the Second yielded.to
the prayer of a humble companion what he refused
to the united threats of foreign ambassadors, and
Simon Bolivar, the liberator of South America, often
confet;sed that he owed his triumphs to the counsel
of private friends rather than to the suggestions of
his official advisers.
C.-PERVERSION.

the duty of self-abasement. Transgressors against
the health-laws of Nature relied upon the efficacy of
the prayer-cure. Stall-fed priests sneered at the
lean philosopker who wasted his time up~n laborious
inquiries, while he might wax fat on faith and the
sacrifices of the pious. ·The demon-dogma was a
godsend to the spiritual poverty of the elect. The
so-called scholars of .the Galilean church, who could
not encounter the pagan philosophers on their own
ground; found it very convenient to postulate a
spook for every unknown phenomenon. . . .
Despots before long recognized the mistake of· persecuting a creed which inculcated the duty of passive
submission to oppressors" (Secret of the East, p. 54).
They also recognized the advantage of a spiritual
excuse for the infamy of their ingratitude to the
secular benefactors of mankind. Cresar and Trajan
treated the humblest cent-qrion as a friend rather
than as a servant. Constantine and Justinian treated
the ablest ministers like slaves who can be forced to
toil, and turned out to starve after having worn out
their strength in the service of the Lord's anointed.
Belisarius after repeatedly saving his master from
well-deser~ed ruin, was sacrificed to the spite of a
crowned harlot, and left to beg his bread in the
streets of the city which his valor alone had for years
protected from the rage of hostile armies. Aetius,
who had saved all Europe by stemming the torrent
of Hunnish conquest, was treated like a rebellious
slave for refusing to betray his brave allies, and the
stipulated pay of his veterans was. squandered on
pimps and clerical parasites. Charles Martel, whose
heroism turned the scales against the power of the
invading Modscoes, was openly reviled· by the very
priests who owed him the preservation of their lives,
as well as of their livings; his image was dragged in
the mire, his soul consigned to the pi_t of tormentall for having defrayed the costs of his campaign by
tithing prelates as well as ~aymen. Columbus was
loaded with chains by the pious prince whose castles
he had :filled with the treasures of a new world ; the
philosopher Vanini was betrayed to death. by a
Christian 1ilPY who had for years enjoyed h1s con:fidence and his hospitality. John Huss was surrendered by the imperial priest-slave whose own
hand had signed the document of his safe-conduct.
The earl of Stafford was sacrificed by the crowned
Jesuit who divided his time between prayers for the
theological interests of his subjects and plots for the
subversion of their political liberties. The dogma of
self-denial has not prevented our financial pharisees
from amassing fortunes that would dwarf the spoils
of a Roman triumphator; but the hospitality of
Mrecenas has not survived the religion of Nature.
Our philosophers have to study the problems of life
in a personal struggle for existence; our poets have
to choose between starvation and hypocrisy. Patriots
a1·e left to the consoling reflection that virtue is its
own reward. The endowers of theological seminaries
seem to rely on the mercy of Christ to cancel the
odium of their shortcomings in the recognition of
secular merit. Keppler, Campanella, and Spinoza
perished in penury. · Locke and Rousseau, the recognized primates of the intellectual world, were left to
languish in exile, admired and neglected by a host of
"friends"-Christian friends-in evei·y city of the
.civilized world. Schubert, Buerger, and Frederick
S.chiller, the idols of a poetry-loving nation, were
left to :fight the bitter struggle for existence to an
extreme of which all the records of pagan antiquity
furnish onl~ a single parallel. Anaxagoras, the
founder of a philosophic school counting its disciples
by thousands, was left to languish in exile, till the
rumor of his extreme distress brought the most
illustrious of those disciples to the sick-bed of his
neglected teacher. " Do not, do not leave us!" he
cried, in an agony of remorse; " we cannot afford to
lose the light of our life !"
"0 Pericles," said the dying exile, "those who
need a lamp should take care to supply it with oil !"
But how many lights of our latter-day lives have
thus been extfuguished before their time ! Not one
of the plethoric British aristocrats who spiced their
leisure with the sweets of poet1·y ever dreamed of
relieving the cruel distress of Robert Burns, or of
cutting the knot of the :financial embroglio that
strangled out the life of Sir Walter Scott.

The blessing of friendship, " doubling the joys of
life and leesening its sorrows," could not fail to be
specially obnoxious to the moralists of a creed that
seeks to lure its converts from earth to ghostland,
and depnciates the natural affections of the human
heart. The gloomy antinaturalism of the Galilean
pmphet has been glossed over by the whitewashing
committee of the revised Bible, but is too shockingly
evident in the less sophisticated version of the origi·
nal text to mistake its identity with the moral nihilism of the world-renouncing Buddha. The phil' adelphia, or "brother-love," of the New Testament, is, in
fact, merely a "fellowship in Christ"-the spiritual
communion and mutual indoctrination of earth-renouncing bigots. With the joys and sorrows of
natural friendship their prophet evinces no sympathy
whatever. "I am come," says he, "to set a man at
variance against his father, and the daughter against
her mother, . . . and a man's foes shall be those
of his own household." " He who bates · not his
father and mother, his brothers and sisters, cannot
be my disciple." "And the brother shall betray the
brother to death, and the father the son."
By that test of moral merit the obligation of
natural affection count.ed as nothing compared with
the duty of theological conformity. "Verily, I say
unto you, there is no man that has left brethren or
sisters or father and mother for my sake and the
gospels', but he shall receive a hundredfold," etc.
" He that loveth father and mother more than me is
not worthy of me." " And another of his disciples
said unto him: Lord, suffer me first to go and bury
E.-REFORM.
my father. But Jesus said unto him : Follow me,
Time
is
the
test
of
truth; and the fallacies of the
and let the dead bury their dead." "For if you love
"Brotherhood in Christ" plan have been abundantly
them which love you, what reward have ye ~"
demonstrated by their consequences. Instead ·of
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
being a bond of union, the doctrine of renunciation
The conversion of Rome, which theologians are has been found to be a root of discord and rancor,
fond of representing ·as the crowning miracle of and in times of need the fellowship of its converts
Christianity, was a natural consequence of its pes- has proved a most rotten staff. Even the wretches
simistic tendencies, which could not fail to recom- who betrayed their friends to the spies of the Holy
mend themselves to the instincts of a decrepit Inquisition had no difficulty in palliating the infamy
generation. "Worn-out sensualists consoled them- of their conduct with the sanction of scriptural preselves with the hope of a better hereafter. Cowards cepts. For centuries the appeals of martyrs to the
pleased themselves with the idea of fulfilling the cause of freedom and Freethought have been anduty of meek submission to the injustice of the swered with the advice of Christian submission to
' powers that be.' Monastic drones denounced· the the "powers that be," and our modern pharisees
worldliness of industrial enterprises. Physical indo- rarely fail to reprove the " worldliness" of a poor
lence welcomed the discovery that 'bodily exercise neighbor's lame.ut,.. ~ the loss. of. hia ea.rthly poapro1iteth- but little.' Envious impoteuce insisted ou seeaious.
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The founder of " Positivism," the Religion of
Humanity, proposes to dedicate the days of the year
to the leaders of progress, and inscribe our places of
worship with- the names of ·discoverers, reformers,
and philosophers rather than of bigots and worlddespis4lg saints. And for the sake of those who
would not wish to repeat the mistake {)f sacrificing
the present to the past, the builders of those sanc·
tuaries should add a temple of Friendship. From
the adoration of self-torturing fanatics, from the
worship of sorrow and the love of enemies, mankind
will at_ last revert to the ancestral plan of elective
affinities, and the dread of preferring natural to
theological duties will not much longer prevent
our fellow-men from recognizing their obligations to
their earthly benefactors.

Religion and Its Origin.
OONOLUDED.

But th~ objection to all of this comes uy in the
following terms: " Many are, and bav been, in teres ted
in religion, az:e earnest in its advocacy, and" are doing
all that they can to promote its interest, and at the
- same time they are intellectual, moral, wise, and
good." I am willing and ready to concede all of this.
Many who hav this disease do not hav it fatally. See
Canon Fremantle, in Popular &ienae Monthly for
June, 1887. The late Henry Ward Beecher and
many hundreds of the most ·able meh in the theological ranks are examples. In this class this disease is
hardly noticeable; they, having come in contact with
the world, hav learned to love this world, and the
things that are therein, and this is a reasonable antidote for this disease. We would not know that they
were religious, or had religion at all, if some one did
not thus inform us. And then, again, this class of
men are largely identified with the moral and intellectual development of the people, so much so that
they hav no time to cultivate..the religious disease. In
life and act they are quite free from this disease.
Then there is another fact which justifies these statements, and that is, in this class of men there is such a
clear manifestation of culture, science, and morality,
that religion is hardly discernible in them. So true
is this that the really religious will not concede that
these are religious at all. These men are not what
they were once. When they first caught the dis.ease
and became religious advocates, the drift of all of
their endeavors was toward giving expression to this
disorder; but with an advance in knowledge, especially of the scientific form, they become largely redeemed out of this early disease. Let this suffice as
an answer to the objection made. One word. more
as to Mr. Spencer. He is of the opinion that religion is a necessary fact in our nature, and not merely
incidental thereto. He says : " Thus the universality
of religious ideas, their independent evolution among
different primitiv races, and their great vitality unite
in showing that their source must be deep-seated instead of superficial. In other words, we are obliged
to admit that if not supernaturally derived, as the
majority contend, they must be derived out of human
experience, slowly accumulated and orga~i~ed." M~.
Spencer allows us to think that the rehgwus sentiments are founded in the emotions, and are normal
like all other faculties. Yet he says, "We may be
sure that religions, though even none of them be
actually true, are yet all adumbrations of truth."
Whatever we are is doubtless the werk of evolution.
The ever-changing environment has made us what we
are, but it does not follow that all of t-he experiences
of life are necessary to our manhood. Many exp61•iences hav come to us in the genesis of evolution that
are harmful, and hence in no way useful or beneficial.
And though these experiences hav been organized, it
does not follow by any means that they contain
essential "absolute virtues," and are entitled to
special recognition, and that we are under obligation
to make of them what does not belong to them, because- we find them among our organized experiences.
Many of the experiences which come to our race in
the slow process of evolution would be greatly to
our benefi-t if they could be eliminated, and the
wisest legislativ acts in the world's civilization _are
those which point to that end. Diseases hav been
organized through experience, and hav been transmitted greatly to the disadvantage of many millions
who are living. "They contain a soul of truth or an
adumbration of truth," yet this would hardly entitle
them to the eminent position of the "correlativ
of science." I confess that in the experiences of life
religion has been organized in the same way that
other diseases hav been. But I am not prepared to
admit that it is worthy of the dignity sought to be
placed upon it by Mr. Spencer. Mr. Spencer_ sees
the history of religion as I see_ it, and there Is no
more beauty in it for him than there is for me. And
I regret the attempt _which_ Mr. S~encer ~a~es to
rescue it from the mented disgrace mto whiCh It has
fallen. I cannot see, nor do I find, any good reason
to treat it otherwise than as I hav done. I can
apologize for the conduct of its devotees on the
ground that it is, as we hav defined it, a mental
disease. But if it is not; if its history is what it is
on account of rational forethought, then its history
must consign its devotees to the deepest danmation

possible to human thought. The more charitable
view which we hav suggested inspires the more
considerate with a large· hope for the future of our
race. We are not at- a loss even now to see the basis
of this hope. We cannot contempiate the attitude
of the movements of to-day without seeing that
there is great promis in the outlook. The more
~houghtful in the religious world are only religious
m name; they hav been so far redeemed from this
disease that there is but little left to indicate its
pre~ence.
This kind of redemption is spreadilig
rapidly, and a gospel founded upon needs is in
the near future destined to make itself felt in our
modern civilization-a gospel not founded upon sin
and depravity, devil and hell, nor upon a God enter-ing into redemptiv relation to man through incarnation, but upon a cosmopolitan civilization; not
founded upon what one believes or disbelieves, but
upon humanity-humanity in all things-and a certificate of character· will be found in the fact that he
is a brother man and sister woman. The promis of
such a state is not altogether a fiction.
We see in the inventiv genius of man, and in the
ability ~~ organize the result of that inventiv genius,
the abihty as well to manage or run that organization. All of these movements tend to bring the
race into closer and closer relations, and thereby
develop a brotherhood founded upon charity, sympathy, kindness, and unity. In the operation of this
new gospel we will find the departure of the old
malady which has cursed the world so long, and denied to the race the possibility of a brotherhood on
account of creeds, gods, Bibles, and Christs-all differing, one from the other. This new gospel will
work out the old insane heredity which was the gift
of the lower structural forms, in them harmless, but
in the human form it became the cause of the world's
greatest trouble. The most difficult, damaging inheritance to get rid of, it makes its possessors
partially insane, and these are hard to convince. It
will he greatly facilitated when other remunerativ
employment will be found for the doctors of religion,
so that their bread-and-butter will not depend upon
treating and nursing this malady so that it may be
kept eternally on the chronic list. Many of these
men are eminently qualifie,f to become educators as
soon as the inducement which a competency holds
out is guaranteed. In the presence of such an inducement they will be only too ready to disrobe and
leave their sick to recover for want of being doctored.
I doubt not that there are many who would be glad
to find a chance, that would still contain a promis of
support, to throw off sacerdotalism and all that it
implies for the sake of tnat freedom which would
come to them, in which they could recognize their
own convictions, and which would not endanger their
financial and social standing.
The dispensation which science is now giving to
the world points toward man's redemption from re·
ligion; toward his salvation out of religion. With
what surprising rapidity the world is growing out of
this disease. It is true, and likely will be true for
some time to come, that the competition among
creeds will tend to show an increase in religion!"
statistics, but the observer will readily discover that
this reported increase is only fictitious; and it is
equally evident to the observer that there are
millions now who are not religious who were a few
years ago, and they, too, are among the best people
upon this globe. How few- of the more thoughtful,
even among the youth of the civilized world, are at
all religious~ Only now and then one, and very
likely these few hav the liver complaint. It is more
than evident that this gospel of no religion is on the
increase, as it contains splendid victories for the race
without the sacrifice of blood. Hence, in consequence of these things, the brightest sky that ever
looked down upon expectancy is that of to-day. It
is filled ·with thrilling hopes which hav long been
waiting on banded knee, with uplifted eyes shining
through the mist of tears, for the coming of this day.
In it we see a splendid promis, pointing toward a
motherhood whose babes will need no redemption
from the curse of sin. They will be born heirs of a
cosmopolitan citizenship who will never need to be
born again, instead o~ a babyhood with the mark
and curse of Cain upon it. No bloody vestments
nor slaughter of innocent incarnations that the
wrath of offended divinities might be stayed; no revengeful gods, seated upon silent, desert thrones, to
whom fulsome adulation is more than innocence and
virtue's whitest robe unsancti:fied in the blood of
atonement. It is humanity redeemed from the curse
of religion. It is humanity that asks not for pardon, and scorns the price which heaven places upon
self-respect ; virtue, which a crown cannot purchase,
nor a hell frighten. No good offered at the expense
of innocence.
J. H. BuRNHAM.

Arbitration of Differences Better than War.
When the high-cockalorums who had charge of the
Constitutional Centennial at Philadelphia find time
to edit the volume, we shall probably hav a perfect
record of all the vainglorious sentences uttered on
that memorable occasion. Meanwhile here are two
paragraphs from one speech worth preserving. They
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were spoken by General Sheridan in response to the
toast, The Army:
"The regular army of the United States iii-a mere fiction.
The real army is all able-bodied citizens capable of bearing
arms. Mobilizecl it would amount to four or five millions of
good soldiers. Now; then, if alJ the shipping of Europe was
allowed to come over here, carrying men and materials of
war, and the navy under Admiral Luce was to let them come
over without interfering with them in any way, they cou~d
not carry men and war material enough to make one campaign. So that the army of the United States in that sense
is about the largest army in the world.
" I am rather on the side of Senator Ingalls in what he said
to-nigbt. He wants to make a continental republic of this
country. But there is one thing that you should appreciate,
and that is that the improvement in g;uns and in the material
of war, in dynamite and other explos1vs, and in breech-loading guns, is rapidly bringing us to a period when war will be
eliminated from history-when we can no longer stand up
and fight each other, and when we will hav to resort to something else. Now, what will that something else be? It will
be arbitration. l mean what I say when I express the belief that those who may liv until the next centennial, will
find that arbitration will rule the whole world."

Every true man and woman will hope that General
Sheridan is as good a prophet as he is a soldier.

Our London Letter.
The International Freethought Congress held in
London last month gave general satisfaction to those
engaged therein, according to the report. European
Freeth~ught societies were very well represented;
Austraha by one delegate, and America not all.
The question "Whether teaching should be indifferent or directly hostil to religious dogma" gave
rise to considerable discussion, and on a vote being
taken, twenty-eight were in favor of indifference,
four supported hostility, and several declined registering their opinions. Such a result must be disappointing to many earnest Freethinkers, who will regard this as a retrograde step, believing, as they do,
that the only manner in which headway can be made
is by opposing theology to the full extent of their
power, using whatever means may be at hand for
that purpose. The taunts of the theological party
that Liberalism is only destructiv, and not constructiv, appear to hav affected some of -the Freethinkers
to such an extent that they seem anxious to show the
reverse is the case, though why they should trouble
about what is said, or wish to gain the good opinion
of the religionists, is not evident at first sight.
Theology and Freethought must necessarily be antagonistic, and no quarter should be given or taken.
It is the duty of those who believe theology is false
and injurious to mankind to do their utmost to destro~ it, while those who hold it to be true and beneficial should giv it all the support in their power;
half measures are useless, and worse than useless.
It is pleaded that in every country the majority is
favorably disposed toward supernaturalism, and
therefore it is not politic to run counter to the feelings of such majority, but it takes a vast amount of
moral suasion and soft words to convince anyone he
is wrong in speculati:v matters. The most popular
preachers are those who use the most forcible
languAge, and express their views without any great
regard for the susceptibilities of others, and the same
holds good with public teachers generally, both in
politics and religion. The man who strikes hardest
and quickest ·is better appreciated by both friends
and foes than he who is willing to grant conces~ions
to the enemy detrimental to his own party. As a
Freethought editor has well pointed out, science and
philosophy are very good in thflir way, but all philosophers and scientists are not Freethiukers; mar:y of
them may be, but there are scores of well-known
names who cling tenaciously to the superstitions
drilled into them during childhood. Unless children,
while under tuition, are withdrawn altogether from
theological influence, or, when this is not possible,
shown the absurdity of dogmatic· speculation, they
are quite as likely to grow up as fully imbued with
the grossest superstition as those who hav never received any but "religious" education. Perhaps the
next Freethought Congress may see their way to reverse the verdict passed this year.
I do not for one moment doubt the good faith of
those who are willing to make concessions, and it may
be in their eyes expedient, but I certainly think such
a position does more honor to their hearts than their
heads. It may be all very well for the Nonconformists to tell the church congress now sitting at W olverhampton how much indebted they feel to the state
clergy, and what brotherly love they bear toward them ;
there may be some degree of truth when different sects
of the same religion talk like that, and it is possib~e
they might eventually amalgamate without much injury to their differences of creed; but there can. never
be any such feeling existing between theology and
Freethought. Whenever the two come togethe~, except in opposition, the latter will suffer.
The teachings of history cannot be ignored with
safety, and the present comparativ freedom from religious persecution is only owing to the power Freethought has attained. If that power i~ reckles~ly
thrown away, persecution, as of old, Will speedily
appear to the front. The caged bess~ of prey loses
nothing of his instinctiv fondness for hve game.
London, Oct. 13, 1887.
J. D.
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'l'WO THINGS WANTED.
First. We want some money from every friend who owes
on his subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER. The balance in
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufacturers and the printer is very small, and we must increase it,
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing
us by subscribers, and we desire to kindly but firmly call
their attention to the matter. We need the money~ and it is
not right for them to keep it from us. We would also
respectfully suggest to" those whose subscriptions expire during the present month that now is the time to renew. We
would call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new subscriber, and so get your own paper cheaper.
Second. We once more ask our friends to send us the
names of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not
take THE TRUTH BEEKER. The intention is to send them
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may
subscribe.

Burlesquing the Bible.
There is a story of a Spanish cutthroat who had
killed his own father and mother a:nd asked the
court "not to be hard on a poor lonely orphan."
With a very similar logic our Christian apologists
appeal from satire to good taste and the duty of forbearance. After doing their utm~st to make religion hateful, loathsome, and ridiculous, they bemoan
the impiety of the Freethinker who ventures to ridicule the absnrdities of their caricature.
Freethinkers hav to avenge the outrages of sixteen centuries, and in their turn might appeal to that
rnle of combat which grants the injured party the
privilege of choosing his weapons, if the real. motiv
of our fastidious adversaries were not evidently the
hope of diverting attention from the main issues of
the controversy. Like tricksy attorneys, they try to
evade an undesired discussion by criticising the good
breeding of a damaging witness. When J uvenal
parodied the votaries of oriental superstitions, the
priests of Isis were too busy steering victims to their
house of assignation to answer his charges, and could
only call attention to the verbal vnlgarities of the
satirist. Our Jesuits hav systematically· sacrificed
the welfare of mankind to the interests of their juggler-guild, and for centuries turned this earth into a
hell of tyranny, wretchedness, and superstition ; they
still are using all their influence to retard the progress of mankind, and are not ashamed to wring their
tithes from the misery of consumptiv factory-children ; but they hav no time to discuss such trifles.
They prefer to call attention to the depraved
artistic taste of Mr. Watson Heston.
Yet the time may be near when his fastidious mitice
be disposed to consider the penalty of burlesque a very cheap mode of atonement. In "France
the enemies of progress turned up their noses at the
squibs of Voltaire till they had to smell the powdersmoke of the Mousquetards. They stopped their
ears at the whistling of satirical ditties till they had
to listen to the whistli_ng of cannon-balls. Onr
esthetic pharisee~ try to ignore the:signs of,lthe times

will

by averting their pious looks from the caricatures at pushed as far and fast as means and opportunities
the street corners ; but their eyes will be opened if will permit.
Another thing that will please the Liberals of the
they should discover the handwriting of doom on
country
is the statemeiit that this Congress was hartheir own temple-walls.
F. L. 0.
monious. This is good new~, and news that, since
reading Mr.. Putnam's apostrophe to Mr. O'Neil's
The American Secular Union.
baby, we are prepared to believe. No man who was
The Eleventh Annual Congress of the American not convinced that his enemies had forgiven him
Secular Union, just closed, is the most encouraging could hav written that happy tribute to a babe. And
convention of that body ever held. It was not so now if a few of our esteemed and loved leeturers
.
' say good things instead of ill-natured ones of
large as the Cleveland congress, nor so vigorous in a will
certain fashion as the Syracuse assemblage, nor so their fellow-lecturers to the people whom they visit,
influential upon the general public as the New York the reign of harmony will be complete and upon all
gathering last year, but it was better in many ways will rest the gentle benediction of that white-winged
than any of these, and givs promis of germinating Peace which hath her victories just as profitable as
a larger life and work for Liberalism. This result war. If any of our esteemed rhetorical allies retort
is due to a settled policy of plan and action, systethat editors should practice what they preach, we
matically thought and carried out.
calmly teply that Infidel editors were never known
In 1884, when the Congress met at Cassadaga
to speak ill of each other. When they criticise a conLake, the National Liberal League was, to use a
temporary they do it to spread his fame and help
vulgar but expressiv term, played out. The quarhim along.
rel arising at Syracuse and Chicago over the
The very fnll and complete report of the Eleventh
obscenity question had been helped along by the
Annual Congress of the American Set'mlar Union
St. Louis and Milwaukee Congresses, which tacked
which we publish this week will, we feel convinced,
Socialism to the platform, and made the Liberalissue
be read with satisfaction by every Freethinker. The
subordinate to the social question, and the people
Un,ion is prosperous, the officers are able and tried
were tired; and though the League would hav snrmen, and the people are behind the Union and willvived the Syracuse factional fight, when unwise
ing to support it, so long ~sit is not switched off the
leaders pressed the issue again at Chicago and drove
track on a side issue. Its prospects are brightening
away the man whose name commands respect from
each year, and with the steadfast and expanding
all Liberals; and when at St. Louis and Milwaukee
Union of Liberals unaer its banner-our flag above
the same unwise leaders incorporated in the platform
the cross---we think we are justified in expecting a
economical theories accepted bybut few of those who
successful resistance to the ecclesiastical tyranny
were and are willing to support the true Liberal
which encompasses us on all sides. But the Union
platform throughout their lives, whether successful
must get down to work on the practical issues of the
or defeated, the League was doomed. Apathy and
indifference replaced zeal and enthusiasm ; moral and day.
financial support was withdrawn, and only a dozen
or two responded to the call for the Cassadaga Congress. They were there to bury the corpse decently,
or to watch it rise from its ashes, a new life and
being-which, was problematical.
The result of that gathering is known. From the
ashes of the League rose the American Secular
Union, an organization exactly what the National
Liberal League was before the Socialistic rocks were
tied to its- wings. The Union had a definit plan and
purpose, and two men were commissioned to fulfil
them. In this the mistake was made of trying to do
too much. The phcenix soared too high, and the
Union was left in debt at the close of its :fiscal year.
Two men in the field was one more than the Union
could support. The error was rectified and a new
start taken. The way was easier, and much greater
work was accomplished. The third year, it seems,
has been the best of all, and now the Union enters
the field with not only a working secretary but a
working president as well. Certainly the organization
is to be congratnlated upon the progress made, and
those who hav contributed to this end deserve all
praise. The working officers hav proved the wisdom
of their policy, demonstrated their fitness to guide
the organization, and shown their worthiness of
support by the Liberals of the country, and there _is
no danger that they will forget that every year is a
period by itself and a time of trial or t1·iumph for
them.
There are three sorts of work to be done by the
Union-delivering of publie lectures, distribution of
pamphlets supporting the Nine Demands, and legislativ work. The first, so far as the Union is concerned, may safely be left in the competent hands of
its president. He undertakes to do that, and depends upon the generosity of his audiences for his
support. The distribution of literature involves two
parties-some one to pay for its preparation, and
some one to scatter it when printed. The first party
to this is the people; the second, the Executiv Committee of the Union. We place great reliance upon
both. The legislativ work must devolve upon the
secretary, and we hope that Mr. Stevens will develop
surprising talents as a lobbyist. Of his executiv
ability and energy there is no doubt; let him bend
them to his purpose, and see what results follow.
Years ago Col. R. G. Ingersoll effected the constitutional separation of church and state in Illinois ;
there is, however, some work in Mr. Stevens's state
yet to be done, particularly at the State University,
whose facility recently expelled a student solely because of his Freethought principles. These three
methods of advancing Liberalism are the best and
most ejfectiv! and, each should, and no doubt will, be

Interesting Criticisms to Comr.
The conclusion of a long editorial on "Anarchy
and the Anarchists" in the Open Oourt is this :
" It is well to bear in mind that the issue in the supreme
court was not between the punishment of the defendants and
their absolute acquittal, but between death and a new trial;
and we believe that by reason of the errors confessed in the
decision itself a new trial should hav been allowed. And
this is the conviction, we are assured, of men as eminent for
legal ability and attainments as any of the learned gentlemen
by whom this decision has been rendered. A lawyer in this
city remarked a few days ago, 'I believe the men are guilty
and ought to be hanged, but I am sorry that they did not hav
a fair trial.' Guilty or not, if they ' did not hav a fair trial,'
they should hav another."

It has taken Mr. Underwood a long while to form
his opinion, but it is a sound one, and is precisely
the opinion we formed and expressed months since.
It will be interesting ·now to read the long criticism~ that will be heaped upon the Open Oowrt for
being an Anarchist organ, edited by an Anarchist of
a peculiarly dangerous species.

Barton, Washington County, Wis.
The proof is multiplying that the most dangerous
foe of the American republic is the Roman Catholic
church. Again we hav to record a successful attack
upon the · public schools by that church in the
Northwest. Almond Owen, of Milwaukee, Wis.,
sends us the story of Barton, Washington county,
that state. It runs this wise:
"At the annual meeting of the district last year, without
any notice that the question of extinction would come up,
the enemies of the public school system rallied in force and
carried a resolut~on that no public school should be maintained during the year, and that, therefore, no school tax
should be raised. Under the law, it became the duty of the
school board, in such circumstances, to include the amount
necessary for school purposes in the regular tax roll; but as
the members of the school board were all Catholics, interested in compelling children to attend the Catholic parochial
school, they failed to do this. There was no public school
in the district last year. This year, under the law giving
women the right to vote at school elections, the Catholic faction rallied their women also and managed to carry the same
measure for this year. So once more the only school open
to the children of the district is the sectarian parochial
school."

We pass the record along, in the hope that it will
open people's eyes. How many more places are in
the same condition of slavery to popery only the
church authorities know. Melrose, Minn., is one;
Stearns county, Minn., adds several to the list, ·and
Mr. Owen writes that he personally knows of
instances in Milwaukee in which priests hav used
intimidation to induce people to withdraw their children from the public schools and send them to the
parochial institution.
The 1\filwaulree Sentinel says that " these 4lstances
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can only serve to put the people on their guard, and
especially against the election ·to places on ·school
boards of persons who are among the enemies of the
system," which is well enough 'SO far as it goes, but
how, tell us, shall the peoplE! of Barton right their
wrongs under the present law! The Catholics are
in the majority, and can and do outvote the friends
of the public sch&ols. They can refuse to hav a
school, can refuse to vote the money for one, can put
their own tools on the school board, which can refuse to engage teachers ; a~d what can the decent
part of the population do about it ?
The only way, it seems to us, is to go straight to
the legislature, and pass and enforce a law that every
town shall maintain free public schools, in which no
religion of any kind or sort shall be taught, for from
six to nine months in the year according to the size
of the town. The duty of managing them should be
put on the town officers, with severe penalties
attached for non-fulfilment of this duty. Then if
the Catholics put their men into office, the people
could put them into jail in cases like this in Barton.

An .A.nti-Liberty League.
The Personal Liberty League formed by the Germans of this state to influence legislation in behalf of
beer on Sunday after 2 P.M., has been met by the
organization of the clergy to resist it The ministers
say that "the time has come for all· who believe in
the sacredness of God's holy day to decide on methods
to resist the persistent and wicked efforts of those
who wish to destroy it." The program of the clerical
league will be to pledge its members to vote for no
candidate for office who will not swear to. oppose the
Germans. The ministers are also to use all their
power and influence with the voters of their particular congregations to induce them to ·make a similar
discrimination against sal<:>on candidates.
It is claimed by the movers in this affair that there
are six hundred thousand Christians in the state who
will unite to retain the present Sunday laws, and even
make them more restrictiv. The Germans claim but
one hundred thousand votes, but as they are concentrated in this city, where they will do the most good,
the contest is about equal. Outsiders, who do not
care particularly for beer on Sunday, but who do
desire liberty to spend the day as they like, will
. watch the fight with interest.

Unkind Collaboration.
See how ingeniously one who wants to, and is not
particular how he does it, can make out a case! The
following is from the Ironclad .Age of October 8,

1887:
" And so the Chicago Anarchists will be ·hanged unless ·
Governor Oglesby or the United States Supreme Court inter_
feres.
"The people of Chicago are bloodthirsty and demand the
death of individuals who desire to revolutionize society, and
obtain a little more comfort for the workers of the world.
To this end the police, by peryury, connected the defendants
with some wretch who threw a bomb which killed seven
policemen, the lower court by partiality secured their con_
viction, and the higher court by sophistry sustains the verdict,
" That is all there is to it, and we hope the people of Cook
county are satisfied.
"The sightless eyes of justice are filled with tears.-Editorial in TRUTH SEEKER, Sept. 24, 1887.
" c. P. Somerby, the business end of the Truth Seeker
Company, is . . , in social economy a Communist.TRUTH SEEKER, Sept. 17, 1887.
"The political program [of the Communists] is absolute
individual liberiy by means of the suppression of government, and the division of nationalities into communes more
or less federated ; their political economy consists essentially
in the dispossession, with compensation, of present holders of
capital, and in assignment of the coin, land, etc., to associations of wor.kmen."-.A membe1• of the frate1·nity, quoted by
Lib. of Useful Knowledge, 'l!ol. 4,p. 193.
B."

of the three social sects mentioned, and the desire to
hav people believe it does-which is the animus of
the writer who placed these paragraphs in juxtaposition-proceeds from dishonest motivs.
We are
sorry to hav to write this, but it is a fact.
The Cartoon.
Brother Jamieson, it appears, fs the only one among our
lecturers who still persists that duty calls him to take up the
club of argument against that most mephitic Mephitis, the
Rev. Cla.rk Braden. He holds that whatever stands upon
the Bible and offers a mark from that ground is desirable
game. We doubt it.
Mr. Heston givs us good likenesses of Messrs. ,famieson,
Reynolds, Bell, Remsburg, and Putnam. That of Mr.
Jamieson, in particular, is striking. The others seem to
think striking under the circumstances would be unproductiv. of good results. We hav never seen the Rev. Mr.
Braden, but hav no doubt that our artist has done him justice.

Editorial Notes.

As a sample of the mistaken kindness we often meet, may
be instanced a letter from a new friend, Mr. Jas. M. Murphy,
who says : " I am surprised at the stand you hav taken on
the tariff questio~. I don't see how any one, with so level
a head on other matters, and one who has advocated and
still advocates freedom, could be a protectionist l" Mr.
Murphy then fills out two fat pages arguing that protection
is not good public policy, and asks if we hav the mo,..al courage to answer him. We might reply in the words of Terence,
"I dare do all that may become a man," but inasmuch as we
hav not, in these columns, advocated protection, we do not
see the pertinence of Mr. Murphy's query. He should
address his arguments to our esteemed friend, Van Buren
Denslow, who is the ablest attorney for protectiv tariff that
we know. At any rate, the coat Mr. Murphy has cut out
will not fit us, and if it did,, we should not fill our editorial
columns with free trade arguments. The fight against the
church is not yet done, and that field is large enough for us:

MR. HoLLAND acknowledges a slip of the pen, in his former
SAYS the Galveston News:
article on the tariff, about the tariff of 1846. He writes :
"If the New York TRUTH BEEKER is still seeking the truth it will
"It was lower than that of 1842; but still protectiv, and in- hav learned thl,!.t the law of Texas excepts newspapers from th~
dustry continued to be burdened by heavy taxes on pig-iron, provisions of the Bnndavlaw, and tha.t the News has maintained
its rights within the law. 'rHE TRUTH BEEKER. an Infidel paper, has
wool, and other raw materials.'!
W. H. BENsoN, the Philadelphia Socialist, sees Terence
V. Powderly, the head of the Knights of Labor, through very
clear glasses. Mr. Benson says: "Powderly is boss of the
Knights once more. Would he be boss if he were not a
Roman Catholic? Did not the Roman Catholic Knights support him to a man? Cannot any sensible man perceive the
guile of the Jesuitical snake? Is Powderly, the mental and
moral iiilave of;priests, a fit leader for progressiv men ?"

been pitching into the News with nearly as much zeal as its forme•·
antagonists of the ecclesiastical press. Fire away, practical Infidels and theoretical Infidels. Abuse does not hnr~."

The readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER know just how the
Nel.l)s has maintained its rights, by selling every other tradesman out, that it may hav the exclusiv right to make money
on Sunday. The News has gained its point, but in doing so
has earned the just contempt of even the ministers whose
dirty Sabbatarian work it _is doing. There was a hope that
Texas might come to the front in the protest against bigotry
and count one against the Puritans of the times, but the
News has killed the hope. The church has done well to get
the press on its side, and it can soon hope to get a law passed
compelling every one to attend "divine" service on Sunday.

MRS. BLENKER writes us that her enemies are circulating
reports that her husband and son hav abandoned her. This
is an infamous falsehood. Mrs. Blenker not only possesses
the love of her family, but she has as well the respect of her
neighbors, and the most inftuential and highly-regarded
A GREAT many readers hav written us asking to hav l'llr.
ladies of the vicinity hav signed a testimonial setting forth
their esteem for their persecuted friend. Not the least con" Heston's Bible cartoons explained, as the text given does not
temptible aspect of Mrs. Blenker's arrest is the cruel tales always sufficiently enlighten them, and in families where
told about her by some miserable scamp who dislikes her.
there are ladies and children it will not do to hav a Bible
lying around for reference. Always anxious to oblige friends.
THE death of Seward Mitchell removes a fearless, positiv,
we hav persuaded our brother, Mr. George E. Macdonald, to
and erratic figure from Freethought circles. In his thinking
undertake this task for the benefit of the studious and historiMr. Mitchell agreed with only one person-himself. He was
cally inclined. The mysterious pictures and the commentary
a plain-spoken and harsh critic, but in daily life he was
will appear in the TRUTH S&EKER ANNUAL for 1888, which will
tender, generous, and loving. He was an Abolitionist of the
appear simultaneously with the new year. The ANNuAL will
"blackest" hue, and transferred his hatred of chattel slavery
also contain a calendar revised to date, a complete resume of
to industrial 9ppression. Those who hav sometimes been
Freethought happenings of the year, much statistical matter
vexed at his vehement denunciation of many things usually
of interest, and articles by the ablest of Freethinkers. We
considered beneficent, would not hav been ruffled had they
shall also in this number add to our Freethought picture
known: the gentle character of the man. May his sleep be
gallery by presenting the likenesses of noted American Freeundisturbed.
thinkers who hav passed away. In renewing their subscripTHE trial of Mrs. Blenker begins Monday, October 1st, at tion for THE TRUTH BEEKER our friends can inclose another
Abingdon, Va. E. W. Chamberlain, of this city, and Roland & twenty-five cents, and hav the ANNUAL n1ailed to them as
Heermans, "of Blacksburg, Va., are her counsel. Mr. Beer- soon as it comes from the press.
mans is the district-attorney of Montgomery county. A full
IT will be remembered that at the trial of the Union Hill,
report of the trial will appear in THE TRUTH BEEKER. The
case against E. C. Walker, Moses a.nd George Harman, seems N. J., Anarchists, arrested for resisting the police when the
to hav gone over. Mr. Walker says: "When we were in police were the sole aggressors, the judge charged the jury
Leavenworth it had not been given to the grand jury, and so that they were to judge the prisoners' right to resist the powe were permitted to go, on our own recognizances. We lice by inquiring whether the meeting would hav been unhav not yet learned who the prosecuting witness is. In lawful had it been held. This instruction reminds Liberty of
short, we are in the hands of government, subject to its a story: " Does your b-b-bwother like cheese?" asked Lord
insyrutable providence." This is pleasant news, and we Dundreary of Miss Georgiana Mountchessington. "Why,
hope next week to be able to announce Mrs. Blenker's vindi- really, my lord, you know I hav no brother," responded the
bored Georgiana. "Oh, ya-a-as, I forgot," drawled the
cation at the hands of a jury of her neighbors.
incorrigible Dundreary; " I meant, if you h-h-had a
THE Liberator Company of Melbourne, Australia, is about b-b-bwother, w-w-would he like cheese?" Mr. Tucker adds:
to enlarge its paper and its business. In the circular solicit- " Here's a chance for THE TRUTH SEEKER. If that entering the purchase of its new shares the chairman of its board prising paper will hammer the skull of this idiot of the bench
of directors says: "We hav now an established and growing as vigorously as it did that of the better-deserving magisreputation. We did not mount. like a rocket, and end in trate who tried C. B. Reynolds, Liberty will appla'ijd it as
smoke; but hav won success by hard work and honest per- warmly now as it condemned it then." That is to say, for
severance, combined with strict economy and a most scm- administering an obsolete blasphemy law which is directly
pulous care for the shareholders' interests. Considering the contrary to the spirit of the federal Constitution, Mr. Tucker
opposition and obloquy, the cowardice and dishonesty of will applaud a judge; while for administering an ordinance
many newsagents, and the ceaseless storm of harsh and in- designed to preserve the peace-but villainously stretched in
human criticism by which we hav been assailed, our success this instance-Mr. Tucker will condemn the judge. It
is phenomenal. Our credit is as good as that of any com- seems to us that a charge of sectarianism would lie very
pany in Australia. When we began we had to win com- snugly against the editor of Liberty. As for ourself, we conmercia! confidence; merchants were shy and unsympathetic. demn every act of injustice, whether committed under the
Now we are besieged with travelers and agents anxious to do form of law or not. Both of the New Jersey judges are
business with us." THE TRUTH SEEKER congratulates its Dogberrys writ large, and equally worthy of condemnation.
contemporary of the antipodes.

All of the above is truthful, except the definition of
THE president of the German Catholic Convention, ju!!t
Communism, and that is nearly so, but the implica- held at Chicago, is credited with this tomfoolery : "This
tion and inference which the writer (who is also one country gained its liberty through the Catholics, and its liberty will be retained through the instrumentality of the
the editors of the .Age) desires drawn is a gross Catholics." The Detroit E'l!ening News, in quoting this, is at
falsehood.
a loss which to pity most, the arrogance or the ignorance of
Our editorial was written, not because our valued the statement, and regrets that Herr Spaunhorst should hav
associate holds certa.in opinions, but because the made it. The News adds: It is a 1alse claim, however, from
tmth of the Chicago cases needed to be stated. It which other religious zealots outside of the Catholic church
•h
S · l' t C
are not exempt. The country owes its freedom to no sect.
was written by one who is nelt er OC1a lS • om- The Infidels or Agnostics might with equal propriety claim
munist, nor Anarchist, but is a believer in Jefferson- the guerdon, and cite in proof the work of Jefferson, Frankian principles, and the American republic as the lin, Paine, and others, in the Revolution. But the liberties
biggest nation on earth, and the best so far as the of the country were.achieved and will be maintained by the
Christians let it alone. Our associate had no more people of the country, and not by any religious denomination or faction." The fact, however, remains that the Oathidea .that that editorial was to a~p-ear. than had Dr. olics and Protestants are trying to abridge the people's libMonroe. We hav stated somethmg hke a ~ozen or erty in every state, and it is only the Infidels who are protwc;~ times tha.t THE TnlJ'l'H SF;EKER as-rees w1th none . testing against it. 'f4e l)ody of t}j.e people wlw are ne\ther

1

church-members nor outspoken Infidels are so busy getting
together a little property that they notice nothing, and
might as 'well be deaf and dumb. When they get their property, they will find they hav lost about everything else.

.

Literary Notes.
IN the November number of the Forum the Rev. Dr. Henry
Van Dyke will hav an article in refutation of the claim of
the Socialists that the Mosaic law and the New Testament
teachings favor their doctrins. Dr. Van Dyke is a very able
twister of scripture.
THE October number of the Cosmopolitan is as bright and
entertaining as any of the purely literary monthlies. It is
handsomely printed and profusely illustrated. W. T. Hornaday, Richard A. Proctor, P. T. Barnum, Lee Meriwether,
Walt Whitman, and Ella Wheeler Wilcox are among the
contributors.

I

PRoF. JosEPH LE CoNTE will. endeavor to show, in an
article on "Agassiz and Evolution," in the November number of the Popular Science Monthly, that the whole inductiv
basis upon which was afterward built the modern theory of
evolution was laid by Agassiz, although he himself persistenty r{)fusecl to build upon it any rev.lly sci!)p.titi,c structure.
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hav refused to debate w.ith B-raden; they hav too much of the
old orthodox style: ·r am a saint and you are a sinner. I
think the letters of Brothers Kelso, "Alhaza," and Jamieson
are splendid.· Whenever Brother Jamieson comes to this
HARRisBURG, PA., Oct. 14, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which please enroll my coast he will hav crowded houses. Liberalism needs a
name for a year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. After standard bearer who is not afraid to defend our cause even
reading one copy through I hav to wonder that I was not a against Braden and his best. friend (the devil). I hope T~E
TRUTH SEEKER will always seek and advocate true reform m
subscriber long ago.
E. B. SwAYNE.
all the affairs of human life.
WM. F. BREESE.
FRANKLIN, OR., Oct. 6, 1887.
ONEIDA, KAN., Oct. 13, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I think a few lines from this section may be
MR. EDITOR: Noticing that a patron of THE TRUTH
of interest to some of. your readers, so I take the present
SEEKER writes to the Editor, in the issue of the 8th inst., that
moment to send you a word of cheer.
Brother Putnam has come and gone without my being he is ashamed of the pollution of such "pictures" as are
·able to see him, but he has made a lasting impression on the gotten up by your artist, reminds us of what Sam Jones said
-namely, that you might throw a stone among a lot of
hosts of ignorance and superstition.
I was particularly pleased to see the way he shut up the dogs, and the one that is hit is the one that will yelp. Not
old war-horse of Presbytenamsm, Rev. T. H. Small, of comparing the " grumbler " to one of the dogs, of course,
Silverton, and also pleased to see the Rev. I. D. Driver's but we only use the comparison-like. We want to say that
back-down, as all the little fish of the Methodist church use those pictures, especially the four that are to be seen on the
him to try to terrorize their Liberal friends when driven to .front page of THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 14th of May, 1887,
tiie wall in an argument. There is quite a strong Liberal are the most vivid illustrations of the way Ronianism is
element here, and I think that ere long we can organize and creeping into our country, aided by Protestantism and our
get to work in earnest. If I could only induce some of them govermental officials, we hav ever seen. It should be
to subscribe for THE THu'rH SEEKER, organization would enlarged, also, and placed on the other side of the entrance
soon follow. One satisfaction is that we are not bothered to the White House; and if Mr. Watson Heston illustrated
the placing of the prince of the Catholic church of America
much by the clergy.
I am truly sorry to see Aunt Elmina in trouble, but don't (as he was denominated) on the occasion of the first Cententhink the bloodsuckers will be able to quite put her out of nial celebration of our constitutional government, at which
he was placed in a position when he could and did display
existence.
I will close this by saying that when Brother Putnam the " red hat " and the balance of his papal vestments for
makes his next toUr of th·>s coast I will try to secure him ·for all they we:re worth, that picture ought to be placed on the
other side of the entrance, enlarged, that .we constituents
a lecture at this place.
D. A. DoDsoN.
might gaze on them, in common with our Solons, from afar
MT. PLEM!ANT, TEx., Oct. 1, 1887.
off. 'l'he balance of the pope's prelates that aided in the
MR. EDITOR: I want to cheer. our friend Kelso for his celeb~tion on the occasion should occupy a prominent posiletter of September 1st, where he asks, " Is there any such tion in the picture.
CYRUs SHINN (AW:RIOA).
thing as Liberalism?" My limited experience among Infidels
is· that there are very few Liberals. Of course, as they are
RooKPORT, Mo., Oct. 10, 1887.
mostly from Christian parentage and influenced by Christian
MR. EDITOR: S. P. Putnam has been here, and delivered
intolerance, with which they come in contact every day, we two lectures, one on" Universall'lental Liberty" and one on
would hardly expect them to be full-fledged Liberals. But "True Democracy, the Declaration of Independence, and
surely there is such a thing as Liberals in the ranks. The Their Relations to the Demsnds of Liberalism," and, notEditor of THE 'IRDTH SEEKER keeps knocking along pretty withstanding the smallness of the audiences, Brother Putclose on to Liberalism. But a man may believe and advocate nam, in his own inimitable style, did full justice to those
the Nine Demands and be anything but a Liberal. I know subjects, and a few of us, at least, hav a warm place under
several who are working for the cause of Freethought (so our vests for S. P. Putnam, secretary of the American
they say) who would invite a Freelover to not come to their Secular Union.
house with his teachings. It is to be hoped that time will
We had no time to advertise the lectures; our circuit
giv us a great many genuin Liberals in the fullfist sense. It court was in session; the Oddfellows had their lecturer here
is undoubtedly one of the isms most needed among Infidels lecturing; and last, but not least, the church, with all its
to-day. Most of them hav so much orthodoxy in their influence and prayer-meetings, and everything, with the
system (inherited and otherwise) that they are as intolerant whole combination of circumstances, contributed to our dis.
when they-deal with extremists as any Christian would be comfiture; but, after all that, there were a few brave souls
dealing with the same parties. There is undoubtedly such a who dared to come and hear the truth, and were wellthing as Liberalism; but whether it is possible for many to pleased with the lectures, and say they want to hear Brother
be Liberals is a question that I think must at present be Putnam again.
answered in the negativ.
There is enough of the leaven here, we think, to organize
Hoping to be truly Liberal is my greatest desire.
a Secular Union, and we are going to do it in the near
- E. E. PARK.
.
future. The churches here are dying with dry-rot. The
Baptist church.is shut up, and has suspended business. Its
SAN Jos:E, CAL., Oct. 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I see by the " tab" on my paper I hav got last minister, the Rev. ~lenifee, was starved out because he
behind. Well, credit me up now as far as the inclosed $5 refused to preach prohibition and politics, and we outsiders
made him up a purse of $75, which enabled him to get away
will go.
I take, besides your paper, the ·good old lnvestigat01·, the from here, and he lit out. The Methodist church takes the
b-onclad .Age, the Independent Pulpit, the Freethinker, lead, and it is running off after Christian science and other
Iloou's Health Montl!ly; the Golden Gate (Spiritual), and hav strange gods. The Presbyterian church has no regular
the reading of a great many others published on this coast. minister and no regular services; but, after all, this is the
My reading days are about over (most eighty-four), but I worst priest-ridden place I know of.
Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER family and all other Liberal
shall do what I feel able to help the cause of Freethought.
friends
success, I remain, as ever,
If I cannot read your fine type and faint impression papers
Yours truly,
G. G. BEoK.
with my old and dim eyes I can hand them out, giv them
away, send them by mail to distant friends in Oregon,
GoLDTHWAITE, TEx., Oct. 12, 1887.
Washington territory, Illinois, and Wisconsin, so that some
MR. EDITOR: For some time past I hav been, through the
may be induced to subscribe. All the Liberals throughout
the country should contribute what they are able in sustain- kindness of a frie~d, enabled to read and study the principles
ing free papers, free lectures, and free literature. I shall set forth in 1THE TRUTH BEEKER. So forcible and pointed
send with this mail $25 to our treasurer, Eckhard, which are they that I find the old numbers to me interesting and
will help a little in paying the expenses of the Secular Union. instructiv. However, it will not be long before I become a
I am done scolding about your fine type and faint impres- subscriber.
What is known as the 1\'1. E. C. S. hav been holding forth
sion, as I find it does no good; but take your own course,
do as you please, go ahead, keep the flag of Freethought at this place for about one week, throqgh two or three of
fluttering, vanquish the hosts of superstition, explain the their gifted Bible-hangers, the greater part of the audiences
spiritual phenomena if you can, let in more light, and may being the ladies and children. Such terrific outbursts hav
you be abundantly successful in all you under take, is the wish been evoked as almost frightened the poor children into
hysterics. The strongest manifestation of any good being
of yours,
Most respectfully,
SAMos PARsoNs.
accomplished was shown on the street the other day by the
TALENT, OR., Oct. 3, 287.
meeting of two of our best citizens, one being of Catholic
Ma. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2-for $1 send me the Nine persuasion, the other tainted with Campbellism, when the
Demands, and the other apply to the Defense Fund of Mrs. following dialog ensued :
E. D. Blenker. The Liberals of this country ought to pay
Campbellit.e: Well, what did you think of the goings on
every ·cent of the cost of her trial. I do not agree with you last night?
when you say that no vital principle of Freethought is inCatholic: Ah, an' I don't believe in any such d-d humvolved in the persecution of Mrs. E. D. Blenker. I think she bug, begorra. My religion is this: "To visit the fatherless
strikes at the root of all reform. To start aright in the be- and the widow in their aflliction, and to keep unspotted
ginning is the right way. I want Liberalism to be liberal from the world."
enough to hav a cheering word for all reforms. But, alas! it
Campbellite : You are mistaken in that quotation; you
is not so at this place. With only a few exceptions they do hav left out, "and administer unto their wants."
not even take a Liberal paper, and, perhaps, if a Liberal lectCatholic: Be dad, I'll bet you the whisky that arnt there.
urer comes along they will come and hear him speak provid"Done," says the Cambellite; and after a long search
ing it is not any more than once or twice a year. Their Lib- through the town the apostle of the pope returned with a
eralism has only taken them out of the church, and if you ex- Bible that might hav been in use in the church for half a
tend your Liberalism to the department of love and marriage, century. "Now, begorra, we'll see who's right." The
you are a Freelover. Yes, even it you speak for justice to passage was found in James and the question settled in
the laboring classes they oppose you by boycotting and ostra- favor of the pope's follower.
cism. No.w, with Brother Kelso I would ask you, "What is
The Campbellite made good his bet, and the two members
Liberalism?" Can you tell us? If you can tell us you will of different denominations parted without following the exconfer a favor on one, p"erhaps more, of your readers.
ample set by their churches (to wit), quarreling and fighting.
I am sorry to hear ~at Brothers Remsburg and :Putnam
Moral ;. The Methodist _meeting did hav the eD:ect of driv-

{tittrs front Jlritnds.

ing ·these two reprobates· to search the scriptures, but in
place of'eternallife, whisky was foUnd.
We are in great need of some good Liberal lectures here.
The hellfire and brimstone..do.ctrin is about played out in
this country; our people are beginning to think for them- .
selvs.
A LmERAL.
HAVANA, Iu.. , Oct. 8, 1887·.
MR. EDITOR: We hav been giving Liberalism a boom. On.
October 1st and 2d we )lad Dr. Gray (" Zoa Topsis "), of
Beardstown, Ill., giv us two lectures to fair and appreciativ
audiences. "The Superior Benefits of Secularism" was his
first lecture. The doctor, since his evolution from orthodoxy
into Liberalism, can see great benefits in Secularism. The
second night his subject was "The Origin of· the Bible."
With this subject the doctor seemed to be perfectly at home.
The audience listened very attentivly, and I am quite sure
he put a great many of them to thinking about this Bible
business. I am happy to say that we hav made arrangements with so able a lecturer as Dr. Gray to visit us once a
month and giv us a course of lectures on Liberalism, and I
wish to say to the Liberals of this vicinity that they can do
no better good for Liberalism than to get Dr. Gray to come
and giv them regular lectures. He is ready to answer any
call you may giv him, and he is a good worker in the cause.
After the doctor had given orthodoxy n. good shaking up;
we had the pleasure on the following Tuesday night to hear
Mr. C. B. Reynoldl;l fire into the enemy's camp. He had a
good and appreciativ audience composed of the leading men
of the city. Could he hav been here the second night we
would hav had the hall full of people. No one tired of
listeni.Dg to him. I think if he had talked until midnight
his audience would hav remaineu to listen. Mr. Reynolds
made lots of friends while here, and when 1he passes through
this state next year he will hav to stop and giv us a course of
lectures. We were sorry that he could not rem tin longer,
but we will watch for him next time, and keep him a wh.ole
week with us. The unanimous opinion was that Mr. Reynolds is an able and competent lecturer. The Liberals along'
the route would better write to Mr. Reynolds at once and
secure his services before it is too late. We came very near·
missing him.
J. A. W.BABER.
MILTONVALE, KAN., Oct. 4,.1887.
MR. EDITOR: As the time is out for our grand old pathfinder, THE TRUTH SEEKER, I ask that you suspend it until
further orders, as I leave here to-morrow for the Pacific
states, and know not where to hav it sent as yet.
This is a Christian country and a Christian government;
the army of a hundred thousand drunkards going down to a
·premature grave; ·the millions of unhappy homes caused by
utter ignorance of a true life; the immense number of prostitutes that walk our streets, both male and female, prostituting not oniy their sex, but their digestiv organs by
gluttony and drink; their muscles and bones, brains, minds,.
all prostituted to gaining "filthy lucre," following fashion,·
. maiming and killing· each other, teaching an accursed, false
religion, or giving damnable drugs and medicins, or plying
the enginry of Christian law; making poisons, pistols, cannons, 'gunpowder, dynamite, bombs, dungeons, scaffolds, anything, everything to rob poor, ignorant, short-sighted manyes, we liv in a Christian country and among Christian people
that hav been following and teaching the Christian religion
for nearly two thousand years.
A beautiful kaleidoscope, is it not? It is a wonder that
the billions of so-called heathens do not all become Christians
when the sweet picture is held up for their inspection. We
are born with Christian blood in our veins, fed, as we grow
older, on Christian food (blood and meat of the harmless
dumb beasts), and· on the body and blood of Jesus Christ at
the sacramental or Lord's supper, as it is called, until we are
all a race of cannibals, i.e., blood and meat eaters. Is it a
wonder we thirst for the blood of the Anarchists and the
criminals generally? Is it any wonder that among us bloodthirsty Christians we find the worst wars, the most murdere,·
rapes, abortions, child murders, and crime and immorality
of every description? If we sow the wind, we must expect
to hav the whirlwind and cyclone. Visit our slaughterhouses and abattoirs, our pork and beef packing houses ; see
and smell the rivers of blood, flowing in a crimson stream
from the hearts and vitals of our domestic animals ; 1 listen to
their awful and piteous groans, as they cry for life and
mercy; watch the terrible struggles in the agonies of death,
or in their fight for life; then think, reflect'\hat millions of
these harmless creatures are slain every week, and hav bee11
for centuries, that Christians may eat their quivering flesh,
or drink their blood, and suck the marrow from their bones
like cave-dwellers in prehistoric ages.
That conglomeration of absurdity, the Bible, teaches·thi~
shameful, awful wholesale slaughter .of the kind, loving,
intelligent animals all around us. Christianity will never
elevate humanity (neither will Liberalism) out of the sway
of the passions and appetites, until we learn to abstain from ·
praying to a bloodtllirsty God and believing that Jesus's
blood can atone for ,every crime imaginable, and stop building up muscles, bones, brains-and souls, if we hav any,
and it is doubtful, the way we liv and eat-out of the blood,
flesh, and marrow of our near lower relativs.
Mother Nature has draped our swift-rolling planet with'
waving grain, clinging purple vine, and fruiting orchard;
filled the bosom of our grand old earth ·with roots and
tubers, all to be had for the taking. Then why sacrifice·
thousands of millions of lives of beast, fish, and fowl, that
enjoy life as well as and better than ourselvs, making our
beautiful world a theater of blood and carnage? Let Christianity step down and out, in disgrace and shame. Let the
kingdom of God be heard of no more, with its bloody hi1!toric page. And let us hav the Republic of Man in its
place, with no love for God, but a world of charity for ignorant, erring humanity. Let us build it of better and finer
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material than blood, nerve, and muscle as a food, and war,
fam41, pestilence, drunkenness, licentiousness, and murder
will soon be eliminated from our wretched, sorrowing globe,
and heaven, with its long-anticipated joys, will come to us,
and life will be worth the living.
DEWITT C. SEYMOUR.
BuRNETl', NEB., Oct. 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I think you had better giv up the palm to
Mr. Jamieson o~ the Clark Braden case. Your head is very
level on nearly all subjects, .but I think Jamieson has the
better of you on· that one. The point is this, as I see it : No
matter how indifferent or how low a prea~her may be in the
scale of morality, some youth will hear him debate whom
we could. not get otit to hear a Liberal lecture. As far
as lying is concerned, how much is Braden ahead of all
other educated ministers?' If they are. educated as they
should be to fill the pulpit, they certainly .know that what
they are teaching is false. From my personal acquai~tance
with. ministers, none of them is to be depended upon for
truth and veracity when it comes to the religious subject.
Nothh;~g js too mean or low for them to do to carry their
point; and if ·we wait to .get a strictly honest preacher to
debate with, it will be a long while before we ever get a
chance to show up our side of the question to some of the
Christians. The only object I can see in debate is to draw
out an element that will not come to hear a lecture ; and if a
minister gets excited and uses harsh and unbecoming language in debate, it does our cause more good than it would
if he confined -himself strictly to argument. I think with
Mr.. Jamieson that our Liberal lecturers should ever hold
themselvs in readiness to enter into debate with any Christian who is able to draw out any of the Christian element to
hear him. l·hav been instrumental in getting seven lectures
delivered at Burnett, and I must say that I hav made a perfect failure l.n sepuring the attendan11e of any of those I most
desired should come out. They tall<ed as though it were a
disgrace to go to hear a Liberal lecture.
Now, as bad a man as Clark Braden may be, a great ma.ny
Christians think him far superior to any of our lecturers. I
hav heard women here in this town-and respectable women,
too-declare that Ingersoll ought not to be suffered to liv.
The most of Christians think that all influential Liberals are
the most dangerous men on earth. The most of them that I
hav conversed with think that Ingersoll does· not believe
what he preaches, but is simply doing it fqr money. One
Mormon preacher told me that Ingersoll acknowledged to
another· Mormon minister in conversation aboard of a train
in Illinois that he did not believe what he preached, but that
he preached what paid h~m best. This same man says the
earthis fiat, and that the sun revolves around it. The Bible
says so, and he believes it, and he defies any man to prove to
him that it doesn't. That is the kind of men and women we
hav to deal with mostly. If they are not that ignorant on
one subject, they are on most others. They don't know
what is in their own Bible, for I never talked fifteen minutes
with a man on the subject of religion who would not contradict passages that I would quote from it, and declare and
offer to bet that I could not show them. My idea is to not
discourage debating with any man that is able to draw out
to hear him _any one that would not come otherwise.
D. w. WHITNEY.

the Roman Catholic church, with their Jesuits, a~e stealthUy
drawing his and this government's life-blood. Perhaps he
does not know it, but their pestiferous convents are the only
places that this United States government has not yet
entered without first giving notice to that intent. Mr.
Downes should drop those few bloodthirsty Anarchists and
look at the quiet but sure efforts of the Roman ·harlot to
suppress the common school system. He should read up
what he can find about the _Jesuit snake that has been so
finely illustrated in THE TRUTH SEEKER. No man livs but
has some· influence, and my hope is that Mr. Downes will
hereafter use his in the right djrection.
BEN SMEAD.
OTTAWA, CAN., Oct. 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In spite of the assertions of over-confident
Freethinkers thai; Christianity is doomed, it never was more
powerful, never so alive, as at the present time-at least, in
this part of the world. And I dare say it never accumulated
money more rapidly than it does now. I hav been in this
city six months, and I must say that I admire the cleverness
of the church at money-making more and _more every day.
The Roman Catholics are like sponges in the hands of the
priests; when these want money they hav but to squeeze,
and, lo! liquid wealth pours out from the precious porifera.
To illustrate, the Roman Catholic clergy organized last summer _no less than three pilgrimages in this city to St. Anne de
Beaupre, " the Canadian Mecca" of Roman Catholics. It is
estimated that 35,000 or 40,000 people of Ottawa and vicinity
attended these pious excursions. It is needless to say that if
trade suffered· thereby, the clergv turned a very nice penny,
if not an honest one, from them. The city was drained of
about $40,000 as a result, but what matters that.? ·ro show
how knowing; these priests are, it is but necessary to relate
that one ofthem would not C'lnRent to organize one of these
pilgrimages until aftPr he had auctioned off the church
seats, and pocketed the rPsult. " I did so la8t year," he
said, "and I am not yet p>tid for some of the seats I had to
sell on time, the pilgrimq Ftpending more money on the journey than they can afford."
That which is most astonishing in Cl}nnection with all this
is that believers do not pr7Jtit by experience. It is a nnted
fact that there nevP.r was au anthentic~tted case of one tlingle
person being curerl, but. on the contrary, many hav contracted diseases, while others ha.v dierl from the f'ffects of
discornfort, naturally at.tenrlant. on such crowded excursions,
yet tile church has but to advertise one of them and thousands leave everything to obey the commanrl.
The majority Of your rearlers must be aware of the numerous accidents that annually occur at this snrine. I will
relate but one, to show the tenderness and con8ideration St.
Anne holds toward her devotees. A short time ago, several
bishops and priests, as well as thousands of pious- believers,
congregated to crown St. Anne (a wooden statue) with a
massiv golcl crown, so costly that the price was not given to
the public, the priesthood being fearful that if the price was
known, sacrilegious thieves might be tempted to defy the
power of this anti-Christian saint. As a matter of course,
there was great rejoicing on this occasion, singing of hymns,
booming of cannon, when, behold, one of the cannons ex.
ploded, maiming for life three fathers of families, devotees
of the saint.
I heard some one reniark on this occasion that St. Anne
had repeatedly, by making a few of them ill, warned the
fools to remain at home, but that as they were too thickskulled to take the hint, she now tried to kill them outright.
Last Sunduy at the benediction of a bell (coAt, $500), the
donations from the faithful amounted to $3,000.
And some Freethinkers say the church is doomed I .Not
so. Freethought cannot b'e too activ, if it will overthrow
the crafty and wealthy followers of the humble Galilean.
L. F. MATHE.

CHICAGo, ILL., Oct. 11, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Away off here I make out now and then to
get a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and, with small exc ption, think it "the very best." To see the holy scripturlls
illustrated is a novelty, and, as I think, "catching."
It may be that you pay no attention to what people in this
benighted section may think, but I assure you some of them
feel. Looking over your "Letters from Friends" in your
number of the 8th, I find one that signs himself "J.
Downes," of date of September 23d. To my mind, Mr.
Downes was not here when that famous bomb was thrown;
CoNoonn, N. C., Oct. 4, 1887.
nor has he heard the speeches made by the condemned AnMR. EDITOR: Why am I not a Christian? To be a Chrisarchists; nor has he been where he could read the violent tian, I must bury common sense and reason, which God has
articles written by them and published in their organs ; nor given me as a mariner's needle to warn me off t.he dangerous
has he been among them to know of what stuff they arc rocks of superstition, absurdities, and persecution. To be a
made; nor has he read up the trial and evidence; nor does Christian, I must believe the musty and rusty superstitionF
his mixing up "millionaires" and " monopolists" with the and myths of an illiterate and barbarous people who lived
five, or, maybe, teri thousand years since. To be·a Christian.
case indicate any knowledge whatever of the actual facts.
Having lived here long before and since all this ugly feat- I must believe that God made the world and all it contained
ure of the Anarchists, and knowing from the first to the in six days, when he became tired, exhausted, and rested the
present time of the intent of these people, I believe I can tell seventh day. To be a Christian, I must believe that God
Mr. Downes of things in connection with the Anarchists that made the first man Adam of dust-made him in his own
even he will call unlawful-always supposing that Mr. image; that God made the first woman Eve, not ·of dust or
Downes is a loyal citizen.
clay, nor in the hnage of God, but out of a rib of Adam.
I am a workingman, and think I can understand what op- This was the first surgical operation on record. As Eve was
pression means, but, being a workingman, I do not think it not fashioned after the image of God, this may account for
just the thing to throw bombs at "millionaires" or "monop- her getting angry with her maker, and tempting Adam with
olists, because, first, millionaires and monopolists possess the forbidden fruit. Does anatomy prove that Eve was
the money that keeps the wheels turning, and thus prevent made from the rib of man? No. If such had been the fact,
millions from starving; and, second, it is utterly useless for would not God bav giv us proof of that,. fact by a want of
mules to kick when by kicking they injure only themselvs.
one rib in man to-day? To be a Christian, I must believe
Now, if Mr. Downes is a citizen, he has a ballot. If he that God placed before Adam and Eve a temptation stronger
has a ballot, he should know how to use it. His letter to than they had power to resist-a temptation to be equal
your paper evidently shows that he needs "posting."
with God. I fear this spirit to be equal with and superior to
Violent speeches, as those of the condemned Anarchists, God has a deep hold on some-yes, many-of the learned
never accomplished· any good. If there be a wrong, the men of to-day, including the clergy. To be a Christian, 1
people will suffer, but the people are at fault here in America must believe that God believed in man offering sacrifices
for all evils that fall to them, because of their selection of and delighting in the blood of beasts. To be a Christian
representativs. "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty," must believe that God became angry with the inhabitants 'of
1!!0 if the people of these United States of America are indif- the earth, Adant's seed, and sent a flood· that covered the
ferent to the duties of a cHizen, they must suffer for their whol.e earth a mile deep, and destroyed all animals, fowls,
own faults.
and msects, and every human being, except Noah and his
It is my advice to Mr. Downes that he let the Anarchists family and one pair of each kind of beasts, fowls and
and all breakers of the Constitution h.ang, and pay closer insects. Does any intelligent, reasonable mari or w'oman
attention to the subtle workings or the Roman Catholic believe this fable? Would not God hav ·spared that part of
~burch. If he looks.' he will find that _the.Anarchist wil~ dol his creation that knew no sin? To be a Christian, I must
little damage or be httle damaged, while m the mean trme believe that God encouraged theft, directing the olilld!ren of
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Israel to borrow jewels of silve~ and gold and raiment from
a people they never expected. to see (Exod. iii, 22) before
they ferried the Red Sea on foot. Their journey of forty
years in a territory less in area than Texas is a romance that
puts a blush on a Texas cowboy. To be a Christian, I must
believe that the ten commandments were written by the
finger of GJd on l:Iount Sinai, as a guide to Moses and
Joshua's little band-a band of murderers and cutthroatswhen they entered the land of Canaan, equal to or worse
thari the James gang or the Baldknobers of the West. To
be a Christian, I must believe that God encouraged polygamy as practiced by Jacob and Solomon, and sanctioned
the adultery ·of David arid the incest of Lot. To be a
Christian, I must not forget and must believe the story
of Joshua's influence over God when he wanted to thrash
the Amorites, and asked God to slop the sun and moon
one day that he might slay the Amorites as he had slain
the men of other tribes, and God hearkened to his entreaties. To sum all in all of Bible teachings and be a
Christian, I must be an idiot, and believe all the nonsense, myths, and fables of the Old and New Testaments,
and pay the preachers of such nonsense liberally, so they
can liv in ease and luxury without working. The Jews
crowned one man with thorns, but these preachers.of ancient
fables and myths strew the paths of all who differ with them
in their theology with thorns and cobblestones, hoping that
all rmch persons may fall into the bottomless pit.
.
J. w. MEHA.FFEY.
ToRoNTo, ONT., Oct 17, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: Orthodox and gloomy Toronto has received
a shock-a shock similllr to that given a few years ago by
Colonel Ingersoll at the Grand Opera House-by the advent
of Mr. Wong Chin Foo, the noted author of" Why I Am a
Heathen,'.' in the ·North American Review recently, who has
had the audacity to inform a large Toronto audience that he
still remains a heathen. The lecture was extensivly advertised by the Toronto press previous to his arrival, so that a
large audience at:sembl~d to hear the celebrated heathen,
thinking no doubt that he would giv some pointers to intending missionaries to that. benighted laud, but, strange to say,
the lecture was the other way. Wong Chin Foo commenced
by saying that until Christianity proved its superiority to
Confucianism, it would never succeed in China. The Chinese
could never believe it ever was neceRsary to kill a god in
order to take away their sins. As the doings of Jesus are not
recc>rded between the age of fourteen and thirty, it is prob.
able he studied the wisdom of the East, or came into contact
with some of the Eastern philosophers, and incorporated
their wisdom into Christianity, which is full of the teachings
of Confucius, practiced in China thousands oi years before
the Christian era. "Do unto others as ye would they do
unto you" was taught by Confncius before Christ was ever
heard of, and when Christian England was in a state of barbarism the social life of the Chinese was far more humane
than that of Christians. The finger of an ag-ed man had more
effect on the youth8 of China than the clubs of policemen hav
upon Christian youths. Christian missionaries rarely got an
intelligent Chinaman to become a convert to Christianity,
their converts were of the illiterate and unthinking class.
And although Christian missionaries hav labored for forty
years in China, their success among that immense body of
people has been far from flattering. Christianity is puffed
up too much, and the philosophy of the heathens is either
not read or unfairly cond•·mned. Wong Chin Foo studied
the Bible with the intention of preaching the "glad tidings"
to his fellow-countrymen, but he found the grand precepts
contained in that book nearly word for word the same as
taught by Confucius, and already known throughout the Chinese empire; besides, he found the orthodox id('a was tl:a~
those who never heard of Christianity would be saved, and
it would h'av been positivly dangerous to giv his countrymen
an· opportunity to get .damned by refusing their belief in the
Lord Jesus Christ. In America a man was considered to be
a good citizen if he belonged to a church ; in China a man's
good conduct, and not .his religious belief, as the qualifica.
tion for a good citizen. In Christian countries everyone is trying to get ahead, and all appear to be perfectly indifferent to
the misery they occasion others in their efforts to succcad.
The ambition in life is to accumulate gold-an ambition that
is the very essence of selfishness, which, as a rule, only ends
with the grave. The Chinese heathtnism teaches him a very
different D;~ethod of existence. When the head of the family
has made a decent competency he hands his business over to
his eldest son, and so on through the family.
Wong Chin Foo described mi;:;utely the peculiar social cus.
toms of his country, which appeared to be far in advance of
ours, and provoked repeated applause.
Considerable excitement prevailtd while the lecturer read
the excommunication curse of the Homan Catholic church,
which he characterized as the most horrible curse the human
mind ever conceived, and in indignant tones asked, "What
would you Christians think if heathens formulated such a
curse as that?"
The speaker was listened to with great attention, and spoke
for nearly two hours, answering questions at the finish of his
address.
A considerable number of Freethinkers were present, and
en}.oyed immensely the" points" of Wong Chin Foo.
rhc newspape1·s, with one exception, instead of reporting
the lecture, devoted the little space they gave the Chinaman
to sarcastic remarks about his p•·rsoual appearance, and one
very Christian paper publicly gave the names of the promoters of the lecture (although rl'quested not to do) saying:
" These gentlemen are responsible for the preaching of
heathenism to a· Toronto audience I" What a terrible crime,
to be sure! How tolerant these Christians are when in the
majority 1 If a missionary got inRulted in China they would
denounce the.barbarism of the ht·athen, and petition the government for redress,
Wong Chin Foo had to pay $50 to pass into Canada.
Gso. WlLLI.uts.
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smiled a royal welcome to the many earnest thinkers
who had _met together to propose plans for the work
of the ensuing year. The call had been for a business congress only, but the local society of Chicago
determined to make it as much of a success as possi}?le: It congratulates itself that :what it proposed to
do it accomplished.
Numbers of delegates were present from all over
the country, especially from the great West ; and
these all seemed to be vieing with one another
as to which should be the most earnest and self-sacrificing in his devotion to our cause. Gray-haired
old men, their eyes afire with the enthusiasm of
youth, and voices tremulous with feeling, spoke of
the time when in all the town, or perhaps in all the
county, they had been the only Freethinkers, the
only ones who dared to speak for truth. And tO-day
they had met in this great city, delegates to an organization representing one hundred thousand members. They no longer stood alone. They held no
longer the forlorn hope. The grandest, brightest
thinkers in the nation had come to the front, and
high up, side by side with their own, had written
their names, subscribing to the Nine Demands of
Liberalism.
The proceedings throughout were characterized by
the most complete harmony, " Peace on eaith and
good-will to men" being the prevailing sentiment.
At the afternoon session in Madison~street Theater
the president, Courtlandt Palmer, produced a most
favorable impression by his candid, thoughtful words
and the dignity and courtesy of his manner. Mr.
Palmer has made for himself a warm place _in every
Liberal heart, and will not soon be forgotten. Even
the Chicago papers, which are not predisposed to
anything like justice when considering the Union or
its work, recognized the ability of the gentlemanly
young president, and acknowledged his honesty and
worth.
, Judge Waite's address was received by the audience with the warmest applause.
Mr. Samuel P. Putnam spoke on "Dangers Ahead."
He was glad that Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Helen
Gardener, and others were. getting up a "Woman's
Bible;" he had no doubt that it would be immensely
superior to the men's Bible that had been responsible
for the woman's degradation. Susan B. Anthony had
called it the "he" book. One of the most palpable
dangers ahead was the movement to place God in the
Constitution. The success of this would overthrow
the Declaration of Independence and American liberties. He denounced in unstinted terms the tyranny
of the Sunday laws, and said that the American people submitted to infringements on their personal
rights which no subject of a European monarch
woul? endure. The church cared nothing for the
workmg people, only for the money they paid into its
coffers. She never started a single reform. Poverty
was the supreme problem. Christianity had never
made a move to do away with this tremendous evil.
He hated poverty. The hope that Christianity gave
was, " the poor ye hav always with you." The hope
of the Secular Union was that a universal fraternity
would take the place of the grinding curse. The
union of church and state meant a blind fanatical
feeling combined with the sword. Ther~ was no
feeling like theological hatred. Theology was organized ignorance, and that was the church. If the
church were supreme in the state, there would be no
hope of human advancement. The Liberals wanted
a separation of religion from all physical force. Their
ideal was a free exercise of intellect and a harmony
of the inner with the outer life. Mr. Putnam spoke
with the earnestness of conviction, and with force and
power that showed his whole soul was in his work
a.nd concluded his address amid the long-continued
applause of the audience. At the conclusion of the
lecture President Palmer, who made a most excellent
p:esiding officer, bein~ ~ways ready with anecdote,
wit, and personal remmiscence to enliven the occasion, related an interview with Charles Bradlaugh in
which he asked if much interest was taken in the
Union in England. "No," answered Mr. Bradlaugh
"unless there is an issue, and then there is a great
~atheri~g of the clans." ~r. Palmer thought that
Im.pendmg da~ger of a umon of church and state in
this country should bring t.he one hundred thousand
members of the American Secular Union together
into one grand body to combat the danger.
.
The evening session was quite largely attended.
Herr Julius Vohlteich, ex-member of the German
_Reichstag, gave an address in German. He spoke
with enthusiasm, and the applause was frequent
lo~d, and l?ng. It is to be regretted that no trans:
latwn of his speech was furnished, as it would no
d~ubt b~ ex~ellent read.ing, judging from the delight
with wh1eh It was received by our German friends.
It is em:t>arrassing to refer so often to the applause
of the audience, ~ut those present will bear testimony
to the fact that It was a most enthusiastic audience
and unstinted in its appreciation.
·
'
A lecture on " His Satanic Majesty" by the unfortunate secretary of the Chicago Secular Union transcri~ing these proceedin~s closed the program for the
ev~nmg.

On Sunday morning a number of friends and dele- prebend instincti~ly the worth of the man who, in
gates met in the hall of the Secular Union to listen defiance of the conventionalities of his training, dares
to reports of the officers and committ.ees. Charles to stand bravely fo:.:-th as an apostle for right and
Reynolds presented the report of Treasurer Charles truth and liberty. He showed that he himself was
Eckhard. Some little discrepancies were referred to, one of the new nobility, the coming aristocracy of
..
and George Collins, of the Chicago society, asked for Freethought.
an explanation, saying that our secretary, like Cresar's
Mrs. Juliet H. Severance, M.D., was to follow Mr.
wife, should be above suspicion. President Palmer Palmer, but was unable to be present, much to the
arose and said that the explanation rested with him. regret of her many admirers, having been detained in
At the time he accepted his office he had been too Minneapolis, where she had been sent ·as a delegate
indisposed to attend to its duties. The accounts had to the Knights of Labor Convention. Your humble
been left with his clerk, of whose honesty he was servant, secretary Chicago Secular Union, made a
perfectly assured ; but through inadvertence some short speech, ana President Putnam presented the
receipts or something had not been entered. If resolutions prepared by the committee to the Conthere was any falilt in the matter it was his own, anq gress.
not Mr. ;putnam's. He added, laughingly, that he
With a few forcible, br_illiant wor?s, eulogiz_ing
did not think the officers of the American Secular Col. Robert Ingersoll for his demand m New Jersey
Union had made any money out of their positions. ·that our flag should be placed above the cross, the
Mr. Putnam said he had not always obtained vouch- presid~nt _introduced Chas. _B. Rey;nolds. Mr. -~ey
ers for money paid out.
nolds m hts remarks was bright, witty, and sa~mcal.
Mr. Palmer was urged most earnestly by; the com- !fe kept h!s. a~dienc~ c~n':ulsed wit~ laughter, givmittee to accept a renomination for pres1dent, but mg some illimitable Imit.atwns of himself, p~rhap~,
positivly declined stating that he felt it best that a when he was an Adventist preacher and phed his
worker should be selected to represent the Union, mission of saving souls.
and strongly recommended Mr. Putnam for that
The Chicag~ Congres.s was a pronounced successplace, considering that his devotion in the past indi- the. best held, It was said, for ~everal years;-:-and the
dicated that he was the one best man to carry the varwus delegates from the different localities, scatwork into the future.
tered through the length and breadth of. the land,
The afternoon session was opened in the Madison- protested again and again that they wouldn't hav
street Theater by the newly-elected president of the missed _it for any consideration whatever.
.
President Putnam generously called attentwn to
American Secular Union Samuel P. Putnam. The
Aurora Turner Singing S~ction, composed of twenty- the Freethought papers, urging Liberals. to sustain
five magnificent male voices, furnished the music. them-THE TRUTH SEE~ER, Boston Ir~;vest~gato~, S~c
They were recalled again and again. They are mem- ular Thought, Freethmkers' Magqzzn_e, Progresszve
bers of the Turner· societies whose demands are Age, and so on. A• number -of copies of Secttlar
identical with our own, and we' of Chicago· do not see 1'hought, sent. by Chas. Watts, were given away
why we should not. work together for the attainment among the audience.
of our grand object.
It was nearly 11 o'clock when, after mqch handMiss Voltairine de Cleyre, late editor of the Pro- shaking and leave"taking, the audience dispersed,·
gressive Age, gave an addrel!s on " Secular Educa- promising to meet again the. next year, should the
tion." She treated her subject with intelligence and Congress be held in this Garden City of the Wesl;familiarity, having been educated in the tenets of the Chicago.
MRs. M.A. FREEMAN,
Roman Catholic faith, graduating with high honors
Sec. Chicago Secular Union.
from a Catholic seminary. The young lady wears a
Died.
gold medal, conferred upon her as a distinction for
the high honors she bad attained. Her address was
At his residence in Greeley, Kan., October _12th, Major
pointed, brilliant, and dramatic.
The audience Joseph Henry, aged 74 years. Funeral on the 13th.
evinced its appreciation by oft-repeated applause.
At the residence of Mrs. S. L. Clark, Newport, Maine,
Miss de Cleyre is also a finished musician, and Seward Mitchell, aged 74 years. The following letter exenlivened every session of the Congress by an excel- plains the painful circumstances:
"NEWPORT, ME., Oct. 19.
lent performance on the piano. She promised her
"EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER : Seward Mitchell passed
lecture for publication in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and it away October 17th. His death was caused by a very painful
will no doubt soon make its appearance.
accident. He was taken ill in the night, got up from his bed
Following was an address from Prof. Charles with his lamp in his hand, but fainted and set fire to his
Orchardson on "Morality of Christian Teachers." night clothes; was so badly burnt that it caused his death in
one week from the time of the accident. He was a very
This is a subject with which the professor is per- _great sufferer, but bore it with pa'ience and resignation.
fectly familiar; and, combining his remarks with His funeral was conducted in accordance with his wishes.
scientific facts, his illustrations are most entertaining. A poem from Whittier was read by one of his friends and a
The professor excels in sarcasm, and kept his few remarks made; also singing bv acquaintances, ' When
the mists hav cleared away,' and 'Nearer, my God, to thee.'
audience in delightful expectancy, appreciating most Everything
was done for him by his friends that love, tenthoroughly the brilliant hits he gave again and again derness, and good nursing could do. His daughter was
to opponents. He doesn't spare even himself in his summoned at once, and was with him to the last. He was
illustrations. The writer is more considerate, and 74 years of age. He will be greatly missed by those who
will not repeat his well-told story of Elisha and the knew him best. Respectfully, MRs. SusAN L. CLARK."
bears.
Feeding the Family Stock of Vanity.
Mr. E. A. Stevens, the newly-elected secretary of
Georoe Standrin(} A mono His Exchanues with the Raatcal.
the'American ·secular Union, was then introduced,
First let .us take THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, which
and spoke on " God iri the State." This is a lecture
which should be read by every man and woman in arrives every Monday morning. Here is a goodly-sized
sheet, with a large cartoon on its front. page, and a smaller
America. It is a most thorough refutation of the one
on its back-making it look something like a sandwichoft-repeated assertion that there is no danger iil this man fixed between his boards. The number which you now
country, that we hav a separation of church and hold is the 36th of the 14th volume. THE TRUTH SEEKER
state. It bristles with hard facts well told, pointed was founded by my dear old friend D. M. Bennett; and
since his death, in 1882, it has been carried on by his "young
illustrations, and is a sharp, incisiv, and brilliant man,"
Eugene M. Macdonald. Eugene is a very smart and
arraigp.ment of the insidious, fanatical p0wer which able editor, and keeps his paper well up to the times. He is,
is leaving no stone unturned to rob the people of of course, an uncompromising Freethinker, and always
this American Republic of their liberties. Mr. keeps his anti-theological doctrins to the front. A few
Stevens was often interrupted with applause, and his years ago he introduced the feature of cartoons into his
pal!:es, and apparently has been satisfied with the result, as
audience listened intently to his words as though he
has regularly continued them. They are invariably
startled into an appreciation of the danger and of the drawn by Watson Heston, and, despite a certain crudity of
need of earnest, aggressiv work on the part of the style and occasional heresies in the matter of perspectiv,
they are on the whole well designed and executed. Eugene
American Secular Union.
an Individualist of the militant type, and sometimes he
On Sunday evening, the last session of the Con- is
crosses swords with Benjamin R. Tucker, the Anarchist edgress, the theater was filled with an intelligent, itor of Liberty. Let me call your attention to the writings
brilliant audience, made up of the thinkers of the of a genuin humorist, George Macdonald (brother of Eugene).
great metropolis of the West. President Putnam, in He reports the meetings of the Liberal Club, and-alas l too
a very happy speech, introduced the retiring presi- rarely-he contributes delicious articles of a more ambitious
nature.
dent of the American Secular Union and president of
the Nineteenth Century Club, Courtlandt Palmer,
From tlle Home A avocate, Mapleton, Iowa.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, is a leader of the Libwho spoke on the "Aristocracy of Freethought."
The lecture was a well-worded, dignified production, eral movement, and its editor, E. M. Macdonald, is one of
the intellectual forces that are revolutionizing the religious
characterized by the grace inherent in its author.
sentiment of our states-republic.
The aristocracy of Freethought, the incoming
chivalry, it was: soon apparent, were not to be the
IF the church expects to win a victory over the columns of
brigands of money, the accidents of birth, or the Infidelity, so rapidly recruiting and bringing to bear the
representative of power, but the possessors of true strongest weapons of argument, it will need to march against
moral worth and intellectual greatness. In the old them with something more effectiv than the pop-gun of senchivalry men must be brave. In the new they must timent and the blank charges of threadbare phrases easily
be true-true to right ; devotees to principle.
rolled off the tongue. Its writers and its speakers, its jourMany inquiries were made as to whether the nalists and its pulpit orators, will hav to fight as if they meant
lecture was published. It should be, as it would business, and were not play soldiers, kept for show on a holReligious namby-pambyism is out of date.- The Betmake a desirable addition to Freethought literature, iday.
ter Way.
and fit into a place that seems to hav been left
THERE is a chance for a bright boy-from fifteen to eighvacant on purpose to be thus filled. The lecture was
given amid great applause, the audience evincing the teen years old-to learn the printing trade at THE T~U'l'It
most enthusiastic appreeia.tiov... It seemed to com- S~~UUm office. He must be ~ble to re~d m!llluscript,
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objects seen through it. Occupation of the
mind prevents this; hard work, manual work
even, givs the mind other matters of concern,
tires the body so that sleep will come.
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Very few suicides occur when men are
lli?JIW, Mass., to tDhom all Communications for activly employed. When out of. work, they
t7&iB Oorn~W should ~e sent.
think of their other troubles, and the despondency arising from this added one throws
" Between the dark and the daylight,
the
mind from its balance, and the fatal deed
When the night is beginning to lower,
is done. Many a man would hav committed
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
suicide if he had had the time. Work of any
That is known as tlie Children's Hour."
kind, especially work for others, is the great
panacea for a troubled mind.
A Great M~n.

Qlllildrttis .~orntr.

That man is great, and he alone,~
Who serves a greatness not liis own
For neither praise nor pelf ;
Content to know and be unknown,
Whole in himself.
Strong is that man,. he only strong,
To whose wel~-ordered will belong,
For service and delight,
All powers that, in face of wrong,
Establish right.
And free he is, and only he,
Who, from his tyrant passion free,
By fortune undismayed,
Hath power upon himself to be,
By himself, obeyed.
If such a man there be, where'er
Beneath the sun and moon he fare,
He cannot fare amiss.
Great Nature hahh him in her care,
Her cause is his.

'l'he Trials of a Schoolmistress.
Teacher (in mental arithmetic) : If there
were three peaches on the table, Johnny, and
your little sister should eat one of them, how
many would be left?
Johnny : How many little sisters would be
left?
Teacher: Now listen, Johnny. If there
were three peaches on the table, and your
little sister should eat one, how many would
be left?
Johnny : We ain't had a peach in the house
this year, let alone tl}ree.
Teacher : We are only supposing the
peaches to be onUic table, Johnny.
Johnny : Then they wouldn't be real
peaches!
Teacher: No.
Johnny : Would they be preserved peaches?
Teacher : Certainly not.
Johnny: Pickled peaches?
Teacher: No, no. There wouldn't be any
peaches at all, as I told you, Johnny; we
only suppose the three peaches to be there.
Johnny : Then there wouldn't be any
. peaches, of course.
Teacher: Now, Johnny, put that knife in
your pocket or I will take it away, and pay
attention to what I am saying. We imagin
three peaches to be on the table.
Johnny: Yes,
Teacher: And·your little sister eats one of
them and then goes away.
Johnny: Yes, but she wouldn't go Q.way
until she had finished the three. You don't
know my little sister.
Teacher : But suppose your mother was
there, and wouldn't let her eat but one.
Johnny : Mother's out of town, and won't
be back till next week.
Teacher (sternly): Now, Johnny, I will put
the question once more, and if you do not
answer it correctly I shall keep you after
school. If three peaches were on the table,
and your little sister were to eat one of them,
how many would be left ?
'
Johnny (straightening up): There wouldn't
be any peaches left. I'd grab the other two.
Teacher (touching the bell) : The scholars
are now dismissed. Johnny White will remain
where he is.

A Little Boy's Temperance Speech.
Some people laugh and wonde1·
What little boys can do
To help this temperance thunder
Roll all the big world through :
I'd hav them look behind them,
When they were small, and then
I'd like just to remind them
That little beys make men !
The bud becomes a flower,
The acovn grows a tree,
The minutes make the honr'Tis just the same with me.
I'm small, but I am growing
As qnickly as I can;
And a temperance boy like me is bound
To make a temperance man.
-Youth.'& C,;mpa.nton.

Panacea for Trouble.
Life is filled with trouble, as a writer in
Our Homes has said, and we must shoJilder
our share with the best grace we can. We
may only seek to make them as light as we
can, since to avoid them is impossible.
There is one sovereign panacea for "this. It
is work. Brooding over trouble is like surrounding oneself with a fog. It magnifies all

Little Jack.
A. winter day hung o'er the earth,
.And filled our childish hearts with mirth;
For on the newly fallen snow
The sunbeams lay, like gems aglow.
Along the lake shore, by the mill,
We children coasted on the hill,
And, with our voices full of Idee,
We woke the echoes glad and free.
My heart was full of selfish pride,
As down the long hill's sunny side,
With merry shout, I swiftly sped
Upon my gayly-painted sled.
And, toiling up the hill once more,
I ht>ard a plaintiv voice implore,
" Oh, won't you let me hav a ride 7"
I roughly pushed the boy aside.
I crossly bade him clear the track,
And struck at him-poo1·little Jack!
The next I saw him, cold he lay,
A pallid piece of lifeless clay.
This was long, weary years ago,
Yet when I see new fallen snow
Regretful memory brings back
The pleading voice of little Jack.
, -WeeklCI Wtscanstn.

Correspondence.
ARMSTRONG, Iowa, Oct. 6, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I was sorry to think
that your mother is dead. I think I know
how I wo.uld feel if my own mother was
dead. My brothers and I hav sent for " Little Lessons for Little Folks." We are going
to seud for "The Story Hour." J. E. Remsburg has come and gone. The Christians
raised a howl because the black man has
been among them. I was glad to· see a letter
from his boy, and feel like shaking hands
with him. I like the Children's Corner very
much.
Your little Freethinker friend,
RoBT. L. BURT.

Qlolumn~

Our Flag Above the Cross.

is built of the same material, and is known
as the "Granit Block."
There is a lovely shade of red granit found
This device is for
in Scotland, and also in this coun~ry, in Maine
paper and en veland New Brunswick.
opes for Secular
It varies in texture in various parts .of the
Unions and others"
world, some of it being very fine and handPRICES:
some ; sometimes it is found extending for a
Half-note, bl'kink,
long distance without a single seam.
per quire, • .18
It may interest you to know that the. big
Envelopes, black
granit pillars in front of the Astor House in
ink, per pack, .18
New York were shipped from Quincy, Mass.,..
Paper or envelopes
with local adwher~ they were quarried, and taken to New
dress, 1,000, $6.00
York by my father in his vessel when he was
Half-note, 4colors,
a follower of the sea.· Granit lasts a long
per quire, • .25
time, and can be highly polished, so as to
Envelopes 14 colors,
per pack, . .25
shine and glisten in the sunbeams like smooth
Pape1· or envelopes
glass.
4 colors, with loFor building purposes it stands in the first
cal address, per
rank. The Egyptians prized it highly, and
1,UOO, • • $10.00
Address
used it in building their obelisks and pyramids. There are still standing in Egypt
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towering granit pyramids known to be three
A.nr. profit from sales will be devoted to the free
thousand years old, and some whose age is
distnbution of Liberal literature.
unknown. But we read that'
The granit rocks disorganize
To feed the hungry moss they bear;

.And after awhile they crumble and fade to
dust, a part of the change that is written
upon all things that we see.
. S. H •. W.
QuESTIONs.-From what word does granit receive
its .nawe 1 Of what is it composed 1 How is
granit taken from its bed in the quarry 7 Is
gra.nit the primitiv or first rock in the world's
formation 1 lu what localities. is granit found 7
Where 1s found the t·ed gran it? Does it vary in
texture? What about the pillars of the Astor
House? What ts granit used for 1 What can you
say of its durability 1

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Nabbath. "A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill gmsshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact·~
Pl'ice, 5 cents.
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
A pules of Gold. A Story-Book for Do You Love Jesus~ Price, 5 cents.
tbe Youn~ Folks. BY Miss Susan H. Wixon. America's Debt to 'f.lhomas Paine.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This verY excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a. very la1·ge edition, a.nd a
second has been issued a.t .a reduced price of'.
. $1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds •very
much to the value of the volume.

Price, 5 cents.

Is Liberalism Moral ~ Price, 5 cents.
A Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
The Workingman's RPlie;ion. 5 cts.
Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In- Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet Free R~ligion ; or, the Religious Derefers specifically to 148 Bible proposit10ne,
with numerous r~ferences and c1tat10ns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propositions in the same book. Price
1!50~t1tll.

mand of To-day. Price, 5 cents,

Tbe Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.

The Resurrection of Jesus Not
The Story Hour. For Children and
PrOVI'd. Price, 5 cents.
Youth. By_Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers' The Public Schoo's and the Catholic
Children's Stor:y-Bookeverissned. 66full-page
Church. Price, 5 cents.
and 25 smaller Illustrations; large ~ype, heav:y
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp,, bds., $1.

A Piece of Granit.
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Two Little Red Mittens. · A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Just a small piece or. slice of granit, that
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
you can hold in your hand-but what a story
By
it tells ! What a song it sings ! What a his- The Youth's Liberal Guide.
Prof. H. M. KottingertA..M. Price; $1.00. This
tory it reveals !
volume aims at the eaucation of youth in the
J!rinciples of Freethought, at the same time
How hard· and firm it is ! and how it glisthat it inculcates moral duties and human
tens!
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
You want to know what it is composed of,
SEEKER.
don't you? Well, let us see.
You sit still and listen, and let me do the
talking.
Why is it called granit?
There is an Italian word gmno, and it sig- The Problem of the Universet and
nifies grain, or like grain, and if you observe
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oriti01sms of
U ni versology. Price, 20 cts.
the piece of granit, it looks like packed
grains, hence its name-granit. In this piece Waifs and. Wandermgs,aNew Ameri·
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, W cts.
there are crystals of quart.z, mica, and feld"A. prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
spar: The quartz looks like glass, but it will
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last
with the living spirit of to-day."-John
not cleav.e and separate, as the grayish mica
Stotntun.'s Paper.
does, in thin layers. The feldspar is the yelIngersoll and Jesus. A conversation
lowish-white, but sometimes it is gray or
in rhynie between the Nineteenth Century In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
pink.
shown there is much in harmony between
Ah, here is a bit of hornblende-it is that
them. Price, 10 cts.
speck of greenish-black substance.
Prometheus.· A poem. "It is crammed
This piece came from a quarry a short diswith life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured ferth, it seems to me, with extra.orditance from my home, where a great number
narybeauty."-DB. HENBYW. BELLOwS. S1.
of tons of granit hav been taken out.
You want to know how it is taken out. Gottlieb His Life. A Romance of
Earth, ieaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
I'll tell you. A number of men go into the
Ifund ~ and
quarry and patiently drill holes where a block Why Don't He Lend
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
is to be taken, to the depth of three or four
to six inches; then they pound iron wedges Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
version of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
into the holes between laps of steel, and
E:ien, in which its superiontyto the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
then the wedges are soundly tapped with a
cents.
·
hammer, and in this way big blocks are
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
split off from the solid rock, fifty or more
feet in length.
Some think that granit is the first or original
rock, that is, the oldest rock. But this is a
A PROSE POEM.
mistake, for there are rocks below the lowest
ByR. G. INGERSOLL.
granit formations, though we may say that
the earth's big cellar is formed of granit.
Printed in colors on board, beveled ·edges.
In some localities there is a great deal of Price ro cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
this sort of rock, notably in New England.
In the city where I liv (Fall River, Mass.)
REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LA.MBilRT•S
there are several quarries of granit, and it
seems to be all over the place, so that it is "NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
met with in digging foundations for houses,
By B. W. Lacy.
and other buildings, in laying water, gas,
and sewer pipes. The large cotton mills here A thorough ·exposure ·of the Oa.tholic priest·s
Historical misstatements.
are built of granit taken from our quarries,
Price, Cloth, $1 ; Paper, 50 cents.
and one long block of stores on Main street

S. P . Putnam's Works.

a

LIFE.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, aix copies, 30 cents; one dozen, ro cents
twenJy-ftve copies for '1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the fnends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

BIBLE MYTHS
AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they we1·e held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scl'iptures are
nowhere else so aecessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. 8vo. Oloth. About 600 pages.

Price. $2.60.

Vin~icate~ !

Paine

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every·
where in Vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

4 Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.
~y W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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Ingersoll's W'orks.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE WATCH OF THE FUTURE.
KERSEY GRAVES'S WO;RKS.
The new, latest improved 14 karat- filled gold
Biography of Sutan; or, a Historical watches
are the best and most durable in the

~oBI lion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.
In five lectures.~.., comprising, "The Godst
Bible
of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
"Humboldt " " ·~·nomas Paine," "Individna.tDivine Revela.tious, containing a description of
ity," and " Heretics a.nd Heresies."
in a more a.tt.raotiv form than any in which ~hey
twenty-11even bibles and an exl!osition 9f two
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth,-1.25. bav previously appeared. At the head of an enthouand .biblical errors in science, history,
mor !.Is,· religion and gener8.1 events. .Al~o a
Oontents: "The G"hostl!l" "Liberty for Jllan,
delheation of the characters of the pnnmpa.l
Woman, a.nd Child," "·~·he Declaration of lti- graving. on heavy plate paper, 24ltl9 inches, arf
peraonuges of the Christian Bible and an exde_pendence," "About Farming in Illinoilh" the cabinet-sized likenPsaes of JEFFEBSO~,
amination of their doctrine. Price, $1. 75.
•· 'l'he Grant Ba.nque~t" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past .liiBeS before Me Likll_ a. WASHlNGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of ou1 The World's Sixteen CrucUled SavDream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingei'IIOll." Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN · anc:l
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts; JOHN ADAMS, and between these two art
Conta.ming new and startling revelations in
cloth, $1.25.
relil{ious historyJ which disclose the oriental
printed the Nine Demands of the Amer1oan SecuInterviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; lar
origm of a.ll the aoctrines 1 principleJb precepts,
Union in conspicuous type. At tbe foot ar<
plain cloth, $1.25,
.
and miracles of the Christian New Testament.
and fru"Ili.shing a key for unlocking many of
What .Must We Do to Be Saved l Pa- LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL·
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
per, 25 cents.
making eight likeufssea in all. luscribed be
history of sixteen oriental crucified~ds. $1.50.
The Christian Reli~ion. By R. G. oP.a.th each portrait is some radical sentimenl
Add'ress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Ingersolb Judge Jeremia.li B. Bla.ck, and Prof. quoted from the author pictured over it. In lb,
George Jf, Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, ~pace between the portraits and around them ar• 'V.
10 cents. $1.00 Per doz. post paid. Printed in "rabesques of vines and tlowers in profusion, a.nv.
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as the panel inclosing the Nmo DPmandd is sur
fhe Conft.ict between Christianity
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a. grand missionary document. wounted on ea~h comer by Mr. Eckha.rd's desigL
and Civilization.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
of tbe tlag above the cross. The whole makes a1 PRICE,
11iOENTS.
Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to exceedingly
handsome work for framing. TL•
It iK a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the. san PrancUcan, 5 cents; 50 artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraih 11. E. Billings.
cents per dozen' 25 copies, $1: 100 coPies, sa. are as true to nature a.s the photographs froLL
Millions of these should be circulated.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
Vindication of Thomas Paine from which they were transferred. The design will (,.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
the attacks of the New York 0118erver, by Rob- aent postpaid by mail for $1 by
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 oen ts.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
di~oourse.-Ja.mes Parton.
.
Address on the CJivil .Rights Bill.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
28 Lltfayette.Pl&ee, New York
Large size octavo, paPer, 10 cents.
notice it in Jfar•• -T. B. Wakeman.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a. very
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
able pa.per, a.nd deserves wide dissemina.tion.-The
for Mr.Ingersoll•s works the publisher has had
Age.
all his lectures, except the latest on " Orthodo_xy," bound m one beautiful volume, in bali
oF THB
NATURAL LAws oF IN.
.
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300 A ooMP:&:ND
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
pnce of $5, Bent by mail postpaid.
The numbei· of heads under which yon ha.v
ExcHANGB.
Tributes. There hav been so many
the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision By J. K.lNGALLS, author of" Social Wealth." divided
the concise manner in which each point is disof War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," a.nd
cussed,
should
be highlf commended. Therefore
Price,
25
cents.
the recent address over ·• Little Harry MilCI take great pleasure m recommending "Antiler's Grave," that they hav been printed on
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Prohibition"
to
the consideration of every person
hea.vy.toned paper, 18x22, il)nmina.ted border,
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperand In large, Ol!lJ!•r type, smta.ble for framing,
a.nce~Jmt in the principles of self-~IIVemment.
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
J,J.Jl'J.cCa.be.
for 50 eta, or either one for 15 eta.
·
Fo,. salA p.t tbi~ oflloe,

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta·; cloth, $1.

THE.NINE DEMANDS

S BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

tCONOlliC EQUI'riES.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

Great Centennial Oration

O~claration

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

Photo~aphs

boudoir, $1; cabinet. 40 cents. .
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

of Independence,

ELEMENTS

50 cents.

of Colonel Ingersoll.

in cloth and lettered. Price, $1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Ft:eethou,ght and its
E'l.rly Struggles for Life. S'ection II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs a.nd Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

UNIVERSAL HISTOBl
FOB

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the _best

Six Lectures: ·De-

!'line of Faith, ~rotesta.ut Intolerance, Wa.shml{ton an Unbeliverj..Jefferson an Unbeliever·
J'ame and Wesley; uhristia.n Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per· doz. 40 ota.

The .Apostle or Liberty. An address

depvered in Paine. Hal!, belore the N. E. Freethmkers' Convention, January 211. 1884. Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

liEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by ·
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

BY .JAJJIES PARTON.
Price,
\ddreea

•

•

--•

•

• $1.2:1.

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 La.fayette·Piao&. Naw YM".

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:.

tiv. l!2.Pa.ges in cover. Pl'ice, 10 eta.

OB

DANCER AHEAD.

The Reason Why a Oood Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Oood Citizen of .
this Republic.
A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bra.dlaugh, Contents: The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Vu.lne ef the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Ohristia.nity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Duties. Price, 75 eta.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
OENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethonght and
Modem Progress ; Christia.nj.ty, its Nature and
Intluence on CiviliZation : Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ant~onistic ·
Chlistia.n Scheme of Rede]!lption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.

'VOUKS
BY AR fHUR B. MOSS.
Was JeHus ·an lmpostorr A debate between a

Scotch novelist, Agues Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp,, 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Bibhcal EJ·rors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two I:evela.tions. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
H~al DlaHphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
IJ!l>le Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Dai'WlD. ~ cts. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
~ cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 eta.
Fict.ttious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man, 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
SpiiJoza.. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
alJd H!tPPiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Bonl.5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desis:_n and
Natural' Selection. 5 eta. Man and tho Lower
Auirnals. ~ cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.O .• Lon"lun. Flnll,

---------------------

PLAIN ·HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foot.e. In one han...dsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11!100 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, $8.25-in English or German
A new cheap edition at only $1.50.
SCIENCE IN STORY; ou Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo>'_Doctor, and Sponsie, the ·nonblesome Monkey.
. By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five·volnmes in one for $2.
Ll(llJOR DRINKING
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages~ illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Heady Re.
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-SCIENOE SERIES <Dime Pam•
BY E. C. WALKER.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"repreaentin_g the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygjene
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
and ofposing vaccma.tion; "Health in the l:lnn- Morals."
48 pages ; price 10 cents.
bea.m1 conaiderin_g the blue-glass cure-of value
to SICK and well. Hy mail, 10 ceats ea.ch.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
28 Lsfa:vAttA l'ls.OA. NPw Vnrk.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p;tue':J. cloth

Bi~lo

Temperanco:

by the Bible.

~~~~£'cl~tht';~~~~~Y.t'~J'L~:~?'irer~t~:" ~; DID JESUS CHR.IST RISE FROM
F. H. Ma.rsn, 10 cents: "The Alphabet of th6
THE DEAD~
Huma;nTemt>era.ments{ with illustrations, by Dr.

E. Bti. Fo,otbe, 1DO cenEts.;_ 'FGenteeraJbon beforte Re,~tReen
oca. onJ' y r. • .1:1. eo , r. 1 ~10 cen s; · r·
rorts or Conventions and Parlor Jl'J.eetinJB during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the
tnstitute of Heredity,HG' 1888," 10 ~~!h..
A4dreN
'l'BUTH lii.IGEA.IIIB.

ROMAN ISM,

Secularism; Destructiv and ConstrucChristian Evidences Criticised

OF

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

Image Breaker.

The price of these hei·etofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIF'l'EEN CENTS EACH ; THE
THREE FOB FORTY OENTB.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
118 La.fa.:vette Pl.. N"w York

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 La.fe,Yette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c,

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

ligions and Political Liberty, Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lea.dil!g trait~ of his character and genius, and vindicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choiue extracts from ' Oommon Sense,•
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, 'tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. B®ond edition,, 160 Pages, Printed on fine tinted J;Ja.per,
nea.tJY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of PaiBe. Price, paper, 50 cents·
cloth, 711oents.
·'

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

B;r Prof. H. M. Couio~cr, A.M.
Price,10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbm'!!' are: needs-a
compendium of hiHtory from 2.000
The Church and Morality ; Criminal Bta.t1stics, years B.c.,perfect
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen- Stenker. on up to 1883,.all in a nntshell.-Htmilla
itentia.nes i the Ohurch and Civiliza.tioR; the
As a text-book in schools, the book would occup:v
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
important place; in the family it would be nc
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the an
less
important, as conve:ving information that all
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights should
be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Movement~ the Temperance Reform; the
Mr. Cottinger•s intentions in writing this book
Church ann the Republic.
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it rua.y
Bible .Morals. Twenty Crimes and be commended as fulfillin~ its purpose of a con.
Vices Sanctioned b:y BcrillJ;ure Falsehood and cise and interesting histonca.l text-book.-Milwa;u.
Deception ; Cheatmg : Theft and Robbery· kee sentinel.
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.
. Oonquest and Extermination; Deopotism; IntoleJ::a.nce and Pers!lcution; InlllHtice to Woman;
r. uhludness .to Children; . Cr~elty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Ca.nwba.hsm; Wit-chcraft;
B!a.very; Polygamy: Intempera.nc ' Poverty
OB.
!!ond V!!.~anoy: lgnor~~:noe>and Idiocy Obeoenlty. Pnce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1 M('U of Business Who Did Something Besides
lUa.king Money. A Book for Young Americans.
Special discount on larger quautities.
·

Thomas Paiue. · The Apostle of Re-

REDUCED IN PRICE.
we· ha.v made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned pa.per,1Bx22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, sUitable for framing. The ti ties are:

Th8 Trade Supplied at SpecialJJiswunta.

Secularism; its Principles and its

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a r~tiona.l point of view. Large
and handsome prmt. The question is ttiscudsed
under the followmg heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Je,vish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sa.IJbath; Examination of
Bunda~ Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; 'l'he
abb a.th dming the Middle A~es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chridtian Reformers,
~ohola,rs,. and Divines; .AbrOI{&tion of Sunday
Laws !'nee, 25 cents; s1x co01es, $1.00.

lna-ersoll's Tributes.

Charles Watts's ·Works.

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

world for little money. PriCes again reduced,
Seven jewels, $25; 11 jewels, $27.00; 15 jewels, $80",
Same, a.djust~d. to heat aud cold,$84. ,Ladies•,,
jeweled, $20 i 11, $22; 15, f28; with glass inside cap,
$Bless; .Lome XIV. style, $3 more; all best Amel'ican hunting stem-winders; open face, gold cap,
$Bless; open screw case, $5less; a.ll cases accompanied by manufacturer's and my guarantee for
20 years. Above movements in 3 ounce silvei'
cases, S13 less; 4 ounce. $12less ;· 5 ounce, $10.50 ;
and 6 ounce, $9less. All guaranteed one ye,.r and
sent prepaid, if on line of American Express
office or per registered mail, subject to approval,
and cash refunded if not satisfactory.
WATCHWORK.
.
Send me ;vour watches to be repaired. Inclose
$1 for oleanmg; springs, $1 ; jewels, $1, and 1 will
return in perfect order prepaid. Best spectacles
or eyeglasses in the world, $1, ·prepaid in case.
Send line finest pnnt you can read 14 inches from
eyes w1thout glasses.
OTTO WETTS!·EL.~,
•
·
lwchelle, Ill.
Agents wanted to sell my beautiful Freethought
badge-pins and charms, and to send watch work
in lots. Liberal discounts.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

new book is a gem. It is a. model in every reON THE
spect. In fact~ one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issnea. · It centa.ins, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various aha pest but never
brought together till·now, ma.ny otner gems,
ALSO THE
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectI.m1nortal Document,
ures, !etters, table-talks, and <la.y-to-da.y conversa.t10nsof the author. The work is designed
And the National Anthem entitled :
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose\ a fine steel portrait, with ailtogra.~;~h
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
fa<; Bill).i e, .has been prepared especia.ll,y for It ..
Pnce1 In Bilk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
and s11ie, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER COMl.'Al!!Y,
gant llbra.ry style1 14.50; m full Turker mo28 Lafayette Place, New Yor.lt.
rocco, _gilt, exqn1s1tly fine, $7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

..

The E'Didences for tlte Resu1"rection 1'ried

and Found Wanting.
By Saladin.

:J>RIOE,
•
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
·

By A • .T. GROVER.
PRIOR,

-

-

-

•

-

40 CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

'I'HE STRUGGLE

-

l'OB

Re· igious and Potitioa] Libertv
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to a.cqmre greater political
D:berty ; also vigor!lusly attacks tbe very fonnda
t10n of the rehgion of every .age; dwelling a
length upon tne wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail
ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the a.~tent10n of thinking men and women to the
poait10n of womankind in America.· Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
·
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafalette Place, New York.
-

'fHE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
F:· L . .ISrowne~ Printers. This paper is de.voted ape
01a.lly to the mterests of our colonizatiOn enterprise,the Credit Fonoier of Binaloa.t and generally!
to the pra.ctica.lsolution of the problem of Integra
On-operation. Price, 11 a year t 50 cents for si:r
months. 115 a11nt1 for three montn1
·

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF

C. B. REYNOLDS.
Cents Eacll.
, So

Addrels TEE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TRAVELS IN FAITH
From. Tradition to Reason
BY ROBERT C~ ADAMS.
(]loth, 11.25.
For Bale at this Oflio"

FREETIIOUGIIT 1\0VEI.S,

Tile Heathens of' the Heat h. A finely

written Radical romance. B~ Wm • .McDonnell
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper
90 cents; cloth, $1.25.

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Miss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
this novel iti its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in com
mon life. and are portrayed with a vivid nee
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex
pect to ~nd, in such a marked dejfree. even
from so g~fted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon
whose brillia.¥t and lucid style is familiar ~
most readersm the Freethougbtranks.•· Price
$1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Tb.e 9utcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story, From the London edition. By
Winwood Bea.de, author of Martyrdom of Man
30 cents.
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PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 26.
meets every Bunda.y in. lndu1trial Hall, Broad a.nil
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and '1 :30 P.M. for lectures a.ncl
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Tmth
Seeker.publica.tions always on hl!-nd at ohea.p rate

CALIB'ORNIA.

J: E. Clark, Los Angeles.

Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA •.

w: B. Cool;te, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Wellaiid, Ont,
T. Clappison, Hainilto~, Ont.

BACON AND SJIAKSPERE.

COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
.

AND SQUARE.

IDAHO • .

A. Erwiii, Murray.
ILLINOHJ,

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. ]l'ollet, 802 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago. .
.

,

1. C5 0 ·

:iuNsA.B.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

Cor. 87th St.

lol.A.INB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-oftlce, Smyrna
Mills).

IIUBBACHUSBTTB.
JIIICHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 32~ Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709.0live st., St. Louis.
NBBRASKA.

0

.

& WAREROOMS, . _
1\. ~
!r;,....

.

Th1.rd

Col. Kelso's Works.

6'

e

1\.-\).:

>-'

.

Thos. Foren:um, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NBW YORK. .

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monr.oe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
au examination in verse of the charges generally brought· against his' Satanic majesty,
12mo, 488PP., tl.50. ·
·

Spiritualism Sustained. This. work

TBNNBSSBB.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
. TBXA.S.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
·w. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
·John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
BNGLAND•

Ratios in Its

:28Lafayette :Place, New York.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
show that Ohristians are inconsistent in denyBy L. R. BMITH.
ing the alleged trnths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

lnftdel Death Beds.
By G. W. FOOTE.

Price,

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH. SEEKER.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalli11.
PBNNSYLVANIA.

E~

Acquirement and Apportionment.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge.hammer Logic unsurpassed." Svo,, 883pp,,
By J. K. INGALLS •
.silk cloth. $8.
$1 00.
Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De- Price, Cloth,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
fense. A thorough analysis of the

OREGON,

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Legpard st., Phila.
W. F; Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.

.

Ne-w- York.

TM BolA FadC'ra and

Joseph Marsh, Northampton,

'

.

FACTO. RY

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;
OR,

Secretmoy of the Ame1ican Becula!r Union,
Price 10 cents,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB OoMFzyy,

Natural and Scientific Methods of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forg~tting.
.
BIBLE.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

YO·LTAIB£' S ROMANCES.

OONTENTB:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes;
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Orowus. Th~
Huron; or, the Pupil of Na.ture.-1\licromllS'_as.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Natul"e,-A Conversation
With a Ohinese.-Pla.to•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Plea.sure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engra.vings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $1,50b'paper covers, $1. &If calf or half morocco, mar led
edges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE

DAWNING~
A NOVBL.

THE

From the German of MAX NOBDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION,
· .Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

OF'llNING BPllllOH TO THll JURY

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that ·THE TBUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Spea.king of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from · Grea
Brita.in, Washington wrote : "A few more sucl:
flaming arguments . • • will not leave numbers at a. loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa. '
ration."
Price, 3:i cents.
For either of these works or BoilY of Paine'
writin£a,
Address THE RUTH SEEKER.

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OIJR
CIVILIZATION.

Robt. G.Ina-ersoll's

Western Union Telegraph Company

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

$l 00

.Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company
against the

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution.•;
Price, Single Oopies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

"Oh, heaven I Apollo is once more among the
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou.r.Jl herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen know
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W. not it is the Sun-god !"
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
H. BUBB, one of our a.blest correspondents, More
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. ' than 30,000 copies ha.v been sold.
Price, 15 cent e.
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound
1For sale at th1s office.
. cloth. Pl'ice, $1.50.
Address THE TBUTH SEEXEB Oo:~
28 Lafayette Place, l.'tew York

t2mo, 160 pp.,
Address

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all A.nti·Bibll·
cal '\Vorks.

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

•

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
·The Sonnetl written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex a.nd his bride, .a.;D,, 1590. By,,WH. lbnY
BuBB. Price, 25 cents. For sa.le at this office.

THE

WORKS OF 0. B. WHIPFORD, M.D.

Truth Seeker Annual

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

-AND-

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

TRY•S·QUARE;

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Rigllt.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

<E. M. 287.)

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having.esta'!>lished
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise, The book is written in well-chosen la.ugua.ge, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
· hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

-+WIT I)+ ILLU$TRATIOU$ •.f.

Fathers of Ollr Republic,
Paine, J efterson, Washington,
Franklin.
A.LEOTURE delivered before the Tenth Aanual
Oongress of the American Secular Union,
in Ohickering Hall, New York!
· November 18, 1886.

Calendar for 1887,
Freethought in the United States, 1886,
Liberty. Address by Grover Cleveland,
The Coming Daw-n. By D. Louis Bodge,
Freethought Abroad,
Sunday, O,ath, and Blasphemy Law-s of the
States and Territories of the .United States,
'.rhe Right to Testify. By F. M. Holland,
The American Secular Union. By Samuel P.
Putnam,
The Parson. A .Story. By Si Slokum, ·

-

5
17
29
30
34
37
92

The Present and the Fntnre
Repnbllc of North America.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book a.dvocating associate life as a. remedy for
povert;v, vice,, and crime, It deals with the .{>resent
condit1ons or society in this country, point1n_g out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other tha.n
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the Jlrinciples of
Rational Oommunism. The book 1s ·vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,:)Oc; cloth, $1.
94
98

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT; _.
on,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
NEW YORK:

Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J, SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
10 cents.
Price,

HISTORY

The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

THE TRUTH SEEKER OOj

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
PAGE.

IS. THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COD?

By Israel W, Groll,.
Price 25 cents.
Address

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
l!c,
Addr!!SE THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

OON'rEN'rS.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

1150

Origin of the Christian Bible.

OB1

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

10C,

OF THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
OfEnrope.

PRICE, 25 CENTS

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Beviaed Edition-a vole-Price, sa.
A4dreu TBlll TBtr.l'H BJ!EQB 00.
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'IV.

v.

9J~ms

Pr~;nH~n~W~l~ ill~dit~e:e:or .& Fair Trial.

of( Ulhonyht.

Dawn of Oreation. An Answer to Mr. Glad·
stone. By Albert Beville, D.D.
·
Gladstone Huxley Duller
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
. .
.
. .
'
'
'
Huxley.
EVEBYO~E'B duty IS first to proVld~ fo~ himaelf
THE Rev. ~Ir. Millen, of Brooklyn, is found
uilty of imm ral't • als Pastor Decker of,
L~nton.
R. ev~lle.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- and for his own household, but th.Is being per-·
g
0 •
•
• •
. On the Conflict betweenGenesiB and Geology.
• 0
I Y•
_ton·
.
.
.
1 formed faithfnlly a love for hnma.mty is the next
the same City. Pastor Guhck, likewise of
coNTENTS:.
.Thisisane'Ybookandcontamsthelatestdiscus- highestand holiest sentiment he can feel. Hu.
Brooklyn, charged with crooked financiering
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. BY Hon. I Siont,op thet mistakes of Mtoses.f .Tthebnlamhes of tthe manit.y iii onr highest object of reverence ;_D M
.
. '
W. E. Gladstone.
· par IClP&n s are a gnaran ee o I sa e c arac er.
• • .
and the Rev. Brother Azanas, of Washmg- II. The Interpreters of Genesis a.nd thelnter-1
Price, paper, 159 cents; cloth, 75 cents.·
Bennett.
ton, accused of immoral letter-writing, had I
Praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.,
THE T..,·umH
SEEKER
WE
fancy
in
onr
dark
days,
that
no
other
heart
00·•
1
. .
·
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
n
'
1
better luck, and are "vmdiCated."
Muller.
,
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
ever felt what we fee • There was a man who
.
.
directed that when he was
THE Chicago Anarchb n r i e d his grave-stone
ists will hav a hearing
--==---~- !
should bear no record of
before the Supreme Court
-------"=::::_ 1
his name or history, but
of the United States.
- - - k. ,
-..
just the single word," MtsI

A DfsCUBBfOn Bettoeen

I

HENRY GEoRGE has
started a one-cent daily
for campaign purposes.

~
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IN a quarrel, Oct. 21st,
at Magnolia, Ark., be-
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It is called the Argus.

tween th e R ev. E • M •
Williams and_ Thomas
Decker, the· former was
fatally stabbed.

.,.c.---=-

~

--

--

--=--

--

:;,~~~:~·~::~:~:tun:~t~:;

pavement of one of the
· great cathedrals of Eng· · land, With that one word to
mark the place. Yon see
there, my friends, the natural feeling which you
yourselvs ·hav known, but.
yon maybe sure it is wrong.
It is not now, after the tribulation of ages, that any
human soul can reach that
sad pre-eminence.-Counsel

ana Comfort by the Counfii'U
THE Universalists hav
Pa1•son.
just ~eld a convention in
this city. A motion to
THE trustees of a college
do not ask their professor
amend their Confession
of chemistry to sign a
of .Faith was laid over
creed, not even the smallest.
until the next convenWhat they do is to assure
tion.
themselvs by inquiry an'd
conference with him that
THE Rev. Thomas B.
he knows his subject, and
Miller was last Friday
is the right sort of a man
convicted in Philadelfor a teacher, and then they
engage
him, leaving him,
phia of causing the death
as they would say, entire
of Mrs. Sarah E. Robinliberty in his lectureship.
son by criminal malpraCAnd yet if he were suddenly
tice on June 26th last,
to announce that he had
come to believe in the nonand was sentenced to
existence of matter and the
seven years' imprisondelnsivness ·of phenomena,
ment in the Eastern penand that hencefQrth he
itentiary.
should only use the laboratory as a gymnasium, or a
THE case against the
smoking-room, certa i n 1y
managers of ·the Antithe trustees would say that
poverty Society's fair,
they must look out for another man, and nobody
JOSEPH CAST INTO THE PIT.
charged with conducting
would cry out that they
a lottery, has been disAnd they took him, and cast him into a pit: and the pit was empty, there was no water in it.-Gen. xxxvii, 24.
' were not allowing him that
missed. There are too
free lectureship on chemmany managers of church
istry which they promised
REv. MosEs BLACK concluded his able sermon him.-Brooke Herfora.
fairs tarred with the same stick. The deciSunday night as to wit: "No, bredren; yer kaint
THERE were one or two sayings uttered by the
sion, however, does not reimburse the fair
sarve God and· mammon bofe. Dat's as snah as prince which• much impre~sed Ivan at the time,
foi: the loss of money caused by stopping the
twice two ani fonh. Doan make yese•fs slaves tei: and which long afterward lingered in his mem~ale of chances.
A WIFE famin prevails in the far Northwest. money in dis bier free llonntcy•. Ef yer expec ter ory. "The greatest man of this age, my young
What that country needs is cheap railway com- gain eternalsalwation and sleep in the ams ob de friend, would be the man who should know everyTHE Progressiv Labor party has put John munication with Massachusetts.
Lawd doan wo'ship mammon,' fur mo.mmon am thing, and yet hold his tongue." Another of the
Swinton is nomination for ~enator from the
money, an' de wust kind ob money. Gib yer lnb
MINISTER : "And do yon like to go to church to de Lawd an' yer mammon to his sarvant, which prince's sayings was, "Above all things, do not be
seventh senatorial district.
with your papa and mamma, Bobby 1" Bobby stan's afore yer widont a cent in his pocket fur ter anxious to shine; if shine yon must, let it be in
daylight, not when all around yon is dark.
THE Long Island Baptist Association has (inclined to be non-commital) : "Well, I guess I k.eep his body and soul togedder. Brndder John- broad
The glow-worm has the shortest life of all insects."
li}te it as well as pa does."
sing_will now pass de conterbntion hat, an' doan -Ivan de Btron, by t1w author of Frtenas tn Council.
decided that it cannot accept certain moneys
LIPs, however rosy, must be fed ;
yer furgit de woice of de Lawd."
offered it by the city of Brooklyn, because the
To each his sufferings : all are men,
Songs, however airy, must be b'nshed;
"WILL yon be mine 1" said the ardent youth;
money comes from the licensing of liquor
Oondemned alike to groan;
Books, however sinful, must be read ;
"No,
no,"
the
maiden
said,
The tender for another's pain,
saloons. The association has set a good
Hair, however auburn, must be brushed.
Ae.she looked at him with a mocking smile,
The unfeeling for his own.
example of the kind it did not contemplate.
SUNDAY·SCHOOL teacher (speaking of the conAnd pertly tossed her head.
Yet, ah ! why should they know their. fate,
Religious institutions· hav no right to public science) : •• After yon hav done something which
Since sorrow never comes too late,
He slipped on her finger a sparkling ring,
money, whether drawn from licenses or any yon ought not to do, what is it, Bobby, that makes
And happiness too swiftly flies 1
And drew her to his side :
you feel so uncomfortable and unhappy?" Bobby:
Thought would destroy their paradise.
other source.
"Two noes mean yea, yon saucy minx,"
"Pa."
No more; where ignorance is bliss,
Exultingly he cried.
THE pl'inters' strike is in an unsettled con"GEoRGE," she said, and her manner betrayed
'Tis folly to be wise. -f1rav•s Bton College.
He
held
her
fast;
he
watched
her
frowndition. The union demands that employers anxiety," what has come over papa of late 1 He
THERE was nothing easy-going or complacent
Then
pont-then
blush
and
stammer;
in Channing's doctrin of the dignity of human
shall discharge all men not belonging to the treats yon coldly and evidently tries to avoid you:•
The dear girl couldn't stand a siege
"He borrowed $10 of me a couple of weeks ago,••
nature. It did not mean the actual dienity of
Typographical Union, together with all who explained George.
Of love and English grammar.
human character. • • • When he spoke of the
hav worked since the strike in offices where
THERE was nothing new in " The Old, Old
dignity of human nature, it was its possibilities,
NOT PREPARED FOB THAT KIND OF PENANCE.
the scale is not enforced. Employers an- Story " for a little girl who had been unfortunate
He was a very old clergyman, and as there was not its aetna! results, he had in mind. And how
nounce their willingness to pay the advanced in her demands for a story. "Well, my little one, an intermission of some time between the peni- he loved to speak of it! How he J ejoiced in all the
what
shall
it
be
about
1" asked the tormented.
price, but decline to allow the union to say "Oh, tell me 'bout anythin'·'cept Jesus. Gran:•- tents going to confession he had fallen into a doze, powers and manifestations of man's intellectual
life; in the capacity for affection latent in every
whom they shall employ.
ma's told me all there is •bout him," replied Tot. when a very small boy entered the confessional. soul! In what awe he stood before the inspiraA few minutes later three old women took their
THE king of Spain is seventeen months old and places in front of the confessional, awaiting their . tions of conscience ! This search for truth, the
THE Rev. Father Kirney, a Roman Catholic
priest, secured a permit to erect a two-story only gets $1,000.000 a year. But if he sticks to turn to enter. The boy evidently was under the law of right within ns, this hunger of the soul for
God-how he bowed down and worshiped when he
business and gets around to the throne early in
building for a p!trochial school in the upper the morning, and only takes ·twenty minutes for impression that he was in duty bound to tell, thought of all these things ! ]}nt his worship
among other things, the slightest move he made
part of this city. He superintended the work lunch, and doesn't knock off before dark, there is while at pla.y. When he had unburdened himself never ended in complacency. The more he
thought of what a man might be, "how noble in
himself, and, in violation of the law, ran the no reason why he shouldn't hav his salary raised.' he suddenly said :
"Father, I played leap-frog, and stood on my reason, how infinit in faculties, in action how like
structure up three stories. The work was so
A GRATEFUL animal. Some years ago a fellow
an angel, in apprehension how like a god "-the
.
flimsily done that one day last week, before in Grand Forks, Dakota, who was running for head."
"What's that, my child 1" inquired the old gen- more he tt.wnght of this, the more terrible it
the building was completed, it fell on the sheriff went out hunting. He came across a bear tleman.
seemed to him to fall short of this beatitude ; the
who couldn't move on account of a thorn in his
priest and killed him, together with a half foot, and taking compassion on the animal he
"I can't show you in here," innocently answered more dark seemed every stain on such a spirit;
the
more ignoble for it to rest in error; the more
dozen workmen.
pulled the thorn ont. To show his gratitute, the boy.
"Well, go outside the confessional and show monstrous any crime against its liberty.-J. W.
darned
if
the
sagacious
animal
didn't
go
and
eat
'l'HE Association for the Advancement of
Ohadw!ck.
up the other two men that were running opposi- me," said the dozing confessor.
Women began its fifteenth congress in the tion to his benefactor for sheriff, leaving that genMATERIALISTS [by which term Mr. Underwood
Taking the father at his word, the boy went out
and, putting his hands upon the shoulders of the here means the sort of persons who go by many
Masonic Temple, New York, on Wednesday. tleman a clear field.
other
names, such as Secularists, Scientists, Agfirst
old
woman,
jumped
over·
her
head,
arid
then
The object oi the congress is to consider the · WE heard the other day of a. young minister
to the second and third and did the same nostics, and generally Infidels, that is, nn believbest methods for securing to women a higher who was "taken down " very handsomely by a went
act. He then threw his feet up in the air, and on ers in any alleged revelation.-H!/lax.J believe that
intellectual, moral, ·and physical condition, bright little girl. He had been called upon quite his· hands and head passed in front of the confes- true worship, if the term may be naed, consists in
to
address
a
Sunday.
school,
and
to
unexpectedly
living an honest life, and trying to·make ourselvs
and for the improvement of the domestic
sional several times.
giv himself time to collect his thought he asked a
When the· three old women had recovered from and our fellow-beings better and happier. We
relations. The first congress was held in the question. "Ohildren," said he, "what shall I
their intense surprise at such actions in a church, confess we do not profess to love a being we know
Union League Theater in 1873. Mrs. Julia speak about ?" A little girl on the front seat who one
of them, with horror depicted upon her coun- nothing about, but among our own species we can
had herself committed to memory several decla- tenance, thinking it was a penance that had been find objects worthy of our deepest affections. We
Ward Howe is the president.
mations, held up her hand, and in a shrill voice given the boy, said to the other two :
do not speak the praise of a being of whom we
SmT was entered by the United States in asked, "What do you know?"
"Glory be to God ! what•ll I do if the priest givs hav no proof, but we render homage to genius
the United States Circuit court last Friday
and worth in humanity. We never thank an unFEl!LI.LE suffrage agent: "I called to see if I me such a penance as that 1"
against the trustees of Holy Trinity church could not induce you to join our suffrage associaknown something or somebody for our misfortunes, but we hold to a philosophical rESignation
for violating the Contract Labor law by im- tion, Mrs. Politician." Mrs. Politician : "Indeed
to the harshest decrees of nature, if tney cannot
porting the Rev. E. Walpole Warren under a I will. I was opposed to the whole business until
.
REDUCED
TO
$1,00,
be averted or avoided. For religion, we substiI happened to attend a mass meeting last evening,
labor contract to preach the gospel. The and now I want a vote just as quick as the law will
tute morality; for prayer, self-reliance; for love
THE
penalty fixed by law is a fine of $1,000. The let me." "Yes, I saw yon there with your husSTORY HOUR. of God, love of man a tender regard for everything that feels, in common with us, the consteamship company which knowingly trans- band. He seems to be very popular. But nothing
A Book for Children and Youth.
sciousness of \lXistence.-!lnderwooa•s Materialports persons under contract is also liable. was said at that meeting about woman suffrage,
tam and Chrlsttanttv.
W.bat changed yon so suddenly 1" "It just ocBY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
The defendants hav twenty days in which to curred to me that if I had a vote my husband
REASoN must be our last guide and judge in
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
file their answer.
would be polite to me during every campaign."
everything.-Looke.
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IJolts and g[lippinns.
MINISTER : " And do you like togo to
church· with your papa and mamma, Bobby?"
Bobby (inclined to ·be non-committal) :
'!·Well, I guess I like it as well as pa does.
. "MAMMA," said a little girl, on her way
home from a fashionable church, '' are people
who sit in the middle aisle wickeder than those
at one side?" "Certainly not, dear. Why?"
''Because the minister only preached to
them."
IMPORTANT news from several English
papers: "In the United States the telephone
is already being superseded. A writing telegraph is already working on a commercial
scale and with marked success. The writer
uses a: stylus or pen, with which he writes in
ordinary fashion, but only on the empty air.
Before his face is a second pen, which reprodu~es his words on the tape in front of it. At
the other end the receiving pen reproduces
the message in fac-simile."
IT is said that once when the missionaries
ruled in the Sandwich islands one of them
preached a sermon adjuring his congregation
that they were in danger of eternal damnation
because they persisted in the disrespect of
coming to church without any hats on their
heads. Besides this, he went on and told
them just the style of hat that they ought to
wear to insure their salvation. Next morning
his flock, gojng to buy hats after his commands, found that they could be procured at
only one place, which was the store in which
the missionary was a partner. The flrm·had
got a big consignment of hats the week before the sermon was preached.

A SMALL monument has been set up at
Bennington Center, Vt., by the Bennington
Historical Society, to mark the situation of
the printing-office of William Lloyd Garrison,
where he edited his JournaE of tlte Times, between 1828 and 1829.
THE Jewult Progress notices with evident
relish the slap administered by Emma Abbott
to " a ·loud-mouthed clergyman" the ather
day while he descanted in his church on the
alleged immoralities of actors and actresses.
There are women on the stage to-day, says our
contemporary, who are good, true, and pure,
and not deserving of the odious stigma that
ministers would cast upon them. " People
who liv in glass houses should not tluww
stones," is an old saying, and it is especially
applicable to the clergy. Whoever doubts
this had· better procure a copy of the '' Crimes
of Preachers," a small work published by
Colonel Billings, a prominent lawyer of Iowa.
In it are recorded the cases, within a few
years, of some one thousand clergymentaken only from court records-charged
mostly with criminal offenses against women,
many of the charges being of an infamously
criminal character. Miss Abbott should by
all means procure the brochure given to the
public by Colonel Billings. It is for sale by
the Truth Seeker Co., 28 Lafayette Place,
New York city.-Jewislt Time8.
IT is claimed that Socialism is being practically experimented with in New South
Wales, Australia. There is no state church,
and no hereditary aristocracy; suffrage is
free, and there is no property qualification
for members of parliament. " Eight hours,"
said Lord Carrington, the governor, in a recent speech, '' are considered long enough

working hours; public houses are shut on
Sundays and museums are opened ; the sale
and transfer of land is .made very easy by
statutory enactment; men unable to find employment are provided with work by the
government, and education is practicallyfree.
In fact, if we leave out the demand for a free
daily meal for each child attending school,
and a proposal that steps be taken to organize
labor under skilled direction on uncultivated
lands, we find a state of things exactly similar to that suggested in a memorial presented
last year to Lord Salisbury by the English
Social Democratic Federation, who in Europe
would be considered generally as dangerous
and half crazy visionaries. The result is an
almost perfect system of government."
THE mounting for the thirty-six-inch telescope, which was designed and built by
Warner l!,nd Swazey, of Cleveland, 0., is finished, and will at once be shipped to its des-·
tination on Mt. Hamilton, Cal., where it will
be placed in the Lick Observatory. The column is of cast-iron; 10 by 17 feet at the base,
and 4 by 8 feet at the top, and weighs 18
tons. ·On this column rests the head, weighing 4 tons, in which the steel polar axis, 10
feet long and 12 inches in diameter, supports
the declination axis, also of steel and 10 feet
long, 10 inches in diameter, and weighing
2,300 pounds. The steel tube is 56 feet
6 inches long, is 4 feet in diameter at the
center, tapering to 38 inches at each end, and
weighs over four. tons. The driving clock
and balcony for the assistant astronomer is
reached by a spiral staircase.at the south side
of the column. The center of motion is
37 feet above the base, and when the telescope
is pointed to' the zeirlth, the object glaas,

_:_:.:_;_....:.....;;.~-'--.,;..;..:...;..~-;4

which is 36 inches in diameter, is 65 feet ..froiJ!.
the base. The total weight of the telescope
is 35 tons. It is the largest in the world.· j
THE Nonconformist and Independent o~
September 29th analyzes the statistics Qf
religious accommodation in the metropoli~,
which the committee of the London Congrdgational Union hav, for their own purposes,
recently completed. They comprise,· firs~,
the sittings of all the places of worship in th~
ring of metropolitan parishes beyond thfl
registrar-general's districts-viz., Epsqm:,
Croydon, Kington, Richmond, BromleY.,
Dartford, Staines, Uxbridge, Brentford,
don, Barnet, Edmonton, Watford, WestHatti,
Epping, and Romford, with an aggreg~t;e
population of 1,198,874. For these there 1s
provision in churches, chapels, and 'missiorj.rooms for 446,810 persons, being in the pr~
portion of 37.2 per cent to the populatie;.~.
Of these sittings, the 'Established Chu~~
finds 51.7 per cent; Oongregationalists, 13.2
per cent; Baptists, 9.3 per cent; Wesleya~,
9.4 per cent; other Methodists, 3.9 per ceJ.it.
In 1884 the London Congregational Uniop
published statistics of a similar kind relativ
to Inner London. Combining these with the
returns for Outer London, the following
results come out: Aggregate population at
midsummer, 1887, 5,415,066; sittings, 1,903,509; being in the proportion of 35 per cent to
the population. Of these the Church of England supplies 49.5 per cent, and the Free
Churches 50.5 per cent, a difference of rather
more ~an 1 per cent in favor of the latter.
No estimate is given of attendance; but it is
believed that, on the average, not more than
one-half the accommodation is used for public worship.
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And when you reward men with an eternity of j~y he has received ·nothing from these gods-they
for simply belieTing that which~ happens to be m Jlav- heard no supplication, they hav answered no
accord with their minds, do you not make that a. prayer.
_
.
.
virtue which is not a virtue1 In other words, do
You may reply that your God "sends hts ram on
Ingersoll's Reply to Rev. Henry M. Field, D.l>. you not bring your own religion exactly within your the just and on the unjust," and that ·this fact proves
Pram an Arttcle in the North Amertcan Review.
own definition of superstition~
that he is merciful to all alike. I _answer, th~t your
The truth is, that no one· can justly, be ~eld God sends his pestilence on the just and on the unjust
MY DEAR MR. FIELD : I answer your letter because it is manly, candid, and generous. It is not responsible for his thoughts. The. bram thm~s -that his earthquakes devour and his cyclones rend
' often that· a minister of the gospel of universal be- without asking our consent. We behave, or we d1s- and wreck the loving and the vicious, the honest and
nevolebce speaks of an unbeliever except in terms of believe without an effort of the will. Belief is a the criminal. Do not these facts prove that your
reproach, contempt, and hatred. The meek are often result. ' It is the effect of evidence upon th~ miild. God is cruel to all alike 1 In other words, do they
malicious. The statement in your letter, that some The scales turn in spite of him who watches. There not de:qwnstrate the absolute impartiaiity of the
.
of your brethren look upon me as a monster on aC- is no opp9rtunity of being honest or dishonest in the divine negligence ?
count of my unbelief, tends to show that those who formation of an opinion. The conclusion is entirely _' Do you not believe that any ]10nest man of average
love God are not always the fri,ends of their fellow- independent of desire. We must believe, or we intelligence, having absolute control of the rain, could
must doubt, in spite of what we wish.
·
do vastly better than is being done 1 _Certainly,
men..
That which must be, has the right to be. ·
there would be no drouths or floods; the crops
Is it not strange that people who admit that they
W 6 think in spite of ourselvs. The brain thinks would not be permitted to wither and die, while rain
ought to be eternally damned, that they are by nature
totally aepraved, and that there is no soundness or as the heart beats, as the eye~ see, as the blood pur-· was being wasted in the sea. Is it conceivable that
a good man with power. to control the winds would
health in them, can be so arrogantly egotistic as to sues its· course, in the old accustomed ways.
The question then. is, not hav we the right to not prevent cyclones? Would you not rather trust a
look upon others as " monsters? " And yet " some
of your brethren," who regard unbeiievers as infa- think-that being a necessity-but bav we the right wise and honest man with the lightning?
Why should an infinitly wise and powerful God
mous, rely for salvation entirely on the goodness of to express our ho1;1est thoughts? You certainly hav
another, and expect to receive as alms an eternity of the right to express yours, and you hav exercised destroy the good and preserve the vile ? - Why
that right. Some of your brethren, who regard me should he treat all alike- here, and in another world
joy.
The first question that ariseslbetween us is as to as a monster, hav expressed theirs. The question make an infinit difference? Why should your God
the innocence of honest error-as to the right to ex- now is, hav I the right to express mine? In other allow his worshipers, his adorers, to be destroyed by
words, hav I the right to answer your letter ? To his enemies 1 Why should he allow the honest, the
press an honest thought.
You must_ know that perfectly honest men differ make that a crime in me which is a-virtue in you, loving, the noble, to perish at the stake? Can you
on many important subjects. Some believe in- free certainly comes within your definition of super- answer these questions? Does_ it not seem to you
trade, others are the advocates of protection. There stition. To exercise a right yourself which you that your God must hav felt a touch of shame when
are honest Democrats and sincere Republicans. deny to me is simply the act of a tyrant. Where the poor slave mother-one that had been robbed of
· How do you account for these differences'? Edu- did you get your right to express your honest her babe-knelt, and with clasped hands, in a voice
cated men, presidents of colleges, cannot agree upon thoughts? When, and where, and how qid I lose broken with sobs, commenced her prayer with the
words, "Our father?"
questions capable of solution-questions that the mine?
mind can grasp, concerning which the evidence is
You would not burn, you would not even imprison
It gave me pleasure to find that, notwithstanding
open to all and where the facts can be with accuracy me, because I differ with you on a subject about your creed, you are philosophical enough to say that
ascertained. How do you explain this? If such dif~ which neither of· us knows anything. To you the some men are incapacitated, by reason of temperaferences can exist consistently with the good faith of savagery of t·he Inquisition is only a proof of the ment, for believing in the existence of God. Now, if
those who differ, can you not conceive of honest depravity of man. You are far better than your a belief in God is necessary to the salvation of the
people entertaining different views on subjects about creed. You believe that even the Christian world is soul, why should God create a soul without this
which nothing can be positivly known?
outgrowing the frightful feeling that fagot, and dun- canacity? . Why should he create souls that he knew
You do not regard me as a monster. "Some of geon, and thumb-screw are legitimate arguments, would be lost? You seem to tb,ink that it is necesyour brethren " do. How do you account for this calculated to convince those upon whom they are sary to be poetical, or dreamy, in order to be religdifference! Of course, your brethren-their hearts used that the· religion of those who use them was ions, and by inference, at least, _you deny certain
having been softened by the Presbyterian God-are founded by _a God of infinit compassion. ·You will qualities to me that you deem necessary. Do you
governed by charity and love. They do not regard admit that he who now persecutes for opinion's sake account for the Atheism of Shelley by saying that he
me as a monster because I hav committed an infa- is infamous. And yet, the God you worship will; was not poetic, and do you quote his lines to prove
mous crime, but simply for the reason that I hav according to your creed, torture through all the end- the existence of the very God whose being he so pasexpressed my honest thoughts.
less years the man who entertains an honest doubt. sionately denied~ Is it possible that Napoleon-one
What should I hav done 1 I hav read the Bible A belief in such a God is the foundation and cause of the most infamous of men-had a nature so finely
with great care, and the conclusion has forced•itself of alL religious persecution. You may reply that strung that he was sensitiv to the divine influences 1
upon my mind not only that it is not inspired, but only the belief in a false God causes believers to be Are you driven to the necessity of proving the existthat it is not true. Was it my duty to speak or act inhuman. But you must admit ·that ·the· Jews-·beo- ·-ence of-one·· tyrant· l;>y the words of another'! Percontrary to this conclusion'? Was it my duty tore- lieved in the true God, and you are forced to say sonally, I hav but little confidence in a religion that
main silent 1 1f I had been untrue to myself, if I that they were so malicious, so cruel, so savage, that satisfied the heart of a man who, to gratify his amhad joined the majority-if I had declared the book they crucified the only sinless being who ever lived. bition, filled half the world with widows and orphans.
to be the inspired word of God-would your breth- This crime was committed, not in spite of their In regard to Agassiz, it is just to say that he furren still hav regarded me as a monster 1 Has relig~ religion, but in accordance with it. They simply nished a vast amount of testimony in favor of the truth
ion h'ad control of the world so long that an honest obeyed the command of Jehovah. And the followers of the theories of Charles Darwin, and then denied
man seems monstrous ~
of this sinless being, who, for all these centuries, hav the correctness of these theories-preferring the,good
You draw a distinction between what you are denounced .the cruelty of the Jews for crucifying a opinion of Harvard for a few days to the lasting appleased to call "superstition" and religion. You ate man on account of his opinion, hav destroyed mill- plause of the intellectual world.
shocked at the Hindoo mother when she givs her ions and millions of their fellow-men for differing
I agree with you .that the world is a mystery, not
child to death at the supposed command of her God. with them. And this same sinless being threatens only, but that everything in nature is equally mysWhat do you think of Abraham, of J ephthah 1 What to torture in eternal fire countless myriads for the terious, and that there is no way of escape from t}le
is your opinion of Jehovah himself 1 Is not the sac- same offense. Beyond this, inconsistency cannot go. mystery of life and death. To me, the crystallization
rifice of a child to a phantom as horrible in Palestine At this point absurdity becomes infinit.
of the snow is as mysterious as the constellations.
as in India'? Why should a God demand a sacrifice
Your creed transfers the Inquisition to another But when you endeavor to explain the !fiystery of the
from man 1 Why should the in:finit ask anything world, making it eternal. Your God becomes, or universe by the mystery of God, you do not even exfrom the finite? Should the sun beg of the glow- rather is, an infinit Torquemada, who denies to his change·mysteries-you simply make one more.
worm, and should the momentary spark excite the countless victims even the mercy of death. And this
Nothing can be mysterious enough to become an
envy of the source of light'?
you call " a consolation."
explanation.
You must remember that the Hindoo mother beYou insist that at the foundation of every religion
The mystery of man cannot be explained by the
lieves that her child will be forever blessed-that it is the idea of God. According ·to your creed, all mystery of God. That mystery still asks for explawill become the especial care of the God to· whom it ideas of God, except those· entertained by those nation. The min_d is so that it cannot grasp the idea
has been given. This is a sacrifice through a false of your faith, are absolutely false. You are not of an infinit personality. That is beyond the circumbelief on the part of the mother. She breaks her called upon to defend the gods of the nations dead, ference. This being so, it is impossible that man
heart for the love of her babe. But what do you nor the. gods of heretics. I!; is your business to can be convinced by any evidence of the existence of
think of the Christian mother who expects to be defend the God of the Bible-the God of the Pres- that which he cannot in any measure· comprehend.
happy in heaven, with her child a convict in the eter- byterian church. When in the ranks doing battle Such evidence would be equally incomprehensible
nal prison-a prison in which none die, and from for your creed, you must wear the uniform of your with the incomprehensible fact sought to be estabwhich none escape'? What do you say of those church. You dare not sal that it is sufficient to lished by it, and the intellect of man can grasp
Christians who believe that they, in heaven, will be insure the salvation of a soul to believe in a god, or neither the one nor the other.
so filltld with ecstasy that all the loved of earth will in some god. according to your creed, man must
You admit that the god of nature-that is to say,
be forgotten-that all the sacred relations of life, believe in your God. All the nations dead believed your god-is as inflexible as nature itself. Why
and all the passions of the heart, will fade and die, in gods, and all the worshipers of Zeus, and Jupiter, s_hould man worship the inflexible? Why shol!ld he
so that they will look with stony, unreplying, happy and Isis, and Osiris, and Brahma prayed and sacri- kneel tq the unchangeable? You say that your God
eyes upon the miseries of the lost'? -:!iced in vain. Their petitions were not answered, " does not bend to human thought any more than to
You hav laid down a rule by which superstition and their souls were not saved. Surely you do not human will," and that "the more we study him, the
can be distinguished from religion. It is this : " It claim that it is sufficient to believe in any one of the more we find that he is not what we imagined him to
makes that a crime which is not a crime, and that a heathen gods.
be." So that, after all, the only thing you are really
virtue which is not a virtue." Let us test your religWhat right hav you to occupy the position of the certain of in relation to your God iB, that he is not
ion by this rule.
Deists; and to put forth arguments that even Ohris- what you think he is. Is it not almost absurd to
Is it a crime to investigate, to think, to reason, to tians hav answered 1 The Deist denounced the God insist that such a state of mind is necessary to salva-observe'? Is it a crime to be governed by that which of the Bible because of his cruelty, and at the same tion, or that it is a moral restraint, or that it is the
to you is evidence, and is it infamous to express time lauded the God of Nature. The Christian foundation of social order1
your honest thought '? There is also another ques- replied that the God of Nature was as cruel as the
You insist that man is not capable of self~governtion: Is credulity a virtue'? Is the open mouth of God of the Bible. This answer was complete.
ment, and that God made the mistake of filling a
ignorant wonder the only entrance to paradise'?
Man has filled the world with impossible monsters, world with failures-in other words, that man must
According to your creed, those who believe are to and he has been the sport and prey of these phan- be governed not by himself, but by your God, and
be saved, and those who do not believe are to be toms born of ignorance, and hope, and fear. To ap- that your God produces order, and establishes and
eternally lost. When you condemn men to everlast- pease the wrath of these monsters man has sacrificed preserves all the nations of the earth. This being so,
ing pain for unbelief-that is to say, for acting in hi~ fellow-man. He has shed the blood of wife and your God is responsible for the government of this
accordance with that which is evidence to them-do child; he has fasted and prayed; he has suffered world. Does he preserve order in Russia 1 Is he
you not make that a crime which is not a crime? beyond the power of language to express, and yet accountable for Siberia? Did he establish the insti~
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tution of slavery~ Was he the founder of the Inqui- be things which God commands, and of good use both to themsition ~
selvs and others, are sinful and cannot please God or make a
You answer all these questions by· calling my man meet to receive Christ or God.
.
attention to " the retributions of history." What
And suppose the mother should then sobbingly
are' the retributions of history~ The honest were ask: "What has become of my son~ Where is he
burnt at the stake ; the patriotic, the generous, and now?" W auld you still read from your Confession
the noble were allowed to die ·in dungeons; whole of Faith, or from your Catechism-this~
races were enslaved ; millions of mothers were
The souls of the wicked are cast into hell, where they rerobbed of their babes. What were the retributions main in torment and utter darkness, reserved to the judg, Th
h
·
ment of the· great day. At the last day the righteous shall
.
of history · .
ey w o committed these crimes wore come into everlasting life, but the wicked shall be cast into
crowns, and they who justified these infamies were eternal torment and punished with everlasting destruction.
adorned with the tiara:
'
·
The wicked shall be cast into hell, to be punished with unYou are mistaken when you say that Lincoln at speakable torment, both of body and soul, with the devil
Gettysburg said : "Just and true are thy judgments, and his angels, forever.
Lord God Almighty." Something like this occurs
If the poor mother still wept, still refused to be
in his last inaugural, in which he says-speaking of comforted, would you thrust this dagger in her heart?
his hope that the war might soon be ended-" If it
At the Day of Judgment you, being caught up to Christ in
.
til
d
f bl d d
b the clouds, shall be seated at his right hand and there openly
11
t
h
0
s a con mue un every rap
oo
rawn Y acknowledged and acquitted, and you shall join with him in
the lash shall be paid by ano.ther drawn with the the damnation of your son,
,
sword, still it must be said, ' The judgments of the
If this failed to still the beatings of her aching
Lord are true and righteous altogether.'" But ad- heart, would you repeat these words which you say
mitting that you are correct in the assertion, let me came from the loving soul of Christ ?
ask you one question: Could one standing over the
They who ;believe and are baptized shall be saved, and
body of Lincoln, the blood slowly oozing from the they who believe not shall be damned; and these shall go
madman's wound, hav truthfully said: "Just and true away into everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his
are thy judgments, Lord God Almighty~"
angels.
Do you really believe that this world is governed
Would you not be compelled, according to your
by an infinitly wise and good God ~ Hav you con- belief, to tell this mother that " there is but one
vinced even yourself of this? Why should God per- name given under heaven and among men whereby:'
mit the trittmph of injustice? Why should the the souls of men can enter the gates of paradise 1
loving be tortured~ Why should the noblest be Would you not be compelled to say: "Your son
destroyed~ Why should the world be filled with lived in a Christian land. -The means of grace were
misery, with ignorance, and with want! What within his reach. He ·died not having experienced a
reason·hav you for believing that your God· will do change of heart, and your son is forever lost. You
better in another world than he has done and is can meet your son again only by dying in your sins;
doing in this~ Will he be wiser! Will he hav ni.ore but if you will giv your heart to God you can never
power~ Will he be more merciful!
cla!>p him to your breast again !"
·
According to the account in the New Testament,
What could I say? Let me tell you: "My dear
Christ was dead for a period of nearly three days. madam, thi.s ·reverend gentleman knows nothing of
After his resurrection, why did not some one of his another world. He cannot see beyond the tomb. He
disciples ask him where he had been? Why did he has simply stated to you the superstitions of ignonot tell them what world he had visited? There was ranee, of cruelty and fear. · If there be in this unithe opportunity to ''bring life and immortality to verse a God, he .certainly is as good as you are. Why
light." And yet he was silent as the grave that he should he hav loved your son in life-loved him, achad left-speechless as the stone that angels had cording to this reverend gentleman, to that degree
rol-led away.
·
'
·that he gave his life for him; and why should that
How do you account for this~ Was it not infi- love be changed to hatred the moment your son was
nitly cruel to leave the world in darkness and in ·dead? My dear woman, there are no punishments,
doubt, when one word could hav filled all time with there are no rewards - there are consequences ;
hope and light?
..
and of one thing you may rest assured, and that is
The hope of immortality is the great oak round that e~ery soul, no matter what sphere it may inwhich hav climbed the poisonous vines of supersti- habit, will hav the everlasting opportunity of doing
tion. The vines hav not supported the oak-the right.. If death ends all, and if this handful of dust
oak has supported the vines. As long as men liv over which you weep is all there is, you hav this conand love aJ!d die, this hope will blossom in the human solation : Your son is not within the power of this
heart.
·
reverend gentleman's God-that is something. Your
All I hav said upon this subject has been to ex- son does not suffer. Next to a life of joy is the
press my hope and confess my lack of knowledge. dreamless sleep of death.
Neither by word nor look hav I expressed ·any other
Does it not seem to you infinitly absurd to call orfeeling than sympathy with those who hope to liv thodox Christianity "a consolation?" Here in this
again-for those who bend above their dead and world, where every human being is enshrouded in
dream of life to come. But I hav denounced the self- cloud and mist-where all lives are filled with misishness and heartlessness of those who expect for takei!l-where no one· claims to be perfect, is it "a
themselvs an eternity of joy, and for the rest of consolation" to say that "the smallest sin deserves
mankind predict, without a tear, a world of endless eternal pain?" Is it possible for the ingenuity of
pain. Nothing can be more contemptible than such man to extract from the doctrin of hell one drop, one
a hope-a hope that can giv satisfaction only to the ray, of "consolation?" If that doctrin be true, is
hyenas of the human race.
.
not your God an infinit criminal? Why should-he
When I say that I do nqt know-when I deny the hav created uncounted billions destined to suffer forexistence of perdition-you reply that " there is some- ever T Why did he not leave them unconscious dust?
thing very cruel in this treatment of the belief of my Compared with this crime,~ any crime that man can
by any possibility commit is a virtue.
fellow-creatures.''
·You hav had the goodness to invite m~ to a grave
Think for a moment of your God-the ]!:eeper of
over which a mother bends and weeps for her only an infinit penitentiary filled with immortal convicts
son. I accept your invitation. We will go together. -your God an eternal turnkey, without the pardonDo not, I pray you, deal in splendid generalities. Be ing power. In the presence of this infinit· horror,
explicit. Remember that the son for whom the lov- you complacently speak of the atonement-a scheme
ing mother weeps was not a Christian, not a believer that has not yet gathered within its horizon a billthe inspiration of the Bible nor in the divinity of ionth part of the human race-an atonement with
Jesus Christ. The mother turns to you for consola- one-half the world remaining undiscovered for fifteen
tion, for some star of hope in the midnight of her hundred yea~s after it .was made.
grief. What must you say? Do not desert the
A man havrng committed a crime may be pardoned,
Presbyterian creed. Do not forget the threatenings but I den;y the right of . the state to punish an innoof Jesus Christ. What must you say ! Will you cent man rn the place of the pardoned-no. matter
read a .portion of the Presbyterian Confession of how willing the innocent man may be to suffer the
Faith? Will you read this?
punishment. There is no law in nature, no fact in
Although the light of nature, and the works of creation nature, by which the inll:ocent can be justly punished
and Providence, do so far manifes~ the goodness, wisdom, .,to the end that the guilty may go free. Let it be
and pow~r of God.as to leave man mexcuHable, yet th~y a!e understood once for all: Nature cannot pardon.
not. suf!?.Cient to giv that k~owledge of God and of bis will
You hav recognized this truth. You hav asked
whwh IS necessary to salvatiOn.
.
.
. ,
me what IS to become of one who seduces and beOr, Will you read this ·
.
.
.
trays, of the criminal with the blood of his victim
By the decree of God, for the ~amfestatiOn of hi~ glo';'Y, upon his hands. Without the slightest hesitation I
some men and angels are predestmed unto everlastmg hfe
h
.
.
.
and others foreordained to everlasting death. These angels answer, w oever commit~ a cnme. agai_nst another
and men, thus predestined and foreordained, are particularly must, to the utmost of his power rn this world and
and unchangeably designed, and their number is so certain in another, if there be one, make full and ample resand definit that it cannot be either increased or diqlinished. titution, and in addition must bear the. natural conSuppose the mother, lifting her tear-stained face, sequences of his offense. No man can be perfectly
should say, "My son was good, generous, loving, and happy, either in this world or in any other, who has
kind. He gave his life for me. Is there no hope for by his perfidy broken a loving and a confiding heart.
him?" Would you then put this serpent in her breast? No power can step between acta and consequencesMen not professing the Christian religion cannot be saved no forgivnefls, no atonement.
in any othe~ w.ay whatsoe.ver, be they. never so diligent to
But, my dear friend, you hav taught for many
conform their hves accordmg _to the hght ~f Nature .. We years if you are a Presbyterian or an evangelical
cannot by our best works merit pardon of sm. There IS no
. '.
'
sin so small but that it deserves damnation.. Works done by Christian, that .a .man ~ay se~uce .and be~ray, and
unregenerate men, although, for the matter of that, they may that the poor VICtim, dnven to rnsamty, leapmg from
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some wharf at night whfilre ships strain at their anchors in storm and darkness-yo~ hav taught that
this poor girl may be tormented forever by a God of
infinit compassion. This is not all that you hav
t!ljught. You hav said to the seducer, to the betrayer, to the one who would not listen to her wailing
cry, who would not even stretch forth his hand to
cl!tch her fluttering garments-you hav said to him:
" Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and you shall be
happy forever; you sh8.ll liv in the rerum of infinit
delight, from which you can, without a shadow failing upon your face, observe the poqr girl, your
victim, writhing in the agonies ·of hell." You hav
taught this. For my part, I do not see how an angel
in heaven, meeting another angel whom he had
robbed on the earth, could feel entirely blissful. I
go farther. Any decent angel, no matter if sitting at
the right hand of God, should he see in hell one of
his victims, would leave heaven itself for the purpose
of wiping one tear from the cheek of the damned.
You seem to hav forgo~ten your statement in the
commencement of your letter, that your God is as .
inflexible as Nature-that he bends not to human
thought or to human will. You seem to hav for-·
gotten the line which you emphasized with italics:
" The effect of everything which, is of the nature of
a cause, is eternal.'' In the light of this sentence,
where do you find a place for forgivness-for your
atonement?
.
.
•
.
.
.
.
•
.If by atonement you mean the natural effect of
self-sacrifice, the effects following a noble and disinterested action; if you mean that the life and death
of Christ are worth their effect upon the human
race-which your letter seems to show-then there
is no question between us. If you hav thrown away
the old and barbarous idea that a law had been
broken, that God demanded a sacrifice, and that
Christ, the innocent, was offered up for us, and that
he bore the wrath of .God and suffered in our place,
then I congratulate you with all my heart.
It seems to me impossible that life should be
exceedingly joyous to any one who is acquainted
with its miseries, its burdens, and its tears. I know
that as darkness follows light around the globe, so
misery and misfortune follow the sons of men.
According to your creed, the future state will be
worse than this. Here, the vicious may reform ;
here, the wicked may repent; here, a few gleams of
sunshine may fall upon the darkest life. But in your
future state, for countless billions of the human race,
there will be no reform, no opportunity of doing
right, and no possible gleam of sunshine can ever
touch their souls. Do you not see that your future
state is infinitly worse than this 1 You seem to mistake the glare of hell for the light of morning.
Let us throw away the dogma of eternal retribution. Let us " cling to all that can bring a ray of
hope into the darkness of this life."
You ask me how it came to pass that a Hebrew
peasant, born among the hills of Galilee, .had a
wisdom above that of Socrates or Plato, of Confucius
or Buddha, and you conclude by saying, "This is the
greatest of miracles-t,hat such a being should liv
and die on the earth.''
I can hardly admit your. conclusion, because I
remember that Christ said nothing in favor of the
family relation. As a matter of fact, his life tended
to cast discredit upon marriage. He said nothing
against the institution of slavery; nothing against
the tyranny of government; nothing of our treatment of animals; nothing about education, about
intellectual progress; nothing of art, declared no
scientific truth, and said nothing as to the rights and
duties of nations.
.You may reply that all this is included in '·Do
unto others as you would be done by;" and "Resist
not evil." More than this is necessary to educate the
human race. It is not enough to say to your child
or to your pupil, "Do right." The great question
still remains: What is right? Neither is there any
wisdom-in the idea of non-resistance. Force without
mercy is tyranny. Mercy without force is but a
waste of tears. Take from virtue the right of selfdefense, and vice becomes the master of the world.
Let me ask you how it came to pass that an ignorant driver of camels, a man without family, without
we8.lth, became master of hundreds of millions of
human beings? How is it that he conquered and
overran more than half of the Christian world?
How is it that on a thousand fields the banner of
the cross went down in blood, while that of the crescent floated in triumph ? How do you account for
the fact that the flag of this impostor floats to-day
above the sepulcher of Christ ' Was this a miracle?
Was Mohammed inspired ? How do you account for
Confucius, whose name is known wherever the sky
bends? Was he inspired-this man who for many
centuries has stood first, and who has been acknowledged the superior of all men by hundreds and
thousands of millions of his fellow-men ? How do
you account for Buddha-in many respects the
greatest religious teacher this world bas ever known
-the broadest, the most intellectual of them 8.11 ; he
who was great enough, hundreds of years before
Christ was born, to declare the universal brotherhood of man, great 'enough to say that intelligence is
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the only lever capable of raising mankind t · ':How do · fo~inati~ri :of character, it is only· ·ne~essary to e~il! for the mise~able and selfish purpose of. saving. their
you account for him, who has had more followers than yotir attention- to the fact that your Bible shows that own little, shriveled souls.
·
any other ! Are yo:u willing to say that .aU success the devil himself is a believer in the existence of your
·It is far b!).tter for a man to love 'his fe1low-men
is divine~
How do you account for Shakspere, God, in the inspiration of· the scriptures, and in· the than to love God. It is better to love wife and chilborn of parents who could neither read nor write, diVinity of Jesus Christ. He not only believes these dren than to love Christ. It is better to serve your
held in the lap of ignorance and love, nursea at the things, but he knows them, and yet, in spite of it all, neighbor than to serve your God--:even if God exists.
breast of poverty-how do you account for him, by he remains a devil still. .
The -reason is palpable; You can do nothing for
far the greatest of the human race, the wings of whose _Few J;eligions . hav been bad enough to destroy all God. You can do something for wife and children~
imagination still fill the horizon of human though~; the -natural goodness in the human heart. In the You can add to the sunshine ·of a life. You can
Shakspere, who was perfectly acquainted with the deepest midnight of superstition some natural virtues, plant flowers in the pathway of another.
human heart, knew all depths of sottow, all bights like stars, hav been visible in the heavens. Man has
It is true that I am an enemyof the orthodox Sabof joy, and in whose mind were the fruit .of all committed every crime in the name of Christianity- bath. It is true that I do not believe in giving onethought, of all. experience, and a prophecy of all to or at. least crimes that involved the commission seventh of our time to the service of superstition.
be; Shakspere, the wisdom and beauty and depth of all others. Those who paid for labor with the The whole scheme of your religion can be underof whose words increase with the intelligence and lash, and who made blows a legal tender, were Chris- stood by any intelligent man in one day. Why
civilization of mankind.? How do you ac"ount for ti9.ns. Those. who engaged in the slave trade were should he waste a .seventh of his whole life in hearing
this miracle 1 Do yeu believe that any founder of believers in a personal God. One slave sliip was the same thoughts repeated again and again T
any religion could hav written " Lear" or " Ham- called " The Jehovah.;' Those who pursued with
Nothing is more gloomy than an orthodox Sabbath.
let?" Did Greece produce a man who could by any hounds the fugitiv led by the Northern Star prayed The mechanic who has worked during the week in
possibility hav been the author of " Troilus and fervently to Christ to crown their efforts with sue- heat and dust, the laboring man who has barely sucCressida ~" Was there among all the countless mill- cess, and the stealers of babes, just before· falling ceeded in keeping his soul iii his body, the poor
ions of almighty Rome an intellect that could hav asleep, commended their souls to the keeping of the woman who has been sewing for the rich, may go to
written the tragedy of "Julius Cresar ?" Is not the most high.
the village church which you hav described. They
play of "Antony and Cleopatra" as Egyptian as the
As you hav mentioned the apostles, let me call answer the chimes of the bell, and what do tl!ey hear
Nile? How do you account for this man; within your attention to an incident.
·
in this village church? Is it that God is the father
whose veins there seemed to be the blood of every
You remember the story of Ananias·and Sapphira, of the human race; is that all! If that were aU, you
race, and in whose brain therE! were the poetry and The apostles, having nothing themselvs, conceived never would hav heard an objection from my lips.
the idea of having all things in common. Their fol- That is not all. If all ministers said: Bear the evils
philosophy of a world?
You ask me to tell my opinion of Christ. Let me lowers who had something were to sell what little of this life; your father in heaven counts your tears;
say here, once for all, that for the man Christ-for they had, and turn the proceeds over to these theo- the time will come when pain, and death,· and griefthe man who, in the darkness, cried out, "My God, logical financiers. It seems that Ananias and Sap- will be forgotten words, I should hav listened with
why hast thou forsaken me T"-for that man I hav the phira had a piece of land. They sold it, and after the rest. What else does the minister say to the
greatest possible respect. And let me say, once for talking the matter over, not being entirely satisfied poor people who hav answered the chimes. of your
all, that the place where man has died for man is with the collaterals, concluded to keep a little-just bell? He says: "The smallest sin deserves eternal
holy ground. To that great and serene peasant of enough to keep them from starvation if the good pain." "A vast majority of men are doomed to suffer
Palestine I gladly pay the tribute of my admiration and pious bankers should abscond.
the w:rath of God forever." He fills the present with
and my tears. He was a reformer in his day-an
When Ananias brought the mon.ey, he was asked fear and the future with fire. He has heaven for the
Infidel in his time. Back of the theological mask, whether he had kept back a part of the price. He few, hell for the many. He describes a little grassand in spite of the interpolations of the New Testa- said that he had not. Whereupon God, the compas- grown path that leads to heaven, where travelers are
ment, I see a great and genuin man.
sionate,·struck him dead. As soon as the corpse was "few and far between," and a great highway worn
It is hard to see how you can. consistently defend removed, the apostles sent for· his wife. . They did with countless feet that leads to everlasting death.
the course pursued by Christ himself. He attacked nQt tell her that her husband had been killed, They
Such Sabbaths are immoral. Such ministers are
with great· bitterness "the religion of others." It deliberately set a trap for her life. Not one of them the real savages. Gladly would I abolish such a Sab·
did not occur to him that "there was something very was good enough or noble enough to put her on her bath. Gladly would I turn it into a hol~day, a day of
cruel in this treatment of the belief of his fellow- guard; they allowed her to believe that her husband rest and peace, a day to get acquainted. with your
creatures." He denounced the chosen people of God had told his story, and that she was free to cor- wife and children, a day to exchange civilities with
as a" generation of vipers." He compared them to roborate what he had said. She probably felt that your neighbors; and gladly would I see the churcn
" whited sepulchers." How can you sustain the con- they were giving more than they could afford, and, in which such sermons are preached changed to a
duct of missionaries~ They go to other lands and with the instinct of woman, wanted to keep little. .place of entertainment, Gladly would I hav the
attack the sacred beliefs of others. They tell the She denied that any part of the price had been kept echoes of orthodox sermons-the· owls and bats
people of India and of all heathen lands, not only back. . That moment the arrow of divine vengeance among the rafters, the snakes in crevices and corners,
that their religion is a lie, not only that their gods entered her heart.
driven out by the glorious music of Wagner and
are myths, but that the ancestors of these people-Will you be kind~ enougJ! to tell me your opinion Beethoven. Gladly would I see the Sund~ty-school,
their fathers and mothers who never heard of God, of the apostles _in the light of this story T Certaihly . wher_e the doctrin of e~ernal fire is taught, cJ;lang~.<l to
of the Bible, or of Christ-are all in perdition, - Is murder is a greater crime than mendacity.
· · a happy dance upon the village green.
·. ·
not this a cruel treatment of the belief of a fellowYou hav been good enough, in a kind of fatherly
Music refines. The doctrin of eternal punishment
creature 1
way, to giv me some advice. You say that I ought degrades.
Science civilizes.
Superstition looks
A religion that is not manly and robust enough to to soften my colors, and that my words would be longingly back to savagery.
.
·
bear attack with smiling fortitude is unworthy of a more weighty if not so strong. Do you really desire
You do not believe that general morality can be
place in the heart or brain. A religion that takes that I should add weight to my words 1 Do you upheld without the sanctions of religion.
refuge in sentimentality, that cries out: "Do not, I really wish me to succeed? If the' commander of
Christianity has sold, and continues to sell, crime
pray you, tell me any truth calculated to hurt my one army should send word to the general of the on a credit. It has taught, and it still teaches, that
feelings," is fit oiily for asylums.
other that his men were firing too high, do you think thE~re is forgivness for all. Of course it teaches
You believe that Christ was God, that he was infi- the general would be misled? Can you conceive of morality. It says: " Do not steal, do not murder;"
nit in power. While in Jerusalem he cured the sick, his changing his orders by reason of the massacre~
but it adds : "but if you do both, there is a way of
raised a few from the dead, and opened the eyes of
I deny that "the Pilgrims crossed the sea t; fiud escape-believe on t4e Lord Jesus Christ and thou
the blind. Did he do these things because he loved freedom to worship God in the forests of the New shalt be saved." I insist that such a re-ligion is no
mankind, or did he do these miracles simply to estab· World.'' They came not in the interest of. freedom. restraint. It is far better to teach that there is no
lish the fact that he was the very Christ ? If he was It never entered their minds that other men had the forgivness, and that every human being must bear
actuated by love, is he not as powerful now as he was same right to worship God according to the dictates the consequences of his acts.
then 1 Why does he not open the eyes of the blind of their consciences that the Pilgrims themselvs
The first great step toward national reformation is
now~ Why does he not with a touch make the leper had. The moment they had power they were ready the universal acceptance of· the idea that there is no
clean 1 If you bad the power to giv sight to the to whip and brand, to imprison and burn. They did escape from the consequences of our acts; The
blind, to cleanse the leper, and would not exercise it, not believe in religiouf:! freedom. They had no more young men who come from their country homes into
what woald be thought of you? What is the d1ffer- idea of liberty of !}onscience than Jehovah.
a city filled with temptations, may be restrained by
ence between one who can and will not cure, and one
I do not .say that there .is no place in the world for the thought of father and mother. This is a natural
who causes disease!
heroes and martyrd. On the contrary, I declare that restraint. They may be restrained by their knowlOnly the other day I saw a beautiful girl-a para- the liberty we now hav was won for us. by heroes edge of the fact that a thing is evil on account of its
lytic, and yet her brave and cheerful spirit shone and by martyrs, and millions of these martyrs were consequences, and that to do wrong is always a misover the wreck and ruin of her body like morning on burnt, or flayed alive, or torn hi pieces, or assas- take. I C!lnnot conceive of such a man being more
the desert. What would I think of myself had I the sinated by the church of God. The heroism was liable to temptation because he has heard one of my
power by a word to send the blood through aU· her shown in fighting the hordes of religious superstition. lectures in which I hav told him that the only good
withered limbs freighted again with life, should I
I believe in the family. I believe in family life; is happiness-that the only way to attain that good
refuse 1
and one of my objections to Christianity is that it is by doing what he believes to be right. I cannot
Most theologians seem to imagin that the virtues divides the family. Upon this subject I hav said imagin that his moral character will be weakened by
hav been produced by and are really the children of hundreds of times, and I say again, that the roof the statement that there is no escape from the coosareligion.
tree is sacred, from the smallest fiber that feels the quences of his acts; You seem to think that he will
Religion has to .do with the supernatural. It soft, cool clasp of earth to the topmost flower. that be instantly led astray-that he will go off under the
defines our duties and obligations to God. It pre- spreads its bosom to the sun, and like a spendthrift flaring lamps to the riot of passion. Do you think
scribes a certain course of conduct by means of which givs its perfume to t.he air. The home where virtue the Bible calculated to restrain him? To prevent
happiness can be attained in another world. The dwells with love is like a lily with a heart of fire, the this, would you recommend h\m to read the lives of
result here is only an incident. The virtues are sec- fairest flower in all this world.
Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, and the other holy.
ular. They hav nothing whatever to do with the
What did Christianity in the early centuries do for polygamists of the Old Testament 1 Should he read
supernatural, and are of no kindred to any religion. the home? What hav nunneries and monasteries, the life of David and of Solomon 1 Do you think this
A inan may be honest, courageous, charitable, indus- and what has the glorification of celibacy done for would enable hiD?- to withstand temptation 1 Would
trious, hospitable, loving, and pure without being re- the family T Do you not know that Christ himself it not be far better to fill the young man's mind with
ligious-that is to say, without any belief in the offered reward!! _in this world and eternal happiness facts so that he may know exactly the physical con·
supernatural ; and a man may be the exact opposit in. another to those who would desert their wives sequences 'of such acts~ Do you regard ignorance as
and at the same time a sincere believer in the creed BQd children and follow him~ ·What effect has that the foundation of virtue q Is fear the arch that supof any church-that is to say, in the existence of a promis had upon family life T
ports the moral nature of man 1
· ·
personal God, the inspiration of the scriptures, and
As a matter of fact, the family is regarded as'hothYou seem to think that there is danger in knowlin the divinity of Jesus Christ. A man who believes ing. Christianity teaches that there is but one fam- edge, and that the best chemists are the most likely
in the Bible may or may not be kind to his family, ily, the family of Christ, and that all other relations to poison themselvs.
and a man who is kind and loving in his family may are as nothing c~mpared with that. Christianity
You say that to sneer at religion is only a step from
or may not believe in the Bible.
teaches the husband to desert the wife, the wife to sneering at morality, and then only another step to
In order that you may see the effe<:t of belief in the desert the husband, children to drsert their pal'ents, • that which is vicious and profligate.
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The J"~ws entertained the · same opm10n of the
tea.cliings of Christ. He sneered at their religion.
The C4ristians . hav entertained the same opinion of
every philosopher. Let m.e say to you again-and
let me say it once for all-that morality has nothing
to dp with religion. Morality does not depend upon
th.e supernatural. Morality does not walk with the
crutches of miracles. Morality appeals to .the experience of. mankind. It cares nothing about faith,
:Bothing about sacred books. Morality depends upon
· facts,. something that can be seen,· something known,
the·. product of which can be estimated. It needs no
priest, no ceremony, no mummery. It believes in tl~.e
freedom of the human mind. It asks for investigation. It is founded upon truth. It is the enemy of
all religion, because it has to do with this world, and
with this world alone..
Does it relieve mankind from fear to believe that
there is som<.l God who will help them in extremity!
What evidence hav they on which to found this belief! When has any God listened to the prayer of
any man~ The water drowns, the cold freezes, the
flood destroys, the fire burns, the bolt of heaven falls
-when and where has the prayer of man been answered?
Is the religious world to-day willing to testr the
efficacy of prayer ? Only a few years ago- it was
tested in the United States. The Christians of Christendom, with one ·accord, fell upon their knees and
asked God to spare the life of one man. You know
the result. -You know just as well as I that the
forces of nature produce the good and bad alike.
You know that the forces of nature destroy the good
and bad alike. You know that the lightning feels
the same keen delight in striking to death the honest
man that it does or would in striking the assassin
with hi~ knife lifted above the bosom of innocence.
Did God hear the prayers of the slaves! .Did he
hear the prayers of martyrs, or did he allow fiends,
calling themselvs his followers, to pile the fagots
round the forms of glorious men ! -Did he allow the
flames to devour the flesh of those whose hearts were
his? Why should any man depend on the goodness
of a God who created countless millions, knowing
that they would suffer eternal grief~
The faith that you call sacred-" sacred as the
most delicate or manly or womanly sentiment of love
and honor "-is the faith that nearly all of your
fellow-men are to be lost. Ought an honest man to
be restrained from _denouncing that faith because
those who entertain it say that their feelings are
hurt?,. You say to me: "There is a hell. A man advocatmg the opinions you advocate will go there
when he dies." I answer: "There is no hell. The
:Bibl~ that teaches it is not true." And you say:
".How can you hurt my feelings?"
You seem to think that one who attacks the
religion of his parents is waJ:).ting in respect to his
father and his mother.
Were the early Christians lacking in respect for
their fathers and mothers ! Were the pagans who
embrac~!d Chris.tianity heartless sons a,nd daughters~
What hav you to say of the apostles! Did they not
heap contempt upon the religion of their fathers and
mothers! Did they not join with him who denounced their people as a "generation of vipers ?''
Did they not follow one who offered a reward to
those who would desert fathers and mothers! Of
course you hav only to go .back a few generations in
your family to find a Field who was not a Presbyterian. After that you find a Presbyterian. Was he
base enough and infamous enough to heap contempt
upon the religion of his father and mother! All the
Protestants in the time of Luther lacked in respect
for the religion of their fathers and mothers. According to your idea, Progress is a Prodigal Son. If
one is bound by the religion of his father and
mother, and his father happens to be a Presbyterian·
and his mother a Catholic, what is he to do! Do
·you not see that your doctril!. givs intellectual freedom only to foundlings?
You insist that religion does not leave man in "abject terror" -:-:'does not leave him " in utter darkness
as to his fate."
Is it pos.sible to know who will be saved? Can
you read the names mentioned in the decrees of the
Infinit ? Is it possible to tell who is to be eternally
lost! Can the imagination conceive a worse fate
than your religion predicts for a majority of the race!
Why should not every human being be in "abject
terror " who believes your doctrin? How many
lovi:ug and sincere women are in the asylums to-day
fearing that they hav committed " the unpa,rdonable
sin"-a sin to which your God has attached the
penalty of eternal torment, and yet has failed to describe the offense ? Can tyranny go beyond thisfixing the penalty of eternal pain for the violation of
a law not written, not known, but kept in the secrecy of infinit darkness ! How much happier it
is to know nothing about it, and to believe nothing
about it ! How much better to hav no God !
You discover a "Great Intelligence ordering our
little lives, so that even the trials that we bear, as
they call out the :finer elements of character, conduce
to our future happiness." This is an old explanation
-probably as good as any. The idea is, that this
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world is a school in which man becomes educated man race, the teachers of their fellow-men, the greatthrough tribulation-the muscles of character being est soldiers that ever battled for the right; and this
developed by .wres~lin~ ~ith misfortune. · If it is procession of c~untless millions, in which you will
nece~sary to hv th1s hfe m order to develop charac- find the most generous and the most loving of the
tar,_ m order to become worthy of a better world; sons and· daughters of men, is moving on to the
how do you account for the fact .that billions 6f th{' Siberia of God, the laiid of eternal exile, where agony
human race die in infancy, and are thus deprived of · becomes immortal.
this necessary education and development! Wh~t
How can you, how. can any man with brain or
would you think of a schoolmaster who should kill a heart, believe this in:finit lie !
large proportion of his scholars during the first day;
Is there not room for a better, for a higher philosbefore they had even had ·the opportunity to look ophy T After all, is it not possible that we may find
at A!
t.hat everything has been necessarily produced, that
The intelligence of man guided by a sense of duty all religions and superstitions, all mistakes and all
crimes, were simply necessities ? Is it not possihle
is the only power that makes for righteousness.
You tell me that I am waging "a hopeless war," that out of this perception may come not only love
and you giv as a reason that the Christian religion and pity for others, but absolute justification for the
began to be nearly two thousand years before I was ind~vidual? May we not find that every soul has,
born, and that it will liv two thousand years after I like Mazeppa, been lashed to the wild horse of
am dead.
passion, or like Prometheus, to the rocks of fate ?
Is this an argument~ Does it tend to convince
You ask me to take the" sober second thought." I
eyen yourself! Could not Caiaphas, the high priest, .beg of you to take the first, and if you do, you will
hav said substantially this to Christ ? Could he not throw away the Presbyterian creed; you will inhav said: "The religion of· Jehovah began to be four stantly Jlerceive that he who commits the " smallest
thousand years before you were born, and it will liv sin " no more deserves eternal pain than he who does
two thousand years after you are dead!"· Could not the smallest virtuous deed deserves eternal bliss ;
a follower of Buddha make the same illqgical remark you will become convinced that an infinit God who
to a missionary from Andover with the glad tidings~ creates billions of men knowing. that they will suffer
Could he not say: " You are waging a hopeless war. through all the countless years is an infinit demon ;
The religion of Buddha began to be twenty-five hun- you will be satisfied that the Bible, with its philosdred years before you were born, and hundreds of ophy and its folly, with its goodness and its cruelty,
millions of people still worship at great Buddha's is but the work of man, and that the supernatural
shrine T"
does not and cannot exist.
.
Do you insist that nothing except the right can liv
For you personally, I hav the highest regard and
for two thousand years! Why is it that the Catholic the sincerest respect, and I beg of you not to pollute
church "livs on and on, whilf:) nations and kingdoms the soul of childhood, not to furrow the cheeks of
perish 1" Do you consider that the survival of the mothers, by preaching a creed that should be shrieked
in a mad-house. Do not make the cradle as terrible
fittest 1
Is it the same Christian religion now living that as the coffin. Preach, I pray you, the gospel of
lived during the Middle Ages ! Is it the same Chris- Intellli!ctual Hospitality-the liberty of thought and
tian religion that founded the Inquisition and speech. Take from loving hearts the awful fe\\r.
invented the thumb-screw ? Do you see no differ- Hav mercy on your fellow-men. Do not drive te
ence between the religion of Calvin and Jonathan madness the mothers whose tears are falling on the
Edwards and the Christianity of to-day! Do you pallid faces of those who died in unbelief. Pity the
really think that it is the same Christianity that has erring, wayward, suffering, weeping world. Do not
been living all these years? Hav you noticed any proclaim as "tidings of great joy" that an Infinit
change in the last generation~ Do you remember Spider is weaving webs to catch the souls of men.
when scientists endeavored to .prove a theory by a
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
passage from the Bible, and do you·now know that
What I Condemn, and What I Applaud.
believers in the Bible are exceedingly anxious to
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: My
prove its truth by some fact that science has demonstrated¥ Do you know that the standard has condemnation of your condemnation of the judge
.changed? Other things are not measured by the who tried C. B. Reynolds you unwarrantably and
Bible, but the ·Bible has to submit to another test. wantonly distort; in your last issue, into applause
It no longer owns the scales. It has to be weighed from me of that judge's conduct. Far from applaud-it is being weighed-it is growing lighter and ing it, I condemn it fundamentally. The adjectiv
lighter every day. Do you know that only a few " better-deserving," which I applied to him, meant,
years ago " the glad tidings of great joy" consisted as every reader of the paragraph upon which you
mostly in a description of hell~ Do you know that comment, and also of the editodal in Libe1·ty in
nearly every intelligent minister is now ashamed to which I first discussed the matter, well knows, betpreach about it,· or to read about it, or to talk about ter-deserving at your hands. I, an Anarchist, conit! Is. there any change! Do you know that but sider that this judge was engaged in very dirty busifew ministers now believe ~ " the plenary inspira- ness, and hav simply declared that, considering the
tion" of the Bible, that from thousands of pulpits nature· of the business, he dispatched it with compeople ate now told that the creation according to mendable decency. But you believe that it is the
Genesis is a mistake, that it never was as wet as the business of the majority to make laws for the governflood, and that the miracles of .the Old Testament are ment of the people and appoint officers to administer
them. From your standpoint, then, this judge sim·
considered simply as myths or mistakes!
How long will what you call Christianity endure, ply did his duty, for which you roundly abused him.
if it chan_ges as rapidly during the next century as it I told you that your complaint was but the wry face
has changed during the last! What will there be which a quack makes when he has to swallow his own
medicin, and so I still regard it. But I applaud
left of the supernatural~
It does not seem possible that thoughtful people neither you nor your laws nor your judge, and you
can, for many years, believe that a being of infinit hav no business to lead your readers to suppose the
·
BENJ. R. TucKER.
wisdom is the author of the Old Testament, that a contrary.
Boston, Oct. 28. 1887.
being of infinit pHrity and kindness upheld polygamy
----~~~.------and slavery, that he ordered his chosen people to
.Respects to Mr. Palmer.
massacre their neighbors, and that he commanded
The following resolutions are those ordered by the
husbands and fathers to persecute wives and daughCongress of the American Secular Union to be
ters unto death for opinion's sake.
drawn by the secretary and published in the Liberal·
It does not seem within the prospect of belief that
journals:.
Jehovah, the cruel, the jealous, the ignorant, and the
WHEREAs, The American Secular Union learns with: prorevengeful, is the creator and preserver of the uni- found
regret that, owing to ill-health, its honored presiclent,
verse.
Courtlandt Palmer, is compelled to retire from the executiv
Does it seem possible that infinit goodness ;would> chair; and,
WHEREAS, The name of Courtlandt Palmer is endeared to
create a world in which life feeds on life, in which
member of this Union, as one who in its darkest hour of
everything devours and is devoured ? Can there be every
discouragement-through storm and stress-has ever been
a sadder fact than this : Innocence is not a certain steadfast and firm in advocacy of its principles; who could
shield?
neither be frightened by foul vilification of this organization
It is impossible for me to believe in the eternity of nor allured by seductiv flattery from his fidelity to truth;
who reahzed that they who would fetter the mind are enpunishment. If that doctrin be true, Jehovah is deavoring
.to withhold the nutrition of the human race; who
insane.took alarm at the earlier experiments to suppress mental
Day after day there are mournful processions of liberty, nor delayed until usurped power had strengthened
men and women, patriots and mothers, girls whose itsel(by exerdse and entangled the question in precedents,
only crime is that the word Liberty burst into flower but, seeing the consequences in the principle, sought to avoid
consequences by denying the principle; who in this age
between their pure and loving lips, driven like beasts the
of sordid selfishness voluntarily surrendered ease and comacross the melancholy wastes of Siberian snow. fort to climb the rugged rocks which bar the progress to
These men, these woinen, these daughters, go to mental and social reform, and help humanity to realize the
exile and to slavery, to a land where hope is satisfied prophetic vow of Victor Hugo, "There shall be no slavery of
mind;'' therefore,
with death. Does it seem possible to you that an theRliiJOlved,
That this Congress hereby tenders its sincere
" infinit father " sees all this and sits as silent as a gratitude for services to one whose exalted moral aims and
god of stone?
personal integrity hav been a):JOve the brea~h of shtnder,;
And yet, according to your Presbyterian creed, whose culture, capacjty, and literary productiOns l~nd addlto our glorious galaxy of mental emancipatorsaccording to your inspired· book, according to your tionalluster
to this truly liberal Liberal, whose never-failing g~nerosity
Christ, there is another procession, in which are the stamps him as one of nature's true noblemen, our retiring
the noblest and the best, in which you will find the president, Courtlandt Palmer.
wondrous spirits of this world, the lovers of the huE. A. STEVENs, Secretary A. S. U.
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their utmost t~ enlist the cooperation of a .violent
pulpit-orator. "They are busy recruiting then· corps
of partisans," said he, "but Time will raise in~ ~
The Bible of Nature ; or, The Principles of ally in every intelligent reader of the next generatwn.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.
Secularism.
In the simple lives of the lower animals every day
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
may b1ing the sufficient reward of its toil; but the
BY FELIX L. oswALD.
problem of progress, even ·from the first dawn of
Author of "Physical Education,'' "The· Secret of the _East.'' etc. civilization, invol vas tasks too apt to extend beyond
the span of individual existence. The forest-clearing
husbandman, the state-founding patriot, the scientific
inquirer, all risk to receive the summons of night beI I I.-MoRAL MAx I Ms.
CHAPTER xv.-EDUCATION.
fore the completion of their labor. Before reaching
the goal of their hopes their earthly pilgriJllage may
A.-Lessons of Instinct. •
end at the brink of the unknown river, and education
The doctrine of Pythagoras, the philosophic Mea- alone can bridge that gulf, and make every day t~e
siab of Paganism, included the strange tenet of way-station of an unbroken road. Children or chilmetempsycllosis. After death, held the confessors of dren's children will take up the staff from the last
that dogma, the souls of men and brutes would re- resting-place of their pilgrim father; and, moreover,
appear in new forms, higher or lower, according to all progress is cumulative. Every laborer works with
the character~ traits of the dying individual. Thus the experience of his forefathers, as wei~ as his own;
the soul of a wealthy glutton might be reborn in a every son stands on the shoulders of his father. Even
pig-sty, that of a high-minded peasant perhaps on the failure of individual efforts contributes a helpful
the throne of a king. Death and rebirt4 areJ the lesson to the success of the next attempt:
. upper a~d lower spokes of a wheel that turns and
Freedom's brave battle; once begun,
turns forever, and in the persons of their neighbors
Bequeathed from bleeding sire to son,
the Pytbagoreans saw wanderers that might .have
Though often baffled, e'er is won.
walked this earth thousands of years ago.
Persistent adherence to the programme of a tradiTbe strangeness of such a theory is still increased tional policy has often made the work of successive
by the circumstance that its teacher was an eminent centuries the triumphant execution of a single plan.
astronomer, an accomplished mathematician, and the The empire of Islam sprung from the seed which the
leader of a memorable hygienic reform. Our aston- prophet of Mecca had planted in the soil of his
ishment is not lessened by the well-established fact native land. The sto1·m of the Protestant revolt
that, under some form or other, the doctrine of soul- rose from the anathemas of a poor Wittenberg friar;
migration has for ages been the accepted creed of a the unquenchable fire of the French Revolution was
large plurality of our fellow-men. It is well known, kindled by the burning indignation of a Swiss recluse,
however, that to his trusted disciples Pythagoras and his fervid appeals:
imparted an esoteric or explanatory version of his
Those oracles that set the world aflame,
dogmas; and if we learn that the great philosopher
Nor ceased to burn till kingdoms were no more;
attached a special importance to the influence of and the vast fabric of our republican federation was
hereditary dispositions, the truth at last dawn upon founded by the poor colonists who sought indepenus that the doctrine of metempsychosis referred to dence in the freedom of the wilderness, and combined
the reappearance of individual types, passions, and against the power of a selfish despot. Education
dispositions in the bodily and mental characteristics sows a seed which may sprout even during the lifeof the next generation. "Parents live in their chil- time of the sower, and bless individual life with the
dren." The instinctive recognition of that truth rae- sweets of a guara:q.teed triumph over the power of
onciles our dumb fellow-creatures to the prospect of death. Resurgam, "I shall live after death," exdeath. At the end of summer the night-moth care- presses the significance of that triumph, and of the
fully deposits her eggs in a silver cradle, hidden safe " esoteric doctrine of Pythagoras."
in the crevice of some sheltering nook, where they
c.-PERVERSION.
will survive the rigor of the winter and answer the
The Christian church bas constantly perverted the
first summons of spring. Having thus, as it were, purpose of education, but has never yet deserved the
insured the resurrection of her type, the parent reproach of ~aving negled_e_d itl:t:tpeans_ Fro.rp_. the
moth quietly resigns herself to the fate of sleeping very beginning the sect of the apostle-training Galher own winter-slumber in the arms of death. O.n ilean bas been o, sect of assiduous educators. They
the Orinoco wounded river-turtles will use their last were not satisfied with founding schools and opening
strength· to climb the slope of some bush-bidden their doors to all comers, but went forth in quest of
sand-bank, and after intrusting their eggs to the pro- new converts, and pursued their aim with a persisttaction of the deep drift sand, will reenter the water ence of zeal and a versatility of skill that could not
and quietly float off with the seaward currents. In fail to accomplish its purpose. As soon as a suffitbe virgin-woods of Southern Mexico, where the cient increase of power enabled them to control the
harpy-eagle fills the maws of her hungry brood by institutes of primaq instruction they turned their
incessant raids on the small denizens of the tree- chief attention to the dogmatical education of the
tops, the traveler D'Armand once witnessed a curious young. They derived iio aid from the attractiveness
scene. An eagle had pounced upon a nursing and still less from the plausibility of their· doctrine,
mother monkey, who at first struggled desperately but they realized Schopenbauer's remark that " there
to free herself from the claws of the murderer; but, · is in childhood a period measured .by six, or at most
finding resistance in vain, she loosened her grasp ~n by ten years, when any well-inculcated dogma, no
the branches, and, just as the eagle carried her off, matter bow extravagantly absurd, is sure to retain its
. she disengaged the arm of her bab,Y from her neck, hold for life." And though the propagation of an
and shaking off the little creature with a swing of her unnatural creed is not favored by natural fertility, the
arm, she deliberately flung it back into the sheltering naturally barren doctrine of renunciation was thus
foliage of the tree-top, thus taking the last possible successfully propagated by a system of incessant
chance of surviving in her child.
grafting. By the skilful application of that process
The ''dread of annihilation" reveals itself in the the most dissimilar pla~ts were made subservient to
instincts of a dying philosopher as plainly as in the its purpose. The "Worship of Sorrow" with its
instincts of a wounded animal; but, on self-examina- whining renunciation of worldly enjoyments, and its
tion, that feru: would prove to have but little in com- indifference to health and physical education, was
man with a special solicitude for the preservation of grafted on the manful naturalism of the Hebrew lawmaterial forms or combinations-conditions which giver. Saint-worship, the veneration of self-torturing
the process of organic change constantly modifies in fanatics, was grafted on a stem of pagan mythology,
the cradle as well as in the grave. It is rather the and dozens of Christian martyrs hav thus us~rped
type of the body and its correlated mental disposi- the honor and the sacrifices of pagan temples.
tiona which the hope of resurrection yearns to pre- Christian holidays were grafted on the festivals of
serve, and even childless· men have often partly the nature-loving Saxons. But persuasion failing,
realized that hope by impressing the image of their the missionaries .of the cross did not hesitate to resoul on a younger mind, and transmitting their sort to more conclusive measures. Like refractory
cherished projects and theories through the medium children cudgeled along the path of knowledge, the
of education. In the consciousness of that accom- obstinate skeptics of northern Europe were harassed
plished task Socrates could as calmly die in the arms with fire and sword till they could not help admitting
of his disciples as the Hebrew patriarch in the arms the dangers of unbelief. The gardenlands of the
of his children and grandchildren. " You kill a Albigenses were wasted till they found no difficulty
sower," cried St. Adalbe1·t under the clubs of his in yearning for the peace of a better world. Pbilosassassins, "but the seed be bas planted will rise and ophers were tortured in the. prisons of the Holy Insurvive both his love and your hatred."
quisition till the sorrows of life favored the renunciaEven the influence of a great practical example bas tion of its hopes.
For thirteen centuries the sunshine of millions of
often impressed the mental type of a reformer or
patriot on a series of subsequent generations. The human hearts was ruthlessly sacrificed to promote
Buddhist Calanus, preaching the doctrine of ranuncia- the task of luring mankind from life to ghost-land
tion to an audience of scoffers, deeply affected the and during all those ages education was systllmatic~
most thoughtless of his witnesses by proving his ally turned from a blessing into an earth-blighting
personal convictions in the flames of a funeral pile. curse.
"I leave no sons," were the last words of EpaminD.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
ondas, "-but two ~mmortal daughters, ~be battles of
There is a story of a Portuguese slave-dealer who
Leuctra and. M~ntmea." .Rousse!lu smiled when. be carried a private chaplain on his pay-roll, and freloamed the mtr1gues of his enem1es who were trymg . quently .expressed his solicitude for the spiritual
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welfare of his shackled captives. A very simila;
kind of spiritual duty has for centuries been made
the excuse for an almost total neglect of secular
education. . Divorced from the control of common
sense, religion soon degenerated into mere ceremonialism. A priest who would travel twenty miles
through a snow-storm to supply a dying man with a
consecrated wafer had no sympathy with the needs
of the living. He would extort the last penny of his
tithes at the risk of starving a village full of needy ·
parishioners. He would groan at the sight of an
unbaptized child, but bad not a drop of water to cool
the brows of burning Moors or Jews. He would
rave about the cruelty of a prince who. had deprived
the clergy of their mass-shillings, but had no ear for
the laments of the exiled Moriscoes or the curses
·
of starving serfs.
Such was the morality which arrogated the right
of suppressing that system of physical and intellectual education which bad filled the homes of the
Mediterranean nations with all the blessings of
health, science, and beauty. Theological training
had failed to kindle the dawn of a supernatural millennium, but had thoroughly succeeded in extinguishing the light of human reason. Not absolute
ignorance only, but baneful superstition-worse than
ignor11nce by just as much as poison is worse than
hunger-was for centuries the inevitable result of all
so-called school-training; and the traditions of that
age of priest-rule have made religion almost a
synonyms of cant. It also gave book-learning its
supposed tendency to mental aberration. Can we
wonder at that result of an age when the literary
products of Christian Europe were confined almost
exclusively to ghost-stories and manuals of ceremony ~ Can we wonder that delusions of the most
preposterous kind assumed the virulence of epidemic
diseases 1 Maniacs of self-mutilation, of epileptic
contortions, of were-wolf panics, traversed Europe
from end· to end. Men gloried in ignorance, and
boasted their neglect of worldly science till the consequences of that neglect avenged its folly in actual
madness.
The saddest of all the sad " it might have beans "
is, perhaps, a reverie on the probable results of
earlier emancipation-of the employf9ent of thirteen
worse than wasted centuries in scientific inquiries,
agricultural improvements, social and sanitary reforms. We might have failed to enter the portals of
the- New Jerusalem, but we would probably have
regained our earthly paradise.
E.-REFORM.
The days of the_ Holy Inquisition are past; but
the restless propaganda of Jesuitry still shames the
inactivity of Rationalism. Our friends sit listless,
relying on the theoretical advantages of their cause,
while the busy intrigues of our enemies secure them
all practical advantages.
Evbn in our model republic only primary education stands neatral, while private enterprise has
made nearly every higher college a stronghold of
dogmatism. And even the semi-secularism of primary instruction is more than offset by the ultra.
orthodoxy of'' Sunday-schools." Millions of factory
children have to sacrifice tbelr only day of leisure at
the ·bidding of their dogmatic task-master and with
the timid connivance of their parents. " We cannot
row against the str13am," I have beard even Freethinkers say. "Let the youngsters join the crowd;
if it does them no good, it can do no harm." ·But it
will do harm, even beyond the waste of time and the
wasted opportunities for health-giving exercise. The
process of dogmatic inoculation may fail to serve its
direct purpose, but the weekly repetition of the experiment is sure to contaminate the moral organism
with unsound humors which may become virulent at
unexpected times and, likely enough, undermine that
very peace of the household which a short-sighted
mother hoped to promote by driving her boys to
Sunday-school, as she would drive troublesome cattle
to a public pasture.
The Freethinkers of every community should combine to engage a teacher, or at least facilitate home
instruction by collecting text-books of Secularism,
such as Voltaire's "Philosophical Cyclopedia;" Rousseau's "Emile;" Hallam's "History of the Middle
Ages;" Ingersoll's pamphlets; Paine's" Age of Reason;" Lecky's "History of Rationalism" and "His~
tory of Morals;" Lessing's "Nathan;" Goethe and
Schiller's "Xenions ;" Darwin's "Descent of Man;"
Plutarch's Biographies; Trelawney's "Last Days of
Shelley and Byron;" McDonnell's Freetbougbt novels; Parker Pillsbury's "Review of Sabbatarian Legislation;" Reade's "Martyrdom of Man;" Bennett's
"Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times;"
Gibbon's "History of Christianity;" Keeler's "Short
History of the Bible;" "Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other Religions;" "Supernatural Religion;"
Greg's "Creed of Christendom;" Lord Amberley's
"Analysis of Religious Belief;" " Religion Not History."
We should hav Freetbougbt colleges and Secular
missions, and even isolated Liberals might do better
than "drift with the stream." They might let their
children pass their Sundays in the freedom of the
forests and mountains to. worship the God of Nature
4
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in his own temple, and learn a lesson from the
parental devotion of their dumb fellow-creatures.
She-wolves, deprived of .their whelps, have been
known to enter human habitations at night to suckle
their young .through the bars of a heavy cage.
Thrushes and fly-catchers will enter e.n open window
to feed or rescue their captive nestlings, and with a
still wider sympathy a Liberal friend of mine tries to
aid his neighbors' children, as well as his own. Renouncing the hope of abolishing Sabbatarianism, he
conceived the idea of controling it, and induced his
neighbors to send their childrep to a "Sunday Gar. deP" with a free museum of pictures and stuffed
birds, gymnastic contrivances, and a little restaurant
of free temperance refreshments-apples, peanuts,
and lemonade. He defrays the expen13es of the
establishment; which his neighbors consider a sort of
modified kindergarten; and under the name of
"Sunday books" circulates a private library of purely
secular literature.
"if life shall have been duly rationalized by
science," says Herbert Spencer, "parents will learn
to consider a I:JOund physical const1tution as an
entailed estate, which should be transmitted unimpaired, if not improved;" and with a similar recognition of social obligations Freethinkers should
endeavor to transmit to their children a bequest of
unimpaired common sense. Loyalty to their Protestant ancestors, loyalty to posterity, and to the
majesty of truth herself, s~ould prompt us to stand
bravely by our colors and train our children to continue the struggle for light and independence.
By the far-reaching influence of education Secularists should bridge the chasm which orthodoxy hopes
to cross on the wings of faith. Secularism shall
preach the gospel of immortality on earth.

are usually concealed, .and would, be best left to the
imagination. (See ch. vii, 2.) The indelicacv of this
citation must be excused, for the language is
inspired and dictated by the Holy Ghost ! - The
original translators hav the credit of using plain
Saxon-English, and in the general way call a spade a
spade, but here their courage and outspokenness was
for once at fault. They chose to use the wrong
word, with the result of making absolute nonsense of
the transhtion ; and the revisers, having the same
difficulty before them, elected to follow their example. The latter hav, it is true, left out the nonsensical heading by which it was ~tended to convey a
mystical and spiritual meaning, under grossly carnal
figures of speech. But if these be the words of truth
and soberness, why did they not giv .the whole truth
and nothing but the truth1 lf, on the other hand,
it is the imbecil raving of a besotted libertin, why
did the revisers (who must hav been aware of the
fact) allow it to be re-imposed on the world as the
language of divine truth and wisdom 1 The mystical
meaning was no doubt invented by the lecherous
monks of th& Middle Ages, to assist them in their
designs on the daughters of the l11ity, to induce them
to enter.eonvents, professedly as the spouses of Jesus
Christ, but really as concubines of his ministers.
And is it not much the same in the present day1 Is
not so-called "Christian love" merely another name
for erotic impulse, and do not the ministers of
Christ, as in the days of the Apostle Paul, " creep
into houses, and· lead captiv silly women, laden with
divers lusts?" A nice employment for a Christian
minister to read and expou?d the Song of Solomon
in company with a female devotee, and it is not infrequently done.
OuTIS.

The Revisers ltevised.
II.

Nearly every schoolboy has read the "Arabian
Nights' Entertainment.," but everybody does not
know that the volume of stories popularly known by
·that title contains but a small selection from the
original series, which numbers nearly or quite a
thousand. These hav been done into English for
ilhe first time by a celebrated traveler and oriental
scholar, printed for the author by an eminent English
firm, and delivered to subsmibers only. Each set
comprises forty large octavo volumes, subscribed
for at a guinea a volume, and a thoueand sets were
printed. The law against obscene publications being
strictly enforced in England, they are not offered to
the public at all, and are jealously guarded by those
who hav charge of them. But (no matter how I
obtained the privilege) I hav seen two or three of the
volumes and dipped into them, and the wonder is
why so much labor and money has been expended on
such a heap of filthy trash (I was about to say), but
seeing that the Spectator of Addison alludes to them
as "those excellent Eastern allegories,'' I qualify the
term, and say pueril fables, calcul"ated for the most
part to gratify only prurient curiosity and a libidinous
taste.
The .tales are interspersed with a great deal of
poetry, chiefly of an amatory kind, of which a literal
and not a metrical translation is given. It bears
a striking 'resemblance to the poetry of the Bible,
particularly to that incomprehensible rhapsody known
as Solomon's Song. Poets, both ancient and modern,
are responsible for an awful amount of nonsense and
twaddle, but the Song of Solomon caps everything
of the kind. How it became in the first place
reckoned among the canonical books is a mystery
that nobody can explain; but in order to account for
its presence in the authorized English version, the
translators introduced some head-lines describing it
as a kind of colloquy between Christ and his church.
A couple of sublime idiots Christ and his church
must be if that be the character of their conversation.
The dialogs of lovers are for the most part interesting only to themselvs, and as the newspapers say of
a trial for attempt, "quite unfit for publication."
Yet this precious nonsense is published by the
million, and distributed all over the habitable globe.
One of the interlocutors must hav been a fullblooded negress, for she describes herself as " black,
but comely," which shows a depraved taste on the
part of her royal lover, who compares her to "a
company of horses in Pharaoh's chariot," though
why horses he does not say.
He goes on to say that her cheeks are comely with
rows of jewels, and her neck with chains of gold.
She must hav worn a nose-ring, and ear-drops of
immense size. Her mouth, no doubt, was large and
her lips thick, but she had a good set of teeth without a gap, for they are described as "a flock of sheep
which go up from the washing, whereof only one
beareth twins and there is not one barren among
them." Her neck "is like the tower of David,
builded for an armory, whereon there hung a thousand bucklers, all shields of mighty men." She appears to hav been a camp-follower and common trull,
but there is no accounting for taste. Her royal lover
sees beauties which are invisibl~ to the skeptical
reader, and minutely describe parts of her body that
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with boundless energy and hope. His hair and mustach
are turning gray because he thinks so much, and not from
age, for he has been only forty years old since the memory of
man runneth back. He is honest to the core; much too
generous and accommodating for his own good, a·nd afraid
of neither man nor ghost. The ladies like him, and he likes
them, and thA Liberals hav done well in putting him at the
head of the Union, with instructions to continue his campaign. Mr. Putnam's chief failing is that he thinks that he
can write novels. But of late years he has reformed somewhat, and refrained from writing them.
A YEAR or two ago George Hartley was the instrument of
grace through whom Liberal lecturers spoke to the people of
Turner's Falls, Mass. His last efforts in that town much provoked the ire of the Christians, and Mr. Hartley was boycot..
ted by all the followers of the other-cheek-turning Nazarene.
They conspired against him and against his bnsiness, and finally
be was forced to leave .town. He went to Florida, locate<]. at
Oran&"e Lake, bought six ·hundred acres of land, and is now
boommg Orange Lake for all it is worth. One of his near
neighbors is Professor Proctor, who has built a bouse there,
and is contemplating the erect.ion of a $20,000 observatory.
Mr. Proctor's brother, now living in France, is negotiating
with l't'l:r. Hartley for thirty-five of his six hundred acres,
with a view to building a winter home.. Mr. Hartley considers himself on the road to wealth, which he regards as a
fulfilment of the scripture statement that the righteous are
never forsaken, nor their seed compelled to beg bread.

MR. JEROME DuTTON is one of the whilom Iowa war-horses
of Liberalism. but lately he has given the better part of his
attention to Greenbackism and labor politics. But we love
him still, and copy the following good words for him from
the Specta~or of Wheatland, Iowa, where Mr. Dutton resides:
"The Labor party could not bav very well made a better
selection than that of Jerome Dutton for the l~>gistature had
they sifted the country. Of course it is absurd to think that
he could be elected by the party nominating him, but the
people of Clinton county might go farther and fare worse.
As for Mr. Dutton's politics we are at a loss to properly
classify them, but as to his citizenship we do not hesitate a
moment in saying that he is one of the most esteemed and
respected in tbi~ part of the county. We do know. how.
ever, that Mr. Dutton has ever been a sympathizer with the
Fifth Annual Report of the ·Australasian Sec- laboring elements and their political or~J;anizations, and could
he be elected no stronger champion of their rights would be
ular .Association, Melbourne.
found in the house than he. Last fall he was nominaterl and
The Sunday evening lectures hav been carried on elected justice of the peace by the Democrats, but this fall he
uninterruptedly and without any interference from is running en the wrong ticket, and therefore must be dethe authorities throughout the year. Mr. Symes, feated."
CHARLES WATTs, who lectures much, may be known, by
who has succeeded in attracting large and appreciativ
audiences, has occupied the platform for the major the friends who go to the depot to meet him. by his bight
and size, English air, and big blue eyes. Mr. Wat!s is ~~out
portion of the time. During his absence on visits to six
feet tall, of bony, muscular structure, ~angmn, bll10~s
Sydney and Tasmania, lectures we1·e delivered by temperament. and general bonltomie style. rhe first public
Mrs. A. L. Ballou and Messrs, W. W. Collins, M. lecture Mr. Watts ever gave was when be was fourteen
years old and bor~> the ambitions title of " The Curse of the
Miller, and J. Donovan.
~nd the Remedy." For a youngster this was a
The week-night debates hav been well attended, 'Nation,
reasonably large subject. Since then Mr. Watts has appeared
especially since the removal to the new rooms, and in public several thousand times. and most acceptably to his
the discussions hav been well maintained.
·
audiences when they were not Christians. For many years
The Sunday-school has been reorganized, and with he was co-editor with Bradlaugh of the National Reformer,
and afterward editor and proprietor of the Secular R{YI)iew,
every prospect of success.
·
now owned a.nd edited by W. Stewart Ross, En_gland's most
The science classes, through the winter months, brilliant
and poetic Infidel. Mr. Watts used to be an
under the tuition of Messrs. Symes and Brookhouse, Atheist, but is now an Agnostic-the same thing under
attract fair audiences, and are doing good work.
another name. He is fifty-two years old, and counts one of
Financially, the association has suffered somewhat the handsomest ladies of the continent, and two smart boys
a girl, as his family possessions. Mr. Watts is a terrific
from the prevailing depression, and in consequence and
debater, and, one lecturer says, cuffs his opponents about as
the general fund is not so flourishing as at the close an old-time pedagog did his scholars. He is par excellence
of the previous year. The last quarter has, however, an ailvocate, and had he taken to the law would hav cut out
shown a marked improvement, which we hope will a brilliant career for himself. When gootl.natured he quotes
Shakespere. When vexed he says "Urn," and wags his
be maintained.
head. When traveling he takes a seat in a parlor car, and
The building fund is ' steadily increasing, and its writes editorials and answers his correspondence. He is a
present value is about £2,000. The committee has long-headed, shrewd business man. a splendid lecturer, and
offered a premium of £25 for competitiv designs for a good editor. His Secul(J!I• Thou,qht is one of the civilizing
a Freethought hall, and are endeavoring to devise agencies of Canada, and no country needs it more.

means to go on with the building. If, by another
effort, an additional £1,000 could be raised, a hall
might be erected immediately and without fm·ther
trouble.
Altogether, we hav every reason to be hopeful for
the future.
During the past five years we hav been prosecuted
by the government, denounced and slandered by the
parsons and the press, and refused halls to lecture in,
but in spite of all opposition we hav pushed our way
along and beaten our enemies on almost every point;
we hav disseminated our opinions throughout the
colony and made Freethought a household word, and
the association is now on a sound basis and in a
position to carry on the battle against superstition
more vigorously than ever.
·
J. N. FRYER, Secretary.

Heretical Pm·sonalities.
CAPT. S. P. Putnam, who has just been promoted from
secretary to president of the American Secular Union, enjoys,
probably, the personal acquaintance of more Infidels than
any other man in the country. .This is because it is so easy
to get acquainted with him. In physique Mr. Putnam is
short and rotund, and his alimentativness runs away up in
phrenological charts. There is not much formality about
him but he encompasses an enormous amount of humanity,
and 'when he enters a man's house he is at home at once.
Mr. Putnam was once a shoemaker, and entered the army in
the late civil war as a private, coming out a captain. Then
he went to Dartmouth College and prepared for the ministry.
He pursned the preacher business for several years, winding
up in a Unitarian pulpit. Afterward he obtained a position
in the custom-house here, and figured out the aiJ, valorem and
specific duty on assorted sizes of glass. In the civil service
examination he was perfect in mathematics and superexcetlent in everything but penmanship. His writing sent
his average away down, and if our compositors had been on
the examining committee it would hav been much lower.
Mr. Putnam is a poet, but not a rhymester, and can see more
glory in cactus, sage-brush, and rocks than a million ordinary· mortals. This is why some of his deocriptions of
Western scenes are said by critics to be extravagant. He
always looks on the bright side of things, and is endowed

HENRY GE0RGE's municipal ticket bears the names of two
known Infidels-Louis F. Post and Frederick C. Leubuscher. Mr. Post will be remembered by our older readers
as the writer of " Truth's Sunday Sermons," transferred
with Mr. Post's corrections from that daily paper to these
columns bv Mr. Bennett. As reporter, editor, lawyer, and
assistant United States district attorney, Mr. Post is familiar
to New Yorkers. Occasionally he has orated at Paine celebrations, and he was one of the speakers at the banquet given
D. M. Bennett on his return from around the world. Mr.
Post now aspires to the district attorneyship of the cit;Y in
place of Mr. Martine. He was an earl.y convert t~ Georg:ts~,
having long been a labor sympath~zer. He IS ~hort m
stature dark-haireil smooth-faced, with the exceptiOn of a
light ~ustach, and' rotund body. He is very brainy, and
would make a good district attorney. Though a bosom
friend of George and McGlynn, he ~asn't " worked .the r~
ligious racket" with much zeal. H1s part of the busiJ?-ess Is
to answer objections to the land scheme. Fredenck C.
Leubuscher, the other known Infidel on th~ ticket, is a yo'!-ng
man about thirty, a member of the SoCiety of Humamty,
and has done some law work for THE TRUTH SEEKER.. He
is a stenographer and lawyer, ha~dsome ~~;nd p~rt. With ,a
keen eye to the main chance. While he believes m George s
scheme he makes no secret of the fact that he joined the
United 'Labor party with his gaze fi~ced on the General Sessions judgeship, for which he is nommated~ He has had no
practice as a criminal lawyer, but would make as good a
judge as most of the men now on the bench. Mr. Leubuscher worked hard for George last f~ll, _and. deserves
whatever political rewards his party can giV hun.
THE Rev. Charles F. Deems is measurably honest. Before
the New Haven Congre!ationalist Club, in discussing the
public schools, he said : " Religion should not be taught in
schools supported by general taxation, and children should
not be sent to schools where religion is not taught. There
is none of necessity in the curriculum. None hav so much
interest in our public schools as the Infidels, Agnostics, and
Atheists. I oppose the system because it is unjust, unAmerican, injurious; unnecessary, and un-Christian. The
end to be obtained is good ; the method of obtaining it, evil.
According 1o my lights and opportunities I am bound to
labor for the disestablishment of the common school." Mr.
Deems has much in common with the Catholics.
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TWO THINGS WANTED.
First. We want some money from every friend who owes
on his subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER. The balance in
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufact..
urers and the printer is very small, and we must increase it,
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing
'us by subscribers, and we desire to kindly but firmly call
their attention to the matter. We need the money, and it is
not right for them to keep it from us. We would also
respectfully suggest to, those whose subscriptions expire dur'ing the present month that now is the time to renew. We
would call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new subscriber, and so get your own paper cheaper.
' Second. We once more ask our friends to send us the
' names of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not
·t~ke THE TBtn;H SEEKER. The intention is to send them
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may
"'·subscribe.

Giv Thanks.
In accordance with "immemorial custom," broken
,only by the Infidel president, Thomas Jefferson, Mr.
Grover Cleveland has issued the following proclamation:
,''By the President of the United States:

, ... The goodness and the mercy of God, which havfollowed
. the American people during all the days of the past year,
claim their recognition and. humble acknowledgment. By
His omnipotent power He has protected us from war and pestilence, and from every national calamity; by His gracious
favor the earth has yielded a generous return to the labor of
the husbandman, and every path of honest toil has led to
c~mfort and contentment ; by His loving kindness the hearts
.of our people hav been replenished with fraternal sentiment
and patriotic endeavor, and by His unerring guidance we hav
been directed in the way of national prosperity.
"To the end that we may, with one accord, testify our
gratitude for all these blessings, I, Grover Cleveland, president of the United States, do hereby designate and set apart
T,hursday, the twenty-fourth day of November next, as a day
.<Jf thanksgiving and prayer, to be observed by all the people
of the land. On that day let all secular work and employment be suspended, and)et our people assemble in their ac,customed places of worship, and with prayer and songs of
praise giv thanks to our heavenly father for all that He has
done for us, while we humbly implore the forgivness of our
siris and a continuance of His mercy.
''Let 'families and kindred be reunited on that day; and let
,their hearts, filled with kindly cheer and affectionate reminiscence, be turned in thankfulness to the source of all their
pleasures, and the giver of all that makes the day glad and
joyous. And in the midst of our worship and our happiness,
let us remember the poor, the needy, and the unfortunate
and by our gifts of charity and ready benevoleRce, let us in~
.. crease the number of those who, with grateful hearts, shall
join in our Thanksgiving.
· " In witness whereof I hav set my hand, and caused the
ileal of the United States to be hereunto affixed.
"Done at the city of Washington, this twenty-fifth day of
October, in the year of our Lord 1887, and of the inde·. pendence of the United States the one hundred and
twelfth.
GRovER CLEVELAND.
~r .~'.By

,- ,

the· president:

"THoMAs F. BAYARD, Secretary of State."
. Mr. Cleveland, in becoming president, it seems,
ha~ · also become pious. This is well. We trust it
&lso betokens due repentance for his sins of early
days. He should, however, remember the fate of
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Ananias and Sapphira, a gentleman and lady who
lived some time ago, and m.ade statements having
about the same relativ agreement with facts that Mr.
Cleveland's recapitulation of causes for rejoicing does.
We suppose it would be cruel to remind the
pietists, whose meuthpiece Mr. Cleveland is, that
since last Thanksgiving Day the United States army
has had some disagreement with certain red men
whose lands we hav taken-a disagreement which the
red men called a war; that we hav had Asiatic
cholera brought to our shores, and a pestilence
averted only by science, 'but not by God; that the
earth has not returned full crops, but has been dried
up with such exceeding dryness that thousands of
farmers are nearly ruined ; that honest toil has
not led to comfort, and the honest toilers are
notoriously discontented; that fraternal sentiment
does not prevail, or Mr. Cleveland would not hav
been forced to rescind his famous battle :flag order;and because it would be cruel to cail attention to
these things we forbear. Neither will we, in these
piping times of peace and fraternal sentiment and
comfort and contentment and gratitude to God,
snub our worthy president by asking where he obtained legal authority for the issuance of this document. Let it suffice that it is issued, and let us turn
our attention to the matters in hand. Let us thank
God.
Let us thank Him for the poor we}~hav with us.
Let us thank Him that a year ago, on this blessed
occasion, five thousand people had to be fed in the
godly city of Boston by charity; that twice that
number waited in rags, with blue hands and pinched
faces, at the charitable doors of this city.
Let us thank Him for the mighty storm that
crushed in the deck of an ocean steamer, killing six
men and injuring twelve others. An ocean storm is
one of the grandest works of God.
Let us thank Him for the religious riots in Belfast.
Let us thank Him that Jay Gould has become a regular attendant at church.
Let us thank Him that more people got drunk in
celebrating the last birthday of His Son than ever
before. This betokens the spread of His own religion, which givs us the blessing of Thanksgiving Day
and Grover Cleveland:-~- - · -~ ·: - - -- ---- -~ ·
Let us thank Him for the fire in Madras, India,
which burnt up three hundred heathen, and thus
helped settle the Andover controversy.
Let us thank Him again for the wrecks of the Elizabeth and the Harvey Mills, by which forty-eight
souls were added to the choir of the blest.
Let us thank Him for the railroad collision at
Tiffin, Ohio, which killed sixteen travelers. He holds
us all in th~ hollow of His hand.
Let us thank Him for the epidemic of measles in
this city, by which several hundred children were
saved from further sin on earth.
Let us thank Him again for the Belfast riots. The
blood of Catholic and Protestant is precious in His
sight.
Let us thank Him for the scores of cases of smallpox in this city.
Let us thank Him once more for a Belfast riot.
Let us thank Him for the wind-storm at Rochester,
which swept down a bridge with all its occupants.
Let us thank Him for the New Ross Irish riot.
Let us thank Him for the earthquake along the
Mediterranean coast, which added about two thousand souls to the angelic choir.
Let us thank Him for the Missouri freshets and
.
'
the Kansas
and Texas drouths.
. Let us thank Him many times for more Belfast
religious fights.
Let us thank Him for the tornado which destroyed
thousands of dollars' worth of property and many
lives in Missouri and Kansas. The breath of God
bloweth where it listeth.
.
Let us thank him for Anthony Comstock.
Let us thank Him for the coal-mine explosion in
British Columbia and the burial alive of two hundred
miners.
Let us thank Him for the Paris theater fire and
the death of seventy people. The theater is the
scene of the devil's pernicious activity.
Let us thank Him that the death rate ill large
cities has been higher during the last twelve months
of His unexampled blessings than ever before.
Let us thank Him for the railroad horror of Illinois
-one hundred and eighteen killed, and four hundred
mangled and iriJ"ured.
·

Let us thank Him for the burning at sea of the
City of Montreal and for the death of thirteen presumed sinners.
Let us thank Him for the B. & 0. railroad wreck
and the death of twenty persons thereby.
Let us thank Him for the August ocean cyclone
and for the scores of lives lost by drowning.
Let us thank Him for the Ex.eter·thea.ter fire, by
which He presented a hundred souls to His rival.
Let us thank Him for sending the cholera to our
shore from Italy. Especially should the people of
Naples thank Him for the scourge which is reducing
the population of the place by hundreds, and thus
giving more room to those left by the mercy of God.
And there are many other things, 0 Grover, for
which we should thank the Lord, but which we in
our weakness of memory forget. Archbishop Corrigan should thank Him for Dr. McGlynn, and Mr.
Powderly should sacrifice much for Cardinal Gibbons.
The merchants of Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta, and
other towns should thank Him for President Cleveland's wife; Bishop Potter, for Miss Catharine Wolf
and the power o£ love; Dr. Field should rejoice
that Colonel Ingersolllivs to giv him fame; and the
Christian church owes immeasurable thanks for the
great general spread of foolishness.
So, taking it all in all, there is uncommon cause
for thankfulness this year, even if we do but rejoice
that matters are no worse. And that they are not,
we suppose, we owe to the same divine being who
has made them as bad as they are.

The Poet of Passion Moralizes.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox has, it seems, been niade
welcome to the Ingersoll mansion, and has made a
commercial transaction of her visits. In doing it,
she has also found space to talk back to the great
heretic, and emphasize her own belief in Christianity.
There is something remarkable in the fact that no
critic of Colonel Ingersoll, no matter how hard they
try, can be fair. Dr._ Field made the most strenuous
exertion to be courteous_ to Colonel Ingersoll, and in
the sincerity of his Christian stupidity thought he
had succeeded. But he deliberately accused Colonel
Ingersoll of being dishonest and not believing what
he. preached.. Mrs .. Wilco-x has gone somewhat ·beyond Dr. Field in penning miserable little :flings at a
man who she has to acknowledge is good and
great, but who happens to differ from her on theological matters. There is something about orthodox
Christianity which makes its adherents stupid as
moles. They calmly call an Infidel dishonest, tell
him that he has. done an infinit deal of harm in the
world, that though his own life is kind and generous
and a magnificent example, he is yet a monster of
wickedness, and all the time they are saying these
polite things they seem blissfully unconscious of
even transgressing the bounds of good breeding.
.Such pachydermatous simplicity is amusing to behold, but hardly elevates its possessors or their
religion in the estimation of unprejudiced folks.
Supposing we should take Mrs. Wilcox's " Poems
of Passion," and proceed with our assertions as
idiotically as she has done in her description of
Colonel Ingersoll's followers. Here is a sample of
Mrs. Wilcox's poetry :
" She touches my cheek, and I quiverI tremble with exquisit pains;
She sighs-like an overcharged river
My blood rushes on through my veins ;
She smiles-and in mad-tiger fashion,
As a she-tiger fondles her own,
I clasp her with fierceness and passion,
And kiss her with shudder and groan.
" Once more, in our love's sweet beginning,
I put away God and the World;
Once more, in the joy of our sinning,
Are the hopes of eternity hurled.
There is nothing my soul lacks or misses
As 1 clasp the dream-shape to my breast;
In the passion and pain of her kisses
Life blooms to its richest and best.
"0 ghost of dead sin unrelenting,
Go back to the dust, and the sod!
Too dear and too sweet for repenting,
Ye stand between me and my God.
If I, by; the Throne, should behold you,
Smiling up with those eyes loved so well,
Close, close in my arms I would fold you,
And drop with you down to sweet Hell! "
Another, giving Mrs. Wilcox's ideas of the right
argument to bring sinners to God:
" I hav live~ this life as the skeptic livs it,
I-hav sa1dthe sweetness was less than the gall
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Praising,_nor cursing, the Hand that givs it,
I hav drifted aimlessly through it all.
I ha scoffed at the t!ile of a so-called heaven,
I hav laughed at the thought of a Supreme Friend ;
I hav said that it only to man was given
To liv, to endure ; and to die was the end.
" But now I know that a good God reigneth,
Generous-hearted, and kind and true ,
Since unto a worm like me he deigneth
To send so royal a gift as you.
Bright as a star you gleam on my bosom,
Sweet as a rose that the wild bee sips;
And I know, my own, my beautiful blossom,
That none but a God could mold such lips.
" And I believe, in the fullest measure
That ever a strong man's heart could hold,
In all the tales of heavenly pleasure
By poets sung, or by. prophets told;
For in the joy of your shy, sweet kisses,
Your pulsing touch and your languid sigh,
I_ am filled and thrilled with better blisses
Than ever were claimed for souls on high.
" And now I hav faith in all the stories
Told of _the beauties of unseen lands;
Of royal splendors and marvelous glories
Of the·golden city not made with hands
For the silken beauty of falling tresses,
Of lips all dewy and cheeks aglow,
With-what the mind in a half trance guesses,
Of the twin perfection of drifts of snow ;
" Of limbs like marble, ·of thigh and shoulder,
Carved like a statue in high relief_; These, as the eyes and the thoughts grow bolder,
Leave no room for an unbelief.
So my lady, my queen most royal,
My skepticism has passed away;
If you are true to me, true and loyal,
I will believe till the Judgment-day."

v

What could we not say about the permmous influence of such sensuous teaching ! What sarcasm
could not be used against such a religious argument!
- Every word of criticism directed against Swinburne
bears with added force on Mrs. Wilcox's poems. But
it would be cruel to retort upon her criticism of
those who agree with Colonel Ingersoll, that she has
· imitated Swinburne's sensuous style and exceeded
his poetic license, but with no comprehension of his
great brain and greater heart-simply aping his
' ideas, and living in the midst of viciousness. If one
of Colonel Ingersoll's mental friends should say that
'te ·her;•she would::be justified in telling him that he
. was not a gentleman. With the circumstances actu' ally reversed, what. is one of Colonel Ingersoll's
friends justified in saying to Mrs. Wilcox 1
Mrs. Wilcox has written many fine poems, some of
them necessarily of a pessimistic tone, as she relates
''the world's travel "through the narrow aisles of
pain." We wonder if in writing them she did. not
feel the folly and fallacy of her religion and of her
views of a future life ? Is the great Swinburnian
poetess laying down her arms before the battle is
over, acknowledging her religion a failure, her savior
a myth, her heaven an idle dream !
Supposing Mrs. Wilcox should entertain some
genius who ground out copy for the newspapers, at
so much a column, a few evenings in her beautiful
home, and that genius should say all this to the
public? Supposing he said that while Mrs. Wilcox's
rhyming was good, she was ·tearing down morality,
and painting the "raptures and roses of vice" in
such attractiv colors as to lead astray the young
maidens of th~ land? Supposing he wrote, too, that
she didn't care how many were ruined so long as she
sold her books T Supposing this genius added that
she gave her gift of poesy to tumbling over the idols
of the fireside, and further. said that her readers
were low-impulsed, coarse-grained people, who see
only the sensuality in her poems, and do not appreciate their art and merit; and when rebuked for
vicious, immoral lives, say they are followers of Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, and " don't believe in no morality,
nohow," and quoted this reminiscence of a rake to
prove that Mrs. Wilcox believed in "freelove ?"
" Two small slippers with big rosets,
Peeped out under your kilt-skirt there,
While we sat smoking our cigarets
(Oh, I shall be dust when my heart forgets l)
And singing that selfsame air;
And between the verses for interlude,
I kissed your throat, and your shoulders nude.
" You were so full of a subtle fire,
You were so warm and so sweet, Lisette;
You were everything men admire,
And there were no fetters to make us tire,
For you were-a pretty grisette.
But you loved, as only such natures can,
With a love that makes heaven or hell for a man."

her own pUrity absolved this genius from the commission o{ gross injustice!
We are glad that even so obtuse a Christian as
Mrs. Wilcox has testified to the nol>ility of the life
and character of a man whom every Freethinker in
the world admires-for in the years to come this testimony, wrung from a follower of the meanest of all
religions, may be used against qther followers of that
religion-but as one in intellectual agreement with
Colonel Ingersoll, we must rebuke her cruel and ignorant estimate of the character of Infidels.

:Mr. Tucker and His Opinions.
Our beloved friend Tucker is again troubled at
something we hav said, and in another column alliterativly accuses us of misrepresenting him. But, we
ask, are we to blame if his thought is so obscurely
expressed that the meaning is not apparent? If he
did not mean to condemn us for condemning the
judge who tried C. B. Reynolds, why did he say
this: "If that enterprising paper [THE TRUTH SEEKER]
will hammer the skull of this idiot of the bench [the
judge who tried Tueber, the victim of the Hoboken
police outrage] as vigorously as it did that of the
better-deserving magistrate who tried C. B. Reynolds, Liberty will applaud it as warmly now as it
condemned it then?" Mr. Tucker is not lacking in
linguistic gifts; why; did he choose those words if
they did not ·convey his thought~ His explanation
does not explain at all. Mr. Tucker's position in the
Reynolds matter was, and we think is, that Liberals
who will defend a law made by a majority ought to
be subject to that law, and take uncomplainingly
whatever befalls them. In other words, Mr. Tucker
thinks that Mr. Reynolds was served just right because
Liberals uphold the governmental system which
givs majorities the power to make laws. But even this
does not make Mr. Reynolds's judge better deserving
at our hands than Mr. Tueber'a judge. We believe
first that government is necessary. Just how much
·government, is apart from the question, for Mr. Tucker
holds that no government is better than any at all.
Admitting that government is necessary, our position
is that it must be by the people themselvs, as expressed by them and enforced by representative duly
chosen. The people of this country hav Brawn up a
federal Constitution, contrary to which no state can
go. Through the influence of Infidelity-another
name for liberty-this Constitution is a good one,
and guarantees free speech. Mr. Reynolds exercised
his constitutional guarantee and was punished by an
unconstitutional law of New Jersey administered by
a judge of that state. We condemned the judge for
his action, and Mr. Tucker condemned us for condemning him. Now, who was right, the law-violating
judge (for the United States Constitution is the
supreme law of the land), or the law-upholding TRUTH
SEEKER, or the Anarchistic Liberty which denounces
all laws-even those guaranteeing free speech, though
not free speech itself-but applauds their unrighteous, illegal, and tyrannical enforcement, except in a
case where they restrain an Anarchist?
In this country, in discussing the good and evil of
government, we must go to the fountain-head, the
federal Constitution. In sentencing Mr. Reynolds
the judge went contrary to that instrument, and
therefore he did not do his duty, the eminent Boston
Anarchist to the contrary notwithstanding.
The people of the United States hav limited the
powers of their officers by carefully drawn docu·
menta, unchangeable except by their own will.
When officers or states exceed their delegated
powers or overstep their constitutional limitations,
we condemn them. Mr. Tucker, in his hasty and
revolutionary zeal, applauds them. If he would
pause but a moment to think, he would see that the
wrong is not in the system but in the administration. The supreme law forbids the punishment of a
man for telling what he thinks; the Anarchists revile
that prohibition because it has been broken.
With such exponents as Mr. Tucker it is not surprising that Anarchistic philosophy makes little headway.

Our Friends, the Presbyterians.
The Presbyterian state synod's committee on
religion and public education hav made to that body
the following recommendations :

" 1. That the synod affirm its conviction that our national
vigor and permanence are guaranteed only by a religiouslygrounded morality.
Would Mrs. Wilcol: consider that a certificate of : " 2. That without claiming it to be the province of the
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state to teach· religion for religion's sake, the synod should
yet confess its belief that, in order to promote the state's
own interest, there should be in every school maintained by
the state the inculcation of such principles of dependence
upon God and obligation to him as are essential to SOJ1nd
learning, safe character, and wholesome citizenship. · -·" 3. That the synod should encourage the appointment of
such teachers as shall be in accord with the spirit of the
second recommendation, and bring the entire weight _of· its
influence to bear against whatever, by statement or suggestion, shall antagonize the claims of the God upon whom we
depend and to whom we owe obligation.
'' 4. That your committee should be continued, and should
hav it for its duty to communicate to the synod whatever
information it may be able to secure as to the policy pursued
in this· particular direction in other Christian countries, and
the results respectivly reached, and to scrutinize and report
upon whatever attempts may be made to introduce Atheistic
teaching into our public schools.
"5. That the synod should instruct its ministers publicly
to recognize the difficulties in which the case is involved,
and to bring those difficulties to bear as an argument for
more thorough, intelligent, and faithful religious instruction
on the part of the family, Sunday-school, and the church."

We s~ppose that the benefits of a religiouslygrounded morality are testified to by the lecherous
priests, rascally deacons, and defaulting Sundayschool superintendents of the present time. Canada
ought to be a very moral country. If sound learning, safe character, and wholesome citizenship depend
upon a belief in " God," will the synod tell us which
God, and why it is that the Atheists of the United
States are as a body the best citizens we hav' The
penitentiaries are full of believers in God. Again,
will the synod explain why the people must pay
taxes to support teachers who are the advocates of a
system of theology before they are instructors in
secular education !
In other words, if the Presbyterians desire that
the church shall run the state, upon what principles
of justice will they defend themselvs from the charge
of arrogance and religious intolerance ? In ancient
days Presbyterians administered affairs secular as
well as religious ; the school, the family, the town,
the state, were all under Calvinistic domination.
Blood flowed freely then, and the theocracy made of
the church a religious slaughter-house. It took two
hundred years for the people to break the rule of the
Presbyterians, and it cost uncounted lives and untold
suffering. For the people now to reinstate the
miserable scamps would be to crawl back to the
little Dark Age of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.
If the Presbyterians were not so narrow and
bigoted, they could see the foolishness of their
synodical proposition.
------~~.-------

MRs. BLENKER writes: "Here we are once more in Abingdon, in good spirits and ready to do battle for free speech
and free mails. We left home Saturday at 2 P.M. (after the
mail came in). I received a few cheery letters as a stimulus
to start upon, in one of which was inclosed $7 for a: pair of
blankets from our woolen mill. The writer kindly says :
' Of course I can buy much cheaper blankets, but don't want
them, and more, I want something to remember the brave
words and deeds of "Aunt Elmina" by, and know of nothing that would oftener remind one of her than that which
brings constant solid comfort.' Now, this is ever so nice a
compliment to me, and I think when he gets the solid wear,
as well as ' solid comfort,' out of said blankets, he will find
them fully as cheap as less costly ones, for the price doesn't
always represent the real value. The day was the first
warm, sunshiny one of the week, and we had a pleasant ride
of ten miles from Snowville to Central-Mr. Blenker, Mr. W.
(one of my witnesses and personal friends), the driver, and
myself. Our son Oscar had been at Richmond fair, and at
the laying of the corner-stone of Lee's monument, and he
met us at Central on his way home. We had a four hours'
wait at Central before our train arrived, but some friends
came in and enlivened the time with cheery chat, and one
special friend took the same train and rode along with us as
far as Marion. We had hardly got seated when Mr. Barclay,
my decoy, who sat in the seat in front of ours, turned and
greeted me as cordially and kindly as if he were a real friend.
And right across the aisle an old gentleman spoke to me,
whom I at first took to be Mr. Ronald, but a moment after
saw it was Diana. I had not hoped for his coming, so it was
a very agreeable surprise, and with him was Mr. Chamberlain, the one man in whose hands rests more of the results of
the war than perhaps in those of any or all others. Though
we had long been correspondents, we had never before met.
We steamed out of Central, but were over an hour in going
the first mile owing to a coupling drawing out from between
two of the c~rs. So we were all pretty tired by the time we
reached the Colonnade Hotel and ready for ' tired nature's
sweet restorer.' We found a large, warm room prepared for
us and in a few moments sank as quietly in the embr!lccs of
old Morpheus as if we were off on a p~e~sure trip. This
morning we awoke to find a cold wave strrking the place and
snowflakes thickly falling, a sudden change from the warm
and sunny weather of yesterday. Variety is the spice of
life so we will make the most and the best of whatever
cod.tes, knowing that t~ere is more sunshine t~al! shade .an,d
more joy than sorrow m the cup of the maJorrty of life_s
children."
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Ketttrs lft'o11( IJritnds.
SouTH Pu.EnLo, CoL., Oct. 17,1887.
MR. EDITOR : I had the extreme pleasure of listening,
about two weeks ago, to a splendid exposition of the principles of Liberalism by Mr. Phelps, at a hamlet near Albuq~erque, away down on the Rio Grande. I intended to send
you an extended synopsis of the address, but fear I shall be
.intruding.
I am not a subscriber to TnE TRUTH SEEKER, but I am
reading my cousin's paper. I J!hall send you several subscriptions soon, my own among ihe number . .
WILL A. TERRY.
SNonoMrsn, WAsn. 'IlER., Oct. 7, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $16, to pay for five new recruits and the reenlistment of three veterans. I think
the time is not far distant when we shall be able to increase
your. subscription list very materially in this part of the
country. We hav Prof. J. H. Cook, of Columbus, Kan.,
with us. He is a veteran in the cause of humanity, and is
quite an accession to our town. He has concluded to make
this his home for the balance of his days.
The Liberals of this place are looking forward with much
interest to the time when ~Ir. Reynolds will visit us. He is
looked upon as a martyr to the cause of humanity,· and we
wiil giv him a warm reception.
J. S. MARTIN.
CEREsoo, MioH., Oct. 13, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Your missiv reached me all right, and that
the right way to protect yourselvs. I hav been very sick
and like to die, and had three sons and one daughter come
clear from Denver, Col., to attend my funeral, but I gave
old Death the slip once more. But it is only a matter of a
short time with me, as I am eighty-two. Inclosed find
postal for your paper for 8ix months longer, and then, if I
Jiv, I will renew. I want the grand old TRUTH S&EKER as
long as I liv. I consider it the most useful paper to the
human family I ever saw in print. May it liv for a thousand years, and a thousand more papers just like it. The
human family needs them all.
Tnos. KNIGHT.

is

LAKE PRoVIDENCE, LA., Oct. 19, 1887.
Mr. EDITOR: Right recently we had a series of protracted
meetings at this place, of the Methodist persuasion, in which
the officiating D.D. abused people most unmercifully for
dancing and said many insulting things about them.
Now, I hav long been of the opinion that the church had
no right to prevent its members from dancing; that there
was no authority in their " Holy Bible " for so teaching ; and,
if they are endeavoring to teach "God's word" just as it is,
they hav no authority from it to condemn dancing unless
they can prove that in and of itself it is immoral, wllich
____ ..J!Q!).Q..can .d.Q.,_~ow,._ I want to ~ou to se!ld me. all t~e
passages of scripture beanng upon tllat subJect, erther m
'I HE TRUTH SEEKER or in private letter, and I tllink it would
be edifying to many to see an article from your P!Jn in THE
TRUTIT SEEKER on that subject. I know it would to me. I
think TnE TnuTH SEEKER is a most excellent paper, rind I
read it and hand it to a few of my Liberal friends.
There is a great deal of skepticism here, but very little
enlightened skepticism. People doubt because there arc
many things in orthodoxy revdting to common sense, but
they never investigate furtller.
Hoping all success to the cause of Liberal enlightenment, I
Yours truly,
F. M. KERLIN.
remain,
ANAHEIM, CAL., Sep. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The paper and pictures improve each week.
I hav been looking over Elmina's epistles to see if I could
find anything in the past ten years that contained a suggeStion of obscenity. I fail to find a word. I hav conversed
with those that hav read her ideas in public and private, and
all are unanimous in the opinion that she has given much
needed wise instruction, all of a nature to raise our standard
of morality, truth, and virtue. I think if she were a member
of eome orthodox church the people would put her on the
list as a very deserving Christian. Alas ! the false views held
by fashionable women! One of them was saying to me :
"My daughter attends a non-sectarian college." I asked,
".Do they hav prayers?" " Why yes, of course." "Well,"
said I, "then it's not non-sectarian." "Oh, yes it is," she
said; " why, anyone that belongs to the Baptists, Catholics,
or anybody that pays, can go." I replied, " I should prefer
the time of prayers, telling God what he must know, spent
more profitably." "011, you are an Infidel; don't believe in
a Ged ; that is awful. I fear when you lie on your deathbed you will ask God in vain. Oh, I hope you will repent
before it is too late. Really, madam, I am surprised at a
woman holding Ingersoll's views." "Well," said I, "suppose we try and understand our own views. Thirty years
ago I tried to believe as you do, but to-day I am happy to
inform you that I hav found that humanity is more necessary
to God than Gvd can possibly be to them." You ought to
see the look she gave me (she is a member of the churcll) to
hear such a statement. She tried to make me understand
that our imm~tculate civilization was all owing to what Christianity had done for it ; tllat Christians had a monopoly of
morality; that if my ideas were taught to the young they
would hav no restraint, etc. I gave her my ideas, off-hand,
of the impurities contained in their guide-book, and offered
her a premium· if she or her minister would read before an
intelligent audience some plain selections from it. Her husband stood by, and when she found herself cornered she
said, " Why don't you stand up for your religion?" Smiling, he replied, "I think you are both doing as well without
me." Afterward I found he did not believe it himself. He
was able to outgrow the old superstitions and still liv with a
fanatic in peace. Now, Liberals, men and women, the time

has come, in self-defense, for ~s to be up and doil:ig, showing
by our daily records that we hav been-emancipated from the
myths of the past, and try by every means to impress the
minds of our friends with the unbounded joy and happiness
of working for universal mental liberty. MRs. K. PARKER.
CYNTHIANA, KY., oct. 16. 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of 1st inst. Dr. C. L.
Carter, of Holden, Mo., represents Elder Coke, of Nevada,
Mo., as using the following language in a lecture on the
divinity of Christ: "The old delusion that Christ was born
of a virgin is too absurd for any preacher to preach or anybody to believe." I could hardly believe that the Campbellites were evoluting so fast; and, thinking there might be
some mistake, I wrote to Elder Coke in regard to it, and received the inclosed reply, which speaks for itself. Of course
I hav no means of knowing who is mistaken, but, in justice
to all parties, and especially the readers of TnE TRUTH
SEEKER I would like to see this note with Elder Coke's
reply p~blished in THE TRUTH ,SEEKEn. I believe in telling
the naked truth if the heavens fall.
H. A. BEAMER.
,Very truly,
THE. PREAOHER'S GENTLE NOTE,
NEVADA, Mo., Oct. 7, 1887.
H. A. BEAMER, Cynthiana, Ky., Dewr Si1': Yours of the
3d inst. is before me.
·
I suppose you mean the lecture at Warrensburg (" Holden'~.
.
First. I was not discussing in the paper the divinity of
Christ only constructivly or incidentally.
Second. No! I did not say: "The old .delusion that
Christ was born of a virgin is too absurd for any preacher to
preach or anybody to. believe." Nor anything kin to it.
No allusion was made to it in the paper. Whoever reported
it, saying I said it, is a lia1·. Yours truly,
E. B. CoKE.

Washington and Franklin. Brother Graham's vrsron does
not reach very far from home, I fear, and I judge that his
past life has been fortunate. Will he please take THE TRUTH
SEEKER of August 20th and read over "The Gospel Racket,"
and note the extract from the Hartford Examiner'! Will he
take his history and read of the times just after the war
closed and the adoption of the Constitution; how a rebellion
arose in Massachusetts, anQ. courts of law (slavery) were
closed by mobs armed to resist the collection of debts and
taxes; and four thousand of the trained slaves were sent by
the slave power (the governor) to put down the insurrection,
and fourteen were found guilty of treason I And the great
convention was at work for four months, and came near dissolving without accomplishing anything; and when it was
finished and signed, the people at once were divided by it
into· two strong political parties upon the good or evil that
they feared or hoped would follow the adoption of the new
political creed. Let Mr. Graham read more carefully than
he has ever done the past history of this so-called free country, and then tell me where to find the liberty which after a
hundred years makes every worker poorer, deeper in slavery
at night than when he went to work in the morning; that
has brought us to that time when thousands can declare they
hav no pleasure in them and prefer death to slavery.
J. H. WooD.

DEOATUU, ILL., Sep. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been waiting with the utmost impatience for some one of your readers to p:iv the desired information called for by our worthy and Liberal friend, J. D.
Shaw, of Waco, Texas.
· Since no one seems to take up the gauntlet in defense of
Liberalism and human justice, I beg leave of you, Mr. Editor,
to allow me a limited space in THE TIWTH SEEKER to throw a·
DETROIT, ~iron., Oct. 5, 1887.
faint light upon this wanted information. No doubt Mr.
MR. EDITOR: Brother Jatnes Graham has taken exceptions Shaw has been apprised of the facts long ere this, but no
to my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 3d, but doubt that your many readers are equally interested as himhe did not read the article with care, so as to get its full self about this misrepresentation.
meaning. Now, the question of liberty is certainly the most
In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of September 3Ll Mr. Shaw says:
important of any.and all that ever came before the mind of "Rev. W. F. Black, a pedantic Campbellite preacher, who
mankind. It has been sought for, fought for, labored for, commended himself to the Christian people of this city by
prayed for, daily for thousands of years; often won, often claiming some relationship with the late Judge Jeremiah
possessed, but never enjoyed. It is the hope and desire of Black, and as having preached in the city where· Colonel
all people, yet has never been understood or appreciated. Ingersoll was raised, tells his congregations that he once conBrother Graham does not know what makes slavery, or what verted and baptized twenty-seven out of twenty-eight memconstitutes liberty. It is one thing to be a Freethinker, and hers of a Liberal League in Mechanicsburg, Ill. Upon readquite another to be a free man. For eighteen hundred years ing this I wrote to Mr. A. H. Martin, a stauch Liberal and a
hav the Christians been telling the people that there is a man of truth, who resides at that place. In reply to my
God; " a son of God, most singularly and unnaturally born; letter Mr. Martin said: "Mr. Black says that he baptized
a heaven and a hell, locations unknown;" and hav formu- twenty-seven out of twenty-eight persons belonging to the
lated a creed to suit these claims and stories, none of which Liberal League. There were but ten charter members and
they hav ever given any proof of. Just so hav certain per- three constitutional members, making in all thirteen memsons in all lands formed governments and declared the peo- bers. Out of these he baptized four. Prodigous! don't you
pie living under those governments free; and hav formu- think so ? ,And they were weak-kneed members at that."
:tl'rtect·a-eom>tililltion;·"'·<m:ew,-to-.,uiH1uwr:ideas··o:f1iberty;·and · J!DI:d·now·tr·sald Black said he-baptized· twenty~l'!even out of
hav dinged their declarations of liberty and freedom in the twenty-eip:ht, and said it on his own responsibility, what does
ears of the people continuously, that the people may believe he tell? A-a-a-you know. But sometimes these shepthem for their much speaking. And it must be acknowl- herds tell things to boom up their orthodoxy like Paul. :Mr.
edged that they hav been too successful. Yet they hav Black, when preaching here, said to his congregation that
never yet formed a free government any more than has the Paine, while he was writing the " Age of Reason," had never
kingdom of heaven come to hand, and it is about time that read the Bible. As he said these words he brought his hand
Liberals should take thought whether they are working for up and down, exclaiming, " I know what I am talking
liberty or slavery, for it looks to me as if they hav a creed, about." I would say to the Liberals who hav read the "Age
called the Nine Demands of Liberalism, which is just as use- of Reason," "You know that Black does not know what he
less as are the Thirty-nine Articles of the orthodox creed. is talking about." Paine does say that while he was writing
Certain I .am that not one of them will ever become useful the first part of the ''Age of Reason" he did not ha v the
until our government is made free, and when that is done the Bible, but quoted it only from memory. I wonder if Mr.
Black coiild do as well, had it not been that he spent the
Nine Demands will not be wanted.
Now, I am glad that Brother Graham has read and com- greater part of his life dreaming over that old mass of supermented on my letter, and I hope that every reader and writer stitious fables? While ·Mr. Black was telling his congrega.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER will seriously read it and think upon tion at Waco that he was related to Judge Black, why did he
it. I said that the people of this country were slaves under not inform. them, also, as to what relation he was to Prof.
the English government. I challenged any man to show a w. F. Black, who, several years ago, eloped with another
line or sentence in all past history of this country that even man's wife, and werit to St. Louis? And while they were
proposes to make the people free. On the contrary, the gov- there spending their honeymoon, the newsboys of Indian_
ernment has never recognized in any manner the least apolis were running abou~ the streets vending their papers,
shadow of right of the people to either life, liberty, or to pur- yelling, "All about the Black scandal," pointing at the same
sue their happiness. "The political creed of the country, tiine at the large heading, "The Black Scandal." I wonder
the Constitution, provides all necessary powers for alienating again if Mr. Black ever saw the little pamphlet called " The
every right from the people, but neither provides nor recog- Crimes of Preachers." If he has not, I would advise him
nizes any rights of the people to life, liberty, or to pursue to send at once to TnE TRUTH SEEKER and secure a copy,
their happiness." Brother Graham says it is true that slavery wherein he will find an elaborate list of the somewhat·unwas permitted to exist for a time, etc. This is not so; slav- fortunate holy shepherds, with their beautiful behavior reery was not permitted to exist, for all were slaves under gov- spectfully attached thereto. The author of this little book
ernment, by the very nature of the government. Freedom collected only about nine hundred of these fallen heroes for
never did, never can, exist under any government that has Christ's sake in the space of six years. And during that six
ever yet been formed. Slavery is the natural and inevitable years the Black scandal of Indianapolis was added to this
consequence of such governments.
nine hundred list. And, as the Christian says, the Lord
Brother Graham says that Jefferson sowed the seeds of knows how large that Jist is by this time. If Mr. Billings
liberty when he declared that all people are endowed with has kept a sharp eye on the newspapers his book ought to be
an inalienable right to life, liberty, and to pursue their hap- three times its original size.
W. L. SANDERS
piness. Yet Mr. J.efferson lived many years, and saw the
government enslave all of the people, and alienate every
NoRSE, TEx., Sept. 25, 287.
vestige of those rights which he had declared were inalienMR. EDITOR: The unprecedented drouth, of which I wrote
able. Now, what does Mr. Graham understand to be the you last spring, has continued through the summer just
m,eaning of the word " inalienable?" He knows that the closing in this and the south and southwestern portions of
gallows has been in frequent, and has c:lme to be an almost this, the Lone Star State, !caving us in a rather' precllrious
daily requisition in some parts of this country, so cornmon condition financially, as but very little of any kind of crops.
that mobs frequently make a true answer to save time and was raised here this year. It is worse even than last year i•
trouble, and often the people go through the performance this vicinity, as comparativly good crop of wheat was then
themselvs as a short road out of slavery! To me the word produced. But we must struggle the best we may, hoping
"inalienable" means that no power but that which conferred for better times in store for us in the future. The· drouth
those rights has the right to interfere with 01: abridge them; was suddenly broken on the 30th of August by a regular
and if this is true, then are the people of this country not flood. It then rained heavily for eight consecutiv hours
only slaves, but they are through their government also daily without the least interruption, which caused the streams to
murderers, robbers, and thieves; for we claim that ours is a rapidly swell and overflow their banks, destroying considergovernment of the people.
able property within their raging water's reach. So you
Mr. Graham says nowhere else has the poor man enjoyed will perceive we hav had the remarkable-almost paradoxso fair a chance to better his condition as in the land of ical-experience of actually suffering from both drouth and
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flood at one and the same time. Fortunately, but few here,
however, hav been affected by the flood; on the rivers is
where it did the most damage. Nature has, since the rain,
put on her spring-like garb of green, and stock will be in fine
condition for winter.
The Farmers' Alliance, an organization composed chiefly
-of farmers, a~e doing a noble work here-not only in Texas,
but it is rapidly spreading throughout the Southern Statesand I hope that by a consolidation with the Farmers' Alliance
of the North we may finally, together with other labor
organizations having the same general principles and ends in
view, cooperate and march in solid phalanx against the
cohorts of monopoly's oppr.;;ssiv reign, and victory (perch
upon our banners.
_
The specific aims and objects of the Farmers' Alliance are,
as I would define them : Our industrial emancipation from
the thraldom of monopoly's rule. In the words of the platform of purposes it is: "1. To labor for the education of the
agricultural classes in the science of econ9mical government
in a strictly non-partisan spirit. 2. To indorse the motto,
'In things essential, unity; in all things, charity.' 3. To
develop a better slate, mentally, morally, socially, and financially."
These are the three first and most important principles of
our order (I say "our order," being a member of it)-principles which it seems to me every right-minded ana conscientious person would indorse. The other propositions I
leave out for ·want of space here. Our watchwords are
organization, education, and cooperation. I expect much
good to be accomplished through this organization. It will,
I confidently hope, be no mean nor small factor toward the
attainment and ultimate achievement of universal emancipa-_
tion for all mankind, especially in the quickening of intellio-ence or education of the masses to become industrially
a~d politically independent, so that we may in time all
become in fact truly independent citizens of a true republic.
Something is undoubtedly imperativly needed to avert the
threatening and imminent dangers by which our once· free
institutions are to-day menaced by the constantly increasing
corrupting influence and power of money, corporate capital,
banking institutions, land syndicates, etc., both domestic
and foreign, or we may awake some day to the realization
that our boasted republic has been converted into a moneyed
oligarchy, from whence-even the semblance of liberty may
hav forever fled. But as we find that the leaven of intellectual advancement is silently but surely going on among
the people, we feel assured that such a dire calamity will be
averted. A revolution seems, however, inevitable, which I
hope may be a peaceable revolution by means of the ballot,
instead of a bloody and barbarous one by the bullet.
I must close for this time. Please send a sample copy of
THE TRUTH SEEKEH to each of the inclosed names.
Fraternally,
T. THEO. Cor:wroK.
PAOIFio, Mo., Oct. 1, 1887.

MR. Eoi1·oR: I scare know what to do with myself. Do
without the paper? I am loth to do it, although at times it
makes me feel unpleasant, and I think I ought to. Firstly,
I am tired of religious subjects; secondly, it givs me too
much cause for worry;· and, thirdly, the many statements
made are inconsistent with relations and my knowing.
I am a Republican, radical and outspoken; I am an Infidel
of a pronounced type. I am, withal, a Spiritualist of necessity. So you may know that I alii not likely to be one-sided
or biased.
Religion rules and shapes; it has caused conditions and
holds them yet, if somewhat weakened, or even much. Themass of people yet require the showing up of it, I will admit,
but I do not any more.
I hav all my interest in the present, in life and causes as
they affect us now; I care nothing for exhibitions of learning of the past. What are the positions reformers take ?
What are their attitudes to one another-to the cause they
advocate? Are they consistent with friendship, harmony,
and correlativ principles ? It is often the case that they are
not, and that is what agitates my mind, robs me of my peace,
and makes me fear.
I am down on all that is technical, on all book-learned
wisdom, on all inspired and self-circumstanced, self-conditioned construction and contrivance. I want a true exhibition of facts and causes as they are us,_as they condition us,
and none other. Hear all, then decide, is a very good
maxim; but where lies the truth? Can all men judge?
Hav they all knowledge of the truth- the cause? How
can you harmonize and unite without agreeing as to cause
and methods ?
·
Here are Infidels. One set are Anarchists, one Socialists,
one Communists, one real Liberals; one, and a large percentage, Spiritualists; one Freel overs. E;wh one is fired up
from his own standpoint of life, circumstance, and condition,
past and present. The first is utterly at variance with sense
itself; the two succeeding hav some fine features in lhem,
but yet are void of wholcnes3, because of correlates, the life
and natures of the people of this amalgamated nation. Make
love free and lawful, and what would life be worth in a
generation? It is absurd, Spiritualism has produced much
agitation. It is true it has, and holds within itself, much
fraud and deception, much abuse. But is it true? It is, in
all of its phases. But has it any virtue for man? As far as
my experience goes, as far as I hav seen, heard, and felt, as
far as my own con'dition in life is concerned, it has not.
"Negativs" are never good in any cause or purpose, in
any life or nature. For what is spirit x of cause? But that
does not do away with the fact, and spirit life is as true as
this life, for one depends upon the other; both are equal. I
hav wondered often how a man can reason against the
thought-of a life or state above the present, or immortality.
If matter is eternal, and has evolved -out of- itself life,
tb.ought, and' consciousness, a. motiv state, ho.w. can the

can the law itself be annulled ?-1- fullest capacity, and all seemed to enjo; the lectu~es, which
was attested by their generous contributions to the speaker.
of the eternal sum, how is it possible for him to discontinue ? Many thanks are due to the Liberals of Pliiladelphia for
On the other hand, is it not logic to reason that, while nature their warm support and kindness to us, an(l especially our
remains, which has evolved man, in which'man has thought thanks are due to Professor Seymour, J. 0. Bently, Geo.
and been a motiv being for untold ages in all its cosmical Longford, and all others who by word and deed gave us a
changes, ht; will continue to liv hereafter- to liv after helping hand. The City of Brotherly Love is a grand old
death? Looking at things in that light, Mr. Editor, what is city-not so mighty as New York, and not so beautiful
there left of :Materialism?
as Boston-and yet it contains some features of hist'Oric
You had no need to remind me of duty. I always paid interest which make it great and precious to the American
before. I say every one that is a man ought to pay for this people.
best and grandest paper without being dunned. •
'fhere stands old Independence Hall, the cradle of AmenYours truly,
A. H. KRUGER.
can liberty. There look down upmi you from the walls the
faces of those noble men who gave their lives for us and
DR. YORK lN BOSTON.
freedom. There hangs the old liberty bell, whose voice
BosToN, Oct. 22, 1887.
rang out to tell the story of our nation's birth. There the
MR. EDITOR : Perinit me to say, for the benefit of those
relics by pen and sword and deeds of those brave spirits who
interested in our work, that I am still on the war-path, and
laid the foundation of an empire of which I am proud to be
hav arrived at the objectiv point of my Eastern trip across
a son. Here lie Franklin and many others of. that noble
the continent, an9- the Mecca of all faithful pilgrims of Freeband, in the Quaker burial-ground, carefully and sacredly
thought.
kept, near the center of this great city, now full of life on
Since my last letter, I hav lectured three Sundays in Pittsevery side.
burgh, three Sundays in Pliiladelphia, and two Sundays -in
Here is the room in which TI:wmas Pa,\ne wrote his grand
Boston, to large and enthusiastic audiences. Our stay in
and glowing inspirations of human liberty, and we were glad
Pittsburgh was made highly pleasant by the warm-hearted
to see his portrait hanging again where it rightfully belongs,
courtesy of Roman Staley, Harry Hoover, H. H. Timbey,
among the fatllers of the Revolution in Independence Hall,
Mr. Barker, Mr. Pearce, and in fact by all of the official·
now made sacred by the memories of the past. Hardly can
members of that most activ and thoroughgoing · Liberal
an American- visit the Quaker City, and not feel a manly
League. But more especially are we under many obligations
pride and tenderness toward these relics and monuments
to Mr. Abel and Mr. Minge!, and their families, for much
which point back to the infancJ of our national life.
kindness, and assisiimce in taking in the many (to us) novel
Our stay in Boston has been most pleasant. Our audiences
sights with which Pittsburgh, the great workshop of Amerhav been large, bright, and lively; and I must say that I was
ica, abounds.
full and proud to make my bow in Paine Hall to a Boston
Iron works for the manufacture of almost everything
audience, with our friends, Mendum and Seaver, two old
which can be made out of iron, as also glassware works,
beacon-lights of American Liberalism, to preside. Messrs.
which were highly interesting, are to be seen; and I may
Mendum and Seaver, I like them much, and though well
say that a visit to the great_ works where iron is converted
stricken with years, they giv promis of some good service in
into steel, in the night-time, is most fearfully beautiful. And the future. Mr. Seaver is big-hearted, clear-headed, jolly,
the amount of enterprise and energy displayed in this and good, and withal broad-minded and tolerant. Mr. Menintensely busy city is most wonderful. And Pittsburgh, dum, with whose family of kindly and gifted daughters we
once shrouded in blackness and smoke, is finding a happy spent a pleasant evening, is a most genial and courteous
resurrection to light and brightness by the use of natural gas man, who begins to show the marks of an intense, earnest,
instead of coal for all heating purposes. Long last the nat- activ life in our cause. And these two men, so widely
ural gas, to brighten the prospects and increase the wealth different in temperament, are more nearly like brothers than
of Pittsburgh !
one often will find.
Our lectures in Pittsburgh w~re well received by increasWe are also made glad by the kindness of Ernest Mendum,
ing audiences, and we are anticipating a good time on our as also the long-time clerk in their officfl, Mr. O'Malley, who
return visit on our way West with the Liberals of Pittsburgh. hav helped to make our stay pleasant in Boston, and our
Of course we regret the mishap, wl!ich has been explained thanks are due to the Liberals of the Hub, and we carry
by the Editor of TnE Tl!UTH SEEKER, which prevented our away with us many happy recollections of these friends and
speaking in New York, and rendered our stay quite brief in our visit.
~
that greatest of American cities-and yet long enough to
We hav not space to tell all of' what we think about
take a good look through the TRUTH SEEKER office, which is Boston, and can only say from our brief visit that it is a
commodious, convenient, and cheery, and to hav a good chat most beautiful city, and an epitome of American enterprise,
with its Editor, ns also with that most genial spirit, tho busi- lnuustry, aud uultum. "'7o bav paid a vi3it to Buukcr Hill,
ness manager of the concern, C. P. Somerby, and family, to marked by a splendid monument; the rooms of natural
whom we are indebted for courtesy and what seemed to us history, and many places of interest to the newcomer, all of
like real Western hospitality and kindness. Of course, which attest in a large degree to the enterprise of these
sight-seeing was not our business in New York, and yet our people. We hav noted Boston Common, Faneuil Hall, the
hopes in this regard were gratified. The courtesy of the Ed- Old South church, and Brimstone Corner. We hav paid
itor and manager of THE TuuTH SEEKER made it possible for particular attention to the Paine Memorial building, and can
us to see some of the great things in this city; ameng which assure the Liberals of the West that this grand structure is
_were the great Brooklyn bridge, one of the wonders of the indeed a most worthy memorial to that great and good man,
world, the product of intellect and genius, both grand and Thomas Paine, as well as a credit to those who projected it,
beautiful; the Egyptian Obelisk in Central Park, covered and the hearts and hands which. hav assisted to make this
over with strange characters which tell the tale of the far-off great and only monument of American Liberalism a grand
<\
past long since obscured by the night of ages; the museum, success.
containing, among many rich and rare things in nature and
We were glad to meet our brother Washbu~n, a grand
art, some most magnificent paintings, which filled me with specimen of true manhood, and a worthy worker in the
delight, only the time was too short to drink in half of the field of Freethought. - We also had great pleasure in listenbeauty and glory contained in only three of these great ing to that veteran Unitarian minister, Bartoll, of whom we
works of art. "The Horse Fair," by Rosa Bonheur, is a hav· heard and read for many years; and also h~d a rare
$50,000 picture, her masterpiece, which one would never treat at Tremont Temple in listening, with thre<:J thousand
tire in beholding, every particular horse is so strongly others, to the eloquent Mary A. Livermore, in an address
marked with individuality, not only in outward form, but before the Women's Temperance Union. She is a grand
the soul and temperament of every animal is made to shine woman, who has taken a brave stand for many years in
through by her lofty genius. Another great picture is "The favor of woman suffrage and human rights. Her presence
Organ Rehersal," in which the figures seemed to stand out is commanding ; her speech is a flood of good sense; and
and a way from the canvas, and S() lifelike one might fancy he her magnetic, persuasiv power sweeps like a breeze through
could hear them sing-'-- none but a master hand could portray the hearts of her auditors.
so faithfully and grandly-not the subject of the piece is
There are many good things which must be left unsaid,
grand, as churches and church choirs in their use are the for want of space, about Boston and the Liberals at Paine
elements of superstition and bondage-but the living soul Hall.
with which the artist has endowed the canvas is the glory of
Our thanks are due to our old friend s~mos Parsons,
refinement and beauty.
of San Jose,· the garden city of California, for his gift of $5,
One other great work of art carried me back to the incep- sent' to THE Tl!UTH SEEKER for us, to help us, as he said, in
tion of An1erican liberty, and that was of Columbus and a fighting the battle of Freethought. This is not a new thing
few foilowers before that queenly queen presenting his the- for him to do, and we trust that 'he may liv many years yet
ory, hope, expectation, and desire to find a new world, and to enjoy the advance of our noble cause.
as I gazed upon it, I thought, if there is anything which
One more Sunday and our work is done here, and we turn
should entitle a soul to immortality, such genius should be our faces once more toward our Western home. We will
that thing divine.
speak at Buffalo on October 30th; at Bradford, Pa., on
From these works of nature and art we were conducted by November 1st; at Pittsburgh on November 6th and 13th; at
our friend and Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER to St. Patrick's Akron, 0., on November 16th; at Kent, November 19th,
Cathedral, the work of devotion to a false and cruel system of 20th, and 21st; at Des Moines, Ia., November 27th; at Denreligion. The structure is grand, the finest of the kind on om: ver, December 4th; at Greeley, December 6th and 7th; Salt
continent, and we were informed. by our guide that the val- Lake, Utah, December 11th; and are sorry that we cannot
uable land on which this temple of sin rested was procured respond to one-half of the calls to speak in Maine, Ohio,
of the city for the astounding sum of $1, and that the grea,ter Pennsylvania, Iowa, and Kansas, as circumstances call us
part of the vast sum which this structure has cost has been home and to bring our Eastern trip to a close. And with
wrung from the scanty wages of the servant-girls of this many good wishes for THE Tl!UTH SEEKER and its readers,
pagan city-and then to hav that great statue of Liberty with I am,
Yours for truth,
J. L. YoRK.
flaming torch standing in her portals is to my mind a burlesque on the name of human liberty. Poor New York!
THE American Board of Missions has decided that the unhow she is stifled by the red-mouthed policy of Home ! And
not much of a prophet is needed to predict what the harvest converted heathen must go to perdition. A suspicion, however, is gaining ground in some regions that the final decision
will be.
Our -stay of three weeks in Philadelphia, I trust, was in this matter does not rest wholly with the American
profitable to people and speaker. The hall was filled to its Board.-AEbany Argus •.
elements be annulled?
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If man can think and reason because of his complex state, as

·.···. z.
''THE_ TRUTH: SEEKER.-.NOVE-MBER-

"Hdited biJ Miss SusAN H. WIXoN,- Fall

~; Ma88;, 'to t1Jlwm all Oomm;unlctrtion8 f0'1'
t.UB {]dr?'/41' should be &ent.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is_ beginning_ to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
' ' ~; -That is known as the Ohildren'li Hour."

To' the Children.
'_,;\v;e.trust you will not forget about the
prizes offered by llr. Marlett, of Chicago, for
thebes( essays on "Why I am a Liberal."
,We would like all the children to try for
tli6;{)]iz~. under the conditions stated in the
Corner -Oct. 1st, and piease send them in as
early as convenient.-ED~ C. C.

Free Speech.
-,·Ali ~onviction should be valiant :

_ :Tell thy truth, if truth it be,
• Never seek to stem its current;
'"~-- ·-Thoughts, like rivers, find the sea;
'It will fit the widening circle
-,_ ; Of eternal v~rity.
, . J'"Speak thy thought if thou believ'st it;
Let it jostle whom it may,
E'en,althon~h the foolish scorn it,
Q\'",bP~ oQstin~te gainsay ;
Every-seed that grows to-morrow
J,ies beneath the clod to-day.

:,~.; 'tf' onr sirea, the noble-hearted,

Pioneers of things to come,
Had like some been weak and timid,
Traitors to themselvs, and dumb,
Wherewm1ld be our present knowledge 1
Where the hoped millennium 1
' , • Where would be triumphant Science,
-. Sea.rching with her fearless eyes,
- · Through the infinit creation
For the sotilthat underliesSoul of beauty, soul of goodness,
, ,. Wisdom of the earth and skies 1
' '' ·-- Wb.ere would be all great inventions,
Each from bygone fancies born,
Issued first in doubt and darkness,
_, __ - Launched 'mid apathy and scorn 1
. -- How oonld noontime every light us
Bnt for dawning of the morn 1
. · Where won1d be our free opinion,
, .. _Where the right t&speak at all,
·"-·If our sires, like some mistrustful,
Had been deaf to duty's call,
And concealed the thoughts within. them,

morning," "Good-afternoon;" and "Good•
night" linger on memory's ear like notes of
sweetest music.
How ~anypeople think these~greetings of
no-consequence in one's own family, but are
careful to _observe them strictly with a
chance acquaintance. But the little courtesies, like charity, should begin at home.
People forget to say '' Thank you "- for
home favors, and often fail to evince any
pleasure at little 'tokens of good-will given
by members of· the family circle. Many
childish hearts hav been chilled at the coldness shown by a pinent at the work of tiny
little fingers, crude and imperfect though it
may hilv been, yet as an offering of childish
love it was entitled to as much show of gratitude, yes, and more than if it had been proffered by a prince. Careful should parents
be in observing the graces of life, tl;te etiquet
of the table, the kitchen, sitting, and dining
room, as well as the parlor; then there will
be no reason to fear that the children will not
follow the example of their elders. Good
words al'e next to good acts, and let us not
be chary of them. They cost nothing, and
can create a world of pleasure. Then, too,
words once spoken can never be picked up
again. So should we be careful to speak
only those words that will bring no sorrow
or regret when we remember them, and at ail
times and upon all occasions to cherish the
little courtesi~s that sweeten and make bright
the life we liv, .as well as the lives of those
around us.
S. H. W._

Smart Little Jakie.
On Clinton place, near where THE TRuTH
SEEKER office used to be, there is a barber
shop kept- by a man whose first name is
Jacob. He is a German, and he has a little
son seven or eight years old, who is of course
a German also, and whose name is Jakie.
One day the barber went out of his shop for.
.a few minutes and told Jakie to stay there
·
until he came back; 80 down Jakie sits in one
of the chairs, puts his feet up,in the air as he
had seen his father do when waiting for a
customer, and pretended to read a paper.
Pretty soon a rough-looking man came in
and asked for the barber.
"He's gone out for a minute," says Jakie.
''Where?" asks- the man.

-5-~·::1-8:87.

months. or even years apparently dead, to be
revived when water is again supplied to
them. Mr. Jabez Hogg has been experimenting during the past three years with one
form of infusorial life, the rotifers OJ wheel
animalcules, and has even kept dried speci-mens for a time at a temperature of 200 de~
grees Fahrenheit, and afterward exposed
them to intense cold; neither process killing
them or greatly diminishing their vitaJ powers. Mr. Hogg supposes that as -the ~nimil.
dries it shuts itself up like a telescope, its
skin taking an egg-like shape, and that a
Se«reting organ coats the body with a gelatinous envelope which protects it from further change.
~--~~~.-------

With the

Bright Fanm"es
-

and

Child~en.

Odd_ Speeches of th8 Little
Ones.

A BORN LAWYER.
Street scene : Three small boys, one manipulating a long stick of molasses candy by
inserting it into his resophagus, and bringing
it to view again.
Second small boy: "Say, Johnny, giv me
a piece."
"Naw, I won't, coz you axed me_~"
Third small boy: "Say, Johnny, I didn't
ax ye."
"Well, I seed you didn't want any."PrO'IJide'nce Journal.
DISCREDJ;.TED BY INSINUATION.
It is pleasant to know even one family in
which the child of tender years takes an
interest in those practical details of housekeeping which make a woman so valuable to
a man who wants to keep house. The
youngster is but seven. They are a family of
three, and none of them like dessert. But
the other evening a guest unexpectedly came
to dinner, and it came to a question as to
whether he might not like a Q.it of cheese.
The youn{l: lady, with great urbanity, looked
up and said :
.
·
"Manima, I don't believe there's 11.nything
in the house except some • mouse' cheese,
and I don't think the general would like

the_ superintendent was showing off the
results of his labors. During the exerciEes
he asked the children who could tell him any.
~hing about Peter. No one answered. The
question was repeated several times till
finally a little girl held up her hand. "Well,
my dear," said the superintendent, "that's
right; I am glad to see there is one little girl
who will put these larger boys and girls to
shame." The little girl came forward to the
platform and· was told to tell the audience
what she knew of Peter. She put her finger
in her mouth, and, looking very smiling,
said-:
Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater,
Had a· wife and couldn't, keep her;
Pnt her in a pumpkin shell,
And there he kept her very well.
Amid the roar that followed she hurried
gaily to her seat.-Our Dumb Animals.
- HOW THE BABY LOOKS.
A little Byfield girl, two years old, went
with her aunt to see a baby, and when she
came home exclaimed, '' 0 mamma I the
baby cried till it bent its face all over."-New.
burypO'I't News.
·
OPPOSED TO MIDDLEMEN.
A little four-year-old chubby-faced boy sat
clenching his fingers around a silver dollar at
the Sunday-school service at the Methodist
Episcopal church, in Tyrone, Pa., on Sunday, and later reluctantly surrendered'it to. a
person who collected the contributions to the
church •fund, saying afterward, " I didn't
want to giv it to Mr. B.; I wanted to giv it
to the Lord."-Pltiladelphia Bulletin.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.-DIAMOND.
1. A letter.
2. A number.
3. Opinion.
4: Common.
5. Strength.
6. Irish expression of tea.
7. A letter.
Lyons, N. Y.
C. RooKER.

2.-SQUARE.
1. A mold for metals.
2. An auxiliary- and previously demonthat."-Ban Francisco Ohronicle.
strated proposition.
THE GENUIN HUNTSMAN SPIRIT.
3. A yellowish fossil resin.
A small boy was given a toy gun in the use
4. To sail.
of which beans served as ammunition. The5. To join together.
little fellow was tremendously excited over
W. B. ORCHARD.
the toy, and came in one morning from the
yard, where he had been firing it, exclaiming ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S COliNER,
OCT. 15, 1887 •
excitedly : 1.-Coterie.
"I shot a bean right up through God's
2.M
house,, and think I hit him I"
LAD
The earnestness of the little lad showed
LUNAR
how unconscious he was of any sound of

~~-~-cJ;.:;ri..-..~;,..,,;. __,o...lo•u--to-l..ll-•-~------ ---- ~nou.r-der-corner;--.rn-kie---repHed;·---·---:---: ;irrevenmceitrhts-:words;-=rr:~~<Towrna&;· -- ·:.

-''rlioligh an honest thought, outspoken,
, _Lead thee into chains or death,
''What is life compared with virtue 1
'Shalfthon not survive thy breath 1
-•,.c._ll_~rkl •the future age invites thee!
,c-.Listen! tremble, what it saith.
::tt.deinands. thY thought in justice,
: _ · · Debt,. not tribute of.the free;
Hav not ages long departed
Groaned, and toiled, and bled for thee 1
Ir'£Iie :Past hav lent thee wisdom,
J:'!!.Y it~o,_fntn~ity.
~:.. -

-Ollarles Macleav.

Do" the Best You Can.
INn this world yon would succeed,
-- ---Yon must be brave and true;
Don't stand aloofarid slight your work
Because 'tis hard to do.
If troubles come and sorrows rise,
;_ Then sho'IV yourself a man ;
Jl;et,QQil,rage_nerve: yon for your work,
'AG.d d!) :tbe.Jiest ycjn can..
·
: , Alid in your study or Yonr play
~ .: D.etermin to excel;
, ': ;i)on't lag behind, but" hoe your row,"
i )lhd strive to hoe it well
\, i:]:llall.yonr play, in. all your. work,
\i;-',: Just try the golden plan;
',.·Be aot-iv, :ready, brave, and hold,
:_ -_:'ibid do the best yon can.
~,_:breis battle now is fairly on,
'?~''c!ii,d there is work to do, /Will-yon be aotiv in the fight
t;,:;, ---And to your colors true 1
/Yon $9e .the men around yon now
-~, ::, wii<; thus their lives began;
::'Th!Jn l)onrage take, brave efforts make;
~-;):And- do the best .yon can. .
:·•,.:; ·-, · __

• ·

-GvlaenDavs.

·:,:/V.'--,-"''....,---..:...~.-.-----

~"'~'·:; · tittle ·Courtesies.
What a- 'pleasant world this might be if
ev,efY,d~.e, would strive to
se~v!j l!heli~tle greetings of

remember and obcommon, everyday
life.- A cheerful "Good-morning" has made
sunshine in: a_ house all day long, while a sole~!!• sil.~nt visage appearing at the breakfast
table has struck a shadow of -gloom over the
entire ·household.
,It -~s. deplorable fact that parents, an<l
teachers generally, neglect to impress, by
pt;~ept and- example, upon the plastic mind
of,childhooq the importance of observing the
';a:Weet, small courtesies" that go so far to
male living agreeable at home and elsewhere. It is written that " the Lord loveth
lie cheerful giver," and we humans_love the
cheerful speaker. Involuntarily the heart
goes pU,t to the. one who scatters bright words
and happy smiles, whose hearty " Good-

a

"Well, -you just run rotin' der comer aiJ.'l
tell him 1 want to see him, said the man.
•

·

-

•

'

•

Ja. ki~ at first was gomg a:te~ his father_, but
he noticed that the man didn t look as If he
had the price of a shave, and he noticed, too,
~hat he was looking at the drawers along in
front of the chairs as though he wanted the
t · ·
tJ:i ·
J k"
t
f
one co~ ammg e m_oney_a Ie go ou~ 0
the chair and stood With his shoulders agamst
the money-drawer; and when the man said
again, " Go tell your father a gentleman
wants to engage his services " he shook his
head and said, "_Nixy," which meant no.
"Go on, " SRI"dth.
e man.
"Go 'way," said Jakie.
Just here Jakie SSW his father coming.
"There's me fader," he said to the man.
·But the customer didn't wait. he ran
t
, .
'
ou
as_ Jacob c~me m.
'' Vhat did dot feller want, my leedle son?"
inquired Jacob.
"He wanted me to go after you," replied
Jakie.
"And why didn't you go?"

.
A THEORY AND A ~UERY..
A bttle thr~e-year-old. Chicago gi_rl.and her
grandmother were walkmg on Madison street
a day or two ago when. they :met a mari who
was hobbling along on crutches.
"Grandma," said .the little girl, "what a
fl!nn~, looking man. What's the matter with
. d
hi~T?h t
h
,
a poor man as on1y one 1eg, rep1Ie
the lady, "he is a cripple."
The little blue eyes looked sympathizingly
and thoup;htfully at him, and for a few moments the child said nothing. Then, having
apparently formed some kind- of a theory as
~~~~d _cause of the poor man's deformity, she
.
" Grandma
what is God doing with his
other leg ?"-'ohicago Tribune.
THE REFORMED HOMlj: GOVERNM'RNT.
Mother (to four-year-old): If your dolly
has been so na?-ghty as you Bll;Y•·.Flossie,
why don't you giv her a good Whippmg?
Flossie (thoughtfully): 'Cause I don't
b'lieve in that sort of thing.~Philadelphia
North America-n.
A QUESTION OF PEDIGREE.
Little Mabel, five years old, is not so young
but that she has picked up some knowledge
of the ways of the world. She said to her
mother the other day, after a fit of deep musing, "Say, mamma, who was papa before he
married us, anyway?" " Who was papa?
Why, he was the same man that he is now."
"Yes, but what was he to you? Was he
just a man that you mashed ?''-Alton, Ill.,

"He must hav thought I was pretty
young," said Jakie, "to leave the shop and
let him go through the till."
"By jimmineddy," said Jacob," you was
· ht 1 b
d
ng •
etyou ot fe1ler wanted to run off
with the money-drawer."
Democrat.
"Course he did," said Jakie, Very imporEQUAL RIGHTS DEMANDED.
tantly."
.
A little Sedalia girl who had been taught to
"You was a brave lad, my leetle son, and· offer prayer to God before. retiring to rest
nights was with her mother at the St. Louis
one time I make you a pre~ent already. Hold fair last week and stopping with friends in
on ; here, take tliis evening Telegram and go the city, where there were other visitors,
sell it for a. cent, and buy you a stick of among whom. were some ministers. Minis-candy, and gif your sister half."
terial vacation had been the theme of the
Little Jakie took the paper and galloped after-supper conversation, two of the minisout to the corner of Broadway, where he sold ters saying they were enjoying a much-needed
it for two cents instead of one.
rest. The little lady was reminded, on preparing for bed at night, that she had negWhen he was gone his father said to a cus- lected her usual prayer. With a manifest
to mer : '' By hokey, dot boy is smarter .than feeling that all was right with her she
what his old fader is already. 1 bet your life replied, "WJ:ty; thesl;! ministers are here on .a
he was a policeman some day;"
preaching vacation; I am tired, and .want a
praying vacation, too."-BedaZia, Mo., Bawo.
WEAKENING INFLUENCES.
' Infusorial Life.
Jamie's mother took him to a. Christian
A matter of surprise and wonder to those convention, and he was so much impressed
that he was a very good boy for several days
who witness it for the first time is the rousing after.
One day he was very restless, and had
to life of whole colonies of infusoria by the to be corrected several · times. After his
addition of a .drop of water to a few grains of mamma had· talked with him seriousiy for
earth or dust. These microscopic organisms some naughty ac;:tion he exclaimed, " I guess
abound everywhere in water containing de- you'll hav to take me to another convention,
mamma?"-Youth's Oompanion.
composing vegetable or animal matter, and won't you, KNEW
ALL ABOUT PETER. some forms may in a dried state remain for
H was at a Sunday-sclwol e~ibition, and
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RED

R
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHU.DREN'S CORNER,
OCT. 8, 1887.
l.FLEAM
LITRE
ETHEL
ARENA
ME LAM
2.-Aquascalientes.

Correspondence.
SNoHoMISH, W. T., Oct. 16, 1887.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Dear Madam: I
saw in your Corner, in the last TRUTH SEEKER,
that prizes were offered for the best essays
on the subject, "Why I ani. a Liberal." As
Liberalism is about to institute through the
American Secular Union one of the grandest
reforms in human history, I th')ught this a
good chance to tell the people of the country
why I am a LiberaL I do not expect to get
a prize, as there are many of the competitors
who hav had advantages over myself.· This
is my first essay outside of several short
essays in the public school at Snohomish, six
attempts at orations in the public school, and
one in the Snohomish Hip;h School. I am
only 'fifteen years of age, but I hav the reputation of having the best knowledge of
History and Geography of any one under
twenty years of age. and I am further advanced in other studies than the majority of
Snohomish scholars of the same age. When
S. P. Putnam was at Snohomish. I -joined the
Secular Union, and now, with the rest of the
Society, await the arrival of Mr. Reynolds
and the return of Mr. Putnam.
Respectfully, EDWARD C. MoRSE.
[The essay was duly received, and awaits
examination. We hope to receive a large
number of essays upon the subject, " Why I
am a LiberaL" All will be printed, whether
taking prizes or not.-ED. C. C.]

REDUCED TO $1.00,

THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
. SEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Curtis,
Florence, Ala., for description of cheap land in
the Sunny South.
_
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Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Oontents: "The Ghosts" "Liberty for Man
Woman, and Ohild," "The Declaration of In~
de]!endence," "About Farmil!g in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banqueh:' "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past J:tises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingeri!oll."

Some :Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
- cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Relidon. _By R. G.
Ingersog, Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George l!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid, Printed in
large, clear t_ype, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinacy lectures
This makes a grand missionary document'
Liberals should scatter it generously,
'

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Ji'ranutscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3
Millions of these should be circulated.
'

Vindication of· Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Bob. ert G. Ingersoll.· Price, 15 cents. .

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents,
ln~ersoll's Lectures Complete.

.

"

· A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Oharles Eckhard,"treasurer ofthe.America.n
Secular Union, has published

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lectures comprising, "The Gods "
"Humboldt," " Thomas Paine," " Individuai. ity," and" Heretics and Heresies."

.

.
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-·KERSEY .GR.A.YES'S WORKS~
Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains,
Price, 35 cents.

THE NINE DEMANDS Bible of Bibles;

or, Twenty-seven

· Divine Bevelatious, containing a description of
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
twenty-seven bibles and au exl?osition of two
. thollBand. biblical errors in smence, history,
hav previously appeared. A.t the head of an en~
morals, religion) and general events. Also a
graving on heavy plate paper, .24x19 inches, are
. delineation of tne characters of the principal
peraonages of the Ohristian Bible and an exthe cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
amination of their doctrins. Price, 1. 75.
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic, At the. sides are FRANKLIN and The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Oontalning new and startling revelations in
printed the Nine Demands of. the American Secu· religious histor:v,. which disclose the oriental
origin of all the aoctrines 1 principleJb precepts,lar Union in conspicuous type, At the foot are
and miracles of the Ohristian New Testament.
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
making eight likenesses in all, Inscribed· behistory of sixteen oriental crucifiec!.t;ods. 1.50,
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
.
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- The Con:llict between Christianity
and Civilization.
mounted on each corner by Mr, Eckhard's design
of the flag above the cross, The whole makes an
PRIOE,
15 OENTB.
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
. It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good,artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits M. E. Billings,
are as true to nature as the photographs from
LIBERTY A:.ND :MOltALITY.
which they were transferred. The design will be
PBIOE, 15 OENTS.
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
discourse,-=.James Parton,
I am· much pleased with your address, and will
28 Lafayette Place, New York
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

W. S. BELL'S pAMPHLETS.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for ~r. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy,".bound 1n one beautiful.volume, in half
calf, librarY style, and contaming over li300 A
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
~nee· of $5. Sent bY mail postpaid.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

Trtbutes.

There hav been so many

a12plications for Mr. In_gersoll•s "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Mil·
ler's Grave," that they hav been printed on
heavY toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
a.nd in large, clear type, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 50 eta, or either one for 15 cts.

Prose Poems ·and Selections.

This

ooMPEND oF THR NATURAL

LAws

oF

IN-

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Bemsbur~ are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Oriminal Statistics,
showin!{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and OivilizatioB; the
Ohurch and Science; the Ohurch and Learning;
the Ohurch and. Liberty ·hthe Ohurch and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Bights
Movement t the Temperance Reform; the
Ohurch ana the Republic.

Bible .Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Bcrimure Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and. Robbery •
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Oonquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
(:ukiudness to Ohildren; Oruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Oannibalism ; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperanc ~Poverty
and Va.grancy: Ignorance and Idiocy Obscenity. l"rJCe, smgl!J copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities,

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the_following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;, The Ohristian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; JJ<xamination of
Sund!l.Jl: Arguments; Origin of Ohristian Sabbath; Testimony of the Ohristian Fathers; The
a.bb ath during the Middle A~es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Ohnstian Reformers,
Scholars\ and Divines; Abro!{ation of Sunday
Laws Pnce, 25 cents; six coo1es, $1.00.
·

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political LibertY". Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineatea the 'leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi a name from the aspet•sions cast upon
it. Ohoiue extracts from ' Oommon Sense,•
"American Orisis," "Rights of Man" and "Age
of Beason " are given; also, tribut~s to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written express1y for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
oloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protesta.nt Intolerance, Washin!{ton an Unbeliver;.Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Freethinkers' Oonvention, .January 29, 1884, Price,
10 cents.
'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00,,

Ina-ersoll's Tribu teg~
REQUCED IN PRIC.E.
We hav made arrangements whe~eby' we caD
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr ..Ingm"soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes ·ate
printed on hea.v:v·toned paper, l8x22 inch,es, illn~.
nated border, large ~lear type, suitabl~t fpr ·frf!o~·
ing. The titles are:
.
. ... ·

The Vision of War,

.

The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at Harry Miller's .Gr~ve •.
The price of these hei'etofore has been 75C~s•. ·WA
offer them at FIFTEEN OENTB EAOH; THE
THREE FOB FORTY OENTB~
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
liS Lafayette Pl., Ne\v York, ,

New Edition, Revised and Enlar&'eil~: ·

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

BY ~ELEN H. CARDENER, · ·~-~·-·
Introduction .by
.ROBERT .G, INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
The Trade SUpplied at Special1Ji8crm,nts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER;
· 28 Lafayette Place, New Y.ork.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 400.; with aJitoiO'aph, 50c.
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DANCER AHEAD.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PBIOE, 20 OENTB.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholi11
ExOHANGE.
The number of heads under which you hav
Cannot be a Good Citizen of '
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
By J. K. INGALLS, authQr of " Social Wealth." the concise manner in which each point is disthis Republic.
cussed, should be highl:y commended. Therefore
Price, 25 cents.
I take ~reat ·pleasure m recommending " AntiAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
By A • .J. GROVER.
Prohibition "to the consideration of evezy person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-gQvernment.J. J. McOabe.
PBIOJl:,
40 CENTS.
For sale at this omoe,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration

Declaration ~.f Independence,

boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE 'TRUTH SEEKER.

- -..:-«:

DUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND

new book is a gem. It is a model in every reON THE
spect. In factt one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famoufi "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
ALSO.THE
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect:Itnmm·tal Document,
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the·author. The work is designed
And the National Anthem entitled:
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir, To help it serve this
purp9se.t a fine steel portrait, with autogra\)h
"LAND
OF LIBERTY."
fac simile, has been prepared especiallr. for 1t
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
and Bl<ie, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleAddress THE TBUTH SEEKER OoMPANY,
gant library style, 4.50; m full Turke;~~: mo28 Lafayette Place, New York.
tocco, gilt, exquis1tly tine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
Life. A Prose Posm. ·Printed in
ELEMENTS
. eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
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Charles Watts's Works.

•oB

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered, Price, 1.2b OoNTENTS:
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life, Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors; Section IV.
Freethought in Oontiict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Bee·
tion V. Freethought TriUmph in the Nineteenth Oentury.

Ser.ularism; Destructiv and Construe..

ti•.

.99 PA..IZ'AII in

~!)VOr_

P.rit\.A~ 10 oi.g_

Christian . Evidences Criticised

A

Religious and Political Libe:rtv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquil'e greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every a_ge; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail. ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. · Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments which cannot fail to inttlrest
the minds of this age,
.
·
·
By THEO. 0. SPENOER.
Cloth, 12mo,, 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Aaaress
'J.'.I:l.lli ·'l'J:tUT.I:l l:iEEKER 00.,
28 Lafal ette P!.a.9e, .New York.

reply to the "Ohristian Evidence Society."
THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SIN.ilO.A.
Introduction b;v Oharles Bradl~h. Oontents : The Orig:m of Ohristianity; The HistoriPublished at Hammonton, N.J. Marie.ilowland
cal Value of the New Testament; Miracles; and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Ohlistian- F. L. browne, Printei'B, '.rhis paper is devoted speFOB
ity; The Progress of Ohristianity, Price, $1,
cially to the interests of onr colonization enter·
HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLIOS AND Secularism; its Principles and its prise, the Oredit Foncier of Sinaloa\ andfenerally
to the practical solution of the prob1emo Integral
FOB SELF-INBTBUOTION.
Duties. Price, 75- cts.
Oo-oJ)f'ra.tion. Prioe, Sl!, a year t 50 cents: for si:r
By ProC. H. M. Cott.liJger, A.D.
,
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. months. v~ oeniN for thtaA montn•
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
OENTB EAOH: Defense of Secular Principles;
needs-a perfect compeJJ.dium of histor;~~: from 2,000
Is the Bible Reliable? The Ohristian Deity j
yearsn,o,, on up to1883, all in a nutshell.-B'lmtna
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought ana
Stenker.
. Modern Progress; Ohristianity, its Nature and
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
Influence on Civilization LPhilosophy of Secuan important place; in the family it would be nc
Cents EacD.
larism; Science and .Hible Ant11.gonistic •
less important, as conveying_iuformation that all
Ohristian Scheme of Rede_!!l_ption. For all ol
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wtzon.
Addreas T:eE TRUTH BEEKER 00..
the
above
works
address
THE
TRUTH
BEEKMr. Oettinger's intentions in writing this book
ER, 26 Lafayette Place, New York.
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may
be commended as fulfillin~ its purpose of a concise and interesting histoncal text-book.-Mtlwau·
kee Senttnel.
PBIOE, CLOTH, $1.
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss, The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp,, 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwiuism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular ·•.rruths. 25
on.
Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Men of Bnsiness Who Did Something Besides cts.
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Making Money, A Book for Young Americans.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. SocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
BY .JAMES PARTON.
5 cts. Ohristianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts,
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The
Old Faith and the New. 5 cts, Bruno and
Price,
- $1.25.
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
THE TRUTH .SEEKER.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth,
Address
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New Yort.
and H~ppiness. 5 cts, The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection, 5 cts. Man' and the Lower
f> cts.
BOOKS ON :MEDICAL AND SOCIAL Animals.
Address Watts and Oo,, 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E.O,, Lon 1on, Eng.

C. B. REYNOl-DS·
So

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY:

SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 1J!JOO pages, fully
illmtrated. Oloth, -'8.25-in Engrish or German
A new cheap edition at only 1.5(1
SOIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo~Doctor, andSponsie, the Troublesome Monkey,
By Dr. E. B. Foote, Five volumes, at $1 each, or S5
LIQ.'UOR DRINKING
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
·
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUNG.
250 pagesL illustrated and cloth bound, (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
by the Bible.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and BeadY Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITABY-BOIENOE SERIES (Dime PamBY E. 0. WALKER.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Diseai!e,"representingthe germ
theory, advocating personal and· public -hygiene
This is a companion book to Bemsbur.K'S "Bible
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun- Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
beamJ" consideriug the blue-_glass cure-of value
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,,
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
·
28 Lafayette Piece. New York.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pAfce':f cloth

BiOla

Tomporanco:

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined

CHRIST RISE FROM
~~~~s~'cl~th;;~~~~~~l'li'lL~~~~llfler~8it~" ~: DID JESUS
THE DEAD 1
.
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the

HumanTemperaments " with illustrations, by·Dr.
E, B. Foote, 10 cents..t' 1Generation before Bef!:enocation" by Dr. E • .H, Foote, Jr,t)O cents; ' Be·
ports or·aonventions and Parlor meetintfS durilig
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonventwn of the
lnstitute·of Heredity,M~, 18831JT~ cents.
A.ddreps
.
TR
BEEKEB.

The E'l!identes for the Resu?'7'ection Tried
and Found Wanting.

By Saladin.
PRICE,

•
25 OENTB.
·,Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity;·:

History ofA£hristianity.,
A VINDICATION

~f some passages in the "History of the Decline and :
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

·

·'

EDWARD- GIBBON, Esq....
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the e'dito;,
including critical· notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
an "English Churchman," and other scholars. , .
1 \'ol, 12 mci, 864 pp. Cloth, With 65 engravings. $\o,20. ·
This book shows when, where, and how Christia1iitr
originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and cwndition of the ·
primitive Christians.
'
·
· ·~
"I k110W of no book that contains more real and val··
uable infonnation upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL,
" One of the most learned and interesting books evet
written and published."-Boslon li•vestigalor. ,..
FOR SAl-E I'T TRUTH $EEKER OFFICI._.
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the girls looks like a young goddess, and pos- his magnificent conversational. fireworks, not looks rather comical, and it mi~ht be thought
that the good people of Maine and Canada
sesses an exquisit voice in song. I heard caring where the sparks fall.
His conversation is a noble poem. His who saw the meteor were somewhat confused
America's greatest ballad-maker say recently
that no world-famous diva ever gave him tlte speech a string of glittering pearls. Language ~s to the nature of the millennia! program.
Sea and Sky.
peculiar pleasure he found in listening' to, is his most ready and qbedient servant. But reflection must convince the thoughtful
Long ago, when the world was new,
Miss Ingersoll's singing.
Words rush to obey his slightest command, that, after all, consternation was quite natural
The sapphire sky and the ocean blue
"Not a highly cultivated or powerful ,and vie with one another to render him. elo- and consistent in the circumstances, and that
Wedded one summer day;
voice," he said, "but possessed of that subtle ·quent. Similes and comparisons, epigrams most people really would hav ample ground
• And the slry still bends as the years go by,
magnetism which sends the little thrills creep- and metaphors worthy of Shakspere, enrich for alarm if they thought the advent of the
And the ocean Jeap3 to the bending sky,
For constant lovers are they.
his common conversation. You hold your millennium was at hand. For nothing more
ing up and down your spine."
Bnt when a mist arises between,
I· never saw a sweeter household. I never breath while listening,. lest some wonderful revolutiona-ry could be conceived than a st11-te
The ocean grown with jealousy green,
of existence such as the millennium has been
before saw so much affectionate reverence ex- conceit escape you.
His doubts to the listener tells,
Yet in spite of this opulence of phraseology prefigured; and nothing more fatal to the am.
hibited by wife and children toward any man.
He storms and frtjts, he rages and roars;
It seems a pity that this great orator, whose and his supreme disbelief in the orthodox bitions and inclinations of the majority could
In furious wrath he beats his shores,
While .his turbulent bosom swells.
daily life at home and among humanity is a metliod of punishment, he has a remarkable be looked forward to. When ·evolution has
The sky, though dark with a moment's frown,
religion in itself, should be quoted as their fondness for the adjectiv 'ldamn." From done its perfect work, and we hav all imWill tenderly from its bight look down,
leader by brainless men who liv only to make the midst of his superb utterances of fine proved the " ape and tiger " out of ourselvs,
With a radiant smile divine.
thoughts this naughty word leaps forth and and hav ceased to regard heaven as a place to
tl;te world wicked.
The green to blne with its magic skill
•Twill change, and the stormy ocean still,
Let me say right here that I earnestly and surprises you, like a bulldog in a drawing- keep out of as long as possible, and no longer
lament the passage of our friends to what we
And the snn of love~will smile.
confidently believe in a future life, in the room.
There are situations in life, I think, when profess to believe is eternal bliss, and think
Pause, than, my heart, and the Jesson read,
efficacy of prayer, and in some mode of punWhen the darkness falls and with jealous speed ishment in the next existence for sinful souls the most devout Christian and the most re- as much of preparing for another life as we
The mists of doubt arisewho hav escaped it here. Yet I believe Rob- fined woman thinks damn ! Very good men do of having "a good time" in this oneFret not! •twill pass, and thou wilt know
ert Ingersoll has done the world a great deal sometimes utter it on such occasions. But it there will be nothing in the millennia! expecThat the sun still shines with a fervent glow
In love's unchanging skies.
of good by hurling his thunderbolts of irony should be reserved for times of great need. I tation to trouble any one.
wish Colonel Ingersoll would not vitiate its
At present, however, the world is a long
against the closed dcr 1 s of narrow creeds.
usefulness by such frequent utterance.
way from being in a state of millennia] prepFate of a County Fair Politician.
As that remarkable girl-poet, Lizette Wood~
Mr. Ingersoll has no methods of work, no aration. It is not capable of ''living up to "
He started for the conn ty fair, the ambitious can- worth Reese, has sa; d in her wonderful
clock-work system of rising or toiling. He the idea. Notwithstanding all the efforts of
didate,
couplet,
While his rival went a-fishing with a flask he
never makes anything but notes before his all the churches for so many centuries, the ,
labeled "bait."
Creeds grow so thick along the way,
greatest speeches, .and these only a day or conception of a state of existence controled
"Upon the sun-tanned sons of toil my heart with
Their boughs hide God-I cannot pray.
two preceding. His orations are never writ- wholly in the interest of good remains pracpleasure dotes;
But
Robert Ingersoll in his sarcastic de- ten out until the stenographer takes them tically unthinkable.
I Jove their simple ways," said he, "and venerate
The most conscientheir votes."
nunciations of worn-out theological dogmas, down during their delivery.
tious deacon would feel lost in a world where
-He arose before the people, but their eyes were all in his ridicule of the old-fashioned hell of
He is fond of all games, and is, so his '!ife horse-trades were excluded unless rigid!:£'
agog,
burning brimstone, and in his earnest plea to tells me, an excellent cook. During one of equitable. The stoutest professors would. find
In strained expectancy to see the thousand-dollar men to worship the " divinity within them- their summer outings he cooked all the breaktheir faith weaken if on any day but Sunday
hog;
"My fellow-countrymen," he said, in accents loud selva," has only helped to cut away the fasts, and invited several friends to partake of they could not keep up their end of the log
boughs which obstructed our view and his delicious omelets and delicate " fries."
and fullin business at the expense of somebody else.
A deep, stentorian, mighty roar came from the allowed us to see God more clearly in the
He is a great jester. Some of his jokes are A world in which Number One was systeDurham bull.
world about us.
too subtle for the ordinary mind.
matically sent to the rear, and Number Two
"Good men from Gee buck county, and brothers
He has compelled the Christian churches to
Knowing the proverbial propensity of the was systematically brought to the front,
one and all--"
broaden their creeds and to preach more love street beggar for using alms unworthily, he would indeed be not worth living in for the
At this the champion donkfiY brayed from out his
and less fear from tlie pulpit: The most solemnly cautioned one recently in this wise : majority of us. How, then, should most
neighboring stall;
Just then the horse race was announced, the pim- prejudiced bigot dares not offer an intelligent "Now, don't go and waste this dime on people be anything else than frightened at the
ple scattered wide,
congregation to-day the theories which were bread; buy whisky with ·it, my good fel- rumor that the millennium was at hand ? If
And a sympathetic Jersey cow looked up at him served to us undiluted with reason fifteen·
low." The bystander who overheard him the fish in the sea were told that at a certain
and sighed.
years ago. I am convinced that greater credit did not know it was a joke. I am afraid the time all the water was to. be drained off,
Thus left in solitude alone, he staggered to the is due to Robert Ingersoll for this result than beggar did not.
rail;
leaving them hig.h and dry, would they be
A cow began to taste his coat and masticate its. to all other causes.
Colonel Ingersoll does not like the Amer- charmed at the prospect? Truly not so, a,nd
tail. .
Yet, on the other hand, he has done a ican custom of interviewing. He does not fish out of water the majority of human
He seized his tailless covering and from the stage great deal of harm.
like the intrusion of the public through the beings would· be if what they think they
he !'an,
There is, unfortunately, more ignorance newspapers into a man's private life. All
desire most, and believe to be best worth hopAnd squandered all his money on a three-card th . t 11 •
• th
ld A great any
monte man.
an m e 1gence m e wor .
m
those who hav suffered from the misrepre- ·ing for, were of a sudden to occur to them.
- -~
___ n.o.Ar.,g.o-g..ra.inod-A.D.d--lo-w: impulgpd paoplG,.....u
--.sucn raretne11'fCKTells cancrmate zraa-on-mannre- bl
h 'd
f h' h
l't
h' h ent&tio~ -<>nd-:onieoonetruotio:n-of---the--preee- ·Tlre-good-folko:s1rh-o-'-'-....-ere-bndly-frightened;a e to grasp t e 1 ea o 1g mora 1 y w 1c Can understand how he may hav arrived at thinking the millennium had come," were,
ful day,
And Dext his rival at- the polls bore all his votes he teaches, merely seize at his "no hell" the- this state of feeling.
after all, very sensible people, and· appreaway.
ories, chuckle over his blows at creeds, and
Yet we hav a right to know something of ciated the situation shrewdly.-Tribune.
"We want no man to govern us," each farmer quote him as their te£cher and guide. If
the daily life of the men and women who set
said, "I swow,
Who'll let himself be all et up by any durned old rebuked for their vicious, immoral, and un- themselvs before us as teachers or advisers.
cow !"
-S. W. Foss.
godly lives, they say they are followers of We hav a right to look into the private life of
WHO WANTS THEM1
" Bob Ingersoll," and " don't believe in no the clergyman who tells us that he can save
Pair Diamond Eard~ops worth $400 for i280; do:
Colonel lngers4'tll at Home. . religion nohow."
for $150 ; do. $120 for $80; do. $60 for t45; do.
our souls from perdition, and if his practice $250
f40 for $28; 1 Diamond Pm, worth $325, for i220;
Ella Wl!eele1· Wilcox in the World.
All his illustrations of noble manhood, strict is not harmonious with his preaching we hav do. $180 ror U35; do. $150 for $110 ; do. $100 for ~65 ;
To understand the belief of Robert Inger- morality, and never ceasing benevolence are reason to doubt his protestations.
do. $6:; for $45; do. $38 for $28. 1 Ring or Studd
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110 ;. do. t90 for
soll one needs to know his home life. The lost on this brutal herd, who are only able to
We hav a ri.ght to look into the private life t65; do. i65 for $45 ; do. $5Q for f35. A full line of
moment the door opens to admit you the understand that he is a great man, and that of Colonel Ingersoll, who declares that the smaller Diamond Goods same discounts. WILL
REFUND CASH IN FULL FOR ANY. OF THE ABOVE AT
warm, affectional atmosphere ·of the home he scoffs at creeds.
humanitarian is greater than the Christian. ANY TIME DURING ONE YEAR IF NOT SATIS~'ATORY.
Best "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
seems to envelop you. I belie-ve every house
Many young poets claim to study and follow If his conduct as husband, father, and citizen case.
worth $300 for ~220; similar $200 for $150; do.
is strongly impregnated with the mental and the methods of Byron, of Browning, of Swin- is open to criticism, we hav the right to crit- $150 for $110. Ladies' Wat.ch, 50 D1amond~, worth
i200
for
$150; do. Diamonds and Rubies, •140 for
1
spiritual condition of its inmates, just as gar- burne. Byron indulged freely in poetical icise and condemn him as an intellectual ad$100 ; do.'$100 for !70. A full line of regular style~,
ments reveal the shape and odor of their license and faulty rhymes. Browning is mys- viser. Fortunately for him and his cause, equally low. Wedding Rings a specialt.:r. Cabinet Organs worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for !50.
wearers.
tical and often labored. Swinburne given to his private life is worthy of all praise and l\fusic Box, 10 airs, $32, worth $45; do. f28; do. 8
I once entered a house filled with rich hang- over-much alliteration and sensuousness. But emulation.
airs, $18 worth $25. 100 Plush and Leat.her Albums,
largest Rize, $1 to $10, nearly half price. 100 PluSh
ings and elegant furniture. All that money the great thoughts and brilliant wit of Byron, . He has a nameless air of well-bred ennui Toilet,
Jewelry, Manicure, Shaving, and Child's
and good taste could do was done to render the profundity and master workmanship of while listening to the talk of other people. s~ts, $1 to $15, same reductions.· Best Triple
Plated
Knives
$3 50; Forks $3.50 per dozen~ Triple
it a bower of beauty., But I felt as if chilled Browning, the splendor and gorgeousness of It is not to be wondered at ; our common~ plated Tea-apoons
$1.70; Table-SJJoons f3 40 per 6.
by a cold fog when I passed through its wide Swinburne's style, all render these faults ex- place expressions must seem to this king of Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass :u, Pebbles $2, Gold
~6 and $7 (Send line of finest print you can read
and splendid halls. There were discordant cusable.
plainly at 14 inches and I can fit you). I am an
oratory like the music of the hand-organ to expert
in my line-your home jeweler must hav 30
and inharmonious elements in that house. It
The young poet who has neither wit, depth, Beethoven.
to 50 per cent profit-I will serve you honestly and
was not a home in the true sense of the word. nor originality copies the poetical license, the
giv
you
the advantage of my lon_g_expenence for
Colonel Ingersoll· said to me the other 5 to 10 per
cent.
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
Its members were divided among tllemselvs, vagueness, or ~he sensuousness, and says he
Rochelle, Ill.
evening:
.
and their unhappy feelings generated a cur- has but followed .the masters.
"Life is a railroad train on which every
rent which affected every sensitivly organJust so many young men believe they are passenger knows he must be killed. Maybe
ized person who entered the door.
followers of Robert Ingersoll. With no com- to-day, maybe to-morrow; but somewhere
Unfortunately, not every so-called Christian prehension of the man's great brain,· greater
down the line he must meet his doom. All!
household is a home. I know a family who heart, and profoundly moral_life, they ape his
Problem of the Universe~ and
I hav no use for a world with death in it," The
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritimsms of
indulged in morning and evening prayers, skepticism of creeds, his scorn of priestly
Universology, Price, 20 cts.
and the jolly face grew sad, the clear, honest
and were strict in attendance at church. Yet rites and ceremonies, and in the midst of
eyes shadowed with pain as he spoke.
Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·
the daughters quarreled with each other, viciousness declare themselvs " converts to
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
I wondered if this great man did not know
were impudent to their mother, and the IIigersollism."
"A prose epic of the war, rich with mcident
that the folly and fallacy of his theories of
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
father was constantly finding· fault with the
I hold this indisputable fact to be a great future life were expressed in the words he
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-John
most trivial household affairs.
Stotnton's PaJ)er.
misfortune to the world. But that his earnest uttered.
To such men, certainly the beautiful home desire and aim is to better and broaden huI 'wonder if he does not feel that the beau- Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
life of Robert Ingersoll is a severe rebuke. manity I sincerely believe.
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury Intiful ahd holy love which unites his family is
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
The first time I saw Mrs. Ingersoll I said to a
shown there is much in harmony between
Colonel Ingersoll givs more of his splendid divine and cannot end with this world. ·
them. Price, 10 cts.
friend, " She looks like a much-loved strepp:th to tumbling down error than to
There is a pessimistic tone to much he says
woman." People who receive a great deal of building up pedestals for truth.
Prometheus.
A poem. "It is crammed
of late. Is the great Agnostic warrior laying
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
love and good care usually show the evidence
If he would say more about his belief in down his arms before. the battle is over?
poured
farth,
it
seems to me, with extraordiof it, just as a loveless, harassed life reveals the need of fine principles, and less about the
nary beauty.'1-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
.
ELLA WHEELER WILOOX.
its starved and pitiful condition, no matter uselessness of piety; if he would giv us two
Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
how it may seek to disguise the fact.
words for morality to one against hell-fire, he
Afraid of the Millennium.
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
Mrs. Ingersoll radiates happiness and con- would accomplish more good in the world.
Professor Harvey, writing to the Tribune, Why Don't He Lend a Hand~ and
tent. She looks up into the beaming, jovial
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
:A. skilful physician knows that a diseased about the brilliant meteor which fell recently,
face of her husband with an expression which system needs toning after purging.
says: "The phenomenon has caused great Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
tells its own story-it is so full of happy grat.
Uolonel Ingersoll givs us too much blue- excitement in this region, and has been the
version of the Indian Storr. of the Garden of
itudQ and sweet affection.
Eden, in which its superiority to the mutilated
mass and not enough tonic. He cleanses us topic of conversation. since the fall. Many
copy-the
Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
The two fair daughters are like rays of from error, but he does not giv us much to were badly frightened, thinking the millencents.
.For all of the above address
sunlight emanating from. this union. One of brace up our shattered nerves. He sends up nium llad come." _ At first sight this remark
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This is a new book and contains thelates·tdilicus·
aion on the niistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents. •
·
·
·
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"
IT would seem that religion_ of all kinds hau oiily
resulted in debasing man, rendering him niore
sa.vage than the beasts of prey•. He certainly has
shown more ingenuity in inflicting to.· rture upon
liiS fellow-man than the cruelest tiger that roams
the jungle.-D. M. Bei!nett.
,
. IT is not want of power in God that he Cl!onilot
lie or sin : it is the infinit purity of the divine
nature that makes this im·
possible, J:>y reason of his
infinit perfection. With the
power of creating we must
also join that of annihilating, which is equal to it,
and must necessarily be
supposed to be in God, because we plainly percei.ve it
to be a perfection.-Btshop
Burnett's Phirt'l/-nine Arttcles.
·
As an ardent ad.voca,te of
all progress, political, social, or moral: as one who
hails with joy e.very onward
stride of the human mind
toward further enlighten·
ment, the Broad Ohurchmen find in me a .very
de.voted adherent. I sympathize most cordially with
their outspoken intolerance ·
of the mere con.ventionalities of religion, in their
determination to pro.ve all
things and to hold fast only
that which is good.-Bev. ·
Fenlon E. WinslOW.
Wno art thou that judg·
est another man's ser.vant 1
To his own master he "stand- ·
eth or falleth : yea, he shall
be holden up ; for God is
able to make him stand.Rom.. xi.v, 4.

SUPERINTENDENT W ALLING, of the New York
police, has just published
a book in which he relates
TilE man who cal).s relig.
how the stolen remains
ion obedience-to a God, and
of the late A. T. Stewart
the man who calls 'it a sense
of mystery or de.votion to
. were recovered from the
ideal
excellence, substan·
. thie.ves. The body is
tially agree that morality
now iu a crypt at Garden
is practical good conduct.
City, L. I., so connected
The man who says that
JOSEPH IS SOLD TO THE MIDIANITES.
by electric wires that any
" mere morality " is not
Then there passed by Midianites, merchant-men ; and they drew and. lifted up Joseph out of the pit, and sold Joseph
enough, tacitly confesses
. disturbance will ring all
to the Ishmeelites for twenty pieces of silver; and they brought ,Joseph into Egypt.-Gen. xxxvii, 28.
that it is a practical reality,
the bells in the cathedral.
so far as it. goes, although
AT a Catholic church
he may. sometimes set.reljg.
ion abo.ve it. That is, he confesses that, if thQre
'fair in Portland last week a ·barrel of beer was
hJ\.1.1~
llf~~.lTOLD AT TilE cAMPl!'mE.
were
·no
God
and
no
future life, there is still
put up and sold by lottery, thus violating
f:[!UU~
Jl!jiUUS.
"Oome, Corporal Joe I
something that may practicallY be called moralh
1'
1
N
Tell
ns
a
tale
of
old
Shiloh
!"
0
ity; and the inan who (after Mr. Arnold) ca.lls
Oorporal Joe, long-legged l!ond thin,
·b Oth t h e gamblin g an d t e Iquor aws.
r~ligion ".m?rality t~uched with emot.ion," reco'!aljl'ests followed.
. Tvv»v ; 9 • JUas ~ "·.
..
Wrinkled 'of brow andJR?zled of chin
'THE 'Rev. H. M~ ~eck (Methodist), Cedar- He is at once the king and the 'kiDgdumb.
· up.~o~e"D!&zmg cam
e:stOie,
· · ..
touched ·with· emotion. · I· .may safely l!~y, thereAnd lighted·his pipe with a glowing coal •
fore, that if .men knew ther.e was no· God, .nor
. ville, 0., has been suspended for stealing.
IT is sad to see family relics sold at auction, but
... Btrl!onge," said he,
immortal
life, nor re.velation, there would still be
-SIXTY-SEVEN arrests were made in this city . the most Painful thin!' under the hammer is gen- "What a comfort l!o pipe can be 1
conduct that is good for something, and it wo.uld
.
.
.
·
erally your thumb nail.
"In the spring of '62, you see,
.• last Sunday for violations of the hquor law.
then be conduct that would produce the most
Tms is the composition a new teacher had th& Our army camped on the Tennessee.
manhood or life in· existelltle we know, because
"HAPPY BoB" VAN BRuNT, of the Salva- pleasure of hearing read in a school not far from Old Grant and Bnell, by day and night,
there would be no other standard .of· measure:,tion Army, will be hanged at Warsaw, N.Y., Ooncord: "Going to Bchool.-1 like to go to school Were getting their forces in trim to fight
ment.-s. J. Stewart.
Old
Johnson's
rebel
we
ha.v
a
good
teacher.
I
don't
like
to
go
to
host,
which
lay
when
Nov. 8th, for murder.
"LET me carry your. Pail, my dear,
school this term."
At Corinth, some twenty miles away.
Brimming o.ver with water!" .
. ·THis is ~he season of collections.for Peter's , 'l'EA.CIIER (to class): "If a hole were made right ".With mud and muskeeters, •twas bad enough,
"No ! I'll take hold and you take hold,"
pence, which go to pay the personal ~xpenses through the center of the earth, where.would it And rations was short. But what came tough
Answered the farmer's daughter•
. , of the pope. In St. Patrick's Cathed,ral, ilOnie out at 1" Se.veral iuesses were inade, when· Was this : our fallers we.s all dead broke,
And she would ha.v her own sweet way,
,New York, the collection amounted to $2,000. Johnny yelled: "I know, teacher." "Well, where1' ·ADd no.tobacker to chaw or smoke.:
As her merry eyes grew brighter;
"On the other side of the earth."
··
A state of matters tha~ wasn't no joke.
Bo she took hold and he took hold,
"Before the battle, on Saturday night,
· ' IT is reported that the seven condemned
And it made the burden lighter.
Anarchists of Chicago hav very little hope in AN up-town rector Wl!oS writing his sermon for. When the boys were asleep, I spied by the light
Sunday when his little girl came into his study•
.. the interference of the United States Supreme Taking her upon his knee for a moment, she Of the waning campfire a blue-coat rise
And now they're at the e.ve of life,
·Court, and expect to die on November 11th. looked at his manuscript curiously, and turning To his elbow and peer with cautious eyes
While the ·western skies grow brighter,
For she took hold and he took hold,
.The shrouds and caps to be used at the execu- to him in a thoughtful way said : "Pa, does God On all around. Then, drawing a plug
From
his
pocket,
he
stowed·in
his
stingy
mug
And it made the burdens lighter.
tion are already prepared.
·tell you what to write'" "Oertainly, my child." B
" Then what makes you scratch so much of it ich a generous chaw
TilE insect-world, if it understood how to use its
That I quite forgot old Sinai's law,
THE Court of Appeals has decided ad- out 1" queried the little one.
The sweet home rules of. the Sunday-schools,
powers, might, in se.ven centuries, at least, dri.ve
· versely to the Henry George party on the
ETIIEL and Egbert were bidding each other a And, waiting until the miser slept,
away man and take possession of the soil. These
appeal in the mandamus suit to compel the proper good-bye the other e.veniug, when the draft Like a pitiful thief to his side I crept,
pests could. do what they liked, if only they would
combine, and, instead of preying upon each other,
· New York Police Board to appoint a repre- from the open front door blew the hall light out Stole his tobacker, then went to rest
use all their power against man, As a matter of
sentativ of that party as the fifth member of and left the two young people in sudden darkness. With. the treasure hugged to my guilty breast.
fact,
the insect-world largely maintains its equf.
, ev;ery one of the 812 boards of inspectors of "Weren't you awfully afraid," asked Ethel's dear- "You remember, boys, how the morning broke
librium by the cannibalism and constant strife that
.
est friend next day when Ethel was telling the Through the lurid folds of battle smoke,
:obtain between creatures of the same species·.6llections.
story," to be left in alone in the dark like thaH" And there ain't no call for me to 'tell
caterpillars chase and eat each other, sPiders
FROM a table prepared by City Superin- "Yes, dear, I was," confessed Ethel; frankly. How the tide of victory rose and fell
de.vour nearly as many spiders as flies, wasps kill
tendent Jasper it appears that 6,664 children "Egbert is quite bashful, you know, and I was For three long days, You fellows. know
wasps, fleas bite fleas, and bugs ·destroy bugs.
afraid he wouldn't see how 'perfectly helpless I All 1 can tell you about Shiloh.
·
. were turned away from schoolhouse doors for was."
Nor is this all,, for assassination is constant, and
" What I mean to tell
the younger members Of ·a family pull their elders
· the first ten months of this year because there
Is
somethin'
you
don't
know
quite
as
well.
ONE
of
Detroit's
best
known
evangelical
minis. to pieces, not for food, but simply as a practical
was not room for them in the schoolhouses.
ters has a half interest in a four-year-old daugh- 'Twas near the close of the last dread dayjoke. This pro.ves, no doubt, a corrupt nature [let
This is regarded as paradoxical, in view of tllr. The other day she broke o.ver the traces of Just how it happened I ne.ver could saytile parsons explain this if they can], but it is one
. the fact that New York has a law making disciplin, and her mother sent her into a closet Whilst storming the ridge through shot and shell, which makes life possible for us, and sa.ves our
with the injunction to tell God all about what a Bomethin• hit me and down I fell, ·
species from the poet's stricture thata.ttenuance at school compulsory. ·
naughty little girl she had been •. At the expira- While the boys swept on with a terrible yelL
" Man only mars kind Nature's plan,
SOME Episcopal clergymen met in this city tion of her penance hour she came forth .very
And turns the fierce pursuit on man."
"It seemed for a minute my time had come,
one day last week to discuss the labor ques- quietly, as if her dlsciplin had had a wholesome As I lay there all so faint and numb ;
-Lonaon Spectator.
t\ori •. A paper, which was recei.ved with ap. eff~ct. "Well, little daughter," said the mother, But I hadn't the ~lightest trace of pain;
SolliE
years
ago,
I
visited
one of the London
plause, urged that " it shall be the duty of "did you tell God all about it1" "No, mamma," I hadn't e\>'en a ·bruise or strain;
Board schools, and on the wall I saw a list of the
was the reply; "I dess didn•t do it •tause I fought And what I took for the flowing blood
' each member to devote a certain portion of my papa wouldn't like to let it det ont of the
Was dampness pressed from the soft spring mud. daily Bible lessons appointed to be given by the
- his time to the study of the social questions family."
master. He must teach exploded .history, absurd
Bo, taking courage, I looked around ;
miracles, a cnide and fallacious morality, He
of the day in the light of the Incarnation." " GaANDJIU, where do they get the babies sweet,
And say, boys, what do you think I found,
must teach the children that God intentionally
~·Great results sh.ould attend this method of
As I gathered myself from the mud and dirt 1
With their dimpled hands and tiny feet?"
designed the innumerable carni.vora, and sent
Why, there in the pocket of my shirt,
·
viewing the differences between capital and " Out of a cabbage-head, my child."
them forth to their fea1·ful and ne.ver-ending fea~t
Just o.ver my heart, in the plug I stole;
And the needle clicked as grandma smiled.
;_labor I
of blood; that he condemned all men for the fault
Lay a ri1le.ball in a snug little hole. ·
of one ; that he drowned all animals because the
Grandma left home one beautiful day ·
ltell you, boys, I held my breathPATRWK Fonn, editor of the Irish W~ld,
chief animal, man, Pro.ved morally imperfect, ha.vAn old f1iend a long-promised visit to pay
Just a chaw of.tobacker 'twixt me and death I
. has se,ceded from the Henry George party,
ing
been purposely created so; that he commanded
But the little brain with a plan was rife, '
I thought, as I riz from the muddy ground,
·.and denounces Dr. McGlynn in double-leaded
As she captured grandma's carving-knife.
Them's born to be hanged won't ne.ver be drowned his "chosen race" to utterly exterminate whole
nations, not sparing man, woman, child, or anytype,. He says : " When he (McGlynn) began
And I sometimes think, as I look at that' chaw,•
Out_ where the Cl!obbages gleamed in the sun,
thing that breathed; that he stayed the sun at·
Tliat'it ain't always 2a.fest to stick to the. law."
to traduce the church and insult and defy the To surprise grandma would·be such fun,
Joshua's command to facilitate that slaughter.
With the knife she cut each head so round,
pope amid the applause of scoffing Infidels
that the sallie " gracious and long-suffering •l
Nor
left
uncut
one
in
the
ground.
THE
CONFESSIONAL:
Jeho.vah solemnly and deliberately commanded
and avowed enemies of the entire Christian
ROMIBH
AND
ANGLIOAN.
that all who did the least work on Saturday should
When ~randma re~ned and the ruin spied,_
system, then I halted and drew the line." Mr.
.An Ea;po86.
be stoned to death, etc.-Religion in Sonoozs.
" Why did you do it, my child'" she cried.
Ford is a Catholic, and has undoubtedly re- "I wanted tos>p.rise ron, grandma,'~ she replied,
By SALADIN.
Price, 80 cents.
Tm; Lord hath made all things for himselfceived·warning from headquarters.
"But I p.ess they'Ve all taken wines.and flied."
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
e.ven the wicked for the day of e.vil,-'-Prav. xvi. 6.
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denunciation. I suppose I might also add by
way of example," continued the good man,
as he turned over the leaves searching for his
text, " that I was backing Royal George to
THE Watts and Leake Orphan Asylum has the tune of $30 myself, but when I lost I
fimilly been purchased by the Episcopalians didn't go around roaring as if I had lost a
as the place for their new cathedral. The right leg."-(Jl!icago Tribune.
price paid is $850,000.
" I HAv pitched many a ball game, but I
A SERGEANT of the army has invented a
never pitched one that I did not first ask our
means of using nitro-glycerin shells, proheavenly father's assistance." This is what
pelled by gunpowder. He has fired 327 shots,
Mr. Stagg, Yale's baseball pitcher, got off at
all of which are said to hav been successful.
the evangelist meeting at Dockstader's on
Tms is a Christian nation, says the Union Sunday evening. If this is the stuff that is
Lab01· Express, and adds : '' Millions of chil- welcomed by the evangelical brethren that
dren shivering and starving, millions of blan- held forth at Dockstader's, remarks· the
kets and comforts lying idle on the shelves Hlrrald, the sooner the evangelists take to the
waiting for buyers, and millionaired Chris- woods the better.
tians feeding meats and cakes to dogs, cats,
MAIL advices per steamer City of New
and polyglotic politicians."
York, from Hong Kong, say that the typhoon
A RU]I[OR is going round that President which, raged on the night of September 17th
Cleveland will remodel his cabinet soon. Sec- struck the island of Hoi Ling with its full
TPtary Lamar will go from· the interior de- force. The total number of lives sacrificed it
partment to the supreme bench as the suc- is difficult to ascertain, but the general opin.
cessor of Justice Woods, and Postmaster- ion is that one hundred or two hundred perGeneral Vilas will be made secretary of the sonsons were drowned on the islands. At
interior. Don M. Dickinson, of Michigan, Chick Lung, some ten miles distant from Ye
Yung Kong, thirty-two lives were lost and
will be the next postmasteJ:-general.
three passage-boats sunk. This· is another
"I GREATLY dislike," said a Dakota min- act of God for which President Cleveland deister, last Sunday, after the singing ·of the sires thanks returned.
first hymn, "to make any personal allusions
IN the supreme judicial court, sitting for
from the pulpit, but I feel as if a certain occurrence demanded a word. I refer to the Essex, Mass., on the 1st inst., there was filed
case of Brother Hopkins, who lost $10 on old the appeal of Prof. Egbert C. Smyth, of ~
Royal George, the running ho1·se, at the dover, from the decision of the board of viscounty fair this week, and got mad, and set itors removing him from his professorship
up a great howl about fraud, and tried to and a prayer for a writ of certiorari to comClean out the whole committee, and so forth. 'inand them to produce in court all things
It was in poor taste, and deserves the strongest relating to the case. The court made an or-

~Jolts

and !Jilippin!JS.

THE

CROSS.

der, by conSElnt of counsel on both sides, that
the writ should issue by December 1st. It was
intimated by the court that owing to the importance of the case it might be heard in Bos.
ton rather than in Essex.
A DELEGATION representing the American
Bible Society, the Mohonk Conference, and
several religious and missionary societies,
called upon the president on the 2d inst. to
urge upon him a modification of the order of
the interior department prohibiting the use
of the Indian language in the Indian schools.
The delegation said that the interpretation
given to the order had put an end to the
religious instruction of the Indians, and that
several mission schools had been compelled
to suspend their work in consequence. The
president's reply was entirely satisfactory to
the delegation. He said that it was not intended that the order should be so literally
construed as to forbid religious instruction
in the Indian language, and that the recent
annual report of the commissioner of Indian
affairs has made this clear. 'fhe president
is good to the pious.
THE Wo1·ld of the 3d inst. says : " It is high
time New York was rechristened 'Little
Russia.' The high-handed doings of the
police of this city will soon giv it that title.
Tuesday, about noon, Theron B. Doty was
arrested by Detectiv Price, of headquarters,
at the corner of Broadway and Thirty-first
street. The prisoner was taken to 300 Mulberry street, and was charged, before the'
sergeant in Superintendent Murray's office,
with being a 'disorderly person.' He was
then taken into the detectiv bureau, and before Sergeant Bird was charged with being a
" suspicious person." Doty asked the priv-

ilege of sending a message to a brother-in-law
doing business on Broadway, and his request
was refused. He was locked up. Detectiv
Price said that Doty was ' abusing Christ '
when he arrested hiin, and ' he could stand
it no longer, and so he locked him up for one
day.' Doty is a person who goes about
preaching and writing. Price said Doty had
written several articles, anti-Christ in tone,
for the newspapers. Detectiv Price evidently
takes it unto himself to make a law against
blasphemy, and to act as judge, jury, and executioner."
PARISIANS, who, in these latter days, at
least, are not remarkable for the depth or
fervor of their religious feelings, says the
London Daily Telegraph, are about to hav a
museum of religions. The founder of this remarkable and interesting institution is a M.
Guimet. The building is in the Greco-Roman
style of architecture, and with its pillared
porticoes, its rotundo, its columns, and its
caryatides, looks like an ancient temple. It
is situated near the Trocadero, at a corner of
the Avenue de Jena. The edifice has been
constructed after designs which were taken
from the last mosaics discovered at Pompeii.
The religions of Greece and Rome are most
strongly represented, and in the northern
gallery is an atrium which is to contain the
alter of a pagan divinity copied from an original model. In the lateral galleries will be
exhibited objects appertaining to the religions
of Egypt, India, and China. In a garden at.
tached to the building there is to be placed a
large conservatory and a pond containing
plants consecrated to religious uses. It is
stated that the museum will be opened to the
public in a fe
eks.
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Iward their protectors by the destruction of noxious

the plains of Spain and Asia Minor; in northern
insects; meadows, grain-fields, and orchards. pr~duce Africa millions of square miles, once teeming with
their abundant harvest year after year; famme IS un- cities and castles, have _been reduced to a state of
known, and contagious diseases rarely .assume an hopeless aridity. The Mediterranean, once a forestThe Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of epidemic form. In Switzerland and Pruss1~ the pres- lake of paradise, has b~come a Dead Sea, surroun?ed
Secul~ism.
ervation of the now remaining woodlands IS gua~an by barren rocks, and sandy or dust-clouded plams.
teed by strict protective laws; Scandinavia reqmres According to a careful comparison of the extant data
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
her forest-owners to replant a certain portion of of statistical computations,- the population of the ter- _
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
ritory once comprised under the jurisdiction of the
Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc. every larger clearing; in Great Bri~ain the parks of
the ancient mansions are protected hke sacred monu- Cresars has thus been reduced from 290,000,000 to
ments of the past, and landowners vie in linin~ _their less than 80,000,000, i.e., from a hundred to less than
I v .- 0 B J E 0 T I v E MAX I Ms.
field-trails with rows of shade-trees. The fert1hty of thirty per cent. In other words, an average of
- those lands is a constant surprise to the American seventy-eight in a hundred human beings have been
CHAPTER XVI.-FOREST CULTURE.
traveler disposed to associate the idea of eastern starved out of existence, and the same area of ground
A .-L e s so n s of Instinct.
landscapes with the picture of worn-out fi?lds. Sur- which once supported a flourishing village, at present
It is wonderful how often instinct has anticipated rounded by Russian steppes and trans-Alpme deserts, almost fails to satisfy the hunger of a small family.
the practical lessons of science. Long ?e~ore com- the homes of the Germanic nations still form a For we must not forget that modern industry has
parative anatomy taught us the charactenshcs of our Goshen of verdure and abundance. Forest protectors devised methods of subsistence undreamed of by the
digestive organs the testimony of our natural ~re have not lost their earthly paradise.
nations of antiquity, and that tl;te religion of resigna- _
dilections indicated the advantages of a frugal d1et.
tion has taughtmillions to endure degrees of-wretch.
C.-PERVERSION.
Long before modern hygiene pointed ~ut the peril.s
Sixteen hundred years ago the highlands of the edness which nine out of ten pagans would have reof breathing the atmosphere of unventilated dormi- European continent were still covered with a dense fused to prefer to the alternative of self-destruction.
tories the evidence of our senses warned us against growth of primeval forests. The healthfulness and A whole tenement of priest-ridden lazaronis now
the foulness of that atmosphere. And ages before fertility of the Mediterranean coastlands surpassed contrive to eke out a subsistence on a pittance which
the researches of agricultural chemistry began to re- that of the most favored regions of the present world, a citizen of ancient Rome would have been too proud
veal the protective influence of arboreal vegetation, and the dependence of those blessings on the preser- to ask a woman to share; yet with all their talent for
an instinct which the child of civilization shares with vation of the spring-sheltering woodlands was clearly surviving under conditions of soul and body degradthe rudest savage revolted against the reckless de- recognized by such writers as Pliny and Columella, ing distress, only eight children of the Mediterranean
struction of fine woodlands, and sought to retrieve though their own experience did not enable them to coastlands can now wring a sickly subsistence from
the loss by surrounding private homes with groves suspect all the ruinous consequences of that whole- the same area of soil which once sufficed to supply
and parks. The love of forests is as natural to our sale forest destruction, which modern science has twenty-nine men with all. the blessings of health and
species as the love of rocks to the mountain-goat. justly denounced as the ne plus. ~tltra folly of human abundance.
Trees and tree-shade are associated with our tradi- improvidence. Practical experiments had, however,
E.-REFORM.
tions of paradise, and that the cradle of the human demonstrated such facts as the failing of springs ~n
The discovery of two new continents has respited
race was not a brick tenement or a wheat-farm, but a treeless slopes, and the vio~ence of 'Yinter floods m the doomed nations of the Old World, but the rapid
tree-garden, is one of the few points on which the districts unprotected by ram-absorbmg forests, and colonization of those land supplements will soon re- ·
genesis of Darwin agrees with that of the Penta- tree culture was practiced as a regular branch of ra- duce mankind to the alternative of tree-culture or emteuch. The happiest days of childhood would lose tional husbandry. But with the triumph of the ~al igration to the charity-farm of the New Jerusalem.
half their charm without the witchery of woodland ilean church came the millennium of unnaturahsm. In the words of a great German naturalist, "We shall
rambles, and, like an echo of the foreworld, the in- Rational agriculture became a tradition of the past; have to work the world over again." On· a small
stincts of our forest-born ancestors often awake in the culture of secular science was fiercely denounced scale the practicability of that plan has already been
the souls of their descendants. City children are from thousands of pulpits; improvidence, " unworld- conclusively demonstrated. By tree-cultur~ al~ne
transported with delight at the first sight of a wood- liness," and superstitious reliance on the efficacy of arid sand-wastes have been restored to somethmg hke
covered landscape, and the evergreen arcades of a prayer were systematically incu~cated as supre~e tolerable fertility, if not to anything approaching
tropical forest would charm the soul of a young virtues · the cultivators of the soil were treated hke their pristine productiveness. In the lower valley of
Esquimaux as tbe ever-rolling waves of the ocean unclean' beasts, and for a series of centuries the the Nile (the ancient Thebaid) Ibrahim Pasha set <;mt
would awaken the yearnings of a captive sea-bird. garden regions of the East were abandone? to the thirty-five million Circassian forest-trees, of whiCh
The traveler Chamisso mentions an interview with a inevitable consequences of neglect and m1s~ulture. one-third at least took root, and by their growth not
poor Yakoot, a native of the North Siberian ice-coast,
Millions of acres of fine forest lands passed mto the only reclaimed the sterility of the soil but increased
who happened to get hold of an illustrated magazine hands of ignorant priests, who, in their greed· for im- the average annual rainfall from four to fifteen
with a woodcut of a fine southern landscape: a river- mediate gain, and their reckless indifference to the inches. In the Landes of western France a large
valley, rocky slopes rising towards a park-like lawn secular welfare of posterity, doomed their trees to tract of land has been reclaimed from the inroads of
with a background of wooded highlands. With that the ·ax entailing barrenness on regions favored by the coast sand by lining the dunes with a thick belt
journal on his knees the Yakoot squatted down in every ~atural advantage of soil and climate. Drouths, of trees, and some fifteen hundred square miles of
front of the traveler's tent, and thus sat motionless, famines, and locust-swarms failed to impress the p~o once worthless fields have thus been restored to a
hour after hour, contemplating the picture in silent test ·of nature. Her enemies had no concern with high degree of productiveness. In the Austrian
rapture. "How would you like to live in a country such worldly vanities as the study of climatic vicissi- Karst, a sterile plateau of limestone cliff::~ and caves
of that kind!". asked the professor. The Yakoot tudes, and hoped to avert the conseq)lences. of. their has been dotted with groves till the valleys have been
folded his hands, but continued his reverie. "I hope folly by an appeal to the intercession of miracle- re-freshed with the water of resuscitated springs, and
we shall go there if we are good," said he at last, with working saints.
pasture-lands, long too impoverished even for_ the
a sigh of deep emotion.
D.-PENALTIES OF ]).'EGLECT.
sustenance of mountain goats, once more are covered
The importance of hereditary instincts can be often
Yet the saints failed to answer that appeal. The with herds of thriving cattle.
measured by the degree of their persistence. Man outraged laws of nature avenged tllemselves 'Yith t~e
The experience of the next three or four generais supposed to be a native of the trans-Caucasian inexorarble sequence of cause and effect, and m sptte tions will not fail to make every intelligent farmer a
highlands-Armenia, perhaps, or the terrace-lands of of all prayer-meetings the significance of their crime tree-planter. Our barren fields will be turned into
the Hindookoosh. Yet agriculture has succeeded in against the fertility of their Mothllr Earth. was pine plantations, every public highway will be lined
developing a type of human beings who would in- brought home to the experience of the ruthless de- with shade-trees. The communities of the next centstinctively prefer a fertile plain to the grandest high- stroyers. In their net-work of moss and leaves ury will vie in the consecration of township groves,
land paradise of the East. Warfare has in like man- forests absorb the moisture of the atmosphere, and in the founding of forestry clubs, in the celebration
ner engendered an instinctive fondness for a life of thus nourish the springs which in their turn replenish
perilous adventure, as contrasted with the arcadian the brooks and rivers. When the highlands of th.e of arbor days and woodland festivals. The barren
security of the Golden Age. There are men who Mediterranean peninsulas had been deprived of_ ~heir table-lands of our central states will be reclaimed,
prefer slavery to freedom, and think pallor more at- woods the general failing of springs turn.ed nve~s and before the end of the twentieth century the work ·
tractive than the glow of health, but a millennium of into shallow. brooks, and brook-valleys mto ar1d of redemption will be extended to the great deserts
unna.turalism has as yet failed to develop a species of ravines. Summer rains became too scarce to sup- of the Eastern continents. And as a hundred years
human beings who would instinctively prefer the port the vegetation of the farm lands ; the tillers ~f ago armies of tree-fellers were busy wresting land
dreariness of a treeless plain to the verdure of a pri- the soil had to resort to irrigation and eat their from the primeval forest, in a hundred years more
armies of tree-planters will be busy wresting land
meval forest.
bread in a harder and ever harder struggle for exist- from the desert. The men that will " work the
B.-REWARDS OF "CONFORMITY.
ence, till vast areas of once fertile land~ had to ~e world over again, will not be apt to forget the terms
The love of forest-trees is a characteristic of the entirely abandoned, and the arable terntory of this of their second lease.
nature-abiding nations of the North, and· has re- planet was yearly reduced by the growth of an
In turning up the soil of the reclaimed desert they
warded itself by an almost complete reversion of the artificial desert. And while the summer drouths be- will unearth the foundations of buried temples, temoriginal contrast between the garden lands of the came more severe, winter floods became more frequent ples once sacred to the worship of gods whose
South and the inhospitable wilderness of the higher and destructive. From the treeless slopes of the prophets drenched the world with blood to enforce
latitudes. Forest destruction has turned Southern Mediterranean coastlands winter rains descended like the observance of circumcision rites, wafer rites, and
Europe into a· desert, while the preservation of forests waterfalls, turning once placid rivers into raging tor- immersion rites, and fi~led their scriptures with
has made the homes of the hyperborean hunters an rents, and depriving the fields of their small remnant minute instructions for the ordinances of priests and
Eden of beauty and fertility. '' One:third to the of fertile mould. Hillsides which in the times of the mumbling of prescribed prayers. In musing
hunter, two-thirds to the husbandman," was the rule Virgil had furnished pastures for thousands of herds over the ruins of such temples, the children of the
of Markgrave Philip in his distribution of forest and were thus reduced to a state of desolation almost as future will have a chance for many profitable meditafields, and expresses the exact proportion which complete as that of a volcanic cinder-field; their tions-the reflection, for instance: From what mismodern science indicates as most favorable to the dells choked with rock debris, their terraces rent by takes those alleged saviors might have saved the
perennial fertility of our farm-lands. In a single cent- a chaos of gullies and clefts, while the soil, swept world if their voluminous gospels had devoted a
ury the forest. destroying Spaniards turned many from the highlands, was accumulated in mudbanks single page to an injunction .against the earthof their American colonies from gardens into sand- near the mouth of the river. Harbors once offering desolating folly of forest-destruction!
wastes, while, after fourteen hundred years of con- anchorage for the fleets of an empire became inaccesThousands of Starving Children.
tinuous cultivation, the fields of the Danubian Valley sible from the ever-growing deposits of dil?vium.
Some days ago Vienna was startled by a statement in tile
. are still as fertile as in the days of Trajan and Taci- Yearly mud inundations engendered climatic diseases
tus. Along the river-banks and half-way up the and all-pervading gnat swarms. Insectivorous bir?s, newspapers that there are in the Viennese schools 2,300
children who remain without food from morning
foot- hills the arable land has been cleared, ).mt higher deprived of their nest shelter, emigrated to less m- starving
till evening, having, perhaps, but one miserable meal a day.
up the forest has been spared. All the highlands hospitable lands, and the scant produce of tillage had It now appears that the statement is only too true, and
from Ratisbon to Budha-Pesth still form a con- to be shared with ever-multiplying legions of destruc- that great misery prevails among the poorer classes of
tinuous mountain park of stately oaks and pines, tive insects. Along the south coasts of Italy the Vienna. 'fhe disclosure has been promptly followed by
and, as a consequence, springs never fail ; crops are shore-hills for hundreds of miles present the same generous contributions to a fund to be started for the purpose of providing dinners for poor school children.- Vienna
safe against winter floods and summer drouths ; dreary aspect of monotonous barrenness. Greece is a Dispatch to tlte London Standard.
song-birds still retUl'n to their birthland, and r~ naked rock; forests have almost disappeared from
Let us not forget on Thanksgiving Day to thank God for that.

Qlommnnicalions.
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c. B. Reynolds

on His Western T.our.

OLNEY ILL Oct. 12~h, 13th, and 14th.-Olney is a
very han'dsorn'e city located in beautiful picturesque
country, and givs e~id~~ce of more than ordinary enterprise and public spmt. Olney has a full share ~f
Christianity, but her best citizens do not w·ork at It
much. I had a very interesting interview, at his own
·home with the most able and popular minister of the
city ~nd found him a good man, honestly in some
err~r. but a much more faithful devotee of science
than 'of orthodoxy. If they will' only permit him he
will enlighten and finally humanize his church.
Fear of Mrs. Grundy has much more influence in
Olney than fear of God. The first night of my lectures only the brave and self-reliant ventured tp the
Opera House, but each succeeding night the attendance greatly increased, and great interest was awakened. The burden of sustaining the standard of
Freethought has long been borne by the venerable _I.
H. Rowland, 84 years of age, yet hale and energetic,
a loving kind-hearted, lovable old man, who regards T~E TRUTH SEEKER as his mental bread of life.
He fully realizes that death is near, yet looks toward
it in calm serenity, without a shade of fear; but, like
a tired child, ready and willing to fall into the sweet
oblivion of sleep. I. M. Tobias, the wide-awake,
public-spirited young merchant, is his main helper in
liberal work, and on his young shoulders must soon
fall the mantle' and responsibilities of noble old
Father Rowland. May friend Tobias liv as long,
happy, and useful a life, and ?attle as valiantly for
human freedom and mental hberty; and I feel assured he will, for he certainly possesses th,e qualification to do so.
KEWANEE, ILL., Oct. 19th, 20th, and 21st.-! bad
the honor of delivering the first Liberal lecture in
this place. The Christians labored diligently, using the
stay-away argument. The attendance was not large,
but embraced the best class of people, and all listened
with attention and by their applause evinced appreciation. I was highly gratified to meet here the wellknoWn advocate of Freethought and outspoken foe
to supernaturalism, A. W. Wood, an ·old sub~crib~r
and contributor to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Despite his
rank Infidelity, even the devout Christians year after
year re-elect him to the responsible position of police
"justice. Rigidly just, yet tender-hearted an:d co.mpassionate, he commands the respect of all, and wms
the love of the good and true. He has for co-worker
Levi North (another stanch friend of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and a great admirer of its Edit~r), ~he distinguished lawyer and . veteran Abohtwmst and
Infidel, whose son so bravely withstood the decrees
of the faculty of. the University of Illinois, in the
spring of 1885, and was finally expelled from the
University, although admitted to ~e. of most examplary conduct in all else, and a dlltgent studentbut he refused to attend or take part in the prayers
and religious services held each day in the University
chapel.
.
.
The trinity of Freethought m Kewanee IS completed in the person of C. Leonard, a Liberal. Spiritualist, a genuin Liberal who, like my ~obl_e, tned, and
trusty friends, Elias H. Gault and hts Wife, of Kalamazoo, Mich., qesires before all and above all ~ull,
free 1 perfect liberty for all alike, mental and physwal,
and always ready and willing to contribut_e alike time
and money to aid the good work.
.
There are many valiant workers for reaso~, right,
and truth in adjacent towns. Some came qmte long
distances to attend the lectures, and shake the hand
of the Jersey blasphemer. Among them was friend
C. Ostram, of Necoma, who came sixteen miles to see
me and attend the lectures.
NuNDA, ILL., Oct. 23d.-There are but few Liberals
in this place. The cause is ably championed by the
old veteran of the late war, Capt. J. E. Beckley. The
design was to hav a gathering of Liberals and their
friends from the surrounding country, and the lectures were very thoroughly advertised to this end.
But the fervent prayers of the righteous availed, or
at least a savage storm prevailed! so that onl! a few
very determined ones ventured m from a dtstan~e.
The attendance was quite meager, but the few Chnstians who attended were aroused to the necessity of
investigating the foundations of their faith and hope.
OXFoRD, lA., Oct 25th, 26Lh.-That most able and
devoted exponent of Liberalism, John E. Remsburg,
has done pioneer. work h.ere, an~ ~ucce~ded_, as he
does everywhere, m arousmg a spmt of mqmry, an_d
popularizing Infidelity. The banner-bearer here IS
the gentle genial good old Uncle Thomas Sherlock,
a veteran 'of sev~nty-five. Everyone in the village,
old and young, always greets him. with kind smiles
and cheering words, alt?ough h~ IS such a dreadful
Infidel. He is an Englishman w1th a heart of oak,
sturdy resolute fearless; ever the friend of every
creatu;e that is' in need or suffering, always to be
found on the side of the weak against the strong,
the hater of all cruelty, all shams, frauds, and hypo·
crits.
·
Quite an enthusiasm was aroused by my lecture on
"Why I. Left the Pulp~t," resul~i~g ,!n a very l~rge
demand for copies of "B1ble Inqumes.
More Biblereading resulted from the lecture than from all the
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Senate Committee and proceed to ~ubstantiate his
statements. Yom· first intimation was that he would
be readv to do this, and until it is done, I am content
to leav~ the matter, so far as your paper is concerned, to the judgment of the public."
.Thus the matter lay, and Dr. Sunderland contin·
ued in the chaplaincy four years. The venerable
accuser meanwhile returned to Washington, his permanent home, where he died in 1879. Repeatedly
he called on me with tottering steps, but retaining
all his mental faculties. Repeatedly he sought to
stir the matter up with senators. It was not the payment of the money for Dr. Sunderland's service, but
the manner in which the doctor had treated him after
the claim was passed, that galled the proud spirit of
the old Virginian.
Once he prevailed on me to write a memorial to
the Senate. I did it in haste, and it began iu this
wise: " How much longer is the Senate of the United
States going to employ for its chaplain a clerical
lobbyist~··
The old gentleman handed this to the
de facto presiding officer. Mr. Wheele~ took i~, a"?-d
after reading the first sentence handed It back mdignantly, saying, "It is not respectful, and I will not
present it." I knew it was not respectful, but how
could I feel much respect for a legislativ body which
.A Champion of Old Theology••
had kept in such a chaplain four years 1
.
The Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of Washington, a veteran
In regard to the payment of the three hundred and
in the Presbyterian church militant, has unsheathed fifty dollars this I understand to be the fact: Dr.
his sword in defense of" the Calvinistic theology. In Sunderland' sought to get the fee before the claimant
a letter to the New York Sun he repudiates "every was paid. This aroused the latter's anger. Then Dr.
implication affecting the stability of the West minster Sunderland sought to get the bill reconsidered and
Catechism, and the doctrins known as the 'old theol- rejected, but failing in that, he tried to stop payment
ogy,' or the system of Calvin, Augustin, and Paul." by the department, and the matter was at last adHe denounces "the wild theorists in the Congrega- justed at the department by drawing two checks on
tional church" who "are higgling over the state of the treasury, one of which, for three hundred and
the dead, rather than spending their strength in fifty dollars, the claimant ind~rse~ and left with the
preaching the old gospel to the living; and prophesies auditor for the use of whom It might concern. Dr.
that "the doctrins of the old theology will never be Sunderiand probably knew who got it, an.d whether
exploded so long as the world stands;" but "let it wont for his own benefit or that of hiS church.
once a great tempest arise, which threatens the very The claimant was a man of property, and left at his
foundations of. society, and the existence of civil gov- death an estate of several thousand dollars. And he
ernment itself, and these youngsters of the new the- lived aud died a Christian.
ology will not be heard of."
In the case of the Rev. F. M. Todd, of Manassas,
Dr. Sunderland has been engaged in the work of Dr. Sunderland was the attorney of the accused besaving the souls of God's elect about forty-five years, fore the presbytery and the case is now appealed to
most of the time in the city of Washington. He has the synod. The ca~e turned on the credibility of the
been chaplain of the United States Senate in former negro· who testified that on the 24Lh of May last he
years for which divine service he bas received over saw the Rev. Mr. Todd in the woods, about two hunfive thousand dollars, at the rate of about nine dol- dred yards from the road, with a lap robe .spread and
lars for each prayer, averaging a minute and a half lying down upon it, accompanied by a w~It~ woman,
long .. He officiated at the funeral o4' the· Infidel while his horse was tied to a tree. A maJOrity of the
senator, Charles Sumner, but having inadvertently presbytery voted to dismiss the c.ase, because the
omitted to name in his prayer the vice-president, he evidence of the negro was not suffiCientlY: supp?rted.
went to a newspaper correspondent to hav that Dr. Sunderland, in his eagerness to discredit .the
omission supplied in the printed report. In that way negro's testimpny, inadvertently used the ex.Presswn,
doubtless the Lord heard the amended prayer, but I " but the nigger said," and then paused, while everyfear that the chaplain's published petition did not body snickered. The doctor wa~ embarras~ed, and
prolong Henry Wilson's days.
.
turning to the reporters apolog1zed for usmg lanIn 1871 I had a newspaper controversy with Dr. guage that was "not respectful." This slip of the
Sunderland on the Sunday question. Some months tongue was the more unfortunate on acco~nt of Dr.
afterward I published it, with additions, in a pam- Sunderland's political proclivities, he havmg served
phlet. That did not please my adversary, and being as chaplain in the Republican Senate some half a
debarred from renewing the controversy in the same dozen years altogether.
newspaper, he induced another editor to print a w~ole
It is said that in the early days of Dr. Sunderland's
column of vituperation and falsehood about me and ministry he underwent a tribulation. very similar to
my pamphle~. I took the starch out of him in half that of his brother Todd, but surVIved the ordeal
a column.
and maintained his standing quite as well, if not betAbout that time an aged gentleman called on me ter, than his client has so far maintained his. And
with a personal grievance against Dr. Sunderland. I now, having fought the g~od fig~t and kept the Caldeclined to espouse his quarrel, but some months vinistic faith, he has quahfied himself to become a
afterward, having looked into the merits of the case, leading champion in the crusade against the " youngI obtained from him an affidavit which I though_t I sters of the new theology," who dare to doubt the
might use in a future contingency. That affidavit goodness of God in tormenting forever in. hell the
charged· the Rev. Byron Sunderland wi~ havi~g poor heathen who never heard of Jesus Christ.
lobbied a claim through Congress, for whwh service
Washington, .D. G.
W. H. BURR.
the affiant paid him three hundred and fifty dollars.
After nearly a year of quiet, Dr. Sunderland meanThe Refinement of Cruelty.
while having become chaplain of the Senate a second
F1·om Judae.
time the idea occurred to me of sending the affidavit
" Don't you pine for freedom ?" asked a visitor at the
to the New York Sun. The editor published it with Toombs of a prison.
caustic comments, Jan.14, 1874, omitting the affiant's
"Sometimes I do," replied the latter.
" When does that feeling come over you the strongest?"
name, but saying that the gentleman would appear
" Whenever I see a fresii. batch
.........,. of religious papers com.in'
at once if any committee of the Senate wanted to see
into the place."
him.
Dr. Sunderland replied, seconding the Sun's sugAn Awkward Attitude foi' God.
gestion, and saying, "If he [the affiant] can :!?rove
F1·om the Henderson, Texas, 1'ime~~that I ever received one dollar from him, I will at
Sam Small says it was an insult to God to leave his name
once resign the chaplaincy of the Senate."
out of the Constitution of the United States. Tha~'s the first
Thereupon the Sun disclosed the affiant's name, J .. we hav heard of it. God has never sent a delegatw,n to C:on0. Armes. He was temporarly sojourning in Che- gress to hav his name put th~re; in ~ac.t, we don t .believe
God wants his name in it. Hts nam.e IS m the orgamc laws
mung Co., N. Y., but Dr. Sunderland had offered to of
several nations-no two of them ahke-and the attempt to
pay his fare to Washington, if necessarY:, and the make him the indorser of all the governments would. place
editor of the Sun reiterated the suggestiOn to go him in rather an awkward attitude, to say the least of It.
right ahead with the investigation.
It was more than a month before Dr. Sunderland
God Can't Indorse tbe Acts of Cltristian Statesmen.
was heard from again, when he came out with a card
From the Overton, Tf'Xas, Sl•m·p.~/iooter,
in the .8un, denying that either the affiant, or anyone
We think it would be an insult to God to pu~ his indorse·
else for him, had ever paid him (Dr. Sunderland) a ment to many acts of the government. The adv~ntage that
dollar and he added : " For further particulars I our government bas over all other governments IS that ~od
refer the curious to the suggested investigation be- and religion are kept entirely separated fr~m the Constt,tufore the Senate committee, whenever Mr. Armes is t' n and ever ought to be. We hav too b1gh a veneratwn
f~~ the supreme ruler of the universe to e~e,r .wa~t to see the
ready to proceed."
sacred name mixed up with the filth of pohtics: Such cranks
Two weeks later, in answer to a hint in the Sun, as Sam Small and others that we cou.ld mentron ma:~; advo•
that if the charge was false why wait for the accuser cate such a proceeding, but' the true friends of God will ever
to move! Dr. Sunderland said:" Let him choose his oppose it and prevent it.

sermons preached here during the. whole year.
Wednesday evening I had· to share the use of the
hall with a Democratic speaker. After he concluded,
I spoke on '·The Bible: From Whence It Came, and
What It Really Teaches." The Presbyterian minister was present, but spake no word. "Like a lamb
dumb before his shearer, so he opened not his mouth:
in his humiliation his judgment was taken away"
(Acts viii, 32, 33). I find it vain to hope that ministers will come to the' defense of their creeds. Really,
one prophecy of the Bible is verified : "His watchmen are blind, they are all ignorant, they are all
dumb dogs, they cannot bark; sleeping, lying down,
loving to slumber; yea, they are greedy dogs, which
can never hav enough, and they are shepherds that
cannot understand; they all look to their own way,
everyone for his gain from his quarter" (Isa. lvi, 11,
12). I left the people texts that will enable them to
prqpound conundrums enough to that minister to
keep him on the anxious seat all winter.
Liberals of Colorado, I shall enter your state about
the middle of January. Now is the time to decide if
you need my services. Please write me ~oon as possible.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

___ ___
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The Liberal Club.

the Jews and their Bible. He then inquired of Mr.
Denslow if speculating in wheat did not raise the
price above the normal one fixed by supplJ and demand.
Mr. Denslow replied that no broker could raise the
price of a product. If he paid n;tore. or asked more
for it than demand and supply JUstified, he would
assuredly be left in the end. His function was
merely the beneficent one of establishing a uniform
price for the benefit of the producer. Mrs.. Leonard
interrupted to inquire if each broker or middlem~n
who bought and sold grain didn't speculate on It.
Mr. Denslow answered that we were all speculating
more or less intelligently about grain, that being ~he
subject of discussion. 0 wing to the unrea~onmg
nature of the female mind, Mrs. Leonard did not
appear to be satisfied with this candid and lucid
reply. Professor Denslow casually observed that ~f
they could get it into their heads by that met~o~ It
would pay the Social~sts to purchase a fort;r-n;ulhonton triphammer to dnve sense through their Impenetrable armor of stupidity. This made Herr Oppenheimer turn pale and he retained his seat only by a
great effort. ·
When these solemnities had closed, the journalist
went home, to write the account here superimposed,
and end it ·with this pome.

Inquiries hav reached this office ~om person.s w~~
desire to know if the Manhattan Liberal Club IS still
holding regular meetings, and if the man. with a
badge-pin continues to·exist. We should smile. Unhurt amid the war of elements, the wreck of mat
tar. and the crush of worlds, the Liberal Club holdt~
its 'serene and uninten-upted way; and on the evening of Friday, November 4th, a man upon whose
westcRt gleamed a ten-dollar emblem of intellectual
disenthralment followed the brass railing up the steps
of the hall at 220 East 15th street, and sat amid the
audience there assembled. It was a fine audience
indeed, and the pleasure of the visitor was somewhat
dashed to think that he had not worn his best clothes.
All around are familiar faces. Over there is ExTreasurer Morris, who smiles and nods. Here is
Madam Delezcluse, who shakes hands cordially. By
the table sits Mrs. Leonard, with gold-bowed glasses,
a detennined expression of countenance, and a
V-shaped southern exposure. At the door is Treasurer Clark none the less a sea-captain because
he is now second officer of the club. He takes the
journalist's dime with a bow so profound that the
visitor accepts it in lieu of change. Another treasurer present is Mr. ~hru:les Eckhard, who kno.ws that
the.world is a delus10n generally, but who enJoys de--------~~~------lusions. He looks on genially. Away up front
The 'frial of Mr~. Slenker.
Deacon Dean's intellectual head is observable, and
I deem it due to ·the friends who hav so liberally
Mr. Isaac Ro"senbourgh's pleasing Teutonic counte- contributed for Elmina's defense that a report should
nance turns this way occasionally to illuminate the be made of the practical work which through their
space behind him. Poet Fountain is grayer than a generosity I hav been enabled to do. The good
year ago, but he arises as gracefully as ever to yield result of this work will be great and permanent.
his chair to Mrs. Wallace Britton, the actress, who Many things hav transpiredwhich I cannot tell of i;n
comes in late. Beware of him ; he will spring a yard a brief article, and some things hav developed that It
of poetry on you if you giv him a chance. And who is not politic at this writing to mention; but I intend
is this whose hair and beard seem to radiate, as it to tell some of the principal facts, which together
were, from a common center ~ By the Great Horn will form a connected story, and giv an idea of the
Spoon, it is none other than .Herr Oppenheimer, ex- true character of this remarkable and persistent percandidate for the German Re1ehstag. A gray bunch secution.
of hair is growing upon his forehead, which adds to
It seems that a year or more·ago a trivial accident
his picturesque appearance without impairing his occurred on a railroad in Indiana which was the
serene beauty.
prime cause of all Elmina's trouble. A mail pouch
Upon the platform something seems lacking. The baing dE,llivered from a train at a way station by
chair once filled by Mr. Wakeman is vacant. He is means of a crane was stru<:k a violent blow, and one
at the Germania Assembly Rooms impressing upon of Elmina's packages, which was in tha pouch, being
an enthusiastic constituency the necessity of support- crowded fuil of matter and inclosed in a fragil
ing the Progressive Labor Party in general and your envelope, was burst open and the contents scattered
humble servant for attorney-general; but over op- promiscuously through the pouch. The· postmaster,
posit the empty seat Vice-President E. B. Foote, Jr., instead of reading the address on the envelope and
holds the mallet of fate that has fallen upon many an forwarding the-package according to directions, withunfinished period and let many an orator down sud- out prying into its contents, undertook to gratify his
denly from a lofty bight.
curiosity by an examination, and was surprised to
Behind ilhe speaker's stand is Prof. Van Buren find that the papers were devoted to a discussion of
Denslow, the lecturer of the evening. He is arguing th!l awful subject of sex relations. Constituting himthat capital, i.e., machinery, does nine-tenths of the self a censor of morals, he then proceeded to a
work, labor being merely the director. The produce second violation of the postal laws, and detaining all
exchange is a beneficent institution in that it fixes and the matter and diverting it from the direction to
maintains the price of wheat and corn over a large which it was addressed, he sent it to Washington for
area of the world and over considerable periods of criticism by the high authorities there.
time. Socialists like Henry George and Karl Marx
Instead of rebuking this officious postmaster for
want to change things without understanding the his violation of the sacred trusts confided to him and
present state of society.
for the two crimes against the postal laws he had
Mrs. Leonard was the first to say, " Mr. Chairman," b.een guilty of, and instead of directing him to atone
after Professor Denslow had concluded. She main- so far as he then might for his betrayal of the
tained that the grain speculators were the biggest citizen's right of free mails by immediatElly forwardhogs in Chicago. If they could control the leather ing Elmina's package to the person to whom it was
market shoes would be fifteen dollars a pair.
aadressed, the authorities at Washington, as faithless
Herr Oppenheimer claimed that brokers were a to their trust as their subordinate, called in the
legitimate product of our present imperfect system, notorious Comstock, and ordered him, in his capacity
which should be abolished as soon as possible. Henry of spy, sneak, and detectiv, to take the case for
George was ·a confiscator and a highwayman, not a investigation. Comstock, who started in 1878 to
Socialist. Herr Oppenheimer remarked that he spoke " stamp out" a certain class of Freethought literature
within limits when he said that Professor Denslow (see "Fourth Annual Report New York Society for
astonished him.
Suppression of Vice," p. 7), had already had his bellyDr. Weeks, author of the " Songs of the Morning," ful, and prudently discovered that his engagements
defended Mr. George to the extent of saying that Mr. were so numerous that he could find no time to
George proposed to confiscate only that which had make this very interesting investigation, so the task
been obtained by robbery. The doctor reaffirmed of decoying Elmina into the toils was assigned to
that he was a Methodist with modern improvements, Post-office Inspector W. H. Barclay, a man who so
and repudiated the doctrin of total depravity. He far as I hav been able to learn had previously had no
didn't like Mrs. Leonard's fling at hogs. There was connection with the inquisition department of the
a good deal of human nature in the hog, or a good post-office, but who seems not to hav had character
deal of the hog in human nature, he couldn't quite enough to be too busy to undertake such dishonormake out which. Vices were not generally so diffi- able employment. He and one Williams, alias Mccult to reform as hidebound virtues.
Afee, a Western man well known to the Defense
Captain Clark recalled that Dr. Johnson had said Association, undertook to make out a case against
patriotism was the last resort of scoundrels. He Elmina. They carried on a correspondence with her
would add that Labor reform was the last resort of extending over a considerable length of time. One
played-out politicians. The captain indorsed the of the letters written by this Williams may serve to
lecture of the evening, and. said Professor Denslow show how, under the pretense of a common interest
had never uttered a word that did not coincide with iu the research Elmina was making, this worthy
his (Captain Clark's) experience. As is well known, undertook to win her confidence and procure from
Captain Clark has had experience in all parts of the her matter which he could falsify and pervert for his
world, both civilized and barbarou.s.
infamous purpose. Here it is :
Madam Delezcluse confessed that she arose with
ST. Lours, Mo., Sept. 22, 1886.
hesitation, having the crushing intellect of Captain
ELMINA SLENR:ER, Snowville, Va., Madam: I hav just read
Clark against her; she nevertheless went ahead and in the W01·d, Sept., Y.L. 14 [1886l, that you hav truths about
starved women, etc.
made some good points against the lecturer.
If you will send me some samples of them I can use them
Mr. Sutherland characterized the lecture as an
the good of the great cause.' If you sell them, please
intellectual feast, and added that Mrs. Leonard's un- for
send bill, and I will remit. Address,
practical remJ;lrks showed the kind of a scrape we
R. M. WILLIAM, Drawer D 6.
would get into if women were allowed to vote.
Thus lured, and suspecting no evil, Elmina sent to
Dr. Foote here announced the lecture for the next him letters of the kind she was in the habit of exmeeting, to be delivered by· Professor Rawson, on changi'Pg wit.h her other correspondents, and after a

a'

time he had a number of letters and papers which he
thought he might plausibly pervert to suit his pretenses that it was obnoxious to the law. An indict.
ment was then drawn containing two counts, each
setting out one letter addressed severally to each of
the sneaks and mailed under the sanctity of a seal,
and upon this extr~ordinary indictment was had the
trial which has excited so much interest and attracted
to Elmina so much sympathetic devotion of her
friends. Of this trial I prefer not to speak at present. It was extraordinary in many respects. The
result was conviction. Nothing else could hav been
expected under the conditio~s in wh~ch the c~se was
tried. One feature of the tnal I cannot refram from
mentioning. It was most romantic and pathetic.
The superb old woman was called to the witness
stand and alone, the only one of her sex in a room
crowded with the low, the vile, the wretched, and the
degraded, with an eloquence which, notwithstanding
her defectiv speech, I hav never seen equaled, and
never expect to see equaled, she told her simple story
to a judge who did not, to an audience who could
not and to a prosecution who would not understand
her: She proceeded in her own way, and though she
often wandered wide of the rules of evidence, no one
dared to break the spell which she threw around that
court-room. After this the prosecution softened a
little and stated that they did not care to put an old
wom~n to the torture, but that thev. must stop the
ch:culation of the leaflets, and that Elmina had persistently refused to tell who was the author of them,
though she had been repeatedly assured that if she
would disclose their author she would be allowed to
go in peace, ·and that she would even now be allowed
to take advantage of this very gracious offer, though
a terrible retribution awaited the malefactor who
wrote those wicked leaflets. Still she declined. Then
the author of "Diana" was called to testify, and with
quiet imperturbability acknowledged that he was the
author of some of the leaflets, the editor of others,
and the writer of all. The awful wrath of the prose
cution oozed out rapidly. They didn't seem to want
to see the writer of the leaflets quite as bad as they
did a few minutes before. Indeed, they did not appear at all glad of the opportunity afforded them of
turning loose the majesty of the law upon him. They
let him go without cross-examination. But enough.
The summing up came with the dire threat on the
part of the prosecution that the jury must not violate
the oath they had taken under penalty of the consequences. The judge submitted the case to the jury,
and they struck infallible wisdom .in about ten minutes, which was quite a gain in time over anything
the court or counsel had accomplished. Their verdict was "guilty," and sentence was p-ostponed to the
next day. The next day we devoted to argument of
a motion in arrest of judgment, and the day following, on the opening of the court, the judge struck
the right chord, and, sustaining our motion, discharged poor Elmina.
I've seen a great many dead men, and I hav always observed that they are quiet and peaceable and
don't make much disturbance, but I never saw such
an unreasonable dead man as Prosecuting Attorney
Allen. He would not be convinced that he was dead.
He thrashed around lively. He wanted a reargument. He acted as fresh as if he were just born
instead of b(ling just killed and laid out cold and
stiff. He was going to send Elmina to jail anyway,
in spite of her discharge. I don't believe he ever
will be quite right in his mind again. I .don't know
how much of the taxpayers' money he squandered on
telegrams to t\le inquisition department of the postoffice. He did not get things fixed to suit him. I
came down the road with him that night on the train.
He looked wild. Where he went I don't know. If
anyone finds a dead man ripping and tearing around
the country and lamenting Elmina's good fortune,
please return him to Abingdon, Virginia .
ED.

w.

CHAMBERLAIN.

DETAILS ·OF THE TRIAL.

On October 21, 1887, the trial of the indictment
upon wh'ich Mrs. Slenker was arrested last April, was
commenced before Judge Paul and a jury. There
was much interest manifested, and a large audience
assembled nowithstanding the entire want of seats
outside the bar. Mrs. Slenker sat, accompanied by
her husband, near her counsel, Ed. W. Chamberlain,
of New Y0rk city, and Messrs. Rowland and Hearmans, of Virginia.
The offense charged being a misdemeanor under
the statute, no peremptory challenges were allowed,
the only ground of exclusion being for favor. One
witness was excluded upon examination by the court
on the ground of having formed an opinion_. Mr.
Chamberlain also asked the jurors a series of questions, among which were the following:
Hav you now or hav you ever had any business relations
with any society for the suppression of obscenity or vice, or
with any person known to you t<:> be an officer or agent of
any such society ?
Arelou acquainted with or are you on terms of friendship
with nthony Comstock, alias J. G. Phillips, alias Ella
Bender, alias Mrs. Farnsworth, alias E. Semler, alias Annie
E. Ray, alias Hy. Bean; or Samuel Colgate, or Killaen Van
Rensselaer,· or R. M. Williams, alias R. M. McAfee, alias
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Nettie G. Harlan; or w. H. Barclay, or any other agent or
officer of any society ·for the suppression of vice or obscenity?
If it should appear that the defendant differed widely from
you in her opinions upon moral, religions, economic, or political topics, would that fact preclude you from giving the
defendant the benefit of any reasonable doubt which you
may hav as to her guilt?
Assuming that one of the witnesses in the case is a government officilil, and that in procuring the testimony which he
· offers he has violated the Jaw, would the fact of his official
position induce you to giv any ~reater .weight or credit to
his testimo:uy than yon would g1v to the testimony of any
other confessed or proved law-breaker?
Assuming that the doctrins or principles contained in the
matter which will be presented to you are in your opinion
erroneous, are you under the influence of any social, religious, political, or economic views or opinions which will tend
to prevent your acting impartially as a juror in the trial of
this case?

THE CoURT : It will be a question for the court to
determin what the character of the testimony is.
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY: I do not think what their
views may be with regard to the peculiar doctrins of
the accused has anything to do with this case. The
question is whether the writings contained in the
lehters are obscene, and whether they come within
the inhibition of the statute.
[The district attorney proceeded to read from the
opinion in the case of Regina vs. Hicklin, before the
Queen's Bench, and the opinion of Judge Blatchford
in the case of the United States vs. D. M. Bennett.]
MR. CHAMBERLAIN: That is the very argument I
should make why the question should be sustained.
This is a case of the deepest importance, not only to
the defendant, but to every American citizen, involving great questions of liberty; and it is my right to
assure myself that the jurors are free from such bias
as will lead them to convict this defendant not
merely because she has sent obscene matter, but on
account of something else.
The question was allowed. Mr. Chamberlain also
asked the following :
Does the nature of the charge excite in you any prejudice
or animosity against the defendant ?
Do you believe falsehood and treachery to be either justifiable or necessary to promote morality or to advance the
interests of religion:? (Question excluded; exception.)
Hav you ever bought liquors, cigars, books, or other commodities for the purpose of entrapping dealers therein, or
for the purpose of securing evidence against dealers in those
articles to convict them of any real or imaginary crime?
(Question excluded; exception.)
Hav you ever induced any person to violate the law in
order to procure for yourself any benefit by an exposure of
such violation?
Hav you ever feigned, forged, or otherwise used any other
name than your own in any transaction whatever?
If on the trial of this case it becomes a question whether
you shall believe the defendant or one of the witnesses for
the prt;>secution, would you giv any greater credit to a
witness if he should be shown to be a government officer than
you would to the defendant ? ·
If it should appear that the. defendant was en~aged in a
work which do not approve, would that fact inclme you to
conviction, if that work were not a violation of the statute?

Q. Do you believe in a God? A. I do.
Q. Do you believe in one everliving and true God ?
A. !do.
Q. Do you believe in a future state of rewards and punishments? A. I do. I am an old-fashioned blue-stocking
Presbyterian, if you know what that is.
Q. Do you believe in the saving grace of Jesus Christ?
A. Yes.
·
you believe that. if you. perjure yourself on this
Q.
occas10~ ant). repent you will be saved? A. I do; the thief
was saved o!!4he cross.
Q. Is that 'the way you expect to· be saved, after having
done this mischief ?

THE CoURT: The question of the insufficiency of
the indictment ought to be raised upon demurrer.
The proof must correspond with the allegations in
the indictment. The letter is not in evidence. The
districb attorney offers to prove the reception of obscene matter, and then follows the question who
sent it.
po
MR. CHAMBERLAIN: The force of the objection is
that a sealed letter is protected by the decisions.
THE CoURT: .A. sealed letter directed to other parties, not directed to the man himself, how can the
THE CoURT: The religious belief of a witness in Vir- law prevent it from being opened~
ginia is no disqualification.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN: When taken from and out of
Q. Do you believe that the Bible is the word of God? the mail, it is conveyed away from the mail, and its
A. I shall answer no more questions, except upon the in- connection with the mail ceases.
struction of the judge.
.
TnE CoURT: It can be submitted to the court, and
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY: Answer the question. A. Yes.
Q. Do you believe that it is all the word of God? A. I do. the court can determin whether it shall go to the jury.
Q. From be&"inning to end? A. I refuse to answer such
Mr. Chamberlain made an argument upon the lanquestions as this, unless compelled to do it by the court.
guage of the statute, and cited authorities, showing
THE CouRT: No matter what his answer may be, I that the unmailable matters must be publications,
shall be compelled to admit him. The binding obli- and that it had been decided that matters sent by
gation of an oath may result from other causes than mail to intimate friends or in a limited way were not
a belief in the Bible.
publications, and did not come within the inhibition
Q. Do you realize the nature and obligation of an oath? of the statute, for the reason, that they· were sent
A. I do, most fully.
·
tmder seal.
THE CoURT: The court does not exclude the quesTHE CoURT: I understand that your objection is
tion, but decides that he is a competent witness, no that no matter, if received by a party in a sealed enmatter how he answers the question.
velope, can be introduced in evidence to sustain the
The question was repeated, and the witness re- indictment; that the factr that it was put in a sealed
fused to answer.
. envelope renders it sacred; so that it is no offense
The court declined to direct him to answer. (Ex- against the statute to send these matters through
ception.)
the United Statal! mail, if under seal. Is that the
William H. Barclay was thereupon duly sworn, proposition?
and examined by the district attorney.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN: You hav stated the proposition
Q. Do you know Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker? A. I do.
very accurately.
Q. Do you know anything about her having deposited or
THE CoURT: I will hear the district attorney upon
caused to be deposited knowingly in the mail for mailing
and delivery, etc. (reading the description from the statute)? that.
The district attorney cited authorities to show
Mr. Ronald objected that the paper must be- prothat
th~:> decisions referred to had since been" overduced.
•
ruled.
THE CoURT: He must produce the paper.
Mr. Chamberlain said he had not concluded his
Q. Hav you received any letters from Mrs. Elmina D.
argument when interrupted, and cited other authorSlenker?
ities.
(Objection offered.)
The Court reserved its decision and adjourned
THE CouRT: The question is whether he has received a letter. He may answer whether he bas re- until Tuesday morning.
NovEMBER 1, 1887.
ceived a letter purporting to be from her.
The coul"t concurred in the decision of Judge
Q. Hav you a letter receiv:ed from her, or purporting to
hav come from her; and if so, please to state how you know Drummond that the word " writing " embraces a
it was from her?
letter, and overruled the objection.
·

Mr. Ronald asked each juror his residence. Mr.
Jones having replied that he resided in Abingdon,
Mr. Ronald objected to his incompetency, on the
ground that the matters claimed to be obscene had
been circulated in the streets of Abingdon, and were
familiar to everJ body in the town.
·
The court excluded the juror, and another was
called.
No other obje<;~tion appearing, the jur! were s'!orn.
It may be interesting to note that the JUry consisted
11 white men, 1 colored marr, 0 white women, 0
colored women.
The district attorney (Ex-Judge H. C. Allen) read
to the jury the statute, section 3,893, known as the
Comstock law.
Mr. Chamberlain objected to the reading of the
whole section, as it eontained an enumeration of
offenses with which the defendant was not charged.
There had been no charge that she had violated that
portion of the section relating to information with
regard to the prevention of conception.
The court called upon the district attorney to read
the portion of the section upon which he relied;
whereupon the district attorney read that portion
relating to the sending o£ papers, letters, and. other
publications· and the court ruled that the ev1dence
should be co'nfined to that point.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN : I learn that it is the practice
here for the defendant's counsel to make an opening
at this stage. · I am not prepared to do that. · The
indictment alleges very vaguely certain matters
which are not even referred to .by title. It is usual
in criminal cases to inform the defendant specifically
and precisely of just what t~ing he is accused. \)the~
wise he cannot prepare h1s defense. Otherw1se, 1f
acquitted and subsequently charged with the same
offense he cannot plead that he has been once tried
upon that charge. That li_ttle formality has been
omitted. We are not appr1sed, and do not know to
this moment, of what we are accused; and will hav to
make out the defense as the case goes on, and as the
prosecution develops it. If the prosecution do not
establish a case, we shall hav nothing to meet.
William H. Barclay was called to the witness
stand.
Before he had taken the oath he was interrogated
by Mr. Chamberlain :
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Q. (by Mr. Ronald). Was it a sealed letter that you re·
ceived? A. It was.

Q. Is that one of the inclosures in that package? A. (A
written paper headed, "The Girl and the Dog," handed witMr. Ronald objected to the admissibility of the ness.) I opened it myself, and this is one of the inclosures.

contents of a sealed letter upon the ground that the
law does not embrace sealed letters; that the law,
in referring to letters as unmailable, has expressly
limited the inhibition to such as showed on the outside that they were obscene. He cited the case of
ex parte Jackson, in 96 U. S. Reports, in which the
law had been so adjudicated.
THE CoURT: Is it your position that if matters are
obscene, yet when inclosed under seal they lose their
obscene character?
MR. RoNALD: That a sealed letter does not fall
within the purview of the statute. Unless there is
some obscenity upon the envelope of a ll:ltter, it is
not unmailable.
THE CouRT: That there :is no charge that there
was an obscene letter sent T
MR. RoLAND: There is no charge in the indictment
that-Mrs. Slenker ever sent an obscene letter through
the mails.
MR. HEERMANB: How could it be known that a
sealed letter was obscene T

The paper offered in evidence.
Mr. Ronald renewed the objection that the letters
should hav been set forth in full in the indictment.
.A. long argument ensued, in which the district attorney read at length the decision of Bl~tchford in
the case of D. M. Bennett, adopting it as his argument. Mr. Ronald gave a history of t.be Bennett
case, and referred also to the Heywood case, showing that Bennett had been convicted, and Heywood
acquitted, when tried for the same offense of selling
"Cupid's Yokes.''
THE CouRT : The court is bound by the decisions ;
and there is a long line of almost unbroken precedents
to sustain the decision that the excuse here given is
sufficient reason for not spreading the matter in
extenso upon the records. If there should be another
indictment upon the same matter, parole testimony
is always admissible to show that the party has once
been tried for the same offense. The court rules
that the matter is sufficiently described. (Exception.)
Mr. Chamberlain argued that, these papers being
Q. Did you receive from Mrs. Slenker a letter containing private papers of the defendant, and particularly
writings, publications, and prints; and if you did, state when indicated to be so· as alleged, they are to be reyou received them, and how you knew tbe letter was mailed
to you by Mrs. Slenker? A. On March 15th, I received this turned to the defendant, they are her property, under
package of papers. On the same day I received a letter con- the decisions which he cited. She desires that they
taining other matters and a letter with it. (Objection.) It may be returned to her, and may not be used for
was received in due course of mail at Richmond, Va.
. this purpose ; and therefore under the decisionEl
Q. State from whom it was received, whom it was mailed
such use. is unreasonable seizure, and compelling a
by, and how you knew it?
Objected to as incompetent, unless witness saw the mail- defendant to testify against herself, in violation of
the Constitution of the United States.
ing.
THE CouRT : The simple indorsement on the back
THE CouRT: He may show that he knew from her
statement afterward, or writing in reply to a letter of papers, "These are private papers," does not
excuse the character of the matter. If the court
written by him, acknowledging the receipt of his.
Q. Did she ever make any statement to you about that established that proposition, the statute would be
a nullity ; for all that would be necessary would be
letter?
Objected to on the ground that such statement to indorse papers as private. The court thinks the
would be in the nature of a confession; and that a point is not well founded. The court is not here to
confession cannot be received until the corpus delicti determin which way the mischief works.
The objection was also made and argued that the
has been established.
THE DrsTRICT ATTORNEY: I am proving the corpus indictment does not allege that the matters they produce are unmailable.
delicti.
The court said that in speaking of the offense, the
Q. Did you receive those through the mail? A. I did.
word "unmailable" was not used in the statute.
Q. Did she admit that she mailed them?
The witness was asked by the district attorney to
THE CoURT: We will first see if they are objectionread the paper to the court and jury.
able matter.
THE CoURT: Is there any objection to its going to
Q. (by the court). Where did you receive them? A. At
Richmond, at the post-office.
the jury without reading 1
Q. (by the district-attorney). Just read the documents.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN: I desire a public trial
MR. RoNALD raised the constitutional question
MR. RoNALD : I suggest that the; go to the jury
that the exhibits were not set forth in the indict- to peruse in their jury-room.
·
ment; that when a warrant is issued, both the state
Mr. Barclay read the story of "The Girl and the
and the federal constitutions prescribe that the war- Dog" mentioned in the indictment, with the comment~:!
rant shall specify what is complained of. (Citing interlined,
authorities.)
(OONOLUDED NJU:.T WEEK.)
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Many of those present were Christians, but they gave and they will receive gratuitously whatever documents, beal'ing on the Nine Demands, we are able to
respectful attention.
I was glad to meet old friends-! call them old print. Will you help make this a success 1 This is
friends because they take THE TRUTH SEEKER and for you to answer. .
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
I want the intelligent cooperation of aU friends of
read
it through from week to week.- There were Mr.
E. A; STEVENS, Secretary,
- - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
OIU11LEB EcKHARD, Treas.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York. and Mrs. J". C. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kintner Freethought, your suggestions and friendly criticism;
E. B. FoOTE, JR., Ohair. Ex. O<;>m., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. and baby, of Hanover, where there is quite a cir- hope to be on terms of personal intimacy with every
EDGAR 0. BEALL, Ohair. Fin. Com., - - 27 Arcade, Cincinnati. cle of Liberals; Mrs. Fanny Freed, whose husband, earnest worker. Yours for the inauguration of UniE . .A. STEVENS,
VICE-PRESIDENTS:
a noble Liberal, died last summer of injuries re- versal Mental !Jiberty,
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL, E1r-President.
Secretary .American Secular Union.
ceived; Joseph Coulson, postmaster of the1\1ace; H. P.
00URTLANDT PALMER, Ex-President.
Brashaw, Dr. Waldron, Wm. Wickersham, .Amos BroT. B. WAEEHAN, Ex-President.
gan. Wm. Robbins, Milton Betts and Wm. Betts,
James Parton,
Mattie A. Freeman,
ECHOES.
J.D. t:lhaw,
1\'I. M. Secor,
John Emmons, Morris Taylor, Howard Taylor, M. W.
W. F. Jamieson,
Ot,to Wettstein,
Jas
.
.A.
Greenhill,
of
Clinton, Iowa, makes haste to
and
others.
We
quite
enjoyed
this
rural
Coulson,
Ohar!PR Watts,
Wm. Redfield,
Jo~ E. Remsburg,
S. W. Devenbaugh,
campaign;
and
we
shall
not
soon
~orget the little join the Grand .Army of Secular Soldiers by enlisting
Wm.Algie,
Horace Se~tver,
as a life member and paying us $25 bounty. That's
school-house round the corner.
Mattie P. Krekel,
Roman Staley.
'
Dr. J. L. Y<nk,
H. P. llfa•on <Utah.),
We are now at the Farmdale House, D. G. Brock- the kind of an army to join-where you hav to pay
Dr. J. R. .Monroe,
N.D. Goodell <O'Li.),
Chas. B. Reynolds,
D. W. Smith (Wash Ter.),
way, proprietor, who is a sterling Liberal. The moon to get in. You can be sure of good company then.
Prof. Chas. Orchardson,
Ja~. W~trdwell (Itl.aho.),
shines bright, and the prospects are that we shall Other armies are so organized that men often pay
L. K. Washburn,
J. W. Black (N.J.),
W. S. Bell,
Thos. J. Truss (OoJ.).
hav sunny days for our closing work. I expect to to keep out.
M. M. Secor, ex-mayor of Racine, has not read his
hav a bright story to ten of Farmdale. There are
.Investigator, but he sends $10 and an. apology for dethree
Roots
here
who
are
Liberals.
That
is
the
kind
News and Notes.
lay, as he intended to contribute toward expenses. of
of Radicalism that means success.
.A few busy days at Chicago, and the iron horse
Congress. .As the expenses of tne Congress are all
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
bears me Eastward. Saturday morning I strike my
liquidated, we'H put that to credit of Campaign Fund.
.Farmdale, 0., Oct. 28, 1887.
good friend Dick Smith, of .Alliance, generous comThanks, Brother Secor. Whenever you've got $10.
rade, always ready with the open hand. His
A W01·d to Liberals Everywhere.
send it. No apology necessary. Next.
brother, D. W. Smith, is ever on the watch, and
Prof. W. S. Bell will ring the changes on Elder
Having been urged to accept the secretaryship of
makes things go like clockwork for Liberalism and the .American Secular Union, I hav done so with T. J. Williamson in a four-nights' debate at Salem,
humanity. This time I drop my gripsack at Hotel considerable fear that friends hav over-estimated my Nebraska, to be held November 1st, 2d, 3d, and
Central, where the goodly landlord Sourbeck givs capacity, and many misgivings as to my fitnCJss for 4th. Methinks there will be considerable of a buzthe traveler· hearty welcome. .Arrangements are so important a position-a post to which such zing in the elder's ears when the Bell ceases. Brothmade for lectures Sunday afternool'l and evening in eminent talent as Rawson, Leland, and Putnam er B. has several engagements at various points in
the People's Theater. I hope for fair weather, and brought their special genius.
Kansas also.
as I look into the kindly skies I think that for once
-The Eleventh .Annual Congress was a bad one for
However, where lacking ability, the present incumfate is propitious in .Alliance, and that ·I shall be bent will sedulously lilndeavor to make reparation by badges. I had ordered one hundred on white satin,
allowed to lecture to a full house. .Alas for all my assiduous application to its practical needs and con- with Treasurer Eckhard's unique design in colors,
expectations ! Sundfl,y rolled in to the music of a scientious work to make the .American Secular Union "Our Flag .Above the Cross," engraved in New York,
mighty storm. The rain dashed down and the dust an organization whose numbers, strength, and im- and which our ever-vigilant treasurer promptly
was furious just at the hour for gathering. I won- portance will suitably reflect the vast host of those attended to. It happened I was compelled to be abder what mystic elements are in play that I can make who demand to "keep the church and state forever sent from the city nearly two weeks prior to the Conno alliance with fair weather in this glorious old fort separate."
gress. Express company took parcel to office ; was
of Liberalism. My friend Thornberg says that hereIf this is not accomplished you will be to blame, informed I was out of town. On my return no menafter when there is a drouth he will send for the provided you hav not subscribed to· the Campaign tion was made, although a postal had been sent.
president of the .American Secular Union, and ·when Fund this year. For this is a personal letter to Received notice Tuesday after Congress that there
he puts in an appearance the gates of heaven will you. Consider it such. In the first place, money is was a pa1·cel on which $10 was due. Well, the delesurely be opened and the showers descend. 'rhey needed to print and publish circulars and campaign gates missed a very pretty and appropriate memento.
say there is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken literature, bearing strictly on secularization of the That is not alL Otto Wettstein, who has made·
at the flood, leads on to fame and fortune. I hav state and organization of Unions. _Those who aid Rochelle, IlL, famous, and whose badge-pin is a thing
taken .Alliance so often at the flood that it is about the Campaign Fund this year will receive supplies of beauty and a joy to every Freethinker fortunate
time for fame and fortune to appear. However, for gratuitous distribution.
enough _to possess one, sent a number of these gems
spite of storm and cloud, the friends at this point
Friends, furnish us the funds, and we will supply by express. Through one circumstance and another,
always giv a cordial greeting. There was a fair au- you with more and better ammunition for an effectiv we did not receive them until Monday or Tuesday
dience, weather to the contrary notwithstanding, fusilade on the enemy than you could possibly pro- afternoon following the Congress.
present afternoon and evening, and their apprecia- cure yourselvs. We hav the documents. They need
If ever E . .A. Stevens was startled in his life, it .was
tion was reward for every disappointment. I always to be printed. Where is the money ? This is for to receive from a well-known Liberal worker now
enjoy·.A.Uiance. It is a lively place. It is one of the you to answer.
resident in Chicago, out better known in Washington
central points of labor reform, and our Liberal
Joe Cook says the Freethinkers of the United territory and Oregon as a man of large landed interfriends are in the midst of the struggle. Comrade States never had a home, and own but one building ests in the West, the following letter, inclof!ing war-·
Smith bas won his laurels, and is now one of the in Boston, covered by mortgages. Too true. The ranty deed, abstract of title. The secretary of the
councilmen of the city, representativ of the people's headquarters of the .American Secular Union ha!:J Chicago Secular Union read the letter at the meeting
party, and worthy to bear the honor.
been long enough in the secretary's hat or in his Sunday evening. The president could only reply
.A Liberal lecture association has been formed at trunk. If this organization " means business," it has that he had had considerable mud thrown at him
.Alliance. Whatever happens, there will be no back- got to do its business in a business-like manner. during an activ life with unpopular ideas, but this
ward step. There is a large Freethought element in Let us, at least, hav an office, decently furnished, was the first time in his experience when he had it
the community, and the earnestness and ability of ready to receive the Liberals of East and West, thrown at him in such quantities. He expressed his
our workers here insure a decided success.
of North and South, when passing through this gratitude to the donor, and hoped his work as secreEast Rochester is a quiet, comfortable, wealthy greatest inland entrepot of the continent. In time t~ry of th~ national body would giv f!!S much satisfacplace amid the rolling, wooded hills, where the brown our modest office of 1887-8 inay develop into read- twn as h1s endeavors as president of the Chicago
fields shine radiantly in the glimmering glory of the ing-room, library, club-house, hall of science,· etc. Union had apparently met with. The letter reads: •
Indian summer. I inquired for East Rochester. Let the office be the germ. Should there be such an
Cmc.AGo, Oct. 21, 1887.
The magnates of the train sent me to Beloit, by what office? This is for you to answer.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary American Secular Union, IJewr
tergiversation I cannot understand However, I had
If the .American Secular Un.ion is to become popu- Sir and B1·other: Allow me to sincerely congratulate you on
the pleasure of taking dinner with. my friends, Mr. lar with many who approve of secularizing the gov- your election to the responsible office to which you hav
and Mrs. Bailey. I lectured twelve years ago in the ernment, i-t must hav an influential appearance; attained. However, it seems more appropriate for me to
congratulate the American Secular Union in its fortunate
hall above the store. This was one of my first efforts then it will gain numbers, and (sad as it is to admit) selection
of one who would, if neM be, die in the last ditch
on the Freethought rostrum. .After dinner I take a numbers is respectability; with this respectability in keeping aloft the banner of our noble cause at the bight to
twelve-mile drive over the sparkling country. I was comes wealth, with wealth comes power to accom- which Brother Putnam had raised it. I inclose a dfled to you
delighted with the quaint, solemn villages through plish what we propose. So, in the last analysis of a beautiful residence lot in Baker City, Oregon the future
which I passed. I seemed to be in the world before of our grand, exalted ideals, we hav to come down to great inland city of the Pacific Northwest. Plea~e accept it
_my humble contribution ~o ;vourself personally, and as an
the flood, and expected every moment to meet Noah the unpoetic, sordid dollars and dimes for their as
evrdence also of my uppreCiatron of the cause in which you
driving his herd into the ark. The barns in this accomplishment. Then, do you really approve of the will now engage, and believe me
country are big enough to hold all the occupants of Nine Demands 1 How much do you believe in them ?
Yours very truly,
E. S. McCoMAs.
that ancient hulk.
How much is that belief when expressed in dollars ?
Meandering down the shining valley, on the outer This is for you to answer.
A Union Doing Union Work.
edge of Rochester, I reach the Quaker-like residence
From the llfm·snall County Democrat.
Resolutions adopted at the late Congress call for
of my friend Eli Taylor. He is one of those philo- a guarantee fund of $1,000, which should remain unEDITOR DEMOCRAT : In last week's issue of your paper is
sophic farmers who enjoy life. He does not work touched as secretary's salary. .As it is useless to salary a notice that if certain parties continue to do farm work on
himself to death, and he likes to see the world. He a secretary without furnishing him something to do the Sabbath (Sunday) they are to be prosecuted. Now, as
has traveled over Europe, and touched the Golden I hav incurred expenses absolutely necessary to carry we hav the only organization in the county that I know of
Gates of the Pacific. Over seventy years of age, he on the work, relying on the liberality of Liberals to that is squarely opposed to the laws enfJrcing a religious obstill enjoys life with youthful zest. Mrs. Taylor is be sustained. This is for you to answer.
servance of Sunday, we feel it to be our duty to assist in the
of gentle Quaker blood, and "the inner light" mingles
Don't expect this office is a sinecure, as I am per- defense of anyone that may be arrested out of religious hate.
with her Liberal convictions, and she delights more forming more labor than has fallen to my lot for We do not know the offense, or the parties offending, but we
in the harmonies of faith than in differences of some time, but if only the results can be reached it feel sure that some preacher is trying to stir up hatred and
thought. .Around this peaceful fireside reminiscence, will be, in large measure, a labor of love. Will you revenge. We wish to hear from the accused; also from
mingled with happy hope, traveled.
help toward those results? This is also for you to every Liberal in the county, with a view to county organization. If the churches cannot attract their share of the crowd
I also traveled in the dreamy moonlight after answer.
without the aid of courts, we C!ln tell them ho"w they can.
lecture to the stately mansion of Enoch Wickersham.
.As soon as arrangements are made I propose to Our
motto is "Universal Mental Liberty." Our aim is to
Here, too, are comfort and elegance in the atmosphere keep on sale a supply of the best Liberal books and
of liberty. Mrs. Wickersham is a noble entertainer, tracts, the profits of which shall be credited to the cause the laws to be so changed as to make this a purely
and I hope again to see this beautiful home amid the Campaign Fund. For every $2 received for those secular government, such as the United States Constitution
established. Let every church hav the same right one as
generous harvest lands.
books, the .sender will also be cred~te? (if he will pay
I lectured three evenings, and the little old school- postage) w1th an annual membership m the .American another, and let them pay taxes to the government for the
house, holding about a hundred, was crowded to its Secular Union. If $10 worth of books are purchased protection they receive. Let me hear from everyone that
E. w. MINER,
utmost capacity. The audiences were appreciativ. we will credit them with $5 to the Campaign Fund, favors our movement.
Bee. Axtell (Kan.) Liberal Union.
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Catholicism Ruining Canada.

7'27

It is this rapid spread of the French that is alarmIndi.ctment of Harman and Walker.
ing many in Ontario. They see that the English
At last the blow has fallen! We are all indictedSome twenty years ago an intellectual Frenchman, cannot keep pace with it. . There are a few towns in
and jointly.
·
.
Bath by name, of Sorel, P. Q., published a book en- Q ue b.ec wh"lCh h av h ad. a fair representation of severally
The names of nine of the subscribers on our local
titled, "La Canada Reconquir par la France," or, as Enghsh, but gradually the great annual increase r
it was tt·anslated, " Canada Reconquered by the in French families baa driven them out. errhe tide 1St appear as the witnesses cited, presumably to
prove the receiving of the indicted copies of Lucifer
French." At the time Bath was put down as a wild bas already crossed the Ontario border. Ottawa is through
the mail. Among these names is that of one
theorist, for he sought to show that Canada would now French, and all of the border townships hav of our bondsmen, N. H. Harman. Evidently "our
sooner or later be entirely populated by French peo- succumbed to the same influence. Little by little friend, the enemy," Mr. McAfee, does not mean to
ple, with a. French language and literature, while the the line is . moving westward and approaching be accused of partiality in selecting witnesses! Five
English-speaking people would gradually be elbowed Toronto. It is certain to reach there at an early ·
f Lu :-1'.
if .statistics and previous experience can be Issues o
c~J e'l" are indicted. The alleged mailing
out. But Bath's idea is no longer a wild theory. It day,
.a
of a copy of each of these to each of the nine subis accepted throughout Ontario. Leading journals rehe upon. The Toronto Mail, a leading news- scribers named in the indictments is a "count"
are discussing what they regard as the rapid advance paper of Canada, is treating the question daily in a against each of us separately, and against all J. ointly.
of the French line westward. Already all of the most serious vein. On the other hand, there are Thi
k f t
who contend that so long as this French
s ma es or y-five counts against each sep~~orately
province of Quebec has become entirely French, those
f
d"
and
forty-five
mm·e against the editors and publishwhile the easterly townships of Ontario are gradually ecun 1ty is natural and legitimate the English can- ers jointly, thus
aggregating ninety counts each
giving way to the French population. Obtawa is not complain. This I heard urged by Senator Sulli- against M. Harman, Geo. Harman, and E. c. Walker,
already more than half French.
van, at Kingston, Ont, who said he had been much
Conneched with this racial problem is a religious among these large families, and found them honest or two hundrecl and seventy in nil against the unforone, for the French are ardent Catholics. The~Se and industrious. But the Ontario view is, that some tunate members of the "Lucifer outfit," to use a
expression of a. pious local contemporary.
two questions, race and religion, hav gradually stop must- be put. to the reproduction, and as a favorit
And what is the offending matter? What articles
opened a gulf between Quebec and Ontario which measure in that direction a law to prevent women in these five numbers of Lucifer are obscene, lewd,
-threatens to dismember Canada. It is this, as much from marrying under .twenty-one has been suggested. and lascivious! We do not know. In the indictas anything else, that is urging many men and newsClosely connected with this race question is a menta this is ~lleged of each copy specified:
papers of Canada to talk of annexation.
religious
one,
is also
its· way into
· which Th
F forcing
h
And said obscene, lewd, and lascivious paper and publica.With a view to ascertaining the. extent of this publ"lC prommence.
e rene are mamly Roman tion aforesaid so knowingly deposited as aforesaid is of a
racial and religious. growth the News correspondent Catholics, so that the rapid increase of their race nature so obscene, lewd, and lascivious as to dispense with
chose this ultra French place, St. Hyacinthe. Que- makes a proportionate increase in the church's the incorporation of the words and figures in this indictbec is French and so is 1\'Iontreal, but they are truly strength. This is already enormous, and the church ment.
. ~?at a ve?"Y modest grand jury I How .tenderly
English in comparison with St. Hyacinthe. Here, practically rules not only the people of Quebec, but
witb a population of about seven thousand, there are the entire government of the dominion, In this way sohmtous for the morals of the court officials and
scarcely one hundred English-speaking people. Not laws hav. been framed and are now in force which other unworldly gentlemen!
Seriously, the infamy of such a prosecution renders
only is their language French, but all their inspira- would surprise· an American. For instance, the
tions are the same, and there is not even a faint bit. system of tithes prevails, and every farmer must pay it impossible to fitly characterize it. When men can
of sentiment of loyalty for the English crown. The one-twenty-eighth of his crop to the church. This, be indicted for worqs written or printed, and then be
only flag flyhlg is the tri-colored flag of France, over exclusiv of his municipal assessment, is a tax of prevented from knowing what those words are until
the skating rink. "God Save the Queen" is not nearly 4 per c~nt on his production. He pays it the hour of trial, the attack ripon the liberty of the
heard, but the "Marseillaise" rings out at the festiv gladly, although a Detroiter groans under a city tax press has assumed so outrageous a form that earnest
gatherings. As one glances over the album of M. of one-fourth of the church tithes here. This tithing and thoughtful men are justified in declaring that
Bernier, M. P., the pictures of Bonaparte' and J o does not include the tax £or church building. When- the machinery of the grand jury system is being
sephine, Napoleon III. and Eugenia, are most con- ever the majority of a church society vote for a new used, not to advance the cause of justice, but to
spicuous. They do not look to London for their building, a. public assessment is made on every carry into execution the schemes of private hate,
ideas, but to Paris. Merely in name is it part of the Catholic, and the public, not church, officials collect class interests, and religious bigotry. How do we
English empire. It is not even Canadian, but it. The assessments for new church buildings take know .;what words or paragraphs in these indicted
·
.
issues of Lucifer are " obscene, lewd, and lascivious,"
French. Their most cherished friend is the States, priority over even a first mortgage.
As a result the province of Quebec has the most as viewed through the smoked glasses of these grand
and it would take but little to arou&e such people
into enthusiasm for annexation. Judge William T. superb churches. They are not alone in thfil large jurymen, and so what is to prevent us from again
·Mitchell, of Port Huron, the United States consul cities, but every town with a handful of people bas and again committing the" crime" of writing, printhere, tells me that there are constant demands for an imposing church, built in good taste and with ing, and mailing them? What right has a grand
his star!! and stripes, to be used on public occasions. architectural elegance. The little village of Longueil, jury to tell a man that some words of his are
They seek it to fly over the race-course, to decorate opposit Montreal, has a superb cathedral of cut stone, " obscene," etc., and yet refuse to inform him which
the Yamaska club-house, and even to lower to half- costing over $100,000. There is no such church in those words are! Is this Comstockian method of
mast on the death of a distinguished citizen. · In so Detroit, and yet Longueil has not more than 2,000 drawing indictments intended to promote "lawthoroughly a French Catholic community the real inhabitants, while Detroit has 200;000. Throughout breaking'" It certainly has that. appearance.
But whether wo do or do not know what the
extent of the racial and religious growth could well the province the churches, in proportion to the population, are the most splendid in the world. Nearly offending words and phrases are, we shall never
be ascertained.
The amazing fecundity of the French in the prov- all of Montreal was formerly owned by the church, admit that we hav exceeded our rights as editors and
ince of Quebec is without a parallel in history, and this which still holds a good portion of the best property. publishers, for we hav not, and we shall continue to
conduct our paper to suit ourselvs and our subis the main cause of the rapid spread of the race. The nuns own large wharf property.
There are two sets of schools, Catholic and Prot- scribers, regardless of the meddling intolerance of
It is an invariable rule for the women to hav 10
children, while most of them hav more ·than this estant, and a taxpayer's quota goes to that religious McAfee and the obsequious grand juries which do
number. There are' many families having from 17 to school to which he belongs. With corporate prop- his bidding.
The above-named special agent of the post-office
23 children, while the broods frequently number 25 erty, however, the entire tax is given to the Catholic
and 27. Census statistics show that the average is board. There are, therefore, two recognized classes department was in Leavenworth while the grand
over 10 to a family, or more than twice the average of public schools. In both of these the French Ian- jury was in sessiqn, and to this Western Comstock
of the United States, England, or Europern coun- guage is almost entirely used, and most of them are we are indebted for the indictments. He seems
tries. Even as far west as Lindsay, Ontario, I hav in the care of the clergy. In the districts of Sber- anxious to rival in scoundrelism his Eastern coadjuseen two families having 25 and 22 children respec- brooke and Richmond there are twenty-five priests tor and exemplar. But let none ever forget that he
conducting the . Protestant schools. The assert.ion is merely an instrument-the infamous and uncontively, the Grozelles and the Forbears.
This remarkable reproduction is due largely to was recently made by the Montreal Witness that the stitutionallaw which he enforces is the real enemy,
early marriages and to the tbol"Oughly " moral " ideas number was twenty-eight. Denials were made, and an and against that we must direct every force at our
of the communities. The sturdy French girls develop investigation established the nul)lber at twenty-five. command.
The Anticlericals claim that many abuses bav reWe are held in bonds of $500 each to ·appear for
young and marry when about 16. Thereafter they
hav a child about once a year. Naturally this under- suited from the extensiv power of the church. For trial on the second Monday of April, 1888, in the
mines their constitutions, and the older French instance, the most complete censorship is maintained United States District Court at Topeka. N. H. Harwomen are lame and halt. The children, too, coming against the introduction of Liberalism and Infidelity man, of Valley Falls, and J. B. Johnson and N. J.
so rapidly, cannot receive proper attention, and as a into Quebec. In one case a young author bad been Holum, of Topeko., are our bondsmen.
It is a square fight for Free Press. We flatly deny
result t.he morality is enormous. That of Hull, a to much expense and labor to get out a book of someFrench town opposite Ottawa, is the largest on the what Liberal views. This came under the eye of the the charge of obscenity. Luoije1· has never concontinent, while Montreal's death rate is almost church censor, was co:J?.demned, and thereupon burnt. tained an: obscene word, even when judged by the
equally bad. But in all cases the mortality is from Here at St. Hyacinthe I was told of a similar instance. anti-natural standards of the dominant religion and
natural causes. Infanticide is unknown in the prov- A Parisian bookseller, who had formerly lived at St. sociology. We ask the comradeship and substanince, for in the eye of the people, and particularly of Hyacinthe, returned to his own home and sought to tial help of the Freethinkers and Humanitarians of
the church, this blow at reproduction is a most make a sale of books to the provincial library. the country. To defend in the United States courts
Among those chosen was one treating of prehistoric against such a charge as this is costly, and the pubheinous offense.
With such large families the ratio of po_verty is man. This was rejected by M. de Labruere, the pro- lication of a radical paper such as ours brings in
also increased. Although not in actual want, the vincial censor, as having too much that was against money in a very slow and intermittent stream. To
French Canadians are poorly fed and Gllothed. With orthodox- doctrin. In fact, the province of Quebec pay current expenses out of our weekly receipts is all
a brood of 15 mouths to feed the head of the family knows nothing, of Darwin, Herbert Spencer, or that we are able to do, and so, in a crisis like this,
has a bard struggle. But as the boys grow up they Huxley. The censor would bar them from the we must appeal to our co-workers to help us in our
lend a hand. and in most cases the girls also work in libraries, the book dealer who sold them would be defensiv struggle with the powers of intolerance
and proscription, a struggle upon whose final issue
factories. This, too, has its drawbacks, for it makes publicly denounced and crushed.
An instance of the manner in which the church hangs the liberty to speak and write and print, of
an enormous supply of cheap labor, and the result is
E. C. WALKER,
that wages are not half as high as in the States. In may interpose to stop Freethinking occurred here. every man and woman in our land.
Junior Editor of Lucifer.
some of the shoe factories here and in Quebec there A wealthy and leading manufacturer, M. Boas, was
Valley Falls, Kan. Oct. 31, 1887.
.are seven or eight employees, boys and girls, from the speaking on politics, when he admitted incidentally
NoTE.-In THE Tnu1'H.SEEK.il:R of Oct. 29th is an editorial
same family. Each gets only small wages, though that he was a Freethinker. In the next issue of Le
the paper published by M. de Labruere, the note that embodies an error regarding our case. Touching
combined the amount is considerable. But with Courier,
.
our departure from Leavenworth before our case had been
cheap wages there is cheap food. The cost of living. provmcial censor, there was an article calling upon given to the grand jury I wrote and Lucifer printed it as I
is low and the habitcmt can liv on about as little as the church authorities to interpose against Boas.. wrote, that we were allowed to go upon "our old recognia Chinaman. He is obliged to economize, too, for Owing to the fact that the vicar-general interceded, zances." It appears in THE TnuTJI s~~KEH as "our own
his 40-acre farm has been doled out in long strips to nothing was done. However, it was conceded that, recognizances," quite an important difference.-E. C. W.
his 10 or 15 children, who hav in turn subdivided it had the bishop seen fit, Boas could hav been so
TrrE TnuTrr SEEKER COMPANY's Cata!oo- of Freethought,
until these French farms look like checkerboards, anathematized that his workmen, his customers, and Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any adhis friends would hav ostracized him.
dress upon application.
each square containing about an acre.
Correspond.ence Detrolt Even!wJ News.
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Maryland is prohibited from compe11ing its citizens statute that the defendant feloniously and with intent to
· ·
·
bl
h
b defraud did pass, utter, and publish a falsely made, forged,
to marntarn worship, though
asp emers may 6 counterfeit and altered obligation of the United States, but
FOUNDED BY D. M, BENNETT.
punished by imprisonment. Massachusetts has once did not fu~ther allege that the defendant knew it to be
disestablished the Congregational church, but she false, forged, counterfeit, and altered. It was held insufficient
. E. M. MAoDOl!!ALD,
Editor. could easily reestablish it and her blasphemy law is even after verdict, the Supreme Court saying, 'In an indict· 0. P. SoMEBBY,
Business Manager. a relic of puritanical t~es. Michigan is safe from ment upon a statute it is not sufficient to set forth the offense
t bli h
t th
h h
"sh blas- in: the words of the statute unless those words of themselvs
PUBLIBBED BY
oug s 6 c~ pum
fully, directly, and .expressly, without any uncertainty or
ch urch es ·a . s men'
2 H.E 2 RUTH S.E.EK.ER OO.MP ANY. phemers. Minnesota .could establish a. c~u~ch~ ambiguity, set forth all the elements necessary to con~titute
though she cannot pumsh blasphemers. MlSSlSSlppl the offense to be punished.' To the same· effect Is the
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
can hav no state church, though anyone denying the decision of United States vs. Crui~sh~nk, 92 U. S. ~upre.me
existence of a supreme being can hold no office in Court Reports, 542. The same obJection made to this mdJCt..
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. th a s t a t e. Mi ssour1· could es t a bl"1sh a ch ur ch. Mon- ment was made and sustained in
T
. the case
· of the Common.
.
. .
.
wealth vs. Boynton, 12 Cushmg's Reports, 499.
b.ese
.Address all Oommunications to THE TRUTH SEEKER tana 1s subJect to Congress and h~r t~~1tonal leg1s- authorities are as high as any that can be invoked in the
OOMP.ANY. Make all Drafts, Ohecks, Post-office and Ex.. lature. Nebraska can hav no state rehg10n. Nevada decision of this question.
could. New Hampshire has established evangelical
" A very clear rule as to the sufficiency of an indictment is
ressMoneyOrdmspayableto OH.ARLES P.SOMERBY.
Protestantism, and provides that towns and cities laid down in Com. vs Young, 15 Grattan, 664. It is this: 'If
NOVEMBER 12, 1887. may hire the preachers of their choice, and pay them, the indictment may be tru.e an~ still the accused ~a~ not be
SATURDAY)
· 1
h 11 b guilty of the offense descnbed m the statute, the Indictment
======================" but no :person of any one partiCu ar sect s a
e is insufficient.' Let us apply this rule to the case before us.
SUBSCRIP'l'ION RATES.
compe11ed to support preachers of another sect. The defendant is charged with knowingly depositing and
Bingle subscription ............................................. . $3 00 However, this does not affect contracts made before causing to be deposited in the mail for mailing and delivery
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . !) 00 this constitution was passed. New Jersey cannot certain obscene papers, etc. She may knowingly hav done
Two new subscribers .................................... ······ · !) 00 establish a church, but she can and does punish bias- this. She may knowingly hav caused it to be done a~~ yet
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere· t Oh · t" "t
N
M ·
t t
t be entirely ignorant of the obscene character of the wntmgs,
nrlttance ...................................................... · 0 00 h
P amy agarns
rls lanl y.
ew enco mus . rea etc.' so deposited, and consequently not guilty of the offense
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. . 7 00 all sects equally. New York could not estabhsh a described in the statute.
One subscription with three new eubscribers, in one
church. North Carolina could. Ohio, Oregon, Penn"'Knowingly' in the indictment must be limited to the
relnittance ................................................... . 8 oO sylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, act of depositing for mailing and delivery the obscene matter
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
relnittance ..................... · ·· · · · ·· · ................ ·· ·· · · 10 00 Texas Vermont Virginia West Virginia Wisconsin in the mail, and cannot be extended to include a guilty
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
cannot establish religion' in any form. Washingto~ knowledge of the ?ha:acter of the writings, pape~s, etc.
with one remittance.
.
. .
. . . .
" Suppose the mdJCtment charged that the defendant
an~ Wy?mrng terntones are under Jur1sd1ct10n _of knowingly deposited and caused to be deposited in the m~il
therr leg1slatures and Congress, and under the dams- for mailing and delivery a certain dangerous and explosiv
'I'WO THINGS WANTED.
ion of the Supreme Court we see no reason why the substance known as dynamite or gunpowder, would this be
First. We want some money from every friend who owes legislature may not establish a religion, though Con- sufficient allegation that she knew the material t~ be of a
on his subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. The balance in grass may not The District of Columbia is under dangerous and explosiv character? The court thinks not.
· a· t C.ongress10n~
·
1 au th on•ty, an d can, of The
knowledge alleged in the indictment would be confined
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufact- 1mme 1a e
to the act of mailing. The adjectivs , dangerous and explourers and the printer is very small, and we must increase it, course, hav no CongressiOnal church.
siv, would intervene between the fact of which she is alleged
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing
But any or all of the states can by changing their to hav knowledge and separate it from the subject of which
us by subscribers, and we desire to kindly but firmly call organic laws hav an ~stablished church as completely she must be charged with having guilty knowledge, and are
their attention to the matter. We need the money, and it is as the Church of England. The reason that we do descriptiv of that subject. As stated in the case cited from
not right for them to keep it from us. We wovld also not hav them is because the sects :fight each other 12 Cushing, the guilty knowledge charged was ()Onfined to
·
. .
·
the act of selling, and did not extend tp the character of the
o:r~e from obtarnrng.such und~e ~dvant.age meat sold.
respectfully suggest to those whose subscriptions expire dur- and prevent
ing the present month that now is the time to renew. We as state establishment would g1v. Herem lS formbly
"The case chiefly relied upon by counsel for the governwould call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new sub- illustrated the ancient saw that when thieves fall out ment to sustain this inE!ictment is United States vs. Bennett,
scriber, and so get your own paper cheaper.
honest men get their due.
Myers's Federal Decisions, p. 700. An examination of that
Second. We once more ask our friends to send us the
case will show that the point there raised against the indictnames of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not
Mrs. Slenker Free.
ment was somewhat different from the one raised here.
But granting them to be the same, I cannot think the case of
take THE TRUTH SEEKER. The intention is to send them
Technically Messrs. Chamberlain, and Roland, and Benn~tt of more binding authority than the cases I ha v cited.
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may
Heermans hav defeated the district attorney and the
"The court is of the opinion that the indictment does not
subscribe.
post-office spies who had Mrs. Slenker arrested. The not set forth the offense with clearness and all necessary certrial began Monday, October 31st, and continued to tainty so as to apprise the accused of the crime with which
Church Establishment.
Friday,
November 4th. We print in another place she stands charged, and every ingredient of which the offense
The decision of the Supreme Court of the United
is composed is not accurately and clearly alleged. It is deStates in the Anarchist cases draws attention to a as much of the proceedings as Mr. Parkhurst,· the fectiv becanse it does not allege that the defendant knew
court interpretation of the Constitution of great stenographer, could get ready for this issue of THE that the writings, papers, etc., which she is charged with
having deposited in the mail for mailing and delivery were
interest to Freethinkers. The cottrt holds that the TRUTH SEEKER.
of an obscene, lewd, and lascivious character. This concluMrs.
Slenker's
lawyers
were
unable
to
persuade
:first ten amendments to the Constitution are limitasioa is clearly sustained by principle and precedent, and the
the
judge
to
take
the
case
from
the
jury,
and
that
tions upon the power of the United States, but not
motion in arrest of judgment must be sustained."
upon the power of the several states. This has been body of intelligent gentlemen adjudged Mrs. Slenker
We heartily congratulate Mrs. Slenker on her
the view of the court for a half-century, and many guilty after ten minutes' consideration of the case. escape from the clutches of Comstock's crowd. The
decisions hav been rendered in accordance therewith. The sentence was postponed until the next day, at judge seems to hav been a fair-minded man, though
If this be the case, it removes all restrictions upon which time Mr. Chamberlain moved for the discharge the jury and community were maliciously vindictiv
the states as to the establishment of religion except of his client on the ground that the indictment was toward the defendant. This judicial fairness and the
their own constitutions. Every state can, if it faulty. Judge Paul granted the motion, his decis- efforts of able counsel enable her to return in triumph
chooses, establish by law any religion or any sect, ion being as follows:
to her home, where she is respected by all her ac" UNITED STATES VB. ELMINA D. BLENKER.
and support such religion or sect from the state
'' Motion in arrest of judgment. Allegation of scienter in quaintances. It would hav been oetter had the jury
treasury. Many of the states hav provided against indictment, when a matter of substance.
recognized her purity of character and motiv and
this, but not all. Alabama, to begin alphabetically,
" The indictment under section 3,893, United States Re- acquitted her on the merit of the defense; but it is
cannot hav a state religion without changing its vised Statutes, contained two counts, each charging that the too much to expect that a lot of orthodox clodhoppers
present constitution. Arizona territory can, pro- defendant 'did unlawfully and knowingly deposit and caused could understand the object of a sexual science invided it is established by the territorial legislature to be deposited in the mail of t.he United States for mailing vestigator. They saw only the coarse clothing of her
and delivery in the post-office of Snowville, Va., certain
and not by Congress. Arkansas may hav an estab- obscene, lewd, and lascivious writings, papers, prints, and work; not its spirit.
lished religion, and its present constitution virtually publications.' No other allegation of knowledge appeared
But for all that, she is free. Her contemptible
legalizes the Christian religion by providing that any in the indictment. After conviction in the district court of
prosecution has failed, and the spies hav had their
person who denies the being of God shall be incom. the United States for the Western District of Virginia, the
labor for their pains. We do not believe there is a
patent to hold civil office or testify in court. Cali- defendant moved in arrest of judgment for insufficiency of
Liberal in the country who will not be overjoyed to
the
indictment.
The
jury
in
this
ca.se
having
found
a
verfornia is safe. So is Colorado. Connecticut cannot
dict of guilty, the defendant moves the court in arrest of know it.
giv preference to any Christian sect, but it has estab- judgment on the ground that it is not alleged in either count
lished the Christian religion by enacting blasphemy of the indictment that the defendant knew the writings,
ArJmnsas Law.
laws. Dakota is in the same boat with Arizona, and papers, publications, etc., ch·arged to hav been by her deThis is the way the Christians manage things in
has in addition a blasphemy law. Delaware believes posited in the mail, were of an obscene, lewd, and lascivious Arkansas, as we learn from the Democrat of Little
it to be the duty of all men to worship the "author character. She is charged in the indictment with unlawfully Rock, that state. Mr. H. B. Flippen is a young
and knowingly depositing and causing to be deposited in the
of the universe," but no man can be compelled to mail for mailing and delivery certain obscene, lewd, and farmer living at Cascade Springs, Faulkner county.
support places of worship. Delaware, of course, _has lascivious writings, papers, etc., but there is no allegation Recently Mr. Flippin took a portion of his cotton
a biasphemy law, which makes the Christian religion that she knew .the papers, writings, etc., to be obscene, crop to Little Rock to sell. His journey began Sunthe let;!l.l superstition. Florida could establish a state lewd, etc. The scienter when necessary to be alleged in an day, October 16th, and to reach Little Rock he was
church if it chose. So could Georgia and Idaho ter- indictment is matter of substance and not of form, and its obliged to pass through Pulaski county. Soon after
omission is not cused by section 1,025 of the Revised Statritory. Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, and Kentucky utes.
crossing the county line he was overtaken by Justice
r.ould not without ii.;st changing their constitutions.
" The district attorney insists that as the indictment is in of the Peace A. F. Skinner, who gravely informed
1$ ,t Indiana has a blasphemy law, though the others the language of the statute it is sufficient. This is the
the young man that there was on the statute book of
llav .1ot. Louisiana could, as there are no constitu- general rule as sufficiently describing the offense, but where the state of Arkansas a law inhibiting any species of
tional provisions touching the matter. Maine cannot something more is necessary, such as the allegation of guilty Sabbath work, and that in his hallidome said law was
establibh a sectarian religion, though Infidels can ki10wledge, then the language of the statute is not always enforced to the letter. Mr. Flippen at :first paid but
sufficient. This was the case· in United States vs. Carll, 105
~asi1;r h0 reached through i~s blasphemy laws. U.S., 611, where tb.e 4ldictment alleged in the words of the
little attentio~ to this official llronunciamento1 b1,1t
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day. The discovery hii.s shocked the clergy, and
they roll their eyes at the Prohibition party as their
only hope.
This is well. The Prohibition party, the Gad-inthe-Constitution party, and the Protestan~ <.burch
are one. Let them consolidate and crystallize upon
a platform, and the rest of mankind will know how
to meet them. And if the Germans expect to achieve
permanent success in repealing t11e Sunday laws,
.
" Oct. 16, 1887.
"Received of H. B. Flippin $1, as fine for having on the they must broaden their platform to meet the
Sabbath.
requirements of justice and American principles, and
"This 16th day of October, 1887.
not restrict it to the capacity of the trousers pockets
"A. F. SKINNER, J. P."
of the brewers.
·
This is a verbatim copy, and the editor explains
that the word "having" in the receipt should be
A Merciful Religion.
"hauling," which renders it intelligible, though, perThe Buffalo Catholic Union and ~~mes is in no
haps, reflecting somewhat upon the intelligence of
doubt
whatever concerning the destination of heretics.
the militant justice.
A
Lutheran
celebration in that city two weeks ago
The Christians of Arkansas are evidently alive to
induces the reverend Patrick Cronin to remark:
the necessity of preserving the holy Sabbath if they
" The Lutherans of Buffalo made Rome howl in trying to
would preserve themselvs. But the question will
glorify their unfrocked monk, last week. But the beery
obtrude upon one who ponders the matter, whether hero of the 'Table Talk' would now rather hav a drop of
Justice Skinner cares the more for his religion or tlie cold water upon his burning tongue than all the eulogy that
German eloquence could pronounce."
dollar he extracted from Mr. Flippen's pocket.
That is to ·say, Martin Luther, for having defied
The Prohibitionists the Priests' Last Hope. the pope, is new· in hell, in burning brimstone, with
The Personal Liberty League of the Germans is literal flames roaring and crackling around him, his
meeting with very determined opposition from the flesh shriveled and cracked, his eyes singed and
preachers. The burden of their grief is over the pro- sightless, his lips burning and tongue swollen and
posed violation of the sanctity of the Sabbath. And black, imploring with maniacal shrieks for one drop
along with the saloonists the preachers class the bar- of water which God will not permit him to hav.
bers, the bakers, the butchers, the ice-cream venders,
That is indeed a merciful and a blessed religion
the managers of steamboat and railroad excursions, which comforts men and women with such pictures.
the postmasters who open their offices on Sunday,
and the newsdealers. In short, the reverend gentleAnother Proclamation.
men are more concerned for the Sabbath than for the
Following in the evil footsteps of President Cleveevil effects of beer-drinking.
land, Governor Hill, of this state, has issued his
In their defense of the institution which enables Thanksgiving proclamation. He says :
them to keep the people by the throat, the churches
" The mountains clothed with trees, the valleys filled with
are casting about among the p_olitical parties. Of the corn, the meadows rich with cattle, the streams making the
Democratic party they expect nothing, as its policy fields green, everywhere speak the goodness of God.
'' And he has blessed us beyond all other nations in wideof individualism furnishes "strong assurances that it
will not seriously oppose an attempt to weaken the reaching, fertil farms, with their multitude of contented
homes, and in the busy streets of our many prospresent Sunday laws." Of the Republican party the country
perous cities-these all bound together by majestic natural
churches hav expected much, but now a ·zealous sup- water-courses and by the great highways built by the genius
porter of Sunday laws has discovered that the Re- and industry of our people.
" The giver of all good gifts has especially granted us
publicans hav for years maintained in their platform
a plank against Prohibitory and Sunday laws. The happiness and welfare in the year that is ending. We hav
been kept in health, we hav been preserved from strife
plank was adopted as far back as 1872, and reads as within our borders, and in peace with foreign states. We
follows:
hav been given abundant harvests and hav seen great

the gentleman clothed in the official robes soon impressed the violator of the Sabbath law that he
mearit business. He ordered Mr. Flippen into the
custody of a constable, then he established his court
right there in the road, had the constable bring Mr.
Flippen before him, and fined him one dollar. When
Mr. Flippen reached Little Rock he showed the
editor of the Democrat the following receipt:

" The Republican party propose to respect the rights secured by the people to themselvs, as carefully as the powers
delegated by them to the state and federal government. It
disapproves of the resort to unconstitutional laws for the purpose of removing evils, by interference with the rights not
surrendered by the people to either state or national government."

On its face the plank is a shrewd evasion of plain
speaking, and a ·conspicuous example of how words
may be utilized to cover up sentiments, but in connection with this letter from a member of the committee which drafted the resolution it is significant.
The letter was written to a distiller who had inquired
of Mr. Raster just what he me~nt by his ambiguous
plank:

"CmoAGo, ILL., July 10, 1872.
"J. M. MILLER, Dear Sir: In reply to yours of July 8th
I hav to say that I hav written the sixteenth resolution of
the Philadelphia platform, aud thlj,t it was adopted by the
platform committee witlt the full and explicit undm·standin,q
that its purpose was the discountenancing of all so-called temperance (prohiMto?·y) and Sunday laws. This purpose was
meant to be expressed by reference to those rights of the
people which hav not been delegated to either national or
state governments ; it being assumed that the right to drink
what one pleases (being responsible for the acts committed
under the influence of strong drink), and the right to look
upon the day on which Christians hav their prayer-meetings
as any other day, were among the rights not delegated by
the people, but reserved to themselvs. Whether this explanation of the meaning of the resolution will satisfy you or
not, I do not know. But as you want to serve the cause of
truth, so do I; and what I hav stated here in regard to
the ' true meaning and intent ' of the sixteenth resolution of
the Philadelphia platform is the truth.
"Very respectfully yours,
HERMAN RAsTER."

increase in our material wealth."

We think Mr. Hill must hav written that in a
Pickwickian, if not in a Pecksni:ffian, sense. If there is
any state·in the Union that is not prosperous, whose
farmers are overburdened with taxes and underburdened with crops, whose laborers are discontented
to the verge of riot, and business men disgusted
with an unprofitable year, it is New York.
While we object to all these proclamations as
tending to unite church and state, we object especially to the habit the issuers hav of lying about the
condition of the country.

Editorial Notes.
The synod of Baltimore, on the 27th ult., directed the
presbytery of Washington to record a verdict of not guilty
in the cas" of F. M. Todd, of Manassas, Va. The clergy
always stand by each other when they can.
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bulwarks of our American free institutions." We fail to" see
how the Personal liberty League will be subversiv of law
when the law shall permit the saloons to be open as the
league desires, and order will probably be as good when men
drink beer legally as it is now when they drink it illegally.
The "Christian Sabbath" is one of the main bulwarks of the
clergy, and the Sunday laws are the main division between
them and beggary, but the clerical profession is not synonymous with free institutions by any means.
W. M;. SALTER, the pastor of the Ethical Society of Chicago,
has kindly devoted a whole sermon to the condemned
Anarchists of his city. His conclusion is that three of the
men were proven accessories before the fact of the murder of
the policeman Degan-Engel, Fischer, and Lingg. These
he thinks the state should imprison for life. The other four,
Spies, Schwab, Fielden, and Parsons, he believes, after
exary.ining all the evidence, not guilty of the crime for
which they hav been condemned. They were guilty of
sedition and were engaged in a conspiracy against the state.
This was their offense, he says, and for this they should be
imprisoned for a term of years. The conclusion of Mr.
Salter is evidently a compromise with his conscience and his
congregation. If Engel, Fischer, and Lingg were really
proved to be accessories to murder their sentence to hang is
just, if capital punishment is the penalty for- that crime,
though executiv clemency may well be extended in all such
cases. Hanging is a barbarous mode of punishment. And
if the others are guilty only of conspiring to change the form
of government in Illinois, nothing should be done to them.
The people hav the right to change the form of government
if they choose. That inherent right is the basis upon which
the Revolutionary war is justified. Where would the Democratic and Republican political orators land if denouncing
our rulers were an unlawful conspiracy? Treason consists
in acts, not talk; and if, as Mr. Salter finds, Fielden, Spies,
Parsons, and Schwab did nothing but talk, they should go
free like any other stump speaker. If these men conspired
to murder and did actually murder Degan and the other
policemen, their sentence is just. If they did not so conspire and murder, their execution will be judicial murder.
THE Galveston (Tex.) News, which is permitted by the
grace of Judge Gustave Cook to violate the Sunday laws on
condition that it support them, says in its Sunday issue of
the 30th ult.: "The North .Amedcan RIJ'View for November
opens with the promised reply of Robert G. Ingersoll to the
Rev. Henry M. Field, who wrote an open letter to Ingersoll
in a recent number of the Review. On that occasion the Rev.
Henry Field was rash enough to advance some puny arguments in support of the tottering tower of religion, and opposed to the sweeping onslaughts on a popular fallacy by the
eloquent Atheist. It was predicted that Mr. Ingersoll would
reply in due time. He has done so. And what is the result? As well may the average mortal attempt to stay the
rush of the tempest as to successfully cope with Ingersoll,
whose control of language, power of reason, force of argument, an~ eloquence of utterance combined, are so overwhelmingly great, that he crushes his opponents with their
logical weight. As the scythe levels the grain to earth, so
he, with a resolution that never falters, and a mind that
never weakens, hurls his shafts of logic and reason into the
serried ranks of ignorance, superstition, and fanaticism,
sweeping them out of existence. For pure eloquence, ingenuity, and clearness of argument, beauty of construction,
and facility of expression, the present article of Mr. Ingersoll in the No1·th American Review almost surpasses his previous efforts. Step by step he takes up the points advanced
by the Rev. Henry Field, carefully analyzes them, makes all
due allowances, and finally leav.es them bare like a plucked
chicken. He gently, yet firmly, dethrones his opponent from
his self-imposed position. He is generous and willing to concede certain points for the sake of argument, but never loses
hold of his object, and that object is to destroy his opponent's theories. In one respect it is the most radical essay
that Colonel Ingersoll has ever written, as he conceals nothing, withholds nothing, but reveals his innermost thoughts
and unshaken convictions in the interest of progress and enlightenment. In thirty pages of the North Ame1·ican RIJ'View
he sweeps away the arguments of the Rev. Henry Field
as effectually as though carried away by a whirlwind." Mr.
Belo should be careful. If he tells the truth in this frank
fashion Judge Cook may r~pent.

IF Ella Wheeler Wilcox really believes that Colonel Ingersoll is " laying down his. arms," she should read his reply to
Dr. Field in the N01·th Ame1·ican Review, copious extracts
Business.
from which were transferred to these columns last week.
And if she will talk to Mr. Ingersoll only five minutes on the
MRs. S. L. CLARK, of Newport, Me., daughter of Seward
subject, ~>he will never hav the hardihood, even to fill out Mitchell, has a large number of her father's papers on hand
space, to again insinuate such a thing.
which she will send to anyone who desires them sufficiently
to send stamps to. pay postage.
FoR thirteen years Mrs. Annie Besant has been connected
ATTENTION is called to the advertisment, in its appropriate
with the National Refo1·mm· as co-editor. She now resigns column, of the steel engraving of Alexander von Humboldt.
this position because she is a Socialist. She will, however, The picture is a fine one of the great naturalist, of whom
continue to enrich the RefO'rmM·'s columns as a contributor. Ingersoll said, " He left a legacy of glory to every human
Mrs. Besant " regards Socialism as the necessary and logical
being."
outcome of the radicalism which the Rejorme1· teaches,·• but
she has by no means made this proposition clear. The
CnARLEs WATTs will lecture at West Union, Ia., Novempolicy of the paper is Atheistic and republican. We do not
ber 20th and 21st ; at Maynard, the 22d; at Oelwin, the 23d.
At the last national Republican convention in 1884 see that an Atheist is necessarily a Socialist, or how a repubthe previous declarations of the party were reaffirmed, lican can be.

and this plank stands to-day, to the great consternation and dismay of the ministers, who hav confidently
looked to the Republican party to retain for them
the chief relic of puritanic times which givs them
their living. They now discover, however, that the
managers of the party look upon Sunday as only a
day on which Christians hav their prayex-meetings,
and hav no objections to its being used as any other

THE ministers are vigorously fighting the Personal Liberty
League. Their organization in this city has the support, of
course, of the country clergy, who "view with alarm" the
increasing tendency to violate the Sabbath, and do therefore
" resolve " that "the Personal Liberty League, which hll<l
for its avowed object the lawful opening of the drinking
saloons on Sunday, between the hours of 2 and 12 P.M., is
subversiv of both law and order, and strikes at the overthrow of the Christian Sabbath, which is one of the main

A Cosmopolitan Nation.
F1·om Tid'Jtts.

The court: ''Mr. Clerk, is this Thursday afternoon?"
Clerk: "Yes, your honor."
The court : '' To-morrow is the Turkish Sabbath, Saturday the Hebrew, and Sunday the Christian. We adjourn
until Monday."
Clerk: "But that is Labor Day; Tuesday is the anniversary of Irish independence ; and Wednesday of the founding
·
of the German empire."
The court : " Then we are closed for the week."
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very nice man, but I do not think him very profound. His Freethought will become as offensiv to the "Unco Guid"
altitude is short, but he makes up in thickness. His stomach as Anf!,rchism is at present.
and head are too near together. The ]!eat engendered in the . But suffice at present, and I must before I close show our
stomach probably keeps his brain warm. Robert ought to appreciation of Mr. Heston's work. And to do this it is only
GoLDTHWAIT, TExAs, Oct. 25, 1887.
necessary to say that we think his pictures splendid, and
Mr. EDITOR: I send money to renew my subscription and know better than to set up an argument to be torn dowij by that we think he is .engaged in "grand work, in showing up
smarter
men.
0.
S.
BARRETT.
fqr one new subscriber. I hav the promis of another subby illustrations the, true likeness of Christian orthodoxy.
scriber. I shall send on his name soon. Freethought is
SILVERTON, CoL., Oct. 25, 1887.
Pictures are plainer than words, and we must confess that,
growing in this place and country.
A. LEWIS.
Mr. EDITOR: I received Mr. Eckhard's "Nine Demands," so far that Mr. Heston has gone, he has unveiled the tiger
and am well pleased with it. It is now being framed, and in plainer lig"\lt than any other who has taken up the subject.
ST. CHARLES, MINN., Oct. 16, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The lectures of Mr. Remsburg, delivered two will occupy a choice place in the parlor. We like your paper The very children laugh and hoot at the imposition which
years ago in this place, hav not been without effect. The very much, and I don't think I will ever be found without it the pictures portray. Words can easily be forgotten, but
MRS. PERRY FISHER.
these cartoons will leave an impression upon both the young
present shepherds of the fold are beginning to complain that again.
and old alike that will enable them to utterly cut loose from
the well-bedewed pasture fields show unmistakable signs of
CAWKER CITY, KAN., Oct. 25, 287.
ignorance, which breeds superstition, and seek that which
approaching barrenness, and they are on the outlook for
MR. EDITOR: J giv you herewith an item of religious news,
leads to truth, liberty, which result in happiness.
fields more congenial for pastoral prosperity. C. LAUTH.
thinking that perhaps you might get it incorrectly from the
There is no wonder. that tire weak-kneed are squealing
papers. It was thusly: Some men in the garb of Jesus came
PAuLINE, ARK., Oct. 19, 1887.
about the horridness of these cartoons, simply because they
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find postal note for $3 for a new here three weeks since, and pitched their tent and com- hav never become fully convinced of the absurdity of· the
subscriber to THE TRuTH SEEKER. A few of us here about menced preaching and denouncing ~?ther sects as Antichrist. Christian religion. I sincerely trust that success will crown
Pauline keep in the harness and expect to continue- the fight They taught, however, some good things, as temperance ; the efforts of Mr. Heston's work, and that. he will be able
for freedom against spiritual tyranny. I organized a·Liberal and the tobbaco habit was denounced, and the use of fine to wield his pencil long.
RoBT. FLEMING.
League at Pauline two weeks ago on twelve members. We dress, and the wearing of watches and jewelry. They taught
that
people
should
liv
sinless
lives.
They
made
great
noise,
need a good liberal lecturer through this part of Arkansas
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Oct. 30, 1887.
(Northwest), but it seems we cannot arouse the timid Free- about like the ranting Methodists long years ago; so much
Mr. EDITOR: The right of private ownership has never
thinkers enough to get one here. I hav made several efforts so that the people living near the tent were greatly annoyed been assumed on any other pretense than the action called
to get J. E. Remsburg, who would hav come, hut I could by night. They made numerous converts, mostly from labor by which possession is acquired. The right to excluother churches; denounced secret societies, and I know of siv private ownership Of product cannot be secured except
net be sure of the means.
W. R. BACHELOR.
one Oddfellow who left the society., Last night, Sunday, by conceding the same right of possession to the ground,
GALT, ONT., o<:t, 11, 1887.
some men, with the authority of the city fathers, attended which will be equivalent to private ownership of the ground.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, which please credit, the meeting, denounced the preachers as· scoundrels, took
Hence no distinction,, however finely and elaborately drawn,
and send THE TRUTH SEEKER for balance of amount. I wilt down the tent nicely, and told the clerical rogues to leave
can make a practical difference between private ownership
not take up your time by giving you "taffy," but will merely early next morning or worse things would happen. As
of product and of the ground upon which the product grows,
say that your management of THE TRUTH SEEKER meets my usual, the converts were mostly women, but there were a
nor separate them. Therefore, if human labor should conviews of Liberalism. It seems to me that several of your considerable number of men. I may add that, as I hav
fer the right to private ownership of any product, it should
correspondents misapprehend the true idea of a Liberal.
learned· it from attendants, they were exposing the other confer the right to private ownership of all products. MoreYour explanations and replies to such meet with my hearty sects with terrible effect, and if not stopped it would hav
over, private ownership of flocks and herds should logically
approval, and THE TRUTH SEEKER, pictures and all, is a wel- been much greater. All is quiet now, and I expect it will
imply an exclusiv right of possession to as much land as
come weekly visitor to our household. With best wishes remain so, as it would be useless to go to law about it. The
will be required for pasturage and forage, which will secure
for your success,
GEO. LAIRD.
rogues made great professions of humility, taking up no c·ot- private ownership of the product without the labor of cullections, and receiving only such money as was given them. tivation.
MouNT ALTON, PA., Oct. 20, 1887.
One man took the dominie to the clothing house, and rigged
The right to private ownership of products, assumed on
l'Ir. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 to pay subscription
him out .with a new suit. What others did I am not ad- the pretense that human labor produces them, will hardly
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, the friend of the Liberals-yes, I
vised, however.
GEO. W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
stand the test of a logical analysis, unless it can be proven
will say the greatest friend and companion of Liberals. Your
. that human labor and nature are synonymous. I think it
correspondents are doing a great work, and the lecturers that
.
Oct. 29, 1887.
are traveling through the country are doing a great work
MR. EDITOR: I see in your issue of to-day a Mr. Ben will be unanimously conceded that anthracite and bituminals J. Watson Heston is a host; his mind must be loaded Smead takes exception to my remarks of September 23d. He ous coals are products of nature unaided by human labor;
equivalent to a Gatling gun.· I am certain that the shots that is of the opinion that I was not there when the bomb was yet if a man bring a quantity of coals out of the mines he
he fires into the ranks of the enemy are telling. I liv in a thrown, nor had I heard the speeches made there, or read is awarded an exclusiv right of ownership on the pretense
small village; the people are all, or nearly all, of the old articles published in their papers. H11 is right. I had not; that his labor produced them. Moreover, the ground and
superstitious class. Those who would like to be Freethink- but I hav yet to find in the Constitution of the United States the seeds we plant in it, the material of which the plow is
ers dare not for fear that it will not suit their neighbors. I any clause that says a mali shall be hung for making speeches constructed and the team which draws it, and man himself,
s~ty, as the great Patrick Henry said: "Giv me liberty or or publishing unpopular articles. If sucl:i is the fact, I cer- are products of nature unaided by human labor. The prod.
giv me death." . I say, Hang your banner on the outer wall, tainly need posting. Mr. Smead says he knows what oppres- ucts grow while men sleep, and when matured, man claims
and let your cry be, Freedom, and long liv THE TRUTH sion means, but he thinks that is justice. He thinks it all the right of privat.e ownership on the pretense that his labor
SEEKER.
E. N. FAIRCHILD;
right for a brntal police to attack a peaceable meeting, and has produced them. Nevertheless, I shall fail to see that
that "to resist is all wrong, although free speech and a free human labor does anything more than to appropriate the
MuRRAY, !DA:Ho, Oct.. 8, 1887.
press are guaranteed to us. He says violent speeches do no products of nature and adapt them to human need, greed,
MR. EDITOR: Thanking you kindly for pa.st .favors, you
good, I think that sometimes they may set other people to and caprice, which tends to consume them. Therefore, unwill find inclosed $3, which you will please place to my credit
less man appropriates that which is not the fruits of his own
for the best paper in the land. My paper is. read by dczens · thinking, and I do not think any man deserves hanging for labor, he will hav no fruits of his own labor that he can apmaking one; and there is no pretense that either of these
of miners every week. We hav about three hundred inhabi.
men threw the bomb. Therefore, they are condemned to propriate. Therefore, if it is not just for us to appropriate
tants in and around Murray. We hav no church, but the
natural things, and take from others what might otherwise
priest makes his regular round-up· once a month, and calls death for speaking and printing unpopular ideas ..
Mr. Ben Smead advises me to let these men and all hav been theirs; the right of private ownership cannot be just
for $5 from each of his flock. I think, as a rule, threenor justified on any pretense whatever. Furthermore, the
quarters of the men in mining-camps are Freethinkers. A breakers of the Constitution hang, and not raise my voice right of private ownership has filled the world with violence,
Has
he
any
idea
of
the
multitude
that
would
against
it.
Methodist minister came here from Montana to giv the boys
fraud, ·and oppression; with war, robbery, and rapine; and
a talk, but he had only about five men to hear him, though I hang if that was the case, from presidents and judges down drenched the earth with human blootl, and givs no reasonto
Chicago
police
? He also has an idea that millionaires and
think all the ladies in camp went to hear-no, went to see
able hope of our realizing anything better from it in the
the new style of dress. When he got on the sta,ge the next monopolists keep millions from starving by keeping the future. Yet it is the fundamental principle of so-called
wheels
turning,
but
if
the
wheels
did
not
turn,
where
would
day he said he had not collected enough to pay his fare to
"Labor Reform." ·Therefore I think it obvious that none
the railroad-$5. We hav not been troubled with any such they get their millions ? He also thinks it is no use for the need to be reformed more than do Labor Reformers themmules to kick-namely, the workers-because they thereby
since. If he comes again we will sit down on him.
J. A. TUTTLE.
hurt themselvs; and yet this wiseacre quotes, "Eternal selva.
FRANK REED.
vigilance is the price of liberty." He says the people will
SAN FRANCisco, Oct. 14, 1887.
suffer, for they are at fault in not selecting better repreSALISBURY, Mo., Oct. 25, 287.
Ma. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $1.50, for which forMR. EDITOR : In your paper of Oct. 1st is a letter signed sentativs. But how are they to instruct their repreaentativs
"Alhaza." Of course the name is feminin, and "Alhaza" if they are not allowed free speech and press.,-if they are not· ward me your paper for six months. After upward of sevallowed to meet and discuss any question they please, let it enty years, I hav decided to change my mental diet. A
will pardon me for saying she.
She says: " With regard to the Constitution, it seems that be never so unpopular, without the risk of being hung? I good friend in Oakland, by loaning me some of the papers,
Alexander Hamilton was the first who suggested the idea, assure Mr. Smead that I can see the subtle workings of the has mad~ me a victim, and I think that at the expiration of
and from the life of Patrick Henry, and other prominent 'catholic church, and know that if they get the power it six months I can understand if it agrees with my constitumen of that period, we learn how wise men pondered hours would be a sorry day for such as he and I. We would be tion. In my youth I was brought up to the true orthodox
and d(Lys, as did the people alsO", over that mighty subject. hung or worse for bloodthirsty In.fidels, which in Christian faith, and used to attend the Methodist camp-meetings at
I do not think clerical minds helped to frame that instru- parlance means all the crimes in the calendar, including Eastham, Cape Cod. But I never got it bad-only a slight
touch, a sort of a religious varioloid, I might say, not as bad
ment. If they did, will some wiseacre come out and produce Anarchy, Socialism, etc.
J. DowNES.
as the. measles, which! had about the same time.· I used to
the necessary information?" If " Alhaza" will write to M.
LEHIGH, IA., Oct. 10, 1887.
note those converted after their return to Boston and I could
-D. Leahy, of Liberal, Mo., and get a copy of the Amm·ican
MR. EDITOR: I take the pleasure of gratifying your two never find much improvement in their conduct in trade and
Idea of the date of Aug. 13,·287, she will .see an article written by me, headed, "When will Wonders Cease?" and wants which appeared at the head cf the editorial depart- comm~nication with their fellow-men. ·At this time I was a
signed, "Lucifer," which will giv her the necessaryinfor.ma- ment in 'IHE TRUTH SEEKER; and I most heartily claim that boy in a store. I used often to take packages to a gentle- .
man's house. He was a tall, fine-looking gentleman, with a
tion. In any event, I wish to compliment you,-" Alhaza ;" you are justly entitled to all that is asked.
Among all the papers that we subscribe for, THE TRUTH mild, benevolent face. He seemed to fancy me, and I am
your article certainly has many great merits and fine sugSEEKim ranks foremost. It is our family paper, and has be- sure I did him. I would often receive a fourpence at his
gestions.
JoHN TRUEBLOOD.
come a necessity in our household. Its management is fully hand. This man was Abner Kneeland. Well, you know
ADRIAN, MroH., Oct. 26, 1887.
abreast of the times, which keeps us well posted on all sub- the sequel. He was put in jail for being honest. This noble,
MR. EDITOR: I hav to herald a mighty event-the great jects appertaining to the welfare of the human race. And high-minded, good man was sent to prison for daring to say
Agnostic, Robert G. Ingersoll, knocked into smithereens. what we hold you in our highest esteem for is that you show and believe what to-day one-half the preachers believe.
His arguments are shivered, and his castle has been dE'. no partiality in giving each and all the right of expressing This caused my religious ardor to flag, and thenceforth I
molished and has· tumbled about his ears. He can no more their sentiments upon all subjects which come within the began to think and watch for myself, and the longer I liv the
mount the rostrum and hurl his shafts of Infidelity against bounds of decency. I liked th~ stand which you took in more I am disgusted with these shams. This age seems to
orthodox belief. He is-squelched forever. Gen. George A. regard to the Chicago Anarchists, not because I think you be made up of shams. Our daily papers are all shams.
Sheridan is lecturing at the Opera House in this city. · The one, nor because I sympathize with their theory, not in the When you read an article you can't tell whether it is the
Adrian Daily Times says of it: " Colonel Ingersoll was least; but because I think it is each and every true American writer's honest convictions or not. And we all know, and
handled with his own weapons. The shafts of eloquence, .citizen's duty to protect and defend the liberty of speech the church folk themselvs know, the church is a grand sham
sarcasm, and ridicule with which he attacks the Christian and to protest against the intolerant· spirit which is clamor- from the Catholic down. Martin Luther did a good thing.
religion were hurled back at him by a man who is fully his ing for the abolishment of free speech, press, and mail. Let He builded better than he knew; he gave the people indeequal in their mastery." How hav the mighty been de- this spirit of suppression get into power and where will the pendence, though he would hav liked to make a religious
molished! Greatness has rece~ved a blow that it can .never line of demarcation be drawn? Not until they hav closed despotism equal to the pope's. But he didn't start right..,recover from. Agnosticism is dead. Sheridan may be a, the mouths of our best thinkers and reformers, and then though the Protestants he,v done some pretty good work in
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comparison. I hav seen the Catholic church in all its beauty and press I therefore ask for pardon to the seven Anarchists,
and deformity forty years ago in Mexico. I can assure you not out of sympathy with their principles or their doings.
that for seventy odd· years my eyes, ears, and brain hav not I will never be a Socialist or an Anarchist, and wish that
been idle.
J. F.
every enemy of our go'Vernment and Constitution should be
made harmless, but not by means of cutting the liberties of
BERLIN, N. J., Oct. 19, 1887.
the people, .but by an open fight and hand-to-hand fi~ht.
MR. EDITOR: Another error of Henry George is this: "As The Anarchists want fighting; let them hav it. Repel at the
man did not make the land, therefore he does not own it." next occasion force by force and accept their challenge and
But our Declaration of Independence tells a very different let us see who wins ; but the Fberties of the people must
story. It says that all men hav certain unalienable rights, under no circumstances be interfered with. The Anarchists
·among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. of the whole world are not worth that prize.
Now, if a mali has a right to life, as he carino.t liv 'Without
What a beautiful chance for all our would-be Jay Goulds,
food, it legitimately follows that he has the same natural of whom every large city has an abundance, to face the Anright to land enough to raise his food on that he has to life archists at the next-given occasion and fight them hand to
itself.· This great fact is so plain that a fool ought to see it. hand! The more dead on each side, the better for the
But according to George, as a man did not make land, he country-on one side the bodies of the Anarchists, enemies
has no right to it, and so we must all join together and steal of the country; on the other side the bodies of those who
it from some unseen power and each other, and let it to hav·made Anarchists.
0. T.
those who want it to cultivate.· If the man who wants land
PAsco, W. T., Oct. 1, 1887.
to raise food on has no right to it, whence "do all others deMR. EDITOR:· Inclosed please find $3 for one new subrive their right•to claim and let it ?
Let us try George's logic on the other elements. Man did scriber to THE TRuTH" SEEKER. This subscriber is our
not make air, therefore he does not own it; so when a child school teacher, and a very strong Liberal. We are very
is born it must not breathe till it is old er:ough to earn money fortunate to secure a teacher like him. Since Mr. Putnam
and hunt up a government officer and hire the right to use was here, and gave us two lectures on the'' New God" and
the air. It did not ·make sunlight or the water; therefore it ''Universal Mental ·Liberty," our othodox friends hav raised
must not open its eyes to the light or ask for a drink till it a great war-cry, and are trying to force the Bible into the
has earned money enough to pay for it. The fact is, every school, but as luck is always with the Infidels here, we got
man has just the same natural right to land enough to make the best of them. As I am myself a school director yet for
a home and raise his food on that he has to sunlight, air, one year, I will fight them to the bitter end. The majority
water, or to _life itself, and any man, company, or govern- of the people here are strong Liberals, and some of them the
ment that robs any other m<tn of his right to land is as guilty very strongest Infidels. ·We are intending to build a Liberal
as the highwayman that robs him of his money, and should hall here, and form a Secular Union. If Mr. Putnam or
be treated the-same-and will be in the years to come. The some other Liberal speake1· should come this way next year,
same men who rob' others of their birthright to land would, he can speak in our new hall, which will be dedicated to Freeif they could, bottle up all the sunlight, air, and water, and thought and science. How glorious to see the name"in our
make others pay for them. And the sooner the world is. rid little burg-the Pasco Freethinkers' Hall of Science for the
FRANK SonuNRMANN.
of such men the better. See THE TRUTH SEEKER of May welfare of mankind I
28th. More anon.
J. HAOKER.
LEXINGTON, KY., Oct. 27, 1887.
MINNESoTA VALLEY, Oct. 3, 1887.
MR. EJ?ITOR: In the Roman republic they said, " Oonsuleo
videant ne quid res publica capiat deflrimenti"'--i. e., the consuls had to take care that the republic should suffer no dam_
age. In our republic we hav no such consuls, but our
consuls hav been so far the press of the country. The press
had, and has, the high office to look and take care that the
republic suffers not. The press of the country filled this
office to our satisfaction until of late.
·
Whether the Constitution of the United States says in
simple, unmistakable words that every citizen has the right
of free expression of his opinion upon any: subject or not,
we will not dispute about here, but certain and absolutely
certain it is, and was, that the citizens of the United States
thought and acted so, as if the Constitution of the United
States had warranted us perfect freedom of speech and press.
Juries, courts, and judges acted under the same impression.
In short, we enjoyed free.dom of speech and press; if not by
the Constitution of the United States, we had it in fact; if
not de jure, we had it de facto. This was so, or we thought
it was so. When it came to a proving, it was not so. Our
consul, i.e., the press, did not see to it that the republic
shmild not suffer. When C. B. Reynolds was persecuted
and fined in Morristown, N. J., the press (Freethought press
always excepted in this article) clung to the old state law of
New Jersey about blasphemy, and in some of them you
could read easily enough between the lines : "Serves him
right; why did he not keep his mouth shut?" Others belittled
Mr. Reynolds, called him a pulpit renegade; others silenced
the whole affair; others found. fault with Colonel Ingersoll
arid belittled him and his way of defending Reynolds. That
freedom of expression of opinion was interfered with, none
of these papers-and I keep sixteen papers in the English as
well as in the German language-had a word to say about;
not one word that Reynolds suffered, instead of did, wrong.
The case was more important and apparent because Mr.
Reynolds spoke in his own tent-house.
The same course our press has taken, and takes, in the
Chicago Anarchist case. Our consuls-£. e., the press-cling
to the state law of Illinois, which punishes the instigator
with" the same rod as the perpetrator, a law which was_ abo!_
ished long ago in every European state. If you read these
papers, you will and must get the impression as if freedom
of speech and press had nothing whatever to do with the Anarchist trial in Chicago. This press acts precisely as the
man acts who sits on a branch of a tree and quietly looks on
while somebody is sawing at his branch before his own face.
What did our great men then at the helm of this republic
when this nation was fighting for its very existence during
the Rebellion? What did Lincoln, Seward, Stanton, General
Grant, do to suppress the Copperhead press of the North?
Did they put those copperheads, the Chicago 1'imes, Pom_
eroy•s Democ'J'at, the Milwaukee 1'eebote, in jail and let them
be condemned to be hung? Everybody who was of age and
intelligent enough to reason then will readily admit that the
Anarchists did child's-play in comparison with what those
·copperheads did, in speech and press. The Anarchists hav
seven lives on their conscience ; those Copperheads at least
one hundred and seventy thousand. The people of the
North, we soldiers and those great men in Washington,
knew full well what great harm these Copperheads did to
the country, and the army in especial. Our great men" did
not interfere with them, much less cause them to be hung,
which would hav been a very easy matte1: then. Why did
they not interfere? Because they ";ere great men and did
not want to interfere with the genr:raliy admitted liberty and
freedom of speech and press. They were ,.great men; the
framers of that monstrous Illinois law are not great menhat settles t)le q.uestjop, For the sake of freedom of speech

MR. EDITOR : This country is governed now by an oligarchy
as treacherous and tyrannical as was Athens, when Thrasy.
bulus came and laid siege to his own city, and Alcibiades
felt burning in his bosom the soul of a patriot. When they
are slain, who will feed the sacred fire of liberty or light so
fearlessly the torch of reason? Taxation is indeed slavery,
and the custom-house a· den of outrage. A man who works
for his living should neyer pay taxes, but claim a small pension from the government. We need now a standing army
to rivet our chains, when our brains will be under martial
law, and a reign of terror will succeed. Our best editors
tremble for the interests of capital, fearing an interregnum
which will cause the laborer to become a monopolist; as he
will not want a precedent in that respect.
The time was when bishops preached to large audiences,
but it is ~not so now, though some of them say plainly that
they do not want the name of God in the Constitution.
There is an Ariel in the air, and a strange jangling of sweet
sounds. People languish for the truth; the flimsy subterfuge will not much longer prosper, though the wording may
be al! magnificent as the book of Job, who screens poor God
from blame, though horrible punishments are expected to
fall upon the head of the man who bffends him. All this is
shrouded in mystery, whicl1 has power to sustain anything
that belongs to religion. The way people worship now is,
' " to hunt a crowd, and when they find one, they will listen
. with some patience, if the lecture sounds like Beecher's ser.mons." They say they love God, though they know nothing
about him. Their idol must resemble nothing-for he never
. casts a shadow, has no center or circumference, animates
everything-so that at times he must be inconceivably disgusting. Which makes nonentity, contradiction, and a fiend.
·One reason why twenty-four clergymen wanted him left out
of the Constitution was because people would then be sure
to rel}d that instrument with regard to the " nature of God
and the origin of evil." We remember how vivid was St.
Augustine's idea that the father and son were consubstantial,
and Tertullian's luJ!linous thought that Christ was being
born from all eternity and to eternity (bedlam lucubrations).
Strange that difference there should be
•Twixt tweedledum and tweedledee
!
.
.
And Mr. J. Fiske givs it as his opinion that the seeds of
.

modern Infidelity were already planted in the minds of these
dear clergymen.
Thel'e is a God who can be traced through cycles or ages,
working in volumes of atoms at one period, responding in
another in improved masses, animals almost lost in Nature's
convulsions arising with greater vigor under purer skies and
amid better surroundings-Evolution. The mind which consumes at " white heat" will crave a broader scope of
thought. Pity will charm the soul, instead of luxurious
emotions- ·
Balm, dropping down from the sky,
Is not sweeter than poor human love.

ALHAZA.

DETROlT, MroH., Oct. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: M. E. Lazarus seems to want an explanation
from me. He does not lay down any alternativ, as was once
the style in such cases. But he can see no inconsistency in
his writings, and so lays it to my ignorance and ill-will.
Well, the first part of his fling is often made to act as a
boomerang, but I am-too well aware of my defects to return
such compliments; and the second part, that I can hav any
ill-will toward a person whom I hav never seen, nor had any
transactions with, is just "too rich even to amuse me. To
satisfy my mind upon the point, that I had not forgotten anything, I hav looked over the back numbers of. THE TRUTH
SEEKER and read over Mr. Lazarus's letter in reply to one of
mine, in which I find more igno~ance and iD.consistency than

73:1

in the letter of Aug. 20, 1887, to the Editor. In THE TRUTH
SEEKER of Feb. 20, 1886, Mr. Edgeworth starts off with: "A
Political Aladdin." "In resting from your labor, your
imagination, under the same sort of inaction from the facts
which spread sumptuous banquets in the dreams of starving
men, assumes the helm of that power to which it is enslaved,
and wielding the ballot as a talisman, creates money by fiat.
[What a grand piece of rhetoric for some school boy I How
full of consistency!] During a flush of currency the business
mind is excited, capital flows out more freely into enterprise,
more labor is employed, and, as to wages, it must be t4e
fault of contract if their sum does not rise to more than compensate for their lesser purchasing power." Well, if there is
not both ignorance galore and inconsistency here I must
be a numskull. Mr. Edgeworth is perfectly ignorant of
money and of the meaning of fiat. No man ever knew a dollar of fiat ·money to be worth less than one hundred cents,
and no money that ever was made yet had any power to purchase even a ticket for soup. Again he says: " These temporary phenomena own a moral force distinct from the material basis of the currency. They will be the same whether
this is flushed by an immigration of capital, or by the discovery of treasures, or by fiatism." No man has yet ever
informed the world what the thing called capital is, and Mr.
Edgeworth talks Hindoo when he makes such expressions.
"The difference," he says, "between these motivs· of activity is felt at ulterior periods, when collapse and bankruptcy
reveal the spurious." My friend is about as well-informed
as to the cans!!! of collapse and bankruptcy as he is of the
purchasing power of money. He evidently has read various
and numerous of the party organs and financial reports, and
has swallowed them all without sorting them out, and he givs
them forth just as he has received them. And this he does
with all subjects so far as I hav read his letters-see his letter
to the Editor Aug. 20, 1887. Again he says: " Is a fiat currency without other basis than faith on the part of its rec;:eivers? That depends on the nature of its investments
[more ignoranceJ, on the continuance of the government that
issues it, and on taxation which may liquidate it." Now as
no man is ever obliged to take any money by the law of any
land, it is quite silly to talk this way; and as it is utterly
wrong for any government to tax its people at all, of course
the money should never be liquidated, except in payment of
debt-the first, last, and only, object of money is to pay
debts. Let Mr. Edgeworth learn this now, and keep it separate where he can find it, and make no more such silly expressions as the purchasing power of money. Again he continues: "When the Confederate government first issued
flat money [the Confederate government never issue a dollar
of fiat money] one of my n~i.g;hbors had recently purchased
a farm on credit. • . By the sale of his supplies then [to
the Southern armies making a great demand] the first season
the purchaser paid for his farm with money not at par with
gold or silver (specie), and which soon became worthless."
Now I hav before me a fifty and a twenty dollar bill of this
same money which Mr. Edgeworth Galls fi<tt; on each of them
is a simple promis tllat ~n the possible contin~enr.y, in the
very dim future, two years after the ratification of a treaty
of peace (and separation) between the Northern states and
the Southern confederate.d states, they will pay on deril'l.nd
fifty and twenty dollars. It is not stated on either what is
the sul;Jstancc or kind of coin which will p<ty these promises.
There is not the least allusion to any fiat on them at all, and
our nation•:! bank bllls are as much a fi'l.t a~ are any of the
bills of the Confederate states, and Mr. Edgeworth's neighbor
did not purch-ase his farm with fiat or any other money, but
used whatever his creditor would take in payment of debt.
Mr. Edgeworth says the. war debt, whose burden of interest is
crushing us, is largely held abroad. The war debt has never
been but a spoonful to the amount of other debts in this
country, which amount to about fifteen times as much as the
war debt. My friend says he favors repudiation. Of course
you might expect just such an impossible and impracticable
remedy. It agrees with the other inconsistencies. "To
lend," he says, " a people funds for the purpose of injuring
a neighbor people is as bad as to put weapons in the hands
of a maniac or of a hired assassin." Now as no people loaned
any funds to this g~vernmelit, but only bought the enslavinJ!:
bonds of our enslaving government, my friend seems to be
mixed again .. But I must hurry along. He says further on: ·
"Mr. Wood, who shows a laudable animosity against the
great blood-sucker interest, makes the strange accusation
against me of·' proposing that all go into the banking business and all speculate on each other's necessities, which is
just as sensible as the idea of co-operation.'"
"Well," says Mr. Edgeworth," it is difficult to imagin.
anything more sensible than co-operation;" which shows
how deeply my friend has studied the question. It is true
that to a superficial observation co-operation seems very good
and sensible, especially to those who are inside the ring. So
does every other enterprise if successful, to those who are in
it. But all co-operation is in the direction of monopoly, and
is an injury to all outside in just the ratio of its success.
There should be no necessity for co-operation for the purpose
of enriching anyone. There should be no taxatlon; then
there would be no debt, and no interest to pay, and real
money would be created by the right power, the-government
of the people, and paid out to the people for the expenses of
government, and when the people were enabled to pay all
debts with this real money they would be free and liv under
a government that would protect the freedom of the peoplt.
When this natural consequence of the right use of the power
of government should be reached, the expenses of the gov.
ernment would become merely nominal in comparison witL
what they hav been for twenty years past. 1 advise omfriend to think more of facts and seek more earnestly afteJ·
trutb" and he will find less need of rhetoric and foreigP
idiou{s and language ; and no man ever put his intellect to
better use than to study the how and why all governments
hav forever enslaved the people.
J. H. WooD.
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flhildr ~n's f!orntr.
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
lli'Der, MaBIJ., to whom all Owvm:unications for
tkis Corner slwuld lie sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night {a beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is :[tnown as the Ohildren's Hour."

'l'he Bravest of Battles.
'!'he bravest battle that ever was fought,
Shall I tell you where and when?
On the maps of the wol"!d you'll find it not ;
•Twas fought by the mothers of men.
Nay, not with cannon or battle shot,
With sword, or nobler pen;
Nay. not with eloquent word or thought
From mouth of wonderful men;
But deep iu a walled-up woman's heart,
Of woman that would not yield,
But bravely, silently bore her partLo l there is that battle-field,
No marshaling troop, no bivouac song,
No b·anner to gleam and wave;
But, oh, these battles, they last so long,
From babyhood to the grave!
-Joar;ruin Miller.

Help One Another.
" Help one another," the snowflake said,
As they cuddled down in their fleecy bed ;
" One of us here would not be felt;
One of here would quickly melt :
But I'll help you and you help me,
And then what a big white drift we'll see !"
''Help one another," the maple spray
Said to its fellow-leaves one day;
"The sun would wither me here alone
Long enough ere the day is gone;
But I'll help you and you help me.
And then what a splendid shade there'll be !''
" Help one another," the dewdrop cried,
Seeing another drop close to its side;
. "This warm south breeze would drive me away,
And I should be gone ere noon to-day ;
And I'll help you and you help me,
And we'll make a brook and run to sea."
" Help one another," a grain of sand
Said to another grain just at hand ;
" The wind may carry me over the sea,
And then, oh, what will become of me?
But come, my brother, giv me your hand,
We'll build a mountain and there we'll stand."
-Clwmoers'

Joun~al.

Peppercorn Stories.
ALL ABOUT MUSOLEB.
There were two newcomers at Polly Peppercorn's receptions, as she lately had beguu
to call her little gatherings. One day she
was walking out to gather wild flowers,
daisies, columbine, buttercups, and the like,
and she met a boy just gliding along slowly,
and busily engaged with something that he
carried in his hand.
" What's that you hav ?" inquired Polly" a lady-bug?"
" No-grasshopper," said the boy, without
looking up.
" What are you doing to it_?"
" Trying to find his heart," replied the boy.
"Well, you just let the grasshopper's vital
organs alone, and come along with me."
So the boy dropped the grasshopper and
followed Polly, who gave him a lecture going
. along on cruelty to insects.
She invited him to come to her reception
that evening, and dubbed him Grasshopper
Sammy.
· They were deeply engaged in conversation,
when a timid knock on the door, which was
opened by Harry Coalskuttle, revealed a little
midget of a creature biting a corner of her
ragged apron.
" May I come in and be one of yous ?" she
asked in a whisper.
H Certainly," said Polly.
" Harry, admit
the stranger, fl.nd everyone gfv her the right
hand of fellowship. This is Little Thimbleweed, I take it."
She w.1s given a seat beside Peggy Primrose and Pussy Whitefoot, who sat watching
a bumble-bee that had come in unannounced,
and was buzzing around the room at a great
rate.
. " Muscles ! does anybody know anything
about muscles ?" and Polly gazed at the upturned face~.
. All were silent.
. " Little know-nothings ! Johnny Gotobed,
wipe your nose, and open that basket."
· Johnny did as he w.as told, and revealed a
bullock's heart, at which they all stared
curiously.
" There l that's a big muscle," said Polly;
"biggest one in the body. You've all got
hearts, not so big as this one, of course, and
every heart is a muscle. This big muscle
does a good deal of hard work, and· keep&
the rest of the machinery of your bodies in

operation. So:rne other ti:rne we will talk
about its work more particularly.
"There are about five hundred muscles in
the human body," she continued, "and all
~re useful and beautiful. You know we
talked about the bones, but they wouldn't be
a penny's worth of good without muscles.
" The muscles distributed about the human body and all bodies of animals, a~e
formed of bundles, little and big, of fleshy
. fibers, and the fibers are like bits of very fine
thread, and each fiber is composed of a string
of little cells. By changing the form and
making them a little more round, the parts
to which they are attached are drawn closer
together, and thii. is muscular contraction
that we often read about. Understand? See
how I raise my.arm, bend it, straighten itthis is muscular contraction.
"The muscles are not a bit in the way, and
it is next to impossible to tell where one begins or where it ends. We could not talk
were it not for the muscles. In fact, we
should be quite poweiless.
·
"Some of our motions are voluntary, others involuntary ; hence some muscles are
called voluntary, others involuntary. Now,
the heart acts involuntarily-that is, without
our will or control; so does the stomach."
The children were gettingdeeplyinterested,
and so was Polly, when a terrific shriek from
Grasshopper Sammy brought: every one upon
his and her feet.
''What is the matter now?" inquired Polly.
No anwer but shriek, shriek, shriek.
"He caught the bumble-bee," said Molly
Mulleinleaf.
., ' I guess he was trying to find his muscles," said Frankie Muttonchops, laughing.
"No ma'am!" sobbed the boy. "I was
not doing any such a thing l"
" What were you doing?" and Polly
looked very grave.
" I was-was looking at his toe-nails, and
-and the old fool bit me!" screamed Grasshopper Sammy, wringing his hand.
" That will teach you not to examin the
toe-nails of bumble-bees unless they are under
the influence of chloroform."
They all laughed so-all except Grasshopper Sammy-that the reception had to
break up for that time.
Little Thimbleweed said that fine salt would
take the pain away, and Daisy Dewdrop reccommended plaintain. Sammy Stripedgrass
ran and got a big plaintain leaf, and Tommy
Clovertop got the salt, and Pussy Whitefoot
marched off with the bumble-bee in her
mouth-dead.

apartments of Versailles. The mice were
h ·t
d h d b
brought ·to him all the
.
w I e, an . a . een
way from Srbena. .
.
.
Latude, confined m the Bastrle, made companions of six-and-twenty rats who inhabited
his cell. He gave each of them a name, and
th 1
d t 0 co e to him at his call. He
ey earne
m.
he thus
fed them, played with them, and t. .Y
greatly relieved the ennui of his captivity.
Pelissen confined in the Bastile, made a
frlend of ' spider which he tamed. The
·ailer one day se~ing Pelissen take pieasure
Jin contemplatmg
'
.' t h e msec
·
t , cru~ h ed I•t un der
his foot, and left the prisoner distressed and
melancholy at the loss of his friend. •

Sam Patch's Last Leap.

I

C.ARROLTON, Mo., O?t. 26, 1887.
DEAR Miss :WIXON : Our fannly feel very
sorry for you m your trouble. We don't like
to lose good people as they are very few.
'!'here seem to be very few here. We are
passed by, because we do our own thinking
a~d speak ~onestly. I thinl;t I . am a good
grrl, and trymg to do what 1s rrght. rhav
a sister 12 years old to-day; we are kind of
lonesome only when we are at school. I am
14 years ~ld, and I should like to hear from
some of my good sisters of Freedom. Seeing
a letter in the Children's Corner from Miss
Minnie D. Taylo;, of Kansas, of .m~ own age,
caused
me to wnte. I used to hv m Carbondale, Kansas.
With due respect to all,
BESSIE lsAos.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

A correspondent of the Cincinnati OommerTHE STORY HOUR.
dal Gazette, who describes himself as an eyeA Book for Children and Youth.
witness of Sam· Patch's two last jumps,
writes as follows: " Sam Patch, the famou~
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
cata~act-jumper, who asserted that 'some
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
things could be done as well as others,' took
his 'final, eternal, and life's fatal leap,' as a
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
local poet expressed it at the time, on a
gloomy day in November, in the year 1829. · Apules of Gold.
A Story-Book for
t'he Younll' Folks. · By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
He had ' jumped' the Genesee Falls at Roc h-.
Seeond edition. Price, $1.25. This very excelester, their natural hight, one week before,
lent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a ~ery large edition, and a
and was induced by the gamblers and roughs
second has been issued at a reduced Price of
who were grooming and managing and living
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photograph
of the author which adds very
off him to repeat the feat on the fatal occ•1much to the value of the volume.
sion. They erected a sort of scaffold on the
Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bib~e Injutting rock whence he had taken his devestigation. Revised Edition. This pamphlet
refers specifically to 148 Bible propositione1
parture on the previous occasion, making it
with numerous references and Oitatwns, tha~
twenty-five feet above the rock, or one hun~re contradicted in terms by the same number
of
other propositions in the so.me book. Price
dred and twenty feet in all from the scaffold
~f; n~nfifl
..
floor to the surface of the river at the foot of
the falls. Ascending to the scaffold with The Story Hour. For Children and
Youth. -Bx Susan H, Wixon. Without Jlupersome difficulty, considerably inebriated, and
stition. The Only Illustmted Freethmkers'
Children's Stor:y:-Book overissued. 66 full-page
by a steep ladder, the unfortunate demonand 25 smaller illustra.tions; large ~ype, heavy
strator straightened up with a jerk, bowed
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers ; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.
awkwardly on all sides to the witnessing
thousands, then pushed off a pet bear he had Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
with him, and instantly leaped forward himBrowne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
self. His person 'canted over' on the left
By
side and struck the water forcibly, no doubt The Youth's Liberal Guide.
Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. This
bruising him and forcing the breath from his
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
body. Nothing more was seen of him till
that it inculcates moral duties and human
the next March, when his corpse was discovrights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TRUTH
ered among some bushes at the mouth of the
BEEKER.
river, seven miles below, very much mutilated, but recognizable by a handkerchief
REPLY
tied around the body."
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

Correspondence.

CARROLTON, Mo., Oct. 25, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
write a few lines for the Corner. My father
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and thinks it a
~----~~-----good paper. I like to read the little letters in
Historic Pets.
.the Corner. My sister Bessie and I are about
Semiramis, queen of Assyria, had a pet vul- the same size. We hav lots of fun, but we
fuss a little sometimes. I am twelve years
ture.
Virgil, the poet, was fond of feeding a but- old to-day. I remain
Your little Liberal friend, SusiE lsAAos.
terfly.
Emperor Nero loved a starling as well as a
CHIOAGo, ILL., Oct. 26, 1887.
fiddle.
To THE CHILDREN : I hope that you are all
Frederick the great was a great dog-fanworking for that prize I offered a few weeks
cier.
ago, viz.: first prize, $3; second prize, $2;
Commodus, the Roman emperor, found
third prize, $1, for the best essay on " Why I
congenial fellowship with an ape.
Am a Liberal." You can hav the money or
Heliogabalus, Roman emperor, conversed
books to the value of the prize awarded you,
familiarly with a sparrow.
just as you wish. Now I hope you will all
Mohammed's dove is one of the most famous
try and win one of the_ three prizes. This is
of pets-.
an easy subject to write upon. Do not fear
The Emperor Dominican occupied his leisthat other writers will do better, or that you
,ure in catching flies.
are too: young. Simply write a nice, easy
Cardinal Richelieu amused himself with his
letter, and tell us why you are a Liberal,
collection of cats.
using one side of the paper only. Miss Wixon
Cowper was at no time so happy as when
will correct any little mistake that may occur,
feeding his tame hares.
and will publish all letters received. ComCardinal Mazarin employed his leisure in
petition open until the 24th of November..
playing with an ape.
Now, do your best, and believe me to. be
Alfieri, the Italian poet, was proud of his
Your friend,
B. H. MARLETT.
horses, and took great delight in fondling and
caressing them.
MuRRAY, IDA., Oct. 27, 1887.
Emperor Augustus was exceedingly fond of
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
a parrot, but still more so of a quail, the loss write you another letter and tell you about
Camr d'Alene. There are lots of rich mines
of which made him sad.
Charles 1., of England, was very fond of here. One of the placer claims at the edge of
the town took out a nugget that weighed
spaniels, and the breed of his dogs is still 33
ounces three weeks ago. There are also
famous in this country.
some very rich quartz mines here, gold and
Tiberius, Roman emperor, made an inti- silver both. I am going to school now.
mate companion of a serpent, which he There is a very good school here, and about
fifty pupils. We hav very good school laws
trained to take food out of his hand.
this territory. Children between the ages
Henry III., of France, was so fond of in
of eight and fourteen are compelled to go to
spaniels that he used to carry a litter of them school twelve weeks in each year, and secin a basket suspended round his neck when tion 39 of the school law reads as follows :
giving his audiences.
"No books, papers, tracts, or documents of
Louis XI., when ill in Plessis-le-Tours, only a political, sectarian, or denominational ch.ar.
found pleasure in an exhibition of dancing acter shall be used or introduced in any
school established under the provisions of
pigs, oddly dressed up, which were trained this act, and any and every pontical, secfor his special entertainment.
tarian, or denominational doctrin is hereby
Honorius, Roman emperor, was so grieved expressly forbidden to be taught therein;
at the loss of a favorit hen named Roma that nor shall any teacher nor any district receive
he would willingly hav given Rome itself to any of the public school moneys. in which
the schools hav not been taught m accordbring it back, but Alaric had taken Rome.
ance with the provisions of this act."
The Marquis de Montespan amused himMy letter is long enough for this time.
elf with mice when occupying the gilded
Yours truly, THERESA ERviN (aged 11).

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy.
A. thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's

Hi~ tori cal misstatements.
Price, Cloth, $1 ; Paper, 50 cents.

LIFE.
A

PBOSE POEM.
BY R. G. INGERSOLL.
Printed in colors on board, beveled edges.
Price 50 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE CONFESSIONAL:
ROMISH AND ANGLICAN,

.An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 80 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

--

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents
tweJ!!y-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$3. We wish that the friends of Fr.eethqught would
distribute thousands of these tellmg Pictures.

Practical Experience with Poultry.
By GEO. M. DAVENPORT. This is a little booka pamphlet of 82 well-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but as full of meat as an egj:f. It is
well called." practical," for we find nothmg unpractical in it. H!JnS, ducks, geese, and turk~ysj
are J:!!J,rticularly discussed and their economwa
breeding and keeping treated of. There are many
practical hints about keeping poultry on .a large
scale, and, all in all, it is a very useful addition to
the poultrY literature of the day.
TRUTH SEEKER Office,

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

Tb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell,
author of Exeter Hall, Family .Creeds, Day of
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, 1.25.

A11 in a

Lifetime~

A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and a1·e portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked des:rree, even
from so.gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Price,
1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radical ~tory. From the London edition. BY
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.

THE TRUTH S:EEKER, NOVEMBEH, 12, 1.887

Ingersoll's '"Works.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

The Gods. Paper, .50 cts; cloth, $1.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "'rile Declaration of Independence," "About Farming in Illinois,''
•· The Grant Banquet," "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," '"rhe Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1. 25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved i Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
Ingerso!b Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the Sam. Ji'ranoi8oan, 5 cents; 50
cents per_ dozen; 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $8.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodo.xy," bound Ill one beautiful volume, in half A OOMPEND 011' THE NATURAL LAWS 011' INcalf, library .style, and containing over 1i800
Pall'es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
prwe of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Miller's Gravet that they hav been printed on
heav tonea paper, 1Sx22, il).nminated border,
and mlarge, clear type, smtable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 50 cts, or either one for 15 cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges,

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore has been 'l'~ts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOB FORTY CENTS.
Mailed secure
.from breakage, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette PL, New Xork,

50 cent~!;

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll;
boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE '!'RUTH BEEKER.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
.Tlw Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
2~ Lafayette Place, New York.
Phgto-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, ~Oo.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Age.

.DANCER

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

AHE~i.D.

PBIOE, 20 OENTB.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholie
The number of heads under which you hav
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
this Republic. ·
By J. K.lNGALLs, author of" Social Wealth." the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should be highl:r commended. Therefore
Price, 25 cents.
I take great pleasure m recommending " AntiBy A • .T. GROVER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Prohibi~ion "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-government.PRIOR,
40 CENTS.
J.J.McOabe.
For sale at this office.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration

Declaration of Independence,

A Prose Poem.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavY toned paper, 18x22 inches, illnmi
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

EXOHANGE.

new book is a gem. It is a model in every re.ON THE
spect. In fact, one of the richest brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
ALSO THE
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect~mmortal Document,
ures, !etters, table-talks, and day-to-da:~; conversations of the author. The work is designed
And the National Anthem entitled:'
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
purp9se.\ a fine steel portrait, with. autogra\)h
fac Bimue, has been prepared espemally for It.
Price 1 in silk cl!>th, beveled edges, gilt back Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
and si.le, $2.50; m half calf, mottled edges, eleAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
gant library style, 4.50; m fnll Turkey mo28 Lafayette Place, New York.
ro!)l)o, _gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations! containing a description of
in a more att.ractiv form than any in which they
tweuty-aeven bibles and an exposition of two
thonsaud biblical errors in science, history,
hav previouslY appeared. At the head of an enmor us, religion, and general events. Also a
graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
deli!leation of the characters of the principal
perwnages of the Christian Bible and an exthe cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
amination of their doctrins. Price, 1. 75.
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
The World's Sixteen Cruciiled SavRepublic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Contaming new and startling revelations in
religions history1 which disclose the oriental
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secuorigin of all the doctrines, principle!!J precepts,
lar Union in C)onspicuous type, At the foot are
and miracles of the Christ1an New Testament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many ·of
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
making eight likenesses in all• Inscribed beh\story of sixteen oriental crucified.K9ds. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
neath each portrait is some radical sen timan t
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- 'rhe Confl.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an PRICE,
15 OENTB.
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.artistic part is equal to the best, arid the portraits M. E. Billings.
are as true to nature as the photographs from
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
which they were transferred. The design will be
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
2S Lafayette Place, New Xork
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The

lna-ersoll's Tributes.

"V, S. BELL'S pAMPHLETS. . New Edition, Revised and Enlarg~d •.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in·
large, clear t_YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Tributes.

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains
Price, 35 cents.
'

THE NINE DEM.ANDS Bible

In five lecture~. comprising, "The Godst
" Humboldt~ "Thomas Paine," " Individuality," and " lierotius aut! Heresies."

Orthodoxy.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan;· or, a Historical

733

ELEMENTS
OF

UNIVERSAL HISTORY
FOB

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
FQR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

Charles Watts's Works.

THE STRUGGLE
,

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents~
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.25 CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethon_K.ht and its
Ea.rlY Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Moliammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Oentmies. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Oentury.
·

Seeularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22.pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

l!'OR

Religious and Politioal Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty; also vigorously at~acks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling a.t
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the_a~tention of thinking men and women to the
positlOn of womankind in America. Throughout~
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weigh_ty argum!lnts which cannot fail. to interest
the mmds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO ,
Address
28 Lafa> ette Place, New York.

reply to the ".Christian Evidence Society."
THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; The HistoriPublished at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
cal Value ef the New Testament; Miracles; and Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christian- F. L . .Brpwne, Printers. Thispaperisdevotedspeity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
cially to the interests of onr colonization enter•
prise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa, and generally
Secularism; its Principles and its to
the practical solution of the problem of Integral
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
Qo-opPra.tion. Price, $1 a. Year; 50 cents for six
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. months. R5 oenb for tbr"" month•
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CABINE1' PHOTOGRAPHS OF
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity J
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and·
Influence on Civilization i...Philosophy of Secu86 Cents Each.
larism; Science and Jjible Antagonistic·
Christian Scheme of Bedemj)tion. For all of
Addrees TEE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

By Prof. H. M. Cottin;-cr, A.M.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 c.ents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
the subjects considered by Mr. Bemsbur~ are: needs-a perfect compendium of history: from 2,000
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, years B.O., on up to 1888, all in a nutshell.-Elmina
showing the creeds of the prieoners in the pen- Blenker.
itentiaries i the Church and Civilizatio:n ; the
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
Church and Science; the Church and Learning; an important place; in the family it would be no
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the less important, as conveying information tha.t all
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Bights should be acquainted with.-susan Wixon.
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
Church and the Republic.
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it maY
be commended as fulfilling its pm·pose of a conBible Morals. Twenty .Crimes and cise
and interesting historical text-book.-Mtlwau·
Vices Sanctioned by Scripture Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery; Ieee Sentinel.
PRICE, OLOTH, $1.
Was Jesus an Impostor! A debate between a
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
tolerance and l?ersecution; Injustice to Woman;
B. Moss. The bes~ conducted debate of· modern
U ukiudD.ess to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
times. 180 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of FreeHuman Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
SlaverY; Polygamy; Intemperanc ~ Poverty
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
OB,
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy Obscen- Men of Business Who Did Something Besides cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors ; or,
ity. _l'r1~e, smgle copies, 25 cents i 6 copies,.$1.
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Making
Money,
A
Book
for
Young
Americans.
Bpemal discount on larger quantities.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1\..2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. ~:~ocrates~ Buddha, and Jesus.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
5 cts. Christianity a Degraning Religion. 5 cts.
Bll .JADES PARTON.
and most thorough work ever written on the
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
and handsome print. The question is discussed
- $1.26.
Price,
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Fawrits.
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab5 cts. l\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth,
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER.
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian Address
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
28
Lafayette
Plaoe.
New
York.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian SabNatural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
bath; ~'estimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Animals. r. cts.
·
abb ath dming the Middle All'es: The Purita,n
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
Sabbath; Testimony of Christi!in Reformers, BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL E.O.,
Lonlon. Eng.
Scholars, and Divines; Abroe:ation of Sunday
SUBJECTS:
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPres, $1.00.
PLAIN
HOME
TALK
AND
MEDICAL
COM·
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handligious and Political Liberty. Tells the ·story some 12mo volume of neal'ly 1~!JOO pages, fully
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead- illustrated. Cloth, :tl3.25-in English or German
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin- A new cheap edition at only 1.5!l
dicates his name from the aspersions cast uJYon
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
it. Choiue extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Orisis," "Bights of Man," and "Age Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
of Beason "are given; also, tributes to Paine•s··
LI(t1JOR DRINKING
character from more than one hundred noted per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
persons of Europe and America, many of them
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUNG.
written expressly for this work. Second edi- 250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
tion\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper, volume or "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Resteel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; cipes.
A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
cloth, 75 cents.
· ··
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De- SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime PamBY E. C. WALKER.
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
i:ngton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever; m their Relation to Disease,"repreaenting the germ
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bun- Morals," 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
beam1" consideriug the blue-glass cure-of value
The Apostle of Liberty. An address to
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00..
sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Free28 Lafayette Plll.Oe, New York.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
thinkers' Convention, .January 29,1884. Price,
of
Heredity,"
by
Prof.
Brooks,
886
p_agesl
cloth
10 cents.
bound, $2'h "Heredity!" by Loring_Moody, 159 DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
THE. TRUTH BEEKER 00,,
ll.ages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
THE DEAD?
F. H. Mai·sn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr. Tlle Evidences for tlle Resurrection Tried
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before BeFenand Found Wanting.
my!tledieal Compound andlmproYed
eTation" by Dr. E. B. Feote, Jr.t}O cents; ' BeElastic SDllPOrter Truss injrom 30 to
ports of Conventions and Parlor meeting'S during
By Saladin.
90 days, Reliable te!'erences given. Send
1882," 10 cent.!jJ "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Btamp for circula rl and sav in what papef
PBIOE,
~
2~ CENTS.
Ins~itute
of
.11eredity,M~,
188.fu"
10
cents.
lfOU raw mlf advert sement. AddreBB Qm
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Addres~ _
TRuTH BEEKEB.
w. A. Coll!Di:s,Bm\thvillt,letrt:ll!!l 01. ILJO

C. B. REYNOLDS·

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY1

Bi~lo

Tompsranco:

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

ft UPTURES CUREDby

.

Tile Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of£hristianity
. A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "History of the
Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire 11 by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot 1 l\.1ilman, Wenck.
au "English Churchman," and other scholars.
t val. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $~;~g
This hook shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders 1 and what were the
sentiments, manners 1 numbers 1 and condition of the
primitive Christians.
"I k.JOw of no book that contains more real and valuable information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
"One of the mo"st learned and interesting books evet
written and published. "-Boston. Investi'gator.
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734
A. Political Parson.
Austin, Texas, Con·espondR.nce o.t
Republican.

the

bagger like Briggs. But modesty and Briggs
He kept
right on laying down the law to old men who
had grown gray in the ministry. At last the
agitation reached such a stage :that many
politicians began to waver and make preparations to flop at the right time. The legislature submitted the question of Prohibition
to the people; it was defeated, arid now
Briggs is cussed by the politicians and con-.
demned by the preachers. If the legislature
should levy an occupation tax on the preachers, and subject them to jury service, work
on the roads, etc., it would be the bight
of discretiop. for Briggs to pull out of the
state without ceremony. He would hav captured the chief glory if Prohibition won, and
now he must stand all the odium of defeat.
But Briggs is not downcast; he is as cocky
as ever, and urges that the fight be commenced anew. The preachers, however, hav
lost their influence in this state. Their engagement in politics spoiled their·usefulness,
and Briggs, as the apostle of the new idea, is
the chief sufferer. It is reported that the
Methodist brethren even will find it expedient to procure a new editor for the Christian
Advocate at the next general conference.

St. Lou!s were never intimately acquainted.

There_ is one thing definitly settled, and that
is that an overwhelming majority of the people of Texag are opposed to Prohibition.
They will hav none of it in any guise; nor
do they want any of its priests and prophets
and evangelists for public servants. Perllaps
no class suffered more in public estimation
because of the Prohibition campaign than
the ministers of the gospel. They are held
responsible for the whole row. Friends of a
lifetime became enemies, and the estrangement is charged to the preachers. Brothers
became estranged and husbands and wives
quarreled, and the preachers are blamed for
it. And it must be admitted that there is
some cause for the detestation in which a
certain class of preachers are held. The ministers of the Methodist church took a very
activ part. In nineteen cases out of twenty
tbey made political platforms out of their
pulpits, and turned their churches into political meeting-places; This kind of thing
does not go down in Texas. The people do
not want ·political preachers, and there is
some probability that the next legislature
will be asked to take some emphatic action.
It is on the boards that a sensation may be •
Book Notice.
created by the next legislature, if hints thrown
out by some of the Democratic leaders pan RosA., THE EnucA.TING MoTHER. By Prof.
H. M. Cottinger, A.M., author of "Method
out. At the present. time the preachers are
of Teaching in High Schools of Switzerby law a privileged class. They are exempt
land," "Medieval Plays of Jacob Rueff,"
from jury duty, service on the roads, and
" Guide for Sunday-schools of Free German Congregations," "Elements of Uniother ills that the ordinary citizen is heir to.
versal History," etc.
"' It is quietly given out that an effort will
"Rosa" is a good book, written by a lifebe made when the next legislature convenes to remove the preachers' exemptions, long teacher in the public schools of the old
and in addition place them under the burden country and America. This work is, -rery
of an occupation tax the same as the mem- likely, the last in a literary way that the
bers of other professions. This will raise a author will giv to the public, as this dear
howl from the preachers, but the more they frieB.d of youth and education is now in his
howl in the present temper of the people, the 85th year. The first part of '" Rosa, the
better the people will like it: The preachers Educating Mother," treats of biography, and
themselvs are feeling somewhat nervous. contains brief sketches of the mothers of celThey feel that they overstepped the bounds of ebrated men and women, notably the mothers
wisdom and proprif:ty and tempted public pa- of George Washington, Abraham Lincoln,
tience too much. The real chief of the brigade Phebe and Alice Cary, Victor Hugo, Schiller
of political preachers is a young Methodist and Goethe, Napoleon I. and others, includminister named George Waverly Briggs. He ing a sketch of the author's mother, and of
is a nativ of Al!l bama, and moved to Texas Rosa, the mother-of the author's children.
about eight-or nine years ago. He is a very The second part contains a number of letters
brilliant young man, dashing, impetuous, and purporting to be written· by Rosa on proper
ambitious. He became the pastor of the lead- education, intellectual culture, and touching
ing Methodist church in Galveston soon after upon nearly all subjectsrelating to the physihis arrival in the state, and immediately be- cal, moral, and mental culture of childreB,
gan to lay wires to capture the editorship of various maxims being illustrated "by examthe Ol!ristian Advocate, the organ of the ples drawn from the !lXperience of the author
church. The editor of the organ at that time as well as the best English, French, and
was Rev. Dr. John, an old conservativ min- German writers.
ister, plodding and sincere, but not very brillThe book contains many sensible and valuiant eitber as an orator or preacher. The able ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
Ol!ristian Advocate is owned and published several fine suggestions to all who hav the
by an enterprising firm of job printers. The' interest of children and youth at heart. It is
word job might be printed in capital letters. adorned with a portrait of Mary Washington,
The publiELers rake in all the revenue from contains 300 pages, is printed on good paper
the publication, but the four Methodist con- and is neatly bound. Tt is sold at THE TRUTH
ferences of the state hav the appointment of SEEKER office in New York, also at the Inthe editor. Dr. John, the old editor, and the vestigator book store in Boston, and by the
publishers of the paper did not always get author at San ,Jose, Cal. Price, $1.25. Our
on harmoniously. The publishers wanted a venerable friend has written several excellent
dashing editor who would make sensations, books in the interest of youth and the cause
take a hand in politics, and increase the sale of true education, all of which hav been duly
of the paper. It did not take the publishers appreciated, and, certainly, this crowning
long to determin that Briggs was the very effort of his long and useful life should, and
man they wanted.
doubtless will, meet with ·a warm welcome
So a campaign was inaugurated to make from his many friends on both sides of the
the brilliant young preacher editor of the Atlantic.
SusAN H. WixoN.
church organ. It took five years' bard work
and some very questionable campaign methFR.EETIIOUGHT NOVELS.
ods before John was ousted and Briggs
T1le
Heathens of the Heath. A finely
installed. When Briggs was finally installed
written Radical romance. B;p: Wm. McDonnell1
author of Exeter Hall, Family ·Oreeds, Day 01
he took the earliest occasion of proving to
Rest, etc. 500 pages, Price reduced. Paper,
his publishers that he was the right man
90 cents; cloth, 1.25.
in the right place. He made a very hot All in a Lifetime~ A Romance. By
paper. He was open for a fight on the slightMiss Susan H. Wixon. " The great charm of
this novel is its ab8olute fidelity to nature. Its
est provocation. He carried a chip around
personages are those one meets with in comon his shoulders, and invited the editors
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exof the state, religious and secular, to knock it
pect to find, m such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
off. His valor often exceeded his discretion.
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
Be got into many journalistic rows, in which
most readers in the Freethoug_ht ranks." Plice,
1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
he got badly mauled, and retreated badly
disfigured. But he was game and kept on T.b.e Outcast. A deep, finely written
Radical story. From the London edition. By
fighting. It. was a question for a long time
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
30 cents.
whether Briggs was a candidate for go-vernor
of Texas or for a bishopric in the Methodist
church. It was conceded by everybody that
he had some kinil of a bee in his boimet. If
the Prohibition fight turned his way he would
AND THEIR
probably aspire for the governorship, but
Parallels
in
Other Religions.
now it is likely that he will hav to fall back
The object of the work 1s to point out the myths
on the bishopric. Well, Briggs started the with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
Prohibition fight in good earnest. He whooped nations;
and then trace them to their evident origin
and explain their meaning.
up the ministers and the brethren, d'enounced
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
the rum power, and set the agitation a-going. rationalist.1c study of the Christian scriptures are
He came very near overdoing it. Some of nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun,
the old Methodists revolted. They didn't
1 vol. avo. Oloth. About 600 pages.
care to be driven around by a young carpetPrice, $2.60.

WHO WANTS THEll '
Pair Diamond Eard~ops worth $400 f9r $280_; do.
f2o0 for n50; do. $120 for l80; do. ~60 f~r 145, ilo:
f40 for $2!1- 1 Diamond Ptn. worth $32Q, fur $220 .
do. uso wi· U35; do. $150 for JllO; do. ~100 for ~65;
do. $65 for $45; do. $38 tor $28 .. l Rmg or. Stu~d
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110 ~ do. ~9U fo:.:
$65; do. s6; for $45 ; do. $50 for !35, ·A ·full hue of
sm>tller Diamond Good~ same dtscounts. WILL
REFUND OABH IN FULL FOB ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TilllE DURING ONE YEAB IF NOT BATIS>'ATORY,
Best "Howal'd" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
case, worth l300 for i220; similar $200 for $150; do.
$150 for $110. Ladie•' Watch, 50 D•am~nds, wor.th
$2110 for $150; do. Diamonds and Rubies, •140 for
$100'; do. $100 for t70. A fnll line of regular styles,
eq11ally low. Weddine: Rtngs a speCialty~ Oabinet O•·gans worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for 150.
Music Box, 10 airs, !32. worth $45: do. $28; do. 8
airs, $HI worth $25. 100 Plush an~ Leather Albuma,
largest ~ize, U to $10, nearly half _pnce. 100 Plush
Toilet, Jewelry, Manicure, S~tavmg, and· Child's
s~ts, $1 to $15, ""me reductwns.
Best Triple ·
Plated Knives $3 50; Forks $3 50 per dozen. Tnple
plated '£ea-Epoous $1.~0: Table-spoons f3 40 per 6
Be8t Spectacle or Eye-Glass $1, Pebbles t2, Gold
16 and $7 (Send line of Jinest print you can read
plainly at 14 inches and I can fit you). I am an
expert in my line-your home jeweler must hav 30
to 50 per cent profit-! will serve you honestly a~d
giv you the advantage of my l·"ng expen~nce for
5 to 10 per cent.
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
Rochelle, Ill.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

L. K. Washburn's Works.
~abbath. "A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents,

Sunday and the

The False Teacbing of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Articles of thA Ohtistian <)h'!lreh are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down optmons." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer... "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crn•ade of one aga.inst the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Do You Love Jesus 1 · Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
Price, 5 cents.

Is Liberalism M:ora11 Price, 5 cents.
A. Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
The Wm·kingman's Rl'ligion. 5 cts.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Religion; or, the Religious Demand of To-day, Price, 5 cents,

The Brute God of the Old •restament.
Price, 5 cents.

We hav on ha.nd a.la.rge number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol" ows:

Lttgersoll ()"atech.ised:

The Resurrection of Jesus Not
Proved. Price, 5 cents.
The Public Schoo's and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents;

His .Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan ;•
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.
ORTHODOXY.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo cards, which we offer for sale, These mottoes are
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred,
intended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
Civil ·Rig Ttts Speech,
many houses, They are printed on heavy cardIncluding the address of Frederick Dauglas, fifty- board, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen with colored borders, with an illuminated monofor $1 ; a.ad $6 per hundred.
gram of U. M. L. The following are the various
T.be Trutii o:f Historr.
readings:
This is a comment by Oolonel Ingersoll up<!'n ........................................................
THE LIVING HAV A lUGHT TO OONTROL
the religious lies that bav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these col- :
~~-~~~: ................... :
umns, Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
.
hundred.
FBEE THOUGHT WILL GIV UB TRUTH,

Mottoes for F1eethinkers.

.

.

...................

.......................................................

BIBLE IDOLATRY.

A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred,

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and _opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Ohristiam, and it is with
that not unreasonable explctation that the vrices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28-Lalayette Pl •• New York.

.······················································
.
SUPERSTITION IB THE OHILD OF BLAVEBY,
.······················································
.
BEASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND.

.······················································
.
THE BOHOOL-HOUSE IB
OATHEDBAL.
.······················································
.,
,
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY,
.......................................................
.······················································
.
THE TllllE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
lilY

,

AND THE

PLACE

TO BE

B.APPY

IB HERE,

,

······················································.
.······················································
:
NEVEB TROUBLE TROUBLE
:

S. P .. Putnam's Works.

...................... .............................. .

The Problem· of. the Universe~ and

THE WORLD IB lilY OOUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD lilY RELIGION,

Its Scientific Solution, with some Oriti01sms of
·
Universology, Price, 20 eta.

TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU,
~

······················································

The price of each of t,he foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 eta, 22 x 15inches, prmted in colors, with an engraved
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberand dramatic power; breezy from first page to alism: Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
last with the living spirit of to-day, "-John the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies, Price, 30
sunnton's Pal)er,
cents. .Any of these will be sent postpaid, securelY
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation wrapped, on receipt of price.
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury InAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs,a New Ameri-

Promethens. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured farth, it seems to me, with extraordinarybeauty."...:DB. HENBYW. BELLOWS. $1,

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

Pains ·VinfiicataU!

-oA
thorough
and
overwhelining
reply to the New
Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and
York Observer's slanderous attacks
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
upon the Author-Hero of the .AmerAdami and Heva. A Poetic version
ican Revolution. Oontaining
version of the Indian Storr. of the Garden of
E:len, in which its superiontyto the mutilated
both the slanders and
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
their refutation.
cents.
Ji'or all of the above address
BY .ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
-oThe New York Obser'IJer (Presbyterian) ·having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine,_this pamphlet should be· circulated every·
This device is for where in vindication.
paper and envelTOGETHER WITH
opes for SGcul!i.r
Unions and others, A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Ptice 25 cents.

Our Flag Above the Cross.

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, . .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, , .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per

BIBLE MYTilS

1,~oo,

• . $1o.oo

Address

'l'he Truth Seeker.
OOPVRIGHTEO.

An;p: profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distnbutionof Liberallitera.ture.

A Fa7Yricated Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Tlwmas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine'S
dying moments attributed . to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
SEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Curtis,·
Florence, Ala., for descri.ption- of cheap land in.
the SunnY Sunth.
1y45

TRAVELS IN FAITH,
From Tradition to Reason.·
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Oloth, 1.25.
ll'or Sa.le at this omoe.
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Agents for .the Truth Seeker.

. PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 21).
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trutb
Beeker- publications always on hand at cheap rate

CALIFOBNU.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
CANADA • .

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappiso:il, Hamilton, Ont.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

COLORADO.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex a-nd his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this oftice.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe,st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
MAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-offi.ce,. Smyrna
Mills).
.MASSACHUSETTS,

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,

1\r0 •

KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

735

-y

-4..(5

cor.s7'th st.

F AOTORY &

.

WAREROOMS,

OQ Third b ~

Col. Kelso's Works.

e

0'

1'\....;)..-
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Ne-vv- York.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of aU Antf·Bibll·
eal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Au~hor-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Si:t copies for
$1.00.

TH_g CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
TM Bole Fiufms and .E~act Ratios in Its
MICHIGAN.
.Acquirement and .Appqrtionment.
The Bible Analyzed. "For SledgeA. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
hammer Logic unsurpassed." Bvo., 833pp.,
_ By J. K. INGALLS.
silk cloth, $3.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Divil!ion Bt. ;Grand Rapids. Deity Analyzed and the :Oevil's De- Price, Cloth,
. $1 00.
Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
fense.
A
thorough analysis of the
MISSOURI.
28Lafayette Place, New York.
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
Phillip Roeder, 32~ Olive st., St. Louis.
an examination in verse of the charges generally
brought
against
his
Satanic
majesty.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
. 12mo, 466pp,, f1.50.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTED

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Grea
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more sncJr
llaming arguments • • . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepa
ration."

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
show that Christians are inconsistent in denyBg L. R. SMITH.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES.

NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 Bo. 14th st., Omaha.
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Dtscusston Between

Gladstone

I.

H!txley

ltinller

IN Tuesday's elections the Democrats carLlnt~n,
Rci'tHe.
'
ried New York city, electing Fellows district-,· On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
attorney; and the state, electing Cook secre~oNTENTS:
.
tar_}'. In this city Henry George polled about; I. Dawn of CreatiOn and of Worship, BY Han,
1
W. E. Gladijtone.
.
37,000 votes, 30 000 less than last year. The 1 II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter·
·
ct'P
· L b
t
'
praters of Nature, By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
I~ ro111'b'Ihon
an
rogress1v a or vo es were III, Postscript to Solar MythP. By Prof. Ma:z:
very small.
Muller.
·
JoHN L. SULLIVAN and
Jay Gould hav landed in
England.
THIRD AVENUE in this
city is to hav a cable road
to replace the horse cars.
MR. O'BxmN, the editor of United Ireland,
has been finally placed in
jail to serve his sentence
of three months for the
crime of talking to the
Irishmen.
THE Methodist Book
Concern has bought the
property at 152 Fifth
avenue for $439,000.
Peddling superstition
seems to pay.

a Fair TI"ial.
Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
L'
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs, E. Lynn mton
.
. This is a ne'Y book and contains th~ latest discus·
swn o'n the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents,
THE TRUTH SEEKER co.,
28 Lafayette Pl,,New York.

Thir-poor"'matt ,;,. de.a.~!
Codkil/ed /,im heca-use
he~ -4.e.
was t-oo
care/esf> .' ' '!lis hal??~,_;. f'ound ,?, -1't4e ~~~~~~~~
/lol'/. Si(:ile
I
111

~

Gl,'n. XX'ICVIII. 'l

A DEPUTATION from
Great Britain who desire to secure a treaty
between that country
and this which shall pro.
vide for the amicable settlement of all disputes,
called on the president
last week.
MAYOR HEWITT has
asked the federal government to ask the Italian government to take
steps to prevent any
more people from cholera.infected d i s t ri c t s
coming to this city.

'

II:'

\
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BIBLICAL

DR. MoGLYNN thinks he will soon be ·reinstated in priestly orders. The archbishop is
not of the same opinion.
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY WHITNEY is in a
fair way -to recover his health, impaired by
too close application to his duties.

EPISODE.

Subject for Sunday-school Discussion.-Gen. xxxviii.

SEVERAL women in
Auburn, N. Y., are on
the registry as voters, having taken the oath
required by law of challenged persons,
SARAH BERNHARDT has written a play that she
calls "The Pin," She doesn't believe that any of
the critics will dare to " sit down on it."
HELEN: "Mamma, what is a casus belli?"
Mother : "My child, never speak of anything so
indelicate. It is the Latin for stomach-ache."

THE recent strike of the printers left 250
A "ToY balloon sent up from a town in Kentucky
men out of work in this city. Those who are a month ago was found the other day in a field in
Connecticut, where it had just alighted, and the
!l.t work will assess themselvs 5 per cent on farmer's wife at once decided that providence had
all their wages to support the 250 :until they sent her a new bustle.
can get situations,
A PITTBBUllGH judge has decided that selling
A OOAL-LADEN schooner ran down the soda water on Sunday is illegal. This decision is
UnitedStatessloop-of-warPortsmouth, carry. calcu}~ted to raise a side-doorissuein Pittsburgh,
·
h
·
d
·
t
ts ·Inability to procure a glass of soda water on Sunmg away er mam an mizzen opmas ' day may drive some persons to rum.
three boats, and port b~lwark. The governMR. HAYSEED (to wi,fe who is returned from
ment vessel had the nght of way, and the church): "What was the serp1on about?" Mrs.
schooner must pay damages.
Hayseed: "Suthin' about Joseph gain' daun to
THE Metrop'olitan Transit Co. is after Egypt to buy corn." Mr. Hayseed: "Did the
dominie say what corn's wu'th down there?"
Broadway on which to build an elevated
PRESIDING elder (to Dakota merchant) : "Can
railroad. Judge Donohue has granted the
you tell me where Rev. Mr. Masher livs ?" "He
application of the company for the appoint- livs two blocks up this street, but he ain't at home
ment of commissioners to ascertain and de- now." "Not at home?" "No, he's away on a vaclare what compensation should be paid the cation." "Did he take his wife?" "No, he took
mine."
city for the franchise.
·
NA·ruRAL history nofe.-The Graham boys reTHE United States troops and the Crow
port a huge swallowing. They say two king
Indians hav had a fight, to the disadvantage snakes undertook to swallow a ground rattle.
of the Indians. The cause of the fight was One commenced at his head and the other at his
the firing into the agency building, Fort tail. They swallowed until they met, and then
Custer, Montana, by seven Indians, and the swallowed each other.-Jesup (Ga.) Sentinel,
SOlliE woman-hating editor expressed the opinrefusal of the Crow tribe to surrender the
culprits. Several Indians and one soldier ion recently that women are never so successful
as men in their callings; whereupon a Pueblo
were killed in the skirmish.
paper, with true Western gallantry, came to the
THE election campaign during the past rescue of the fair sex with a bold denial of the assertion, and instanced one lady in the neighborweek has been one of slander and buncombe. 1lood whose voice could be heard a mile,
No principles whatever were involved beA. WRITER deserves the respectful sympathy of
tween the two old parties, the fight being a all gentlemen who giv out their washing, He
personal one between politicians of opposit says : "It is awful annoying to hav some other
parties, with a few_ editors taking a hand in fellow's clothes left in one's room by the washer. that they might hav officials of use to them- woman. Saturday we put on another fellow's
shirt, but couldn't wear it, Although it was rufselva,' Henry George had ideas, and the Pro- fled around the bottom, the sleeves were too
gressiv Labor party also; but ideas stand no short to button cuffs on, and there was no place
for a collar."
chance in New Y drk's political cesspool.
A coLoRED Agnostic.-Aunt Susan : "I wants
THE police searched the cells of the Chicago
yer ter talk to dis chile, Parson Baxter." Parson
Anarchists last Sunday, and report four Whangdoodle Baxter: "What's de matter wid de
bombs " of the gas-pipe variety" found in chile?" Aunt Susan: "l'se afeard he am gwinter
Lingg's cell. It is thought the police put be an acrostic. He says he don't bleeve hit tuck
them in the room and then found them in Jonah free days ter awaller de whale." Pat·son
Baxter : "l'se afeard I ain't equal ter dis emerorder to stop the public sentiment in favor gency, Aunt Susan. Dis heah am a case for Sam
of commutation of the· condemned men's Jones."
sentences. The press of Chicago and the
A GERMANTOWN patron of the line tells a fair
people are now in favor of clemency, and ono about his little boy. They hav long desired
Governor Oglesby is inundated with letters sending him to Sunday-school, but postponed the
and petitions urging him to commute the event until they thought he :was large enough to
understand the teachings there. When they
punishment to imprisonment. What effect finally sent the little shaver, the teacher asked,
these-hav had is not known as we go to press. "Winnie, do you know who _the dear savior is?"

ofl Ufhounht.

As om- religious beliefs fade away we become
civilized, and should Christianity recede as faBt
in the coming tweutv-fi ve years as it has in the
quarter-century just· past, the earth will stand a
h b' bl 1
·
fair cha!lce of becommg a a Ita e P ace.-D. ,u_

I ..

·

Bennett.

TnE fact that errat~ should_ freque~tl?' giv a
book very great value IS as curiOus as It IS tl·ue.
Pope Sextus's Bible owes its
high price to its1,600 errata.
A wealthy man, possessed
of humor, might well giv
some guineas for an "infallible" work with 1,600 mistakes, and whiclr, moreover,
contains a delicious preface
excommunicating all who
should henceforth alter the
tPxt, Of similar high value
is a little work called, "The
-Anatomy· of the Mass," in
which there are 172 pages
of rna tter and 15 pages of
errata. The pious writer, in
apologizing for this, states
that Satan in person -interested himself in balking his
devout aim.-St. James Mag.
aztne.

\ ,

A
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"No, ma'am; we've just moved to Germantown
an' we hain't got very well acquainted yet," was
the startling reply,
Hrs nerves were weak-a clergyman, sad,
Whom every sound would annoy ;
He came for rest, but it drove him madThe shrieks of the whistling buoy,
"The mountain air is better for me; ·
I must flee this dizzy whirl"He is settled now, away from the sea,
But he married a whistling girl.
THE church was all crowded by women so gay,
A-watching a pair being married;
"Who giveth this beautiful damsel away?"
The preacher exclaimed as he tarried,
By the door sat a youth interested to hear,
But looking pale, sober, and wilted;
No wonder. He'd courted that damsel a year
By the stove and, alas! had been jilted,
"Who givs her away?" Ah, his heaven was sweet
Before his fair visions were routed,
"Who givs her away?" Up he jumped on the seat,
"I can-if 1 want to," he shouted, .

GoD, though always presen t everywhere, came down
specially, we are told, in
some concentrated form on
the top of Mount Sinai, and
the existence of Mount Sinai, occupying so much
space between the horns of
the Red Sea, is still affected
as if it could testify to th·e
fact, and, without mouth or
tongue, spoke the Ten Commandments audibly
through Moses to the awes t r i c ken Israelites, He
then added three chapters
of other moral and immoral
Ia ws and six chapters on
the elaborate upholstery
and fittings and ceremonies, for a large tent, with
colored curtains, and with
candlesticks, tongs, snuffdishes, fire-pans, shovels,
etc., all fully described by
divine wisdom.-The Ten
Commanaments, b!l W. P.
Ball. [NoTE.-Let no one

too readily imagin that Mr.
Ball has shot off. a poisoned arrow when he uses
the epithet " immoral " as applied to many of the
laws and precepts announced in the three chapters referred to. The chapters still hold a place
in our Bibles, and no possible "revision "will conceal and still.wash away the offense. Some apology may be made for them as the work of ignorant
barbarians, but to attribute them to the'' judge
of all the earth" is outrageously vile,-Hvlax.J
NoTHING is surer than that by seeking the fulfilment of his own desires a man contributes largely
to the stock of general well-being, Indeed, it has
been argued, and I think successfully, that men's
largest contribution to the general good is not
through their direct efforts to this end, but
through the legitimate fulfilment of their own desires. But so, too, on the other hand, much of a
man's best happiness comes through his endeavors to make others happy, and promote the genera! welfare. That is the true life in which the
two motions-the centripetal and the centrifugalbalance and assist each other; in which, seeking
the body's good according to the body's law, the
mind's good acco~ding to the_ mind's Ia~, and the
good of the affectwns accordmg to their law, ever
-on our guard lest our own gain be others' loss,
our joy their pain, we at the same time endeavor
earnestly and prudently to help others to fulfil the
law of their being.-Cl!aawtc7c's Conauct of LfJ'e.

AFTER all, there is nothing more admirable in a
public man than the courage of his religious convictions and practices. There was an excellent
alderman from East Boston, for instance-now,
unfortunately, an alderman no more-who reVIRTUE consists in a uniform and settled affecmarked once, in the presence of some of his
fellow-members of the city governm~nt, "Every tion of mind, making those persons praiseworthy
night I get down on my knees and say my little who are possessed of her; she herself also, independent of anything else, without regard to any
prayer, and I tlon•t care a - - who sees me."
advantage, must be praiseworthy; for from her
You may notch it on de palin's,
proceed good inclinations, opinions, actions, and
You may mark it on de wall,
the whole of right reason; though virtue may be
Dat de higher up a toad frog jumps,
defined to be right reason itself,- Cicero's Tusculan
De harder will he fall,
Dtsputattons,
·
And de crow dat fly de swiftes'
INSTEAD
of
stretching
the
severity
of
justice
by
.Am de soones' in de corn,
an inference, we may rather venture to stretch
And de fly dat am de meanes'
the mercy of God, since that is the attribute
· Gets up earlies' in de morn,
whrch, of all ot1ler attributes, is the most magnifiDe brook dat am de shallo'es'
cently spoken of in the scriptures; so that we
Chatters mas' upon de way,
ought to think of it in the largest and most comAnd de folks dat am de sillies'
prehensivmanner, God is pleased often to appeal
Are de ones hab mas' ter say,
to men for the justice of his ways : and, therefore, no such doctrin [as that of eternal damnaAnd de rooster dat am younges'
tion] ought to be admitted that carries in it an
Am de one dat crow de mas•,
idea of cruelty beyond what the blackest tyrants
And de man who am de coward
hav ever invented,-Btsl!op Burnett's XXXIX• .ArAlways makes de bigges' boas•,
t'lcles,
And he am not de greates' man
LOVE'S ERRAND,
Who totes de bigges' muscle,
Swift through the ocean of silenc~ go,
Nor am she de fineR' gal
Sprite unseen I
Who war de bigges' bustle.
Dive to the echoless realms below;
You kinnot jedge de kin' ob man
Kindle the depths with a radiance keen.
By de manner ob his walkin•,
Then, like an arrowy pulse of fire,
And dey are not de smartes' folks
Throb
to the quivering stars and higher
Who are de loudes' talkin'.
Into the vault serene!
Glide through the mystical orb of sleep;
«J ORRESPOND.IBN«JE WANTED
Pause to see,
With refined and affectionate ;~:oung lady of FreeBorn of the amorous twilight deep,
thought views-within• 200 mrles of Buffalo preDreams, from their chrysalis slumber free,
ferred-by a Liberal who~e present friends are
'l'hronging the shadowy close of day
Christians.
Box 658, St. Catharines, Ont., Oan,
Wed with the loveliest, steal away,
Speeding again to me !

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

-Joltn B. Tabb,

Stee~ engravh;IgB of this cele!Jrated naturali~t, ; NoT to be born is much the best but having
•
•
12x15 mches, smtable for frammg\ sent _pos_ffi_ard ·
'
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 1seen the light, the next b(lst IS to go as soon as may
tf
I be whence one came.-Sopl!ocles (495 n.c.),
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A

LEAF FROM

Jjlofts mul g[lippings.
THE provincial cabinet of ministers at Quebec contemplate making the pope a valuable
present on the occasion of his approaching
jubilee, and will send an ecclesiastic to -Rome
with it.
A DANBURY man lost his dog. After he
had given up all hope of finding the animal it
came home wcari ng a collar marked: " Whoever finds this dog will return him to the
Rev. 1\'lr• Blank.''
TaE American Board of Missions has decided that the heathen who has never heard of
hell will go there. As he has never heard of
heaven, why shouldn't he go there occasionally, too ?-Norristown Herald.
THE New York 8un inquires: "What do
Protestant Episcopalians think of the statement, by the Rev. Dr. Norton, that the average yearly contributions to the cause of missions by converted heathens is $1.50, and the
_average contribution of Episcopalians in the
United States 7t cents?"
THE Thanksgiving proclamation of Gov.
ernor Lonnsbury, of Connecticut, is- one of
the most remarkable productions of its kind
on record. It opens as follows : "There is
now no special reason for thanj;:s more than
that which has marked the years that are
gone; but of all of heaven's gifts to men life's
common blessings are always the sweetest
and the be5t, and so, in accordance with a
custom that is hallowed by all the ties that
bind us to the past, and which reaches on to
the future in universal expectation, I hereby
appoint," etc. It seems too bad that Gov-

HISTORY.-THE

ROGER WILLIAMS

INCIDENT. _(See page 74!)

ernor Lounsbury will not accept a renomina- now joined with ease, while those previously
tion.- JVo1·ld.
easily welded remain the same by the new
"LITTLE boy," said a country minister, who process.
THis is from the Sun: Minister's wife : '' I
was on his way to church, "what do you
suppose your father would say if he should think these church dissensions are awful, my
find you here fishing on the Sabbath day?" dear, and so unnecessary." Minister~" They
"He'd ask me wot luck I was havin'," re- are not pleasant, but Deacon Jones has gone
too far. If my influence, as pastor, isn't great
plied the boy.
enough to bring about his expulsion, I shall
A HARTFORD youngster goes to church resign." Wife: "I would, indeed. What
where the concluding Amen of the parson's is your text for to-day?" Minister: " 'Whoprayer is sung by the choir. The other saver shall smite thee on thy right cheek turn
night, after he had said his pr!lyers, he proto him the other also.'"
duced a harmonica from beneath his pillow
A FEW years ago, a pious church-member
and astonished his mother by blowing a blast
where the Amen came in, remarking," That's in the western part of this state arose in an
experience meeting and gave a review of his
the way we do in church."
life. When he came to the declaration, " I
HousE OwNER: " How many children hav thank God that I owe no man anything," a
you, madam?" House hunter: "Five." quiet man in a remote corner jumped up and
House owner: " That alters the case. -I can't said : "I hav a little account against you,
let you hav the house." House hunter: brother, that you must hav forgotten."
" You are more particular and exclusi v than "Ah, Brother C.," said the speaker, unctuthe kingdom of heaven." House owner: ously, "that debt was outlawed a good while
"Possibly, madam, possibly. This house ago."-Kinghton Freeman.
fronts on Prairie avenue. Good-morning."
SPEAKING of anthems (says a writer in the
A Rl!SIDRNT of one of the Prohibition coun- Nautical Gazette) reminds me of the story of
ties of Georgia sent to Atlanta for a jug of two old British sailors who were talking over
whisky, to be delivered C. 0. D. The firm their shore experience. One had been to s
replied that the money must accompany all cathedral and had heard some very fine music,
orders for whisky from" dry" counties, as and was descanting particularly upon an andebts of that character could not be collected. them which gave him much pleasure. His
The return mail brought the money and this: shipmate listened for a while and then said.
Since man to man is so nnjnRt,
"I say, Bill, what's a hanthem ?" "What,"
'Tis hard to tell what man to trust.
replied Bill, " do you mean to say you don't
BY the improved method of welding by know what a hanthem is?" "Not me."
electricity, a broken bar of metal can be "Well, then, I'll tell yer. If I was to tellyer
easily reunited, or bars of different metals ' 'Ere Bill, giv me that 'andspike,' that
welded together, and those metals which pre- wouldn't be a hanthem ; but was I to say,
viously resisted welding most strenuously are 'Bill, Bill, Bill, giv, giv, giv me, giv me that,

Bill, giv me, giv me that hand, giv me that
hand, handspike, spike, spike. Dill, giv, giv
me that, that, band, handspike, band, handspike, spike, spike, spike, ah.men, ah-men.
Billgivmethathandspike, spike, ah-men I'
Wlly, that would be a ha.nthem."
SAM SMALL, the evangelist, spoke to a largo
audience in Cooper Union on the 13r.b, his
subject being Prohibition. Defining the object of the Prohibition party, he said: ''What
we mean to do is to marshal our forces, and
carry on the conflict until we shall put this
country where it belongs-under the protection of God, making love of God the law of
the state.''
RALPH BEAu~ro::-<T in his address on Labor
Day told the following rather good one: "In
the New Eoglaod town where I was raised
there was a man named Brll Jones. Bill was
very much of a sot, and when lle got so full
he couldn't navig!lte lle made a bed just
where he was. One night Bill laid his feverish head in the gutter. Three young wags
of the town out for a lark happened along
and determined to hav some fun. Now, one
of the~e chaps was a clerk in an undertaker's
eetablishmPnt, so Bill was taken into the
shop and placed in a pine box. He was then
carted off to the graveyard and the box
placed amid the tombs in the silent city of
the dead. The jokers secreted themselvs in
an ob;;cure but overlooking spot and awaited
developments. Just as toe gray dawn of
morning burst forth, oii went the lid of the
box and up popped Bdl. Lookin~ around at
the tombs for a moment, he straightened up
and said: ' Well, here
are on the morning
of the resurrection, and Bill Jones is the first
man on deck, by--!'"

we
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portion of the state~ent. I asked with reference to the .dog
~· Did you co_rrespond with her under the guise of friend.
The Trial of Mrs. Slenker.
story· she said she had received a gooc\ many, and went mto ship? A. No, sir.
'th
EXAMINATION OF BARCLAY CONTINUED.
a des~ri tion of one she had received previously, and the
Q. As an enemy? A. Not as a~ enemy e1 er.
0
A. second paper from the letter was handed witnebs, reply wif:ch she had sent to the inquiries by that lady, giving
Q.
the
pose 0 n ID:g ou W. a s e wa
f
d that t?
and read by him. This was headed by a preposition her reasons why she had made that reply.
Q. When and where was that Jetter mailed? A. At SnowQ. What d1d y~u mte!!d to do after you oun .
ou
followed by various extracts with references relatville Pulaski Co.. postmarked March 15. I received the A. Arrest her, which I did.
d
d- . th .
, ing to it.
'
1s' h
Q How did she come to sen the story name m e In.
.
dict~ent?. A. Because I asked her for it; not for that
The third paper defended the nomenclature used letter about the t •
Q.
You
are
a
post-office
msp~ctor?
A.
Yes,
_rr·B
.
special
one but asked for some of the leaflets which I had
in the correspondence, and traced its derivation. · . Q. J?o you know the SnowVIlle postmark?
· Y seemg known abo~t for a long time.
.
After the reading of two other disconnected It. It Is. the same-shaped stamp used by all post-offices pretty
Q. When you received her communication from the postleaflets, the district attorney proposed to read no much.
··
· ·
office did you know what it contained? A. No, sir.
~· Were th~e o~her papers read _before the commissione~
Q. Did ou know what you had written for? A. I knew
more.
those m eVIdence? A. I thmk there were other pa 1 had writlen for some leaflets ·which I had every reason to
MR. Cru.liiBERLAIN: We hav endeavored from the besides
pers. . When we were at her house she ~ave us the papers. believe she had sent throu h the mail.
outset to keep this matter out. It is now in, contrary She said she had so'?e, and was as~ed If she would .not giv
Q And you received it ~ith the idea of what it contained?
them
to us. She said: "Well, I w11l burn them up m your A
to our desire. We hav not invoked this. We do not
presence." I spoke up and said_: "Tha~ would be ratht:r an
·Q ~: 1yr~u familiar with the statute relating to this sub.
think it is fair to shut out part of the matter.
admission of guilt on your part, If you Wish to destroy em; . ·?· A F .
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY: I hav not myself read b t 'f
there is nothing wrong about these mat- Ject
· air1Y so.
.
u I • as you say,
.
d
· t t
Q Does not the statute say that he who receives It knowthese writings; I do not care to read them. It is tars,
and all was done from pure motivs an pure_hin en ,byl_ouh ingly. is as bad as he who sends it? A. No sir· l do not
. .
•
•
dreary, monotonous, and repetition of vulgarity. should not attempt to conceal, but you should rat er pu IS
b
them " She says read It so.
But if thestJ gentlemen insist upon its going before them to the world t h an t o h'd
I e or urn
·
'
Q A
d tectiv? A. I do very little detectiv work.
. re you a e
t om an ? A No com an
the jury, I hav; no objection so far as I am concerned. "All right; I will giv them to you;" and she went and produced
a
lot
of
other
papers,
and
gave
us
bq~ite
at~ot
of
the'?·
~r~~
~~~~~ttoc:n~~c~ed
~it~ the Court Delfecli~ Sys.
THE CouRT: You are responsible for the conduct 1 do not know what papers were read e ore e comm1s· A N
.
t
1
of your case. If you choose to stop your case, you sioner, but I presu.me some of those were read before him. tflQ? Did yo~ ~~~ \hi:~sn~
·detectiv or as a United States
can do so, upon such papers as you please.
There was no speCial mark upon them.
ffi · ? A A
United States officer.
0
Q. Yon manifested a desire to get the papers? A. That
·Q.e~f yo~ did ~ot suppose Mrs. Slenker was a lady, would
Another paper was read, being a long extract ?ut
·
you hav written to her? A. Yes, I would.
.
from a periodical, the matter on the back also berng was what I was after, and I got them.
Q .. When did this occur? before she knew she was under
Q. Did you recognize her as a lady? A. I did no~, until!
read.
arrest, or after? A. It was before. We told her when .we had some intercourse with her; and I found that she IS a lady
The district attorney rested upon the six papers first went in. !:t:r. McAfee was the spokesm!ln· He said: in cert!lin·ways, but not in this way. I say she is a. kind,
ead.
•• This is .Mrs. Slenker. I am a post-office mspector, and good considerate neighbor, very kind and generous m her
MR. HEERMANS: To stop at this point seems likely came here to look after this matter of charges brought disp~sition, and well spoken of in the community; that on
. .
to result in injustice. As the matter is started, the ·against you of sending obscene matter sent through the this point I beg leave to differ from her.Q. You received a private letter from Mrs. Slenker, did
mails." She said the matter had been fr~quently brought up
jury ought to hav all of it. If the prosecution will before
and investigated, and another mspector had been you not? A. Yes.
not read them, we shall hav to read them on cross- there; I do not know whether it was more than one, but she
Q. Was the postage paid? A. Yes, sir.
examination. The first two or three pieces were of knew a government officer was there.
.
Q Was it sealed? A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. At that ti~e there had been no exhibition of ,the warQ: Was there anything on the e~velope to indicate the
course shocking to people who never before heard
- .
character of its contents? A. No, sir.
. .
. anything of that kind;_ but when they hav heard all rant? A. No, Sir.
Q. Did she know that these three parties were all officers?_
Q. If anybody other than yourself, had seen It m the poetof them, they will find that it is a ve~y different case. A. No, sir. She said ve9' s~on afterwar~ that she expected office, even the postmaster, would his suspicions hav been
We hoped that after the prosecutwn began, they it, and had been expectmg It a good while, and was rea?y awakened as to the contraband character of the letter? A.
would go on, and not force us to put the matter be- to meet it. She treated us very kindly and courteously In- No sir.
deed, and I think she rna~ say the same of us. She was
Q. So far as the letter itself was concerned th~t you
fore the public.
.
and courteous and polite.
received it was directly within the law? A. Yes, Sir; the
The district attorney declined to read further pa- kind
Q. Why was it necessary for three of you to go there outside ~f it was.
pers, and proceeded with the direct examination of together? A. I don't. know; because Mr. McAfee had one
Q. Then Mrs. Slenker has only been betrayed by a United.
Mr. Barclay.
set of papers upon which he wanted to base charges, and I States officer by writing to her and inviting her to corrupt
the mail? A. Yes sir according to law.
Q. Do you know who mailed that envelope? A. She ac- had another, and the marshal was the law officer_.
Q. Would it not hav answered every purpose If the marQ. If you had n~t w'ritten to Mrs. Slenker and invited this
knowledged in my presence that she had mailed it. (Obthing-- A. I never would hav received it.
jected to as in the nature of a confession arid inadmissible.) shal had gone there without YoU? A. No, sir. .
Q. Would it not hav answered every purpose If you and
Q. "Did she know th~~;t you were a United States officer?
Q. (by the court). Was it after she was under arrest, or
the marshal had go':le there without Mr. McAfee? A. Not A. No, sir; I never would hav got it if she had.
before? A. Before she was under arrest.
.
Q. Why did you not disclose your purpose? A. Because
Q. (by the court). Did you hold out any promisor induce- every purpose; no sir.
Q. What purpose would no~i hav been answered by such I would not hav got what I was ~fter.
. .
ment to her to make the statement? A. No, sir.
an arrangement as that? A. Simply because I had Qne batcn
Q. Your ambition was to feed Itself upon a viCtim? A. I
The testimony was admitted under exception.
of papers, and she had anothe~.
.
had been fully convmced b~fore that she ~ad sent such matQ. Had you had any correspondence with her before you
Q. Was not one batch suffiCient? A. No, sir; we wanted ter through the mail that 1t was emanatmg from her and
received this letter ? A. Yes, sir.
two ind!ctments, we wanted whatever indictments would passing through the 'mail, and I then took these means to
Q. Was this received in reply to any letter you wrote to come of It.
.
.
find out the absolute fact.
her? A. Yes, sir.
C. How long had you been in correspondence with Mrs.
Q. Then you were fully convinced upon a rumor? A.
Q. State what she said about mailing this letter. State the Slenker? A. Over a year; I do not know how long exactly. And upon what we had in the post-office department.
circumstances. A. This case had been in my hands a numQ, During all this corr~sp?ndence of a year, Y_OU only got
Q. You cannot refer to those documents. (B-y t.he court)
ber of months for investigation. After I had concluded my matter surlicient for one IndiCtment? A. That IS all; only The witness can state the reason why he pursued thiS course.
examination, as far as l could go without visiting her, Mr. got that kind of matter once from her.
.
A. That was my reason from knowledge obtained in the deMcAfee, post-office inspector, and Mr. Jordan, Unitejl States
Q. Is this your first experience under the statute? A. No partment which had never been made public.
..
marshal, and myself, visited the house together; and Mr. sir; I hav had others,, but not so extended a case, not so
Q. You were authorized to write to her? A. Not only
McAfee, being more familiar with this business than I, was important a case as this; I hav had numbers under the same authorized to write to her but directed to.
made the spokesman of the occasion. My name was not statute, one in Richmond last week.
.
Q. Where is the letter?' A. I hav no letters fr~m the degiven. We began to talk to her about these papers.
Q. Hav you ever mad~ use of false names m your corre- partment; I was ordered by the department to do It-by my
Q. (by the court). The same papers you read? A. Yes, spci~;tdence? A .. Never, sir, .
.
.
superiors.
.
sir. These papers were produced after other conversation
Q. Were you m commurucat10n with M~. McAfee. with reQ. To write to Mrs. Slenker for thi.s story? A. For anyhad occurred. She was asked the question whether she had gard to this matter throughout all the time of this corre- thing she had of that kind.
had any correspondence with a man by the name of Barclay. spondence? A. No, sir:
.
. .
.
.
Q. Then a warrant was issued to the marshal for her
She said she had frequently corresponded with him, had
Q. How long had ;vou been m. commumcat10n w1t~ him? arrest? A. Yes, sir.
.
.
received letters from him, and had written lt.tters .to nim. A. Several months; It had been m the h!lnds of our mspecQ. What was the necessity of your and McAfee's gomg
She was asked if she had ever mailed anything of this char. tors, I think four of them, and was put mto my hand soon with Marshal Jordan? A. Because we wanted to get all we
acter to him, and she said she thought not. Finally, this after I was appointed.
.
. .
could.
envelope W!IS produced. She was as4ed if she recognized
Q. By you~ superior. officer? A. Yes, ~~~;,the chwf IDQ. Did the warrant authorize it? A. No.
that, as having sent that. She said she did; that she recog- spector, the mspector m charge ?f our !ii':Ision.. I set to
Q. What did the warrant authorize? A. Only the arrest.
nized it as her writing, and that she had sent it to me. She work on the case and was workmg on. It IU ~y <.r~n way
Q. When you got there, you concealed your name? A.
claimed that she did not know what was in it. Afterward when I learned that Mr. AcAfee was commg to VIrgmia from She did not ask it.
.
the inner envelope was produced, and she was asked if tllat St. ~ouis on thi~ ca~e, and I im~ediatly notified him_ to hav
Q. A conversation ensued between. you, and she yielded
was her writing. She said that it was, and that she had nothing to do Wit_h that case until he saw me, and cm~ld tell very readily, frightened, seeing the United States government
caused that to be mailed. She said she knew it had inclos- him more about It than he knew. He went to Washmgton officers there? A. I do not think she was frightened at all.
ures, but did not know what they were. She sent out so then, and there he was ordered to go and visit the atto~ney at
Q. You asked her if she had some other papers, and she
many, she 'did not know what she sent to eac]f individual; Woodstock; they telegraphed me-l was then at L1~er~y, offered to burn them up. "Oh 1 no," you said," don't burn
and each correspondent had a private mark which was put Virginia- to meet Mr. McAfee at Wood~tock and the d1stnct them up, but giv them to me;" did. you not say t~at as a
upon the articles that had been sent, so as not to send them attorney. I went to Woodstock and laid the matter before persuasiv reason to induce her to g1v them to you m order
the same articles a second time. Some of the contents were both of them.
that you might possess yourself of the papers? A. No,
produced, and she 1 ecognized them as some of hers, but did
Q. What time was this? A. I think nearly a year ago; sir. I proposed not to violate my oath.
not think she had sent anything she considered illegal.
eight or ten months. ago-apout last Januar~. I met these
Q. Did you not make that remark in a persuasiv way for
Q·. Did you ever read in her presence any of this literature? two gentlemen and they said I was condl!ctmg the case all the purpose of getting possession of the paper~? What
A. That was before the commissioner. The "Girl and the right, to go ahead and when ready for actiOn to telegraph to right had you to demand those papers? A. I did not deDog,. was read, and she acknowledged that she had mailed Mr. McAfee and he would meet me, which was do~e and we mand them.
it to me. There were quite a number of papers read at that met at Lynchburg, and came from t~ere to Snowville.
.
Q: Suppose her house had been filled with obscene papers,
time.
Q. What do you mean by conductmg the case? A. I was was it any of your business as a government officer? A.
Q. The one defining the meaning of different terms? in correspondence with Mrs. Slenker.
Yes sir
A. Yes, sir; that was read.
.
Q. End~avoring to get from her such matters as these?
Q: H~w? A. She acknowledged she kept them there for
Q. Was this paper read there ? (the one headed with a A. Yes, sir.
.
the purpose of sending them out..
preposition.) A. I think it was.
Q. (by Mr. Ronald1) Where do you reside? A. My headQ If I hav obscene literature m. my house-I hav a cop_y
Q. That was among the papers she stated she had sent? quarters are at Washmgton.
of i:lhakspere there-if you were m my house and saw It
A. Yes, sir. And the first part of this one was read and
Q. I undersand you to say you hav had some correspond- there- A. I should Jet it stay there.
handed to the commissioner. The commissioner was there, ence with Mrs. Blenker?_ A. Yes, sir.
Q. Would you be acting in accordance with your duty?
and Judge Allen (the district attorney) was there.
Q. For how long previOus to her arrest? A. ·More than a A. Fully.
.
.
.
Q. What did she state about sending them? A. She said
Q Is it not obscene? A. Shakspere IS not on tnal.
she had mailed all these to me. She made quite a lengthy year.
Q. Was that correspondence confidential between you and
Q: Had you any right to take the papers out of her house?
statement before the commissioner, justifying the sendirig of Mrs. Slenker? A. Not more so than others.
A. None in the world.
these matters. She was asked specially about the dog
Q. What was the nature of the correspondence? A. I
Q Then how dared you take those papers from Mrs.
stories, if she 'bad many of them. She said, yes, she had was ordering from her books and papers and everything of Slenker? A. Because she gave them to me.
received a good many.
that kind she had to dispose of.
Q Did you scatter these papers or read them to anybody?
Q. What did she say as to her view in sending them out?
Q. Did you know the character of those books at the A. Nobody.
·
A. i:lhe stated that she was working for the benefit of human? A.· I did.
.
.
.
Q. Then your reason for writing to this old lady wa_s f~r
ity; that in order to go thmoughly into any matter she must time
Q. While correspondmg With her, d1d you express your the purpose of betraying her? A. For the purpose of vmdihear both sides of it, and that she had taken these means of sympathy with her in her enterprise? A. No, sir.
eating the Jaw.
getting the information she wanted, to get information from
Q. Why did you order those books? A. Be.:Jause I wanted
Q Was it not your intention, when you wrote that letter
all quarters; that she was getting up experiences of different to know what kind of literature she dealt in..
sending for obscene matter,_ that she should send obscene
kinds-all kinds of sexual experiences-for the purpose of
Q. Was that the only purpose? A. No, su; I wanted to matter to you for which you mtended to hav her prosecuted?
forwarding them to the author of "Diana," and getting up see what obscene matter she dealt in.
A. Yes, sir.
. .
information to be used by him in writing ''Diana" and such
Q. Had you ever been able to find out that Mrs. Slenker
Q Then you played the Judas to win your viCtim? A. I
other works ; that she considered that she was doing a pure had been sending obscene matter through the mail to your did ~ot.
and good work; that she considered that none of these own knowledge? A. No, sir; if I had l would not hav cor.
":words of four letters," as she calls them, were vulgar; responded with her.
Robert W. McAfee sworn and exammed by the
that they we1 e plain Anglo-Saxon, and that they were not
Q. Did you correspond wit!I Mrs. Blenker for the purpose district attorney.
vulgar except to those who made them so. The conversation of betraying her? A. I corresponded with her for the purcovered an hour, I suppose, and that was the substance of a pose of vindicating the law.
Q. What is your business? - A. I am a post-office inspector
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and general agent of the Western division of the Society for
the Suppression of Vice.
Q. Stat9 whether you know Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker? A.
I hav seen-the lady. This is Mrs. Blenker.
Q. 8tate whether this is a letter received from her? A.
This is a communication I received from my drawer in St.
Louis. The address is R. M. William, Drawer D, 6, l::!t.
Louis, Mo.

All obj actions to the former testimony were considered as.applicable to the testimony of this witness.
A. (continued) Inside the outer envelope is one marked
"private," and to "return to Elmina, "indorsed i!l purple ink.
Q. Read some of the papers that you identify as papers
that you received in that inclosure? (Witness read one of
the papers marked No. 1.)
Q. Did you get that envelope, and if ·so, how, and under
what circumstances? A. I got it from the post-office at St.
Louis, out of my box drawer D 6.
.'Q. How did you happen to get it ? A. I ~ad ans_w':red a
public notiee under that address, and received this m response. It was in answer or response to a letter to Mrs.
Slenker.
Q. Did you ever hav any conversation with Mrs. Blenker
in regard to that letter or the inclosure in that envelope ?
A. I did not.
~
Q. Were you present at·any conversation between her and
Mr. Barclay with regard to that inclosure? A. I was present at a conversation between Mrs. Blenker and Mr. Barclay
in which the letter sent to Mr. Barclay was .presented to her;
but thif! was not.
Q. What occurred when that letter was presented·? A.
We went to Snowville to interview Mrs. Blenker, and on
going in I told her my name and that I was post-office
inspector, and had been sent there to investig_ate a numb.er
of complaints with regard to her use of th~ mails for t~e diSsemination of indecent literature ; and srud I would hke to
hav her make a statement to me, if she desired, concerning
her dealings in this matter ; and we had a conversation, I
suppose lasting nearly an hour, in which I presented the
letter· ~fter asking her if she corregponded with Mr. Bar·clay 'I presented the envelope and the contents, and she
spoke of having sent them .. But she said, " I don't know·
what I put in there; I send so many letters and send to so
many people, I don't know what I send; and I ask each to
put a private mark upon them so that I shall not send them
a second time." I called her attention to the private marks
upon some of the papers in that enveloiJe. She admitted the
mailing of that particular letter to Mr. Barclay.
Q. Were you present in Lynchburg when she was examined
before the commissioner? A. I was, sir.
Q. Did you hear her statement there ? A. Yes, sir. It
was a very long statement. I do not think I could repeat all
of it. She stated practically what she had the day befor!l.
She said she was ga\hering these !acts for a gentiema!l m
New York who had written a certrun book, or had received
them from him and was circulating them back and forward
to get additional experiences for his use.
Q. Did she tell who the gentleman was? A. She refused
to tell who he was. She said he was tl).e author of a book,
but she had promised not to giv his name or address to
anybody, and would not do it without his consent.
.
Q. Did she tell you the name of the book? A. Yes, Sir.
It was a book called ''Diana." She stated about the correspodence she had received from other people
·
Q. You heard her state there about mailing these? A. Yes.
She stated that she had mailed them to Mr. Barclay, and a
great many others, and a great many oth.ers were concerned
in similar matters.
In our conversatwn at the house I
asked her if she had any of this matter in her possession, and
she said she had· and she went and got some and gave them
to each of us wh~ were present, and said it was the first time
she had given it to anybody to read in her presence, and she
felt a little embarrassed in doing so. I suggested that there
were complaints about mailing them, and she said she would
hav to quit it and would burn what she had, and Inspector
Barclay said "Better not burn it, but let all the explanations
go together·'; to make whatever explanations about the matter she saw' fit before the commissioner. She consented to
do that, and turned over to me a package of papers.
Q. Why· did y-:~u write to her? A. In response to a public notice in the paper referred to me by the post-office
official E. S. Tooley, assistant postmaster at Louisville, Ky.

Cro'ss-examined by Mr. Chamberlain.
Q. How long ha v you been post-office inspector? A. About
five years.
Q. How long hav you been agent for the Society for the
Suppression of Vice ? A. This is my tenth year.
Q. Where do you liv? A. My residence is Oollinsville-,
lll.; my office is in St. Louis, Mo. .
. ·.
Q. How long hav you resided ID Collmsville,, Ill. ? A.
Ten or eleven years.
Q. _Where did you reside previous to that ? . A. I was at
school a year before that, and just before that m St. Joseph,
Mo. and just later in St. Louis. I was in St. Joseph traveling from there, and in the city probably nine months after
leaving school.
Q. How old are you? A. I am 39.
Q. At what age did you leave school? A. I graduated in
1872:
Q. What business were you in previous to engaging as
post-office inspector? A. I was agent for the Society for the
Suppression of Vice, and several years post-office inspector.
Q. Hav you ever engaged in any other business or occupation? A. I was in the newspaper business prior to that.
I was correspondent and editor for awhile of the St. Joseph

Gazette.
Q. What salary do you receive as agent of the society?
A. I receive a salary, a very good salary, and ~y expenses.
Q. Do you dt!Cline to state what the salary IS ? A. I do,
unless the court desires to know what it is.
Q. How do you receive your expenses? A. From the
society.
Q. Do you also receive mileage from the United States
Government as a post-office inspector ? A. I receive mileage
as a witness. I do not receive it; I collect it, and it is turned
in to the treasury of the society; I hav no; profit in it whatever, or benefit from it.
Q. Do you receive any emolument other than from your
soc1ety? A. Not the slightest.
Q. Are you in the habit of using fictitious names in the
communications that you send out? A. I frequently use
addresses in the prosecution and investigation of cases.
Having been in the service as long as I hav, I may be somewhat known, and for that reason I do not use my own name
in the investigation of post-office cases, but I never use it except in connection with a post-office box, where I make provision to receive my correspondence.
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Q. Did you write that letter? [Shown witness.] A. I
Q. What salary do you get ? A. I get $2,400 a year and
did, sir.
my actual necessary expenses.
Q. Is that the letter of which you hav spoken ? A. This is
Q. Is that dependent upon the number of convictions you
the letter of which I spoke. I wrote what is on this side. secure? A. Not at all.
[The letter read in evidence and marked "A."]
Q.. What do you !J;et as gover!lment PC!st-office inspector ?
Q. Hav you been in the habit of using the name William A. Nothing whatever; the soCiety furmshes the post-office
before? A. I do not know that I hav; possibly I may hav. department with my service.s.
Q. What position does Mr. Comstock hold in relation to
Q. Do you keep a record of proceedings in courts in your
cases? A. No, sir; I do not.
.
this society? A. Mr. Comstock has no connection with our
Q. Do you furnish them to attorneys for the prosecution society whatever.
.
· Q. Hav you corresponded with Mr. Comstock? A. I hav.
of cases ? A. Sometimes.
Q. Is it not usual for you to do so ? A. When requested
Q. How much? A. In the investigation of this matter, I
to do so, I do.
-found a letter from Mr. Comstock, in which there had been
Q. You may havused a name otherwise than in connection an application to him to investigate it a year and a half bewith that box? A.. Certainly.
fore, and he asked to be excused as he was so busy.
Q. I call your attention to a case in the "Nineteenth FedPlaintiff rested.
eral Reporter," where the name R. M. William is mentioned.
Dr. Martin, called on behalf of defendant, testified
A. I think it very probable I used that name, as it is my fi~st
name, and I may ha v used it a number of times.
that he had liv!3d in Snowville eleven years; that he
Q. Do you ever use the name of Nettie G. Harlan? A. was practising medicin; that he had known Mrs.
Yes, sir, I think I hav .
Slenker ever since living there; that she had always
Q. You hav very good cause to remember that name?
A. Nothing special. I do not remember in what case I used been looked upon as a very virtuous woman of high
standing, a good moral woman and a good citizen;
it now.
Q. Hav you forgotten the case of the United States against that until her arrest he had heard nothing said against
Whittier? A. No, sir; I hav not forgotten the case.
her reputation as a lady.
Q. Do you not remember th~tt in that case the court adminOn cross-examination tho witness stated that he
istered to you a rebuke for the use of such names? A. I do
not. If you mean by a rebuke that the court decided that had known nothing about these publications.
the answer in that case was not in violation of the statute, I
Mr. Smith testified that he had lived in Snowville
remember that.
twenty-two years and owned property there, that he
Q. Can you remember what the turning-point in that deci- was a general merchant; that he had known Mrs.
sion was ? A. As I understand it, because the defendant did
not bring himself within the meaning of the statute in re- Slenker for twelve or fifteen years; that he never
knew anything against her character as a lady; that
sponding to that letter.
Q. Did you not write a decoy letter in that case? A. I he always considered her a very kind, hospitable
wrote a test letter in that case. You may call it a decoy if woman, chaste and virtuous; that she visited in the
you like; I make a distinction. A decoy, I understand, is to
offer an inducement to some one to do something which he community with the other families.
On cross-examination he stated that he had never
is not in the habit of doing or intending to do. A test is to
furnish an opportunity, or to ascertain what a party is send- .heard of -these publications before.
ing; by mail, as in this case,
Rev. D. Bullard testified that he had lived in SnowQ. Do you remember that in that case the letter was not ville ever since it was a village forty years ago ; that
mailed as post-marked, but was mailed in St. Louis, Mo.?
A. I remember that there was an agreed statement of facts he was a minister of the gospel; that he had known
presented to the court. I do not remember that being a fact Mrs. Slenkev ever since she came ·to the place some
in the case.
fifteen years ago; that her standing and reputation
Q. Do you mean to say that the agreed statement was not was that of a virtuous, chaste, good, and kind woman
true ? A. I mean to say it may be very incomplete.
Q. Is not that sub!ltantially true as stated? A. Substan- up to the time of the indictment; that he thought
that her husband had as little cause to distrust the
tially. It was n:ot an exact statement of the facts.
Q. In what respect does it fail to be exact ? A. It omitted fidelity of his wife as any man in the place; that
to state that the test letter did not go from Butler, Ga., to St. he had known her to be benevolent and truthful.
Louis but.was furnished by the post-office inspectors at St.
On cross-examination the witness stated that he
Louis; and p_assed into the mail at St. Louis, instead of comingdirect from Geor,gia. That wbuld be the fact in the case; had known nothing about the publications u~til the
in other words, the mspection office is supplied with envel- indictment. When she first came to the neighboropes which bear the post-mark at times without the date, and hood there was a rumor that she was a freelover,
the date is supplied by the post-office inspector.
and he written to her upon the subject, an.d she posQ. That is the usual practice is it? A. Not very usual.
ith·ly denied its being so.
No, .sir; it was done in that case.
Mr. Winston testified that he had lived in SnowQ. As an inspector of the department, is it your duty to
know the law? A. As far as I may be able. That was ville twenty-eight years, and had known Mrs. Slenker
done prior to my being post-office inspector.
since she first came there ; that he had never heard
· Q. Do you remember the court ani!fiadverting upon a letter written to a person that had no existence ? A. I remem- . anything in the world alleged against her as a lady
ber something of that kind. I hav been instructed by other until the time of this indictment; that everybody
courts that it was my duty to do so.
was sociable with her; she was always recognized,
Q. This letter you found in your drawer; how did you and moved in the best .circles in the place.
dispose of it? A. I took it to my office and opened it. I
On cross· examination the witness stated that he
kept it in my possession for the time being and reported the
had never heard of these publications until the arrest.
matter to the chief inspector at Washington.
Mr. Jordan, the marshal, testified :
Q. Did you show it to the chief inspector at Washington?
A. Yes, sir; after he called me East to see about the matter.
When we went in there Mr. McAfee told her that he was a
Q. Do you not know that the taking of such a letter from post-office inspector, and was there to investigate this case,
the office for the purpose -of showing it to the chief inspector It was discussed with Mrs. Slenker freely ; and she got out
at Washington, or any other person, is a vjolation of the law? these papers. I did not ask her for them. She handed me
A. I do not regard it as a violation of the law ; all my legal several and some to Mr. Barclay and some to Mr. McAfee.
teaching has bt!en in direct opposition to that.
She suggested burning some of. the papers, and Mr. Barclay
Q. D1cl you ever read this law? A. I hav.
suggested that it ~ight be said on the trial that she was tryQ. How many times? A. A thousand times, possibly.
ing to conceal something. I suppose she had half !1 bushel of
Q. You never discovered that such a course of conduct is th'm there. 8he had them in a cupboard, and behmd the curin violation of the law? A. No, sir; and I do not think any tain, and got them down herself and handed them to us; and
other man.can. The law says, for the purpose of distribu- after talking an hour or so Mr. McAfee told me he was
tion or aiding in the distribution.
through. I told her I had a warrant for her arrest, and I
Q. (by Mr. Ronald). Who was Miss Nettie G. Harlan? A. would haN to take her with me, and in order to reach the
I did not say there was such a person.
train I told her I should hav to go in half an hour.
Q., You signed her name? A. I do not know that is a
Cross-examination by Mr. Ronald.
n~me signed.
Q. Where was Miss Nettie Harlan living at that time? A.
She handed me the papers of her own will and accord ; 1
I do not understand that there was such a person.
took and read a great many of them and a great many of
Q. Where were you when you wrote that letter? A. In them I did not read.
St. Louis.
Q. After she gave up the papers you told her you had a
Q. Is that in accordance with the purpose of the Society warrant for her arrest. A. Yes, sir. I remember Mr. Mcfor the Suppression of Vice? A. The principle of the Soci- Afee asked her if she recognized that paper and enveloJ?e
ety is for me to investigate the case the best I know how.
and she said she did · she could not tell what papers were m
Q. Hav you been termed a detectiv? A. Sometimes the them, but she recognized them by her own private mark
lawyers for the defense jump on me for a detectiv. I hav to upon them.
do some detectiv work once in a while,
Q. After the p<:tpers had been presented to you by Mrs.
Q. Why did you address her as Mr. William ? A. I asked Slenker, you told her you had a warrant for her arrest?
her to send it to me as R. M. William, Drawer D 6.
A. I did, sir.
Q. When you wrote to Mrs. Blenker as you did, you
No cross-examination. Adjourned until W ednes•
thought it was for the good of the great cause, were you
day.
writing the truth or a falsehood? A. Writing the truth.
Q. What great cause? A. The great cause of public
NovEMBER 2D.
morals-the suppression of vice.
Mr.
Chamberlain
read in evidence the letter from
Q. Was it not your purpose in writin15 this letter about the
great cause to win the confidence of this woman and get her Mr. McAfee, under the name of R. M. William, to
to send you under an assumed name, to the end that you Mrs. Slenker. Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, defendant,
might thereafter go and report her to the grand jury? A. I was called to the stand. The district attorney prowill hav to make an explanation. Yes, sir; with this excep- posed to propound the preliminary questions that
tion-there had been a number of stories marked, ''Return
to Elmina," passed through my hands as post-office inspector had been asked of Mr. Barclay with regard to her
in the West, and I wag at a loss to know where they came religious belief.
from until receiving this paper spoken of, with this public
THE CoURT: It is unnecessary to propound those
notice in reference to it, and I wrote that letter for the pur- questions.
pose of ascertaining if this was the fountainhead of this
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY: Very well.
stuff, not expecting to appear as a witness in this case, as it
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker affirmed and examined by
was out of my territory.
Q. Then you were honest, and conscientious, and actuated Mr. Chamberlain :
by a laudable desire to accomplish good? A. Most deQ. Hav you ever consulted with anyone or been advised
cidedly.
as to the legality of send ng such letters as these through the
Q. 'rhen why did you not sign Mr. McAfee's name to the mail? (Objected to as incompetent.) ·
letter? A. Because she might hav heard of my name.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN : It goes directly to the intent;
Q. Why did you not write to Mrs. Blenker and admonish
her of her course, that she might desist ? A. I would hav that there was no intent to violate the law.
been afraid that the postmaster-general would revoke my
THE CouRT: The intention is presumed, in a prosecommission.
·
Q. Then for a mercenary object you played the part? A. cution, from the criminal act itself.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN : If a law ha~ been violated, inNo, sir; not by any means.
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write a letter, and take a piece of paper and paste it in,

her. The world would be ·a great deal purer and bettention is presumed; it is prima facie Hidence, and ~ave
ter. There would be no houses of prostitution; there would it forms part of the letter. I bad not time to paste these in,
a presumption which it is our privilege to rebut. be no prostitutes. There would never be an unwelcome and so I put them in separately. They are 'all parts of
(Objection overruled.) ·
cliild · every child would be wanted, and purposely created. private letters, everyone of them.
A. Yes, sir; I bav a~kcrl Eevcral persons. I was never
sure whether it was safe 0r not to semi them. It was right
and }Jroper; and they told me they suppmed one part was
material to the other, if there was any obj~ction to one part
going by itself. It would be like the phltes in a work op.
obstetric~, which would not be unrlerstood if sent alone, but
if ft'nt with the context that explains it.
Q Was anything said as to we hkdibood of a successful
prosecution? A. lt bas been tall,ed over. I bav been told
that I might be prosecu·etl.
· Q. Had you been adv:srd that your conrluct was illegal?
A. 1 never hav bel'n as~;ured that it was illt>gal by an)one
that was competent, I suppo~e, to judge, before the arrest.
I snppo~et! it was legal, or I would not hav done it.
Q. Did you ~;uppo~oe that. one of tla·se papers would explain
anmlwr, and show its legality? A. Certainly.
Q. Plea~e state in your own lunguuge, what occurred at
the time that Baiclay, McAfee, ant! Jordan Cll.me to your
bouse to malw the arreM. A I was sitting lind writing; I
never suw them until they wHeat the door. As they <"ntered
the door, the thought struck me what they might hav come
for; not to arrest me, but to see what I had been doing. I
had no idt a of being a1r~sted that day I supposed they bad
come to infJuire into the mattH. I welc0rued them to the
room, and treatnl them as I would any other visitors. They
soon commeJ,ct•d talking; and I was told that one of th~m
was a poRt-t,ft1ce inspt•ctur. 1 h~y commPnced by asking me
why I had been circulatiPg the!'e documents, and writing on
the mbjtct on which 1 l•ad been writing. I endeavored to
t€11 them, as nearly as I rould, lhe doctrius I wa~ endeavoring to disseminate. I tvlt! them I did not suppose I bad ever
muiled anything but what could be lawfully mailed. We
talked a long time. I read to them some articles I had
writtl:'n.
Q. Did you read to them any of your articles on "Sexual
Intt'mperance ?" A. I do not know ·f'xac>ly wbttber I did
or not. I explaii,ed my idl'as on that ~ubject, and showed
them plainly that my work '7as intended as a real reform;
th.at although I had circulated articles that looked objectionable to thobe not a< custom<"d to tllem, the ideas themselvs
were pure and clean; that words in themst:lvs are always
clean; and 1 explain~d my ideas as far a!! I could. They
wanted to St'e bflme moJe of the papt•rs, and aslted me for
them. I a·~lted if I might not burn tbl:'m up before their eyes,
as they Faid I ought not to bav tht·m in my possession. They
told· me No; it" ould be bettH, if I came to trial, that they
should !Juv the dccuments. They assured me it would be
better for my case to gi\ e them the papers, it I was brought
to trial.
Q. Was that the first thing that was said of a trial? A.
As nearly as l ncoll~ct. Thl:'n I commencnl gathering up
the paper~, one aftrr auothcr, iudiwriminately. They read
some of thlm, and I rf'ad some of them. I gave mo~t of
them, I think, to 1\lr. Jlil'Afel'. l do not ncullect particularly. My position on the >uhjl:'ct of >cxual intempt·rance
bas been _grow in!! ever since 1 "as a child, almost. I was
brought up a Quaker. Jvly futber was a Qualter preacher,
and my mother a >chool-teucht·r; both of tllf'm were teachers, and 1 buv trit•d to be a ll·aclu"r all my life. I taught.
school fourt~en yt·urs, ami after I quit teaching school, I
commenced to write for tbe newFpapers. I could not talk
plainly. I suppme it is clitlicult fur you to understand what
I say, but I will F[.e8k us plainly as I can. lf I could bav
talked plainly, I should h11v been a public teacher, as my
father "as. He pn·acl•ed. I could not pn-ach; for when I
had all my trt·th 1 could not t11lk as plainly as now. Therefore I wtote; I med my pt'n instead t f my voice. Whenever·
• I learned anything, 1 tned to tell some one else· aml I
alW!i)S tried to tl'il them to do what was right every waymorally, pliJsically, and intt!lectually. I ipol;e of intempHauce dunn!! the !!I eat Wabhingtonian movement, when I
was a girl. Af1erwurd I got to tldnking of other intemperance. I fount! tllcre was an intemperance wone than alcoholic intemperance, and that was sexual intemperance. No
one bas a nght to !Jring a cllild iuto the wui!d, unless be can
be brought w strong, nrenJally and physically. This is what
I am trymg to teach all tbe while.
I commenced about dght yt·ars ago to write for a paper in
New York on this g1e11t H1bj~ct. I wrote for it perhaps
twenty o_r mor~ articles. Finally tbe people got so stirr~d up
and alraJd of It that th<•y lorct d and con.ptl1ed the editor to
stop my writing. I continued to write for four or five other
papers. ln tbe mean time a book came out entitled," Diana."
Q. Is this a n·production of oue of thoEe articles? A. Yes
sir. 1 would liJ;e to bav you r~at! it to the jury.
'
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THE DrsTRICT-ATTORNH: I object to it as irrelevant.
THE CounT: You introduced the subject yourself
yesterday, in askiug your witness whether she gave
any reasons for sending out this matter. _
Objecti<.n withdrawn, and the paper handed to the
jur.y.
.
The witness continued:

•

As I was saying, a book came out entitled, "Diana," and
a copy was st·nt to me. I rt·tnl it rather with inddtHence at
first. It was &bove me, and I could not comprehend it.
Tlle man that" rote tbe boolt-1 did not. know then that it
was a man- was educattd fur more >cientitically on the subject of SlX than I wa~. Tl1e bouk was as high above me as I
was above a perFon who burl not l'tudied the subject at all.
I could not understar.d it. But I grew to tmdcr~tand it. I
commtnced a correspondence with the writer, and gradually
c~me to und•,rstaml that the principle of the book was preCIEtly the >arne as the doctnn I had bet·n teaching wiln
regard to sexual intt'mpl'rance, but went a little further and
explained why people had become sexually intPmperate: and
how they might !Je educ·atul out of it. As I studied the
book, I found some pr-ints I could not understand but I
finally concluded to Ecnd it out; and he sent me a larg~ package, and told me to sell all I could and giv away the rm,t. I
gave awayulmost the ~·ntire first tdition, and to every person
gave pernusston to wme me and ask me any question they
cboEe; and a gn,at many wrote me, nrguiug the why and
whertfore of the book, aud asl;td how the author got up his
ideas, and if he wns sure they WHe correct. I could not answer all the questious, and fiunlly a batch of tbe little leatlets
and docum~nts VI ere sent to me, showing upon what the theory was founded·. lie had gatla,recl these together, and
from .them evolved the tltt·ory uf "Diana," non. intercourse
save for reproduction, and living in accordance with natural
laws. It tuught tb11t a man sbou!d treat ~is wife as an equal,
respect and luve hH, hut let !JIB attracnon turn into otber
lines than sexual intemperance. It would save himself, and

This ~-as the doctrin of the book, and it was my own doctrin.
Of course, in the study of truth it was necessary to bear all
Rides. He was still collectinp: papers and revising them, to
be made use of if possible. He waLled me to colJect wb!Lt I
could. a9 a friend, of experiences; and I did, from ever~
body I could, a~king them to write out an account of the!r
own lives, and of other lives which tbPy knew about. This
set me to studying the subject of hybridH; and of course, the
study branching out into Rn entirely different line, and into
something I l!od never beard about, I studied it out. Cm:re<pondents tin!Llly commenced to send me accounts which
were called the dog letters.
Q. Hav you bel:'n interested in this question of hybrid~,
and the crossing of various species? A. I stlldied botany m
childhood, when I went to school, and learned about the
~exual union of flowers, which is the same thing precisely.
The male and the female unite the same in !L flower as in a
human being. I studied tloricnlture and horticulture, !Lnd
there we alwavs bring in the subject of hybrids, and try to
improve the flower. We know that if we want to make a
superior flower or fruit, we must not allow it to hav too
many flowers on it, or to bear too much fruit. If a man wants
to do well be wants to save himself •. This question of hybrids
applies as well to plants as to people. I hav studied hybrid,;
always, more or lPss, but lately I have been intesested in it
in relation to the human family. I b!LV written to several
papers on the subject tnd bav consultl:'d doctors on the wbject of b) brids, upon the union of different races; the
Chinese and whites; the blacks and the whites. I hav
studied it as well as I knew bow. I hav studied it to know
whether the human race could propagate with any other
race; and I do not think it can, t>xcept that the lowest anthropoid ape might possibly unite with savage races. That
is the only union that could ever take place. That I bav
studied a great deal.
Q. Hav you found others to sympathize with you on this
qul:'stion? A. Since I bav been arrestPd I bav had nearly
two thousand •etters, from Ecientists, doctors, women, and
men, in every class of society, lawyers-and every letter but
one or two bas been in commendation of the work in which I
was engaged. A few bav condemned my methods; they
did not understand the methods; they thought they were
obscene. These were scientific, boiJest expressions, by
honest men and women, just as honest as yon or I.
Q Will you explain something of the nature of the correspondence you bav been engaged in previous to your arrest,
which was ~poken of by Mr. McAfee? A. I received a great
many letters, and I answered those letters honestly and
fairly. There was a circle of us. Jviost of us were doctors,
lady physicians, gentlemen physicians; there were writers for
various papers. Nearly all were editors or writers, men anrl
women of snme no e. We commenced thccorrespondenc,·. I
found I could not answer each one individually. I always dirl
my own housework, and never neglected horne for anything
else. So in writing I told them to pass the letters from one
to another, and keep on passing thPm. I did indorse on one
letter" copy whoever pleases." That was for the privale
ring; no outsider was to see them. Tbt·se were ~ducated;
but an outsidt'r might take it up and Jangh at it, as they
laugh at it here in court. It was just as pure as anything
could be; but they did not understand it. Tbe.v had not
blen educated; so I said the ring might copy. I stampPd
my name on the outside, ''Please order them of Elrnina D.
Sl<'nker, Snowville, Pulaski County, Virginia;" and ·the
reason I did that was this: My handwriting is very hard to
rearl, and I stamped it for the sake of giving my name and
addr~~s plam, so that tbcv should not make a mistal1e and
address letters wrongly. In sentling out books and papers I
circulate advcrtisments and other papHs; and they sometimes !'ent me a pile of their adverti~ml:'nts, ~o I would
stamp on them" Please order them of Elm ina D. Blenker."
etc. I bad but the one stamp and I used it on all letters. It
seemed to imply that they were to order those documents
of me, but it was only intended to stamp my name and addreos. I wanted no one to order those who did not understand the subject they were talking of.
·
Q. Prior to your examination before the commissioner, did
the commissioner caution you? A. Not at all. I was perfectly free, as I am here, to say what I pleased.
Q. Did be caution you that what you said might be used
agamst you on your trial? A . .Not that I remen~ber.
Q. You may make any further statement that you see fit.
A. lf l bav omitted explaining anything. or if any of the
jury bav any questions to ask, I should like to hav them ask
them.

By Mr. Heerman:
Q. What is your age? A. Near sixty.
Q. What is and has been your occupation? A. The first
years of my life was spent in a small country farm-house. I
went to a district school, and got a tolerably decent school
education.
Q. How long bav 5·ou been in literary work? A. More or
less, ever since the war mainly; I did a little literary work
before the war.
Q. Hav you ever written for publication, or ever bad publisl!ed, a line or wonl that was obscene? A. No, Rir. I
dtfy anyone to find an ob~cene or immoral expression in
anything I bav had published.
Q. Dal you ever ~ell these leaflets? A. No, sir. People
would send me money and postage-stamps, but I always sent
the full value for everything they sent. I demanded that
they should pay the postagr, for 1\lr. S.enker was not willing
that I should furnish the time and postage.
Q. You never sold these for 1). r rofit,? A. There was no
profit in it. It bas been a loss to me all my life. All my
work was a financial loss.
Q. Did you write these leaflets yourself? A. No, sir.
Q. To bow many people do you suppose you sent leaflets?
A. 1 bav no idea. 1 sent them to evl:'Tyone who asl,t'd for
them, that I thought would. understand the principle, and
make a good use of them. I never forced them on anybody.
They may bav asked indirectly for such informution which
I could not write out in full, and then I sometimes s~nt leaflets, such as I sup~osed woul~ be least obnoxious, to explain
what I bad not ume to wnte. I never used them iudiscriminately.
{l- l understand that you sold books, and that you used
thts stamp for the purpose of asking your corresponrlents, if
they nee_ded books or papers, to order them from you ?
A. Certamly.
Q. Not for the leaflets? A. No; it had no reference to
t~e Jeatlets at all. I wish to say oue word more-that I considered all t~ese leaflets as parts of private letters. 'fhey
were all copies of letters, 01 letters tl1emsdvs everyone of
them; they were written as letters, and sent as letters. If I

Q. Those leaflets hav figures or marks on' them· at t;lifferent
par» graphs; will you explain to the jury what they mean?
A. Our friend will hav to explain that; ·I did not understand
that. It was beyond me; I never tried to understand that.
Q. You understand those lea_flets as the basis of the book
"Diana?" A. They had been used for that purpose, and
were handed over because they were of no further use to him.

By Mr. Chamberlain:

•

Q. How long hav you known me personally? A. The
first time I · hav known you personally is since coming
here.
Q. Ilow long hav you known me as a corresp'lndent? A.
That I r.ould not tell; I .hav so many correspondents. May
be two or tbree~years; I hav no idea at all.
Q. Hav we not been correspondents ever since the time of
Bennett's arrest eight years ago? A. Y.es, I suppose so.
Q. Did you ever send to .me any of thts matter upon sexual
~ubjects? A. No. Our correspondence ditl not run in that
line; I only sent it to those interested in that subject. You
never broached the subject, and of course I did not•.

CrosE-eXamined by the district attorney.
Q. You state that you were advised by attorneys and
others that you had a right to mail this matter? A. I do
not say they told me I had a full right, but they suppo9ed. to
the best of their judgment it was mailable under the statute.
Q. Is that a letter of yours? Look at the handwriting.
(Letter shown to· witness.)

Mn. CHAMBERLAIN : I object, and I now instruct
this witness that she is not obliged to answer any
questions which may by any possibility tend to criminate her, or which may furnish a link in a process by
which she may be criminated. If she admits the
band writing upon this· letter, it will giv the prosecution an opportunity to introduce a vast number of
other letters. I do not know what they hav in their
possession, but they may perhaps appear as damaging
to her as the statement of Mr. Barclay, which I think
has been entirely explained away. If these are introduced, it will necessitate more explanation, and prolong the case. These letters may be proved in any
other way than by her admission. I do not make
any point as to the contents of the letter. Your
honor understands the ruling of the United States
Court upon the subject of the comparison of handwritings.
MR. HuTToN: When the witness went on the stand,
she went there voluntarily, anq she went there for
every purposP..
THE CouRT: That raises the point whether you can
ask her a question on cross-examination which wlll
criminate her. It is the duty of the court to inform
the witness that she need not answer any questions
criminating herself.
1\In. HuTToN: If she had remained off the stand,
we could not even hav referred to the fact that she
did not go upon the stand; but if she goes upon the
stand it is for every purpose.
THE CounT: If the rule did not apply in this case,
there never would be any occasion for applying the
rule. It would exclude a witness from the stand
entirely; no matter what he might hav to say in exculpation, you could violate the rule by compelling
him to state something else.
The court called upon Mr. Barclay to identify the
handwriting.
Mn. BARCLAY: That is her handwriting. It is a letter addressed to myself.
Mr. Jordan identified his writing upon the letter.
The letter was read in evidence.
Q. You bav spoken of a correspondence with a man by
the name of Heywood. Is he the editor of the Word! A.
Ye~, sir.
Q. You spoke of his having inserted some communication
of yours in his paper. Is this the communication? A. Yes,
that is the article; he published it without any knowledge
of mine. (The article from the Word read in evidence.)

Henry M. Parkhurst, affirmed, and examined by
Mr. Chamberlain.
·
Q. What is your business? A. I am a law stenographer.
Q. What do you know of the papers referred to in this
indictment? A. To giv the liberal construction to the term
"knowledge" would require an answer too long to Fpread
upon the record, but I lmow that I wrote as author or editor
probubly _all this type-written matter. I recognize a portion
of the wntten ma~ter; but there are two or three written
papers I hav never seen before. (Testimony objected to as
irrelevant. Objection sustained.)

Mr. Chamberlain asked that the testimony should
be received as from an expert. The court excluded
expert testimony.
Q. Are these papers intelligible as read to the jury? A. I
do not believe the jury could possibly understand them as
tltey were read, althou~~;h the witnesses appeared to intend to
read them fairly. They wonld not only be unintelligible
·but would convPy a false impression, as read.
'
Q. Did Mrs. Slenker know the character of this matter?
Objection offered and 3ustained. (No cross-examination.)

Albert Chavannes was called to testify with regard
to the correspondence, but his testimony was excluded. Testimony closed.
F. B. Hutton, Esq., addressed the jury on behalf
·
of the prosecution.
Charles A. Heerman, Esq., addressed the jury on
behalf of defendant.
Edward W. Chamberlain, Esq., followed on behalf
of the defendant.
·
Charles A. Ronald, Esq., closed the argument for
the defendant.
G&NTLl!MXN

oF

THE JlJDGE'S OH.ARGE.
Tll& JuRY: The court

givs you these in-
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structions, and it will be your duty to be guided by the instructions the court givs you.
The court instructs you that the questions you are to determin are:
1. Are the writings, papers, printings, and publications
alleged in the indictment to hav been knowingly deposited in
the mail. for mailing and delivery, by the defendant, of an
obscene, lewd, or lascivious character.
2. lJid the defendant deposit or cause to be deposited in
the mail, for mailing and delivery, such obscene, lewd, and
lascivious writings, papers, printings, and publications.
The test of obscenity within the meaning of the statute
under which this prosE)cution is hail. is whether the tendency
of the matter sent throuj!;h the mail is to deprave or corrupt
the morals of \hose whose minds are open to such influences
and into whose hands wlitings, papers, printg, and publications of this kind may fall; and '•lewd" means having a
tendency to excite lustful thougMs. _
You are further instructed •hat if you believe from the
evidence that the said writings, papers. and publications
were sent through the n;J.ail by the defendant as· cl;larj!;ed in
the indictment, and were of an obscene, lewd, or lascivious
character, then the object or purpose for which they were
sent is not a-matterfor your consideration. -No matter what
the motiv _or purp- se for which they were sent, whether
in the real or supposed interest of science, philosophy. or
morality, if they are of an obscene character, you should find
the defendant guilty.
_
·
·
The defendant. is presumed to know the character of the
matter proved by the government to hav been mailed by her
to Barclay and McAfee, the government's witnesses.
You are instructed that the detection of crime by means of
test or decoy letters is allowable under the law; that the witnesses Barclay and McAfee were justified in, resorting to this
means to discover the violations of the postal laws, and their
testimony is not to be discredited because they hav resorted
to this frequent, and frequently indispensable, mode of detecting crime. Their testimony is entitled to the same weight
as that of other witnesses, subjected, of course, to the same
tests as to its truthfulness.
If on the whole of the evidence you believe that the writings; papers. and publications charged in the indictment to
hav been deposited in the mail, for mailing and delivery, by
the defendant, were so deposited by her and were of an obscene, lewd, or lascivious character, it will be your duty to
.find her guilty. If, however, on the consideration of the
whole evidence in the case, you hav a reasonabie doubt as to
the guilt of the defendant, you must find her not guilty.
The jury retired, and shortly afterward returned
and rendered a verdict of guilty.
NoVEMBER 3o.
Mr. Ronald moved in arrest of judgment on the
ground of the misjoinder of the two counts in the
indictment.
Mr. Chamberlain also moved in arrest of judgment
upon the ground that the indictment alleges in the
form of the statute that the defendant did unlawfully
and knowingly deposit or cause to be deposited in the
mail, etc., certain lewd and lascivious writings, etc.,
and that the indictment is fatally defectiv in containing no allegation that the defendant knew that the
matter so deposited was obscene.
.
Mr. Chamberlain cited authorities, especially that
of the Commonwealth vs. Boynton in the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts, and tlie case of Carll in the
Supreme Court of the United States, reported in 15
Otto.
· After a long debate and citations of authority, the
court adjourned until Friday.
NOVEMBER 4TH.
·The court granted the motion in arrest of judgment, delivering the opinion printed last week, and
discharging Mrs. ·$lenkerfrom custody.

Infidels Only Are on the Saf'e Side.
Our Christian friends are terribly exercised in our
behalf because we hav; no faith or hope of heaven,
and they tell us that if our future is assured, they
are doubly secure. They are on the safe side. But,
like nearly all the assertions of Christians in regar;J
to :their religion, this is not true. They labor under
a grave error; a fatal mistake; in the language of
Jesus, they" do·etr, not knowing the scriptures, nor
the power of God" (Matt. xxii, 29). For if Christ's
own deClaratiqns are reliable, if his most solemn and
positiv assurances can be depended on, then it is the
In:(idels, 11nd not the professors of. Christianity, who
. are sure of heaven, who are on the safe side. Not
Ch:r.istian profession of faith, but Liberal&' good lives
are the passport to heaven. Read his own words
(Matt. xxv, 3f-41):
When. the-son of man shall come in his glory, and all the
holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon the throne of
his ,e:~Qry.: al!d before him shall be gathered all nations: and
he: shall· _separate thelll one from another, as a shepherd
divideth his sheep from the goats : and he shall set the sheep
on hi~'right hang, bnt th': go.ats on the left. Tllen shall the
king say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of
myJather, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world : for I. was an hungered, and ye
gave ine meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a
stranger, and ye took me in: naked, and ye clothed me: I
was sick, and ye visited me: I was in prison, and ye came
, unto me. Then sh~ll the righteous answer him, saying,
Lb'l d, when saw we thee an hungered, and fed thee? or
tliirsty, and gave thee drink? When saw we thee a stranger,
. and took thee in? or naked, and clothed thee? Or wllen
saw we thee sick, or in prison, and came unto thee? And
the king shall answer and say unto them, Verily, I say unto
you, inasmuch as ye hav done it unto one of the least of
thfse my brethren, ye hav done it unto me. Come, ye
bllissed of my father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world.
Christ here declares that the test of a right to
dwell forever in heaven is not faith, not, Did you
believe the Bible? did you keep the Sabbath or
Sunday? did you believe in the trinity? were you
-sprinkled poured, or immersed? did you believe in

total depravity and the immaculate conception? in
apostolic succession and the literal six days' theory
of creation? did you believe in purgatory and eternal
burning in hell-fire of all, however good, true, noble,
useful lives they led, who disbelieve any of these
things 1
No ; strange, but true, Christ says not one word
of " What did you believe?" but
" What did Tou do ?"
Did you do. justice, love mercy, make all around
you happy 1
Yes!
Then come, ye blessed of my father.
But, alas l for the Christian professors, how sad,
how terrible their doom. Hear Christ's own words:
Not everyone that saith unt{) me, Lord, Lord, shall ent•r
into t.he kingdom of teaven ; but he that doeth the will of
my father which is in heaven. Many will say to me in that
day. Lord, Lord, hav we not prophesied in thy name? and
in thy name cast out devils? and in thy name done many
wonderful works? And then will I profess unto them, 'r
never lmew yon: nepart from me, ye that work iniquity
(Matt. vii, 21, 22, 23).
Depart f-rom me, ye cursed, into everhtsijng fire, prepared
for tile devil and his angels (Matt. xxv, 41).
0 Christian friends, be warned in time l 1\Iake
baste to flee the wrath-the dreadful doom your
savior has decreed against you. Ob, come! Come,
while yet you hav time ! Come on the right side!
Come on the Infidel rock of truth-the only safe
side! Unite with us in the endeavor to inspire man·
kind \lith love of right, love of truth, love to each
other, and with· a spirit of :fidelity to duty. Learn
what is right, here and now, and do it ! Giv liberally
of your means to ·diffuse the light of science and
positiv ·knowledge, and thus help dispel the dark
mists of error, ignorancfl, and superstition. Soothe
the sorrows of the affiicted, help the needy, and
afford mmns of employment for the body and cultivation of the mind.
Liv lives of love, instead of making loud professions of faith; practice justice and mercy in lieu of
forms and ceremonies; and, above all, constantly
endeavor to promote the happiness and the welfare
of those around you, instead of loudly praying .to a
God to do it for you. Do this, and in this world
or any other you will be on the right, THE ONLY SA-FE
smE.
n B. REYNG>Lns.
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the very sustructure upon which our republic is
founded, the true American idr-a.
Every man and woman who b9lieves in intellectual
liberty should aid us; all who believe in a government of the people, as against that of the gods;everyone who a~pires to establish human hl!ppine~Ss,
should unite with us in overthrowing the reign of
bigotry and superstitiou in the state.
With our enemies (the National Reform Association) persistently and insidiously working-, thoroughly organized, ever unscrupulous in methods, it
behooves us to l_ay aside all trivial disagreements, and
unflinchingly formulate our demanrls and carry into
execution the work we hav outlined. This can only
be accomplished by a concerted, concentrated, homogeneous alliance.
We do not lack talent for this achievement, for the
Liberal legions are ablaze with brilliancy and genius;
poets and philosopher!', orators and authors, statesmen and scientists, lending luster to our cause and
stamping it prEeminent.ly the intellectual movement
of the nineteenth century.
Shall a cause so nob!e of parpose, so richly endowed, so ably equipped. so gallantly led as this has
been, be permitted to suffer defeat for need of a few
dollars or through the disintegration of disunity?
Rather, shall it not attain a power that thrills the
body politic, molding the masses to a coaception of
the justice and arousing them to a speedy enforcement of our demands ~
Our Liberal papers hav nobly responded to the
work of the recent Congress. They are conducted
by self-sacrificing men, of marked ability, who could
hav grown rich in simulating hypocrisy, or powerful
in forging intellectual chains. They stand as mentors of our movement. Their indorsement is a certain precursor of success.
Our Liberal lecturers-the pioneers of freedomare proposing plans for the future, and I hav received
assurances of their cooperation:
Let me congratulate you upon your election as secretary
to the Union. The right man iu the right place. I trust
Secularism will make rapi<l pro!!ress during the coming
year. I shall do all I can for the Uoion.
Yours always,
CrrAs. WATTS.
Prof. W. S. Bell, of thiR city, has personally given
his assurance of hearty cooperation and good-will.
C. B. Reynolds writes:
We want every live worker to feel an interest in the parRetribution.
ent society. . . . If in any wav I can he of use to further the interests of the American Secular Uoion, command
MAY 4,1886.
me. Let us all pull together for tile greatest good to the
I.
greatest number.
An empty cart in a public square,
In another letter:
A throng of the discontented there;
Orators tell of a class oppressed~
Believe me ever ready and glad to do anything in my
power to help you in your arduous ami unthankful position,
Of a wrong and a grievance to be redressed.
relying on your courage and devotion to carry you tllrough.
II.
Mr. Green, of the Freethinl;;er·s' JIIagazi.ne, says:
A charge ~tnd a hundred-throated curse:
" In the name of the law, dbperse, disperse!"
The resolutions I like very much. They are right to tho
A dozen guiltless victims fall
poin-t. Just what lllftvRlwayR claimNl, that we should confine ourselvs to the Nine DPmRnrls. For the Vl'ars I worked
'Neath brutal club and pistol-ball.
for the Leagtu•, I said, "I don't l'are what hobby you bav on
III.
lHIDll. oNly leave it outside the L<'Rgue moveml'nt.'' . . .
A flash, a boom l and a cloud of smoke;
Yon a~k if I will aid in the work. I answer, Yes, if you
will work for Seculariz'ltion, pure 11nrl simple. If you honThe aj!;gressors stagger btfore the stroke;
estly anopt that course. yon will des!•rve the cooper$lion of
Dead and dying, are borne away.everyone who bt>lieves that church and state sllould be forWho'll hang for the murder done this day?
ever separate in this country.
NovEMBER 11, 1887.
Let our lectui·ers never forget that the fundamental
I.
basis of all Liberal propag-anda is separation of
Tried and convicted. The rabble cry,
church and state. If they do not work for this end,
" A life for a life l Lo, crucify!"their seed will be sown on barren ground. With
The true assassin eludes their fangs,
this all scientific progressiv ismes may be combined,
But what is the odds so some one bangs?
but the real, nece~sary, honest, vital work is that
II.
which tends to seculariz~ the government. In every
Four men stand under the gallows high;
community enthusiasm should be arousEd and interAll are Anarchists, let them die.
est created. With every step gained the field broadFour corpses swing in the morning breeze:
enR, intelligence is disseminated, and the demand for
Engel and Parsons, Fischer and Spies.
Liberal speakers incrmsed, RO that practically in
aiding t.he American Secular U oion each lecturer is
III •
more effectivly working for himself. Wherever he
" A life for a life" the rabble cried;
takes the trouble to organize a Secular Union, there
'Tis done, and the rabble are satisfied,
he will ever hav a frienrlly fortre~s. If L1berals wero
Blood for blood l But who can say
better organized; if Freethinkers \\ere uniteq; if
Who'll hang for the murder done tftis day?
everyone who reeognizes the justice of our Demands
were enrolled under the Union, there would be plenty
Unity, Hamwny, Action.
of profitable employmen~ for e:rery lecturer. in the
Wishing to tender thanks to many noble friends field. This, then, my fnends, 1s what I Wish you
who hav assured me of their earnest cooperation- Liberal lectures wou'rl do. Plant our standard in
the mail daily bringing words of hearty commenda- the shape of a new Union in evEry place that you
tion-! take this opportunity to acknowledge their visit. At least, prEvail on all to become members,
kind encouragement. Old disagreements appear for- if not of a local organization, at lEast by an annual
gotten, the hatchet buried, the pipe of peace passed membership in the national organization. Let
round, our ranks clOEing up rapidly with sincere t.hose who propose to aid in furtht:ring the Nine
workers, willing to march forward, even to the un Demands stand up Ike m'>n and be counted.
Your secretary is willing and eager to work. You
equal combat with established error, that our standard of reason, truth, and justice may find a firmer must sustain him, for it will take the united, harmoresting-place. This is as it should be. Everywhere nious Efforts of all to crown with success the labors
throughout the length and breadth of the land Lib- we hav laid out for the year.
Assured of the Liberal lecturers' moral support
erals should arouse to the importance of our demands, and or~Rnize for united action. We want the and sympathy, shall we count on the generous :finanhelp of all. None should stand aloof. The Nine cial aid of the great Liberal host 1
However much we may hav disagreed in the past,
Demands are the ba3is of work; but their supporters
may hav a number of other articles in their creed. let us determin that in the present one grand, inspirThey may believe in a variety of methods; all the ing purpose shall animate us to push forward to vicAmerican Secular Union asks is that they subscribe tory the caus'J of universal mental liberty.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary A. S. U.
to these plain, simple J tffersonian demands, _forming

--
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~ommunications.
The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of
Secularism.
I.

A OONTRffiUTION TO THE RELWION OF THE FUTURE.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc.
IV.-OBJECTIVE MAXIMS.
CHAPTER XVII.-RECREATION.

A.-Lessons of Instinct.
The indoor occupations of civilized life imply the
necessity of providing artificial substitutes for the
opportunities of physical exercise, which men in . a
state of nature can find abundantly in the course or
such healthful pursuits as hunting, fishing, and primitive agriculture. For similar reasons civilization
ought to compensate the lost chance of outdoor
sports which only the favorites of fortune can afford
to combine with the exigencies of city life. To the
children of nature life is a festival; outdoor recreations, exciting sports, offer themselves freely and
frequently enough to dispense with artificial &upplements; but the dreariness of workshop life makes
those substitutes a moral as well as physical necessity. Under the influence of unalloyed drudgery the
human soul withers like a plant in a sunless cave,
and weariness of heart reacts on the body in a way
analogous to the health-undermining effect of sorrow
and repeated disappointment. To the unbiased
judgment of our pagan forefathers the necessity of
providing city dwellers with opportunities for public
recreation appeared, indeed, as evident ·as the necessity of counteracting the rigors of the higher latitudes
with contrivances for a supply of artificial warmth.
The cities of ancient Greece had weekly and monthly
.festivals, besides the yearly reunions of competing
athletes and artists, and once in four years the
champions of· the land met to contest the prize of
national supremacy in the presence of assembled
millions. Hostilities; even during the crisis of civil
war, were suspended to insure free access to the
plains of Corinth, where the Olympic Games were
celebrated with a regularity that made their period
the basis of chronological computation for a space of
nearly eight hundred years. When Rome became
the capital of the world, the yearly disbursements for
the subvention of free public recreations equaled the
tribute of a wealthy province. There were free race
courses, gymnasia, music halls, and wrestling-ring;
free public baths and magnificent amphitheaters for
the exhibition of free dramatic performances, gladia·
torial combats, and curiosities of art and natural history. Every proconsul of
foreign province was
instructed to collect wild animals and specimens of
ra.re birds and reptiles; every triumphator devoted a
portion of his spoils to a celebration of free circenses
-"circus games"-by no means limited to the
mutual slaughter of prize fighters, but including
horse races, concerts, trials of skill, and new arts.
It would be a mistake to suppose that ~he liberality
of such establishments offered a premium on idleness.
The immense increase of the metropolitan population
justified the constant extension of that liberality, but
even after the erection of _permanent amphitheaters
the vigilance of public censors discouraged mendicancy; the complaints of wives, creditors, and landlords against habitual idlers were made the basis of
penal proceedings, and from the total appropriations
for the supp-ort of free municipal institutions, the
overseers of the poor deducted considerable sums
f.or purposes of public charity.
Nor did the citizens of the metropolis monopolize
the privilege of free public amusements. At the time
of the Antonines not less than fifty cities of Italy
alone bad amphitheaters of their own, and the
smallest hamlet had at least a palaestra, where the
local champions met every evening for a trial of
strength and skill.

a

B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMirY.

..

The alternation of day and night should reveal the
truth that nature is averse to permanent gloom.
Sunlight is a. primary condition of all nobler life, and
only ignorance or basest selfishness can doom a child
of earth to the misery of toil uncbeered by the sunrays of recreation. For even enlightened selfishness
would recognize the advantages of the pagan plan.
The passions of personal ambition burnt then as
fiercely as now, but the Roman world-conquerors
thought it wiser, as well as nobler, to share their
spoils with the soldiers who had fought their battles,
w~th the workmen who had reared their castles, with
the neighbors who had witnessed their triumphs.
The very slaves of Greece and Rome were indulged
in periodic enjoyments of all the luxuries fortune had
bestowed upon their masters; at the end of the
working-day menials and artisans forgot their toil
amidst the wonders of the amphitheater, and neither
their work nor their work-givers were the worse for
it. The promise of the evening cheered the labors
of the day; minds frequently unbent by the relaxation of diverting pastimes were less apt to break

under the strain of toil, less liable to yield to the
temptation of despondency, envy, a'D;d despai!.
During the last four weeks of his Egyptia~ campaign Napoleon relieved the tedium of camp-hfe by
a series of athletic games and horse-races, and thus
succeeded in sustaining the spirit of his troops un~er
hardships which at first threatened to demoral~e
even his veterans. For similar purposes and with
similar success, Marshal Saxe indulged his men in a
variety of exciting· sports, and Captain Kane foull:d
dramatic entertainments the best prophylactiC
against the influence of a monotonous diet combined
with an average temperature of fifty degrees below
zero. Captain Burton ascribes the longevity of the
nomadic Arabs to their habit of passing their evenings as cheerfully as their stock of provisions and
anecdotes will permit, and it is a suggestive circumstance that the joy-loving aristocracy of medieval
France could boast a surprising number of octogenarians, and that the gay capitals of modern Europe,
with all their vices, enjoy a better chance of longevity than the dull provincial towns.
C.-PERVERSION.

The suprstition which dooms its votaries to a
worship of sorrow bas for centuries treated pleasure
and sin as synonymous terms. In the era of the
Cresars the licentious passions of a large metropolis
gave that asceticism a specious pretext; but its true
purpose was soon after revealed by the suppression
of rustic pastimes, of athletic sports, and at last, even
of the classic festival which for centuries had assembled the champions of the Mediterranean nations on
the isthmus of Corinth. With a similar rancor of
bigoted intolerance the Puritans suppressed . the
sports of "merry old England," and their fanatical
protests against the most harmle~.=s amusements
would be utterly incomprehensible if the secret of
Christian asceticism had not been unriddled by the
study of the Buddhistic parent-dogma. The doctrine which the apostle of Galilee thought it wisest
to veil in parables and metaphors, the Indian messiah of anti-naturalism reveals in its ghastly naked~
ness as an attempt to wean the hearts of mankind
from their earth- born loves and reconcile them to the
alternative of annihilation-" Nirvana"-the only
refuge from the delusions of a life outweighing a
single joy by a h1mdred sorrows. Not life only, but
the very instincts of life were to be suppressed, to
prevent their revival in new ferms of re-birth; and in
pursuit of that plan the prophet of Nepaul does not
hesitate to warn his disciples against sleeping twice
under the same tree, to lesf?en the chance of undue
fondness for any earthly object whatever. The indulgements of life-endearine: desires, that creed de-.
nounced as the height of folly and recommended
absolute abstinence from physical enjoyments as the
shortest path to the goal of redemption. In its practical consequences, if not in its theoretical significances, the same principle asserts itself in the doctrine of the New Testament, and justified the dread
of the life-loving pagans in realizing the stealthy
growth of the Galilean church, and anticipating the
ultimate consequences of that gospel of renunciation
whose ideal of perfection was the other-worldliness of
an earth-despising fanatic. More or less consciously,
the suppression of earthly desires has always been
pursued as the chief aim of Christian dogmatism;
the "world" has ever been the antithesis of the
Christian kingdom of God, the "flesh" the irreconcilable antagonist of the regenerate soul. Hence that
rancorous fury against the "worldliness" of naturalism, against the pagan worship of joy, against the
modern revivals of that worship. Hence the grief of
those "whining saints who groaned in spirit at the
sight of Jack in the Green;" hence the crusade
against Easter-fires, May-poles, foot-races, country
excursions, round-dances, and picnics; hence the
anathemas against the athletic sports of ancient
Greece and the entertainments of the modern theater.
D.-PENALTIES OF :NEGLECT.

Wherever the fanatics of the Galilean church have
trampled the flowers of earth, the wasted gardens
have been covered with a rank thicket of weeds.
Outlawed freedom has given way to the caprice of
despots and the license of crime; outraged common
sense has yielded to the vagaries of superstition · the
suppression of healthful recreation has avenged itself
in the riots of secret vice. The history of alcoholism
proves that every revival of asceticism has been followed by an increase of intemperance, as inevitably
as the obstruction of a natural river-bed would be
followed by an inundation. When the convent-slaves
of the Middle Ages had been deprived of every
chance of devoting a leisure hour to more healthful
recreations, neither the rigor of their vows nor the
bigotry of their creed could prevent them from
drowning their misery in wine. When the Puritans
of the seventeenth century had turned Scotland into
an ecclesia~tic penitentiary, the burghers of the
Sabbath-striCken towns sought refuge in the dreamland of intoxication. The experience of many centuries has, indeed, forced the priesthood of southern
Europe to tolerate Sunday recreations as a minor
evil. In Spain the bull-rings of the larger cities
open every Sund~y at 2 P.M. In Italy the patronage
of Sunday excurswns and Sunday theaters is limited

only~by thEdinancial resources of .thai~ patrons. In
France Sunday is by large odds .the gayest day
in the we~~- . In the large ,ci'tie.s of. I~lam the muftis
connive at Sunday dances and Sunday horse-races;
and as a conseguence a much less. pardonable abuse.
of holidays is far rarer i.D. southern Europe than
in the cities of the Sabbatarian north, the consumption of Sunday intoxicants being larger in· Grea.t
Britain than in France, Austria, Spain, Portugal, and
Italy taken together. Climatic causes may have
their share in effecting that differenc~;~ ; another
cause was revealed when the followers of Ibn Hanbal
attempted to enforce the asceticism of their master
upon the citizens of Bagdad .. Ibn Hanbal, .the Mo-:
hammedan Hudibras, used to travel from village to
villaae, with a horde. of bigots, breaking up dancehous~s, upsetting . the tables of the . confect~o~ery
pedlars; pelting flower-girls, and thrashmg musiCians,
and when the revolt of a provincial city resulted in .
the death of the "reformer," his fanatical followers
assembled their fellow-converts from all parts of the
country, and raided town after town, till they at last
forced· their way into the capital of the caliphate.
The. recklessness of their zeal overcame all resistance,
but .the completeness of their triumph led to a rather
unexpected result. Every play-house of the metrop·
olis ·was not only closed, but utterly demolished;
musicians ,were jailed; dance-girls weJ;e left to choose
between instant ·flight and crucifixion; showmen were
banished .from all public streets; but the dwellings
of private citizens were less easy to control, and
those private citizens before. long evinced a passionate
and ev~r~illC~easing fon:dnesa for intoxicating drinks.
Elders of the mosque were seen wallowing in their
gutters, howling ·blasphemies that would have
appall(ld the heart of the toughest Giaour ; dignitaries of the green turban staggered along under
the weight of a wine-skin, or waltze<,l·about in imitation of. the e.xiled ballet performers. The Hanbalites
convoked .tri-weekly, and at last daily, prayer-meetings, but things went from bad. to worse, 'till a
counter-revolution finally restored the ·authority of
the old city government, and the flight of the fanatics
was attended with ·a prompt decrease both of spiritual
and,spirituous: excesses.
E.-REFORM.

The predictions of our latter-day ~augurs would
seem to indicate that the civilization of the Caucasian
race 'is . dr~ftirig: toward· Socialism; but a modern
philosopher· reminds us that "a reform, however
great, is apt to. eome out in a different shape from
that predicted by,the reformers." The citizens of the
coming republic will probably waive their claim to '
free. government lunch-houses and similar "estab,.:
lishments for preventing the_ natu.ral penalties of
idleness," but they will most decidedly protest
against government interference with the legitimate
rewards of industry. Even now, few sane persons
can realize .the ~agree of ignorance that enabled the '
clergy of the Middle Ages to fatten on the proceeds
of witchcraft trials and .heretic hunts, and tP,e time
may be. near when. our children will find it. difficult
to conceive t~e degree of infatuation that could
induce their forefathers to sacrifice their weekly
leisure-day at the bidding of brainless and heartless
bigots. Drudgery will perhaps continue the hard
task-master of the working-week; but the Sundays
of the future will be as free as the light of their sun.
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The Land Question. ·
t~~refo~e,, c~arged with the dut~ of making this proThe world is in commotion.
The nations of VISIOn, 1f It IS not done by the district. The neglect
Europe are armed for war, and men in all ·civilized to do this is punishable by fine, or removal from
lands are. combining to secure greater advantages. office, on complaint of such neglect."
The manner in which the board may be removed
Property IS the cause of all the strife. The rulers covet
~e~r1tory, the people covet land and wealth.
How from office is to make a complaint to the county
IS It that one has come to possess so much more than judge, as provided for in sectron 507.
Certainly, someone from Barton should know this
another, that a few hav property and multitudes hav
none' The history of land ownership shows that and apply the remedy. I think that if the cas~·
d~vel~pment in all countries has proceeded in the should be laid before the state su:rerintendent there
ihre~tw~ .of ownership by the tribe, village, family, would be no difficulty in securing a secular school.
Pittsville, Wis.
GEo. H. DAwEs.
and mdividual. Rome began with allotments of one
and one-fourth acres to each family and ended with
News and Notes.
large estates which corrupted the' owners, enslaved
Farmdale,
or
Kinsman,
0., was settled over half
and degraded the people, and caused the downfall of
~orne.
.The natural right of all to participation a century ago by Connecticut Puritans, and it dism the sml, always recognized at first, has been lost plays the somewhat elegant stupidity of this ancient
orthodox community. It is a beautiful country with
by conquest and tyranny and competition.
n?ble
farm buildings, broad, fruitful fields, and' mag_In Switzerland, France, Germany, and other countri_es where_ commun~l systems or occupying owner- mficent groves. It is well known that the Conship _p.revall, there IS a ma~ked superiority in the necticut pilgrim has a good deal of unction in the
conditiOn of the people compared with those who making of money, especially when Nature smiles
under otherwise simular conditions labor on land upon him; and he has succeeded admirably amid
these fertil lands. Forty years ago they imported a
that they do not own or securely contr<rl.
·
couple of carpenters from the Nutmeg state in order
~enry Georg~, in 1871, published a pamphlet in
whwh he advocated views about the land that had to build a meeting-house in the exact Puritanic
been pr~posed, among others, by Quesnay, physician style. There was no deviation from the saintly
to the kmg of France in the middle of the eighteenth pattern; and when I looked upon the cumbrous
century. In 1879 George brou~;ht out his book struc~ure, with its white wall and green blinds and
" Progress and Poverty," expanding the ideas of hi~ massiv steeple, I thought I was on the bills of New
England, where the quaint village church is mingled
pamphlet; at_ t?e sa~e time A. R. Wallace, in Engwith my earliest associations. The ghost of my
land, was wntmg his work on "Land Nationalizafather's faith haunted the atmosphere.
tion:" These. rep~esentativ .me;n agree substantially.
However, there are bright spirits in this orthodox
T~ei~ c?nten~wn .m the mam Is that private ownerland, and the breath of progress beats upon the old
ship_m land Is !lnJust and inexpedient, and the rem- meeting-house. Our workers are few in this comedy IS to substitute collectiv ownership by the state
munity, but they are intelligent and enthusiastic.
-the w~ole people-and secure· virtual occupying
Friend Brockway is one of those who always keep in
ownership to those who desire to use land. The the harness, and he is bound to do his part to keep
arguments o~ the inju~tice of private ownership are
the world .,!lrm?ving. . H~ has the gift of persistency,
that produchv labor 1s the only title to property
and an ·unqualified faith m Freethought.
and that land is limited in quantity.
'
Daniel Burns, veteran, yet still youthful in his
The v~lu~ of land is created by society. Private feeling, took me over the wide hills to the home of
ownership Is opJ?osed to equal rights. It leads to Emery Thompson, who also, for years, and almost
poverty. If one hundred people were on an island alone at times, has been the represent~tiv of our
and o~e own~d the. land, ninety-nine would be hi~ cause. He is on a vast eminence, and for miles
slaves m fact, If not m name. To secure this change around beautiful views can be seen of the well cultiGeorge approves of confiscation. The land has been vated and richly producing harvest lands, now lumistolen, and may be taken back, and the robbers may nous in the atmosphere of the first days of the Indian
be grateful that they do not hav to restore past Summer. His wife and children are a}l ardent Libpro.fits. But he only proposes confiscation of rent, erals, and it was a delight to gather about this firetaxmg lands to the full value of their annual rental. side where the Promethean flame is mingling.
Wallace favors giving annuities to landowners and
In the evening shade I came to the hospitable
he~s ~hrou~h three. lines. Others say let no unborn
home of Daniel Burns, hewn by himself out of the
child mhtmt anythmg. Mineral lands might yield forest primeval. Friend Burns is the architect of his
part profit to present owners and half as much to fortune. His wife and children, and grandchildren
the next heir.
too, are stanch allies in the grand army of humanity.
· All agree that taxation should be placed wholly on I had the pleasure of meeting here Mr. and Mrs. Adthe land, and that if the state secured rent no other dison Eberhart, of Greenville, who are also in our
taxes would be needed; the curse of custom-house pioneer ranks. F. F. Root, Henry Root, and Dewitt
and excise would be abolished Landowners would Root are young men engaged in extensiv business,
not lose the .results of their labor. The quit-rent but not afraid to take an open and prominent stand
would be pmd to the state, but the tenant-right for Freethought. It was in their hall that I delivw?uld be paid for to the owner, and he would be ered the lectures, one of the finest and largest in the
fairly compensat~d. for all buildings and improvements. The Soe1ahsts approve of all these ideas and state.
C. S. Darrell studied for the Unitarian ministry,
plans, but say they arlil only the beginning and would but was too radical for that and went into business.
not.cure evils alo_ne. As rents fall wages fall. They He had brought up a large family of boys and girls,
say all. property IS robbery, and poverty will not be who are lawyers and school-teachers in influential
remedied save by the nationalization of all wealth- positions, and are bright representativs of theircapital, land, and the means of production and dis- father's advanced and cultivated thought.
tribution.
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
Besides ·these are Mrs. Mary Clisbe, Secretary of
the Secular Union; Miss .Martha Brockway and
Catholic Schools in Wisconsin.
Wendell Brockway, of Jamestown; Marvin Dean, of
Your cm;nment o~ the case of Catholic tyranny at Wayne, who came with a whole wagon-load of FreeBarton, Wis., contams some good suggestions so far thinkers; David Matson, of Lindenville; E. York
as it calls attention to the dangers that threaten our and wife, Wm. Coe, George Cole, 0. E. Henry, Sanpublic scho.ol system. But as a teacher and one ford Terrell, Edward Brocket, Miss Susie Thompson,
who is acqu~inted with the school system in several C. W. Burns, W. D. Cady, Mrs. Nora Ferrell, Mrs.Cora
states, I fall to see any advantage in giving the Payne, D. F. Barber, I. N. Payne, Peter Bethune,
management of the schools into the hands of town Merle Clisbe, E. D. Fenkell, of Andover, and others.
·officers instead of a district board. I see no reason
So it wiH be seen that even in the midst of orthowhy a town boa;d ~ight not fail in their trust just doxy we hav our "merrie companie," and the banners
as well as a distrwt board · and the penalties for of liberty sweep the air with hope and promis.
neglect of duty might be ju~t as severe for school
I ga.ve three lectures, and there was good attendofficers as for town officers,
ance at all. The Sunday dawned cold and gray, and
You ask : " Shall the people of Barton right their I feared that my ten months' campaign would close
wrongs under the present law 1" To which I an- amid stormy weather, but the sky-king soon rame
swer, Yes. The legislature of this state has made forth in all his splendors. The afternoon was golden
ample provision for such cases.
and glorious. Over the Western slope the chariot
The School Laws of Wisconsin for 1885 Section of flaming day departed amid magnificent pavilions
437, say:
'
of cloud, and over the wide scene rose the splendid
If any dist~ct shall_ not, a_t its annual meeting, or at a sub- moon, and its silvery radiance made hope and joy
sequent speCial. meetmg prtor to the third Monday of No- for my heart.
yem~er ~oll?wmg, vote a tax sufficient to maintain a school
I spent Hallowe'en with Pittsburgh friends. The
m sard dJstrtet for the term of six months during the ensuing
year, the district board shall then on or before the Wednes- boys, with their little torchlight procession and
day next fo~lowing said third Monday of November, estimate various sorts of musical instruments, make a joyous
and determm the sum necessary to be raised to maintain such racket on the streets. The nuts and candies and
school, and the district clerk shall forthwith certify to the dainties were spread out for us at the residence of
town cl~rk ~he amount so fixed, who shall assess the same as
othe_r d1str1ct taxes are assessed, and all school money Mr. and Mrs. Abel, and all too soon I had to take
r~ce1ved from the school fund income shall be applied exclu- the Atlantic express for New York.
Lexicography.
Sivly to the payment of teacqers' wages.
So the year's work is ended, and memory now
GooDY-GoonY.-Having never seen a definition of this
In commenting upon this the state superintenaent makes hope brighter than ever; and the work of the
word, I suggest the following : A goody-goody is a man says: "~otto provide for at least this amount (six future will always be ennobled by the recollections
· who has no faults of his own to worry about and so is able
~?nths) IS a wron~ to the children deprived, and an of the many friends we hav met during these event;to devote his time and thoughts to the faults ~f others.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
w. H. BENSON. mJury to the public good. The district board are, fullabors.
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'IWO THINGS WANTED.
First. We want some money from every friend who owes,
on his subscription to TriE THUTH SKKKKR. The balance in
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufacturers and tho printer is very small, and we must.lncrease it,
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing
us by subscribers, and we desire to ldndly but firmly call
their attention to the matter. We need ihe money, and it is
not right for them to lteep it from us. We would also
respectfully suggest to those whose subscriptions expire during the present month that now is the time to renew. We
woukl call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new subscriber, and so get yonr own paper cheaper,
Second. We once more ask our friends to send us the
names of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not
take TnE TnuTn SKKKKR. The intention is to send them
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may
subscribe.

A Lraf from Uistory.
Supplementary to our reectit ac~ount of the persecutions
of the sects which clid not accept Calvinism, by the Puritan~
of Now England. Mr. He~ton this week rPcalls the cruel
treatment by the New England churches of Rog-er William~,
who in the middle of January, 1G31l, waq driven from Salem
to wander in the wilderness of ~now anrl ice between that
town ancl Sowam~. H. I .• now Warrpn, where be waq rPceiverl
by the Indian King Mas~asoit, One of Roger Williams's
worst heresies waq tho denial of the right of the magistrates
to punish a brPal<er of the Sabbath, or other "offenses
ag-Rinst Gocl." From a Chnrch of Eng!lmcl preacher Mr.
Williams gradually evolnterl to a true clefenrler of liberty,
and ma.intainetl, with the help of his Indian friends, a refuge
for the oppressed of the MassRcbmetts Uolony.

A Suggestion.
The elections are over, and there is opportunity
for a discussion of matters other than politics.
We hope Freethinkers everywhere will put their
brains at work devising the best means of advancing
their cause. One of the best ways is by distributing
Freethought literature and obtaining subscribers to
Freethought journals. There are also other methods
of great importance, and none should be neglected.
Let us make a strong and a long pull all together
this winter, and see if something practical cannot be
nccompli~hed-some one of the Nine Demands enforced in some one of the states.

Uonest by Force of Law.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 11th last, we summarized the history of the attempt of the Congregationalists of Greenwich, 1\Iass., to steal a building
belonging to the town. The attempt was madE\
because the town authorities rented the structure to
Spiritualists and In:fideh•, though the Congregationalists never, we believe, allowed these citizens to use
the house, preventing the occupation by force and a.
sheriff. The facts are, briffly, these: In colonial
times church and state were very solidly united in
Massachusetts. The inhabitants were taxed to support the preacher, and fined if they did ne>t listen to
biro upon Sunday. Greenwich is a portion of the
ancient territory of Quabbin, in the Counecticut

valley, and was incorporated in 1754. In 1816 the
town settled up with the parish of Quabbin, which
,,_,]}JII.s-,.•,.oe'm :]T:ifi'l-reeltin£!; and pain~l to read the
until that time bad attended to ecclesiastical affairE',
the· followers of the ,meek
and all the records and papers were transferred to
.. ·himself crucified for sedi- .
the selectmen of Greenwich. This wiped out the
parish. In 1823, ten years before Massachusetts
. . _ . . · ' The message
.:tniiiii1it,eJrs qf (Jfeyeland to Governor
separated church and state, Greenwich voted to
'ifu~:Y:stllmd
a~, ~ith :the exception of
" build a new housP, to be used as town-house and a
.pleading ·.tor mer~y. -has
place for public worship." The bouse has been
,rtt::~:tr.Qr,n~:J,::t!lriS~!I~nltJThese worshipers of
used, in accordance with this vote, by Calvinists~
l:tt(llati..4l~~r-cnls,li.·,s_al10· :· ,, The/}\{ethodist minrsMethodists, Universalists, and Unitarians. The town
in· number, in' behalf
has always paid the bills of the house, appointed
of all the interests of
committees to look after it, sold the seats therein,
.
of the convicted .An·
apportioned its use between the different sects, .and
_it!!, course, severe though
on one occasion appointed a committee to " effect a
vit.e:;cli'YJine u!tlt!l:lllog. aD.d protection upon
compromise and a more harmonious state of feeling
'<JlU'I,lt!.'"llll!u." · Divine blessing and
among them." In 1865 the Congregationalists beton<~;t.Ji·::appr<lp!jate~J:ira;rer from"chief priests
came incorporated. In 1880 the meeting-housP
,6<fi:i:9~ild B\l!'I'emde!f\lg ,.,,,t.•n><<'1r.n. a mob. _There·
needed extensiv repairs, and an· offer was made
the chief_ priests, and all
openly in town-meeting to giv the house to the
· · agaiirst Jesus, to put
Congregationalists if they would repair it. They
declined to receive it. The pew-rents were then
~a.re _blsewitness against
........ u .....- .'·cwn.n.el~l:l ,:•sg-retm ;not: together. ··We
used to repair the house, which, with private subscriptions and an additional $1,000 raised by taxa- ll:e':~~t~d!?:briq).
this temple· m_ade ·~ith
tion, put it once more in substantial order. After:J;l;!l'····~:~tt;h';i:~~ ·sha.i.l 'see ·'the !!on of man
ward the town shingled it at an expense of between
Than;;th.e high ·
, 'witn~·s~?: Ye
one and two hundred dollars.
In 1883 the Spiritualists desired the use of the
,uli$t!J,;>u.,~,~,_.• _ ""'"··" '"·"' .
?, , ,And they'
u1u•v:·,,)J_: dea~h. ,AD.d he
house for a Spiritualistic lecture. This was granted
by the selectmen, but the Congregationalists blusAnd the multi~ •
· 't·ctao•ae(~~
tered and threatened, and the lecture was delivered
elsewhere. In 1885 the selectmen granted the use of
tbe house for a Freethought lecture. Again the
Calvinists interfered. They garrisoned the buildinll
and employed the sheriff to patrol- the grounds, and
the lecture had to be held in the town hall.
Immediately after this the legal fight began, the
Congregationalists suing the town, and attaching its
property to the nmount of a. thou!'iand dollars, for
granting the use of the house. The town had to
respond, a meeting was called, and the Congregationalists rallied their members to vote against the town
defending itself! They were defeated. and the case
finally landed in the supreme court, which appointed
a master to take testimony. The matter has just
been settled by the supreme court giving the orthodox leave to withdraw their petition. This is a mild
way of throwing the rase out of court, and leaves the
building in exclusiv pos10ession of the town, and sub-.
ject to its order and disposal alone. The Congreuati(}nalists, therefore, are forced to keep their hands·
off this property, and to be as honest as the nature
of their religion will let them.

The Chicago Trage(ly.
The Chicago tragedy is over. Oscar Neebe is
serving- his :fifteen years' sentence in Jo1iet penitentiary; Samuel Fielden and Michael Schwab hav been
sentenced by the governor to life imprisonment
instead of dmth ; Louis Lingg- is dead by his own
hand; August Spies, Albert R. Parsons, Ailolph
Fischer, and George Engel were hanged on Friday.
the 11th instant, as commanded by Jaw. Lin~g'"
death was tragical indeed. On Thursday he placed
·a dynamite bomb in his mouth and exploded it; tearing his face and head in a frightful manner. He
lived but a very few hours. The sentAnoes of
Fielden and Schwab were commuted by Governor
Oglesby, on the same day, Judge Gary, DistrictAttorney Grinnell, and others connected with the
proRecution concurring.
The efforts made in behalf of these men were
almost unparalleled, and such as one who was merely
a criminal could never hope to hav made in his favor.
This case developed from a trial for com:piracy to
murder to a contest betwP.en Society and Anarchy. a
battle between Conservatism and Revolution. By
superior physical force Conservatism has won. It is
not putting it too strongly to say these men were
sacrificed to publio clamor, Jed by an unscrupulous
pres!'!, against "Anarchy." On one side were arrayed
wealth, religion, "respectability;" on tbe other, the
dissatisfied workingmen of the country. The real
issue of whether tbP.se men were guilty of murder
was lost sight of. The courts had decided-on what
everyone :five years from now will consider wholly
insufficient evidence-that they were, and that decision was enough for the side· that had force with it.
Wealth said, Hang them. that our property may be
secure. Religion said, Hang them; they are Infidels ! Respectability said, Hang them, that we may

. ChiCago Anarchists _was. apoint'it be view:ed; So long
~iisl'te8.s(ml;tble doubt existing i11-the minds of
hiu~tit..~da
of'-honest people. and good
.
-nien.,:knew aught'of the· bomb;.'
_ athpenalt'yshould not hav been en.:
, ilealih is' reveng~,- not justice; T-he
sid:.~t~~o!f.'-'soci,ety would. hav be'en as well conserved
\~ilillP'r~s.dntn~rnt, atid : Anit~chy -·wo~ld ·ha" be<'n
refu•.es.Eie'<:J:.· more effectivly than now. In jail• they
.· feloi:ui j '·in th~ grave they anr martyrs. '
· the 'ottt~combs-of :&ome to the gallows of
..·- blood'of the_.martyrs has been the seed
· church~- .Are. therefewerChristians now than
t!l~~;·.w~~ld:-h~v ~6~~- withbU:t-.the Roman emperors~.
Aie. theref tewer Protestants now than there wbuld
h~~ihe~~:With6uVthe Inquisition? Are there fewer'
J3~pt~st~}:beca-rise'the'Purita:D.s persecuted them! . Is·
he:r~sylesfi!' rife because it. has been put down with
fire,; and ·fi!,W"ord; and P!ison! · Everyone knows that
these p~rsecutions but increased· the transgressors.
Right-·or wrong, when people honestly believe themeelvs . persecuted, wl;len other people believe them
unj~stly treated, their cause, good or bad, is certain
to spread, and adherents are certain to flock to their
standard. This truth it is that makes the words of
the Chicago Oonservator, "Let the Anarchists liv
that their cause may die," tbe wililest advice given in
this case.
The effect of this execution is hard to determin.
It may and it may not serve to teach the dissatisfied
workingman tha.t ttl!) ballot is better than bombs
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with which to redress real or fancied grievances.
But it can scarcely do less than leave a sullen and
. bitter feeling in his. heart toward those whom he
regards as capitalistic enemies of the workingmen,
who hav hanged his friends solelybecause they were
striving to help him. Those who hav studied well
the known facts in the case, and taken into careful
consideration the unknown facts, can but .regard it
as one of those cases, which history reminds us are
ever recurring, in which justice has completely mi~
carried and mistaken men hav thereby been lifted to
_the elevation of martyrs.

What Mr. George May Learn.
Mr. Henry George has clinched with the church
of Rome, and been thrown. From over sixty-eight
thousand votes, his following has been reduced to
so111ething like half that number. Mr. Corrigan, of
Madison avenue,- has come out ahead.
The trouble in this matter is that while Mr. George
has told his Catholic land phiiosophers that the hierarchy is a bad political power, he has told them also
that· Catholicism itself is all right. This, to the
whilom Tammany Hall voter; is a distinction too fine
to be seen, or at least acted upon, for if the faith be all
right, the chur~h administration Jl).ust be. So reason
most Catholics, and consequently they hav stuck to
their church instead of to Mr. George.
Butif the bald-headed prophet and the pot-bellied
priest, as John Swinton facetiously dubs Messrs.
•George and McGlynn, had shown, as they easily
could, that the Catholic religion is the shield of tyranny, that the Catholic hierarchy is a vicious slaveholding power, and that its votaries obtain nothing
but slavery for their allegiance to it, then the church
could not hav forced its emancipated followers back
into the ranks. However, from his defeat Mr. George
can learn one valuable lesson, and that is, to destroy
the power of the priesthood the reformer must remove the faith of the people in their superstition. ·

The Episcopal Cathedral.
The project of a new Episcopal cathedral, to be
bigger and more magnificent than the St. Patrick's
Roman Catholic cathedral, is well under way. The
site is picked out, bought, and paid for. The cathedral is to be located away up town-Morningside Park,
llOt;h to 123d streets, west side-on the ground now
occupieil by the Leake and Watts orphan asylum, a
mo~ibund charity institution which exists principally
to obtain state arid municipal gratuities and hold on
to land acquired by gift, now worth nearly a million
dollars.
The story of the Leake and Watts Orphan House
runs far back in colonial times. Gen. Robt. Leake
was a commissary of stores for the English in the
French and 1ndian wars. He was one i~ the expedition against Fort Duquesne, but came ·back to New
York City, accumulated a fortune, and died in
December, 1773, and was buried in Trinity churchyard. He left one son, John George Leake, who
lived to be the only ori.e of his name. He was a
bachelor, and his feeling of loneliness became . so
oppressiv that he left his fortune to a son of his
friend John Waits, provided the young man would
·take the name of Leake. Before the. intention was
carried out the legatee died, and the elder Watts
carried out the alternativ of the Leake will in founding an orphan house. Seven ex-officio trustees were
named, including the mayor, the recorder, the rector
and wardens of Trinity, and the senior ministers of
the Dutch and Presbyterian churches of the city.
The asylum was opened in 1843, since which time it
has cared for only an average of thirty-four orphans
annually. The Board of Education givs the institution hundreds of dollars a year, it pays no taxeEI,
and is a land speculating corporation, with a few
orphans. as a basis for begging. The Leake and
Watts asylum is a good sample of the pious
thrift of charity managers, and the evils of
exemption of such institutions. The land which it
held is exceedingly valuable, and the value increases
every year. By preserving the skeleton of a charity
corporation, this land was held untaxed, and the
managers could sit back in their easy-chairs and see
the passing years pile up thousands and thousands
of dollars to their credit. Now their time has come,
and they can sell out for a million, put a few thousands into another building up in the country, still
remain untaxed, and enjoy the fruits of their speculation, So much for fraud No. l,
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Iswindle upon a municipality than the two mmeums

Next is fraud No. 2-the Episcopal cathedral.
This is to be a great, massiv, magnificent structure,
of no earthly use but to please the esthetic tastes of
a few millionaires. A ten-thousand-dollar house
would do just as well to worship in, and the worship
would hav just as much effect upon God. Such a
house, however, will not suit our friends -of the high
.church. They must rival the Catholics, and hav a
cathedral. This they will be enabled to do by having only the first cost of the structure to provide
for. Does anyone suppose that if they had the taxes
to pay on that million~dollar lot, they would hav
bought it? Or do you imagin that if the six-million·
dollar structure they intend to put on the lot had to
bear its share of the cost of protecting itself, it
would ever be built 1 The Episcopalians could not
afford it, and it is only because they can swindle the
general public through the state, county, and municipal officers that they are enabled to gratify their
tastes i11- public worship: Is this fair, or right, or
honest? No one objects to any sect buying as much
ground as it can pay for and putting thereon as gorgeous a structure as their pockets can stand, providing they pay their taxes on land and building like
anybody else. And if their religion is not worth
what it costs to be honest, they should find one that
is worth paying taxes on.
And further, what is the real good of a six-milliondollar cathedral? Does it prove the truth of Christianity that New York Episcopalians can spend that
amount on a luxury 1 Will it get a singlE,! additional
soul to heaven, or keep one poor Christian from
starving here 1 Does a marble building and a spire
three hundred feet high enable us to follow Christ
in his resurrection, or make the vicarious atonement
scheme less unjust! With raggedness, and hunger,
and cold, and pinching want turning thousands of
human beings into criminals yearly; with official
knavery of Christians filling our penitentiaries and
populating a foreign country; with discontent, and
unrest, and injustice pervading the people everywhere, and society sitting on a volcano, it seems like
a •strain from Nero's fiddle to hear a sect talk about
building a splendid cathedral to unite all Christians,
and thereby bring peace and brotherhood into the
world. It is a useless and a wicked waste of money.
If the Episcopalians desire to build something that
shall be an honor to them and a boon to New York,
let them put the six million dollars into improvements on Trinity's rotten tenement houses, and giv
the inmates comfortable places to liv and grow
moral in.
,

The Soapboiler's Agent.
Mr. Anthony Comstock has popped up again, just
as he does every year a few weeks before his society
holds its annual meeting. This time his victim is.
the firm of Knoedler & Co., art dealers at Fifth ave
nue and Twenty-second street. The oft'ending works
of art consist of photographs of the paintings exhibited in the Paris Salon. It is needless to say that
the seized pictures are not in the slightest degree
immoral or obscene, unless every statue and painting
of the nude is immoral and obscene.
A hopeful sign in this case is that the daily papers
are condemning the vice agent with vigor, and protesting that the law under which he operates was
never meant to be so ·abused. It may be that public
sentiment will compel the soapboiler's Man Friday to
keep his smutty hands off works of art hereafter.
Tbat.is the superficial view. Those who go deeper
into the merits of things will not be satisfied until
the Vice Society itself shall be abolished and its
agent and his spies deprived of all their power to
annoy honest merchants.

Open the Museums on Sundays.
In this city on election day, which was a holiday
and a free day at the Metropolitan Museum, fifteen
thousand people thronged that large building erected
with the city's money. Three weeks ago we visited
that institution on a free day, but a working day,
and two hundred would hav been a large estimate of
the attendance. These facts show that Sunday opening is imperativly needed if the museums are for the
people, which is the plea in response to which the
money was given for the buildings.
Holidays are the only days these institutions are
accessible to the vast population of the city, and
Sundays are the only holidays of sufficient frequency
to be of much use.
·
ln the whole wide world there is no gree.ter

of New York, and for this swindle the hypocritical,
tyrannical, and puritanic religion called Christianity
is directly responsible.
The trustees should open the doors on Sundays or
giv back the money gained by confidence operations
from the city, and cease begging for annual appropriations. If the religious folks desire to run the
museums, let them pay for them, and then do what
they like with their own.·
__E_d_i_t-or..i>-ja...,l•N-o_t_e-s.-THE North .A~ican Re'l!i(J1J), containing Colonel Ingersoll's
reply to Rev. Mr. Field, has run rapidly through five large
editions, so great is the demand to read Ingersoll. We never
heard that Mr. Field's open letter to the Colonel strained the
presses any.
THE steamship Germanic, which arrived last Sunday,
brought as a steerage passenger a Salvation Army preacher,
who anno•1nced his mission to an officer of the ship to be the
conversion of Colonel R. G. Inger~oll to Christianity. We
await the result with interest, but without anxiety.
MR. P. H. FosTER, who runs a nursery at Babylon, Long
Island, is entitled to thanks for a donation of five dollars to
the treasury of THE TRUTH SEEKER. This generosity is
prompted by admiration of the pictures which weekly illume
these pages. May the caterpillars and worms always let Mr.
.Foster's trees alone.
THE Rev. Joseph O'Connell has been appointed by the
Roman Catholic church authorities "defender of the matrimonial bond." The church decree whick he must enforce is
in relation to mixed marriages, and enjoins the agreement of
the non-Catholic party to a contract that the marriage bond
is indissoluble except by death, and that the children must
be educated in the Catholic faith, even, in the event of the
edath of the Catholic parent.
-----MR. TuoKER, in Liberty, comes to the defense of the Galveston News against THE TRUTH SEEKER. Like nearly all of
Mr. Tuc.ker's arguments, the defense is weak. We did not
blame Judge Cook for enforcing the law, for it is the tiger's
nature to tear flesh a11d drink blood, and if the people will
insist in arming Christians with Jaws against their liberty,
they must expect tyranny. Neither did we blame the News
for publishing a paper on Sunday. What we criticise the
News for is that while it upheld Sunday laws per sea~ just
and right, and denounced Sunday labor as against religion
and the interests of m'an, it forced its own employees to work
on Sunday morning to finish the production of its Sunday
issue and all day Sunday to collect the news ancl print the
Monday morning edition. In other words, Mr. Belo, the
owner, preached one thing and practiced another. This conduct has a time-honored definition, and in applying it to the
News we are justified by the facts. It is not true, as Mr.
Tucker intimates, that the News clamored only for impartial
enforcement of the law; it took the ground of the Sabbatarians that Sunday laws arc righteous laws because religious.
How, in the face of this advocacy by the News of Sunday
laws, Mr. Tucker can say that "if the political gospel which
it [lhe News] preaches, day in and day out, with marvelous
ability, were to be accepted by the people of Texas, the
statute books of that state would soon be clear, not only of
Sunday laws, but of almost all other laws," we can explain
only on the ground that an Anarchist editor considers himself absolved as eompletely from allegiance to truth and facts
as he would like to be from law and government. But if the
News bad been consistent, as its defender avers, in asking
for the impartial enforcement of the Jaw, why did it go int.o
court when the law applied to itself? Texas law permits
the sale of papers on Sunday, but not their manufacture.
It also provides penalties for an editor who forces his employees to labor on Sunday. If th!J cry of the News for "impartial enforcement of the law" was sincere, why, we may
again inquire, did it resist the action of the officers who impartially enforced it? We heartily agree with our Boston
friend that the News is "one of the most liberal papers in the
world "·-for a daily paper; but that should not prevent us
from pointing out an inconsistency between its editorials and
its action. We judge a man more by his works than by his
words, and both the works and the words of the News in
this Sunday controversy are not such as a straightforward
twenty-four-hours-in-the-day advocate of liberty can indorse.
And Liberty should not mislead its readers by concealing the
fact that the News is an advocate of Sunday laws, as well as
a clamorer for their "impartial enforcement "-on everybody
but the N(J1J)s.
A CoNGREGATIONALIST minister in the neighborhood of
Jamestown boasted in a l0cal paper "that there was not one
member of his church influenced by or in sympathy with the
doctrins of the new theology." This led Dr. Townsend to
ask, in print, of this confittent pastor, some searching questions, among which are the following: "Can this be true?
Do the good Congregationalists of Frewsburg all believe that
the he:tthen, who hav never heard of Christ, peri,h everlastingly; that all the people who listen to me will burn alive
forever in a literal or spiritual fire; that the mother who
looks into the eyes of her little baby sees a total rlepraviry
which came from the fall of the first man and womMn
tempted by a learned snake; that God made the earth in six:
literal days, about six tbousaml years ago; that the man-m>1de
Augustinian and Calvinistic theology is good enongh for
them? Ask the mother who has laid under the flowers the
form of ber child who, though of accountable years, sealed
her lips and made no sign-ask her if that child has gone
down to the bottomless hell! Ask your more thoughtful
people if they wonder why the latest criticism upon the
Bible is withheld from them; that Doruer is not put in their
hand who, though greatest of orthodox scholars, says that
the endless hell cannot be built upon the New Testamen
word everlasting!"
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ftlttrs /(rotl( Jlritnds.

Suppose George did make a blunder in not answering your
letter, you should not make the cause of humanity suffer.
Anyway, notwithstanding that George is working the religious racket, his main object is directly in your line, and,
therefore, your letter was uncalled for and impolitic. The
Nine Demands stand no chance whatever so long as. the
church retains the powerful support of the beneficiaries of
the unjust and unnatural institution of Private Proverty in
Land.
Commend me to G. E. M., to whose pen I am indebted for
much amusement. Wishing you were on our side, I am,
P. AITKEN.
Yours truly,

seminated here every day. Should one of the so-called
_world's people use a dissenting word contrary tci the present
teachings of the orthodox creeds, as taught in our churches,
he is immediately accused of blasphemy, and is threatened
with arrest. If you do not hold your tongue or do not conform to the ideas of your neighbor, a deacon in the church
around the corner, you are boycotted at your place of, business ;_or if you be a day laborer, or trade at a store oii credit,
you are told you are a heretic and not entitled to credit.
Thus it is with those who dare to think and act for themselva. Thanks to our great father, Nature, this arbitrary and
ignorant feeling is_ growing less at every revolution of our
0. 8. BARRETT.
planet.

BALLSTON SPA, N.Y., Oct. 31, 287.
MR. EDITOR: It is with regret that we record the death
(Oct. 18th) of Brother John V. Arnold, an old-time subscriber
to your valuable paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. Doubtless you
remember his genial face at White Sulphur Springs. His
last hours were peaceful, and he died in the same belief in
which he lived (an avowed Atheist), having no fear of an
angry God or his hell. Shortly before his death he told his
wife that he did not want any parson to come and send him
to hell after he was dead. So a gentleman, a Spiritualist,
MoUND CITY, MINN., 0ct. 30, 1887.
from Saratoga Springs, made the address. He spoke from
NAuvoo, ILL., Nov. 1, 1887.
Mr. EDITOR: I feel as though I owe some apology to the
the words, "As the tree falleth so it lieth," apd made a very Editor of the good old paper.
MR. EDITOR: Departed this life from La Junta, Col., Oct.
fiRe address. So anotker good Infidel and co-worker in the
I hav, for some time, been a little "miffed" at the small 24, 1887, Mr. James S. Kelly, aged 21 years 8 months 17 days.
cause of humanity has gone to his long sleep. May he rest amount of sympathy you seemed to feel for the Labor party, Deceased was born and raised at a country dwelling three
in peace.
MRs. AND MR. WM. THoRPE.
but I hav just found out that you know more about it than ·miles east of Nauvoo, HI.
At the age of 17, on a bright April morning, he left his
I.
A day or two age a friend placed in my hand a number
REDDlOK, ILL., Oct. 25, 1887.
. home to. shirk for himself. He remained away for seven
of
Henry
George's
paper,
and
I
saw
in
a
moment
that
the
MR. EDITOR : If it were left to a vote of the people of the
months, when he returned, where he assisted in home duentire world, whether we would let the Christian religion principles of the Labor party, as expounded to-day, rest upon ties till the 22d March, this year. Being of age in February,
knew
that
a
foundation
of
goody-good
piety.
I
suppose
you
stand, or abolish it, and lacked one vote of casting it over
full of life arid hope for the future, he went West resolved
·
the railing of forgetfulness, I would cast that one vote, if I all the time.
to make a name and fortune, hoping soon to return to the
In
the
paper
aforesaid
was
a
speech
by
McGlynn,
which
was beheaded forthwith. What is the church doing now?
home of his birth to be welcomed by loved ones there. But
could
be
slowly
recited
in
twenty
minutes,
and
in
that
speech
Warring with the elements of science and truth. Even in
alas! he has fallen asleep now-the sleep that knows no
our present day the bigots hav arraigned one of our best the name God and its appositive and pronouns occurs just waking. The book is closed before the story of life was finworkers and light-bearers-Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker. What forty-five times.
I hav nothing to say about George's or McGlynn's individ- . ished. The bough is broken off before the blossom is turned
for? Simply because she is working for the interest of huual
god business, but I hav an actual prejudice against God to fruit. He was a true Liberal. He believed in human kindD;J.anity.
as
a
stepping-stone to power; and it is perfectly clear to me ness, and that he who doeth wrong shall suffer for the wrong
The question is often asked, " What can we do to prevent
that if that party goes into po;ver it will sail in !'.!board the that .he doeth. He believed that no good thing is failure,
such outrages on the human family?"
and no evil thing success. ·He sent for and read a great many
This is what you must do : take THE TRUTH SEEKER, and "Old Ship of Zion." I prefer a "birch-bark" myself.
Liberal works, which opened a vista that expanded his
Seeing
that
I
hav
not
bothered
you
for
so
long,
I
would
get all of your friends to take and read, that they may be
like to mention another thing. It may please some of my old thoughts and ideas, and he had the-faculty to express them
posted, then act accordingly.
C. B. HUNTER.
antagonists to hear that the Woman's Christian Temperance without giving offense. Strong in his convictions and tenaBuRLINGToN, KAN., Oct. 28, 1887.
Union persecutions all over the country hav cured me of my cious of his opinions, he was, nevertheless, tolerant of spirit, .
MR. EDITOR : To my surpriBQ the local papers say that Prohibition foolishness. I hav reference· to the crusade respectful to all, and died as he had lived. By using the
Mr. Remsburg's three lectures here " were scholarly, full of against Sunday recreation. It is now clear to me that the words of Thomas Paine, I can express his sentiments clearly :
average Prohibitionist cares more for the man who called a "The world is my country; to do good my religion."
thought, and masterly."
His remains were expressed to Nauvoo, Ill., and were inThe opera house was packed, and a well-behaved and sorrowing mother a dog than for the suffering families of
terred in the city cemetery. As he had often requested, no
intelligent audience cheered Mr. Remsburg to the echo. I drunkards.
Yours in reconciliation,
DR. SauoK.
minister was present at his .funeral, but our friend; Mr. M.
believe that he made a hundred converts to Liberaliem, and
M. Morrill, delivered an appropriate address.
J. I. C.
the high-priests here say "the lectures hav done much
WEsT PoiNT, PA., Oct. 29, 1887.
injury, for they-will cause all the young people who heard
MR. EDITOR: Your notice came duly to hand, for which
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., Nov. 3, 1887.
them to lose faith in their mothers' Bibles." A splendid accept my thanks. You will find inclosed a check for $5MR. EDITOR: I see that friend W. F. Jamieson's answer in
tribute.
·
.$3 for THE TRUTH BEEKER one year, $1 for the defense fund
I confess that as a graduate of theology I did not before oof Elmina Drake Blenker, 50 cents for ",Life: a Prose Poem," THE TRUTH SEEKER to inquirers is that Liberals are scarce in
know that the Bible was such a beastly, brutal volume as it by Ingersoll, and for the balance you will please send me the the San Luis valley. Now, he is not posted, else we are disis. Mr. Remsburg showed and proved to his vast audience address of Robert G. Ingersoll to the jurymen of 1\<Iorris- agreed as to what constitutes a Liberal. What I mean by
that it commanded and taught everything from murder down town. I hav been looking for that address ever since it was Liberal is InfideL Like most other places where there hav
to lying.
delivered, and felt very sorry when I was told in THE TRUTH been no Liberal lectures, full-fledged and outspoken Liberals
This place is shaken up, for it was something entirely new SEEKER office, some time ago, that it might never_ be pub- are scarce. Being outspoken and a resident here for four
to the people, for eight high-priests hav heretofore had their lished, and am well pleased now to know that it will be. years, I find them here (counting all grades collectivly)
own way here, and they used the gag for argument. Rey- Long may Robert G. Ingersoll Iiv that humanity may enjoy almost as thick as jack-rabbits; and I think any· grade is
better to begin with than a .mossback, stuck-in-the-mud,
nolds and Watts and Putnam are to follow.
the golden thoughts he is so capable of expressing.
GEo H. BETHARD.
I like THE TRUTH SEEKER and all there is in it, although I orthodox Christian.. So I must differ with friend Jamieson;
cannot agree with all ; and the pictures are a very pood for I hav sounded them. I am as anxious to see this valley
"IN GOD WE TRUST."
feature, as the people generally look at them, and they can- settled up with Liberals as any man, and I guess Professor
LINooLN, ILL., Nov. 4, 1887.
not help getting an idea with a second's glance. Some good Jamieson is not less so; and if he had been posted as
MR. EDITOR : The American twenty-dollar gold-piece has Christians will look at the pictures and la_ugh and then say, well as his friend he would hav said yes. We intend havthe above inscription. We wonder how many pious hypo- "Oh ! but ain't they wicked?" A large number of people, I ing him lecture here soon, arid are delighted with the idea of
crite who are anxious about " God in the Constitution" are find, will look at the pictures that would not read the paper. having the honor and pleasure of listening to one of ·our
willing to trust God in the payment of debts, and whether After they hav seen some of the pictures they will start to representativ Freethought lecturers. Then I feel certain
the grains of gold are not much better security to get a sack read and so become interested.
that he will find that I know what I am talking about, and
of flour with than " God's promis" if you will only trust him
This is a pleasant country village, noted for not having a also learn something about these vapid Liberals, as he terms .
and hav a little faith. It appears to me that the above in- church and for the average good character of its citizens, them.
scription is the sum of silliness. Is it expected that God will but the parsons of the adjoining towns hav started a Golden
Being anxious to advance our cause, with little effort I
redeem our money that is defaced by such a foolish sentence? Hour Circle here, and the scanty means of the ignorant and hav obtained two subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER and two
What can be the sense in tacking on to absolute money-a deluded are being taxed to build a church.
to the Boston Invest;igator. Andrew Monson takes THE
symbol that means cash down, no trust-so absurd a sentiTRuTH SEEKER, I take the Boston Investigator, and we
D. c. WISMER.
ment as " In God we trust?" If the sentiment was blazoned
exchange. I had you send THE TRUTH SEEKER on four
on all gold and silver money thus, " In Thee we trust," it
months' trial to my son J. N. Powell, and he renewed with
ADRIAN, MioH., Oct. 23, 1887.
would be exactly the bottom.sentiment of priest and church.
MR. EDITOR : A copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER is before me. two years in advance and $2 for the Blenker Defense Fund.
History is replete with the ravages and crimes committed by It is refreshing to me to look over its contents; although I Nothing like getting them started, and on the heels of the
Christian idolaters in their 'rapacity for money. The inscrip. do not indorse all that is said in its columns, yet I am in lecture we will strike while the iron -is hot. Getting Liberals
tion is a disgrace to an enlightened age. What would be the unison with the general teachings of the paper. The great interested is the rub. If they will read they will support
use of gold if we could all get of God on trust what we want? champion of Freethought, who is now no more of earth, the cause. If we can hav lectures they wi1l read. This
Ever yours,
WINTERSET.
D. M. Bennett, in my opinion, was the best adapted to por- valley merits all the praise that has been said of it, and, like
tray the absurdity of the Bible doctrin, especially that part Jamieson, I don't want Christians to get too much of it.
I will just say to all Liberals who favor the idea of forming
relating to the orthodox future punishment. He was the most
ORIENT, L. I., Oct. 26, 1887.
DEAR T. S.: You continue to put in your weekly appear- capable inan living in his time, or any other period. I own a Liberal colony here, come right along, or correspond with
ance regardless of the fact that my subscription has not been the four volumes, "A Truth Seeker Around the World." W. F. Jamieson, and he will help fix things up all 0. KT. L. PowELL,
renewed. This is very kind of you, but I'm afraid you do I hav read and re-read them, and still they are likely to be
yourself an injustice, as I cannot repay you in the customary perused again by me. I always gain a little more informaway. The Anti-Poverty movement claims all the $3 I hav tion every time I look into the volumes. His persecution by
CoVINGToN, GA., Oct. 81, 1887.
to spare. I do not admire your treatment of that movement. Comstock, that dwarfed nondescript in mind-! boil over
MR. EDITOR : It is with pleasure I inclose $2 for the
renewal of my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I must
Honest opposition is always welcome. It polishes truth. every time I think of it.
The illustration on the last page of THE TRUTH SEEKER of say there is no paper I take the reading of which affJrds me
But you don't fight fair. You distort and falsify and mis.
represent. I had almost said you lie about it. You at least Joseph, with his coat of many colors, is certainly well more pleasure. I cannot conceive how any Liberal who
circulate the lies of others. Besides, you are inconsistet1t to drawn. Heston must hav a stupendous imagination, for he desires to keep abreast of the times, and who wishes to be
oppose it at all. It is your natural ally. " Poverty ,'l says has made Jo look very gaudy. The picture excites admira- renewed occasionally with the unction of the spirit that fired
Mr. Putnam, '' is the curse of humanity and the supreme tion mingled with awe for the character in the middle-ground. the hearts of Voltaire, Paine, Hume, Jefferson, and the
problem of the day." True and more. It is the mother of The two .ladies at back of the tent certainly express either Patriot Emmet, as well as the hero of Ticonderoga, to deignorance and superstition, the pillars of the church. You contempt or mischief. The elderly lady stands with her clare for the right of mental liberty, to think, and to express
' claim to fight the church. Why not begin at the beginning? hands on her hips, with poor fool expressed in her face. the pent-up thought of the mind, can do without the weekly
You waste your time and superb talents in showing the world The younger lady is more coy, and is apparently full of ad- visits of the fearless TRUTH SEEKER.
her error, hypocrisy, and vice. That was sufficiently done miration for Jo. Joseph was of a financial turn of mind. He
The battle for mental liberty is not won in its entirety, and
long since, yet new steeples rise all over the land. Why? tried to cheat those who put confidence in him, and I think never will be as long as such gross ignorance of nature exists,
Throned Injustice finds her useful to protect the wrongs of from his appearance he was something of a fop. He carries which is the mother of superstition, and as long as the dogproperty and teach obedience to the powers that be. The a dude's cane under his arm. But the nude condition of his mas of the church tether the minds of the young, and stupefy
church has long since lost all credit with the sagacious ; as legs and the cut of his garments would spoil him for a mod- the intellect of man in his meridian, making him mentally
Emerson says : " They detect the falsehood of its preaching, ern dude. The picture on the front page will speak for itself. color-blind to manly reason.
.
but when they say so all good citizens cry: 'Hush; do not Of all despicable objects, a priest is the worst. Their physiLiberals are daily rebuked for expressing their doubts,
weaken the state, do not take the straitjacket off dangerous ognomies, with hardly an exception, show a low and cruel although philosophers tell us doubt is the beginning of wispersons. Every honest fellow must keep up the hoax as best cunning. They should one and all be banished from the face dom. It was the doubts of Luther and of philo!ft:>phers that
he can, and whenever he sees anything that will keep men of the earth.
brought on the Reformation. Doubts made the liberty of
amused-schools or churches, or poetry or music, or what
I will not attempt to measure the depravity of the so-called Ainerica. Old foundations are not always built on a rock.
not-he must cry, Hist-a-boy, and urge the game on.'" saints of our present time. The essence of meanness is disI cannot forbear saying a good word for the cartoons. I
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see occasionally, now and then, a subscriber objects to them.
Of course, and it is true, there are individuals who hav
no "music in their souls." The beauties in poetry make no
impression on tb,eir senses. So it is with pictures. But few
really take in a proper conception of the illustrations. Picture writing, and representations through such methods, was
the most ancient way of expressing ideas, and picture delineations are becoming more prominent every day. Every
cartoon is a chapter within itself. Let the reader study
them, and he will be anxious to see them rather than hav
them discontinued. Let the good work go on, and let every
subscriber help to make THE TRUTH SEEKER a terror to
tyrants, bigots," and hypocrits, and to clear away superstition that clouds the minds of so many, as amaurosis obscures
the vision.
Let humanity usurp the place of oppression. Let knowledge take the place of ignorance. Let benevolence take the
place of malevolence. Let charity dictate the conduct of
THEN SING.
all.
KENT, 0., Sept. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: "The editorial in your TRUTH SEEKER of Sept.
24th, headed "Bloodthirsty Chicago," is being read by many
of our citizens besides our Liberals, and all agree that it is a
shame. The Anarchists now _in jail at Chicago, who made
the bombs, and advocated the using of them, who also taught
and helped to put in force the breaking of the laws, the taking the lives of our officers who had been chosen to protect
our property and our lives, should be hung for murder.
Better hav hung them for treason before they had a chance
to carry their pernicious teachings into effect. We hav not
forgotten the many battles and years of suffering that were
necessary to make this land of ours '' the land of the free and
the home of the brave." Neither hav we forgotten the strife
and sufferings in our late war, -when the South only wished
to withdraw themselvs, with their own property, from the
North, that they might make laws for themselvs better suited
to their wishes. Now that we see those in our midst who
advocate no law, no government, and the taking of both life
and property which is not their own, are we to sit with our
hands folded while our lives are being threatened, and our
possessions being confiscated for the use and benefit of
others? The mechanics and laborers 1 as. well as they of
better means, who hav earned for themselvs a home in which
they can sit with their wives and little ones, and feel that
they ·hav something to protect them from the storms of
winter, something they can call their own, and that in a land
where there are laws to protect them in their rights, will not
sit quiet while their rights are being undermined by those
who wish to bring others down to a level with themselvs.
I am a poor man, with but one shirt on my back, and that
one supports a paper collar, but I hav no desire to compel
those who hav been more fortunate in business, or more
economical in saving, to divide their earnings with me. No;
I love to see them enjoy what is theirs. I see many things
in religion and politics that, to my mind, are wrong, and I believe in educating the. people as fast as possible to remedy
such wrongs, but never will~ I sanction force until all peaceable and honorable m~ans shall hav failed. I cannot concede to any the right to destroy by force the individuality of
any American citizen, or to contaminate the morals of society
or the public welfare of our land. I am opposed to· large
monopolies, the" cornering" of articles of consumption, and
many other things allowed to be done in our country, but we
hav redress by peaceable means, and not by force.
Why all this cry about land when Uncle Sam has millions
of acres, and any citizen can secure one hundred and sixty
acres by merely paying for making out the papers which giv
them the ownership in fee simple, and the protection by law
in the peaceable possession of the same? But one says we
must pay taxes on it and we don't want it. Why not ask
our government to work it for them, and giv them the benefit? To such agitators I say, If our laws are too obnoxious
to you, go and liv by yourselvs where there is no law, where
the stronger can liv off the weaker. Go liv with the savages,
where those who kill the most game and pull the most roots
hav the most to eat. But, hark ye! you will there find a
chief whose word is law, and must be obeyed. ·
A.D. SWAN.

was not half over until my fun was spoiled. She arose,
plucked the coat-sleev-e of her son, and followed by one of
her acquaintances, the. three pranced out just as Mr. Reynolds was telling his opinion of the "rib story," and said
that there wasn't enough jaw in a rib to make a woman.
The second lecture was concerning the origin of the Bible,
in which was shown in logical arguments, well flavored with
wit and ridicule, the stampede of hollow-mindedness, and
the probable ''divinity of kings."
His third lecture was "The Teachings of Liberalism," being a logical discourse upon the issues involved in Liberal
movements, the scientific inventions it had brought about,
the freedom from bondage it had planted in the world, a
brief sketch of its past heroism, a comparison of that with
the present, and the hope for the future.
And during his third lecture, lo and behold ! there was a
happening which I will chronicle as a most divine revelation of God's wisdom and sympathy. Something was wrong
with the electric lights, and utter darkness reigned, until
a few of the faithful brought some lamps (for, "let your
lights so shine," etc., etc.). So we had a lecture just the
same. And in about the middle of his discourse, Mr. Reynolds raiSed his hand to make a biblical quotation from the
Bible, and was saying : " God said (lo and behold ! the
electric lights were turned on), Let there be light, and ther.e
was light."
The fourth and last lecture of Mr. Reynolds was upon the
theme of" The Bible in the Public. Schools." The ruinous
teachings of the Bible was portrayed in such a manner as to
convince the most superstitious as to its poisoning eff~cts on
the minds of the young. This, in brief, is an account of the
good work at the hands of our able rcpresentativ of Liberalism. Mr. Reynolds needs no eulogy, but his best eulogy
is the opinions . of his hearers. As a speaker, Mr. Reynolds
is not only an orator, but a dramatist. His delivery is entertaining, even if he had nothing to say. Full of enthusiasm
for the right, his efforts in the cause of humanity and mental
freedom are appreciated, and will at every instance inspire
him to renewed energies, endeavors, and courage in the
work. Mr. Reynolds made many friends by his visit to Des
Moines, and we shall feel that it Is a treat of intellectual
refreshment if at any future time we hav the privilege of
hearing him.
Remember your Des Moines friends, Mr. Reynolds, and
come again.
WARNER LovELL.
PuRDY's STATION, N. Y., Oct. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: What is Christianity, divine inspiration or a
mental disease? If it is divine inspiration, why should
Christians hate disbelievers? Why shouldn't a Christian
treat an Infidel with kindness if the Infidel is kind to him?
Why shouldn't honesty shake hands with honesty, in dependent of any religion or theory? Who is to be blamed for this
awful "man's inhumanity to man?" Did God <Mv a gospel
o·

of hatred and malice? Certainly for such a God we should
hav nothing but contempt. But if Christianity is a mental
disease, we ought to hav pity for our Christian neighbors.
Surely a man is not to be condem11 ed for having a mental
disease any more than he would be for having a physical
,
disease. We Freethinkers ought to do our best to cure the
suffering brain of the people, to free the mind, to break the
chains of superstition. " And God said, "Let there be light,
and there was light." Let us follow the god of humanity
and science; light, more light, that is what we need.
But we should remember ex niltilo nihil fit. We shouldn't
expect to create a world out of nothing. If we really desire
to see more light in the world, we ought not to be idle ourselva. We ought to be activ, not passiv, Liberals. Above
all, let us be kind; if we want to get the role of teachers, we
should instruct, not ridicule, our pupils. If our antagonists
hav power and might, we hav something more precious than
that. Our weapons are right and reason, and I. hope the
rule of might will not last forever.
The other day I had an interview with Rev. B. N. Lewis,
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"Yes, even if he is the best and the greatest man in the
world.· All the Infidel lecturers and speakers ought to be
imprisoned. There ought to be a law against blasphemy in
every state." One thing more: weare indebted to Christianity for our free government, public schools, and good institutions, and he.who denies that is a big fool. Now, Brother
Macdonald, let us shake. Do you bav any doubt as to the
correctness of the above statement? Do you think Christianity h!ts nothing to do with civilization? Do you believe
we are indebted for our liberty to the Infidels Paine. Jefferson,
Franklin, and others? If so, then, according to Rev. Lewis,
you are a fool, and don't you forget it. But take courage,
big fool that you are, and accept my consolation. After all,
you are only a fool, but Robert G. Ingersoll is a big rascal ;
he is trying to destroy the liberty of our country! Why ?
Because Christianity is the foundation of liberty and civiliza"
tion : they must stand or fall together. Poor wretched Bob !
Our " Christian " forefathers by the grace of God established
a free government, and thou art willing to fight God and men,
and kill our dear innocent Miss Liberty. Alas for human
freedom! What will become of Uncle Sam's dominion if the
people will. be converted to thy infamous views? There will
be no freedom of speech, no freedom of press, and probably
no freedom of thought, and our beautiful world will become
an Infidel hell !
My conversation with the reverend gentleman lasted about
two hours and a half. It is unnecessary to giv further particulars, but I wish to ask you, Mr Editor, what do you
think of SU<lh a parson ? Do you believe him to be in a per.
feet state of mind ? I don't. I think there is something
wrong about his brain, and the same can be said of all honest
preachers and believers in the Christian superstition.
THE TRUT1I SEEKER is getting better and better every week.
Mr. Oswald's papers on the Religion of the Future are excellent. Also I find delight in reading the articles of Messrs.
Putnam, Peck, Denslow, and others. Success to your grand
paper I May it Iiv long and spread the gospel of humanity.
Yours,
CLEMENS P. BERYLSON.
The following is the letter mentioned above :
REv. B. N. LEwrs, Dear Sir: I had the honor of hearing
your sermon last Sunday, and I wish to make a few remarks.
The subject of your sermon was the love of God toward men.
Now, I believe that you are an honest man, and hate hypocrisy; I wish to believe that there is no conflict between your
thinking and saying. Being an honest man myself, I hav the
highest affection and respect for every honest man. even if
he doesn't share my opinions. I hope you are candid enough
to hear both sides, and for that reason I write to you this
letter. I am not willing to deceive you, and right here I tell
you I am not a Christian nor a religionist in any sense of this
word. But I am not an Atheist. I neither affirm nor deny
the existene of God. I am an Agnostic; I say, " I don't
know." All I claim, alii want, is the right of doing my own
thinking and giving to the· world the results of my thinking
if I desire to do so, without being punished, even if the ma'jority of thepeopleare against me. "Why?" You say: "We
Jiv in a free country, and everybody here has the right to
express his opinion. Nobody will hang or imprison you for
disbelieving in Christianity." All right! But suppose our
government wonld hang Atheists and Infidels. Wouldn't
that be an outrage? Wouldn't you say the government has
no right to punish a man for opinion's sake? I hope you
would. But you are a preacher of "the gospel," and the
Bible says, "He that believeth not shall be damned." Now
I don't believe in Jesus Christ; I don't know if there ever was
such a man-if Christ was a real person or a myth; I hav no
faitb in miracles. Admitting the Bible to be true, I will auffer eternal pain. But why? What wrong hav I done? I
never committed any crime, never caused any human being
to suffer; I am doing my best to liv an honest and useful life.
Why, then, should I be punished for disbelieving something
which I can't believe? If persecution for religious opinion
is an outrage here, why shouldn't it be an outrage in heaven?
Or is man better than God? If so, why should we worship
such a God ? I am not an emeny of God, if there is such a
being, but I fail to see" his goodness if he will treat me worse
than I treat my fellow-men. I am in earnest, Mr. Lewis; if
in order to be saved I must believe in God's '' only begotten
son," I wish to do so. But I can't; my reason tells me that
such a thing is impossible. If God. wanted me to believe in
his son, why didn't he giv me power to believe? If he is the
creator of my brain, who is to blame for my "Infidelity?"
I can't help thinking; I am not able to control my brain.
The Christian religion seems to be a religion of fear: '' believe
or be damned." You may be the best man in the world, and
still suffer everlasting punishment for being true to your
honest opinion. Is that what you call the love of God? If
there is in the worlrl such a thing as blasphemy, your doctrin, according to my opinion, is real blaspbemy.
You say God so loved the world that he gave his only
son, etc. Suppose that is true. Then our only hope is that
God will be merciful to us in the next world if we will
believe in Christ. But is he merciful to us here in this world ?
The Bible tells us that God is the creator of the universe.
On the contrary, science tells that the universe has never
been created ; it has no beginning and no end. But we
must believe the Bible or be damned. Now if God is the
creator of the world, why did he make volcanoes, earthquakes, all kind of diseases etc? Do you see God's goodness
in all these things? I don't. Is the whole human rare happy ?
Did you· ever Sle an honest man who was happy all his life-?
For my part, I don't believe that a real honest man with.,a
tender heart can be happy while millions of human beings
are unhappy. Do you know that in many countries-evtn
here in tbc United States-millions of laborers are wqrking
for starvation wages? Do the rich men-in America as well
as in Europe-" expose themselvs to feel what wretches
feel?" You say they are wicked people. Good! But our
"good and benevolent" God is their creator. What did he
create wicked people for? If I could help a sufferer, and
wilfully wouldn't do it, I would be ashamed of myself. God
is able to help; why doesn't he? Where then is your God's
love? I tell you there is something wrong about it. Away
with such a love! It is better to say there is no god at all,
than to say our God is so good that he pays no attention to
his children's sufferings. That is my doctrin, and'' upon
that rock I stand." Now if I am mistaken I want to be corrected, and I will be very thankful to you, if you will correct

Methodist preacher of Purdy's, on the Christian religion.
The cause of our conversation was a.letter which I wrote to
him a few weeks ago after hearing his sermon on the goodness of God. I always considered Mr. Lewis a pleasant
talker and a kind man, "with malice for none., But how
.
often are we di sappointc d In our life! I expected to hear
some new arguments in defense of Christianity, but, alas I
DEs MoiNES, lA., Nov. 2, 1887.
nothing is new under the sun. The Christians' arguments in
MR. EDITOR: Mr. C. B. Reynolds has just closed a series favor of their religion are almost as old as (.Jhristianity itself.
of lectures in this city on Liberalism. His theme was di- " We hav no right to dictate God what to do; God's ways
vided into four principal topics, the subject of his first lect- are not our ways." "The prophecies of the Old Testament
ure being, " Why I let the Pulpit." Passing by the entrance hav been fulfilled.in the New Testament." "By disbelieving
of the hall, I overheard a mild supposition of an elderly lady, God's word I commit a terrible crime. I rob God of his
as she read the words of announcement-" Guess it was rights." (Think of a mortal being robbing the rights of
'cause he wern't good enough to stay inter H." I saw the infinit power.) " God can't save me unless I want to be
interest the old lady seemed to take in me as I started up- saved." (He can't? Then his power is limited.) In anstairs to the lecture.
swer to my inquiry, if a son can be happy in heaven while
"Better come up and hear Mr. Reynolds, madam."
his father is in ltell, "Yes, such is the justice of God; there
" See heare-youngster," she said, urgingly, as she mo- will be no earthly relations." But after all, hell is not so
tioned for me to come back. I retreated a few steps toward terrible as I thought it to be; it doesn't mean a real fireand-brimstone hell, but conscience. (Well, if hell doesn't
her, when she proceeded with pointed finger:
"Don't yer know that he's the devil' a agent? Now jist mean hell, what is the meaning of heaven?) At last, when
take my advice: don't yer go ter heare that thar Infidel. the pastor exhausted all his arguments, he got excited and
Bless your soul, I sawyer at church the other Sunday, and said: "Well, if you reject the Bible, I can't help you. Stick
yer ought jist to say now, 'Git thee behind me, Satan I' to Infidelity and Tom Paine. If Tom Paine was a better
man than Jesus Christ [And certainly he was. Jesus Christ
Come, youngster, don't yer go up there."
.
"Oh," said I, in a reasoning attitude, "if one Liberallect- said, "He that believeth not shall be damned." "If any
turer can knock all the religious stuffi.n' out o' me that the man come to me and hate not his father and mother, he can
preachers· hav put in during the past ten years, why, there not be his disciple." Thomas Paine said: ''The world is
must be some truth in it. But now it is time for the lecture. my country; to do good my religion."], follow him. But
__ , ·
· Come up and hear him; it won't hurt you."
·
There is nothing new or interesting in all these stateJust then her "son came by, and as the old lady had yielded
to my persuasion, we all walked up to the lecture. I man- menta. But I call your attention to his following declara-~ mHoping to receive from you a plain and candid answer,
aged to get a scat nearly facing the elderly Christian, so that tion: "A Christian isn't obliged to hav any respect for an I remain, Yours for truth and justice,
CLEMENS P. BERYLSON.
I could watch her religious nervousness. But the lecture Infidel." "Even if the Infidel is a good man?" I asked.
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2.-DIAMOND.
the portrait was correct in every bone and
1. A Jetter.
line. The grave old doctors burst into loud
2. To impair.
applause.
3. A plant anrl its frnit.
"Sir," Agassiz, said, on telling the story,
4. A kind of ribbon for binding.
Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, FaZZ
5. A perch.
Rl'IJer, Mass., to whom all Communications for "that was the proudest moment of my life,
"6. A word that expres~es denial.
and the happiest; for I knew, ;now, my
tkis Corner should be ssnt.
7. A letter.
WARREN B. OnoHARD.
father would consent that I should giv my
life
to-science."-Our
Youth.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
ANSWERS TO PUZZT.ES IN OTnLnREN'S OORNER,
When the night is beginning to lower,
NOV. 5, 1887.
Comes a panse in the day's occupations
The Crow and the Fox.
G
1.That is known as the Children's Hour."
TEN
A master crow, perched on a tree one day,
Was holding in his beak a cbeese;
TENET
A master fox. by the odor drawn that way,
GENERAL
To a Mountain Bluebell.
Spake unto him in words like these :
NERVE
Little flower of bonny blne
" Oh, good-morning, my Lord Crow!
TAE
W Pi come is thy tender bue,
How well yen look; bow handsome yon do grow!
L
Tinted like an ocean shell,
•Pon my honor, if you note
PLASM
2.D<inty little mountain bell;
Bears a re,·emblance to your coat,
LEMMA
B 1ooming o'er the murky mines,
Yon are the Phcenix of the dwellers in these
AMBER
'Neath the moaning of the pines,
woods."
SMEAR
And the aromatic fir,
At these words does the crow exc·eedingly re·
MAHRY
Nekhbor of the juniper;
joice;
In the mn•ic of thy bells
And, to display his beauteous voice,
Correspondence.
Tell me of the mountain dells,
He opens a wide beak, lets fall his st.olen goods,
And the mountain breezes blown
RRUNSWIOK, GA.
The
fox
seized
on·t,
and
said:
"My
good
monsieur,
In thy plain hv undertone.
1\'[y DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I shoulrl like you
Learn that every fhtterer
With the song of mountain rills
to giv ~hort notice in your paper (Children's
Livs at the expenee of him who hearB him out;
Hurrying to thl' hungry mill~,
Corner) that Fred L. Hoffmann, from St.
This lesson is well worth a cheese, no doubt."
Whisper low and true to me
Loui~, Mo., now in Brunswick, Ga .. woulrl
The
crow,
ashamed
and
much
in
pain,
•
Of a prehistoric sea;
like to communicate with MiBs Alma V.
Swore-but
a
little
late-they'd
not
catch
him
so
Of the Vulcan band that brought
Win~>man. of Chicag", as her letter to him
-J,a, 11'ontatne.
again.
Order from the ruin wrought •.
had b~>en d~>liver~>d to the wron,g; person. This
Where tho mountain chain was born,
way, I think. will be the only one to find her.
A Plain Lesson.
In that dim chaotic morn,
Very·truly vour~.
Slowly rose each hill and leaChief-Justice Marshall was once at market,
FRED L: HoFFli:ANN.
I•Iands in a golden sea,
and heard a well-dressed stranger complainBlue as are thy bonny bells
Cor.oN, Mwrr., Nov. 6, 1887.
ing that. he could get no one to carry home a
Sin'ging of the ocean shells.
1\fiss WrxoN, Dear Madam: It has been a
turkey
for
him.
Marshall
offered
to
carry
it
Cmst thou tell the low, sweet words
long time ~ince I wrote to yon, so I tbou,g;ht I
for him, and did so, going with him to his would write again. WhPn I first reacl of your
Jllnrmnred by the st.rangest birds,
Where the brown-nun* sits and sings,
house, when the stranger proposed to pay mother's death in Ttm TnrrrH SEEKER I inCr0oning by the mountain springs.
him, but he declined and walked on. Some- tended to write yon right of!, but put it by from
Flower of the temler hue
thing about him seemed to excite the sus- time to time, because I felt to mourn with you
Like the eyes that once I knew,
picion of the stranger, and he said to a person anrl for you, bPcause I took it home to myEres that haunt me yet afar
self and thou,g;ht how badly I should feel if it
Whero thy blue-robed sisters are;
passing:
wao. my own d\'ar mother-because I think a
Eyeslilte some sweet placid water
" Who is that old fellow who brought b•y's best friend is. his mothPr. I suppose we
Had my little mountain daughter,
home my turkey ?" The reply was :
ul! hav got to die sometime, but we like to hav
Ancl I dream of her nt night
''He is the chief justice of the United our friends stay by us as long as they can.
In her lonely bed of white,
Sleepii:>g near the Western mountains,
States, and he brought home your turkey to But when we hav them laid away we know
they are at rPst.
Bv the bluebells and th~ fount.nins.
teach you to attend to your own business."
FrPncldoun, Xeb.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
I saw in TrrE TnnTII SEEKER a few weeks
11go a prize offPrrd for the best essay, "Why
---;-;:strange brown bird with a white bill, found
A New York Street Incident.
J am a Liberal." I am but a school-boy eleven
in southern Colorado, called the'' African nun.'
A reporter called to a little boot-black near years old, so I thought I would try for the
the City Hall to giv him a shine yesterday. prize, but I do not expect to 11:et it.
I am going to send yon one of our little
Tho Wei~ht of a Word.
The little fellow came rather slowly for one
town paperf', that I write up locals for; you
Hav yon ever thought of the weight of a word
of his lively guild, and planted his box down may wonder why I send you a back number,
That falls in the heart like the song of a bird,
That gladdens the springtime of memory and under the reporter's foot. Before he could but it is becau~e it has my little temperance
get his brushes out another larger boy rai:J. np pled!!:e in it. I senrl my love to all of THE
yonth
And garlands with cedar the banner of truth;
and calmly pushing the little one a:sicle, said: TRUTH SEEKER frienrls. With lots of love to
That moi•t~ns the harvesting spot of tbe brain
"Here, you sit down, Jimmy." The re- you, I sign myself, Yours truly,
FHANOIS B. CORNWALL.
Vke dewdrops that fall on a meadow of grain;
Or that s\n·ivels the germ and destroys the fruit, porter at once became indignant at what he
LWe thank our friend for his kind and
took to be a piece of outrageous bullying,
And lies like a worm at the lifeless root?
thoughtful letter. The paper containing the
Words! Words! They are little, yet mighty and and sharply told the new comer to clear out. pledge has been reJeived, and we believe
"Oh, dat's all right, boss," was the reply,
brave;
Francis one of the bright and intelligent boys
They rescue a nation, an empire save" I'm only goin' to do it fur him. You see
destined to do much good in the world.They close up the 11RPS in a fresh bleeding heart
he's been sick in the hospital for mor'n a
That o<ickness aud sorrow hav severed apart.
ED. C. C.]
month, and can't do much work yet, so us
They fall on the path,lilte a ray of the sun,
boys all turn in and giv him a lift when we
Wbere the shadows of death Jay so heavy upon;
MooDY, Trrx., Oct. 20, 1887.
They hgbten the earth over our blessed dead,
can, savy ?" "Is that so, Jimmy?" asked the
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I Fee there are not,
A word that will comfort, oh! leave not unsaid.
reporter, turning to the smaller boy. "Ye~, many writinp: to the Children's Corner at
sir," wearily replied the boy, and as be lookerl present, and I thought I would write again.
Here in Texas the Christian holds God to be
Agas~iz's Happirst Day •.
up the pallid, pinched face could be discerned love (1 John iv, 8), ancl that he is the very
The great naturalist received his early edu- even through the grime that covered it. "He seat of love. Ezi'IL ix, 5, 6 : " Go ye after
cation from his mother, a woman of unusual does it fur me, if you'll let him." "Certainly, him through the city and smite; let not your
intelligence: When a mere child he began to go ahead," and as the boot-black plied the eyPS spam, neither hav ye pity. Slay utterly
collect insects and to study plants. The fol- brush, the reporter plied him with questions. old and young, both mairls and little children
and women." Jer. vii. 20: "Therefore thus
lowin~~: story shows how he won his father's
"You say all the boys help him in this saith the Lord God, Behold, mine anger and
approval:
way?" "Yes, sir. When they ain't got no my fury shall!Je poured out upon this place,
Monsieur A,g;assiz destined him for a com- jobs tbemselvs, and Jimmy gets one, they upon man and beast, and upon the trees of
mercial life, and was impatient at his devo- turns in and helps him, 'cause he ain't very the fields and npon the fruit of the ground,
tion to frogs, snakes, and fishes. The last, strong yet, ye see." "What percentage do and it shall burn, and it shall not be
especially, were objects of the boy's attention. you charge him on a job?" '' Hey!" queried quenched.., "God is Jove!" We are to be
like this heavenly father! We must pour
His vacations he spent in making journeys on the youngster, " I don't know what you
our anger out upon the trees of the field, and
foot through Europe, examining the different mean?" "I mean, what part.of the money so on. My dear Christian friend, how can
epecies of fresh-water fishes. He came to do you giv Jimmy, and how much.do you you say God is Jove when you read such as is
London with letters of introduction to Sir keep out of it?" " You bet your life I don't set forth in l•a. xiii, 16, and Hos. xiii, 16?
Mv dear friends, l1ow can you hold the
RJderick Murchison.
keep none; I ain't no snch sneak as that.';
"You hav been stndying nature," said "So yon giv it all to him, do you?" "Yes, Infidel to scorn for disbelit:ving such bloodthirs~y cruelty as this, anri Fay lf you do disthe great man, blunt,ly. ''What hav you I do. All the boys giv up what they gets on believe you BhRII roast in hell forever, amen?
learned?"
his job. l'd like to catch any feller sneaking It is about 4,000 miles to the middle of the
The lad was timid-not sure at that mo- it on a sick boy, I would." The shine being earth, where the supposed ht:ll must be where
ment that he had learnecl anything.
completed, the reporter handed the urchin 99 per cent of the human family is diving,
"I think," he said, at last," I know a little a quarter, saying, "I guess you're a pretty leaping, and swimming in fire and brimstone
that sl.lall burn forever and ever l
about fishes."
good fellow, so you keep 10 cents and giv
How dnes a God feel when he Rmells the
" Very well. There will be a meeting of the rest to Jimmy there." "Can't do it, sir. Rmoke cf such men as Paine and Jefferson?
the Royal Society to-night; I will take you it's his customer. Here, Jim." He thre~ How does he feel when he hears the whoops
with me there."
him the coin and was off like a shot after a and Jells and gronns of the "lost and
All of the great scientific men.of England customer for himself, a veritable rough dia- ruined?" I mnst confeRs that I do pity this
God who is said to fill all space. This God
belong to this society. That evening, toward mond. In this big city there are a good many rrinst get rather cool when the wind is blowits close, Sir Roderick rose and said :
such lads, with warm and generous hearts ing from the north in the winter. time. Chris"I hav a young friend here from Switzer- under their ragged coats.-New York Com. tians say, just at the word, God could spPak
worlcl3 ioto existence. How could he when
land, who thinks he knows something about mercial Advertiser.
he fills all space? I will close for this time,
fishes; how much, I hav a fancy to try.
for fpar I ~hall worry your patience. Yours
There is under this cloth a perfect skeleton of
Our Puzzle Box.
for Freethought,
JOHN M. Sr:uMoNs.
a fish which existed long before man."
1.-WHAT IS THIS?
He then gave the precise locality in which
SALE:\!, Ir.r.. , Oct. 26, 287. ·
I dwell in ocean, lake, and sea
To MISS '\VrXON Al'D THE CHILDREN OF THE
it had ·been found, with one or two other facts
And in· the foaming tide,
'
CollNEg: As I llav not written you for some
concerning it. The species to which the
And in the little streamlets
considerable length of time, I will try once
specimen belonged was, of course, extinct.
On the mountain side;
more. I am in school to-day- We bav the
In the flower in the meadow,
" Can you sketch for me on the blackboard
same old fogy for a teacher that we had last
In the leaf on the tree,
your idea of this fish ?" said Bir Roderick.
winter, one Mr. C. C. Mdlackio; he pretends
In the murmur of the river
to be qnite strict in his religious views, alAgassiz took up the chalk, hesitated a mo'fhat flows on to the sea,
though he says that it is quite strange that
ment, and then sketched rapidly a skeleton
I roam here and there
there was so much religious intolerance in
fish. Sir Hoderick held up the specimen;
Happy and free.
c:_RoOKER,
the early history of the New Eng~and colonies.
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Then I told him that it. was not strange at all
·-that it was taught to them in the Old World
-that it was inberited-that religions perse.
cution was something which conld be traced
back to as far as the bPginning of religion.
I went with my father to Centralia to hear
1\'Ir. Reynolds' lectures. I heard him deliver
his lectures: "Why I left the Pulpit," and
" The Bible, whence it Came anq What it
Teaches," and I liked them well.
I can well sympathize with you for tbe loss
of a mother, for I hav lost one of my twin
brothers, though a brother is hardly as much
as a mother.
We hav, not ·the pleasure that Christians
cla~m to hav of meeting the beloved deceased
beyond the grave, although, if there is such a
thing, we hope to liv that we may reach the
gates of the soul's immortal home.
I now tender my thanks to those persons
who were so ldnd anrl obliging as to send me
the ballad mentioned before.
I will now close asking for a correspondence
between ·some of the Ubil<lren of the Corner
of about mv own age, which is 17 years.
Yours as before,
HuFrs 0. WILLIAMs.
[We thank all our .ends for their kind
words and sympathy.-Ed. C. C.]

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

BOOKS .I!~OR CHILDREN.
Apules of Gold. A Story-Book for

tbe Yonn~ l!'olks. By Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Seeond ed1tion. Price, $1.25. This very excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large ed1tion, and a
second has been issued at a reduced price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition haa a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible In-

vestigation. Revised Edition, This pamphlet
refers specifically to 148 B1ble propositions,
with numerous references and mtatwns, that
are contradicted in terms by the same number
of other propooitions in the same book. J?r!oe
!!!; t.~nio!l.

The Story Hour. -For Children and
Youth. By Susan H. Wixon. Without Stlperstition. The Only Dlustrated Freethinkers'
Cbildren'sl:lto:r:y-Book everissned. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller Illustrations; large .tn>e. heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
·
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of

the Rjghtway Ahnsbonse. ·By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Youth's Liberal Gui<le.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims. at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason an<l
common senile. Address THE THUTH
SEEKER.

AtEX}\NDER VON HUMBOU.lT,
St.eel engravingR of this celebr~terl nat.nmlist,
12xl!i mches, Enitahle for frAminl!, •ent. pn••Tnid
for :Jj cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
tf

FREETHOUGHT§OVELL
Tlu~ Heathens of the Heath. A finely
written Ra<lical romance, Bf. Wm. McDonnel!
author of Exeter Hall, Famlly Creeds, Day or1
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, 1.25.

A1l in a Litetime; A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is ite absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freethonght rRnks." Price,
1.50. Address
THE THUTH SEEKER.

T.b.e Outcast. A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London editwn. By
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom Gf l\lan.
30 cents.

THE CONFERSIONAL:
ROl\IISH AND ANGLICAN.

An E.rpose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEI<:KER,

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY
A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one bas labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; <l'De dozen, 50 cents
twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies far
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

___

----------·--·-· .. ---.- ..,
Practical Experience with Poultry.

By GEO. M. DAVENPORT, This is a little booka pamphlet of 32 wPll-filled pages, costing only
"a quarter," but a~ full of meat as an egf{. It is
well called "practical," for we find notlnng nnpractica~ in it. H!Jns, ducks,!eese, and turkeysjare partiCularly discussed an then· economica
breeding and keeping treated of. 'There are many
practical hint~ abo~t keeping ponlfn:y on .a large
scale, and, allm all, It 1s a very ttscful additiOn to
the poultry literature of the day.
TRUTH l!lEEKER Oflice,

THE TRUTH 8Rl<'Ki''R ANNUAL
Price, 25 cents.

·
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Ingersoll's 'Works.
fhe Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

1

In Jive lectures,_ comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt~~ "Thomas Paine,'' "Individuality," _and." lieretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts," "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child;" "The Declaration of Independence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
•·•rhe Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Padt Il1ses before Me Like a
Dream,'' and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. lnger2oll."

Some Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50ots;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved t Paper, 25 cents.
The Vhri~;tian Religion. By R. G.
lngeraoY, Judge JeremiaD. S. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YPe, and containing as· much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,
Inger~;oll (Jatechised: His Answers to
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franotscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
111illions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'l'bomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Vivit Rights Bill.
Large s1ze octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Inger~;oll's Lectut·es Complete.

THE NINE DEMANDS

ECONOMIC -EQUITIES.
A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF IN·
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND .
EXORANGE.
By J. K.INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth."
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

This

"<

Great Ccn lcnntal Ora lion·

·new book is a gem. It is a model in every reON TilE
spect. · In fa.ott one of ·the -richest, brightest,
. best ever issuea. It cantains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
ALSO THE
brought together t1ll now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectI1nmortal
Document,
ures, lette1·s, table-talks, and day-to-day conversationdof th~ author. The work is designed
And
the
Natio~al
Anthem entitled:
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal son venir. To help it serve this··
"LAND
OF
LIBERTY."
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with autogranh
fac simile, has been prepared especiall;r: for lt. Price, 6 eta i 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, g1lt back
and Si<lo, 52.50; in half calf, mottled edges, eleAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
gant hlll'ary style1 4.50; in full Turke}' mo28 Laf~;yette Place. New ~ot·K.
rocco, gilt, exqnisltly line, 7.50; in full tree
oalf, highest. ooRsible Rtyle and finish, $9. •

Declaration of lnoe~endence,

Life.

A Prose Poem.

ELEMENTS

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

J=-.-E-'.-=Remsburg's lVorks.

FOR

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Misdional'Y Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by !!Ir. Il.emsbur!{ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinJi the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes · the Chmch,and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
. the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Autidlavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the TemJ?erance Reform; the
Church and the Republw.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scri{l1;nre Falsehood and
DeceptiOn ; Cheating : Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars or
Conquest and Extermination; Dedpotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
"(~ ..,i.iu<tness to Chil<h·en; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacnfices; Cannibalidm; \V1tchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperanc ,, Poverty
and Vagrancr: Ignorance and Idiocy Obscenity. 111ce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-.Breaking. This is the best

(1)

HIGHER INSTITUTE'! I~ REPUBLICS AND
FOrt SELF-I~STHUCTIO~.

By Prof. ti" ltl, CoUin!'CI", A.M.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

SlenkeJ".

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupr
an important place; in the fai1JilY it would be uc
less import.aut, as eonveying iufunuottion that all
should beacqnaiut~d with.-.su.'"" ll'i.c,n.
Mr. Cottin.l{er'H iutentwns ll> wnti!1g tJlis bonk
are excelleut·, and his standpoint a<lwiraule; it mas
be commended at~ fultillwg itt~ Plll'PoMe uf a concise and interesting historical text-uook.-.Jltlwau
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Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- A

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin&ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; .bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

The Apostle of Liberty. ·An address

delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, .lanuary 29, 1884. Price,
10
oents. THE TRUTH REEKER CO.,

8UPTtrRES CUR EDb, ·
myltledical Componud and lmpro.-ed
Elastic 8u1Jport.er "l'russ mjrom30 to
90 dflys. Reliable t eferenr.es g!ven. Send
stamp for circular, aud sav m what pnpet
1/0U IUW mv adverttsemellt.
Address Cap_;
"1/, "- C~a,Bmitln'illt,JdiHIII §t. !Ua

N. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; conoise, scholarly, a.nd good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
'· PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my th>tnks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
,
I am much ple"ased with your address, and will
notice it in Mali.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 38 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The

z

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Tra@ Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TitUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin~s of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50o.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20' CENTS.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
The number of heads under which yon hav
Cannot be a Guod Citizen of
diVIded the subject matter of the pamphlet, arid
this Republic.
the concise manner ~n which each point is discussed, should be highl:y commended. Therefore
[ ta.ke great pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of ever[ person
By A • .T. GROV;ER.
who id interested, not only in the cause o temperance, but in the principles of self-g9vernment.J. J. McCabe.
PRIOll:,
40 CENTS.
For sale at thiA oftl.oe •
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Cbarles Watts's Works.

TilE STRUGGLE
~OR

10 cents.

Saints and Sinners.
. t Ory 0 f F reethOUght • Bound
'rb e H IS

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.25 CoNTENTS:
Section I. DefinitiOn of Freethougbt and its
EarlY Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to lllohammedamsm. Section m. Freethought Uartyrs and Confessors. s~ction IV.
Freethought in Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine
teenth Century.

.
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A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Iutroductwn by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents : The Origin of Chr:istiani ty; The Historical Value af the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and ita
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Wa.tts are published at the low price of FIVE
GENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles
Is the B1ble Reliable 1 The Christian Deityi
l\Ioral Value of the Bible; Freethought anu
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Iutlueuce on Civilization; Philosophy of Seen
larism ; Science and Bible Ant!!goniatio i
Chnstian Scheme of Itede_m_l)tion. For all or
the above works address 'rHE TRUTH SEEK
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Re-'igious and Politic3.J Lib?.rtv.
In which the author shows the repeated at. tempts
of men of every age to acqUire greater politlC-tl
liberty; also vigorously attacks tbe verv fonudation of the religion of everY age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs or Irelaud, aiHl, in <let ailing the account of ~lavery in this COIIIJI-i"Y• calls
the attentwn of thiul!iug men aud wow en 10 the
position of womankiud m AmeiiM. Throngtwutl
the work is replete Witt\ aHlonuding facts an<
weighty argnmeut.s which cannot fail to iuterBSt
the minds of thie a~ee.
By THEO. C. SPE~CEH.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., pt·ice 75 cents.
Address
THE THUTH SEEKEH CO.,
28 Laf .. lBtte Pl~tc~. New Ym·k.

'l'HE CREDIT Jo'ONCl.I<:R OF

Sl~ALOA.

Published at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
anrl Eduard Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher ttud
F. L. J:Srowne, Printers. This paper is devoted specially to the mtere•ts of our colomzation enter.
prise, the Credit Fancier of Sinaloa, and !{enerally
to the practioalsolntion of the problem of Integral
On..np,.ration. Prioe, $1 a year : 50 cents for six
months. ~~ '"'nt• fn1' t}).-on Yl'"nt\1.~

c
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B REy NoLDs

CABINET PUO'l'OGILU>Hs OJ<'
t

•

Bo Cents

E11eh •

·Address TFE TRUTH RRF.ll:F.R 00.

Was Jedus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Hollo Wilkie, and Arthur
d. 1\Iusa. 1'he best co!ldncted debate of moderll
times. 180 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Free
thoug-ht. 50 eta. The B1ble and Darwimsm.
~5 cts. Dibhral Errors and l::!ecular 'I'ruths. 25
cts. Two Uevelations. 5 eta. B1ble Horrors; or
Heal Bla>phemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 cts
ll1ble Saiuts-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. 1\Iose
v~. Darwm. 5 cts. 8ocratea1 Buddha, and Jesus
~ cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 eta
~'ict!f.ious Gods. 5 cts.
Natural Man. 5 ctsd.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno an
:lpmoza. 5 eta. The Dible God and His Favorite
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth
H-nd Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Sould.
5 ct.s. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design an
:-latural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. ~eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court
E. C.• Lon lun. Enll.

Bible Temperance:

..,.

LIQUOR DRINKING

,....

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

~

~"-<

Is a Stanch .luji.!let amd a Suceessj"ul Ph1J''ician.
The Rettrr lVnv. of Clllcinnftti, 0., Rays, "We are
a•sured tb>tt Dt. Fellow"· the ~unueut "pec!ahHtor
Vlnf'land. N.J., 1!{ a.n ecl1wa.ted geutl~nltn of HUperiot· mind aud hnge attaiumentH, A..t1d that l-lllCce88 1n hiR profes~iou ha~ Urou1{h r. llim hnHinel:4r<~

not <•nly from all P~tt·ts of th~>• conntrJ'• bnt. J"roru
foreign Abort-s. H' iH 111 the prime of Jif., auri
able to t.ranRact his varlnUM profeHHioual dnt1es
promptly anri well anrl giv sat.i•faction in every
mstauce. H1s referenced are unmbered by thou
sand~:~."

Dr. Fellows treat.a all those pPcnliar <liRPRSeR
rermltuur from itlcli~o~cretion and h!llOI".A.nce of

youth. Thot'IP who a.r·e !tlling (o{t.. ou!d Mend 10 c:f-'IJt,-4
for t.hA Dr·.'t~ httle hoqk t-~f-'t.t.ill).{ furth au ExrEHN.o\.L

r. FIILLOIVS.
Vme1autl, N. J.

The price of these heretofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY DENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
28Lafayette Pl.. New York.
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The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry-Miller's Grave.

WOHKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

CLOTH, $1.

and most thorough work ever written on the -<l
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large ~
and haud~ome print. The question is <hscussed P-i
under the followmg heads: Orig;in of the S~;b
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; rhe Chridtian ..,.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of ,....
Sunday Arguments; 01·igin of Christian S>tb- H
bath; Testimony of the Christian Fatherd; The
abb ath during the Middle Al{es: The Puritan E-<
Sa,bbath; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
l:!cholars, and Divines; Abro&"ation of Sunday
La we Price, 25 ceutd; six coo1es, $1.00.
F1
li!l"ious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traita of his character and genius, and vindicates h!~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Chm<Je extracts from • Common Simse,"
"Amencan Crisis," "Rights of lllan,'' and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
person~ of Euro_Pe aud Amtrica, many of them
written expredd!Y for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on flue tinted [lapet·,
neatly bound, and containmg a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 oents;
oloth, 75 oeuts.
·

Contaming new and startling revelations in
religions history1 which disclose the oriental
origin of all the uoctrines, .orincip!e.l}) p1-ecepts,
and miracles of the Christian New •.t·estament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides compnsiug the
history of sixteen oriental crucifte<l.t;ods. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SE.i!:KER.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

This book is just what the bnsy world of to-day
needs-a perfBet cotupendinm uf hiHtmy fwm ~.ooo
ye>trsn.c., on up to 1~~3, allm a untshBll.-.Kilnu<a

Ieee Se11ti1<el.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Photographs o_f Colonel Ingersoll.
boudmr, $1 ; cabin"t' 40 oents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

We hav made arrangements whereby we cau
Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. IngerDivine Revelations, containing a description of soll's at greatly reduced Prices. The Tribu~es are
twenty-~eveii bibles and an exposition of two printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumi
thoLsand biblical errors in smence, history,
mor ~Is, l'eligion and general events. Also a nat~d border, large clear type, suitable for framdeli:1eation of the characters of the prmcipal ing. The titles are:
personages of the Christian Bible and an examiuation of their doctrine. Price, 1. 75.
The Vision of War,

Christian Evidences Criticised

OF

50 cents.

Incersoll's Tributes.

ExlJOSltion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an en·
graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likeneRses of JEFFERSON,
WASHrNGTON, and PAINE, the FH.thers of our
Republic. At the sides are FIUNKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amer10an Secular Union in conspicuous type, At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRAUD, and D!GEitSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscl"ibed beneath each portrait is. some radical santiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
spaM between the portraits and arounq them are
arabesques uf vines and flowers in proftlsion, ana
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur
mounted on eMh corner by Mr. Eckhard•s design
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome wo>"k for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
a1·e as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKEU CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York

Boun·d in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all.hislectures, except tne latest on ·~ Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pajieB, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
Tribute~.
There hav been so many
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the ·• Grant Banquet ToaHt," and
the recent addreHs over "Little Harry Mil·
ler's Grave," that they hav been printed on
.heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
and in large, clear type, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 50 ctd, or either one for 15 eta.

.Prose Poems and Selections.

KERSEY GRA..YES'S WORKS.
Biograp by of Satan ; or, a Historical

A SPLENDID WORK;
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsbnra:'s "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa.yette Place. New York.

DID JESUS CRH.IST RlSE FROM
'l'HE DEADt
The Evidences f01' tll.e Resurrection Tried
and Jl'ound Wa:1.ting.

By Saladin.
PRICE,

•
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Triuit~·, from Gibbon' History of Christianity."

History of£hristianity
A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical 110tes by Guizot, Milman, \Venck.
an "English Cburchman," and other scholars.
t vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. fl.!!_O
This book shows when, where, and how Christiauity
originated who were its founders, and what were the
sentimentd, manners, numbers, and condition of the
primitive Christians.
"I ko~ow of no book that contains more real and val'
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."_.
R. G. INGERSOLL.
"One of the most learned and interesting books ev~
written and published."-Boston Iuvesti'galor. ,.._
FOR SAl-E AT TRUTH l;;EEKER OFF'!C£,~

750
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What Other Heretical Papers are
Saying.

has so changed in the last twenty-five years
that rr is as Infidel to-day to what it was
then as Paine, Washington, Franklin, and
Jefferson were a century ago. The only difference· between Paine and the promoters of
the Christian religion of to. day is that Paine
did not believe the Bible was inspired and so
wrote, while they profess to believe it, yet
put a construction upon it that proves they
don't believ~ it. 'l'he undeniable truth is,
what is preached to-day for religion by the
leading preachers outside of the Catholic
church would hav been (!.ownright Infidelity
less than one hundred years ago. The man
who writes as does Mr. Field is totally ignorant
of the laws of evolution and the "survival of
the fittest." There may be religion or religions two thousand years hence, but tbey
will materially differ from the religions of today. As they hav changed for the better in
the past, flO will they change for the better in
the future, and as the Voltaires, Paines, and
Ingersolls hav caused the change in the past,
so will they continue to work changes in the
future, and until a reasonable universal religion takes the place of the present unreasonable, uncouth, superstitious concerns. It is
unnecessary-to say that it will be a "Scien. tific religion," for every one who has watched
tb.e drift of public thought has seen it moving
rapidly, and with an almost volcanic force, in
that direction.

From LuofjPr, Valley Falls, Kansas.

The wave of Puritanism which is sweeping over the country presages the submersion
of every monument, landmark, and temple of
Liberty, and foretells the early triumph of
the coming theocracy. Scarcely a day passes
that does not witness some new eneroachment of the death-ladened tide of poisonous
·
·
paternalism.
Kansas is given over to the meddle~s and
sabbatarian hypocrits. Lawrence has closed
down on the Sunday papers, and in Topeka
everything, except the papers and hotels, are
to feel the heavy hand of the law on Sunday.
The spirits of the Covenanter and Puritan
bind us with the chains of law, and we, as a
people, sit humbly at the feet of the Protestant priest, who is the power on the throne
in " free" Kansas to~day. Free Kansas I
Bah! we are not free; and we never shall be
free until we tear from our throats and our
pockets the suffocating, thieving hands of
the bigots, and assert and maintain our right
to attend to our own business on all days of
the week.
It should not for a moment be forgotten
that all Sunday legislation is, at the bottom,
in the interest of a class, of a class which does
nearly all its work on that day. The preachers want a monopoly of one day in the week;
their guild must be " protected" from com
petition. If they could they would gladly
compel the people, by positiv statutes, to attend church services, but, as they dare not,
aa yet, propose so long a step backward, they
content themselvs with the enactment of Sunday laws which, by making it practically impossible for the people to go anywhere else
on Sunday, force them to attend church, and,
consequently, support the ministry. "This is
the whole matter in a nut~hell, and it is only
folly to attempt to blink the facts, and an
utterly mistaken policy to speak softly about
the miserable outrage.
This, then, is the situation exactly: the
minister's trade and working-day is Sunday;
then his store or shop is open tor business, and
he clamors for Sunday-laws, because any
rivalry cuts down his receipts. He must be
"protected?" But, as his work is one neither of" necessity" nor" charity," he is himself the most flagrant and persistent violater
of his own favorit statute, and, if magistrates
were not, as a class, invertebrates and dependent for their positions upon the votes of
church people and those under their thumbs,
the clerical meddler would soon get enough
of Sunday-laws and be content to take his
pla.ce among ordinary people, no longer trying to force everybody to come up and trade
at his counter.

The Ignorance of Pious Editors.
Prom the Kansas Blade, Oonoorctta.

The Rev. Henry M.Field, D.D., in an open
letter to Bob Ingersoll, says :
You are waging a hopeless war-a war of which
you are certain only of defeat. The Christian religion began to be nearly two thousand years before you and I were born, and it will liv two
thousand yeat·s after we are dead. Why is it that
it livs on and on, while nations and kingdoms
perish? Is not this" the survival of the fittest 1"
Contend against it with all your wit and eloquence, YQU will fail, as all ha v failed before you.
You cannot fight against the instincts of humanity.
It is as natural for a man to look to a higher
power as it is to look up to the stars. Tell them
that there is no God! You might as well tell them
that there is no sun in the heavens, even while on
that central light and heat all life on earth depends.
We clipped the above from the Walnut
Oifly Gazette, and as we did it we wondered
if the editor of that paper ever read one of
Ingersoll's lectures. Probably he never did,
and more likely still"he never will.
When speaking-so confidently of the perpetuity of the Christian religion we wonder
if the writer took time to think that there are
other religions much older. and stronger, so
far as numbers make them stronger, than the
Christian religion. Yet they are melting
away before the crucible of reason as the
snow melts before a summer's sun.
We wonder if it occurred to him that the
promoters and defenders of the Christian religion found it necessary at one time to murder all who would not embrace it that it
might not perish itself.
We wonder if he is aware that there are in
this country now millions of outspoken Infidels to his religion, when a quarter of a
century ago there were not a thousand in the
United States.
We wonder if he knows that many of the
ablest presses of the land are to-day controled by Infidels to his religion.
We wonder if he knows that his religion

Materialistic Spiritualism Corrected.
Prom BUss's Axe, Otnotnnatt, 0.

· Whither are we drifting ? We are led to
ask this question after a' careful perusal of a
volume published by Colby & Rich, Boston,
entitled" Life and Labor in the Spirit World,"
the authors of which claim to be the " spirit
band of Miss M. T. Shelhamer, medium of
the Banner of Light public free circle." The
object of the work is to
Teach mortals that which it is impossible for
them to obtain from any other source, but of
which they are supremely desirous of being informed-the conditions and surroundings, and
the pleasures and pursuits of, and influence
exerted upon the denizens of earth by the inhabita~ts of the spirit world; it will reveal somewhat
of the life their departed relativs and friendsliv,
and to which they themselvs are rapidly approaching; it will show that that life is a tangible reality
-that it is, in fact, the substance, this being but
the shadow.
We hav quoted the exact words of the
authoress-medium, Miss M. T. Shelhamer, as
f?und in the preface of the book, for the express purpose of showing that she thoroughly
believes1. That the book contains information that
it was impossible for mortals to obtain from
any other source.
2. That it contains correct statements of
loca1ities, surroundings, and pursuits of our
departed spirit friends.
Now, if Miss Shelhamer really believes the
records of her inspired book, it will be well
for us to consider what can be found in that
book, and the very position of Miss Shelhamer,
as the" Banner message medium," will hav
great weight with many people who peruse
the book, and many will regard her writings
as infallible, as Christians do the Bible.
Let us see. In looking over the contents
we find, under the heading of Chapter IV,
" Zencollia City and its Surroundings." A
city in the spirit world? Well, here is something remarkable. Let us turn to page 54
and see what we can find out about Zencollia
city. Here it is. A spirit seems to be relat..
ing the following :
Shall I speak of my surroundings in the summer-Ian~? Shall I tell you of the beautiful city
that we m the eternal world call Zencollia-meaning really "city of light," so called from the brill
iant rays which are reflected back from its towers~
minarets, and gleaming walls when the sunlight
falls upon them? The spires and towers of this
city gleam in the distance as I am seated by my
eastern window. Its white walls, glistening with
alabaster-like spotlessness, seem to tell of purity
and peace.
Our space forbids but a limited notice of
t~is material spirit city, and we will simply
giv a condensed statement of the kinds of
material used to make up this, to us, imagina~y c~ty. In it we find a "brazen temple,"
which IS spoken of by the spirit as being the
"most massiv building I hav ever beheld."
It is said to be " surrounded by an open space
paved with delicate pink and white tiles of
shining translucent stone. A flight of variegated marble steps lead to the vestibule
which is also paved with pink and whit~
tiles."
Great heavens I what an improvement this
is upon the gold-paved streets of the Christian's New Jerusalem!
The halls of this temple are " furnished
with roomy seats for the accommodation of
the audience; a raised platform at the farther
end, upon which stands a marble table and a

cushioned seat, something like a capacious
sofa." Materialistic Spiritualism run wild, is
the best comment we can offer right here.
The floors (says our spirit friend) " are all
paved with variegated marble, white, streaked
with delicate pink and sea-green; the pillars
are of carved ivory." Is that so? Who did
the carving, pray? But wait. This is not
all, for paint-shops are in existence in the
spirit world, for our spirit friend informs us
that " the lofty ceilings are frescoed in the
faintest azure, white, and gold." Confound
such Spiritualistic-materialistic nonsense, and
this coming as it does through the organism
of such a well-known medium as Miss M. T.
Shelhamer. '!his is sent forth to a skeptical
world as bona-fide truth; and no wonder that
true Spiritualists will turn away and ask the
question, " Whither are we drifting ?"
The theory that cities in the spirit world
are built up as cities are built in this material
world won't go down with the- true Spiritualist of this century. In fact, the theory
advanced by materialistic Spiritualists that
there is a material spirit world, and that our
spirit friends draw from their dying material
bodies another material body, must soon go
to the wall, as we are taught by advanced
Spiritualistic spirits.
These spirits laugh at the idea that there is
a refined-matter-spirit world surrounding this
world; they all say that this material world
is the real spirit world, and that spirits never
leave this world to go to another world.
They inform us that the man-made doctrin
of the spheres is the rankest humbug, and
tha_t it will not bear the slightest scientific
criticism. They claim that- they are now in
a disembodied condition-that they are dependent upon our mortal bodies for means of
making themselvs known to mortals. They
are dependent upon conditions which surround us, whether they are able to enter into
our bodies and take the complete possession
of us or not.
The idea that just above us there is a tangible world of matter is so absurn that none
but the imaginativ can conceive of such a
thing. !!'he idea that there is such a material
city as Zencollia, with its temple of brass;
which reflects back the suhlight, its white
walls, its marble pavements, its marble tables,
its capacious sofas, etc., is simply imagination, and should be looked upon in the same
light as the absurd tales in the "Arabian
Nights" or the fairy tales which charmed our
childhood, and not put before the world as
absolute truth. We can only regard the
spirit or band of spirits who hav been the authors of such romantic nonsense as enemies
of truth, and that they can obtain possession
of s medium in such a high position as Miss
Shelhamer is, to say the least, lamentable.
We claim the qnly way this can be arrived
at is: ·
1. That we understand ours.elvs that we
are not composed of matter, and that we
dwell in matter, and that we exis.t at the hour
of the death of our bodies entirely independent of matter.
2. That we are dependent upon the-charity
of mediums, the very moment we leave our
bodies, for a way and means of making ourselva k~own to our mortal friends, by taking
possessiOn of the bodies and spirits of said
mediums. If this is true, are we not doing a
most important work in urging all mediumistic persons to place themselvs un.der proper
conditions for the development of their mediumistic gifts, so that returning spirits may
hav a means to make themselvs known to
their friends who remain in the mortal form?

Work for the Fool-Killer.
F'rorrt New Thouoht, Des Moine.•, Iowa.
If Spii;itualism 'should be proved false, the
fool-ktller would hav to employ a large force of
deputies, for it seems as though a majority of people now-a-days believe in it.-Strms of !he Ttmes.
Whether Spiritualism is " proved false" or
not, the fool-killer will hav more work per
capita among the Seventh Day Adventists
than among any other class of people outside
the idiot asylums.
Adventism originated in the Miller movement tbat 1843 would put an ete"rnal quietus
to all things mundane. The time went by
and the fool-killer failed to come to time, so
many of the Adventists went into the lunatic
asylums.
In 1844 the general collapse was coming
sure, but that failed; that is, the year came,
but not so the event " spoken of by all the
holy prophets." They next set 1848, then
1853, then 1854, then 1856, then 1868, then
1873, and so on. In 1853 the Adventists went
around singing :
'
I looked for him in forty-three,
For so I read his word ;
I looked again in forty-four,

But hope was long deferred;
'Tis eighteen hundred, :fifty-three,
I'm looking for him still;
In eighteen hundred, :fifty-four,
His purpose he'll fulfil.
These fanatical movements were followed
with other worse fanaticism etill. The Sev.
enth Day Adventists got ... the holy rolls," in
which they would lie down and roll over the
floor, sometimes in a nude state. They
preached ''the shut door "-no more salvation
for sinners. They soon attached feet-washing, Seventh Day Sabbathism, Ellen White's
visions, and a hundred other things which
made them act more like slobbering idiots
than like sane men. We are glad, however
to recognize that thek best men are leavi~
th~m and the balance are dropping out some
of the most idiotic part of their religion.
Still their best men ignore the facts of science
and hold on to many of their former follies.
There is still much work for the fool-killer
among the Adventists.

Queer Liberals.
Prom the Prouresstve Aue, Grana Raptas, Mich.

Mr. J. D. Hazen, one· of Kent county's
foremost farmers, and a Liberalist, was requested by his niece at Dundee, N.Y., to
donate toward a Baptist church debt at that
place, of which she is a member. l\Ir. Hazen
declined doing so for the sole reason that
he disapproves of the teaching of the orthodox religion. This shows consistency. There
are some Infidels who largely contribute toward orthodox churches and then procure
the best of talented orators to break down
again what they aided to erect.

Preaching in Boston.
From the Investtuator, Boston, Mass.

The preaching business is not what it was,
nor is it to continue just what it is now. It
cannot resist being pushed ahead and improved by the prevailing Liberalism of the
age ; so that now, even in orthodo~ churches,
one hears so little of " hell " and the " devil "
that he is alm.ost ready to conclude that th~y
hav faded out, and are known only as " lost
arts." This change has been accomplished
by Liberalism, which will eventually revolutionize religion and. transform the teachers
of superstition into teachers of reason and
common sense. Meanwhile, it ·is interesting
to look into the churches occasionally, and,
by contrasting their present sentiments with
those of other days, mark the improvement
that is taking place almost everywhere in the
preaching business.

Mr. Eckhard's Picture.
Prom the sunetav

Ga~etteer,

Demson, Texas.

The. editor of the New York TRUTH SEEKER
will please accept the thanks of the Gazetteer
for a copy of a beautiful specimen of artistic
work, recently published by Mr. Charles Eckhard, entitled the .Nine Demands. It is an
engraving, 24 by 19 inches, on heavy plate
paper. At the head of the sheet are cabinetsized likenesses of Jefferson, Washington,
and Paine, the fathers of our republic. At
the sides are Franklin and John Adams and
between theae two are. printed the Nine
Demands of the American Secular Union in
conspicuous type. At the foot are Lafayette, Girard, and Ingersoll, making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait
is some radical sentiment quoted from the
author pictured over it. In the space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion,
and the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is
surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's
design of the flag above the cross. The whole
makes an exceedingly handsome work for
framing. The artistic part is equal to the
best, and the portraits are as true to nature
as the photographs from which they were
transferred. The design will be sent postpaid, by mail, for $1, by the Truth Seeker
Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
J · M. Lea has placed our copy in a handsome oak frame, and it is now occupying a
conspicuous place on the walls of the GazetteeT
sanctum.
·
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l plainly t~ ~lsagree :Wlt\1 Itself, or to cla~h With
paper. Georges datly, the Ar{IU8, IS also
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
TRUTH SEEKER 00
great prmmples wh1ch we cannot que•twn, we
1
suspended.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max I
THE 28 Lafayette Pl.,New Y~rk.
ought not to hesitate t? withhold from it our beMuller.
llef. I am snrer that my
FIFTY-NINE bartenders
rational nature is from God
than that any book is the
were arrested for selling
expression of his wlll.-D1·.
liquor in this city last
0/tannin'J. ,
Sunday.
LoGIC is not satisfied with
THill pastorship of BeeasPertwn. It cares nothi11g
for the opinion of the
cher's church bas been
"great," nothing for the
offered to an English
opinions 'of the m;tny, and
preacher named Berry.
least of all for the superstitions of the dead. In the
THE doctors hav deworld of science a fact is a
cided that the crown
:'
legal tender. Assertions
prince of Germany has
and mir~tcles arq spurious
incurable cancer of the
coins. We h~tv the right to
rejudge the judtice even of
throat.
r i i
a goi. No one should tht·ow
I ,I
WILLIAM AsToR, John
away his reason-the fruit
of all experience. It is the
Jacob Astor's brother,
intellleotnal capt tal 0 r the
has givec $100,000 to the
soul, the only hght, the ou'y
Protestant Episcopal ca.
guide, and without it the
thedral.
brain becomes the palace of
an idiot kina, ~tt.tended by
'
PosTMASTER-GENERAL
I I
a retinue of thieves and
VILAS reports that the
'' I!
hypocrite.- C'o!. R. G. lnr~er
. 11 · 1
United States postal sersol!.
'!I :
\1{ l
vice is now for the first
IF the question of immortality had the actual im,.1 '
time self-supporting.
perahvness which it ever
THE steel tubing made
had, the defenders of the
I
doctrin would not rest. until
in Cleveland for the Lick
I
I
its truth was satiHfactorily
telescope has reached
I
demonstmted. As matters
California. It is 50 feet
now stand, there is an ailong and 3 feet in diamm o s t universal feeling
among the more thoughteter.
ful that the problem is inTm: Independent Pressoluble, and t-hat we can
byterian church of Savery comfortably wait for death to settle it without
vannah, Ga,, has declined
making ourselvs unhappy
to engage the Rev. Leon.
by present controversy.ard Woolsey Bucon, of
lif. A. aard.a.ke?·.
JOSEPH'S UNMINISTERIAL CONDUCT.
Connecticut, for a pastor,
A C.!.NliD exposition of
And it came to pass after these things, that his m1ster's wife, etc. Bnt he refused, etc. Read Gen. xxxix.
because Bacon is an Abthe Athana•ian cree<l by an
orthodox prte"t.-When we
olitionist.
remembet· how the church
IN last week's election in this state the
view." "Other objects!" "YeP, Henry; I cannot has refined upon, and how enormouMIY it bas
consent to belong to any man, I intend that you added, to the simple revelation of Gorl. given in
Democratic plurality was 17.333. The total
ahall be mme."
the holy s.criptures; how it ba• babbled of the
George vote was 69,662; Prohibition, 40,996.
"FRANKLIN." said the profossor, who was about three persons in the one substance of the Pacred
H. P. BLAVATSKY and Mabel Collins, the
THE report that the heat of forest fires in West to introduce P1·ofesRnr Morse to the Alumni of a trinity, of the three incomprehen•ibles, which are
daughter of Mortimer Collins, hav started a Virgmia is causing trees to bud will be welcomf Western college, "Frauklin drew the lightning yet one incomprehensible; of the three uncre~tted,
new magazine in London, devoted to matters news to many miserable sinners. There may b~ from heaven and controled its power to harm, who are yet one uncreated; of the three almigh.
mystical and theological. They call it Luelftr. shade trees in hades.
1
but. it was left toP.ofessor MOise, gentlemen, to-" ties, who are yet one alm'ghty; when we remempuzzled to know exact y what he should ~ay. "It ber under what awful penalties it has bid (len us,
TEE Rev. C. W. Millen, pastor of the Wash"Miss WALDo (of Boston, diRcnssing literary Wild J~ft toP 10 fessor 1\Iorse, gentlemen, to-reduce "Worship one God in trmity, and trinity in unitr,
neither confounding the persons nor dividing the
ington.street Methodist church, BrooklJ•n, matters): "Hav you read 'Homo Sum.' Mr. it to a horizontal position."
substance," we cannot affect much sm·prise that
WabaPh ?" Mr. Wabash (of Chicago, who is kefp·
who gained such pleasant notoriety recently, ing np his end of the conversatiOn with difficulty):
A WESTERN church had been without a pastor men who want facts rather than words havrehas gone into the flour buiiiness.
"Well-er-yes, Mi>s Waldo, I hav read Homo for some months, and finally a stranger applied volted from this terrible cloud of technicahiles;
Tnol\IAS FonGE, aged 63 . of Albany, went some, but not a great deal."
for the honorable position. "Ever preach be we c-annot even pronounce their revolt an altot'ore1" "Yes; I've worked the evangelist nicket." gether un?easonable or· unhealthy one; we c~tn
to a church in Fourth avenue, this city, last
PROHIBITIONIST (who bas been dePcanting upon •· Hav ym1 any letters of recommendation or in- see, we are bound to admit, that the chm·ch is
Sunday. He bad scarcely seated himself 1the glones of Prohibition): "But, my young dorsement?" "No, but I can prove that I run a largely to blame for their unbelief; we can see and
when his head dropped upon his chest and· friend, you don't look well." Young man: "I'm a poker-joint two years, and served three years in admit that it was very natural for them to Jtssume
h d' d
little faint. that's all, sir." Prohibitionist: "Can the pemtentiary before I reformed."
that, instPad of knowing all about the• great unI do an3 thing for you 1" Young man: "You
"YouNG man," inquired the apostle;" hav you knowable God, as the clmrch afl'ect' d to do, we
e te •
ever experienced religion?" "I came very near it really know nothing whatever about him.-Sam
SIX t_housand p_eople follow:ed the dead might lend me your bottle for a moment, sir."
Anarchtsts of Cht_ca?o to their ~~:raves last
A Bos:roN mother was putting her litt.le one to once, ~ir," was the young man's responPe. "I nsed Cox's Genests oJ Evil
Sunday. The soCieties of New York were bed and said: "I think, Flossie, you are old tohelpapretty!ittlegirl holdup a hymn book
ONE impulse from a vernal wood
·
h 1
·
evHy Sunday evening in clmrch, and I was getprevent€ d by the pollee from o ding memo- enough to learn an evening prarer. I'm going tp ring so good that I fairly nealected my business.
May teach you more of man,
Of moral evil, and ot' good,
services.
saY it for you, and you wi!l repeat it after me.'• Bnt one m<>hl I caught her flirting with an ushu.
"Yeth'm." !iEped the httle one. "Well, we'll be.
~
Than all the sages can.-lfordsu:orth.
THE defeat of the George party did not, gin. Are you ready ,, .. Yeth'm. Let 'er go, I put a ten-dollar bill in the contrbution box, and
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Jltws olf fht flttlt.

I

II

I

1

diminish the attendance at the Anti-Poverty! Gallagher I"
S octe
· t y ' s mee t'mg S un d ay mg
· ht . D r. M C"YEs, dear children," said the Snnd·ay-school
Glynn spoke and made the statement that , teacher," with God npthing is impossible." "Can
60,000 voters had to be bought to bring about: ~e make ~thing a foot ion? with only one end to
.
.
'It 1" mqo1red Bobby, who IS a small but earnest
the result of the recent electiOn.
Christ1an. "Now, Bobby," said the teacher, with
THERE was a riot in London last Sunday. : gentle reproof, "you are talking foolishly.'•
Social, Radical, and Irish societies were for-! "What's the matter with a dog's tail?" abked
bidden to hold a meeting in Trafalgar square, \Bobby.
.
but persisted in doing so and were resisted by I A CERTAIN Sunday-school fUpermtendent goes
.
. .
to see little Clara's big sister quite often. "Chi!·
the pollee. Two hundred Clttzens and forty dren "said be to the school last Snnda\· "we are
policemen are reported to hav been wounded told tn your leaflets to-day to love the Lord. Do
in the fray.
you know what 'love' is?" "It'd when you hug
THE personal· effects of the ]ate Henry Ward my aioter in the parlor, sir," spoke up Clara from
.
. h' .
the front row.
B eech H were sold a t auctiOn m t IS City 1ast
week. They included his library and collecCRAliiPSoN: "Remember that newspaper man
who insultHl me last week?" Shortpantz: "Iretion of curiosities, paintings, statuary, etc. member. You said you were going to hav satis.
Mimy of the articles sold bore evidence of faction." "Well, I called on him, and he threw
having been gifts to the great preacher. All me down stairs." "Then you are not satie:fied ?'>
of the articles sold brought large prices.
"Yes, I am. I've been licked as well as insulted,
and so I hav concluded to let the matter drop."
FIFTEEN members of the National League
were sentenced on the 12th, at K1lrush, Ire"How do you like the character of St. Paul'''
land, to one month's imprisonment at hard asked a parson of his landlady one day, during a
conversation about the old saints and apostles.
labor. Their crime was attending unlawful "Ah, he was a good, clever old soul. I know, for
meetings. William O'Brien, the editor-agita- he once said, you know, that we must eat what is
tor, is in jail at Dublin, and is somewhat re- set before us, and ask no questions for conscience
calcitrant, refusing to don the prison uni. sake. I always thought I should like him for a
boarder.''
form.
i Ih: put on his hat, started slowly for the door
THE Progressiv Labor party held a mass hesitated, came back, sighed deeply, and took th~
meeting at Union Square on the evening of lily white hand in his own, and pressed it to his
October 8th. Without the slightest provoca- lips. ".Katie," he murmurmed, •· I hav waited
tion the police charged upon the assemblage, long-ob, how long I- for this opportunity. Will
you, Kate, will you, darling, be miue ?" "Henry,">
and some fifty persons were Peverely clubbed sbe replied. with a look half of sorrow and half of
and the meeting broken up. The leaders of determmation, "it can never be'' •• Never be 1
the party asked for redress, but the author. Oh, why hav you permitted me to hope 1 Why
· ·
h ·
"·
t' t d" tb ff ·
hav you encouraged me, only to •tamp upon my
Ities, avmg mves Iga e
e a a1r, repo_rt bleeding heart at last 1,. ,. I am sorry, Henry, but
that no censure attaches to the police I
I can never be yours. I hav other objects in

I

I

havn't been to chmch since."
THE
liquor
store onprayed
the corner
And
the minister
nextburnt,
day,
Telling the Lord he was jnst and good
In wipiug the pest away.
But lightning struck the minister's church
And burnt it to tLe ground,
And the liquor people thanked the Lord
That be passed snch thmgs around!
CHANGE of heart. Omaha man: "1\Iy gracious!
We'll be late. Get your things on." Wife: "1\Iy
dear, it's raining pitcbfmk~, and the -v::ind is blowin~r a hurl'lcane." "We hav strong umbrellas."
"My dress will be ruined.'' "Wear your waterproof." "And you kuow you hav a cold." "I can
wear rubbers; I \\ouldn't miss that opera for-"
"Opera 1 This is not opera night; its prayermeeting night." "Ob 1 I wonder if our preacher
h t t'
t f h
tbmks people are idiots enoug o s 1r on o t e
house such a night as this."
A CLERGYMAN foiled. A clerical-looking gentleman, in the hope of obtaining a contribution,
entered the office of a Texas newspaper, and, finding the edt tor at his desk, said : "I am soliciting
aid for a high-toned gentleman of refinement and
· 1eII'1gence, wh. o 1sm
' · nee d o f' a !1'ttle r ea d Y moner,
m
but is too proud to make known his sufi'erings."
"Why I" exclaimed the editor, "I'm the only man
in town that answers that description. What's
the gentleman'g name?" "I am not at liberty to
d'1sc1ose h.
· 1B name. " "It mns t b e me, parson.
God bless yon and prosper you in your good
work," said the ed1tor, wipmg away a tear. The
editor aaya that tbe look the parson gave him will
haunt him in his grave.
-------------------
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M.: To be miserable implies an existence. but
you just now denied that the dead had any existence; if then they hav not, they can be r othiog;
and 1f so, they are not even mi~emble. A.: Per·
haps I do not express what I mean, for I look upon
this very circumstance, not to ~xist after having
existed, to be very miserable. 111.: Wbat, more so
th•n not to hav exioted at all? therefore, those
who are not yet born are miserable becau~e they
are not; and we ourselvs, if we are tb be miserable
1<fter death, were miserable before we were bon!!.
But I do not remember that I waH miserable Lrfol·e I was born, and I should be glad to know. 1f
your memory 1s better, what you recollect of yourself before you were born.-atcel·o'd :Z'ttsculan Dtsputalt~ns.

IF there is another state of existence beyond our
earthly life, it is reasonable to believe that it will
be entirely natural. and that we will be adapted to
the conditions there, as we are to our Hllrroundings here. If we do not exist after the dissolution
of the body-and th•t we shall we think the1 e is
no proof-nothing awaits us worse than an everlasting rest. . . We do not regret that we did
not exist in the ages of the past. Woy feel sad at
the contemplation of unconsciousness in the nges
to come 1 Bnt unplea8ant as is this thought to
rationalists, who are acrustomed to regard as
probable a blissful immortality for all mankind,
how pleasing the reflection of an eternal sleep in
comparison with, or rather in contrast to, the fX•
pectation that, while a few will be happy hereafter,
the majority of our race wtll exist forever in excruciating and unremitting torment.-Underteood.'s Matertallsm and. ChrisllanillJ.

THEN said one unto him, Lord are there few that
be saved 1 and he said unto them. St1·ive to enter
in at the strait gate, for many, I say nn to you,
will seek to enter in, and shall not be able.-.Lu/ce
xiii, 21, 2!.

IN the world's broad field of battle,
In the bivouac of life,
Be not like dumb, driven cattle!
Be a hero in the strife.
-Longfellow.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
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SNIFFLERS.

WAIL· FRoM THE CLERGY: ''Lord, Lord I that awful Ingersoll has been a b.urtin' uv our feelin's agin !"
ELLA WHEELER WILcox: "And just to think, brethren, he would even deprive us of the comforts of a Hell_!"

f1 JJolts

and Qklippinns.

IT is estimated that the Church of England
receives yearly from tithes, which are equivalent to taxes, about $20,000,000. Of this
$15,000,000 goes for salaries of clergymen.
IT is reported that detachments of the Salvation Army are in Jerusalem and that "the
streets of the holy city resound with their
amens and the jingle of their tambourines."
SoME Boston reporters recently attended
a seance given by Mrs. Fay, the materializing
tnedium, and grabbed the spirit form of a
daughter of one of the auditors. When the
lights were turned on the spirit materialized
into Mrs. Fay.
THE coroner's inquest into the cause of the
death of seven persons kil'ed by the fall of a
parochial school-building in this city Oct. 17th
finds that the priest, Father Kirner, is respon.
sible for the catastrophe and for the deaths
which resulted from it. Kirner was among
those killed.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND, the bright young
Scotchman, who has been making a visit to
some of the leading American colleges, says
that to him their most remarkable feature is
"their Christian tone." Their general at.
mosphere, he says, is Christian. " They are
religious institutions."
THE Rev. Samuel D. Hindman, missionary
to the Indians, some time ago won a verdict
of $10,000 against Bishop Hare for defamation of character. To save further litigation
the bishop now apologizes. Mr. Hindman
expresses himself as satisfied, and Bishop

Hare's friends hav paid a portion of the court
expenses.
THE Religious Hm·ald ·(Cong.) says: "Constant vigilance, we are told, is the only safeguard of liberty, and constant watchfulness
and decision on the part of all true Americans is demanded for ~the perpetuation and
purity of our common school system." By
which the Herald means that Catholicism
shall be kept out and Protestantism kept in
the schools.
A MINNESOTA office-seeker, after being disappointed by Governor McGill, went home
and told his wife about it, and gave his opinion of the governor in unrevised language.
His five-year-old boy heard him, and that
night the mother cautioned him never to use
such language as his father had. " Is it always wicked to swear, mamma?" he asked.
"Y-e-s. But God will forgiv sins," she said.
Then the boy kneeled and prayed : "Forgiv
me for all my sin~, keep me while I sleepand-damn Governor McGill."
THE discussion of tl1e question of the reunion of the Northern and Southern Presbyterian churches is bringing out some plain
talk. A Southern writer in a Southern Presbyterian paper says, in the course of an argument in favor of union, particularly as a
means of breaking down some prejudices
now existing : " It is a fact that very generally
in the South any man or woman coming from
the North to teach or preach to the negroes
will hav to bear the burden of social ostracism. It is a fact that Southern men· and
women can preach to and teach the negro,
and experience no ostracism. Your daughter,
young lady though she be, can hang in tender
affection about the neck of the old black

mammy and nobody think anything of it, but to enter until Monday. In that quiet city by
just catch that New England woman trying it." the sea no barber wields a razor on Sunday,
no newspaper is sold, no milkman vends his
SAM JONES recently lectured in Hartford, mixture, no trains arrive or depart, all stores
Conn. The original title of his discourse was are closed, and minister and people alike
"Get there, Eli," but he said that he had travel on foot. This may be severe in praclearned that the people of Hartford objected tice, but it is consistent. The authorities
to slang, and he had, therefore, left off the recognize the stern logic of modeling one's
"Eli," and named his lecture " Get There." acts by his doctrin, and no secular vocation
He got there to such an extent that some of or noise is allowed to interrupt the Sunday
his audience went away in anger, claiming stillness. If the city clergy propose to hav
tllat Sam Jones was a superfluity in a town this sort of a Sunday in New York they hav
sheltering Mark Twain.
a big field before them, and to be consistent
OF all the cranky pharisees allowed to run they cannot aim at less.-.Mercuru.
at large, Anthony Comstock is the chief. He
THE truth is that nothing needs more judgis a most unmitigated nuisance and requires
ment and discretion than a crusade against
most emphatic and summary suppression.
indecent pictures and books, and, as a general
It may require a fine eye to distinguish berule, such crusades are generally conducted
tween an old master's painting and the modwith very little of either. Men like Mr. Comern photographer's accurate copy from nature of the nude, as to their relativ value as stock ought to be confined to the pursuit and
repression of everything like trade in positiv,
" high art," but there is no excuse for the
undeniable unpretentious indecency or obself-appointed reformer doing the dirty work
scenity, but they ought to be very careful
he is regularly engaged in to entrap people
about going in quest of indecency in fieldfi
into breaking the law he has had enacted.
where the scent is likely to be light, and
In the words of the vulgar, Comstock "bit
their opinions disputed. It is not only aboff more than he could chaw" when he atsurd, but mischievous, to hav them engage
tacked the Knoedlers for selling photoin controversy, either in courts of justice or
graphic copies of paintings famous the world
elsewhere, over the line between art and
over as examples of the highest works of art.
immorality. Their opinions are not worth a
-Hoboken Evening News.
cent in such matters, and by airing them in
THE Sabbath issue is becoming more and public they always gather a prurient crowd
more prominent in municipal politics, and around them, and stimulate the traffic in obthe brewers and the preachers hav locked scenity by their suggestions and their arguhorns for the contest. It is suggetsed for the mentation. If there is to be a prosecution in
benefit of the latter that if they are consistent this Knoedler case, and these prints should
they must accept Ocean Grove as a model. send some one to jail, we, for our part, think
'fhere the gates of the city are closed at mid- Anthony Comstock should be the man.night of Saturday, and no vehicle is allowed »oening Post.
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fltnnmunications.
The Federation of Mankind.
We all hope for a time when the nations will be at
· permanent peace, when the people will bav a voice
in all governments, when thought will circulate from
land to land without hindra1.1ce from priesthood or
police, and when every country will be enabled to
exchange, without needless restrictions, whatever it
can best spare of its own produce for whatever it
can produce only with great difficulty or expense, or
cannot produce at all. That this last characteristic
of the Golden Age is as essential and necessary as
any of the others has been recently shown in the
book which furnished my title, and which no one can
read without interest and profit, even though be
may, like me, condemn some of the author's pet
theories as visionary-" Protection or Free Trade,"
by·Henry George.
Never bdore did the purification of our tariff from
the so-called protectiv provisions seem so grand to
me,· though I bav been in favor of it for more than
thirty years, as it does after reading this book. Its
concluding proposal, to abolish all revenue duties,
whether internal or external, and all taxes except one
imposed on land alone, without regard to the value
of houses and other improvements, has so little
cbance of being adopted at present., according to Mr.
George's own confession, that it is hardly worth
while to say much against it, while his denunciation
of private property in .l~nd as robbery is likely to
excite even more oppos1t10n than it deserves. But,
however he may err here, he is perfectly right in
saying that "trade bas ever been the extinguisher
of war, the eradicator of prejudice, the diffuser of
knowledge," and that "the appointed condition of
human progress is evidently that men shall come
into closer relations, and become more and more
dependent upon each other."
Any reader who doubts this need only remember
that among all ancient races the one which rose
the highest in political and religious liberty, as well
·as in art, philosophy, and science, was precisely that
which was most successful in foreign commerce. We
all know how gloriously the example of Athens has
been followed by Venice, Florence, Holland, and
Great Britain. So it has been by America, in so far,
at least, that ~e now possess perfectly free trade,
wholly unrestrwted even by a tariff for revenue only,
over a territory equal in longitude to the distance
from Ireland to Bengal, and in latitude to the distailce from Iceland to the Sahara. We bav proved that
free trade can last for a hundred years between all
parts of a region as large as Europe, with the addition of 1\'forocco, Egypt, Arabia, Persia, India, Asia
Minor, and a portion of Siberia. Everyone knows
that our internal free trade bas been immensely bene:ficial. Nobody wants to giv it up.
The best possible thing for all the states is that
each should be allowed to exchange what she can
produce most P.rofitab.ly for whatever can be produced more profitably m the others. Texas, Georgia
and other Southern states find it best for them t~
buy their flour, clothes, tools, etc., by' selling their
cotton. Louisiana exchanges sugar as well as cotton
for what her Northern neighbors can grow or manufacture more cheaply than she can. North Carolina
devotes herself mainly to tobacco and turpentine·
Nevada to silver, and Illinois, Indiana, Iowa Kansas'
and Minneeota to wheat and corn. Thus the mine;
in Michigan and Pennsylvania, like the manufacturer
in the latter state, or in New York, Ohio, and Massacbusetts, finds cnstomers ready to take his wares and
giv him food at lower rates than he could raise it for
himself. These states and their sisters allliv and
thrive on the liberty given to each to trade with all
the rest. None of these states tries to raise at home
what can be procured more cheaply from other parts
of the Union. Even protectionists generally approve
of this en~oyment of fre? trade. Senator Kelly, however, has JUSt been cons1stent enough to insist that
each state should diversify her industries as far as
possible. Does he mean that it would be better for
Massachusetts to raise her cotton, sugar, and oranges
under glass? What can be better than for the inhabitants of each state to keep on concentrating local
industry on whatever pays best in that place 1 Look
where we will, we see the people of each state prosper on account of their' liberty to buy from people
in other states.
Why does not the same principle remain true
when state~ thus by Henry George: "To attempt to
~aka a natwn prosi_>erou.s by preventing it from buymg from other natwns IS as absurd as it would be
to attempt to make a man prosperous by preventing
him from buying from other men T" Why would it
be a bad thing for New England to be able to buy as
freely from Cana~a as from Alaska, Oregon, and
Texas ! How can 1t be that the great manufacturing
states of .l\iassacbusetts, New York and Pennsylvania gain by trading with each other but· would
lose by trading with England and Germ'any 1 Why
would not the states which find nothing pay so well
as raising wheat, corn, t?bacco, cotton, and sugar be

able to make these crops even more profitable if there accounted for by the action of known causes, on
was no tax to pay for exchanging them for French, whose tendency all agree. Among our plain advanBritish, and German cloth and hardware rather than tages over other nations are our internal freedom of
American 1 · In short, why would not free trade trade over a vast territory, extending almost from
work just as well between friendly nations as be- tropic to pole; our cheap and rich land; our ability
tween federal states? If two men would be able to to grow cotton and wool as well as food ; our vast
trade with mutual profit, if they bad a common forests; our inexhaustible fisheries; our rich mines of
government, would not the bargain still remain a coal, iron, lead, and copper; our yet greater wealth·
good one for both parties, if their separate govern- in inventiv skill, commercial enterprisE>, and general
menta would only agree not to put a tax: on it 1 intelligence; our system of universal education, reWhat is there about a political boundary to change cently made much more practical by the addition of
commerce from a blessing to a curse as soon as she industrial instruction; our freedom from the burden
tries to cross it 1 Is such a ·supposit-ion any more of privileged castes, and our readiness to let every
creditable than that of witches losing their power on man, of whatever parentage or occupation, take the
highest place for which his intelligence, character,
crossing a 'running stream!
These questions are answered, after a fashion, .in and behavior make him fit.
All these insure our prosperity, tariff or no tariff.
one of the latest book in favor of our present tanff,
"Protection versus Free Trade," by Mr. Henry M. These peculiar advantages would enable. us to hold
Hoyt, '1886. He argues that "industrial entities our own against every other nation in both foreign
should correspond with political entities," because and domestic markets, if we were not handicapped
"the nearer the correspondence the stronger the by that increased price, not only of raw :inateriale but
of many necessaries of life, due to what we call pronation."
We all want to hav our nation maintain and in- tection. If we will only untie the cords which we
crease her strength. Her domestic free trade does hav wound around our own hands we shall find ourmuch to build her up a!l an industrial and political selva more successful than ever before in gathering
entity. The only question is whether she would be in the choicest fruit of all the world's industry. We
any less of an entity, either political or industrial, if cannot act as if we were the only nation on the
her trade were to become more free externally. Gt·eat planet, any more than any man can act as if he were
Britain is one of·tbe mightiest of industrial and po- Adain. We can act only as a nation among nations;
litical entities, and her industrial power has grown and the great question is how to adapt ourselvs most
enormously since she dropped protection from her fully and widely to all the conditions of international
tariff. Mr. Hoyt says that the states. of our Union relationship. Nothing is more desirable than the
aain by free trade because they are "living under brotherhood of nations ; and this is best secured by
the same laws, ~ustoms, language, traditions, relig- establishing the bro!J.dest possible libert.y. of comion, and ideals," "under the same moral, social, and merce. " The spirit of protectionism," as Henry
political forces.'' Is New England so far off from George justly says, " is that of n~tional enmity and
old England in these respects that it would be ruin- strife.'' "The spirit of free trade is that ·of fraterF. M. HoLLA.ND.
ous to lower the wall which now stands between our nity and peace."
free trade and hers? · Admitting that a revenue tariff
should be kept by us as it is by her for the main·
The Age of Miracles-Has It Passed Away~
tenance of political entity, why should we not try to
It may be well to admonish the church that she is
outstrip her in ~he path by which she has carried her now, and has been for ages, trading on borrowed or
industrial entity on to such vast proportions? And doubt~ul capital. Old t1·aditions, miracles of the
her free trade with nations which bav very different apostolic age and of later times, with all the other
institutions from hers, including much higher tariffa, paraphernalia belonging to religious systems, are
has been so profitable, even where their labor is much worn completely threadbare; insomuch that her
cheaper than hers, that it is well worth while for us ablest sons are losing heart, and even Dean Stanley
to strive after a larger share. Henry George illus- admits that "science will be the religion of the
trates the folly of thinking that we must keep up our future.".
tariff because other nations hav high ones by drawing
.There is but one way for the church out of this
a comparison which may be restated thus: Suppose dilemma, an only chance to avert the threatening
an island inhabited by ten men, who differ so much in catastrophe, and- this is a new miracle, even if but
occupation as to keep bartering what they produce one-a fresh manifestation of their ability to propiamong tbemselvs. Nine of them are in the habit, tiate divine favor, which must be indubitably au thenafter every bargain, of burning half of what they get ticated. With this help, she can confident.ly enter
as a sacrifice to their gods; but the tenth does notb- on a new lease of power, that may last her many
ing of the sort. He loses by his neighbors' folly, centuries. Is not this a consummation devoutly
but not nearly as much as he would by imitating it. to be wished~ Is not this a result worth struggling
And as for coming into competition with cheap labor, for 1 Does the church in its extremity see any other
no one need fear that who comliders what England way to avert this impending danger~ I confess I.do
makes by trading with India. Mr. Hoyt has much not.
to say about the danger of sending labor and capital
I candidly admit that I hav no faith in prayer, as
out of the country by suddenly adopting free trade; generally understood and practiced by the Christian
but the only question at present is about such a church. I must declare in all humility of opinion
gradual reduction as will end in leaving us with a that she never did, and never can, accomplish thl:!
tariff for rev~nue only. He admits himself that "spa- least material or other result by it. Even suppose
cial kinds of wool, of which there is no expectation the great founder of their faith, or his disciples when
of full home supply," may properly come in free of alive, could achieve these wondert~, it only makes it
duty, and the same might be said for Scotch iron. all the more clear that, for some cause or other, not·
Such gains would go far to secure those of our manu- understood, there bas been a gradual weakening,
facturers who are not also miners or owners of salt- until in our day it bas dwindled to nothingness.
springs, borax-lakes, etc., against any loss, especially Nor is this strange. In Christ's own time they were ·
as they would gain by freer access to foreign mar- as impotent as now, for be said to them, "Verily I
kets. Some monopolists would make less money, say unto you, if ye hav faith as a grain of mustard
but the real manufacturers would be able not only to seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence
sell more goods, but to employ more laborers. The to yonder 'place, and it shall remove; and nothing
change would be most felt, however, by the farmers shall be- impossible unto you." These are the words
and planters who are now selling at free-trade prices of God himself according to the book. If it was true
and buying at protectipnist prices. Mr. Hoyt admits then, it must be true now; and as I am desirous of
that "it might not be difficult to prove that the fairly ascertaining just how much faith there is left
South, as a geographical section, with her special in the world, I make the following proposition, in
cotton product, has been a loser by virtue of her order to help the church out of her extremity, and to
membership in this group of free-trading states.'' absolutely determin the power of prayer.
.
The South needs free trade with both of her great
I waive all minor objections, and shall be willing
customers, and so does the West.
to accede to any fair alteration of the forms hereinStill more plain is our national need of recovering after stated, not designing to act the part of a quibour merchant marine, which has been legislated bier, iny object being to do some good, ftfter having
almost out of existence by those who insist with Mr. waited patiently for years for some abler pen to set
Hoyt on "organizing and conducting our competing this matter forth in order to rid the church of the
industries as if we were the only nation on the stigma cast upon her by designing enemies.
planet."
I propose that the Christian church shall assemble
Henry George is perfectly right in saying that this together, from all quarters of the globe, her most
would not be protecting, but boycotting ourselvs. righteous members, to any number not exceeding
His book on the tariff errs only in taking it for one thousand, nor less than five hundred; of these
granted that our nation is a very sick man, who can- numbers, or any proportion of them, at least one-half ·
not be cured except by a new and powerful drug, shall be women; and in any event, a fair proporticn
which has never been tried, and which the patient to be of the Roman Catholic faith; and I make these
refuses to take.· In fact, Uncle Sam is a strong, stipulations because I am anxious, as they worship
healthy man, who will be perfectly well and happy the same Christ and the same God, to show a b b :n.-Ed·as soon as he gets rid of a quack whom his neigh- ity of spirit that reaches and extends to aU alike.
bar, John Bull, turned off long ago, with such good Some may say that I limit the assembly to fewer
results that he has nearly made up his mind to numbers than I ought. To these I answer that I hav
do likewise. The. protectionists are right in saying 1· carefully considered this point, and allowed for the
that our national prosperity is greater and more weakening of their power, which I know they will
generally enjoyed, even among the poor, than that of candidly admit; but if one person in Christ's day
any other people. But our prosperity may all be 1 with faith only as large as a grain of mustard seed
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could move a mountain, ought not On'.) thousand six believers and six unbelievers, who are to take
But if any miracle such as I hav indicated can be
. righteous persons, in . our day, be able easily to portions of the twenty-four hours as may suit them, done in this day of printing-presses, railwayl', teleaocomplish the task I shall impose upon them 1 I so that by no possibility can there be any deception graphs, and phonographs, it will be known the world
pause for a reply. Others may be disposed to ask or jugglery in the matter.
over, and substantiated in such an irrefragable manwhy I stipulate that one-half of the number shall be
It may be asked why I refuse to allow them to ner as to silence every doubter. Kings and princes
women. Honestly entertaining the views I now set approach nearer than five hundred feet to said rock. of the earth will either come or send representativs
forth, I inust be allowed to say that, as I am ex- I answer, because I am fully convinced that whatever to view the mighty wonder, and report to their peotremely anxious for the entire success of this test, I results can by the remotest possibility be attributed ple, so that every clime will know it to be the truth,
would consider it destined to be a lamentable failure to prayer are simply .the product of some form of and the reality of the Christian system impregnably
·
without the aid of woman. If there is, or ever was, electricity; arid.if r were to allow them to go too established.
the slightest efficacy in prayer, it must result from close, in their fervor they might evolve so much of
The church spends vast sums yearly in sending
the fe.rvent petitions to the most high made by the the subtle fluid as to move the ponderous mass from missionaries to China, India, and the ends of the
godly mothers, who in all ages hav been the salt of its position, and thus wrongfully get credit for a earth; and although they hav been in full b 1ast for
the earth, and in the prayers arid petitions of a single miracle which would be the result. only of natural o>er acentury, their impression on these pagan millone of whom I hav more faith than in the en.treaties causes. If any person or persons think this a whim- ions has been so slight as to be hardly noticeable.· It,
of any ,hundred men that ever lived.
sical cavil, I beg them to stop and consider while I cannot be denied that one miracle like the one in
On a momentous occasion like this I must state offer a word of explanation.
question, which costs them but a trifle even if they
the whole truth, and I am thus obliged to say, though
During all their great revival meetings, which are fail-and they ought not to fail-and which if sucpossibly it is my fault, as one of the unregenerate, generally crowded, they get all those whom they ex- cessful givs them a round million, is also a much
that I never yet looked at a man praying but he pect to convert in a close circle around the altar, more reasonable and direct way of spreading their
instantly loomed up before me as an arrant hypocrit, where they can not only be near them, but touch faith. One absolute, undoubted, undeniable mira:cle,
and the words of the psalmist were verified, "They them; and as the leader~ of these revivals are gen- in this age of light and knowledge, will clo inme to
are encased in their own fat; with their mouths they erally in good physical health, having an easy living bring the world to believe in Christianity than all the
speak proudly." This may arise from my being a and little to do, while on the other hand those they church has dor1e in two thousand years.
Let no caviler find fault with the form of miracle
man, and knowing them so well; but the book tells act upon are, as a rule, inclined to weakness bodily
us that the "heart of man is deceitful above all and mentally, it is easy to see the revivalists hav a selected. After due consideration, I finally concluded
things, and desperately wicked,'' and also that "there great advantage. And even if both parties are phys- that something that could remain for the adoration
is none that doeth good, no, not one."
ically equal, the same theory will hold, as we all know of future ages would be by far the most likely to giv
Strong impressions are often received suddenly, what a tremendous power a great orator will exert, general satisfaction. I at first thought of ·suggesting
cling to us tenaciously, and giv a tinge to our whole and he but a single person and his audiimce hundreds the casting out of devi!s, but after thinking the matlives. I once stood by a casket and heard a cold, or even thousands. If it was the direct result of ter over, it had its objections. In the first place, we
heartless Calvinistic minister, who only needed the prayer, a gentle petition, floating silently to the hav no regular class who are known to be possessed
five-pointed iron collar round his neck to complete throne of God, its action on an individual would be of devils, as there were anciently. To be sure, I know
his symmetry, con his dull routine of funereal prayer the same if he was in India and the prayer made in many whom I believe to be possessed with one or
over the remains of a widow's only child and suppQrt, America. But nothing of the kind can be done by more, but if I were to suggest this to "them, it would
a daughter, who died in the sunrise of womanhood; our modern prayer mongers. They must hav the in- go hard with me. For instance, the young clerical
and his icy formality, his unrelenting look, his hard, dividual close to them, and then, with the air sur- graduates who, a year or so ago, made such a row at
flinty tones, were far more r~pulsiv to me than the charged with elech-icity, they can apparently accom- the great theological nursery at Princeton, New Jersound of the frozen clods as they tumbled on her plish inexplicable results, like the Spiritualists and sey. I believe they were possessed with devils, but
coffin..
. necromancers. It is worthy of remark that Christ if I were to go to them and ask them to be operated
I once heard of a good Methodist brother (and I always laid on hands-touched the person or the· per- upon, they might use their revolvers on me, as such
state it for a veritable fact) who found time, during son touched him-and at one time used clay. So we weapons are now indispensable to the proper education of a clergyman. Your ancient devil was a harmhis importunities at the throne of g1·ace, to stop long see in every instance a tinge of materiality.
enough to take a huge quid of tobacco, the better to
To be sure, they often claim great wonders accom- less creature, and· not likely to be armed with a siximplore the divine beneficence. These men, recol- plished by individual prayers, but, like their oft. told shooter, but even in devils progress tells as in everylect, were great lights in their respectiv churches; miracles, they cannot prove them. If the church thing else.
I found seven men who were all willing to aver
yet to me both of them were guilty of nothing less wi~l organize this praying-band to my satisfaction
than horrid blasphemy; and no woman ever could be and in conformitJ: with the views herein expressed, their wives had each a raging, roaring devil, but
guilty of the frigidity of the one nor the boorishness and on sp.ch a bas1s as sball convince me of their ab- when I asked each one in turn as to the likelihood of
of the other, when prostrated before, and breathing solute sincerity, then, within fifteen days after being securing a specimen, they showed the same cowardly
utterances supposed to be winging their way to, the duly notified by a responsible committee, composed fear that I .ilad of the young parsons of Princeton.
of one member from each of the ten leading sects, Some of the clergy mib"ht think the writer of this
throne of the Most High God.
Whatever opinion I may entertain, as to the power when they wih be in readiness, I agree to deposit, or would be a proper person; and I know several of the
of prayer in the abstract, the saintly petitions of the cause to be deposited, in the Chemical National Bank cloth that are as certainly possessed of one or more
noble women of every age, in their love lor t.he liv- of the city of New York, the sum of one million of devils as that the sun shines at mid-day; but it being
ing and their sorrow for the dead, as they hav d.ollars, "good and current coin of the realm;" said our mutual duty to conduct this great and beneficial
floated in tender pathos and melodious cadence to sum to be so placed previous to the commencement undertaking, it will be seen that we cannot be spared,
the realms beyond the music of the spheres, whether of said time of prayer for the before mentioned and the subjects must come from other quarters.
it be the blessed abodes of the pagan, the raradise period of thirty days. And in case they are success- Another thing-the clergy will never believe that a
of the Mohammedan, or the heaven of the Christian, ful, and remove said rock as herein stipulated, then man who offers them a round million could by any
command a heartfelt and deferential respect. It is the said sum of one million dollars to be paid t') the possibility hav a devil concealed about his person.
Even if I could produce a legion of them, and get
not strange, therefore, that, permeated with this feel- members of the band, or to such persons as the
the swine, as I hav the steep place already seemed,
ing, I make H imperativ that an equal number of this church shall direct.
Evil disposed persons may feel inclined to ask why when they entered them and rushed down headlong
assembly be composed of women.
While I limit the number at the place selected, I I offer this large sum_ as an inducement for the ac- that would be their finality, and there could not be
do not object to all good people throughout the complishment of this miracle, insinuating that the produced a tangible evidence of the miracle. Nor
world joining in these exercises, should the church church ought to do all this and more, with an eye could the church preserve it for the benefit of heraccede to my proposition.. The unpremeditated words simply to the glory of God. To these I answer that self and after ages ; therefore, on due reflection, I
of the psalmist, spoken in an age of comparativ as far as I myself am concemed, I hav no faith what- thought best to hold fast to the rock, which I hope
ignorance, "that their line is gone out through all the ever in the cnurch doing anything without she can will please all concerned.
As the preachers say, " one more remark, and I
earth, and their words to the end of the world," hav see money in .it; and although I do not altogether
a peculiar significance, in these days of the teleg1·aph, like this pecularity, yet for the sake of the vast good close." Those of us who keep our eyes open know
it will do, lf successful, I willingly accede to this, it is an every-day occurrence for the clergy to hav
that was never known before, nor intended by him.
If my proposition be accepted, it will fly on the her little peccadillo, without venturing any opinion their pockets full of railway and other passes, since
we can hardly go into the offices of our great railwings of the lightning; and as the time approaches pro or con on the matter.
It is further understood that if this rock is so way corporations, for the purpose of legitimate busifor the trial, the feeling will increase in intensity,
and the electric currents of the universe throb in moved to the said .Summit, on a piece of land to be ness, without being elbowed by a bevy of clergymen
unison with the undertaking, and all kindreds, na- provided by me, of not less than five acres in extent, interviewing the high officials for special favors
tions, peoples, and tongues join in the services. And it is to be under my control, and for my sole use and whereby they may ride gratis. Our railway magat such a time it would not be strange if the so-called benefit, for a period not to exceed ten years from the nates are generally Christian men, or at least men
"Christian" nations of Europe, even if engaged in day it is without human agency removed to its ti.nal high in the church, which is the same thing, and well
bloody conflict, over that horrid political nightmare, resting-place, where I agree to inclose it in a build- understand that much good may be done by a judidiplomatically called the "balance of power," should ing abounding in all the magnificence of modern art, cious distribution of passes among senators, represtay their hands, and .for the period allot.ted to these resplendent with mosaics, stained glass, marbles of sentativs, legislators, (very) common councilmen, and
every tint and hue,. that nothing may be wanting to clergymen, so that ordinarily we find no fault with
services, remit their bacchanal of human butchery.
When the church has acceded to the terms hereto- do honor to the modern wonder. At the end of ten their" good wmks."
But at a time when so much is pending we can
fore and hereinafter mentioned, which I will do all years, being in as good condition as when fir~t rein my power to make mutually satisfactory, there will ceived, it is to be transferred, by a good and sufficient allow of no time-serving; consequently it will rebe placed a rock weighing at least five tons on the deed of general warranty, in such manner as the quire a voucher from three persons of undoubted
character that no member of this praying-band shall
EL,uth side of the Alleghany river at or near the city church shall direct.
As Oil City is the center of the great oil producing hav traveled any part of his or her journey on a pass
of Oil City, state of Pennsylvania, United States of
America; and this- praying-band is to assemble at district which now illuminates the world, I hav fixed iurnished gratis by any railway or other C)rporation.
any place to suit themselvs, but not closer than five on it as the most proper site for a miracle which will This is not interpolated here for the purpose of makhundred feet to the first position of said rock; nor do more for the spiritual enlightenment of the uni- ing invidious comparisons; but if the disciples exare they to be allowed to approach closer than this verse than anything that has occurred in thousands pect to be imbued with the lofty self-abnegation and
distance, if the rock should mysteriously move from of years. The most of. the miracles that we read of power of the master, the contrast ought not to be
its original resting-place. They are to devote as in the. books were performed in the dusky periods of too great between them and the man of Galilee.
He endured contumely, the crown of thorns, the
much time as suits them of each day, for a period not man's existence, when cunning and deception were
to exceed one calendar month, in praying for the re- the common property of the priesthood; and tbey agony of the cross; and the point of the spear. When
moval of said rock to a distance not to exceed one were the only historians of their wondrous works. he went from Capernaum to 'fiberias, he sailed in a
mile from its first position to its final resting-place All the accounts we hav are the words of interested fishing-smack; when he journeyed from Jerusalem
(if success crowns their efforts), on what is known··as parties. And, although Judea was held during the to Jericho, he trudged wearily along on foot; and
· the "Summit" on the north side of said Alleghany tim~ of Christ by a great Roman proconsul, he does only on one occasion does he appear to hav traveled
not appear to hav noticed or sent any account to his in any state, and then he rode on an ass and entered
river, below and close to the city aforesaid.
The said rock to be closely watched during this government of the man, or the wonders he is said to the holy city in the midst of hosannas and. palmbranches. What a picture when contrasted w1th our
time, day and night, by twelve disinterested persons, hav performed.
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IV.-OBJECTIVE MAXIMS.
CHA.PTER XVIII.-DOJVIESTIO REFORM.
A.-Lessons of Instinct.
In the nest-building propensity of the social insects
the biologist can recognize the first germ of the instinctive desire for the establishment of a permanent
home. Certain birds, like the weaver-thrush of the
tropics, imitate the community life of the ant and
bee, but in all higher animals the homestead instinct is
associated with the desire for domestic privacy. The
eagle will suffer no other bird to approach the rock
that shelters his eyrie; the hawk, the heron, and the
kingfisher rear their ~rood at the g~eatest pos~ible
distance from the nestmg-place of their next relatives.
Each pair of squirrels tries to get a tree all to themselve3; and even the social prairie-dog shares its home
with strangers (owls and serpents) rather than with
another family of its own tribe. The "homestead instinct'' of our primitive forefathers formed the first, and
perhaps the most potent, stimulus to the acquisition
of personal property. There is a period in hfe when
the desire for the possession of a private domicile
asserts itself with the power almost of a vital passion ; and success in the realization of that desire
solves in many respects the chief problems of individual existence. The love of domestic peace, the
de;ight in the improvement of a private homestead,
are the best guarantees of staid habits. There was a
time when the neglect of husbandry was considered
a conclusive proof of profligate habits; and the office
of a Roman censor comprised the duty of reproving
careless housekeepers. The poorest citizen of the
Roman commonwealth had a little patrimonium of
hi3 own, a dwelling-bouse, an orchard, and a small
loi; of land, which he did his best to improve, and
where his cbildrm learned their first lesson of personal rights in defense of their private playgrounds.
The ruins of Pompeii show that the civilization of
· tbe Mediterranean coast-lands· bad anticipated the
cc nclusion of our sanitarian reformers, who recommmd the advantage of cottage-suburbs as a remedy
for th3 horrors of tenement life: Between the acropolis f nd the seaside villas the town forms an aggregation of small dwelling-houses, mostly one-story,
but each with a private yard (probably a little garden) or a wide portico, with bath-room and private
gymnasiums. And though the ancients were well
acquainted with the manufacture of glaBs, their
dwelling-houses ·were lighted by mere lattice-windows, excluding rain and the glare of the mn, but
freely admitting every breeze, and thus solving the
problem of ventilation in the simplest and most
effective manner. The dwellings of our Saxon forefathers, too, resembled the log-cabins of the Kentucky
backwoods, and admitted fresh air so freely that the
large family-hearth could dispense with a chimney,
and vented its smoke through the open eaves of the
roof. In the palaces of the Roman patricians there
were special winter-rooms, with a smoke-flue resembling a narrow alcove; but even there, ventilation
was insured by numerous lattice doors, communicating with as many balconies or terrace roofs.
B.-REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.
The evolution of all hereditar.v instincts has been
explained by the "survival of the fittest." and the
instinct of homestead-love has doubtlessly been developed in the same way. The results of its predominance prevailed against the results of its absence.
Defensive love of a private "hearth and home" is
the basis of patriotism, so unmistakably, indeed, that
the fathers of the Roman republic for centuries refused to employ foreign mercenaries, who had no
personal intere.~t in the clt'fense of tl~e soil. As a
modern humorist has cleverly expressed it: "Few
men have been patriotic enough to shoulder a musket in defense of a boarding-bouse." And the golden
age of civic virtues is almost limited to the time when
every free citizen of Greece and Rome was a landowner.
Nor would it be easy to overrate the subjective
advantages of home-life. Health, happiness,• and
longevity have.no more insidious foe than the cankerworm of vexation ; and for the unavoidable disappointments of social life there_is no more effective
specific than the peace of a prosperous private homestead, soothing the mind with evidences of success
in the growth of a promising orchard, in the increase
and improvement of domestic animals, in the happiness of merry children· and contented dependents.
Xenophon, after proving the excitements of an adventurous life by land and sea, found a truer happiness in the solitude of his Arcadian hunting-lodae.
Felix Sylla, Fortune's most constant favorite, ab~n
~o~ed the Hn:o~e of a mis-ht;y empire to enjoy the

frugal fare of a small hill-farm. Voltaire, worn out
by the trials of a fifty year!!' life-and-death. struggle
against the rancor . of big?ts, recovered his health
and his peace of mmd amidst the pear-tree plantations of Villa Ferney.
In the resources of medicine and scientific surgery
the ancients were far behind even the half-civilized
nations of modern times but their children could enjoy
their holidays on their' own playground, their sleepers could breathe pure air, their worn-out laborers
could retire to the peace of a priva.te hom?; and
they enjoyed a degre~ of health and vigor wh.ICh our
most progressive natwns can hope to re-attam only
after centuries of sanitary reform.
c.-PERVERSION.
The germ of the ignoble patience which submits to
the miseries of modern tenement-life, and learns to prefer the fetor of a crowded slum-alley to the free air of
the woods and fields, can be traced to the voluntary
prison-life of the first Christian mon!l'steries. With
all the gregariousness of the Afncan race, the
very slaves of our America~ plantati<?ns. preferred
to avoid quarrels and constramt ~y bmldmg a SeJ?arate cabin for the use of each family; but the ethiCs
of t.he Galilean church recognized no privilege of
personal rights - the -sympathies of family-life were
crushed out by' the enforcement of celibacy; every
symptom of self-assertio~ was deno~nc~d as a revolt
against the duty of passive subordmat10n; the very
instincts of .individuality were systematically suppressed to make each convert a whining, emasculated,
self-despising, and world-renouncing "member of the
church of Christ!' The mortification of the body
being the chief object of monastic seclusion, the
hygienic architecture of convent bu~ldings was considered a matter of such absolute ummportance that
many of the cells (dormitories) had no windows at all,
but merely a door communicating with an ill-ventilated gallery, after the p!an of. our old-style prison~.
Eight feet by ten, and eight h1gb, were t~e ~sua! dimansions of those man-pens; and that utter mdifference
to the physical health of the inmates was but rarely
seconded by a view to the advantages nf private meditation is proved by the circumstance that the conventslaves of the eastern church (in the Byzantine empire, for instance). were not often permi~ted to. enj.oy
the privacy of their wretched dens; their dQrmitories
were packed like the bunks of a Portuguese slave:
ship, and the word Eyncell-us. (c~ll-mat.e) is used as a
cognomen of numerous ecclesJRshcs. The abbot, and
in less ascetic centuries perhaps the learned clerks
(legend-writers, etc.), were the only members of a
monastic community who could ever rely on the
privacy of a single hour. For the admitted purpose
of mortifying their love of physical comforts, the
weary sleepers, worn-out with penance and hunger,
were summoned to prayer in the middle of the night,
or sent out on begging expeditions in the roughest
weather. Every vestige of furniture or clothing apt
to mitigate the dreariness of discomfort was banished
from their cells; they suffered all the hardships
without enjoying the peace and security of a hermit's home; novices (on probation), and even the
pupils of the convent-schools, were submitted to a
similar discipline, and thus monasticism became the
training· school of modern tenement-life.
During the latter half of the Middle Ages, feudalism found an additional motive for suppressing
the love of domestic independence. The church
usurers and aristocrats monopolized real estate, and
made it more and more difficult, even for the most
industrious of their dependents, to acquire a share of
landed property. Every feudal lord secured his
control over his serfs by crowding them together
in a small village (literally an abode of villains, i.e.,
of vile pariahs), where his slave-drivers could at any
time rally them for an extra job of socage duty. The
incessant raids of mail-clad highway-robbers-robber
knights and nt!lrauding partisans-obliged all peaceloving freemen to congregate for mutual protection
and rear their children in the stone prisons of an
over-crowded burgh. The suppression of all natural
sciences, including the science of health, aggravated
the evil by a persis.tent neglect of such partial remedies as disinfectants and artificial ventilation. The
home of a medieval artisan combined all the disnd·
vantages of a jail and a pest-bouse.
The revolt against feudalism has at last broken
the stone-fetters of our larger cities; city walls have
been turned into promenades, and convents into
store-houses or lunatic asylums; but the spirit of
monasticism still survives; indifference to the blessings of health and domestic independence seem to
have acquired ·the strength of a second nature, and
thomands of our modern factory slaves actually prefer their slum-prisons to the freedom of a cheaper
suburban home.
D.-PENaLTIES OF NEGLECT,
Nature rarely fails to avenge the violation of her
Jaws, but it might be doubted if the perversion of
any other natural instinct has entailed more numerous
or direr penalties than our habitual outrages against
the instinct of home-life. The monstrosities of our
tenement system, by a moderate estimate, cost on the
average every year the lives of 1,500,000 children under
ten year~ of age (in Europe and North .America), and of

1,200,000 consumptives, besides th?usands of victims
to epidemic disord~r~, aggr.avated, .If no~ engendered,
by the influence ofvitlated atr. Habitualmtemperance, •
too, has undoubtedly been increased by the dearth of
home-comforts. Our factory-laborers, our mecbanics, and· thousands of students and young clerks,
spend their evenings in riot, because the man-trap
of the lowest grog-shop is, after all, less unattractive
than the dungeon of a stifling tenement home. In
many of our larger cities similar causes have led to
a constant increase of a manner of existence which a
modern reformer calls the ''celibacy of vice." But the
deereasing demand for independent homes is not the
only cause of the decreased supply, and the heartless
selfishness of our wealthy land-gluttons has provoked
a form of nihilism which threatens to shake, if not to
subvert, the very foundations of social life.
E.-REFORM.
That latter danger seems, at last, to have awakened
our political economists to the necessity of redressing a many-sided abuse, and the failure of ear~ier reform projects bas at least helped to emphasize the
demand for more adequate remedies. . The traffic in
human life in the floating hells of the African slavetraders hardly called for more stringent repressive
measures than the inhumanity of our tenement speculators who fatten on the profits of a system propagating t~e infallible seeds of. pulmonary consumption,
and sacrificing the lives of more children than the
superstition of .the dark ages ever doomed to the
altars of Moloch. Even in a country where the jealousy of personal rights would hardly countenance
legislative interference with the construction of private dwelling...houses, the license of tenement·owners
ought to be circumscribed by the conditions of Dr.
Paul Boettger's rule, providing for appropriation of
a certain number of cubic feet of breathing space,
and square feet of window, front, and garden (or
play-ground) room for each tenant or family of tenants. The abuse of sub.renting could be limited by
similar provisions, and the adoption of the separate
cottage plan should be promoted by the reduction of
municipal passenger tariffs and suburban taxes.
The plan of equalizing the burden of taxation and
the opportunities of land tenure by a general confiscation and redistribution of real estate might
recommend itself as a last resort, though hardly in
preference to the project of Fedor Bakunin, the_
"Russian Mirabeau," who proposed to found new
·communities under a charter, reserving the tenth
part of ali building lots for communal purposes, and
lease the tenant-right to the' highest bidder. The
value of those reserve lots would increase with the
growth of the town, and by renewing their lease
from ten to ten years, the rent could be made to
cover the budget of all direct municipal expenses,
and leave a fair surplus for charitable and educationa! purposes. In comparison with the confiscation
plan, that project could claim all the advantages
which make prevention preferable to a drastic cure.
As a check to the evils of land monopoly the least
objectionable plan would seem to be Professor
DeGraaf's proposition of a graded system of real
estate taxation, increasing the rate of tallage with
each multiple of a fair homestead lot, and thus taxing
·a land-shark for the privilege of acquisition, as well
as for the actual possession, of an immoderate
estate.
The art of making home-life pleasant will yet
prove the most effective specific in the list of temperance remedies, and will aid the apostles of Secularism
in that work of redemption which the gospel of
renunciation has failed to achieve.

Did the Mother of Jesus 'l'hink Him Insane?
At the beginning of the miniE;try of Jesus Christ,
after he had cast out many unclean spirits and chosen
his twelve diBciples, the next event, as recorded in
Mark, is as follows:
And they went into an house. And the multitude com?th
together again so that they could not so much as eat bread.
And when his friends heard of it they went out to lay hold
on him, for they said, He is beside himself. And the @cribes
which came down from Jerusalem said, He bath Beelzebub,
and by the prince of devils casteth he out devils (.M:ark iii,
19-22).

The Syriac version reads :
And they came to tl!e house. . . And l!is kinsmen
heard and went out to take him, for they said, He is out of
his reason.

The house was undoubtedly the home of Jesus and
his mother, as appears from the same chapter a little
further on, to wit:
There came then his brethren and his mother, and standing without, sent unto him, calling him. And the multitude
sat about him, and. thry said unto him, Behold thy mother
and thy brethren seek for thee.

Furthermore, the Revised Version concedes in a
note that the "house" was the "home" of Jesus.
This passage has annoyed the commentators. Dr.
Doddridge remarks:
Our manner of rendering these words, ''He is beside himself," or "He is mad." is very offensiv_ One can hardly
thiok Christ's friends [kinsmen in the i::lyriac] would speak
so contemptibly and .impiously of him; and if that sense
Jl:lust n\l<;ess~trily be ret~tined, it would b!l much @Ol.'C deceu~
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to render the clause, "It (that is, the multitude) is mad,"
thus unseasonably to break in upon him.
· Schotengen contends for'the samo interpretationthat the multitude, not Christ, was mad; and Adam
Clarke says: "This conjectpre should not ba lightJy
regaraed:"
But, alas ! the Passage is allowed to stand unchanged in the Revised Version, and there is no
esc.1pe from the plain, lit.eral sense, to' wit, that not
only the scribes, but the brethren of Jesus, and even
his own mother, believed he was mad. She who, according to Matthew and Luke, had conceived him by
the Holy Ghost was constrained to admit that he
was insane. Multitudes had come not only from
Galilee, but from Judea, Idumea, Tyre, and Sidon,
to see the wonders he performed. And as the unclean spirits departed at his command, the people
fell down, saying, "Thou art the son of God." Jesus
modestly charged them not to make him known,. and
withdrew into a mountain where he chose twelve disciples whom be commissioned- to preach and cast out
devils. On returning to his home the multitude
came again. But his kinsmen, hearing of his performances, came out and said, " He is out of his reason." They agreed with the scribes, only leaving
out Beelzebub, the prince of devils. Undoubtedly
the mother of J estts regarded him as insane, for
presently when be was told, " Behold thy mother and
thy brethren without seek for thee," he answered:
"Who is my mother or my brethren 7" And looking
around upon his chosen disciples he added, "Behold
my mother and my brethren."
Mark is consistent in all this, for he ignores the
miraculous birth of J esu.s, and only once again alludes
to his mother, thus :
Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother of
James. and Joses, and Juda, and Simon? And are not his
sisters here with us? (Mark vi, 3.)
Two Marys are mentioned by Mark ar;; distant
spectators of the crucifixion, but neither was the
mother of Jesus. And the sam.e two Marys bring
sweet spices to thB sepulcher, but where was the
mother of the martyr7 Being an unbeliever, andregarding her son as insane, she would be likely to remain at home deploring his sad fate.
It is worthy of note that only the fourth gospel
describes the mother of Jesus as present at the crucifixion, and she is not afar off,· like the women
mentioned in the other gospels, but at the very foot
of the cross. Credat Judceus appella I
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towns · and they kept up their :fines imprisonments do anything like justice to the matter in hand, it is
and other cruel oppressions, for se;eral years, untii proper to giv some quo~ations. The careful reader
the Rappites could bear it no longer; and so, like the of the New ~estament w~ll :fi~d .abundant p~oof that
Pilgrims of the Mayflower, they resolved to leave Jesus predicted an.d his dtsmples-espemally t~e
their nativ land and to seek a home in the New apostles-firmly behaved and expected that, after h!s
World and under a flag that was pledged for the pro- d~~th, h? would return to ~he earth to set up his
taction of the rights of man as man.
VIBI~le king~om,, and that this eve~t would .t9;ke place
Accordingly, in 1803, at the request of his people, durmg t~e hfe-t.Ime of t~e generatwn then.hvmg. In
Rapp, accompanied by his son John, and several Matt. xvi, 27, 28, Jesus IS recorded as sayrng:
others, visited this country, and ultimately purchased
For the son of man shall come in the glory of his father,
about :five thousand acres of wild land in Butler with his angels. . . Verily,.Lsayunto you, there be some
county, Pa., about twenty-five miles north of Pitts- standing here which shall not ta~te of death till they see the
burgh ; where, in the following year, more than a son of man coming in his kingdom."
hundred families crossed the ocean and joined them.
In :Mark ix, 27 , and Luke ix, 26, nearly the same
Here they found what they came for but could not words are repeated. Matt. xxiv, 3, records:
.
:find in Germany, freedom of conscience and worship,
And as he sat upon the :M:ount of Olives thfl disciples came
none either wishing or daring to molest them and
make them afraid. Stimulated and strengthened by unto him privately, saying, Tell us when shall these things
the spirit of liberty, they immediately· went about be? and what shall be the_sign of thy coming, and of the end
clearing off the forest, erecting dwellings, factories, of the world?
hotel, church, and school-house. They remained at
J, BUB answers this question by dwelling on the prethis place .ten years; but it being away from any ceding events with much circumstance, and then says
navigable river, and having no market for their super- in the twenty-ninth verse:
abundant productions, and no soil well adapted to th~
Immediately after the tribulation of these days shall the
cultivation of the grape, they sold out, at great sacn- sun be darkened, and the moon shall not giv her light, and
:fice, and purchased a larger tract of land on the the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavWabash river in the state of Indiana. Here they ens shall be shaken. And then sh"all appear the sign of the
began, the second time, the work. of im~rovement. son of man in heaven; and then shall all the tribes of the
Lands were cleared and converted rnto frmtful :fields; earth mourn; and they shall see the son of man coming in
houses of all kinds and for all purposes were ·erected; the clouds of heaven with power and great glory; and he
and their wealth steadily increased. But after ten shall send his angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and
years' residence in Indiana, finding that the location they shall gather together his elect, from the four winds,
was not wholesome, and their neighbors not such as from one end of heaven to the other. Now, learn a parable
they liked, being chiefly settlers from the. Southern of the fig-tree ; when his brauch is yet tender and putteth
states, who had brought with them the VIces grow- forth leaves, ye know that summer is nigh; so likewise ye,
ing out of the slave-holding institution, they con- when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near, even
cluded to make another change, and return to Penn- at the doors. Verily, I say unto you, this generation shall
sylvania. They offered an Englishman named Flower not pass till all these thingB be fulfilled. Heaven and earth
$5,000 to find them a purchaser of their property; shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away.
and he, going to Scotland, laid the matter before
When Jesus was asked by his disciples to teach
Robert Owen, the eminent philanthropist of New them bow to pray, he gave them a model. suitabl~ to
Lanark, and to him sold the property, consisting of their circumstances, and remarkable for Its brevity.
the town of New Harmony, with all its_ houses,. mills, The :first and only general petition in it was, '' 1'hy
factmies, etc., etc., 20.000 acres of land, cleared and kingdom come," the rest referring merely to the SU~
uncleared, for $150,000.
ply of their daily and natural wants, and the condiWhen they determined on a removal from Indiana tion of mind of those who were brethren and memat all events, they sent out a commission to select a bers of a temporary community, looking. forward to
place, and when the sale of their property to Mr, a great event in the near future. .Th~ ~mgd~m they
Owen was consummated they pUl'cbased their pres- were directed to pray for was this VISible kmgdom
ent lands on the Ohio river, in Beaver county, Penn- before mentioned, during which he would reign with
ANTICHRIST.
sylvania, and having built a steamboat for the p_ur- his saints upon the earth ; a kingdom which was to
------~~----~
pose, they removed in detachments the whole family, be set up where, according to his repeated promis,
Religious Delusions.
then consisting of about a thousand people, to that he should "be revealed from heaven ~oith his mi{lhty
This was in 1825. The new town they here angels, in flaming ji1·e, taking vengeance on tl~~m
THEIR STULTIFYING AND DESTRUCTIV POWER, ILLUSTRATED pl~e.
IN THE HISTORY OF THE ECONOMITE SOCIETY, LOCATED founded they called Economy. It lies high above that kno1o not God, and that obey not the gospel.
As the predicted time drew nearer and nearer, and
ON THE RIGHT BANK OF THE OHIO RIVER, AND TWENTY the level of the river, on a beautiful plain, which extends about four miles up and down the right bank the disciples began to realize their situation, and ~o
MILES BELOW PITTSBURGH.
of the Ohio, and slopes gently off to the high
George Rapp, the founder and life-long director of grounds in the north, from which it is supplied with become solicitous for the future, Peter (1\Iatt. xtx,
the above-named association, was a humble vine- water. The town is laid off in streets sixty feet 27) is reported as saying to Jesus: "Behold, we hau
dresser in WurtePlburg, Germany, toward the close wide, at right angles with each other, lin£-d with forsaken all and followed thee, v:hat shall we hav
of the last century. He was a deeply religious mau, trees, and has long been known as one of the most therefMe ?" Jesus comforted hill'! with the assurance
that ''ye 1ohich hav followed me tn the great r:genafter the oraer of the Pietists; and, disgusted with beautiful and wholesome locations in the country.
eration which is to take place when the son (lj man
the worldliness of the clergy and members of the
Being a community, and like. the primitiv 9hris·church established by law, gathered around him a tian church, having all t~in~s rn c.ommon; rnd1;1s· shall sit in the throne of his glm·y, ye n.lso shall sit
number of foliowers, who, while waiting for the king- trious and frugal upon prmmp1e; directed by Wise upon twelve thrones, judging the "twelue tribes of
dom of God to appear, made a business of cultivating und unselfish leaders in all their business affairs, the Israel," etc.
The mother of Zebedee's. children was similarly
what is called the religious sentiment. The national Economites under Mr. Rapp as their spiritual guide
church although named after Luther, who broke and his ado'pted son Frederic as business manager, affected and believing :firmly in the promis of his
with Rome and Catholicism by advocating the right became very prosperous. Like. the fabled. Mida~, second ~oming came to Jesus with a specific request
of private judgment, persecuted the little handful of everything they touched turned mto gold, till their indicating a pr~ud woman's ambition : " G1·ant that.
Rappites thus proving that what a churchman, even wealth now runs up into the millions. T~ey ha"! the these my two sons (James and John) may sit, t!te one
a Luthe;an, means, when he preacher;; up the right of reputation, which they well de.serve, ~f bemg entirel;y on thy ri{lht hand and the other on thy left, w thy
.
.
.
private judgment, is, that all men hav a right to just and :bonorable in all their dealmgs. Indeed, If kingdom."
In reading the epistles of Paul to ~be Coru~.th1ans,
believe his creed, but not their own. Annoyed by a deep s~nse of honor and justice, exhibiting itself
this new sect which was a silent but standing rebuke constantly in the practical du~ies of life, we~e al.low~d Philippians, Colossians, Thessalomans, Timothy,
to their lack of spirituality, the clergy were deter- to constitute religion, I woutd hav no hesitation m and Titus, we see, in passages too numerous .to. ~e
mined to crush out of existence Rapp and his follow- saying that they hav proved tbemselvs to be the quoted in a weekly journal, that he and the pnmttlv
ers, although, in point of numbers, they were C<_>m- most religious body of people in the country. J?ur- church expected the second coming of Christ to take
parativly insignificant, and although they were with- ing our civil war, while not a drop of American place in their day with as much confidence as ~~ exout reproach in regard to their moral character. blood flowed in the veins of any one of them, they pect the rising of ta-morro.w:'s sun. ~~e c.hristians
They called them Separatis~s an~ Schismatics, ~nd evinced as much patriotism as our nativ-born peo- were constantly in a cond1t10n of wa1tmg, JUSt as a
denounced Rapp for preachmg Without any ordma- ple, for they had not for~otten the galling b.ondage crowd of passengers in a .railroad statio~ listen for
tion. They bad police officers appointed to watch they were subjected to m Ger~any, and dallY: con- the whistle of the locomotiv, and the arrival of the
them on Sundays, and on Mondays these sincere and trasted it with the absolute liberty they enJoyed cars which are to carry them to the places of t~eir
simple-minded men would be summoned to appear under the American flag; and although they furnished destination. They are there ~or the purpose of ~o~u_g
before the magistrat<>s, and be :fined for their attend- no soldiers for the army, for the ·best of all reasons, away, and nothing else. In ~Ike manner, the primitiv
disciples, expecting, as they d1d every moment, to bear
ance at unauthorized conventicles; those who were because they had no men young enough to serve,
too poor to pay the fine being sent to prison. The they gave freely of their means to preserye .t~e. Re- the sound of the archangel's trump announcing the apclergy, with a malicious bent which.o;nly religion .can public, and make it forever one and I~diviBible. proach of the son of man in the clouds of heaven,, neglected all earthly vocations but what were required
inspire a mortal with, got up a petit~on to the k~ng, They contributed without stit;t for the eqUIPJ?,ent of to supply their immediate wants. Hence they threw
asking him to issue a decree of bam~:~hment agamst volunteers, for special bount.Ies f?r the f~mihes of
their property into a common fund, to be drawn
Rapp and his followers. The king, who ~a~ some absent soldiers, for the forti:ficatwn of Pittsburgh,
upon by everyone as he had need. Hence Pa~l's
ideas of justice and mer~y, and who~~ rel~g10~ was for the relief of the freedmen of the South, for the unworthy definition of marriage, whic~ ~as bee~ Inonly perfunctory on readmg the petitwn, mqmred: support of soldiers' widows and for the education of
corporated into the codes of all .Christi~n nabons,
"Who are these' people w~om you wish to hav ba~ their orphan children.
and
which bas bad so much to do m causmg the deished ~ Are they good subJects 1 Do they pay their
gradation of woman. Hence, also, that asceticism in
THE SECOND ADVENT VIEWS OF THE ECONOMITEB.
taxes?" And on being informed that that they
There is a wonderful discrepancy of opinion among morals and that abstention from everything like
punctually paid their dues of all kinds to both church
pleasu;e, which be preached, with the rest <_>f the
and state he tore the document to pieces, like a man Christian theologians in regard to what, with singular apostles, and which was all proper enongb, If the
inappropriatenes,
they
call
"esc?atology,"
or
the
of comm~n sense who had a heart in his bosom, and
coming of the Lord and the end of the world were at
said : " Then, let them believe as they please." ~ut science of the last times and thmgs, and whoever hand but which was out of place entirely if that exthe clergy, notwithstanding the refusal of the kmg reads the Bible as he does any other book will see
pect~tion was a delusion, and the world and its affair&
to gratify thell'! by issu.i~g a decr~e .of banisbm?nt, the reason why. There are no less than three hun- were to continue indefinitly as they had been,
continued their oppositlon by sbrrmg up agamst dred passages .in the New Testa~en~ which allude to
(TO DE OONr~m7ED.)
them . the :tnayors and burgesr;;es of the neighboring this subject, e1ther ex~ressly of U).Cidentally, and to
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the human race is simply immense in volume. It is Mr. Comstock, Mr. Crosby, Mr. Whitney, Mr. Simalso peculiar in kind. They hav made the most mi- mons, the P~iests, the Prohibitionists, the God in·
nute regulations for the care of the people-to pre. the-Constitution party, and innumerable other
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
serve their health, their sanctity, and their reverence Christians should be invited to join.
E. M. MAODO!IALD,
Editor. for God and fear of the priests. To keep us in health
The ~American Party.
P. SOHEBBY,
Buainess Manager. they forbid us to eat meat on a certain day in the
A highly esteemed correspondent inquires of us
week; we must not go fishing on Sunday, because the
,uBLII!BBD BY
concerning
the new "Am~rican party," a statement
Lord
drowns
Sunday
fishermen;
we
must
not
even
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY.
go out of town, or play ball; or listen to music, be- of whose purposes he has seen, which are " to re28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
cause these are things which corrupt. In days gone strict immigration, to fiJI this country with men who
by, the priests were so solicitous for the salvation of are in favor of American ideafl, freedom of speech and
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
the people that they built dungeons in which to action, 6ut within the law and under the Constitution
guard them from contamination. To make them con- of the United States; to suppress Anarchy, and to
.Ad.drua all Communications to TH.E TRUTH liJ.E.EK.ER
OO.MP.ANI'. .Mak~ Gll Drafts, Oheclc8, Post.opice and .Ell).. fess Christ they had ingenious machines with which enforce the American idea of no public funds for
to tear doubters apart. And, having won the skeptic sectarian use."
grus Mon611 Orders payable to OH.ARL.EB P. BOM.ERB Y.
We cannot answer this inquiry better, perhaps, than
to Christ, they killed him lest he backslide into a
by
quoting from the documents of the party. . The
worse
fire
than
the
one
they
kindled
around
his
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form. The world can never do too much for its card sent by the "Provisional Committee," which
appears to hav charge of the party's affairs, to those
priests.
SUBSCRIPl'ION RATES.
Besides the priests there are other religious folks it has reason to believe may join, is as follows :
Single subscription in advance ............................ .. $8 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. .
0 00 who deserve consideration. There is the good An;"
;~·~~~~~~~. ~~~ ..~;..;;~~;~~~~: ;;· ............... ~ ... ·~
Two new subscribers.......................................... .
0 00
thony Comstock and his society, with our industrious
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one reThe platform of principles adopted by the American :
mittance ...................................................... .
0 00 soapmaking friend Colgate at the head~ and an "exParty in convention at Philadelphia, September 16 and !
One subscription with two new subscribers~ in one
17, 1887, covers, in brief, the following points:
:
remittance .................................................. .
7 00 ecutiv committee" to carefully consider what pict1. Restriction of immigration.
:
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
ures we may possess or view. In its zeal for the
2. Extension of the time required for naturalization to :
remittance .................................................. ..
8 GO purity of the people, this society has had laws
fourteen years.
:
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
3. The protection and promotion of the American Free :
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 enacted enabling Mr. Comstock to draw four thouSchool System.
:
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
sand dollars a year as· agent, and get his pictures
4. American lands for American settlers.
:
with one remittance.
5. No public funds for sectarian uses.
:
for nothing but the trouble of seizing them. It is a
If you indorse the above and are willing to act with :
beneficent society, indeed, and it is difficult to see
the American Party for the furtherance of its principles, :
TWO THINGS WANTED.
sign your name and address below, and forward to
:
how Mr. Comstock could make a living without it.
"The Provisional Committee,"
·:
First. We want some money from every friend who owes
Then we hav Mr. Crosby's society to take care of
·
157 Broadway, New York.
on his subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. The balance in our stomachs on Sunday, and for the suppression of
the bank from which to draw to satisfy the paper manufactcrime generally. Our Prohibition friends, too, are
Accompanying this card is a small four-page circuurers and the printer is very small, and we must increase it,
much concerned that on secular days no maddenh!g lar of arguments in support of these principles. The
or run in debt. There are many hundreds of dollars owing
beer or manufactured wine, nor distilled· strong committee begins by saying that it proscribes no man
us by subscribers, and we desire to kindly but firmly call
liquids, shall creep into our mouths to steal our on account of his color, birthplace, religion, or contheir attention to the matter. We need the money, and it is
brains away. It is so kind of them to regulate in dition in life, but regards with distrust and fear the
not right for them to keep it from us. We would also
the name of God the living of the world. They large numbers of foreigners landing upon our shores
respectfully suggest to those whose subscriptions expire durought to go a little further and publish a _bill of fare. who hav no sympathy with our laws, who would turn
ing the present month that now is the time to renew. We
It
would make the people vastly better if no hot bis- liberty into license, and who are unfitted by ignorance
would call attention, too, to our club rates. Get a new subcuits,
nor spiced sauces, nor stimulating mince pies to become desirable American citizens. The comscriber, and so get your own paper cheaper.
Second. We once more ask our friends to send us the were eaten. But we recognize the lofty aims of the mittee_ complains that our manufacturing ~ndustries
names of all the Infidels of their acquaintance who do not pious Prohibitionists, and no doubt the bill of fare and our mercantil business are passing into the
take THE TRUTH SEEKER. The intention is to send them will come when strong drink is entirely a thing of the hands of foreigners, and that foreign corporations
are seizing our public lands and mercilessly evicting
sample copies of the paper with the hope that they may past.
And good Mr. Bergh-what could New York do American settlers. The committee further asserts
subscribe.
without him' It is much better, very much better, that while our public school system is endangered by
Our Good Guardians.
that the wife and children of a brutal truckman these foreigners, and our public funds are applied to
The most fervent want of most Americans is to be should go hungry while he is in jail than that he sectarian uses, neither one of the great political parties
let alone. When a male or female arrives at man- should strike his horse. And what a blessing the dares to enact protecting laws, and that it is useless
hood's or womanhoods' estate he or she is very apt, children's society is! Hundreds of little ones are to look to them for help. The committee demands
standing up straight in the sun, to say of himself or taken every year from parents who do not love them " an entire separation of church and state, and that
herself : " I can take care of myself; will you, good to be cared for by strange but charitable people who every religiot1s denomination should support its infolks, kindly keep your hands off my person, and your will bring them up in religion and religious ways, stitutions." The committee does not intend to renose out of my affairs ? If I choose to go to church, until perchance they too shall form societies to :tleet upon any particular religion, but includes " each
I shall do so. If I choose to rej act the tenets of worry about others' faults.
and every denomination that so far forgets itself and
Christianity, that's my business, and you've no right
Then we hav the· association of the ministers who the rights of others as to ask and receive material aid
to make ·me pay for preaching superstition. If I are looking to the regeneration of the world by keep- from the public treasury."
choose to admire a picture or possess it, that's my ing holy the Sabbath. On that day no despere:te
It will be seen by this that the American party is
,affair. If I choose to drink a glass of wine, it's my German may hearken to the little German band both broad and narrow, just and unjust, in its prinstomach that is warmed or injured, not yours. If I where beer shall :tlow, and no one else may do aught ciples, and sufficiently vague in its statements of
choose to hold heretical notions, I hav just as good that shall peril his soul's salvation. 'Tis a mad them to leave us in doubt concerning its ultimate
a right to advocate them as you hav to advocate any- world, and without this constant unsolicited solici- object. Its demand that the ''Anarchist and Sothing else, and I don't want your po1ice to break my tude on the part of the clergy who shall say what cialist should be inhibited from becoming American
head; if they do, I'll strike back. If I choose to go damage might not be done ? The managers of our citizens" would be difficult of enforcement, and beout -doors Sunday and sit down on the damp ground, museums, too, are unremitting in restraining the sides is narrow in spirit. Roman Catholics are
the cold I catch makes me sneeze~ not you, and my worldly from viewing statuary, pictures, and treas- infinitly more dangerous to our institutions than
nose is my own. You can go to church if you desire, ures which might distract their minds from a beatific either Anarchists or Socialists; why not include
and get your nose filled with dust. If I chance to contemplation of their waistbands, and peril eternity them in the inhibition, if disfranchisment of dangerlisfen to a brass band on Sunday, my tympanum suf- for them. The people do not know what is best for ous people is to be adopted? The second plank, exfers, but my deafness doesn't prevent your hearing. them; some one must guide them~ and the trustees tending the time required for naturalization, has
In short, my dear good people, your business is your of our museums deserve remembrance for their much to be said for it. In many instances a longer
own; my business is my own, and so long as I d~ not efforts in behalf of this great foolish public, which period than five years is not required, but thousands
tread on your toes, you will please keep off from knows only enough to pay for museums, not when to and thousands of ignorant peasants do require at
mine." That is about the way the average Amer- look at the contents.
least three times that length of time to become intelican man or woman feels who is neither religious nor
All over the country do we see the same efforts ligent citizens. This is a question merely of political
a fanatic.
made by those ca1Ied to the work to keep stumbling expediency. The third plank is a good one if the
There is, however, a vast distance between this humanity from falling into pitfalls. Were these intention of the new party is to exclude religious as
prayer and its realization. Unfortunately religion eft'orts rewarded with the success they deserve, these well as sectarian teaching from the schools. The
81!-d fanaticism are not extinct qualities in the human good folks would long ago hav been translated to fourth plank, "American lands should be reserved
animal, and these are the basis of unlimited tyranny. heaven. In view of their number, moreover, it is for American settlers," is also good if the word
A great many people, explains Mr. Benson, hav no surprising that the human race is not ornamented American be left out. The public lands should be
faults cf their own to worry about, and so devote the with wings. That they are not angels is due to the kept for actual settlers, and no one man, or company
major portion of their time to worrying over the wonderful amount of perverseness in the human heart, of men, should be allowed more than he can use in
faults of others. In this way they make themselvs which rebels at wholeseme disciplin and impatiently cultivation. The land already squandered on railmiserable, and as misery loves company, they band execrates the sinless ones who are worrying them- road corporations should be reclaimed wherever the
together, form societies, congregations, parties, to selva to death over the depravity of their fellow- corporation has failed to comply with the requireworry in unison at the wickedness of other folks. creatures.
ments of the law granting it. The fifth plank of the
From time immemorial we hav had the preachers
The next society formed should be one to inculcate new party is " that no public funds or property, or
to worry for us al;>out heaven. Their solioitud(l for the pr~ctiQal precept, "Mind your own businesa." money raised by ta:x;ation shall be apJ?lie~ t<? s~Qt"'
1
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rian uses." This is all right so far as it goes, and if
the party means to go to the length of prohibiting
public money from being given to any religious
institution, then Freethinkers can support this plank.
We hav been particular in calling attention to the
incompleteness of the school imd church planks, for
tne reason that there is in this city another society
whose demands on these matters are almost identical
in language with the words of the American party,
and yet the society is one of the worst enemies of
true governmental justice, and a stalwart opponent
of real separation of church and state. The name of
the other society is the Evangelical Alliance, and it
talks seemingly fair in order to keep the schools and
state money from falling into the hands of the Roman
Catholics. Its pretensions and professions are the
hollow hypocrisy of a rogue pleading for plunder
taken from a confederate.
The headquarters of the American party are at 157
Broadway, and Andrew Powell is the chairman of
the provisional committee. The Evangelical Alliance
headquarters are No. 42 Bible House, with James
M. King as chairman of the legislativ committee.
The headquarters of the American Secular Union, the
only party which is just right on these school and
church matters, is at 750 West Lake street, Chicago,
Ill., with E. A. Stevens as secretary.

The Economites.

But as in apostolic and Crusade times so it .was in
1843. th d
t f th"
t h d •t ' alm sunrise
'
.
'
e ay se or IS _even a I. s c .
Its effulgent noon, and qmet sunset, JUSt hke all the
other days which hav gone, and helped to make up
the past eternity of time, and no Jesus made his appearance. The next morning the idea began to dawn
u on the mind of our fdend that the Bible had made
p
.
.
.
.
.
a fool of him, and a laughmg-stock to all hts neigh.
bars, who;improved the opportunity of cracking jokes
. at the expense of his credulity. This led him to
some free thinking, which, of course, resulted in his
redemption from folly, and in his becoming a philosopber, one who understands in some degree what is
man's plaee in the universe. Our friend, when he recovered from his insanity, ·and who was a reader and
supporter of THE TRUTH SEEKER from its beginning
to the day of, his death, never forgave the church for
making a fool of him, and exposing him to the derision of his townsmen. If. the old saying be true
that a man would rather be considered a sagacious
knave than a simple, dull-eyed fool, we cannot wonder
at this, for the church _struck him in a very sensitiv
part of his nature.
But in the hot-bed of the church, whose soil is
made rich with the compost of ignorance and credulity, ~ new crop of fools is annually being raised.
The failure of Christ to appear in the first, the
eleventh, and in the nineteenth century, when tens of
thousands were anxiously expecting his coming, and
were disappointed, has had no perceptible effect in
curing the Christians of their insane delusion on this
subject. The proceedings of the Second Advent
cainp-meeting at Cleveland last summer show that
the five wise virgins are still alive, and keeping their
lamps trimmed and burning, waiting hourly for the
signal to go out and meet. the bridegroom. The
prophecies of Daniel are still upon the rack of interpretation, and forced to speak as their tormentors
wish. The Revelation of John, which Luther and
other authorities bav thrown out of the canon of
scripture because of its unintelligible character, and
its obvious lack of inspiration by the Holy Ghost, is
used by these people like a mass of clay, which the
cunning potter puts upon his wheel, and makes into
crockery of all shapes and sizes, and for all purposes
to suit his own fancy.
Some of our Freethinking brethren, who Jiv in a
world almost exclusivly their own, imagin,. and act-

Our Pittsburgh correspondent, the first part of
whose letter we publish on another page, bas evidently been making himself acquainted with the
history of the famous Economite Society, which, for
the last forty years, has attracted so much attention
in Western Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio, and the oil
regions, where they hav great interests, in the ·state
of New York. As the community approaches its
destiny, many people are speculating as to what will
become of the vast wealth they hav accumulated
when the last man of the incorporated society dies.
As our correspondent observes, the solution of this
question is unknown to all but the party most deeply
concerned-or, rather, the least deeply interestedfor what can they care for the hereafter of wealth
whose bodies· are so soon to become the food of
worms, and whose names will pass into the ~hades of
eternal forgetfulness ?
.
A dogma has the reputation of being a dry, steril,
tasteless piece of worm-eaten hard-tack, constituting
ually say, that Christianity is dead, and, therefore,
the wretched diet on which bigotry feeds. It is the
there is no further need of aggressiv agencies, which,
ipse direit of a churchman who has assumed author- from their very nature, are unpleasant to all who use
ity in the world of mind to dictate to all the rest
what they shall believe, and how .they shall worship. them. They say, As the ground is ilot now occupied,
To ask the reason why is deemed an insult and a we should begin to build up the new system of
thought and morals which we propose shall take the
crime: an insult to the divine authority embodied in place of the church. But these gentlemen would be
the church and priesthood, and a crime against the surprised, if anything in this world could disturb
life of the soul of him who doubts. The dogmas
constitute ·a family. They breed among themselvs, their heavenly equanimity, when they see the Second
and hence the deformity of their offspring. The Advent zealots availing themselvs of the power of
organization and cooperation, and raising a thousand
mother dogma of all is original sin, or the total
dollars every year for propagating purposes, where
depravity that came upon us by reason of Adam's we Secularists raise ten to spread the light of truth
transgression in the imaginary Garden of Eden. It
Th
e
is not strange that so ugly a dam should produce and save the people from victimizing error.
rest of the sects, instead of thousands, raise millions
such ugly offspring-eternal bell fire, vicarious a~one
every year for the same purpose.
ment the monster doctrin of a three-headed deity, a
Our correspondent's remarks on the impracticabilGod-~an savior, reprobation to eternal suffering of ity of communal life, with all its· wealtb-prod~:cing
the vast ma-jority, and the election to eternal blessed- power, existing longer than a genera t wn
.
or t wo, as
ness of a mere handful.
seen in the history of the Shakers and Economites,
But as far as we can see, the dogma of the second are worthy of notice. The former are an association
coming' of Christ, which our correspondent calls a century old; the latter hav not yet run their course
attention to as giving its death-wound to the Econ- of three generations, but both are haunted by the
omite Society, stands out disassociated with all the specter of annihilation. Is it not time to inquire
rest; unless, indeed, it is a vamping up, or second whether it is not possible for human society to evolve
growth, of the Jewish notion of a messiah, who was out of that condition in which, for so many centuries,
expected to come in the latter times, redeem I~rael the large majority bav proved tbemselvs to be a flock
from bondage, and reestablish the throne of David at of simple-minded sheep, and the small minority a
Jerusalem. But be this as it may, this dogma seems pack of ravening wolves!
to bav a distinction all its own, in that it has shed
more blood and made more fools than any other of
In a Tight Place.
the dogmas of the church. Its reign of bloo,dsbed,
The
Galveston
Daily News, being argumentativly
during the time of the Crusades, covered the. esseninclined
on
the
12th
instant, printed this:
tial parts of three hundred years; and as to what our
tult"f · "
"The New York TRUTH SEEKER gets itself into some
Pittsburgh correspondent calls its "s
I ymg
tight places in argument. A Freethinker named Reynolds
power-from the Latin word stt.tltns, ~ fool--:it ~ak~s was fined in New Jersey under the state blasphemy law, a
fools in our day of as gigantic a SIZe as It did 1ll very hateful law to Freethinkers. The justice appears to
apostolic times or during the Crusades. We once hav followed the law. For this THE TRUTH SEEKER deersonally kne~ a man who, at the beginning of his nounced him. It :vas remi.nded by a.criti_c that, in vie~. of
p
0 f Mr Miller's converts and sat its political creed, It was simply gettmg Its own mediCI~.
career, was one
THE TRUTH SEEKER, however, says that the supreme law IS
•
•
• '
shivering with the rest all of one mght m the year j the Constitution of the United States, and that the justice in
1843 in his ascension robes, waiting to hear the arch- New Jersey was going against this. Is it not asking much
angel's trump, and to see Jesus cominf? in t_he clou?s of a justice to de~and that he set a~ide.state laws under his
of heaven, when they were to meet hun-m the atr. views of the Umted ~t&tea ConstitutlOn, or under THE

I

761.

ITRUTH

SEEKER's view of that instrument? Even if that
could be done, the Constitution is either perfect or imperfect
as a charter of rights. If perfect, it is either authority because it is right or right because it is anthority-which? If
imperfect, the question whicli arose about the New Jersey
justice would arise about the highest authority under the
Constitution. T~E TRUTH S&EK~R would ~o.mplain of the
jud.ges :or enforcmg such laws as It does not l~ke. But ~h~s
actmg It. does not greatly honor le~al authonty as a pnnciple and might as well sing low about devotion to majority
rul~."

The Constitution is authority, dear News, because
the people bav adopted it
such. In the matter
under consideration it happens also to be right,
which affords us two reasons for obeying it. If it
were wrong we should say, Change it; Our governmental system is all right; the trouble is, the state
legislatures and courts, and the general government,
pay no attention to the limitations put upon them by
the national charter.. We do not honor legal autbority per se, as the Christians honor a supposed com~
mand of God, simply because it is a command of
God; but because legal authority is the beat
means yet devised by imperfect humanity for repressing personal tyranny and securing equal liberty
for all. We bav no hesitation whatever in denouncing a bad law, like the blasphemy statute, or the bad
administratien of a good law, as in the case of the
Hoboken man who was fined ·under a peace ordinance
for being clubbed by the police. We go in for justice and hew to the line, let the chips fall where they
may. A judge who will do an injustice simply because be can do it under form of law, is not fit to
occupy a judicial position. The Ne~os is very pious
sometimes, and it will no doubt see the force of an
ancient remark that the letter killetb, but the spirit
giveth life.
There is another fact which the Texas ally of the
Boston Anarchist journal should not forget. When
what we conceived to be a legal injustice was perpetrated upon the Anarchist journal's friends, THE
TRUTH SEEKER protested vigorously. When what
the Anarchists all admit was a legal injustice was
perpetrated upon THE TRUTH SEEKER's friend, Liberty
applauded the judge. Which, then, is the true friend
of justice, the law-supporting Freethinker or the lawdefying Anarchist?
---------CoMSTOOK has added to his reputation for brutality by
knocking down a ten-year-old newsboy. The Sun suggests
that his delicate sense of the proprieties was offended because the boy was barefooted.
-----AN evening paper last week printed eleven pictures of tile
works of art which Comstock and his society condemn.
These included Cahanel's Birth of Venus, Blanchard's Juno,
Lauren's Ariadne Forsaken, Danton's Taking a Cast from
Life, Mazerolle's Psyche at the Spring, Royer's Venus, Benner's At the Waterside, Bernard's Lettres Persanes, Herton's Indian Summer, Edouard's A Spring, and Sevestre's
Convolvulus. They all include nude female forms, and each
is considered a splendid artistic performance. Copies of
them are found everywhere, in nearly all art galleries, and
in every home whose inmates hav the wealth to gratify their
esthetic taste. The seizure of photographic copies is an outrage on personal liberty, the act of Cal vinisti~ tyrants, and a
dane;erous precedent. The people of this city should insure
next winter the repeal of the law under which Comstock
acts. The tyranny of his society is intolerable. If it ever
performed any public good, the evil it has worked greatly
outweighs it. Comstock asked the district-attorney to prosecute the j:mrnal publishing the offending picture3, but Mr.
Martine refused.

as

HowARD CROSBY, D.D., Presbyterian clergyman, says:
"It is time something was done to stop the exhibition of

nude figures from the Paris school. They are painted to
please the sensuous classes, as they will sell quicker. Th~re
is no true artistic merit attached to them. They are lascivious lewd, and bawdy. The Paris school tries to be as
bawdy as it can and yet not be bawdy, but it utterly fails.
Fashionable people buy these pictures because they are
nasty. They make a pretense of buying them on account of .
their artistic beauty, but this is all a farce. F!l.shionable
people ~ant to be as nasty as they can. and still keep out. of
prison, and I think that the suppre.ssion of all such pamtings, or copies of them, is perfectly nght, an.d I, hope t~at all
these voluptuous pictures of the last Pans Salon will be
among the first to be suppressed." These are sentiments of
a Presbyterian, a narrow, bigoted, intolerant follower of
John Calvin. Mr. Crosby has about the same appreciation
of art as Simeon Stylites had of cleanliness. Mr. Crosby is
supported, however, by fashionable people, and it is their
ft>ult if his foul slanders upon them go unrebaked.

w. F. JA1.nEsoN will deliver six lectures in Monte Vista,
Col., Nov. 30th, Dec. 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th. Mr. Jamieson informs
his Pacific coast friends that he cannot fill engagements
abroad until after Jan. 1st. If Rev. Campbell, or any other
preacher, will contract to hold a sutlicient numb~r of debates to pay for the journey, Liberal lecture committees can
make arrangements accordingly. Address at Monte Vista,
Col.
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l,ttltrs lfrotq IJritnds.
BA'I!YLON, N.Y., Nov. 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $8-$3 for the paper and
$5 for the picture printing for the next year. I hope all the
Infidels are prompt.
P. H. FosTER.
BURLINGTON, KAN, Oct. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Brother J. E. Remsburg has been lecturing
to large audiences in Burlington on the 24th, 25th, and 26th,
and with his fluent oratory, and his logical, unanswerable
arguments, he spread consternation among the hosts of King
Jesus, for fear of the destruction of their stronghold which
they hav held so many years in our little city.
CHRIS. BROWN.
OAK MILLS, KAN., ·Nov. 5, 1887.
• DEAR MR. MACDONALD : For many years THE TRUTH
SEEKER has been a welcome visitor in our home.. It always
comes with a smiling face, wearing upon its breast a badge
of Reason, Truth, and Right. Its columns are full of bright,
lengthy, and interesting articles from the pens of distinguished people from all over the country, and besides it contains many short articles that are interesting; but oh! those
laughable pictures by Watson Heston. They are regular
"side-splitters." Mr, Heston must be a smart man, and I
thank him for his labors in getting up those pictures, and
hope he will continue them-.
I hav been reading" The Bible of Bibles," by K. Graves,
and request every body to read it, as it is valuable and
interesting.
Yours truly,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
SHAWSVILLE, VA., Nov. 13,1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please find $5 for your paper from April
1887, to April, 1889. That will be as long as I shall want it
sent to Shawsville, Va., if not longer; and if neither Franklin nor anyone else gets a mail route opened from your office
to the New Jerusalem I fear I shall hav to giv up THE
TRUTH SEEKER and other religious papers.
. Gabriel came after me last April. I got a doctor to fight
him off for me. The doctor called it heart disease but said
if I would be careful I might sojourn here for yea~s yet. I
hav had another attack, and am rather weak now; hav not
been able to get out much to attend to business. This is the
reason you hav bE:en kept waiting so long for what I owed
you. A yo~ng man called on me a short time ago and
wanted 'IRE TRUTH SEEKER. A few years ago his father
ordered me out of an old Joss-house, out of the yard, and
from beneath t~e shade-trees, because I preached the gospel
as I was ordamed by S. S. Jones, former editor of R.-P.
Journal. Now think of the old Christian's influence on his
own sons and family. I hope to be able soon to send you
two new subscribers, and I shall want your ANNUALS for
1887 and 1888.
J. M. BARNEs.
OsoEOLA. MILLS, PA., Nov. 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: When I think of the noble work done by energetic, philanthropic Freethinkers; when I review the past
and see the little army of enthusiastic humanitarians that has
marched down the ages, endeavoring with eloquenc~ and
logic to arouse the slumbering intellect of a torpid world, I
feel a~hamed that I hav done so little good myself. My
consmence tortures me, and something whispers in my ear
"You owe TBE TRUTH SEEKER man." That this torturin~
fiend of fancy may depart, I now inclose $3, which you will
place to my credit. Already this act seems to quench the
flames of my little mental hell.
I regret that there are many enlightened men-Freethinkers, to_o, who know_better-that are, for sake of policy, accessones to th«J, cnme of teaching superstition. They pay
the clergy for vilifying them. They feed and pet the deformed voracious l:>east-orthodoxy-that would devcur
them; but why complain? It will do no good.
Yours truly,
WM. SooTT.
P.S.-I told you before how I want you to "run" the
paper-namely, just. as you please; and I see that I am the
only adviser whom you hav obeyed. I hav thought a good
deal about the illustrations, and hav concluded that no one
excep~ a Christian, c_ou.ld object to them. It is strange, in~
deed, if we are too tliDld to show a man a picture of his own
·
w. ·S.
folly.
SALEM, NEB., Nov. 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : The godly and ungodly people of this town
hav been highly entertained by the four nights' discussion
which has just closed. If the Campbellites are as well
pleased. with the efforts their representativ made for
. their cause as we few Freethinkers here are with Mr.
Bell's, then they are happy indeed. But the fact is
Elder Williamson was no match for }lr. Bell. JJe occu~
pied much of his time in fighting men of straw and in
preaching, and ~n using abusiv language toward his opponent. The funmest part of the whole business was that his
friends wanted to hav Mr. Bell bound by a written pledge
that he would not use any language that would shock the
modesty of the ladies present. I, for one, told them that
that was not necessary, and I would hold myself responsible
for all our speaker would say?
• But the minister had scarcely broken into a full pace .Qn
his first speech before he began to use insulting language
and he kept it up on the second night, and to such an extent
that I felt like resenting some things he said myself. But
Mr. Bell did not share my feelings, and hence allowed his
opponent, I thought, to bulldoze him too much without
proper resentment.
On the third evening of the debate the elder grew even
more personal and insulting; and, as there comes a time when
patience ceases to "be a virtue, so Mr. Bell thought it had come

in this case. He turned upon his heavy-weight opponenta man who weighs about 250 avoirdupois-and with adroitne;s
turned the tables on Jumbo, and made him act through the
remainder of the debate like a whipped spaniel. But the
distinguishing superiority of Mr. BEll over his oppponent
was his gentlemanly manners. He never descends to anything coarse or vulgar. And while we feel to rejoice over the
the success of our Bell, yet we are prouder still of him as a
gentleman. He would not descend to thTowing dirt. "He
has left us, but the werk he has done will remain. And he
has made many friends, some of whom, I hope, will become
subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The debate is to be published in pamphlet form. Long
liv the Bell that rings out the old and rings in the new.
D. T. BRINEGAR.
MYRTLE CREEK, OR., Nov: 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Being well pleased with· the reports of _S. P.
Putnam and the results of his labors on this coast, I wish to
congratulate him and all other earnest workers in our worthy
cause. I am sorry that Mr. Putnam did not lecture in
Douglas county. We need help here. I am too poor to
go from home to lecture; but, if I am oppressed much more
by sectarianism and orthodoxy, by the encouragement of the
members of the American SeculaJ; Union I will go. Will
you not turn a little attention in this direction? We ought
to organize all over the country, and build mental liberty
halls in every precinct. We ought to create greater facilities
for circulating our literature. We hav a few Liberals here;
namely, Dr. McCarty, Simon Selig, James Bailey, John Hall,
Uncle Jim Weaver, and a few others. Many· others would
be if we would get .into the work right. There are" a few
Liberals in Roseburg, the county-seat of Douglas, and also
some Spiritualists, who are partially ostracized by tb.e orthodox parties.
By all means, we should organize, for in union there is
strength. Whenever we become fully- organized the sects
will begin to weep' and wail and howl and gnash their teeth.
At present they use their· influence to prevent others from
hearing our lectures or reading our books.
The ice has been broken here for S. P. Putnam on his
return to the Pacific states. Let us maintain our dignity,
preserve our liberty, and transmit it to our posterity.
L. c. HILL.
OAKLAND, CAL., Oct. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Having read THE TRUTH SEEKER's account
of the dastardly assault made by Hamilton upon the Secretary of the Secular Union at Ukiah, Cal., I determined to
attend the trial. From the evidmce I gleaned the following
facts. The hall was crowded, that being the last and fourth
lecture. Mr. Putnam had finished reading statistics, proving
that there were more prostitutes and criminals reared under
Christian influences, particularly of the Catholic religion, than
among Liberals. At this point Hamilton advanced, talking
in a loud bombastic tone; addressed the lecturer with "Say!
.what do you mean to deduce from all this d-d insulting
trash any way?" He then turned, belching out to the audience in dime-novel, heavy-tragedy style, "In ancient Greece
when an impostor came among the people they cast shells at
the offender, and I cast this at you." As he spoke he grasped
~ large lighted lamp weighing nine to eleven pounds, containmg three pints of oil, and hurled it with great force at the head
of Mr. Putnam.. The lamp by a miracle missed the speaker,
passed out through a window, and exploded outside of the
court-house. Several men attempted to hold the assailant
but breaking away he grabbed another lamp, and swinging it
around his head started for the door, the dripping oil falling
upon and burning many from the platform to the exit.
Children screamed in terror; several ladies fainted. Had it
not been for the coolness and bravery of Mr. Putnam, many
:would hav _bee;t crushed to death in getting out of the buildmg. After qmet was restored a little he proceeded with the
lecture. Mr. Putnam held his ground like a Spartan, and
coolly proceeded as soon as the people returned to the hall.
The man Hamilton went through the form of being tried
before a justice and fined one hundred dollars which all
know can never be collected.
'
·
The prosecuting attorney, }lannon, a good judge of the
best brands, but of no force at anything else, a-ssisted by one
A. ~ell, employ~d by several gentleman to conduct the prosecutiOn· of Hamilton at an expense of two hundred dollars
made a pretense only to earn the money. Cooper, one of
the defense, attempted to throw the case out on the ground
that he had already been tried and once placed in jeopardy for
the same offense.
The judge ruled differently and in
plain language ordered them to proceed. As Yell' failed to
emphasize this fact, the jury went to the box believing that
he had been already fined one hundred dollars, and that
whatever they (the jury) did would not hold but only subjected the county to more expense needles~ly. · The jury
returned a verdict of not guilty in forty minutes.
w. EVER.I!.TT.
NEoDESHA, KA.N., Nov. 6, 287.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. John E. Remsburg has been here for the
last four days, engaged in a discussion with a Dr. Lucas of
the Campbellite persuasion. The questions debated u~on
were, "The Bible a Human Production," Mr. Remsburg
affirmin~, and " The Divi?ity of Christ," affirmed by the doctor· Neither men nor parties should ever be considered at the
expense of truth, no~ would we for a moment attempt it, but
those who hav exammed those subjects critically can readily
see that the strength of the argument lay upon the side
chosen by Mr. Remsburg, and knowing him none need be
told that he k~ew well how to make that strength applicable.
Absurd assertiOns and glaring contradictions were so clearly
set fo~th by Mr. Remsburg that even the most obtuse could
not fail to see them. How to erase the discrepancies pointed
out by Mr. Remsburg has now become the vexing question.

This alone can save Christianity from disgraceful defeat;
and to do so, without impugning inspiration, is simply an
impossibility. Dr. Lucas has heretofore been reckoned
quite an expert in debate, but in this case he utterly failed
to calculate the magnitude of this task, and it may pe safely
asserted that his repntat~on ~ that line is as one that no
longer exists. He undertook an impossibility that Mr.
Remsburg found it mere child'!! ,play to inform him of, and
prudence will certainly dictate :to the doctor retirement from
the arena of controversy, particularly where reason is the
combatant. We learn that his Christian friends foolishly
blame their champion for not doing what cannot be done.
Of course it is hard to convince those whose favorit dogma
is "that with God all things ll.re possible," and for the
patient a painful operation, but they certainly found Mr.
Remsburg a skilful surgeon, whom if they cannot remember
with gratitude they will find it equa1Iy hard to forget.·
The interest in the discussion was manifested by the large
attendance.. The holding capacity of the building was altogether insufficient for the assemblage. The attention shown
was more than ordinarily good; and Neodesha deserves
credit for the regard evinced for objectionable opinions.
But here as everywhere else Christianity dies hard, and, it
is said, intends making another struggle for existence. They
speak cf the distinguished Clark Braden, who has been so
correctly photographed in THE TRUTH SEEKER by that" inimitable artist, Mr. Heston. Securing Mr. Braden suggests
to us the proverbial straw which drowning men aJ,"e said to
catch at, and we- would want no better indication of the decline of faith than such a recourse. It is a piece of chicanery
that would forever demoralize any brain that it enters. One
of the many difficulties with which the children of God are
now wrestling .will be to find an opponent for this delectable
gladiator. We are sure Mr. Remsburg will never tarnish his
laurels by such an encounter, and we infer by the late attitude of Messrs. Putnam, Reynolds, and Bell that they are
equally jealous of their well-earned bays.
Referring ~o the Remsburg-Lucas discussion, we shall
expect both sides, by the religious press and pulpit, to be
misrepresented. As is their wont, they will resort to every
available method to alleviate their distress. 'Tis a case of
life and death, and they will make many an attacl~ upon the
white-robed goddess in self-defense, but as they refused to
prove their faith by the deadly serpent or arsenical libation,
as Mr. Remsburg so kindly sug-gested, so they will fail to
preserve it amid the crush of dogmas and wrecks of superVIRGINIA E. VANOE.
stiticn.
QLEVELAND, 0., Nov. 9, 287.
MR. EDITOR : If the current ;of puissant science in Cleveland may be gaged by the effdrts of the clergy to dam (n) it
with the straws of presumptiv theology, Freethought is ·at
flood tide. '~ho~gh we are without Liberal meetings, lectures, or publications-except as the Sunday Sun and Voice
occasionally wind a valiant word-yet I daily meet in con- versation with people who are bold eno1,1gh in private to let
their light be known to those who will first show a glim of
their own. Perhaps the Spiritualists will think that the
above does them an injustice, as they fondly boast themselva as Liberals and Radicals, and sport a Children's Progressive Lyceum, but as they positivly asser-t that their philosophy begins with the assumption of a creator, an
intelligent God, and declares it the bight of presumption to
deny that absurdity, nailing it down as nonsense to repudiate
the authority of belief-Spiritual belief-to condemn skeptics, prohibiting discussion, I report them as the toughestchested old fogies I ever found among the churches.
Mr. Merle Smith, in one of t/le Pres!>yterian ~agodas, has
been reading science fairly well, and then tacking on. to the
end of his lecture a paragraph or two of gush about God and
cursings for not believing in Christ. In another Presbyterian pagoda l'rlr. Spretcher has been periodically bano-ing
the Bible to get the dirt out of it, b".It the more he stirs it the
worse it smells. In the course of· his discourse last Sunday
on the " So-called Immoralities of the Bible" he struck off
sileh stunners as these : " So long as it pleases 5}od to start
people from infancy there will be some inconvenience that
we shall hav to put up with." This remarkable rocket was
aimed at Gail Hamilton for questioning why God did not
make all people perfect to begin with. "It is impossible for
God to work miracles in mind as he does in sticks and
stones." This air-brake he worked on.his infinit eno-ineer to
justify the slaughter instead of the conversion of the sinful
Canaanites, and yet it is an essential dogma of Presbyterian
Calvinism that no soul can be saved except by the sovereign
election and regeneration of God's miracle of grace. "God
placed restrictions on the actiqns of the Hebrews when he
could not hav enforced direct prohibition." This is a pretty
tough one on God. Why did he not take less crossgrained timber, or invent a double-iron fore-plane to ross
them down ? · " If the moral progress of the Hebrews was
the result of natural evolution, why did not other and better
nations thus evolve a character beyond what they hav attained ?" I reply : If there were other nations that surpassed the original Hebrew character and became great by
natural evolution, why did not God take them in hand and
lead them up to even a higher point than he is represented to
hav done his stiff-necked people ? " The other nations that
existed then hav perished." Theyhav not. The Chinese,
whose philosophy was before Moses, are and hav ever been a
more decent, comfortable, and substantial people than the Hebrew nation, and comparativ analysis shows that it was from
the East and South that the Hebrews obtained the elements of
their cult. " In every restriction there seems to be the seed
of a higher precept of prohibition to be given at some future
time." "G_ocl did not command slavery and polygamy, as
some skeptiCs allege, but suffered the existing practice to
continue in a modified form." The Holy One winking at sin
and modifyin~ injustice must hav been a ric~ show. A,nq
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when God. told his pious· prophet Hosea to liv with two har.
lots no doubt it was a case of divinely modified immorality.
"The slavery of the Bible, as Gad restricted it, was a blessing as compared to the slavery of surrounding nations." If
it is a mark of divinity that its institutions are not so bad as
they might be, then authority is given for everybody to be
cussed if they are not too cussed. "God regulated slavery
out of existence. If he had ·prohibited it absolutely, then,
trying to do too much; he would hav done nothing." If this
is not a grand giv-away of God's ability, by one of God's
ministers, then there is no use in criticism. God was gag"
ing his appetite for righteousness in dread that he might bite
off more than he could chew. Oh l "The conclusion will
be found that in God's dealings with his people he acted according to the actual necessity of the case on eooh occasion,
and did the best that could be done under the circum. stances."
If the necessity of the case were too much for God's immediate disposal, then who .·made the necessity? Did man
produce circumstances that were too much for God's power
to overcome with a whiff? Then, indeed, man must hav
~rought a miracle on God that mocked him out of time.
How can average people be so stupid as to swallow such
stuff? How can any one having the least pretension to education hav the effrontery to oil'er such clatter to a respectable audience ? IE the Bible was of divine origin, then its
filthiness and ig11orance and horrors simply proclaim the innate depravity of divinity, against which the better sentiments of the natural man revolt, and muffle his nostrils to
cast out.
JoHN P. GuiLD.
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with another saint who rides a safety bicycle. They make a
fine spectacle. The reverend follower of the adulterous John
Wesley has a beautiful servant, and has many sisters domiciled at his home in the parsonage. He duntleth his congregation by letters many, through his deacons, his elders, and
his class leaders, and the poor hav the gospel preached to
them, but it is not in his· church; but, behold l it is in the
Opera House, under 'the trumpet blast of Remsburg, Reynolds, and Watts. The poor get the dunning letters while
the preacher is drawmg his interest at eighteen per cent from
the bank of Shylock. And the ravens in the valley are seeking their prey-which is hard on the prey, but all right for
the ravens-and God maketh his sun to shine upon the ·just
and upon the unjust, and thou shalt call and I will answer
thee. Amen.
A poor man lay dying south of my office for three weeks.
Three days before he climbed the golden stair he bitterly
complained that no preacher had been to see him. A rich
man died soon after, and this disciple of. the adulterous
Wesley slobbered all over the coffin and carried the deceased
up among the stars, and while there made many astronomical blunders.
He preached lustily to the congregation after Remsburg
left, and warned his people, which are few, to remain' away
from blasphemers. He admired not the picture of ()lark
Braden in THE TRUTH SEEKER because it looked so much like
himself, and said that no good man would paper his walls
with such pictures. He visits the sick with the contribution
box, and hath his class-leaders wait on the people twice on
the Christian ·sabbath, wherein the meek and lowly Jesus
fed himself, the multitude, and healed the sick. He preaches
from a pulpit hanging with laces and silk, while the master
had to use an old fish scow on the Sea of Galilee for a pulpit. Behold, he takes the Sunday train to reach his appointment to preach, while Jesus went on foot with wooden shoes.
He sitteth down to a table covered with imported food and
all the domestic delicacies of the season, while the master

converted. I remained in the church (Methodist Episcopal)
for some six or eight years on probation or· trial, and all
these years trying to force this unnatural belief on the mind.
At about the age of twenty-eight I attended, a Methodist revival, and one evening, finding the house crowded, I was
forced to take a seat in the amen corner ; and as the meeting began to warm up and the members began to pass around
in a circle in the old-fashioned hand-shaking, with the "God
bless you," I shortly felt that I was affected by some peculiar
influence which I afterward thought and ever will think was
merely personal magnetism. This influence caused me to
think I wa~ converted or on the eve of conversion, and under
it I did profess religion, and through this same magnetism,
which I possessed, I found that I could hav a wonderful influence myself, insomuch that I often, by taking persons by
the hand, .and with a gentle grasp and a few kind and loving
words, could inflnence them to join the church. I well remember shaking hands with Mr. M. H. Huston, who is now
teller in the Ashland National Bank, Ashland, Ky., during·
one of those meetings, and when he saw me the next day he
said : " Sam, I never experienced such a feeling as when you
grasped my hand last night. Can you tell me what causes
that?" I told him that I did not know, and at that time I
did not know, although several years previous to this time
above mentioned I had been told by a friend that he would
walk a mile to shake hands with me for the pleasurable
feeling he experienced in it. Said he, " There is something
in it that I cannot define."
Now, this magnetism which I possessed at this superstitious period in my life caused me to believe that I was especially called by God to his work, and no one ever did work
NEWBURGH, N.Y., No.v. 9., 1887.
more zealously than I did; and I was conscientious in my
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed clipping is taken from the Newwork too, and no doubt"! was the cause of ll}any joining the
burgh lJaUy Register of November 8th:
church at that time.
·
Rev. J, H. Smyth is pastor of the Second Reformed church,
After the revival had ceased, I began to read the scriptat One Hundred and Twenty-third street and Sixth avenue,
ures, and thought I would make application for license to
New 'York city. On Sunday last he delivered a forcible and
preach, or exhort; but as I advanced in the study of the
masterly ~ermon on Infidelity.· In the course of the same he
gave an illustration of the-punishment following Infidelity, took his dinner in the Judean cornfields of roasted ears. He scriptures, which I began at the beginning of Genesis, I beand the same was located in Newburgh-on-the-Hudson. He preaches the platitudes of the fifteenth century while lnger- came somewhat confused just where God breathed the breath·
stated that at one time, years ago, thirty-six men residing in soli is gathering in the sheaves. He prays long and loud in of life into Adam's nostrils and he became a living soul.
this city banded themselvs together as a society of Infidels, public, while Jesus said prayer in secret. He followeth after That word" soul "·had not been used concerning any of the
recognizing no God, and defying his power if there was any. .the master-but a long way off. He became prosecuting other creatures which were created; so I began to think
They baptized a cat,.and gave the holy communion to a dog.
Within a period of five years each and every one of the attorney of Coffey Co., Kansas, and indicted all the druggi~ts, more strongly of the holy teaching of the Bible. Man was,
thirty-six had met his death in-an unnatural manner. Mr. · and then compromised the cases. He preacheth against the ·then, the direct spiritual offspring of God, and must, to some
Grant B. Taylor, of this city, who is a member of the choir use of wine, while the master made one hundred and twenty- extent, partake of his attributes. But I soon began to think
connected with Dr. Smyth's church, on his return home yes- six gallons of the liquid to cheer the marriage feast; but our. also of the fall of man through his disobedience in eating the
terday investigated the circumstances narrated above, and Wesley's presence at a marriage feast means the big fee from apple. He surely at that time became possessed of that
learned the full facts concerning it. The society was
instit'uted nearly half a century ago. At that time the the bridegroom and a kiss from the bride. He rideth around other spirit, the devil. Since man's fall, it was said, all that
grounds now occupied by Trinity Methodist Episcopal and from day to day seeking where he can take up a collection, is born partakes of that wilful spirit. But I reasoned that
Oalvary Presbytt:rian churches were covered with water, while the master went about doing good. He loveth his God had shown his design and willingness to send into the
being a small-sized pond. Near the entrance to the present enemies so much as to get them indicted, and then com pro- world another son that could withstand all the temptations
Trinity church stood a partially-decayed tree, which was cut mises with thein for money, while Jesqs never had but· one of this former Adam, come out victorious in the end, and
down but a few years ago, and the butt used as a meat-block
·
by the late Robert Phillips, the butcher. It.was in the hoi- lawsuit, and that was when he lost his life at .the hands of make possible to man the regaining of his original heirship
low trunk of this tree that the immersion of the feline took preachers. He paweth in the valley at the beginning Of and power, and make him equal to his elder brother, Jesus
place He also learned that-- the statement in regard to the. ·spring, when the season is coming on of the lilac and the Christ. Thus, you see, as I had, as I thought, been confull extermination of the society within five years was true. flowers, and the song of the turtle is heard in the land. He verted, and had regained my original heirship, and was full
'!'he entire thirty-six met with unnatural deaths-seven of preacheth the gospel of charity, but doth not giv his coat or brother and son, I ought, according to the teaching of the
the number committed suicide, and five were killed in railroad accidents, the .others coming to an untimely end in cloak to the poor in winter, but, behold he jeweth down a New Testament, to be able, through prayer and fasting, to do
various manners. Many .of our older residents remember Jew and all the tailors for a suit of clothes, saying that the miracles as did Jesus Christ.
·
the circumstances of the institution and extermination of the ministerial discount was ·twenty per cent off. He is comThe Christians may say it was absurd in me even to think
society quite well. Verily truth is stranger than fiction.
manded to speak softly and gently; and behold, he calleth of such, but I thought if one part of this book of God's were
The Rev. J. H. Smyth probably got his idea from ESJ.ger's the attorney of record a viper. Behold, he is commanded in true, the other ought certainly to be. For the reason of
"History of Orange County, N.Y.," where it appears sub- the Sermon on the Mount to giv unto the poor, anu he con- such a belief, I refer you to Mark xvi, 17 and 18 verses :
stantially as related by the reverend gentleman. Having a tinually beggeth from them. He forced himself on the aim- "And these signs shall follow them that believe; in my name
curiosity to learn the real facts in the case, without preju- pie people of Burlington after his three years had expired, ·shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues;
dice either way, I took the trouble to go and interview one because he had a soft thing and a simple congregation to they shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly
of the oldest inhabitants, whose memory extends back sixty- preach to, and one that impoverished themselvs to feed the thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
three years. ·He said he could remember hearing them talk gospel. Dearly beloved, I bid you adieu. He preacheth sick, and they shall recover." I might refer to many other
of it when a boy, and knew sonle of them well, but does not the gospel of liberty, but useth the gad upon everyone that passages of scripture as a reason for this belief, as James
believe there were more than six or eight of them, and none does not agree with him, that he ca,n reach. Behold, he v, 16.
died unnatural deaths that he remembers, He says it was loveth the loaves and the fishes, and is always fis)ling for the
In my superstitious belief I prayed for everything: for the
nearly seventy years ago (instead of fifty). From which it loaveli.
'
GEo, H. B.&THAUD.
recovery of friends that were sick, and for the conversion of
others. In fact, I prayed for whatever I thought would not
seems that t.he story had some foundation in fact, but is
CoALTON, KY., Oct. 23, 1887.
be inconsistent with the will of God; but I never realized
greatly exaggerated (as is usual with the Christians) to make
MR. EDITOR : As I am the only outspoken Freethinker or
Infidels appear as bad as possible. "Within a period of five Infidel in my immediate neighborhood, you will see I am at an answer from those prayers, and be~an to think tbat my
years," etc. Now my informant (who is Christian) distinctly a loss for kindred associations and fellowship. So if you will faith was not stron~ enough, or that I was acting the hypoor that this scnpturc was n:>t true.
remembers three of them-viz., Buckingham, Reeves, and grant me space in your paper I would like to spend a crit,
In fact, this book called the word of God was constantly
Ledyard-and they did not die until long afterward, and
little thye, for amusement to myself and the readers of your bearing on my mind and confusing my senses; and I never
then in old age and not by accident.
paper, in givirig you my experience in the march from re- shall forget the day that my attention was called to the fact
by a Christian lady friend of mine, that it was the talk of
And after all what was it but a silly pastime some few
ligious superstition to the broad and more genial light of the neighborhood that I was losing my mind on account of
learned wits of those days took to amuse themselvs at the
rationalism.
religion. That was the first I had heard of the report, and
spring on a hot summer Sunday afternoon, whlle the saints
I was reared under influence of Bible teaching; as early as it shocked me, and I felt ashamed to think that I had alamused themselvs in their own way in the church?
twelve or thirteen years of age I began to think of praying lowed my ·zeal to overrun my judgment.
H. SPENCER CLARKE.
But again I thou~ht, If I am a Christian, knowing that
and getting what I asked for, but even at that time I had
some of my near fnends are in da~ger of hell, how can I
BURLINGToN, KAN., Oct. 31, 1887.
come to the conclusion that there were some very strange consistently fail to warn them of this awful danger?" and
Mu. EDITOR : I am certain THE TRu·rH SEEKER readers will things in the Bible. I can recollect asking my mother this Infidel as I am now, I cannot see how those who profess
be edified with a fair and truthful description of one of the question : "If all things are possible with God, as is said in Christianity fail to speak to t~eir friends. co!lcerning t~eir
followers of the meek and lowly Jesus, who is in good stand- the Bible, why could he not save the world of mankind with- imminent peril. I account for It only by thinkmg and.saymg
they are hypocrite.
ing and dearly beloved by his flock, and especially the female out the death of his son?"
After •experiencing the truth of what my lady friend
portion of it. I hav known this man for two years, and hav
I never received a satisfactory answer to that question. had told me concerning the unbalanced state of ~y mind,
seen him almost daily, and I propose to do him exact justice, But I was taught to believe this Bible was my only refuge I determined to investigate the truths of the Bible, and
for I regard hi111 as a fair sample of the Christian ministry. from eternal damnation. And how vividly the horrors of concluded to send for Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason,"
This town is blessed with eight ·orthodox preachers, and hell were portrayed to my young mind each Sunday by the a book I had heretofore been afraid to read. But now I
thus: "If the Bible is God's work, it ought to be
one Campbellite. It has ten churches and one school-house. ministers in their sermons; a!so the final ending of the world reasoned
proof against any theorie.s or reasonings of man's.. Qn the
It has three thousand inhabitants and two hundred and fifty in fire ! All this I must believe; and it so burdened my other hand if man can piCk flaws and find faults m It and
church-members. The two hundred and fifty church-mem- thoughts that I can call to mind how, after hearing one of prove the f~lsity of it by its own pages, it certainly is not
bers hav heretofor{l run the town. But, thanks be to Free. those sermons, I dreamed nights of seeing the world on fire the work of an infallible God."
After I had read the Bible and "Age of Reason" in conthought which giveth us the victory, the sway of orthodoxy and women and children running screaming and praying for
is over.
relief; and from those dreams I would awake and lie awake junction, I thought that Paine's fault-finding wa& no~ wi~hout
cause · in fact, I approved of the work, and now thmk It the
~fhis reverend follower of the dear savior owns two horse for hours studying the reality of such a catastrophe. How can ablest' refutation of the Bible. I then sent for In~ersoll's
and cattle ranches in the state of Texas. He gets $1,000 a mothers allow their children to be taught such things as will "Mistakes of Moses," and shortly found ihat my mmd had
year and parsonage free from a poor church of self-sacrficing frighten them beyond all reason? When I think of how been released from one of the greatest burdens, and myself
disciples. He is one of the stockholders in the bank here, these beliefs troubled my childish mind I feel as though I from the greatest danger of my life-the humiliation of an
asylum.
and owns a splendid race-horse, besides two carriages and ought not to tolerate them in my family, and for the sake of insane
I bav often wished I could meet Colonel Ingersoll and
two family horses, while the meek aud lowly Jesus, his lor<} humanity I ought always, when opportunity permits, to giv thank him in person for the good work he has done for me.
and master, owned no cattle, stock, ·or race-horses, and them reasonable refutation.
I sincerely believe him to be one of the. greatest benefactors
never had but one ride in his life, and that was on a borrowed
About the age of eighteen I joined the church, yet I did of humanity this century has produced.
s.uo!:U.&L
HuRoN, P.~.
~a(!k. Tjlis s!!in~ h&s h~l? qaily ride, and meets aqd chats j11ot experieqc;l;l wllat thl;l churl)h-ml;lll call religion, not l)eini ·

r.
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Edited by MISs SusAN H. WxxoN, Fall
lli'Der, Mass., to tJJhom all OO'ITVlWUnicationa for
t'hiB Ornner slwuld be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When tlie night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

The Two Glass(ls.
There were two glasses, filled to the brim,
On the rich man's table, rim to rim.
One was ruddy and red as blood,
And one as clear as the crystal flood.
Said the glass of wine to the paler brother,
"Let us tell the tales of the pa.st to each other.
•I can tell of banquet and revel and mirth,
And the proudest and grandest souls on earth
Fell under mY touch as though struck by blight,
Whire I was king, for I ruled in might.
From the heads of kings I hav torn the orown;
From the bights of fame I hav hurled men down.
I hav blasted many an honored name ;
I hav taken Vlrtue and given shame;
I hav tempted youth with a sip, a taste,
That _has made his future a. barren waste.
Far greater than a king am I, •
Or than any army beneath the sky.
I hav made the arm of the driver fail,
And sent the train from the iron rail.
I hav made good ships go down at sea,
And the shrieks of the lost were sweet to me,
For they said : 'Behold, how great you be !
Fame, strength, wealth, genius before YQU fall,
For your might and power are over all.'
Ho 1 hoI pale brother," laughed the wine,
"Can you boast of deeds as great as mine f"
Said the water glass: "I cannot boast
Of a king dethroned or a murdered host,
But I can tell of a heart, once sad,
By my crystal drops made light and gladOf t.hirsts I've quenched, of brows.l've laved,
Of hands I've cooled, and souls I've saved,
I've leaped through the valley, dashed down the
mountain,
Flowed in the river and played in the fountain,
S eptin the sunshine and dropped from the sky,
And everywhere gladdened the landscape and eye,
I hav eased the hot forehead of fever and pain,
I hav made the parched meadow grow fertil with
grain.
I can tell of the powerful wheel of the mill
That ground out flour and turned at my will.
I can tell of manhood debased by you
That Ilifted up and crowned anew.
I cheer, I help, I strengthen and aid ;
I gladde1,1 the heart of man and maid;
I set the wine-chained captiv free,
And all are better for_knowing me."
These are the tales they told each otherThe glass of wine and its paler brother,
As they sat together, filled to the brim,
On the rich man's table, rim to rim.
-Mafne Farmer.

Story of a Waif.
Willie •Collins was a poor little boy-a ward
of the state, i.e., when his papa and mamma
died, leaving Willie, their only child, poor,
penniless, and alone in the great city of Boston, there was ng other place for him but the
state almshouse. It gave him food, shelter,
clothing, and when he became old enough,
he was placed in school along with four hundred other children· who knew no father or
mother's care, only that afforded by the grand
old commonwealth of Massachusetts. Willie
was a bright, intelligent lad, quick to learn,
full of fun, yet modest and retiring as a girl.
When he was seven years old he fell one day,
striking upon a sharp stone with such severity that his spine was injured so that he was
never able to walk again without the aid of
crutches. He never grew like other children
any more, after the accident. His little body
was dwarfed, his back out of shape, and he
was scarcely ever free from pain. Poor little
Willie? No "father to protect him, no dear
mother to soothe and caress his poor, crippled
form, no sister, no brother to say,· "Dear
Willie boy, I am sorry for you," depending
always upon strangers, his fate was indeed a
severe one, for strangers are not always kind
and tender toward helpless little ones. But
Willie was patient and uncomplaining, and
never resented the thoughtless remarks of his
comrades.
'·' They don't know how their words hurt
my heart or they would not say them," he
would say, and, brushing back the tears with
his coat sleeve, he would pass along quietly.
Willie had a sweet face, and lovely blue
eyes that seemed to look deep down into the
hearts of those who came near him. One
day the gentlemen who hav charge of the
state charitable institutions went to visit the
school where Willie was a pupil. One of the
party was especially attracted to the winsome
face of the little crippled boy, and paused to
ask his name, and how he became lame, etc.
The gentleman thought he had never looked
upon so fair and patient a face. The memory
of the little boy haunted him after he returned
to his home, and he related the incident of
meeting with the child to his family. For
days afterward that pale face seemed to

follow him wherever he went. Finally, in
the vacation seai!On, he sent for Willie to
come and make a visit at his own handsome
home. It was such a wonder to the poor
child to be. sent for to go visiting! His heart
throbbed violently as, with all his worldly
goods tied in· a red cotton handkerchief, he
was met at the depot by the kind gentleman
who had noticed him, and now was to receive
him into his family as a guest. In that family
he was made as welcome as a prince. He
sat at the table with his newly found friends
and was fed with the best of food. Never
within his recollection had he sat at any but
a pauper's table, or eaten a,ny other than the
cparse food of a pensioner upon the state, for
hill parents had died when he was but two
·years old.
Never had his eyes looked upon so many
beautiful pictures, so many sweet and fragrant flowers. Never had he heard such kind
and tender words of pity, sympathy, and
tenderness.
No wonder the child was bewildered, dumb
with astonishment. He had come into a new
atmosphere, and under its warm and genial
'
influence he blossomed anew.
-As he lay in his clean, white bed at night,
he thought how could he ever return to his
pauper home. " I think this is like being in
heaven," he softly thought, "and I wish I
might stay here always."
He never uttered or expressed his wish,
however, but when the time had come for
him to be returned to the institution, what
joy was his to know that he was not to go
back at all, but was to remain as long as he
lived a guest in the dear home that had
brought such sunshine to his lonely heart.
Everyone was so kind and sympathetic he
hardly knew what to make of it. Was he
the same boy? Yes, but now living in a
home-a real home, such as he had sometimes
dreamed of.
Daily he grew more and more beautiful, so
that those about him said, " He is preparing
to leave the earth," and so he was.
One morning he said, " It seems to me I am
going to die very soon." He had not a single
fear of death. To him it was a relief from
pain and sickness-it was peace and rest.
Quietly he disposed of his little effects, gifts,
books, and trinkets that had been bestowed
upon him by kind friends from time to time,
remembering his former playmates and the
children in the hospital where he had been
formerly, when he was hurt first.
When he came to visit the friends who bad
cared for him so lovingly, a boy who used to
come to the house for the refuse of the kitchen had laughed at his crippled appearance
and made fun of his poor clothes and of his
deformity.
"I want to giv that boy," said he, "my
newspapers, and maybe if he reads the Children's Corner he will not laugh at unfortunate little boys any more."
So \le gave that boy his papers, with his
love and kind wishes. Soon afterward he
fell asleep with the .word "happy" on his
lips, and did not wake again on earth.
His large and generous• nature, his tender,
loving, and forgiving spirit, illumined the
house in which he had found sweet rest and
comfort, and those who knew him forgot his
deformed body, and only saw the beautiful
jewel of a noble nature in the rough and distorted casket of clay.
His life, so patient and uncomplaining, exhaled sweetness and fragrance, like a lovely
flower. He made sunshine and brightness in
the home where he was welcomed as a son,
and when he died he was mourned· for as a
son. His comrades remembered him lovingly and mourned for him as if he had been
a brother.
Willie's life, poor and humble though it
was, was not in vain. Even he contributed
to the world's wealth by liis cheerfulness in
adversity, his patience under severe afllictions, and calm resignation
the will of the
inevitable. And the good and gracious friends
who took Willie, the helpless little lad, from
the. poorhouse and made his last days so
bright and happy; who wrapped him in the
mantle of sweetest sympathy and love, they
hav told again by their righteous conduct, that
humanity is lovely! self-sacrificing, and unselfish; that the life weliv may, by kindness
and devotion to others, be made as bright
and glorious as the fair and rosy dawn. The
tenderness with which they watched over
the little friendless waif, surrounding him
with every comfort and luxury, will not be
lost, but will be an inspiration to others to go
and do likewise. The lesson is obvimi's.
Let us all accept it, and fill life with good
and loving deeds, whose unfading luster shall
brighten all the pathway of life.

to

A Bird Song.
A little bonnie bird I know,
With breast more soft than eider down.
A dress she wears of dappled brown,
And sings with sweeter tone, I trowAb, sweeter far this b\rdie sings
Than all the birds that summer brings;
And yet her song is only this :
" I love you, papa !"-then a kiss.
Not tenderest song of nightingale,
Nor sparkling tlills and gurgling gush
Of joy from velvet-throated thrush,
Nor brilliant pipe of mottled quail,
Nor tuneful plaint of whippoorwill,
The measure of her song can fill;
And yet her song is only this :
"I love you, papa !"-then a kiss.

The Code of a Quake1·ess.
The following is a code of rules which governed the daily life of Elizabeth Fry, the
noted Quaker reformer:
1. Never loseJ any time. I do not think
that lost which is spent in amusement or recreation every day; but always be in the habit
of being employed.
2. Never err tht~.lcast in truth.
3. ·Never say any ill thing of a person when
thou canst say a good thing of him. Not
only speak charitably, but feel so.
4. Never be irritable or unkind to anybody.
5. Never indulge thyself in' luxuries that
are not necessary.

Facts Worth Knowing.
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THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Over a hundred fine illustration~.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
Apvles of Gold.

A Story-Book for

t'he Young ;Fplks. :_By Miss Sns~n H. Wixon.
Seeond edit10n. Pr1ce, $1.25; ThlB very excellent work for young. master• an(!. ,misses, has
passed· through a very large edit10n, and a
seoond has been issued at a reduced price of
$1 25, free of pos'tage. This new edition has a
photograph of the author which adds very
much to the value of the volume.

Bible lnquit·er. · A Key to "Bible Investigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ?hlet
refers specifica.Jly to t48 B1ble propositwna
with numerous references and c1tatwns, that1
axe contradicted in terms by the same number
of other prcJJositions in the same book. Price
ilfi a~nt~

Tb.e Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. l!x Susan H. Wixon. Without Superstition. 'l'he Only lllustrated Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller illustrations; large t_ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers ; 4to. 224 pp., bds,, $1.

Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.

The Youth;s Liberal Gnide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. This
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of· Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address · . THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

A cubit is two feet.
A pace is three feet.
A fathom is six feet.
AlEX~NDER
A span is 10 7-8 inches.
Steel engravin'gs.of this celebrated naturalist,
A palm is three inches.
12xl5 inches, suitable fol' fra.mi.nll, sent. _poRt~'l.id
A league is three miles.
for 25 oents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEU.
tf
A great cubit is a 11 feet.
There are 2, 750 languages.
FR.EET.fiOUGIIT NOVELS.
Oats 35 pounds per bushel.
Bran 35 pounds per pushel.
T1le Heathens of the Heath.· A :finely
Barley 48 pounds per bushel.
written Radical romance. Bf. Wm. McDonnell 1
author of Exeter Hall, FamllY Oreeds, Day or
Two persons die every secop.d,
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
A square mile contains 640 acres.
90 cents; clo~h, 1.25.
·
·
Sound moves 743 miles per hour.
All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
A storm blows 36 miles per hour.
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
Coarse salt; 85 pounds per pushel.
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
Buckwheat, 52 pounds ptlr bushel. ·
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
The average human life is 31 years.
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepa_red to exA barrel of rice weig-hs 600 pounds.
pect to find,' in such a marked dejl'ree, even
An acre contains 4,840 square yards.
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is fa.miliar to
A barrel of flour weighs 196 pounds.
most readers in the Freethoug_htranks." P1ice,
A barrel of pork weighs 200 pounds.
1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Timothy seea, 45 pounds per bushel.
. Tlte Outcast. A deep, :finely written
A hurricane moves 80 miles per hour.
Radicalstori. From the 'London edition. By
Rapid rivers flow seven miles per hour.
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
A hand (horse measure) is four inches.
80 oents.
·
Electricity moves 288,000 miles per hour.
A mile is 5,280 feet, or 1, 760 yards in
length.
OB,
Corn, rye, and flaxseed, 56 pounds per
Men of Business Who Did Something Besides
bushel.
Making Money. A Book for Young Americans.
A moderate wind blows seven miles per
hour.
BY JAMES P~RTON.

VON HUMBOLDT.

CAPTAI.NS OF INDUSTRY1

Correspondence.
HooPESTON, ILL., Oct. 7, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN : I am a little girl eight
years old. I go to school . in the firat room.
I hav reading, spelling, arithmetic, and drawing. We hav so many in school that I can
only go half the day. So I cannot Jearn
much. My teacher's name is Miss Lula
Willis. She is a Baptist. We hav to repeat
the Lord's Prayer and the twenty-third Psalm
every morning. Isn't that a nuisance? I
med to go to the Universalist Sunday-school.
But it took Paul so long to get to .Rome that
I g'ot tired and stopped !1-'0ing. Mamma sends
her love to you, and so do I. I will close for
this time. Please publish this.
Your little friend,
OLLIE JoHNSTON.
FARLINVILLE, KAN., Nov. 6, 1887.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I hav been intending
to write to :vou for some time.
Pa has talmn THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since
it was was first printed. I think it is the best
paper I hav read. I like the Children's Corner very mnch. My mother has been dead
for five years, and my three older sisters are
married, so I am the only girl left to l•eep
house for father and my two brothers. I am
thirteen years old. I go to school every day;
my teacher's name is Mr. Campbell, and I
like him very much.
The Christians are holding protracted meetings here. They are too poor to build a church,
so they hold their meetings in the schoolhouse. I went several nights and got tired
of it; some would sing, some pray, some
shout and talk-! never heard such a noise in
my life.
The Christians dislike pa very much, because be picks the Bible to pieces. There are
only two Infidel families in this town.
I would like very much to correspond with
some of the girls and boys of the Children's
Corner.
Wishing success to the Children's Corner,
I remain,
Your friend,
PEARL DEWEY.
[We hope some of the children who read
the Corner will write to the' little motherless
girl, who must be a " Pearl of great price," to
keep house for her father and two brothers,
and also to read THE TRUTH SEEKER understandingly.-ED. C. C.]

Price,
Address

- $1.2:5.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New Yorlr.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIA.L
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fnlly
illustrat~d. Cloth, :63.25-in EngJish or German
A new cheap edition at only 1.5(l
SCIENCE IN .STORY; or;,. Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volnmes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEX'UAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagestillustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume ox "Science in Story,'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
•
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing_ vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to BlCK and well. By mail, 10 cents each. ·
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pag11s1 clath
bound, $2• "Heredity"
by Loring Mooay, 159
j)ages, cloth\ 75 cents; •1The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illust1•ations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Rer:ene-ration" by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ' Re·
, orts of Conventions and Parlor M.eetinlt"s during
1882," 10 cents; "·Third Annual Convent10n of the ·
Institute of Heredity,M!l<L29, 1883," 10 cents.
AddreBB
'rHE TRUTH REEKED.

BIB-LE MYTHS
.AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The object of the work 18 to JlOint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held' in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistw study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so.accessible as they are now made
in the work before us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. 8vo. Oloth. About 600 pages.

Price, 82.ii0.

THE

CONFE~SIONAL:
ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

An .E.vpose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 80 oents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBER 26~ 188?'.

Ingersoll's 'Works.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

KERSEY GRA.YES'S WORKS."
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pr10e, 35 cents.

In five lecturesl.. comprising; "The Gods\"
Bible of . Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
" Humboldt " "'J:nomas Paine," " IndividualDivine Revelations, containing a description of
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."
·
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25. hav previously appeared. At the head of an enthonsand biblical errors in science, history,
Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
mor3.ls, religion1 and general events. Also a
Woman, and Child," "·.rhe Declaration of In- graving on heavy plate paper; 24xl9 inches, are
delineation of tne
characters of the principal
de_pendence," "About Farmin_g in Illinois," the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
peraonages of the Christian Bible and an ex•· The Grant Banque~t" "The Rev. Alexander
amination of.their doctrine. Price, 1.75.
Clark," "The Past fiises before Me Like a WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Dream," and" A Tribute toEbon C. Ingersoll." Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Some .Mistake~ of .Moses. Paper, 5.0cts; JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Contaming new and startling revelations in
cloth, $1.25.
printed
the
Nine
Demands
of
the
American
Secureligious
history which disclose the oriental
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
origin of all ~he doctrines 1 principle!! precepts,
plain cloth, $1.25.
and miracles of the Christian New -~·estament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
What .Must We Do to Be Saved l :ra- LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
per, 25 cents•.
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed behistory of sixteen oriental cruci1ie41:_ogs. 1.50.
The . Christian Relidon. By R. G. neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Address THE TRUTH 8E.I!)KER.
.
IngersoU,'Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof. quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
·
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy•. 56 pages, 12mo, _paper, space between the portraits and around them are
10 cents. $1.00 per dOz. post paid. Prmted in arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
large, clear t;vpe, and containing as much as the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- The Con:O.ict between Christianity
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document. mounted on each corner by 1\Ir. Eckhard's design
·and Civilization.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes ~n PRIOE,
15CENTS.
Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to exceedingly handsome work for framing, The
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
·It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.the editor of the San I!'ranvtscan. 5 cents; 50 artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits M. E. Billings.
·
cents per dozen~ 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3. are as true to nature as the photographs from
Millions of these should be circulated.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
which they were transferred. The design will be
Vindication of Thomas Paine from sent
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
postpaid by mail for $1 by
'
the attacks of the New York Observer, by RobAccept my thanks for your excellent and useful
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
discourse.-James Parton.
Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
28 La,fayette Place, New York
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
In~ersoll's Lectures Complete~
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a. very
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
Age.
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 11300 A OOMPEND OF THE NATURAL LAWS OF INANTI-PROHIBITION.
pajl"es, which is sold at the exceedingly !OW
DUSTRiAL PRODUOTION . AWl
PRICE, 20 OENTS.
pnce of $5; Sent by mail postpaid.
The number of heads under which you hav
ExoHANGE.
Tribut~s.
There hav been so many
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision By J. K.!NGA.LLS, author of ""Social Wealth." the concise manner in which each point is disof War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
cussed,
should be highl¥ commended. Therefore
Price, 25 cents.
the recent address over "Little Harry MilI take great pleasure m recommending "Antiler's Grave," that they hav been printed on
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Prohibition "to the conSideration of every person
heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperand in large, clear type, suitable for framing,
ance, but in the principles of self-government.and the three will be forwarded to any address,
J.J.McCabe.
for 50 cts, or either one for 15 cts.
Il'or sale at this office.

THE NINE DEMANDS

W. S; BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

·ECONOMIC EQUITIESo

Prose Poems and Selections.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact~ one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issnea •• It centains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before•published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
.brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be-accepted by admiring friends as
a rare persona_I souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose.\ a nne steel portrait, with autogra.Jth
facsimile; has been prepared especiallY, for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Side, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style, 4.50; m full Turkey morocco, ,gilt, exquisitly nne, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

ON THE

Dectaration of Independence,
ALSO

"LAND OF LIBEB,TY."

Price, 6 cts i 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER ColiiPANYr
· 28 Lafayette Place, New YorK.

boudoir, $1; cabinet, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

·

J. 'E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised.and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Bemsbur!!' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
sliowinll' the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes · the Church and Civilizatioa; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Chlll'ch and Libertyh· the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Bights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the· Republic.
.

Bible Morals.

UNIVERSAL HISTO-RY
:• FOB

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN ·REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.

By Prof. H. ltl. <:ottingcr, A.M.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of histor;y: from 2,000
years B.c., on up to1883, all in a nutshell.-Etmina
Stenlcer.

As a text-book in sohools, the book would occupy
an important place; in the family it would be no
less impm·tan t, as conveying infor:q)ation that all
should be acquainted with.-Su•·an Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger'B intentions in wrlting this book
are excellent, and ilia standpoint admirable; it may
be commended as fulfillmg its purpose of a con·
cise and interesting historical text-book.-Mttwau·

Twenty Crimes and
Vices Sanctioned b:y Bcrill]ure Falsehood and Ieee Sentinel.
Deception; Cheatmg: Theft and Bobbei·y•
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman:
'(:" uk.iudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft; 0
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperanc .~ Poverty P'1
and Vagranc;v: Ignorance and Idiocy Obscen- p::
ity. Pnce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1. p
Special discount on larger quantities.
Q

Sabbath-Breakjng. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish SabbatJu The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; J!ixamination of
Sunda_y Arguments; Origin- of Christian Sa,bbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; 1'he
abb ath durin!'{ the Middle ~es; The Puritan
Sabbath ; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abro~~:ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.
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The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at. Harry Miller's Grave.
The. price of these heretofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIJi'TEE}\ CENTS EACH ; THE
THREE FOB FORTY OENTB.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette PL. N.ew York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Price, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Trade Supplkd at Special JJiacounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with auto2raph, 50o.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholie
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A • .Y. GROVER.
40 CENTs.

PRioB,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,

THE STRUGGLE

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

Religious and PolitioaJ Liberty.

I!OB

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.21> CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

OF

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we call
offer these magnificent prose poems Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heaVY toned paper, 18x22 inches,illumi
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

Charles Watts's Works.

Serularism; Destructiv and Construc-

ELEMENTS

50 cents.

Photographs of . Colonel Ingersoll.

THE

I.1ntnortal Do~oument,
And the National Anthem entitled:'

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

'

Great C::cntcnnial Oration

lnaoersoll's Tributes.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater politiCal
liberty ; also vi!{orously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing tbe account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout1
the work' is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa3 ette Place, New York.

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. ConTHE CREDI'I' FONCIER OF SINA.LOA.
tents : The Origin of Chiistianity; The HistoriPublished at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
·cal Value ef the New Testament; Miracles; and
Howland, Editors; Jos. Burgher and
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Chl'istian- F. L.Eduard
browne, Printers. Thispaperisdevotedspeity; The Progress of Chiistianity. Price, $1.
cially to the interests of our colomzation enter•
prise,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa\ and fenerally
Secularism; its Principles and its to
the praotioalsolution of the problem o Integral
Duties. Price, 75 eta.
Price, $1 a. year.i 50 cents for six
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. Oo-operation.
months. 26 oenit for three monm•
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
OENTB EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity i
Moral Value of the Bible ; Freethought anaModern Progress; Christia~t:y, its Nature and
Influence on Civihzation; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ailtll.gonistic ·
Sli Cents Each.
Christian Scheme of Bedem_lltion. For all of
Address TEE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 26 Lafayette Place, New York.

C. B. REYNOLDS·

'YORKS
BY .ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.

Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo WLlkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
tj 25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular 'l'ruths. 25
Two r.evelations. r; eta. Bible Horrors; or,
0 eta.
Real Bla•phemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. fi cts.
B1ble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Moses
'-<': vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
0 5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing
Rel1gion. 5 eta.
8 Fictitious Gods. fi eta. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. fi cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorite.
q 5 cts. Miracle-Workers. r; eta. Health, Wealth,
8 and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desig_n and
0 Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
·
1-:;j Animals. 5 cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
to;}
E. C., Lon lvn. Eng.
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. ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story E-<
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vin- r:J'J.
dicates hi a name from the· aspersions cast upon .....
t<J
it. Choiue extracts from ' Common Sense·,•
z
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
of Beason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's ts:
:-:l
LiqUOR DRINKING
character from more than one hundred noted 0
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second ediOommended, Defended, and Enjoined
tion\ 160 pages, printed on nne tinted paper,
neatlY .bound, and containing a handsome Is a t:;tancn .lnJlatjt and a t:;uccessby the Bible.
steel portrait of Paiae. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
lttl Ph?JSician.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De- The Better Wav. of Cincinnati, 0., says, "We are
of some passages in the" History of the Decline and
BY E.
WALKER.
Fall of the Roman Empire " by
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- a.Rsured that Dr. Fellows, the eminent gpecialistof
iR!{ton an Unbeliveq..J efferson an Unbeliever; Vmeland, N. J_, is an eduo'!oted gentleman of suEDWARD
GIBBON, Esq.
:Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each perior mind and large attamments, and that sucThis is a companion book to Remsbur~r•s "Bible
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. cess in his profession has brought him busines•, Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
.
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
not only from all Q.arts of this country, but from
The Apostle of Liberty. An address foreign
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
shores. He is m the prime of life and
delivered in Paine Hall., before the N. E. FI·ee- able to transact
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
vanous professional duties
z vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravilfgs. $:!.,~0
thinkers• Convention, danuary 29, 1884. Price, promptly and wellhisand
giv satisfaction in every
10 cents.
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
mstance. H1s references are numbered by thou- DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM originated,
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments,
manners, numbers, and condition of the
sa:i)~~·ienows treats all those peculiar diseases
THE DEAD~
primitive
Christians.
resultmg from indisc!·etion and ignorance of The E'Didence& fm- the RI!8Urreetion Tried
"I k.JOw. of no book that contains more real and val·
youth. Tboije who are aili~g should senrllO cents
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."..:..
and Found Wa:"lt{ng.
for the Dr.'s little book settmg forth an ExTERNAL
R. G. INGERSOLL.
A.I'l'LIOATION -a positiv eure.
By Saladin.
"One of the most learned and interesting books evl(
DB. B. P. FELLOWS,
Addreas
written and published."-Boston Irzvestigator. II""
Vineland, N. J.
PRICE,
25 CENTS.
THE
TRUTH
BEEKl!JR.
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From ·Everywhert>.
ITEMS OF NEWS OF INTERE!IT TO FREETHINKERS.

Arthur B. Moss, whose scientific articles
hav won him renown with TRUTH SREKER
readers. has, in connection with H. Witton,
also a Freethinker, written a drama which
was produced in London last week.
The Sydney Dail!! Telegraph publishes statistics showing the condition of church and
cl1apel attendance in New South Wales.
Since 188R, while the population has increased
by 144.222, church attendance has decreased
by 19,800.
Once upon a time tke newspapers used to
comment on "the villainous head" of Mr.
Bradlaugh, who was ~aid to be a mixture of
prizefie-hter, burglar, and ape. The London
.Freetltinker note-s that a change bas come
over the scene now. Recently the Pall .Mall
Gazette wrote : " There is no more remarkable head in the House of Commons than Mr.
Gladstone's own- excepting perhaps the
dome-of-St.-Paul-like head of Mr. Bradlaugh."
'I)le . religious question has cropped up
agam m the Southampton, England. school
board. According to the report in the local
paper, the Rev. G. C. White. desired to make
the religious instruction more systematic,' and
to hav a periodical examination thereon.
This immediately raised the question who
should be the examiners, and the motion was
stoutly opposed by Mr. Burbage, who
thought it best to let sleeping dogs lie, and by
Canon Scannell, in behalf of the Catholics
who'contended that the Bible could not b~
taught without teaching Fomething in th·e
shape of doctrin as well. He would propose
the Rev. Canon Gunn, of Winchester, a
Roman Catholic, as examiner. The Rev. H.
H. Pereira appealed to Canon Scannell not
to oppose-it was a choice between Agnosticism and some religious instruction. Mr.
Domone:v frankly declared there was much
in the Bible that. was unfit for reading by
children. His opinion was that as a rule Agnostics understood the Bible better than
Christians. The matter was ultimately referred to a committee of the whole board.
The following startling manifesto ·was recently isHued in Michigan : "To all the People
of !dichig~n: Knowled~e, wisdom, wealth,
punty, pahencc, prospenty, power, and peace
be multiplied unto you. All of these may be
secured to all of our cities, to every home, in
every heart. The Republican party cannot
giv them, neither can the Democratic or any
other party. They cannot be purchased with
greenbacks or gold. Yet all who desire may
bav all of them by asking; asking of him who
alone can giv them. The political party that
will .acknowl.edge God in all their platforms
and m all the1r ways as the 'author and giver
of every good and perfect gift,' that party
·shall be my party and their God shall be my
God. If the Republican party will do this
th.en I am a H_cpublican, all of me; if they
will not do this, . and the Democratic party
will, then I am a Democrat, through and
through. Neither of these parties hav done
this; they each seem to be afraid to say that
. right is right and wrong is wrong· that our
father's God is our God. Because 'neither of
them bav done this, and because of the adoption of the following plank by the Prohibition party on July 24, 1884"'The Prohibition party in national convention assembled acknowledge Almighty
God as the rightful sovereign of all men from
whom the just powers of governme~t are
derived, to whose laws human enactments
Bhould co.nform, and that peace, prosperity,
and happmess only can come to the people
when the Jaws of the national and state governments are in accord with the divine will.'
Therefore, ' with malice toward none and
with charity for a11,' their platform sh~ll be
my platform, their God, my God; and if I
shall ~e tendered the nomination for governor.
on thiS platform, I shall accept it whether I
'
receive 20 votes or 220,000.
''DAVID PRESTON."

The members of the board of education of
New York hav bad a very lively debate over
the question of appointing a Roman Catholic
to be a e.chool trustee. Dr. Lawrence T.
McNamara was nominated to be a trustee in
the Ni!lt~ ward in place of Horne, resigned.
CommiSSioner Sprague jumped up to move
that the board go into executiv session upon
the consideration of the nomination. His
motio~ ":as lost by a large majority. Then
Commissioner Sprague said that he wanted
to know more about Dr. McNamara and be
":ant~d the committee on nominatio~s to tell
him If Dr. McNamara had been nominated
for any reason exeept that he was a doctor
and a Roman Catholic. The position of
school trustee was one of peculiar honor and
of grave responsibility. No class of officers
in the public school system had the power to
make or mar that the school trustee had.
The commissioner went' on: "Now we
might as well jump right into this matt~r and
ventilate it. lt is a fact perfectly well known
to all o~: us that the Homan church, as a
(:burch, JS opposed to our public school system. So far as the members of the church
are concerned, some of them are opposed
to the public schools. Now, I want to
know which side Dr. McNamara is on 1
don't want to be understood as oppo~ing
Roman Catholics• I hav voted for Homan
Catholics for trustees in the past, and I ex-

pect to do so in the future, but I want to
know what a man's opinion of the 8cbool system is before I vote for him. Nobody has
told us what Dr. McNamara's opinions
are. I bav bfard it said," he continued
"that McNamara was nominated to repre:
Pent somebody or something. Now, what
does be represent? Is it the church, which
is hostil to tbe public schools? I object to
any man's being nominated as a school
trustee merely because he represents somebody, and not because he is well fitted in
himself. I bav heard that a priest, noted for
his hostility to our public schools and for his
zeal in estahli~bing parochial schools, lobbied
for Dr. McNamara's nomination. This is
what the newspapers say, anyway, and I
think this board had better look into it."
Comm!ss~oner
Webb strongly supported
C~mmJ~BJoner Sprague, He was opposed to
th1s c]a}m on the part of any section of the
people that they must be represented on tbe
boards of trustees. It was well known that
the Catholic church hated the public school
system. After an extended and acrimonious
discussion., McNamara was elected.
The following is from the Dunedin, New
Zealand, Evening Star of October 1st_:"Tbe supportprs of the Bible in the schools
are numerous in the new Parliament, and if
an Amending Education bill should 'be
brought down, will be very activ in furtherance of their cause. But, before they can
hope to influence the House in the desired
direction, they must come to a decision on
two points of paramount importance: (1)
What portions of tbe scriptures to be read
daily are acceptable to the great mass of the
peo~le? ,(2) I.f something more !han scripturereadmg IS arrived at, bywhom 1s the religious
instruction to be given? The second question is the weightier one, and wiii, we think,
prove the rock on which the Bible-in-schools
party will be shipwrecked. Those who wish
for the preservation of our national system of
educa1ion should ponder the answer of Inspector Hepburn, of· tbe Victorian education
department, to the demand which has arisen
in that colony for religious instruction in the
state schools there.
" If the teaching of religion could be successfully introduced into the schools without
ruining the present educational system no
one ~ould l;Je ~ore pleased than myself;' but
~be difficulties m tbe way are, in my opinion
msuperable. Granting (and it is a great con:
cession) that those to whom is deputed the
task of choosing these texts agree among
themselvs as to what would be smtable ones.
are these texts to be explained or not? If
they are to be explained, who would undertake the duty? Tbe majority of teachers
would refuse. Some, no doubt, would wiiiingly off~r to do so; but would their interpretation of these texts giv satisfaction to
parents of different creeds? If these texts
are to remain unexplained, would the children receive much benefit therefrom? I hold
t!J.at where children _recei.vc religious instructiOn at home, that g1ven m school is unnecessary; and if the home instruction is wanting
the little received in the schools would not
benefit them very much. In one school in
this district, after a moral lesson on ' Hone~ty,' the teacher was consulted by one boy
":bo was i~ doubt whether he should obey
h1s father, who bade him steal wood from a
neighbor's yard, or the command ' Thou
shalt not steal,' as inculcated in th~ lesson
given. He was told that his father's command was nought when opposed to the divine
Jaw. From my knowledge of human nature
I can make a very shrewd guess as·. to what
law that boy would hav to obey. Ae-ain if
religion were taught in state schools 'an
inspector's time would be very often fritt~red
away in holding inquiries into differences between parents and teachers-all tbe outcome
of religious te11:cbing. During the last year a
parent complamed about a teacher trying to
pervert ~i~ childre~, became they were asked
the femmm of pnest; he contending that
there could be no feminin. If complaints
such as thi~ crop up under the present sys.
tem 1 what will happen if religious instruction
be mtroduccd ? At present an inspector is
supposed to hav soine acquaintance with a
va;iety of ~nbjects, ranging from military
drill to sewmg. To eettle the differences between parents and teachers, would he reqnire ·
to be posted up in theology? If so, a long
farewell to all the harmony that at present
characterizes the yearly conferences of inspectors. In teaching morals and inserting
in the reading-books lessons calculated to
make children obedient, honest etc. the
state, which claims to be secula~, ha!l 'done
.
more than can be expected of it."

swers his critics and questioner!! through the
London Tima. ·
.
He points out that, according to the censue
returns, the Mohammedan population in India
increased 9,239.062 between 1871 and 1881, or
about 25 per cent. After making ample allowance for the natural increase of births
over deaths, this shows that the conversion
of heat.hens· and Christians to Mohammedan_ism had· been going on at the rate of 600,000
a year. -During the same period the conversions to Christianity barely amounted to onetenth of that number.
Yet. the Mohammedans bav no paid missionaries and no organized mi~sionary agencies. Their conversions must, therefore, be
due to the voluntary 'efforts of individuals
and . the intrinsic attractions of their faith.
Meanwhile the Christians, on the other hand,
hav all the prestige of a Christian governing power, and are expending vast sums on
proselytism, for which they hav a longestablished and carefully methodized system
of missionary effort. Of the total number of
conversions to Christianity; too, all, except a
comparativly small part, are in 'the extreme
south of the Madras Presidency, where
Christianity obtained a firm footing at a very
remote period, and the Christians are more
numerous than anywhere else in India.
Canon 'faylor also finds as a " startling result" that four-fifths of the Christian converts are Roman Catholics.
In the northern and central provinces,
where Islam is strong, and the conversions
to Mohammedanism are at the rate of half
a million a year, the conversion,s to Chris"
tianity, to use his words, "are practically
nil." The most activ and powerful of the
English missionary societies at work in India
is the Ohurch Missionary Society, according
to whose report 841 missionaries and nativ
ai!:ents, employed at a cost of toward $250,000, made last year only 297 converts out of a
population of 220,000,000 in those provinces,
if the number of genuin converts be measured by the number of adult baptisms. Of
these converts only seventeen seem to hav
been Mohammedans, out of a Mohammedan
population of 55,000,000, and some of them
were very suspicious, as, in fact, conversions
·
from Islam almost invariably are. .
Then he turns to countries distinctivly Mohammedan, and in the four missionary fields
of Persia, Palestine, Arabia, and Egypt finds
that 109 missionaries and nativ agents, employed by the Church Missionary 8ociety at
a cost of $60,000, converted and baptized last
year only one adult convert. This solitary
convert, according to the report, was " a
certain Moslem girl in the orphanage at Jerusalem, whose conversion," Canon Taylor
suggests, " is perhaps accounted for by the
statement that 'she is easily influenced and
requires constant guidance.'" In all E"'ypt
and Arabia the whole number of ";ativ
Christian adherents" is put at nineteen only
and they, perhaps, as he surmises, are largely
made up of the wives and children of the
four "nativ lay teachers."
The practical results of Eastern missionary
labors, m the way of actual conversions are
not more encouraging elsewhere. In Ceylon
last year 374 agents made only 207 converts
at a cost of more than $50,000; in mid China
71 agents made 63 converts at a cost of
$45,000, and in south China 148 agents made
297 converts at a cost of about $40.000.
These are the facts and statistics with
":hich. <;:anon Taylor meets the challenge of
h1s criiic~, and they are quite interesting.
As tq AfriCa, he will speak in another letter
but the spread of Islam there has been s~
remarkable within recent years that he will
hav no difficult.\ in proving his point.
F'J•om the London Freetl/.tnker.

Canon Taylor further cites from the recent
book on "Christianity, Islam, and the Negro
Race,'' by Dr. Blyden, who is himself o.
Chr~stian negro .. Dr. Blyden says: "West
Afnca has been m contact with Christianity
fo_r three hun_dred years, and not one single
tnbe, as a tribe, has yet become Christian.
No_r. has any influential chief adopted the
religion brought by the European missionary." Of the nativs of Cape Palmas he says:
"Upwards of forty years of untiring mission
effort has made them to ·hate rather than to
admire Christian civilization." To this may
be added the testimony of Mr. Joseph Thomson, that "for every African who is influenced for good by Christianity; a thousand
are dr?ven i!lto deeper degradation by the gin
trade, ' which everywhere accompanies the
go~pel, although den~unced by Mohammedamsm. Yet over a million a year, some of it
extorted from school children, is annually
wasted on attempts to introduce Christianity
to those who do not want it while English
men and women are starving 'at home.

WHO WANTS THEll ~
Pair Diamond Eard•ops worth $400 for $280 · do
$1JiO,for n5o; d!J. $1~0 for $80 i do. ~60 for f45 ;' ao:
UO for $2l!; 1 lJtamond P!D, worth $3:l5, fut· f220 •
do. UBO lor U35; do. $150 for ~110; do. :>100 for ~65:
do. f65 (nr $45; do. $38 101' $28. 1 Uing or Studd
wortll $185 fur $140; do. $150 for $110; do, $90 for
$65; do. ~6Hor$45; do. $50 for S35. A full line of
smaller Dtamond Goodd same discounts. WILL
li_EFUND OASll IN FULL FOB ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DUlliN!l ONE YEAB IF NOT 8ATISFAT0BY
.Best "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
case, worth $300 for f220; similar $200 for $150; do
$150 for $1t0. Ladies• Watch, 50 D1amonds, worth
f2l•O, for $150; do. Diamonds and Itubies, •140 for
$100; do. $100 for f70. A full line of regular styles
~qual!~ low. Weddinl? .R1ngs a specialty. Cab:
met Organs worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for 150
Music Box, 10 airs, $32. worth $45; do. $28; do. 8
au a, $18 worth $25. 100 Plush an.rJ Leather Albums
Jarj>eBt ~ize, $1 to $10; nearly half price. 100 Plush
Toilet, J.,welry, Manicure, Shaving, and Child's
sets, $1 to $15, ~ame redttotion~. Best Trrple
Plated Knives $3 50; Forks $3 50 pel' dozen. Tr1pJe
IJlated 'l'ea-spoouH $1.70: Table.spoons t3 40 per 6
Best Spectacle or :lllye-Glass $1, Pebbles $2, Gold
t6a,nd $7 \SAnd line of finest print ;;on can read
plawly at 14 mohes and I can fit you); I am an
expArt in my ltne-your home jeweler must hav ao
to 50 per cent profit-! will serve you honestly and
giv you· the advantage of m_x l"n_g E>xpenence for
5 to 10 per cent.
Ol'TO WETTSTEIN,
Uochel!e, Ill.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on band a large number of the following
of OOLQNEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol·ows:

Ingersoll Oatechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan ;'
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
-~
.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

· Oivil Rights ..fiJpeech.
Including the address of Frederick Dnuglas, fifty. ·
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; add $6 pH hundred.
·

The Truth of Hlstorr.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upf!ln
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance ·in these columns. Price 3 cents; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable exptctation that the prices
hav been placed so low..
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

S.. P. Putnam's Works.
The

P~o~Iem

of

From the Sun.

oaAn Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
" prose epjc of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
swtnton'B Paper.

Ingersoll and Jesns. A conversation
in rhyme betwee~ the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown th11re is much in harmony between
them. Pnce, 10 cts.

Pro!D-et~eus. A poem. "It is crammed
WJth life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured farth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty, "-DB. HENBY W. BELLOWS, $1,

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and
other Agnostic Poems.

verl!ion of the Indian Stocy, of the Garden of
E:len, in which i~s snperioqtyto the mutilated
copy-the Genes1s legend-18 shown. Price 10
cents.
.For all of the above address
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paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others.
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Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, • .18
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takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file w1thout disturbing the
other part~.
SBnt by m11il. po•tpqicJ, for '1.
~ddress THE TRU rH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayeue Pl., New York.
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SEND l'OSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Curtis,
Florence, Ala., for description of cheap land in
the Sunny Suuth.
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Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
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Universe, and

Waifs and Wandermgs,a.New Ameri-

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
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Its ):101entific Solnt!on, wxth some Criticisms of
Umversology. Pnce, 20 ots.

Mohammedanism and Christianity.
The assertion that Mohammedanism is advancing far more rapidly than Christianity in
Asia and Africa has often been made of late
years, but .when it was repeated a short time
a~o .in the English Chu.rch Congress, by a
dignitary of the church, It was received with
surprise and anger.
The speaker was the Rev. Isaac Taylor
Canon of York, and his exact declaratio~
was that "in Asia and Africa Islam as a
missionary religion, is more successfui than
Christianity, and our efforts to convert the
Mohammedans hav failed." Having, since
the congress, been challenged to prove these
statements and produce the facts to sustain
his generaliZations, Canon Taylor now an-

.

The Truth Seeker.
OOPVRJGHTED.

.Anr. Pr<:>fit from sales will be devoted to the free
distnbut10n of Liberal literature.
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MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
·
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Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN. •

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.•
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Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, i06 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
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Spiritualism Sustained. This work PERSONAL EXISTENCE .AFTER
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
show that Christians are inconsistent in denyBy L. R. SMITH.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. W. FOOTE.

Price,
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THE NEW GOD.
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·Price 10 cents.
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claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
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Natural and Scientific Methods of
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Never Forgetting.
BIBLE.
By JII. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
12mo, 160 pp., •Address
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THE TRUTH ·sEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThoujQl
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
30,000 copies hav been sold.
Price, 15 cenis.
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Fathers of Our Republic,
Paine, J etterson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anual
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York;
November 18, 1886.
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Price 15 cents.
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A NOVEL.

'' Oh, heaven ! Apollo is once more among .
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen kn
not it is the Sun-god !"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound
cloth. Price, $1.50.
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Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
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The Present and the Future
Republic of North America.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice and crime. It deals with the J;>resent
condittons of1society in this country, pointtug out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
tmpossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
~ociety shall be orllanized on the ,Principles of
Rational Communism. The book lS vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,:SOc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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The Church of Practical
Religion.
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This is the history of an att~pt to found a
church without superstition, itibd its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, Having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
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hold his attention while the truth is being brought
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a Fair Trial. II
Dawn of Creation. An .Answer to 1\lr. Glad- •
.A Dtscwiston Between
·
stone. By Albert ReVIlle, D.D,
-·--·--Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
VI. Mr. Gladstone an!'l Genesis. BY Prof. T. H. ScHo?L·TEACHERs are. needed to giv lessons to
Linton,
Reville, ·
VII. A J~:Jt· and a Plea, By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- .the unmformed regardm~ nature aiHl h~r lawsEIGHTY-ONE liquor-sellers were arrested last · On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
ton.
.
.
men who hav made a thoiOngh st~dy of her PheSunday for breaking the Sunday law;
.
. CONTENTS:
. . This is a ne'l'!' bookandcontamsthelatestdiscus· i nomena an~ laws, a_nd who cone~t!Y place her
1 Dawn of Creation and of Worship By Hon I s10n on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the i above all priestly claims lmd Pretenswns. These
• PLYMOt1TH church has called the Rev. Chas.
' w. E. Gladstone.
. '
.,. participants are a guarantee of its able character .. men are called· scientists, for science is the sum of
A. Berry, an English preacher, to Beecher's II. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterPrice paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
l1 all demonstrated knowled.ge, which is acquired by
ulpit.
praters of Nature. By Prof. T, H. Huxley,
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close observation, accurate tests, and continued
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to
Bolar
Myths.
By
Prof,
Max
H
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study and application . These are the trtte f rten
· ds
1\lnller.
.
28 a. a.Ye e
.. ew or .
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of mankind ; these show
JOHANN MosT has made
men what is truth; they
another i n c e n d i a r y
point out falsehoods and
speech, and has again
error& ; they prove that
been arrested.
everything that takes place
is· natural, that nothing
A FIRE in Memphis,
ever was or ever can be
Tenn., on the 17th, desupernatural. -D. M. Bennett.
stroyed over $750,000
BY the decree of God, for
worth of cotton.
the manifestation of his
glory, some men and angels
A STEAMSHIP has just
are predestinated unto everbrought to New York,.
lasting life and others fore867penniless Jews, whose
ordain e d to everlasting
passage here was paid by
death. These angels and
men, thus predestinated
their friends.
and foreordained, are parTHE Rev. Thomas
ticularly and unchangeably
designed; and their numRose, aged 80, of Taylor
ber is so certain and deflnit
township, Pa., cJmmitthat it cannot be either inted suicide the other day
creased or diminished. by burning himself up in
Westminster Confesston of
Fatth.
his barn.
You remember how St.
THE United Anti-MuPaul said, speaking even of
God's own law, that "the
sic Convention at Xenia,
law i~ good if a man use it
0., condemned the use
lawfully.'' And, in like
of organs in church as
manner, we may assuredly
inimical to the "purity"
say that God's word will
always lead us right if we
of divine worship.
understand it rightly. But
HARMAN SPENOE, a
men hav often understood
it wrongly; and, accordmason, tempted Proviingly, it has come to be that
dence by working upon
some of the cruelest and
the spire of a Lutheran
wickedest dee.ds that ever
church in Gettysburg,
hav been done in this world
hav ·been justified ·by the
Pa., and one day last
ant.bortty. of the Bible.week he fell off the scafCoun.•Pl and. Comrort, by the
fold and was instantly
Country Pm·son.
JOSEPH'S UNMINISTERIAL CONDUCT PERSISTED IN.
killed.
LET us hope that the
And he left his garment in her hand, and fled, and got him out.-9-en. xxxix, 12.
teacher in the London
GEORGE Fl!ANOIS TRAIN
Bo•rd schools may occahas been · lecturing in
sionally be permitted to
Maine. He declares that he is about to leave
might jine the Progressiv Ewker Parhy just make some amends for the nameless flood of rub.
formed in the neighborhood, an', as she said it bish he is required to teach, by giving an nnpre- ·
American soil forever.
was no end of favors she was to get, I let her tending little secuhir lesson on kindness, good
THE friends of the Anarchists hanged at
jtne."
temper, industry, thrift,_ temperance, zeal for the
Chicago are raising a fund for the relief of the
"Toox long steps, my cheild," said Solomon
A LADY, who had recently lost her husband, and comm\)n welfare, and so forth, however "godless"
Isaacs. "Yon vont wear out your ahoes nearly a friend were eating dinner togehher at the resi- such a course may be, or even on such impious
dead men's families.
so qvick."
dence of the latter. "I sympathize with yen from Secularism ·as may be involved in the unselfish
THE price of coal has been raised 50 cents
WHAT ia the difference between a High Church- the bottom of my heart in your great sorrow,'' practice of human justice, and benevolence, and
per ton witliout any apparent reason except man and a Baptist? The one uses candles, the said the friend. "It must be terrible to lose such truth, and honesty, in spite of the penalties that
a man." "Ah me, yes," sighed the widow. "It is piety, ignorance, and selfishness impose on t-hem.
that people must hav it at any price.
other dips.
only
the hope of soon meeting him in a better • . . Fortunately for the children, few among
BISMARCK runs a paper mill and a distillery. He
A METHODIST conference at Danville, Va.,
land
that givs me courage and a desire to liv."- English Christians dare or care to believe the
also runs the German empire, but the two former
Bible as it stands. They mitigate its horrors and
Arleansaw Traveler.
adopted re~olutions condemning theaters and bring him tbe most money.
absurdities, or they more or less . plainly reject
theater-going by professed Christians.
CusToMs inspector: "Is this a tailor's dummy at
EvEN the life of a newspa.per canvasser is not them, and do their best to ennoble their religion
the bottom of your trunk?" pa,senger: "No, totally devoid of poetry. The unending round of into a real and practical Sdcular moralit.Y.SEvERAL women having voted in the recent sir." C. I.: "What 1s it, then?" Passenger: "Times is so hard and moneY is so scarce that we Reltoton
tn Schools.
election at Newfane, Niagara Co., N. Y., the "That's a contract clergyman."
can't take a paper," and "MY husband brings a
THm
true
basis of morality is utility; that, is t.he
.
.
.
.
.
paper
home
with
him,"
and
all
the
stock
excuses,
cas~) will be l;Jrought before the grand jury to
·MooDY Will. tack!~ Lomsville this wmt~r. Unl~~s , are sometimes broken by a little inctdent like this adaptation of our actions to the promotion of the
test the legal issue.
he c~n convmce his heare~s that tb~ nver of life that was told by a man who labors in that un- general welfare and happiness ; the endeavor so
THE steamer W. A. Scholten, from Rotter- ftows pu~e old sour mash, hi.s labors m tha~ town, grateful position: "'!'he delivery boy had gone a to rule our life that we may serve and bless manlittle ahead of me," said the canvasser," and as I kind. Through the scientific method only can
dam, went down in a collision in the English says a Mmneapohs paper, will be a dead failure.
WHEN Brown was informed that" idiot" was de- stood on the sidewalk a pretty little boy in kilts the true rules of morality be discovered, and an
channel last Sunday. She had 214 persons
rived from a Greek word meaning a private citi- toddled up and stared at me with pretty blue irrefragable answer returned to all questionings
aboard, more than · half of whom were zen, he was ungracious enough to say that the -eyes. I made friends with him at once. He put concerning right and wrong. The first step todrowned.
Greeks couldn't hav known much about Congress his bauds on my order-book and says he: • Hot's ward building up a science of morality is to collect
or state legislatures.
at?' • That's my order-book,' I told him. 'Hot facts, and, as in other sciences, facts are collected
by the observation of surrounding phenomena, so
DEAOON DAVID WRIGHT, a man of intense
" DoN'T hide your talents, young man," said the does oo do wiv· at?' 'Oh, I write down the names must moral facts be collected by the observatwn
piety and austerity, and who was the chief parson, earnestly. " Indeed and I don •t," ex- of all the bad little boys I know.' He looked at me
of moral phenomena, fa.cts in sociology, rec.orded
support of a Baptist church in Hoboken, N. claimed the youth; "I'm a fence. board and barn- a minute with his big eyes opened wide. Then, in history, We must find out, by careful analYsis,
his voice hushed with awe, he asked, 'Is oo Dod?'"
J., committed suicide on the 17th by cutting roof advertiser, and hav got a two-hundred-mile
what courses hav tended most to the advancecontract on Glare'd Soap and Drymau's Tonic
his throat with a razor.
ment and ennoblement of society; we must trace
THE ACROBATIC CANDIDATE.
Bitters.''
the
results of various lines of conduct, and see
Into the gay saloon he strolled,
BARNUM the Ehowman's winter quarters
which hav best promoted the general welfare of
"You don't need a ten-cent stamp on that letWith free and easy air,
at Bridgeport, Conn., were burnt last Sunday ter, young man," said the post-oflhe official; "it
the race. That which promotes the general hap.
And quickly for the drinks he called
piness is right; that which lessens or undermines
night, at a loss of $100,000. Nearly all the will go for two cents." "This letter won't go for
For everybody th!lre.
the general happiness is wrong. These are the
wild animals were destroyed, together with any two cents," replied the young man, tremuThe
glass
he
grasped.
his
hand
he
raised
axioms on which a true mo' ality must be grounded.
lously; "it's to my best girl, an' she ain't one of
the tents, chariots, and paraphernalia.
And said, " Come up, boys, came ;"
-Mrs. Besant•s True Morality.
your two-cent. kmd. Gimme a ten-cent stamp,
Then
on
the
crowd
he
smiling
g~ zed,
and I'll slip her in before the mail closes."
Two light-weight pugilists, Carney of EngAnd drank success to rum.
THEREFORE, putting away lying, speak every
WE are not bloodthirsty, as a rule, but we think
land and McAuliffe of Brooklyn, fought a
man truth with his neighbor; for we are all memHe drained his glass, paid for his treat,
it only just if the heathen retaliahe on the misbers one of another. Be ye angry and sin not :
seventy-three round prize fight at Revere sionaries by boiling them. The missionaries, by a
And then the candidate
let not the sun go down upon your wrath, neither
Went out and met upon the street
Beach, Mass., last week, resulting in a draw. vote of the home board, go to the savages with
giv place to the devil. Let him that stole, steal no
A temperance advocate.
Unfortunately both are likely to survive the the avowed intention of initiating them mto the
more; but rather let him labor, working with his
mysteries
of
Sheol,
and
if
the
savages
hoist
them
"Hal
ha
!"he
cried,"
giv
me
your
fist!
injuries which they inflicted upon each other.
hands the thing which is good, that he may hav
with their own petard, who is to blame ?-Ltfe.
I'm proud to meet a foe
to giv to him that needeth.-Eph. iv, 25-28.
Of
rum,
a
Pt·ohibitionist
:
THE wife of Pastor Hooper, of Kingston,
Mns. HENDRICKS (to caller): "No, I didn't read
The rum shops, sir, must go !"
IT is recorded of Alexander the Great that he
N. Y., has left him and gone to California the story, Mrs. Hobson. My husband read it and
one day visited Diogenes, the cynic philosopher,
told
me that it end'd dreadfully, and I don't like
because he treated her so cruelly. The Rev.
who was bathing in his tub in the snn8hine. It is
that style of novel." Mrs. Hobson (surprised):
Mr. Hooper will probably r..ot follow his wife "Why, it ended beautifully, and they were marstated that Alexander was so impressed with the
to California, as a church in that state de- l'ied in the last chapter." Mrs. Hendricks (with a
moderation and simplicity of the cynic that he
said to him : "Tell me what I can giv to you.
posed him not long since for prevarication, set look on her face) : "I'll speak to Mr. Hendricks
Anything
you want, to the thil-d of my kingdom,
A double-page picture contrasting science and
exaggeration, and being engaged to marry about it again."
shall be at your service.'' What, think you, was
two diJ!erent women.
STRANGER: "I notice you drove the president theology, showing how the one has labored for the answer of the philosopher? "Please, your
over the same street twice.'' Om aha Man : "Y1ls, human advancement, and how the other has majesty, stand from between me and the sun."SoME youngsters were skylarking near the we ananged the route that way. Yon see, we always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen, 50 cents Pluta7'ch's Ltves.
register's office, this city, one day recently di·ove him through that street on his arrival, and twenj;y-five
coJ>ies for ~1; one hundred copies for
SELF-REVERENCE, self-knowledge, self-control,
when Anthony Comstock was passing. A then drove him through it when we went back, an $8. We wish that the fnends of Freethought would
These three alone lead him to sovereign power,
hour
later."
"Exactly.
I
thought
it
was
an
distribute
thousands
of these telling pictures.
boy about ten years old ran near Comstock,
Yet not for power .(power of herself
oversight.'' "We wanted to giv him a chance to
and Comstock slapped him a severe blow in see how Western cities grow."-Omaha World..
Would come uncalled for), but to liv by law,
the face, knocking him down. A crowd colActing the law we liv by, without fear;
"IT'S notin' but perlitical par hies in my house,
And because right is l'ight, to follow right
lected, and several policemen were soon pres- Sarah, There's Jimmy, he's ·a Pro'bishunist;
Were
wisdom, in th.e scorn of consequences.
ent. Among those who witnessed the occur- Eddy's a Hmry Georger; Patsy's a Jimmercrat
PBOSE POEM.
-Tennyson,
-same
as
his
poor
father
was,
God
bless
him!
rence were several newspaper reporters, who
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Tommy
he's
jined
the
Progressiv
Labor
Party;MucH of this world's wisdom is still acquired by
denounced Comstock's blow as an outrage.
an·, would you believe it, Oiemantina, my only
Printed in colors on board, beveled edges. necromancy-that is, by consulting the oracular
Comstock retorted with personal abuse.
gal Clemanti a, come last night an' axed if she Price 50 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. dead.-Guesses at Truth.
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ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

LIFE.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND, REFORM.
Entered at the Post-0111ee at New York, N. Y., as Seoond.eJass Matter.

COMTNG EVENTS CAST THEIR SHADOWS BEFORE

Jlolts and Uilippinns.
THE salary of the chaplain of the House of
Representative at Washington is $900. Some
half dozen clergymen are lobbying for the
position.
ANTHONY CoMsTooK's views of art may be
designated as a nude departure.-Oindnnati
Enquirer. But Anthony Comstock himself
can only be designated as a public nuisance.
-Bun.
A FLORIDA. paper reports that the liquor
sellers of Atlanta, Ga., hav expressed much
righteous indignation against " the desecration of the Sabbath" by the holding of Prohibition meetings.
RABBI KoHLER, a Jewish reverend, gave a
te.mperance sermon last Sunday. He advocated self-control instead of Prohibition, and
called attention to the fact that the Jews, who
hav no temperance societies, are a sober and
frugal people.
AN enthusiastic Materialist put a headstone
over the grave of his wife in a cemetery at
Nievre, France, upon which there is tlie following inscription : " Deprived of all vitality,
here lie the remains of the material that
formed Madame Durand. No cards and no
prayers."
THE Roman Catholic Board of Missions
operating among the North American Indians
has now under its control thirty-five boarding
and twenty day schools, the first having an
attendance of 2,190 scholars, the second of
870. It is reported that these scholars receive
$231,880 from the United States government,.
which also furnishes clothing for 400 board-

ing pupils at a cost of $30,000. Some of the
Protestant papers, says the Sun, claim that
this is contrary to the Constitution, which it
undoubtedly is, but we never heard of any
Protestants saying that the money their
churches receive for converting Indians was
unconstitutionally donated.
WHEN Plymouth church wanted a eulogy
pronounced upon its dead pastor, the late Mr.
Beecher, they sent to England for the Rev.
Dr. Parker, who professed to be a warm
friend of Beecher, to perform that labor of
love. When the eulogy was delivered an
admission fee was charged for the benefit Qf
the Beecher Monument Fund. It is now the
talk that the fund got none of the money, but
that the Rev. Dr. Parker claimed a good fat
fee out of the proceeds. The reverend gentleman is reputed to be quite worldly-minded
when money is concerned, and in addition to
$850 for his services as eulogist, he sold the
copyright of the sermon for $200.
THE first careful canvass ef illiteracy in
Mas~achusetts was undertaken in connection
with the census of 1885, and the result is
almost ready for publication. The important figures are made public. In a population
falling a few thousand short of 2,000,000 the
number of illiterates over 10 years old is
122,263, and 45,55() of these are males and
76,718 females. Of the whole number 96,770
are wholly illiterate, that is to say, they can
neither read nor write, and this class consists
of &7,464 males and 59,806 females. The
number who can read but are unable to write
is 25.360, and 7,992 of these are males and
17,306 females. 'l'here are 183 persons who
claim that they can write but cannot read.
The number of illiterates in 1885 between the

ages of 10 and 13, both inclusiv, was 2,158; of death., privileges of the altar, private
between the ages of 14 and 19, 4.303; 20 and chapels, dispensations, and other things, the
29, 8,747; 80 and 49, 16,544; 50 years and total amount being, it is said, $520,000 a year.
The pope's annual income, therefore, is about
over, 13,774.
$1,500,000.
THE Dallas Timea doesn't like the theology
THE Rev. R. Heber Newton, in his sermon
of the cowboy evangelist who is wrestling
with the Texas sinners, and takes him to task last Sunday, pointed out several dangers
for saying that " hell is full of Campbellites which he thinks menace this republic. The
and Methodists." It says: " Come out of danger to our schools was that they failed to
that, cowboy I Come up out of the depths talte account of industrial aptitudes. Soof such barbarism I Preach good will ; preach cially, he said, free' divorce threatens the
love ; preach hope I Put away the instru- home institution. In public economy diements of torture ; fill up your awful chasm parity of wealth is the danger, and the
of ever-burning fire I Hush the shrieks of churches, he thought, are menaced by an ablost souls, and lullaby into quiet the moans sence of free thought and honest utterance.
of the damned I Preach heaven; preach that
A RoMA.N Catholic temperance society
there is a place where preachers, cowboys, holds a sacred concert every Sunday evening
Campbellites, Methodists, Baptists, all may in this city. Last Sunday night's solemnities
reach if the great and pleasant road of justice are thus reported by a morning paper: A sort
and love and fair play to man is allowed here of an overture on the piano gave all the boys
on earth." What is the good of preaching a chance to show their familiarity with the
all this, or anything else, without proving Boulanger march, in which they joined by
it?
whistling. There was no address. A cowTHE pope has an annual income of $625,- boy with a crutch sang" Powder Boy Jim,'
000, it is said, from the interest on the English and then pleased the girls mightily with "I'm
bonds left in the treasury by his predecessor. the Father of a Little Gossoon." An English
He is also said to be a great specul"tor, sub- singer, after telling the boys in song "Don't
scribing for the Italian loans, holding them Leave Your Mother while there's Fringe on
for a rise, and Eelling them to invest the Your Pants," told the girls, "All I Want is a
profits in more English bonds. The Peter's Little Wife to keep Me Nice and Warm."
pence is now said to amount to about $415,- One young singer who rendered "You
000 a year. This money and the income of Know" had his effects spoiled by the whole
the English bonds goes to pay $5,000 a year house, which insisted on joining in the whisto each cardinal living in Rome, and to pay tle. He got even. by doing a trick of spiritthe prelates of the papal court, .secretaries, writing and showing a slate inscribed :
Of all the fish in sea. or lake,
nuncios, guards, and other papal servants.
The blooming codfi•h takes the cake.
Besides this the pope receives from the aposFrank Bush, more singers, and some banjo
tolic chancery sums for the titles of nobility,
players
held the audience till half past 9.
papal decorations, benedictions in the article
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Qlomltlllltications.
The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of
Secularism.
·
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELHiiON OF THE FUTURE.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Author of" Physical Education," "The Secret of the East," etc.
IV.-OBJECTIVE

Mums.

CRAl.'TER X:lX.-LEGISLATIVE REFORM.

A.-Lessons of Instinct.
Progress is a. general law of Nature, and the comp1.rative study of Evolution proves that the tendency
to improvement increases with the advance to higher
planes of deTelopment. Among the lowest organisms
the rate of p1 ogress is hardly appreciable. The sea.
shells of the Devonian period can scarcely be distinguished frcm the shells of our present seas. The
balls of amber found on the shores of the Baltic often
contain the mummies of insects closely resembling
certain species of latter-day flies and beetles, while
the horse, the zAbra, and other modern varieties of the
equine genus, have developed from a creature not
much larger than a fox. The . Neanderthal skull
proves that the hea.da of our early ancestors were a'.most ape-like in their protruding jaws and flatness of
cranium. The lower animals adhere to inherited
habits with a persistency that has often proved their
ruin by diminishing ·their ability of adapting themselves to change of circumstances, as in the case of
that sea-lizard of the South sea islands, where its
ancestors had for ages managed to ~scape their only
e:nemies by leaving the water and crawling up the
beach, and where their modern descen·dants persist
in crawling landward in the hope of escaping from
dogs and hunters.
The higher animals, on the other hand, rarely fail
to profit by lessons of experience. Trappers know
that the contrivances for capturing wild animals have
to be changed from time to time, the old.er methods
being apt to lose their £-fficacy after the fate of a
certain number of victims has warned their relatives.
Old rats have been seen driving their young from a
dish of arsenic-poisoned gruel. Deer, foxes, and
wild turkeys learn to avoid the favorite trails of the
hunter; monkeys, on their first. arrival in a cold
climate, impatieLltly tear off the jackets or shawls
furnished by the kindness of their keeper, bat soon
learn to appreciate the advantage of artificial teguments, and even try to increase their stock of wardrobe by appropriating every stray piece of cloth
they can lay their hands on. ·
The instinct of adaption to the conditions of progress has asserted itself both among modern and very
ancient nations, though during the mental bondage
of the Middle Ages its manifestations were systematically suppressed by the conservatism of religious
bigots. Savages show an almost apish eagerness in
adopting- the habits, fashions, and foibles of civilization. The political institutions of primitive nations
are very elastic. The Grecian republics were not
only willing but anxious to improve their laws by
abolishing abuses and testing amendments. In
ancient Rome every general assembly of freemen
exercised the functions of a legislative council; lt>gislative reforms were proposed by private citizens,
and were often carried by acclamation, like th'3 edict
for the expulsion of the Tarquins, and the resolution
revoking the exile of Cicero.
B.-REWARDS OF CO::;-FORMITY,

Legislative reform, the manful renunciation of .entangling alliances with the. ghosts of the past, is a
sword that has more than once cut a Gordian knot
of fatal complications. The supprPssion of monasteries saved four of our Spanish American sister
republics from a brood of vampires that had drained
the life. blood of Spain for a series of centuries. In
England the timely repeal of the corn-laws averted
an explosion that might have rent the coherence of
the entire British empire. The abolition of slavery
with one blow def'troyed a hydra that had menaced
the safety of the American Union by an endless series
of political disputes. By the abolition of serfdom
Czar Alexander elevated the Russian empire to the
rank of a progressive nation. The very possibility
of national progress dfpfnds, indeed, on the hope
of legislative reform, for the rigor of unalterable
laws prevents social development as the clasp of an
iron ring prevents the growth of a tree.
·
C.-PERVERSION.

All the intelligent nations of antiquity were dis.
tinguished by a tendency to le-gislative progress, till
the freedom of that progress was checked by the
claims of religious infallibility. The founder of the
z~ndavesta advanced that claim for a pandect of pretended revelations which became the religious code
of Central Asia, and as a consequence the intellectual and industrial development of two valiant nations was stunted by lPgislative conservatism-the
proverbially "unalterable Jaws of the l\ledes and Persians.'' The claims of an infallible revelation preclude the necessity of reform. ''Should mortals presume to improve the ordinances of a God 1"

But the blin.d hatred of progress which has for so
many centuries degraded the Christian hierarchy b?low the priesthood of all other intolerant creeds, IS
the earth-renouncing antinaturalism of their founder.
The priests of Zoroaster, Moses, and Mohammed
claimed the sufficiency of their dogmas for the pur~
poses of national· prospE'rity. The priests of the
nature-hating Galilean attempted to suppress the
very desire of that prosperity. " The doctrine of
renunciation made patriotism an idle dream : the
saints, whose 'kingdom was not of this world,' had
no business with vanities of that sort ; no chieftain
could trust his neighbor; cities were pitted against
cities and castles against castles; patriotic reformers
would vainly have appealed to the sympathies of men
who ha.d been taught to reserve their interest for the
polit.ics of the New Jerusalem'' (Secret of the East,
p. 76).
'
The Rev. Spurgeon, of London, England, recently
provoked the protests of his Liberal colleagues by
the confession that he "positively hated advanced
thought;" but only :five centuries ago such protests
were silenced with the gag and the fagot. For nearly
a thousand years every clergyman who had the courage to lift his voice in favor of secular reforms was
:fiercely attacked as a traitor to the sacred cause of
other-worldliness. To question the authority of the
church was a crime which could not in the least be
palliated by such pleas. as the temporal interests of
mankind, and a. mere hint at the fallibility of "reVt>aled scriptures" could only be expiated in the blood
of the c;>ffender. Nay, thomands of scientists, historian!!, and philosophers who had never expressed
a direct doubt of that sort, were doomed to a death
of torture merely because the logical inference, of
their discoveries ·was at variance with the dogmas of
the Galilean miracle-mongers. From the reign of
Charlemagne to the outbreak of the Protestant revolt the intolerance of Christian bigots interposed
an i~superable dam between the projects and the
realization of social reforms.
... I cannot conceive," says Hallam, "of any state
of society more adverse to .the intellectual improvement of mankind than.one which admitted no middle
line between dissoluteness and fanatical mortifications."
If it had not been for the exotic civilization. of
Moorish Spain, it would be strictly true that at
the end of the thirteenth century, when the enemies
of nature had reached the zenith of their power, "the
countries of Europe, without a single exception, were
worse governed, more ignorant, more superstitious,
poorer, and unhappier than the worst gpverned provinces of pagan Rome."
.
In China and India, too, the resistance of religious
prejudice has for ages frustrated the 'hopes. of political development, and the civilization of Europe dates
only from the time when a more or less complete
separation of church and state was effected by the
insurrection of the Germanic nations, and where. the
work of that separation has been left unfinished the
march of reform halts at every step. Every claim of
dogmatic infallibility has proved a. spoke in the wheels
of progress.

tence of death. The penal statutes of medieval
England made sheep stealing a capital (>ftense, and
the mulish conservatism of British legislators refused
to abolish that relic of the Dark Ages till the common sense of the lower classes found means to redress
the abuse in a way of their own. Juries agreed to
acquit sheep· stealers altogether, rather than vote
away their lives for that of a quadruped. It was in
vain that the prosecuting attorney established the
fact of the .offense beyond a shadow of reasonable
doubt. It was in vain that the charge of the judge
emphatically indorsed the indictment. It was in vain
that the defendants themselve3 completed the evidence
of their guilt by a frank confession; they were ac-quitted amidst the wrathful protests of the court and
the plaudits of the audience, till sheep-owners themselves were obliged to petition for the repeal of the
time-dishonored law. The idea that the mere antiquity of a legal custom is ~n argument in its favor
is a twin sister of the silperstitiou!J veneration of
antiquated dogmas.
E.-REFORM.

The superstitious dread of. innovation, rather than
the want of natural intelligence, has for ages thwarted
the hopes of rationalism, and the rei:mnciation of that
pTfjudice promises to rival the blessing of Secular
education in promoting the advance of social reforms.
Orthodox restiveness, rather than any conceivable degree of ignorance, has, for in,stance, prevented the
repeal of the Religious Disability Jaws which still
disgrace the statutes of so many civilized nations. A
chemical inventor would be suspected of imanity for
trying to demonstrate his theories by quoting the
Bible in preference to a scientific text-book, yet on
questions as open to investigation and proof as any
problem of chemistry, the courts of numerous intelligent nations still refuse tt;> accept the testimony of
a witness who happens to prefer the philosophy of
Humboldt and Spencer to the rant_ of an oriental
spook-monger. The proposition t~ obl~ge a water-,
drinker to defray the expense of hts neighbor's pass1on for intoxicating beverages would justly land the
proposer in the next lunatic asylum, yet millions upon
millions of our Caucasian fellow-men are still taxed
to enable their neighbors to enjoy the luxuries of a
creed which the conscience of the unwilling tithepayer rejects as a degrading superstition. In Europe
countless Nonconformists have to contribute to. the
support of a parish-priest or village-rector on pain of
having a sheriff sell their household goods at public
auction. In America farmers and mechanics have to
pay double-taxa~ in order to enable an association of
mythology-mongers to hold their property tax-free.
Because the pantheon of the Ammonites included a
god with cannibal pwpensities, helpless infants were
for centuries roasted on the consecrated gridiron of
that god; and because eighteen hundred years ago
the diseased imagination of a world-renouncing bigot
conceived the idea of a deity delighting in the selfaffiiction ~tf his creatures, the gloom of death still
broods over the day devoted to the special worship of
that God, and the coet;cive penalties of the law are
weekly visited upon all ~ho refuse to sacrifice their
health and happiness on the altar of superstition.
·But legislative abuses are not confined to religious
D.-PENALTIES OF NEGLECT.
The pig-headed conservatism of orthodox nations anachronisms. The inconsistencies of our penal code
has never failed to avenge itself in its ultimate results, still betray the influence of medieval prejudices in the
but its fatuity has, perhaps, been most strikingly unwise leniency, as well as in ·the disproportiona,te
illustrated by the practical consequences of legisla- severity, of their dealings with purely secular offenses.
tive non-progressiveness. There was a time when the The vice of intemperance was for centuries encouraged
small value of real estate made it a trifle for an by the example of the clergy, while the control, or
Italian prince to present a favorit prelate with a few even the suppression, of the sexual instinct was ensquare leagues of neglected woodlands; but now, forced .by barbarous penalties. And while the panwhen those woods have been turned into vineyards ders of the alcohol vice are still countenamed bv the
and building-lots, and over-population makes the sanction. of legal license and admitted 1o official
monopoly of land a grievous burden, hundreds of in- positions of honor and influence, the med1ators of
dustrious peasants are obliged to starve to swell the sexual vice are treated as social outcasts, and punrevenues of a bloated priest., who nevertheless suc- ished with a severity out of all proport1on to the
ceeds in silencing all protests by an appeal to the actual social standards of virtue. The deEerted wife,
"necessity of respecting time-honored institutions." who in a moment of despair has caused the death of
At a time when agriculture and pastoral pursuits an unborn child, is treated as the vilest of criminals,
were the chief industries of Scotland, it was no great while the crime of a railway shark or tenement-specugr.evance to sequester the seventh day for the exclu- lator whose selfishness and greed have caused a fatal
sive service of ecclesiastic purposes; but now, when disaster, is condoned in consideration of " social
thousands of p~or factory children need outdoor respectability," i.e., a mask of orthodox sentiments
recreations as they need sunlight and bread, it has and unctuous cant. A Christian jury will thank a
become an infamous outrage on personal rights to banker for shooting a poor wretch whom extreme
enforce a medieval by-law for the suppression of out- distress may have driven to enter a house for predadoor sports on the day when those who need it most tory purposes, but if that same banker should be concan find their only chance for recreation. Neverthe- victed of embezzling the hard earned savings of tru~:t
less, the dread of innovations def~ats the urged re- ing widows and orphans, his fellow-hypocrites will
peal of a law which for the last hundred years has circulate an eloquent petition for his release from a
obliged millions of city dwellers to sacrifice the sun- few years of light impnsonment.
There· is need of other reforms, which recommend
shine of their lives for the benefit of a few c;erical
vampires. The repeal of the witchcraft laws was pre- themselves by such cogent arguments that their
ceded by a transition period of at least two hundred adoption seems only a question of time, such as the
years, when "the mere dread of an open rupture with protection .of forests, the recognition of women's
the specters of the past cowed intelligent jurists into rights, the "habitual criminal" law, physical Educaaccepting the charge of an impossible crime, and con- tion, and the abolition of the poison-traffic.
signing the victims of superstition to the doom of a
It is und6ubtedly true that the progress from barhideous death. Their private rationalism might re- barism to culture is characterized by the growth of a
volt against the absurdity of the proceedings, but voluntary respect for the authority of legal instituthere were the witnesses, there were the legal prece- tions, but it IS equalJy true that the highest goal:; of
dents, there were the explicit provisions of the penal civilizatiOn cannot be reached till1he degree of that
code, and with or without the consent of their intel- respect shall be measured by the utility, rather than
lectual conscience they had to pronounce the sen- by the antiquity, of special laws.
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ions at the close of that period. Where would these 1-pected that Ohrist _would come again, personally
millions stay when one sheet of fire encompassed the and visibly, and set up his kingdom on the earth,
THEIIl STUL'I'IFYINO AND DESTRUCTIV- POWER, ILLUSTRATED earth, dissolving the mountains, and drying up the with his headquarters at Juusalem; that the living
iN THE HISTORY OF THE ECONOMITE soCIETY, LOCATED Otleans. and the very elements melting with fervent saints, -with the resurrected ones, would reign with
ON THE RIGHT BANK OF THE OHIGJ RIVER, AND TWENTY heat 1 Would they be colonized on the rainless clouds, him for a thousand years, after which the world
liiiLES :BELOW PITTSBURGH.
and sail through space, and be fed miraculously with would be burnt up, and when cooled off sufficiently
rr.
manna, M the Israelites were in the wilderness, till the New Heavens and the New Earth would beesIt
internally evident, if we read the second the- earth sufficiently cooled to allow them to return tablished, to remain permanently. Just as Paul and
epistle of Peter, that when it was written the faith of and take part in inau~urating the new heavens and the early Ohristian\1 believed, 1800 years ago, that
the Ohristian people in the SAcond coming of Christ the new earth? And, as Saint John, the professor bef?re their death they would witn~ss this ?vent in
had be-gun to waver. " ScofftJrs," as he called them, of the church science of "eschatology," assures us aU Its grandeur, so George Ra.pp behaved, WLthout a
had arisen, even in the church, who, comparing the that in the new earth there will be no sea, the evap- single doubt, that he would not only see Jesus with
facts in the case with the explicit predictions and oration of whose waters, now collected by the mount- his natural eyes, but would bav the unutterable
as<~urances of Jesus, said, in a tone of skeptical ain-tops, givs rain, and rivers, and springs- of water, felicity of marching his faithful followers to Palestine,
defiance: "Where is the promis of his coming! for bow will the saints subsist during the interregnum~ and presenting them in pEn·son, and detail, to him as
since the fathers fell asleep in death all things con- When did this period of a thousand years begin? at a, company of witness-bearers who for half a cimtury
tinue as th<>y were from the beginning of the crea- the close of the tenth century, as the Orusaders be- had been waiting for his appearing, with their loins
tion." St. Peter rebukes ,these men, explaining the lievedT or, is it still in the future, as Dr. Oummings, girt about, and their lamps trimmei and b::trning,
failure of Ohrist to appear on the principle that "one Dr. Seiss, Mr. Miller, and other of our millenarian ready at the first sound of the archangel's trump
day wHh the Lord is a_s a thomand years, and a contemporaries believe~ If the "little season," during to take up the line of march for Jerusalem.
thousand years as one day;" and then he. repeats the which -the ·devil was to be loosed out of the bottomIn the year 1832 William Miller, an uneducatf'd
old assurance, that:
less pit, so that he might go forth again to his old man who had been a. captain i~ the war of 1812,
The day of the Lord will come a__s a thief in the night; in vocation of deceiving the nations, is to be interpreted began to travel as a self-authorized lecturer and exth~ which the heavens shall pass away with a p;reatnoise, on the principle laid down by Saint Peter, that "one pounder of the church's _new science of ·'E.~chatol
and the elements shall melt with fervent beat, the earth also, day with the Lord is as a thousand years," might it ogy." His pla.ufi!ible interpretations of prophecy,
and the works that are therein shall be burned up. Seeing. not include at least .some centuries of- time, during and his calculation as to the time for the end of the
then, that all these tbinp;s shall be dissolveu, what manner of which, judging from his previous successes, be might world to come, gathered to his standard many thoupersons ought ye to be, in all holy conversation and godliness, regain much of the empire he had lost during his stay sands of followerl'l, scattered all over the country,
looking for, and hastening to, the coming of the day of God in the bottomless pit 1 These are only samples of a.nd he constituted them into a. church upon the sole
when the heavens bein[\" on fire shall be dissolved, and the unanswerable questions that could be asked.
basis of the expectation of the coming of Ohrist., _givelements melt with fervent heat? Nevertheless, we, accord.
The world has not ceased to read with amazement ing it the name of "The Second Advent." He set
ing to his promis, look for a new heaven, and a new earth, the account of that movement, which, under this the very day for the fulfilment of Ohrist's promis,
wherein d velleth righteousness.
mlllenarian delusion, took place in the eleventh cen- and many of his followers proved their fa.ith by their
But the event, which Paul Msured the Christians tury, called the Orusades. The Christians of Europe, works, by dressing themselvs up in their ascension
he bad the express authority of God for announcing, who were at that time all Oatholics, were taught by robes and waiting for the event. George Rapp, bavjng
although so fervently believed in and expected, never their prie!'lts that the thousand years mentioned in always been a MLllenarian, and although unacquamt- occurred; and we can only imagin the feeling of the Revelation of John had 3ctually oegun '!itb the ed personally wi~h Mi!ler, could _not ~u.t be de~ply
shame and disappointment, and even incipient, secret close of the tenth century, and that Ohrist mtght ap- moved by the dtscussions on this exmtmg subJect,
Infidelity, which must bav been ~xperienced by the pear at any day in the clouds of heaven to fulfil his which, at that time, so occupied the attention of the
early Ohristians, most of whom had heard the predic- promis to take his seat and reign upon the throne religious world; and he felt his strong faith strengthtion from Ohrist's own lips, as year after year passed of his ancestor, David, at Jerusalem. But when they ening day by day. He therefore ordered all the
away, and one after another of the apostles died, and saw that Jerusalem, and the sepulcher of Ohrist and earnings of the Society, over and above what was
the signs of Christ's coming_ never appeared ! And all the rest of the holy places in Palestine we;e in requisit to carry on business, to be laid carefully
it is strong circumstantial evidence to prove the possession of the Saracens, called Infidel because aside, for defraying the necessary expenses of consecond century origin of the fourth flOSpel, attributed they believed in Mohammed and the Kor~n instead ducting his followers to Jerusalem. Paul, in his
to John, that, unlike Matthew, Mark, and Luke, of Christ and the New Testament they blushed with epistle to the Hebrews, uses up nearly a whole
whose gospels a.re full of the matter of the second shame and were indianant at the' fact. With such e chapter in setting forth and commanding the fuith
coming, the author of this bo-ok is profoundly silent leverage the enthusi~stic priests had easy work in of the O!d Testament-saints, mentioning their deeds
on the whole subject. The reason, no doubt, was rousing up. the military spirit of the people and or- and names in detail. But the faith of none. of them
that the failure of Ohrist to appear, according to his ganizing vast armies to march to the Holy Land and was more !"stoniRhing than .that of George R-tpp.
solemn promif', proving that he wa11 entirely mistaken rescue it from the conta~inating presence of the In- ~or when, m 1847, he lay dymg !lt Ec~m~my, .on~ of
as a matter- of fact, and could not therefore be the fidels. The delusion contmued tbrouo-h the eleventh his devoted people who was nursmg him In his siCkomniscient God manifest in the flesh, militated against twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, duri~g which it sub~ ness report~ that the ~ast night ?f his life, when. he
the great purpose of the four~h gospel, which was to ordinated all other interests to itself. It raised no felt, but did not beheve, that It was death laymg
de_ify Jesus.
·
less than eight armies, consuming a hundred and siPge to the citadel o_f life, Rapp observed to _him:
THE MILLENARIAN, OR CIIILTASTIO, DOCTRIN OF THE SECOND seventy-seven years of actual fighting, and slaugh- ''If I did not fully belteve that the Lord had de~tgnecl
- COMING.
tered five millions- of men, and the consequent dis- me to place our Society bt'fore his presence ~n the
It will be noticed that in all the quotations I hav tress of families by death and poverty cannot be cal- Land of Canaan, I would consider this my last."
made from the New Testament, there is no intimation culated or even imagined.
·
His people, who for years wrought themselvs up
given of the JJfillenarian idea-that Ohrist, after his
But after all this destruction of life and treasure into the belief that Rapp would never taste death,
second comin~I, was to reign with his saints upon the in th~se Quixotic expeditions to Palestine, Jesus with. broken ~?arts and exp~tation~ followed. him
earth for a thousand years. This new phase of the never put in an appearance; and the .Turk continued to his grave In the orchard, half, If not entirely,
doctrin did not occur to the mind of the church till to hold, and still holds to this day, possession of the believing that when. Ohrist shall actually camP,
the close of the tenth century, when the pope of Holy Land! The soldiers who were victimized by their belove~ leader will resurrect, ~d conduct t~em
Rome found it was necessary to do something effec- this delusion were all honest, and expected to be to meet thei~ lon~-expected Lord m the Promtsed
tual to restore the power and prestige of the church, abundantly compensated for their courage and their Land. But 1f Ohnst should come now and wake up
weakAn·ed by causes unnecessary here to mention. A sufferings, by seeing with their mortal eyes the hi_s distinguis~ed S?rvant a~d b~liever, who_ died
new flood of light suddenly burst upon the twentieth triumphant appearance of the son of man to sst up wit.hout the sattsfaction of seemg him as he .expected,
ch~pter of that Pnigmatical ~ook in the, canon <?f his kingdom. But the wily priests, who stayed at unless he waked up all the rest who had dLed at the
scripture, called" The RevelatiOn of John, where It home and received the deeds of the Orusarlers' lands other two places of settlement, the detachment for
is said:
the preambles to which began with "propinquant; J erusa~ell?- would not attract ~uch .attention, except
-And I ~aw an angel come down from he~ven, having the mundi termino "-the end of the world being now for their Immense wealth; for, m pomt and numbers,
key of the b 0 tt.omless pit, and a great chain in his hand. come-were not honest. For, if the coming of Ohrist they now amount to less than forty, and all of them
And be laid hold on the dragon, that old serpent, which is arid the end of the world justified the Orusader in old and infirm.
the devil, and S!l.tau, and bound him a ihonsand years, and giving_ up his lands to the church, and his wife and
----...-----cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a children to poverty, what use could the church make
Things Profitable and 'l'hings Unprofitable.
seal upon him, that be should deceive the nations no more, of the property when the world was to be burnt up!
E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
till the thousand years should be fulfilled;_ and after that he It was th~n that the priesthood, all over Europe,
Dear
Sir and Brother: Some kind friend has sent
must be loosed a little season. And I saw thrones, and they amassed their great landed wealth, which, in Engsat upon them, and judgment was given nnto them; and I land, during the reign of Henry VIII., embraced a copy of your September 24th iesue. I profoundly
ao-rE'e with you on the comparativ, nay, frightful, un·saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of onecthird, if not more, of the whole kingdom!
Jesus, and for the word of God, and which -had not worBut, though time and truth had proved the utter p~ofitableness ofthe churches. The question is how
shiped the beast, neither his !mage, neither had received his unreliableness of the second advent theory in the first best to put them to honest work? Having studied
mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they lived century and in the eleventh, they did not, with all this question for many years I beg to ask through
a~d reigned with Christ a thousand- years, etc.
their mountain-weight of eVidence, shake the faith of your columns: 1. Is not practical reform the best
From this passage it is apparent, first., that the the church in a millennium, to take place some time test, the short road! 2. Are not woman suffrage,
shutting up of the devil in the bottomless pit, and or other; and at this moment, the church, in all its prohibition, antisecretism, antimonopoly, anti war,
the reign of Christ with the saints, was to last ~efin- denominations, is looking forward to a thousand cooperativ labor reform, true, practical reforms! 3.
itivly a thousand years. Hence the names "m1llen- years of untold prosperity, when, with the fulness of Ought not Liberals to organize for religious reform,
arians" and "chiliasts," the one being the Latin, the Gentiles, the Jews shall be brought back to their the spiritual, political, and financial emancip'l.tion of
the race, through kindly, free discussion! 4. Is not
and the other the Greek term given to and assumed nativ land, and become good Ohristians.
by tbos.e who entertain -this belief; secondly, that
If anyone is tired of reading what I bav written mere dogmatic, sectarian discussion following the
after the thousand years' imprisonment of the devil under this head, and says it is incoherent and unin- example set by the church utterly unprofitable! If
is ended," he must be loosed again for a little season, telligible, I admit it; but let him remember that I we Liberals want to win over the churches must we
to go out and dEceive the nations that are in thil four am giving the scriptural basis, obscure as it is, of not get right down to organized, earnest, solid, helpquarters of the earth;" after which, according to the one of the most terrible delusions that eTer dis- ful reform work, doing to others in need as we would
Trul:v,
F . K. Pa<E~rx.
apostle Peter. the conflagration of _the entire worl~, graced the Ohurch-a delusion which is sufficient of hav others do to us!
.Delevan, lVis., Nov. 17, 1887.
including 150,000,000 of square miles of ocean, Will Itself to stamp the whole system of religion as a base
take place.
fraud practiced by the priesthood upon the ignorance
What questions now arise in the mind of a sincere and credulity of mankind.
ELECTRIC light people are indignant at the remark of
THE ECONOMITES ALL MILLENARIANS.
seeker after truth who hates to be bamboozled! Are
Professor WieJner, of Vienna, that that light damages
the saintfl, during the millennia! reign, to be celibates'?-. , George Rapp and his followers were Millenarians. books by discoloring the paper, and is not fit ·to use
If so, before the lapse of the first century and a half 1 They brought these views with them from Germany, in libraries. They say that sunlight does the same
of the period, the race of them will become extinct. I a. country which has produced more religious nebu- thing, and that it is only the arc light that discolors
If they shall propagate, as the prolific saints in I~e-llosity th~n any oL~er in Eurol?e, and in modern times. paper, any way. The incandescent light, they claim,
land do, their numbers would amount to many IDill- Rapp, With all his heart, believed, taught, and ex- is perfectly harmless to books.
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decayed, worn-out. There can b~ no more enc?uraging evidence of a spirit of enterpnse, born_ of Liberalism, being effectivly at work _than the fact that the.
Bethany public school-house Is the best, largest, and
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary, - - - 750 West Lake St., Ohicago. most sightly building in the town-a stately, commoCHAliLES EcKHAliD, Trea.8.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. dious brick builaing, with two half-acre lots of green, E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
EDGAll C. BEALL, Chair. Fin. Com., - - 27 Arcade, Cincinnati. sward-one on each side of the building-for playgrounds for the children; The next h~dsome buil?ing is the Masonic Hall, and, oppos1t and next m
The Roll of Honor.
rank the Odd Fellows' Hall. The Emmerson House,
In response to appeals, I hav received already a s~all brick hotel under its· present proprietor, is
some substantial evidences of earnestness, but they rapidly attaining ~ deserved high reputation as a
are n:ot so numerous that you, my friend, need fear first class, clean, comfortable resting-place for travthat your contribution will not be necessary to carry eling men.
on the campaign this year. So don't delay.
The Liberals of Bethany had little hope for the
E. M. Davis is a name that has been inseparably success of a course of Liberal lectures. The fact is,
associated with every noble work in behalf of Liber- they hav ·neglected to subscribe for any Liberal
alism since I hav had any knowledge of the cause, papers, and consequently were ignorant of t~e stu~dy
and he has not grown weary of well-doing either. onward march of Freethought. Strange mconslstCould we expect otherwise from a son-in-law of that ency! to claim devotion to a cause and yet neglect
grand and venerable champion of freedom, Lucretia to aid or sustain it to the extent of less than one cent
Matt T Radicalism runs in the family. Mr. Davis a day; spend for tobacco more than wo~ld p~y subwrites:
scription to every Liberal paper published m the
. PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11, 1~87. · United States. "No really· I would if I possibly
E. A. STEVENS, Dear Bz1•: I hav read yonr address m the
d b
. · t' ' t
. ' f "1 I
11
t
issue of THR TRUTH SERKRR of November 12rh. I believe in caul ; ut, lD JUS we o my ami y, rea Y canna
the Nine Demands, and send $9 toward proving it. Credit afford $3 a year for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I want to
the ext!a dollar to my subscription to T~R TRUTH SRRKRR.
do all in my power to help on the ca~se, but r~ally
Pubhsh t_he :pemands more _frequently In the paper.. Keep I cannot spare the money." And so saymg; they hght
up you~ agttat10n. S.v~temattze It as much as possible, as
th t _ t 'gar hich like their professions
system IS much more likely to lead to success.
ano er en cen c~ .' w
'
.
Very truly,
E. M. DAvis.
of Liberalism, begms m puff an? end~ m sm?ke.
Don't suppose that Hudson, N. y, is overflowing
Br~ve young W. H. Allen resides eight mlles from
with Liberals, but thol'e whom we know are of the t~e villa~e of Bethany._ but, the loyal s~n of a n_o~le
right metal. Leonard Geiger attended the Congress, Ltberal sire, he ~ould hsten to no croakm~s, be ~Is
paid ·a Life Membership fee, and pledged in ad- mayed ?Y ~o discouragements, and by his persts!rdition $50 for the Campaign Fund this year. Mr. ency he_msp1red others, an~, once awakened from thetr
Geiger means business. From the same place Mr. apathetiC slumbers, the fnends re~ponded. nobly_ to
Sinith writes with modest brevity:
his appeals. I found a three-weeks Methodist. revival
in full blast. The lectures were only advertised by
H UDSON, N . Y ., NOV. 14 , 1887 •
h
d f
fi 1'
t' " 1 j
E. A. STEvENs, Dear Sir: Inclose $10 for credit Campaign word of mout .an a .our ~r ve ~ne no. ICe m oca
Fund. in response to your circular letter as recently pub- papers. The editors might, m consideratiOn of a few
lished in the Liberal papers.
Truly,
J. A SMITH.
ducats, brave the wrath of God, but never, no never,
Don't know Mr. Smith, but Tll wager he's a brick, could they dare brave the dread frown of Mrs.
who, so far as orthodoxy is concerned, proposes to Grundy.
carry the war into the domain of the Holy Ghost
Notice of the lectures in THE TRUTH SEEKER brought
and his co- conspirators. Wonder if Brother Geiger many persons from a distance. E M. Giles and wife,
is doing some missionary work! If so, keep on; W. L. Smith, Ben Baker, and Chas. Frenshum came
you're doing well.
from Ridgeway, thirteen miles. Some came fifteen
W. A. Girkin, of Bloomington,. Ill., is a leading miles ; a hand-car brought twenty over ten miles.
business inan and a prominent member of the Turn We regret that one good doctor, delaying just a little
Verein. It is claimed that the advantage of the too long in bidding farewell, missed the hand-car,
fashionable long, narrow pocketbook is, that you can and had to walk home ten miles on the railroad track.
keep your money longer in your pocket. Mr. Girkin The friends coming so great distance on Sunday,
is not in fashion on pocket-books, for I only men- and returning again on Monday, was a most comtioned the necessity of funds when a five-dollar bill plimentary evidence of their apprecia_tion of the
was thrust in my hands with such alacrity that it lectures.
both surprised and embarrassed me. May he liv
On Sunday afternoon the Atheneum Hall was twolong and prosper.
thirds filled with ladies and gentlemen, notwithstandWho is next 1 Don't be bashful about the amount. ing there was a baptism of converts at the river at
Make it reflect your enthusiasm in ratio to your the same hour. In the evening, the hall was filled. desire for a purely American Secular Democracy, over two hundred and fifty present, and Monday
where orthodoxy can hav no greater sway than even a larger number crowded in; great interest was
individual opinion; where the laws embody Liberal- manifest. I distributed a large number of Liberal
ism and liberty. We havn't the pretentious induce- periodicals and sold about $20 worth of books and
ments of our opponents-reserved seats near the pamphlets; could hav sold more, but my stock was
great white throne, which in an eternity will not exhausted.
wear out-! mean the seats-but if you hav a manly
When, oh when, will that blasphemy-defense speech
or womanly ambition to rid this country of the of Colonel Ingersoll be published! Ye gentle, genial
blighting influence of shams and superstitions, which Farrell, thou who boldest its destiny in thy dilatory
of necessity are breeding hypocrisy, vice, and crime, hands, I beseech thee take compassion on me and on
come to the rescue of Freethought and Secular prin- the eager multitude waiting, longing for its distribuciples. · Help us to publish the facts and arouse the tion. At every place I hav visited the demands for
people, who are slumbering, on to a realization of copies are overwhelming. I am so weary of repeattheir danger. The way you can help arrest this ing, "It will be out soon." · "Why this long delay?"
onward march of orthodox power is to send us the is everywhere the cry. How cau I answer? Farrell,
means to scatter the seed of an intelligent opposition. to the rescue I Issue it at once, and thine shall be
the honor and the glory now and forever. Amen.
Will you de it 1
To-day, November 24th, the country is called on
C. B. REYNOLDS.
by the high-priests of this insiduous power at the
Why .M.isrepresenU
head of the nation and the states to giv thanks that
they are still permitted to liv, while drouth, disaster,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Reand disease hav done their deadly work; to render ferring to the Reynolds blasphemy case imd my com·
thanks for the superabundant crop of official and ments thereon in Liberty, you reiterate a charge
unofficial rascality; to giv praise that the pomp of against me which I hav once denied in your columns
pride and power-the blaze of wealth and popular- and which you hav not yet substantiated by citation
ity-has blinded the eyes of the people and blunted of my words. You now say: "When what tho Antheir conceptions of justice.
archists all admit was a legal injustice was perpeCant is enthroned, and leers across-lots at impov- trated upon THE TRUTH SEEKER's friend, Liberty
erished honesty. Help us crush this monstrosity. applauded the judge." This is not true, and you
To do thit! you must aid us finanrially. In days to knew it was not true when you wrote it. Your
come it may be your proudest distinction. Whether words mean, of course, that I applauded the judge
or no, it is your duty, and now is the time for action. for committing a legal injustice. I did no such
No time to waste. Enroll your name on the Roll of thing. I expressly said that in my own opinion the
Honor, the vaEguard of liberty in this :fight, and pre- judge's talk was fudge. I did not appl11.ud him, but
pare to knock the God of hosts clean out of the laws simply blamed you for pouring special wrath upon
of our land.
E A. STEVENS, Sec'y A. S. U.
his head, when his only offense was the performance
with comparativ decency of the dirty work which
C. B. Reynollls on His We~tern Tour.
you, in common with all other supporters of the govBETHANY, Mo, Nov. 13th and 14th.-This is the ernment, had set him to do. You appoint a judge to
·county-seat of Harrison county, and, hke most vil- enfore the stature laws and to pa~s upon their conlages in Missouri, is quite pretentious in its spread stitutionality. In enforcing a law upon one of your
over a large extent of territory. Some handsome friends he decides it constitutional, subject, of
new brick blocks giv evidence that the more liberal course, to the decision of a higher court in case of
merchants are wrestling with the inertia that ortho- appeal. You cry about it., and abuse the judge. I
dox mildew has produced. I was glad to see the submit that this is unbecoming and indecent on
churches are no longer the ornaments of the village, your part. The most that you can properly do is to
but, like their creeds and dogmas, badly di..tapidated, point out his mistake, if he has made one, get it cor-

~Itt

Jlmtrican ~tcnlar IJnion.

rected by a higher court, and elect a new judge in
his place at the expiration of his term. When he
has done the work which you hav assigned to him to
the best of his ability and witheut showing malice,
you hav no business to revile him. Taking your own
report of his words, he showed a disposition to be as
fair as the law, as he un!ierstood it, would allow bini
to be. I, as an Anarchist who denies his authority,
hav a right to complain of him for invading Mr.. Reynolds, and I do complain of him. Without quoting
my words, you tell your readers that I hav applauded
the judge. I repeat that you knew you were not
telling them the truth.
BENJ. R. TucKER.

.A Short Story of an .Advertisment.
Persons whose privilege it was to peruse THE
TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 19, 1887, may bav noticed, if
they looked attentivly, that " small portion of one
column of reading matter and a very large portion of
another were obliterated by a dense advertisment.
It is owing to the intensity of color in that advertisment that the writer is now alive and in a condition
to indite these lines. Some slight explanation may
not be out of place. to reduce the swollen bump of
curiosity raised by the foregoing statement, and also
to relieve the Truth Seeker Company from the
suspicion of undue enterprise as advertisers. As I am
the cause of the trouble, I hav consented to make the
explanation.
To be brief, I would say that underneath those
murky advertisments of the "The Story Hour" and
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1888 there are printed
the observations of a Western cowboy as related to
the Editor of this paper and recorded by myself. He
was a man who came into the office to pass the time
of day, and in answer to questions put to him told
some very interesting anecdotes, which I wrote out as
well as I could remember them. I do not say that
my record was strictly accurate, but I thought he
would be pleased to see his story printed, even
with my additions. The latter, I supposed, would
especially delight him, ·because I had never heard
that the people of the West were at all behind those
in the East in their admiration for talented and ingenious prevarication. Sustained and soothed by
this trust, I showed our cowboy visitor, the next time
he came in, a printer's proof of his narrativ before the
edition had been mailed, but after it was printed.
I watched his countenance as he perused the article, in order to observe such emotions of pleasure as
it should express, but I failed to detect any. Having
read the story twice very carefully, he laid the proof
down with the disquieting remark that if that went
into print somebody would in all likelihood be shotit depended merely upon the aim of the shooter.
The shooting, he said, might or might not be regarded as desirable, but it would undoubtedly take
place shortly after the appearance of THE TRUTH
SEEKER of that date. He added that the piece was
wrote grammatical, and that he had read many productions of my pen without feeling any desire to
slay the author; but he was not in the best of
spirits that day, and the present article had produced
a contrary effect. I asked if shooting was a pastime
common in his vicinage, and he said that going fifty
miles before breakfast to shoot somebody excited no
remark in the West, and that the pay for time so
spent was not deducted from the salary of a cowboy.
The knocking of a bootheel from the foot of a stranger
was an ordinary method of introduction. Bootheels
were regarded-as unnecessary, and shooting them off
placed the strangers upon an equal footing, so to
speak.
·
An appeal to a nice set of boxing-gloves which the
·printers keep in the office was not accepted, and so
the matter was laid before the Editor upstairs. The
Editor was kind enough to say that he did not wish
to hav anybody shot on account of matter printed in
his paper. He would consult with his valued associate, the business manager. ·The B. M. coincided
with the view that bloodshed was ruways to be
avoided, when convenient, in conducting a paper. It
was a question whether the· amount of advertising
thus gained paid for the delay which such things
caused in getting the paper to press. I suggested
tearing out the pages containing the offensiv matter;
the Editor spoke of reprinting the edition, and the
business manager mentioned putting an advertisment
in the two columns.
During the discussion which followed, the gentle·
man from the West preserved the greatest serenity,
and maintained the position of editor-in-chief with
perfect dignity. He strolled elegantly about the sanctum, singing softly a portion of a hymn, whose burden was that beyond the bights he saw a glim where
mansions were ·prepared for him, and appeared to
await the decision of the company with the utmost
indifft!rence.
The business manager's way out of the difficulty
was adopted. TheWestern gentleman said he hoped
no offense had been given, and went lightly upon his
way. The advertisment was prepared as suggested,
and in a short time that edition of the paper was
rattling through the press again with the results
noted. The readers will never know what they
missed, but when they remember that a joyous young
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lif~ bas been preserved, with all its. infinit possibili-1 or sun worship, has gradually evolved its existing If he violates a law, then I would hav him pay the
ties, they. will not mourn. I hav never so fully as
now realized the profound truth of Brother Sbakspare's remark that "sweet are the uses of advertisments."
.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.

The Pagan Origin of Christianity.
Christianity is not a revelation, but it is a development, having its roots in the religious soil of early
pagan ideas. Renan says: "Nearly everything in
Christianity is mere baggage brought from the pagan
Myst6ries." Its central idea is that . God became
man in the person of Jesus Christ; but the dogma
of incarnation is common to all nations, and was
believed long before the Christian era. The author
of" Bible Myths" mentions forty-eight persons born
of virgins; and Kersey Graves has written the stories
of " Sixteen Crucified Saviors." In India, 900 no ,
Cbrisbna was born of the virgin Devaki, and, 500 n.o ,
Buddha was born of the virgin Maya. In Egypt,
Horus and- his virgin mother, Isis, were worshiped
long before the time of Christ.; and their black images
and pictures were adopted in Romish churchPs to
represent Jesus and Mary. Justin Martyr (A.n.l40),
in his apology to the Emperor Adrian, says: "As to
his· (Jesus Christ) having been born of a virgin, you
bav your Perseus to balance that."
·
The history of the man-gods is very similar. They
were usually born on Christmas day, in caves or
bumble places, when the mother was on a journey.
The heav~nly bodies gave signs of theiJ;.birth ; they:
were visited by wise men, pur~ued by a king, and
tempted by the devil. They worked miracles, died
and rose again, and were to return and reform the
world.
l!odern Christians bav claimed that these stories
arose after the time of Jesus and were distortions of
his true life. But the early Christian Fathers knew
better, and claimed that Satan had stolen God's designs and made spurious issues in advance. Hence
the saying, "The devil bas his Christa." Modern
scholarship bas demonstrated the priority of many
of these stories to the story of Jesus.
The doctrin of the trinity was held by the
Brahmans, who worshiped Brahma, Vishnu, and
Siva, and by the Buddhists, who reverenced " the
three pure, precious, and honorable Fo" (Buddha).
The term Logos, or Word, was applied to Apollo ;
and the Holy Ghost is symbolized by the dove of
Venus.
The sacrament of bread and wine was observed in
honor of Osiris, the risen god of ancient Egypt, and
of Mitbra, the Pe~:sion savior. The Greeks said that
Ceres gave flesh to eat and Bacchus blood to drink.
Baptism was a universal custom. Buddhists dipped
three times and Brahmans sprinkled. Persians dipped
to Mithra and marked adults with the sign of the
crosS. ·Confirmation at the age of fifteen was also
practiced by the ancient Persians.
The cross is a world-wide symbol of vast antiquity,
probably originating as a phallic emblem, a symbol
of the male generativ organs. In the museum of
London University there is a mummy with a cross on
its breast. An ancient race inN orth Italy reverenced
the cross a thousand years before Christ. The
sign of the cross that Constantine saw in vision was
the monogram of Osiris and Jupiter Ammon. I. H. S.
was the monogram of Bacchus.
Festivals to saints and martyrs replaced pagan
festivals. Faustus wrote to St. Augustine: "Noth
ing distinguishes you from the pag~ns, except that
you hold your assemblies apart from them." St.
Gregory, bishop of Neo-Cmsarea A D. 240, was commended by Gregory of Nyassa for changing the
pagan festivals into Christian holidays, the better to
draw the heathen to the religion of Christ. The
25th of March, observed by Greeks and Romans in
honor of the mother of the gods, is now Lady Da.y,
and the festival of the Conception of the Blessed
Virgin Mary is held on the day of the festival of the
blessed virgin Juno. Christmas was the birthday of
the gods, and was the ancient feast of the sun, that
then returns after the winter solstice.. Our manner
of observing it was condemned by Tertullian, A.D.
200, who said it was "rank idolatry" to deck doors
with " garlands or flowers on festival days according
to the custom of the heathen."
The fish is an emblem of deity. Dag is Hebrew
for fish, and Dagon was a fish god. The fish was
sacred to Venus, and was eaten on Friday in her
honor, as it now is devoted to Jesus.
Good Friday and Easter were observed in honor
of Adonis, and Easter takes its name from the Saxon
goddess Ostara, whose festival was observed on that
day.
All the doctrins that are deemed essential to Christianity are the outgrowth of earlier beliefs. Atonement was made not only by animals, but by men
and gods. The title mediator was applied to Mithra
in Persia. Regeneration, or being born again, was
symbolized by a person passing through clefts in
rocks, as though born out of the earth. The end of
the world, the day of judgment, and future punishment were matters of belief in remote times.
Religion, beginning, perhaps, with Nature worship

forms; and tb~ evolution o~ religion is now as clearly
established as IB the· evolutiOn of all other characteristics of life and of the universe. The same laws hav
controled the development of all. There bas been
neither miracle nor revelation, but natural selection
and the survival of the fittest bav determined the
form of beliefs as well of natural objects.
The Essenes, a sect of advanced Pharisees, were
probably the immediate originators of both Christianity and Mohammedanism. A branch called Therapeutm held similar ·doctrins to those afterward
adopted by Christians. The Rev. Robert Taylor
wrote the " Diegesis," showing the origin· of the
Christian gospels and doctrins from Egyptian and
other Oriental sources; and, having been imprisoned
in England for it, he said: " Those who offer truth
to the Christian community must ever provide for
·
their escape from so doing."
The" author of "Bible Myths" says at the close of
his voluminous account of the correspondences between Christianity and paganism: "We hav seen.
then, that the only difference between Christianity
and paganism is that Brahms, Ormuzd, Osiris, Zeus,
Jupiter, etc., are called by. another name; Chrishna,
Buddha, Bacchus, .\donis, Mithras, etc., bav been
turned into Jesus; Venus's pigeon into the Holy
Ghost; Diana, Isis, D6lvaki, etc., into the Virgin Mary,
and the demigods and heroes into saints. The exploits of the one are represented as the miracles of
the other. Pagan festivals became Christian holidays, and pagan temples became Christian churches.
Every Christian doctrin, rite, and symbol can be
shown to hav pTeexisted in pagan usage. Therefore
they cannot hav been revealed at the time of Christ.
Christianity is thus proved to be an evolution out of
older beliefs, and takes its place in the universal
brotherhood of religions made my men. Books in
large numbers may be found that tell these things,
but the influence of the clergy prevents their being
read. People_ should heed the advice of Buddha,
" Do not believe merely on the ·authority of your
teachers and masters, or believe a~d practice merely
because they believed and practiced."
RoBERT C. AnAMs.

full penalty of violated law. I am no Anarchist; hence
I denounce all violations of law, and am willing to
assist in the rigid execution of the laws. When the
prPjudice and hate engendered by the Haymarket
affair shall hav passed away, and the cooler and
calmer judgment shall pass upon that tragedy and
its attendant results, there will arise in- this country
a feeling of regret at the injustice done these men.
I remember well the frenzy of the people which demanded the hanging of Mrs. Surratt for conspiracy
to murder Mr. Lincoln, but her innocence of that
crime is now almost universally conceded, and was
admitted by condoning the crime on the son who
was guilty.
The commutation to imprisonment of Fielden and
Schwab raises new and very important questions in
this sad affair. According to the testimony, these
two men were the most guilty of all. There were
seven policemen testified that they saw Fielden with
a pistol shooting at them. With great pa1ticularity
they stated just where he stood and how he held
his pistol and how many times he fired. But no two
stories were alike, and they contradicted each other.
Then it was teRtified that when the police arrived.
Fielden said: " Here come the bloodhounds; you do
your duty and I will do mine." Oae witness testified that he overheard Schwab and Spies discuss the
matter of throwing a bomb, and that Schwab gave
the bomb to Spies to throw. Now, if this testimony is true, then both Fielden and Schwab were
guiltier men than any of the others. But Fielden
swears that be never owned a pistol, never carried
one, and had none on that occasion ; that he never
used such language as was attributed to him, or anything l~ke it., and Judge Gary writes a let~er indorsing Fielden's honesty. If Fielden is honest, then
those seven policemen who tried to swear away his .
life are Q'uiltier than any of the Anarchists who were
condemned, and should be punished accordingly; but
they are each and all serving on the police in Chicago
to-day. As to Schwab, every word of the testimony
against him was· false, and hence he was convicted,
only upon false testimony, and it was because of this
belief that Grinnell wrote a letter to the governor
in his behalf. Fielden and Spies were the only men
of the eight who were at the Haymarket when the
Tht'y Were Not Guilty.
bomb was thrown. It is a general belief, and has been
Having a few moments' leisure, and with THE so stated a thousand timeP in the newspapers, that
TRUTH SEEKER before me, in which I find that A. D. all of these convicted men were engaged in a
Swan, of Kent, 0., registers himself as approving the conspiracy to throw a bomb at the Haymarket, and
unjust sentence upon the Chicago Anarchists, I am that they were so boisterous and riotous that the
moved to say a word upon this subject. I am now police were obliged to· interfere, when there is not
sixty years of age, and bav been allied with the news- one word of truth in the statement.
paper business for more than forty years, and in all
These men bad no more determined opponent in
that· time I bav never k~own an instance so impor- Chicago than myself. Whenever they invited free
tant as this, in which human life was involved, wbere discussion, and I bad opportunity, I measured
the people were so ignorant of the facts as in this strength with them, IUld often I had the sympathy
case of the Chicago Anarchists and the Haymarket and support of the crowd with me, and against them.
aff11.ir. I read hundreds of different newspapers every But while their language was seditious, and ·their
week, and it is very rarely that I can find a paper proposed methods decidedly objectionable, I never
speaking with any degree of accuracy concerning the saw a disturbance at any of their meetings, or any
facts in that ca.se. I was a resident of Chicago for occasion for the presence of a policeman.
The
several years, knew Fielden, Spies, and Parsons very crowds which usually attended their meetings were
well ; and although personally familiar with many of not Anarchists. I doubt whether there could bav
the hots, I hav taken pains to accurately inform my· been found at any time in Chicago two hundred
self, especially on points involving a question or a avowed Anarchists.. Many followed them as children
doubt. I was a witness on the trial against these follow a band wagoE, and because they were the
unfortunate men, made so because I bad met them in friends of the laboring man. They were not bad or
debate opposing their methods and their doctrins. I bloodthirsty men. As neighbors or friends they
know, from evidence accessible to all, that not one of were good and kind. Lingg was a stranger in
these condemned men bad any knowledge, or even the Chicago, as he was to all of the other seven men.
remotest suspicion, that a bomb was to be thrown at Dynamite was his hobby. He was a carpenter; and
the Haymarket. Those of them who are dead died belonged to the carpenters' union, and this union
in utter ignorance of the man who threw the bomb, raised money to buy the ingredients so that he could
and devoutly believing that it was thrown at the in- experiment with the deadly stuff. There was no
stance of the capitalists in order to produce precisely evidence that the bomb thrown at the Haymarket
the effPct which followed. While I do not share in was of his make, except that some of the material
this belief, yet there is no proof existing rendering was similar. · For my own part-, I do not believe that
such a hypothesis impossible. The real crime of the bomb thrown at the Haymarket was one of
these men was sedition, nothing more nor nothing Lingg's make. The prepondemnce of evidence is to
less. They were guilty of nothing more on the night the contrary, as the one which did the mischief was
of the Haymarket affair than they had been guilty of scientifically made, and scarcely an atom of it was
all along for two years or more.
ever found. Ling-g's home could never hav accomIf these men were guilty of a conspiracy to throw a plished what. the H ~tyrn~trket bomb accomolisbed.
bomb at the Haymarket, I find no evidenoo existing
.Duluth, Nov. 22, 1887.
J. K. MAGIE.
of the fact. Some of these men never met until they
met as prisoners before the bar of the court. Fielden
had never seen a particle of dynamite until be saw it
Lord's Pra~·er lteYised.
in court. If there was any conspiracy, it was the
Lord, we thank thee for all the good things thou bast
Raine kind of a conspiracy_ which exists in all organ- sent us; and as we are commanded to "be thankful
izations. Their meetings were open to the world, for all things," to "believe and hope and trust in all
and this Haymarket meeting was the first in their things," we thank thee for the evil thou sendest upon
history visited by the police. Not a riotous act had us as well as the good. We believe and hope and
disturbed the meeting until the arrival of the po ice. trust in thee. in the devil, and in" all tbings"-good,
It was in every sense of the word a peaceable meet- bad, and indifferent.
ling, and the truth impels me to lii8Y that the police
Forgiv us, Lord, for all the sins we hav committed
were the aggressors. I am a rigid advocate of the against thee; and we fervently implore thee to forgiv
rights of free speech, as all Liberals should be, and us for our virtues and " all things" that thou hast
I am always willing to hear words or ideas honestly seen amiss or aright in all our doings and undoings,
spoken, even if it should be heresy. I bav always in all that we hav committed or omitted, thought of,
revered the sentiment spoken by Thomas Jefferson: and forgotten; and, Lord, wilt thou forgiv us for
"Error uf opinion may be tolerated where reason is being born into this wicked world, for daring to look
lPft free to combat it." I regard even the arrest of up to and acknowledge thee in our low estate? And
Herr Most as cowardly and uncalled for. All I ask last, but not least, Lord, forgiv us for asking to be
of Herr Most is an even chance to combat his error. forgiven.
BAcKwooDs BEN.
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he was the gratest runner that ever lived, we're not of church and state, is the sword of Damocles sustauld that he wasn't/ and so I infer from that that pended by a hair?
Ah! we hav need of secular education; we hav
Samson was the gratest rLnner-that _ever lived. But
noo we come to a mair sair pint still..Having canght need of a Secular Union; we hav need to throw ourSecular Education.
the three hun'erd foxe11 1 how was it that he tied their selva in the breach; we are standing with our hand
There are four instruments which, wielded by tails thegither, for ye maun ken that it wad be a on the throttle of the avalanche. And what is true of
dominant minds, bend and mold the sentiments of vera difficult matter for a mon to tie twa foxes' tails the Catholic church is true of the Protestant in a less
the masses to meet the form and spirit of the times: 1 hegither, let alone three hun'ud foxes. But ha' degree. It isn't because they lack the will; it's beThe force of early influence, the school, the platform, patience wi' me, brethren, and I'll make that plain to cause they lack the power of organiz'ltion. Nor does
and the press.
ye. Noo, there ha' been mun who ha' na staid on thar its activity end with the matt.er of influe~ce. It has
These are the four grand educators, and educa- farms and dairies like yersel's, who ha' na been to the wedged itself into our public schools; 1t has been
tion is the strong right arm of progress, that arm univarsities like mysel', but ha' been away an' traveled wrought into the scientific brains of their faculties
which bares its mighty muscles and strikes upon the I' foreign countries, i' Palestine and the Holy Land. (yes and very poor faculties some of them hav, too),
hewn rock of time the chisel-blows which carve the An' these travelers tell us that thar foxes there are untii our schools hav become, not institutions detablets of an advancing era, there to remain until the nae like the foxes here, that they are a vera different voted to purely sec1:1lar teach~ng-, but act.u~lly. Chrissurges of the incoming ages shall hav swept them creetyer; that their tails are vera much longer than tian places of worship. Yes, mdeed, Chnstian places
away, leaving a smooth face whereon shall be in- they are here ; that, in fact, thae foxes there hae tails of worship· where the Protestant God, and the
Protestant Jesus, end the Protestant Bible areset
scribed the newer thought, the better hope, the fuller f-o-r-t-y feet long!"
up as little idols for Jew, Catholic, and Infidel alike
life of the millennium.
(A prolonged whistle.)
To underestimate the power of anyone of these four
"Wait a' meenit, brethren. Some writers tell us to fall down and worship. The approv~d text-books
is to commit oneself to an error in judgment which that thae foxes ha' tails forty feet long, but ither of the common schools .are in general such as are
betrays a lack of generalship, since a good general writers inform us that this is a gra.t exaggeration. fraught with reverential nonsense co~cer?ing ~he
will never underrate the strength of eit.her his own or That thae foxes' tails are nae mair than t-w-e-n-t-y bounty and goodness of a supreme bemg m fittmg
up the beautiful home for man's abode; when everyhis enemy's forces; and whether influence, school, feet long !"
.
·
press, and platform are ranged on the side of your
aody possessed with com.mon sense kno~s that u~less
(Another whistle.)
•
battalions or against them, they exert a power which
"Wait, brfthren! While some writers hae tauld he has a lot of rich relatiOns, God woo t help him a
it will not do to overlook if you desire to win the us that thae foxes' tails are forty feet long, and ither bit about getting a home. And some of the more
conflict.
·
writers hae tauld us that thae foxes' tails are twenty advanced works on zoology, chemistry, and geology
To the public school system the nation looks, and feet long, I mysel' hae studied the matter, and I hae hav spent much valuable sp~ce and ~rinters' i~k in
in a measure has a right to look, for the formation of come to the conclusion that this is a vera grat exag- the silly endeavor to reconmle Darwm, rock literathe character of its youth. I say it has a right to geration. That., in fact, the foxes' tails are nae mair · ture, and l!ommon sense with that snake-apple jarn.
look in a measure. But there is an education which than t-e-n feet long!"
It's high time all this foolishness was abandon~d. If
begins before that, an education which is rooted
scientists will continue to make books pandenng to
(Another proionged whistle.)
deeper, which reaches farther, which endures longer
"Sandy McDonald, I'll_ nae tak' anither inch off the follies of Christian prejudice, ih is the duty of
than that, and might be called the education of early thae foxes' tails if ye whustle till ye whustle off the Secularists to demand and to earnestly support that
circumstances; the education of parental influence; top o' the kirk ! Wad ye hae the foxes wi' nae tails demand that religion:~ sentiment be kept entirely•out
the education which makes the child of Catholic at a'?"
of. educational works. It is enough that our schools
parents get down upon its knees while yet scarcely
Well, if the people will only keep on whistling, should teach c"Jncerning the here and the now ; it is
able to lisp its mother's name, and make the sign of they will get the preachers down to within five or ten enough that they should deal with known qu'lntities
the cross. while that mother repeats: In nornine feet of the truth.
and assured facts. There are quite enough of them
patris, et fili-us, et spiritu-us sanctus / the education
Secularism owes this duty to itself, that it educate to keep any ordinary mind well employed for some
which makes the child of Calvini11tic parents afraid to its children in the bottom facts of truth, and not time without speculating concerning the pin-feathers
be happy on Sunday for fear of off,mding an all~ loving leave them exposed to the deceitful allurements of of a~ angel's wing. It has more to do with the spefather; the education which should make the child of well-masked falsehood.
cific gravity of a comet's tail. It is ~ut of the provSecular parents understand that it is better to study
Oh, it is a power, this early influence! And therein ince of a public school system to demde whether the
how to liv rather than how to die; that it is better to lies the secret strength· of the church; therein lies pavements of the New Jerusalem are 18k. fine or
hav a religion of deeds rather than a religion of the bidden source of might to that magnificent weighed by the table of 24 grs. make 1 pwt., 20 pwt.
creeds ; that it is better to work for humanity than organization-the finest which this world has ever 1 oz,., 12 oz. 1 lb.
.
for God. .
It is an inconsistency to declare ourselvs a nahon
seen-that teacher of the dark and damnable docSecularism owes this duty to itself-that it instruct trine of ignorance, the Roman Catholic church. of freemen so lona as the precepts of truth are inits children in their earliest infancy to think-think Therein lies the power which enables it to stretch cumbered by religious falsehood, a~d ~he whole infor themselvs. One <'f our Secular papers has for its out a long arm under the Atlantic ocean, to reach a corporated into the mental food whwh JB ladled out
motto, "The agitation of thought is the beginning of hand beneath the people of the United States, to to our youth by teachers who believe because their
wisdom." Once the people begin to understand press its fingers down upon our political parties and salary depends upon the precarious foothold of popthat; once they begin to appreciate the fact that 1ts thumb upon our political liberties, and when the ular favor. And we as Secularists, are inconsistent
aroused thought creates questions, that questions opportune moment comes, will enable it to drag when a religious system is taught in our public
provoke anawers, and that unsatisfactory answers them all back, back under the iron heel of the Italian schools in any form, and yet we raise no voice oi procall forth a denial from reason; once they get waked deRpot.
test. If the faithful want their children instructed
up to the propriety of asking the clergy questions,
Do you think them unable to do it, simply because in the " mysteries of religion" let them go to those
you will see the frock-coated gentlemen coming a few Freethinkers oppose a feeble remonstrance 7 who make that their business; but it were better for·
down mightily from their clerical stilts. They'll get You might as well hope to keep out the storm tides them to beware how they endeavor to foist this ism
down at about the rate the old Scottish minister did of the ocean with a few poor, rotten dykes. It is or that upon an institution whil\h must and shall
with the foxes' tails. I suppose you've all heard of going to take the barrier of well-educated minds to be committed to purely secular teaching.
.
that. A certain Scotch clergyman who, after the stem that torrent; and education, to be most effectiv,
It is much to be regretted that so-called L:berals
manner of ministers in general and particular, was niust begin in childhood. Earliest impressions are and Freethinkers do not seem to appreciate the
very fond of hearing himself praised, said one day to most enduring, and earliest superstitions are hardest necessity of colleges which shall be established upon
the sexton, whom he met in the vestibule after ser- to be rid of.
an entirely secular basis, to the exclusion of all
vice, "Well, Sandy, an' how did ye like the sermon
Do not de~eive yourselvs. If you do not educate chimerical and-'-VAE< parasitical theology. There are
the day?"
your children, the church will do it for you, and with certain moneyed -Fr~ethinkers in these United State.s
"A wee!, meenister, it were vera guid."
an object.
.
- who hav given more or less to the support of vanThis tickled the old gentleman immensely, and he
Think you, when their numbers are grown vast ous churches which might much better hav been
wanted to hear it again, so prt.tty soon he recom- enough, that they will hesitate to roll their car of used to found a college of this kind. But no; these
menced,
Juggernaut over the writhing form of mental lib- gentlemen prefer to see their names iu print as the
"An' so, Sandy, ye Jikit the sermon, did ye!"
1 Think you that they will pause out of respect ''generous 1\lr. So-and-so," patron of the l\lfe~hod~st
"·weel, meenister, I didna say that, but it were erty
to your sentiments; do you suppose they are afraid God or the PresbJ terian God, or the CongregatiOnalist
better nor usual. I didna see sae mony folk asleep." of hurting your feelings~ Ob, no, "they ain't built God: or some other poor little god who needs patron" What, Sandy! asleep in the kirk?"
that way !" Think you that this· vast array of falsely izing, rather than as founders of secular colleges.
"Aye, meenister. Ye ken that sometimes ye are a instructed minds, fortified with the barrier, "Thou Too much laxity in this matter has led to senous
wee bit gien to exaggeration an'--"
shalt not think," grounded upon ignorance just as backsliding. (I know that is a Methodis~ term, but,
"Ex-agger-what!"
firmly as the adamantine rock is grounded upon its however, it applies.) We hav not only _failed to ad"WeeJ, meenister, I didna mean faa pit it ower base-think you that it will hesitate to work out its vance but hav actually lost ground. Gn·ard College,
strang, but ye ken that-weel, ye sometimes stretch nefarious schemes on account of any so poor a bar- once the stronghold of secular training, has become
the truth a bit."
rier a~ Secularists hav thus far interposed? Ah! a religious institution-a soft snap _for priests; and .
"What, Sandy! Me stretch the truth, an' me a you fail to comprehend the power of your enemy's though the design of its founder Is thwarted, and
~eenist?r! Sandy, I'll tell ye. Ye ken that ye sit forces.
the original bequest forfeited thereby, yet those who
m th«:~ knk afornent the pulpit. Weel, the next time
There are 225 000.000 Catholics in the world, and pretend to venerate that great and n~ble _man s~and
that ye hear me exaggeratin' wull ye look up and the United States has its full proportion of them. idly by, witnessing the d.--feat of his hfe obJ~ct,
whustle!''
Do you realize the power of that army of dupes in watching this rank and sickly growth of, superstitiOn
"I wull."
the hands of pope and cardinal ? Ds you realize that springing green over the ashes o~ T.ruth s fallen e~
So the next Sunday our minister had a very care- they multiply like rats, 1\nd are daily and hourly pire. Where are your Secular pnnmples 1 :Where Is
fully-prep~ed sermc;>n, taking his text from that part making proselytes? . Do you realize that they are your enthusiasm for the liberation of mankmd from
of the ecnpture whwh tells about Samson catching constantly working in the ditches and sewers and un- mental slavery, that you do not at least reclaim the
the three hundred foxes and tying their tails together· derground cities of thought? Do you realize that gift of Stephen Girard? I know of one. but one coland had he but stuck to his notes he would hav bee~ the stratum of our liberties has a sub-stratum, and lege in this supposed realm ?~ thought-hberty w~wh
all right. But no; he could not forbear to extem- that that sub-stratum is being honeycombed, tun- is wholly free from supe1·stitlous fttters-that IS at
porize; and closing the big Bible he leaned forward neled through and through by these never-ceasing,
Liberal, Mo.
~po~ it, remarking a~ he _did so, "Noo, brethren, this never-tiring forces of what Mr. Putnam so aptly
Ah! if only our Liberal friends were but half as
ts w1 mony a vera sair pmt; how Samson could ha' styles "organized ignorance?" _Do you realize that anxious to propagate truth as our orthodox oppocaught the three hun'erd foxes, and having caught the sentiment of this overwhelming mass only wait- nents are to promulgate falsehood. If only they were
them, tied their tails thegither. For ye ken that in ing to elect a majority in senate and hous~ to estab- half as willing to work wi~h mind and heart and
this country, it taka a grat mony men an' a grat m~ny lish this government upon a Christian basis with that pocketbook for the elevation of humanity as tolibten
houn's to catch one fox, let alone three hun'erd foxes. high-~ande~ outlaw God upon the thrcn~ of the Con- to pretty speeches about it. When I see the _money
But, brethren, if ye'Jl gie me yer attention for a few s~Itutwn, With the Catholic church the power be- that is spent in dotting our cities, towns, VIllages,
munits 1'11 make that a' perfectly plain to ye. W~'re _hmd the throne-do you rEalize that this vast senti- t\lld farm lands with church spires, and church coltauld in the scriptures that Samson was the strongest ment, held in check by the one article of the Consti- ll'ges, and church institutions of all kindE', even to
mon tbt\t eve:r lived ; noo, while we're rw& ta.uld that tution which guar"nteea tht\t tbe.re ehaU be no union qbu...rQh ~ambl~11~ housesl IJJld then compare the
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spectacle with the few, the very, very few, FreeThere has been for a number of years a ·growing hightened the lascivious effects of the picture.
thought institutions, I am forced to believe that a discontent among the laboring population of this N o:@ing can be more contrary. to the natural fact,
little hell-fire doctrin is a pretty good thing to burn country. They are dissatisfied; they see poverty nothing can be more silly and frivoloul', than the idea
boles through pockets. Why, yo~ people who talk and distress before them; they hav tried to find out that a viciousness lurksin a photographic reproduction
so much about elevating humanity are not half as a cure ; they hav formed societies, named themselvs that does not inhere in the original painting. If this
anxious to do something practical in the line as Internationals, Communists, Socialists, Anarchists, crazy notion is established, we throw away aU the
your opponents are about sending us to hell. What all having this one end in view, viz., "To abolish benefits photography has contributed to our civilizais the reason we can't hav secular colleges 1
poverty." They hav among them scholars, scientists, tion, and limit the enjoyment of art to the few very
The churches hav theirs, and they've a great big professional men of all degrees and of all persua~ rich. The photograph now brings the world's art
stumbling- block to get over, too, which isn't in our aions, even divines. Some of these men bav said treasures, in some form or other, within the reach of
way, because there's nothing about Secularism to pro- "foolish" things, some of them, if you please, "wicked" everyone. Shall we . banish the photognph, and
voke. theological disputes, simply because there is things, and some of them words which are worthy to thus deprive the poor of a very valuable means of
no theology to dispute about; while a Baptist must be ncorded as "holy scripture."
education and refinement T Perhaps this is the
draw back from a Presbyterian institution with a
Our government has taken the lives of several of Comstockian purpose. Comstock is hand and glove
shake of his head at the idea of foreordination, and them, and others are behind prison bars. The people with those who hav always shut up education away
a Presbyterian will look at a Baptist college with a who by their votes think they make the government from the people, as far as they were able. His sup· contemptuous, "Take no stock in you, it's too well (never was a greater mistake) say they were criminals port is entirely derived from that class who, for the
w11tered." But pray, what is there to keep anyone worthy of death, and their deaths were required to glory of their dest--icable Joss, shut up the museums
out of an exclusivly Secular institution 1 I fear again keep in subjection the discontented wage-workers.
and art-galleries on that day when above all other
that the power of such education is not fully appreI cannot hope to liv another quarter of a century, days in the week the poor might derive benefit from
ciated, and remember it is in the hands of the church but 1:1ome one at that time will remember this dread- them if they were open. His supporters join with
to use for the advancement of their objects. And ful November, and will write. "Alas! that political him in the piteous whine about the effect of nude
they use it. Here again comes in the power ef Rome. schemes for the obtaining of illegal power, the sup- pictures upon the morals of children. This iP simple
They hav sprinkled our country with niomistic and pression of free speech, and the sanction of wicked nonsense, but the full and complete answer to it, if it
conventual ine.titutions which exert a secret, deadly monoplies, were not suppressed twenty-five years is worthy of an answer, is that if the children of such
people are not fit to grapple with the natural facts of
infLwnce which makes itself felt to an extent you are ago, and all this bloodshed avoided."
life, then ~mch people had better stop begetting such
little aware of. I know of what I speak. I spent
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
four years in a convent, and I hav seen the watchP.S.-I ought to congratulate Mrs. Slenker that children.
I hav no great sympathy for Mr. Knoedler, for he
works of their machinations. I hav seen bright in- by some means she is cleared. •What a farce the
tellects, intellects which. might hav been brilliant stars whole thing, only the anxiety and suffering that hav stood by with complacency and saw the outrage upon
in the galaxies of genius, loaded down with chains, been its inevitable attendant. As women are not his rival in trade, l\Ir. Bonaventure, whose clerk,
made abject, prostrate nonentities. I hav seen frank, allowed the ballot, when they demand "free speech'' Muller, was convicted, and having so far acquiesced
generous dispositions made morose, sullen, and de- upon a sub-ject which is to them life and death, our in that outrage as to remain a silent witness of it,
ceitful; and I hav seen rose-leaf cheeks turn to a government does not know exactly what to giv them without protest, he deserves all the annoyance that
sickly pallor, and glad eyes lose their brightness, and to pacify them, but the church is ready with its vice he may be subjected to. But the public hav an
interest in this business, and it is about time for the
elasll'ic youth lose its vitality and go down to an early societies, and its help is usually a success. L. N. C.
grave, murdered-murdered bythe church. Can you
P.P.S.-If the printing of this will lose you a sub· public to demand that Comstock's pranks shall come
hesitate to work for Becular schools when you recog- scriber, I shall be very sorry, even though it should to an end.
By far the most serious aspect of the mafter is the
nize the power of this instrument in the hands of the be not an excellent person morally.
conduct of the courts which fully justifies what Henry
enemy.
.
George says in the Sta11dard, November 19th inOaoe the minds of the people hav been educated
The Law and the Judge Condemned.
stant : " The fact that the idea of law and the idea of
in the_ principles of truth by a thorough system of
Now that the public are fully and thoroughly justice are already in the minds of thousands so far
early training, they will be enabled to judge better of
those matters of interest which are brought before the aroused to a realization of what a nuisance Comstock divorced that those whom the courts condemn . . ,
people by the two other great instruments-platform is, and the conviction has become universal that he is are by considerable bodies of our people thought of
·and press. These work together, and surely the as rank a fraud as any of the hypocrits who hav been as martyrs is ominous." Judge Brady, who tried the
power of eloquence, that subtle, transcendent power, backing him up all these years, a few common-sense Muller case, seems to hav had no conception of the
which appeals to. botli mind and heart, which locks' observations may not be untimely, and may perhaps requirements and responsibilities of the noble office
sentiment and reason in each other's arms, should use be appreciated by that meek public that bas so long he has so degraded, noi· of his obligations to protect
its E:)very fiber, its every nen·e, its every sinew, to endured his mendacity, deceit, and outrage. These the defendant Muller to the uttermost. His incomdraw t.he rapt and listening soul toward the gate of observations will be sufficiently pointed if limited to petency is clearly shown by the fact that he recomliberty. And the free press ! Ah! that is the ~;rand the. range of facts at present immediately before the mends an art CBnsorship. (See ·New York IIerald,
November 13, 1887.) If he were fit for the place he
est of them all ! That is the power which penetrates public.
The arrest of a prominent art dealer has just been occ.upies he would know that the American people will
the darke3t hovels, the deepest d11ngeons, the lowest
· cesspool of humanity. That is the sublime educator made with a great flourish of trumpets, and a positiv not tolerate a censorship of any kind. Let us look a
of the masses ; that is the hand which is stretched assurance comes from the irresponsible star chamber little into the Muller case and we shall readily Jilee how
out to each and every one. That is the guerdon of committee in which the arrest was secretly planned, contemptible it is as precedent or authority. The
and whose agent is this wretched Comstock, that defendant, charged with selling obscene pictures, was
our liberties.
And inasmuch as it is the noblest and highest in- there can be no mistake about it, inasmuch as "some on the trial precluded from exhibiting other pictures
strument when rightly used, so when perverted and of the pictures for the sale of which the dealer W!iS of a different class for c:>mparison. He was pre< laded
turned from its course does it bec·>me the most bane- arrested hav been legally adjudicated to be.' indecent' form showing other pictures of the same class for exful. A few months since an influential, wide-awake and ' obscene,'" and the WiiSeacres of the general planation. He was precluded from showing the fact
Michigan newspaper made the statement that re- term are quoted as saying, " ordinarily they would be of the public exhibition of the same and simi'ar pictligion was even more essential than ed.ucation to the so pronounced," etc. Now,the case of thA PAople ures with general public approval. He was precluded
welfare of the state, and if not otherwise provided it vs. Muller, 32 Hun, 209, affirmed in 96 N.Y., 408, is from showing that there was a dividing· line between
would be a necessity for the state to furnish it. the case relied upon for justification of the preeent what was generally considered among artists to be
That paper had a very poor opinion of itself as an outrag-e. It was tried in December, 1883, and on the pure taste and what was considered to be bad taste.
educator; it had a very poor opinion of the press of trial Comstock's attention was called to the fact that He was precluded from producing experts in art to
this country. Unfortunately there seemed to be a the very same pictures then and there cimplained of show what was good tastP, and to show that good taste
little policy in• the matter, as the said paper has a as "obscene" were published by Goupil, of Paris, sanctioned the pictures he bad sold. All-this in the
large Christian support; but I'm thinking if the. whose agent in New York was and still is Mr. face of the fact that the pictures were brought into
worthy editor who wrote t,he article were asked Knoedler, the recently arrested ·art dPaler (see casB court under the condemnation of a pretended expert.
The trial was grossly unfair in every particular.
whi0h the world could do without best1 religion or on appeal to Court of Appeals, folio 101 ). Comstock
the Datroit El)ening News, he would hav recon- knew in December, 1883, that Mr. Knoedler was It presented this dilemma: If there was. an;r such
selling these pictures, and he has known it every day thing as a standard of taste, by the apphcat10n of
sidered his decision.
He would hav said as I say, "That is false !" The since, up to the time of the present outrage, nearly which, as a test, it might be positivly determined
press and the platform are the vo:l! populi, the· call of four years. If there was .any real ground for the whether these pictures were obscene or not, then
humanity; the cry for liberty; the cry which goes up arrest and conviction of Mr. Muller, why was not the judge was certainly wrong in prohibiting the defrom a'l the weary, struggling, surging sea of life; Mr. Knoedler arrested immediately after Mr. Muller's fendant from producing such evidence as would
the cry which catches the eJr when we wake and conviction ! The fact is that there was no more in&Jtrud the jury just what that standard was and
listen and hear the mourning of the desolate homes, ground fo:t the conviction of Mr. Muller than there is define the limits of its application. If there was no
laid waste by that rich, grinding, hated, accursed to-day for the arrest of Mr. Knoedler. It can hardly standard, then the judge did a wr?ng of the most
hav escaped the attention of this very sharp detPctiv, atrocious kind in submitting to the JUry a mere quesVoLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE.
monopoly, the church.
Comstock, that on May 1, 1884, the New York tion of personal taste or preference. In either way
IIerald published woodcuts of nude figures from of looking at it, the Muller case is worse t_han worthA Letter with Two Postiicripts.
the Paris Salon. These pictures were from the same less as authority. It is misleading. It 1s one of a
DEAR THUTH SEEKER: I hav been living over, the source, but not of as high artistic merit, as those for class of cases that makes the whole body of the law
la'lt week, the days immediately following the execu- Reiling which Mr. Muller was convicted and Mr. contemptible. · It shows the inapplicability of law to
tion of John Brown. That execution occurred some- Knoedler is arrested. Why was not the New York such matters. Another jury, more highly cultivated,
thing more than a quarter of a century ago; there IIerald prosecuted in its regular turn 1 M:r. Knoed- might hav acquitted l\Iu!Jer, but no fair judge should
were then only a few, very few, people that would or ler's arrest was made just at this time in order that a ever hav allowed such a case to go to a jury. When,
could !lee aught in that execution but a just ending little gratuitous advertising might be gotten to swell therefore, Judge Brady took $50 as. a fine fro!ll l\(r.
of an old, misguided man's life. He had risen in re- the collections at the forthcoming annual meeting of Muller, h!l took)t, not by any Jaw wh10h would JUS_bfy
bellion against what an American, who had no other Comstock's society. There could hav been no other the taking, but he took it lawlessly and as a highblood save white in his veins, was proud to declare possible objPct or motiv for the attack upon Mr. wayman takes. It was a clear case of ''stand and
the best government on the globe; nothwithstanding Knoedler than to use it as a pretense of activ virtue deliver.''
The press, having now thoroughly taken hold of
there were under that government, protected by that by means of which to get money out of the credulous
government, men who held in strict bondage over and gullible. The effrontery of the attack upon Mr. this matter, ought to stick to it with bulldog ten_acfive million slaves. Can anyone compute the num Knoedler is more glaringly shown by contrasting the ity until it has rmcceeded in e~tracting. the stmg
ber of lives lost, given to atone for the wrong that charge against him with the pretense made by his from the Society for the SuppressiOn of VIcP, as w~s
done by the New York 1'irnes in February, 1880, m
that " mi!'guided" old man had been trying for many, accusers in a previous case.
many years to persuade the government to abolish
In 1\Ir. Knoedlet'd case the absence of color, and of the case of a society organized for similar dishonest
E. w. CHAMBERLAIN.
without the sheddmg of blood, till at last-" fool- the delicate refinements of light and shade, forms the purposes.
ishly" if you plrase, '' wickedly" if you like the term ground of complaint, but in the case of Mr. Conroy
SEND for a catalog of Q\lr publications.
better-he almost alone opened the war, which did the reverse was the claim, Comstock then taking
uot end till chattel slavery was a.boli~hed ~
the grou.nd that col~ring (UI.d the light and shade mailed free.
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Parson Brown.
Among the "Letters from Friends" we print this
week one from a Methodist preacher of St. Joseph,
Mo., who has taken THE Tnurn SEEXEB for a few
months just to see what the Infidels of the country
are up to. He now discontinues it from lack of
f.unds, a not very common complaint among. the
priests, except in backwoods districts.
We certainly can applaud Mr. Brown's motiv in
subscribing, and hope his six months' perusal of the
scores of splendid articles our contributors hav enabled us to lay before him has broadened his horizon
a little, enabled him to see that some of the claims of
theologians at least are just a trifle arrogant, and that
the church and Christianity are not all his youthful
fancy pictured them. And were it not one of the unalterable principles of THE TnuTH SEEXEB, that
preachers should pay just as much as anybody elseand, indeed, they ought to pay a little more, as
money cemes easier to them than to a mechanic or
farmer-it would giv us pleasure to make him a discount, which should be charged up to the private
missionary work we are constantly doing. But we
may not violate principle to oblige even a Methodist.
For Mr. Brown's courteous compliments we return the usu~l editorial thanks. But we should hav
been better pleased had he pointed. out wherein the
premises of Liberalism are false, instead of making a
mere assertion, which may or may not be true. If
his hoped-for heaven does not exist, why should we
invent another falsehood? If his great, good God is
a myth, what call hav we to invent a myth to take
its place' What money has to do with the pretenses
of Christianity, or with either God or heaven, we do
not exactly see. Money is an invention of civilization
to facilitate exchange of goods. It is not a miracle
of Christianity. It was used before Christ was born,
where Christ was never heard of, and it will be used,
like the steam engin and the telegraph, when Christ
has no more reverence from the civilized world than
any other alleged savior. That money has much to
do with modern Christianity we cannot dispute.
Without money, or its substantial equivalent, we imagin that the churches of Methodism, or any other
sect, would be few and far between, the preachers
scarce, and the desire to win souls to Christ immeasurably fainter. If every professional theologian
were debarred from receiving more than his food
and clothes and shelter for his services, the thousands now living on the superstition of the people
would be reduced to a few fanatics, classed, in the
vernacular of the day, as cranks. The period of superstition which produced the ascetics, religiously
insane, and monks, and palmers VOV\,ed to poverty,
has passed away. It is not pos8ible even to reproduce the Protestant reformers. W esleys and Whitfields, too, are scarce-the climate and soil are not
favorable for their growth. The evangelirts of today are money-getters, like Moody, Sam Jones, and
Sankey. Money has a great deal-a very gr~t deal
-to do with the preaching of Christianity, but nothing whatever to do with its truth or falsity. We

are surprised that a minister should ha.v so incautiously revealed the hypocrisy of his religion.
"A hog," says Mr. Brown, "can root up a century
plant." This, we may remark, is not a new saying,
although, under certain circumstances, it is a true
one. But if a century plant reached as high, for
instance, as heaven, and its roots went down into the
earth as far, for example, as the bell which Mr.
Brown thinks will be sometime a mighty sorrow for
us, could a razor· backed Texan pig, the most powerful rooter known, dig it up ! We trow not, nor a
whole drove of them. Their snouts would be burnt
to cinders before the plant fell.
.
But--and we are willing that Mr. Brown's simile
shall be ~pplied as he intended-the century plant of
Christianity is being rooted up. Christianity as a
theological system is being gradually transmuted
from the dross and slag of superstition and downright falsehood into the glistening metal of ethics
and morality. No sane man can deny that Christianity is changing, is different with every generation,
and has lost its grip on the world. Why, even a
mossback Presbyterian, like Dr. Field, denies his
Confession of Faith, and preaches Unitarianism while
pretending to be. a Calvinist ! Martyrs' fires are
extinguished, the dungeons destroyed, and Quakers
walk unmolested through the streets of Boston.
Some portions of New Jersey tolerate Infidels, and,
by and by, in the good time coming, Boonto~ and
Morristown will listen to a heretic without fining him
$25 for asking if Christ was ever spanked. Christianity is only a little century plant which comes up
slowly but surely. Its top is not hid in heaven, nor
do ita roots reach down to hell In fact, hell bas
been officially closed by the committee of Christians
who revised God's unalterable word. Heaven is left,
it is true, but a century plant all top and no roots is
not a thrifty vegetable. Sometime even the Methodist Church South will see that chattel slavery was
wrong, and that mental slavery is hardly less degrading. Evolution will do its perfect work, though its
factors be insensible of the change.
We ask Mr. Brown how it can be otherwise than
that truth is on our side T We are working for the here
and now ; he is preaching of the shadowy hereafter
about which he knows nothing. We are seeking
justice between man and man; he is advocating the
justice of one man's bearing all the sins of the
world. We are seeking to establish equality; he
seeks to establish a kingdom ruled by the dead He
would hav men believe the impossible ; we would
hav them believe only the true. His theology teaches
men to be miserable here that they be happy hereafter; our philosophy teaches us to be happy here
and let the hereafter take care of itself. He teaches
the selfishness which would get to heaven at the expense of wife or child, if need be ; we teach the
generosity which will hav no heaven without them,
and tries .to make it while they are with us. In
short, Mr. Brown is all for the other world; we are
for this. This world is here; we are moving in and
with it ; it surrounds us and environs us as the iron
woman clasped to her deadly breast the heretic, and
we are trying to make the best of it, to improve it,
to get joy out of it, imd finally to leave it a little better for our children than it is for us. Mr. Brown's
religion s9ys: Pooh 1 let ·the world alone unless it is
convenient to change it; prepare for the other world,
where you shall get the cakes and ale denied you in
this; think always about death, and the sinfulness
of life; put your troubles on the savior; grin and bear
the inequalities and hardships of to-day. God wills
that you shall Le poor and miserable, and it is blasphemy to deny his goodness ; therefore be patient,
repine not, glorify God, praise his son, support the
preachers, and you shall finally hav a harp and crown
and a long white robe, and sit on golden battlements
and enjoy the bliss of seeing in hell the poor wretches
who tried to make you more comfortable on earth.
Is truth on Mr. Brown's side, or on ours 1

"Beware of the Dog."
In passing along country highways one frequently
meets the sign on the top of posts, in letters of convenient size to be easily read by travelers whose instincts might lead them to trespass, "BEWARE OF
THE DOG." On pages 782-783 of this week's issue
of THE Tnurn SEEKER we print a good. deal of religious news not found in religious newspapers, and
which, being interpreted, is a sign to those traveling
toward the churches. Indeed, it might not be an
altogether useless waste of timber and. paint, con-

sidering this interpretation, if in front of every
church were a conspicuous notice, reading like this:

.......................
:

T~·Th~~~·w'h~.:E~;~·~·ii~;~·:··

...................;

BEWARE OF THE PREACHER.
sm" N.B.-Ladies are especially cautioned.

:
. j

......................................................................................

The instances we record of ministerial conduct,
more or less reprehensible, are only drops of villainy
in an ocean of clerical rascality, but as the scattered
drops tell of the coming storm, so these drops may
induce some good Christians to come into the heretical ranks out of the wet. . We ha.v picked up those
religious pearls during the past month, from a comparatively small exchange list, and we hav more than
once tried to figure out, by the rule of three, how
many clerical scoundrels hav, in the country, gone
undetected. The probabilities in this direction, however, are too great for our mathematical ability, and
we giv it up.
Infidelity, say the ChristiaNs, may do to liv by, but it
won't do to die by. Brit it is very certain that while
preaching the gospel may impr'lve a man's chances
when dying, it will not improve his morality when
living. It will not do for the church folks to retort
that all these sinning preachers were expelled.
That has but little to do with the matter. If the
expulsion of lustful clergymen from its fold were the
ultimate object of Christianity, we might acknowledge
its success. But we are told that the object of religion is to enable. men to lead good lives and get to
heaven. But as a help to morality Christianity in
the cases mentioned is a decided failure, though
ministers possess an unusual amount of piety. And
how far along on the road to heaven the peculiar religion these men of God hav practiced will get them
is for the theologians to say. On that subject we
are decidedly an Agnostic.
We were led to make this compilation from noticing, about the first of October, that the fall crop of
clerical scandals bade fair to be large. Scarcely a
paper that we.glanced throug'4 was free from such reports, and finally we began to cut them out and lay
them aside. When a month had elapsed our scissors
had become dull and refused to work freely. Nearly
half a hundred clerical wolves had been decapitated.
For the good of the sheep, for the honor of our
country, for the credit of the human race, we sincerely hope that our list includes all of the clergy who
hav fallen.· But knowing the liability of man to err,
the limited vision of any one of us, and bearing in
mind the fact that where .a little smoke escapes from
a chimney there is likely to be a big fire below, we
are afraid that the list is incomplete.

A Christian Missionary Who is Not a Christian.
That was a curious "god-speed" which the Boston
Unitarians gave A. M. Knapp, a minister of their
denomination who is going to Japan, on Sunday, the
6th ult. The usual formalities were observed, and
Mr. Knapp is called a missionary, byt, according to
Mr. Knapp himself, he relies for success principally
upon the fact that he. is not a Christian,_ and will not
teach Christianity. He goes, he said, to confer and
not to convert. He added: " Mine is no theological
embassy, no mission to the 'heathen., I go to voice
the spirit of that faith in the light of which there is ·
neither Jew nor gentile, neither Greek nor barbarian.
To this end I hope to enter into the consciousness
of the people by a glad willingness to learn as well
as to teach. I see that the New York Observer, in
speaking of my departure, predicts that in a short
time I will be beating a tomtom before a Buddhist
temple. I accept the implied criticism, and say that
if my object w.ere to make converts, the tables might
be turned against me." Another speaker at the farewell meeting was Mr. Stejiro Fukuzawa, a young
Japanese gentleman, an inmate of Mr. Knapp's
household. He wished his host a pleasant time in
these ~ords, which we commend to the serious consideratian of Christians :
"I am often asked whether the missionary work in Japan
has been successful or not. If the object of the missionaries
is to transform Japan into a Christian nation, I must say that
they hav succeeded very poorly indeed. It is true that they
hav established some good schools in Japan, and hav otherwise done considerable benefit for the Japanese. But in regard to the propagation of Christianity in our country, their
work, so far, is but insignificant. The number of genuin
converts they hav made is hopelessly small. Moreover, the
majority of those converts aro poor, uneducated people. The
orthodox Christian is a thing not to be easily found among
the upper class of Japan.
" This failure of the missionary work in our country is,
I believe, largely due to the fact that the missionaries do not
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The st~te of lllinois has given the I They did not die as Christ did, with
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hav enough sympathy with the Japanese people. They con-.
sider us, as a people, a degree below. them-a swarm of poor
heathens. And they never expect to find anything good in
the ideas and customs of such degraded people. Therefore
they simply want us to throw away all our religion, philosophy, and morals and take :up theirs. instead. Their disregard of the feelings of our countrymen is sometimes wonderful. For, instance, as you know, in Japan great ,regard is
. ·paid to the dead; and you will often see a Japanese bowing
humbly before a wooden tablet representing his dead father
or mother. But now the missionaries are kindly reminding
us of the folly of paying homage to our ancestors,. who, they
say, are undoubtedly all in hell. The result of such action
on the part of missionaries is only to provoke the indignation
of the people ; for I can hardly imagin how any sensible
person could reconcile himself to the belief that his dear parents are doomed to eternal damnation for apparently no
reason.
" Another thing I should like to say is that the missionaries in Japan are altogether too pious-that is, at least they
appear so to us heathens. Their sole object in life seems to
be to convert people to Christianity, and to the most orthodox form of Christianity, too. I hav been told that ·it is impossible for a Japanese to be in the same room with a mission.'
li.ry for half an hour without being asked to join some church.
Whether this is strictly true or not I cannot tell ; but I know
that conversation with a missionary is not generally considered as a pleasant recreation by educated Japanese.
When I was a little boy in Japan I used to consider missionaries as something dreadful, which must be avoided
whenever possible.
.
" The trouble with the missionaries is that for a long time
they hav been accustomed to deal with uncivilized people
only, ~nd now. they try to treat the Japanese in pretty much
the same fashion as they hav done Fijians or Hottentots. It
is one thing to convert simple-minded barbarians 1 and it
is quite another thing to convert a people whose civilization,
though different in character, is, I believe, not far below that
of the missionaries themselvs. It is interesting to notice that
. most of the converts the missionaries ha v mad~ in Japan
belong to the lowest classes in our society-that -is, the least
civilized people in Japan. Is not this a proof of the fact that
the missionaries' method of propagating their religion is
fitted just to this class of people and no other?
" To speak plainly, the educated class of Japan are rather
bored by missionaries. What they want is broad-minded
Christians, who can hav intercourse with heathens without
feeling the necessity of constantly calling their attention to
the danger of their future salvation.
" So it givs me great pleasure to learn that Unitarians
this country hav decided to send the Rev. A.M. Knapp to
our country as their representativ. For the first time the
Japanese at home will be given a chance of seeing what kind
of man a true, liberal Christian is. And I know they will
find him very, very different from the semi-fanatic missionaries. As a nativ of ·Japan, I giv him the most hearty
welcome to the "Land of the Rising Sun." May God,
Buddha, and all the eight million deities of Japan bless
him."

of

That is to say, the further a man gets from Christianity the better missionary he makes! We fail to
see why Mr. Knapp should go at all under church
auspices. ;His mission is 'a civilizing and not a religious one, and he expects, evidently, to learn as much
as he teaches. That is not a Christian attitude, by·
any means, and we should not be at all surprised if
Mr. Knapp imbibed as much oriental superstition as
he imparts of Western. There is nothing he is likely
to achieve except a swap of mistakes.

for thee ~o slay thirty."
Irish Catholic constabulary of Chicago permission to suppress
incendiary speakers whose orations may incite to violence,
and it will go hard with the police but that they find the law
a full license to suppress all speaking not satisfactory to
their masters. We hav fallen upon high old times when the
gatherings of American citizens are invaded by Roman Catholic spies in the pay of the government I

A GREAT deal has been said by the daily papers about the
foreign birth of the Chicago Anarchists. The theme was.
harped upon to stir up race hatred, and it succeeded. But
who has heard a word about the nationality of their jailers?
Mrs. Holmes, who, with Mrs. Parsons, was ar1ested and
imprisoned until the execution was over, described her treatment in the station-house to Mrs. Freeman. She said :
"There we American women'-with the blood of Revolution.
ary fori:rrathers coursing in our veins-were stripped to the
skin and searched by an ignorant Irish matron, under the
orders of foreign officers who could. not speak the English
language correctly. Even the children, weeping with fright,
were undressed and searched."
THE New Hampshire legislature at its session just closed
passed the following act :
'' Whoever on the Lord's day discharges anY firearms for sport
or in the pursuit of game. and whoever on the Lord's day shall
carry any firearm in any field, hi~hway, or private way, while in
the pursuit of gamq, or with intent to discharge the same in sport,
shall he punished by a fine not exceeding ten dollars."
It is believed that this act owes its passage to the concealed
poetry in it, as witness :
"While in the pursuit of game,
Or with intent to discharge the same."
The legislature also adopted " An act in amendment of
section 8, chapter 122, of the General Laws, in relation to
the standard weight of beans." This last act is beyond
doubt much more adapted to the caliber of the. New Hampshire statesman than the abstract one of Sunday liberty.
THis paragraph appears in Frank LesUe's IUust-rated News_
paper of November 19th: "Rev. J. H. Smyth, pastor of the
Second Reformed church, New York city, preached on
'Infidelity' fast Sunday week, and illustrated his argu_
ments by telling of the punishments which befell an associa_
tion of thirty-six Infidels in Newburg, N.Y., a half-century
ago. A Newburg lawyer has since investigated the story,
and found that the Rev. Mr. Smyth's statement was true,
the entire thirty-six having met with unnatural and untimely
deaths." In THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 26th we pub_
lished a communication from a gentleman who resides in
Newburg, and he says that none of it is true, except that a.
half-dozen wild spirits were reported, about seventy years
ago, to hav gone through the mummery of baptizing a cat
and administering communion to a dog. It takes mighty
little raw material to make a good Christian sermon.
J. HERON FosTER has begun the publication of a semimonthly paper at Tangerine, Orange county, Florida, called
the Industrial Ooopemtor, wlilich, Mr. Foster declares, shall
be- to all people glad tidings of great joy. The paper is only
forty cents a year, which is cheap enough, considering the
great joy about to be spread, a sample of which is here subjoined : " Some fifteen years ago we read the first issue of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, a little four-page affair; It was good.
Then it became better. 'Now it claims to be best. If it isn't,
it certainly is superlativly good, and the illustrations areAl,
their author being entitled to the 'P. B.' given to all who
graduate as perfect bdcks. Both the Macdonalds are good
writers, and the paper deserves the support of all those who
are in earnest in seeking the truth." May Mr. Foster's
orange groves thrive marvelously I

Editorial Notes.
THE Thanksgiving issue of the O!Lristian Advocate had this
queer sentence :
"We congratulate the happy and the miserable-the happy, if
grateful because they are happy; the miserable, not becomse they
are miserable, but because a loving father waits to comfort them
while they look,' not at the things which are seen, but at the things
which are not seen.'"
When a person has to make everything in this world consist with a good and all-powerful God, he gets in a close
corner. A jumble of words is his only resource. If the
writer of the quoted sentence read it over after he penned it,
we imagin him saying, " What nonsense that is, and what
idiots will be those who believe it I"
DETEOTIVS regularly attend the Sunday evening meetings
of the Chicago Secular Union. "It is only a matter of time,"
writes a member, "when the police will try to suppress
, "h.
•t
l.k N
y k .
1d b I .
'"' Icago, 1 seems, 1 e ew or • IS rue
Y nsh
us.
Catholics, and the clamor against the Anarchists was caused
as much by the hatred Irish Catholics bear toward German
Infidels as from any fear that the safety of society was
threatened. The Chicago Herald, a daily paper conducted
by Catholics, warns all orators with Liberal leanings to -bewa.re, and urges the police to be vigilant. It says: "It is
well for wise and reasonable men, who may be Liberal in
tendencies, to pause and consider the indomitable will of
society. In the grasp of the state, the individual, however
mighty, is comparativly impotent. Society, in its indignation at the crimes of Lingg and his co-conspirators, has
given warning to all individuals to be careful what doctrins
they may teach. Society is so deeply moved in this matter
that a decided limitation has been put upon the safe bounds
of incitement." When King Richard gave Friar Tuck his
permission to slay three deer annually in the royal fortsts,
he added: "And I am no true king if that be not a warraut

I

IT was bad enough for the Rev. Dr. Bolton, of the First
Methodist ch.urch of Chicago, abetted by the authorities, to
force his unwelcome presence upon the doomed Chicago Anarchists, but his insolence is made immeasurably meaner by
his pulpit lying since the execution. The following is taken
from the report of his sermon of November 20th:
" He dPscribed the Anarchists nervously walking from the door
to the back of their cells-wRlking like caged tigers when all hope
of escape is gone. Three of the men called for and received liquors. One declined, but asked for a cup of strong coffee, which
was given him. 'Now,' he said, 'I die like Jesus-at the ha.nd of
my murderers.' 'Why?' I asked. 'BPcanse I cannot help it.'
They move to the scaffold," he con tinned, "but they movP
together; loolting into each other's fRee, cheered and suRtained
from within by stimulants and from without by the cheers of
thousands who think as they thought and hav been taught by
them. When the caps fall over their eyes light is shut out they see
each other no more, and are stimulate<! no more by the presence of
officials and newspaPer men, whom they look upon as their eneruie-·. They began to speak, but oh! the last wistful, pale, unearthly look of one to me as the cap fell over his face, and hP
!Jega.n, not knowing what he WM ~aying, to talk. Thus tbey died.
um·epentant, recklesEiy, without hope, and ten thousand will take
courage to do their works of violence and die in sin as these men
died. But t·emember, he is a fool who saith there is no God.'"
The facts are that the Anarchists were all Infidels, and did
not want a clergyman. They treated Mr. Bolton courteously,
but to his religious exhortation on the day before the execution answered jocularly and sarcaotically. On the morning
of the execution the jail authorities asked the prisoners if
they would like some wine. Three of the men accepted a
glassful of Rhine wine,.one of the mildest species of liquor,
and of which a pint would not affect men in their condition.
There can be no doubt that they were sustained from without by the sympathy of thousands of friends, but that they
were sustained from within by strong drink is a gross libel
on their manhood-a libel, too, just worthy of a Methodist
minister. The death of these men, said the New York
World, a paper bitterly and dishonorably crying for their
blood, "added another touch of heroism to the world."
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shrieks of fear upon
their lips, but like brave and manly men. Guilty or innocent,
right or wrong, they passed away with a composure and fortitude which might· set an example. for patriots. And the
minister who, from his coward's castle, slanders their memories, but adds to the baseness which would take advantage
of a prisoner's helplessness to chatter in his ear the magpi!"
idiocy of superstition.

------

Tm: subjoined poster tells its own story. We should like
to hav a great many more to publish of the same sort:
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SILVERTON FREETHOUGIIT HALL
Friday, Nov. 25. 1887.
Literary exercises, vocal and instrumental music. Address by Prof. T. J. McLearv, of Stayton, Or. Speeches
by Ron. C. Beal, Ron. S. R. Harrington, of Portland,
Judge J. J. Walton, of Salem, and other prominent citizeus. Music by Silverton trombone band, and H. A., C.
orchestra, of Salem. Exercises to begin at 1 o'clock
P.M. A cordial invitation to all. Musical concert and
dance in the evening by the H. A. C. orchestra and Arion
Quartet, Salem.
Mrs. Carrie Fitzgerell, E. Wolfard, H- D Mount,
Ex. Com. Silverton Secular Union.
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Mr. Putnam, when at Silverton, reported it as one oE the
most wide-awake towns he visited. It looks as though he
was right.
LooKING out the wide windows of the marble-fronted Lafayette Place see-house, furnished them by Bishop Potter's
personal attractivness, the Episcopal ministers saw the
modest but heretical quarters of THE TRUTH S&EKER, and at
once resolved:
"There is a duty to which churehman pay too little heed-the
duty of standing up for religion and the church in opposition to
the &.gnostic and other unchristian theories whiclil are not without
support in this city among people of literary a.nd smentifio attainments, and in all classes of society. The enemies of the church are
aggressiv, her friends are passiv, and where her faith and doctrine
are assailed by her enemies, whether with argument or with insult,
churchmen, sometimes· through ignorance, sometimes throug:h indolence, forgetting that it is the part of th~ soldier of Cb.rist manfully to fight, too often hide themselvs and their convictions out of
aiaht."
We do not know jgst how the Episcopal ministers can
help themselvs, so far as THE TRUTH SEEKER is concerned,
but we respectfully suggest that the church stop (eaching
error, study science, and giv that to the world from her
pulpits.
THA.T is a very able and energetic scolding which Miss Voltairine de Cleyre gave the Liberals at the last Secular .Union
Congress, and which is given to a larger audience in THE TRUTH
·SEEKER of this week. It is pitched on a shrill key, but, perhaps, it will the more readily pierce the apathy which prevails in too many places. To be frank, we ratl1er enjoy Miss de
Cleyre's chastisment of those Liberals who, for one reason or
another, giv annually more cash to the churches than to Liberalism. Of course, we recognize that a man has a right to
spend his money as he pleases, but we submit that if it pleases
a man more to help the church than to aid Freethought, he
is more a Christian than a Freethinker. Secular education, for which Miss de Cleyre pleads, is the first and most important step toward giving the next generation perfect mental liberty. And we cannot agree with Mr. Bradlaugh that
education should be absolutely colorless as to religion.
Every child should know upon what unhistorical and shadowy bll,lles all supernaturalism or other-worldliness-which is
the very essence of religion-rests .. Religion is faith in a
fable-Mohammedanism, Buddhism, Christianity, et als.and no child should be so taugb.t that he could believe what
is false. He should be trained to seek truth, historical and
scientific, and such training is'directly hostil to religion, for
that teaches the importance of belief and the wickedness of
doubt.
THE Sunday after the death of the Anarchists the Rev. J.
U. Kimball, of the Hartford Unity church, preached a sermon from the text, " Crucify him," the alleged cry of the
alleged mob before Pilate demanding tb.e deliverance to them
of the alleged Uhrist. 1rlr. Kimball is reported thus :
"These words were written of an event which occurred more
than eighteen hundred yeari ago, and of a person who is now worshiped throughout a large part of Cnristendom as another God, and
yet how accurately theY describe what has occur reel the past week
with reference to the despised Chicago Anarchists and the FtRte of
popular feeling which has led to their death. Their teachings,
their acts, and their execution are only the first J"ed-lined chapter
of what is to be a whole thousand-page volume of the wnrld'd history." He then attempted to answer the question, "What ;sAnarchy?" He spoke of the general understanding of t.be meaning
of the wnrd, a state of utter confusion, disorder, and VIOlence in
society, and said: "But this is not the An,.rchy that the Cb.icago
men and their fellow-workers believ~ in. It is as wide from it 1\B the
patriot soldier's shot for liberty is from the murderous blow for
money.'' He then explained that it was a philosophical and Christian principle, and then closed with these words : ·• HI hRV seemed
too kind, too sympathetic, too mnch a defender of its unfortunR!e
exponents, remember the severity and unscrupulou~ness with
which evervthin~r has been arraYed against them month aft.er
month, and consider whether somethin~r a little stronl!" the other
way ma.y not come appropl"iately from a pulpit set to proclaim religion of mercy and the higher justice, and from a preacher ordained as the follower of one who met his own death as a breaker
of tne law, and in response to the PGPular cry, 'Crucify him !
Crucify him !' "
A portion of Mr. Kimball's co~ gregation at once demanded
his resi~ation, and a petition was circulated calling upon
the church to dismiss him. The matter was brought to vote
soon after, and the congregation sustained Mr. Kimball by a
vote of 49 to 38. His supporters were mostly the women
and young men of· the congregation. Mr. Kimball is also
radical on the labor and woman's suffrage questions, and he
once offered the Salvation Army the use of his church. He
is an able preacher, and almost too heretical for a Unitarian
pulpit.
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l,tfttrs f!rotq Jlritnds.
LxMOORB, CAL., Nov. 2, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find subscription for THE
T~UTH SEEKER for the ensuing year. We think the illustrations quite true to life, and if so, what the outcome may
prove is almost overwhelming, as ignorance is the lever
swaying the multitude, and Reason's voice is husl_!.ed ns to
the mainspring of all evil. But the times are ripe for some significant crisis. What that may be only the future may
reveal: That the secular school will be alile to cope with
this monster superstition will scarcely. be realized while they
are proud of their laurels. More· able competitors, we
think, will be called to the rescue.
SA.EAH GaKGG Fox.
BA.E'SETT, IA.., Nov. 13, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: Susie, nine years old, daughtPr, and Jimmie,
eleven years old, son of John and Cyrena Frazee, died the
first of last week of diphtheria.
·
"Life is a railroad train on which eTery passenger knows
he must be killed. To-d'ly or to-morrow, somewhere down
the line, we all must meet our final doom,"
Our tears to the sacred memory of those loved ones who
hav ceased to be, and are with us no more.
•!The parents of those children were once orthodox, then
Unh·ersalists, now honestly Agnostic, and are loved and admirer! by all who know them. They hav the sympathy and
condolence of a large circle of friends and relativs. J. H.
BANGOR, Nov. 13, 1887.
Mn. EorTou : I will supply your first want by inclosing $5
for THE TRUTII SERKRR, which no Liberal family ought to be
without; also, 25 cents for the ANNUAL when it is ready. I
move that every subscriber in arrears send in $5 at once,
which would giv you a happy New Year and renewed courage to go on wit,h the good work you are engaged in. I
b~artily congratulate Mrs. Blenker on her freedom. I am
glad the country did not bring upon itself the everlasting disgrace of imprisoning an honest woman for simply exchanging
a few thoughts through those virtuous mail bags. If those
people who hav no' good business of their own could only
bottle up all of our thoughts and take them to Washington
for iuspection, they would hav all they could attend to, I
guess. The Christians ftJel that they are losing ground every
day, and they are bound to suppress every new idea that
coufiicts with their Bible and their God. Long liv Elmina!
May she go ou with the good work she has begun, but look
sharp that ,;he keeps out of the clutches of those godly
people who are ever ready to seek her ruin.
SARA. E. GoULD.
Nov. 15, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: Well, the Anarchists are banged, and the
country is Eafe. Sixty millions of people breathe easier.
Those seven men made the country shake in its shoes. The
great ami nighty press has carried its point and hounded the
terrible monsters to death. But with what consistency can
this same press keep on eulogizing the Irish, who are committing murder every day among their neighbors who pay
their rent; who are holding meetings in ~pile of law and
· attacking the police at every opportunity; who openly
preach treason to their government, and use dynamite when"
ever they dare? And the American press, almost without
an exception, call that patriotism and the right .thing to do,
and call the other government most tyrannical because it
obj~cts tn .these proceedings, and- to the dismemberment Of
its empire. Nothing but death for the poor Dutchmen
would suit our great American press, but a million Irishmen
combined to commit infinitly more crime and murder are
eulogized as patriots, although their methods of murder are
cowardly in the extreme-waylaying men who honestly pay
their rent and shooting them down from ambushes. Verily
it makes a great difference whose ox is gored.
By the bye, what has bfcome of Thos. Winter, the Materialist, an old corre~pondent of yours? I would like to hear
from him on this subject.
J. DowNEs.
MRS. REYNOLDS ABROAD.
ToRONTo, ONT._, Nov. 15, 1887.
MR. EotTOR: I am in Toronto, and I want to say a few
things about the Secular Society here. I visited this place a
year and a half ago. At that time they had a place of meeting;--Sciencc Ball-so nicely fitted up they were not ashamed
to invite outsiders to accompany them. 'fhey had rented the
p~ace and fitted it up at considerable expense. It was an
experiment, but a most successful one. I really wish some
of our Liberals would come over and see the practical work.
ings of this society j they would learn a valuable lesson.
I would like to impress on the minds of all Liberals :
1st. Liberals cannot make headway without organization
and a regular place of meeting .. 2d. Liberalism cannot make
headway unless the women are interested.
Secular Tltought is doing a good work here. At the late
convention they organized a joint stock company, with a
capital of $10,000, and propose equipping a first-class oftice.
W. M. Scott, an enthusiastic Liberal, is publishing" The Age
of Reason." There is <a law against Thomas Paine's works
crossing the line; so Mr. Scott publishes " The Age of Hesson" here in Toronto, and it's being scattered over Canada.
I delivered my first lecture here November 6th•. Science
Hall was filled to its utmost capacity. The following Friday
evening I spoke on Hobert Burns. I was introduced to the
audience by Mr. Gibbs in so happy a vein thst it put them
in wonderful good humor. Two young girls, Miss Anna
Buckland and Miss AlltJn, played a duet on the piano, lleeping perfect time. Following the lecture was a dance. I cannot dance; my early education was neglected in this matter,
b1~t I enjoyed t~c m~siQ a~<\ tM "poetry of motiou." A

Scotch lassie danced the highland fling in a very modest,
graceful manner. The comic sorg and recitation by Mr.
Richmond were enjoyed by all. Refreshments were served
by the fair ladies of the society, and the social was a thorough success.
.
Sunday evening, November 18th, while _the church bells
were calling Christians to church·, the Secularists wended
their way· to Science Hall. Again the hall was packed with
as appreciativ an audience as one could wish. I had intended to return home the next day, but was prevailed on
to stay for another week. I speak in Barry, Friday, November 18th-returning here for their regular Sunday lecture,
November 20th; after which I shall return to my" rural
shades," encouraged at the spread of Liberalism in Canada.
F. c. REYNOLDS.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Nov. 14, 1882.
MR. EDITOR, Dear Sir and Brotlur : I subscribed for THE
TRUTH BEEKER for six months. My object in subscribing
was to keep posted as to your" Liberal" movement. I make
attempt at keeping up with every church, every secular
economic move, and hence I hav. been receiving the general
organ of almost every organization in the United States-religious and otherwise. You write well. THE TRuTH SEEKER
is edited, perhaps, with more ability than any Atheist or
Agnostic papt>rin America. Permit me to say, however, that
your logic is bad and your conclusions incorrect, from neca8ity. False premises insure false conclusions. Unless you
can invent something better than a hoped-for heaven, a great
good God, and 'I'IUYfte!l, it strikes me that you bad better let
the poor dogs of humanity die in their preconceived faith.
I stlll cling to the " cross" and believe that if the world is
ever regenerated and saved it will. be through the instrumentality and correct application of the principles taught by
the Judean peasant, the Son of God and Son of Mary, divine
and eternal. A bog can root up a century plant.
I write you as " Brother" though we must be as far divided
as the Poles. You think me a deluded fool because I am a
Christian. I take yuu as a deluded brother, not fool. Our
teaching has been very diffe"i·ent.
But, I wish you success if truth be on your side. The
future will tell, and to a mighty sorrow if you are wrong.
Look out, brother.
Yours truly,
Juuu C. BaoWN,
Past-or Francis st. Methodist Ch.-S.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Nov.-10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : The fact that your friends are somewhat
profuse in giving their opinion of your paper and its management has suggested the thought that 1 should apologize
for not having done likewise. And I think it best to
state the simple truth in my usual plain and straightforward manner. I was early impressed with the impropriety of commenting on a man's virtues to his face or his
faults behind his back; not having discovered any faults in
THE TRUTH SBEKKR worth mentioning, I hav doubted the
expediency and propriety of saying anything about it to
"Mr. Editor." Nevertheless, I will note the self-evident fact
that, probably for want of ~pace to publish all we should
think, THE TRUTH SEEKER does the next best thing, if not the
very best-" it sets us to thinking and keeps_us at it."
Friend Kruger's letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 5th
inst. suggested some thoughts, of which I will offer a few
for his speCial consideration. He reminds me of mY early
thought that religion is insanity; on becoming somewhat
familiar with Infidel literature, I suspected Infidelity of being
but another phase of" religion on the brain." Hence, when
I rea_d that friend Kruger has become tired of religious subjects, I had a hope that he was evoluting into a full-fledged
Liberal Freethinker. But, on reading further that he is a
Spiritualist of necessity, I began to suspect that in leaping
from the frying-pan he has dropped into the fire, and relapsed
into an old heathen superstition with modern improvements.
Religion is but a compound of ethics and Spiritualism.
Hence, Spiritualism, pure and simple, is the remains of
religion when all that is of practical worth is thoroughly
sifted out of it, and is probably Infidelity of a deceptiv as
well as pronounced type. Being but a simple-minded,
though somewhat skeptical Freethinker, I shall gather up
the siftings and therewith be content.
He thinks "Anarchism is utterly at variance with ljense
itself;" nevertheless, he is probably aware that coming events
sometimes cast their shadows before, and the greater the
event the further the shadow should reach; and Anarchism
will probably be an event of considerable magnitude when it
becomes an established fact, which it possibly may do in the
somewhat di~tant future, when the human race shall hav
reached such perfection that every man and woman will be
equally competent to govern, and bav no need that others
should govern then. But ir'Anarchism should be let loose,
with the ideas of just principles that now obtain, even
among professional reformers, I think we should tl.nd this
planet to be a desirable place to get away from. I should
then be willing to join friend Higbie in his pilgrimage to the
solar and planetary worlds or any other· to get away from
this.
He thinks " Socialism and Communism hav some tl.ne features in them." That is because he gets a nearer view of
t.hem. They should necessarily come first in the order of
human progress, and must be established by governments, if
at all; if not by those we hav, then by others. The human
race being divided into communities or nationalities, they
should necessarily take separate and independent action.
When Socialism is established by those communities, a
universal brotherhood of the human race will be a possibility
and an economic necessity. Therefore, had I not become
aware that insane people are capable of any inconsistency, I
should probably be surprised that anybody should pretend
to dtJsire a universal brotherhood of the human race, and
reject and. revU.~ 1.1!!.' onlr cond~t~ODI! o~ w~ic:;b, BI.\Qh. ]lrotb,e:r-

hood is possible. The principle is the same, by whatever
name called; and will make every individual perfectly free
from the domination of every other individual. Woman will
no longer be dependent on any man for the support Qf herself and offspring,, but. will be perfectly free to choose the
father of her children. Lust and ·lucre will no longer be the
bond of union between the sexes. Matrimony will no longer
be a matter of money nor a bread-and-butter question, but
simply a quel!tion of moral and intellectual adaptation.
Those being the fundamental parts of free love, as I understand it, if friend Kruger is unable to estimate the worth of
life on such conditions, he should refer the question to his
wife, if he has one.
J. A. TuTTLE.
WYoMING, ILL., Nov. 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Our usually quiet town was roused to a pitch
of religious fervor last Sunday evrning by a sermon preached
by the presiding elder of the Methodist Episcopal church, a
man. who has fought in the gospel cause with a divinelytempered blade and heaven-embossed shield for over fifty
years. The divine was eloquent..:_eloquent, as it seemPd to
me, in the honesty of untruth. His subject was •· Infidelity," and he sought to win souls to Christ by abusing Infidels.
That was proper if they de-serve it. If they do, let the cleri.
.cal reprobators lay on the thong until graceless sk€ptics wince,
and others profit by their chastisment. And they do", if
not for that whereof they are accused. Freethinkers are not
half as good as they·should be ; not half in -labor and love
what those should be who, inspired by the simple love of
truth, are willing, at whatever cost, to .be directed by its
guidance. Just reprobation is more profitable to the true
man tlian praise, and in a bushel of abuse there arc gen<;rally
found a few grains of just censure. But to the sermon:
"These small, little men," quoth the preacher, "who stand
around the street corners blaspheming, taking the nllme of
God in vain, insulting: people who pass, and boasting of their
Infidelity, and think it smart, can do more harm in a given
time than a servant of God can do good in double the time.
Then let the intelligent man question them and ask: ' Whence
sprang this creation with its ;varied forms of sublimity and
beauty, its wonderful adaptations, its unified diversities,'
etc.? They don't know. 'Is there a God?' ThPy. don't
know. 'You are a man?' 'Yes.' 'Whence did )'ou
come?' 'Don't know.' Oh, how smart!" Then the reverend elder proceeded to show that all this unbelit>f springs
from the ignorance and depravity of the human heart-" a
heart steeped in the vinegar of hell." My "company"
whispered, " Where do they grow their apples?" This is as
fair an abstract of the sermon, and as nearly in the words of
the preacher, as I can giv from memory.
Free from prejudice and passion, let us analyze the above
statements, and weigh in logical scales the deductions drawn
therefrom.
Preachers are so apt to begin their attacks on skepticism
by an attack on the character of skeptics-the class that believes only what enlightened reason teaches, skeptics to nothing else-that we weary of tbe same old chant, so oft repeated, and long for variations. We care little for general
accusations, but are jealous of the character of our town, and
solicitous for the good name of its cit1zens. And here, in the
name of all the Liberals of" Wyoming, we challenge our reverend friend to show that the Freethinkers of tills place are
not as respectable and intelligent, in proportion to numbers,
as the prayer-making, hymn~singing portion of its inhabi. tants. But are Freethinkers born of and to ignorance and
depravity? What shall we say of Darwin, Huxley, Spencer,
of that greatest scientific man of his age, Alexander von
Humboldt, and of thousands of other skeptics who are the
pioneers of science and of human progress? Are they impeachable of vice and ignorance? When reviled, Infidels
revile not again, nor distil,-from the ashes of the dead, pflison
to tip the arrows of irony; but compare the private life of
that monster skeptic, Robt. G. Ingersoll, the raw-head and
bloody-bones by which modern theologians frighten their
credulous children into unquiet slumber, with the private
life of the greatest pulpit orator of the age, and say which
has furnished us the better example of the charms of domesticity. Alas! many Infidels are unworthy of their. high calling-of the glorious principles they profess. But what of the.
multitude of preachers who hav "gone wr-ng ?'' What of
our defaulting bank cashiers and presidents, forgers and
thieves, members of the Young Men's Christian ·Association,
church ofticials, and Sunday-school superintendents-what
of these? Canada is fast becoming Christianized by an influx
of these fugitiv saints reared in the churches, to the mpport
of which the whole nation is compelled to contribute.
But can Infidels solve the mysteries of" creation?" No,
they modestly confess they cannot. Can- they tell us when
we die whither we go? No; we trace the vital spark to the
boundary line of life ; beyond it, it is lost to our vision. To
the mind of the skeptic there be three insolvable problems :
Whence came we? What are we? Whither do we go?
Regarding the origin of things, are clerical declaimers better
informed than we? Let them prove to us the superiority of
their knowledge, and we will gratefully avail ourselvs of the
light they giv. Hav they solved the mystery of being? Not
as yet. Can they unveil to us the secrets of the hPreafter?
Respecting it, they manifest the assurance of prophets but
the knowledge of ba.bes. As to the world's genesis, and the
budding forth and development of vegetable and animal life,
they know next to nothing. The geneses of nature and of
revelation are in fiat contradiction to each other. Learned
theologians admit this by their efforts to show that the Bible
does not mean what it says. If it does not, it mmt hw been
written rather to bewilder than instruct. If it does not it
leaves the question where it found it-in the dark. They
are loth to admit this, for their livings are at stal{e. The
bread and butter argument is potent and insinuating. Men
often unconsciously swayed by lte logic. The churqh i~
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strong· and delightful in its social attractions, for it brings
people together; and this· iii one great source of its strength;
It must be upheld, for its advocates aver that morality and
social order depend upon it. Persecution can no longer torture or slay, but social ostracism and foul abuse can be resorted to, and when opposed by arguments they cannot
overcome, our religious savans vindicate tbe "truth" and
subserve the interests of their benign and peaceful ,religion
by vindictivly assailing the" Infidel."
Miss VINDEX.
WINDoM, MINN., Nov. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I saw in your paper of October 22d a string
of adverse comments, made by" S. F.,'; of Le'ho, Kan., on my
communication of September lOth. From the tone of hi~
article, I conjecture that he has been inside of a medical
institution, and having seen the human body dissected, his
ima!!ination magnifies him into au anthropologist of an advanced type-so far advanced that I fear he can learn nothing more. He appears to be filled with the combined wisdom
of the ten members of the Seybert Gonimission.
After calling me a "crank,"" silly," asserting that I am
"crazv, probably past redemption," then benevolently holding me up to the public gaze to" serve as a warning," etc.,
this man of a " logical mind" condescends to treat me as
sane enough to entertain a bet. He is careful to prefix his
offer with "your friends can't do as they claim, of that I am
positiv." No one can convince him that a statement is true,
when he claims to know positivly to the contrary; for, as
the author of " HU:dibras" says,
A mn.n convinced against his will
Is of the sn.me opinion still.

My pathological qounselor, although declaring that I am
on the road to the lunatic asylum, ad vises me to halt and put
myself under medical treatment immediately. I had· a taste
of such treatment, which I related in my former letter. 1
was lucky enough to be delirered from .it before too late
Probably the unfortunate cashier he speaks of so pathetically
was under that kind of treatment, and not so lucky; but
"went off scientifically," as I once heard a physician say of
his patient-that is, became a martyr to a science which Sir
Astley Cooper declared to be " founded in charlatanism and
improved by murder."
I wish to cast no refiections on 2Esculapius, the god of thE'
healing art; but must say that, like some worthy preachers,
he has some very unworthy sons.
As regards lunacy, I think that statistics will warrant me
in saying that there are far less Spiritualists in proportion to
their numbers in our asylums than there are Materialists or
Christians. The reason may be found in the " spechus and
noble principles" (which Gibbon says the ancient philosophers taught) they advocate. Besides, Spiritualists hav a
cheerful. doctrin, founded on phenomena, which is proof to
them; whereas, l'rlaterialists occupy" a melancholy position"
(as the_ same writer observes), and the belief of Christians
that nine-tenths of mankind will be damned forever is not a
pleasant one.
But my dogmatic friend says, "·Set up no claim for yourself or spirit friends which you cannot demonstrate, as it
looks silly in you." Can he demonstrate Materialism?· If so,
he surpasses all scientists, ancient and modern.· Even Darwin claimed to be " rather agnostic, in regard to future
life. Can he demonstrate that my statement of September
lOth is false ? If he cannot do so, then his " logic" condemns him a~ "silly."
Did such men as Socrates and Plato " hav small love for
science or truth ? ' They taught the immortality of the soul,
and could "reason logicillly," possibly as much so as the
philosopher of Lebo, Kan. They really taught the doctrin of
Spiritualism over two thousand years ago. How, then, can
it be "a legitiooate child of -modern theology?" No; the
truth is, theology is the perverted child of Spiritualism.
According to history, Socrates had his "familiar spirit"that is, was a medium, called " crazy "-and· was finally
slain by intolerance, as many others hav been since his day,
who were condemned to death as witches or heretics. 8uperstition and bigotry hav borne down on Spiritualism with
a heavy hand for hundreds of years, but its day is dawning.
Bryant's lines are prophetic :
Truth ornahed to earth sbn.U rise again-

a

The eternal years ot God are hers;
Bur- Error, wounded, writhes in pa.in,
And dies n.middt her worshipers.

Let us be thankful for the progress the world has made. In
·former time! spiritual agents were killed. In these days they
are simply called "cranks," "crazy," or said to be in league
with the devil, as was said of Dr. ·Faust, who established the
art of printing.
.
To conclude, let me say to my censorious friend that,
metaphorically ~peaking, I stand upon the ~ock of Truth,
and neither pseudo-scientists nor bigots can drive me from
my position.
N. S.
LoNGSTREET, GA., Nov. 11, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: I may be wrong in my thinking-i.e., my
thoughts and reasonings may lead to wrong conclusionsbut I hav said, "I believe nothing. I hav no belief. It is
not needful that I should." And I say so still, notwithstanding our greatest and noblest champions of Freeth ought claim
that we must believe something. Ingersoll finds plenty of use
for the word right along. My friend Shaw says we hav as
much use for it as anyone else, or words to that effect. I
claim the word to be of no value only in the orthodox sense
of it, and that in every other sense the word " think" is a
better word for Freethinkers. If the salvation of the race is
conditional upon belief, then let us believe. If not, then the
word becomes of no value. " Obsolete," I think, is the
word, every time.
Wha.t we kD.ow ls kD.OWl edge, and ll ls incorrect to say we

believe that which we know. "Believe" has the same
value as "don't know," no more, no less. Science, in no
department of it, has use for the word "believe." Her
work is to think, to study, to reason, to investigate, to,classify, and get at fact, truth, and so explain as to bring it
within the grasp of man's consciousness. If evolution is the
true theory, it embraces all there is in the entire universe of
things, and all is phenomena, explained or unexplained, and
all is natural, reasonable, rational, possible, not miraculous.
Life itself, inherent in all things, without a beginning that
we know of, and without an ending that we know of, and
hence eternal, is natural, and there is no placefor the supernatural. Immortal life, then, is the natural life, and mortal
life (so.called) is an expression of it-a link in the endless
chain of being, "of life always on the _move." So let us
think and say.
But what is before or behind phenomena-we know not,
neither is it needful that we hav any belief about it.
How many Anthony Comstocks rlo you think it would
take to kill out or imprison all the Freethinkers in· this free
country of ours? I do not hesitate to say, in all candor, and
with all the truth that is in me, that he is infamously persecuting one of the finest-minded and one of the noblest women
to be found in the ranks of the Liberals of this country.
Aunt Elmina is superior in mind and morals, in intelligence, and in her sense of honor and justice, and in _her life
of purity and benevolence, to Comstock's entire horde of
understrappers. It is a pity 'this world must be cursed with
even a few such bigots as he seems to be. The theory of life,
of health, and a pure morality which Aunt Elmina holds as
t ue is of more importance to the race of humanity than
any other one thing or subject, and it is a·subject on which
there is vast ignorance.
If new words must be invented and new terms used by
which to convey t_he proper meaning of what she, or anyone,
wishes to teach in reft!rence to a great and growing evil, beJore a communication on the suhject can be allowed to go
through the mail, then our laws need remodeling for the
good of humanity. No matter what terms (common to medical !ICience or not) she uses to convey her meaning and to
explain her theory, she cannot by any possibility be justly
charged or suspected of the least intimation of obscenity.
The idea is preposterous. The spirit of spite and hate,
hatched in the brain of the maliCious, low, and vile, is persuing this pure women, and I hope she will be vindicatd.
She is a Materialist, and that's what's the matter. She has
been great enough and honest enough to speak her honest
thoughts, and probably Comstock hopes to crush her because she is poor. Some advantage, you see.
I don't know how to rate that creature Comstock. I am
not acquainted with any such stock down here in old
Georgia, and how he came to venture so far South as old
Virginia in search for game, I can't conceive. I suppose he
has emissaries out on the hunt, and he only holds the bag.
He is out of danger,- so he will be saved, though he is not
worth saving.
·
J. N. MAsoN.
P.S.-I take pleasure in saying 'IHE TRUTH SEEKER is
always welcome at my home. Articles from friends interest
and ent':rtain, and your able contributors always giv us
something that will do to keep and never part with. Your
own views, Mr. Editor, coincide with mine in reference to
those Anarchists. My opinion was and is that it has not
been proven that any one of those condemned men threw
that bomb. If so, then there has been injustice done. The
fault then is with the law in Illinois, or with the judge, or
jury, or all three. It seems, also, that their lawyers failed to
understand the points, until too late, which they might hav
made, that would hav availed them before the United States
Supreme Court.
M.
BEARDSTOWN, ILL., Nov. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : During the past week Rev. Barnes, who
swings a theological tack-hammer over this section of the
Lord's heritage, delivered a series of lectures upon the Bible
as a civilizing and moral fac,or. Were he to read Helen H.
Gardener's "Men, Women, and Gods" with a particle of historical perception, he surely, like the fraudulent priests of
old, who when they met each other laughed at the credulity
of others, would snicker at himself. Just think once seriously of the Bible as a civilizing and moral agency!
After hearing the Rev. Harnes's first lecture, we wrote him
the following letter :
" Dear Sir: The propositions I noted down from Yonr lecture will
bear to be mvestigated 7 perhaPs. In my lectures on snell themes I
always giv an opportunity for any to present the other side of tile
issue. There are always two sides to any question, especiallY those
touching Bible claims. Such a course "ill 1ender your lectures
both interesting and profhable.
Respeotfn ly,
Dn. G."

If he ever wrote a reply it miscarried. But, as specimens
of roughly-hewn fiints in the stone age of superstition, we
present some of the Rev. Barnes's "false claims." They
drift in the current of church thought or rather thoughtlessness.
" The Bible is a genuin titl~ deed from God." I should
like to see the lawyer that drew it up. He would be a winning card in a dime museum.
" Robert Ingersoll is interested in the Bible as God's title
deed." This is sufficient evidence that a private correE>pondence between the colonel and Rev. Barnes occurred, in
which the former informed his reverence that he was so
"interested." But, according to Ingersoll's recent reply to
the Rev. Field, he shows no interest whatever in the title
deeds to corner lots in the kingdom of heaven. The colonel
will hav to rise and explain.
Again, "The Bible is to be received if true, whether from
God or not." This is toning down nicely. The same may
be said of any other books or Bibles, whose number is
·
legion.
" Archooplo~y b.a.s prove<l tb,e Uib\e ~rue, hence lt ie from

God." But archreology has also proved that the Vedas,
Zend Avesta, Egyptian Book of the De9d, the Greek and
Roman classics, and Central American sacred books are
true. Therefore they also are from God I
He related a very taking anecdote where a missionary left
the wife of an Infidel a Btble, and when the husband came
home he chopped the Bible in two and took his half. When the wife came to an unfinished story (of which there is a wi'd profusion) in her half she had to borrow the IoiUel's half to
finish the story. It strikes us that there are an embarra~sing
numb~r of Bible stories which require something to 'finbh
them, especially ag civilizing and moral factors. See Gen.
xix, 8; xxvii, 38; xxxviii, 12,26; xxi, 7; Jud. xix, 24; Num.
v, 11, 31, and Lev. xii,; Deut. xx, 10, 16; 2 Sam. xii, 11.
We are thoroughly convinced that as civilizing and moral
factors these badly need the other half of something to finish
them. The good common sense of nineteenth century has
" finished" them.
On this and similar topics we su~gest that science is the
Infidel's half of the Bible that can literally " finish " all such
fables.
" The Bible is full of light and fire," especially the latter.
The following is a specimen: "A fire is kindled in mine
anger, and shall burn to the lowest hell" (Dent. xxxii, 22);
"Cast into everlasting fire" (Matt. ix, 43). Yes, there is a
good deal of light and fire in the Bible, but the former is like
the red lights of a low theater, and the latter emits, according to the book's own statement, the fumes of sulphur.
Further, "All the moral purity in the world at that time
wag incarnated alone in the Bible people." E•pecia'ly in
Father Abraham. Isaac and Jacob, Judah, David, and Solomon, and lesser Bible lights. The Truth Seeker Company
should send to Brother Barnes an illustrated Bible primer
.composed of selections from Watson Heston's cartoons on
the piety of the patriarch.
"The1e was no improvement made on Bible morality." We
should devoutly hope not. We should simply throw that
away, and take a totally different morality.
" Greece was indebted to the Bible for being a liberty-loving nation." Hume, Gibbon, .Rollins, Macaulay, and Hallam,
just step down and out. Giv the palm to Barnes.
" God overran the world, by Alexander, for the express
purpose of spreading the.gospel." It is no compliment to the
richness of the new gospel that it was indebted to a foreign
tongue to giv it currency. Besides it is les'i of a complim Hlt
that " the prince of peace" had to hire a Greek general with
swords to overrun a whole continent, in order to spread his
gospel of p~ace. Yet it seems that more than three hundred
years before this " prince of peace" is born, he hires Alexander to do this prepartion for his gospel. We want the Infidel's
half of the Bible to complete this little gospel story of discrepancy.
"The sole object in the establishment of the Roman empire
was the spread of the goklpel." Qtiery: Was not the object
in establishing the Southern confederacy the mme ? The
slaves did not think so. Doubtless the despota termed the
czar of Russia and the sultan of Morocco are established for
similar purpose.
" The Bible brought Constantine to a know lege of the civil
rights of man." But it has done precious little in that line
for women. Besides, it did not operate that way on the old
Puritans in their dealing with the civil rights of thase who
differed from them. The whole history of the Bible shows
that the bringing of a knowledge of "civil rights" is not its
forte.
" The person and work of Christ were settled by that
council of civil rights held A.D. 325." We bad always been
taught tQ believe-that these were settled in the Bible, like a
thousand other useless fancies. Here is a concession that
Jesus knew nothing about his own self and work, the object
for which he came ; and then, after he has been defunct for
more than three centuries a body of his followers meet to
find out how and why he was born.
'"The world never heard of right as a law till it was revealed in the Bible and by Constantine." Tbat is, Constantine, three hundred and twenty-five years after the Bible was
made, perfected it as a revelation of right by presiding over
more than three hundred theological cranks, wb.ile they cussed
and discussed over two months the merits of a Ureek iota.
He demonstrated the "civil right" to banish those who
believed 'n the existence of that smallest letter in the alphabet. Immaculate civil rights!
A ma:n who banished Arius and his friends for honestly
believing in a Greek dot, must hav possessed a Christian'•
capacity for" civil rights." A man who, in the year following this revelation of " civil rights" given him in this great
Nicene council of" civil rights," heartles~ly assassinatel llis
own nephew and son, Crispus, through an unfounded jealousy that the latter was a rival to the throne, must hav beea
highly capable of the broadest "Cb.ristian civil rights." The
representativs of the pagan religion of the Platonic type
told him justly that there was no pardon for this most
atrocious crime. Hence, Milman terms its minister; hn
"unaccommodating priesthood." But there is virtue in the
blood of Jesus to wash this sanguinary villain, '·the first
Christian emperor,"" whiter than snow." Of course, when
"civilization and moral•" are thus to be promoted, the
Christian priesthood is, and ever has been," accommoda~
-ing." In short, every one who stood in the way of this
" first Christian emperor" enjoyed the luxurious "civil
right" of being summarily put out of the way. Hi~ nature
and action abundantly expl&in his motivs of conversion to
Christianity, namely, "hypocrisy, policy, superstition, and
divine impiration."
.
"Before Bible right was known men were bought and
sold for $15. To-day there is not gold enotigll in thi; country to buy one man." One drink of whis.ky on election-day
buys thousands cheap. The above '' claims" we m'l.de the
basis of 1\ leqtu.re a.t Havana.
ZuA ToPdlt\.
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placed in a sheltered, sunny nook ever day,
its injuries were of such a nature it could not
overcome them, and after two or three days
Edited 1ly Mms SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall it quietly dropped into a sleep from which it
lU'Der, Mass., to tJJhom all (Jommunioations {Q'J' never awoke. Flossie buried it, and solemnly
placed bright flowers upon its tiny grave.
this (Jorner 8/wuld. be sent:
"Its papa and mamma will be pleased to
think I cared for their little one," ~aid Ehe.
" Between the dark and the daylight.
"They may not be aware of it," I replied,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's ooonpations
"but it shows what a very k~nd heart you
That is known as the Obildren•s Hour."
possess, and being tender toward birds, I
think -you will be no less so toward every
A Lesson.
S. H. W.
living creature."
When the weary heart ia sad
And the days seem long,
Facts for tbe Curious.
When the eyes are full of tears
In Lower California there are three mounAnd life an empty song ;
tains of alum, and one of alum and sulphur.
When the burden of the heart
Grows heavier day by day,
They are almost chemically pure, ann the
o Oh ! tell me, is there nothing
quantity of alum is estimated at 100,000,000
To help alonl: the way 1
tons and the sulphur at 1,000,000 tons.
Ah I yea, sad heart I there's pleasure,
The mortality of the globe, as given by a
Not only in the air,
continental journal, which has made the comBut in the sun and raindrops,
putation. is as follows : Per minute, 67: per
And in the flowers fair;
The kindly words oft spoken
diem, 97.790; and per annum, 35,639,835;
By those we daily meet,
whereas the births are 36,762,000 per annum,
In lingering echoes whisper,
100,000 per diem and 70 per minute.
.
Each hour has pleasures sweet.
Figures are wonderful things. Here 1s a
'Tis true that hearts hav burdens,
_ sample of what can be done with them : By
With many doubts and fearsplacing one grain of corn on the first square
Hav dark and lonely vigils,
With many silent tearsof a chess-board, doubling the number of
That life. at times, and pleas_nre
grains for each succeeding square, the quanSeem but an empty sOnll',
tity of corn required for the whole board of
Where weary hearts are aching,
64, squares would fill 1,844,375 barns, e~ch
And the days are sad and long.
holding 1,000,000 bushels of 100,000 gr~ms
All hearts must bear their burdens,
Yet will they lighter grow,
each, bushels round numbers. If the Umted
If each will but endeavor
States grows 1,800,000,000 bushels each year,
To share the other's woe,
it would require a little over 540 years to
. So, weary heart, take comfort,
make enough.
For if yon strive each day
To ease your comrade's burden,
The " cutting-room" ih a shoe factory is,
Lo ! yours will fall away.
by reason of the intricate machinery it contains, the most dangerous room in the buil?Cats, Birds, and Snakes.
ing. It is a rare thing to fiLd such a room m
Cats are attached to localities, dogs to per- a large factory that does not contain one or
sons. A dog will persistently follow his more employees minus a finger or thumb.
master or mistress, through p,ood report or Sometimes frightful accidents occur. The
ill, to the end of life. Cats will not do this, racer, a huge machine modeled something
but will remain in the old home, although all after the guillotine of France, is used in cutthe family may desert it and leave it tenant- ting the heaps of leather into strips. ! t conless. Dr. Hervey tells of a family removing tains a knife four feet long that would cut a
to a distant part of the city, and taking with man's arm o.ff as easily as scissors cut a thread.
them the old family cat. The new quarters
It has long been known that the hair and
evidently did not suit the cat, who promptly nails grow faster in warm weather than in
return~d to her former residence. She was as cold. The Popular Science Monthly cites a
promptly taken back to the new home. She remarkable instance of rapid growth from
would not stay, however, and traveled back the statement of Colonel Prjevalsky, a Rusto the old home, every nook and cranny of sian traveler in central Asia. In June the
which wer~rdear to her. She took kindly to ground and the air became so hot that travel
the new dwellers in the. house, and seemed was impossible during the day, and the hair
determined to make her abode with them in .and beards of the party grew with astonishing
the dwelling to which she was so fondly rapidity. But, what was strangest of all,
attached. One day she caught a young some young Cossacks, whose faces had bern
robin. The old mother bird fiew to the pro. entirely smooth, developed quite respectable
tection of her darling, and screamed· franti- Leards in the course of a very few days.
cally. The father bird, and all the bird relaBirds as large as ducks are taken in Japan
tivs and friends, gathered, and made most by a very ingenious precess. The young
distracting efforts to rescue the poor little shoots of the wistaria, which attain considerbaby bird in the claws of the 'cat. The able length, and are strong, light, and flexmother fiew at the cat, screeching and flap- ible, are gatllered, dried, and knotted together
ping her wings, pecked at her eyes, and in one continuous length. This is smeared
circled about the eat's head until she forced with bird-lime, and floated out to sea; in the
her to drop the tender little birdling, when morning the hunter is rewarded by the captthe mother, bending over its prostrate form, ure of several birds. It is a very inexpensiv
perceived that it was dead. She looked at method of bagging wild fowl, as the tackle
its bleeding form sadly and reverently, and will serve IJ.ny number of times till the birdthen, thinking possibly that she might restore lime dries, when it is easily replaced. There
it to life, she very gently took its wounded is no noise made in this kind of hunting to
little body in her bill, and flew with it away drive away the ducks, or to inform the
to her downy nest, and placing it therein, neighbors of what is going on about the
called the father bird, and together they, no haunts of wild fowl.
doubt, msmrned over their loss. The cat, ap.
Some very curious customs are connected
parently heartily ashamed of her wicked con- with gloves. ])~or instance, the ceremony of
duct, walked out into the highway and pro- removing them when entering the stable of a
ceeded to the new home of her friends, and it prince or a great man or else forfeiting them
is to be hoped she will never meddle with or their value to the servant in charge. This
young robins, or other birds, again. While is an odd survival of vassalage, for the reDr. Hervey was relating this little incident, moval of the glove was anciently a mark of
Dr. Larchar said he had witnessed a peculiar submission. When lands or titles were beact of a snake. He saw, one day, a black stowed, gloves were given at the same time;
and glossy snake ascend a tree, look into a and when, for any reason, the lands were
robin's nest, and take therefrom a young forfeited, the offender was deprived of the
robin, quietly descend and proceed to swallow right to wear gloves. The same idea was
it without delay. Following this, Bethia and prevalent in the bestowal of a lady's glove,
Flossie Cassell were walking in the ·sand to be worn in the helmet of her knight, and
under the bluff of South Boulevard at Onset forfeited by him if her favor ceased. In
one morning, '\\'hen all at once Bonnie, who hunting, the gloves are to-day supposed to
was following them, commenced barking be removed at the death of the stag. It was
furiously, and leaped wildly about. Look- a very ancient form of acknowledgment to
ing, they espied a big black snake, long present a pair of gloves to a benefactor; and
and shining, making off with a bird in its white gloves are still presented to the judge
mouth. Bonnie 'barked so that the snake at maiden assizes.
was frightened, and, dropping his prey, made
off into the woods. Flossie picked up the
Stephen Allen's Pocket-Piece.
bird and brought it to me. It was panting
Many years ago, the fine steamer Henry
tt,rribly, bnt was still alive. The dear little Clay, wh1cb. ran between New York an·d
girl took it home, _and, placing it in an old Albany, when on her down trip, and just opnest that she had found one day, gave it some posit the beautiful city of Yonkers, wa~
water and a doughnut. This was fair treat- found to be on fire. The steamer was immediately headed for the shore, but, notwithment, and birdie seemed to revive, but, standing its nearness to the hnd, and the
although it received the best of care, and was heroic efforts to rescue tile passengers, many

florntr.

:1887.

. ·
Am
th victims was
hves were lost.
ong
ed an of the
Stephen Allen, E•q., an age m
·
est character formerly a mayor of New
§-~~k, ~eloved ~!ld esteemed by all wh~
knew him. In hi~ pocket-b ook. wa~ found
printed slip, of whtch the fo 11owingts a copy.
If our young men, and old ones, too,_w<:mld
pr~ctice these precepts, the virtue, patriOtistml'
and prosperity of the nation .would be vas Y
improved:
;
Keep p:ood company or none.
_
Never be idle.
:
If your hands cannot be usefully employed,
cultivate your mind.
Always speak the truth.
Make few promises.
Liv up to your engagements.
Keep your- own secrets, if you hav a~y- .
When you speak to a person, look htm m
the face.
.
.
Good company and good conversatiOn are
the very sinews .of virtue.
·
Good character is above all things ~lse. .
Your character cannot be essenttally mjured except by your own acts.
If one speaks evil of you, liv so that none
will believe him. .
Drink no kind of intoxicating liquors •.
Ever liv (misfortunes excepted) wtthin
your income.
When you retirP., think over what you hav
done during the day.
Make no haste to be rich, if you would
prosper.
.
.
t
Small and steady gams gtv compe ence
with tranquility of mind.
·
Never play at any game of chance.
Avoid temptation, through fear you may
not withstand it.
.
Earn money before you spend 1t.
Never run into debt unless you see a way
to get out again. .
.
. .
Never borrow, if you can posstbly av01d It.
Do not marry until you are able to support
a wife .
Never speak evil of anyone.
Be just before you are generous.
Keep yourself innocent if you would be
happy.
Save when you:are young to spend when
you are old. ·
Read over the above maxims at least once
a week.

Om· Puzzle Box.
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will nnw close, wishing success to th~ Corner
Your friend
MARGARET COLVIN.
.
' .
.
.
[We hav never before recetved a letterfrom
Margaret. We trust the above may not be
the last with which she will favor the ,Corner.
.
_
.. '··· _. . .
•
-En. C. C.].
. ,._,_
Mir.LwnG~vn;Lw, ILL., Nov. 20, 1887.
~

~
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DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought· I would
write a few lines to .the Corner. My uncle
takes THE TRUTH BEEKER. I like to read the
Corner verv much. I hav one sister; Rhe is
six years oid. ·· I hs.v t.he " Apples ef G.old"
snd the "Storv Hour.." I spoke "Dare .to Be
Trne" "Our ChilrlrPn." " Her Birthday." I
spok~ "Dare to Be True" at childr~n's meeting, t.he only time I ever hs.d anythtng to do
with religious matters. and would not havthen
if! could not hav had the privilege ofspPs.king
that. Do yon know the price of " The Liberal
Son!!' Book?"* Will you please tell me? I
am afraid I am getting my letter too long", so
I will close.
·
ELLA HUNTEB. .
• Twenty. fi-ve cents.
_:__ _ _ _"+-----

What Ailed the Sentence.
After writ.in~- sentences one day the scholars
exchan~ed work for correction. A small boy
marked an error. and then at the foot of the
paper made the following explanBtory note:
" He didn't bP.~in .Ma•sevchewsits with a
caterpilla."-!farpe1''s B~rtr.

A Profound Reflf'ction.
"Grandpa." inquiredJohnny Bliss, "must
evervbod v die?"
''Yes, inv child. Everyone in this world
must die when ·his time comes."
"Well " Ion~ pause, "what I'd like to
know is, 'who'll bury the last man?" -Det-roit
Free PresB.
T11e Long and tbe Short of It.
"Willie Wafilers," said the teBcher, "which
is the Phortest day in the year?"
"Twenty.fust of December," replied Willie,
who was correct as far as the writer knows.
"And Tommv Tnff may tell ~s which is
the longest dav" said the teacller mrinlgPntlv.
"Sunday I" ~houted Tommy.-Pltiladelphia
(Jhroniole:..:·:..._ _ _ _~----It Was Hot.
Six-year-old Ned was enjoying the first
ham an :1 ee:gs of the season. and. as the horse
radish bottle was passed, thought he would
hav some too. When he had recovered somewhat from the burning, and ha~ settled d_own
to his breakfast again, he explamed the Sttuation with:
" I guess I'll wait until that e;ets cold 'fore
I try it again."-Toledo Journal.

Conclusiv Logic.
A Curious Puzzle.
Two Arabs sat down to dinner. A strimger requested to join their party, saying that
as he could not buy provisions in that countr,y, if they would permit him to eat an equal
share with themselvs, he would pay for the
whole. The frugal meal consisted of eight
small loaves of bread, five of which belonged
to one of the Arabs, and three to the other.
The stranger, having eaten a third part of_ the
eight loaves, arose and laid before them etght
pieces of money, saying: "My friends, there
is what I promised you. Divide it between
·you according to your just rights."
A dispute arose, of course, respecting a
division of the money; but reference being
made to the cadi, he ajudged seven pieces of
the money to the owner of the five loaves,
and only one to him who had the three
loaves. And yet the cadi decided justly.
Answ.n·-A has 5 loaves; B has three
loaves. The stranger eats 1-3 of the eight
loaves 1 which equals 2 2-3 loaves. There
would now remain 5 1-3 loaves. Supposing
that A and B shared alike in eating the remaining 5 1-3, this would giv an amount of
P.xactly 2 2-3 loaves to each person. But B
only had three loaves of his own. Hence the
stranger could only consume 1-3 lo~f belonging to B. The remainder of the·stranger's
portion (2 1-3) must hav been part of A's
loaves. Now, 2 1-3 or 7-3 was supplied by
A and only 1-3 was suppiied by B. But 7-3
is'seven times as great as 1-3; that is, the
portion belonging to A, which the stranger
ate was seven times as great as that portion
bel~nging to B consumed by the stranger.
Wherefore tne cadi's decision was just, viz.,
seven pieces o{ silver to ~ and one to B;

Correspondence.
OMAHA, NEB., Nov. 20, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am between thirteen
and fourteen years of age, attend scho_?l, am
in the eighth grade, and stud.y htstory,
physical geog~aphy, llenn1ansbip, vocal
music mechamcal drawmg, grammar, and
aritbU:.etic. I hav your book entitled" Story
Hour," and think it is a treasure.
I wrote you a letter last February, and not
seeing it published, I thought_ you had not
received it.. We hav. taken 'fHE 'JiRUT~
BEEKER for mne yems, and hav many Libera
, book~ from THE TRUTH BEEKER ofl,ice. 1

Little Nell: "Mamma, my doll's broke her
head."
.
Omaha mamma: "You careless ch1ld, how
did that happen ?"
.
" She broke her head her own self; she
tumbled off the chair."
"Now, see here, Nell, dolls can't tumble
off chBirs themselvs."
"Why, yes. they can, mBmma; tumbling
off is easy enough. Tt'fl holding on that they
can't do.''-Omalta World ..

Revision.
Mr. Robert Johnson. who livs on the Fisher
farm, has a little boy, Dave, .who is just old
enough to .be tat~e;ht to say hts praye!s. ~he
other evenin~ his mother was teachlllg htm
the Lord's Praver. and got along very well
until they reached the line, " Give us this day
our daily bread."
The mother repeated it twice, but the child
made no attempt to follow her.
" Why don't you say it?" ur~ed his mother.
"'Cause I don't want bread." said the boy;
" I want pie."-Oil Gity Derriok.
A. Young Anarchist.
It sounds a little bit irreverent, but as it
was told bv a highly esteemed clergyman,
and in Sun.day.scbool, too, it is presumBbly
tellable in print. A little girl, walking in the
pub-ic garden on Sunday with her moth~r,
began to play upon the grass, and was mstant y restrained, to her chagrin.
" Why can't I run on the grass, mamma?"
she exclaimed.
" Because the policeman will make you go
off if you do. Don't you see the policeman
over there? Besides, it is Sunday, and God
.
,. .
doesn't want you to play." ,
" Oh dear " said the little gtrl, ' tf 1t
wasn't for the' policemanR and God, what nice
times we could hav !"-Boston Transc!!!~
FREETDOUGHT~OVEL~

T1u.' Heatbtms of tbe

H~atb.

A finely

written Radical romance. Br, Wm. McDonnell!
author of Exeter Hall, F~mily Oreeda, Day or
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Pnce reduced. Paper,
90 cents; cloth, 1.25.

.\U in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this no-vel is its ab8olute fidelity to IJatu~e. Its
personages are those one mee~s with ,1~ common life, and are portrayed With a "VIVIdness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, m such a marked de~ree •.even
from so gifted a pen as. that of. M1ss ~ixon,
whose brilliant and luCid style 18 fam1hat: to
most readers in the Free thought ranks." Pnce,
1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Outcast. A deep, finely written

· Radical story. From the London editiOn. By
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

THE TRUTH SEE~R. D~CEMBE:R·:..s, :188'?'.

Ingersoll's Works.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.
·
Bibl~ of Bibles; or, Tw~nty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
tweuty-ijeven b1bles and· an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in. science, history,
monJ.s, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of the characters of the principal
pergonages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, 1 75.

In five lectures,~.. comprising, "The Gods,"
" Humboldt " " 'J:homas Paine," " Individuality," and" Heretics and Heresies."
in a more attractiv fonn than any in which they
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts ; cloth, 1.25. hav previously appeared. At the head of an enOontents: "The. Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "The Declaration of· In- graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
dEl!lendenoe,". "About Farming in Illinois," the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
•· The Gtant Banqueh" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past uises before Me .Like a WASHINGTON, and PAINE, tke Fathers of our
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingenoll." Republic. At .the sides are FRANKLIN n.nd
Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts; JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
cloth, $1.25.
the Nine Demands of the Amencan Seculnterviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; printed
lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot a.re
plain cloth, $1.25.
What M.ust We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa- LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
. per; ll5 cents.
·
maklng eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beThe Uhristia.n Religion. By R G. neath each portrait is some radical sen tim en t
Ingersol!J Judge Jereiiriali S. Black, and Prof. quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 oen1is; cloth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, space between the portraits and around them are
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in arabesques of vines and fiowers in profusion, and
large, clear tyPe. and containing as much as the panel incl~sing the Nine Demands is surcould be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand Iirissionary doctlllient. mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
Liberals should scatter it generously.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
Ingersoll Uatechised: His Answers to exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
. the etlitor of the San Franatsc.an. 5 cents; 50 artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
cents per dozen~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3. are as true to nature as the photographs from
Millions of these should be circulated.
which they were transferred. The design will be
Vindication of 'l'homas Paine from sent
postpaid by mail for $1 by
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Bobart G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER co.,
Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
28 Lafayette Place, New York
Large SIZe octavo, paper, 10 cents.
·

In~ersoll'8

Lectures Complete.

THE NINE DEMANDS

There hav · been so many

Prose Poems and Selections.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1 ; cabinet. 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

({. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

The Conflict between Christianity
and: Civilization.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.·
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my. thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Mau.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide <tissemination.-The

Great Centennial Oration
THE

Declaration of lnde~enaence,
.A.LBO THE

And the National Anthem entitled:'

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, .New YorK.

ELEMENTS

UBIVERSAFL HISTORY
:FOR

False Claims., Revised and Enlarged.

BJ Prof. 8 • .M. Coninllier, A.M.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHE-.D.

This book is just what the busy world of to-day
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: yearsB.o., on up to1883, all in a nutshell.-Ktmina
The Ohurch and Morality; Criminal Stat1stics, Sler.Jcer.
As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
showinli{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes t the Church and Oivilizatiolll; the an important place; in the family it would be no
Churoh anct Science; the Church and Learning; less important, as conveying information that all
the Church and Liberty h. the Ohurch and the should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in wrtting this book
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the. are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may
be commended as ful1i.lllng its purpose of a con·
Ohurch and the Republic.
t"
and interesting historical text:.book.-.HtlwauBible Morals. Twenty Crimes an·d cise
Jcee Sentinel.
Vices Sanctioned b:y Scripl;ure Falsehood and
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.
Deception ; Oheatmg; Theft and Bobbe1·y ·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars. of
Oonqueat and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
(:uk.iudness to Children; Oruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices ; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft; Ci
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperanc ~Poverty r"'
t;j
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy Obscen- p::
0
ity. l'rJCe, smgle copies, 25 cents ; 6 copies, $1. p
Special discount on larger quantities ..
0
'Z
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
0
and most thorough work ever written on the r"'
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large ll1
and handsome print. The question is discussed
'1:1
under the following heads: Orildn of the Sab- 0
q
batic Idea; The J.ewish BabbatJu The Ohristian 1':Scriptures and the Sabbath; l!iXamination of
Sund~ Arguments; Origin of Ohristian Sab0
bath; Testimony of the Ohristian Fathers; The·. r"'
'-';!
~
li.bb ath durinlf the Middle Ajies; The Puritan >-<
Sabbath; Test1mony of Ohnstian Refonners, E-l:!cholars, and Divines; Abroli{atiou of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six cootes, $1.00.
>-3
r"'
;:o
Thomas Paine~ The Apostle of Re- II
t:>;j
ligious and Political L1berty. Tells the story. E-p..
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead,...,
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin- If)
rs:
dicates hie name from the aspersions cast upon
t:>;j
it. Ch01\l6 extracts from ' Oommon Sense,"
"American Orisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age· ~
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
:"'
character from more than one hundred noted 0
persona of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. s~cond edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and· containing a handsome Is ,c, Stuncn 'J..,.it•«!4- .... tt u Successsteel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
.
·
j'ul Physician.
Image llreakAr. Six Lectures: De- The Better Wau,of Cmcinnati, 0., says," We are
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash· usured that Dr. Fellow a, the eminent specin.hst of
in~ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson n.u Unbeliever; Vineland, N. J., is an educated gentlem>l.n of 811Pame and Wesley; Ohristian Sabbath. Each perior mind and large attainments, and that Hue5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cte. cess in his profession baa brought him businesH,
only from all p_arts of this country, bnt from
The Apostle of Liberty. An address not
shor~s. He is 10 the prime of !if~ anrl
delivered in Paine Hall bel'ore the N. E. Free- foreign
able to transact his var1ous professional du t1es
thinkers• Convention. January 29, 1884. Prioe, promptly
a11d well and giv satisfaction in every
10 cents.
instauce. H1s references are numbered by thou·
'l""RE TRUTH REEKER 00.,
sands."
Dr Fellows treats all those p~culiar disease•
resultlnil from indiooretion anfl i'!nonHJCe of
youth. TbosE'whoareailingshnuldsenrl JO<lent.~
for the Dr.'sllttle book oetting forth an ExrERNAL
APPLICATioN-a positiv rure.
.
Address
DR. R. P. FELLOWS.
Vineland, N.J.
t:r Hention thia paper.

Charles Watts's Works.

THE STRUGGLE

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

Re· igious and Politioa.l LibP.rtv.

!OR

In which the author shows the repeated attempts
-of men of every age to acqmre greater polit1cal
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b CoNTENTS : liberty ; alRo vigorously attacks the very foundaSection I. DefinitiOn of. Freethought and its tion of the religion of every age; dwelllng at
Early t!truggles for Life. Section 11. What it !ength upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailOwes to 1\lohammedaUlsm, Section Ill. Free. mg the account of Hlavery in this country, calls
thought Martyrs and Confessors .. Saction IV. the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
F1·eethought in Contlict dunng the Sixteenth, position of womankind in America. ThrouglloutJ
Seventeenth, and Etghteenth Centuries. Sec- the work is replete with astounding facts ana
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine. weighty arguments wh1ch cannot fail to interest
the minds of this al!'e.
teenth Oentury.
By THEO. 0. SPENOER.
Set,ularism; Destructiv and Construe·
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp,, price 75 cents.
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafMette Place, New York.
Christ1an Evidences Criticised A
reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introductwn by Charles Bradlaugh. Con.
THE CREDIT FONCIER OF SINALOA.
tents :The Origin of Christiamty; The HistoriPublished at Hammonton, N.J. Marie Howland
cal Value af the New Testament; Miracles; and Eduard Howland, Editors; JoB. Burgher and
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Ohristin.n- F L. »rowne\ Printers. This paper is devoted speity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
cially to the mterests of our coloniZation enterprise,the Credit Foncier of Sinaloa, and generally
Secularism; its Principles and its to
the practical solution of the problem of Integral
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
OrJ.opAration. Price, S1 a yea.r ;. 50 cent.• for si:J
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. months. ~~ oAnt• fnr thrM.-JlJ<>r>th•
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS OF
Is the Btble lteliable 1 The Ohristian Deity i
Moral Value of the Dible; Freethought anct.
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization i._Philosophy of SecuSo Cents Each.
larism; t!cience and .~:Sible Antagonistic i
Christian Scheme of Redemption. }for all or
Address TPE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
the above works address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKEn, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Lmmortal Document,

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-L."iSTRUCTION.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50c.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.·
The Reason Why a Good Ron:tliJl Catholiu
The number of heads under which you hav
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
div1ded the subject matte1· of the pamphlet, and
this Republic.
the conmse manner in which each point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending " AntiProhlbltion "to the consideration of ever{ person
By A • .J. GROVER.
who is interested, not ouly in the cause o · temperance, but in the principles of self-!l'uvernment.J. J.llicCabe.
PruoB,
40 CENTs.
For sale a.t this o:lll.ce.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

J . .E. Remsburg's Works.

TM TradiJ Bupplkd at Special Discounts.

ANTI- PROHIBITION.

Price, 25 cents.
· Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ON

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth, 1.00;, Paper, 50 cents.

Age.

Exoru.Nax.

Printed in

eolors on board, l:Jeveled gilt edges.

The Vision of War,
. The Grant Banqnet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

By J. K.!NG.A.LLs, author of" Social Wealth."

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact~ 9ne of the richest brightest,
best ever issueu. It e<mtains, besides the celebrated " Decoration Day Oration," never before published; and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together t11l ·now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations.of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpos~\ a fine steel portrait, with autogra~h
fac simile, has been IJrepared espeoiall;J: for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and sll'l.e, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style, 4.50; 1n full Turke;~e morocco, _gilt, exquisttly fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, h1ghest possible style and finish, $9.

The World's ~ixteen Cruciiied Sav·
iors ; or,. Christianity Before Christ.

150ENTS.
PRICE,
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES.

appllcat10ns for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Mil·
ler•s Grave 1" that they hav been printed on
heav_y tonect paper, 1Bx22, illuminated border,
. ·and m large, clear type, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 50 cts, or either one for 15 eta.

'REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we caD
offer these magnificent pros~ poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumi
ftated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

Contarning new and startling revelations in
religious history, which disclose the oriental · The price of these heretofore has been 75cts. We
origin of all ihe doctrmes, princip!e}b p1·ecepts, offer them at FIFTEEN OENTS EAOH; THE
and miracles of the Christ1an .New Testament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many oi THREE FOB FORTY OENTS.
Mailed secure
its sacred mysterie~, besides comprtsing the
htstor:v of sixteen oriental crucified gods. 1.50. from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
118 Lafayette PL. New York.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
tor Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the puLlisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound lD one beautiful volume, in half A OOMPEND OF THE NA.TlffiAL LA.WS OF !Ncalf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
DUBTBL\L PRODUOTION .AND
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tribn.tes_.

Inarersoll's Tributes.

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eokhard, treasurer.of the American
Secular Union, has published

C. B. REYNOLDS.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. .MOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist,. Agnes Hollo W1Jkie, and Arthur
B. 1\loss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The 1\Iirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Blble and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblwal Errors and Secular •.rruths. 25
cts. Two Hevelations. 5 etA, Btble Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1 ble 1\lakers. 5 cts.
Btble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 ctR, Socrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Ueligion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts. ·
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
::!pinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
5 cts. 1\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
animals. b cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.O., Lon ton, Eng.
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BiDlo Temporanco:

....

z

Ll(lUOR DRINKING

z

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the. Bible.

History of Christianity
AND

.

. A VINDICATION

BY E. C. WALKER.

nf some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,,

With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,

28

I"

Laf~tvAHA

PIMP. Nflw Vork.

DID JESUS CHH.IS'r RI~E FROM
'l'HE I>EAD ~

r.·~ 8

'

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

"'M"den••• "'or t'•e Resu-·ectw"M m..;ed

.LU·v~

including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, \Venck~
au u English Churchman,'' and other scholars.

t

vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $1,~0
This book shows when, where, anrl how Christianity

originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments;... manners, numbers, and condition of the
primLtive \...hristians.

.~,,,

" I k •• ow of no book that contains more real and val·
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."-

25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"One of the most learned and interesting books eve
written and published."-Bostott Itzvestigator. fl'
FOR IIAL.E AT TRUTH !SEEKER OF,.Oio,

~·•

1'

"

''

and }l'ound ll'a-:1ting.
By· l'Jaladln,

PRIOE,

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.

'"

·

R. G.

INGERSOLL.

·.• I
'
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questions sugp;esting le':ity of eonduc~. :rhe
gro'Jm of the deceased, In cross.exammatJon,
said he had known his mistress go to Mr.
Cooper's room before he was up in the morning, but She stayed no time. After the docItems of'. Church News.
tor had described the wound and the police
HOW THE LEAVEN OF CHRISTIANITY IS the arrest, the jury returned a vedict of '' wilLEAVENING THE HUMAN'LUMP.
ful murder" against Cooper. The latter remarked it was not wilful. The coroner recNOT SURPRJSrNG.
, Mary Belovic, a Bohemian woman of ommended him to say nothing at present.
Omaha. has become inPane on religious sub- Prisoner was composed and attent.iv during
jects, and will probablv be given a place in the proceedinp;s, but his eyeR bad a wild,
seared expression.-Li'Derpool Post.
.
the asylum.- Omaha Herald.
AN OFF-OOT.OR FOANDAL.

'' HAPPY BOB."

Robert E. Van Brunt, otherwise known as
" Happy Bob," because of his connection
with the Salvation Army, was tried and convicted in Februarvof the mnrder.of Will Roy
at Castile, on Oct. ·7. 1886 Van Brunt claimed
to be engaged to Eva Roy, a prett.y girl of
sixteen years, a half sister of Will Roy. He
was livine; in the house of the ~irl's parents,
nnd coming from his room at midnight founrl
Eva and her half brother in conversation in
ESOORTKD TRENOE.
The Rev. Rnbert Rayson, of the Methodist the sitting-room. In a fit of jealouR anger he
church at Greenwood, confessed to p;ross drew a revolver and shot the victim, for
immoralities, and was promptly diFmissed. which crime he will be hanged December 8th.
On his way to take the train at Withee he
Fl!LL FROM GRAOE.
was followed by a crowd that loudly threatEau Claire, Wis., Oct. 5.-The sheriff of
em·d tar and feathers. Rayson, who came
from Canarla. was preachinR: on trial in the this county arreRtPd at Arkansaw, on isolated
Western Conference.- IJailu NQ'I'thwt!IJtern, village in the adjoining county of Pepin, the
Rev. Henry Overing. a Methodist minister,
Oshkosh, Wis.
on the charge of seduction, preferrf>d by a
young lady living in the town of Washin~ton,
AMl'Sl!MENT AT A OOLORED ORUROH PIONJO.
Columbia, S.C.,. Oct. 5.-At a negro Sun. thr!le mileR east of here. Overing. who has
day-school celebration in Greenville county been preaching in that locality during the
several drunken darkies became involved in summer, was brought to this city for exama quarrel among themselvs, during which ination, and the testimony was so strong
Richard Johnson was shot and instant.ly against him that he was held for appearance
l!illed by J~ff Bailey, who was also shot and at the circuit court. His friends were greatly
seriously injured by another negro whose surprised at his arrest, and furnishir;Jg bonds
for his appearance, be was temporarily
name is unknown.
released.-.LJaiZy NQ'I'thwestern.
New Brunswick, Oct. 28.-William Williams colon d. has b<'en dropped from the roll
of tlie First :Methodist church on account of
his allee:Pd relations with a white woman
namerl Hassell. who is also a member of the
church and who sang in the choir. The
elders bfcame aware of the Fcandal about
two weeks ago, but kept it quiet.

HO, EVERY ONE THAT THIRI!TETH]

New Haven, Oct. 28.-Afewweeksagothe
paFtor of the Catholic church in Portland,
Conn .. d~cided to hold a fair, and went among
his parishoners to solicit articles. James
Laverty, a wholesale liquor dealer, contributed a barrel of beer, which the priest accepted,
and for the past few nights the attendants at
the fair hav been taking chances on the beer
at twenty-five cents a ticket.
A SAINT, NO DOUBT.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 20.-Rev.Geo.
W. West, rector of Grace church, denies that
he has been guilty of any indecency with any
person, boy or girl, and alleges that he never
made an indecent proposition in his life. His
church was attenderl by about the usual congregation last Sunday, and his resignation
has been accepted. This, of course, prevents
the formal investigation of any of the charges
agai11st him.
AN INHARMONIOUS SOOIABLE-

A church sociable and hugging bee at Elk
Creek broke up in a row recently. A withered remnant of a man, aching for a smack
of sweet sixteen or thereabouts, blew in fifteen
cents and was blindfolded. The managers
ran bis wife ogainst him, and the squeeze he
gave her made her ache. When the bandage
was removed and he discovered the swindle,
he howled like a madman, smote the manager
on the jaw, and choked the treasurer till he
refunded.-.Dawson county, Neb., Herald.
PROGRESS IN THE CORA LEE OASE.

Independence, Mo., Oct. 5. -Attorneys
were engaged in taking depositions in the
fumous Cora Lee case, which will be on trial
at Sprinl!fiPid, Mo., in a f!iw days. It seems
that Dave FiFher, colored, was a porter in the
Laclede Hotel, in this city, when the party
composed of the Rev. George E. Graham,
Mrs..Malloy, the rPvivalist, and Miss Lee
stopped there July 26, 1886, and registered as
Gra1J11m and wife ancl 1\lrs. Malloy. After
Graham was kilJPd, Dave Fisher saw his
picture, and recop:nized it as the man, Graham, who st0pped at the hotel at tbe.time.Eansas Gily l'ust.
A 1\!RTHODTOAI. METHODIST SffiOIDE.

Clevelancl, Oct. 2.-Rev. Henry Clemmens,
a Free Will Methodist preacher in Holmes
county, this state •. committed suicide Friday
night under very peculiar circumstances. He
for a long time preached the doctrin of perfection, and .assert~d that he was sanctified,
and therefore sinless i"n the sight of God.
Friday night be arose from his bed, took a
loaded shotgun that stood in a corner of the
room,placed the muzzle of the gun in his
mom b. and discharged the weapon. His wife
was awalu~ned by the report, and lighting a
lamp, found the body of her husband on the
floor.
AN RI\'GLJBH OTTRATE MPRDERS HIS VIOAR.

The curate, the Rev. Gilbert Cvoper, was
brought hefore the magisuates, at Framlingbam, Suffolk, yesterday forenoon, and, after
formal evidence, remanded till Thursday on a
charge of murdering his vicar, the Hev. Wm.
Farley, seventy-three years of age. In the
afternoon the inquest took place at Cretingham, when, after evidence tad-been given by
the widow, a woman in the prime of life, she
was subjected by one of the jury to severe
cross.exHmination rePp~cting her relations
with the prisoner. She dented that there had
ever bet·n any impropriety between them,
saying she treated pri$oner as a boy. She
showed great indignation at the repetition of

each foot, and two on each h"and. The marks
appeared to hav been mafle with a fork. The
left side of the skull of his son was battered,
his left side was pierced in two ·places, as also
were his hands and feet. The other son
seem~ to hav been killed directly by a cruel
fork thrust entirely throue:h the left side of
his body. The hanrls and f£>et of all were
pierced, as it was Wyndham's intention to
nail the bodieR to a cress, they refusing to be
thus nailed while alive.
8\tALT, BUSINESS.

·wives and mothers-ladies who are cruelly
hurt by the broad assertion that in the Ra:vson
scandal the first families of Greenwood are besmirched. If a black-hearted Rlly&on has despoiled any homes, Jet a mantle of charity cover
the wreck ann time blot out the memory of the
fiend. For Rayson we bav no word of sympathy, but hope, if he has committed the
crime he claims to hav done, the record of it
will precede. him wherever he.may g_o, and
save female virtue from his blighting toJJch.
-Neillsflille, Wu., Time8,

.

A church committee at Xenia, 0., appointed by the Cincinnati conference, Methodist Episcopal church. to investigate charges
against the Rev. H. M. Keck, stationed at
Cedarville, 0., found the minister guilty, and
recommended his snPpension from the ministry: The charg:e against him waR the larcenv
of a fiat-iron from the store of Joshua Wolf
in XPnia. It was shown at the trial in the
mayor'P court that he put the iron in a bucket.
and hid it in his buggy, where it was found
by a man who suspected him. Mr .. Keck
s11.id in explanation that he ban taken morphine that day, and did not know what he
was doing -Sun.
JEREMIAH IN THE OHARAOTER OF DAVID.

GrSLnd Rapids, Mich., Sept. 19.-Prosecuting Attorney Clay has been to Cedar SpriBp;R
to hear the story of the young German p;irl
who claims to hav been ruined by Elder Jeremiah Pavne, a relip;ious exhorter and supervisor of Solon township. The girl !lays, while
Mrs. Payne was away visit.ine; during the
summer, Payne sustained criminal relations
with her at different times until she became
enciente. He gave her presents of a ring,
~hoes, and other small articles, exacting -a
promis from her that she would ne·ver speak
of the matter. Last Thursday night the girl
suffered a miscarriage, and to the physician
and other attendants she said Payne was
responsible for her condition. The investigation will be continued this afternoon, and
"RAZORS FLYING THROUGH THE AIR."
New Orleans, La., Nov. 1.-A fatal affray papers issued for the arrest of Payne toat a· negro church is reported from West morrow.
Feliciana parish. Following a custom in
A SPIRITUOUS-MINDI!D MINISTER.
vogue among plantation negroes in portions
It is r£>ported that a minister of the Chrisof the South, two members of the conp:re.
gation exchanged wives two years ago. The tian Baptist ch•1rch has been doing an extenbargain did not prove satisfactory, and quar- .Riv manufacturing business at the head of
rels arose among the members of the much Laurel Creek, in Boone county, W. Va. He
mixed families. It was decided a few days has made thousands of dollars by the illicit
ago by the parties involved to meet at the disfilling of whisky, and has managed the
church and settle all difficulties by a general business so nicely aR to escape detection by
fist fight. A large number were present. the p:overnment officials. To the outside
As soon as the parties came together, knives world he was known only as a marble-cutter
and pistols were drawn, and a bloody .riot and a manufacturer of potterywar,e. He had
followed, the r~:sult of which was •bat Ed- a larp;e dry-house built for drying the pottl!rY
mund Turner and Gibson Clark, the princi- ware bef0re putting- it in the kiln to be burned.
pals, were killed outright, and James Stow- It is said that in this dry-house be erFcted a
still, and has carried on the business of makbury was severely, if not fatally, wounded.
ing whisky for several years, until he bas
accumulated a. small fortune. He closed up
IMPOTENT FAITH.
Eugene P. Banter arid his wife are two of his business a few days ago an.Q announced
the many converts offaith cure in Hamn.wnds- his intention of going on a lecturing tour
port, Pa. Recently the daughter. a bright through the country.
girl of twelve years, was taken ill with a mild
A PREACHER AND A HORSRTIJIEF.
form of scarlet fever. The fever passed away,
but she still continued sick. Her parents
Venita, I. T., Oct. 30.-Manjos DeLone;;
would not employ a doctor, but depended on alias Rev. James H. Healy, who was arrested
the faith cure. The girl lay day after day· at Joplin, 1t1o., on the charge of horse-stealwithout any medical attendance until the ing, is meeting with-liis just dues. He has
neighbors began to expostulate with the par- figured here at this place since July 2, 1887,
ents about it. They still refused to employ a as a Baptist minis·er, and was about to be
doctor, until the neighbors told them that the taken into the Methodist Episcopal confergirl was dying. Then they called in a phy- ence, which was in session here two weeks
sician, but it was too late. She was beyond ago, when he was discovered to hav run off
the doctor's skill and died within a few min- with a team belonging to a man of this city.
utes. The physician says that if she had Healy was captured just this side of Baxter
had proper treatment she would hav lived, l:lprings, but jumped from the bug~y, turninp;
and he blames her parents very much for the horse loose, and crossed the hne just as
the officers got in shooting distance of him.
their neglect.
He next turned up at Oswego, Kan., where
BOB OIJISHOLM. JIMMY DENNIS-TIME I
he played the "saw-mill racket" on a man
Hannibal, Mo.. Sept. 30.-At the '' Sancti~ named Johnson to the tune of $25, claiming
fication" or "Holiness" Camp in this city, he had a saw-mill at Venita and wanted
the Rev. J. Dennis, one of the evangelists, Johnson to go there and run it for him,
preached last night a sermon on the subject requesting a deposit of $25 as a guarantee of
of " Glorification.'{ The Hev. Hobert Chis- good faith on the part of Johnson. Healy
holm took exceptions and called him to owes a number of store bills, etc.
order, but the speaker continued. Chisholm
ONE OF THE WORST.
therefore mounted the rostrnm and bel!"an to
speak. Each tried to cry the other down, E!Pven fair ladies sat up m a treP,
Sine:ine: willow, tit. w11low, tit willow;
and, failing in this, they clinched, and each That
man is as naughty as naughty can be,
tried to pull the other off the platform. DurSine:ing willow, tit willowhttt wtllow.
ing the excitement some one blew out the Oh, what shall we rlo, and w at will the world say?
why dtd we truM. the vtle wretch for a day 1
lights, and the meeting came to an abrupt Oh,
Oh, wby did he weaken and giv ns awa.y1
termination. Each had the other arrest~d,
.
Singinl!' willow, tit willow, tit willow.
R.nd to day at the trial the Hev. Chisholm was
The Rev. Rayson has been officiating at the
fined $5, which he paid, and the Rev. Dennis Methodist Episcopal church at Green wood for
$10, but he was unable to pay the fine, and a year or more. l:lince early last winter ugly
now lies in jail.
rumors hav b11eb. aftoat conce!Ding his relations with different female attendants at
WORSE THAN ANAROIDSM.
church, and several times a great social up.
San Franci~co, Oct. 3.-Passengers by the heaval bas been predicted by persons at GreenAustralian steamer which arrived Saturday wood who allPge this crimmal in'imacy on
bring details of a most revolting tragedy that the part of RH-yson. Several of the most
occurred in New South Wales August 28th. prominent members of the Methodist EpisWadbam Wyndham, a man of excellent copal church withdrew on account of Ray.
standing. becoming suddenly attacked with son's conduct, and the matter has been kept at
religious frenzy, murdered his wife and three a fever-heat until the departure of the reverchildren, all of whom he loved most dearly. end gentleman, which took place week before
In explanation he said that he felt called upon last. Upon his p;oing away, it came out that
by God to commit the deed. The resurrec- Hayson bad made a confe~sion which implition was near, and their time had come. As cal ed some of the first families of Greenwood
Wyndham's wife offered resistanf!e, he took Thereupon he was followed and brou~ht
her outside and with a stone broke in her back, and when threatened with prosecutiOn
skull. He then took a carving-lmife and fork for slander, he dared his former associates to
and thrust them into her side. He also go ahead, and he would bring before the
pierced her hands and feet, expl>~ining after- court members·of families of whom there had
ward that he intended to crncify her, as been no su~picion of wrongdoing. The prosChrist was crucified. His favorit daughter tcution of Ravson was then dropped.·
had four cuts on her forehead, and the right
.The soci11l firma~ent of t;he village glistens
side of the skull was beaten into pulp. Bhe wll h some of the bng-hteRt lDtellects of which
had two pierced marks on her breast, two on any community can boast; some of the truest

WORSE THAN LOT.

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 20.-A brutal andremarkable attempt at murder is reported from
Liberty, DeKalb county, Tenn. While two
young men were walking in the woods, two
miles and a half from Liberty, they started to
cross the public road, when they were startled
to see in the road the prostrate form of a
woman.. Her face was so d,isfigured and her
face and hands so covered with blood that they
were unable to recognize her or to tell, indeed,
whether she was a negro or white person ..
There was a dw£>lling half a mile distant, and
one of them rushed there for assistance. On
his return with Mr. Scott to 'where the prostrate form lay, .at that moment she struggled
feebly ann said: "Father, you won't kill me."
Then they saw that she was a white woman,
the daup;hter of Rev. J. H. Vickers, who
lived in that neighborhood.
The y-oune;men assisled her to the residence
of Mr. Griffith, her grandfath£>r, to whom she
told the circumstances of her .attempted assassination. She stated she was riding along to
attend relip;ious services at Cooper's chapel
one mile distant .from Mr. Grfllth's, where
she had been living for several months ; some
one rushed from behind a small cedar tree,
struck her with a larp;e stick and jerked her
off the horse she was riding, when she became
unconscious. She says the person who assaulted and struck her was no other than her
own father. The person attempting to commit the foul deed was terribly in earnest.
The girl is perfectly helpless, although
rational. Her nose is cut nearly off, her ear
is split, her scalp has perhaps twenty wounds
about an inch in length, while the skull is
fractured in three places. The physicians
pronounce the injuries fatal.
The neighborhood is aroused and there are
threats of lynching Vickers. The 'past bad
terms on which Miss Vickers and father had
been, because of a former relation of hers
to the lffect that her father had freqnently
made indecent proposals to her, together
with the girl's statement, and that of one or
two witnesses' t£>stjmony, renders the R:irl's
statement plausible, to say the least. Vickers has been arrested.-DaillJ Time8.
THE OREMORNE l\fiBBION BOANDAL.

A moral thunderbolt fell in full prayermeeting on Thur9day night at the Cremorne
Mission in West Thirty-third street. On the
pla1form at tha~ time sat Mrs. McAuley,
leader of the mission and widow of Jerry
McAuley, who was as famous for his monumental reformation as for the vices of his
previous career, and several gentlemen who
are prominent in the cause of reclaiming the
fallen and despised. One of these gentlemen
was the Rev. Bradford J,, Gilbert, the well
known architect, of No. 71 Broadway. Mr.
Gilbert has for sixteen years taken a very
activ part in the meetings held by the mission, and he belongs to the Board of Trustees.
At an interesting point of the Thursday evening services, a man arose in the middle of the
audience and walked up to the platform.
Then he deliberately drew two papers from·
his pocket and presen:ted one to Mrs. McAuley and the other to Mr. Gilbert, saying to
·each of them separately, so that everybody
could hear, "This is for you." The man was
a Westchester county court officer. The
legal documents were the complaints and
summonses in two suits at law brought by
Mrs. Cora Rathbone Gilbert against Mr.
Bradford L. Gilbert, her husband, and Mrs.
Jerry McAuley, in the Supreme Court at
White Plains, Westchester county. The first
action is one for absolute divorce on the
!!round of infidelity to marital vows, and Mrs.
McAuley is made the co respondent. It is
alleged that the intimacy between them assumed a criminal character a good while ago ;
that they hav been freqnently, almost constantly, together; that tl.leir common interest
in the mission has served as a cloak to their
~in, and that they hav broken tl:w seventh
commandment over and over again. The
places were these alleged acts occurred are
for the most part very generally designated,
but the affidavits are specific in regard to one
of· them, and that is the mission. Mrs. McAuley resides in the. same building, upstairs,
and there it is alleged that their guilty love
took its present course. The second suit is
directed against Mrs. McAuley, and is based
very largely upon the same evidence as the
other. It accuses the superintendent of the
mission of alienating the affections of Mr.
Gilbert from his wife, and demands $50,000
as a compensat.ion for the injury thus intlicted.-.New YQ'I'k Herald.
A FRISKY METHODIST PREACHER.

From the Los Angeles Times it is learned
that the Rev. Dr. John White, Methodist, has
been undergoing tribulation. The Times givs
this account of the trial: "Young Bowers
testified that the Rev Mr. White had often in
his presence used vulgar and indt>cent language; that on one occasion he and the doctor were standing on the steps of the court
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nome at Ventura; that a. lady unknown to
him passed. The doctor made the remark :
' There goes a woman wit.h fine breast works.'
He was surprised and di~<gusted at the doetor's lan~~:uage. Upon another occasion he
was making the rotinds of the sportin~r
hou~<es of the city. In the house of Jennie
Miller he hear.d what he thought was a familiar voice. He looked into the room whence
the sounds came, and saw Dr. White· in a
compromi~ing position with one of the inmates. He was .fondling and kissing the
woman. They were both partially undressed.
The doctor bet on horse races, and att• nded
dog and chicken fights, and was always and
wanterl to appear aA one of the boys. De
Mo&s Bowers testified that White's influence
was bad in the community. That he was corrupting the young men and setting a bad ex0 "T
.FACTORY & WAREROOMS,.
-<"\.v-0'
ample. That his son had told him of the incident regarding the lady, and that he had,
• ..o~..C)
0).'
upon White's promis to amend for the past,
York.
suppressed the evidence. White kept going cor. 87"th st.
from bad to worse, was in constant company
of low and loose asAociates, and he was bringSOCIAL WEALTH
ing the Methodist Episcopal church into disrepute. Charles Ball stated that Dr. White
· Tlu Bole Jl'acturs and &ract RaUos in Ita
had upou divers occasion in his hearing used The Bible Analyzed. "For ·sledgeAcgulrement and Apportionment.
:vul1:,rar and indecent language. That he bad
hammer LoKio unsurpassed." 8vo., 838pp.,
By J. K. INGALLS.
silk cloth, $3.
more than once acted in an unministerial
manner, and was in the habit of associating Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De- Price, Clollt,
tt.oo.
with vicious persons. lle sl'emed to be at
fenst>. A thorough analysis of the'
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
home in comp~tny which any respectable man
claims for the existenoe of ~he Bible deity, and
28Lafayette Plaoe, New Yor1r.
an examination in verse of the charges generwould be ashamed to own. That he, the doebrought
all&inst
his
Satanic
majesty.
ally
tor, was in the habit of standing on the street
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
12mo, 466pp., 1.50.
corn r upon a rainy or muddy day, and
Spiritualism
Sustained.
This
work
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
watching the ladies as they tripped over the
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to I
muddy crossings. That the doctor had often
show that Christiana are inconsistent in denyB11 L. R. BMITH.
boasterl to him of his many conquests among
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy. Pamphlet 32pp 12mo _ Price 10 cents
the fair sex, and how this lady was sweet on
Oloth, 12mo, 145pp., $1.
Published and for sale by
him, and that lady had sent him a tender -------------.~---note. How though he was a minister of the
H Is T 0 R y
THE TRUTH BEEKER co.
gospel, he was still human and one of the
01' TB.
• bohoys.' After being out about one hour INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
and ten minutes, the committee found Dr.
OfEorope. .
•
White guilty as cuarged, and suspended him
By JOHN WILLIAM DBAPEB, M.D., LL.D
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
from the ministry for one year."
Revised Edition-11 volB-Prioe, 18.
BetJ'I'etartJ.of the American Becul1111' Union.
AddrAII THB TRUTH BEEKER 00.
ABBREVIA.TED OIIUROH NOTES.
Prioe 10 oents.
Rev. Y\'m. Fraser, Brighton, Eng., dies in
pulpit.
Address Tlllli TRUTI! SEEKER ,CoMPANY.
HOW
TO
STRENCTHEN
Hev. Thomas Rose, Taylor, Pa., committed
suicidP..
THE MEMORY;
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
Rev. Mr. Millen, Brooklyn, adjudged imOB 1
BIBLE.
moral.. Fired.
Rev. Mr. Dtcker, Brooklyn, adjudged im- Natural and Seientiftc Methods of A perfectly reliable, aoourate pamphlet. Thon~b
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
moral. Fired.
Never Forgetting~
B. BUBB. one of our ablest oorrespondents. More
Thomas Fodge dropped dead in Fourth
than
80,000 copies hav been sold. Prioe, 16 eenf s.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
avenue church.
For sale at this oftioe.
H.ev. Mr. Hooper, Kingston, N.Y., cruelty 12mo, 160 pp.,
$1.00 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - to wife. She leaves him.
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO..
I1UNDER.for THE~TRUTR SEEKER
R•w. 0. F. logoldsby arrested at Starkey,
28 Latayette Pl•• New York.
For the benefit of our rell.dN. Y. Grand l .. rceny-$2 000.
;•rs who preserve their papers
Rev. Dttcasson, Montreal, Van., outrage on
..
e
off~r a new style of btnder,
a you.ng girl. Publicly flogged. ·
MOSES BEFORE THE COURT; • T"<fiJ
na.de for the purpose, and
fiN<O't.{.
the h"Rdinll of TnE
vitll
Sensational divorce case, Baltimore, inOB1
~ 6u<••
rRUrH t!EEKER printed in
volves a priest and a theologian.
...;
•old
letters
on the outside.
Harman Spence fell off church spire .at The Forgery of the Old Testament. l..i
rhis binder allows the open.
Dedicated
to
the
clergy
lJJjf or ~.~.., v~v~· b v~· fe!JtlY fi .. t. It also allows the
Gettysburg, 1'11. Instantly killed.
taking out and replacing of one pr more papers
BY
_Rev. W. T. Davis, Boston, disorderly
from any part of the file without disturbing the
prPaching. Fmed $200 and jailed.
H. J. BEIGNEURET,
ot.her part.s.
1 SPnt by m~.il. poAtJ!.•ifl, for •1.
.
Rev. E. M. Williams and Thomas Decker,
Secularist.
Address THE Tll.UTH BEEKER,
Magnolia, Ark., fight. Williams killed.
tf
28 Lafayeue Pt., New York.
10
cents.
Price,
Hev. Mr. Tidball, Camden, N.J., offends
Mrs. Waller. Is thr11shed by Mr. Waller.
T H I R D ED IT I 0 N.
Hevival at Needmore, Teun. Floor givs
way. Seventy persons injured, one fatally.
Deacon Dt~.vid Wright, Hoboken,.N.· J.,
cut his throat with a raz01·. To) pious to liv.
Robert Ridgely, Baltimore, goes to church
in sound health; kneels at altar, and drops
AND THEIR PARALLELS lN OTHER RELIGIONS:
dead.
IIEING A
Rev. 1\'Ir. Jackson, Atlanta, Ga., preaches
tltaparllon otthe Old and New Testament Jllyths and .llllraeles with those
effecti v sermon, cashes bogus check, and
of Heathen Nations of A.ntlqulty;
skips.
Rev. Mr. Glazebrook, Elizabeth. N. J., deOONSIDERING .ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.
tected in erim. eon. Vindicatt::d by devoted
'WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.
flock.
Rev. Thomas B. Miller, Philadelphia, seduCtion, malpractice~ Seven years' imprisonment.
John C. Felt, New York, religious insanity.
Runs through the street h_owling. Insane
asylum.
H.ev. Brother Azarias, Washington, D.C.,
immoral letters. Vindicated, i.e., whitewashed.
Hev. Edward Trevor, Laurel Hill, N.Y.,
revolting conduct with boy. Leaves place
suddenly.
1 H.t~v. Mr. Gulick, Brooklyn, crooked finti.nciering. Debts paid by fl:>ck and shepherd
vindicated.
Leach, t:>unday.school superintendent, Park
Ringe, N. J., assaults Revivalist M.nason.
Fmed $1,000.
Oolored Methodists, Nyack, N. Y., hold
chl!-rch reception. Prince Hankerson fatally
fatally Stll bbed.
Uev. David Wright, Caldwell Co., N.C.,
A very ancient granite, which is now in the muc;eum at
leaves w1fe and twt::lve children and elopes
the "Indian House/· was dug from the ruins of a temple in
with Mrs. Andrews.
Rev. David Seymour, Janesville, Wis.,
the island of Bomba/:· It is, as described by the late
goes to Europe with parishioner's wife and
Thomas Maurice, (Indian Antiquitiu, vol IV, p. 372,)
cnurctt funds. Arre11ted.
''A bust composed of three heads, united to one body, adornSexton l:lt. Paul's ctmrch, Newark, N.J.,
ed with the oldest symbols of the Indian Theology, and thus
criminal assault on fifteen-year-old daughter.
expressly fabricated according to the unanimous confession
Penitentiary seven years.
Rev. Father Kirner, New. York, builds
of the sacred sacerdotal tribe of India, to indicate the
pawchial sctwol. Vwlates building permit.
CREATOR, the PRESERVER, and the REGENERATOR of manBuilding falls, killing six workmen and Kirner
kind; which establishes the solemn ('let, that from the remohimself. Uorouer's jury lay responsibility on
testeras, the Indian nations had adon:J· A Tk1U!I.~ DEITY."'
Kirner.
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Nearly all the Pagan nations of antiquity, in their various
:iheological systems, acknowledged a Trinity in the divine
11<tture. This is shuwn in ~TllLE MYTHS.
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PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEA6 UE, 25.
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sta., at 2 :SO and 7 :30 P.ll1. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able apea.lters interest the audience. N.B.-Truth'
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

BACON AND t'JHA..K~PERE.
Proof• that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Sonnet11 written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By Wll1. HENRI
BuBB. Price, 26 cents. For sale at this office. ·
WHO WANTS THEll1
Pair Dia.mond Eard•ops worth $400 for f280; do.
f2~0 for >150; do. fll!O for l80; do. :160 for H5; no.
r40 fur l21l; 1 ·U1amuud PJJJ. worth :t32.5, fur f220;
110. USO lor ~135; do, $150 for- •110; do. HOO for 165 ·
do. $6afor$4:;; do.f38 Ior $28. 1 Hiug or 81uod
worth $18i fur $140; uo. $150 for $110; do. i9U for
i65: do. ~6'>for f4~ ; do. $50 for 135. il full liuEr of
•lli>tller Dl_ltmond Ooodo same utsconnts .. WILL
HEFUND CASH IN FULL FuR ANY OF TBE ABOVE AT
A.NY TIME DURING ONE YEA.B lF NOT !IA.TlS•"AT0I<Y.
u.,~t •• Howa•d" Warun, E1ega.ut Diamou<l-stt
~Hse. worth f300 for 12~0; sim1l>tr $200 ror $150; do.
Gl5!1 for $110. La<11e•' Watch, 50 D•a.woud., worth
21 o, for SUi~; do Diamonds aud ltubie~, . 140 fur
·100; do. $100 for 570. A full hue of regular swles,
q11allY lov.. We11din1t Rtug• n. specJRlly. Cnl>·Uet Orl{aus .worth t150 for f75; do. uon for •50.
llusic B ..x, 10 ail·•· t32 ..... rth $45; do. t28; do. B
<ll s f1S wOt·th $25. 100 Plush au !I Leather AI hums,
1argesL HiZe, U tv $10. utlarly half IJrtce. 100 Plu•h
l'otlet, J.,w~lry, M .. uicure, Bhavtug, anu • hlld's
• ts, $1 to $15. •• m" reductt<lns. Best 'l'nple
Plated Knives $3 50; Fork• $3 50 Per dozPn. Triple
plated •.rtl&->P ou• fl.~O: TtLbi~·•PoOno i3 40 Per 6.
B""' SpAct..cte or Eye-Gla•s fl. Pebbles ~~.Gold
6 and $7 (l:lend hue of .tin est Print) ou can read
P<ainly 11t 14 mches and I can fit you). I am Rn
~xpPrt in ruY hne-yonr howe jeweler wnst h11v 30
ro 50 per cent profit-! wtllserve you houe•tly and
l!iV) on the advanta~e of my I Ill{ expPriel>re for
OTTO WETTS 1 EIN.
5 to 10 per cent.
Uochelle, Ill.

· PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
I'lle Greatest of all A.nti·Bibll·
cal \\' orks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The An~hor-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Cop1es, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from. Orea
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more suc!t
daming arguments . . . will not leave nmnbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa
ration."

Price, 35 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine'
writinll's,
Address THE ll.UTH SEEKER.

VOLT !IRE'S HOMANC£8.

CONTENTS:
·The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the A~heist.-The Prinees,
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. Thl
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microru~as.
The World as it Ooes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure iL
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 446 pages. laid paper. With 61
engravings. Price, cloth, b.. veled boards, $1 .fO; paper covers, $1. &If calf or half morocco. marbled
edges,$4.00Addreas THE Tll.UTB SEEKER CO.

THE DAWNING.
A NOVEL.
." Oh, heaven l Apollo is once more among
herdsmen of Adruetus, and the herdsmen k n
not it is the Sun-god l"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound
cloth. Price, $1. 50.
·
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I AM inclined to think one point is gained by
having the audience stand during worship-they
are less liable to go to sleep than though leaning
back in cushioned pews.-D. M. Benn~tt.

. _PRoHmrTION was defeated by a small majority in Atlanta, Ga., on the 26th ult.
A DETATOHMENT of the Salvation Army was
mabbed in Quebec, Can., on Sunday.

BOSOM LINES FROM SRAKSPEBE,
No poet comes near Shakspere in the number of
·bosom ztnes-of lines that we may cherish in onr
bosoms and that seem almost as if they had grown
there-of lines that, hke bosom friends. are ever at
hand to comfort, counsel, and gladden na, nuder
all the vicissitudes of life-of lines that, according
to Bacon's expression, "come home to onr business and bosoms," 111nd ·apen the door for ns to
look in and to see what is nestling and brooding
there.-Hare's Guesses at Truth.
1. What stronger bre_ast-plate than a heart untainted 1
Thrice is be armed that hath hie quarrel just:
And he bnt naked, though locked up in' steel,
Whose conscience with injnstioe ·is corrupted.
-Kong Herm1 VI.
2. Giv every man thine ear, bnt few thy voice :
Take each man's censure, bnt reserve thy judgment.
-Ha•n.Zet.
3.
To thy ownself be true ;
And it must follow, as the nigb.t the day,
Thou canst riot then be false to any m ..n.

AoooRDING to the report of the director of
the mint, there is more than a billion· dollars
in the national treasury vaults in coin and
bullion.

A sTRr:KE among negro plantation hands at
Thibodeaux, La., last week was attended by
riot and bloodshed. About twenty-five persons were killed.
IT pleased Providence to allow the Pilgrim
Congregational church at Duluth, Minn., to
bfl destroyed by fire last Sunday. The loss
in money, is $35,000.
GEORGE W. PmoE, a former clerk in the
Bible House, New York, is under arrest for
breaking open a contribution box and appropriating its contents.

;-Hamlet.

4. Sweet are the nees of adversity

Wb.ich, like the toad, ngly and v•nomons,
Wears yet a preCious j~wel in his h~ad.
And this onr 11fe, exempt fr.om J!nblic haunt,
Fmds tongues in trees, books m the running
brooks.
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.
-,hYou Like It.
5. Trifles light as air
Are to the jealous, confirmations strong
As proofs of holy writ.-Otfte!!o,
[These, I imagin, are the sort of lines that the
mgenions author of Guesses at Truth refers to.
They occur by the thousand, and every reader of
r.he myriad-minded bard will choose for himself.
ffa.ppy is the young man or maiden that "before
rhe evil days come" lays np a store of them in the
memory •.:...nuzux.]

MRs. MARGARET KIDDER, of Chicago, w"ent
out of curiosity to see a faith cure doctor.
She got interested, took lessons in the art,
and in due season became insane.
THE annual report of First Assistant Postmaster-General Stevenson shows that the
whole number of post-offices in operation in
the United States on June 30, 1887,_ was
55,157.
NEwi:lDEAJ.ERS in Connecticut and Massachusetts hav been arrested for vending the
New York E'Dening Telegram containing cuts
of the photographs seized in this city by Anthony Comstock.

You must remember, my dear son, that it is not
anongh to hav been a good boy. Yon hav yet to
be a good i:nan, and that is rather a different, and
oometimes a harder, thing. For, as soon as ·a man
goes among other men he :finds they expect bim
to do things that they ought to be ashamed of
doing themdelvs; and then he has got to stand on
· uis own honest legs and not move an inch for all
their pushing and pulling; and when a man-loves
tus fellow-man and likes to be on good terms with
him, that is not easY. , • • Bnt, of all things,
tf yon· enr should fail or fall, don't lie because
yon are down: get np again; for God's sake, for
your dead mother's sake, for my sakP, get up and
try again.-Georoe Macdona!cl's Cwtle Wmlock.

THE government of New South Wales,
through its agents in this city, offers $125,000
to American inventors for any process that
will exterminate rabbits, which hav become a
pest throughout Australia and New Zealand.
AN attempt made in Limerick, Ireland,
to hold a demonstration in honor of the socalled Manchester martyrs on Sunday was
suppressed by the police. At other places
meetings for the same purpose were not interfered with.
·
A NEw YoRK daily suggests that "Anthony
Comstock should look after the trees in the
Central Park. Stripped of their leafy garb,
their bare limbs exposed to the blasts of November-why, there's· a genuin Comstock
lode up there."

Os _Nov. 23d, at Salt Lake City, Utah, Marshal Dyer, the receiver of the Mormon church
property, took possession of all the books
and property in the office of the president of
the church. The Mormon people view the
act as unconstitutional.
A woMAN and four male accomplices, convicted of an attempt at forgery in Lancaster,
S. C., last week, were sentenced to giv each
other twenty lashes with a whalebone whip,
which sentence was executed, and the victims
allowed to go their ways.
THE Fenians of New York held a meeting
last week to commemorate the deaths of some
other Fenians who were hanged for murder
aome years ago. 'fhe meeting divided over
the question of popery and anti-popery, and
the services of the police were necessary to
prevent a riot. McGlynn and one Caffrey
were the firebrands.
THE German parliament opened on the
24th, the emperor's speech being read from
the throne. Besides the usual political platitudes, the emperor sets forth that God's decrees rule in the destiny of nations as much
as in the destiny of individual men-which is
probably true. He further says that firm
- confidence in God is the chief defense of the
empire, but in view of the same the speech
does not recommend disbanding the army.
The expenditure for imperial armaments is
estimated in the budget at'362,465,016 marks,
or about·$90,500,000.
Mrss REBEODA FREAM belongs to the Dewitt Memorial church in this city, and is in
the habit of making such long exhortations
in prayer-meeting that the other professors of
religion are afforded no opportunity to giv in
their testimony to what the Lord has done
for them, and their speeches get cold. Recently the committee requested her to be
more brief. She declined, and they called in
a policeman, by whose august presence Miss
Fream was quelled into silence, but she has
consulted a lawyer, and declares that she
·11 att d future services and speak wh
WI ~
en_
•
en
she feels like 1t.

off g[hounht.

JOSEPH IN LIMBO.-THE HANDWRITING ON THE WALL.
And Joseph's master took him and put him into the prison.-Gen. xxxix, 20.

===================
AllRAHAM LINCOLN once told a good story about

I

Henry Ward Beecher, wlio, dressed in very common clothes, was studying hriman nature as exhibited In the highways and by-ways of New York.
In the course of hin philosophic perigrinations he
went into a mock auction shop. He stood a while
on entering, and reflected, doubtless, how anyone
oonld be so lost to all sense af truth and aonesty
as the auctioneer in question, endeavoring to
palm off his worthless trash to the inexperienced
in city ways as good and valuable, and :finally the
auctioneer called ont: "Mr. Beecher, why don't
yon bid?" He was greatly astonished, as can be
imagined, at finding himself known in this place,
and, as he had supposed, in his purposely careless
dress. He immediately left and 8tarted for the
residence of one of the members of the church in
the neighborhood, and r~qnested him, as an act
of kindness, to go down and inquire of that person who had sold himself to Satan for the love
of· gain how it was he knew him in his disguise?
The neighbor kindly consented, and, on entering
the " Peter Fnnk " shop, he addressed the auctioneer: "How is it that yon know Henry w~rd
Beecher so well as to be able to recognize him in
his dillgniee ?" "How do I know him 1 Why, I
hav been a prominent member of his congrega.
tion for the last five years, and lease the fifth
pew from the front 1"
THE subjoined communication has been sent to
this office by one of Ltte•s most valued correspondents. It is in no sacrileaions spirit that we offer
it to onr readers, bnt in that spirit which prompts
ns to do onr duty. We do not even vouch for its
authenticity, bnt, we may add, it need occasion
no surprise if it be officially acknowledged by the
A. B. C. F. M. :
DEAB LoBD : Please :find inclosed majority report. We beg your careful consideration of the
same, _and earnestly invite your co-operation. Any
suggestiOns as to minor points under consideration we shall be glad to receive from yon, bnt we
beg to remind yon that the report in its essential
details meets the approval of a majority of onr
members, and we shall feel constrained to consider
any racltcaz alteration of doctrin as an nnwarranted interference with onr established prsrogativ, and ~hall treat it accordingly. Pray do not
misunderstand ns. Individually, we entertain
nothing but the kindest feelings for yon. As an
administrativ body, however, we are compelled in
all frankness to say that your conduct, construed
in the light of modern Liberalism, Is not all that
we should desire, and we beg to suggest, with all
possible delioacy, that if yon :find it Impossible to
sanction the report which we herewith present,
there are m~mbers of this board well. qualified to
administer the aff,.irs of the Universe in case yon
sh~mld s~e :fit to retire_ to the ~appy ob•cnnty o!
private life. Bnt th1~ Is a contmgenc~ which we
devoutly hope to avoid. Any change m the adurlniatration ac present would be highly detrimen-

l

tal to. our interests, as well as to your own, and
for that reason we urge upon yon the following
reasons why you should giv the report your officialsanct.ion:
I. It embodies the true idea of a literal hell of
:fire and bnmstone, and in this connection we wish
to call your attention to the magnanimity of this
committee in refusing to insert in to its artic!es of
belief a solution of gun-cotton and dynamite.
Such an innov_ation is, as yet, prema1nre. Be good
enough to advise the committee on this point.
II. It presupposes the death of Mercy with the
destruction of the world-a doctrin rig1dly adhered to by onr forefathers in 1620, and one which
a conservativ body like ours cannot afford to overlook.
III. It affords a reasonable presumption that in
the fntnre state the mem hers of this board and
their sympathizers will have ihe exqnisit pleasure
of looking down from a state o{ exaltation upon
the inteiesting writh1ngs of countless millions of
heathens-a comfortable and sustaining belief to
the average orthodox New England Puritan.
IV. It l"ecetves the approval of a ma}vrtty or this
boara. The force and significance of this last
proposition will strike you at once.
This is all we hav to say, except to remark quite
incidentally that we don't think the Pharisees
were such very bad fellows after all .. We heartily
re.echo their sentiments in congratulating onrEielvs that we are not like some other men whose
names we might mention. We await your favorable reply, gently reminding yon once more, in a
sp1rit of deep humility, that any opposition on
material points will inevitably result in your immediate ~emoval. Yours in sincerity,
THE A. B. C. F. M.
-Lite.

· SoMETmEs there are hopeful signs that the
t"orce of scholarship in the universities of England
will oyercome the tendency of the clergy to travel
into ant1qnity and turn to mummies. On May
3ht of th1s present year, the convoca.tion of Oxrord University aecUnecl a btqnest of a. thongand
pounds (five thousand dollars) offered by a ge:.tleman to pay for two annual sermons by an evangelical M.A. "upon the past history and religIon of the Jewish nation, and upon the propheCieS
m holy writ relating to the return of that nation
to Judea, and the restoration to it of its former
glory." That it was not from imy lack of archeological en thnsiasm is proved by the fact that
the same convocation accepted the superb anthropological collection of Gen. Pitt Rivers-showing
the evolution of weapons and implements-agreeing to build a new mnsenm for it. These two incidents of one convocation, pnt together, will bear
much reflection. This restora,t1on of ·the Jews
question, once the burden of much Protestant
preaching, has become a mummy Within onr memory, by which I mean that the brains hav gone
ont of it.-M. D. Conwau. NoTE.-1 w•ll remember that in a far-off generation, when the century
was in its early days, the ministers of the church
of Scotland used always to pray: "Bring in, 0
Lord, thine ancient people the Jews with the fnlness of the gentiles. Oenfonnd, 0 Lord, the pope
o' Rowe. Let all papists and lnfidels see the error
of their ways. Bless all ministe1•s of the gospel
duly C>tlled to the work of the ministry," and
much other sorry stuff. I don't know that the
Lord ~ver paid imy attention to the holy men's
prayers.-HI/laX,

LEAilN to think carefully, to distinguish things
that differ, to form convictions on grounds that
are real and valid to your own minds. Acquire
the bestnse nse of your faculties and implements.
To nse a phrase of Lord Bacon, "Whet your
scythe." And let all your knowledge be charity.
Use the whetted scythe, not to cnt the legs of
your neighbors, bnt to mow down those errors
and prejudices which grow so thickly in the path.
Yon will be of small account in your aeneratton
if yon will not nse_ stimnlns and disc plin within
OPJGNING SPJGJGOB TO THJG JURY your reach. Depend on it, we are moving toward
an epoch when brains trained and fortified will
in the suit of the
tell far more than ever; knowledge will be a power,
Bankers' and l'flerchants' Tele· and
the gray goose-quill will gain more victories
graph Company
than the sword. Pr1vilege will go for less; tradition for less; rifle and cannon for less; wisdom
against the
for more; skill for more; trained intelligence for
Western Union Telegraph Company more. And, poor patriarchs, yon will be 1n society
So many hav asked for copies of this famous when yon are young men no more, if ~on do not
speech that THE TBUTH SEEKEB has _obtained a lay np a store of mental fnrniture.-Rev. Dr. Donmpply and can mail them to those who desire ale! Fraser.
them, for ten cents each.
[This Dr. Fraser is a Scotchman of the Liberal
wing of the Presbyterian church, now settled in
London,
and anything he says is worth listening
TH£ COD OF ISRAEL
to, though it need not be swallowed entire.-
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The Narrat!v of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.
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THI'IoUGHoUT the whole Bible, no woman ever
appears as a w1se Hdviser. If she advises at all, it
is as the mother of Jacob advised him mto afrand.
·Throughout the impired word woman appears in
the subordinate and slav;sh role which polygamy
ass1gnri to her as an article of property, to be
bought and sold, given away, fetched, moved, and
carried.-V. B. Den$ZoUJ,
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Jlolts and flippings.
TrrE Rev: Thompson F. Hildreth, D.D., is
on trial at Cleveland, 0., charged with immoralities of variou1 descriptions. Hildreth is a
Methodist, and formerly occupied a pulpit in
New York.
TrrE New York fire commissioners report
21 churches in this city to be in danger of
burning down on account of defectiv safeguards against fire. In Brooklyn 15 church
buildings are in the same category.
THE Independent refers to the alarming
drift among men away from the church.
This is especially true, it says, in regard to
young men. It tells of twelve average church
congregations recently visited, in which there
were at least five time as many women as men.
"IF men voted as they pray," said a Prohibition orator, " the Prohibitionists would
elect the next president of the United States."
Oh, come off, thou reservoir. If men voted
as they pray some men wo~ spend their
lives in the penitentiary for repeating, while
others would never cast a vote in all their
lives, and others again would do all their voting during babyhood. Vote as they pray, indeed!-JCrJ).
" THE Star of Bethlehem is now visible in
Texas-a thoroughly Democratic state, by
the way."--Louis'DilU Oowrier.Journal. "The
Star of Bethlehem may hav been seen in
Texas twinkling in the noonday sky, as the
press dispatches indicate, but we must hav
good Prohibition authority. It is str11.nge
that the. Star of Bethlehem has only been
sighted in Kentucky and Texas."-Kansa~

astr Times.

UNDESIRABLE

OLE PALsEN, who says that he has fished in
the Columbia river for eight years, caught
near Astoria, Or., recently, a fish twelve feet
long, which he can't classify. It wasn't a
sturgeon, and between the eyes was a straight
horn, thirteen inches long, three inches in
diameter at the base, and almost as sharp as
a needle.
THE other day five leading Indians of the
Cceur d'Alene tribe left Spokane for their rel!ervation with the latest improved thrashing
machine and a handsome buggy. Each has
seventy acres of grain, which by this time is
harvested, and they were well dressed and
drove well-fed ponies. It is said that most of
the tribe are thus prosperous.
"No one ever thought," remarked Gillyboat, pensivly, "that Bill Julep would ever
settle down to a quiet, humdrum life. He
was the wildest and most dangerous charaCter in the entire neighborhood, a drunkard
and a gambler, but all at once he settled
down, and has now quit all his evil habits
forever." " Did he experience religion?'
" Well, no, not exactly. He went to the
penitentiary for life."
WHEN the winter quarters of Barnum's
menagerie were burnt a few weeks ago at
Bridgepert, Conn., an escaped lion got into
the barn of the widow Gilligan and proceeded
to make a meal of a cow and calf. Mrs. Gilligan, hearing the disturbance, went to the barn
in her nightgown and assaulted the lion by
poking him in the ribs ; in consideration of
which act of bravery Mrs. Gilligan, who is a
poor woman, has been offered $60 per week
to travel next season with Barnum'& circus,
and a ranch owner in Colorado wants her \o

marry him.

IMMIGRANTS.

THE Freeman's J0'1J11'11,al, Roman Catholic,
says: '' A recent declaration of the holy see
deserves the attention of our readers on I!.Ccount of its incidental connection with the
land theories of Henry George. Rome declares it an article of faith that the ohurch
may not only possess, but also- 'administer,
private property, without let or hindrance
from the state. The right \o private property
is therefore indirectly asserted, and the cardinal principle of George that 'the land belongs to the people,' in such a way that it
cannot be alienated and appropriated to private ownership, is necessarily thrown overboard."
HoN. JAs. DouGHERTY, United States Congressman from Florida, owns considerable
mineral and farming lands in Georgia counties adjoining Chattanooga. He has been
there for several months looking after his
interests and buying more land. In Catoosa
county there is a very strict Sunday law,
which is rigidly enforced. The Congressman,
in his anxiety to hav hi& cotton crop gathered,
permitted some of the hands to work on a
recent Sunday, and a day or two afterward
he was arrested for violating the Sunday law.
His aged mother, who is very pious, insisted
that he be prosecuted to the full extent of the
law if found guilty, and she jQined in the
indictment. The trial excited' a great deal of
interest in the county. The testimony seemed
conclusiv until finally the congressman was
put on the stand. He swore "that he had
never done a lick of work in his life." This
was corroborated by strong proof, and he
was accordingly discharged, 11.nd the church
supporters taxed with the costs.-M~mphi8
.Atalanohl.

TrrE wearying exactitude of legal phraseology probably never had a more striking illustration than in a case that is recited now;
first, because it will amuse, and next, because
it will afford somebody a chance to giv it a
name and a location, and say that it happened last week or yesterday. It was a suit to
recover the amount of a marine policy of insurance, and it was claimed that the vessel
was "wrecked and totally lost by the act of
God, and through no fault of the owners or
persons on board." The traverse set up that
" in truth and in fact the said loss was not
the act of the said God, but was occasioned
by fraud on the part of the master of the vessel."
DR. PARKER's round of American experiences is complete. He has now had a "vindication," something which invariably accompanies the drawing of constructiv mileage.
The good doctor's peculiar treatment of an
audience gathered to hear him lecture on
Gladstone by declining to do so on the ground
that it was too late, although it was only 8:43,
and inviting his hearers to come another
evening, when, it is to be presumed, there
will be an admission fee, subjects him again
to cruel misconstruction. The doctor is continually in hot water. Here is one of the
newspapers printing a confiding and almost
tender epistle from him aaking the advice
of editors upon a proposed newspaper to
be called the RO!Jal Mail, and to be sent
weekly from England, which shall represent
the thoughts of many minds " without any
of the annoyance or friction of intervieWing."
Truly, for a clergyman Dr. Parker hunts the
almighty dollar with uncommon anxiety.NMD York TribuM •
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Qkcnnmunicafions.
The Bible of Nature; or, The Principles of
Secularism.

I the fall of their temples.
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IV.-OBJECTIVE MAXIMS.
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A.-Lessons of" Instinct.
reform are haunted by anxious inquirers, disciples implying the very qumte1:1sence ? m amy.
.e
An instinct inherited from the habits of many gen- whom the enalties of heresy fail to deter, and who explo~ion of the Fr~nch Rev_olutwn struck a still
eratl.oiis teaches our social fellow-creatures tci- entrust if barred o~t all day will come by night: "Master, deadlier blow at clencal :p~e~tige. The fagot-argumenta of the Holy InqUisitiOn were answered by
the welfare of their communities to the protection of wh a t ·sh a II we d o t 0 b e sa ved ~"
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c.-PERVERSION.
ever-mult1plymg schisms, an . ~a~ prop eu_ pres -1ge
that I~adership becomes dual. Besides the stout
The uerile supernatu~alism of the pagan myth- ?nly by ~?ore _and more hu~nhatmg conce~swns, and
champion who comes to the front in moments of
n er~ could not fail to injure their prestige, even m every mtelhgent commun~ty have to pmchase po~
danger, wild cattle, horses, antelopes, deer, and . the
social quadrumana have a veteran pioneer who gmdes ~0 g age of superstition - but the antinaturalism ularity by rank heresies agamst the dogmas of theu·
~~ ::~Galilean fanatics not only neglected but com- predecessors. Here and there ~he orthodox tenets
their migrations and sentinels their encampments.
Among the primitive tribes of our fellow-men, too, pletely inverted the proper functions of priesthood. of ~he ~ew Testament have surviv~d the progress of
the authority of leadership is divided between a The pretended ministers of Truth became her re- ~atwnahsm, ~ut h~unt the shade, h~e specter~ scentwarrior and a teacher, a chieftain and a priest. The moreless persecutors; the promised healers derre- mg the mornmg air, and !llomentanly expectmg the
ob_stinacy of savages, who refuse to yield to reason, · t d the -importance of bodily health the _hoped-for summons that shall bamsh them to the realms of
e
. nat"IVe mg
. ht·
suggested the plan of controlling their passions by Cia
apostles
of social reform preached the ' doctrine ?f _re- t h eir
E.-REFORM.
the fear of the unseen, but ghost-mongery was not nunciation. We should not juclge the Christian
the only, nor even the most essential, function of clergy by the aberrations engendere~ by the madWhen the harbinger of day dispels the specters
primitive priesthood. _ The elders of the Brahmans dening infltience of protracted persecutwn~. It would of darkness, half awakened sleepers often mourn the
were the guardians of homeless children and over- be equally unfair to give them the credit of latter- fading visions of drea!llland, as th~y would mourn
seers of public charities. The Celtic Druids were day reforms, reluctantly co~ceded to the_ dema~ds of the memories of a vamshed world, ti.lJ they find that
the custodians of national treasures. The rune- rationalism. But we can With perfect fairness JUdge the solid earth still remainil, with its mountains ll.nd
wardens of the ancient Scandinavians preserved the them by the sta.ndard of the moral and intellectual forests, and that the enjoyment of real life has but
historical traditions and law records of their nation. types evolved during the period of their plenary just begun. With a similar regret ~he dupes of
The priests of the ~hamician~ (like our Indian m~d power, the three hundred years from the tenth to Jesuitism mourn the collapse of their creed and
icine men) were tramed physicians. The Egyptian the end of the thirteenth century, when the control lament the decline of morality, till they find. that
hierophants were priests of know!Gdge, as well as of of morals and education had been unconditionally religion still remains with its consolations and hopes,
mythology. They were the historians and biog- surrendered into the hands of their chosen represents-- and that the true .;ork of redemption has but juat
raphers of their nation. They codified the national tives. The comparative scale of human turpitude begun.
. .
.
.
.
laws. 'fhey taught geometry; they taught gram- must not include the creations of fiction. We might
The reign of supershtwn begms to yield to a religmar; they taught and practiced surgery; they de- find B ne plus ultra of infamy in the satires of Rabe- ion of reason and humanity. 'fhe first forerunners of
-voted a large portion of their time to astronomical lais, in the myths of Hindostan, or the burlesques that religion appeared at the end of the sixteenth
observations. Their temple-cities were, in fact, free of the modern French dramatists. But if we confine century when the philosophers of northern Europa
universities, and the waste of time devoted to the our comparison to the r~cords of authentic ~istory, first dai:ed to appeal from dogma to nature, and since
rites of superstition was more than compensated by it would be no exaggeratiOn to say that durmg the that revival of common-sense the prison walls of
secular studies, and to some degree 11lso by the polit- period named the type of a Christian priest r_epre- clerical obscurantism have been shaken by shock
ical services of learned priests, who seem to have sen ted the absolute extreme of all the grovelmg 1gno- after shock, till daylight now enters through a thoubeen occasionally employed in diplomatic emergen ranee, the meanest selfishness, the rankest sloth, the sand fissures.
cies.
basest servility, the foulest perfidy, the grossest
But Secularism has a positive as well as a negative
Motives of political prudence induced the law- superstition, the most bestial sensuality, to which mission and after removing the ruins ·of exploded
givers of the Mediterranean nations to circumscribe the majesty of human nature has ever been degraded. idols the champions of reform will begin the work
the authority of their pontiffs, which at last was, Thousands of monasteries fattened on the toil of starv- of re~onstruction. Temples dedicated to the religion
indeed, almost limited to the supervision of religious ing peasants. VIllages ":ere beggared ~y the rap~city of progress will" rise from the ruins of superstition.
ceremonies. But in Rome, as well as in Greece and of the tithe-gatherer; cities were terronzed by Witch- Communities of reformants will intrust the work of
the Grecian colonies of western Asia, the true func- hunts and_autos-da fe. The crimps of the inquisitorial education to chosen teachers, who will combine the
tions of priesthood were assumed by the popular ex- tribunals hired spies and suborned perjurers by functions of an instructor with those of an exhorter.
ponents of philosophy, especially by the Stoics and promising them a share of confiscated es:ates. The In the languages of several European ~ations the
Pythagoreans. The weekly lectures of Zeno were evidence of intellectual pursuits was equivalent to a word •· rector" still bears that twofold sigmficance.
attended by a miscellaneous throng of truth-seekers; sentence of death. Education was almost limited to The ministers of Secularism will not sacnfice physthe disciples of- Pythagoras almost worshiped their the memorizing of chants and prayers. "A cloud of ical health to mental culture. They will be gymmaster ; Diagoras and Carneades traveled from town ignoranee," says Hallam, "overspread the whole face nasiarchs .like the Grecian pedagogues who superinto town, preaching to vast audiences of spell-bound of the church, hardly broken by a few glimmering tended the athletic exercises of their pupils and
admirers; Apollonius of Tyana rose in fame till cities lights who owe almost the whole of their distinction accompanied them on foot journeys an~ buntmg _excompeted for the honor of his visits; the clientele of to the surrounding darkness. . . . . In 992, it was cursions. They will. be teachers of hygiene, Iabormg
no Grecian prince was thought complete without a asserted that scarcely a single person was to be found, to secure the foundations of mental energy by the
court philosopher; the tyrant Dionysius, in all the even in Rome itself, who knew the first elements of preservation of physical vigor, and to banish diseases
pride of his power, invited the moral rigorist Plato letters. Not one priest of a thousand in Spain could by the removal of their caus~s.. They will seek_ to
and submitted to his daily repeated reproofs. Phi- address a common letter of salutation to another." circumscribe the power of prPJUdlCe by the extensiOn
losophers were the confessors, the comforters, and Every deathbed became a harvest-field of clerical of knowledge. They will obviate the perils of povthe counselors of their patrons, and philosophic vampires who did not hesitate to bully the dying erty by lessons of industry and prudence._ Their
tutors were in such nquest that wealthy Romans into robbing their children for the benefit of a bloated doctrines will dispense with miracles; they will make
did not hesitate to procure them from the traffickers convent. Hords of howling fanatics roamed the experience the test of truth, and justice the test of
in Grecian captives and indulge them in all privileges country, frenzying the superstitious rustics_ with integrity; th~y will not s~ppress, but ~ncourage, free
but that of hberty. Centuries before a bishop of their predictions of impending horror~. ParishiOners inquiry; their war agau;u;t error will employ no
Rome contrived to avert the wrath of King Alaric, had to submit to the base avarice and the baser lusts weapons but thQse of logi~- . . .
doomed cities had been spared at the intercession of of insolent parish priests, who in his turn kissed the
The religion of reason will hmit 1ts proper sphere
pagan philosophers, and philosophers more than dust at the feet of an arrogant prelate. The doctrine to the secular welfare of mankind, but will ask, as
once succeeded in allaying the fury of mutineers who of Antinaturalism had solved the problem of inflict- well as grant, the fullest free~om of m_etaphysical
would have ridiculed an appeal to mythological tra- ing the greatest possible amount of misery on the speculation. Why should the fnends of light darken
ditions.
greatest possible number of victims.
the sunshine of earth with fanatical wars for the sup. B -REWARDS OF CONFORMITY.
D.-PENALTIES oF NEGLECT.
pression of private theories about the mystery of the
The power of filial love hardly exceeds that of the
The inteJlectual interregnum of the Middle Ages, unrevealed first cause? Why should they rage about
passionate veneration which kindles about the person the era of specters and vampires, received the first the riddle of the veiled hereafter to please the orof a sincere teacher of truth. The homage paid to promis of dawn about the middle of the fourteenth dainer of the eternal Jaw that visits such inexorable
an apostle of light is the noblest form of hero- century, when the lessons of the Crusades and the penalties upon the neglect of the present world~
worship. The hosa.nnas of idol-service overflowing influence of Moorish civilization began to react on Should the friends of cpmmon sense quarrel about
upon the idol-pritst are marred by the discords of the nations of Christian Europe. Yet, by methods guesses at the solution of unknowable secrets? We
hypocrisy and the reproving silence of reason; but of their own, the vampires succeeded in prolonging need not grudge our wonder-lov_ing brother the
the approval of wisdom is the highest reward of its the dreadful night. They set their owls a-shrieking luxury of meditating on the m~stemls of the unseen
ministry. The brightness of that prestige shames from a thousand pulpits; they darkened the air with or the possibilities of_ resurrec_twn: Sh_all the soul of
the gilded halo of the mythology-monger; the min- the smoke-clouds of autos-da-fe. They treated the dying patriarch live only m his child~en: Shall
ister of Truth may lack the pomp of consecrated every torch-bearer as an incendiary.
it wing its way to distant stars? Shall It linger on
temples, but his disciples will make a hermit's cave a
But though the delay of redemption completed earth:
Delphic grotto and will not willingly let the record the ruin of some of their victims, the ghouls did not
" Sigh in the breeze, keep silence in the cave,
of his orac'es perish. The chants of the Eleusynian escape the deserved retribution. Their fire alarms
And glide with airy foot o'er yonder sea?"
festivals, the shout of the Lupercalia, the mumblings failed to avert the brightening dawn. Daylight
of augurs and siby Is, have been forever silenced; but found its way even through the painted glass of
Why should we wrangle about_ riddles ~hich we
the words of Plato stiltlive; Socrates still speaks to dome-windows, and in the open air the blood suckers cannot possibly solve? But we might certamly have •
thousands of truth-seekers; the wisdom of Seneca had to take wing on pain of being shaken off and honesty enough to admit that impossibility. 1\-Iusing ·
still brightens the gloom of adversity.
trampled under fpot. The slaves of Hayti never on the e_nigmas of the "land beyond the veil" may
Religions founded on any basis of truth can survive rose more fiercely against their French tyrants than entertain us with the visions of a dreamy hour, but
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should not engross the time needed for the problems
of the only world thus far revealed.
Thus, founded on a basis of health, culture, reason,
and j 11stice, the office of priesthood will regain its
ancient prestige, and the best and wisest of men will
become ministers of Secularism by devoting their
lives. to the science of happiness on earth.
THE END.

Life ami Death-Hell and Heaven-God and
Eternity.
Of one thing aJl rational me~ are certain; that is,
that they exist. What t.ranspired before their existence they can only learn from others. What will
take place after their death they ha:v no means of
knowing.
But why should death hav any terrors, since it is
the lot of all? If there were something unnatural
about dying, it might appear differently. But it is as
natural to go out of the world as it is to come into
the world. Whether we contemplate the animal or
the vegetablE:' kingdom, we find on every hand evidences that death and dec~ty is a universal law. All
life must end in death. Every flower that blooms,
every acorn that sprouts, every animal that sees the
light, must terminate its existence in death. .
If death is not according to a natural law, but was
brought into the world by disobedience, then it
might be proper to ask if the first vegetables and
the first animals ate also a forbidden apple.
If. the existence of man is to be eternal, then there
.is no death, only a change of places or conditions.
*If a man die, he must remain dead. To say that a
man dies and. still livs involves a. great absurdity.
True, the same power which brought us into existence may bring other beings into existence, but if we
die it cannot call us into existence again, because
that would be another aRd not the same life. 1;Vhen
an oak dies, an acorn may produce another oak, but
the same oak .can never liv again.
·
If. dEath is the end of life, how can we die and
still li v 1 Is the life of J nm bo still prolonged and
represented by a great conscious ghost or spirit, or
is Jumbo dead? If Jumbo died, he can never liv
again. Another great elephant may be brought into
existence, but the life which went out when Jumbo
was struck with the cars cannot be prolonged.
Let us consider a lifeless human form. The brain,
that great mental battery, has ceased to act; can it
ever be reanimated 1 It was the en gin: of thought.
Can the mind, or any function of it, which was the
product of that brain, still act~ Can the en gin still
exert its power over the machinery after the fire has
gone out and steam is not generated~ Can a watch
continue to measure time after the mainspring has
been eaten away with rust? Can those limbs, once
so strong and activ, ever hav their former strength
and activity restored? Will those glassy eyes ever
see again~ W11l that tongue, once so eloquent, ever
speak again 1
Other brains may think, other limbs may be activ,
other eyes may see, other tongues may speak, but
those which we are considering are dead. "No
sound can awake them to glory again."
Webster describes death as a ;. total and permanent cessation of all the vital functions." How can
the cessation be total if some of the functions continue! If some of the functions remain unimpaired,
then according to webster there is no death.
The world must learn that death annihilates lifethat life and death can never be joint tenants in the
same tenement. When death enters, life steps out.
But Cnristians persist in using life and death as
synonymous terms. They are as opposit as heat and
cold, light and darkness.
Those who affirm that there is a -something which
survives what we call death, ought to be able to tell
what that something is.
·
Is it the sight'? How can a dead eye see~ How
can a message be sent over the wires when they are
down, and the battery ceases to operate~ Is it the
feeling? There is no nerve to convey the sense of
feeling to the brain, and no brain to receive the
message. IsH the hearing~ How can vibrations of
the air affect a dead ear so as to aft'ect a dead brain 7
Is it the taste, or the smell~ These, like the other
senses, are powerless to affect a dead brain.
What cannot be described; what cannot be heard,
felt, smelt, tasted, or seen; what cannot be weighed
or measured, and what cannot be determined by any
test, is nothing. And that is all there is to liv after
a man dies.
I hav often heard the caterpillar and butterfly
referred to as showing how our existence is to be
continued into another life, or state of existence.
But· if death is a '' total cessation of all the vital
functions," shall we be conscious in the next life of
what transpired in this¥ Can the butterfly hav any
idea of caterpillar life¥
I hav a famt conception of the first rude inhabitants of the earth; but were they made happier on
account of my ex1stence to-day 1 Or, if I am to hav
another state of existence, will that affect my happiness or misery in this life 1 If I am to hav another
life, will I not be provided for as I hav been in this 1

"Take no thought of to-morrow" (the next life), but
make the most of to-day (the present life).
If death is a " total cessation of all the vital
functions," there cannot be the least relation between
this life and one which is to follow, if there. be any.
And we can be no more interested in anotlle~ life th&n
we are in a comet which may be discovered a thousand years hence. If we hav been evolved from
lower forms, how could those lower forms be affected
by superior beings which sprang from them a million
years later?
If death is the "total cessation of all the vital
functions," we must lose our identity. Philosophically, there capnot be the least relation between things
or thoughts in this life and something which may
transpire in another state of existence. An eternal
sleep is just as welcome to me as to lose all knowl·
edge of this life and turn up in another world some
t.hing (or body) else.
When the mind turns to limitless space or endless
duration the thoughts become confused. The time
which preceded our existence may be considPred
equal to that which will follow it. I can see no more
cause to lament because our existence is to cease
with this life than there is to lament because we
'were not brought into existence at the first tick of
time's old clock.
A beginning of time is unthinkable. The time
which elapsed before our existence cannot be measured by millions or trillions of years. Yet all this
time elapsed before we were ushered into a conscious
state. During all these trillions of years we had no
existence; will it be any worse to be annihilated for
an equal period of time after death ~
If we look into our own minds, we shall find it
quite difficult to determin just when conscious existence commenced. We remember, perhaps, the caresses of parents, or a faint recollection of some
bright toy is left upon the mind, like the shadows in
a dream-beyond all is blank and dark.
To us this was the "beginning." It is the same
to us as if there never had been a transaction before.
In a few years we shall die and again be reduced to
the same unconscious state that preceded our advent
into the world. To us there was nothing before our
birth; there will be nothing after our death. Death is
The last great day of nothingness;
T:he last of danger and distress.

"But why should we be brought into existence for
so short a time and then be cut off forever~~~ It is
hard to tell why nature has fashioned us as we are,
or why we were not born a thousand years ago, or a
thousand year,s hence; or why the life of one animal
is but a few hours and another a thousand years.
Life may be likened to a narrow neck or rib of
land bounded on either side by an ocean. Of our
own knowledge, we know not when we were. cast
upon the shore, nor why we were not cast up a century earlier or later, nor why this neck of land is not
narrower or wider. We scramble up the incline with
more or less ambition, reach the summit, go down
on the other side, and plunge into the unknown, unknowable, and mysterious waters. And, as far as human knowledge has informed us, this is the end of
life. If there are roses on one side of this neck of
land, there are ripe fruits on the other. Autumn
leaves are as beautiful as spring flowers, and sleep is
even sweeter than wakeful activity.
We come down to the water's edge and we strain
our eyes to see the other shore. We peer into the
darkness, but we see no ray of light. But the darkness is always welcome when we are weary. Every
time one passes to that bourne from which no traveler
returns, we try again to lift the dark curtain in order
to learn something of the " beyond," but we are no
wiser than the thousands who hav attempted the
same thing before. We shout at the top of our voices
to those who are said to hav "gone over," but no response is vouchsafed to us.
One affirms that when we leave this state of existence we shall either be wafted to a state of bliss or be
driven to a state of eternal torment. But he would
find himself in a sad. dilemma if he were compelled
to demonstrate the truth of what he affirms.
Death ends all, or it does not. At the best it is
mere conjecture. Who dares affirm that he knows
·what has been barred forever from human knowledge? Oh, how the ignorance in regard to these
matters should come home to all who put forth pretenses to such knowledge, and smite them with
shame!
Reasoning from analogy, we seem to be safe in saying that all will share the same fate after death, whatever that may be. One will not liv on, and another
be annihilated; neither will one be consigned to a
state of bliss and another sent to hell.
We are all begotten alike-all conceived alike, and
all subject to the same general laws. We cannot
breathe pure nitrogen; we can endure only a certain
degree of heat and cold; we can only liv stated
periods without nourishment, and poison in sufficient
doses will destroy human life.
If one were brought into existence in one way and
another in another ; If one died and another lived on ;
if one were subject to the law of gravitation and an-
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other not, I might be led to believe that there w~s a
hell for one and a heaven for. another. There seem
to be certain undeviating laws to which not only we,
but even the brute creation, in many respects, are subject, and these considerations make it seem reasonable
that the same fate awaits us all, whatever that may be.
But the Christian shudders at the thought. Is this
all there is of life! he asks. "Were we born only
to hav our existence prematurely cut offf Is there no
hereafter 1 The thought of an eternal sleep overwhelms me." But why should he regret and dread
going to sleep on this side of life more than regret
that he did not wake up millions of years sooner on
the otherT
I am not out of love for life. I do not pray for
death. I think life is desirable as long as one is
blessed with health and vigor. But old age and de~repitude, or accident, or disease must come to take
us away. 1;Ve can only escape from thi!l life through
tbe gates of death, and according to Webster's definition " death ends all."
What sensible man would not prefer annihilation
to the Christian's heaven T Think of the Christian's
occupation when he e-ets there. He is going to walk
the street of the New Jerusalem, which are to be
paved with gold. The gates are to be of gold, and
he is to hav a golden harp and a golden crown. He
is to hav a pair of wings, and be clothed with a white
robe. Then he is to circle around the great white
throne, and sing praises to God and shout hallelujah
with Moses and the lamb. But why so much gold
in heaven? Simply because the sordid and miserly
disnosition of the people was transferred to the
Christian's heaven.
David, the man beloved of God, not content with
robbing the people on every hand, and approprjating
their wealth to himself, like a miserly old Jew, clung
to it even i:a death, and had his plundn- buried with
him. Hundreds of years after his death his sepulcher
was opened and used as a mine from which to draw
gold to supply the sinews of religious wars. (See
Josephus's ''Antiquities of the Jews," Book VII. c.
15, sec. 3.)
From this it is easy to see why there is to be so
much gold in heaven. The people were the most
sordid that could be imagined, and nothing would
wake up such enthusiasm as the prospect of a heaven
plentifully supplied with gold.
For gold they loved the impotent and old,
And hugged and kissed and sighed· for gold.

Why is each one to wear a crown in heaven ! Because a crown is the insignia of power and royalty.
For crowns wars hav been wag11d, for crowns thousands hav been murdered. Nothing has been more
coveted than crowns. What thousands hav fought
for on earth and could not obtain, they· are to be rewarded with in heaven.
And then a harp is to accompany every crown.
The harp is one of the most ancient instruments of
music. In ancient times the people were not beset
wit.h as great a variety of musical instruments as in
latter times. No doubt the harp, in the hands of a
skilful performer, gave forth strains which enchanted
the listeners. Very few could obtain a harp, though
nothing was more coveted. Hence a promis of a harp
in heaven would increase the zeal of the masses in
taking the proper -steps, as directed by the priesthood, for obtaining a prize which they were unable
to possess here.
If we compare the heavens of the different systems
of religion, we will find that no two are alike. The
heavens are fashioned according to the desires of
the different peoples. The heaven of the Christians
would hav verv little attraction for the orientals.
Indeed, I am informed that the missionaries ure
shrewd enough to _change their heaven so as to make
it corres.pond with the tastes and desires of the people. I know that, in formulating the Christian
scheme, paganism was interwoven to secure the adherence of the pagans.
Next, what are they going to do in heaven. Fifty
or sixt.y millions of harps, all being twanged at the
same time, would be a little too much of a good
thing. And it strikes me that a sensible God would
not be delighted with the simultaneous shout of such
a vast multitude. And it would appear that so many
white robes would look a little monotonous.
Now I would ask how such a man as Newton, or
Franklin, or Humboldt would enjoy such a heaven 1
It would l:Je no place for men of mental acquirements.
Every idea of heaven, as believed in by the Christian,
had its origin in human desires, and shows the low
mental standard of those who originated it. If a
committee of the wisest men should be chasm to prepare a plan for a new heaven, we hav every reason
to believe that it would differ widely from that of the
Christians.
They would want ample play-grounds for the chil·
dren-flowers, .and meadows, and running brooks.
They would want art galleries, scientific and literary
societies. There would be some way provid~d for
scientific men to enjoy themselvs besides playing a.
harp. It strikes me that Herschel would want to be
sounding the Milky Way, and Peters would find enjoyment in calculating the distances of the fixed stars.
All of us would want to see the waxing and waning
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moon, and enjoy the vicissitudes of day and night.
In short, this life is far more desirable than the picture of heaven which Christians hav drawn.
The idea of the Christian heaven ought to be discarded from the utter impossibility of its being true.
I do not believe that minds capable of scientific
investigation would ever believe in such a heaven if
their minds could once be brought seriously to consider the absurdity of the idea. In the name of all
that is sacred to scientific minds, I ask how such
a man as Herschel could bring his mind down to
playiDg a harp for fifty thousand years or more 1
If I am to be so changed that I would :find enjoyment in the Christian heaven, I think I would find
just as much enjoyment to be turned into an ox if the
clover were only abundant.
But it is claimed that more rational men hav
formed more rational ideas of heaven. This only.
proves that it is still a picture of the imagination,
and never did and never can hav any real existence.
The whole Christian scheme is a sham; heaven is a
sham.
And talk of hell! why, d-n it,
The more they talk the more they sham it.

As the Christian's heaven shows his lack of good
sense, so hell shows his vindictivness. Hell was born
of spite, and hatred, and malice. When you displease
a Christian the first thing he thinks of is hell. There
is no torture, perhaps, that equals that of fire. People
generally prefer death any other way rather than by
fire. Hence, Christians hav invented this barbaric
treatment for their enemies. Hell was never invented
for Christians ; it was designed for doubters and
heretics.
Did you ever get a snuff of burning brimstone !
Nobody but a Christian would ever hav thought of
combining brimstone with fire for the punishment of
those who do not believe in the Christian's heaven
and his three-ply God.
It was easy enough for a Christian to think of fire
for an unbeliever; then as an illlJ>rOvement another
might mix in brimstone for those who sinned against
the Holy Ghost or played a jew's-harp on Sunday.
Then, of course, a devi~ with regulation horns, would
be indispensable to keep up the fires, so that offenders
shall be kept squirming for the amusement of the
harp-players in heaven. To invent and equip hell
was all easy enough; but to locate it was a little too
JoHN PEcK.
much for Christian ingenuity.

stood its philosophy, comprehended its purpose, nor
contributed a dollar to disseminate mental freedom.
What they hav contributed is the .odium of their
:Haunting ignorance. They are the millstones around
the ,neck of radicalism. They love themselvs too
well to care for humanity or posterity. Well, the
reader should he know such a one, just let him read
this. 'Let them know their hollow pretense is recognized; that,· as they stand, we repudiate them; that
they should either help the enthronement of rea~on,
or be driven back into the chain-gang of the church.
Hardly had I mailed last week's le~ter before a
registered one arrived from Leonard Gexger, of Hudson, N. Y., who also 'paid $25 for a life membership.
Are there any more Geigers in the :field ~ In his
letter he says :
Inclosed find my subscription ($50). Pl~ase inform me if
the lectures delivered at the Congress are prmted or are to be
printed and where to get them. There are only a few here
who take a life interest in Secular work, and we want all the
L. GEIGER.
literature we can get. Yours respectfully,

Hugo Schmidt is a hard man to get away from his
family circle, but he makes up for lack of person~
attention by generous help for those who do. He xs
also a prominent member of the Chicago Turn
Gemeinde, and always a liberal contributor, in ~imes
of financial trouble, to the funds of the Chicago
Secular Union. He pledged $25 to the Campaign
Fund, and writes :
CmoAGo WATOH ToOJ" Co., Nov. 26, 1887.
FRIEND STEVENS : Inclosed please find check for $25.
Hope it will do a great deal of ,good.
Yours truly,
HuGo SoHMIDT.

A. ·C. Berg, one of our members, paid me his
personal pleage ($5), but remember it costs him
several V's each year, for Berg is one of our very
best workers.
J. H. Collins, the sterling Freethinker, of Barnum,
and the solitary representativ of Minnesota at the
Congress, sends his pledge ($5). Shake, Brother
Collins! You set a good example for the rest of the
Minnesota Liberals, which I hope they will not be
slow to follow. I hope that before January 1st we
can hav published the more necessary documents, so
instead of hoarding your funds for Christmas, let a
little of it go for Liberalism.
I had to take a :Hying trip on personal matters
through this state, and while in Springfield, pacing
the platform of the Wabash depot awaiting a train
for Jacksonville, was greeted by Mr. Budinot, an occasional contributor to THE TRUTH SEEKER, who recognized the blazing torch of Reason with which Otto
l{~t
Wettstein had decorated our manly breast. Of course
we had a brief but pleasant chat, whi<lh started me
ruminating why more of those badges were not worn
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E. A: STEVENS, Secretary, - - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. so that we might meet with warm and friendly greetOR.utLES EoKRA.liD, Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. ings from fellow-Freethinkers, which would recomE. B. FooTE, Jn., Chair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. pense us for the outlay a thousand fold.
EDGA.ll 0. BEALL, Ohair. Fin. Oom., - - ~Arcade, Cincinnati.
At Jacksonville I met Mr. Hackman, who has read
the Investigator twenty years. Mr. B. F. Brown is
From the Secretary.
conceded to be the activ worker for Liberalism, and
is the agent for the Investigator.
THE ROLL OF HONOR.
I made a brief call on Dr. David Prince, the leadJ.D. Shaw, Waco, Tex., contributes pub., value ... . $6.50
50.00 ing physician and head of a sanitarium. As a memLeonard Geiger, Hudson, N. Y ........................... .
25.00 ber of the school board, a position he has held for
Hugo Schmidt, Chicago ...................................... .
5.00 years, the doctor has done excellent service to secA. C. Berg .......... " ......................................... .
5.00 ularize their educational system. No easy matter,
J. H. Collins, Barnum, Minn ............................... .
CORRESPONDENTS AND COMMENTS.
we surmise, when surrounded by the influence of three
sectarian colleges. I found a stanch Freethinker in
0FFIOE "INDEPENDENT PuLPIT,"}
WAoo, TEx., Nov. 22, 1887.
0. Solinsky, a merchant tailor, whose wife, a wellE. A. STEVENS, SEO. AMERIOAN SEOULAR UNION, Dea;r Si1': educated lady of Brooklyn, shares his radical opinSickness and press of business hav prevented me from writing you before. I am in sympathy with all truly Liberal ions.
In Quincy, Ernst Bertschinger, treasurer of Dick's
work, and especially that of the AmiYrican Secula1· Union. The
Nine Demands afford ample field for Liberal propaganda.
Brewing Company, is neither running a Bible-class
I hav just read your "Word to Liberals Everywhere," nor superintending a Sunday-school; so they conand while I hav a long row to weed, being almost alone in a
wide field, and cannot do much, will do what I can. Hav sider he is little likely to become a defaulter, both
therefore enlisted you one year for the Independent Pulpit, he aild his amiable wife being former members of the
and send you one dozen each of my o~n publicati~ns. They Chicago League, and here the secretary of the Amerretail at twenty-five, fifteen, and ten cents, for which I make ican Secular Union can count on a hearty welcome.
no charge. Wishing you success,
Mr. and Mrs. Bertschinger take an activ interest in
·
I am yours truly,
J. D. SHAW.
Turn Verein affairs, and their society has recently
Brother Shaw shows true Texan grit, as he is per- erected a splendid structure at a cost of about
forming herculean labor as publisher of a Freethought $25,000. There are more Catholic churches in
paper, for I hav personal knowledge of the contin- Quincy, I presume, than in any city of its size on the
uous struggles which founders of Freethought jour- continent, and Romanism dominates the town. One
nals must encounter. When such men, I say, are sturdy Freethinker, however, in the common council,
moved to make even more sacrifices than their daily Dr. Durant, puts in his vigorous protest against
battle necessitates, what must we think of those in- church and state encroachment whenever necessary,
sipid "Liberals" who excuse their indifference in sup- and sometimes with good effect.
porting Freethought papers, or in aiding the AmeriI met Mrs. Minerva Merrick, a lady who, though
can Secular Union, by such corkscrew gibberish as: she has seen seventy summers, shows more vim and
"Well, I believe in letting everybody think as they vigor in protesting against orthodox dominion than
like; let them form their own opinions. I don't hav thousands of young and professed Freethinkers.
to hav lectures, books, nor papers to tell me what to At her own expense, she has erected a large, handdo!" I was asked to call on a party the other day some brick structure, known as Merrick Hall, so that
who, with idiotic pomposity, delivered himself as radical opinions may find a platform in that hotbed
above. Notwithstanding his laissez-faire attitude, of Romanism. Mrs. Merrick conducts one page in
his habit was to everlastingly prate of his wisdom, the Watchman, a Spiritualistic paper published in
for fear that discovery would not otherwise be made. this city, and was formerly editor of the Fountain
These egotistical nuisances, whose confused and dis- of Light. I also made the acquaintance of Mr: Isaac
jointed conceptions of what Liberalism is arise N. Lee, a radical Secularist, formerly a member of
from their entire ignorance of its standard writers the St. Louis Liberal League, and who is anxious to
and current literature, help to retard real radical espouse the Liberal cause as lecturer and organizer.
progress. The worst of it is that Freethought is, in He certainly appears well equipped for such work.
the minds of the general public, held sponsor for
At Peoria I spent a pleasant evening at the resitheir vapid utterances, while they hav neither under- dence of Mrs. James Taylor, a lady of firm Free-

Jmtriean cftenlar Jlnion.

thought proclivities, in whose . parlor stands a
splendid marble bust of her fnend, the peerless
orator, R. G. Ingersoll; a statuet of Thomas Paine,
and portraits of similar celebrities. Her twelveyear-old daughter is training in the path of Paganini and givs most excellent promis as a player. ,
fu Bloomington I was startled to learn that one of
the most genial of men and uncompromising of
Liberals Robt. Munholland, had died by his own
hand sh~rtly after I saw him in July last. Domestic
trouble is ascribed as the cause.
W. A. Gerken is a worthy upholder of the Freethought standard, and, were his business cares not so
exacting, would be an activ worker for the American
Secular Union.
Dr. Z. Waters is a leading physician and wellknown Liberal with whom I had an agreeable visit.
I wished to hav seen Mr. Howes, but time would not
permit.
At Mr. Bean's, in Rock Island, I had the pleasure
of refreshing my optics with a sight of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and of meeting Mrs. Minchen, of Carroll, Ia.,
who, with her daughter, is spending the winter with
"the old folks at home." I was ferried over the
river to see H. G. Scharfenberg, who reads his TRUTH
SEEKER with avidity, who always has been activ
in Freethought propaganda, and who extends an
invitation to the secretary to lecture in the new
Turner Hall on its completion, which will be one of
the finest buildings in the · city when finished.
Scharfenberg helps all the Liberal papers to get
subscribers.
E. A. STEVENS.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
SAvANNAH, Mo., Nov. 15th to 18th....::.! would like
to know why all the villages in Missouri hav a public
square, around which cluster the stores, and why
each county seat adorns its square with a wretched,
unsightly brick structure, with a dirty "rm-ashamedof-myself" wooden steeple, and call the thing a courthouse!
·
This vill--city (I expect to be assassinated' for
failing to designate all the little villages I stop at
cities, but I confess ignorance of how maJ,ly shanties
are necessary to constitute a city; perhaps this
humble confession of lack of discernment will save
the o~tpouring of my gore)-this city, Savannah, is
laid out with fine broad avenues for streets, with
possibiljties of greatness in the future ; there are
many very handsome, and some real nice, cosy,
home-like residences. The best of her citizens are
Liberals, which accounts for the thrift and progress
of everything except the jail and court-house-places
Christians alone are interested in. They had three
devout Christians, who had been blessed with Sunday-school instruction, detained in the jail awaiting
trial for murder.
The public school is a magnificent building, well
attended and admirably conducted. A rich farming
country on every side insures a bright business future.
Wm. Cook, Jas. D. McKnight, Geo. N. Davis, and
E. S. Follett, all prompt-paying subscribers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, take the lead in every good work. I
delivered a course of four lectures here, with good
attendance and interest. A little of energy and selfsacrifice and an efficient organization could be perfected that would be a power for good. There is
abundance of material; it needs only persistence and
self-sacrifice on the part of a few to start it. I distributed a large amount of Liberal literature and
periodicals.
CHILLIOOTHE, Mo., Nov. 20th and 21st.-By an accident, that right-royal Liberal Wm. Mcilwrath failed
to get notice of the lectures in the local paper, and
much to my chagrin I had to lose Sunday, "taking
my ease at mine inn." But bright and early on
Monday morning friend Mcilwrath and that sturdy
veteran in the cause of progress, James Graham, completed arrangements for a lecture on Monday evening, resulting in good attendance, and I was much
:flattered at the general regret expressed after the
lecture that I could not hav delivered the other two.
Friend Mcilwrath promptly paid me the sum agreed
on for the three lectures. There is a wonderful 'difference between Liberals and Liberals. We need
more of the Mcilwrath and Graham kind.
BRUNSWICK, Mo., No. 22d and 24th.-Brother Wm.
Tyler is an intelligent, whole-souled, outspoken Liberal, an earnest worker for THE TRuTH SEEKER, the
friend of justice, and the unrelenting foe of superstition, cant, and hypocrisy. At Lancaster, N. Y.
I once baptized two of his grandchildren into the
Seventh-day Adventist church, and the old gentleman's greatest grief is that he has a daughter-so
good a woman naturally, but so wretched a fanatic.
With abundant wealth, everything to make home a
paradise of love and joy for herself, her husband, and
her children, she exiles her little ones, three beautiful girls, to Battle Creek, Mich. The poor children
are deprived of a mother's love just when they
most need it. The parents suffer in their bitter
loneliness, their beautiful home is desolate, and the
lives of father and mother one long cruel penance.
All for Jesus, all for the hope of being united in
heaven when Jesus comes! Oh! the untold misery,
the bleeding hearts, the needless anguish, the self-
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in:tlicted torture, the ruin and blighted lives of children, bhis Christianity occasions. ·
Despite the prophecy of the saints, I had good
attendance and an almost unanimous request to deliver another lecture on the 24th, which I did. A
number were interested in organization, and will
·remit for annual memberships of the American Secular Unibn to Secretary E. A. Stevens, of Chicago, Ill.
SALISBURY, Mo., Nov. 23d-This is another hotbed
of orthodoxy, but in process of evoluting. Prejudice
bristles to the surface, and, prejudice being the natural offspring of ignorance, no wonder the more
ignorant the Christian the more savagely hostil to
anything that seems destructiv to his creed It poured
of rain, then turned to ice and sleet just at the time
of the lecture. Yet I had quite a goodly number,
and a very attentiv audience.
I had the pleasure to meet friend John Trueblood,
a most zealous and outspoken worker for Liberalism;
friend Stewart and his bright, talented young son,
and the enterprising Loeb Brothers, the principal
merchants of the place.
We need to cultivate a zeal according to knowl·edge; we must shun the intolerance of the sectarian
that we deplore, and not feel hateful or impatient
with those who fail to embrace the truth. Nor does
it help our cause to attempt to force the subject upon
people in season and out of season. No one has
more contempt for the mollusk than myself. But I
do not think it compatible with Liberal principles to
attack people eve.ry time we meet them, or to break
in on conversation on other subjects to force attention to our objections to Christianity. " Put yourself in his place." The exercise of a little common
sense and a good deal of forbearance is essential to
success in winning people from superstition and
C. B. REYNOLDS.
error.

A Speech by Colonel Ingersoll.
Stuart Robson and William H. Crane, the wellknown actors, were given a dinner by C. P. Palmer
on the 21st ult., at which were gathered as eminent a
company as New York can count. The speeches
were all brilliant, but the best, of course, was by
Colonel Ingersoll. General Sherman said he liked
the stage, and had the best kind of an exemplar in
· General Washington. Chauncey M. Depew, in spite
of his piety, likes the theater, and honors the good
actors. The other speakers testified to the same
effect, and Colonel Ingersoll said:
I believe in the medicin of mirth, and in what I
might call the longevity of laughter. Every man
who has caused real, true, honest mirth has been a
benefactor of the human race. In a world like this,
where there is so much trouble-a world gotten up
on such a poor plan-where sometimes one is almost
inclined to think that the deity, if there be one,
played a practical joke-to find, I say, in such a
world, something that for the moment allows laughter to triumph over sorrow, is a great piece of good
fortune.
I like the stage, not only because General Sherman
likes it (and I do not think .that I was ever at a
theater in my life but I saw him)-I not only like it
because General Washington liked it, but because
the greatest man that ever touched this grain of sand
and tear we call the world wrote for the stage, and
poured out a very Mississippi of philosophy and
pathos and humor, and everything calculated to raise
and ennoble mankind.
It givs me pleasure to see the stage honored,
because actors are the ministers, the apostles, of the
greatest man who ever lived, and because they put
:flesh and blood upon and passion within the greatest
characters that the greatest man drew. This is the
reason I like the stage. It makes us human. A
rascal never gains applause-a hypocrit never commanded admiration, not even when he was acting a
clergyman-except for the naturalness of the acting.
No one has ever yet seen any play in which, in his
heart, he did not applaud honesty, heroism, sincerity,
fidelity, courage, and self-denial. No man ever heard
a great play .who did not get up a better, a wiser, and
more humane man; and no man ever went to the
theater and heard Robson and Crane, who did not go
home better-natured, and treat his family that night
a little better than on any other night when he had
not heard the same actors.
I enjoy the stage, and I always did enjoy it. I love
the humanity of it. I hate solemnity. It is the
brother of stupidity. You never knew o. solemn man
who was not stupid, and you never will. There never
was a man of true genius who had not the simplicity
of a child and over whose lips has not rippled the
river of laughter. Solemnity is a mask worn to hide
stupidity. I like, I say, the stage for its wit and for
its humor. I do not like sarcasm. I do not like
mean humor. There is as much difference between
humor and malicious wit as there is between a bee's
honey and a bee's sting, and the reason I like Rob·
son and Crane is that they hav the honey without the
sting.
Another thing that makes me glad is, that I liv in
an age and generation that has sense enough to apJ?reciate the stage; sense ~nough to appreciate music;

sense enough to appreciate everything that lightens
the burdens of this life.
Only a few years ago our dear ancestors looked
upon the theater as the vestibule of hell, and every
actor was going the primrose road to the eternal
bonfire. In those good old days our fathers, for the
sake of relaxation, talked about death and graves
and epitaphs,· and worms and shrouds, and dust and
hell. In those days they despised music, cared nothing for art, and yet I hav lived long to hear the world
-that is to say, the civilized world-say that Shakspere wrote the greatest book that man has ever
read. I hav lived long- enough to see men like Beethoven and Wagner put side by side with the world's
great and best.
We must remember that imagination makes the
great difference between men ; and I hav lived long
enough to see actors placed with the grandest and
noblest, side by side with the benefactors of the hu-.
man race.
There is one thing in which I cannot quite agree.
I do like tragedy, because tragedy is only the other
side of the shield, and I like both sides. I love to
spend an evening on the twilight boundary line between tears and smiles. There is nothing that pleases
me better than some scene, some act, where the smile
catches the tears in the eyes, and where the eyes are
almost surprised by the smile, and the smile touched
and softened by the tears. The greatest comedians
and the greatest tragedians hav that power.
And, in conclusion, let me say, that it givs me more
than pleasure· to acknowledge the debt of gratitude
I owe, not only to the stage, but to the actors whose
health we drink to-night.

Great Men's Sons and Daughters.
aa.
It is the wish of almost every man to leave behind
.him a son-to carry on a business, to perpetuate a
name, to inherit a fortune. And how many of 'em
hav their wish' The faculty for getting and managing money is more apt to be transmitted than anything else. The Astors, Vanderbilts, and Goulds hav
properly constructed sons, who follow in their fathers'
tracks with feet big enough to :tit them. But brains,
unlike other qualities, do not seem to run in families.
A notable example is being squirted round the country just now by Major Pond. If anything is unlike
another thing, it's Charles Dickens fils to Charles
Dickens pere. Without doubt, the elder Dickens was
the most important man, in literature, that ever visited this land. A more inconsequential person than
Charles Dickens the younger the Lord never made.
He is absolutely nobody-merely the son of his father-and how he came to be that is a wonder.
I can't call to ·mind any celebrated poet who can
say, "My father, the great verse-maker." Nor do I
remember any great novelist whose spirit derives at
present any great comfort from the proceedings of
his son, save that of the elder Dumas. With actors
it has been somewhat better. The Keane, the Kembles, the Mathews, and the Booths hav held dramatic
ability with more equality, though the elders of all
these names hav been the greater; so that I never
take any interest in celebrated men's sons. It's no
earthly consequence if they hav any, unless there's a
vast fortune at stake.
The rare and radiant daughter is not so scarce an
article as the satisfactory son. The finest children
men of grellt intellects hav had hav been girls, and
a very Romola of a maiden has Robert Ingersoll He
has two-Maud and Eva, both splendid women; but
as one star differs from another in glory (according
to the burial service), so Eva possesses a type of loveliness that dims the beauty of any handsome woman
near her. That great lover of nature, grace, and
beauty-her father-must look at Eva Ingersoll with
very much th~ same feeling that Praxiteles contemplated his completed Venus of Cnidus-believing the
world owed him the most perfect specimen of female
New York Oorresponaence oftne New York Mirror, December

beauty~xtant.

Eva Ingersoll is neither blonde nor brunet. She
has a complexion· that would be fair with the blondest hair; she has hair dark enough to set off the oliv
skin of the most pronounced brunet; she has features as regular as those of a Greek statue, and all the
intelligent expression that belongs to an entirely
irregular style of face. She is so unconscious of he~:
loveliness that she makes you wonder what. the
society belles, May, Marion, and Adele, would do if
they had her charms, since they take on such airs
with a tithe of her beauty. She is splendidly educated. Her father has been her teacher. She is tall,
slight, and graceful. I looked at her the other night
-not an ornament on her beautiful person. A plain
dress of cream-white nun's veiling fell in unbustled
folds behind. The material was crossed on her
white bosom in front, showing her throat. Her hair
was lifted over the small ears and gathered in a knot
low in her neck. There was not the smallest affectation in the simplicity of her dress or her hair dressing. She was not posing in the classic statue business.
She looked that which she is-the ideal sweet of
perfect womanhood There sits in the depths of her
dark, soft eyes and on the curves of her smiling
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mouth a spirit that could in a moment of peril transform her into a heroin-a spirit of strength ~nd endurance that would make her white arms a support
and defense-a spirit of truth and changeless devo·
tion that.would light her noble face with a smile as
she died for a creature she loved. Well, Robert
Ingersoll has the finest girl in New York by his fireside to-day. If I belonged to his sex, I'd be found
tuning my lyre in the columns of the newspapers and
on his front-door steps morning, noon, and night. I
would relate the anecdote of my affections early and
late. I would win that woman if it lay in my power,
for never before in my life did I meet a girl physically, mentally, and wholly so attractiv. •
And that gr.eat certificate of a daughter's future,
her mother, only intensified the opinion I had of her.
Mrs. Robert Ingersoll is handsome and happy.
Think of a woman twenty-odd years a wife tilling
that description ! The prints hav from time to time
told of the mighty iconoclast's home life. There the
strongest credentials in favor of his creed and his
character are the faces of his wife and his daughters.
For the Lord's sake get a picture of Jane Carlyle;
go look at Mrs. Cotton Mather; catch onto the countenance of Miss Maria Milton, the "Paradise-Lost-"
no-reward-offered daughter; see what you think of
the face of Mrs. Bishop Biblebanger, and then study
the photographs of that magnificent matron, Mrs.
Robert Ingersoll, and her splendid daughters Maud
and Eva. I don't believe they will exchange conditions-those dau£!hters-in a hurry. Mr. Man who
goes courting into the camp of Colonel Robert must
be measured beside that intellectual Titan, and I
would like to know where the man will come from
who can stand that comparison. As Eva Ingersoll
pales the ineffectual fires of rival beauties, so Robert,
her father, dwarfs every man who anchors alongside.

Museums and Libraries in Great Britain •
The following is a list of the places now open to the
people of Great Britain on Sundays :
National Museums and Galleries at Kew.
National Galleries at Hampton Court Palace.
National Exhibition at Greenwich Hospital.
National Gallery of Ireland, Dublin.
National Museum of Science and Art, Dublin:
Municipal Art Gallery and Museum, ~irmingham.
Municipal Free Public Library, BirmlDgham.
Municipal Free Public Libraies (Seven), Manchester.
Municipal Free Public Library, Middlesborough.
Municipal Free Public Library, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Municipal Free Public Library, Rochdale.
Municipal Free Public Library, St. Helens.
Municipal Museum, Stockport.
Municipal Free Public Library, Wigan.
Municipal Free Art, Gallery, Leek.
Municipal Collection of Models, Newcastle.

Repeated inquiries of the officials controling these
institutions tend to show that they are largely used
by the wage-earning classes, in whose interest the ·
Sunday opening was determined upon. In most
cases the proposal was strongly denounced when first
made, but the results hav completely silenced all opposition. The Birmingham institutions ha\' been
open since 1872, and the numbers visiting them hav
increased steadily from 23,000 in that year to 109,000
in 1884, and to a much higher number since the
opening of the New Art Gallery. The Manchester
Free Libraries hav been open on Sunday since 1878,
and readers hav increased from 125,000 in that year
to 253,800 in 1886. Abundant evidence from many
other places can be supplied to show that Sunday
opening is highly appreciated wherever it is given a
fair trial.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Society of Humanity had one of its, pleasant literary

and ·sociable entertainments on the evening of November
29th. As that was the anniversary of the birth of Wendell
Phillips, the address by Edward King dealt with the great
AbolitioBist's life and services. Like _all of his addresses,
this one was able and instructiv, and those who hav heard
Mr. King often, say that it was brilliant even for him.
Piano music by Magnus Gross, Jr., and Miss Carrie Louis,
followed the speech, and then a reception and dancing.
Among the fifty or more present were Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
and Mrs. E. B. Foote, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. F. Bridge and two
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lipton, Dr. F. S. Olcott, Dr.
Eversfield, Mr. George Gross, Lawyer F. C. Leubuscher,
Mrs. Wood and daughter, Mrs. Andrews and daughter, Mrs.
Somerby, Miss Burnier, and Miss McCarthy; also, Messrs.
Burnier, Roche, Mcintyre, Dailey, Verrell, Montagu_e, K?rff,
Thompson, LeCompte, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Heram, Misses
Duganne, Knapp, Brodley, Lawrence, Seward, George,
Groo Gross and Leubuscher. The number of attractiv
youn~ ladie; present was noticed by all, and it was also
numerously remarked that Mr. King addressed himself no
less successfully to the hearts of those present at the reception than he had previously <lone to their understanding.
Another conspicuous feature of the gathering was the general
sociability among the guests, which made a?ythin_g in ~he
way of entertainment almost superfl.uou~. It IS the 1ntent10n
of the Society to hold one of these sociables every month.
The parlors at 28 Lafayette Place are open and warmed
daily. The nucleus of a library has been formed by a donation of books from the Truth Seeker Company, and Mr.
Charles Eckhard may be found in attendance. You are
invited to call.

•
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Freethinkers balt in blank amazement! "Any shape
but that!" No battering-ram did the church ever
employ that was half as strong_ (This is figurativ.)
We hav witnessed the commotion. Look! That
Freedom of" ]}ebate.
splendid Freethought army that hitherto defied the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: There foe is now beating a retreJt, "driven from E!ea to sea,"
was roaring fun at our house when we received THE by an innocent-looking little quadruped.
TRUTH SEEKER of October 29th. Wife said: "It is just
0 my countrymen! it makes me sad. I am not
like you !" It would hav suited me better if Brother afraid of death; but I do not like to die in that w~y.
Heston had placed me nearer the" animal." I judge,
My compliments to Watson Heston. I agree w1th
however, by the looks of my brother-lecturers that him when he says that "the worth of the pelt will not
I was near enough to hit it. It would hav been pay for the skinning!" That is the trouble with
truer to nature and facts if our gifted artist bad rep- some of you, my brethren. You hav engaged in the
resented those brethren just vanishing in the dim pelt business, and hav just awakened to the fact that
distance.
.
such hides are not worth a dime a dozen. I hav
WeJJ, I enjoy it, ~artoons and all. A little genial gone for the life of the animal. The church is weimirth enlivens serious controversy and injures no come to the pelt.
one.
There is not a Freethinker in the land that does
I may as well contribute a little more fuel to keep not know a few good, resounding whacks with that
the pot boiling.
club would end the existence of the pestiferous curse.
We may as well pause in our attacks upon theol- I ,hav never yet been able to get a second stroke (a
ogy, and ask ourselvs whether we understand our second debate) at the animal in the same town.
own fundamental principles of Freethought.
True, we may soil our Sunday suit; but if there is a
It would hav been gratifying if you had replied soldier among us who is afraid of that, he should
to my article, and, by a course of logical reasoning1 never hav "joined the army."
shown wherein I am wrong in my positions on the
Dr. Lyman Beecher's excuse for not debating was
subject of debate. For twenty-eight years I bav that he once threw a hymn-book a.t one of the
been in public life, challenging the Christian world "critters"-gained a victory, but spoiled the book!
to meet us; and, -if my Chri~tian opponents indorsed
Brother Watts says, "It would be a degradation of
their champion, I always felt that that settled the the deepest dye to meet him [Braden] on a public
question of fitness. For me to refuse to meet anyone platform." ·
.
that the Christian community indorsed, would hav
I would hav been glad, indeed, if he had had the
been considered by Christians as moral cowardice on goodness to support such a statement with reasons.
my part. and I think they would hav been right.
As it stands, it is neither better nor stronger tban a
I notice that you hav had a visit from my old and clergyman's positiv assumptions-which we Freevalued friend, W. W. Frasier, Ottawa, Kansas. What thinkers long ago rejected.
a stinging rebuke that was he gave Braden! But,.
Did he not know who Braden was before he
had your policy been carried out, he would hav a!- debated with him 1 If not, it confirms my position:
lowed the opportunity to pass. Mr. George Baldwin that Freethought lecturers hav not been in the habit
is another Freethinker who bearded Braden in his of raising the question of character. It has been the
own meeting in Linesville, Pa. Braden has been try- universal custom for our lecturers to throw out chaling for years to be able to say that Freethought Ject- lenges to the Christian clergy indiscriminately, and if a
urers, who challenge the clergy, dare not meet Clark Christian were put forward to champion Chnstianity,
Braden. If Freethinkers choose to allow him to indorsed by even one denomination, that settled the
come into their town and berate them, misrepresent, question of fitness. Christians were the first to
and vilify Infidels without acoPpting his challenge, demand from Freethinkers an indorsement of the
they are at liberty to do so. But how does that ac- lecturer before they would ''.condescend" to debate
cord with our claim for free debate~ How does it with the ''Infidel." Now that Christians pluck up
harmonize with Ingersoll's claim that there are two courage enough to indorse a debater, why should
or three men in every town who can corner the par- Freethinkers shrink from meeting him! Is it purely
son T And when this parson comes along, maintain a personal prejudice T I look beyond the person to
a deaa silence! You intimate that if Christians would the system he champions.
read all that Freethinkers hav said against Braden,
If Mr. Watts did know what kind of a man Clark
he could obtain no indorsement. You, away off in Braden is before he debated with him, why should
New York city, show by this that you do not know he offer Braden's bad ·character as a reason for not
Christians and hav not come in contact with them as debating with him 1
••
I hav-not in one or two towns, but in nearly every
In either case, it is bad for him. If he did not
town.
know him, it shows he "rushed in where angels [or
You said: "Mr. Frazier knows Clark Braden well, lecturers] fear to tread."
having acted as best-man to Champion Jamieson in
For many years the celebrated Investigator dearranging a debate between them, out of which Bra- bates hav been in vogue in Boston. I never knew
· the Infidels there to demand a certificate of character
den crawled."
Now let me aRk, Would my Freethought friends from a Christian before he would be permitted to
hav been proud of our position if I had done the exercise the right of free speech. They did not evon
crawling instead of Braden 1 We knew the man ask that he be indorsed by anybody.
then as well as you know him now.
The more my Liberal brethren hav written against
Underwood had six or seven debates with him. debating with a bad Christian, the more clearly it is
Seems to me, with his knowledge of zoology, he seen that they are obliged to adopt not only the foolought to hav found him out earlier in the campaign. ish doctrin, but the very expressions of Christianity.
Watts, I am informed, bad two debates with him. As you quote him in your issue of October 8th, Mr.
If Braden is the kind of animal depicted by your Watts Eays: "After reading them [the views of
~rtist, did it require two Jehovah Jacob" wrestling- Braden's life] one coud no longer doubt the reality
matches" before Watts discovered the nature of the of human depravit.y."
animal~
Very few Christians believe in total depravity.
· When a lecturar invites criticism, at the close of They believe just as Watts does. We are indebted
his public addresses, does he couple with the invita- to the Watts family for a large cargo of literature
tion that the critic must be a person of undoubted upon depravity.
good character 7 These invitations often lead directly
D. M. Bennett, the grand old fearless Freethinker,
to public oral debate. Suppose, then, the lecturer said: "No matter how bad a man he {Joseph Cook J
objects to his character and the Christians of several can make you believe me to be, it will not prove
denominations step forward and say: "We indorse Christianity true;" and, further, that if all Qook had
our champion;" and still the lecturer refuses to meet said of Bennett had been true it did not exonerate
him! I would call that trailing our Freethought ban- Cook from meeting Bennett in debate. Cook's reply
ner in the dust and ashes of humiliation in the name was the same as· yours: "No honorable man can
of a pseudo reE>pectability. Either let us quit chal- keep company of this kind." D. 1\l. Bennett was
lenging "the world, the :flesh, and the devil," as we willing to meet a clergyman in debate whom he
hav been doing for more than a generation, or stand charged with being'' a falsifier and maligner ;" "deby our guns. Ought we to allow Christian pole-cats fendfl perjury and the worst villainy."
.
to drive us from our po~:~ition 1
Infidels are so thoroughly in favor of. universal
In all our battles with the Christian church she mental liberty that they would never deprive a slave
has never been able to make us retreat one inch. nor a state-prison convict of free speech. 'rhe freeOur march has been resistlessly forward. But if dom of debate contains the very kernel of free speech.
your position is the true one, the church has at last How can anyone maintain "uni1Jersal mental liberty"
discovered something more effectiv than ''iron and deny to any human being-the meanest, the
chariots" (which were too much for the Lord), more worst-a free platform? Bad as we. believe the
powerful (no pun) than General Joshua's ram's horns. Jehovah of the Jews to hav been, if real, even he adSteadily we hav been driving the church before us. mitted the right of Satan to enter heaven and express
All the church slanders against the Freethought himself with entire freedom; and, seemingly, there
army hav utterly failed to stay its progress to victory. was no fear that the good angels standing around
Christianity has employed every conceivable weapon, would be contaminated by such "associations." It
honorable and dishonorable, without avail. Our lines is not catching in some families.
never wavered. We were driving her to the perIt is true that Braden deals in wholesale vituperadition she had prepare~ f.or t.he human family. She tion d Infidels in general, and personal abuse of hii!
was at tbe very prempwe of "fear, remorse, and opponent in particular. He imagins tbat the vial~
deE'pair," when, lo! almOt,t by accident, she discovers of holy wrath, soorn, contempt, that he pours out
OAe t~ th~b makes n~ly the entire arm:t of • upon the ll~d qf his Infidel oppoueut-the slime of
~

..

FIUperstition-helps Christianity and hurts Infidelity.
That he is lilustained in this view by too many Cbl'istians is a lamentable fact Braden expresseRin public, in a harsh m<tnner, what thousands of Cbrhstian.
fathFrs and mothHs teach their children against
Infidels. ThHe is not a community that I ever
visited, where Infidel families and their Inti del children are not traduced, abused, lied about., by Christian parents. I tell you it is the system itself that
we must deal with. I hav often felt the same kind
of pity, I suppose, for Christians (victims of the hate
born of their religion) that my •Christian neighbor
feels for the lost souls of poor heathen.
I hav met Braden three times in debate.· Eight
nights in Paola, Kansas; twelve nights in Salem,
Ill.; four in Linesville, Pa. I did not feel tbat I bad
been degraded, and supposed that if I conducted
myself as a gentleman no opponent could degrade me.
When Mr. Watts says that E:der Braden is intellectually weak, I differ from him. I am aware that if
one doElS not like an opponent he is very apt to
undurate his ability. This is the fault of the Christian world generally. We ought to er;;chew that bad
trait of the Christians. Some general has said that
" it is not safe to underet?timate the strength of the
enemy."
I hav heard Rev. T. De Wit.t Talmage, Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher, and other distinguished preachers,
and must say that Braden is as strong intellectually
as any of them. I admit that this is a mere matter
of opinion. But wherever Braden has l~ctured and
debated Christians, with few exceptions, hav considued him a very learned man, possessing wonderful intellectual powHs; and many of them assert
that they believe he is the ablest debater Christianity
ever had. This is the way, indeed, that the mass of
Christians hav talked in every town he has visited, as
far as I hav heard.
In Paola and Salem our debates were thronged
scores could not gain ent.rance. It was thus for twelve
nights in Salem. I consider it a grand opportunity
to spread Freet.hought principles, and to undermine
superstition. It may seem, sometimes, that I am
very harsh myself toward persons whfln charging
upon the church. I hav had some Infidels make this
mistake, and take me to task for my severity. I
never shot a Christian yet unless he got in range of
my guns, trained on the detestable system. While
striving to crush the life out of slavery, I had a tender heart always for the slave. Some of you now
think I am altogether too kind to the slave.
It is n0t the question, whether Clark Braden's
character is as good as D. M. Bennett's. Suppose
both equally good or bad, what has that to do with
the principles of free speech or free debate~ But
you 11ay Clark Braden, in addition to being a "reprobate" (another pious expression), "has persistently,
maliciously, and indefatigably slandered a family of
Freethinkers, respected by every one who enjoys the
slightest acquaintance with them."
This is the penalty we pay for being Freethinkers. Who has ·escaped?
You say no Christian church that knows Clark
Braden will put him forward as a represent.ativ. But it
will. You are entirelv mistaken. The fact is against
you. There is no Freethought lflcturer that can
obtain a stronger indorsement by Freethinkers than
Clank Braden can by Christians, and by Christians
who hav read all that Freethinkers hav printed and
circulated to his discredit. In my Salem . debate
Clark Braden was indorsed by six denominat.ions.
You say, "There are some things which even Christians refuse to do." You suppoeed they would refuse to indorse Bradfln a1,4 their· representativ, if
they knewhim. But they do. I tell you, my good
friends, there is nothing which Christians refuse to
do, as a class, mind you, where their religion is

involved.
I regret exceedingly that you hav raised the ques·
tion of personal character. It is a !lArious mistakejust such a mistake as Abbot, Underwood, and
Bundy made with reference to D. M. Bennett. It
has been the main depPndence of ~bristians in
asl'ailing Freet.hought. This was the line of attack
upon Thomas Paine-his bad character, his personal
habits. Instead of answering Paine's crushing arguments against the Christian system, they bedaubed
him with accusations. They were not logical enough
to perceive that if every charge bad been true, it did
not prove Christianity divine, and did not answer
any of the damaging arguments which Paine brought
against Christianity.
I want to see this quePtion thoroughly discussed.
If Mr. Watts wishPs to take up my errors and logically dissect them, I am willing he should try, either
through his own paper, or yours, or both. All I ask
is a free press for-reply. A man who is afraid to hav
his errors exposed is afraid of truth. Merely saying
that" gentlemen will not associate with blackguards,"
as you remarked, is no answer to my position on free
debate. As Freethinkers we long ago declared that
we would not deny even the devil himRelf the right
of free speech. The church claims that Jesus Christ
had a debate with him. Did that make the Christian's Christ an associate of that celebrated personage w~th lli chM.racter as ·blll4 ~s hia comvlex.ioll~
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Even the great Bishop Watson debated with Paine,
vile as Paine was believed to be by Christians, ·W He
Watson and Paiqe "associates" because they disputed against each other?
Freethinkers hav contended that to deny a man
the liberty of debate. is to deny him the liberty of
speech. So far as debating is concerned, you would
impose silence upon Clark Braden for bad conduct.
Joseph Cook and Comstock would hav done precisely the same thing with Bennett, a.nd for precisely
the same reason.
0 Liberty! thQu sphinx of the ages! even thy best
friends do not comprehend thee. Thou true savior·
of the race! twin of truth! grander, more glorious,
than any god art thou-mightier than any monarch
of the skies. For love of thee multitudes of nature's
noble men and true-hearted women hav perished.
Art thou, after all the struggle to kJ;JOW thee, but a
figment of the imagination of man? Is there no
reality! Banish thee, arrayed in the glittering splendor of truth, and life and death are all one, and
human love itself mockery. Inclosed in thy warm
embrace oblivion itself is sunshine sweet, rather than
the unending years of immortality without thee,
priceless friend of humanity!
W. F. JAMIESON.
Monte Vista, Col.
Religions Delusions.
THEIR STULTIFYING AND DESTRUCTIV POWER, ILLUSTRATED
IN THE HISTORY OF THE EOONOMITE SOCIETY, LOCATED
ON THE RIGHT BANK OF THE OHIGl RIVER, AND TWENT£
l\!ILES BELOW PITTSBURGH.
III.

of husbands and wives together in the bonds of a and the recent Millerites, hav not been victimized
FAIRFAX.
true marl'iage, and yields infinit delight to parents, by a Atrong religious delusion.
in the birth, training, well-doing, and companionship
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov., 1887.
of properly organized children, revenges itself sooner
or later on all those who under any pretense, or in
The Gospel According to Common Sense.
any way whatever, put dishonor upon it; and the
ABRAHAM's SACRIFICE.
day that l'eligion, in its reckless cruelty and ut.ter inThe Euthyphron of Plato furnishes a goo·d type of
difference to human happiness, tore asunder the the modern Christian, for he attaches more im~or
loving hearts of these German husbands a1;1d wives, tance to the performance of what he considers his rewas the time when their doom of wtimate extinction ligious duties than to the common claims of justice
was sealed.
and humanity. These duties he describes as "prayer
There is a large class of persons in this world who and sacrifice "-the ·first asking favors of the gods,
are abundantly able to work in the various vocations the second offering something to them in return.
of life, but who, from some defect in their mental Socrates adroitly infers. from this admission that
organization, do not plan and work wisely. The "religion is the art by which the gods and man
consequence is that even in the prime of life they are traffic with one another." Such is undoubtedly the
poor, and· of course hav accumulatPd no means of character of modern Christianity, only in the present
comfortable living in old age, and ultimately fall day the sacrifice, which used to be in the form of
victims to that relentless law which nature has something edible, prepared for roasting, is commuted,
enacted for the perfection of her species, the strug- like the English tithe, by a payment in money for the
gle for life, and the survival of those only which con- benefit of the officiating priest. He is no longer, as
form to their environments. There is another class with the Mosaic Jews, compelled to act as butcher
in whom the property instinct works normally and and cook for the whole community, contenting himwell, and they accumulate much more than they need. self with a choice of the prime cuts for the consumpIn a community whose interests are managed by tion of himself and family. In the time of Abraham
competent men, the labor of this class of incompe- human sacrifices seem to hav been common, from
tents, if directed by superior business ability, is sure which we may infer that his contemporaries were,
to provide for them during life all the. substantial for the most part, cannibals, for the sacrificial victim·
comforts which wealth can procure. But will these was not., as some suppose, consumed by fire, but
incompetents be willing, in consideration of their simply roasted and eaten. It also appears to hav
participating in the general prosperity and abund- been the custom for the head of every family to conance of a community, to be subordinated to those tribute one, at least, of his offspring as a burnt-offerwho are superior to them in business intelligence ing for the benefit of his neighbors. Custom is the
and plan! And if so, what about their wives arid God of all weak-minded people, and causes them to
children?
do, at times, the most absurd and cruel things. Thi_s
On this account I feel the more vexed at this must hav been the God that told Abraham to sacnblunder of the Economites, and the more indignant . fice his son, and, although it went sorely against the
at religion for causing it, because they had it in their grain, he appears, at first sight, to hav. been quite
power, by continuing marriage and the family rela- willing to do it. But common sense ultimately pretion, to settle the question whether a community. vailed, and. seeing a ram opportunely "caught in a
based upon the principle of the natural institution of thicket" he concluded that mutton was a much
marriage, could permanently prosper from one gen- more desirable food than human flesh, in which deeration to another, or whether celibacy, by prevent- cision we cordially agree with the "father of the
ing the ambition and rivalry of separate family in- faithful."
Whoever invented the God of the Old Testament
terests, is not a sine qua non to success. The experiment made by the Shakers, as well as that of the was not very careful to preserve the unities, for
Economites, proves that a community, with a single a more inconsistent character it is Ecarcely possible
view and interest, and by working into each other's to conceive. He first of all commands Abraham to
hands, can succeed, with a moderate amount of labor. commit an unnatural crime, them excuses him from
in accumulating vast wealth, and in gathering around doing it, and finally rewards him for being willi?g to
them all the comforts that wealth can purchase. But do that which he did not do. He moves David to
is not this condition of things limited to a single life- number Israel and then punishes Israel for being
time 'I That is the question. It is worth noticing numbered. A~other account tells us it was the devil
that Shaker celibacy, and Economite celibacy, stand who influenced David, by which it appears that the
on two different foundations. The Shakers believe, God and devil of the Jews were one and the same
and practice accordingly, that love, in its conjugal being! This dual character is religiously preserved
manifestation, is wrong, at least for them, and that to the present day, and his go?d _an? bad _attributes
celibacy is right, since Jesus, the model man, and are so jumbled together that It IS Imposstble for a
Mother Ann, the model woman, during the latter part thinking man to reconcile them, or to tell which is
of her life, when she responded to her high calling, which.
were both celibates. But the Economites, before
Whether or not Isaac was really the son of Abrathey were hallucinated by the expectation of Christ's ham, it is not our present purpose to inquire. The
second coming, were married people. · And they only story of his birth is a very_ imp~obabl~ one, and mu~t
gave up marriage because, with its obvious con- be classed with another miracuwus btrth recorded m
sequences, it altogether interfered with their char- the New Testament. Faith, and not reason, is reacter as Christians, waiting daily and hourly for the quired in these matter.~", and Abraham ha? great fait~.
appearance of their Lord in the clouds of heaven. So long as he was· satisfied, w~ ha~ no nght to _cavil
They knew by experience what a care and hindrance at his credulity. .We must giv him great credit for
to their movements helpless children and their nurs- the moral courage which enabled him to break through
ing mothers were, and they consistently thought that. an unnatural and tyrannical custom. In this respect
the end of the world being so near, and a march of he is even worthy of our imitation. If our fathers
five thousand miles to Jerusalem being in prospect, did absurd and cruel things-if our neighbors still
it was no time to marry and giv in marriage. If the do and believe in them-there is no reason that we
success of communal life for more than a century of should follow a bad example. Christianity is a autime depends, by necessity, on the extinction of the phemism for cannibalism. God the father gave his
family institution, we might as well giv up the theory only-begotten son as a sacrifice, ~nd w~ are invited
as impracticable and Utopian; for, rich as the Shaker to the revolting feast. The Anglican pnest, when ~e
communities end the Economites are, experience administers the sacrament, gravely tells us _that It
proves that they cannot depend upon the world's peo- consists of the body and blood of Jesus Chnst who
pie coming in and filling up their ranks as they are died for us. If he believes thiE', he is a fool; if he does
thinned by death. There are thousands of people not believe it, he is an impostor. ~n eit~er case the
now in this country who are struggling, like drown- fi"ure is none the less absurd and disgustmg. What
ing men, to make a mere living. But Nature, bent shall be said of those who devoutly swallow it? The
upon her purposes which reach into the far distant intent.ion is, evidently, cannibalistic, whatever the act
future, will not let one of them accept a joint partnt.r- may be. We do not read that Abraham pas.se~ off
ship with the Shakers or· Economites in the vast his mutton for human flesh to those whom he InVIted
wealth they possess, upon the condition that they to the feast. Common sense, for once, prevailed over
crucify the sentiment of conjugal love, and count it fanaticism and the descendants of Abraham down to
an unholy thing. Hence these institutions are grad- present d~y hav (with some exceptions) ceased to be
ually being disintegrated by time, and their great cannibals.
wealth cannot save them from "being utterly wiped
This was a great advantage to the_ Jews Mlong as
other nations persisted in the practice. ·when they
off the face of the earth.
Many people in Western Pennsylvania are now ceased to devour their off.;pring, they increased and
speculating as to what disposition will be made of multiplied exceedingly. When. Jesus spoke of_revi~
the large possessions of the Economites when the ing the practice and offered himself as ~ su?l".ct, 1t
last one of 'them givs up the ghost. Jacob Henrici, went against the stomachs of some of hts disCiples,
who now occupies the place of Father Rapp as head who thenceforward walked no more with him. The
of the community, and who, for the sterling virtues unbelieving Jews killed him, 1t is true, but, they did
of his character, is lO\·ed and admired by all who not eat him. They left that savory morsel for the
know him, is above eighty years of age. Unless he Christians.
OuTis.
has the indomitable faith of his great leader, which
.
bade defiance to death itself he must at least hav
ARTHUR C. EvERETT has again begun the pubhcation of a
some suspicion when he noti~es the trembling foot- Bmall Freethougbt ;ournRI. ThiR time he is_ located at Gra nd
· '
d 1 f ld
d
Rapids Mlch Mr Everett thus Parly m the campa1p;n
steps of the httle han fu o o men an women to hoists his PTI'!.identi~l ticket-R o. Ingersoll and Hel~n H.
whom be preaches every Sunday, whether the Econ- Gardener. He calls hia paper O.J?Ii"'o~~o & -1 and ~roos ~q

If it should be asked how it came about that the
Economites, believing as they did in the Second
Advent, and expecting every night when they said
their prayers and went to bed that they might be
awakened before morning by the clangor of the archangel's trump, did not fold their arms in idleness
and put on their ascension robes, as the Millerites
did, but worked steadily every day at their vocation
of farming and manufacturing, amassing wealth with
such wonderful success that their treasury over·
flowed with gold, I answer: Miller and his followers
believed and expected Christ to make his appearance
here in the United States. Rapp, on the contrary,
being a Millenarian, and not oniy a Second Adventist,
believed that Jerusalem, in Palestine, a country lying
on the eastern shore of the Mediterranean, was the
appointed place; and that, while every human being
on the earth would receive notification of Christ's
arrival in some miraculous way, the actual appearing
would take place in the city where he was crucified,
and which was to be for a thousand years the metropolitan city of the new kingdom. The Economites
were eminently practical men, and 'believed firmly in
the doctrin of dollars and cents. They knew by
experience that it cost money for them to migrate,
first, from Germany, then from Penn·sylvania to the
Wabash, and from that place back again to Pennsylvania. Rapp did not believe in. unnecessary miracles;
that he and his people would cross the ocean and be
landed in Jerusalem by miraculously contrived balloons that could go without gas, but that they must
travel by steamboats on the sea, and by wagons of
some kind on the land, till they reached the sacred spot.
All this would require the outlay of vast sums of
money, and these honest and sincere belieYers worked
hard and saved closely to accumulate what was
requisit. The Economites keep their own secrets;
but after the death of Rapp and time forced upon
his survivors the conviction that their departed leader
had somehow or other made a mistake in his calculations as to the exact time of Christ's appearing, a
report was in circulation, and seemed to be well
founded, that large sums of gold and silver, which
had been accumulating for years, were transferred
from Economy to one of the banks in Pittsburgh for
safe keeping, till such times as they should be
needed.
THE ADOPTION OF CELIBACY AS A RULE OF LIFE.
It was this religious delm>ion concerning the coming of Christ that was destined to. extirpate the
Economites from the face of the earth as a community of prosperous and happy people; and to scatter
their wealth we know not where. Not taught wisdom, or even common sense, by the disappointment
of .the primitiv Christians, nor by the second great
failure of Christ to appear eight hundred years ago,
when three centuries of abortiv war to rescue Jerusalem from the Turk piled up their proofs mountain
. high that it was a delusion, these Economites so
cherished their Millenarian views and expectations
that, reasoning precisely as .the ChristiaD; apost~es
did, they came to the concl~swn that ~ar~Iage, with
its consequences of the birth and brmgmg up of
families of children was all wrong, and they became
celibates. Of cour~e, they had scripture authority
for this policy; for all the scores of antagonistic
sects now composing the visible church go to the
Bible for their discordant Cl'eeds and modes of worship, and find them t.here. Good morals and b~d
morals, truth and falsehood, all find countenance m
that volume.
l}qt lqve1~h~t P,o~ sentiment which binde tbe bearts omitea; lilw tb~ eu~ Cbf~tiluls; tbe la-ter Crus~ders1 ~it & ¥ear for ~n.
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Chronology.
No doubt all our readers remember the controversy over the Era of Science or Era of Man calendar between Messrs. Frederick Koezly, of this city,
and G. N. Hill, of Boston, which has now extended
over a period of many months, and which was finally
left for decision to the Editor of To TBUTH S:JEKu.
As we were to profit by the dispute, we preferred to hav the decision written by a friend of all
parties, an astronomer of note, whose work has necessarily made him familiar with chronological reckoning, and we asked Mr. Henry M. Parkhurst to take
the· judicial seat. His decision was "handed down"
BOme weeks ago, but owing to circumstances not
necessary to mention here we delayed the publication until now, when we hav Messrs. Koezly's and
Hill's proposition in plain and specific form. Mr.
Parkhurst says :
" The debate which has arisen in the columns of THE
TRUTH BEEKER, relativ to the epoch from which the Science
Calendar begins, does not affect the numbering of the year,
but wholly refers to the question ·whether that numbering
dates from the 1st of Janp.ary preceding or the 1st of January
following the event commemorated. A resolution was offered
by Mr. George N. Hill, at a Paine celebration in Boston, in
188!, reading as following :
" Be•olvea, That in everlasting commemoration of that rise of
science and Freethought-the two best friends humanity has ever
had-which began during the sixteenth century of the superstitious 'Year of our Lord,• and in perpetual honor, also, of the heroilm of that glorious teacher of reason, and noble martyr for science
and man, Giordano Bruno, of Italy-so inhumanly burnt at the
stake by the Christians, at Rome, on the 16th day of February,
1600, for proclaiming scientific facts-therefore, in future, all records, and other official documents of the Investigator Freethought
Society of Boston, Mass., shall bear date from a calendar, beginning on the 1st day of January, A.D. 1600, thereby placing our society, and all persons also adopting it, entirely out of the bedeviling
fog of the a~~:e of Bible faith, with its 'Year of Gra.oe, 18821' and into
the humane light of the' Age of Reason' and Year of Science, 28la."

"Thill was based upon the principle stated by Mr. Hill in
TH:s TRUTH SE:&KER of October 15th, that ' Calendar figures
mean completed years, mathematically speaking.' If that is
true, the resolution is correct as it stands.
" But Mr. Frederick Koezly claims that the first year is
called year 1; the second year, year 2, and so on; which, if
the first year, or year 1, were 1600, would make the presellt
year 288. If he is right in that statement, the resolution is
wrong, and the new calendar should be stated as beginning
on the 1st day of January, A.D. 1601.
·
.
" It is not so easy as it appears to settle this iBBue, although
10 sharply defined. The definition in Webster's Dictionary
says that the epoch is the point of time from which succeeding years are numbered ; but this does not show how they
are numbered, and I ha.v found many authorities equally
ambiguous.
"When we say that the sun rose 1887, October 23, 6h.
19m. A.M., the 19 minutes are completed minutes mathematically speaking; the 6 hours are completed ho~rs; but
the 23 means the 23d day, not completed; October means
the uncompleted month of October. Whether the year follows the analogy of the month and day, or of the hour and
minute, in any event there is a break in the mode·of reprellentation. Astronomers, as well as others, use that inconaistent mode of expression. But to make the year follow the
analogy of the hour would make two breaks, while the other
interpretation requires but one. I hav found three independent proofs that the best authorities make but one brenk
and regard the year as uncompleted.
'
"In the Encylopedia Britannica, article 'Chronology,'
page 621, we find that the Era of Diocletian ' commences
with the 29th of August (the first day of the Egyptian year)
of the year 284 of our era.' On the following page we find
this statement : ' Hence, to reduce a date according to this
era to our own reckoning, it is necessary to add 283 years
and 240 days.' . I omit the statement as to a discrepancy of
one ~ay on account .of leap years. Now, taking the yea.r 1
of this era, and adding 283 years and 240 days, it givs the
year .... D. 284, August, showing by this brief calculation that
they commenced with the year 1, and not with the year 0;
or, in other word~, that year 1 was the uncompleted year. If
there is any more direct proof in that article, I hav overlooked it.
"Next, turning to the 'American Ephemeris and Nautical
Almanac' of this year, the highest astronomical authority in

this country if not in the world, we find on page vii, at the
beginning, the statement that the year 1887 corresponds to
the year 6600 of the Julian period. The ' British Nautical
Almanac' makeil the same statement, but there is nothing in
the' British Almanac' to show when the Julian period begins;
whereas our ' Ephem,eris' adds, on the same pag11, that
'the 1st day of January of the year 1887 is tli~ 2,410,273d
day since the commencement of the Julian period.' This
corresponds to 6599 Julian years, of 365 days and 6 hours,
with a difference of 12 days which it is unnecessary here to
explain. This proves, therefore, that as soon as 6599 years
had been completed, the new year was to be called 6600, an
uncompleted year, making the first year of the Julian period
yearl.
" Turning again to the Encyclopedia Britannica, article
'Calendar' (written by a different author from the writer of
the article Chronology), we find the plain and direct statement, requiring no calculation, in table 12, that the 'Christian date of commencement ' of the ' vulgar Christian era' is
'1 Jan., 1 A.D.'
" All these authorities agree, proving conclusivly that
calendar figures do not mean completed years, mathematically speaking, but uncompleted years, and that for that reason the resolution above quoted contains an error in stating
that the new calendar begins on the 1st day of January, A.D.,
1600, but should hav stated that it begins on the 1st day of
January, 1601.
lliNRY M. PARKHURST."

health, or which openly outrages public decency; for which
no other punishment is expressly prescribed by this code, is
guilty of a misdep1eanor."

The punishment for a misdemeanor is one year's
imprisonment in a penitentiary and a fine of $250.
The following are the words alleged by the World
to hav been spoken by Most at a regular meeting of
the Anarchists on the Saturday night following the
execution of the Ohicago Anarchists :
· "FELLOW-SLAv:ss: The services over the death or- our
comrades, which were to hav been held to-night, were
·stopped by the police hounds. Oh, beware, you scoundrels!
Your time will come. Hereafter our calls for meeting will
be given in secret. The hirelings of the capitalistis pre88
and the dogs of the police .shall- no longer attend our meetings. God help them if ,they are found in our secret councils ! Hitherto we expressed our meaning openly and gave
our enemi11s a chance. They shall hereafter hear and see
notking until the day of reckoning comes. That day is not
far distant. It is drawing nearer and nearer. What care we
for their soldiers and police? Our weapon is a hundredfold worse than theirs.
"Let Grinnell beware. He is the principal culprit who is
guilty of murdering our brothers. Grinnell comes first.
A1ter him comes Gary. Then the Supreme Court judges.
After them come the highest murderers in the land, the
United States Supreme Court judges. Last, but not least, is
the most cowardly murderer of them all, the governor of
Illinois. I would giv ten years of my life to know the executioner. I would never rest until I strangled him as he
strangled our brothers. I am willing to die for the cause if
it be necessary.· It is an honor to die if it benefits the working classes.
" The murder of our brothers will cry to heaven for vengeance. Had it happened in Russia it would hav caused a
rebellion. Shame on the people of this nineteenth century
to consent that these men should be hanged I Shame on
them, I repeat I But the time will come when they will regret it and avenge our brothers' deaths. 'You hav murdered
our benefactors,' they will say,' and you must meet the same
fate.'
.
" Death to the butchers I Anarchy willliv forever. They
sought to stop it in Paris in 1871, but they killed thirty
thousand men and women and Anarchy still remains. So it •
will be here. For every Anarchist they kill there will be recruits by the hundreds. The police fear us, but we do not
fear them."

It will be seen by this that Mr. Koezly's $25 must
be returned to him, while Mr. Hill's share of Paine
Hall stock is at our disposal. ·
We believe that there is only one paper dating
from the "era of man" which recognizes the chronological difficulty which Mr. Hill got into, and obviates
it in the manner indicated by Mr. Parkhurst. Harman and Walker's Lucifer makes the current year
287 by dating "from the first of January, 1601."
This is in accordance with the accepted reckoning of
chronologists, and the era begins only a few months
after the martyrdom of Bruno, instead of a few days
before, as Mr. Hill's resolution does.
We trust no feelings inimical to good fellowship
and brotherly love will be born of this controversy
and decision; but personally we feel safe. To reach
our sanctum, gore-seeking gentlemen must run the
gantlet of many stalwart clerks and printers. · Peaceful visitors, however, find the road a. pathway of
The witnesses against Most were a. reporter who
roses.
mote the speech out from memory after leaving the
hall, and two policemen who attended the meeting
Free Speech and Free :Prisons.
The prosecution of John Most, the Oommunist- in citizens' clothes. The witnesses for Most were
Anarchist, as he calls himself, which was concluded eleven of his friends who were at the meeting, and
in this city last week, was a peculiar affair, and not himself. One side or the other committed rank
altogether creditable to either party concerned. The perjury, for Most and his friends swore that he said
prosecution was a sensation undertaken by a daily nothing of the sort attributed to him. The jury bepaper which could command the aid of an assistant lieved the reporter and the policemen, though, in his
public prosecutor. It was begun for notoriety, charge to the jury, Judge Oowing said that in the
and because the paper had good reasons to suppose speech as Most repeated it there was nothing that
that the public, since the Ohicago tragedy, is ready came within the law. Great stress was laid by the
for anything in the shape of injustice toward so- prosecution upon the-fact that Most is an Atheist,
called Anarchists. Most was selected because he has and the prosecutor also drew from Most's witnesses
been in prison for ·a similar offense, and it was that they believed in a " philosophical God," but not
thought his previous unjust conviction could be in the Ohristian deity.
The verdict of the jury was unexpected by the
easily repeated. Our courts lately hav been under
and the judge seemed surprised. The defense
public,
the thumbs of the down-town editors, and into their
said
it
was
evident that the dragging before the jury
war over their circulation and in scheming for power
of
the
career
of Most, who has been in prison in
they hav indirectly dragged politicians high and low.
Austria,
Germany,
England, and the United States
When, therefore, the World undertook to convict
Most the Herald spoke up for liberty ·of speech. for political harangs, was really the evidence upon
The Sun began to report the circumstances of Most's which he was convicted. But somehow we fancy
arrest, his appearance, and his aims in a way favor- that the jury went further behind the returns than
able for him. Most denied the report of the World, that, and convicted Most as the readiest means of
the other papers sneered at it, and as a result Most expressing their opinions that the wild-looking, unhad a fair trial, so far as the court could command naturalized revolutionists should be given to underone, but he was convicted because of the prejudice of stand that they had better shut up and and let the
the jury for his Anarchistic principles. We think, government get along as it is at present constituted.
however, that the court erred in admitting in evi- The verdict is, therefore, a practical suppression of
dence a book written by Most a long time ago, and free speech of a certain kind.
It is true, this free speech is of a very undesirable
withdrawn from circulation four years since, for he
kind,
for it is foolish on the surface, impracticable of
was being tried for what he a.aid, not for what he
and unphilosophical in its last analysis.
execution,
thinks or has written, but as the case will probably be
But we prefer to the method of this jury the method
appealed that question will be decided hereafter.
The indictment of Most was found under sections recommended by Judge Oowing, who said that" the
451 and 675 of the penal code. Section 451 is headed best way to combat these new theories is to be just
and fair toward them." And it does not make any
"Unlawful assemblies," and reads as follows:
"Whenever three or more persons assemble with intent to difference in the principle at stake whose free speech
Commit any unlawful act by force, or assemble with intent to is suppressed-whether it is the bluster of the Anarchcarry out any purpose in such a manner as to disturb the ist, the advocacy of Socialism, the propagandism of
public peace, or, being assembled, attempt or threaten any the Oommunist, the philosophy of the Atheist, or
act tending toward a breach of the peace or an injury to per- the exhortation of the Ohristian. If one sort can be
sons or property, or any unlawful act, such an assembly is
unlawful, and every person participating therein by his pres- suppressed, so can another. If the police hav the
power they will find the motiv, and no one can· say
ence, aid, or instigation is guilty of a misdemeanor."
where
it will stop, .but every one who knows history
Section 675, which is headed "Acts not expressly
knows that it will go further than the legislators who
forbidden," reads :
·
passed the law intended. It is dangerous to put the
" A person who wilfully and wrongfully commits an act
which seriously injure!! the person or property of another, or liberty of the people into the power of the police, or
which seriously disturbs or endangers the public peace or into the hands of a judge, or even inte the discretion

,
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of a jury. Acts alone should be amenable to law.
The Anarchist " demons," if there be any, should be
treated before the law like drunkards-held responsible for the acts done by them drunk or sober. If
an Anarchist gets mentally drunk on the wild harangs
of his favorit orator, and commits a misdemeanor or
felony, let him be punished-he deserves it. But it
is not wise, it is not statesmanlike, it is not just, to
punish a man for merely making a fool of himself
before a crowd: It was remarked at the trial that
had Most made his speech before the men composing
· th~ Ohamber of Commerce, nothing would hav been
thought of it. Supposing every Southern orator and
every Northern Oopperhead who ever fired the hearts
of the people to defend the Southern Confederacy had
been sought out after the war and jailed. This
country would hav been a battlefield from the
Canada line to the Mexico boundary. There is a
wisdom in politics wider than the ideas of New
York's puffed-up police, the ambitions of a disappointed office-seeker, or the schemes of a newspaper.
The prosecution, however, bids fair to do good
through injustice. It will hav a tendency to make
the impracticable snarlers of the east side behave
themselvs. It will force a little common sense into
their thickly-thatched heads. To dispute that the
laboring people of this city and other cities hav
grievances to be redressed, wrongs to be righted,
would be to show unfamiliarity with current events.
Great and grievous wrongs hav been. perpetrated by
legislation in the interest of concentrated wealth.
But the wild harangs of such men as Most will never
right them. As well attempt to destroy Gibraltar by
exploding a fire-cracker at the base. It needs welldirected and common-sense efforts to achieve a purpose so vast. It will never be done by meeting in a
beer saloon and hallooing against government. Henry
George, in spite of the black eye given him last election, has done great good .by setting the people to
thinking in one direction ; the Progressive Labor
party by setting them to thinking in another. We
never knew of any thinking being done by Most's
followers. He does it all for them, and it is
the daft leading the foolish. Nevertheless, they hav
their rights, and beyond them is the magnificent
principle of free speech-not their free speech . particularly, not the Christian's nor Atheist's free speech,
not the Republican's nor Democrat's free speech, but
everybody's free speech-the right of all to say what
they think, subject to the law when consequences
follow license.

Editorial Notes.
WITH the close of the year, T. B. Wakeman, late candidate
for attorney-general of the Progressive Labor party, reBigns
as associate-editor of the Freethinkers' Magad-ne.

ture, and unselfish and broad education we can make conditions which shall produce a more perfect race of human
beings, healthy in body, strong in mind, and enjoying a life
which but few now-a-days consider worth the living.
When people devote themselvs as enthusiastically to seeking
happiness as they do now to seeking heaven, the world will be
better and justice less an empty word. Professor Oswald
has patiently pointed out the causes of our misery, indicated
how they may be removed, and opened the entrance to the
paths of progress and prosperity.
BISHOP CLEARY, of Kingston, Ont., has stirred up the Province by an attack upon the morality of its girls and women
who are educated in the public schools. The Napanee
Beallier says:
"He referred in the most scathing terms to the rudeness and
immodesty of Oanadian girls and women, and compared them (the
ladies of this province) very unfavorably with those of the Old
World. This he attributed to defects in our pnblio school system,
in whioh the morals of the young, and especially of females, are
entirely neglected."
The bishop now denies having said this, but the preponderance of evidence is against him, and he must bear the
odium of his outrageous attack upon the females of his
country, which was actuated by his hostility to the public
schools.
WE prfht the following letter that Mr. Walthall may voice
the sentiment of several others :
"PABIS, ILL., Nov. 29, 1887.
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Str: My TRUTH BEEKER
of October 19th was strangely disfigured by advertisments of the
TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL and the ' Story Hour,• where they should
not hav been. I hav waited thus far to get an explanation, an
apology, or a dime to buy a clean copy, neither of which has oome
to hand. I like the ANNuAL, and will hav one; I also like the
'Story Hour,• but don't want them pasted over Oswald's articles
or any one's. But there they are, as thick as the orthodox sknll,
and as black as a printer's devil. Now, what do yon purpose to do
about it? Yours for a olean, nnmntilated TRUTH BEEKER,
"J. H. WALTHALL."
By this time Mr. Walthall has probably read the "Short
Story of an Advertisment," anti rejoiced with us that a bright
and promising young life was saved.by the black but important information conveyed in the picturesque columns of
which he complains. Had he been in the Editor's sanctum
and heard the cowboy softly singing that hymn about a world
fairer than this, he would hav voted to cover up the whole
paper with appeals to purchase the ANNUAL and "Story
Hour." We solemnly assm:e Mr. Walthall that there are no
copies of that issue without the advertisments.
CATHOLIOB and Protestants conceive it to be the duty of
each sect to convert the other. Both being followers of the
meek and lowly Jesus, giving the coat when the cloak is
taken, going two miles when asked to go one, and turning
the other cheek when one is smitten, the religious discussions between them are always marked with courtesy, fairness, gentleness, and forbearance. The following dispatch
from Biddeford, Maine, to a daily paper of this city illustrates this beautifnl spirit of Christianity as fully as can be
desired:
"The Rev. Justin D. Fulton, of Brooklyn, who delivered a series
of leotnres against Romanism here:Iast week, and who created such
excitement among the Oatholics that the hall was stoned and the
lecturer chased by a mob, returned to-night by invitation of the
Protestant clergymen of Biddeford and Baco, and will begin
another series of lectures on the same subject to-morrow evening.
In his pulpit yesterday the Rev. Theodore Gerrish, pastor of the
Methodist ohnrch, accused Mayor Parcher not only of refusing
protection to the meeting, but of declaring that personally he
would like to hire a man to kick Dr. Fulton out of town."
Further but more emphatic instances of brotherly love and
charity between the religious brethren could be found in
ancient, medieval, and modern history, but we can scarcely
deem it necessary that they should be adduced here.

REVIVALIST PBNTEOOBT, now holding forth in Augusta, Me.,
is charged by a Unitarian clergyman, of that city, with mea.silring his professional services by the measure of money only.
The Unitarian brother found out that Mr. Pentecost received from the Cleveland churches $92&46 for six weeks'
MR. JAMIESON wanders a good way from his subject in his
work, and he spread the news around. Mr. Pentecost says
the Unitarian is a busybody who had better attend to his contention for the blessed privilege of debating with Clark
Braden. His apostrophe to Liberty is pretty enough, but he
own affairs.
·
forgets one thing-that the 'liberty to not debate with Mr.
THE Richmond, Va., State says: "Anthony Comstock, the Braden is just as precious as the other sort. To say that
high-priest of prudery, is now on one of his periodic cru- refusal to debate with Braden is denying him liberty of
sades against undressed art in New York. The Herald has speech is~ will Mr. Jamieson forgiv us ?-the sheerest nonreminded him of his own natural weakness-a nudll crown. senss. Mr. Jamieson has the liberty to debate or not debate;
But Anthony still prances about with his naked head, all the Clark Braden has the liberty to hire as many halls as he or
same. It is expected that he will next'raid the barber-shops, his friends can pay for; and we hav the liberty to entertain
where the practice of baring men's faces is carried on. It is and express our opinion of the whole matter. Let us hav
believed that this philosopher's delicate taste shrinks even liberty all around, as well as liberty for Braden to vilify Freefrom roast fowl, because it has no feathers on it."
thinkers. If there is any fundamental principle of Freethought which demands that we shall associate with, or
"THE United States," says Saladin's Secular Review, "are speak to or recognize specimens of totally depraved humancertainly not behind England in the talent and energy they ity simply because they are Christians who want to gain
hav thrown into the anti-Christian revolt. Three American notoriety at the expense of our self-respect, then we havn't
lecturers we delight to brinp; under the notice of our readers found and do not want to find it. A Christian has the right
-Ingersoll, Remsburg, and Washburn. Our former coL to refuse to debate with a Freethinker; of his reasons each
league, Charles Watts, works away valiantly in Canada. must judge for himself. Cook had the right to refuse to
May his work prosper in his hands. S. P. Putnam is a man meet Mr. Bennett; his infamy consisted in slandering Mr.
of ardent temperament and irrepressible energy; but there is Bennett's character. Mr. Jamieson has not yet attempted to
no man on the Western continent doing grander service than prove that we hav slandered Braden's. And if Mr. Jamieson
Eugene M. Macdonald of THE TRU":J;H BEEKER."
chooses to bear slanders and then shake hands with his slanderer, he can hav the privilege, of course. The question of
Tms week closes the highly instructiv series of papers free speech is not in the least involved.
by Prof. Felix L. Oswald. The series will shortly be pubWE must this week pay to one who was almost an inmate
lished in book form, in which shape we trust they will be
possessed and studied by all Liberals. . Professor Oswald is of THE TRUTH BEEKER home the last office left to grief.
preeminently a teacher for this world, a clear-seeing guide to William W. Warner, of this city, who died under peculiarly
secular happiness. He knows also the reasons which hav sad circumstanceli on the 26th ult., was our friend, and a
kept and still keep the race in an imperfect condition-un Freethinker whose work was none the less valuable that it
developed, ignorant, and animal in instinct. These reasons was performed unostentatiously. He was in young manmay be summed up in one word-superstition : the super- hood's prime, which makes his sudden'death the more grievstition of Christianity as well as of paganism, of to-day as well ous to his friends. The daily papers hav reported his demise
as of the past. Professor Oswald's Bible of Nature is designed all wrong, owing to unscrupulous maliciousness on the part
to lead us out of that slough and place us on the firm ground of the gentlemen who gather news for· their columns. Mr.
of this earth, where by generosity, physical and mental cui- Warner was an intimate friend of ma?y in this office, and
•...·.'
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consequently a frequent caller. He made his last visit on
Friday afternoon, November 25th. He left about.six o'clock
and went directly to his hotel, where he met and conversed
with friends until late lit night, when he went to his room.
Not appearing the next day, the landlord entered his room
and found that death had intervened. A physician gave the
cause all congestion of the brain, incited by a congestiv chill,
to which Mr. Warner was occasionally subject. '!'he surmises of suicide or foul play by the reporters were pure invention and wholly unfounded, and hav been the cause of
much grief and indignation to his friends. Mr. Warner was
buried at Tarrytown, by the side of his wife. He leaves a
daughter of seven years of age, residing with his father,
Judge Warner, of Waverly. He was thirty-four years old,.
and had been a practicing lawyer for several years. It was
owing to his extensiv knowledge of law that we were able,
last year, to giv the Liberals the valuable compilation of Sunday and blasphemy legislation in our ANNUAL. He was religiously educated, but early reaeoned himself out of the
church. He was a clear thinker, a 1:1hrewd lawyer, had an
abundant stock of humor and good nature, and was a hearty
and healthy friend to possess. In his pocket was found this
bit of poetry, written when he was editor of the Latest News,
called, " Snowfall," after Nicholas Lenau :
"The snow falls through a breathless air,
It's gray forms trooping ceaseless by;
The few dull sounds seem strangely nearClose draws the fleecy, pallid sky.
"Wide as the scene, a shroud of white
Rests soft as grief's last sad caress ;
No dead leaf wakes to fitful flight,
The somber pines droop murmurless.
"The sullen, sunless sky is gone,
Fast closing night blots out the day:
The dark stream rolls in silence on
Alolig its ioe-bonnd traceless way.
" So to the woes of weary life
Death brings the long-sought blest surcease ;
And grim remorse and passion's strife
Are hushed in everlasting peace."
This picture of a winter-evening snow-storm in the country
is daintily painted. Our friend has found on his last couch
that everlasting peace which his poetic sight placed in the
kindly hand of Death.
------~~.-------

!. Few Suggestions.
It is not the worst use that a few dollars can be put to, to
buy a few books for holiday presents. Books are pleasant
companions, lasting souvenirs of friendship, and convincing
teachers. We respectfully present the following list of elegantly bound volumes, hoping that our friends will remember
the foregoing briefly-stated facts and send us their orders:
PROBE PoEHS. By R. G. Ingersoll. A magnificent present for anyone. It is quarto size, has a fine steel engraving
of Colonel Ingersoll, and in the fine editions is truly a royal ·
gift. Cloth, $~.50 ; half calf, 4.50 ; half morocco, $5; tree
calf, $9.
INGERSOLL'S CoMPLETE W ORKB. These are his principal
lectures bound in one volume. A handsome book, for $5.
p AINE 1B COMPLETE W ORKB. This V:Olume includes all of
Paine's noted books, and there is no better volume to present
to an " almost persuaded" friend. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, $4.50.
A TRUTH BEEKER ARoUND THE WoRLD. Mr. Bennett's last
labor, and a splendid history of the world of to-day. We
hav a few complete sets (four volumes) of this in morocco,
gil(edges, for $10.50.
GODS AND RELIGIONS OF ANOIENT AND MODERN TIMES. The
great and usef~ work prepared by Mr. Bennett during his
incarceration in the Albany penitentiary, the infamy of which
incarceration is known to all. This work is in two large volumes, leather covered, for $7; morocco, $8.
SuPEl!NATURAL RELIGION. If any Infidel numbers a minister among his acquaintances he should present him with this
book, and put him under bonds to study it. The minister's
congregation will feel the good effects. Bound in leatherthe book, not the congregation-$5 ; in morocco, $5.50.
VoLTAIRE's RoMANOEB. We hav some of these bound in
half calf, gorgeous in appearance and instructiv as well as
amusing in substance, which sell for $4. In cloth, $1.50.
ALL lN A LIFE-TIME. By Susan H. Wixon, the loved
editor of our Children's Corner. It is handsomely bound,
and ought to be an acceptable present to anyone. Price, $1.50.
APPLES OF GoLD. This is a book suitable for youths of
both sexes. Finely gotten up, interesting and instructiv.
Price, $1.25.
For the children we hav THE STORY HouR and LITTLE
L:mssONfl. The first, by Miss Wixon, is quarto, board covers,
and filled with handsome pictures and useful stories. The
price is $1. Little Lessons, by Aunt Elmina, is smaller in
size, but scientifically useful, as teaching dry facts in a graceful and entertaining manner. Price, 40 cents.
There are a great many more splendid works in our list,
and orders for them will be received with thankfulness and
filled with promptness.
------------~~--------

The Minister and the Dray-Horse.
Dr. Fry, in the Oent;ral Ohristian .Advocate, closing an
article about the Andover controversy, says: "As Methodists, therefore, we hav no need of a second probation to
make our theology consistent and humane, We believe that
the present is the only probation the race will hav, and that
those who do not in this life hav a revelation of the gospel,
and liv as nearly up to the light they hav as saved believers
liv up to the light they hav, will be saved without a second
probation, by the atonement of Christ.
What the Rev. Dr. Fry "believes" about the hereafter is
utterly and insanely idiotic as a basis or motiv for the most
trivial action. Why will men of sense stultify themselvs by
talking and arguing about matters they are as ignorant of as
a dray-horse ?-Industrial .Appeal.
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G.\RDEN CITY, KAN., Nov. 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We hav had Mr. S. W. Bell with us this
w~ek, and I want to say to you, and to the Liberal readers
of your very valuable paper throughout the country, that we
hav had a splendid treat in listening to three of his grand
lectures. Mr. Bell is gentlemanly and agreeable in manners,
and in style instructiv, earnest, and convincing. Altogether
he has made the best impression on our people of any Liberal
speaker that has ever been here. It would afford us a great
entertainment if we could get some one of our preachers to
hold a·debate with him, but so good a thing is not to be expected.
H. C. ST. JoHN.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Nov. 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $1.15 for TRuTH SEEKER binder
and "Contradictions of the Bible." I was pleased to see
Mrs. Freeman's article on " Hell and Hanging " in to-day's
TRUTH SEEKER. It is well enough to speak out now on that
great crime at Chicago, but if all who saw what a crime
against humanity the hanging of those men would be had
come out like men and demanded their liberation, they never
would hav dared to hang them, especially if the Knights of
Labor at Milwaukee had spoken in their favor with no uncertain sound; but Powderly, the tool of the pope, choked
them off, and would not hav a word said to save them.
That proves what I hav often said-it is no use trying to
benefit mankind until this superstition is rooted from their
minds.
JNo. DowNES.
SANTA, CA.L., Nov. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading THE TRUTH SEEKER for
the last tw<> years. I hav always believed in Freethought
and hav never believed in this hell-fire and brimstone that we
hear so much of in our raising;. that is, if we are raised by
Christian parents. Now I think when a man dies that is the
last of him. The spirit that livs after we die is very good
for the preachers to use to scare women and children, so that
the preachers can be kept from making a living by the
sweat of their brows. Now, I see that some of your correspondents advocate social freedom, and· others advocate
woman's rights. I am opposed to both those principles. I
don't think a lady or a gentleman would countenance free
love, and I know that no lady would advocate it if she knew
the true position that it puts her in.
I hope that you will <'xcuse bad spelling and poor writing,
for I came to this coast in 1850, and I was nothing but a
small boy. If you wish to publish this or any part of it, you
hav my consent.
G. W. JENSON.
DrANA., TExAs, Nov. 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, which will giv the grand
old TRUTH SEEKER to me and a new subscriber for another
year.
I thank you for continuing the paper after my time had
expired. Circumstances were such that I could not remit
sooner. I hav been the only subscriber to your valuable paper
at this place for several years, but now you will hav another,
who, I think, will be a permanent one from this time on. I
do not ·feel quite so lonely now as heretofore. My friend
says that THE TRUTH SEE:S:ER is the best paper that he ever
saw, and I agree with him. I think the pictures a great addition. Heston is a brick. May his star never grow dim.
We are greatly in need of a Liberal lecturer in this part of
the country, and would gladly hav some one oj its able advocates pass this way. We will do all tllat we can for him.
That you may liv long and enjoy good health is the wish
of your friend,
·
J. M. WooDs.
MILTON, Du., Nov. 13. 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find five dollars, for which
mark my tab on your paper as far ahead as ·it will take it.
For real honesty, true manly courage_, and morality, THE
TRUTH SEEKER stands without a peer in America._ Yes _(using
Colonel Ingersoll's word~), it "stands like a plumed knight
and throws its lance against the forehead of hypocrisy,"
holy cant, and fraud. Like a faithful sentinel, it givs the
alarm when that old fraud, the church, undertakes any scheme
to undermine the free institutions of our glorious country.
It sides with the weak, and sympathizes with the oppressed.
It sheds a halo of light in every house it enters where there
is intelligence enough to understand it; that is, where the
priest has not assas>inated the reason of parent and children.
Long may it liv to bless the world.
S. E. HAIGHT.
P.S.-Brothers Putnam, Reynolds, Jamieson, and Bell I
0
would ask, Is north Dakota never to hav the honor of having the bread of life broken by some of you in her borders ?
S. E. H.
WoRCESTER, MAss., Nov. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I write to let you know how God's goodness is
shedding itself abroad upon me. Not having seen my father,
mother, and brother for some time, I went up to Fitchburg
day before yesterday for that purpose, thinking to stop over
Thanksgiving day. I was kindly but reservedly received by
my folks, who are Christians of the " Plymouth Brethren"
type. Father is an evangelist who averages about six converts a year. I refrained from expressing any of my Liberal
ideas out of respect for them, till about three minutes before
dinner to-clay, when father,· while talking, said that "the
fool hath said within his heart, There is no God." And when
he finished speaking I ventured to reply: "Yes, but the wise
man speaks It right out, just as I do. Christians often think
it, but do not dare say it." The result was that be gave me
·to understand that I could get out of his house at once. I
inquired if he meant for me to go befcre dmner, and he replied thn.t he meant what he said. I at once prepared to go,
u,.nd Do/ prother complied with my request W aooompa.lo/ me

to the railroad station. I left on the one o'clock train, and
liv to be thankful that Christian fathers cannot murder their
children in this country as they hav in others.
I remain a more determined foe to superstition than ever
before.
DR. C. L. HASKELL.
FARLEY, IowA, Nov. 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: As my subscription to THE TRuTH SEEKER,
truth "finder and truth teller expires some time this month, I
herewith se;d you a " V" to pay my fare two annual stations
ahead.
I am very glad indeed that Mrs. Blenker is out of the
clutches of that Comstock mob, but sorry that it could not
hav been brought about by a clear vindication by the jury,
rather than through a technical point in the indictment. But
be it as it is, let us rejoice that she is free. Your stand in the
Anarchist trial in Chicago is correct, as I see it, and if the
feeling among the working classes in other sections is the
same as it is here, it will add 500,000 men to the sympathizers
if not to the Socialistic ranks. The execution of those men
on the 11th inst. is the great theme of conversation, and it is
·
very common to hear it stamped as murder.
Reading the trial, or rather the history of it, reminds
one·of the days of the holy Inquisition and the tribunals set
up for the trial of witches.
•
" The powers that be" seem to hav no more idea of justice
now in the trial of a Socialist than they did then in the trial
of a heretic or a witch, and I do not believe that it will be many
years before the state of Illinois will be as much ashamed of
the 11th of November as is the church to-day of her punishment of witches, and the burning of Servetus and Bruno.
H. GILMORE.

thought journal of the country shall determin that after the
first of January next he will discontinue all further illustra.
tiona to his paper, here is one, at least, who over the Joss
won't invest a cent in crape, but still be glad; if not more so,
that THE TRUTH SEEKER will continue to be due him till1889.
c. H. GREENE.
HoME CITY, Nov. 22, 1887.

.MR. EDITOR: In the November 19th issue of THE TRUTH

SEEKER'Mr. A. D. Swan says it is a shame to call Chicago
bloodthirsty. I say it is a shame that there are such blood.
thirsty Freethinkers as he. Here is an example : " I received
a letter before election telling me to keep my mouth shut or
I would be hanged some night. 1 know the man, or suppose
I know him who wrote the letter. Now, hav I a right to
kill him? No. I must wait until he kills me j then I can
defend myself or be killed. It is the same with the state of
Illinois. It could not prove that any one of them threw th~
bomb, but they must hang because they said they would."
What logic ! Further on he says : " The home of the free
and the brave." He seems to think by the last war the
whole problem of mental and personal liberty has been
solved. He stands not a jot higher than the church-member,
and if he would read THE TRuTH SEEKER carefully every
week, and think, he soon would develop a step· higher.
" Everybody can get land just for nothing; pay for fee a
mere trifle." Yes, come out here, Mr. Swan, on this cheap
land, and you can raise corn, if you get any, and pay to the
railroad twenty cents a bushel, and you get fifteen cents ;
buy coal for $6 or $7 a ton; coffee, thirty cents a pound.
Fat cattle bring two cents a pound. Everything you buy is
in the hands of monopoly, and so is what you sell. Free
speech is suppressed wherever there is an, opportunity.
PIPPIN LAKE F.A.RM, Nov. 24, 1887.
Sunday laws are enforced everywhere. Prohibition is
J\l.fu . .EDITOR : Our Society is filled with new life and vigor, forced on the people. The mail is watched by spies, and,
having just experienced the v.ivifying influence of a course worst of all, the election is run by money and low-lived poliof three lectures, given November 20th and 21st, by that ticians. And yet Mr. Swan has the courage to tell intelligent
pioneer in Freethought endeavor, Dr. J. L. York. Great as men this is the country for the free I
FRANK VoGLER.
were our expectation~, they "liere more than realized in the
doctor's abl~ and convincing way in which he taught his
SoDus, N.Y., Nov. 21, 1887.
hearers to learn the science of life, or how to be happy; to
MR. EDITOR: Your postal receipt received; shall look for
know the truths of evolution and to feel that higher inspira- one every year as long as I liv. And you shall hav the money
tion, or how God speaks to man. Without dogmatizing in advance. If Liberals can't pay, it is far better to tell the
about the unknown, he summoned all his strong energies to Editor. It is bad enough to be abused by religious idiots
enable his audiences to see the duties of this life, and to without being cheated by professing friends. I intend to
better our condition in this world. With that freedom of send. order for Ingersoll's complete works before many
expression peculiar to Western life he put the vigor of his weeks. If I return to pious old New England-the place I
strong mentality into his telling points of logic, climaxing still love-during the winter, I shall certainly giv you a call.
and clinching each with a magnetic and forcible, "Do you
At lat:t, and alas! the final act has been ltcted out with
see it?" His over-flowing social good nature and manifest startling reality. History will point the finger of scorn and
deep sincerity endear him to the people who come within the contempt at the state of Illinois for this judicial murder.
reach of his magnetism.
They were brave men, and I respect them dead ·more than
Brother York should be heard by every one who cares to living; and as a fair and impartial man, unaffected by their
enjoy an intellectual feast. From the lips of all who heard spoken principles, I say, in a ·voice of warning, but in no
him here comes praise of his worth and work among us.
threatening tone, Look . out for breakers ahead ! If these
As soon as the announcement of his coming, parson and men had not been friends to the working men and women of
priest hobnobbed, and the silent prayer went out to immut- this country, if they had not been Infidels, they never would
able law to provide a storm to welcome the doctor's coming, hav been murdered to please a few millionaires and the com.
and sure enough a furious blizzard arose soon after Mr. bined religious press of the country. How grandly and
York's arrival. The temperature changed from 60° to 13° nobly they met their fate, scorning the aid of the pious
above zero. Having no Christ to say to the troubled ele- loafer who is ready to let the most brutal murderer into the
ments, "Peace, be still," we had to braye the storm and in- kingdom of heaven. As an intelligent workingman I speak
clemency of the weather, or stay away from the lectures. for many. We look upon them as martyrs, and their memory
Many chose the latter course. With the departure of the will be cherished by thousands as long as we liv; and if
agitator, strange to say, came balmy weather again. In the ever the struggle for religious supremacy comes, in our day,
face of such an experience who will dare to say that prayer between Catholicism and Protestantism, we shall remain
is not answered?
J\llA.RIUS HEIGHTON,
neutral. The workingmen hav learned this much-the inSecretary Kent, 0., Secular Union.
intelligent part-that the church is only a corporation, and
the most heartless of all. The priest will take his dime, but
RocHESTER, MroH., Nov. 21, 1887.
he likes t_he rich man's dollars in the same proportion as the
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $1.25 for one copy each
relativ value.
of TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1888 and" The Story Hour."
If this should ever happen to meet the eye of some FreeMy wife and self hav been much interested in the splendid
thinker, don't go to cussing the Editor of the paper; cuss me
variety of printed matter in your columns during the year.
We hope the charming chapters from Felix Oswald will, alone. I hav smiled;sometimes on reading in the communicabefore long, find themselvs in book form. Putna!n's letters tion pages of 'I HE TRUTH SEEKER how some are so shocked
from the Far West, so cheery and brave, and withal poetic to think we are advocating these unlawful opinions. To
and musical, suggest the having an orchestral accompani- such we say, Free speech, free press, justice to. all, even to
ment in their reading to giv them the highest effect. To one the most malicious Methodist mongrel that ever howled at
who has read Field's open letter, and then Ingersoll's answer, camp-meetiPg. Mr. Editor, I promised you that I was going
most of which we found copied in a late number of THE to light out on temperance, but I will stop. That is coming
TRUTH SEEKER, there seems but little left unsaid. The re- next, and then the duck-me-all-over-boys Baptists will
J. E. CoY.
joinder appears complete, like a work of art from one of the catch it.
old masters. But time and space fail us to refer to one in
ten of the good things from the talented writers at your command.
Now, a little per contra. The illustrations on the .first page
of your paper seem, in the main, finely designed and strikingly executed. The take-off is tim('Jy, and usually hits hard;
but not quite so those, or most of them, on the last page.
The caricature of a death-scene, as if it were merely an old
obsolete orthodox notion, is not, in my estimation, a happy
tr•atment of the subjfct. Such scenes happen to be real.
Most of us hav been present at them, and a burleeqne on the
like is what some of us very little enjoy. Again, in Heston's
handling of the generally regarded coarse and, if you please,
obscene portions of the Jewish Bible-history, we can but
feel there is often very bad taste displayed. I allude, for instance, to the Tamar and Potiphar's wife scenes. Such methods are well calculated to defeat the desired object. Between the lines of the artist's drawing he appears to depict
himself, perhaps unwittingly, as gloating over his subject.
That particular usc of the Heston epyglass reminds one of
those pure and pious sisters who, with a mock-injured innocence, complained ~o their paetor of Deacon Jones's indecency in going a-bathing right before them. When it became known that he was a half.mile away and that they had
been looking through a field-glass, the painstaklnp; in the
discovery somewhat damaged the sincerity of their claim.
lf the able and ~udicious Editor of the fowmost Free.

SAN JosE:, CAL., Oct. 23, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $3 to continue my yearly
subscription for the best Freethought and human rights
paper in the world. I cannot find words to express my admiration for such benefactors as D. M. Bennett, its founder,
and the present Truth Seeker Company, although appear.
ances indicate that the power of mental slavery will outliv
us all. Looking about, I behold the flourishing condition of
this slave power manifested in its numerous churches.(mental slave dungeons), and new churches are being erected
daily. Hence it appears to me that there is but one hope in
our age, and that hope lies in sowing· the seeds of intellectual
liberty for future generations. By close observation during
the past twenty years I hav come to the conclusion that our
greatest drawback in our own so-called Freethought ranks is
the indifference to duty and the cowardice displayed by so
large a number styling themselvs l!,reethinkers. It is discouraging. We hav many of this class in our city of San
Jos~, the Garden City of California. I hav frequently been
out on a mission for the advancement of Secularism and human rights, using my best efforts in support of Freethought
and intellectual liberty, opposing the blind followers of
priestcra'ft and tlleir false claims and I find many of the
above-mentioned milk-and-water Freethinkers will ·oppose
my efforts invariably, and say, "What is tlie use of your
working·against the popular religious and political power?

YtiU CWUlo't

BtAI.r the tide. You only injure yourself and lose
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business influence. I would. not dare express my private
opinion as you do. It would injure my business and standing. Although I think as you do, I frequently feel obliged
to contribute Bomething to different Eects to aid in keeping
up their churches, for many of my customers are churchmembers, and my wife and children attend church &nd
Sunday-school. So I let them all think as they please; and
advise you to do the same. When you are among wolves,
howl with them." My reply is ever: "No! If I cannot
raise their standard, at least they shall not lower mine; and I
shall giv no support to priest craft or priestly dungeons. I can
R. H. SoHWARTZ.
always be found at my post of duty."
CEDARVILLE, N.J., Nov. 21, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Having read THE TRUTH SEEKER for some
time, I wish to· inform you that I like it very much, and
wish to p;et some of the books and tracts advertised in it.
Please send me what are named in the inclosed list. I would
also like to hav Ingersoll's reply to Field to circulate among
my Christian friends, who are so fond of harping about the
advantages and comforts of religion here and hereafter, and
the gloomy life and hopeless death of Infidels.
This is a church-going and priest-ridden community, with
four preachers living. like drones on the earnings of the
people, t~e most of whom hav all they can do to get along
and pay their honeRt debts; but, as the church does a cash
business, the parsons get their money, and the tradesmen
sometimes do not. Some of them say that Jesus paid their
debts, but that don't do the grocer and butcher much good.
I wonder why they don't pay the preacher in o'rders of that
kind.
I was raised in the orthodox style, and went to church and
Sunday-school in my youth, and for several years I tried
earnestly and sincerely to be a Christian, but could not feel
the reality of religion and the evidence that I was born again
to my own satisfaction, and so I went to reasoning on the
subject; and, comparing the practice. and professions of
Christians, I found that very few, if any, would weigh sixteen ounces to the pound, as they left their religion like their
hyinn-book in their pews, to stay there till they came there
again.
I believe in a creator, not a being, but a principle or
element, as light, heat, or. electricity; and I do not believe in
any revelation ha;nded d.own from the misty ages gone by,
but I think that the lightning, the earthquake, and the
cyclone, as we.II as the laws of the universe and of Nature,
prove the existence of a great and incomprehensible power.
I don't think tb.at mankind can either glorify cr dishonor the
great unknowable or cause of all things that exist.
I do not believe in immortality. ·If there is an immortal
principle in us, where was it. before we were born? l!""'or
reason teaches that if it has no end it could not hav any
beginning.
H. E. EMMAL.
CoNOORD, N.C., Nov. 22, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Is Sunday, or the Sabbath day, of divine
origin? If so, hav the governments of the world any power
delegated to them, and by whom, to puni~h violators of the
Sabbath? If Sunday is of divine origin and to be kept holy,
and all people to be restrained from work on that day, it is
strange that God had not distinguished it from the other, or
week days, by some visible mark by which it should be
known. And the same might be said of Christmas. If Sunday is of divine origin, set apart by God as more holy than
the week days, as claimed by the Christians and Biblists,
why do they and their courts, of human origin and kept up
by human agencies, punish a man who does not believe in
such doctrins for working on that day ? It is my belief that
the courts should attend strictly to their own business, and
punish violators of laws against their own governments, and
not meddle with the courts or laws of heaven. Suppose the
courts of North Carolina should attempt to punish viola•ors
of the laws of Canada, Mexico, or even of the United States,
would not such courts bring themselvs into ridicule and
deserve the contempt of the civilized world? Are not our
Sabbatarians going 1nany steps-yes, many leagues-further
when they punish persons for violating the laws (as they
claim) of God ? Is not such practice di~gusting, revolting
to all Liberals of intelligence? Again, !mother question
arises, and I would like for some Sabbatarian and Bibliarian
to answer. If man is punished by earthly courts for violat..
ing God's laws, will that aatisfy God's displeasure, or will he
be punished again by God for the same offense after death ?
If such is the case, it stands to reason that God will punish
those who assumed jurisdiction over his affairs. God placed
the Anglo-Saxon in Europe, the African or negro in A.frica,
and the lndian in America. The Anglo-Saxon came to
America, with his Bible in one hand and his musket in the
other, revering the holy Sabbath as of divine origin; but
finding the red man, on the ground which God had placed
him, in their way, they did not persuade him according to
the teachings of that Bible, "Thou shalt not kill," but taught
them with their muskets. These were the Puritans of the
Mayflower, the pilgrims of Plymouth Rock, the persecutors
of all who were not orthodox in their creed.
I cannot but believe that the star of Liberalism is in the
ascendancy, and the day not far distant when the fog of
myth and superstition will hav to giv way to reason and
science, and bigotry and persecution as ecclesiastically practiced now will take their stand with the lnqulsition in the
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
dead past, never to be resurrected.

he was let loose to pester us poor mortals. It ie only equaled
by the man in this city whose pension was cut down for
alleged blasphemy through misrepresentation of a churchgoing man ;_ it was for saying "there is no personal God tli.e
pensioner was interfered with by malicious misrepresentations. He will hav it restored again, however. Thus it is.
you must be born again or you will be damned in that place
of torment, of tire and brimstone, with the devil and his angels
prepared to keep you company through eternal ages, brought
about by an all-wise, lJenign, and loving creator,· whose
whole aim is for the good of us poor helpless worms of the
dust-one who cannot err. What a stupendous job l Only
think, all this tremendous formation of worlds and its belongings for arbitrary ends.
Nature, the great architect, has done its work well; its formations are beyond mechanical skill; there is no process in
the empire of mechanical inventions whereby worlds can be
placed in constellations, or this world can be reversed in its
orbit. Neither can you change the seasons or limit twenty.
four hours to a minute. Well; but our Bible sage or devotee says God 8poke all this stupendous work into existence.
Where did he get the spoke from? His speech must hav been
a prolific conglomeration, and maybe the poor soul of a devotee to orthodoxy does not know how many times the heart
beats a minute, but knows how much he pays the priest to
shrive him, and thinks the money paid for such benefits well
bestowed. And many children and wives go hungry at home
while the priests fatten on their starvation. How long, 0
humanity l must this be endured? The answer is, until
priestcraft is wiped out from the face of the earth, and truth
is allowed to expand; but not in our day, 0 ye Freethinkers l
but the day will surely come.
I well remember, when a boy, going to meeting and sitting
on a high bench, with my little feet hanging down, my legs
thrust through a short pair of wide-legged trousers, with a
calico waist too small for me, nearly scared to death listening
to the preacher telling of the awful punishment awaiting us
in God's future world. Even we little ones were included
among the damned. I did not know the meaning of the
word hell, but was told it was a place that our heavenly
father had prepared for them who did not obey him in all
things whatsoever. Finally a preacher came along and
.preached that habies were in hell who were not longer than his
hand. I thought I had the bulge on him, as I was a good deal
bigger than that, and he could not mean me. I hav thought
since that if there was such a hell as he or they preached
about they ought to ha v a taste of it for scaring me as
they did. If there is a personal God, and if he, as is said, is
all love, and intinit, he cannot err. If this be true, then
somebody has lied.
0. S. BARRETT.
LExiNGToN, KY., Nov. 9, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Some men love justice more· than mere
pleasure. They would rather die than abandon the cause.
Their souls inhabit a sphere which is not based on sensation.
Their business is to set a good and heroic example, to raise
the human race to their own exalted level. Behold Socrates,
the jewel of the world, condemned to die by the scum of
society. Behold Arnold of Brescia, murdered in his cell by
order of the pcpe of Rome. Did Freedom die then? Freedom seems to be always dying. A bishop lately remarked
that men, like birds, must hav a leader to direct them and
mold their judgment. Among hirds there is a silent acquiescence, which proves that their leader is elected, but when
the blind attempt to lead the blind, we always expect disastrous results.
When the church rules the state, blind habit, fear, and
selfishness drag the soul downward, and there is then an end
to evolution. Every throb of triumphant joy which is not
pure and noble is followed by dibintegration, self-condemna.
Lion, and partial wreck. A partial separation from the
world, hearts full of pity, hands tilled with good works,
redeem our nature. A differentiation follows a struggle ;
and for what is this struggle? To obtain something for the
human race which to be deprived of amounts to a living
death; something for which deep, holy, earnest hearts hav
sighed, agonized, during years of pain. And thus the heart
leaps forward; becomes enlarged,. nobler, better.
The clergyman said last night that a struggle does no good
unless the breath of God fills our sails. · Such idle talk coincides with no well received system of philosophy. And still
these triflers are pampered and supported by the public.
The reason is this-time has not made our philosophy strong
enough to sink deep into the human heart; to raise the veil
which hides the loathsome Mokanna of orthodoxy. Look at
Germany-there philosophy has triumphed; see how the
minds of the people are marching toward Rationalism. And
the churches, bishops, aud pastors are what? A placidfaced bishop used to be called, by some old lady, "a sweet
man;" but now, if you affirm that they are silly, pronounced.
unmitigated antiquities, no one takes it to heart. A plain,
rough German lady said to me to-day that "the creation was
a system of degrees-no God made jelly-points; they grew
from something else." I thought, also, that Nature's children were not in the clouds; they are safely anchored near
her warm, beati£~g heart.
No experience of joy is above the brute's unless it is a
germ of that activ holiness which belongs to the universe.
And here let me remark that the twenty.fonr clergymen who
approved of the adoption of the Constitution objected to the
insertion of the name of God in that instrument. John Fiske
remarks that the seeds of modern Infidelity were planted in
their hearts.
One thing ought not to be overlooked; it is of no use to
speak of peace or quiet in this country while the Catholics
are lashed into a foam about the useless way some instructors
hav of teaching in the public schools their system of theology. C.tholiOll aud l.tWdels should oomblne and suppress

ADRIAN MIOH., Nov. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Deacon George White, of Seymour, Ind., has
been expelled from the church for declaring he believed the
world to be one million years old. It served him right; he
ought to know better. We hav Bible proof that it was
made in a week. A man who utterli 1uch sentiments should
'be put upon vrobation ~ lo~ H ~o tleYU W'u ohaiooll betore thiio
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The Episcopal clergy hav, it seems, decided to ingist no
longer on the idea of the Apostolic succession as a part of
their creed. Sucli. concessions lead us to think that in a few
years the moles and the bats, and other interesting creatures, will find pleasant homes in churches, with none to molest them. It is said that inore than ever are bllsiness affairs
engrossed by the few, and the masses must take the pittance
which is doled out to them, consuming it mournfully in ·
some comer, or die. Society is honeycombed by these plots
and stratagems of rich men. Their webs are woven in every
comer. No law hinders them; no arm arrests them; the
voice of justice is faint and· seldom heard. And yet the
alarum falls upon the drowsy ear, and the few lion-hearted
men who enter their protest are hurried to a dungeon. Liberty is dying in the house of her friends.
During some thrilling pause, Heber Newton cheered .on
Christians who are evoluting into Buddhism; and we might
add, Peruse Chinese poetry, dear friends, so as never to lose
sight of the streets of gold, the seas of glass, there described.
.
ALHAZA.
BRUNSWIOK, GA., Nov. 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Some people seem not to understand the
main principle of THE TRUTH BEEKER or its editorials, as for
instance Mr. Swan, of Ohio, who objects because you asked
for ju8tice for the Chicago Anarchists; and Mr. Aitken, of
Long Island, who finds fault because you do not indorse the
Anti-Poverty Society. Now, as I look at it, THE TRUTH
BuKER is a paper that kindly offers its columns to all for the
expression of their views, and the Editor has equal rights
with the rest. While Messrs. Swan and Aitken are afforded
the opportunity to express their own notions, they should not
object if others are given the same privilege.
What does Mr. Swan mean by "the land of the free?" Is
that land free where a man may be arrested for expressing
his disbelief in religious dogmas, or may be put in jail for
editing a paper like Lucifer, or where a woman like Mrs.
Blenker may be imprisoned as in the case we are all fumiliar
with? Is it liberty if a man dare not declare his opinion?
This government givs equal rights to all on paper only. The
Anarchists of Chicago had a full and undonbted right to express tl!eir views, and the police were unjustified in breaking
up their meeting. The rigb.t of free speech has no limit; if
you put bounds to it, it is no longer free. Ideas are danger. ous only when under the pressure of enforced silence. I do
not claim to be infallibly right in my opinion, but I do claim
-:-and I shall defend this claim to my last breath-the right
to hold my opinion and to express it. Instead of condemning the Editor, Mr. Swan, you should applaud and defend
him for having the courage of his convictions. I may not
indorse your views, but I respect your right to proclaim
them. Giv to others the privilege you claim for yourself.
If you knew more, Mr. Swan, about the men who died in
Chicago on the 11th of November, you would not talk as you
do about them. It does not matter whether they were
wrong or right. The question is, Were they guilty of mur-·
der or treason? If you will read the U oited States Constitution, you will see that the law does not recognh:e treason except in two cases, neither of which applies to these men. No
reasonable man can find the least evidence that they had anything to do with the killing of those policemen. Let me tell
you that the people of Illinois hav done themselvs more
harm in hanging those men than they could possibly hav
done by letting them liv.
.
.
Capital punishment, in my opinion,' is nothing but the
enforcement of the claimed right of those possessing power.
The state, no more than the individual, has the right to kill
except in s~lf-defense. I am not for the throwing of
bombs, or shells, or dynamite ; neither am I on the side of
those who expect too much from the sweet by and by that
will come and make things better. A revolution is good if
the cause is good. This late war was the same in one way
as the struggle of the laboring class in the United States in
the other. By waiting and waiting the slave would not hav
been free to-day. But for the war they would hav been
slaves now. And so with the workingmen-they will never
get their right if they do not help themselvs. To expect
something from the Congres& and Senate in their favor is nonsense. You know that the most of our legislators are corrupt and on the side of the money party. Do you call it
honest for a person to accumulate a million dollars? My
idea is that a person should not possess wealth which he has
not worked for. Now, you are not going to tell me that
Vanderbilt and Gould hav a right to own the immense
amount of money and land they possess. They stole iteverybody knows it-and still everybody lets them hav it.
No, sir, though I am not an Anarchist I say, Hats off to
those five men that died in Chicago for the sake of the emancipation of the poor man. They had their faults, but I
think we all hav them. In a Western paper I read the following on the case: '' There is no test of a higher civilization of a people so valuable and so complete as the test of
their ability to invite the discussion of the most dangerous
theories that threaten civilization. This best lesson in the
philosophy of agitation the American people hav not fully
learned. They would not tolerate the fullest and frankest
discussion of slavery, and they are not showing the disposition, I regret to say, to ac~ord to the complicated and delicate relation of labor and capital the careful and searching
attention they deserve" (John Snyder in St. Loui8 GlobeDe1TWorat).
Enough. I am taking too much space. It is not for myself, but for those who are dead, that I write these lines.
History will judge who was right-who was more guilty of
murder, those five or the sheriff that hung them. As for a
policeman, I will tell you that next to a clergyman he is the
most detestable being in my eye. 1 thank the Editor for his
kind words in behalf of the men ~hat died for the sake of
their felldW•Workingmau,
F~w. L. HolF)1AN.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
lli'Det', Mau., to whom all Commwn.kationa for
tkiB CO'r'IUYI' should be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When~the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

The Pilgrim Mothers.
Now the Pilgrim fathers long
Hav been rehearsed in story,
And the patriotic song
Commemorates their glory;
But the Pilgrim mothers, too,
Deserve a kindly. mention,
For their gentle hearts were true
'Mid danger's intervention.
From sad want they suffered more
Than they had words for telling,
Yet they pain in patience bore,
Whilst dread foreboding feeling.
With no wishes to be great,
They filled a noble station,
At the foundation of the state,
As mothers of the nation.
Thank the heroes of the past ;
Bless heroius most truly ;
Hold their virtues ever fast
And emulate them duly.
Praises giv to all the brave,
Americans or others ;
In deepest memory engraveThe grand old Pilgrim mothers.
JOHN PBESOOTT GUILD.

One at a Time.
One step at a time, and that well placed,
We reach the grandest bight;
One stroke at a time, the earth's hidden stores
Will slowly come to light ;
One seed at a time, and the forest grows;
One drop at a time, and the river flows
Into the boundless sea.
One word at a time, and the greatest book
Ia written and is read ;
One stone at a time, and the palace rears
Aloft its stately head;
One blow at a time, and the tree's cleft through,
And a city will stand where the forest grew
A few short years before.
One foe at a time, and he subdued,
A.nd the conflict will be won ;
One grain at a time, and the sand of life
Will slowly all be run ;
One minute, another, the hours fly;
One day at a. time our lives speed by
Into eternity.
One grain of knowledge, and that well stored,
A.nother, and more on them,
And as time rolls on your mind will shine
With many a garnered gem
Of thou11ht and wisdom. And time will tell.
• One thing at a time and that done well,"
Ia wisdom's proven rule.
-Golaen Davs.

Biographical.
l!'RA.NOEB WRIGHT.
Frances Wright was born in Dundee, Scotland, Sept. 6, 1795, and she was one of the
bravest and most highly gifted women that
ever came into being. From her father she
inherited those elements of character that
made her a fearless and eloquent reformer,
while from her mother she received fine
analytical powers, and an aptitude to perform
thoroughly and properly whatever she undertook. Her father was at one time under the
governmental watch for circulating Paine's
"Rights of Man." He was a man of great
ability, but he, as well as the mother of
Frances Wright, died early, leaving Frances
and two other children, baby orphans, but
with means to educate and bring them up
properly. Frances had quick perceptions
and a rare genius that was soon observed by
her teachers and others. Once at school she
asked her teacher a question that he could
not answer, as was often the case; this time
he told her that her question was dangerous.
Looking up with flashing eyes and a bright
color in her cheeks, she inquired, " Can the
truth be dange-rOWJ ?"

She was studious and philosophical, and,
withal, sweet, modest, and sympathetic.
When only fifteen she began to study the
labor problem, and at that time solemnly
promised herself that she would wear the
cause of the poor and oppressed in her heart
as long as she lived, and weuld do all in her
power to relieve their woes and distresiles,
a promis that she faithfully kept to the end
of her life. When a young lady of twenty
she visited America, and afterward wrote a
book entitled, "Views of Society and Manners in America," which was received with
great favor, and was translated into several
languages. She held up some of the instituions of this country so well, showing their
worth and importance, that a general interest
in them was awakened for the first time
among Europeans.
Among her friends was the Marquis de.

Lafayette, who thought highly of her wonderful abilities, and she once visited him at Paris,
by special invitation.
In 1824 she came again to America, this
time determined to make it her future home.
She became greatly interested in the subject
.of slavery as it was then carried on in the
Southern states, and conceived a plan for the
emancipation of the slaves. She traveled all
through the South, and talked with the slaveholders upon the subject that agitated her
free and liberty-loving mind. To illustrate
her plan she bought two thousand acres of
land in Tennessee, where the city of Memphis
now stands. She also bought slaves and
placed them on the land to cultivate it,
while she employed a system of education,
hoping to teach them to take care of themselva, when she would send them to Hayti, as
a country free to all of their color. Her
scheme did not prove as productiv of good as
her sanguin mind anticipated, and she was
forced to abandon it after awhile. Her attempt, however, proves the nobleness of her_
nature that could not look upon distress and
not try to alleviate it. As John Brown stood
at Harper's Ferry at a later day, so she stood
at Nashoba, the name of her place, pleading
for right and justice to a race bound in the
chains of serfdom.
She was editor of the Free Enquirer, to.
gether with Robert Owen, a Liberal newspaper, printed at New Harmony, and later in
New York city, when that paper was the
only one in the country entirely free from
superstitious taint, party or sectarian influence. She became a lecturer of great ability,
and went all about the country, speaking in
the larger cities in favor of a free and Liberal
policy in the government. Hall!! and churches
were closed to her, and she usually spoke in
theaters, but was terribly denounced on account of her radical opinions by pulpit and
press. In th.ose days it was the custom to
stretch ropes across the streets to prevent
travel while " divine services" were going
on. Once, whtle she was lecturing, she said :
" Do you wish me to name an instance of
religious tyranny to-day? Go, look 3t the
chains stretched across your streets I" The
effect is said to hav been electric and startling. She was cheered to the echo, and soon
after the chains were removed, never to appear again for such a purpose.
·
She was once turned away from a hotel in
New Yerk on account of her radical sentiments.
After severing her connection with the
Free Enquilrer she was associated with Abner
Kneeland in publishing tbe Boston Investigator. She "continued writing and lecturing
as long as her health would permit. Her
greatest work is entitled "A Few Days in
Athens," which she wrote in her nineteenth
year, and it is full of rare beauty and is of
great worth. The chapters on Virtue, Happiness, and Religion are exceptionally fine,
and will bear re.reailing many times.
She believed in cooperation, in a national
and rational education, and was among the
first to advocate schools of industry along
with those of mental training. She advocated the higher education of woman, was a
believer in universal suffrage, and in all
reforms that would make humanity better,
truer, nobler.
In 1831 she was married to a Frenchman,
M. Phiquepal d'Arusmont, but the marriage
was said to be not a happy one. She was
called an extremely handsome and attractiv
woman. She was a great thinker, when it
was most unpopular for women to think at all
except upon frivolous or religious subjects.
She was foremost in all good works, in advancing new ideas of education, in starting
the progress of Freethought in this country,
and in stirring the Abolitionists to action by
calling their attention to the gigantic evils of
slavery. With Mary Wolstonecraft and
Ernestine L. Rose, she started the element of
woman suffrage in this . country, and struck
brave blows for religious emancipation.
She was the object of long and bitter vituperation, on account of her opinions, and was
spoken of as " that notorious Fanny Wright."
But through all she maintained the spotless
purity of character, and. of noble conduct that
won her many friends among the best thinkers
o.f the age. She was a brilliant reformer, giving
trme, talent, opportunity, and wealth to the uplifting of the down-trodden and oppressed, and
to the furtherance of universal mental liberty.
This brave woman, peerless among her sex
died in Cincinnati (Ohio) in 1852. She left
the world better than she found it, and her
memory is as sweet and fragrant as the sum.
mer flowers.
. Her.m~ny.~oo~.words and works des~rve

to be engraved in gold and marble, and her creeds, or political parties, and think for
name should occupy a high place among the themselvs.
But I am afraid to get too lengthy in my
world's saviors and redeemers. S. H. W.
letter, and so shall hav to close. Closing, let
me tell you that that religion which teaches
.Correspondence.
you to despise,others because they differ in
opinion or ideas can never be good, but in
GREENOA.BTLE, INn., Nov. 26, 1887.
DEAR Miss WIXON : Please put this in the itself is despicable. Before you is a grand
work, a great revolution, nothing less than
·
paper for Pearl Deury :
FRIEND PEARL : I saw your request to hav the breaking down of the power of the Chrissome one correspond with you and I thought tian church, and if the coming generation will
this, it will immortalize itself. But
I would try and see. If you like me we will accomplish
to take part in this struggle everyone must be
be friends for life. I feel sorry for anyone honest
and true to himself and others. The
who has no mother ; my mother is very sick
and neatly died last winter. Aren't the pict- future religion is based on truth and honesty,
ures nice in THE TRUTH SEEKER ? I like them and therefore we hav to be honest and true
ourselvs. Do what we teach, so that others
ever so much.
I am taking music-lessons :in the college will be convinced by our own deeds.
FRED L. HoFFMAN
here. I am going to play a piece at a recithl
Wednesday night-wish you were here to go
What the Old Hen Said.
to it. My father keeps a 3ewelry store and I
help him when I am not m school. I am in
Into the house he came running,
the seventh-year grade this year. Well, I
And b_egged me to cut off his curls,
think this is about long enough for the first
Over his head richly clustered
As bright and as fair as a girl's.
time. Answer soon. From your friend,
LILAH BOLEY.
" Why would you lose them, my darling?"
"Because our old hen;" pouted he,
.
CmoA.GO, I'LL., Nov. 25, 1887.
" Screams when we meet, 'Get your hair cut !
DEAR Miss WIXON:· This is only the second
Get your hair cut !'-I know she means me !"
letter that I hav written to the Children's
-Geor(Je Coover in Ou1· Little Ones
Corner, but will try to write more frequently.
There are quite a number of young folks who
Tfte -Class in Scripture.
write to you, but not quite as many as there
A lady asked one of the children in her
were when the Children's Comer was first in
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav an allegory on. Sunday-school class, " What was the ·sin of
the digestion of a caramel, or the journey of the Pharisees?" "E!!.ting camels, ma'am,"
Miss Carrie Sweet through the body."' , I will was the reply. The little girl had read that
send it if you think it would do for the Children's Comer. My teacher thinks it very the Pharisees "strained at gnats and swalgood. I often hav arguments with the school- lowed camels."
girls, and once with two teachers and the
"In what condition was the patriarch Job
principal. All of the scholars and teachers at the end of his life ?" questioned a teacher
are Christians, and I am the only Freethinker of the stolid-looking boy at the foot of the ·
among them-the only one that does thinkin~ for myself; the rest let the minister and class. "Dead,'' was the quiet response.
" What is the outward and visible sign in
priest do theirs. I am in my last year of school;
expect to graduate next June.
baptism?" asked a lady of her Sunday-school
I will now close, hoping to communicate class. There was silence. for some seconds,
with some of the young folks of the Children's and then a girl broke in triumphantly with,
Corner about or above my own age, which is
"The baby, please, ma'am."
seventeen years.
"Do you know, mamma, I don't believe
Seeing the notice from Fred L. Hoffman, I
will direct my letter to the place named.
Solomon was so rich after all?" observed a
Yours very truly, ALMA V. WINEMAN.
sharp boy to his mother, who prided herself
P.S.-Fred L. Hoffman, please address on her orthodoxy. "My child I" she exclaimed
your letters to me.
Miss ALMA V. WINEMAN, 22 Washtenaw in pious horror, "what does the Bible say?"
" That's just it," he answered. "It says that
av., Chicago, Ill.
'Solomon slept with his fathers.' Now, sure• You can send the allegory, and, if sttitable1 we ly, if he had been rich he'd hav had a bed
will publish it in the Oorner,-Eb.
to himself."
A teacher, in trying to explain to her schol· BRUNSWICK, GA., Nov. 24, 1887.
MY DEAR Miss WIXoN: Thanksging to-day ars the meaning of repentance, used this illusby the order of the president. Not knowing tration : " Suppose a bad boy were to steal
exactly what to thank God for, I think the an orange, and his good mother should catch
best way to spend this afternoon is to write to him with it, and take him by the hand gently
the Comer of ours, so kindly offered by our
and tell him how wicked it is, and how very,
great friend THE TRUTH BEEKER.
I wish to tell you of a little incident that very grieved she was; don't you think, now,
happened last night. At about three o'clock that the little boy ought to feel very sorry?"
the fire-bell rang and pistol-shots were fired. One of the scholars eagerly replied : "Yes,
House on fire. When I went out the whole mum." "And why, Marmaduke?" '"Cause."
sky was red, and in the near distance. I saw a
two-story frame ho]lse on ftre. All was "Because why, Marmaduke?" ''Because he
burnt, and the people saved nothing but hadn't et the orange befo' his rna cotch him
themselvs. What shall they thank God for and tuck it away from him !"-Chambers's
to-day? Probably, that they ate not living Journal.
at the North Pole so that they would hav to
freeze, and that they saved their lives, but I
don't know. I think they will feel everything
else toward God but thankful.
To receive a letter from the South is a rare
occurrence for our Corner, and I wish it had
not to be myself to write, but some other admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER and friend of
Miss Wixon. Very few Freethinkers are
--o-here, and a person has to risk much even to
The Stereopticon and Views which D. M.
acknowledge his Infidelity. People are very
ignorant down here (that means the majority), Bennett purchased in Europe on his Around.
and awfully hateful toward those that differ in the-World trip are for sale. The instrument
faith. But I do not feel discouraged. No, not
for anything would I giv up my Freethought is a very fine one and the views are among
and Liberal opinions, and-well, those that the most rare and beautiful ever made.
think the same. Children, you will not al- They are some four or five hundred in numways find it easy to declare your faith, but I ber. The whole outfit, complete and in work·ask you not to care. Remember that on you ing order, will be sold for what the views
depends the future generation-that the way
yuu think now and the way you are brought alone would cost. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
up will be the way you will probably go
through life. Everyone can do his share and
Z8 Lafayette Place, Ne:w York.
no one should think that her or ·his· work
won't amount to much, but fearless and with
BI.NG, BROTHERS, Bl.NG.
joy work for the grand movement for the
emancipation of thought, for the struggle of
•USE THE
univer•al mental Liberty.
LIBERAL
HYMN-BOOK
There rests more responsibility on you children than you think. Who were the men In your meetings, t.o make them lively and inter•
that shaped this republic? Hamilton, John esting. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tnues.
Adams, Franklin, ·washington, Thomas It
is hi@lf commanded by Messrs. Wakeman,
Paine, Jefferson, Madison; et<:~l were nearly Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
all young men. Some folks will tell yon that and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.
now, as most of the old generals in the late 25 cents.
war are dead, they do not know whom the
safety of th~ country could depend on in case
of war. I laugh about it. There hav always
n ~::o
.l!J..l\1
been, and always will be, great men and
e;reat minds when the opportunity demands
Paine, J eH:erson, Washington,
It. There is no fear that there will not be a
Franklin.
second Logan or Hancock, but perhaps there
will be two for every one. Don•t look back- A. LEOTURE delivered before the Tenth A·lmnal
ward; look always forward. Do not think as
..
Congress of the American Secular Un!Q~ 1
the majority of the people think, but t,hink
in Ohic]>ering Hall, New Yor~
the way your own brain will lead you. Do
what you think to be right, and if found to
November 13, 18.86,
be wrong by the majority of tl,Ie people, be
nol?le and su~er the consequence. Mo!lt men
By J,OHN E. REMS:6~G.
believe what others· tell them to believe, but
Price 15 cents .
I tell them to stop followin~ · G4qr~hes 1 or· · ·· 'Aqd,~~~IJ, ~~ T~UTB,: SJ!lJ!l~~ 00,

Stereopticon ~ Sale

Fathnrg of Our uepnb]I·c,
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Agents for the Trnth Seeker.
O.A.LIFORNU..

J, E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J, L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA,

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical

A SPLENDID WORK,
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 35 cents.

THE NINE DEMANDS Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelatious,containing a. description of
in a more attractiv form than any in which theY
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
hav previously appeared. At the head of a.n enmorals, religion) and general events. Also a.
graving on heavY plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
delineation of tne characters of the principal
OOLORADO,
personages of the Christian Bible and an exthe cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
J, G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
amination of their doctrins. Price, 1. 75.
IDAHO,
WABIDNGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
The World's Sixteen Crucified SavA. Erwin, Murray.
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
ILLINOIS.
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Contaming new and startling revelations in
E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
religious history~ which disclose the oriental
printed the Nine Demands of the American SecuF. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
origin of all the aootrines 1 plinciple~ precepts,
lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
and mir
of the Christian New '.l'estament1
Bros., Chicago.
and f
g a key for unlocking many oi
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
INDIANA.
its
sac
mysteries,
besides comprising the
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
h\story o sixteen oriental crucified~_ods. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
KANSAS.
quoted from the author pictured over it, In the
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
space between the portraits and around them are
MAINE.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-ofilce, Smyrna arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and The Con:ftict between Christianity
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surMills).
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
MABSAOHUSETTS,
and Civilization.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an PRIOE,
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
lliCENTB.
JlliOillGAN,
exceedingly handsome work _for framing. The
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.A. Atwood, Eaton_Rapids.
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits M. E. :Billings.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
are as true to nature as the photographs from
Chas. Bach, 138 8. Division St., Grand Rapids. which they were transferred. The design will be
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
.
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
JlliSSOURI,
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
E. T •. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
28 Lafayette Place, New York
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 p_ages. It is a. very
NBBRASKA.
ab~e paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
Age.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Wellaiid, Ont.
T. Clappison, H~milton, Ont.

ln&"ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We ha.v made arrangements whereby we_ ca.JI
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's a.t greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heayy toned paper,16x22 inches,illumi
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing, The titles are:

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

NEW YORK.

ECONOMIC EQ"PITIES5

The Vision otWar,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Gran.The price of these heretofore h~s been 75cts. We
offer them a.t FIFTEEN CENTS -EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY OENTB.
Ma.Ued secure
from breakage, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
118 Lafayette PL, New York.

New Editi0\1• Revised and Enlarl'ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HEL£N H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Oloth,l.OO; Paper, 50 cents.
Tll.4 Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New-York.
Photo-engravin_gs ilf Miss Gardener are for sa.
a.t this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, ooot.

ROMANISM,
OR

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
A OOMPBND OF TIIB NATuRAL LAws oF INANTI-PROHIBITION.
DANCER AHEAD.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
The
number
of
heads
under
which
yon
hav
ExoHANGE.
omo.
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholio
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
By J, K.!NGALLS, author of "Social Wealth." the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highl:y commended. Therefore
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
this Republic.
Price, 25 cents.
OREGON,

PENNSYLVANIA.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.

Great Centennial Oration
ON THE-

TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TEXAS,

L. Andruss, Deniso!4
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

Declaration. of Independence,
ALSO T;HE
~mmortat

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Re_ybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
ENGLAND.

I take great pleasure m recommending " AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperancel}mt in the principles of self-gQVernment,J'. J. mcCabe.
For sale at this office.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.

Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.

Charles Watts's Works.

By A • .J". GROVER.
40 CENTS.

PruoB,

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Saints and S_inners. 10 cents.
'fhe Histocy of Freethonght. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.20 CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freetho-qg_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section m. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nine-teenth Century. ·

OR,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
Address THE TBUT:H BEEKER Coll!l'ANY,
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
church without superstition, and its success.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
London.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
Secularism; Destructiv and Construc- his
pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
ELEMENTS
of human concern, religions, political, and otherOF
Christian Evidences Criticised - A wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanreply to the "Christian Evidence Society." guage, and easily understood. There is just snffi.Introduction b;v Oharles Bradlaugh. Con- cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
tents
:The Orig_m of Christianity; The HistoriFalse Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
cal Value of the New Testament; Miracles; hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Price, 10 cents si~J.y; 75 cents per dozen. As a
FOB
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Christian- to his mind.
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLIOB AND
ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
Secularism; its Principles and its
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penDuties.
Price,
75
cts.
BJ' Pror. H. l'tl. Cottin;-er, A.M.
itentianes t the Church and Civilizatio:a; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Leanling;
This book is just what the busy world of to-day Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the needs-a perfect compendium of history: from 21000
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
THE DEAD1
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights yearsn.o., on up to 18831 all in a. nutshell.-Elmtna
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Movement t the Tem_perance Refonn; the Slenlcer.
Is the Bible Reliable 7 The Christian Deity• Th6 liJ'Didences f0'1' the ResuJI"l'ection Tried
Church ana the Republic.
, _ As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
and FQ'Und Wanting.
Modern Progres~;. Ohristianjt_y, its Nature and
an important place ; in the family it would be no
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and less
By Saladin.
Influence
on
Civilization
;
Philosophy
of
Becuimportant,
as
conveying
information
that
all
Vices Sanctioned b:y Bcril_)j;nre Falsehood and
l_ll.rism; Science and. Bible Ant~onistic i
PRICE,
25 CENTS.
__
Deception; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery· should be acquainted with.-SUSan Wtxon.
Uhristian Scheme of Rede]!illtion. For all OI
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this book
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of are
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKexcellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may
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Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life ofGibbon,prefaceand notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
~ an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
r vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings.' $~
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the
primitive Christians.
"I k11ow of no book that contains more real and val·
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."-.

R. G. INGERSOLL.

"One of the most learned and interesting books ev(
written and published."-Bostort Investig-ator. #"
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The Heathen's Lament.
Oh, my heart is sadly grieving over news received
, to-dayIt came by ocean cable to the shores of old Cathay:
At a far-off mission meeting, with most Christian
wisdom crammed,
It's been Pettled that our fathers are irrevocably
damned.
To the Christian New Jerusalem, with radiant
streets of gold,
There's no entrance for the heathen without
JesuP, we are told;
And though our fathers never heard of any such
a man,

That cannot change thew~rking of the everlasting plan.
Now, we're not so very captions,gnlyignorant and
we~k;

We would gladly be converted, we are teachable
and meek;
But, because a man's a Hindoo, it doesn't follow
as a rule
He must therefore be considered an unmitigated
fool
So, when 1t missionary of the gospel came to tell
If we didn't come to Jesus we must surely go to
hell,
Old Rabjarkee rose and asked him, if a man had
died in sin,
Never hearing of the savior, so's to get a passport
in,

And then if, somewhat later, without favor of the
board.
He somehow got a tardy introduction to the-Lord;
If he then with joy accepted him, and for his sins
repented,
Might his future not be brighter than the board
had represented 1
The preacher felt at once the point that pierced
his da1 k-skinned brotner;
His heathen sonl was troubled-he was thtniCtno of
hts mother/

So he told him how the prodigal was welcomed a.t
the door,
Without the slightest question why he hadn't
come before.
And the poor old man was comforted, the tears
stood in his eyes ;
He grasped the missionary's hand and said in glad
surprise,
" I believe in God, the father ever willing to
forgiv;
I will henceforth love and worship him so long as
I may liv."
But· it seems that missionary made a terrible mistake,
And is no more counted worthy the bread of life
to break;
So the board has called him ba.ck, and forbidden
him to preach
E'en the possib e forgivness that he thinks the
gospels teach.
So our hearts are sadly grieving o'er the news
received to-dayThe new·s that came by cable to the shores of old
Oathay,
That hereafter, to be valid, every pardon of the
Lord
Must be countersigned by Secretary Alden of the
board.
And we weep, for our dilemma is as bad as bad
can be;
But-if heaven is only open to the scribe a.nd
pharisee,
Since the company's so much better, though the
climate's not so well,
With our f11.tbers and our mothers, we would ?"athe?· oo to h.Zl.
-Life.

· A Financial Creed.
0 money ! 0 money ! thy praise~ I sing !
Thou a.rt my consoler, my !{od, and my king.
'Tis for thee that I preach, 'tis for thee that I pray,
And make a collection twice every Lord's day.
I hav candles and all sorts of dresses to buy;
I wish you !!' know that my_ church is quite highHigh in its structure, its stefple, and wall;
So high that the Lord does not reach it at a.ll.
I hav poor in my parish who need some relief;
I preach to their povt.rty, pray to their grief;
I send round the box to them morning and nigat,
And hope they'll remember the poor widow's mite.
This is the creed, and I'll not preach without it.
The heavens are closed to all that may doubt it.
This is the essence of this pleasant religionOome regular to church and be plucked like a
pigeon.

Superstition Among the Bulgarians.
Olive Harper m Demorest's Montr.zu.

There are few industries in Bulgaria, even
in the largest cities, and it seems a question
how the people liv. The houses in the cities
are in the main comfortable, though built in
·the Turkisk style; but the streets are narrow,
ill-paved, and without sewerage or sidewalks.
Churches abound, Greek predominating, and
in every direction can be heard the peculiar
droning of the singers in the Greek churches.
Of a population of over 3,000,000 there are
a):lout 1,400,000 Bulgarians who are Greek in
religion ; and as there are many other nationalities who recognize this religion, threefourths of the whole population belong to the
Greek church.
Those who belong to the Greek church are
probably worse priest-ridden than any people
in the world. There are priests, deacons, and
acolytes to be supported, and their families

also must be provided for, as the Greek priests Bulgarians do it, and the child who survives
marry. At every turn, every event-harvest, it is very lucky. One child was baptized durplanting, the killing of an animal, at births, ing the writer's sojourn in Sofia, and, being
weddings, christenings, betrothals, sickness, invited to assist at the ceremony, she took her
deaths, funerals, and prayers for the dead at way to a mud-house that had four rooms and
stated intervals, in trouble or joy-the Greek four windows, which was an indication that
priest must be present, and he must always- the family was quite well off for there. There
be paid if it takes all and leaves the family were· divans, covered with chintz, on three
hungry.
sides of the front room, which served also for
The Greek priest, when dressed for his beds during the night.
All the friends and relativs of the family
functions, wears a gown of cloth of gold, and
a scarf around his neck stiffly embroidered were gathered, and the father received them.
with gold thread and precious stones ; and all The mother and babe were invisible, as the
the church vessels and altars and cloths are of child must not run the risk of the '' evil eye"
the richest material and make. The churches until protected by the sacrament. By and by
are handsome, and decorated with costly a procession ·of two priests, two deacons, two
things. The priest's family and wife are acolytes, and several choir-boys came along
nmong the best provided for of any, though chanting, bearing candles and symbols, exthe priest has no more immunity than another · cept the priests, who bore crosses and other
Bulgarian from Turkish persecution ; but the paraphernalia. The deacons brought thEl font,
Turks seldom touch a church.
which was very handsome, of hammered gold,
The priests sell candles and votiv offerings; and with a capacity of about five gallons.
they furnish blessings to order on planting
Three immense candles decorated with pac
seeds in the spring, on the birth of every per flowers and tinsel were stood at one end
domestic animal, and I verily believe on the of the room, and in the middle of the triaDhatching of a chicken, for all of which bless- gle the font was placed. Cold water was
ings they must be paid. No matter how drawn by tlie acolytes from a well outside,
poor the family, there is always a little shrine and the priest put some other water and a
to the Paniah, or blessed mother, and a light little salt in it from bottles. A small wax
burns forever before it.
candle was given to each guest, who stood
The priests go into the farm-yards, with up, l).nd as the priests passed around with
their paraphernalia for the blessing of the their lighted candles everyone reached out
animals carried by deacons- and acolytes, and lighted their candle, which must be kept
where the head priest sprinkles each animal alight, for it is considered a great misfortune
with a few drops of holy water shaken frpm if a candle falls or goes out during a christena sort of a spoon-shaped sprinkler which is ing.
pierced with little holes. Sometimes they
Then the godmother brought the baby,
hav a compact bunch of "sea-fennel tied on a simply wrapped in a shawl, and when that
stick, which is used to sprinkle the animals w'as opened the child was taken out, comor people with. They also bless the first- pletely naked. The chief priest took him in
fruits of a tree, and the first handfuls of his big hands and anointed him' all over with
ripened grain or tuft of hay. All this religion oil, and cut some hair from the crown of his
is without doubt a great source of comfort head in the form of a cross. Then every sep-.
and consolation to these poor people, but it arate part of the child's body was separately
~ould be almost impossible to enumerate blessed, the choristers' droning out doleful
one-half the petty extortions made by the sounds meanwhile, and the baby howling
priests.
_
with all the strength of his lungs.
Sickness is usually treated by a priest, who
The priest and godmother then walked
goes to the sufferer and writes some cabalistic three times around the font, and the priest
words with chalk upon the wall. This is took the screaming babe and dipped him
scraped off and given to the-patient, who, if three times, all over, into tht. icy water (it
he livs, is grateful to the priest, and if he dies was November). It seemed as if the little
is buried by the priest, and his relativs pay creature would surely be drowned, and as he
for both services; and this is always very stopped crying at the second dip he gasped
heavy, what with the anointing oil, the can- for breath. After every dip they made the
dies, the prayers, and the horrible droning sign of the cross and said some ritual, while
chant of the boys and deacons, and the pro- the poor little creature shivered, and finally
cession of all the church officers, who get they gave him back to his godmother enpaid for every step they take.
dowed with the name of Dimitri-Miltiades.
To cure hydrocephalus, the priest cuts a He was then dressed in his christening-robe,
piece of red flannel in the form of a Greek which is a tawdry affair of lace and stiff
cross, saturates it with alcohol, and laying it book-muslin and open all the way down the
upon the little sufferer's stomach sets fire to back, as was the one petticoat they put upon
it. If a blister comes in the form of the cross him.
·
it is considered a sign the child will get well;
As s'lon as the ceremony is over, these garif not, that it must die. As the alcohol burns ments are laid away and the child replaced
from the surface of the flannel, the sign is in his swaddling-clothes, with its arms faausually adverse.
tened down to its si!:les, which makes a perBulgarian women are docil, affectionate feet little mummy of him and permits no
wives, industrious and patient, and both men movement except of his head. These strapand women are faithful to their obligation. ped-up babies are kept so for eight or ten
The men are sincerely attached to their wives months, and are then taken out, and the boys
and children, and old age is reverenced among put at once into pantaloons. Girls are conthem. Their evenings are spent in talking sidered misfortunes by parents, and boys only
over the events of the day, their neighbors' are called "children:" girls are nothing.
troubles or griefs, the rumors of great events
After the christening-robe is put on the
which hav reached their ears from some child, each guest receives a small piece of
traveler, or in discussing ways and means, silver or copper money with a hole in it, as a
in which all hav a say, subject to the arbi- memento, and a larger coin and a cross are
tration of the oldest among them. If any dis. sewn on the baby's cap, where they remain
cord does arise, it is referred to the priest, until he is a year old, when the cap is taken
who soon dissipates it. The priests do absorb off and preserved. Often men will be found
the earnings of these poor people to an abnm- who wear their christening-cap with the cross
inable extent, and rule them with a rod of and coin as amulets. The priests then gather
iron; but their rule is one which keeps down up all the candles and take a collection from
discords in families, and makes them patient the guests and parents, partake of some reand resigned under their yoke, too much so freshments, and leave, after which the guests
in some cases.
slowly disperse.
Sundays they go to church twice, the mer:i
A funeral among the Bulgarians is also a
sitting on one side, the women on the other. strange ceremony. If a priest is not present
It is possible for them to obtain a divorce, if when a person dies, a messenger is sent at
deserved, the priest pronouncing the decree. once for one, and his office is to close the
There are no holidays but religious ones, dead one's eyes and anoint the body. They
of which the principal are those of Easter and do not wash them. 1'hen a SO!Vanota, or
St. George. Easter is the greatest and most woman whose business it is to dress the dead,
solemn, and on this occasion even the poor- arrives with the savana, or winding-sheet,
est has a dinner of fowl, lamb, or kid. At which she furnishes, and she wraps this
the feast of St. George, men, women, and about the body very skilfully, like a surgeon's
children go out to the forests with bagpipes, bandage. After this, the ordinary garments
and, crowning themselvs with flowers, dance worn by the dead while alive are ripped
upon the grass, and hav innocent games. In apart and wrapped over the body, which is
dancing they form a circle, each person tak- placed in a shallow coffin, usually in a very
ing hold of his neighbor's handkerchief, never short time after death.
the hand, and they are placed alternately, a
The funeral takes place within a few hours
man and woman. Dancing thus, they make after death, and rarely from church, as that
one think of the ancient sculptures, and the is a heavy expense. The coffins are very
a-ppearance and movement of the dancers are frail. The procession of priests is long or
quite classic.
short, poor or magnificent, according to the
A baptism is a curious ceremony as the wealth of the family, and there is never a

hearse or vehicle. The coffin is carried along
the streets with the lid off, so that every one
can see the corpse. This is done no matter
what illness was the cause of death. The
priests walk along with crosses, candles, and
other emblems in their hands, and with slow
and dignified steps, while they all recite
prayers; and almost everywhere the people
kneel while the procession passes, and all
cross themselvs and pray for the dead. The
women of a family never go to a funeral,
that is, in the procession, but as the body is
carried out they gather at the door or windows
and scream and bewail their loss, begging the
dead one not to go a way forever; and though
the scene is strange it is full of pathos, and their
words of sorrow are full of wild eloquence.
When the procession reaches. the cemetery,
it gathers around the grave, which is alwaye
shallow, and as soon as the last words are
said, .and the coffin closed and consigned to the
dust, each one present throws in one shovelful of dirt,_and it is thus filled up before they
leave. The coffin is not inclosed in a box,
for their idea is, that the sooner the body de.
cays the sooner the soul is at rest. No standing headstone is permitted, but a slab can be
laid over the grave. Nine days after the
burial all of the family go to the grave, and
there weep, and partake of a memorial feast
made of boiled wheat, raisins, sugar, and
cinnamon, small plates of which are also sent
to all their acquaintances. The initial letter
of the dead one's name is made with cinnamon on the top of these plates of wheat.
Three months later there is another .similar
memmorial feast, and another a year later,
and such as are· able hav prayers said in
church on those occasions. Those wlio cannot do that burn a few canules to the memory
of the departed one. In the smallest villages
and in the country the poor peasants do the
same, but the women also go to the grave.
Those who are able to do so giv food to the
poor at such times. The· drad are mourned
sincerely and unaffecte.dJy, for the Bulgarians
love each other tenderly and well.
The whole race is superstitious to a degree,
and the belief in charms and omens, and
above all the "evil eye," is absolute; and in
every house you will find a garlic suspended
over the door to conteract any ill effects from
envious persons. Every maiden and child
must wear at least one blue bead as a safeguard, and the same holds good of horses
and other animals ; and they even rub garlic
on their household goods, and copper pots,
and pans to protect them from evil influences.
If by accident. a black garment is passed
over a child, that child will die ; if a closet
door is left open while any one sleeps, the
bodily Satan they all believe in will surely
find ingress thereby; if they lose anything,
they tie a knot in a handkerchief and throw
it on the floor to bind Satan's hands in it so
they can find their lost article in spite of him;
and if a person steps across a child on the
floor, that child will never grow any more.
There are so many signs and omens that
the relation of them would fill a ·book ; and
from them we hav certainly 4rawn a
good many of our superstitious beliefs. They
hav a firm reliance on fortune-tellers and
prophets, and make divinations by the breastbone of a chicken, or the shoulder-blade of a
lamb.

A Little

A~nosticism

Needed.

The Unitwrian Rtvitw says: "The diminution of subscriptions is an argument which
even an American board would appreciate.
In this forcible way they may yet be led to
see something to admire in the converted
pagan chief who drew his foot out of the
baptismal water when h_e learned that all his
ancestors were probably' in hell-pit. They
may realize that such heathen can bel:!t be
reached by a missionary who indulges at
least a hope that the good and true men and
women may be saved who, unfortunately,
never heard of the American board and its
monopoly hold on salvation.
"We are not admirers of Agnosticism as a
creed; but we should suppose that a slight
infusion of it, amounting to a modest confession of human ignorance of a few of the certainties of the infinit future, would not
seriously injure the theologians of the board.
A considerably greater acquaintance than
'most of them show with the religious history
and the moral excellences of the nations they
complacently turn over to perdition would
also become them. A little less Christian
conceit and a little more human kindness,
brethren I The superior court judge of this
commonwealth characterized the situation
well, and showed himself a rational theologian no less than a well-deserving pillar of
the law, when he said: 'Looking at the
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question froti:t a judicial standpoint, as I am
accustomed to look at these things, it seems
to me of very little importance what verdict
may be rendered at· the IJ?.eetings of the American board, for no assurance can be given
that the verdict will stand; and, let it be
what it will, there will certainly be a motion
for a new trial."'

-

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beeker publications alwaYS on hand at cheap rate

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not .write
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D.·, t590. By WM. HENR1
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

'l'he Pastor and the Newsboys.
The Rev. A. B. Simpson, of the Madison
Avenue Tabernacle, this city, co:nceived that
it would be at least a conspicuous piece of
Christian charity to giv the New York newsboys a Thanksgiving supper in his church.
0 "T
FACTORY & WAREROOMS,
1'\-\)..;0'
He .did so, with the following interesting
results, as given by the New York Herald:
The three hundred and fifty newsboys of the Gor. 8Yth. St.
Ne-vv York ..
city who had secured tickets for the Thanksgiving supper were there to be fed. There
SOCIAL ;WEALTH,
were two or three blue-coated guardians of
TM
So~ Factors and E:ract Ratios in Iu
the law at the door to preserve order, but
.Acquirement and Appm-tion'm(Jnt.
Bible Analyzed. ''For Sledgethey could not prevent them from howling The
hammer Logic unsurpassed." 8vo., 833pp.,
By J. K. INGALLS.
like wild demons.
silk cloth, $3.
A choir of young ladies, -assisted by. an Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De- Price, Cloth,
•
•
$1.00
Addres~> THE TRUTH SEEKER,
organist, opened· the evening festivities by
fense. A thorough .analysis of the
28Lafayette Place, New York.
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
singing a hymn, after which the Rev. A. B.
an examination in verse of the charges gener·
Simpson introduced Mr. John Cowperthwaite
ally brought ae:ainst his Satanic majesty.
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
t2mo, 466oo., 1. 50.
to the boys.
Spiritualism
Sustained.
This
work
" What does the Bible say you shall do,
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
boys," asked Mr. Cowperthwaite, "if a sinner
By L. R. SMITH.
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents
tries .to entice you ?'' A perfect Babel of
Oloth, t2mo, fl45pp., $t.
replies, making the Bible say strange things,
Published and for sale by
came in reply:
HISTORY
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
"Slug'm on the ear I" "Hit him with a
OF THE
brick I" "Gouge his eye out I" "Kill'm !'• INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
" Get a cop and hav'm tooked in!"
Of Europe.
"Silence, boys, silence!" roared Mr. Cow- BY JOHN ·WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
, perth waite. It was at least three minutes
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price. $8.
Secr.eta'l"lf of the American Secular Union.
before he could stop the flood of answers.
.AddrA•• THEl TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Price 10 oen ts.
When he did he said, " Hav any of you ever
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
been in the 'fombs ?"
HOW TO STRENCTHEN
"Yes! yes!" howled the bad boys, who
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
had a big majority, while an almost drowned
OR,
BIBLE.
chorus of "No I no!" came from oad comers.
" I received a note from one of :my little Natural and Seif'ntiflc Methods of A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thou~b
a.nonymous, it is now known to be the work of W
Never Forgetting.
Sunday-school boys many years ago," said
H. BnnR, one of our ablest correspondents. Mor
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, t5 oenis
the speaker," from the Tombs prison. Now,
.By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
For sale a.t th1s office.
·
why do you think he sent for me?"
12mo, 160 pp.,
$1,00
"He tought you were a pollytichun!"
for
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Address
came from a little black-haired youngster.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
For the benefit of our read
"No; he wanted me to get him out. How
r'
erR who preserve their paper
do you think I got him out?"
r<•""·
•ve offer a new style of bmder,
MOSES. BEFORE THE COURT; • T"'
f1A~ov
nade for tbe purpose, and
"Pulled him out," shouted a dozen, while
,_ 81"oeFl , ,
•tt.h the heading of THE
OR,
_
rRUTH t!EEKER printed it
more yelled, "Yer buzzed de judge."
u~
...
-~
...,.
•old letters on the outside
"I gave him a good character, boys. If The Forgery of the Old Testament.
rhis binder allows the open
Dedicated
to
the
clergy
1u~
ut
cue
iJ
•~>e••
wrfectlr
fi.,t. It also allows the
you all hav good characters and keep them,
takmg out and replacing of one or more papeJ"ij
BY
you'll never hav any difficulty in getting out
from any part of the file without disturbing the
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
other parts.
·
of trouble."
SPnt by mail. poRto•iil, for •t.
Secularist.
Address 'rHE TRU1'H SEEKER,
It was now supper-time, and the brie;httf
28 Lafayeua Pl., New York.
10 cents.
Price,
eyed young women and benevolent old ladies
began to pass plates around heaped with
T H I R D ED IT I 0 N.
cakes and turkey.
Then .the fun of the evening began. Many
of the boys snatched each other's portions,
and squabbles ensued. The good-natured
teachers would drag the boys apart and giv
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
them fresh plates.
BEING A
The boys filled up on cake and turkey,
(lomparison of the Old and New Testament Dlyths and Jlliraeles with those
and when the bread was passed they began to
, of Heathen Nations of Antiqnity,
fire it around the room. When the young
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING,
villains got their coffee, a great many of
WITH NUMEROt;TS ILLUSTRATIONS.
them amused themselvs by squirting mouthfuls of it into the eyes and ears of neighbors.
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Vol. Kelso's ·Works.

THE NEW GOD.

THE MEMORY;

BINDER
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BIBLE MYTHS,

WHO W.A.N'l'S THEM~
Pair Diamond Eard~ops worth $400 for f280; do.
f250 fo1" >150; do. $120 for f80; do. l60 for H5; do.
MO for i2ll; t Diamond Ptu. worth '32.';, fur f220;
do. USO tor U35; do. M50 for •110; do. •tOO for t65;
do. $65 fot· $45; do. f38 tor $28. t Uing ur Srudd
worth $t85 f,.r $t40; do. $t50 fur $110 : do. f90 for
l65; do, ~65 for f45; do. $50 for 135. A full line of
"m~.Uer Dtamond Good; same discounts. WILL
REFUND CASH IN FULL FuR ANY OF TBE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DURING oNE YEAR IF NOT BATIS~ATORY.
H~st ··Howard" Wttrctt, Elegant Dtttmond-set
case, worth !300 fm· 12~0; simil~tr $200 ror $150; do.
U50 for $t10. Lal1te•' Watch, 50 D•.,ruond•, worth
·21<0, for $t50; do. Diamonds and Uubies, t40 for
UOO; do. $tOO for $70. A fnllline of regular Bt:~Cies,
, quallY low. Weddine Rmgs a spectR tr.y. (JalJ;. ·
iuet Organs worth $t50 for $75; do. $100 for !50•
Music Box, tO air•, f3'~. worth $45; do. $28; do. 8
aus $t8 worth $25. 100 Plush ancl Leathtr AI hums,
largest •ize, $t to $tO, nearly h~tlf price. tOO Plush
l'mlet, Jewelrr, Mauicure, Shaving, and Chlld's
" ts, $t to $t5. •·•me reductions. Best Trtple
Plated Knives $3 50; Forks $3 50 per ilozPn. Trtple
plated Tea-Fp. onH U.70: Table-spoons t3 40 oer 6.
Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass n, Pebbles U, Gold
·6 and $7 ll::lend hue of finest print >on can read
plainly at t4 mches and I can tit :ron). I am an
expPrt in my ltne-Yultr home jeweler must hav SO
to 50 per cent profit-! will serve you honestly and
<tiv you the advantage of my I ng exoenPnce for
5 to to per cent.
OTTO WETTSfEIN,
Uochelle, lll.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
TJ1e Greatest of all Anti·Bibll·
cal \\'orks.
BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of Ammica from Grea
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more sucJ:
ftaming arguments , • , will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepa.
ration."

Price, 3lS

cents~

For either of these works or any of Paine'
writin~~:s.
Address THE llUTB BEEKER.

VOLT AIR£' S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Za.diar
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princes<
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. Th~
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microrutlgas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome t2mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price, cloth, bPveled boards, $l.~O;.pa.
per covers. $t. Half calf or half morocco, marbled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TllUTH BEEKER CO.

T H.E 0 AwNI NG
I

A. NOVEL.

"Oh, heaven l Apollo is once more among
herdsmen of Admetus, and the herdsmen ku
not it is the Bun-god l"
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound
cloth. Price, $t. 50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co<t
28 Lafaybtte Place, .New York
THE

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF 01JB
CJIVILIZATION.

Paine VinUicata~!

From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION,
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO•.

-o-

WORKS OF' 0. B.

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the .American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, t2mo, 29 pages,

[Heat/ten Illustration of tlte Temptation.]

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
.A Fabricated .Account of a SeeM at t"M Deatkbed of Thomas PalM.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the OIJsm-ver relies to prove its princi-,
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
'78pp. Price 15 cents. .

I

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

too.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
-o-

Address

WHI1'FORD, Jf.D.

The Bttndehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to obsen·e
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in the'r actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.

1 Vol. Svo. cloth, about 600 Pages. rrice, $2.50.
I

Sent post-paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER.

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, t2mo, 47 pages,

tt50 .

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, t2mo, 95 pages, 250.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, t2mo, 86 pages,
5c
AddresE THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 LafaYette Pl.. N'Pw York.
SEND POSTAL to J,eftwich Bros. and Curtis,
Florence, Ala .• for descr\ption of cheap lRnd in
the Sunny Suuth.
IY41i

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. W. FOOTE.

Price,

25 cents.
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER•.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
·
By.Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. GladA Dfs()USfion BetttJeen
stone. BY Albert Reville, D.D.
Gladstone, Huxley, l'tlnller,
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. THE ·same· histories, creeds, and confessions,
Linton,
Rev II Ie.
VII. .&:J~xt:li and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- with the impartial records of other·writers, ·make
JoHN L. SuLLIVAN, the Boston slugger, is
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
ton
· it also most pointedly manifest that there is no
winillng great attention in London. His little
OONTENTS:
, This is a new book and contains the latest discus· essential difference between the spirit and conministerial freak of leaving his wife at home,
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship, BY Hon. I sion_o!l the mistakes of Moses ..The names of the duct of the Protestant reformers and those infer. participants are a guarantee of Its able character. nal and beastly cruelties practiced in the darkest
W. E. Gladstone.
·
and taking another man's wife with him,
II.
The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterPrice, paper,59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
ages of. popery, and that they, as well as their
does not appear to prejudice the English
pretersofNature. ByProf.T.H.Huxley,
· ·
jC th I'
t
1 · d ·
thi
th
III.
Postscript
to
Solar
Myths.
BY
Prof.
Max
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.,
. a ? I~ ances or~, g _one . In no ng more an
1
public against Mr. Sullivan.
Muller.
28 Lafayette PI.,New York.
In bmldmgup their Z10n With b!ood.-D.M.Bennett,
EvBBY Ohristian know
THE official canvass of
that from Genesis to Reve·
the vqte in Atlanta., Ga.,
=-Iation
there is not a single
==----==-·givs a majority of 1,128
precept that forbids polyg.
amy to anypody not a bishagainst Prohibition.
op, and that the prohibition ·
THE Freemasons are
in the NewTest&IQent upon·
a bishop that he should be
h o 1ding· a. successful
the husband of only one '
charity fair at the Mawife, implies that whether
---'!, . - sonic Temple in this city.
any man not a bishop ,
should be the husband of
BETWEEN Jan. 1st and
more
than one, is left to his
Dec. 1st 354,892 immiown choice. Every Ohrisgrants ha.v landed at this
tian knows that polygamy
port, an increase of 70,was practiced throughout
the Old Testament Period
789 over the correspondwithout divine, human, proing months of 1886.
phetio, or priestly rebuke of
any kind; and every scholTHE Methodists' and
ar knows that in casual
Baptists' union church at
instances, though greatly
Orange, Vt., by the indisoouraged by the antag- ·
1
scrutable workings of
1onistic heathen influence of
1the Greeks and Romans,
providence, was destroyjthe practice obtained in Jued by fire last week.
dea till after the opening of
the Christian era,.:.. J:, B.
lT is believed that Gen.
iDens!ow, [NoTJ:.-As to the
Clinton B. Fisk, of New
•Precept abeuta bishop's be- .
Jersey, will be nominated
ing "the husband of one
for the United States
wife," we hav it given .
twice, as if it were of the
presidency by the Pro)lea~t o?.~sequeno?, ~z., in
hibition party at the
11 Tim. m, 2, and In Titus i,
National Convention to
6, The original may be in- .
be held at Indianapolis,
terpreted in three ways :. (1)
A bishop must be the husInd.
'band of one wife at least;
~oNGfourreca.ptured
(2) If the first die, he Jri8.y
ltake a second, and so on;
convicts who broke jail
·or (8), He must hav one
at Carthage, Mo., two
onzv tOtfOI, This is but one
weeks ago, occurs the
instance of the. uselessness
name of the Rev. J. H.
.of human Iangua~re to· exJOSEPH GETS PROMOTBD.
Healy. How the minispress any idea so as not to
And he made him to ride in the second chariot which he had : and they cried before him, Bow the knee : and he made him lbe liable to be misunderter happened to be in
stood-if men are deterjail is not mentioned in ruler over all the land of Jlgypt.-Gen. Jdi, -4.3.
mined to misunderstand
the dispatches.
. it.-HI/laZ.l
·
A TEAOHEB who, having gone through Euolid'l
of the brother shall be complied with. Sing the
THERE were 73 arrests in this city last Sun275th hymn, the 275th-' Away, vain · earthly demonstration (of the 47th proposition of the
day for violation of the excise law.
First Book), should add tb.at the hypothenuse was
things.'"
quantitativly related to the sides in that manner, '
TIJI(ELY WISDOll:,
THE Weekly Record, of Sussex, New Bruns11ecause the divine will had so ordered it, would
''YEs," said Mrs. Bascom to her neighbor, Mrs. They strolled along through the wood together,
wick, now has George Francis Train as assoimpeach his own competence as a mathematician,
Ponsonby, "I always did admire Deacon Sam· A manly youth and a maiden fair,
ciate editor.
and would confuse and offend the intelligence of
uels. He is the most dignified-looking man when Gathering leaves in the autumn weather,
his pupil; for, the pupil having once fairly appreTinted with colors most rich and rare.
JAOOB S~P, the convicted briber of alder- he is asleep that I ever saw, "
hended the truth, it becomes to him quite beyond
THEBE was a youn~r fellow whose forehead
He said, "You are much like the autumn leaves,
men, has been granted a. new trial and rethe power of any will, human or divine, to change
Was high and decidedly florehead.
With your cheeks of red and your hair of gold; it. When ethics shall hav become soientifloa.lly
leased on bail.
He thought it was grand,
And your heart the frost that the leaf receives
formulated, the suggestion of a divine will, as a
But, as we understand,
Ere its hues are seen-for your heart is cold."
A MAN in Chicago named Wolf, and a. man
source of m<;>ral law, will be felt to be equally. imHis acquaintances all thought it horehead,
in London named Burrows, were arrested
pertiDent.-E. D. Stark.
The maiden_ answered, " It may be soAs William bent over her fair face he whispered,
You.•ve known me lon~r, and perhaps know best- JUDGE BLACK probably thinks that the difference
last week for making seditious speeches.
"Darling, if I should ask you in French if I But the frozen leaf soon thaws, you know,
in the weight of rooks and clouds was created by
After •tis gathered and properly pressed."
A NEw YoRK theatrical manager has im- might kiss you, what would you answer?" She,
law; that parallel lines fail to meet only because
ported an infant phenomenon in the person of summoning up her scanty knowledge of the
"Sm," said the prisoner, "I did not pay this it is illegal ; that diameter and circumference
French, replied, "Billet doux !"
Josef Hofman, aged 10, who plays the piano
man for my refreshments because I know nothing could hav been so made that it would be a greater
TEAollBR (at the mission Sunday-school) : "Yes, of the value of money. I am a child of genius." distance across than around a circle; that a
with unsurpassed skill.
children, Daniel was cast into a den of lions, but "And what is your age?" asked the justice. straight line could inclese a triangle if not preA MAN calling himself Lord Courtenay has not one of them dared touch him. How strange "Forty-two years." "Then it is time you were vented by law, and that a little legislation could
" Pupil (scornfully) : "Aw, dat's nuthin'. I weaned," and his honor gave him thirty days make it possible for two bodies to occupy the
been the lion of Newark, N.J., society for a. seen a duck do that act in der cirkis last yef!,r."
same space at the same time. , . , The mind of
away from the bottle.
few weeks. He is now exposed as an imevery thoughtful man is forced to one of these two
Jrpso : "I heard that Matthew Arnold was an
"I HAD intended, brethren," said a Texas psstor conclusions : either that the universe is selfpostor, and Newark society is much lowered Agnostic." McCorkle: "No, that is decidedly
in its own estimation.
wrong, if a definition I heard recently as to what "to preach a sermon this morning on the univer~ existent, or that it was created by a self-exi11tent
an Agnostic is correct." J.: "What is sality of the plan of salvation, but I hav just being. To my mind, there are far more difficulTHE Interstate Commerce Commission has constitutes
the definition 7" McO.: "That an Agnostic is one learned that Brother McBender has collected my ties in the second hypothesis than in the first,decided that railroads " must furnish colored who does not know everything, and dees not pre- last quarter's salary, and instead of pa.ying it to Inoersoll.
me has taken it and run off- with the wife of
people, who buy first-class tickets, accom- tend to."
AND who is he that will harm you, if ye be folBrother Clugston. I will therefore invite your
modations equally safe and comfortable with MrNISTEB (to bereaved widow): "Yes, Mrs. Mil· attention on this occasion to a few remarks from lowers of that which is good 1 But and if ye sufother first-class passengers."
dew, John was such a good man-always the same, the text : 'These shall go away into everlasting fer for righteousness's sake (that is, for doing
good), happy are ye : and be not afraid of their
and
you could know where to find him at all punishment.'"
THE mayor and ten aldermen of Lincoln, times."
terror, neither be troubled.-! Peter iii, 18, 14.
Widow: "Yes, that's so." (Sobs.) Min·
THE srouxs.
Neb., were lodged in jail on \he 28th ult. ister : "And then in money ma.tters he was always
THE JetOtBh Messenoer says-and the atatement
A wanderin~r tribe, called the Siouxs,
is very suggestiv : "It is useless to deny that the
They had been charged with malfeasance, and so open-handed ! I remember a time I needed
Wear moccasins, having no shiouxs;
majority of our people, especially the young,
an inju)lction was issued against them, dis- money badly and John went down in his pocket
They are made of buckskin,
are not attracted to our religious shrines, except
for the whole 11um. Ah, it was such· a help I"
With the fleshy side in,
regarding which they were locked up.
Widow: "Has (sob) it (sob) ever been (sob) paid
on rare occasions." The young Israelites do
Embroidered with beads of bright hiouxs.
not stick to the faith of their fathers. Neither
DR. PARKER, the London clergyman, back?"
When out on the warpath, the Simas
do they become Christians. They cease to be
preached in Plymouth church last Sunday.
"How old was Noah when he died?" asked a
March single file-never by twiouxsreligious. And the chief cause of their apostasy
He has refunded the proceeds of the Beecher butcher of one of the negro whitewashers on the
And by blazing the trees
is that the young Jew has no Sabbath. He is
market. •• Now, you stop l'ight dar I" was· the emCan return at their ease,
eulogy to the amount of $700, which goes to phatic reply. "Wlay, Josiah, what's the matter
for the most part surrounded by such assooia·
And
their
way
in
the
forests
ne'er
liouxs.
tions as keep him from the synagog on Saturday;
the monument fund. Dr. Parker failed to with you?" "l'se had •sperience, sah-dat•s
and so he neglects religion and becomes an Infl.
All new-fashioned .boats he esohiouxs,
fulfil a. lecture engagement, December 2d, at what's de matter wid me." "How?" "Jist got
dei.-ll'amtll/ Treasury,
And uses the birch-bark caniouxs:
Norwich, Conn., and will be sued by Manager fru serving a sentence of thirty days in de workThey are handy and light,
house kase I couldn't agree wid de ole woman
FEAB not that tyrants shall rule forever,
Logee for breach of contract.
And, inverted at night,
whether King Solomon had red or black hair.
Or the priests of the bloody faith;
Giv
shelter
from
storms
and
from
diouxs.
Doan'
want
no
mo'
Bible
talk
fur
silt
months,
sah
They stand on the brink of a mighty river
HERR MosT, the Anarchist, now in the
-not
a
talk
I"
Whose waves they hav tainted with death.
The principal food of the Siouxs
Tombs for making unpopular remarks in a.
It is fed from the depth of a thousand dells;
Is Indian maize, which they briouxs,
public meeting, complains that the jails of " IT was the last request of the deceased," said a
Armmd
them it foams, and rages, and swells,
Or hominy make,
Oity minister in the course of the funeral
this city are much inferior in accommodation Kansas
And their swords and scepters I floating see,
Or mix a cake,
sermon of one of that city's most aotiv real estate
Like wrecks on the surge of eternity.
to those of European cities where he has been boomers, " that immediately after the services at
And eat it with pork as they chiouxs,
-Shellel/.
confined. The cells, he says, are insufficiently the grave an auction sale of lots in his Prospect
Now, doesn't this spelling look oiouxrious T
I LACK words to express my sense of the incoTis enough to make anyone fiou:z:rious I
heated, and are infe!ted with rats which insist park addition be held, and for that purpose Colonel Inflater, the well-known real estate auctioneer,
herence, irrationality, and general shookingness
So, a word to the wise :
upon sharing his bed with him.
will be present and conduct the sales. A stran~re
of the common view of the 1!-tonement. Sin and
Pray, our language revise
DEAOON ALLAN THOMPSON GILLILAND, from request, you will Say, my friends, and a queer
holiness are no matters of imputation; penalty
With orthography not so iniiouxrious I
cannot be substitutional, and in none of God's
Clay county, Tenn., came
New York last place for such a sale-in a cemetery. My own
idea," continued the minister, as he propped up
works can we find a hint of anything so confused,
week to invest in some counterfeit money, of the back cover of the Bible with the hymn-book,
awkward, incongruous, out of the divine style (so
which he had received advertisments. He "was to hav the procession go around by Prosto speak), as this whole " scheme "elaborated. I
P:ROSE
POEM.
fell into the hands of swindlers, and was pect park with a brass band and hold the auction
would say in passing, in the thick darkness of the
Dark Ages , . . Say what any man or all men
arrested with them and placed in the house ~ rillht on the lots before goin!l to the cemetery at
By R. G. INGKRSOLL.
.
,
' all; then buyers could see JUSt what thtJY were
will, of the poverty and fallibility of reason, whatof detentiOn. rhe deacon now fervently getting. But then, no two men ever conducted a Printed in colors on board, beveled edges. ever is plainly irrational we are bound to reject,
wishes he were back in Clay county, Tenn.
real estate boom exactly alike, and the dying wish Prioe liO cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. wherever we may meet with it.- W. c. Tenn61/.
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THE General Christian Conference now that " the cause of the estrangement of the
M. PASTEUR is studying a method of inocuheld at Washington, D. c., under the masses from the church is the antagonism of lating the New South Wales rabbits with a

================== I aus?ices of the Evangelical Allia~ce, is pro- 1the foreigners to our ev~~gelic~l

~ife," R~v. disease which will exterminate them, to gain
THE Roman Catholics hav built a new 1. duc.mg a cou~tless number of dehghtful and j' J. M. Foster urg~s .that a Christian natJO.n a prize of .£25,000 offered by the New South
church at Varennes, Quebec, costing $100,-! ~ap1ent ~axu~s of government. 4-s an should hav a Chnst1~n g~vernment, a~d th~s Wales government.
000. We should like to know just how many: mstance, 1t bemg remarked by a member would solve the immigration problem.
IN February last the Rev. J. J. Hoffman was
-,~-,_,.----"C"',..,.....,...,..
dismissed from the pasfarms and buildings hav
been mortgaged to meet
torate of St. Peter's Gerthe assessments levied by
man Reformed church in
the bishop for this purSheboygan, Wis. Herepose.
fused to giv rip the parsonage, and the people,
SISTERs of }:Iercy, says
the Catholio Union and
failing to get any satisfaction in the courts, deTimes, are now engaged
termined to take the matas teachers of the public
ter into their own hands.
schools of Ivesdale, Ill.
And so the other day a
WE are now to hav a
crowd, including fifteen
Roman Catholic chaplain
women of the congregain the United States navy.
tion, forcibly put the pasHe will be a priest from
tor and his family into
the diocese of New York.
the street and sent the
ELLA. WHEELER WILfurniture following after
oox advocates the ostrathem.
cising of divorced women
THE following report
from refined society.
of a lively meeting, at
Miss Ella is getting to feel
which the speakers were
entirely too big for her
old acquaintances of our
clotlies: She has probreaders, is fron1 the New
ably forgotten the fact
York Ti'I'IU8 : " Ed ward
that but for the charity of
W. Searing, the Progressome poor men, one of
sive Labor party candiwhom livs in Cloud coundate for district attorney
ty, who paid for her
in the last election, lectschooling, she would not
ured on the 4th inst. on
be the noisy brow ler she
the • Lessons of the Last
is. She seems to be as
Campaign.' In a very
heartless as witty and
mild way he suggested
talented.-1'he Blade,
that certain men in the
Concordia, Kan.
party, among them Edi·-"·-~Tru: Rev. Morgan
tor Sbevitch, had devoted
Hughes, vicarofDerwen,
perhaps a little too much
in North Wales, is caustime to explaining that
ing great excitement by
Anarchist did not mean
enfor~ing his claims to
Anarchist. The future
the full arrears of his
would see the' party suctithes. He obtained baiceed, he thought, if in
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later campaigns some
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to represent his surplice
interrupted by hisses and
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gether with another curiFor a moment the Socialous effigy o.f the aucistic audience seemed
tioneer. On the other
about to turn again and
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rend Captain Clark, but
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was placed on the stack,
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, was tried for incendiary language used in a result in a new trial being secured by the acTHE Catholic church has never condemned
Freetltznke? •
' speech condemning the illinois authorities cused.
slavery. It bas never taught that it is wrongTHE Episcopalian church of Canon City, for hanging the Chicago Anarchists, bas been
THE mystery of evil and consequent misery ful in the individual to hold slaves where
Col., does not appear to agree with its East- sentenced to one year's imprisonment in the on the premises of •an infinitly holy and in- slavery is sanctioned by municipal law; it
em contemporaries on the subjects of dancing penitentiary. A stay of execution, however, finitly kind being, who bas also infinit power, has never even taught that the system of
and card-playing. On the 2d of December it was granted pending an apveal to the ap. we hav on our hands for explanation; and, slavery is in itself wrongful. Its teachings
held a •• Dance 1 dance 1 for the benefit of the pelate court. Qne of the best lawyers in the until some theodicy, or something, has dis- would doubtless condemn slave insurrection
Episcopal church, at St. Cloud Hotel, at Vnited States tell~ us th~tt Most's conviction posed of that, we may as well relegate lesser or incitement to slave insurrection, or any
which card-playing and a ge~eral good time" on an appeal to the prejudice of the jury sur- things to the relativ obscurity in which they attempt to abolish slavery by illegal and viowas enjoyed.
reptitiously introduced by the district at- belong.-Boston Congregationalist.
lent means.-1'he Standard.
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words, if God made the sun and moon and world,
who made God' If these worlds require a maker, so
does God; and, then, who made the " maker ?"
Christians generally know but little about the
Life and Death-Hell and Heaven-God and solar system. They devote so. mllch time to God
Eternity.
and heavenly things that they hav little time for
If you want to put a Christian's pipe out, and such trifling matters. " God created the heaven and
witness a display of Christian forbearance, just insist the earth" generally bounds their knowledge of
upon his telling where. hell is. Whenever a Chris- astronomy.
tian tries to locate heaven or hell, his philosophy
One man forms his idea of God, and carves it in
begins to limp. Though he cannot tell where hell is, wood or stone and worships it. Another, a little
if you press your question he will giv you to under- more advanced, forms his idea of God, and though
stand· that you are on the most direct road to it. He he may not represent it by wood or stone, he warwill try to tell you that you are in nature's darkness, ships it the same as the other..
while God has opened his eyes to see things s.pirituAfter some years of study and experience he finds
ally which are veiled from your sight. His philos- out that some of his ideas about God are erroneous;
orhy can only be equaled by the old Dutchman's immediately his God must be changed so as to agree
with the advanced idea. Few realize how many
who fell up-stairs and stuck a knot-hole in his eye.
All the Christian knows about hell is that it is dis-. changes their God has passed through. It is easy
agreeably hot, and full of brimstone. All he knows enough to tell how gods are made, but to tell how
about heaven is that he will go there and meet his these imaginary gods could make worlds is a choker.
God (who is everywhere present) and walk the golden
It is interesting to trace God in his career from a
streets and wear a golden crown and play a golden savage and irrational God up to something like a
harp, and that all who hav not been anointed with h~1f-way consistent and civilized God.
Christian goose-grease will never get there. All gold
He used to cover the land in darkness and stop
. in heaven, all brimstone in hell. It seems to me that the sun and moon, turn all the waters into blood,
a God with a good he~d on him might avoid such cover the country with frogs and· lice, and
extremes. No Christian will be permitted to talk to
Wi' mair o' horrible and awful,
Which ev'n to naine wad be unlawful.
me about the goodness of a God when it is acaompanied with his barbarous idea of hell.
You hav heard of no such pranks lately. He has
It strikes me that a good unbeliever, full of loving sobered down into quite a steady-going God. Even
kindness like Colonel Ingersoll, ought to fare about since I can remember, he used to save a few and
as well as the Puritans, who whipped women on damn the many-not because the few were good, or
their naked backs. But it doesn't seem to be accord- the many bad, but he did it just for "his own glory."
ing to God's plan.
,
Even unoffending babes were the objects of his
A Christian told me the other day that heaven was wrath, and millions were brought into existence only
a spiritual abode and could be understood and ap- to see the lig}lt and be cast into hell. He is a better
preciated only by the spiritually minded. The idea of and decenter God to-day. It beats all how God
spiritual streets, and harps, and crowns of gold can improves as Christians outgrow their barbarous nohav no foundation in reason.
tions.
If heaven is a spiritual place, hell is a spiritual
If 'the idea of God should be wiped from the huplace. If the gold of heaven is spiritual, the fire and man mind, would not the law of gravit•ation be just
brimstone of hell are spiritual. The truth is, no such what it is now~ W auld not the daily and yearly
places exist. Instead of spiritual abodes, they are revolutions of the planets be the same? W auld not
only abodes of the imagination, invented only to en- the tides continue to ebb and flow! W auld not the
' slave the masses for the benefit of a religious aris- seasons run their ceaseless rounds? With all of
.
these phenome:raa. God has no more to do than a puff
tocracy.
The old, barbarous idea of hell is now entertained· of smoke.
by but few men of inquiring minds. Fifty years ago
For if it should so turn out that the BUD and planDO sermon was complete unless hell was uncapped and ets move in space in keeping with unalterable law,
the minds of the hearers harrowed up with a picture and if it be a fact that every seed sprouts and every
of the torments of the damned. Lang-uage is too animal.Iivs in obedience to fixed principles, what use
feeble to express all that has been suffered on ac- is there for a God~
count of a belief in this hell of the Christians.
If you cast a stone into the air, do you want a God
Mothers hav wept for children, even helpless babes, to n;~ake it return to the earth again! The truth is,
whom they believed had been cast into hell. Sons all the gods,.little and big, could not prevent it.
and daughters hav wrung their hands in anguish
There would be in nature nothing complex or
because they believed that the kind old father and requiring a God if we were familiar with all her laws.
the tender old mother were suffering the torments of If the simplest processes of nature can be accomthe damned.
plished without a God, so can the most complex.
Can the human mind conceive a more barbarous · If a cabbage seed be planted in good soil and
idea than that of a mother who has brought up a properly cared for, a large head of cabbage will be
family of children and watched over them and cared the result. But the help of all the Gods will not
for them with a heart so tender and a mind so affec- produce a large cabbage in barren soil which does
tionate, being rewarded for her affection and kind- not yield sufficient nourishment for the plant. If the
ness with eternal punishment!
help of God is not required to grow a head of cabIn early youth the Christian has his mind warped bage, neither is it required to fashion a world.
with these pictures of heaven and hell, and he is
The Christians' Godil!l a strange compound, a sort
incapable of reasoning correctly. In the first place, of hybrid or tribrid composed of three parts. The
it is an awful sin to question anything which God first part is an old father God. The second part is
has done. He is a great God-a powerful God. "He a great ghost. The third part is divided into two
is angry with the wicked every day," and would be. equal parts, half ghost and half human, begotten by
very likely to send a wicked boy to hell who plays one-third of the whole God, and brought forth by a
ball on Sunday.
Jew girl, The whole God is eternal, yet· one-third
To take all that has been taught and believed of it was born less than two thousand years ago.
about God, it would be hard to tell whether he is an This is a perfect analysis of God according to Chrisass or an angel; whether he is a God of peace or tian philosophy. And the Christian can undergo no
war, or both; whether a child is born to be saved or torture equal to that of being deprived of this threedamned-in short, if all the contradictions and ab- pronged, t!iple-headed God.
It would seem that the Christian clings to his God
surdities could be united in one being, it would be a
fit representativ of the Christian's. God.
with a tenacity proportioned to the unreasonableness
Thousands of Christians are down on their knees of the idea.
at the same time, asking God to answer contradictory
This divine monstrosity must accompany the Chrispetitions, some of them so absurd and ridiculous as tian wherever he goes. He bows himself before this
to lead one to think that the petitioner was either an great ghostly nothing in the most servil manner.
idiot or a lunatic. If I believed in a prayer-answer- He thinks he cannot breathe or do anything without
ing God, I would pray not to hav their prayers permission from this almighty "What is it!" which
answered.
is less in substance than the lightest kind of gas.
And yet from this airy nothing was evolved not
Ask Darwin, or Humboldt, or Draper about God,
and he shakes his head dubiously. If you want to only the sun and planets, but all the shining orbs
know all about God, ask not a scientist of deep scattered throughout the boundless realms of space.
research, but go to the little boy in Sunday-school Truly there is but one step between the sublime and
and ask him who made him, and he will tell you the ridiculous.
"God." The Sunday~school miss and the little boy
In this world effects follow causes. Penalties
know all about God. The more ignorant they are follow the violations of law. Frost and fire affect the
the more positiv they are, and the more decided good and bad alike. Fire has no choice between
about matters which it is impossible for man to saints and sinners. Good health is the reward for
know.
proper conditions. Atheists fare as well as ChrisBut the Christian insists that "there must be a tians. God has no friends to reward, no enep1ies to
God, else how could we account for the sun and punish. Man holds in his own hand all the rewards
moon and all the planets r• Then back of these and punishments meted out to him.
Hav all the churches and cathedrals ever built
worlds there must be a creator, greater arid more
wonderful than the things created. If this being, 1 increased the happiness of God! Hav all the prayers
greater. than all of these worlds! could hav an exist-! ever offered up added one iota to his enjoyment~
ence w1t~out a ~reato_r or designer, may not the
Has not every rational and humane effort put forth
lesser thmgs exist w1thout a creator! In other to better the condition of man been blest with good

I

results and added to his happiness' If all men
should endeavor to increase the happiness of the
human family, would God fare any worse T These considerations ought to satisfy every rational
mind that there is no reward for human effort unless
it be directed to the'bettering of earthly conditions.
Building temples and serving a visionary God is without reward, and is what ought to be known as ideal
idolatrv.
This" narrow neck of land to which I hav referred
(this life) is our home. All that we can enjoy or
suffer must be confined to its narrow limits. Human
endeavor ought to be turned to increasing· the happiness of and banishing the sorrow from this world.
Instead of turning our attention to God, whom we
cannot help, and who cannot help us; instead of
losing sight of all happiness here in anticipation of
a heaven which will never be realized; instead of fretting about a fiery hell which does not exist, let us
banish the hell on earth which "man's inhumanity to
man" produces by cruel wars, and by oppressing and
taking advantage of each other, and practice acts of
kindness instead of cruelty.
Christianity, like the ever-changing moon, is,constantly assuming new phases. in order to keep step
with the onward march of civilization. But it is
always behind, never in advance. Three hundred
years ago God was pleased when they burnt heretics.
The study of the sciences gave a new impetus to
civilization, and the brutality of such conduct was
made apparent. And when the advance guard had
set up another mile-stone to denote the progress
which had been made, Christians found out that God
was not pleased with hanging wit.ches and whipping
women. God has improved and Christians reformed
in proportion as science has triumphed and civilization made progress.
Thus instead o1 Christianity molding the minds of
the people and urging them on to nobler deeds and
loftier thoughts, it is itself being molded and irresistibly forced to follow in the wake of science and
civilization. The progress of the race is stea~y and
sure, though, like the precession of the equinoxes,
the motion is apparent only to the closest observers.
Ultimately, science will discover that the world has
no need of demons, saviors, or·gods, and Christianity
will be classed with other musty forms and ceremonies which hav retarded the world's advancement
for a season, and then died.
Even now there is not nearly the use for a God that
there was a hundred years ago. His hand used to
be seen in everything sublime, terrible, and awful.
The storm and the lightning, the earthquake and
volcano, were special manifestations of his power.
As these phenomena are more closely investigated,
and their philosophy understood, it is found that no
God is required to do nature's work.
When a boiler explodes the inference is that somebody has been careless, or there has been an oversight or mistake. But nobody asks if God let on the
steam.
God does not interfere in the affairs of men as he
did once. God is constantly changing for the better.
He has sanctioned every barbarous ChristiaR act for
hundreds of years. He did not even rebuke the
cruelties of the Inquisition. The priests declared that
he gave sanction to the torturer. He is no such God
now.
When the people come to realize that God is constantly changing-that the God of the Jews was a
different god from the God of the present time-and
that he grows more merciful and tolerant as the people outgrow their savage propensities, they will understand that God is simply a creature of the imagination, and exists nowhere only in the minds of
men.
The fact that God and Christianity are constantly
changing ought to act as an eye-epener to every
thinking mind. Perfection cannot grow better. If
. God sanctioned the tortures of the Inquisition, he is
in favor of them now. If Christianity was in error
when it inflicted those tortures, it is liable to be
wrong now, and cannot be taken as a guide in human
action. I conversed with a woman who had not been off
her bed without help for fourteen years. Her constant theme was the goodness of God. I looked
upon the pale, emaciated form and aslfed myself, If
God is good, how long would tb_is poor, patient sufferer be thus aftlicted ~ It seemed to me to be the
last link that Christianity could be capable of welding into its great chain of absurdity.
When the principles of science are taught in the
schools and become the topic of conversation in the
family and are applied to every dogmatic assertion,
such ideas will no more be taught than hedgehogs
will be bred for children to play with.
By stress of circumstances everyone must be compelled to admit that Christianity has never raised the
minds of the people above the burning of heretics
and the hanging of witches and infant damnation.
Christianity was itself lifted above these savage
thoughts and practices by an enlightenment not its
own.
Has not the world been made better by being
lifted above such a nightmare~ Can it be possible
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Pharaoh, hard-headed to the last, thought when named in Acts xiii, 1, 2, to wit, Barnabas, Simeon,
too late that it would be a good plan to exterminate ·Lucius, Mariahem, and Saul.
them utterly. That he failed in the attempt is a
Lucius was, perhaps, Luke, who may hav written
matter of history which must be received with a good the nucleus of a gospel, Manahem was an Essene,
many grains of salt. The story that a large number and Saul was an advanced Pharisee.
ANTICHRIST.
of persons sojourned during forty years in a wilderness where there was no sustenance ror man or beast
More Hopeless than Sodom.
is either altogether a myth or a gross exaggeration.
Strange how priestcraft, leading sectarianism,
Like the Mormon exodus, the beginning of their
career was unpromising, and all the original em.i- warps and twists the New Testament by selecting a
grants died by famin or other causes. But the recu- few texts and overlooking the whole. Were the
perativ power of fanaticism is astonishing. Moses work of any author treated as they treat the New
did not liv to see them through, but he propounded Testament, it could be perverted in the same way.
a series of laws, some good and some bad, many of One positiv ·text they overlook, where Christ after
which remain in force to the present day. Where advising a man to sell all he has and giv to the
he got them from, is a question I will not undertake poor declares, "It is easier for a camel to go through
to answer. The God that spoke to Moses from the the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the
burning bush proclaimed himself to be the incom- kingdom of heaven." Plain_ly, then, no rich man can
parable ego, and I hav a shrewd mspicion that Moses ever be saved, and so his followers understood it., for
and his God were one and the same penon. The they were astounded, and asked : " Who then can be
partial biographer of Moses describes him as the saved~" The reply is equally applicable to every like
meekest of men, but he was evidently the most assertion as to punishment and election and eternal
ferociouE>. . His own wife said he was "a bloody damnation: "With man this is impossible, but with
husband." · He was undoubtedly a sanguinary law- God all things are possible." Yet the rich, luxurigiver. To condemn a poor wretch to be stoned for ously living priests.of the sects complacently regard
gathering a few sticks on the Sabbath was the climax this text, while sentencing to everlasting horrors
of cruelty. I am inclined to think that the God of ninety-nine hundrelhs of the human race on the
Moses was a myth like Mrs. Harris, a stalking-horse, strength of one or two obscure texts of ·Paul about
an inexorable Jorkins, to whom he attributed the election, which plainly allude to this life alone, and
revolting laws he was ashamed to promulgate on his especially to those Christians who, by a happy
chance, were living in the time of Christ and his imown responsibility.
·
.
Like Mohammed, he was an advocate for sb:·eet mediate followers. They were the elect, the choEen
cleanliness, which is the o~e redeeming feature in ones to spread the gospel, and as the whole theory
their respectiv characters. The Jews were naturally of the condition of the future life is based on the
a dirty Jot, who could not be persuaded to wash idea of degrees of happiness or punishment, they
themselvs · unless it was inculcated as a religious should rejoice with joy unspeakable because of their
duty. When Moses lifted up the braze;n serpent in assured exalted places in the kingdom hueafter.
the wilderness, it was the apotheosis of common There is herdly a chapter of the gospels relating
sense. Those who understood the symbol forthwith Christ's words that does not convey the idea of deNaples, N. Y.
resorted to soap and. water, which common sense grees- of rewards and punishments as a matter of
tells us is the most effectual way to remove .those course. When the terrible injustice of punishing
'l'he Gospel According to Common Sense.
heathen and infants is suggested to these well-fed
cuticular parasites to which dirty people are liable.
" THE DIVINE LEGATION OF MOSES."
Pharisees, they cannot think that " with God all
0UTIS.
I hav borrowed this sub-heading from an English
things are possible." They assert that we are as
bishop long sit1ce dead, who will not be likely. to
clay in the potter's hands; that God's judgments,
Essenism and Christianity.
complain of the plagiarism It might hav been difThe Essenes, a sect of advanced Pharisees, were probably however severe on the "innocent, are just, althoug}l
ferent had I written of the mistakes of Moses, but the immediate originators of Christianity.
Paul says distinctly, "Where there is no law there
then 8. man may be said to make a mistake when. he
is no penalty;" "That sin is not imputed where there
Taking
this
as
a
text
from
an
article
in
THE
TRUTH
is no law;" and speaking of unbelievers declares,·
fails in what he undertakes, and that certainly Moses
SEE:KER entitled, "The Pagan Origin of Christianity,"
" God concluded them all in unbelief that he might
did nr;>t do. He was probably the most successful
humbug recorded in history, of whom Mohammed and the '' Man of Sin" will now sermonize :
hav mercy upo.n all," and that "all Israel shall be
Josephus (Ant.. xv, 10, § 15) describes a notable saved." "Who hath known the mind of God or who
Joe. Smith were but weak imitations. He had, perhaps, a better cause than either of his successors, Essene named Manahem, who was held in- great hath been his counselor T" Had he known John
being the self-elected champion of an oppressed esteem by Herod the Great, because when Herod Calvin this might not hav been asked. A Freepeople, who, like the modern Irish, were longing for was a child and going to school Manahem saluted thinker of culture listening to the wrangling a of these
Home Rule. To this, Pharaoh, of whom the English him as king of the Jews, and prophesied for him a sects, is perfectly amazed when he comes to read the
Tory premier is an "anti type, would not consent. And happy reign until toward its close. So when Herod New Testament as a whole, just as he would any
then commenced a series of J:!liracles and plagues, became king he continued to honor all the Essenes. other work, and sees what ignorance and pn·judice
Turn now to Acts xiii, 1, 2:
hav made of it. Any one of several hundred texts,
which would be altogethr:r incredible did not modern
NOw there were in the church that was at Antioch certain or some one narrativ of an event, is taken. and a
Spiritualism furnish us with a key as to the manner in
and teachers, as Barnabas, and Simeon that was
. which the miracles were performed. When at an prophets
called Niger, and Lucius of Cyrene, and Manaen, which had creed is made, and people are told to adopt it as the
only safety, in spite of the words of Christ and his
"electro-biological" entertainment we see a number of been brought up with Herod the tetrarch, and Saul.
actions that over and ovr,r again declare that "whatpersons presumably sane, and complete strangers to the
The name Manaen is unquestionably the same as soever ye would men should do to you do ye even so
operator, at his bidding believe that it burns, that it
The Greek has no letter h, and the dif- unto them, for this is the law and the prophets"
Manahem.
rains, that it freezes, that they are drinking from imaginary vessels, that they become intoxicated there- ference between the final letter n and rn is doubtless (Matt. vii, 12). But you must love God. Answer:
by and so on, we can understand the frogs, lice, and only accidental. Furthermore, Canon Farrar, and He who does as above proves his love of God. Love
riv'ers of blood that seemed to plague the Egyptians. other Christian scholars, recognize the identity of of man is love of· God. No man can love his fellowThat the magicians of Pharaoh were able to produce the two nameE'. And some hav conjectured that the man, as directed by Christ, unless he hav all the
the same effects by their enchantments is .conclusiv. Manahan of Acts might hav been a son of Manahem qualities of a Christian or good man-meekness of
They, however, found a master magician in Moses, the Essene. But th.e interval between the two would spirit, mercy, charity, and ar1 others. And, vice
who compelled his rivals to imagin that they were be too great. Herod was born about 73 years B.c.,. versa, he cannot be charitable, or meek, and the like,
unless he loves his fellow-man.
afil.icted with boils, and unable to appear against him. and was a boy when Manahem was an adult.
We will now parallel the Manahem of Josephus
Christ said, "Blessed are the merciful and pure in
Pharaoh was evidently one of the hard-headed sort;
heart, for they shaH obtain mercy and see God."
they could not impose upou him. I hav never been with the Manahen of Acts :
Manahem of Josephus.
lrfanalten of Acts.
The Presbyterian church says," Yes, provided they
introduced to the arcana of Spiritualism. The presWas a prophet and Essene;
Was a prophet and teacher; are of the elect, and are duly baptized, and observe the
ence of one unbeliever like myself is sufficient to
Knew Herod the Great · Was brought up with
Sabbath day (on Sunday, as ordered by Constantine),
spoil the whole affair. To see large pieces of furni- when a boy;
Herod's son Anti pas;
ture moved lJy invisible hands, to hear the
Is mentioned as living Is mentioned just after the and ~upport our church, and are not heathen," etc.
Observe that Christ and the apostles, wherever
scratching of a pencil under the table where no one about three years after the famin in the reign of Clandius, about A.D. 47.
they describe any conduct as assuring to the one
is using it, to read the writing so miraculously pro- great famin of 24-23 B.o.
Are not those striking parallels~ And bow are who acts in accord wit;h it a place in heaven, invaria.cured, requires faith of which I do not possess the
requisit grain. Such was evidently the case with we to account for them 1 Man11hem the Essene a bly describe conduct that is impossible to one who
Pharaoh. His usual retort to all these manifestations friend of llerod the Great, and Manalien the Chris- hates his fellow-man, or e>en to one who does not
of an occult power amounted to, ''You cannot humbug tian who was brought up with Herod the tetrarch, love his fellow.
"Love God and thy neighbor as thyself." These
me." And then Moses tried another plan, as diaboli- that is, with &rod Antipas, a son of Herod the
cally conceived as the Phamix Park murders, but less Great! The interval between the two Manahems, if two are all · and this last is all, because it includes
clumsily carried out. The Israelites, largely scattered we are to accept the chronology of Acts, is about 70 the fit·st as the first does the last. So says Christ.
about as domestic servants in the houses of ·their years. Josephus's dates are reliable; those of the "The gifts and calling of God are without repentEgyptian taskmasters, were instructed o~ a given book of Acts are false and confliCting. Josephus's ance· all are in unbelief that all may be saved: where
' is there can be no transgresswn,
. " says p au 1.
night to murder the first-born of the family. Out- history is quite free from corruption; the book of no law
door emissaries were largely employed as well, and Acts is quite otherwise, the text having been more Yet the churches, taking a few verses plainly applythat these might not mistake the houses at which the tampered with than any other book in the New Tes· ing to temporal conditions, and others t~at are
· deed was to be performed, the Israelites were in- tament. And the compiler of the fabulous book, or merely advil:lory as to conduct and conversatwn bestructed to sprinkle their door-posts with blood, so a later scribe, sought to make the record fit the period fore the world, include nearly all the world in eternal
that the "destroying angel" might pass them by. between A.D. 29 and 63. It would not do, therefore, damnation, and that, too, with penalties without
If he had been really a supernatural visitant., he would to allow the text to stand with Manahen contem- degrees.
Plainly, "it shall be more toler~ble for Sodom" at
not hav required such a guide. They managed their porary with Herod the Great, so he interpolated
work very adroitly; and after the manner of things, "Herod the tetrarch," who governed Galilee and the judgment than for them. Plamly," they shall be
rewarded according to their works." . Plainly, "th~y
probably by strangulation, so as to leave no blood or Perea from 4 B.C. until A.D. 39.
The fact is. that whatever historical truth is to be shall in nowise come out thence until they bav ptnd
bloody weapons as witnesses against them, and their
victims were supp'lsed to hav died a natural death. found in the fabulous book of Acts belongs to a the uttermost f!lrthing." P1ainly, some of them snail
No wonder that the EJyptians were glad to get rid of period long before the time of Tiberius and Pontius be ''least in the kingdom of heaven "-if they are
their troublesome neighbors at any price, which will Pilate. Thert! was a Jesus who was stoned and not great in the kingdom of hell, where they ma:r be
account for the loans of gold and silver to induce hanged for sorcery about 75 years B c., and among detained until they hav paid tbe uttermol:lt farthmg.
None but the elect are saved, "yet the son of mlln
his disciples were the five prophets and teachers
them to go.

that any were ever made better by such horrid beliefs
in regard to God and humanity'
So long as an imaginary tyrant in the skies is worshiped man will be enslaved and belittled; so long
as men strive for an imaginary heaven, human interests will be neglected and earth remain a scene of
misery; so long as men are respected who teach
these unnatural an(\ delusiv doctrine, the lofty bights
which I believe man is capable of attaining will never
be reached. When t.he gaze of men is turned from
heaven to earth they will begin to study the laws of
nature and learn that all the gods cannot alter
them, and the welfare of man will become the chief
thought.
W_hen we learn the great lesson that all the hell
there is comes from our own carelessness, or from
neglect, or design; when we learn that God and
heaven are only fanciful pictures engraved upon the
. mind in early youth, we shall turn ·our attention to
tliiogs of this life, and begin to trample down tbe
th.:>rns and thistles and plant flowers in their steadwe shall make this n1Hrow. country to which we are
confined a fit abode for t!Jat being who, in his highest
estate and perfected condition, will outrank all the
gods, and whose welfare will become the ultimatum
of human endeavor. If it bepossible to bring about
a better state of things, if selfishuess and crime can
be abolished, if want and misery can be banished, if
man can be brought to that state of perfection (as I
believe he can) that he will seek to do the right and
avoid the wrong-would there be any need of heli ~
Would not every idea of justice be outraged if such
beings were eternally tormented~ And would they
not get along without a God better than they would
with such a God as they hav had for thousands of
years~ On the other hand, if the race can be brought
up to such a high standard, will men be unfitted for
o. state of bliss if there is one~
JoHN PEcK.
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came to seek and save that which was lost." "·All
power is given unto him in heaven and in earth," yet
the meek, the pure in spirit., the humble, kindly lover
of his fellow, whom he assured should see God and
be greatest in his kingdom, are forever lost if not of
the elect, if not of the church, if not dipped, if not
sacrament partakers, if not this, that, or the other.
"Neither do I condemn thee." Had she repentedjoined the church' "Raise the dead." What I shall
they only hav another opportunity at salvation? See
what a commotion was raised among the Pharisees
lately, because a few among them, kindly of heart,
merciful in disposition, loving even the poor heathen,
ventured to express a faint hope that even they who
· had never heard their gospel might be saved.
Oh, 'tis enough to make the very angels weep at
seeing poor man cutting such fantastic tricks before
high heaven !
HoLT.

g[~t

Jlmerican Jttf!Utt IJnion.

Are we the sons by whom are borne
The mimtles~which the dead hav worn? .
Shall tongues be mute when deeds are wrought
Which well might shame extremest hell?
Shall freemen lock the indignant thought?
Shall Pity's bosom cease to swell?·
Sball honor bleed? Shall truth succumb?
Shall pen, and press, and sword be dumb?
By all ab·ove, around, below,
Be our indignant answer: No I

Then answer, No! in the most effectiv way. Take
H. L. Green's advice. He says in the Freethinker.s'
Magazine: "We again repeat that, in ~ur _op~nion,
the best thing that th'3 Liberals can do 1s to g1v the
Secular Union their generous and undivided support
for the next year, and if the present officers faithfully
discharge their duties, and stand by the platform
adopted at Chicago, then reelect them, but if they
fail, then put others in their places. And one thing
let us not forget to do, and that is to hav a grand
rally from all parts of the country at the next annual
Congress." This is honest, generous, just advice.
Will you giv this administration that support 1 If
you do, you shall not regret it.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary A. S. U.
750 W: Lake st., Chicago,· Ill.

induce nearly one hundred to attend that evening;
Oh, dear! dear! but the church folks were wrathy.
They had announced they would hold meetings at
the hall instead of the Infidel. They bribed the poor
little, 7 x 9, silly paper, called the Democrat, td
denounce me, and warn the people not to go to hear
all that was good and sacred reviled.
Wednesday evening I had over three hundred
intelligent ladies and gentlemen present, all of whom
evinced the deepest interest. Thursday evening it
poured of rain. The church folks were washed out ·
they had overdone the praying for cold water, and
now had a young flood. It dampened their ardor;
they held no meeting. There was over two hundred
at the hall, and despite the fearful rain mariy ladies
were present.
There was at each lecture eager demand for Liberal
publications. I sold over $30 worth of books and
. pamphlets, and left Clinton jubilant at the glorious
impetus given the gospel of humanity, despite all
C. B. REYNOLDs.
opposition.

The LiberaJ".CJub.

The pl~tform o! the Manhattan Liberal Club on
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
- - 750 West Lake St., Chicago,
the evening of the 9th was occupied by Samuel P.
CHARLES Eo:s:HARD, Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl•• New York.
Putnam, president of the American Secular Union.
E. B. FooTE, JB., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
Mr. Putnam was always a favorit of the Club, and he
EDGAR C. BEALL• Chair. Fin. Com., - - 27 bcade, Cincinnati.
was received with open arms, so to speak. He spoke
of the "Dangers Ahead" in the growing ecclesiastical
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
Revival of Religious Bigotry.
legislation, and the formation of the National Reform
KmasToN, Mo., Nov. 25th, 26th, 27th.-This is the party, whose object is the incorporation of God, the
The Thanksgiving sermons preached in Chicago
were, as the tailors say, " all of the same piece." It county seat of Caldwell county, eight miles south of Bible, and Jesus Christ with the Constitution of the
looked as though the numerous secretaries of the Hamilton, which is· the nearest railroad station. United States. Among the vice-presidents of this.
Gad-in-the-Constitution movement had furnished our Two obstacles were in the way of the success of the association are eighty reverends and bishops, ten
divines with the mental pabulum necessary for so im- lectures-first, a severe, cold storm; and, second, .a college professors, nine justices of supreme court,
portant an occasion, for all wanted God in our laws, teachers' institute. However, the novelty of the first two judges of superior court, etc. The Woman's
for quite contradictory reasons, like a scarecrow in Infidel lecture in the town attracted aboutforty per- Christian Temperance Union is also allied with this
a cornfield, as one fellow put it, to "make the people sons on Friday evening; and their good report, de- ecclesiastical party. The leaders of the Union are
tremble," but they all wanted him bad. Some spirit- spite the savage storm of sleet and severe cold, gave vice-presidents in th~ reform party. Miss Willard,
ual bulldozers reverted to our "national perils,'~ pre- increase of attendance on Saturday evening. On president of the Woman's Christian Temperance
suming that God didn't know what was necessary for Sunday the weather was still very severe, but the Union, has suggested the creation of a special departtheir good, or fearing that he wasn't as fly as the storm partly abated, and the interest aroused gave ment for the promotion of Sabbath observance, coopdevil, for, notwithstanding their thanks, some seri- both afternoon and evening what was, under the cir- erating with the National Reform Association. This
ously intimated that his satanic majesty was stealing cumstances, quite a large attendance.
department is now established. The Woman's Chrisa march on the Lord of· hosts, and something indiThe trinity of Freethought here consist!" of W. A. tian Temperance Union by its speakers and writers
cated that the latter would be left several laps be- Colvin, T. C. Frost, and Hardin Steele. I made the is committed to a theological government, and is,
hind ere he reached the home-stretch. So they gave acquaintance of many royally good folks, and enjoyed therefore, by its vast membership promoting one of
him a lashing-with their tongues. Others slyly put a visit to the hospitable home of Brothe~ Colvin. the dangers ahead. The workingmen, also, by a false
their hands behind their backs and thanked him for He is a genuin Liberal, whose acts are in harmony understanding of the nature of Sabbath legislation,
"blessings;" some for one reason, but generally with- with the principles he professes. He is an honor to to a large extent unite with the church. party for the
out reason; some wanted him for a background, an- any cause he espouses. The lectures resulted in passing of church laws. The Catholic church also
other for a foreground, to our Constitution. In fact, quite a number of additions to the ranks of those combines with other ecclesiastical forces for the same
there was nothing so absurd that it would not do for a who dare think for themselvs.
object. There is therefore a gathering together of.
pretext for thanking God. What " taffy" he did get,
That zealous and faithful apostle of Freethought, many instrumentalities for the support of the God-into be sure! If his almightiness didn't get some val- J. E. Remsburg, was at Hamilton while I was at the-Constitution party. Eternal vigilance is the price
uable pointers that day, for which he will ever be Kingston, but the weather was so severe that we of liberty, and .every true American citizen should be
grateful to Chicago, the center of the universe, it will could not meet. The eight miles of muddy road and on his guard against these insidious and growing
be a sign that he'd better install one of our city pas- the savage, cold wind kept us asunder.
•
dangers to a free government. Herbert Spencer
tors to man the machine.
·
The pure spirit of Christian love and justice was says, "Free institutions can be maintained only by
If the absurdity were all, we could well afford to manifest at Hamilton. The hall is owned by a de. citizens each of whom is instant to oppose ev;ery
laugh, but their traitorous utterances show how will- vout Presbyterian. He was very eager to secure his illegitimate act, every assumption of supremacy,
ing these Christian ministers were to "throttle the rent, but the friends informed me that on the Satur~ every official excess of power, however trivial it may
law;" to inaugurate religious ruin; to subvert Amer- day evening at the hour announced for the lecture of seem." With eight hundred millions of property
ican liberty, and really found a reign of scepter and Mr. Remsburg to begin the fires had not been exempt from taxation ; with Sabbath and blasphemy
surplice.
lighted. This contemptible, mean design succeeded, laws in almost every state of the Union; with a party
Of course such pulpit villainy is ably seconded by for all but those warmly attached to the cause were of wealth and position aiming to make Christianity
pious editors, for the good deacon on the Journal, frozen out. On Sunday, at 2:30, the time for the the common law of the land, abetted by the Woman's
that sanctimonious Chicago evening sheet, declares afternoon lecture, the hall doors were fast locked. Christian Temperance Union with a membership of
that a Christian thief is preferable, as a citizen, to an The Liberals repaired to the drug-store, where friend nearly a million, the Catholic church, the workingmen,
honest Infidel. Hear him :
Remsburg held forth to the loyal and faithful few. and the Prohibition party, there is imperativ need for
For this reason an immoral and lawle~s man, whose prac- In the evening, the report having been industriously the maintenance of a national Liberal organization like
tices, habits, and life-who may even be a criminal as re- circulated," The lectures hav been given up," attend- the American Secular Union, whose object ~:~hall be
gards property rights or deed11 of violence-if he bas a ance was made slim. But the dear Christians over- the total separation of church and state, and the
theoretical belief in God, is a good man and a valuable
member of society as compared with the Infidel who, how- reache~ themselvs, for their course of action has establishment of a purely secular government.
Mr. Chavannes, of Tennessee, agreeing with all the
ever pure his life, denies the existence of deity, the truth 0f aroused a spirit of determined, persistent energy
divine teachings, and the gospel that was taught by Jesus among the Liberals. and they are resolved to try it points made by the speaker, noted also the danger
Christ.
over, and make sure next time that the freezing-out arising from the Comstockian laws, and called attenThere's Christian morals for you.
game shall not be played on them.
tion to the importance of the work performed by the
Then, that political prostitute of the Tribnne, to
CLINTON, HENRY Co., Mo., Nov. 29th, 30th, Dec. National Defense Association in maintaining free mails
tickle the Irish dynamiters, whose votes Blarney lst.-S. E. Price was the only Liberal in this town and free press against the encroachments of Com·
Blaine is after, in speaking of Anarchism, makes that who had vitality or zeal enough to endeavor to stock and his" coadjutors.
'
a religious issue. As follows :
Messrs. Oppenheimer, Weeks, Wakeman, Clark,
secure lectures. He and his good wife are SpiritCohen, and Mrs. Leonard accepted the lecture as
The English and the Irish immigrants are free from it. ualists, but thoroughly Liberal.
The infection has no hold on the Protestant Germans, and is
Friend Price and Mr. Bates, proprietor of the hall, truthful and timely; but some criticisms were made,
practically unknown among Roman Catholics of all nation. met me, on arrival at Clinton, Wllth the discouraging especially by Messrs. Oppenheimer and Wakeman, of
alities. Very few of the Poles are infected, and the Scandinavians are wholly free from the madness of Anarchism. declaration that" they had hoped I would not come." the work of· the Ameri!lan Secular Union as not
This peculiar mental and moral malady exists only among a Bates had written me to that effect, but his letter being inclusiv of the many important reforms and
small number of Infidel Germans and Poles, with a scattered failed to reach me. They informed me that all the social and intellectual movements of the day.
following from other nationalities-God-disowning, law- churches were working zealously for local option.
In reply, Mr. Putnam admitted the necessity of all
defying, political desperadoes, who cannot command the Every one of the churches was holding early prayer those reforms, and that Liberalism should include
sympatby or support of any considerable number of foreignmeetings every evening, and adjourning at 7:30 to everything that is for human welfare, but he insisted
born people.
To think that there are men calling themselvs Free- the court-house to hear Prohibition lectures. A com- that no one organization could devote itself to this
thinkers and Liberals who, "for business reasons," mittee of church folks had waited on Mr. Price to vast and general work. Liberalism is too great ever
are so cowardly and contemptible as to giv largely to ask him to cancel engagement of the hall for me, and to be fully comprehended in one organization, and
the church, and grudgingly, or not at all, to the giv them possession at once, as the court-house there should be not one organization, but many orcause of mental liberty, as represented by the Amer- would not hold the people who desired to attend their ganizations, and each organization should be devoted
ican Secular Union; who are absolutely paying for meetings, and the excitement was so great I could to specific object. The American Secular Union is
the whips with which ihe enemy will scourge their not possibly get an audienee. Bates declared I could for the total separation of church and state. This. is
backs in the near future, because anxious to cater for not get seven people to hear me, and advised me to its particular work. The National Defense AssoCiapresent popularity, if not averted by Freethought let the Christians hav the hall. l\(r. Price was of his tion is for free mails and free press; the Liberty
opinion, but he preferred I should decide for myself. League for free speech and free assembly. The gr~at
e ]ucation and organization I
I seldom surrender without a struggle, and never to work of Liberalism for the intellectual, moral, soCial,
Verily we ask with Whittier:
a combination of fanatics, so I told them, "If I can- and political advancement of the race can be beat
Is this the land our fathers loved,
not lecture to seven, I will to six."
advanced by this differentiation of organization. All
The freedom which they toiled to win?
The high esteem in which all the people hold disagreements are thus avoided, and harmony praIs this the soil whereon they moved?
Are these the graves they slumber in?
friend Price enabled him by personal solicitation to served; vast numbers can unite together for the sup•
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
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port of the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Connect
with these some other issue, and division occurs.
For other issues, let there be other organizations.
We cannot organize for a general, but for particular
purposes. In this way there is intensity of life and
harmony of action.
A collection of about $12 was taken up at the close
of the lecture, which was tendered to Mr. Putnam
in remuneration of his services. But he desired to
hav it placed in the fund of the American Secular
Union for the general work. The amount, therefore,
is placed in the hands of the treasurer, Mr. Eckhard.

Mr. Hill's Rt>joinder.
Brother Hill is more than willing to giv in, provided
he is wrong, and will, of course, make the necessary
correction in his reading and figuring on the forthcoming 288 printed issue (Jf the Bruno-Wakeman
calendar; but before doing so he begs leave to offer
the following, from the Encyclopedia Britannica,
which bears directly upon the point at i!'sue, and to
which he respectfully calls Brother Parkhurst's attention. What· was just published from that great
authority bore only on the popularity of beginning
a calendar with the figure 1, but this quotation bears
directly on the mathematics of such commencement.
The words are as follows :
In. order to preserve uniformity in their computations
astronomers denote the year which preceded the first of our
era by 0, and the year previous to that as 1 B.o., but chronologers, in. conformity with common notions, call the year
preceding the era 1 B.o., and so on. By reckoning iii this
manner there is an interruption in the regular succession of
numbers ; and in the years preceding the era, the leap
years, instead of falling on the 4th, 8th, 12th, etc., fall on
the 1st, 5th 9th, etc.

This is taken from the article on chronology, and
seems to me to state distinctly that, although popular, the figure 1 is wrong mathematically, because
leaving room for such an "interruption" when work~
ing backward from an era. I await Brother Parkhurst's answer.
GEo. N. HILL.
Boston, Dec. lOth.
------~~.-------

Books and Periodicals.
"The Factors of Organic Evolution," by Herbert Spencer,
constitutes No. 94 of the Humboldt Library, and affords the
opportunity of gettin)l: a great work for only a small sumHi cents. It should be in the library of every Freethinker.
".The Diseases of Personality," byTh. Ribot, is ~o. 95 of
the Humboldt Library. It is one of that large class of works
which hav lately been published treating of Mind, and is by
no means the least worthy of them of study. Price 15 cents.
The Popular Science Monthly for December contains articles by Professor Huxley, Grant Allen, and the duke of
Argyll; and an interesting bit of autobiography entitled,
" The Boyhood of Darwin," from the " Life and Letters" of
the great naturalist.
_ " Wayside Jottings" is Mattie E. Hull's poems and essays
collected and handsomely printed and bound. A great many_
friends of Mrs. Hull will peruse this volume with infinit satisfaction. The book is published by Moses Hull & Co., Des
Moines, Ia., for $1.25.
"Natural Law in the Business World," by Henry Wood,
is a conservativ argument directed against the economic
heresies of the day. It will please the employers of labor
and irritate the Socialists. It is, however, too old-fashioned
for the present time. Price 30 cents, supplied from this
office.
A. Rnoflach, who has achieved such signal success in
simplifying instruction in the German language, has begun
the publication of a series of pamphlets, ultimately to be
bound in one, to make Spanish equally easily intelligible.
The numbers are 10 cents each, and sold at this office. Five
numbers are out.
We hav just published a new edition of Prof. Felix L.
Oswald's "Secret of the East." It is printed on heavy paper,
wide margin, and finely and substantially bound. Of the
merit of the book the admirers of Professor Oswald are well
aware, and the fact that this is the third large edition attests
it. The price remains at $1.
L. L. Whitlock has begun in Boston the publication of a
monthly called the Soul. It is a handsome paper. Its avowed
purpose is to find out if man has " a never-dying soul to
save, and fit it for the sky." Inasmuch as the editor and
contributors start out with the proposition that they ltav, the
paper can hardly be termed scientific.
We hav received a plea for home rule as against Rome
rule, called, " Ultramontanism is Unlawful in the United
States," by Adolf Hepner. Mr. Hepner is very unskilful in
the use of the English language, but he means well, and his
pamphlet contains good matter. It may tie bought of Mr.
Hepner for 10 cents, 709 Wood street, Philadelphia.
J. Mount Bleyer, M.D., has written a treatis on "Scientific
Methods of Capital Punishment," and Fitzgerald, whose education as a priest made him an Atheist, has put it into his
Humboldt Library, No. 93. The price is 10 cents. Mr.
Bleyer believes in the use of electricity in speeding the parting guest whose longer stay in this world is undesirable.
" Christian Paradoxes : The Characters of a Believing
Christian in Paradoxes and Seeming Oontradictions," by
Francis Bacon, is just what its voluminous title indicates. It
is printed by Peter Eckler, who owns a job~printing office in
this town, and turns out some of the handsomest specimer:s
of typography that we ever saw. This little pamphlet of
fowteen pages, ~;:opt~iuing a portr3it of :Francis ~acop 1 ap.d

selling for 5 cents, is no exception •. Mr. Eckler contributes a
preface, in which he considers whether Bacon was a Christian
or not, and givs us enough facts about that " greatest,
brightest, meanest of mankind" to make us hope :he was.
The Paradoxes are sarcastic, and leave one in doubt whether
B11con meant to sneer at Christian theology or to plainly expeund it for the benefit of true believers. They certainly
are entertaining reading.
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writer, who confounds " honest thought" and murderous
acts, and argues as though they were one and the same, is
not wo.rth replying to.
"Outside the Gates; and Other Tales and ·sketches," by
a Band of Spi'rit Intelligences, through the Mediumship of
Mary Theresa Shelhamer, hasjust been published by Colby
& Rich, of Boston. The book is not exactly a novel, but the
heroin is a spirit who "depicts her progress "-we copy
" The Philosophy of Cure" is the first of six proposed from the advertisment-"in spirit-life from a state of unhapworks on" Human Culture and Cure," by E. D. Babbitt, piness outside the heavenly gates to one of peace in the sun"Dean of the New York College of Magnetics." His idea set land-developing on the way stories of individual lives
seems to be to cure diseases by light, heat, magnetism, etc., and experiences, as well as descriptions of their condition
and the book is published to convince people of th.e possi. and abodes of the spirit-land." Doubtless. the book is as
bility of the scheme. The part just issuEd is mechanically authentic as Revelation, and those who hav read Miss Shelbeautiful, and is sold by the" New York Solar Thermolume hamer's lectures will probably desire this book. The price
is $1.25, and, like all of Colby & Rich's publications, it may
Co.," 39 West 27th street, this city.
be obtained at this office.
John' Page Hopps, a Unitarian preacher of England, has
The Rochester Brotherhood of Humanity, whose objects
put into a pleasing pamphlet seven of his lectures upon the
are "to discover the nature, the ministry, and the destiny of
origin, structure, contents, and authority of the Old Testa.
man, and to unfold the divinity within him, and more espement. Mr. Hopps follows after the distinguished authors of
.cially to discover and elucidate esoteric Christianity," has
the "Bible for Learners" and Matthew Arnold in his criticism
printed a small pamphlet on "Christos," with the allegation
of the Hebrew scriptures and religion. His book is mild and
on the cover that the perfect man is the anthropomorphic
reverent, and will be acceptable to the Unitarians, though God. The style of the work may be discovered from the
notimfficientlyexplicit to please the Radicals of this country. concluding paragraph of the introduction: " God is ever near
Mr. a :Jd Mrs. B. F. Underwood hav resigned the editorial to the willing and contrite soul, for the divine voice cannot
control of the Open Court. The reason is that.Mr. Hegeler, be heard in the whirlwind of passion and pride, but in the
the proprietor, desired to associate with them Dr. Paul Ca. silence may be found the word, which was, which is, and
rus, his secretary, and future husband of his daughter, to which ever shall be, world without end." Surviyors of that
which they objected. This will, probably, end the Open. affirmation who desire more may address Mrs. J. W. Cable,
Court. While we cannot admire some things that Mr. Un. 40 Ambrose street, Rochester, N.Y.
derwood has done, we hav never denied him great intellect.
Our old friend, J. Pettey, of La Crosse, Wis., has compiled
ual ability. For a publication like the Open Court he is emi- a volume of his essays, originally published in Freeth ought
nently: :fitted as editor, though too labored in style for gen- papers, principally THE TRUTH SEEKER and investigator,
eral work.
under the modest title of "Freethought Miscellany." The
"Spiritual Healing Formula and Text-Book," by A. J. book is adorned with Mr. Pettey's portrait. The essays
Swarts, is one of the claptrap results of the faith-cure craze. were more interesting when written than now. Mr. Pettey
There is a field of psychic phenomena which it is the legiti- is a very direct and pointed writer, as this quotation from his
mate province of the scientist to investigate, but the empiric " review of a few sentences" from Mr. Putnam's " Problems
methods of those who find in the material action of the brain of the Universe" will show: "You remind me of what a
a "consuming fire by which we are changed from glory German once said, ' Some mens know somedings, but more
to glory by the Spirit, God," add nothin"g to the world's almost nod dings.' And further adds, ' Some professors mit
knowledge. The price of :i\Ir. Swarts's book we do not know. pig heads hav too much talk, and not enough think,' which
It may be obtained of him at 161 LaSalle street, Chicago, lll. I think is the case with you." Those who desire more profound arguments of this sort should address J. Pettey,
Our German readers will all want the " Freidenker Alma.
nack" for 1888. It contains a great deal of useful information, La Crosse, Wis.
We received some time since from Lee & Shepard the folsplendid poetry, and high-toned literature, which is beyond
any power of ours to describe. We know that it has a calen- lowing:
"Lee & Shepard hav in press a work which will at once
dar, the poetry we can tell by the shape, and we can dimly
perceive that what is doubtless one of its most interesting command a wide reading, for its timely discussion of a subject of intense interest to the present. generation. by a discontributions bears on the subject of " Socialismus and In- tin~uished
author, whose works run through a field of individualismus." The price of the Almanack is 25 cents, and qmry regarding the Socialistic problem, as seen from the
it may be had of the Freidenker Publishing Co., Milwaukee, Socialistic point of view-' Danton in the French Revolution.' The book has been recently written by Laurence
Wis.
the author of 'The Cooperativ Commonwealth:
Dyer D. Lum has resurrected the Alarm of Albert R. Par- Gronlund,
An Exposition of Modem Socialism,' by a Socialist. The
sons, and publishes it fortnightly at 169 Washington street, author claims that Danton's work really saved France. and
Chicago. It is needless to say that it is an Anarchist journal. he places the responsibility for the bloodshed from 1789 to
Mr. Tucker, who poses as a sort of intellectual yard-stick by 1792, not upon the Socialists, but upon those whom he terms
which to measure Anarchistic minds, says that "the paper 'counter-revolutionists.' This remarkable book will embrace
the period from 1718 to the present time, and probes into the
keeps well up to the platform," from which we infer that it great
social questions which now agitate soCiety with charis a safe journal for'an Anarchist to hav in the house. Mr. acteristic vigor and ability. As no work of this kind by a
Lum is a very forcible writer, exceedingly bitter against con- Socialist has ever before been published in the United States,
stituted authorities, and grimly in earnest. The subscrip. its appearance will be a literary event of considerable interest."
tion price of the Alarm is $1.50 annually.
After saying that the book is now out, and for sale here
"Pope's Essay on Man, with Responding Essay," by for $1.25, that Mr. Gronlund is overestimated by his pubCaleb S. Weeks, is a pamphlet published by the Fowler & lishers and underestimated by the public, we hav nothing
Wells Co., in which Dr. Weeks givs a page from Pope and further to add to the notice.
balances it by some reflections of his own. He calls his
One would think that t1ailors were about the last class of
Essay, ''Man Seen in the Deepening Dawn." By investing
50 cents the curious can see whether the second essay is an mechanics for which a journal could be published with any
improvement in philosophy upon the first. Dr. Weeks, we reasonable hope of getting it. to its subscribers. But several
may say, is one of the most interesting debaters-in the mat- numbers of the Pacific Coast Seaman's Journal hav reached
ter of his remarks-of the Liberal Club, and has embodied, us from San Francisco, and it shows evidences of prosperity.
The Seaman's Union on the Pacific Coast is, perhaps, one of
he assures us, the best of his ideas in this poem.
the best proofs that organization of artisans can, for a time
The Agnostic Annual for 1888 has been lying on our counat least, overcome the fundamental economic principle that
ters for some time. The issue is of the same high quality
wages are regulated by the "law of supply and demand.'•
as previous numbers, and has among its contributors Masters
In England sailors ship for from twelve to twenty dollars per
and Bachelors of Art, Fellows of Royal Societies, and Doctors
month. The latter price is paid to boatswains, carpenters,
of Philosophy, and common every-day people like Stewart
second or third mates. Seamen who rate A.B. get the forRoss, Gerald Massey, and Thomas Mead, who know more
mer. On coasters around New York, seamen readily obtain
than some whole colleges. The almanac characteristics hav
twenty-five and thfrty dollars per month. But on the
been dropped, and the Annual is a btmdle of essays and
Pacific Coast, for voyages of two weeks to two months,
poems, which will interest studious and philosophical minds.
the men get forty-five dollars per month. This is due to
Price 25 cents.
their compact union and the got>d faith with which the sailWilliam Danmar, etation E., Brooklyn, N.Y., has pub- ors observe their obligations. The Seaman's Coast Journal
lished for 25 cents a pamphlet called, "The Tail of the Earth; is published by the Union in the interests of the men against
or, T»e Location and Condition of the Spirit World." Mr. villainous boarding-houee-keepers, tyrannical captains, and
Danmar says: "The formation of galomal mass in individual unscrupulous owners. It is painful, however, to a patriotic
organic bodies, which was caused by the struggle for galomal American who remembers the ancient naval glory of his
equilibrium, had necessarily to be accompanied by the devel- country, which was once celebrated in song and story, to
opment of a strong egoism of these bodies, who, for the sake observe that American sailors are not Americans at all. With
of happiness or equilibrium, want to exist and prosper." We the exception of the fishermen and coasters of New England,
agree with the author in concluding that this places the American sailors are Norwegians, Danes, Swedes, and Rusquestion in regard to another individual life on an entirely sian Finns, with an occasional Irishman, though our friend
new basis.
Patrick generally prefers the heavy labors and copious drinks
The Rev. L.A. Lambert, Roman Catholic priest at Water- of beer which fall to the lot of the longshoreman. That such
loo, N.Y.; crony of the Rev. Patrick. Cronin, editor of the a variety of nationalities can harmoniously dwell in one
Buffalo Catholic Union and Times, author of "Notes on union, each working for all, seems a little strange, and argues
good executiv mana'l"ement. Though not up to the trpoIngersoll," who refused to meet Remsburg in debate when graphical standard of Mr. Eckler, the Beaman's Coast Jourall expenses and a hundred dollars were guaranteed him by nal is creditable to the sailors of San Francisco. with the exMcArthur, has written another book which he anomalously ception of the marine view at the head. The artist, who, we
entitles, "Tactics of Infidels." It is written in the same are informed, engraved the headin11; gratuitously, has evistyle as the " Notes on Ingersoll," and is made up of quota- dently more good-will for the sailors than share of their
knowledge. It is somewhat surprising to see a full-rigged
tions from Colonel Ingersoll, the "Notes," Lacy's Reply ship and a schooner going exactlv in opposit directions, each
to Lambert, with additiomil comments by Lambert... The with the wind dead after her. The editor sbm.Ud haul oue
price, Itt.~, is t»togetber dispropoTtiou"l to H!l merit3. The or thf.l other of tho~e n11eels ou t4e wind.
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fiommunicafions._
The

Def~nder

of Woman.

Robert Ingersoll needs no defense, from whatever
point the attack may come. His words and his daily
life are a bulwark that the misrepresentations of
ignorance, malevolence, or bigotry can hav no effect
upon. But we love to stand up for our friends, and
Ingersoll is the friend of woman; in his highest
flights he never. fails to take her with him, to stand
hH beside him on his lofty pedestal, where he makes
man ashamed of littleness, meanness, bigotry, and
selfishneFs; always he seats her beside him on his
throne (the only one he tolerates-the throne of
intelligence), where he sways the ·great heart of the
multitude by his wonderful eloquence. In his broadest, grandest views he never forgets her, and in the
tributes he pays her, and the strong appeals he
makes for her, there is no cringing, sensual adoration,
only a reasonable and noble justice. She is a human
being like himself, with the same wide cap~cities for
pain or pleasure. "Woman has all the nghts that
mail has, and one more," he ~:;ays, "the right to be
protected."
Mrs. Wilcox, writing of RobE>rt Ingersoll at home,
pays tribute to his genius and bis faultless home l~fe,
but, while granting that he has done much good, g1vs
it as her opinion that he has also done "a great deal
of harm;" and in the face of all the fine, tender,
lovely, human, exalting, and beautiful things he has
said to inspire men to nobler ways of thinking and
better ways of living. to a purer loving and a more
tender giving, accuses him of using his splendid
strength more in tearing down than in " building up
pedestals for truth." "If," she says, "he would say
more about the need of fine principles and less about
the uRelessness of piety; if he would _giv us two
words for morality to one against hell fire, he would
do more good in the world. He givs us too much
blue mass and not enough tonic."
One cannot believe that Mrs. Wilcox has read, or,
better still, heard as it fell from his lips, "What
Must We do to be Saved~" She cannot hav read
"The Gods and otlier Lectures,"·" Ghosts," or, "The
Rights of Man, Woman, and Child;" and can it be
that she has read his reply to Mr. Field 1
For everything he tears down·Mr. Ingersoll substitutes that which is better. For the narrowness of
dogma, generosity, good-fellowship; for the selfishness of creeds, deeds of kindness; for the cold, exclusiv religion of orthodoxy, the warm, all embracing
religion of humanity. "What Must We Do to Be
Saved?" contains more "fine principles" than any
other writing of the same length in the English language, the Sermon on the Mount not excep~ed. By
" simile and comparison, by epigram and metaphor,"
by ridicule and pathetic appeal, Mr. Ingersoll in
this lecture declares his belief in love, justice,
and mercy, and plainly shows that it is the lack
of these in the orthodox creed that makes him
so bitter against it. He says: "They say, 'What
do you propose~ You hav torn down our hope;
what do you propose to giv us in place of it?' I hav
'"!Ot torn it down. I hav only endeavored to trample
~;::_~ :=.e ignorant and cruel fires of helL
I do not
tear away the passage, 'God will be merciful to the
mercifuL' I do not destroy the promis, 'If you will
forgiv others, God will forgiy you.' I would not for
anything blot out the faintest star that shines in the
horizon of human despair." Further on he says: "I
believe in the gospel of cheerfulness, the gospel of
good nature, the gospel of good health. Good
health! I believe the time will come when the public
thought will be so great and grand that it will be
looked upon as infamous to perpetuate disease. I
believe the time will come when men will not fill the
future with consumption and insanity. I believe the
time will come when men will feel under obligations
to put the flags of health in the cheeks of their children. Even if I got to heaven and had a harp, I
would hate to look back upon my children and see
them diseased, deformed, crazed-all suffering the
penalty of crimes that I had committed. I believe in
the gospel of good living. good cooking; in the gospel of good clothes, good houses; in the gospel of
soap and water. The school-house is·my cathedral,
the universe my Bible. I believe in the gospel of
justice. That we must reap what we sow. I do not
believe in forgivness. If I rob Mr. Smith and God
forgivs me, how does that help Smith' If I by slander cover some poor girl with the leprosy of eome
imputed crime, and she withers away like a blighted
flower; and afterward I get forgivness, how does
that help her1 If there is another world, we hav
got to st.ttle. No bankrupt court there. Pay down.
For every crime you commit., you must answer to
yourself and to the one you injure. And if you hav
ever clothed another with unhappiness as with a garment of pain, you will never be quite as happy as
though you had not done that thing. God cannot
hate anybody who is capable of loving· his neighbor;
so I believe in this great go~pel of generosity. Ah,
but they say it won't do. You must believe. I say
po. My gospel of hee,lth will prolong life; my gos-

pel of intelligence, my gm~pel of loving, m:y gospel of
good fellowship, will fill the world with happy
homes. My doctrin will giv us health, wealth, and
happines-s. That is what I believe in. Giv us in~el
ligence, and man will find that he cannot steal without robbing himself· he will find that he cannot
murder without assa~sinating his own joy.. He will
find that every crime is a mistake He will find
that only that man carries a cross who does wrong;
and that for the man who does right the cross
changes into wings that bear him upward fo~ev~r.
He will find that intelligent self-love embraces m 1ts
mighty arms all the human race."
Even these few words I hav quoted contain the new
gospel that is to regenerate the world, and yet how
small a part of all the fine, touching, and te.nder
things he has said! I wish I could quote him entire;
but it is enough to prove that for every rotten timber of
doctrin Robert Ingersoll tumbles down he substitutes
one that will endure while man has need of a faith;
for his timbers all fit into the doctrin that love
must rule the world. Intelligence, liberty, kindness,
love, justice, mercy, and charity-these are the virtues he requires of men-these are the materials with
which he builds.
He tells us again and again to make our homes so
full of joy that there will be some to spare for our
neighbors, and he tells us how to do this. He tells
us not to waste the precious years of life in fruitless
wrangling about eternity ; not to let slip every opportunity " to scatter joy" by an absorbing worship
of a God who is utterly deaf to our cries, since he has
never manifested any interest in our affairs, or interfered in the least to change the course of events.
Mrs. Wilcox believes in prayer. So do Frances Willard, Anna Gordon, Hannah Whitehall Smith, and a
host of other angelic women, who prayed for Michigan, Texas, and Tenneesee, in their recent struggle
for Prohibition. But those states said, " Giv u!'!
whisky," and if God lent a hand on either side it
must hav been to the saloon-keepers. Every Woman's
Christian Temperance Union opens its meetings with
prayer and praise; yet in every Union perhaps there
are some women who hav 9een praying for half a
lifetime for a drunken husband or son, beseeching
God to giv the loved one strength to keep the
pledge, and be saved; with breaking heartR they are
praying still, but ah! God does not hear. The loved
one goes on to his ruin, and will not be saved unless
by ·the help of a man. And this is what Mr. Ingersoll would help us to see. If all the prayers that
hav gone up from the heart of one mother over an
erring son could be recorded, they would not only
melt but break the heart of any good man; and if he
had the power he would make that son the joy of his
mother's heart. Yet in what instance hav these
prayers ever had any effect upon an omnipotent God T
Mr. Ingersoll would hav us reject the old superstition of a selfish God pleased by .the suffering of
poor, weak creatures who come they know not whence,
and goo they know not whither, and worse still, of a.
God appeased by the sacrifice of innocent creatures.
Mr. Ingersoll would help us to see that it is better
to build school-houses than fine churches; and all his
teaching is to the end that a man's daily life is the
only religion worth fostering. But for lack of time
and space I cannot tell all the "fine principles" Mr.
Ingersoll lays down; and who shall imitate his manner in urging their adoption by his fellow-men?
For what Mr. Ingersoll has said to elevate man
and to do away with worn-out, pernicious creeds, I
am profoundly grateful; but I am only human, and am
therefore still more deeply grateful for what he has
said in the cause of woman. It is impossible for me
to express the deep indignation, the just scorn of all
human justice,·that I felt when the fact first dawned
upon me that, on account of the mere accident of sex,
I belonged to a degraded half of the human race.
Nor is it possible to ·express the divine jealousy, and
still more divine despair (that despair of which resi~tance to the death is born), with which I was
seized, when, young and ardent in the cause of learning, I found that the acquisition of knowledge was
so far considered the male prerogativ that all college
doors were locked against women.
Later on, when I learned the pathetic story of my
sex from history, through all th.e mournful past down
to the civilization of the present, did my heart break
-not quite, but almost. Bought and sold in marriage; refused the right of divorce; disqualified from
holding property; hung and burnt for witchcraft;
nearly every avenue not only to honor, fame, and
culture, but to an honest livelihood, closed against
her; subject to the law, but deprived of the ballott~ese are the outlines of the sad history. My heart
chd not break, for my spirit rose in rebellion~ I said
it was not right; it is not right; it never can be right·
and, in my humble way, I hav protested and stili
protest, against any law or custom that te~ds to degrade woman. But I believe that the battle is nearly
over, and that woman will win her freedom as man
has won his; and for her vantage-ground to-day she
has none who more deserve her thanks than Robert
Ingersol_l. Looking into the past, realizing and comprehendmg as few hav done the grand struggle of
man against tyranny and oppression, he saw, also,

as no man has seen, and only one woman-George
Eliot-the pleading face of woman looking out from
the horrors of wars and persecutions. And his plea
for woman's advancement is as manly, honest, anci
earnest; as practical and full of good simse, as his
plea for man. This is my excuse for attempting to
defend one who needs no defense.
Ohester, Neb., Nov. 14, 1887.
EMILY BURTON.

Concerning the Times, and the Signs . Thereof.
The capitalistic press depicts the sufferings of the
white slaves of the mines, and of those of the metropolis, and yet insists that this is the most glorious
country on the face of the earth, and that tae social
condition of things is a thing of beauty and a joy
forever; something too sacred to be touched upon
or questioned. For the troubles of the toil~rs, the
only panacea which the World, with other capitalistic papers of the Democratic stripe, offers, is, in
effect, this and nE>thing more: "Join the Democratic
party arid be happy. If you can't be happy then,
you don't deserve to be."
The capitalistic press is continually prating of the
glories of the ballot, and that, too, in face of the fact
that ballots are bought at every election at from,
say the price of a drink, up to dollars, more or less.
Now, we hav had the ballot here in this country for
a hup.dred years, and what is the upshot T Industrial
white. slavery, crushing monopoly, with hideous corruption in every governmental department of the
country-national, state, and municipal. Where does
the saving grace of the ballot come in T The writer
fails to see where. Even if ballots were not merchandise, men would be coerced to vote as their masters,
the monopolists, wished, and the ballot beaten. Were
there no trading or coercion, and voters were not
bound to the Juggernaut of maehine politics, but
voted according to their convictions, they would be
betrayed, as they are to,day, as they ever hav been,
by those they elect. Office appears to be the destroyer of honor and honesty. A man, never a more
honest and honorable one before taking office, becomes therein a corruptionist. The ballot is a failure, and ever will be until all men are honest; as that
time will never come, the outlook is not encouraging
for those who put their faith in ballots.
" THE PUBLIO BE DAMNED !"
Thus the coarse, purse-proud millionaire, William
H. Vanderbilt, who never made an honest dollar in
his life, blatantly expressed himself one day Jo a reporter. "Them's my sentiments!" is the cry to-day
of every overgrown capitalist, monopolist, and plutocrat in the land, and about every office-holder as well.
Well, the public is a patient, long-suffering ass, but
possibly it may, some time or other, kick; then the
the plutocrats, et al., will hear something drop.
THE REAL A.NARCBISTS.

It would seem that "sassiety," the classes generally, with the Goulds-embracing all those, and their
name is Legion, who, though not the possessors of
tens, scores, and hundreds of millions, are abundantly supplied with the disposition to become such
by the dark ways and sharp tricks that hav characterized the career of the Mephistopheles of finance,
and filled his coffers to overflowing with ill-gotten
gains-are doing all in their power to bring about a
change of government in this country, a change from
republican to monarchical form.
In the eyes of millionaires there are millionaires
enough in this country now, and they want what
they term a "strong government" to protect their
stolen hoards ; and with " sassiety" and the classes
at their back, the plutocrats are aimi~g at the empire. The empire is the heaven to which they are
looking, and they are willing to go through the purgatory of despotism in order to reach their heaven.
In every imaginable way they are working to bring
about this despotism, and when they hav goaded the
people to some tremendous overt act of blood, the
" man on horseback "-say, some such man al!l
"clubber" Williams-will spring to the front and,
proclaiming himself dictator, inaugurate a despotic
reign of "blood and iron," the empire coming later
on, when the way is thoroughly paved with the
skulls of the people.
The Anarchists to be feared in this country are the
plutocrats, the classes generally, and "sassiety"
itself. These are the real Anarchist.s, and not that
little body of map that knocks the press silly. And
if these real, Simon Pure Anarchists do not shortly
bring about the condition of things that shall open
the way for the "man on horseback,'' then the signs
of the times are false and appearances only deceptions.
"THIS GLORIOUS REPUBLIO."

Why is it that this "glorious republic" requires
so much bolstering? Every post-prandial gusher
and every spread-eagle orator seems to feel in duty
bound to iterate and reiterate that " this is the most
glorious country under the sun ! " And daily the
diverse editors all over the land are impelled to utter
like panegyrics:
If it be so " glorious," why does it need so much
puffing T We don't paint the lily, neither do we gild
refined gold. Why the need of so much paint and
gilding for this " glorious land?" '!'here would be no
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need, of course, were it half as "glorio~s " as it is mist, has not always been "left" in the matter of
painted, but it isn't. It is in a decidedly bad way, prediction. Don't forget to remind me, in 1976, of
and growing no better very fast ; hence the need of those watermelons-if I lose.
SI SLoKUM.
paint and goJd-leaf liberally laid on ; of bolstering
praise and bloated panegyric. A look over this
What Is ·the Use of Theology1
"glori~us land" discloses conditions as follows:
Millionairism rampant.
Theology is a pretended science-the science of the
Mon·opolies crushing the people.
"incomprehensible." Hobbes rightly characterizes
''Combines" -by courtesy '·'trusts"-that rob the it as the "kingdom of darkness ;" for he who would
masses right and left.
_try to understand it IJ?-USt first put out his eyes,
" Wbi~e slavery " in the mines.
ignore all experience, and banish his reason forever;
"White slavery '' in the cities.
for in the realm of theology impossibilities are credCorruption on the bench, in every governmental ible, absurdities are truisms, and reason is madness !
department, and at the polls, the alleged "palladium · The theologian undertakes to explain this mysteof our liberties."
rious science.
Ballots as merchandise, bought and sold.
Relying upon the credulity and fear of the ignoMen coerced to vote by their employers.
rant, he comes forward and with -the arrogance of a
" Corners " in the necel!lsaries of life, and the charlatan proclaims that to him all the mysteries of
masses suffering in consequence.
the universe are plain-unraveled-and the whole
Government exacting taxes to the amount of realm of heaven open to those who believe.
$100,000,000 to $150,000,000 over and above its
All the phenomena of· the universe he declares to
yearly expenses, and the people forced to pay the be due to a being whom he designates~God.
same.·
But while he pretends to know all about this mysTen-million-dollar cathedrals rising here and there, terious personage, he informs you that you can never
. and tens of t~ousands of poverty-stricken wretches know anything, because God cannot be understood
sinking in despair.
.
by a finite being, to whom the problem of deity must
Instead of trying to make things easy as possible forever remain inscrutable. To the rational mind,
for the pecple, the government racks its "brains" this would be enough to demonstrate the uselessness
to discover methods by which to annoy the people. of belief in such a being. For what evidence can
Vide the late asinin order of the post-office depart- man· ever hav of the existence of a b~ing who acts
ment.
·
upon none of our senses T But to the. credulous faith
Laws for. the rich, and laws for the poor.
is sufficient.
Justice travestied in every court in the land, whe:n ; Without faith, difficulties and doubts beset the
the culprits are rich men, or policemen.
human mind; but with faith all obstacles are reBut a big "Qook might be written of the things moved.
that are teetotally wrong in this "glorieus republic," : Now, it is pretended by the theologian that, though
and damned little good the writing of it would do, no man can comprehend God, nevertheless every
I imagin. . The people seem to be mired in the child born into the world is born with an inslough of apathy, and their "servants" are in high n~te·idea of this "incomprehensible" being.
feather on high ground. Will the fountains ever ; That this is not true, however, experience clearly
_burst ~ Will the vials of wrath ever be opened ? demonstrates to any person who takes the trouble to
Not to-day, some other day, perchance.
examin the subject. ·
"IS OUR PROSPERITY DANGEROUS ~"
' If everj'' child has an innl\te idea of God, the
This conundrum was put forth the other day by Atheist's child,·as well as the Theist's, should be born
the World, after remarks published in soine Western with an idea of deity; but it il'! found, upon investigapaper of one Dr. Parker, an English gospel sharp, tion, that unless the child is instructed in the subover here in the cause. of Ch~ist, ostensibly, but with ject, it has not even the faintest shadow of an idea of
an eye to business; shekels for himself. The D. D. the meaning of the word God.
thinks our prosperity is .much too previous, as it
Not only is this true, but eminent travelers, like
were, and therefore dangerous. " Me too." The the late Drs. Livingstone and Moffatt, hav relucD.D. says we are going at too fast a gait. I agree tantly testified that· they hav come across races not
with him.:....__agree with a D.D.! Yes, I believe that only wholly destitute of any idea of God, but with
this republican chariot of ours is rattling along at a such a limited vocabulary of words as to be absopace that threatens a smash-up, with any ruts and lutely unable to express an idea of a supreme ru.Ier
rocks in the way, and we all know they are plenty. of the universe. But I go so far as declaring that
The running gear is sadly out of order, and the all men are without idea of God-if by God is meant
danger of a smash-up is imminent, and not far away, an infinit bei.Dg who exists in addition to the universe. The very idea is a contradiction in terms. If
in the humble opinion of the writer.
.
- The English D.D. fears a " collapse." Others do, the universe is finite, whatever exists besides it must
among them the writer. Not because the D.D. does, be finite also. In that case God would be a finite
but because he can:t help it. When the Centennial being.
was celebrated, the writer predicted that the Ameri- : If the universe is infinit-:--that is, without limitcan republic would never liv to see its bi-centennial, the idea of the existence of God is excluded. On the
and still predicts to that effect. "There will be," other hand, if God is infinit, everything is God, and
says the English Bible-boomer, "a great collapse or there is no universe, or the universe and God are one.
It is thus clear that we must hav either a finite
a great disciplin." It will be "collapse," not "disciplin," in the humble opinion, etc. The republic is universe and a finite God, or an infinit universe and
a great, big, overgrown abnormity-a giant that has no God, or an infinit God and no universe. There are
grown altogether too quickly and loosely. It has a no other alternativs.
"big head "-the most pronounced case of "big . Now, all our ideas are but the representation,
head" on record, "imperial Rome" in its palmiest through the medium of the senses, of objects that
days not excepted-broad shoulders, indifferent arms, are believed to exist extraneous to the individual.
splendid torso, but wobbly pins. _The superstructure Man receives certain sensations from objects, and
is too much for the underpinning. ·Still, as a giant these sensations he interprets in words. Of the real
the giant is immense, albeit an abnormity. When it existence of these extraneous objects man cannot be
comes to "disciplin," he will not take kindly to it, positivly certain; but when, by constant examination
having had all he means to put up with. He will and verification of his sensations, he finds that with
kick, and that which may come as " disciplin" will like conditions like results always follow, he has the
not prove such, for in the end the giant will be dis- "Qest of all grounds for believing that the phenomena
o~ the universe are material, and not mental only.
membered, and so not "disciplined."
Clubbing the life out of a fellow, or shooting it out, . Our daily experience· teaches us that our intellectual life begins with the development of our
is not "disciplining," except in police ethics.
No, this giant republic, weakly pinned and top- senses, and becomes of service to us in forming a
heavy, will not stand to see his bi-centennie.l within sound judgment in proportion to the cultivation of
seventy-five years. If he does, I will cut any number the brain.
of watermelons for those of my readers who may be ' .A. person born blind has no idea of color, nor has a
on deck when the "hi" is celebrated. The writer deaf-mute an idea of sound; and since all ideas we
believes that, by the year 1900, or 1910 at the farthest, hav are of the phenomena that are perpetually taking
the giant will hav " gone to grass," or be in a state place about us, we hav and can hav no idea of anyof " grogginess" that surely will, sooner or later, thing that does not form part of these.
If it is still alleged that man can hav an idea of the
send him there. Then, the giant republic having
"collapsed," there will rise in its stead three empires, supernatural, what is the faculty whereby such an
the western, greatest of all, and the eastern and idea is to be apprehended ?
Man has no innate ideas. All his ideas are got
southern. In time the western, by process of arms,
will absorb the southern empire, the consolid&tion, from his surroundings-from his perception of phein time, again, and by the aforesaid process, absorb- nomena, and from reflection on those perceptions.
ing the eastern realm, when will blaze forth the Martin Luther was quite right when he wrote the
greatest and grandest-power and splendor consid- memorable sentence, "God is a blank sheet of paper
ered-empire the world has ever seen ! Will it be upon which nothing is found but what you hav yourfor the welfare of the masses? Oh, no, Simple self written," and Xenophon supplemented this by
Simon! it will be wholly and particularly for the saying that, " if horses and asses were to depict their
glory of the classes, who, as I hav before remarked, gods, they would ·depict respectivly horses and
are doing all they can to bring about a consumma- asses."
The truth is, man sees his own image in the
tion most devoutly wished by the majority of them.
Such are the views of a nativ American from mirror of his mind, and before that image he bends
way back, and one who, aleeit a pronounced Pessi- the knee in adoration,
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Now, theologians say that God is an infinit being
and quite incomprehensible to man. Yet they affirm
that it is man's highest duty to continually think of
God, and not only this, but he is to base his conduct
Upon certain relations that are alleged to SUbsist between God and his creatures. But unless man knows
something of the divine nature, how Cltn he possibly
base his actions towards his fellow-creatures upon it?
Unless man knows that God is good, it would be
folly to worship him; unless he knows that deity is
wise, it would be madness for him to base his conduct
upon any supposed relationship toward him.
If deity were an evil being, the man wl).o acted up
to his commands would act viciously, unless we can
suppose goodness as emanating from an evil power.
On the other hand, it is pure assumption to say
that" God is good" without evidence either of hi.s
~xistence or of his goodness.
Again, if God be infinit, what relation can the finite
hav with him ? If God is everywhere, God is everything. In that case man is a part of God, or God is
a limited being in proportion as man is something.
The finite can hav no communication with the infinit. Man's duties therefore are toward finite creatures, namely, his fellow-men, and not toward an
infinit being, who can very well do without his aEsistARTHUR B. Moss.
ance.

Still Harping on M.y Dam;hter?
Prom the Galveston Da-lly News of November 24th.

The New York TRUTH SEEKER continues to belabor the

News with untrue charges. "It upheld Sunday laws ptr seas

just and right." "It forced its own employees to work on
Sunday morning . . . and all day Sunday." "It took the
.~round of the Sabbatarians that Sunday laws are righteous
because religious." "Texas law permits the sale of papers
on Sunday, but not their manufacture." These are all misstatements. THE TRUTH SEEKER asks of the Ne/IJJB: "Why
did it ~~;o into court when the law applied to itself?" Answer:
The Ne/IJJB did not seek a court till its manager was arrested.
It thought that the action of a constable was not necessa;ily
"law." It then showed, by counsel, to the satisfaction of
the district judge, that newspapers are exempt, as is icecream. Does 'IRE TRUTH SEEKER ever take ice-cream in
summer? Woula it be well understood that one may sell
ice-cream on Sunday, but that under such permission one
niust manufacture it on Saturday? THE TRUTH SEEKER,
though worshipin_~~; majorityism, becomes philosophical when
it distinguishes that "if the people will insist on arming
Christians with laws against their liberty they must expect
tyranny." That is to say, THE TRUTH SEEKER becomes
superficially philosophical. The people do not insist upon
any such thing specifically. But if THE TRUTH BERKE~
wishes to get at the root of its own trouble as well as of the
Sunday law trouble, it will not stop there. All results of
legislation and administration by authority ar.e contained in
the grant of powers, including the opportunity to assume
powers, in government. THE TRUTH SEEKER approving a
Sabbatarian judge as a scourge to giv people a lesson unconsciously reproves THE TRUTH SEEKER complaining of a
New Jersey anti-heretical judge, another scourge to giv Freethinkers a lesson-the same lesson. Does it protest that it is
against all laws to distin~uish and punish heresy? That is
only one remove of the question. It is in favor of the general
arbitrary authoritativ power which can take upon itself to
make such laws. The people get Sabbatarian laws without
knowing precis.ely how. A ''balance of power" element
may make them, for where the people most vaunt themselvs
that the majority rules it is the few who convert the minority
into a majority by selling out and going over, or taking advantage of indifference in representativs. Tlius a minority
2:enerallv rules. This fact fails of its proper effect upon THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Its Ieason plainly is that majority decisions
are a choice of evils; that rulership, as a principle distinguished from voluntary participation, is ever to be avoided
where it is possible to .~iv to each the separate control of his
interests and his destiny, merely preserving the peace between the units. Interests, where inextricable, may conveniently be resolved by majority vote of those concerned.
But the political sphere of a general arbitrary control defies
all effectiv limitations upon power; hence people are constantly contributin~~; to the arming of their oppressors, and
this will naturally go on until government is reduced to the
theory and practice_of a def~?siv ag;ency_emanating fr~m t~e
will of its self-constttuent Citizens, mtelhgently assummg Its
cost for its value to them in maintaining necessary co-nditions
of order and protecting them against criminal aggressions.
Prom tlle

.~ame

paper, of November 30th.

The New York TRUTH SE&KER hoped that there would
always be judge~ with the temper to enforce obnoxious laws
upon people who advocate them. It gratuitously assumed
that the Ntws advocated the continuance of an. obnoxious
Jaw and i2:nored that the News specifically pointed to an
offi~ial responsibility upon sheriffs and other peace office;s
simply as officials. Nemesis reaches THE TRUTH SEEKER m
an unexpected manner. It is a firm adherent of the government plan, which in fact has resul~ed in blasphemy laws ~nd
their enforcement. When Freethmker Reynolds was tned
for blasphemy. THE TRUTH SEEKER was cruelly reminded
that the jurlge had acted under the law. THE TRUTH SEEKER
may claim to intend justice, but so do the persecutors, perhaps 1 as they understand justice, or think that they do.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is in this trouble, that, "the state legislatures and courts and the general government pay no attention to the limitations put upon them by the national charter."
That is to ~ay, in the opinion of THE TRUTH SEEKER. They
don't hav to. Now, if somebody had hoped that the;e would
always be judges to administer blasphemy laws agamst THE
TRuTH SEEKER so long as it is in favor of a system of rulership which is the source of blasphemy laws, it would hav g~t
just the reply it merited. THE TRUTH BEEKER says that It
goes in for justice. If.. it goes il! f?r ~utting in~o !D-en's hand_s
·power by which they can rlo InJUStiCe, how IS It but ~e~ti
rnentally in favor of justice? The best mean a of obtammg
justice may be a matter of opinion, but for all ~he results of
a given system its advocates must stand respons~b~e frrm th.e
moment that. basing their action upon their opm10n tbat It
is the best, they force it upon others. Ought not the blasphemy laws to hav taught THE TRUTH SEEKER a l_esson? Is
it not taxed against its will to pay for the agenCies of such
men as Comstock, who may at any time interfere with its
freedom

,
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Destruction and Construction.
When it is laid to our charge, as it often is, that
our labors as Liberal workers tend only to destroy,
and not to build up; that we are removing the
foundation of faith in which our ancestors found
support, and on which they erected the present
system of society, and suggesting n~thing in its
place, we are simply told that we are d01?g our duty.
We are reminded that we are performmg the task
required of us, and carrying on the work of our
generation.
As truth seekers we are not attempting to explore
the heavens beyond our reach, as others hav done
before us, to meet only with disappointment and
failure. We are searching for knowledge on earth,
digging for it beneath the surface of the world we
Iiv in. And as, before you can erect a city, you must
clear away the forests, and level the rocks that
occupy the ground, so must you, ere you can build
habitations in which mankind can dwell in comfort,
• freedom, and equality, sweep away the dense mass of
ignorance and error that encumber the earth, and
blast the rocks of superstition on which the churches
hav been buj.lt.
Men whose ideas are in advance of the time they
liv in, whose love and pity for humanity are touched
by the woes they see arotin~ them, and often, maybe,
hightened by the wrongs they feel themselvs, sometimes frame in their minds systemlil by which they
imagin these evils can be remedied. They map out
plans of improvement. . They giv their ideas to the
world, and the sick, the poor, and the suffering
eagerly grasp at that which ·givs them hopes of
relief. Who can blame them if they sometimes indulge in hopes of bliss they were born too early to
enjoy! If they find consolation in the thought that,
when their tongues hav been stilled in death and
their hands hav crumbled into dust, their visions
shall be realized, let them dream on happily and
peacefully. · Let them, in the silent hours of their
night, behold the future that is not yet, and rise
refreshed for the struggle that is here. But let them
not neglect the labors of the day on which that
future depends. He who plows the ground knows
that in time of harvest the waving grain will await
the reapers. We know that when we pluck up the
rank weeds, and cut down the tall trees of false
religions, we clear a space. To those who follow us
it belongs to utilize it for the common good.
In the brain of man a thousand systems may be
evolved for the benefit of his fellow-man. Those who
preach such systems are like the husbandman in the
parable. They cast forth the seed indeed, but how
much of it is lost ! Some falls upon stony ground,
upon hearts petrified by superstition, that humanity
cannot soften. Some falls among the weeds of absurd religious dogmas, and when the fresh sprout of
truth just appears above the surface, the weeds grow
up and choke it. Some falls by the wayside, and the
birds, the black flock of hungry priests, pounce upon

it, 1\Ilcl Qotn~rt it mto fQod for

them~;~elv~t~.

Only

th~t

which is cast upon good ground produces fruit.
Let us first tear away from the world the noxious
growths of religious systems. Let us root up the
churches, and burn . them in the fire of reason. Let
us by the dynamite of logic blast the rocks of superstition that make the earth a steril soil. Then shall
we find good ground, where we may sow, and plant,
and build as our necessities require.
There was never yet a movement started to benefit
mankind but the teachers of religion opposed it
until it became too strong for them. Then they
grabbed it, and, claiming it as an offspring of their
own, did their worst to convert it to their own purposes.
.
Will the population of the earth, in times to com.e,
be divided into social republics, where the state will
care for all, and all be equal as· brothers in one
family ? Will individualis~ be so developed, and
our natural love of justice and right so extended and
purified, that each man may be safely trusted to
govern himself, and will govern himself to the best
interests of the whole community! These are speculations that ~ay at times amuse or cheer us. But to
carry them out to a practical resu.lt ill not the object
of our time. There is destructiv work enough for
generations yet.· At present we can labor for human
advancement best by removing the greatest obstacles
it encounters, and these are the religions that infest
society. When the rubbish has been burnt to ashes
and blown to fragments, there will be clear ground.
Then we may construct. Then we may erect a noble
building in which humanity may. shelter. Then we
may sow seed which will bring forth fruit on which
humanity may feed.
----------~~-------

We Wonder•.

We wonder if the Galveston .Daily NetoB knows·
where it is going to land in this controversy with
THE TBUTH SEEKER over its action in regard to the
Sunday laws of Texas? JVe wonder if the News
knows that the doctrine it is teaching are the doctrine.
of the Boston Anarchists! We wonder if the News
-the organ of the Tex~s Democracy, the friend of a
president, the biggest newspaper published south of
Mason & Dixon's line-knows that for trying to put
into practice these Anarchistic ideas four men were
hanged in Chicago? We wonder if the News knows
that the logical result of its reasoning is the abolition
of all government and all laws-even those Sunday
laws so dear to its managerial heart and precious to
its proprietorial pocket as affording it a practical
monopoly of Sunday recreation? Yet that is the
exact effect of the reasoning in the two articles we
quote on another page.
The News also deviates from cold facts in one or
two instances. It denies that it upheld Sunday }aws
per se, whim the fact is the News deplored "continental" Sundays, and said in substance that if the
Texas Sunday law was repealed civilization w0uld go
backward. If the News will set one of its reporters
to searching its files, it will find this is so. We hav
not, we regret to say, preserved our copies. The
NeuJs denies, too, that it forces its own employees to
labor on Sunday, against the statute in such case
made and provided. If the News will explain how it
can publish Sunday and Monday issues without labor
on Sunday, we will accept its denial. Otherwise not.
The News also calls our assertion that ".Texas law
permits the sale of papers on Sunday, but not their
manufacture," a misstatement. How can it be when
the law reads this wise: "The sale of newspapers
shall be permissible?" But "any person who shall
hereafter labor, or compel, force, or oblige his em·
ployees, workmen, or apprentices to labor on Sunday,
shall be fined not less than ten nor more than fifty
dollars." The fact is, the law does prohibit the
manufacture of merchandise on Sunday, but Judge
Cook has interpreted the law for the benefit of newspapers. The higher courts, however, may reverse
this decision, for the opinion of one judge is no
more law than the action of one conatable..
But what we wonder at most is that the News
persists in claiming that our opposition to blasphemy
laws is parallel to its own action in resisting the
enforcement of Sunday laws upon itself, while clamoring for their enforcement upon others. And it
raises a fog-bank of words, strikingly resembling the
Anarchistic sophistry of Dr. M. E. Lazarus, to prevent its readers from seeing the wide difference. If
Freethinkers had ever claimed the right to suppress
any person's religious utterances, then the News

Ulight chuckle wbeD " Freethinker w"a hoiet on

own petard. But Freethinkers deplore all interference with free speech, and denounce all suppression of it, holding that unless material mischief shall
directly follow free speech, and as a consequence,
such suppression is unjust. Therefore there cap be
no possible parallel between the words of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and the action of the News.
Another source of w~nderment is that the News
reproves us for upholding government. Is the News
willing to go the whole length of its logic? If so, it
lands in Anarchy, and becomes an ally of those who
wou.ld remove all government. · Is that a position
the great Democratic journal of the South is willing
to take ? , The News says : " All results of legislation
and administration by authority are contained in the
grant of powers, including the opportunity to assume
powers, in government. THE TRUTH SEEKER approving a Sabbatarian judge as a scourge to giv people a
lesson unconsciously reproves THE TRUTH SEEKER
complaining of a New Jersey anti-heretical· judge,
another scourge to giv Freethinkers a lesson-the
same lesson." Now, our contention is that no dele.
gated authority has the right to assume powers. It
can exercise only those specifically delegated to it,
and we claim that the UnitPd States and New Jersey
authorities are both forbidden by their constitutions
to punish heresy. And we also claim that the New
Jersey legislature usurped a power not granted it by
the people when it passed the blasphemy statute.
The state legislature can exercise power given it by
the state constitution when not in conflict with the
federal Constitution. But it has no right to assume
powers. Therefore our denunciation of the law and
its enforcement is perfectly logical and consistent
with our principles.
But how is with .the News? That paper ·called
upon the officials to enforce a ·Sunday law. The
officials did so, and arrested the manager of the
News. Then the News wanted to be exempted from
the action of the law, and the judge obligingly allowed the claim. But tlie News went further, and
upheld the law. We well reinember, though we hav
no file of the News, that it quoted the words of a
religious advocate of Sunday laws and added, in substance, that the abolition of the Sunday laws would
play the very devil with this country. With great solemnity the editor showed how the poor laborer would
be robbed of all opportunity for recreation by hardhearted employers, and immediately turned round and
ordered his subordinates to prepare the Sunday and
Monday issues of the News. Now, THE TRUTH SEEKER
never asked for the enforcement of the blasphemy law.
We never upheld it. We never wanted it enforced
even on the Christians. We never argued that the
law is good. If we had, then the cases wou.ld be
parallel. As it is, they are not, and all the sophistry
of all the Anarchists in the country cannot make them
appear so. We uphold legal office.rs in exercising the powers really delegated to them ; we oppose
them when they assume powers and act unjustly.
We believe, with Thomas Jefferson, that the best
government is that which governs least, and we
believe in holding. our officers to a strict accountability when they they exceed the powers given them
by our Constitutions. But we are not Anarchist
enough to believe that republicanism is a failure, nor
that the necessary and well-defined delegation of
authority" defies all effectiv limitations upon power."
We admit that the News has been voluntarily "contributing to the arming of its oppressors/' but we deny
that we hav voluntarily done so. We support the
Constitution, but we deny that that instrument "includes the opportunity to assume powers." On the
contrary, it restricts the government, and is designed
to protect the people against the tyranny of strength
that would inevitably follow its removal.
We wonder when the News will publicly proclaim
its conversion to the Anarchistic philosophy.

Modest Ministers.

On the 28th ult., the clergy of the various Protestant denominations of Chicago held a meeting to consider _the very general "Sabbath desecration" of the
times. One of their number had prepared some
brief papers, which he read; to be presented to the
coming Washington conference, and by that body to
be submitted to the persons appealed to. One paper
is addressed to the House of Representatives, and
says:
" The telegraph is now used to transmit all important
biB news, 3nd1 therefore, there is !lO 3bsolilte necessity for r~m·
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ning mails on the Sabbath. Consequently, the running of
mails on that day is in violation of state laws."
The next paper is addressed to the directors of the
railroads in the Un~ted States, and says:
"The increased rate of speed of travel and transportation,
as compared with that used in the days of our fathers, has
so multiplied the facilities of dispatching business that there
is no necessity of running trains more than six days in a week;
and that, therefore, all work done on Sunday, except of necessity or mercy, is in violation of our state laws; so that if
a community of capital openly ignores statute laws, we need
not be surprised when a community of laborers follow their
example.''
A paper to the directors of telegraph lines says:
"The electric forces, now utilized by our telegraphs, hav
brought the people of the world into close proximity, and
therefore there is no more necessity for transacting business
by telegraph on the Sabbath than there is for people to keep
their stores open."
The last paper is addressed to the proprietors of
the public press of the United States, and says:
"The Sabbath is the dividing line between Christianity
and heathenism ; it is the bulwark that shields our Christian
civilization against Anarchy, and every influence that tends
to weaken the power of the Sabbath over the public conscience endangers the stability of our republican institutions.
The business of publishing and selling newspapers on the
Sabbath is in open violation of our state laws. We therefore
respectfully request you to discontinue the publication of
newspapers on Sunday."
About the time the ministers obtain all these demanqs, look out for the millennium, some darkness
for the space of half an hour, and a general rustling
of wings as the population of the United States goes
upward.

Indignant Mr. Miller.
It is due to Mr. J. M. Miller, of Bay City, Mich.
to print his letter on this editorial page. The reason will be seen on perusing the letter :
"BAY CITY, MJOH., Dec. 5, 1887.
"EniTi>R TRUTH BEEKER, Dear Sir: My attention was called
to an article in your paper of Nov. 12, 1887, under the head
of, 'Prohibitionists the Priests' Last Hope,' in which you
refer to Herman Raster's explanation of one of the resolutions
in the Republican platform, and speak of J. M. Miller, i:he
correspondent to whom Mr. Raster wrote that letter, as 'a
distiller.' Now, I, the said J. M. Miller, wish to say to you
that I never was in a distillery in my life, and for more than
forty years hav not drunk of the accursed products of the
still. On the contrary, my purpose was to get the truth before the people, that all well-wishers of good order and
morality might see where our political parties were drifting
to. It seemed to me to be an effort to import the beer-garden of continental Europe, with all its deleterious effects,
and plant it here among us.
" If you were the truth seeker you profess to be, you
would ha v learned who and what J. M. ~iller was before
you tried to fasten a burning disgrace upon my humble
name.
"I do not expect you to publish this; but I hav a right to
expect-nay, demand-that the explanation be made as
public as you hav made the slander-yes, I say slander.
"Ishlill remain, not a. distiller, but a reformer, on the broad
gage.
J. M. Mn.LEB."
We apologize to Mr. Miller for having said that he
was a distiller. But we obtained our information
from a letter written to a paper published a few score
miles up the Hudson by a gentleman evidently as
strong a Prohibitionist as Mr. Miller himself. We
had, of course, no means of knowing where Mr. Miller
lived, and feel greatly obliged to him for having disclosed his whereabouts, that we may do justice to all.
But the gi_st of our editorial, "The Prohibition.
ists the Priests' Last Hope," was not a discussion
of Mr. Miller's vocation, but the fact that from neL
ther of the present political parties could the priests
hope for aid in restoripg the puritanical Sunday laws,
and they must, therefore, look to the Prohibition
party. This view is strengthened by Mr. Miller's
letter. He unmasked the Republicans, and drew
from a member of the committee which drafted the
resolutions the important information that the party
fully and explicitly discountenanced all so-called
temperance (Prohibitory) and Sunday laws. And
as the Democratic party has always done the same;
as the Henry George party wants to tax the
churches; as the Union Labor party and Greenbackers of the West are heretical to a pleasing degree;
ss the Socialistic party of the East is composed prinoipally of German Infidels and American Agnostics,
we feel that we are fully justified in our conclusion
that only in the ranks of the Prohibitionists will the
riest find aid and comfort.
P
And here, perhaps, it may be proper to digress a
·t
E "1 B t
f Cbes ter, N e b ., wb o
l1"ttl
. e o answer m1 y ur on, o
disputes our statement that the Protestant church
is ~t oue witl_l the :rrohibition party, !Pld imme•.

diately proves us right by saying: "It is a wellknown fact that the churches were dumb in relation
to the crying sin of drunkenness until there was a
temperance element in the country so strong that
they were compelled for very shame to cease their
lamentations over the shortcomings of the Jews,
their eulogies upon Isaiah and St. Paul, their admiration of Job and Solomon, and to stand for the
earnest, honest; practical need of the hour." She
adds, also, that it was two thousand years before the
church took bold of the temperance question. Exactly. We did not say that the Protestant church
originated the Prohibition question. What we sa.id
meant that to-day the Protestant church furnishes
the orators, the writers, and the voters for Prohibition. This ·is strictly true, as everyone knows who
follows the movements of the different political parties. The Prohibitionists of this state are all pietists,
and only_pietists. The measure is inextricably mixed
with the Sunday laws, and supported almost solely
as a religious measure for preserving the Protestant
Sabbath. TheWoman's Christian Temperance Union
is a Protestant organization entirely, which has lately
widened-or narrowed-to aiding in keeping the
Bible in the public schools. The Gad-in-the-Constitution party bas adopted the Prohibition issue, and
the Prohibitionists of the East bav promised aid to
the Gad-in-the-Constitution crowd. No matter what
the state of affairs used to be, this is the condition
now .. Even the woman suffrage movement, at least
here in New York, has been captured by the church.
Its meetings are opened with prayer, and men with
"Rev." before their names are about the only speakers. We repeat-and Emily Burton will agree with
us if she studies contemporary events instead of ancient history-that Protestantism and Prohibition
are one, united and inseparable. The churches hav
·adopted the temperance issue to aid them in enforcing the Sunday law in cities.
In conclusion, we assure Mr. Miller that we bad
no intention of doing him an injustice, and Mrs. Burton that we try to be sure of our facts, and to speak
'only the literal truth.
--------~._

_______

" My heart laments that virtue cannot liv
Out of the teeth of envy."

Converting the Hebre-ws.
The London Christian Society for the Conversion
of the Hebrews held its annual meeting lately, and
reported the purchase of a few Jews at about thirty
thousand dollars each. The society professed to be
encouraged by this- showing, and as it probably knows
as well as anyone the difficulty of getting Jews to
swap their souls for cash, we cannot say that its
cheerfulness is unwarranted. But, at the same time,
thirty thousand dollars seems a big price to pay.
We bav in New York also a Society for the Conversion of the Hebrews, which is about equally suecessful with its London prototype, but lacks that
society's frankness in stating the cost of its converts.
Its last annual report shows that only seven New
York Hebrews were in the religious market, and
purchasable by the society. The society bas a church
in St. Mark's Place, with the Lord's Prayer over the
pulpit in gilt Hebrew characters; it publishes a
paper called the Hebrew Christian/ it supports a
salaried secretary, and a higher salaried agent, who
poses as a converted rabbi; and Howard Crosby,
D.D., Presbyterian, is the chairman of the advisory
board which directs its affairs. The Rev. Mr. Freshman, the combined agent and minister, is a peculiar
mortal. His enemies, who still are Jews, assert that
be cannot read the prayer over his pulpit, though be
certainly can write a report well calculated to draw
ducats from the pockets of the faithful. But the society never reports to the world what is done with
the ducats, and the charge is made that many of them
go to support the converts, who ·are Christians for
revenue only.
Mr. Freshman tells two stock stories illustrativ of
the protectiv care of the Lord for those Hebrews who
supplement their ancient by the newer Christian superstition. The society hired a room in Cooper
Union unfurnished. How this deficiency in comfort
was to be met Mr. Freshman did not know, but
finally be determined to ask the Lord, which he did,
per prayer.. Scarcely bad be arisen from his knees
when a van backed up to the curbstone loaded with
· t tb e f urm•ture d es1re
· d f or tb e room. S ucb exJUS
. .
emplary promptness on the part of the Lord, mt1mates Mr. Fresbm~n, is due to the fact that be is a-

converted Hebrew. On another occasion, filty dollars were sadly needed to carry on his work. Again
did be sink upon his knees, and rose to meet the
postman bearing a letter inclosing a check for just
that amount. After this, if we may believe Mr.
Freshman, who shall say that prayer is not answered'
We met the other day a Jew who bas paid some
attention to the affairs of this society. This Jew bas
little confidence in Mr. Freshman, in his methods, or
in the genumness of the seven conversions reported.
He bas been, he says, to see Howard Crosby, to convince him that Mr. Freshman does not understand
the Hebrew language, and is so far _an impostor. He
bas visited the Independent office and seen Dr. Ward,
to whom he explained that the society for the conversion of the Hebrews costs a great deal more. than
it is worth to the church. He bas also visited the
Christian Union with the commendable purpose of
setting forth what be thinks about the society and
its agent, but none of these parties will do more than
listen to him-they will not investigate his charges,
for fear, he says, of exposing to the world the poverty
of a faith·whicb bas to buy its converts from a race
upon whose miraculous ca~eer that faith is founded.
This Jew thinks there is something wrong with a
church which supports such sham institutions as
societies for the conversion of the Hebrews.

Editorial Notes.
THE autographs of C. B. Reynolds and J. E. Remsburg
adorn the same page of a Missouri hotel register. Both hav
been at work in that state for several weeks.
· A BosTON jury has decided that a cigar is a drug, and
therefore that an apothecary can sell one on Sunday without
violating the law. This is one way to evade an odious law.
A more manly way would be to repeal the statute.
THE American Society for Psychical Research has gathered
some interesting statistics regarding the proportion of superstitious people to be found in a community possessing a fair
amount of culture. It is found that one man in ten has a
tendency to superstition, and that two women in ten are
affected the same way. Judging by the comparativ number
of men and women in the church, we should hav placed the
proportion of superstitious women to superstitious men much
higher.
THE new president of Franae will probably prove very
acceptable to the church, as he is an ardent Roman Catholic
and his wife is devoted to the church. Carnot was elected
over stronger men as the result of intrigue. But if he undertakes to hand France back to Rome, he will find the Radicals
very strong. It is significant, however, that the papal nuncio
has received instructions from the Vatican to pay an early
visit to the president, and to establish friendly relations at
the outset with the new administration, by explicitly declaring the good-will of the holy see toward France. The goodwill of the holy see is the good-will of the hungry wolf for
the fat lamb.
•
THE Evangelical .Alliance is in session at Washington, presided over by Justice Harlan, of the United States Supreme
Court. One of the subjects discussed was " family purity
and perils." Among the dangerous agencies at work over.
throwing morality the clergy named the public schools,
novels, the daily press, art, in painting, sculpture, and
music, and the saloon. Nothing was said about the preachers, though they are the cause of more family immorality,
and a greater peril to family purity, than any other agency
named, except, possibly, the saloon. But the Evangelical
Alliance is a council of fossilized hypocrits, dissatisfied with
everything that does not make to their own glory and power.
AT the church of St. Vincent Ferrer, in this city, four infants were presented for baptism on Sunday, the 4th instant.
One of them was a son of Edward L. May, of 301 East Sixtysecond street. '' What do you wish to name this child?"
asked the officiating priest of the father. "Robert Ingersoll
May," responded the proud parent. "What," asked the
priest in astonishment, " is not that a peculiar name to giv
a child in this age? Can you not find another more appropriate?" "No," .replied the father. "I like the name and
I like the man.'' .All present, says the World, had been very
interested listeners of the colloquy, and wondered what
would come next, when the priest, without another word,
christened the baby "Robert Ingersoll May.'' When the
friends of Colonel Ingersoll are found even in Roman Catholic .::hurches, who shall say that the signs of the times do not
indicate that the kingdom of man is at hand? Mrs. Ingersoll
has bought that baby a mug which will make him the
haughtiest of all infants; and Colonel Ingersoll has written
the father a letter which ought to make him the proudest of
all parents. The occasion, too, is worthy of an encyclical
from the pope, for who can believe that Robert Ingersoll
May will grow up a Catholic? The faithful should be warned.
W. F. JAMIESON is now bombarding orthodoxy in southern
Colorado. The clergy began the fusilade, although Jamieson
remained quiet all summer. 'l'hey were not even willing
that a Freethinker should liv in their neighborhood and be
silent. He has just closed a course of six lectures in his own
town Monte Vista, the first ever given in the history of the
place'. The Christians labored with each other, and with
other
persons,
to keep away from the lectures,
. hweak-minded
.
wh1c
were successfu1 1n
sp1"te of the efforts of the godly ·
We will soon bav a letter from the seat of war. A.ddrees
Mr. Jamieson at Monte Vista, Col,
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l,ttftrs lfrotq Jlritnds.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mwn., Nov. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I charge that the churches having a bishop
· attached to them, wherever they may be, ha.v nothing more
nor 'less than the pope's agents in disguise, and the people
should understand this and treat them accordingly. I also
charge the president of the United States with breaking our
Constitution in support of these churches, utterly disregarding all others, which has and will cost the people their life's
blood. Also, the queen of England has more faith in the
pope than she has in the Protestant religion, of which the
Church of England is only an assumed name to deceive the
people. Bow could any church make a holy church out of
an unholy one? It is nothing but the pope in disguise. I
take this plan to inform the people, as the press is more or
less dishonest and cannot be relied upon to serve them.
.
CHARLES SAOH.

for over a year; hav just had one handed me with the good
news of the honorable acquittal of our Aunt Elmina.
Three cheers for liberty of speech and triumph of common
sense over despotism and barbarism.
MRs. LUNA HuTCHisoN.

.
STAILEY,.IA., Nov. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The book you sent me, "The Devil's Pulpit,"
came to hand. So you see I hav a pulpit of my own, and
am not obliged to go to an orthodox church.to borrow one.
It is handy to hav one's own pulpit in the. house. I hav not
only "The Devil's Pulpit," but hav the Independent Pulpit
of J. D. Shaw.
On the 20th of this month I went to West Union, twentyfive miles, to hear Charles Watts. He had a very fair and
attentiv audience. On the 21st he lectured at the same place
to a much larger audience, and they were well pleased; so
much so that they tried to hav him stay over another night,
but he, having an engagement at Maynard, could not do so.
Be also gave a lecture at Maynard on the 22d to a large and
enthusiastic audience. On the 23d he lectured at Oelwein to
SoLDIERS' HoME, Wis., Nov.15, E.M. 287.
a large concourse of people. Mr. Watts always invites disME. EDITOR: Find stamps, ·and send me " Bible Morals," cussion, but none came forward except at Oelwein. There he
and "Crimes of Preachers."
had some opposition, but they never touched his lectures.
Extract from the Milwaukee Sunday Telegraph, Nov. 13, There were some persons at Maynard who came seventy-five
1887: "A Yankee Chaplain's Plain Talk.-I feel sure that all miles to hear the lecture.
WM. REOHFIELD.
hatred, and bitterness, and animosity of revenge should be
OsHAWA, ONT., Nov. 27, 1~87.
forever banished, if any still remain. These sentiments belong
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRurn SEEKER of November 12th is
to devils,.not men. [Right here this fool should hav stopped,
but he did not, he continues] 'Vengeance is mine; I will repay, Colonel Ingersoll's reply to Dr. Field. I am very much
saith the Lord.'" Thus, after turning over all these evil senti- pleased with it, and so are all my friends that I hav shown it
ments to the devils, alas! he must bring his "Lord" in for a to. Among my friends is a Methodist minister, and he says
share of them also. It seems impossible to keep this contu- that the colonel is a very smart man, and that if there are any
macious Lord out of bad company. Cleveland's orthodox flaws or inconsistencies in the Christian religion, he is just
messages prove to a certainty that he would not veto a bill, ap- the person to discover them.
I hav been reading Father Lambert, and also Mr. Mc<:!rudproved by Congress, to put his " almighty God " in the Constitution. Nevertheless, Blaine had his Burchard, and in 1888 der's "Notes on Ingersoll," and think that Lambert must
hav been studying McGrudder, as there are aeveral parts the
Cleveland may find his also.
NELSON HUNT.
same. McGrudder's "Notes" was published in 1882, and
MARTINSBURG, W. VA., Nov. 28, 1887.
Lambert's in 1883; hence my conclusions. Lambert thinks
ME. EDITOR: Find inclosed $7, for·which please credit to he has made a great point against the colonel where the coloJohn~- Hutzler $1.50 for six months' subscription, and. 50 nel says that water does not run up-hill. I would like to see
cents for pamphlets sent me ; the balance ($5) is sent by Father Lambert make some of his holy water run up-hill.
Mr. B. Bohda for the benefit of the American Secular Union In Lambert's work, page 115, he says that the devil is a
for the Propaganda Fund in the distribution of Freethought damned liar. Will he please giv us a couple of places in the
literature, and books, etc. You will oblige me by forward- Bible where the devil has told any lies? On page 156 he says
ing the same to E. A. Stevens, Secretary, 750 West Lake that Matthew givs the ancestors of Joseph, while Luke givs
street, Chicago, Ill., with the request that if he has -any the ancestors of Mary the mother of God. I hav read both,
and I cannot see that Lambert is right. If I am wrong, will
literature to send, please mail the same to my address.
I desire to say to Brother Swan, of Kent, 0., that he is a he please put me right? In McGrudder, page 60, he says:
very lucky man, and that he need hav no fear of anyone ever " Let Mr. Ingersoll understand that there is not a single text
attempting to take away his home. I am a poor man my. in the Bible that, fairly interpreted, affords the least counteself, and never wear but one shirt at a tJme, and no paper nance to the revolting doctrin that he [the colonel] discards
collar attached to it. If every man is as easily satisfied as he [the doctrin of eternal torment]; that it is unscriptural, and
seems to be, we would all be willing slaves, for no man can borrowed from the pagan mythology." Now, if Mr. Mcgo out West and take up goverment land unless he has some Gruddcr will only throw overboard a little more superstition
money, or help from somebody; if they could, there would he can join with me in singing :
not be so many failures as there hav been.
(Tune~ Coronation.)
All hail the power of Ingersoll's name !
Yours respectfully,
Loms WoLFES.
REDDICK, ILL., Nov. 29, 287.
MR. EDITOR : I am happy to state to the thinking world
that Mr. Charles Watts, of Toronto, Ont., commenced a
course of three lectures at the city hall, Saturday, Nov. 26,
287~to a well-filled hall. His lecture for Saturday at 7 P.M.,
headed, "Unbelief," was delive·ced in a masterly manner.
It would hav been a thing of impossibility for an audience to
be more quiet and orderly thoroughout. The clergy of the
city were invited to ask questions or answer, but failed to
do so. . One of our pious townsmen made an attempt to
reply to Mr. Watts, but sat down with mortification on his
narrow head. Mr. Watts's description of Unbelief was grand
in the extreme, and filled with sound logic, ,;ood sense, and
deep thought. His delivery and tenor of thought convinced
his hearers that he is a Secularist from careful study and
education; and until evidence is furnished showing that he
is wrong he will be one of the peerless. I can heartily in.
dorse Mr. Watts to our friends wishing a good live worker
and a course of thoroughgoing lectures, and am certain that
should they secure his services they will be delighted with
his efforts. To Mr. Watts and his Secular T7wugl!t are at.
tached the best wishes of the people of Reddick and vicinity.
c. B. HUNTER.
BELLEVUE, IDA., Nov. 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Your kind and considerate note just received.
I hav suffered such sad reverses in the last· year or two that
my mind has been diverted from the progress of Liberalism.
Having first the misfortune of being burnt out ofa fine, new
residence, my husband then sold out and went to the mines
in Idaho, and two years thereafter he returned and brought me
here last spring, when he failed in his mining operations and
sought to find a better location in Nevada, while I remained
here. Not hearing from him for some months, I wrote letters
of inquiry and was informed of the sad news that Mr.
Hutchinson had gone insane and been sent to the asylum at
Stockton, CaL Be had expended all his money, and I am
left here destitute, dependent upon my friends. I would
lik~ if some of Tm1. TRUTH SEXKRR friends will try and aid me
by selling copies of my book, "Beyon"d the Veil," retaining
enough of the sales to pay for expenses. I could not sell any
of them here ; not enough Liberals. I shall be glad to hav
THE TRUTH SEEKER sent to me at this place, as I shall probably
remain until spring. Please publish this letter and call attention to it, as I wish the friends to know that I hav not deserted
the Liberal ranks, only fallen out by the wayside from press
of adverse circumstances. I had hoped to hav heard Mr.
Putnam when in this vicinity this fall, but only saw the cars
that bore him on to Salt Lake city.
I hav seen but two Ol"three copiea of THE TRUTH SEEJQI:R

Let Superstition prostrate fall!
Bring forth your Calvinistic creed,
And he'll expose it all.

G. F.

BRISTOL, WrsooNsrN, Nov. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I am mad clear through, but just whom to
be mad at, I don't know. My TRUTH SEEKER has failed to
reach me three different times this fall, while the other subscribers received theirs with great regularity. I look forward every week for my TRUTH SEEKER just as I expect my
meals from day to day. I am wondering ;what the pictures
are to be, or what the Editor will hav to say on the many
exciting subjects of the day, or what your many friends of
all shades of opinion will dilate upon, or what ·George will
report of the sayings and doings of the Liberal Club-and
now to be cut short of the reading of poor, persecuted Elmina's Jaw-suit makes me mad, and I don't care who knows
it. Anathemas sit on the scoundrel who steals my best of
all papers, the wide-awake TRUTH SEEKER. I am glad be..
yond expression that Elmina went scot-free, even if it was
brought about by a technicality. The judge seemed only too
glad to unload so unsavory a case. Had he been a Benedict,
I fear she would not hav escaped so easily. If the good Lord
would only giv Anthony the medicin he gave Ananias and
Sapphira for keeping a little of this world's goods back from
the church, I know of one that would not shed a tear. But
don't Jet this get out, for some fanatic might shoot the cuss,
and then, under Judge Gary's rulings and the Jaw of Illinois,
I would be held equally guilty and go the same road the five
men lately traveled in Chicago. I wonder if the great state
of Illinois won't some day in the future be ashamed of the
record she has made in this matter. But I hav occasion to
rejoice that my paper containing Ingersoll's reply to Field
reached me all right. It is a complete reply to Christian orthodoxy-a reply such as only Ingersoll, the best of reasoners, can make. Hoping you can explain, or, what is better,
that my TRUTH SEEKER will always reach me, I remain, as
ever,
Yours,
A- D. 'CoRNWELL.
ONEIDA, KAN., Nov. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I notice that some of the newspaper pub·
lisherJ are being exercised over the prob9.bility of the annexation or admission of the territory of Utah as a state,
which would, of course, giv us what we never hav had
before, an ecclesiastical state despotism in one state, and the
assumed "saintly" frauda would submit to anything Congresa might impose on them, even the prohibition of polygamy, as a" ruse" only in order to be admitted. Then there
would be a state religion in Utah, and that state religion the
abominable foul institution that Mormonism is, and the
national government coqld not prevent it, unde:r the Oonsti.

tution. A question it has found so difficult to deal with in
a, Mormon territory would be beyond a possibility of solution in a Mormon state, as no one would dispute. But why
so exercised over our danger, to the neglect of another of
such formidable magnitude comparativly? Has not the
Romish church been clamoring for a hierarchy or ecclesias.
tical despotism throughout the whole United States for many
years, and is not that sect increasing very rapidly? Is it not
the most potent political "machine" or power in the country? It seems like straining at a gnat and swallowing a· camel,
does it not? Is not the locating of that " grand" propaganda university at Washington city a precursor to the
establishing of a nuncio there also ? " Cardinal" Simeoni,
who is denominated the prefect of the Vatican propaganda,
would, perhaps, be the chap who would require credentials
from the old man who a short time ago arrogated to himself
the title of Pope Leo XIII, Pontife:c et Re:v-that is, supreme
pontiff and king; which was engraved on some medals to
be presented at his show jubilee, which the Italian government seized, not being able to bear so much arrogance and
pompous lordliness. They had not lost sight of Garibaldi
yet, it is evident. These credentials he would present to the
secretary of state, and if Mr. Bayard should accept them
(which he certainly could not with any kind of good policy
refuse), then he would be doing an act which commits this
country to a recognition of the Romish church as a temporal
power. If Romanism is to be admitted to recognition in the
diplomatic councils of this country, a new feature would
arise which would prove very detrimental to our boasted
freedom. If a nuncio is admitted here, the religious prejudices of the people would be aroused, and there is no antagonism equal tQ that of religious differences, which all history verifies. Hence, would it not be as laudable for the
press to wake up a little thought on Romanism? It is increasing so rapidly, and expending such vast amounts of
money in building monasteries, convents, nunneries, etc.,
surrounded by such impenetrable parapets, walls into which
poor, ignorant, weak-minded women are being allured by the
743 sacerdotal celibates telling them that it is for the greater
glory of God, etc., that they should be kept imprisoned in
those places among such a lot of bachelors as Bishop John
Josepll Hogan describes in his diocese in a letter published
on the 19th of last June. While being so exercised over
Mormonism, why not at least divide interest with Romanism?
If Mormonism is bad enough in its tendency and intent to
establish a hierarchy in Utah as soon as possible, how is it
with Romanism all over the land?
"AMERIOA."
CHEsTER, Nxn., Nov. 23, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: A writer in THE TRUTH SEEKER for November 12th says: "The Prohibition party, the God-in-the-Con.stitution party, and the Protestant church are one!" and declares Prohibition to be the priests' last hope. It would be
just as fair to claim that Christianity and civilization are qne,
as that the Protestant church and Prohibition are one. Iqs
a well-known fact that the churches were dumb in relation to ·
the crying sin of drunkenness until there was. a temperance
element in the country so strong that they were compelled
for very shame to cease their lamentations over the short-.
comings of the Jews, their eulogies upon Isaiah and St. Paul,
their admiration of Job and Solomon, and to stand fQr the
earnest, honest, practical need of the hour. For long, very,
very long indeed, nearly two thousand_ years, ministers of
the gospel utterly ignored the question of temperance, re- .
fusing to desecrate their pulpits with anything so modern;
refusing to lower their standard of priestly sanctity by anything so much of the earth, earthy, as drunkenness and its
accompanying sorrows, miseries, and crimes. They preached
Christ and him crucified; faith or hell-fire to the sinner; and
quoted St. Paul to the women ; but to the sleek guzzlers of
their fiocks not an offending word ; to those guzzlers so far
along as to be no longer sleek, but seedy, not a word; for the
poor women who supported these seedy individuals and their
children not a single plea. It was their part to act as if there
were no guzzlers, within sound of their voice, at least. Their
flocks, of course, had their failings ; but guzzling was not to
be tampered with. So far is it from the truth that the Protestant church and Prohibition are one that just the reverse
is true ; for the church did not demand Prohibition of the
people, but the people demanded it of the church. ·To the
last possible moment preachers shirked the burden of anything so practical and useful, so sorely needful, as the fight
against intemperance. Being paid for the light work of
choosing from the ancient history of the Jews a text sufficiently vague, from which to deplore a lack of faith, or
urge a generous contribution for the wants of the church, it
could hardly be expected of them to enter into the real fight
with real evils.
Hitherto the church has opposed itself to every upward
step that science has taken ; but science has gone up notwithstandicg, and pulled the church up after it; and been
astounded time and again to hear the church claim all the
credit. The church accepts now the theory that the earth
moves; that volcanoes and earthquakes are the effect of inexorable law ; and is almost ready to embrace the Darwin.
ian theory of evolution. Indeed, the church has about concluded that discretion is the better part of valor, and hereafter will hardly set itself against the verdicts of science until
after due consideration. But because of this shall we say
that the church and science are one? All the past of man
mingles with the present in shouting one grand "No!"
The progress of society, the circulation of the newspaper,
the spread of enlightenment, are all demanding of cities, communities, states, and nations" sweeter manners, purer laws;"
and Prohibition is only an effort on the part of the people to
meet this demand. The movement is world-wide and confined to no one country; and if the churches are at the
eleventh hour, from whatever motiv, identifying themselvs
, with the temperance work, it is the noblest, grandest ~ffort
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they hav made since Christ went about making the blind to gotten. The cry of the martyrs has been made indelible in
see, and the lame to walk.
EMILY BuRTON.
the blood of innocence.
In many instances we find the serpent's head has been
crushed, and justice made to prevail; but, alas l the venom
Nov. 28, 1887.
of the viper has shot forth to poison the virtues of other
MR. EDITOR : One of your subscribers for THE TRUTH lands. America is a new land ; its avenues are unprotected,
SEEKER loaned me some of the numbers of 1886 and 1887. and the Jesuits' cunning finds many weak places to plant the
They are rich in scientific facts and sound logic, that are doing upas. to poison the minds of the weak and innocent. It is
much to liberate the priest-ridden people from ignorance and here, on American soil, they intend to fight to the bitter end
superstition.
the separation of church and state. They are fast controling
Its Editor, and its scores of contributors, sound reason- the legi~lativ, judicial, and executiv departments of state,
ers on Freethought and free expression, are the 999 true and will make a determined stand to annihilate free schools
apostles of modern times. They are the saviors that light and Freethought from our land, and substitute parochial
·up the darkness of blind theological faith.
schools.instead. I feel that there is but one savior and hope
I see in my wandering life but very few Liberal papers whereby we can free ourselvs from the popish chains. I see
in the homes even of professed Liberals. Neither THE Freethought and free schools expanding all over our noble
TRUTH SEEKER nor any Liberal paper is kept on any news- lanu, and see many seeds of parochial schools blasted in the
stand in this part of the country. The Gods rend the people germ. Children drink in the sunlight of freedom, and wish
through the mouth of Sam Jones, Talmage, and hosts of to think for themselvs. I find the majority of our business
Bible-pounders.
men are sectarians only in name, to please their wives and to
In reading books about martyrs cruelly tortured and put be on the popular side. We can look to them and the more
to death, innocent women and babes murdered by Christian enlightened part of Christians in the time of need.
armies led by ministers as generals at God's command, I do
We shall gain the battle, but the enemy is strong, and we
not wonder at D. M. Bennett's sledge-hammer blows hurled must not be caught napping. Truth must and will prevail.
at the Gods and the priestcraft all along the way of his edito- Let everyone with honesty of purpose who wishes to see
rial life. I am glad, Mr. Ed_itor, to see you took up the our country saved from the tyrannical control of church read
cudgel when he laid it down at the ebb of his noble life.
and consider the great underlying truth at stake, and come
You are giving telling blows at the stories of the inspired out as a propagandist to awaken the g:.;eat mass to a ~ense of
saints, writers of the Bible, by taking your readers every their duty. No resistance of law, no force, until all peaceful
week into Mr. W. Heston's art gallery. Won't Jesus's follow- means shall hav failed. To me, law is the sympathetic tie
ers smile at the vivid scenes of the holy Bible as they pass that binds each American citizen to the one great family
through this art gallery?
known as the American republic. The God of Nature does
The clerical cloth should giv thanks for the new name you nothing by force, but by his great laws he controls the
hav so appropriately applied to their reverences-" sky- universe.
A. D. SwAN.
pilots."
Some of the Christian Liberals cry out with fear and inON BOARD SPANISH STE.AMER, MIGUEL M. PIVILLOS,}
dignation at the blows you are dealing through your paper.
Sept. 29, 1887.
"Why, it will call down the wrath of the popular class upon
FELLOW TRUTH BEEKlms: This gloomy, damp, foggy 3
us!" Christians hav always used the heretics as targets for P.M. finds us seated at the table on board an ocean steamer,
spite and revenge, and feel they are doing God's will. Must slo'wly and smoothly steaming down New York bay. I susthe Infidel keep silent while they hurl the1r false anathemas pect that, so soon as we may hav crossed the bar and reached
at the people called heretics for their liberal sentiments? the bounding billows of the Atlantic, things may not be quite
Nay, nay, beard the lion in his den.
so smooth with us as they now are-though a good stirring
Five of the Anarchists hav satisfied the demands called up of the stomach may redound somewhat to the welfare of
legal of twelve apostles (jurors) and judge, and now moss- the passengers, of whom there are very few on board.
covered people breathe easier and shout: "We've hung them
We, myself and son, George Samuel, expect to arrive at
up there in the name of the people !"
Barcelona, Spain, on or about the 25th prox., from which
Hav they destroyed the seed of Anarchy by victims stretch- point we, under the vigilance of our noble pilot, Eugene,
ing hemp? These men hav been crucified upon the gallows. propose to let you all hear from us. We are somewhat sad on
Does this settle the bill by legal murder? 'fhe command is : embarking again from the shores of our nativ land to know
Thou shalt not kill.
that we leave you all again writhing under the direful effects
The people are struggling to obtain justice. They may be of another spell of h~rd times, with a bountiful supply of
mistaken in the wisest way to obtain it. Right and justice herds, flocks, and crops on every hand. Shylock has again
are seldom gained except by war and bloodshed.
fastened his fangs upon your prosperity by cornering $653,Roll on, thou progressiv car, till dogmatic religions shall 000,000 of your circulating medium, money, in our treasury
sink into sheol's sulphur vat, never to be resurrected! All at Washington, which is equal to about $11 per capita, leavhail to Eugene Macdonald, Watson Heston, and the army of ing only about $7 per capita in circulation among you.
laborers for free expreseion of thought, and to the noble and
Uncle Sam has the bone (the soil), the flesh (the laborilig
outspoken Robert Ingersoll, C. B. Reynolds, and S. P. pecple), and the circulating medium, or life blood (the
Putnam!
money), which, were it all in circulation, would amount to
I would like some of your free tracts to distribute among about $18 per capita. Now, if a man hav eighteen drops of
MRs. E. J. STOUGHTON.
the faith-loving people.
blood for every ounce of bone and flesh in his body, and if,
under such condition, his health and vigor be just medium,
and then if eleven drops of that blood for each 'ounce of that
KENT, 0., Nov. 28, 1887.
bone and flesh be, through the rupture of a blood-vessel in
MR. EDITOR : To my mind there is no better proof of the the lower part of the leg, let out into his boot, leaving only
advancement and civilization of our people than to know about seven drops of blood, for every ounce of bone and
there are now more turncoats than formerly. Thirty years flesh, circulating throughout his body, I fancy he must
ago a man who changed his political or religious views, from stagger just as Uncle Sam must stagger, financially or comwhatever cause, was looked upon as weak-minded and mercially, till that money that is locked up in our treasury at
unstable-a boy must think and vote as his father did. No Washington may hav again been put into circulation among
neighbor of an opposit party, if ever so good a man, was the people.
I fancy that I now perceive that the Republico-rebel wing
worthy of the least known office. Now nearly everyone can
read the daily papers, can hear the issues of the day discussed of the Democro-Republico-rebel party, the G. A. R., are going
from all standpoints, and, after deciding which is right, vote to endeavor to plunge the people into another horrid and
according to the dictates of his own reason. Then a Demo- bloody war. That w).ng of that party, through treason to its
• crat .or a Republican was a Democrat or Republican still ; a adherents, elected Grover Cleveland to the presidency in
Methodist or a person of any other denomination was the 1884, and on the 4th of March, 1885, they surrendered the
same forever, and held the same ideas as taught his fathers reins of government into the hands of treacherous, traitorous, unconstitutionally pardoned rebels. Those rebels
before him.
Now we see at least a few who dare trust themselvs to will, in 1888, as they did in 1860, permit that Republico-rebel
hear some other side of the story. Even the Infidels are wing to elect the president, and then, to be even with them,
now allowed to call themselvs white American citizens, and count him out eight, to seven, and then, if it becomes necestheir voipe is heard throughout the land. While we rejoice sary, use that $653,000,000 of our money that is in our
to see such an age of progression, yet we regret to see t.he treasury to fight him out, while the G. A. R. will rally to his
superstition and bigotry in the majority, for it is the majority support and try to fight him in. The only difference that I
that must rule our land. It is not among sectarians alone am able to discern between our last war and the one now apthat we find people who are wont to stick to their former proaching is that the other was sectional while this one will
beliefs, but many of what we term Freethinkers are joined be neighbor against neighbor throughout- the entire country,
to some idol, and truth seems not to affect them. I hav and our towns and cities will smoulder in ashes, and then,
tried to learn the teachings of .nearly all the isms of the day, when the smoke may hav passed away, the surviving poor
and fail to find any one that has not some noble and good people will be industriously at work, at good pay, rebuildideas, even in the much-talked-of Anarchism. Where can be ing. Now, is that the way our affairs should be managed?
found more pure, happier, and endearing sentiments than in Remember that the most efficient weapon ever wielded by
modern Spiritualism? The question is, Is it true? Let no man, the ballot, is in the hands of the poor people, and, if
one say nay until every means of proof has failed to demon- they will but consider and vote for the laboring man's candistrate it either true or false.
date, they will so effectually chop up both wings of the DemThis age. is one of great advancement, and what we ocro-Republico-rebel party, and throw them into such conthought to be true yesterday we can hardly think true to-day. fusion, that they cannot precipitate the people into a war.
Science is struggling with the occult forces of Nature, and Will we do this, or will we suffer oursel vs to be driven about
we are finding new laws and new methods of using them. like a lot of geese, nay, buffeted about like a foot-ball beLet this light shine forth in all truth, to elevate the spirit and tween the two wings of the old party? Time alone must re.
moral worth of man. While I cannot fully agree with Mrs. veal the sagacity of the average American citizen.
Freeman, in THE TRUTH BEEKER of November 26th, as to the
In 1860 there were 303 electoral votes in the United States.
guilt of the Chicago Anarchists, I can see plainly the popish In order to elect a candidate to the presidency his party had
arm of power moving in our land. The worst enemy of our to concentrate upon him 152 of those electoral votes, which
American citizenship and of our great republic is popery and would hav been a half-vote over half of the whole, a bare
priestcraft. The Old World has, in ages past, given us such majority, and not a vote to spare. The states in which
a picture of priest-taught superstition that it cannot be for. slavery was tolerated bad 120 electoral votes, and when they
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assembled in convention at Charleston, S. C., in April, 1860,
they well knew that they must nominate there a m11.n as candidate for the presidency who, besides carrying the "solid
South" as a unit, could command, at least, 32 electoral votes
in the Northern states to be added to the 120 of the Southern
states, and thus complete a majority, the number of votes
requisit to the election· of the president. They also knew
that it was generally conceded that when Mr. Stephen A.
Douglass withdrew from the canvass in 1856, at Cincinnati,
and cast his influence in favor of James Buchanan, that influence amounted to about 45 electoral votes in the Northern
states; and that if Mr. Douglass could be .nominated, harmoniously, by that Charleston convention in 1860, he would
carry the Southern states as a unit, and wield an influence
among the so-called Democrats of the North to an extent
much greater than 45 electoral votes, because many of our
fellow-citizens do not regard right or wrong when voting, if
they can only be sure of voting on the winning side. Thus
the Democro-rebel wing of the Democro-Republico-rebel party
had a positiv certainty in the election of the president, had
they only desired to do so. But no, they desired only to
create an excuse under which they might succeed in leading
the gawky element of their section into a bloody war that
might, and did, afford ample fun for the bedbug element of
that section of our country. In its incipiency the Republican
party was honest, but the capitalistic tricksters managed
to throng its ranks with such Buchananites as were the
Grants and the Shermans, and then hav them to so manage
military matters as to prolong the war, and increase the
public debt to the end that the capitalistic element might
levy a withering,. blighting tribute upon the industries of our
people in the form of interest upon money which the capitalist had loaned to the government to aid it to protect his own
life, liberties, and property, so that it soon sank to the level of
the Rep'ublico-rebel wing of the Democro-Republico-rebel
party. The rank and file of this party hav been and now
are honestly inclined, but they were such veritable gawkies
that they never beheld the vast trickery that was concentrated, at the beginning of the slavemonger's rebellion, in.
that executiv order of Mr. Lincoln, calling out 75,000 men
for ninety days to suppress a rebellion of 650,000 well-armed
rebel troops fighting within their homes.
My fellow-gawkies, permit me to say to you that a Union
that is no~ worth preserving promptly would far better be
dissolved, and that the contin:1al study of the capitalistic
element is to the end that they may enslave the wealthproducing element.
By permiting rebels to vote, and by "removing disabilities," ha, ha, ha! e:v po8t facto, unconstitutionally, and, therefore, in anarchy, the Republico-rebel wiug of the DemocroRepublico-rebel party cheated and defrauded the rank and
file of its members, and stung itself to death, as did the Democro-rebel wing of that party in 1860, and for the same purpose-war and bonds.
Whenever a political party stings itself to death wilfully,
it should never again be reinstated ; the new party's candidate should be sustained by the people, as they should hav
voted for the grand old hero, Peter Cooper, in 1876.
In this letter I propose to try to attract your attention to
a very fatal defect in our United States Constitution, anrl so
important is it that I am at a loss for language in which to
impress that importance upon the minds of the poor and the
middle classes of our citizens. It is this : I think that Seetion 9 or 10 of Article I. of that document provides that llo
state shall emit bills of credit. According to the standard
law lexicographer, Bouvier, a bili of credit is a promis to
pay, emitted by a state, intended to circulate as money,
bearing no interest, and redeemable at a future date. If the
state were permitted to emit bills of credit whenever the
money-changers might prevail upon our Congress to permit
them to corner the money as they hav now done in our
treasury at Washington, the state could emit bills of credit
that might be made receivable for taxes, and, while not a
legal tender, to circulate as money, and thus, in her sovereign
capacity, she could throw the mantle of protection around
the industries of her people, and save them from the blighting effects of a money panic. But, it was held by the
framers of that Constitution that, were a state permitted to
emit bills of credit, although it might alleviate the sufferings
of her people while writhing under the effects of a money
panic, she, in her consequent prosperity and happiness,.
might, unmindful of consequences, go on emitting bills of
credit, and thereby hand down to posterity a great indebtedness in the form of bills of credit, and that thus generations
yet unborn would be compelled to writhe under an onerous
and burdensome taxation for the purpose of liquidating a
debt with the contraction of which they had nothing to do,
which would be a flagrant trespass upon the grounds of
equity and duty to posterity.
Now, if those framers of that Constitution intended to
prohibit the state from emitting bills of credit, and at the
same time permit her to emit bonds-a kind of double and
twisted interest-bearing bills of credit not intended to circulate as money and alleviate the sufferings of the people on
account of any stress in the money market, but, on the contrary, to be locked up in the coffer of some shylock in Berlin, London, or New York, that, like a leech applied to a
man already staggering from loss of circulating medium
(blood), he may, by way of interest on those bonds, levy a
withering, blighting tribute upon the withered prosperity of
the people of the state owing the money under those bondsthen, it seems to me that ~he people could hav had no greater
enemies than the framers of the Uuited States Constitution.
But, my fellow truth seekers, I don't believe it. I don't
think they ever intended that a state should emit a bond. I
holt! that all our state bonds are unconstitutional, null, and
void, and should be repudiated by the people of the states,
though I would never atlvise them to repudiate a just and
GEORG.& NEWTON.
lawful debt.
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are most unwilling to die, are such as hav
lived to no purpose, who hav rather breathed
than lived.
As t~e sword of the best-tempered metal
is most flexible, so the truly generous are·
most pliant and courteous in their behavior
to their inferiors.
Marriage is the strictest tie of perpetual
friendship, and there can be no friendship
without confidence, and no confidence without integrity.; and he must expect to be
wretched who pays to beauty, riches, or politeness that regard which only virtue can
claim.
Ahl when a man is dead, and. you are sure
that he is out of the way, you can afford to
praise him. It is when men are living that
we are not charitable. I hav not the least
1
particle of prejudice against the thistles that
were on my place last yea.r. It is those that
are there now that I don't like.

WARRENS!3URG, Mo., Dec. 1. 1887.
DEAR MIES WIXON: I thought I would
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall write vou a letter to let you know I am a
About the Porpoise.
Ri'Der, .Mass., to tJJhom aU OorrvmiUJn.ications ffW little Freethinker boy, ei~~:ht years old. My
papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I read
And so you thought it was a fish. Why
thi8 OO'I"MM" should be sent.
the. letters in the Children's Corner. Papa is did you think ·so? ·Because it livs in the
going to hav Mr. Reynolds here to lecture water?
next week ; we are all going to hear him. If
"Between the dark and the daylight.
But you must know that not all creatures
you can read this letter, I would like to see it
When the night is beginning to lower,
in print. This is my first letter to anybody. are fish that find a home in the water.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
But you say the porpoise has some ways
Good-bye for this time. JoHNNIE BoLTON.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
like a fish. That may be, but he is an animal,
nevertheless.
FoWLER, 0., Dec. 4, i887.
The Farmers' Wives.
How do we know that ?
DEAR MisS WIXON: I hav been rea din~ in
We hav sung of the joys of farmers' boys,
TBil: TRUTH SEEKER, and I see there 1s. a
Well, instead of gills, the porpoise has
And the beauty of farmers• girls;
column for children, so I thought I would lungs, and he wants air to breathe in them.
Of the farmer, too, in his overalls blue,
write you a few lines. I am ten years old, Fish hav gills simply, and can liv upon the
Dark eyes, and chestnut curls.
and never wrote very much. My mamma
It•s the stran2est thin~ that none will sing
and papa do not take Tnx TRUTH BEKKER, oxygen gas. that is in the water.
Of the Wl!sted, martyred lives,
But you say the porpoise can liv beneath
but my grandpa does, and I like to read the
Of the pallid face, of the worn-out race
papers. I think the pictures are nice; the the water, the same as a fish. How is that?
Of the weary farmers' wives.
monkey is too funny for anything. Well, I
I'll tell you how he does it.
When we recollect that the sad neglect,
guess this is long enough for the first time.
And the ceaseless war and strain,
Right on the top of his head there is an
I
hope
there
will
be
space
in
one
comer
for
Giv a big per cent to the mad-house sent
opening shaped like a half-moon. Coming
this. I remain,
With a worn-out spine and brain,
up to the surface of the water, Pop I flies open
REDUCED TO $1.00.
Ever your friend,
SELIA WALKER.
It•s time to think of woman's ills,
this aperture, and out comes the air from the
As constantly she drives;
THE STORY HOUR
It's time to sing with a doleful ring
creature's lungs, and in rushes the new air,
DENVER, CoL., Dec. 3, 1887.
Of the pale-faced farmers' wives.
the cover closing over the "blow-hole," as it
A. Book for Children and Youth.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I enjoy our Corner so
She is the first who wakes when daylight breaks,
is called, so quickly that no water can come
much
that
I
often
wish
there
was
a
FreeAnd the last to sleep at night;
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
in, arid down goes Mr. Porpoise again bethou ,ht paper all Comer.
No noon-day hours, no rest through showersOver a hundred fine illustrations.
But I havn't yet seen a letter in which neath the water, swimming along by means
The weather is always right.
mention is made of the books which our boys of his muscular tail, never stopping his course
Like a. blind horse bound to a ceaseless round,
and girls read.
No matter how hard she strives,
BOOKS .}~OR CHILDREN.
at all in his queer way of breathing.
This may not seem such a great omission
She is never through-there is lots to do
Then,
he
belongs
to
the
order
of
mammals.
Apules of Gold. . A Story-Book for
to all as it seems to me, to whom the very
For the busy farmers' wives.
You know the meaning of the word mamt'he Yonnn: ;Folks. py Miss Sns~~tn H. Wixon.
word "read" is fascinating in itself.
The brawny boys, through toil and noise,
Seeond editwn. Pnce, $1.25. Thts very excel·
Just at present we are journeying through mal, of course, for you hav been told it
lent work for young masters and misses, has
Grow up to man's estate,
Europe with Bayard Taylor, as all must who before.
passed through a. very large edition, and a
And one by one, toward the setting sun,
second has been issued at a reduced price of
read his "Views Afoot."
Pass through the old farm ga.te;
Our sweet word mamma is derived from it.
$1.25,
free of postage. This new edition has a
I often think that they who travel "on
And the rosy girls, with smiles and curls,
photograph of the author which adds very
The mother porpoise givs birth to her little
nothing certain a year" can appreciate what
Pass out to brighter lives,
much to the value of the volume. ·
they see better, and tell us more about it, ones the same as cats, dogs, and other mamAnd leave behind, with tear-drops blind,
than they who travel at ease, and pretty mals on land. The young of the fish, you Bible Inquirer. A Key to Bible InThe hopeless farmers' wives.
vestigation. Revised Edition. This pamJ.>hlet
often,
I guess, only " to pass away time." know, are born from the. egg or spawn. The
refers specifically to 148 B1hle J!ropositwnas'
While the farmer's health and the farmer's wealth
For,
as
Bayard
Taylor
says,
"the
difficulties
with
numerous references and 01tatwns, th ~
porpoise nurses her babies, and only one is
Hav grown, he cannot tell
are contradicted in terms by the same number
and inconveniences are soon forgotten, while
For his very life what ails his wifeborn
·at
a
time,
while
a
great
many
fish
babies
of
other
propo9itions in the· same book. Price
the many pleasures are ever pleasant memShe is never of late quite well.
9.~ ~F!!~~are hatched from fish eggs.
ories."
To his great surprise " she up and died!"
The porpoise mamma has nice, sweet milk The Story Hour. For Children and
Then, there are Nathaniel Hawthorne's
He into his coffer dives;
Youth. ilx Susan H. Wixon. Without Super"True Stories" of Bejamin West, the great for her little ones, while baby-fishes eat inIn a rosewood box her form he locks,
stition. The Only Illustrated Freethinkers•
Quaker artist; Isaac Newton, tlie scientiat; sect> and small grubs and mites.
And she sleeps with the farmers' wives.
Children's Storf-Book ever issued. 66 full-pa.ge
our
own
Benjamin
Franklin,
and
a
host
of
and 25 smaller 1llnstrations; large i;ype, heavy
Now, wouldn't it be financially
So,
by
these
differences,
we
know
the
por.
toned
paper, broad margins, illuminated
others who hav done so much to make this
(For!liv me if I ask it)
covers; 4to. 224 pp., bds., $1.
poise is not a fish. It belongs to the family
century what it is.
More wise to giv, while your wife doth liv,
I am sure every boy and girl m.1st love known as Cetacea, to which order also belong Two Little Red Mittens. A Story of
A rest, than a rosewood casket 1
these stories,and also Hawthorne's" Wonder- the various kinds of whales.
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Let her 2et out-doors when the sunshine pours,
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
book," "Great Stone Face," and "Snow
In happy walks and drives;
The porpoise has a large, round head, a
Image." And there are Emerson's" Oracles."
Yon will find it worse to hire a hearse
The Youth's Liberal Guide. By
Was ever anything more trpe and beauti- good brain, and is said to be highly intelFor your worn-out farmers' wives.
Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; $1.00. ThiS
ligent. It has a large jaw, and as many as
ful
than
this
stanza
from
his
poem
"
Each
volume aims at the education of youth in the
And do not laugh at the epitaph
principles
of Freethonght, at the same time
and All?"
eighty or ninety . teeth. The oil extracted
That I for her would write :
that it inculcates moral duties and human
from the jaw of the porpoise is valuable.
I t.honght the sparrow's note from heaven,
'0 holy judge ! what killed this drudge
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
Singing at dawn on the alder bough.
common senae. Address THE TRUTH
Was keeping her milk pans bri!lht.
What does it liv upon?
I brought him home ; in his nest at even,
BEEKER.
For years she strove with a cooking stove,
He sings the same song, but it pleases not now.
Fish mostly, as its home is in the water.
With poor health long oppressed;
For I did not bring home the river and sky;
It
is
fond
of
the
fat
fish,
like
mackerel,
salA Book for LO'IJers-Pa&t and Present.
He sang to my ear, they sang to my eye.
To her weary soul, even this poor hole
--0-mon, herring, and can eat twenty or thirty at
Will seem a. heavenly rest."
And these are but a grain from the in exROMANTIC
LOVE
one
meal.
haustible mine which so many great men hav
AND
The flesh of the porpoise is very rich as
"A..h-Goo."
been preparing for us for so many years, and
PERSONAL BEAUTY.
where I hope much "prospecting" may be food for man, and resembles that of the pig,
Vat vas id mine baby vas trring to say,
THEm
Vhen I goes to bees crib at der break of der day 1 done and reports made in our Comer.
and it is sometimes called, from a fancied Development, C&usa.l Relations Historic -and
Und ondt vrom der blanket peeps ten leedle toes,
LAURA PRIOR STEWART (15 years).
resemblance to that animal, the hog-fish, seaNa.tiona.l Peculia.ritie3.
So pink nnd so shveet as der fresh blooming rose,
[We would call particular attention to the hog, puffing-pig, etc., and in the water they
Und twisting und curling dhemselV3 all abondt,
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
Shnst like dhey was saying, "Ve vant to get above from one of our best, and, we would look like black pigs.
12mo., cloth, ~2. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
wish, more frequent correspondents. We trust
They are good-natured, merry creatures,
ondt l''
·-------------Vhile dot baby look oup, mit dose bright eyes so her hint may arouse our boys and girls to and I hav heard my father tell many times of
pine,
write and tell us just what books they are their playing in the water· like children, and
Und don'd could say nodings; shnst only:
reading. Books treating of travels, biography, running races with the vessels. Quantities of
"Ah-Goo!"
history, poetry, are good reading for these fine oil are obtained from the porpoise, and
Vat vas id mine baby was din king abondt,
Vhen dot thumb goes so quick in his shveet leedle long winter evenings, and, with pleasant, in- its skin makes a nice kind of leather.
mont,
·
structiv stories of standard merit, will help to
Porpoises like being near the shore, and on
--o-.Und he looks right avay like he no understandt
.while away many a weary hour. Let us hear the European coasts, where they are quite
Der reason he don'd could quite shvallow bees
'fhe Stereopticon and Views which D. M.
from others of the books they are reading.- common, are often seen rooting near the
handt;
Bennett purchased in Europe on his Aroundwater's edge, with their odd-shaped n1ses or
Und he digs mit dhose fingers righdt into bees En. C. C.]
the-World trip are for sale. The instrument ,.
eyes,
snouts.
S. H. W.
is a very fine one and the views are among
Vhich fills bees oldt fader mit fear and surbrise;
RoBERT F. BELL, Sydney, N. S. W., AusUnd vhen mit dhose shimnasdic tricks he vas
QuEsTioNs.-State the difference between the the most rare and beautiful ever made.
droo,
tralia.-We know of no regular lesson-book porpoise and the fish. By what means does the They are some four or five hundred in numporpoise
breathe? To what order does be belong?
He lay back and crow, and say nix, bndt,
for the use especially of Secular Sunday- What word is derived from mammal 1 Do por- ber. The whole outfit, complete and in work"Ah-Goo!"
nurse
their.Yonng? How are fishes born 1
ootses
schools. There are few such schools in the What is t·he famtlY
name of tbe Porpoise? What ing order, will be sold for what the views
Vat makes dot shmall baby shmile vhen he's United States. The Truth Seeker Company other
water ammals helong to this familv1 De- alone would cost. Address
ashleep?
scribe
the
porpoise.
What of its food 1 What is
Does he dink he vas blaying mit some one "bo- has for sale a Liberal song-book· that might it sometimes called? For what is the porpoise
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,.
valuable
to
man
1
answer your purpose, price 25 cents. Send
peep1"
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Der nurse say dose shmiles vas de sign he haf to them for catalog of Liberal books. Mr.
Words
of
Wisdom.
colicH. W. Smith, of Greenwich, Mass., has of
More like dot he dhreams he vas ha.fing some
Nothing shows greater abjectness of spirit
late published a book of selections and songs
OJI.,
frolic;
Men of Business Who Did Something Beside&
I feeds dot oldt nurse mit creen abbles some da.y, for use in Liberal Sunday-schools. We hav than a haughty demeanor toward inferiors.
Making Money. A Book for Young Americans.
Und dhen eef she shmi!es, I pelief vat she say;
No cord or cable can draw so forcibly, or
not seen the book, but think it might be what
Vhen dot baby got cramps he find somedhing to do you require for your classes.-En. C. C.
bind so fast, as love can do with a single
BY JAMES PARTON.
Oxcept shmi!e, nnd blay, nnd keep oup bees
thread.
"Ah-Goo !"
Prlce, •
•
•
• . - $1.26.
Many men claim to be firm in their princiI ask me, somedimes, vhen I looks in dot crib,
The Indian and the Feather.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ples when really they are only ·obstinate in Address
"Vill dot pine-eyed baby, dot's pooling my hair,
28
Lafayette
Plo.nA. NAW Yorll:.
An Indian who had always been accus- their prejudices.
Know all vat I knows abendt dronhle nnd .care?"
Dhen I dink off der vorldt, mit its pride und its tomed to rest his head on a stone, as he slept
Ingratitude i~, of all crimes, what in ourTHE STRUGGLE
sins,
at night, heard that white men used pillows
selvs we account the most veniaT-in others
JOB
Und I vish dot mineself nnd dot baby vas twins,
made of feathers, and that they were far
Und all der day long I haf nodings to do
the most unpardonable.
better
than
those
on
which
he
and
his
father
But shust laugh nnd crow nnd keep saying,
The strongest friendships hav been formed
In whioh the author shows the repeated attempt&
had been wont to sleep. He was very doubt"Ah-Goo !"
men of every age to acquire lfreater political
-Charles Pollen Aaams.
ful about this statement, but decided to try it in mutual adversity, as iron is most strongly of
liberty; also vig-orously attacks the very foundation of the relig-ion of every age; dwelling a.t
for once in a small way. As night came on, united by the fiercest flame.
upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailThe Moon and Potatoes.
Polish is easily added if the foundations length
therefore, he caught a bird, and plucking a
ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the
attention
of thinking men and women to the
"In what quarter of the moon do you feather he laid it on his pillow of stone. But are strong; but no amount of gilding will be
position of womankind in Amadea. Thronghout1
plant your potatoes?" asked one farmer ~f his one night's experience with his one bother- of use if your timber is not strong.
the work is replete with astounding facts a.na
arguments which cannot fail to interest
another. "I plant my potatoes in well ma- ing feather decided him against the white
Sir Thomas More wrote in his journal : " I weighty
the minds of this ag-e.
nured and well plowed soil, and not in the man's rest, and he went back to his old .make it my business to wish as little as I can,
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents:
moon at all or any part of it/' he replied.- method of sleeping with his head pillowed except that I were wiser and better."
H~clwinge.
Address THE THUTH SEEKER CO.,
simply on a stone,
They who are most weary of life, and yet
118 Laf1u ette Place, New ¥ork
I
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KERSEY GRA.YES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical

ln&rersoll's Tributes.

Agents for the Truth Seeker.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of ·the American
Secular Union, has published

OALIFORNIA..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Ca.l.
OA.NADA..

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
THE NINE DEMANDS Bible
Divine Revelations, containing a description of

in a more attraotiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
OOLORADO.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
IDAHO.
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
A. Erwin, Murray.
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN a.nd
ILLINOIS.
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F: F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano printed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
Bros:, Chicago.
LAFAYE'l'TE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
INDIANA..
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
KANSAS.
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
space between the portraits and around them are
MAINE.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfl.eld (Post-o:ffl.ce, Smyrna arabesques uf vines and flowers in profusion, and
the Panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surMills).
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
MA.SSA.OHUSETTS.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGA.N.
exceedingi.Jr handsome work for framing. The
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
artistic part is E>qlial to the best, and the portraits
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
are as true to· nature as the photographs from
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids. which they were transferred. The design will be
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
MISSOURI.
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
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E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
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NEBRASKA..
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A
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn~
H. Adler, cor. Ess.ex&Gra.nd sts., New York.
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Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schaife, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
'TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cll.erry st., Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Th~o. Colwick, Norse.

THE

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO THE
~mmortal

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Dof-'Ument,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

ENGLAND.

Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafa.yette .Place. New YorK.

J. E. :nemsbnrg's Works.
False Claims, Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~t are:
The Church and Mora.lity; Criminal Statistics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries i the Church and Civilizatiol!t; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scripture Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitntion; .Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
(: ukiudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancr; I_gnorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. <'nee, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.,;, The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l:!ixamination of
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian Sn.bbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; 'l'he
a.bb ath during the Middle AfieB; The Puritan
Sabbath; TestimonY of Chnstian Reformers,
l;lcholars, and Divines; Abro~~:ation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coo1es, $1.00.

1'homas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from mm·e than one hundred noted
persona of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, Printed on fine tinted pa.per,
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paille. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash~
in~~:ton an Unbeliver; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
:Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ctl!.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

FOB

HIGHER INSTITUTES IN REPUBLICS AND
FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION.
This book is just what the busy world of to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000
yearBB.o., on up to18tl3, all in a nut~hell.-Etmina

Sle,.ker.

As a text-book in schools, the book would occupy
an important place ; in the family it would be no
less important, as conveying information that all
should be acquainted with.-Susan Wixon.
Mr. Oettinger's intentions in writing this book
are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may
be commended as fultilll!lg its purpose of a concise and interesting historical text-book.-Mtlwaukee Senttnel.
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Sta,nclt J.,.Jtu<:~ una a Jjucccssf'ul PhtJsiC'ian.
The Betterf/Wav,of Cincinnati, 0., says," We are

~sa

delivered in Paine Hall! before the N. E. Free·
thinkers' Oonvention ••January 29, 1884. Price, assured that Dr. Fellows, the eminent specialist of
Vineland, N.J., is an educated gentleman of su10 cents.
perior mind and large attainments, aud thn.t sucTHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
cess in his pmfession has brought him business,
not only from all I>_arts of this conn try 1 bn t from
foreign shm·es. He is in the prime or lifA and
able to transact his vanous professional duties
promptly and well and giv satisf~tctlon in every
mstance. His references are numbered by thouA double-page picture contrasting science a.nd sands."
Dr. Fellows treat.s all those peculiar diseases
theology, showing how the one has la.bored for resulting
from indi•cretion and ignorance of
human advancement, and how the other has youth. ThosP who are ailing should senil 10 cents
alwaYs opposed it.
for the Dr.'s little book setting forth an EXTERNAL
Price. six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 150 cents ; Al'l'LIOATION -a positiv cure.
Address
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
twen!Y-five copies for $1; one '"'"'"·~·• ., ·P'"" for
Vineland, N. J,
ss.
We wish that the friends of Freethonght would
~Mention this paper.
distribute thousands of these telling pu:~ures.

ASHORT LESSON IH HISTORY

The Trade Supplied at Bper:iallJisoounts.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
a.t this office. Price, 40c.; with autonaph, 50 cts.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholio
the concise manner in which each point is disCannot be a Good Citizen of
cussed, should be highl¥ commended. Therefore
this Republic.
I take great pleasure 1n recommending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper~y A • .T. GROVER.
ance, but in the principles of self-government.J.J.McCabe.
li'or sale a.t thiB otllce.

40 CENTs.

Address Tim TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_gbt and its
Early Htrnggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mo)iammedaDlsm. Section Ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V~ Freethonght Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
··

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: 'fhe Origin of Christianity; 1.'he Historical Value ef the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

TRY•S·QU!~RE;
OB1

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a.
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
biB pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen lan·
guage, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale a.t this office. Price, S1.00.

Secularism; its Principles and its
·

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
THE DEAD1
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Intluence on Civillzation; Philosoplly of Secularism ; Hcience and Bible ·Antagonistic i
Christian Scheme of Redem_ption. For all or
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2S Lafayette Place, New York.

The E'Didences for the Resurrection Tried
and Found Wa:tting.
By Saladin.
PRIOE,

25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Hollo Wilkie, and Arthur
.8. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Bibhcal Errors and Secular 'fruths. 25
eta. Two Uevelations. 5 eta. B1ble Horrors; or,
Real Bla•phemY. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 eta.
B1ble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.·
5 eta. Christianity a Degrn.ding Religion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. · 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorita.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
and H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. b eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.O., LonJ<>n, Eng.
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Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

PRICE, CLOTH, $1.

0

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, a.nd good.M. E. Billings.

Duties. Price, 75 eta.

By Pror. H.. M. Cottioger, A.M.

0:::

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

UNIVERSAL HISTORY

;::::>

The Conftict . between Christianity
and Civilization.

ChrisUan Evidences Criticised

OF

ci

The prioeofthese heretofore has been 75cts. We
offer them a.t FIFTEEN OENTS EAOH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY OENTS.
Mailed secure
from breaka.ge. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
28 Lafa.yette Pl., New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Secularism; Destructiv and Construc-

ELEMENTS

ri1

The Vision of War, ,
The Grant Banquet Toast.
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.

PRroE,

Great Centennial Oration
ON

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we e&JJ
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on hea.vy toned paper, 18x22 inches,illnmi
nated border, large clear type, ~uitable for framing. The titles are:

N. S. BELL'S PAMPH.LBTS.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

OF IN-

ExoHANGE.
OHIO.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
By J. K. INGALLs, author of " Social Wealth."
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
Price, 25 cents.
. PENNSYLVA.NIA..

Conta1ning new and startling revelations in
religious liistory, which disclose the oriental
origin of all the doctrines, ;princip!e_lb precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New "J:estament.
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified t:2dB. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

LAws

DUSTRIAL PRODUOTION AND

. OREGON.

The World's Sixteen Crncitled Sav·
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

EQUITIES.

OOMPBND OF THB NATUBAL

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.

twenty-seve!l \>ibles and an exJ:!oBition 9f two
thousand biblical errors in smence, history,
monls, rel.fgion) and general events. AlSo a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examiuation of their doctrins. Price, 1.75.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
noticeitinMan.-T.B. Wakeman.
'
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.

Thos. Foreman, 10.6 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.

Expos1tion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 35 cents.
·

Bi~le Temperance:
Ll(lUOR DRINKING

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsbur~r's " Bible
Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La.fa:vette Plaoe. New York.

AU PTU RES CUR EDb,
m:vllledieal Compound and lmJ>roTed
Elnstic .Snflporter ,,russ injrom 30 to
90 dav•. Reliable referenr.co g!ven. Send
stamp for circular, m1d sav m whae p_apel
vou saw mv adv"tJ.Beme-nt. AddreBB Q~
'f!.!.. ~a,BmiUI"rille,:g~ !'l!l. !iolto

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of£hristianity
. A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire " by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
~

including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck.,
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.

z vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings.

f.UO

This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the

primitive Christians.
"I k,,ow of no book that contains more real and val·
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."-r
R. G. INGERSOLL.
"One of the most learned and interesting books ev<
written and pub!ished."-Boston Invesltgalor. if"
FOR SALE AT TRYTH f>EEKER OFFI.CL_,

·THE TRUTH· SEEKER, DECEMBER 1.7, 1.88-7.
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Obituary.
From the Boston Iavesttoator.

Died, in Fall River, Mass;, Nov. 20, 1887,
after a long illness, Capt. Lemuel Hall, aged
69 years.
Captain Hall was a mim of sterling charaCter, whose loyalty, integrity, and upright conduct was acknowledged by all who knew
him. He was a nativ of Cape Cod, and during his earlier years was a well-known seacaptain.
·
Naturally of a reflectiv tum of mind, he
carefully examined the various creeds and
dogmas of the world, and early arrived at the
conclusion that myth and miracle were unnecessary for the advancement of humanity.
For many years he has been known as a fearless, outspoken Liberal.
He was a great admirer of 'the principles
advocated by the In'Destigator and TRUTH
BEEKER, and was a long time subscriber to
those papers. He was, also, a stockholder
in the Paine Memorial Building. He had
no sympathy with priests or churches, with
hypocrisy or shams of any kind, and it was
his well-known and frequently expressed request that Miss Susan H. Wixon, whom he
held in high esteem, should" be the speaker
on the occasion of his funeral services. This
wish, however, was disregarded, and a clergyman who could not voice the sentiments
of the dead Liberal was employed in her
stead.
His voiceless lips can never speak again,
but his entire life is a perpetual reminder of
the principles of truth, honor, and goodness.
Captain Hall was thrice married. He leaves
a widow and two sons, besides a large circle
of relativs and friends, to regret the loss of
a noble man and most worth~and respected
citizen, who faithfully and honorably filled
every relation or position in life that he was
called to occupy.
An honest man has gone to rest,
To rise or sleep, as heaven thinks best :
The staff of age, the guide of youth,
The friend of man and friend of truth.
Few hearts like his with tenderness so warmed,
Few heads like his with knowledge so informed;
If there is another world, he livs in bliss; '
If there is none, 9!l made the most of this.

Parochial and Public Schools.
F1·om the Banner of Light.

From the movements that are openly making at the present time in and around Boston,
and in other parts of Massachusetts as well, to
establish parochial schools that shall draw
away the pupils of the public schools and substitute an ecclesiastical for a purely non-ecclesiastical system of instruction, it is evident
that there is a concerted plan on foot on the
part of the Roman Catholic authorities to undermine the existing common school system,
from which such beneficent results hav flowed
and to supplant it with one that owes its direc~
allegiance to the Roman hierarchy. From
being secret and subtle the work has become
open and avowed. The plan professedly is to
empty the public schools of all the children of
Catholic parents in attendance on them in localities where they are sufficiently numerous,
and to set up in. their place schools that are
under the immediate and direct government
of the Catholic priesthood; thus paralyzing the
public school, and openly assailing the very
principle of its establishment. In the adjacent
city of Malden a school has been so much
drawn upon in this way that the local Catholic
priest has even rented the public school-house
6f the aldermen, and converted it into a
parochial school.
It may be as well to remind the parents of
children who are enrolled in the Catholic
church, that while they are taxed for the support of the parochial school, they are by no
means for that reason released from their obli
gation as common citizens to support the pub=
lie school. This is a tax that is levied on all
alike, rich and poor, the parents of many children and those who hav none. Education at
the public cost, in which all alike bear a part
without any exemption, is the corner-stone of
our free system,. and has long constituted one
<>f its chief glories. If any holy father in the
Catholic church undertakes to set up the claim
that the support of a parochial school saves
his followers from the support of the common
schools, by parity of reasoning the rich childless man may set up his claim for exemption
also, on the very same ground that he sends
no children to the public schools, and therefore cannot be held for their support. Thus
will be seen the insidiousness of the present
attempt to break up the existing system of
free schools entirely, and in their place to put
an educational system for the young that is in
no sense whatever free, that is governed and
directed from Rome, and unrepublican to the

last letter. And this is to be done in the name
of religion exclusivly.
Of the threatening character of this deliberately concerted attempt to destroy our present public school system, which has wrought
such excellent results for the principles of
.liberty, few persons of ordinary reflection
need to be apprised. Those who are engaged
in it are of course intelligent enough to know
that the public school system is an established one, and cannot be supplanted by any
other system whatever, religious or nonreligious. It is as much a part of our republican system of government as the air we all
breathe is a necessity to our physical existence. And these men, therefore, know that
those· parents whom they tax for the support
of parochial schoois are nowise .absolved for
that reason from the support of public
schools. The latter are a responsibility im.
posed, as we hav already said, on all citizens
alik.e. If it were possible to release one man
from his share of the common obligation
beca,use of his religious belief, then another
man might with equal justice be released
from his share for precisely the same reason,
thus putting Protestant· against Catholic, and
inevitably working the speedy destruction of
the existing system of free sphools. Doubtless that is what is aimed at, since no other
result is possible. A war of sectaries ill likewise certain to be precipitated.
Do the Protestant ministers and their followers realizf! the situation? Do they comprebend the fast-growing magnitude of the
issue ? Do they understand that by their
insane determination to put God into the
Constitution-as if they could put him into
that instrument any more than he is in it
already by formal declaration and consequent
legislation-they are playing directly into the
hands of the Roman hierarchy? If they do
not know it without having it pointed out to
th em, t h ey con fess t h emse1vs without common intelligence and perception. For if they
are ready to set up a religious test for our
existing free government, which now leaves
all such tests to the individual conscience
alone, they will find the Roman Catholics
equally ready to set up the same test, first in
reference to our system of public schools,
then in reference to the legislation required to
sustain their claim, and finally in reference to
the gene1·al system of our free government in
state and nation. A warfare will th~n liav
been opened on purely sectarian grounds,
miscalled religious, that will not end until it
has shaken the foundations of our free government. What particular institutions will
·
k
go d own m the wrec which such a warfare
will result in need not be left to conjecture.
If anything of real and lasting value to the
freedom of the human mi.Q.d is left, it will
only be because the Romish dynasty has
itself grown liberal.
Is it a picture which our orthodox zealots
like to <;on template-so much. that is permanently precious risked and lost merely that
they may erect a professedly religious rule
within the bulwarks of our free constitutional
system, of which opposing sectaries will only
be too glad to avail themselvs? Even sup.
posing that everything sought is gained to
religion by the experiment, is it not palpable
that the loss to human liberty is certain to be
far greater than any religious gain can possibly counterbalance? And it seems but the
blind fury of fanaticism to persist in this
course, when nothing can be plainer than
that the precipitation of 0: war of sects for the
possession of our free government is absolutely sure to work the destruction of all real
religion among our people, and thus make
the last state of the case worse than the ftrst.
T4is stupendous risk the zealots of orthodoxy
are willing to run, for no better and more sufficient reason than that they are determined
to giv to our fundamental law a religious
character and coloring which they fancy it
lacks. As if every sincere and honest action
of man were not inspired to a greater or less
degree, and is thus indubitably religious. As
if it were possible for men to do their highest
and best work, as in the case of our matchless civil contract which we call our Constitution, and at the same time fall short of the
truest religious requirements.
Prof. W. T. Harris, of St. Louis, well and
widely known in connection with the public
schools of that city and with the Concord
School of Philosophy, recently read a paper
before the Congregational Club, of Boston, on
"The Part of Church and State in Education," in which he greatly clarified a much
confused subject. From personal experience
and studious observation he may be supposed
to possess a thorough knowledge of it. He
speaks of the existing tendency of the public
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Very Cheap Pamphltts.

schoGl to emancipate it~elf from ecclesiastical
authority, and thinks that the spirit of the
---o--school should be the scientific spirit, believing
We hav on hand a large number of the following
that all attempts at education would prove of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
abortiv if made subject to church authorit.y. will be disposed of at cost, as fol'ows:
It&gersoll Oatechised:
'Investigation is not to be controled by the
church. The parochial school professedly His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
represses inquiry. And, on the other hand, pounded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan.,
the attempt of an opposit Protestant party to . singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
2 00
keep-the Bible in the public schools is hardly ' ' '
OB.'CHODOXY.
less dangerous, because it raises a side issue A lecture, :fl.fty.four closely prlnted large 12mo
which is magnified far beyond its merits. pages, 10 cents; :fifteen, $1; a,nd $6 per hundred.
The several branches of the Christian church
Oivil Rights Speech.
are plainly severing their connection with the Including the address of Frederick D"uglas, fiftypublic schools, and the feeling is rapidly three-large ·octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
gaining strength that church and school for $1; a.ad $6 per hundred.
The Trull• of.H.istor,.
should not be affiliated.
But ·this does not necessarily imply, in Dr. This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll Up<~>n
the religious lies that hav been told about himHarris's opinion, that the Achools shall be god- self,
and :first made its appearance in these colless, according to the unreflecting· apprehen- umns. Price 8 cents ;.30 cents per dozen; $2 per
sions of many people who ·exclusivly profess hundred.
to be religious. · The influence of the public
BIBLE IDOLATRY.
schools is more activ to-day for morality than A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
it ever was before, but histead of being a the London "Secular Review." Price8cents;I)O
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred ..
merely professional morality it is of the kind
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
that shows itself in character and conduct Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingermore than in separate religious acts. The soll Upon the :fight in the Catholic church between
union of the church with the school is not in the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his e!llployer,
the church's line of business, which is. at the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 centsper·doz.,,or$2
.
liberty to take up the best work which the per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantischool can do ·and proceed with it according ties,
and given away to Christians, and it is with
to its .ideas of a higher moral and spiritual that not unreasonable expt ctation that the vrices
education. The schools were established, not· hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
to teach morals, although a healthy morality
liS Latayette Pl, New York.
is to be learned in them; not to inculcate re.
ligious ideas, although in no sense can they
be called irreligious; but to educate young
minds preparatory to their assuming the
duties of citizenship .. And therefore nothing The P~o~Iem of th~ Univer.set and
could be more unfortunate than to thrust in
Its
SCientific Solution,
With
Universology.
Price, 20
cts.some Cntic1ams of
the side issue of the Bible, which only givs Waifs and Wandermgs. 8 New Ameri·
the Romish priesthood the very pretext they
can Story.. Price, cloth, $1•00 ; paper, 50 cts.
need for appearing on the field in the name of
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with moident
· h
·
and dramatic power ; breezy from :first page to
t h eu c web.
last. with the ·living .spirit of to-day."-Jolln
That the sectarian issue is hastening to a
SWI.nton's Paver.
final conclusion should be obvious to almost Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
everyone. And orthodox zeal and sectarian
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
bigotry are helping it on by undertaking .the
shown there is much in harmony between
very work which its opponents of another
them. Price, 10 cts. ·
sect would wish to hav them perform. The Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
two parties, though professedly opposed,
~~~eSi~rtt~~f:~e~sa~g ~~~f~t~d e~~~r0cft~
could not more effectually cooperate if they
nary beauty."-DB. HENBYW. BELLOws. S1.
marched together under the same banner. Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Their purpose is certainly a common· one,
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
and therefore in the larlte sense they are -Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and
united. They may appear to be contestants
other Agnostic Poems. , Price, 10 cts.
at the beginning, but they will not proceed far Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
before it will become plain that they are praeversion of the Indian Storr, of the Garden of
tically working to the same end. Only let
E:ien, in which its superionty to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
Protestants pause and reflect on the matter,
cents.
if they will. This parochial school question
For all of the above address
00
is but the opening of the struggle. The next
THE TRUTH BEEKER
·
effort on the part of the Roman priesthood
S.
will be to control legislation in order to hold
their position by escaping taxation for the
This device is for
support of the public school. In the balanced
paper and envelopes for Bscular
state of political parties, they hnv calculated
Unions and others.
their chances to a nicety. And with their
final control of legislation through party dePRICES:
linquency and corruption, it ought to be easy
Half-note, bl'kink,
enough to see that the work which orthodox
per quire, • .18
.Protestantism is at' present striving to perform
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
for them, by changing the Constitution· into
Paper or envelopes
an engin of religious authority, will be gladly
with local adaccepted by Rome as having been performed
dress, 1,000, $6.00
on its behalf, when it finally comes into posHalf-note, 4 colors,
per qaire, • .25
session of political power by the balance of
Envelopes,4 colors,
parties and turns its battery on constitutional
per pack, . .25
freedom ·on thi§ continent.
•
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with loUnitarians Must Hav Cream Cakes.
cal address, per
1,UOO, • • $10.00
A few weeks ago a lady in Newton was
Address
preparing to receive a number of Unitarian
The
Truth Seeker.
ministers who had come together in that pretCOPYRIGHTED.
ty city on account of some conference or minAny profit from sales will be devoted to the free
isterial meeting. While ·the hostess was put- distribution of Liberal literature.
ting the finishing touches to the generous
feast, which was modestly called a luncheon,
the wife of one of the ministers happened to The Present and the Future
call. After admiring the array of good things
Republic of North America
which were prepared for "just ministers all
BY A CAPITALIST.
alone," she suddenly cried out in an alarmed
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
tone.: ''But, my dear Mrs. X., where are the poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the ~resent
conditwns·of society in this country, pointmg out
cream cakes? Don't you know that a gathering their imperfections, and showing bow it is almost
impossiOle
that the people should be other than
of Unitarians without cream cakes would be poor and vicious
under our present system. The
almost as bad as a sewing circle with the tea remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
has
drawn
vivid picture of the future
and
he
left out?" Mrs. X. did not know it before, but Republic of North aAmeriCa,
as it will be when
a boy was hurried off immetftately to the near- society shall be organized on the _Principles of
Rational
Communism.
The
book 1s vigorously
est bake-shop, and she has now for one of her and interestingly written.
watchwords, "Cream cakes for Unitarians."
Paper, ;;oc; cJoth, $1.
-Boston Ad'Dertiser.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

S. P . Putnam's Works.

Our Flag Above the Crof-

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,

LIFE.
A

PROSE POEM.

BY R. G. INGERS0LL.
Printed in colors on board, beveled edges.
Price 50'cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

REPLY
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy.
A

thorough exposure of the Catholic priest's
' Historical misstatements.
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cent!.
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Ingersoll's W"orks.
Pap~r,

Tlie Gods.

50 cts; cloth, $1.

In five leotures.~..,oomprising, "The Godsi'
" Humboldt " " -~·nomaii Paine," " Individn&l·
ity," and• "Heretios and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts ; cloth, 1.25.

Oontents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty folj Man,
. Woman, and Ohlld,'' ".'.l'he Deolara.tion of In.' d,eJlllndence,':': "About Farmin_g ..in IUinoia,"
' The Grant Banque~" ·~.The .Rev. Alexander
Ola.rk," "The Past Hises "before Me Like ·a
. . ,.,Dream>" and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

. Some Mistakes of .Hoses. Paper, 50cts;
.. , . , oloth; $1.25.. . .. . ,.
Jnterriews.on.Tabllage. Paper, 50cts;
· • plain cloth, $1.21i.. ,
. What M.ust We Do to Be Saved t Pa'"'. per;•ll5oents:
•' · .
.
The Christian ,Relidon. By R. G..

THE

$.-ER

PHILADELPHIA. LffiERA.L LEA.GUE, 2o'i

~
.PIANO.

~0

~a
•$11~· ~
AND SQUARE.

'\)
GRAND,! UPRIGHT

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,

· : 'l: ·· lngerso!h J ndge J ereiniali S. Blaok, and Prof.

' ·1: GeorgQ. J!', Fisher. Pa,per, 50 oents; oloth, $1.

'Vmdication of. Thomas Paine from

_ ~,,the attac)ti! Of the N~w York Observer, by Rob. · •' ert G. Ingersoll.' Pnoe, 16 cents.
,,,,A..d~I:e~s .·on the Civil Rights Bill.
·:· · ·: . Large size "ootavo, paper, 10 cents.
'

· ~gersoll's

Lec~ures

Complete.

· ·&un.d.iii one volume. To meet the demand
' for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
·all·his,leoturesr exoept tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound lll,.one beantifnl volume, in half
oalf, library style, and containing· over 11300
. .: PaJleB, wbioh .is sold at the exceedingly !ow
. . ~l').oe of $5•. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tn.butes.

~here; hav been so many

applications for Mr. In_gersoll's "The Vision
of .War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
the" ·reoent address o\'er "Little Harry Mil. ler•s Grave,"· that· they hav been printed on
heavy toned ,paper, 16x22, illuminated border,
, and in large, clear t.YI>e, suitable for framing,
. and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 50 o·ta; or·either one for15 eta.

Col. Kelso's

.... -hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk oloth;$3.
.i :

8vo., 883pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense •. A thorough iiJialysis of the

claims for .the existence of .the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the· charges generally.. brought against his Sata.nio majesty,
· -12mo,"466oo . .-•-t,50.-- . :..:.

Spirituali~m Sustai~ed.

.T~s work

goes not so far· to:_sustaJn Spintualism as to
. .show. that Ohljstians are inconsistent. in deny·. ing the a,lleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 241ipp,, $1.
· .H

I S _T O R Y
· o'l<~:.m~

• -·· . ,·

Best "H!tward '' Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
case, worth $300 for l220; similar $200 for $150; do.
$150 for $110. Ladies' Watch, 50 D1amonds, worth
~200, for $150; do. Diamonds and Rubies, •140 for
PM So'IA! Factors Gnd .Ea!fUt Ratios in Its $100; do. $100 for $70. A full line of regular styles,
equally low. Wedding Rings a specialty. Cab.AcquVl'ement and Apportionment.
inet Organs worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for f50
·. By J. K. INGA.LLS.
Music Box, 10 airs, !82, worth $45; do. $28; do. 8•
airs, $18 worth $25. 100 Plush and Leather Albums,
.. '-.-:
"'I
1
••
00
largest
size, $1 to $10, nearly half price. 100 Plush
P r l ce, " Ot 1,
"
"
· .
• Toilet, Jewelry, Manicure, Shaving, and· Child's
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
s~ts, $1 to $15, RRme reductions..
Best Triple
Plated Knives $3.50; Forks $8.50 per dozen. Triple
28 L a f aye tt e P Iaoe, N ew y or k ·
plated Tea-epoons uso; Table-spoons tS..W per 6•
·
· ·
Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass $1, Pebbles $2, Gold
PERSONAL EXISTENCE.
AFTER f6
and $7 <Bend line or finest print yon•can read
....
plainlyatl4inches and I can fit you). Iaman
DEATH. IMPROBABLE.
expert in mY line-your home jeweler must hav SO
to 50 per cent profit-! will serve yon honestly and
giv you the advantage of ll!}'_lnJ!g experience for
. Bg L. B. SMITH.
5 to 10 per oent.
OrrO WETTSTEIN,
·
Roohelle, Ill.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents
Published and for sale by
'l1HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON .

·· . ·

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

THE -NEW GOD.

By JOHN WILLIAM ;DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 voiB-Prioe, $8,
Address THE! TRUTH SEEKER 00.

BY SAMUEL P. PU:.rNAM,
Secreta7'1J of the American Seeulalr Union •.

O:f Europe.

Prioe 10 oen ts •
Address THE TBUTJI SEEliER Ool!IPANY.

.Prose Poems and Selections.

This
It is a model in every re- · HOW TO STRENCTHEN

~ew book is a gem.
· · i!peot. · In fact~ one of the richestt brightest,
·: best-ever issnea. It cantains, besines the oelebrated-~' Decoration Day Oration," never be. fl)re ptiblishe'~, and. a,ll th!l famous "tributes "
·heretofore pnntedm vanouuhapes but never
brought togethel' till now, many other gems,
selected from:-the speeches, arguments, leot·urea, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations Of the author. The _work is. designed
for and will be aocepted by admirin~ friends as
a rare personal souvenir. ·To hell' It-serve this
purp\)Bih a- fine steel portrait, with antograJ;lh
fao simile, has beenpreparedespeciall;y'for It.
Prioe1in a~_ cloth, beveled 'edges, gilt back
.... aiid iiio'le,
$2.50; in half chlfj'mottlild ·edges, ele•• gant hbrar.y·. style; 4;50·; 1n Jull Turkel': morocoo, _gilt,, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tree
..... :. . .oalf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
Life. ,A PrQse.. ;E>oem... P,rint~d in
"' ...eolm::~ on b9~r4,. b~'!e~e!J,gilt edgi)B, .50_cente.

· '"

· PhotOgraphsl' .of .. ·. Colonel. ~Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1; oabinet, 40 oents.
Addrea~. THE TRUT~ SEEKER.
''''J.!'

\;

Paino · VinmnatB~!
-oA thorough ·and overwhelming.,reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refut!lotion~

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o-

WHO WANTS ~HE.M t
Pair Diamond Eard,.ops worth $400.for $280; do.
$250 for $150; do. $120 for$80; do. $60 for $45; do.
Wl for $28; 1 Diamond Pm, worth $825, for $220; ·
do. $180 lor $135 ; do. $150 for suo ; do; $100 for t65 ;
do. $65 for $45; do. $38 for $28. 1 Ring or Studd
worth $185 for $140; do. $150. for $110 ; do. $90 for
$65; do. t65 for $45 ; do. $50 for· 135. A full ·line of
smaller D1amond Goodd same discounts. WILL

EA L T H'
Works~ SOCIAL "W
•

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to The/Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

· ui•·&·Numberof Vital Questions Propounded by
. -:;:•·othe editor of the San -Franvtscan. 5 cents; 50
. •:' .. · RfS~B pe].' do:~.~en ; 25. oopies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
: ·. ·. · ·ons of these slioilld be oiro'nlated.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere conld not wnte •
The Sonneta written by Francis Bac.on to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By Wm. IIEN:R'I
BUBB. Price, 25 oents. For sale at this offioe.

!~~:r~~:n::oF~; ~Tit ~y N~~ T~~i~~~R;~

Orthodoxy•. 56. pages, 12mo, paper,

•·: -.10 oents; . $1~00 per doz. post paid. Printed in·
1 .large,: olear t_ype, an !I containil!g as much as
,·_oould be dehvered In two ordinary lectures.
· ''This· 'mii.kes ··a·· grand missionary dooument.
·., r: · : :Libera:ls should ·scatter it generously.

meets every Sunday in Indn11trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and sooial questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rate

THE MEMORY;

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.

The. Greatest of all Antl-Blbll·
cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 oents. Six copies for
.
•
$1.00.

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

Speaking of this work in conneotion with the
proposed
independenoe of _Amerioa from Great
Nat uraI an d sc·en·
t "1lc Methods of ·· A perfeoiiy ~~liable, a.oonrate pamphlet. ThonJ!.tl
1 .1
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more snob
it
is
now
known
to
,be
the
work
of
W
anonYIQ.ons,
Never Forgetting.
H. BURRi· one of•our-a.bleat·coi'respondents. More_ flaming arguments • • • will not leave numthan 80,000 copies hav been sold. Prioe, 15 oen1-s bers at a loss to deoide on the propriety of a aepa_____ ___ )~.y:M. _L. HOL]clROOK, M.D~
For sale at this offioe.
ration."
12mo, 160 pp._, . •
• • • .1.00
•

Address

OR,

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette :Pl., Ne:w York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,·

The Forgery of the Old Testament;'
·Dedicated to the clergy
BY
H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
10 cents
Price,

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
For the benefit of our read
·r-• r<•.J'·'
era who preserve their papers.
we o1fer a new style of binder
. made for the purpose, and

, 11J\t<DY jl

a1"o•"-::,.o".

~

, ' with the heading of THE

rRUTH. t:!EEK'ER printed in
wid I.etters on' the 'outside
rhis binder allowli the open
ing of the papen perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replaoing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
.·
: Sent by mail~oAt-Pilid, for •1.
; Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
· tf
28 LafayeUe Pl., New York.
1 ;
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T H I R D ED I i' I 0 N.

BIBLE_ MYTHS,

Price, 3:i cents.

For either of these works or a!!Y of Paine's
writines,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VOLT llRE' 8 R'OM'iNCES.

CONTENTS:.
: The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadi11;
ilrFate;-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Ba.bylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. Tht
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-Microm~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
..:..:Memnom,jhe Philoaopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Stnqy of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Ohinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure iL
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6?
engravings. PriQe,_cloth, beveled boardB,$1.50b'paper covers, $1. .I:1MI calf or half morocco, mar led
edges,$4.00Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

AND THEIR PARALLEL~ IN OTHER RELIGIONS:

T H;E 0 AwN I NG

BEING A

.A. NOVEL.

Comparison of the Old and New Testament lllyths and l!llraeles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,

t• Oh, heaven I Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetns, and the herdsmen know
not it is the Sun-god I" ·
An octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
oloth. Price, $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co,1
28 Lafayette Place, .l.'tew York.

QONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING,

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS,

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
reoently reissued its assanlt upon the memory of
· Paine, this. pamphlet shonld be circnlated everywhere in vindication.

I

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.

POGB'l'HEB. WITB

From the German of MAX NOBDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION,
Prioe, 60 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A. ROMAN CATHO:{JIC CANARD.
.A Fiibricated .Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of ThO'm(J,8 Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.

WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

This pamphlet shows that the aooonnt of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal oharges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwiok oonld hav written the alleged aooount.
78pp. Price 15 cents.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

Ad

ess

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

BffiLE FA.BRICA.TIONS REFUTED,
[ Heathtn Illustration

of the Temptation.]

ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

The .Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions.'' But an evil demon came to them in
tl1tform of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
whiCh they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
Bn3LE MYTHS shows this to ·be the origin of the Hebrew
story.
·

An. Expose.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.50.

BIBLE MYTHS
AND THEIR

Parallels in Other Religions.
The objeotof the work IB to lJoint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in oommon with other
nations; and then traoe them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before ns. "-N. Y. ,sun.
1 vol. 8vo. Oloth. About 600 pages.

f'rlce, 82.:i0.

THE CONFESSIONAL:
By SALADIN.
Price, 80 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

10o.

Sent post-paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER·

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 paees,

150

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c,

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
5o
Addrese THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.
SEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Curtis,
Florence, Ala., for desorlption of cheap land in
the Sunny South.
1y45

Infidel Death Beds.
By G. W. FOOTE.

Prioe,

25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea. !or a. Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gla.d.A Dtsousston BettDeen
stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
Gladstone, Huxley, Muller,
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
.
Ll t
R Ill
Huxley. ·. .
.
.
.n on,
ev. e.
VII. A Protest and a. Plea.. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lm·
I TIS reported that the sessions of the common council of Philadelphia for the last three On the Con1l!ct between
Genesis and Geology.
coNTENTS:
This iston
a. new book and contains the latest discus, months hav been marked by :flagrantly dis- I 1. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Ron. aion.op the lllistakes ·of Moses ..The names of the
graceful proceedings, an utter indifference to
W. E. Gladstone.
.
pa.ttilClPants are a. guarantee oflts able ohara.oter.
.Iness be"
h
d th t"
d
t d II. The Interpreters of Genes1s and thelnterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
bu 8
mg s own an
e une evo e
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
to ribaldry and rowdyism.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max I
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.
THE Knights of Labor
are preparing to-make a
strong demand for the
nationalization of the
telegraph lines.

Jltws off lht fltelt.

THE 0HDE 80FCHBATI 0B.

I

A REVOLT in the Knights
of Labor, arising from
dissensions of its leaders
on many and varied matters, is reported.
ENTERTAINMENTS f 0 r
the bem fit of the families
of the dead and the imprisoned Anarchists are
being given by their
fellow-believers in New
York and Chicago.
CoURTLANDT PALMER
addressed the Anti-Poverty Society cf this city
last Sunday evening, eaying that tb~ remedy for
the p ·r e s e n t wretched
state of the workingman
lay in cooperation.
T H E Federation o f
Labor, a powerful trade
union organization that
bas sprung to gigantic
proportions w it b in a
year, opened its first national convention at Baltimore on the 13th.
THE Rev. J. Grumbine, a Syracuse, N.Y.,
clergyman, bas been requested to resign, on
account of his connection with the United Labor party and his
starting a periodical called Justice in support
of George's doctrins.

--··:::.::::=:·:... =:::---

----·

~----

PROTESTANTISM is not a religion Of progress, except so far as it is compelled to be by the advancement of science. Its warfare upon science has
held the same ratio to that of the Catholics as ha.v
its persecutions. Coming later by centuries into
the world, it has not had the same opportunities,
but the chances it has had it has not been slow to
seize.-D. M. Bennett.
R!tLIGION, with good men,
in modern progressiv nations, seems mostly to cansist of two temporarily
united elements-a. gradually decayin&' supernaturalism based on myths and
legends, and a. continually
developing morality deeply
practical. Concerning the
former, the bitterest strife
and uncertainty hav always
prevailed. Concerning the
latter all aQ'ree, at least on
all such elementary points
as would be taught to children. Honesty, truthfulness, kindness, courage,
and persistence in systematic right-doing, are
taught by no one sect exclusivly. Why not, then,
make your school religion
as truly unsectarian as you
claim it is, and teach only a
wise and genial human
morality of which all ca.n
a.pprovef-.Reltgton tn
Schools.

GOING TO EGYPT AFT.ER CORN.
And Joseph's ten brethren went down to buy com in Egypt.-Gen. xlii, 3.

~dd~ aqd ~nds.

THE Republican national convention for ONE of the leading lights of the Roman Catholic
church is the proselyte.
1888 will be held in June, at Chicago.
CoMSTOCK'S version reads: "Anthon£ soct que
"CoAL or blood I" is the cry of the farmers
in western Kansas. 'fhe fuel famin is charged mal v pense." In deference to Mr. Comstock the
word nude will hereafter be printed n-de, and
to the cupidity of the rail way officials.
naked will appear as n-k-ed.
THE European nations, already vast armed
COLONEL INGERSOLL Will always be in the minorcamps, are rapidly augmenting their armies. ity. The trouble with Agnosticism is that there
are too few men in the world who are willing to
Austria now seems menaced by Russia.
admit that they do not "know it all.''
CHAB. L. WEBSTER, a New York publisher,
WE expect to hear every day that Edison has inhas been knighted by Pope Leo XIII. as a troduced the electric spark into courting. It is
reward for the publication of a :flattering life doubtful, however, if it Proves to be more satisfactory than the old-fashioned sparking.
of the pope.
A OOBREgPONDENT Who is connected with the
THll: negroes of the South are lately much
exercised with superstitions similar to those pound writes to say that Mr. Comstock endeavored
to hav him drown a dog last August, because the
that produced the Puritanical witch-burnings. poor beast had been seen on the street without
At Minden, La., they secretly lynched An- pants.
drew Edwards, a negro 70 years of age, ac"Now, isn't that a burning shame?" said Mrs.
cusing him of being a " voudoo " and work- Seldom, as she pushed her spectacles up on her
forehead and laid down the morning paper.
ing them evil by his spells.
"What's that, ma ?'' asked her youngest son.
THE Rev. Hugh Pentecost has awakened "Why, Emperor William gave an audience to
such indignation among the members of his Prince William yesterday. Think of that, my son
Newark, N. J., congregation by preaching -a whole audience given away like so many
Anti-Poverty doctrins, pleading for the Chi- cattle. Its awful."
GETTING ON BRAVELY.
cago Anarchists, and reprimanding his rich
Citizen (to railroad official): "What has been
hearers for departing from the teaching and
practice of Christ, that he is forced to resign. done in regard to heating the cars with steam?"
Railroad official : " We ha v been considering the
He declares that be " is no longer in sym- subject in its 'different aspects."
pathy with the church as an organization, or ·Citizen: "Ah, that's encouraging; cold weather
is almost here, you know 1 What result hav you
even with evangelical Christianity."
reached 1"
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND devotes his annual
Railroad official: "Well-not any yet. You see,
message to a strong appeal for tariff reduction. we havn•t quite finished with the aspects."
Republicans are protesting hotly and enlistTHE princiPal of a public school in Pennsylvania.
ing on their side workers in such industries recently wrote to Nathaniel Hawthorne, asking
as would be immediately affected. Believers for his autograph. He said that they proposed to
hold a literary fair to get money for a school
in Socialistic and similar radical measures for library.
They evidently need a library. The igthe relief of the wage-workers scoff at the norance of this principal reminds one of the
measure as a thing of rio real- benefit to society lady in London. "Who is this Dean Sw1ft
laborers whichever way it goes, and as a mere they were talking about?" she asked a friend;
"I would like to invite hiln to one of my redevice to serve party ends, and to occupy ceptions."
"Alas, madam," replied the other
the workers' minds and divert their attention "the dean did something that has shut him out of
from real issues.
society." "Dear me! what was that?" "Well,
A BILL is to be introduced iii the House of about a hundred years ago he died."
CAPTURING THEM UNAWARES.
Representative by Mr. Adams, of Chicago,
Mr. Longhair: "Are you the gentleman who
providing that " when any district attorney
writes reading notices which begin with someof the United States shall hav information in thing of startling interest and end up with a
writing from no less than three reputable patent medicin advertisment?"
citizens that any alien bas aided, advised, or . Writer: "I do work of that sort, occasionally,
encouraged the destruction of property or slr.n
Longhair: "Well, I wish you would get me
murder of any officer of the law, or has at- upMr.
something about a prize fight, or a trunk
tempted to overthrow the laws, or to excite ~urder, or 11: chu~ch scandal, or anything the pub·domestic violence in any state, such informa- lic are espemally mterested in, and tllen spring on
tion shall be transmitted at once to the presi- them : 'Are you prepared to die 1' 'What will
you do to be saved 1' 'Lay not up for yourselvs
dent," who shall issue an order expelling the treasures upon earth,' etc. I'm a tract distriboffender from the country.
utor."

THREE FOLLIES OF MEN.
The wise old Comtesse de -·-used to remark
that there were three follies of men which a.lwars
amazed her. The first was climbing trees to
shake fruit down, when 1f they waited long enough
the fruit would fall of itself. The second was
going to war to kill one another, when if they only
waited they would all die naturally. The third
was that they should run after women, when
if they refrained frem doing so the women would
be sure to run after them.- Voltaire.
A LETTER TO ANTHONY COMSTOCK.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Nov. :&1,1887.
Dear Sir: I wish you would come and look at my
art collection. I hav inaugurated a new departure,
so to speak, which I cannot heip thinking will
meet with your hearty approbation.
The statue of Mercury standing in my hall, with
his right hand extended as though he had just let
go a curve ball, has hitherto been unclothed to an
exaggerated extent. He has not even, until this
winter, wern a. coat of paint. Now, however, I
hav procured for him a pair of trousers, of the
wide, influential brand affected by our dudes.
His new ulster is of the latest pattern, with a. latitudinarian band around his waist.
It would make your eyes water to see my Apollo
Belvedere in evening dress, With knickerbockers.
A mackintosh is thrown loosely over his left
shoulder, and his feet are encased in silk stock-·
ings; a great improvement over the air of openness with which he was formerly clothed.
But the new wardrobe of the lady members of
my collection will delight you especially. As you
doubtless know, the Greek Slave has hitherto not
even had a poroU8 plaster in (or on) her trunk.
In fact, she has stood th10ugh all weathers in full
dress carried to extremes and then thrown away.
Now she rejoices in a tailor-made suit of exquisit
workmanship, and a chest protector with pongee
embroidery is covering a portion of her superficial
area. Her hose is of the striped variety, and her
feet wear the cutest little shoes you ever saw.
The Venus of Milo is another statue of the
female brand which has hitherto had nothing to
wear. I had some difficulty in providing her with
clothes, owing to the unfortunate accident whereby she lost her arms. I hav, however, clothed
her with an opaque Mother Hubbard, wliich will
meet the requirements of the most fastidious.
I would like you to look at her, though, and if you
think best, I will get Dr. Mary Walker to construct a pair of trousers for her, or purchase a
No. 6 bloomer.
·
. Seve~al other women works of art look quite trig
lD their new garments, provided with bustles
passamentarieo, false hair, and other articles of
feminin garmenture. Come and look at them
any evening this week when you happen to hav
leisure.
Yours einceJ,"ely,•. WM. H. BIVITEB.
P.S.-1 forgot to state that I hav placed a pair
of pantaloons on the limbs of such chairs as infest
the art gallery.
W. H. 8.-Ltte.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings. to make them lively and interestml!'. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poeto, adapted to well-known tunes
It is llig_l!ly commended by Messrs. Wakeman;
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, mdeed, by all who hav examined it. PriCe,
25 cents.
Address Tllll: TRUTH SEEKER Co.

THEBE a.re heroes and
heroius in every walk of
life who are making sacrifices daily, because they
are faithful to the truth
which is in them. They
are unwilling to adopt the
too prevalent custom of repeating words in which they
hav no belief, and, moreover, they are earnestly desirous of helping onward
the day of freedom from
the narrow, bigoted dogmas
which enslave so many
minds. The question with
them is not, Will it pa.y me
in dollars and cents, or
in social position and pop.
ularity,to be·thus true to my own convictions!
That question must, for the present, certainly be
answered in the nega.tiv. Bnt there is a. higher
motiv; tha.t of devotion and loya.lty to the truth
11nd the hatred of error and superstition, wkich
impels them, not only to reject dogmas no longer
tenable, but to aid in ascertaining and disseminating truth and light.-Slodaara•s New Patth.
IN the year 1663, Galileo, now seventy years old,
being brought before the Inquisition, was forced
solemnly to disa.vow his behef in the earth's motion, and condemned to perpetual imprisonment,
though the sentence was afterwa.rd mitigated and
he w.as allowed to return to Florence. 'The court
of Rome was .very careful to publish this second
recanta.tion all over Europe, thinkmg, no doubt,
that it was administering a. complete antidote to
the belief of the Copernican system. The sentence, indeed, appears to hav pressed very heavilY
on Galileo's mind, and he never afterward either
talked or wrote on the subject of astronomy.
Such was the triumph of his enemies, on whom
ample vengeance would ha.v long ago been executed if the indignation and contempt of posterity could reach the mansions of the dead.Pro.f. John Pla!J.fatr.

FROM the sixth to the sixteenth century Roman
ism [the sole representativ of Christianity during
those long thousand years] was in the ascendant,
its power was a.bsolute, heresy of any kind barely
disturbed it. Surely, then, these ages, all moving
under the influence of the tiara., were ages of unrivaled glory, and Europe was a l!'arden of wondrous and beautiful creations 1 Alas I human
nature never sank so low. "The Dark Ages" is a.
feeble description of the state of things that then
prevailed. Hildebrand, in a. letter to the abbot of
Cluny, says, "The Romans a.mong whom I dwell
are worse than Jews or pagans." Kmg Alfred
complained that there was not a priest from the
Humber' to the Tha.mes who understood the liturgy in his mother-tongue, or who could translate
the easiest piece of Latin; and that from the
Thames to the sea, ecclesiastics were, if possible,
more ignorant than their brethren in the north.
-Dr. CUmmtna's Romantsm Not tile Patron but the
Persecutor of Sctence.

LIFE is a. mystery, death is a mystery. I am
like the Chinese philosopher, Confucius, who,
when he was asked, "What is death f" answered,
"Life is such a. mystery that I do not seek to know
what is beyond it."- WhtUter.
0 WOMAN I in our hours of ease,
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,
And variable as the shade
By the light of aspen made;
When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou !-Slr Walter Scott.
IT is high time to break away from the old customs attending death-beds, death, and funerals,
and substitute more rations.! onus. Not, as some
r~;~bid iconoclasts hav already occasionally attempted, by replacing one set of absurd ceremonials by another set equally absurd, but by obeying
the plain dictates of common sense in doing away
with all ceremonies not required by sanitary precautions, and by daring to lead the way in making
it podsible for the friends of the dead evei·ywhere
to consult their own feelings and wishe8 in the
matter of burial, and thua make it possible in the
future for private grief to be kept free from public intrusion, and mourners safe from merciless
comment and criticism iD consulting their own
feelin&'s.-Mrs. Sara .A. Unaerwooa.
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THE

Is:s'T it about time to orgflnize a society for
the suppression of the Society for the Sup pres,
sion of Vice ?-Life.
EuRoPKAN nations are adopting an international copyright Jaw, and efforts are being
made by American authors to effect its adoption here.
THE Unlversallgt thinks Colonel Ingersoll's
article in the N0'1'th .Ame1ican Review, in reply to Dr. Fidd. is "an excellent lookingglass for orthodoxy," and says the use he
makes of the Westminster Creed is crushing.
THE pastor of an impoverished Dakota
church addressed his congregation last Sunday as follows: "There· is not a cent in the
treasury, not a pound of coal in the bin, and
we are several dollars in d<:bt to girls for janitress work. Salvation and chills are a poor
combination, and the camp-fires of holiness
cannot be started with promises to pay."
THE attempt to force \lpon the public
schools of St. Louis an obligation to giv
special instruction in the German language at
an annual expense of $60,000 was recently
voted down by a majority of 4,000 in a school
board election. The platform of the majority
was : " No language but the Eo~lish should
be taught at public expense in the schools."
THE English Board of Trade has made a
report in which it alleges that the number of
paupers in the country now are only 24.7 to
the 1,000, while in 1870 there were 40 to the
1,000, and that the total number bas fallen
from 900,000 to 697,000, while the population
has increased by 5,700,000. In London, it is

EVIL RESULT OF SACRAMENTAL TEACHING.

alleged, there are now only 21 paupers to 1,000
IT is reported from lllinoi s that the railinhabitants.
roads of the state hav, after a fair trial, found
THE New Jersey Unionist says: "Among it very bad policy to continue the excessiv
those who petitionerl Governor Oglesby to let local traffic rates that hav heretofore prethe Anarchists hang was the Rev. Dr. Hil- vailed, and which were diverting jobbing to
dreth, pastor of a Methodist church in Cleve- outside points. So they hav voluntarily beland, 0. It is sad, very sad, to be obliged to gun to lower local rates within the state from
note the fact that the Rev. Hildreth is now twenty-five to forty per cent.
under indictment for immorality, his accuser
TBE book reviewer of the Herald thus
being the Rev. R. B. Pope of the same de- philosophizes over Lea's " History of the Innomination."
quisition :" "By the way, speaking of the InTHERE is a little negro in Macon named quisition, did you ever think that the excess of
Barry Bowden, aged about twelve years, who ftt.ith-that is, fanatical faith-is the cradle of
has a most remarkable mouth. When fully intolerance and cruelty? If men had beeJ:!. inopen, the distance from the corner of the mouth different about religion there would hav been
to the lobe of the ear is less than half an inch. no Inquisition. Agnosticism never builds
He puts his fist in his mouth with ease, and such an institution. But when a man firmly
can hold two eggs in the mouth without any believes that you will go to hell unless you
diffi.culty.-Bavannah News. What a Meth- accept his views he is bound to make you aecept them, even if he uses the thumbscrew to
odist preacher he'd make l
do it. He does it because he loves you and
IN the diocese of Hartford, according to wants to save you from the lake of tire and
the latest statistics, there are thirty-four brimstone. That seems very queer and odd,
parochial schools for both boys and girls. and rather ludicrous, too, but it is true."
Some fifteen thousand children receive thereTBE National Women's Christian Temperin a Catholic education under the charge of
ance Union is circulating for signatures three
four hundred and fifty religious women. And
petitions to Congress to be presented this
when the children graduate they know how
month, asking for national legislation on the
to read the catechism, count out money to
Sunday question. The .Amerwan Sentirul
giv to the priests, and that is about all.
says: "It is under cover of the. demand for
THE Boston Herald says: "Nothing could Sunday laws that this nation is to be put
possibly be more pointedly against the spirit under the tyrannical heel of the national reof Christ than the spirit of a protectiv tariff." form church and state movement. If you
The New York Bun comments: "What in- want to help establish church and state, and
sufferable cant, irreverence, and moral snob- a man-made theocracy, here,· then sign these
bery it is to try to found Cobden on Christ !" petitions. If you don't want to engage in
It looks as though the tariff question will be that enterprise, then giv these, and all similar
as provocativ of bad blood and hifalutin petitions, the widest possible berth." There
writing as a sectarian discussion of religion. is some reason for the agitation of the .Ameri-

can Sentinel. It has been reported as a fact
that in the procession at the centennial celebration of the Constitution at Philadelphia
last September, the National Reform Association asked to carry a banner with this inscription : " The Fifteenth amendment secures the
rights of man. Let us hav another securing
the rights of God." If this is not blasphemy
it is pretty near it.-Gal1Jeston News.
TBE Interior (Presbyterian) says: " The
logical antics of the disunionists North and
South are as good as a circus, and also as
bad. Here in the Presbyterian Q:ua;rtnlg
(Atlanta) is a stately and prolix article by Dr.
Vaughan, showing that reunion means Infidelity l and that it also means sin against the Holy
Spirit l 'Organic union with the Northern
church is also prohibited by a positiv command of the Holy Ghost, until that church
can unite with us in the testimony which we
are commanded in 1 Tim. vi, 1-5, to bear on
the relations of masters and servants.' That
is to say, the Holy Spirit forbids the union
till the Northern church pronounces a high
doctrinal eulogium on American slavery as it
was, and lifts its voice in sweet accord with
Dr. Dabney in mourning its untimely end.
• • • Dr. Vaughan is matched in absurdity
by his fellow-disunionists of the North-the
Evangelist, Indlpendent, and others. 'No
color-line in the churches !' they cry. And
how do they propose to effect that object?
By making the color-line a lioe of sectarian
division. By dividing the white and black
Presbyterians of the South not only into
separate churches, as now, but also into
separate denominations. Both wings of the
disunionists, North and South, unite in this
demand."
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~ommunicatians.
Religious Problems.
There are moments in life when men say great and
, good things, and there are moments when the world
feels the power of a noble -speech,. of a beautiful
thought, and softens beneath its power or rises to
lofty action under its influence. These moments are
not to be weighed in the scale of common things, nor
determined by the rule of ordinary measurement.
They hav a rare and peculiar value. They are occasions for love ar1d justice; they make the poetry of
the heart and the poetry of the world.
I know full well that we caririot hide the hard, cold
facts of life by covering them with pleasing disguises;
but because human existence is mostly made up of
dull commonplaces it does not lessen the effulgence
nor dim the glory of those bright thoughts and
fancies that go singing through the mind, leaving a
trail of beauty behind them.
The personal charms that win us fade· beneath
chemic!ll analysis, yet the deolaration that "beauty
is only skin-Jeep" cannot destroy its subtle power.
So, the beautiful sentiments that will not fit our
sciences or our philosophies, but shine above them
like stars above the earth, still lead our hearts into
places of deepest peace and move our hands to deeds
of richest charity. Those words that admit of no
scientific definition are still potent in their influence
upon the human mind. Those terms are best that
stand for the best things, and it matters little what
name we giv ourfaith providing it makes us good and
just.
You know wh~;~<~, .curious caricatures of objects
may be seen in the'i.r shadows. Like these grotesque
figures are man's attempts to define the objects of
his faith. He has added the wings of a bird to the
form of a woman &Ad, called it an angel, and has annexed· the horns, hoofs, and tail of a beast to himseli
and called it a devil. There is a hint of the infinit
range of human character in the vast distance which
lies between the two pictures of angel and devil
which man has, with unwitting fidelity, painted in his
own image.
I admit that there is a great deal of exaggerated
sentiment in the world that the world is no better
for, but without the idealizing power of the imagination life would be but a barren existence. Reason
might direct us to the bights of rational living, but
fancy would strew our journey thither with flowers.
I do not deny that fa.ets hav their place and use, but
we are in danger of putting a false yalue upon them.
There are times when they are the dullest, most uninteresting things possible or imaginable, though at
other times we must hav them to walk by or we may
stumble and fall. It is not knowledge alone that is
needed to develop the life of man. It may be desirable to know that the earth revolves on its axis, that
the atmosphere is forty-five miles high, that the heat
increases a,s we approach the earth's center, and it
may answer some demand of our nature to hav revealed the secret of our origin, but the mind does
not find its highest satisfaction in these things.
The scientific probabilities which are offered -as solutions of natural phenomena are not what men most
need for happiness or peace. A breakfast of geology,
a dinner of chemistry, a supper of botany, and a
night's rest of astronomy will not insure the perfect
man. Humanity livs on dreams, on hopes, on fancies
and longings, as well as on knowledge, on facts, and
truths. I do not believe in man's trying to get above
the earth, but I do believe in his trying to get a little
higher on the earth.
The mind is Jiot satisfied with the solutions of the
religious problems which the church offers. It rebels
against the patents of ecclesiasticism, and refuses to
accept a thing as divine because it bears a label of
divinity. The endeavor to make of earth and heaven
a two-voluine treatis on orthodoxy, and to pass off
upon the world the products of the animal and vegetable kingdoms as Christian tracts, must be given
up. The attempt to issue the universe in a pocket
edition is a failure.
.
When we realize that there are more stars in the
heavens than there are human beings on the earth,
and think of the immensity of these heavenly bodies
and the vast distances which they travel through the
realms of space, we hav to smile with a broad accent
when we read the sixteenth verse of the first chapter
of Genesis: "And God made two great lights; the
greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to
rule the night; he made the stars also.'' A fiat
creation would be like a boy blowing bubbles without
any soap in the water. It would be an eternal addition of nothing; an infinit zero. But the intelligence
of the world has ceased to read the biblical account
of creation as a scientific treatis. It is not. the
action of the deity as a creator, but his deeds as a
ruler of the earth, that offend our ideas of right and
wrong.
The moral objections to the Christian idea of deity
are graduated in the scale of condemnation from
poetical blasphemy to downright Atheism, but because we decline to accept " the God of Abraham,

Isaac and Jacob" as the correct solution of the
probiem of divinity, are we therefore bla!!phemers T
Because we cannot honestly cliq~.b up the thirty-nine
rounds of the Christian ladder of faith, does it make
us thieves and robbers if we find peace some other.
way T The old notion of fear of G9d presul?P:~l'le~.-~
belief in a God that was to be feared. This belief
has gone fro.m the rational mind. All there is left of
this faith is illustrated in the answer of the boy to
the question of his Sunday-school teacher if his
father lived in fear of God. "Yes'm, I guess so,"
replied the boy; "he never goes out Sunday without
he carries a gun." Those people who fear God do
not. know what they·- are afraid of. The more we
know, the less we fear. You cannot frighten knowledge.
.
Superstition is ignorance afraid of its own shadow.
Fear is like a bat; it comes out in the dark. Ghosts
always walk at night. Old Nick was never seen in
the daylight. The wizard hour does not fall at noon.
Fear is born of falsehood; courage, of truth. Enlightenment clears up mystery, and investigation
shows the ghost to be a scarecrow.
. .
The foundation of the popular system of rehgwus
faith is the word" God." That we inay not be misunderstood in our use of this term, we will say that
we find the word "God'' defined in Webster's Dietionary as " an object of worship;" also as "a being
conceived of as possessing divine power, and to be
propitiated by sacrifice, worship,'' etc. And again, this
word is defined as" the supreme being," "Jehovah."
It is worthy of comment that the learned compiler of
this dictionary says, in. reference to the word " God:"
"As this word and 'good' are written exactly alike in
Anglo-Saxon, it has been inferred that God was named
from his goodness, but the corresponding words in
most of the other languages are not the same, and it is
believed no instance can be found of a name given to
the supreme being from the attribute of goodness.
It is probably an idea too remote from the rude concaptions of men in early ages. With the exception
of the word Jehovah, the name of the supreme being
appears usually to hav reference to his supremacy or
pow_er, and to be equivalent to lord, or ruler/'
We do not deny that the word "God" has to-day a
moral and religious meaning which is derived from
his supposed beneficence, but this idea is not the one
that we find at the bottom of the Christian faith ... I
object very seriously to the attempt., which is being
made by certain interested parties, to represent the
God of Christianity better than he is. This word loses
its terror when we realize that it stands for an unknown quantity. It is the attempt to account for
what we cannot understand; the effort to explain the
universe. The word "God" is a definition of human
ignorance. It represents what we do not know. This
word does not stand for a person, an object, or a
thing. It is an idea of what we can hav no idea of,
a thought of what one cannot think. People who use
the word "God" do not know what they are talking
about. This word fits nothing that has yet'been discovered: Theology is the science of what no one
knows anything about. It does not belong to the
family of knowledge. When the hands of theology
are laid on a man's head his brains are consecrated to
do nothing.. Every time a minister is made, a man is
lqst: Nothing disgraces American civilization more
than the theology preached in Christian churches. It
is worse than childish; it is old-womanish. The Dark
Ages cast their shadows across the bright skies of the
nineteenth century, and the relics of that benighted
time, the priests, are still walkiJ!g the streets like
ghosts of bad deeds.
Every theology ends in a creed. A creed is the
night-cap of religion; It is a sign that the in tellect is asleep. When faith is in, sense is out. A
man with a creed has bought the coffin for his
mind. The rest of his life will be a funeral service for the dead. A creed is the grave of thought.
When a person subscribes to certain articles of belief, he has no further use for his brains. It does not
require any mental exercise to believe. Belief does
not signify any process of intellectual assimilation or
digestion. When a man joins a church, he makes his
last will and testament. When reason abdicates in
favor of credulity, crime becomes a saint, and folly a
martyr. Too much faith makes a Pocasset tragedy.
The foolishness of trying to make God intelligible to
human understanding is shown in the creeds of Christendom. The dogma of the trinity ought not to pass
to any further generation. It is not the" likeness
of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the
earth beneath, or that is in the water under the
earth."
This Christian doctrin of the Godhead is a sort of
Fifteen puzzle. Everyone thought he could do it
until he tried. He then found out what a fool he was
to think that he could solve it. This is the way with
believing the dogma of the trinity. You can believe
it just so long as you do not try to understand it.
The moment you "lffidertake to give jt a rational explanation you cannot make head nor tail of it. One
needs to be entirely ignorant of mathematics to sueces~>fully grapple with this stupendous problem. You
start by saying that God is one God. This is intelligible; but whim you try to add two more Gods to

one God11,J,ld m!lke the three Gods· only one God, you
end by saying, What a fool I was for believing such
stupid nonsense! I pity the ·person who seriously
b.elieves t4.e dogmas of the trinity. How he must
ha,~e. the multiplication table ! The Holy Ghost is
an~~J;l.er ~~:m ppzzle. jt, .1!~-?n;ts, perfe~tly easy to tell
what the Holy Ghost 18 until you begm, and then you
commence to wonder what it can be. Until some one
asks what the Holy Ghost is, you feel as well acquainted with him as though he had boarded in the
same family with you for years; but this question
sends him to the remotest parts of the earth, and he at
once becomes a total stranger to you, and you think
of the name as you recall a name that you hav r.ead
in some half-forgotten story.
You think that his photograph can be found in any
library of Christian theology, but when you search
for it there is nothing that bears his name, and when
you are forced to tell what you know about this Holy
Ghost you are obliged to confess that you know
nothing; and, after a candid examination of the subject, you must also confess that you do not beli~ve
in any such thing. The· Christian church tells us
that the Holy Ghost is a mystery, and cannot be
comprehended by the human mind.. Here is one
trutbthat the church has told. What is too mysterious to be comprehended by man is too profound
to be 9f any benefit to :Bim. Every holy mystery in
this world is a fraud, and where the Christian church
has taught that anything was too sacred to be touched
by the hands of honest investigation, you may rest
assured that some pious trickery was concealed. We
want nothing to do with a church that is afraid to
show its hand; that will not do things aboveboard.
Truth does not need to be told in a dead language.
When the church admits that its dogmas and rituals
lire mysterious, it confesses that they are intended to
deceive. The church is a falsehood standing on a
fable. There is no mystery about honesty. Truth,
though naked, would call no blush to the brow. We
should be ashamed of falsehood, no matter how
richly she is dressed. Profession is not piety, any
more than a cosmetic is complexion. When anything
is too holy to be criticised, you may rest assured that
it is paste and not a genuin diamond. What will not
bear examination fears exposure. The salesman
shows poor goods in a feeble light. No wonder
churches are built to keep out the sun. It is thought
to be blasphemous to speak of ecclesiastical idols
with other than solemn speech, as such things are
regarded as holy, and if we show up the absurdities
of superstition we are said to be making fun of what
is sacred. You cann9t make fun of what is serious,
nor can you ridicule what is true. The fact is, a great
deal of the Christian faith is nonsense, and we cannot
treat it seriously without being hypocrits. We name
our locomotivs and snow-plows after the Greek gods,
and there is no protest from the piety of this age
against calling them Jupiter, Mercury, or Hercules.
Some future generation will doubtless pay a similar
compliment to the Christian divinities. Let us recollect that Socrates was put to death for showing
less disrespect to the Grecian deities than we manifest toward them. What saves us from a similar
fate is that the whole world stands to-day where Socrates stood two thousand years ago. Perhaps the
race will catch up with Ingersoll in two thousand
years more. It is not blasphemy ·for Christians to
name a trotting-horse Mohammed, and yet three
hundred million human beings look upon this name
as the holiest name of earth.
The Christian objects of worship are no more
sacred to us than the Moslem's prophet is to Catholic
or Protestant. The mythology of Jew and Christian
which is still reverenced by men and women is destilaed to be buried in the cemetery of literature with
a book for a monument. Let us not be afraid to
discuss religious questions, and examin into the
faith of mankind, nor be surprised if we discover that
man is not always as good or as bad as his religious
pretensions would make him.
Men and women go to a church and say to the
world that they hav faith in the God of the Bible
who caused all the first-born of Egypt to be slain,
and then go home and take their children to their
hearts with a love and tenderness that show how
much better they believe than they profess to. Men
may keep the Christian theology in their churches,
but they cannot take it into their homes. The God
men obey is better than the God they worship. The
family altar is the truest; the household deity the
one most reverenced. I can see no sense in human
beings saying in this age: " I believe in the fall of
man, in total depravity, in vicarious atonement, and
in the resurrection of the dead." They ought to be.
ashamed of such a faith. The attempt to save the
Christian theology is costing the world not . only its
labor and its money; it is costing it its manhood and
love of truth. It is not merely robbing the world's
pockets and tables; it is robbing its heart and soul.
A theology that is open to ridicule may as well be
abandoned first as last, for it is sure to fall. Nothing
can be kept sacred that the world laughs at. To call
sacred such foolish fables as the creation of Adam
and Eve, the Garden of Eden, the flood, and kindred
•stories would kill any religion where people were not
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too stupid to appreciate the ludicrous or too solemn
- to treat it with laughter. How loth men are to confess
their ignorance ! Let us all be honest, and acknowledge that we do not know whether there is a God or
not, and that we use this name to represent the force
in nature which we cannot understand and which is
inscrutable to the human mind. L. K. WASHBURN.
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the life more than meat and the body more thari they shall lay hands on the sick and they shall
raiment? . . . Therefore take no thought, say- recover.''
Now, these are the works Christ says those who
ing, What shall we eat 1 or, What shall we drink? or,
Wherewithal shall we be clothed? But seek ye first believe in him shall do. When any of the faithful
the kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and all can do these things, then we may know Christianity
these. things shall be added unto you" (Matt. vi is true; but, unfortunately for them, the miro.cle25-34).
' worker has degenerated into the juggler, who perThe Christian who thinks that for his righteous- forms his tricks for the amusement of a pleasure.
ness he will hav food, drink, and raiment added unto seeking audience.
Who Are the Christians 1
Where is the Christian that can cast devils out of
him will soon find himself very hungry and ragged.
The definition of the word Christian given by WebTake no thought for the morrow; make no pro- a modern Infidel? Where is there one that can
star is: "One who believes in the divinity of Christ; vision for the future, and let famin and pestilence drink down poison and not be hurt? It is certainly
or one who inwardly and outwardly conforms to the once again devastate the earth. Care nothing for the quite difficult for one who sees in nature an orderly
doetrins of Christ." The latter clause of this defini- things of this world; this life is not worth liYing for; sequence of events, an unbroken chain of affairstion is the_ one principally relied upon by our Chris- do not beautify this earth, or contribute to the who knows that every cause must produce a certain
tian adversaries when in a discussion upon the re- happiness of mankind, but cast all your thoughts effect-to believe t~at by merely being " born again"
spectiv merits of Christianity and Freethought. Not upon the mansion in the skies; make no provision the Christian is made proof against noxious serpents
long since a religious journal elaborated upon this for this life, but prepare for the next. Fortunately and deadly lotions. Where is there a. follower of
definition, and saip that, "in order to be a Christian, most Christians seek first the things of this world, Christ that can lay hands on the sick and they
one must not only believe what was written concern- and afterward the kingdom of God. But were they recover?
There was a time when the Christian, if overtaken
ing Christ in the New Testament, but must also obey true to their master they would depend upon God's
his commandments; be a cheerful doer of his will," bounty for the necessaries of life, and then they by accident or disease, hastened to the nearest
assuring its readers that it is a "very easy thing to would be in a fit condition to sympathize with him monk's cell, and there, through the influence of the
bones of some-departed saint, expected a miracle to
be a Christian."
who "had not where to lay his head."
Knowing what was written- concerning Christ,
"Lay not up for yourselvs treasures upon earth, be performed. But now, when the Christian is overwhich one must believe, but considering that too where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thie">es taken by disease, he at once summons a physician,
great a demand upon my credulity, I knew I could not break through and steal. But lay up for yourselvs proving to the world that he does not believe in the
be a Christian so far as belief was required. But, being treasures in heaven " (Matt. vi, 19, 20). The way words of his redeemer, and that he has more faith in
.
assured that it was a very easy thing to be It doer Christians conform to this text is remarkable. None physic than he has in prayer.
The modern Christian defender says that Christ
of Christ's will, I went diligently to work searching of them hav their thoughts on the carnal things of
the scriptures to learn just what' Christ willed for us this world ; none of them are struggling for wealth was addressing the disciples, and that he only into do, thinking it might be possible for one to be a or political power. It is so easy to be a follower tended to giv them (the disciples) power to work
practical Christian, if not a theoretical one.
of Christ tl!at the_ pursuit of these things is given miracles to prove to the world that he was the
Christ. But anyone who will attempt such a conI turn to the Sermon on the Mount-that discourse , up to the ungodly.
which is said to be the grandest ever delivered-said , The good minister preaches entirely to save souls; struction of the plainest and most direct language, is
to contain the purest and noblest principle~ for the -but the most precious souls are where the salary is either very ignorant, or guilty of wilful deception.
guidance of mankind in their daily life-and read the largest; and unless worldly treasures are auf- For Christ speaks in the third person, and in terms
from Matt. v, 34-37: "But I say unto you, swear not ficiently supplied to let him liv in luxury and ease, that include all mankind. It is "he that believeth
at all. .
But let your communication be Yea, the dear souls would be in danger of perishing from shall be saved," not you; it is "thern that believe
yea, and Nay, nay; and whatsoever is more than this lack of apiritual sustenance. The church, whose shall do these things," not you; as it should be if he
cometh of evil." Right here I find that Christian record is so consistent, carries to its full extent the intended to confer the power of working miracles_
practice does not conform to this injunction of their precept to giv to him that asketh, but she is the one upon the disciples only.
It is the bight of absurdity to try and e•plain
that expects to do the asking, always begging and
teacher.
All over Christendom it is the practice to admin- giving nothing in return-owning millions of.dollars' away the difficulty of this text in this way, for the
ister oaths; believing that a witness is not competent worth of untaxed property-whose practice is in such disciples already believed. The power of working
to testify, or a juror to decide, or an officer to per- str_ict conformity with this text that she is ever ready miracles was no more intended for the disciples only
than it was intended for them only when he said,
form the duties of his office, until he has taken an to" swap off treasures in heaven for cash down."
"oath unto the Lord." And in many cases in our
"But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless " He that believeth not shall be damned.''
It may seem unnecessary to comment upon such
own " free America." the witness who does not be- them that curse you, do good to them that hate you,
lieve in the phantasm of a God is debarred from giv- pray for them which despitefully use you and- par- plainly constructed sentences, but modern theoing testimony in a court of justice.
secute you" (Matt. v, 44). No person can possibly logians are making such ingenious attempts to exThe Christians believe it would be unsafe to abol- love an enemy. We can only love one who is lovable plain away the difficulty of these texts that they deish the oath, and in its stead place the simple affirma- to us; and certainly one who hates and persecutes us serve more than o. passing n<'tice, and I wish to retion, as that is an Infidel doctrin, thereby neither is not the person to excite love or admiration. It is enforce the argument with a passage from St. John
believing nor doing what Christ says to do.
impossible for us to force ourselvs to love anyone, xiv, 12 : "Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that be"But I say unto you, that ye resist not evil; but and no follower of Christ can love his persecutor or lieveth on me, the works that I do shall he do also;
and greater works than these shall he do; because I go
whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn enemy.
to him the other also." "And if any man will sue
We should not harbor hatred; nor should we seek unto my father.'' Where is the man who can say he
thee at the law and take away thy coat, giv him thy to revenge an injury; yet there is no reason why we is a doer of Christ's will; who inwardly and. outcloak also. . . . Giv to him that asketh thee, should return benefits for injuries. To return good wardly conforms to the doctrins of Christ, and can
and to him that would borrow of thee ·turn not thou for evil, to return benefits for injuries, would be prove his faith by his works~ Where is one of the
away" (Ibid, 39-42).
directly rewarding and encouraging wrong-doing. faithful but breaks all of these commandments' And
" Giv to everyone that asketh of thee; and of him The hopes of forgivness and reward for injuries still they expect to receive the reward of never-endthat borrows of thee ask not thy goods again;" hope given would never prevent the commission of a ing joy, and sing with the redeemed in the New
for nothing in return. The doctrin of non-resistance crime. In every case where we are injured we Jerusalem. According to the definition of Chriswhich Christ here enjoins has been taught for should return justice unmixed with the spirit of tians, and the tests as applied by their own standard, it is impossible to be a follower of Christ. It is
eighteen centuries, and for more than a thousand revenge.
Is it not strange that you are commanded to love not enough to conform 'to the ceremony of worship,
years it made kings and priests tyrants, and the great
masses of mankind slaves-a slavery from which even your enemies, and yet ordered to sever all family and support the preacher ; for "he that breaketh
ties; to hate father, mother, brother, sister, to be a even the least of these commandments, and shall
now the most enlightened nations are not freed.
teach men so, shall be least in the kingdom of
To resist not evil; to offer the other cheek if smit,- disciple of Christ's?
ten, would be paying a premium upon crime and in"Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that heaven.''
Another inspired writer (James xi, 10) says: "For
solence. The willingness of Christians to let evil go men should do unto :you, do ye even so unto them"
unresisted is seen in the abundance of penitentiaries, (Luke xiv, 26). This, the only truly grand and whosoever shall keep the whole law, and yet offend
jails, and workhouses all over Christian lands.
noble rule of action found in Christ's Sermon on the in one point, he is guilty of all.'' And anyone who preIf you are sued and your coat taken, you must giv -Mount, is constantly ig~ored by professed Chris- tends to know Christ and be a Christian, and does not
your prosecutor your cloak also. The result of the tians. In' the scramble for position and profit it obey his laws, is a liar, for 1 John xi, 4, says: " He
thousands of lawsuits in our country proves the would seem that Christians hav never heard of the that saith, I know him, and keepeth not his commandreadiness of Christians to do their master's will. Golden Rule. The history of the church shows ments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him."
Pittsville, Wis.
GEo. H. DAWES.
The submissivness of Christian nations to insults plainly that this rule is not, and never has been, re-from another Christian nation is seen in the millions garded. The frightful massacre of Christians by
of men kept ready for war in Europe, and the in- Christians ; the outrages practiced upon heathens ;
Free Trade and the Workingman.
genuity diplayed in the invention of improved means the persecution and ostracism of Infidels; the imTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In an
of reducing one another to atoms.
prisonment of D. M. -Bennett; the prosecution of
To be a Christian, you must giv to every beggar C. B. Reynolds at Boonton, N. J., and the outrage article on the "Federation of Mankind," published
that asks alms; and if a robber takes away your upon Aunt Elmina show how Christians love their in your last week's issue, :!\Ir. H?ll~nd sa;rs that the
goods, you are not to demand their return; you are enemies, and that they do unto others as they would industrial prosperity of Great Bntam durmg the past
few years has been the result of her free. trade polto lend, hoping for nothing in return. What a grand be done by.
place a truly Christian nation would be for borrowWhere is the believer that can stand these tests of icy. Then, sir, how is it that at theyresent.moment
his " outward and inward conformity to the doctrins the working class all over England 1~ ~uffermg from
ers, beggars, and thieves !
Is the professed Christian willing to be guided by of Christ ?" Where is one who is a cheerful doer of starvation to such an extent that Bnt1sh statesmen
these rules of action? By no means. He knows that his will ? Alas l there is none; and if there ever are earnestly discussing the point whether it would
they would license all manner of vices and crimes. were any, they hav sunk into obscurity like Lazarus not prove beneficial to the country to return to a
moderate protection 'r If free trade is such a benefit
Christians declare Christ's ethical code the purest and the "wise men of the East.''
to
the country adopting it, why are .s? many men
and noblest given for the guidance of man; and yet
But these are by no means all the tests by which
they know that his teaching coul~ not be carried into the true follower of Christ is to be tried. The true starving and so much dull trade prevallmg! Goods
practice without reducing society to a worse state believer can do all the works Christ is said to hav are manufactured more cheaply upon the continent
than anarchy would. H any Christian should attempt done. In the sixteenth chapter of Mark, Christ than in England, and in consequence of the latt~r's
'to practice these precepts-be a doer of his will-he speaks to his disciples, and says: " Go ye into all the free trade, British markets are flooded with foreign
. .
would be taken by his brother-Christians and placed world, and preach the gospel to every living creature. goods to the exclusion of the home trade.
Something has to be done at the present cnsiB.
in a lunatic asylum, just to show him there was con- He tbat believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
siderable difference between the theories of the lowly but he that believeth not shall be damned. And Free trade has seemingly proved itself impotent; for
Galilean and the practice of the nineteenth century. these signs shall follow them that believe: In my as long as free trade can only number one champion,
" Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for name they shall cast out devils; they shall speak while the rest of the nations maintain a protectorate,
your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink; with new tongues ; they shall take up serpents; if that one nation will suffer in its trade. At least, so
A BruToN.
nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is not 1they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them; it appears to me.
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C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
fidelity to public trust," is quite amusing, seeing that
our Sunday-school superintendents, teachers, and
SEDALIA, Mo., Dec. 2d, 3d, 4th.-The Liberals of
Bible- class leaders are so rapidly engaging· in their Sedalia are of the genuin, energetic, no-half-heartedgreat Canadian colonization scheme. There is more but-do-your-best-every-time kind. The Opera House
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
Christianity in Canada, so their disappearance is ex- was engaged by a theatrical troupe, and could only
E. A. STEVEllS, Secretary, - - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. cusable. Colonel Bolton, one of the leading lights be had for Sunday. The proprietor charged $63
OIIABLES EcKHABD, Treas.,
•
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. of Christian laymen in this city, was recently retired
rent, although it is a large and handsome house; on
'E. B. FooTE, Jn., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
EDGAR 0. BEALL, Chair. Fin. Com., - 27 Arcade, Cincinnati to Joliet for systematically robbing the government Sunday, and for a lecture, the charge was exorbitant.
while superintendent of a. department in the post- I really believe Dr. Wood should be awarded the
office, by way of proving his fidelity to public trust. leather medal, of pig skin, as the stingiest creature
Saint Cleveland.
Will it not be remembered that certain persons who in the town.
Those restless Jesuits of the Protestant persuasion, were so imbued with the " teachings of Christianity"
Friday and Saturday evenings, Dec. 2d and 3d
the Evangelical Alliance, alias the National Reform that they were willing to risk their lives to uphold the lectures were delivered at the Hall. Attendanc~
Association, met in convention in Washington last the divine institution of slavery,_ also robbed the was small, only about one ·hundred. Saturday evenweek. Nearly two thousand of these oily-tongued, United States treasury of all but fifteen cents in ing the hall was crowded; over forty were standing
white-chokered, black-coated parasites were individ- proof of their "scrupulous fidelity to public trust," during the entire lecture. Sunday afternoon the
ually presented to the president, showing conclusivly and they happened to belong to. the same political Opera House was well filled, and in the evening it
that our age, our country, our government, are all party as our president~ It is known that Abraham was crowded.. By direction of the Liberal friends I
assisting in bolstering up exploded beliefs,. even with Lincoln once wrote . a pamphlet on the teachings of announced a collection for the benefi~ of the poor of
the prestige of their official positions. As custom Christianity which would hav been characterized as Sedalia, and over $40 was contributed~ The Liberals
makes it t.he duty of the executiv, in replying to dep- ribald blasphemy, but his Infidel friend and partner, paid every expense by private subscription, and the
utation!.~, to be diplomatic (otherwise, a convenient W. H. Herndon, prevailed on him not to publish it, committee of management made up the amount to
liar), more especially when a second term is being in- as it would ruin his (Lincoln's) political career. $50, every cent of which was given to the poor of
dustriously "worked," despite the expiring efforts of However," H<;>nest Old Abe" was the cognomen he Sedalia. .I hope the Christians who profess so much
the uncivil service, our great high priest Grover received for his "fidelity to pul:lic trust." The will do as much, in proportion, ~s the Infidels of
completely transcended tl:;.e requirements of his office church, with its customary chicant-ry, has canonized Sedalia to relieve the poor and needy. Thatcher,
Lincoln as a Christian martyr. Christianity having Gardella, and Airola are. the noble trinity-the leadand party on this particular occasion.
Our would-be Saint Cleveland exhibits too great so few trustworty men to make a record, it claims all ing and inspiring spirits of an intelligent host of Libanxiety to pander .to popular religious prejudice, by the prominent Infidels when they are dead.
erals, ·a band of jolly good fellows, whom it is an
As to the fourth and last falsehood, about the honor and delight to know. But that the time~:~ are
paying reverence to representativs of superstition,
for one pledged to maintain and uphold the Con- "best type of citizenship," we wish to respectfully not propitious, a very strong local Secular Union
stitution and laws of a country which the highest refer the president to the statistical facts collected by could be organized, Certain it is that the selfauthorities, from Washington down, hav over and Colonel Billings in his "Crimes of Preachers," for if sacrifice evinced by the Liberals of Sedalia givs eviacceptance of Christian teachings makes the average dence that they will when organized be a mighty
over declared is "in no sense a Christian nation."
When the Fifth Monarchy men of England pro- man a. better citizen, the teachers should be the very power for good.
.
posed to overthrow Cromwell's protectorate and set best. Sad to relate, the figures show they are the
WARRENSBURG, Mo, Dec. 5th, 6th, 7th.-The pioup "King Jesus," an accomplished satirist wrote very worst. This morning's paper (Chicago Herald, neers and leading Liberals of this place are the jolly
"Mereurious Pragmaticus," and in a single line laid December 14th) reports two church rows in Cleve- veteran A. T. Bolton and his eldest son, Chris. Boldown, it appears, the requirements of that and the land (queer coincidence in the name). One is the ton. They are intelligent, earnest, devoted workers
Pope-Hildreth trial between two leading representa- for liberty and progress. The Opera House being
present day, for verily
·
tivs of the Methodist pulpit. The report says :
Our saints must rulers be.
engaged, they obtained use of the court-house for the
A. short time ago quite a sensation was produced by Rev. three nights. 1\Iy first lecture, "Life's Duties,"
The bald-headed latter-day saint who presides at
Mr. Pope's preferring charges of immorality against Dr. Hil- astounded the Christians, a goodly number of whom
the White House made a speech to the Alliance- ilreth.
The trial is being held in the Taylor street Methodist
prominent among whom was Felix R. Brunot, presi- Episcopal church, and the utmost precaution has been taken ventured out. They had been assured by the pardent of the de facto God in-the-Constitution party- to keep the proceedings secret. There is a standing tight at sons that Liberal lectures were a tirade of denunciathe larger portion of which is what newspaper m.en each session between the doorkeepers and the newspaper tion of all that was good, a tearing down of every
denominate "hog wash." For instance, he spoke of men, but notwithstanding its secrecy, the result of the hear- barrier from vice, and ridiculing everything pertaining each day is aired in the papers. The testimony of the
their "noble mission," their " broad, undenomina- prosecuting witnesses represented llildreth as an accom- ing to virtue. But to the intense disgust of the detional fellowship," etc., and said he understood the plished male flirt. When witnes~es for either side testify, vout brethren many of the Christians who heard the
purpose of the Alliance was the "application of attempts are made to vilify their characters and morals. lecture admired the principles Liberals advocate, and
Christian rules of conduct to the problems and The scandalous nature of the proceedings has incensed the declared if life's duties were performed as I presented
members of the Taylor street Methodist Episcopal church, them greater happiness must result to a1l classes
exigencies of social and political life." Here is the and
they hav demanded that the investigation and trial be
cloven hoof! What has Christianity got to do with continued elsewhere. Their demand has not been granted, than Christianity had ever attained. This was gall
our "political life?" Would not politics and Chris- and the consequence is that the church has been split up into and wormwood to the devout bigots and fanatics.
tianity be the reign of church and state' Then who factions. Half of the trustees hav resigJJ.ed. Pope has gained The next evening, despite a popular, l9w-price troupe
dares approvingly couple those diverse agencies, quite a reputation as a ministerial rletectiv, and claims to hav at the theater, an operatic concert at one of the
a book of records dating back 114 years, containing all the
calling it a "noble mission!" Alas I for the realiza- misdeeds of ministers in the Methodist church. He has put churches,- and an Episcopalian bishop at anothertion qf American liberty-the president of the United forth every l-ffort to procure testimony for the prosecution, three atl.ractiv shows running opposition-the courtStates. 'l'aliter qualiter. To represent thilil ''broad, and has scoured far and wide for witnesses, some of them house was p!lcked with an intelligent and appreciativ
undenominational Christian fellowship," we shaH having been brought from Canada. Since its commence- audience. Next morning the Christian bigots were
ment the trial has been adjourned several times in order to wild, furious. They waited on the venemble old
expect to hear "Come, Holy Spirit, Heavenly Dove," obtain
more witnesses. Tne outcome is awaited with conthe ''Pater Noster," and "Te Deum Laudamus" siderable interest. Hildreth is a pious-looking old gentleman fossil who was holding court (the poor old judge is
rabidly orthodox), and he promised to help. He
chanted alternately in the White House morning on the shady side of life.
held court that night, so I could not lecture. This
mass, and Moody's gospel hymns for an afternoon
Another is a priest who is arraigned on sixteen purpose was kept secret till late in the afternoon. I
diversion.
specific charges of ministerial morality, which the determined to await over, and deliver my lecture next
We had expected better things from Grover, bereport
names "immorality"-not brought up by the evening, the sheriff and prosecutor assuring }}fr.
lieving he was far ahead of his party, but our hopes
are shattered, when he bends so low as to cram four unholy Infidels, but by his own congregation. A Bolton there would be no likelihood of the judge
third is a Wisconsin Methodist minister who tried to holding court the next evening, as he was aged and
unmitigated falsehoods into one brief sentence. Hear
our pious orR.cle: "All must admit that the reception defraud a widow out of a small property. Surely quite feeble.
The Christians, learning I was staying over, and
of the teachings of Christianity result in the purest that is false. Ministers hav a reputation of caring
patriotism, in the most ecrupulous fidelity to public for widows better than that. She must hav been that there was such intense desire to hear on ·'The
very unattractiv. This is on\y one paper's record Bible: From Whence It Came, and What It Really
trust, and in the best type of citizenship."
for
one day, and it does not seem to be an extraor- Teaches," held a meeting, rallied all their forces, and
In the first place, Cleveland is well aware that "all"
good day for clerical scandals either. If rushed around, insisting that every member of a
dinarily
do not admit any such thing; tbat the world of
Christianity
produces the best citizens, how sad to church of any .influence should see the sheriff and
scholars dispute and doubt the very existence of
Christ., either as a man or as a divinity; that none of contemplate that many become such just before they use every inducement to hav him refuse to permit
the so-called teachings of Christianity can be authen- hav to forfeit their lives at the request of the law! me to again lecture in the court-house, and they
tically attributed to him ; that, in an ethical view, What a pity that just as they are fitted for the best made sure there was no other place available. The
the teachings of the Talmud, the Koran, of Buddha, citizens they hav got to die 1 Perhaps it is best to sheriff weakened under the pressure, and in the
"save" them from backsliding.
'
afternoon we learned the court-house would be closed
and others, are vastly superior to the majority of
Just
imagin
what
a
drop
from
the
Infidel
Jefferson
against us. Mr. Bolton saw tho sheriff, who declared·
those incorporated in the creeds of Christianity.
the pressure was more than he could withstand. He
Knowing that the various sects of Christians hav in the White House to Grover Cleveland !
Oh, what a fall was there, my countrymen!
was sorry, but must refuse us. After consultation
'been torturing in the past,, and are willing to persecute in the present, ali who differed from their sec- . When Liberal~ org~ize, contribute, and agitate, with Mr. Bolton and his son, I determined I would
tarian dogmas, we are inclined to believe the presi- hke the Evangehcal Alhance, they will attain results return on Thursday and Friday, December 29Lh and
dent willfully misrepresents.
proportionate to their efforts. They must learn that 30th, for I did not propose to be so easily defeated.
Secondly, the'' purest patriotism" is represented by numbers are respectability/ that our numbers are There would be no court in session then; no excuse
a name still honored by the public, used with pre- s~fficient, if org~nized, to command respectful atten- to refuse us the use of the court-house, since it had
tended veneration by the president's party, and tion and stop this governmental cant; that "in union always been used for all sorts of meetings. But the
usually standing as a synonym for governmental re- there is _strength;" that evohition, physical and intel- sheriff refused; and Mt·. Bolton, wtth heart of oak
form-that of Thomas Jefferson; yet the sage of lectual, Is the result of energy. What we want is to and sturdy persistence, regardless of c€Jst to himself,
Monticello never accepted the teachings of Christ, he spread the light of mental liberty; to rescue our at once engaged the Opera House for the two evencontemned them. Were there any purer patriots than co~ntry from the hands of priest and despoiler. For ings, December 29th and 30th. And I shall be there.
Thomas Paine and Benjamin Franklin? Yet neither t~Is puq~o~e we need funds. Every cent contributed The opposition-the mean, subtle methods resorted
of these accepted the teachings of Christianity. To will ~e rigidly accou~ted for. No onfr· is trying to to to shut out free speech-has awakened thought,
take a local illustration, we hav a lot of "boodlers," get riCh off the Amencan Secular Union. All can do and created interest and a. spirit of investigation,
some in, some out of jail, but likely to escape something. Come, instead of spending money in among very many who else had remained indifl"erent..
merited punishment, as they nearly all are "good" senseless presents to perpetuate what is now a Chris- Thus do the schemes of the enemy recoil on themchurch-members. They accept the ''teachings of tian institu~ion, learn to donate something to liberty. selva, and the glorious cause of human progress and
Christianity,'' of course they do, and accept bribes as In former times, men had to lay down their lives that Freethought, with irresistible impetu!.l, marches on
a benefit to themselvs and the church; therefore they progress might reach its present altitude. We hav to victory.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
are purest patriots. They literally believe in "lay- merely to lay down a few dollars. Then let us do
Tm: TRUTH S&&KRR CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
ing up treasures."
that, in future, willingly and generously.
Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any adThe third proposition, relativ to " scrupulous
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
dress upon application.
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Onr London Letter.
Although now and again a. very optimistic parson
may be found to speak favorably of the advance of
the particular creed he fancies be holds, the majority
of the clergy appear more inclined to take an opposit view of matters, and generally deplore the decline
of religious enthusiasm, which was so marked a feature before the epread of education had enlightened
the masses. The orthodox but prosy occupant of
the pulpit has now, in most instances, a very limited
congregation, arid were it not for the endowments
on so many churches and chapels, the pastor would
speedily starve unless he turned what abilities he
might possess to some other means of gaining a livelihood. What is called preaching the pure milk of
the word will not keep a congregation together; the
day when a four-hours sermon woqld ~e listened
to with rapt attention is past, an_d a parson to
be popular must introduce a certain amount of buffoonery in the pulpit, and introduce concerts, bazars,
and other entertainments in lieu of the old-fashioned
week-night prayer-meetings, which I well remember
were very dull affairs indeed. The Rev. Dr. Dale recently gave it as his opinion that a preacher might
be eloquent, learned, kind, or pathetic, but was not
a suitable person to direct his flock until he had receiv.ed Christ, and been qualified for the responsibilities of his office by the inspiration of the spirit of
God. Unfortunately, the reverend doctor omitted to
state how it could be proved that the preacher bad
received Christ, for everyone who wanted to fill such
an office must be ready to make a declaration that he
was the happy recipient of such a desirable possession. The doctor referred to the revivals in religious
life during the days of Luther, Whitfield, Wesley,
and• said the power of the latter movement appeared
to hav been. spent, and wondered how and when God
would reveal his great power again. It must appear
very strange to a man who baa trained himself to
believe in the "great and precious promises" to find
how unlikely it is that they will ever be kept. Such
neglect on the part of their deity woulg be more discouraging than it now ·is, if payment was only made
in proportion to the carrying .out of the promis?s,
and in that, case_the whole busmess would speed~ly
collapse. The fact undoubtedly is that the Chnstian religion is nothing but a matter of money, and·
unless this is forthcoming in sufficient quantities, the
scheme of redemption, and the inspiration ?f the
spirit and similar mysteries, would hav to shift for
themselvEI, for no one would care about troubling
after such unprofitable possessions.
.
The criminal statistics serve as an excellent mdex
of the power of Christianity; when the latter W!!S
most current, crime was most prevalent; as C~ns
tianity declines and education increases, so cnme
sensibly diminishes, thou&'h it would be ras~ ~o sll;ggest that the two will expire tog?ther! but 1t 1s q~1te
certain that the gospel of bumamty will reduce crrme
to a lower point than has ever yet been recorded.

J.D.
Chronology.
I am much obliged to Brother: Hill for calling my
attention in his letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 17th: to a proof of m~ position whi~h. I ~ad
overlooked. I did not consider the quotat10n whwh
he makes (from the article Chronology in the ~ncy
clopedia Britannica, page 6~9) as relevant to th~ Issue,
since it does not relate, as It struck me at the time, to
the beginJ.Jing of the era, or to the years after the b?ginning of the era. but wholly to the years before 1t
began. It pointed out the d1fference between the astl·onomical mode of designating the years before the
era and the. common chronological mode.
Upon closer examination, however, I see that it is
expressly stated that the year which astronomers denote by 0 is "the year which preceded the. fi~st of
our era." This certainly cannot mean that It IS the
first year of our era which they denote by 0. O.a the
contrary, astronomers and chronologers agree in ca~l
ina the first year of our era A D. 1; and· the only discr~pancy between them api?lies to the previous :rears.
This very discrepancy furmshes one rea:son for mtroducing a scientific era, in the use of whwh there shall
be no such interruption as the astronomers properly
complain of.
· .
So much for what has been, and is; but the adoption
of the new era nises an important question as to what
ouaht to be· and we are indebted to Brother Hill for
0
'
raising the point squar-ely. .
America wa!! discovered m A.D. 1492; what year
shall we call that? Surely we must. not follow the
chronologers' error of omitting the year 0. If we do
not and if we reckon backward, we shall hav to say
Col~mbus discovered America on October 12~ B E.
108 What will that signify? That it will be 108
· full. years, after the completion of that year, before we
reach the era. So the moment we go back of our E;ra,
we encounter the use of complete years, in relation to
time that is not only not completed but not even
begun.
.
.
l\Iy remedy for this would ~e. to adopt t~e plan m
universal use am on a mathematiCians, of addmg to neg
~tiv ~uantities 11o suJnci!:lqt ~OWJ.t to make tlJ.empos!

tiv. Negativ logarithms hav long been disused. To
provide for the wants of ~eologists and astronomers,
we may add 1,000.000,000 years to thA datE>. making
1492, 1,000,001,492, which will be 999,999,892 for
the year of the discovery of :America by the new era.
For historical purposes it will never be necessary to
write more than the four right-hand figures, making
the date E.s. 9892. For scientific purposes, a prefixed
9 being understood to indicate past time, and a prefixed 0 indicating future time, it will only be necessary
to write enough figures to distinguish between the
two.
HENRY M. P ARKHURBT.

Colonel Ingersoll's Tribute to n. Dead Fl'iend.
From the ;New York Worl<f.

Mrs. Ida Knowles, of Peoria, dierl in this city on the 15th
inst.. She waR the wife of Howarrl Knowles anrl a dau~rhter
of Richard B. Whitine;. Col. Robert Ingersoll, being an
intimate friend of the family, was invited to say a few words
over the flower-covered bier on the eve of it~ removal to the
West for ·interment. In compliance with this request, Colonel Jna:ersoll made one of those eloquent utterances for
which. be is celebrated. He said:
MY FRIENDS: Again we stand in the shadow of the
great mystery-a shadow as dE>ep and dark as when
the tears of the first mother fell upon the pallid face
of her lifeless babe-a mystery that has never yet
been solved. We hav met in the presence of the
sacred dead to speak a word of praise, of hope, of
consolation. Another life of love is now a· blessed
memory-a lingering strain of music.. The loving
daughter, the pure and consecrated wife, the sincere
friend who with tender faithfulness discharged the
duties' of a. life has reached her journey's end.
.A. braver, a. ~ore serene, a more chivalric spiritclasping the loved and by them clasped-never passed
from life to enrich the realm of death. No field of
war ever witnessed greater fortitude, more perfect,
smiling courage, than this poor, weak, and helpless
woman displayed upon the bed of pain and death.
Her life was gentle and her death· sublime. She
loved the good, and all the good loved her. But
there is this consolation: She can never suffer more;
she can never feel again the chill of death; never part
again from those she loves. Her heart can break no
more. She has shed her last tear, and upon her
stainless brow has been set the wondrous seal of
everlasting peace. ·
When the Angel of Death~the masked an(J voiceless-enters the door of home; there come with her
all the daughters of compassion, and of these Love
and Hope remain forever.
You are about to take this dear dust home-to the
home of her girlhood, and to the place that was once
my home. You will lay her with neighbors that I
hav loved, that are now at rest. You will lay her
where my father sleeps.
AU I can say is:
Lay her in the earth,
And from her fair and unpolluted flesh
Let violets spring.
I never knew, I never met, a. braver spirit than the
one that once inhabited this silent form of dreamless
clay.

Two Apothegms.
"Education consists in getting rid of prejudice"
(Wendell Phillips).
"The martyred saint~, are but a han?ful compared
to the martyred sinners (0. B. Frothmghllm).
These two apothegms I heard from the lips of the
speakers many years ago, and they made a lasting
impression upon' my mind.
BuRR.

Books and Periodicals.
Caleb S. Weeks requests us to say that the price of his
" Response to Pope's Essay on Man" is 25 cents, instead of
50 cents, as we put it. We apologize. The price was not
marked on the book, and we gave it as 50 cents, not understanding bow so much Ciceronian elegance could be afforded
for less.
G. W. Foote, of the London Freetltinlrer, bas written a
thick pamphlet, solid long primer, called" Bible .Heroes."
In it he recounts the history of l\Ir. Adam, Captam Noah.
Father Abraham, Jug£Eiing Jacob, Master JosE'ph, Joseph's
Brethren Holy Moses, Parson Aaron, General Joshua, Jephthah & C~., and Professor Samson. The pamphlet is wittily
written, and calculated to bring the aforesaid characters into
evil repute with respectable folks. Mr. Foote gets his facts
from the Bible·, and if be has fallen into historical error the
fault belonp:s not to him, but to King: James's scribes. The
price in United States currency is 50 cents. In England it
sells for a shilling.
The New York Bun says: "The talented. learned, and
gentle young Hindoo, Amrita Lal Roy, who resided for some
years in this .city, and who left here last year to return to
India, recently started a paper in the English language in
Calcutta called llope. Mr. Roy is what is known as a man
of advanced thought, and he joined the Knia:hts of Labor.
His eesay in the Nortlt American Review on 'British Rule in
India,' was a vigorous piece of criticism." During Amrita's
stay in New York he was a compositor in THE TRUTH S&RK&R
office, where he imbibed a large amount of heresy, and won
the affections of all. His evenings were spent at labor meetings, and, though too. modest to take the platform, he was
more competent to discuss lab~r questions than many of the
self.assertiv speakers. May be reg~n~ra,t() tbe Hindoo r!\ce
Pl llis vi~ofO~I! we11~em idcl\os I
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We blush as we copy the following:
"120 LEXINtlTON AVE, NEW YoRK. Deo. 17,1887.
"MY FRIEND MAODONALD: Wbeth•r yon horrowerl Georu:e'• pen,

or he took a sel\t at yoUt' desk, the combined wit A.nd wiodom of the
MRcdonnlrl brot.ber• seems to hi\V entered int.n t.be notices of books
and periodic•!• in TII~ Tt<UTII S!!:EK!!R of the 17oh. .Hoer IBUI(hing
over one, I wonld retnrn to the re>v\in!l' of Homethin~ which had
already amnsed me. TaE TaUT II SEEKER is a. live p•p•r.
"Yourg truly,
E. B. FoOTE."

The delicate intimation contained in the forea:oing, that the
Eilitor of 'Imt TRUTH SEEKER is renowned for wisdom, is
rluly appreciaterl, as is the admiration of Dr. F.Jote for
George. We rPgret to be obliged to state that when the
notices were written our brother was on his way to the limitless West, where he propose~. in company with Samuel P.
Putnam, to start a Freethou~ht paper and grow up with the
country, or walk back to New York. San Francisco is his
destination.
W. Stewart Ross, better known as" Saladin," editor of
the London Secular Review, has sent us Part V. of his
"Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and Her God," which in
weekly instalments has been printed in his paper. Like
everything of Saladin's, it is knightly, invincible, anrl scholarly. But beginning abruptly at page 257 the preceding
parts will be found necessary to intelligent reading. This
part is a white-beat indictmellt of the Christian civilization
which permits the vilest dPgradation of women in the cities,
sinkin" her lower than the beasts, while pretending to bav
elevat;d her, and a brief history of marriage customs in Scotland. The latter shows that the high illegitimacy rate in the
land of cakes proceeds from customs p:ray with age, which
tlie church made no effort to reform, and that it is only since
Christianity itself is going that immorality is going also.
This series of articles is written to show that the claim
that Christianity has elevated woman is false, and surely the
attempt is successful. The parts now ready sell for 30 cents
each.
We hav just managed to get printed John Peck's "Christian Absurdities," which excited so much favorable commEnt
from our friends as it ran as a serial through these columns
some months ago. Not sin'ce Remsburg's "F,Llse Claims of
the Church" appeared has anything hit the Liberal hosts so
forcibly as this arraignment of Christianity by Mr. Peck, the
"Learned Blacksmith" of Naples, who is one of the .most
convincing and witty writers in the country. In this pamphlet the doctrins and practices of the Christians are held up
to scorn, and bold will be the churchman who denies the truth
of the impeachment. The book bas a purpose-to rirl so
much of the world as the autnor can reach of superstition,
and we think its homely, witty sentences are admirably
adapted for the purp Jse. It is nicely printed and bound, and
sells, single copies, for 20 cents. To those desirous of u~ing
it for missionary work, six copies will be sent for $1. About
five thousand a day ought to be distributed throughout the
country for the next ten years.
"The Reason Why" is the title of a printed lecture, by
Mrs. E. H. Cobb, on the mind-cure. Mental healing, she
says, relies on God instead of matter, as "what is the source
of life must also be the source of health." Medicin cures
only where mind givs it power, or where mind does the
work. Mrs. Cobb, it seems to us, reMons from fal~e premises, and we cannot advise her employment by the sick. In
another pamphlet, which she calls," s~art Ri!:1;ht," she affirms
the demonstration of " the conservation of spiritual energy
or life." And, "as we liv only by receiving: life from the
divine, this conservation makes us inlets to the whole great
reservoir of life, thus flood in~~: us at every instant with an
overpowerin~~:. but modest, confidence and self-control." In
his Health Monthly· for January, Dr. Foote notes a strong
tendency on the part of such disciples of "Christian science "
11s Mrs. Cobb to become practitioners aud teachers, and wonders where they all find material to practice upon. If Dr.
Foote bad paid more attention to the statistics of idiocy, he
would find that a fool is born into the world about every
minute, which is the only reason we can see why such
pamphlets are written. The price of "The Reason Why" is
20 cents; of "Start Right," 25 cents; sold by the author, 38
Concord square, Boston, Mass.
C. B. Reynolds's AllllOinfnH'nts.
Galena, Kan ............................... Dec. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24. 25
Liberal, Mo ........................................................... 26. 27
Warren•hnrg, Mo .................................................... 2!J 30
O!athe, Kan .................................................... Jan. 1. 2. 3
Bnrlina:ton, Kan .................................................. .4, 5, 6
Fall River, Kan ......................................................... 7. 8
Leon, K~n .......................................................... 9, 10, 11
Benton, Kan .............................................. } 13 14 15 16
Andover. KRn...........................................
' ' •
Dodge City, Kan ............................................... 18, 1!l. 20
Canon City, Col. .................................................... 22. 23
Delta, Col. ...................................................... Feh. 7. 8. 9
HotcbkisP, Col. .................................................. 1", 11, 12
Utah (as Wm. Reynold!> appoint3) ................... 18 to March

THK Religious and Benevolent Association of Waco, TE'xas,
its fifth anniversary on the llth inst. Celebration
lasted two .days. This association was founded by J. D.
Shaw, who is the regular ~peRker and editor, and pnbli~her
also, of the Indfpendent Pulpit, a first-class monthly l<'reethougbt journal. The celebration brought ont a large number of Liberals, strengthening the organization considerably.
Owing to Mr. Shaw's popularity, the Waco Freethinkers are
at the head of local organizations.
cel~brated

WE regret to announce that Helen H. Gardener is too ill
to respond to invitations to lecture, or to conduct rorrespondence. Her heart is in tbe cause of liberty, b11t her
body is too feeble to bear her to the front. Her !riends will
please note this as the reason, perhaps, of scemmg neglect,
and be assured that when she recovers, her voic;!e will aga~
11~ h~~rq th.rou~hoqt

t4c llm4·
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flommunications.
Business Morality.
Business is occupation for gain-the employment
undertaken to secure a livelihood or amass wealth.
Such is the bad reputation at present of this depar_tinent of life, that many think it is better defined m
the words of the Dutchman: "Men goes about cheating each oder all day, and call dot pizness." Carlyle
said we must all either toil or steal, by whatever name
we may call it. Business may, therefore, be divided
into two branches-toiling and stealing.
There are multitudes of honest toilers who make
good and useful ar~icles and perform v~uable s~r-.
vices to the commumty, and who can feel mghtly, With
the village blacksmith of Longfellow, "something attempted, something done, has earned a ni~ht's repose."
Their reward is usually only a bare subsistence. The
laborer, the mechanic, the artisan, seldom amass
wealth; a comfortable livelihood is, as a rule, their
highest attainment. Th~re are other toilers w~o use
their brains for the serviCe of man and occasiOnally
secure wealth or competency. The stealers are those
who get gain witho';lt rendering a ~ull equival~nt to
society, or who rece1ve coml?ensatwn f?r their ~er
vices by subterfuge. There IS a large mtermediate
class who serve the stealers and toil, perhaps, honestly for them. These, as a rule, are better paid than
the toilers not connected with stealing, but they do
not secure wealth until they rise to be master-stealers. The latter are the men that amass fortunes and
liv in luxury. They are not consciously dishonest,
and do not deserve the names of thieves and rogues
that are often hurled at them; but they naturally accept existing customs which society tolerates, by
which they get more than they giv. Some of these
customs may be described, and then the foundation
principles of business that permit such methods may
be discussed.
The following are some of the many modes of
stealing the means of livelihood.
The merchant buys to sell dearer. If he performs
a service in holding or distributing goods and adds
only the cost of a comfortable living, he may be
classed with honest toilers. But if he does no good
by his purchase, or withholds articles from consumption till he can extort exorbitant prices from needy
men, he is a stealer. The men who corner markets,
and those who make fictitious purchases and sales,
merely gambling upon the chances of the rise and
fall of prices, these are stealers, though the latter
hav the just perception to call themselvs " scalpers,"
and a man on the exchange will jubilantly boast, "I
hav taken ten scalps this morning." One of the most
. eminent mercha,nts in England, a noted Christian
philanthropist, paid a large sumJor a private wire by
which he got market quotations fifteen minutes in
advance of the public announcements.. His partner
rushed to the " flags" and bought or sold as extensivly as possible for that quarter of an hour, and was
accustomed to say jocosely, "Sam does the praying
and I do the lying." An immense fortune was
secured, but no service in any way equivalent was
rendered to society; so it was stolen. Some merchants fail, buy in .their stocks at twenty cents on
the dollar, and undersell their competitors. Others
enter goods at the custom houses with false valuations and thus steal the duties. A large firm is now
in liquidation for the ostensible reason that it is
undersold by those who import goods without paying full tribute. Commission agents and brokers
take discounts or double brokerages or invoice goods
at false prices. One of the largest commission
houses in the East Indies complained of an employee,
"He objects to charge our purchases at higher prices
than we paid."
The ship agent works for a fraction of a commissioii and recoups himself with percentages from all
the ship's bills that be pays.· The stevedore, ship
chandler, butcher, carter, and blacksmith contribute
to his support, while the confiding and penurious
shipowner, who has robbed the agent of his fair re. muneration, rejoices in his supposed economy. The
. sea-captain, if he has the chan(,le, acts as does the
agent, or gets his clothing bill added to the cost of a
topsail, his horse hire put into the butcher's accounts,
and his hotel bill paid by the st~vedore.
The coal-dealer givs light weights and poor quality.
One of these when discharging a vessel puts the heavy
loads of coal in his yard and sends up the next light
load to a customer with the public scale ticket of the
heavy load. He contracts to supply coal at lower
prices than the mine-owners can do. He begins by
delivering good coal, but soon every second or third
cart brings in an inferior and cheaper article.
There is one trade, however, that appears to be
truly benevolent and self-sacrificing. The owners of
spice mills buy pepper for 16 cents a pound, grind
it, pack it in an attractiv box, and sell it for 8 cents
a pound. But this apparent exception may, perhaps,
be explained away.
A large class of stealers are those who adulterate
goods and thus gain money by false pretenses. The
devices m-e ippumer!ltbl~. A few are the following:

Milk is mixed with water, chalk, fat, glucose, and
mashed brains. Coffee with flour,. beans, sawdust,
tan, baked horse livers, and chicory. Chicory, again,
is adulterated with acorns, horse-chestnuts, and roots.
Tea is mixed with willow and other leaves. In 1843
there were eight factories in London for facing spe~t
tea leaves with rose-pink and black lead. Bread 1s
made with the aid of alum or sulphate of copper.
Flour is mixed with meal, inferior starches, chalk, and
plaster. Butter, lard, and oilsareinade from cheap fats,
water salt and farina.· Fruit preserves are composed
of c~rot~. turnips, and apples. Sugar contains
glucose. Vinegar, sulphuric acid, arsenic, _and corrosiv sublimate. Mustard, flour and tumenc. Pepper sometimes has not a trace ·of the real article,
but is made of gypsum, mustard husk, and starch,
while Cayenne pepper may contain brick dust and
red lead. Beer sometimes contains Indian hemp,
opium, strychnin, tobacco, Iogwood, vitriol, molasses,
copperas, or multitudes of other substances. The
Encyclopedia Britannica says, "A great part of the
wine of France and Germany has ceased to be the
juice of the grape at all." It is hard to get a sample
of genuin wine. Books are published openly to explain methods of adulteration, and dealers, called
brewers' druggists, supply the articles. Seeds are
dyed and sold for better qualities. The adulteration
of drugs is endless. Woolens are mixed with shoddy
or mingo, forty million pounds being made annually
in Yorkshire alone. Cottons are made heavy with
sizing and China clay. Profits are thus stolen by
deceit.
Stock speculation is a favorit means of stealing a
livelihood or fortune in a conventionally respectable
manner-betting on the market quotations, or sometimes, in addition, aiding the desired turn, as when
Jay Gould locked up thirty million dollars and compelled needy men to sell shares cheap.
Mining speculations afford a favorit field for the
stealers. The great fortunes of the Comstock lode
were not mainly the result of the produce of minerals,
but of the sale of shares. When a good vein was discovered it was, in some cases, carefully covered up,
armed sentries prevented entrance to the mines, dividends were withheld, bad reports circulated, and,
when the shares dropped in price, the managers
bought them up. The rich deposits were then
worked, marvelous results were declared, and when
the shares were inflated to a great premium, the
managers unloaded them upon the eager public.
Tariffs offer another field for stealing. The men
who hav influence or address induce a financial ministet:, or Congress to protect their businesses from
foreign competition, thereby often compelling their
countrymen to buy inferior goods at higher prices.
Enormous fortunes are thus stolen from the people,
but in such small sums fr.om each individual that the
theft is not complained of.
Other stealers patent a slight improvement on a
long course of invention and secure the toil of past
generations, compelling the world to pay tribute to
them. The telephone is an example. Contractors
get rock prices for dirt cuttings by misrepresentation, or receive allow~ces for false claims adroitly
made. Lobbyists get railroad charters, never intending to use them except for sale to men who will construct a road. We hav seen in Canada from eighty
to a hundred million dollars' worth of public property given to a few influential men to build a railroad which they already claim is earning profits; and
the railroads of the United States hav received vast
amounts from the people's heritage.
Lawyers, doctors, and ministers are known to take
pay for insincere utterances. Newspapers thrive on
lying advertisments. So on through every employment may be traced dishonest practice and deceit~
The old maxim, "Honesty is the best policy," is discredited, and on every hand we hear it said, "A man
cannot be honest if he would succeed in business."
Observation shows that the large fortunes are not
often secured by the honest, generous, and fairdealing, but they more frequently fall to the lot of
shrewd, hard, grasping, remorseless, unscrupulous
men. The men starting in life with high aims and
pure intentions find it impossible to compete with
such people, and after a hard and virtuous struggle
the necessities of their families compel them to follow
the fashion and join the stealers.
Why do these fraudulent customs exist? Do people prefer to drink baked horse livers, to spread fat
on alum-raised bread, and smear it with carrot preserve 1 Do they demand the privilege of sprinkling
their food with brick-dust and red lead, and of refreshing themselvs by drinking strychnin, Iogwood, and
ether, and by smoking cabbage leaves, molasl!es, and
lampblack? No; the evil arises from the foundation
principle of business, which is, competition for individual gain, instead of work for the general welfare.
Business as at present conducted is a selfish strife
for gain carried on in such rude fashion that the success of one necessarily means the misfortune of anot~er. It is a transference of the brutal struggle for
existence to more refined spheres of means. The
brute gains his prey with his teeth, the savage with
his spear, the chieftain with his sword, the highwayman with his J>istol1 the capitalist with finance. l3ut

Attila, Hengist, Dick Turpin, and Jay Gould are
merely illustrations of the effect of civilization upon
the same instinct of selfish aggrandizement. Must
man ever go on in this warfare against his fellows? May not living be made secure while exercising efforts ~or the gener!:l-1 wel~are? Mu~t competition never g1v place to cooperatiOn, and cooperatiOn
not become extended to communities, states, nations,
or the world? A widespread feeling of abhorrence
of the present system of fraud, extortion, and deceit
is pervading the world. Men desire to be honest
and benevolent, but the present competitiv system
forces them to exploit. the labor of others; to misrepresent, plot, undermine, oppose, and injure in
order that the comforts of life may be secured.
RoBERT C. ADAMs.

To the Friends of Personal Liberty.
AN APPEAL FOR THE MORAL AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF
AN ORGANTZATION ENGAGED IN RESISTING THE EN.OROAOHMENTS OF OUR CIVIL RIGHTS.

Mr. Chavannes, of Knoxville, Tennessee, lectured
on the 2d day of December, 1887, before the Liberal
Club of New York city. The subject of his lecture
was, "lllegal Methods of Enforcing ths Laws." The
lecturer first stated that, while laws were a necessity
of civilized life, it was of the utmost importancf) to
the community that their scope should be clearly defined, and that they should be legally enforced.
One of our laws had been more abused in that
respect than any other on the statute- book, to wit,
the postal law, enacted to suppress the sending of
obscene matter through the mails. This law is
usually designated by th·e public as the Comstock
law, and its illegal encroachment as Comstockism~
A new instance of Comstockism had come to the
lecturer's knowledge, and he felt it his duty to make
it known. A letter had been unlawfully intercepted,
seized, and placed in the hands of the United States
authorities.
Briefly stated, the facts were these: Mrs_. Slenker,
a woman well known as a faithful worker in behalf of
humanity, and whose moral (}haracter stands so high
that it enabled her, though an Abolitionist and an
Infidel, to gain the esteem and friendship of all the
inhabitants of ,her Virginia home, from the ministers
of the gospel to the poorest negro, was engaged of
late years in a private correspondence which Com..stock believed to come under the meaning of the
Comstock law. Decoy letters were sent to her, suf- ·
ficient material was gathered to procure her indictment, .and she was arrested and thrown into prison.
While in jail, her husband lifted her accumulated
mail from the post-office, and, taking it with him unopened, started to bail her out. On the way he
called at the house of Mr. Jor.dan, the United States
marshal, who first asked him for Mrs. Slenker's
letters, then asked him to open them, and next, deliberately reading the whole correspondence, he selected
those letters which he desired, and returned the
remainder to Mr. Slenker's possession. One of these
intercepted letters, at least, is yet, to the personal
knowledge of the lecturer, in the hands of the
United States authorities,
Although the act was done by Mrs. Jordan, it was
done at the instigation of Messrs. Barclay and McAffee, ~entlemen who unite the position of postoffice inspectors and of Comstock's coadjutors. Of
this fact the· lecturer satisfied himself by personal
conversation with Mr. Jordan and Mrs. Slenker.
While the law was not directly violated, so as to
bring the perpetrators within ~he easy reach of punishment, the intent of the laws enacted for the
security of the inviolability of the mails was clearly
violated, and it was done as a part of Comstock's
methods of enforcing the law.
We might look upon it as a mistake or an accident,
if it were not in keeping with all of Comstock's actions ever since he loomed into notoriety as the agent
of the Society for the Prevention of Vice.
. Mr. Knoedler's arrest is another case in point.
The lecturer. had no desire .to defend art pictures.
]3efore a refined and educated audience they need no
defense. But he would state that according to his
observations, whenever he visited homes where art .
pictures were found of the kind seized in Mr. Knoedler's store-that is, pictures of nude females, in
artistic and not in lascivious positions, he always
knew he was among refined and moral persons.
The animus of Comstock's methods was shown by
his failing to arrest the owners of the pictures from
which the photographs were taken, and only arresting those persons from whom he could make some
capital for his own personal advantage. Comstock
is not engaged in trying to enforce the will of the
people, but in trying to turn certain laws, which he
was "largely instrumental in having enacted, to the
advantage of the Society for the Prevention of Vice,
and the pecuniary benefit to himself. ·
This unsatisfactory state of things, the lecturer
argued, is due to two different factors. The firf!t is
the infinit wording of the law. This makes it impossible, whenever a case is brought to trial, to bring
proof in court of the necessity of the work in hand,
as in 1\frs, Slenl!:er'e case1 or in the case Qf medi91\l
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works, or of the purity of the intention, as in the case
of works of art. As the law stands it is simply a question of facts, and a man could be sent to prison for
five years for mailing a copy of Shakspere, if a jury
could be found to decide that certain pm·tions of
Shakspere ·are obscene. The fact is that there are
no publishers of medical works, no dealers in old
classics, no importers of art pictures or of statuary
in the United States but what are subject to punishment if Comstock or any other person should prevail upon the public officers to institute a. prosecution, and a jury be found to rende;r a verdict in accord
with the literal wording of the law.
The law ought to be amended ~o except: All medical or scientific publications; all recognized works of
art, or copies thereof; an private correspondence.
This is clearly the will of the majority of the people, and it is the duty of our legislators to see that
the laws conform to it.
The ether factor to be eliminated is the unlawful
methods pursued by Comstock and his coadjutors,
and thl\t can only be met by an organized resistance
to their encroachments.
The latent dissatisfaction to these methods which
exists among the most intelligent portion of the community must be concentrated and made effectiv.
There ia already in New York city an organization
which has, so far, offered the only effectual barriers
to Comstock's methods. This is the National Defense
Association. Single-handed, they hav·met Comstock
before the legislature and before the courte, and hav
defeated him. They should be supported both morally and financially by all persons who believe that
the time has come to prevent the laws being made
an engin of persecution, not for the moral welfare
of the community, but for the satisfaction of a private corporation, and the pecuniary benefit of its
agents. ·
The lecturer believes that there is, all through the
United States, a sufficient number of persons opposed to Comstockism to support an organized defense against it. He knows that the National Defense Association possesses the will and the ability
to make that desire. effectiv, and he appeals to his
hearers, and to those in whose hands this report may
fall, to do their part to arrest the growing evil
It is not a case for protest; it is a case for action;
and, however numerous the calls may be from other
sources upon the means at our disposal and upon
our moral support, if we are interested in opposing
Comstockism, let us show it by our work, and pledge
ourselvs that henceforth we will do something till
the enemy has been met and the victory is ours.

tion, cause, uniformity, law, tl'lith; and no proper has been an open struggle ; in lower life there are no
sense of justice or Eentiment of altruism. It is not rights or duties. Our present system of industry,
impressionable, or expansiv, or progressiv. In keep- from a moral or social standpoint, is the direct,
ing with this state of mind was the old conception of "brute force," coerciv method. Direct charity is of
fixity in nature, of fixed types, as practical standards, this character. Sympathy is impulsiv force like
with no notion of growth, evolution, extension; little hunger or lust. Even religious or moral persuasion
of the historical method, and no notion that the law fails to reform the world. And so, this other class
of evolution is the historical method extended But (the developed), also above described, seeing all this,
the more developed, trained, and cultured mind acts are essaying to apply the rational method also among
in a freer, calmer, more reflectiv and deliberate, more these higher laws and phenomena, and to deliberasystematic and rational way. It sees with finer eye, tivly organize charity, not only as a part of their duty
it understands with broader grasp. It is not ·only to their less fortunate fellows, but for their own
sensitiv to facts, but penetrates to their subtle rela- interest, their own salvation.
Count Rumford, who was the first to apply the
tions, and seizes hold of the law thereof-sees the
immutability of law, the reign of law. It is as grand rational method to the abolition of pauperism and
and broad in synthesis as it is fine and ,penetrating the matter of charity, and who actually succeeded in
in analysis. It arranges, it groups, it weighs, re- its abolition in Bavaria, where he was afforded an opflects, reasons, generalizes. It sees the one in the portunity, has set an example of public spirit which
many and the many in the one. It has ideas of and has been in part attempted to be followed in England
understands the significancy of class, abstraction, and, more recently, in this country,* for which we
cause, uniformity, law, truth-and recognizes prog- ought to hold him in high esteem and tender to his
ress with order in utilizing the historical method memory our lasting gratitude. We, too, should be
and in seeing what comes of it in the theory of evo- proud of him as an American citizen, as he was. As
lution. Such minds hav, too, a keen sense of julltice, such he was plain Mr. Thomson. The little kingof right, and duty, and of devotion; a love for the dom of Bavaria was being almost swamped by pautrue, the beautiful, and the good ; a sympathy for perism when Mr. Thomson undertook to treat it, and
others, and an appreciation of the true spirit of the king was so well pleased with his success and his
altruism. In keeping with this class of mind are the public spirit that he conferred upon him the above
new ideas of evolutitin and a perpetual-in the main title.
The writer, after twenty years of observation,
-progress of life, superseding the old ideas of a
fixed type. Especially is this .true of politics and study, and assisting in experimenting, trying to learn
jurisprudence, for example, and it is now being ex- of and to understand all the advanced schemes, projtended to the question of conduct or ethics. And all ects, and propositions relativ to labor, industrial,
this, on the one hand, to delineate the man of true and social reform, is now of the convictian that this
public spirit, and, on the other, to point out where inspiration, this movement in the direction of organmay be found the proper objects of his attention and ized charity,·" scientific charity," if consistently, logcare. The man of public spirit is one who is great ically, and persistently carried out, is calculated to do
enough to care about questions of truth and duty. more for the immediate need of society than is any
It.was.men of public spirit who, upon reflection, see- other movement now known to him. Meantime, it
ing pauperism to be the cancer that it is upon the will, of course, be inferred, from what has preceded,
body social, hav attempted, and are now attempting, that he holds the cause of pauperism, and largely of
its removal by what has come to be known as "scien- crime, to lie in the want of the proper organization
tific charity." If, then, to do what is most needful of industry, of scientific industry, scientific from an
to be done; if to do that which will result in the economic, social, or moral standpoint; that is, in the
greatest good to the greatest number, is to be the want of the rational control of the selfish instincts or
standard of goodness, wisdom, and nobility, then is forces-selfishn6ss, pride, vanity, sexual appetite,
public spirit the highest standard as a measure of' ambition, etc.; of the emotional impulsiv forceslove, hate; fear, hope, despair, veneration, benevomanhood. An Eastern proverb says :
lence, malevolence, sympathy, etc.-and of the
They who gather wealth to giv to the poor,
psychic and social forces; the rational colltrol,
Their memory shall be fragrant as roses;
But they who work with their fellows so that there be no through invention and art, of the physical forces
·
poor,
being already attained sufficient for the complete
All the perfumes of the garden cannot measure their abolition and prevention of pauperism. The degree
sweetness.
of public spirit manifested in this movement shows a
RATIONAL AND EMOTIONAL CHARITY.
recognition, by those taking part in it, of the solidPublic Spirit as a Measure of Manhood.*
Either the words artificial and natural, or indirect arity of society and of the conception or fact that
Was it not Plato who said, "The man who will dis- And direct, might, with equal propriety, be used here
society is an organism, a social organism, as the
cover the one in the many, him would I follow as a instead of rational and emotional, as above. But the individual man is an animal organism, with its
god!"
word artificial is here used in the serise (and this is organs and systems of organs and their functions,
The loftiest n:.inds of the world seem to be those its true sense) that art is rational control of natural the health, balance, welfare, and perfect condition of
who are most in love with the universal. There is a phenomena or laws for human advantage; and so,. which are absolutely essential to the health, welfare,
tendency in the human mind to seek the universal ; too, therefore, the natural (natural phenomena or etc., of the organism itself, and that therefore every
the one in the many. All efforts at generalization laws) are the raw material, so to speak, for art or in- part or organ, every class of persons-nay, every
are manifestations of this characteristic. The great vention to operate upon or with. (I am here using individual cell of this social organism-must be in
generalizars of the word are its great philosophers. some of tha language of Professor Ward.) Nature's health and harmony with its fellows, else the organThe great synthetic minds who originate the great remedy is direet and comparativly inefficient, and ism itself cannot be sound and healthy; and consynthetic systems of philosophy, whether in the produces only effects not greater than the cause, so trariwise, if the organism is not well-conditioned, its
world physical, psychical, social, or theological, or all to speak. The indirect method is art, invention, su- parts, or any one of them, cannot be. Who, then,
these together, are the leading exemplars of this tend- peradded to nature, nature's forces controled by in- that has arrived at even an "enlightened self-interency, as also the true exemplars of the. r~st o~ man- vention. The natural savage man attempts ends by est" degree of development and culture would not
kind. Moses's universal Jehovah, Chrtst s umversal direct means, by brute force. He is on the road to join in this move~ent ~ Public spirit has a. conlove, Plato's universal model republic (for doubtless becoming an artificial and civilized man when he in- science or moral mtelhgence that concerns 1tself
he so intended it), Humboldt's Cosmos, Newton's law vents a canoe, etc., and becomes an artist, and thus about relations of humanity--=..human needs and
of gravitation, Fourier's destiny proportional to pas- adopts the indirect method of crossing the river or human wants, and in righteousness. Moral progress
sional attraction (which is the extension of Newton's :havigating the ocean. From the canoe to the steam- in society is correlated with scientific method. Leislaw from the physical to the psychical and social ship, the bow and arr~ to the Krupp ·gun, the l;ll'e comes from work, reflection from leisure, science
worlds), and Spencer's universal law of evolution, wheelbarrow to the locomotiv and railroad train, the from reflection ; therefore civilization comes from
together with the correlation of fo~ces and. the con- stone ax to the most improved .machinery ; from the work,
servation of energy, are some leadmg specific exam- sickle to the reaper, the flail to the threshing machine;
'Till each man finds his own in all men's good,
ples. That Alexander, Cresar, Napoleon, were great the telescope, microscope, spectroscope, and their
And all inen work in noble brotherhood.
generals because they were great generalizers goes wonderful revelations-all come from art, invention.
The
more we concern ourselvs in truth and duty, ·
almost without saying. t Taken any particular domain Nature givs us the power of steam, but invention and
the
more
we will convince our fellows tnat
of facts or phenomena, we classify and generalize theni art giv us the steam engin and the indirect method.
This world is full of beauty
to find the law or principle which governs them, The savage becomes civilized, then, through invenAs that other world above,
which constitutes science. Generalizing comes from tion, and art, and the indirect method.
And if man would do his duty
reflection. At this point of reflection then comIt might be full of love.
Now, besides this physical world and its natural
mences a great difference between two classes of per- laws, where invention and art hav done so much,
There is nothing to which the whole of this brief
sons, namely, the uncultured and cultured. It is of there is this human world-the mental, spiritual, essay is more applicable than to scientific, and th~re
vital importance to consider this divergence. As it is soul or psychic, and social world-with its phe- fore artistic, currency reform (as one means of abohshwith the primitiv race and the primitiv man, the nomena and laws, where invention and art, by way of ing pauperism and of organizing industry), especially
child, so it is the character of the undeveloped and rational control, hav done so little, almost nothing, that phase of it now up before the world, and known
untrained (uncultured and unreflecting) mind to deal as yet, and where the unreflecting and undeveloped as International Bimetalism.
in special facts and personal. interests and to act fro~ class, above described, do not yet conceive or con:
By "reflection" it may be seen that I hav practiced
impulse and by "reflex act10n," and to be unplastlC cede the desirability or possibility of any such ra- while I hav prear;hed the "indirect method."
and unch$-ngeable by individual experience ; to be tional control, a,nd who, accordingly, hav been pracW. M. BoucHER.
fixed in custom and given to imitation. (I am here ticing, and would so continue (if not themselvs conusing some of the language of Spencer.) Such a troled), the direct natural "brute force" method by
*No special reference is here made to the so-called "Charmind does not reflect; it cannot generalize or fix at- which so little has been cr can be accomplished. ities Organization" of this city. The writer has reason to b~
tention, or combine the action of faculties; it i& with- For, in this matter of charity now before us, they act lieve that the originating managers of this particular affair
not at all appreciate the significance and importance of
out rational curiosity, has no notions of class abstrac- from instinct, from sympathy, by impulse, by reflex do
the scientific charity here advocated.
action and not from reflection, and so their charity is
*An indi1·ect argument (among other thtngs) to persuade
''Is your husband a Christian 1'' asked the minister.
people to join in the work of scientific monetary reform, direct or emotional charity, and not rational charity.
particularly that phase of it now called " International Bi- The psychic forces, social forces, impulsiv forces, may "I don't think so. He won't join the church." "That
metalism."
be, aad are to be, rationally controled, as .are the is very sad. Does he giv any reason for staying out
t Public spirit is allied with-when not the· same as-the physical forces. Nature's method is h!'Jre, as else- of the fold?" "Yes. He's an official in the bank,
spirit of suc4 Ill~:P. 7 S!J:p.timents, ~md accomplishments,
where, the dil'eot and " brute force" Jlletbod, and life IUld be 11ays he ~~i!n't ,qford to ris~ his reputl\tion,'' .
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or three prominent trustees.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Iright
this gross injustice and

We appeal to you to des~re to visit the museums on Sundays to first make
to take such measures a trip to Albany.
------~~.------as 'shall either giv to the people what they pay for,
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
A. Religion of Cruelty.
or make those pay for the museums who enjoy them.
The advocates of Christianity claim for their reE. M. MAODO!IALD,
Editor. It the museums are the private property of the ligion that it is one of kindness and mercy. " God
.o. P. SOIUBBY,
Business ~er. trustees, Jet them support them. On the other hand, is love" is a text twice repeated by St. John, on
if the museums are the property of the people, they
I'1JJILISJDII) BY
which they delight to dwell. They· preach divine
should be so managed that the people may reap the
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY.
goodness and tenderness, and insist that tbe highest
enjoyment to be derived from them. The buildings,
development of these virtues upon earth is to be
18 Lll'AYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
at least, are the public's, and if the treasures therein
found in men where .moral natures hav become most
are not, Jet them be removed, and museums under
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $8.00 PER YEAR. the exclusiv management of the city be orgimized. perfectly united to that of their divinity.
If "God is love," truly a strange record of his acts
But we believe that some arrangement can be made
is that we meet with in the pages of the Bible which
.Addrutlall Oommunicationa tQ THE TRUTH SEEKER
with the present custodians of a11 the art-works the
makes the assertion. A strange love it .was which
OOMPAN Y. Ma~ all Drafts, Checlr.81 Post..otfiU and JGz.
city
owns when they find that you stand firm for fair
p1'm M01UJ11 f.JrtUrs payabu tQ·OH.ARLJGS P. SOlti.JGRB Y.
placed temptation' in the path of those liable to err,
play.
and then barbarously punished their innocent deIt is needless, we conceive, to enter upon elaborate
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 24, 1887.
scendants for all time because they fell. A strange
argument as to the wisdom or unwisdom of this Sunlove that sent his chosen people forth, a savage
day opening. That has been settled by the spirit of
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
horde, among peaceful nations, to burn, to pillage,
the time, the consensus of all liberal-minded men,
Single subscription in advance .••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••• $3 00
and destroy; A strange love that created man, know!lnd
the benefits accruing from Sunday opening ar~
One subscription two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
li 00
ing
that sin would be a condition of his existence, yet
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
li 00 acknowledged. New York is alone among great cities
attaching to it the penalty of everlasting torment.
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance...................................................... .
li 00 in having no museums of art accessible to the public
If "God is love," in a wonderful way does he
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
upon the weekly rest-day. Even conservativ Philamanifest
it in his government of the world. We see
remittance ................................................. ..
7 00 delphia leads us in this moral reform, and Boston,
One subscription with three new 11ubscribers, in one
it and feel it every day, every hour, of our lives. It
remittance ................................................... . 8 60 Chicago, and other thriving cities hav long since
is all around us and within us, that we may behold it,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
pa!lsed Rip Van Winklian New York.
· remittance ................................................... . 10 00
suffer by it, and worship it. By the couch of the sick,
We ask you, therefore, to refuse further annual
Any number over five at the ·same rate, invariably
whose limbs are racked by pain, and lips parched in
with one remittance.
appropriations to these museums until their trustees
the agony of fever. By the grave over which the
shall obey the law and earn the su'Dsidies they so
bereaved, the 'widow and the orphan, weep in vain.
eagerly receive.
The Museums.
By the sad sea-wave, that seems mockingly to chant
REPLY.
The following correspondence passed last week
a dirge to the memory of dear ones lost beneath
MAYoR's OFFicE, NEW YoRK, Dec. 16, 1887. its surface. It is in the cell of the condemned, falsely
between Mayor Hewitt, chairman of the Board of
Estimate and Apportionment, and the Editor of THE EuGENE M. MACDONALD, EsQ., No. 28 Lafayette 'place, condemned maybe, who watches the coming light as
City:
TRUTH SEEKER:
it steals through the iron bars of his prison, heraldSir: I am in receipt of your favor of the 15th inst., ing the day that is to be his last. It is i~ the miserTo THE BoARD OF ·EsTIMATE AND .APPORTIONMENT OF
THE Cll'Y OF NEw YoRK, Gentlemen: We desire to asking me as chairman of the Board of Estimate and able hovel, where poverty makes life a burden. It is
call your attention to a matter of public concern of Apportionment to refrain from giving to the Metro- in the lonely chamber of many a just man who for
which you hav control, hoping that you will do politan Museum of Art and the American Museum his faithful adherence to honest principle is suffering
justice between the parties interested, who are, The of Natural History any further appropriations for for want of bread.
People of New York and the Trustees of the Met- their support. You do not seem to be aware that the
This is the love that Christianity offers us as the
ropolitan Museum of Art and the American Museum Jaw in regard to these institutions is absolutely man- object of our adoration and imitation. This is to be
of Na,ural History. Our desire is that you will, as datory upOJ:!. the Board of Estimate and Apportion- our God and our model. No marvel if those who
custodians of the money of New York, refuse to grant ment, who are required to appropriate $30,000 per kneel at his altars become hardened in heart toward
any further appropriations for the maintenance of the annum for their support whether they are open on their fellow-creatures. No wonder if, instead of humuseums until they shall open their doors on Sun- Sunday or not. Your request, therefore, is that the man kindness, mercy, and tenderness, we find among
days. Our reason is, briefly, that it is unfair to the Board of Estimate and Apportionment shall disobey them Christian harshness, bitterness, and cruelty.
people to use their funds to support institutions the Jaw. As a good citizen, you will hardly expect We might expect it to be so, and it is so.
public officers to refuse to do their duty. In regard
from which they derive, practically, no benefit.
The man whose highest ambition and dearest hope
About two years ago a petition for Sunday open- to the opening of these museums on Sunday, I hav is to win a place in heaven, where .sorrow and pain
ing was sent to the trustees of the museums contain- always insisted, with you, that they ought to be open, are unknown, and from thence, gazing down upon a
ing about twelve thousand names, mostly those of and a11 a trustee of the American Museum of Natural lake of fire, seeing there chained in ett:rnal torments
our· German citizens. Two years ago another peti- History I hav always voted for the proposition. My those who on earth comforted him in affliction, and
tion was addressed to the same gentlemen bearing sincerity, therefore, will hardly be questioned by relieved him in want, and seeing this to find in it a
nearly ten thousand signatures of the representativ those who know the facts. You quote from Mr. source of increased joy, has cast away the human
men of the city-statesmen, politicians, judges, police Langbein a statement that the bill referred to by him love that should adorn every human breast., and
eommissioners, district attorneys, lawyers, Congress- compels the opening of the Central Park museums placed between his heart and his fellow-men the cold,
men, preachers; workingmen, employers-in short, on Sundays. This statement is not correct. The repelling armor of ChristiaB cruelty.
all classes of enlightened citizens. The daily press bill referred to provides for an additional appropria~
Christianity is cruel, for it teaches its disciples to
of the city was almost unanimous in favor of the tion of $20,000, provided it is asked for by the mu- conform their natures to that of a cruel God. Men
movement. At the last election, also, the Hon. seums, in which case the museums would be opened of naturally kind and gentle spirits hav sat in judgGeorge F. Langbein asked the votes of the citizens on Sundays. No such application, however, has been ment on heretics, and condemned them to the stake.
of the Seventh senatorial district for the reason that, been made to the Board of Estimate and Apportion- Such men sit in judgment on heretics to-day, and
when assemblyman, "he passed"-we quote frcm his ment. Therefore the condition to which you refer hav less pity for them than for a thief or murderer.
circular-" the bill to compel the opening of the cannot be impo,ed upon the,museums.
If they cannot burn, they can· ostracize; if they cannot
museums in Central Park on Sundays, and appropriYours respectfully,
stretch the body upon the rack, they can heap upon
ating $20.000 a year for that purpose. This bill is
ABRAMS. HEWITT, Mayor.
the head insult, abuse, and falsehood.
now a luw." And Senator Langbein adds: "This
But it is not only the heretic and the Infidel that hav
givs the poor man and his family, who work all the
This seems to settle the matter so far as the mu- to suffer at their hands. " See how these. Christians
week, the enjo1ment of the same benefits as the rich nicipal authorities are concerned. 'The city must go love one another." How the Christian employers
man in seeing the wonders and curiosities of these on appropriating $30,000 per year and paying interest cut down the wages of the Christian workman to
museums."
on bonds to the tune of some $70,000, and the fanat- the lowest point at which existence can be mainIn spite of all this, however, these museums ob- ical Mr. J esul) ca.n hav his way in managing the tained. How the Christian ruler exercises his sustinately keep their doors closed on Sundays, the museums. If New York city could govern itself premacy over a Chri&tian people by depriving them
only day in the week when the laboring men can this would soon be changed, for Mayor Hewitt and of all the rights and privileges of manhood that
·
visit them.
his colleagues on the Board of Estimate and Appor- might, by any possibility, prove a check to his auWe wish your honorable body would individually tionment are, we believe, fully and energetically in thority. How the fat, sleek, well-fed Christian priest
peruse the copies of the pamphlet we inclose to you, favor of Sunday opening. But in this matter the extorts from the hard earnings of his Christian dupes
entitled: "The Museums in the Park. Why They rural deacon who gets elected by his church to the the means whereby he may enjoy increased luxury
Should be Open on Sundays." The arguments con- Assembly has more to say than the city officers, and and ease. Then you may see how the worship of a
tained therein are, we believe, satisfactory to fair- more than the people who support the institutions cru~l God hardens the heart of man.
minded men. By them you wBI see that two years ago named. That is one benefit accruing to New York
There is yet a lower depth in the miry pit to which
the city was paying, in interest on bonds issued for from its present form of government.
their religion drags them down. There is yet a
the benefit of the museums and annual appropriations,
We congratulate Mayor Hewitt upon the stand he, meaner barbarism to which their barbarous deity has
$84,530. This has since been increased by several as mayor, and a trustee of one of the museums, has consigned them. There are on earth millions of
thousands of dollars necessary to pay interest on new taken. It is worthy of the son-in-law of Peter creatures lower in the scale of intelligence, but sensibonds sold to enable the museums to make extensiv Cooper, the philanthropist and heretic. And having tiv as we are. The God who commanded tbat these
additions to the buildings. And the city is now pay- got the city authorities on record, and knowing how creatures should, merely for his own gratification, be
ing over $100,000 annually to support two beneficent impossible it is to influence Christian bigots like slaughtered upon his altarr;~, must take a savage joy
institutions which are rendered inaccessible to the Jesup, whose vote seems to count more than all the in inflicting torment. The refinement of cruelty is
J>80~le bf ~ fl;lfit4\lli~ QQSWpaC1 on t)le part c;>f t\VQ Qth~r trq11teee of tb() Jq\1~~\"PWI, w~ ~dvii!Q tb9sQ wll9 e~l;lited i.q ~~lectin~ the :me~!! <:>f d.e~~4 W9~t lin-
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gering and painful. And although as men became
more civilized and gentle the God they imagined became so too, there is still enough of the old savage
left in both to cause the beast, and bird, and fish
many a bitter pang. If we hav made laws to protect
animals, they are human laws, without foundation in
canons of churches, or precepts of scripture. We
once heard a very little child giv expression to the
idea that it must be as great a sin to hurt a harmless
beast as to inflict pain upon a man. His argument
was that the beast was not such by his own selection.
He was looked upon with horror by his elders, and
told that there was a vast difference between a cat
and o. Christian. Roman Catholics teach that cruelty
to animals is no sin, because God has given all
the lower creatures to man for his pwn use,· to do
with th~m as he chose. It is to be discouraged,
as tendmg to generate an unfeeling spirit which,
becoming habitual, might be extended toward our
fellow-Christians, but it is not in itself even a
venial fault. It is not surprising that such teaching should bear its fruit. The innocent and helpless dumb brutes suffer worst treatment where
the religion of Christ has most sway. From the
Mohammedan and pagan people of the East they receive kindly consideration; Among the ultra-Christian peasantry of Italy and Ireland, they are tortured
in a way calculated to chill the blood of the beholder.
In the city of Rome, during the temporal po~er of
the, papacy, live geese were constantly carried about
by pedlars of pens, who plucked a quill from their
quivering limbs for every purchaser. In· villages in
the south of Ireland, where the man who missed attending mass on a Sunday or omitted his Easter confession and communion would be shunned as a leper,
there is witnessed the most barbarous inhumanity
practiced on helpless beasts. As nations become
humanized out of their faith, they advance in the great
quality of mercy to those beneath them. Bull-baitings, bear-baitings, cock and dog fights, were common sports when Christianity held the upper hand.
Every blow that Infidelity has dealt it has been a
blessing to the suffering animals. Only in the realms
of his most Catholic and most juvenil majesty of
Spain, and in priest-ridden Mexico, are bull-fights
still common. Even in Rome, since it has become
secularized, a soCiety for the prevention of cruelty to
animals has been established.
To help make this world happy, we must show
kindness, mercy, and pity to all who dwell on it.
Our fellow-men are entitled to all we can giv them,
irrespectiv of their agreement or disagreement with
' our opinions in religion, politics, or any other mf!.tter.
Our dumb neighbors must come in for their full
share. If some must be slain for food, and others
des~royed on account of their noxious or dangerous
qualities, let us rather deplore the .necessity than
take pleasure in the act. Let us seek, as far as possible, to rob death of its attendant pains and terrors.
Thus shall we cultivate and refine the true human
spirit, and purge it fro~ the savage propensities that
hav been too ·long fostered by the worship of cruel
Gods.

The Eraugelical Alliance.
The Evangelical Alliance which met recently in
Washington was a revelation to the country of the
impractical but fanatical character of the Protestant
clergy. The gist of the speeches made was that
unless the people of this country submitted themselva materially and spiritually, body and soul, legally
and morally, to the Protestant wing of Christianity
the nation would go direct to sheol, and that very
soon. No more arrogant gathering has been held
since the Council of Trent settled all past and future
problems. The speakers seem possessed with the
idea that in each individual paper could be found the
sum of human wisdom and the philosophy which
should tranquilize the world. Mr. William E. Dodge
started in by saying :
"The times call for an applied Christianity that can meet
all the neerls and relations of man to man.
" Christian men understand that a religion worth the name
must bring cheer into every home, hope into every life, bring
into close touch and sympathy and mutual confidence ull
classes, must kill self-seeking and self-indulgences, and at
any cost of time, money, or comfort, "its followers must liv
as Christ lived on earth, with the people and for the people."
Dr. Daniel Dorchester, of Boston, thus explained
the source of evil:
"At least fifty-four per cent of the population of our fifty
lar~est towns !Ire foreigners of the 1lrst Of se!)on<l degre~.
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There are, indeed, many who would be valuable material for Sauce for the Goose is Not Sauce for the Gander.
any state, but making liberal allowance for these, the balance
The Rev. Jus tin D. Fulton, Baptist, formerly of
is heavily on the other side. They constitute the chief
stronghold of political corruption, Socialism, Sabbath-break. Brooklyn, has written a book which he entitles,
ing, and venomously Nihilistic aima."
"Why Priests Should Wed." It purports to be an
Rev. J. M. Foster said:
exposure of the infamies of convents and the confes"A Christian nation should hav a Christian government, sional, and relates many noxious facts. The R~nd
and this would solve the immigration problem."
Avery Printing Co., of Boston, undertook to print
Simeon G. Baldwin said :
it, but when the copy was given out to female
" I think the Greek and Roman, and ancient nations compositors they refused to work upon it, and the
generally, were wisest in making the father the priest. In Rand-Aveu Company stopped work and notified
,this respect the Roman Catholic church does better than
the Rev. Mr. Fulton that they did not publish obothers."
·
scene
books. 'rhis made Mr. Fulton angry, and he
A voice: " I don't recognize it as a Christian church at all."
" I hav found in work I hav done in Connecticut in con. wrote to his friend Anthony Comstock. Mr. Comnection with Mr. Dike that the Catholic church has often stock thereupon writes him in reply that, after an
given us most efficient help," responded Mr. Baldwin.
examination of the book, he believes Dr. Fulton's
President Donge said:
motivs ·and intentions absolutely honest and right,
" The Alliance has always co-operated heartily with the and that the facts collected are absolutely true, supCatholic church for all that is good, although it has been ported by living witnesses.
obliged to protest against the ultramontane attack upon our
Now, we want to know what right Mr. Comstock
public schools."
has
to take into account Mr. Fulton's motivs or inRev. Dr. MacArthur said:
tentions
in judging of his book? Every United
"The time is fast approaching when the advocates of the
saloon will be ostracized from good society. They will be States court into which Comstock has inveigled a vicobliged to form a political party of their own, and the pop. tim has decided that the intentions of authors are
ular vote will be a political power that will crush them as not to be considered by juries. No expert testimony
soon as united action 1s taken by the best classes of our has ever been allowed. D. M. Bennett, E. H. Heycitizens."
·
wood, and others hav been sent to prison in this
President Angell said:
way. Judge Paul, who tried Mrs. Blenker, would
"It has been unjustly charged that the church is not a not allow her intentions to be weighed. The jury
friend to the poor. Facts show her to be their best friend.
"The church is a mediator and teacher to rebuke the op. could only consider whether the " tendency of the
matter is to deprave and corrupt the morals of those
pressor and instruct the laboring classes."
Ex-Mayor Low of Brooklyn said:
. whose minds are open to such influence, and into
"Pools and trusts do not aim at the benefit of labor, but whose hands a publication of this sort may fall. It
of stockholders, and they should not wonder at the hostility is within the law if it would suggest impure and libidof labor and of society at large. There is here a great op. inous thoughts in the young and the inexperienced."
portunity for the church to act as a mediator."
So ruled Judge Benedict, and he has been followed
The Rev. Dr. Storrs said:
by all the rest. Now, if an expose of the Romish
" I do not think there is any reason for thinking that Chris- confessional, written by a sensational and prejudiced
tianity has not divine and divinely directed resources ade- Protestant preacher, will not excite libidinous
quate for the emergency. The great thing needed is to
gather up and concentrate our power. This is an old and a thoughts in the young, we do not know what will,
wholly practical counseL Every great political, social, and unless it be the Old Testament ! We are willing
religious enterprise demands such cooperation. It is needed to grant that Comstock is an expert in obscenity,
to keep us devoted, courageous, hopeful. The isolated are though deplorably ignorant of general literature, and
apt to become moody arul ~crid. The whole is greater than he undoubtedly knows the rulings of the courts. His
the sum of its parts in all warfare, and preeminently so in
letter to Fulton, then, exposes to the public his arrowarfare for Christ."
gant assumption of the office of literary censor, and
Bishop Harris said :
his high and mighty character. His religious friends
"The Bible, the Sabbath, and liberty of conscience must
be defended, with Christ as our leader indeed, but with our can print all the obscenity they want to, provided
own activ cooperation as well, or we shall go the way of their motivs ·are good, but heretical writers and
other nations whose early history has been fair and promis. artists must not write valuable treatises nor exhibit
ing. We would be.cowards and traitors if we did not recog. classic pictures in which a wo_rd or pain~ed line may
nize and fight the old but now freshly awakened forces of possibly offend the good Saint Anthony! That is the
public and social disorder."
sum and substance of his ''decision."
The Rev. Washington Gladden said:
If the general public like this sort of thing, it is
"We must recognize the peril to our industries and to the just the sort of thing the general public ought to
government if the present widespread discontent develops
into Anarchism. We must throttle that by law, but we must hav: But for one, we desire to enter an indignant
use prevention to keep it from coming to that. The un. protest against allowing Anthony Comstock, or any
reasonable demands of the workingman must be, as far as one else, to exercise this irresponsible.power.
possible, modified by reason and love, and this only the
church can do successfully."
THR Bun of this city tells this joke on our esteemed
After getting off these smart sentences the Alliance Spiritual contemporary: "Luther Colby, the veteran editor
a(ljourned to the White House and told President of the Banner of Ligltt, the oldest journal devoted to Spirit.
Cleveland how deeply affectionate was the regard of ualism in this country; has recently spent several days in
the Protestant clergy for him and his beautiful wife, New York. l'l'Ir. Colby is a medium, and his attendant ghost
and urged him to cooperate with the Alliance in the is one .Ocean Brave, a very large, powerful, but invisible
Indian. Last Sunday morning an ex-j•1dge, well known in
cause of Christianity. The7 president proved himself New York, called on Mr. Colby at his hotel, and founri him
equal to the hypocritical occasion, and said:
sitting on his bed in an apparently disturbed state of mind.
" I am glad to meet so large a delegation from the Evan- 'I. can't go out to-day, judge; impossible,' said Mr. Colby.
gelical Alliance of the United States. I understand the pur- 'What's the matter?' inquired the judge. 'Matter l Why,
pose of this Alliance to be the application of Christian rules Ocean Brave has been up to his old tricks. He has stolen
of conduct to the problems and exigencies of social and po- my vest again, and it's the second time.' Then Mr. Colby
litical life. Such a movement cannot fail to prodnce the most arose with a woebegone expression on his countenance-he
valuable results. All must admit that the reception of the bears a striking resemblance to the best likeness extant of
teachings of Christianity results in the purest patriotism, in Mr. Pickwick-and began to search through the bed-elothes
the most scrupulous fidelity to public trust, and in the best for his lost vest. He turned down the blankets, shook out·
type of citizenship. Those who manage the affairs of gov- the sheets, looked under the mattress, but found no vest.
ernment are by this means reminded that the law of God de- Then he grew wrathy, and, shaking his fist at the point in
mands that they should be courageously true to the interests empty space where Ocean Brave was supposed to be, cried
of the people, and that the ruler of the universe will require out: 'D-n you, Ocean Brave! tell me where that vest is, or
of them a strict account of their stewardship. The people, I'll never speak to you again.' Then he went to the bureau
too, are thus taught that their happiness and welfare will be and pulled out every drawer, and pushed each one back with
best promoted by a conscientious regard for the interest of u. bang. He searched under the wash-bowl and through a
a common brotherhood, nnd that the success of a govern- small closet. No vest. Then he sat down in a very sad sort
ment by the people depends upon the morality, the justice, of way and said: 'Judge, it's no use. I can't go out to-day.
and the honesty of the people. Your noble mission, if under- This is the meanest trick he has served me.' Once more Mr.
taken in a broad and generous spirit, will surely arrest the Colby clenched his fist and shook it in close proximity to the
attention and respectful consideration of your fellow-citizens; place where the face of the playful Indian was supposed to
and your endeavors, consecrated by benevolence and patri- be. 'Now, then, Ocean Brave,' said he, 'I giv you fair
otic love, must exert a powerful influence in the enlighten- warning. Tell me at once where that vest is, or yon and I
ment and improvement of our people, in illustrating tll,e part company forever.' A moment of intense expectancy,
strength and stability of our institutions, and in advancing and then upon the face of the editor of the Banner of Light
there slowly dawned the light of a broad smile. The smile
the prosperity and greatness of our beloved land."
was gradually eclipsed by the gentle withdrawal of Mr.
And then the members of the Alliance went home Colby's shirt. The vest was there, put on over the undersatisfied that they were the saints of the Lord, to shirt, and all nicely b1~ttoneq up. 'l kn()W l co-qld m~\e
him tell,' said Qolby."
whom belonss t)l~ ~arth ~d its f\14tess,
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'Jttftrs lfrotr( Jlritnds.
HAvANA, !Lr.. , Nov. 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Having taken your valuable paper now
over a year, allow me to say that I am well pleased with
it, and the longer I take it the more I like it. I ain glad we
hav a man strong_ nough in principle and energy to show up
the untruthfulness of Christianity. It takes a man that has
respect for the truth and right, and my wish is that you may
long liv to edit the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. And I hope
Mr. Heston's store-house of pictures will never- be. exhausted.
Was glad to hear Aunt Elmina is free again.
Yours,
J. A. WEABER.
OPHIR, CAL., Dec. 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav neither the education nor the command of words to explain my feelings in regard to the
Chicago tragedy which came to pass on the 11th of November last. I do not side in with Anarchy, but I do say that all
people are entitled to justice, regardless of religious opinions,
and that free speech should be better protected from Comstockism than it is at the present time. It appears to me as
if Governor Oglesby has taken items or advice from the silent
counselor, the Bible, in Deut. xiii, 6-9, and 2 Sam. xxi,
1-9, in regard to these helpless victims. We out here in
California hav our opinion of such a governor, and especially
of such a sheriff, who would not allow the condemned·men a
word from the gallows to their fellow-beings. It seems as
though this was a step into despotism and intolerance instead
of justice and humanity. I hope the time may soon come when
justice and humanity will rule, instead of a Bible of intolerance and a. persecuting God to do the ruling. Long may the
grand old TRUTH SEEKER liv, for the grand work it is doing.
And a Happy New Year to Watson Heston.
LEWIS KAISER.
ST. JoHNs, !LL., Dec. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I send amount to pay up to first of January,
1889. It has been a long time since I wrote a letter to the
good old TRUTH SEEKER, one of the best papers ever published. The illustrations are immense, as they convey instruction to the student of history and theology-a little too
much for the health of the latter. There are many thoughts
bolting into my mind that I would be glad to write, but, for
want of time, must desist. I hav been of the opinion all the
time that you take a proper view of the Anarchists' case.
They were simply murdered.
We need not claim to hav a good government as long as
capital punishment exists. There is nothing humane in taking the life of our fellow-being.
It is very interesting to i:ead the travels of our Brothers
Putnam and Reynolds; and as for Brothers. Bell, Andrew,
and Remsburg, I hav had the pleasure to hav them with. us
in times past, and those who cannot enjoy such company
are not fit for this world; and if there should happen to be
a future, they would ·be a poor acquisition over there.
W¥.. A~ THOMPSON.
ABILENE, KAN., Nov. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: This is' the worst priest-ridden town in the
state. There are some few Liberals here, ·but, with one or
two exceptions, they dare not say their soul is their own. I
see that in other towns they hav societies for the promotion
of Freethought and hav lecturers visit them. There are
Putnam, and Reynolds,· and Remsburg, and several others
who are making things red-hot in other towns. Why can't
some of them come here and giv the old ship of Zion a shot
or two ? I had a letter from Remsburg some time ago, but
had to be away from home at that time, and I would not hav
known how to go to work to Etart the ball rolling if I had
been here.
Will you please tell us how to start things along? There is
nothing here but "Jesus! Jesus I "-three or four meetings
hallooing every night in the week.
The Salvation Army has been in full blast for five or six
months and no let up to it, and, last but not least, the Free
Methodists hav opened up in the next room to me, and it
makes me tired. Please to show us how to start something
else, if i~ is only a Punch and Judy show-anything for a
change. Every man has a preacher a-straddle of his neck.
·
Yours truly,
A. G. ELLSWORTH.·
GLENS FALLS, N.Y., Nov. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to ask our Materialist friends if
evolution, after toiling for millions of years to bring us up to
where we just begin to understand a little something, is
going to stop short in her work long enough to drop us out
of existence. If so, I think the whole business is the most
useless work that can be imagined, the most stupendous nonsense that can be conceived. I think it would need a deity
to hatch up anything so perfectly useless, so perfectly horrible, as to bring living beings ipto life to suffer as man and
beast both hav to for a term of years, and then hav it end
there. There is no language that I can use to express my
contempt, if that is the case, when I think what I hav
been through-and my case is mild compared with millions
o"f others. A cyclone of suffering, of sorrow, and despair,
and then let it end there, with no redress, only go to sleep
and forget it I lj' that is all there is for me, I am afraid I
shall be a blasphemer. And even that privilege will be
denied me, I preslime. Wall, so mote it be.
I am for knowledge, justice, truth, and mercy to ~ll the
human race; no putting anyone to death. Let nature do her
own work; let barbarism be done away with ; let the whole
human race learn to be brothers and sisters, and love and care
for each other, is the wish of
Your unworthy servant,
C. C. HoLooMB.
P.S.-Before the human race reaches better conditions, I
t}l.lnk they will h~y t<;> le~rQ. to stop eatin&' flesh of l}easts.

That keeps us savage and brutal toward everything. There sin, and now there was no hope for them. All persons that
are no wild beasts that ever destroyed each other as the really believe this doctrin will be sent to the asylum. Will
human race hav their kind. The reason why is because we some good Christian be kind enough to name some good acts
eat flesh and keep up the fiendish nature that is born that this Holy Ghost has done for humanity, if he knows of
any?
·
H.
in us.
.
We read in the Bible that Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are
EATON RAPIDs, MroH., Dec. 6, 1887..
all one. Then I would like to know how the killing of Jesus
MR. EDITOR : Seeing in your last paper the letter of the · affected the other two. How are we to understand the lanSilverton Secular Society reminded me that ours should be guag;Jesus used, if the three are all one, when he said, "0
father 1 if it be possible let this cup pass. But no_t mine, but
noticed through your columns.
While C. B. Reynolds was here last March he organized thy will be done," showing clearly they ha<!two wills? The
such an association at our place, to be known as the Eaton holy record says, Matt. i, 20: "Thou son of David, fear not
Rapids (Mich.) Secular Society. He said to us that our first to take unto thee Mary thy wife, for that which is contwo months would be the hardest part of our work, but, ceived in her is of the Holy Ghost."· Then I would like to ask
thanks to him and the good members, we hav a society that some one to explain to me why Jesus is called God's only son,
we are proud of. We meet every two weeks, at 2 o'clock if he was the son of the Holy Ghost. Ministers hav told
Sunday afternoons, at the homes of the.members; hav read- ·me that I must read it in this way: Father, Son, and Holy
ings, lectures, and good singing, also short speeches. We Ghost, all being one, overshadowed the Virgin Mary, and Jesus
hav one dozen singing-books, "The Song Greeting," and as ·was the result. T.ben I hav to believe that Jesus was his own
we hav two singing teachers we hav plenty of music.
.father. •Now, if these things hav a spiritual meaning, please
Last Sunday we met at the pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. ~iv us the spiritual.
Fraternally,
H. S. HALL.
H. W. Potter, and had a pleasant time. The Baptist minisCI.EVELAND, 0., Nov. 27, 1887.
ter of our place was in attendance (he is one of the ones that
MR. EDITOR: Without any thought as to the guilt or incan see good among Liberals), and gave us a few minutes•
speech; said he thought honest and earnest men and women .nocence of Mrs. Blenker, I am constrained to take issue with
were a good in society, and we seemed to be such; gave one of your editorial comments on her trial. Why should
us good cheer, and hoped we would prosper in our gather-' any judge take a case from the jury? I am aware it is fre' quently done. Lately in this city a judge in a damage suit
ings. Now, I call this a good sign of the times.
We hav a roll-call of the members, and nearly every- .brought by a poor man against a rich company took such
one responds with a good quotation ; last Sunday one little action, giving verdict in favor of the company. I know
eight-year-old member responded with this, " The school- nothing as to the inerits of the case, but the principle is
wrong.
house is my cathedral."
So in a great many other cases where the people think
Sunday, December 18th, we meet at W. S. Henderson's, on
·their rights are safe, even the poorest, they are mistaken.
Broad street, and we anticipate a good time.
The 29th of January next they will meet at A. Atwood's, Take, for instance, our homestead exemption laws, lien laws,
Plain street. As this will be the birthday of one of our pioneers etc.-,-what value are half of them without legislators and
of Freethought we want to make it a day to be ·remembered; judges who do not play into the hands of monopoly to
and I will say that the many readers of this letter are invited nullify them? Take, for instance, a poor man who finds him_
to 'be present, and especially Mrs. A. E. N. Rich, of Jack- self unable to meet his obligations; he finds on coming to
son, if this letter should fall in her hands. We w.ould love to settle up that his creditors can take his home from him withhear one of her beautiful poems recited at that. time. Now, out any trouble. The note he signs always contains a clause
this is an invitation to all those within a hundred miles of something like this: "We hereby waive all homestead and
exemption laws whatever," etc. Of course, a man might
Eaton Rapids.
Yours truly,
MRs. R. E. ATwooD,
refuse to sign such a note, but would find it hard work to
Sec. E. R. Sec. Society.
get any credit if he did not. All blanks (in this state, at
KENT, 0., Dec. 7, 1887.
least) hav it printed on them in small type. If a man can
MR. EDITOR: In an~wer to J. K. Magie, in THE TRUTH sign away his rights and. courts sanction it as legal, what
SEEKER of December 3d, allow me to say that I feel obliged guarantee of justice are they? In his distress he will sign
for his statements, as every lover of the truth wishes to hear them. Our usury laws also come under the same condemnaboth sides of a question. I think, however, the brother is a tion. Anyone wishing to borrow a hundred dollars pays, so
little off in some of his conclusions. I am only fifty years' the note says, six per cent-in reality, twenty-five to thirty;
old, never edited a newspaper, nor gained a re~:~idence in frequently fifty per cent7 interest. The way it is done is
Chicago, but I was there on business from March until July, probably too well known to need illustration, yet there are
during all the strike and Haymarket trouble. I was on the some people who go blindly along-like Christians-taking
square or near it nearly every day while there, saw the everything for granted that they are brought up to believe;
crowd, the class of people, etc., but did not hear any they never learn till they &re bit. They read the face of the
speeches. If all who advocated the taking of the law into law, but don't go behind the returns. They bear not one
their own hands were Anarchists, there must hav been many another's burdens. If they hav to take a hand at -carrying
times the number mentioned by my friend Magie. I saw a some time, they may wish they had, especially when they
red flag mysteriously make its appearance in a shop where I would hav had to only exert a little mental work for the
was getting work done.
enlightenment of their fellow-beings, and their fellow-voters
As I understand the law, it is not necessary for a man to be· in particular; for what is the use of voting men into office that
guilty of either making or throwing a bomb himself, but to they may be enforcers of laws that they secretly hate and
advocate and advise the same makes him equally guilty with sneer at?
·
the more brave man (forgiv the term used) who does so
This is a discursiv letter, so let me air some more of my
throw it. Then the question is, Did the convicted Anarchists ideas. I wonder what is the Bible meaning of usury, and if
so advise? Not taking Webster to define Anarchy, but cir- ministers and their congregations know or care. Do they
culars now before me from Anarchist~ themselvs, I read: know when, where, and how it became changed from its
"What is Anarchy? Answer: It is a state of socil!tY wherein primitiv meaning?. I wonder how long the authorities and
no one interferes with the action of his neighbors; where the press will watch and publish records of Knights of Labor
liberty is untrammeled by law ; where license does not exist; assemblies and their constitutions, and let the Knights of St.
where force is not the regulator of actions." It then goes on John go, an armed treasonable org~nization.
to show that no man should be held subject to law.
And I wonder how long it will be before people get enough
Consequently, as the Chicago convicts did not deny being intelligence into them to know that· a logical ·statement does
Anarchists, and even hurrahed for Anarchy on the gallows, not need the backing of a good character. This last idea is
we know they must believe in doing away with law. But as because the mass of fools, when you are dutifully trying to
there has already been much said pro and con about this do your duty by beating some sense into their heads about
affair, I do not wish to take up space in our valuable TRUTH religion or politics, if you giv a. quotation. from what they
SEEKER, but will say that without doubt the clergy, and think a suspicious source, will say, "Oh, that's nothing, for
especially Catholicism, had much to do in tampering with that man was such and such a man." If it was a matter of
justice. I am glad Brother.Magie is not one of the Anarch- veracity, there would be some sense in their usual objection.
ists (although they hav some good ideas), but an advocate of
How can this letter be better brought to a close (though I
Freethought. I hope to liv to see the people so educated hav not said half that I would wish' to) than by expressing
that we may not wish to break or do away with any law on my delight that our three principal newsdealers now keep
our statutes, but until such time I for one shall say, disobey THE TRuTH SEEKER on sale, and to find that my home town
none of the laws of our noble country, but make better laws contains so able a Freethinker as John P. Guild, whose able
as fast as possible. The creator of all things works by laws, letter in your. paper gave me much delight?
M. F. G.
and takes time to perfect everything that is created, and can
· CHIOAGO, !LL., Dec. 5, 1887.
man do any better?
A. D. SwAN.
MR. EDITOR: To A. D. Swan, Kent, 0., I wish to extend
KANKAKEE, !LL., Nov. 27, 1887.
the right hand of fellowship. He voices my sentiments most
MR. EDITOR: During the last twenty years I hav been read- admirably.
ing the Bible, and I find so many difficulties coming up in
The object of this Jetter is to enter a vigorous protest
every direction that I would·be glad to find some person that against the teaching and preaching of Anarchism in the
could giv me a key that would unlock the mysteries in read- rooms of the Chicago Secular Union.
ing the so-called holy Bible. If I call on an orthodox ChrisSome two or three weeks ago, Mr. Wallace, of Abingdon,
tian, he will ask me if I believe the Bible to be the inspired Ill., delivered a lecture on the usury system, which was a
word of God. I tell him that I cannot believe that it is in- clear, forcible, and logical lecture, instructiv and highly enspired. Then he .tells me that he does not want to talk tertaining. Mr. Wallace is a fluent speaker, and handles
with me on this subject. I came into my office this this subject in a masterly manner, and, I judge, has made it
Sabbath morning and commenced reading of an act of this a study for years, and 'is perfectly honest and consistent in
Holy Ghost as recorded in the Bible that shows him up in his views.
a bad light to me. We read that a sin committed against
Thus much for the lecture and the lecturer. To certain of
the father or against the son can be forgiven in this world, the critics I beg to take exception. One critic jumped to his
but that a sin committed against the Holy Ghost cannot feet, and, with a wild flourish of arms, blurted out that he
be forgiven in this world or the world to come, and no man was straight on the road to the gallows-to which I heartily
can tell you what this sin is. He wants you to go it blind applauded, "Godspeed I" Among the thousand and one
through this life, so that he can hav the exquisit pleasure of brainless remarks he made was this, that "this government
giving you hell in the next world. We hav had a few in our was the most tyrannical of any government on the face of
asylum in~~ th~t be~ieveq t4at they h~d co~ttecl this tile e~rtl:l," I br&ncl that &S ~n infam<;>qs lie 1 a,nd ~libel OX\
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the intelligence of the members that compose the Chicago
Secular Union. To this kind of blatant, brainless bunkum I,
for one, object. Are we to confine ourselvs to the Nine Demands of Liberalism, or are we to use them as a cloak to
cover, foster, and encourage the villainous doctrins of Anarchism·? If so, I want to know it. I believe the Nine Demands to be broad enough and· grand enough that every
Liberal in the land can take an infinit pride in claiming them·
as his platform. If Anarchism is to be taught in the Chicago
Secular Union, I predict for it a short life. Anarchism has
ruined every organization that" has been contaminated by its
slimy touch;
The Henry George movement in New York that two years
ago rolled up a grand total of 68,000 votes hal! fallen away to
one-half that number. That noble organization, the Knights
of Labor, that at one time could proudly show a membership
roll of 700,000 names, has dwindled down to a comparativly
small order. And just as surely as that infernal doctrin, the
acme of madness, the consummation of all that is wild, visionary, and villainous, the doctrin of Anarchism, obtains a
foothold in the Chicago Secular Union, just so surely will
that Unionbe tom asunder and disgraced.
Yours for all true Liberal principles,
LIBERAL.

t~at makes a man a martyr to the church, the priest, the
Btble; that makes the ashes of penitence, the dust of humility, the whine of the exhorter, the chant, the sermon, exercise a power over all his actions, faculties, and emotions?
Why is the world given up to an assortment of notions discountenanced by reason, though placed often by the wise
above sense and judgment ? Why is religion a sort of ghoul
that deadens with a spell all our better feelings? Why, oh,
why? It is because the poor, mistaken mother put1 this diabolical system of chicanery into the lullaby rhyme to soothe
our slumbers; because before we were seven years old we
were lost to common sense, decent regard for the truth;
made to swallow the vilest poisons, sugar-coated.
No one will deny that the government does not manifest
sufficient interest in education, which, of course, is all that
save!! the nation. It is a crime to withhold the money,
allowing babes to work in factories. They should also be
taught the principles of strict justice, for it is well known
that unfair trials hav become a featm.:e of the age; the judge
being the man who should be condemned by the clergymen,
for it is their business to improve the spirit of the law, and
they hav the power to do this. Broad is the road that leads
to the court of the Star Chamber,

Awake! arise! or be forever fallen!

ORANGE CITY, IA., Nov. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please to find the sum of $3, for
which send me your paper one year. I hav been taking it
two years from a news-stand, but it seems that my Infidel paper never came on time, although the others did, and I
suspected that the administration might be Christian. Well,
I suppose it will come correctly now, if Comstock does not
jerk you up for sending out lewd, .obscene, or objectionable
matter through the mail.
In all your attacks on various sects it seems to me that you
never struck a blow at the Dutch Reformed church, and of
all the sects I hav met I think them almost the worst, the Ro. man Catholic pest excepted. Here in this settlement of Hollanders we are favored with seven churches in which the
Dutch Reformed Lord is addressed in the Holland language;
and one where he seems ba more civilized, and to hav got
up to common English. This church acts as an immigration
society, and you can understand what class they bring overonly the worst religious dregs. Ever since 1871 hav I lived
among my countrymen in the United States, but must own
that, t~king them as a specimen of the people, I hav been
ashamed that I was a Butchman.
I hav admired your brave championship of personal. rights
and liberty in the Anarchists' case; and hav been much surprised that, in this so-called free country, none of the secular
papers dared to speak what was right. However, in our civilization money is every time considered of more account than
life, and that probably is the solution.
G. A. F. DELESPINABBE, M.D.
~· ~~

LExiNGToN, KY., Nov. 25, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: "Gath," of the Cincinnati Enquire/1', remarks
· that a "con~ensus of the competent" can be trusted to
arrange matters for the people. Does he remember how
long Samuel Adams pondered over the adoption of the federal Constitution, his profmmd judgment perplexed and unable to arrive at any decision? A glorious farmer, Jonathan
Smith, gave his opinion, and the famous meeting at the
Green Dragon tavern took place, where the question was
discussed by workingmen, shipwrights, brass-founders, and
mechanics. Matters then seemed to take a solid shape, and
Samuel Ad"ams was heard to say that the mass of the people
understood their own interests. Thus the affair reached a
l!pecdy conclusion. Bold men were they, who believed that
they could fashion and improve a government. They had
good lungs, and were able to breathe the air of freedom.
We hav lately listened to fine discourses in the Catholic
church in this place. The priests here hav a great and welldeserved reputation !or piety and good works. Father
Ward presented an able exposition of the doctrin of the real
presence of Christ in the sacrament. Knowing that religlous argume)lts would not sustain •him, he planted himself
on Materialistic ground, or rather, over the gulf that separates soul from sense. But as this has never been bridgedthat is, we hear, we know not how; we see, we know not
how, therefore we are required to believe that Christ's body
is changed into bread, though the modus operandi cannot· be
made clear to us. Not to put too fine a point to it, a reductio
·ad absu1·dam is all that is left of Father Ward's fine-spun
argument.
People are beginning to shun the Prohibitionists, and substitute simple temperance lectures. Miss Huffman has lately
addressed us, a graceful lady and fluent speaker. She
throws the whole work of reform into the hands of churchmembers, and secondly, complains that they are inefficient
and not reliable, giving offices to liquor-dealers. What a
charming statesman she would make! I think I could do
better myself, for I know that most Infidels would keep
their promises. The Christian heaven may be made of adamant and gold, but I prefer common sense and common humanity.
There is a feeble reason that outweighs all the grand arguments adduced in support of Christianity; that causes the
learned to forget the rigid logic used on other occasions;
that induces thousands to make long faces when total depravity is mentioned ; that causes them to forget how shabby
they look, kneeling, entreating God to transfer ~them to a
beautiful place, when he makes up his jewels; that induces
them to pray for rain, also that God will cure the small-pox
and yellow fever, and save them from earthquakes While
they are sinking into the bowels of the earth ; that causes a
widow to fling her soul into the arms of God (but the bank
is the only sacred place where her money can be trusted, and
tnen she onl;r asks 1 "Are they honest men?")· What is it
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CLEOPATRA, Mo., Dec. 5, 287.
MR. EDITOR: I want to say, first to all the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, then to all the world of humanity, that I am
still coursing along the wave-washed shores of human wants
and human woes. B:.1t I realize that I am failing; that I can
not so readily reinforce my liberty-loving friends in their
struggles against error's legions and bloated tyrants. Twentysix years ago I was among people who sold women and
children, and for the crime of saying it was wrong Christians spit in my face, saying, "You are a - - Abolitionist,"
with threats of tar and feathers and rope. Then I was able
to go for them for four years. Years since that I hav met
some of those Christians, and they would say they were
heartily ashamed of their treatment to me. I hav often
wondered why their God that they brag of as all wisdom and
knowledge and power, ever present, could not giv them a
better understanding of their relations to creatures like themselva. • But on investigation I hav found they were and are
just like the Ood they worship, cruel, revengeful, and tyrannical. Truly, as friend Putnam says, the more Gods we hav
the more_ woes we hav to combat. Oh, I so often think that
you all can'.t help but say : What heathens we are, that we
must hav a government that we must fight for, or about I
What kind of government hav we that we"should treat each
other so about our government? Alas ! are we not worse
than the heathen ? What should we all say now? 1887 has
given us large experience. We hav had time in which to
sum up testimony and the ruling of courts-to view the field
of political and Christian tyranny.
1 see the Chicago Inte!l'ocean says lllinois has fourteen
thousand convicts at Joliet, and on the ~th of November
their chaplain ministered to them pretty much all the forenoon spiritual things ; then came what the reporter called
the substantial in the way of turkeys. And what a grand
time they had with their convicts, and how they all rejoiced,
I thought. Then I looked· over again, and thought, there is
one class of convicts bragging about how successful they
were to take care of another class of convicts. Well, my
friends, it is wrong to teach these intellectual children that
the innocent must die to save the guilty. Yet we hire some
seventy-eight thousand such teachers in our nation to instil
into undeveloped minds and children that a perfect manGod, innocent, had to be put to death to save the guilty.
Contrast such teaching with the teaching of so-called heathen
nations and see if it suffers by the comparison. Oh ! let us all
say that such teaching is enough to bring the blush of ~hame
on the cheek of the darkest heathen that ever lived.
I don't mind doing and working toward something better,
but it is so hard to hav to wait.
J. W. DAY.
BRATTLEBORo, VT., Nov. 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. For one, I am particularly pleased to know that the illustrations are "to be continued in THE TRUTH SEEKER. They are more potent than
words. Let the good work go on. Do not falter. The
wheels of progress cannot be blocked. Science is doing more
to civilize the world than all the religions ever invented.
Why, had EP,ison been alive one hundred, or even fifty years
ago, and been able to do with electricity what he can to-day,
he would hav suffered death either at the stake or on tlie
gibbet, but, thanks to the general prevalence of Freethought,
free schools, and a free press, that is impossible just at the
present time. Still, there are other dangers to be considered,
and, speaking from observation and personal experience, I
should say that politics and religion are somewhat to be
feared, from the fact that the clergy and politicians are mutually agreed so far as their own interests are concerned.
Your editorial, "Giv Thanks," in a recent number of THB
TRUTH SsEKER, is timely, and "hits the nail square on the
head." It ought to be read by every minister in the land,
for what more foolish customs are there than the observance
of the two days commonly called Fast Day and Thanksgiving, when people are requested by the politicians and the
clergy to starve on the former day and make gluttons of
themselvs on the latter? Of the two days, however,· poor
people can better observe the first, for they can fast on that
day more easily than they can" eat, drink, and be merry"
on the other. Thanksgiving Day, or a day for thanks-giving
and praise to the almighty, so-called, is an unmitigated humbug and an imposition on sensible people who hav outgrown
priestly dictation and puritanical tyranny and superstition.
As a day 1 .4owever 1 for family re-qnio!f ~t a.ll w(lll eJ1ou$h1
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but the silly, childish, heathenish idea that we are· under
any obligations to some imaginary up-in-the-air being for
turkey, cranberry sauce, chicken pie, plum-pudding, etc., is
the hight of absurdity itself; for who ever knew the Christian's God to provide a free dfnner for poor people or anyone
else ? ·Poor folks go ·hungry that day the same as on other
days. Wha.t hav they, then, to be thankful for? Through
the efforts of the clergy and a few women, Thanksgiving has
become a national holiday, and the sky-pilots can well afford
to belch wind to their imaginary God for giving them the.
dupes necessary to carry out their imbecil plans. In lieu of
Thanksgiving Day, I would suggest a day to be called Family Reunion Day-a day for the assembling of relativs and
friends at home-for the purpose of visiting and talking over
old times with those most dear to us. In order, also; to
make it a day of comfort and joy, I would hav all the longfaced go~to-liell-sure ministers excluded, as their unwelcome
presence would only cause a depression of spirits, and seriously interfere with the appetites of those lotting on a good
square meal.
Yours, etc.,
A. L. FRISBIE.

NmGEToWN, ONT., Dec. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Charles Watts, editor Secular Tlwught,
Toronto, delivered three lectures in the Opera Hall at this
place on the evenings of Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of the present week, the subjects being, " Secularism,
Destructiv and Constructiv," "Unbelief: What It Is and
What It Has Done," and, "Thomas Paine, the Political and
Religious Reformer."
To your readers who hav heard Mr. Watts, I need not say
that he is considered by competent judges here to be the
ablest platform speaker who ever appeared before a public
audience at this place.
The town being small, with a population of only three
thousand, and the field being new in regard to Secular work
it was thought that but little interest ·would be taken in the
matter. I am pleased to say, however, that such was not
the case. The attendance was large at the first lecture, and
continually increased to the close of the series. Mr. Watts
secured the sympathy and close attention of his hearers at
the outset, and fully maintained his hold on their feelings to
the end. He has done us a vast amount of good by exposing
the worthlessness of. the pretensions of priestcraft, and by
showing concluslvly that all along, on theological questions,
people's minds hav been crammed with myths an·d fables
instead of sound information.
The clergy were specially invited to attend, but none had
sufficie11t courage to come out and " defend the faith that is
in them."
The good work commenced here will not be allowed to
drop for want of earnest effort to carry it on. Your readers
are therefore certain to hear more from this stronghold of
B. L. CHIPMAN.
orthodoxy in the near future.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Nov. 23, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I accidentally came across your paper in a
book-store, and was so much pleased with same that I concluded to subscribe. I bought a few back numbers here,
and, after perusrng saine carefully, gave them to some of my
friends, and hav the satisfaction of knowing that THE TRUTH
SEEKER has started them thinking.
About six or seven yea~s ago I heard Col. R. G. Ingersoll
lecture here. He made a deep impression on me, as indeed
he must on all who hear him. It wall the first dawn of day
to me; the first star in the heavens of truth and reason. I
was unable to at once grasp the truth of a doctrin so vastly
different from what I had been taught from childhood, but
after thinking and reasoning for myself, reading the Bible
carefully and knowingly for the first time in my life, having
the aid of books by Ingersoll and others to brush away the
cobwebs of superstition, fear, and sentiment, I hav become
and will continue to be a stanch believer in the cause of
liberty, reason, and humanity.
Moody, the evangelist, has commenced a course of lectures,
which will continue for one month. He is drawing immense
·crowds, as it is a free show. Among some of the statements
he made that struck me as rather absurd I append the
following:
" Turn your business over to your sons, and spend your
now for God."
"I hav always had a great admiration for those four men·
who carried the palsied man to Jesus in the house at Capernauru. As soon as I get to heaven I intend to look up those
four men."
From the confident way in which Mr. Moody frequently
expressed himself as to going to heaven, I hav no doubt that
he, even now, can hear the flutter of wings and the jingling
of harps. I suppose that, if the doctrin of Mr. Moody, the·.
Bible, ·and Christianity are true, I am equally as sure of finding myself in the other place. If so, I, too, shall look up a
" big four "-a four who not alone helped one man in case of
distress, but a four to whom all humanity is indebted for
light-a light that is slowly and surely dispelling the clouds
of superstition and credulity-viz., Shakspere, Humboldt,
Paine, and Voltaire. I might even meet Mr. Moody there,
and in all probability I shall see Ingersoll there, although
I hope not alone to see him but to hear him many times
before journeying on that broad and well-trodden path that
leads to that land where it never snows.
If Colonel Ingersoll intends to giv a series of lectures this
winter,..as I hav heard, I hope he will not overlook this lucky
but old-fogy town of Pittsburgh. Withe all her natural
advantages, her people are still in the hands of the Philistines; or, in other words, the Law and Order Society, which
has complete control of the entire city.
Hoping for~ better state of affairs in the near future, I am,
Very truly yours 1
J. A. (il-ALYINr
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Ed.itld 1lg MISs Busu H. W:a:ol!l, Pall
lli'DIYI', .Mau., to tDlwm all Oowm:uni«Jtions for
niB' OO'I"Mr ahould b8 ssne.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupation&
That ia known as the Ohildren's Honr."

A Problem.
Bandy and Ned were brother& ;
Ned was older than Budy;
And they were busy dividing
A stick of peppermint candy.
Ned was earnestly trying
To make the division trne,
And he marked the place with a fish·hook
Where the stick ought to break in two.
Bnt. alas, for little Bandy
And his poor painstaking brother I
It was a long and Phort divisionOne piece longer than the other.
Ned gravely looked at the pieces,
And their quite unequal length,
And he wrestled with the problem
With all his mental strength.
And, at last, he said : " 0 Bandy I
I oan make it come ont right,
If I take the piece that's longest,
And bite off just one bite."
Their fonr eyes beamed and brightened
At this plan, so very handy,
Of disPOsh:ig of the problem
And distributing the candy.
So Ned ate the pieces even' !'was the simplest way to do it;
And he cheated little BandyAnd they neither of them knew it.
-Besste Ohflndler, tn

st. Ntc11olall.

Prize Essay.
WHY AM I A. LffiEBAL P
Before attempting a direct answer to the
above qu~stion, I shall endeavor to outline
the origin and growth of orthodoxy, Liberal.
ism's opposing element. Orthodoxy is a dogmatic adherence to any fixed opinion-ChriStians call it" faith." Guided by it, you must
not dare to question the existence of a God;
you must not dare to dispute the inspiration of
the Bible or the divinity of Christ; you must
blindly, and without investigation, believe
whatever the priest chooses to insist on your
believing, or else incur the danger of eternal
damnation and the rancor and hate of the
adherents of the beautiful doctrins of the
Nazarene soul-destroyer. For there is nothing which characterizes the average Christian
more than bigotry and intolerance, the twin
relics of the Dark Ages. With the rise ot
the Christian religion, we can also chronologize the growth of this fanaticism. It advanced with Christianity into power during
the second and third centuries, reached its
highest point about the sixteenth century,
and has been, since then, declining, with the
belief in the infallibility of the church. It
has called Liberalism into existence. Had it
never become dominant, there would hav
been no need of opposition. Thus Liberalism, like the majority of great inventions and
noble conceptions of humanity, was the child
of necessity. When primitiv man roamed In
company with savage beasts through the
dense jungles and gigantic tropical forests of
the prehistoric world, he was little better than
these bis ferocious companions. But, existing as he did in a form which had been endowed by nature with superior abilities, he
survived the ephemeral period of his fellowcreatures' existence, and while their bones
studded the rocks and filled yawning chasms
and caves, the indomitable law that the fit
will survive and the weak perish led him on
through countless ages to the high state of
civilization in which he now exists. However, during the early period of his existence
upon the globe, as. his simple mind and unsophisticated nature beheld the wonderful
phenomena of nature he was moved in turn
by curiosity and fear. This first induced him
to inquire the cause of the earthquake, of the
flood, and of all the multifarious evil and
beneficent manifestations he witnessed and
felt; while the second bowed his head and
bent his knees in his worship of these mysteries which were so far beyond his understanding. And when the first gleams of science
burst upon this primeval nature-worship,
they were quickly seized by some desirous
ot gaining an ascendency over the minds of
their fellow-men.,and utilized to work mira.cles as proofs of their divine mission. This
made the ancient temples the store-houses of
all the scientific lore of the " olden time,"
and retarded progressiv civilization for at
least two thousand years. It doomed the
punpie ~dor~tioH of ~llo~qr~ ~n4 jn~u~~te4
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instead the esoteric polytheism of India,
Egypt, and Greece, which, likt: unto the
"greedy rosmarine," absorbed the dew of
scientific knowledge to further the promulgation of. its own interests.
In order to fully comprehend the enormity
of knowledge sheltered by the sacred altars,
it should be known that the sciences of optics,
hydrostatics, pyrotechnics, meteorology, astronomy, pneumatics, and acoustics were
known to a large extent to the priests and
magicians. Chemistry and alchemy flourished
even until the latter part of the Middle Ages.
The magnet, the air-gnn, galvanism, and
steam were aU known to the priests, and with
the aid of all this knowledge they kept for
ages the human mind in bondage. When at
last the age of reason was inaugurated by the
Peripatetic philosophers, by the Academicians, by the Pythagoreans, and the disciples
of Anaxagoras, Socrates, Zeno, Epicurus, and
others, it was quickly strangled by the reincarnation of all ancient superstition, the antinaturalism of the Galilean would-be reformer,
and by the bigotism, hate, and cruelty of his
fanatic followers. This new thraldom marked
the death of all science, of all knowledge, for
a period of over fifteen hundred years. It
was opposed to everything which savored
not of another world. Its rapid rise marked
the decline of the once powerful Roman empire and the degradation and mental reaction
of the Greeks, while the improvident doctrins
it inculcated caused a period of never-ceasing
famin and pestilence. The malevolent hate
inspired by the meek Jesus and his disciples
was the foundation-stone of numerous wars
and persecutions. This gigantic imposition,
which even now flourishes, is the cause of
Liberalism. The murder of Hypatia, of Vanini, and Bruno all had their share in furthering the mental uprising which, execrating the
detestable doctrins and practices of Christianity (in general, for the Protestant church,
originally opposed to Catholicism, soon became as bad· as the root it sprang from,
and, in my opinion, the burning of Servetus,
the persecution of witches, Quakers, and
Catholies during its frondeEQ.ence, were
not indicativ of the pretended dereliction
of intolerance) and looking forward to a
period of mental liberty consistent with. man's
high nature, opposed the orthodox sentiments
of the ignorant multitude and, pushing onward to a higher goal than an imaginary
heaven, formed Liberalism upon the ruins of
the glory and power of Roman and Greek civilization. Orthodoxy makes man its servant;
Liberalism serves him. Orthodoxy upholds
ancient superstitions as infallible ;"Liberalism
holds high the beacon light of reason and
recommends it as the only safe guide of man.
The one is stagnant; the other progressiv. One
is bigoted, while the other lauds tolerance as
a virtue rare. One· preaches secular truth ; the
other adheres to would-be-divine falsehood.
Orthodoxy has given us lascivious popes and
immoral kings; Liberalism, scientists and historians. Orthodoxy has laid waste ib.e onetime paradise of southern Europe; Liberalism
is fast retrieving it. And to-day everybody
in favor of universal mental liberty, in favor
of truth and progress, in favor of peace and
the cultivation of the liberal arts and sciences,
has renounced the dogmatic theology of the
past and adopted the progressiv tenets of
Liberalism. These are the reasons why I am
a Liberal.
Gxo. H. BIEBEL.
PitCsburgh, Pa.

Counsels to the Young.
You were made to be clean and neat in
your peraon and in your dress, and gentlemanly and ladylike in yo'!r manners. If you
hav not been bitten by a mad dog, don't be
afraid of fresh w~ter. ·There is enough water
in the world to keep everybody clean; but
there is a great deal of it that never finds its
right place. Take as much as you need. The
people of the West boast of their great rivers
-1 would rather they would boast of using
a large tubful of their water every day. Contract no such rule as chewing or smoking
tobacco. So long as a man chews or smokts,
thou!!:h a very Chesterfield in everything else
that pertains to his appearance, he can never
be quite a gentleman. You were made to be
kind, and generous, and magnanimous. If
there is a boy in the school who has a club
foot, don't let him know that you ever saw
it. If there is a poor boy with ragged clothes,
don't talk about rags when he is in hearing.
If ther~ is a lame boy, assign him some part
of the game which does not require running.
If there is a hungry· boy, giv him a part of
your dinner. If there is a dull one, help him
get his lessons. if there is a bright one, be
not envious of him ; for if one boy is proud
of IPs ~ent!l, ~d·fl.Dother is eHvlo~ of them,
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there are two great wrongs, and no more tal.
ent than before. If a larger or stronger boy
has injured you, and is sorry for it, forgiv
him, and request the teacher not to punish
him. All the school will show by their coun.tenances how much better it is to hav a great
soul than a great fist. You. were made to
learn. Be sure you learn something every
day. When you go to bed at night, if you
cannot think of something new which you
hav learned during the day, spring up and
find a book, and get an idea before you sleep.
If you were to stop eating, would not your
bodies pine and falhish? If you stop conning,
your minds will pine and famish too. You
all desire that your bodi'es should thrive and
grow, until you become as tall and large as
your father or mother, or other people. You
would not like to stop growing where you
are now-at three feet high, or four feet, or
even at five. But if you do not feed your
minds as well as your bodies, they will stop
growing; and one of the poores.t, meanest,
most despicable things I hav ever seen in the
world is a little mind in a great body. Suppose there was a museum in your neighborhood, full of rare and splendid curiositiEs,
would you not like to go and see it? Would
you not think it unkind if you were forbidden
to visit it? The creation is a museum, all
full and crowded with wonders, and beautie~,
and glories. One door, and only one, is open
by which you can enter this magnificent
temple. It is the door of knowledge. The
learned laborer, the learned peasant, or slave,
is ever made welcome at this door, while the
ignorant, though kings, are shut out.
Nat .M001·e, N. 0.
CBA.BLES CoRBET.

A. Safe Bet.
It is the father of a precocious two-and-

Happiness? and similar subjects. We will
cheerfully print the thoughts of the children
no matter how crudely expressed. Nobod;
expects a child to write like a grown person,
but by thinking and reading the mind is
improved.-ED. C. C.]
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BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
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The Story Hour. For Children and

Youth. B1: Susan H. Wixon. Without Super
stition. The Only lllnsh·ated FreethinKers
Children's Stor:y-Book ever issued. 66 full-page
and 25 smaller Illustrations; large ~ype, heavy
toned paper, broad margins, illuminated
covers; 4to. 224 pp .• bds., Sl.

T·wo Little Red Mittens. A

BeaToN, MAs~ .• Dec. 14, 287.
MY DEAR Miss WIXON : I desire to thank
you for that excellent sketch of the life and
services of the noble-hearted and liberalminded Frances Wright which appeared in
the last TRUTH BEKKER. Inclosed I send a
children's article, written by a colored man
down South, entitled, "Counsels to the
Young," which I think will meet also with
your approbation, as it does with my own,
most unqualifiedly.
Hastily, but very truly, yours,
G&o. N. HILL.
[We thank our friend for his kind appreciation of our efforts, and agree with him so
well in approval of the article mentioned that
we copy it elsewhere. It is full of good
sense and wise counsel, and Brother Hill will
please accept our thanks for taking the trouble
to forward it.-Eo. C. C.]
CmoA.GO, ILL., Dec. 10, 1887.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Dear Madam: I am
more than pleased with the result, and consider the essays to be far superior to anythine;
I had imagined.- I only wish that I was sufficiently well supplied with the world's goods,
I would gladly make each competitor a suitable present; but, as my resources are limited, I am compelled to confine myself within
my mean€.
I hardly know what to say in regard to the
merits of the rePpectiv essays. They are all
so good that it is difficult to decide in what
order they should be placed. However, I
will make a selection, subject to your reviSion, as I shall rely entirely on your wider
knowledge of such matters: Geo. H. Si~bel,
Pittsburl!b, Pa., first prize; Margaret Colvin,
Omaha, Neb., second; Laura Price Stewart.
Denver, Col., third; and to little Celie James,*
Zlliski, 0., I wish to tender my heartiest
thanks for her noble little effort.
I trust you will rearrane;e this list in any
manner you deem advisable.
I inclose herewith an express money order
for $6, and hav forwarded by express to your
adllrPPB all essays I received. I am,
Yours respectfully,
B. H .. MARLETT.
[By Jhe above letter it will be seen to whom
hav been awarded the three prizes offered by
B. H. Marlett, of Chicago, for best essays on
the subject, " Why I Am a Liberal." The
essays, seventeen in number, are all creditable, and show that we hav intelligent, wideawake, and thoughtful children in our ranks.
The essays will all be printed in their order,
and we thank all who ha.v responded so
nobly to Mr. :M:arlett's kind offer. And, in
this connection, we would ask our children
to write occasional essays for the Corner, on
any topic interesting to them, such as Love
of Nature; Why Should We Be Kind to Animals? The Value of Living; What is True
• Celie is the YOllDi!lSt

~il4t Y~J~>r~.

competito~;.

Hef

11,g~

is

Story of

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Browne. Price 10 cents. ·For sale at this office.

The Youtb's Liberal Guide.

By

Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. Price; Sl.OO. Thfs
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral· duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Address THE TBUTH
BEEKFtR.

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.

one-half-years-old who tells that the child
was once watchiBg a .lady make her toilet.
The old lady had removed her false hair and
her false teeth, when the .astonished small
boy said, "Bet yer can't take yez neck off I"

Correspondence.

A Story-Book for

t'he Yonn!f Folks. By Miss BnsRn H. Wixon
Beeond edition. Price, fl. 25. This very excel
lent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a
second has been issued at a reduc~d price of
$1.25, free of postage. This new edition has a
photogra11h of ·the author which adds very
mnch to the value of the volume.

BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Stareo~ticon ~ Sale
--o-'fhe Stereopticon and Views which D. M.
Bennett purchased in Europe on his Aroundthe-World trip arefor sale. The instrument
is a very fine one and the views are among
the most rare and beautiful ever made.
They are some four or five hundred in number. The whole outfit, complete and in working order, will be sold for what the views
alone would cost. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
~

SIN(J, BROTIIERS, SING:.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In vonr mRet.i'lgR, to mll.ke thRm hvelY and interestinll'. THE LIBERAL ffYlii:i BooK llontaius sonll'S
hy the beSt. poetM, .. rt~ptHd to u·eJl-known tuneS.
It is bil!'hly llomm•nd~·l by Me•sr •. WRkeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, !\[rs. Blenker,
and. indeed, by all who h<tv exflmin•'d Jt. Pnce,
25 cents.
Address TnE TROTH SEEKER Co.

A Book for LOfJers-Past and Present.
--0--

ROMANTIC LOVE
ASD

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEIR

Development, Oausa.l R·la.t'ons Historic and.
National I'eculia.ritleg.
BY HENRY T. FINCK,
12mo., cloth,~~. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE STClUGGLE
l'OB

1

Re igious a.ud Politio:tl 1\bertv.
In whieh the anthorshowR the repel\ ted attempts
of men of every age to acqmre ~ereater political
liberty ; also vill'oronsly attacks the ver:v fonndation of the reli~ion of everY rtll'e; dwellinll' at
length upon the wrongs of [reiand, ancl, in detailing the account of sl .. very in thi• conn try. calls
the attentJon of thinking men and women to the
position of woman \lind m America. Thronghoutl
the work is ~eplete with astounding f11cts ana
weighty arguments Which cannot fail to interest
the minds of thi• ag-11.
By THEO. C. BPE~CER.
Oloth, lllmo., J38pp., price 75 cents.
. Address
THE 'fllU'I'H SEEKEH CO.,
28 Lllf111ette PIReo. New York.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engraving• of this, celelmtted nRtnralistJ
12x15 mches, sUitable for fr·rtmtnl!', Rent. po~'\ia
for il5 cents. Address THE TRUTH ~El!:KEU.
tf

TRA YEL8 IN FAITH
From. Tradition to Reason.
.
qlf>~·

BY B9BEBT C. ADAMS.
'~r B.~e ~~:~ t~'

l.25,

gmge,

Agents· for the Truth
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KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical

Incersoll's Tributes.

~eeker.

OA.LIFORNIA,

J, E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA..

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

. Exposition of the Devil a.nd his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, s; cents.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

THE NINE DEMANDS

REDUCED IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements wherebY we ca.11
oft'er these magni1l.cent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at grea.tl.y reduced prices. The Tributes a.re
printed on heavY toned paper, 18x211 inches,illnmi
na.ted border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

Divine Revelations, containing a. description of
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
twenty-lleven bibles a.nd an exJ10Bition of two
thousand biblical errOl'S in science, history,
hav previously appeared. At the head of an enmonls, religion, and general events. Also a
graving
on
heavy
plate
Paper,
24x19
inches,
are
delineation of tne characters of the principal.
COLORADO.
personages of the Christian Bible and a.n exthe cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
J, G. Jenkins, 400 .Arapahoe st., Denver.
amil.lation of their doctrinll. Price, 1.75.
The VIsion of War,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the 'Fathers of our
IDAHO.
The
World's
~ixteen
Crncifted
SavThe Grant Banquet Toast,
A. Erwin, Murray.
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
ILLINOIS.
Address at Harry Miller's Gran.
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Contaming new and startling revelations in
E. A. Stevens, 750.West Lake st., Chicago.
The price of these heretofore ha.sbeen 75ots. We
reli~ous history1 which disclose the orienta.!
printed the Nine Demands of the Amer1ca.n SecuF. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
orig~n of all ihe aoctrines, princip~e!!.o precepts,
and miracles of the Christ~an New ·~·estament. oft'er them a.t FIFTEEN OENTB EAOH; THE
Bros., Chicago.
a.nd furnishing a key for unlocking many of THREE FOR FORTY CENTS.
Ma.iled secure
LAFAYETTE,
GillARD,
and
INGERSOLL,
INDIANA.
its sacred mysteries, besides compr111ing the from breakage, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
making eight lik;enesses in a.ll. InAcribed beJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
h\story of sixteen orienta.! crucifi@...d_,!9ds. 1.60.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
18 La.fa.Yette PL. New York.
neath ea.ch portrait is some radical sentiment
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS,
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
New Edition, Revised and Enl&rKed~
space between the portraits and around them are
MAIN:&:.
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-offi.ce, Smyrna the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- The Conftict between Christianity
Mills).
mounted on each corner by liir. Eckhard's design
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
and Civilization.
JlABSA.OHUSJI:TTS,
Introduction by
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an PRICE,
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
11iOENTs.
exceedingly handsome work Mr framing. The
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
MIOHIGA.N.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, a.nd good.A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
Price, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 60 cents.
artistic part is &qua.! to the best, and the portraits M. E. Billings.,
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
a.re as true to nature as the photographs from
Th8 Trade Supplied at Special DiscuuntB.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids. which they were transferred. The design will be
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
liS LafaYette Place, New York.
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
MISSOUHI.
Accept my thanks for your excellent a.nd useful
Photo-engravin~s of Miss Gardener a.re for sale
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
disconrse ....:.James Parton.
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
a.~ this office. Price. 40o.; with autolfl'aph, 60 ets.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
28 Lafayette Place, New York
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
Nli:BBA.BKA..
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Tbos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha..'
Age.

W. B. Cooke, 170 "t-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.

W.S.BELL'B PAMPHLETS.

ROMAN ISM,

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration

Nli:W YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul; 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
OHIO.

OR

ON THB

Declaration of ln~ependence,

N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street; Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

ALSO THB

~mmortal

OREGON,

-Document,

And the' National Anthem entitled:

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Pli:NNSYLVA.NIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.' "LAND OF LIBERTY."
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB COMPANY,
28 Laf~~,yeHe .l'!ace, Jllew Xora.

TBNNBSSBE,

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
Tli:XAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Tbeo. Colwick, Noree.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
BNGLA.ND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised ·and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen, As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnrtt are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl( the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilizatioa; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Temperance Reform; the
Church ana the Repnblio,

Bible .Morals.

Sabbatb-IIl'eaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. Til.e question islliscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Chri~tian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Bunda_,y Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers: 'l'he
abb ath during the Middle A~es: The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chngtian Reformers,
l:icholars, and Divines; Abrol{ation of Sunday
Laws Price. 25 cents; six coPies. $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty, Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead. ing traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hie name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Ch01ce extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expre~~lY for this work. Second edition.\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted pa.per.
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 60 cents;
·cloth, 75 cents.

Image .Breaker.

Fathers of Our Republic,
l'aine, J eJlerson, Washington,
l.,ran.klin.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin~ton an Unbeliver;_Jefferson an Unbeliever;
:Pame and 'We~ley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

DANCER AHEAD.

PRICE, llO CENTS.
The number of heads under which you ha.v
diVIded the subject matter of the pamphlet, and The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholia
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highl¥ commended. Therefore
this Republic.
I take g1-eat pleasure 1n recommending "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperBJ" A.,~. GROVER.
ance, but in the principles of self-government.J. J. McCabe.
l'or sale a.t thll ofllce.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
. .Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

TRY•SQUARE;

OB 1
in cloth and1ettered. Price, 1.211 CoNTENTS:
Section L DefinitiOn of Freethon_gbt and its
Early Htruggles for Life. Section II. What it The Church of l'ractical Religion.
Owes to 11Iohammeda.n1sm. Section m. FreeA LEOl'URE delivered before the Tenth A·nnnal
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
BY REPORTER.
Congress of the American Secular Union,
Freethought in Contlict during the Hixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
in Chickering Hall, New Yorlll
This
is
the
history of an attempt to found a.
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the NineNovember 13, 1886.
teenth Century. ·
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Seeularism; Destructiv and Construc- his
pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
tiv.
ll2
pa.ges
in
cover.
Price,
10
eta.
Price 111 cents.
of human concern, religions, political, and other.
Address THE TRUl'H SEEKER CO.,
Christian Evidences Criticised A wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanreply to the "Christian Evidence Society." guage, a.nd easily understood. There is just suffiIntroduction b,v Charles B1·adlaugh. Con- cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
FREETJIOUGIIT 1\0VELS.
tents: The Origm of Christianity; 'l'he HistoriQ.al Value ef the New Testament; Miracles; hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Tb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely
.l'rophecies; The Practical Value of Christia.u- to his mind.
written .Ra.dica.i romance. By Wm. McDonnell,
ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
author of Exeter Hall, b'anuly Oreeds, Day oi
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
Rest, eto. 500 pagas. Price reduced. Paper, Secularism; its Principles an:d its
90 cents; cloth, 1,;45,
Duties. Price, 75 eta.

AU in a Litetime• A Romance. By Tracts. The following tracts by Oh!'fl. DID JESUS CHRIST RISE .FRO:M
Miss Bnsan.H. Wixon. "The great charmol
Watts are published a.t the low price of FIVE
THE DEAD1
this novel1s ite abgolute fidelity to nature. It~
CENTS EACH: Defense of Becnla.r Principles;
personages are those one meats with in common life, and are portrayed Wlth a viVIdness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to nnd, m such a. marked degree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of ll:bgs Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familial' to
most readers1n the b'reotl.lougnt ranks.•· Ptice,
1.50. Address
THE 'l'.UU'l'li l:I.I!:.EKER.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scri{l!ure Falsehood and
DeceptiOn ; Cheating : Theft a.nd Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution ; liinrder; Wa.rs of
Conquest and Extermination; De~potism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman:
'(: ui.iudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals ;
Human 8acr1liceM; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. nwe. smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

_MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

T.'he Outcast. A deep, finely writteD

Ba.di'll&l story. From tha London editiOn. By
Winwood ltea.de, author of Martyrdom of Man.
so cents.

Th8 Etndenus fOT the Re8'U:N"ution Tried
and FO'Und Wa:'lting.

Bs Saladin.
.

PRICE,

• •
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

WORKS
BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus an lmpostorT A debate between a.

Scotch novelist, Agnes Uollo WLlkie, a.nd Arthur
~- Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp,, 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethou~ht.
60 eta. The Btble and Darwinism.
tj ~eta. Dibhcal Errors and l:lecular 'l'ruths. 25
cts.
Two
Hevelations,
B1ble Horrors; or,
0 !teal Bla•phemy, 5 eta.5 cts.
B1ble Makers. 5 eta.
lltble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8, Each 5 cts. Moses
2: vs. Darwm• .5 cts. l:iocra.tes1 Buddha, and Jesus.
0 5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing
Uel!gion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. li cts. Natura.! 1\Ian. 5 eta.
-rhe Old Fa1th a.nd the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
"C dpmoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
eta. l\Iira.cle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth,
c::: 5and
,..,
Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain a.nd the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desi~tn and
Natural
5 cts, Man and the Lower
0 A.nimals. Selection.
b cts.
>o:j
Address
Watts
and
Oo •• 17 Johnson's 09nrt,
"'-1
E.O., LonJon, Eng,
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Is the B1ble Reliable T The Christian Deity i
Mora.! Value of the Dible; Freethonght ana
Modern Progress; Christia~t_y, its Naturea.nd
Intluence on Civilization LPhilosophy of Secularism; Science and .Hible Ant~onisticf·
Christian Scheme of ltede.w.Jltion. For all o
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Bi~lo Tomporanco:
LHl(l"OR DRINKING

Stanch

111flat:t. w11d (£

ful Physician.

S•t.cc!3ss-

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

The Better Wav. of Cincinnati, 0., says," We are
delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, o~a.nnary 29, 1884. Price, assured that Dr. Fellow•. the eminent sPecialist of
BY E. C. WALKER.
Vmeland,
N. J., is an eduoated gentleman of su' 10 cents. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
perior mind and large attainments, and that success in his profession has brought him businesg, Th iJs s a. companion book to RelnBbur&''S "Bible
not only from all narts of thi~ country, bnt from Morals." 48 Pa111es; price 10 cents.
foreign shores. He is m the prime of lifA and
able to transact his various professional duties
Address Tmil 'l'RUTH BEEKER 00.,
promptly a.nd well and giv satisfaction in every
28 Lafa.ye~te Place, New York.
mstance. H1B references are numbered by thouA double-page picture contrasting ecienoe a.nd sands.''
Dr. Fellows treat.s all those peculiar diseases
theology, showing how the one has labored for resultmll'
from indiocretion and ignorance of
human advancement, and how the other has youth. Those who are ailing should sen <ItO cents
ml:)Uedt.,a1 Compound and J;mproTed
for the Dr.'slittle book setting forth an Ex:rERNAL
always opposed it.
Elastic So-p orter Tro88 mjrom 3 to
90 dav•. Refiable t eterenr.es given, ~nd
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen, 60 oents ; APPLICATION -a positi v cure.
Address
Dlt. R. P. FELLOWS.
etamp for circular, a_ncl sav ;,. what l'.tJJ>el
twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred crJPies fer
1/0U oaw mv adoerl...,enl. Addre"" O.P'Vineland,
N.
J.
sa. We wish thatthe friends of Freethought would
rr Mention this paper.
A. Colllql,llaWiylllt,lti!UIII a.. Ia
dlstrib~te thousa.uds of these telling pict)lJ'es.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

RUPTURES
.

:w.

CURED~,.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History ofA£hristiani.ty
. A VINDICATION
of some passages ln the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and note~ by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Mtlman, Wenck,
~ an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With C5 engravings. $.J..!l
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments.~. manners, numbers, and condition of the
primitive o..;hristians.
.
" I kuow of no book that contains more real and val.
11able information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
" One of the most learned and interesting books evot
written and published."-Boston Investigator. +•
FOR SAU AT TRUTH $EEKEB OFFIOI ...
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The Modern Feast of Belshazzar.
'In banquet hall's resplendent light,
Revealing viands served on gold,
There shine a thousand gems as bright
As graced Belshazza.r's feast of old.
And music's sweet and low refrain ·
Falls EOftly on the perfumed air,
And speaking eyes return again
A love that lips would fain declare.
There coyish maid and haughty dame
Display to roving eyes their charms,
And fluttering o'er love's garish flame
They eager list its fond alarms.
Presides with pride our finance king,
And there with due humility
His courtiers sit, and to him bring
Reports of their servility.
The pulpit, press, the bench, the bar,
Outvie with each in servitude;
Great riches is their guiding star,
And poverty but turpitude.
The rotund priest recounts with pride
How freemen's rights to vote at will
Hav been by churchly power denied,
And pliant foolspro>ed asses still.
"The press, 0 king ! has boldly told
A thousand lies per diem for thee,
And well has earned thy shining gold,
Thou king of moneyocracy I"
"Ex parte decisions," shouts the bench,
"Hav shielded thee behind the law
To honest nostrils loud the stench,
Yet still supreme thy ravenous maw."
"Thou knowest, 0 great king! the bar
Are mute admirers of thy skill;
Thy gold they've scented from afar;
Command them at thy sweetest will."
The king of gold, with twinkling eye,
Now smiling rises to respond,
When ubjects strange he doth espy,
Which strike him with amazement dumb.
For, see! within an open door
A motley crowd are filing in,
With faces wan and raiment poor,
Victims of want, of wrong, and sin.
The miner grim, the factory hand,
And artisans of every trade
In mute appeal in silence stand,
By rank injustice paupers made.
"Out of my sight," ere yet he spake,
Or echoed through that lordly hall,
The stoutest hearts were made to quake;
For, see I from yonder paneled wall,
A figure of historic name
Emerges from its polished face,
Amid supernal light aflame,
Reveals the sa vi or of pur race.
A death-like hmh falls over all,
Al!d ashy lips and staring eyes,
As on that Godlike form they fall
In abject trembling, mute surprise;
And now, 0 wonder and amaze!
Is slowly lifted arm and hand,
And with a lightning glance of rage
He points with gesture of command
To tablets on the wall, which sprung
In human sight conjoint with him,
On which were words for ages sung
By Christian saints absolved from sin.

WM. ALLEN SMITH.

Obituary.
DIED.-Oct. 28, 1897, Salem Lewis, Aged 50
years.
Just at the noon of life he has fallen asleep.·
But he has left behind something for us to
admire, something for us to imitate-a noble,.
true manhood; an upright; honest life. Quiet
and unassuming, though firm in his convictions, he believed in no future punishments·
and asked .not for any future rewards, yet ·
ever held -that each one should bear'the consequences· Of his acts.·
He tried to pluck from this world all the
enjoyment that he could, ever holding aloft
the motto, ''The time to be happy is now, and
the place to be happy is here." ..
Fighting disease for !even years, yet his
brave and cheerful spirit shone over the
wreck and ruin of his body like morning on·
the desert.
Having done his duty as a citizen, as a son,
as a brother, as a husband and father, he hadno fears of death, because, to one of his belief,
·death is as natural as life.
Standing at his open grave I could but
think: If death ends all with thee, it is well ;
or if it be the opening of a life beyond, thy
noble manhood, thine uprightness of character, thine honesty of purpose, are by far a
nobler passport than any church or creed can

giv.
Farewell, Salem I May the record of thy
life be to us a guiding star, and ever, as we
visit thy grave, may we reverently feel, here
lies one who dared to die as he }lad lived, a
fearless, honest, upright man.
He liveth long who liVeth well,
And, be his station low or high,
He who the most good deeds can tell
Livslongest, though he soonest die.
Greene, N. Y.
J. H. LENDERSON.
RIVERToN, lA., Nov. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : I desire to inform our Liberal ·
friends, especially our sympathetic and per-·
sonal ones, of a sad occurrence-the death of
my wife, whose confidence and love I was so
fortunate as to possess. Some seven weeks
ago she left our home to visit her parents,
brother, sisters, and friends, and, through
unforeseen events upon the route, became
exposed to trials that aggravated an abnormal condition of the heart and by which she
caught cold. As a result, a series of acute
troubles followed, and death, that insidious
extinguisher of life's light, came in to finish.
The result to me is hard to express. I had
prepared an address for delivery at her grave,
but, my arrival being too late, I was not enabled to giv it.
A. K. MoTT.

INSCRIPTIONS ON THE TABLETS.
"Feed my lambs."
"Ye cannot serve God and mammon."
"0 ye hypocri ts ! ye can discern the face of
the sky, but can ye not discern the signs of the
times?"
"For I say unto you that, except your righteousness sh~tll exceed the righteousness of the
scribes and Phansees, ye shall in no case enter
the kingdom or heaven."
"What is a man profited if he gain the whole
world and lose his own soul, or what shall a
0
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Cry justice, and from thee.
Giv it, as you hope to pas&
Safe through eternity."
He vanished with the motley train,
And those who saw now deem
It but a mirage of the brain
· And unsubstantial dream.

0

And then his voice fell on the ear,
And bowed was every knee,
And fell the penitential tear,
But not in mockery.
"Ye vipers! and for thee I died,
For thee I suffered on the cross;
Your clan for ages hav·but lied,
And deemed my love as worthless dross.
For, see ! my father's children cry,
Are hungered, and ye feed them not·;
They faint, they starve, despairing die,
And praise ye God 'tis not your lot.
Know, then, 'tis I that bend the neck,
And groan o'er unrequited ta.sk;
'Tis I your murderous course will check,
Tear from your face the Christian mask.
See! death is claiming every hour
The victims of unnatural greed;
And yet you 1·evel in your power,
With not a thought for others' need.
Where is the love ye bear for me
Ye liing in song, ye mouth in prayer,
While millionsliv in misery,
All children of my father's careT
I love them all; the lowliest one
MY spirit bears through life's brief hour;
Offense to them is to God's son ·
The deadliest insult in thy power.
Your churches and cathedrals all,
Without my hum&n love,
Your heavenly father doth appal• Are cursed from above.
Then quick expel that primal wrong,
That rank iniustice to the race,
That God's fair earth is for the strong,
And not for all a biding place.
Ye are but tenants for a day,
And love's the only current coin
Your father asks of you to pay;
Why from the weak will ye purloin T
Eternal justice reared the earth,
And ruleth through infinity;
The earth's for all that's granted birth,
Speak nature and divinity.
·Expunge your laws that from the slime
Of selfishness uprose;
Though they hav stood uncounted time,
They're heaven's infernal foes.
And now farewell! This cowering mass

0

The Secret of the East,
OB7

.A. New Work on Lincoln.
There is no name dearer to the American
heart than that of Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln
is especially admired by Liberals because_ he
was wise enough and brave enough to discard
the popular creed. Numerous biographies of
this man hav appeared, but with the exception of Lamon's Life, all of them are grossly
inaccurate in many particulars. The Life of
Lincoln now appearing in the Oenturu is
probably destined to become the standard
biography. It is a work of great merit, and
is in the main a truthful 'record of the life of
the great emancipator. But this work is devoted principally to his public career. Early
in 1888 a new work, dealing chiefly with the
inside life of Lincoln, will appear. It has
been written by Hon. W. H. Herndon, and
no man.living is better fitted for such a task.
Mr. Herndon was Lincoln's lifelong friend,
and for more than twenty years his law partner; the partnership existing up to the time
of Lincoln's death. Mr. Herndon has been
most shamefully maligned and persecuted by
the church for what he has already published·
in regard to Lincoln's religious opinions, and
I hope the Liberals of this country will en-.
deavor to counteract this opposition as far as·
possible by extending the circulation of the
forthcoming book.
J. E. REMSBURG.

OPENING 8P11110B TO THJI JUR}!
in the suit of the

Bankers' and Uerehants' Tele.
~fraph Company

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
against the
Rise and Decline.
Western Union Telegraph Compat&y
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For sale at this office.

Price, $1.00.

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEXEB has obtained 11.
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

Sunday and the l'olabbath. "A law

We hav on hand a large number of the following·
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol'ows:

The False Teaching of the Chris·
tian Churcll. " The Thirty-nine

---o---

Ingersoll Oatechised:

regulating: human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertmenile." Price, IO cel)tS.

Articles of the Christian churoh are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." IO cents.

His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·.
pounded by the ~ditor of the "San Franciscan;",
singly, 8 cents; ~r dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,.
$2.00.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large lllmo ·
pages, IO cents; fifteen, $I; and $6 per hundred.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus~ Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Pitine.
Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism :Moral1 Piice, 5 cents.
A Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
The Workingman's RPlhdon. 5 cts.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Relidon ; or, the Religious De-

ORTHODOXY.

Oivil Bigl&t$ Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Douglas, fiftY-.
three-large octavo pages, singly, IO cents; fifteen
for $I; aad $6 per hundred.

'rhe Truth uC History.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up®n
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents ; 30 cents per dozen ; $ll pel'
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London ~·Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 00
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred. ·

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and gi:ven away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable expEctation that the prices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La1ayette Pl., New York.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Ugiverse, and
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oriticl81llS of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs. a New Ameri-.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, ri11h with mcident,
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living SPirit of to-day."-Jolln'
SWinton's Pape:r.

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Oolorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

mand of TO-day. Price,5 cents,

The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.

'l'he Resurrection of Jt>sus Not
Provrd. Price, 5 cents.
The Public Schoo1s and the Catholic
Church. Price,· 5 cents.

Mottoes for Freethink ~r~.
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the " God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 I-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:

.·······················································
.
THE LIVING
A BIGHT TO OONTIIOL
THE
WORLD.
........................................................
..........................................................
.,
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.
.•..........................................................
.
liAV

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation

in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In-,
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between·
them. Price, IO cts.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured ferth, it seems to me, with extraordi·
nary beauty."-DB. li.ENBY W. BELLOWS. $I.

........................................................
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY OATHEDBAL.
.......................................................
•

0

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LillEBTY.

.......................................................
.............. ·........................................ .
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,

Gottlieb His Life. A Romance of 1
Earth, Ueaven, and Hell.. Price 25 cents.

0

Robt. 0. lna-ersoll's

NEW .EDITION.

:

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and
other Agnostic Poems.

••••

~--~~- ~~~~ ~~ -~~ -~~~- ~~- ~~:
0

•••• :

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU•

Price, IO Clil!.

.Adami and Heva. A Poetic version· ..........................................................
version of the Indian Storr. of the Garden of
E::len, in whi.ch its superiority tu the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price IO
cents.
.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Our Flag Above the Cross.
This device is for
paper and · en velopes for Secular
Unions and.others.

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, • .I8
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, I,OOO, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
En velopes,4 colors,
per pack, · . .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with lo.cal address, per
l,llOO, • . $10.00
Address

·······················································
•

0

THE WORLD IS

MY

COUNTRY;
1

: oo o o . oo • • oo

-~~. ~-~. ~~~~- ~ ~~~ .~~~~·••
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The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought so'cieties there is & large card
21l x I5inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal sQcieties. Price, 80
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM,
The Present and the Future
Repnblle oC North America.
BY A. CA.PITA.LIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, viceJ and crime. It deals with the J;>resent
conditwns or society in this country, poin tmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, SOc; eloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Truth Seeker.
00PYR1GHTED.

Any profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distribution of Liberal literature.

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COD?

"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."

LIFE.

By B. W. Lacy.

.A PROSE POEM.

The Narratlv of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

.REPLY
TO BEY; L. A. LAMBERT'S

A. thorough exPOIIUre of the Oatholic priest's
Historical misstatements.
Price, Cloth, '$1 ; Paper, 50 cents.

BY R. G. INGERSOLL.
Printed in colors on board, beveled edges.
Price 50 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

By I8rael
Price 25 cents.

w..

Grolt.

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00
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Ingersoll's Works.
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The Declaration of Inde]>endence," "About Farmi.J!g in Illinois,••
''The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past fuses before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
·The· Christian R.eli~ion. By R. G.
lngerso!J., Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
Geor!Ee .If, Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

()rthoaoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1,00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear tyPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered . in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

fngersoll Cateehised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franvtsoan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of 'fhomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Uivil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
ln~ersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
all his lectures, except the latest on " Ortho-·
doxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half·
calf, library style, and containing over 1 300
pajiteB, which is ·sold at the exceedinglY !ow
priCe of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. lnj!"ersoll•s "The Vision
of War," the "Grant .Banquet Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Mil·
ler's G.rave," that they hav been printed on
heavy toned paper, 18x22. illuminated border,
and in large, clear type, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 50 eta, or either one for 15 eta.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Life.

A Prose P,oem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1 ; cabinet. 40 cents.
Address THE.TRUTH BEEKER.

Vin~icate~!

Paine

~

-o. A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

meets every Sunday in lndmltrial Ha.ll, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 p,)l[, for lect11res and
free discussions on religious and social questions
.A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Tru11l
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates
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BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

AND SQUARE.

GRAND, UPRIGHT

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,
)\....._

.

1.

87th .st~C>o T4,ird

Col. Kelso's Works.

Oil' THll

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOP.M.ENT
Of' Europe.

OR,

Natural and Scientific :Methods of
Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address.

$1.00

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

0'

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
SerJreto:rg of tluJ American SerJUlolr Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THB TRUTJ[ 8BBXEB ColiiPANY.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BffiLE.
A perfectly reliable, a.oourate pamphlet. ThollJ(h
anonymous, it is now known to ·be the work of W.
H. BUBB, one of our ableBt correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
l!'or sale at th1s office. · ,

BINDER for THE TRUTHSEEKER
For the benefit of our readera who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
. made for the purpose, and
' with the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKER printed in
"' .......~
• ilOld letters on the outside.
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
: Bent by mail. poRt.p_aid, for •1.
; Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 La.faye~te Pl., New York.
,.'

:MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the .clergy
BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.

Price,

10 cents.

T"• fi..,.r:'
f1Atlov 11
_ B•"•''Y,'i

THIRD EDITION.

MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
.BEING

Clomparison of the Old and New Testament lllyths and llliraeles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
90NSIDERING .ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING,
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS,

By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. PrjQeJ _cloth, beveled boards, $1.50;£a.per covers, $1. .I1JlJI calf or half morocco, marb ed
edges, $4.00Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

T H.E .DAwNI NG
I

A NOVEL.

" Oh, heaven I Apollo is once more among the
herdsmen of Admetus 1 and the herdsmen know
not it is the Bun-god I"
An octa~o volume of nearly 400 pages, bound in
cloth. Price, $1.50.
·
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co:t
28 Lafayette Place, .lllew York.

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
[ Heatlun Illustration

o.f tM Temptatiun.]

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.60.

THE CONFESSIONAL:

CONTENTS:
:. The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of. Forty Crowns. Th'
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the l>hilosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The StudY of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure ir.
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

An Expose.

Prlee. 82.50.

VOLT AIBE' 8 ROMANCES.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

ROMIBH AND ANGLIOAN.

Thfl object of the work Is to IJoint out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound;
to show that they were held in common with other
nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and explain their meaning.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
rationalistiC study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made
in the work before·us."-N. Y. Sun.
1 vol. Bvo. Oloth. About 600 pages.

Prlee, 3:J eents.

For either of these works or al!Y of Paine's
writinl!'s,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

WORKS. OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D. ·

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the .first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to obserYe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the pri nee of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.

Parallels in Other Religions.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Grea
Britain, Wa.sllington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave num•
hers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

l!'rom the German of MAX NOBDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.

AND THEIR

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paille.

THE

BY W- H. BURR.

BIBLE MYTI-18

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Bi:r. copies fo
$1.011.

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.

ThO'I'/'W,fJ Pai1UJ.

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

, PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

The Greatest Qf all Anti·Blbll·
eal \Vorks.
·

Ac

A Fabricated Account of a Soo1UJ at tluJ Death-

Address

-

THE NEW GOD.

A. RO.M.A.N CATHOLIC CANARD.
,f

WHO WANTS THEM. t

SOCIAL;

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., ·LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $8.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

THE MEMORY;

~~e

V

-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault ·upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

bed

Proof that Wm. Bhakspel'e could not writt.
The Bonnet& written by Francis Bacon to the Eatl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By: 'f{M. HENRY
·BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

Pair Diamond Eard,.ops worth $400 for $280; do.
$250 for nso ; do. $120 for $80; do. $60 for $45; do.
WI for $28; 1 Diamond Pm, worth $825, for $220 ;
do. $180 wr U35 ; do. $150 for fllO ; do. $100 for f65;
do. $65 for $45; do. $38 for $28. 1 Ring or Btudd
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110; do. $90 for
""- V 0
FACTORY &<WAREROOMS,
~
$65; do. S65 for $45 ; do, $50 for l35. A full line of
·amB.ller D1amond Good~ same discounts. WILL
REFUND OABH IN FULL FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE 4,T
Cor.
Ne"'\?V" York. 'A.NY
TI11lE DURING ONE YEAB IF NOT SATISFATORY.
Best "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamondcset
case, worth $300 for ~220; similar $200 for $150; do.
for $110. Ladies• Watch, 50 D1amondH, worth
~WEALTH, 5150
!206, for $150; do. Diamonds and Rubies, •140 for
$100;
do. $100for $70. A full line of regular st~les,
TM Bold Factms and Htzact Ratios in It8 equallY
low. Wedding .Rmgs a specialty. CabAcguirement and Apportionment.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgeinet Urgans worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for f50
Music
Box,
10 airs, $32, wortb. ·s45; do. $28; do. 8,
hammer Logic unsurpassed." Bvo., 833pp,,
By J. K. INGiLLS.
airs, $18 worth $25. 100 Plush and Leather Albums,
silk cloth, $3.
•
.largest ~ize, $1 to $10, nearly half ,Price. 100 Plush
$1.oo. Toilet, Jewelry, Manicure, Bhavmg, and C'bild'B
Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De- Prlee, Cloth,
Rf ts, $1 to $15, same. reductions.
Best Triple
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
. fense. ·A thorough analysis of the
Plated Knives $3.50; Forks $3.50 per dozen. Triple
28Lafayette Place, New York.
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, a.nd
11lated Tea-spoons su·o; Table-BJ1oons $8.40 per 6.
an examination in verse of the charges gener.Best Spectacle or Ere-Glass :u, Pebbles $2, Gold
ally brought against his Satanic majesty.
1.6 and $7 <Bend line of finest print you can read
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER plainly
12mo, 466pp,, 1.50.
at 14 inches and I can fit you). I am an
expert in my line-your home jeweler must hav 30
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
DEATH
IMPROBABLE~;
to 50 per cent profit-I will serve you honestly an.d
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
giv you the advantage of my lnng ex.~>erience for
By L. R. SMITH.
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny-.
OTTO WETTBTEI~.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy. Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents. 5 to 10 percent.
Rochelle, .lll.
Oloth, 12mo,.245pp,, $1.
·
Published and for sale by
HISTORY
THE TRUTH BEEKF;R CO.

This
every re- HOW TO STRENCTHEN

new book is a gem. It is a model in
spect. In fact~ one of the richest brightest,
best ever issuea. It centains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famou1 "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes~ but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To hell' it serve this
purpose.~ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared·es.J)eciallr for It.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Bitte, $2.50; in half ca.lf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style, 4.50; m full Turkel': morocco, gilt; .exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
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LET. ns regard the men of s~ience, teachers of
MR. KEELY, who has for years expen- I
L~nton.
Rev~ lie.
VII. A Pro.test and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- Nature, tbe expounders of her laws, the demon.
men ted with a new mechanical force sup- · On the Conffict between GenesiS and Geology.
.ton.
.
.
strators of her forces, those who show us the dan.
ooNTENTs:
1 ThiBlsanewbookandcontamsthelatestdisous· ·
.
pose.d to be generated from air and water,
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. By Hon. sion on the mistakes of Moses. ,The names of the ger In vlo1~ting_her exactions, as our best. fnends.
contmues to prom is immediate disclosure of
W. E. Gladstone.
participants are a .guarantee of Its able character. Let usleai_n then lessons, let_us stndy_thelr works,
hiS "great t ot' f
k
d ·IT. The Interpreters of Genesis and thelnter- ·
Prioe, paper 159 cents. cloth 75 cents.
let.ns stnd10nsly seek all the mforma.t10n they ha.v
es m IV orce ever nown, an
praters of Nature. By Prof. T •. H. Huxley.
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'
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THE highest and greatest commandment 1"• 1·d on
Muller.
..8 a aye e
., ew or •
pro d uce.
man is to endeavor to ob.
IT is proposed to retain right a.nd ltistice for
aU-which means happiness
duce 1etter postage to one
for all. This endsavor-this
cent.
.-----.--obtaining right and justice
····--for all-the standard of
THosE dealers still han···__
whose world-wide and re.
dling oleomargarine are
-==.
__
sistless progress will ulti.
ma.tely be the uti'ita.ria.n
being apprehended.
era alone-not as ca.rioa,.
tured by mockers of imag.
BRAZILIAN planters
!ned
pigs, but as continu.'
owning 2,500 slaves hav
ously improved; · verified,
resolved to free them.
altered, Jl,nd elevated by
rational, really benevolent,
BoYoOTrs are still confar-seeing minds-this aim,
tinued with their former
this tendency, it is that
frequency and efiect, but
renders worthy of highest
honor the p~<tient search
more secretly.
for truth, and, when truth
VIoLENT feuds and. asis found, the determined
struggle against all tyransaults, and in some cases
nies and lies, whether
murders; are numerous
grossly obvious in fire and
throughout the country
chams and murder, or more
between the Prohibitiondangerously concealed in
bad social usages and beists and the Anti's.
liefs.-TM Ten ConunanaBrs!lABOK, while deonent.•, by W. P. B<•ll.
scribing the support of
WilEN l\Ioses told the cbilthe present vast army as
dt·an of l•rael that he received the two tables of the
an intolerable burden,
Oomm~ndments from the
calls upon the Reichstag
hands of God, they were
for additional supplies.
not obliged to beheve him,
becauie they had no other
THR fiftieth anniverauthority for it than his
sary of the elevation of
tellin.<r th·m so. The Oom,...
Pope Leo XIII. to the
mandments carry no internal evidences of divinity
priesthood was celebratWith
them; they con ta.in
ed at Pittsburgh, Pa., on
some good mor"'l precepts,
the 18th by a monster
such as any man, qualified
parade.
to be a. lawgiver, could produce him•elf, without havJOSEPH RECOGNIZES HIS BRETHREN.
THR English Tory mining recourse to supernatAnd Joseph saw his brethren, and he knew them, but made himself strange unto them, and spake roughly unto them;
ural.iutervention.-Patne'a
istry seems anxious to
and he said unto them, Whence come. ye? And they said, From the land of Canaan, to buy food.-Gen. xlii, 7.
Aue of Reason,
establish regular diploTaoumt it abonld htrn out
matic relations with the
gation, this is a terrible text. Disease is in the that the ascfilntof man has been not only froin the
Vatican, for the purpose, the Irish emanciworld. The smallpox slays its hundreds; the chol- lowest savagPry, bnt from the lowest anima.!
pators say, of" bartering Irish rights."
eta its thousands, and the yellow fever its tens of form~. I see not how that woul<l abate our reverthousands; but, in the language of the text, if ence for him one pa.~ticle. Hav we not always
THE Pennsylvania law, just passed, levying
MAcoN Prohibition : "The Atlanta. election was you take the divers, you are .gone. These earthlY more respect for those who rise in the world than
high liquor license and requiring as f!ureties
doctors can cure the smallpox, cholera, and yellow for those who remain stationary or ll<ho decline 1
against law-breaking bonds so high that few a. Waterloo." Macon Anti: "No, it wa.s a whisky. fever if they get there in time; but nobody but the "The fAll of ma.n "-that was a deg:ra.dat.ion. The
loo."
rise of ma.n-no matter from what ori"inal concan giv them, is lessening the number of
RoBBIE : "Mamma., doesn't it make your bands good Lord oa.n cure the divers."
dition-that is an honor. Re•entment<Of Darwin's
saloons.
warm to spank met" Mamma.: "Why, yes, Bob
THE MAN HE WANTED.
theory; a.s deg1ading to mankind, comes with an
hie, it does " Robbie: "Wouldn't it do just as
"Do you suspect any of the clerks t" asked the ill grace from those who hold the c~lvmist.ic
THERE is feeling in London against the well then, mamma, to ~ro and hold •em over the
detectiv,
who
had
been
called
in
to
investigate
a
creed. the purport of which is (I q110te the words
Board of Works, excited by exposure of its register."
robbery.
of Calvin himself) that a man i~ totally depraved,
corruption. It refuses an inquiry into the
"Decidedly not," replied the merchant. "The "enhrely despoiled and de,titute of everything
"Au, my son," said the minister, "I'm glad to
case of one Robertson, who keeps horses, see you in the Sunday-school at last. Is this your only one who has the handling of the money i• connected with eternal life. so that even our natcarriages, and a Fplendid mansion on £400 a first Sunday?'' "Yes, sir." "How do you like above any suspicion. He is such an exemplary ural faculties are all depraved and contaminated."
year, and whose malversations are proved it7" "Ob, guess I kin stand it until after the young man that he cnrta.ila his time for luncheon -Challwtck's Hiuher ReverPnce.
so as to be able to read the Bible he keeps in his
Christmas tree."
FoB to him that is joined to all the Jiving there
and admitted by all.
is hopEI; for a living dog is better than a. dead
TnE Boston Tramcrtpt believes the first mention desk."
"Point him out to me.•• cried the detectiv, rub- lion. For the· l'ving know that they shall die:
BILLS hav been introduced in the new Con- of playing cards is found in the Bible, t.e., "when
bing his hands with deli~rht; "he's the very man but the dead know not anything; neither hav
gress providing that that body pass uniform Neb euchred NeZZ>\r.'' An impression preva.iled I want."
they any more a reward; for the memory of them
marriage and divorce laws; that it prohibit that it was when Satan pla.yed the deuce in the
is forgotten. Also their Jove and their hatred and
garden. of Eden-beat a. pair, a.s it were.-.NorrLs"FATHER,"
said
Rollo,
"why
do
baseball
pitchers
the manufacture and sale of liq~ors j that it tO!rn Herald..
get so much la.rger salaries than preachers,,. their envy id now perished; neither ha.v they a.uy
more a portion forever in anything that is done
reject immigrants not having sufficient means
TsE Columbus (Ga. } Enquirer-Sun says : "A ''l:!h I'' said Rollo's father (who is a deacon}, cau- under the sun.-Eccle$tastes ix, 4 6.
to support themselvs and families six months, Baptist minister brought suit against the mem- tiously,"come here into the back room behind the
MAN is so constituted, the :M ..terialist [Freeand that a postal telegraph be estab1ished.
bership or lois church for the amount due him as door. Sh I Sometimes.,. only sometimes, mind
pastor, and was d~fea.ted. He now makes a. crimi- you-it is because the pitcher trains longer, always thinker, Secularist, scientist, Agnot~tic, Infidel,
THE Federation of Labor bas hit upon the nal case of it by ha.vin g the parties arrested on finds his sermon in his text, never Pitches for Pte.] holds, that he has faculties and power8, by
plan of extending the use of the union-label the charge of getting religion under false pre- political fffect, never tries to pitch when he and the exercise of which he cA.n a<•qtlire knowledge
all his con~rrega.tion are morally and physica.llr 11.nd better his condition, without any hook reveto goods of all kinds that can bear a label. tense."
BBti•fied that he can't; and, in fact, If he can't lation to guide him. The discipliu and develop.
"IF I should tell you, dear," he said, "that ·my pitcb, there isn't a. church in America. that would ment of mind that result from his ~fforts to get
This, they think, will accomplish their ends
love
for
you
had
grown
cold;
that
I
had
ceased
to
him a. place in the battery, even if he offered knowledge are more vA.lnahle tban his mere acgiv
without strike or direct boycott, as it will
care for you, and tba.t the happy time when I shall
cause a powerful demand for union-made claim you as my ownest own will never, never be, to come Without salary and pay his own expenses. quirements. l\Ia.n has become what be is, we hold,
See T" Rollo said that he thought his fa.tller bad by tbe use of his powers to better his condition. It
goods, and non-union goods will not be sold. would it really be a trial to you, darling t" "Yes, got some of his technical terms a. little mixed, but, is evident to us that all the wis<i 'ID in the Old
George," shyly admitted the girl, ''1~ wonld be a. on the whole, he caught on. Sometimes, you see, Testament was learned by man's ob"ervation and
THE book written by Parsons in jail is about breach of promis trial."
Rollo is a. little slow, and Rollo's father does not experience. l\Ian is more advanced now than forto be published. An extract from Macaulay
WIFE (returned from church}: "You shonld hav always express himself very clearly. But still. merly, and while he accepts what a larger Pxperience and a more enlightened reason approve, he
prophesying a contest between the rich and heard Mr. Goodman'd sermon this morning, my However. Nevertheless.
reje~ts as erroneous and foolish much that was
the poor in America is a text to the first part. dear. I don't know when anything has made
LOT
of
people
were
staring
yesterday
forenoon
A
cherished in ancient times. Observation, experisuch a. profound impression upon me." Husband :
The second part is prefaced by an extract "Did you walk home T" W1fe : "No, I took a into the sunny window of a curiosity sbop on Clay ence, and reason, and not a bo<rk-revelation. emfrom John Ruskin denouncing the capitalists street-car; and do you know, John, the conductor street. The attractiOn was a. lot of, little nuts bodying the error8 1 as well as the wisdom, of the
spread on a. sheet of paper. Tiley were popping past, are the hi~thest and best guides for man.of Europe as thieves and the cause of _all never asked me for my fare. Wasn't I lucky T"
about like things of life. "What a.re they 7'' llsked
wars.
PsoHIBITIONIBT : "There, sir, Mr. De Wine, look an Eastern lady. "Ohestnuts," ventured an old Unaerwoood.'s MatPrlall..'m and Chrlsllanlt!/.
SERENE will be our days and bright,
a.t
that
man.
D1d
you
ever
see
such
a.
rum-soaked
LAsT Sunday, in London, one Linnell, a specimen?" De Wine : " I never d1d. He's a. Oal!forDian. " The proper name for them," said a
And happy will our nature be,
Wilen love is an unerring: light,
member of the radical labor parties, who died wreck, sure enough, Been a. hard drinker all his m"mber of the Academy of I:!Clences, "is spirit
beans. They're also sometimes called electric
And joy its own security.
from injuries inflicted by the police in sup- hfe, evidently. See here, my good man, ha.v you beans. There is nothing mysterious about them.
-Wordsworth.
pressing the recent Trafalgar square labor any home to go to 1" Dilapidated specimen : "No, They grow in Mexico and Central America. A
Dn. PATTON, the prosecutor and persecutor of
demonstrations, was followed to tile grave by sir, I'm a. stranger among strangers." "Where variety of the ichneumon pierces a.n almost miCro- David Swing-one of the m·Jst talented and most
did you come from T" "I just come from Maine." scopic hole in the nut with its oviposa.tor and dean immense procession. The coffin was cov"WHAT curious substance ha.v/ you in that posits the eggs. From the egg comes a. grub that forward-looking of American dlvmes-writes, in
ered with a red flag, and violent Socialistic vessel? 'asked Society, meeting a. stranger comin11r feeds upon tbe interior of the nut until a. space id the Ini!P.penaent, on "Tb.e Responsibilities of a.
a. tor." This is a. moral a.•pect of the universe
speeches were made.
out of the dissecting room. "Bra.JDs," replied formed. It is the convulsiv motions of the grub Ore
that has often been overlooked by Calvinistic
Truth. "Bra1ns which I ha.v just taken from a. which produces the a.ct10n that astonishes you. writers. And the trouble is tba,t, when tbe quesA BILL bas beE:n introduce,d in the German poor dead scholar." "Let me look at them," sa.id Until revived by the heat, the grub lies dormant.
is fairly faced, Calvinism, as a. system, goes to
parliament authorizing the expulsion of all Society, eagerly. "I never saw any before. Let If allowed to develop naturally, it would eat its tion
pieces, and the truths which it contained must
me
look
at
them;
how
are
they
worn
T"
"In
the
way out and become an iuhneumon fiy, a. sort ol lind other form. "At the jtidgment day," says
Socialists who hav incurred penalties for violations of the Anti-Socialist law, or by belong- head,'' replied Truth. "Ont of sigbtt" asked So- winged beetle." "Any charge," inquired the old Dr. Patton, "God will submit his own conduct to
ciety. "Entirely." "Take them away; I hav no Oa.lifornia.n. " None," said the member of the the judgment of his rational uninrse." [Here Dr.
ing to secret societies, which is forbidden by use for such ornaments." Antl so Truth went on Academy of Sciences. " Some time, hewever," he
Patton bas surely stolen Oolouel lugersolJ·s t.hunexisting laws. In accordance with the pro- into the college with her brains, and Society went added, "you might like to drop round and 11ee der ?] But we need not wait for that v!.iooary
me," and he handed the old Oa.lifornia.n a saloon and improbable day to a.nive: for the conduct of
visions of this bill most of the Socialist mem- on her waY without any.
the creator is daily submitted to the jndgment of
THE Boston Post says ihat Governor Taylor of card.
bers of the Reichstag may be expelled from
the rational universe, and human education conGermany. The bill also permits the punish- Tennessee recen\Jy told of a. colored clergyman
sists in the double task of learning what that conwho preached a. sermon on the text: "And the
ment of any one taking part in a Socialist multitudes came to him, and he healed them of THE TRUTH SE'FKER A.NNUAI. duct is, and then in adjust(ng life to its beneficent
Price, 215 cents.
Congress.
divers diseases." Sa.1d he : "My dying con~rrela.ws.-OIIrLsttan Beuts!er.
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A JOURNAL OF.FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered

HOW SOME

at the Poat-Otl!ce a' New York, N.

Y,, aa Seeond..clala llatter.

OF THE SAINTS AMUSE THEMSELVS.

FmsT ANGEL: " Look, sweet saint, yonder lies my father in the flames I"
SECOND ANGEL: "Yes, and there is my little babe."
BOTH ANGELs IN CHoRus: "Oh, isn't this bliss? Hallelujah!"

, IJofts and Qklippings.
AT the recent Methodist conference in Danville, Va., when it came to appointing committees, a motion was made to appoint one on
temperance. "No, sir," said Bishop Key,, of
Georgia. " We do not appoint committees on
temperance. We hav passed temperance
down in my country, and now call it Prohibition." A committee on Prohibition was
appointed.
THE eternal damnation of those who hav
not accepted Christ is not an unsettled question with the Baptist Watchman. "It is a
question," it says, "of the most tremendous
practical moment, and one to which the
scriptures giv a plain and decisiv, though a
fearful, answer. 'For as many as hav sinned
without law, shall also perish without law.'
• • . While I was.musing the fire burntand while so-called Christian teachers are
musing about possibilities of future probation,
the fire of death burns on."
THE Rev. Dr. D. C. Kelby, of Nashville,
whose remarks in connection with the Emma
Abbott episode were construed to be a defense of the theater, was so beset by his
Methodist brethren that he has published a
card in which he "regrets and withdraws"
previous statements and declares that he is
" opposed to any attendance at theaters by
members of our church, and upholds our
ministers in the correction of this evil by
public and private admonition, and by patient but firin administration of disciplin."

Hall to-night," a prominent Christian gentleman crossing the square on his way to his
place of business was accosted and shown the
"Hell" side of one of these dodgers, and it
made him talk right out. Said he: " A man
who will get out such an advertisment as
that ought to be arrested for blasphemy. It
is an outrage on decency." The good man
was then shown the reverse side of the paper,
when, after a moment's pause, his words
were as follows: "Ahem-well_;! don't
know-possibly allowance must be madeMunhall & Towner, good men-little late--:WM. W. JoRDAN, a faith doctor, has been good morning."
living in Selma, Ala., for twelve months, and
THE Boston Budget says: " There is, after
has in that time acquired great influence over
the negroes, whom he told that he had come all, a good deal of satisfaction in being suto redeem the Jews. He arranged for a Pas- perstitious. To be able to charge all puzzling
sover feast at the house of two negro women and inexplicable occurrences to invisible suin the outskirts of the city this morning, and perstitious agency is a convenient method of
told them that a sacrifice was necessary. getting rid of troublesome doubts or weariFrances Driver said she was willing to offer some inquiry into hidden causes. A pcor
herself as a sacrifice, and laid her head on the solution of a difficulty may not, to a profound
table. Jordan thereupon took a sword and thinker, be better than none, but it is infinitly
struck her· several times on the neck and more comforting to ordinary human beings.
stabbed her a number of times, killing her Men feel, moreover, that in acknowledging
instantly. The body was then dragged out that there may be truth in astrology, charlainto the street by the two other women. A tanism, and all the rest, they hav been in a
white woman witnessed the affair and gave manner brought into a mystic brotherhood,
the alarm. Jordan and two of his disciples and most people hav a certain secret notion
that the very confession of faith is in some
hav been arrested.
way a sort of propitiatory offering to unseen
ONE morning last week when Cleveland, powers. Mystery has always a fascination
0., was being showered with little slips of for man, and almost any scheme of deception
paper on one 11ide of which was printed in can aucceed if it can but veil itself into a
red ink the single word, " HELL," and on the semi-obscurity and pique the awe-struck
other side in black letters, " Go TO Music curiosity of the ignorant. A very small basis
"THE little child familiar with the Christian
catechism is really more enlightened on truths
that should come home to every rational
mind than the most profound philosophers of
pagan antiquity, or even of the sO-called philosophers of our own times. He has mastered
the great problem of life. He knows his origin, his sublime destiny, and the means of
attaining it." This utterance, remarks Mr.
B. R. Tucker, is not from Puck, but from an
article by that gifted amateur humorist, Cardinal Gibbons, in the N"th American Refl1ew.

of truth serves as a sufficient basis upon
which to erect a very substantial structure of
delusion, as the history of innumerable quacks
and impostors has testified through all the
centuries since civilization .began. It is not
so much that men like to be deceived as that
they enjoy deceiving themselvs under the
pretense that they stand in the presence of
some inscrutable mystery before which, since
human reason is sure to prove unavailing, it
is foolish to attempt to be reasonable or logical at all. To be freed from thinking is,
after all, the delight which ensnares more of
mankind than any other temptation." Does
the Budget offer this as a theory to account
for the prevalence of Christianity?
W. H. BENSON, 1225 Filbert street, Philadelphia, announces that he is about to found a
Socialist church, the members of which will
believe in God and a life hereafter. All members will be requested to take the following
oath: I hereby solemnly swear that I will
not rob, cheat, strike, tell lies about, communicate disease to, nor injure in any way a
fellow-member of this church. I also swear
that I will drink distilled and fermented
liquors with great care and moderation. I
also swear that I will not lend money to, nor
borrow money from, a member of this
church, except as a regular business transaCtion. I also swear that, as far as I am able,
I will keep my body, clothes, and dwelling
in a clean and healthy condition. I also
swear that I will giv to this church, every
year, one per cent of my income, provided
said one per cent is not more than $50
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~tnnmunicafions.
Religions Problems.
The religious problems which demand- the attention of man to-day are those which relate to humanity more than to divinity. The religion of the dead
which worshiped god-s is outgrown; we want the
religion of the living which helps man. Men will
cease to build cliurches and temples when they learn
what they are built for. They will cease to believe
the creeds of churches when they learn to trust their
own reason and common sense. When men cease to
fear God they will cease to worship him. We want
no more objects of worship. We have thrown away
our offerings; we have wasted our libations by
pouring them upon altars. The world has lost much
and gained little by worship. If what has been done
for gods had all been done for men, I dare not say
how fair our world would be. I care not with how
• tender thoughts we remember the dead, nor with
what lofty words we reverence the world's heroes,
but I would not have our thoughts led by superstition, nor our reverence employed to arrest the
world's progress. There bas always been a tendency
in humanity to worship, which is on:y a desire to
stop. The world, as it stands worshiping God today, is l1ke mankind grouped around a statue or a
picture in -stupid wonder. Our force is not to be
spent in admiration, but in the race for the admirable. When men stop to worship they seem to say
in their action, We give it up.
Let us not forget that the altar was :first a tomba place for dead men. It is no place for live men
to-day. We should not know where to :find God if
we wished to ask his help. He is never where he is
wanted. He is always too late to prevent an accident. He is only a coroner. We are told that ''God
will wipe all tears from our eyes." We can do that
ourselves. How much better it would be to prevent
our tears than to dry them-to stop the train before
it takes its leap of death than to go to the funeral of
the victims ! Faith in God is good for nothing when
there is-s flaw in the bridge. I do not know whether
it is Atheism to say that man has no other power but
his own to depend upqn, but I kn:ow it is a fact.
Faith in God is a continual disappointment. It
ends in despair, or in faith in man.
The world is turning away from worship. This is
the assurance that a nobler duty is to be undertaken.
Man can still bow his head in veneration of worth,
but he does not care to be kept on his knees to
a mummy.
When a nation bears a great man-one whose soul
refuses to walk in the old ruts of custom, and whose
nature is too large to be bound by the creed lines of
the popular faith-it generally sees a particular
divinity in such a man, and pronounces him either. a
prophet or messiah, and sets up his words as the
commands of God. This has been the ~reat error of
the world. Every nation erects the effigy of some
great life at the threshold of its territory, and nails a
pious horseshoe over its every door to protect it from
the spirit of reformation. It demands that all men
shall worship its idol. How Arabia and Turkey
cling to a festering corpse ! How Europe and America still hold the cold hand of human idolatry! How
Chinn and India strain to their bosoms the dead form
of a dead faith !
The world will never throb with new life until the
spell of worship is broken. N otbing holds mankind
down so much as veneration for its idols. Shake off
the lethargy that worship has brought upon the soul.
Live like men, and you need not worship gods.
When we live true to the soul we cease to ask for
anything. Worship is denial of self. Let, us have
no disputes about divinity. Let God take care of
himself. The light of the stars proves their existence. The universe needs no counsel of defense.
That which is evident need not be explained. .
The great question for us to answer is not what
God wants, but what man needs. Let us live to ourselves. Worship is interruption. Let our life satisfy. Worship is apology. If we are doing our
best, what need to excuse our work? What good
d.oes it do to praise God? That is the truest love
which obeyEI, not that which adores. We want willing
band~, not lifted ones. Worship is superfluous. It
adds nothing to the soul. It increases our cares, not
our virtues. The test of everything is, Does it help
man!
I challenge the church to prove its claim to man's
support. It throws a shadow upon the earth; instead
of letting more light upon it. The priest is in man's
way. Worship is a compliment to the deity that he
does not need, and a burden upon man which he is
not able to bear. Nature does not worship. She
grows. Worship is opposition to reform. It palsies
the world's thought. It means stagnation. It is
difficult to get advocated what will correct society,
because mankind spends so much time in the church
that it has no time to spend in the theater of improvement. Worship is hypocrisy's disguise. What a
train of splendid deceit marches up the aisles of the
- church ! What a mask is worship, but the world

courage_ which will face the fate of saying what is
true, and of ·dqing what is right.
·
We beBt serve the purpose of life hy doing whatever lies within our power to make life true and
beautifuL
In.the eyes of orthodoxy a Liberal is a :revolutionist, a Communist, a violator of law, and a destroyer
of all religious· things. He is rega!:ded as a dangerous character, as seeking to overthrow human government on earth and the divine government in the
skies. But the Liberal is maligned. He is a reformer, not a revolutioni1lt; a preserver of peace, not
a destroyer; an advocate of law, not a tranJgressor.
He is an innovator, not a violator. He attacks nothing that is right, nothing that is true. Though he
has no reverence for what the church ca]ls holy, his
would be the last hand raised to strike the sacred
things of the heart. Though he has no belief in the
popular superstitions, his would be the last voice to
decry the influence of moral ideas. Thdugh he has
no worship to offer the church's Gods, his would -be
the last soul to refuse assistance to man, or honor to
a noble humanity.
The Liberal would put life for belief, action for
acting, and sincerity for pious pretension.
It is no uncommon thing for men and women to
attend a church where are taught the Christian doctrines who do riot believe what they hear. It is a
fact that a iargenumber of people go Sunday after
Sunday to a; Christian church who regard Christian,ty as irrational' and untenable as a special revelation.
It is the popular hypocrisy of society to go to church
and believe ri:othii:J.g of what you hear. There is an
easy and agreeable way of excusing such dishonesty
by saying they go for, the music and singing. A
good choir covers a lot of bad theology. I do not
blame anybody for denying that they go to church
to hear orthodoxy preached. That music has greater
charms than the average sermon I can well believe,
but it strikes me that a person that will go to an
orthodox church for the sake of hearing the singing
must agree with the boy who was punished for eating the jelly, "that he g-ot a good deal of licking for
a mighty little jelly." One of the saddest sights in.
society is the hypocrisy in religious matters, the apparent absence of all respect for one's own religious
opinions.
.
_
Freedom is the one condition necessary to the solution of those religious problems which relate to
human welfare; and for man to reach his natural desNQ
.
. .
tiny, the whole world must be free to his hands, to
Theology can be run on a smaller capital than would his feet, to his mind, and to his soul. That part of
be necessary to :fit out a traveling tinker. ·It is the the earth that the light of liberty has illumined is the
only business that can live on faith. There· is some- brightest spot on the globe, and man is happiest, nothing wro:rig somewhere, w}len faith can do so much blest, manliest, where he is freest. There is nothing
for us in another world, and so ··little· for us in this more needed to day than a Declaration of Religious Inworld. It looks as though somebody was lying. dependence. We need to .assert with the force of full
Eternal happiness to be purchased by faith, but not ·faith in man: We hold these truths to be self-evident,
a Christian on earth would exchange his goods for it. that all men are created religiously equal; that they
Faith may make man an angel hereafter, but it would are endowed with certain religious rights; that among
make him a tramp here. Work may not be 1!-Ccepted these are the rights to believe what is reasonable
at the door of heaven, but it is honored on earth. The and to disbelieve what is unreasonable; to hold such
priest lives on the faith of others, not on his own.
ideas of the universe as accord with our knowledge,
This word has made too much noise. Faith is to and to reject such notions as seem absurd and childbe seen, not heard. Whenever faith has met a fact, it ish; to oppose all that tends to keep man in ignohas gone down before it. This word has been the rance and fear; to teach whatever is calculated to imface of e>e:ry imposition.
prove the physical, mental, and moral state of humanThe gospel not according to Matthew says, Have ity, and to make life bright with joy and hope. We
faith that -anything will be done, and it will not be need to declare that we are free from all the creeds
done.
·
of Christendom. To be free is all that man can ask
The man that reckons on being saved by faith is for; he must do the rest.
going to get left. You C!lnnot pass yourself for more
We demand freedom from all priestly authority
than you are worth. Yciu cannot make the bottom and control. We want no pet dogma, no pet man.
stay on top, any more than the Irishman could have We have no faith in a cross for human wrongs, or a
his cellar upstairs.
Christ for human sins. No man is wise enough to
There is not. one real, true, live word in the Chris- tell everybody how to live, nor good enough for
tian vocabulary of salvation. Eden, the stage on which everyone to follow. We do not believe in salvation
was performed the tragedy of original sin, is a dead after death.
word; devil, the name of the scaly gentleman who took
The time to learn to swim is before we get drowned.
the leading part in this tragedy, is a dead word; hell; The time to save mari is when there is something to
the abode of all those who descended from the origi- save. It is our duty to so arrange the conditions of
nal sinners, is a dead word; Christ, the title of the life that man cannot get lost. Safety is what we
man who offered to ransom the human race and save want, not a savior. "\V e must subjugate circum·
men and women from hell, is a dead word; atone- stances and make every soul master of its own desment, the word that stands for the ~xpiation to be tiny. The knowledge to determil'le events is the
made by Christ, is a dead word. These words that power to control them. The world must be taught
the Christian church uses in its exhortations to man- how to direct the issues of life. The religious neceskind have no heart of truth in them. They stand for sity is not a revival of interest in the Christian docno facts; they represent no realities. Take away trines, but an education that shall enable man to prethese dead words from the Christian preacher, and vent what brings disaster to himself and misery to
you take away his powder, shot, and wads. Let the others. We also need the wisdom of conscience. It
Christian be held to facts, and obliged to tell the is well to heed what starts a pain in tho body or
truth, and his lips would be dumb. There never was mind. Conscience is the needle of the moral compass
such a place as the Garden of Eden ; never such an which points toward the pole-star of right. It inindividual as the devil. ,There is no such place as dicates the :fixed north in the heavens of endeavor.
hell. There never was a Christ, and no atonement A great many people are wrecked and ruined because
made, for there wes no necessity of any being made. they do not know that there is any way to live and
If there were no such thing as faith, Chri~;tianity eiJjoy life and avoid wreck and ruin. They must be
could not make a convert on the earth. If ministers told better.
were obliged to furniE>h the proof of their statements,
The tree of the knowledge of good and evil ought
there would be no preaching.
to be set on every man's estate, and its fruits be free
I know that those who are outside of the Christian to all, and the old trees of ignorance and superstichurch are looked upon as having a mere vagabond tion, whose timber has been used in the building of
religion, or none at all, but we need not be afraid of churches, should be uprooted and burnt, root, trunk,
unjust opinions. America needs to-day a thousand branch, and leaf. It is time knowledge was niade a
men who dare to speak the truth. We want the saint, and ignorance a demon. The old notion that

can see through it. When falsehood kneels in praise
of truth; when extortion and cruelty call God father;
when meanness and vice are the disciples of Jesus;
and when crime an~ sin say, "Thy will be done," the
name of religion is a ,blush on the forehead of the
world.
'£he world's deeds are better than the church's
faith. The layman's knowledge is ahead of the min,
ister's·sermon. The virtue which the noble soul is
striving to attain makes the salvation offered to the
believer mean and contemptible.
The instituti"on that pretends to be the guardian
of religion is a reproach to our enlightenment and a
stain upon the age. The Christian scheme of saving
man is a priestly device to trade upon immorality
and sin. The church keeps the world ignorant, and
hence. sinful, for the s·ake of ecclesiastical plunder.
There is nothing more in the way of religion than the
church. If the church had persecuted only vicious
men, ignorant men, immoral men, and those opposed·
to knowledge and liberty, we might frame some kind
of excuse for it; some half-decent apology might be
made in its behalf; but to persecute upright men
and women, those who were moral and true, who
were educated and earnest in their desire to spread
the blessings of knowledge, and who lived to make the
world free and fair, obliges us to denounce it as the
Joe of knowledge, truth, and liberty. Be it known
and remeQlberil"d that the pitgrims who came to these
shores preferred facing icy waters and a wildernesR
to the :fierce bate of the church; that they dreaded
the red aavage less than the white Christian, whose
terrible deeds of persecution could make the heart
of man quake with fear. The person who lives to
please the church will not do much to benefit the
world. The world and the church make different
demands upon -humanity; th.ey pull iri opposite direc·
tions. 1\Ian is seeking to_ know more that he may
improve the earth he lives on, but the church teaches
that faith is better for man than knowledge, as knowledge will onlY help him her~; while faith will save
him hereafter.
.
I should not want to· bet much on a man being
saved by faith. Faith is a way for a man to escape
paying his debts; it is offering thr_ee cents on the
dollar. A salvation of this kind is-: cheating somebody. In the scales of justice the smallest act of
kindness weighs more than the largest confession of
faith. Theological faith would get no rating by: any
commercial agency in the land. ~t would be marked
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~a.n does not need to k_now m~ch

if he ~nly has rehgwn, does not tally with the Ideas of th1s century.
Religion is a good thing for man, but man can be
religious without being tied by some sectarian halter
to the fe~d-trough of a denomination and fed on the
creed of a church. He must accept no substitute of
belief for the right performance of duty; no trick of
worship or delusion of -prayer for those religious actions that are necestmry for man to show and man to
receive, and which, in their nature, are like the falling dews of heaven upon the dying grasses of earth.
We want a religion that encircles humab life with an
atmosphere· of moral sweetness, as the flower is surroundl!d with the perfume of its own loveliness.
I take it that religion, if it means one thing more
than another, means work, higher and better work
for a higher and. better life on earth; work of head
and hand, of heart and soul; for head and hand, for
heart and soul; work to lighten the burdens of the
world.; work for human emancipation, for human
happiness, for human elevation; high work and noble
work, to do the best that our natures call for, to answer our longings, to defend our rights, and to defeat vice and wrong-doing.
L. K. WASHBURN.

The Golden Rule in 'l'rade.
There is a general admission that business morality is not what it should be. To outstrip competitors in the strife for wealth men resort to numberless
methods of artifice and deceit. The ancients praised
poverty, but, as Mr. Macgrawler said to Paul Clifford,
"that was the poverty of other people." The dread
_ of poverty now impels men to get riches-honestly
if they can-but get riches. A remedy for this
state of things would be found in -the application of
the Golden Rule to trade. 500 B c., Confucius, when
asked if there was one word which would serve as a
r];Ile of conduct for ell of life, replied, "Is not reciprocity such a word? What you do not want done
to yourself do not do to others." In its modern form,
" Do unto others as you would hav others do unto
you," this maxim is called the Golden Rule; but it is
better expressed in the words, Do unto others as it is
. right you should wish others to do unto you. The
adoption of this principle would banish injustice
from the world.
.
Why is it not more generally applied~ It has
been inculcated by all sages and teachers for two
thousand years, and yet selfishness predominates in
every sphere of life. Thales, 600 B.c., instructed
men to love their enemies, but to-day the nations of
the world are armed for battle, men enact revengeful
strife in trade, and few enemies are loved, except
such as the Indian told the missionary that he loved
-rum and cider.
The Golden Rule bas failed of adoption because
the inducement has been insufficient. The rewards
hav been promised in a future life, and too slight assurance has been giv_en of present welfare. Honesty
has not been proved to be the best policy to gain
wealth. Grasping, unscrupulous men, or those whose
businesses are benefited by tariffs, bounties, and exemptions at the expense of other occupations, are the
ones that thrive the most, and those who are deprived of these and other inequitable advantages are
incited to get even by immoral means. The old
theology teaches man's depravity, but it is false.
Men, as a rule, desire to be good, but necessity
makes them bad.
In order to insure well-doing it must appeal to
self-interest here and now. It needs to be shown
tbat the truest selfishness is promoted by a regard
for others. It must become Decessary to do right in
order to secure good in the present, But the prevailing system of unrestricted competition in trade,
and of engaging men for wages, to produce goods
for the profit of employers, is opposed to the idea of
reciprocity, and while it lasts the Golden Rule will
not bear sway. It is not enough to preach morality
and giv education; pl'osperity must be assured t<f
the well-doer. The great Chinese sage was asked
by a disciple, "Since the people are so numerouP,
what more is needed?" Confucius replied, "Make
them well off." " After that what else!'' "Instruct
them." This is the great truth th!l.t needs to be revived. Economic reform must pt'ecede political and
moral reform. A good living must be assured to all
industrious men before they can be cured of dishonesty and undue selfishness. It is useless to preach
to distressed people. First giv them a chance to
supply their needs, then educate them, for necessity
knows no law. An equal opportunity must be given
to everyone to get food, shelter, clothing, education,
- and health; differences of natural capacity will deterrnin the degree to which opportunity is used, but
the inequalities will depend on ability and character,
not on artificial restriction, as is now the case.
But how can this opportunity be given to all1
How can the people be ronde well off? Equity demands that a man's work shall be for his own benefit,
not for the profit of an employer. The system of
slavery gave a liriug to the worker and took all the
produce. The wage system givs enough of the produce to the worker to let him pay for a living and
keeps all the rest. The change that is needed is to
make t4e people their own employe·rs and let the full
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labor go to _t~e workers, • This is the
commg system, the abohtwn of employer, monopolist, and private capitalist; the change from competition to cooperation by municipal, national, and
universal combination. This seemingly far-off day
may be hastened by some of the followiEg measures:
Universal adult suffrage, male and female; free secular education; the destruction of all unwholesome
dwellings and the erection of sanitary and comfortable houses; short hours of labor; the abolition of
monopoly and privilege in connection with land;
transit, production, and distribution; .and this last
must be first and greatest. Let the people seize
every opportanity to take to themselvs the control
of industries; as they now work the post-office, let
them acquire, one by one, all other serviceable occupations, so that they shall no longer be run by individuals competitivly for their own gain. When this
is done, the workers can receive the equitable results
of toil.
.
We cannot expect this change to come in a day.
We must recognize the methods of evolution and
work in the line of natural progress; be hopeful and
patient, believing that the average condition of men
has •been equal to their knowledge and character;
but let us be prepared for the revolutions which will
come "in the fulness of time," when men are wise
enough to know what they need, intellige~t enough
to secure it, and good e~ugh to preserve it.
The Golden Rule can never be applied to trade
while its opject is individual profit. The competitiv
strife for gain not only lead~ to immoral practices,
but is immoral in its essence. Selfishness is its principle, extortion is its method, and its success involves
injury to others. It is civilized brutality and refined
barbarism; force. and slavery in newer forms. How
is it possillle for the brute chasing its prey, or the
master governing his slave, to exercise the Golden
Rule~ It would mean sparing t~e victim and freeir.Ji
the· servant. Two dogs competmg for a bone cannot
do as they would be done by; but two dogs cooperating in hunting and dividing the result can exercise
the Golden Rule toward each other. Sa, merchants
struggling to get the best of a bargain, employers
beating down the wages of the producers, or speculators "booming" a market, are necessarily opposed
to the spirit of "reciprocity;" but let them .combine
for mutual aid and benefit and they can act in barmony and good-will to each other,
This stage of cooperation is fast being consummated. The strife of competition has become so fierce
and disastrous that there is a gen!lral tendency to
combine operations, and let each industry be controled by a central "trust," that shall operate it for
mutual benefit. But this is cooperation, uciprocity,
the Golden Rule spirit, among employers only. Their
object is to wring more wealth out of the rest of the
community.
.
Another step will be taken; let workers and employers cooperate 'in profit making and sharing. Then the
Golden Rule will be practiced among the members of
each occupation; but they will not be able to exercise
it towards those from whom they are always trying
to extort high~r prices. A final step remains to be
taken before we can do to all men as we should wish
them to do to us. It is reciprocity between producer and consumer; competitiv business for the
·profit of an individual or a class must be changed
into cooperativ effort for the mutual supply of needs.
No longer must the cry be," Every man for himself,"
but, "Each for all and all for each." Until this
change comes it will be useless to preach morality.
Men may be exhorted to love their neighbors, and
exercise generosity, helpfulness, and consideration;
but, while the earning of support far their families
depends upon supplanting their neighbors in business, the advice will be futil. Men cannot be good
while competing for gain. A system must be adopted
which will change strife into reciprocity. Economic
measures must prevail which will remove the possibility of getting gain unfairly, and make the path
to prosperity a way of rectitude. The savior of mankind will not be a preacher of righteousnesE>, but a
social economist, who will show how it is possible for
men both to liv well and do well.
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
______..,.____

1

pro~eeds of

God.
The fool bath said in his heart, There is no God.

The Bible says, " God came from Ternan, and the
holy one from Mount Paran." This sentence limits
God and makes him finite. It circumscribes him and
makes him a person, an entity, and, therefore, a nonentity; for if he is a person he is confined to a body,
spiritual or corporeal, it matters not. Who introduced God to the earth? The apostles said: "Jesus
Christ, the only begotten son, he hath declared him."
And yet over two thousand years before Moses talked
to him face to face, as a man talketh to his neighbor,
and, on one certain occasion, God only permitted
Moses to see his hinder parts. Admitting this to be
truE", bow did l\Ioses know that he was talking with
God T Who introduced them!
For four thousand years millions of hired attorneys
and special pleaders hav been trying to prove there
is a God, and the churches to-day hav them by the
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Ihundred
thousand endeavoring to prove something
above nature, and, so far, hav utterly failed.
·
If Jesus Christ declared him to the world, who declared Christ to the world 1 Why the silence of historiana who wrote at the time of Christ, and were
contemporaries with him-Suetonius, Pliny, Tacitus,
and Josephus, writing history in the first century!
If Christ made the stir that is claimed for him in
the gospels, healing the sick, raising the dead, walking on the sea, tried by the Jewish Sanhedrim, condemned, tried before Pilate, condemned and crucified, rising from the dead, and many of the saints
rising with him, and coming into the city and showing
themselvs-if all these things took place, why did all
these historians pass over it in silence and devote
whole pages to the cutting of a ditch through Jerusalem?
A saint just said to me, "Josephus speaks of
Christ." Let us look at that passage. It is found
in none of the copies of Josephus before the fourth
century. It contains the whole church creed. It
teaches the fatherhood of God, the sonship of Christ,
the eternal procession of the Holy Ghost, the resurrection of the dead, and the life everlasting, besides stating that Jesus was the Christ, and yet there
is not more than twenty lines in the account as we
find it in Josephus. The forger was Eusebius, who
condensed the Athanasian creed, formulated in 325,
and adopted by the church, into this passage.
I hav read a book called, " The Christ of History,"
but there is not a solitary quotation from any history
that such a man ever existed. Even the author was
too wise to quote the forged passage in Josephus.
There is no Christ of history. It is the most
astounding thing in all the ·world that such a being
should llv and die in our world, rise aga_in; meet with
his disciples at fish-bakes on the sea of Galilee, upon
the mountains, and walk the streets of Jerusalem;
meet in up~er rooms, wh~re he showed his pierced
hands and Bide; walk out m the country on a Sabbath
day to Emmaus; lead the brethren out to Bethany,
three miles east of Jerusalem, five hundred in number, ur.d ascend into heaven, and nobody write it up
till two hundred years after.
·
And this is the man Christ that revealed God to
men. .!Hy opinion is that no such 'being as Jesus
Christ of the gospels ever lived in our world.
Archimedes said, giv him" whereon to stand and a
lever long enough, and he would move the world."
Imagin Archimedes out on a lever 200,000,000 miles
long, with the moon for a fulcrum, lifting the earth.
By this he demonstrates an eternal law. Imagin, if ·
you please, a bodiless God-a spirit without body or
parts-handling and controling a boundless, endless
world, full of millions of suns and countless millions
of planets, Lke our own, without even a lever.
Archimedes needed a lever to move onE", but a spirit
cannot only control an endless univerRe, but made it
in the beginning out of nothing, not using eren a
lever·, but he spoke, and it stood fast. He said, "Let
there be light, and there was light.," and a sun
appeared 1,000,000 miles in diameter and 90,000,000
distant. It came from nothing, of coursE", and can be
reduced to nothing; that is, if ortoodoxy is true.
Imagin the deity, dressed in the latest style, on a
cold winter night, handling such levers as Archimedes
needed, lifting worlds out of their sleepy ruts, and
wheeling and bowling great suns here and there.
But the moral part of the argument is, if there is a
God, he is not a good being, but ·a bad God. Jesus
his son !'aid, "By their fruits ye shall know them."
Let us judge the almighty by this standard. All
churches admit that God i!:l almighty; that he made
the universe out of nothing.·
If this is true, evil did not exist in the beginning,
and God made it. He could hav made a world without evil and without death in it. Man could hav
been made with eternal life and eternal happiness
just as well as to let him liv awhile and then kill him.
But, instead of making a world full of sunshine, love,
happiness, and eternal life, God preferreJ to get up
a world full of sorrow, sin, shame, and death, and
eternal damnation to follow. He could not help, according to the law he made, damning the whole
human race, and, as be did not want to damn a few
of his favorits, he deliberately committed adulteryor incest, for Mary was his daughter-became the
father of an only son, and then murdered him on the
cross to save the sweet-scented elect, leaving the sinner without excuse so he could d11mn him with a
good g'race, and as the smoke of their torment ascends
upward forever, the saints in heaven can look over
the battlements at the lost and sing: "Hallelujah!
hallelujah!" "Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God Almighty!" "Lcrd of Hosts, just and holy are all thy
judgments!" According to the church God made a
portion of the race on purpose to damn them, and the
few on purpose to save thf.'m. I do not see how they
can trust such a God. If he preferred a world full
of liars, deceitful beings-" none good, no, not one,"
says the Bible-a world full of murderers, thieves,
cut-throats; jails, penitentiaries, and churches; poorhouses, asylums, and soldiers' homes; preachers, politicians, and priest!', lying about each other and cutting each other's theologiCal throats about questions
of which it is utterly impossible to find a solution, or
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to even know anything of the why and the wherefore,
· the beginning or the end-if God preferre!l this
kind of a world now, what kind of a world will he
prefer in the next stage of existence, or second scene
of the fhst act? If orthodoxy is true, the next world
must, of necessity, be an unjust world, composed of
two departments,· a vast and eternal penitentiary,
and an eternal palace.
Is it possible that there can be no joy without sorrow; that no mirth can exist without tears; that God
and his happy heaven must be built on the widows'
and the orphans' homeless condition; that heaven's
foundation must be the prison walls of the lost; that
an eternal penitentiary, where hope is shut out, is
necessary to secure happiness to God's elect~ Oh,
shame!
.
But let us accept the truth. There are but three
things in existence: .~pace, matter, and force. These
are eternal. Space is boundless and endless; matter
is eternal, and force is never at rest.
From these three sisters come everything living
and dead, and a prophecy of all to be. In these are
the giant and the dwarf, the Shakspere and the
Sweet Singer of Michigan.
Nature knows no
friend, no foe, but goes on with her eternal work.
Without beginning and without end her work goes
on forever. But our work is to make this world better and fit to liv in, and to fill it full of :flowers and
song to hide death and sorrow from our sight.
Burlington, Kan.
GEo. H. BETHARD.

Another Letter to Dr. Field.
From the :North .American Revtew.

MY DEAR 1\fR. FIELD : With great pleasure I hav
read your second letter, in which you seem to admit
that men may differ even about religion without
being responsible for that difference; that every man
has the right to read the Bible for himself, state
freely the conclusion at which he arrives, and that 'it
iii! not only his privilege, but his duty, to speak the
truth; that Christians can hardly be happy in heaven
while those they loved on earth are suffering with
the lost; that it is not a crime to investigate, to
think, to reason, to observe, and to be governed by
evidence; that credulity is not a virtue, and that the
open mouth of ignorant wonder' is not the only
entrance to paradise; that belief is not necessary to
salvation, and that no man can justly be made to
suffer eternal pain for having expressed an intellectual conviction.
You seem to admit that no man can justly be held
responsible for his thoughts; that the brain thinks
without asking our consent, and that we believe or
disbelieve without an effort of the will.
I congratulate you upon the advance that you hav
made. You not only admit that we hav the right to
think, but that we hav the right to ·express our
honest thoughts, You admit that the Christian world
no longer believes in the fagot, the dungeon, and the
thumb-screw. Has the Christian world outgrown
its God 1 Has man become more merciful than his
maker? If man will not torture his fellow-man on
account of a difference of opinion, will a God of
infinit love torture one of his children for what is
called the sin of unbelief! Has man outgrown the
Inquisition, and will God forever be the warden of a
penitentiary? The walls of the old dungeons hav
fallen, and light now visits the cell where brave men
perished in darkness. Is Jehovah to keep the cells
of perdition in repair forever, and are his children to
be the eternal prisoners ?
It seems hard for you to appreciate the mental
condition of one who. regards all gods as substantially
the same; that is to say, who thinks of them all as
myths and phantoms born of the imagination, characters in the religious fictions of the race. To you
it probably seems strange that a man should think
far more of Jupiter than of Jehovah. Regarding
them both as creations of the mind, I choose between
them, and I prefer the god of the Greeks, on the
same principle that I prefer Portia to !ago; and yet
I regard them, one and all, as children of the imagination, as phantoms born of human fears and human
hopes.
Surely nothing was further from my mind than to
hurt the feelings of any one by speaking of the Presbyterian God. I simply intended to speak of the
God of the Presbyterians. Certainly the God of the
Presbyterian is not the God of the Catholic, nor is
he the God of the Mohammedan or Hindoo. He is
a special creation suited only to certain minds.
These minds hav naturally come together, and they
form what we call the Presbyterian church. As a
~~tter of fact,. no two churches can by any possibihty hav premsely the same God; neither can any
two human beings conceive of precisel;v the same
deity. In every man's God there is, to say the least,
a part of that man. The lower the man, the lower
his conception of God. The higher the man the
grander his deity must be. The savage who adorns
his _b_ody w_ith_ a belt from which han~ the scalps of
eneanes s)a~n m battle, ?as no conceptiOn of a loving,
of a forgtvmg God; his God, of necessity, must be
as revengeful, as heartless, as infamous as the God
of John Calvin.

You do not exactly appreciate my feeling. I do
not hate Presbyterians; I hate Presbyterianism. I
hate with all my heart the creed of that ~hurc?, and
I most heartily despise the God descnbed _m the
Confession of Faith. But some of the Best fnends I
hav in the world are affi.icted with the mental malady
known as Presbyterianism. They are victims of the
consollition growing out of the belief that a vast
majority of their fellow-men are ~oomed to suffer
eternal torment, to the end that therr creator may be
eternally glorified. I hav said many times, and I
say again, that I do not des_Pise a man bec~use he
has the rheumatism; I despise the rheumatism because it has a man.
But I do insist that the Presbyterians hav assumed
to appropriate to themselvs their supreme being, and
that they hav claimed, ar.d that they do claim, to be
the "special objects of his favor." They do claim to
be the very elect, and they do insist that God looks
upon them as the objects of hif:l special care. They
do claim that the light of Nature, without the torch
of the Presbyterian creed, is insufficient to guide any
soul to the gate of heaven. They do insist that even
those who never heard of Christ, or never heard of
the God of the Presbyterians, will be eternally lost;
and they not only claim this, but that their fate will
illustrate not only the justice but the mercy of God.
Not o;nly so, but they insist that the morality of an
unbeliever is displeasint to God, and that the love of
an unconverted mother for her helpless child is nothing less than sin.
.
When I meet a xp.an who really believE's the Presbyterian creed, I think of the L~ocoon. I f~el as
though looking upon a human bemg helpless m the
coils of an immense and poisonous serpent. But I
congratulate you with aU my heart that you hav
repudiated this infamous, this savage creed; that
you now admit that reason was given us to be exercised; that God will not torture any man for entertaining an honest doubt, and that in the world to
come "every man will be· judged according to the
deeds done in the body."
Let me quote your exact language : " I believe that
in the future world every man will be judged according to the deeds done in the body." Do you not see
that you hav bidden farewell to the Presbyterian
church! In that sentence, you hav thrown away the
atonement, you hav denied the efficacy of the blood
of Jesus Christ, and you hav denied the necessity of
belief. If we are to be judged by the deeds done in
the body, that is the end of the Presbyterian scheme
of salvation. I sincerely congratulate you for having
repudiated the savagery of Calvinism,
It also gave me great pleasure to find that you hav
thrown away, with a kind of glad shudder, that
infamy of infamies, the dogma of eternal pain. I
hav denounced that inhuman belief; I hav denounced
every creed that had coiled within it .that viper; I
hav denounced every man who preached it, the book
that contains it, and with all my heart the God who
threatens it; and at last I hav the happiness of seeing the editor of the New York Evangelist admit
that devout Christians do not believe that lie, and
quote with approbation the words of a minister of
the Church of England to the effect that all men will
be finally recovered and made happy.
Do you find this doctrin of hope in the Presbyterian creed? Is this star, that sheds light on every
grave, found in your Bible ? Did Christ hav in his
mind the shining truth that all the children of men
will at last be filled with joy, when he uttered these
comforting words, " Depart from me, ye cursed, into
everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels T"
Do you find in this flame the bud of hope, or the
:flower of promis ~
You suggest that it is possible that" the incurably
bad will be annihilated," and you say that such a fate
can hav no terrors for me, as I look upon annihilation
as the common lot of all. Let us examin this position. Why should a God of infinit wisdom crellte
men and women whom he knew would be "incurably
bad?" What would you say of a mechanic who was
forced to destroy his own productions on the ground
that they were "incurably bad?" W auld you say
that he was an infinitly wise mechanic? Does infinit
justice annihilate the work of infinit wisdom? Does
God, like an ignorant doctor, bury his mistakes?
Besides, what right hav you to say that " I look
upon annihilation as the common lot of all?" Was
there any such thought in my Reply? Did you find
it in any published words of mine? Do you find anything in what I hav written tending to show that I
believe in annihilation ~ Is it not true that I say
now, and that I hav always said, that I do not know?
Does a lack of knowledge as to the fate of the human
soul imply a belief in annihilation T Does it not
equally imply a belief in immortality!
You hav been-at least until recently-a believer
in the inspiration of the Bible and in the truth of its
every word. What do you say to the following :
"For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth
beasts; even one thing befalleth them : as the one
dieth, so dieth the othet; yea, they hav all one
breath ; so that a man hath no preeminence above a
beast." You will see that the inspired writer is not
satisfied with admitting that he does not know. "As

the cloud is consumed and vanisheth away; so he
that goeth down to the grave shall come up no
more." Was it not cruel for an inspired man to
attack a sacred belief?
You seem surprised that I should. speak of thedoctrin of eternal pain as " the black thunder-cloud
that darkens all the horizon, casting its mighty
shadows over the life tliat now is and that which is
to come." If that doctrin be true, what else is there
worthy of engaging the attention of the human
mind ! It is the blackness that extinguishes every
star. It' is the abyss in which every hope must
perish. It leaves a universe without justice and
without mercy-a future without one ray of light
and a present with nothing but fear. It make~
heaven an impossibility, God an infinit monster, and
man an eternal victim. Nothing can redeem a relig.
ion in wliich this dogma is found. Clustered about
it are all the snakes of the Furies.
But you hav abandoned this infamy, and you hav
admitted that we are to be judged according to the
deeds done in the body. Nothing can be nearer
self-evident than the fact that a finite being cannot
commit an infinit sin; neither can a finite being do
an infinitly good deed. That is to say, no one can
deserve for any act eternal pain, and no one for any
deed can deserve eternal joy. If we are to be judged
by the deeds done in the body, the old orthodox hell
and heaven both become impossible.
So, too, you hav recognized the great and splendid
truth that sin cannot be predicated of an intellectual
conviction. This is the first great step toward the
liberty of soul. You admit that there is no morality
and no immorality in belief-that is to say, in the
simple operation of the mind in weighing evidence,
in observing facta, and in drawing conclusions. You
admit that these things are without sin, and without
guilt. Had all men so believed there never could
hav been religious persecution-the Inquisition could
not hav been built, and the idea of eternal pain never
could hav polluted the human heart.
Yon hav been driven to the passions for the pur.
pose of finding what you are pleased to call "sin,"
and "responsibility;" and you say, speaking of a
human being, " but if he is warped by passion so that
he cannot see things truly, then is he responsible."
One would suppose that the use of the word "cannot" is inconsistent with the idea of responsibility.
What is passion ! There are certain desires, swift,
thrilling, that quicken the action of the heart-desires that fill the brain with blood, with fire and
flame-desires that bear the same relation to judgment that storms and waves bear to the compass on
a ship. Is passion necessarily produced? Is there
an adequate cause for every effect? Can you by any
possibility think of an effect without a cause, and
can you by any possibility think of an effect that is
not a cause, or <ian you think of a cause that is not
an effect? Is not the history of real civilization the
slow and gradual emancipation of the intellect, of the
judgment, from the mastery of passion ? Is not that
man civilized whose reason sits the crowned monarch
of his .brain-whose passions are his servants?
Who knows the strength of the temptation to another 1 Who knows how little has been resisted by
those who stand, how much has been resisted by
those who fall T Who knows whether the victor or
the victim made the bravest and the most gallant
fight T In judging of our feHow.men we must take
into consideration the circumstances of ancestry, of
race, of nationality, of employment, of opportunity,
of education, and of the thousand influences that tend
to mold or mar the character of man. Such a view
is the mother of charity, and makes the God of the
Presbyterians impossible.
At last you hav seen the impossibility of forgivness.
That is to say, you perceive that after forgivness the
crime remains, and its children, called consequences,
still liv. You recognize the lack of philosophy in
that doctrin. You still believe in what you call "the
forgivness of sins," bu·t you admit. that forgivness
cannot reverse the course of nature, and cannot prevent the operation of natural law. You also admit
that if a man livs after death, he preserves his personal identity, his memory, and that the consequences
of his actions will follow him through all the eternal
years. You admit that consequences are immortal.
After making this admission, of what use is the old
idea of the forgivness of sins 1 How can the criminal be washed clean and pure in the blood of another~ In spite of this forgivness, in spite of this
blood, you hav taken the ground that consequences,
like the dogs of Actreon, follow even a Presbyterian,
even one of the elect, within the heavenly gates. If
you wish to be logical, you must also admit that the
consequences of good deeds, like winged angels, follow even the Atheist within the gates of hell.
You hav had the courage of your convictions, and
you hav said that we are to be judged according to
the deeds done in the body. By that judgment I am
willi~g to abide. But, whether willing or not, I
must abide, because there is no power, no God, that
can step between me and the consequences of my
acts. I wish no heaven that I hav not earned, no
happiness to which I am not entitled. I do not wish
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to become an immortal pauper; neither am I willing
to extend unworthy hands for alms.
My dear Mr. Field, you hav outgrown your creed
-as every Presbyterian ~ust who grows at all. You
are .far better than the spirit of the Old Testament;
far better, in my judgment, even than the spirit of
the New. The creed that you hav left behind, that
you hav repudiated, teaches that a man may be guilty
of every crime-that he may hav driven his wife to
insanity, that his example may hav led his children
to the penitentiary, or to the gallows, and that yet,
at the eleventh hour, he may, by what is call~d "repentance," be washed absolutely pure by the blood
of another, and receive and.wear upon his brow the
laurels of eternal peace. Not only so, but that creed
has taught that this wretch in heaven could look
back on the poor earth and see the wife, whom he
swore to love and cherish, in the mad-house, surrounded by imaginary serpents, struggling in the
darkness of night, made insane by his heartlessness
-that creed has taught and teaches that he could
look back and see his children in prison cells, or on
the scaffold with the noose about their necks, and
that these visions would not bring a shade of sadness
to his redeemed and happy face. It is this doctrin,
it is this dogma-so bestial.o; so savage, as to beggar
all the languages of men-that I· hav denounced.
All the words of hatred, loathing, and contempt,
found in all the dialects and. tongues of men, are not
sufficient to express my hatred, my contempt, and my
loathing of this creed.
You say that it is impossible for you not to believe
in the e.s:istence of God. With this statement I :find
no fault. Your mind is so that a belief in the existence of a supreme being givs satisfaction and con-·
tent. Of course, you are entitled to no credit for
this belief, as you ought not to be rewarded for believing that which you cannot help believing; neither
should I be punished for failing to believe that which
I cannot believe.
·
You believe because you see in the world aroull,d
you such an a_daptation of means to ends that you are
satisfied there is design. I admit that when Robinson Crusoe saw in the ~and the print of a human foot,
like·and yet unlike his own, he was justified in drawing the conclusion that a human being had been
there. The inference was drawn from his own experience, and was within the scope of his own mind.
But I do not agree. with you that he "knew" a
human being had been there; he had only sufficient
evidence upon which to found a belief. He did not
know the footsteps of all animals; he could not hav
known that no animal except man could hav made
that footprint. In order to hav known that it was
the foot of a man, he must hav known that no other
animal was capable of making it, and he must hav
known that no other being had produced in the sand
the likeness of this human foot. .
You see what you call evidences of intelligence in
the universe, and you draw the conclusion that there
must be an in:finit intelligence. Your conclusion is
far wider than your premia. Let us suppose, as Mr.
Hume supposed, that there is a pair of scales, one
end of ·which is in darkness, and you :find that a
pound weight, or a ten-pound weight, placed upon
that end of the scale in the light is raised; hav you
the right to say that there is an in:finit weight on the
end in darkness, or are you compelled to say only
that there is weight enough on the end in darkness
to raise ·the weight on the end in light?
It is illogical to say, because of the existence of
this earth and of what you can see in and about it,
that there must be an in:finit intelligence. You do not
know that even the creation of this world, and of all
planets discovered, required an in:finit power, or in:finit
wisdom. I admit that it is impossible for me to
look at a watch and draw the inference that there was
no design in its construction, or that it only happened.
I could not regard it as a product of some freak of
nature, neither could I imagin that its various parts
were brought together and set in motion by chance.
I am not a believer in chance. But there is a vast
difference between what man has made and the materials of which he has constructed the things he has
made. You :find a watch, and you say that it exhibits, or shows design. You insist that it is so wonderful it must· hav had a designer-in other words,
that it is too wonderful not to hav been constructed.
You then :find the watchmaker, and you say with regard to him that he, too, must hav had a designer,
for he is more wonderful than the watch. In imagination you go from the watchmaker to the being you
call God, and you say he designed the watchmaker,
but he himself was not designed, because he is too
wonderful to hav been designed. And yet in the
case of the watch and of the watchmaker, it was the
wonder that suggested design, while in the case of
the maker of the watchmaker the wonder llenied a
designer. Do you not see that this argument de·
vours itself? If wonder suggests a designer, can it
go on increasing until it denies that which it suggested?
You must remember, too, that the argument of design is applicable to all. You are not at liberty to
stop at sunrise and sunset and all that adds to the
harfl!De!:!ij o1 man; ;rou mu11t ~o fqrtJler, l'o-q. must

admit that an in:finitly wise and merciful God designed the fangs of serpents, the machinery by
which the poison is distilled, the ducts by which it is
carried to the fang, and that the same intelligence
impressed this serpent with a desire to deposit this
deadly virus in the flesh of man. You must believe
that an in:finitly wise God so constructed this world
that, in the process of cooling, earthquakes would be
caused-earthquakee that devour and overwhelm
cities and states. Do you see any design in the volcano that sends its rivers of lava over the :fields and
·the homes of men? Do you really think that a perfectly good being designed the invisible perasites
that infest the air, that inhabit the water, and that
:finally attack and destroy the health and life of man?
Do you see the same design in cancers that you do
in wheat and corn! Did God invent tumors for the
brain? Was it his ingenuity that so designed the
human race that miilions of people should be born
deaf and dumb-that millions should be idiotic?
Did he knowingly plant in the blood or brain the
seeds of insanity? Did he cultivate those seeds?
Do you see any design in this ?
Man calls that good which increases his happiness,
and that evil which givs him pain. In the olden
time, back of the good he placed a God ; back of the
evil a devil; but now the orthodox world is driven
to admit that the God is the author of all.
For. my part, I see no goedness in the pestilence
-no mercy in the bolt that leaps from the cloud and
leaves the mark of death on the breast of a loving
mother. I see no generosity in famin, no goodness
in disease, no mercy in want and agony. And yet
you say that the being who created parasites that liv
only by inflicting pain-the being responsible for all
the sufferings of mankind-you say that he has "a
tenderness compared to which all human love is faint
ana cold." Yet aceording to the doctrin of the orthOdox world, this being of in:finit love and tenderness
so created nature that its light misleads, and left a
vast majority of the human race to blindly grope
their way to endless pain.
You insist that a knowledge of God-a belief in
God-is the foundation of social order; and yet this
God of in:finit tenderness has left for thousands and
thousands of years nearly all of his children without
a revelation. Why should in:finit goodness leave the
existence of God in doubt? Why should he see
millions in savagery destroying the lives of each
other, eating the flesh of eech other, and keep his
existence a secret from man? Why did he allow the
savages to depend on sunrise and sunset and clouds!
Why did he leave this great truth to a few half-crazed.
prophets, or to a cruel, heartless, and ignorant
church! The sentence, "There is a God," could hav
been imprinted on every blade of grass, on every
leaf, on every star. An in:finit God has no excuse for
leaving his children in doubt and darkness.
There is stiii another point. You know that for
thousands of ages men worshiped wild beasts as
God. You know that for countless generations they
knelt by coiled serpents, believing those serpents to
be Gods. · Why did the real God secrete himself and
allow his poor, ignorant, savage children to imagin that
he was a beast, a serpent T Why did this God allow
mothers to sacrifice their babes~ Why did he not
emerge from the darkness! Why did he not say to the
poor mother, "Do not sacrifice your babe; keep it in
your arms; press it to your bosom; let it be the solace
of your declining years. I take no delight in the death
of children; I am not what you suppose me to be; I
am not a beast; I am not a serpent; I am full of
love, and kindness, and mercy, and I want my children to be happy in this world?" Did the God who
allowed a mother to sacrifice her babe through the
mistaken idea that he, the God, demanded the sacrifice, feel a tenderness toward that mother "compared
to which all human love is faint and cold T" Would
a good father allow some of his children to kill others of his children to please him T
There is still another question. Why should God,
a being of in:finit tenderness, leave the question of
immortality in doubt T How is it that there is nothing in the Old Testament on this subject T Why is
it that he who made all the constellations did not put
in his heaven the star of hope T How do you account
for the fact that you do not find in the Old Testament, from the :first mistake in Genesis to the last
curse in Malachi, a funeral service T Is it not strange
that some one in the Old Testament did not stand
by an open grave of father or mother and say, "We
shall meet again T" Was it because the divinely inspired men did not know?
You taunt me by saying that I know no more of
the immortality of the soul than Cicero knew. I admit it. I know no more than the lowest savage, no
more than a doctor of divinity-that is to say, nothing.
Is it not, however, a curious fact that there is less
belief in the immortality of the soul in Christian
countries than in heathen lands-that the belief in
immortality in an orthodox church is faint, and cold,
and speculativ, compared with that belief in India,
in China, or in the Pacific Isles T Compare the belief
in immortality in America, of Christians, with that of
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weep above their dead T Does a belief in immortality keep back their tears? After all, the promises
are so far away, and the dead are so near-the echoes of words said to hav been spoke? more than
eighteen centuries ago are lost in the sounds of the .
clods that fall on the coffin. And yet, compared
with the orthodox hell, compared with the prisonhouse of G.od, how ecstatic is the grave-the grave
without a sigh, withoqt a tear, without a dream,
without a fear! Compared with the immortality
promised by the J>resbyterian creed, how beautiful
annihilation seems ! To be nothing-how much
better than to be a convict forayer ! To be uncon- '
scions dust-how much better than to be a heartless
angel!
There is not, there never has been, there never
will be, any consolation in orthodox Christianity. It
offers no consolation to any good and loving man. I
prefer the consolation of Nature, the consolation of
hope, the consolation springing from human affection. I prefer the simple desire to liv and love forever.
Of course, it would be a conso~ation to know that
we hav an "almighty friend" in heaven; but an
almighty friend who cares nothing for us, who allows
us to be stricken by his lightning, frozen by his winter, starved by his famin, and at last imprisoned in
his hell, is a friend I do not care to hav.
I remember "the poor slave mother who sat alone
in her cabin, having been robbed of her children;"
and, my dear Mr. Field, I also remember that the
people who robbed her justified the robbery by reading passages from the sacred scriptures. I remember
that while the mother wept, the robbers, some of
whom were Christians, read this: "Buy of the heathen
round about, and they shall be your bondmen and
bondwomen forever." I remember, too, that the robbers read: "Servants be obedient unto your masters;"
and they said this passage is the only message from
the heart of God to the scarred hack of the slave. I
remember this, and I remember, also, that the poor
slave mother upon her knees in wild and wailing accents called on the" almighty friend," and I remember
that her prayer was never heard, and.. that her sobs
died in the negligent air.
You ask me whether I would" rob this poor woman
of such a friend T" My answer is this : I would giv
her liberty; I would break her chains. But Jet me
ask you, did an " almighty friend" see the woman he
loved" with a tenderness compared to which all human
Jove is faint and cold," and the woman who loved him,
robbed of her children? What was the "almighty
friend" worth to .her? She preferred her babe.
How could the "almighty friend" see his poor children pursued by hounds-his children whose only
crime was the love of liberty-how could he see that,
and take sides with the hounds T Do you believe
that the- "almighty friend" then governed the world?
Do you really think that he
Bade the slave-ship speed from coast·to coast,
Fanned by the wings of the Holy Ghost?

Do you believe that the "almighty friend " saw
all of the tragedies that were enacted· in the jungles
of Africa-that he watched the wretched slave-ships,
saw the miseries of the middle passage, heard the
blows ef all the whips, saw all the streams of blood,
all the agonized faces. of women, all the tears that
were shed T Do you believe that he saw and knew
all these things,. and that he, the "almighty friend,"
looked coldly down and stretched no hand to save T
You ·persist, however, in endeavoring to account
for the miseries of th!'l world by taking the ground
that happiness is not the end of life. You say that
"the real end of life is character, and that no disciplin
can be too severe which leads us to suffer and be
strong." Upon this subject you use the following
language: "If you could hav your way you would
make everybody happy; there would be no more
poverty, and no more sickness or pain." And this, you
say is "a child's picture, hardly worthy of a stalwart
ma~." Let me read you another "child's picture,"
which you will :find in the twentJ:-first chapter of
Revelation, supposed to hav been wn~ten by St. John,
the Divine: "And I heard a great vmce out of heaven
saying, Behold the .tabernacle of God is with me~,
and he will dwell w1th them, and they shall be h1s
people, and God himself shall be with them, and be
their God· and God shall wipe away all tears from
their eyes, 'and there shall be no more death, neither
sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more
pain."
If you visited some woman li~ng in ~ tenement,
supporting by her poor labor a httle famlly-a poor
woman on the edge of famin, sewing, it may be, her
eyes blinded by tears-wou~d yo~ tell her that "the
world is not a playground lD whiCh men are to be
petted and indulged like children?" Would you tell
her that to think of a world without poverty, without
tears without pain, is a "child's picture?" If she
asked you for a little assistance, would you refuse it
on the ground that by being helped she might lose
character T Would you tell her : "God does not
wish to hav you happy; happiness is a very foolish
end· character is what you want, and God has put
yo.u 'b~r~ with these helpless, starving babes, anq 4E!
\Co~tin:~cd on :pape BiG.)
I.!Qt Oht:i~t.i!m~ ·
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The story which is sent you herewith is one of the
strangest that. can be imagined, and one which no
American can read without pride in his countrymen,
:who, wherever they go, know how to set up an
orderly society and maintain peace and the security
of persons and property.
There is a tract of land lying south of Kansas and
Colorado, and between the Indian tt:rritory and New
Mexico, which has been known for many years as
"No Man's Land." It has this name· because by
errors in surveys, by exclusions in acts of Congress
fixing boundaries, and by general neglect and inadvertence it lies outside of a:ey orgalliz~d state or
territory of the United States. It iR really a'" No
Man's Land," for no courts hav jurisdiction within
its bounds; no laws extend over or apply to it; its
lands cannot be owned, because Congress has not
authorized their sale. "No Man's Land" is simply a
spot on the map.
A tolerably large spot, for it contains 3,687,360
acres, being 167 miles long by 341-2 wide. It is fertil,
well watered, has valuable deposits of coal, a fine
climate, and, being almost all good land, a government report says that it has the raw material for
23,000 farms of 160 acres each.
It was for years a huge cattle run. It contains at
present 10,000 American farmers, who hav sent one
of their number, Mr. 0. G. Chase, here to ask Congress in their name to giv them a territorial government, with the laws and protection of the flag which
they are so totally and singularly without. They
hav agreed to .call their territory Cimarron, from
its principal river, and if Congress is as kind to them
as their good conduct deserves, the present winter
will see established the territory of Cimarron.
These ten thomand Americans went into No Man's
Land, knowing that the land they settled on and
cultivated they could get no legal title to unless
CongresR would act for their protection; knowing
that no crime, not even murder, committed in No
Man's Land could be punished, because no courts,
no law officers, no 4aws, took cognizance of what was
done in No Man's Land They had no authority to
form a government; no power to levy taxes for .the
simplest or most necessary purposes ; no power to
make laws which any inhabitant need obey. Chaos
was their enforced condition.
Mr. 0. G. Chase, the delegate they hav sent here
to speak for them, is a well-built and intelligent
man-a typical American, an old Kansas settler. His
account of "Cimarron," which follows, tells what the
people of No 1\Ian's Land hav done and what they
hope for from Congress.
Q. How many people are there in the territory of
Cimarron? A. About ten thousand, estimated.
Q. Mostly Americans? A. There is an unusual
proportion of nativ-born citizens there; more than in
any territory I hav ever been in.
Q. How long since they first began to go in there
to settle? A. Not exceeding two years. A year ago
there were not over four or five hundred people
there.
Q. Before that was it entirely uninhabited 1 A.
Before that it was only inhabited by cattle-men.
Two years ago most of the stock was frozen out by
an excessivly cold winter.
Q. In the two years hav your people built house!!,
churches, and schools, in the American fashion 1 A.
Only within the last year. There were not people
enough there to build schools and churches two years
ago. The people are nearly all farmers. Those living
in the towns own land, and are arranging to cultivate
the same next spring. When a farmer goes in there
with his family and picks out a piece of land he takes
160 acres.
Q. How does he know he has taken 160 acres?
A. The territory has been surveyed into townships,
and from those corners we can stake out the section~.
Q What do the people do to li v ~ Simply sell their
grain and stock? A. They hav not been there long
enough to sell anything. Not fifty farmers were there
early enough last year to raise crops. But wheat
grows excellently, and fine crops of corn are raised
and it is a fine country for other cereals, such as oats:
canary, and millet. Canary is a very good crop-worth
more than wheat. It is generally imported to this
country, but we can raise it out there abundantly.
Q. Are the people living in houses or dug·outFT
A. In good log-houses in the country. In the towns
the houses are mostly frames.
Q. Of course nobody has any right to the land?
A. Nothing but a squatter right.
Q. And there is no government 1 A; Only a provisional government, known there as a territorial
council; it is hardly a government. In November,
1886, we got up a petition calling for a mass meeting
in Beaver to take steps looking to the organization
of a council for the purpose of beginning ·some
shadow of government, as we were entirely without
any law. The result of that mass meeting -wag an
election called for Ft bruary 22d last for the selection
of nine members to a council, three from each meridian district, to meet in Beaver on March 4th. We had
no printing office in the territory at the time. The

tickets were all written, and the poll books were
written. The election was held in an , orderly manner. About eighty votes were cast in Beaver. Nine
good, rcpresentativ men were elected. 0.· D. Chase
was made president, and Merritt Magann made secretary.
Q. Then what did you do in this council? A. The
first act that was passed was an act to regulate the
rights of matrimony. aathorizing ordained minist~rs
within the territory to marry persons upon a ~ert~fi
cate obtained from the secretary of the terntonal
council, who was Mr. Magann, and the ministers
were requested in solemnizing the rite of matrimony
to return the certificate to the secretary for record.
Q. Has that act been taken advantage of? A. Yes,
they hav tried that with beneficial results. The second act was legalizing mechanics' loans on buildings,
and the third was an act relativ to chattel mortgages,
so that the people might obtain money, which I hav
myself tried and found successful. We could not
borrow on the land, because, of course, we hav no
titles. The fourth act was in reference to opening
and protecting public highways and bridges.
Q. Hav you any criminal cadeT A. We hav, of
course, no laws at. a11. We can only act by general
agreement. For instance, we hav agreed on a regulation for squatter rights. It is this: If a man undertakes to hold a claim-the squatter claim is 160
acres-he may do so, but any one person claiming or
controling any more than 160 acres shall forfeit both
claims to the first families coming into the territory
wanting such land. We also adopted a· resolution
calling for another election to be held Nov. 8, 1887,
for nine senatorial councilmen and fourteen delegate
councilmen. We retained the name "councilmen"
so that it might not be thought we were assuming
the duties of a strictly legislativ body. The territory
was divided by the same councilmen into three senatorial districts by meridian lines, and seven delegate
districts by township lines. That election was held
on the 8th of last month, and twenty-three good,
representativ men were elected, who met in Beaver
December 5th, and are now in session. At the same
election 0. D. Chase was chosen a delegate to represent the territory in the fiftieth Congress, and I hav
accordingly come to Washington to do what I can to
get territorial government for the ten thousand people who liv in that territory. There will be fifty
thousand people there next year, because if territorial
government is organized for us it is anticipated that
at least fifty thousand people will go in there within
another year.
Q. You bav not made any attempt as yet to frame
a constitution, I suppose·~ A. No, sir. We took an
oath that we would support the Constitution of the
United States, and we thought that was enough for
a beginning.
Q. Is there general peace and order among the
ten thousand people~ A. Yes, sir. So far we hav
been fortunate enough to maintain peace and good
order, and our families feel as safe there as they
would in Washington city. We hav had horsethieves among us who undertook to locate there and
run our horses into Kansas and sell them. I believe
one-half of the horses hav been stolen from the
farmers during the last year and taken into other
states and sold.
Q. Hav you caught any of those fellows 1 A. Yes.
Last March two of them were caught and shot down.
There was a coroner's inquest held over the bodies,
and it was decided that they were bad citizens and
were removed for the public good, and the lawabiding people then breathed easier. You could
hear that remark all over the territory. The bodies
were boxed up and sent to their friends. Another
gang assembled in the territory last October and a
quarrel arose, ·between the horse-thieves and the
gamblers. · The gamblers began to kill the thieves
to save their own lives, but in their efforts to do that
they only succeeded in getting one of them. They
shot him on the street, and the others fled from the
town. That night the gamblers left, for fear the
thieves would return and kill them, and in that way
we got rid of them. Sin~Je then we hav had perfect
peace-hav never had a quarrel or fight in our town.
We hav a city marshal by the name of Mundell,
located in Beaver. We pay him $50 a month.
Q. How do you raise that money? A. The business men pay it. The merchants pay $2 a month,
·and the saloons are taxed $3 a month each. We hav
disarmed everybody except the marshal. We make
it a penal offense to carry weapons. Mayor Thomas
presides over a council that was elected for Beaver
in Aug-ust.
Q. What do you pay the mayor? A. Only his
fees. He acts as probate judge.
.
Q. Do you find it easy to collect money enough
from the people to defray the. ~mall expenses of government throughout your territory? A. Yes, sir;
they are all willing to contribute.. We hav a school
also, for the support of which we tax the saloons $2
a month, and the business men generally pay "$1 a
month for that purpose. There is an average of fifty
scholars in Beaver. What ·I say of Beaver is true
with respect to the whole territory. We very seldom
hear of a fight ~nywhere in the territory between

individuals. The only crime that is likely to be
called to the notice of the people is the squatting on
too much land, or·on other people's land. That was
first attempted to be settled -by arbitration. Those
arbitrators were aelected from neighbors, and either
party, being dissatisfied with their decision, has an
appeal from the first arbitration by paying $5 into·
the public treasury, for five arbiters, each party
selecting two and the four selecting a fifth arbiter.
That is the highest court we hav. The decision of
the five arbiters is final.
Q. Has .there been a case on the part. of a man to
resist a verdict that has gone against him? A. I do
not think there has been a case reported. We hav
settled a great many troubles.
Q. How do you collect debts, or do you do that?
A. Well, take for instance the case of 1\Irs. Pockingburgh. She came to Bea<er last March, having in
'her possession notes to the amount of $900 against a
man living in the vicinity of Beaver for borrowed
money. She saw him seve.ral times. He sent her to
the hotel in Beave-r, telling her he would pay her
board until he raised the money for her. The landlord boarded her one week and then refused to take
this man for the board bill. She then applied to the
citizens for redress, producin~ the notes as evidence
of his indebtedness. The citizens met and.appointed
a sheriff, who seized five tons of barbed wire that this
man had just imported ·from the United States, and
advertised it for sale. It was sold and the proceeds
turned over to the lady. It did not pay the debt in
full, but she, being satisfied, gave up the notes to the
man and returned to her home in the States. The
citizens of Beaver .afterward received letters from
people in the state from which this man came asking
for a copy of the laws of No Man's Land under which
this debt was collected, on the ground that under
their laws they had failed to collect of this man for
twenty years.
Q. Hav you any lawyers in the territory 1 A. I do
not think there is a lawyer in the territory. We hav
no use for ·them at all.
Q. What mail facilities do you get in No Man's
Land? A. There are two mails carried from the
Santa Fe road about eighty miles into the territory,
one making its stop at Beaver and the other at
Optima, a weekly mail to Optima and tri-weekly to
Beaver.
·
·
Q. What do the people of the territory do to get
their mail? A. Some of them go a hundred miles to
get their letters. We hav organized a private mail
service east and west., but it is not regular. It is
paid by private subscription. We need a mail route
from east to west clear through from Anglewood,
Kan., _to Madison, N. M. That is .from railroad to
railroad on each side, which wou!d accomodate the
largest number of people.
Q. How did the settlement of No Man's Land
come -about T A. No Man's Land was originally a
part of·Texas, but in 1850 it was ceded to the United
States, and the act ratified by Congress and legislature of Texas.
Q. How does it come that this little corner of the
world has been left without the jurisdiction of any
of the states or territories surrounding it, and without law 1 A. The peculiarity of the case is that from
that time to this no action has been taken by the
Congress of the. United States extending the juris.
diction of the government over it.
Q. How many acres has No·Man's Land~ A. Three
million six hundred and seventy thousand six hundred and forty acres. At least ninety degrees of it
is agricultural land without irrigation. The climate
is excellent and the altitude about 2,500 feet on
the average. It is watered by the North Canadian
or Beaver river; as it is· known there, taking its rise
in the Rabbit Ear mountains in New 1\lexico and
flowing entirely through the territory, nearly in the
center; also by the Cimarron river on the north and
its branches, which runs from west to east along the
Colorado border adjacent to the territory. The PaJador!l. river flows from Hansford county, Texas, into
the center of the territory of Cimarron, entering the
Beaver about forty miles west of the eastern country.
The upper parts of our streams are deep and narrow,
filled with plenty of fish and clear, cold, running water, and any quantity of never-failing springs along
the banks-soft, fresh water. We hav beds of bituminous coal, building stone,- saudstone, marble, and
chalk quarries. The marble is broken on the surface,
but no doubt as you go down in the quarry it will
be solid and good. Cattle are rolling tat all winter
withoutattention, running on the range. The cattle
running on the ranges giv just as good beef as you
hav in this city.
Q. There was a bill passed by both Houses of Congn:ss last wi~ter annexing you to the federal district
for judicial purposes only and fixing a land office in
the state of Kansas and opening the land to settlement under the general land laws of the United
State3, but the bill was not signed by the president.
How was this measure received by your people?
A. That bill was not understood by our people.
Some claimed that it placed us under the state laws
of Kansas; others, that it would giv a United States
court within the territory, and others, that we would
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menta not such as to hav made death . insta~taneous? tariff laws. The Democrats, as I understand, propose
0 my country l your crimes hav been great, but the coming summer to get up meetings wbich threaten
in cold-blooded cru!lltY this last outrage exceeds them to interfere with those laws, and thus injure my propall.
erty and the property of my Republican neighbors.
It is not enough that you hav taken from the It makes us mad to hear them talk, and I am inclined·
people the free gifts of nature and transferred them to think, if they should hav the audacity to hold 8 ·
to soulless corporations whom you hav given the public meeting hereabouts, it would provoke a breach
power and means to rob manhood of its independ- of the peace~.,. and if your law prevailed in this state
ence and fasten fetters on the limbs of labor; to steal we could send them all to the penitentiary.
Now, there may be some who think my interfrom the people their homes, driving them into dark
and filthy abodes, into whose grim and damp apart" pretation of the law and my illustrations are not _
menta no ray of sunshine ever enters; to grind the correct or fair. If so, I differ with them. It would
flesh and bones 0f men and women and children and be a very easy thing under that law for. temperance
convert them into palatial homes and bank accounts. men to suppress· saloon men, or saloon men to sup~
You hav condemned the masses to pay taxes in sup" press temperance men, or for Republicans to suppress
port of hypocritical priests who mouth prayers in Democrats, or Democrats to suppress Republicans.
every department of governmental affairs. You hav The law was designed to place in the hands of existexempted hundreds of millions of church. property ing authorities the power to suppress aU meetings
from paying its just share of taxation for the support designed to overthrow or change existing laws or
of the government it demands protection from, thus institutions. It is only a question of which power is
entailing a greater burden upon the poor. You hav in possession of the government machine. History
placed the mothers of the nation on the same polit- is full of illustrations going to show that whenever
ical plane with criminals, lunatics, and idiots, taxing ''the powers that be" see a rising or growing sentit.hem to help support the infamy, at the same time ment, looking to a. radical change in the existing
flaunting the infamous lie in their faces' that "this order of things, tht>y are ever prompt with laws to
is a government of the people, by the people, for the suppress it. My paternal ancestor was banished
people."
•
from Scotland two hundred years ago because he
You hav set spies upon the track of every honest was a Presbyterian. He was convicted of treason,
;a
investig~tor of new truths in the most important and his life was spared only because of his youth.
domain of thought, and woe to the. individual that In the church troubles of that time an archbishop
What Can Be Done 1
discovers a fact not already indorsed by the church was assassinated, and it was proven on the trial that
the young man, upon hearing of the news many miles
The infamy has been consummated. Liberty is and Grundies.
With obscenity laws, blasphemy. lawet, conspiracy away, expressed satisfaction. This was enough. Thestrangled. Justice is travestied; hope of legal protection crushed out of the hearts of thousands, while laws; with fines, imprisonment, and death as penal- real assassins were never caught, but more than five
the ruling classes are jubilant, or at least would be, ties; with Comstock the vicious to supervise the hundred persons were convicted for sympathy with
were not their cowardly, craven souls the abode of. mails; with ignorant policemen to judge what is the act. But with all their hangings and banishconstant terror of what they imagin will be perpe- proper to be uttered at a public meeting, or whether ments Presbyterianism was not suppressed. THE
trated upon them ; fears born of their own guilty one shall be held at all; with Pinkertons to protect T:RuTH SEEKER has done as much to suppress it as
·
·
the interests of the rich and shoot at their pleasure any influence I am aware of.
deservings.
Some forty-five years ago my mother had a cousin
The brave men that went to their fates with a sub- men, women, and children; with private detecti>s on
lime courage that has no parallel in history-two to hand at every oct?asion to interfere with citizens' who was a young divinity student aJ; a college in Illitheir living graves, and the five to their terrible rights, you trample under foot the fundamental prin- nois. A slave escaped from Missouri with a. knowldeaths-call loudly upon other workers for the amel- ciples upon which. we hav achieved all that is of edge that this young student would aid him on his
ioration of the condition of the despoiled millions to worth, and which rights are guaranteed by our Con- way to freedom. The young man was enticed over
gird on their armor anew and with greater energy stitution-'' freedom of speech, of the· press, and the into St. Louis, and he was arrested, convicted, and
sentenced to twelve years in the penitentiary for aidand zeal carry forward the work they were compelled right of peaceable assemblage."
With all these wrongs by you inflicted, you a~k us ing this slave to escape. It was in vain that his
to Jay down at so unseasonable an hour.
These men, our brothers, were convict-ed in advance to worship at your ehrine; Can you expect it? What counsel pleaded that Missouri had no jurisdiction of
JULIET H. SEVERANCE~
an offense committed in Illinois. He served four
of trial, were condemned against evidence of inno- will the oorvest be?
years, and, a. new governor coming in, he was parMilwaukee, Dec. 13, 1887.
cence, the petitions of hundreds of thousands of
doned. But, strange to relate, his imprisonment did
their fellow-citizens for commutation of sentence unhim no good, any more than the many imprisonments
Some Thoughts on tl1e Penal Code.
heeded, the poor privilege when standing upon the
trap with manacled limbs and haltered neck to say a
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of December lOth I .find of Herr Most hav benefited him. He became an
last word to the ungrateful world before leaving it- t.he following section of the penal code under which antislavery lecturer, hating slavery even more than
a privilege never in the history of our nation denied John Most was indicted, found guilty, and sentenced before his imprisonment.
It is lawful, I believe, to abate a nuisance, and it
the vilest criminal and one that a lynching mob or to the penitentiary:
seems
to me it would be more in harmony with law
. horde of savages would grant its victim before comWhenever three or more persons assemble with intent to
pelling him to take his exit from ·life-this privilege commit any JJD)awful act by force, or assemble with intent to and precedent for some grand jury to declare Most a
carry out any purpose in such a manner as to disturb the nuisance and then for some policeman to abate him,
denied.
peace, or, being assembled, attempt or threaten any rather than convict him under such ·a law as is
Spies spoke truly when from behind his cap he public
act tending toward a breach rf the :peace or an injury to per- quoted. Some thirty years ago or more, when the
said, " The time will come when our silence will be sons or property, or any unlawful act, such an assembly is
more powerful than the voices you strangle to-day." unlawful, and -every person participating therein by his pres- Democrats were in power, some pestiferous Abolitionists from Massachusetts armed themselvs with
Cowardly state that would thus throttle free ence, aid, or instigation is guilty of a misdemeanor.
speech, even on the gallows, hang men for opinions,
I did not read the proceedings of the trial, and Sharpe's rifles and went out to Kansas; where they
outrage justice, and make our country a reproach to hence cannot tell whether the two others were found started a town which they called Lawrence, and
guilty under this section or not. I hav seen no erected a hotel which they called the Free State
the very name of republib!
·
Where were the senses of the judges, jurors, and account of the trial or reference to the same which Hotel. All thiB was calculated to disturb the peace
sheriff:> that they did not know that the spirit of un- mentions any other person as guilty except John of the loyal citizens of Missouri, something less than
rest under the injustice perpetrated upon the de- Most. Under the section quoted, I should hold that a. hundred miles away. They went before the grand
spoiled classes could not be stilled by adding another there must be three guilty men or none. In law one jury and had the hotel declared a. nuisance, and the
and more outrageous wrong upon them in the cruel man cannot make a riot or form a. conspiracy. It marshal of the territory was ordered to abate it, and
must be proven that one or more other persons were he did it. It was built of stone and would not burn,
murder of their friends and leaders?
Socrates was compelled to drink the hemlock, but unlawfully engaged in the riot or conspiracy in order so the marshal procured a cannon of sufficient size
his philosophy survived him. Galileo was forced to to convict. In this instance the statute made it and knocked it to pieces. Where there is a will
retract his heresy to save his life, but a few years necessary· to prove that at least three persons were there is a way.
There is nothing that this country needs just now
after the people faid he was right, that the world present with intent to commit an unlawful act by
moved. Bruno was burnt at the stake, and now we force. Most was convicted by reason of his speech. more than a. recurrence to the principles upon which
are to build him a monument. Joan de Arc died for If no other speeches were made by which· unlawful this government was founded. Our fathers bad 8
her convictions at the hands of those she had risked intent could be proved, then Most stood alone, and lively knowledge and appreciation of the bloody
her life to save. John Brown was hung, but his the meeting was not an unlawful assembly under the struggles through which their fathers had fought
death, instead of stopping, hastened the day of de- law. To be unlawful, the fact must be established and suffered to establish what they milled religious
that at least three persons were guilty of intent to liberty." In earlier days it was treason to think evil
liverance to the slave.
of the king, or to train for heaven except in accordBut the pages of history fail to furnish an instance commit an unlawful act.
The section also declares that every person partici- ance with prescribed forms. Our fathers repudiated
~the state of enlightenment considtlred-of such
gross injustice and thirst for blood as character- pating in the unlawful assembly by his· presence is the arbitrary methods of ancient governments and
ized the ruling classes who strangled on one sad guilty. If the meeting in question was an unlawful religions and endeavored to f!iv emphasis to the idea
day four men innocent of any crime and sent two assembly, then the reporter and two policemen, by of extreme toleration in difference of opinion conothers to the penitentiary for life; at the same time whose testimony Most was convicted, were also cerning politics or religion. It was thus that they
declared in the Declaration of Independence that the
incarcerating a wife and two innocent children in a guilty.
Being a temperance man, I sometimes attend tem- people had the right to alter or abolish their governnoisome prison cell because demanding a. last interview with their loved one, as had been promised perance meetings. I hav frequently heard in such ment as they should see fit. It was thus that they
meetings violent harangs, going so far· as to justify put it into the Constitution that treason should conthem by the officials.
.
Their moral heroism and unfailing courage sus- the burning of saloons, and suggesting the destruc- sist, not merely of words or thoughts, but of some
tained them to the last. The Nazarene is said to tion of liquors by pouring them upon the ground. If overt act. It was thus that they declared that the
ha.v cried out, "My God l my God l why hast thou I should happen to drop into such a meeting in your right of the people to peaceably assemble, to bear
forsaken me 1" but the last words heard from them state, and listen to such talk, how could I hope to arms, and to write or speak should not be infringed.
were, "Let me speak l 0 men of America-- May escape the penitentiary, being a temperance man, These fundamental principles are the surest and
safest guarantee of the strength and perpetuity of
·
I speak? Sheriff Matson, let the voice of the people especially if the jury loved their grog!
In other years I was an antislavery man, and am the government. The South denied the right of free
be heard ! Oh--" and that inhuman wretch, Matson, whose name should be handed down in history none the less so now. I ha.v attended hundreds of .speech, which hastened the loss of their power and
branded with eternal infamy, stopped his breath and meetings protesting against slavery, when to: hold of their pet institution. Let the people of this
satiated his love of vengeance by watching the lin- such meetings was to "disturb the public· peace." country beware lest by an unwise and arbitrary
gering deaths of these victims of hate in their Under the law quoted, if I had been convicted of restriction of the rights of free speech and free
purposely prolonged agony for fourteen minutes, every offense, I should end my days in the· peniten- thought we pervert the government and. bree,d An- .
aichy.
J. K. llioiE.
almost a quarter of an hour, when no reason existed, tiary.
.Duluth, Minn., Dec. 12, 1887.
I am a Republican, profiting by our wholesome
except a desire for torture. Why were the arrange-

hav to go to Topeka, a distance of about three hundred miles, for judicial purposes. But when the bill
was thoroughly understood, all the people, except
those who had private interests to subsfl've, were
thankful that the bill had not been signed by the
president. It would hav afforded no substantial relief, and only placed us in the same condition as the
Indian territory holds to Kansas, Ar]!ansas, aild Texas
at present. It did ,not establish the right of the settlers. The effect of that bill, if it had been signed
by the president, would hav been to drive out of the
territory one-half of the present population, because
it furnished no protecticn to their rightEI, but would
hav given an opportunity for capitalists holding scrip
pur..chased for that purpose to obtain the land in large
tracts without occupancy or inhabitancy, or without
ever having seen it, for that matter. Our people want
territorial government, with the privilege of electingtheir officers the same as other territories hav, because we want laws established, not now ha.virig any
lawful government. And~we want such a law for the
se~tlement of land titles 'as will protect our farmers
and settlers in their 160 acre holdings, and keep landgrabbers away from us. One hundred and sixty acres
is enough for any family; and, under our own regulations, no one can hold more. Nor can one hold
less, unless he livs on it or cultivates it. We do not
want land speculators to hav the upper hand with us.
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world and see if the Bible has done for them what
the Koran has for the sixty million of water-drinkers
in Africa.
Ah, but Christianity must be taken to Africa that
slaTery and polygamy, which Islam encourages,· may
be overcome. The Christian who could write that,
with the history of Christian countries before him,
and Utah just back of him, must be insensible to
progress. Mormonism points to the Bible as authority for plural ;IDarriage, and every Christian preach?r
in the whole South, and three-quarters of those m
the North, supported slavery as a divine institution,
and justified their sermons by Bible texts. England
abolished slavery in her colonies as a political measure, without. reference to religion ; and the Abolitionists of the United States were heretics. Civilization,
not Christianity, overcame slavery.
The fact is, the people make the religion, not the
religion the people.
-------4HH~------
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is a fierce Baptist, and shows his humility by serving

on Sundays as usher in a Baptist church at Orange,
N. J. Therefore he might, with reason, expect that
the Baptist clergy would uphold him and his henchman.
The occasion was the Baptist Monday Conference,
at which Anthony was invited to address the preachers on "Art and Morals." "The necessity for discussing this subject," said Anthony, as reported by
the Herald, " is apparent to most of you, from the
gross misrepresentation in the press· about the action of the Society for the Suppression of Vice in
bringing certain pictures into court under due
process of law. That was a matter of necessity. I
am here to make no special defense of our action in
that matter. I simply desire to present some questions of law." He continued:

Why~

In considering the results of the recent controversy
arising from Canon Taylor's assertion that Islam, as
a missionary religion, is more successful than Christianity, the Sun of this city finds that these very
interesting facts hav been incontestably proved. "It
has," it says, " been abundantly proven in this debate
that -Islam, in Africa, is an aggressiv, conquering
force that now dominates half the continent, and is
constantly advancing in a large part of the remainder.
It has also been shown that the religion of Mohammed is a great blessing to. the nativs of Africa, eradicating, as it does, the practices of cannibalism, human
sacrifices, and intemperance, destroying the belief
in witchcraft and fetichism, and rearing schools,
"Art does not stand first; morals stand first in law and in
mosques, and manufactories in the large cities of the
importance to the general welfare of the community. It was
Soudan. In the vast region south of the Sahara, in held as long ago as 1726, in England, that whatever tends to
which Islam is now supreme, there are sixty mill- corrupt morals is indictable. Prior to that time obscenity
ions of water-drinkers among whom the rum ques- came under the ban of ecclesiastical law. In the case of the
Queen against Hecklin, whose book on the Confessional was
tion can never arise."
The Sun adds : " The energies of Christian mis- avowedly written in the interest of the Protestant religion
sions should now be exerted to securely plant their by a member of an anti-Romanist society to expose the outrages of auricular confession, the courts declared the book
truer and higher faith in all the new fields which. obscene, and Chief-Justice Cockburn, in his opinion, said:
Mohammedanism has invaded, in order that they 'The tendency of the matter published is to deprave the
may not only vie with Islam in contributing to the minds of those by whom it is read, as its suggestions are of
welfare of man, but also overcome such evils as a lewd and libidinous character.' Every test of obscenity
has been coupled with the words 'tend or tendency.' The
slavery and polygamy, which Islam encourages."
need not be absolutely against morals. Is the interest
With all due respect for the limitless wisdom of matter
of those who import and sell lewd French photographs paraMr. C. A. Dana, we should like to be told why the mount to your homes? Better that artists take back seats
Christians should endeavor to eonvert the Moham- than your children be debauched. I believe the very artists
medans. A theologian, of course, would say that it is who protested against the action of our society did it in igbecause the Moslems cannot get to heaven without norance, and that not one of them inquired before he conrecognizing Christ as the true ~avior, but that opin- · demned." Mr. Comstock then proceeded to cite decisions
and rulings by the courts in his favor, and he said these deion ca.n scarcely be held by a secular newspaper, cisions must be respected. " I may hav no judgment and
which considers the material advantages only of re- no discretion, according to the newspapers, but the law is
ligion, the same as it considers the benefits of a rail- plain."
road, or a patent fertilizer. The spiritual side is
Comstock then cited further the case of the state
secondary, and of small importance.
of New York against Mueller, and of the United
Why, then, should Christia:uity be superimposed States against D. M. Bennett, the founder of THE
upon the nativEJ of Africa? Why should the Bible be TRUTH SEEKER, and quoted the decision of Judge
substituted for the Koran T Mohammedanism bas Blatchford, which defines as obscene "anything which
destroyed sacrifices ; the Bible will carry to the tends to deprave the minds of those open to such
negroes the examples of Abraham and of Jephthab. influences." From this it will be seen that Comstock
The Koran prohibits the use of strong drink; the and Colgate intend to take society back· to 1726, and
Bible commands it, and, in dealing with heathen, destroy everything which they think may tend to imChristianity has always sent rum and religion morality. And inasmuch as the Protestants of that
together. And the mixture has destroyed thousands period were severe, sour, dried-up bigots and fanatics,
upon thousands of simple· heathen. Why must the what they would object to would include about all
sixty million of sober water-drinkers receive mission- the luxuries of our present civilization. It used to
aries from lands filled with drunkards holding the be thought by them that ribbons on a woman's bonvery faith of the missionaries themselvs? Islam has net, or ornamentation on her dress, unduly excited
destroyed the belief in witchcraft; why, then, shoulcl the men, and tended to corrupt their morals. The
its converts be pestered with the emissaries of a re- women, therefore, would hav been indictable, and
ligion baptized in the blood of witches T Think of a indeed, under the sumptuary laws many were inmissionary from Boston reading to a civilized African dicted. Colgate and Comstock seem to be relics of
the eighteenth verse of the twenty-second chapter of that age.
Exodus! And if the destruction of fetichism is a
However, we must congratulate the Baptist mingood thing, why send to people who do not believe isters for not indorsing Comstock. Had they known
in it missionaries of a faith which givs charms against more of the inside working of his society, we imagin
all sorts of accidents and diseases to its devotees? some of theQ! wo'\Uq Q~V hesitated beJ:Of~ mCJor~ing
Ope~ tl.l~ v~~~!llf!Dt6

of tbe :ROJ:pam
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A New Association.
The Brick Lane :Branch of the United Grand
Junction Ebenezer Temperance Association, whose
doings are so graphically reported in the " Pickwick
Papers," has a rival ass?ciation in Chicago, calling
itself the "Christian Conference," and holding anointing services corresponding in a marked manner with
the tea-drinking ·of its English prototype. The
Christian Conference advertises to· heal the halt, the
.lame, and the blind, without medicin, without money,
and without price. Its divine healing is not metaphysics, nor is it Christian science. What it is may
be inferred from the following card, which is a ticket
of admission to an anointing service. It was surreptitiously obtained by a Chicago Herald reporter,
as the tickets for himself and Samivel to the meeting
of the Brick Lane Branch of the United Grand
Junction Ebenezer Temperance Association were obtained by the elder Mr. Weller :

··········ciiliisTiAN"coN:FiJin:ENciJi:.::A1ioiNTiNii""······
SERVICE.
:

" IS ANY SIOK AMONG YOU ?"

: That is certainly addressed to ME. What shall I do ?
:
The answer is clear and de:tinit.
l
Hear and obey.
: " Let him call for the elders of the CQurch, and let
: them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the n~me
: of the Lord, and the prayer of faith shall save the sick,
: and the Lord shall raise him up, and if he hav com: mitted sins they shall be forgiven him. Pray one for
; another that ye may be healed."-James v, 14-16.
: " He healed ALL that were sick. He healed them
;
EVERY ONE." "Jesu~, moved with compassion, said, I WILL."
"THE SAME YESTERDAY, TO-DAY, AND F9REVER."

Praise his name.
that it shall be even as he said
unto me."-Paul.

" I BEJ.IEVE GOD,

FULL SALVATION, COMPLETE REDEMPTION,
JESUS ONLY.

:

saves even me."
···························"Jesus
........................................................
.:

.

The reports made at this meeting are fully as
encouraging as those made by the committee of the
aforesaid temperance association. We condense from
the Chicago News :
"The Rev •. Dr. Lyman Palmer related an instance of a
young man who· was· suffering from a pulmonary affection.
His life was despaired of, and in renouncing medical aid he
resorted to prayer for restoration. The Lord healed him
instantly (cheers). Besides restoring health, an insatiable
desire for strong drink that had ever been the bane of the
young man's life was taken away (great applause)."
"Peter Peterson is a ship carpenter. He was severely
wounded in the leg by an ax missing its mark. He immediately knelt, and prayed to God to stop the flow of blood
and heal the wound. He was instantly healed (appreciativ
movement in the audience). His wife, who had suffered
eighteen years, was also instantly cured (tremendous cheering,."
.
" Mrs. Stevens, of Oshkosh, had suffered two years from a
severe case of scrofula. AU aid from medical sources was
despaired of. She "as unable to feed herself. One day she
read James v, 14, 15. From that moment she believed the
Lord would heal her (this attestation of sublime faith was
received with bowed heads by t'!H! audience)."
" Curvature of the spine confined Miss Minnie Smith, of
Dayton, 0., to her bed for eighteen years. She was unable
to move her limbs, but was inspired one day to call in a
number of believers to pray for her restoration to health.
While the earnest petitions were ascending heavenward,
Miss Smith heard a voice. It said, ' Stretch forth thy leg.'
She put fortlrthe withered limb (this announcement of Miss
Smith's indelicate exposure was received with a sigh by an
elderly spinster, who soon recovered, however), arose from
·her bed, and walked. Exceptional health has been her companion ever since (tremendous applause)."
"E. W. Jenney, of Oak Park, prayed to be delivered
from a severe attack of inflammatory rheumatism. Although
unable to sleep, he refused all medical attendance, and relied
solely on prayer (loud manifestations of approval of his
heroism). He was restored (triumphant cl).eers)."
" 'I suffered for two years with a complication of diseases,'
said Mrs. H. A. Weber, of Austin. 'I was under medical
care (deep sighs; and a groan from a man who owed his
doctor), when I decided to put my case into the hands of the
Lord (enthusiastic approval). In March I suffered from a
severe hemorrhage. I prayed to God to heal me. "According to your faith be it unto you," came the reply, and since
then I hav continually gained strengt:h and health (cheers).' "
"An Orchard Beach woman had suffered for three and a
half years with a disease in the limbs. She was unable to
walk without crutches. An abscess had formed on the hip,
and one limb was several inches shorter than the other. She
had implicit faith in the Lord. While the audience was·
singing a song of praise, she sprang from her seat, threw
aside her crutches, and exclaimed, 'I'm healed!' (whirlwind
of cheers). Her limb was restored instantly to its natural
length (this case was considered so !emarkable that the
report was closed at once)."

The spealcer of the evening, the Rev. Mr. Simpson,
then announced that ·he would answer questions.
"What do you think of Christian science'" The
speaker, says the Herald, fell upon the doctrin as
~e"vlly aa Jake Kilra~ f~ll uvon Jelll Smi~ ~~(lit'

..
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recent effort to :find the pugilistic supremacy of
America Ol' England. He dealt it blows that will
take at least two more pamphlets by Mrs.- Cobb and
Mr. Swartz to efface. In response to further queries,
Mr. Simpson said he never used mustard plasters;
with the help of the Lord he could do three times as
much work as formerly, which shows the Lord to be
equal at least to two day-laborers; that he wouldn't
get married twice to the same person, once being
generally enough, and sometimes too many; that
God can whiff directly into a person's lungs the
breath of healing and rest; that the Lord can cause
an amputated finger to grow; that the Emperor
Justinian relates that some martyrs in north Africa,
whose tongues were cut out, were subsequently
enabled to converse without the organ of speech;
and that the crown prince -of Germany should -hav
faith and entire reliance in God. He refused to
humiliate his prophetic insight by telling what he
thought of Mr. Blaine, or whether Mr. .Cleveland
would be reelected, or whether local Will Turpie
would stay in the senate " for keeps," or whether
(what is of great importance to that bustling town)
Chicago would get the D!lmOcratic convention.
· Eighty-eight believing Christians were then anointed
with ten cents' worth of oil, "in the name of the
Father, Son, .and Holy Ghost," after which they
bobbled out of the building in the same condition
physically, but more spiritually exliilarated than
when they entered it.
It seems to us that in these reports of the Chicago
papers we detect a trace of levity, but we trust they
hav set nothing down unbecoming to- the noble character of the services. The a:ffi.ictions of the sick and
the exalted value of Christianity should not be trifled
with. If miracle~:~ were performed in the time of
Jesus, why not in the time of Simpson ?

More Testimony to Faith-Cure.

debarred from the true fold-which is, of course, the
Methodist-by order of the professor of systematic
theology of Boston University. No man shall hav a
perfect and inalienable standing in Christ on any
such terms. It's preposterous to think it. Unbe·
lievers must not only believe, but they must repent
of their unbelief, put the old Adam....:....which is the
flesh-away entirely, and- be filled with the spirit,
before they can make their calling and election sure.
Any other scheme would not be of J obn Wesley, and
consequently must be of the devil.
Everyone must cordially agree with Dr. Buckley
that the paragraph should be read twice. We read
it four times before grasping its immense significance,
though we are something of an expert in Methodism,
having in years agone seen three different and distinct Methodist girls home from prayer-meeting in
one evening.

Irreligion- at the National Capital.
The Rev. Dr. Hershey, of the Sixth Presbyterian
church in Washington, wants not only to hav the
Bible read in the public schools, but to hav chaplains
appointed. The necessity of this be' urges because
he has been told that only one-tenth of the teachers
in the public schools of Washington are Christians !
Four_ years ago our correspondent "Antichrist "
made the startling statement that eight of the nine
judges of the Supreme Court of the United States
were Infidels. The allegation was controverted by
the religous press. Parson Talmage's paper, the
Christian at Work, said that Chief-Justice Waite
was an Episcopalian, Justice Blatchford the same,
Bradley a Dutch Reformed, Gray a Channing Unita~
rian, and Field a true-blue Presbyterian.
"Antichrist" in rejoinder said that the allegation
that eight of the nine judges were Infidels applied to
the court as constituted before the retirement of
Justice Strong; and he presented evidence to support his allegation in regard to three of the abovenamed Christian judges which would hav been sufficient to. exclude an ordinary man from churchmembership. The other two judges had been appointed to fill vacanciea since Justice Strong retired.
Exactly how the court now stands religiously may
n0t be easy to ascertain ; certainly not quite eight to
one, as before the retirement of Judge Strong, because
one of the Agnostics, Justice Woods, has died. And
now if the Ch1·istian at Work will canvass the public
school teachers of Washington, the result may be
that nearly as large a proportion of them are churchmembers as of the . judges on the bench of the Supreme Court of the United States. But, anyway, we
presume Dr. Hershey would not withdraw his motion,
because the mover of the resolution would expect to
receive the :first appointment as chaplain to the public schools of Washington.

this dispute in the upper-ten-dom of heresy, and thus
far the honors are resting with Mr. Palmer, the
former president of the American Secular Union.
Mr. Carnegie was rude; Mr. Palmer was gentle, and
heaped coals of fire upon the great iron man's head
by refusing to accept his resignation. Judge Barrett was afraid to be identified with a clul,> whose_
president did not yield to popular clamor; Mr.
Palmer was sorry, but could not yield his convictions
to even so· distinguished a judicial officer as Judge
Barrett. And the club itself moves to larger quarters, and prospers in membership and influence, educating swelldom in something besides germans and
the proper way of disposing of a napkin at the dinner table.
One interesting fact brought out by the discussion
in the newspapers is that the lecture committee of
the club is searching for a minister of reputation
possessing sufficient courage to meet Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll on its platform. If Archbishop Corrigan,
or Cardinal Gibbons, or Dr. John Hall, or Howard
Crosby would accept, what an event it would be I
Future chroniclers would begin a paragraph in their
nineteenth century history something like this:
"From the date of the meeting of the Nineteenth
Century Club, at which R. G. Ingersoll and - - debated Christian theology, Christianity perceptibly
declined. In about a decade it was extinct."

Editorial Notes.

THOMAS s. RANDALL, of Chicago, says the seceding element
in the Knights of Labor of that city hav been "captured by
and are now in recognized subordination to the Secular
Union." E. A. Stevens has been elected foreman of the
assembly.
THE Marlboro (Mass.) Times has an editor who doesn't
fear God. Commenting on a petition circulated in the town
for a strict enforcement of the Sunday laws, the editor says :
"The Sabbath which the Jewish God commanded to be kept
holy is not the one our statutes refer to, being at the opposit
end of the week, and being intended· to commemorate the
rest God took after his great six days' work, the first work
he ever did in his life, and which naturally rather knocked
him out."
THE Rev. Mr. Waddell, Methodist, preached a sermon on
Bible temperance at Mt. Forrest, Ont., on the same day that
the Rev. Mr. Macdonnell, Episcopalian, preached one at
Toronto on the same subject. Mr. Waddell held that the
Old .Testament forbids the use of s_trong drink; Mr. Maedonn ell took the opposit view. Therefore, those Canadians
desirous of knowing just what the Old Testament does teach
must procure E. C. Walker's pamphlet on the subject.

The following experiences in faith-cure are related
by a daily paper of this city:
" Charles Mason Squier was a bookbinder in the employ
of the American Bible Society. He lived at the Berachah
Home, Fourth avenue and Sixty-first street, this city, eighteen months. The Valley of Berachah, beloved readers, was
the place Jehoshaphat and his people assembled at to thank
the Lord that he had made their enemies destroy each other,
thus enabling them to strip the dead bodies of riches and
precious jewels. Mr. Simpson, the head of the institution,
is the Chicago preacher. Mr. Squier was pointed to as a
shining example of the faith-cure power. Sunday night,
December 18, 1887, Mr. Squier hanged himself to a hook in
a closet in his room in the house named after the valley
where Jehoshaphat thanked God."
"A girl living at Rutherford Park, N.J., was placed in a
faith-cure "home" at Grenville, N. J. She· soon became
insane. She took poison and died." ·
"Miss Violet Hopkins, of Jersey City;, became convinced
that faith would cure sickness. When attacked with pneumonia some months since, she insisted upon going to a faith.
cure establishment in Bergen county, N.J., to be cured. She
has now been taken back to her home with an incurable ~J.1he Iron-founder's and the Judge's Troubles.
Because Cotirtlandt Palmer wrote to the New York
consumption, and will die soon."
· Following immediately after the establishment of Tribune that the Chicago Anarchists did not deserve
a faith-cure "home" in Chicago, these testimonies death, Mr. Andrew Carnegie and Judge Barrett resigned from the Nineteenth Century Club, of which
partake of the nature of the invaluable.
Mr. Palmer is the president. Mr. Carnegie is the
millionaire iron-founder of Pennsylvania, and Judge
Systematic 'l'heology.
The subjoined paragraph, which is the conclusion
of an article on "Christian Perfection," by Daniel
Steele, professor of systematic theology in Boston
University, in the Christian Advocate, should, says
the editor of that journal, be read twice:
" A theological error in deadly antagonism to purity of
heart is rapidly spreading in England and America. It is the
doctrin of imputed instead of imparted personal holiness,
together witli the necessary co-existence of the flesh and the
spirit, the old man and the new, till death. An intellectual
assent, without previous repentance, to the fact of the condemnation of sin on the cross, gains a perfect and inalienable
standing in Christ, irrespectiv of the grossest subsequent
sins."
That is to say, Christ's personal bolii:tess does not
necessarily giv, or impute, holiness to believers in
him, but it must be imparted to each one separately;
and whomsoever says otherwise, let him be anathema
by the Rev. Dr. Steele, professor of systematic theology of Boston University. And further, whoever
says that when a Methodist is born again, or suffers
regeneration, he still has left in him any of the old
man, let him be likewise anathema by direction of the
aforesaid Professor Steele. And still further, whoever asserts that by merely believing that Jesus died
for sinners he can, without repenting, get to heaven,
~ve~ thou~h he Qom.mit~ 9thef tJmfql ~cts 1 let }lim be

Barrett has achieved distinction on the bench in this
city. Mr. Carnegie took occasion, when invited to
address the club, to make Mr. Palmer's views a subject for discussion, and said many unpleasant things
in a personal way. Mr. Barrett is the judge ·whose
decisions in the Sharp case bav been reversed by the
Court of Appeals.
Mr. Palmer's views upon ·the Anarchist cases is

THE Kirksville, Mo., Journal, of November 24th, has this
item: "A. J. Huffman, living ten or twelve miles southwest
of this place, was arreeted on information charging him with
violating the Sunday law by digging a well. He was tried
before Justice Richey, and fined one dollar and costs,
amounting in all to about eighteen dollars. He went to
jail." This is one of those outrages which every fair-minded
man must vigorously denounce. Some Freethinker near
there should look into this matter, and if Mr. Huffman is
not yet liberated, see what can be done for him.
MRs. M.A. FREEMAN is making a lecture route through
Iowa and Nebraska, and is anxious to correspond with individuals and societies desirous of having one or more Liberal
lectures in their town. Mrs. Freeman is a very agreeable
woman and a talented lecturer, General Trumbull, of
Chicago, holding that there are not in this whole country
three women of equal genius. Mr. Stevens, the secretary of
the American Secular Union, speaks of her with words of
highest praise, to which we may add our own encomium,
having had the pleasure of listening to her at Cleveland.
Her address is 175 South Halsey street, Chicago, lll., and
her terms are reasonable.
A OORREsPONDll:NT of the Religious Herald (Congregational),
George Tholl)pson, writes from Ohio that there is the same
decay of religion in that state that has been noted in rural
New England. He speaks particularly of that garden spot
known as the Western Reserve. He says he has been largely
over it in the last seven or eight years, and notes remarkable
changes even in that time. "In many places," he reports;
"the people work on Sunday as on other days-plowing,
cutting, and drawing in hay and grain, etc. And Sabbathvisiting is alarmingly common. In places where were
churches well sustained fifty years ago, there are no religious
influences, no preaching, and the people are largely Spiritualists, Universalists, Infidels, Atheists, ancl blasphemers,
etc. In many places very feeble churches are struggling to
keep up the appearance of life, while worldliness and pleasure-seeking run riot. Many who once went to church go no
more. In a number of places I saw Congregational churches
turned into barns, and no organization remains. In one section are four small Congregational churches in four towns
adjoining, and all without a pastor. It makes my heart ache
to see and say these things, but they arc true. I hav seen
them." He notes that the Baptists and Methodists especially
hav lost, and declares that it is only a matter of time when
both these churches must become extinct in that section,
which is encouraging, if true, and shows that the people are
awakening to a sense of duty toward this world. But w~~t
km4 ot 1m ln1\4el or 04t'isti~n:is ~~·· blasphe~er~?''

------

that they were executed far more because they were
Anarchists than because they were murderers. He
considers them as laboring for a good end-the abOlition of poverty-and that from their standpoint
they were honest thinkers. He .does not commend
their means nor indorse their standpoint, but believes
they were martyrs to· their principles, and says that
if the Supreme Court of Illinois had possessed the
courage of the Court of Appeals of New York, it
would hav acted in the Anarchists' case as the latter
did in Sharp's. Mr. Palmer considers, too, that his
private views are not the business of the club, nor of
Mr. Carnegie, nor of Judge Barrett. The motto of
the club is, Toleration, Courtesy, and Courage, and,
be says, J"ust as Mr. Carneaie has been lacking in the
t>"

second of these, so Judge Barrett bas been found
wanting in the third.
The qa.ily pavers bf\V l?eeD qevotin~ mtJch space to
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hypocritical informer. I fancy iie would hav us believe
ing the age of eighty years. But come it must. - In l?pse of
that a man and his darling bride should retire without changtime ignorant superstition must pass away, and sohd Maing their clothes to avoid obscenity and to promote good
terialism will prevail, filling the earth with joy, love, prosmorals. What nonsense I Let us study the perfections of
THos. WINTER.
perity, and general happiness.
nature, and the more beauty we discover the better.
VIOTOR, Nov. 25, 1887.
1 cannot do justice to a vilifier of character.-- Please don't
Mn. EDITOR: I was raised a Catholic, but that was knocked
B~LBY, MIOH., Dec. 12,287.
out of me by readiug of the mflssacre of the French HuMR. EDITOR: I hav a question to ask, and maybe two. If bring him before me. I will send him up, sure, as a nuisance,
guenots. I hav been a Liberal ever since. ~ hav a tussle every subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER should add one to if the evidence warrants it. His idea of obs(:enity is preposwith the preachers every little while, but they·go away and his own subscription, would the subscription list reach ten terous. I hope better men will do him justice while agitatsay, "You go to hell!" I would rather go where our best thousand ? Please do not think I am meddling with that ing this subject, until New York, at least, is relieved of one
men all went than to go to heaven where all good Catholics which does not concern me, because no true Freethinker can who is filled with hate, and whose malice would reinstate_the
M. KERCHNER.
go.
Yours for truth,
feel other than dee:P and honest concern for such a cause, IDqnisition again.
I circulated Ingersoll's "Reply" to Field in order to proand a deaire to learn all he can in reference to it, and I hav
FonT ANN, N. Y., Nov. 28, 1887.
been a subscriber long enough to· make me feel as though I cure subscribers. His masterly production is worth the
MR. EDITOR: I would like to get up a club, but as I am had a large investment in a child that has fought as hard for subscription price for any intelligent reader.
the only person in the place that re>1ds Liberal literature, I life and received the rough handling THE TRUTH SEEKER
0. H. WHEELER.
Sincerely,
could not help you any in that direction.
has. I do hope the young one may grow up to be a man,
We each and tvery one of us ought to g_et up a vote of and a eturdy one, and if every present subscriber would add
PuGET SoUND Co-OPERATIVE CoLONY,
}
PoRT ANGEurs, Cur.LAM Co., w_. T., Dec. 5, 1887.
thanks to Heston for his pictures. If I do laugh but once in one each year, and a paying one, how long wo11ld it be beMR. MAcDONALD, Dea'l" Si'l": It may be of some interest to
the week, it is the time the paper comes. I am what you fore there would be a propagandist ·establishment so large
you to know that, while you are working in the interest of
would call a backwoods woman, living ten miles from a
that creed, bigotry, and tradition could not and would not
humanity on one line, we are making a practical demonstrapost-office, but hav been in New York once, and called at
undertake its annihilation? Judging by my own neighborTHE TRUTH SEEKER office with Mrs. Burnz. Keep up your
tion of, or w::>rking out the solution of, the labor problem,
hood, if all others are like it, the good time is quite a way
and showing the feasibility of integral co-operation and the
paper by all means, even if you meet with discouragements.
off yet, and Catholic ignorance and Protestant intolerance
The fact that it has penetrated such a back place as this
equitable distribution of wages. We hav been incorporated
show a seal of hard work in the future of Freethonght.
ought to be encouraging, even if it is poor, humble me that
Your wood-cuts are each one a Liberal lecture of itself, and, since May, 1887. We are satisfied that the principle uponreads it. As the Christians say, Another precious soul won
oh, Lord! doesn't Rome howl with holy horror? The whole which we hav based our enterprise is the coiTect one, and
-another conTert to the god of Truth.
pack of religionists are becoming constitutional grumblers. we hav one very excellent reason for knowing that this is a
I shall want your ANNUAL for 1888.
fact, which reason or test is, that we hav the enmity of the
Now go on with THE TRUTH SEEKER.
MRs. EMERY GIBBARD.
Associated Press and of the religious press. We deprecate
Respectfully,
J. M. LoGAN, M.D.
the judicial murder at Chicago, hence we ought all of us to
LAFAYETTE, OR., Nov. 31, 1887.
be hung. We are nothing but a nest of Infidel Anarchists
BAY VIEW, FLA., Nov. 25,.1887.
MR. EDITOR: lt is with pleasure I inclose $3 for the reMR. EDITOR : Please send me pamphlets according to the anyhow, and <>ther like complimentary names are given to
newal of my subEcription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. There is
us. We cla'm t1ta.t universal mental liberty shall be the rule
no paper I take the reading of which givs me more pleasure. inclosed list. The reason that I hav chosen these pamphlets
of government in our commonwealth; that public halls,
is
that
I
am
an
outspoken
Infidel,
as
the
Christians
call
me,
I came to OrPgon in 1853, from Clay county, Mo. I
open at all hours during the day and evening, in which the
brought the Investigator, and Paine's, Voltaire's, and anum- and hav had an argument with several, and I wish to giv
discussion of any and all subjects may be had, shall be free
ber of other Liberal books with me to this country. I circu- them something to think about. One, a Sunday-school
to all. We hold that buildings set apart for use only a few
superintendent,
said
that
we
Infidels
had
no
institutions
of
lated the works through the county, and got quite a number
hours of each week are a fruitful source of waste and a great
and
had
no
halls
of
our
own
to
hold
our
meetings
learning,
to subscribe for the paper. The sky-pilots of the country
cause of poverty, and one which we cannot afford to supset up the cry that I was an agent of the devil, and would in, so I want to hav more facts, and postponed any definit
argument to a stated time so as to meet his statements. If port. We are trying to demonstrate, and I believe we shall
hav taken my life had they dared.
succeed in doing so, that the moral character of a Christian
I hav always preached Freeth ought, and taught my chil- you will be so kind as to send me the names of such schools,
or any institutions of learning conducted by Freethinkers, and and an Infidel are based upon precisely the same principle;
dren to read and think for themselvs.
that honesty, integrity, humanitarian principles and uprightSamuel Putnam gave a number of lectures in this vicinity state where they are situated, I shall be more than obliged.
ness of character and all the better attributes actuate both
J. H. KINSMAN.
last fall. It was quite a treat to the Liberals here.
classes
exactly alike.
[Freethinkers
own
a
number
of
buildings
throughout
the
I havjust finished re!Lding Helen Gardener's book entitled,
We" find the class of Christians in whose hearts really rests
"Men, Women, and Gods." I think it one of the most val- country, in'which meetings are regularly held-a splendid
one at Boston ; a good one at Waco, Tex.; also, at LiberaL the love of humanity are broad enough to accept our univeruable and interesting contributions to Liberal literature.
Mo.,
and Silverton, Or. In this city and· in many other sal mental liberty creed, and put their shoulder to the wheel
Success to your grand paper. May it liv long, and spread
places throughout the country Freethinkers do not believe in alongside the Infidel, to help to better the present-life condithe gospel of humanity throughout the world.
putting thousands of dollars into a building used only one tions of the people, and by that means, perhaps, giv them a
Yours truly,
L. P. YouNGER.
day in seven, and consequently they hire halls for Sunday better opportunity to fit themselvs for the higher life when
GOLDTHWAITE, TEX., Dec. 15, 1887.
which are used on other days. There is a Freethinkers' it comes to them. We are banded together, Christian, InMR. EDITOR: This is one of the most thriving little towns school at Liberal, 11-Io., but no other distinctivly Infidel one fidel, Catholic, Spiritualist (but not a bigot), in a commonon the G. C. & Santa Fe railroad-the western branch of that we know of. The public schools are good enough for weaith, to insure to the laborer the product of his labor;
said road. The town was mapped out, imd lots sold two years us, and every scientific college in the land is turning out the man who builds a carriage shall not be compelled to
walk; the shoemaker's children shall not go barefoot; the
ago, amounting in the aggregate to $25,000. A depot and Infidels by the score.-ED. T. S.]
searnstre•s shall be clothed; the equitable distribution of
round-house loomed up, and Goldthwaite became by the
MT. PLEASANT, TEx., Dec. 6, 1887·.
voice of the people the county-seat of Mills ·county. She
labor and a just compensation therefor shall giv all a chance
MR. EDITOR: The following from the Hartford Oou'J"ant is to liv. A few capitalists shall not control capital, nor a few
now presents to the world a magnificent Methodist church,
and almost within kissing distance stands a Baptist church. worth comparing with some of Ingersoll's sayings, to show laborers crowd aside the rest. The world moves and "the
From the pulpit of each edifice orthodoxy oozes out in full the truth of them: " So long as Grover Cleveland is presi- people's advents are coming."
blast. Each denomination is willing to allow the younger dent, he is entitled by every respectable citizen to receive
Fraternally, and for U. M. L.,
LA.URA E. HALL.
and feeble branches to come in and cast their sins on Jesus. personal respect. Not to accord it to him is to lower our
WAVERLY, WAsH. TERR., Dec. 4,1887.
Old debtors come in to worship and glorify God because the own dignity. The demonstrations made by hot-headed
MR. EDITOR: We see on the top of our court-houses the
statute law of Texas is about to bar and shield them by Western members of the G. A. R. in regard to the president's
limitation, and they are jubilant through the magnetism visit to St. Louis were disgraceful, and the slight to the emblem of justice represented by a female blindfolded, and .
of shaking hands, etc.-so much so that a few of the most president at Wheeling is lamentable." Compare it with this : holding a pair of balances iu her hand. I think the emblem
impulsiv hav been endowed with an inspiration that some "The trouble with most people is, they bow to what is might now be called a mockery, and di~carded as insignifikind of a mu~ical instrument is required to attract the atten- called authority; they hav a certliin reverence for the o.ld be- cant of any meaning. Men can be tried, fouLd guilty, and·
hung for the honest expression of their thoughts. Can such
tion of the God they worship. A subscription is in circula- cause it is old."
I think the latter expresses the cause of all our troubles. be justice? I was a firm believer in the majesty of the law
tion for that purpose. Cannot you sign about $15 now?
Even Infidels object to Anarchists, Freelovers, writings on when the same did not interfere with the individual happiGEo. WHITAKER.
the sexualrelations, Communism, Watson Heston's pictures, ness of anyone. But now men can be called Anarchists if
CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 10, 1887.
that ''hurt the feelings of the Christians," etc. If we would they advocate equal justice to the poor as well as the rich,
BROTHER l'tiAODONAr.D : Can it be possible that a reader, allow everything to run its course freely, the good would and accused of throwing bombs when the act might hav
subscriber, or a correspondent of THE TRUTH SEEKER should come to the front and the bad would run in narrow channels. been done by their enemies. Why not catch and hang the
want to know anything about the old Cincinnati Materialist,
And another thing. Is it not time the Liberals of this one that did the deed, and not sacrifice innocent life, perThos. Winter? And yet I perceive in the issue of Dec. 8, country were going into politics? When such cases as Rey- haps, to satisfy a howling monopoly.? 0 men! when will
1887, "Letters from Friends," that one level-headed and nolds's, Aunt Elmina's, the Harmans', and hanging Anarch- yon learn to be honest, and not hang every reformer that
right-minded man of the Buckeye State wants to know a ists, also confiscating Mormon property, are transpiring, may advocate a right or a theory that would benefit the·
little of the old Infidel ; and right here I will say, I deal not shall we, with the Secular Union as a nucleus and the Nine masses? In your frenzy you hav persecuted every reformer
in politics or hangings, murilers, or crimes of any. sort, but Demands as a platform, stand idle and see the liberty the th.at ever tried to benefit the masses. You hung Christ, the
all my thoughts, words, and efforts are concentrated in the good old Infidels made it possible for us to hav trampled un- son of God, on a cross ; you burnt Servetus; you kindled
downfall of superstition, I care not by what name it is called. der foot, and laws passed that it will take years to hav an_ the fires in Smithfield ; you banished Roger Williams, and
If it be founded on anything supernatural, it is orposed nulled? We hav Ingersoll, the fittest man for the position hung John Brown; and _last, but not least, you hav swung
to naturalism or Materialism-which words hav one and the of president there is in the United States, and Putnam, or into eternity five men that you called Anarchists. Why was
same meaning-and I for one do use all rightful power and some of our good women, if they can hold the office, for it done? You say, as a warning to others that might hav their
method to neutralize or destroy the widespread and evil vice-president.
ideas. What fools you are, to be living in this nineteenth centeffects of priestly frauds imposed on the multitudes.of credFriends, let us not fail to hav_a candidate in the next con- ury, and think you can hang an ideal How often hav you
ulous people. Every promni!J;ator of what is anti-natural is test, and you will be surprised at our strength.
tried that, and history has told you it was a failure 1 Men
a deceiver, a crank, or a willful and intentional plunderer.
in Palestine thought if they would crucify Christ that they
E. E. PARK.
All such take advantage of the weuk-minded and unthinking
could blot out and destroy his teachings, but it was like
public. Sir, Materialism is truth, and truth must and will
BRADFORD, PA.., Dec. 6, 1887.
throwing oil on the fire to quench it. You were sure when
triumph over all superstitions and false statements; whether
MR. EDITOR: Your correspondent from Geor~a thinks it a you hung John Brown that you had put out the fire of Aboancient or modern. There is no religions fanaticism or pity the world must be .cursed by a bigot, when referring to lition, but then you only ldndled it, and the blaze that it
spookism in the Materialistic philosophy; all is clear, all is the persecution of Aunt Elmina. The good people of New made took in nearly all the Union. Yes, that hanging made
sound, and free from deceit or lucre. Its grand and noble York are cursed with a great reformer. The writer inquires bloody work for years, made many homes desolate. I hope
principles will be an established fact when all superstitious how long it would take for a number like him to kill or im- you hav made no mistake this time, but I fear, for the innorubbish called religion is swept from this planet, together prison the Freethinkers of this free country. Our laws need cent never snfft:red for naught. If we err, it is better to err
with all the ignorance thereof. The time is coming when remodeling for the sake of humanity. The idea that law will on the side of mercy. If these five men that are now lying
the millions of intelligent persons who must and will super- stuff people with morals is simply ridiculous.
i~ their cold and silent graves killed the policemen, then
sede the short-sighted, dismal, and miserable Theists will
A good man was persecuted almost to death. No one ever r1ght was done in taking their lives, for the Bible says, " A
laugh loud and long when they think of the past folly and" enlightened the world as much by a journey around the earth tooth for a tooth and an eye for an eye." I despise Anarchy
absurd creeds and mummeries of this and past ages. How as Bennett. The inforn:;ation given by him was a marvel.
as a bad thing, but I despise it no worse than the cause of it •.
they hav been gulled and humbugged by the swarms of idle
The great informer can't be confined t J the metropolis, but If the cause was removed, Anarchy would die an easy death
drones, and pedlcrs of lies and glaring deceptions, and his emissaries must invade Jersey and Virginia, seeking -die without hanging. But what is the use of punishing
unblushing cheats!
·
whom they may devour. Will the people of New York in- effect while the cause remains unmolested ? These men are
Dear readers, I shall not liv to see this wondrous change dorse his doings? I ask one and all, without regard to sect hung, and future generations shall judge of the wrong that·
of wisdom and glorious EenEe of the people. I am approach- 1faith, or belief, to stamp their seal of disapprobation on thi~ has been done-.-of the mistake th~~ W(l.s made. I had a man

f,tfttrs /frlltl( JJritnds.
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say to me the other day, "Why, the Methodist ministers even
petitioned the governor not to commute -their sentence!"
But were they afr'!lid that the governor would be more merciful tbau they? 0 wolves_ in sheep's clothing! is that your
sympathy for your fellow-men? What a pity there is no
hell! Sometimes I think there ought to be a short one; say
for a few minutes, so that these bypocrits mil!ht. receive a
small dose.
Yours truly,
MAGGIE HoPE GRAHAM.
_
PEt.LA, lA., Dec. 12, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: It is with reluctance that I attempt to address
you, knowing full well the. marked ability of your many
correspondents. But never seeing anything from tbis priestridden community, I thought perhaps it would be wPII to Jet
the world know that there are 11 few stanch Liberals in our
Calvinistic town, but we lack organizaticn. In our present
scattered, go-as-you-please condition we are compelled to
battle with· the dogmas of superstition at a great disadvantage.
We bav been trying to get some of our many able orators
to come and help us to organize. I think we could muster
twenty-five as stanch men as could be found, besides many
others that are strongly inclined to Liberalism.
If there is any place where superstition reigns supreme it
is here. Our town has a population of about twenty-seven
hundred; supports fifteen kid-gloved insurance agents, who
present. the blood of the carpenter as a balm for all the
maladies that humanity is heir to both here and hereafter;
aleo, thirteen temples dedicated to some supposed deity, who
delights to sniff the blood of bulls and goats, but has finally
concluded that the blood of tbe mythical son of the muchslandered Virgin would atone, and therefore retires, leaving
his business exclusivly to the aforesaid agents, who from the
rostrums of their respectiv joss-houses breathe forth their
infernal anathemas upon any who dare oppose or differ with
them; teaching, or rather scaring, little children almost to
lunacy by their tales of hell and horror, and thus swell their
numbers.
I greatly fear that Liberals do not realize the necessity of
organization. Our present system of doing business or propagating our system amounts to but little, for the simple
reason that we fail to reach the young. They are firmly
held in the meshes of the church by their system of Sundayschools and many other devices of their crafty priests; thus
the damnable superstition of the Dark Ages is indelibly written upon their young minds. A certain priest has said,
"Giv me a child until it is ten years old, and I will risk all
future consequences." They understand this matter, and
govern themselvs accordingly.
Unless we arouse from our lethargy, and contribute of our
means as well as talent toward organizing our forces, we will
find to our disgust that we hav been idly beating the wind.
Again, so many tenderfoot Liberals dare not assert their
principles for fear of courting the calumny of the priesthood,
and thus lose their influence as well as their individuality,
and, we might add, their manhood.
J. W; FrsK.

•

LEBo, Kur., Dec~ 5, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: "N. S." ·mistakes, or knowingly misrepresents me, in the last TRUTH SEEKER. Perhaps be is a neophyte, or but lately converted from orthodoxy. If so, he is
pardonable. He says I "called him a crank, silly, crazy,
and held him up to the public gaze as a warning," etc.
Whatever I may hav thought of him, I did nothing of the
kind. I used the word "crank" but once, and then not referring to him. I told him that since, from his own statement, his case was in some respects a duplicate of one with
which I was acquainted that bad gone crazy, he should take
warning, and go under treatment at once, if not too late. I
said, "If he will bug his phantoms be will, in time, serve as
a warning, as a stranded ship," etc., and by his last I am
convinced he will do both. His declaration, that be "did
not wish to be cured," renders a bad prognosis unavoidable.
Some time since I beard a poor little preacher who could not
understand a Jogi..,al syllogism when explained, who would
not admit the inevitable sequence of his own assumed premises, vehemently declare, " If these positions be erroneous,
let me liv and die in error, for I will not giv up my faith."
What could be done for him but to Jet him alone? We can
only pity such stupidity. If in error, we rejoice to make the
discovery, and thank him who aids us in this. I- did not
call him silly, but said, and still say, it sounds silly in a man
to set up marvelous claims unless he can demonstrate their
truth. His spleen seems disturbed, and a spirit of acrimony
is displayed that I will not notice. I dhl not propose to bet,
but offered to malte him a present of $100 for his trouble in
case he or his spirits are able to do as he claims before me,
and I shall esteem the price reasonable, but I will waste no
more time foolishly, and he must guarantee he is not a· humbug by the depositjn bank to my credit of a like sum, if he
fa-ils to giv me the evidence desired. Of course I cannot-use
the distributed major premis and say all, for I hav not seen
all, but I say I know many mediums are pitiful frauds, and
shall protect myself against their impositions, as I do with all
other mountebanks. I am simply Agnostic, but desire to
learn, and expect to pay my tuition fee. My teacher must
understand his alphabet, however, or make me believe be
does, and, if be does not, he shall pay me for tbe time he
caused me to squander by his false claims and pretensions.
I mean bu•iness, simply business, and shall heed no babbling, I think my offer a fair and ·gentlemanly one.
He "fears I am so far advanced I can learn nothing
more." I am not so far advanced, nor yet so old, that I do
not learn daily, and I was hoping to learn somewhat of him,
but the prospect looks gloomy at present.
I am unable to giv any reliHble statistics as to the relativ
number of insane among Spiritualists and Materialists, so I
will not dispute his statement that there are Jess of the
former, but I do not believe it, and call for his proofs.
}Je sa;y.s, 11 Spiritualists h~v & che~rful doctrin founded on

phenomena, while Materialists occupy a melancholy pOsition," etc. I reply, that depends on the status of the person.
At the Centennial I saw a boy of perhaps twelve years looking very cheerful and happy with a penny rattle, while be
neither heeded nor cared for the mighty Corliss engin which
filled many with admiration aldn to awe. 'l'be rattle was, no
doubt, best adapted to his mental status. I am no contemner
of things cheerful, but Jet them ever remain subordinate to
the grand truths and principles of the solid material universe,
and the sciences relating thereto.
He asks, with an air of innocent triumph that awakens
pity, "C~tn he [I] demonstrate that my statements of September 10th are false?" I am happy in having better business on hand than demonstrating negativs. He made assertions that I did not believe, and I called on him for the
proofs, and offered-to pay )lim for .them, but he comes at me
with a spleeny, pueril effort at wit and sarcasm. He speaks
of himself and spirit friends with large assurance, but with
little of that modesty characteristic of true ability. He says,
"Theology is a perverted child of Spiritualism I" Ha! ba!
ba l I am ever so glad he told us that I never could get
its pedigree from good authority before. I always supposed
such a monstrosity as theology must bav bad a slie God for
a female and !L horned devil for a male progenitor, but this
detracts sadly from the supposed notoriety of its parentage.
Tell him for me not to .weep, for no Materialist wishes to
"drive him from his positions."
S. F.
KENT, 0., Dec. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Allow me to say to Mr. Hoffman, of Georgia, and Mr. Vogler, of Home City, that, while they seem to
take offense at my article of September 28th, and think me
opposed to Freethought, and more .especially to free speech, I
do say that I am opposed to such freedom of s;peech as they
advocate, and I am glad we bav men of more solid thought
to control our country. One of them says if " I knew more
about the men who died in Chicago on the 11th of November," etc., I would not talk a~ I do. While this may be true
-and I wish I knew more-l will say I know as much as
dthcr of them, who think me so ignorant, as I was in Chicago during the strike and the Haymarket trouble, and tried
to Jearn all I could as to the true inwardness of the question
then being agitated ; also, I bav read pro and con since that
time.
Mr. Hoffman says the right of free speech bas no limit; if
you put bounds to it, it is no longer free. I will leave this
question fq_r the calm consideration of more solid Freethinkers, and only suggest that there must be a limit to everything
to make it useful. Fire and water, two of our most useful
elements when our servants, are the most destructiv when
our ma$ters.
As for capital punishment, I said nothing in my article
referred to indicativ of my personal views on the subject.
As long as capital punishment is the Jaw of a state, criminals
must be punished by that law, and anything I might say
against the law could not change it. I am opposed to such
Jaw.
He also infers that I think all will be well in the sweet by
and bye. Not so, brother, for I know nothing of such a
time, and a wrong once done can never be undone. But
baste often makes waste. I am no more in love with religious superstitions than you, but we hav many great and good
men who believe and love their old Bible fables, and we are
bound to respect them with their belief, or we cannot ask
the same of them.
·
I am sorry to bear Friend Hoffman talk as he does of our
policemen, as we put them into office to protect our lives
and our property, and should stand by them when they need
help. I am sorry to see them in the control of the church,
as they should enforce justice only .. If you condemn our
policemen, who keep peace, what do you think of men who
advocate no Jaw to make· peace? What freedom would
there be for an unprotected female, were there no law or
officers to protect her?
To Mr. Vogler I will say that I am a reader of THE TRUTH
Smi.KER and like it very much, although its Editors and I do
not agree on all questions, and am also a reader of several
other periodicals and an occasional copy of Lucifer, and in
them I find many good and valuable thoughts; also many
that I cannot accept.
He also says, "Mr. Swan, come out· here on these cheap
lands," etc. Why, bless your ignorance, I lived seven yeurs
in Kansa~, from 1873 all through the grasshopper years, and
think it a beautiful country, and that it has some as good
people as liv. I am sorry you hav a railroad so near you,
for were it not so, you could draw the products of your farm
hundreds of miles to market, buy coal and team it home free
of co~t, and I advise that you do so now and not pay the
monopolies one cent. While you in the West are crying,
" High rates on transportation !" to the East, our Eastern
farmers are growling because the rates are so low. They
can't compete with you, and their farms hav depreciated
forty per cent in value. If it were in my power to please
you both, I would do it. On the whole, gentlemen, I think
you are throwing stones at the horse you would catch in the
pasture, for I cannot see how you are going to revolutionize
our country for the benefit of the poor man by the course
you are pursuing. The majority must rule, and the majority
of our American citizens feel proud to think they liv in
America.
No one is more willing to tolerate free speech than I, until
it is cttrrird so far as to jeopardize the welfare ·of our country
and individual rights. When a man says, Hats off, to those
who claimed to be Anarchists and hurrahed for Anarchy on
the gHilows, and then says he is not an Anarchist, I think he
would best either chew his gum or take it from his mouth.
I hav just read the editorial on the trial of John Most, and I
heartily approve of what is said, so you see I am not entirely
dumb to the opinion of others. I will gladly giv counte-
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nance to every sentiment that will giv freedom to our peopie, and especially to the poor man. but cannot condemn the
best government on earth because I see some laws I do not
like. It is utterly impossible for any country to m'l.ke laws
to ple'l.se everyone, and especially those who wieh no law.
Our government givs freedom to the foreigners; .givs them
land, a home, and a chance to help make our laws. Why
growl because everything is not to your liking? I am for
the Nine Demands of Liberalism, and will do all I can by
peaceable means to get ~hem. I think we are gaining
ground. Our churches are becoming more Liberal, and free
discussion is the spirit of the day. Let Freethinkers discuss, while the churches pray.
·Yours for the best mutual interests of mankind,
A. D. SwAN.

DRs MotNRS, lA., Dec. 1, 1887.
MR. EmTOR: The people of Des 1t1oir es bav again received
the benefit of a series of able lectures on Liberalism, this
time at the instance of Dr. J. L. York, whose name has become a household word by reason of his vigorous efforts
here. But to-day he started for the West, his next point
being that of Denver, CoL We miss him already. We pass
the entrance of the ball, we climb the stony steps perchance,
and see the vacant rostrum. It is a sad si~ht.
I would that every man and woman, endowed with reason
and intelligence enough to grasp the scientific truths that he
advances, would, candidly and honestly, listen to the doctor's
lecture on 1 ' Evolution or Creation-Which ?" and, were it
possible for such men and women to lay aside their prejudice and receive the profound reasonings of which his mind
is a fountain, people would withdraw support from church
and creed, and, instead of having the idle tales of ignorant
prattlers preached in aimless dashes from their pulpits, we
would replace the undeserving structure by education and reform.
As one of our Des 1\ioines Liberals, I must say that I am
proud, very proud, of the able lectures that hav been given
us by Dr. York. He is what would seem to some of our
Christian friends, perhaps, a little too radical or outspoken.
But the spirit of earnest desire to please his bearers which
in every instance characterizes his efforts givs the candid
thinker no room for any shock at th~ boldness of his expression. They simply ask tbemselvs whether or not the old
man bas told the truth. Consequently, the audience giv expression to their degree of satisfaction by frequent applause
and continued attentivness: At each of his lectures here he
held the audience with increased interest and enthusiasm for
over two hours. But occasionally he was interrupted by the
Christian "flip-flappers," who naturally wonld fill up quicker
than the rest, and prance out of the halL However, we got
along just as well without them. One old woman told me
that the reason she left the ball on Sund1y evening was that
she didn't like to attend such places on l::lunday, but that if
it had been any other day, she would attend. I informed
her that the doctor ~ould giv another lecture on Monday
evening. He did, but the old lady didn't come. She went
to the bull-fight.
The quaint delivery, the clear, deep voice and ringing
tone, the earnestness of his efforts, the pleasing address, the
refined but blunt expression, the logical arrangement of his
thoughts, the powerful magnetism, his art of mimicry, and
his desire to do good, are only a few of the extraordinary
qualifications that are brought together to form the noted
personage that we are proud to own as "the Ingersoll of the
West."
The weather was very cold and disagreeable, but the fact
that we had larger a\ldienceq than we usually see at our Liberal meetings here goes to prove that the good seed scattered
in Des Moines by our noble friend and co-worker, Charles B.
Reynolds, is bearing us 11 rich harvest. It is hardly time
yet to reap the harvest of Dr. York. But the fact that steps
were taken at his lectures to organize an Independent or Liberal Sunday-school and Childrens' Progressiv Lyceum bespeak for us a good result-from the efforts of the doctor.
I earnestly hope that the appointments which bav be~n
filled by Dr. Y01k, and those which are yet to come, may
prove as beneficial to humanity as hav his efforts here. He
has inspired us with a new hope. He has bettered the
channel of our thinking. He has tramplanted the thinking
minds of our city to a new !'phere. And, above all, he has
given us the cause fJr a resolution to strive to do good in
every way possible. Indeed, I never before so truly realized
the ben!'(i.ts of mental freedom, and the pure happiness that
comes from a knowledge of the truth, as eloquently explained
by Dr. York.
I hope that everywhere he may go he may open the eyes
of the people, and awaken their sleeping talent which now
is smothering within the walls of ignorance ancl superstition.
The doctor and his better half were entertained at the pleasant home of D. H. Cross and wife, and every effort upon
their part, as well as our other Liberal friends of Des Moines,
has b<en extended to make it a pleasant sojourn for them
here. We can but hope, therefore, that he has left our city
with as good an impression of us as we hav formed of him.
And I voice the sentiments of the greater portion of his
large a•Idiences here when I say that he ~as given our ~ause
a mighty push on Wflrd. And our best wtll'hes follow him to
the end of all his efforts.
W A.RNER Lov&LL.
P.S.-In reply to the many pleasant responses I bav reGeived from Liberals all over the country, as u result of a
former letter to TuE Trmrrr S&EK&R, I would say, in addition
to the personal attention I hav devoted to each one of these
encouraging epistles, that I am very thankful to ~ad so many
warm friends in a field wherein I am a comparauv stranger.
And I am glad that I can come out upon as pure a platform
and put my name under as pure a motto as TH& TRUTH
SK&K&R, and hope that it may be th13 means of informing my
acquaintances that I am dt-cidedly a _Liberal_, _the opini?ns
formed from reading some of my previOus wntmgs notwithstanding. Liberals, I am always plel\sed to bear from you,
and shall giv your communications due attention. W. L.
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III. Liberalism knows nothing of supernaturalism, because the sublimest truths and
grandest discoveries hav been found by scien.Edited by MISs SusAN H. WxxoN, FaZl tific men within the domain of the natural.
Ri'Der, Mass., to tJJhom all Communications for Nature forms the hills and the valleys, the
lakes and the rivers, the seas and the oceans;
t'hiB Corner slwuZd be sent.
and, in fact, everything in the boundless universe, from the unseen atom to the ponderous
"Between the dark and the daylight,
globe revolving in space, is alike subject to
When the night is beginning to lower,
natural law.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known.as the Children's Hour."
IV. It was not by means of a supernatural
revelation that Copernicus discovered his
system of astronomy; it was not a heavenly
Our· Pet.
messenger that i,nformed Bruno of a plurality
I know a pretty pussy
of worlds, and Galileo obtained no divine aid
And she is very wise.
Her name is Mistress Zaidee
in the invention of his telescope, with which
And she has yellow eyes.
he viewed the starry heavens; but 'it was
Her fur is soft and silky,
believers of a professed divine revelation who
The prettiest silver-gray;
-tortured and put to death in the most horrible
There's not a white hair in it,
manner thdse noble men for teaching the
She's perfect in her way.
great truths of nature, the results of their
She is so shy and cunning
own discoveries and investigations.
And hides away so well,
That she wears a pretty co liar
MARGARET CoLVIN (age 13 years).
With a little silver bill.
Omaha, Neb.
She'll hide behind the table,
[Winning prize of $2.-ED. C. C.]
She'll sit up in a chair,
But when yon turn to catch her
She is no longer there.
When it is her bed-time
She's qniet as a mouse,
· And hides in some dark earner
While you search the whole house.
She'll not move a muscle,
Though you call her by the hour,
Bnt a tinkle soon betrays her
And she's qnickly in yonr power.
Then she lays her pretty ears back
And shakes her dainty head ;
Scolding and sometimes scratching
As you take her off to bed.
She is so cross and funny,
I'm sure that you would smile,
But she's the nicest pussy
You will find for many a mile.
-A.. M. B.
--------~.--------

The Snow Angel.
The sleigh-bells danced that winter night;
Old Brattleboro rang with lllee;
The windows overflowed with light;
Joy ruled each hearth and Christmas tree ;
Bnt to one the bells and mirth were naught;
His soul with deeper joy was fraught.
He waited till the guests were gone;
He waited to dream his dream alone;
And the night wore on.
Alone he stands in the silent night ;
He piles the snow in the villalle Fqnare;
With spade for a chisel, a statue white
From the crystal quarry rises fair.
No light, save the stars, to guide his hand,
Bnt the image obeys his soul's command.
The sky is draped in a fleecy lawn,
The stars grow pale in the early dawn,
But the lad toils on.
And lo ! in the morn the people came
To gaze at the wondrous vision there;
And they called it "The Angel," divining its name,
For it came in silence and unaware.
It seemed no moral hand had wrought
The uplifted face of prayerful thought :
But its features wasted beneath the sun :
Its life went out ere the day was done;
And the lad dreamed on.
And his dream was this : In the years to be
I will carve the angel in lasting stone ;
In another land, beyond the sea,
I will toil in darkness, will dream alone;
While others sleep I will find a way
Up through the night to the light of day.
There's nothing desired beneath star or sun
Which patient genius has not won.
And the boy toiled on.
The years go by. He has wrought by might;
He has gained renown in the land of art :
But the thought inspired that Christmas night
Still kept its place in the sculptor's heart;
And the dream of the boy, that melted away
In the light of the sun that winter day,
Is embodied at last in enduring stone,·
Snow angel in marble-his purpose won;
As the man toils on.
- Wallaoe Bruce.

Prize Essay.
WHY I AM A LIDERAL.
I. I am a Liberal because, as I understand
it, Liberalism may be called the religion of
Nature. It teaches obedience to natural law,
and maintains that each individual must suffer
the consequences of his or her own actions,
and that the penalty for each and every violation of the laws of Nature must be paid not
by an innocent being, but by the violators of
the law themselvs.
II. That form of religion known as Christianity claims to be a divine revelation, but
furnishes no proof to •support the claim, ann
the pages of history inform us that it has
always been a cruel persecutor of those who
dissented from its views. Catholics and Protestants hav frequently persecuted each other
with extreme cruelty, and some Protestant
sects hav tortured and put to death members
of other Protestant sects for upholding opposing creeds. Liberalism has never persecuted
anyone for being against its views, but allows
the utmost freedom of thought and expres. sion o~ opinion on ~ll subjects wll~tever.

The Story of a Handkerchief.
It was on a cold winter eve the night before Christmas when along through the rushing .streets of one of our great lake cities a
tall young man overloaded with packages
was running to catch the street-car, which
alreadylwas in motion, to get home. Home!
He had no home, as he was a foreigner, but
his boarding-house, where he had been living
for nearly ,two years.
Christmas eve I Whoever has been alone
in a foreign country, without friends or rela.tivs, can imagin the feeling of our hero who
will play the main part in this story. But he
was going to hav Christmas, too, and so he
bought some oranges and other little things_
for a few little friends he had and a book ·for
the lady of the house he was boarding with.
There was still something, perhaps a stranger
could not hav made out, he was carefully
holding when sitting in the car. It was all
wrapped up in paper, and seemed to be
breakable, as he handled it very carefully.
It was no work of art ; it was only a picture of an Indian camp, made by himself out
of scrap-pictures, moss, etc., but it was made
out of friendship, for two little girls nine and
ten years of age. After he arrived at the
house, he put his things up and then sat
down near the warm grate and recalled his
past. He thought of a little house far in the
east, in Europe, on the barren coast of the
wild sea, where he was born. He thought of
the time when he was a boy and going to
school, and at Christmas getting presents
from his parents anu friends. He then
thought of the incident that had occurred and
the time he became an Infidel, and the day
he left his home and country to hav peace and
to worship his own religion, the Religion of
Science and Truth'; of the time when his
mother bade him good-bye, and the time he
landed on foreign soil without having a person he knew in the other country. He did
not pray to God to giv him luck, nor did he
ask Jesus to help him along; no, he simply
trusted himself and depended his future on
his hands and brain. All this he realized,
and then a tear touched the paper he was
writing on-a letter to his mother. He had
no Christmas. Nobody would giv him something, as he expected, and so he went up to
his room and went to bed to forget for a
night that perhaps nevermore should he.see
his dear old mother's face again on a Christmas day.
'
It was noon the next day when he came
home to dinner after having done some shopping, and when the dear little girls I spoke of
before went to his chair and handed him a
little package, containing a common little
handkerchief. It is not the value of an article that is given ; it is the way it is presented.
And so this little handkerchief, worth only a
few cents or a dime, made him more happy
than any valuable piece of jewelry or a check
on a bank could ha v done. A tear again was
in his eye, but this time a tear of joy. Yes,
he had friends, too, and if he even had no
place he could really call his home, he knew
now that he would always find somebody
that would care a little for him, and when
Christmas comes again he perhaps will hav
somebody again that will make him a present
and make him forget that there is no place
like home-especially on Christmas eve. The
handkerchief he did not use, but he took a
piece of silk paper and wrapped it up and
laid it away for another time, to show perhaps to a friend who feels downhearted and
illustrate how littl~ tWngs c~ m&~e ~ person happy,

But, you children who may read this, you
may take the lesson out of it that you should
each exert all the favor you can, that you
may never forget how happy you are in your
youth, and· how thankful you ought to be to
your parents for all the good things they are
giving you, and if you meet a person you
think is in need of something, if only a kind
word or smile, or if a poor tramp comes to
your back-doQr and asks you for a cup of
coffee or bread, oh, don't send him away.
Ninety-nine may be guilty of not being willing to work, and just that one you send a way
perhaps would hav done any kind of work
before going out to beg. Be kind to everyone, and don'.t let one feel that you are better
offjthan he is.
UNOLE Loms.

A. Brave Marquis.
From an old history of Delaware we gather
the story of a young French nobleman, which
may interest our readers :
Among the French aristocrats who escaped
the guillotin, in the days when it was a
crime to hav been born with a title, was the
Marquise de Sourcy, who fled to England,
and thence to this country, with her son, a
boy of fourteen. Her husband having been
executed, this boy, Pierre, inherited the title;
estates there were none.
His mother •landed penniless in Wilmington, Del., and· found refuge in a little cabin
on Sixth street. The influential people of the
town called on Madam de Sourcy, and offered
her aid. Many houses were opened to her,
but Pierre refused all help.
"We are poor, but not beggars," he said
proudly. "-I hav hands. I will support my
mother."
He had no profession, trade, or capital'. In
the garden attached to their cottage grew a
gourd vine. He cut the smaller gourds, and
made of them boxes, which he stained and
decorated with black figures, drawn en Bi~
lwuet. These boxes sold rapidly at high
prices. He then invented an ice-boat, which
drew large crowds to the banks of Christiana
creek, when it was frozen over.
There the young marquis was waiting with
toy boats which he had made for sale. When
pring cal!le, he had several s"mall bateauriJ
ready to dispose of.
In the garden, he raised poultry and vegetables enough to supply his mother's table.
Two years passed. Pierre had wider ambitions. He built, after many failures, a boat
so large that in it he was able to cross the
Delaware, and to bring from New Jersey
sand, which he sold ·for building purposes.
He had from this a steady iDcome, and began
to look with contempt on his toy boxes and
boats.
But one day the poor li.ttle marquis,
weighted with his cargo of sand, was overtaken by a storm on the Delaware, his boat
was capsized, and he was drowned within
sight of his home. His mother sank under
her trouble, and died the next day.
They were buried together in the old
Swedes' churchyard ; and the grave is still
shown· to strangers of the little nobleman
who played his part in the. world, in the
midst of cruel misery and pain, more bravely,
perhaps, than any of his ancestors.-Our
Own Paper.
~----~~-------

Nursery Rhyme Interpreted.

Here is a nursery rhyme I shouid like to
draw attention to-oBe in common use in
Cornwall-which is certainly of great antiquity, and has even the reputation of being of
Druidical origin. It runs as follows :
Ena, mena, mona, mite,
Pasca, laura, bona, bite,
Eggs, butter, cheese, bread,
. Stick, stock, stone, dead.

The first two lines are said to be a phonetic
representation of the incantations performed
by the Druids before the immolation of their
victims; the third has reference to the fattening process to which the victims were subjected in anticipation of their immolation,
and the fourth of course shows the ordinary
mode of immolation to hav been either by
beating them t.o death with sticks or stoning
them with stones.-Notes and Queries.
A GOOD mother undertook a little religious
instruction among her children on Sunday,
and began to read the parable of the sower.
A little six-year-old girl promptly interrupted
with: ''That's a chestnut, mamma I That's
a chestnut I I've heard it in Sunday-school
lots of times."- Taunton Gazette.
WIIEN one thinks of the real agony one has
gone through in consequence of false teaching, it makes human nature angry with the
teachers who hav added to tile pitt!lmesa of
llf~--G~a~ Gorden,

Correspondence.
DENVER, CoL., Dec. 17, 1887.
DEAR MisS WIXON: Received the $1 yesterday for essay, "Why I am a Libe.ral." No,
I hav never received Mr. Cozine's prize•
money. He probably thought he did not get
his money's worth, and perhaps he didn't.
Very truly,
LAURA STEWART.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Dec. 15, 1887.
MisS WixoN, Dear Madrzm: I received your
letter and inclosed postal-note this morning,
from which I learn that my essay on " Why I
Am a Liberal" has taken the first prize. Accept my thanks for your compliment, and the
assurance that I will strive to mend the fault
you hav observed. The Corner will probably
hear from me in January. Closing, I remain,
Yours truly,
GEo. H. SEIBEL.
SoANDIA, KAN., Dec. 13, 1887.
DEAR MISS WixON: I thought I would
write a few lines for THE TRUTH BEKKER. I
go to school every day. I went the ~rst
three months of our school, and got a pr1ze.
The prize was a box of writing-paper, with a
flower on the top of the paper. I wish some
of the members of the Children's Corner
would write to me. I am eleven years old. I
hav two sisters and one brother. I wrote to
Aunt Elmina some time ago, hut hav not
seen it in the In'Destigator yet. Please excuse
bad writing. From your friend.
LuLIE DE TAYLoR.
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 11, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixON: It is quite a long time
since I wrote to the Children's Corner. I go
to school every day. I am in the sixth grade.
My teacher's name is Miss l<'annie Maxwell ;
she is very kind. The Salvation Army has
been arrested once. A lady friend of ours
went down to their hall one night with a
Methodist lady, and when they a~ked her
whether or not she believed in God, after
some little parley she said, " Prove to me
that I hav a soul, and I will join." But they
could not, so she is a Liberal yet.
Papa is a true Liberal. There is a Presbyterian church next door to us. Sometimes
I go there with a little girl, a friend, and it
makes me go to sleep. Rev. Harsha is the
minister. I am learning the song, "There's
One More River to Cross," and a piece, "The
Children's Hour."
·
I am twelve years old, and would like to
hav some correspondents about my own age.
As my letter is getting almost too longYours with love,
MAGGIE GRIFFITH.
Wednesday, Dec. 14, 287.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My father has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKKR for a long time; and I
hav often thought of writing to the Children's
Corner, but as yet ·never hav. But I hav
heard "it is better late than never," so I
thought I would defer writing no longer.
I am going to school now. My two sisters
go also. We hav as teacher a kind and considerate lady, Miss Stella Jackson by name.
I disobey but one school law, and that is the
rep3ating of the Lord's Prayer. Each scholar
is expected to stand, look sanctimonious, and
repeat it. But as for myself, I must say I can
scarcely endure to hear it every morning
during an entire term of school, much less
repeat it. We are also expected to sing
gospel hymns. Some of the hymns are, I
think, worth singing, and convey to one
much that is very instructiv and pleasant to
think of. When these are sung, I generally
join in the singing of them.
The church-going people of our vicinity
are too poor to build a church in which
to worship, so our scho.ol-house is used for a
church; and, from the appearance of the
several scholars' desks and books on Monday
morning, one has a right to conclude that all
do not go for the express purpose of worship.
All this causes the scholars to grow very
much disgusted at times.
My brother, my sisters, and myself can
always find a more profitable way in which
to spend our time than in going to a country
church, where there is not even good singing
to listen to.
I will close, as I fear I am writing too long
a letter to see it in print.
· With best wishes to the Children's Corner,
I remain, Your friend,
MAUDE MoNTAGUE MoRRisoN.
THE
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(Concluded from page 837.)
yet the difference is as great as human language can through the town, and in a few months there will be
has put this burden on your young life simply that express. You call the justification of all the world a third, making LiberaL a railroad center.
you may suffer and be strong. I would help you "the gospel of despair," and the damnation of nearly
Liberal is not the place for a poor man. There is
gladly, but I do not wish to defeat the plans of your all the human race the "consolation of religion."
at present no industrial enterprise, no manufactories,
almighty friend?" You can reason one way, but
After all, my dear friend, do you not see that when nothing to giv employment to the laboring classes.
you would act the other.
you come to speak 'of that which is really good, you Liberal is just the most desirable of places for people
. I agre~ with you that work is good, that struggle are compelled to describe your ideal human being? with a few thousand dollars to go make a home, and
. 1s essential; that men are made manly by contending It is the human in Christ, and o:nly the human, that invest their money, and inevitably grow wealthy with
with each other and with the forces of nature; but you, by any possibility, can understand. You speak the progress of the place. The best business men of
there is a point beyond which struggle does not of one who was born among the poor, who went the town are now fully aroused to the need of
make character; there is a point at which struggle about doing good, who sympathized with those who establishing manufactorie!l. A stock company will
becomes failure.
suffered You hav described, not only one, but many shortly be formed that cannot fail to wonderfully enCan you conceive of an "almighty friend" deform- millions of the human race. Millions of others hav hance the value of every acre of land for miles around
ing his children because he loves them~ Did he carried light to those sitting in darkness; millions Liberal in every direction, and giv constant employallow the innocent to languish in dungeons because and millions hav taken children in their arms; mill- ment to hundreds of operative-women as well as
he was their friend T Did he allow the noble to ions hav wept that those they loved, might smile. men. Evecything is favorable for the enterprise.
perish upon the scaffold, the great and the self-deny- No language can express the goodness, the heroism, All the residents of Liberal will be enabled to particing to be burnt at the stake, because he had the the patience, and self. denial of the many millions, ipate, and success is assured, because the spirit of
power to save? Was he restrained by love? Did dead and living, who hav preserved in the family of true Liberalism is now prevalent. AU realize that
this "almighty friend" allow millions of his children man the jewels of the heart. You hav clad one being mutual concessions, mutual forbearance, and mutual
to be enslaved to the end that "the splendor of virtue in all the virtues of the race, in all the attributes of kindness will insure mutual prosperity.
might hav a dark background?" You insist that gentleness, patience, goodness, and love, and yet that
I enjoyed a delightsome visit. How could it be
"suffering patiently borne is a means of the greatest being, according to the New Testament, had to his otherwise with such a host of congenial spirits-real,
elevation of character and in the end of the highest character another side. True, he said, "Come unto genuin Liberals! I enjoyed the hospitality of the
enjoyment/' Do you not then see that your me and I will giv you rest;" but what did he say to genial, jolly Charles Webb, and his good wife, who
"almighty friend" has been unjust to the happy- those who failed to come1 You pour out your whole are devoted to Liberal and Liberalism. The Women's
that he is cruel to those whom we call the fortunate heart in thankfulness to this one man who suffered Freethought Educational Union gave a supper and
-that he is indifferent to the men who do not suffer for the right, while I thank not only this one, but all reception at the Universal Mental Liberty Hall in
-that he leaves all the happy and prosperous and the rest. My heart goes out <to all the great, the self- honor of my advent, on Saturday evening, Dec. lOth.
joyous without character, and that in the end, accord- denying, and the good-to the founders of nations, The newly organized bra~s band discoursed cheering
ing to your doctrin, they are the losers?
singers of songs, builders of homes; to the invent- melodies. Prof. M. D. Leahy made a most earnest
But, after all, there is no need of argumg this ora, to the artists who hav filled the world with and eloquent address. Several of the university
question further. There is one fact that destroys beauty, to the composers of music, to the soldiers of scholars gave admirable recitations, and all enjoyed
forever your theory-and that is the fact that mill- the right, to the makers of mirth, to honest men, and a glorious, good time. The :financial proceeds were
ions u.pon millions die in infancy. Where do they to all the loving mothers of the race.
devoted to the university. I hope every local Secget " elevation of character~" What opportunity is
Compare, for one moment, all that the savior did, ular Union will speedily organize a kindred society
given to the~ to." suffer and be strong?" Let us all the pain and suffering that he relieved; compare of its own ladies, and help on the noble work of
admit that we do not know. Let us say that the all this with the discovery of anestheti~s. Compare affording to the children of Liberals-members of
mysteries of life, of good and evil, of joy and pain, your prophets with the inventors, your apostles with their local Union, who cannot afford the expense of
hav never been explained. Is character of no impor- the Keplers, the Humboldts, and the Darwins.
sending their children to college-the advantages
tance in heaven 1 How is it possible for angels,
I belong to the great church that holds the world of a course at the Freethought University, thus helpliving in " a child's picture," to " suffer and be within its starlit aisles; that claims the great and ing members of their own home society, as well as the
strong 1" Do you not see that, according to your good of every race and clime; that finds with joy the university. For full particulars address Mrs. L. H.
philosophy, only the damned can grow great--only grain of gold in every creed, and floods with light Greeley, corresponding secretary Women's Freethe lost can become sublime 1
and love the germs of good in every soul.
thought Educational Union, Liberal, Mo.
Most men are provincial, narrow, one-sided, only
You do not seem to understand what I say with
I delivered two lectures at the Universal Mental
regard to what I call the higher philosophy. When partially devoloped. In a new country we often see Liberty Hall on December 11th and 12th. The
that philosophy is accepted, of course there will be· a little patch of land, a clearing in which the pioneer American Idea-and a very excellent Idea it is, and
good in the world, there will be evil, there will still has built his cabin. This little clearing is just large one to be cordially welcomed by every Liberal interbe right and wrong. What is good? That which enough to support a family, and the remainder of the ested in the Freethought University-said of my
tends to the happiness of sentient beings. What is farm is still forest, in which snakes crawl and wild lectures: "Mr. Reynolds is such a representativ of
evil ? That which tends to the misery, or tends to beasts occasionally crouch. It is thus with the brain the great cause of Liberalism as must necessarily call
lessen the happiness, of sentient beings. What is of the average man. There is a little clearing, a lit- forth the support and admiration of every earnest
right ? The best thing to be done under the circum- tle patch, just large enough to practice medicin with, Liberal, and command the respect of .every fairstances-that is to say, the thing that will increase or sell goods, or practice law, or preach with, or to minded Christian. His lecture on 'Life's Duties,'
or preserve the happiness of man. What is wrong 1 do some kind of business, sufficient to obtain bread delivered Sunday night, was a treasury of the richest
That which tends to the misery of man.
'
and food and shelter for a family, while all the rest food for thought, and cannot fail to make better
What you call liberty, choice, morality, respon- of the brain is covered with primeval forest, in which everyone who hears it. It teaches a high, pure,
sibility, hav nothing whatever to do with this. There lie coiled the serpents of superstition and from which practical Liberalism that must commend itself to
Christian and Infidel alike. His lecture, 'Why I
is no difference between necessity and liberty. He spring the wild beasts of orthodox religion.
who is free; acts from choice. What is the foundaNeither in the interest of truth, nor for the benefit Left the Pulpit,' is touching and instructiv, and
tion of his choice? What we really mean by liberty of man, is it necessary to assert what we do not bespeaks the genuinness of the man. His visit here
is freedom from personal dictation-we do not wish know. No cause is great enough to demand a sacri- is an occurrence long to be remembered by· every
to be controled by the will of others. To us the fice of candor. The mysteries of life and death, of citizen of Liberal."
I am preparing an article on the Freethought
nature of things does not seem to be a master- good and evil, hav never yet been solved.
Nature has no will.
I combat those only who, knowing nothing of the University, and hope to find time to forward it next
Society has the right to protect itself by imprison- future, prophesy an eternity of pain-those only who week.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
ing those who prey upon its interests; but it has no . sow the seeds of fear in the hearts of men-those
W. F. JAMIESON has just closed a very successful course of
right to punish. It may hav the right to destroy the only who poison all the springs of life, and seat a
lectures in Alamosa, Col., five nights and Sunday afternoon,
life of one dangerous to the community; but what skeleton at every feast.
Let us banish the shriveled hags of superstition; to increasing audiences. The Alamosa people gave him a
has freedom to do with this ? Do you kill the poicordial welcome. He is engaged 'to giv a series of six lectures
sonous serpent because he knew better than to bite? let us welcome the beautiful daughters of truth and in Salida, Col., Jan. 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23d, and 24th, and
Do you chain a wild beast because he is morally joy.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
will lecture in towns adjacent to Salida, and throughout
responsible ! Do you not think that the criminal
Colorado, during the months of Febuary and March. Address
deserves the pity of the virtuous ?
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
him at Monte Vista, Col.
I was looking forward to the time when the
LIBERAL, Mo.-All Liberals are natural kickers, and
E. A. STEVENS writes: " If there is any one person to whom
individual might feel justified-when the convict more or less cranks-i.e., advanced thinkers. Their
who had worn the garment of disgrace might know independence of character .makt~s them prompt to the Chicago Freethinkers feel indebted more than anotherand feel that he had acted as he must.
resist anything like dictation, and to regard with for years of patient, arduous unpaid toil and talent freely
There is an old Hindoo prayer to which I call your contempt any theory that does not commend itself contributed-that person is Mrs. M. A. Freeman. And
attention: "Hav mercy, God, upon the vicious; thou to their reason, or that cannot pass the ordeal of among its brilliant host of lecturers, few can fill a house like
hast already had mercy upon the just by making rigid investigation. Each and all who invested in our· eloquent vice-president, and none is s:J general u favorit.
As Mrs. Freeman is going to make the Liberal lecture-field
them just."
Liberal had their own peculiar notions of just what her future life-work, and is to start about February 1st
Is it not possible that we may find that everything a Liberal town should be, and how to make it so. through
Iowa, having secured engagements at the following
has been necessarily produced? This, of course, Each and all wanted their own way, and were more places: Fayette county, Shenandoah, Charles City, Perry,
would end in the justification of men. Is not that a or less impatient at the mere suggestion of any Leon, Ottumwa, Rockport, Mo.; Helena, Neb., those who
. a desirable thing! Is it not possible that intelligence other. No wonder, then, that Liberal has passed wish to hear this brilliant lady lecture should address her
may at last raise the human race to that sublime and through many serious dissensions and sad tribula- immediately-all those on or near these places especially."
philosophic bight ?
tiona ! It was very necessary that the various speciYou insist, however, that this is Calvinism. I take mens of ore thus promiscuously thrown together
The Privileged Choir.
it for granted that you understand Calvinism-but should be tested. This has been done, and all are
From the Chicago Tribune.
"And now," said the parson, at the close of his sermon,
let me tell you what it is. Calvinism asserts that rejoicing to discover the pure metal far exceeds the
man does as he must, and that, notwithstanding this dross, although for a time each to the other seemed "I will ask all those in the congregation who are endeavoring to lead a better life, or who desire or expect ever to do
fact, he is responsible for what he does-that is t9 a mass of rough, jagged edges, that was sure to cut so
to remain a few moments after the benediction has been
say, for what he is compelled to do-that is to say, and lacerate all who did not handle them most pr~nounced. Members of the choir," adied the good man,
for what God does with him; and that, for doing cautiously. Having now passed through the crusher, looking benignantly in the direction of the organ as he spoke,
that which he must, an infinit God, who compelled the genuin metal greatly preponderates, and there is "are also cordially invited to remain."
him to do it, is justified in punishing the man in a glad admission of the many excellent qualities of
How the Clergyman Became Tired.
eternal fire; this, not because the man ought to be each other.
From Truth.
damned, butsimply for the glory of God.
Liberal is now on the direct road to progress and
Tammas walked home with the minister after service last
Starting from the same declaration, that man does permanent prosperity. Very handsome stone build- Sunday, and the latter .complained of exhaustion.
" Tired out, eh ?" said Tammas.
as he must, I reach the conclusion that we shall ings are being erected in the place of the frame
"Yes," sighed the reverend, "co_mpletely done. upt menfinally perceive in this fact justification for every shanties first put up. A general spirit of enterprise
tally and physically. I actually stramed my back gettmg up
individual. And yet you see no difference between prevails that only needs centering in the right chan- tbis
mornin~'s sermon."
my doctrin and Calvinism. You insist that damna- nel to insure most rapid growth and brilliant fulure.
"Oh," said Tammas, musingly, "you must be very near
tion an<l justification are substantially the same; and There are now two main lines of railroad running the bottom of the barrel."
·
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L. K. Washburn's lVorks. Mottoes for Freethinkers.

Mormon Property Seized.

tested," as they 'had a right to, and as the
Protestant church would, of course, hav done
United States Marshal Dyer, as receiver of had the Roman church (if it had been in the Snnday and the l"abbath. "A law
regulating human conduct. on the Sabbath is
~burch property, seized all personal property majority) persisted in inculcating its version
an impertin~>nce." Price, 10 cents.
m the temple block and tithing-office. This of the Christian religion. The consequence·
property is claimed by Angus Cannon, presi- of this persistence of the Protestants is that The }'alse 'l'eaching of the Chris·
tian Chnrch. "The Thirty-nine
dent. Tbi's estate was turned over to him the Roman Catholics hav "struck I" They
Articles of the Christian church are thirtybefore the passage of the law.-Balt Lake hav tried in vain to hav the ''bone of contennine poor, broken-down opiuions." 10 cent~.
City JJUpatclt.
·
We are not a Mormon, nor a friend to the tion " (the Protestant Bible) taken from the The Foolishness of Pruyer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppublic schools, and to hav secular instruction
Mormons, yet we are in favor of strictly
pers, or trymg to induce the Deity to underonly permitted. F~tiling in this, they now
take
a crn•ade of oue agaiust the Colorado
carrying out the Constitlftion of the United
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.
ask, as a matter of right, that as the state
States, having served in the army nearly
contributes to the support of schools where Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
three years in order to preserve the ConPrice, 5 cents.
the Protestant religion is inculcated, it should
stitution in its purity. We can remember
also contribute to the support of schools Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
the time when a Methodist circuit rider was
where the Roman Catholic religion is taught. America's Debt to Tlwmas Paine.
not looked upon with any more favor thjl.n
Price, 5 cents.
If our school system is destroyed, if the printhe Mormons are now. Meeting-houses were
ciple of secular education is abandoned, if Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
closed against them, and they held their
these nurseries of citizenship are broken up, A. Ho1y Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
meetings in private dwellings or in the open
the Protestant church must be held answer- The Workingman's RPli~Zion. 5 cts.
air. It has not been many years since the
able for the calamity which will ensue.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Pilgrim fathers landed on this continent exiles
While I thus speak of the Protestant church Free Religion ; or, the Religious Deon account of religious persecution. They
as a whole, I must make exceptions in favor
mand of Tu-da:v. Price,5 cents,
had not been on the continent long before
of the liberal-minded members of that church The Brute God of the Old Testament.
they began to persecute those who differed
whose zeal for their religion has been temPrice, 5 cents.
with them religiously; they even went so far
pered with justice-who, while tenaciou~ly The Resurrection of Jesus Not
as to hang the heretics. We are opposed to
adhering to what they believe to be true in
Prowd. Price, 5 cents.
persecutions of any kind on account of polittheir religious teachings, deny, from princi- The Public. Schoo s and the Catholic
ical or religious opinions. The act of Conple, the right of any church to intrude itself
Church. Price, 5 cents.
gress authorizing tbe confiscation and seizure
into any of the departments of the stltte. If
of Mormon property is an outrage upon our
the advice of such Christians of the Protestconstitutional liberties that will hav a bad
ant church as the Uev. Drs. Shipman of the
effect, and will react upon the people in the
---o--Episcopal, Crosby of the Presbyterian, King
near future in such a manner as will shatter
We ha.v on handalarge·number of the following
of the Methodist, Tiffany of the Baptist of COLONEL INGEHSOLL'i! pamph'ets, which
the foundations of our social system. It is
church, had been taken, no Protestant, or will be disposed of at cost, as f'ol ows:
no argument to say that the Mormons hav
Roman Catholic, or any other religious book
Lngersoll Cutecltised:
violated the proprieties of social life by havwould be allowed in our public schools, and His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro·
ing a plurulity of wives. According to their
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
law they had· no illegitimate children, or consequently the present attempt to "break singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
women ostracized on account of lost virtue. up our school system " would be without.its $2.00.
ORTHODOXY.
How is it in our monogamic society? Look inciting cause.
There has been a change of sentiment and
around and you can see upon every hand the
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
work of the seducers in our f&llen women and a rapid growth in favor of the views here ex- pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
illegitimate children. Canting hypocrite cry pressed. Dr. J. G. Holland was willing to
Civil Bights f!<'peech.
out against the Mormons, and turn around " confess to a change of conviction on the Including the address of Frederick D ·uglas, fiftyand destroy the happiness of their next-door matter of the compulsory reading of the three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
neighbor's daughter. And, according to num- Bible in the public schools. It is to the Cath- for $1; a.ud $6 pn hundred.
'l'tae Truth of Historr.
bers, preachers seduce more women than any olic, Jew, and Atheist, a grievance, a hardship, an oppression." The Independent re- This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll np-rn
other class. You can scarcely pick up a
the religious lie~ that hav been toltl about himpaper that has not a scandal in which a cently said : " If the religious views of some self', and first made its appearance in these· colform
of
paganism
were
to
be
taught
by
the
umns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
preacher is mixed up with some other man's
wife or daughter. And, while his crime is state, and believers in the religion of the hundred.
BIBLE IDOLATRY.
condoned, the poor woman is kicked out of Bible were to be taxed, these believers would
decent society, and pushed from pillar to post complain bitterly and justly. The principle, A letter Colonel lnger8oll wrote to the editor of·
the London "Secular Hev1ew." Price 3 cents; 30
until she ends her days by suicide or in the however, is the same, no matter what relig- cent~ per doz., or $2 per hundred.
poor-house, and is buried in the potter's field. ious views are incorporated into a system of
INGERSOLL ON ltlcGLYSN.
The scou.ndrel]y preacher still holds his place popular education at the public expense." Being the eomments and opinions of' Mr. IngerTbe
rector
of
Christ
church
in
this
city
has
as pastor of the fold, and is permitted to
soll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
enter society as if no innocent girl or wife said that " Protestants are wrong in claiming the late pastor of St. St~phen's and his employer,
pope. Price 3 cents ; 30 ce1,1 ts· per doz., or $2
had been duped by his villainy. Seeing a right to hav the Bible read [in the public the
per hundred.
that we practice that which we persecute the schoob],'' and relegates religious education
We suggest that these be purchased in quantiMormons for, and leave our victims to battle ·"where it properly belongs,to the family and ties, and given away to Chri8tiam, and 1t is with
the
Church."
A
writer
in
a
daily
paper
rethrough life against the sneers and persethat not unreasonable expLctation that the rrices
cutions of those who are more fortunate, we cently said : " Our public schools were found- hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH REEKER CO.,
think it would be better to attend to our own ed for the purpose of making intelligent citi28 La;ayette Pl., New York.
business, and let the Mormons do the same, zens, and not to talk about the saving of
lest a reaction should set in that would knock souls."
But What does the law say on this subject?
the props from under our own rotten and
I quote therefrom: "No school shall be enticorrupt institutions.
Consistency is said to be a great jewel. tled to receive any portion of the school The Problem of the Universe, and
.Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Are we consistent in persecuting the Mor- money in which the tenets of any Christian or
Universology, Price, 20 ots.
mons for what is practiced and perpetrated other religious sect shall be taught, inculcated,
Waifs
and Wandermgs, a. New Amari·
under our own noses? Sweep before your or practiced."
can Story ...Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
Ought
not
that
to
be
sufficient
either
to
stop
"A prose eP.IC of the war, rioh with incident
own door, and let bini that is without sin
and dramat1c power; breezy.from first page to
throw rocks at the Mormon church. Wipe appropriations for the schools or take the
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Joh1i
Stointo1i's Paper.
out the filthy, vulgar passa~es in the Bible Bible from them? If so, I ask, which shall
H. M. T.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
from which the Mormons as well as yourselvs it be?
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In·
claim to found your Eeveral doctrine, and giv
fidel and the. Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
the rising generation a decent book to guide
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.
their course through life, before yo:r cry out
against those who are guilty of no worse OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY Golden Throne, a. Romance. "The.
a.uthor certai!llY, has. g<>nins. The divine creain the suit of the
crimes than you practice yourself, and are
tlV spark 1s Wlthin h1m. The book 1s filled wit!;;
manly thou.ghtsJ expre~sed. in manly words':.
, taught in your Bible.
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
the transcnpt or a manly mmd. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL.
graph Company
From u,e Sequatcllee Sun, Jasper, TPnn.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

S. P. Putnam's Works.

Robt. G. Ina-ersoll's

Religioh in the Schools.

From tile EuPn'n'J Po't Qf No11embFr 2!!1!.

Sm: Under tbe bead of "Religious Opin.
ion," in your last Saturday's paper, is an article from the Observer (Presbyterian), from
which I extract the following: "The Roman
Catholic authorities are now .lighting the [pub
lie] schools with a vigor and ingenuity worthy
of the darkest ages. They seek to break up
our [schorl] system, by asking for a portion
of the public money to use in educating children in their own way."
Who is responsible for this? I answer, the
very church, and those allied to it by a common, ProteEtant, orthodox faith, which is represented by the Obse1·ver itself.
Anyone familiar with the history of the
question of the Bible in the public schools
knows that it has been an agitated one for half
a century; and why? Because the Protestant
church (being in the majority) persisted in
inculcating the Protestant veroion of the Christian religion in the minds of the pupils of the
public schools, against which the Ron: an Oath.
olic church with equal persistence has " pro-

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome" placards which disfigure the walls of ·so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:
·
THE LIVING HAV A BIGHT TO CONTROL

THE WORLD.
.······················································
.
······················································
.• FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH. .•

······················································

······················································

BEASON. IS THE LA!Ifi' OF THE MIND.
.······················································
.
.······················································
.
•
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS
CATHEDRAL.
•
MY

..................................................... .
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY;

.........................................

~

........... .

:····················································:
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,

AND THE PLACE TO BE ..HAPPY IS HEBE.
....................................................
...

...................................................... ..
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
~

TILL TROUBLE TllOUBLES YOU,
......................................................
.
.······················································
..
"
THE WORLD IS
COUNTRY;
MY

,

TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

,

.......................................................
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is n. large card
22 x 15 inches, prmted in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, secm·oly
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Onr Flag Above the Cross.
This device is for
paper and en veTopes for Secular
Unions and others,

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'k ink,
per quire, . .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, :18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
En velopes,4 colors,
per pack, . .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per ·
l,uoo, • • s1o.oo
Address

The Truth Seeker.
COPYRIGHTED,

Any profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distribution of L1beralliterature.
.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and tile Future
Republic of Nortlt America
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book B;dVocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, VlceJ and crime. It deals with t.he present
condit10ns or society in this conn try, poin tmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
Impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under onr present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in commnnal life,
and he has drawn a viv1d picture of the future
l}epnblic of North AmeriCa, as it will be when
som!ltY shall be onranizPd on the ,Principles of
RatiOnal Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, l)Oc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
with lif!l; th<?nght, and profound emotion,
SUBJECTS:
poured fGrth, 1t seems to me, with extraordinary beauty. "-DB. HENRY W. BEUoWs. $1.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand-.
~orne 12m& volume of n~arlY 1 000 pages, fully
illuet.ratod. Cloth, 8.25-m Engllsh or German
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
A new cheap ed1tion at only 1.5(l.
Why .Don't He Lend a Hand~ and SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
Adami
and
Heva.
A
Poetic
version
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
~CONOMIC
versiol) of tJ!e ~ndian S~orr. of the Garden of
PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
E:len, m wh1ch 1ts supenonty t0 the mutilatPll 250SEXUAL
pages, illush·ated and cloth bound. (The fifth
A OOJIU'.KND OF THE NATURAL LAWB OF !Ncopy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10 volume
of
"Science
in Story.") 50 cents.
cents.
.
DUBTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Read:v Re.For all of the above address
cipPs. A valuable reference pamphlet of 1~8 pages
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
ExOliANGE.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
By J. K.!NGALLB, author of" Social Wealth."
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES Wime Pam·
NEW EDITION.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria.
Price, 25 cents.
m their Relation. to Disease,"representin,g the ge1·m
theory, advocatmg personal and public hygiene
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and opposin.g v!lccination; "Health in the Sunbeamt cons1denng the blue-glass cure-of value
OR,
to SlCK and well. By mail, 10 ceJlts each.
REPLY
(Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
The Origin of the r-hristian Religion ofHEREDITY
Heredity," by P~of. Brooks, 336 pages, cloth
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
bound,
$2;
"Heredity(
by Lming Moody, 159
~nd the Significance of its
pages, cloth\ 75cents; • ThP Law of Heredity," by
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
F. H. ~farsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of tho
Rise and Decline.
Human Temperaments( with illuHtrations, by Dr.
By B. W. Lacy.
E. B.. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generat1on before Rel!'en·
erat!On," by Dr.. E. B. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; •1.Re·
A thorough exposure of ·the Catholic priest's
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
t orts of ConventiOns and Parlor Meetin!!'s during
Historical misstatements.
18821" 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Institute
of Heredity,Mi.}61!• 1~" 10 cents.
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.
Price, $1.00.
For sale at this office.
Address
TBvTH SEEKER.

So many ha.v asked for copies of this fa.mob.s
3Peech that THE TRUTH SEEXEB ha.s obtained a.
3UPPIY a.nd ca.n mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

EQUITIES.

The Secret of the East,

•
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IDgersoll's 'Works.

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE, 21)7
meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious llnd social questionP.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trutk
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rate a

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lecturesJ.. comprising, "The Gods "
" Humboldt~ " ·~·homas Paine," " Individuality," and ... J:I.eretics and Heresies."

BACON AND ~HAKSPERE.

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

.

Contents: "The Ghosts " "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," .. The Declaration or Inde_p_end_ence," "About Fa.l'lllin,_g in Dlinoia,"
'"'£he Grant Banq'ueh:' "The Rev. Alexander
Ola.rk," "The Past mses before Me Like &
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll."

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth; $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved t Pa. per, 25 cents.
·
The Christian Reli~don. By R. G.

Proof that Wni. Bhakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Ba.oon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM, HENRY
BUBB. Price, 2~ cent.a. For Mltlfl Itt thi• office.

WHO

)\-....

"'V Q

lngersolJ, Judge.Jeremiali. B. Bla.ok, and Prof.
George J!', Fisher. Paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. ·

56 pages, 12mo, paper, cor. 87th

Orthodoxy.

.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post-paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YPe, and containing as much a.s
. could be dehvered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should, scatter it generously.

'

Touch and Workmanship.

Unr.ivaled in Tone,
.

1_

FACTORY

•st~t::>o

V

& WARE ROOMS,

0'

:\)-

Third b "fe Ne-vr York.

Col. Kelso's Works.

SOCIAL .WEALTH.
I'M

So~

Factms and Exact Ratios in Ita

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge.Acquirement and AppO'I'tionment•
a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
hammer Logic unsurpassed." 8vo., 833pp,,
the elii.tor of tlie. San Ji'l'am'i8Can, 5 cents: 50
By J. K~ INGALLS.
silk
cloth,
sa.
ce:n t,s per dozen : ~- copies, $1 ; 100 copies, sa.
Milltons of these should be circulated.
•
•
$1 oo.
Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De- Price, ClotJI,
Vindication of rl'bomas Paine from
Addre11s THE TRUTH SEEKER,
fense. A thorough analysis of the
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob28Lafayette Place, New York.

ert G. lngersQll. Price, 15 cents.

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
~ examination in verse of the charges gener-

for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
a.ll his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodo_x_y," bound 10. one beautiful volume, in half
oa.l!, library style, and containing over 1j300
PS.f!'eB, which is sold a.t the exceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

By L. R. SMITH.
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy. Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
.
Oloth, 12mo, fl45pp,, $1.
Published and for sale by
HISTORY
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
OF THB

ally brought against his Satanic majesty.
,!ddress on the Civil Rights Bill.
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
12mo, 466PP .• 1.50.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Spiritualism Sustaine<l. This work
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as· to
'Bound in one volUme, To meet the demand

Tribu~e~.

There hav been so many

apphca.tions for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast,n and
the recent address over "Little HarrY Miller's Grave," that they h'!-v be!ln printed on
heavy toned paper, 18x22, illummated border,
and in large, clear t;rpe, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 4J cts, or either one for 15 ct11.

Prose Poems and Selections.

Tli.is

new book is a gem. It is a model in every re.spect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
. best ever issued. It centa.ins, besides the celebrated "Pecoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in varions shape~\ but never
brought together till now, many oUler gems,
. selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-t.Q..day conversations of the au_ thor. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir, To help it serve this
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especia.llr. for 1t.
Price, in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt ba.ok
and siote, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style1 4.50: in full Turke;!' morocco, ji:ilt, exquisttly fine, 7•50; in full tree
calf, highest possible Rtyle and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

01' Europe.

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cents.

boudoir, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Vin~icata~!
-o-

A thorough and overwhehning reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slander11 and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITB

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D.. LL.D.

Revised Edition-2 vola-Price. sa.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

8eiYI'eta'l'lJ of the American Secular Union.
Price to cents.

Address THB TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
OR,

Natnral and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.
By M. ·L. HOLBROOK, l\I.D.

$1.00

12mo, 160 pp,,
Address

BINDER

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament.
Dedicated to the clergy
BY

H. J. BEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,

10 cents.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Blbll·
cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Oopies, ll5 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
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THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A

«lemparlson ofthe Old and New Testament J!lyths and Miracles with thu'e
of Heathen Nations of .!ntiqnity,

VOLT AIBE' 8 ROMANCES.

CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN Al\"'D MEANING.

CONTENTS:
The White Bnll : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or F~tte.-The Rage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. Tht
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromf!gaB.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of N~ttnre.-A ConversatioL
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure iL
Having No Plea.sure.-An Adventure in India.
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A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

·.Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 61
engravings. Price, cloth, bl'veled boards, SI.W: paper covers, $1. Hnlf calf or half morocco. marbled
edges, $4. 00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

.A FalYrkated .Account of a Scene at the Deathbed ,f Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.

•

THE

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its princi·pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address

ROMIBH AND ANGLICAN.

.An .l:Cxpoae.
By SALADIN.
Price, SO cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COO?
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

By Israel JY. Groh.
Price 25 cents.

CONVENTIONAL LIES-OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.
Prom the German of MAX NOBDAU.
. SEVENTH EDITION,
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE .CONFESSIONAL:

Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00

BEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bros. a,nd Curtis,
Florence, Ala., for descr\ption of cheap land in
the Bonny South.
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Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
.
BIBLE.
Brit.ain, Washington wrote: ''A few more such
A perfectly reliable, a.ooura.te pamphlet. Thou@ flaming arguments • • , will not leave numanonymous, it is now known to be the work of W•
H. BUBB, one of our ablest correspondents. More bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepathan 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenl s. ration." .
l!'or sale at this office.
Price, 3:» cents.
For either of these works or any of Paine's
writin~~:s,
Addt·eRs THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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do. UBO wr t135: do. $150 for •no; do. ~100 for *tiS;
do. 16~ fnr $4~; do. f38 tor $28. 1 It in g or Studd
wortb $18'; f.,r $140; do. Sl50 for $110: do. f90 for
f65: do. ~6; for $45 ; do. $50 for 135. A fnll line of
"lll"-ller Dutmond Good• same discounts. WILL
REFUND CASH lli FULL FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TilliE DUDINO oNE YEAR IF NOT RATIBli'ATORY.
Ueat "Howard" W~<tch, E1eg1tnt Dtamoud-set
case, worr.h $300 for ill20; simi! a r $200 for $150; do.
$150 for $110. LRdJe•' Watch, 50 D11tlllond•• worth
t21·0, for f1.'i0: do Diamonds and Uubiea, • 140 for
$100; do. $100 for l'OO. A fnll line of regular styles,
tQURllY low. Weddinl! lhnga 1t specJalt.y, Cabinet Organs worth f150 for f75; do. UOO for 150
Music Box.10 air•, t3~. wort-h $45; do. :E28; rlo. 8•
au a. $18 worth fll5. 100 Plush and Leather Alltums,
largest •ize, 11 to flO, nearly half price. 100 Plush
Totlet, Jewehy, lll~<nicurp, Shaving, 1tnd l'h1ld's
•. ts, $1· to us. R•lllA rP<luctinu..
nest Tnple
Plated Knives sa 60; Forks $3 50 per do2en. Tnple
plated 'l'ea.-rpton• fl.;o; 'l',.ble·~poon• f3 40 Per 6,
Be•t Spectltcle or Eye-Glli~B n . ."l'ei.Jbles 12, Gold
16 and J7 (!:lenrl hue of finest print you can read
plainly at 14 tnches and I can fit yon). I am an
exPPrt in DIY hne-yonr home jewelet· rnnst hav 30
to 50 pel' cent profit-! will serve You honestly and
~:iv you the advantage of m:v I ng PXPPrlence for
5 to 10 percent.
OTTO WEl'TBfEIN.
ltochelle, Ill.

[Pre-Christia~

Crosses, from Ancimt Mo1zuments.]

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment of Christianity in the \Vest,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.60,
Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.
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B, · WHITli'ORD, AI. D.

Christianity a_ Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10o.

BIBLE F.A.BRIC.A.TIOXS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Yindicntion of Rihgt.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
5c.
Addreu
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette 1'1., New York.
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THE ORDER OF CBEATIOI.
A DtBcuBston Bettoe611

Gladstone, Hoxle;r, Muller,
Linton,
Revill~.

ALAm1: has prevailed in maritim circles· for
On the Confiict between Genesis and Geology·
' some days over the loss of a huge lumber
CONTENTS:
raft in that part of the Atlantic forming the
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Bon,
W. E. Gla.dstone.
·
ocean way of most European steamship lines, II. The
Interpreters of Genesis and thelnterwhere it would be extremely likely to cause
preters of Na.tnre. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
III. Postscript to Bolar Myths. BY Prof. Max
many ~ollisions and wrecks.
Muller.
Ex-8EORETARY OF THE
TREASURY MAmilNG died
on the 24th.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea. for a Fair Trial.
By Bon. W. E. Gla.dstone.
v' Dawn
of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Glad,
stone. BY Albert Reville, D. D.
,
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
.
.
•
VII. A Pz:otest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Ll'lln Lmton
This is a. new book and contains the latest discus•
sion on the mistakes of Moses. ,The names of the
participants are a. guarantee of 1ts able character..
Price, paper, 58 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.

ftms of gihonght.
WHEN told that twice two make fonr, that two
halves a.re equal to a. whole, that a part is less than
the whole; we are compelled to believe -it, becal!-B~
it is snstl!,ined by evidence and our owp. experience;
and we could not doubt it if we tried. Bnt to be·
lieve without evidence, to accept withoni investigation, to admit apparent impossibilities without a.
vestige of proof, is not a virtue; it is not conduciv
to morality. Strange and nnna.tnra.l thing& should
not be· believed until unmiS•
takable evidence· is forthcoming.-». M. BerineU. ·
T.IIOUG'II it is not ·a, direct
a.rticle. o·f the Ohristian BYB·
tem, that this world is the
'Whole of the ha.blt'a.ble ore~
a.tion, yet"it is so. worked
up therewith from what is
called the. Mosaic account
of the creation; the story of
Eve and the apple; lind. the
oounterpart of that story,
the de~th: of the ami of God,
: tha.t to believe .otherwise.:.:
that is, 'bem;ve that God
created a plurality' of
worlds, at least aa numerous a.s what we caifstars,:
renders the Ohristian. ·!IYBtem of faith at once: little
and ridiculous, and scatters
it in the mind like feathers
in the air. The two beliefi
cannot be held together in
the same mind; and he who
thinks that he believes both, ·
has ·thought bnt little of
either.-Patne•s Age ·Of &a-

T H E government is
moving toward a
strengthening o f o u r
coast defenses.
~EUROPEAN scientists
· hav discovered the bacillus of cancer, and are
experimenting with it.

}

-
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-·
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AMoNG the immense
number of Christ~as
presents the pope has
received from the faithful are 50,000 bottles of
ch9,mpagne.
ON the 21st, an accidental discharge of 14,000
gallons of naphtha into a
sewer of Roc4ester,
N:. Y., and its exploEion,
caused. the loss of several
lives.

SO'Ii.

THE advocates and the
enemies of easy divorce
continue to agitate the
question and struggle for
the support oflaws favoring their respectiv sides
here and in England.
THE authorities in Ireland continue to make
arrests ·of whoever wants
Home Rule, of whoever
wants land reform, and,
in short, of whoever
wants anything that they do:q.'t wish him
to hav.
·
.ABouT 40,000 employees of the Reading,
Pa., railroad struck on the 24th.
THE Socialists in the German parliament
sternly oppose the war measures and ask for
international peace and movements toward
a universal brotherhood of man.
AN attempt to make a little honest retrenchment in the expenses of the Boston custo:m.house is meeting with furious indignation
from the circles benefiting by the maladministration.
LATE discoveries expose the deepest corruption in the London public boards. Unsafe
buildings are passed by inspectors through
bribery, and blackmail is levied wherever
practicable.

(.

AN ISRAELITISH EXPRESS TRAIN.
And they laded their asses with the corn, and departed thence._-Geli.._ xlii, 26.

AN oculist doesn't wa.nt a.n eye for a.n eye, a.nd a.
dentist doesn't want a tooth for a tooth. They
want dollars.
PRouD fa.ther : "I believe, my dear, that that
baby knows as much as I do." Mother <a:azing at
the infant): "Yes, poor little fellow."
JoBKINB: "That's a. good move of Comstock's
to put an end to nudity in the park." Barker:
"How soT" Jorkins: "He's arrested the bear,"
BosToN mamma : "Yon. mnstn•t speak of your
legs, Flossie, when yon ha.v company. It isn't
polite." Flossie: '•Wha.t should I say, mammadrumsticks?"
LoNG·HAIBED man (to bartender) : "Can I lea.ve
a. few tracts in here, my friend T" Bartender:
"Yes, yon can leave a. few tracks· in here, and I
want the toes to point toward the door."
BROWN: "What makes yon look so. sleepy all the
A VERY extensiv movement to organize the time, Robinson T Yononghttoget to bed earlier."
working-women of this city is in progress. Robinson (yawning): "I know I ought, bnt to tell
The revelations made of the long hours, the truth, Brown, I'm courting a. widow."
meager wages, and sufferings of sewing OLD CHRISTMAs (to children blowing horns) :
"You young imps! Why do yon disturb a. holywomen are shocking.
day this wa.yT" Chorus· of small boys: ''Yah,
IT is reported, perhaps with questionable yah, old fossil I We spell it holiday now."
accuracy, that the Knights of Labor hav
A DRUGGIST, who thought that a. drachm
diminished from 723,000 in October of last
Was equal in weight to a.lachmb,
When charged by the boss
year, 500,000 last July, and 300,000 last OctoFor causing a. loss,
ber, to 200,000 to-day.
Replied," I don't care a. da.chmn."
THE Federation of Labor at its recent con- YouNG Mr. Sissy (on board of the Fleetwing) :
vention favored the making of eight hours "Yeah, Miss Maude, thish is a (hie) centerboard
a day's work, and recommends that each yacht. Didn't yon (hie) know that?" Miss Man de :
trade work for reductions of hours until the "No, I was under the impression that it is a. sideboard yacht."
eight-hour day is reached ••
YoUNG man (to jeweler): ".Yon can only;a.llow me
FRoM reports of the workings of what is five dollars for the ring?" Jeweler: "That's all."
called the "green goods swindle," by which Young man : "Bnt yon charged me fifteen for it
city sharpers advertise and sell to countrymen a.monthago." Jeweler:"EJ~:actly." Young man
(sadly) : "Well, giv me the five dollars. I s•pose I
pretended counterfeit money, we obtain the ought to be thankful that I got the ring back a.t
sad information that among the would-be all."
purchasers of bad notes the most prominent A MINISTER of Farmington, Me., after preaching
class is tliat of deacons of country churches. a. sermon of great length, died from exhaustion.
Dx. GATLING has. invented another gun, This should be a warning to ministers who are in
the habit of preaching long sermons. Usually the
which he calls the "Police gun," and which congregation suffer the most, but there are times
is designed for use in riots. It is brass, when the minister takes a dose of his own medweigha 78 pounds, is mounted on a tripod icin.
with a universal joint, works very much HusBAND (to wife) : "Do you believe in the thelike the Gatling gun, and will deliver one ory that the greatness of a. father often proves a
stumbling-block to the advancement of his son in
thousand shots a minute in any direction- life?" Wife : "I certainly do. Thank heaven,
, sideways, up, or down.
John, onrboy will never be handicapped in that
FRoM the reports of John L. Sullivan's tri- wa.y-. But wha.t are yon looking for, my dearT"
Husband.: "My hat."
umphal progress through England and Scotland, setting forth the flattering attentions, ENGLISH eulogists of Ameri~an deceased come
high, but it seems that we must hav them. The
private interviews, and elegantly inscribed terms of an eminent divine, recently in this counand costly presents tendered him by the try, are said to be as follows : Simple exposition
prince of Wales and other dignitaries, may of deceased's career, with a.n appropriate moral
be obtained edifying ideas of the pursuits to deduced therefrom, £150; la.ndatory sermon, exhorting the hearers to follow in the footsteps of
which those ornaments of the English nation deceased, accompanied by tears, £200; all-wooldevote their time.
' and-yard-wide pra.ise, with compiete dissolution

of speaker in grief for the departed, with tearing
of hair, rending of. garments, a.nd other· a.coessories, as desired, £800-500•..:.L1fe.
"SPEAIUNG ol: mushrooms and toadstools, gentlemen," chlmedinDumley, "a friend of mine not
long ago gathered a. quantity of what he supposed
were mushrooms a.nd.took •em home. His wife
cooked •em, and the whole family ate heartily of
•em." "And tlid'they a.ll dieT" inquired the crowd,
very much shocked. "No, they happened to be
mushrooms, yon see;" replied Dumley,.with a. far-.
away look in his eyesl "bnt it was a. narrow
escape."
Tin;:· occasional contributor dropped into the·
sanctum wearily, Seated a.t ·the desk was a.
beetle-browed tramp printer. "Are yon the mule
editorT" softly inquired the visiting contributor.,
"Nay," answered the apparition, poising a. proofBlip in his delicately discolored digits; "I a.m the
calf editor. Do you wish to be edited T"
" CAN'T you say something pleasant to me ?" said
a hnilband to his wife as he was a.bont to start 'for
his office. They had had a. little quarrel, and he
was willing to "make it np." "Ah, John," responded the penitent lady, throwing her arms
around his neck, "forgiv my foolishness. We
were both in the wrong. And don't forget the
baby's shoes, dear, a.nd the ton of coal, and we are
out of potatoes; a.nd John, love, yon must leave
me some mone;v for the ga.s man."
"LAST Sabbath, the members of the Bible class,•
says a. Montana paper, "made.a. very neat and ap..
propria.te present to thfir pastor, Elder Sniff, of a
handsome slnngshot, extra weight, covered with
elegant stamped leather, to be used as a. paper
weight in his study. The good man was quite
overcome by the unexpectedness of the gift, as
well as the new evidence of the esteem in which he
is held by the class. He suppressed his emotion
with difficulty as he thanked them for the gift
and complimented them on their choice, assuring
them that it should grace his study a.s long a.s he
should remain in the ministry. After the close of
the formal exercises, he facetiously remarked, as
he slipped the slungshot np his sleeve and started
home, that he would certainly ha.v no trouble in
putting heads on the different parts of his sermons now."
"NATUIIALLY I hav had some queer experiences
since I ha.v been preaching ont in Wyoming," said
a minister to a. lady friend whom he happened to
meet on the train. "I suppose so-the people must
be so stra'nge out there." "Yes, very. I remember when I first went there the mayor of the city
came to me and said: 'Elder, goin' to start a.
church T' • I hope to lay the foundations of one
here,' I rephed. 'Correct,• he continued; 'layin'
for members, I reckon?' • Well, of course, I want
a.s many members as possible,• I replied. • I'll tell
yon what I'll do, parson,' went on the mayor; • I'll
go ont here on Gra.nd Central a.venue and rnn you
a. foot-race, and if you beat I'll join your Qhnrch;
1f I bea.t, yon pay me $10. "' "Why, the very idea.
-how absurd!" exclaimed the lady, "Yes," replied the minister, a.s he moved his grip back and
propped pis knees up against the seat in &·ont,
"it was ridiculous under the .circumstances-he
was six feet four, mostly legs; bnt I'll tell you
what it is, if he'd been just an ordinary inan, I'm
a Minner if I wouldn't ha.v taken uo out of the
foreign missionary fund and gone out and tried
him a. whirl jll8t for lnck !"

FoSTER not the hostili.
ties; the sectarianisms; of
the world, its mythical and
legendary supernatural.
isms; but rather its far aim·
pier and grander agree.
menta, its universal moral
instincts, its brotherly sym.
pathies. Teach less~ns of
universal application, nni·
' versil.lly appreciated, universaliy needed. Teach the
one .and only universal
religion of doin~r good, of
being just. Why teach chil.
dren theories of creation
rejected by men of &cience,
a.nd doctrine outgrown by
enlightened clergymen T [Why could not the author (who is evidently a very clever fellow) ha.v contented himself with writing ·~men," leaving ont
the "clergy T"l An honest man is ·a. higher title
than clergy-man, and it still holds good that an
ounce of common sense is worth a ponnd of
clergy,-HyZax.l Why feed the curiosity, the truthhunger, of the child with fabulous woi'ld~his.·
tories, with acknowledged ethical and historic'&!
falsities, which the more able and thoughtfulmnst
afterward unlearn with bitter pa.in, and with deep ·
indignation at the fraud practiced on them during the trustful years of childhood T Why imperil
mora.lity ·by intimately, if not inseparably, a.sso-.
ciating it with"fragil untruths, and with delnBiv
doc.trins emphatically opposed to cainmon senlie
and justice ,..:Reltgion tn Schools.
·
YE good distressed, ye noble few,
Who here unbending stand beneath life's pressure,
Yet bear up a. while and what your bounded view,
Which only saw a. little part, deemed evil,
Is no more. The storms of wintry time
Will quickly pass and one unbounded spring
Encircle all.-Thomson.
Tms is the aim of the new faith-to promote the
welfare and to ·aid the progress of the race ; to
inculcate purity and honesty of life; to diffuse
everywhere the spirit of charity and love; to stim~
ula.te, in every way, byninsic, sculpture, painting,
literature, and poetry, the growing culture of the
race ; to place before man constantly higher models of excellence; and to cheer and comfort drooping, saddened hearts. For the time when these
blessings shall be widely diffused must all disciples of the new faith toil. The time has come to
emerge from politic concealment and to declare
our views. Already the air is full of the tremor of
a. hastening change. The mists are lifting. The
ugly forms of once potent superstitions are growing fainter and fainter and are fading steadily
from view. ,The promis of a. better day is dawning on the race. We may not see its glory, but we
can help-its adva.nce.-Stoaaara•s New Fatth.
TRULY the light is sweet, and a. pleasant thing it
is for the eyes to behold the ann; but if a man li'v
many years and rejoice in them all; yet let hiln
remember the days of darkness; for they shall be
many. All that cometh is va.nity.-Ecclestastes xi,
7, 8.

THE old universe is made of pretty_strong mate·
rial. For ages men hav prophesied that it would
quickly go to pieces ; but it keeps on all the same.
Every now and then, something happens which
seems utterly disastrous to its existence; bnt it
still endures, and it will probably continue to do
so till our little fears· ha.v subsided.-C71rl8ttan

Reatster.

·

NEXT to the originator ·of a. good sentence is the
first qnoter of it. Many will read the book before
one thinks of quoting a. passage. As soon as he
has done tkis, that line will be quoted east a.nd
west. Then, there are great ways of ·borrowing.
Genius borrows nobly. When Bha.kapere is.
charged with debts to his authors, Landor replies: "Yet he was more original tban his originals. He breathed ~pon dead bodies and brought
them into hfe."
•
Alii thought, I·sn.y, is always thought. No grea.t
man livs iii. vain. The history of the world is but
the biography of great men.-carzvze•s Hero-Wor·
B1itJI.

